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From:                 Brunner, Margaret <mbrunner@nga.org> on
                         behalf of Brunner, Margaret <MBrunner@NGA.ORG>
                         <mbrunner@nga.org>
To:                     Powell, Alisha <apowell@nga.org>
Cc:

Subject:             GHSAC Weekly Update - 6/29/18

GHSAC WEEKLY UPDATE – June 29, 2018

  _____

GHSAC NEWS

NASCIO Assistance for FEMA Grants

The National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO) has offered its assistance with
developing or revising the Cybersecurity Investment Justification (CIJ) required by FEMA grant
guidance. A letter with more information is attached. Please let Maggie Brunner know if you have any
feedback or suggestions.  NGA Contact: Maggie Brunner, 202-624-5364.

DOJ Releases Two Grants for STOP School Violence Act

The Department of Justice Bureau of Justice Assistance has released competitive grant
announcements for two new programs created by the STOP School Violence Act: Threat Assessment
and Technology Reporting Program and Prevention and Mental Health Training Program. More
information on the grants is in Federal Relations News. NGA is reaching out to its BJA partners for
more guidance and will provide that information when available. NGA Contact: Maggie Brunner, 202-
624-5364.

NGA Center State School Safety Initiatives Tracker

In an effort to understand current state actions to enhance school safety, NGA would like to create a
clearinghouse of promising state practices and resources for HSAs per a request from the Special and
Emerging Issues Subcommittee. The NGA Center has been tracking the information submitted by
GHSAC members on initiatives to improve school safety in states via an Excel document that is
viewable here. If you have information to provide, please complete the brief Request for Information
(attached). Please do not hesitate to reach out if you have questions. NGA Contact: Maggie Brunner,
202-624-5364.
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ASPR Releases Grant for Regional Disaster Health Response

The Department of Health and Human Services Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response
has released a funding opportunity announcement: Partnership for Disaster Health Response. The
grant asks applicants develop projects to address healthcare preparedness challenges, establish best
practices for improving disaster readiness across the healthcare delivery system, and show the
potential effectiveness and viability of a Regional Disaster Health Response System. NGA Contact:
Maggie Brunner, 202-624-5364.

Legislation Regarding New Mexico National Guard Activation for Cybersecurity Threats

Attached is the State Statute signed this past year regarding New Mexico National Guard activation of
individuals for a cybersecurity threat. Activation by the GAR (Governor's Authorized Representative),
the Secretary of Homeland Security and Emergency Management Department is contained in separate,
pre-existing Statute.  Please feel free to forward any questions regarding this Statute directly to Jay
Mitchell and/or the TAG.

NGA Homeland Security & Public Safety is Hiring

The HSPS Division is hiring a policy analyst to support its projects in the Homeland Security Program.
The job posting is viewable here. NGA Contact: Alisha Powell, 202-624-5341.

GHSAC Plenary Call

The next GHSAC plenary call is scheduled for July 26 at 3:00 p.m. ET [Dial In: 888-858-6021 | ID:
2026245364]. Please note the new call-in number. The agenda for the call is forthcoming. NGA
Contact: Maggie Brunner, 202-624-5364.

  _____

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

Preparing the Next Class of Governors

During the GHSAC Summer Meeting NGA requested that homeland security advisors consider the
following questions for NGA’s briefing of the next class of governors during the Seminar for New
Governors on November 16-18 :

*      What information did governors need to have that they did not have previously?

*      In what ways did you find NGA helpful in the transition?

*      What more could NGA have done to support you and your governor?

*      What advice would you give to new governors?

*      What advice would you give to new homeland security advisors?

If you would like to share your insights, please contact NGA. NGA Contact: Maggie Brunner, 202-624-
5364.
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Governors Crisis Manuals Request for Information

The NGA Center received a technical assistance request asking if any states have “crisis manuals” for
the governor’s office (potentially including decision trees, contact lists, roles and responsibilities, crisis
communications plan, and other relevant information). If your state has such a document, please
contact NGA. NGA Contact: Alisha Powell, 202-624-5341.

Business Case for Emergency Management Request for Information

The NGA Center received a technical assistance request asking whether any states have developed a
business case for emergency management. If your state has gone through such an undertaking, please
contact NGA. NGA Contact: Alisha Powell, 202-624-5341.

  _____

NGA UPDATES

NGA Countering Violent Extremism Webinar

The NGA Center for Best Practices is hosting the Preventing Targeted Violence Webinar: Developing
Intervention Programs on Monday, July 9 at 2 p.m. ET as part of its series on countering violent
extremism. This webinar will include a speaker from the Department of Homeland Security’s Science
and Technology Directorate to discuss the science behind indicators and their effectiveness in
predicting who may mobilize towards violence. Following that presentation, a speaker from The Center
for the Prevention of Radicalization Leading to Violence, a Canadian non-profit, will discuss how they
developed and deployed their intervention program for individuals mobilizing towards violence. You can
register at the link here. This webinar is available for state, local, and nonprofit practitioners. Feel free
share this invitation with other state colleagues who may be interested in participating. Further
information is forthcoming. Please direct questions to Michael Garcia (mgarcia@nga.org ; 202-624-
5312).

  _____

FEDERAL RELATIONS NEWS

House Passes FY19 Defense Appropriations Bill

The House approved 359-49 the Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 Defense Appropriations bill (H.R. 6157) after
considering several amendments. The bill provides $674.6 billion for defense and intelligence programs
and an additional $68.1 billion for the Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO) account. Additionally,
the Senate Appropriations Committee passed its version of the FY19 Defense Appropriations bill. The
Committee summary can be found here and the NGA appropriations tracker can be found here.

Please contact your Washington representative or state-federal director for additional information.

House Votes Down Second Immigration Bill

The House voted down H.R. 6136, the republican compromise immigration bill at a vote of 121-301.
The vote, which was postponed after another GOP measure H.R. 4760 failed, came amid opposition
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from all Democrats and dozens of Republicans, who feared backing a bill that would have provided a
path to citizenship for Deferred Action for Childhood Arrival (DACA) recipients, even though it also
would have funded Trump's border wall and curbed legal immigration.

Please contact your Washington representative or state-federal director for additional information.

Federal Commission on School Safety Holds Listening Session in Kentucky

The Federal Commission on School Safety held a listening session in Lexington, Kentucky. Deputy
Secretary of Education Mick Zais presided over the session with representatives from the Departments
of Justice, Homeland Security and Health and Human Services. The session consisted of two panel
discussions with local and state officials and a two hours during which the Commission heard from the
general public. Among the panelists were Kentucky Governor Matt Bevin, Wisconsin First Lady Tonette
Walker and Tennessee Commissioner of Education Candice McQueen. Mrs. Walker emphasized the
importance of counselors, nurses and psychologists in school and the training of other school personnel
to engage students with adverse childhood experiences. Commissioner McQueen spoke about
Tennessee’s efforts to ensure every school in the state received a baseline needs assessment of its
safety, and the state’s use of the local needs assessments in awarding grant funding for school safety
initiatives. Governor Bevin spoke about Kentucky’s working group to address school safety and voiced
concerns related to students’ increasing reliance on technology, violent content in entertainment and
the publicizing of school shootings as issues that may contribute to school violence. More information
on past meetings of the Federal Commission on School Safety can be found here.

Please contact your Washington representative or state-federal director for additional information.

Federal Judge Orders Administration to Reunite Migrant Families

A federal judge ordered the federal government to reunite migrant parents with children taken from
them under the Trump administration's zero-tolerance immigration policy. U.S. District Court Judge
Dana Sabraw, based in San Diego, issued a preliminary injunction requiring that nearly all children
younger than 5 be returned to their parents within 14 days and that older children be returned within 30
days.

Please contact your Washington representative or state-federal director for additional information.

Supreme Court Upholds Travel Ban

The Supreme Court ruled 5-4 to uphold the third version of the Trump Administration’s “travel ban”
issued in September 2017 that restricts entry from seven countries by varying degrees – Iran, North
Korea, Syria, Libya, Yemen, Somalia, and Venezuela. Challengers to the ban argued that the travel ban
exceeded the President’s authority under immigration law and the Constitution. Chief Justice Roberts
noted in the ruling that, “the Government has set forth a sufficient national security justification to
survive rational basis review. We express no view on the soundness of the policy. We simply hold today
that plaintiffs have not demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits of their constitutional
claim…The proclamation is squarely within the scope of Presidential authority under the Immigration
and Nationality Act.”

Please contact your Washington representative or state-federal director for additional information.
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Two Military Bases Selected to House Migrants

The Trump Administration announced an Army and Air Force Installations in Texas to house detained
migrants as part of the “zero-tolerance” immigration policy. According to Secretary of Defense Jim
Mattis, a number of migrants will be sheltered at Fort Bliss and Goodfellow Air Force base. During a
Monday press conference, Secretary Mattis stated, “We'll provide whatever support the Department of
Homeland Security needs in order to house the people that they have under their custody.” The number
of detained migrants who might be held at Bliss and Goodfellow has not been announced, but the
Pentagon had said last week that it had been asked to be prepared to shelter as many as 20,000
unaccompanied children.

Please contact your Washington representative or state-federal director for additional information.

Senate Passes “Minibus” Appropriations Package

The Senate passed the “minibus” appropriations package (H.R. 5895) by a vote of 86-5. The bill
contains the Senate’s $43.8 billion Energy and Water Appropriations bill, $97.1 billion Military
Construction and Veterans Affairs Appropriations bill, and $4.8 billion Legislative Branch Appropriations
bill. The House passed H.R. 5895 with its versions of the three bills on June 8 by a vote of 235-179. A
House-Senate conference committee will have to resolve the differences.

Please contact your Washington representative or state-federal director for additional information.

DOJ Releases Announcements of Two Grants Created by the STOP School Violence Act

The Department of Justice Bureau of Justice Assistance has released competitive grant
announcements for two new programs created by the STOP School Violence Act. The two grants are
authorized to award a combined $50 million in fiscal year 2018 to states, territories, local governments
and federally-recognized tribes. The Threat Assessment and Technology Reporting Program grant will
assist jurisdictions in improving efforts to reduce violent crime through the creation of school threat
assessment teams and the use of technology for anonymously reporting suspicious activity as it relates
to violence in schools, and the Prevention and Mental Health Training Program grant will assist
jurisdictions with the creation of school safety training and mental health programs for school personnel
and students as they relate to violence in schools. The deadline for states to apply for the grants is July
23, and the full details can be viewed here and here.

Please contact your Washington representative or state-federal director for additional information.

  _____

GHSAC CALENDAR

GHSAC Plenary Conference Call

Date: July 26, 2018

Time: 3:00 p.m. ET

Dial In: 888-858-6021

Passcode:  2026245364
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NGA CALENDAR

2018 NGA Summer Meeting

Date: July 19-22, 2018

Location: Santa Fe, NM

2018 Seminar for New Governors

Date: November 16 –18, 2018

Location: Colorado Springs, CO

Maggie Brunner

Senior Policy Analyst | Homeland Security & Public Safety Division

NGA Center for Best Practices

National Governors Association

Phone: 202-624-5364 | Cell: 443-804-4321

Email: mbrunner@nga.org

www.nga.org/cms/center

The information contained in this electronic transmission, including any attachments, is for the exclusive
use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary, and/or
confidential. If the reader of this transmission is not an intended recipient, or a person responsible for
delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and delete this message.
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201 East Main Street, Suite 1405 Lexington, KY 40507 859.514.9153 T: @NASCIO info@NASCIO.org 

June 5, 2018 

Governors Homeland Security Advisors Council (GHSAC) 
444 North Capitol St NW #267 
Washington, DC 20001 
 
Dear Commissioner Squires and Director Klein,  

On behalf of the National Association of State Chief Information Officers (NASCIO), we wanted to reach out and offer 
our assistance to the Governors Homeland Security Advisors Council (GHSAC) and your members on the new grant 
guidance by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) related to homeland security grants. As you know, 
FEMA grant guidance now requires a cybersecurity investment justification (CIJ) and requires state CIOs and state CISOs 
to sit on the Senior Advisory Committee (SAC) and the Urban Area Working Group (UAWG) to better address 
cybersecurity preparedness.  

State CIOs have a long history with state cybersecurity and have consistently ranked it a top priority for state IT. In the 
2016 Deloitte-NASCIO Cybersecurity Study, we found that the top challenges to addressing cyber within state 
government were: lack of sufficient funding (80 percent), inadequate availability of cybersecurity professionals (51 
percent), increasing sophistication of threats (45 percent), lack of documented processes (45 percent), and lack of 
visibility and influence within the enterprise (33 percent). We believe that by collaborating with state homeland 
security and emergency management professionals, we can begin to holistically address some of the aforementioned 
challenges.  

We recognize that redirecting FEMA grant funds to address state cybersecurity may be difficult due to the need to fund 
existing priorities, required set-asides, and pass through requirements. We also understand that FEMA grants are 
insufficient to meet all the emergency management and homeland security needs of state and local governments. 
Acknowledging the challenging financial environment that state and local governments face, we would like to begin 
engaging in a collaborative discussion with GHSAC members and other homeland security/emergency management 
professionals in our respective states about how to strategically fund cybersecurity initiatives that would bring the 
most benefit to our states. Most importantly, we would like to offer our assistance with developing or revising the CIJ 
document that FEMA requires states to submit.  

NASCIO would be happy to connect interested HSAs and state emergency managers to their state’s CIO and CISO. 
Please contact NASCIO director of government affairs, Yejin Jang (yjang@NASCIO.org 202.624.8477) for contact 
information. We look forward to working with you.  

Sincerely,  
 

 

 

Bo Reese, NASCIO President and Oklahoma CIO 

NASCIO Letter to GHSAC June 2018.pdf for Printed Item: 1 ( Attachment 2 of 3)
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AN ACT

RELATING TO MILITARY AFFAIRS; AUTHORIZING ACTIVATION OF THE

NATIONAL GUARD IN THE CASE OF CYBERSECURITY THREATS; PLACING

LIMITS ON THE AUTHORITY EXERCISED PURSUANT TO SUCH

ACTIVATIONS; PROHIBITING THE INCURRENCE OF DEBT FOR SUCH

ACTIVATIONS; DECLARING AN EMERGENCY.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO:

SECTION 1.  Section 20-2-3 NMSA 1978 (being Laws 1987,

Chapter 318, Section 10, as amended) is amended to read:

"20-2-3.  GOVERNOR--POWER TO CALL OUT MILITIA.--

A.  The governor may, in case of insurrection,

invasion, riot or breach of the peace or of imminent danger

thereof or in case of other emergency, order into active

service of the state the militia or any components or parts

thereof that have not been called into federal service.  As

used in this section, "emergency" includes any man-made or

natural disaster causing or threatening widespread physical

or economic harm that is beyond local control and requiring

the resources of the state. 

B.  The governor may also order any member of the

national guard to active state service for a period not to

exceed a cumulative total of four months within a calendar

year for any individual member for the following reasons:

(1)  to protect critical infrastructure in

New Mexico SB0380.pdf for Printed Item: 1 ( Attachment 3 of 3)
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the state from a cybersecurity threat or security

vulnerability;

(2)  to protect an information system owned

or operated by the state from a cybersecurity threat or

security vulnerability;

(3)  to protect information that is stored

on, processed by or transiting on an information system owned

or operated by the state from a cybersecurity threat or

security vulnerability; or

(4)  to identify the source of a

cybersecurity threat.

C.  A member of the national guard called to active

service pursuant to the provisions of Subsection B of this

section shall not have any police powers or arrest authority. 

"Subsection B of Section 20-2-3 NMSA 1978" shall be cited on

all orders, vouchers and payroll documents submitted for

reimbursement pursuant to Section 20-1-6 NMSA 1978 in support

of all actions authorized by Subsection B of this section. 

In no case shall an activation ordered pursuant to Subsection

B of this section be used to incur a debt under Article 9,

Section 7 of the constitution of New Mexico.

D.  In case of any breach of the peace, tumult,

riot or resistance to process of this state or imminent

danger thereof, the sheriff of a county may call for aid from

the governor as commander-in-chief of the national guard.  If

New Mexico SB0380.pdf for Printed Item: 1 ( Attachment 3 of 3)
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it appears to the governor that the power of the county is

insufficient to enable the sheriff to preserve the peace and

protect the lives and property of the peaceful residents of

the county or to overcome the resistance to process of this

state, the governor shall, on application of the sheriff,

order out such military force as is necessary.

E.  When any portion of the militia is called out

for the purpose of suppressing an unlawful or riotous

assembly, the commander of the troops shall cooperate with

the civil officers to the fullest extent consistent with the

accomplishment of the object for which the troops were

called.  The civil officials may express to the commander of

the troops the general or specific objective that the civil

officials desire to accomplish, but the tactical direction of

the troops, the kind and extent of force to be used and the

particular means to be employed to accomplish the object

specified by the civil officers shall be left solely to the

commander of the troops present on duty.

F.  When any portion of the militia is ordered into

active service pursuant to this section in case of an

emergency, the militia may provide those resources and

services necessary to avoid or minimize economic or physical

harm until a situation becomes stabilized and again under

local self-support and control, including the provision, on a

temporary, emergency basis, for lodging, sheltering, health

New Mexico SB0380.pdf for Printed Item: 1 ( Attachment 3 of 3)
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care, food and any transportation or shipping necessary to

protect lives or public property; or for any other action

necessary to protect the public health, safety and welfare.

G.  In the event of the exercise by the governor of

the powers under this section, the governor shall first

utilize the personnel and assets of the national guard and

only in their absence or insufficiency utilize the personnel

and assets of the state defense force."

SECTION 2.  EMERGENCY.--It is necessary for the public

peace, health and safety that this act take effect

immediately.                                                  
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From:                 Larm, Doug <doug.larm@seattle.gov> on
                         behalf of Larm, Doug <Doug.Larm@seattle.gov>
                         <doug.larm@seattle.gov>
To:                     Larm, Doug <doug.larm@wsfc.wa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             2018_06_25 Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources
(InFOCUS)

InFOCUS

Monday

25 Jun 2018

Date:                 Mon Jun 25 2018 07:19:33 CDT
Attachments:     2018_06_25.pdf

Bcc:
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International National Regional and Local 

Events, 
Opportunities  
Go to articles 

06/25 Algeria expels 13,000 migrants to Sahara 
06/25 Turkey’s victorious Erdogan new powers 
06/25 Romania: daily Russian aggression 
06/25 Ethiopia: FBI to probe deadly blast 
06/25 Trade worries hit world stocks 
06/24 Landmark day for Saudi women 
06/24 Hundreds stranded on migrant boats 
06/24 Germany: building explosion injures 25 
06/24 EU discord over migrant crisis deepens 
06/23 Iraq one step closer to new govt. 
06/23 Brexit marchers demand final vote 
06/23 EU: will respond to any US auto tariff 
06/23 NATO focuses on ‘speed’ over Russia 
06/23 Zimbabwe: assassination attempt blast 
06/23 Ethiopia rally explosion; dozens injured 
06/22 US, SKorea suspend training exercises 
 

06/25 Wildfires race thru northern California 
06/24 Immense rains cause more flash flooding 
06/24 BP checkpoints New England highways 
06/24 Activists vow Arctic drilling protests 
06/24 CDC: vector-borne diseases tripled 
06/24 Texas detention center bus protest 
06/24 Record levels imported seafood 
06/24 Calif. wildfire threatens homes 
06/23 Camp Pendleton to house illegals? 
06/23 Hope, healing thru Warrior Games 
06/23 Boston schools data shared w/ICE? 
06/23 DHS employees warned about safety 
06/23 Police at Pride? Some LGBTQ say ‘no’ 
06/23 State Dept. warns Iran on nuclear arms 
06/23 Thousands cross border seeking asylum 
06/23 Pittsburgh: car drives thru protest crowd 
06/23 ‘Occupy ICE’ protests emerge nationwide 
06/23 BNSF: derailment spills 230,000gallons oil 
06/22 When asylum seekers reach the border 
06/22 Least prepared entering retirement age 
  

06/24 Seattle Pride: 300,000 crowd streets 
06/24 Crews contain wildfire near Vantage 
06/24 Tension: Seattle handling homeless crisis 
06/23 Seattle commission seeks answers 
06/23 Mayor responds to PD chief process 
06/23 Central Oregon fire continues to grow 
06/22 Seattle mayor: $13M for 500 shelter beds 
06/22 Seattle: Lyle’s lawyers ‘grandstanding’ 
06/22 Protesters gather to send message 
06/22 Schools offer hope in opioid crisis 
 

Cyber 
Awareness 
Go to articles 

06/25 Biggest digital heist isn’t over yet 
06/25 Cryptojacking: alternative to ransomware 
06/24 Bitcoin bounces back from 2018 low 
06/23 Hacks shutting down cities, countries 
06/23 Ransomhack: GDPR blackmail scheme 
06/23 Vietnam busts huge online gaming ring 
06/22 Power plants; cyber threats, risks 
06/22 Europol busts e-commerce fraud ring 
06/22 Hackers exploit Drupal flaw for mining 
06/22 Afghan-based attack disguised as news 
06/22 Indonesia cyber-vigilantes on the march 
06/22 India bookies break into cricket live feed 
  

06/24 Hackers hit towns across the country 
06/23 PDQ restaurants warn of data breach 
06/22 Can the Emmy’s be hacked? 
06/22 New VEP board head appointed 
06/22 Popular games remove ‘spyware’ 
06/22 China escalates hacks against US 
06/22 Med Associates warn data breach 
06/22 Healthcare facing mounting attacks 
06/22 Court: need warrant phone location data 
06/22 Hacked federal workers fear identity theft 

 

Terror 
Conditions 
Go to articles 

06/25 Crowdsourcing terror in Indonesia 
06/25 France: extreme far-right group plot 
06/24 Pakistan Taliban’s new leader 
06/24 Yemen: fighting nears main port city 
06/24 Egypt extends state emergency 3mo. 
06/24 Russia airstrikes hit southwest Syria 
06/24 MI5 alert: jihadi leaders set for release 
06/23 Nigeria: Boko Haram attack kills 4 
06/23 ISIS demands release women prisoners 
06/23 Iraq attacks ISIS leaders meeting in Syria 
06/23 Israel: car-ramming attack injures soldiers 
06/22 UK: woman jailed for aiding plot 
  

06/24 Claim: no more US support Syria rebels 
06/23 Tax dollars on Afghan road to nowhere 
06/22 Fighting terrorism, money laundering 
06/22 Top Iran official: US created ISIS 

 

Suspicious, 
Unusual 
Go to articles 

06/25 No NKorea anti-US imperialism rally 
06/24 UK tax agency recorded 5.1M voices 
06/24 Claim: Saudis intercept ballistic missile 
06/23 NKorea erasing anti-US propaganda 
06/23 Russian soldiers occupy Transnistria 

06/25 ‘Mass hysteria’ at e-cigarette plant 
06/24 Search for Titanic: Cold War top secret 
06/24 Dead bodies Walmart stores nationwide 
06/24 Retailers experiment w/blue lights 
06/23 NYC traffic about to get worse 
06/22 Lyme disease: an even bigger threat 
  

06/23 Jogger strays into detention ordeal 
06/23 Counterfeiters left police a ‘to do’ list 
06/23 Protesters target Tacoma tattoo parlor 
06/22 Cruise ship to Alaska hit w/norovirus 

Crime, 
Criminals 
Go to articles 

06/25 Nigeria: ‘deeply unfortunate killings’ 
06/25 Mexico: town’s police force arrested 
06/24 Greece: unruly protest w/Macedonia deal 
06/24 Ukraine: Roma camp attacked, 1 dead 
06/24 Mali villagers killed in ‘cold blood’ 
06/23 Ex-Vatican diplomat convicted child porn 
06/23 Violence claims more lives in Nicaragua 
06/23 India: anti-trafficking activists raped 
06/23 Belgium’s looted antiquities probe 

06/25 NYPD: mistaken identity machete killing 
06/24 Illicit drone flights US-Mexico border 
06/24 Migrants call for help; 57 get arrested 
06/24 San Diego: suspect shoots 2 officers 
06/23 Man charged in killings, defends ISIS 
06/23 Convicted cop-killer freed from jail 

06/24 Teen hospitalized in Everett shooting 
06/23 Arrests: Seattle protesters block streets 
06/23 Seattle cracks down on loud car noises 
06/23 DNA on napkin cracks 32yr-old case 
06/22 Arrested teen linked to Shoreline killing 
06/22 Fighting illegal wildlife trafficking w/dog 
06/22 Slow down, move over or pay $214 ticket 
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Top of page  

HEADLINE 06/25 Ethiopia: FBI to probe deadly blast 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-send-fbi-experts-investigate-deadly-ethiopia-

blast-56136008?   

GIST Ethiopia says the United States will send FBI investigators to look into Saturday's deadly attack on a 

massive rally for the new prime minister. 

 

The state-affiliated Fana Broadcasting Corporate reports that Under Secretary of Commerce Gilbert 

Kaplan made the remark after meeting with the foreign minister in the capital, Addis Ababa. 

 

Witnesses said a man in police uniform tried to hurl a grenade at the stage after Prime Minister Abiy 

Ahmed addressed a crowd of tens of thousands cheering a wave of reforms in the East African country. 

 

Two people have died and more than 150 were hurt. More than 30 people have been arrested. 

 

The ruling party, just weeks ago the target of widespread anti-government protests, blamed "desperate 

anti-peace elements" and vows to continue the reforms. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Romania: daily Russian aggression 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/minister-romania-faces-hybrid-cybernetic-attacks-

russia-56136383?   

GIST Romania's defense minister says the country faces challenges from hybrid and cyber attacks and "daily" 

Russian aggression in the Black Sea. 

 

Amid the uncertainty, Mihai Fifor told The Associated Press Monday that the country of 19 million aims 

to be the region's main security provider, and ensure NATO allies are informed about possible threats. 

 

"I don't think there is a single day without a challenge" from Russia in Romania's airspace or territorial 

waters, he said, adding that his country works "to discourage as much as possible, as efficiently as it can." 

 

He said Romania plans to increase spending on defense from 1.81 percent of GDP last year to 2 percent 

this year, and send more troops to Afghanistan. 

 

NATO members agreed in 2014 to spend 2 percent of their gross domestic product on defense within a 

decade. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Immense rains cause more flash flooding 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/immense-rains-are-causing-more-flash-flooding-and-

experts-say-its-getting-worse/2018/06/24/3970a236-765e-11e8-805c-

4b67019fcfe4_story.html?utm_term=.9e5ec3715270  

GIST OLD FORT, N.C. — Brian Gentry was certain his 33,000-pound truck would be fine as he headed out into 

the heavy rains here in the Blue Ridge Mountains. But as he went to clear debris from a two-lane highway 

after more than a half-foot of rain, rocklike drops pounded the windows, and he heard the earth “crack” 

around him as the land began to slide. 

 

Mud and uprooted trees slammed his vehicle, tossing it across the highway, over a 10-foot embankment 

and into the raging Catawba River. Gentry and a co-worker with the North Carolina Department of 

Transportation were rolled, and the truck came to rest in the water, just the passenger-side window 

peeking out. 

 

“I looked around, and I saw everything that was going on, and I thought, ‘I am going to die,’ ” Gentry, 47, 

recalled. “I thought, ‘My life is about over, so I need to call my wife.’ ” 

 

Gentry spent 40 minutes clinging to a rope in the water awaiting rescue, the victim of an alarming 

phenomenon: Torrential rain events across the United States are becoming more frequent and more 

intense, leading to record rainfall, rare extreme flooding and perilous infrastructure failures. 

 

Experts say the immense rains — some spawned by tropical ocean waters, others by once-routine 

thunderstorms — are the product of long-rising air temperatures and an increase in the sheer size of the 

storms. Because warmer air can hold more water, large storms are dropping far more rain at a faster clip. 

 

Such rains in recent weeks have deluged the Great Lakes region, the Deep South and the suburbs of major 

cities along the Atlantic coast. Philadelphia, Charlottesville, and Ocean City, Ellicott City and Frederick in 

Maryland all have experienced major flooding since mid-May. Several locations in Maryland had their 

wettest May on record, including Baltimore, which tallied more than eight inches, most of which fell in the 

second half of the month. 

 

“Things are definitely getting more extreme,” said Andreas Prein, an atmospheric scientist at the National 

Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colo. “You just have to look at the records. All areas of the 

continental U.S. have seen increases in peak rainfall rates in the past 50 years. . . . And there is a chance 

that we are underestimating the risk, actually.” 

 

On Friday, Richmond experienced its second-wettest day on record — 7.61 inches of rain, more than the 

city typically gets in the entire month of June, topping the previous record on Aug. 12, 1955, during 

Hurricane Connie. The torrential rains in the past week flooded Richmond International Airport, which 

closed its doors for more than two hours Friday. 

 

Slow-moving thunderstorms on Wednesday triggered widespread flooding in suburban Pittsburgh, where 

residents posted online videos showing cars, television sets and dumpsters floating down streets and 

highways. Rainfall rates reached two to three inches per hour during that storm, according to the National 

Weather Service in Pittsburgh. 

 

Several stalled storms last weekend resulted in catastrophic flooding of homes and businesses on the 

Upper Peninsula of Michigan, prompting Gov. Rick Snyder (R) to declare a state of disaster in the 

counties affected. In South Texas, days of heavy rain inundated subdivisions with several feet of water, 

and the Texas National Guard used helicopters to rescue stranded residents. 

 

And in North Carolina, the May 29 flooding in McDowell County resulted in 18 people needing rescue, 

including the highway workers in Old Fort. As the runoff poured into mountain streams, officials ordered 

up to 2,000 residents to evacuate amid fears that the Lake Tahoma Dam could fail. There were also more 

than 40 landslides, which the McDowell County Office of Emergency Management described as 

unprecedented. 
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“The storms are worse. The rain is worse. The heat is worse,” said Melissa Smith, an Old Fort resident, 

after a mountain stream overflowed that night and spilled several feet of mud, rocks and other debris into 

her yard. “Everything is worse.” 

 

Several atmospheric researchers said in interviews that they agree with that perception. They say it is 

getting worse. 

 

Since 1880, global temperature has risen just more than 0.13 degrees per decade, for a total of 1.8 degrees 

Fahrenheit (1 degree Celsius). The amount of water air can hold is based on temperature — put very 

simply, the warmer the air is, the more water it can hold. 

 

Theoretically, experts say, an additional 1.8 degrees would amount to about 7 percent more water in the 

air, resulting in a similar increase in extreme rainfall. But what Prein and other researchers have found is 

much higher across a vast portion of the United States. 

 

According to the 2014 National Climate Assessment, the eastern half of the continental United States has 

seen the most dramatic change in extreme rainfall. The amount of rain during the most extreme storms in 

the Northeast has risen 71 percent since 1958; in the Midwest, heavy rain has increased 37 percent; in the 

Southeast, it’s up 27 percent. 

 

And the area covered by each storm also is getting larger, Prein said, another major factor in the increased 

precipitation. Prein’s new research suggests thunderstorms will become 80 to 90 percent larger by the end 

of the century. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Wildfires race thru northern California 

SOURCE http://time.com/5320813/california-wildfires-thousands-flee/  

GIST (CLEARLAKE OAKS, Calif.) — Wind-driven wildfires destroyed buildings and threatened hundreds of 

others as they raced across dry brush in rural Northern California. 

 

The Pawnee Fire, which broke out Saturday near the community of Clearlake Oaks, has destroyed 12 

buildings and threatened an additional 600. As of Sunday, there was no containment and it burned across 

about 12 square miles. Authorities ordered people to evacuate all homes in the Spring Valley area, where 

about 3,000 people live. 

 

“What we’re stressing is that people, when they get the evacuation order, they heed it immediately and get 

out and stay out until it is safe to return,” state Department of Forestry and Fire Protection Battalion Chief 

Jonathan Cox said. “This is one of four large fires burning in Northern California. It’s a good reminder 

that fire season is upon us.” 

 

Erratic wind and heat gripping a swath of California from San Jose to the Oregon border drove the flames, 

which were north of the wine country region where devastating wildfires killed 44 people and destroyed 

thousands of homes and businesses last October. 

 

Farther north, a fire spanning about three-quarters of a mile in Tehama County destroyed “multiple 

residential and commercial buildings,” Cal Fire said. But firefighters appeared to be making good progress 

— the Stoll Fire was halfway contained and some evacuees were allowed to return home, authorities said. 

 

A second fire in Tehama County consumed 5.5 square miles, but no buildings were reported burned. The 

so-called Lane Fire threatened 200 structures and some homes had been evacuated, Cox said. It was 10 

percent contained.  

 

A fire in neighboring Shasta County grew to 1.6 square miles and was 20 percent contained. The so-called 
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Creek Fire had damaged no structures but did prompt evacuations. 

 

The cause of each blaze was under investigation Sunday. No one was reported hurt. 

 

More than 230 firefighters using helicopters, bulldozers and other equipment were battling the Pawnee 

Fire in a rugged area that made it difficult to get equipment up close. 

 

“It’s kind of the worst possible combination,” Cox said. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Seattle Pride: 300,000 crowd parade 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1027150/thousands-to-pack-seattle-streets-for-annual-pride-parade/  

GIST As many as 300,000 people crowded into downtown Seattle for the annual Pride Parade on Sunday. This 

year’s theme was “The Many Faces of Pride.” 

 

The parade started at Fourth Avenue and ended at Second Avenue and Denny Way near Seattle Center, 

lasting about 2.5 hours. 

 

Seattle Center will host the 12th annual PrideFest until 8pm with live music and vendors. 

 

Seattle celebrated its first Pride Week from June 24-30 in 1974. Three years later, Mayor Uhlman declared 

June 25 to July 1 Gay Pride Week in the city of Seattle. The city held its first Gay Pride Week march that 

same year. Opponents picketed outside City Hall and wrote angry letters to the mayor’s office. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Record levels of imported seafood 

SOURCE https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-imported-more-seafood-2017-prior-141246717--finance.html  

GIST PORTLAND, Maine (AP) -- The United States imported more seafood last year than at any point in its 

history, and the nation's trade deficit in the sector is growing, federal data show. 

 

The U.S. imported more than 6 billion pounds of seafood valued at more than $21.5 billion in 2017, 

according to data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, which oversees American 

fisheries. The country exported more than 3.6 billion pounds valued at about $6 billion. 

 

The widening gap comes at a time when Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, who heads the federal agency 

that includes NOAA, has identified reducing the deficit as a priority for the government. 

 

The U.S. is home to major commercial fisheries for species such as Pacific salmon, New England lobster 

and Alaska pollock, but it imports more than 90 percent of the seafood the public consumes. 

 

Ross and others in U.S. fisheries are looking at new strategies to cut the deficit, including increasing the 

amount of aquaculture-based farming, said Jennie Lyons, a NOAA spokeswoman. 

 

The U.S. trades in seafood with countries all over the world, and the countries it buys the most from 

include Canada, China and Chile. Major buyers of U.S. seafood include China, Japan and South Korea. 

 

While U.S. fishermen would love to grow commercial fisheries, it's important to note that domestic and 

imported seafood are both important parts of the supply chain and support thousands of American jobs, 

said Gavin Gibbons, spokesman for the National Fisheries Institute. 

 

He added that the trade imbalance isn't caused by a lack of fish to catch in U.S. waters, as NOAA 

announced this spring the number of overfished fish stocks in the country is at an all-time low. 
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"Our stocks are fished to the maximum sustainable yield. In order to feed Americans, and to feed the raw 

materials into the jobs that are needed, we have to get it from overseas," Gibbons said. 

 

Some of the seafood items that American consumers are especially fond of, including tuna, salmon and 

shrimp, are heavily dependent on foreign imports to make it to U.S. markets and restaurants. Some 

species, such as lobsters, are caught in the U.S., exported to other countries that have greater processing 

capacity, and return to the U.S. as imports. 

 

In this way, the U.S. and its trade partners depend on each other to satisfy worldwide demand for seafood 

products, said Geoff Irvine, executive director of the Lobster Council of Canada. 

 

"Our relationship is vital, and it is symbiotic," he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 CDC: vector-borne diseases tripled 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/24/health/bug-disease-preparedness/index.html  

GIST (CNN)In many parts of the United States, this weekend marks the start of summer sleepaway camp 

season, which means swimming, arts and crafts, marshmallow roasts -- and, very often, ticks. 

 

Of the more than 1,600 overnight camps that are members of the American Camp Association, more than 

a third are in New England and the mid-Atlantic states, where Lyme disease is particularly prevalent, 

according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

 

According to a May CDC report, cases of vector-borne diseases -- those caused by viruses and bacteria 

carried by ticks, mosquitoes and other bugs -- tripled in the United States from 2004 to 2016. 

 

For years, experts have voiced concern that many local public health agencies are unprepared to control 

such pests and limit the spread of the diseases. 

 

"I started to look into it, and the numbers were on the increase and didn't show any signs of stopping," said 

Lauren Rutkowski, who with her husband, Joel, owns Indian Head Camp for children in Equinunk, 

Pennsylvania. "As a mom and a camp director, I was concerned." 

 

Every summer from 2010 to 2014, seven or eight campers had confirmed or suspected tick bites at Indian 

Head, and each summer, three or four of those children tested positive for Lyme disease, according to 

Rutkowski. Lyme disease is a bacterial infection transmitted through bites from infected ticks, and if left 

untreated, it can spread to joints, the heart and the nervous system. 

 

She said it's not known whether the children contracted the disease from the tick bite they got at camp or 

from a previous tick bite at home. 

 

In 2014, her son, Oakley, was bitten by a tick at the family's camp, which hosts 650 children every 

summer. He did not contract Lyme disease. 

 

The next year, Rutkowski hired a new service that helps fight ticks, including spraying the perimeter of the 

camp with pesticides and offering advice on how to get rid of habitats where ticks breed. 

 

Since then, not a single camper is known to have been bitten by a tick, Rutkowski said. 

 

Now, 123 camps use the service, Ivy Oaks Analytics, according to Isaiah Ham, who started the company 

after one of his summer campers contracted Lyme disease from a tick bite. 

 

Ham, then a college student working as a counselor, said he wasn't pleased with the camp's response. 
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"The camp just kind of shrugged and thought it was just inevitable, like a hurricane; it was just part of 

being in the outdoors," Ham remembered. 

 

It's unknown how many children are bitten by ticks at summer camps or how many camps are using 

services to mitigate the pests, according to Sam Borek, president of the New York/New Jersey section of 

the American Camp Association. 

 

Camps don't exist in a vacuum, of course, and there are concerns that state public health departments aren't 

doing enough to fight diseases caused by ticks, mosquitoes and other pests. 

 

"Mosquitoes, ticks, fleas can all carry very serious diseases that are life-threatening," said Dr. Irwin 

Redlener, a professor at the Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health. 

 

A report from the National Association of County and City Health Officials says 84% of programs to 

control diseases from mosquitoes need improvement. In 18 states, every program is falling short.  

 

These programs often aren't well-funded and aren't equipped to do proper surveillance or prevention, 

Redlener said. 

 

"We're, simply put, not ready, and we should be," he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Iraq one step closer to new govt. 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-election-alliance/pm-abadi-sadr-alliance-brings-iraq-

government-closer-idUSKBN1JJ0ZS 

GIST  Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi and cleric Moqtada al-Sadr said on Saturday their political blocs would 

enter into an alliance, bringing Iraq one step closer to forming a new government after an election marred 

by low turnout and fraud allegations. 

  

The alliance between Abadi’s Victory Alliance, which came third in a May parliamentary election, and 

Sadr’s Saeroon list, which won the largest number of seats, increases the chances of forming a government 

after weeks of political tensions. 

  

“We announce a cross-sectarian, cross-ethnic alliance to speed up forming the next government and to 

agree on common points that guarantee the interests of the Iraqi people,” Sadr said at a news conference in 

the Shi’ite holy city of Najaf. 

  

He called for a wider alliance consisting of all components of Iraqi society that would form an inclusive 

government. 

  

Sadr presents himself as a non-sectarian nationalist opposed to both the United States and Iran’s influence 

over his country. Saeroon is an electoral alliance between Sadrist politicians, the Iraqi Communist Party, 

and other secular candidates. 

  

Yet earlier in June Sadr went into an alliance with Hadi al-Amiri, a Shi’ite militia commander with close 

ties to Iran whose Fatih coalition came second in the election. 

  

There was no immediate reaction from al Amiri’s camp, but the prime minister said his pact with Sadr 

would not compromise the cleric’s other alliance. 

  

“I affirm that this alliance is not in contrast to any other alliances either of the two lists have previously 

entered into with other blocs, rather, it flows in the same direction and same principles,” said Abadi. 

  

The top three winning blocs, all Shi’ite-led, have upwards of 140 seats between them. At least 165 seats 
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are needed to form a government although traditionally the ruling bloc in parliament tends to be larger so 

as to include Sunni Arab and Kurdish lawmakers. 

  

A coalition between Sadr, Amiri, and Abadi could see internal divisions. Abadi had balanced U.S. and 

Iranian interests during his term and was backed by the West. Sadr says he opposes both, and Amiri is 

Iran’s biggest Iraqi ally. 

  

Despite coming in third, Abadi is hoping to win a second term as a compromise candidate for the 

premiership. Analysts and diplomats say he would be weakened and beholden to Sadr and Amiri even if 

he manages to stay on, however. 

  

Abadi and Sadr both called on the leaders of other blocs to meet and “agree on the coming steps” in order 

to speed up the formation of an inclusive Iraqi government. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 US, SKorea suspend training exercises  

SOURCE https://www.i24news.tv/en/news/international/asia-pacific/177793-180623-us-suspending-more-

training-exercises-with-s-korea-pentagon 

GIST The US and South Korea have agreed to indefinitely suspend two exchange program training exercises, to 

support diplomatic negotiations with North Korea, the Pentagon said Friday.  

 

The move comes after the two countries announced the shelving of the large-scale Ulchi Freedom 

Guardian exercises slated for August, making good on a pledge by President Donald Trump during his 

summit with North Korea's leader. Friday's decision followed a high-level meeting between Defense 

Secretary Jim Mattis, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Joe Dunford, 

and National Security Advisor John Bolton. 

 

 "To support implementing the outcomes of the Singapore Summit, and in coordination with our Republic 

of Korea ally, Secretary Mattis has indefinitely suspended select exercises," Pentagon spokeswoman Dana 

White said in a statement. Two Korean Marine Exchange Program training exercises scheduled to occur in 

the next three months have now been shelved. 

 

"In support of upcoming diplomatic negotiations led by Secretary Pompeo, additional decisions will 

depend upon the DPRK continuing to have productive negotiations in good faith," White continued, using 

the acronym for the official name of North Korea. Some 17,500 US military personnel were due to take 

part in the Freedom Guardian drills. 

 

Last week, after his historic summit with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, Trump made the surprise 

announcement that the US would halt "war games" with its South Korean security ally -- without making 

clear when the freeze would begin. The US leader raised eyebrows by describing the exercises as 

"provocative" -- a term used by the North. US and South Korean forces have been training together for 

years, and routinely rehearse everything from beach landings to an invasion from the North, or even 

"decapitation" strikes targeting the North Korean regime. Pyongyang typically reacts furiously.  
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HEADLINE 06/24 Hundreds stranded on migrant boats 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/24/europe/maersk-lifeline-migrants-stranded-mediterranean-

intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Almost 350 migrants are stranded on two boats in the Mediterranean, including a Danish cargo 

ship, as a standoff between nearby European countries deepened on Sunday. 

 

The boats include German rescue ship, Lifeline, which picked up 234 people and 17 crew members off the 
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coast of Libya on Thursday; and a cargo ship operated by Danish transportation company Maersk, which 

picked up another 113 migrants off the coast of Libya on Friday morning. 

 

Both boats have been barred from docking at nearby Italy and Malta, as the countries urged other 

European nations to take in the stranded migrants. 

 

The standoff comes weeks after Italy and Malta refused to accept another rescue ship, the Aquarius, which 

was carrying over 600 migrants. After two days drifting in the Mediterranean the migrants were accepted 

by Spain, exposing the tough new policies of Italy's hardline interior minister and leader of the anti-

immigration League party, Matteo Salvini. 

 

Similarly, Italy has also refused to allow the Maersk cargo ship, which is carrying over 100 migrants and 

is located south of Sicily, to dock in its ports. That's despite the Italian Maritime Rescue Coordination 

Center calling Maersk on Thursday night and asking for it to rescue the migrants, a Maersk spokesman 

told CNN. 

 

The cargo ship had been traveling between Libya and Malta at the time, the spokesman said, adding that 

"it is now denied a port of entry and the company is awaiting further instruction from authorities." 

 

Meanwhile, the fiery exchange between Italy and Malta continued over the weekend, with Italian 

transportation minister Danilo Toninelli calling the Maltese decision not to allow the Lifeline to dock 

"inhumane" and "absurd" on his Facebook page on Saturday. 

 

Malta's Minister for Home Affairs and National Security, Michael Farrugia, responded with tweets asking 

Toninelli to get his facts right and accusing Lifeline of breaking "international rules." 

 

Immigration continues to be a controversial issue for EU member states. During the recent federal election 

campaign that led to Italy's new government -- a coalition between the anti-immigrant League and anti-

establishment Five Star Movement -- Salvini promoted his party with an "Italians first" slogan and pledged 

to deport half a million migrants. 

 

At an informal EU summit on immigration in Brussels on Sunday, German Chancellor Angela Merkel 

appeared keen to manage expectations that European leaders could reach a broad agreement on migration, 

telling journalists that countries will need to work on bilateral and trilateral deals with one another instead 

of waiting for all 28 EU member countries to come to an agreement. 

 

The Mediterranean remains the world's deadliest migration route, despite sharp falls in the number of 

people trying to reach Europe by boat. That drop is partly ascribed to a deal struck between Italy and 

Libya last year, in which the southern European country pledged to bolster Libya's coast guard so it could 

spot departing migrant boats and house migrants attempting to cross. 

 

As of June 6, there had been an estimated 785 deaths on the route this year, the International Organization 

for Migration (IOM) said, with the majority of the 33,400 migrants and refugees arriving through Greece 

and Italy. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Trade worries hit world stocks 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-markets/trade-worries-hit-world-stocks-oil-gives-back-

gains-idUSKBN1JL037  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - World shares fell on Monday, dented by worries over a worsening trade dispute 

between the United States and other major economies, while oil prices gave up some of the gains made 

after major exporters agreed a modest production increase. 

 

The Wall Street Journal said U.S. President Donald Trump planned to bar many Chinese companies from 
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investing in U.S. technology firms and block additional technology exports to China. 

 

The report hit Asian stocks overnight and in London the pan-European STOXX 600 index was down over 

half a percent in morning trade. 

 

S&P500 mini futures fell as much as 0.6 percent while MSCI’s broadest index of Asia-Pacific shares 

outside Japan fell 0.95 percent to 6-1/2-month lows. Japan’s Nikkei lost 0.8 percent. 

 

Taking a particular hit on the trade tensions was the European autos sector, falling 1.4 percent and set for 

its seventh straight day of losses after Trump said on Friday he aimed to hike tariffs on EU car imports by 

20 percent. 

 

MSCI’s All-Country World index, which tracks shares in 47 countries, was down 0.3 in morning trade in 

Europe. 

 

As the threat of a full-blown trade war has grown, the gauge has fallen in five of the last six weeks. Last 

week it fell one percent - its biggest weekly drop in three months. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Crews contain wildfire near Vantage 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/wildfires/fire-crews-contain-wildfire-near-vantage/281-

566977595  

GIST Fire crews have managed to contain a wildfire burning in central Washington that had threatened about 30 

homes. 

 

The Spokesman-Review reports that firefighters had fully contained the fire near Vantage and the 

Columbia River on Saturday. State resources will now withdraw from the area, leaving local crews to 

address any smaller hotspots. 

 

The fire started Wednesday night and quickly began burning through brush and grass in the area. The 

cause is under investigation. 

 

Fire officials say the fire had scorched more than 11 square miles (28 square kilometers). 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Algeria expels 13,000 migrants to Sahara 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/walk-die-algeria-abandons-13000-migrants-sahara-

56133827?   

GIST Algeria has abandoned more than 13,000 people in the Sahara Desert over the past 14 months, including 

pregnant women and children, expelling them without food or water and forcing them to walk, sometimes 

at gunpoint, under a blistering sun. Some never make it out alive. 

 

The expelled migrants can be seen coming over the horizon by the hundreds, appearing at first as specks in 

the distance under temperatures of up to 48 degrees Celsius (118 degrees Fahrenheit). 

 

In Niger, where the majority head, the lucky ones limp across a desolate 15-kilometer no-man's-land to the 

border village of Assamaka. Others wander for days before a U.N. rescue squad can find them. Untold 

numbers perish; nearly all of the more than two dozen survivors interviewed by The Associated Press told 

of people in their groups who simply vanished into the Sahara. 

 

Algeria's mass expulsions have picked up since October 2017, as the European Union renewed pressure on 

North African countries to head off migrants going north to Europe via the Mediterranean Sea or the 
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barrier fences with Spain. 

 

A European Union spokesperson said the EU was aware of what Algeria was doing, but that "sovereign 

countries" can expel migrants as long as they comply with international law. Unlike Niger, Algeria takes 

none of the EU money intended to help with the migration crisis, although it did receive $111.3 million in 

aid from Europe between 2014 and 2017. 

 

Algeria provides no figures for its involuntary expulsions. But the number of people crossing on foot to 

Niger has been increasing since IOM started counting in May 2017, when 135 people were dropped, to as 

high as 2,888 in April 2018. In all, according to the IOM, a total of 11,276 men, women and children 

survived the march. 

 

At least another 2,500 were forced on a similar trek into neighboring Mali, with an unknown number 

succumbing along the way. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Turkey’s victorious Erdogan new powers 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/turkeys-victorious-erdogan-set-assume-sweeping-

powers-56133721?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who has dominated Turkish politics for the past 15 years, was set on Monday to 

extend his rule with sweeping new powers after winning landmark presidential and parliamentary 

elections. 

 

Turkey's High Electoral Board declared Erdogan, 64, the winner of Sunday's polls, which usher in a new 

executive presidential system that was approved in a referendum last year. Under the system, the office of 

the prime minister is eliminated and executive powers are transferred to the president, who can rule with 

only limited checks and balances. 

 

The Turkish leader, who is accused by critics of adopting increasingly authoritarian tactics but is loved by 

supporters for bringing prosperity and stability, may be facing rough times ahead, however. Analysts 

predict an economic downturn amid rising inflation and a struggling currency.  

 

President Recep Erdogan cited economic challenges and a growing military campaign in Syria in calling 

an early election.  

 

His win could deepen Turkey's rift with Western allies, who are already concerned by setbacks in 

democracy and human rights as well as Turkey's closer ties with Russia. 

 

Still, Turkey's currency, the lira, rallied on Monday over Erdogan's victory, which allows the country to 

avoid instability in the short-term. 

 

In his victory speech, Erdogan said he would work toward achieving his goal of making Turkey one of the 

world's top 10 economies by 2023, when the Turkish Republic marks its centenary. 

 

He also pledged a more "determined" fight against outlawed Kurdish rebels and alleged members of a 

movement led by U.S.-based cleric Fethullah Gulen, whom he accuses of orchestrating a 2016 failed coup 

against his government. Gulen denies involvement. 

 

"Turkey made its choice in favor of a more determined fight against the PKK (Kurdistan Workers Party) 

and (Gulenists)," Erdogan said. "We will go after terror organizations with stronger determination." 

 

Under the new system, Erdogan will appoint ministers, vice presidents and high-level bureaucrats, issue 

decrees, prepare the budget and decide on security policies. 
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According to unofficial results that have yet to be confirmed by the electoral board, Erdogan garnered 52.5 

percent of the votes, while his ruling Justice and Development Party, or AKP, won 42.5 percent in the 

parliamentary vote. Erdogan's closest contender, Muharrem Ince of the main opposition Republican 

People's Party, won 30.7 percent. 

 

Erdogan's AKP fell short of a parliamentary majority but a better-than-expected performance by its 

nationalist ally should allow the party to control the 600-seat legislature. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Schools offer hope in opioid crisis 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/education-lab/in-opioid-crisis-schools-are-on-the-front-lines-but-slow-

to-get-help/  

GIST EVERETT — The front office at Hawthorne Elementary School, built in 1952, was never imagined as a 

social-service referral hub, drug-counseling center or confessional. But that’s the role it has served for 

Tiffany Smith over the past two years, as she’s worked to rid herself of heroin addiction while raising 

three children. 

 

Smith, who lives across the street from the school, regularly stops in to chat with the office staff and 

update Principal Celia O’Connor-Weaver on her progress in treatment. It wasn’t always such a cheery 

occasion. The first time she ventured inside, Smith, now 31, clutched a sheaf of paperwork from Child 

Protective Services. She needed to tell the principal that her children — taken into foster care months 

before — might still get visits from state social workers, even now that the kids were back home. 

 

Explaining all of this to O’Connor-Weaver meant describing what had led to the boys’ removal, which 

meant confessing the words Smith hated saying aloud: She had been addicted to heroin for the better part 

of a decade. She had been living in her car, the kids staying at her grandmother’s house, until her 

grandmother finally called state authorities. 

 

“I was afraid of the judgment — or that my children would get shunned,” Smith said. “But it wasn’t that 

way at all. They said they have a lot of parents that have gone through this and what can we do to help? It 

was not what I was expecting.” 

 

In her six years at the elementary school, Principal O’Connor-Weaver has repeated this conversation more 

times than she cares to count. Children in Everett, an epicenter of the opioid crisis in Washington, were 

among the 525 Snohomish County kids removed from addicted parents in 2017 and placed into foster care. 

In King County, more than 1,000 children were removed. 

 

And while public-health workers scramble to stem adult addictions, less visible have been the 

reverberations downstream — that is, on addicts’ children, in school. Across the region, educators and 

child-welfare workers report increased learning problems and behavioral outbursts from the kids of 

addicted parents. Research, too, suggests dire life-outcomes for these students. Yet the potential for 

school-based interventions has been, as yet, underutilized — even as public-health investigators say 

schools offer the most efficient hope for stemming a looming social crisis. 

 

“This fallout has been coming for a few years, but we’ve seen it get progressively worse,” said O’Connor-

Weaver, pointing toward increased tardiness, low attendance and “kids not being well taken care of.” 

 

Evidence shows up during the most mundane moments, like recess, when teachers at Hawthorne watch 7- 

and 8-year-olds pretend to revive overdosed patients. Or in the principal’s office, when a parent freshly 

home from rehab confesses that they’ve relapsed. 

 

“The focus of school, of course, is learning,” O’Connor-Weaver said. “But kids’ minds are not focused on 

that. They’re worried about their parents. They’re worried about their next meal and who’s going to be 

home to take care of them. When a parent goes into rehab, it puts a huge stress on the family.” 
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Drug users’ children flooding to foster care 

In Tiffany Smith’s case, three years of methadone treatment have helped her regain solid enough footing 

to secure housing and begin working toward a GED, in hopes of becoming a drug and alcohol counselor. 

(She’d dropped out of Sedro-Woolley High School at 15.) 

 

But her children are still reeling. Smith’s 6-year-old cannot stand to be apart from his mother and struggles 

with speech, cognitive and learning delays. 

 

“He was talking fine before foster care,” Smith said. “But when he came out, he couldn’t pronounce some 

words. They said it was due to the trauma.” 

 

Sign up for Education Lab 

An easy way to stay connected to education. Delivered to your inbox Thursdays. 

 

Her older son, now 7, was born prematurely and spent his first two days of life trembling from heroin 

withdrawal as his mother watched, devastated. 

 

“Seeing my baby shake from detoxing really hurt — I knew it was my fault,” she said. 

 

This may be the most pressing, but largely hidden, toll of the opioid crisis in Washington. Though 10,000 

high-school seniors said they’d used heroin or gotten high on opioid-derived painkillers in 2016, those 

numbers were about the same as two years prior. Foster care, however, is surging. 

 

Between 2011 and 2017, the state took children from drug-abusing parents nearly 14,000 times. Last 

year’s rate was the highest for drug-related causes since 2010 — up 16 percent over 2015 — while state 

hospitals report a steady increase in substance-exposed newborns. 

 

Child-welfare workers hear complaints about increasingly severe problems in school — more physical 

violence toward peers, or kids who need to be taught separately — from students whose parents are 

staggering through addiction, said Jenna Kiser, who oversees intake at the state Children’s Administration. 

 

“These numbers are very concerning,” said Jenny Heddin, a supervisor at the agency. “When children 

from these homes come into foster care, they can be very difficult to serve. Meanwhile, our foster-family 

system, too, is very stressed. So this is a bit of a perfect storm.” 

 

Heddin and her staff represent one corner of a national wave. More than 37 states report unprecedented 

numbers of kids entering foster care, many of them for reasons related to a parent’s substance abuse, 

according to the federal Department of Education. 

 

The fallout is evident nearly every day at Hawthorne Elementary. 

 

“I don’t care about you!” shouted a child who had been muscled out of his behavior-intervention 

classroom on a Thursday morning in March, a teacher gripping each arm, bouncer-style. In the hallway 

outside, the boy covered his face with his hands. His father was no longer living at home, no one had any 

idea when he’d be back and the child was “a mess,” his teachers told Principal O’Connor-Weaver. 

 

Smith has seen or heard of similar disruptions across the district. 

 

“It’s pretty much everywhere,” she said. “People I’m in recovery with have their children all over Everett 

Public Schools. One time, I saw a woman nodding out, obviously high while waiting for her kid. She was 

going to get into her car. I hate to point fingers, but I told the school that’s definitely what’s going on.” 

 

Damaging children’s futures 

By the time Child Protective Services is knocking on someone’s door, the problem is already severe. And 

so far, efforts to respond might best be described as triage — focused more on addiction treatment than 
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prevention, both in Washington and across the country. 

 

“People are very early in their planning on how to make an impact on this,” Kiser said. “I’d love to hear 

that there’s a state doing awesome so we could follow suit, but I haven’t heard of anyone who’s been able 

to resolve this.” 

 

Earlier this year, Gov. Jay Inslee proposed spending $20 million on a multipronged effort to combat opioid 

addiction. The bill never made it to the floor for a full vote, and it contained little funding for prevention. 

(But $1.7 million targeted for youth did get funding.) 

 

Yet researchers warn that ignoring that aspect of the crisis virtually guarantees costly problems to come as 

the children of addicts grow into adulthood. Kevin Haggerty, a professor at the University of Washington 

who studies risk factors for drug abuse, authored one of the few peer-reviewed studies tracking life 

outcomes for these young people. 

 

In the early 1990s, he identified 151 elementary and middle-school children in Washington who were 

growing up with heroin-addicted parents. Fifteen years later, as young adults, 33 percent had dropped out 

of high school. The vast majority were addicts themselves, and half had criminal records. Only 2 percent 

had made it through college. (Nationally, 33 percent of all kindergartners in 1992 grew up to earn a 

college degree.) 

 

“The results are astounding at how poor the outcomes are, having a drug-addicted parent,” said Caleb 

Banta-Green, principal research scientist at the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Institute at the University of 

Washington’s School of Public Health. 

 

A few East Coast states — particularly New Hampshire and Massachusetts — have been forced to 

confront the school-level effects because the scale of adult addiction in their communities has grown 

impossible to ignore. 

 

“We’re getting that first big wave of kids who were born addicted — they’re kindergartners right now — 

and it’s not just medical issues. It’s neurodevelopment and behavioral issues,” said McKenzie Harrington-

Bacote, who oversees special programs in the Laconia, New Hampshire, schools. “Their behavior is so 

off-the-charts and aggressive in ways we’re not accustomed to — it’s just a whole other world. The littlest 

guys in our building are the ones destroying the building.” 

 

New Hampshire itself is relatively prosperous, with a high median household income and low 

unemployment. But its rural areas have pockets of severe poverty and, like Washington, the Granite State 

levies no income tax. 

 

To address the need for kid-level interventions, Laconia has increased funding for school-based mental-

health treatment by nearly 20 percent in the last three years. This, in turn, has forced layoffs elsewhere in 

the district. But the possibility that better trauma care now could head off ballooning special-education 

costs in the future has won the community’s support, Harrington-Bacote said. 

 

Much like O’Connor-Weaver and her staff at Hawthorne Elementary in Everett, educators in Laconia find 

themselves pressed into service as ad hoc social workers almost every day. 

 

Sometimes that means helping illiterate parents fill out Medicaid forms, or welfare paperwork, or job 

applications — nothing that teachers were told to expect in their master’s programs. 

 

“Families literally bring their problems to our door now to help them navigate their lives,” Harrington-

Bacote said. “Public schools are doing things that fall way outside of regular academic education. But if 

they don’t, it’s not going to get addressed at all.” 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Seattle mayor: $13M for 500 shelter beds 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/seattle-mayor-signs-13-million-law-creating-500-shelter-beds  

GIST A new homeless shelter plan signed into law on Friday aims reduce the number of street tents on Seattle 

streets and help outreach workers find places for people to stay. 

 

Mayor Jenny Durkan signed a $13 million, one-time funding plan to create 500 new shelter beds in the 

next 90 days. Currently the city contracts non-profits to operate roughly 2,000 shelter beds 

 

The bill will increase the number of bridge housing and shelter units by 25 percent, the largest single 

increase in the city’s history according the Mayor’s Office. 

 

After years on the street, in and out of tent cities, William ‘Catfish’ Nichols is ready to seek permanent 

housing and find a job, but recently when he said yes to outreach workers, he was told the shelters were 

full. 

 

“There’s nothing, it’s filled today,” Nichols said the Navigation Team told him, “We only have one bed or 

we’ll give it to you tomorrow, nothing.” 

 

Durkan hopes the new shelters will provide more options to outreach workers when a homeless person 

agrees to shelter. 

 

“By increasing our shelter capacity, so much in a short period of time, we are really hoping that we are 

able to have places for people to go,” said Durkan. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Protesters gather to send message 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/south-sound-news/demonstrations-against-ice-protesters-gather-to-

send-message/775384647  

GIST Protesters in the Puget Sound gathered over the Trump Administration's immigration policy on Friday. 

 

Dozens of protesters spoke out at the Northwest Detention Center against the Trump administration's 

"zero-tolerance" policy that resulted in children being separated from their families at the border.  

 

That policy has inspired widespread anger since it was announced.  

 

"Those are children,” said Andy Ribaudo, who has been protesting at the Northwest Detention Center 

since Thursday around 9 p.m. “They're not criminals. Those are kids."  

 

Ribaudo said he and others gathered to support the mothers, who are being detained and separated from 

their kids. 

 

"We are here to follow the message of the NWDC [Northwest Detention Center] resistance coalition,” said 

Ribaudo. "[Our message is that] you need to get those mom's back to their kids. I have a 2-year-old and it's 

in the best interest of children to be raised by their parents."  

 

Tacoma wasn't the only place where people gathered to protest.  

 

Many chanted outside of the Federal Detention Center in Sea-Tac, where they had a vigil set up with shoes 

representing the children separated from their parents. 

 

As for Ribaudo, he told KIRO 7 he isn’t going anywhere until his message is heard.  

 

"There's zero tolerance policy to hurting children,” said Ribaudo. “And if you're going to continue doing 

that, then you're going to have to go through me." 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Camp Pendleton to house 47K illegals? 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/us/report-navy-memo-plans-for-camp-pendleton-to-house-up-to-47-

000-migrants-in-temporary-detention-1.534406  

GIST SAN DIEGO (Tribune News Service) — San Diego County could become a destination for tens of 

thousands of unauthorized immigrants to be housed indefinitely by the U.S. Government, under the zero-

tolerance policy implemented by President Donald Trump. 

 

According to a report published Friday afternoon by Time magazine, military leaders are drawing up plans 

to create a tent city at Camp Pendleton to detain as many as 47,000 illegal immigrants from Central 

America and other locations over the coming months. 

 

The facility at Camp Pendleton would be one of multiple temporary detention centers designated to house 

immigrants making their way into the United States. 

 

According to an internal memo obtained by Time magazine, the U.S. Navy has been directed to establish 

“temporary and austere” encampments on military installations in Alabama, Arizona and California that 

each could host tens of thousands of detainees. 

 

The document, prepared by an assistant secretary for approval by Navy Secretary Richard Spencer, 

suggests construction could begin at one site within 60 days. The structures would be designed to last for 

six months to one year, Time magazine reported. 

 

The memo has not yet been approved by Spencer or Secretary of Defense James Mattis, the report said. 

 

The plans detailed in the internal document match the executive order Trump signed earlier this week in 

response to growing political pressure to halt the separation of parents and children crossing the southern 

border illegally. 

 

The order does not end the Trump administration zero-tolerance program that aims to prosecute all illegal 

border crossings. Rather, it calls for families to be housed together in detention facilities instead of 

separated while parents go through both the criminal court system for illegal entry and then immigration 

proceedings after that. 

 

The order says immigration courts should prioritize detained-family cases, but it will still likely take 

longer than the 20 days the government is currently allowed to hold children in detention, even if they are 

held with their families. 

 

Officials at Camp Pendleton said they know nothing about a temporary immigrant-housing project. 

 

“Camp Pendleton is unaware of any plan to house detainees on our base at this time,” Capt Luke Weaver 

said in a statement. “Contact DoD Office of the Secretary of Defense public affairs for information on this 

subject.” 

 

The Time magazine report quoted a U.S. Navy spokesman saying it would be inappropriate to discuss 

internal deliberative planning documents. 

 

The detainment plan estimates the Navy would spend more than $230 million to build and run a single 

facility serving 25,000 people for a six-month term. 

 

According to a Government Accountability Office report published in April, the U.S. Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement office requested $3.6 billion in 2018 funding to pay for immigrant housing — $1 

billion more than the amount of funds requested the prior year. 
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The GAO report recommended several recommendations aimed at improving ICE’s cost estimates and 

making sure the budget documents are accurate. 

 

The ICE budget for 2019 proposes a nearly 33 percent increase in the average daily count for unauthorized 

immigrants, from about 38,000 in 2017 to more than 51,000 this year. 

 

Advocates who work with San Diego immigrant communities were stunned by the Time magazine report. 

 

According to the Time report, a similar tent city would be established at the former Naval Weapons 

Station Concord, east of San Francisco. It too would be constructed to hold as many as 47,000 people. 

 

Other facilities that are expected to house 25,000 immigrants would be established at abandoned airfields 

outside Mobile, Alabama. The memo also proposes studying the Marine Corps Air Station in Yuma, 

Arizona. as a possible site for an additional immigrant detention center. 

 

The arrival and housing of tens of thousands of immigrants at Camp Pendleton would not be a first for the 

military base that buffers between San Diego and the Greater Los Angeles area. 

 

In April 1975, after the fall of Saigon, the first of 50,000 or more refugees from Vietnam, Cambodia and 

Laos began arriving at Camp Pendleton for processing before they were resettled to other parts of 

Southern California and beyond. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 When asylum seekers reach border 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/06/22/migrants-seeking-asylum-border-

nogales-immigration/727378002/  

GIST NOGALES, Sonora — Word of mouth gets migrants who arrive to this border city, by bus or freight train, 

to the DeConcini port of entry.  

 

"Look for Marla, she'll help you," Magali Nieto Romero told a recently arrived woman and her teenage 

son who wanted to make contact with U.S. immigration officials.  

 

Both women are among the 147 families that have arrived since May at Arizona’s busiest port of entry to 

seek asylum, according to local community groups. 

 

The people — mostly from Guatemala and southern Mexico — are being processed by U.S. immigration 

officials at a much slower pace than they are arriving, so families seeking asylum at official ports of entry 

have to wait for several days. 

 

More than a dozen asylum-seekers camp out daily next to the port's pedestrian lanes, where travelers with 

passports and border-crossing cards enter the United States. 

 

Blankets and thin foam mattresses, coolers with water bottles and juice, coloring books and crayons, and a 

black plastic bag filled with stuffed animals form the makeshift camp outside the mesh metal door where 

U.S. immigration officers call on people to be processed for asylum. 

 

That call might happen anytime. On Wednesday, only two men were allowed in. On Thursday, seven 

unaccompanied boys and two women with their children were called for processing.  

 

So far, the wait times stretch about two weeks, said Marla Conrad, the point person for the migrants. She's 

a coordinator in Mexico for the Kino Border Initiative, which operates shelters for migrants and recent 

deportees at the border. 

During the first few weeks after their arrival, close to 100 migrants, many of them children, packed the 
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border crossing. Nowadays, Mexican immigration authorities only allow up to 10 families to be at the 

camp. The rest are split among four migrant shelters run by non-profit organizations in Nogales. Local 

groups and volunteers operate the camp in an attempt to avoid a crisis at the port of entry. 

 

People traveling from Arizona have regularly stopped by the camp and the shelters with donations of toys, 

food and hygiene products. Others play with the children and talk to the families to help them pass time. 

Representatives from the Florence Immigrant and Refugee Rights Project also visit them and share 

guidance on what to expect of the asylum process and how their claims do or don't fit with U.S. asylum 

policy.  

 

The waitlist  

Conrad runs the waitlist for asylum seekers. 

 

She talks to migrants when they arrive, writes their names down, assigns them a shelter and — most 

importantly —  hands them a little handmade card with their assigned number in line.  

 

Areli Aguilar's is 113.  

 

Aguilar, 32, arrived in Nogales from Honduras with her son Esau, 17, the night of June 13. After getting 

off her bus, she waited under a bridge for about two hours, exhausted from the 12-day-long journey north. 

They went several days without eating and were robbed in Guatemala by police. Her intent was to arrive in 

Reynosa — a border city along the Rio Grande near McAllen, Texas — she wasn't sure where the buses 

she took in Mexico were going and ended up in the Arizona-Sonora border instead.  

 

The single mother left Honduras terrified after two young men on motorcycles told her son he either had to 

join their criminal gang or they'd kill him. Sobbing in her home's bathroom, Aguilar called her mother, 

who said three of her cousins were killed by the same group.  

 

"My mom told me, 'Take my savings and see if you can at least try,' " Aguilar said at a Nogales migrant 

shelter, crying as she recounted the events that pushed her out. "You don't play around with them. I know 

that if we were in Honduras, we would have the same luck as my mom's cousins." 

 

The night she arrived, a Nogales man paid for her and her son's bus fare, told them where to get off and to 

go past a place that sold ice cream and shakes — the La Michoacana stand at the entrance of the 

DeConcini port. 

 

She found the camp and a volunteer welcomed them, fed them and gave them water. The next morning, 

another volunteer took her and her son to Casa Belen, a provisional shelter run by Kino in an empty 

municipal building.  

 

There's nothing official about this process, and migrants don't have to respect the waitlist system devised 

by the community groups. But they do. They wait their turn.  

 

They help sweep and mop floor at the camp. They gather and take out their trash. They help cook the food 

at the shelters.  

 

The wait ends when U.S. officials call asylum seekers for interviews. But that interview can last many 

hours, sometimes not concluding until the early morning hours, migrant advocates say. 

 

Once in custody, U.S. Customs and Border Protection provides the families medical care, if needed, and 

have 72 hours to review and process their claim. The people can then either be deported, held in detention 

to fight their case or released to a friend or family member in the country.  

 

At the DeConcini port, once families are being processed, the next families move from the shelters to the 

makeshift camp. 
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As of Thursday afternoon, there were 56 families, or about 104 people, on Conrad's waitlist.  

 

Nogales migrant shelters strained 

Nogales organizations that for years have been giving migrants food, shelter and medical attention are 

strained for resources because of the constant arrival of new migrants and growing wait times.  

 

“We obviously are asking the U.S. government to process people quicker, lessen the amount of time they 

are at risk on the border.” 

 

Marla Conrad, coordinator in Mexico for the Kino Border Initiative 

"Shelters aren't accustomed, either, for people to stay for that amount of time — it's usually three to seven 

days," Conrad said. "This is different for us." 

 

She added the long waits also put asylum seekers at risk. 

 

"The U.S.-Mexico border is an unsafe place but (it is) especially for migrants because of the organized 

crime groups that make a business off migrants," Conrad said.  

 

Conrad added that the situation as it exists, is not sustainable. 

 

The volunteers sleep there and are at the port of entry all hours of the day. 

 

She wants municipal leaders to step in and for U.S. authorities to speed up the intake.  

 

"We would need the help from the city government to make sure that this mechanism we've created to help 

people that are arriving continues," Conrad said. "We obviously are asking the U.S. government to process 

people quicker, lessen the amount of time they are at risk on the border, and asking the Mexican officials 

to continue to coordinate with local organizations so their wait time can be as easy as possible." 

 

Magali Nieto Romero, 33, of Guerrero, Mexico, has been waiting for an asylum interview with U.S. 

immigration officials for nine days. Arizona Republic 

 

Officials: 'Operational constraints' cause delay 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection officials in Arizona have not explained why the times to process 

asylum requests in Nogales have increased over the past few weeks. When the first families began 

camping out, they limited their responses to saying that it was due to constraints on space and on resources 

as medical and translation services for migrant families. 

 

“It's a matter of balancing that to make sure we're appropriately addressing all of the requirements that we 

have. We've talked about the vacancies that we do have and the need for more hiring.” 

 

John Wagner, CBP's deputy executive assistant commissioner for the Office of Field Operations 

The situation in Nogales is not isolated. Migrants seeking asylum at border crossings along the U.S.-

Mexico border have sometimes faced even longer waits. Some families at the Tijuana-San Diego crossing 

have reportedly been waiting up to three weeks to talk to an immigration officer, according to the USA 

TODAY Network. 

 

John Wagner is CBP's second-in-command for the Office of Field Operations, the subagency responsible 

for staffing the ports of entry. He attributed the long lines to customs officers' varied mission along the 

border, which includes border security, as well as facilitating trade and commerce. He also cited hundreds 

of critical staff shortages at the ports. 

 

"It's a matter of balancing that to make sure we're appropriately addressing all of the requirements that we 

have," he said. "We've talked about the vacancies that we do have and the need for more hiring." 

 

Yet despite staffing shortages, CBP has routinely posted customs officers over the past few weeks at the 
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entrances to the ports of entry. In places such as Nogales, these officers control the flow of authorized, visa 

holders into the ports. In some cities along the Texas border, they are reportedly not allowing asylum 

seekers to even approach the crossings.  

 

Wagner declined to answer why some officers were apparently turning away asylum-seekers at the border. 

But he reiterated that it was a matter of resources, though when pressed, he refused to say whether the 

agency had requested additional resources to help expedited the process. 

 

"It's a matter of how many people we can process at a single time. Part of it is the facility constraints, part 

of it is operational constraints," he said. "So how do we do this in a humane and safe environment? ... So, 

it's just a matter of doing it in an orderly fashion." 
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HEADLINE 06/23 State Dept. warns Iran on nuclear arms 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-iran-pompeo/pompeo-warns-iran-on-nuclear-arms-hopes-

military-force-will-never-be-needed-idUSKBN1JJ0IN  

GIST WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on Saturday warned Iran not to pursue 

nuclear weapons, saying it would face the “wrath of the entire world” if it did so, but added that he hoped 

it would never be necessary for the United States to take military action against the country. 

 

In an interview with political columnist Hugh Hewitt conducted on Friday and broadcast the following day 

on MSNBC, Pompeo said that whatever the fate of the international nuclear deal with Iran, it would not be 

in Tehran’s interest to seek nuclear arms. 

 

“I hope they understand that if they begin to ramp up their nuclear program, the wrath of the entire world 

will fall upon them,” he said. 

 

“Wholly separate from if they spin a couple of extra centrifuges, if they began to move to a weapons 

program, this is something the entire world would find unacceptable and we’d end up down a path that I 

don’t think is in the best interests of Iran,” Pompeo said. 

 

He said, however, he was not talking about a U.S. military response. 

 

“When I say wrath, don’t confuse that with military action. When I say wrath, I mean the moral 

opprobrium and economic power that fell upon them. That’s what I’m speaking to. I’m not talking to 

military action here. I truly hope that that’s never the case. It’s not in anyone’s best interests for that.” 

 

Pressed on whether the United States would do whatever it had to do to prevent Iran from acquiring 

nuclear weapons, Pompeo said: “President Trump has been unambiguous in his statements that say Iran 

will not be able to obtain a nuclear weapon.” 
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HEADLINE 06/23 EU: will respond to any US auto tariff 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-trump-autos-eu/eu-to-respond-to-any-u-s-auto-tariff-move-

report-idUSKBN1JJ0DL  

GIST PARIS (Reuters) - The European Union will respond to any U.S. move to raise tariffs on cars made in the 

bloc, a senior European Commission official said, the latest comments in an escalating trade row. 

 

U.S. President Donald Trump on Friday threatened to impose a 20 percent tariff on all imports of EU-

assembled cars, a month after his administration launched an investigation into whether auto imports 

posed a national security threat. 
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“If they decide to raise their import tariffs, we’ll have no choice, again, but to react,” EU Commission 

Vice President Jyrki Katainen told French newspaper Le Monde. 

 

“We don’t want to fight (over trade) in public via Twitter. We should end the escalation,” he said in the 

comments published on Saturday. 

 

The European Autos Stocks Index fell on Friday after Trump’s tariff threat. Shares U.S. carmakers Ford 

Motor Co and General Motors Co also dropped. 

 

“If these Tariffs and Barriers are not soon broken down and removed, we will be placing a 20% Tariff on 

all of their cars coming into the U.S. Build them here!” Trump tweeted. 

 

The U.S. Commerce Department has a deadline of February 2019 to investigate whether imports of 

automobiles and auto parts pose a risk to U.S. national security. 

 

U.S. Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross said on Thursday the department aimed to wrap up the probe by 

late July or August. The Commerce Department plans to hold two days of public comments in July on its 

investigation of auto imports. 

 

Trump has repeatedly singled out German auto imports to the United States for criticism. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Calif. wildfire threatens homes 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/06/24/california-wildfire-burns-12-buildings-threatens-

hundreds.html  

GIST CLEARLAKE OAKS, Calif. –  A wind-driven wildfire destroyed a dozen buildings and threatened 

hundreds of others Sunday as it raced across dry brush in rural Northern California. 

 

The Pawnee Fire, which broke out Saturday near the small community of Clearlake Oaks, was one of four 

wildfires burning in largely rural areas as wind and heat gripped a swath of California from San Jose to the 

Oregon border. 

 

The blaze destroyed 12 buildings and threatened an additional 600 as it burned out of control across about 

2.5 square miles (6.5 square kilometers). It is north of the wine country region where devastating wildfires 

killed 44 people and destroyed thousands of homes and businesses last October. 

 

Authorities ordered people to evacuate all homes in the residential area of Spring Valley and surrounding 

areas. Evacuation centers for residents and animals were being opened. No injuries were reported. 

 

"What we're stressing is that people, when they get the evacuation order, they heed it immediately and get 

out and stay out until it is safe to return," California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection Battalion 

Chief Jonathan Cox said. 

 

"This is one of four large fires burning in Northern California. It's a good reminder that fire season is upon 

us," he said. 

 

Another blaze consumed 5.5 square miles in nearby Tehama County but did not burn any buildings. Some 

homes were threatened and some had been evacuated, Cox said, although he did not have specific 

numbers. It was partially contained. 

 

Another smaller fire, also in Tehama County, was nearly halfway contained after consuming less than a 

mile of brush. The fourth fire, in neighboring Shasta County, smaller still, was three-fourths contained. 

 

The Pawnee Fire was being driven by erratic winds, low humidity and high temperatures. Firefighters 
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battled it in a rugged area that made it difficult to get engines and other equipment up close. 

 

"It's kind of the worst possible combination," Cox said. 

 

Fire officials had no estimate on when it might be contained and didn't yet know what caused it. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 NATO focuses on ‘speed’ over Russia 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/nato-focuses-speed-baltics-amid-worries-over-russia-n885261  

GIST RUKLA, Lithuania — The U.S. military and its NATO allies have sliced the number of days needed to 

deploy armored vehicles to a former Cold War foe almost in half in just a year amid concern about 

potential Russian aggression in Europe. 

 

NATO countries are still seeking more support in the wake of Russia's 2014 military intervention and 

annexation of Crimea from Ukraine. Poland, the former Warsaw Pact member that joined NATO in 1999, 

reportedly offered the U.S. around $2 billion recently to establish a permanent military base in the country. 

 

Saber Strike, a U.S.-led military exercise featuring about 18,000 soldiers, is conducted annually in Poland 

and the Baltics. The war games, which finished last week, has become a major part of NATO’s deterrence 

measures against Russia and offers a chance for troops to focus on speed. 

 

Capt. William Rand of the U.S. Army's 2nd Cavalry Regiment said his unit had substantially boosted its 

pace of deployment during this year's drills. The road march of armored personnel carriers from Germany 

to Poland took about five days, compared to nine in 2017. 

 

“There’s a dramatic increase,” he said. “Speed is always important. The faster you can bring combat 

power and mass it anywhere in the world enables you to be more successful, to start off on the right foot.” 

 

As part of Saber Strike, the 2nd Cavalry Regiment's mission was to help secure an abandoned airfield at 

the Panevsžys military base in central Lithuania. 

 

Memories of the occupation during Soviet times are still fresh in Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia. 

 

In March, Russian President Vladimir Putin denied that a new Cold War was underway but said "listen to 

us now” when he unveiled new weapons — including nuclear missile technology. 

 

The Trump administration's 2017 National Security Strategy said "Russia's invasions of Georgia and 

Ukraine ... demonstrated its willingness to violate the sovereignty of states in the region." 

 

It added, "Russia continues to intimidate its neighbors with threatening behavior, such as nuclear posturing 

and the forward deployment of offensive capabilities." 

 

Maj. Gen. Vitalijus Vaikšnoras, chief of the Joint Staff of the Lithuanian armed forces, told NBC News 

that increased cooperation had improved the reaction time of NATO allies in recent years. 

 

Asked if other actors in the region should take notice, Vaikšnoras replied, “I hope so.” 

 

Vaikšnoras watched German and British amphibious vehicles ferry heavy American armored Stryker 

vehicles across the Neman River. 

 

“It’s a very strong message that not only Lithuania and Lithuanian armed forces, but as well as our allies 

are going, if necessary, to come here and defend Lithuania, the Baltic region and the eastern frontier of 

NATO against any aggressor,” he added. 
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But experts say speedier deployments by the alliance might not be enough in case of a conflict along 

NATO's eastern front. Military analysts believe Russia’s military would likely still have an advantage. 

 

Gustav Gressel, a senior policy fellow with the European Council on Foreign Relations, said Russia has 

concentrated on speed and built a smaller but more mobile army than during the Soviet era. 

 

“If you simulate conflicts in the Baltic Sea region, you can see a time gap in the near and medium area of 

about a week,” he said. “You have to expect that you will be caught off guard.” 

 

Gressel said an additional division, about 10,000 to 15,000 troops, would need to be based in the region to 

close the one-week advantage Russian troops would have in the event of a large-scale conflict 

 

Following NATO's 2016 summit, the alliance stationed about 1,000 soldiers each in Estonia, Latvia, 

Lithuania and Poland. 

 

"Things have improved certainly. NATO has taken important steps with the enhanced forward presence 

initiative,” said David Shlapak, a senior defense researcher at the RAND corporation. “There remains an 

open question wether the forces present in the region would be adequate if deterrence fails and a conflict 

would occur." 

 

For now, NATO has been focusing on the rapid reinforcement of troops. 

 

During Saber Strike, a U.S. Air Force C-17 transport plane delivered Kentucky National Guard heavy 

artillery from Poland to a military airfield in Rukla, Lithunaia. The site has rarely been used by large 

aircraft since the Soviets abandoned it and pulled out of Lithuania after the end of the Cold War. 

 

Later that day, three U.S. Army Chinooks delivered howitzer artillery guns and soldiers to operate them to 

nearby agricultural fields. 

 

“Mobility inside Europe is important to us," Brig. Gen. Richard Coffman of the U.S. Army’s 1st Infantry 

Division said. "We plan accordingly so that we can be ready for any crisis that is presented to us." 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Police at Pride? Some LGBTQ say no 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/police-pride-gay-cops-lgbtq-activists-struggle-see-eye-

eye-n886031  

GIST Just before members of the Gay Officers Action League (GOAL) marched past the Stonewall Inn, the 

finish line of last year’s New York City Pride March, a small group of activists slipped past the barriers 

and chained their hands together to prevent the officers from passing, a protest technique called a 

“lockdown.” 

 

Dozens of cops working security at the march surrounded the protesters, and, over shouts of “f--k the 

police” and “racist, sexist, anti-gay, NYPD, KKK,” began to break through what appeared to be chains and 

rubber tubes the protesters had used to lock themselves together. Twelve protesters affiliated with the 

group No Justice No Pride were arrested, and after a brief delay, the march continued. 

 

The irony of the incident was not lost on many in the crowd — cops arresting gay people in front of the 

Stonewall Inn, the very place where homophobic police brutality sparked the modern LGBTQ rights 

movement nearly five decades years prior. In fact, New York City’s first gay pride march, which was held 

on June 28, 1970, was organized to commemorate the one-year anniversary of what has become known as 

the Stonewall Riots — when in 1969 patrons of the now-iconic gay bar finally had enough after yet 

another police raid. 

 

“We have to come out into the open and stop being ashamed, or else people will go on treating us as 
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freaks. This march,” activist Michael Brown told The New York Times on that day in 1970, “is an 

affirmation and declaration of our new pride.” 

 

Last year’s clash between the NYPD and anti-police protesters was not an isolated incident. Protesters in 

several cities across the U.S. and Canada have, over the past two years, tried to prevent, disrupt or 

minimize the presence of police officers in pride marches — even though the officers impacted are 

typically members of LGBTQ police groups, like GOAL. Nonetheless, protesters say they’re doing so to 

take a stand against police brutality and harassment of marginalized groups, namely people of color and 

the transgender community. 

 

EARLY DAYS OF GOAL 

The relationship between the police and the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer community has 

long been fraught, but for LGBTQ cops, the right to march in pride is a hard-fought civil rights victory. 

 

In the decade after that first pride march on June 28, 1970, New York’s gay rights movement made so 

much progress that by 1981 the police force itself was facing LGBTQ activism from within. Gay cops in 

New York City, for example, led by Officer Charles Cochrane, sought to form their own employee 

resource group, like the ones that existed for Hispanic, Irish-American and African-American cops. 

 

Edgar Rodriguez, now a retired NYPD sergeant, was still in the New York City Police Academy when 

Officer Cochrane entered his classroom in 1982. 

 

“We all stood to attention, [the instructor] introduced him in full uniform, and said he had an 

announcement about a fraternal organization he was starting,” Rodriguez remembered. 

 

Cochrane told the rookies his new group was called the Gay Officers Action League, or GOAL. A few 

months earlier, Cochrane had become the first NYPD officer to publicly come out when he announced that 

he was gay at a city council meeting in November 1981. 

 

“Is anybody here interested in joining?” Cochrane asked the class. 

 

“When he said this the room fell silent,” Rodriguez recalled, “and I could hear a faint snicker in the back 

of the room.” 

 

Rodriguez also said he could hear his “heart thumping in [his] chest.” 

 

“I was deeply closeted, and I thought, ‘This has got to be a setup to see who’s closeted and fire them,’” he 

recalled. “I never raised my hand.” 

 

Later that day, a woman from Rodriguez’s Police Academy class asked him which room the gay officers’ 

group was meeting in. “Why do you ask?” Rodriguez responded. “Well, I’m a lesbian,” she replied. 

Rodriguez said he thought to himself, “What’s a lesbian?” 

 

Rodriguez, who kept his sexuality to himself in his early days as a cop, recalled overhearing on several 

occasions racist, sexist and homophobic comments from his largely straight, white and male colleagues 

back then. 

 

When he was posted to New York City’s 6th Precinct, which covers Greenwich Village, he recalled a 

senior officer asking him, “So you work with all the fags?” Rodriguez corrected him, responding, “You 

mean lesbians and gays?” Rodriguez said the officer apologized and told him their interaction had been a 

learning moment. “He kept nudging me in the arm and said, ‘You know kid, you really taught me 

something.’” 

 

Trying to make change from within was a slow process for Rodriguez, who said homophobia was rampant 

in the NYPD in the ‘80s. He recalled a particularly daunting incident when a fellow officer who had been 

patrolling Macombs Dam Park, where the new Yankee Stadium now stands, encountered a well-known 
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gay cruising area. Later that day in the locker room, Rodriguez overheard him say, “F-----g faggots. If I 

ever find out that one of us is the f-----g fggot, I’m going to blow his head off ‘by accident.’” 

 

“I remember feeling the fear shoot through my body, and I thought, ‘I’m never going to come out,’” 

Rodriguez said. 

 

But eventually, he did come out. Rodriguez recalled marching in his first NYC Pride March with GOAL in 

the late ‘80s. He was still closeted to most of his fellow officers, but when he was off duty, he lived openly 

in the gay neighborhoods of New York City. 

 

“We didn’t have uniforms,” Rodriguez said of that first march. “I was terrified. I was closeted.” He said he 

put on a hat and sunglasses and held a banner in front of his face as he began to march. 

 

As the march proceeded, however, Rodriguez said something changed. 

 

“A crowd of spectators let out a roar of acceptance that just charged through my body, and it was one of 

the most incredible experiences I’ve ever had in my life,” he said. “The energy that came from that crowd 

of love and support — I threw off my glasses and my hat and marched proudly.” 

 

Then in 1996, 14 years after Rodriguez declined to raise his hand when Officer Cochrane spoke in front of 

his Police Academy class, Rodriguez became the president of GOAL. 

 

But even in the mid-’90s, Rodriguez said the NYPD had a long way to go in terms of LGBTQ acceptance. 

That’s why in 1996, the year he took the helm at GOAL, the group sued the NYPD for discrimination. As 

part of the suit, GOAL wanted to march in the annual NYC Pride March in uniform and with the official 

police marching band — a request that had been rejected in previous years. By June of that year, GOAL 

had won concessions from the NYPD and was permitted to march in uniform, to use the marching band 

and to host an event at NYPD headquarters. The lawsuit worked. 

 

Rodriguez said even though GOAL had been participating in the NYC Pride March for years before the 

lawsuit, it was different afterwards. 

 

“The roar from the community was 10 times louder than it was when I first marched outside of uniform,” 

Rodriguez said. 

 

COPS VS. PROTESTERS 

From Washington, D.C., to Sacramento, a number of progressive LGBTQ activists, some of them too 

young to remember the gay police activism of the ‘80s and ‘90s, view cops to be an unwelcome — and 

even threatening — presence at pride events. 

 

In addition to getting cops out of pride, many of these different activist groups also have an array of social 

justice demands. Last year at Capital Pride in Washington, D.C., a group called No Justice No Pride 

(NJNP) blocked the pride parade and forced it to reroute. The group says it exists “to end the LGBT 

movement’s complicity with systems of oppression that further marginalize queer and trans individuals.” 

 

Part of those systems of oppression are the police, according to Ale Jacinta, a member of No Justice No 

Pride. She said the point of the organization is to transform Capital Pride from a day when a majority of 

the community gets sloshed and watches a parade to a day of building community power.” 

 

In 2017, No Justice No Pride delivered a list of demands to Capital Pride’s organizing committee. They 

demanded transgender people and members of local Native American tribes be named to paid positions on 

Capital Pride’s planning committee. The group also demanded that the event “stop celebrating the police,” 

prevent the Metropolitan Police Department from participating in the march and ban all law enforcement 

agencies from recruiting at the event. 

 

“At the end of the day, NJNP doesn’t want a formal cop presence in the parade,” Jacinta said. “We look at 
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our history and our present reality and see there is very little accountability for the extrajudicial murder of 

civilians, especially brown and black folks.” 

 

But Capital Pride held fast, and a diverse group from the Metropolitan Police Department marched in both 

the 2017 and 2018 parades — guns holstered and in uniform. Unlike in 2017, No Justice No Pride did not 

block the 2018 Capital Pride march, held earlier this month. Jacinta said the group decided this year to 

focus on “taking back D.C.'s historically trans sex worker stroll” to protest harassment they and other trans 

activists say they face from the Metropolitan Police Department. 

 

Other activist groups have had better success in preventing or minimizing the presence of police officers in 

pride events. In Sacramento, police did not march in this year’s pride event on June 10 due to the 

community outrage that followed the murder of Stephon Clark, an unarmed black man shot by two cops in 

March. 

 

In Minneapolis, the city’s police chief told his officers if they want to march in the Twin Cities Pride event 

on Sunday, they would have to do so out of uniform and unarmed. Like Sacramento, community tensions 

have been simmering in Minneapolis following a high-profile police shooting. 

 

Last year’s anti-police protest at the NYC Pride March was organized by a number of community groups 

operating under the No Justice No Pride umbrella. In a Facebook post following the protest, the New York 

group Hoods4Justice explained why it joined the protest effort. 

 

“We stand against any police presence in Pride, since police have never stood with us. The police serve as 

the state’s puppets to terrorize Black, Brown, and working class communities. The notion that police serve 

all people is a myth,” the post stated. “Trans women who survive hate attacks are 6 times more likely to 

experience violence when dealing with police than cis-gender folks.” 

 

Jay Walker, an organizer with the Reclaim Pride Coalition, a group involved with the No Justice No Pride 

movement, said the NYPD and Heritage of Pride, the LGBTQ group that organizes the annual NYC Pride 

March, have made a few concessions this year. The NYPD has agreed not to arrest pride participants for 

failing to wear required Pride March wristbands, and Heritage of Pride agreed to provide space toward the 

front of the march for LGBTQ activist groups, like ACT UP! New York and Gays Against Guns. 

 

However, this year members of the Gay Officers Action League will march, as they have every year since 

1996, in uniform with their guns holstered. 

 

MOVING FORWARD 

Rodriguez said while he knows where the protesters are coming from, he disagrees with their tactics. 

 

“I understand the people of color and the other people who have been abused by officers that are 

representing the NYPD,” he said. “I know police brutality existed, I know it exists; I observed it when I 

was a rookie officer, and I saw it happen … but doing this is counterproductive.” 

 

“They have to remember that it is us, the people of color, marching in uniform, and us, the LGBT people 

marching out in uniform. We are the people who were on the ground,” he added. 

 

Rodriguez said when he was policing the 6th Precinct, which covers much of Manhattan’s gay 

neighborhoods, he once saw a transgender woman with blood streaming down her cheek running away 

from a group of men. He asked her if she was OK, and she just said, “I’m fine.” 

 

“She was too afraid to let me help her, and the pricks who attacked her got away,” he recalled. “She was 

too afraid to embrace my willingness to protect her.” 

 

NYPD Detective Brian Downey, the current president of the Gay Officers Action League, said imagery of 

uniformed LGBTQ cops marching proudly “is powerful,” and he hopes it will prevent people in the 

community, like the trans woman Rodriguez described, from being afraid of cops. 
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“I think that imagery needs to be displayed, because people to this day, I don’t know for what reason, 

people still don’t know we exist. People still don’t know we are a resource for people, and I think it is 

important that people know that,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 BNSF: derailment spills 230K gal. oil 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iowa-derailment-oil-spill-amount-mystery-

56111111?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST An estimated 230,000 gallons (870,619 liters) of crude oil spilled into floodwaters in the northwestern 

corner of Iowa following a train derailment, a railroad official said Saturday. 

 

BNSF spokesman Andy Williams said 14 of 32 oil tanker cars just south of Doon in Lyon County leaked 

oil into surrounding floodwaters from the swollen Little Rock River. Williams had earlier said 33 oil cars 

had derailed. 

 

Nearly half the spill — an estimated 100,000 gallons (378,530 liters) — had been contained with booms 

near the derailment site and an additional boom placed approximately 5 miles (8.05 kilometers) 

downstream, Williams said. Skimmers and vacuum trucks were being used to remove the oil. Crews will 

then use equipment to separate the oil from the water. 

 

Officials still hadn't determined the cause of Friday morning's derailment, but a disaster proclamation 

issued by Gov. Kim Reynolds for Lyon and three other counties placed the blame on rain-fueled flooding. 

Reynolds visited the derailment site Saturday afternoon as part of a tour of areas hit by recent flooding. 

 

Some officials have speculated that floodwaters eroded soil beneath the train track. The nearby Little Rock 

River rose rapidly after heavy rain Wednesday and Thursday. 

 

The train was carrying tar sands oil from Alberta, Canada, to Stroud, Oklahoma, for ConocoPhillips. 

ConocoPhillips spokesman Daren Beaudo said each tanker can hold more than 25,000 gallons (20,817 

imperial gallons) of oil. 

 

Beaudo said Saturday that the derailed oil cars were a model known as DOT117Rs, indicating they were 

newer or had been retrofitted to be safer and help prevent leaks in the event of an accident. 

 

The derailment also caused concern downstream, including as far south as Omaha, Nebraska, about 150 

miles (240 kilometers) from the derailment site. The spill reached the Rock River, which joins the Big 

Sioux River before merging into the Missouri River at Sioux City. 

 

Omaha's public water utility — Metropolitan Utilities District — said it was monitoring pumps it uses to 

pull drinking water from the Missouri River. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Activists vow Arctic drilling protests 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/government-plans-arctic-refuge-drilling-activists-vow-

continue/story?id=56094589&cid=clicksource_81_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A sweaty volunteer took off the fake fur head of her full-body, polar bear outfit as a friend and fellow 

protester handed her a drink of water. 

 

It was 80 degrees and terribly humid in the nation’s capital last week as a few hundred activists stood and 

chanted outside a public comment hearing to oppose a new law directing oil exploration in the northern tip 

of Alaskan wilderness. 
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The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) hearing in Washington, D.C., was the last of a series of meetings 

the bureau held throughout the spring giving people an opportunity to express thoughts and concerns about 

the government’s plans to lease part of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) to oil and gas 

developers. 

 

With the 60-day public comment period now closed, the bureau will move forward with the rest of its 

required environmental impact study, which it hopes to have done by the end of the year. 

 

Typically these studies take two to three years at minimum. The fast-pace is a clear sign the government is 

quickly ticking through its processes in order to fast-track lease sales down the road. 

 

The BLM got serious blowback from environmental activists, Native American leaders and concerned 

citizens for only holding limited public comments hearing, exclusively in Alaska and Washington, D.C., 

though proponents of the drilling and the bureau say the process has been robust and there will be more 

time for public feedback later. 

 

Representatives from groups like Defenders of the Wilderness and the Center for Biological Diversity held 

signs at the protest last week in the shape of all 50 states. Each sign had a number, most totaling in the 

thousands, representing the written comments sent into the bureau opposing the drilling plans from each 

state. 

 

“This is actually not so much of a democratic process as it is, in their mind, an eventuality of development 

circumventing our human rights,” Dana Tizya-Tramm of the Vuntut- Gwich’in first nation told ABC 

News in Washington. 

 

The notice from the BLM for the public comment period, also known as the public “scoping” period, said 

explicitly that when the period wrapped the bureau could move forward with plans to lease at least two 

400,000-acre plots in the ANWR’s coveted Coastal Plain, as dictated by the tax law passed by 

Republicans last year. 

 

Still, members of the Gwich’in tribe in northern Alaska and their partners vow to keep fighting. 

 

“We are the first nations of this area. We have been living and subsisting off of this land and the animals 

for thousands and thousands of years. This area is sacred to us. It's not right to sell it out to oil and gas 

companies for greed,” Bernadette Demientieff, executive director of the Gwich’in Steering Committee, 

told ABC News outside the BLM hearing in Washington. 

 

The Gwich’in refer to themselves as the caribou people. For thousands of years their survival in the outer 

stretches of Alaska and the Arctic has been linked to the porcupine caribou herds that traverse, and 

specifically nurse their young, in the exact location on the water now slated for oil development. 

 

The 1.5 million-acre segment of the larger refuge, which has been designated for oil leasing, lies along the 

coast. The caribou come there to escape inland mosquitoes and enjoy nutritious ground. Many experts say 

the caribous will avoid man-made construction, leaving the herds’ and Gwich’in fate unknown should the 

leasing and development go into effect. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Least prepared entering retirement age 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-generation-of-americans-is-entering-old-age-the-least-prepared-in-

decades-1529676033?mod=trending_now_5  

GIST Americans are reaching retirement age in worse financial shape than the prior generation, for the first time 

since Harry Truman was president. 
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This cohort should be on the cusp of their golden years. Instead, their median incomes including Social 

Security and retirement-fund receipts haven’t risen in years, after having increased steadily from the 

1950s. 

 

They have high average debt, are often paying off children’s educations and are dipping into savings to 

care for aging parents. Their paltry 401(k) retirement funds will bring in a median income of under $8,000 

a year for a household of two. 

 

Change of Plans 

The decline of pensions and increase in 401(k) and similar plans is one reason many seniors aren’t as 

ready for retirement as the previous generation. 

 

In total, more than 40% of households headed by people aged 55 through 70 lack sufficient resources to 

maintain their living standard in retirement, a Wall Street Journal analysis concluded. That is around 15 

million American households. 

 

Things are likely to get worse for a broader swath of America. New census data released this week shows 

the surge of aging boomers is leaving the country with fewer young workers to support the elderly. 

 

Individuals will find themselves staying on the job past 70 or taking menial jobs as senior citizens. They’ll 

have to rely more on children for funding, pressuring younger generations, too. 

 

Companies, while benefiting from older workers’ experience, also have to grapple with employees who 

delay retirement, which means they’ll be footing the costs of a less healthy workforce and retraining older 

workers. 

 

And for the nation, the retirement shortfall portends a drain on public resources, especially if seniors 

reduce taxable spending and officials decide to cover additional public-assistance costs for older 

Americans who can’t make ends meet.  

 

“This generation was left on their own,” said Alicia Munnell, director of the Boston College Center for 

Retirement Research. The Journal’s conclusion about living standards in retirement was based on 

estimates provided by Ms. Munnell’s center and data from the U.S. Census. 

 

As with many baby boomers, 56-year-old Kreg Wittmayer once thought he was doing things right for a 

solid retirement. In his 20s, he began saving in his 401(k). He cashed it out after a divorce at age 34. He 

built up the fund again, then cashed out five years later after losing his job, he says. “It was just too easy to 

get at.” 

 

Mr. Wittmayer, of Des Moines, Iowa, says he now has a little over $100,000 saved for retirement. He 

owes $92,000 in parent loans for his daughters’ college costs, he says. He doesn’t know when, or whether, 

he will be able to retire, in direct contrast to his parents, a former firefighter and a former teacher who 

collect guaranteed pensions. “They never had to worry about saving for their retirement.” 

 

This prospect is upending decades of progress in financial security among the aging. In the postwar era, 

for a while, fixed government and company pensions gave millions a guaranteed income on top of Social 

Security. An improving economy led to increased wages. Many Americans retired in better shape than 

their parents. 

 

No more. Baby boomers were the first generation of Americans who were encouraged to manage their 

own retirement savings with 401(k)s and similar vehicles. Many made investing mistakes, didn’t sock 

enough away or waited too long to start. 

 

Consider: 

 

•Median personal income of Americans 55 through 69 leveled off after 2000—for the first time since data 
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became available in 1950—according to an analysis of census data done for the Journal by the Urban 

Institute, a nonprofit research organization that has published research advocating for more government 

funding for long-term care. Median income for people 25 through 54 is below its 2000 peak, but has edged 

up in recent years, and younger workers have more time to adjust retirement-savings strategies. 

 

•Households with 401(k) investments and at least one worker aged 55 through 64 had a median $135,000 

in tax-advantaged retirement accounts as of 2016, according to the latest calculations from Boston 

College’s center. For a couple aged 62 and 65 who retire today, that would produce about $600 a month in 

annuity income for life, the center says. 

 

•The percentage of families with any debt headed by people 55 or older has risen steadily for more than 

two decades, to 68% in 2016 from 54% in 1992, according to the Employee Benefit Research Institute, a 

nonpartisan public-policy research nonprofit. 

 

•Americans aged 60 through 69 had about $2 trillion in debt in 2017, an 11% increase per capita from 

2004, according to New York Federal Reserve data adjusted for inflation. They had $168 billion in 

outstanding car loans in 2017, 25% more per capita than in 2004. They had more than six times as much 

student-loan debt in 2017 than they did in 2004, Fed data show. 

 

Shortfall generation 

A combination of economic and demographic forces have left older Americans with bigger bills and less 

money to pay them. 

 

Tempted by a prolonged era of low interest rates, boomers piled on debt to cope with rising home, health-

care and college costs. Interest-rate declines hurt their security blankets. Lower earnings on bonds 

prompted many insurance firms to increase premiums for the universal-life and long-term-care insurance 

many Americans bought to help pay expenses. Some public-sector workers are living with uncertainty as 

cash-strapped governments consider pension cuts. 

 

Gains in life expectancy, combined with the soaring price of education, have left people in their 50s and 

60s supporting adult children and older relatives. Some are likely to have to rely on professional 

caregivers, who are in short supply and are more expensive than informal arrangements of the past. 

 

Then there are health-care costs. Since 1999, average worker contributions toward individual health-

insurance premiums have risen 281%, to $1,213, during a period of 47% inflation, according to the 

nonprofit Kaiser Family Foundation. Nearly half of 1,518 workers surveyed last June by the Employee 

Benefit Research Institute said their health-care costs increased over the prior year, causing more than a 

quarter to cut back on retirement savings, and nearly half to reduce other savings. 

 

Only a quarter of large firms offer retiree medical insurance, which typically covers retirees before they 

become eligible for Medicare, down from 40% in 1999, according to Kaiser. More money is coming out of 

people’s Social Security checks to pay for Medicare premiums and costs that the federal program doesn’t 

cover, Kaiser says. Medical spending accounted for 41% of the average $1,115 monthly Social Security 

benefit in 2013, and the percentage has likely risen since, it says. 

 

Pension retreat 

For many Americans facing a less secure retirement than their parents, the biggest reason is the shift from 

pensions to 401(k)-type plans. 

 

A piano and organ maker in the 1880s launched one of the first employer-sponsored pension plans, and 

railroads, state and local governments, and others followed, according to the Social Security 

Administration. By the 1930s, about 15% of the labor force had employer pensions. 

 

In 1935, federal officials created Social Security to offer a basic income. Pensions gained steam after 

World War II, and by the 1980s, 46% of private-sector workers were in a pension plan, according to the 

Employee Benefit Research Institute. 
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A seemingly small congressional action in 1978 set the stage for a pension retreat. Some companies had 

sought tax-deferred treatment of executives’ bonuses and stock options to supplement their pension 

payouts, and Congress authorized the move. The tax-law change ushered in the 401(k), allowing 

employees to reduce their taxable income by placing pretax dollars in an account. 

 

In the 1980s, union strength was ebbing and a recession pressured employers to reduce pension funding, 

says Teresa Ghilarducci, an economics professor at the New School. Many employers deployed the 401(k) 

to displace pensions. 

 

Market declines in 2000 and 2008 revealed the perils of do-it-yourself retirements, as many 401(k) 

participants cut back on contributions, shifted funds out of stocks and never put them back in, or withdrew 

money to pay bills. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Thousands cross border seeking asylum 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/thousands-cross-the-u-s-border-seeking-asylum-most-wont-get-it-

1529755200  

GIST EL PASO, Texas—When 42-year-old Angelica walked up to a U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

inspection booth here Wednesday, she started what is likely to be a lengthy, long shot bid to win refuge in 

the U.S. 

 

Angelica and her 3-year-old granddaughter, Ruth Sofia, said they fled their home in Michoacán, along 

Mexico’s Pacific coast, more than a month ago amid increasing violence and threats to their safety. 

 

As they waited before making their requests, Ruth, clad in a “Disney Princess” T-shirt, sat quietly on her 

grandmother’s purse. Angelica said that, if they are allowed into the U.S., they plan to reunite with her 

adult daughter in Modesto, Calif. 

 

On Saturday, days after Angelica had asked for asylum, U.S. Rep. Beto O’Rourke (D., Texas) said he met 

with her at Annunciation House, a migrant shelter and aid group in El Paso. Mr. O’Rourke said Angelica 

and her granddaughter had been separated by immigration authorities. 

 

Their requests for asylum had come shortly before President Donald Trump signed on Wednesday an 

executive order directing that immigrant families taken into custody at the border be kept together. 

 

Angelica and Ruth had been among the thousands of people arriving monthly at legal U.S. border 

crossings and asking for the U.S. government to protect them. Tens of thousands more people, mostly 

from Central America, have been arrested trying to cross the border with Mexico illegally. Most of the 

illegal border crossers, including parents and their children and child immigrants traveling alone, are also 

seeking asylum. 

 

Most won’t win, according to U.S. government data on asylum cases. About 6,300 asylum requests were 

approved between January and March 31, according to the Executive Office for Immigration Review, the 

Justice Department office that manages the immigration court system where most asylum cases are 

ultimately decided. 

 

During the same period, about 90,000 people were arrested crossing the border illegally and about 32,700 

immigrants went to ports of entry. Many of those people have likely asked for asylum. 

 

According to EOIR, about 22% of the asylum cases decided this year were approved, while 41% were 

denied. Other cases were closed without a ruling in favor or against. 

 

The approval rate in the court has fluctuated since 2009, the agency’s data shows. During that time, 
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approvals rates hit a high of nearly 33% in 2011 but dropped below 17% in 2016. 

 

Asylum seekers have been in the spotlight after the Trump administration vowed to tighten the rules 

around asylum and pushed Congress to overhaul immigration laws. Administration officials have referred 

to asylum and other laws and regulations that govern these cases as loopholes. There are also more than 

700,000 cases pending in immigration court, which means cases can take years to be completed. 

 

“Asylum and credible fear claims have skyrocketed across the board in recent years largely because 

individuals know they can exploit a broken system to enter the U.S., avoid removal, and remain in the 

country,” said Michael Bars, a spokesman for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services. 

 

Mr. Sessions earlier this month ruled in one asylum case that domestic violence victims and people fleeing 

generalized violence, including from gangs, won’t necessarily qualify for asylum going forward. 

 

Mr. Bars said his agency “is carefully reviewing proposed changes” with an eye toward protecting the 

system’s integrity, adding that Mr. Sessions’ decision will be implemented as soon as possible. 

 

Jeremy McKinney, a Greensboro, N.C., immigration attorney, said that ruling may not have an immediate 

impact on the hundreds of thousands of pending asylum cases in immigration courts. 

 

“The attorney general did not change the test for asylum,” said Mr. McKinney, a member of the executive 

committee of the American Immigration Lawyers Association. “Actual case law has not changed.” 

 

The U.S. has long recognized the international right of foreigners to apply for asylum, though there is no 

guarantee than anyone who asks for refuge will be approved. Last year, tens of thousands of immigrants 

sought asylum in the U.S. 

 

On Saturday, Mr. O’Rourke, who had been touring the Tornillo, Texas, tent shelter that houses as many as 

300 child migrants, said Angelica told him she wasn’t told why Ruth was taken from her or why she was 

released from immigration custody. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 EU discord over migrant crisis deepens 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/discord-over-migrant-crisis-deepens-ahead-of-eu-meeting-1529833013  

GIST BRUSSELS—Half of European Union’s leaders meet in Brussels on Sunday to seek a common solution to 

the bloc’s politically toxic migration issue, a long-unresolved conundrum now threatening to topple the 

EU’s most powerful leader, Germany’s Angela Merkel. 

 

Discord over how to process and find homes for migrants reaching the bloc is once again causing deep 

strains between EU capitals, three years after a million people, mostly fleeing the war in Syria, came to 

Europe, partly encouraged by Ms. Merkel’s open-door policy. 

 

Now under pressure at home, Ms. Merkel is seeking European backing for turning some migrants away. 

But that pits Germany against Italy’s new nationalist, anti-immigration government and is renewing 

tension with some Eastern European countries who refuse to take in refugees. 

 

Ahead of Sunday’s emergency summit, EU leaders were once again locked in a war of words, with French 

and Italian leaders clashing over whether to turn migrants away from Europe’s shores and process refugees 

with legitimate claims of entry in Africa. 

 

Italy’s prime minister threatened to cancel his participation until a draft statement of the meeting, in his 

view favoring Germany, was withdrawn. The leaders of Hungary, the Czech Republic, Poland and 

Slovakia declared they won’t come to Sunday’s meeting, saying the EU proposals were “unacceptable.” 
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Sunday’s meeting is meant to prepare decisions among all 28 EU leaders on migration next week at the 

bloc’s regular quarterly summit. Expectations are low that after three years of failed efforts to reform the 

bloc’s migration laws, leaders can provide more than a quick fix, at best, to their differences. 

 

Sunday’s meeting, which will include 16 out of EU’s 28 leaders, was called by Jean-Claude Juncker, the 

president of the European Commission. The bloc’s executive branch in charge of drafting policies and 

funding the bloc’s border and asylum agencies. 

 

Mr. Juncker was in Berlin earlier this week and offered to host the meeting in an attempt to help Ms. 

Merkel after she narrowly avoided the collapse of her government. The German chancellor had rejected a 

plan by her coalition partner to start returning migrants at the German-Austrian border and was given a 

two-week deadline to find a European solution. 

 

Austria, sandwiched between Germany and Italy, said such a unilateral move would force it to start 

sending asylum seekers back to Italy. 

 

Officials involved in discussions ahead of the Sunday meeting hoped to convince Italy to take back 

migrants from Austria and Germany, replicating an existing arrangement it has with France, which 

routinely turns back migrants to Italy. Ms. Merkel said Friday she hoped to see “if we can reach bilateral, 

trilateral or even multinational agreements to better solve certain problems.” 

 

The European Commission, in an attempt to alleviate Italian concerns about a steady flow of boats from 

Libya, said it was considering so-called “disembarkation platforms” in North African countries, meaning 

creating safe areas where migrants rescued at sea could be sent back to. Most migrants who arrived in 

Europe last year and in the first half of this year crossed the Mediterranean from Libya or were rescued at 

sea and brought to Italy. 

 

The newly-appointed Italian government in recent weeks refused to grant access to its ports to two ships 

which had rescued hundreds of migrants at sea. The first ship was eventually accepted by Spain, while the 

destination of the second one is still being negotiated. 

 

The U.N.’s International Organization for Migration criticized the idea and said they would only cooperate 

with the commission on setting up migrant camps on EU soil. 

 

“You have an obligation not to send people back until they land somewhere,” said Eugenio Ambrosi, 

director of IOM’s regional EU office. 

 

French President Emmanuel Macron also said Saturday Europe should not outsource its asylum process to 

north Africa, but rather set up closed migrant centers on EU soil with enough experts to quickly assess 

who has the right to stay. 

 

Italy’s Deputy Prime Minister Matteo Salvini, the leader of the anti-immigrant League party, responded 

that “if French arrogance thinks it can transform Italy into Europe’s refugee camp, maybe handing out a 

few euros as a tip, then they’ve got it totally wrong.” 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Tension: Seattle handling homeless crisis 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/homeless/string-of-assaults-fuels-criticism-of-seattles-

handling-of-homelessness-crisis/  

GIST Tensions over Seattle’s handling of the homelessness crisis were roiled again last week, as authorities on 

Wednesday charged a 26-year-old homeless man in connection with an alleged attack near the Cinerama 

movie theater downtown. 

 

David Ailep Jr., who told authorities he’s homeless, now faces three counts of felony assault and theft 
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after he allegedly accosted a woman passing him on the street, then struck her father in the head when he 

attempted to intervene. 

 

The incident near the theater is the third high-profile incident involving a homeless suspect to capture the 

city’s attention, further inflaming criticism of City Hall’s approach to managing the unauthorized tent 

encampments that have become a common feature of downtown Seattle and beyond. 

 

Michael Person, 47, was charged earlier this month with misdemeanor assault after he allegedly attacked a 

tourist from Arizona as the man and his family walked by his tent to the Space Needle. Person later 

entered a plea of not guilty. 

 

In May, county prosecutors accused Christopher Teel, a 24-year-old former resident of Ballard 

Nickelsville, one of the city’s seven sanctioned homeless encampments, with sexually assaulting a woman 

in the temporary bathroom of a nearby auto-dealership. 

 

Advocates for the homeless say that while serious, these incidents represent a minute fraction of similar 

crimes committed in the region, and that homeless people are more likely to be the victims of violent 

crime than perpetrate it. 

 

But they come after a raucous month of debate about the city’s declared state of emergency on 

homelessness. The Seattle City Council, in a stunning reversal, repealed a tax on large employers to fund 

homeless services in the face of a business-backed signature campaign to kill it. 

 

Homelessness placed third in a list of issues mentioned most by Seattle residents in a Seattle Police 

Department survey released last week. Property crime and car prowls were among the top five specific 

public-safety concerns identified by residents. 

 

Seattle’s property-crime rate remains one of the highest in the country, though the numbers have fallen 

across the city in recent years. 

 

Concerns about the effect street homelessness has had on tourism have also returned, though data suggests 

visits to the city have not been affected. 

 

According to Visit Seattle, Seattle and King County’s tourism marketing organization, about 39.9 million 

people visited Seattle and King County in 2017 — a 2.6 percent increase from the previous year. 

 

David Blandford, senior vice president of Visit Seattle, said conventioneers have expressed serious 

concern, but none have actually canceled a booking over issues related to homelessness. 

 

Similarly, the number of cruise-ship passengers entering Seattle reached an all-time high of about 500,000 

people last year. Port of Seattle spokesman Peter McGraw said the port has not heard of “bad interactions” 

between passengers and people who are homeless. 

 

But Jordan Royer, vice president of Pacific Merchant Shipping Association, which supported the 

referendum to repeal the city’s short-lived tax on high-grossing businesses, said a lack of enforcement is 

driving frustration among city residents. 

 

“Right now it feels like we are a place where people can do anything they want, camp anywhere they want 

and get away with it,” he said. “Without a balanced, common-sense approach that puts pressure on people 

to accept help and leave these destructive lifestyles, you’re going to see more of the kind of assaults we’ve 

seen recently.” 

 

Lisa Daugaard, director of the Public Defender Association, agrees that enforcement is critical to 

addressing the legitimate concerns about public health and safety tied to people living on the streets. 

 

But to see real reductions in the problems associated with homelessness, enforcement has to be coupled 
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with robust outreach to connect people to mental-health, drug-treatment and other services, she said. 

 

“It makes sense that people would reach for the enforcement option when they see things aren’t working, 

but it’s not an either or proposition” Daugaard said. 

 

“It’s true that we’re not flooding jails with people committing low-level, quality-of-life crimes, but I can 

remember a time when we were and I can say with absolute certainty that it did not work.” 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Seattle commission seeks answers 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/seattles-community-police-commission-wants-

answers-on-how-finalists-for-police-chief-were-chosen/  

GIST As the three finalists for Seattle police chief spent time this week meeting with community organizations, 

the city’s Community Police Commission (CPC) asked the City Council to postpone a confirmation 

hearing for the mayor’s as-yet unnamed nominee until commissioners get a clearer understanding of what 

kept Interim Police Chief Carmen Best out of the top group. 

 

Following a nationwide search, Best – who is African American, has spent her entire policing career in 

Seattle, and has deep community ties – was the only woman and only candidate from inside the Seattle 

Police Department to make the top five to be considered for the chief’s job. She became interim chief Jan. 

1, after Chief Kathleen O’Toole stepped down late last year. 

 

A spokeswoman for Mayor Jenny Durkan did not return a phone call, but emailed a three-page letter that 

was sent to the CPC on Friday. In it the mayor detailed the history of reform and efforts to confront bias, 

the organizations and people consulted, and the unfolding process of choosing a new police chief for a 

rapidly-changing city. 

 

Cody Reiter, a legislative aide to Councilmember M. Lorena González, who chairs the council’s public-

safety committee, said the council is aware of the ongoing dialogue between the mayor’s office and the 

CPC but isn’t involved in those conversations. Reiter said a date has not been set for a confirmation 

hearing for the mayor’s pick. 

 

A search committee appointed by Durkan selected the five semifinalists, a group winnowed to three in 

May. They are former Pittsburgh Police Chief Cameron McLay, who is the only finalist to have served as 

the chief of a large city department; Ely Reyes, assistant chief in the Austin Police Department in Texas; 

and Eddie Frizell, an inspector and former deputy chief of patrol in the Minneapolis Police Department. 

 

All three spent a few days in Seattle this week, meeting with community groups and filming short 

interviews with the Seattle Channel. The candidates are to return to Seattle in July for formal interviews 

with Durkan. 

 

McLay, Frizell and Reyes were ranked as the top three by the search committee, two sources familiar with 

the search process told The Seattle Times last month. 

 

Best and Jorge Villegas, an assistant chief in the Los Angeles Police Department, were dropped from 

contention. 

 

At the time, Best, a 26-year veteran of the department, issued a statement thanking Durkan for the 

opportunity to serve as interim chief and agreed to stay on until a new chief is confirmed. 

 

But Best’s absence from the finalists’ group has drawn sharp criticism from some community leaders who 

say she was treated unfairly after playing a key role as a deputy chief in navigating the department through 

federally mandated reforms. 
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Two days after the three finalists were announced, the CPC requested records from the mayor’s office, 

said Isaac Ruiz, one of the CPC’s three co-chairs. The requested documents included records relating to 

the design of the recruitment and selection process, how the candidates were reduced from five to three, 

and criteria or policy viewpoints that may have shown a preference for an external candidate over an 

internal one. The CPC also requested the five candidates’ responses to written questions but have  received 

only the three finalists’ answers, Ruiz said. 

 

Though the CPC has received some records, others remain outstanding, despite assurances from the 

mayor’s office that they would be provided by Friday, according to Ruiz and a letter sent by the CPC to 

City Council members this week. 

 

“As a co-chair of the CPC, I still don’t really understand how it played out,” Ruiz said of the selection of 

the three finalists. “It’s concerning because when we’re talking about policing and reform in the 

community, it’s important to have as much transparency as possible.” 

 

It’s unknown when Durkan will present her nominee for chief to the council for a vote. But “what we 

don’t want is the council to act before we have access to the documents,” as well as time to review them 

and offer meaningful feedback, said Ruiz, an attorney with the Seattle law firm Keller Rohrback. 

 

The CPC also has hired an independent expert to assess potential legal issues or issues related to equal 

employment opportunities in the search process. 

 

“There are members of the CPC who feel very strongly that Interim Chief Best shouldn’t have been 

eliminated and these are commissioners with very deep ties within the community,” he said. “The process 

is moving along, which is why we have this concern that any feedback from the CPC or community will 

be too late to make any kind of difference.” 

 

The CPC was mandated under the settlement agreement between the city and federal Department of 

Justice to provide community input on needed police reforms. The 2012 agreement include creation of the 

commission to help guide an independent, court-appointed monitor and ensure community involvement in 

reforms. 

 

In June 2017, the City Council passed legislation made the CPC permanent. Increased from 15 members to 

21, the commissioners appointed to the CPC are meant to represent the city’s diversity. 

 

“The CPC is relatively new … and somewhat unique in this country in providing community oversight in 

policing,” Ruiz said. “There is an expectation the CPC will be independent and ask the tough questions. 

 

“Sometimes that means people in government won’t be happy about the hard questions but that’s what we 

signed up to do and it’s what we’re doing in this case,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 ‘Occupy ICE’ protests emerge nationwide 

SOURCE http://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/393790-occupy-ice-protests-emerge-across-the-country  

GIST Protesters are occupying Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) facilities across the country, 

inspired by a Portland protest that resulted in the indefinite shutdown of an ICE detention center on 

Wednesday.  

 

"Occupy ICE" protesters are blocking the loading dock of ICE headquarters in New York, have set up 

tents in front of an ICE facility in Los Angeles and are gathered outside of a detention center in 

Washington state. 

 

Though the protests are not led by any one group, the Democratic Socialists of America are involved in 

most states, alongside groups associated with prison abolition, immigration rights and anarchist 
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collectives. The protests are calling for an abolition of ICE and an end to what they call human rights 

abuses by the criminal justice system, alongside other reforms. 

 

The Portland protest began in response to the Trump administration’s policy of separating migrant 

children from their parents at the border, a result of the administration's “zero tolerance” policy toward 

illegal border crossings. 

 

ICE spokeswoman Carissa Cutrell told The Hill on Wednesday that the agency "fully respects the rights of 

all people to voice their opinion without interference" and "ICE remains committed to immigration 

enforcement consistent with federal law and agency policy." 

 

The Hill reached out to ICE and the Department of Homeland Security for further comment. 

 

In New York, dozens of protesters organized by the Metropolitan Anarchist Coordinating Council 

(MACC) are camping outside of an ICE office building in Manhattan on Saturday. They are blocking the 

loading dock through which ICE vans bring immigrants in and out of the building, MACC organizer 

Marisa Holmes said to The Hill. 

 

“For the last year or two, we've seen an escalation of repression, an escalation of criminalization and 

dehumanization of immigrants as a result of Trump's election,” Holmes said. “We’ve seen more of a 

consolidation happening of Homeland Security and ICE and unbelievable, indiscriminate capturing of 

people and detaining without due process.” 

 

“I think right now is really a turning point where we have to ask ourselves what kind of society and what 

kind of world we want to live, what is acceptable to do to other human beings and what is not,” Holmes 

added. “We cannot allow this level of dehumanization and violence to be normalized. It’s horrifying.”  

 

She said there have been no arrests but protests in front of the loading dock has prevented ICE from 

bringing people into the building. The protests began on Thursday and are ongoing.  

 

“They’re trying to rough people up one-on-one and deter us from being here,” Holmes said. “We continue 

to stay and we're going to bring more people and we're not going to be deterred.” 

 

In Los Angeles, protesters are blocking the driveway for ICE vans, according to the Twitter account “LA 

Against ICE," and have been doing so for at least two days. 

 

There are similar protests happening in Washington state, Utah, Chicago and other locations, according to 

reports. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Boston schools data shared w/ICE? 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/answer-sheet/wp/2018/06/23/boston-schools-chief-resigning-

after-lawsuit-says-district-shared-student-data-with-immigration-

officials/?utm_term=.9ec35bce3ed0  

GIST Boston Schools Superintendent Tommy Chang is stepping down two years before the end of his contract 

after a three-year tenure marked by controversy and a new lawsuit that says the school district has shared 

student information with federal immigration officials. 

 

Chang, who signed a five-year contract to run the 56,000-student district in 2015, said late Friday that he 

was negotiating a departure, and he left a farewell message on the district’s website that cited higher 

graduation and lower suspension rates among his accomplishments. 

 

Boston Mayor Marty Walsh released a statement saying that he and Chang had “mutually agreed” that 

there should be a change in leadership in the school district and that “significant work” remained to 
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improve Boston schools. He did not mention the lawsuit, though it may have been the final straw for 

Chang. 

 

Last year, Walsh blamed Chang in part when the Internal Revenue Service found irregularities in an audit 

of the city’s finances and fined Boston nearly $1 million. Walsh said Chang knew earlier than he did about 

the findings and did not tell him. In 2016, Chang was accused of botching a proposal to change start times 

for schools to allow older students to begin later. And the heralded Boston Latin School was accused by 

U.S. prosecutors of failing to seriously address allegations that students of color were being harassed. 

 

The Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights and Economic Justice and a coalition of students’ rights groups 

filed a lawsuit this week against Boston Public Schools in an effort to obtain public records about its 

practice of sharing student information with federal immigration officials, including U.S. Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement (ICE), through the Boston Regional Intelligence Center. According to the 

committee, the Massachusetts supervisor of records has ordered the district to disclose the records, but 

district officials have not done so. 

 

Asked about the lawsuit and the practice of sharing student information with immigration officials, a 

spokesman for the Boston district said officials would look at the suit when they received it and not 

comment until then. 

 

Matt Cregor, education project director at the lawyers’ committee, said in an email that it was impossible 

to know exactly how many school districts are cooperating with ICE. He said in an email that the Boston 

Regional Intelligence Center is one of dozens of fusion centers that enable information-sharing between 

local and federal law enforcement agencies. Here’s a state-by-state list of the fusion centers, but it is not 

clear when and how often school security officials participate, he said. 

 

Students’ rights groups, with help from the nonprofit Center for Law and Education, had filed to obtain 

public records of the case of a student at East Boston High School was had been deported based in part on 

an incident in school that Boston School Police shared with ICE via the Boston Regional Intelligence 

Agency. According to the lawyers’ committee, the student got caught up in an incident at school in which 

two students were attempting to start a fight, but it never happened. An “unsubstantiated gang allegation” 

was used against the student, the committee said. 

 

The Massachusetts supervisor of records agreed that the request for documents should be accepted but that 

the school district never turned them over, leading to the lawsuit. 

 

“An ‘unsuccessful fight’ should be referred to a principal’s office, not ICE,” Cregor said in a statement. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Hope, healing thru Warrior Games 

SOURCE https://www.heraldnet.com/news/veterans-find-hope-and-healing-through-warrior-games/  

GIST AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo. — Tim Vaughn thought he was getting a haircut that day in October 

2014. But his barber snapped, and Vaughn left the shop in an ambulance with severed muscles in his neck. 

 

The incident, Vaughn said, brought up traumatic experiences from his time in the Navy. 

 

Vaughn, a Marysville resident, used his participation in the Department of Defense Warrior Games earlier 

this month at the U.S. Air Force Academy to continue his recovery — his “lifelong” recovery, as his wife, 

Monica Vaughn, described it. 

 

Vaughn competed in track and swimming in his first Warrior Games. His best finish was fifth place in the 

800-meter race. 

 

The games made him more aware of his need to keep healing, he said. 
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“It kind of opened my eyes to strive and say, ‘Oh my God, I really have something,’ ” he said. 

 

U.S. Navy Senior Chief Hospital Corpsman Joe Paterniti, a 1983 Bothell High School graduate, also 

competed at the Games. 

 

The Everett paramedic has been attached to a voluntary Navy training unit for three decades. 

 

He competed in rowing, field, powerlifting and cycling. All but field were new sports for the Games. 

Paterniti’s best finish was fourth place in a rowing sprint. 

 

The Games are tough, he said. 

 

“It’s training your mind to being really comfortable with being uncomfortable,” he said in a Department of 

Defense story about the competition. 

 

Throughout Vaughn’s time deployed in 2011 and 2012, he saw children who had been shot and he himself 

had to avoid gunfire in areas such as Kabul, Afghanistan. 

 

But on Oct. 13, 2014, Vaughn was stopping by for a routine haircut at Vic’s Barbershop in Imperial 

Beach, California. It was impossible for him to be prepared for what happened next. 

 

As an active-duty Navy petty officer up for promotion, Vaughn was recovering from hernia surgery and 

yearning to get back to work. The barber, Daniel Flores, asked Vaughn if he wanted a neck shave. 

Vaughn, thinking nothing of it, agreed, preoccupied with looking at pictures his wife had sent of her 

parents’ new home. 

 

Flores, whom Vaughn had not met before that day, took out the straight razor and cut his neck. Vaughn 

shoved him off, but not before Flores stabbed him in the same area. 

 

Bleeding profusely, Vaughn reacted quickly. He stumbled to the back of the shop and laid down with his 

feet up. He recalled himself yelling, “Call 911! I’m a 32-year-old male, I’m O positive and I’m going to 

need a blood transfusion.” 

  

Another barber came out of the bathroom and Vaughn directed him to grab some towels and squeeze him 

in the neck until he “couldn’t talk.” 

 

The first responders were surprised to see that Vaughn’s blood pressure was so low. He might have saved 

his own life. 

 

Flores received a 10-year prison sentence for attempted murder. 

 

Vaughn spent the next few years doing his best to get better. He noticed himself getting angry often, 

mostly since people couldn’t seem to comprehend what happened to him. 

 

“I don’t think I’ve gotten the attention I needed, so I was very bitter,” Vaughn said. 

 

That anger was alleviated after Vaughn discovered the Navy Safe Harbor Foundation in November 2017. 

 

Through the organization, Vaughn found the Warrior Games. He qualified for four events. 

 

“It’s just getting up every day, and believe it or not, just having something to look forward to,” Vaughn 

said. 

 

Competing has changed his outlook. He found camaraderie and learned to depend on others, he said. 
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“You’ve got to allow people to help you,” Vaughn said. “Me talking about it is kind of therapeutic. I’m 

now an open book — here I am, this is who I am.” 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Seattle: Lyle’s lawyers ‘grandstanding’ 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1027217/seattle-perjury-arguement/  

GIST The City of Seattle has responded to allegations that one of its officers committed perjury when testifying 

about a controversial police shooting. The city has aimed its arguments at opposing attorneys. 

 

Attorneys representing the family of Charleena Lyles recently argued that a Seattle police officer 

committed perjury when he testified about the incident. The officer, Jason Anderson, said that the door to 

Lyle’s apartment was shut when the pregnant mother was shot to death by police. The African American 

mother was shot five times by two white police officers on June 18, 2017. 

 

The Lyles family has filed a civil wrongful death lawsuit against the City of Seattle. 

 

On Friday, city attorneys said the motion filed by the Lyle’s lawyers was grandstanding meant to harass 

the city and the officer. Lyle’s attorneys asked the judge to refer the perjury allegation to the King County 

prosecutor. City attorneys also said that expert analysis of video and audio used to make the perjury 

allegation is faulty, because the recordings had been redacted for public release and were not meant for 

forensic analysis. 

 

In its oral argument, city attorneys called the perjury allegations “baseless” and said that the city’s 

response has nothing to do with the police officer or Ms. Lyles. Rather, they targeted their statements at 

opposing attorneys and their conduct, arguing their motion lacks decorum and “flouts the bounds of our 

Civil Rules and Rules of Professional Conduct.” Seattle argues that the perjury motion is legally 

unsupported. 

 

The next hearing date for the case is scheduled for Tuesday, June 26. 

 

Karen Koehler, an attorney for the Lyles family, released this statement following the city’s argument 

Friday: 

 

“The disrespectful tone of the response and bully tactics used are a poor reflection on the City of Seattle. 

The City’s lawyers believe that by aggressively charging the Estate of Charleena Lyles’ attorneys with 

misconduct, they can sidestep and minimize the issue of whether Officer Anderson actually committed the 

alleged perjury. 

 

We are confident that the truth will come out in this case. We stand on our motion and the evidence 

produced to support it.” 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Mayor responds to PD chief process 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1027374/durkan-seattle-police-chief-criticism/  

GIST Mayor Jenny Durkan has responded to ongoing criticism over the city’s selection process for the new 

Seattle police, noting her extensive history in SPD reform efforts. 

 

The Seattle Community Police Commission sent a letter to Council President Bruce Harrell on June 20. In 

it, they requested multiple records related to the police chief selection process. The commission has 

previously asked the council to halt the police process over its concerns. Durkan’s letter does not indicate 

interviews will be paused anytime soon. 
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Concerns largely stemmed from the snubbing of Interim Chief Carmen Best. More than 60 people applied 

for the Seattle police chief position. Best made the list of the top five finalists as selected by a committee. 

But as Mayor Durkan explains in her letter to the commission, the interim chief did not make the final list 

of three. She backs her reasoning for this by citing the city charter and a finalist exam. 

 

Seattle police chief selection process 

 

Mayor Durkan writes that there were a couple phases in the Seattle police chief selection process as 

ordered by the city’s charter. The first phase involved a 25-member committee to come up with a handful 

of finalists. They produced five — including Best. 

 

“To comply with the City Charter and maximize community input, the search had two initial phases,” 

Durkan writes to the commission. “The first phase was to conduct deep community engagement and to 

review all candidates to reduce the list to finalists. The second, as required by the City Charter, was a 

competitive exam process that was to select three candidates from which I select the final nominee for 

Chief of Police.” 

 

Durkan further explains the second phase: 

 

“As the Police Chief Search Committee was informed at the beginning by the City Attorney’s office and 

again at the end of their role, the search then proceeded to the second phase, the Competitive Exam. As 

required by the City Charter, a police chief “shall be selected by the Mayor from among the three highest 

ranking candidates in a competitive examination to be conducted under the direction of the Mayor.” The 

Competitive Exam Process then selected the three finalists. The Competitive Exam Process was conducted 

by: Mike Fong, Senior Deputy Mayor; Shefali Ranganathan, Deputy Mayor, Ron Sims, former King 

County Executive and previous Co-Chair to the 2014 Police Chief Search; Ian Warner, Legal Counsel to 

the Mayor and a former member of the Monitoring Team to the Consent Decree; and Barney Melekian, 

former Director of the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services under President Obama. 

 

…. The Competitive Exam Process decided on three finalists to move forward to me, as required by the 

City Charter. This includes: Eddie Frizell, Cameron McLay, and Ely Reyes as the three finalists for 

permanent Chief of the Seattle Police Department.” 

 

Durkan’s response also details how the process included 50 community stakeholders, 14 neighborhood 

meetings, and an online survey posted in 15 different languages over the course of two months prior to the 

comprehensive exam. All that information was used in the exam phase of the selection process. 

 

The mayor also notes her history working on Seattle policing issues, dating back to 1985 when she was 

appointed to oversight roles by three mayors. She then writes that as U.S. attorney, she was involved in the 

Department of Justice consent decree which required the Seattle Police Department to reform. 

 

“I worked with community groups — the ACLU, El Centro, One America, Mothers for Police 

Accountability, Northwest Immigrant Rights Project — to deeply reform the Seattle Police Department and 

enter into a federal consent decree, which I signed as U.S. Attorney,” Durkan notes. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Brexit marchers demand final vote 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/23/world/brexit-march-final-vote/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — Thousands of people marched Saturday through central London on the second anniversary of 

the Brexit referendum, demanding that the UK government give people a chance to make the final 

decision on whether it goes into effect next year. 

 

The rally was organized by several pro-European Union campaign groups and dubbed the People's Vote 

march. Organizers say that if a Brexit deal is rejected by the Parliament, citizens should have a vote on any 
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final terms of UK's exit out of the EU.  

 

The initiative to leave the EU goes into effect March 29, 2019.  

 

The rally started at noon at London's central Pall Mall street, and finished at Parliament Square. Neither 

the London Metropolitan Police nor Westminster Council -- the borough authority where the march took 

place -- would comment on the crowd's size. The BBC reported there were tens of thousands of protesters 

and a smaller pro-Brexit counterprotest.  

 

The government remains knotted up on how to manage the economy, continue trading goods with the 

European Union -- its biggest export market -- and mollify businesses and investors who demand answers 

about future trade. The economy is now the slowest-growing in Europe. 

 

Economic and political turmoil started not long after British voters approved a referendum to leave the EU 

in June 2016.  

 

The country's own economists are making dire predictions.The British Chambers of Commerce last week 

said the UK's economic growth forecast of 1.3% this year would be the weakest since the financial crisis, a 

CNN Money report said.  

 

Despite the well-attended march, some voters interviewed by CNNMoney last week said they are worn out 

from the protracted talks. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Zimbabwe: assassination attempt blast 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/23/africa/zimbabwe-rally-blast/index.html  

GIST Bulawayo, Zimbabwe (CNN) — Zimbabwe's government is calling an explosion Saturday an 

assassination attempt on President Emmerson Mnangagwa, who was holding a campaign rally at a 

stadium. 

 

The President escaped injuries, but others were injured and hospitalized. The blast occurred at White City 

Stadium in Bulawayo.  

 

"Investigations are underway and more details will be given to the public," presidential spokesman George 

Charamba said, according to the state-run newspaper The Herald. "There have been multiple attempts on 

the President's life over the past five years." 

 

The country's two vice presidents were among at least eight people injured, The Herald reported. Kembo 

Mohadi suffered leg injuries, and Constantino Chiwenga had slight facial bruises, state media said. 

 

Other injured officials included Oppah Muchinguri-Kashiri, minister of water, environment and climate, 

and Engelbert Rugeje, party secretary of the ruling ZANU-PF.  

 

The Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corp. said three of its crew members were hurt and taken to Mpilo Hospital 

in Bulawayo 

 

The US Embassy in Harare condemned the attack. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Ethiopia rally explosion; dozens injured 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/23/africa/ethiopia-rally-explosion/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — Dozens were injured, and at least one person killed, in an explosion Saturday at a rally in Addis 
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Ababa attended by Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed, officials said.  

 

In footage from state TV, bodyguards rush Ahmed unharmed off the stage where he had been sitting after 

the blast.  

 

Eight people are in critical condition, Health Minister Amir Aman said on Twitter.  

 

Six suspects were arrested, according to state broadcaster ETV, which carried a statement from the Federal 

Police Commission. 

 

Nine members of law enforcement, including the deputy police commissioner of Addis Ababa, were 

arrested for alleged dereliction of duty in connection with the blast, police said. 

 

Aman said that 156 people needed medical attention and that 51 of them remain hospitalized. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Germany: bldg. explosion injures 25 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/apxpolice-25-injured-in-building-explosion-in-germany/  

GIST BERLIN (AP) — Twenty-five people were injured, four of them severely, when an explosion destroyed an 

apartment building in the western German city of Wuppertal, police said Sunday. 

 

Police said the explosion rocked the several-story building shortly before midnight Saturday with a large 

bang, scaring people in surrounding homes so much they ran out into the street in a panic. The detonation 

was so severe it destroyed the building’s attic and the top three floors, the German news agency dpa 

reported. 

 

Fire then broke out in several different parts of the apartment building and firefighters had trouble dousing 

the flames because parts of the building kept collapsing. They were able to rescue four severely injured 

from inside the building and sent them to the hospital. Another 21 people were slightly injured and treated 

by emergency staff at the scene. 

 

Police said they were in the dark about the cause of the explosion, dpa reported. 

 

A car nearby was destroyed, buried under window frames that were blown onto it by the explosions’ 

impact. Emergency personnel on Sunday picked up bricks and furniture on the street. 

 

Some of the building’s roof beams stood black and eerie in the smoke as police scoured accessible parts of 

the building for further people trapped inside before giving the all-clear. 

 

Where the building stood is now a huge gap in a row of apartment buildings in the city’s Langerfeld 

neighborhood. 

 

Later Sunday, authorities brought in heavy equipment to tear down the remains of the ruin. They said it 

was too dangerous for investigators to search for evidence that might reveal the explosion’s cause because 

the destroyed building could collapse at any time. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Landmark day for Saudi women 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/23/middleeast/saudi-women-driving-ban-lifts-intl/index.html  

GIST Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (CNN) — Saudi women drivers took to the roads legally Sunday for the first time in 

the kingdom's history, as its decades-old ban on women driving finally lifted. 
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The end of the controversial ban brings the ultra-conservative Gulf nation into line with the rest of the 

world. It also represents the culmination of years of campaigning by rights activists who have sometimes 

been arrested and imprisoned for their efforts.  

 

Mona Al-Fares, a doctor, was in her car before midnight, waiting for the ban to lift before setting off 

through the streets of Jeddah with her husband and children. 

 

"I feel like I'm surprised -- am I really driving in my own country? I feel happy, relieved. I feel like I'm 

free," she told CNN. 

 

The step, first announced last September, will liberate many women from the constraints of needing to hire 

a male driver to travel even small distances, allowing many more to join the workforce, grow their own 

businesses and explore the kingdom. 

 

Hiring women is a key part of Saudi Arabia's ambitious plan to overhaul its economy, known as Vision 

2030. The reform agenda is being spearheaded by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. 

 

For some, though, the jubilation at realizing a hard-won freedom Sunday will be tempered by the arrests 

last month of a number of Saudi rights activists, including some who have played a prominent role in the 

fight for women's right to drive.  

 

Many other restrictions on women's everyday lives remain in place under the male guardianship system -- 

including the right to marry, work or travel. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 DHS employees warned about safety 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/23/politics/dhs-employees-safety-immigration/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN) — Amid the furor over the policy that resulted in thousands of families separated at 

the border, Department of Homeland Security employees have been warned about threats to their personal 

safety, according to a department-wide email obtained by CNN.  

 

In the message from Claire M. Grady, the acting deputy secretary of homeland security, on Saturday 

afternoon, DHS employees were given information about the security resources available to them and 

were provided with tips for security, like not wearing their badges in public and being on guard for risks in 

public and online.  

 

"In recent days, DHS has determined there may be a heightened threat against DHS employees in response 

to U.S. Government actions surrounding immigration," Grady wrote.  

 

"This assessment is based on specific and credible threats that have been levied against certain DHS 

employees and a sharp increase in the overall number of general threats against DHS employees -- 

although the veracity of each threat varies. In addition, over the last few days, thousands of employees 

have had their personally identifiable information publically (sic) released on social media." 

 

The message went to the entire DHS workforce of more than 200,000, a source familiar with the message 

told CNN. That includes individuals who work for DHS sub-components like US Customs and Border 

Protection and US Immigration and Customs Enforcement.  

 

Grady's email warning of risks outlined a list of "general security awareness measures that all DHS 

employees can take to protect themselves while in public." 

 

At the end of the email, Grady wrote, "Keep your heads held high and focused on the Department's 

important missions. You are making a difference to secure our country. And in the meantime, let's 

continue to be security-conscious and look out for each other." 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Central Oregon fire continues to grow 

SOURCE http://www.kptv.com/story/38490622/boxcar-fire-in-central-oregon-grows-to-18000-acres-graham-

fire-forces-evacuations  

GIST MAUPIN, OR (KPTV) - The Boxcar Fire south of Maupin grew to 23,000 acres on Friday. 

 

That fire is just one that crews are working to contain in the central Oregon area after lightning strikes 

Wednesday and Thursday led to more than three dozen separate incidents. 

 

For most of Friday, the Boxcar Fire moved south and east away from Maupin and the Deschutes River 

corridor. However, around 3 p.m., firefighters said the fire jumped Bakeoven Canyon, began moving 

toward Maupin and threatened homes. 

 

"It's difficult, the terrains difficult, it's rocky, it's smoky," Chief Don Colfels of Lake Chinook Fire and 

Rescue said. 

 

Dozer lines were put in place to protect recreation areas along the Deschutes River. Central Oregon Fire 

Info reported the fire was 10 percent contained Friday night. 

 

The Graham Fire had burned just over 2,000 acres near Culver, four miles south of the Metolius River arm 

of Lake Billy Chinook. 

 

The Graham Fire led to Level 3 evacuation orders – meaning go now – for the Three Rivers Subdivision. 

Around 100 structures were threatened, according to Central Oregon Fire Info. 

 

Another fire reported Friday morning, the Jack Knife Fire, grew to 2,000 acres in brush and grass five 

miles northeast of Kent. 10 homes are threatened and the fire has reached the John Day River on the west 

side of the river, fire authorities said. Large pockets of fuel are within the perimeter of the fire.  

 

Gov. Kate Brown invoked the Emergency Conflagration Act on Thursday, sending additional resources 

from the Portland area to battle the fires. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Pittsburgh: car drives thru protest crowd 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/23/us/pittsburgh-antwon-rose-protests/index.html  

GIST Pittsburgh (CNN) — Protesters angry over the death of an unarmed teen who was shot by police this week 

marched Friday for the third straight night down the streets of downtown Pittsburgh. 

 

Four people were arrested as hundreds of demonstrators blocked streets, Allegheny County Police 

Superintendent Coleman McDonough said.  

 

Police are looking for a black sedan that drove through the crowd late Friday, said Chris Togneri, the city 

spokesman. No injuries were reported, he said. 

 

Protesters were near PNC Park, where fans were leaving a Pittsburgh Pirates baseball game, when the car 

drove through, CNN affiliate KDKA reported. 

 

Friday marked the third night of protests in Pittsburgh. Several groups since Wednesday have shut down 

highways and intersections across the city.  

 

As it grew dark, police became more visible. Squad cars trailed the crowd, and officers in riot gear formed 
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a tight line, holding batons and blocking protesters' way. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Texas detention center bus protest 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/23/us/texas-detention-center-bus-protest/index.html  

GIST McAllen, Texas (CNN) — Chanting protesters briefly blocked a bus leaving a migrant detention center in 

McAllen, Texas, on Saturday afternoon. 

 

Protesters stood in front of the bus and yelled, "Set the children free" and "Shame on you" at Border Patrol 

officers. The Border Patrol ended up surrounding the bus so it could back up and go out the other end of 

the street. 

 

CNN reporters could see children through the darkened windows, and a protester told CNN she also saw 

children through the windows. She said some of the children waved at her and she told them, "You are not 

alone" in Spanish. 

 

"It was very difficult to see," said Denise Benavides of Dallas, who said she's a member of the League of 

United Latin American Citizens.  

 

Benavides said she didn't know where the bus was going but "that's something we'll look into -- what's 

going on and where are they taking these children." 

 

Uniformed officers arrived to calm the situation. McAllen police told CNN nobody was arrested. 

 

The vehicle's destination was unclear. 

 

A US Customs and Border Patrol spokesperson said the bus carried "family groups" being transferred into 

the custody of Immigration and Customs Enforcement. When asked about the bus's destination, an ICE 

spokesman recommended contacting Health & Human Services or CBP. HHS said to ask ICE. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 BP checkpoints New England highways 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/23/us/maine-new-hampshire-border-patrol-checkpoints/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — Far from ground zero in the Trump administration's crackdown on illegal immigration along the 

southern border, US Customs and Border Protection checkpoints on highways in Maine and New 

Hampshire are catching the eye of civil liberties groups.  

 

On Interstate 95 near the remote northern Maine town of Lincoln this week, the Border Patrol said it made 

nine drug seizures and two arrests for immigration violations during an 11-hour checkpoint operation in 

which agents asked motorists about their place of birth and citizenship status. 

 

The federal agency -- one of several at the center of a growing humanitarian crisis involving 2,300 

children separated from their parents at the Mexico border -- said in a statement that Wednesday's 

checkpoint in Maine was "a means of preventing smuggling organizations from exploiting existing 

transportation systems to travel to the interior of the United States." 

 

Customs and Border Protection says the US Supreme Court has affirmed the agency's ability to ask 

motorists' citizenship status, even if they have no suspicion. Agents use training and questions to make 

decisions about a traveler's citizenship or residency, it said. 

 

"Travelers have the right to remain silent," it said in a statement. "Travelers who cooperate are passed 

through quickly, unless the agent suspects they are in violation of federal law. Travelers who refuse to 
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cooperate may be referred to a secondary examination area to allow agents to conduct additional 

questioning to determine the traveler's citizenship or residency." 

 

Armed with search authority to conduct immigration checks within a "reasonable distance" of 100 air 

miles from US land borders and coastlines, the Border Patrol also set up a checkpoint last weekend on 

Interstate 93 near Woodstock, New Hampshire.  

 

The June 15-17 operation resulted in the arrests of five undocumented immigrants from Brazil, China, 

Ecuador, El Salvador and Mexico as well as the seizure of drugs, according to Customs and Border 

Protection. 

 

The American Civil Liberties of New Hampshire has said there have been a handful of Border Patrol 

checkpoints on I-93 in Woodstock -- about 90 miles from the Canadian border -- since last summer, CNN 

affiliate WMUR reported. There had been no such checkpoints there in more than five years.  

 

"Immigration police in this country are emboldened," Gilles Bissonette, legal director of the ACLU of 

New Hampshire, said in statement after 17 people were arrested during a Memorial Day weekend 

operation. "We're seeing it not only nationally, but right here in New Hampshire." 

 

The ACLU in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont filed suit in May against US Department of Homeland 

Security, Customs and Border Protection and the Immigration and Customs Enforcement, seeking records 

on Border Patrol checkpoints and bus raids, ICE arrests at courthouses and what it said were the targeted 

arrests of immigrants' rights activists. 

 

"New England residents have a right to know what federal agents are doing in their communities and to 

demand accountability for their actions," ACLU Vermont staff attorney Lia Ernst said in a statement at the 

time. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Biggest digital heist isn’t over yet 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-06-25/the-biggest-digital-heist-in-history-isn-t-over-

yet  

GIST As night fell in Taipei on July 10, 2016, most people in the city were hunkered down to ride out the end of 

a typhoon. Not Sergey Berezovsky and Vladimir Berkman. The two Russians made their way through the 

rain to an ATM at First Commercial Bank, one of Taiwan’s top lenders. Wearing hats and antipollution 

masks, they loitered at the machine for a moment. Then, as the astonished couple in line behind them later 

told the police, the ATM started disgorging cash without either man touching it. The men shoved the bills 

into a satchel and brushed past them. As the Russians drove off in a black sedan, the couple spotted 

something on the ground: One of the guys had dropped his bank card. 

 

By the time detectives traced Berezovsky and Berkman to the nearby Grand Hyatt the next day, the 

Russians had already jetted off to Moscow by way of Hong Kong. And they were just two of 15 “money 

mules” who’d hit 41 ATMs at 22 branches of First Commercial over that stormy weekend, the cops 

learned, taking 83 million New Taiwan dollars (NT$), or about $2.6 million. Hackers, investigators 

discovered, had forced the machines to spit out cash. 

 

The Carbanak gang had struck again. 

 

Before WannaCry, before the Sony Pictures hack, and before the breaches that opened up Equifax and 

Yahoo!, there was a nasty bit of malware known as Carbanak. Unlike those spectacular attacks, this 

malware wasn’t created by people interested in paralyzing institutions for ransom, publishing 

embarrassing emails, or taking personal data. The Carbanak guys just wanted loot, and lots of it. 
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Since late 2013, this band of cybercriminals has penetrated the digital inner sanctums of more than 100 

banks in 40 nations, including Germany, Russia, Ukraine, and the U.S., and stolen about $1.2 billion, 

according to Europol, the European Union’s law enforcement agency. The string of thefts, collectively 

dubbed Carbanak—a mashup of a hacking program and the word “bank”—is believed to be the biggest 

digital bank heist ever. In a series of exclusive interviews with Bloomberg Businessweek, law enforcement 

officials and computer-crime experts provided revelations about their three-year pursuit of the gang and 

the mechanics of a caper that’s become the stuff of legend in the digital underworld. 

 

Besides forcing ATMs to cough up money, the thieves inflated account balances and shuttled millions of 

dollars around the globe. Deploying the same espionage methods used by intelligence agencies, they 

appropriated the identities of network administrators and executives and plumbed files for sensitive 

information about security and account management practices. The gang operated through remotely 

accessed computers and hid their tracks in a sea of internet addresses. “Carbanak is the first time we saw 

such novel methods used to penetrate big financial institutions and their networks,” says James Chappell, 

co-founder and chief innovation officer of Digital Shadows Ltd., a London intelligence firm that works 

with the Bank of England and other lending institutions. “It’s the breadth of the attacks, that’s what’s truly 

different about this one.” 

 

For years police and banking-industry sleuths doubted they’d ever catch the phantoms behind Carbanak. 

Then, in March, the Spanish National Police arrested Ukrainian citizen Denis Katana in the Mediterranean 

port city of Alicante. The authorities have held him since then on suspicion of being the brains of the 

operation. Katana’s lawyer, Jose Esteve Villaescusa, declined to comment, and his client’s alleged 

confederates couldn’t be reached for comment. While Katana hasn’t been charged with a crime, Spanish 

detectives say financial information, emails, and other data trails show he was the architect of a conspiracy 

that spanned three continents. And there are signs that the Carbanak gang is far from finished. 

 

Carbanak first surfaced in Kiev, when executives at a Ukrainian bank realized they were missing a bunch 

of money. Security cameras showed the lender’s ATMs dispensing cash in the predawn hours to people 

who didn’t bother to insert cards or punch in PINs. The bank hired the Russian cybersecurity firm 

Kaspersky Lab to check it out. Initially, the researchers suspected that hackers had infected the machines 

with malware from a handheld device. “What we found instead was something else,” says David Emm, 

Kaspersky’s principal security researcher. 

 

Someone had sent emails to the bank’s employees with Microsoft Word attachments, purporting to be 

from suppliers such as ATM manufacturers. It was a classic spear-phishing gambit. When opened, the 

attachments downloaded a piece of malicious code based on Carberp, a so-called Trojan that unlocked a 

secret backdoor to the bank’s network. The malware siphoned confidential data from bank employees and 

relayed the information to a server the hackers controlled. Delving deeper, the Kaspersky team found that 

intruders were taking control of the cameras on hundreds of PCs inside the organization, capturing 

screenshots and recording keystrokes. Soon, the researchers learned that other banks in Russia and 

Ukraine had been hacked the same way. 

 

Experts point out that even if Katana was the mastermind, he was just one guy in a crime that surely must 

have had many authors 

 

The attackers cased their targets for months, says Kaspersky. The Carbanak crew was looking for 

executives with the authority to direct the flow of money between accounts, to other lenders, and to 

ATMs. They were also studying when and how the bank moved money around. The thieves didn’t want to 

do anything that would catch the eyes of security. State-backed spies use this type of reconnaissance in 

what’s known as an advanced persistent threat. “In those instances, the attacks are designed to steal data, 

not get their hands on money,” Emm says. When the time was right, the thieves used the verification codes 

of bank officers to create legit-looking transactions. 

 

By the fall of 2014, the authorities realized they were dealing with something new. That October, Keith 

Gross, chair of the cybersecurity group for a European bank lobby, called a crash meeting with experts 
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from Citigroup, Deutsche Bank, and other major European lenders. In a meeting room at Europol’s 

fortress-like headquarters in The Hague, Kaspersky researchers briefed the bank officials on what they’d 

found in Ukraine. “I’ve never seen anything like this before,” Troels Oerting, then the head of Europol’s 

Cybercrime Centre, told the group. “It’s a well-orchestrated malware attack, it’s very sophisticated, and 

it’s global.” 

 

So Europol went global, too, enlisting help from law enforcement agencies in Belarus, Moldova, Romania, 

Spain, Taiwan, the U.S., as well as bank industry representatives. It set up a secure online clearinghouse 

where investigators could cross-check data and find links between the thefts, says Fernando Ruiz, head of 

operations in Europol’s cybercrime unit. At the heart of its operation was a lab where technicians dissected 

the two dozen samples of malware identified in the Carbanak thefts. By isolating unique characteristics in 

the code, detectives could trace where the programs came from and maybe who was using them. The work 

led them toward Denis Katana’s apartment in Alicante, a four-hour drive southeast of Madrid. “This is 

what the Spanish police used to open their investigation,” Ruiz says. 

 

Carlos Yuste, a chief inspector in the National Police’s cybercrime center, took it from there. Yuste, a 

cerebral veteran detective with salt-and-pepper hair, and his chatty younger partner, Javier Sanchez, 

started taking a closer look at 34-year-old Katana. He used offshore servers for his computing needs—not 

unlawful, but unusual. More interesting, he was visited by Romanians and Moldovans linked to organized 

crime. Yuste ordered surveillance, but he and Sanchez labored to build a case for a wiretap or arrest. 

 

From a distance, Katana appeared to be just another immigrant building a new life in the West. A skinny, 

smallish man, he shared a modest 1,100-square-foot apartment with his Ukrainian wife and young son and 

didn’t seem to have much of a social life. He wasn’t trying to learn Spanish, and the cops never once saw 

him visit San Juan Beach, the long stretch of golden sand just a few blocks away. He appeared to have a 

much more active life online, often toiling on his laptop until sunrise. 

 

Slowly, Yuste and Sanchez started piecing together how they believed Katana was working on the 

Carbanak thefts with three other men in Ukraine and Russia. One sent the malicious emails, another was a 

database expert, and the third cleaned up the gang’s digital footprints, the police say. As for Katana, 

Sanchez says he handled the most critical and complex task: He allegedly conducted the reconnaissance of 

banking systems and then shuffled money around the network like an air traffic controller. In his hands, it 

was art as much as science, the police say. “This guy is in another league, he’s like Rafa Nadal playing 

tennis,” Yuste says. “There are few people in the world capable of doing what he did.” 

 

Just as the police started to make strides, the Carbanak crew opened another front, says Kaspersky’s Emm. 

In the first half of 2016, the thieves sent spear-phishing emails that looked like messages from legitimate 

financial institutions. When bank employees opened the emails’ attachments, they downloaded malware 

based on a program called Cobalt Strike, which is designed to let security officers hack their own 

institutions to find vulnerabilities, like in a war game. The Carbanak-Cobalt gang was able to extract $12 

million per heist, says Europol. The thieves’ nimbleness was sobering. “Sometimes the investigation 

looked good,” Ruiz says, “and sometimes it looked like we’d reached a dead end.” 

 

The Carbanak crew did have one weakness that wasn’t easy to finesse: humans. On July 16, 2016, six days 

after the suspected Russian mules Berezovsky and Berkman allegedly hit ATMs in the wake of Typhoon 

Nepartak, two other men linked to the thefts landed in Taipei. After clearing customs at Taiwan Taoyuan 

International Airport, Mihail Colibaba and Nicolae Pencov took a taxi to the central railway station. There 

they entered the baggage storage facility and, after receiving access codes by text, took suitcases from 

three separate lockers, according to police. The bags held NT$60 million in bundles of crisp blue 

NT$1,000 notes. The men then checked into the Grand Victoria Hotel across from the city’s mammoth 

Ferris wheel and holed up in their rooms for the next 24 hours. At about 8 p.m. the next day, they enjoyed 

a leisurely dinner at the hotel’s restaurant. Their job was nearly done. As the pair left the dining room, 

police confronted them and took them into custody. They’d been under surveillance since they left the 

railway station the day before. 

 

They have the sloppy tradecraft of their alleged accomplices, Berezovsky and Berkman, to thank for their 
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capture. After the police got hold of the bank card one of the men had dropped the prior Sunday, Hsin-Yi 

Tseng, a 28-year-old detective in Taipei’s Criminal Investigation Bureau, coordinated a citywide sweep to 

map out the scope of the ATM heists. She had scores of officers scan security camera footage, and her 

colleagues managed to track down another mule, whom they followed to the railway station. They 

watched him stash the three cash-stuffed suitcases in lockers and waited to see who came to collect them. 

It was Colibaba and Pencov, who are now serving four and a half years in prison. Colibaba’s iPhone 

contained photos of stacks of cash in different currencies about the size of the piles in the suitcases, and, 

Tseng says, email exchanges with a man who appeared to be in charge of the operation. They traced the 

man to Alicante. 

 

Yuste and Sanchez say Katana didn’t ease up on the bank raids. In early 2017, mules extracted $4 million 

from ATMs in Madrid after Katana allegedly took control of accounts inside Russian and Kazakh lenders. 

That was a mistake, because it enabled Yuste to get judicial approval to wiretap Katana’s phones. The 

funny thing is Katana didn’t need the money, Sanchez says. Katana was laundering his money through a 

Bitcoin warehouse he’d bought in China, had already converted most of his cash into Bitcoin, and was 

constructing a mansion in Alicante. “It was a kind of game for him,” Sanchez says. “To attack a bank 

wasn’t about ‘Let’s steal a million dollars.’ It was, ‘Let’s crack the security the bank is putting in our 

way.’  ” 

 

Earlier this year the detectives learned Katana and his partners were preparing to up their game with the 

release of a more potent version of Carbanak. On the morning of March 6, a police officer knocked on the 

door of his apartment. Katana answered with a resigned look. He didn’t resist as more than a dozen armed 

cops entered and bagged his laptop and other evidence. In addition to jewelry and two BMWs in his name, 

they found 15,000 Bitcoins, then valued at about $162 million. Law enforcement officials worldwide were 

jubilant. 

 

Yet experts point out that even if Katana was the mastermind, he was just one guy in a crime that surely 

must have had many authors. Unlike the bank jobs of yore, digital heists are amoeba-like ventures that 

divide over and over again as the malware proliferates. “We’ve already seen the modification of Carbanak 

and multiple groups using it,” says Kimberly Goody, an analyst at security software maker FireEye Inc. 

“Same case with Cobalt.” 

 

In recent weeks, employees at banks in the Russian-speaking world have been receiving emails that appear 

to be from Kaspersky, the security company that unearthed Carbanak. The messages warn recipients that 

their PCs have been flagged for possibly violating the law and they should download a complaint letter or 

face penalties. When they click on the attachment, a version of the Cobalt malware infects their networks. 

It turns out cyberheists may not die even when their suspected perpetrators are nabbed. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Cryptojacking: alternative to ransomware 

SOURCE https://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ians/cryptojacking-emerging-as-alternative-to-

ransomware-quick-heal-118062500378_1.html  

GIST With more than three million hits globally in the first five months of this year, cryptojacking, a form of 

cyber-attack in which hackers hijack the infected system's processing power to mine cryptocurrency, is 

fast emerging as an alternative to ransomware, according to IT security firm Quick Heal. 

 

The number of mobile cryptojacking malware variants has also grown from eight in 2017 to 25 by May 

2018, marking a three-fold increase, Quick Heal said in a statement on Monday. 

 

"Cryptojacking is emerging as a more cost-effective and efficient alternative to ransomware. With a 

ransomware attack, there is no guarantee that hackers will be paid a ransom," said Sanjay Katkar, Joint 

Managing Director and Chief Technology Officer, Quick Heal Technologies. 

 

"Cryptojacking, on the other hand, is empowering hackers to make use of infected endpoints for swifter 
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and more assured financial gains," Katkar said. 

 

As more cybercriminals leverage cryptojacking as a lucrative channel of generating illicit revenues, Quick 

Heal Security Labs researchers expect these numbers to grow even further. 

 

As opposed to ransomware, cryptojacking attacks remain almost undetected, enabling attackers to use the 

compromised systems to mine cryptocurrencies for as long as they want. 

 

They are also easier to deploy than ransomware attacks. All a hacker needs to do is to drop a cryptomining 

code on your system without your knowledge through an infected link or file. 

 

Another commonly used method is to infect websites and pop-up ads with a JavaScript-based 

cryptomining script, which is triggered when you click on infected ads or visit compromised websites. 

 

In such instances, attackers do not even need to install a code; just opening the infected link is enough to 

turn your system into a cryptomining machine and generate instant returns on investment for the hacker, 

Quick Heal said. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Ransomhack: GDPR blackmail scheme 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/ransomhack-gdpr-attack-blackmailing-business-owners/  

GIST Hackers are threatening companies to leak stolen user data online to hurt them through GDPR regulations 

– In return they are demanding ransom money. 

 

On 25 May 2018, the new European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which aims to improve 

information security on a global scale came into force. At the same time, this provoked the emergence of a 

new method for blackmailing the market. 

 

Business owners are reporting that they are being a subject to cyber attacks related to ransomware where 

personal data that belongs to users or customers is exposed and the ransom demand is made in return for 

its retrieval. 

  

Experts from Bulgaria based TAD GROUP point out the difference in the ransom methodology. This time 

cybercriminals aim to disclose private information to the public eye rather than encrypt it so it is 

unobtainable unless paid for. 

 

Hackers threaten to publish the entire content of the database, containing personal data records, on a public 

server, that according to the regulation, means that the company will be severely fined. 

 

This is the warning that Ivan Todorov, the founder of TAD GROUP, is issuing. According to him, the 

victims are medium and large-scale Bulgarian companies which are requested to pay a ransom in an 

untraceable cryptocurrency. 

 

The ransoms vary from $ 1,000 to $ 20,000, while the fines for companies that the new EU regulation 

envisions account for 4% of the global annual turnover for the previous year or up to 20 million euros. In 

short, Ivan Todorov calls this type of hacker attacks “ransomhack“. 

 

According to TAD GROUP, from credible sources, it has become clear that the attacked companies have 

taken in GDPR protection measures by creating policies for personal data storage and security in their 

offices but have not conducted information security tests to verify whether they are actually susceptible to 

virtual attacks from cybercriminals.  

 

In other words, they did what is necessary to achieve compliance with the requirements of the Commission 

for Personal Data Protection. However, most companies did not consider securing their Internet-facing 
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infrastructure. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Afghan-based attack disguised as news 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/afghanbased-attack-disguised-as/  

GIST Researchers have detected a new Afghanistan-based attack disguised as a recent article from a Middle 

Eastern news network about the next Shanghai Cooperation Organisation Summit. Attackers used a 

malicious document that contained an excerpt from a story and titled it “Afghanistan – ‘Shanghai Spirits’ 

Contributes to Afghan Peace.” 

 

In order to read the full story, readers were asked to click “enable content” because the document was 

protected. Duping the victims into clicking on the malicious document was the first stage in a multi-staged 

attack involving various servers and artifacts. The attack aims to install a Metasploit backdoor using “an 

interesting .NET downloader which uses a custom encryption method to obfuscate process memory and 

evade antivirus detection,” according to research reported by AlienVault. 

 

An Afghan user uploaded the malicious file, within which the the macro malware, dubbed "GZipDe," was 

embedded so that it executed a Visual Basic script upon opening. The script, stored as a hexadecimal 

stream, then executed the next task from a hidden PowerShell console. Because the server is now offline, 

the researchers do not have access to the next step in the infection chain; however, they did find the 

original reverse-tcp payload publicly available (with an additional layer of encryption payload) on GitHub. 

 

“The malware allocates a new memory page with execute, read and write privileges. Then it copies the 

contents of the decrypted payload and launches a new thread to execute it,” researchers wrote. 

 

The research team has only seen one sample of the malware but said that it seemed very targeted. “Given 

the decoy document is in English and uploaded from Afghanistan, it may have been targeting someone in 

an embassy or similar,” Chris Doman, AlienVault security researcher, wrote in an email. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Med Associates warn of data breach 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/270000-med-associates-records-possibly-compromised-in-data-

breach/article/775441/  

GIST Healthcare claims services provider Med Associates is notifying its patients that the facility suffered a data 

breach in March potentially exposing PII, including medical diagnosis and payment card information. 

 

The incident was discovered on March 22 when some unusual activity was noticed on an employee's 

workstation, the Latham, N.Y.-based Med Associates said in a release. The organization's IT department 

and an outside forensics firm began an investigation and determined an unauthorized person accessed the 

computer possibly gaining access to patient information. 

 

The Albany Times-Union is reporting about 270,000 people may be impacted by the breach. 

 

“While our investigation is ongoing, we have determined that that information that may have been 

accessible from the workstation would have included patient names, date of birth, address, dates of 

service, diagnosis codes, procedure codes and insurance information, including insurance ID Number. 

There was no banking or credit card information contained on or accessible from the workstation,” Med 

Associates said. 

 

At this time Med Associates is unaware of any of the information being abused. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Popular games remove ‘spyware’ 

SOURCE https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2018/06/22/holy-potatoes-popular-games-remove-spyware-after-

gamers-revolt/  

GIST The games industry has just been taught an important privacy lesson: don’t mess with gamers – especially 

the ones who play something called Holy Potatoes! We’re in Space?! 

 

It was on a forum connected to this game on 8 June that one of the biggest gamer insurgencies of recent 

times finally drew blood. 

 

The complaint was that some recent downloads of the game had included a marketing monitoring program 

– Red Shell – developed by a company called Innervate, that behaved like “spyware”. 

 

The controversy originated on other forum threads months ago but by now alarm about Red Shell was 

spreading like wildfire, not helped by the coincidence – openly acknowledged by its developers – that a 

2004 Trojan shared the same name. 

 

The game’s developer took the path of least resistance and caved, agreeing to de-install Red Shell using a 

software update. 

 

More developers pledged to do the same, including the makers of Elder Scrolls online, Conan Exiles, the 

Warhammer series, Total War, and a list of others constituting perhaps a third of the total number of 

games that currently incorporate Red Shell. 

 

Whether what Red Shell does is an invasion of privacy or a harmless tool seems to depend on whether 

you’re a developer or a concerned games consumer. 

 

To its makers, and what turned out to be its numerous developer customers, it’s an analytics plug-in that 

can be used to see which marketing campaign on sites such as Facebook, Twitter or YouTube led to 

someone downloading and purchasing their game. 

 

This monitoring includes the ability to “fingerprint” if not the gamer then his or her computer or console. 

As its makers describe: 

 

Red Shell tracks information about devices. We collect information including operating system, browser 

version number, IP address (anonymized through one-way hashing), screen resolution, in-game user id, 

and font profiles. 

 

As gamers began calling out Red Shell as “spyware” on Steam and Reddit, it quickly became clear that 

this form of market surveillance was not going down well. 

 

The first mistake games developers made when they added Red Shell was not telling anyone about it, or 

even offering a clear way to opt in or out. 

 

The second mistake was to think that some in the games community, perhaps fired up by controversies 

such as Facebook’s ties to Cambridge Analytica, wouldn’t object when they found out. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Hackers exploit Drupal flaw for mining  

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/hackers-exploit-drupal-flaw-monero-mining 

GIST Network attacks exploiting a recently patched Drupal vulnerability are attempting to drop Monero mining 

malware onto vulnerable systems, Trend Micro reports. 

  

Tracked as CVE-2018-7602 and considered a highly critical issue that could result in remote code 
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execution, the vulnerability impacts Drupal’s versions 7 and 8 and was addressed in April this year.  

  

The flaw is dubbed Drupalgeddon3 and the patch for it only works if the fix for the original 

Drupalgeddon2 vulnerability (CVE-2018-7600) has been applied.  

  

Last month, hackers were observed targeting both security vulnerabilities to deliver a variety of threats, 

including cryptocurrency miners, remote administration tools (RATs) and tech support scams. 

  

Trend Micro now says they noticed network attacks exploiting CVE-2018-7602 to turn affected systems 

into Monero-mining bots. As part of the observed incidents, the exploit fetches a shell script that retrieves 

an Executable and Linkable Format-based (ELF) downloader.  

  

The malware adds a crontab entry to automatically update itself and also retrieves and installs a Monero-

mining application, a modified variant of the open-source XMRig (version 2.6.3). The use of XMRig is a 

feature common to most attacks attempting to mine for Monero.  

  

The downloader also checks the target machine to determine whether it is worth compromising.  

  

The actors behind this attack hide behind the Tor network, but Trend Micro says they were able to trace 

the activity to 197[.]231[.]221[.]211, an IP belonging to a virtual private network (VPN) provider. This IP 

address is a Tor exit node.  

  

Over the past month, the security firm has blocked 810 attacks coming from this IP address, but cannot 

confirm that they were all related to the Monero-mining payload or performed by the same actor.  

  

Most of the attacks attempt to exploit the Heartbleed vulnerability (CVE-2014-0160), while others target 

ShellShock (CVE-2014-6271), a flaw in WEB GoAhead (CVE-2017-5674), and an old memory leak in 

Apache (CVE-2004-0113).  

  

“Trend Micro also blocked File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Secure Shell (SSH) brute-force logins from 

this IP address. Note that these attacks exploit even old Linux or Unix-based vulnerabilities, underscoring 

the importance of defense in depth,” the security researchers warn.  
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HEADLINE 06/24 Bitcoin bounces back from 2018 low 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-24/bitcoin-slips-to-2018-low-as-rising-scrutiny-

fuels-skepticism  

GIST Bitcoin erased its loss after setting a 2018 low earlier on Sunday, with the volatility reflecting increased 

scrutiny by government regulators on the embryonic digital-currency sector and global central bankers 

raising questions about its viability. 

 

The biggest virtual currency was up less than 1 percent to $6,181.84 at 5:16 p.m. New York time on 

Sunday, after earlier falling as much as 5.2 percent to pierce the year’s previous low of $5,920.72 that was 

set Feb. 6, according Bitstamp prices. That brought its decline from the record high of almost $20,000 

reached in December to 68 percent. 

 

Sunday’s volatility occurred as the economic adviser and head of research for the Bank of International 

Settlements in Switzerland said many cryptocurrencies should be regulated like stocks and bonds. A week 

earlier, the BIS issued a report concluding that Bitcoin is ill-equipped to ever be a form of legal tender that 

could store value or handle the volume of transactions that are processed in the current financial system. 

 

On Friday, Japan’s Financial Services Agency ordered six of the country’s biggest crypto-trading venues 

to improve measures to prevent money laundering. The companies must submit their plans by July 23. 

New pressure in Japan, one of the most crypto-friendly jurisdictions, demonstrated the market’s fragility to 
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regulatory moves in the absence of much positive news. 

 

Peer-to-peer money also came under fresh pressure in recent weeks after two South Korean exchanges said 

they were hacked. That raised concerns about the security of investor holdings. India’s central bank gave 

commercial lenders until early July to stop providing services to any company dealing with digital coins, 

in an order that’s reportedly being challenged in courts. 

 

Bitstamp is one of the major price sources for cryptocurrencies, which have no unified quotation system 

and can vary substantially among countries. 

 

Bloomberg’s composite pricing, which includes Bitstamp and other sources, showed Bitcoin closed on 

Friday at $6,070.19. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Hacked federal workers fear identity theft 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/for-millions-of-hacked-federal-employees-new-fears-of-identity-theft-

1529700194  

GIST Some current and former federal government employees are taking a look at their credit activity after the 

Justice Department said this week that data stolen by suspected Chinese hackers in 2014 cyberattacks at 

the Office of Personnel Management may have been used to commit identity fraud. 

 

Federal prosecutors on Monday said a Maryland couple had pleaded guilty to using information stolen in 

the OPM breach to set up fraudulent car-loan applications with a Langley, Va., credit union. 

 

Disclosure of the car-loan scheme, which took place in 2015 and 2016, has prompted new worries of 

potential identity theft for the more than 21 million current and former federal employees and contractors 

affected by the breach, which exposed Social Security numbers, addresses and other sensitive information, 

in addition to 5.6 million fingerprints. 

 

The Maryland scheme also confused cybersecurity investigators who, along with the U.S. government, had 

concluded the Chinese government was behind the breach, motivated by the espionage value of the 

database and not by financial gain. 

 

A spokesman for the U.S. attorney in the Eastern District of Virginia, where the case is being prosecuted, 

declined to elaborate on how those charged in the case might have obtained the OPM files. In a statement 

Thursday, the spokesman said numerous victims of the fraud scheme had “self-identified” as OPM breach 

victims and that the government was still investigating how the crimes were carried out. 

 

Public filings in the case didn’t address how many people fell victim to the loan-fraud conspiracy. 

 

OPM hack victims quickly began assessing the potential ramifications. Carrie Wells, 30, said she 

immediately checked her credit report after learning of the fraud. 

 

“I do have permanent credit-monitoring,” said Ms. Wells, who had a part-time job at the Internal Revenue 

Service more than a decade ago. “But I had been wondering when the shoe is going to drop. When am I 

going to get this notification that someone is trying to access my credit?” 

 

“Federal employees are understandably alarmed to see direct proof that the personal information lost in the 

OPM data breaches is being used for nefarious purposes,” the National Treasury Employees Union said in 

a statement. The NTEU, which represents more than 150,000 federal employees, is pursuing a lawsuit 

against the federal government over the breach. 

 

Current and former U.S. officials familiar with the OPM breach said it wasn’t clear how the hacked files 

would have ended up in the hands of people in Maryland seeking to commit identity fraud. China has 
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denied any involvement in the hack. 

 

“This fraud case makes no sense,” said one former federal investigator who worked on the OPM 

investigation. 

 

OPM itself was caught off guard by the fraud case and has asked the Justice Department for more details, 

believing it is possible there has been some kind of error in connecting the OPM data to the case, 

according to a source familiar with discussions between the two agencies. 

 

An OPM spokeswoman declined to comment and referred questions to the Justice Department. 

 

A Justice Department press release said Ms. Cross and Mr. McKnight pleaded guilty to fraud using stolen 

information of victims of the OPM hack, although the court documents make only one mention of the data 

breach. 

 

Investigators determined that many of the identity-theft victims also were victims of the OPM hack and 

resided in Colorado, according to a statement of facts signed by a prosecutor and an attorney for Ms. 

Cross. 

 

The case has emerged publicly at a time when U.S. counterintelligence officials have grown increasingly 

concerned about Chinese espionage against U.S. national security assets. About a half-dozen public cases 

involving the leak of secrets to Beijing have been brought against current or former U.S. intelligence 

employees or contractors in recent months, and some U.S. officials believe China may be leveraging the 

hacked OPM files to better target Americans vulnerable to turning against their country. 

 

Last year in Los Angeles, federal authorities arrested a Chinese national, Yu Pingan, with providing the 

malicious software used in the OPM breach and other hacks. Mr. Pingan, via his lawyer, has denied any 

involvement. 

 

Curtis Dukes, the former head of cyberdefense at the National Security Agency, said there were several 

plausible explanations for the connection, including that the data could have been purchased on the dark 

web. 

 

Such a scenario “has serious implications,” said Mr. Dukes, now an executive vice president at the Center 

for Internet Security, a nonprofit that works with businesses and governments. “I would hope we are 

looking for indications of identities from the OPM theft being available for sale.” 

 

To date, the OPM data hasn’t been advertised for sale in dark-web forums, where this kind of information 

is typically bought and sold by criminals, said Andrei Barysevich, a researcher with the fraud-intelligence 

firm Recorded Future Inc.  It is possible that the data was sold, he said, “however it is very unlikely that it 

was marketed as government data.” 

 

Some people affected by the OPM hack, who previously alleged they had suffered identity theft due to the 

breach, said they felt vindicated by news of the credit union fraud scheme after long being told there was 

no evidence to support their claims. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Hackers hit towns across the US 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/ransom-demands-and-frozen-computers-hackers-hit-towns-across-the-

u-s-1529838001?mod=hp_lead_pos2  

GIST Town officials in Rockport, Maine, were closing up shop on Friday, April 13, when they realized they 

couldn’t open files on their computers. 

 

After fielding messages from town workers, local information-technology contractor Gus Natale said he 
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“went straight to the town office and started yanking plugs.” 

 

An unknown hacker had snuck malicious software onto the network and was demanding a payment of 

roughly $1,200 in bitcoin in return for codes to unlock the town’s files. 

 

“My thinking was, let’s just get this paid. It’s a small amount,” said Town Manager Rick Bates. But, he 

added, Mr. Natale and a helper “did not want the bad guys to beat them.” 

 

The attack on Rockport is one example in a rising tide of similar invasions of municipal systems across the 

U.S.—from major cities like Atlanta, which got hit in March, to counties, tiny towns and even a library 

system in St. Louis. Local governments are forced to spend money on frantic efforts to recover data, 

system upgrades, cybersecurity insurance and, in some cases, to pay their online extortionists if they can’t 

restore files some other way. 

 

Public-sector attacks appear to be rising faster than those in the private sector, according to the Ponemon 

Institute, a Traverse City, Mich., research company focused on information security. Ponemon estimates 

38% of the public entities it samples will suffer a ransomware attack this year, based on reports through 

May, up from 31% last year and 13% in 2016. The company samples roughly 300 to 400 public-sector 

entities each year. 

 

“We’re right at the front end of this,” said Marshall Davies, executive director of the Alexandria, Va.-

based Public Risk Management Association. Hackers are “just now coming after the public entities. 

They’ve been hitting the businesses for years,” he said. 

 

Hackers generally don’t target specific cities, but instead are constantly searching for vulnerabilities 

wherever they may occur, security experts said. “The trick about ransomware right now is that it’s 

typically not a targeted, focused attack,” said Christopher Krebs, a senior official at the Department of 

Homeland Security, at a recent mayors’ conference in Boston. “You’re not special.” 

 

Hackers attacking cities aren’t typically nation states, but rather cybercriminals, Mr. Krebs said. 

Sometimes the hackers demand ransoms in poorly written English, and they typically demand to be paid in 

bitcoin, according to officials who have been hacked. The Rockport hacker offered a “customer service” 

chat window and offered tips on how to acquire cryptocurrency. 

 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation advises against paying, and warns that “some individuals or 

organizations are never provided with decryption keys after paying a ransom.” 

 

Rockport didn’t pay the hackers. Instead, Mr. Natale and a helper worked through the weekend to recover 

files from a compromised backup server, and had town systems up and running again by the next week. 

Still, the hamlet of about 3,400 ultimately paid about $10,000 to cover the immediate restoration work, 

plus another $28,000 to $30,000 on security improvements, including a cloud-based backup system. 

 

RANSOM REQUESTS 

• Atlanta: March 2018. Ransom demanded: $51,000 (not paid) 

• Leeds, Ala.: Feb. 2018. Ransom demanded: $12,000 (paid $8,000) 

• Montgomery County, Ala.: Sept. 2017. Ransom demanded: $33,000 (paid in full) 

• Rockport, Maine: April 2018. Ransom demanded: $1,200 (not paid) 

• St. Louis Public Library: Jan. 2017. Ransom demanded: $25,000 (not paid) 

• Licking County, Ohio: Early 2017. Ransom demanded: $50,000 (not paid) 

• Spring Hill, Tenn.: Late 2017. Ransom demanded: $250,000 (not paid) 

• Dawson County, Ga.: April 2018. Ransom demanded: $98,000 (not paid) 

 

Should Cities Pay? 

Officials in Leeds , Ala., recently folded when faced with a ransom demand from hackers who froze the 

Birmingham suburb’s computer system. It wasn’t an easy choice, but everything from email to personnel 

records was effectively locked down, and the city of about 12,000 felt powerless. 
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“You just hold your nose and do it,” Mayor David Miller said. 

 

After being paid, the hackers provided a code that helped the city regain access to most of its files, he said. 

Similarly, Montgomery County, Ala., unable to access backup files that were also encrypted, spent about 

$47,000 to acquire nine bitcoins for hackers so they would unlock files last September, said Lou Ialacci, 

county IT director. 

 

Every victim asks the same question, said Jeffrey Carpenter, director of incident response at SecureWorks 

Corp. , an Atlanta-based cybersecurity firm: “Should we pay the ransom?” 

 

Compared with private companies, local governments may be less prepared for an attack, according to 

security experts. Some smaller entities can’t afford to compete for cybersecurity talent, which is in high 

demand across the country. Information-security analysts’ salaries average $100,000 a year, and private-

sector employers pay more than state and local governments, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

 

Ransoms might be loosely calibrated to what hackers think a city can pay, although numbers can vary 

widely. Hackers demanded $250,000 late last year from Spring Hill, Tenn., a city of about 38,000, which 

is nearly five times the amount hackers tried to pilfer from Atlanta in March. Both cities refused to pay. 

 

In Spring Hill, that has meant a still-unfolding restoration effort that could cost some $100,000, City 

Administrator Victor Lay said. 

 

The St. Louis Public Library spent almost $200,000 on system upgrades after successfully fending off a 

ransomware demand for about $25,000 in bitcoin last year, executive director Waller McGuire said. 

 

Licking County, Ohio, also refused payment when hackers demanded $50,000 in bitcoin after hijacking 

the county’s computer system last year, apparently by exploiting a firewall gap, said County 

Commissioner Tim Bubb. 

 

The county of about 170,000 people east of Columbus was lucky: Technicians quickly determined nearly 

all data were backed up and systems could be restored. Outside consultants also advised against paying, 

Mr. Bubb said. 

 

“We didn’t want to deal with criminals if we could avoid it,” Mr. Bubb said. “Nobody likes to be 

blackmailed.” 

 

Cybersecurity Insurance: Cost vs. Benefits 

Speaking at the recent mayors’ conference, Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms triggered murmurs in a 

roomful of mayors when she said her city had purchased cyber insurance just months before getting hit. 

 

She estimated that the city, which decided to rebuild its systems, was facing more than $20 million in 

costs, but she hoped insurance would cover much of that. An Atlanta spokesman said the city was still 

evaluating the overall cost of the attack and the city’s recovery efforts. 

 

Franklin County, Ohio, the state’s most populous with 1.3 million residents, bought a $10 million policy 

last year that came with a $200,000 annual premium. The county hasn’t needed the insurance, but officials 

said they were motivated after seeing hackers cause disruptions in Ohio and beyond. 

 

Some officials said they preferred to spend money on better system back-ups, since insurance wouldn’t 

solve the immediate problem of accessing data they need to serve the public. 

 

In Leeds, Ala., February’s breach came just a week before a planned upgrade to better protect backup data, 

Mr. Miller said. 

 

Insurance covered most of Leeds’s ransom payment—plus, the city managed to bargain the hackers down 
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from $12,000. 

 

“We said, how about $8,000?” Mr. Miller recalled. “They said OK.” 
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HEADLINE 06/23 PDQ restaurants warn of data breach 

SOURCE http://www.azfamily.com/story/38490568/pdq-chicken-restaurant-warns-customers-of-a-data-

breach   

GIST (3TV/CBS 5) - The restaurant "PDQ" is warning its customers about a widespread data breach. 

 

PDQ officials say a hacker got into the company's computer system and accessed personal information of 

some of its customers. 

 

The alleged hacking took place between May 19, 2017, and April 20, 2018. All PDQ locations in 

operation during some or all of the breach time period were affected. Customers’ names, credit card 

numbers, expiration dates and cardholder verification value were all accessed or acquired, PDQ officials 

said. 

 

PDQ posted the following information on its website: 

 

WHAT HAPPENED 

We have been the target of a cyber-attack.  An unauthorized person (hacker) exploited part of our 

computer related system and accessed and or acquired personal information from some of our customers. 

We believe the attacker gained entry through an outside technology vendor’s remote connection tool. 

Based on an investigation, the unauthorized access and or acquisition occurred from May 19, 2017 – April 

20, 2018 (breach time period). We learned on June 8, 2018, that credit card information and or some 

names may have been hacked. 

 

PDQs AFFECTED 

All PDQ locations in operation during some or all of the breach time period, May 19, 2017 – April 20, 

2018, were affected. However, the following locations were not affected: Tampa International Airport 

location at 4100 George J Bean Pkwy, Tampa, FL 33607, Amalie Arena location at 401 Channelside 

Drive, Tampa, FL 33602, and PNC Arena location at 1400 Edwards Mill Road, Raleigh, NC 27607. 

 

WHAT INFORMATION WAS INVOLVED 

The information accessed and or acquired included some or all of the following: names, credit card 

numbers, expiration dates, and cardholder verification value. However, it should be noted that the 

cardholder verification value that may have been accessed or acquired is not the same as the security code 

printed on the back of certain payment cards (e.g., Discover, MasterCard, and Visa) or printed on the front 

of other payment cards (e.g., American Express). Based on the nature of the breach, it was not possible to 

determine the identity or exact number of credit card numbers or names that were accessed or acquired 

during the breach time period. If you used a credit card for your purchase at a PDQ restaurant during the 

breach period, then your credit card number, expiration date, cardholder verification value and or name 

may have been accessed or acquired by a hacker. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Can the Emmy’s be hacked? 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/arts-and-entertainment/wp/2018/06/22/can-the-emmys-be-

hacked-one-contender-tried-to-find-out/?utm_term=.cd73eed10040  

GIST This month, Nathan Fielder, the prankster genius behind Comedy Central’s “Nathan for You,” popped a 

13-minute video onto his YouTube feed titled “Can the Emmys Be Hacked?” 
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Amid the endless discussion of Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election, Fielder had 

identified another clear and present danger: What if a hacker with an irrational appreciation of Judd Hirsch 

made this the year of “Superior Donuts?” 

 

Fielder’s piece was surprisingly simple, considering his history. In the clip, Fielder talked briefly of his 

concern that “Nathan for You” could get robbed of its rightful place on the Emmy stage. The show did 

earn rave reviews for its fourth and perhaps final season, with Oscar-winning documentarian Errol Morris 

declaring, in an essay in the New Yorker, that the “Finding Frances” season finale was “my new favorite 

exploration of love.” 

 

To make his point, Fielder interviewed Carsten Schürmann. The Danish voting security expert 

demonstrated a potential breach in the Emmy voting process largely through phishing, which tricks people 

into sharing personal information that can then be used for scams. 

 

With the nomination process closing Monday, the Television Academy, which presents the Emmy 

Awards, responded to our request for a response. 

 

“The Television Academy has seen Mr. Fielder’s video parody,” an academy spokesman said in a 

statement. “Phishing scams like the one described by Mr. Fielder’s security expert are a concern for 

anyone with an online account, no matter the site, from banking to retail to social media. As is common 

practice for those looking to protect their online accounts, we strongly recommend our members confirm 

they are on the official Television Academy voting site before entering any of their account information. 

We are quite confident in the security of our site and are continuously monitoring for any phishing 

activities like those described.” 

 

Fair enough, but the statement did not address several questions about the voting process. The spokesman 

also said nobody from the academy would be available for an interview. 

 

Schürmann, who earned a measure of acclaim when he hacked a voting machine at a 2017 conference in 

Las Vegas, showed Fielder on camera how he could create a phony Web page by purchasing an Internet 

domain similar to that used by the Television Academy and then duping the organization’s voters into 

unwittingly authenticating a hacker’s votes. 

 

The weaknesses in the system didn’t surprise Schürmann. 

 

“All attacks are frighteningly easy once you’ve discovered them,” he told Fielder. And in an interview this 

week with The Washington Post, Schürmann talked of how he hopes Fielder’s clips lead to more 

awareness of what he considers a more important issue, voter fraud. He’s concerned about the potential for 

hacking during the upcoming midterms. 

 

“These phishing attacks are successful in 40 percent of cases,” he said. “We trust our computers, and we 

trust our email. And we let our guards down all the time.” 

 

Philip Stark, the associate dean of the Division of Mathematical and Physical Sciences at the University of 

California, went a step further when asked by The Post to review Fielder’s piece. Phishing is only one way 

to try to hack votes, he said. He noted that Schürmann could have also done a port scan for Fielder. That’s 

how security experts — and hackers — check systems for potential vulnerabilities. 

 

“If he had, I strongly suspect he would have found a vulnerability,” Stark said. 

 

Is the Television Academy taking the threat seriously, or is there real hope for Marvel’s “Iron Fist”? The 

spokesman would not talk of what measures were in place to monitor the process as its 23,000 members 

click through. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Power plants: cyber threats, risks 

SOURCE https://breakingenergy.com/2018/06/22/power-plants-cybersecurity-threats-and-risks-part-1/  

GIST Power plant networks are under constant attack from Chinese, Russian and other unknown hackers across 

the world 24 hours a day and 365 days a year. A hacker’s goal is to breach critical infrastructure, such as a 

power plant’s external firewalls, to gain access to the internal networks and find a way into the control 

system environment. 

 

Hackers typically use port scanners, password-guessing software and other readily available Internet tools 

to perform non-stop attacks against a power plant’s external environments. These tools look for and 

exploit any potential weaknesses that could be used to access internal networks. Once inside, the hacker 

can continue to run tools against control networks to exploit any weaknesses that might allow them to take 

control of plant control networks.   

 

Social engineering attacks such as ransomware are used to trick a user into clicking an attachment (i.e., 

phishing schemes) in order to extract and encrypt data files. This enables a hacker to extort money and 

decrypt information. The more access a user has to a system environment the greater the damage that can 

be done. Limiting administrative privileges reduces these risks. 

 

Control system data, operational data and sensitive financial data can be encrypted and only restored if 

backups are currently performed. Phishing attacks can also trick users into providing their username and 

passwords, which can then be used to login remotely to other systems. People tend to use the same 

passwords across many different sites with little to no variations. This can allow a hacker to gain access to 

many other systems using the same login credentials and passwords from a compromised account, 

including control systems, banking information and other applications.   

 

Many power plants lack dedicated IT staff that can effectively identify and repel a cyber attack so user 

diligence is key to identifying problems. Without proper controls, it is only a matter of time before hackers 

gain access to targeted resources and establish control of the environment. 

 

Historically, control systems have been physically separated – or “air gapped”. However, these 

environments are now connected at various firewalled points as businesses increasingly rely on real-time 

plant data. Firewalls can provide security needed to prevent access to control networks. However, 

misconfigurations are common and they are sometimes not tested, thus enabling security weaknesses. 

Control networks continue to move closer to the Internet and many are now running on Microsoft-

operating systems, which can expose them to similar security vulnerabilities. 

 

Lack of Updates and Risk Mitigation 

 

Complex passwords, two-factor authentication and user awareness are all lines of defense that help 

mitigate a successful hack. Many power plants do not want passwords that change on a set interval and do 

not use complex options because they are difficult to remember. Passwords such as “Password”, 

“2018Texans” or other dictionary words only take a few minutes of hacking to gain access to a network. 

 

More power plants are using virtual private network (VPN) connections for remote starting of power 

plants. VPNs move critical control networks closer to the Internet. which can provide the ability for 

someone to hack into the plant and start or stop operations.  If hackers figure out how to operate plant 

control systems, damage can be significant.  

 

Security updates are critical to mitigating cyber hacking attacks by closing vulnerabilities that could 

provide access to the system without having to provide login identification and passwords. Recent Cisco 

AnyConnect VPN software and Cisco Switch vulnerabilities have provided a great opportunity for 

network breaches or complete network failures if these issues are not patched up in a timely period.  

 

Once a critical vulnerability has been identified, it is key that a technical team is deployed to make a fix. 

Critical patches need to be identified and fixed as soon as possible. Oftentimes, clients do not have an 

active IT group that updates servers, firewalls and other devices when vulnerabilities arise. Computer 
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systems require maintenance, backups and regular updates. Without these processes in place, power plants 

become an easy target for hackers looking for a thrill or a foreign government who may seek visibility by 

taking control of power plant environments. 

 

Cyber Attack by Chinese Actor – A Case Study 

Opportune LLP was engaged by a client to review a power plant on concerns that their site may not be 

secure from external cyber attacks. During our review, it was found that China had hacked into the control 

system through a Microsoft Windows machine connected directly to the Internet without firewall 

protection. 

 

The local IT resource lacked security experience and did not understand the risks of how the computer was 

at risk. The malicious activity was subsequently traced back to China to hack into the power plant control 

system. Consequently, the hacked machine was eventually rebuilt, patched and moved behind firewalls to 

fix the issue. It is not known what China’s intent was for hacking the asset. We suspect it could have been 

using these easy targets to figure out a way how to cause physical damage to a power plant with an intent 

to disrupt the power grid. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Court: need warrant phone location data 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-supreme-court-rules-police-need-warrant-for-most-cellphone-

location-data-1529678019  

GIST WASHINGTON—Police must get a search warrant before obtaining data showing the location of 

cellphone users, the Supreme Court ruled Friday, the third in a string of decisions that limit law 

enforcement’s access to the most intimate details of citizens’ digital lives. 

 

“When the government tracks the location of a cell phone it achieves near perfect surveillance, as if it had 

attached an ankle monitor to the phone’s user,” Chief Justice John Roberts wrote in the 5-4 opinion. 

 

“Unlike the nosy neighbor who keeps an eye on comings and goings,” he wrote, the signal towers and 

processing centers that track cellphone users “are ever alert, and their memory is nearly infallible,” making 

analog-era precedents prosecutors cited to justify such warrantless searches all but obsolete. 

 

As it had in 2012 and 2014, the court rejected government arguments that police should have the same 

access to digital data as investigators do, under 20th century precedents, to examine business records held 

by banks or to conduct shoe-leather surveillance. 

 

“There is a world of difference between the limited types of personal information addressed” by 1970s 

decisions allowing warrantless examination of business records “and the exhaustive chronicle of location 

information casually collected by wireless carriers today,” the court said. 

 

In 2012, the court held that police had conducted a search when they surreptitiously attached a GPS 

tracker to a suspect’s vehicle, triggering Fourth Amendment protections against illegal searches. Two 

years later, it said authorities generally need a warrant to search the contents of a cellphone found in a 

suspect’s pocket, despite precedents allowing police to examine address books, matchboxes and other 

items found on an arrestee without demonstrating probable cause. 

 

The court’s recent consensus collapsed in Friday’s case. Conservative justices Anthony Kennedy, 

Clarence Thomas, Samuel Alito and Neil Gorsuch filed four separate dissents, sometimes joining each 

other. 

 

Chief Justice Roberts found support only from the court’s liberal wing, relying on justices Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer, Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan for his majority. 

 

Friday’s decision applied one of the court’s best-known yet most enigmatic constitutional doctrines—that 
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Fourth Amendment protections against police searches hinge on the public’s “reasonable expectation of 

privacy,” as Justice John Marshall Harlan put it in a 1967 opinion. 

 

The case focused on defendant Timothy Carpenter, who was convicted of armed robberies in Michigan 

and Ohio. Prosecutors made their case in part by relying on information provided by MetroPCS and Sprint 

that showed Mr. Carpenter’s whereabouts over several months. The data generated by his phone’s signal 

connection to nearby cell towers placed him near several of the crime scenes at the times the robberies 

occurred. 

 

Prosecutors didn’t seek a warrant for the cell-site data, which would have required a showing of probable 

cause to believe the records show evidence of a crime. Instead, they sought the data under the Stored 

Communications Act, which requires only “reasonable grounds” to believe the information is relevant to 

an investigation. 

 

With the explosion of modern telecommunications technology, courts have been trying to sort out how to 

apply older court precedents, such as those governing landline phones, to current criminal investigations. 

 

The chief justice has rarely aligned himself with the court’s liberal wing in 5-4 cases. Before Friday, the 

only other major high-court case to produce a similar lineup came in 2012, when the same five justices 

formed a majority to uphold the Affordable Care Act, President Barack Obama’s signature health-care 

law. 

 

In their dissents, the other conservative justices criticized the majority for drawing a dividing line from 

decades of high-court precedent that had permitted police to obtain an individual’s business records from 

banks and other companies, on the assumption that the suspect had waived his privacy rights by 

voluntarily disclosing information to a third party. 

 

Cell-site records “are no different from the many other kinds of business records the government has a 

lawful right to obtain by compulsory process,” Justice Kennedy wrote in a dissent joined by justices 

Thomas and Alito. He accused the majority of undermining precedents that police have relied on to obtain 

evidence. 

 

Justice Gorsuch, the court’s newest member, took a different tack in his dissent, saying he agreed stronger 

privacy protections were in order, but not in the way the court provided them. 

 

Lawyers for the American Civil Liberties Union, which represented Mr. Carpenter at the high court, called 

the decision “a truly historic vindication of privacy rights.” 
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HEADLINE 06/22 India bookies hack into cricket live feed 

SOURCE https://thewire.in/sport/investigators-stumped-over-how-bookies-are-hacking-into-ipls-live-feed  

GIST New Delhi: Investigation agencies and technology experts in India are banging their heads against the wall 

trying to figure out how cricket bookies are hacking into the scrambled live feed from the ground during 

the uplink process. 

 

In May 2018, the Indore police unearthed a betting syndicate which was receiving and distributing the live 

feed of Indian Premier League (IPL) matches. 

 

A live feed is roughly 8-10 seconds ahead of the original telecast. Or in other words, what you see on your 

television is 8-10 seconds behind what’s actually happening on the field. 

 

This is standard practice as live pictures from the venue get a little delayed as it passes through several 

intermediate stages, via satellite and cable or DTH or HD platforms, before ending up on a television 

screen. 
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“As they were getting live feed before it appeared on TV sets, which was 8-10 seconds ahead of live 

telecast, it is likely that they were not only manipulating the odds in online betting during the matches but 

also providing this feed to other persons, who were betting on the matches through apps”, Jitender Singh, 

superintendent of police, Cyber Crime Branch of Indore Police, told this reporter. 

 

Popular sports betting websites such as Bet365.com and Betfair.com offer odds on various aspects of a 

cricket game such as the toss, the first over total or an innings total. 

 

According to a senior engineer who works for Star’s cricket broadcast team, the broadcaster uplinks the 

signal to a satellite in scrambled form. For receiving at the other end, a 12-digit BISS code is needed to 

unscramble the feed, which automatically keeps changing every 10-15 minutes. 

 

“Still, someone cracked this code and stole the feed. Arrested bookies told us they were getting this live 

feed from another bookie based in Dubai. This is a very challenging case for us. Our experts and engineers 

of official broadcaster of the IPL, Star TV, are working together to find how the bookies have been able to 

steal the BISS (Basic Interoperable Scrambling System Code) code so easily,” said Singh, who is heading 

the team of investigators in this case. 

 

An Enforcement Directorate (ED) investigation into IPL betting in 2015 revealed that – because online 

betting in India is illegal and Indian citizen are not allowed to carry out even digital transactions for online 

betting – people involved with this well-organised business use hawala channels to obtain passwords and 

carry out transactions on betting websites that are located overseas and outside the purview of Indian law. 

 

As both password and login on the websites are not registered or generated from India but from different 

countries, it is tough for betting sites to check such accounts that have benefited from the live feed. 

 

Star India didn’t respond to email or WhatsApp messages asking whether it has initiated an internal 

investigation to check possible involvement of an insider. 

 

Interestingly, the hacking of a live feed is not the first case of its kind. 

 

During the eighth season of the IPL in 2015, the Ahmedabad Branch of the ED allegedly busted a Rs 

2,000 crore betting racket. 

 

The chargesheet in the case, still under court proceedings, reads: “They (bookies) used to install their 

antenna gadgets in a room for receiving live telecast on the ongoing matches. For cricket betting 

operations they were use special decoders which give them live streaming without any breakup on account 

of advertisements and they were able to have advantage of around 5 to 10 second. The annual payment for 

three decoders which were being used by them was Rs 65,000 and provided by one Sanjay of Delhi.” 

 

At that time Sony was the official broadcaster of the IPL, but it strangely never initiated any criminal 

proceedings against any of the accused. 

 

In the Indore case, the alleged kingpin of the racket is one Amit Majithia, who is based in Adipur in 

Gujarat’s Kutch. But during the raids, he was operating from Dubai and he is still there. 

 

A look-out notice has been issued against him and two other accused. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Europol busts e-commerce fraud ring 

SOURCE https://teiss.co.uk/news/europol-busts-e-commerce-fraud/  

GIST In a significant setback to the multi-nation cyber crime mafia that has been carrying out financial fraud on 

a large scale, Europol announced yesterday that it arrested as many as 95 fraudsters earlier this month for 
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carrying out fraudulent transactions exceeding EUR 8 million (£7 million). 

 

Fraudsters arrested by Europol in a joint operation with police forces and the banking industry in over 28 

countries carried out over 20,000 fraudulent transactions using compromised credit cards but were caught 

after Europol teamed up with merchants, logistics firms, financial institutions and analytical companies to 

determine their identities. 

 

"The main goal was to target online fraud through a coordinated law enforcement action within the 

European Union (EU) and beyond, followed by an awareness-raising campaign. This action also marks the 

start of several investigations with more arrests expected in the next few months," said Europol in a press 

release. 

 

"The e-commerce action combats card-not-present fraud, aiming for a safer online environment for 

customers worldwide by sharing information and developing best practices between law enforcement and 

the private sector," it added. 

 

"The success of these operations shows how through close cooperation with our European partners, 

retailers and the financial sector, we are cracking down on the criminal gangs targeting consumers online. 

People should remember when shopping online that if an offer seems too good to be true, it probably is," 

said Glyn Whittick, head of the UK's Dedicated Card and Payment Crime Unit (DCPCU). 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Vietnam busts huge online gambling ring 

SOURCE https://e.vnexpress.net/news/news/vietnam-busts-another-multi-million-dollar-online-gambling-ring-

3767719.html  

GIST The 12bet portal allegedly drew thousands of Vietnamese players with bets worth over $26 million. 

Vietnam's cyber crime police announced on Friday they had busted an online gambling ring through the 

web portal 12bet. 

 

As part of the operation, police in Ho Chi Minh City have arrested and searched houses of Vo Van Nghia, 

Vo Van Hoa, Do Thi Tu Anh and Phan Thanh Hoang for organizing gambling. 

 

Another four suspects have also been summoned and had their houses searched for gambling. Police 

seized a total of over VND300 million ($13,000) in cash, multiple computers and phones during the 

searches. 

 

According to the cyber crime police, the online gambling portal 12bet was launched in 2007 by a foreign 

company. The site has since attracted thousands of players in Vietnam with a variety of gambling games 

such as sports betting, online casino and online lottery. 

 

Players joining the site are required to create accounts and pay the operators real money through online 

banking in return for virtual currency, which they can spend on the gambling games. 

 

Vietnamese police first discovered the ring, which has netted a total of over VND600 billion ($26.25 

million) in transactions between the organizers and players, in early 2017. 

 

Police are conducting further investigations. 

 

The busting of this online gambling ring comes just three months after police announced the uncovering of 

another massive operation run by two major Vietnamese tech businessmen. Investigators found the 

gambling network started operating in April 2015, drawing around 14 million players and bets worth 

VND9.6 trillion ($419.7 million), and earning the two masterminds VND3.2 trillion ($140 million).  

 

Police arrested dozens of people, including Phan Van Vinh, former director of the General Police 
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Department under the Ministry of Public Security and Nguyen Thanh Hoa, former director of the 

ministry’s cyber crime division, and seized over VND1 trillion ($43.8 million). 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Indonesia cyber-vigilantes on march 

SOURCE https://www.asiasentinel.com/society/indonesia-cyber-vigilantes/  

GIST With nearly 110 million people now online in Indonesia, there is growing concern about the pervasiveness 

of cyber-vigilantism and the threat to free expression, especially on religious matters. 

 

For instance, Zulfikar Akbar, a journalist at the sports newspaper Topskor Daily, lost his job after using 

his Twitter account to criticize Ustaz Abdul Somad, a religious figure who was barred entry into Hong 

Kong, on Dec. 23 last year. Three days later, his workplace had received so many intimidating messages 

that the publication felt it could no longer keep him employed. 

 

Another was Fiera lovita, a physician who uploaded  a Facebook post in May of 2017 questioning the 

absence of Habib Rizeq, the leader of the fundamentalist Islamic Defenders Front, known by its 

Indonesian-language initials FPI, who fled the country ahead of charges of extramarital sex and saying if 

he was innocent, he should return to face charges. The post went viral. Three days later, she was ordered to 

take it down by the deputy director of the hospital where she worked and ended up being threatened on the 

street by white-clad figures believed to be connected to the FPI. At about the same time, another physician 

faced intimidation for a statement criticizing religious leaders. 

 

These cases demonstrate the extent to which vigilantism prevails in Indonesia despite the guarantees of 

free expression in Article 28 F of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia which reads 

“Everyone has the right to communicate and obtain information to develop their personal and social 

environment, and has the right to seek, obtain, possess, store, process and convey information by using any 

available channel types.” 

 

Of particular concern is a group calling itself the “Muslim Cyber Army,” 20 of whose members have been 

arrested for defamation, spreading false reports and racial and religious discrimination. The group, 

according to Future Directions International, an independent, not-for-profit strategic research institute, was 

formed two years ago after the government, growing concerned about Islamic terrorism, shut down several 

websites and social media accounts belonging to the FPI. 

 

Future Directions called it a “loose-knit group of tech-savvy conservative Islamic activists” that operate 

across Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp among others, hacking “enemy” accounts and sending viruses to 

their communications devices, spreading news to its members and training its members with technology. 

 

“Members and followers are not limited to specific pages, however, and are spread across various 

affiliated groups such as Srikandi Muslim Cyber Army, the United Muslim Cyber Army, the Legend MCA 

and Muslim Coming.” 

 

What is potentially concerning, according to Future Directions, is the group’s public influence and the 

possibility of links between it and “certain prominent military and political figures.” 

 

The FPI itself has long been believed to act in extrajudicial operations for police, shutting down 

organizations the police deem to be troublesome. 

 

There is plenty of vigilantism in society without the need for electronic help. The country’s weak justice 

system encourages the tendency to take action where the law is ineffective. That particularly extends to 

social matters. In villages throughout Indonesia, it is hardly rare for cohabiting couples who aren’t married 

to be set upon by mobs, stripped naked and paraded through the streets. That happened last November to a 

Sumatra couple who were reportedly caught having sex. 
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Such attacks have too often turned violent, according to the National Violence Monitoring System, 

established by the World Bank with support from the Korea Trust Fund for Economic and Peace-Building 

Transitions, which is seeking to strengthen the capacity of Indonesia’s institutions to detect and respond to 

social conflict through data and analysis. According to its statistics, mob attacks by vigilantes increased by 

25 percent in the seven years to 2014. \ 

 

The country’s LGBT community has borne an outsize share of trouble from such vigilantes, according to 

Human Rights Watch, which last November called attention to humiliation of women on suspicion of 

being lesbians. 

 

In an earlier report, Human Rights Watch said the rights of Indonesian sexual and gender minorities “have 

come under unprecedented attack…While lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) civil society 

groups had endured sporadic hateful rhetoric and violent attacks over the preceding three decades, they 

had been able to gain a foothold and increasing recognition as part of Indonesia’s pluralistic society. And 

while no national laws specifically protected them against discrimination, the central government had 

never criminalized same-sex behavior.” 

 

In the growing atmosphere of religious conservatism, such minorities are in danger of their lives. Two gay 

men were flogged in Aceh in May 2016,  Indonesia’s first public caning for homosexuality, sparking a 

complaint by United Nations experts wrote to the Indonesian government expressing concerns about the 

abusive enforcement of Sharia against LGBT people in Aceh. 

 

“Despite Indonesian leaders’ frequent touting of the country’s diversity and pluralism, many of 

Indonesia’s minorities remain vulnerable to harassment, intimidation, and violence, a Human Rights 

Watch spokesman said. “Last weekend’s detention of friends attending a birthday party is just the latest 

example of this. The government should condemn this vigilantism, but will Jakarta speak out?” 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Healthcare facing mounting attacks 

SOURCE http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20180622/TRANSFORMATION02/180629972  

GIST A year after hackers unleashed the WannaCry and NotPetya ransomware, taking down healthcare 

organizations and other companies around the world, the healthcare industry still struggles to keep its 

systems secure. 

 

In the first six months of 2018, there were 154 breaches reported to the Office for Civil Rights, up 13% 

compared to the same period in 2017. There were 50 "hacking/IT" incidents specifically during that period 

in 2018, just two more than there were during the first six months of 2017. 

 

"There's definitely more healthcare-related breaches," said Bob Olsen, Navigant's director of 

cybersecurity. "The challenge is there are new vulnerabilities being discovered every day. It's a bit of a 

moving target. 

 

But there could be multiple factors behind those increases, cautioned John Riggi, senior adviser for 

cybersecurity and risk for the American Hospital Association and an FBI veteran. Organizations may 

simply be reporting breaches they wouldn't have reported in the past, or reporting breaches that happened 

years ago. That's what happened with LifeBridge Health, which in 2018 reported a breach of half a million 

patients that happened in 2016. 

 

Nevertheless, healthcare organizations are engaged in a constant battle against cybercriminals, Riggi and 

others said. 

 

The struggle peaked in May 2017, when hackers let loose the WannaCry ransomware, which encrypted 

data and demanded ransom in bitcoin in exchange for the decrypted files. The attack affected about 

200,000 computers in 150 countries, including the UK, where the National Health Service's systems went 
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down. 

 

A little over a month later, hackers sent out another piece of ransomware, NotPetya, which took down 

Nuance and other companies. Nuance lost $92 million in revenue due to the attack. 

 

But ransomware attacks don't come from hacker organizations alone. "Nation-states are aggressively 

targeting healthcare and hospitals in particular," Riggi said. 

 

Health systems have more to fear than their IT infrastructure going down. Breached data can end up on the 

dark web, where they're bought and sold. As more health data becomes available on those networks, prices 

have fallen. But the data is still useful to buyers, Finn said. People can aggregate health data and non-

healthcare data from multiple sources, connecting people's health data with their financial information. 

 

"They're using data in ways we don't even think of," he said.  

 

Those risks have spurred hospitals and healthcare organizations to be more aggressive in their defenses, 

Riggi said. But their plight never ends. "With every counter-measure put in place by a hospital, the 

adversaries come forward with a counter-measure for that," Riggi said. 

 

Part of the trouble is the speed—or lack thereof—with which healthcare organizations can react, Olsen 

said. "It's sort of like moving a big ocean liner—it just takes time." 

 

Healthcare executives and security teams should prioritize protecting the most sensitive and critical data, 

including protected health information, Olsen said. That work includes an initial risk assessment and 

putting in place appropriate training policies, and patches. 

 

Those assessments now need to be in line with HIPAA and the EU's GDPR. "It is a much broader and 

deeper regulation," said David MacLeod, Welltok's senior vice president, chief information officer, and 

enterprise CISO. 

 

Healthcare organizations could also benefit by taking the hackers' perspective and conducting white-hat 

hacking to expose vulnerabilities. Even when health systems think they're well-prepared, they may still be 

hacked.  

 

"The key is knowing when the breach has occurred, obtaining that knowledge in real time, and then having 

predefined plans for responding to the incident," MacLeod said. 

 

For healthcare systems to succeed in protecting their data, they need to put someone in charge of 

information security, Olsen said. Too often, that role falls onto the chief compliance officer or chief 

privacy officer, who might not have cybersecurity backgrounds or not have time to dedicate to security, he 

said. 

 

"If you don't have somebody in that role looking across the entire enterprise, it's easy to have a lot of blind 

spots," Olsen said. 

 

There might be gaps between linked information systems, for instance. "When you connect, security IT 

really is like the old chain adage: Your security can be only as good as the weakest link in the chain," said 

David Finn, executive vice president of strategic innovation for IT consulting firm CynergisTek. One 

straightforward tactic is making sure all software is up to date and sufficiently patched, he said. 

 

"In healthcare, we have a legacy problem with old hardware and software," he said. "That represents a 

huge risk." 

 

At the core, cybersecurity is about actual people, security consultants said. "The best defense against 

cyber-adversaries is a culture of cybersecurity within an organization," Riggi said. "Ultimately, the entire 

staff and leadership of an organization should be considered part of the information security department." 
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Everyone in an organization should also take into account the business implications of an attack, Finn said. 

"They have to understand that every time there's a breach or disruption, it costs them money." 
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HEADLINE 06/22 New VEP board head appointed 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/white-house-picks-new-chief-to-overlook-cyber-weapons-group/  

GIST The White House has a new leader of a largely secretive government group that decides whether software 

and hardware vulnerabilities should be withheld from the public to help the government conduct cyber 

operations. 

 

Grand Schneider, the federal chief information security officer and senior director at the National Security 

Council, was named head of the Vulnerabilities Equities Process (VEP) board. 

 

The group determines if the government should withhold so-called zero day flaws, which are previously 

undiscovered security bugs that have not yet been patched. The government uses the board to decide 

which flaws it can use to conduct surveillance -- or to disclose to the public. 

 

But, in withholding the flaws for cyber-operations, companies and citizens can be left vulnerable if the 

vulnerabilities are discovered by others. 

 

The personnel shift, first revealed by Cyberscoop, comes after Rob Joyce, who previously oversaw the 

group, left his position to return to the National Security Agency. 

 

His role, the White House cybersecurity coordinator, was subsequently dissolved. 

 

It's been long believed that the government has been stockpiling software and hardware vulnerabilities, 

allowing the nation's intelligence agencies to remotely break into other computers, collect surveillance 

data, or to conduct espionage. Those suspicions were confirmed in 2016, when a Freedom of Information 

Request by the Electronic Frontier Foundation revealed the program. 

 

But the very existence of the process has been controversial. The Trump administration cast new light on 

the board's work after a cache of government hacking tools were stolen in 2016. 

 

The stolen tools enabled hackers to launch the wide-scale WannaCry ransomware attack. Other tools 

allowed NSA analysts to break into a range of systems, network equipment, and firewalls, and most 

recently, Linux servers, as well as a range of Windows operating systems. Companies scrambled to fix the 

vulnerabilities in the aftermath the WannaCry attack. 

 

Schneider has a long career history in government as a defense cybersecurity expert, said one former NSA 

staffer, but warned the VEP process requires an "offensive" security mindset. 

 

"If the default behavior of the VEP is to disclose a discovered vulnerability, I think we need someone at 

the helm that has offensive cyber experience advocating for the outliers," said Jake Williams, now 

principal consultant at Rendition Infosec. 

 

"The reality is that foreign intelligence shapes national policy -- and in many cases prevents conflicts. We 

need to use some vulnerabilities discovered to get that intelligence," he said in a tweet. "Offensive cyber 

experience is hard to come by, particularly at the senior levels." 
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SOURCE https://qrius.com/cyber-attacks-are-shutting-down-countries-cities-and-companies-heres-how-to-

stop-them/  

GIST What if a cyber attack took over a government’s IT network, bringing an entire nation to its feet? Does this 

seem like a far-flung scenario? It isn’t. In April 2018, the small independent Caribbean nation of Sint 

Maarten faced a total public shutdown for an entire day. The previous month, the city of Atlanta was 

crippled by a ransomware attack that lasted two weeks and cost nearly $3 million. 

 

In the US alone, Baltimore, Charlotte, Dallas and San Francisco have been victims of cyber attacks during 

the past year, following (ironically) a transition to smart city technology. Although the smart city concept 

has created more connected cities, the lack of cybersecurity preparedness often creates serious security 

vulnerabilities. So what can organizations seeking to advance to smart infrastructures, cloud networks and 

IoT environments do in the face of rising cyber threats? 

 

The cyber threat landscape is an immense challenge for security practitioners. Today’s Chief Information 

Security Officers (CISOs) must contend with threats on multiple fronts, causing the perimeter to both 

expand and deepen in size. The jury’s still out on whether cyber attacks are a bigger threat to mankind 

than nuclear war, but networks are certainly more vulnerable than ever. The FBI reports that more than 

4,000 ransomware attacks occur daily, while other research sources state that 230,000 new malware 

samples are produced every day. 

 

The notorious attacks of the last few years have finally propelled cyber security to the top of the 

boardroom agenda, and raised the level of criticality to new heights. As a result, global security 

expenditure reached $86.4 billion in 2017, with no sign of abating. On the contrary, Gartner forecasts that 

industry spend in 2018 will reach $93 billion, as traditional security measures such as firewalls and anti-

virus software prove to be inadequate. 

 

The volume and severity of attacks over the past year mean that in 2018, organizations are no longer 

asking if they can be attacked; rather, they are asking how they will be attacked. Realizing that the 

perimeter is rapidly diminishing, organizations are waking up to a reality where the security battlefield is 

playing out inside their network. 

 

A fading perimeter, combined with the transition to the cloud and deployment of myriads of IoT devices, 

mean that the attack surface is expanding. The risks for organizations are increasing greatly, as standards 

and policies fail to keep up. At this point, even consumers are worrying. 

 

The early viruses and worms that targeted networks have evolved into something altogether more 

powerful and problematic. These new attack vectors prefer to be slow and low, moving laterally within 

networks and often slipping in and out unnoticed, as though the entire network was fenceless. They are 

forcing organizations to step up their knowledge of cyberattacks and adopt new Tools, Tactics and 

Processes (TTPs) for defending their network from within. 

 

Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) pushing the perimeter 

The most lethal vectors of attack today can often be attributed to APTs. APT refers to a network attack by 

a third party that gains unauthorized access and remains undetected for a lengthy period. APTs are 

renowned for their high level of sophistication, use of bespoke software back doors and zero-day 

vulnerabilities. 

 

An ominous trait of APTs is their ‘persistency’ factor, since advanced hackers seek to remain in the 

network undetected for a lengthy period, until they pursue their end goals. Today, APTs are particularly 

dangerous because of the strategic intent behind the bodies planning, funding and running them. 

 

These threat actors launch APTs at networks to access sensitive data and systems, creating a reputational 

and operational risk for their targets. They often take advantage of shadow IT loopholes, poor IT hygiene 

and human error. Today no network, irrespective of size or type, is immune to these attacks. 

 

The cybersecurity skill set crisis 
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While hackers are gaining expertise and APTs are becoming more sophisticated, existing security controls 

are not keeping up. A growing shortage of security personnel is making matters worse. By the end of 

2018, one to two million cybersecurity jobs could remain unfilled. About six million cyber security 

analysts will be needed, yet only four to five million will be available to fill these positions. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 China escalates hacks against US 

SOURCE https://www.wired.com/story/china-hacks-against-united-states/  

GIST IN 2015, THE United States and China agreed to a digital truce that banned hacking private companies to 

steal trade secrets. And though the agreement has been touted as a success, it hasn't stopped Chinese state-

sponsored hackers from pushing the envelope of acceptable behavior. Moreover, it certainly hasn't slowed 

types of hacking that fall outside the purview of the accord. Lately, it seems, that means defense 

intelligence gathering. 

 

In recent weeks, Chinese hackers have reportedly breached a US Navy contractor that works for the Naval 

Undersea Warfare Center, stealing 614 GB of data about submarine and undersea weapons technology. 

Attacks in the last few months originating from China have also targeted US satellite and geospatial 

imaging firms, and an array of telecoms. The incidents highlight the clandestine but incessant hacking 

campaigns that continue reliably between the US and China. 

 

"China’s actually backed off quite a bit on intellectual property theft, but when it comes to military trade 

secrets, military preparedness, military readiness, satellite communications, anything that involves the 

US’s ability to keep a cyber or military edge, China has been very heavily focused on those targets," says 

David Kennedy, CEO of the threat tracking firm Binary Defense Systems, who formerly worked at the 

NSA and with the Marine Corps' signal intelligence unit. "And the US does the same thing, by the way." 

 

The submarine contractor breach, recently reported by the Washington Post, reflects this intense focus on 

bridging any technological advantage the US may have. It involved attacks in January and February that 

nabbed important data, albeit from an unclassified network. When taken together, though, the information 

would have amounted to a valuable snapshot of US cutting edge underwater weapons development, plus 

details on a number of related digital and mechanical systems. 

 

The attack fits into a known pattern of Chinese hacking initiatives. "China will continue to use 

cyberespionage and bolster cyberattack capabilities to support [its] national security priorities," US 

director of national intelligence Daniel Coats wrote in a February threat report. "The [Intelligence 

Community] and private-sector security experts continue to identify ongoing cyberactivity from 

China...Most detected Chinese cyberoperations against US private industry are focused on cleared defense 

contractors or IT and communications firms." 

 

This week, analysts from Symantec also published research on a series of attacks in the same category 

from November 2017 to April from a hacking group dubbed Thrip. Though Symantec does not go so far as 

to identify Thrip as Chinese state-sponsored hackers, it reports "with high confidence" that Thrip attacks 

trace back to computers inside the country. The group, which Symantec has tracked since 2013, has 

evolved to hide in plain site by mostly using prefab malware to infiltrate networks and then manipulating 

administrative controls and other legitimate system tools to bore deeper without setting off alarms. All of 

these off-the-shelf hacking tools and techniques have made Thrip harder to identify and track—which is 

likely the idea—but Symantec started to notice patterns in their anomaly detection scanners that ultimately 

gave these attacks away, and led the researchers to a unique backdoor that implicated Thrip. 

 

The researchers found evidence of intrusions at some southeast Asian telecom firms, a US geospatial 

imagery company, a couple of private satellite companies including one from the US, and a US defense 

contractor. The breaches were all deliberate and targeted, and in the case of the satellite firms the hackers 

moved all the way through to reach the control systems of actual orbiting satellites, where they could have 

impacted a satellite's trajectory or disrupted data flow. 
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"It is scary," says Jon DiMaggio, a senior threat intelligence analyst at Symantec who leads the research 

into Thrip. "We looked at which systems they were interested in, where they spent the most time, and on 

the satellites it was command and control. And then they were also on the operational side for both the 

geospatial imagery and the telecom attacks." 

 

Though hacking for intelligence-gathering is a priority for all nations and can sometimes be mutually 

tolerated, Binary Defense Systems' Kennedy points out that it can also serve as a way to make a statement 

when two countries are at odds. He notes that it's not surprising to detect escalating hacking operations 

from China against the US given rising geopolitical tensions between the two countries about trade and 

increased tariffs. "Hacking can be used as a sign of force in a lot of cases to say 'hey, we’re not happy and 

we’re going to make you feel some pain,'" Kennedy notes. "They'll use that as a first step instead of having 

to send fighter jets or something." 

 

Though Chinese hacking was brought under control somewhat by the 2015 agreement, analysts say that 

China's nation state hackers have reorganized and retooled over the last few years to be even more stealthy 

and effective in their digital espionage operations. And recent attacks indicate that they are optimizing 

their plans to get the most valuable information they can out of each victim. 

 

"All of these pieces fit together," Symantec's DiMaggio says of Thrip. "It’s not targets of opportunity; it’s 

definitely a planned operation." 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Crowdsourcing terror in Indonesia 

SOURCE https://www.mmtimes.com/news/crowdsourcing-terror-indonesia.html  

GIST In the wake of high-profile terrorist attacks in Indonesia, social media’s role in violent extremism is once 

again under scrutiny. The 36-hour standoff on May 8 between inmates linked to the so-called Islamic State 

(IS) and prison officers at Mako Brimob (the detention centre of the Indonesian National Police Mobile 

Brigade on the outskirts of Jakarta) provides some clues on how extremists use social media, especially to 

‘crowdsource’. 

 

The term ‘crowdsourced terrorism’, whereby IS outsources the conduct of attacks to its followers and 

attempts to attract them to Syria, first emerged in 2014. Relevant cases include the knife attack in 

Leytonstone subway station in east London and the shooting in San Bernardino in the United States in 

December 2015. These events signalled what former US secretary of homeland security Jeh Johnson 

called an ‘entirely new phase in the global terrorist threat’. 

 

Crowdsourcing refers to the open call for ideas, innovations and solutions from a large number of people. 

The driving force behind participation in crowdsourcing is the passion of a person or group of people who 

seek to contribute to a particular cause. Social media takes crowdsourcing to greater heights by allowing it 

to reach more people within a shorter amount of time. It also facilitates collaboration between individuals 

who are geographically distant. 

 

The Brimob inmates broadcast the standoff with prison officers through social media platforms. One 

inmate live-streamed a call for viewers to participate in jihad via Instagram, while showing a compatriot 

who had apparently died during the riot. Other videos showed the inmates posing with weapons seized 

from the police guards and pledging allegiance to IS. The IS-affiliated Amaq News Agency also picked up 

the story, and claimed responsibility while providing updates from the prison. 

 

Viewers appear to have heeded the social media posts. On May 10, a counterterror unit arrested four men 

who were suspected to have come from Tasikmalaya (five hours from Mako Brimob) to join the siege. 

Another man stabbed a Brimob officer in front of the detention centre soon after the end of the siege. The 
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police also arrested two women for allegedly trying to stab police with scissors. These individuals claim 

that they were simply responding to calls on a Telegram channel to bring food to support the inmates. 

 

Enabling sympathisers 

 

The Brimob siege shows the willingness of extremist sympathisers to provide manpower and material 

support, provided that they are aware of how they can do so. Social media enables extremist supporters to 

gain information on the location of and updates on a given incident through posts, geolocation technology 

and search functions. 

 

While conventional crowdsourcing employs public social media platforms, private platforms such as 

Telegram support the development of close social networks that are united by their investment in a 

specific cause. Behavioural studies on crowdsourcing show that intrinsic motivations (such as a desire to 

expand friendship networks and a love of the cause) are more influential than outward motivations (such 

as financial rewards) in encouraging voluntary participation. 

 

Until the Brimob incident, few extremist sympathisers in Indonesia had responded to crowdsourcing in 

ways other than ideological agreement. Although some had translated ideological agreement to action, 

heeding the call to travel to Syria, very few instances of locally-conducted terrorist acts could be directly 

linked to social media posts. The Brimob siege, however, shows that under certain conditions militants can 

use social media to crowdsource personnel and material resources on national soil. Crowdsourcing over 

social media most likely succeeded in the Brimob incident because of the inmates’ unexpected triumph in 

holding the prison officers hostage and taking control of the building. 

 

Proposed solutions to prevent extremists from exploiting social media are struggling to keep up with 

current events. Encryption has become a point of legal contention between technology companies and 

security services in several countries, including Indonesia. Intelligence agencies in the United States are 

demanding that technology companies build backdoors to their encrypted apps that would allow 

authorities to monitor online communication and obtain chat transcripts. Apple famously rejected the 

FBI’s request for access to the chat histories of the San Bernardino attackers in 2016. 

 

App blocked for role in attacks 

 

Indonesia’s communications ministry blocked access to Telegram in July 2017 on the grounds that it was 

hosting extremist materials and facilitating the planning and coordination of terrorist attacks. After the 

terrorist attacks in Surabaya in May 2018, the ministry reported that it had removed as many as 3195 

terrorist-related pieces of content from social media platforms. 

 

Technology companies have pledged to work harder to remove terrorist-related content from their 

platforms. Telegram agreed to block extremist-related content and to create a team of Indonesian culture 

and language specialists to evaluate online material more accurately. Google has promised to step up 

monitoring of terrorist content on its video-sharing site YouTube. 

 

But the efficacy of such moves is uncertain. The spontaneity of user-generated content means that its 

removal by social media platforms tends to be too slow. Technology companies typically rely on user 

reporting to identify extremist content, which is then relayed to human reviewers who decide whether the 

content violates the platform’s policies. This process means that social media platforms can take anywhere 

between a few hours to weeks to take down problematic content, which may have been reposted on other 

platforms by then. Although some companies have begun using artificial intelligence to identify and take 

down extremist content, the technology is far from perfect. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Israel: car-ramming attack injures soldiers 

SOURCE https://www.algemeiner.com/2018/06/23/three-wounded-in-suspected-car-ramming-attack-near-
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jerusalem/ 

GIST Three Israeli soldiers were wounded on Saturday in a suspected car-ramming terror attack near Jerusalem. 

  

According to Israel Hayom, the incident took place in the area of Gush Etzion, a group of West Bank 

settlements in close proximity to Jerusalem. The site of the attack is near the Arab village of Kfar Husan, 

to which the attacking car apparently escaped. The attacker has not been apprehended. 

  

The three victims are reported to be conscious and in good to moderate condition, suffering from injuries 

to their lower bodies. 

  

Israel Hayom quoted the Israeli ambulance service Magen David Adom saying, “At 8:56pm a report was 

received at MDA Center 101 in the Jerusalem area about three young pedestrians injured by a vehicle near 

Kfar Husan. An IDF medical team is giving medical aid to three people who were lightly wounded.” 

  

Car-ramming has been a common tactic used by Palestinian terrorists for well over a decade. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 France: extreme far-right group plot 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/french-extreme-group-detained-attack-plot-

56134339?   

GIST A group of people linked to France's extreme far-right has been arrested on suspicion of planning an 

attack. 

 

France's Interior Minister, Gerard Collomb, did not specify the target in his tweet late Sunday, but French 

media said the 10 people detained over the weekend are suspected of targeting Muslims. Le Parisien 

newspaper said potential targets included radical imams, Islamist prison inmates or veiled women chosen 

at random. 

 

There was a similar wave of arrests in October 2017, in which the suspected targets were believed to be 

migrants and mosques. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Claim: no more US support Syria rebels 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/middle-east/activists-us-tells-rebels-in-south-syria-not-to-expect-

support-1.534550  

GIST BEIRUT — Syrian government forces advanced deeper into the southern province of Daraa on Sunday 

under the cover of airstrikes, entering new villages amid reports that the U.S. has told rebels not to expect 

an American intervention to defend them from the army’s offensive. 

 

Syrian government forces have been on the offensive in eastern parts of Daraa province for the past five 

days in an operation that aims to reach a main border crossing point with Jordan. The push comes two 

months after government forces regained control of eastern rebel-held eastern suburbs of the capital 

Damascus that freed thousands of government soldiers for the new battle in Daraa province. 

 

Opposition activists have been reporting for days that President Bashar Assad’s government has sent some 

of its elite units to the south, including the Republican Guards and the Tiger force that is commanded by 

Brig. General Suheil al-Hassan, who is widely known as Nimr, Arabic for tiger. 

 

The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights and Daraa-based opposition activist Osama 

Hourani said that the U.S. has informed rebel groups in southern Syria that Washington will not intervene 

in the operations to defend them against the government offensive that is ongoing under the cover of 

Russian airstrikes. 
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There was no immediate comment from Washington but if true, the decision would be a major reversal 

from earlier pronouncements. 

 

The U.S. warned last month it would take “firm and appropriate measures” to protect a cease-fire in 

southern Syria if government forces move against rebels there. The region also has been a source of 

regional tensions between Iran and Israel in recent months. 

 

“It is clear that since yesterday, the Russians and the (Syrian) regime have been given the green light to 

regain control of Houran,” Hourani said, referring to the region that includes Daraa, the nearby region of 

Quneitra and parts of Sweida province. “The proof is that after the rebels received the (American) 

message, Russian warplanes joined the battle.” 

 

The U.S., Russia, and Jordan agreed last year to include Daraa in a “de-escalation zone” and to freeze the 

lines of conflict there. But the area has been tense following a series of recent Israeli strikes on Syrian and 

Iranian forces. Iran is a close ally of Assad, and its advisers are embedded with his troops. 

 

Syrian state news agency SANA said Sunday that troops made territorial gains in al-Lujat and other areas 

including the village of Jadal on the eastern edge of Daraa province. 

 

Russia’s Defense Ministry said some rebels voluntarily have joined forces with Syrian government forces, 

adding that Syrian troops repelled an attack by al-Qaida-linked fighters in Daraa. 

 

State news agency SANA said that rebels shelled the southern government-held city of Sweida, wounding 

three people. 

 

The Observatory said government forces reached the rebel-stronghold of Busra al-Harir, where fighting is 

ongoing inside the town. 

 

In an interview aired Sunday, Assad said Syria has not possessed chemical weapons since it got rid of 

them five years ago and that allegations of their use are a pretext for invasion by other countries. Assad’s 

comments came in an interview with Russia’s state-controlled NTV television channel. 

 

“We fully eliminated chemical weapons. We haven’t had them in Syria since 2013,” Assad said in the 

interview. 

 

Syria has been charged repeatedly with using chemical weapons in its civil war, most recently in April in 

the town of Douma. The U.S., France and the United Kingdom launched airstrikes in retaliation. 

 

“Americans constantly lie and attack immediately,” Assad said in the interview. 

 

Assad said reconstructing Syria after the devastation wrought by the war could cost $400 billion, but said 

“we have enough means to restore our country, we are sure about that” and that funds could be sought 

from the Syrian diaspora. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Yemen: fighting nears main port city 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-yemen-security/fighting-moves-closer-to-center-of-yemens-main-

port-city-idUSKBN1JK05N  

GIST ADEN (Reuters) - Yemen’s Houthis deployed additional forces in the main port city of Hodeidah on 

Sunday as a Saudi-led military coalition moved closer to the city center in the largest offensive of the war, 

raising U.N. fears of a humanitarian catastrophe. 

 

The alliance led by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates launched its assault on the heavily 
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defended Red Sea city on June 12 to try to weaken the Iran-aligned Houthi movement by cutting off a key 

supply line for the group which controls the capital Sanaa and most populated areas. 

 

“There is a heavy deployment of armed Houthis in the city and new check points have been set up in 

neighborhoods where there are supporters of the Tehama brigades,” said one resident, referring to a 

Yemeni faction from the Red Sea coastal plain that is fighting with coalition forces. 

 

Fierce clashes broke out after midnight near Hodeidah University, around 3 km (1.9 miles) west of the city 

center, on the coastal road linking the airport to the port, added the resident, who requested anonymity. 

 

Coalition forces seized the airport on Wednesday and have been consolidating their hold in the area as 

U.N. efforts continued to reach a political deal that would avert an assault on the port, a lifeline for 

millions of Yemenis. 

 

The United Nations fears the escalation in fighting could exacerbate what is already the world’s most 

urgent humanitarian crisis, with 22 million Yemenis dependent on aid and an estimated 8.4 million 

believed to be on the verge of starvation. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Tax dollars on Afghan road to nowhere 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/afghan-highway-barely-built-after-12-years-millions-u-s-

n885731  

GIST Call it the road to nowhere. 

 

A highway in Afghanistan, partly funded by U.S. taxpayer dollars, is largely unbuilt after 12 years of 

construction work according to inspectors who say it might never be completed. 

 

The 145-mile section of road, from Qeysar in northern Faryab province to Laman in western Badghis 

province, was supposed to form part of the country’s orbital freeway — a major economic thoroughfare 

connecting major cities. 

 

But only 15 percent of the expressway is finished, even though one-third of the budget has been spent. 

 

Auditors blame the country’s increasingly dire security situation, as well as more conventional problems 

such as local contractor incompetence. 

 

At least 19 workers on the project have been abducted and one of them killed, according to a report 

published Thursday by the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR). 

 

Remembering Charles Krauthammer, a man who shaped the views of a generation of conservatives 

The violence is so bad that Afghan officials are struggling to find any bidders willing to work on the road, 

SIGAR found. 

 

The Taliban controls 14.5 percent of Afghanistan’s districts — the highest level recorded in recent years, 

and the country is plagued by attacks and bombings by ISIS and the Taliban that have claimed hundreds of 

lives. 

 

The U.S.-led coalition “will continue” to fight militants, Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said last month, in a 

campaign to push the Taliban to the peace table. Indeed, the Taliban announced a brief cease-fire earlier 

this month to coincide with the end of Ramadan. 

 

The U.S. has spent more money reconstructing Afghanistan than it did rebuilding Europe at the end of 

World War II. It's part of a wider aim among allies to improve regional security and reduce terrorism — 

but a separate SIGAR report published in May concluded that the 15-year, $5 billion U.S. effort hasn't 
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worked. 

 

Washington is the second-biggest contributor to the Asian Development Bank, which allocates 

reconstruction funds. The bank has authorized $721 million for the Qeysar to Laman road since 2006, of 

which $249 million, had been spent by the end of 2017. 

 

The project has been dogged by so many problems that there was no physical progress at all from March 

2014 through September 2017, SIGAR found. In fact, the delay “almost certainly eroded much of the 

limited work that had been completed prior to that period,” it said. 

 

One contractor was fired after it failed to construct a single inch of highway over a three-year period but 

left $25.5 million in outstanding payments to subcontractors. 

 

“While we hope for success, we are left without any indication that the circumstances have improved 

sufficiently to warrant a high degree of confidence that the project will be completed, that more money 

will not be wasted, or that more security incidents will not occur,” SIGAR said. 

 

Many other taxpayer-funded projects have ended in similar failure, such as the Pentagon’s purchase of $28 

million worth on forest camouflage uniforms for the Afghan army that proved useless in the local desert, 

and a $36 million military command facility that has never been used. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 ISIS demands release women prisoners 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/demands-release-iraq-women-prisoners-hostage-

video-56108807?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Islamic State group released a hostage video on Saturday demanding the release of all Sunni women 

prisoners from Iraqi jails. 

 

The group said it was giving the government a deadline of three days before it would execute the six men 

in the video, who identified themselves as Iraqi policemen and militiamen. 

 

The video was published on jihadist social media groups, one week after the Islamic State group 

announced it had kidnapped 17 policemen and members of Iraq's Popular Mobilization Forces, which are 

predominantly Shiite militia groups that fight for the government. 

 

A string of kidnappings claimed by IS on the highway connecting Baghdad to the north of the country has 

raised concerns about lingering threat posed by the group, after Iraqi forces recaptured the city of Mosul 

last year. 

 

Prime Minister Haidar al-Abadi has come under pressure in recent weeks to explain the gaps in security 

outside the capital. 

 

A spokesman for the Iraqi military said he was aware of the hostage video and said the armed forces were 

pursuing the IS sleeper cell it believes is responsible. 

 

"We won't be blackmailed by them, and we will pursue them wherever they are," said Brig. Gen. Yahya 

Rasoul. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Nigeria: Boko Haram attack kills 4 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/killed-suspected-boko-haram-extremist-attack-

nigeria-56107944?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  
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GIST Police say four people have been killed in an attack by suspected Boko Haram extremists in northern 

Nigeria. 

 

A member of a civilian self-defense group, Maina Shettima, tells The Associated Press that the bodies 

were found Saturday morning in Tungushe village just outside Maiduguri, the capital of Borno State and 

the birthplace of Boko Haram. He says six people were injured and homes and vehicles were burned. 

 

The Borno State police spokesman says gunmen attacked, but resident Umar Ibrahim says a suicide 

bomber detonated his explosives shortly after midnight near people sleeping outside their homes in the 

heat. 

 

Nigeria more than once has claimed victory over Boko Haram but the group continues to carry out suicide 

bombings and kidnappings in the region. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Egypt extends state of emergency 3mo. 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/egypt-extends-state-emergency-months-

56123410?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Egypt has extended its state of emergency for another three months. 

 

President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi's decision was published in the official gazette on Sunday. It should be 

approved by parliament within seven days and go into effect on July 14. 

 

Egypt has been under a state of emergency, after an Islamic State affiliate bombed two Coptic churches in 

April last year killing at least 44 people. 

 

Egypt has been battling Islamic militants for years, but the insurgency gained strength after the 2013 

overthrow of an elected but divisive Islamist president. The militants have mainly targeted security forces 

and Christians. 

 

In February, Egypt launched a massive security operation against militants in Sinai, parts of Egypt's Nile 

Delta and the Western Desert. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Russia airstrikes hit southwest Syria 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/russian-airstrikes-hit-southwest-syria-breaking-a-ceasefire-deal-

1529853026  

GIST The Syrian regime’s main military ally, Russia, carried out airstrikes Sunday in the country’s southwest, 

defying a cease-fire pact with the U.S. and Jordan, as forces aligned with President Bashar al-Assad 

pushed to capture one of the last opposition strongholds. 

 

The Russian strikes, which have been accompanied by regime barrel bombs and mortar shells, are the 

latest signs of the high-stakes military maneuvers unfolding in a volatile corner of southwest Syria. Forces 

aligned with President Assad have threatened a ground offensive, dropping leaflets that demand the 

surrender of rebels in the area. At least five civilians have been killed in the bombardment, which also 

destroyed a hospital and emergency rescue center, according to antigovernment activists. 

 

For weeks, the U.S. has warned the Syrian regime not to violate a cease-fire agreement brokered last year 

with Russia and Jordan that stretches across the Syrian provinces of Daraa and Quneitra. 

 

But the U.S. appears intent on not getting dragged into a confrontation between the rebels and Mr. Assad’s 

Russian and Iranian-backed forces. On Saturday night, as Russian airstrikes were beginning, U.S.-allied 
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rebels were told by the Americans not to expect a military intervention on their behalf, according to 

several rebel commanders. 

 

“The Russian intervention is a flagrant violation of the de-escalation deal,” said Saber Sifer, the political 

representative of one of Daraa’s largest rebel groups. “They are aware that the regime is not capable of 

advancing on its own. The airstrikes are targeting civilians and they are trying to intimidate them,” he 

added. 

 

A Jordanian government official said his country will take the necessary measures to protect its security 

and is in contact with the all parties to achieve that. 

 

Syria’s pro-regime media said Sunday that government-aligned forces have already captured several rebel-

held towns. More than seven years of war have depleted the Syrian regime’s ranks, forcing President 

Assad to rely on his foreign allies to help claw back swaths of territory lost to rebels. Russia’s direct 

intervention in late 2015 on behalf of the regime turned the tide of the conflict and Iranian-backed ground 

forces have seized on the momentum. 

 

In recent weeks, the Syrian regime has disguised Iranian and Iranian-backed foreign fighters as its own by 

switching uniforms and having them raise Syrian flags, according to multiple rebel commanders and a 

person briefed on the matter. The battlefield feint is meant to avoid more Israeli airstrikes against Iranian 

targets in Syria. 

 

U.S. officials say that it remains unclear whether the airstrikes are a prelude for a major offensive to 

capture the area and instead could be an attempt by President Assad to pressure the U.S. and Jordan to 

agree to a new diplomatic arrangement, one that would allow the Syrian regime to re-exert its control over 

the area without a battle. 

 

One Western diplomat in the region said there is consensus that the regime taking control of the southwest 

was a foregone conclusion and that it would happen with less violence than previous opposition defeats. 

Battles for control of Homs, Aleppo and the Damascus suburb Eastern Ghouta were won primarily 

through regime sieges coupled with intense airstrikes, killing hundreds of people and resulting in 

humanitarian crises as food and medical supplies dwindled. 

 

The United Nations has also warned of the humanitarian and regional effects of a battle in Syria’s south, 

and says around 6,000 civilians have already fled their homes near the front lines. 

 

Numerous bilateral meetings have been held recently between nations with vested interests in the events 

unfolding in Syria’s southwest. 

 

And a summit between President Donald Trump and President Vladimir Putin is likely to happen in the 

coming weeks. The U.S. has told Moscow that increasing violations of the southwest cease-fire agreement 

wouldn’t create a positive atmosphere for such a meeting. 

 

Many of Syria’s southern rebel factions once received military and logistical aid from the U.S. and its 

allies. Those shipments of weapons ceased when President Trump ended the covert CIA program last year. 

 

Rebel groups have said they are still committed to the cease-fire agreement but have vowed to fight 

against a regime offensive. 

 

In the months leading up to this weekend’s airstrikes, Russia vowed not to carry out airstrikes in support of 

a military offensive in the south. But those promises appear to have been broken by the strikes, which 

began Saturday night while an Iranian presence in Syria’s southwest threatens to inflame tensions with 

Israel. 

 

In recent discussions between Israel and Russia, Israeli leaders including Prime Minister Benjamin 

Netanyahu have sought assurances that Moscow will keep Iran and its proxies away from its border. Yet 
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Israel is also aware of the Iranian-backed militias disguising themselves as Syrian soldiers, raising the 

question of whether Israeli forces are willing to attack these positions themselves or wait to see whether 

the U.S. intervenes before taking military action, according to Amos Yadlin, a former head of Israeli 

military intelligence and now head of the Tel Aviv-based Institute for National Security Studies. 

 

“The main question,” he said, “is whether Israel will adopt a precision active approach or a passive 

approach.” 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Top Iran official: US created ISIS 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/america-created-isis-top-iranian-official-claims-990634  

GIST A senior aide to Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has claimed that the U.S. was behind the 

creation of ISIS and other extremist groups in Syria. 

 

Speaking to reporters in Tehran, Ali Akbar Velayati also warned that America’s involvement in the 

country could prove bloody, the official state Fars news agency said. 

 

“The Americans themselves have created the ISIL [ISIS] and the al-Nusra in Syria and now they have 

come onto the scene and occupied Eastern Euphrates,” Velayati said. 

 

This is not the first time an Iranian official has levelled the allegation at the U.S. In March, Khamenei 

himself claimed America had spawned the terror group to distract the world from the actions of Israel. 

 

The conspiracy theory is popular in the Middle East. A 2016 poll showed that one third of Iraqis surveyed 

believed the U.S. supports terrorism in general or ISIS specifically. 

 

The group originated from a merger of Sunni Muslim militant groups that had been formed to oppose the 

American occupation of Iraq. The merger included al-Qaeda in Iraq, which later broke away from the 

central leadership and morphed into ISIS. 

 

Many of ISIS’ eventual leaders met at Camp Bucca, an American military prison in the south of Iraq. 

Influential jihadi militants and former Ba’athists used their shared confinement to form alliances and 

create a blueprint for the group that would rampage across Iraq and Syria a decade later. 

 

As the group overran Iraqi positions in 2014, ISIS fighters seized huge amounts of American-made 

weapons and vehicles. Images of ISIS troops attacking Syrian regime positions using Humvees and M-16 

rifles seemed to lend weight to the otherwise unfounded suggestions the Pentagon was directly arming the 

group. 

 

As the war in Syria progressed, the U.S. poured money and weapons into Syria to supply more “moderate” 

rebel groups. As these forces were absorbed or defeated by more extremist groups like ISIS and al-

Nusra—a Syrian al-Qaeda offshoot—jihadis found themselves armed with even more American hardware. 

 

President Donald Trump has done little to dispel the myth of direct American support for ISIS since he 

took office. On the campaign trail in 2016, Trump claimed—without providing any evidence—that 

President Obama and then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton co-founded the group and that ISIS “honors” 

the former president. 

 

Velayati also warned that if U.S. troops remain in Syria, the country will become “another Vietnam.” 

There are approximately 2,000 American soldiers currently in the country working as advisors to local 

Kurdish and Syrian militias. It is unclear how long they will remain stationed there for. 

 

Iran is currently facing pressure to remove its own forces from Syria. Tehran has become one of President 

Bashar al-Assad’s most important allies and has built a significant military presence. Iranian troops and 
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positions have been targeted several times by Israeli airstrikes as the country attempts to roll back 

Tehran’s growing influence. 

 

There were reports on Thursday that Hezbollah—the Lebanese militia backed by Tehran—and Iran had 

begun drawing their forces back from the Israeli and Jordanian borders at the request of Russia, the most 

significant international backer of the Assad regime. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 MI5 alert: jihadi leaders set for release 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5878333/MI5-terror-alert-five-jihadi-leaders-linked-

London-Bridge-attack-set-let-jail.html  

GIST Police and security chiefs fear the high command of an extremist group that inspired a generation of 

jihadis will soon be free again to preach hate on Britain’s streets. 

 

Five senior figures in Al-Muhajiroun, whose former members include London Bridge attacker Khuram 

Butt and Michael Adebolajo, one of Fusilier Lee Rigby’s killers, are expected to be released from prison 

by the end of the year. 

 

Among them is Anjem Choudary, who is due for release in October having served less than half of a five-

and-half-year sentence for inviting support for IS. 

 

It is understood that Choudary, 51, will be kept under curfew in a taxpayer-funded safe house in North 

London and prevented from spouting extremist views.  

 

But astonishingly, no such restrictions are in place for the others. 

 

According to a source, MI5 and the police fear that, buoyed by the ‘street cred’ of serving prison terms, 

they will set up recruitment stalls in areas such as London and Luton. 

 

Up to 80 of the 193 people convicted of terrorism offences between 2007 and 2016 will be eligible for 

release this year – a situation described as a ‘concern’ by Home Office Minister Ben Wallace. 

 

Choudary is suspected of inspiring at least 100 British jihadis and is denied access to fellow inmates by 

being kept in a ‘prison within a prison’ at HM Frankland in County Durham.  

 

Once released, it is understood he will be allowed to visit his family in Ilford, East London, during the day 

but must return to the safe house at night. 

 

He will be under 24-hour surveillance and prevented from preaching in person or on the internet. 

 

But Choudary’s right-hand man, Mohammed Mizanur Rahman, 34, of Whitechapel, East London, who 

was also convicted of inviting support for IS and is likely to be released in October, faces fewer 

restrictions.  

 

A source claimed Rahman, whose lectures included the condoning of the beheading of British aid worker 

Alan Henning by IS in Syria, will be able to meet fellow ALM members and preach in public. 

 

It is understood the same freedom will be available to Mohammed Ishtiaq Alamgir, 38, the leader of ALM 

in Luton who is expected to complete his sentence in December for a terrorism offence, and Rajib Khan, 

39, also from Luton, who was released earlier this month after completing a five-year jail term. 

 

The other ALM members expected to leave prison before the end of the year are Taha Hussain, 21, of 

Slough, Berkshire, and Mijanul Haque, 23, of Islington, North London. 
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Hussain was a friend of Butt and was filmed beside him in the Channel 4 documentary the Jihadis Next 

Door in 2016. 

 

ALM recruitment drives often involved setting up stalls in areas with large Muslim communities.  

 

Once enlisted, recruits were taken to secret meetings where jihad was discussed openly.  

 

Scotland Yard said it could not comment on individual cases but ‘police and the intelligence community 

are working tirelessly and at pace to confront the terrorist threat’. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 UK: woman jailed for aiding plot 

SOURCE https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/isis-plot-all-women-terrorism-act-prison-sentence-

islamic-state-uk-westminster-london-a8411701.html  

GIST A woman who helped a friend train for a knife attack at her house has been jailed for failing to alert police 

to the terror plot. 

 

Khawla Barghouthi is one of four members of Britain’s first known all-female Isis cell, which planned an 

atrocity in Westminster before being thwarted by security services. 

 

She was sentenced to two years and four months imprisonment by a judge who said she “failed to disclose 

information about an imminent attack in which a knife would be used to endanger the life of multiple 

individuals”. 

 

After being released, Barghouthi will face being deported to Tunisia, which she left for Britain with her 

family a decade ago.  

 

The Old Bailey heard how the 21-year-old was friends with Rizlaine Boular, who was to carry out the 

attack, and let her practice stabbing victims at her home in northwest London. 

 

Armed police made their move on 27 April last year after listening in on a conversation where the pair 

laughed and joked about Boular’s fears that she might “flop so badly” and cut her arm by accident. 

 

“How are you going to do it? What if they are faster than you?” Barghouthi was recorded saying, before 

Boular said she hoped “Allah gives me a heart attack” if she got tasered or shot by police. 

 

“Don’t worry come here, want to practice on me again?” Barghouthi responded, before the pair started 

trying different stabbing techniques.  

 

Rizlaine Boular, 22, took over her sister’s terror plot after she was arrested and charged (Metropolitan 

Police) 

 

Shortly afterwards, counter-terror police raided her home and arrested her, shooting Boular as she shouted 

“f*** you”. 

 

Boular has been jailed for life and her mother Mina Dich was sentenced to six years and nine months 

imprisonment for aiding her daughter’s plot, which was referred to as a “tea party” in coded phone calls. 

 

They had taken over plans originally started by Boular’s teenage sister, Safaa, who was arrested for trying 

to join Isis in Syria before she could carry out her own plans to attack the British Museum. 

 

Barghouthi, who is married and was studying at the Open University, claimed that she did not believe the 

plot was serious. 
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When questioned on her recorded conversations with Boular, she told the Old Bailey: “I did not believe 

the person I was with was actually going to go through with anything. 

 

“When I read the transcript I was horrified how it sounds. What I can say, at the time it was extravagant 

talk and very stupid fooling around.” 

 

But Judge Mark Dennis QC said the discussions showed Barghouthi did believe her friend intended to go 

ahead with the violence and did nothing to put her off, noting that she possessed extremist material herself. 

 

“There was a growing awareness over a number of days of the nature of the attack by Boular,” the judge 

added. 

 

“There is no reason, in my view, to doubt that Boular intended to carry out her violent action, even at the 

cost of her own life.” 

 

Barghouthi previously pleaded guilty to having information about acts of terrorism contrary to section 38 

of the Terrorism Act.  

 

Deputy Assistant Commissioner Dean Haydon, of the Metropolitan Police, said: “Working with the 

security services, we tracked their plans and stopped them before they were able to put them into practice. 

 

“All three women [Rizlaine Boular, Safaa Boular and Mina Dich] were filled with hate and toxic ideology 

and were determined to carry out a terrorist attack. Had they been successful, it could well have resulted in 

people being killed or seriously injured.  

 

“But thanks to the work of the security services and counter-terrorism police, their plans never came to 

fruition.”  

 

Safaa, who at 18 is Britain’s youngest known female terror plotter, will be sentenced at a later date for 

preparing acts of terrorism. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Iraq attacks ISIS leaders meeting Syria 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/23/world/middleeast/iraq-syria-isis.html  

GIST BAGHDAD — The Iraqi military said on Saturday that it had launched an air attack on a gathering of 

Islamic State leaders in neighboring Syria, killing about 45 members of the militant group. 

 

Fighter jets were said to have destroyed three houses on Friday that were connected by a trench in the 

town of Hajin, just across the border in eastern Syria, where the leaders were apparently meeting. 

 

Those killed included high-profile targets such as the Islamic State’s so-called deputy war minister; one of 

the group’s media gurus; the personal courier of the group’s leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi; and its chief of 

police, the Iraqi military said in a statement. 

 

The Islamic State, also known as ISIS, ISIL or Daesh, which once occupied a third of Iraq’s territory, has  

largely been defeated in the country, but it still poses a threat along the border with Syria. 

 

“Iraqi F-16 jets carried out a successful airstrike that targeted a meeting of Daesh leaders,” the Iraqi Joint 

Operations Command said, adding, “The operation resulted in the complete destruction of the targets, and 

the killing of around 45 terrorists.” 

 

The Iraqi military has carried out several airstrikes against the Islamic State in Syria since last year, with 

the approval of the government of President Bashar al-Assad of Syria and of the United States-led 

coalition fighting the militants. 
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Iraq has relatively good relations with Iran and Russia, Mr. Assad’s main backers in the Syrian war, and 

also enjoys strong support from the American-led coalition. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Pakistan Taliban’s new leader  

SOURCE https://www.thenational.ae/world/asia/pakistan-taliban-s-new-leader-faces-challenge-to-keep-

militants-together-1.743688  

GIST The militant commander and scholar appointed chief of Pakistan's Taliban movement has inherited an 

organisation that analysts say is in need of a revival having become increasingly fragmented. 

 

Mufti Noor Wali Mehsud immediately became Pakistan's most wanted man when the Tehreek-e-Taliban 

Pakistan (TTP) announced on Saturday he would succeed Mullah Fazlullah, who was killed by a US drone 

strike earlier this month. 

 

The appointment of the 39-year-old – known for his religious education and his squint – returns control of 

the movement to the Mehsud tribe of South Waziristan, where their terror campaign started more than a 

decade ago. 

 

Militant sources last night said his leadership would have to overcome competing internal factions, and the 

likely prospect of defections to the patchwork of other extremist groups straddling the border between 

Pakistan and Afghanistan. The cash-strapped TTP is also struggling to mount operations in Pakistan after 

fleeing across the border from army campaigns against them. 

 

The group finally announced the killing of Fazlullah more than a week after the first reports of his 

assassination in an American drone strike on June 13 in Afghanistan's Kunar province. 

 

A group statement said its former emir had been "a person of strong and high determinations and religious 

beliefs and was headache for the slaves of US in Afghanistan and Pakistan". 

 

Fazlullah became the third consecutive head of the TTP to be killed by a US drone strike, but the group 

said it was proud its leadership "is being martyred by the head of the infidels". 

 

While Fazlullah rose to power on the back of fiery radio diatribes in his native Swat Valley, Mehsud rose 

up through the ranks in South Waziristan after fighting for the Afghan Taliban and studying in seminaries. 

 

Considered better educated than his predecessors, as well as acting as a Taliban judge he has also turned to 

books, last year publishing a 700-page history of Mehsud militants. 

 

A biography included in that book disclosed he had spent months fighting with the Afghan Taliban, firstly 

against the Northern Alliance north of Kabul in 1996 and then again after the September 11 attacks on the 

US, in 2001. 

 

After climbing the ranks of the Mehsud Taliban faction and then the TTP in South Waziristan, he took 

charge of operations in Pakistan's largest city and port of Karachi where his militants ran a kidnapping 

campaign to raise funds. His book also marked the first claim by the TTP that it had killed Benazir Bhutto 

at an election rally in December 2007, weeks before she was widely expected to be elected once again as 

Pakistan's prime minister. 

 

A source in the Pakistan Taliban described Mehsud as "a religious scholar and also the most brave military 

commander among the TTP leaders". 

 

With the Mehsud tribe making up the bulk of TTP footsoldiers, the leadership had returned to the tribe 

after four-and-a half years with Fazlullah, the source said. Mehsud's job would now be to reconcile tribal 
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splinter factions. 

 

But a member of one of those factions said an immediate announcement to replace Fazlullah had not been 

made because the movement was "facing much internal rivalry". 

 

The source said: "The TTP is weak and there is fear of more splits due weak central command. Every unit 

is working independently and not listening to their central leader." 

 

The winners of any further disputes are likely to be other militant groups, particularly the regional 

franchise of ISIS. 

 

Saifullah Mahsud, president of the FATA Research Centre in Islamabad, said: "The TTP is a fragmented 

group. There's no central command as such. The fact is that most of the factions that go to make up the 

TTP operate independently of each other." 

 

"There's been a steady stream of TTP abandoning it and joining ISIS. That's what ISIS is made of largely, 

former TTP members. 

 

"I wouldn't be surprised if some of the people from Fazlullah's group switched to to go to Islamic State, 

rather than accept the leadership of Noor Wali." 

 

Mehsud's years fighting with the Afghan Taliban mean he apparently enjoys good relations with the 

groups, several sources said. That in itself could pose problems, a member of another militant group with 

close ties to the TTP predicted. 

 

"The TTP will further split into minor groups because the newly nominated emir is close to the Afghan 

Taliban, while many of the fighters have sympathies with ISIS. The TTP is very weak financially which is 

another reason for their splits." 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Fighting terrorism, money laundering 

SOURCE https://www.nextgov.com/ideas/2018/06/3-ways-use-data-fight-terrorism-and-money-

laundering/149043/  

GIST The increased severity of domestic security breaches due to terrorist threats and cyber crime poses a 

strategic challenge for federal and state security services. The strengthening of human resources, now 

widely deployed around the world, is not enough to meet the challenge alone. Increasing efficiency and 

speed, controlling the means of communication used by terrorists, but also, and above all, anticipating the 

lead-up to such actions, are all challenges that persist. 

 

In this mass information age, the ability to handle big data—huge volumes of structured and unstructured 

data—is absolutely crucial. Being able to analyze and extract key information in the fight against 

cybercrime as quickly as possible will revolutionize the work of organizations mobilized in this struggle. 

To increase efficiency, they must expand the data sources examined and optimize the interoperability 

between their systems. 

 

Cognitive search and analytics technologies are all about accessing the right information at the right 

time—for people with the necessary authorization. These tools process big data in near real time to surface 

patterns and relationships among disparate silos of information. Intelligent data processing combined with 

machine learning enables computers to learn as they process information to deliver increasingly relevant 

information. These tools can further the operational efficiency of intelligence services and have the 

potential to exponentially increase their predictive analysis capacities. 

 

Using these tools to become information-driven can help with the fight against terrorism, money 

laundering and fraud. Here are a few examples: 
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Analyzing Text   

 

Cognitive search and analytics tools enable data to be interpreted and similarities in topics and content to 

be detected, even across disparate vocabularies. They automate and accelerate the creation of networks 

mapping people, topics, locations, etc., while helping security services identify criminal activity. Even in 

the case of "lone wolves," it is possible to draw upon the traces inevitably left on the internet or the dark 

net to detect behavioral patterns, and thus prevent them moving toward taking action. 

 

Cross Referencing Account, Card Numbers and Fund Transfers 

 

Cognitive search and analytics technologies can also play a role in the fight against money laundering, 

which is one of the main sources of funding for terrorism. Investigators must accurately identify cyber 

criminals, drawing upon huge amounts of data in an extremely short period of time. Cognitive technology 

allows data—in particular financial data such as account and card numbers or fund transfers—to be 

automatically cross-referenced in order to identify fraudulent activity. 

 

Sparse information can be precisely detected and combined for "mapping" purposes, tracing the links 

between suspects and movements of capital. Cognitive search and analytics draw upon this interaction 

mapping to detect traces of illegal activity and track them back to the perpetrators. 

 

Social Media Monitoring 

 

Monitoring social networks to track organized crime is fundamental to the work of the intelligence 

services. They use open source intelligence, which includes all the intelligence obtained from public 

sources of information. 

 

Recent terrorist attacks have shown that responsiveness is the key to effective surveillance. Monitoring 

social networks, discussion forums, blogs and other digital communication tools is an essential way of 

detecting radicalizing profiles and gaining real-time insights into potential threats. It allows for 

identification of behavior posing a threat to domestic security and anticipation of future attacks. 

 

Using advanced technology that is cognitive, proven, and complete is increasingly vital for a modern 

intelligence service in its fight against terrorism, fraud and money laundering. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Search for Titanic: Cold War top secret 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jun/24/robert-ballards-titanic-search-a-cold-war-

cover-st/  

GIST The mission in 1985 was straightforward: Scour the depths of the Atlantic Ocean to locate the resting 

place of the Titanic. 

 

But even some members of the crew had no idea of the top-secret classification of their search or its true 

aim: to find and inspect the only two U.S. nuclear submarines lost during the Cold War. 

 

“We were able to pull it off under the noses of everybody,” said maritime archaeologist Robert Ballard, a 

former Navy Reserve officer who is credited with finding the legendary ocean liner that sank in 1912. 

 

“Titanic: The Untold Story,” a new exhibit at the National Geographic Museum, tells how the Navy 

directed Mr. Ballard to find two nuclear-powered attack submarines that had sunk in the 1960s: the USS 

Scorpion and the USS Thresher. 
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In the 1980s, Mr. Ballard was working at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, a nonprofit research 

outfit where he designed and created an unmanned robotic camera system capable of using sonar to scan 

the ocean floor. He called it the Argo. 

 

The Navy turned down his 1982 request for funding for an Argo-led search for the Titanic. Instead, the 

naval service agreed to finance a reconnaissance mission for its lost submarines, after which Mr. Ballard 

could look for the sunken cruise ship. He was placed on temporary active naval duty and in charge of the 

civilian-manned, highly classified search. 

 

“We had people aboard who were not cleared, and they literally were sitting above the Scorpion not 

knowing it for over a week while we were working in a room that was sealed off,” said Mr. Ballard, 75. 

 

What happened to the Thresher was clear: All 129 on board died when it sank in 1963 during deep-diving 

trials. Still a mystery was the case of the Skipjack-class Scorpion. The Navy wanted to find out whether 

foul play was involved when the Scorpion sank in 1968 and whether the Soviets had been to the site and 

removed nuclear material from the sunken sub. 

 

“What I discovered when I was mapping the Scorpion was that when it imploded, the current carried away 

the lighter material,” creating a long trail of debris, Mr. Ballard said. “I gambled that the same thing 

happened to the Titanic, and I thought, ‘Let’s not look for the Titanic. Let’s look for stuff that would have 

come off of it.’” 

 

Using the Argo, the Ballard expedition discovered the wreck of the Titanic in 1985, the same year 

President Reagan and Soviet General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev met for the first time in Geneva in the 

midst of the Cold War. 

 

The following year, Mr. Ballard told the world that he and his team were building technology to go inside 

the Titanic and descend its grand staircase. That was a cover for another mission to determine whether the 

nuclear submarines had released radioactive contaminants into the ocean. 

 

“Embedded in my team were naval personnel that many on our team didn’t know were naval personnel, 

but I was training them,” Mr. Ballard said. 

 

The Cold War mission is not the only untold story in National Geographic’s latest display, which includes 

tales about the men and women who survived and died during the Titanic’s maiden voyage in April 1912. 

 

There’s the “lucky” coat Marion Wright Woolcott wore when she stepped into a lifeboat. The young 

Englishwoman was traveling by herself on the White Star Line to be married in the United States. She was 

married in the coat she wore during her rescue, and she used it to make Bible covers for each of her three 

sons before they went off to fight in World War II. All three sons survived. 

 

There’s a fragment from the toy pig Edith Russell clung to as the 1,178 lifeboat spaces for the 2,224 

people on the sinking ship began to fill up. A sailor grabbed the pig from under Edith’s arm, said, “If you 

don’t want to be saved, I’ll save your baby,” and tossed the pig into one of the lifeboats. Thinking of her 

mother, who gave her the toy, Edith jumped down after it. 

 

“It’s very visceral seeing these personal effects,” said Kathryn Keane, director of the National Geographic 

Museum. “Every time we open the book, we learn something new.” 
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HEADLINE 06/24 UK tax agency recorded 5.1M voices 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/government/uk-tax-agency-recorded-the-voices-of-51-

million-brits/  

GIST The UK's tax agency —HMRC (Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs)— has collected the voice records of 
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over 5.1 million Brits, a UK-based privacy and civil liberties group has discovered. 

 

The HMRC collected these voice records via a new service it launched in January 2017. Called Voice ID, 

the service allows UK citizens to authenticate when calling HMRC call centers via their voice. 

  

When it launched, the HMRC website claimed users would be able to opt out of using this feature and 

continue to authenticate and prove their identity via the usual methods. 

 

But an investigation by privacy group Big Brother Watch has discovered that there's no opt-out option 

when calling the HMRC support line, and all callers were forced to record a voice track to use with the 

Voice ID service. 

 

The only way to avoid creating a voice track was by saying "no" three times during the voice track 

creation process, something the privacy group's investigators discovered on their own. The process is 

detailed in the Big Brother Watch investigation. 

 

Unfortunately, the Voice ID system didn't record this option, and it would pester the caller for a voice 

sample every time they called back. 

 

Big Brother Watch members argue that the HMRC broke user rights by not providing a simple way of 

opting out. 

  

Furthermore, after a very lengthy and complicated process, users can only opt out from using voice 

recognition for the authentication process, but users can't have their voice patterns removed from HMRC's 

database. 

 

Big Brother Watch says it filed freedom of information (FOIA) requests, but HMRC officials refused to 

reveal how a user could delete his voice recording from HMRC's database. They also declined to reveal 

with what other third-parties and government agencies they share the voice records. The only detail 

HMRC officials disclosed was that Voice ID had over 5.1 million users at March 13, 2018. 

 

The privacy group argues that HMRC is in clear violation of GDPR (an EU user privacy directive that's 

been enacted in the UK) by not prompting Brits for active consent and by not giving them an easy method 

of revoking consent and having their personal biometric data removed. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Russian soldiers occupy Transnistria 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/russian-soldiers-occupy-european-country-and-neighbors-are-trying-get-

them-out-992855 

GIST The United Nations General Assembly passed a draft resolution Friday urging Russia to remove its troops 

from Transnistria, a contested piece of land the international community recognizes as part of Moldova. 

  

Moldova, a tiny country sandwiched between Ukraine and Romania in Eastern Europe, gained 

independence from the Soviet Union and was formally recognized by the United Nations in 1992. 

  

But the inhabitants of Transnistria, a tiny strip of land with around 500,000 Russian-speaking inhabitants, 

wanted a country of their own. They started an armed struggle for independence from Moldova that lasted 

until a ceasefire was called in July of 1992. Russian troops have been in Transnistria ever since.   

  

Moscow claims the troops are a peacekeeping force working to ensure that fighting doesn’t break out 

again. And many of Transnistria’s residents say they want the Russians to protect them, claiming that their 

unique identity would be under siege if they were to integrate fully with Moldova. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 ‘Mass hysteria’ at e-cigarette plant 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/thermal-circuits-e-cigarette-plant-chlorine-leak-salem-

massachusetts-hazmat-sick-workers/  

GIST Fire and hazmat crews were still working late Sunday night to determine what sparked a panic and 

sickened about 30 people at an e-cigarette manufacturer in Salem, Massachusetts. A spokesperson for the 

state's fire services said a hazmat team was assisting the Salem Fire Department at the Thermal Circuits 

plant and that 15 people had been taken to local hospital while about 15 others made their way to hospitals 

themselves. 

 

A hazmat crew had entered the building and was trying to determine what caused so many to suffer 

breathing problems and nausea. Jennifer Mieth, spokeswoman for Massachusetts fire services, said the 

crews on the ground "do not believe that this is connected to an earlier chlorine leak in the building as that 

process was shut down and had not been restarted." 

 

Fire crews were initially called to the plant on Sunday afternoon to respond to that leak, but left saying 

nobody was injured and the leak had been addressed. Less than two hours after officials gave the all-clear, 

however, at about 8 p.m., they were called back to the facility to help people suffering from the symptoms 

described above. 

 

"There seemed to be a panic in the building" as workers began running out of the building, Salem Deputy 

Fire Chief Alan Dionne told CBS Boston. Dionne described it as "mass hysteria" as the employees rushed 

to get out of the building. CBS Boston said some 450 to 500 people were working at the time of the 

incident, and people started reporting symptoms not long after a shift change. 

 

An official at Salem Hospital told CBS Boston early Monday morning that 20 people were being treated 

for unspecified illness related to the incident. 

 

Acting Salem Fire Chief Gerry Giunta told CBS News later Monday that a total of 29 people were treated, 

including one who had suffered an apparent seizure and had been transported to a Boston hospital. The 

majority of the patients were treated and released but some, including the individual believed to have had a 

seizure, remained hospitalized.  

 

Firefighters said they did not detect any chlorine in the plant when they came back the second time. An 

investigation was expected to take place throughout the night and Mieth said more information would be 

available later Monday morning. 

 

When asked if the business would reopen on Monday, Dionne said the Thermal Circuits plant would 

"absolutely not" be reopening Monday morning. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 No NKorea anti-US imperialism rally 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/detente-sign-nkorea-holding-annual-anti-us-rally-

56134615?   

GIST North Korea has opted not to hold an "anti-U.S. imperialism" rally marking the anniversary of the start of 

the Korean War, another sign of detente following the summit between leader Kim Jong Un and President 

Donald Trump. 

 

Last year's event was held on Pyongyang's Kim Il Sung Square with a reported 100,000 people attending. 

The North even issued special anti-U.S. postage stamps. 

 

But for the first time in years, no such rally was planned on Monday. 
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Fist-pumping, flag-waving and slogan-shouting masses of North Koreans normally join the annual rally 

that sets off a month of anti-U.S., Korean War-focused events designed to strengthen nationalism and 

unity. It all culminates on July 27, which the North celebrates as the day of "Victory in the Fatherland 

Liberation War." 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Claim: Saudis intercept ballistic missile 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-yemen-security-saudi/saudi-air-defenses-intercept-missile-above-

saudi-capital-state-media-idUSKBN1JK0X7  

GIST DUBAI/RIYADH (Reuters) - Saudi Arabia’s air defense forces intercepted a ballistic missile launched by 

Yemen’s Houthi militia over Riyadh on Sunday, state-run al-Ikhbariya television said on Sunday. 

 

The Houthis’ al-Masira television said later that rockets were aimed at Saudi defense ministry and other 

targets in the Saudi capital. 

 

Reuters could not verify the report independently. 

 

At least six loud blasts were heard and bright flashes were seen in the sky over Riyadh, and puffs of smoke 

were later visible above the city, a Reuters witness said. No casualties were reported immediately. 

 

There was no immediate comment from the Saudi authorities or from the Saudi-led coalition fighting in 

Yemen against the Houthi movement, which has targeted Riyadh with ballistic missiles several times in 

recent months. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Jogger strays into detention ordeal 

SOURCE https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-44588643  

GIST A young French woman who went for an evening jog along a Canadian beach spent two weeks in US 

immigration detention after straying across the border. 

 

Cedella Roman, 19, who was visiting her mother in British Columbia, decided to run along the beach that 

leads to Canada's border with the United States on 21 May. 

 

Ms Roman told Canadian media she turned on to a dirt path for a few metres as the tide rose, and stopped 

to take a picture before retracing her steps. 

 

She was then confronted by two US border patrol agents who arrested her for crossing into Blaine, 

Washington. 

 

"He started telling me that I had crossed the border illegally and I told him I really did not do it on 

purpose," Ms Roman told Radio-Canada (in French). 

 

The French national thought that she might be given a warning or, at worst, be fined. 

 

"I did not think they would put me in jail," she said. 

 

But to jail she did go, as the officers took her more than 220km (136 miles) south to the Tacoma 

Northwest Detention Center, a privately run immigration prison in Washington state. 

 

With no identification on her and just the clothes she was wearing, Ms Roman started to realise the gravity 

of her situation. 
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"They asked me to remove all my personal belongings with my jewellery, they searched me everywhere," 

Ms Roman told the Canadian broadcaster CBC. "Then I understood it was getting very serious, and I 

started to cry a bit." 

 

She said she was held in a room with about 100 other people. 

 

"We were locked up all the time and in the yard there was barbed wire and dogs," she told French news 

agency AFP. 

 

"We tried to help each other, there was a good atmosphere. 

 

"Seeing people who had come from Africa and elsewhere locked up for trying to cross the border, it put 

my experience into perspective." 

 

She was allowed to contact her mother, Christiane Ferne, who came to the detention facility with Ms 

Roman's passport and work permit. 

 

But US officials would not let her leave until Canadian immigration authorities first confirmed she was 

allowed back into the country. 

 

Both sides eventually agreed she could return to Canada, but only 15 days after Ms Roman first set off on 

her jog. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Cruise ship to Alaska hit w/norovirus 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/ship-reported-norovirus-outbreak-stops-alaska-

56098016?cid=clicksource_26_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention report an outbreak of norovirus on a cruise ship in 

Alaska. 

 

KTOO public media reports 73 people have reported getting sick on the Holland America cruise ship 

Zaandam. 

 

The ship, which is carrying more than 2,000 passengers and crew, was in Juneau on Friday. The ship is 

expected to make additional stops in Alaska before returning to Seattle on July 2. 

 

Norovirus is highly contagious and can cause vomiting and diarrhea usually a day or two after exposure. 

Most people fully recover within a few days. 

 

The U.S. Forest Service monitors reports of outbreaks on cruise ships so it can take steps to bolster 

sanitation. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Retailers experiment w/blue lights 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/retailers-experiment-blue-lights-deter-drug-

56119839?cid=clicksource_26_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Colored bulbs cast an eerie blue glow in the restroom of a convenience store where people who inject 

heroin and other drugs have been seeking the relative privacy of the stalls to shoot up. 

 

The blue lights are meant to discourage people from using drugs in store bathrooms by making it more 

difficult for them to see their veins. It's an idea that's been around for years but is getting a fresh look as a 

result of the nation's opioid epidemic. 
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"The hardest-core opiate user still wants to be accurate. They want to make sure the needle goes in the 

right spot," said Read Hayes, a University of Florida researcher and director of the Loss Prevention 

Research Council, a retail industry-supported group that is looking at the lights' effectiveness. The purpose 

of the blue light is to "disrupt that process" and force people to go somewhere else to take drugs, he said. 

 

Turkey Hill Minit Markets, a 260-store chain based in Lancaster, is one of two convenience store chains 

and a supermarket chain working with the loss prevention group to field-test the blue bulbs. Hayes, whose 

group devises methods to combat theft and violent crime at stores, said that the study is still in its infancy, 

but that initial feedback from stores that have been using them has been positive. 

 

Earlier studies have questioned the lights' deterrent effect, with people who use opioids telling researchers 

they'd shoot up in blue light if it meant avoiding withdrawal symptoms. Many public health experts oppose 

the practice, saying blue lights make people more likely to hurt themselves and stigmatize those in the 

grips of addiction. 

 

And, for people accustomed to injecting themselves, there are ways around the lights. 

 

Someone in withdrawal who obtains heroin is "going to want to use as soon as possible, even if the 

location is not optimal," said Brett Wolfson-Stofko at the National Development & Research Institutes, 

who has studied injection drug use in public bathrooms. 

 

Store owners say they have to do something. 

 

Last fall, Sheetz, a convenience-store chain with more than 500 stores in six states, installed a new lighting 

system in the restroom of its New Kensington store, about 20 miles outside Pittsburgh. The blue lights are 

"designed to help our customers and employees avoid dangerous situations," said company spokesman 

Nick Ruffner. 

 

Sheetz, he said, has seen "positive steps in the right direction," and has since installed the blue bulbs at a 

store in Huntington, West Virginia. 

 

Some health experts encourage interventions that don't involve blue lights. 

 

Installation of needle disposal containers can help protect store employees, the public and people who use 

drugs, while stall doors that swing outward can make it easier to reach someone who has overdosed and is 

in need of medical help. 

 

Stores can also work with law enforcement, social service agencies and addiction services to tackle the 

problem — a step that Hayes, at the loss prevention council, said retailers are looking to take. 

 

Retailers aren't the only ones experimenting with blue lights. 

 

The city of Philadelphia began distributing kits to residents that include a blue bulb for the front porch, no-

trespassing signs, a tool to pick up used syringes, a needle disposal box and contact information for social 

services. 

 

The city — where overdose deaths, fueled by the powerful synthetic opioid fentanyl, surged more than 30 

percent to 1,200 last year — has given out more than 100 kits since January. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 NKorea erasing anti-US propaganda 

SOURCE https://nypost.com/2018/06/23/north-korea-erasing-most-anti-us-propaganda/  

GIST Nix the nuclear warheads, cue the doves. 
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The North Korean government is erasing much of its anti-U.S. propaganda following dictator Kim Jong-

un’s forays onto the world stage. 

 

Gone are the posters depicting the U.S. as a “rotten, diseased, pirate nation” and promising “merciless 

revenge” on American forces for an imagined attack on the totalitarian country. 

 

In their place are cheery messages touting praising the prospects for Korean reunification and the 

declaration Kim signed in April with South Korean President Moon Jae-in promising “lasting peace,” 

according to reports. 

 

Still the most isolated country in the world, very few North Koreans have access to news and information 

from the outside world. So state propaganda plays a huge role in shaping their views. 

 

Murals, banners and posters displayed throughout the capital, Pyongyang, have for decades depicted the 

U.S. as a brutal, imperialist aggressor hell-bent on destroying the North Korean regime. South Korea and 

Japan were also frequently targeted as willing allies of the U.S. 

 

But things started to take an Orwellian turn in the run-up to Kim’s June 12 summit with President Donald 

Trump, with the old posters vanishing since then. 

 

“All the anti-American posters I usually see around Kim Il-sung Square and at shops, they’ve all just 

gone,” Rowan Beard, a tour manager at Young Pioneer Tours, told Reuters. “In five years working in 

North Korea, I’ve never seen them completely disappear before.” 

 

Infamous posters and postcards showing North Korean missiles on their way to Washington are a thing of 

the past. Also removed are the anti-American trinkets that used to be sold to tourists as souvenirs. In their 

place are items showing themes of Korean reunification. 

 

The change extends to the country’s government-controlled media. News reports that once depicted the 

U.S. as hostile, and its involvement in places like Syria as proof of imperialism, are no longer critical. The 

Financial Times said the main newspaper, Rodong Sinmun, hasn’t featured a direct attack on Trump since 

March, when he agreed to meet with Kim. 

 

“This is fascinating,” Peter Ward, North Korea expert and writer for NKNews, told the BBC. “Generally 

speaking, neutral or positive coverage is normally reserved for countries that Pyongyang has friendly 

relations with.” 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Dead bodies in Walmart stores nationwide 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jun/24/walmart-dead-bodies-nationwide-phenomenon/  

GIST MELBOURNE, Fla. — Peter Unger traveled the world, first in the Navy at the tail end of the Korean War 

and then as a free spirit searching the ancient paths of India for life’s sacred meaning. 

 

Toward the end of his life Unger, sporting a flowing white beard and well-off financially thanks to his 

handcrafted jewelry business, sought sanctuary in the idea of living simply. 

 

But in a twist of fate, the 85-year-old who shunned worldly cares was found dead May 7, alone in a 

nondescript white Ford van that sat parked undisturbed for days at a Walmart, a retail giant seen by many 

as America’s temple of commerce and materialism. 

 

Unger was among the growing number of people around the country who drew their last breaths in 

Walmart parking lots. 
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It is not that the parking lots are unsafe. In fact, it is the relative safety of the well-lit and busy lots - 

combined with a welcoming corporate policy - that has drawn more people like Unger to call the Walmart 

parking lots home, if only temporarily. 

 

And where people live, they also die. 

 

They include those who are homeless, truckers, immigrants, drug-addled, suicidal or ill - all whose bodies 

are found nationwide in cars, vans and other vehicles in the parking lots of the retail giant. It is the last 

stop, one that can go unnoticed amid the daily crush of shoppers searching for deals, sometimes focused 

on the rattle of carts instead of their crowded surroundings. 

 

In Brevard, police have investigated nearly half a dozen such parking lot deaths since 2015, from the badly 

decomposed remains of a man found inside a fly-swarmed sedan at a beachside Walmart in the simmering 

July heat to that of a man who suffered from cancer, found the same year in a sport utility vehicle that sat 

in a far corner of the Walmart lot in Viera. In both cases, it was the pungent smell that first caught the 

attention of passers-by or workers. 

 

“It’s unfortunate but these do happen. It’s not uncommon,” said Lt. Cheryl Trainer, spokeswoman for the 

Melbourne Police Department, an agency that has investigated the bulk of the Walmart parking lot deaths 

on the Space Coast. 

 

In each case, officers turn up in environmental suits and masks, sorting through the grisly discoveries, 

from pill bottles to notepads and photos left behind, hoping to piece together the lives of people like Unger 

who ended up in the parking lots. 

 

The bodies - the shell of their physical humanity faded and decomposed by the elements - are carefully 

removed and turned over to medical examiners. Family members, if any can be found, are contacted. 

 

Across the nation, the stories bear similar refrains: 

 

- In California, a woman missing for months turned up dead. Investigators in the February 2016 case said 

the woman’s body remained in the car, parked at the retailer, for up to three months. 

 

- In Illinois, the body of a 49-year-old man who was reported missing for more than a month, was found 

dead May 18, 2018, in a van at a Bradley, Illinois, Walmart. He was seen going into the store on May 1 

and then leaving a short time later. He died of natural causes, according to media reports. 

 

- In Ohio, police said a 59-year-old man found April 17, 2018, in a pickup truck at an Airport Thruway 

Walmart, died of natural causes. The body was in the truck, parked on the side of the retail store since 

April 8, authorities report. 

 

- Here in Florida, a Walmart employee walking the parking aisles Feb. 22, 2018, at a Tarpon Springs store 

reported a strong odor. Officers arrived and found an unidentified body. Police suspected suicide. 

 

Walmart has a longstanding corporate policy that anyone is welcome to stay in their parking lots 

overnight, depending on local laws. The open-lot policies vary from area to area, depending on the store 

managers. 

 

“Most of the people we see are actually travelers, people in RVs. There’s like a whole society or culture 

out there. We do go out and check the lots, get the cars and keep an eye out for trash, but our workers 

aren’t peeping into people’s cars,” said Casey Staheli, a spokesman for Walmart, whose corporate offices 

are based in Arkansas. 

 

“Unfortunately, they might smell something and that’s when it’s brought to our attention.” 

 

Other retailers besides Walmart see similar deaths in their parking areas. A West Melbourne McDonald’s 
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was the site of another gruesome discovery in April 2017 when a man’s body was found inside a van. He 

had overdosed. But none are as pervasive or as consistent as the ones that happen at Walmart, which has 

about 4,000 stores nationwide. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 NYC traffic about to get worse 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/major-york-area-traffic-bottleneck-worse-150112230.html  

GIST NORTH BERGEN, N.J. (AP) — It is the bane of tourists and truckers, theatergoers and weekday 9-to-

5ers: the congested, pothole-strewn roadway that bisects the teeming towns overlooking the Hudson River 

before descending into the Lincoln Tunnel to New York City. 

 

In a region known for its soul-crushing gridlock and delay-prone rail system, the 80-year-old Route 495 

viaduct connecting the New Jersey Turnpike to the tunnel is where smooth rides come to die daily for 

more than 150,000 motorists. 

 

And, it's going to get worse. 

 

An estimated two-and-a-half-year rehabilitation project to shore up the bridge and replace the roadway 

surface will close one lane in each direction, 24 hours per day for about two years. The New Jersey 

Department of Transportation is overseeing the $90 million undertaking, which it says will extend the life 

of the bridge by 75 years. 

 

Motorists should expect "severe congestion," DOT spokesman Steve Schapiro said. Schapiro didn't 

provide a date for when the closures would begin, other than to say it was scheduled for mid-summer. 

 

The increased gridlock could force truckers — who already have seen the bridge and tunnel toll from New 

Jersey into New York rise to more than $100 in recent years — to seek alternate ways into the city, though 

their choices are little better. The Holland Tunnel, to the south, bars large trucks, and the George 

Washington Bridge, to the north, is the second-worst truck bottleneck in the nation, according to a study of 

truck GPS data by the American Transportation Research Institute. 

 

"We'll try to do off-hour deliveries as much as possible," said Gail Toth, executive director of the New 

Jersey Motor Truck Association, an industry advocacy group. "That depends on the type of industries, 

because not all are open late at night. The ones that can't, you just try to find the best route possible." 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Lyme disease: an even bigger threat 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/lyme-disease-an-even-bigger-threat-than-you-think-1529672401  

GIST This time of year, the U.S. is crawling with ticks. It’s a concern because the rapacious bloodsuckers spread 

disease when they bite. 

 

The most common tick-borne ailment is Lyme disease, but the official case count—which helps public-

health authorities formulate prevention strategies and allocate resources—doesn’t come close to the actual 

number. 

 

Around 30,000 cases of Lyme disease are documented each year, according to surveillance figures 

published annually by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

 

The real number, the agency says, is more like 300,000. 

 

“We know Lyme disease is underreported,” said Kiersten Kugeler, an epidemiologist with the CDC. “It is 

the most common vector-borne disease by far.” 
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Several things may contribute to the undercount. The perception that the disease is uncommon may cut 

down on diagnoses. Because the counting methods used in some high-incidence states don’t adhere to 

official surveillance rules, the numbers are discarded. And a new rule requiring most states to produce 

laboratory evidence of the disease may reduce participation. 

 

“All reportable diseases are subject to underreporting, although we know this is particularly true for 

common diseases and for those often treated in an outpatient setting,” Dr. Kugeler said. 

 

Lyme is one of more than 70 infectious diseases monitored by the CDC’s National Notifiable Diseases 

Surveillance System. 

 

Although the CDC publishes the figures, states collect the data based on rules set by the Council of State 

and Territorial Epidemiologists. 

 

Uptick 

The actual number of cases of Lyme disease far outstrips the official case count, the U.S. government says. 

 

Fourteen high-incidence states account for 95% of confirmed cases reported to the CDC. Since 2017, low-

incidence states can only report cases with laboratory evidence of infection, while high-incidence states 

are still able to report cases with the classic rash associated with the disease absent laboratory evidence. 

 

Still, to streamline the process, some high-incidence states have taken a different approach. In New York, 

counties with the largest Lyme burden investigate only 20% of positive laboratory reports and then 

extrapolate to estimate the full number of cases. But the CDC won’t accept estimates. Consequently, in 

2016, New York recorded 6,597 Lyme cases, but the CDC listed only 2,623 for the state. 

 

Such disparities, combined with suspected under diagnosis and differing rules for low-incidence states, 

have advocates worried. 

 

“Doctors look at the CDC numbers and see low numbers for their areas and aren’t vigilant about it,” said 

Mary Beth Pfeiffer, author of “Lyme: The First Epidemic of Climate Change.” “The numbers should say 

to doctors, This is a huge problem with hundreds of thousands of cases.” 

 

It’s difficult to say precisely what effect the latest rules will have on the surveillance numbers. The first 

report using them won’t be released until fall, but there is already evidence that Lyme is more abundant in 

some low-incidence states than the surveillance suggests. 

 

In 2016, Fair Health, a nonprofit organization that oversees the nation’s largest collection of health-care 

claims data, examined 23 billion records for more than 150 million privately insured individuals and 

documented 747,101 claims for Lyme disease. 

 

Nine of the CDC’s high-incidence states were among those submitting the largest number of claims—but 

so were several low-incidence states. 

 

North Carolina reported 32 Lyme cases to the CDC in 2016 but in the same year made 88,539 health-care 

claims for a Lyme diagnosis. California reported 90 cases to the CDC but had 46,820 claims. Texas 

reported 31 cases to the CDC but had 31,129 claims. All three are considered low-incidence states. 

 

Fair Health warns that its numbers don’t represent individuals with the disease but rather the number of 

encounters those with a Lyme diagnosis had with the health-care system. 

 

Lyme disease can be treated successfully with antibiotics, but if undiagnosed or inadequately treated, the 

consequences may be severe. 

 

Researchers from Johns Hopkins estimate that Lyme costs the U.S. health-care system between $712 
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million and $1.3 billion a year. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Protesters target Tacoma tattoo parlor 

SOURCE https://www.thenewstribune.com/latest-news/article213532784.html  

GIST About three dozen members of Tacoma Against Nazis protested Friday outside a Tacoma tattoo parlor, 

carrying signs that read, "Tacoma is for lovers not haters" and "I thought we were done with Nazis 

tattooing people in 1945." 

 

Several politicians were part of the protest, including state Rep. Laurie Jinkins, D-Tacoma, and Tacoma 

City Council members Catherine Ushka and Justin Camarata. 

 

"We want to make sure they know they're not welcomed," Jinkins said. "Their beliefs aren't welcomed." 

 

On Thursday, one of the co-owners of the shop in the 1100 block of East 72nd Street told The News 

Tribune he is not a racist. 

 

"I'm not a Nazi," the man said. 

 

He urged the newspaper to interview people associated with the Black Lives Matter movement instead. 

 

"That's OK, right?" he said. "But if you're white and you have any kind of pride it's a big deal." 

 

He declined further comment. 

 

Tacoma Against Nazis member Chuck Knigge said the group has multiple pieces of evidence and 

documentation that show the shop's owners and staff are affiliated with hate groups. 

 

"What sold me was the plethora of pictures, the tattoos they've done on people," Knigge said. 

 

On occasion, flags associated with white supremacy have flown outside the home of a shop employee, 

members of the group said. 

 

The group said they were under no illusion that the protest would shut the business down. Awareness was 

its No. 1 goal, spokeswoman Amanda Westbrooke said. 

 

"It's awareness for the people of Tacoma that a neo-Nazi hate group has opened up a business in the most 

diverse neighborhood in Tacoma," Westbrooke said. 

 

In February, the website for Puget Sound Anarchists posted a story alleging that the owner and associates 

of the tattoo shop were members of the Northwest Hammerskins. 

 

The Southern Poverty Law Center, an organization that tracks hate groups and hate crimes, lists the 

Hammerskins as a "Racist Skinhead" hate group. 

 

"Racist Skinheads form a particularly violent element of the white supremacist movement," the center 

writes. 

 

The anarchists' website has a photo of one of the shop's co-owners and two people wearing T-shirts with 

"88" and "Crew 38 logos." Crew 38 is a subset of the Hammerskins. 

 

The Anti-defamation League lists the 88 symbol as a white supremacist numerical code for "Heil Hitler." 

It is widely used across the white supremacist movement and not just neo-Nazis, according to the League. 
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Last fall, a series of short-lived white nationalist protests took place in Washington, including in Tacoma. 

A small group hung a "White Lives Matter" banner from the Delin Street overpass over Interstate 5 for a 

few minutes in November. 

 

The anarchists website alleges the shop's co-owner and his associates were responsible for that incident. 

 

On Friday, some passersby honked their car horns and gave thumbs-up to the protesters. 

 

The protesters were silent during the hour-long picketing — until the end. 

 

"We'll be back," they chanted. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Counterfeiters left police a ‘to-do’ list 

SOURCE https://www.heraldnet.com/news/lynnwood-police-to-do-list-not-your-every-day-evidence/  

GIST LYNNWOOD — If nothing else, the counterfeiters were fastidious planners. 

 

When police seized evidence from a Lynnwood motel room in April, they came across remarkably helpful 

information for the investigation. 

 

One of the handwritten documents included the reminder: “Work on $100 template” and “research where 

to legally sell guns.”  

 

Another memo said “make payroll check” and “create identity that we can make bank acct. with.” 

 

Investigators often locate ledgers and bank records that may reveal evidence of drug trafficking, money 

laundering or other financial crimes, but these “to-do” lists were “anything but typical,” Lynnwood police 

Cmdr. Sean Doty said. 

 

The lists “paint a picture of how much effort and organization these suspects put forth to advance their 

criminal activity,” he said. 

 

Detectives also found stolen checks and credit cards as well as a passport. When they contacted the 

passport’s owner, she reported that it had been stolen along with her birth certificate. She’d become a 

victim of identity theft. 

 

Inside the hotel room were scanners and printers. Also found was a can of Easy-Off oven cleaner, though 

there was neither an oven nor a stove in the room. The spray can be used to wash checks or other 

documents for counterfeiting, police wrote in an affidavit for a search warrant. 

 

A U.S. Secret Service agent examined the handiwork, inspecting several bills made on washed $1 bills. 

Other bogus bills were on printer paper. 

 

“It was clear the washed bills were going to be made into fake $100s,” police wrote after conferring with 

the federal agent. 

 

It was the cleaning staff who first noticed the suspicious currency. They’d seen what they thought was real 

money in a trash can. They soon realized it was counterfeit. 

 

Police recovered phony $20, $50 and $100 bills. 

 

Officers arrested a man, 41, and woman, 22, after the search. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 NYPD: mistaken identity machete killing 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/06/25/nypd-ids-1-5-suspects-in-mistaken-identity-machete-

killing.html  

GIST The New York Police Department on Monday identified one of five suspects in the brutal killing of a 15-

year-old boy who was pulled out of a store and stabbed several times by a group of men with long knives. 

 

Surveillance footage published by the Post showed Lesandro "Junior" Guzman-Feliz, who dreamed of 

being a police officer, being dragged from the store by his attackers, who were seen stabbing the teen 

repeatedly with a machete. 

 

The New York Post, citing police sources, identified one of the suspects as Kevin J. Alvarez, 19. He was 

charged with second-degree murder, manslaughter, gang assault and assault, the paper reported. 

 

Two suspects reportedly were taken into custody in the Bronx, while three more were tracked down to 

Paterson, New Jersey. 

 

The attack stemmed from a case of "mistaken identity," the paper reported. 

 

The New York Times reported that social media users believed that the victim may have been mistaken for 

another teen seen in a sex video with one of the suspect’s relatives. 

 

Members of the Trinitarios street gangs reportedly apologized to Guzman-Feliz's family and said, "It 

wasn't supposed to be him." 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Mexico: town’s police force arrested 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/entire-towns-police-force-arrested-after-murder-mayoral-candidate-

993406  

GIST As Mexico prepares for general elections on July 1, a new wave of violence is rocking the country—and 

politicians are finding themselves in the cross hairs of powerful and brutal drug cartels. 

 

The tentacles of Mexican organized crime are long, and even those charged with protecting the 

country’s citizens and leaders can be corrupted and coerced into support for the cartels. 

 

This tragic dynamic has been demonstrated once more in Ocampo, in the western state of Michoacan, 

where the entire town's police force has been detained on suspicion of the murder of a mayoral 

candidate, the BBC reported. 

 

Fernando Angeles Juarez, 64, was shot dead by unknown gunmen on Thursday outside one of his 

properties. He is the third politician to be killed in Michoacan in just over a week, and one of more than 

100 politicians murdered in Mexico since the beginning of the electoral season in September 2017. 

 

Ocampo’s whole 27-officer police force were arrested by federal police early Sunday morning on 

suspicion of involvement in the murder. An initial effort to arrest the suspects was thwarted by local 

public security secretary Oscar Gonzalez, who ordered his officers to stop federal agents from entering 

the town. 

 

The Federales returned on Sunday with reinforcements. They took Gonzalez and his men into custody, 

transporting the suspects to state capital Morelia for questioning. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Illicit drone flights US-Mexico border 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/illicit-drone-flights-surge-along-us-

mexico-border-as-smugglers-hunt-for-soft-spots/2018/06/24/ea353d2a-70aa-11e8-bd50-

b80389a4e569_story.html?utm_term=.4a1ef9ef5c9e  

GIST Smugglers are using video cameras and small drones to spot vulnerabilities along the U.S.-Mexico border, 

and the Department of Homeland Security is struggling to stop them. 

 

Reports of unmanned aircraft flying along the southwestern border have spiked in recent months, with 

more than three dozen sightings since October, when the fiscal year began. That data point is on a course 

to quadruple from the previous year, according to U.S. Customs and Border Protection, where officials say 

they are concerned that criminal groups are using the aircraft for surveillance while seeking paths to traffic 

drugs and other illicit material into the United States. 

 

“They’re probably trying to get eyeballs on agents out in the field and see where soft areas are,” said 

James Thom, acting operations director for CBP’s Air and Marine Operations Center outside Los Angeles. 

“To date, I don’t know that we’ve successfully been able to detect and track drone activity.” 

 

The growing use of off-the-shelf, hard-to-spot drones is a prime example of the relentless cat-and-mouse 

game between criminals and Border Patrol agents. Smugglers constantly seek to outsmart U.S. law 

enforcement. And as part of the Trump administration’s pledge to crack down on the influx of drugs and 

people entering the country illegally, Homeland Security is scrambling to identify technology and 

techniques that can thwart them. 

  

When it comes to drones though, the true number flying along the border could be much higher than 

what’s been reported. Such aircraft present a tiny radar cross section. They also give off little to no 

reflection and tend to fly for short periods at very low altitudes, said Jennifer Gabris, a CBP 

spokeswoman. 

 

“These characteristics make them more difficult to detect using conventional sensor systems,” Gabris said. 

 

 While most drones are believed to be flying surveillance missions, at least one made it across the U.S. 

border carrying drugs worth tens of thousands of dollars. In January, a 25-year-old man was sentenced to 

12 years in prison for flying a drone over a fence near the bustling checkpoint between San Diego and 

Tijuana, Mexico. The unmanned aircraft was carrying a plastic bag packed with 13 pounds of 

methamphetamine. 

 

Since 2011, traffickers have made at least 562 illicit flights across the U.S. border in ultralight aircraft 

such as helicopters, single-engine planes or gyrocopters, Gabris said. Those pilots often fly their aircraft 

just above the tree line in rugged areas, making it difficult for border agents to detect or track them. The 

aircraft typically carry about 200 pounds worth of drugs, according to a 2017 Government Accountability 

Office report warning about the flexible smuggling method. 

 

 

Pilots “don’t even have to land on our side of the border — they’ll take off, drop a package that will get 

picked up and fly back,” said Henry Willis, a senior policy researcher at the Rand Corporation. “As a 

smuggling tactic and tool, it can be attractive for a lot of reasons . . . and another one of the ways our 

borders can be penetrated.” 

 

As drone flights picked up in recent years, manned ultralight flights have fallen significantly. In 2011, 

DHS officials tracked 198 ultralight flights into the United States, most of which took place in California, 

Arizona and New Mexico. In 2017, 17 such flights were recorded. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Seattle cracks down on loud car noises 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/amendment-to-noise-ordinance-could-make-it-easier-for-

police-to-cite-loud-cars/ 

GIST Crowds soaking in the sun, kids playing in the sand and the roaring sound of engines. It’s a common scene 

along Alki Beach on a sultry summer evening, but not everyone is happy about the noise. 

  

“It’s difficult for us. We used to be a garage, so if someone passes by with a loud car or motorcycle, it 

interrupts our service with the guest,” said Billy Lake, general manager of Blue Moon Burgers, one of the 

many businesses lining Alki Avenue Southwest with outdoor seating.  

  

Lake isn’t alone. Seattle City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, who represents the area, conducted a public 

safety and health survey a year ago and found the biggest concern among respondents was the excessive 

noise coming from cars with modified mufflers. 

  

Noise from cars within Seattle city limits can’t exceed 95 decibels, according to the existing Municipal 

Code. That’s roughly the sound of a lawn mower. 

  

In order to measure the sound from car exhausts, police would have to use noise meters to enforce the 

noise limit. Assistant Police Chief Steve Wilske told a Seattle City Council committee meeting on June 13 

that isn’t practical and officers don’t carry noise meters anyway. 

  

As a result, Herbold sponsored an amendment to the noise ordinance that would make it easier for police 

officers to cite people with excessively loud exhausts on cars and motorcycles. Under the amendment, 

officers would only have to hear the car from 75 feet away to issue an infraction. The 75-foot rule is 

already used to cite noise from sound systems. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Greece: unruly protest w/Macedonia deal 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/protest-macedonia-deal-unruly-greece-56129272?   

GIST Over 5,000 people demonstrated in Greece's second-largest city against a deal with Macedonia that seeks 

to end nearly 27 years of disagreement between the two countries over Macedonia's name. 

 

The protesters marched toward the Macedonian consulate in Thessaloniki and then the offices of the two 

partners in Greece's coalition government, Syriza and the Independent Greeks, on Sunday. 

 

Outside the party offices, protesters threw bottles and chairs. Police responded with tear gas and stun 

grenades to beat back the crowd. No injuries were reported and police say there were no arrests. 

 

Nationalists in both countries oppose the deal that would rename Greece's neighbor North Macedonia and 

allow the Greek province of Macedonia to still use that name. 

 

In return, Greece would withdraw its objections to the country joining NATO and the European Union. 
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HEADLINE 06/25 Nigeria: ‘deeply unfortunate killings’ 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/nigeria-deeply-unfortunate-killings-86-reported-

dead-56134531?   

GIST Scores are dead after vicious weekend clashes in central Nigeria between mostly Muslim herders and 

Christian farmers, with one report citing police as saying 86 people were killed. 
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President Muhammadu Buhari appealed for calm after the "deeply unfortunate killings across a number of 

communities" in central Plateau State as the military and police tried to end the bloodshed, saying "no 

efforts will be spared" to find the attackers and prevent reprisal attacks. 

 

Nigeria's government has not announced a death toll. The independent Channels Television cited a Plateau 

State police spokesman, Mathias Tyopev, as saying 86 people had been killed, with at least 50 houses 

destroyed. 

 

Dramatic footage from Jos showed angry people holding machetes and sticks and shouting at passing 

security forces as they weaved around overturned and burning vehicles. Smoke rose in the distance. 

Women and children clutching overstuffed bags piled into the back of trucks, seeking a way out. 

 

"Please remain calm," said the Plateau State governor, Simon Bako Lalong, as a helicopter whirred 

overhead. "It is very, very, unfortunate that an incident is happening again like this." 

 

Deadly clashes between herders and farmers in central Nigeria are a growing security concern in Africa's 

most populous country, which is roughly split between Muslims in the north and Christians in the south. 

 

The fighting between herders and farmers by some accounts has been deadlier than Nigeria's Boko Haram 

extremist insurgency, which continues to carry out attacks in the northeast. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Teen hospitalized in Everett shooting 

SOURCE https://q13fox.com/2018/06/24/teen-hospitalized-after-shooting-in-everett/  

GIST EVERETT, Wash. — A teenager was taken to the hospital early Sunday after he was shot at the Eastmont 

Park and Ride, according to Everett police. 

 

At about 12:45 a.m., officers responded to the 2000 block of El Capitan Way. Officials said shots had been 

fired after a fight broke out among a group of teenagers. 

 

A 17-year-old boy was transported to Providence Regional Medical Center in Everett. 

 

No information on the teen’s condition has been released, but his injuries are believed to be non-life 

threatening. 

 

Earlier in the night, officers shut down a house party on the 1900 block of 122nd Street Southeast. 

According to police, roughly 150 people were inside the home at the time. 

 

It’s believed that the group of people discovered at the park & ride location had attended the house party. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Slow down, move over or pay $214 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/slow-down-move-over-or-pay-214-troopers-say  

GIST Washington State Patrol says slow down and move over when you see their flashing lights or work zones -

- or get ready to pay. This weekend, troopers are looking for drivers who don't follow the state's 'Move 

Over' law. 

 

"Get over as soon as you can, don’t wait til the last minute and if you can’t, that’s where that other part 

comes in. Slow down," said WA State Patrol Trooper Chase Van Cleave. 

 

"We don’t have eyes in the back of our heads to watch for all of the cars that are passing by us. So we have 

to trust and hope that the motoring public around us is paying attention and following that law so that we 
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don’t get hit and hurt on that traffic stop," Van Cleave said. 

 

In the last three years, 32 troopers have been hurt and 86 patrol cars have been hit. State Trooper Chase 

Van Cleave says he’s knows what it’s like to be hit while trying to do his job. 

 

"The driver, for some reason or another, didn’t see me, didn’t slow down and ran right into the back of my 

patrol car while I was in it. Fortunately, I wasn’t hurt too bad and they weren’t hurt too bad." 

 

WSP suggests that drivers slow down at least 10 miles per hour when moving past a patrol car, emergency 

vehicle or a work zone. 

 

"We’ve had cars on the side of the road, with their lights on hit and have people say ‘we didn’t see the 

trooper’s car.’ So, it’s really a safety thing," said Trooper Rick Johnson. 

 

It’ll cost you $214 if you get a ticket for not slowing down or moving over. And by law, the fine can’t be 

reduced nor can the ticket be dismissed. 

 

Over 3,800 drivers were stopped by troopers last year for violating the 'Move Over' law. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Migrants call for help; 57 get arrested 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/06/24/57-migrants-suffering-dehydration-

arrested/728968002/  

GIST PHOENIX — A group of 57 migrants struggling through 108-degree weather Friday were arrested, after 

crossing the border illegally, when one of the migrants called the Mexican police for help. 

 

According to a U.S. Customs and Border Protection statement, “Agents were alerted to the group’s 

location” when one of the migrants called Sonora, Mexico’s 911 center. 

 

“The callers stated they had crossed the border illegally, and requested assistance,” the statement said. 

 

After an extensive search, agents located the migrants with “some in distress, including a pregnant female, 

west of Lukeville Friday afternoon.” 

 

The group included 21 adults and 36 minors, 17 of which were unaccompanied minors. A 1-year-old child 

was also in the group. They came from Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras, according to the 

report. 

 

Agents treated several people who “appeared to be dehydrated." A pregnant woman was taken to a nearby 

hospital. 

 

Migrants were provided food and water as border patrol agents transported them to the Ajo station to be 

processed. 

 

A zero-tolerance border policy remains in effect along the border. President Donald Trump's executive 

order signed on Wednesday said that parents and children would not be separated unless there is a concern 

that detaining the child with their parent "would pose a risk to the child’s welfare." 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Mali villagers killed in ‘cold blood’ 

SOURCE https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-44594595  

GIST Traditional hunters have killed 32 civilians in an isolated village in central Mali, a local group says. 
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The hunters, known locally as "Dozo", surrounded the village in the Mopti region and separated members 

of the Fula ethnic group from the other villagers before killing them. 

 

Children were among the victims in Saturday's attack, an official said. 

 

There has been increasing violence between Fula, who are traditionally herders, and other ethnic groups. 

 

A further 10 people were missing from the village, near the town of Djenné, said Abel Aziz Diallo, 

president of Tabital Pulaaku, a Fulani association. 

 

"They surrounded the village, separated the Fula people from the others and killed at least 32 civilians in 

cold blood," he told AFP news agency. 

 

The Fula complain that they are being regularly targeted by traditional hunters in the name of the fight 

against jihadists. They accuse the Malian military of supporting such incidents. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 Ukraine: Roma camp attack, 1 dead 

SOURCE https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-44593995  

GIST One person has been killed in an attack on a Roma camp in western Ukraine late on Saturday night. 

 

A masked group armed with batons and other weapons targeted the camp on the outskirts of the city of 

Lviv shortly before midnight, according to police. 

 

A 24-year-old man died of stab wounds, while four others - including a 10-year-old boy - were injured. 

 

It is the latest in a series of attacks on Ukraine's Roma community (also known as gypsies). 

 

Seven suspects aged 16 and 17 have been arrested, as well as a 20-year-old accused of planning the attack. 

 

Ukraine's national police force and Ministry of Internal Affairs have launched a criminal investigation into 

the "deliberate murder", which carries a penalty of up to 15 years in prison. 

 

Ukraine's Human Rights Commissioner Lyudmyla Denisova has asked the interior minister to personally 

oversee the investigation and to arrange temporary accommodation for the victims. 

 

In April, the far-right group C14 burnt down tents in a Roma camp in the capital Kiev and chased women 

and children. 

 

The last Ukrainian census in 2001 estimated the Roma population to be around 40,000, although rights 

groups say the figure could be as high as 260,000. 

 

The Roma face discrimination in many countries, with the UN describing them as being "among Europe's 

most excluded groups". 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Man charged in killings, defends ISIS 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/man-charged-in-nyc-bike-path-killings-invokes-allah-and-defends-

isis-in-court/  

GIST NEW YORK -- The man charged with murdering eight people on a New York City bike path and injuring 

many more spoke out in court Friday over a prosecutor's objection, invoking "Allah" and defending the 
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Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). Sayfullo Saipov, 30, raised his hand to speak immediately after U.S. 

District Judge Vernon S. Broderick set an Oct. 7, 2019 date for the Uzbek immigrant's trial. 

 

Earlier, he had pleaded not guilty through his lawyer to the latest indictment in the Oct. 31 truck attack 

near the World Trade Center. A prosecutor said the Justice Department will decide by the end of the 

summer whether to seek the death penalty against Saipov, who lived in Paterson, New Jersey, before the 

attack. 

 

Speaking through an interpreter for about 10 minutes, Saipov said the decisions of a U.S. court were 

unimportant to him. He said he cared about "Allah" and the holy war being waged by ISIS. 

 

At the prompting of Assistant U.S. Attorney Amanda Houle, Broderick interrupted Saipov to read him his 

rights, including that anything he said in court could be used against him. 

 

"I understand you, but I'm not worried about that at all," Saipov said. 

 

"So the Islamic State is not fighting for land, like some say, or like some say, for oil. They have one 

purpose, and they're fighting to impose Sharia (Islamic law) on earth," he said.  

 

After Saipov spoke more, Assistant U.S. Attorney Andrew Beaty interrupted him to object that the judge 

was letting Saipov make the kind of statement publicly that special restrictions placed on him in prison 

would otherwise prevent, including discussing "terrorist propaganda." 

 

The judge said he believed Saipov was nearing the end of his remarks and let him finish before warning 

him that he was unlikely to let him speak out in court again in a similar manner. Saipov, though, would be 

given a chance to testify if his case proceeds to trial and, if convicted, could speak at sentencing. 

 

Saipov thanked the judge for letting him speak but added at one point: "I don't accept this as my judge." 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Violence claims more lives Nicaragua 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/violence-claims-lives-nicaragua-amid-protests-

56113563?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A fresh wave of violence claimed at least seven lives in Nicaragua as international criticism mounted 

against the government of President Daniel Ortega over its response to protests. 

 

The attacks began Friday evening, hours after the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 

presented a report signaling the Nicaraguan government as having violated human rights during the 

protests, which started in mid-April and have been met by a heavy-handed crackdown by security forces 

and allied civilian groups. 

 

Opposition and civic groups called off a march planned for Saturday afternoon to honor those killed in 

recent protests. The organizers said they wanted to avoid further bloodshed. Saturday is also Father's Day 

in Nicaragua. 

 

Protesters are calling for Ortega's ouster and opposition groups want presidential elections to be moved up 

by two years, to 2019. Nicaragua has no term limits. Ortega has yet to respond to the demand for early 

elections. 

 

The Roman Catholic Church is mediating talks between opposition groups and the government, and 

Nicaraguan bishops have called for discussions to resume on Monday. 
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HEADLINE 06/24 San Diego: suspect shoots 2 officers 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/suspect-dead-officers-hospitalized-san-diego-

shooting/story?id=56118147  

GIST Two San Diego police officers were shot late Saturday and hospitalized responding to an incident they 

first thought may be an apartment fire. 

 

The suspect who allegedly shot the two officers was pronounced dead at the scene. His identity is not yet 

known. 

 

One officer was last reported in stable condition and the other was in serious but stable condition, police 

said. 

 

When police first arrived on scene, they observed and smelled what appeared to be a fire and called the 

fire department. When authorities tried to open the door to the apartment, they were met with gunfire. One 

officer shot back. 

 

The firefighter attempting to enter the structure along with the police officers ended up in an adjoining 

apartment, out of the way of the shooter, authorities said. The firefighter was extracted from that apartment 

by a SWAT team and didn't suffer any significant injuries. 

 

Police said they don't know what type of weapon the suspect used or whether he was wearing any type of 

body armor. Police have not yet entered the apartment and wouldn't confirm whether a robot was used to 

investigate. 

 

Authorities don't have a motive for the suspect at this time. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Convicted cop-killer freed from jail 

SOURCE http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/ct-met-jackie-wilson-bond-hearing-20180622-

story.html  

GIST Jackie Wilson, one of two brothers convicted in one of Chicago’s most infamous cop killings, walked out 

of Cook County Jail on Friday, a free man for the first time in more than 36 years. 

 

The sudden freedom for Wilson, 57, came after Cook County Circuit Judge William Hooks ordered his 

release a few hours earlier. The judge had tossed out his murder conviction last week after finding that 

notorious ex-Chicago police Cmdr. Jon Burge and detectives under his command had physically coerced 

his confession. 

 

Saying nearly four decades in prison had aged Wilson “far beyond his chronological age,” Hooks held 

Friday that he did not pose a danger to the community or a risk to flee — factors in whether he could be 

released. 

 

The judge also said special prosecutors “utterly failed” in their arguments to keep Wilson in jail, adding 

that they appeared to want him to view the case “through the lens of a court sitting in 1982 or 1988 

without considering the revelations that have come to light over the last three decades.” 

 

Scores of African-American men have accused Burge, who is white, and his colleagues of torturing or 

abusing them during the 1970s and 1980s at a South Side police station. The scandal has stained the city’s 

reputation and cost taxpayers at least $115 million so far in lawsuit settlements, judgments and other 

compensation to victims. 

 

Relatives of slain Officers Richard O’Brien and William Fahey left the Leighton Criminal Court Building 

without comment after Hooks’ ruling. Special prosecutor Michael O’Rourke said they were 

understandably upset by the decision. 
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Kevin Graham, president of the Chicago Fraternal Order of Police, who attended the hearing, called 

Hooks’ ruling “disgraceful.” 

 

“I’m very disappointed that a man that is responsible, who was at the scene, that has admitted to being 

there when two honored police officers of the Chicago Police Department were murdered, gunned down, 

and he walks out,” Graham said. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Ex-Vatican diplomat convicted child porn 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/vatican-ex-diplomat-convicted-of-child-pornography-charges-

1529766628?mod=hp_major_pos2  

GIST ROME—A former Vatican diplomat to the U.S. was convicted of possessing and distributing child 

pornography and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment, in the first such trial for that crime in Vatican 

City. 

 

The conviction of Msgr. Carlo Alberto Capella came on Saturday, only the second day of his trial, 

bringing the case to an exceptionally swift end by Vatican standards. 

 

The defendant had admitted to the charges in testimony the previous day, while suggesting that a personal 

crisis at the time of his actions mitigated his guilt. 

 

“My errors are clear, and also clear is the fact that they occurred in a period of fragility,” Msgr. Capella 

told the court on Saturday. “I hope that this situation might be considered an incident in the course of my 

life as a priest, which I love more than ever.” 

 

The Vatican said Msgr. Capella would be confined in Vatican City for the duration of his imprisonment. 

Since his arrest in April, he had been held in a cell in the barracks of the Vatican’s gendarmerie. 

 

The former diplomat was also ordered to pay a fine of €5,000 (about $5,800). Prosecutors had asked the 

three-judge panel to sentence him to five years and nine months, and a fine of €10,000. 

 

The court noted that the relatively heavy sentence reflected the “considerable quantity” of pornographic 

material involved. On Friday, an official of the Vatican’s gendarmerie testified that he had found or 

recovered more than 40 child pornography images, including depictions of sexual contact between adults 

and prepubescent children, on the defendant’s mobile phone. 

 

It wasn’t clear whether the monsignor would appeal his sentence. His lawyer, Roberto Borgogno, didn’t 

immediately reply to a request for comment. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Belgium’s looted antiquities probe 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/belgium-investigates-brothers-in-possible-trafficking-of-looted-

antiquities-from-syria-1529755201?mod=hp_major_pos1  

GIST BRUSSELS—Belgian prosecutors say they are investigating whether two brothers trafficked antiquities 

that had been taken from Syria, escalating Belgium’s role in an international probe into the prominent 

dealers of ancient art. 

 

Law enforcement and intelligence officials in the U.S. and elsewhere say antiquities have been looted from 

war-torn Syria and Iraq on a massive scale. But investigations demand patience, they say, because such 

artifacts take time to surface and confirming objects’ provenance can be difficult. 
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In January 2016, Belgian customs authorities seized two bas-reliefs sent by Phoenix Ancient Art SA to the 

Brussels Antiques & Fine Art Fair, or Brafa, according to the fair’s spokesman. The investigation begun 

by customs has since been taken up by Belgian prosecutors. 

 

A spokesman for Belgium’s federal prosecution service said recently it was investigating two brothers, 

identified only as Ali A. and Hicham A. under rules barring prosecutors from releasing suspects’ full 

names unless charges are laid. 

 

“It’s an ongoing investigation in close cooperation with Swiss authorities about the export of illegally 

obtained artifacts from Syria,” said the spokesman, Eric Van Der Sypt, adding Belgium’s effort was part 

of a Swiss prosecutors’ larger investigation. 

 

A Belgian official familiar with the matter said the probe centers on Ali and Hicham Aboutaam, two pre-

eminent antiquities dealers who manage Phoenix Ancient Art, according to the company’s website. 

 

Neither man has been charged with wrongdoing in the investigations. 

 

A spokesman at Geneva’s public prosecutor, asked to confirm whether Swiss prosecutors were 

investigating Phoenix Ancient Art, said the office was “conducting a procedure for suspicion of 

concealment and violations of the Federal Law on the International Transfer of Cultural Property.” That 

law is used in Switzerland to prosecute cases of alleged art trafficking. The spokesman declined to 

specifically name the subject of the investigation or to answer further questions. 

 

The Wall Street Journal reported in May 2017 that Swiss, French and Belgian authorities were looking 

into whether the brothers had handled Syrian and Iraqi objects looted under the auspices of the extremist 

group Islamic State. 

 

Didier Bottge, a lawyer acting for the Geneva arm of Phoenix Ancient Art, said his client hadn’t been 

contacted by Belgian authorities. He also said the Swiss “procedure” concerned the law on the 

international transfer of cultural property and a probe into value-added tax. 

 

“My client formally denies being involved in ‘Syrian art trafficking,’” he said in an email. 

 

Richard Emery, a lawyer acting for Hicham Aboutaam, in March described reports of his client’s alleged 

involvement with looted antiquities as containing “fake facts and implying wrongdoing where none exists” 

and said no authorities had contacted his client. 

 

“My client remains anxious to cooperate with any investigators who contact him; none has,” he said. He 

also said he couldn’t corroborate information provided by the Journal about the Swiss and Belgian 

investigations. “The ‘spokespersons’ whom you cite will not confirm to us that they said what you say,” he 

said. 

 

The Belgian investigation is one of the first publicly acknowledged probes into allegations of art 

trafficking from current war zones. Separately, in an unrelated case, Spanish police in March said they 

were holding two Spanish citizens suspected of trading in antiquities from Libya looted by groups linked 

to Islamic State. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Fighting illegal wildlife trafficking w/dog 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/meet-benny-washingtons-newest-weapon-in-the-fight-

against-illegal-wildlife-trafficking/  

GIST With his paws perched against towering stacks of furniture, Benny forced his snout between two Saudi 

Arabian sofas and found a piece of elephant ivory that his handler had hidden as part of a drill. 
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Smugglers trafficking in elephant ivory — one of the most common illegal animal products shipped to or 

through Washington — are no match for Benny, the state’s first wildlife detection dog. The sleek Labrador 

retriever’s strong sense of smell helps wildlife and U.S. Customs and Border Protection officers seize 

some of the illegally-trafficked animal products that pass through the state’s ports of entry. 

 

The cargo in the warehouse along the Duwamish Waterway has not yet officially entered the United 

States.  It’s stored here until it can be inspected for potential consumer safety threats, intellectual property 

concerns and wildlife-trafficking violations, according to Customs spokesman Jason Givens. 

 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection Agriculture Specialists at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport 

discovered a variety of prohibited ivory products in the luggage of a husband and wife who arrived on a 

flight from the Philippines on May 11. 

 

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife Detective Lauren Wendt, Benny’s handler, said a wildlife 

detection dog makes inspections significantly more efficient — and more fun. 

 

“He’s a bright spot in my days,” she said. 

 

Benny is certified in detecting elephant ivory, bear gallbladder, shark fin, firearms and spent casings, and 

will soon be certified to detect rhino horn. Wendt said pangolin — the most trafficked mammal in the 

world — may be the next addition to Benny’s resume. 

 

Illegal wildlife trafficking is the fourth largest transnational organized crime in the world, and the U.S. is a 

prominent consumer in the black market of wildlife trade, according to the Department of State. 

 

As a major port state, Washington annually sees approximately 5,000 wildlife shipments, both legal and 

illegal, according to John Goldman, who supervises U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service inspectors in the 

Pacific Northwest. 

 

Goldman said he has seen a surge in illegally trafficked animal products used in “higher-quality” 

traditional Asian medicine, including protected species of sea horses, pangolin scales, bear gallbladders 

and pills and plasters made with leopard. 

 

This rising demand is outgrowing Goldman’s five-person team. 

 

“A growing affluence in Seattle, Vancouver, Canada and Portland has created a demand for wildlife 

products traded on a scale that our staff is challenged with,” Goldman said. 

 

The federal wildlife inspection program relies on support from Customs and the state Department of Fish 

and Wildlife — and now, Benny’s well-trained nose. 

 

The two-year-old dog stands tall as he sniffs up a stack of crates, before he dashes off to the next potential 

treasure site. Following Wendt’s hand, Benny weaves through pallets stacked with goods in a fraction of 

the time that it would take officers to go through the shipments. 

 

When Benny hits on something, he pauses to give a more thorough sniff — as if to double- and triple-

check — before sitting down to indicate a discovery to Wendt. 

 

Sometimes, however, Benny struggles to control his excitement. “He’s a Lab, so he wants to put his mouth 

on everything,” Wendt said. 

 

Wendt found Benny at a shelter in May 2017, and evaluated him as having a good foundation for a 

detection dog. 

 

“You look for how willing he’d be to work for his toy or food,” Wendt said, noting that Benny is more 

motivated by toys than treats. 
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After finding a gun in a stack of crates, Benny sat facing the item he had been trained to identify. 

 

Sitting still is difficult for the energetic dog, but Benny knows that it will lead to a game of tug-of-war 

with his handler. “It’s his paycheck, so to speak,” Wendt said. 

 

During Benny’s initial training, Wendt hid a toy and a target wildlife product together and trained Benny 

to sit once he found both. She would eventually remove the toy, with his favorite orange ball only 

appearing once Benny sat down in front of the target. Their training games have since evolved and Benny 

now learns odors more quickly. 

 

Wendt and Benny completed 220 hours of training to receive their detection canine certification in 

September. That included 80 hours of handler training for Wendt. 

 

“The dogs usually pick it up fast. It’s usually the humans that need more training,” she said. 

 

Washington voters overwhelmingly approved a law to criminalize the sale, purchase, and trade of 10 

species — including elephants, lions, and tigers — in November 2015. 

 

This was the first voter-approved wildlife trafficking law in the nation, with legislative and outreach 

efforts spearheaded by the Woodland Park Zoo, the Seattle Aquarium, Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium, 

Northwest Trek and the Humane Society of the United States — and bankrolled by Microsoft co-founder 

Paul Allen’s $2 million donation. 

 

To enforce this new mandate, Wendt approached her agency with the idea of training the state’s first 

wildlife detection dog. 

 

When Customs suspects illegal wildlife product  in cargo — sometimes based on shipping paperwork or 

previous trafficking violations from a location — they can call on Benny and Wendt to make their rounds. 

 

The pair mostly searches imported household goods, but they also assist the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

with inspecting known shipments of wildlife for illegal products. More than 39,000 African trophy 

animals — including 15 white rhinoceros and nearly 200 elephants — have been legally shipped through 

Seattle since 1999. 

 

Benny can also search for firearms and spent ammunition in rural, forested areas, and has helped Seattle 

and Lakewood police search for firearms used in crimes unrelated to poaching. 

 

Though he is state-owned, Benny serves both the state and federal wildlife agencies. 

 

There are only seven federal wildlife detection dogs, based in major ports like Honolulu and Miami, 

according to Goldman. Approximately 25 other state agencies have wildlife detection canines, Wendt said. 

 

Starting in 2019, the state Legislature will provide $300,000 annually to the Department of Fish and 

Wildlife to hire two new enforcement officers who will focus on the trafficking of exotic and native 

species and to fund other efforts, such as training more dogs like Benny, according to the agency’s 

legislative liaison Raquel Crosier. 

 

Washington’s most trafficked wildlife products include geoduck, sea cucumber, sturgeon eggs, bear 

gallbladders, and elk racks, according to Kerston Swartz, public affairs and advocacy manager at the 

Woodland Park Zoo. 

 

“We have a lot of native species that it’d be great to have a dog trained in,” Wendt said. 
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HEADLINE 06/22 Arrested teen linked to Shoreline killing 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1027061/teen-arrested-by-seattle-police-linked-to-shoreline-killing/  

GIST SHORELINE, Wash. (AP) — Authorities say a teenager arrested by Seattle police last weekend was 

responsible for a killing in Shoreline nine hours earlier. 

 

The King County Sheriff’s Office says the 17-year-old boy was arrested for unlawful gun possession, and 

that tests determined it to be the same weapon used to kill a 43-year-old man who was found in his 

vehicle. 

 

Investigators also say that phone records indicate the suspect and victim had contacted each other multiple 

times in the days leading up to the death. The records show that the victim anticipated having a lot of 

money that day, and surveillance video show a male running from the victim’s car with a large black 

backpack. 

 

The teen has been booked for investigation of first-degree murder, robbery and a weapons charge. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 Arrests: Seattle protesters block streets 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1028089/7-arrested-protest-traffic-seattle/  

GIST Officers with the Seattle Police Department arrested seven protesters, five women and two men, for 

refusing to leave the intersection at 6th and Pike in downtown Seattle during a protest for the ‘Poor 

People’s Campaign’ on Saturday. 

 

Saturday’s protest in Seattle was in accordance with the Poor People’s Campaign National March in 

Washington, D.C. 

 

According to a statement on the Poor People’s Campaign website, the protests on Saturday were because: 

 

“In the face of systemic racism, systemic poverty, ecological devastation, the war economy/militarism, and 

the distorted moral narrative of religious nationalism — we must engage in mass nonviolent moral direct 

action. We must declare that we won’t be silent anymore about the war on the poor!” 
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HEADLINE 06/23 India: anti-trafficking activists raped 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/23/asia/india-gang-rape/index.html  

GIST New Delhi (CNN) — Six men have been accused of rape in connection with a gang rape this week of five 

female anti-trafficking workers in a village in eastern India, police told CNN on Saturday.  

 

Two of the six men have been arrested and charged, while police said they are looking for the other four. 

A man who helps run a school in the village also has been arrested and charged in connection with 

abetting the attack. 

 

Police said the attack took place Tuesday in Kochang village in Khunti district in the state of Jharkhand, 

the same region where two teens were raped and then set on fire last month. 

 

The anti-trafficking activists who were raped have been discharged from a hospital and are being kept in a 

safe house, police said. The women have been given police protection and trauma counseling.  

 

The five women were performing a street play with three men on the issue of human trafficking when 

armed men on bikes disrupted the performance.  

 

The performers were taken to a nearby forest, where the women were raped and men beaten up. They were 
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released about three hours later, police said 

 

The attack is the latest high-profile rape case in India, which has been grappling with the scourge of sexual 

violence.  

 

Around 100 sexual assaults are reported to police in India every day, according to the National Crime 

Records Bureau. There were nearly 39,000 alleged attacks in 2016, an increase of 12% from the previous 

year. 
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HEADLINE 06/23 DNA on napkin cracks 32yr-old case 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/22/us/cold-case-killing-1986/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — DNA evidence from a discarded restaurant napkin was used to identify a suspect in the slaying 

of a 12-year-old girl in 1986, police in Tacoma, Washington, said Friday. 

 

Gary Hartman, 66, was arrested Wednesday and has been charged with murder in the first degree and rape 

in the first degree, Tacoma Police Chief Don Ramsdell said at a news conference about the cold case. 

Hartman will be arraigned on Monday.  

 

CNN has not been able to determine whether Hartman has a lawyer. He's being held in the Pierce County 

Jail after a judge set bail at $5 million. 

 

Police say Michella Welch and her two younger sisters went to Puget Park on March 26, 1986. About 11 

a.m. Michella rode a bicycle home to get lunch. While she was gone, the sisters went to a business to use 

the restroom, Ramsdell said. 

 

When they returned, they didn't see Michella and continued to play in a gulch until 2 p.m., when they 

noticed the bicycle and lunch at the spot where they were supposed to meet for a picnic, the chief said. The 

girls notified their regular baby sitter, who contacted the girls' mother. Police were called and a search 

began.  

 

"A search dog found Michella's body just before 11 p.m. that night in an isolated area in the gulch, more 

than a quarter mile away from the play area," Ransdell said. "Michella had been sexually assaulted and 

murdered." 

 

Police collected evidence but did not make any arrests. In August 1986, Jennifer Bastian, 13, was killed. 

At first, police thought the two killings were related, said Ramsdell, who was a young Tacoma police 

officer at the time. 

 

"The murders of Michella Welch and Jennifer Bastian stunned our community and were among the main 

reasons we formed a cold case team," Pierce County Prosecutor Mark Lindquist said, according to CNN 

affiliate KOMO. 

 

Police developed a male DNA profile from crime scene evidence, but found no match in state and national 

databases. In 2016, police began working with a genetic genealogist. 

 

"Genetic genealogy uses a DNA technology to identify subjects by matching the unknown profile to a 

family member," Ramsdell said. "Traditional genealogy is then used to build a family tree from publicly 

available websites." 

 

Two brothers were identified as possible suspects and surveillance began, Ramsdell said. That included 

Detective Steve Reopelle following Gary Hartman into a restaurant when he met a co-worker for coffee, 

Ramsdell said. 
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"I observed him using the napkin multiple times," Reopelle said. "He crumpled it up, put it into a bag and 

then crumpled that bag up and voluntarily abandoned that bag as he left the restaurant." 

 

The napkin was collected and sent to the Washington State Patrol Crime Laboratory. On Tuesday, the lab 

told police the DNA on the napkin matched DNA found at the crime scene, Ramsdell said. On 

Wednesday, police made a traffic stop and took Hartman into custody.  

 

KOMO reported that Hartman worked for the state Department of Social & Health Services as a registered 

nurse. He has worked at Western State Hospital as a community nurse specialist, KOMO said. 

 

The DNA inquiry told police that Jennifer Bastian and Michella Welch were killed by different people. 

Last May, police used DNA evidence to arrest Robert D. Washburn, 60, and charge him with murder in 

that case, KOMO reported. He has pleaded not guilty. 
Return to 
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From:                 promed-bounces@promedmail.org
                         <promed-bounces@promedmail.org> on behalf of
                         promed-request@promedmail.org <promed-request@promedmail.org>
To:                     promed@promedmail.org
                         <promed@promedmail.org>
Cc:

Subject:             ProMED Digest, Vol 72, Issue 85

Today's Topics:

   1. PRO/EDR> Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (23): Saudi
      Arabia (promed@promedmail.org)
   2. PRO/AH/EDR> Besnoitiosis, equids - Spain: Besnoitia bennetti,
      1stserological evidence (promed@promedmail.org)
   3. PRO/EDR> Measles update (38): Americas, Europe, Pacific
      (promed@promedmail.org)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Message: 1
Date: Sun, 24 Jun 2018 15:43:28 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/EDR> Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (23): Saudi
Arabia
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<010001643276dd39-eb213898-49c1-425e-bfab-b0693f939d04-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

CHOLERA, DIARRHEA AND DYSENTERY UPDATE (23): SAUDI ARABIA
*********************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Fri 22 Jun 2018
From: Abdullah Mufareh Assiri <abdullahm.asiri@moh.gov.sa> [edited]

Regarding PRO/EDR> Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (22): Asia
(Yemen, Saudi Arabia), archive Number:
http://promedmail.org/post/20180621.5868961, we report the following

Date:                 Sun Jun 24 2018 10:55:49 CDT
Attachments:

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5430
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event:

On 20 Jun 2018, the public health administration of Jizan Health
Directorate was informed of cases of diarrhea at an immigration center
in the mountains of Bani Malik at the Saudi-Yemeni border. Field
investigation revealed a total of 13 immigrants with acute diarrhea.
Rapid _V. cholerae_ O1/O139 tests were positive in all of them, and
the confirmatory cultures are incubating.

The immigrants crossed the border illegally on 17 and 18 Jun 2018. The
dates of onset were 19 and 20 Jun 2018. They were all males and ranged
from 22-65 years of age. Six of them required IV hydration, while the
others were managed onsite with ORS. They stayed in Yemen before
crossing the border for at least a month at different locations.
Epidemiological investigation and case management are ongoing. No
further cases of diarrhea have been detected since 20 Jun 2018.

--
Abdullah Mufareh Assiri
Assistant Deputy Minister for Preventive Health
IHR NFP Saudi Arabia
<abdullahm.asiri@moh.gov.sa>

[ProMED thanks Minister Assiri for this information. - Mod.LL

HealthMap/ProMED-mail map:
Saudi Arabia: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/131>]

[See Also:
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (22): Asia (Yemen, Saudi Arabia)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180621.5868961
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (21): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180527.5822167
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (18): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180426.5770331
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (16): Asia (Yemen) WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180407.5732129
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (14): Asia (Yemen) WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180325.5709980
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (09): Asia (Yemen) WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180225.5650229
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (08): Africa, Asia
http://promedmail.org/post/20180222.5640697
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (07): Asia (Yemen) WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180218.5635589
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (05): Asia (Yemen) WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180129.5590987
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (03): Asia (Yemen), WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180118.5567863
2017
---
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (137): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171227.5523714
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (135): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171216.5505525
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (132): Asia (Yemen)
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http://promedmail.org/post/20171203.5479519
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (130): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171117.5449946
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (129): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171108.5431389
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (127): Asia (Yemen), WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20171102.5420642
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (126): Asia (Yemen) abating
http://promedmail.org/post/20171101.5417970
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (124): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171030.5413552
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (123): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171026.5406304
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (122): Asia (Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171021.5394037
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (119): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171017.5386166
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (117): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171012.5376937
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (115): Asia (Yemen) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20171011.5370355
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (113): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171008.5367259
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (112): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171005.5362174
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (110): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171003.5358048
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (108): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171001.5353253
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (106): Asia (Yemen) new record
http://promedmail.org/post/20170928.5346529
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (105): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170927.5344436
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (103): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170925.5340052
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (101): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170921.5332159
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (100): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170919.5326212
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (97): Asia (Yemen)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170913.5313668
Cholera, diarrhea & dysentery update (96): Asia (Saudi Arabia)
expatriates http://promedmail.org/post/20170912.5312211]
.................................................ll/msp/mpp
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Message: 2
Date: Sun, 24 Jun 2018 15:49:21 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/AH/EDR> Besnoitiosis, equids - Spain: Besnoitia bennetti,
1stserological evidence
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org,
promed-ahead-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<01000164327c4030-cf03fd1d-0a74-4ab4-9421-035d4eec4c28-000000@email.amazonses.com>
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BESNOITIOSIS, EQUIDS - SPAIN: BESNOITIA BENNETTI, FIRST SEROLOGICAL
EVIDENCE
****************************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Fri 22 Jun 2018
Source: The Horse [edited]
<https://thehorse.com/158874/spanish-equids-test-positive-for-antibodies-against-besnoitia/>

Spanish researchers have found subclinical (not causing signs of
disease) besnoitiosis, a chronic and debilitating illness caused by a
protozoan parasite mostly found in the Americas, in a "surprising"
number of randomly screened equids in southern Spain. And while the
animals aren't yet showing signs of disease, scientists believe
clinical cases could soon occur in Europe.

"In the near future, new clinical cases could be expected to be
reported (in Europe)," said Gema ?lvarez-Garc?a, PhD, of the Animal
Health Department in the Complutense University Faculty of Veterinary
Sciences, in Madrid. "Surveillance should be implemented, and
harmonized diagnostic procedures and standardized techniques are
needed in order to get comparable results and infer reliable
conclusions."

?lvarez-Garc?a and her fellow researchers tested blood samples from
553 horses, 85 donkeys, and 83 mules across Andalusia, which is home
to more equids than any other region in Spain. They tested the animals
for antibodies against _Besnoitia bennetti_, a single-cell protozoan
that creates cysts. They also tested for 2 other cyst-generating
protozoan species: _Sarcocystis neurona_ and _Neospora hughesi_, which
are responsible for causing equine protozoal myeloencephalitis (EPM).
These protozoa are abundant in North, South, and Central America but
have historically been rare [in] other parts of the world.

They found that 7.1 percent of the tested equids were positive for the
presence of antibodies against Besnoitia. Furthermore, 6.4 percent of
the animals were positive for Neospora antibodies and 2.8 percent for
Sarcocystis antibodies, ?lvarez-Garc?a said. Although the animals
didn't show clinical signs of disease, the positive results indicate
that the animals had been exposed to the pathogens at some point.

"We were surprised concerning the number of seropositive animals
detected," she said. "We reported 51 seropositive animals among 721
animals tested. This result contrasts to other previous
epidemiological studies carried out in our country in other ungulate
species, such as wild ruminant species, where clinical cases are known
to occur, and only 2 seropositive animals were found among 4893
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animals sampled."

Certain subspecies of Besnoitia have been affecting cattle and wild
ruminants in Europe for years, she said. But those subspecies are not
the kind that usually affect horses, donkeys, mules, and zebras.

In the U.S., besnoitiosis is an emerging equine disease that
principally affects donkeys. However, it's important to note that it's
not limited to donkeys, ?lvarez-Garc?a said.

"The disease has been reported in different equid species, such as
donkey, horse, mule, and zebra," she said. "However, the clinical
disease has been more frequently diagnosed in donkeys."

In their study, they found more positives in the donkey and mule
population than in the horse population, she added. But that doesn't
mean these equids are more susceptible to the disease. It could be
related to how donkeys and mules are managed compared to horses.

The only known case of besnoitiosis in a European equid occurred in a
horse in northern France in 1922. However, scientists suspected the
disease in a herd of donkeys in more recent years in southern Spain,
?lvarez-Garc?a said.

Researchers have not yet determined the origin of the protozoa's
presence in Europe, but they have theories. "There are 2 feasible
explanations," she said. "Animal trade from areas where the disease is
endemic or scattered cases from a ruminant species origin (as whether
Besnoitia species infecting ruminants can also infect equids and vice
versa remains to be elucidated)."

The percentages revealed in the study underscore a need for scientists
and veterinarians to be more aware of the pathogen and its disease
risks in Europe, said ?lvarez-Garc?a.

"As it happened with bovine besnoitiosis in the past, the disease
might be underestimated, taking into account that there is a suspicion
of the presence of the disease (at least in our country) and that skin
lesions associated with this parasitic disease might be confused with
other skin diseases," she said.

"Thus, our recommendation is to carry out surveillance of this
parasitic disease by including equine besnoitiosis in the differential
diagnosis of skin diseases and conducting serosurveys (blood
screenings) at least in those countries where bovine besnoitiosis is
present, since it is not known whether this species might infect
equids," ?lvarez-Garc?a said. "Surveillance might help to detect
clinical cases that are needed to isolate and genotype the parasite in
order to clarify the numerous epidemiological gaps."

The study, "A serosurvey of selected cystogenic coccidia in Spanish
equids: first detection of anti-Besnoitia spp. specific antibodies in
Europe," was published in BMC Veterinary Research [see commentary].

[Byline: Christa Lest?-Lasserre]
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--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[The paper discussed (Ref 1) was published in BMC Veterinary Research
on 10 May 2017 (received 13 Feb 2017, accepted 4 May 2017). The
abstract and conclusions follow:

1. Abstract
"Equine besnoitiosis, caused by _Besnoitia bennetti_, and equine
protozoal myeloencephalitis (EPM), caused by _Sarcocystis neurona_ and
_Neospora hughesi_ are relevant equine diseases in the Americas that
have been scarcely studied in Europe. Thus, a serosurvey of these
cystogenic coccidia was carried out in Southern Spain. A
cross-sectional study was performed and serum samples from horses (n =
553), donkeys (n = 85) and mules (n = 83) were included. An in-house
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was employed to identify a
Besnoitia spp. infection and positive results were confirmed by an a
posteriori western blot. For Neospora spp. and Sarcocystis spp.,
infections were detected using in-house ELISAs based on the parasite
surface antigens _N. hughesi_ rNhSAG1 and _S. neurona_ rSnSAG2/3/4.
Risk factors associated with these protozoan infections were also
investigated."

2. Conclusions
"This study was the 1st extensive serosurvey of Besnoitia spp.
infection in European equids accomplished by 2 complementary tests and
gives evidence of the presence of specific antibodies in these
populations. However, the origin of the infection is still unclear.
Further parasite detection and molecular genotyping are needed to
identify the causative Besnoitia and Neospora species. Finally,
cross-reactions with antibodies directed against other species of
Sarcocystis might explain the positive reactions against the _S.
neurona_ antigens."

Clinical signs and lesions caused by _B. bennetti_ in donkeys in the
USA, are described in references 2 and 3.

Two cases of besnoitiosis in European donkeys, of which one showed
clinical signs, suspected to be caused by _B. bennetti_, have been
described in a short communication published in 2016 by Belgian and
French authors (Ref 4). The short communication follows:

"A 2-year-old male donkey was purchased in May 2016 in poor body
condition (cachexia, alopetic areas, pruritus, dirty hair) by the
present owner in Le Roeulx (Belgium) from a donkey farm aimed at milk
production in Frasnes-lez-Buissenal (Belgium). Shortly after its
purchase, the donkey was shorn and showed crusts, and hyperkeratosis
with no other clinical signs except anorexia and cachexia. A treatment
with phoxim was given without improvement; a cutaneous biopsy of
hyperkeratotic skin was performed in July [2016] and showed a
perivascular eosinophilic infiltrate with a large thick walled cyst
located in the dermis. The cyst was filled with numerous bradyzoites.
This was highly suggestive of besnoitiosis. A daily treatment based on
sulfamethaxzole and trimethoprim was given orally and some improvement
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was noticed. Further clinical examination performed on August [2016]
highlighted scleral pin-head sized cysts in right eye and between
nares. Haematologic evaluation was unremarkable. Several skin biopsy
samples were obtained for qPCR analysis and confirmed the presence of
Besnoitia spp.'s DNA. Another 10-year-old female donkey purchased in
France and sharing the same accommodation showed a good clinical
condition. Punch-biopsy and haematology were realized on July [2016]
but were unremarkable. A deepest clinical examination on August [2016]
in this 2nd animal showed the presence of cysts on the inner face of
upper labial mucosa. Further laboratory diagnosis tests are in
progress through sera (Western Blot) and rDNA sequencing to confirm
_Besnoitia bennetti_ aetiology. To the authors' knowledge, this is the
1st detection of _B. bennetti_ in donkeys in Europe."

Clinical expression of _B. bennetti_ in horses is yet to be
demonstrated.
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HealthMap/ProMED-mail map:
Spain: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/43>]

[See Also:
2015
----
Besnoitiosis, bovine - Germany: spread susp, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20150729.3543983
Besnoitiosis, bovine - Ireland: 1st case
http://promedmail.org/post/20150722.3529378
Besnoitiosis, bovine - Namibia: (OW)
http://promedmail.org/post/20150502.3336953
2012
----
Besnoitiosis, bovine - Switzerland: 1st case
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Besnoitiosis, bovine - Europe: emerging
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Message: 3
Date: Sun, 24 Jun 2018 15:55:39 +0000
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Subject: PRO/EDR> Measles update (38): Americas, Europe, Pacific
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org
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Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

MEASLES UPDATE (38): AMERICAS, EUROPE, PACIFIC
**********************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

In this update:
Americas
-----
[1] USA (Michigan)
[2] USA (New Jersey)
[3] Venezuela

Europe
----
[4] Slovakia
[5] France
[6] England (Croydon)
[7] England: warning

Pacific
[8] New Zealand
[9] Borneo

******
[1] USA (Michigan)
Date: 21 Jun 2018
Source: WNEM (CBS) [edited]
<http://www.wnem.com/story/38478869/measles-case-confirmed-in-mi-travelers-could-have-been-
exposed>

A 2nd case of measles has been confirmed in Michigan for 2018, and if
you traveled lately, you may have been exposed.

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services (MDHHS) said this
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case is unrelated to Michigan's 1st, which occurred in March 2018.
Both are the result of exposure outside of the country and may have
exposed other travelers.

The ill individual arrived on 12 Jun 2018 at around 3:45 p.m. at
Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport (DTW) at the international
arrivals area of the McNamara Terminal. That person was considered
contagious at the time, and health officials are working to contact
potentially exposed passengers from the flight.

In addition to the possibility of exposing people at the airport, the
ill individual was also at locations listed in the URL above.

This year [2018], several countries in Europe are reporting
significant measles outbreaks, including France, Italy, Germany,
England, Romania, and Ukraine, among others. Recent outbreaks have
also been reported in Venezuela, Colombia, and Brazil.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail from HealthMap Alerts
<promed@promedmail.org>

[A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of the United States can be found at
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/106>.]

******
[2] USA (New Jersey)
Date: Fri 22 Jun 2018
Source: Fox29 [edited]
<http://www.fox29.com/news/possible-measles-exposure-in-camden-and-burlington-counties-warn-nj-
health-officials>

A Mount Laurel, NJ person infected with measles was on walkabout in
various areas. Anyone who visited the locations listed at the URL
above may have been exposed to measles.

Virtua is currently contacting individuals who may have been exposed.
The New Jersey Department of Health is working with health officials
to notify anyone who may have been exposed.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail from HealthMap Alerts
<promed@promedmail.org>

******
[3] Venezuela
Date: Wed 20 Jun 2018
Source: Efecto Cocuyo [machine trans. edited]
<http://efectococuyo.com/principales/suman-465-casos-de-sarampion-en-el-hospital-elias-toro-en-seis-
meses/>

Measles is being reported in the Dr. El?as Toro Hospital in Caracas.
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Since the recurrence of the disease in 2017 until mid-June of this
year [2018], pediatric center specialists have confirmed 465 cases in
total.

The records were released by the infectious disease specialist Dr.
Francisco Valery in the framework of the XIII Congress of Infectology,
celebrated this Wed 20 Jun 2018. The specialist pointed out that the
death of a child was recorded by the viral infection, and that of the
total confirmed cases, 37% had to be hospitalized in the El?as Toro
[hospital] after presenting respiratory complications.

Of 465 cases, 170 were hospitalized, and 295 were treated on an
outpatient basis," The Galen explained. 144 patients in the
hospitalized group had pneumonia, the most common complication of
measles in children and the leading cause of death.

Valery added that cases of 9 adolescents with measles were also
recorded.

"When vaccination coverage drops, cases of such diseases begin to
appear," Valery explained.

Measles, a vaccine-preventable disease, reappeared in Venezuela 15
years after its eradication. In mid-September 2017, the Venezuelan
Alliance for Health issued an alert after the confirmation of 8 cases
of viral infection in Bolivar state between 22 Aug and 11 Sep 2017.

Since then, measles has expanded to various states in the country.
According to the latest epidemiological bulletin published by the Pan
American Health Organization (PAHO) dated 8 Jun 2018, Venezuela
confirmed 1427 cases of viral disease, a figure with which it
duplicates the number of cases reported throughout the year 2017, with
727 records.

The regional agency also revealed that 35 measles deaths were recorded
at the national level, 33 of them in the Delta Amacuro state, where
there is low vaccination coverage.

"The outbreak continues with active transmission in 17 states, and the
Capital district reported confirmed cases. Since the confirmation of
the 1st case of measles in SE 26 of 2017 and until SE 19 of 2018, 2154
cases of measles were confirmed," the alert indicates.

The bulletin indicates that the largest number of suspected cases of
measles were reported in Bolivar state, followed by the capital
district.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail from HealthMap Alerts
<promed@promedmail.org>

[A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of Venezuela can be found at
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/29.]

******
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[4] Slovakia
Date: 20 Jun 2018
Source: The Slovak Spectator [edited]
<https://tinyurl.com/yc6ee2t6>

>>From the original source of infection, the village of Drahnov, the
infected, who violated quarantine rules, have spread measles to other
places. Six cases also involve medical staffers.

The number of patients sick with measles is still growing in the
eastern Slovak area of lower Zemplin. By 14 Jun 2018, there were 38
cases of measles registered in the Michalovce and Sobrance districts,
of which 17 are confirmed by laboratories, spokesperson of the Slovak
Public Healthcare Office (?VZ) Dasa Rackova told the TASR newswire.

In Drahnov, there are 29 incidences, while in the villages of
Falkusovce, Maovske Vojkovce, Trhoviste, Vysoka nad Uhom, Lozin and in
the towns of Strazske and Michalovce, there is one case each, as well
in the villages of Baskovce in the Sobrance District, and in the city
of Kosice.

"A total of 33 patients were hospitalised, all with clinical symptoms
but without serious complications," Rackova said, as quoted by TASR.

Of all the cases, 3 are imported, and 6 involve the medical staff of
the Michalovce hospital. "All incidences have an epidemiological
connection," Rackova added.

Most cases are registered with people aged 15-19 (13 cases), and the
same number of patients are between 20 and 54 years of age. Twelve
children between one and 14 years of age have been recorded as sick
with the disease.

"The increase in measles' cases in eastern Slovakia, despite the
ordered anti-epidemic measures, can be ascribed also to those sick
coming from poor hygienic living conditions in the Michalovce
District," Rackova explained, adding that patients from this community
are not responsible enough to continue anti-epidemic measures. She
also mentioned previous epidemics earlier recorded in these population
groups in eastern Slovakia, the Sme daily wrote.

By the morning of 19 Jun 2018, 6 patients were hospitalised in the
infectious diseases' ward of Michalovce hospital under suspicion of
measles.

"So far, no serious complication in the course of the sickness has
been recorded in patients," Jana Fedakova, of the Svet Zdravia company
that operates the hospital, told Sme. She added that since the
beginning of June 2018, 3 cases of measles have been confirmed in
nurses working in the infectious diseases' ward. "All of them have
recuperated from the sickness and returned to work," she mentioned, as
cited by the daily. Two other nurses (one from radiology and the other
from the paediatric ward) and a doctor of the infectious diseases'
ward are awaiting the results of laboratory tests.
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Fedakova pointed out that in the Michalovce hospital, strict measures
are in effect to protect patients, as well as employees. So far, more
than 600 medical staffers of the hospital have been vaccinated against
measles, she told Sme.

They must receive mandatory vaccination, the Pravda daily wrote, or
else take compulsory days off.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of Slovakia can be found at
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/114>.]

******
[5] France 2018 and 2020
Date: Thu 21 Jun 2018
Source: Eurosurveillance [edited]
<http://dx.doi.org/10.2807/1560-7917.ES.2018.23.25.1700796>

G B?raud, S Abrams, P Beutels et al. Resurgence risk for measles,
mumps and rubella in France in 2018 and 2020. Eurosurveillance 23,
1700796 (2018)
------------------------------------------------
[Study] Conclusion: we estimated a persistent high resurgence risk for
mumps and measles and a relatively lower risk for rubella. This risk
varies by department and sex. In addition to young infants, primarily
teenagers and young adults would be affected by these outbreaks. As
part of the efforts to improve vaccination coverage, the public
perception of measles, mumps and rubella as generally harmless
diseases should be addressed to prevent future outbreaks of these
vaccine-preventable diseases.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of France van be found at
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/100>.]

******
[6] England (Croydon)
Date: Fri 22 Jun 2018
Source: Croydon Advertiser [edited]
<https://www.croydonadvertiser.co.uk/news/croydon-news/huge-increase-measles-cases-croydon-
1701182>

There have been more than 20 cases of measles reported in Croydon
since the start of the year [2018], a huge increase compared to last
year.
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Young people heading off on holiday to Europe, where there are large
outbreaks of measles, are being encouraged to check whether they have
had both MMR doses, as many missed out when vaccination rates dropped
in the early 2000s due to unfounded fears over the vaccine.

>>From the start of the year 2018 up to 17 Jun 2018, 23 suspected cases
of measles were reported to Public Health England (PHE) in Croydon.
Cases across England and Wales have now exceeded 1500 in 2018.

The number of reports is 23 times higher than the one case reported in
the same 24 weeks in 2017.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail from HealthMap Alerts
<promed@promedmail.org>

[A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of England, United Kingdom can be found
at <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/279>.]

******
[7] England warning
Date: Fri 22 Jun 2018
Source: Outbreak News Today [edited]
<http://outbreaknewstoday.com/england-health-officials-advise-mmr-vaccine-europe-travel-measles-
count-continues-rise-58059/>

Health officials in England continue to report additional measles
cases in the country this year [2018]. Between 1 Jan 2018 and 18 Jun
2018, there have been 643 laboratory confirmed measles cases in
England.

Cases were reported in most areas, with London (225), the South-East
(137), West Midlands (82), South-West (79), and Yorkshire and
Humberside (74) reporting the most cases.

Cases of measles also continue to rise across England in unvaccinated
young adults.

This and the measles outbreak in Europe has prompted them to encourage
young adults to make sure they have had both doses of the MMR vaccine
before going on holiday to Europe, where there are large outbreaks of
measles.

While vaccine uptake levels in the UK in young children are currently
very high, coverage levels dipped to a low of 80% in 2003. This means
that there are significant numbers of unprotected teenagers and young
adults who could catch measles both in Europe and in England,
particularly in environments of close mixing such as summer festivals
and when they travel abroad for the summer holidays.

The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends that to prevent
outbreaks of disease, 95% of people need to have received the MMR
vaccine.
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The vaccine is available free to anyone who has not received both
doses as a child. It protects against measles, mumps and rubella, all
of which can be very serious diseases and are highly infectious.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail Rapporteur Mary Marshall

[People in England should not only be sure they are vaccinated fully
with the MMR vaccine when they go on holiday in Europe, but England
itself is experiencing a rise in cases, so everyone should check their
vaccination status whether traveling or not. - Mod.LK]

******
[8] New Zealand
Date: Wed 20 Jun 2018
Source: Fisher Business News [edited]
<https://fisherbusinessnews.com/2018/06/20/got-the-measles-phone-your-doctor-stay-home/>

Health authorities are urging anyone with measles symptoms to phone
but not visit their family doctor. That comes as authorities warn that
the latest measles outbreak now affects the entire South Island.

Two adults and a 13-month-old baby who were at Queenstown Airport on
22 Mar 2018 were [infected].

Canterbury Medical Officer of Health Ramon Pink said they were
recovering well, but 2 new cases had now also been confirmed among men
in their late 30s or early 40s in Nelson and Christchurch.

He said those people flew on flights around the South Island.

It's not known who the source was, but Dr Pink said they had
identified the strain involved.

"What we do know is that Queenstown is an international airport, and
we know that the strain of this particular measles virus has been also
identified circulating in Australia. And so it's highly possible that
someone who was unaware that they were infectious travelled to New
Zealand, and because it is highly infectious, they could have infected
people even just walking through and gathering for a period of time in
an airport."

None of the 1st 3 was immunised with the MMR [measles, mumps and
rubella] vaccine. Of the 2 latest cases, the one in Christchurch
believed he was immunised but was unsure, and the Nelson man was
partially immunised, with just one of the required 2 jabs. ...

Dr Pink said technology now enabled the strain of the measles to be
identified relatively quickly.

Public health authorities were aware, therefore, that the strain
involved in the 1st 3 confirmed cases was also identified in late
March-early April 2018 in Australia.
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"I understand this particular strain may have been introduced into
Australia by a traveller from southeast Asia. It's not a new strain;
it's a strain that we have seen before, but we certainly haven't seen
it for some time." ...

There were more than 21 000 cases of measles in Europe last year
[2017], including 35 deaths, according to information published by the
World Health Organization.

Good health services in New Zealand limited the spread of such
communicable diseases, which made it easy for people to become
complacent about the potential impacts, he said.

"It can impact on our health services, and, therefore, it's a cost to
everyone, physically, financially and socially."

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail from HealthMap Alerts
<promed@promedmail.org>

[A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of New Zealand can be found at
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/164>.]

******
[9] Malaysia (Borneo)
Date: Sat 23 Jun 2018
Source: The Borneo Post [edited]
<http://www.theborneopost.com/2018/06/23/health-dept-to-hold-supplementary-immunisation-against-
measles/>

The Health Department will carry out supplementary immunisation
activity (SIA) in Bintulu starting on 2 Jul 2018, following a spike in
measles cases there.

In a statement yesterday [22 Jun 2018], director Dr Jamilah Hashim
said 84 cases tested positive for measles in Bintulu from January 2018
until 16 Jun 2018. In the same period last year [2017], no measles
case was recorded.

"There are 11 areas identified as outbreak areas for measles in
Bintulu Division, including housing estates, workers' settlements, and
kindergartens. Because of this, the Sarawak State Health Department
will implement the supplementary immunisation activity (SIA) to
prevent occurrences of more measles cases. It will be conducted door
to door from 8 am to 10 pm from Mondays to Sundays, including public
holidays. The SIA is a preventive measure, which develops herd
immunity against the spread of this disease. Children aged 6 months-15
years old in Bintulu will be screened. Parents are advised to give
their fullest cooperation by preparing identity documents and health
records of their children, including record of immunisation," she
said.

--
Communicated by:
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ProMED-mail from HealthMap Alerts
<promed@promedmail.org>

[A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of Malaysia (Borneo) can be found at
<http://healthmap.org/r/1yAq>.]

[See Also:
Measles update (37): Americas, Europe, Africa, Asia
http://promedmail.org/post/20180621.5866860
Measles update (36): Europe, South America, Africa
http://promedmail.org/post/20180615.5858483
Measles update (35): Europe, Americas, Asia
http://promedmail.org/post/20180610.5848499
Measles update (34): Europe, Asia, Pacific
http://promedmail.org/post/20180606.5841052
Measles update (33): Asia, Africa, Europe, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180526.5820018
Measles update (32): Europe, Pacific, Asia
http://promedmail.org/post/20180524.5815287
Measles update (31): Asia, Africa, Europe, Americas
http://promedmail.org/post/20180514.5796699
Measles update (30): Americas, Asia, Africa, Europe
http://promedmail.org/post/20180510.5791951
Measles update (29): Europe, US, Pacific and Asia
http://promedmail.org/post/20180506.5787360
Measles update (28): Europe, Asia, Pacific, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180502.5780064
Measles update (27): South America, Asia, Europe, Africa, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180425.5767864
Measles update (26): Europe, Pacific, Asia, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180422.5761755
Measles update (25): Asia, Pacific, Africa, Middle East, Europe, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180419.5756685
Measles update (24): Europe, Mexico, South America, USA, Pacific
http://promedmail.org/post/20180415.5748939
Measles update (23): Asia, Pacific, Europe, USA, Africa
http://promedmail.org/post/20180413.5743280
Measles update (22): USA, South America, Europe, Pacific, epi update,
comment http://promedmail.org/post/20180409.5734358
Measles update (21): WHO, South America, Europe, Asia, Pacific, Africa
http://promedmail.org/post/20180406.5728515
Measles update (20): Europe, Pacific, Americas
http://promedmail.org/post/20180331.5720595
Measles update (19): Pacific, Americas, Europe, Asia
http://promedmail.org/post/20180324.5706015
Measles update (18): USA, Asia, Europe, South America, WHO, PAHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180318.5694434
Measles update (17): Asia, Pacific, Africa, Europe
http://promedmail.org/post/20180314.5684766
Measles update (16): Asia & Pacific, Europe, South America
http://promedmail.org/post/20180307.5672342
Measles update (15): Europe, Asia, Pacific
http://promedmail.org/post/20180304.5663849
Measles update (14): Europe, Asia and Pacific, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180228.5655543
Measles update (13): Europe (France), USA (TX)
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http://promedmail.org/post/20180224.5648197
Measles update (12): Africa, Europe, North America, Pacific
http://promedmail.org/post/20180218.5634900
Measles update (11): Pacific, Europe, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180214.5627038
Measles update (10): Europe, Pacific, South America, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180210.5620572
Measles update (09): Europe, Caribbean, Central America
http://promedmail.org/post/20180205.5606548
Measles update (08): Asia, Central America, North America, Europe
http://promedmail.org/post/20180201.5600423
Measles update (07): Africa, USA, Caribbean, Canada, Europe
http://promedmail.org/post/20180128.5589231
Measles update (06): Americas, Europe, Asia/Pacific
http://promedmail.org/post/20180123.5576951
Measles update (05): Europe, Pacific-Asia, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180118.5566770
Measles update (04): Europe, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180115.5561190
Measles update (03): Europe, Pacific, USA
http://promedmail.org/post/20180112.5556312
Measles update (02): Europe, South America
http://promedmail.org/post/20180109.5547446
Measles update (01): Asia, Europe
http://promedmail.org/post/20180105.5540575]
.................................................sb/lk/msp/mpp

------------------------------

*##########################################################*
************************************************************
ProMED-mail makes every effort to  verify  the reports  that
are  posted,  but  the  accuracy  and  completeness  of  the
information,   and  of  any  statements  or  opinions  based
thereon, are not guaranteed. The reader assumes all risks in
using information posted or archived by  ProMED-mail.   ISID
and  its  associated  service  providers  shall not be  held
responsible for errors or omissions or  held liable for  any
damages incurred as a result of use or reliance upon  posted
or archived material.
************************************************************
Donate to ProMED-mail. Details available at:
<http://www.isid.org/donate/>
************************************************************
Visit ProMED-mail's web site at <http://www.promedmail.org>.
Send all items for posting to: promed@promedmail.org (NOT to
an individual moderator).  If you do not give your full name
name and affiliation,  it may not be posted.  You may unsub-
scribe at  <http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php>.
For  assistance  from   a   human   being, send mail to:
<postmaster@promedmail.org>.
############################################################
############################################################

List-Unsubscribe: http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php
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06/20 Iraq fighters threaten attacks to US, Israel 
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06/20 Feds: ISIS supporter a dangerous crook 
06/20 Military: al-Shabab not getting stronger 
06/20 Alabama man jailed 15yrs ISIS support 
06/20 Ohio man jailed 16yrs for ISIS support 
06/20 Guilty plea for trying to support ISIS 
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06/20 NKorea missile site not dismantled? 
06/20 Claim: UN report left out key details 
06/20 World Cup fans drinking Moscow dry 
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06/20 Seattle police dog sniffs out child porn 
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06/20 Audit faults detention facility mgmt.  
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Events, Opportunities 
Top of page  

HEADLINE 06/20 Improving safety King Co. courthouse? 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/could-ping-pong-food-trucks-improve-safety-around-king-

county-courthouse/281-566123125  

GIST People who fear for their safety around the King County Courthouse have found a sympathetic ear on the 

Seattle City Council. 

 

For the last year, courthouse staff has been sounding the alarm about assaults and hygiene problems 

outside the King County Courthouse in downtown Seattle. 

 

Seattle City Councilmember Sally Bagshaw has decided to take on the problem, and she believes some 

simple inexpensive changes are enough to fix it. 

 

Ping pong tables, outdoor seating, and food trucks at Westlake Park have made it more inviting. Similar 

changes led to similar improvements at Occidental Park in Pioneer Square.  

 

But near the King County Courthouse, would those same changes work at City Hall Park, better known as 

Muscatel Meadows? 

 

"This could be a place where we bring table and chairs like we did at Westlake and Occidental," Bagshaw 

said Wednesday. 

 

Bagshaw has been meeting with the police chief and the parks department to address the problem. 

 

"When there are places to be, and there's food, and they can sit, then [the park] gets activated and there's 

space for everybody," Bagshaw said. 

 

That space is shared with other populations, like the homeless and the mentally ill seeking help at the 

Downtown Emergency Service Center across the street, and all too often, a criminal element who seeks to 

take advantage of them. 

 

Seattle police responded to a stabbing last week, a shooting the week before, and as recently as Tuesday, 

three people were attacked. In an internal courthouse memo, a staff member reported she was "punched in 

the stomach," "a lawyer was also punched," and "an unnamed gentleman was 'body slammed'" by an 

unknown assailant. 

 

Bagshaw, a former prosecutor, has heard it all. 

 

"Their concern is around the safety of their employees and the jurors coming down," she said. 

 

Seattle police agreed to increase bike patrols and visibility near 3rd Avenue and James Street during peak 

commute hours. 

 

Critics argue so-called improvements could displace those who need the services in the area. 

 

 

"I'm not worried about displacement. What I'm looking at is inclusion," Bagshaw said. 
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Bagshaw believes the proposed changes could be worked into the current budget and therefore do not need 

full council approval. 

 

The Seattle Police Department is already implemented its emphasis in the area, and Bagshaw expects more 

to come in the next month. 
Return to 

Top
 

 

 

HEADLINE 06/21 Census: US less white, older, more urban 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-21/america-is-less-white-getting-older-and-more-

urban-census  

GIST The nation’s over/under age demarcation line rose to 38.0 years, according to 2017 estimates released 

today from the U.S. Census Bureau. In 2000, the median age was 37.2 years. 

 

"Baby boomers, and millennials alike, are responsible for this trend in increased aging,” said Molly 

Cromwell, a demographer at the U.S. Census Bureau. “Boomers continue to age and are slowly 

outnumbering children as the birth rate has declined steadily over the last decade.” 

 

By 2035, Americans age 65 and older are forecast to outnumber kids for the first time. 

 

While the majority of counties in the U.S. continued to grow older, about half of the counties getting 

younger were in the Midwest. “Williams County, N.D., had the largest decrease in median age, declining 

by 7.1 years,” Cromwell said. 

 

Increasing, the nation’s population is living in metropolitan areas. 

 

Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, Arizona gained one spot to move ahead of San Francisco as the 11th largest 

metro area. In the buckeye state, Columbus moved ahead of Cleveland. 

 

New York led all states in domestic migration as over million people have left the state since April 1, 

2010. From July, 1 2016 to July 1, 2017, 190,508 people left New York and 138,195 left California. But, 

California was net positive as 164,867 international migrants moved to the state. Net migration was 

negative in 14 states plus Puerto Rico last year. 

 

The populations in eight states plus Puerto Rico shrank in size last year. 

 

Diversity Trends 

 

• America is becoming more diverse by race and ethnicity. Non-Hispanic whites are shrinking in 

population, while all other race and ethnic groups grew between July 1, 2016, and July 1, 2017. 

• Non-Hispanic white alone population decreased .02 percent to 197.8 million. 

• The non-Hispanic white alone population is projected to continue aging and decline in terms of 

size. 

• The Hispanic population increased 2.1 percent to 58.9 million, and made up 18.1 percent of the 

nation’s total population in 2017. The gain was primarily due to natural increases (the difference 

between births and deaths), not net migration. 

• California had the largest Hispanic population at 15.5 million 

• More blacks or African-American moved to Clark County, Nevada, the county holding Las Vegas, 

than to any other county (14,000). 

• The black or African-American population increased 1.2 percent to 47.4 million. 

• The Asian population, the fastest-growing racial group in the nation, increased 3.1 percent to 22.2 

million. Their increase is primarily due to net migration. 

• In Hawaii, Asian’s represented a majority of the population 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Threat of global trade war deepens 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-21/china-reiterates-pledge-to-respond-to-a-u-s-

escalation-on-trade  

GIST The global trade war deepened Thursday with China reiterating it will hit back if the latest tariff threats 

from Donald Trump materialize, while India followed the European Union in slapping retaliatory levies on 

U.S. goods. 

 

China is "fully prepared" to respond to any new list of U.S. tariffs, according to a commerce ministry 

spokesman, who said the nation will use a combination of quantitative and qualitative measures. Trump on 

Monday evening ordered up identification of $200 billion in Chinese imports for additional tariffs of 10 

percent -- with another $200 billion after that if Beijing retaliates. 

 

India raised tariffs on a slew of items in retaliation for the U.S. imposing higher levies on some products 

shipped from the South Asian nation, echoing steps taken by China, the European Union and other trading 

partners. The import duty on chickpeas and bengal gram, or chana, has been increased to 70 percent and 

will take effect from Aug. 4. 

 

The benchmark Chinese stock index sank 1.4 percent on Thursday, falling for fifth day out of the last six, 

and other emerging markets also declined, while the dollar strengthened. 

 

"If protectionism cements its role in one or two big nations, we will see massive reallocation of resources 

in an inefficient way," said Raymond Yeung, chief greater China economist for Australia & New Zealand 

Banking Group Ltd. in Hong Kong. "World growth will be affected." 

 

The world’s most-powerful central bankers this week warned that escalating international trade tensions 

have started damaging confidence among companies, threatening the global economic expansion. 

 

Case in point: Daimler AG late Wednesday slashed its earnings outlook for the year, saying fewer Chinese 

consumers will buy Mercedes-Benz SUVs because of tariffs Beijing is slapping on autos imported from 

the U.S. 

 

“Changes in trade policy could cause us to have to question the outlook,” Federal Reserve Chairman 

Jerome Powell said during a panel discussion at a European Central Bank conference in Sintra, Portugal. 

“For the first time, we’re hearing about decisions to postpone investment, postpone hiring.” 

 

The European Union this week triggered the first phase of retaliation against the U.S. over its metal-import 

tariffs imposed on national-security grounds, making good on more than three months of threats to hit 

American goods with tit-for-tat levies. 

 

Japan has reserved the right to respond too, although it hasn’t yet. Canada’s retaliatory measures begin on 

July 1, and Mexico and other nations have also announced they will respond. 

 

"The U.S. abuses tariffs to trigger trade wars everywhere around the globe and that will severely damage 

the world trade order, hurt the interests of trading partners, and also hurt its domestic companies and 

people," Ministry of Commerce spokesman Gao Feng said at a regular briefing in Beijing on Thursday. 

The U.S. "always use other nations as scapegoats for their own problems," he said. 

 

The Trump administration this week ratcheted up its accusations that China’s trade and intellectual 

property practices are threatening U.S. economic interests. The two nations are locked in a worsening 

cycle of retaliation on trade, with no public sign that negotiations are still happening. Both sides have 

promised to impose tariffs early next month on billions of dollars in goods. 
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China had negotiated on agriculture and energy in early June and planned to negotiate on manufacturing 

and services, Gao said, adding that previous negotiations were in a “positive, constructive" manner. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Britain still tied in knots over Brexit 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/two-years-after-brexit-vote-british-leaders-still-tied-in-

knots-over-how-to-leave-europe/2018/06/20/53af6192-73ce-11e8-bda1-

18e53a448a14_story.html?utm_term=.d6bbe62bbd9c  

GIST LONDON — It was two years ago this week that Britain voted in a historic referendum to leave the 

European Union. And by now, Brexit was supposed to be pretty far along, with “quick” negotiations 

starting to yield beautiful trade deals and the glimmer of independence. 

 

But this uncoupling is turning out to be far more difficult and acrimonious than promised. 

 

Nigel Farage, the politician, radio showman and arch-Brexiteer, tweeted a cartoon this week showing 

frustrated Britons, some with “Leave” buttons and others with “Remain” buttons, shouting as one, “For 

heaven’s sake, get on with it!” 

 

British leaders — both in the governing Conservative Party and the Labour Party opposition — apparently 

can’t get on with it, though, because they can’t agree what “it” is. 

 

A stubborn three-way divide over Brexit persists nine months before it is supposed to go into effect, 

between supporters of a hard, clean divorce with the European Union and a soft, fuzzy separation — 

followed by a third alternative, all those who want a do-over in a repeat referendum (these folks don’t 

want any Brexit at all). 

  

On Wednesday, Prime Minister Theresa May narrowly survived a crunch vote, fending off a second 

attempt by Westminster’s unelected second chamber, the House of Lords, to push through an amendment 

that would give Parliament the power — “a meaningful vote” is the term of art — to stop Brexit in the 

case that May and Brussels fail to ink a deal. 

 

May cheered the passage of an “E.U. withdrawal bill,” without the constraining amendment, as “an 

important step in delivering the Brexit people voted for, a Brexit that gives Britain a brighter future, a 

Britain in control of its money, laws and borders.” 

 

In a statement, she said that the day’s votes “show people in the UK, and to the EU, that the elected 

representatives in this country are getting on with the job, and delivering on the will of the British people.” 

 

Yet May hasn’t been able to get support from her own Cabinet on what a Brexit deal should look like, and 

she is oceans away from meeting the demands of the E.U. 

 

Next week, she is headed back to Brussels for what was previously billed as a make-or-break negotiating 

session with European leaders but will now be much less. Her team delayed the publication of a blueprint 

on the future U.K.-E.U. relations until July, or whenever, because her Cabinet cannot agree. 

 

 

European officials now say the Brexit deal is unlikely to be hammered out until October, maybe 

November — alternatively, before Christmas. 

 

Absent an agreement with the E.U. on commerce, defense, immigration, monetary and myriad other 

arrangements, Britain would be free of Europe, yes, but estranged from its largest trading and security 

partner. 

 

This “cliff-edge” Brexit remains a possibility. 
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HEADLINE 06/19 Is suicide preventable? 

SOURCE https://health.usnews.com/health-care/for-better/articles/2018-06-19/is-suicide-preventable  

GIST A CHERISHED YOUNG friend and colleague took his life almost two weeks ago, the same week the 

world lost Kate Spade and Anthony Bourdain. About 120 lives are lost to suicide in the United States 

every day, sometimes involving brilliant accomplished people like these who had abundant empathy for 

others but couldn't find a way forward for themselves. 

 

My dear friend's family and friends and I tried our best to console ourselves that there was nothing more 

we could have done. I suspect most of us, like others who have lost loved ones to suicide, wondered 

silently if this was accurate. Surely there were countless things we could have done or done differently. 

We just don't know which one of those things might have made a difference. The question lingers 

unanswered for me, a practicing psychiatrist, as it does for everyone else. 

 

We know a great deal about risk factors for suicide such as mental health conditions; prior suicide 

attempts; a history of childhood trauma or combat trauma; being an older white male; relationship 

problems; legal problems; impending life crises such as eviction; and having access to lethal means such 

as firearms. However, we still know very little about prediction of suicide at the level of the individual 

precious life. In the search for clues, researchers continue to scour expansive electronic medical record 

databases, physiological recordings, blood markers, brain scans and tests of unconscious or implicit bias 

toward living or dying. It is a still a young science in urgent need of maturing. 

 

To call suicide an epidemic may be an overstatement, but rates of suicide have continued to rise in 

alarming ways. A report released earlier this month by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

showed that suicide rates in the U.S. rose by over 25 percent since 1999. Here and abroad, more people 

lose their lives to suicide than to homicide or war. In this country, suicide is one of the 10 leading causes 

of death. On that top 10 list, suicide is only one of three conditions whose rates continue to rise while 

deaths from other scourges, including cancer, heart disease, diabetes and kidney disease, have fortunately 

declined. While we wait for scientists and clinicians to develop more accurate ways to identify and help 

individuals at imminent risk of suicide, there's still a lot we can do. 

 

Enhance access to quality mental health services. In 2008, Congress passed the Paul Wellstone and Pete 

Domenici Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act to ensure that insurance coverage for mental 

illness and addiction is comparable to coverage for other health conditions such as hypertension or asthma. 

Despite the crucial legislation, go try to find a mental health clinician who is in your insurance network, 

who has availability in their schedule, is affiliated with the center where you receive other care and who 

has expertise relevant to your problem. It's typically an overwhelming task even for those in good health; 

it's a potential disaster for those in crisis. We need to go beyond parity of coverage for mental health care 

to parity of access. Individuals, elected officials and advocacy groups need to press insurance companies 

to build truly adequate networks of available, quality providers as well as to encourage health systems to 

support outpatient, inpatient and urgent care services commensurate with the high need for such services. 

We must also do everything possible to inspire high school, college, graduate and professional students 

with the mission of devoting their careers to treatment and research related to mental illness and addiction 

in order to ensure a pipeline of talented and compassionate future leaders in the field of mental health. 

 

Promote resilience in schools and workplaces. An increasing range of psychotherapies, from dialectical 

behavior therapy to mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, offer a rich range of strategies to boost the 

ability to cope, problem solve and bounce back from adversity. The essential principles and skills at the 

heart of these approaches are increasingly adaptable to educational and work settings. Although few 

individuals have access to expert therapists, many individuals – probably most of us – can benefit simply 

from these basic practical skills and insights that contribute to well-being in a stressful world. 

 

Value connection. While isolation is often a consequence of mental illness or addiction, even in the 
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absence of mental health problems, individuals in the 21st century can lead strikingly solitary lives. When 

feeling depleted, many of us choose "me time" when "we time" might replenish us more. When concerned 

about a friend or neighbor, our respect for privacy often overrides our inclination to help. While self-

sufficiency has its place, a sturdy sense of community should be considered one of the essential pillars for 

mental health. We need to check in with one another on a regular basis and reach out to those who are 

struggling. Social engagement provides the necessary emotional, practical and sometimes spiritual support 

to get through hard times while introducing diverse perspectives that help broaden the tunnel vision that 

can accompany despair. 

 

Support research. Death rates from cancer, heart disease and many infectious diseases such as HIV 

continue to fall, thanks in no small part to advances in biomedical science combined with growing 

understanding of the social determinants of health. Suicide remains a stubborn public health challenge we 

still need to get a better handle on. Research on suicide, and on related problems such as mood disorders, 

problem substance use and trauma, is a crucial part of this battle and needs philanthropic and federal 

support fully commensurate with the scope and urgency of the problem. 

 

For today. Suicide is not yet fully preventable, but it's far from inevitable. We need to learn more – but 

we already know enough to begin to wipe suicide off the list of the top 10 leading causes of death. For 

starters, we can all reach out today to someone we're concerned about. Chances are he or she is not 

suicidal but will benefit from our caring. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Japan canceling missile evacuation drills 

SOURCE http://time.com/5318188/japan-cancel-north-korea-missile-drills/  

GIST (TOKYO) — Japan plans to suspend the civilian evacuation drills it started last year while North Korea 

was repeatedly test-firing missiles near and over Japanese islands. 

 

Nine drills to prepare residents in Japan for possible missile attacks were to be held later this year. 

 

The Cabinet Secretariat in charge of crisis management said Thursday the official announcement of the 

suspension was underway and that recent diplomatic developments meant the prospect of strikes from 

North Korean missiles has subsided for now. 

 

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un promised at his summit with President Donald Trump to work toward a 

denuclearized Korean Peninsula. 

 

The planned suspension surfaced Thursday after officials in Tochigi prefecture confirmed a drill there next 

Tuesday had been called off at Tokyo’s request. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 NKorea returns US soldiers’ remains 

SOURCE http://time.com/5318121/president-trump-north-korea-war-soldiers-remains/  

GIST North Korea repatriated the remains of 200 U.S. soldiers missing from the Korean War on Wednesday, 

according to President Trump, a week after the issue was raised at a landmark summit with North 

Korean leader Kim Jong Un. 

 

“We got back our great fallen heroes, the remains sent back today, already 200 got sent back,” Trump 

told a rally in Duluth, Minnesota Wednesday, according to Reuters. 

 

There was no official confirmation of the return from military sources, but anonymous U.S. officials 

said the previous day that North Korea was returning a “sizable number” of remains, which would be 

transported to Hawaii’s Hickam Air Force Base, Reuters reports. 
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In a press conference following a historic U.S.-North Korea summit in Singapore last week, Trump said 

that Kim agreed to return the remains of deceased American soldiers “quickly.” The recovery of war 

dead was also included in the agreement signed by the two leaders at the summit’s conclusion. 

 

Nearly 7,700 American military service-people are still unaccounted for from the Korean War, 

according to the Department of Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency, of which approximately 5,300 

are thought to be in North Korean territory. The war lasted from 1950 to 1953 and ended in an armistice 

rather than a permanent peace treaty. 

 

Between 1990 and 2005, North Korea returned 229 caskets containing the remains of American 

soldiers, and repatriated another six soldiers in 2007. In 2015, North Korea returned the remains of 

Robert V. Witt, an American soldier who was taken prisoner and died of malnutrition in Jan. 1951, after 

his identity was confirmed with DNA tests. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Strain: retirees grow, workforce shrinks 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/retiring-baby-boomers-leave-the-u-s-with-fewer-workers-to-support-

the-elderly-1529553660?mod=hp_lead_pos3  

GIST The surge of retiring baby boomers is reshaping the U.S. into a country with fewer workers to support the 

elderly—a shift that will add to strains on retirement programs such as Social Security and sharpen the 

national debate on the role of immigration in the workforce. 

 

For most of the past few decades, the ratio of retiree-aged adults to those of working age barely budged. In 

1980, there were 19 U.S. adults age 65 and over for every 100 Americans between 18 and 64, census 

figures show. That number—called the old-age dependency ratio—barely edged up over the next 30 years, 

rising to just 21 retiree-aged Americans for every 100 of working age in 2010. 

 

But there has been a rapid shift since then. By 2017, there were 25 Americans 65 and older for every 100 

people in their working years, according to new census figures released Thursday that detail age and race 

for every county. The ratio would climb to 35 retiree-age Americans for every 100 of working age by 

2030, according to census projections released earlier this year, and 42 by 2060, though currently 

unforeseen factors could alter that. 

 

“You have this top-heavy age distribution that is basically uncharted waters,” said Paul Taylor, author of 

“The Next America” who has studied the aging population. “The failure to face what’s evident, right in 

front of our eyes, is a form of generational theft,” he said, referring to the financial consequences for 

subsequent generations. 

 

The new census figures also show that the number of whites who aren’t Hispanic fell slightly in 2017. 

Revised estimates for 2016 also showed a small decrease. If it is not revised, the overall decrease of about 

41,000, or 0.02%, would be the first on record, according to William Frey, a demographer at the 

Brookings Institution. 

 

The finding showcases the long-term aging of the white population due to lower birth rates and shifts in 

where immigrants come from. In the majority of states, non-Hispanic whites are dying faster than they are 

being born, according to a recent study by the Applied Population Lab at the University of Wisconsin. 

 

The retiree surge, which has been long expected, began when the first baby boomers—whose birth years 

span 1946 to 1964—turned 65 in 2011. About 10,000 baby boomers turn 65 each day, Mr. Taylor said. 

Lower birth rates that began in the 1970s thinned the ranks of the working-age population in the 

generations that followed them. An immigration boom wasn’t enough to offset that. 

 

Even as the U.S. ratio grows, it would remain lower than those of many developed nations. In 2025, when 
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the U.S. ratio is expected to reach 33 older adults per 100 of working age, Canada’s would reach 40, 

Germany’s 44 and Japan’s 58, according to census projections. By comparison, India’s ratio would reach 

13, Mexico’s 16 and China’s 22. 

 

The figures are the latest sign that the U.S. safety net for seniors will become even more stretched for cash. 

Earlier this month, the trustees for Social Security said the program is dipping into its trust fund for the 

first time since 1982 to pay benefits. States also face mounting employee pension costs that have led them 

to pare spending on programs like education and health care. 

 

State pension funds had $2.6 trillion in assets to cover liabilities of $4 trillion in fiscal 2016, according to 

an April analysis of the most recent publicly available data by the Pew Charitable Trusts. The gap between 

assets and liabilities is up $295 billion from the prior year and is due in part to investments falling short of 

states’ assumptions, the report said. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Hungary criminalizes aiding illegal migrants 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/20/world/europe/hungary-stop-soros-

law.html?rref=collection%2Fsectioncollection%2Fworld&action=click&contentCollection=worl

d&region=rank&module=package&version=highlights&contentPlacement=2&pgtype=sectionfr

ont  

GIST The Hungarian Parliament approved a package of laws on Wednesday that criminalizes the act of 

helping undocumented migrants and creates a parallel court system that some fear will be used for 

politically sensitive cases, accelerating efforts by Prime Minister Viktor Orban to transform the country 

into what he calls an “illiberal democracy.” 

 

The government named the legislation the “Stop Soros” bill, after the Hungarian-American financier 

and philanthropist George Soros, who has helped Hungarian rights organizations. It must be signed into 

law by President Janos Ader before it can take effect. 

 

The laws are the first major measures to be passed since Mr. Orban, who campaigned on a nationalist, 

anti-immigrant platform, led his far-right party, Fidesz, to an increased parliamentary majority in April, 

in an election that observers said was free but not fair. 

 

Their passage came on World Refugee Day, five days after Mr. Orban spoke by telephone with 

President Trump, who is coming under intense criticism in the United States for his policy of 

separating migrant children from their parents, and incarcerating them, after they cross the southern 

American border. 

 

Mr. Orban has been Europe’s most prominent critic of open-door migration since the Continent’s 

refugee crisis in 2015, putting him at odds with Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany, whose 

government welcomed hundreds of thousands of mainly Syrian and Afghan refugees that year. 

 

In 2015, over a million asylum seekers landed by boat on European shores, many of them later passing 

through Hungary on their way to Germany. To stop their passage, Mr. Orban built a fence along 

Hungary’s southern border, a move that foreshadowed Mr. Trump’s plans to extend a wall along the 

American border with Mexico. 

 

Under the terms of a new law, helping migrants legalize their status in Hungary by distributing 

information about the asylum process or providing them with financial assistance could result in a 12-

month jail term. 

 

In a separate measure, the government changed the Constitution to make it illegal to “settle foreign 

populations” in Hungary, a rebuke of attempts by the European Union to encourage Hungary to admit 

small numbers of refugees who had been living in other European countries. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Gov. allocates $1.2M for immigrant rights 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1024802/gov-inslee-million-immigration-rights/  

GIST Just hours after President Trump signed an executive order to keep families together at the U.S.-Mexico 

border, Washington state Governor Jay Inslee called the policy child abuse and announced he will give 

$1.2 million to support Northwest Immigrant Rights Project’s civil legal aid services. 

 

The money will be used to defend immigrant rights and to help families reunite. 

 

“We know that this was an intentional infliction of abusive behavior to punish innocent children,” 

Inslee said. “It is a form of child abuse.” 

 

The governor said that everyone is entitled to a fair and due process, and to be treated with dignity and 

respect. 

 

As for Trump’s executive order, Inslee said it’s too late. The damage has been done. 

 

“We have more than 2,300 children separated from their parents today,” Inslee said. 

 

The governor said Trump’s administration has lied about the separation of children from their parents, 

why they did what they did to the children, lied about who is responsible, and lied about what it will 

take to reunite families. 

 

Inslee and state Attorney General Bob Ferguson sent a letter to Attorney General Jeff Sessions and 

Department of Homeland Security head Kirstjen Nielsen for answers about why the policy was enacted 

and about the location of the children and parents. He said they have not received answers. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 India takes direct control of Kashmir 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/af2b7d4fa4134facb5bc83b4da6785da/India-takes-direct-control-in-Kashmir-

after-alliance-ends  

GIST SRINAGAR, India (AP) — India’s federal government took direct control of Kashmir state Wednesday 

after the ruling Hindu nationalist party ended its long-troubled alliance there with a Kashmiri political 

party. 

 

The shift to direct rule in the disputed region was approved after the Bharatiya Janata Party withdrew its 

support Tuesday for the People’s Democratic Party, following years of feuding and a deteriorating security 

situation. The BJP also heads the central government, and officials say Prime Minister Narendra Modi was 

involved in the decision to withdraw from the coalition. 

 

Political decisions will now be made by the government in New Delhi, though day-to-day life is unlikely 

to change significantly for the people of Kashmir. 

 

State elections are scheduled for 2020, but a vote could be called before then. 

 

The coalition government was formed in 2015 after extended and difficult negotiations, since the two 

parties hold diametrically opposed views on many major issues, including the law that exempts Indian 

military personnel from criminal prosecution in the violence-wracked Himalayan region. The People’s 

Democratic Party wants the draconian law scrapped. The BJP supports it. The BJP has consistently 

advocated a tough government approach in Kashmir while the People’s Democratic Party favors 

reconciliation and dialogue. 
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The coalition marked the first time that the Hindu nationalist BJP held a leadership position in the Muslim-

majority region. 

 

Mehbooba Mufti, the president of the People’s Democratic Party and the state’s top official, resigned after 

the BJP withdrew its support, paving the way for direct rule. 

 

She told reporters that the alliance had been cobbled together “although this was against the sentiments of 

the people.” 

 

“Our aim was reconciliation and dialogue,” she said, adding that politicians had hoped the alliance with 

Modi’s party would “help in bringing out the state from its situation of turmoil.” 

 

Other pro-India political parties said the alliance was bound to collapse, given the two parties’ different 

political ideologies. 

 

“And so it has come to pass,” former chief minister and opposition leader Omar Abdullah said in a tweet, 

blaming both parties for the security situation. 

 

Separatists who challenge India’s sovereignty over Kashmir did not immediately comment on the political 

developments, though in the past their leaders have consistently ridiculed pro-India politicians as 

collaborators. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Gaza rocket attacks prompt Israel strikes 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/67216b89c0a44f2891e61a2a26bfa673/Israel-strikes-Hamas-after-heavy-rocket-

attacks-from-Gaza  

GIST JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli warplanes struck Hamas positions in Gaza after Palestinian militants there 

fired dozens of rockets and mortars at southern communities early Wednesday, the military said. 

 

The Palestinian fire came hours after the Israeli military said it struck Hamas infrastructure in response to 

“arson balloons” launched from Gaza into Israel. 

 

Israel has been battling large fires caused by kites and balloons rigged with incendiary devices or burning 

rags, launched by Palestinians in Gaza that have destroyed forests, burned crops and killed wildlife and 

livestock. 

 

Fawzi Barhoum, a spokesman for Hamas, praised the rocket attacks calling them “a legitimate right that 

bombing is met with bombing,” but did not take responsibility for them. 

 

The Israeli military said Palestinians fired about 45 rockets and mortars at Israel. Seven projectiles were 

intercepted by the Iron Dome defense system and at least three fell prematurely, landing inside Gaza, it 

said. Fighter jets targeted about 25 Hamas targets overnight in response to the heavy Palestinian fire, it 

said. 

 

The exchange early Wednesday was the biggest flare-up between the sides in weeks. However, no 

casualties were reported in Israel or Gaza. 

 

Some Palestinian rockets exploded inside Israel damaging property and peppering homes and cars with 

shrapnel. One mortar exploded next to an Israeli kindergarten. 

 

Israeli police said its bomb disposal unit dealt with a rocket that landed in a populated area. 

 

“The Hamas terror organization targeted Israeli civilians throughout the night with a severe rocket attack 

and is dragging the Gaza Strip and its civilians down a continually deteriorating path,” the military said. 
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Military spokesman Lt. Col. Jonathan Conricus said many Israelis spent the night in bomb shelters in 

communities near Gaza. 

 

Conricus wouldn’t elaborate on open-fire regulations regarding the kite and balloon threats but said those 

who launch such devices “are engaged in hostile activity.” He said so far the army has fired near those 

launching the devices and at infrastructure but added Israel has warned it “will not tolerate” the current 

situation of daily airborne attacks on its territory. 

 

Tensions are high along the Gaza border after months of weekly mass rallies led by the Islamic militant 

group that rules the territory turned violent. Over 100 Palestinians have been killed by Israeli fire since 

they began. 

 

Israel says it is defending a sovereign border and nearby communities and accuses Hamas of using the 

protests as cover for attempts to breach the border fence and carry out attacks. 

 

The protests are aimed in part at drawing attention to the decade-long Israeli-Egyptian blockade on the 

territory imposed after Hamas, a group sworn to Israel’s destruction, seized control of Gaza. 

 

Barhoum, the Hamas spokesman, said demonstrations will continue and implied that more incendiary 

devices will be launched at Israel. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Complex mass migration reshapes globe 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/35d829ab5f754d0883f09f6eda613164/No-easy-path:-Complex-mass-migration-

reshapes-globe  

GIST PARIS (AP) — Lined up before dawn, dozens of migrants outside a government office in Italy jostled to 

be one of the handful allowed inside to request asylum Wednesday. 

 

The journeys that brought them to Rome and the sleepless nights wondering if they would be allowed to 

stay was being repeated in cities and countries around the world on World Refugee Day as millions of 

people sought to flee persecution, violence, war and poverty. 

 

The Rohingya Muslims forced out of Myanmar to Bangladesh; teenagers from Mexico and Central 

America seeking safety in the United States; Syria’s war refugees; men from South Sudan and Nigeria 

crossing the Mediterranean Sea to feed their families — they are among the human wave roiling every 

continent. 

 

“The international community must work with shared and long-term political choices to manage a 

phenomenon that involves the entire world,” Italian President Sergio Mattarella, whose country is on the 

receiving end of Europe’s immigration front line, said in a World Refugee Day message. 

 

While migration to the world’s 35 richest countries dropped slightly last year for the first time since 2011, 

asylum claims rose by 26 percent in the United States, according to a new report from the Organization for 

Economic Cooperation and Development, which represents the wealthy nations. 

 

Meanwhile, the United Nations refugee agency reported this week that nearly 69 million people were 

forcibly displaced in 2017, a record for the fifth straight year. 

 

OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria insisted that since migration is here to stay, countries need to work 

to integrate newcomers and to prepare their native-born populations to welcome foreigners instead of 

resent them. Migration disproportionally affects young men, and he called for support policies, particularly 

in terms of training and skills development, according to the report. 
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“The absence of the policy is what’s creating this cacophony,” Gurria said. 

 

In Europe, leaders of European Union member countries are trying anew to come up with continent-wide 

solutions to a mass migration crisis that has pitted nations and politicians against each other. 

 

The interior minister in Italy’s new populist government, Matteo Salvini, refused a port of entry this month 

to a rescue boat operated by two nonprofit groups that carried 630 people who were picked up while trying 

to cross the Mediterranean Sea from Libya. 

 

Italy has been the arriving place of the bulk of migrants who attempt the dangerous sea crossing for a 

variety of reasons — as seen in the discouraged line outside the Rome immigration office. Salvini is 

pressing other EU members to share the burden. 

 

Migrants and refugees who were swept off the streets of Paris in recent weeks now occupy a gymnasium, 

all of them wishing Wednesday to be somewhere else. 

 

Nasir Ahmad, an Afghan living in the Paris gym, spent a year in Germany and has been in France for two 

years, hoping to get the documents he needs to make France his home. 

 

“I have good energy. I have good energy to do for the work, but nobody used me,” he said. “Nothing 

changed. Only I changed. I get old.” 

 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel, who faces constant criticism and mounting pressure over her decision 

to open Germany to refugees in recent year, said how to handle the sheer number of people fleeing 

violence and persecution is “a central global question of our time.” 

 

Some 700,000 Rohingya fled brutal attacks by government forces and mobs last year in Myanmar, pouring 

across the border into crowded makeshift refugee camps in Bangladesh. Monsoon rains have begun 

sweeping through the camps, often leaving the refugees to wade through rivers of mud and water. 

 

At the Kutupalong refugee camp outside of Cox’s Bazaar, Bangladesh, more than 100 Rohingya marched 

Wednesday to highlight their suffering, demanding that international organizations hold the Myanmar 

government accountable for the attacks that drove them into exile. 

 

Many wore T-shirts and paper hats proclaiming they are “Not Bengali.” In Myanmar, the Rohingya are 

often derided as illegal migrants from Bangladesh. 

 

Abdu Shukkur, a 44-year-old refugee, denounced the Myanmar government for refusing to recognize the 

Rohingya as an ethnic minority and for denying them “the right to citizenship and its privileges.” 

 

In Lebanon, Syrian refugees have begun building lives in similar camps intended to be temporary way-

stations. Turkey remains the country with the largest number of Syrian refugees, but tiny Lebanon holds 

the highest concentration per capita of refugees in the world. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 States withdraw NG troops from border 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/governors-withdraw-national-guard-troops-over-family-separation-

policy/  

GIST The governors of multiple East Coast states have announced that they will not deploy National Guard 

resources near the U.S.-Mexico border, a largely symbolic but politically significant rejection of the 

Trump administration's "zero-tolerance" immigration policy that has resulted in children being separated 

from their families. 

 

Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan, a Republican, announced Tuesday morning on his Twitter account that he 
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has ordered four crewmembers and a helicopter to immediately return from where they were stationed in 

New Mexico. 

 

"Until this policy of separating children from their families has been rescinded, Maryland will not deploy 

any National Guard resources to the border," Hogan tweeted. 

 

Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker, who like Hogan is a Republican governor in a blue state, on Monday 

reversed a decision to send a National Guard helicopter to the border, citing the Trump administration's 

"cruel and inhuman" policy. 

 

On the Democratic side, governors in Connecticut, Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, 

New York and Virginia have all indicated their refusal to send Guard resources to assist with immigration-

related issues. 

 

The resources in question from each state are relatively small, so the governors' actions aren't likely to 

have a huge practical impact. But they are a strong symbolic political gesture, said Mileah Kromer, the 

director of the Sarah T. Hughes field Politics Center at Goucher College in Towson, Maryland. 

 

In New York, Gov. Andrew Cuomo on Monday reiterated a decision he first made earlier this year to not 

send Guard resources to the border to assist with immigration-related duties. He's also asked for a federal 

investigation of the policy relating to the separation of the children from their families. 

 

Delaware Gov. John Carney, a Democrat, said he turned down a request he received on Tuesday to send 

National Guard troops to the southwest border, while the Democratic governors of Virginia and North 

Carolina said they would recall Guard members and equipment they already had sent to the border. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Distraught relatives slam Indonesia govt. 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/indonesia-ferry-sinks-in-lake-toba-leaving-almost-200-missing-

feared-dead/  

GIST TIGARAS, Indonesia -- Distraught relatives slammed Indonesia's government for not enforcing basic 

safety measures on passenger boats and pleaded Wednesday for a bigger search effort for more than 190 

people missing since a ferry sank on a picturesque Sumatran lake early this week. The wooden vessel, 

overcrowded with passengers as well as dozens of motorbikes, didn't have a manifest and disaster officials 

have several times raised the number of people it was carrying as family members who rushed to Lake 

Toba in northern Sumatra provided information. 

 

The boat was five times over its passenger capacity of 43 and equipped with only 45 life jackets, National 

Search and Rescue Agency chief Muhammad Syaugi told a news conference. The latest information is that 

192 people are missing, he said.   

 

Only 18 survivors have been found -- in bad weather within hours of the sinking Monday evening. It's 

possible many of the victims were still inside the sunken ferry, said North Sumatra province police chief 

Paulus Waterpau. 

 

"Many survivors told authorities that less than half of them had jumped into the water before the boat 

sank," he told The Associated Press. 

 

Suwarni, whose 20-year-old son and his girlfriend were on the ferry, criticized the search and rescue 

operation as slow and insufficient. 

 

"Millions of questions keep me from sleeping," she said between desperate sobs. "Why a boat for just 50 

people is allowed to be loaded with almost 200 people plus dozens of motorcycles," said Suwarni, who 

uses one name. 
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"What kind of government is this that can't protect their own people from unnecessary accidents? And 

after the accident they're not able to find the victims," she said. "I beg help to everyone to quickly find my 

son and his girlfriend, even if their remains, please find my son, return him to me." 

 

Divers were searching at depths of 82 feet and will deploy an underwater drone to 656 feet below the 

surface, Waterpau said. The 440-square-mile Lake Toba, formed out of an ancient super volcano, is a 

popular sightseeing destination on the island of Sumatra. It's more than 1,312 feet deep. 

 

The search and rescue effort involving 350 personnel and at least half a dozen boats has turned up items of 

clothing, bags and traces of oil from the ferry but just several victims. 

 

Survivor Juwita Sumbayak, from Medan, said she had crossed the lake many times on the same boat but 

on Monday it was terribly overcrowded because of holidays for the end of the Muslim holy month. In an 

interview with AP, the distraught mother wept uncontrollably and called out the names of her husband and 

children who she believes drowned inside the boat. 

 

She said that about 20 minutes into the journey, strong high waves caused the ferry to list to the right and 

take on water, sparking a panic among passengers. Then it was smacked hard by more waves and an 

empty small wooden boat. The ferry seemed to shake, Sumbayak said, then suddenly capsized. 

 

"Many passengers without a life jacket jumped into the deep lake, but others drowned with the boat," she 

said. "I jumped, I cried with fear." She saw dozens of people in the water "but nobody can help." 

 

Cellphone video released earlier in the week by the National Disaster Mitigation Agency showed the crew 

of another ferry attempting to rescue people struggling in the waters shortly after the sinking but being 

hampered by bad weather and rough waters. 

 

The disaster has cast a tragic pall over the holidays marking the end of Ramadan when tens of millions of 

Indonesians return to their hometowns. 

 

Ferry tragedies are common in Indonesia, an archipelago of more than 17,000 islands, with weak 

enforcement of safety regulations often to blame. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Biggest US oil patch nearing capacity 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-20/shale-giant-says-permian-oil-faces-shut-ins-

on-pipeline-shortage  

GIST The biggest U.S. shale region will have to shut wells within four months because there aren’t enough 

pipelines to get the oil to customers, the head of one of the industry’s largest producers said. 

 

The worsening bottleneck in the Permian region that straddles west Texas and New Mexico offers an 

unexpected fillip to OPEC and other oil producers outside the U.S., who’ve seen rampant production from 

America’s shale producers grab market share. 

 

"We will reach capacity in the next 3 to 4 months," Scott Sheffield, the chairman of Pioneer Natural 

Resources Co. said in an interview at an OPEC conference in Vienna. "Some companies will have to shut 

in production, some companies will move rigs away, and some companies will be able to continue 

growing because they have firm transportation." 

 

His comments are the strongest indication yet that the growth in the red-hot shale region is about to slow 

down soon due to a lack of pipeline capacity. The problem has grown so bad that oil companies have been 

forced to load crude on to trucks and drive it hundreds of miles to pipelines in other parts of the state. 
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The Permian is growing at 800,0000 barrels a day annually and production currently stands at 3.3 million 

barrels a day, said Sheffield, who first drilled wells in the region in 1979 and is considered one of the 

architects of the shale revolution. Total pipeline capacity is 3.6 million barrels, so the region will reach 

capacity in the next three to four months and the bottleneck isn’t likely to ease for at least a year, he added. 

 

Permian production could remain flat for the next year because of pipeline restraints, Sheffield told a 

session of the OPEC conference. 

 

"The market has been assuming a straight line production growth from the US but infrastructure 

constraints mean that’s clearly not going to be the case," said Amrita Sen, chief oil analyst at consultant 

Energy Aspects Ltd. "At a time when outages are rising the US is not going to fill the gap either." 

 

The lack of pipeline capacity will continue to cause severe dislocation in U.S. oil markets, Sheffield said. 

Benchmark West Texas Intermediate crude at Midland in the Permian is likely to trade at a $25-a-barrel 

discount to price at the industry’s hub in Cushing, Oklahoma, he said. 

 

The Permian region is accounting for nearly half of the growth in U.S. oil production. America pumped 

almost 10.5 million barrels a day in March, up 1.4 million barrels a day from a year, according to 

government data. The annual growth rate is larger than the production of OPEC nations such as Libya. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 EU retaliatory tariffs on US products 

SOURCE http://money.cnn.com/2018/06/20/news/economy/europe-tariffs-us-goods/index.html  

GIST European Union tariffs on products from the United States will go into effect on Friday. 

 

The European Commission announced Wednesday that it had approved initial retaliatory tariffs on US 

exports worth €2.8 billion ($3.2 billion). 

 

The tariffs will hit American products including motorcycles, orange juice, bourbon, peanut butter, motor 

boats, cigarettes and denim. They are a response to the Trump administration's tariffs on steel and 

aluminum exports from Europe. 

 

"We did not want to be in this position," said EU trade official Cecilia Malmström. "The unilateral and 

unjustified decision of the US to impose steel and aluminum tariffs on the EU means that we are left with 

no other choice." 

 

The European Union has also filed a case at the World Trade Organization. 

 

If the trade dispute continues or is not resolved by the WTO, the European Union said a second batch of 

American exports worth around €3.7 billion ($4.3 billion) a year could eventually be targeted. 

 

That list includes roughly 160 products such as US sunbeds, paper towels, corduroy pants and porcelain 

tableware. 

 

The United States imposed tariffs on steel and aluminum from the European Union, Canada and Mexico 

last month. The Trump administration justified the move on national security grounds. 

 

Canada and Mexico have also announced retaliatory tariffs against the United States. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Texas faces flood warnings, watches 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/20/us/houston-flooding-wxc/index.html  
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GIST (CNN)Texas residents still wary after Hurricane Harvey again face the risk of flash flooding Wednesday 

as heavy rain pounds a wide swath of the state's southeastern coast. 

 

Flash flood watches are in effect for areas south of Houston to Brownsville, at the Mexican border, with 

flash flood warnings popping up as storms flare, CNN meteorologists said. The zone includes Victoria, 

Corpus Christi and McAllen, where hundreds of migrants seeking entry into the United States await 

processing at a detention center. 

 

Tropical moisture could produce 2 to 3 inches of rain over a short period across the watch area, 

meteorologists said. Showers and thunderstorms are forecast to continue through Thursday, the National 

Weather Service tweeted. 

 

North of Houston, the city of Port Arthur, which along with Beaumont was devastated in August by 

Harvey's floods, was swamped again Tuesday by the same weather system now pummeling points south. 

Video from Port Arthur showed streets turned into raging rivers as cars slowly made their way through 

them. 

 

The storms conjured memories of last summer's flooding, said Damion Robertson, of Port Arthur. 

 

"It's concerning. A lot of people just lost a lot of houses ... over Harvey," Robertson told CNN affiliate 

KBTV. "So, a lot of people are probably nervous about losing their stuff again." 

 

The Beaumont Port Arthur airport "broke daily rainfall record (Tuesday), where 5.89 inches of rain fell in 

a 24-hour period, causing flash flooding in the area," CNN meteorologist Michael Guy said Wednesday. 

 

"While rainfall totals will not even come close to the amount that Harvey left in its wake, the region could 

still suffer damage from flash flooding, downed trees and travel disruptions," he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Ethics commission clears Sawant 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/news/politics/sawant-did-no-wrong-in-using-city-copier-for-rally-

ethics-commission-finds/281-566018507  

GIST The Seattle Ethics and Elections Commission says Councilmember Kshama Sawant did not commit a 

violation when she used a city copier to make posters for a rally. 

 

The signed report, released Wednesday, says Sawant and her staff made "thousands" of copies of signs and 

flyers to wave at the May 12 rally to support the employee hours tax or head tax.  

 

The EEC letter says there "several complaints" about the action. Councilmember Sally Bagshaw was the 

first to openly criticize Sawant's action. 

 

But Wayne Barnett, executive director of the Commission, wrote that "Councilmember Sawant was, 

however acting within the scope of her authority when she determined that the rally was a tool she could 

use to advance her position in support of the EHT." 

 

"I conclude only that Councilmember Sawant's use of City time and equipment did not violate the Ethics 

Code," Barnett added in dismissing the complaint. "I make no judgment as to whether the use was 

prudent." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Growing wildfire near Vantage; 800 acres 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/growing-wildfire-near-vantage-at-least-800-acres/281-
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566200897  

GIST A growing wildfire burns hundreds of acres Wednesday night near Vantage, Washington.  

 

Washington's Department of Natural Resources (DNR) says dry grass conditions have helped fuel the fire. 

By 9 p.m. DNR estimated the fire grew to at least 800 acres in size.  

 

Vantage Highway remains closed while firefighters work on containment.  

 

DNR believes this fire was "human caused," the agency tweeted.  

 

Several bulldozers, three plans and dozens of crew have been dispatched to the area. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Air ambulances saving lives 

SOURCE http://www.khq.com/story/38472683/air-ambulances-how-they-can-help-save-lives  

GIST SPOKANE COUNTY, Wash. - Every second counts in saving a life. That's where helicopter crews can 

step in when they are needed to help transport seriously ill or injured patients. 

 

"I get to take care of patients in likely the worst day of their life and hopefully make a very positive 

difference in their clinical care," said Dominic Pomponio, Regional Director for Life Flight Network. 

 

It's a job that Pomponio has done with Life Flight Network for 10 years. He's a nurse and has helped 

provide care in places like Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Oregon.  He says having an air ambulance is 

crucial for the community. “We are the service that can provide you that link to the essential services that 

you may need," said Pomponio. 

 

Whether you are in an ATV accident or a car crash, they can get there quickly. The difference between an 

ambulance on the ground and one in the air is significant.  "We fly in a straight line. For example, a flight 

from Lewiston to Spokane only takes us about 35 minutes. We are able to go from the hospital to another 

hospital without going on roads to get there," he said. 

 

How much does this all cost?  “It's not uncommon to see bills from air ambulances be in the $20,000 to 

$30,000 range. It's exceptionally expensive but to be able to offer this service 24 hours a day, 7 days a 

week and employ the best of the best, it is an expensive service to operate," said Pomponio. 

 

He says most insurances cover it. Life Flight Network is the nation's largest not-for-profit air ambulance. 

“We receive no federal subsidies, no state subsidies," he said. 

 

What they do is time sensitive. "Somebody who has a ruptured spleen and they are hemorrhaging into their 

abdomen and the only way of survival, is getting them to that surgeon, then that is where our service really 

shines,” said Pomponio. 

 

It's minutes or seconds that can help save a life. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Nat’l park search, rescue cost millions 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/science/2018/06/21/national-park-searches-rescues-costing-millions-

figures-show.html  

GIST Search and rescue operations in America's national parks cost taxpayers more than $3 million last year, 

with the Grand Canyon in Arizona and Yosemite in California leading the way for most reported incidents, 

according to National Park Service statistics. 
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The Grand Canyon's 290 search and rescue operations (SARs) were a full 10 percent of those conducted 

nationwide, while Yosemite's 233 operations were 8 percent of the national total, the statistics showed.  

 

Nationwide, such operations involved more than 71,000 work hours for park service employees, and an 

additional 12,300 work hours for non-employees, such as volunteers, military personnel or other external 

resources, the park service figures revealed. 

 

Across the national park system 159 fatalities were reported last year, accounting for 5.5 percent of total 

SAR incidents. Earlier this month, two climbers fell from Yosemite's El Capitan, a 3,000-foot vertical rock 

face, Fox News reported, citing information from park officials. 

 

In Utah, the 324 SARs in the state's national parks last year represented a rise of nearly 70 percent since 

2014, with men in their 20s being the most likely people to require assistance, the Salt Lake Tribune 

reported. 

 

Zion and Bryce Canyon, “the granddaddies” of Utah’s national parks, were where most visitors run into 

trouble. Rangers retrieved 114 people in Zion last year, which marked a 42 percent leap from three years 

ago, the report said. 

 

Smaller Bryce Canyon saw a sharp rise from 19 SARs in 2014 to 86 such operations last year, the 

newspaper reported. 

 

For those 86 operations, staffers and volunteers reportedly spent nearly 860 hours searching for or 

rescuing distressed visitors, costing the park service about $32,000. 

 

The Beehive State's national park units had 12 fatalities in 2017, which was up from eight in 2014, the 

Tribune reported. 

 

Nationally, a total of 2,890 SARs were reported last year, with 49 percent (1,174) involving men, and 19.3 

percent (656) involving people in their 20s, the NPS reported. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Antifa tweets list of ICE employees 

SOURCE https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/antifa-shares-names-and-photos-of-1600-ice-employees/ar-

AAyVXQ4 

GIST A Twitter account linked to the Nebraska branch of Antifa has tweeted out a list of ICE employees 

compiled from LinkedIn. 

  

The anti-fascist organization shared a link on Tuesday that includes names, photos, job titles, cities and 

links to ICE employee’s LinkedIn profiles. “Some enterprising hero archived the ICE employees listed on 

LinkedIn,” said the tweet from Nebraska Antifa, which claims to share news on trap hunting fascists and 

racists in Nebraska, Iowa and Kansas. 

  

The document was originally compiled by Twitter user Sam Lavigne, who claimed to have “scraped 

LinkedIn for people that work for ICE.” Lavigne’s original post on Medium has since been removed, but 

the Nebraska Antifa account linked to an archived version of the list for its followers to access. 

  

The Verge spoke to Lavigne, who is a New York-based artist, saying that he was “just trying to pose the 

question” of who is responsible for implementing ICE policies. 

  

“I’ve downloaded and made available the profiles of (almost) everyone on LinkedIn who works for ICE, 

1,595 people in total. While I don’t have a precise idea of what should be done with this data set, I leave it 

here with the hope that researchers, journalists, and activists will find it useful,” Lavigne wrote in his 

original Medium post, according to a cache visible through Google search at the time of writing. 
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Lavigne’s post came as ICE and its agents face intense national scrutiny in the wake of President Donald 

Trump ’s hardline immigration policies, which have seen escalating deportations of undocumented 

immigrants as well as thousands of migrant children separated from their parents along the U.S.-Mexico 

border. On Tuesday, Trump responded to the national backlash, signing an executive order to halt the 

separation of families. 

  

The post spread quickly on a Reddit subgroup of far-left activists, which encourages supporters to find, 

share and spread private details and information about individuals they consider to be neo-Nazis or alt-

right. Lavigne also tweeted a screenshot of ICE’s chief technology officer, which featured a photo of the 

man and his son. 

  

Antifa activists rose to prominence after physically attacking white supremacists at rallies in 2017, but to a 

much less newsworthy degree than far-right groups. In one high-profile incident, alt-right provocateur 

Richard Spencer was sucker-punched on the street in Washington, D.C., following Trump's inauguration. 

Videos and GIFs of the attack went viral and led a national debate whether it is OK to "punch a Nazi." 

  

The group argues that it falls back on violence only as a last resort to protect marginalized communities 

from imminent danger. However, the group has been widely demonized in the media, resulting in several 

surreal conspiracy theories. 

  

For example, Fox News and other outlets in November reported on the fictional threat of an Antifa-led 

civil war plot. In January, Spike’s Tactical—a gun company—shared an ad to Facebook that appeared to 

threaten the leftist group, using the tagline: “not today Antifa.” 

  

“We aren’t violent. Violence is [the] last resort in opposing fascism,” “Nestor,” a spokesman for the 

group’s Nebraska branch told Newsweek in December. “There aren’t Antifa protesters roaming around the 

streets carrying baseball bats. That’s not happening.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Tech firms quietly work with ICE  

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/tech-companies-quietly-work-ice-border-crisis-continues-

n885176 

GIST Several high-profile data and tech companies have made millions of dollars from contracts with the U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency over the past several months — even as some of them 

publicly disavow the Trump administration’s recent orders to separate immigrant children from their 

parents. 

  

Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Thomson Reuters, Microsoft, Motorola Solutions and Palantir all have active 

contracts with the agency, known as ICE, according to a public records search conducted by NBC News. 

  

The contracts highlight how technology companies, many of which have developed advanced data 

analysis and tracking capabilities, are putting their innovations to work with the U.S. government in ways 

that are often not visible to the public. 

  

Attorney General Jeff Sessions issued a “zero tolerance policy” on April 6 and in a speech on May 7 said 

“if you are smuggling a child, then we will prosecute you and that child will be separated from you as 

required by law.” 

  

President Donald Trump signed an executive order on Wednesday ending the separation practice, after 

insisting for days that Democrats had created the policy and he could not personally end it. 

  

ICE has taken a more aggressive stance against undocumented immigrants as a result of the 

administration’s vow to crack down on illegal immigration. Even before the administration’s zero-
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tolerance policy took effect, deportations of non-criminals rose 17 percent in Trump’s first year in office. 

  

Palantir, whose chairman Peter Thiel is on the board of directors of Facebook, took in more than $4.9 

million from ICE on May 30, part of a $39 million contract that began in 2015. According to a government 

database search, the contract goes towards “operations and maintenance” of FALCON, Palantir’s 

proprietary intelligence database that tracks immigrants’ records and relationships. 

  

Palantir, a secretive data firm that tends to stay out of the press, is now used by law enforcement agencies 

across the country. Some of its programs have come under scrutiny, including the use of data to predict the 

likelihood that a person will commit or become a victim of violence. 

  

Executives at Facebook, where Thiel is one of nine members of the board, have been vocal in criticizing 

the Trump administration’s policy to separate children from their parents at the U.S. border. 

  

“We need to stop this policy right now,” wrote Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg on Tuesday. Zuckerberg 

and fellow Facebook board member Sheryl Sandberg pledged to donate to a multimillion-dollar fundraiser 

on Facebook for immigrant children this week. 

  

Microsoft has a deal with ICE for use of its Azure cloud computing services, which the company wrote in 

a January blog post allows ICE employees to “utilize deep learning capabilities to accelerate facial 

recognition and identification” which is being implemented for “homeland security and public safety.” On 

Wednesday, Microsoft distanced itself from the agency. 

  

“As a company, Microsoft is dismayed by the forcible separation of children from their families at the 

border," Microsoft said in a statement. "Family unification has been a fundamental tenant of American 

policy and law since the end of World War II.” 

  

Thiel, a confidante of Trump, has supported multiple technology efforts relating to the U.S. border that 

contrast with Facebook’s company positions. 

  

Thiel has reportedly considered supporting a company that wants to make a “virtual border wall” using 

advanced radar, infrared sensors and cameras to look out for people cross into the U.S. illegally. That 

company, Anduril, is headed up by Oculus VR founder Palmer Luckey, according to The New York 

Times. Luckey sold Oculus to Facebook for more than $2 billion in 2014, but left the company six months 

after it was revealed he supported a super PAC that spread anti-Hillary Clinton memes. 

  

Neither Facebook nor Palantir responded to NBC’s requests for comment about Palantir’s work with ICE. 

  

Palantir is not the only big data operation making millions off of ICE’s more aggressive policies. 

  

Thomson Reuters Special Services, a subsidiary of the mass-media firm and news agency Thomson 

Reuters, signed a $6.8 million contract with ICE in March. The company beat out 13 other companies for 

the bid, including IBM, Booz Allen Hamilton, PricewaterhouseCoopers and LexisNexis. 

  

The contract stipulates that Thomson Reuters will provide support for ICE’s Enforcement and Removal 

Operations unit in its “mission to locate, arrest, and remove criminal aliens that pose a threat to public 

safety.” 

  

Thomson Reuters Special Services CEO Steve Rubley is also on the Board of Directors of the ICE 

Foundation, a nonprofit which ”supports the men and women of ICE." 

  

A Thomson Reuters spokesperson insisted Reuters’ newsgathering is “completely independent of any [of] 

our commercial relationships.” The company declined to comment on the Trump administration’s child 

separation policy. 

  

“[Thomson Reuters Special Services] supplies data to ICE in support of its work on active criminal 
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investigations with the explicit purpose to focus resources on priority cases involving threats to public 

safety and/or national security,” the company told NBC News in a statement. 

  

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE), which split off from Hewlett-Packard in November 2015, struck a $75 

million contract with U.S. Customs and Border Protection, which oversees ICE, in September of 2017 for 

network management of CBP’s network operations center. 

  

HPE has since merged with another company under the name Perspecta, but some operations remain 

separate. When asked about the $75 million contract, an HPE spokesperson referred NBC News to 

Perspecta about the deal. 

  

Perspecta did not respond to a request for comment, but an HPE spokesperson disavowed the 

administration’s child separation policy. 

  

““HPE provides technology and services across the U.S. government,” the spokesperson said. “However, 

as a company, we are opposed to any policy that separates children from their families and urge the 

administration to change its policy to keep families together.” 

  

Motorola Solutions has a continuing a $13.3 million contract with ICE. The contract, described as a 

“tactical communications program,” started in late 2017 and is projected to last until late 2019. Motorola 

Solutions did not respond to a request for comment. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Rocky Mountain rains trigger MT flooding 

SOURCE https://www.apnews.com/adfc489b0b974250a50f918e861f33ce/Heavy-rain-along-Rocky-Mountain-

Front-leads-to-flooding 

GIST HELENA, Mont. (AP) — Heavy rain falling along the Rocky Mountain Front over the last several days 

triggered flooding in the town of Augusta, closed all roads into the town and trapped a horseback party in 

the Scapegoat Wilderness. 

  

The Montana Department of Transportation closed U.S. Highway 287 around Augusta on Tuesday 

because water from Elk Creek was running over the road both north and south of town. 

  

Other local roads were closed, in one case because a bridge washed out, the Department of Transportation 

said. 

  

By 1:30 p.m. all roads to Augusta had been closed, Lewis and Clark County officials said. 

  

The Red Cross planned to open a shelter for people affected by the flooding in Choteau, which is 25 miles 

(40 kilometers) northeast of Augusta. 

  

Meanwhile, residents of the Sun River Valley east of Augusta were warned to expect the Sun River to 

flood, threatening homes near Simms. 

  

Officials closed a stretch of Montana Highway 200 over Rogers Pass after a culvert failed and flooded the 

roadway. The highway was closed east of Lincoln to the intersection with Montana Highway 287, 

according to state transportation officials. 

  

Gibson Reservoir west of Augusta saw 7 ¼ inches (18 centimeters) of rain in the three days ending 

Tuesday morning. Lewis and Clark County officials said Gibson Dam was full and releasing water, which 

would cause a rise in the Sun River. 

  

Nearly 8.5 inches (21.6 centimeters) of rain fell at Wood Creek in the mountains west of Augusta in the 

past three days, meteorologist Christian Cassell said. The Dearborn River near Craig was at moderate 
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flood stage Tuesday, Cassell said. Local flooding also was reported in the Helena Valley. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Seattle metro area w/4th strongest economy 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/report-seattle-tacoma-bellevue-has-nations-4th-strongest-economy 

GIST A new survey ranks the Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue area as having the fourth-strongest economy in the 

nation. 

 

The new report, by Business Insider, ranked the strength of the nation's 40 largest metropolitan areas based 

on five criteria: unemployment rate, average weekly wage, job growth rate, gross domestic product per 

capita, and GDP growth rate. 

 

The survey then placed those criteria on a common scale and combined them to get a picture of the overall 

state of each metro area's economy. 

 

The study found that some metropolitan areas, such as Seattle, have particularly strong economies. Others, 

such as Cleveland, Virginia Beach and Providence, are much weaker. 

 

According to the report, Seattle's economy has been supercharged by hosting the headquarters of Amazon, 

even though the online giant has a mixed relationship with the locals of its home city. 

 

Seattle's 2016 GDP per capita of $86,889 was the fourth-highest among the 40 largest metro areas, and its 

third-quarter 2017 average weekly wage of $1,445 was the third-highest in the nation. 

 

The Portland-Vancouver area was ranked 13th, with an above-average GDP growth rate of 3 percent. 

 

The five metro areas with the strongest economies, in addition to Seattle, were (No. 1) San Jose, Calif.; (2) 

San Francisco, Calif.; (3) Austin, Texas; and (5) Denver, Colo. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Philippines seeks to modernize military 

SOURCE http://www.businessinsider.com/r-philippines-duterte-approves-56-billion-military-upgrade-2018-6 

GIST MANILA (Reuters) - Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte has approved a five-year plan to spend 300 

billion pesos ($5.6 billion) to modernize the outdated military, defense officials said on Wednesday. 

  

A previous 15-year upgrade plan failed to take off in the mid-1990s, leaving the Philippines with outdated 

hardware, including warships from World War Two and helicopters used by the United States in the 

Vietnam War. 

  

"We have the go signal now to buy brand-new equipment, like fighters, drones, light tanks, radar, an 

additional frigate and a submarine to boost our defense capability," said a defense official, who declined to 

be named because he is not authorized to speak to media. 

  

The previous administration of Benigno Aquino spent about $1.7 billion on the military during its 2010-

2016 term in office, mostly on secondhand ships and planes. 

  

Duterte approved the $5.6-billion modernization plan at a meeting with top defense and military officials 

last month. 

  

A senior general said Duterte had approved 33 modernization projects, with a focus on domestic security 

and protecting the vast maritime borders of the archipelago nation. 
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"We're putting a premium on unmanned aerial vehicles, long-range patrol aircraft, offshore patrol ships 

and an electric-diesel submarine," he told Reuters. 

  

The military is bent on preventing another Islamic State-inspired insurgency after rebels seized Marawi, 

the country's only Islamic city, for five months last year. 

  

The Philippines also faces a challenge in South China Sea, a strategic waterway most of which is claimed 

by China, which has built military outposts there. 

  

Besides the Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, Taiwan and Vietnam also have rival claims on the area, through 

which $3 trillion worth of sea-borne goods pass every year. 

  

Manila had planned to acquire four submarines after 2023, but the plan could be accelerated to boost the 

navy's regional capabilities, said Arsenio Andolong, a defense department spokesman. 

  

"We want to get submarines as soon as possible," he said. 

  

Duterte had set aside $1 billion for new helicopters and light tanks, but no purchases have been made yet. 

  

The Philippines has received donated military hardware from Australia, China, Japan, Russia and the 

United States, mostly to assist in disaster response and fighting militants and pirates. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Protesters blockade Portland ICE building  

SOURCE https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/occupy-ice-activists-blockade-portland-building-over-family-

separations/ar-AAyVwXI 

GIST After successfully forcing Portland’s Ice office to shut down Wednesday, occupying protesters are vowing 

to stay until so-called “zero tolerance” immigration policies end. 

  

The pledge by members of #OccupyICEPDX came as Donald Trump signed an executive order ending his 

administration’s policy of separating migrant children from parents at the border with Mexico. Yet despite 

the order US official have said there are no immediate plans to reunite children separated from their 

parents under the “zero tolerance” policy, which has come under heavy criticism from Democrats, 

Republicans, human rights activists, international leaders and the public. 

   

Ice announced this morning that the office would be temporarily closed as a result of “security concerns”, 

and would not reopen until those concerns were addressed. 

  

Meanwhile Portland’s mayor, Ted Wheeler, announced that the city would not attempt to clear the camps, 

calling Ice an agency was “on the wrong track”.  

   

On Wednesday afternoon, in 95F (35C) degree temperatures, a core group of 50 or so protesters kept up 

their blockade of the federal facility. All expected that, as on the previous two days, the crowds would 

swell in the evening. 

  

Luis Marquez, a local activist, when asked about the shutdown, said: “I think this occupation is a beautiful 

thing, a wonderful thing. Every single person here is a hero.” 

  

Like others in the camp he said he would not leave until the “zero tolerance” incarceration of refugees at 

the border ended. 

  

“If I hurt your whole family separately or all together, I am still hurting you.” 

  

At an evening press conference, the #OccupyICEPDX spokesman Jacob Bureros said that ending the 
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occupation would depend on satisfying the protesters’ four demands: that the Ice facility and Ice 

operations be removed from the city of Portland, that children separated from their families be returned 

and receive adequate healthcare, that the US cease incarcerating asylum seekers, and that Ice be totally 

abolished. “The United States does not need its own gestapo,” Bureros said. 

  

By Wednesday the camp consisted of 30 tents and a number of other temporary structures. It had 

dedicated information and medical stations. Signs called for donations and builders. There were mounds of 

donated food and water, and makeshift barricades at either end of the camp. In the late afternoon, a local 

ice cream truck, Fifty Licks, stopped by for a second time to give out free ice cream to protesters. 

  

A range of other cities began occupation camps Wednesday, as the tactic pioneered in Portland appeared 

to inspire others around the country. Plans for occupations were announced in LA, New York City, and 

elsewhere. 

  

For the most part, the occupation – promoted on social media with the hashtag #occupyICEPDX – that 

began on Sunday has been peaceful. 

  

On Tuesday evening, Department of Homeland Security (DHS) vehicles blocked a facing street and 

moved in on the building’s western entrance. About a dozen DHS officers emerged, armed and dressed in 

riot gear. 

  

Officers parted protesters and entered the building. They re-emerged with more than 20 Ice staff members 

who had been stuck inside. Officers escorted the staff past protesters on the sidewalk and drove north as a 

convoy. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Puerto Rico privatizes power grid  

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/puerto-rico-crisis/puerto-rico-officially-moves-privatize-power-

grid-9-months-after-n885111 

GIST Puerto Rico is officially moving to privatize and upgrade its outdated power grid exactly 9 months after it 

was flattened by Hurricane Maria. 

  

At a press conference on Wednesday, Governor Ricardo Rosselló signed into law the approved legislation 

that allows parts of the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority – known as PREPA in English and by the 

acronym AEE in Spanish – to be sold to private entities. 

  

“Our objective is simple: provide better service, one that’s more efficient and that allows us to jump into 

new energy models,” Rosselló said in Spanish. 

  

The power authority has been a monopoly that practically abandoned maintenance of the electrical 

system's infrastructure over the past decade. Over the last five years, the financially strapped entity was 

operating with a third of its employees, and these were mostly workers in charge of the grid’s 

maintenance. 

  

Customers in Puerto Rico have been paying nearly double compared to those in the U.S. for unreliable 

service that has resulted in multiple blackouts across the island in the past months, even after post-

hurricane repairs. Over 5,000 households in Puerto Rico are living without power since Hurricane Maria. 

  

With a $9 billion debt, PREPA is currently the government agency with the biggest share of Puerto Rico’s 

$72 billion public debt. 

  

During his announcement, Rosselló described Puerto Rico’s current power system as an expensive, oil- 

dependent, polluting grid that's three decades older than an average U.S. electrical utility. He said a 

combination of these factors have hurt economic development efforts in the island for years, so he hopes 
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to change the pattern with the newly signed law. 

  

The governor explained that privatization efforts are taking place in two stages: power generation and 

distribution. 

  

“In terms of generation, we’re going to the market to either privatize it or develop a public-private 

partnership,” Rosselló said. In terms of the power distribution, he said that ideally “the assets would 

belong to the state and a consortium of companies would be handling the distribution.” 

  

According to the governor, the law would lower energy costs to customers and push half of the island into 

renewable energy mechanisms or microgrids. 

  

Several public officials at the conference described the move as a “patriotic effort,” saying that this is the 

first step towards energy reform in Puerto Rico. 

  

But critics of the energy reform law think that privatization efforts will cause increases in energy costs. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 NKorea Kim ends visit to China  

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/20/politics/kim-xi-meeting-trump-summit/index.html 

GIST Washington (CNN)North Korean leader Kim Jong Un ended a celebratory visit to China's President Xi 

Jinping on Wednesday with tea, praise, handshakes -- and a message for the US. 

 

Amid lingering questions over Pyongyang's willingness to denuclearize and an escalating trade war 

between the US and China, Kim's trip reinforced the idea that Beijing remains a key player -- a variable 

that President Donald Trump needs and yet one that remains outside his control. 

 

Administration officials have said that they will maintain sanctions on North Korea even as talks continue, 

and stand ready to intensify that economic pressure should Pyongyang fail to cooperate. But China, North 

Korea's biggest trading partner, ultimately has power over whether sanctions on Pyongyang truly bite. 

 

With tensions climbing between Beijing and Washington over trade, some analysts point to the warmth on 

display during Kim's visit to Beijing as a warning from Xi that Trump's moves on trade could undermine 

the most ambitious goal -- peace with North Korea -- on his foreign policy agenda. 

  

"I think China is sending a message to Trump: You want to put trade tariffs on us and have our 

cooperation with North Korea? You can't have both," Bill Richardson, the former US energy secretary, 

ambassador and repeat US envoy to North Korea, told CNN. 

 

Complex relationships 

 

Kim's visit was his third pilgrimage to Beijing in as many months and came just days after the North 

Korean dictator's high-profile June 12 summit with Trump in Singapore. 

 

Publicly, Xi has vowed to maintain a constructive role in facilitating efforts toward denuclearization and 

supported North Korea's commitment to that goal despite issues with the US over trade. 

 

But tensions are rising. On Monday, Trump ordered the US trade representative to prepare new tariffs on 

$200 billion in Chinese imports. Trump was reacting angrily to Beijing's decision to match $50 billion in 

tariffs he placed on Chinese goods on June 15 to protest China's "unfair trade practices." 

 

"Again and again the US has been provoking a trade war," China's Foreign Ministry spokesman Geng 

Shuang said Tuesday. He said China does not wish to fight a trade war, "but is not scared of one." 

"We advise the US side to return to reason, and stop words and actions that harm itself and others," Geng 
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said. 

 

On Tuesday, State Department spokesperson Heather Nauert cautioned against conflating disagreements 

over trade with China's cooperation in talks with North Korea, noting that the US maintains complex 

relationships with many countries. 

 

"We have areas where we work with China and have -- and we have strong relations, but there are also 

areas where we're not always in agreement with China, and we will certainly bring those to light," she 

said, highlighting the "good work that President Xi and the Chinese government have done in helping to 

bring North Korea to the negotiating table." 

 

"We want to have a constructive relationship with the government of China. In order to do that, we need to 

repair, make some progress on some issues related to trade," Nauert said. 

 

According to Mintaro Oba, a former Korea desk officer at the State Department under President Barack 

Obama, it is not yet clear whether trade tensions between the US and China are having an impact on 

negotiations with North Korea, but he warned that Xi could temper his cooperation if tensions continue to 

rise. 

 

"The Chinese are still trying to preserve the space to climb down from this," he told CNN. "But if the 

Trump administration continues to escalate the fight on trade so far that relations sour in a major way, it's 

possible the Chinese will feel less and less inclined to cooperate on enforcing and generating pressure on 

the North Korean regime." 

 

China has helped make the Trump administration's "maximum pressure" campaign against North Korea 

effective, US officials say, but historically Beijing has been slow to apply sanctions against Pyongyang or 

has looked the other way on Chinese companies doing business with Pyongyang and on North Korean 

smuggling. 

 

Beijing fears a regime collapse next door that could send desperate refugees flooding across its borders 

and even worse, the prospect of US troops moving into North Korea as a stabilizing force, bringing them 

right to Chinese borders. 

 

Looking for leverage 

 

Xi feted Kim during his visit, underscoring the newly warm ties by sending crowds of jubilant children to 

greet Kim waving Chinese flags and jumping up and down. 

 

The Chinese leader praised Kim for his handling of the US meeting last week in Singapore and conveyed 

his satisfaction with the results of the summit as well as Pyongyang's goal of economic development, 

according to Chinese state media CCTV. 

 

As Trump continues to demand credit for his role in making "initial steps toward a deal" with North Korea 

by establishing a personal rapport with the young dictator, Kim is pulling all the levers available to 

strengthen his own negotiating position. 

 

His relationship with China is one of them, according to Richardson, who said Xi holds the power to 

loosen sanctions that are biting the North Korean economy by looking the other way on cross-border 

smuggling and energy restrictions imposed by the US and United Nations. 

 

"I believe Kim Jong Un is trying to delay denuclearization and do it at his own pace," he said, noting that 

can be accomplished only with sanctions relief from China -- a step the North Korean leader views as an 

apt reward for rapprochement with Trump. 

 

"Kim's logic is pretty simple: more options, more leverage," said Oba. "Without engagement with the 

United States, Kim going to Beijing would make him look desperate and highlight North Korea's 
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dependence on China. 

 

"And without China clearly backing North Korea, the United States might feel more free to abandon 

diplomacy and ramp up pressure. Now he gets to look independent and strong while playing both sides to 

get the best possible situation for North Korea." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Penn. court blocks abuse report release   

SOURCE http://www.philly.com/philly/news/pa-supreme-court-blocks-grand-jury-report-20180620.html 

GIST HARRISBURG — The Pennsylvania Supreme Court has agreed to indefinitely block the release of a 

grand jury report detailing decades of clergy sex abuse in six of the state’s eight Roman Catholic dioceses. 

  

In a two-paragraph order made public Wednesday, the state’s highest court said it granted requests from 

unnamed individuals or institutions to prevent the public release of the much-anticipated report. 

  

“The Honorable Norman A. Krumenacker, III, and the Office of the Attorney General are enjoined from 

releasing Report No. 1 of the 40th Statewide Investigating Grand Jury pending further order of this Court,” 

it read, citing the Cambria County judge who has overseen the panel’s work. 

  

The order — unsigned and released in the name of the entire court — throws into question the results of a 

sweeping probe that spanned at least two years and could implicate hundreds of clergy and other officials 

across the state. 

  

The investigation focused on child sex abuse and cover-ups in every Catholic diocese in the state except 

those in Philadelphia and Altoona-Johnstown — two dioceses that in past years endured similar scrutiny 

— and was expected to run 800 or more pages long. Some said the report could be unprecedented both by 

reviewing nearly every diocese in a single state, and by exploring the role that other officials outside the 

church may have played in enabling or concealing child sex abuse. 

  

Attorney General Josh Shapiro, a Democrat whose office spearheaded the probe, has said he had hoped to 

publicly speak about the grand jury’s investigation by month’s end. “The only thing that could stop these 

findings from becoming public at that time is if one of the bishops or dioceses would seek to delay or 

prevent this public accounting,” Shapiro said in a May 21 statement. 

  

In response to the Supreme Court order, Shapiro’s office said: “My legal team and I will continue fighting 

tirelessly to make sure the victims of this abuse are able to tell their stories and the findings of this 

investigation are made public to the people of Pennsylvania.” 

  

Bishops in all six dioceses have stated publicly that they would not block the release of the report. It is not 

known whether any of the people or groups who petitioned the high court to keep it under wraps are 

associated with the church. 

  

In its order, the Supreme Court did not signal who filed the petition or when, explain its reasoning for 

granting the request, or say how long it would take to consider the issue. 

  

Kimberly Bathgate, a spokesperson for the court, said the justices did not publicly explain their thinking 

because “all grand jury matters are sealed, including the rationale.” 
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HEADLINE 06/21 AAA: record 47M travelers 4th of July 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-julyfourth-travel-aaa/record-47-million-expected-to-travel-

for-u-s-july-fourth-holiday-aaa-idUSKBN1JH0AG  
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GIST NEW YORK (Reuters) - U.S. travelers will hit the roads, rails and airports in record numbers this Fourth 

of July holiday, despite higher gasoline prices, the nation’s largest automotive advocacy group said on 

Thursday. 

 

Some 46.9 million Americans will travel 50 miles (80 km) over the upcoming July Fourth holiday, the 

fifth consecutive annual increase and highest travel volume since the group began tracking data 18 years 

ago, according to the AAA, or American Automobile Association. 

 

The holiday period is defined this year as July 3 to July 8. 

 

Gas prices have fallen a bit since the 2018 high of $2.97 a gallon set over Memorial Day weekend, the last 

weekend in May. The national average gas price was $2.87 on Wednesday, up 59 cents from a year ago. 

 

Despite higher prices, automobile travel is expected to increase for the fourth straight year, rising 5.1 

percent or nearly 2 million more than in 2017, to 39.7 million travelers, the AAA said. 

 

“Confident consumers with additional disposable income will look to spend on travel this holiday, 

building on an already busy summer travel season,” said Bill Sutherland, senior vice president, AAA 

Travel and Publishing. 

 

Air travel volume will increase to 3.76 million passengers, 7.9 percent more than last year. With the 

holiday falling on a Wednesday, air travel is helped by enabling more flexibility to fly either before or 

after the holiday, the group said. 

 

U.S. gasoline demand, which accounts for roughly 10 percent of global demand, hit record highs last year 

thanks in part to a strong summer driving season. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Crisis: Central America violence, turmoil 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/immigration-border-crisis/central-america-s-violence-turmoil-

keeps-driving-families-u-s-n884956  

GIST AUSTIN, Texas — Patricia de Jesús Flores waited at a homeless shelter on the Mexican side of the U.S. 

border this week with her 7-year-old son, who she says witnessed a murder on a rooftop — one reason 

they left their home in Honduras. 

 

Flores, 27, was trying to decide whether to seek entry into the U.S., even though she heard parents who 

crossed the border illegally were being separated from their children. 

 

She and other families at the Senda de Vida shelter in Reynosa, Mexico, just across from McAllen, Texas, 

said their communities in El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala are so racked with violence, so terrorized 

by gangs and so infiltrated by drug cartels, they had no choice but to leave. 

 

“If my country would be OK, I would be there happily with my child,” Flores told NBC News. "I would 

not try to cross." 

 

While forced family separations — which President Donald Trump on Wednesday announced he would 

end —was a new way by the administration of dealing with illegal immigration on the southern border, the 

violence, drug cartels, gangs and poverty ravaging Central America have been driving people to the United 

States for years. It remains to be seen how far immigration legislation that Congress is negotiating will go 

to address those root problems. 

 

White House Chief of Staff John Kelly noted the violence in a May 2017 speech at a forum sponsored by 

the Atlantic Council, a Washington-based foreign policy think tank. 
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“There’s corruption there. There’s terrible intimidation," Kelly said, adding that the cartels "are 

horrifically violent and they hold neighborhoods, cities in a grip of fear that includes police in many 

cases." 

 

The conditions in what is known as the Northern Triangle of Latin America — El Salvador, Guatemala 

and Honduras — came to Americans' attention in full force in 2014, when tens of thousands of children 

arrived on their own at the U.S. border. 

 

For years, Honduras had the highest homicide rate in the world, peaking at over 91 homicides per 100,000 

in 2011, according to a United Nations report. The rate has since declined but remains comparatively high; 

last year, the rate was 42.8 homicides per 100,000. 

 

Such violence hasn't stopped residents of the Northern Triangle from making the dangerous trek north to 

an uncertain welcome on the U.S.-Mexican border. According to the Council on Foreign Relations, some 

3.4 million people born in El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras were living in the United States as of 

2015, the latest year for which data is available. 

 

The Northern Triangle is home to transnational gangs, such as MS-13 and the 18th Street Gang, both 

founded in Los Angeles, as well as drug cartels and criminal organizations with origins in the area’s civil 

wars. 

 

Corruption, weak and unstable government institutions and political turmoil make it difficult for Central 

American countries to combat the gangs and violence. Early this year in Honduras, protests following the 

re-election of President Juan Orlando Hernandez turned violent when police and troops used excessive 

force to quell protests, leaving 32 dead. No police or troops were charged, Amnesty International said in a 

report, The Associated Press reported. 

 

“Based on our interviews with individuals in immigration detention and at the border about the conditions 

they are fleeing … the conditions haven’t changed, which is why we are seeing these large numbers of 

people arriving,” said Alison Parker, director of the Human Rights Watch's U.S. Program. 

 

Border Patrol apprehensions on the southern border so far this fiscal year, which began in October, total 

252,187. That’s an increase of nearly 230,000 over the first eight months of 2017, when apprehensions 

totaled 224,817, according to Customs and Border Patrol statistics. 

 

The unrelenting turmoil of the region appears to still be driving families to flee with their children. 

 

Piedad De Jesús Mejía, a 31-year-old mother from Honduras, had traveled to Reynosa, Mexico, with her 

four children. She said Tuesday that she had heard about the family separations going on at the border, but 

“I had to leave without caring about that.” 

 

“I left my country because of the crimes and because we were witnesses when two of my husband’s 

cousins were killed and now they are looking for us, too,” she said. 

 

In Matamoras, Mexico, Jennifer Figueroa from Honduras held her 3-year-old son, Angel, as she stood on 

an international bridge leading into Brownsville, Texas. 

 

She had been in Mexico three days hoping to cross into the United States legally and ask for asylum. She 

said she had left her country because of death threats from the 18th Street gang and had paid a smuggler 

about $125 to get to the U.S. 

 

Told of the separations happening at the border, she insisted she would not let her son go. “I’d rather ask 

them to deport me,” Jennifer said. 

 

To deal with the 2014 surge in Central American families and children arriving at the border, the Obama 

administration and Congress adopted a broad U.S. strategy to address not only what was happening at the 
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border, but also the corruption and violence of the region, experts said. 

 

The U.S. upped its investment in the region substantially, although not to the extent or as quickly as 

Obama had wanted. He had asked for a $1 billion investment at the time. 

 

“It took 18 months to convince Congress to put $750 million bucks” toward addressing the problems, said 

Cecilia Muñoz, who served as Obama’s director of the White House Domestic Policy Council. In 2014, 

the total was about $317 million. 

 

The administration also created “in-country” programs for adults and to some degree children to apply for 

asylum from their countries. It called on other countries in the region to “step up” and accept people 

applying for asylum. 

 

“All of those were policies that were developing, and, of course, they’ve all been dismantled by this 

administration,” Muñoz said. 

 

Although the Trump administration continues to work with the Northern Triangle countries — Vice 

President Mike Pence is to visit victims of recent volcanoes in Guatemala next week and met with the 

Honduran president Wednesday —the region’s problems are “so deep and so endemic they cannot be fixed 

in a couple years,” said Jason Marczak, director of the Atlantic Council’s Adrienne Arsht Latin America 

Center. 

 

“People will come either way because they are trying to survive," Marczak said. 

 

During the 2014 crisis, Mexico took a more active role, working to clamp down on illegal immigration 

through its southern border. Last year, Mexico coordinated with the Trump administration to organize a 

conference in Miami on what could be done to push for systemic change in Central America. 

 

But the family separations have produced images and stories that have shocked other parts of the world 

and are harming the image of the U.S. The controversy could slow efforts to bring about lasting change in 

the Northern Triangle. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Military lawyers for immigration cases 

SOURCE https://www.aol.com/article/news/2018/06/21/pentagon-sending-military-lawyers-to-prosecute-

immigration-cases/23464449/  

GIST Twenty-one military lawyers are being sent to Arizona, Texas and New Mexico to help prosecute illegal 

immigration case, the Defense Department told MSNBC on Wednesday night. 

 

The lawyers, who are to have "criminal trial experience," will be appointed as full-time special assistant 

U.S. attorneys for up to 179 days, or around six months, the Defense Department said in confirming the 

plan, which was first reported by MSNBC's "The Rachel Maddow Show. 

 

"The plan is outlined in internal Defense Department emails obtained by MSNBC. According to the emails 

— which appear to be dated last month and one of which is labeled "An urgent request" — the Justice 

Department sought applicants for the positions "while we staff up" with permanent assistant U.S. 

attorneys. 

 

According to the documents, the military lawyers will be given basic training in immigration law and 

federal criminal procedure to assist regular federal prosecutors in Yuma, Arizona; Las Cruces, New 

Mexico; and El Paso, Del Rio, Laredo and McAllen in Texas. 

 

The Washington Post reported earlier Wednesday that the U.S. Office of Refugee Resettlement ended a 

grant program last month that paid for some detained migrant children to have lawyers while they are in 
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government custody. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 UN: US global leader asylum requests 

SOURCE https://www.aol.com/article/news/2018/06/20/the-united-states-is-now-the-global-leader-in-asylum-

requests-the-un-says/23464157/  

GIST The United States fielded more new asylum requests than any other country last year, according to the 

United Nations Refugee Agency, even as the Trump administration has been employing stricter measures 

to keep people out.  

 

The number of new applications for asylum in the U.S. increased by 27 percent from 2016 to 2017, 

reaching 331,700, according to the “Global Trends: Forced Displacement in 2017” report. The U.S. 

surpassed Germany, which fielded 198,300 applications. 

 

The U.N. report was published Tuesday before World Refugee Day, which falls on Wednesday. 

 

The latest numbers are in line with the steady increase in asylum claims coming from Central America that 

the U.S. has seen since 2013. 

 

“Similar to last year, applicants from the [northern region of Central America] made up 43 percent of all 

claims, and the number of claims increased by 44 percent, reaching levels not seen since the 1980s,” the 

study said. The applicants consist mainly of people from El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras who are 

fleeing gang violence. 

 

The release of these figures comes amid a public backlash against the Trump administration’s zero 

tolerance policy. The administration seeks to prosecute anybody who attempts to cross the border illegally 

― an effort that is driving family separations on a massive scale. More than 2,300 children were separated 

from their parents between May 5 and June 9.  

 

Even once people have put in their asylum requests, the system is so backlogged ― there were 311,000 

pending cases as of January ― that a decision can take years. Only 65,600 asylum decisions were made in 

the U.S. in 2017, the U.N. report said, making the U.S. home to the largest asylum-seeking population in 

the world.  

 

“This backlog has grown by more than 1,750 percent over the last five years, and the rate of new asylum 

applications has more than tripled,” U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services said. The agency 

announced in January that it would be scheduling interviews for more recent applications, prioritizing new 

entrants over those who have already been waiting years for a decision. 

 

“Asylum is a slow process in the U.S. and it’s always been sort of a neglected activity within our judicial 

system. Never really have adequate resources been allocated to this particular legal component of the 

work,” said Erol Kekic, executive director of the immigration and refugee program at the Church World 

Service, a global humanitarian agency. 

 

Worldwide, the number of asylum seekers waiting for decisions on their applications spiked about 

300,000, to 3.1 million by the end of last year, the U.N. report said. 

 

A record 68.5 million people ― a jump of almost 3 million in just one year ― had also been displaced by 

the end of 2017. More than 25 million of them fled their countries as refugees. The remainder were 

internally displaced or seeking asylum. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Plastic piling up w/China recycling ban 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/study-plastic-pile-wake-china-recycling-ban-

56036809?   

GIST China's decision to stop accepting plastic waste from other countries is causing plastic to pile up around 

the globe, and wealthy countries must find a way to slow the accumulation of one of the most ubiquitous 

materials on the planet, a group of scientists said. 

 

The scientists sought to quantify the impact of the Chinese import ban on the worldwide trade in plastic 

waste, and found that other nations might need to find a home for more than 122 million tons (110 million 

metric tons) of plastic by 2030. The ban went into effect Dec. 31, 2017, and the stockpiling trend figures to 

worsen, the scientists said. 

 

Wealthy countries such as the United States, Japan and Germany have long sent their plastic recyclables to 

China, and the country doesn't want to be the world's dumping ground for plastic anymore. The study 

found China has taken more than 116 million tons (105 million metric tons) of the material since 1992, the 

equivalent of the weight of more than 300 Empire State Buildings.  

 

The change is forcing countries to rethink how they deal with plastic waste. They need to be more 

selective about what they choose to recycle, and more fastidious about reusing plastics, said Amy Brooks, 

first author on the study and a doctoral student in engineering at the University of Georgia. In the 

meantime, Brooks said, more plastic waste is likely to get incinerated or sent to landfills. 

 

"This is a wake-up call. Historically, we've been depending on China to take in this recycled waste and 

now they are saying no," she said. "That waste has to be managed, and we have to manage it properly." 

 

The study was published Wednesday in the journal Science Advances. Using United Nations data, it found 

that China has dwarfed all other plastics importers, accounting for about 45 percent of the world's plastic 

waste since 1992. The ban is part of a larger crackdown on foreign garbage, which is viewed as a threat to 

health and environment. 

 

Some countries that have seen an increase in plastic waste imports since China's ban — such as Thailand, 

Vietnam and Malaysia — are already looking to enforce bans of their own because they are quickly 

becoming overburdened, Brooks said. 

 

The study illustrates that plastic, which has a wide array of uses and formulations, is more difficult to 

recycle than other materials, such as glass and aluminum, said Sherri Mason, who was not involved in the 

study and is the chair of the geology and environmental sciences department at the State University of 

New York at Fredonia. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 International Yoga Day 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Wellness/yoga-moves-desk-international-yoga-day/story?id=56012758  

GIST It’s no secret that sitting at a desk for hours each workday is not the best thing for our bodies.  

 

"From a posture standpoint, it weakens the legs, can cause tight hips and low back pain, and stiff shoulders 

and neck," said Michael Gervais, director of group programming for Equinox in New York City. "These 

are the biggest complaints we see these in our classes, and much of what we do in Western yoga is to 

counter the effects of this lifestyle."  

 

The good news is that doing small movements at your desk, even while seated, can make a difference.  

 

"At minimum, you should stand and move around once an hour," Gervais said.  

 

Ready for a stretch break? Thursday is International Yoga Day, a reminder to stretch and appreciate what 
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our bodies can do.  

 

Try these five yoga moves from Gervais to break up your workday.  

 

1. Standing cat/cow 

 

Use the side of the desk to arch and curl the spine. Inhale arch the spine, exhale round the spine, five to 10 

deep breaths.  

 

2. Standing twist 

 

Use the desk or a wall as leverage and take three big breaths in a twist to each side.  

 

3. Crescent lunge variation 

 

Put one leg behind you, then reach up with that same arm to stretch the front of the hips. Three breaths 

each side.  

 

4. Chair pose variation 

 

With your feet touching, lift your butt a few inches off your chair, so your legs are working.  

 

Lift your chest and either keep your hands at your hips, or reach them overhead. Either way, keep opening 

across the shoulders. Five to 10 breaths.  

 

It should feel like work for the legs.  

 

5. Standing forward fold variation 

 

With the feet hip distance apart, clasp your fingers behind the back and fold forward over the legs.  

 

Focus on squeezing your wrists together and opening across the chest. Let your head hang. Five breaths. 

Come out slowly. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 World Refugee Day 2018 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/world-refugee-day-2018-record-685-million-forcibly/story?   

GIST Record high numbers of men, women and children were driven from their homes across the world last 

year due to war, violence and persecution, according to a new report by the United Nations' refugee 

agency.  

 

The UNHCR's annual "Global Trends" study found that a staggering 68.5 million people worldwide had 

been forcibly displaced by the end of 2017.  

 

Nearly a quarter of them were uprooted just last year, either for the first time or repeatedly. That's an 

average of one person displaced every two seconds of the day, the study says.  

 

"Now, more than ever, taking care of refugees must be a global –- and shared –- responsibility," Filippo 

Grandi, the U.N. high commissioner for refugees, said in a statement Wednesday. "It’s time to do things 

differently."  

 

"On World Refugee Day, it’s time to recognize their humanity in action -– and challenge ourselves, and 

others, to join them –- in receiving and supporting refugees in our schools, neighborhoods, and 

workplaces," he continued. "This is where solidarity starts –- with all of us."  
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The report was published Tuesday ahead of World Refugee Day, amid global outrage over a "zero-

tolerance" policy enacted by U.S. President Donald Trump that is forcibly separating immigrant children 

from their parents at the border with Mexico. Thousands of Central Americans are fleeing violence and 

poverty in their home countries -- including El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras -- and are risking their 

lives to reach the United States.  

 

Zeid Ra'ad al-Hussein, the U.N. high commissioner for human rights, has described the immigration 

policy as "government-sanctioned child abuse" and urged the U.S. government to end the controversial 

practice.  

 

"In the past six weeks, nearly two thousand children have been forcibly separated from their parents," al-

Hussein said in a statement Monday. "The thought that any State would seek to deter parents by inflicting 

such abuse on children is unconscionable."  

 

According to the UNHCR report, the humanitarian crisis in the Democratic Republic of Congo, the civil 

war in South Sudan and the flight of hundreds of thousands of Rohingya refugees from Myanmar into 

Bangladesh were the leading causes of forcible displacement last year.  

 

The global displacement figure for 2017 includes 25.4 million refugees who fled their countries to escape 

conflict and persecution, the study says. That's 2.9 million more refugees than the year before -- the 

steepest increase UNHCR has ever seen in a single year.  

 

The report shows that Turkey hosted the largest number of refugees worldwide for the fourth consecutive 

year, with 3.5 million people. It was followed by Pakistan, Uganda, Lebanon, Iran, Germany, Bangladesh 

and Sudan.  

 

"International responsibility-sharing for displaced people has utterly collapsed. Rich countries are building 

walls against families fleeing war, at the same time as less money is available for aid to people in conflict 

areas," Jan Egeland, secretary-general of the Norwegian Refugee Council, said in a statement Tuesday.  

 

Halfway through the fiscal year, the Trump administration has admitted less than a quarter of the 45,000 

refugees it set as a cap -- already the lowest ceiling in the 43-year history of the U.S. Refugee Admissions 

Program -- with only 10,548 refugees allowed entry into the United States since October 1, 2017.  

 

In a statement marking World Refugee Day, U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo emphasized that his 

government provides aid to crises that uproot people from their homes and that "new actors" must step up 

to the plate to address the rising number of displaced persons.  

 

"As global displacement has reached record levels, it is vital that new actors – including governments, 

international financial institutions, and the private sector – come to the table to assist in the global 

response to address it," Pompeo said in his statement Wednesday. "The United States will continue to be a 

world leader in providing humanitarian assistance and working to forge political solutions to the 

underlying conflicts that drive displacement."  

 

"The United States provides more humanitarian assistance than any other single country worldwide, 

including to refugees," he added.  

 

The U.N. 1951 Refugee Convention defines a refugee as someone who is forced to leave their home due to 

"a well-founded fear of persecution." The persecution must be "because of his/her race, religion, 

nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion," the treaty says.  

 

Other types of forcibly displaced persons include asylum seekers, internally displaced persons, stateless 

persons and returnees. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Italy, Austria hardline axis on migration 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/italy-austria-signal-hard-line-axis-migration-

56036303  

GIST A meeting of Italy's anti-migrant interior minister with like-minded Austrian populist leaders on 

Wednesday in Rome heralded a new hard-line axis forming in Europe on migration issues with pledges to 

more firmly protect Europe's southern border. 

 

Italy's interior minister, Matteo Salvini, leveraged on his recent refusal to allow landfall in Sicily to a ship 

carrying some 630 migrants rescued at sea off the Libyan coast. The new Socialist government in Spain 

agreed to take them in, acknowledging Europe had abandoned Italy, after the tiny island nation of Malta 

also balked. 

 

"It is a historic moment because Europe has never had the possibility to change like in these days. We 

think it can change for the better on the topics of immigration, security and the fight against terrorism. 

Finally there is a decision to protect the exterior border," Salvini said. 

 

Salvini and his Austrian counterparts — vice chancellor Heinz Christian Strache and interior minister 

Herbert Kickl — signaled their common approach to reinforcing the exterior border while deferring 

specifics to Austria's EU presidency, and other forums, including an upcoming EU summit. Salvini said he 

was briefing Premier Conte and vice premier Luigi Di Maio on his proposals later in the day. 

 

But Salvini made clear that he would continue to press neighbors to do more. While welcoming Spain's 

acceptance of the migrants, he noted that Spain has only taken 235 of an agreed-upon EU quota of 3,265. 

"They can take the next four boats that arrive," he said. He also slammed France, which has only taken 640 

of the 9,800 migrants it has pledged to receive. 

 

Salvini said he had trust in the Austrian EU presidency to make a difference in discussions about changing 

the Dublin accords, noting "the mood has changed," but also hinting that Italy would be willing to play 

hardball, and hold back payments to the EU, if significant changes were not made. 

 

Salvini said he wanted to see EU funds better spent, and said he would travel to Libya, the main departure 

point for migrants heading to Italy, in the coming days to work on stemming the migrant tide as well as 

economic development issues. 

 

While more than 640,000 migrants have arrived in Italy since 2014, the number of arrivals in Italy this 

year is down over 80 percent, to over 14,500. 

 

Austria's interior minister, Kickl, said the message had to go out "that those who rely on traffickers have 

given up all chances of asylum in Europe." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 South Sudan’s warring leaders meet 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/south-sudans-warring-leaders-set-meet-face-face-

56022088?   

GIST South Sudan's warring leaders met face-to-face for the first time in almost two years Wednesday amid 

efforts to end a five-year civil war, shaking hands but making no public comments. 

 

South Sudan President Salva Kiir and opposition leader Riek Machar continued meeting into the night and 

were expected to continue discussions on Thursday in neighboring Ethiopia, which invited them for talks 

as pressure grows to end a conflict that has killed tens of thousands of people and created Africa's largest 

refugee crisis since the 1994 Rwanda genocide. 
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A Kiir spokesman, Ateny Wek Ateny, has said "anything that brings peace in South Sudan is wanted." 

 

Machar fled South Sudan after new fighting erupted in the capital in July 2016, ending a brief attempt at 

peace in which he returned to his role as Kiir's deputy. He later was put under house arrest in South Africa, 

whose presidency on Wednesday welcomed Machar's participation in the talks. 

 

The meeting, attended by Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed, was mediated by the East African 

regional bloc that has led several rounds of failed peace talks. The Intergovernmental Authority on 

Development last month called for a meeting of Kiir and Machar ahead of an African Union summit on 

July 1 in Mauritania, saying it would inform a "final decision" on Machar's participation in the peace 

process. 

 

Both sides in South Sudan's civil war have been accused of widespread abuses such as gang rapes against 

civilians, including along ethnic lines. A number of South Sudan officials have been accused by human 

rights groups of profiting from the conflict and blocking the path to peace. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Canada legalizes pot differently than US 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/legal-pot-roll-differently-canada-us-56049565  

GIST Mail-order weed? You betcha! 

 

With marijuana legalization across Canada on the horizon, the industry is shaping up to look different 

from the way it does in nine U.S. states that have legalized adult recreational use of the drug. Age limits, 

government involvement in distribution and sales, and access to banking are some big discrepancies. 

 

And yes, Canadians will be able to order cannabis online and have it delivered through the mail — 

something that's illegal in the United States.  

 

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau announced Wednesday that marijuana will be legal nationwide on Oct. 17. 

In the meantime, Canada's provinces and cities are working out issues concerning how cannabis will be 

regulated. 

 

Here's what to expect: 

 

GOVERNMENT-RUN STORES 

 

It's up to the provinces and territories to determine how to handle distribution, and they're taking a variety 

of approaches. 

 

Ontario plans to open up to 150 stores run by its Liquor Control Board — a model of public ownership 

that is unusual in the U.S. The tiny Washington state town of North Bonneville has one city-owned pot 

shop. 

 

British Columbia is planning for a mix of public and privately owned stores, while Newfoundland and 

Saskatchewan will have only private pot shops. In some remote areas where stand-alone marijuana stores 

might not be economically feasible, including in the Northwest Territories, cannabis could be sold at 

existing liquor stores. 

 

Just like U.S. states with legal pot, the provinces also differ on home-growing, with many allowing up to 

four plants and others, including Quebec, barring it. 

 

And rather than a minimum age of 21, as U.S. states have set, Canada's federal minimum age to use 

marijuana will be 18, with most provinces adding an additional year. 
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The varying approaches make the provinces something of a laboratory for determining the best ways to 

legalize, said Matt Gray, founder and chief executive of Herb, a Toronto-based news and social media 

platform for the pot industry. 

 

"It's this amazing case study for countries globally to see the amazing benefits that legalizing cannabis can 

have on things like the economy, eradicating the black market and getting cannabis out of the hands of 

minors," he said. 

 

PRICING AND TAXES 

 

Whether run by the government or private entities, the stores will obtain their marijuana from federally 

licensed growers. Officials also will set a minimum price. 

 

Canada's finance ministers have pegged it at about $10 per gram, but the Yukon minister in charge of 

marijuana says the government hopes to displace more of the illegal market by setting the base at $8. 

 

The government wants to tax legal marijuana at either $1 per gram or one-tenth of a product's price, 

whichever is greater, plus federal and provincial sales taxes. It's likely to be less than the taxes imposed in 

the states. 

 

Washington state's tax rate is 37 percent, plus state and local sales taxes. In California, licensed pot 

businesses are blaming total tax rates that can approach 50 percent for driving people back into the black 

market. 

 

The Canadian government agreed to give provinces and territories 75 percent of the tax revenue. 

 

BANKING 

 

Canada's cannabis businesses have a massive advantage over their American counterparts: access to banks. 

 

Because the drug is still illegal under U.S. law, major banks have been loath to do business with the 

industry, even in legal marijuana states. 

 

U.S. Treasury Department data show a slow increase in the number of banks and credit unions maintaining 

accounts for marijuana businesses, with 411 reporting such accounts last spring. 

 

But many of those institutions don't provide full-service banking, making it tough for businesses to get 

loans. 

 

"The major Canadian banks were slow to warm to this," said Chris Barry, a Seattle-based marijuana 

business attorney who handles industry transactions in both countries for the law firm Dorsey and 

Whitney. 

 

He said smaller independent banks, investment banks and brokerage firms got the work started. 

 

"That has pretty much dissolved as a problem," Barry said. "The majors are coming around to participate 

in the market." 

 

THE PRODUCTS 

 

Some consumers are disappointed that store shelves will only stock dried flower, oils and seeds when sales 

begin — no edibles. The government has said it needs about another year to develop regulations for 

edibles. 

 

There's also a labeling issue: Health Canada has dictated large warning labels on otherwise plain packages, 

with strict restrictions on font sizes, styles and colors. The idea is to discourage misuse and to avoid 
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appealing to youths, but it also leaves very little room for company logos or branding. 

 

"It looks like each bag is housing radioactive waste," said Chris Clay, owner of Warmland Cannabis 

Centre, a medical marijuana dispensary on Vancouver Island. "It's a tiny logo with this huge warning 

label. It doesn't leave much room for craft growers that want to differentiate themselves." 

 

And that, Clay said, is one of many things that will make it difficult for mom-and-pop growers to thrive. 

Giant cannabis companies have been entering deals to supply marijuana to the provinces. 

 

While micro-producers are allowed, Clay is worried that by the time rules are released, "all the contracts 

are going to be scooped up." 

 

POT BY POST 

 

While getting marijuana by mail may be a novel concept in the U.S., it's nothing new in Canada. Its postal 

service has been shipping medical marijuana to authorized patients since 2013. 

 

"Many of our processes are in place today for medicinal cannabis and will continue for any regulated 

product sent through Canada Post from licensed distributors," Canada Post said in a written statement. 

 

The agency requires proof of age upon delivery and won't leave the package in your mailbox or on your 

doorstep if you're not home. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Charleston apologizes for slavery role 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/charleston-formally-apologizes-role-slavery/story?   

GIST A southern city is formally apologizing for its dark past.  

 

Charleston, South Carolina, has approved a resolution that condemns and apologizes for the centuries of 

human slavery that were supported and promoted by its former lawmakers. The city council's 12 members 

voted 7-5 to adopt the symbolic resolution Tuesday night, coinciding with "Juneteenth," the celebratory 

anniversary of the abolition of slavery in the United States.  

 

The port city played a major role in the Atlantic slave trade. Nearly half of the people who were abducted 

from their homes in Africa and shipped to the United States to be sold into slavery took their first steps on 

American soil in Charleston. Slaves made up almost half of the city's population before the start of the 

American Civil War, according to the International African American Museum in Charleston.  

 

"This is the modern city council which feels the need to make an apology for the institution of slavery in 

the city of Charleston," Charleston councilman William Dudley Gregorie, who helped author and shepherd 

the resolution, told ABC News in a telephone interview before Tuesday's vote.  

 

Gregorie, who is also a trustee at the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, said the 

resolution is a long time coming and a testament to the power of collaboration. He did "extensive research 

to reach a draft" that was shared with his fellow council members. 

 

The language in the three-page resolution explicitly takes responsibility for the "dehumanizing atrocities" 

that were condoned for hundreds of years.  

 

The resolution goes on to detail how the economic success of colonial and antebellum Charleston 

(formerly Charles Town) "was slave labor" and it prospered "due to the expertise, ingenuity and hard labor 

of enslaved Africans who were forced to endure inhumane working conditions that produced wealth for 

many, but which was denied to them."  
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The document also admits to how the institution of slavery "sought to suppress, if not destroy, the cultural 

and social values of Africans by stripping Africans of their ancestral names and customs, humiliating and 

brutalizing them through sexual exploitation, and selling African relatives apart from one another without 

regard to the connection of the family." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Opioid prevention in schools trend up 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/trending-concern-schools-opioid-awareness-prevention/story?   

GIST As the school year winds down, opioid prevention in schools are trending up.  

 

One in 7 high school students in America reported they'd misused prescription opioids, like hydrocodone, 

in the past year, according to the Centers for Disease COntrol and Prevention.  

 

In Ashland, Kentucky a community of just over 21,000 people along the southern bank of the Ohio River, 

the epidemic has hit a fever pitch.  

 

Boyd County, where Ashland is located, saw 39 opioid-related deaths in 2017, which was an increase from 

30 deaths in 2016, according to the local paper The Daily Independent.  

 

In one year, local elementary schools found a total of 18 needles in their playgrounds.  

 

To combat the epidemic, students from Ashland Middle School came up with a device to keep people safe 

from syringes discarded on the ground.  

 

They designed a working prototype to safely pick up and dispose of syringes and created a database to 

alert the public where the syringes were found.  

 

"We really noticed that this was a big problem in our community and our resource officer came to us and 

asked if we could figure out a solution," Isaac Crawford, an eighth-grader at Ashland Middle School and 

one of the 19 students who worked on creating the device, told ABC News.  

 

On a recent trip to Washington, D.C., the students showcased their device to lawmakers in COngress. 

Senate Majority leader Mitch McConnell, from their home state of Kentucky, called it "inspirational."  

 

The Ashland police chief saw the prototype and wants it in the hands of every officer "as soon as 

possible," Crawford said.  

 

The students won a nationwide contest sponsored on by Samsung - which supplied the 3D printing 

technology to create the prototype.  

 

The database locates where needles were found and then reports them to police and vice versa. The hope is 

that they can eventually turn it over fully to the police department.  

 

The Naloxone Approach in Schools   

 

As the opioid crisis hits America hard, states have taken a new approach to keeping students safe: putting 

naloxone in schools, training counselors on how to approach the opioid crisis, and taking a students first 

approach to education and understanding of the problem.  

 

“We need to get [naloxone] out there, it needs to be available in places," Jon DeLena DEA Associate 

Special Agent in Charge for New England told ABC News. "The amount of lives it has saved is 

staggering.”  

 

Maryland Rhode Island have passed laws requiring schools to carry naloxone.  
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“Given the scope of the opioid epidemic in our area right now, it’s not outside the realm of possibility that 

any high school or middle school could have a student on campus who experiences an overdose," said 

Rhode Island state Sen. Gayle Goldin in a news release. "Every second matters."  

 

Other states like Ohio and New Hampshire leave it up to the individual districts to decide whether to put 

naloxone in schools or not.  

 

Dublin City Schools in Dublin, Ohio, with 17,000 students and 20 buildings, has had naloxone in all of its 

schools since 2016 in order to be "proactive and prepared."  

 

The thought is to have school nurses be able to administer the antidote similarly to an EpiPen. It is 

something the National Association of School Nurses support.  

 

"There's no downside to having it," Tracey Miller, the deputy superintendent of Dublin City Schools, told 

ABC News. "Only an upside."  

 

DeLena said having naloxone in schools, at first, he was taken aback by it, but realized it was forward 

thinking.  

 

"It isn't so much they are worried about a student overdosing, they're worried about someone else on 

campus overdosing. Whether that's God forbid a teacher, parent at parent pickup or at a game. It could be 

anybody," he said. "We know this thing is so wide spread, the more I though about it, it's forward leaning 

and the schools are trying to get ahead of it."  

 

An early start – focusing on youth.   

 

In New Hampshire, a state some consider ground zero for the opioid crisis, the Drug Enforcement Agency 

and community leaders are working with students to help combat the opioid crisis.  

 

"Everything we've been doing in New Hampshire has been youth-focused because of the opioid crisis," 

DeLena said.  

 

DeLena, with the help of the Recovery Centers of America and the Mark Whalberg Youth Foundation, put 

on the New Hampshire Youth Summit on Opioid Awareness - the first event of its kind. The event drew so 

much attention that Attorney General Jeff Sessions flew in to speak and a former MLB pitcher spoke about 

his addiction and recovery.  

 

The response from students in attendance was positive. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Airlines speak out on immigration policy 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/airlines-speak-transportation-undocumented-children-separated-

family/story?id=56043080  

GIST Before President Donald Trump signed an executive order Wednesday to reverse the administration's 

family separation policy, the Department of Homeland Security attacked several airlines that said they 

would not knowingly work with the federal government in cases of transporting children separated from 

their parents at the border.  

 

American Airlines acknowledged an existing contract with the federal government, but the airline said it 

does not know whom the government flies nor their purpose for traveling.  

 

"We have no knowledge that the federal government has used American to transport children who have 

been separated from their parents due to the recent immigration policy, but we would be extremely 
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disappointed to learn that is the case," the airline said in a statement. "We have therefore requested the 

federal government to immediately refrain from using American for the purpose of transporting children 

who have been separated from their families due to the current immigration policy. We have no desire to 

be associated with separating families, or worse, to profit from it."  

 

Southwest Airlines and United Airlines released similar statements. The carriers said they were unaware of 

any previous occurrences but asked the government to no longer use their flights to transport immigrant 

children.  

 

"We have contacted federal officials to inform them that they should not transport immigrant children on 

United aircraft who have been separated from their parents," CEO Oscar Munoz said.  

 

Frontier Airlines also said they would not knowingly engage in transporting separated children.  

Delta Airlines released a statement after the president signed the executive order.  

 

The Atlanta-based airline said "recent reports of families being separated are disheartening and do not 

align with Delta's core values," but it's pleased with the executive order.  

 

The Association of Flight Attendants expressed concern that tension could pose a "safety and security 

issue" aboard planes, as passengers and crew react to seeing children board.  

 

"Some are struggling with the question of participating in a process that they feel is deeply immoral," the 

association said member flight attendants. "We have asked the airlines to communicate with Flight 

Attendants so that we know what to expect, whether these children could be on our flights, how we will be 

notified, what special instructions there may be for care of these children if they are on our flights, and 

how to respond to passengers." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Hacker group targets US satellites 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/hacker-group-china-may-disrupt-us-satellites-cybersecurity-firm-warns-

985501  

GIST A cyber-espionage group operating from computers inside China is currently targeting U.S. satellite 

communications and defense sectors as part of a “wide-ranging” operation. They may soon seek to disrupt 

critical systems, according to cybersecurity firm Symantec’s Security Response Attack Investigation 

Team. 

 

The hacking collective, codenamed Thrip, has been using powerful malware against targets in the U.S. and 

Southeast Asia, researchers said in a detailed analysis published on Tuesday. Symantec’s experts said the 

team has been active since at least 2013 and is highly motivated by spying. But they warned its tactics 

could turn nasty by taking a more “aggressive” approach in the future. 

 

Thrip, the report said, relies on a cocktail of custom malware and legitimate network administration tools 

to compromise computers. The campaign has been tied to three computers in China, but Symantec did not 

elaborate on who is pulling the strings, or if they could potentially be linked to the government. As 

Russian cybersecurity chief Eugene Kaspersky noted this week, accurate attribution is now harder than 

ever. 

 

Symantec said the hackers appear to be interested in finding out how to infect computers running software 

that monitors and controls satellites. Another target in the hacking group’s latest operation—which was 

launched in 2017 according to Symantec—was an organization involved in geospatial imaging and 

mapping. The hackers also targeted computers running Google Earth Server and Garmin imaging 

software, researchers said. In addition, they targeted three different telecommunications operators located 
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in Southeast Asia. 

  

While the culprits still remain a mystery, their tools do not. Researchers found malware designed to steal 

data, log keystrokes and create backdoors. Some had links to “underground Chinese hackers.” 

 

“This is likely espionage,” said Greg Clark, chief executive of Symantec. “The Thrip group has been 

working since 2013 and their latest campaign uses standard operating system tools, so targeted 

organizations won’t notice their presence. They operate very quietly, blending in to networks, and are only 

discovered using artificial intelligence that can identify and flag their movements.”  

 

He added: “Alarmingly, the group [is] keenly interested in telecom, satellite operators and defense 

companies. We stand ready to work with appropriate authorities to address this serious threat.” 

 

Cybersecurity companies have long tracked China-based cyber-espionage operations, and it is widely 

believed that North Korea’s hacking groups rely on computer infrastructure in the country. 

 

In March this year, experts from FireEye found a suspected Chinese campaign that was targeting 

engineering and maritime sectors in the U.S. with ties to the South China Sea territory dispute. Back in 

2015, China and U.S. agreed to reduce state-sponsored theft of intellectual property. The loose cyber-truce 

followed the massive hack of federal records from the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) that 

was blamed on Beijing. While the results did have an effect, cyber-espionage persists. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Cybercrime serious threat at World Cup 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/soccer/worldcup/2018/06/20/world-cup-cyber-crime-very-

real-threat-us-fans-experts-say/718308002/  

GIST Cyber crime is the most serious threat for U.S. fans traveling to Russia this summer for the World Cup, 

security experts say. 

 

While headlines before the tournament warned of Russian hooligans possibly causing disruptions and Fox 

broadcaster Alexi Lalas saying he was confronted by an aggressive and angry fan while on assignment in 

Moscow, experts say Americans traveling to Russia should be more concerned about using their cell 

phones and having their personal information confiscated.  

 

“Probably the greatest risk is going to be cyber security,” said Larry Pfeiffer, who served as chief of staff 

to former CIA Director Michael Hayden. “No. 1, Russia is a security state with one of the most advanced 

intelligence services in the world, and they are going to try to use this event to their advantage.” 

 

Russian government agencies with the potential to hack devices are the Federal Security Service (FSB) 

and the Main Intelligence Administration (GRU), Pfeiffer says. 

 

“They’ve got an industrial-sized intelligence community that’s going to have the capability to handle vast 

amounts of data,” said Pfeiffer, director of the Michael V. Hayden Center for Intelligence, Policy, and 

International Security at George Mason University. “They will be sweeping up large amounts of data off 

of telephones being used in the country. Nobody should feel like they’re immune to that.” 

 

Julian Sanchez, who studies privacy and national security at the Cato Institute, a Washington think tank, 

said travelers should bring or purchase a burner phone or other device. But if you can’t afford it, wipe the 

device before going to Russia. 

 

“Back them up, wipe them clean and then bring them in a state with as little information as possible on 

them,” Sanchez said. “Especially big events like the World Cup, be cautious about what Wi-Fi you are 

using.” 
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So far there have been few reports of criminal activity against World Cup visitors. Russian media have 

reported that police agencies were told not to release details of negative incidents that may affect Russia’s 

reputation during the tournament. 

 

Foreign security services have been known to use phishing, according to the National Counterintelligence 

and Security Center (NCSC). Phishing is when a person, application or device appears to be trustworthy in 

order to gain private information. People should not overshare their information with new acquaintances 

when at the World Cup, according to NCSC. 

 

“Anyone traveling to Russia to attend the World Cup should be clear-eyed about the cyber risks involved,” 

NCSC director William Evanina said in a statement. “If you’re planning on taking a mobile phone, laptop, 

PDA, or other electronic device with you —make no mistake — any data on those devices (especially 

your personally identifiable information) may be accessed by the Russian government or cyber criminals.” 

 

Pfeiffer said U.S. citizens should not trust well-established Wi-Fi networks, such as those in commercial 

hotels. 

 

“The Russian intel services work closely with hotels and venues like that to be able to monitor 

communications,” Pfeiffer said. “The advice I give is in countries like Russia and China in particular, if 

you don’t have to bring a device, don’t bring one.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 World’s most notorious hacker groups 

SOURCE https://www.computerworlduk.com/security/most-notorious-hacker-groups-3679258/  

GIST Today increasingly sophisticated cyber attacks are crafted, honed, and improved by shady groups of 

hackers, often using custom tools that are directed at high value people, businesses, or even countries. 

From daring cyber heists that cause cash machines in the street to give out free money, through to 

targeting activists, defectors and dissidents, these attacks are often carried out by dedicated groups 

working in the shadows of states where they are tolerated, encouraged, or even part of the intelligence 

machinery of countries themselves. 

Often mysterious, it is only thanks to the dedication of security researchers that we now know a little about 

how these groups operate, by detecting hints as to who they are, where they're based, how they operate, 

and why. 

These groups tend to operate in the domain of advanced persistent threat (APT), a fairly self explanatory 

term for sophisticated hacking attempts that are continuously ongoing, usually targeting a person, 
business, or country. 

APT groups vary in motive: they could be conducting cyber espionage for political or corporate 

information (usually in sensitive industries or public sector bodies), they could be state-sponsored, they 

could be directly a function of a state, or they could be simply tolerated within a state. An APT group 

might be financially motivated, engaging in complex cyber heists. Or they could simply want to spread 

misinformation and chaos. 

In any case, they often use customised, proprietary malware tools and have sophisticated means of attack. 

Often they run their own (sometimes vast) command and control infrastructure, and deliberately make 

attribution difficult – either by masking the location of the attacks or as a means to plant blame on another 

potential culprit, in other words, a ‘false flag’ operation. 

APT groups are then, by their nature, shady and mysterious – but thanks to the hard work of researchers in 
the infosec community, we now know details about some of them. 

Read on for some of the most notorious known hacker groups, from ‘Fancy Bear’ to ‘Reaper’. 

The Shadow Brokers 
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It was almost impossible to miss the WannaCry ransomware threat in 2017. WannaCry and what was then 

a variant of the Petya ransomware, NotPetya, absolutely hobbled infrastructure and businesses the world 

over. 

These attacks were based on an exploit developed internally by America’s National Security Agency 

(NSA), called EternalBlue, which itself exploited Microsoft’s Server Message Block protocol (deciding to 

horde that exploit rather than inform Microsoft). 

A group calling itself The Shadow Brokers obtained NSA files back in 2013, believed to have 

been extractedfrom an NSA staging server. This included information on all types of exploits that the 

spying agency had been holding onto. 

The group’s first published leak was in August 2016, a cache of cyber weapons that it attributed to the 

‘Equation Group’ – an organisation believed to be based in America, possibly behind the infamous 

Stuxnet code that wrecked Iran’s nuclear centrifuges, and that has been suggested to also have ties to the 

NSA.  

Four leaks later and it was ‘EternalBlue’ – the SMB-based attack that WannaCry and Petya were built on, 

causing more than 200,000 infections worldwide within the first two weeks of its release. The group 

claims to have access to more weapons and exploits, and had previously threatened the release of new 
material every month. 

No one knows for sure where the Shadow Brokers group originates, but theories include an insider within 
the NSA’s ‘Tailored Access Operations’ group. 

NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden said that “conventional wisdom indicates Russian responsibility” – 

adding that he believed the releases were a warning to America. 

“This leak looks like somebody sending a message that an escalation in the attribution game could get 

messy fast,” he tweeted.  

Lazarus Group 

The mysterious Lazarus Group could be behind the $81 million dollar bank heist from the Central Bank of 

Bangladesh in 2016. Not much is known about this organisation, who is in it, or where it operates from, 

but security vendor Kaspersky had its researchers attempt to trace the shady group for over a year. 

It found from the ‘forensic analysis of artefacts’ the group left in attacks on south-east Asian and European 

banks a ‘deep understanding’ of the group and how it operates – noting that it attacked financial 
institutions, casinos, software developers and cryptocurrency businesses around the world. 

The typical anatomy of a Lazarus attack, according to Kaspersky, comes in four stages. First is the initial 

compromise where a single system in a target is breached with remotely accessible code, or through an 

exploit planted on a website. An employee downloads the malware, allowing the group to place additional 
malware on the compromised system. 

Then, Lazarus hackers would migrate to other bank hosts and place backdoors throughout the 

organisation. After this, it would undertake a recon mission to learn about and map out the network, 

flagging valuable internal resources such as backup servers with credentials or authentication information 

stored in it. 

Lastly, the group deploys malware specially designed to bypass the victim’s security, and then issued 

transactions from there. 

No one knows for sure where Lazarus operates from. However, by studying a collection of malware 

samples Kaspersky found a strange connection to a command and control server – lasting just momentarily 

– from a “very rare” IP address in North Korea. 

But as with a lot of attribution that is educated guesswork, with the vendor conceding that it could mean a 

number of things – that attackers really did connect from North Korea, it was a “carefully planned” false 
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flag operation, or that someone in North Korea accidentally visited the command and control URL. 

The group is still on the move. Read more of Kaspersky’s research here. 

Equation Group 

Credited by Kaspersky with the dubious honour of ‘crown creator of cyber espionage’, Equation Group 
refers to the shadowy Tailored Access Operations unit within America’s NSA. 

The group was most famously associated with Stuxnet, a highly sophisticated attack (especially for its 

time) that successfully wrecked Iran’s nuclear centrifuges, although it’s suspected that the unit informed 

the attack rather than perpetrated it. 

Kaspersky has a brief expose of what’s known about the group here. It is, the vendor says, “unique almost 

in every aspect of their activities” – using tools that are extremely complicated and expensive to develop, 

as well as exfiltrating data and hiding their work in an “outstandingly professional way”. 

As mentioned in the Shadow Brokers entry – some of the most damaging cyber attacks the world has ever 

seen originated from a single NSA exploit.  The group has an extensive library of trojans that are known 

and probably many more that aren’t. 

And it appears to use more traditional spying methods to worm its way onto the systems of victims too, in 

one instance intercepting a CD-ROM that was being mailed out to the attendees of a science conference in 
Houston, and replacing it with a copy that was infected with the group’s DoubleFantasy worm. 

The group maintains a large command and control server infrastructure located in more than 100 servers 

and 300 domains, including hosts in countries like the US, the UK, Panama, Costa Rica, Colombia, 
Germany and the Netherlands. 

Its victims appear to be highly targeted, including (but not limited to) government and diplomatic 

institutions, telecoms, aerospace, energy, nuclear research, oil and gas, military, nanotechnology, Islamic 

activists and scholars, the media, transport, finance, and businesses working on encryption.  

Carbanak/Fin7 

A group codenamed Carbanak had been wanted by international policing agencies for at least five years 

due to its successfully stealing as much as $1 billion from a series of cyber heists and hacked ATM 
networks. 

Europol in March 2018 believed it had fingered the ringleader for the notorious gang, still unnamed, 

arresting the figure in Alicante, Spain, after a joint international investigation.  

Carbanak (also nicknamed Fin7) sent out highly targeted phishing campaigns – in other words, spear 

phishing – to trick bank employees into downloading malware. Since late 2013, the gang had used its own 

type of malware, Anunak and Carbanak, then later utilising a modified version of security testing software 

called Cobalt Strike, reports Fortune. 

The first targets were mostly in Russia, but it then moved on to the USA, Germany, China, and Ukraine. 

They targeted banks in more than 40 countries, affectively accounting for a one-gang cyber-heist 
crimewave. The modified Cobalt attack allowed Carbanak to steal as much as €10 million per heist. 

Its ingenious ATM hacks allowed the group to instruct cash machines to dispense currency without even 

interacting with the terminal. This would then be picked up by mules who transferred it to the SWIFT 
financial network, and then from there into the attackers’ accounts. 

FireEye noted that the group pointed its phishing campaign at the US Securities and Exchange 

Commission.  
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APT37/Reaper  

According to extensive research from American security vendor FireEye, a cyber espionage unit based in 

North Korea (Advanced Persistent Threat 37 – nicknamed Reaper) upped its operations in early 2018 and 
continues to engage in recon missions targeting nation states and state-adjacent organisations. 

In 2017, the group targeted a Middle Eastern business that was working with North Korea on a joint 

project to increase telco services in the country. It also honed in on a Vietnamese trading company, and 

even individuals working in Olympic organisations. 

FireEye states that in addition to nation state-based espionage operations, it also targets defectors from the 
DPRK, suggesting that it is closely affiliated with the country. 

‘Reaper’ attackers made use of vulnerabilities in the Hangul Word Processor, which is widely used in the 

RoK – South Korea. In addition, it had a cache of zero-days and used them in spear phishing and ‘web 

compromise operations’, according to FireEye. 

The command and control infrastructure made use of compromised servers as well as cloud service 

providers to muddy attribution and avoid detection, and it also placed malware payloads on compromised 

but legitimate websites. Email accounts used to leverage attacks evolved from domains associated with 
South Korea to other providers like Gmail, and Russian services such as Yandex. 

FireEye – whose report you can read here (PDF) – says it has assessed with “high confidence” that the 

group acts “in support of the North Korean government and is primarily based in North Korea”. The 

researchers came to this conclusion for a number of different reasons, from who the group was targeting 

through to “probably links to a North Korean individual believed to be the developer of several of 

APT37’s proprietary malware families”. 

Iron Tiger APT 

Possibly emerging from a series of sophisticated and highly targeted attacks in the Asia Pacific region, 

focusing on politicians and government agencies in China, Hong Kong, the Philippines, and Tibet, the 

group nicknamed ‘Iron Tiger’ was said to have pivoted towards targets in America, including US 

government contractors in aerospace, energy, intelligence, telecoms and nuclear.  

A Trend Micro report suggested that the attacks originated from China because VPN servers used to 

launch the attacks were mostly based in the region, the file names and passwords used were Chinese, text 

resources and language ID in malware binaries were set to simplified Chinese, and Whois data pointed to 

domains registered to physical addresses in China. The vendor also pointed the finger at a person called 

Guo Fei, a Shanghai resident, who it believed was instrumental to the group’s success. 

 

BitDefender in February 2018 discovered variants of the Gh0st RAT trojan used in the Iron Tiger 

operation for new attacks first flagged in July 2017 – a customised piece of malware called PZChao, 

suggesting a potential return of the group that had been quiet for several years. A forensic analysis of that 

new variant is detailed in a whitepaper from the vendor, available for download here.  

Fancy Bear/APT28 

No list of advanced persistent threat groups would be complete without ‘Fancy Bear’, which was alleged 

to have played a major part in the hacking of the US Democratic National Committee in the run up to 

America’s elections (although this was disputed by ‘Guccifer 2.0’, who took credit). 

The group, says CrowdStrike, has been on the scene since 2008 and has targeted all the usual sensitive 

sectors – defence, energy, government, and media – as well as dissidents. It’s widely believed to be at the 

very least state sponsored, with vendors observing the most likely culprit is Russia. 

It is able to run simultaneous operations concurrently and has created its own implant tools, as well as 
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droppers, which are cross-operating systems and can be pointed at mobile devices too. 

Fancy Bear was linked with attacks on the German parliament, as well as campaigns to hijack traffic 

inbound to a Nigerian government website. The group had also developed malware to target Apple 

devices, which was capable of reading text messages and secretly recording audio – a useful espionage 
tool in any nation’s arsenal. 

For the long list of prominent attacks and campaigns head over to the Wikipedia page here, where you can 

read about the attack on the Bundestag, and even an attempt to cripple Ukraine’s artillery.  
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HEADLINE 06/20 FIFA World Cup tech security challenges 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/world-cup-2018-the-tech-security-challenges-behind-the-big-

event/  

GIST One of the biggest sporting events in the world has arrived in the form of the 2018 FIFA World Cup 

taking place in Russia, with 32 nations competing over the next month in a tournament which is 

expected to be watched by billions of viewers around the globe, on television, mobile and online. 

 

While events like the World Cup are viewed by many as an opportunity to enjoy sporting drama, there 

are some who see high-profile events such as this as an opportunity to conduct espionage and hacking 

campaigns. 

 

For example, one high-profile sports event to already attract the interest of hackers this year was the 

Winter Olympics in South Korea. A cyber attack against the opening ceremony caused IP televisions in 

the main press centre to malfunction. 

 

Dubbed Olympic Destroyer, the malware was designed to be destructive, but it was also designed to 

confuse, with a trail left implicating North Korean hackers. And while some have blamed Russia for 

the attack it's still not clear who was really behind it. 

 

Major sporting and cultural events like this are tempting targets for groups looking to create high-

profile cyber incidents. 

 

"Certainly, with high-profile events, if a threat actor has a desire to cause disruption, we know by 

looking at the actions of malware such as Olympic Destroyer that they have the capability," Martin 

Lee, technical lead at Cisco Talos told ZDNet. "Often it's not clear who is behind particular attacks or 

what their objectives are and now that analysis is becoming more difficult by threat actors attempting 

to actively muddy the waters". 

  

But while attributing cyber attacks remains a difficult task, many in the cyber security sector are under 

no illusion that the high-profile nature of the World Cup means it is going to attract attention from 

attackers of all varieties, ranging from low-level scammers to nation-state backed threat actors. 

 

"There's always a cyber element to all these big events, whether it's the World Cup or the Olympics. 

Just with so many countries involved and the political ramifications, there's always an information 

gathering element to it," George Kurtz, CEO of Crowdstrike told ZDNet. 

 

"They're going to gather information in person, they're going to gather information through traditional 

methods and they're going to gather information through a cyber component. There's going to be a lot 

of countries involved in gathering information, not just one." 

 

Still, that the World Cup is taking place in Russia creates something of an unusual dynamic when it 

comes to potential nation-state hacking. 

 

Western governments have been quick to point to the Kremlin-backed hacking groups as a threat, but 
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with the event taking place in Russia itself, it is perhaps more likely that visitors rather than the 

infrastructure of the event will be the target. 

 

Last week a US intelligence official warned travellers to the World Cup that their smartphones or 

laptops could be targeted by Russian hackers or cyber criminals. 

 

"Corporate and government officials are most at risk, but don't assume you're too insignificant to be 

targeted," William Evanina, an FBI agent and the director of the U.S. National Counterintelligence and 

Security Center told Reuters. 

 

"Some of those groups we attribute to nations like Russia may be restructuring their target list because 

they now have strategic targets that are in the country rather than having them abroad in different 

countries and government buildings," Jens Monrad, principal intelligence analyst at security company 

FireEye told ZDNet. 

 

Andrea Little Limbago, chief social scientist at security firm Endgame told ZDNet that one group that 

might be targeted while in Russia would be the foreign media. However, she added that the deception 

element could come into play here, with other nations attempting to make attacks trying to shift the 

blame. 

 

"That doesn't mean that other folks won't, or that other groups won't masquerade as Russia. That's one 

of the trends we're seeing, the masquerading and deception that's going on and that's only going to 

advance". 

 

But while nation-states may end up using Russia as an arena for playing the grand game of 

international geopolitics, they're not going to be the only players looking to flex their muscles -- some 

cyber criminal groups could look to cash in, too. 

 

"But we do in fact also see countries like Russia being heavily impacted by organised crime which has 

historically targeted them. There could also be an escalation in these groups which are motivated 

because they have a global audience," said Monrad. 

 

"Maybe visitors are bringing devices or computer equipment that's easier to compromise because 

they're at an event and they're lowering their defensive bars," Monrad said. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Claim: 50,000 ships vulnerable to attack 

SOURCE http://delano.lu/d/detail/news/why-50000-ships-are-so-vulnerable-cyberattacks/182756  

GIST The 50,000 ships sailing the sea at any one time have joined an ever-expanding list of objects that can be 

hacked. Cybersecurity experts recently displayed how easy it was to break into a ship’s navigational 

equipment. This comes only a few years after researchers showed that they could fool the GPS of a 

superyacht into altering course. 

 

Once upon a time objects such as cars, toasters and tugboats only did what they were originally designed 

to do. Today the problem is that they all also talk to the internet. 

 

The story so far 

Stories about maritime cybersecurity are only going to proliferate. The maritime industry has been slow to 

realise that ships, just like everything else, are now part of cyberspace. The International Maritime 

Organisation (IMO), the UN body charged with regulating maritime space, has been late and somewhat 

slow in considering appropriate regulation when it comes to cybersecurity. 

 

In 2014, the IMO consulted their membership on what maritime cybersecurity guidelines should look like. 

Two years later they issued their interim cybersecurity risk management guidelines, which are broad and 

not particularly maritime specific. And now, unsurprisingly, ships are being hacked. 
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Complexity of the maritime industry 

There are several core issues that make cybersecurity for the maritime industry particularly challenging to 

address. 

 

First, there are many different classes of vessel, all of which operate in very different environments. These 

vessels tend to have different computer systems built into them. Significantly, many of these systems are 

built to last over 30 years. In other words, many ships run outdated and unsupported operating systems, 

which are often the ones most prone to cyber-attacks. 

 

Second, the users of these maritime computer systems are constantly in flux. Ship crews are highly 

dynamic, often changing at short notice. As a result, crew members are often using systems they are 

unfamiliar with, increasing the potential for cybersecurity incidents relating to human error. Further, the 

maintenance of onboard systems, including navigational ones, is often contracted to a variety of third 

parties. It is perfectly possible that a ship’s crew have little understanding of how onboard systems interact 

with each other. 

 

A third complexity is the linkage between onboard and terrestrial systems. Many maritime companies stay 

in constant communication with their vessels. The cybersecurity of the ship is also dependent, then, on the 

cybersecurity of the land-based infrastructure that makes this possible. The implications of such 

dependencies was made clear in 2017 when a cyber-attack on the systems of A.P. Moller-Maersk resulted 

in cargo delays across their entire fleet. This is particularly challenging for the IMO who can govern the 

likes of port regulations, but have very little control over the wider systems and processes of maritime 

operators. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Germany: Russia in energy firms hack 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-cyber-russia/german-intelligence-sees-russia-behind-

hack-of-energy-firms-media-report-idUSKBN1JG2X2  

GIST BERLIN (Reuters) - Russia was probably behind a widespread cyber attack on German energy providers 

disclosed last week, the head of Germany’s BfV domestic intelligence agency told the RND newspaper 

chain. 

 

Hans-Georg Maassen told the newspaper group there were several reasons to believe Russia was involved, 

including the way the cyber attack was executed. 

 

“The modus operandi is in fact one of multiple indications that point to Russian control of the attack 

campaign,” the group quoted Maassen as saying. 

 

Russia has repeatedly denied trying to hack into other countries’ infrastructure. Asked to comment on 

Maassen’s accusations, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said: “We don’t know what he was talking 

about.” 

 

“They should give facts,” said Maria Zakharova, spokesman for the Russian foreign ministry. 

 

Germany’s BSI federal cyber protection agency disclosed the cyber attack dubbed “Berserk Bear” on June 

13, citing efforts by hackers to penetrate the computer networks of many German energy and electricity 

providers. 

 

The agency, which first warned about such possible attacks a year ago, said the attack had managed to 

breach only the office networks of a few companies. 

 

Maassen did not identify how many companies were targeted in the attack, which BSI has said is now 

under control. 
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The United States in March also blamed Russia for a campaign of cyber attacks on the U.S. power grid 

that Washington said began in March 2016 or possibly earlier. 

 

Foreign Minister Heiko Maas in April also said Germany had to assume that Russia was behind a cyber 

attack on the foreign ministry that was discovered in December. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Algeria shutters internet access nationwide 

SOURCE http://time.com/5318096/algeria-internet-cheating-exams/  

GIST Algeria is resorting to a drastic measure in an effort to rein in rampant cheating on national exams: it is 

shutting off internet access across the country during certain times this week. 

 

Both mobile and wired internet connections will go dark for an hour after the beginning of national high 

school graduation exams, the BBC reports. The outages will continue throughout the exam season, which 

began Wednesday and lasts until June 25. 

 

Facebook will also be blocked throughout Algeria for the entire duration of the exam period, Education 

Minister Nouria Benghabrit told Annahar newspaper, according to the BBC. Benghabrit added that, while 

the measure was not optimal, “We should not passively stand in front of such a possible leak”. 

 

Surveillance cameras and devices to jam mobile phones have also been installed at printing presses that 

publish the exam, Benghabrit said, in an effort to keep the test under wraps until it hits students’ desks. 

 

Over 700,000 Algerian students will sit for their high school diploma exams over the next week, with 

results expected the following month. The clampdown this year follows reports of widespread cheating in 

2016, when test questions were published online, forcing more than half a million students to retake the 

exam a week later. Subsequent efforts to restrict social media access through internet service providers 

proved insufficient, according to the BBC. 

 

Algeria isn’t the only country to turn off the digital taps in an effort to curb cheating. Ethiopia undertook a 

similar measure last year after activists published the university entrance exam online in 2016, according 

to the Guardian, while Iraq shut off internet access for a few hours in 2015 and 2016 to coincide with 

sixth-grade national exams. 

 

Uzbekistan also blocked mobile internet and SMS services in 2016 during university entrance exams. “We 

have run out of mini-phones, use your head to take your exam,” said ads posted in an electronics market in 

the Uzbek capital Tashkent at the time, according to Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Traffic sign near ICE HQ hacked 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/traffic-sign-near-ice-headquarters-hacked-with-abolish-ice-message/  

GIST For the last few years, hacking a traffic sign or an electronic billboard has become a trend. Some hack it 

for fun and some do it to display their political affiliation and in some cases, these signs are hacked to 

register protest against police brutality. 

  

However, now, to express their anger at ICE someone hacked a traffic sign in Southwest Portland and 

defaced it with “Abolish ICE” message. Although it is unclear exactly when the defacement was carried 

out the snapshot of the defaced traffic sign was shared by Marilyn Deutsch, a Portland-based TV news 

reporter at KPTV – FOX 12. 

 

“Someone hacked the reader board near ICE headquarters in SW Portland,” tweeted Deutsch. 
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If you are not aware of what ICE is then it stands for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement. ICE is 

a law enforcement agency working under the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) however under 

Trump’s administration, the agency has been making headlines for all the wrong reasons especially after 

planning to deport individuals who entered the United States Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals 

(DACA) program – According to MIC, the movement to abolish ICE is growing. 

   

As for hacking a traffic sign, it is easy since invariably the control panel is protected by a default password 

and instructions on how to power-on the console, power-off the sign display, activate quick message and 

create custom messages are available to view. 

 

That is the reason why there is a sudden surge in hacking incidents involving billboards and traffic signs. 

For example, last year street signs in Texas were hacked with pro-Bernie Sanders slogan and anti-Clinton 

and Trump messages. In another incident, a billboard in Indonesia was hacked and defaced with live 

Japanese porn. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Attackers spy, steal from financial firms 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/attackers-spy-and-steal-from/  

GIST In an attempt to steal sensitive data, cyber-criminals have been targeting financial firms by building hidden 

tunnels in order to break into networks. According to a report released today by Vectra, these attack 

behaviors are the same as those that led to the 2017 Equifax breach.  

 

According to a new report, 2018 Spotlight Report on Financial Services, attackers are able to gain remote 

access through the use of command-and-control (C&C). In the data analyzed, attackers had established 

nearly 30 web shells accessible from approximately 35 different public IP addresses, which allowed them 

to exfiltrate data while going undetected. 

 

Attackers often leverage hidden tunnels to infiltrate networks with strong access controls because 

legitimate applications also use hidden tunnels to bypass security controls that can sometimes compromise 

full functionality. That's why it's a successful attack method. 

 

"Every industry has a profile of network and user behaviors that relate to specific business models, 

applications and users," said Chris Morales, head of security analytics at Vectra. "Attackers will mimic 

and blend in with these behaviors, making them difficult to expose." 

 

In this latest discovery, Vectra detected more hidden C&C tunnels and more than twice as many hidden 

data-exfiltration tunnels per 10,000 devices in financial services than all other industries combined.  

 

To evade firewalls, attackers use special tunneling tools to move laterally, stockpiling data from database 

after database as they go. They were able to amass so much data that it then needed to be divided into 

smaller stockpiles so that no alarm bells went off during exfiltration.  

 

"All this points to one painful fact: The largest enterprise organizations in the world remain lucrative 

targets for sophisticated cyber-attackers. Security breaches across multiple industries forge ahead in an 

upward trajectory, and the financial services industry is no exception," the report said. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Tesla saboteur spotlights insider threats 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/tesla-saboteur-trains-spotlight-on-insider-threats/article/774976/  

GIST Tesla's recent revelation that an employee turned saboteur messed with code and exfiltrated data 

underscores the continuing challenge and complexity of insider threats and the difficulty ferreting them 
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out before they can do harm. 

 

"Taking things at face value, this is basically a smorgasbord of cybercrime, and it could have affected any 

company anywhere," said Raytheon CTO of Cybersecurity Michael Daly. "You have an insider threat. 

You have altered data affecting the factory operating system. You have leaked proprietary data. You have 

credential theft. And you have it all, apparently, at the hands of a disgruntled employee.”  

 

Disgruntled employees, like Tesla's Martin Tripp, who the company sued on Wednesday, will always be 

of concern at companies, said Saryu Nayyar, CEO of Gurucul. “Even progressive companies that can 

afford the best cybersecurity protection can be taken down by one malicious insider.” 

 

But insiders often get short shrift in organizations, which are inundated with threats from multiple attack 

vectors. 

 

Andy Smith, vice president of product marketing at Centrify to the 2017 Insider Threat Report by Crowd 

Research Partners, which found that “74 percent of companies feel that they are vulnerable to insider 

threats, with seven percent reporting an extreme vulnerability.” 

 

Likewise, a recent Raytheon-commissioned survey of IT security professionals found that “insider threats 

ranked low on the CISOs' priority lists. Only 36 percent said they consider malicious or criminal insiders 

to be a high risk,” said Daly. “It's time to change that stat and make insider threat a top priority.” 

 

That's particularly important when companies give their employees access – deliberately or inadvertently – 

to sensitive data. “In a recent report, we found that 41 percent of companies had at least 1,000 sensitive 

files open to all employees,” said Ken Spinner, vice president of global engineering at Varonis, referring to 

the situation as the rule rather than the exception. 

 

“Companies are doing and creating, but they're not locking down their data. Think about it is way: If you 

had a meeting with top executives to discuss a brand-new game-changing product, you wouldn't hold it in 

the middle of lunchroom, would you?” he said. “The same thing goes for your data: You have to protect it 

from curious and malicious employees.” 

 

Businesses can take [steps] to prevent unwarranted access to control systems by exercising access 

control,” agreed Tim Roddy, vice president of cybersecurity product strategy, Fidelis Cybersecurity. “By 

changing logs and setting up approvals for any code changes you can add an additional layer of security to 

protect critical code.” said Tim Roddy, vice president of cybersecurity product strategy, Fidelis 

Cybersecurity.  

 

Noting that Gartner pegged privileged access as the top project for organizations in 2018, Joseph Carson, 

chief security scientist at Thycotic, said, “organizations continue to fail at the most important aspect on 

restricting privileged access which is proactively discovering privileged accounts in the environment.” 

 

It appears, he said, “that Telsa has failed to do that most important step in least privilege: discovering and 

detecting unapproved privileged access.”  Telsa likely has learned a major lesson from the incident, though 

Carson said he hoped the sabotage “is not related to the recent accidents with their vehicles which I am 

sure the regulators will be looking into if they are related.” 

 

Centrify's Smith favors a zero trust model, which “assumes that the bad actors are already on the inside, so 

no one is to be trusted, even if they've proven to be trustworthy in the past,” he said. “By staying vigilant 

and requiring employees to verify who they are, validate their device, and then limiting their access and 

privilege, organizations can reduce exposure from internal and external security threats.”  

 

The Tesla employee “was able to make 'direct code changes to the Tesla Manufacturing Operating System 

under false usernames, potentially damaging several aspects of the business operations simply by having 

too much access and privilege,” Smith said, something that a zero trust approach wouldn't have allowed. 

“Tesla employees would have been verified through multiple factors of authentication, granted only the 
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minimal amount of access necessary to do their job, and their access and activity would have been 

captured and reviewed. That's the essence of Zero Trust Security.” 

 

To protect against exfiltration of highly sensitive data, Roddy said, “Data Loss Prevention on endpoints 

and primary network services is not enough. Organizations need to analyze all ports and protocols to 

prevent any blind spots.”  

 

Putting a greater emphasis on analyzing behavior can help organizations thwart insider threats, but that 

“challenge is compounded by the dynamics of our IT environments where everyday users change 

behaviors for innocuous reasons,” said Seth Goldhammer, senior director of product marketing at 

LogRhythm. 

 

While tracking each network or user behavior anomaly is both impractical and costly, it can and mask 

those anomalies that bear scrutiny. “To remain efficient, organizations are challenged to discover 

anomalies that also include security relevancy,” said Goldhammer. “Once a relevant security anomaly is 

discovered, organizations need to follow procedural steps to vet, qualify, and eventually mitigate the 

discovered threat.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 ‘Kardon Loader’ new malware strain 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/hacking-forum-ad-peddles-new-kardon-loader-

malware/  

GIST Security researchers have spotted a new commercial malware product that's been put up for sale on 

hacking forums for the lowly price of only $50, paid in Bitcoin. 

 

Named Kardon Loader, this is a new malware strain, currently still under development, in a "beta" stage 

according to its author. 

 

Based on its advertised features Kardon is a "malware loader," also known as a "malware downloader" or 

"dropper," which is a type of malware strain that cyber-criminals usually deploy as the first stage of their 

operations. 

 

A malware loader's main role is to infect victims, gain persistence on a user's computer, and then report 

back to a command and control (C&C) server. 

 

Each victim of a malware loader is called a "bot," as the malware assembles all infected computers in a 

giant botnet. 

 

The inevitable future of every bot is that at one point or another, the "loader" will download a second-stage 

payload, usually a more potent malware, such as a banking trojan, a password-dumper, a backdoor trojan, 

or ransomware. 

 

Cybercriminals normally use malware loaders in two ways. They either incorporate them in their own 

custom multi-stage malware infection chains, for their own benefits, or they sell "bot space" to other 

crooks, who then infect users with the second-stage malware of their choice. 

 

In the past two decades, we've seen malware downloaders such as Andromeda, Nemucod, Quant Loader, 

or Smoke Loader, being very active on the market. 

 

Crooks have made good money selling these types of tools to other crooks, and especially "bot space." It is 

this bot-space-selling niche that a relatively new malware author is trying to break into. 

 

According to an Arbor ASERT report published yesterday, a malware author named Yattaze started selling 

a new malware downloader named Kardon Loader last April. 
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"Kardon is a lot smaller of an operation than some of the well-known loaders out there like Smoke and 

Quant," TJ Nelson, Security Research Analyst for Arbor, told Bleeping Computer via email. 

 

"However, where its predecessors started adding mining and credential stealing features, Kardon Loader 

has limited those 'extras' and added control panel features [so buyers can] start their own botshop," Nelson 

told us. 

 

The researcher is referring to a somewhat unique Kardon Loader feature promoted in its advertisement. 

 

Usually, malware loaders come with a backend panel that lets buyers interact with their bots and send a 

second-stage malware. On top of this standard C&C panel, Kardon also includes a fully-fledged botshop, a 

much rarer feature, which allows buyers of the original Kardon Loader to open an online store where they 

can sell access to the bots they collect. 

 

But for now, the malware is not a threat, as it still a newcomer on the market, and has fewer buyers. Arbor 

says it didn't find any active Kardon samples deployed in the wild. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 New phishing scam reels in Netflix users 

SOURCE https://threatpost.com/new-phishing-scam-reels-in-netflix-users-to-tls-certified-sites/132976/  

GIST Researchers are warning of a new Netflix phishing scam that leads victims to sites with valid Transport 

Layer Security (TLS) certificates. 

 

Johannes Ullrich, dean of research at the SANS Technology Institute, said Wednesday that there’s been an 

uptick in Netflix phishing mails using TLS-certified sites. 

  

The bad actors behind the attacks will take advantage of unpatched installs or plugins, or weak passwords, 

to compromise usual-suspect CMS software, like WordPress or Drupal, said Ullrich. From there, they can 

create phishing sites that could be mistaken for real Netflix domains. In some cases, they’re using wildcard 

DNS records. 

 

“With a wildcard DNS record, *anything.domain.com will point to the same IP address,” the researcher 

said in a post. “The attacker will just use a subdomain/hostname to launch the attack. But I have also seen 

them use specific domain names registered for the phish.” 

 

The attacker can then obtain a TLS certificate for a host name that is Netflix-related, such as 

netflix.domain.com or netflix.login.domain.com; this helps the site evade being flagged by safe-browser 

software. 

 

The initial spoofed emails are the weak part of the campaign, and are easy to spot, said Ullrich. 

 

“The email was marked as spam, and the email is not worded that well,” he said. “In this case, the link 

went to hxxps://www.safenetflax.com, a domain registered just to impersonate Netflix. This domain no 

longer resolves.” 

 

After clicking on the link, Ullrich found that the websites appear believable and look very much like the 

real Netflix: “The only modification I can spot is that the alternative login methods like Facebook are 

missing,” he said. 

 

While Netflix accounts aren’t particularly valuable (Ullrich said he has seen them offered from $0.20-0.50 

per account), the attack may be enticing to cyber-criminals as it can be easily automated – and hard for 

victims to spot, he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Bitcoin exchanges keep getting hacked 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2018/06/20/why-bitcoin-exchanges-keep-

getting-hacked-and-how-to-protect-yourself/?utm_term=.000108738529  

GIST The price of bitcoin took a tumble early Wednesday after a major South Korea-based cryptocurrency 

exchange, Bithumb, admitted that hackers made off with more than $31 million worth of virtual currency. 

The incident is the latest in a long string of thefts at the online portals where investors trade cash for digital 

coins such as bitcoin and ether. Bithumb has not said how the attack occurred. 

 

But what makes exchanges vulnerable to these sorts of attacks in the first place? 

 

For starters, cryptocurrency experts blame lax security at the hacked exchanges, as well as the booming 

popularity of digital currencies more generally. 

 

"Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have risen dramatically in popularity and value over the past few 

years," said John Sedunov, an assistant professor of finance at Villanova University. "This fast run-up may 

have caught some exchanges off-guard, and they may not have had the capital on hand, time, or even the 

technical ability to ramp up security features fast enough to ward off potential attackers." 

 

In other words, hackers love going after exchanges because they're a rewarding and often easy targets. In 

this respect, exchanges are little different from health care providers with lucrative medical data, or credit 

reporting bureaus who hold Social Security numbers. 

 

But unlike those types of institutions, cryptocurrency exchanges are purpose-built to move actual assets 

from one person to another. And that can raise additional risks.  

 

"It's frustrating to see people lose money to this consistent mistake," wrote user PM_ME_YOUR_NANO 

on a recent thread. "No one should be losing even 10% of their available coins because an exchange is 

bad. Crytocurrency is about being trustless. Exchanges are trusted systems without great regulation." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 How phone companies share your data 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-phone-companies-share-your-data-

1529500086?mod=hp_lista_pos3  

GIST Three big U.S. wireless carriers said Tuesday they would stop sharing customers’ locations with two data 

middlemen after discovering the information had been mishandled. Carriers like Verizon Communications 

Inc. and AT&T Inc. get requests for their customers’ whereabouts from all sorts of places. How they 

handle them depends on who is asking: 

 

INVESTIGATORS: Law-enforcement officers can request a customer’s current or past location from a 

cellphone provider through a subpoena, warrant or other official request. Each carrier has a dedicated legal 

team that evaluates the requests. 

 

911 CALLS: Emergency calls are routed to public-safety answering points, which can obtain the caller’s 

location without affirmative consent. This is so that first responders can quickly find people who are 

unable to describe their location. 

 

COMPANIES: Middlemen like LocationSmart and Zumigo can access information on cellphone users’ 

whereabouts in situations where the company seeking the information might not know which carrier to 

ask. Trucking companies, e-commerce websites, jail wardens and online lotteries all pull the data though 

these aggregators but are supposed to seek the device user’s consent before doing so. 
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MARKETERS: Carriers also sell bulk data on groups of cellphone users to marketers. This allows a fast-

food chain to send ads to a user who has driven past a restaurant several times, for instance. Carriers 

usually opt their customers into these programs by default. 

 

APPS: Software companies like Google and Uber Technologies keep tabs on their users another way. 

Instead of asking carriers for data gleaned from cell-tower interactions, they get users to share their 

location through cellphone software that uses GPS and Wi-Fi signals to more accurately pinpoint 

customers. Carriers aren’t involved in this data sharing. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Hidden exfiltration tunnels to pilfer data 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/cyberattackers-use-hidden-tunnels-to-pilfer-data-from-financial-

services-firm/article/774734/  

GIST Sophisticated cyberattackers are using hidden tunnels to spy on financial firms and pilfer sensitive data 

and personally-identifiable information (PII) – and they're doing it at a higher rate than in other industries. 

 

Researchers at Vectra discovered 23 hidden exfiltration tunnels disguised as encrypted web traffic for 

every 10,000 devices in the financial services sector compared to 11 tunnels per 10,000 in other industries 

overall, according to the company's  2018 Spotlight Report on financial services, which is based on 

analysis anonymized metadata from Vectra customers who agreed to share detection metrics. 

 

Between August 2017 and January 2018, the Vectra detected an uptick in the number of hidden 

exfiltration tunnels posing as unencrypted web traffic in financial services from seven per 10,000 devices 

to 16. 

 

“Attackers mimic and blend in with” behaviors related to users, applications and business models 

identified and profiled by different industries, said Chris Morales, Vectra's head of security analytics. 

 

“It's not the behavior that surprises me” since financial services will always be a high-value target to 

attackers "but it's the frequency of that behavior,” said Morales. 

 

Even heavy investments in security and “really restricted networks,” don't make the financial industry 

immune to hidden tunnel attacks, that they simply may not be aware of. 

 

“They have a hard time answering if they even know tunnels exist,” said Morales, who commended 

financial companies for the work they've done so far and suggested they take a lifecycle approach to 

tracking behavior and attacks. 
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HEADLINE 06/19 Websites, apps under constant barrage 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/most-websites-and-web-apps-no-match-for-attack-

barrage/d/d-id/1332092  

GIST No matter how large or small, websites and web applications are under a constant barrage of attacks. Two 

new studies out today put a finer point on the numbers, showing just how frequently attacks hit the average 

website and how this constant pressure is yielding a huge number of compromised websites and web apps. 

 

According to the Sitelock Website Security Insider Q1 2018 report, the average website today is attacked 

50 times per day, with the vast majority of attacks coming through automated means. The study shows that 

88% of traffic filtered by firewalls is from bad bots seeking to compromise sites.  

 

By casting a very wide and automated net, attackers who hit their marks even a slim percentage of the time 

stand to compromise a huge volume of sites. The study shows that about 1% of sampled sites studied by 
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analysts are infected with malware. That means at any given moment, 18.7 million sites around the world 

are infected by some form of malware. 

 

"Based on the numbers we've seen, it has become clear that no website is too small to hack," says Jessica 

Ortega, a web security research analyst at SiteLock. "As cybercriminals become more sophisticated and 

continue to hone their craft, small businesses will need to keep up by taking a proactive, holistic approach 

to website security."  

 

In addition to studying websites, the SiteLock study surveyed small business owners about their attitudes 

with regard to website security and found that they may not understand the severity of the danger. 

Approximately 42% of the respondents said their biggest website security fear is defacement — but most 

security veterans know this kind of attack is the least of a website's worries. The study shows that only 

about 18% of site infections have anything to do with that. More common are backdoor files being placed 

on the site — 44% of the time — or filehacker files designed to modify or create additional malicious 

files, at 49% of the time. 

 

And, of course, the 1% incidence rate of infection is only an average. Plenty of risk factors can greatly 

increase infection rates. For example, WordPress sites are two times more likely to be infected than non-

CMS sites, according to SiteLock.  

 

In a separate study released today by Positive Technologies, 96% of all web applications were found to 

have some form of vulnerability that could be turned against their users — with one in two apps 

vulnerable to unauthorized access. In addition, approximately 44% of web apps today place users' personal 

data at risk of theft, with 70% vulnerable to leaks of information critical to the business. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Mylobot malware brings new sophistication 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/mylobot-malware-brings-new-sophistication-

to-botnets/d/d-id/1332100  

GIST Cybercriminals looking to maximize their investments are using evermore sophisticated software 

techniques and increasingly aggressive steps against their fellow malware authors. Those are among the 

conclusions by researchers at Deep Instinct about a new strain of malware found within the last two 

months. 

 

The new malware, dubbed Mylobot, pulls together a variety of techniques to gain a foothold and remain 

undiscovered. Among the strategies employed are: 

•Anti-VM techniques 

•Anti-sandbox techniques 

•Anti-debugging techniques 

•Wrapping internal parts with an encrypted resource file 

•Code injection 

•Process hollowing (a technique where an attacker creates a new process in a suspended state and replaces 

its image with the one that is to be hidden) 

•Reflective EXE (executing EXE files directly from memory, without having them on disk)  

•A 14-day delay before accessing its C&C servers.  

 

"On a daily basis we come across dozens of highly sophisticated samples, but this one is a unique 

collection of highly advanced techniques," says Arik Solomon, vice president of R&D at Deep Instinct. 

"Each of the techniques is known and used by a few malicious samples, but the combination is unique." 

 

Solomon noted that Mylobot — named for a researcher's dog — is a downloader: It can be purposed to 

download and install any type of payload, from spambot or DDoS engine to keylogger or banking Trojan. 

"I think that what we see here is the productization or even industrialization of malware techniques," says 

Tom Nipravsky, security researcher at Deep Instinct. 
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That industrialization aspect fits with what Solomon sees as the driving force behind this new malware. "It 

always comes down to money," he says. And that's especially true given one of Mylobot's behaviors: It 

seeks out and shuts down competing botnet software. 

 

"We see the capability to make sure you have no competition," Solomon says, noting that in the highly 

unregulated world of malware, having more infected systems at your disposal than the competition can 

offer might be a matter of millions of dollars. 

 

Mylobot leverages several techniques to make sure no other botnet is active on a machine it infects. 

"Usually we see this behavior when malware tries to shut down defensive software," Solomon notes. "In 

this case, it's fighting against its competition." 

 

Though the researchers have been looking at Mylobot for several weeks, they aren't yet ready to say who 

the author is. There are some clues, though, including the fact that Mylobot scans for keyboard layout of 

an infected machine and doesn't execute if it finds an Asian character set and layout in use. Nipravsky says 

this could have to do with encryption algorithms, but it might well speak to the geographical nexus of the 

malware. 

 

The researchers say it's important to note that Mylobot was found in the wild, at a Tier 1 data 

communication and telecommunication equipment manufacturer, not in a proof-of-concept demonstration. 

 

"It's a relatively good representative of what we see on the Dark Web where people are selling platforms 

for others to use," Solomon says. Customers of the botnet can rent time to download and run their own 

payloads, making this a very efficient use of malware technology. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Syria girls exploit WhatsApp to learn 

SOURCE https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2018/06/20/the-girls-who-used-whatsapp-to-learn-under-the-

noses-of-is/  

GIST It’s a constant drumbeat, and it goes like this: “Give us a backdoor to slip past encryption. We won’t break 

anything. It will be secure. Access will only be granted with probable cause and warrants.” 

 

We’ve heard it from FBI chiefs Christopher Wray and James Comey, Assistant Attorney General Rod 

Rosenstein, from recently departed UK Home Secretary Amber Rudd, and former prime minister David 

Cameron, who floated the idea of banning encrypted messaging apps in 2015… to name a few. 

 

In March 2017, following a media report that Khalid Masood had sent a WhatsApp message two minutes 

before launching his terror attack in London on March 22, Rudd singled out WhatsApp and other 

encrypted messaging apps, insisting that police have access to messages in order to thwart terrorism. 

 

Of course, this is an old story: politicians have had a burning desire to punch a hole through Apple’s 

encryption ever since Apple made it a default on the iPhone in September 2014. 

 

As far as apps go, many, if not most, governments bare their fangs when it comes to WhatsApp, the 

messaging app with end-to-end encryption. That’s encryption that stops police from intercepting messages 

exchanged by the terrorists and drug dealers who sit on one end of a privacy-seeking spectrum that also 

includes political dissidents, journalists, victims of domestic abuse and… schoolgirls.  

 

Syrian schoolgirls, to be precise. Which brings us the most recent example of all the people whose safety – 

in this case, their very lives – are protected by encryption. 

 

On Tuesday, the BBC published the story of a group of girls whose “basic right to learn,” in the words of 

one of them, was taken away when the Islamic State took over their hometown in Syria. 
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They weren’t just banned from attending school. They were beaten if they were found to be carrying 

books or paper, even if it was nothing but blank sheets. One of the girls from the BBC’s video: 

 

They even used to break pens and rulers. 

 

The group of friends came up with a plan: they would pretend to go shopping in a nearby town, Yalda, but 

would instead attend school. Once there, they relied on their mobile phones and on WhatsApp to smuggle 

out knowledge. Namely, the teens would take photos of what the teacher wrote on the board. They would 

also hide notes in their headscarves and in their boots – “anywhere that [IS] wouldn’t find it.” 

 

If they did find the materials, IS soldiers would tear them up, they said. A friend of one of the girls was 

beaten when she was found carrying blank writing paper. 

 

One of the teens: 

 

We couldn’t all go together, so whoever reached the town would take photos on her mobile and share with 

the others via WhatsApp so we could study. 

 

The Syrian government was trying to take the area back. With bombs falling, the BBC reports, the mobile 

coverage was patchy, to say the least. But regardless of the bombs, the girls would climb from the ground 

floor on up to the fifth floor, to get a better connection. Once they’d downloaded the material, they’d bring 

it down to study. 

 

They had no choice, they said. Without books, all they had was what they could get with their mobile 

phones: 

 

Education is everything, and it’s our weapon. 

 

It didn’t work out all the time, one of them told the BBC, but they kept going. Since rebels were defeated 

in southern Damascus, Syrian forces have been rejoicing, and the schoolgirls have also won a battle in the 

struggle to get the education that IS tried to steal from them. With the help of the United Nations, the 

teenagers were able to take their exams: the equivalent of the UK’s General Certificates of Secondary 

Education (GCSEs). 

 

They’re now nervously awaiting exam results. 

 

As far as we’re concerned, we now have poster girls for unbreakable encryption. They wear niqabs. 

 

We don’t know if the girls are aware that they were protected by end-to-end encryption when they used 

WhatsApp. Maybe they would have still done what they did with less secure tools, if that’s all they had. 

Perhaps they used WhatsApp simply because they already had the app, which can be used to take and send 

photos for free. 

 

But the fact remains that they were protected by end-to-end encryption, and that it shielded them from 

anyone discovering what they were up to by intercepting their internet traffic. 

 

Weakening that encryption so it’s easier to catch terrorists also means weakening it so that it’s easier to 

catch little girls who dare to get an education. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 New app helps EMS save lives 

SOURCE http://www.khq.com/story/38472732/new-app-helps-medical-personnel-save-lives  

GIST SPOKANE COUNTY, Wash. - A new app is helping save lives with the touch of a button. The app allows 
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hospitals and first responders to call for a lifesaving air ambulance transport. Prompt medical attention can 

mean the difference between life and death. 

 

The app is specifically designed for medical personnel, with just one touch of a button on their cell phone, 

it then sends vital information to flight crews. The app sends information like the GPS location of where 

the emergency is happening and then dispatches Life Flight Network crews. 

 

Once a flight call has been made using the app, users can view a real-time progress tracker that shows the 

aircraft's location while en route and when it's expected to arrive. The app is called LFN Respond and has 

only been around for about a month and it’s already proving to be helpful.   

 

“We've had a few activations since we’ve rolled it out. It's a huge difference. If you are a very rural EMS 

provider and you have a sick patient in front of you and you are trying to care for them, it allows them to 

just take one quick pause, activate and then go right back to caring for the patient. There's not a number of 

phone calls or radio calls that have to be made. It's just very seamless,” said Dominic Pomponio, Regional 

Director for Life Flight Network. 

 

Hospitals, first responders, fire departments, ski patrols and other qualified agencies use the app. The focus 

of the technology is to help everyone work together better and more efficiently to get people the 

emergency care they need as quickly as possible. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Russia likely hacked election systems  

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/06/20/obama-cyber-czar-russia-likely-scanned-

all-50-state-election-systems/717652002/  

GIST WASHINGTON — Russian hackers likely scanned the election systems of all 50 states for vulnerabilities 

in 2016 — not just the 21 states confirmed as targets by homeland security officials last year, the 

cybersecurity czar for former President Barack Obama told a Senate panel Wednesday. 

 

"I think it is highly likely," Michael Daniel replied in answer to a question from Sen. Susan Collins, R-

Maine, about whether Russian cyber actors at least scanned the election systems of every state. "It is more 

likely that we hadn't detected it than that it didn't occur." 

 

States have been scrambling to improve their cyber security after Homeland Security officials revealed last 

year that Russian hackers tried to breach election systems in at least 21 states in 2016. Although no actual 

votes were changed, hackers broke into Illinois' voter registration database. 

 

Not all states had the technical ability to detect that Russian hackers scanned their election systems — 

which include vote tabulation systems as well as voter registration databases. 

 

Daniel told the Senate Intelligence Committee that the federal government should invest more money in 

cybersecurity for state election systems. Congress recently took a first step by approving $380 million in 

state grants for election security. 

 

"Maintaining state and local control of elections is very important, but it's not realistic to expect them on 

their own to go up against nation-state actors," he testified. 

 

Daniel, who served as Obama's cybersecurity coordinator from 2012 to 2017, said that "understanding 

what happened in 2016 is really critical to protecting ourselves in future elections," including the 

congressional elections this November. 

 

He said Russia is not the only threat, and that the U.S. must protect its elections from potential meddling 

by China, Iran, terrorists and hacktivists. 
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"All of them are discovering that cyberspace is a great place to try to advance their agenda," Daniel said.  

 

Daniel testified along with Victoria Nuland, who served as assistant secretary of state for European and 

Eurasian Affairs during the Obama administration. The committee is seeking to learn what the 

administration did — and could have done better — to respond to Russian interference in the 2016 

election. 

 

The panel is investigating Russian meddling and possible collusion between the Trump campaign and the 

Kremlin in 2016. The senators are expected to issue a final report on their investigation later this year. It 

will include a section on the Obama administration's response to Russia's cyber attacks and the Kremlin's 

other efforts to influence the U.S. election. 

 

Nuland and Daniel said the Russians appeared to change course after Obama confronted Russian President 

Vladimir Putin at a G-20 Leaders' Summit in China in September 2016. Obama warned Putin to stop 

meddling in the U.S. presidential race. Still, the Kremlin's efforts picked back up again in October. 

 

"I think it may have led them (the Russians) to shift focus to social media rather than to continue going 

after election systems," Daniel said. 

 

The Russians — in an effort not fully understood until Congress began investigating last year — exploited 

social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter to create false groups and sow discord among U.S. 

voters on such divisive issues as race, gay rights, and gun control. 

 

Nuland said the U.S. needs to work more closely with social media companies to expose false information 

that Russians and other foreign adversaries are putting out over social media. 

 

She said France, using knowledge learned from the 2016 U.S. election, was able to quickly inform French 

voters about fake polls and other misinformation that the Russians were putting out to try to influence the 

2017 French presidential race. 

 

"The French were able to blunt the Russians' weapon," she said. "We've got to be in the same position." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Pentagon: can’t win global cyberwar  

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/joint-chiefs-cyberspace-internet-national-

security/2018/06/20/id/867362/  

GIST The Joint Chiefs of Staff admitted in a new report the United States cannot gain superiority in cyberspace 

because of the complex and vast nature of the platform. 

 

The lengthy report released earlier this month drew conclusions to the global battle to gain the upper hand 

in the virtual world. 

 

"Permanent global cyberspace superiority is not possible due to the complexity of cyberspace," the report 

reads. "Even local superiority may be impractical due to the way IT is implemented; the fact U.S. and 

other national governments do not directly control large, privately owned portions of cyberspace; the 

broad array of state and non-state actors; the low cost of entry; and the rapid and unpredictable 

proliferation of technology." 

 

The Washington Free Beacon reported on the findings. 

 

One challenge the Pentagon recognized is identifying who is behind cyberattacks. That, the report found, 

can often determine the response to the attack or threat. 

 

"The ability to hide the sponsor and/or the threat behind a particular malicious effect in cyberspace makes 
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it difficult to determine how, when, and where to respond," the report reads. "The design of the Internet 

lends itself to anonymity and, combined with applications intended to hide the identity of users, attribution 

will continue to be a challenge for the foreseeable future." 

 

The military dedicates significant manpower and resources to cybersecurity through the Army Cyber 

Command. Last fall, the National Guard debuted a cyber brigade that has nearly 1,000 members. 

 

Russia, North Korea, and China are among the countries U.S. authorities have accused of conducting some 

level of cyberwarfare. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Instagram unveils new video service 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/instagram-unveils-video-service-challenge-youtube-

56035261  

GIST Facebook's Instagram service is loosening its restraints on video in an attempt to lure younger viewers 

away from YouTube when they're looking for something to watch on their smartphones. 

 

The expansion announced Wednesday, dubbed IGTV, will increase Instagram's video time limit from one 

minute to 10 minutes for most users. Accounts with large audiences will be able to go as long as an hour. 

 

Video will be available through Instagram or a new app called IGTV. The video will eventually give 

Facebook more opportunities to sell advertising. 

 

It's the latest instance in which Instagram has ripped a page from a rival's playbook in an effort to preserve 

its status as a cool place for young people to share and view content. In this case, Instagram is mimicking 

Google's YouTube. Before, Facebook and Instagram have copied Snapchat — another magnet for teens 

and young adults. 

 

Instagram, now nearly 8 years old, is moving further from its roots as a photo-sharing service as it dives 

headlong into longer-form video. 

 

Instagram CEO Kevin Systrom told The Associated Press that he hopes IGTV will emerge as a hub of 

creativity for relative unknowns who turn into internet sensations with fervent followings among teens and 

young adults. 

 

That is what's already happening on YouTube, which has become the world's most popular video outlet 

since Google bought it for $1.76 billion nearly 12 years ago. YouTube now boasts 1.8 billion users. 

 

Instagram, which Facebook bought for $1 billion six years ago, now has 1 billion users, up from 800 

million nine months ago. 

 

More importantly, 72 percent of U.S. kids ranging from 13 to 17 years old use Instagram, second to 

YouTube at 85 percent, according to the Pew Research Center. Only 51 percent of people in that group 

now use Facebook, down from 71 percent from a similar Pew survey in 2014-15. 

 

That trend appears to be one of the reasons that Facebook is "hedging its bets" by opening Instagram to the 

longer-form videos typically found on YouTube, said analyst Paul Verna of the research firm eMarketer. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Times Sq. plotter: mentally ill or terrorist? 

SOURCE https://globalnews.ca/news/4274935/canadian-isis-plot-new-york/  

GIST To Khdiga Metwally, the medical records spread across her kitchen table are more than a chronicle of her 

son’s history of addiction and mental illness; they are proof he is not a terrorist. 

 

Abdulrahman El Bahnasawy, a 20-year-old Canadian, faces a possible life sentence when he appears in a 

New York courtroom as early as next month for plotting a 2016 bombing at Times Square for the so-called 

Islamic State. 

 

But his mother insists the case is not what it seems. 

  

“Actually, it’s not a terrorist case, it’s a mental illness problem,” Metwally said in an interview at her 

home in an Oakville, Ont. suburb. 

 

“We have all the reports that confirm that my son was sick.” 

 

Those reports describe brain damage, bipolar disorder, obsessiveness and drug use beginning at age 14 that 

led to “huffing” — inhaling air fresheners, bug spray and anything else he could get his hands on. 

 

In many ways, El Bahnasawy’s story is familiar: a youth radicalizes online and decides to kill in the name 

of ISIS. But medical records from four countries obtained by Global News make it more complicated. 

 

The documents are an unprecedented and intimate look at the psyche of a young man who plotted mass 

killings in the West under the guidance of ISIS. 

 

And they raise complicated questions. 

 

To what extent does mental health explain the actions of some terrorists? Should terrorists with a history 

of mental illness be treated differently? Is a person with a mental illness, who engages in terrorism, still a 

terrorist? 

 

THE TEEN ADDICT 

“Abdulrahman has an extensive history of mental health problems and poor function, dating back to 

childhood,” according to a report by New York psychologist Katherine Porterfield, who reviewed El 

Bahnasawy’s medical files, met his family and spent 50 hours with him over nine months in 2017. 

 

The medical records date back to the day he was born. In the delivery room in Kuwait City, his mother had 

a severe uterine rupture. The baby was delivered “swiftly,” according to the hospital report, but the 

traumatic birth may have deprived the infant of oxygen, possibly causing brain damage.  

 

El Bahnasawy did not speak until he was four, according to Porterfield’s report for the U.S. legal defence 

team. He was an average student, “described as an anxious, hyperactive, and inattentive child.” 

 

“His most consistent trait was his tendency to fixate or obsess about certain topics or interests,” Porterfield 

wrote. The solar system, soccer, computers and atheism all monopolized his attention during stages of his 

childhood. And once he tried marijuana, it became the latest of his all-encompassing obsessions. 

 

He began “incessantly” talking about it. He researched how to grow it and droned on about how much he 

loved it. He argued with his parents about its benefits. “He essentially showed no interest in any other 

activities,” the psychologist wrote. 

 

To get him away from what they saw as Canada’s “permissive society,” and hoping he would benefit from 

being closer to relatives, his parents returned the family to Kuwait. But even in the conservative Gulf state, 

El Bahnasawy had no trouble finding drugs. 

 

He became addicted to chemical inhalants. When using them, he would hear a man’s voice that he thought 
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came to him over radio waves. “He became one of my only friends and every time I wanted to talk to him 

I would get high and he was always there,” El Bahnasawy wrote in a letter to the judge hearing his case. 

 

His parents got him into a Kuwait City hospital, where he was diagnosed with substance addiction and 

depression. To discourage him from relapsing, his father Osama El Bahnasawy videotaped him shaking 

from withdrawal.  

 

He stayed for 40 days. 

 

But as soon as he got out, he went right back to drugs. 

 

The family returned to Toronto and, after El Bahnasawy disclosed multiple suicide attempts and thoughts 

of throwing himself off the apartment balcony, the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH) 

admitted him. 

 

CAMH records list the substances he had used: heroin, cannabis, LSD, mescaline, amphetamines, crack 

and ecstasy, among others. His files indicate he “did well” at the facility. But when he was discharged, he 

returned to drugs. 

 

The family next tried a private addiction clinic in Alexandria, Egypt. The Alriyada Hospital thought the 

underlying problem was bipolar disorder, along with “fits of obsession together with psychotic 

symptoms,” records show. After seven months, he came out in June 2015, finally off drugs. 

 

El Bahnasawy was 17 when he returned to Toronto and he knew nobody. The medication he was taking 

seemed to work but it made him gain weight and he stopped taking it. His mother tried slipping it into 

meals but he found out. 

 

Although he hadn’t previously identified as a Muslim, El Bahnasawy rediscovered the faith after his 

parents forced him to attend a Mississauga Islamic school, which they felt would not tolerate drug use. 

 

But like everything else, he took it to the extreme. He dropped out of school and did nothing but sit in his 

room exploring violent jihadist Internet content and chatting online with ISIS supporters. 

 

“Much as he had done with drugs, Abdulrahman put all of his energy and focus into this activity online, 

even speaking compulsively to his parents and sister about his new beliefs,” Porterfield wrote. 

 

THE PLOT 

In the fall of 2015, ISIS members in Syria were desperately trying to launch attacks in Western countries. 

Abu Saad al-Sudani was one of them. U.S. prosecutors called him a “high-level ISIS recruiter and attack 

planner” active in plotting terrorism in the U.S., Canada and Britain. 

 

Alone in his bedroom in suburban Ontario, El Bahnasawy, began to correspond with al-Sudani. He told al-

Sudani he wanted to join ISIS. Al-Sudani said El Bahnasawy would need to prove himself first, so he 

bought cellphones and collected $500, which he sent to a list of names and addresses al-Sudani had 

provided.  

 

Having passed his initiation, El-Bahnasawy was encouraged by al-Sudani to help ISIS achieve its ultimate 

fantasy: an attack on U.S. soil. The target was to be New York City, and the killings were to take place in 

June or July 2016, to coincide with the Muslim holy month of Ramadan. 

 

A U.S. citizen living in Pakistan named Talha Haroon joined the attack plot and they agreed the operation 

would involve bombings and mass shootings at a concert venue or the subway, prosecutors alleged. Then a 

third plotter joined in, a U.S.-based member of the ISIS online network. 

 

The conspirators “repeatedly declared their allegiance to ISIS” and said they wanted their attack to be like 

those in Paris and Brussels, prosecutors said. El Bahnasawy said he wanted to carry out the next 9/11. 
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“These Americans need an attack,” he wrote. 

 

To prepare for the big day, El Bahnasawy bought bomb-making materials and components in Ontario, 

including 40 pounds of hydrogen peroxide, and shipped them to his U.S. contact. 

 

On May 1, 2016, he sent the U.S.-based conspirator images and maps of the New York subway system 

that showed the routes the attackers would take and the subway lines they would strike, the prosecutors 

said. 

 

Needing more money to see the operation through, El Bahnasawy consulted al-Sudani, who put him in 

touch with “The Doctor,” a Philippine citizen named Russell Salic, who allegedly wired $423 on May 11, 

2016. 

 

In the final weeks, El Bahnasawy made plans to travel to New York, using his parents as decoys. He told 

his U.S. contact he would be arriving “under the guise” of a family vacation. “I will be masked behind my 

parents back,” he wrote. 

 

The day before the road trip, Haroon wrote that Times Square would be the perfect target. “We have to 

make an ocean out of their blood,” he wrote, “scar them for life knowing the soldiers of Allah are 

everywhere.” 

 

The attack was to be a suicide mission, which Porterfield thought was telling. In her report, the 

psychologist said the hopelessness El Bahnasawy felt about beating addiction had led him to contemplate 

suicide. And the messaging of the extremist community offered him a path to that end. 

 

“It is my clinical opinion that, below the surface of his submission to Islam and embrace of enslavement to 

the law of Allah there lurked a self-destructiveness,” she wrote. 

 

“Essentially, Abdulrahman was engaged in a fantasy, the ultimate ending of which was his own 

destruction. As frightening as his ideas were, they can best be understood as psychological in nature — the 

terribly misguided thinking of a depressed young person who could not beat addiction.” 

 

THE ROAD TRIP 

The holiday in New York was planned for the Victoria Day long weekend. Osama said he felt it would be 

good for the family and there was reason to celebrate. 

 

After months of being turned away by psychiatrists who either did not treat bipolar disorder or weren’t 

taking new patients, they had finally found a doctor for their son. The appointment was set for the Tuesday 

after the long weekend. El Bahnasawy had also agreed to go back to school.  

 

They had no trouble crossing the border and saw nothing out of the ordinary on the drive. They got to the 

hotel in Cranford, New Jersey at about 10 p.m. and pulled into the parking lot. 

 

That was when three cars surrounded them. 

 

“We thought they were gangs. We didn’t know what was going on,” Osama said. “They said, ‘No, no, no, 

we are the FBI,’ and they showed us their cards.” 

 

They searched the car and took the 18-year-old away. 

 

THE PRISONER 

The family was in the courtroom the next day when El Bahnasawy was indicted. Metwally said they were 

all crying so much she had trouble hearing the seven counts of terrorism being read into the court record. 

 

Like many before him, El Bahnasawy had been brought down by an undercover counter-terrorism 
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operation. The U.S.-based co-conspirator was actually an FBI informant. All their conversations had been 

monitored. 

 

That October, El Bahnasawy phoned home to say he was on his way to court to plead guilty. Metwally 

said she begged him not to do it. “I was like screaming, crying, and he was like, ‘Mom, calm down.’” 

 

Although records show a U.S. Bureau of Prisons doctor had assessed El Bahnasawy as having 

“unspecified schizophrenia and other psychotic disorder,” the judge found him “competent and capable” 

of pleading guilty. 

 

“In the spring of 2016, I agreed with others to carry out an attack in Times Square, to support ISIL,” he 

said in his plea. “Specifically, we agreed to try to set off a bomb in Times Square. I used the Internet and 

sent materials through the mail in furtherance of the conspiracy, and I also travelled from Canada to the 

United States.” 

 

“Was one of the targets of your activities, intended targets, the New York City subway system?” the judge 

asked. 

 

“Yes,” El Bahnasawy said. 

 

His mother doesn’t think he was aware of the consequences of his guilty plea. She believes he only did it 

because he was scared, not taking his medication and wanted to get out of solitary confinement, where he 

had been sent for drug use and writing pro-ISIS graffiti on his cell wall. 

 

Metwally doesn’t believe he would have gone through with an attack. She believes he needed mental 

health treatment, not an undercover investigation and prosecution. 

 

She blames the FBI for what she sees as the entrapment of a sick youth. She blames the RCMP, which 

cooperated with the investigation, for not intervening before her son left Canada. 

 

“I think my son is a victim,” Osama added. “By ISIS, this guy Sudani, by the FBI agent and by the 

RCMP.” 

 

The RCMP declined to comment on the case. 

 

In court filings, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, Geoffrey Berman, dismissed the 

notion the undercover agent lured El Bahnasawy, saying the plot was already well underway when it was 

infiltrated by the FBI. 

 

Nor was El Bahnasawy the “weak-willed and vulnerable victim” the defence made him out to be, Berman 

said, rejecting a reduced sentence on mental health grounds and noting that El Bahnasawy was not using 

drugs during the time of the plot. 

 

He said that during the investigation, the FBI was unaware of El Bahnasawy’s medical history, but said 

mental illness and addiction did not explain or justify what he did. 

 

“Indeed, it is likely that such potential mental instabilities only heightened the threat that El Bahnasawy 

posed to this country,” Berman wrote. 

 

“El Bahnasawy may be polite, soft-spoken, and articulate, but make no mistake — behind that veil is a 

dangerous and calculating man who displayed a knowing, willing, and steadfast desire to kill.” 

 

His parents intend to be at the courthouse for the sentencing. Originally scheduled for June 27, it was 

adjourned last Friday until July or September. Depending on how it goes, El Bahnasawy may never leave 

prison. They don’t believe the life sentence sought by U.S. prosecutors is appropriate. 
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“Of course not,” Metwally said. 

 

“Whatever intention, whatever happened, my son is sick and he was manipulated in a very cruel, unfair 

way.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Ohio man jailed 16yrs for ISIS support 

SOURCE http://www.cleveland19.com/story/38471160/sheffield-lake-man-turned-isis-supporter-sentenced-to-

16-years-on-terrorism-related-charges  

GIST SHEFFIELD LAKE, OH (WOIO) - Amir Said Rahman Al-Ghazi, 41, aka Robert C. McCollum, of 

Sheffield Lake, was sentenced to 16 years in prison for one count of providing material support to the 

Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS), as well as two counts of being a felon in possession of firearms. 

 

“The National Security Division is committed to identifying and prosecuting those who seek to provide 

material support to terrorist groups like ISIS.” said Assistant Attorney General Demers in a prepared 

statement. “I want to thank the prosecutors and our partners in law enforcement—including the FBI and its 

Joint Terrorism Task Force—who ensured that this defendant was held accountable for his crimes.” 

 

Al-Ghazi, who changed his name from Robert McCollum last year, pledged his support to ISIS and Abu 

Bakr Al-Baghdadi via social media in 2014.  

 

From July 2014 to June 2015, Al-Ghazi made multiple statements trying to persuade others to join ISIS.  

 

He also expressed a desire to perpetrate an attack on the United States and had attempted to purchase an 

AK-47 assault rifle.  

 

Al-Ghazi has communicated with individuals he believed to be members of ISIS in the Middle East and 

took steps to create propaganda videos for ISIS, according to court documents. 

 

“This case demonstrates law enforcement’s number one priority – to keep our communities and our nation 

safe,” said Special Agent in Charge Anthony in a prepared statement. “It is clear that no area is immune 

from the influence of ISIS and its supporters.  We hope this case will serve as a strong message to others 

who may consider providing support to terrorists.  The FBI and our Joint Terrorism Task Force partners 

are committed to identifying and stopping these individuals.” 

 

The case was investigated by the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Alabama man jailed 15yrs for ISIS 

SOURCE http://www.alabamanews.net/2018/06/20/alabama-man-sentenced-to-15-years-for-isis-involvement/  

GIST Aziz Ihab Sayyed, 23, of Huntsville, was sentenced today to 15 years in prison followed by lifetime 

supervised release for attempting to provide material support to the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham 

(ISIS), a designated foreign terrorist organization. 

 

Assistant Attorney General for National Security John C. Demers, U.S. Attorney Jay E. Town for the 

Northern District of Alabama, and Special Agent in Charge Johnnie Sharp Jr. of the FBI’s Birmingham 

field office, made the announcement after sentencing by U.S. District Judge Abdul K. Kallon. 

 

“We will not tolerate threats to our national security from terrorist groups like ISIS, which continues to 

radicalize and encourage terrorists through the internet,” said Assistant Attorney General Demers.  “The 

defendant, a citizen of this country, plotted to carry out attacks on his fellow Americans in our country, but 

was thwarted by the close cooperation of our partners in law enforcement.  This successful outcome 
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should send a clear message to any other would-be terrorists that the National Security Division will find 

them and bring them to justice.” 

 

“Aziz Sayyed was inspired by ISIS to kill or harm Americans and he has earned every bit of his prison 

term,” said U.S. Attorney Town.  “This case, and this investigation, serves as the gold standard for what is 

possible when federal, state and local law enforcement agencies work together.  The FBI did an 

outstanding job ensuring this investigation was successful by cultivating those layers of law enforcement 

necessary in cases like this.” 

 

“The FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force is dedicated to identifying and bringing to justice those individuals 

who attempt to provide material support to foreign terrorist organizations, promote violent extremism, and 

threaten our national security,” said Special Agent in Charge Sharp.  “Today’s sentence is a culmination of 

the tireless efforts of our JTTF, and the invaluable partnership we have with the Huntsville Police 

Department.” 

 

Sayyed pleaded guilty in March to the terrorism charge.  According to Sayyed’s plea agreement with the 

government, he attempted to provide services and personnel, namely himself, to ISIS.  He acknowledged 

that he bought bomb-building ingredients in 2017, that he stated his aspirations to conduct ISIS-inspired 

attacks on police stations and Redstone Arsenal in Alabama, and that he attempted to form a cell to 

conduct violent acts within the United States. 

 

Between January and June of 2017 in Madison County, Sayyed, a U.S. citizen, obtained and viewed ISIS 

propaganda videos depicting ISIS forces committing bombings, executions by gunshot and beheading, and 

other violent acts.  Sayyed shared the videos and expressed his support for ISIS and for ISIS terrorist 

attacks around the world, according to his plea agreement. 

 

Sayyed researched and learned how to make triacetone triperoxide (TATP), a highly volatile and 

extremely dangerous explosive material.  He then purchased the necessary ingredients for the explosive, 

and professed his aspiration to use TATP in an explosive belt or a car bomb. 

 

On June 13, 2017, Sayyed met with an individual he understood to be an ISIS member.  In fact, the person 

was an undercover employee of the FBI.  Sayyed and the undercover employee discussed the danger of 

TATP, ISIS’s preference for the use of certain explosives, and Sayyed’s desire to assist ISIS, according to 

the plea agreement.  In that meeting, Sayyed offered to personally carry out attacks on behalf of ISIS. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Europol: 205 terror attacks in Europe  

SOURCE https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/revealed-europe-faced-205-terror-attacks-last-year-and-

more-than-half-were-reported-in-the-uk-a3867996.html  

GIST More than 200 terrorist attacks took place, were foiled or failed in Europe last year, an official report has 

found. 

 

Over half of the cases were recorded in the UK, according to figures compiled by Europol. 

 

Nine member states reported a total of 205 terrorist attacks that were either stopped, failed or completed, 

the EU's law enforcement agency said - up from 142 in 2016. 

 

The UK experienced the highest number with 107, which includes 88 security-related incidents in 

Northern Ireland, the EU terrorism situation and trend report said. 

 

It comes after Londoners fell silent yesterday to honour the victims of the Finsbury Park terror attack one 

year after Darren Osborne ploughed a van into a crowd of Muslims as they left a mosque during Ramadan. 

 

France recorded the second largest number, with 54, followed by Spain (16), Italy (14), and Greece (8). 
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Researchers said attacks in EU countries killed 68 victims and left 844 injured last year, with nearly all the 

reported fatalities and casualties resulting from jihadist atrocities. 

 

The number of jihadist terrorist attacks increased from 13 in 2016 to 33 in 2017, while ethno-nationalist 

and separatist attacks accounted for the largest proportion of the incidents, with 137. 

 

The report said the violent right-wing extremist spectrum is expanding, "partly fuelled by fears of a 

perceived Islamisation of society and anxiety over migration". 

 

The failed, foiled and completed attacks on the EU in 2017   

United Kingdom - 107 

France - 54 

Spain - 16 

Italy - 14 

Greece - 8 

Belgium - 2 

Germany - 2 

Sweden - 1 

Finland - 1 

 

Five foiled, failed or completed attacks attributed to right-wing extremism were reported - all of them by 

the UK. 

 

On Islamic State, the assessment said the degradation of the group's organisational structures may reduce 

its attractiveness. But it warned that this may not affect the threat of jihadist terrorism, noting that 

disaffected IS members and sympathisers could be drawn to other groups such as al Qaida. 

 

By 2017 more than 150 social media platforms were identified as being abused by terrorists for 

propaganda dissemination, according to the paper. 

 

It said: "Online propaganda continues to be an essential part of jihadist terrorist attempts to reach out to 

EU audiences for recruitment, radicalisation and fundraising." 

 

While the outflow of individuals travelling from the EU to fight with terrorist groups has slowed, Europol 

underlined that IS, al Qaida and other jihadist groups continue to pose a major threat. 

 

British European commissioner for security Sir Julian King said the report shows Europe continues to be a 

target for terrorism. 

 

He said: "We need to keep our collective eye on the ball, and strengthen our efforts at EU level to deny 

terrorists the means they need to carry out attacks including arms, explosives and funding; work on 

evolving areas such as CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear) threats; and continue to 

tackle radicalisation and all types of violent extremism." 

 

Europol executive director Catherine De Bolle said: "The numbers in this report are not just statistics. We 

must never forget that behind every number, there is an innocent victim." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Iraq fighters threaten attacks US, Israel 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/iraqi-fighters-threaten-attacks-against-us-israel-after-deadly-syria-

strikes-987186  

GIST Iraqi paramilitary groups have threatened to launch attacks against the U.S. and Israel after yet unclaimed 

airstrikes reportedly killed a number of Iraqi militiamen battling the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) on 
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the Syrian side of the Iraqi border. 

 

Kataib Hezbollah and Asaib Ahl al-Haq, two powerful Shiite Muslim factions within the larger Iran-

backed Popular Mobilization Forces of Iraq, issued warnings Tuesday saying they were ready to retaliate 

against Monday's deadly attacks that have been blamed on both the U.S. and Israel. The U.S.-led coalition 

battling ISIS in both countries has denied responsibility for the strikes, which reportedly killed dozens near 

the border town of Al-Bukamal, while Israel has declined to comment. 

 

"This terrible crime will reopen the confrontation with the Zionist entity and the American project, and we 

in the Kataib Hezbollah, we will not hesitate to go towards this confrontation," the group's statement read, 

calling President Donald Trump an "idiot" and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu a "moron" for 

their military incursions in the region. 

 

"The mujahideen are the elite of men, and their blood is dearest of all. We will not let the crime of 

targeting them pass unnoticed, and we will know in the coming days the criminals who extended their 

sinful hands to commit aggression on our Iraqi border and then take a position commensurate with the size 

of this crime," the group, considered a terrorist organization by the U.S., added. 

 

Asaib Ahl al-Haq, which also deeply opposes the continued U.S. military presence in Iraq after the country 

declared victory over ISIS last year, released its own statement Tuesday condemning "the treacherous act 

of cowardice" committed by aircraft "whose identity is limited to America and Israel." 

 

The group called on Iraq to take a tougher stance against the U.S., who has been active in the country since 

invading and overthrowing the previous government led by Iraqi President Saddam Hussein in 2003. The 

ensuing chaos gave rise to a Sunni Muslim insurgency that helped spawn ISIS, which ultimately took 

advantage of a West-backed 2011 uprising in Syria to spread there in 2013. 

 

The U.S. and its foe, Iran, both supported Iraq as it fought off the jihadis that took half the country by 

2014. With ISIS defeated, however, voices calling for a U.S. withdrawal have risen within Iraq and May's 

election gave a surprise victory to a political bloc led by Shiite Muslim cleric Muqtada al-Sadr. Sadr 

helped organize Shiite Muslim militias to resist the post-2003 U.S. occupation, but he has yet to officially 

ask the U.S.-led coalition against ISIS to leave. 

 

Syria, however, has proven a different theater entirely. When the U.S. began bombing ISIS there in 2014, 

it did so without the authorization of the Syrian government, who the CIA had been funding rebels to fight 

since at least 2012. Russia and Iran have helped Syrian President Bashar al-Assad overcome both jihadis 

and insurgents in campaign separate from that of the U.S.-led coalition offensive against ISIS. 

 

Monday's strikes were the latest example of violence targeting forces fighting on behalf of Assad, who the 

U.S. and Israel charge with war crimes and with allowing Iranian influence to spread through the country. 

 

The official Syrian Arab News Agency quickly condemned Monday's attack in which it cited an official 

military source as saying there "were several martyrs and others were wounded." The U.S.-led coalition 

denied responsibility, but CNN and the Agence France-Presse cited unnamed U.S. officials claiming Israel 

was the true culprit. Israel routinely neither confirms nor denies responsibility for attacks in Syria, but has 

admitted to targeting Iran and pro-Iran forces, albeit often near Syria's western and southwest regions. 

 

Iraq, who considers itself an ally of both the U.S.-led coalition and the Russia-Iran-Syria axis, expressed 

"its rejection and condemnation" of the attacks in a foreign ministry statement Tuesday that warned such 

actions were tantamount to "support for ISIS." The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, a pro-

opposition monitor based in the U.K., reported Tuesday that up to 55 pro-Syrian government fighters were 

killed and the warplanes involved flew in "the same airspace used by the International Coalition 

warplanes, and the death toll is expected to rise because there are some people in critical situation." 

 

When pressed for answers, U.S.-led coalition spokesman Army Colonel Sean Ryan again said that the 

multinational force was not behind the strikes and claimed to not have any knowledge of any parties 
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involved. He confirmed only that Iraq was not behind the attack and, when asked about Israel's potential 

involvement, he said: "As far as I know, we don't discuss any military operations with the Israelis at all. 

 

"We have ISR [intelligence, surveillance and reconnaisance] in that area, but we can't determine, you 

know, who fired it, nor is that our military goal," he added. "That's an intelligence question, and I can't 

divulge that information, even if I had it, which I don't." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Germany: ricin plot bigger than suspected 

SOURCE http://www.dw.com/en/cologne-ricin-plot-bigger-than-initially-suspected/a-44319328  

GIST German authorities said on Wednesday that they had averted a major biological attack  by arresting a 

Tunisian in Cologne a week ago, with the scale of the plot greater than initially thought. 

 

 The 29-year-old man, identified only as Sief Allah H. in accordance with German privacy laws, had 

manufactured ricin, a poison found in castor beans, for the suspected attack, the president of the Federal 

Criminal Police Office (BKA), Holger Münch, told German broadcaster RBB-Inforadio. 

 

"There were very concrete preparations for such an act using what you might call a biological bomb," 

Münch said, describing it as an "unprecedented" threat. 

 

According to federal prosecutors, about 3,150 castor bean seeds — more than three times the number 

initially suspected — and 84.3 milligrams of ricin were found in the suspect's apartment. 

 

Ricin is 6,000 times more potent than cyanide and is lethal in minute doses if swallowed, inhaled or 

injected. It has no known antidote. 

 

Münch said that objects that could be used to make a bomb were also found in the searches. 

 

The target of the suspected attack was not clear, he added. 

 

Islamist connection 

 

Federal prosecutors said the man had been in contact with "persons from the radical Islamist spectrum," 

and that they were still probing the content of the communications. 

 

"There are as yet no leads indicating that the accused was a member of a terrorist group," the federal 

prosecutors' office in in the southwestern city of Karlsruhe said. 

 

But they said the man, who is married to a German woman, had twice tried to travel to Syria last year. 

 

Prosecutors say the suspect bought the seeds online, and used instructions posted online by the "Islamic 

State" (IS) militant group to make ricin. 

 

Phone-in tip 

 

Germany's domestic intelligence agency chief Hans-Georg Maassen said it was very likely that a terrorist 

attack had been thwarted. 

 

Maassen said a phone-in tip helped authorities confirm their suspicions about the Tunisian and foil the 

extremist's plan. 

 

German security agencies first were warned about the man by foreign intelligence agencies, but the 

information provided wasn't conclusive enough to act upon, authorities said. 
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Maassen, who heads the Office for the Protection of the Constitution (BfV), added that the alleged plot 

showed that the danger of an attack in Germany remains high. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Guilty plea trying to support ISIS 

SOURCE https://journaltimes.com/news/national/man-pleads-guilty-to-trying-to-support-islamic-state-

group/article_fb1d1216-a585-5dec-8e86-664912f70ade.html  

GIST NEW YORK (AP) — A New York City man has pleaded guilty to attempting to provide material support 

to the Islamic State group. 

 

Parveg Ahmed entered the plea in federal court in Brooklyn on Wednesday. The 22-year-old Queens 

resident faces up to 20 years in prison. 

 

According to a criminal complaint, Ahmed sent messages on social media about his support of the Islamic 

State group. It says he traveled to Saudi Arabia with others in a failed attempt to join the militant group. 

 

U.S. officials say he was detained in an unnamed country bordering Syria and sent back to New York City 

last August. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Africa: rise in Islamist militant attacks 

SOURCE https://www.herald.co.zw/sharp-rise-in-number-of-islamist-militant-attacks-in-africa-report/  

GIST ABUJA. – Sub-Saharan Africa suffers under a sharp rise in the number of Islamist militant attacks. In its 

report “Changing Patterns in Terrorism and the Threat to Business, Control Risks”, the specialist global 

risk consultancy, finds that the number of incidents rose from 317 in 2013 to 1,549 for the period April 

2017 to April 2018. 

 

While some of the attacks are inspired by the so-called Islamic State (IS) that is losing its grip in its 

Middle Eastern heartland, the drivers behind this rise in sub-Saharan Africa are more complex. 

 

Jean Devlin, Partner and Head of African Analysis at Control Risks, explains: “Many factors lie behind 

this, including the local dynamics of long-standing conflicts and insurgencies. In East and West Africa, the 

increase in attacks has several drivers. 

 

“Although security forces in affected countries have for the most part been able to reduce the capability of 

militant groups to hold onto and control territory, this has pushed them to engage in asymmetric warfare 

against civilian ‘soft targets’. Security forces are struggling to comprehensively degrade the capability of 

these groups, and as a result the threat is proving resilient despite gains made.” 

 

Somalia, which witnessed 879 incidents over the period, accounted for over half of the Islamist militant 

incidents recorded across sub-Saharan Africa; the only other East African country affected during the 

period was Kenya, with 79 incidents. 

 

In West Africa, where 36 percent of the incidents were reported, Nigeria suffered most (220 incidents), 

followed by Mali (194) and Cameroon (96). 

 

Although the total number of Islamist militant attacks in Southern Africa was relatively low – 56 incidents 

in total; 43 in the Democratic Republic of Congo, 12 in Mozambique, 1 in South Africa – the rise in 

attacks particularly in Mozambique, where the first attack was recorded on 5 October 2017, is concerning. 

 

Looking at all types of terrorist activity, government, military and security forces, and their installations 

typically top target lists across the world. 
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Retail and road top the list of civilian sectors affected by Islamist militancy globally – something that is 

mirrored in sub-Saharan Africa where vehicles and road infrastructure such as bridges are most targeted, 

particularly in Nigeria, Mali, Kenya and Somalia. 

 

The hospitality sector comes in second (with most incidents in Somalia and Mali), followed by retail. 

Targeting these areas allows Islamist militants to hit civilians and government/ security forces alike, as the 

latter congregate in the respective facilities or use the infrastructure for movements. 

 

The many shades of political and ideological violence and militancy in play across the globe are part of a 

complex picture of risk and opportunity facing businesses and organisations. Combined with other threats 

such as cyber security, kidnap and general criminality, these create a complex security environment for 

international business. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 TSA scrutinizes powder in carry-on bags 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/tsa-steps-up-scrutiny-of-powders-in-carry-on-bags/  

GIST Air travelers will face a new level of attention at airport checkpoints starting Wednesday. The TSA will 

now inspect passengers' carry-on bags for powdered material. 

 

TSA officers will start asking passengers in the standard security lines to remove containers holding at 

least 350 milliliters of powder – roughly the size of a soda can – from their carry-on bags for additional 

screening. The rules are similar to those already in place for liquids and gels. 

 

The TSA is checking a range of items like powder cosmetics, baby powders and drink mixes. Passengers 

will be encouraged but not required to pack those larger containers in their checked luggage. Similar to 

food items, officers may recommend smaller containers of powder also be removed from carry-on bags for 

separate screening. 

 

The new regulations are meant to reduce the chances that explosive material or a debilitating agent like 

pepper spray are smuggled on board an airplane. Powder can look like explosive material on an X-ray 

machine and lead to extended bag searches. 

 

What passengers are going to hear from the TSA now is they would prefer large containers of powder to 

be checked. If not, passengers will need to take them out of their carry-on at the checkpoint. 

 

This new policy will not apply to flyers in the TSA Pre program. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Europol: few ISIS fighters return home 

SOURCE http://www.businessinsider.com/r-few-islamic-state-fighters-return-but-home-grown-attacks-rise-

europol-says-2018-6 

GIST THE HAGUE (Reuters) - Europeans who went off to fight on behalf of Islamic State have not flooded 

back in large numbers since losing strongholds in Syria and Iraq, Europe's police agency said on 

Wednesday, but they have inspired a growing number of home-grown attacks. 

  

Tracking battle-hardened fighters is still the main concern of Western counter-terrorism officials, though a 

big influx did not materialize, Manuel Navarrete, head of Europol's Counter Terrorism Centre, told 

reporters at its Hague headquarters. 

  

"The main threat is coming from foreign terrorist fighters even though the numbers ... that are returning 

are quite low," he said, referring to outsiders who traveled to Syria and Iraq to fight alongside militants 
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there. 

  

There has been a spike in recent years in IS-inspired attacks by "lone wolves" using little more weaponry 

than a knife or car. Most have been less deadly than strikes by former fighters, but they are harder for 

police to stop, he said. 

  

The number of attacks and foiled plots in Europe more than doubled last year to 205, killing 62 people, 

Europol's annual report showed. 

  

"Even though we suffer more attacks, they were less sophisticated," Navarrete said. 

  

Of more than 5,000 Europeans - most from Britain, France, Germany and Belgium - who joined the ranks 

of fighters in Syria and Iraq, some 1,500 have returned and 1,000 were killed, according to the EU 

intelligence-sharing body. There is only limited intelligence available about the fate of the rest. 

  

Many fighters have been detained. Some traveled to Malaysia, the Philippines and Libya. Others are 

thought to be laying low or in third countries like Turkey, he said. 

  

Tougher border controls, surveillance and prosecution in Europe have also dissuaded some from returning, 

with EU nations making more than 700 arrests linked to jihadi activity in 2017, he said. 

  

The suicide bomber who killed 22 people at an Ariana Grande concert in the English city of Manchester in 

May 2017 had just returned from Libya. But most recent attacks have been carried out by home-grown 

jihadists who never went to conflict zones. 

  

As the Islamic State was routed last year from Mosul in Iraq and Raqqa in Syria, it urged followers to 

carry out attacks at home, rather than travel to its self-declared caliphate. 

  

"Now the message of the Islamic State has changed ... to being more negative and asking for retaliation," 

Navarrete said. 

  

While lone actors often use tactics that result in fewer victims, they pose a threat that is difficult to 

prevent. In 2016, a man killed 86 people by driving a truck into a crowd in the Mediterranean city of Nice, 

France. 

  

"You have to be very, very close to a person in order to take action on the police level to prevent this," 

Navarrete said. "And the closest you can be to a person right now is not going to the front door, it is going 

to Facebook, to Twitter." 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Military: al-Shabab not getting any stronger 

SOURCE https://www.voanews.com/a/al-shabab-militant-group-getting-lucky-not-stronger-in-somalia-

/4446627.html 

GIST Somalia’s most dangerous terror group is likely not getting any stronger despite a series of deadly attacks, 

including one that claimed the life of a U.S. special operations soldier earlier this month. 

  

The assessment, by U.S. military and counterintelligence officials, runs contrary to the conclusions of 

some analysts and comes as al-Shabab has been flexing its military might in recent weeks, highlighting 

attacks on both Somali and African Union forces. 

  

One of the most publicized of these was a brazen June 8 attack on an outpost under construction two 

kilometers north of the town of Sanguni, in the Lower Jubba region of Somalia. 

  

The al-Qaida-linked militants skirmished with a force of 800 Somali and Kenyan forces accompanied by 
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U.S. special operations soldiers, one of whom was killed by mortar fire. 

  

U.S. officials are still trying to determine the size of the al-Shabab force at the time of the attack but say 

there is no indication of any increased capability. 

  

“It was a lucky shot,” a U.S. military official told VOA on condition of anonymity. “I wouldn't consider 

this a well-executed attack.” 

  

Another military official said, in many ways, the deadly attack was typical of al-Shabab operations. 

  

“Historically, al-Shabab has been willing to engage large forces, often using surprise and asymmetric 

tactics to improve their chances for success,” said Lt. Cmdr. Desiree Frame, a spokesperson for U.S. 

Africa Command. “We expect to see more conflict in southern Somalia as Somali Government Forces, 

AMISOM, and their partners make in-roads into al-Shabab-held territory.” 

  

Still, accounts from Somalia indicate the al-Shabab forces were not deterred by the presence of U.S. 

special operations forces using armored vehicles and armed drones, as the June 8 deadly mortar strike was 

part of a three-day long assault on the outpost that included a failed attack using a vehicle-borne bomb. 

  

“They know our movements,” an official with the Somali forces in Sanguni told VOA Somali. “It’s an 

open secret.” 

  

Another Somali commander said al-Shabab also took advantage of the terrain, striking after recent 

flooding forced the Somali, Kenyan and U.S. forces to build the outpost in the open. 

  

U.S. counterterrorism and military officials say there is no doubt the group remains the biggest threat to 

security in Somalia. But they have resisted attributing the increased pace of al-Shabab attacks to anything 

more than their annual Ramadan campaign. 

  

“We do not assess that al-Shabab has recently increased their capabilities or their willingness to engage 

their enemies,” according to Africa Command’s Frame. 

  

A senior U.S. counterterrorism official described al-Shabab’s activity as routine, noting its public 

statement “promote the virtue of waging jihad during Ramadan.” 

  

Still, some analysts warn it is wrong to downplay the strides al-Shabab has made since being kicked out of 

its last urban stronghold, the port city of Kismayo, in 2012. 

  

“It’s clear that we’re not just seeing a spike in attacks related to the Ramadan campaign,” said Daveed 

Gartenstein-Ross, a senior analyst at the Washington-based Foundation for Defense of Democracies. “It’s 

clear that the organization has gotten stronger.” 

  

And while Gartenstein-Ross thinks it is unlikely al-Shabab is strong enough to consistently challenge U.S. 

forces in the region, it has shown it can be potent against both Somalia and African Union forces in the 

area. 

  

“They’ve been able to kill very high numbers and you didn’t see that five years ago. They’ve been able to 

actually overrun bases at times,” he said. “The danger is as African Union forces draw down, they may 

retake major urban areas. I think there’s a good chance of that.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Feds: ISIS supporter dangerous crook 

SOURCE https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/detroit-city/2018/06/20/terror-suspect-lied-bomb-

stole-airport-worker-id-feds-allege/717428002/  
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GIST Federal prosecutors are troubled that an Ypsilanti man amassed an arsenal of weapons and bomb 

components and stole a U.S. Department of Homeland Security employee's all-access pass at an airport, 

according to court records. 

 

The details were revealed in a federal court filing Tuesday by prosecutors who portray Yousef Ramadan, 

29, as a violent, dangerous crook obsessed with weapons and the Islamic State. The portrait clashes with 

defense claims that Ramadan is a law-abiding citizen merely curious about violence in the Middle East. 

 

Prosecutors want Ramadan to remain in jail pending trial in the latest counter-terrorism case involving a 

Metro Detroiter accused of supporting the Islamic State. U.S. District Judge Marianne Battani will 

consider releasing Ramadan on bond July 10, along with defense requests to suppress evidence and 

statements made to investigators. 

 

The filing raises questions about whether Ramadan was planning a domestic terror attack before federal 

agents yanked him off a flight last year at Detroit Metropolitan Airport, searched his luggage and found 

pepper spray, knives, a stun gun, black masks, two-way radios, a gas mask, a tactical vest and photos of a 

homemade pipe bomb. 

 

"Ramadan is also a danger given his activities associated with bomb-making," Assistant U.S. Attorney 

Ronald Waterstreet wrote. "Pipe bombs have no peaceful purpose. No socially acceptable use. They are 

tools used to indiscriminately wound, destroy, and kill.”  

 

The case against Ramadan, a naturalized U.S. citizen born in the Palestinian territories, dates to August 

2017. That's when he was removed from a Royal Jordanian Airlines flight at Detroit Metropolitan Airport 

before flying to Amman, Jordan, with the ultimate destination of Israel. Before the plane could depart, 

investigators searched his checked baggage and found the items. 

 

Ramadan said he was a photojournalist and needed the items for personal safety. 

 

A secondary inspection uncovered numerous electronic devices, including laptops, iPhones and storage 

devices.  

 

Investigators found videos of Ramadan shooting pistols and rifles, including a sniper rifle. 

 

Ramadan had multiple YouTube channels. One, named “WB.88Guns,” contained seven videos posted 

between November 2016 and February 2017. 

 

Investigators also found photos and videos of pipe bombs and propaganda videos and photos related to the 

Islamic State, including videos of fighters wearing black masks similar to those found in Ramadan’s 

luggage, according to FBI Special Agent Ryan Schanberger. 

 

FBI agents showed Ramadan a photo obtained from one of his electronic devices. The photo showed what 

appeared to be a homemade, improvised explosive device, or pipe bomb, according to the filing. 

 

"Ramadan said the bomb was like a large firework that would make a loud bang when detonated, and that 

these items were sometimes used to throw at soldiers overseas," Waterstreet wrote. 

 

Ramadan told investigators he downloaded the bomb photo from the Internet, according to court records. 

But investigators analyzed metadata from the image that showed where the bomb was photographed. 

 

"Ramadan’s home in Bethlehem, Israel," the prosecutor wrote. 

 

Prosecutors claim Ramadan stole a federal law enforcement employee's identification. 

 

Ramadan took pictures of a U.S. Customs and Border Protection employee's uniform and patch, 

government identification card, and security identification card, prosecutors allege. 
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"The San Diego Airport security identification card grants the holder full access to the airfield, commuter 

and freight aircrafts, the terminals and all ramps," Waterstreet wrote. 

 

Ramadan also was questioned about the Islamic State propaganda videos and photos found on his 

electronic devices. 

 

“Ramadan stated that he likes and watches all aspects of combat footage,” the agent wrote. “He claimed 

that he does support ISIS’ goal of establishing ... an Islamic State, but that he does not support their 

methods of violence to achieve that goal, instead preferring a peaceful approach to converting non-

believers into the Muslim religion and/or forming an Islamic State.” 

 

Investigators told Ramadan that watching violent ISIS videos could prompt him to commit a violent act. 

 

“Ramadan responded by saying that if he ever wanted to commit an attack he certainly would not have to 

travel overseas to do it,” the agent wrote. “Ramadan stated that he would do it in the United States as it 

would be much easier to accomplish than overseas." 

 

Days after questioning Ramadan at the airport and preventing him from flying overseas, the FBI’s counter-

terrorism unit sought a search warrant for Ramadan’s storage unit in Ann Arbor. 

 

Agents searched the storage unit Aug. 23 and found two rifles, a handgun, components of an AR-15 rifle 

and two semi-automatic handguns. 

 

"Additionally, the FBI found various components that could be used to construct a bomb: black powder 

fireworks, wires, an electric wire tester, cell phones (used as remote electric igniters), and items that can be 

used as shrapnel," Waterstreet wrote. 

 

Ramadan later was indicted on two counts of knowingly possessing a firearm with an obliterated serial 

number, a five-year felony. 

 

Ramadan should be released from jail pending trial, his lawyer Andrew Densemo said. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Afghan official: Taliban kill 8 police 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-official-taliban-kill-police-56049448?   

GIST The Taliban killed eight police in two separate attacks in Afghanistan on Thursday, officials said. 

 

Arif Noori, a spokesman for the governor of the southern Ghazni province, says six police were killed and 

four were wounded in an attack on security posts early Thursday. He says at least seven insurgents were 

killed in the hours-long gunbattle. 

 

In the northern Baghlan province, the Taliban killed two police and wounded another three, according to 

police spokesman Zabiullah Shuja. 

 

No one immediately claimed either attack. 

 

The Taliban have seized several districts across the country in recent years, and carry out near-daily 

attacks, mainly targeting security forces. They resumed their attacks after a three-day cease-fire last 

weekend coinciding with the Muslim Eid al-Fitr holiday. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Mystery: 3 died during late night swim 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2018/06/20/3-people-died-during-a-late-

night-swim-at-a-closed-pool-and-police-cant-figure-out-why/?utm_term=.edde23753959  

GIST The trio probably hopped the fence around the pool late at night, sliding into the water as most of the 

people at the Chapel Tower apartment complex were sleeping. 

 

Neighbors found their bodies floating in the water around 3:30 a.m., long after CPR could do any good. 

 

But authorities in Durham, N.C., are still trying to find answers to the biggest mystery surrounding their 

sudden deaths: What would render the three swimmers unable to save themselves or each other? 

 

Police identified the victims as Abril Yuliana Flores-Ojeda, 15; Brian Manuel Benites, 16; and Luis 

Enrique Delgado-Romero, 21, all of Durham. They did not live at the apartment complex. 

 

They were all pronounced dead shortly after being pulled from the pool Tuesday morning by police and 

three men who live at the complex. 

 

Durham police spokeswoman Kammie Michael said in a news release that it doesn’t appear that the 

victims were electrocuted, though the investigation is continuing. 

 

The pool, which remained closed Wednesday, is a summertime focus for the complex. One resident called 

it the “life of the place.” Now, residents are voicing concerns. 

 

“The kids always want to get in the water and have fun,” Sandra Henderson, who lives at Chapel Tower in 

Durham, told Raleigh, N.C., NBC-affiliate WRAL. “I just hate that this happened. I really do. I hope and 

pray that living in a community, everybody will be watchful.” 

 

Investigators told the news station that a total of four people slipped into the pool early Tuesday. Police 

were interviewing the survivor to determine what happened, but have not disclosed what the person told 

them. 

 

Chapel Tower is a short distance from Duke University and markets heavily to people connected to the 

school — even offering student discounts and furnished apartments. It’s on the Duke transit loop, 

including a program that gives people safe rides from the university late at night. 

 

But a key amenity is the complex’s pool, which is eight feet at its deepest. The surrounding area also has 

free WiFi. 

 

The swimming spot, however, is not just popular with the people who live at Chapel Tower. Teenagers 

routinely climb the fence and go for late-night dips, residents told WRAL. 

 

The pool also has 24-hour security, but no one reported seeing anyone climb the fence or get into the water 

overnight. 

 

A maintenance worker told the Raleigh News & Observer that the pool is closed Mondays and the gate 

had been locked since at least that morning. 

 

Hours later, a resident said, someone was running from apartment to apartment, banging on doors and 

screaming. The neighbor, who did not disclose his name to the newspaper, said he called 911, then looked 

outside. There, he said, a man and a police officer were pulling a body from the water. 

 

The neighbor hopped the pool fence, pulled a person who appeared to be a teenager out of the water and 

attempted CPR, but the teen was not responsive, the News & Observer reported. 
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Investigators said the cause of death was drowning, but were conducting autopsies to determine what may 

have happened to the victims just before. 

 

Images from local news broadcasts showed police and crime scene investigators scouring the pool area 

with flashlights and searching behind blue lawn chairs. At one point, an investigator removed what 

appeared to be clothing and placed it into a brown evidence bag. They also found beer cans. 

 

Less than two weeks ago, John Williams with the Durham County Health Department had inspected the 

apartment complex’s pool, WRAL said, and found that it was “in very good condition.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 NKorea missile site not dismantled? 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jun/20/north-korea-missile-site-shows-no-signs-being-

dism/  

GIST President Trump’s national security team is closely monitoring North Korea’s Sohae Satellite Launching 

Ground, which North Korea leader Kim Jong-un promised to dismantle during the Singapore summit, a 

White House official said Wednesday. 

 

Satellite images of the missile test site have shown no activity suggesting it was being dismantled. But 

National Security Council officials were not yet raising alarms over the inaction just a week after Mr. Kim 

made the promise to Mr. Trump in Singapore. 

 

“As the president said at the Singapore summit, Chairman Kim promised that North Korea will destroy a 

missile engine test stand soon,” said an NSC official. 

 

The official confirmed for the first time that the site identified by Mr. Kim was the Sohae Satellite 

Launching Ground, a facility in Ch’olsan County, North Pyongan province. 

 

“North Korea has used this site to test liquid propellant engines for its long range ballistic missiles. The 

United States will continue to monitor this site closely as we move forward in our negotiations,” said the 

official. 

 

The focus on the missile site coincided with growing impatience from Washington to Seoul for some 

tangible progress on the denuclearization deal. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Claim: UN report left out key details 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/20/world/middleeast/un-syria-eastern-

ghouta.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=first-

column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news  

GIST At least twice this year, the Syrian military fired Iranian-made artillery shells filled with a chlorine-like 

substance that oozed poison slowly, giving victims just a few minutes to escape. 

 

In another attack, Syrian forces dropped a chemical bomb on the top-floor balcony of an apartment 

building, killing 49 people, including 11 children. Their skin turned blue. 

 

These details and others blaming Syria for atrocities in eastern Ghouta, a suburb of Damascus, were 

uncovered by a United Nations commission investigating and documenting possible war crimes in the 

seven-year-old conflict. But when the commission issued a report on Wednesday, the details were omitted. 

 

Seven pages that had been in an earlier draft, provided to The New York Times, were summarized in two 
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paragraphs in the final document. 

 

The commission’s report examined how the government of President Bashar al-Assad recaptured eastern 

Ghouta, the rebel stronghold near the capital, in the first four months of 2018. Mr. Assad’s forces laid 

siege to the area, using bombardments, mass starvation and chemical weapons. 

 

The materials in the leaked draft paint a far more frightening picture of chemical weapons use in eastern 

Ghouta than had been previously reported. And they assert without qualification that Syrian forces and 

their allies were responsible, rebutting repeated denials by Mr. Assad’s government and his backers in 

Russia and Iran. 

  

A member of the commission explained the omissions, saying that many of the details in the early draft 

needed additional corroboration or clarification and might be included in another report, perhaps by 

September. There was no outside pressure to withhold the information, said the member, Hanny Megally, 

an Egyptian human rights lawyer. 

 

“We thought we need to do some more work on this, it’s an ongoing investigation,” Mr. Megally said. “So 

we thought, let’s keep it short.” 

 

But the conclusions in the omitted information seemed unambiguous. 

 

The leaked draft stated: 

 

    “In one of the most grim patterns of attack documented during the period under review, Government 

forces and/or affiliated militias continued to use chemical weapons in densely populated civilian areas 

throughout eastern Ghouta.” 

 

In meticulous detail, the draft enumerated six chemical weapons assaults on civilians from January 

through April 7, the date of the deadliest assault. In what appeared to be a first, it implicated Iranian-

supplied weaponry. 

 

In attacks on Jan. 13, Jan. 22 and Feb. 1, the draft said, government forces fired chemical agents, “most 

probably chlorine,” into a residential part of eastern Ghouta’s Douma neighborhood, near a sports stadium, 

roughly 800 yards from the front lines, between 5 a.m. and 6:30 a.m. 

 

Some witnesses described a “slow-acting agent” that smelled like chlorine, the draft said, and they had 

sufficient time “to rouse the victims, obtain wet cloths to serve as makeshift face masks, and evacuate the 

affected areas.” 

 

In the Jan. 22 and Feb. 1 attacks, the draft said, the commission had evidence identifying the bomb 

delivery devices as surface-to-surface industrially produced Iranian artillery rockets, “only known to have 

been used by Government forces and, rarely, affiliated militias.” 

 

    “In relation to the munitions used on 22 January and 1 February, the Commission obtained and assessed 

material evidence including metadata analysis, and identified a surface-to-surface craft-produced rocket 

(IRAM). While IRAMs have been employed by a range of actors across Syria, the particular design of 

observed during these two attacks is only known to have been used by Government forces and rarely, 

affiliated militias. Specifically, IRAMs documented were built around industrially-produced Iranian 

artillery rockets known to have been supplied to Syrian Government forces.” 

 

The draft said that the eastern Ghouta attacks had followed “a pattern previously documented by the 

Commission concerning the use of chemical weapons by Government forces,” and that none of them had 

suggested “the involvement of armed groups.” 

 

Thirty-one people, including 11 children, were sickened in the first three attacks, but none died. Two other 

episodes of possible chlorine use, on Feb. 25 and March 7, caused more extensive casualties, killing two 
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children, including an infant, and injuring 18 civilians. 

 

The worst was yet to come, following the collapse of negotiations between Russian military officials and 

an insurgent group, Jaish al-Islam, to evacuate the Douma neighborhood and end the siege. On April 7, the 

draft said, an improvised explosive delivered from the air hit a multistory residential building roughly 200 

yards from the Rif Damascus Hospital, the last functioning hospital in Douma. 

 

The draft described the explosive as a “single industrial gas cylinder” with fins that struck the top-floor 

balcony and appeared to have “rapidly released large amounts of a substance into the interior space of the 

residential apartment building.” 

 

    “Positions and physical symptoms displayed by victims of the attack support witness claims that the 

agent acted rapidly,” the draft stated, “and likely indicate that a high concentration of the chemical sank 

downwards.” 

 

Based on witness statements and “material evidence received and analyzed by the Commission,” the draft 

stated, the dead showed “an array of symptoms consistent with exposure to a choking agent, including 

signs of foaming at the mouth and nose, blue skin indicating impaired blood circulation, meiosis 

(constriction of the pupils), as well as some cases of dilated (wide open) pupils.” 

 

    “Statements and material evidence received and analysed by the Commission in relation to the deceased 

within the apartment building revealed an array of symptoms consistent with exposure to a choking agent, 

including signs of foaming at the mouth and nose, blue skin indicating impaired blood circulation, meiosis 

(constriction of the pupils), as well as some cases of dilated (wide open) pupils. Numerous victims unable 

to flee the building collapsed shortly after exposure.” 

 

Mr. Megally declined to go into detail over why such information was withheld from the report published 

on Wednesday. But he said that with the April 7 attack in particular, more information was needed, 

including precisely what killed the 49 people. 

 

“If we’re not sure what the cause of death was, we may be looking in the wrong place,” he said. “It’s 

better we finish the investigation, rather than release it in dribs and drabs.” 

 

The official version of the report was far more cautious about the chemical weapons incidents in question. 

In two attacks, for example, the report said the commission was “unable to obtain sufficient material 

evidence to conclusively identify the weapons delivery systems.” 

 

While the circumstances in the April 7 attack were “largely consistent with the use of chlorine,” it said, the 

symptoms were more consistent with the use of “another chemical agent, most likely a nerve gas.” 

 

The official version also condemned rebel forces for indiscriminate shelling of civilian areas. 

 

The commission, which has been compiling evidence of atrocities in the Syria conflict since shortly after 

the war began in 2011, has developed an extensive array of ways to gather information, even though Mr. 

Assad has not allowed its investigators into the country. Led by Paulo Sérgio Pinheiro, a Brazilian 

diplomat and rights activist, the commission has even compiled a confidential list of Syrian officials and 

others who may be held accountable in a court some day. 

 

The earlier draft of its report on eastern Ghouta was shared by a person close to the commission, who had 

been consulted on the report and who declined to be identified. 

 

The leak suggested some internal dissension in the commission about the strength of its evidence 

concerning the Syrian government’s use of chemical weapons in eastern Ghouta. It was also possible that 

the commission wanted to exercise caution ahead of an expected report on the April 7 attack in Douma by 

the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, which sent investigators to the site. 
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Chemical weapons are banned by an international treaty that Mr. Assad signed under pressure in 2013, 

when his government was first accused of having used chemical weapons in the conflict — also in eastern 

Ghouta. 

 

The April 7 attack in Douma caused widespread international fury, particularly because many victims 

appeared to have been children shown gagging and choking, based on videos disseminated by witnesses 

and activists. The attack drew retaliatory missile attacks and airstrikes by Britain, France and the United 

States. 

 

Mr. Assad’s government, backed by Russia and Iran, sought to cast doubt about the Douma attack, 

suggesting it had been faked or carried out by insurgents. 

 

The Syrian government and its allies took control of eastern Ghouta two months ago after imposing what 

the commission’s report described as “the longest siege in modern history,” displacing more than 140,000 

people from their homes and unleashing bombardments that destroyed hospitals, markets and schools, and 

forced residents to live in cellars and basements. 

 

Those bombardments — mainly airstrikes by Syrian and Russian planes — killed 1,100 civilians and 

injured 4,000 others in a period of less than a month from Feb. 18, the commission said in its report, which 

is to be delivered to the United Nations Human Rights Council next week. 

 

Tens of thousands of those who fled are still being held unlawfully by the government, which pursued a 

policy of blanket internment that the panel called “reprehensible.” 

 

Sieges are permitted under international humanitarian law. But, in a departure from established practice, 

the panel said it considered the way pro-government forces had conducted the siege of eastern Ghouta 

unlawful. 

 

“Certain acts perpetrated by pro-government forces during the siege laid to eastern Ghouta, including the 

deliberate starvation of the civilian population as a method of warfare, amount to the crime against 

humanity of inhumane acts, causing serious mental and physical suffering,” the panel concluded. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Who cut out a horse’s tongue? 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article213550394.html#storylink=latest_side  

GIST The Thurston County Sheriff's Office is asking for the public's help after the tongue of an adult female 

horse was cut out in Yelm on Tuesday. 

 

A deputy found the completely severed tongue in a pasture in the 9500 block of Bridge Road Southeast. 

 

The 28-year-old horse named Annie can no longer swallow food, so it will be euthanized to minimize the 

animal's suffering, according to the sheriff's office. 

 

The incident is thought to have happened between 10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. Tuesday. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Reports: I-5 shooter near Mount Vernon  

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1024540/shooter-i-5-mount-vernon/  

GIST Drivers in Mount Vernon reported that someone was shooting from an overpass on I-5 on Wednesday 

morning. 

 

One driver thought his car had been hit around 9:30 a.m., but the Washington State Patrol says there was 
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no damage done to his vehicle. A trooper responding to an unrelated, disabled vehicle nearby heard three 

shots fired. 

 

No injuries were reported. 

 

The shooter is only described as a man in dark clothing “with a rifle shooting down on I-5 from the 

Blackburn overpass,” said trooper Heather Axtman. 

 

Troopers don’t believe he is in the area. Troopers aren’t ruling out the possibility this is related to a 

shooting on SR 509 in Sea-Tac last week. That shooter is still on the loose. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 NKorea side of DMZ: change in the air 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/5dffd5cf8d8a40659419701350b3d6de/On-North-Korean-side-of-DMZ,-it's-

change-in-the-air  

GIST PANMUNJOM, North Korea (AP) — Lt. Col. Hwang Myong Jin has been a guide on the northern side 

of the Demilitarized Zone that divides the two Koreas for five years. He says that since the summits 

between North Korean leader Kim Jong Un and the presidents of South Korea and the United States, 

things have quieted down noticeably in perhaps the last place on Earth where the Cold War still burns 

hot. 

 

“A lot of things have changed. Listen to how quiet it is,” he said as he stood on the balcony of a large 

building overlooking the blue and white barracks and concrete demarcation line that mark the boundary 

between North and South. 

 

“The South used to blast psychological warfare propaganda at us,” he said. “But since the summits, they 

have stopped. Now there is a peaceful atmosphere here.” 

 

Indeed, all is quiet — deceptively so — in the DMZ these days. 

 

On Wednesday, as Kim Jong Un was in Beijing for his third summit with Chinese President Xi Jinping, 

the northern part of the zone was buzzing with busloads of Chinese tourists taking selfies and eating ice 

cream cones outside the surprisingly well-stocked souvenir shop near the DMZ entrance. 

 

A group of ethnic Korean high school students from Japan filed out of their tour bus as North Korean 

People’s Army soldiers watched disinterestedly with automatic rifles slung over their shoulders. Inside 

the souvenir shop, still more tourists, from Europe, looked over hand-painted propaganda posters. 

American tourists are still banned from visiting North Korea under an order issued last year by 

President Donald Trump that restricts all non-essential travel. 

 

Though the DMZ has taken on something of a tourist trap atmosphere over the years — the South side 

is also a popular tourist destination and also has its share of kitschy souvenirs — Lt. Col. Hwang 

stressed that it remains first and foremost a military site. 

 

“It’s not that we want tourists to come, but people want to see,” he said. “There are dangers.” 

 

The dangers are, in fact, all around the DMZ, though they are invisible to the throngs of day-tripping 

tourists. 

 

While world attention tends to focus on the North’s development of nuclear weapons, North Korea has 

for decades stationed most of its conventional fire near its border with the South. South Korea’s capital, 

Seoul, is only about 80 kilometers (50 miles) away from the DMZ and would be vulnerable to a heavy 

artillery attack, potentially augmented by chemical shells, that could cause hundreds of thousands of 

casualties. 
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Getting North Korea to agree to move at least some of its big guns away from the border will likely be a 

key topic of negotiations in the months ahead, particularly now that the U.S. and South Korea have 

agreed to halt their next set of annual war games, which never fail to outrage the North and heighten 

tensions on the peninsula. 

 

Hwang generally follows a strongly patriotic and unapologetic script as he shows visitors around the 

usual spots — the building where the armistice that ended the 1950-53 Korean War was signed, a giant 

stone engraved with North Korean founder Kim Il Sung’s last words, various other spots where talks 

took place. He still stays strongly on message — his job is to get the North’s position across to the 

tourists, even if they aren’t especially interested in listening. 

 

But he also pointed out a tree planted by Kim Jong Un and South Korean President Moon Jae-in when 

they held their first summit here in April, and the pavilion where Kim hosted Moon when he came to 

the North’s side last month. And when speaking to an American journalist, Hwang also seemed a tad 

less belligerent — or perhaps just a bit more relaxed — on Wednesday. 

 

“War only brings disaster to our people. Nobody wants a war,” he said. “We held military talks with the 

South here, too. The talks are moving in the direction of what humanity wants. That’s peace. That’s a 

positive thing.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Fake opioid pills flooding illicit market 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1024128/fake-opioid-pills-flooding-illicit-market-laced-with-fentanyl/  

GIST People in the grip of opioid addiction don’t just turn to heroin, but to pills like oxycodone. 

 

They can be easily crushed then snorted or smoked. But pills bought illegally are not always what they 

seem. 

 

At the Washington State Patrol Crime Lab, forensic scientist Mark Strongman works to figure out what’s 

really in pills seized by police. 

 

He showed us the testing process that is increasingly discovering dangerous ingredients in pills that are 

stamped to look like pharmaceuticals. 

 

“You just really can’t tell from the look. You think you can and then you’re surprised,” Strongman said. 

 

“We’re starting to see an increase in mimic pharmaceuticals so they’ll be stamped and look like a 

pharmaceutical grade oxycodone, but when it’s actually tested, it’s coming out as fentanyl or heroin,” said 

Mary Kellar of the State Patrol. 

 

“Counterfeit opioids are of major concern to the DEA, especially fentanyl,” said Keith Weis, the special 

agent in charge of the DEA’s Seattle division. 

 

Weis said fentanyl often comes from China to clandestine laboratories in Mexico, where pills are pressed 

and then smuggled into the U.S. to be sold cheaply. 

 

“Anytime we encounter it on the street, it’s a major concern,” Weis said. 

 

In April, investigators in Centralia intercepted a truck hauling a load of Starbucks products.  

 

Stuffed in the sleeper cab, agents say they found meth, heroin and several thousand oxycodone pills. 

 

Agents also raided a home in Kennewick last week as part of an investigation of fentanyl-laced drugs. 
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The DEA estimates the illicit drug market in Washington State is worth $2 billion dollars. 

 

Because fentanyl is a synthetic opioid up to 50 times more powerful than heroin, more people are dying of 

overdoses. 

 

Public Health Seattle and King County reports 23 fentanyl-related deaths in 2016, 33 in 2017, and 17 just 

in the first three months of 2018. 

 

“We probably lose three or more people in the state every day from overdoses,” Weis said. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 What airlines know about passengers 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-the-airline-knows-about-the-guy-in-seat-14c-1529499085  

GIST Your flight attendant wishes you happy birthday. Is that cute or creepy? 

 

Airlines know a lot about you, from date of birth and home address to travel patterns, vacation 

preferences, beverage purchases and whether your last flight was good or bad. Now the latest generation 

of hand-held devices used by flight crews has an overhead bin full of information about each passenger. 

 

Carriers are using it in an effort to improve customer service. They can congratulate customers on reaching 

3 million lifetime miles or toast a couple’s wedding anniversary. At some airlines, they can tell if you 

really paid extra for that extra-legroom seat or are traveling on a restricted basic economy ticket. Someday 

soon it may be, “Having the usual vodka tonic tonight, Scott?” 

 

Right now, airlines are trying to figure out when personalized interactions could be considered invasive, 

amid growing concerns about how companies like Facebook and others are using personal data. While 

many travelers are pleased to see their loyalty acknowledged, they’d all rather have upgrades. And plenty 

of others prefer a bit of anonymity once they get on an airplane and leave town. 

 

United rolled out a new app to its flight attendants earlier this year with so much information about people, 

the airline has been reluctant to turn on all the functionality. The tool can show flight attendants 

information on each frequent flier’s five previous flights—green if it was a good flight, yellow or red if 

something went wrong, like a delay. But United is worried some customers might consider that stalking. 

 

“There’s a point where you don’t want to make people feel like, ‘Gee they know everything about me and 

they’re tracking everything I do,’ ” says John Slater, United’s senior vice president of inflight services. 

 

Personal milestones like birthdays are left to the judgment of flight attendants. They can decide whether 

they think a customer would appreciate the recognition or recoil, he says. 

 

The information is added to phones and tablets used to charge customers for food and beverage purchases. 

The devices can give flight attendants real-time information on tight flight connections for passengers, 

confirm whether a wheelchair has been ordered for a customer and help keep track of unaccompanied 

minors. 

 

Many now allow flight attendants to offer instant compensation for maladies like spilled coffee or broken 

entertainment screens. 

 

Better service onboard in coach will go to those with higher status. Top-tier frequent fliers, as well as 

those with special needs, will get more personalized attention, airlines say. 

 

Carriers say they don’t flag “problem” passengers—perhaps frequent complainers or people involved in 

confrontations in the past. Airlines do ban people from their flights for altercations or abuses, and the 
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Transportation Security Administration flags problem travelers. 

 

But airlines are making it easier for flight crews to report problems with passengers. Instead of paperwork 

completed after a trip, American Airlines ’ third-generation handhelds can submit all kinds of reports, 

from catering goofs to onboard incidents, says Jill Surdek, vice president for flight service. 

 

Alaska Airlines says that earlier this month it gave its flight attendants an app on their hand-held devices 

specifically to report sexual harassment, making it quicker and easier to alert the company to problem 

passengers. Alaska has had several high-profile issues involving passengers accused of harassing flight 

attendants, as well as a case of a passenger accused of harassing another passenger. 

 

The airline investigates every situation, says Andy Schneider, Alaska’s vice president of people, and 

decides whether to take action, including banning someone from flights either temporarily or permanently. 

 

United’s new system has a color-coded seat map showing status—a black seat is a Global Services 

frequent flier, United’s top tier. The seat map has icons for wheelchairs and lap children. A seat with a dog 

face means the customer has a pet onboard. Million-mileage levels are also depicted—seat 7C has “3M” 

on it for 3 million miles. 

 

Connecting flight information can be shown. Green seats have good connections, yellow seats have 

connections that could be in jeopardy and red is reserved for very tight connections. 

 

Letting flight attendants know something about each passenger “allows them to engage with customers in 

a meaningful way,” United’s Mr. Slater says. 

 

JetBlue uses tablets mounted on the top of beverage-service carts so flight attendants get a hands-free 

visual picture of who’s who. “The ability for crew members to view a customer’s name is huge, especially 

in coach,” says Chris McCloskey, JetBlue’s director of inflight experience. 

 

The seat map will show a birthday cake in a celebrant’s seat. Flight attendants can offer a complimentary 

buy-onboard product or a card signed by the crew. 

 

More personalization is coming. One goal: tracking onboard purchases. If a customer orders the same 

drink repeatedly, offer the usual. 

 

“There is definitely an opportunity for us to leverage the data that we have on customers a little bit more,” 

Mr. McCloskey says. At the same time, the airline is analyzing how far it can go. 

 

Airlines acknowledge the devices have made the job more complex for flight attendants. Sara Nelson, 

president of the Association of Flight Attendants union, says the devices can reduce situational awareness. 

If flight attendants have to study the screen to correctly recognize each customer, they may not be 

spending as much time staying alert to what’s going on in the cabin. 

 

She says flight attendants generally like these new tools because they let them do their jobs more 

effectively. 

 

Still, Ms. Nelson says, “I’m a little shocked there hasn’t been more backlash. I think the public has 

generally decided they like the personalized service, they like to be able to resolve their issues faster, not 

have to tell people as much. And they’ve sort of sacrificed their privacy for those conveniences.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Yellowstone geyser keeps erupting 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/yellowstones-steamboat-geyser-keeps-erupting-scientists-want-to-

know-why/  
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GIST YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK -- Steamboat Geyser, the world's tallest and far more powerful 

than Old Faithful, is roaring back to life. 

 

Often dormant for decades, it has now erupted nine times in the past few months. It can do what Kilauea 

has done on Hawaii's Big Island, only much bigger. 

 

Because the geyser field at Yellowstone National Park lies on top of an active volcano, with multiple 

chambers of magma from deep beneath the earth, the same energy that causes geysers to blow could spew 

an ash cloud as far as Chicago and Los Angeles. 

 

"It's amazing to think of the scale of these eruptions," said Mike Poland, the scientist in charge of the 

Yellowstone Volcano Observatory. 

 

The eruption that created the park was 70,000 years ago, and there are no signs of that happening anytime 

soon. But scientists do want to know what's behind the most recent activity. 

 

"We see gas emissions. We see all kinds of thermal activity. That's what Yellowstone does. That's what it's 

supposed to do. It's one of the most dynamic places on earth," Poland said. 

 

The least predictable geyser in the park is Steamboat. It could erupt in five minutes, five years -- even 50 

years from now. Yet no one visiting Yellowstone wants to turn away from the sight. 

 

"That would be the chance of a lifetime," one visitor said. "I would be amazed." 

 

Timing is everything, and only a lucky few get to see it. Poland's team of volcanologists are using thermal-

imaging equipment to track the temperature of the 50-mile-wide magma field. They also monitor 28 

seismographs since a super volcano would include major earthquake activity. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Report: industrial chemicals more toxic 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/report-finds-industrial-chemicals-toxic-thought-

56042986?   

GIST A family of industrial chemicals turning up in public water supplies around the country is even more toxic 

than previously thought, threatening human health at concentrations seven to 10 times lower than once 

realized, according to a government report released Wednesday. 

 

The chemicals are called perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl. They were used in such goods as fire-

suppressing foam, nonstick pans, fast-food wrappers, and stain-resistant fabric and carpet, but are no 

longer used in U.S. manufacturing. Water sampling has found contamination in water around military 

bases, factories and other sites. 

 

Exposure at high levels is linked to liver damage, developmental problems and some forms of cancer, 

among other risks. 

 

A draft of the report, by the Department of Health and Human Services' toxicology office, had set off 

alarms within the Trump administration earlier this year. A January email from a White House official, 

released under the Freedom of Information Act, referred to the findings as a "potential public relations 

nightmare." 

 

The draft went under months of government review before Wednesday's publication, but the key finding 

— that the chemicals are dangerous at specific levels much lower than previously stated — was not 

changed. 

 

The EPA, which scheduled a series of hearings on the chemicals, said last month that it would move 
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toward formally declaring the two most common forms of PFAS as hazardous substances and make 

recommendations for groundwater cleanup, among other steps. 

 

U.S. manufacturers agreed in 2006 to an EPA-crafted deal to stop using one of the most common forms of 

the chemical in consumer products. 

 

The findings will likely lead state and local water systems with the contaminant to boost filtering. 

 

"The more we test, the more we find," Olga Naidenko, a science adviser to the Environmental Working 

Group nonprofit, said Wednesday. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 World Cup fans drinking Moscow dry 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/world-cup-fans-drinking-moscow-dry-straining-bars/story?   

GIST Fans partying at the World Cup in Moscow are downing so much beer that they are nearly drinking parts 

of the city dry, with some bars saying they get close to running out each night.  

 

For almost a week, tens of thousands of foreign and local fans have been turning the heart of Moscow into 

a street party each night, gathering in the area around the Kremlin in a huge tide of chanting, dancing and 

drinking, which doesn't recede until the very early hours of the morning.  

 

“They drink half a tonne of beer each night!” said Evgeny Gorbanov, a bouncer at Let’s Rock Bar, whose 

establishment has been overflowing with fans every night since the month-long tournament began.  

 

Half a dozen bars said they had almost ran out of beer in the first few days of the competition and had had 

to quickly increase orders to keep up with the demand.  

 

“We hadn’t counted on it,” said Nikolai Vladik, manager at Ketch-Up, a burger bar. “On the first day, it 

got pretty tough. But we’ve prepared now,” he said.  

 

Like many residents in Moscow, the bar staff said they had been caught off guard by the avalanche of fans 

and the scale of the partying. At Kamchatka, an all-night bar that sells beers in plastic cups, staff said they 

had sharply increased their beer orders. At the restaurant Dante, manager Nadia Desyatelik said fans were 

drinking 200 liters a night, compared to the 30 they normally sell. 

 

Some bar staff said they were nervous that beer suppliers might miss vital deliveries.  

 

But Baltika, the Russian unit of Carlsberg told Reuters that while there was increased risk of supply 

disruption during the World Cup, their business was so far able to handle demand. Heineken also told 

Reuters sales were strong and the brewer did not yet see any challenges to its supply.  

 

The party has surprised Muscovites all the more because few can remember anything like it in the city. 

Drinking on the street is illegal in Russia, carrying a fine of between $7 - $23.  

 

A growing emphasis from the Kremlin on public discipline, combined with an official suspicion towards 

street gatherings, has made wild public displays unwise.  

 

But those rules seem to have been suspended for the World Cup. Russian police have stood by and 

watched as fans have clambered up lamp posts and hung flags from buildings. On Nikolskaya Street, 

Argentinian fans have covered a monastery with team banners. Riot police, usually dour, have been 

addressing people with rare politeness at security points.  

 

Russians are marveling at the new light-touch approach. Many are also delighted by the party atmosphere 

on the streets. The revelry has so far been good-natured - with few reports of trouble. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Probe: paramedics thought alive teen dead 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/paramedics-investigated-covering-teenager-sheet-mistakenly-believing-

dead/story?   

GIST The Chicago Fire Department is investigating why paramedics mistakenly thought a teenager who was 

shot in the head was dead and left his body lying in the street covered in a sheet until bystanders saw his 

arms and legs twitching.  

 

Paramedics left Erin Carey, 17, unattended next to a gutter as they treated other victims in the shooting 

early Monday in the University Village area of Chicago. Once the paramedics were told the teenager was 

still breathing, they began cardiopulmonary resuscitation and rushed him to a local hospital, officials said. 

 

He died at 1:19 a.m. Tuesday, about 20 hours after he was shot twice in the head, officials said.  

 

"I do understand that paramedics looked at him, believed him to be deceased, covered him with that sheet 

and moved on to another individual who was nearby who was also shot. They saw motion, movement 

underneath the sheet. Officers who were present notified paramedics, this man is still alive," Chicago 

Police First Deputy Anthony Riccio said at a press conference.  

 

Officials did not release the names of the paramedics or say how many were at the scene.  

 

It was not immediately clear how long Carey was lying in the street before paramedics realized he was still 

alive. The Chicago Tribune reported he was in the street under a sheet for an hour before bystanders saw 

his arms and legs, which were exposed, twitching. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Seattle police dog sniffs out child porn 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1024817/the-seattle-police-dog-who-has-famously-sniffed-out-child-porn/?  

GIST If there is such thing as a celebrity police dog, Seattle Police Department’s black lab mix, Bear, may be it. 

The five year old electronic storage detection (ESD) dog led police to devices containing child porn inside 

the home of former Subway spokesman Jared Fogle. He also found incriminating electronic devices in the 

home of Olympics gymnastics coach Marvin Sharp, who was later charged with child pornography 

charges. 

 

Those cases were in 2015, and Bear was living in Indiana with the firefighter who trained him. But shortly 

after, he was purchased by the Seattle Police department, plucked up by his new partner, Detective Ian 

Polhemus. 

 

Both Detective Polhemus and Bear work with the Internet Crimes Against Children Task force to find 

hidden evidence in a suspect’s home. 

 

“Actually, he does not track down child porn,” said Detective Polhemus. “He simply tracks down 

electronic devices. He doesn’t care what’s on the devices, he only cares about finding them. Then it’s up to 

the investigators and the forensic examiners to conduct the analysis and figure out whether or not there’s 

anything of evidentiary value on those devices that he finds.” 

 

So how does Bear find thumb drives and hard drives and phones and laptops? Detective Polhemus says 

forensic scientists did a chemical analysis, and isolated the only non-toxic chemical that these devices 

have in common. 
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“That odor was isolated and that’s the one odor that has been introduced to Bear as being an odor that we 

want him to be able to detect. Because Bear is a food reward dog, he’s highly motivated. So what that 

means is the only time he eats is when he’s working.” 

 

Therefore, Bear loves to work. Detective Polhemus feeds him three cups of food throughout the day, 

whether he’s out on a real case or doing his daily trainings. 

 

“I’ve got the three training boxes here and only one of them has a device in it that he should indicate on. 

So as I work him through the boxes, ideally he’s going to skip the two boxes that don’t have anything in it. 

When he gets to the box that has the device in it, Bear is a passive indicator which means he’ll sit. I’ll give 

him a supplemental command and then he’ll shove his nose in the hole and his tail will wag and he’ll sit 

there and hold his nose in the hole until I reward him with the food.” 

 

Bear was only the third dog in the country to be trained in electronic storage detection, and he’s one of 25 

ESD dogs in the country. Thumb drives and SD cards are tiny and often very well hidden, so Bear is 

brought in to search for what humans couldn’t find. Detective Polhemus describes a case they worked on 

in Olympia. 

 

“After the investigators got done with the search, Bear and I went into the area to do a secondary sweep. In 

a matter of about three or four minutes, Bear came up with five devices that had been missed. It’s my 

understanding that at least two or three of those devices contained child exploitation material. 

 

Detective Polhemus takes Bear home every night, and I wondered how he keeps him from constantly 

retrieving electronic devices from around the house.” 

 

“Bear, like any true veteran police officer, only works when he knows he’s getting paid. So in Bear’s case, 

payment is food. He has learned through training and repetition that if he were to, for instance, indicate on 

the cell phones I have on the table right now, he would receive no reward for doing so. Therefore he just 

ignores it. In order for him to actually indicate on those cell phones, he has to go through a series of verbal 

and visual cues that I have to give him.” 

 

Bear is a super excitable, hyper, sweet and shiny lab, which is why he’s perfect for the job. ESD dogs 

require a lot of energy, and are often snatched up by police when they fail out of guide dog school. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Border policies help organized crime? 

SOURCE https://www.insightcrime.org/news/analysis/trumps-border-policies-strengthen-organized-crime-

heres/  

GIST The Trump administration’s stated purpose of “zero tolerance” of illegal immigration on US borders is to 

lower crime rates, but research shows that the net effect may be the opposite. 

 

The policy is to prosecute all those who cross the border illegally and the Trump administration has taken 

the unprecedented step of separating children from their parents in order to deter families from making the 

journey. (Soon after this story was published, President Trump signed an Executive Order taking steps to 

keep families together while in detention. “It is…the policy of this Administration to maintain family 

unity, including by detaining alien families together where appropriate and consistent with law and 

available resources,” the order read.) 

 

The so-called zero tolerance approach is supposed to act as a deterrent. Administration officials have also 

doubled-down on the strategy by shutting off individual’s access to request asylum (at least until after they 

have been prosecuted for crossing into the country illegally), and by blaming parents for putting their 

children in danger by taking the risky journey through places like Mexico where they are routinely 

victimized by criminal organizations and officials alike. 
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The Trump administration’s policy, however, is shortsighted, in part because research shows that it may, 

in the long run, strengthen criminal groups. 

 

Here are five ways that happens: 

 

1. It Pushes People Into the Illegal Market 

 

As the United States and other countries around the world have worked to stiffen border enforcement, 

organized crime groups that thrive from it have gotten stronger. Human smuggling — once the purview of 

small-time, mostly family run organizations — has become one of the most lucrative businesses in the 

underworld at an estimated $35 billion per year in earnings. Its criminal derivative, human trafficking, is 

also hugely lucrative, with a market value of $32 billion, according to the United Nations. 

 

In Mexico, large, sophisticated criminal groups like the Zetas and the Gulf Cartel have made it a core 

revenue stream. It can also move in the other direction: several prominent Central American drug 

trafficking groups had their origins in human smuggling and then transitioned into trafficking other illicit 

goods because they already had the infrastructure, contacts and control over the routes. More powerful 

criminal groups means more corruption, more instability and, contrary to the Trump administration’s 

wishes, more migration. 

 

Guadelupe Correa-Cabrera, a professor at George Washington and the author of a recent book on the 

Zetas, says stricter borders “help” groups like the Zetas. “It’s just going to magnify what we have already 

seen,” she told InSight Crime, referring to the steady growth of these criminal groups. 

 

This criminal activity is not limited to places south of the US border. In the United States, people are also 

victimized by criminal groups who have a clear understanding that going to the authorities is not an 

option. From the street vender who is extorted by gangs in Long Island to the California day laborer who 

thought he was going to do some landscaping only to find himself offloading marijuana on the coast, 

criminal groups take advantage of enforced anonymity. 

 

2. It Raises the Price for Criminal Services 

 

Part of the reason these criminal groups move into markets like human smuggling is that zero tolerance 

doesn’t just raise the number of clients organized crime groups have, it raises the prices for their criminal 

services. More enforcement equals more risk, as well as more sophistication and resources needed to 

succeed in any criminal venture. 

 

Estimates along the Mexico border illustrate this tendency. In a study published by the US Department of 

Homeland Security in 2010, researchers using four different data sources found that prices for human 

smuggling rose as enforcement increased. 

 

3. It Sets the Table for Future Criminal Activity 

 

Numerous academic and news responses to the Trump administration’s policy of separating children from 

parents at the border stated that it leads to trauma, as well as physical and cognitive effects. Researchers in 

other parts of the world have shown that it could also lead to criminal activity. 

 

Gang researchers on this side of the ocean, such as James Vigil, who wrote the seminal book on Latino 

gangs in Los Angeles, have also surmised that this is one of a number of factors that often leads to 

criminal activity. Vigil calls his theory multiple marginality, and it includes other factors inherent in the 

Trump administration’s policies approach towards migrant communities. 

 

This is something we also noticed while doing our three-year study on the Mara Salvatrucha (MS13) in the 

region. We talked to dozen of past and current gang members. Family upheaval was always part of a gang 

member’s personal story. 
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What’s more, deportations along the border also push many into the criminal ranks, says Angelica Durán-

Martínez, a professor at the University of Massachusetts, Lowell, and the author of a recent book on the 

politics of drug violence in Colombia and Mexico. 

 

“While not all deportees end up engaging in criminal activities, a portion of them do, given that they are 

often released into border areas where OC (organized crime) has a strong presence, and where they have 

little social networks or possibilities for legal employment,” she told InSight Crime in an email exchange. 

 

4. It Destroys Trust Between Authorities and Migrant Communities Where Organized Crime and Gangs 

are Prevalent 

 

There are two ways to measure this. The first is anecdotal. In this case, police chiefs in the United States 

working on the front lines to lower gang violence and crime rates say that vilifying migrant communities 

cuts off important channels of intelligence, as well as lowers chances that witnesses and potential 

collaborators will assist investigations. 

 

The second is via proxy data. For example, there has been a drop in complaints about domestic abuse 

coming from Latino communities since President Donald Trump came into office. Domestic abuse 

complaints are relatively static. 

 

5. It Reduces Remittances, Which Could Increase Crime Rates 

 

Trump’s overall strategy — which includes ending measures such as Temporary Protected Status for 

Hondurans and El Salvador — could greatly reduce the number of undocumented migrants in the United 

States. These migrants send money back to their countries. Reduce their numbers, and you reduce these 

remittances. 

 

Remittances are, as this World Bank study notes, a mixed bag. They can help to reduce poverty and 

inequality, but they can deplete the local labor supply and “income-generating capacity” of the migrant 

households. 

 

But a recent Inter-American Bank study also concluded that remittances “reduce homicide rates.” This, the 

authors argue, is partly the result of reducing poverty, increasing family investment in education, and 

creating jobs. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Arrest in 1986 killing of 12yr-old girl 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1024961/suspect-arrested-in-1986-killing-of-12-year-old-tacoma-girl/  

GIST TACOMA, Wash. (AP) — Tacoma police have arrested a man suspected of killing a 12-year-old girl 

more than three decades ago. 

 

The News Tribune reports 66-year-old Gary Hartman was booked into Pierce County Jail Wednesday 

afternoon on suspicion of first-degree murder in the death of Michella Welch. 

 

Prosecutors are expected to charge him Thursday. 

 

Police declined to talk about the arrest or how they linked Hartman to Welch’s death. A news 

conference is set for Friday. 

 

Welch was abducted March 26, 1986, from a Tacoma park and found dead later that day. 

 

It wasn’t immediately known if Hartman has an attorney. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Guilty plea: defrauding Costco $290,000 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1025224/puyallup-woman-pleads-guilty-to-defrauding-290k-from-costco/  

GIST TACOMA, Wash. (AP) — A Washington state woman has pleaded guilty to stealing nearly $290,000 

from a Costco warehouse over five years. 

 

The News Tribune reports 54-year-old Robin Cline pleaded guilty Wednesday in federal court in Tacoma 

to charges of wire fraud. 

 

Cline of Puyallup worked at Costco in Fife from 1996 to 2016 as an accounts receivable clerk. She was 

responsible for processing payments and refunds for customers of the warehouse club operator. 

 

According to authorities, she put money into bank accounts belonging to her and her son by creating false 

entries to customers’ accounts. 

 

Cline made 290 false entries in more than 100 customers’ accounts since 2011. 

 

Cline is scheduled to be sentenced in September. She has agreed to repay the money taken. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Audit faults detention facility mgmt. 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1025228/audit-faults-detention-facility-management-on-overtime-use/  

GIST VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) — An audit has found that staff overtime and operating costs have increased 

at a juvenile detention facility in southwest Washington while the number of detainees has decreased. 

 

The Columbian reports the performance audit conducted by the Clark County Auditor’s Office found that 

management of the county facility didn’t consistently collect and use data to determine staffing between 

2013 and 2015. 

 

According to the audit presented to a county committee Tuesday, the annual use of overtime hours 

increased from about 3,000 in 2007 to about 10,000 in 2015. The average number of detainees decreased 

from 58 to 21 during the same period. 

 

Juvenile Court Administrator Chris Simonsmeier says management has taken steps to improve overtime 

use, noting that the facility was under budget this year and last. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 FBI: pre-attack behaviors active shooters 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2018/06/20/active-shooters-usually-get-

their-guns-legally-and-then-target-specific-victims-fbi-says/?utm_term=.9bd57d7247d8  

GIST The terror of an armed gunman opening fire in public places has become an all-too-common 

occurrence, affecting American schools, churches, offices, holiday parties, government facilities and 

movie theaters. 

 

While the attacks differ in location, level of carnage and the community affected, an FBI study released 

Wednesday found that a common element of the attacks lies with the shooters, who are frequently 

motivated by grievances in their lives, wielding guns they obtained legally and targeting specific 

victims when they open fire. 

 

The study, which examined dozens of active shooters between 2000 and 2013, found that contrary to 
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the public perception of the episodes as being fueled by mental health issues — an assertion frequently 

given voice by politicians, including President Trump — law enforcement officials were only able to 

verify that about 25 percent of the attackers had diagnosed mental health issues. 

 

The attackers, who almost always were men or boys, typically attacked places that were familiar to 

them. They had acted in ways that concerned the people around them ahead of the attacks, with many 

expressing a desire to carry out violent acts. And most used guns they acquired legally, oftentimes 

buying the weapons specifically for their attacks, the study concluded. 

 

“Offenders don’t snap,” Andre Simons, supervisory special agent of the FBI’s Behavioral Analysis Unit 

and a co-author of the study, said in a telephone interview. “They don’t wake up one morning and 

suddenly decide to attack.” 

 

Rather, the decision is part of “a long process,” Simons said. The study found that 77 percent of 

attackers spent a week or longer planning their violence, which “does take some forethought and design 

on the part of the offender,” he said. 

 

The new study, a copy of which was provided to The Washington Post before it was published, 

examined 63 cases, focusing on the shooters and the actions that led up to their attacks. It is a sequel of 

sorts to a 2014 report the FBI released examining active shootings during the same time frame. That 

report identified 160 incidents fitting the definition of “an individual actively engaged in killing or 

attempting to kill people in a confined and populated area” — and it found that such attacks had become 

more frequent during that 13-year period. 

 

Since then, the bureau has continued studying shooting rampages, and its findings have been grim. In 

2017, the massacres at a concert in Las Vegas and inside a church in Sutherland Springs, Tex., were 

among 30 active shootings the FBI found nationwide, the most it has tracked in a single year. 

 

After attacks like those or the rampages at high schools this year in Parkland, Fla., and Santa Fe, Tex., 

attention often turns to what could have prevented the bloodshed and what red flags might have been 

missed. Other research has found that most attacks came after people close to the shooters noticed 

worrisome behavior. 

 

“Some of these concerning behaviors do presage violence,” said James Silver, a criminal justice 

professor at Worcester State University, one of the FBI study’s three authors. 

 

The FBI study found that on average, each active shooter it examined “displayed four to five concerning 

behaviors over time.” About 1 in 3 shooters had made threats or confronted people they later targeted. 

More than half of them revealed their intentions to do something violent, a phenomenon called 

“leakage.” 

  

Some of these attackers did not share their intentions with their eventual victims, but instead expressed 

a broader desire to hurt others. One shooter spoke to a gas station clerk about killing “a family,” the 

study found; another cited a desire to be a sniper. Others had shown concerning behavior or had 

multiple stresses in their lives, including one shooter who the study said was being abused at home, had 

conflicts with his peers and was facing discipline for abusing a teacher. 

 

The study’s authors write that there was “no single warning sign, checklist, or algorithm for assessing 

behaviors that” suggest a potential rampage shooter. But they say the study is meant in part to help 

members of the public keep an eye out for warning signs. 

 

“One of the biggest findings for me is that there was one person in every active shooter’s life who 

noticed some sort of concerning behavior,” said Sarah Craun of the FBI’s Behavioral Analysis Unit, the 

study’s third author. “Most of them had multiple concerning behaviors, between four and five. These 

were people who were already known to be struggling a little bit. There are actually some signs out 

there that people can see.” 
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The warning signs included threats and physical aggression, and the study found that most of the 

shooters “had a history of acting in an abusive, harassing, or oppressive way.” Others had abused their 

intimate partners or stalked people, highlighting again the recurrence of domestic violence in the lives 

of shooters before their violent attacks in public places. 

 

The study’s authors say their work is unique among studies of rampage shooters because it relies 

“almost exclusively” on law enforcement files, rather than court records and media accounts. It 

examines a smaller pool of attacks than the 2014 study because it focused on the incidents where the 

FBI could obtain files with evidence including interviews with people who knew the shooters, personal 

writings or school and work records. 

 

The files counter claims that rampage shooters must be mentally ill. Trump has been among those 

giving voice to this belief after shootings, calling the alleged Parkland shooter “mentally disturbed” and 

the Sutherland Springs attacker a “mental health problem.” The study found confirmed diagnoses of 

mental illnesses in 25 percent of the attackers, with some others exhibiting depression, anxiety and 

paranoia. But the authors noted that many Americans experience such symptoms, and say more thought 

should be given before concluding that a shooting has its roots in mental illness. 

 

“Mental health does not automatically equate to violence, so we need to be very careful when we 

approach the motivations or the causes behind any active shootings,” Simons said. “Simply saying that 

all [shooters] must be mentally ill because it’s such a horrific and incomprehensible act is probably not 

accurate or helpful.” 

 

Other research has similarly found tenuous links connecting shooting rampages and mental illness. In a 

2015 study, Michael Stone, a clinical psychiatry professor at Columbia University, examined 235 

people who carried out or attempted to carry out mass killings, and he concluded that about 22 percent 

could be considered mentally ill. An article published the same year in the academic journal Annals of 

Epidemiology found that “the large majority of people with mental disorders do not engage in violence 

against others, and that most violent behavior is due to factors other than mental illness.” 

 

Experts have said that what mass killers often share is a sense of victimization and believe they are 

being persecuted or treated unfairly. The new FBI study reported similar findings. Most of the shooters 

examined were fueled by a grievance that “may not have been reasonable or even grounded in reality, 

but it appeared to serve as the rationale for the eventual attack, giving a sense of purpose to the 

shooter.” 

 

In some cases, this grievance could stem from something like losing a job or being romantically 

rejected. Silver, the criminal justice professor, said most people would be upset in those situations, but 

their strongest feelings eventually dissipate. 

 

“It’s the people for whom it doesn’t dissipate, and the people for whom that action, which may seem 

reasonable to everyone else in the world, becomes for the active shooter a cause, in that they have been 

unfairly, unjustly wronged,” Silver said. “It’s not the action itself, it’s their reaction to it that turns it 

into a grievance.” 
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HEADLINE 06/19 Austin Texas vows to curtail arrests 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-austin-freedom-city-2018-story.html  

GIST Ever since the Texas legislature last year passed one of the country’s most aggressive “anti-sanctuary city” 

laws, some enclaves have fought officials over the extent to which police can ignore federal immigration 

law. 
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The state regulation known as Senate Bill 4 has been described by opponents as the “show your papers” 

law for allowing officers to ask about the immigration status of anybody arrested or detained. 

 

Amid the controversy over sanctuary cities, Austin this month took its fight against strict immigration law 

enforcement a step further by declaring itself to be the first “freedom city” in Texas. City Council 

members unanimously passed two resolutions last week that will restrict police attempts to question 

immigrants about their status and curtail arrests for nonviolent crimes. 

 

One of the new city resolutions requires officers who question immigrants about status to also say that 

their questions about immigration need not be answered. The other resolution directs police to avoid 

arrests for misdemeanors, including those for smoking marijuana, having drug paraphernalia, and taking 

part in petty theft — crimes that city data shows frequently end in arrests of black and Latino residents. 

 

While Austin is among the country’s first so-called freedom cities, it’s part of a wider movement around 

decriminalizing low-level offenses and decreasing arrests. According to Local Progress, a national 

network of progressive city officials, some council members in El Paso and Dallas are also considering 

“freedom city” proposals. 

 

“Poor people of color in our city are over-punished and over-incarcerated,” said Greg Casar, an Austin 

City Councilman who pushed for the resolutions. “If people are being arrested less, we can also prevent 

people from being put in the deportation pipeline.” 

 

“We found that black and Latino residents comprised 75% of discretionary arrests for driving with licenses 

invalid in the city even though they are 45% of the population of the city,” Casar said. “Black residents are 

seven times more likely to be arrested for low-level marijuana violations despite having comparable rates 

of usage of marijuana to white residents.” 

 

Casar said the new rules could prevent up to 1,000 low-level arrests each year. Austin police arrest around 

30,000 people a year. 

 

Austin’s new rules passed Friday after more than 100 residents spoke about them at a City Council 

meeting. While support was wide, groups differed on the need for the “freedom city” title, and what effect 

it will have. 

 

Ken Casady, the Austin Police Assn. president, said that although the police union supported reducing 

arrests, misleading data were cited to garner support for the resolutions. 

 

“We do arrest more blacks and Hispanics but the problem we have is that people do not want to look at the 

reasons why,” said Casady. 

 

He said he thought marijuana usage in public was higher among among black and Latino residents. That, 

he believed, leads to disproportionate arrests even if overall usage by white residents was comparable. 

 

“We will not tolerate being called racists,” Casady said. He added that officers do not regularly ask for 

immigration information when making arrests or writing tickets. “To us, this is a symbolic move,” he said 

of the freedom city vote. 

 

Nelson Linder, president of the Austin chapter of the National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored 

People, said the new moniker largely amounted to city branding. 

 

“We appreciate the gesture and the idea,” said Linder. “This city has a history of symbolic overtures, but 

has been inconsistent in providing the kind of leadership that will implement its own resolutions.” 

 

“While the vote has been applauded, the Austin NAACP will continue to work toward more meaningful 

and substantial changes,” he said. 
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The group has focused on combating segregation and gentrification in the city, as well as boosting 

education and employment for African Americans in the city and Travis County. The region is still also 

recovering from a series of mail bombings this year that seemed to target black families. In March, a 

suspect in the bombings blew himself up as he was being chased by police. 

 

Many city activists celebrated the council’s decision. 

 

“These policies will protect the constitutional rights of immigrants and make sure that Austin is a safe 

place to live for everyone regardless of race or immigration status,” José Garza, director of the local 

nonprofit Workers Defense Project, said in a statement. 

 

Grassroots Leadership, an Austin nonprofit that pushed the initiative, said in a statement that the council’s 

move was an “important first step.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Spokane man jailed 21yrs for child porn 

SOURCE http://www.khq.com/story/38473251/spokane-man-sentenced-to-21-years-for-production-of-child-

pornography  

GIST SPOKANE COUNTY, Wash. - 22-year-old Freedom Woody of Spokane was sentenced Wednesday after 

having pleaded guilty to production of child pornography. 

 

According to information disclosed during court proceedings, investigators found Woody and a 13-year 

old girl from Oregon in a homeless camp near the Spokane River after the girl’s grandmother reported her 

missing. When interviewed by officers, Woody admitted having sex with her. A search of Woody’s phone 

revealed child pornography images of seven additional minor aged victims. Woody enticed the minors to 

engage in sexual activity with him, produced child pornography, and distributed several of the images. 

 

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, Woody was sentenced to a 21-year term of imprisonment, 

followed by a 30-year term of court supervision after he is released from federal prison. Upon release from 

prison, Woody will be required to register as a sex offender for the rest of his life. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 KCSO: motel shooting suspect arrested 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/20/man-suspected-of-killing-clerk-at-seatac-motel-arrested-in-ohio-

sheriffs-office-says/  

GIST SEATTLE — A 26-year-old man suspected of killing a clerk at a SeaTac motel during a robbery last 

Friday night was arrested Wednesday in Ohio, the King County Sheriff’s Office said. 

 

Sheriff’s detectives will be flying to Dayton, Ohio, where the suspect was arrested, to continue the 

investigation, the sheriff’s office said. 

 

“The suspect will eventually be extradited back to WA to face charges,” the sheriff’s office said in a news 

release. 

 

At about 11 p.m. last Friday, deputies were called to America’s Best Value Inn in the 20600 block of 

International Boulevard South after an airport shuttle driver returned to the motel to find the clerk lying on 

the ground. 

 

The victim, a 40-year-old man, was transported to Harborview Medical Center in Seattle, where he later 

died of gunshot wounds, according to officials. 

 

The sheriff’s office said detectives had “a lot of help” in solving the crime “from all of the nearby hotels 
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and motels in SeaTac.” 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Child immigrants Va. center allege abuse 

SOURCE https://www.apnews.com/afc80e51b562462c89907b49ae624e79/Young-immigrants-detained-in-

Virginia-center-allege-abuse 

GIST WASHINGTON (AP) — Immigrant children as young as 14 housed at a juvenile detention center in 

Virginia say they were beaten while handcuffed and locked up for long periods in solitary confinement, 

left nude and shivering in concrete cells. 

  

The abuse claims against the Shenandoah Valley Juvenile Center near Staunton, Virginia, are detailed in 

federal court filings that include a half-dozen sworn statements from Latino teens jailed there for months 

or years. Multiple detainees say the guards stripped them of their clothes and strapped them to chairs with 

bags placed over their heads. 

  

“Whenever they used to restrain me and put me in the chair, they would handcuff me,” said a Honduran 

immigrant who was sent to the facility when he was 15 years old. “Strapped me down all the way, from 

your feet all the way to your chest, you couldn’t really move. ... They have total control over you. They 

also put a bag over your head. It has little holes; you can see through it. But you feel suffocated with the 

bag on.” 

  

In addition to the children’s first-hand, translated accounts in court filings, a former child-development 

specialist who worked inside the facility independently told The Associated Press this week that she saw 

kids there with bruises and broken bones they blamed on guards. She spoke on condition of anonymity 

because she was not authorized to publicly discuss the children’s cases. 

  

In court filings, lawyers for the detention facility have denied all allegations of physical abuse. 

  

Many of the children were sent there after U.S. immigration authorities accused them of belonging to 

violent gangs, including MS-13. President Donald Trump has repeatedly cited gang activity as justification 

for his crackdown on illegal immigration. 

  

Trump said Wednesday that “our Border Patrol agents and our ICE agents have done one great job” 

cracking down on MS-13 gang members. “We’re throwing them out by the thousands,” he said. 

  

But a top manager at the Shenandoah center said during a recent congressional hearing that the children 

did not appear to be gang members and were suffering from mental health issues resulting from trauma 

that happened in their home countries — problems the detention facility is ill-equipped to treat. 

  

“The youth were being screened as gang-involved individuals. And then when they came into our care, 

and they were assessed by our clinical and case management staff ... they weren’t necessarily identified as 

gang-involved individuals,” said Kelsey Wong, a program director at the facility. She testified April 26 

before a Senate subcommittee reviewing the treatment of immigrant children apprehended by the 

Homeland Security Department. 

  

Most children held in the Shenandoah facility who were the focus of the abuse lawsuit were caught 

crossing the border illegally alone. They were not the children who have been separated from their 

families under the Trump administration’s recent policy and are now in the government’s care. But the 

facility there operates under the same program run by the U.S. Office of Refugee Resettlement. It was not 

immediately clear whether any separated children have been sent to Shenandoah Valley since the Trump 

administration in April announced its “zero tolerance” policy toward immigrant families, after the lawsuit 

was filed. 

  

The Shenandoah lockup is one of only three juvenile detention facilities in the United States with federal 
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contracts to provide “secure placement” for children who had problems at less-restrictive housing. The 

Yolo County Juvenile Detention Facility in California has faced litigation over immigrant children 

mischaracterized as gang members.  In Alexandria, Virginia, a board overseeing the Northern Virginia 

Juvenile Detention Center voted this week to end its contract to house federal immigration detainees, 

bowing to public pressure. 

  

The Shenandoah detention center was built by a coalition of seven nearby towns and counties to lock up 

local kids charged with serious crimes. Since 2007, about half the 58 beds are occupied by both male and 

female immigrants between the ages of 12 and 17 facing deportation proceedings or awaiting rulings on 

asylum claims. Though incarcerated in a facility similar to a prison, the children detained on 

administrative immigration charges have not yet been convicted of any crime. 

  

Virginia ranks among the worst states in the nation for wait times in federal immigration courts, with an 

average of 806 days before a ruling. Nationally, only about half of juveniles facing deportation are 

represented by a lawyer, according to Justice Department data. 

  

On average, 92 immigrant children each year cycle through Shenandoah, most of them from Mexico and 

Central America. 

  

Wong said many of the 30 or so children housed there on any given day have mental health needs that 

would be better served in a residential treatment unit. But such facilities are often unwilling to accept 

children with significant behavioral issues, she said. 

  

Wong and other managers at the Shenandoah center, including Executive Director Timothy J. Smith, did 

not respond to phone and email messages seeking comment this week. A city manager on the local 

commission that oversees the facility referred questions to an official at the Refugee Resettlement agency, 

who did not respond to a phone message. 

  

Financial statements reviewed by AP shows the local government commission that operates the center 

received nearly $4.2 million in federal funds last year to house the immigrant children — enough to cover 

about two-thirds of the total operating expenses. 

  

The lawsuit filed against Shenandoah alleges that young Latino immigrants held there “are subjected to 

unconstitutional conditions that shock the conscience, including violence by staff, abusive and excessive 

use of seclusion and restraints, and the denial of necessary mental health care.” 

  

The complaint filed by the nonprofit Washington Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs 

recounts the story of an unnamed 17-year-old Mexican citizen apprehended at the southern border. The 

teen fled an abusive father and violence fueled by drug cartels to seek asylum in the United States in 2015. 

  

After stops at facilities in Texas and New York, he was transferred to Shenandoah in April 2016 and 

diagnosed during an initial screening by a psychologist with three mental disorders, including depression. 

Besides weekly sessions speaking with a counselor, the lawsuit alleges the teen has received no further 

mental health treatment, such as medications that might help regulate his moods and behavior. 

  

The lawsuit recounts multiple alleged violent incidents between Latino children and staff at the 

Shenandoah center. It describes the guards as mostly white, non-Spanish speakers who are undertrained in 

dealing with individuals with mental illness. The suit alleges staff members routinely taunt the Latino 

youths with racially charged epithets, including “wetback,” ″onion head” and “pendejo,” which roughly 

translates to dumbass in Spanish. 

  

A 16-year-old who said he had lived in Texas with his mother since he was an infant ended up at 

Shenandoah in September after a police officer pulled over a car he was riding in and asked for ID, which 

he couldn’t provide. As one of the few Latino kids who is fluent in English, the teen would translate for 

other detainees the taunts and names the staff members were calling them. He said that angered the guards, 

resulting in his losing such modest privileges as attending art classes. 
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“If you are behaving bad, resisting the staff when they try to remove you from the program, they will take 

everything in your room away — your mattress, blanket, everything,” he said. “They will also take your 

clothes. Then they will leave you locked in there for a while. This has happened to me, and I know it has 

happened to other kids, too.” 

  

The immigrant detainees said they were largely segregated from the mostly white juveniles being held on 

criminal charges, but they could see that the other housing units had amenities that included plush chairs 

and video gaming consoles not available in the Spartan pods housing the Latinos. 

  

In their sworn statements, the teens reported spending the bulk of their days locked alone in their cells, 

with a few hours set aside for classroom instruction, recreation and meals. Some said they had never been 

allowed outdoors, while the U.S.-born children were afforded a spacious recreation yard. 

  

The Latino children reported being fed sparse and often cold meals that left them hungry, though meals of 

American fast food were occasionally provided. Records show Shenandoah receives nearly $82,000 a year 

from the Agriculture Department to feed the immigration detainees. 

  

The lawsuit said the poor conditions, frequent physical searches and verbal abuse by staff often escalated 

into confrontations, as the frustrated children acted out. The staff regularly responded “by physically 

assaulting the youth, applying an excessive amount of force that goes far beyond what is needed to 

establish or regain control.” 

  

In the case of the Mexican 17-year-old, the lawsuit said a staff member who suspected him of possessing 

contraband threw him to the ground and forcibly tore off his clothes for an impromptu strip search. 

Though no forbidden items were found, the teenager was transferred to “Alpha Pod,” described in the 

lawsuit as a unit within the facility designated for children who engage in bad behavior. 

  

The lawsuit said Latino children were frequently punished by being restrained for hours in chairs, with 

handcuffs and cloth shackles on their legs. Often, the lawsuit alleged, the children were beaten by staff 

while bound. 

  

As a result of such “malicious and sadistic applications of force,” the immigrant youths have “sustained 

significant injuries, both physical and psychological,” the lawsuit said. 

  

After an altercation during which the lawsuit alleged the Mexican teenager bit a staff member during a 

beating, he was restrained in handcuffs and shackles for 10 days, resulting in bruises and cuts. Other teens 

interviewed as part of the court case also reported being punished for minor infractions with stints in 

solitary confinement, during which some of the children said they were left nude and shivering in cold 

concrete cells. 

  

Academic studies of prison inmates kept in solitary confinement have found they often experience high 

anxiety that can cause panic attacks, paranoia and disordered thinking that may trigger angry outbursts. 

For those with mental health issues, the effects can be exacerbated, often worsening the very behaviors the 

staff is attempting to discourage. 

  

A Guatemalan youth sent to the center when he was 14 years old said he was often locked in his tiny cell 

for up to 23 hours a day. After resisting the guards, he said he was also restrained for long periods. 

  

“When they couldn’t get one of the kids to calm down, the guards would put us in a chair — a safety chair, 

I don’t know what they call it — but they would just put us in there all day,” the teen said in a sworn 

statement. “This happened to me, and I saw it happen to others, too. It was excessive.” 

  

A 15-year-old from Mexico held at Shenandoah for nine months also recounted being restrained with a 

bag over his head. 
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“They handcuffed me and put a white bag of some kind over my head,” he said, according to his sworn 

statement. “They took off all of my clothes and put me into a restraint chair, where they attached my hands 

and feet to the chair. They also put a strap across my chest. They left me naked and attached to that chair 

for two and a half days, including at night.” 

  

After being subjected to such treatment, the 17-year-old Mexican youth said he tried to kill himself in 

August, only to be punished with further isolation. On other occasions, he said, he has responded to 

feelings of desperation and hopelessness by cutting his wrists with a piece of glass and banging his head 

against the wall or floor. 

  

“One time I cut myself after I had gotten into a fight with staff,” the teen recounted. “I filled the room with 

blood. This happened on a Friday, but it wasn’t until Monday that they gave me a bandage or medicine for 

the pain.” 

  

The lawsuit alleges other immigrant youths held at Shenandoah have also engaged in cutting and other 

self-harming behaviors, including ingesting shampoo and attempting to choke themselves. 

  

A hearing in the case is set for July 3 before a federal judge in the Western District of Virginia. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Uganda unveils crime fighting measures 

SOURCE http://www.businessinsider.com/r-ugandan-president-unveils-measures-to-curb-crime-wave-

criticizes-police-2018-6 

GIST KAMPALA (Reuters) - Uganda's President Yoweri Museveni accused some members of the security 

forces of conniving with criminals on Wednesday as he announced measures including the collection of 

DNA from all Ugandans to help curb surging crime. 

  

A flurry of unsolved murders and kidnappings for ransom has eroded Ugandans' trust in law enforcement 

bodies. The failure of police to issue an annual crime report since 2013 has fueled suspicions they are 

trying to conceal the scale of the problem. 

  

"Negligence and even collusion with the criminals by some elements in the security forces has been part of 

the problem," Museveni said during a special address to parliament on the state of national security. 

  

Museveni, in power since 1986, also said the police needed to show greater vigilance. 

  

"If you analyze recent murders there are always clues that sometimes are not followed," he said. 

  

Museveni said his government would organize the collection of DNA samples from the whole population 

to facilitate the identification of suspects. It would also require motor vehicles and motorcycles to buy 

electronic license plates. 

  

"This will enable us to know which vehicles or motorcycles were in which area if a crime is committed in 

different areas," he said, adding that the police would also be provided with drones to help track down 

criminals. 

  

Among recent crimes, unidentified men riding on motorcycles shot and killed a ruling party lawmaker 

with his bodyguard on June 8 near his home in a suburb of the capital Kampala. 

  

The assassination followed last year's killings of a senior police officer and at least 20 women whose 

bodies were dumped on road sides in Kampala. Several Muslim leaders have also been assassinated in 

recent years in different parts of the country. 

  

Last week an army general, Kale Kayihura, who was sacked as head of the police in March this year, was 
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arrested and the state media said his detention was in connection with the murder of a police official last 

year. He is yet to be charged. 
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HEADLINE 06/21 Europe court rejects Breivik appeal 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-norway-breivik/european-human-rights-court-rejects-appeal-by-

norwegian-mass-killer-idUSKBN1JH0UB  

GIST OSLO (Reuters) - The European Court of Human Rights rejected on Thursday an appeal by Norwegian 

mass killer Anders Behring Breivik who says his near-isolation in prison amounts to inhuman and 

degrading treatment. 

 

Breivik, who has legally changed his name to Fjotolf Hansen, killed 77 people in a car bombing in central 

Oslo and shooting spree on Utoeya island in 2011, the worst act of violence in the Nordic country since 

World War Two. 

 

The Strasbourg-based court “rejected the application as inadmissible for being manifestly ill-founded”, 

according to a ruling by a committee of three judges. 

 

“The decision is final,” it said. 

 

Breivik, an anti-Muslim right-wing fanatic, says his near-isolation in a three-room cell violates a ban on 

inhuman or degrading treatment and a right to privacy and family life under the European Convention on 

Human Rights. 

 

Oslo district court agreed with him in a 2016 ruling, but it was overturned by an appeals court in March 

2017. Norway’s Supreme Court declined to hear his appeal in the case. 

 

Norway says that draconian measures, including hundreds of strip searches and no contact with other 

inmates, are justified for an unrepentant 39-year-old far-right extremist who could be attacked by other 

prisoners. 

 

Breivik is serving Norway’s longest sentence — 21 years with the possibility of an extension. His only 

contacts are lawyers and professionals such as guards and health workers. 
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HEADLINE 06/20 Pa. cop kills teen fleeing traffic stop 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/pennsylvania-police-kill-17-year-fleeing-traffic-

stop/story?id=56023716&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Police shot and killed an unarmed 17-year-old boy who fled from them near Pittsburgh Tuesday after he 

was pulled over in a car believed to have been connected to an earlier shooting that night, authorities said.  

 

The initial shooting was reported in North Braddock at 8:27 p.m., the Allegheny County Police 

Department said Wednesday.  

 

Responding officers found a 22-year-old man wounded, struck in the abdomen, police said.  

 

The shooter had fired nine rounds at the man from a passing car, police said. The victim also returned fire 

at the passing car, police said.  

 

The man was taken to a hospital and later released, police said. 

 

"Witnesses described the vehicle involved in the shooting, and the description was broadcast" to officers in 
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the area, the Allegheny County police said in a news release Wednesday.  

 

An East Pittsburgh police officer spotted a car matching the description -- a silver Chevy Cruze -- and 

pulled the car over at 8:40 p.m., police said. 

 

The driver, 20, was ordered out of the car and directed to the ground, police said.  

 

But two other people who were in that car fled on foot, police said. 

 

The officer shot three times at one of the fleeing people -– the 17-year-old -- and struck him three times, 

police said.  

 

The 17-year-old, Antwon Rose, was taken to a hospital where he died, the medical examiner's office said. 

 

Rose did not have a weapon on him and none of the three suspects fired at officers, police said, adding that 

"two firearms were later recovered from the suspect vehicle."  

 

The driver was detained and later released, police said.  

 

But the other person who fled the silver Chevy Cruze remains at large, police said. That person's identity is 

unknown. 
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06/17 Study: states w/most psychopaths 
06/16 Report: Minn. officers directed ketamine 
06/16 Arizona: weapons in vehicle near dam 
06/16 Report: Lyme disease on rise 
   

06/17 Kent: woman found dead near trail 
06/15 PCSO: man loses $5,400 to scam artists 
06/15 Panhandlers pose as Buddhist monks 

Crime, 
Criminals 
Go to articles 

06/18 Van kills 1 at Dutch music festival 
06/17 Moscow: taxi driver hits pedestrians 
06/17 France: woman injures 2 w/box cutter 
06/17 UK police: under 5% burglaries solved 
06/16 Venezuela nightclub disaster: 17 dead 
06/16 London: knife, violent attacks soaring 
06/15 India: prominent journalist killed 
06/12 Dark underside Dubai’s golden sands 

06/18 Concern: police use of facial recognition 
06/17 Police arrest prolific Walmart fraudster 
06/17 New Jersey art festival erupts in gunfire 
06/17 Texas: BP high-speed chase ends in crash 
06/16 Kansas: inmate overpowers, kills deputies 
06/16 Arrest for Disney mass shooting threat 
06/15 Concerns: police use of pre-crime tech 
06/15 Coast Guard seizes $206M in cocaine 

06/17 Tumwater: civilian shoots, kills gunman 
06/17 Seattle: Belltown shooting; 1 injured 
06/17 Spokane: woman injured in stabbing 
06/17 Shoreline: man found dead in vehicle 
06/16 Man injured Seattle downtown stabbing 
06/16 Redondo Beach: teens attack boater 
06/16 SeaTac: motel clerk shot, killed 
06/16 Man sentenced 18yrs for rape 
06/15 Redmond police shoot, kill suspect 
06/15 Charge: homeless man attacked tourist 
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HEADLINE 06/17 State moves toward REAL ID compliance 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/changes-coming-to-washington-drivers-license-to-

comply-with-feds/  

GIST In little more than two weeks, Washington residents renewing their driver’s licenses will notice a small but 

important change. 

 

The state will begin marking standard driver’s licenses, as well as identification cards, as not meeting 

federal standards. 

 

In the upper right side of a driver’s license the words “Federal limits apply” will appear starting July 1. 

And those words could disrupt your travel plans starting Oct. 1, 2020. That’s because the standard license 

or I.D. won’t be accepted as identification if you want to board a commercial airliner. 

 

To fly, gain entry to military bases and enter certain other federal facilities, you’ll need an enhanced 

license. 

 

It’s a step toward meeting the Real ID Act passed by Congress in 2005, which heightened requirements for 

accepting documents at the federal level. 

 

While enhanced driver’s licenses and I.D. cards have been available for years, most people have opted for 

the standard license or I.D. card, which will still be available. The state Department of Licensing has 

planned a public education program to explain the differences, but here are a few of the basics: 

 

What’s the difference between a standard driver’s license/I.D. card and an enhanced one? 

 

The standard driver’s license will still provide identification and allow the operation of a motor vehicle but 

won’t be accepted at airports by the Transportation Security Authority (TSA) after Sept. 30, 2020. 

 

The enhanced driver’s license provides identification and allows the operation of a motor vehicle access to 

military bases and other federal facilities and will be accepted at airports for domestic travel. It also allows 

for re-entry into the U.S. at land and sea borders between the U.S., Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean. 

 

The same provisions apply to identification cards and enhanced I.D. cards, the difference being they don’t 

allow driving. 

 

You can tell the two kinds of cards apart because language in the top right corner will state either “Federal 

limits apply” or be labeled “Enhanced” for the expanded privileges. 

 

A standard driver’s license or I.D. card costs $54. An enhanced driver’s license or I.D. card will cost $78. 

All are valid for six years. 

 

In order to obtain an enhanced document, you’ll need documents providing your citizenship, identity, 

residence and a Social Security number. All documents must be originals or government-certified copies. 

 

Proof of citizenship can be a passport or passport card, a certificate of naturalization or citizenship, or a 

birth certificate. For identity, a U.S. passport, driver’s license, state-issued I.D. card, U.S. military I.D. or 
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government employee I.D. will work. 

 

To verify your Social Security number, you can bring a Social Security card or a pay stub or W-2 form 

with your Social Security number visible. 

 

You need two documents to prove residence in Washington state. Those can be a Washington school 

transcript or report card from a previous or current school year, a bill dated within two months, a 

Washington voter card, a pay check or stub within two months or several other documents. The full list 

can be found at www.dol.wa.gov. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Midwest flash flooding, heat wave 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/81072ccf03df48cda62bfc910a4db266/Midwestern-states-endure-flash-flooding,-

heat-wave  

GIST SUPERIOR, Wis. (AP) — Lines of thunderstorms crawled across northern Minnesota and northern 

Wisconsin on Sunday after overnight flash flooding washed out roads and highways, as a heat wave sent 

temperatures into the high 90s elsewhere in the Midwest. 

 

The National Weather Service issued flood warnings from east-central Minnesota across northwestern 

Wisconsin because of the potential for rainfall rates exceeding 2 inches per hour in some places. 

 

U.S. Highway 2, a major thoroughfare across northwestern Wisconsin, washed out early Sunday about 10 

miles west of Ashland, the Bayfield County Sheriff’s Office reported. The Wisconsin Department of 

Transportation said a lengthy detour was in place. KBJR-TV reported that the waters surrounded an 

animal shelter along the highway in Ashland, forcing the owners to evacuate 15 dogs and four cats to a 

nearby farm. 

 

Storm runoff moving down the Nemadji River after two days of heavy rain and thunderstorms also raised 

concerns in Superior, Wisconsin. Mayor Jim Paine said officials expected the river to continue rising and 

flood U.S. Highway 2 on the east side of the city, which would require a “very lengthy detour” that he said 

may be impractical for most people, Minnesota Public Radio reported. 

 

“Residents of the Allouez and Itasca areas should prepare immediately as your way in and out of the rest 

of Superior may be cut off soon,” Paine said on Facebook late Sunday morning. 

 

Parts of Wisconsin Highway 35 were closed south of Superior in Douglas County due to flooding. And 

U.S. Highway 63 was shut down by flooding in the Drummond, Wisconsin, area, where the National 

Weather Service says more than 11 inches of rain fell overnight. 

 

In Minnesota, State Highway 23 was closed for repairs where it washed out at the Nemidji River bridge in 

Carlton County, about 14 miles southwest of Duluth, the Carlton County Sheriff’s Office said. The 

sheriff’s office said highway crews were also working Sunday on several other washouts and flooded 

roads. 

 

Temperatures reached the high 90s Sunday in Chicago, approaching if not surpassing the hottest June 17 

on record — 96 degrees in 1957. Much of the region that wasn’t enduring storms was experiencing a 

similar heat wave. 
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HEADLINE 06/14 FBI vows bias training for employees 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jun/14/fbi-orders-bias-training-employees-after-latest-

em/  
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GIST The FBI will make its employees undergo bias training, Director Christopher A. Wray promised Thursday, 

after a devastating report found the bureau made bad decisions, has a culture of leaking sensitive 

information, and may have skewed campaign-season decisions because of bias. 

 

New text messages released by the Justice Department inspector general showing conversations between 

Deputy Assistant Director Peter Strzok and paramour FBI lawyer Lisa Page suggest a deep anti-Trump 

sentiment. 

 

In one exchange, Ms. Page wanted reassurance that then-candidate Donald Trump couldn’t win the 

election. Mr. Strzok replied: “No. No he’s not. We’ll stop it.” 

 

The inspector general also said the FBI was rife with people leaking to the press, or holding other cozy 

relationships that should worry the bureau. Some employees accepted sports tickets, went on golf outings, 

or had their dinners paid for by reporters. 

 

That was in addition to the leaks themselves. 

 

Only four FBI employees at headquarters are approved to speak directly to the press without specific 

authorization, but investigators said that was “widely ignored.” They even drew up charts showing specific 

unnamed reporters’ contacts with the press. 

 

One reporter had more than 110 contacts with 18 different bureau employees, including special agents in 

charge, deputy assistant directors, lawyers and analysts, according to the chart. 

 

“These leaks highlight the need to change what appears to be a cultural attitude among many in the 

organization,” the audit concludes. 

 

The FBI has been under fire for its operations during the 2016 campaign, when it was conducting several 

investigations into matters surrounding Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton, and also began a probe into 

Republican candidate Mr. Trump. 

 

Mr. Trump fired FBI Director James B. Comey for his handling of the probe, and others have also been 

disciplined. 

 

The new report said that while bias didn’t appear to affect the big decisions in the handling of the initial 

investigation into Mrs. Clinton’s email practices, they couldn’t rule out a role for bias in pushing the FBI 

to focus on the Russia probe in October 2016, rather than go back to review a new set of emails found on 

the laptop of Anthony Weiner, who was married to Mrs. Clinton’s top personal aide, Huma Abedin. 

 

Mr. Wray said he’s ordered a review of FBI procedures and how agents mix their political duties with 

personal opinions. 

 

That, he said in his official reply to the report, “will further include political bias training.” 

 

At a press conference later, Mr. Wray said while the report exposed problems, it shouldn’t be seen as a 

black mark on the FBI more broadly. 

 

“Nothing — nothing in this report — impugns the integrity of our workforce as a whole, or the FBI as an 

institution,” he said. 

 

He added: “We’re going to learn from this report and we’re going to be better and stronger as a result.” 

 

Mr. Wray said the bureau has taken steps to try to get a handle on problems. Some people have been 

reassigned and cases have been referred to the FBI’s internal personnel department for review. 

 

He wouldn’t say who was referred, saying it “would not be appropriate.” But the inspector general’s report 
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signaled 

 

“Once that process is complete we will not hesitate to hold people accountable,” Mr. Wray said. 

 

He also said the bureau has a new media policy to clamp down on leaks, and said he’s asked the personnel 

office to look at whether they need to increase penalties on those who do leak. 

 

He vowed “intensive training” for everyone to make it “painfully” clear what the standards and rules are. 

 

“We accept the findings of the report and the recommendations,” Mr. Wray said. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 US Navy seeks end BMD patrols 

SOURCE https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2018/06/16/the-us-navy-is-fed-up-with-ballistic-missile-defense-

patrols/ 

GIST The U.S. Navy’s top officer wants to end standing ballistic missile defense patrols and transfer the mission 

to shore-based assets. 

  

Chief of Naval Operations Adm. John Richardson said in no uncertain terms on June 12 that he wants the 

Navy off the tether of ballistic missile defense patrols, a mission that has put a growing strain on the 

Navy’s hard-worn surface combatants, and the duty shifted towards more shore-based infrastructure. 

  

“Right now, as we speak, I have six multi-mission, very sophisticated, dynamic cruisers and destroyers ― 

six of them are on ballistic missile defense duty at sea,” Richardson said during his address at the U.S. 

Naval War College’s Current Strategy Forum. “And if you know a little bit about this business you know 

that geometry is a tyrant. 

  

“You have to be in a tiny little box to have a chance at intercepting that incoming missile. So, we have six 

ships that could go anywhere in the world, at flank speed, in a tiny little box, defending land.” 

  

Richardson continued, saying the Navy could be used in emergencies but that in the long term the problem 

demands a different solution. 

  

“It’s a pretty good capability and if there is an emergent need to provide ballistic missile defense, we’re 

there,” he said. “But 10 years down the road, it’s time to build something on land to defend the land. 

Whether that’s AEGIS ashore or whatever, I want to get out of the long-term missile defense business and 

move to dynamic missile defense.” 

  

The unusually direct comments from the CNO come amid growing frustration among the surface warfare 

community that the mission, which requires ships to stay in a steaming box doing figure-eights for weeks 

on end, is eating up assets and operational availability that could be better used confronting growing high-

end threats from China and Russia. 

   

The BMD mission was also a factor in degraded readiness in the surface fleet. Amid the nuclear threat 

from North Korea, the BMD mission began eating more and more of the readiness generated in the Japan-

based U.S. 7th Fleet, which created a pressurized situation that caused leaders in the Pacific to cut corners 

and sacrifice training time for their crews, an environment described in the Navy’s comprehensive review 

into the two collisions that claimed the lives of 17 sailors in the disastrous summer of 2017. 

  

Richardson said that as potential enemies double down on anti-access technologies designed to keep the 

U.S. Navy at bay, the Navy needed to focus on missile defense for its own assets. 

  

“We’re going to need missile defense at sea as we kind of fight our way now into the battle spaces we 

need to get into,” he said. “And so restoring dynamic maneuver has something to do with missile defense. 
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The Navy has had some success with land-based BMD with its AEGIS Ashore system in Romania, which 

uses what looks like a cruiser superstructure with SPY arrays and missiles to create a missile defense 

shield. Another AEGIS Ashore is planned for Poland in 2020 and last year Japan announced plans to buy 

the system, which could relieve some of the pressure on 7th Fleet ships once operational. 

  

AEGIS Ashore installations are run around the clock by three shifts of 11 personnel each. 

   

Defense Secretary Jim Mattis has been outspoken about the need for the Navy to become less predictable 

and more agile to respond to an evolving security environment. Mattis thinks the kind of predictable 

rotational deployments that dispatch carriers to predictable locations such as the Persian Gulf are not 

appropriate with near-peer competitors making moves globally. 

  

Instead, Mattis wants the Navy to pursue a concept called “dynamic force employment,” having the Navy 

deploy at odd times and show up in unexpected places, all the while spending less time underway to 

preserve surge readiness for a major conflict. 

  

But BMD missions work against that kind of unpredictability and consume an out-sized portion of 

readiness the Navy generates through its deployment model. 

  

Defense Secretary Jim Mattis has made clear as the military’s top civilian that he has a very different 

vision for how the military will be used in the future. Recent comments have hinted at big changes on the 

horizon for the Navy and how it deploys. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 China warns airlines over territories 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-travel-briefcase-china-airlines-20180616-story.html 

GIST A demand by China that all air carriers worldwide refer to Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau on online maps 

and drop-down menus as Chinese territories — not as independent regions — is being ignored by the 

U.S.’s biggest airlines. 

  

At least for now. 

  

The order from Beijing came in May, and dozens of foreign-based carriers have already fallen in line. 

  

Earlier this week, the Associated Press confirmed that 20 carriers, including Air Canada, British Airways 

and Lufthansa, were referring to Taiwan as a part of China on their global websites. China claims 

democratic Taiwan as part of its territory, but the two have been ruled separately since the Chinese civil 

war of the 1940s. 

  

In a statement, China’s Foreign Ministry spokesman Geng Shuang said: “Foreign enterprises operating in 

China should respect China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, abide by China’s law and respect the 

national sentiment of the Chinese people.” 

  

The White House, however, blasted the order, calling it “Orwellian nonsense.” 

  

Among those carriers that continue to include the name “Taiwan” on their maps or list of destinations are 

American, Delta, United and Hawaiian Airlines. 

  

American Airlines requested a 60-day extension — until July 25 — from the Chinese order. An American 

Airlines spokesman declined to discuss the matter except to say: “We are consulting with the U.S. 

government on the matter." 

  

In a statement, Delta said: “We are reviewing the Civil Aviation Administration of China’s request and 
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will remain in close consultation with the U.S. Government throughout this process.” 

  

China has yet to say what punishment it may impose on airlines that defy its order. But a financial penalty 

or other punishment could create complications for China because the biggest U.S. airlines that fly to 

Taiwan and other Chinese destinations often do so through partnerships with China-based carriers such as 

Shanghai Airlines, China Airlines and China Eastern Airlines. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Seattle clears unsanctioned I-90 camp 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1021137/seattle-clears-homeless-camp/ 

GIST Seattle police officers with the Navigation Team spent Friday clearing about a dozen people from an 

unsanctioned homeless camp near I-90 and Rainier Avenue. 

  

The city acknowledges more than 400 unsanctioned homeless camps. 

  

KIRO 7 was on the scene and asked why this camp, why now, and what happens to the people being 

cleared out. 

  

“We have to remove the encampments that pose the most significant public health and safety impacts,” 

Navigation Team spokesperson Will Lemke told KIRO 7 anchor John Knicely, who then asked what 

makes this camp fit the criteria. “For this one it’s obstructing public right of way, it is exposed to vehicular 

traffic, there is trash accumulation especially to the south here.” 

  

Lemke also says people living in the camp routinely crossed an I-90 on-ramp to access it. 

  

The vast majority of the unsanctioned homeless camps meet the city’s criteria to be removed, but the 

Navigation Team says the lack of available shelter is stopping it. 

  

“We can’t remove an encampment unless we have space in our shelter system,” Lemke said. “So, 

depending on the capacity, dictates how many encampments we can close down.” 

  

The city identified 20 open spots in area shelters on Friday. That’s enough for everyone living there, 

including eight spots at First Presbyterian. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 USDA: Calif. virulent Newcastle disease 

SOURCE http://www.dvm360.com/virulent-newcastle-disease-found-backyard-chickens-california 

GIST In mid-May, the USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) confirmed virulent 

Newcastle disease in a small flock of backyard exhibition chickens in Los Angeles County, according to 

an agency release. Since that time, the disease has also been found in flocks in San Bernardino County.  

 

These are the first cases of virulent Newcastle disease, formerly called exotic Newcastle disease, in the 

United States since 2003, the release states. 

 

Virulent Newcastle disease is a contagious and fatal viral disease that affects the respiratory, nervous 

and digestive systems of birds and poultry, the release states. It is so virulent that many birds and 

poultry die without showing clinical signs, and a death rate of almost 100 percent can occur in 

unvaccinated flocks. It can even infect and kill vaccinated poultry. 

 

Besides sudden death, clinical signs of the disease include sneezing; gasping for air; nasal discharge; 

coughing; greenish, watery diarrhea; decreased activity; tremors; drooping wings; twisting of the head 

and neck; circling; complete stiffness; and swelling around the eyes and neck, the release states. Images 
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of some of these signs are available here. 

 

APHIS notes that no human cases of the disease have ever occurred from eating poultry products and 

that properly cooked poultry products are safe to eat. In very rare cases, people working directly with 

sick birds can become infected, though symptoms are usually mild and limited to conjunctivitis or 

influenza-like symptoms. The use of personal protective equipment can easily prevent infection in 

humans, the release says. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Greece: stage set for historic accord 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/greek-prime-minister-survives-no-confidence-vote-

parliament-n883946 

GIST ATHENS — Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras survived a no-confidence motion in parliament on 

Saturday, setting the stage for the signing of a historic accord with neighboring Macedonia to settle a long 

dispute over the latter's name. 

 

The motion brought by the opposition New Democracy party was rejected by 153 MPs, with 127 in favor. 

Political opponents had accused Tsipras of making too many concessions over the deal, due to be signed 

on Sunday. 

 

Thousands of Greeks protested outside parliament against the accord with Macedonia, calling for Tsipras 

to resign. Police used stun grenades and tear gas to prevent them from entering the building. 

 

"This is a deal I believe that every Greek prime minister would want," Tsipras told the chamber earlier. 

 

Had he lost, the leftist elected in 2015 would have had to relinquish his mandate to the country's president, 

signaling early elections. He is already trailing center-right New Democracy in opinion polls. 

 

Greece had been in dispute with Macedonia since 1991 over the former Yugoslav republic's name, arguing 

it could imply territorial claims over the Greek province of Macedonia and an appropriation of ancient 

Greek culture and civilization. 

 

The subject is a deeply emotional one for many Greeks. On Saturday, protesters outside the parliament 

building shouted "traitor, traitor!" as lawmakers debated inside. 

 

"I'm just furious," said Theologos Ambotis, 69, a monk. "Conceding on the name is conceding on territory. 

Macedonia and Alexander the Great is Greek history and culture, and they are just giving it away to 

Skopje." 

 

Under the terms of the accord, the country will be known as "Republic of North Macedonia" and Greece 

will lift its objections to the renamed nation joining the European Union and the NATO military alliance. 

 

Greek foreign minister Nikos Kotzias and his Macedonian counterpart Nikola Dimitrov will sign the pact 

in the border lake region of Prespes on Sunday morning. Tsipras and Macedonian premier Zoran Zaev will 

also be present. 

 

It will require ratification by both national parliaments and approval in a Macedonian referendum, which 

is not assured. 

 

The president of Macedonia has said he will not endorse the pact, while in Greece, Tsipras's right-wing 

coalition partners have said their lawmakers will reject it when it is brought for ratification. That is 

expected to occur by the end of the year. 

 

Protests were scheduled on both sides of the border on Sunday. 
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One lawmaker with the right-wing Independent Greeks, Tsipras's coalition partner, sided with New 

Democracy on the motion, bringing applause from opposition politicians. He was promptly expelled by 

the party's leader. 

 

The expulsion brings Tsipras's majority in parliament to 153 MPs out of a total in the chamber of 300. 

New Democracy leader Kyriakos Mitsotakis called the accord an affront, and the Tsipras government a 

'nightmare'. 

 

"This government should go before it does more damage, this time national damage," he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 FEMA rejects 60% Puerto Rico requests 

SOURCE https://slate.com/technology/2018/06/hurricane-maria-aftermath-fema-rejects-60-percent-of-

assistance-requests.html 

GIST Many Puerto Ricans have a jaundiced view of the federal response to Hurricane Maria: Federal aid was 

slow to materialize compared with aid to Texas, and President Trump appeared at times glib and 

dismissive of the island’s plight. High on the ledger of residents’ catalog of grievances is the hefty 

number of people who have been rebuffed for repair grants from FEMA: In March, lawyers and 

community groups said that the agency had denied about 60 percent of household applications in Puerto 

Rico, often because families could not prove ownership of their homes.  

 

FEMA’s denial rate for individual assistance is always high— about 30 percent of Texans were rejected 

for Harvey-related requests by January. But as of March, FEMA grant denials in Puerto Rico after 

Maria nearly double that number. In a series of interviews, lawyers and residents told me that FEMA 

presided over a poorly managed process that failed to account for the island’s unique customs.  

 

In the early days of the disaster response, FEMA’s appraisal efforts were flanked by errors. Contract 

inspectors assessing property damage on the island had limited Spanish-speaking ability and struggled 

in an unfamiliar terrain. Puerto Ricans living in remote mountainous regions waited months for FEMA 

assessors to arrive. The application process itself was taxing for residents—without working cellphones 

and internet access, merely asking for help was a hurdle.  

 

Veronica Gonzalez, a lawyer who assisted residents claiming aid, characterized the initial response as 

poorly tailored to the island: “Inspectors would arrive unannounced and unidentified,” she says.  

Because of Spanish-language limitations, they “sometimes couldn’t explain to people why they were 

there.”  

 

But even as those problems eased, another issue persisted: residents’ inability to produce deeds showing 

home ownership. In the aftermath of a hurricane, when people lose their homes, they also tend to lose 

bank documents and housing deeds that were stored in those homes. As a condition of approval for 

individual assistance, lawyers told me that FEMA often insisted on formal proof of title that was 

unworkable.  

 

In the aftermath of a hurricane, when people lose their homes, they also tend to lose bank documents 

and housing deeds that were stored in their homes.  

 

FEMA’s demand for proof of ownership was also an insurmountable barrier for thousands of Puerto 

Ricans who live in informal settlements: sprawling cliques of houses clustered in rural areas outside San 

Juan and in coastal stretches bordering the capital city. And Puerto Rico maintains property traditions 

that are distinct from the mainland—homes and land are often inherited without a formal transfer of title 

or deed.  

 

Accordingly, only about 65 percent of properties on the island are officially registered with the 
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government in the first place. And many unregistered homes were seriously damaged or destroyed in 

Maria’s wake.  

 

As concerns mounted, FEMA took steps to lessen documentation requirements, including considering 

sworn affidavits from people without deeds. But several lawyers who spoke to me say that the change 

occurred late in the game, and that some applications bolstered by affidavits are still getting denied. 

Natasha Bannan, an attorney with LatinoJustice, an organization that helped to coordinate a behemoth 

effort to provide legal assistance to Puerto Ricans seeking aid after Maria, offered a frank assessment of 

FEMA’s performance: “It was wholly inadequate,” she said.  “It’s been a really piecemeal approach to 

systemic issues.”  

 

Locals I spoke with argue that the next time a disaster hits Puerto Rico, FEMA should ease 

documentation requirements from the start, hire locals more quickly, and train staff so that information 

is accessible and standards are applied consistently.  

 

Several lawyers on the island told me that declarative statements signed under penalty of perjury should 

count toward meeting FEMA’s standards to show occupancy in addition to notarized affidavits. And my 

conversations with residents yielded a common refrain: FEMA should offer a way to apply for aid 

unshackled from internet or phone access in a sustained power outage. Spanish-speaking staff must fan 

out through the island early, helping people to fill out applications and assisting with inspections.  

 

Still, residents say that the size of the federal grants FEMA typically gives out in many cases isn’t 

sufficient to address their pleas for succor. FEMA’s average award in Puerto Rico is just a few thousand 

dollars, a fraction of the agency’s upper limit for grants under the program.  

 

The last day for Puerto Ricans affected by Maria to register to apply for individual disaster assistance 

from FEMA is Monday, June 18. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Australia FM: no Jerusalem embassy 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jun/16/australia-rules-out-moving-its-israel-embassy-to-

jerusalem 

GIST Australia will not be following Donald Trump’s lead and moving its embassy to Jerusalem, Julie Bishop 

has said, despite strong support from the party’s base. 

 

The Liberal party’s youth arm had called on the government to relocate its embassy from Tel Aviv to 

Israel’s legislative capital, and to suspend all aid to Palestine “until it terminates its ‘Martyr’s fund”. 

 

The motion, which is non-binding, was carried in a vote 43 to 31, but the foreign minister said there was 

no chance the government would adopt it as policy. There are 110 council delegates who have voting 

rights at the national council. 

 

“While I understand the sentiment behind this resolution, the Australian government will not be moving 

our embassy to Jerusalem,” Bishop said.  

 

“Jerusalem is a final status issue and we have maintained that position for decades and we are doing all we 

can do to ensure that any support we give to the Palestinian Authority is only used for purposes that we 

determine.” 

 

Bishop said she had recently written to her Palestinian counterpart to ensure Australian aid, about $43m in 

the next financial year, was being spent on health, education and governance. 

 

“Our funding to the Palestinian Authority is subject to a memorandum of understanding, defining precisely 

how it is used and subject to very close audit to ensure that no funds are diverted to the so-called Martyr’s 
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fund,” she said. 

 

But Australia did side with the United States to vote against a UN human rights council motion for an 

independent investigation into last month’s “March of Return” protest deaths. 

 

In explaining why Australia was the only other nation, other than America, to vote against sending in 

investigators, Australian officials said they were concerned the investigation “was not independent or 

impartial. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Nicaragua no closer to ending violence 

SOURCE https://www.npr.org/2018/06/15/620467411/after-nationwide-strike-nicaragua-looks-no-closer-to-

bloodsheds-end 

GIST On Thursday, after nearly two months of violence and upheaval, some residents who ventured into 

Nicaragua's city streets Thursday discovered something that had become something of a rarity: quiet. 

 

A 24-hour nationwide strike left thoroughfares deserted and storefronts empty — and though even the 

massive walkout couldn't prevent several deadly clashes, the day at least tempered some of the violence 

between security forces and the demonstrators protesting President Daniel Ortega. 

 

Then, it ended. 

 

Friday brought fresh clashes between riot police and protesters, adding more sorrow to a ledger that has 

been mounting since mid-April, when Ortega's government introduced — then quickly retracted —a group 

of widely unpopular pension reforms. Despite their hasty reversal, the attempted reforms prompted a 

largely student-led protest movement that is calling for expedited elections, in hopes of ousting the 

longtime president. 

 

What began as a series of peaceful protests was met with a brutal state response, and soon deteriorated into 

outright bloodshed. 

 

Local human rights groups say the number of people killed in the unrest since April 18 could range as high 

as at least 165. That toll includes a 15-year-old altar boy shot dead Thursday in the city of Leon by pro-

Ortega paramilitary fighters, according to local journalists. 

 

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights called for the dismantling of such armed paramilitary 

gangs, sometimes called "Sandinista mobs," which have been attacking protesters with the tacit approval 

of government forces. 

 

"The Nicaraguan State must take urgent measures to immediately end arbitrary attacks on the lives and 

personal integrity of all Nicaraguans, with no distinctions whatsoever, including their political views," 

Antonia Urrejola, the commission's rapporteur for Nicaragua, said in a statement Thursday. 

 

"The State has an obligation to seek a peaceful solution for the country's situation," he added, " and to 

investigate and punish the people responsible for all acts of violence." 

 

Students with homemade mortars stand guard behind makeshift shields and barricades Tuesday at the 

National University in Managua, which has been occupied by protesters for more than a month.  

 

For those seeking such a peaceful resolution, Friday brought a small measure of hope. 

 

Powerful Catholic clergy gathered Friday for mediation talks — resuming them after the conference of 

Catholic bishops called the dialogue off late last month in response to a particularly bloody crackdown on 

a massive march. Late Friday night, the group called for the government to consider acceding to the 
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protesters' demand for an early general election, Reuters reported. 

 

Still, progress was halting. Government officials demanded that protesters tear down their barricades, 

while opposition groups expressed reservations at making any concessions while the violence was 

ongoing. 

 

"Every bullet that kills a young person on the street also strikes this discussion," said one activist, 

according to AFP, "and ends the dialogue." 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Fear of unfolding trade war 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/16/business/tariffs-trade-war.html 

GIST LONDON — Only a few months ago, the global economy appeared to be humming, with all major 

nations growing in unison. Now, the world’s fortunes are imperiled by an unfolding trade war. 

 

As the Trump administration imposes tariffs on allies and rivals alike, provoking broad retaliation, 

global commerce is suffering disruption, flashing signs of strains that could hamper economic growth. 

The latest escalation came on Friday, when President Trump announced fresh tariffs on $50 billion in 

Chinese goods, prompting swift retribution from Beijing. 

 

As the conflict broadens, shipments are slowing at ports and airfreight terminals around the world. 

Prices for crucial raw materials are rising. At factories from Germany to Mexico, orders are being cut 

and investments delayed. American farmers are losing sales as trading partners hit back with duties of 

their own. 

 

Workers in a Canadian steel mill scrambled to recall rail cars headed to the United States border after 

Mr. Trump this month slapped tariffs on imported metals. A Seattle customer soon canceled an order. 

 

“The impact was felt immediately,” said Jon Hobbs president of AltaSteel in Edmonton. “The penny is 

really dropping now as to what this means to people’s businesses.” 

 

The Trump administration portrays its confrontational stance as a means of forcing multinational 

companies to bring factory production back to American shores. Mr. Trump has described trade wars as 

“easy to win” while vowing to rebalance the United States’ trade deficits with major economies like 

China and Germany. 

 

“Just talking about protectionism is causing trouble,” said Marie Owens Thomsen, global chief 

economist at Indosuez Wealth Management in Geneva. “It’s an existential risk to the world economy.” 

 

After two years of expansion, airfreight traffic was flat over the first three months of the year, according 

to the International Air Transport Association. Dips have been especially pronounced in Europe and 

Asia. 

 

Container ships, the workhorses of global commerce, have seen no growth in freight since last fall in 

seasonally adjusted terms, according to a key index. 

 

A gauge of world trade tracked by Oxford Economics, a research firm in London, recently registered its 

weakest showing since early 2017. 

 

“Let us not understate the macroeconomic impact,” the managing director of the International Monetary 

Fund, Christine Lagarde, warned this past week about trade conflicts. “It would be serious, not only if 

the United States took action, but especially if other countries were to retaliate, notably those who 

would be most affected, such as Canada, Europe and Germany.” 
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Threats to trade are emerging just as the global economy contends with other substantial challenges.  

 

The Trump administration’s decision to reinstate sanctions on Iran has lifted oil prices, adding pressure 

to importers worldwide. Europe’s economy is weakening, with Germany — the continent’s largest 

economy — especially vulnerable. Central banks in the United States and Europe are withdrawing the 

cheap money they sent coursing through the global financial system after the crisis of 2008, lifting 

borrowing costs. 

 

The Trump administration has embroiled the United States in increasingly acrimonious conflicts with 

huge trading partners. 

 

The United States last year imported more than $600 billion in goods and services from Canada and 

Mexico, the two other nations in the North American Free Trade Agreement — a deal Mr. Trump has 

threatened to blow up. Americans bought more than $500 billion in wares from China, and another 

$450 billion from the European Union. Collectively, that amounts to nearly two-thirds of all American 

imports. 

 

“If you seriously disrupt any of these three, you’re going to feel the effects,” said Adam Slater, lead 

economist at Oxford Economics. “If you disrupt all three at once, you’re going to feel it quite severely.” 

 

In Houston, still recovering from the devastation inflicted by Hurricane Harvey, the steel tariffs loom 

like another storm on the horizon. 

 

The Greater Port of Houston, a network of nearly 200 terminals lining 25 miles of channel, is one of the 

busiest seaborne cargo hubs on the planet. It is also a major local employer, and the largest importer of 

steel in North America. Steel imports have been surging, especially pipes used by the energy industry. 

 

Sixteen years ago, when President George W. Bush put tariffs on steel, imports fell substantially. Such 

memories now stoke modern-day fears. 

 

“We’re kind of in a wait-and-see mode,” said Roger Guenther, executive director for the Port of 

Houston Authority. 

 

For companies that make steel and aluminum, the American tariffs have presented a direct and 

menacing challenge to their businesses. 

 

At Alta, the steel mill in Edmonton, the metals tariffs delivered an immediate crisis. Roughly one-fifth 

of the company’s business involves shipping steel to American customers. 

 

Suddenly, the border separating Canada from the United States was effectively enshrouded in fog. The 

company redirected rail cars destined for customers in the United States, incurring extra freight charges 

reaching 100,000 Canadian dollars (about $76,000). 

 

Lawyers for some of Alta’s customers have suggested that certain products might be classified to avoid 

tripping the American tariffs, which apply only to specific types of steel. Yet for now, the company is 

waiting for rulings from overwhelmed American customs officials. 

 

“We do not know when we will get an answer out of the U.S. government,” Mr. Hobbs said. “Nobody, 

including the U.S. border protection agency, knows what to do.” 

 

Across Europe, steel makers fret about an indirect consequence of Mr. Trump’s tariffs — cheap Chinese 

steel previously destined for the United States, now redirected to their continent. 

 

“We have seen increases,” said Mathias Ternell, international affairs director at Jernkontoret, a Swedish 

steel industry association in Stockholm. “This is what Swedish companies and European companies 

worry about the most.” 
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Mr. Trump portrays trade hostilities as a necessary corrective to the United States’ trade deficits with 

other nations. But economists and business leaders note that many imports are components that are used 

to manufacture goods at American factories. 

 

For buyers of steel and aluminum inside the United States, the tariffs have increased prices, 

discouraging investment. 

 

Electrolux, the Swedish manufacturer of household appliances, recently postponed plans to upgrade a 

stove factory in Tennessee, citing uncertainties created by the tariffs. 

 

In the suburbs of Austin, Tex., Matt Bush, vice president of a small company that makes structures used 

in office buildings and retail spaces, said steel tariffs would force his company to pay as much as 

$50,000 a month extra for metal. 

 

“You have to imagine all the people who are purchasing raw steel and aluminum for input into their 

business are in the same predicament,” he said. “And it’s probably staggering how far that reaches.” 

 

Spain has emerged from a depression to become one of the fastest growing economies in Europe. Trade 

conflict is directly challenging that trajectory. 

 

In the Spanish city of Toledo, Extol, a company that makes parts for the automobile and railroad 

industries, has recently seen customers demand supply contracts lasting no more than three months, 

rather than the usual one-year duration. With the price of aluminum rising, buyers are reluctant to 

commit, said the company’s chief executive, Fernando Busto. 

 

“We are watching events with enormous worry,” Mr. Busto said. “The political decisions of Donald 

Trump are resulting in turbulence and volatility.” 

 

Far beyond the realm of metal, the impact of trade skirmishes are rippling out, hitting small businesses 

and consumers. 

 

In Mexico, anxiety about trade has persisted ever since Mr. Trump took office, given his threats to tear 

up the North American Free Trade Agreement, and his designs on constructing a wall along the border. 

Ordinary Mexicans have absorbed the hit as the peso has plunged in value, raising the cost of everyday 

goods from the United States. 

 

“That president is driving us to bankruptcy,” said Gustavo Ferreyra Olivares, a fruit seller who has 

operated a stall at a covered market in Mexico City for 35 years. “Trump is the one who has raised the 

prices.” 

 

Most of the fresh fruit at his stall was grown in Mexico. But Granny Smith apples nestled in molded 

cardboard bore the USA label. So did a pile of glistening Gala apples, and neat lines of Red Delicious. 

 

Under Nafta, Mexico has grown into the world’s largest importer of American apples. But sales are 

down because the price has gone up by nearly one-fifth in the past week alone. 

 

The Mexican government recently imposed 20 percent tariffs on American apples in response to Mr. 

Trump’s duties on steel. That will make it harder for Mr. Ferreyra to sell his American produce. He 

envisions farmers hurting on the other side of the border, too. 

 

“Mexico is a big importer of apples,” he said. “If we decide to boycott them, they will all have to stay 

up there.” 

 

Global commodities markets are wrestling with the impacts of trade conflict, especially as China seeks 

alternatives to American suppliers. 
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In recent years, as the ranks of China’s middle class have grown, so has the national appetite for pork. 

Raising growing numbers of pigs has forced China to import increasing volumes of American soybeans. 

 

But China has taken direct aim at American farms in retaliation for Mr. Trump’s metals tariffs, 

threatening duties on soybeans from the United States. Chinese pork producers have turned their sights 

to Brazil and Argentina, the only countries that now produce enough soybeans to offer a potential 

alternative to the American supply. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 US details $38B tariffs; Beijing retaliates 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/us-details-tariffs-to-hit-34b-of-chinese-goods-beijing-retaliates/  

GIST China and the United States have kicked off a tit-for-tat exchange of trade tariffs, with the US introducing 

a 25 percent tariff on $38 billion worth of Chinese goods to take effect from July 6. 

 

Over the weekend, Beijing hit back with tariffs on the same dollar amount of American goods. 

 

In April, the Trump administration outlined around 1,300 products worth $50 billion that would be hit 

with the proposed tariff. On Friday, that list had been reduced to 1,102 items of the same value, with 818 

items worth $34 billion set to be hit with tariffs from July, and the $16 billion remainder to undergo 

further review and a public hearing on July 24 before a final determination is made. 

 

"We must take strong defensive actions to protect America's leadership in technology and innovation 

against the unprecedented threat posed by China's theft of our intellectual property, the forced transfer of 

American technology, and its cyber attacks on our computer networks," said United States Trade 

Representative Robert Lighthizer. 

 

"China's government is aggressively working to undermine America's high-tech industries and our 

economic leadership through unfair trade practices and industrial policies like 'Made in China 2025'. 

Technology and innovation are America's greatest economic assets, and President Trump rightfully 

recognises that if we want our country to have a prosperous future, we must take a stand now to uphold 

fair trade and protect American competitiveness." 

 

For its part, China said it "doesn't want a trade war" but has to "fight back strongly", a Commerce Ministry 

statement said on Saturday. 

 

In a statement on Friday, US President Donald Trump promised further action if Beijing hit back. 

 

"The United States will pursue additional tariffs if China engages in retaliatory measures, such as 

imposing new tariffs on United States goods, services, or agricultural products; raising non-tariff barriers; 

or taking punitive actions against American exporters or American companies operating in China," Trump 

said. 

 

Australian Trade Minister Steve Ciobo said the trade war between China and the United States will hurt 

global growth and job creation. 

 

"None of this is good for global trade. These moves will provide a further drag on global growth, and that's 

a net negative," Ciobo told reporters in Sydney on Saturday. 

 

Ciobo said it is too early to say how the tariffs would affect Australia. 

 

"As we see these tariffs go up on both sides -- China-USA , Canada-USA, Mexico-USA, Europe-USA -- 

these are drags on global growth, they're drags on opportunities to create employment," he said. 
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The trade minister said a third of Australia's GDP growth had come from new export markets opened up in 

China, Japan, Korea, and Singapore thanks to free trade deals. 

 

Washington began the process of installing tariffs on certain Chinese imports in March. 

 

"We have a trade deficit, depending on the way you calculate, of $504 billion, now some people would say 

it is really $375 billion," Trump said at the time. "Many different ways of looking at it, but any way you 

look at it, it is the largest deficit of any country in the history of our world -- it's out of control. 

 

"We are doing things for this country that should have been done for many, many years -- we've had this 

abuse by many other countries and groups of countries that were put together in order to take advantage of 

the United States, and we don't want that to happen, we're not going to let that happen." 

 

After Washington slapped a seven-year ban on Chinese telecommunications equipment giant ZTE in May, 

Trump reversed course and the US has now reached a deal with ZTE that will see it pay a $1 billion fine 

and change its board. 

 

White House trade adviser Peter Navarro said last week the deal was a personal favour to the Chinese 

president, and said if the company fell foul of the US one more time, it would be shut down. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 US port infrastructure limits oil sector 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Energy-News/2018/06/18/US-oil-sector-limited-by-port-

infrastructure/5821529317457/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_eng&utm_medium=22  

GIST June 18 (UPI) -- Without improvements to port facilities, the U.S. crude oil market could find itself 

increasingly landlocked, a market analyst said. 

 

The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries in their monthly market report, published last week, 

said non-OPEC supply in the second half of the year is expected to increase by 2 million barrels per day 

over last year. Of that, the United States is the main contributor to growth, with an estimated 1.4 million 

barrels per day. 

 

The United States is now an oil exporter, though infrastructure necessary to move the oil to the market 

can't keep up with production trends. A report from consultant group IHS Markit found it was the lack of 

infrastructure, not the lack of spending on exploration and production, that presented a growth challenge 

for the U.S. energy sector. 

 

Last week, officials at the Port of Corpus Christi said they secured nearly $23 million from the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers to help deepen and widen the waterway. More funding is expected for a project slated 

for completion by the early part of the next decade. 

 

Sandy Fielden, the director for oil and products research at Morningstar, told UPI that new pipelines from 

inland shale basins will increase the flow of crude oil to the port by more than 1.5 million bpd by the 

second half of next year. 

 

"Without the channel improvements the Port of Corpus Christi seeks, the next congestion point will 

invariably be export docks at Corpus," he said during the weekend. 

 

A report from the U.S. Energy Information Administration found export levels are increasing even though 

terminals on the southern U.S. coast can't load the largest types of carriers. Those vessels, dubbed Very 

Large Crude Carriers, are the most economic for crude oil transportation. 

 

"The inability to fully load larger and more cost-effective vessels has pricing implications for U.S. crude 

oil exports," the EIA's report read. "Using a number of smaller ships requires a wider price spread between 
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U.S. crude oil and international crude oil prices to compensate for the lower economies of scale." 

 

The spread is the difference in price between West Texas Intermediate, the U.S. benchmark, and Brent, the 

global benchmark. The spread as of Monday morning was $9.48 per barrel with the premium for Brent. 

 

Most ports on the Gulf of Mexico can only accommodate vessels with a capacity of 500,000 barrels. 

Larger classes can carry twice that amount. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 EU extends sanctions on Russia 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/06/18/eu-extends-sanctions-against-russia-for-year-over-

crimea.html  

GIST BRUSSELS –  The European Union has extended sanctions against Russia for a year over its annexation 

of Ukraine's Crimean Peninsula in 2014. 

 

The EU said in a statement on Monday that it "remains firmly committed to Ukraine's sovereignty and 

territorial integrity" and said that it continued to "condemn this violation of international law." 

 

The sanctions are now set to run until June 23, 2019, and apply to EU citizens and companies. They ban 

the import of products from Crimea and Sevastopol, halt any European investment or real estate purchases 

there and stop cruise ships from stopping there. 

 

The measures also ban the export of some goods and technologies that could be used for transport, 

telecommunications or in the energy sector — particularly oil, gas or mineral exploration. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Japan protests SKorea military drills 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/18/asia/south-korean-military-drills-disputed-islands-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)South Korea has angered Japan by staging military drills near a contested island chain, even as it 

discusses scaling back joint "war games" with the US to de-escalate tensions with North Korea. 

 

The South Korean military dispatched six warships, including the 3,200-ton destroyer Yangmanchun, and 

aircraft including F-15K fighter jets and Black Hawk helicopters to practice the defense of what South 

Korea calls the Dokdo Islands in waters east of the Korean Peninsula. 

 

The islands are also claimed by Japan, where they are known as the Takeshima. 

 

The South Korean drills, which it usually conducts twice a year, are expected to last two days. 

 

Japan's Foreign Ministry on Sunday called on South Korea to stop the exercises. 

 

"From Japan's position on territorial right of Takeshima, we can't accept this case at all and it is extremely 

regrettable," a ministry statement said. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Texas BP facility houses children 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/inside-united-states-border-patrol-facility-mcallen-texas-tour-today-

2018-06-17/  

GIST McALLEN, Texas -- Inside an old warehouse in South Texas, hundreds of children wait in a series of 

cages created by metal fencing. One cage had 20 children inside. Scattered about are bottles of water, bags 
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of chips and large foil sheets intended to serve as blankets. 

 

One teenager told an advocate who visited that she was helping care for a young child she didn't know 

because the child's aunt was somewhere else in the facility. She said she had to show others in her cell how 

to change the girl's diaper. 

 

The U.S. Border Patrol on Sunday allowed reporters, including CBS News correspondent David Begnaud, 

to briefly visit the 55,000-square foot facility. 

 

Begnaud said the facility "felt very sterile" and there were "chain-link fences from the floor to the ceiling 

with netting at the very top." He said that detentions in the facility lasted between 12 to 36 hours. 

 

The facility holds families arrested at the southern U.S. border, sparking new criticism and protests over 

the Trump administration's "zero tolerance" policy and resulting separation of families. 

 

More than 1,100 people were inside the large, dark facility that's divided into separate wings for 

unaccompanied children, adults on their own, and mothers and fathers with children. The cages in each 

wing open out into common areas to use portable restrooms. The overhead lighting in the warehouse stays 

on around the clock. 

 

The Border Patrol said close to 200 people inside the facility were minors unaccompanied by a parent. 

Another 500 were "family units," parents and children. Many adults who crossed the border without legal 

permission could be charged with illegal entry and placed in jail, away from their children. 

 

Reporters were not allowed by agents to interview any of the detainees or take photos. Begnaud pointed 

out that there were people in the facility wrapped in foil blankets. 

 

Begnaud took copious notes during the tour of the facility and said that he didn't see anyone crying or 

yelling and there were little bits of entertainment available (including a couple TV screens). He noted that 

there were people with snacks. 

 

Nearly 2,000 children have been taken from their parents since Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced 

the policy, which directs Homeland Security officials to refer all cases of illegal entry into the United 

States for prosecution. Church groups and human rights advocates have sharply criticized the policy, 

calling it inhumane. 

 

Stories have spread of children being torn from their parents' arms, and parents not being able to find 

where their kids have gone. A group of congressional lawmakers visited the same facility Sunday and 

were set to visit a longer-term shelter holding around 1,500 children -- many of whom were separated 

from their parents. 

 

"Those kids inside who have been separated from their parents are already being traumatized," said 

Democratic Sen. Jeff Merkley of Oregon, who was denied entry earlier this month to children's shelter. "It 

doesn't matter whether the floor is swept and the bedsheets tucked in tight." 

 

In Texas' Rio Grande Valley, the busiest corridor for people trying to enter the U.S., Border Patrol officials 

argue that they have to crack down on migrants and separate adults from children as a deterrent to others. 

 

"When you exempt a group of people from the law ... that creates a draw," said Manuel Padilla, the Border 

Patrol's chief agent here. "That creates the trends right here." 

 

Agents running the holding facility -- generally known as "Ursula" for the name of the street it's on -- said 

everyone detained is given adequate food, access to showers and laundered clothes, and medical care. 

People are supposed to move through the facility quickly. Under U.S. law, children are required to be 

turned over within three days to shelters funded by the Department of Health and Human Services. 
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Padilla said agents in the Rio Grande Valley have allowed families with children under the age of 5 to stay 

together in most cases. 

 

An advocate who spent several hours in the facility Friday said she was deeply troubled by what she 

found. 

 

Michelle Brane, director of migrant rights at the Women's Refugee Commission, met with a 16-year-old 

girl who had been taking care of a young girl for three days. The teen and others in their cage thought the 

girl was 2 years old. 

 

"She had to teach other kids in the cell to change her diaper," Brane said. 

 

Brane said that after an attorney started to ask questions, agents found the girl's aunt and reunited the two. 

It turned out that the girl was actually 4 years old. Part of the problem was that she didn't speak Spanish, 

but K'iche, a language indigenous to Guatemala. 

 

"She was so traumatized that she wasn't talking," Brane said. "She was just curled up in a little ball." 

 

Brane said she also saw officials at the facility scold a group of 5-year-olds for playing around in their 

cage, telling them to settle down. There are no toys or books. 

 

Dr. Colleen Kraft, the head of the American Academy of Pediatrics, said that she visited a small shelter in 

Texas recently, which she declined to identity. A toddler inside the 60-bed facility caught her eye -- she 

was crying uncontrollably and pounding her little fists on mat. 

 

Staff members tried to console the child, who looked to be about 2 years old, Kraft said. She had been 

taken from her mother the night before and brought to the shelter. 

 

The staff gave her books and toys -- but they weren't allowed to pick her up, to hold her or hug her to try to 

calm her. As a rule, staff aren't allowed to touch the children there, she said. 

 

"The stress is overwhelming," she said. "The focus needs to be on the welfare of these children, absent of 

politics." 
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HEADLINE 06/17 China’s Pacific push worries US 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-06-17/china-s-pacific-islands-push-has-the-u-s-

worried  

GIST In the gritty, steamy streets of Papua New Guinea’s capital Port Moresby, signs of China’s push into the 

Pacific island nation are inescapable. 

 

A Chinese worker stencils a logo for China Railway Group outside the new national courthouse it’s 

building; China Harbor Engineering Group laborers tar roads under the searing midday sun. 

 

“Little by little they are taking slices of our businesses,” said Martyn Namorong, who campaigns to protect 

local jobs and communities as China ramps up infrastructure spending in the resource-rich nation, often 

bringing its own workforce. “My people feel we can’t compete.” 

 

The nation of 8 million people is the latest frontier in Beijing’s bid for global influence that’s included 

building artificial reefs in the South China Sea, a military base in Africa and an ambitious trade-and-

infrastructure plan spanning three continents. 

 

China’s thrust into the Pacific islands region, a collection of more than a dozen tiny nations including Fiji, 

Niue and Timor Leste scattered across thousands of miles of ocean, has the U.S. and its close ally 
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Australia worried. The region played a key role in World War II and remains strategically important as 

Western powers seek to maintain open sea lines and stability. For Beijing, it offers raw materials, from gas 

to timber, and a clutch of countries who could voice support for its territorial claims. 

 

“We’ve seen a huge surge in China’s state-directed economic investment and mobilization of an enormous 

amount of capital in the Pacific which clearly has a strategic intent,” said Eric B. Brown, a senior fellow in 

Asian affairs at Washington-based think tank the Hudson Institute.  

 

“The sovereignty of these nations could be compromised by these predatory economic methods. And that 

could create a military threat to countries such as Australia and effect the ability of the U.S. Navy and its 

allies to maintain freedom and order in the Pacific.” 

 

Debt Trap 

China’s lending practices related to the Belt and Road Initiative have raised concerns among the 

International Monetary Fund and the Trump administration that poorer countries wouldn’t be able to repay 

heavy debts. Sri Lanka is considered an example of what could go wrong for developing nations: China 

received a 99-year lease for a strategic port after the government in Colombo couldn’t repay loans. 

 

Indeed China has overtaken Japan as Papua New Guinea’s largest bilateral creditor and by the end of the 

year PNG will owe it about $1.9 billion in concessional loans — almost a quarter of its total debt burden. 

Standard & Poor’s in April lowered the nation’s sovereign credit rating to B from B+, citing rising costs of 

servicing debt that’s climbed above 30 percent of gross domestic product and is expected to reach about 40 

percent by 2021. 

 

The IMF warns that other recipients of Chinese money in the region — tiny nations such as Samoa, Tonga 

and Vanuatu — have moderate to high risks of debt distress. 

 

While the largess flowing into the Pacific from Beijing is a fraction of the $350 billion of Chinese aid 

distributed globally since 2000, it’s still big money for the nations, most with populations under 1 million. 

In April, the French Polynesian government approved construction of a $320 million Chinese fish farm. 

 

Military Presence 

Hugh White, a professor of strategic studies at the Australian National University in Canberra, says 

“there’s no doubt” China could seek to establish a military presence in the Pacific in the future, cashing in 

its influence with “one of these small, vulnerable states.” 

 

“It intends to become the primary power in east Asia and the western Pacific,” White said. 

 

Governments in the region have sought to strike a balance between accepting China’s cash and resisting 

moves that would raise concern among Western military powers. Vanuatu in April denied media reports 

that China had approached it to build a permanent military base in one of its harbors. 

 

The office of PNG’s Prime Minister Peter O’Neill, who’s due to meet President Xi Jinping in China later 

this week, didn’t reply to repeated requests for comment. When O’Neill visited Beijing in 2016, he 

pledged support for China’s military build up in the South China Sea. In December, a month after China 

promised to construct $3.5 billion of roads, O’Neill said PNG will continue to be a “staunch partner.” 

 

Beijing’s push into the Pacific islands risks further straining ties with key trading partner Australia — 

which views the region as its own diplomatic backyard and has been increasingly critical of China’s 

economic and military muscle-flexing. 

 

During a visit to the region this month, Foreign Minister Julie Bishop said “we want to continue to be the 

partner of choice for nations in the Pacific.” Her government on June 13 signed an agreement to build a 

new undersea telecommunications cable to the Solomon Islands, squeezing out a bid by China’s Huawei 

Technologies Ltd. 
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Papua New Guinea has traditionally looked to Australia — from which it won independence in 1975 — 

for a helping hand. Outside of the capital, the nation’s woeful roads network has helped push prices of 

food staples beyond what many can afford. It’s also struggling with an illiteracy rate of 35 percent, poor 

tax collection and endemic corruption. 

 

Australia is still its largest donor, contributing more than three-quarters of total aid and loans compared to 

China’s 14 percent. Yet the majority is directed to improving corporate governance, while Beijing has 

focused on infrastructure and major works. 

 

‘Red Carpet’ 

Nursing a cool drink at a sports club in Port Moresby, British-born business adviser Paul Barker said 

China was stepping into a vacuum left by the west. 

 

“The government in Beijing has rolled out the red carpet and our leaders seem to be a bit intoxicated by 

the experience,” said Barker, who’s lived in his adopted nation for more than four decades. 

 

Australia’s assistant trade minister Mark Coulton acknowledged the merits of China’s investment as he sat 

in one of Port Moresby’s few five-star hotels near the Beijing-gifted convention center where APEC 

leaders will meet in November. 

 

“You can’t deny your neighbor if someone is looking to build something they really need,” he said. “Our 

role is to give the PNG government and people the ability” to “handle influxes of foreign aid like those 

that are now occurring.” 

 

China’s foreign ministry, which didn’t respond to a request for comment, in April said Pacific island 

nations weren’t in the “sphere of influence of any country” and called on Australia not to interfere. 

 

Wang Dong, an international relations professor at Peking University, dismissed concerns that large 

concessional loans leave nations vulnerable to “debt-trap diplomacy” and said China’s expanded role in 

the Pacific is a natural consequence of its growing economic clout. 

 

“It’s scaremongering to think this will lead to any military design or ambition in the Pacific,” Wang said in 

a phone interview from Beijing. “We will see China increase its presence there and it will keep helping 

these countries build their infrastructure.” 

 

China is in the region to stay, said Jonathan Pryke of the Lowy Institute, a Sydney-based think tank. 

 

“China has entered the Pacific in a significant way,” said Pryke. “It’s upended the status quo and caused 

anxiety, because no-one knows what its end-game is." 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Age of climate change begins 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/ap-age-climate-change-begins-55969022  

GIST On June 23, 1988, a top NASA scientist told Congress and the world that global warming had arrived. 

NASA scientist James Hansen predicted that 1988 would be the world's hottest year on record, thanks to 

the burning of fossil fuels that released heat-trapping gases. 

 

The Associated Press is republishing a version of its report on the testimony to mark the 30th anniversary. 

 

——— 

 

WASHINGTON (AP) — The "greenhouse effect" global warming of the earth is here, but the current 

drought and heat wave over much of the United States can't be blamed on it, a scientist told a Senate panel 

Thursday. 
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However, similar heat waves and droughts can be expected much more often as a result of future warming, 

said James E. Hansen, a climatologist at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Goddard 

Institute for Space Studies in New York City. 

 

Hansen told the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee there is only a 1 percent chance that he 

is wrong in blaming rising temperatures around the world on the buildup of manmade gases in the 

atmosphere. 

 

For unknown reasons, the earth has been getting warmer for more than a century, though with cooler 

intervals. The four warmest years on record have been recorded in the 1980s — and without what Hansen 

called an improbable cooling for the rest of the year, 1988 will break all records. 

 

Though there has been much speculation by scientists around the world that the warming resulted from the 

greenhouse effect, Hansen's statement is the most definite yet. 

 

Syukuro Manabe, soil specialist at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory of the National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration, said it was more likely that the current drought was the result of natural 

fluctuations than the greenhouse warming. 

 

"It is an example of the kind of drought that will occur more frequently as the global warming become 

larger," he said. 

 

Many studies have said global warming could bring drastic changes in weather, including more rainfall at 

low and high latitudes and more drought in between, with drastic shifts in possible crop patterns. 

 

A major report from the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment 

Program earlier this month concluded that without a major effort to fight warming, global temperatures 

could increase by 0.54 degrees Fahrenheit per decade until the middle of the next century, and sea levels 

could rise by a foot. 

 

Tropical temperatures wouldn't change much at all, but in Canada the change could be two or three times 

as large as the average. 

 

Extreme temperatures would occur more often. Hansen earlier calculated that instead of the typical one 

day a year with temperatures above 100 degrees Fahrenheit in Washington — it reached 101 on 

Wednesday — the year 2030 could see 12 days. Dallas would see 78 such days instead of 19. 

 

Gases emitted by modern civilization — notably carbon dioxide from the burning of fossil fuels but also 

methane, nitrous oxide and the chlorofluorcarbon gases that major nations agreed last year to reduce — 

trap heat from the earth's surface that normally would be radiated out to space just as the glass over a 

greenhouse traps the sun's heat inside. 

 

Carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere are 10 percent above 1958 levels and 25 percent above 

concentrations believed to prevail in 1790, when the industrial revolution brought the first widespread 

burning of coal in industry to fire the new steam engines. 

 

"If we could magically reduce (annual) emissions (of carbon) by about 3 billion tons, we could stabilize 

the content of the atmosphere," said George M. Woodwell, director of the Woods Hole Research Center in 

Massachusetts. "It is well within reach, no question about that." 

 

"The problem ... has the potential for turning the world into a form of chaos not greatly different from that 

produced by global war," he said. 

 

Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., concerned about his state's coal industry, asked physical chemist William R. 

Moomaw of the World Resources Institute, a Washington-based policy research organization, if 
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technology could not reduce the harmful emissions. 

 

"I'm trying to find a way to use a resource we have," Ford said. 

 

Moomaw replied, "I would argue the resource we have in most abundance is the potential for using fossil 

fuels more efficiently at much lower cost than building any form of power generation." 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Salmonella outbreak strikes 31 states 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Health/salmonella-outbreak-31-states-suspected-link-kelloggs-

honey/story?id=55918330  

GIST An outbreak of salmonella that has infected 73 people in 31 states has led investigators to a suspected 

culprit: Certain batches of Kellogg’s Honey Smacks cereal. 

 

The Kellogg Co. has recalled packages of the cereal that are either 15.3 ounces and 23 ounces in size and 

have a “best if used by” date -- printed on the top of the box – between June 14, 2018, to June 14, 2019. 

 

The CDC is urging people to throw away or return Honey Smacks cereals that fall under the recall. 

 

"Even if some of the cereal was eaten and no one got sick, throw the rest of it away or return it for a 

refund," the CDC said. "If you store cereal in a container without the packaging and don’t remember the 

brand or type, throw it away." 

 

“This is based on preliminary evidence linking the cereal to an outbreak of illnesses across the country, 

said Food and Drug Administration Commissioner Scott Gottlieb in an agency brief. "The FDA has 

already initiated an inspection of the facility that we believe is linked to the salmonella contamination. 

And we’ve worked with the company to immediately initiate a recall of this product.” 

 

“The main message is the consumer health risk, that this cereal may be infected with salmonella,” Gottlieb 

said. 

 

Of the 73 people known to have been infected in this salmonella outbreak, at least 24 have been 

hospitalized, said the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). No deaths have been reported. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Libya: attack damaged key ports 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/libyas-noc-oil-storage-damaged-attack-key-ports-

55959671?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Libya's National Oil Corporation says an armed group opposed to Libya's self-styled national army has 

attacked key oil port terminals "significantly" damaging at least one storage tank. 

 

Saturday's statement by the company called on the group commanded by Ibrahim Jadhran to withdraw to 

prevent an "environmental disaster" and further damage to infrastructure. 

 

NOC says the oil ports of Ras Lanuf and Es Sidr have been under attack since Thursday forcing it to 

announce a "force majeure" on crude oil loadings and evacuate its employees from the areas. 

 

Jadhran's group had previously controlled the ports at Libya's oil crescent and blockaded them, costing oil-

rich Libya billions of dollars, before losing them to national army forces in 2016. 

 

Libya has descended into chaos following a 2011 uprising that toppled a longtime ruler. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Sea convoy reaches Spain amid turmoil 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/1st-boat-aquarius-convoy-630-migrants-docks-

spain-55952736?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST An aid group's ship and two Italian military vessels docked Sunday at the Spanish port of Valencia, ending 

a weeklong ordeal for hundreds of people who were rescued from the Mediterranean Sea only to become 

pawns in a European political fight. 

 

The Italian coast guard vessel Dattilo was the first of the boats in the convoy bearing 630 migrants to 

touch land, pulling in just before 7 a.m. The 274 recued people on board disembarked after medical staff 

made a preliminary inspection. 

 

The rescue ship Aquarius came in four hours later carrying another 106 migrants. Aid workers awaiting 

their arrival clapped and cheered as the first passengers walked down the gangway. An Italian navy ship, 

the Orione, came in shortly after 1 p.m. with the remaining 250. 

 

The Aquarius, operated by the aid groups SOS Mediterranee Sea and Doctors Without Borders, was stuck 

off the coast of Sicily on June 9 when Italy's new populist government refused it permission to dock and 

demanded that Malta do so. Malta also refused. 

 

After days of bickering and food and water running low on the ship, Spain stepped in and granted the 

rescue boat entry with a plan called "Operation Mediterranean Hope." The 1,500-kilometer (930-mile) 

journey across the Mediterranean from Sicily to Valencia took nearly a week. 

 

After Spain invited the Aquarius to land, Italy sent the Dattilo and Orione to help transport the migrants. 

 

David Noguera, the head of Doctors Without Borders in Spain, said he was glad Spain welcomed the 

ship's passengers, who were picked up off the coast of Libya. He said he is worried that more European 

nations will close their ports to migrants who are rescued at sea. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Israel strikes burning kite launchers 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-strikes-hamas-targets-bid-deter-burning-

kites-55967918?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Israeli military says it struck nine Hamas targets in the Gaza Strip in a bid to deter Palestinians from 

launching incendiary kites and balloons into Israel. 

 

The army says the Monday's airstrikes were a response "to arson and explosive kites and balloons" 

launched into Israel in recent weeks. During the bombings, Palestinian militants fired three rockets into 

southern Israel. No injuries were reported on either side. 

 

Gazans began flying kites with burning rags attached to them during mass protests against the Israeli and 

Egyptian blockade of the territory. Israeli troops have fired on the protesters, killing more than 120 

Palestinians since the weekly demonstrations began on March 30. 

 

The incendiary kites and balloons have devastated large swaths of farmland and nature reserves in 

southern Israel. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Strong quake near Osaka, Japan kills 3 
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SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/strong-earthquake-hits-osaka-western-japan-

55965693?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST A strong earthquake knocked over walls and set off scattered fires around metropolitan Osaka in western 

Japan on Monday, killing at least three people and injuring more than 210. 

 

A 9-year-old girl was killed by a falling concrete wall at her school, and the two other fatalities were men 

in their 80s. 

 

The Fire and Disaster Management Agency said 214 people were treated for injuries at hospitals. Most of 

the injured were in Osaka — Japan's No. 2 city bustling with businesses. Osaka officials did not give 

details, but the injuries reported in Kyoto and three other neighboring prefectures were all minor. 

 

The Osaka prefectural government's disaster management department confirmed the girl's death and the 

death of an older man. The third victim died in the nearby city of Ibaraki. 

 

A falling concrete wall knocked down Rina Miyake as she walked by at her elementary school in 

Takatsuki. NHK public television aired footage showing the collapsed upper half of the high wall, which 

was cheerfully painted with trees, flowers and blue sky and surrounded the school swimming pool. 

 

Takatsuki Mayor Takeshi Hamada apologized over her death because of the wall's collapse. The structure 

was old and made of concrete blocks — a known risk in earthquakes. 

 

A man in his 80s died in the collapse of a concrete wall in Osaka city. An 84-year-old man in nearby 

Ibaraki died after a bookshelf fell on top of him at home, according to city officials. Many homes and 

buildings, including a major hospital, were temporarily without power, though electricity was restored at 

most places by midafternoon. 

 

The magnitude 6.1 earthquake struck shortly after 8 a.m. north of Osaka at a depth of about 13 kilometers 

(8 miles), the Japan Meteorological Agency said. The strongest shaking was north of Osaka, but the quake 

rattled large parts of western Japan, including Kyoto, the agency said. 

 

The quake knocked over walls, broke windows and set off scattered building fires. It toppled book shelves 

in homes and scattered goods on shop floors. It also cracked roads and broke water pipes, leaving homes 

without water. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Train derailment prompts evacuations 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/train-derailment-explosion-prompts-evacuations/story?id=55967198  

GIST A freight train derailment in Indiana on Sunday caused a loud explosion and calls for mandatory 

evacuations in the area. 

 

The Gibson County Sheriff’s Office and emergency service personnel issued a mandatory resident 

evacuation within a one mile radius in Princeton, Indiana, on Sunday evening following the train 

derailment and explosion. 

 

According to the Gibson County Sheriff, at approximately 7:19 p.m. local time Gibson County Central 

Dispatch received numerous 911 calls regarding a train derailment and explosion in the area of Old US 41 

and Caniff Trailer Court. 

 

No one was injured in the derailment, but a large fire sent thick, black smoke high into the sky. 

 

Emergency responders conducted door-to-door evacuation announcements. 

 

CSX Corporation, which operated the train, said the train had two locomotives, 89 loaded railcars and nine 
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empty railcars. The loaded cars were carrying propane, CSX said. 

 

"CSX is working closely with local firefighters and other first responders to assess the situation, and the 

safety of the community and everyone on site is our top priority as we develop a recovery plan," CSX said 

in a statement. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Seattle official sponsor Special Olympics 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/city-of-seattle-now-an-official-sponsor-of-2018-special-

olympics/771750243  

GIST SEATTLE - The City of Seattle is now an official sponsor of the 2018 Special Olympics coming to town 

in July. The event will flood the city with tens of thousands of people over six days.  

 

Initially, the council planned to pass an ordinance Monday that would have waived all the fees associated 

with the event, as long as the Special Olympics meets its permit requirements. It would have saved the 

event some money, but the council tweaked its approach at the last minute. Instead, Councilmember Rob 

Johnson offered a resolution, which passed unanimously. Seattle is giving the Special Olympics $30,000 

as an official sponsor of the event.  

 

It’s a decent investment given that the estimated economic impact to Seattle is $50 million. 

 

A total of $15,000 will come from the council and another $15,000 will come from the mayor’s office. 

The money is being pulled from the legislative departments consulting and agenda budget. The resolution 

also directs city departments to submit reports to the council by Aug. 10, 2018, detailing fees and costs, 

staff time, and any waived fees. 

 

The organization is the largest in the world dedicated to sporting events for people with intellectual 

disabilities. The 2018 Special Olympics USA Games will come to Seattle July 1-6, and will bring about 

3,500 athletes with it. Not to mention support, family, audiences, and others associated with the games. 

 

The Special Olympics organization says that this will add up to “1,000 coaches, 10,000 family members, 

10,000 volunteers and an estimated 50,000 spectators” taking part in the “premier national sports 

competition, showcasing the power and joy of sports at the highest levels.” 

 

The city will host 16 Olympic-type individual and team sports. There are also special events planned. 

 

The opening ceremony will be at Husky Stadium and boasts Grammy nominated singer Charlie Puth, DJ 

Marshmello, and actor Taye Diggs. Also attending are Seattle hip-hop artists Massive Monkees, Heart’s 

Ann Wilson, and singer-songwriter Allen Stone. Governor Jay Inslee and Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella 

will make an appearance. And Microsoft President Brad Smith will be the Honorary Chairman of the 

event. 

 

The games are expected to take over venues at the University of Washington, Seattle University, Seattle 

Pacific University, Seattle Center, Westlake Park, Safeco Field, and Lake Union Park. 

 

The organization says that the 2018 event will be the most “significant sporting event to come to Seattle 

since the 1990 Goodwill Games." 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Seattle ‘families belong together’ rally 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/seattle/families-belong-together-rally-held-in-seattle/281-

565123329  
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GIST Rallies were held across the country Sunday to protest the border separation of children from their parents. 

A group called "Families Belong Together" held a rally in Seattle's Westlake Park on Father's Day. 

 

"Congress has the power to stop tearing families apart because all families belong together," says the 

group. 

 

The Department of Homeland Security reported this week that 1,995 children have been separated from 

their parents in the last six weeks as the department enforces its zero-tolerance immigration policy. 

 

The Department of Homeland Security reported this week that 1,995 children have been separated from 

their parents in the last six weeks, in what the department has called a zero-tolerance immigration policy. 

 

The rally’s main speaker railing against the policy was Rep. Pramila Jayapal. 

 

“On Father’s Day, we all want to be with our families. Parents should be with their children,” she said. 

“This is an administrative policy that can be immediately reversed. No legislation necessary. Americans 

across this country need to let the president know that this is wrong, this is not us, and we won’t accept it.” 

 

Seattle's rally started at noon Sunday. It was organized by the NW Immigrants Right Project, CAIR 

Washington, ACLU Washington and the group behind Womxn's March Seattle. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Seattle could hit 90’s during week? 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/weather/blog/seattle-could-soar-into-the-90s-this-week/281-

563306518  

GIST A large area of high pressure pushed highs up into the upper 70s and low 80s on Father's Day – the 

warmest it has been since May 23. But this may only be the start.  

 

The long-range models keep a large, warm ridge of high pressure over the west coast through most of this 

week. This should push us well into the 80s and may give us some 90s on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 

which is the official start of summer. This will depend on offshore flow, etc. As always, the devil is in the 

details! 

 

If there is cooling later in the week, it will be gradual, according the meteorologist Rich Marriott. It should 

stay warm though the following weekend. 

 

The record for most 90-degree days in a summer is 12 days, which was set in 2015. Ten of those days 

happened in July. 

 

The warm weather is in line with NOAA's Climate Prediction Center that calls for a June with above 

normal temperatures and below normal rainfall for Washington state. In the Pacific Northwest, average 

summer temperatures trend around 70 degrees for June, 75 degrees for July, and 76 degrees for August. 

Average rainfall for June is 1.57 inches, July is 0.77 inches, and August is 0.88 inches. 
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Cyber Awareness 
Top of page 

HEADLINE 06/18 Trust in social media falls 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/trust-in-social-media-fallsraising-concerns-for-marketers-

1529312580?mod=hp_lista_pos4  

GIST Russia’s alleged interference in the U.S. elections, the spread of fake news on social media and the recent 
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Facebook data scandal are all contributing to the distrust that people world-wide have developed for social 

media, according to a new study being released Monday. 

 

Edelman, the world’s largest independent public-relations firm, was prompted to field new research to 

figure out why people’s trust in social-media platforms was declining. 

 

The firm’s annual Trust Barometer study in November had found only 41% of the people around the world 

trusted social media as a source for general news and information, down from 47% in 2015. The fallout in 

the U.S. was more pronounced with only 30% trusting the platforms, down from 35% in 2015. 

 

Almost 70% of the study participants pointed to identity scams, cyberbullying, hate speech and fake news 

among the reasons for their low confidence in social-media sites. 

 

The new study, which polled 9,000 people in nine countries, also found that 60% of people don’t trust 

social-media platforms to manage the information they collect about consumers responsibly—a fallout 

likely attributable to the Cambridge Analytica scandal. The U.K.-based data firm allegedly obtained data 

improperly on tens of millions of Facebook users. 

In recent years, advertisers have come to rely heavily on social-media sites such as Facebook to help them 

reach their customers to sell their goods and services. Privacy concerns and the lack of trust could have 

implications for brands if consumers’ trust falls so low that people pull back on sharing or using social-

media sites. 

 

So far, the crises haven’t dented Facebook’s ability to attract new users or ad dollars. Its first-quarter 

revenue rose nearly 50% from a year earlier to $11.97 billion. Moreover, advertisers are expected to 

increase their spending on social-media ads in the U.S. by 17% this year to $25.24 billion, according to 

eMarketer. 

 

Still, consumers want the issues fixed. “People want the platforms to change,” and it is in the best interest 

of “brands to demand that change,” says Richard Edelman, chief executive of Edelman. 

 

Many of the people polled said brands—the companies that support social-media platforms with their ad 

dollars—should use their influence and pocketbooks to force change, the research says. 

 

About 70% said brands should pressure social networks to do more to combat fake news, while 71% 

agreed brands should also play that role in ensuring personal data is protected and used ethically. 

 

People “are looking to brands to incentivize and compel social-media companies to change,” Mr. Edelman 

says. He points to how the video giant YouTube made changes to its service after major brands such as 

Procter & Gamble Co. , PepsiCo Inc. and HP Inc. boycotted the site after ads appeared adjacent to 

inappropriate content. YouTube is part of Alphabet GOOGL -0.07% -owned Google. 

 

In February, Unilever PLC, one of the world’s largest advertisers, threatened to pull back on advertising 

on YouTube and Facebook if the companies didn’t do more to combat the spread of fake news and 

divisive content. 

 

With regard to government intervention, 62% of those polled agreed that governments should do more to 

regulate social media. People in the U.K., China and India were among the most supportive. Some 73% of 

Indians agreed government should do more, compared with 71% of Chinese and 68% of Britons. In the 

U.S., 48% of respondents agreed. 

 

The Cambridge Analytica scandal has only added to growing scrutiny of technology companies by 

regulators around the world. Many regulators are looking to Europe for direction on how to pressure firms 

over their privacy policies, market power and other issues. In Europe, sweeping new privacy laws known 

as the General Data Protection Regulation came into effect in late May. 

 

The issues currently facing social-media platforms—in particular, consumers’ growing concern with the 
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use of their data—pose a worrisome trend for digital marketers and for the platforms themselves. Digital 

marketing rests largely on marketers’ ability to harness consumer data to better target and craft relevant 

ads. Marketers, tech companies and ad agencies have long touted that consumers are willing to surrender 

some of their personal information so they can be served more personalized ads. 

 

However, the Edelman study suggests that consumers may no longer be amenable to such a trade-off. The 

problems “are now calling into question the things marketers have taken for granted,” Mr. Edelman says. 

“In a sense we are going backwards because of the perceived violation of people’s rights.” 

 

Almost half of those polled said they were not willing to sacrifice some of their data privacy in return for a 

more personalized shopping experience, though younger people were less opposed: About 41% of people 

18 to 34 years of age were willing to fork over some data for more personalized pitches. 

 

Some people also expressed concern with some of the marketing practices that have become a standard 

part of the digital-ad ecosystem. For example, 47% said it wasn’t OK for companies to use cookies, the 

tiny pieces of code that marketers deploy on web browsers to track people’s online movements, to 

remember them and what they like. More than half of the people polled weren’t OK with companies 

learning their interests by tracking websites they visit. And more than half also weren’t eager to have 

companies use location information from a person’s mobile phone to offer discounts at businesses nearby. 

 

With consumers now questioning how their personal information is being used, brands must be “more 

transparent with what data they are collecting and how it’s being used,” says Mr. Edelman. “People don’t 

want some little box on the bottom of their screen that gives away their rights on data privacy.” 
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HEADLINE 06/15 DHS: Typeframe new NKorea malware 

SOURCE https://www.engadget.com/2018/06/15/dhs-north-korea-malware-typeframe/ 

GIST Even though Donald Trump is on good terms with North Korea, the Department of Homeland Security is 

still following that country's ongoing cyberattack campaign (which it's dubbed "Hidden Cobra"). Now 

CNN reports there's a new variant of North Korean malware to look out for: Typeframe.  

 

In a report released yesterday, the DHS says it's able to download and install additional malware, proxies 

and trojans; modify firewalls; and connect to servers for additional instructions. These are attacks we've 

seen in plenty of malware variants, Typeframe is just the latest addition. 

  

Since last May, the DHS has issued a slew of alerts and reports about North Korea's malicious cyber 

activity. The department also pointed out that North Korea has been hacking countries around the world 

since 2009. And of course, don't forget that the US also labeled that country as the source of Wannacry 

cyberattack, which notably held data from the UK's National Health Service hostage, and wreaked havoc 

across Russia and Ukraine. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 China cyberattacks on Taiwan rising 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-taiwan-china-cybersecurity/chinese-cyber-attacks-on-taiwan-

government-becoming-harder-to-detect-source-idUSKBN1JB17L 

GIST TAIPEI (Reuters) - Cyber attacks from China on Taiwan’s government computers are becoming more 

difficult to detect, a source close to government discussions said, as hackers increasingly use online 

platforms such as search engines to break into systems. 

 

While the frequency of attacks by China’s cyber army has declined, the success rate of such incursions is 

rising, the source said. 
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“Taiwan’s official departments suffer from hundreds of successful internet attacks each year, more than 

half of which come from assaults by China’s cyber army,” the person, who is not authorized to speak to 

the media and declined to be identified, told Reuters. 

  

China has strongly denied accusations of engaging in cyber warfare or hacking, and has said it is itself one 

of the world’s biggest victims of such incidents. 

  

Both China’s Taiwan Affairs Office and the Cyberspace Administration of China did not immediately 

respond to a request for comment. 

  

The alleged cyber attacks come as Beijing increases diplomatic and economic pressure on the self-ruled 

island, which China claims as its own and considers a wayward province. 

  

The source said hackers are adopting new techniques to conceal their activities. 

  

“They frequently go through online platforms like Google and blogs, to hide themselves and give 

investigators the impression it is a normal platform or tool, and thus to ignore its background actions,” the 

person said. 

  

Taiwan’s governmental departments face “frequent cyber attacks and scanning of their vulnerabilities, 

with the attack volume reaching 10 million a month,” the source said. 

  

The majority of attacks targeted non-core service systems, were low-level in nature, and included activities 

such as changing websites and tampering with information. However, there have also been more serious 

attacks on core systems. 

  

The source also said the Taiwan government had evidence that some of the attacks had targeted 

departments and their websites by intruding into servers and stealing account passwords. 

  

Taiwan’s foreign offices abroad have also been targeted through methods such as taking screen snapshots, 

keylogging, and unpacking related information, the source said. 

  

Many of the attacks were now routed through other countries, making it increasingly difficult to trace. 

  

Since Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen of the left-leaning Democratic Progressive Party took office in 2016, 

China’s hostility to the island has increased. 

  

China fears Tsai wants to push for formal independence, although she says she wants to maintain the 

status quo and is committed to peace. 

  

Analysts expect the cyber attacks will continue to form a headache for the Taiwan government. 

  

“Taiwan has very good cyber defense and investigation skills and capacity. However, under such a huge 

amount of attacks and the special relationship across the Strait, it is really hard to prevent 100 percent,” 

said Lennon Chang, a senior lecturer in criminology at Monash University in Melbourne. 

  

Taiwan is expected to release its information security and national security strategy later this year.    
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HEADLINE 06/16 UK: watchdog oversees intel warrants 

SOURCE http://www.itv.com/news/2018-06-16/seismic-shift-as-new-watchdog-starts-overseeing-intelligence-

warrants/ 

GIST Britain’s spy agencies will need a judge to sign off requests to hack into suspects’ electronic devices or 

listen to their phone calls under a strengthened authorization regime that will take effect within days. 
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The head of a watchdog set up to scrutinize the activities of MI5, MI6, GCHQ and law enforcement 

agencies told the Press Association the new approach represents a “seismic change”. 

 

In his first interview since being appointed Investigatory Powers Commissioner last year, Lord Justice Sir 

Adrian Fulford confirmed that his office would begin receiving warrants relating to the work of the 

intelligence services this month. 

 

Under the “double lock” system introduced by the Investigatory Powers Act, requests to use the most 

intrusive techniques require approval from a judicial commissioner as well as a senior Government 

minister before they can take effect. 

 

The process is being phased in, starting with warrants relating to equipment interference and targeted 

interception. 

 

Equipment interference is the official term for operations where authorities interfere with electronic 

devices such as smartphones and PCs to obtain data as part of serious crime or national security 

investigations. 

 

Agencies seek targeted interception warrants where they wish to access the content of a communication, 

such as listening to a phone call or reading an email or text message. 

 

Requests to sweep up data in bulk will fall under the new regime from next month. 

 

By the end of this year it is expected that the majority of investigatory powers and the hundreds of public 

bodies that use them will be subject to the Commissioner’s oversight. 

 

Sir Adrian highlighted the range of activity that now needs judicial approval and the creation of a single 

oversight body – there were previously three separate watchdogs – as key changes in the IP Act. 

 

“That is a seismic change really in the way this country goes about this kind of work,” he said. 

 

Fifteen senior judges will weigh up warrants, with reserve commissioners on standby in case there is a 

sudden spike in requests. 

 

Sir Adrian said: “The first warrants will start to come through under the Act this month and we are starting 

to increase the number of commissioners on duty at any one time to ensure we have got sufficient capacity 

to turn round the applications extremely quickly.” 

 

The Commissioner’s office has “unfettered” access to agencies’ records to ensure the powers are being 

used properly. 

 

Sir Adrian said: “All of the indications I’ve had so far are that the security agencies and law enforcement 

take their responsibilities extremely seriously in this field.” 

 

The commissioner acknowledged that the new approach represents a “very considerable change” for the 

intelligence services. 

 

“They are undoubtedly very keenly aware that there are going to be some skeptical and probing judges 

looking at all of the aspects of their work which relate to investigatory powers,” he said. 

 

“I think that has brought about not a change of culture, but it has made them focus in much greater detail 

than perhaps was the case before as to the justification that could be provided for everything that they do. 

“We will be going in some real detail into the files and records of all of the bodies that have got 

investigatory powers to make sure they are not inappropriately hoovering up information.” 
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No targets will be set for approvals or rejections of warrants. 

 

“It doesn’t matter whether there have been a lot of terrorist outrages or none, the commissioners will look 

at each application on its own merits, completely unaffected by what may or may not be a period of 

national emergency”, Sir Adrian said.  

 

“There isn’t going to be any tendency either to grant or refuse.” 

 

He noted that by the time they reach commissioners’ desks, warrants will have gone through many stages 

already. 

 

“So if there’s a high percentage of warrants being granted, I will not see that in any way as being an 

indicator that my office is not providing the kind of scrutiny that’s required,” he said. 

 

Sir Adrian expressed confidence that provision to sanction the use of powers without prior judicial 

approval in emergency cases would not be misused, pointing out that warrants could still be revoked later. 

 

“In addition, if I thought the provisions were being improperly used, it would not take me very long to 

raise this at the highest level with the head of whichever agency was responsible and if necessary with the 

Prime Minister,“ he said.  

 

“I don’t anticipate that this is going to happen.” 

 

Passed in November 2016, the IP Act was drawn up following controversy sparked by Edward Snowden’s 

revelations about intelligence techniques. 

 

Sir Adrian said: “We are now as a country I think in a much better place in terms of there being really full 

understanding of the extent of and the limits of the opportunities which the security services have to go 

into areas of our lives which ordinarily we would consider to be private and sacrosanct.” 
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HEADLINE 06/15 WHO: gaming addiction is a disorder  

SOURCE https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/06/15/video-game-addicts-can-seek-treatment-nhs-

condition-classified/ 

GIST Children hooked on addictive video games like Fortnite will be able to seek treatment on the NHS after 

video gaming is classified as a medical disorder by the World Health Organisation (WHO) next week. 

 

The WHO will on Monday notify governments around the world that they will be expected to incorporate 

“gaming disorder” into their health systems. 

 

The move comes amid increasing evidence of young players suffering psychological distress and family 

breakdown as a result of their addiction. 

 

This week The Daily Telegraph revealed one 15-year-old gaming addict in London had been hospitalized 

for eight weeks and off school for a year after losing the confidence to go outside. 

 

The disorder will be added to the WHO’s International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11), which means 

that those diagnosed will be entitled to be treated by the NHS. 

 

The guidelines state that for a diagnosis a victim’s behavior must be “of sufficient severity to result in 

significant impairment in personal, family, social, educational, occupational or other important areas of 

functioning.” They would also normally be expected to have suffered it for at least a year. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 PageUp admits some data compromised 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/pageup-confirms-some-data-compromised-in-breach/  

GIST PageUp has confirmed that some data held on its clients may be at risk, after revealing earlier this month it 

had fallen victim to a malware attack. 

 

"Forensic investigations have confirmed that an unauthorised person gained access to PageUp systems," 

the company wrote at the weekend. "Although the incident has been contained and PageUp is safe to use, 

we sincerely regret some data may be at risk." 

 

The HR firm said that some personal data for employees who currently or previously had access to the 

client's PageUp instance may be affected.  

 

The potentially accessed information includes employee contact details, such as name, email address, 

street address, and telephone number, as well as employment information, such as employment status, 

company, and job title. 

 

In addition, failed login attempt data from 2007 and before contained a very small amount of password 

data in clear text, PageUp said, advising employees who have not changed password information since 

2007 to do so with urgency.  

 

Similarly, data on job applicants may also be at risk. 

 

Contact details including name, email address, physical address, and telephone number; biographical 

details including gender, date of birth, middle name, nationality, and whether the applicant was a local 

resident at the time of the application; and employment details at the time of the application, including 

employment status, company, and title, comprise the information potentially breached. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 LuckyMouse hit Asian govt. data center 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/chinese-cyber-espionage-group-hacked-

government-data-center/  

GIST A Chinese-linked cyber-espionage unit has hacked a data center belonging to a Central Asian country and 

has embedded malicious code on government sites. 

 

The hack of the data center happened sometime in mid-November 2017, according to a report published 

by Kaspersky Lab earlier this week. 

 

Experts assigned the codename of LuckyMouse to the group behind this hack, but they later realized the 

attackers were an older Chinese threat actor known under various names in the reports of other cyber-

security firms, such as Emissary Panda, APT27, Threat Group 3390, Bronze Union, ZipToken, and Iron 

Tiger [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. 

 

Hackers redirected visitors of government sites to malware 

 

Kaspersky researchers say LuckyMouse used access to the data center to add JavaScript code to 

government sites, which redirected users to malicious sites hosting exploitation tools such as ScanBox and 

BEeF (Browser Exploitation Framework). 

 

On these sites, these tools would attempt to infect users with HyperBro, a remote access trojan that 

operated via an "in-memory" state, leaving minimal traces on disk that could be identified by antivirus 

solutions. 

 

Researchers say they found evidence of this end-user infection campaign taking place from December 
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2017 to January 2018. 

 

Kaspersky didn't name the Central Asian country, but they did say LuckyMouse targeted it before in 

previous campaigns. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Hacker breaches Syscoin Github account 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/hacker-breaches-syscoin-github-account-and-

poisons-official-client/  

GIST A hacker gained access to the GitHub account of the Syscoin cryptocurrency and replaced the official 

Windows client with a version containing malware. 

 

The poisoned Syscoin Windows client contained Arkei Stealer, a malware strain specialized in dumping 

and stealing passwords and wallet private keys. This malware is also detected as 

Trojan:Win32/Feury.B!cl. 

 

Syscoin developers are now warning Syscoin users who downloaded version 3.0.4.1 of the Syscoin client 

between June 09th, 2018 10:14 PM UTC and June 13th, 2018 10:23 PM UTC that their systems might be 

infected with malware. 

 

The affected files are (version number included in the file name is 3.0.4, but they install version 3.0.4.1): 

 

syscoincore-3.0.4-win32-setup.exe 

 syscoincore-3.0.4-win64-setup.exe 

 

Only Syscoin Windows client affected 

 

Hackers only tampered with the Windows client and no other files available in the v3.0.4.1 release, which 

also included Mac and Linux clients, along with the adjacent source code. 

 

The Syscoin clients are installed on an operating system and allow users to run a Syscoin node, which they 

can use to mine new Syscoin cryptocurrency or manage Syscoin funds. 

 

The incident came to light yesterday when the Syscoin team received a warning from users that Windows 

Defender SmartScreen was marking downloads of the Syscoin Windows client as malicious. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Europol busts notorious hacker group 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/europol-dismantles-one-of-the-internets-oldest-

hacker-groups/  

GIST Europol, French, UK, and Thai police arrested eight people they suspect to have been involved or to have 

been part of a notorious hacker group known as Rex Mundi (Latin for "King of the World"). 

 

The group has been active since at least 2012. Its modus operandi revolved around hacking into 

companies' networks, stealing private information, and later contacting the victims to request the payment 

of a ransom fee. 

 

Hackers demanded fees for not disclosing the hacks, but sometimes also asked for higher sums of money 

for revealing the security flaw they used to enter the victim's network. 

 

While the date the group formed is unknown, the earliest reports of Rex Mundi hacks go back to the 

summer of 2012. 
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In the early 2010s, when hacker groups like Anonymous or LulzSec were a bit more brash about their 

hacks, Rex Mundi often bragged about their recent victims, announcing hacks on Twitter, and often 

dumping data when companies didn't pay. 

 

According to a trail of hacks documented on Softpedia's Security News section, past victims included —in 

chronological order— AmeriCash Advance, Webassur, Drake International, Buy Way, Hoststar, 

Websolutions.it, Numericable, Habeas, AlfaNet, Domino's Pizza, and Banque Cantonale de Geneve 

(BCGE). 

 

But as law enforcement started arresting hackers and hacktivists left and right, the group changed its 

modus operandi and eventually went underground. Rex Mundi abandoned its flashy mode of operation and 

continued to work in the shadows, without announcing their hacks online, to reporters, or leaking data 

when companies failed to pay. 

 

The group continued to operate until last year, according to Europol. The hack that undone them was of a 

British-based firm, whose network they'd breached, stole data from, and later attempted to extort. 

 

Days after this hack, Rex Mundi contacted the company via telephone and requested their usual ransom. 

According to Europol, a French-speaking person demanded payments in Bitcoin equivalent to €580,000 

($675,000) for not disclosing the hack and €825,000 ($960,000) for also revealing how they broke in. For 

each day the company failed to respond, Rex Mundi would add another €210,000 ($245,000) on top of the 

ransom fee. 

 

These sums are far from the initial ransom demands of $5,000 - $10,000 the group used to make in the 

early 2010s. 

 

The British company declined to pay, and instead contacted authorities. Information gathered by UK 

police led to the arrest of five French nationals a month later, in June 2017. 

 

One of these persons, the leader, admitted his role in the extortion scheme, while also revealing they didn't 

do any of the hacking but hired hackers on the Dark Web to do this instead. 

 

French police arrested two of these hackers in October 2017, and Thai police arrested a third in May 2018, 

effectively putting an end to one of the longer lasting hacking groups of this decade. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Expert: trick fooling users w/crapware 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/mobile/android-app-devs-find-clever-trick-for-fooling-

users-into-installing-their-crapware/  

GIST An expert in Android security is warning users that some developers of crappy Android apps have come 

up with a new trick for fooling users into installing their apps. 

 

The trick relies on app devs registering Google Play Store developer accounts that mimic install counts, 

instead of their real name, such as "1 million installs," Installs 1,000,000," "100,000,000 Downloads," 

"5,000,000+," "1,000,000,000" and other similar formats. 

 

The idea is that the official Google Play Store lists an app entry by displaying the app's icon, name, 

developer name, and a star rating. 

 

By replacing the developer name with a faux install count, some developers are trying to fool users into 

thinking the app is extremely popular, and hence, somewhat safe to use. 

 

But in reality, they are not. According to ESET malware researcher Lukas Stefanko, most of the apps 
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using this trick that he analyzed were mostly adware. The majority were just empty shells, with little to no 

functionality except for showing ads on top of other apps or the user's screen. 

 

Furthermore, Stefanko also noticed another similar trick employed by some malicious app developers. 

 

While they didn't use developer accounts with misleading names that contained install counts, some app 

devs put the fake install counts in the app's icon that shows up in Play Store search results. 

 

This misleading image is intended to work the same way as the fake install counts inserted in the dev's 

account name and give users a false sense of confidence for apps that are clearly ill-intended. 

 

"The tricks are simple, yet potentially effective, ways to mislead users, particularly those who choose apps 

based on popularity," Stefanko explains. "While none of these apps were outright malicious, these 

techniques could easily be misused by malware authors in the future. Fortunately, the tricks are also 

simple to spot, if you know what to focus on." 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Gaming companies remove analytics app 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/gaming/gaming-companies-remove-analytics-app-after-

massive-user-outcry/  

GIST Several gaming companies have announced plans to remove support for an analytics app they have 

bundled with their games. 

 

The decision to remove the app came after several Reddit and Steam users noticed that many game 

publishers have recently embedded a controversial analytics SDK (software development kit) part of 

recent updates to their games. 

 

The program bundled with all these games, and at the heart of all the recent controversy is RedShell, an 

analytics package provided by Innervate, Inc., to game publishers. 

 

Game makers are supposed to embed this SDK within their games and run social marketing programs with 

specific affiliate IDs. If a new user buys and installs a game via one of these campaigns, the RedShell SDK 

embedded in the game pings back the publishers about the source of the new install. 

 

But in several recent online discussions, users are complaining that besides logging the source of a new 

game install, the app also creates fingerprints for each gamer, with information about their online personas 

and gaming rigs. 

 

Furthermore, many game studios have not told users that this SDK is now part of their games, or if they 

did, they made it an opt-out package instead of opt-in, as most privacy laws across the globe dictate. 

 

Angry gamers file complaints with game makers 

 

For the past two weeks, gamers have been spending their time digging through their games' files looking 

for the presence of RedShell files and processes, and then filing official complaints with the game 

publishers via online forums, Reddit, Steam, or official websites. 

 

Following this concentrated effort from the online gaming community, many gaming studios have 

responded to criticism and have removed or pledged to remove RedShell from their products. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Surge port 8000 traffic: Satori botnet 
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SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/all-that-port-8000-traffic-this-week-yeah-thats-

satori-looking-for-new-bots/  

GIST The mystery of the recent surge in port 8000 scan activity has been solved today by security researches 

from Qihoo 360 Netlab, who tracked this week's mystery traffic to an old foe —the Satori IoT botnet. 

 

According to researchers, the publication of proof-of-concept (PoC) code on June 8 for a popular web 

server software package drew the attention of the Satori crew, who integrated that particular exploit into 

their botnet's attack routine. 

 

The PoC code was for a buffer overflow vulnerability (CVE-2018-10088) in XionMai uc-httpd 1.0.0, a 

lightweight web server package often found embedded inside the firmware of routers and IoT equipment 

sold by some Chinese vendors. 

 

The exploit allows an attacker to send a malformed package via ports 80 or 8000 and execute code on the 

device, effectively taking it over. 

 

Scans for devices that had port 8000 exposed via their WAN interface started a day after the PoC's 

publication but picked up yesterday, June 14. The sudden surge in port 8000 activity turned the heads of 

multiple security experts specialized in botnet tracking, as it came out of nowhere and at an incredible 

scale. 

 

According to honeypot data from Qihoo 360 Netlab and SANS ISC, port 8000 scans started to die down 

today. Unfortunately, it wasn't because Satori was failing to infect devices, but because the botnet's authors 

added support for a second exploit. 

 

This second exploit is also based on PoC code published online, but last month. The PoC is for a 

vulnerability affecting D-Link DSL-2750B routers, which can be exploited via ports 80 and 8080. 

 

Naturally, scan activity targeting these two ports also grew similarly to the one seen on port 8000, and the 

Satori crew is trying to corral as many routers as it can before other botnets join the fold. 

 

After previously targeting GPON routers, and with the addition of these two new exploits, Satori continues 

to grow with every day. The botnet has already survived a takedown attempt last December, and its 

authors seem intent on continuing on their current path. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Bitcoin price market manipulation? 

SOURCE https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2018/06/15/shock-horror-surprise-bitcoin-priceplosion-may-have-

been-market-manipulation/  

GIST Last year’s meteoric rise in the value of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies might well have been 

artificially inflated, according to a paper released on Wednesday by University of Texas finance professor 

John Griffin and graduate student Amin Shams. 

 

The suspected culprit: people using Tether, one of the most-traded cryptocurrencies, to buy bitcoin when 

the price dips: 

 

Tether seems to be used both to stabilize and manipulate Bitcoin prices. 

 

Bitcoin hit a 16 December 2017 peak of $19,343 before it bumped and thumped on down to USD 

$6,591.94 (the current price as of writing). 

 

That’s a massive deflation, but it’s looking like the inflation itself might have been based on little besides 

hot air and market manipulation. According to Griffin, the drive up to nearly $20,000 was likely 

manipulated by coordinated purchases of bitcoin when they were selling low at exchanges. And according 
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to the New York Times, Griffin knows what he’s talking about: he has a history of spotting financial 

fraud. 

 

The paper, which attempts to causally determine if price manipulation is taking place, suggests that a 

concentrated campaign may account for half of last year’s spiked cryptocurrencies prices. 

 

Griffin came to this conclusion after studying the flow of digital tokens in and out of Bitfinex, once the 

world’s largest bitcoin-dollar exchange. He identified several distinct patterns that suggest that someone, 

or someones, at Bitfinex managed to push up prices when they sagged at other exchanges. They did it by 

buying up other cryptocurrencies with Tether: a virtual currency created and sold by Bitfinex’s owners. 

 

…entities associated with the Bitfinex exchange use Tether to purchase Bitcoin when prices are falling. 

Such price supporting activities are successful, as Bitcoin prices rise following the periods of intervention. 

These effects are present only after negative returns and periods following the printing of Tether. … The 

buying of Bitcoin with Tether also occurs more aggressively right below salient round-number price 

thresholds where the price support might be most effective. 

 

For months, virtual currency investors have been worried that prices have been artificially jacked up by 

Bitfinex, which has a history of problems.  

 

The exchange was robbed in 2016 of nearly 120,000 bitcoins – worth up to $72 million at the time. 

 

Beyond the bitcoin loss, Bitfinex has a history of trouble with regulators: in December, it was reportedly 

subpoenaed by the US regulatory agency Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) along with 

Tether. Tether is the exchange’s so-called “stablecoin,” with a value pegged to traditional money – 

specifically, the US dollar. One Tether token is worth USD $1. 

 

According to Coindesk, online critics have long alleged that Tether has been issuing more tokens than it 

has dollars in the bank in order to drive up the price of bitcoin. 

 

Weiss Ratings – an established investment research firm that recently began evaluating cryptocurrencies – 

claims that Tether poses a risk to the entire cryptocurrency ecosystem. While many exchanges use Tether 

as an equivalent to the USD, it has reportedly never been audited. The people behind Tether claim that the 

tokens are backed 100% by actual dollars. 

 

Tether’s trading volume “regularly exceeds that of its market cap.” That’s not good, according to the 

research firm: 

 

This means the entire Tether supply changes hands regularly, sometimes more than once a day… This is 

important to know because it tells us that Tether is used for trading A LOT. It’s one of the main sources of 

liquidity in the cryptomarkets. 

 

Has this liquid virtual currency been used to artificially pump up cryptocurrency prices? 

 

Griffin thinks his research points to “You betcha.” The Times quotes him: 

 

There were obviously tremendous price increases last year, and this paper indicates that manipulation 

played a large part in those price increases. 

 

Bitfinex has denied such allegations in the past. Griffin and Shams, meanwhile, have no smoking gun: no 

incriminating emails or documents to show that Bitfinex knew about or brought about price manipulation. 

 

All they have are the public ledgers of virtual currency transactions – in particular, that of Tether – and the 

patterns that have emerged. What they found: half of the 2017 increase in Bitcoin’s price can be traced to 

the hours immediately after Tether flowed to a handful of other exchanges, generally when its price was 

falling. 
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The value of other virtual currencies that can be purchased with Tether – including Ether and Zcash – rose 

even faster than that of Bitcoin during those periods. The authors also found that prices rose much more 

quickly on exchanges that accepted Tether than on those that didn’t. When Bitfinex stopped issuing new 

Tether this year, the authors found that the pattern halted. 

 

The Times spoke with multiple experts who said that Griffin’s work seems credible. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 New banking trojan targets Androids 

SOURCE https://threatpost.com/new-banking-trojan-can-launch-overlay-attacks-on-latest-android-

versions/132858/  

GIST Researchers have discovered a new Android banking trojan that holds striking similarities to the infamous 

Lokibot – but packed with new tricky features, most notably its ability to implement an overlay attack on 

Android 7 and 8. 

 

Researchers at ThreatFabric, who discovered the trojan, said MysteryBot was running on the same C&C 

server as the LokiBot Android banker discovered in 2017, suggesting that it’s either an update to the 

earlier malware or was developed by the same actor. The new trojan is still under development and is not 

widely spread, they said.  

  

The bot comes with generic Android banking trojan functionalities – once a device is infected, for 

instance, the bad actor can use MysteryBot modules to make phone calls, scrape contact list info, copy 

keystrokes and encrypt files on external storage devices. 

 

However, researchers said there’s much more to the story: “This bot has most generic Android banking 

trojan functionalities, but seems to be willing to surpass the average. The overlay, key-logging and 

ransomware functionalities are novel,” they said in a post. “Looking at the bot commands, we first thought 

that LokiBot had been improved. However, we quickly realized that there is more going on: the name of 

the bot and the name of the panel changed to ‘MysteryBot,’ [and] even the network communication 

changed.” 

 

A ThreatFabric spokesperson told Threatpost that at the moment the trojan is spread via phishing while 

side-loading the payload. “The commonly fake Flash Player social-engineering trick is used in the 

distribution campaign,” said the spokesperson.  

 

ThreatFabric discovered MysteryBot two weeks ago, and while researchers can’t say that it has been very 

active (less than 200 infections), they told us they believe that it will be properly spread once it is fully 

functional. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 FBI charges Wannacry kill switch hero 

SOURCE https://threatpost.com/wannacry-kill-switch-hero-faces-new-charges-but-code-evals-say-

little/132863/  

GIST A fresh FBI charge against Marcus Hutchins has led to the Kronos banking trojan and the UPAS Kit 

backdoor being linked in the news over the past week. 

 

However, a fresh analysis this week shows that, at least on a code level, the similarities (and differences) 

between the two are far from conclusive.  

  

Hutchins (a.k.a. “MalwareTech”) came to public attention in May of last year after discovering a 

hardcoded “kill switch” for the WannaCry ransomware that stopped the infamous campaign in its tracks. 
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He was hailed a hero by the security community, given that WannaCry was at the time wreaking havoc in 

more than 150 countries, impacting large and small companies alike and causing millions in damages 

worldwide. 

 

The accolades didn’t last long: The FBI in August 2017 hit the kill switch hero with cybercrime charges, 

for contributing to the development of the Kronos malware. Kronos has been around since June 2014, 

according to Malwarebytes, and began life as a banking trojan with ties to the leaked Zeus source code, as 

its name suggests. More recently, according to an analysis from Proofpoint, criminals have been seen 

using it as a downloader for follow-on malware, like point-of-sale skimmers. 

 

Hutchins, who is living in California on bail while he awaits his court date, was then handed fresh charges 

last week; the FBI is now alleging that he conspired with the same person who first advertised Kronos on 

the Dark Web – one Russian-speaking “Vinnyk,” according to Malwarebytes and the indictment – to 

distribute the UPAS Kit malware, which is a backdoor spy-bot that is mainly used in the wild to download 

other malicious components. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 States tighten election security 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/06/18/Dozens-of-states-tighten-election-security-by-going-

back-to-paper/5601528861198/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=1  

GIST June 18 (UPI) -- As key midterm elections approach, contests that could set off an enormous shift in 

Washington, D.C., U.S. authorities are taking measures to make sure they are secure and free of foreign 

influence. 

 

For years, a number of polling places have gone more high tech with electronic voting machines. Fears 

about vulnerabilities in the systems in an increasingly interconnected world, however, is now turning eyes 

to a strikingly original idea -- paper ballots. 

 

The United States largely moved away from paper ballots after the 2004 Help America Vote Act replaced 

lever and punch-card voting machines with Direct Recording Electronic, or DRE, systems. The reform 

was a direct result of the notoriously contested 2000 presidential election, which triggered weeks of 

recounts and multiple complaints about the paper ballots in Florida. 

 

With Russia's purported interference in the 2016 vote, though, many election officials now believe the old 

way of doing things don't look quite so bad anymore. 

 

In May, the Senate intelligence committee issued a report that concluded Russian cyber actors surveilled 

about 20 state election systems with the intent of undermining confidence in the U.S. voting process two 

years ago. 

 

The committee said many of the electronic voting systems are now outdated, and recommended all states 

go back to paper ballots -- or, at the very least, mandate that electronic machines produce a paper hard 

copy that can be audited. 

 

Why Go Back to Paper? 

 

Nearly two dozen states and the District of Columbia have already said they will use only paper ballots in 

November, according to Verified Voting, and several more are considering the switch. 

 

While DRE voting machines were once viewed as a substantial upgrade over paper that avoids the 

potential pitfalls of lever and punch-card machines, it's becoming clear the newer machines may have been 

a bit short-sighted in their design. Advances in computer technology and greater global Internet 

accessibility have made those devices susceptible to hacking. 
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"If an electronic voting system is connected to the Internet or has wireless connectivity capability, then it's 

easy to understand how and why the voting equipment is vulnerable to hacking," Liz Howard, counsel for 

the Brennan Center for Justice at the New York University School of Law, told UPI. "Even machines not 

connected to the Internet are hackable through compromised memory cards used to set up the voting 

machine before each specific election or remote access software." 

 

Howard said all states using DRE machines should switch back to paper-based systems. Further, she said 

all states already using paper also ought to implement robust post-election audits. 

 

"One benefit of transition to paper-based voting systems is that the paper trail can be accessed and audited 

if any concerns -- ranging from hacking, software bugs to programming errors -- are raised," Howard said. 

"Further, the adoption of periodic routine post-election audits increases public confidence in election 

outcomes and acts as a deterrent to would-be bad actors." 

 

Since the 2016 election, Virginia is the only state to decertify and replace all of its paperless systems. 

 

This fall, 41 states will use voting systems at least a decade old and officials in 33 of those states said they 

must replace their machines by 2020, according to a report by the Brennan Center. 

 

"Some voting machines are using outdated software that is no longer supported, which means that vendors 

may no longer issue security patches for the software, which may result in significant vulnerabilities," said 

Howard. "We have voting systems in use that are hackable and do not create an auditable paper trail, 

which is a big concern." 

 

Fourteen states, though, still use electronic machines that don't print a paper receipt as their primary mode 

of voting. Five of those states -- Delaware, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Jersey, South Carolina -- 

use the paperless machines statewide. 

 

Six states -- Pennsylvania, Florida, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee and Texas -- use both paper ballots and 

paperless DRE machines. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 ‘Domain jacker’ jailed 20yrs for heist 

SOURCE https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/06/17/internet-domain-jacker-jailed-20-years-armed-

website-heist/  

GIST A man has been jailed for 20 years over the first known instance of armed "domain hijacking" in which he 

sought to gain control of a website at gunpoint. 

 

Sherman Hopkins Jr, 43, broke into the apartment of an internet entrepreneur in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 

wearing pantyhose on his head, dark sunglasses, and brandishing a stolen handgun. 

 

He demanded that Ethan Deyo, 26, get on his computer and transfer ownership of the internet domain 

name DoItForState.com from one account to another. 

 

After being pistol-whipped and repeatedly targeted with a Taser, Deyo gained control of the handgun 

during which he was shot in the leg. 

 

He then shot Hopkins several times in the chest and called police. 

 

Hopkins, who survived the incident in on June 21 last year, pleaded guilty to one count of "interference 

and attempted interference with commerce by threats and violence". 

 

The sentence was the result of a plea deal with prosecutors as he had previously been charged with more 

serious offences including kidnapping and use of a firearm during a violent crime. 
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DoItForState.com had already been inactive for a month before the attempted "domain jacking". 

 

The website had emerged from the University of Iowa as a forum for college students to post images of 

parties and wild antics. 

 

Before it was taken down the website described itself as showing "College stories, College Life, College 

Snaps.” 

 

A local police spokesman said the domain name was "valuable" and Hopkins had wanted it "transferred 

back" to a third party. It was not clear who the third party was. 

 

When Hopkins broke into his home Deyo, who previously worked for a company that hosts domain 

names, locked himself in a bedroom but the the home invader broke down the door. 

 

A criminal complaint from the US Attorney's Office in Iowa said: "Hopkins pulled out a piece of paper 

from his pocket, which contained a series of directions on how to change an internet domain name from 

one account to another account. 

 

"Hopkins put the firearm against the victim’s head and ordered him to follow the directions on the piece of 

paper. Hopkins also took the victim’s cell phone and threw it so that he could not call for help." 

 

When Deyo asked for a postal address and phone number, because they were required to transfer 

ownership of the domain name, Hopkins pistol-whipped him, then pulled out the Taser and used it several 

times. 

 

The complaint said: "Hopkins then cocked the gun. Fearing for his life, the victim quickly turned to move 

the gun away from his head.  The victim then managed to gain control of the gun, but during the struggle 

he was shot in the leg. 

 

"The victim shot Hopkins multiple times in his chest. He then contacted law enforcement." 

 

So-called "domain hijacking" is when someone gets control over a website illegally and it has happened 

many times, but the Iowa incident was thought to be the first time it has been done by an armed assailant. 

 

Sentencing Hopkins in Iowa, US District Senior Judge Linde Reade said his actions had been "brutal and 

senseless". 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Group: Bitcoin could break internet 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-17/bitcoin-could-break-the-internet-central-

banks-overseer-says  

GIST The Bank for International Settlements just told the cryptocurrency world it’s not ready for prime time -- 

and as far as mainstream financial services go, may never be. 

 

In a withering 24-page article released Sunday as part of its annual economic report, the BIS said Bitcoin 

and its ilk suffered from “a range of shortcomings” that would prevent cryptocurrencies from ever 

fulfilling the lofty expectations that prompted an explosion of interest -- and investment -- in the would-be 

asset class. 

 

The BIS, an 88-year-old institution in Basel, Switzerland, that serves as a central bank for other central 

banks, said cryptocurrencies are too unstable, consume too much electricity, and are subject to too much 

manipulation and fraud to ever serve as bona fide mediums of exchange in the global economy. It cited the 

decentralized nature of cryptocurrencies -- Bitcoin and its imitators are created, transacted, and accounted 
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for on a distributed network of computers -- as a fundamental flaw rather than a key strength. 

 

In one of its most poignant findings, the BIS analyzed what it would take for the blockchain software 

underpinning Bitcoin to process the digital retail transactions currently handled by national payment 

systems. As the size of so many ledgers swell, the researchers found, it would eventually overwhelm 

everything from individual smartphones to servers. 

 

“The associated communication volumes could bring the Internet to a halt,” the report said. 

 

Researchers also said that the race by so-called Bitcoin miners to be the first to process transactions eats 

about the same amount of electricity as Switzerland does. “Put in the simplest terms, the quest for 

decentralized trust has quickly become an environmental disaster,” they said. 

 

The BIS is weighing in at pivotal moment in the cryptocurrency story. Even as Goldman Sachs Group 

Inc., the New York Stock Exchange, and other institutions take steps to offer clients access to the new 

marketplace, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission is cracking down on the offerings of new 

digital tokens, which it has found are rife with ripoffs. At the same time, cyber-attackers are hitting crypto 

exchanges regularly -- just last week, Bitcoin nosedived after a South Korean exchange reported it was 

hacked. It fell 0.9 percent to $6,438 as of 10:40 a.m. in Sydney on Monday. 

 

The value of the cryptocurrency market has plunged 53 percent this year to $280 billion, according to 

CoinMarketCap. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 US Cyber Command on the offensive 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/us-cyber-command-cyberattacks-pentagon-

hacking/2018/06/17/id/866673/  

GIST The United States Cyber Command has quietly taken a significantly more aggressive approach to 

defending against cyberattacks, a shift in strategy by the Pentagon that could heighten the risk of conflict 

with adversaries that sponsor menacing hacking groups, The New York Times reported on Sunday. 

 

The change from a largely defensive posture came in the spring, as the Pentagon ordered nearly daily raids 

on foreign networks in an attempt to disable cyberweapons before they can be used against the U.S., 

according to strategy documents, as well as military and intelligence officials. 

 

The change in approach came as a result of both the greater authority given to military commanders 

overall by President Donald Trump and the recognition that the U.S. has not been defending itself 

adequately against the increasing number of attacks. 

 

This is especially so since U.S. intelligence agencies have for several years identified cyberthreats as the 

No. 1 risk facing the country, greater even than terrorism. 

 

However, it is unclear how carefully the administration has taken into consideration the various risks 

involved if the plan is acted on in classified operations, particularly how to avoid an unforeseen escalation 

against nuclear-armed nations as it wields its growing cyberarsenal. 

 

The risks of escalation, which could lead to retaliatory strikes against American banks, dams, financial 

markets or communications networks, are considerable, according to officials. 

 

Another factor that has to be taken into consideration is that such aggressive actions against an adversary 

often requires secretly operating in the networks of an ally, which frequently made the Obama 

administration think carefully about doing so. 

 

But under the Trump administration, the traditional structure of White House oversight of cyberactivities 
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is being taken apart, as new national security adviser John Bolton eliminated the position of White House 

cybercoordinator, who had overseen the complex mix of cyberactivities run by the government. 

 

This new aggressive approach comes as a special authority is helping Cyber Command to streamline and 

expedite its recruitment and hiring processes in order to add the necessary personnel, according to the 

Department of Defense. 

 

The objective of the overall strategy, according to the new "vision statement" quietly issued by the 

command, is to "contest dangerous adversary activity before it impairs our national power," the Times 

reported. 

 

Pushing American defenses "as close as possible to the origin of adversary activity extends our reach to 

expose adversaries' weaknesses, learn their intentions and capabilities, and counter attacks close to their 

origins," the document says. "Continuous engagement imposes tactical friction and strategic costs on our 

adversaries, compelling them to shift resources to defense and reduce attacks." 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Germany: suspected biological terror plot 

SOURCE https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-44494010 

GIST German police are searching flats in a Cologne tower block where a Tunisian man is suspected of having 

kept highly toxic ricin. 

  

The 29-year-old man, named in German media only as Sief Allah H, is being questioned by police. 

  

Police stormed his flat on Tuesday and found a chemical which turned out to be ricin. He is suspected of 

planning a biological terror attack. 

  

Ricin is a poison found naturally in castor beans. 

  

German security sources quoted by RP news, which is based in the Cologne region, said the quantity of 

ricin found was enough for up to 1,000 toxic doses. 

  

Police have sealed off the apartment block in Cologne-Chorweiler district. They are searching two flats 

rented by the suspect, as well as six other empty flats and some public areas in the building. 

  

The authorities say there is no immediate danger to the other residents. 

  

Experts from the Robert Koch Institute - a prestigious scientific research centre - are with police at the 

scene. 

  

Germany's top constitutional protection official, Hans-Georg Maassen, said it was "very probable that a 

terror attack was foiled here". 

  

Ricin made headlines internationally when it was found to have killed a Bulgarian dissident, Georgi 

Markov, in an infamous umbrella stabbing in London during the Cold War. 

  

The exiled writer and BBC journalist, an opponent of Bulgaria's then-Communist government, was 

stabbed in the thigh in 1978. Later a tiny 1.7mm platinum pellet with a ricin-filled cavity was found in his 

body. 

  

There is no antidote to ricin poisoning. Because of its high toxicity it is listed among biological weapons. 
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Tiny doses can be fatal if administered by injection or inhaled as a powder. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Finland: first terrorism crime sentencing 

SOURCE https://yle.fi/uutiset/osasto/news/finlands_first_terror_attack_life_sentence_for_turku_stabber/1025

7371 

GIST The District Court of South-West Finland has found a Moroccan man guilty on two counts of murder with 

terrorist intent and eight counts of attempted murder with terrorist intent, and sentenced him to life in 

prison. This marks the first time that a crime in Finland has been legally classified as terrorism. 

  

The court declared that the attacks were carried out in a premeditated and exceptionally cruel manner. 

  

The court in Turku, where Abderrahman Bouanane carried out the assault last summer, handed down its 

ruling on Friday afternoon. The defence may appeal the decision. 

  

The 23-year-old admitted to killing two women and injuring eight other people on and near Turku’s main 

square in August. His trial proceedings began in April. 

  

Psychological testing determined that he was sane at the time of the stabbings. 

  

The main question during the five weeks of hearings and deliberations centred on whether his acts were 

motivated by terrorism, making it the first case of its kind in Finland. 

  

The prosecutors argued – successfully – that the attacks constituted murder with terrorist intent and 

attempted murder with terrorist intent. The defence claimed that they fit the standard definition of 

manslaughter and attempted manslaughter – despite the fact that their client himself described the attacks 

as terrorism. 

  

Bouanane released a video before the stabbing spree, claiming it in the name of ISIS. The terror group has 

not claimed responsibility for the attack. 

  

The man arrived in Finland in 2016 as an asylum seeker, but his application was rejected later that year. 

He has been in prison in Turku since the attack. 

  

The average length of a ‘life sentence’ in Finland is just over 14 years. A convict may be eligible for 

release after 12 years, while the longest prison term ever lasted 22 years. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Wisconsin woman jailed for terrorism 

SOURCE https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/crime/2018/06/15/cudahy-mom-charged-promoting-isis-

attacks-held-without-bail/702851002/ 

GIST A Cudahy woman charged with promoting the terrorist group ISIS and giving specific instructions on how 

to carry out attacks was ordered held without bail in federal court in Milwaukee Friday. 

  

Waheba Issa Dais, a 45-year-old homemaker and mother of seven, was arrested this week by the FBI on a 

charge of attempting to provide material support or resources to a foreign terrorist organization.  

  

The criminal complaint says that in recent months Dais had hacked other people's social media accounts 

and used them to give instructions on how to carry out attacks in the name of the Islamic State, also known 

as ISIS. 

  

Dais, who pledged her allegiance to ISIS, suggested attacking churches, street festivals and "celebrations 
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in summer" where there was a likelihood of many civilian deaths. She also suggested attacking "a 

government post" and public water sources with the highly toxic compound ricin, the complaint said. 

  

When an undercover FBI employee posing as a supporter of ISIS wrote to Dais that he had no experience 

in making bombs, Dais responded, "No problem. Making bombs is easy, and you can also start with 

poisons. I have a (social media) Channel you may benefit from ... I advise you start with poison," the 

complaint said.  

  

Dais came to this country from Jerusalem in 1992 and is a lawful permanent resident. Five of her seven 

children were living with her in what was described by the prosecutor as deplorable conditions in a home 

in Cudahy. 

   

In arguing for detention, Assistant U.S. Attorney Greg Haanstad said Dais created a virtual online library 

with instructions on how to make poison, explosive vests and bombs, and encouraged attacks.  

  

"She has shown a disregard for human life," Haanstad said, adding she offered to assist "in mass killing." 

  

Haanstad also said the father of Dais' younger children told FBI agents that Dais showed her 5-year-old 

son beheading videos. That father is no longer living with the family and was described as estranged from 

Dais.  

  

The children have been placed by protective services and Dais has been assigned an attorney for 

proceedings in Milwaukee County Children's Court related to placement. 

  

Dais has been diagnosed as having depression and is bipolar, but is not taking prescribed medication, 

Haanstad said. She talked to the FBI for three hours after her arrest. A son told the FBI that he knew what 

his mother was doing and told her to stop, Haanstad said. 

  

Defense attorney John Campion, a federal public defender, said Dais should be released to care for her 

children and because she has no criminal record. He said Dais cooks for her family every day, denying that 

there was no food in the house. He said she is strapped for money and does not work outside the home, 

counting on help from family. 

  

"This is a person who is very likely to be cooperative," he said.  

  

Campion said if Dais was such a risk, the government would have arrested her immediately after she 

posted suggestions about the attack. Haanstad countered that such investigations take time. 

  

U.S. Magistrate Judge Nancy Joseph said she ordered detention because of the seriousness of the charges, 

which carry a maximum penalty of up to 20 years in prison, the fact that Dais went so far as to hack 

accounts and that she posted repeatedly.  
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HEADLINE 06/15 NATO: women’s role in terror groups 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/public-leaders-network/2018/jun/15/nato-terrorist-groups-women-

food-water 

GIST Terrorist groups are using gender dynamics more effectively to get women involved in violent action 

than those trying to battle extremism, according to Nato. 

  

Clare Hutchinson, the Nato secretary general’s special representative for women, peace and security 

since January, told a conference of female politicians in Vilnius that global terrorism is a transnational 

threat that requires a transnational approach, while avoiding simplistic assumptions about the role of 

women. 
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“We have to dismantle the assumption that women are always good and never bad,” she said, citing a 

long history of women being involved in terrorism since 1878, when Russian revolutionary Vera 

Zasulich shot the governor of St Petersburg and became the first person to be tried for terrorism. 

  

Many of today’s terrorist groups, said Hutchison, are building direct connections with women, who are 

often drawn into groups because they are in dire need. When there is no other support left for basics like 

water or food, and women can get that support only from a terror group, they take it and get drawn in, 

she said, adding that counter-terrorism projects are in danger of failing to see this, and that women’s 

involvement in terror is not always political. “Sometimes, it’s the simple fact that they need to feed their 

children,” she said. 

  

Hutchinson said many groups exploit gender dynamics, especially online, using the tendency of women 

to communicate and connect. “They are building a direct connection with women,” she said. 

  

Fauziya Abdi Ali, founder and president of Women in International Security in Kenya, agreed that 

violent extremists in countries were increasingly harnessing support from women and girls, often 

because in return they were helped.  

 

It can also be difficult for women and girls who had been captured by extremists to return to their 

normal way of life. “In Nigeria, women may undergo a rehabilitation programme, but can end up 

returning to groups like Boko Haram, because they are going back to the same economic situation they 

left,” she said. 

  

A 2017 study concluded that women are playing an increasingly significant role in terrorism, and 

Islamic State has been using increasing numbers of women to spearhead attacks. In early June, teenager 

Safaa Boular was found guilty of terrorist offences. Boular, who had plotted an attack on the British 

Museum in London, was part of the first all-female terrorist cell linked to Isis in the UK. Detectives 

involved in the case said it showed that young women within radicalised networks were no longer 

simply passengers or victims, but determined perpetrators of violence in their own right. 

  

Cheryl Frank, head of the transnational threats and international crime division at the Institute for 

Security Studies, said women needed to play a larger role in policy-making to prevent terrorism. 

“Women continue to be relegated to the role of community-based actors,” she said. “We need to bring 

women’s voices into policy and public spaces. That is not happening at the moment.” 

  

Frank also warned that millions of pounds are being poured into counter-terrorism preventive 

programmes, but more needs to be done to share information and learning around the world on the most 

effective ways to tackle terrorism. 

  

Mara Marinaki, principal gender adviser at the EU external action service, said it was important not just 

to focus on the role of women, but to reconfigure traditional notions of violence and masculinity, that 

they were somehow entwined in being a “real” man. 

  

She said there was an opportunity to reframe the rights and role of women and girls. “Countering 

violent extremism is a feminist agenda.” 
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HEADLINE 06/16 London: mother, daughter jailed for terror 

SOURCE http://ewn.co.za/2018/06/15/mother-and-daughter-jailed-in-uk-after-admitting-terrorism-charges 

GIST LONDON - A mother and daughter “filled with hate and toxic ideology” were jailed on Friday for 

planning terrorist attacks in London, including a likely knife rampage. 

  

Rizlaine Boular, 22, and her mother Mina Dich, 44, had earlier admitted preparing terrorist acts after 

having been tracked by police as they drove around carrying out reconnaissance of potential targets in 
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central London in April last year. 

  

The following day, the pair went to a supermarket in Wandsworth, southwest London where they bought a 

pack of three kitchen knives, police said. 

  

After their arrest, detectives recovered electronic devices from both Rizlaine’s and Mina’s address, on 

which they found Islamist extremist content. 

  

“(They) were filled with hate and toxic ideology and were determined to carry out a terrorist attack,” said 

Deputy Assistant Commissioner of London police Dean Haydon. 

  

“Had they been successful, it could well have resulted in people being killed or seriously injured,” he 

added in a statement. 

  

Boular was sentenced at the Old Bailey court to life imprisonment with a minimum term of 16 years. Dich 

received an extended sentence of 11 years and nine months. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Eiffel Tower fence nears completion  

SOURCE https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-44502949 

GIST Paris is to unveil its newly built perimeter defences around the Eiffel Tower to protect against terror 

threats. 

 

Temporary barriers were placed around the tower in June 2016, and are now being replaced with more 

permanent measures. 

 

Set to be completed in mid-July, the fences cost nearly €35 million ($40.1m; £30.1m). More than 240 

people have died in terror attacks in France since 2015. 

 

Bernard Gaudillère, president of the Société d'Exploitation de la Tour Eiffel (SETE) which runs the iconic 

monument, said the new walls were "rock-solid for absolute security". 

 

Glass walls measuring 6.5cm (2.5in) thick will form two sides of the square, with the other two blocked 

off by 3.24m (10.6ft) high metal barriers, exactly one-hundredth the height of the tower.  

 

To prevent vehicle attacks, 420 blocks will be placed in front of the glass walls as an added protection.  

The forecourt under the Eiffel tower has been closed to the public since June 2016, with anti-terror troops 

regularly patrolling the site. 

 

Mr Gaudillère said the temporary walls would be replaced with something "infinitely nicer and more 

romantic", as part of a €300m renovation of the tower ahead of the 2024 Olympic Games in Paris. 

 

Up to seven million tourists are expected to visit the tower in 2018 alone. Yet residents are not happy 

about the added security features. 

  

A group called Les Amis du Champ de Mars posted a statement online in May last year complaining about 

the lack of consultation with residents, the "exorbitant cost" of the fences, and the difficulty of access for 

buses and people with disabilities. 

  

They also allege the city used special measures afforded it by the state of emergency to push through the 

security changes without assessing their impact or the public interest. 

  

The country introduced tough anti-terror laws in October 2017 after almost two years of the national state 

of emergency imposed by then-President Francois Hollande in the wake of the Paris attacks. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 France: 2 terror bombing plots thwarted 

SOURCE http://www.france24.com/en/20180615-france-police-thwart-terror-plots-swingers-club-

gays?ref=tw_i 

GIST French police have thwarted two terror attacks, including one at a swingers' club, sources close to the 

investigations said Thursday. 

  

The prevented plots come weeks after a knifeman killed a man in Paris and as the country remains on high 

alert following a string of jihadist assaults since 2015 that have claimed more than 240 lives. 

  

One suspect, a 38-year-old "radicalised convert" to Islam, was arrested in the Indre region in the centre of 

the country. 

  

"An improvised explosive device was found at his home and the man admitted that he wanted to use it to 

target a swingers' club," the source told AFP. 

  

The man, originally from the Loiret region, was charged and taken into custody on May 17 for 

"associating with terrorist criminals" and "preparing an act of terrorism", a judicial source said. 

  

Hours earlier police sources said two other men had been charged on suspicion of planning an attack in the 

name of the Islamic State group which may have targeted gay people. 

  

Sources close to the probe said the men, described as friends aged 21 and 22, were arrested Saturday in the 

Seine-et-Marne region east of Paris. 

  

Searches found two knives, a detonation system and IS propaganda material in their possession, a source 

said. 

  

"Their plan was still ill-defined at this stage, but there were elements to suggest they planned to attack 

homosexuals," one source added. 

  

The two men, said to be unknown to security services, were charged on Tuesday by an anti-terrorism 

judge and detained. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 DPS iWatchTexas: see, say something  

SOURCE https://www.sanmarcosrecord.com/news/new-app-helping-texans-report-suspicious-activity 

GIST AUSTIN — The Department of Public Safety is making it easier for Texans who see something to say 

something. 

  

The DPS recently launched iWatchTexas, a mobile application (app) the public can use to report 

suspicious activities or behaviors that may indicate ongoing or future criminal or terrorist activity. 

  

The iWatch Texas program was created as a partnership between communities and law enforcement, 

and utilizes public tips related to criminal activity. DPS developed the new iWatchTexas mobile app at 

the direction of Governor Greg Abbott to make it easier for the public to report suspicious activity in 

Texas, including criminal, terroristic or school safety-related threats. 

  

“The new iWatchTexas mobile app is one of several solutions that Texas is implementing immediately 

to identify and report those who may pose a threat to our schools and to our communities,” Abbott said. 

“Our law enforcement officers often rely on vigilant Texans to help keep communities safe, and this 
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new tool will give everyone the ability to quickly and easily communicate with authorities and help 

prevent future tragedies.” 

  

The app is now available for iPhone users on the Apple App Store (iWatchTexas) and for Android users 

on Google Play (iWatchTexas). 

  

“Amid the growing threats to public safety by malicious actors, we want to remind the public that they 

can be law enforcement’s greatest resource to combat those intent on harming others, including 

innocent schoolchildren and administrators,” DPS Director Steven McCraw said. “By launching this 

new mobile app at the direction of Gov. Abbott, we are providing an additional and easy way for the 

public to report any illegal or suspicious behavior, which may ultimately help save lives.” 

  

The public can report suspicious behaviors through the iWatch Texas program via the new mobile app, 

online or by calling 1-844-643-2251. A report usually takes fewer than five minutes to complete, and 

once submitted, each report is reviewed by law enforcement analysts. All reports are confidential 

(providing contact information, which is optional, will allow for follow-up questions). 

  

Preparations for crime, terrorist attacks and threats to school safety may often be seen but not reported. 

When in doubt, speak up. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Drone strike kills Pakistan Taliban chief 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/06/16/pakistan-killing-pakistan-taliban-chief-significant.html 

GIST ISLAMABAD –  Pakistani caretaker Prime Minister Nasir-ul-Mulk has described the killing of Pakistani 

Taliban chief Mullah Fazlullah in a U.S. drone strike in Afghanistan as a "significant development in the 

fight against terrorism." 

 

Mulk made the comment in a telephone conversation with Afghan President Ashraf Ghani and thanked 

him for sharing information about Fazlullah's killing. The call was initiated by Ghani. 

 

A government statement says an "action had finally been taken against an enemy of the people and state of 

Pakistan." 

 

Mulk told Ghani the news about Fazlullah's death would be received throughout Pakistan with relief as 

Pakistanis had borne the brunt of terrorist attacks by the Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan, which Fazlullah 

headed. 

 

Fazlullah, who was killed in Afghanistan's northeastern Kunar province, had ordered the assassination of 

Nobel Peace Prize winner Malala Yousafzai. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Ethiopia pardons hundreds for ‘terrorism’ 

SOURCE https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/06/ethiopia-pardons-hundreds-sentenced-terrorism-charges-

180615162548089.html 

GIST The government of Ethiopia has said it will release more than 304 prisoners, including 289 convicted on 

"terrorism" charges, according to state media. 

 

The move is part of a raft of reforms pledged by authorities after violent unrest broke out three years ago, 

sparked by an urban development plan for the capital, Addis Ababa, that critics said would trigger land 

seizures in the surrounding Oromia region. 

 

The demonstrations quickly spread to other parts of the country, with protesters demanding wider political 
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freedom and equality, as well as an end to human rights abuses. 

 

Those pardoned on Friday include three Kenyans, who were released following an agreement between the 

two countries to strengthen bilateral relations, according to a statement sent to state-affiliated Fana by 

Ethiopia's attorney general. 

 

More than 1,000 prisoners have been released or slated for release since Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed came 

to power in April. 

 

Abiy took office after his predecessor, Hailemariam Desalegn, abruptly resigned amid widespread anti-

government protests that claimed the lives of several hundred people, mainly in the restive Oromia and 

Amhara regions. 

 

Among those freed in recent months are several senior opposition leaders accused of charges such as 

"terrorism" or incitement to topple the government. 

 

One of them is Andargachew Tsige who was found guilty of "terrorism" and sentenced to death in absentia 

in 2009 over his role in the opposition group Ginbot 7. 

 

The father of three was arrested during a stopover at a Yemen airport in June 2014 and taken to Ethiopia. 

Last month, Ethiopia lifted its state of emergency and Abiy has been making numerous changes in a 

country considered highly repressive by rights groups 

 

The East African state has also made moves towards repairing relations with rival and neighbour, Eritrea. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 State Dept. World Cup travel advisory 

SOURCE http://thehill.com/policy/national-security/392587-us-warns-americans-of-terrorist-threat-at-world-

cup 

GIST The State Department is warning Americans traveling to Russia for the World Cup that terrorists could 

target the games or related venues during the monthlong tournament, though it has not mentioned any 

specific threats. 

 

The department issued a travel advisory on Friday urging Americans to "reconsider travel to Russia due to 

terrorism and harassment." 

 

"Although security for the World Cup will be extensive, terrorists may seek to attack event locations such 

as stadiums and Fan Fest viewing areas, tourist sites, transportation hubs, and other public venues," it 

states. 

 

The State Department's advisory also notes that assistance to U.S. citizens from American consulate 

services could be "unreasonably" delayed by Russian authorities. 

 

"Due to the Russian government-imposed reduction on U.S. diplomatic personnel in Russia, the U.S. 

government has reduced ability to provide services to U.S. citizens," the department wrote. 

 

Russia faces unrest in the North Ossetia and Chechnya regions, among others, according to the advisory. 

 

The travel advisory was issued two days after it was announced that the U.S., Canada and Mexico had won 

a joint bid to host the 2026 World Cup. 

 

President Trump had lobbied for the bid on his Twitter account and during a press conference with 

Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari in April. 
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"The U.S., together with Mexico and Canada, just got the World Cup," Trump tweeted on Wednesday. 

"Congratulations - a great deal of hard work!" 

 

This year's World Cup in Russia kicked off Thursday and is slated to go until July 15. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Explosions rock Nigeria mosque; 20 dead 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/17/africa/nigeria-damboa-mosque-attack/index.html  

GIST Lagos, Nigeria (CNN)Twin bomb blasts at a mosque in northeastern Nigeria killed at least 20 people and 

wounded scores more, local police told CNN. 

 

The explosions rocked the remote town of Damboa in Borno State late Saturday as worshippers who had 

gathered to celebrate Eid al-Fitr returned home, police said. 

 

Borno State Commissioner of Police Damian Chukwu said the number of casualties may rise as many of 

the wounded were in critical condition and may not survive. 

 

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the attack, but police suspect the terror group Boko 

Haram, whose militants mainly inhabit areas in northern Nigeria and routinely carry out bombings and 

kidnappings. 

 

"The blasts were massive as 20 people died instantly," said Chukwu. "Over 48 people were injured and 

taken to health facilities even outside the town, and not many will survive. We are still collating the 

figures." 

 

Police said the bombings appeared coordinated and aimed at the greater Damboa community. 

 

"It was a planned attack from what we are seeing on ground. The insurgents detonated other explosives 

they had planted around the market and houses around the area to capture those that may not enter the 

mosque," Chukwu said. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Saudi-led coalition hit Yemen main port 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-yemen-security/arab-aircraft-hammer-houthis-around-airport-

of-major-yemen-port-hodeidah-idUSKBN1JE0P4  

GIST ADEN (Reuters) - Saudi-led coalition aircraft bombarded Houthi fighters holed up at the airport of 

Yemen’s main port Hodeidah on Monday as a senior alliance official said he hoped U.N. diplomacy could 

coax the Iran-aligned movement to relinquish the city. 

 

There are fears that a prolonged battle for the city, where the Houthis are dug in to protect critical supply 

lines from the Red Sea to their bastion in the capital Sanaa, could aggravate what is already the world’s 

most urgent humanitarian crisis. 

 

The Western-backed Arab alliance launched an onslaught on Hodeidah six days ago in order to turn the 

tables in a long stalemated, proxy war between Saudi Arabia and Iran that has compounded instability 

across the Middle East. 

 

The United Arab Emirates, a key component of the coalition, is spearheading the Hodeidah offensive, now 

focused on the airport of the Red Sea city. 

 

On Monday Apache helicopter gunships fired at Houthi snipers and other fighters positioned on the 

rooftops of schools and homes in the Manzar neighborhood abutting the airport compound, according to 
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local residents. 

 

The upsurge in fighting has wounded dozens of civilians and prevented aid organizations from reaching 

parts of Hodeidah. 

 

U.N. human rights chief Zeid Ra’ad al-Hussein voiced concern that the onslaught could endanger millions 

of civilians. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 US-backed fighters capture key area 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-backed-syrian-fighters-capture-key-village-

55958296?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A U.S.-backed Syrian force says it has captured an important village near the Iraqi border from the Islamic 

State group. 

 

The Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces said on Sunday that its fighters captured Dashishah in the 

northeastern province of Hassakeh, a major crossing point between Iraq and Syria when IS ran its self-

styled caliphate. 

 

The group, which has been among the most effective in fighting IS in Syria, added that SDF fighters also 

entered the town of Naserah and are about 3 kilometers (2 miles) from the Iraqi border. 

 

The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, a war monitor, said the SDF captured 22 villages 

and farms in the area during two weeks of fighting. It added that 49 extremists have been killed since the 

SDF's offensive on Hassakeh's IS-held area. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Suicide bomber targets Taliban fighters 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/death-toll-suicide-bombing-afghanistan-climbs-36-

55953865?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A suicide bomber struck in Afghanistan's eastern city of Jalalabad on Sunday, killing at least 19 people in 

the second attack in as many days targeting Taliban fighters, security forces and civilians celebrating a 

holiday cease-fire. The Taliban later rejected an extension of the cease-fire. 

 

Najibullah Kamawal, director of the provincial health department, said another 60 people were wounded 

in the attack, which struck a crowd of people as they left the governor's compound. 

 

Saturday's attack, which also took place in Jalalabad, killed at least 36 people and wounded 65, according 

to Kamawal, director of the provincial health department. 

 

No one has claimed the attacks, but they appeared to be the work of the Islamic State group, which is not 

included in the cease-fire and has clashed with the Taliban in the past. The local IS affiliate has a strong 

presence in the province. 

 

The bomber on Saturday targeted a gathering of Taliban fighters who were celebrating a three-day truce 

coinciding with the Eid al-Fitr holiday. 

 

After the attack, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani announced a nine-day extension of the cease-fire. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Afghan Taliban reject ceasefire extension 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-suicide-bombing-afghanistan-kills-10-

55955666?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Afghanistan's Taliban has rejected an extension to a three-day cease-fire coinciding with the Eid al-Fitr 

holiday. 

 

Afghan President Ashraf Ghani announced a nine-day extension of the cease-fire after a suicide bombing 

killed 36 people on Saturday, in hopes that the Taliban would respond in kind. 

 

But on Sunday the Taliban announced that their cease-fire had ended and that they have no intention of 

extending it. "The cease-fire was announced by the Taliban for just the three days of the Eid holidays 

which have come to an end this Sunday evening," said Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid in a 

statement. "All Mujahidin (Taliban) should continue their operations against foreign invaders and their 

puppets," 

 

The Taliban's statement added that their cease-fire for their fighters to celebrate the holiday peacefully and 

not in response to the government's cease-fire announcement. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Syria: US-led strike hits govt. troops 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syria-us-led-strike-hits-troops-east-us-

55968188?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Syrian state media reported Monday that an airstrike against pro-government forces in the far east of the 

country caused casualties, while Iraqi officials said 20 Shiite paramilitaries were killed just across the 

border. 

 

The Syrian state TV report said the airstrike occurred around midnight in the village of al-Hari, to the 

southeast of the border town of Boukamal, and was carried out by the U.S.-led coalition battling the 

Islamic State group. But a coalition spokesman said it had not carried out any strikes in the area. 

 

The state TV report, quoting an unnamed military official, gave no breakdown of the casualties other than 

saying there "were several martyrs and others were wounded." 

 

In Baghdad, Iraqi officials said Popular Mobilization Forces — the mostly Shiite state-sanctioned 

paramilitaries — came under attack south of the town of Qaim, just across the border from Boukamal. 

They said 20 fighters were killed and dozens were wounded, adding that the cause of the attack was not 

immediately clear. The Iraqi officials spoke on condition of anonymity because they were not authorized 

to speak to the media. 

 

U.S. military spokesman Col. Sean Ryan said the coalition was looking into the reports. 

 

"We are aware of the strike near Boukamal, however there have been no strikes by U.S. or coalition forces 

in that area," he said. "We're looking into who that could possibly be but it wasn't the U.S. or the 

coalition." 

 

Syrian and Iraqi forces have driven IS from virtually all the territory it once held in both countries, but the 

militants still control some remote areas along the border. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Philippines target ISIS-linked militants 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/philippine-airstrikes-target-linked-militants-
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marawi-55969024?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A Philippine military official says airstrikes and ground assaults have targeted a group of Islamic State 

group-linked militants, including their leader, who helped lead a five-month siege in southern Marawi city 

last year. 

 

Army Col. Romeo Brawner says the military received reports that at least five militants were killed in 

Sunday's offensive but the deaths haven't been confirmed. The offensive sparked gunbattles between 

troops and the extremists in mountainous areas of Lanao del Sur province. Hundreds of villagers fled from 

nearby towns as the offensive got underway. 

 

Brawner said Monday the offensive targeted about 40 militants led by Owayda Benito Marohombsar, who 

uses the nom de guerre Abu Dar. He was among those who led the attack on Marawi, but managed to 

escape before troops quelled the uprising in October. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Bangladesh deadly drug crackdown 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/bangladesh-launches-deadly-drug-crackdown-as-rohingya-crisis-fuels-

smuggling-1529236803?mod=hp_major_pos1  

GIST DHAKA, Bangladesh—Hundreds of police officers toting carbines swarmed a gritty Dhaka slum recently, 

overturning beds in homes, riffling through the wallets and bags of cafe patrons and eventually shoving 50 

suspected drug users into the back of police vans. 

 

It was a regular night in a new crackdown on drugs in Bangladesh, marked by an aggressive campaign 

since mid-May in which police have arrested some 13,000 people and killed more than 100 in raids, 

according to the government. 

 

Odhikar, a Bangladeshi human rights group, accused the security forces of carrying out 149 extrajudicial 

killings in May, most of them in connection with the drug crackdown, compared with an average of less 

than 20 a month in the first four months of the year, according to its statistics. 

 

Hasanul Haq Inu, Bangladesh’s minister of information, said that the expanded campaign was necessary to 

disrupt drug distribution networks, and that the killings involved situations where armed drug criminals 

shot at police. 

 

The antidrug campaign stems from an influx of a cheap methamphetamine concoction known as yaba 

finding its way into Bangladesh, fed in large part by the turmoil since some 700,000 Rohingya were driven 

from their homes in Myanmar by the military last August into Bangladesh, according to Bangladeshi 

police. 

 

Yaba is mainly produced in lawless regions of northern Myanmar, where rebel militias that rely on drug 

revenue have long held sway and fed markets in Thailand and Cambodia. But the security breakdown in 

western Myanmar since the Rohingya, a persecuted Muslim minority in the Buddhist-majority country, 

were expelled last year is giving the traffickers an expanded opportunity, Bangladeshi police say. 

 

“Only Myanmar is pushing yaba,” said Jamil Hasan, deputy commissioner of the detective branch of the 

Dhaka Metropolitan Police, observing as police pushed suspected yaba users into vans during a roundup. 

Though the United Nations antinarcotics agency has said that Myanmar and Bangladesh could foil 

trafficking networks if their border police worked together, Hasanul Haq Inu, Bangladesh’s minister of 

information, said the Rohingya crisis had created tensions that made coordinating the forces difficult. 

 

“Cooperation in stopping the yaba trade is a little bit cumbersome and slow,” Mr. Inu said. His 
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government has repeatedly asked Myanmar’s authorities to shut down yaba labs. 

 

Police Col. Aung Myat Moe, head of the Myanmar police force in Rakhine State, where the Rohingya 

lived, said police have established more than 80 land and sea checkpoints to intercept drug traffickers but 

said they didn’t know who was behind the yaba trade. 

 

Jeremy Douglas, regional representative of the U.N. Office on Drugs and Crime for Southeast Asia, said 

that skilled chemists working for rebel groups in northern Myanmar have scaled up yaba production in 

recent years, even as demand has peaked in traditional markets. 

 

“They have extra supply and they’re dumping it into Bangladesh at a low price point,” Mr. Douglas said. 

The gangs prefer making and distributing yaba over opium, used in the region’s older heroin trade, 

because it cuts out poppy farmers and concentrates profits in their hands. 

 

Bangladeshi police say drug traffickers are using young Rohingya men in the camps, who lack 

employment opportunities, as drug runners. Rohingya have been arrested by Bangladeshi authorities as 

part of the antidrug campaign, including a recent case where a 12-year old boy was compelled to ingest a 

load of yaba capsules and bring them into Dhaka, the capital, before members of the ring that recruited 

him were arrested. 

 

The violent antidrug campaign is drawing comparisons by human-rights groups with similar crackdowns 

in the region, where the Philippines war on drugs launched by President Rodrigo Duterte has led to 

thousands of deaths. 

 

“Bangladesh deserves to be commended for its tremendous support for Rohingya refugees, setting an 

example for the world,” U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein said, in a 

statement condemning the drug killings. “I urge the government to build on this respect for human rights 

in other areas, including in its fight against drug-related crimes.” 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Panhandlers pose as Buddhists monks 

SOURCE https://www.kgw.com/article/news/local/seattle-buddhists-concerned-by-panhandlers-dressed-as-

monks/283-564683063 

GIST Members of the Seattle Buddhist community are concerned by a years-long issue - fake monks reportedly 

panhandling downtown. 

  

“This is happening all over the world, in major U.S. cities,” said Steve Wilhelm, editor of NW Dharma 

News. 

  

Wilhelm has been practicing Buddhism for more than 30 years and has met plenty of monks. 

  

“None of them would be doing this, none of them would be out in the street,” he said. “They’re not out in 

the street asking for anyone to do anything.” 

  

The purported monks often approach people in heavily trafficked areas. Wilhelm said it’s common for 

them to slip a beaded bracelet on someone’s wrist or hand them a gold card reading, “Word Smoothly, 

Lifetime Peace.” Then they ask for payment. 

  

One monk was observed removing the bracelet from someone’s wrist when she appeared to politely 

refuse. 

  

Miriam Martinez often sees men in robes outside the store she manages on 1st Avenue, Simply Seattle. 

  

“It does make me uncomfortable because I don’t know how much money they ask for,” she said. “People 
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do fall for it every single time. I see people give them money every single day.” 

  

“I honor the fact that anyone feels generous enough that they want to donate to such a purported effort,” 

Wilhelm said. “That’s to people’s credit. But they should just know monastics would not be out in the 

street asking for money. Monks don’t do that. So if someone does that, they’re not a monk.” 

  

That’s why he recommends asking basic questions about where the money goes. Wilhelm approached one 

man in robes panhandling near the Pike Place Market to do just that. When approached by the Wilhelm 

and a KING 5 camera, the man walked away. 

  

“What monastery are you from?” Wilhelm asked. The man did not respond. Another person in similar 

robes began to walk away across the street. 

  

“He’s just a guy conning people,” Wilhelm said. 

  

That behavior did not inspire confidence in Martinez. 

  

“That does say a lot,” she said. “If you were actually raising money for a cause or congregation, you 

would stop and explain yourself, but if you’re hiding something, obviously you want to run away and get 

out of the situation. That doesn’t speak well of them at all.” 

  

A spokesperson for Seattle police said the department receives several complaints about the monks every 

year and has been aware of it for some time. However, he said they don’t believe the act itself is illegal – 

though officers could issue an aggressive panhandling ticket if a situation escalated or potentially arrest 

someone for pedestrian interference. 

  

KING 5 did not observe any men in monk’s robes become aggressive, but Wilhelm said he’s seen 

confrontations escalate before when they’re questioned. 

  

He said the situation still frustrates him and wishes there would be more enforcement. 

  

“Well, it’s sad,” he said. “They’re misrepresenting themselves, scamming people. It’s sad. Begging on the 

street, that’s OK, but they shouldn’t make believe that they’re someone else, and they shouldn’t prevent 

the tradition of the Dharma.” 
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HEADLINE 06/15 PCSO: man loses $5,400 to scam artists 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/15/pierce-county-man-loses-5400-to-scam-artists/ 

GIST PIERCE COUNTY, Wash. – A 25-year-old Spanaway man is out $5,400 and his mother nearly coughed 

up another $3,000 as part of a well-oiled and somewhat complicated scam, the Pierce County sheriff’s 

department said. 

  

Before we get to the nuts and bolts, a piece of advice: If somebody on the other end of the phone has bad 

news and is demanding gift cards to make it go away, it’s extremely likely you’re talking to a scammer. 

  

In this case, the scammers used phone-number-spoofing technology and two separate cons to try to pry 

money out of the mother and son. 

  

In the mother’s case, they told her that they’d kidnapped her son. They spoofed his number when they 

called her, demanding that she buy $3,000 worth of gift cards and give them the codes over the phone. 

  

Fortunately, alert employees at the Albertsons on Canyon Road pieced together what was happening and 

called 911 before she could buy the cards. 
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In the son’s case, they scammers spoofed the phone number for the sheriff’s department, told the man 

there was an arrest warrant for him because he’d missed jury duty, and said he needed to buy more than 

$5,000 in gift cards to get out of it. Unfortunately for him, he bought the cards. 

  

Here’s where this scam gets scary. 

  

While talking to the woman, she asked them to prove they had her son and demanded to talk to him. So, 

the scammers got the man on the phone as part of his scam, conferenced him in with his mom, and 

convinced her it was legit. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Report: Minn. officers directed ketamine 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/16/us/ketamine-minneapolis-police.html 

GIST Minneapolis police officers asked emergency medical workers dozens of times over three years to inject 

suspects and others with the powerful anesthetic ketamine, including some who were already restrained, 

The Star Tribune reported on Friday. 

 

In some cases, the drug caused heart or breathing failure and required those injected to be revived or 

intubated, according to the newspaper. 

 

The Star Tribune said it had obtained a draft report of an investigation by the Office of Police Conduct 

Review, a division of the city’s Department of Civil Rights. 

 

Ketamine has for decades been used as an anesthetic for humans and animals as well as abused as a 

recreational hallucinogenic drug known as Special K. Researchers have also explored its therapeutic uses 

in treating depression. 

 

The Star Tribune, citing the draft report, said the number of documented injections of ketamine during 

police calls increased to 62 last year from three in 2012, including four times on the same person. 

 

In one case, officers and emergency medical workers responded to a call about a man who appeared to be 

in a mental health crisis. 

 

Four officers and two medical responders arrived and decided to sedate the man, according to the report 

authors, who reviewed body camera footage, The Star Tribune reported. 

 

Upon seeing the needle, the man said he did not want the shot. “Whoa, whoa, that’s not cool!” he pleaded, 

according to the newspaper. “I don’t need that!” 

 

He was injected with the drug twice and secured to a chair. “Shortly after, he became nonverbal and 

unintelligible, prompting one officer to remark, ‘He just hit the K-hole,’ a slang term for the intense 

delirium brought on by ketamine,” the newspaper reported. 

 

Until last month, the police had no policy for using the drug, which the department manual classified as a 

“date rape drug” because it is a powerful sedative that can erase or alter memory. 

 

Side effects of the drug can include changes in blood pressure and heart rate, delirium, agitation, confusion 

and hallucinations, said Dr. Scott Krakower, assistant unit chief of psychiatry at Zucker Hillside Hospital 

in Glen Oaks, N.Y. If it is not administered properly, it could lead to cardiac and respiratory problems and 

potentially worsen agitation, he added. 

 

John B. Gordon, the executive director of the A.C.L.U. of Minnesota, said on Friday he first learned of the 

injections from The Star Tribune report. 
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If officers directed medical responders to administer the drug, it amounted to a “horrible abuse of power,” 

he said. 

 

Members of Hennepin Healthcare, the main emergency medical service provider in Minneapolis, are 

authorized to use ketamine when a patient is “profoundly agitated,” unable to be restrained and a danger to 

themselves or others, according to its policy, The Star Tribune said, adding that the draft report found 

cases in which emergency medical workers used it on people who did not appear to fit those criteria. 

 

Around the time the draft report was completed last month, Police Cmdr. Todd Sauvageau issued an order 

that officers “shall never suggest or demand” that emergency medical personnel sedate a person. “This is a 

decision that needs to be clearly made by EMS personnel, not MPD officers,” the order said. 

 

In a statement on Friday, Police Chief Medaria Arradondo emphasized that the draft report was incomplete 

“and devoid of any input from medical personnel,” and that releasing its contents “before its completion 

was irresponsible.” 

 

The report has not been made public and remained a “work in progress,” a spokesman for the Police 

Department, John Elder, said on Friday. 

 

Hennepin Healthcare said in a statement on Friday that it heard in early April that officers were asking that 

ketamine be used and relayed its concerns to the police on May 3. 

 

“While a police request for ketamine may occur, the final decision is always made by professional medical 

personnel,” the agency said. “Last year, ketamine sedations were used on 0.095 percent of our 81,500 

EMS calls for service.” 

 

Hennepin Healthcare said that the drug had been used by its emergency medical services since 2008, and 

that it had asked an independent agency to review eight specific cases cited in the report. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Arizona: weapons in vehicle near dam  

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/06/16/weapons-found-in-vehicle-used-to-block-hoover-dam-

bridge.html 

GIST Authorities in Arizona say two weapons were found inside the armor vehicle used to block a high span 

bridge on the Arizona-Nevada border. 

 

The Arizona Department of Public Safety says a rifle and handgun were found in the vehicle that Matthew 

P. Wright is accused of using to stop traffic Friday on the major highway linking Phoenix and Las Vegas. 

Authorities say the 30-year-old Henderson, Nevada, man initially stood outside the vehicle near the 

Hoover Dam holding a sign that read "release the OIG report." 

 

Wright was arrested after barricading himself for 90 minutes and then driving over tire spikes. 

 

Wright is currently being held at the Mohave County Jail on charges that include terrorist acts. Jail records 

didn't list an attorney who could comment on his behalf. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 India faces worsening water crisis  
SOURCE https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-44492994 

GIST The Niti Aayog report, which draws on data from 24 of India's 29 states, says the crisis is "only going to 

get worse" in the years ahead. 
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It also warns that 21 cities are likely to run out of groundwater by 2020 despite increasing demand. 

This would also threaten food security as 80% of water is used in agriculture. 

 

Indian cities and towns regularly run out water in the summer because they lack the infrastructure to 

deliver piped water to every home. 

 

Rural areas are also badly affected by a lack of access to clean water. They cannot rely on groundwater 

due to erratic rains and the fact that the groundwater is increasingly used for farming when monsoon rains 

are delayed or insufficient. 

 

Around 200,000 Indians die every year because they have no access to clean water, according to the 

report. 

 

Many end up relying on private water suppliers or tankers paid for the by the government. Winding queues 

of people waiting to collect water from tankers or public taps is a common sight in Indian slums. 

 

As cities and towns grow, the pressure on urban water resources is expected to increase - the report 

estimates that demand will be twice as much as available supply by 2030. Water scarcity would also 

account for a 6% loss in India's gross domestic product (GDP). 

 

Some Indian states, however, are doing a better job than others in managing their water. Gujarat in the 

west topped the report's rankings. It was closely followed by Madhya Pradesh in central India and Andhra 

Pradesh in the south. 

 

Fifteen of the 24 states scored better than they did the previous year, leading to one of the report's 

conclusions that "water management is improving across-the-board". 

 

But what remains alarming is that the states that are ranked the lowest - such as Uttar Pradesh and Haryana 

in the north or Bihar and Jharkhand in the east - are also home to nearly half of India's population as well 

the bulk of its agricultural produce. 

 

But, the report said, policymakers face a difficult situation because there is not enough data available on 

how households and industries use and manage water. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 IRS private debt collectors program 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/irs-most-serious-problem-private-debt-collectors/  

GIST Last year the IRS reactivated a program using private debt collectors to collect unpaid taxes from 

individuals with delinquent tax debts. According to the National Taxpayer Advocate, the IRS' Private Debt 

Collection (PDC) program is a "most serious problem." 

 

A troubling finding of a recent report was that taxpayers, whose tax debts were assigned to private 

collection agencies, entered into installment agreements that they are unable to afford, with approximately 

43 percent earning income below their allowable living expenses.  

 

To make matters worse, the program costs the U.S. Treasury more than the money it brings in. Part of the 

reason may be that the private collection agencies can keep up to 25 percent of what they collect. 

 

The taxpayers most likely to be contacted by the program's private debt collectors are those identified by 

the IRS to have an inactive tax receivable. A tax debt is deemed to be "inactive" when the IRS removes it 

from their active case list for lack of resources or inability to locate the individual, or if more than a year 

has passed since the taxpayer had any interaction with the IRS for the collection of the over-due tax.  

 

Private collection agencies will first request full payment of the debt. If the taxpayer can't immediately 
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pay, the agency will then offer an installment agreement. 

 

Beware of phone scams 

There have been many reports of phone scams by individuals who claim to represent the IRS and demand 

payment for tax debts, so it's important to know the difference between these scams and a legitimate IRS 

collection program. 

 

Taxpayers should know that the legitimate collection agencies will not call you. Instead, the IRS will send 

a letter on official IRS letterhead, called a Notice CP40. This will explain that your tax debt has been 

assigned to one of the private debt collection firms. A separate letter from the private collection agency 

will confirm the tax case has been assigned to them. 

 

The four private debt collection agencies selected by the IRS to operate the program are the only firms that 

should be legitimately contacting taxpayers. They are: CBE Group in Cedar Falls, IA; Conserve in 

Fairport, NY; Performant in Livermore, CA; and Pioneer in Horseheads, NY. 

 

Finally, the IRS cannot assign a tax debt to private collections in cases involving a deceased tax payer, an 

individual under age 18, or military in a designated combat zone. Also exempt are folks who are a victim 

of tax-related identity theft, classified as an innocent spouse, and currently involved in an exam, 

installment agreement, or offer in compromise. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Soccer goal caused minor quake? 

SOURCE https://soccer.nbcsports.com/2018/06/17/el-tri-may-have-caused-small-earthquake-back-in-mexico-

city/?cid=eref:nbcnews:text  

GIST It was impossible to ignore the magnitude of Mexico’s 1-0 win over Germany on Sunday, and it 

apparently caused waves all over the world.  

 

Although a large contingent of El Tri fans were present in Moscow, Russia for the team’s win over the 

defending World Cup champions, it wasn’t comparable to the scenes back home. 

 

Supporters were reportedly so enthused by the match that it’s quite possible they started a minor 

earthquake in Mexico City. 

 

The earthquake reading came at 11:32 am ET, right around the time when Hirving Lozano gave El Tri the 

lead over their Group F opponent. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Report: Lyme disease on rise 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/health/lyme-disease-on-rise-misdiagnose-imitates/2018/06/16/id/866576/  

GIST The federal government reports that cases of Lyme disease are on the rise, but many patients and 

researchers are finding that physicians are skeptical in diagnosing the deer tick-borne disease. 

 

"It's very serious," Marina Makous, a family medicine doctor in Exton, Pennsylvania, told NBC News. 

She is a former fellow at the Neuroinflammatory Diseases Center at Columbia University’s Lyme and 

Tick-Borne Diseases Research Center. 

 

"There is an underappreciation of the seriousness of this illness, especially when [physicians] don't treat 

patients with Lyme disease on a daily basis," she said. 

 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention issued an updated warning last month that insect-borne 

diseases, especially those spread by ticks, are on the rise, having more than doubled from 2004 to 2016. 
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Warmer weather is an important cause of the increased cases reported to the agency, according to The 

New York Times. 

 

"You can think of ticks as dirty needles," Makous told NBC. "They carry multiple pathogens and can 

transmit other things that make it more difficult for the immune system to fight off Lyme disease." 

 

Lyme disease is caused by a spiral-shaped bacteria called Borelia burgdorferi. It is found in the saliva of 

the blacklegged tick, more commonly known as a deer tick. 

 

The bacteria spreads rapidly and has complex survival mechanisms, according to the NBC report. 

 

Though most physicians believe it can be eradicated with antibiotics, the bacteria has been shown to return 

after treatment in the blood and tissue of animals and humans. 

 

Numerous patients say they live with chronic, persistent symptoms — and have had difficulty being 

diagnosed by their doctors. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Study: states w/most psychopaths 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/psychopaths-northeast-dc-higher/2018/06/17/id/866648/  

GIST A new study ranking U.S. states in order of psychopathy found the "northeast of the US is the most 

psychopathic region," namely a number of blue states earning the "dubious" distinction of the most 

psychopathic, according to a Quartz report. 

 

A Southern Methodist University study by Ryan Murphy found Connecticut to be the most psychopathic 

state, followed by California, New Jersey, and New York (tied for fourth with Wyoming). 

 

Added in the study was Washington, D.C., which "had a psychopathy level far higher" than any state, 

according to the report – albeit because it is a small, entirely urban area and not as geographically diverse 

as a state. 

 

"The presence of psychopaths in District of Columbia is consistent with the conjecture found in Murphy 

[2016] that psychopaths are likely to be effective in the political sphere," Murphy concluded in his study. 

 

Using the established definition of psychopathy as composed of disinhibition, boldness, and meanness, per 

the report, Murphy measured "levels of big five personality traits (extroversion, agreeableness, 

conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience) in each state." 

 

"Boldness corresponds to low neuroticism and high extraversion, meanness corresponds to low 

agreeableness, and disinhibition corresponds to low conscientiousness," Murphy wrote. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Kent: woman found dead near trail 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/17/kent-police-investigate-death-of-woman-found-near-trail/  

GIST KENT, Wash.  — Police say they're investigating after a woman was found fatally injured along a wooded 

trail in Kent. 

 

The woman was unresponsive and having trouble breathing when officers arrived about 7:42 p.m. 

Saturday. Authorities say they tried to save her but she was pronounced dead at the scene. 

 

The trail was in the area of 24600 26th Pl S. 
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Police did not immediately disclose the nature of her injuries. They said detectives were questioning 

witnesses and collecting evidence and that they considered the circumstances suspicious. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 London: knife, violent attacks soaring 

SOURCE https://www.news-mail.com.au/news/welcome-to-lawless-london-home-of-zombie-knives-

mo/3443310/ 

GIST ZOMBIE knives, bloodstained streets, young people wearing stab proof vests, and a rising death toll. 

  

This is the grim reality of life in London where everything from "machine gun" murders to moped crime 

gangs are part of a crime wave that has seen the city overtake New York's murder rate. 

  

Knife and violent attacks are soaring, and city and government leaders are struggling to come up with a 

solution to end the carnage. Stabbings are occurring almost daily and there have been 70 murders this year, 

the most recent a 35-year-old who was stabbed to death at the weekend over a suspected drug debt. 

 

On Monday, three others - including a teenager - survived knife attacks in broad daylight. Of the London 

murders, 46 were the results of stabbings. 

  

Many blame the attacks on years of austerity that has seen police numbers reduced and welfare budgets 

cut. London Mayor Sadiq Khan this week met with Home Secretary Sajid Javid to discuss the crisis as 

public concern grows. 

  

"It's not rocket science. You can't cut thousands of police officers and close services without it having an 

impact on crime … this is now a national emergency," Mr Khan said. 

  

In a tweet before the meeting, the Mayor said families and communities were "gripped by anger and 

despair" from the "devastating" crime. 

  

Mr Javid, who is in charge of Britain's internal security, promised action to stop the "senseless" violence. 

He denied shrinking police numbers were solely to blame, and promised a range of measures including a 

further clampdown on weapons, increasing the fight against drug gangs and early intervention to prevent 

vulnerable young people turning to crime. 

  

The statistics tell a frightening story and show why the British capital has been dubbed Lawless London. 

Latest figures show 19,385 moped crimes in the past nine months alone - that's 60 every single day. 

  

The speed and ease of mopeds in Londons's traffic chocked streets are thought to be behind the rise of the 

gangs. They have been fuelled by the easy access to drugs like cocaine and acid, and when combined with 

simmering gang tensions, have resulted in the staggering increase in attacks. 

   

Met Police officers have taken to going undercover as takeaway delivery drivers to try and catch moped 

gangs. Part of the problem for officers has been confusion over the law around pursuits, with many 

worried about being blamed if a moped rider died during the chase. 

  

New police powers are already being discussed - and it can't come soon enough. 

  

A former moped gang member boasted to The Sun cops were powerless. "Because you're on a moped, it's 

not going to work, you'll kill us so you're just gonna have to leave us to drive - try and get the helicopter 

out or something." 
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A graphic illustration of how bad things are in London came earlier this month when the city was rocked 

by a "machine gun" shooting, barely 20 minutes after another man was knifed in a bloody attack. 

  

Witnesses to the shooting said the victim was sitting in his car when he was shot a number of times - 

terrifyingly it sounded like rapid machine gun fire. 

  

Knives are increasingly the weapon of choice by assailants, and the ones they are arming themselves with 

are truly disturbing. Dubbed 'zombie knives' because the long blades are frequently seen in zombie 

movies. They can be purchased online for less than $20. 

  

The knives almost seem comical - but they are no laughing matter. They usually come in bright colours 

with the words "slayer" and "zombie killer" and are marketed so the buyer can survive the Zombie 

apocalypse". 

  

This month, footage emerged of a road rage incident involving a zombie knife. A cyclist used the knife to 

try and stab a motorist through a car window. The horrified motorist was then forced to run for his life 

while the attacker battered the car with the giant blade. 

  

As well as the knives, giant machetes and swords have been confiscated by police during random searches. 

  

In February 250 knives and swords were seized across London in just one week. 

  

The fear of being stabbed is fueling paranoia in some British youth, particularly London males. Some are 

now wearing stab proof vests on the streets to protect themselves from the violence. 

  

Trauma experts at city hospitals are seeing first-hand the tragic results. 

  

Dr Duncan Bew, of Kings College Hospital, said there had been a 75 per cent increase in knife crime 

injuries over the past 18 months. 

  

This has seen another worrying trend emerge. Young people are reportedly not going to hospital to be 

treated for their wounds out of fear of being linked with gang life. Some say they are simply carrying for 

protection - others have more sinister motives. 

  

Dr Bew confirmed the trend to The Times after teens told him they were scared of being branded gang 

members. "We need to reassure people that if they come to hospital they will not be labelled," he said. 

  

Superintendent Nick Davies, the borough commander of London's Camden and Islington police, told 

news.com.au he did not believe the "backstreet clinics" patching up knife victims was widespread. 

  

"It would be stupid thing to not go to hospital and be treated," he said. 

  

Supt Davies said a lot of work was being done to protect the community, including returning to a stop and 

search strategy [that allows police to search someone if they have 'reasonable grounds' to suspect a weapon 

is being carried]. 

  

"We make no apologies for that … These tactics will continue," he said. 

  

Met Police statistics showed a 5 per cent rise in violent crime in the past year. The figures show 35 youth 

homicides in the last 12 months - up 25 per cent, a 30 per cent surge in the rate of muggings and an 18 per 

cent rise in knife crime offences. 

  

A leaked Home Office report linked the crime wave with a huge supply of cocaine and crack cocaine 

caused by a bumper harvest in Colombia. 

  

The purity of crack cocaine had also risen dramatically, from 30 to 70 per cent, according to the report 
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which stated that "crack seems to have a particular link to serious violence". Tests on arrested people have 

shown a 42 per cent increase in cocaine use. 

  

"First, the psychoactive effects are more associated with violence than [other] drugs … Second, crack has 

a shorter high, which makes transactions more frequent, sparking more violence," the report stated. 

  

Violent crime isn't just restricted to London. Statistics show knife attacks up 22 per cent and robberies up 

33 per cent across the United Kingdom. 

   

In Ipswich, a town in Suffolk, in southeast England which is 131km from London, a 16-year-old was left 

fighting for life after being stabbed at a McDonald's. It was the fourth knife attack there in the past two 

weeks, including the fatal stabbing of a 17-year-old on June 2. 

  

Supt Davies told news.com.au a particular focus for police was the "wraparound" support for young 

offenders and their families. That meant zeroing in on the social and health services in a bid to break 

intergenerational gang involvement. 

  

"We're getting good results. There are some hardened gang members you can't save," he said. 

  

But others could be - and seeing their mates being attacked, or narrowly surviving themselves, was 

sometimes the catalyst to push them away from crime. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Charge: homeless man attacked tourist 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/man-accused-of-unprovoked-attack-on-a-tourist-

near-space-needle/ 

GIST A 47-year-old man has been charged with misdemeanor assault, accused of attacking a tourist from 

Arizona earlier this month as the man and his family were headed to the Space Needle, according to the 

Seattle City Attorney’s Office. 

  

Michael Lee Person, who told police he was homeless and moved to Seattle from Colorado nine months 

ago, has remained jailed in lieu of $10,000 bail since his arrest June 2, jail and court records show. 

  

According to a Seattle police report, the 20-year-old victim was with his girlfriend, brother, mother and 

mother’s boyfriend when they parked next to Person’s tent near Denny Way and Third Avenue around 

2:30 p.m. They saw Person peek out at them, became uncomfortable with their vehicle’s proximity to a 

cluster of tents and moved the car into a bank parking lot, the report says. 

  

As the family got out of the vehicle, Person came up behind the 20-year-old and his girlfriend, who tried to 

walk away because Person’s “demeanor was threatening and scared them,” says the police report. Person 

punched the man from behind and used a rope in an apparent attempt to strangle him, the report says. 

  

A police officer would later note the victim had a six-inch long rope burn from his Adam’s apple to his 

right shoulder. 

  

The 20-year-old and his girlfriend got away and caught up with the rest of the family. They saw Person 

run back to his tent and “thought they were safe,” according to the police report. As the family was about 

to cross the street, Person ran north on Third Avenue, turned the corner onto Denny Way and again 

attacked the 20-year-old, repeatedly punching him in the head and face, says the report. 

  

Officers arrived and stopped the attack. 

  

It was the family’s last day in Seattle but the 20-year-old told police he is willing to return for trial, 

according to the report. 
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The intake form filled out by jail staff says Person has a history of assault convictions, is unemployed, 

receives food stamps and usually stays in a tent in the Kent area, court records show. He moved to Seattle 

nine months ago from Colorado, where he lived for two years, to be closer to a son or grandson, the 

records say. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Arrest for Disney mass shooting threat 

SOURCE https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/florida-man-arrested-for-threatening-to-commit-mass-

shooting-at-disney-world/ar-AAyJ4tU?ocid=spartanntp 

GIST A Florida man was arrested this week after he allegedly threatened to carry out a mass shooting at Walt 

Disney World in Orlando, Fla., ABC News reported.  

  

The man, Derek Eitel, reportedly posted his intent on a Facebook group. 

  

He was arrested on Tuesday on a charge of making written threats to kill or do bodily harm and is 

being held at Brevard County Jail on a $100,000 bond, according to ABC News. 

  

Eitel stated "5 likes and I'll go shoot up Disney and hang myself" on the Facebook group, according to 

an arrest report. 

  

The group has 850 members who were able to see the post, the Brevard County Sheriff's Office told 

ABC News. The post was reported by two members of the group. 

  

Eitel later told officers that he made the post from his phone when he was at work, ABC News 

reported. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 India: prominent journalist killed 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2018-06-15/police-in-indias-kashmir-arrest-suspect-

after-editor-shot-dead 

GIST SRINAGAR, India (Reuters) - Police in India's Kashmir investigating the killing of a prominent journalist 

and two of his security guards arrested a suspect on Friday, an official said. 

 

Syed Shujaat Bukhari, editor of the Rising Kashmir newspaper, was leaving his office in Srinagar, the 

summer capital of India's Jammu and Kashmir state, when he was shot at close range on Thursday by 

gunmen on motorbikes. 

 

The suspect, named as Zubair Qadri, was seen in a video stealing the pistol of one of the guards shot dead 

with Bukhari, Inspector General of Kashmir S.P. Pani told reporters. 

 

"The pistol has since been recovered and he is being questioned about his presence at the scene of the 

crime. So far, he has not been able to give any convincing answers," Pani said. 

 

Pani, who described the killing of the journalist as a terror attack, said the identities of the three other 

gunmen were still being ascertained. 

 

Militant groups Lashkar-e-Taiba and United Jehad Council also condemned the killing and denied 

involvement. Instead, they blamed "Indian agencies". 

 

Bukhari had been a strong advocate of peace in disputed Kashmir, at the heart of decades of hostility 

between India and Pakistan, both of which claim the Muslim majority region. 
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More than 130 people have been killed this year in militant violence in Kashmir. 

 

India has long accused Pakistan of training and arming militants and helping them infiltrate across the 

Line of Control that separates the two sides in the region, a charge Islamabad denies. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Coast Guard seizes $206M in cocaine 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/15/us/us-coast-guard-seizes-cocaine/index.html 

GIST (CNN)A recent deployment in the Pacific Ocean proved very successful for a US Coast Guard crew: 

During their 80-day patrol they seized nearly 12,000 pounds of cocaine worth around $206 million. 

 

The Coast Guard cutter Campbell returned to its homeport in Kittery, Maine, on Friday after the 

counter-narcotic patrol in the Caribbean and Eastern Pacific. 

 

The Campbell intercepted suspected smuggling vessels six times, according to a statement from the 

Coast Guard. 

 

The Campbell's commanding officer, Cmdr. Mark McDonnell, said he's "incredibly proud" of his team. 

The 29-year-old ship has a crew of 100. 

 

The Cambell and another cutter, Active, seized the drugs off the coasts of Mexico, Central and South 

America, the Coast Guard said. The crew offloaded the drugs last week in Florida. 

 

McDonnell said the presence of the Coast Guard and other law enforcement agencies is "essential to 

dismantling the crime networks that threaten the US with their illicit activities." 

 

The crew detained 24 suspected smugglers during the patrol. 

 

The Campbell's crew was assisted with MH-65 Dolphin helicopters from the Helicopter Interdiction 

Tactical Squadron unit, based in Jacksonville, Florida. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Venezuela nightclub disaster: 17 dead 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/16/americas/venezuela-brawl-nightclub/index.html 

GIST At least 17 people, including eight minors, were killed Saturday after a partygoer detonated a tear-gas 

canister setting off a stampede inside a nightclub in Caracas, Venezuela, authorities said.  

 

At least 11 victims died of asphyxiation, according to an initial report by the National Police obtained by 

CNN.  

 

Five others were injured, including two who were underage, authorities said. 

 

Some 500 students were packed into the club for a "pre-graduation" party, according to Venezuelan 

Interior and Justice Minister Nestor Reverol. 

 

Speaking to Venezuela's state-run TV, Reverol said a brawl broke out early Saturday, and "one of the 

people involved detonated a tear-gas canister that caused the stampede."  

 

Reverol said seven people, including two minors, have been detained. According to Reverol, eyewitnesses 

said one of those minors was responsible for setting off the tear-gas canister. 

 

Officials are investigating and have ordered the club to shut down. They also arrested the club owner over 
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failure to have measures to ensure no weapons or ammunition entered the club, as required by law.  
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HEADLINE 06/15 Concerns: police use of pre-crime tech 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/government/police-use-of-minority-report-style-pre-

crime-tech-raises-inaccuracy-concerns/  

GIST Pre-crime, is a vast potpourri of information, on everyday activities, used to try to predict and prevent 

future behavior. In “predictive” policing, computer algorithms identify signs of pre-crime in a realm in 

which we are all potential suspects.  Similar to the state of affairs depicted in the 2002 movie, “Minority 

Report,” psychic “precogs” discern which “criminals” to pursue before they commit a crime. 

 

Hartford, CT is now using what some say looks an awful lot like pre-crime technology. "Like cities across 

the country, we've been grappling with ways to use this technology to make our residents safer and our 

communities stronger," Hartford Mayor Luke Bronin said in an interview with Vice News. "At the same 

time we're being very sensitive to concerns about civil liberties." 

 

BriefCam, An Israeli-American cyber business, provides video search technology that is now being 

utilized in Hartford. BriefCam's video analysis software compresses hours of video into more compact 

presentations, referred to as "events." In cities comparable to Hartford, with at least 700 surveillance 

cameras accessible to police, this software reduces to minutes results that would normally take days to 

process. 

 

Law enforcement's foray into utilizing this type of technology is not without its critics. Local residents and 

state chapters of the ACLU are uneasy with police departments' use of technology for which they say the 

endgame seems disturbingly clear. 

 

Currently being employed in Fresno, CA, one example of the use of pre-crime technology is described by 

the Washington Post: 

 

"...officers raced to a recent 911 call about a man threatening his ex-girlfriend, a police operator in 

headquarters consulted software that scored the suspect’s potential for violence the way a bank might run 

a credit report. 

 

The program scoured billions of data points, including arrest reports, property records, commercial 

databases, deep Web searches and the man’s social- media postings. It calculated his threat level as the 

highest of three color-coded scores: a bright red warning. 

 

The man had a firearm conviction and gang associations, so out of caution police called a negotiator. The 

suspect surrendered, and police said the intelligence helped them make the right call — it turned out he 

had a gun." 

 

In Chicago, the police have been applying machine learning and predictive analytics to police data sets, 

including crime incidents, arrests, and weather data. When data such as previous arrest records is 

combined with real-time IoT data, (i.e. sensor-influenced cameras that detect gunshots) it becomes easier 

to ascertain problem locations. Known as the ‘pre-crime’ initiative, it was implemented through 

collaboration between the Chicago Police Department and Chicago University Urban Labs. 

 

The software used is HunchLab, a geographic prediction tool that employs data modeling to predict risk in 

specific areas across the city. At-risk regions are highlighted on-screen, while recommendations for action 

are displayed alongside the at-risk region information. The information is then collated into a ‘decision 

support system’ and made accessible to individual police officers on the beat. 

 

Adoption of pre-crime tech is beginning to trend in the US. PredPol, one of the leading systems on the 

market, is already being used by law enforcement in California, Florida, Maryland and other states. 
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Aside from civil liberties concerns, however, a flaw found in the design of the type of software used 

indicates that predictive algorithms are to blame for a whole new set of problems. 

 

For example, when researchers in the US examined how PredPol predicts crime, they found something 

disturbing. The software apparently sets off a “feedback loop” that leads to law enforcement being 

dispatched repeatedly to certain neighborhoods--regardless of the actual crime rates in those 

neighborhoods. 

 

According to New Scientist's article on the research: 

 

"The problem stems from the logic that PredPol uses to decide where officers should be sent. If an officer 

is sent to a neighbourhood and then makes an arrest, the software takes this as indicating a good chance 

of more crimes in that area in future. 

 

What this means, says Matt Kusner at the Alan Turing Institute in London, is that the PredPol system 

seems to be learning from reports recorded by the police – which may be higher in areas where there are 

more police – rather than from underlying crime rates." 

 

“That’s how dangerous feedback loops are,” Joshua Loftus, Assistant Professor of Information, Operations 

and Management Sciences, said. These loops are only part of how PredPol makes its predictions, he said, 

but they may explain why predictive policing algorithms have sometimes appeared to recreate exactly the 

type of biases the software developers say they overcome. 

 

So, the crime rate in one neighborhood is overestimated, without taking into account the possibility that 

more crime is observed there due to the fact that more officers have been sent there. It's essentially a 

computerized version of confirmation bias. 

 

It may be possible to terminate the feedback loop, though. New Scientist noted that, "the authors also 

modeled a different system, in which the algorithm only sent more officers to a neighborhood if the area’s 

crime rate was higher than expected. This led it to distribute officers in a way that much more closely 

matched the true crime rate." 

 

Loftus also indicated there are several other issues that need to be resolved before policing algorithms can 

truly be considered unbiased. “Human decisions affect every aspect of the design of the system,” he 

cautioned. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 UK police: under 5% burglaries solved 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5853179/Less-one-20-street-robberies-burglaries-solved-

police-new-figures-reveal.html  

GIST Less than one in 20 street robberies and burglaries are being solved in the UK, shocking new figures have 

revealed. 

 

Official police data shows that just four per cent of robberies and three per cent of burglaries were solved 

in England and Wales in 2017.  

 

The figures will fuel concerns that there is a crisis in the nation's policing, with one MP describing London 

as 'the Wild West'. 

 

In more than 1,000 neighbourhoods with at least 30 crimes, the police failed to catch and punish any of the 

suspects, The Sunday Times report. 

 

Rushcliffe in Nottinghamshire, south Buckinghamshire, south Cambridgeshire, Blackpool and Preston had 
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the lowest rates of solved crime, according to figures. 

 

Meanwhile the most crimes, 26 per cent, were solved in Uttlesford in Essex last year, followed by Boston, 

Merthyr Tydfil, Darlington and County Durham. 

 

The figures also reveal that only nine per cent of suspects in all crimes are caught and punished - a 

reduction of more than 50 per cent in the past five years. 

 

The worrying statistics will add to concerns about the surge of violent crime in the UK, particularly in 

London. 

 

Scores of violent attacks and muggings have been reported in the capital, with many incidents involving 

mopeds and knives. 

 

Police data shows that the percentage of all crimes solved by police has plummeted from 19 per cent in 

2013 to just nine per cent in 2017. 

 

Perpetrators in violent and sexual offences were brought to justice only in eight per cent of cases last year - 

a mere third of those in 2013. 

 

Meanwhile, solved burglary cases halved from six per cent in 2013 to three per cent in 2017, and robbery 

cases from nine per cent to four per cent in the same period. 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Concern: police use of facial recognition  

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/police-use-of-drivers-license-databases-to-nab-crooks-spurs-privacy-

concerns-1529233200  

GIST Police in the small Maryland city of Hagerstown used a cutting edge, facial recognition program last week 

to track down a robbery suspect, marking one of the first such instances of the tactic to be made public. 

 

In the process of identifying a possible suspect, investigators said they fed an Instagram photo into the 

state’s vast facial recognition system, which quickly spit out the driver’s license photo of an individual 

who was then arrested. 

 

This digital-age crime-solving technique is at the center of a debate between privacy advocates and law-

enforcement officials: Should police be able to use facial recognition software to search troves of driver’s 

license photos, many of which are images of people who have never been convicted of a crime? 

 

An increasing number of police departments across the country are running images through driver’s 

license databases in their investigations. But the Hagerstown case is one of the few resulting in an arrest 

that has become public, experts in the field say. 

 

Thirty-one states now allow police to access driver’s license photos in facial-recognition searches in 

addition to mug shots, according to the Center on Privacy and Technology at the Georgetown University 

Law Center. Roughly one in every two American adults—117 million people—are in the facial-

recognition networks used by law enforcement, according to a 2016 report by the center. 

 

Civil liberties advocates say that giving police unfettered access to photos of people who have committed 

no crimes infringes on those civilians’ privacy. 

 

“People provide their photo for a driver’s license database so they can drive,” said Jennifer Lynch, an 

attorney with the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a nonprofit privacy organization. “They should not 

become suspects in a criminal investigation.” 
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Law-enforcement officials who advocate for using facial recognition searches of driver’s license photos 

argue that it is a valuable tool for finding potential suspects who have no criminal past. 

 

“This is no different than if I laid out all those photos in front of me…and said ‘No, that doesn’t look like 

him, that doesn’t look like him, here we go, that’s him,’ ” said Sheriff Bob Gualtieri of Pinellas County, 

Fla. “The only thing is I am doing it in a different way, a more automated way, a more efficient way.” 

 

Sheriff Gualtieri, who launched a facial recognition system in 2001 that is now used by police around 

Florida, said that it isn’t uncommon for investigators to get a match on a driver’s license photo in his state. 

 

In New York City, police say they want to get access to driver’s license photos in their facial-recognition 

searches, which are currently limited to mug shots, but have faced opposition from privacy advocates. 

 

In Maryland, police use what they call the Maryland Image Repository System to compare images with 

more than 7 million driver’s license photos and more than 3 million mug shots. 

 

In a December report, Stephen Moyer, Maryland Secretary of Public Safety and Correctional Services, 

assured state lawmakers that people’s privacy was being protected. 

 

With the technique now being more widely used across the U.S., Ms. Lynch, of the EFF, said there should 

be more checks and balances because of the risk of mis-identifying suspects using facial recognition 

software, which is less accurate with darker faces, according to a recent MIT Media Lab study. 

 

In the Hagerstown case, Raven Dennis reported that a former co-worker came to her apartment and 

allegedly stole her iPhone 8 and $650, according to the police department’s probable cause statement. 

When she chased after him, the man threatened her with a handgun, she said. 

 

Ms. Dennis told police that she only knew the man’s first name, Aamir, but the two had been in touch on 

social media, so she sent two Instagram photos to investigators. When a detective ran a screenshot through 

the state’s facial recognition system, the first image that came back was a Motor Vehicle Administration 

photo of Aamir Watson-Jones, according to the probable cause statement. 

 

Mr. Watson-Jones was arrested and charged with armed robbery, robbery, theft, and a handgun violation. 

He has yet to enter a plea. 

 

An attorney for Mr. Watson-Jones and the Hagerstown detective on the case didn’t return calls seeking 

comment. 

 

Joseph Michael, deputy state’s attorney in Washington County, Md., where the case unfolded, said facial 

recognition is useful for police, but it can’t be the sole source of identifying a suspect. “You still need a 

positive identification, as happened in this case,” he said. 

 

Mr. Michael said he understands the privacy concerns, but noted that “the expectation of privacy ends 

when you sit down and smile at the government desk.” 
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HEADLINE 06/18 Van kills 1 at Dutch music festival 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-netherlands-concert-bus/van-kills-one-at-dutch-music-festival-

suspect-arrested-idUSKBN1JE0B9  

GIST AMSTERDAM (Reuters) - A van struck four people at the Netherlands’ largest music festival in the early 

hours of Monday, killing one of them and injuring the others before driving off, police said. 

 

Officers said it was not clear whether the van driver had hit the group at the Pinkpop event intentionally or 

by accident. Later in the morning, officers said they had found the vehicle and arrested a suspect. 
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The white van struck around 4 a.m. (0200 GMT), police said, four hours after the headline act, R&B artist 

Bruno Mars, had performed in front of 70,000 people. 

 

“This investigation is still underway and we cannot say whether this was something intentional or an 

accident,” said police spokesman Hub Haenen. 

 

Militants have driven vehicles into crowds of people in attacks in London, Berlin, Barcelona and other 

European cities in recent years. 

 

Pinkpop is held in Landgraaf, a small town near the German and Belgian borders, 220 km (140 miles) 

southeast of Amsterdam. A sold-out crowd came to see Pearl Jam, the Foo Fighters and others. Mars 

closed the three-day-festival shortly before midnight. 

 

A police statement said the street where the incident took place, one of two exits from the concert grounds, 

had been closed for forensic investigation. 
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HEADLINE 06/12 Dark underside Dubai’s golden sands 

SOURCE https://www.occrp.org/en/goldensands/dubais-golden-sands  

GIST The emirate of Dubai — one of seven entities that make up the United Arab Emirates (UAE) — was once 

among the world’s most barren, inhospitable lands. 

 

In more recent years, it has transformed itself into an extravagant metropolis where the police drive 

Lamborghinis and edible gold ice cream costs US $800 a scoop. 

 

It’s a success story that’s inextricably linked with the globalization of organized crime and corruption. 

 

Whether it’s smuggling conflict gold out of Africa, facilitating funding for Al Qaeda and ISIS, or helping 

organized crime groups like India’s Dawood gang, Dubai’s secretive offshore financial system seems to  

play a role in almost every international corruption scandal. 

 

“Dubai basically would not be as developed as it is right now if it didn’t allow all the illicit money to end 

up there,” says Sayed Ikram Afzali, executive director of Integrity Watch Afghanistan, an organization 

that has helped document Afghanistan’s massive capital outflows to the emirate. 

 

The Tax Justice Network labels Dubai as the ninth most secretive jurisdiction in the world, and its location 

halfway between London and Singapore, with more than 1.5 billion people just a three-hour flight away, 

makes it an ideal business hub. 

 

So it’s no surprise that the emirate has a large and mostly legitimate business sector. 

 

But its lack of transparency, light regulations, and seeming disinterest in the origins of the money that 

lands there have made Dubai a haven for organized crime groups, terrorists, despots, and many others who 

have profited from crime and corruption around the world — as long as they have cash and don’t 

embarrass the government. 

 

As a result, it functions as a one-stop shop where the world’s wealthy can avoid taxes, dodge sanctions, 

launder money, or hide their assets from police or taxpayers back home. 

 

The city’s crown jewel is its booming real estate market, which has drawn wealthy investors from around 

the world to enjoy not the opportunity to invest in luxury properties, but to do so in the secrecy Dubai has 

always afforded. 
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Until now. 

 

A leaked database of property and residency data compiled by assorted real estate professionals, obtained 

by the non-profit group C4ADS, and provided to the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project 

(OCCRP) pierces the veil to reveal the names of many who have sought the emirate’s secrecy. 

 

The database contains about 54,000 addresses with 129,000 owners from 181 countries. 

 

Many of these people are not accused of any wrongdoing, though the investments of politicians and other 

wealthy people on the list bear scrutiny. 

 

The database also contains large numbers of sanctioned individuals, organized crime figures, fugitives 

from the law, and others whose inclusion demonstrates the extent to which Dubai has become a haven for 

shady characters. 

 

A Free-wheeling Tradition 

The Al Maktoum royal family, which rules Dubai, has complete control over the economy and the policies 

that govern it. The family’s interests are not always understood, but it does have a huge stake in 

maintaining the status quo. 

 

And these policies aren’t new. 

 

Dubai was the region’s first “free port,” with a history of deliberate laissez-faire policies that stretch back 

to the nineteenth century, says Christopher Davidson, a professor in Middle East politics at Durham 

University in the United Kingdom. 

 

“Aiming to create a low-cost and low-tax environment for the re-exporting of goods from Asia to Europe, 

its business-savvy rulers have always understood the need to provide the right conditions including, when 

necessary, a no-questions-asked approach,” Davidson said. 

 

The plan transformed the emirate into one of the most robust and diversified economies in the oil-

dependent Middle East. This is what has attracted so much wealth. 

 

The UAE has joined the US, Canada and Australia as one of the strongest magnets for the world’s rich, 

according to a study by New World Wealth, a South Africa-based research center that has been tracking 

millionaire migrations since 2013. 

 

In large part due to Dubai, the UAE in 2017 had a total inflow of 5,000 millionaires, which increased the 

size of its millionaire population by almost 6 percent. 

 

Some of the services available for these wealthy people include: 

 

• Money laundering through Dubai’s notoriously secretive banking system; 

• High-end real estate for anyone who needs to park large amounts of cash with few questions, if 

any, asked about its origin; 

• Gem and gold trading that obscures the questionable provenance of stolen or blood-drenched 

minerals; 

• Cash-based remittance systems such as hawala that allow traders to move money around the world 

without regulatory scrutiny; 

• Loosely regulated free-trade zones that allow cigarette and other smugglers to avoid customs and 

tariffs; and 

• A government that favors few regulations and enacts little oversight. 

 

Experts say the international community lacks the political will to pressure the monarchy to address these 

issues. 
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Ultimately, it is the combination of these services all in one opaque location that makes Dubai so good to 

the bad. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Texas: BP high-speed chase ends in crash 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/immigration-border-crisis/five-undocumented-immigrants-

killed-after-high-speed-chase-texas-n884096  

GIST Five undocumented immigrants were killed Sunday after a high-speed chase with authorities in Texas, 

authorities said. 

 

The driver of the vehicle — an unidentified suspected smuggler and United States citizen — survived the 

crash, Dimmit County Sheriff Marion Boyd told reporters. 

 

Fourteen people were in the Chevrolet Suburban when a Border Patrol agent began pursuing it, he said. 

 

In a statement, Customs and Border Patrol said the agent saw what appeared to be three vehicles involved 

a smuggling operation on a rural highway at 11 a.m. local time. 

 

Agents stopped two of the vehicles and made multiple arrests, the statement said, but the Suburban drove 

away. 

 

At speeds topping 100 mph, Boyd said, the SUV careened off the road near the town of Big Wells, 

southwest of San Antonio, about 40 or 50 miles from the U.S.-Mexico border. 

 

The Suburban "caught gravel and tried to recorrect," he said. "That caused the vehicle to turn over several 

times." 

 

Twelve undocumented immigrants were ejected on impact, Boyd said. Four were pronounced dead at the 

scene. A fifth person died at a hospital in San Antonio. 

 

An unidentified passenger and U.S. citizen whose condition wasn't immediately clear was also in the SUV. 

 

Boyd said the sheriff's office had "handled" the driver during an encounter last week when he appeared to 

be scouting for a smuggling operation. 

 

The sheriff added that chases involving smugglers are routine occurrences in Dimmit County. 

 

"Every day, my deputies are getting into pursuits," he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 France: woman injures 2 w/box cutter 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/woman-injures-southern-france-box-cutter-

55955805?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A woman crying "Allahu akbar" — "God is great" in Arabic — injured two people with a box cutter 

Sunday at a supermarket in southern France before she was detained. 

 

A customer in the store in the maritime town of La Seyne-sur-Mer was injured in the chest and 

hospitalized. A woman working the cash register was hurt less seriously, French radio station Europe 1 

quoted the prosecutor in nearby Toulon as saying. 

 

Prosecutor Bernard Marchal said the suspect may have mental health problems. She has not been 

identified. Police were searching her home. 
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"It's apparently an isolated case involving a person with psychiatric issues," the prosecutor told Le Monde 

newspaper quoted the prosecutor as saying. However, that does not exclude the possibility that the suspect 

was radicalized, Marchal added. 

 

"There is a presumption of attempted murder and ... of a crime with terrorist implications," Marchal was 

quoted as saying. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Moscow: taxi driver hits pedestrians 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/taxi-driver-questioned-injuring-red-square-

55954670?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The suspect in a taxi crash near Red Square that injured two Mexican soccer fans and six other pedestrians 

as Russia hosts the World Cup told interrogators he fell asleep at the wheel, Moscow city police said 

Sunday. 

 

The police released a video of an interrogation session with a man the Moscow force identified as the taxi 

driver. In the recording, he says he briefly dozed off and accidentally hit the gas. It was unclear whether 

the man spoke under duress. 

 

The man in the video says he hadn't slept in 20 hours and wasn't drunk, and ran away after the accident 

because he was afraid that angry bystanders would kill him. He was later detained. 

 

The Moscow city traffic authority identified the driver as 28-year-old Chyngyz Anarbek, who is from 

Kyrgyzstan. 

 

Speaking to The Associated Press from the town of Muras Ordo in Kyrgyzstan, Anarbek's older brother 

said only had been working as a taxi driver for a month. He said his sibling was in "stress, shock, horror" 

after what happened. 

 

"Let people say what they want, but my brother is clean, not guilty. He was never and could never be a 

terrorist," Almazbek Anarbek said. 

 

The younger Anarbek won a bronze medal last year in the world championship of Pankration, an ancient 

sport combining skills of boxing and wrestling 

 

Videos circulating on Russian social media and some news websites after the incident showed the taxi 

veering onto the sidewalk Saturday and striking pedestrians. The accident took place on Ilinka Street, 

about 200 meters (650 feet) from Red Square and Moscow's famous GUM shopping arcade, an area 

popular with tourists. 

 

Moscow police would not comment on whether the crash would affect security measures for soccer's 

World Cup, which is being held in 11 Russian cities over the next month. Among the security concerns 

has been the possible use of vehicles as weapons. 

 

Russia has also been working with law enforcement from other countries to secure the tournament. 

 

"The sense we are getting is that (the taxi crash) is not football-related," Mark Roberts, head of U.K. 

soccer policing, told the AP. "At the moment, everything we are being told is that it was just a run-of-the-

mill event." 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Kansas: inmate overpowers, kills deputies 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/deputy-shot-dead-critically-injured-inmate-overpowered-

courthouse/story?id=55925544  

GIST Two sheriff's deputies were fatally shot when an inmate overpowered them near a Kansas courthouse on 

Friday, officials said. 

 

The deadly altercation took place about 11:30 a.m. when the two Wyandotte County sheriff's deputies in 

Kansas City pulled into the parking lot and were readying to transport inmates to court, said Kelli Bailiff 

of the sheriff's office. 

 

It's very possible the deputies were attacked with their own guns, Bailiff said. 

 

Deputy Patrick Rohrer, 35, was taken to a hospital where he later died, Kansas City police said. 

 

Deputy Theresa King, 44, was rushed to University of Kansas Medical Center in critical condition. She 

was pronounced dead about 12 hours later, just after midnight on Saturday. 

 

A suspect was also shot and taken to a hospital in unknown condition, Kansas City police officer Zac Blair 

said. 

 

Authorities aren't looking for any other suspects, Blair added. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 New Jersey art festival erupts in gunfire 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/injured-shooting-night-trenton-art-show/story?id=55955575  

GIST One man was killed and 22 people were injured when gunfire erupted early Sunday between rival 

neighborhood gangs at what was supposed to be a family-oriented all-night art festival in New Jersey that 

was created in part to stop violence in the city, officials said. 

 

Police responding to a gunfight involving multiple suspects about 2:45 a.m. at the Art All Night event in 

Trenton shot and killed one of the alleged gunmen, Mercer County Prosecutor Angelo Onofri told ABC 

News. Another suspected gunman was in critical condition, he said. 

 

Of the 22 people injured, 17 were struck by gunfire, including a 13-year-old boy, Onofri said. 

 

He said the gunfire erupted inside the old Roebling Wireworks building, where the art festival was being 

held. 

 

"Prior to the shooting there were numerous physical altercations that took place inside and outside of the 

venue," Onofri said. 

 

Due to the fighting, the Trenton Police Department had ordered organizers to shut down the event. 

 

"Police began dispersing individuals. Those individuals, however, continued to loiter and additional fights 

broke out, and then the shooting occurred," Onofri said at a news conference Sunday afternoon that was 

attended by New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy. 

 

Onofri identified Tahij Wells, 33, as the alleged gunman who was killed by police. He said Wells had been 

released from prison in February after serving a sentence on homicide-related charges. 

 

He also identified Amir Armstrong, 23, as another suspect involved in the shootout. Armstrong was 

wounded and in critical condition Sunday evening, Wells said. 

 

He said police believe at least three men, possibly more, opened fire inside the venue where hundreds of 
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people were attending the art festival. He said that when the shooting broke out, people ran in all 

directions seeking cover. 

 

"We believe it was multiple suspects shooting at each other," Onofri said. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Police arrest prolific Walmart fraudster 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/man-charged-making-13-million-fraudulent-returns-

walmart/story?id=55953882&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Police in Arizona thought they were busting an ordinary case of a fraudulent return this week until some 

digging discovered the same 23-year-old man has perpetrated the scheme at thousands of Walmart stores 

across the country. 

 

Police in Yuma, Arizona, said they responded to a case of a fraudulent return on Wednesday afternoon in 

which a person bringing a computer back to Walmart had allegedly removed parts of the computer before 

putting it back in the box and taking it back to the store. 

 

Upon investigation, the Yuma Police Department found out the same man had pulled the same scheme at a 

different Walmart earlier in the day. 

 

Thomas Frudaker, 23, was arrested and booked into Yuma County Adult Detention Facility. 

 

Yuma police say Frudaker pulled similar schemes at more than 1,000 Walmart stores across the country 

over the past 18 months and caused a monetary loss of "approximately" $1.3 million to Walmart. 

 

Frudaker was charged with six felonies, including two counts of theft, two counts of fraudulent schemes 

and artifices and two counts of criminal damage. 

 

He is due in court on Monday. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Spokane: woman injured in stabbing 

SOURCE http://www.khq.com/story/38444401/woman-hospitalized-in-north-spokane-stabbing  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash. - On Sunday, just after 7 pm, Spokane Police responded to a stabbing call in the 600 

block of E Providence Ave in Northeast Spokane. Officers arrived on scene in about two minutes, and 

located an adult female victim who was suffering from a stab wound. Officers immediately began 

providing first aid to the victim until SFD and AMR paramedics could take over care. The victim was 

transported to an area hospital with non-life threatening injuries. 

 

The suspect was located a few blocks away, as well as a knife believed to have been used in the attack. 23-

year-old Ariel Ricco was booked into Spokane County Jail for assault 2nd degree. The incident does not 

appear to be random; early information indicates the assault stemmed from a dispute regarding living 

arrangements at a residence in the area. SPD is not currently looking for anyone else involved, and there is 

no on-going threat to the public. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 SeaTac: motel clerk shot, killed 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/16/motel-clerk-shot-killed-near-sea-tac-airport/  

GIST SEATAC, Wash. — King County sheriff’s deputies are searching for whoever shot and killed a clerk at a 

motel south of Sea-Tac Airport. 
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Deputies responded to America’s Best Value Inn on the 20600 block of International Boulevard South at 

about 11 p.m. Friday after an airport shuttle driver returned to the motel to find the clerk lying on the 

ground. 

 

The victim, a 40-year-old man, was transported to Harborview Medical Center in Seattle where he later 

died, according to officials. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Man sentenced 18yrs for rape 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/16/man-gets-18-years-in-rape-of-woman-he-met-on-craigslist/  

GIST PORT ANGELES, Wash. (AP) — A 30-year-old man has been sentenced to over 18 years in prison for 

raping and assaulting a woman he met on Craigslist. 

 

 The Peninsula Daily News reports 30-year-old Nikolas Clark was sentenced this week in Clallam County 

Superior Court. 

 

 Port Angeles police say Clark repeatedly beat and raped a 24-year-old woman late last year after the 

woman refused to commit to an exclusive dating relationship with him. 

 

 Clark entered an Alford plea May 3 to rape with forcible compulsion, rape, assault with strangulation, 

assault and assault in violation of a no-contact order. All five charges carried domestic violence 

enhancements. 

 

 Clark apologized for his actions in court. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Redondo Beach: teens attack boater 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/16/teens-attack-boater-at-redondo-beach/  

GIST A boater leaving Redondo Beach was attacked by a group of teens Saturday afternoon. 

 

Officers were called to the boat launch at Redondo Beach around 5:00 P.M. after a group of teens attacked 

a man retrieving his boat. 

 

The man, along with his wife were done boating for the day when they asked a group of teens to move 

their vehicles. 

 

The couple asked several times, but members from the group didn’t comply and began attacking the man. 

 

Police say the victim was punched repeatedly, and at one point the man was threatened with a gun. 

 

Witnesses captured the incident on video, however the group noticed the recording and tried to damage the 

phone. 

 

The man’s injuries didn’t require medical aide. The group of about six to eight people left before police 

arrived. 
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HEADLINE 06/16 Man injured Seattle downtown stabbing 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/16/man-seriously-injured-in-downtown-seattle-stabbing/  
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GIST SEATTLE — A man was taken to the hospital, after being stabbed in downtown Seattle. 

 

The stabbing happened on 3rd Avenue and James Street, around 6:30 p.m.  Saturday. 

 

Police say the victim, a 40-year-old man, suffered life-threatening injuries after being stabbed several 

times. 

 

Officers searched the area but didn’t locate a suspect. Witnesses told police that a man was seen leaving 

the area after the attack. 

 

Police believe the suspect and victim are known to each other. The incident is still under investigation. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Seattle: Belltown shooting leaves 1 injured 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/17/belltown-seattle-shooting-leaves-1-with-life-threatening-injuries/  

GIST SEATTLE — Detectives hope to learn more information on a shooting Sunday in the Belltown 

neighborhood that sent one person to the hospital with life-threatening injuries. 

 

At about 2:20 a.m., Seattle police responded to a disturbance call on the 2200 block of 1st Avenue. 

 

According to reports, a number of shots were fired, and one person was struck several times, police said. 

 

A number of parked cars were struck by gunfire, as well as a nearby building. 

 

No suspect description has been released, and an investigation is ongoing. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Shoreline: man found dead in vehicle 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/17/man-found-dead-in-a-vehicle-with-gunshot-wounds/  

GIST SHORELINE, Wash. -- A man was found dead inside a vehicle after he was shot Saturday night, 

according to the King County Sheriff’s Office. 

 

Deputies found the 40-year-old on the 1500 block of Northeast 146th Street sometime before 10 p.m. 

 

A motive for the shooting was not immediately known. Also, no suspect description has been released. 

 

Detectives were on scene for most of the night contacting witnesses and following up on leads. 
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HEADLINE 06/15 Redmond police shoot, kill suspect 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/14/redmond-police-shoot-and-kill-suspect-in-kirkland-safeway-parking-

lot/  

GIST KIRKLAND, Wash. - Redmond police detectives shot and killed a 39-year-old man in a Safeway parking 

lot Thursday night. 

 

Police said the detectives were searching in Kirkland for somebody they believed to be armed and 

dangerous, and shots were fired just before 5 p.m. at the Kingsgate Safeway when they encountered the 

possible suspect. 

 

The suspect -- an adult white man -- was hit and given aid, but ultimately died. Redmond police say they 
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were investigating the man for alleged involvement in felony crimes in King County. 

 

No one else was injured. 

 

Police said it's unclear what, exactly, led to shots being fired. Police did say he was "not compliant" when 

investigators attempted to take him into custody. 

 

A handgun was found on the man. 
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HEADLINE 06/17 Tumwater: civilian shoots, kills gunman 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/17/shooting-at-walmart-in-tumwater/  

GIST TUMWATER, Wash. -- A shooting outside a Walmart Supercenter in Tumwater Sunday evening was the 

end result of a crime spree from the now deceased gunman, police said. That gunman was killed by an 

armed civilian in the Walmart parking lot. 

 

Tumwater Police spokeswoman Laura Wohl said it all happened just after 5:30 p.m. when officers 

responded to an erratic driver. When officers were en route to that location they received reports of shots 

fired near Tumwater High School. 

 

Upon arriving, officers found a 16-year-old girl suffering from minor injuries. It also appeared that her car 

had been stolen. 

 

"As we were speaking to witnesses at that scene, we get another call of shots fired here at Walmart," Wohl 

said. 

 

Tumwater Police said the suspect tried to carjack two cars in the Walmart parking lot at 5900 Littlerock 

Rd SW. 

 

One driver was shot when he refused to give up his car, Wohl said. He was airlifted to Harborview 

Medical Center. His condition is unknown at this time. 

 

As the suspect tried to take a second car a "bystander here in the parking lot shot the suspect," Wohl said. 

 

According to a police release, two armed civilians initially approached the suspect. 

 

Police believe the gunman is the suspect in all three incidents. He has not been identified. There are no 

other suspects in the carjacking incidents or reported shootings. 

 

Police said there is no danger to the public. 

 

Before attempting the carjackings, Tumwater Police said the suspect went into the Walmart and fired at a 

display case. No customers or employees were injured. 
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POLIOMYELITIS UPDATE (21): GLOBAL (PAKISTAN, VENEZUELA) PAHO UPDATE
*******************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

In this update:
[1] Venezuela: PAHO epidemiological update
[2] Global update (Pakistan, Venezuela), GPEI
[3] Venezuela: GPEI update late Fri 15 Jun 2018

******
[1] Venezuela: PAHO epidemiological update
Date: Fri 15 Jun 2018
Source: Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) Epidemiological Update
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Poliomyelitis (see link at URL below) [edited]
<https://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?
option=com_topics&view=article&id=257&Itemid=40900&lang=en>

Epidemiological update detection of Sabin type 3 vaccine poliovirus in
a case of acute flaccid paralysis [15 Jun 2018]
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Situation summary
-----------------
The following is an updated information on the case of acute flaccid
paralysis (AFP) with detection of Sabin type 3 vaccine poliovirus,
previously reported in the PAHO/WHO Epidemiological Update of [8 Jun
2018] (*).

The case is a 34-month-old male, unvaccinated, resident of an
indigenous community in Delta Amacuro [Orinoco Delta], Venezuela, with
paralysis onset on [29 Apr 2018]. The clinical-epidemiological
investigation carried out indicated that the flaccid paralysis of a
lower limb persisted as of [11 Jun 2018]. Other children from the same
community were vaccinated in April [2018] with a bivalent oral polio
vaccine, so the case may have contracted the infection through the
fecal-oral route.

The laboratory tests (genetic sequencing) recently performed in the
regional reference laboratory confirmed the detection of Sabin type 3
poliovirus vaccine in the viral isolate obtained from this patient's
sample collected on [30 Apr 2018]. The results of the isolated
poliovirus sequencing showed that the virus did not present genetic
variation with respect to the prototype vaccine strain (Sabin type 3),
thus ruling out a vaccine derived poliovirus (VDPV).

The final classification of the case of AFP (to define whether or not
it is associated with the vaccine) will be based on clinical and
virological criteria; for this reason the evaluation of the residual
neurological deficit is expected 60 days after the onset of the
paralysis [28 Jun 2018].

Preliminary results of the field investigation carried out in the
community where the case occurred had identified an 8-year-old girl
with a vaccine history of at least 1 dose of tOPV (trivalent oral
polio vaccine), suspected as AFP. The clinical evaluation subsequently
carried out by health professionals has ruled out that this is a case
of AFP.

No additional AFP cases have been identified to date through active
search for AFP cases carried out in the community.

* PAHO/WHO. Detection of Sabin type 3 vaccine poliovirus in a case of
Acute Flaccid Paralysis. 8 Jun 2018, Washington, DC: PAHO/WHO; 2018;
available at <https://bit.ly/2JBfJod>

Advice to national authorities
The Pan American Health Organization / World Health Organization
(PAHO/WHO) reiterates to Member States the importance of reaching and
maintaining polio vaccination coverage of more than 95 percent in each
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district or municipality, maintaining high quality of epidemiological
surveillance, and updating the national poliovirus outbreak response
plans.

References
----------
1. PAHO/WHO. Final report of the 3rd Ad-Hoc Meeting of the TAG. Ad-hoc
Virtual Meeting, 19 March 2018; available at
<https://bit.ly/2Jt8lrH>.
2. PAHO/WHO. Polio Weekly Bulletin, 2018; available at
<https://bit.ly/2JmhVR2>
3. PAHO/WHO. Inactivated Polio Vaccine (IPV) Introduction; Frequently
Asked Questions. 2014; available at
<https://www.paho.org/hq/dmdocuments/2014/IPV-IntroductionFAQ-e.pdf>
4. WHO. Polio vaccines: WHO position paper - March 2016. Weekly
Epidemiological Record. 2016; 12(91): 145168; available at:
<http://www.who.int/wer/2016/wer9112.pdf>

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[This timely PAHO update rules out the possibility of more than one
case of AFP in the community where this OPV3 associated AFP case
resides, as well as reinforces the background information of recent
introduction of bOPV (bivalent OPV including OPV1 and OPV3 viruses)
into this community, preceding the onset of paralysis of this child.

We await further information as it becomes available.

A map showing the Orinoco Delta region of Venezuela, where the
involved community is located, can be found at
<https://geographic.org/geographic_names/name.php?uni=-1405762&fid=6621&c=venezuela>.

HealthMap/ProMED map of Delta Amacuro, Venezuela:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/54707>. - Mod.MPP]

******
[2] Global update (Pakistan, Venezuela), GPEI
Date: Thu 14 Jun 2018
Source: Global Polio Eradication Initiative/WHO [edited]
<http://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/this-week/>

Poliovirus weekly update, 13 Jun 2018, World Health Organization
New wild poliovirus cases reported this week: 1
New cVDPV cases reported this week: 0

Headlines
- In response to media reports about a polio case in Venezuela which
emerged last week [week of 4 Jun 2018], the Global Polio Eradication
Initiative (GPEI) wishes to clarify that these reports cannot be
confirmed at this time. An acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) case, a
symptom which is caused by a number of different diseases (polio being
just one of them), is currently being investigated. The child is 34
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months old, and had onset of paralysis on [29 Apr 2018], from an
under-immunized community in Orinoco delta, Delta Amacuro state. A
Sabin type 3 poliovirus was isolated from stool samples of the AFP
case, and is being further analyzed, including to determine if the
paralysis was caused by the isolated strain. Final laboratory results
are expected next week. Isolation of Sabin 3 poliovirus is not
unusual, and can be expected in children and communities immunized
with bivalent oral polio vaccine, which contains both attenuated type
1 and type 3 Sabin strains. As part of global polio surveillance
efforts, every year more than 100 000 AFP cases are detected and
investigated worldwide. WHO's Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)
and the GPEI continue to support local public health authorities in
conducting an epidemiological and field investigation into this
event.

Summary of newly-reported viruses this week
Pakistan: 1 new wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) case reported

Afghanistan
- No new cases of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) have been reported
this week. The total number of WPV1 cases in 2018 remains 8.
- The most recent case (by date of onset) occurred in Kandahar
province, with onset of paralysis on [27 Apr 2018].
- During the May [2018] immunization campaign, vaccinators worked to
reach over 9.6 million children with bivalent oral polio vaccine.

Pakistan
- 1 new case of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) was reported this week,
bringing the total number of officially reported WPV1 cases in
Pakistan in 2018 to 3. This latest case had onset of paralysis on 18
May [2018], from Duki, Balochistan.
- During the May [2018] immunization campaign, vaccinators worked to
reach over 20 million children with bivalent oral polio vaccine.

Nigeria
- No new cases of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) were reported in the
past week.
- The total number of WPV1 cases for 2016 is 4 and no cases have been
reported in 2017 or 2018. The most recent WPV1 case (by date of onset)
was reported in Monguno local government area, Borno state, with onset
on [21 Aug 2016].
- Circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) is confirmed
in Jigawa state. cVDPV2 has been isolated from environmental samples
and 1 AFP case with onset of paralysis on [15 Apr 2018].
- Since confirmation of cVDPV2 in Nigeria, the country has conducted
additional acute flaccid paralysis surveillance strengthening
activities including enhanced active surveillance visits, and
community sampling. The programme has also carried out extensive
search for type 2 containing vaccines (tOPV/mOPV2) in the areas
surrounding where the virus was detected.
- The GPEI is working with Regional and country counterparts and
partners to supporting the local public health authorities to conduct
outbreak response. This includes the implementation of 2 rounds of
mOPV2 vaccination in May and June [2018] covering part of Jigawa,
Gombe, Bauchi, and Sokoto.
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Lake Chad Basin
- The detection of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) and circulating
vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) in Nigeria continue to pose
a risk to the neighbouring countries of the Lake Chad basin.
- Emergency outbreak response efforts continue across the Lake Chad
basin, together with activities to fill subnational surveillance gaps
across the region.
- These activities include efforts to vaccinate children at markets,
in internally displaced persons and refugee camps, and at
international borders.
- In May [2018], 2 polio vaccination campaigns with bOPV took place,
targeting vulnerable island populations in Lake Chad. These special
vaccination activities concerned 8 health districts in Chad: Bagasola,
Bol, Isseirom, Karal, Kouloudia, Liwa, Mani, and Ngouri.

Central Africa
- No new cases of circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2
(cVDPV2) were reported in the past week in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC).
- The total number of officially reported cVDPV2 cases in the DRC in
2018 remains 4.
- The most recent case (by date of onset) was reported in Kikula
district, Haut Katanga province, with onset on [19 Feb 2018].
- The Ministry of Health, supported by WHO and partners of the Global
Polio Eradication Initiative, remains fully committed to outbreak
response in the affected provinces, including use of monovalent oral
polio vaccine type 2 (mOPV2) across the country, in line with
internationally-agreed outbreak response protocols.
- Surveillance and immunization activities are being strengthened in
neighbouring countries.

Horn of Africa
- Since the beginning of this outbreak response, there has been no
isolation of either cVDPV3 or cVDPV2 from acute flaccid paralysis
cases or their contacts in either Somalia or Kenya. Virus has been
isolated from environmental samples only.
- Outbreak response to both strains is currently being implemented, in
line with internationally-agreed guidelines. Large-scale supplementary
immunization activities (SIAs) have been implemented in Banadir, Lower
Shabelle and Middle Shabelle regions, Somalia, with additional SIAs
planned in the affected zones of the Horn of Africa. Special
surveillance activities are being undertaken to determine the origin
of the viral circulation.
- WHO and partners continue to support local public health authorities
across the Horn of Africa in conducting field investigations and risk
assessments.

Middle East
- No new cases of circulating vaccine derived poliovirus type 2
(cVDPV2) were reported in the past week in Syria.
- The total number of officially reported cVDPV2 cases in Syria in
2017 remains 74. There are no cases reported in 2018.
- The most recent case (by date of onset) was reported in Boukamal
district, with onset on [21 Sep 2017].
- IPV vaccination continued in Raqqa governorate in April [2018] as
part of the outbreak response. A total of 9257 children aged 2-23
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months who were not covered during the February [2018] round were
vaccinated in Tell Abyad district.
- In addition, Raqqa city was accessed for the 1st time with IPV. A
total of 7215 children aged 2-23 months were vaccinated, representing
95 percent of the total target.

Officially reported wild poliovirus cases as of 12 Jun 2018
-----------------------------------------------------------
Total global cases in 2018: 11 (compared with 6 for the same period in
2017)
- Total in endemic countries in 2018: 11 (compared with 6 for the same
period in 2017)
- Total in non-endemic countries in 2018: 0 (compared with 0 for the
same period in 2017)

- Afghanistan: 8 cases in 2018 (compared with 4 for the same period in
2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 27 Apr 2018
- Pakistan: 3 cases in 2018 (compared with 2 for the same period in
2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 18 May 2018
- Nigeria: 0 case in 2018 (compared with 0 for the same period in
2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 21 Aug 2016

Total global cases in 2017: 22
- Total in endemic countries: 22
- Total in non-endemic countries: 0

Officially reported cVDPV cases as of 12 Jun 2018
Total global cases in 2018: 5 (compared with 6 for the same period in
2017)
- Syrian Arab Republic: 0 case in 2018 (compared with 2 for the same
period in 2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 21 Sep 2017
- Democratic Republic of the Congo: 4 cases in 2018 (compared with 4
for the same period in 2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case:
19 Feb 2018
- Nigeria: 1 case in 2018 (compared with 0 for the same period in
2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 15 Apr 2018

Total global cases in 2017: 96
- Total in endemic countries: 0
- Total in non-endemic countries: 96

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[The report above officially confirms the earlier media report of an
additional WPV1 case in Dukki district of Balochistan, Pakistan (also
confirmed by the EpiCore Global Surveillance Project), now bringing
the total number of WPV1 associated cases of polio during 2018 to 11,
almost double that reported as of this date in 2017. Is this a true
increase in cases? Or is this due to enhanced surveillance activities
capturing closer to the true occurrence of cases? It is notable there
is no mention of positive environmental samples during the past week.
If this is not due to delayed surveillance reports, this may be a
positive sign of interruption of WPV1 circulation in areas where
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environmental sampling is being done. It also does not mention newly
identified positive environmental samples involving cVDPVs....time
will tell.

As for the situation in Venezuela, see the PAHO update in section [1]
above. It is notable that there is no mention of the additional AFP
cases mentioned in the media report...and that the focus of the
investigation involves the solitary case with a reported OPV3 virus
isolated from specimens taken from the case. In the original PAHO
update (see Poliomyelitis update (19): Venezuela, vaccine virus found,
VAPP susp http://promedmail.org/post/20180609.5848416), there was
mention of a recent vaccination campaign held in the community, during
April 2018, preceding the onset of paralysis in the suspected case
mentioned above. It appears that reporting of the situation has been
somewhat complicated by the local political situation, with incentives
and disincentives for reporting among the different factions in the
country.

HealthMap/ProMED map of Duki, Balochistan, Pakistan:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/64226>. - Mod.MPP]

******
[3] Venezuela: GPEI update late Fri 15 Jun 2018
Date: 15 Jun 2018
Source: Global Polio Eradication Initiative
<http://polioeradication.org/news-post/update-on-suspected-polio-case-in-venezuela/>

Following unconfirmed reports on [8 Jun 2018] of suspected polio
re-emergence in Venezuela, final laboratory testing has confirmed the
cause of the paralysis is not wild poliovirus or vaccine-derived
poliovirus.

A 34-month old child had presented with symptoms of acute flaccid
paralysis (AFP) on [29 Apr 2018], from a community with low
vaccination coverage in Orinoco delta, Delta Amacuro state.

A Sabin type 3 poliovirus was isolated from stool samples of the
child. Isolation of Sabin type 3 poliovirus can be expected in
children and communities immunized with bivalent oral polio vaccine,
which contains attenuated (weakened) type 1 and type 3 Sabin strains.
Final laboratory analysis received today has confirmed that the AFP
symptoms are not associated with wild or vaccine-derived poliovirus.

A number of conditions or infections can lead to AFP, poliovirus being
just one of them.  As part of global polio surveillance efforts, every
year more than 100 000 AFP cases are detected and investigated
worldwide. Clinical evaluation of the child is underway to determine
the cause of the paralysis. The most important point is that the child
should be provided with appropriate care and support.

While wild and vaccine-derived polio have both been ruled out as the
cause of this child's symptoms, this area of Venezuela is experiencing
vaccination coverage gaps. It is critical that countries maintain high
immunity to polio in all communities, and strong disease surveillance,
to minimize the risk and consequences of any eventual poliovirus
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re-introduction or re-emergence.

--
Communicated by:
Viki Hansen-Landis
International SOS
<viki.hansen-landis@internationalsos.com>

[The above "late breaking" information from the GPEI just came to my
attention, hours after this post was prepared by me. To read between
the lines, an interpretation of this report is consistent with the
PAHO report in section [1] above, stating that the OPV3 virus isolated
from this AFP case was a "pure" OPV3 virus, without genetic changes
that might be consistent with a VDPV that had reverted in
neurovirulence and its ability to continued transmission among a
susceptible population. The confusion I have, is whether this is a
definitive ruling out of this AFP case being classified as a VAPP
(vaccine associated paralytic polio) case in a contact? Again, we
await further information and clarification. - Mod.MPP]

[See Also:
Poliomyelitis update (20): (Pakistan) WPV1 conf
http://promedmail.org/post/20180610.5849085
Poliomyelitis update (19): Venezuela, vaccine virus found, VAPP susp
http://promedmail.org/post/20180609.5848416
Poliomyelitis update (18): Pakistan (BA) RFI:
http://promedmail.org/post/20180609.5848153
Poliomyelitis update (17): Venezuela, cases conf. global (Pakistan),
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20180607.5845259
Poliomyelitis update (16): Global (Afghanistan), Pakistan
http://promedmail.org/post/20180531.5831364
Poliomyelitis update (15): Pakistan (BA) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180529.5825949
Poliomyelitis update (14): global, cVDPV Horn of Africa, PV2 post
erad. stocks http://promedmail.org/post/20180526.5819775
Poliomyelitis update (13): positive environmental samples
http://promedmail.org/post/20180511.5791991
Poliomyelitis update (12): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180405.5728514
Poliomyelitis update (11): global (Afghanistan, DR Congo)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180324.5706145
Poliomyelitis update (10): Congo DR, cVDPV
http://promedmail.org/post/20180316.5692109
Poliomyelitis update (09): Afghanistan (WPV), Congo DR (cVDPV)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180315.5689842
Poliomyelitis update (08): Somalia, cVDPV environmental samples
http://promedmail.org/post/20180313.5684227
Poliomyelitis update (07): (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180208.5615989
Poliomyelitis update (06): Global (Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180202.5603446
Poliomyelitis update (05): Afghanistan, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180131.5597699
Poliomyelitis update (04): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan), Nigeria
rumors http://promedmail.org/post/20180125.5584166
Poliomyelitis update (03): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Congo DR),
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violence http://promedmail.org/post/20180118.5569033
Poliomyelitis update (02): (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180113.5558200
Poliomyelitis update (01): global (Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180105.5539242
2017
---
Poliomyelitis update (47): Pakistan, global (Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171229.5526565
Poliomyelitis update (46): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan), Lake Chad
Region http://promedmail.org/post/20171221.5518292
Poliomyelitis update (45): Pakistan, Afghanistan, Gabon
http://promedmail.org/post/20171214.5504166
Poliomyelitis update (44): (Australia), pos. environmental sample,
iVDPV2 iden. http://promedmail.org/post/20171215.5506586
Poliomyelitis update (43): (Australia), positive environmental sample,
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20171215.5506172
Poliomyelitis update (42): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171214.5504166
Poliomyelitis update (41): Syria
http://promedmail.org/post/20171213.5500907
Poliomyelitis update (40): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171207.5489424
Poliomyelitis update (30): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171012.5377178
Poliomyelitis update (20): global (Syria, Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170720.5193070
Poliomyelitis update (10): Syria (DY), Congo DR, cVDPV, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20170613.5103235
Poliomyelitis (01): Pakistan (GB), global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170314.4898724
2016
---
Poliomyelitis update (21): IPV shortage, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20161231.4733243
Poliomyelitis update (01): India, VDPV, wild type-free
http://promedmail.org/post/20160115.3939297]
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E. COLI EHEC - USA (19): (UTAH, ARIZONA) O157, 2017
***************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
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<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Thu 14 Jun 2018
Source: MMWR [edited]
<https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/67/wr/mm6723a2.htm?s_cid=mm6723a2_w>

_E. coli_ O157:H7 Infections Associated with Exposure to Animal Manure
in a Rural Community -- Arizona and Utah, June-July 2017
----------------------------------------
On 26 Jun 2017, a hospital in southern Utah notified the Utah
Department of Health of Shiga toxin-producing _Escherichia coli_
(STEC) [also referred to as enterohemorrhagic _E. coli_ - EHEC -
Mod.LL] O157:H7 infections in 2 children from a small community on the
Arizona-Utah border. Both children developed hemolytic uremic
syndrome, characterized by hemolytic anemia, acute kidney failure, and
thrombocytopenia and died within a few days of illness onset. Over the
next few days, several more EHEC-associated illnesses were reported in
residents of the community. A joint investigation by local and state
health agencies from Arizona and Utah and CDC was initiated to
identify the outbreak source and prevent additional cases; a total of
12 cases were identified, including the 2 children who died.
Investigators initially explored multiple potential sources of
illness; epidemiologic and environmental information revealed cow
manure contact as the likely initial cause of the outbreak, which was
followed by subsequent person-to-person transmission. One of the
outbreak strains was isolated from bull and horse manure collected
from a yard near a community household with 2 ill children. Local
health agencies made recommendations to the public related to both
animal contact and hand hygiene to reduce the risk for EHEC
transmission. Animal or animal manure contact should be considered a
potential source of EHEC O157:H7 during outbreaks in communities where
ruminants are kept near the home.

Epidemiologic Investigation
----------------------
A case of EHEC O157:H7 infection was defined as an illness in a
resident of the Centennial Park/Colorado City/Hildale community with
onset of diarrhea after 1 Jun 2017, with 1) culture-confirmed EHEC
O157:H7 with one of three novel pulsed-field gel electrophoresis
(PFGE) pattern combinations or 2) physician-diagnosed postdiarrheal
hemolytic uremic syndrome. Cases were classified as secondary if
contact with another case occurred 3 or more days before illness
onset. Local health care facilities identified potential cases via
syndromic surveillance and reported them to the Southwest Utah Public
Health Department and the Mohave County (Arizona) Health Department.
The Southwest Utah Public Health Department created several social
media posts advising community residents with diarrhea to see a doctor
because local health officials were concerned that adults in this
community would not seek health care for themselves.

12 cases were identified, including 5 classified as secondary, from 8
separate households. Illness onset dates for the 12 patients ranged
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from 10 Jun 2018 to 9 Jul 2017 (Figure 1 [for figures and table, see
original URL - Mod.LL]). The median age of patients was 3 years (range
equal to 1-28 years), and 11 were aged 6 years or older. Five cases
occurred in females; 9 patients were hospitalized, 4 had hemolytic
uremic syndrome, and 2 died.

All patients or their guardians were interviewed using a
hypothesis-generating questionnaire containing questions about foods
eaten, food source locations, travel, recreational water exposure,
sources of drinking water, and animal contact during the week before
illness onset. All 12 patients or their guardians reported shopping at
grocery store A, and guardians of 6 of 7 patients with primary cases
reported purchasing ground beef. The prevalence of ground beef
consumption was significantly higher than that reported in the
Foodborne Diseases Active Surveillance Network Population Survey
(FoodNet; <https://www.cdc.gov/foodnet/index.html>) (86 percent versus
40 percent; p equal to 0.04) (1); however, local health officials
suspected a higher typical ground beef consumption rate in this
community than in the nation overall. Thus, other potential hypotheses
were explored in a focus group discussion with 5 guardians of 4 ill
children. Beef and watermelon consumption, contact with domestic and
companion animals, and multiple exposures to recreational water
emerged as common exposures.

A 1:3 matched case-control study was designed based on information
from the focus group discussion. Guardians of 16 healthy children were
recruited through an online survey posted to a closed Facebook group
of current and past community residents. The voluntary survey included
screening questions to determine their children's eligibility for
participation. Community health workers used a focused questionnaire
containing questions about consumption of ground beef and fresh
produce, as well as all animal contact during the exposure period to
interview the guardians of 6 of 7 patients with primary cases and
guardians of 16 healthy age-matched controls. 3 of 6 ill children and
three of 16 controls reported playing in an area that had animal
manure (matched odds ratio equal to 7.7; 95 percent confidence
interval equal to 0.8-71.3) (Table).

Contact tracing identified friendships, working relationships, or
familial relationships between persons in all 8 households. Illness
onset dates were consistent with hypothesized person-to-person contact
(Figure 2). The 3 patients with the earliest illness onset dates
(patients A, B, and C), including the 2 patients who died, lived in
the same multifamily household with approximately 40 persons. After
the 2nd patient died, the house was voluntarily vacated, and many
persons moved within the community. Contact with animal manure was the
hypothesized source of the initial illnesses, with further spread via
secondary person-to-person transmission.

Laboratory Investigation
---------------
Officials from the Utah Department of Health and the Mohave County
(Arizona) Health Department collected food, water, animal feed and
manure, and environmental samples from various locations in the
community. The Utah Public Health Laboratory and Arizona State Public
Health Laboratory tested 143 samples for EHEC.
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A total of 35 samples from grocery store A included ground beef and
environmental samples from the meat grinder, meat preparation areas,
and meat storage areas. Officials also collected samples of frozen
ground beef from households and samples of animal manure from cattle
(23), goats (5), horses (17), dogs (11), and other animals (6) in the
Centennial Park/Colorado City/Hildale community. Drinking and
recreational water samples (12) were collected from surrounding farms
and creeks. Stool specimens were obtained from 11 patients.

EHEC was not isolated from any of the food or environmental samples
from grocery store A. However, EHEC was isolated from the 11 patient
specimens and 3 animal manure samples (2 horses and 1 bull). All
isolates were further characterized by whole genome sequencing.
Bioinformatic analysis (2) performed at the Utah Public Health
Laboratory indicated the 11 clinical isolates, 1 bull manure isolate,
and 2 horse manure isolates formed a single monophyletic clade with
short branch lengths and high statistical support based on bootstrap
statistical analysis of 1000 replicates. This finding indicated that
all the isolates were highly related genetically and shared a common
molecular evolutionary history. High-quality single-nucleotide
polymorphism (hqSNP) analysis performed at CDC (3) indicated that the
11 clinical isolates, 1 bull manure isolate, and 2 horse manure
isolates differed by 0-4 hqSNPs, suggesting that they were highly
related genetically. EHEC O157:H7 was not isolated from samples from
the source farms or animal feed.

Public Health Response
-----------------
This multijurisdictional investigation involved daily collaboration
among national, state, and local agencies facilitated by an incident
command structure. Public communication and educational materials were
developed by the Southwest Utah Public Health Department and
disseminated by investigation partners, including a public health
nurse who was a member of the community. Educational information
focused on hygiene related to livestock, safe cooking, increased
vigilance for gastrointestinal symptoms, and prevention of secondary
transmission. No additional EHEC cases with the outbreak strain have
been reported from this community since the conclusion of the
investigation.

Discussion
--------
In this outbreak, playing in an area with animal manure was associated
with illness. The 5 ill children with the earliest illness onset dates
lived in close proximity to one another and the culture-positive
animal manure. EHEC can be shed intermittently by colonized animals,
so additional animals might have carried the outbreak strain despite
the lack of isolation from manure. Unlike ruminants, horses are not
considered reservoirs for EHEC O157:H7 (4,5). The hypothesis is that
the 2 horses were infected with the outbreak strain while living in
proximity to the bull.

This investigation highlights the use of multiple epidemiologic
methods, including hypothesis-generating questionnaires, focus group
interviewing, a case-control study, and contact tracing in concert
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with environmental and clinical testing in identifying the source of
an outbreak. These methods were used to generate and test hypotheses
regarding four modes of disease transmission: person-to-person, food,
drinking and recreational water, and animal contact.

This investigation also highlights the importance of communication and
outreach efforts to successful, sensitive public health
investigations. The inclusion of a local public health nurse in the
investigation team enhanced communication and facilitated both the
focus group and contact tracing efforts within a community that had
been wary of government officials during previous public health
interventions.

The findings in this report are subject to at least three limitations.
1st, this outbreak spread through secondary person-to-person
transmission, limiting the number of primary cases available for
assessment of exposure frequencies for hypothesis generation. 2nd, for
all methods used to investigate hypotheses, ill children or their
guardians were contacted 1-6 weeks after the illness began, which
could have resulted in inaccurate recall of food and animal contact.
Finally, low health care utilization among members of the adult
population might have resulted in unidentified cases. These
limitations might have decreased the likelihood of statistically
significant epidemiologic findings despite positive identification of
the outbreak strain in animal manure.

Based on the epidemiologic and environmental data, it is likely that
the initial source of this outbreak was contact with animals or their
environments. Certain behaviors in the patients with primary cases
might have contributed to initiation of the outbreak, such as lack of
awareness of the risk for disease, inadequate hand washing, and
hand-to-mouth behaviors. Subsequent person-to-person transmission
resulted in a large, severe outbreak that included challenges in
identifying the source. Strong multijurisdictional partnerships and a
combination of epidemiologic methods were necessary to identify an
outbreak source. Promoting adequate sanitation and hand washing
practices around animal and manure exposure is critical to prevent
future outbreaks.
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[Authors: Luna S, Krishnasamy V, Saw L, et al]

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[ProMED posted on this outbreak of EHEC disease in the southwestern
USA. The report highlights the need for strict attention to the
primary cases to assess the vehicle for transmission. As noted in the
posting, horses are rarely linked to human EHEC cases. - Mod.LL

HealthMap/ProMED-mail maps:
Utah, United States: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/246>
Arizona, United States: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/207>]

[See Also:
E. coli EHEC - USA (18): (TN) raw milk, more cases
http://promedmail.org/post/20180614.5856110
E. coli EHEC - USA (17): (OR) O111, daycare center
http://promedmail.org/post/20180613.5854733
E. coli EHEC - USA (16): (TN) raw milk
http://promedmail.org/post/20180607.5844304
E. coli EHEC - USA (15): O157, romaine lettuce, more cases, fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20180604.5837662
E. coli EHEC - USA (14): (WA) sandwich shops
http://promedmail.org/post/20180527.5820803
E. coli EHEC - USA (13): O157, romaine lettuce, increasing cases,
fatality http://promedmail.org/post/20180517.5799620
E. coli EHEC - USA (12): O157, romaine lettuce, increasing cases,
fatality http://promedmail.org/post/20180510.5791677
E. coli EHEC - USA (11): (OK) day care center
http://promedmail.org/post/20180502.5780250
E. coli EHEC - USA (10): O157, romaine lettuce, fatality
http://promedmail.org/post/20180502.5780249
E. coli EHEC - USA (09): O157, romaine lettuce
http://promedmail.org/post/20180427.5771229
E. coli EHEC - USA (08): (CA) military outbreak, undercooked beef,
2017 http://promedmail.org/post/20180425.5769489
E. coli EHEC - USA (07): O157, romaine lettuce
http://promedmail.org/post/20180425.5769488
E. coli EHEC - USA (06): O157, romaine lettuce
http://promedmail.org/post/20180421.5761217
E. coli EHEC - USA (05): O157, romaine lettuce
http://promedmail.org/post/20180418.5756056
E. coli EHEC - USA (04): O157, romaine lettuce
http://promedmail.org/post/20180413.5745944
E. coli EHEC - USA (03): O157, expansion of NJ outbreak
http://promedmail.org/post/20180411.5738813
E. coli EHEC - USA (02): (NJ) poss. restaurant chain link, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180405.5728398
E. coli EHEC - USA: O157, leafy greens
http://promedmail.org/post/20180110.5550773
2017
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---
E. coli EHEC - USA (39): relatedness to Canada isolates
http://promedmail.org/post/20171229.5527271
E. coli EHEC - Canada (14): O157, lettuce, fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20171222.5518867
E. coli EHEC - Canada (13): O157, lettuce, fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20171215.5506384
E. coli EHEC - Canada (12) : O157, lettuce
http://promedmail.org/post/20171212.5497097
E. coli EHEC - USA (38): (CA)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171212.5498214
E. coli EHEC - USA (37): raw dough, FDA alert
http://promedmail.org/post/20171202.5479176
E. coli EHEC - USA (36): (CA) military outbreak, O157
http://promedmail.org/post/20171111.5436982
E. coli EHEC - USA (35): (CA) military outbreak, O157
http://promedmail.org/post/20171104.5424631
E. coli EHEC - USA (34): (CA) military outbreak, O157
http://promedmail.org/post/20171103.5422415
E. coli EHEC - USA (33): (CA) military outbreak, O157
http://promedmail.org/post/20171102.5421203
E. coli EHEC - USA (32): (CA) military outbreak, revised case numbers
http://promedmail.org/post/20171102.5420166
E. coli EHEC - USA (31): (CA) military outbreak
http://promedmail.org/post/20171101.5417972
E. coli EHEC - USA (30): (CA) military outbreak, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20171031.5416569
E. coli EHEC - USA (29): (MI) farm animal exposures, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20171030.5410350
E. coli EHEC - USA (28): (VT) O157, ground beef, alert, recall
http://promedmail.org/post/20171014.5381117
E. coli EHEC - USA (27): (WI) O157, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170921.5330484
E. coli EHEC - USA (26): (MI) O157, antimicrobial resistance
http://promedmail.org/post/20170824.5272308
E. coli EHEC - USA (25): (CA) O157, recreational water
http://promedmail.org/post/20170818.5258783
E. coli EHEC - USA (24): (CO) county fair, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170811.5243577
E. coli EHEC - USA (23): (CA) recreational water
http://promedmail.org/post/20170810.5240983
E. coli EHEC - USA (22): (CA) recreational water
http://promedmail.org/post/20170804.5227891
E. coli EHEC - USA (21): (CA) recreational water
http://promedmail.org/post/20170802.5220799
E. coli EHEC - USA (20): (CA) recreational water, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170731.5217061
E. coli EHEC - USA (19): (UT, AZ) O157, fatalities, susp. livestock
exposure http://promedmail.org/post/20170730.5215421
E. coli EHEC - USA (18): (UT, AZ) O157, fatalities
http://promedmail.org/post/20170727.5206988
E. coli EHEC - USA (17): (OH) summer camp, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170724.5198725
E. coli EHEC - USA (16) : (MN) fatality
http://promedmail.org/post/20170721.5195217
E. coli EHEC - USA (15): (UT) O157, fatalities
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http://promedmail.org/post/20170711.5167176
E. coli EHEC - USA (14): (UT) O157, fatalities
http://promedmail.org/post/20170705.5152059
E. coli, EHEC - USA (13): (UT) fatalities, susp EHEC, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170703.5147181
E. coli EHEC - USA (12): (TX)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170621.5121066
E. coli EHEC - USA (11): O157, deer droppings, water exposure, 2016
http://promedmail.org/post/20170511.5028649
E. coli EHEC - USA (10): O157, soynut butter
http://promedmail.org/post/20170505.5014128
E. coli EHEC - USA (09): (AR) fatality, unrelated cases
http://promedmail.org/post/20170422.4988037
E. coli EHEC - USA (08): (AR) fatality, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170421.4984124
E. coli EHEC - USA (07): (MA) O157, restaurant chain, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170414.4970974
E. coli EHEC - USA (06): O157, soynut butter
http://promedmail.org/post/20170405.4949992
E. coli EHEC - USA (05): O157, soynut butter, CDC update
http://promedmail.org/post/20170401.4941247
E. coli EHEC - USA (04): (OR) O157, soynut butter, preschool
http://promedmail.org/post/20170315.4902827
E. coli EHEC - USA (03): O157, soynut butter, more cases, recall
http://promedmail.org/post/20170308.4887992
E. coli EHEC - USA (02): O157, soynut butter
http://promedmail.org/post/20170307.4883675
E. coli EHEC - USA http://promedmail.org/post/20170302.4875298]
.................................................ll/msp/jh

------------------------------

*##########################################################*
************************************************************
ProMED-mail makes every effort to  verify  the reports  that
are  posted,  but  the  accuracy  and  completeness  of  the
information,   and  of  any  statements  or  opinions  based
thereon, are not guaranteed. The reader assumes all risks in
using information posted or archived by  ProMED-mail.   ISID
and  its  associated  service  providers  shall not be  held
responsible for errors or omissions or  held liable for  any
damages incurred as a result of use or reliance upon  posted
or archived material.
************************************************************
Donate to ProMED-mail. Details available at:
<http://www.isid.org/donate/>
************************************************************
Visit ProMED-mail's web site at <http://www.promedmail.org>.
Send all items for posting to: promed@promedmail.org (NOT to
an individual moderator).  If you do not give your full name
name and affiliation,  it may not be posted.  You may unsub-
scribe at  <http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php>.
For  assistance  from   a   human   being, send mail to:
<postmaster@promedmail.org>.
############################################################
############################################################
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From:                 promed-bounces@promedmail.org
                         <promed-bounces@promedmail.org> on behalf of
                         promed-request@promedmail.org <promed-request@promedmail.org>
To:                     promed@promedmail.org
                         <promed@promedmail.org>
Cc:

Subject:             ProMED Digest, Vol 72, Issue 33

Today's Topics:

   1. PRO/EDR> Poliomyelitis update (18): Pakistan (BA) RFI
      (promed@promedmail.org)
   2. PRO/AH/EDR> Rift Valley fever - Kenya (03): (WJ) camel,
      human, OIE (promed@promedmail.org)
   3. PRO/EDR> Poliomyelitis update (19): Venezuela, vaccine virus
      found,VAPP susp (promed@promedmail.org)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Message: 1
Date: Sat, 9 Jun 2018 17:00:58 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/EDR> Poliomyelitis update (18): Pakistan (BA) RFI
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<01000163e57e6f39-7bdb09e4-690e-46a7-8a51-214321dd6f2d-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

POLIOMYELITIS UPDATE (18): PAKISTAN (BALOCHISTAN) REQUEST FOR
INFORMATION
*************************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Fri 8 Jun 2018 2:45 PM PKT
Source: Urdu Point [edited]
<https://www.urdupoint.com/en/health/third-case-of-polio-in-2018-surfaces-from-bal-366733.html>

3rd case of polio in 2018 surfaces from Balochistan
---------------------------------------------------

Date:                 Sat Jun 09 2018 16:21:10 CDT
Attachments:

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5429
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A fresh case of polio has surfaced from Duki district of Balochistan.
According to sources in the provincial health department, an 18 month
old boy from Killi Babran of Duki fell victim to the virus that was
diagnosed in him on Friday [8 Jun 2018] morning.

Sources in the health department said [the boy] was administered the
anti-polio vaccine only once during the last 6 months. He was not
found present at home 5 times during the polio drive.

This is the 3rd case of polio virus from Balochistan and all over
Pakistan in 2018.

Prior to [this boy], 2 other children were diagnosed with polio from
the same district, Duki, in March and May [2018]. In 2017, 3 cases of
polio surfaced from Balochistan, while 2 were reported in 2016.

In 2015, 7 cases of polio virus surfaced from the province, while in
2014 the count was 25. The year 2013 saw no cases of the virus from
Balochistan, while 4 were reported in 2012 and 73 in 2011. This makes
the total number of cases from Balochistan 117 during the last 8
years.

[byline: Rukhshan Mir]

--
communicated by:
ProMED-mail from HealthMap Alerts
<promed@promedmail.org>

[As stated in the media report above, this is now the 3rd case of
polio reported from Duki district, Balochistan during 2018 (see prior
ProMED-mail postings referenced below in the see also section for
further details]. While the virus type involved in this case is not
mentioned, given the preceding 2 cases with WPV1 isolated, it is
highly likely this case will be due to a WPV1 infection. Once official
confirmation is received, this will represent the 3rd case of polio
confirmed in Pakistan during 2018, and the 11th case this year
(2018).

Duki district in Balochistan borders with Afghanistan and is known to
be an area with ongoing tribal conflicts. Female literacy is reported
to be less than 10 per cent, with male literacy around 30 per cent.
(<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duki_District,_Pakistan>).

More information on the poliovirus isolated would be greatly
appreciated. - Mod.MPP

HealthMap/ProMED map of Duki, Balochist?n, Pakistan:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/64226>.]

[See Also:
Poliomyelitis update (17): Venezuela, cases conf. global (Pakistan),
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20180607.5845259
Poliomyelitis update (16): Global (Afghanistan), Pakistan
http://promedmail.org/post/20180531.5831364
Poliomyelitis update (15): Pakistan (BA) RFI
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http://promedmail.org/post/20180529.5825949
Poliomyelitis update (14): global, cVDPV Horn of Africa, PV2 post
erad. stocks http://promedmail.org/post/20180526.5819775
Poliomyelitis update (13): positive environmental samples
http://promedmail.org/post/20180511.5791991
Poliomyelitis update (12): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180405.5728514
Poliomyelitis update (11): global (Afghanistan, DR Congo)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180324.5706145
Poliomyelitis update (10): Congo DR, cVDPV
http://promedmail.org/post/20180316.5692109
Poliomyelitis update (09): Afghanistan (WPV), Congo DR (cVDPV)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180315.5689842
Poliomyelitis update (08): Somalia, cVDPV environmental samples
http://promedmail.org/post/20180313.5684227
Poliomyelitis update (07): (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180208.5615989
Poliomyelitis update (06): Global (Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180202.5603446
Poliomyelitis update (05): Afghanistan, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180131.5597699
Poliomyelitis update (04): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan), Nigeria
rumors http://promedmail.org/post/20180125.5584166
Poliomyelitis update (03): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Congo DR),
violence http://promedmail.org/post/20180118.5569033
Poliomyelitis update (02): (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180113.5558200
Poliomyelitis update (01): global (Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180105.5539242
2017
---
Poliomyelitis update (47): Pakistan, global (Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171229.5526565
Poliomyelitis update (46): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan), Lake Chad
Region http://promedmail.org/post/20171221.5518292
Poliomyelitis update (45): Pakistan, Afghanistan, Gabon
http://promedmail.org/post/20171214.5504166
Poliomyelitis update (44): (Australia), pos. environmental sample,
iVDPV2 iden. http://promedmail.org/post/20171215.5506586
Poliomyelitis update (43): (Australia), positive environmental sample,
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20171215.5506172
Poliomyelitis update (42): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171214.5504166
Poliomyelitis update (41): Syria
http://promedmail.org/post/20171213.5500907
Poliomyelitis update (40): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171207.5489424
Poliomyelitis update (30): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171012.5377178
Poliomyelitis update (20): global (Syria, Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170720.5193070
Poliomyelitis update (10): Syria (DY), Congo DR, cVDPV, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20170613.5103235
Poliomyelitis (01): Pakistan (GB), global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170314.4898724
2016
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---
Poliomyelitis update (21): IPV shortage, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20161231.4733243
Poliomyelitis update (01): India, VDPV, wild type-free
http://promedmail.org/post/20160115.3939297]
.................................................sb/mpp/mj/sh

------------------------------

Message: 2
Date: Sat, 9 Jun 2018 17:12:32 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/AH/EDR> Rift Valley fever - Kenya (03): (WJ) camel,
human, OIE
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org,
promed-ahead-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<01000163e5890417-25506081-72b2-4384-8312-83072c543089-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

RIFT VALLEY FEVER - KENYA (03): (WAJIR) CAMEL, HUMAN, OIE
*********************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Fri 8 Jun 2018
Source: OIE, WAHID (World Animal Health Information Database), weekly
disease information 2018; 31(24) [edited]
<http://www.oie.int/wahis_2/public/wahid.php/Reviewreport/Review?
page_refer=MapFullEventReport&reportid=26827>

Rift Valley fever, Kenya
------------------------
Information received on [and dated] 8 Jun 2018 from Dr Obadiah Nyaga
Njagi, director of veterinary services, Directorate of Veterinary
Services, State Department of Livestock, Ministry of Agriculture,
Livestock and Fisheries, Nairobi, Kenya

Summary
Report type: immediate notification
Date of start of the event: 3 Jun 2018
Date of confirmation of the event: 6 Jun 2018
Report date: 8 Jun 2018
Date submitted to OIE: 8 Jun 2018
Reason for notification: recurrence of a listed disease
Date of previous occurrence: 18 Nov 2017
Manifestation of disease: clinical disease
Causal agent: Rift Valley fever virus
Nature of diagnosis: suspicion
This event pertains to a defined zone within the country
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New outbreaks (1)
Summary of outbreaks
Total outbreaks: 1
Outbreak 1: Basir, Wajir
Date of start of the outbreak: 3 Jun 2018
Outbreak status: continuing (or date resolved not provided)
Epidemiological unit: farm
Total animals affected
Species / Susceptible / Cases / Deaths / Killed and disposed of /
Slaughtered
Camelidae / 250 / 25 / 17 / 0 / 0
Affected population: the suspected cases were reported in a pastoral
area which was experiencing floods due to heavy rainfall.

Outbreak statistics [rates apparent, in percentages]
Species / Morbidity rate / Mortality rate / Case fatality rate /
Proportion susceptible animals lost*
Camelidae / 10 / 6.8 / 68 / 6.8
*Removed from the susceptible population through death, destruction,
and/or slaughter

Epidemiology
Source of the outbreak(s) or origin of infection: vectors
Epidemiological comments
The area has experienced rainfall above normal and increased mosquito
population. Human cases have been reported in the region. The Ministry
of Health and the Ministry of Livestock have started a joint
investigation. Further news will be reported in follow-up reports.

Control measures
Measures applied: movement control inside the country, surveillance
within containment and/or protection zone, quarantine, vector
surveillance, ante- and postmortem inspections, vaccination permitted
(if a vaccine exists), no treatment of affected animals
Measures to be applied: no other measures

Diagnostic test results
Central veterinary investigation laboratory (national laboratory)
Species / Test / Test date / Result
Camelidae enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) / 6 Jun 2018 /
Inconclusive

Future reporting
The event is continuing. Weekly follow-up reports will be submitted.

[The location of the outbreak can be seen on the interactive map at
the source URL above.]

--
communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[Although the laboratory results from animals were inconclusive, human
cases in that same area have been reported and confirmed. Based on the
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epidemiological comments, "the area has experienced rainfall above
normal and increased mosquito population. Human cases have been
reported in the region."

Simultaneously with the reporting of RVF in animals in Wajir (located
in Kenya's former North Eastern Province, inhabited mainly by
Somalis), the zoonotic virus has, according to the media, caused
clinical disease in humans with 4 reported mortalities so far
(http://promedmail.org/post/20180609.5847216). Those should not
surprise: an alert was issued by the Kenyan Government on 21 May 2018,
"for a possible outbreak of the deadly Rift Valley fever in the wake
of prolonged rainfall." The joint statement from the Ministries of
Health and Agriculture identified 17 flood prone counties, among them
Mombasa, Baringo, and Nairobi, to be at higher risk. According to the
published alert, at that point in time no case of the zoonotic disease
was yet identified in livestock or humans (see
http://promedmail.org/post/20180531.5830703 and
<https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/health/article/2001281213/state-issues-alert-on-rift-valley-fever-
outbreak>).

According to OIE's Terrestrial Manual, "Camels have been regularly
involved in the RVF epidemics in East Africa, Egypt, and more recently
Mauritania. Clinical disease is usually not seen in adult camels, but
sudden deaths, abortion and some early post-natal deaths have been
observed."

After the initial identification of RVF virus as the cause of a
significant disease in humans and sheep, in Kenya (1931), the disease
was considered, during more than 30 following years, to affect, among
domestic animals, 3 species: sheep (most susceptible), cattle and
(least susceptible) goats.

In 1963, camels were added to the list, when infection was reported in
them for the 1st time, during an RVF event in north eastern Kenya in
1962 (ref 1). The report said: "Early in 1962 abortions in camels were
reported. The camels were 6-8 months pregnant and there were no other
signs of illness." Serological investigations in 60 sera samples from
2 affected locations, Wajir (the site of the current event) and
Marsabit (30 camels sampled in each), revealed that 27 camels (45 per
cent) had neutralising antibodies for RVF. The incidence in camels
from Wajir was 43 per cent. and in those from Marsabit 47 per cent.
The authors stated: "Virtually the whole of the 1962 crop of camel
foals was lost, but whether the abortions were caused by RVF virus can
never be known. Nevertheless, the similarities in the incidences in
the various age groups suggest that a recent widespread epidemic had
occurred in the Northern Frontier Province of Kenya and that the
disease was not endemic."

Later, several events of RVF involving dromedary camels (East Africa,
Mauritania) and alpacas (South Africa) confirmed clinical RVF in
camelidae.

For a paper describing morbidity and mortality due to RVF in dromedary
camels in Mauritania, with pictures presenting the observed clinical
signs, see ref 2.
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Outbreaks of RVF are closely associated with periods of heavy rains
and prolonged flooding, as those driven by the warm phase of the El
Ni?o/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon, increasing habitat
suitability for vector populations. In East Africa, RVF epidemics take
place periodically every 10-15 years; the last major outbreak occurred
in 2006-2007. RVF is more likely to affect small ruminants and
cattle.

References
----------
1. Scott GR, Coackley W, Roach RW, Cowdy NR. Rift Valley fever in
camels. J Path Bact. 1963; 86 (1): 229-31.
2. El Mamy ABO, Baba MO, Barry Y, et al. Unexpected Rift Valley fever
outbreak, Northern Mauritania. Emerg Infect Dis. 2011; 17(10): 1894-6.
doi: 10.3201/eid1710.110397.
- Mods.AS/CRD

HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of Wajir, Kenya:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/597>.]

[See Also:
Rift Valley fever - Kenya (02): (WJ) susp
http://promedmail.org/post/20180609.5847216
Rift valley fever - Kenya: alert, prevention
http://promedmail.org/post/20180531.5830703
Rift Valley fever - South Sudan (09): (EL) human, animal, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180410.5735975
Rift Valley fever - South Sudan (08): (EL) animal, human, WHO, FAO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180313.5683274
Rift Valley fever - South Sudan (07): (EL)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180312.5682186
Rift Valley fever - South Sudan (06): (EL) livestock, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180310.5678018
Rift Valley fever - South Sudan (05): (EL) bovine, OIE
http://promedmail.org/post/20180309.5675819
Rift Valley fever - South Sudan (04): (EL)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180309.5675244
Rift Valley fever - South Sudan (03): (EL)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180206.5611318
Rift Valley fever - South Sudan (02): (EL)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180130.5595636
Rift Valley fever - South Sudan: (EB) WHO, susp, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180119.5568536
Undiagnosed hemorrhagic illness - South Sudan: (EL) fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20180109.5545676
Rift Valley fever - Gambia: (BJ) WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20180124.5582524
Rift Valley fever - Uganda
http://promedmail.org/post/20180124.5582417
2017
---
Rift Valley fever - Europe: vector competence
http://promedmail.org/post/20170811.5243601
Rift Valley fever - Nigeria: livestock, serology, OIE
http://promedmail.org/post/20170727.5209912
Rift Valley fever - Mali (02): (KK)
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http://promedmail.org/post/20170721.5195838
Rift Valley fever - Mauritania: RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170605.5085590
Rift Valley fever - Niger: livestock, human, risk assessment, FAO
http://promedmail.org/post/20170404.4947846
Rift Valley fever - Mali: (GO) ovine, caprine, OIE
http://promedmail.org/post/20170128.4799130
2016
---
Rift Valley fever - Niger (05): (TH)
http://promedmail.org/post/20161121.4643103
Rift Valley fever - Niger (04): (TH)
http://promedmail.org/post/20161014.4560906
Rift Valley fever - Niger (03): (TH) livestock, human
http://promedmail.org/post/20160929.4525684
Rift Valley fever - Niger (02): (TH), livestock, human,
http://promedmail.org/post/20160922.4506785
Rift Valley fever - Niger: (TH) livestock, OIE
http://promedmail.org/post/20160920.4501514
Undiagnosed deaths, camels - Kenya: (MB) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20160128.3973561
2013
---
Rift Valley Fever, Sheep, goat and Camelidae - Mauritania, Senegal:
OIE http://promedmail.org/post/20131018.2008030
2011
---
Rift Valley fever - South Africa (05): ovine, vaccine policy
http://promedmail.org/post/20110201.0377
Rift Valley fever - South Africa (04): camelidae
http://promedmail.org/post/20110201.0374
Rift Valley fever - South Africa (03): livestock, OIE, vaccination,
http://promedmail.org/post/20110129.0350
Rift Valley fever - South Africa (02): ovine, vaccination, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20110125.0304
Rift Valley fever - South Africa: (WC) ovine OIE
http://promedmail.org/post/20110119.0224
Undiagnosed disease, camel - Kenya: RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20110222.0586
2010
---
Rift Valley fever, animal - South Africa (02): control strategy
http://promedmail.org/post/20100606.1886
Rift Valley fever - Kenya: alert, prevention
http://promedmail.org/post/20100520.1675
2008
---
Rift Valley fever - Kenya (02): (NE), alert, prevention
http://promedmail.org/post/20081114.3586
Rift Valley fever - Kenya: multiple virus lineages
http://promedmail.org/post/20080915.2881]
.................................................crd/arn/mj/sh

------------------------------

Message: 3
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Date: Sat, 9 Jun 2018 21:20:59 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/EDR> Poliomyelitis update (19): Venezuela, vaccine virus
found,VAPP susp
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<01000163e66c7b27-2f71f928-7452-43cf-9948-bca4c409b202-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

POLIOMYELITIS UPDATE (19): VENEZUELA, VACCINE VIRUS FOUND,
VACCINE-ASSOCIATED PARALYTIC POLIO SUSPECTED
*******************************************************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

In this update:
[1] PAHO Epidemiological update
[2] Comment

******
[1] PAHO Epidemiological update
Date: Fri 8 Jun 2018
Source: Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) Epidemiological Update
Poliomyelitis [edited] [link to PDF]
<https://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?
option=com_topics&view=article&id=257&Itemid=40900&lang=en>

Detection of Sabin type 3 vaccine poliovirus in a case of acute
flaccid paralysis
---------------------------------------------------------------
Situation summary
On [7 Jun 2018], the World Health Organization (WHO) International
Health Regulations (IHR) Regional Contact Point received an unofficial
report on the detection of Sabin type 3 vaccine poliovirus in a sample
of a Venezuelan patient with acute flaccid paralysis (AFP). The same
day [7 Jun 2018], a request for verification was sent to the Venezuela
IHR National Focal Point (NFP).

On [8 Jun 2018], PAHO/WHO received updated information. The case is
child aged 2 years and 10 months, with no history of vaccination,
resident of an under-immunized indigenous community in Delta Amacuro,
Venezuela; with paralysis onset on [29 Apr 2018]. As of [31 May 2018],
the flaccid paralysis persisted in a lower limb. A Sabin type 3
vaccine poliovirus was isolated and typified by the national reference
laboratory, the National Institute of Hygiene "Rafael Rangel" (INHRR),
in the sample of this patient obtained on [30 Apr 2018]. The sample
will be sent to a regional reference laboratory for confirmatory
testing. Other children from the same community were vaccinated in
April 2018 with oral bivalent polio vaccine.
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The ongoing field investigation identified an 8 year old girl,
resident of the same community with a vaccine history of at least 1
dose of tOPV, who presented flaccidity in a lower limb. No additional
AFP cases have been identified to date through active search for AFP
cases carried out in the community.

Advice to national authorities
PAHO/WHO reiterates to member states the importance of reaching and
maintaining polio vaccination coverage of more than 95 per cent in
each district or municipality, maintaining high quality of
epidemiological surveillance, and updating the national poliovirus
outbreak response plans.

References
1. PAHO/WHO. Final report of the 3rd Ad-Hoc Meeting of the TAG. Ad-hoc
Virtual Meeting, 19 March 2018. Available at:
<https://bit.ly/2Jt8lrH>
2. PAHO/WHO. Polio Weekly Bulletin, 2018. Available at:
<https://bit.ly/2JmhVR2>

--
communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

******
[2] Comment
Date: Thu 7 Jun 2018
From: T Jacob John, <tjacobjohn@yahoo.co.in>

The polio could be VAPP following infection with Sabin 3 in OPV. This
is to supplement your comment that it could be WPV3 or cVDPV-3.

Sabin 3 is the commonest cause of VAPP in OPV-given children. It is
usually sporadic, since PV-3 is a very inefficient spreader. Hope we
will have a clear picture very soon.

--
T Jacob John
Retired Prof and Head of Department of Clinical Virology
Christian Medical College, Vellore
India
<tjacobjohn@yahoo.co.in>

[The above information provides more detailed technical description on
the reported case of acute flaccid paralysis in Venezuela. From the
information provided it appears as though this child's illness would
be classified as a case of VAPP -- vaccine-associated paralytic
poliomyelitis -- in a contact of a recently vaccinated individual.
VAPPs can occur in recipients of the OPV (oral poliovirus vaccine) or
in close contacts of recently vaccinated individuals. The incidence of
VAPP cited by WHO is approximately 1 per 2.7 million doses. Cases of
VAPP are distinctly different from those associated with cVDPV where
the virus has undergone significant changes in neurovirulence and have
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not been reported to cause outbreaks.

When I was involved with polio surveillance as an Epidemic
Intelligence Service [EIS] officer at the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (many moons ago), in the era when the USA was using OPV
as the primary vaccine for polio prevention, the overwhelming majority
of polio cases confirmed in the USA were cases of VAPP in both
recipients as well as contacts (usually parents of recently vaccinated
children). As always, Professor T Jacob John was right on target with
his excellent reminder comment in response to my original post.
Unfortunately in my haste to post on the media report, I got as far as
the VDPV discussion but neglected to mention the possibility of this
being a VAPP, which Prof T Jacob John rightfully reminded me and to
whom I am very grateful.

The disconcerting information in the above report (and in the media
report we posted on 7 Jun 2018) is the mention of a possible 2nd case
of AFP in this community. The other disconcerting information from the
original media report was the noticeable absence of mention of a
vaccination campaign in the affected community preceding the onset of
illness, but rather a comment that there had been no vaccination in
the community since 2016. An apparent manipulation of the facts.

We await further information on confirmatory testing by the reference
laboratory as well as additional information on this 2nd AFP case.

A map showing the Orinoco Delta region of Venezuela, where the
involved community is located, can be found at
<https://geographic.org/geographic_names/name.php?uni=-1405762&fid=6621&c=venezuela>.

The HealthMap/ProMED map of Venezuela can be found at
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/29>. - Mod.MPP]

[See Also:
Poliomyelitis update (18): Pakistan (BA) RFI:
http://promedmail.org/post/20180609.5848153
Poliomyelitis update (17): Venezuela, cases conf. global (Pakistan),
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20180607.5845259
Poliomyelitis update (16): Global (Afghanistan), Pakistan
http://promedmail.org/post/20180531.5831364
Poliomyelitis update (15): Pakistan (BA) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180529.5825949
Poliomyelitis update (14): global, cVDPV Horn of Africa, PV2 post
erad. stocks http://promedmail.org/post/20180526.5819775
Poliomyelitis update (13): positive environmental samples
http://promedmail.org/post/20180511.5791991
Poliomyelitis update (12): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180405.5728514
Poliomyelitis update (11): global (Afghanistan, DR Congo)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180324.5706145
Poliomyelitis update (10): Congo DR, cVDPV
http://promedmail.org/post/20180316.5692109
Poliomyelitis update (09): Afghanistan (WPV), Congo DR (cVDPV)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180315.5689842
Poliomyelitis update (08): Somalia, cVDPV environmental samples
http://promedmail.org/post/20180313.5684227
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Poliomyelitis update (07): (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180208.5615989
Poliomyelitis update (06): Global (Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180202.5603446
Poliomyelitis update (05): Afghanistan, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180131.5597699
Poliomyelitis update (04): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan), Nigeria
rumors http://promedmail.org/post/20180125.5584166
Poliomyelitis update (03): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Congo DR),
violence http://promedmail.org/post/20180118.5569033
Poliomyelitis update (02): (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180113.5558200
Poliomyelitis update (01): global (Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180105.5539242
2017
---
Poliomyelitis update (47): Pakistan, global (Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171229.5526565
Poliomyelitis update (46): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan), Lake Chad
Region http://promedmail.org/post/20171221.5518292
Poliomyelitis update (45): Pakistan, Afghanistan, Gabon
http://promedmail.org/post/20171214.5504166
Poliomyelitis update (44): (Australia), pos. environmental sample,
iVDPV2 iden. http://promedmail.org/post/20171215.5506586
Poliomyelitis update (43): (Australia), positive environmental sample,
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20171215.5506172
Poliomyelitis update (42): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171214.5504166
Poliomyelitis update (41): Syria
http://promedmail.org/post/20171213.5500907
Poliomyelitis update (40): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171207.5489424
Poliomyelitis update (30): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171012.5377178
Poliomyelitis update (20): global (Syria, Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170720.5193070
Poliomyelitis update (10): Syria (DY), Congo DR, cVDPV, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20170613.5103235
Poliomyelitis (01): Pakistan (GB), global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170314.4898724
2016
---
Poliomyelitis update (21): IPV shortage, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20161231.4733243
Poliomyelitis update (01): India, VDPV, wild type-free
http://promedmail.org/post/20160115.3939297]
.................................................mpp/ao/sh

------------------------------

*##########################################################*
************************************************************
ProMED-mail makes every effort to  verify  the reports  that
are  posted,  but  the  accuracy  and  completeness  of  the
information,   and  of  any  statements  or  opinions  based
thereon, are not guaranteed. The reader assumes all risks in
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using information posted or archived by  ProMED-mail.   ISID
and  its  associated  service  providers  shall not be  held
responsible for errors or omissions or  held liable for  any
damages incurred as a result of use or reliance upon  posted
or archived material.
************************************************************
Donate to ProMED-mail. Details available at:
<http://www.isid.org/donate/>
************************************************************
Visit ProMED-mail's web site at <http://www.promedmail.org>.
Send all items for posting to: promed@promedmail.org (NOT to
an individual moderator).  If you do not give your full name
name and affiliation,  it may not be posted.  You may unsub-
scribe at  <http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php>.
For  assistance  from   a   human   being, send mail to:
<postmaster@promedmail.org>.
############################################################
############################################################

List-Unsubscribe: http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php

End of ProMED Digest, Vol 72, Issue 33
**************************************
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From:                 promed-bounces@promedmail.org
                         <promed-bounces@promedmail.org> on behalf of
                         promed-request@promedmail.org <promed-request@promedmail.org>
To:                     promed@promedmail.org
                         <promed@promedmail.org>
Cc:

Subject:             ProMED Digest, Vol 72, Issue 25

Today's Topics:

   1. PRO/AH> Newcastle disease, poultry - USA (04): (CA) more
      cases (promed@promedmail.org)
   2. PRO/EDR> Poliomyelitis update (17): Venezuela, cases conf.
      global(Pakistan), RFI (promed@promedmail.org)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Message: 1
Date: Thu, 7 Jun 2018 20:29:31 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/AH> Newcastle disease, poultry - USA (04): (CA) more
cases
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-ahead-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<01000163dbf0a44a-e260e2fb-169b-43f0-86b2-1f361b967d2a-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

NEWCASTLE DISEASE, POULTRY - USA (04): (CALIFORNIA) MORE CASES
**************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Wed 6 Jun 2018
Source: US Department of Agriculture's (USDA) [edited]
<https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USDAAPHIS/bulletins/1f56b1f>

USDA confirms additional cases of virulent Newcastle disease in
backyard birds in California
---------------------------------------------------------------
The United States Department of Agriculture's (USDA) Animal and Plant

Date:                 Thu Jun 07 2018 22:35:22 CDT
Attachments:

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5428
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Health Inspection Service confirmed 3 additional cases of virulent
Newcastle disease in backyard birds in San Bernardino County,
California.

A complete list of confirmed cases is available on our website at
<www.aphis.usda.gov/animalhealth/vnd>.

Virulent Newcastle disease has not been found in commercial poultry in
the United States since 2003.

--
communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[The count today is as follows for the 13 outbreaks to date:
17 May 2018, first case confirmed in Los Angeles county;
24 May 2018, first outbreak confirmed in San Bernadino county;
26 May 2018, 4 outbreaks confirmed in San Bernadino county;
30 May 2018, 3 outbreaks confirmed in San Bernadino county;
1 Jun 2018, 1 case confirmed in San Bernadino county;
4 Jun 2018,2 outbreaks confirmed in San Bernadino county;
5 Jun 2018, 1 outbreak confirmed in San Bernadino county.
The chronological distribution of cases reflects more a pattern of
discovery more than of onset. - Mod.MHJ

HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of California, United States:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/204>.
]

[See Also:
Newcastle disease, poultry - USA (03): (CA) more cases
http://promedmail.org/post/20180604.5838532
Newcastle disease, poultry - USA (02): (CA) more cases
http://promedmail.org/post/20180601.5832993
Newcastle disease, poultry - USA: (CA) virulent strain
http://promedmail.org/post/20180518.5804931
2003
---
Newcastle disease, game fowl, plty - USA (CA) (10)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030227.0494
Newcastle disease, game fowl, plty. - USA (west)(02)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030211.0372
Newcastle disease, game fowl, plty. - USA (west)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030206.0318
Newcastle disease, game fowl, plty - USA(CA)(09): corr
http://promedmail.org/post/20030221.0454
Newcastle disease, game fowl, plty - USA (CA) (09)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030219.0434
Newcastle disease, game fowl, plty. - USA (CA) (08)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030211.0373
Newcastle disease, game fowl, plty. - USA (CA) (07)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030210.0361
Newcastle disease, game birds, poultry - USA (CA) (06)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030209.0353
Newcastle disease, game birds, poultry - USA (CA) (05)
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http://promedmail.org/post/20030117.0145
Newcastle disease, game birds, poultry - USA (CA)(04)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030116.0129
Newcastle disease, game birds, poultry - USA (CA)(03)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030108.0060
Newcastle disease, game birds, poultry - USA (CA) (02)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030104.0021
Newcastle disease, game birds, poultry - USA (CA)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030103.0014
Newcastle disease, game fowl, plty. - USA (CA,NV) (02)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030204.0304
Newcastle disease, game fowl, poultry - USA (CA, NV)
http://promedmail.org/post/20030127.0246
2002
---
Newcastle disease, game birds, poultry - USA (CA)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021228.6147
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (11)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021221.6104
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (10)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021216.6077
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (09)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021208.6014
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (08)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021203.5958
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (07)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021125.5893
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (06)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021112.5780
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (05)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021101.5689
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (04)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021026.5646
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (03)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021019.5603
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA) (02)
http://promedmail.org/post/20021012.5533
Newcastle disease, game birds - USA (CA): OIE
http://promedmail.org/post/20021004.5468]
.................................................mhj/ao/sh

------------------------------

Message: 2
Date: Fri, 8 Jun 2018 03:35:20 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/EDR> Poliomyelitis update (17): Venezuela, cases conf.
global(Pakistan), RFI
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<01000163dd767d01-cdab5158-e1c4-4a68-9b60-f874da6513b2-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

POLIOMYELITIS UPDATE (17): VENEZUELA, CASES CONFIRMED, GLOBAL
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(PAKISTAN) REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
************************************************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

In this update:
[1] Venezuela, 1 case PV3, RFI - media report
[2] Global, Pakistan 1 new case - GPEI

******
[1] Venezuela, 1 case PV3 RFI - media report
Date: Thu 7 Jun 2018 11:11 am
Source: El Pitazo [in Spanish, trans. Mod.MPP, edited]
<https://elpitazo.com/ultimas-noticias/confirman-un-caso-de-poliomielitis-en-delta-amacuro/>

[The information below comes from the media report, with the
elimination of political overtones and interpretations as our primary
concern at ProMED-mail is to communicate technical information. -
Mod.MPP]

Confirmed polio case in Delta Amacuro
The Regional Health Directorate of the Delta Amacuro area detected 2
more children with the symptoms of the disease, of which 1 had the
incomplete vaccination scheme.

A new epidemic is beginning to resurface in the country due to the
[lower] vaccination coverages in the population. The Venezuelan
Society of Public Health and National Epidemiology Network Defenders
reported that at least 4 cases were diagnosed with acute paralysis
(poliomyelitis) in La Playita del Volcan, a community in the Delta
Amacuro state. [note that only 3 cases are described in this article.
-Mod.MPP] The affected individuals belong to the indigenous ethnic
Warao group.

The virus that causes this condition [polio] resurfaced 3 weeks ago.
According to the information that was provided unofficially, the 1st
case corresponding to a 5-year-old boy with no history of having
received polio vaccine, who during the month of April [2018] presented
with a flu-like picture. "He was evaluated for inability to walk, and
lower back pain without a history of trauma; previously he had been
admitted to an emergency department with the impression of lumbar
trauma, hip arthritis, and was evaluated by a pediatrician during 3
days, who identified that the child was unable to sit up and had
flaccid [paralysis] of both lower extremities, and the diagnosis was
changed to acute flaccid paralysis, having ruled out [the diagnosis
of] Guillain-Barre syndrome, "according to the communication from the
organizations".

They specified that the Regional Epidemiology Department of the
Ministry of Health was notified of the case and the specimens were
sent for diagnosis. The patient was treated with immunoglobulin and
steroids. The specimens were processed by the Rafael Rangel National
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Hygiene Institute and confirmed that the child was infected with a
type 3 polio virus [no mention if virus is WPV3 or a cVDPV3 - see
Moderator comment below. - Mod.MPP]. It was known that the patient is
clinically stable and is receiving physiotherapy.

When the Regional Epidemiology team went to Playita del Volcan, it
identified 2 more children with acute flaccid paralysis in a house
near where the child under 5 years of age who was diagnosed with
[polio] lives. The specialists of the medical organizations indicated
that it was known that one of the other [identified suspected] cases
had a history of having an incomplete vaccination scheme, while the
other was taken to another community in the state.

The cases of poliomyelitis begin to resurface in Delta Amacuro, [a
state that was suffering from a measles epidemic] which has claimed
the lives of more than 100 patients, mostly children. This state also
reported suspected and confirmed cases of diphtheria a disease that
returned to the country in 2016, 24 years after it had been eliminated
[in the country].

The country [Venezuela] has not reported cases of polio since 1989.

The community where the cases were detected have registered low
immunization coverages through the National Expanded Program of
Immunizations [EPI] of the Ministry of Health. "It is very likely that
the affected population and the entire state of Delta Amacuro also has
low vaccination coverages," the doctors of the organizations
highlighted in their statement, which also emphasized that the
population of the community has not received any polio vaccine. since
January 2016. For that year [2016], the national vaccination coverage
with polio vaccine reached only 67 percent, well below the universal
coverage of 95 percent recommended by the World Health Organization
(WHO). [there is mention that estimates based on the less than
1-year-old vaccination coverages, between 2008 and 2017, the number of
children now susceptible to poliomyelitis is 2 600 000.

[Byline: Armando Altuve]

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[While the media report mentions a poliovirus type 3 has been isolated
from the 5-year-old boy, there is no mention as to whether the virus
is a wild poliovirus (WPV) or a circulating vaccine derived poliovirus
(cVDPV), or a vaccine derived poliovirus (VDPV). The last officially
documented polio case due to WPV3 infection in Asia had a date of
onset 18 Apr 2012 in Pakistan and in Africa had a date of onset on 10
Nov 2012 in Nigeria (see Kew OM, Cochi SL, Jafari HS, et al. Possible
Eradication of Wild Poliovirus Type 3 - Worldwide, 2012. MMWR,
November 14, 2014 / 63(45);1031-1033 available at:
<https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6345a4.htm#Fig1>). The
most recent environmental samples positive for WPV3 were on 7 Oct 2010
in Pakistan and 11 Nov 2012 in Nigeria. Since November 2012, no WPV3
has been isolated anywhere in the world.
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With respect to WPV3 circulation in the Americas, the most recent
isolation of WPV3 in the Americas was in 1993 and involved isolation
from asymptomatic individuals (21 (47 percent) of 45 individuals
tested) in Alberta Canada belonging to a religious group that did not
accept vaccinations, with ties to a similar religious group in the
Netherlands experiencing an ongoing outbreak of polio at that time.
(see CDC. Isolation of Wild Poliovirus Type 3 Among Members of a
Religious Community Objecting to Vaccination -- Alberta, Canada, 1993.
MMWR May 07, 1993 / 42(17);337-339. available at
<https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00020490.htm>.) Prior to
1993, there was WPV3 identified in Mexico in 1990, and in South
America (Brazil) in 1988. (see Kew OM et al referenced above).

Given the apparent interruption of WPV3 transmission, with no
isolations of the virus from either individuals or environmental
samples since 2012, one hopes that this current poliovirus type 3
isolated in Venezuela is a vaccine derived poliovirus, and not a
reappearance of a WPV3 having circuated undetected for the past 5.5
years. We await further information on the genetic typing of the
poliovirus type 3 isolated.

The Warao are an indigenious ethnic group found in the northeast of
Venezuela, Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana and Suriname. The total
estimated population of this group in 20100 was 36 000. The name Warao
means "the boat people". The majority of the Warao population live in
the Venezuelan Orinoco Delta region. They live in wall-less
thatched-roof huts built on stilts (to protect against floods), and
sleep on hammocks. Canoes are their main form of transportation. They
use 2 types of canoes. Bongos, which can carry up to 5 people, or
another smaller one that seats 3 people and is used to find food
sources on a daily basis. The Bongo is made from a large tree that is
identified by the male leaders of each household, the tree is
identified and killed at the beginning of the dry season. It is cut
down and hollowed out and flattened with stone tools or local shell
tools and fire. While they live in relatively inaccessible regions,
HIV was introduced into the community, where male to male sex is
practiced prior to marriage. In some communities the prevalence of HIV
has reached 33 percent (see
<https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/07/world/americas/aids-venezuela-indigenous-people-threatened.
html>).
(Information on the Warao community can be found at
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warao_people#Dwellings>).

A map showing the Orinoco Delta region of Venezuela can be found at:
<https://geographic.org/geographic_names/name.php?uni=-1405762&fid=6621&c=venezuela>.

The HealthMap/ProMED map of Venezuela can be found at:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/29>. - Mod.MPP]

******
[2] Global, (Pakistan) - GPEI
Date: Thu 7 Jun 2018
Source: Global Polio Eradication Initiative / WHO [edited]
<http://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/this-week/>
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Poliovirus Weekly Update as of 6 Jun 2018, WHO
----------------------------------------------
New wild poliovirus cases reported this week: 1
New cVDPV cases reported this week: 0

Type of Virus: 2017 / 2018 (to date) / new this week
WPV: 22 / 10 / 1
cVDPV: 96 / 5 / 0

Summary of newly-reported viruses this week:
Pakistan: 1 new wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) case
Afghanistan: 1 new WPV1-positive environmental sample

Afghanistan
 - No new cases of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) have been reported
this week. The total number of WPV1 cases in 2018 remains 8.
 - 1 new WPV1-positive environmental sample was reported in the past
week, from Kunar province, collected on [Tue 24 Apr 2018].
 - During the May [2018] immunization campaign, vaccinators worked to
reach over 9.6 million children with bivalent oral polio vaccine.

Pakistan
 - 1 new case of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) was reported this week,
bringing the total of officially reported WPV1 cases in Pakistan in
2018 to 2. This latest case had onset of paralysis on [Sun 15 Apr
2018], from Dukki, Balochistan.
 - No new WPV1-positive environmental samples were reported in the
past week.
 - During the May [2018] immunization campaign, vaccinators worked to
reach over 20 million children with bivalent oral polio vaccine.

Nigeria
 - No new cases of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) were reported in the
past week.
 - The total number of WPV1 cases for 2016 is 4 and no cases have been
reported in 2017 or 2018. The most recent WPV1 case (by date of onset)
was reported in Monguno Local Government Area, Borno State, with onset
on [21 Aug 2016].
 - Circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) is confirmed
in Jigawa state. Circulating VDPV2 has been isolated from
environmental samples and one AFP case with onset of paralysis on [Sun
15 Apr 2018].
 - Following notification of the initial cVDPV2 isolates from January
and February [2018], the programme conducted enhanced vaccination
activities using IPV in 13 high-risk wards (target population
approximately 55 000 children).
 - Since confirmation of cVDPV2 in Nigeria, the country has conducted
additional acute flaccid paralysis surveillance strengthening
activities including enhanced active surveillance visits, and
community sampling. The programme has also carried out extensive
search for type 2 containing vaccines (tOPV/mOPV2) in the areas
surrounding where the virus was detected.
 - The GPEI is working with Regional and country counterparts and
partners to supporting the local public health authorities to conduct
a field investigation and thorough risk assessment, and to discuss
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needs for immunization response.

Lake Chad Basin
 - The detection of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) and circulating
vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) in Nigeria continue to pose
a risk to the neighbouring countries of the Lake Chad basin.
 - Emergency outbreak response efforts continue across the Lake Chad
basin, together with activities to fill subnational surveillance gaps
across the region.
 - These activities include efforts to vaccinate children at markets,
in internally displaced persons camps, and at international borders.

Central Africa
 - No new cases of circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2
(cVDPV2) were reported in the past week in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC).
 - The total number of officially reported cVDPV2 cases in the DRC in
2018 remains 4.
 - The most recent case (by date of onset) was reported in Kikula
district, Haut Katanga province, with onset on [Mon 19 Feb 2018].
 - The Ministry of Health, supported by WHO and partners of the Global
Polio Eradication Initiative, remains fully committed to outbreak
response in the affected provinces, including use of monovalent oral
polio vaccine type 2 (mOPV2) across the country, in line with
internationally-agreed outbreak response protocols.
 - Surveillance and immunization activities are being strengthened in
neighbouring countries.

Horn of Africa
 - No circulating vaccine derived poliovirus were reported in the past
week.
 - There has been no isolation of either cVDPV3 or cVDPV2 from acute
flaccid paralysis cases or their contacts in either Somalia or Kenya.
Virus has been isolated from environmental samples only.
 - Outbreak response to both strains is currently being implemented,
in line with internationally-agreed guidelines. Three large-scale
supplementary immunization activities (SIAs) have been implemented in
Banadir, Lower Shabelle and Middle Shabelle regions, Somalia, with
additional SIAs planned in the affected zones of the Horn of Africa.
Special surveillance activities are being undertaken to determine the
origin of the viral circulation.
 - WHO and partners continue to support local public health
authorities across the Horn of Africa in conducting field
investigations and risk assessments.

Middle East
 - No new cases of circulating vaccine derived poliovirus type 2
(cVDPV2) were reported in the past week in Syria.
 - The total number of officially reported cVDPV2 cases in Syria in
2017 remains 74. There are no cases reported in 2018.
 - The most recent case (by date of onset) was reported in Boukamal
district, with onset on [21 Sep 2017].

Officially reported wild poliovirus cases as of 5 Jun 2018
Total global cases in 2018: 10 (compared with 5 for the same period in
2017)
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 - Total in endemic countries in 2018: 10 (compared with 5 for the
same period in 2017)
 - Total in non-endemic countries in 2018: 0 (compared with 0 for the
same period in 2017)

 - Afghanistan: 8 cases in 2018 (compared with 3 for the same period
in 2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 27-Apr-18
 - Pakistan: 2 cases in 2018 (compared with 2 for the same period in
2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 15-Apr-18
 - Nigeria: 0 case in 2018 (compared with 0 for the same period in
2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 21-Aug-16

Total global cases in 2017: 22
 - Total in endemic countries: 22
 - Total in non-endemic countries: 0

Officially reported cVDPV cases as of 5 Jun 2018
Total global cases in 2018: 5 (compared with 6 for the same period in
2017)
 - Syrian Arab Republic: 0 case in 2018 (compared with 2 for the same
period in 2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 21-Sep-17
 - Democratic Republic of the Congo: 4 cases in 2018 (compared with 4
for the same period in 2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case:
19-Feb-18
 - Nigeria: 1 case in 2018 (compared with 0 for the same period in
2017), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 15-Apr-18

Total global cases in 2017: 96
 - Total in endemic countries: 0
 - Total in non-endemic countries: 96

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[The newly confirmed case in Pakistan was reported in a media report
in late May 2018 (see Poliomyelitis update (15): Pakistan (BA) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180529.5825949 from 29 May 2018). The
media coverage of polio cases in Pakistan is a sign of the heightened
awareness of the country on polio in general and in Pakistan in
specific. The identification of a WPV1 in Kunar province Afghanistan
is a bit of concern, as cases have not been reported from that
province recently.

One thought that came to mind while reviewing the weekly report was
the situation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The most recent
reported case of polio associated with the cVDPV was reported in late
March/Early April 2018, approximately one month preceding the
identification of ebolavirus disease (EBV) in Equateur Province. One
can't help but wonder what impact the ongoing EBV outbreak is having
on the surveillance activities associated with the cVDPV2 outbreaks in
Haut Lomami, Haut Katanga and Tanganyika provinces.

A map showing the locations of WPV1 and cVDPV(2) cases can be found at
<http://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/>.
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HealthMap/ProMED maps
Democratic Republic of Congo: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/194>
Nigeria: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/2594>
Pakistan: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/140>
Afghanistan: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/137>. - Mod.MPP]

[See Also:
Poliomyelitis update (16): Global (Afghanistan), Pakistan
http://promedmail.org/post/20180531.5831364
Poliomyelitis update (15): Pakistan (BA) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180529.5825949
Poliomyelitis update (14): global, cVDPV Horn of Africa, PV2 post
erad. stocks http://promedmail.org/post/20180526.5819775
Poliomyelitis update (13): positive environmental samples
http://promedmail.org/post/20180511.5791991
Poliomyelitis update (12): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180405.5728514
Poliomyelitis update (11): global (Afghanistan, DR Congo)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180324.5706145
Poliomyelitis update (10): Congo DR, cVDPV
http://promedmail.org/post/20180316.5692109
Poliomyelitis update (09): Afghanistan (WPV), Congo DR (cVDPV)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180315.5689842
Poliomyelitis update (08): Somalia, cVDPV environmental samples
http://promedmail.org/post/20180313.5684227
Poliomyelitis update (07): (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180208.5615989
Poliomyelitis update (06): Global (Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180202.5603446
Poliomyelitis update (05): Afghanistan, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20180131.5597699
Poliomyelitis update (04): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan), Nigeria
rumors http://promedmail.org/post/20180125.5584166
Poliomyelitis update (03): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Congo DR),
violence http://promedmail.org/post/20180118.5569033
Poliomyelitis update (02): (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180113.5558200
Poliomyelitis update (01): global (Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20180105.5539242
2017
----
Poliomyelitis update (47): Pakistan, global (Congo DR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171229.5526565
Poliomyelitis update (46): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan), Lake Chad
Region http://promedmail.org/post/20171221.5518292
Poliomyelitis update (45): Pakistan, Afghanistan, Gabon
http://promedmail.org/post/20171214.5504166
Poliomyelitis update (44): (Australia), pos. environmental sample,
iVDPV2 iden. http://promedmail.org/post/20171215.5506586
Poliomyelitis update (43): (Australia), positive environmental sample,
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20171215.5506172
Poliomyelitis update (42): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171214.5504166
Poliomyelitis update (41): Syria
http://promedmail.org/post/20171213.5500907
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Poliomyelitis update (40): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171207.5489424
Poliomyelitis update (30): global (Afghanistan, Pakistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20171012.5377178
Poliomyelitis update (20): global (Syria, Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170720.5193070
Poliomyelitis update (10): Syria (DY), Congo DR, cVDPV, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20170613.5103235
Poliomyelitis (01): Pakistan (GB), global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170314.4898724
2016
----
Poliomyelitis update (21): IPV shortage, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20161231.4733243
Poliomyelitis update (01): India, VDPV, wild type-free
http://promedmail.org/post/20160115.3939297]
.................................................mpp/ec/mpp

------------------------------

*##########################################################*
************************************************************
ProMED-mail makes every effort to  verify  the reports  that
are  posted,  but  the  accuracy  and  completeness  of  the
information,   and  of  any  statements  or  opinions  based
thereon, are not guaranteed. The reader assumes all risks in
using information posted or archived by  ProMED-mail.   ISID
and  its  associated  service  providers  shall not be  held
responsible for errors or omissions or  held liable for  any
damages incurred as a result of use or reliance upon  posted
or archived material.
************************************************************
Donate to ProMED-mail. Details available at:
<http://www.isid.org/donate/>
************************************************************
Visit ProMED-mail's web site at <http://www.promedmail.org>.
Send all items for posting to: promed@promedmail.org (NOT to
an individual moderator).  If you do not give your full name
name and affiliation,  it may not be posted.  You may unsub-
scribe at  <http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php>.
For  assistance  from   a   human   being, send mail to:
<postmaster@promedmail.org>.
############################################################
############################################################

List-Unsubscribe: http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php

End of ProMED Digest, Vol 72, Issue 25
**************************************
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From:                 Larm, Doug <doug.larm@seattle.gov> on
                         behalf of Larm, Doug <Doug.Larm@seattle.gov>
                         <doug.larm@seattle.gov>
To:                     Larm, Doug <doug.larm@wsfc.wa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             2018_06_06 Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources
(InFOCUS)

InFOCUS

Wednesday

6 Jun 2018

Editor’s Note: InFOCUS will be on an extended publishing hiatus starting tomorrow, Thursday, 7 June
through Friday, 15 June; will return to publication on Monday, 18 June 2018

Date:                 Wed Jun 06 2018 08:26:20 CDT
Attachments:     2018_06_06.pdf

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5354
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International National Regional and Local 

Events, 
Opportunities  
Go to articles 

06/06 Marking 74yrs since D-Day landings 
06/06 Myanmar, UN sign Rohingya pact 
06/06 India’s water taps are running dry 
06/06 South America economies sputtering 
06/06 Singapore to host US, NKorea summit 
06/06 China removed missiles from island? 
06/06 US bombers fly near contested islands 
06/06 Guatemala volcano death toll rises to 75 
06/06 New evacuations near Guatemala volcano 
06/05 Iran launches plan to boost enrichment 
06/05 Ethiopia accepts peace deal w/Eritrea 
06/05 EU nations split over refugee asylum 
06/05 Nicaragua descends into violence 

06/06 Report: Medicare finances worsening 
06/06 Post-traumatic stress disorder or PTSD 
06/05 Suicide warning signs 
06/05 Hawaii: 12,000 quakes 30 days 
06/05 Nasdaq closes at a record high 
06/05 More open jobs than job seekers 
06/05 Mexico details list retaliatory tariffs 
06/05 Delaware cashes-in on sports betting 
06/05 Court: Puerto Rico release death data 
06/05 Milwaukee council investigates police 
06/05 Hawaii: hundreds of homes destroyed 
06/05 Top fashion designer apparent suicide 
06/05 Separated migrant kids stuck at border 
06/05 UN tells US to stop separating families 
06/05 US warns against financial deals w/Iran 
06/05 No charges NJ officers for beach beating 
06/05 Fire department warns: hoses in summer 
06/05 Social Security running deficit; insolvency 
06/05 Recall: Naloxone injection 
  

06/05 Mexico slaps 20% tariff US apples 
06/05 Kitsap Co. deputy saves 7 from fire 
06/05 More severe western Wash. wildfires 
06/05 Wildfire burns thru Hanford complex 
06/05 Seattle-area home prices record highs 
06/05 Seattle PD changes tactics w/protesters 
06/05 Seattle has 22% nation’s bikeshare bikes 
06/05 Groups decry beating by Oregon deputy 
06/04 Seattle breaks up homeless camp clusters 

Cyber 
Awareness 
Go to articles 

06/06 Qantas suffers website outage 
06/06 Malware hits Australia HR firm PageUp 
06/05 Zip Slip vulnerability impacts archived file 
06/05 Cybercriminals phish Booking.com users 
06/05 Unlicensed software Canada problematic 
06/05 Bitfinex resumes operations after DDoS 
06/05 AI technology identifies, counts wildlife 
06/05 Big bank blunder from Down Under 
06/05 Dark web marketplaces dissolve 
 

06/06 Mirai variants continue to spawn 
06/05 Bizarre Chrome, Firefox flaw 
06/05 Transamerica reveals data breach 
06/05 MyHeritage alerts users data breach 
06/05 List: Florida worst for cyber hygiene 
06/05 Facebook gave access to China firms 
06/05 Amazon yanks ‘smart toy’ off shelves 
06/05 Civil groups: FBI misled on encryption 
06/05 Google ‘weird’ 1975 text message bug 
06/05 Financial sector sophisticated threats 
06/05 Charges: hacking Minn. govt. databases 
06/05 Unlicensed software cybersecurity threat 
06/05 Pentagon’s AI missile detection research 
  

06/05 Feds: gift cards hacked; $800,000 stolen 
06/05 Lewis Co. IT official: not getting easier 

Terror 
Conditions 
Go to articles 

06/06 Jihadi networks in Switzerland 
06/06 Indonesia anti-terror sweep nets 96 
06/06 Afghan official: Taliban attack army post 
06/05 Singer’s PTSD after Manchester bombing 
06/05 Niger: bombers kill 10 in mosque attack 
06/05 Libya military strongman: victory near 
06/05 UK: holiday destinations terror risks 
06/04 US-style military uniforms for sale 
  

06/06 Iran role in advising, backing Taliban? 
06/05 Va. man seeking jihad sentenced 5yrs 
06/05 US: Manbij to be governed by ‘locals’ 
06/05 DHS tests Vehicle Face System 
06/04 Somalia: US airstrikes kill 27 militants 

 

Suspicious, 
Unusual 
Go to articles 

06/06 Tunisia: 10 security officials fired 
06/05 UN: 60+ nations ban single-use plastic 

06/05 Bar to FBI shooting victim: forever drinks 
06/05 Texas prison guards planted evidence? 
06/05 Claim: Rodman to Singapore for summit 
06/05 Va. police pursue stolen armored vehicle 
06/05 Task force for diplomats mystery ailments 
  

06/05 Lynnwood police herd runaway goats 
06/05 Bellevue police warn of phone scam 

Crime, 
Criminals 
Go to articles 

06/06 South Sudan civil war atrocities 
06/06 Italy official: mafia spreading abroad 
06/06 EU warns on multi-million euro scam 
06/06 Albania: arrests in fake travel documents 
06/05 Australia charges 3 banks w/cartel crimes 
06/05 UK police chiefs: public safety at risk 
06/05 Mexico police: 7 killed in shootout 

06/06 Multi-state drug trafficking bust 
06/05 Colorado officials become crime victims 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Iran launches plan to boost enrichment 

SOURCE http://time.com/5302600/iran-centrifuge-enrichment-plant-natanz/  

GIST Iran announced it was building a new centrifuge production plant at its Natanz nuclear facility, indicating a 

possible future restart to enrichment activity following the U.S.’s withdrawal from the 2015 nuclear 

agreement. 

 

Iran has vowed to limit enrichment of nuclear material to sub-weapons grade levels under the Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), but the new plant suggests that the country could be bolstering 

its ability to ramp up nuclear activity should the agreement collapse further, according to the New York 

Times. 

 

President Donald Trump confirmed that the U.S. would abandon the deal last month, calling it “defective 

at its core” and reimposing sanctions on Iran’s central bank chief. Trump also warned Iran against 

restarting its nuclear program, threatening “very severe consequences.” Other signatories, including 

Germany, France, and the U.K., are now trying to salvage the deal. 

 

Ali Akbar Salehi, the head of the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran, told Iranian state television that the 

new centrifuge facility remained “in line with our safeguard commitments” under the deal, according to 

the Times. In a speech Monday, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, Iran’s supreme leader, called on the country’s 

atomic agency to begin preparations to increase uranium enrichment capacity, reports the Tehran Times. 

Though he reiterated that the country would abide by the accord’s constraints, which limits uranium 

enrichment to 3.67%. 

 

Iran’s nuclear facilities are regularly monitored by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) under 

the 2015 agreement. 

 

It remains unclear if or when the facility will begin making new centrifuges. An IAEA spokesperson said 

Tuesday that they received a letter from Iran declaring a “tentative schedule” to start production of 

uranium hexafluoride, the raw material for the centrifuges, the BBC reports. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 India’s water taps running dry 

SOURCE http://time.com/5302661/water-crisis-drinking-india-drought-dry/  

GIST Towards the end of May, one of India’s most popular summer retreats nearly ran out of water. 

 

Shimla, a historic hill town in the northern state of Himachal Pradesh, is the latest addition to a list of 

Indian towns and cities that are starved for water. Earlier this year Bangalore, home to the country’s 

information technology sector, made it to a list of world cities most likely to run out of drinking water. It 

joins other parched metropolises like Cape Town, Jakarta and Sao Paolo. 

 

Residents of Shimla had to wait nearly four days to get water, with many lining up with buckets to collect 

water from tankers. The situation worsened over the following week, pushing authorities to close state 
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schools for five days and to ask tourists to stay away. 

 

India is reeling under a sustained water crisis that shows no signs of abating. Excessive demand coupled 

with mismanaged water resources, erratic weather patterns and climate change have led to a sad state of 

affairs. 

 

Water disputes abound within the country and among its neighbors. Six Indian states are involved in 

battles over the river waters of the Yamuna in the north, the Narmada in the midwest and the Cauvery in 

the south. Meanwhile, India is also dealing with Pakistan and Bangladesh over water usage. 

 

There is not a single Indian city that can provide potable water from its taps. In fact, a 2018 report from 

global advocacy group WaterAid put India at the top of its list of countries with the worst access to clean 

water close to homes—163 million Indians live this way. 

 

The country’s dependence on agriculture, which forms a significant part of its economy and employs 

about 800 million people, cripples water management even further—especially given the unpredictable 

monsoons. 

 

With the rainy season just beginning in India, here’s a look at the water crisis in the world’s second most 

populous country. 

 

How bad is it? 

According to government data, the average annual per capita water availability fell 15% between 2001-

2011. It’s predicted to fall another 13% by 2025 and 15% again by 2050, which means that in another 30 

years each Indian household will have about 1.1 million liters of water per year, down from 1.8 million 

liters in 2011. (A country is considered to be suffering from water scarcity when availability is less than 1 

million liters per capita per year.) 

 

The news doesn’t get better when you consider that India’s burgeoning population could grow to 1.8 

billion, if current fertility rates continue, and that agriculture is a major part of the Indian economy. 

 

Already farmer suicides are a common occurrence. Farmers usually take heavy loans to purchase seed for 

sowing and many take their lives when they are unable to pay their debtors if their crops fail. A common 

cause of this is drought and lack of access to irrigation facilities. A 2017 study found that nearly 60,000 

farmers had committed suicide in the past three decades due to climate change. The study found that even 

a 1cm increase in rainfall led to a 7% drop in suicides. 

 

Drastic measures are being taken to deal with the crisis. In the past, armed guards have been stationed at 

reservoirs to prevent water theft and trains have been used to transport water to suffering areas. In March 

this year, the state of Gujarat stopped the supply of irrigation water from a major dam to ensure there was 

enough for drinking purposes. 

 

Unfortunately, unchecked pollution has turned thousands of water sources into bodies of filth and disease. 

The Ganges, one of India’s most famous and important rivers, is in such a terrible state that Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi has set up a special task force to clean it up. In the south, Bangalore’s Bellandur Lake is so 

toxic that methane fires are often seen on its surface. 

 

Why is it so bad? 

To put it simply, there’s too much demand and not enough supply. India’s burgeoning population woes 

aside, climate change is seen as a major factor in the country’s water crisis. Scorching summers and 

shortened winters have resulted in reduced snow cover and retreating glaciers in the Himalayas—the ice 

melt from these areas is what feeds the country’s northern rivers. Add to that fickle monsoons that threaten 

to disrupt long-established crop patterns and you have a recipe for disaster in many parts of the country. 

 

Then there’s agriculture, which, by some estimates, accounts for 90% of India’s water consumption. 

Farmers are sometimes slow to change what they sow and continue to grow thirsty crops like rice and 
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sugarcane in parched regions. They meet these irrigation demands by indiscriminately extracting 

groundwater, which some say accounts for a quarter of the world’s groundwater usage. 

 

This has led to a substantial drop in the levels of India’s water table, which is a major concern. There has 

been a 61% decline in the country’s water levels from 2007 to 2017. Rajendra Singh, a well-known water 

conservationist nicknamed “India’s waterman,” has said that over 70% of the country’s groundwater is in 

“overdraft”, implying that more water is consumed than is replenished. 

 

Water pollution and poor resource management have also contributed to limited availability. A study of 

Delhi’s piped water systems a few years ago found that 40% of the city’s water is lost due to pipe leaks 

and thefts via unauthorized connections. 

 

What’s the solution? 

For starters, India can look to Israel and Singapore. 

 

Israel is a poster child for sustainable water consumption in the world. The largely arid country has 

implemented a centralized water management system, set up desalination plants, encouraged the use of 

treated waste water for farming and propagated the idea of drip irrigation, which involves dripping water 

onto the roots of crops rather than flooding entire fields. 

 

Similarly, Singapore has been very smart about meeting its water needs efficiently. In addition to 

desalination and the use of recycled waste water, the city-state gives priority to building reservoirs and 

catchments to collect as much natural water as possible. According to the government, water catchment 

areas now cover two-thirds of Singapore’s surface area, up from half in 2011. 

 

It might also be time to reconsider what is grown and investigate if there are better ways to cultivate those 

crops. Many of India’s important agricultural products, such as rice, wheat, sugarcane and cotton, are 

incredibly water-intensive, but their propensity for a high yield makes them more popular than other 

environmentally friendly options. 

 

Steps are being taken to alleviate water problems. Last year, Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced an 

$87 billion plan to link 60 rivers across India in an attempt to provide better irrigation sources and reduce 

flooding, though its efficacy remains to be seen. Some Indian states, like Maharashtra—the home state of 

Mumbai—have chosen to implement Israel’s drip irrigation method for entire crops like sugarcane. In the 

same state, cultivators have dug “farm pools” to harvest rainwater for sustained irrigation purposes in 

small areas. 

 

There is some cause for optimism. WaterAid, the NGO that ranked India among the worst country for 

household drinking water access, has also ranked it one of the most-improved nations in terms of the 

numbers of people able to access clean water as a result of initiatives made since 2000. But major changes 

need to be made to save the world’s second most populous nation from running dry. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Recall: Naloxone injection 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jun/5/fda-issues-recall-naloxone-injection-hospitals/  

GIST A recall for naloxone was issued by the Food and Drug Administration over fear that products from the 

company Hospira Inc. contain potentially dangerous loose particles. 

 

The company said in a statement that the threat of harm from ingesting the particles is low, as directions 

for use require checking syringe solution before being administered, but adverse effects can include 

irritation, allergic reaction, toxicity, among others. 

 

The product, a syringe injection, was distributed to hospitals and institutions across the U.S., Puerto Rico 

and Guam between February 2017 to February 2018. 
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The recall comes at a time where naloxone stocking is of the utmost importance in the battle against deaths 

from opioid overdoses. A few states have made it mandatory that first responders carry the overdose 

reversal medication, as deaths climbed over 64,000 in 2016 with many from opioids and illicit drugs. 

 

Police officers, firemen, school teachers and everyday citizens are also being urged to carry the overdose 

reversal medication. Narcan, a naloxone nasal spray, is developed by the pharmaceutical company 

ADAPT Pharma and was not involved in the recall. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Social Security running deficit; insolvency 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jun/5/social-security-now-running-deficit/  

GIST Social Security will spend more than it collects this year, the program’s trustees said Tuesday, marking the 

first time in more than 35 years that it will run an annual deficit as it slides toward insolvency by 2034. 

 

Medicare’s main trust fund is in even worse shape, scheduled to hit insolvency in 2026 — three years 

earlier than last year’s estimate, the trustees said. 

 

The twin warnings add even more pressure to a budget already strained by last year’s tax cuts and this 

year’s deal to boost spending on defense and basic domestic needs, leaving few bright spots in the federal 

fiscal picture. 

 

The news also produced the usual finger-pointing among Democrats and Republicans, but budget 

watchdogs said the news was so grim that it should cut through the bipartisan bickering. 

 

“It would be a nice change if this year Congress and the president actually took these warnings seriously 

enough to do something,” said Robert L. Bixby, executive director of the Concord Coalition. 

 

Social Security has been struggling for years and turned cash-negative this decade, meaning the 

government paid out more in benefits each year than it collected from the payroll tax. 

 

But some analysts had said it was still running a surplus because of interest on the money credited to the 

trust fund. Now, even that crutch is gone, as even with interest revenue included the program will pay out 

more this year than it collects. 

 

It’s the first time since 1982 that the program has shown an overall annual deficit. 

 

The program is slated to take in $828.2 billion this year, with most of that coming from payroll taxes. It 

will pay out $853.6 billion in benefits and administrative costs. That will cut the cumulative trust fund 

from $2.820 trillion to $2.795 trillion — a small but symbolic slide. 

 

The Old-Age and Survivors Insurance program, the main part of the trust fund, will have its assets 

depleted in 2034, at which point benefits will have to be cut by more than 20 percent, the trustees said. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Mexico details list of retaliatory tariffs 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/mexico-details-its-list-of-retaliatory-tariffs-against-u-s-adds-bourbon-

1528217507  

GIST MEXICO CITY—The Mexican government published Tuesday its detailed list of U.S. goods that will 

face import tariffs in retaliation for the U.S. decision to place duties on Mexican steel and aluminum, 

including American staples such as cranberries, apples and bourbon. 
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The Economy Ministry said the tariffs will remain in effect as long as the U.S. continues to charge duties 

on Mexican steel and aluminum, and that Mexico could at any time modify the list of products targeted. 

The ministry estimates the value of the tariffs at about $3 billion, representing close to 1.5% of annual 

trade between the two countries. 

 

The administration of U.S. President Donald Trump last week ended the exemptions to the steel tariffs for 

Mexico, Canada and the European Union, prompting them to threaten tit-for-tat measures while 

challenging the U.S. tariffs at the World Trade Organization. 

 

The U.S. tariffs went into effect after negotiations with Mexico and Canada to redraw the North American 

Free Trade Agreementhit snags over content rules for the auto industry, and over controversial U.S. 

demands to eliminate dispute settlement mechanisms in the pact and introduce a so-called sunset clause 

under which Nafta would expire in five years unless explicitly renewed by its members. 

 

Mexico on Tuesday slapped a 25% import tariff on a wide range of steel products from the U.S., matching 

the U.S. steel duty. The retaliatory measures also include 20% on pork products, 20% and 25% duties on 

cheeses, and a 25% duty on bourbon. Cranberries made the list, as did U.S. apples, with a 20% duty. 

 

Economy Minister Ildefonso Guajardo said last week in a televised interview that some targeted goods 

come from U.S. districts that have key lawmakers who have been pointing out to the Trump administration 

the need to be careful in handling such trade decisions. 

 

“Somehow it’s sending a clear message that this sort of thing benefits no one, and affects all of us,” he 

said. 

 

Fearing an influx of steel into Mexico from world suppliers affected by the U.S. tariffs, Mexico also raised 

duties it had imposed between 2015 and 2017 on steel imports from countries with which it doesn’t have 

free trade agreements. 

 

Those tariffs, which aimed to counter damage suffered by the Mexican steel industry from cheap Asian 

imports, were also seen discouraging triangulation of steel through Mexico into the U.S. under Nafta. The 

tariffs led to greater steel imports from countries with which Mexico has free trade agreements, and less 

from countries with which it doesn’t, the government said. 

 

Mexico ran up a $3.6 billion steel trade deficit with the U.S. in the past two years, according to the local 

steel industry chamber. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Nicaragua descends into violence 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/nicaraguas-political-crisis-descends-into-dark-days-1528235963  

GIST MANAGUA, Nicaragua—A surge of violence has snuffed out economic activity and dimmed prospects to 

peacefully resolve a political crisis here that began as a protest against tax increases and turned into a 

revolt against Nicaragua’s longtime leader Daniel Ortega. 

 

Since mid-April, more than 100 people have been killed in confrontations with police during mass protests 

and what human-rights groups say are paramilitary gangs aligned with Mr. Ortega’s government. 

 

Among them were 15 people killed at a peaceful Mother’s Day protest march last month in Managua and 

11 people by paramilitary groups and police in the predominantly indigenous city of Masaya this past 

weekend, including a 15-year-old protester who witnesses say was executed by a policewoman. 

 

On Tuesday, violence flared in the quaint colonial city of Granada, home to hundreds of American 

retirees. 
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“We are going through very dark days,” said Humberto Belli, a former education minister. “The people are 

out in the street demanding that Ortega leave, but he has shown an unexpected ability to kill. We see more 

blood every day—three, four, five people killed on a daily basis. This has no end.” 

 

The Organization of American States on Tuesday approved a mildly worded resolution calling for an 

immediate end of the violence and asking all parties to participate in peaceful dialogue. The resolution, co-

sponsored by the U.S. and Nicaragua, was much weaker than declarations made Monday by Secretary of 

State Mike Pompeo, who accused Nicaraguan police and armed pro-government groups of killing dozens 

of protesters. 

 

“It was a wishy-washy resolution, Nicaragua demands more urgent attention from the OAS than it’s 

gotten,” said Michael Shifter, president of the Inter-American Dialogue, a Washington-based think tank. 

 

The U.S. ambassador to the OAS, Carlos Trujillo, said the OAS declaration marks the beginning of the 

organization’s engagement with “the grave situation” in Nicaragua. He blasted the government, saying it 

“has committed grave crimes” against peaceful protesters. 

 

Nicaragua’s government denies links to paramilitary groups and says the unrest is the result of an 

opposition plot to overthrow it. Police haven’t addressed the alleged police shooting of the teen. 

 

Nicaragua “is committed to stability amidst this wave of criminal violence generated by certain groups of 

the opposition which conspire from the darkness…to terrorize families,” Luis Alvarado, Nicaragua’s 

representative to the OAS, said Monday. 

 

Mr. Ortega, a former guerrilla leader who played a central role in the overthrow of the Somoza family 

dictatorship in 1979, was re-elected by a landslide in 2016 after 16 years out of power. He ran largely 

unopposed after maneuvering to ban any real contenders. 

 

Until the recent spate of violence, Nicaragua had enjoyed far lower levels of violent crime than its Central 

American neighbors El Salvador and Honduras. Mr. Ortega also had been able to deliver high economic 

growth and apparent political stability. Most Nicaraguans appeared content or resigned to the quid pro 

quo—until now. 

 

But many Nicaraguans say they are fed up with Mr. Ortega and his wife, the unpopular Vice President 

Rosario Murillo, who they say have usurped democratic institutions and snuffed out political opposition. 

Government plans to confiscate large tracts of land to build a commercial waterway to rival the Panama 

Canal have cost the Ortegas rural support. 

 

The country’s capital of Managua, a sprawling city of modest malls, street vendors and office towers 

mixed with open pastures, is now largely deserted. Shops are closed and vandalized. Few people venture 

out at night. Walls are covered with graffiti calling Mr. Ortega a murderer. A group of police officers stand 

guard by a monument to the late Venezuelan leader Hugo Chávez, erected by Mr. Ortega, after protesters 

tried to knock it down during recent demonstrations. 

 

Throughout Nicaragua, barricades have sprung up, blocking roads and snarling traffic, and making the key 

Pan American highway that links many of the country’s cities impassable. Tourism has been hit hard, 

hotel managers say, with occupancies at major hotels plunging and some international airlines paring back 

flights. 

 

Analysts say the surge in violence has set back any hope of a peaceful resolution. A dialogue between Mr. 

Ortega’s government and the opposition, sponsored by the influential Catholic Church, has been shelved. 

Nicaragua’s business class, which until recently worked closely with Mr. Ortega, is demanding new 

elections. 

 

“My sense is that the situation will continue to deteriorate and the government will continue its 

repression,” said Eric Farnsworth, who heads the Washington office of think tank Council of the 
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Americas. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Delaware cashes-in on sports betting 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/delaware-cashes-in-on-sports-betting-1528243389  

GIST WILMINGTON, Del.—Shortly after 1:30 p.m. Tuesday, professional sports handicapper Tom Barton 

slapped down $1,000 at the Casino at Delaware Park here, making him among the first people in the state 

to take advantage of a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision legalizing sports betting. 

 

“One thousand dollars on the New York Yankees to win the World Series,” Mr. Barton shouted, drawing 

whoops from a casino teller wearing a striped referee jersey. 

 

Delaware became the first state outside Nevada to allow bets on individual sports games, as its three 

casinos simultaneously launched full-scale sports gambling. 

 

Several other states are expected to follow, hoping to tap new gambling revenue in a saturated casino 

market. The rush to cash in on sports wagering comes after the high court ruled last month in favor of New 

Jersey, which had challenged a 1992 federal law that had prohibited wagers on individual sports games in 

all states except Nevada. 

 

The betting offered Tuesday in Delaware included single-game and championship wagering on 

professional baseball, football, basketball and soccer. Delaware Park drew dozens of bettors, many 

clutching paper betting sheets and scrutinizing the odds board that fills a wall next to a snack bar. 

 

Several people said they had previously taken part in Delaware’s limited sports betting, which was 

restricted to wagers on three or more NFL games at a time. 

 

Mr. Barton, managing director at the firm Sports Garten, said it was a welcome change. Before, he said, 

“anyone that’s a serious sports bettor had to fly to Vegas, or risk your nose with Tony down the street, or 

do offshore sports betting, which is not the most reputable.” 

 

Despite the hype, casino operators say expectations are modest. William Fasy, president of Delaware Park, 

said sports betting wasn’t likely to be a big moneymaker. Still, he said he was “super excited” because of 

the potential to entice more people to the casino and horse track. 

 

The World Cup should attract a younger, more ethnically diverse crowd, he said. “And college football? 

It’s going to be nuts on a Saturday” in the fall, he said, adding that he hopes those visitors will also play 

slots and bet on horse races. 

 

The casino industry could use a boost. Delaware, like other East Coast states that were early to adopt 

casino gambling, has been hit hard by more recent competition from other states such as Pennsylvania and 

Maryland. Mr. Fasy said Delaware Park’s slots revenue was 40% of what it was in 2006. 

 

Baye Larsen, vice president-senior credit officer for Moody’s Investors Service, said revenue would 

depend on whether states were able to lure people away from underground gambling, which is estimated to 

be a $150 billion market. The major factors will be how expensive it is for people to place legal bets, 

which will depend on the tax rates states set, as well as how easy it is for gamblers to place wagers, she 

said. 

 

In New Jersey, lawmakers are set to hold final votes Thursday on legislation to regulate sports wagers. In-

person betting could start immediately after the bill is signed into law, and online betting within 30 days, 

said Assemblyman John Burzichelli, a Democrat. New Jersey Treasurer Elizabeth Muoio told lawmakers 

that sports betting would likely generate $13 million in additional revenue for the state next fiscal year. 
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Other states, including Mississippi and West Virginia, passed sports-betting legislation ahead of the 

Supreme Court decision, and officials in those states said they were working now to get regulations in 

place so operators could begin accepting wagers in time for football season. 

 

West Virginia will allow people located within the state to wager online and via smartphone apps in 

addition to in-person at its five casinos. State lawmaker Gary Howell said he expected an influx of 

gamblers to cross the border to place bets. “I think it’s going to bring a lot of revenue into the state, 

especially until other states come online,” he said. 

 

Danielle Boyd, managing general counsel for the West Virginia Lottery Commission, said conservative 

estimates projected $5 million in revenue for state in the first year. 

 

In Mississippi, sports betting could begin in late July or early August, according to Allen Godfrey, 

executive director of the Mississippi Gaming Commission. 

 

Lawmakers in other states are beginning discussions on legalizing sports betting. In Connecticut, Gov. 

Dannel Malloy has been negotiating with the Mashantucket Pequot and Mohegan tribes to allow sports 

betting at their casinos without violating a slot-revenue sharing agreement between the tribes and the state. 

State lawmakers would then have to pass legislation permitting sports betting. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Wildfire burns through Hanford complex 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1009707/wildfire-burns-through-hanford-nuclear-complex/  

GIST RICHLAND, Wash. (AP) — A wildfire burned about 4.4 square miles (11.4 square kilometers) of the 

decommissioned Hanford nuclear production complex in Washington. 

 

The Tri-City Herald reports Rae Moss, spokeswoman for Mission Support Alliance, the Hanford 

contractor in charge of the Hanford Fire Department, says no radiologically contaminated areas or 

buildings were burned. 

 

Officials say the fire was spotted around 6:45 p.m. Sunday. It apparently was caused by a lightning strike. 

 

The fire burned between Route 4 South and Route 2 South, which come together to form a “V” near the 

secure entrance. Officials say the roads helped keep the fire from spreading farther. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Mexico slaps 20% tariff US apples 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1009709/mexico-slaps-20-percent-tariff-on-us-apples/  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) — The Washington Apple Commission says Mexico will immediately slap a 20 

percent tariff on apples from the United States in response to the Trump administration’s tariffs on 

aluminum and steel. 

 

The commission said Tuesday that Washington state is the nation’s leading apple producer and Mexico is 

their biggest export market. 

 

The state’s 1,300 growers are the source for almost all the U.S. apples sent to Mexico. 

 

Last year, Washington growers shipped 13.7 million 40-pound cartons valued at more than $215 million to 

Mexico. 

 

During the current season, shipments have been 13 percent ahead of last year and were on track to exceed 

15 million bushels. 
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The Apple Commission says the new tariff puts that goal in doubt. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 More severe western Wash. wildfires 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1010019/western-washington-wildfire/  

GIST Eastern Washington traditionally receives the bulk of attention during wildfire season. But state officials 

are focusing more on the wildfire season in Western Washington this summer, as the region’s fires are 

expected to dramatically increase. 

 

Following one of the driest Mays on record, the state is shifting the way it prepares for Western 

Washington wildfire season. Aaron Schmidt with the Department of Natural Resources explains as much 

in a Facebook video with Commissioner of Public Lands Hilary Franz. He says DNR is staging three 

helicopters west of the Cascades — a move that has never been needed before. 

 

“Historically, Western Washington has had really benign fire activity. In the last five years, that’s been a 

categorical shift,” Schmidt said. “So much so that we are staging three helicopters in Western Washington 

this year.” 

 

Schmidt says there are a number of things contributing to the rise in wildfire activity in Western 

Washington. 

 

“Western Washington is seeing drier fuel conditions, we are seeing different onshore flows, our marine 

moisture layer is not there like it usually has been,” Schmidt said. “We are seeing multiple 100-acre fires 

in southwest Washington, and northwest Washington, which is very atypical. It lends itself to a changing 

fire environment.” 

 

Commissioner of Public Lands Hilary Franz said that wildfires in Washington are evolving and becoming 

more severe. 

 

“Washington state, like many of our states across the United States, is seeing more significant wildfires,” 

Franz said. “We’ve seen on our landscape, especially starting from 2014 through 2016, a longer and larger 

fire season than historically.” 

 

In 2014-16, Washington burned more than 1 million acres which cost the state more than half a billion 

dollars, Franz said. There was progress last year with officials keeping most fires below 10 acres. But 

Franz notes that Washington has about 2.7 million acres of forests in “poor health” and the fires are getting 

worse. 

 

“The fires we see today are nothing like we had 20 years ago, and we know that 20 years from now we’re 

likely to see even more significant fire landscapes,” Franz said. “We’re not only seeing fire on our 

landscape in the eastern and central part of our state, which has been more traditional, we are seeing it 

more significantly on our west side.” 
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HEADLINE 06/05 UN tells US: stop separating families 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/un-calls-on-u-s-to-stop-separating-migrant-families/  

GIST The U.N. human rights office is calling on the Trump administration to "immediately halt" its policy of 

separating children from their parents after crossing U.S. border with Mexico. 

 

Rights office spokeswoman Ravina Shamdasani scolded the U.S. for its "zero tolerance" policy in which 

some families have been separated after migration across the border. 
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The rights office said in a statement that "children should never be detained for reasons related to their 

own or their parents' migration status. Detention is never in the best interests of the child and always 

constitutes a child rights violation." 

 

Shamdasani told a U.N. briefing Tuesday that the practice of separating families amounted to an "arbitrary 

and unlawful" interference in family life, calling it a "serious violation" of the rights of children. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Court: Puerto Rico release death data 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/court-orders-puerto-rico-release-storm-related-

death-55659313?   

GIST A court in Puerto Rico has ordered the government to release all death certificates issued after Hurricane 

Maria and other information it compiled after the Category 4 storm hit the island. 

 

The court decision released Tuesday says the information should be made public within a week and that 

the government doesn't have any pressing interest to deny access to it. Gov. Ricardo Rossello and other 

government officials have withheld certain information, saying they need to protect people's privacy. 

 

It is unclear whether the government will appeal. A spokeswoman for the island's Justice Department did 

not immediately return a message for comment. 

 

The ruling responds to a lawsuit filed by CNN and Puerto Rico's Center for Investigative Journalism. 

 

Critics maintain that the official death toll of 64 is severely undercounted. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 EU nations split over asylum 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/germany-arrests-syrians-suspected-human-

trafficking-55652902?   

GIST European Union countries remained deeply divided Tuesday over how to reform EU rules for managing 

the influx of refugees and migrants, as U.N. agencies reported that an estimated 112 people died over the 

weekend when a smuggler's boat sank as it tried to reach Europe. 

 

The estimated toll made the shipwreck off Tunisia the deadliest this year in the dangerous route from 

North Africa across the Mediterranean Sea to Europe. 

 

EU migration ministers, meeting in Luxembourg, were pessimistic that new proposals to update the bloc's 

asylum system would be accepted by many of the 28 member states.  

 

Well over 1 million people, mostly Syrians fleeing war at home, entered Europe in 2015, overwhelming 

Greece and Italy and surprising Germany, which took in hundreds of thousands of refugees. Their arrival 

strained relations among EU neighbors and fueled anti-migrant sentiment, especially in central and eastern 

Europe. 

 

EU leaders have insisted that the deadlock over how to handle migrants and refugees must be broken this 

month. 

 

In his first policy address, Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte declared Europe's immigration policy a 

"failure" and demanded that it be renegotiated. Italy has been the primary entry point for thousands of 

migrants to Europe via the Mediterranean this year. 
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Conte insisted the rest of the EU must take on a greater burden of accepting refugees, as well as 

negotiating with migrants' home countries to return those who don't qualify for asylum. 

 

Germany's deputy interior minister, Stephan Mayer, said "there are still considerable deficits" in the 

proposals to overhaul EU immigration, while Dutch Migration Minister Mark Harbers said there are "a lot 

of member states that still have points of discussion." 

 

"First we have to fix the front door, fix the back door," Belgian Migration Minister Theo Francken told 

reporters. "Then we can find a compromise on who's doing what. When we don't have a solution for the 

massive influx of illegal aliens in our Europe, Europe will end, and we will never get out of this crisis." 

 

Denmark's prime minister, however, predicted that a new European asylum system could be in place as 

soon as next year and said asylum-seekers whose applications have been rejected could be sent to a 

country "that is not on the migrant's wish list." 

 

Prime Minister Lars Loekke Rasmussen gave no further details Tuesday besides that fact that several 

European countries have discussed the plan. 

 

Most of the disagreements focus on who should look after the migrants when they arrive and for how long. 

Under current rules, people must register for asylum in the European country they first arrive in. This has 

meant that Greece and Italy have carried most of the burden. But some nations — Hungary and Poland 

notably — have refused to honor any migrant quotas shared among European nations. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Fire dept. warns: hoses in summer 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/06/05/fire-department-warns-of-hoses-in-summer-posts-photo-of-baby-

scalded-by-water/  

GIST LAS VEGAS – Las Vegas Fire Rescue posted pictures of a burned baby Monday, warning residents of the 

hazards of using garden hoses during hot weather. 

 

“Here in Las Vegas, a garden hose exposed to direct sunlight during summer can heat the water inside the 

hose (not flowing) to 130-140 degrees,” fire rescue wrote, “which can cause burns, especially to children 

& animals. Let the water flow a few minutes to cool before spraying on people or animals.” 

 

The department posted a picture of an infant with burns from a garden hose…The photo was apparently 

shared in the past by a mother living in a different city who wanted to warn others. 

 

“It’s a file photo, we use it every year to show just how serious a burn can occur to a toddler,” Las Vegas 

Fire Rescue Public Information Officer Tim Szymanski said. “We got a ton of tweets back from people 

(saying) ‘I never thought about that,’ and that’s why we do it.” 

 

Fire and Rescue sent out the tweet during an excessive heat warning in Las Vegas, when temperatures 

were expected to rise above 106 degrees. 

 

“Sometimes the people don’t realize that for the length of the hose all that water is going to be hot water,” 

Szymanski said. 

 

He warned that it takes just seconds to cause a bad burn on a child or animal, and people should take care 

to let the water run cold during the summer. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Seattle-area home prices record highs 
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SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/business/real-estate/seattle-area-home-prices-reach-record-highs-but-

increasing-inventory-offers-a-ray-of-hope/  

GIST Single-family home prices continue to reach new highs despite increasing inventory in May, according to 

monthly home-sales data released Tuesday by the Northwest Multiple Listing Service. 

 

The median price of a single-family home in King County was $726,275 in May, surpassing the record 

high of $725,000 set in April and up 15 percent compared to the previous year. 

 

Seattle’s median home price of $830,000 is up 14 percent from a year ago and sets a new record after 

holding steady at the previous high of $819,000 in March and April. 

 

Another record was established on the Eastside with a median home price of $960,000, eclipsing the 

previous high of $950,000 reached in February and up 10 percent year-over-year. 

 

The news isn’t all bad for home buyers, however, as total active listings in King County went up for the 

second month in a row after years of declining inventory, increasing 36 percent in May compared to the 

previous year. The Northwest Multiple Listing Service said the increase in listings marks only the third 

time since October 2016, and the first time since last September, that King County has more than a 

month’s supply of homes (meaning the number of listings is greater than the number sold in a month). 

 

While the increase in inventory may provide some minor relief, it isn’t enough to substantially ease 

competition among buyers and is still well below the five months of inventory needed for a balanced 

market, said Mike Grady, president of Coldwell Banker Bain. 

 

“The job market in Seattle continues to push higher demand for homes than what we have in inventory 

being formed,” Grady said. “There’s a little relief, meaning buyers don’t have to write an offer within the 

first hour. 

 

“Now they have maybe a day.” 

 

Grady said he doesn’t see inventory even coming close to meeting demand in the next two years. 

 

The story is the same in other areas, with both Pierce and Kitsap counties reaching new record highs in 

May. The median home price of $355,000 in Pierce County surpassed its previous high of $350,000 set in 

March and was up 15 percent over the previous year. And Kitsap County surpassed its previous high of 

$341,000 set in March with a median home price of $360,000, up 16 percent from a year ago. 

 

Snohomish County came in slightly below its record high of $506,000 in April, but the median home price 

of $500,000 in May still represents an 11 percent year-over-year increase. 

 

The ever-increasing home prices continue to complicate the buying process with a high rate of bidding 

wars and a median down payment that has surpassed $100,000 in King County. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Marking 74yrs since D-Day landings 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/06/06/veterans-families-mark-74-years-since-allied-d-day-

landings.html  

GIST COLLEVILLE-SUR-MER, France –  U.S. and other allied troops have joined veterans of the D-Day 

invasion and families of fallen soldiers to mark 74 years since the massive military operation that change 

the course of World War II. 

 

Amid fog and wind, ceremonies were held Wednesday at the American military cemetery at Colleville-

sur-Mer and along the Normandy beaches and cliffs where Allied forces landed in Nazi-occupied France. 
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Thousands of U.S., British, Canadian and French troops launched a combined naval, air and land assault as 

dawn was breaking on June 6, 1944. The invasion weakened the Nazis' hold on Western Europe after they 

suffered a punishing defeat in Stalingrad in the east. 

 

Wednesday's ceremonies were relatively low-key, while bigger events are planned for the 75th anniversary 

next year. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 South America economies sputtering 

SOURCE https://www.bloombergquint.com/global-economics/2018/06/05/south-american-economies-dive-

south-as-growth-outlook-dims  

GIST (Bloomberg) -- Pro-business leaders in South America’s largest economies are struggling to spark growth 

as their policies run head-on into domestic crises and emerging market turbulence. 

 

Brazil and Argentina have seen their 2018 growth estimates cut from around 3 percent earlier this year to 

2.2 percent and 1.3 percent, respectively, according to economists surveyed by their central banks. More 

downside revisions are on tap, with JPMorgan Chase & Co. recently lowering its Brazil call to a mere 1.2 

percent this year. Some analysts say Argentina may even fall into a brief recession. 

 

Brazil and Argentina were expected to regain momentum this year after emerging from recession in 2017 

under the market-friendly policies of presidents Michel Temer and Mauricio Macri. But their fortunes 

were reversed when global market volatility exacerbated their domestic problems. An unsustainable 

budget deficit forced Argentina to seek help from the IMF while political uncertainty is on the rise in 

Brazil ahead of its election in October. 

 

On top of that, a severe drought made things worse for Argentina, while a massive trucker strike paralyzed 

the Brazilian economy. The Argentine peso has slid more than 20 percent so far this year, even after the 

central bank raised rates to 40 percent, while the Brazilian real has accumulated losses of more than 10 

percent. 

 

“We expect the Argentine economy to continue to decelerate markedly in the coming months,” Itau 

economists Juan Carlos Barboza and Diego Ciongo wrote in a note to clients, citing the impact of the 

drought, tighter macro policies and lower real wages. “The international environment, including Brazil’s 

growth and financial conditions, is also less supportive.” 

 

Other South American economies are faring better so far. Chile grew at its fastest pace in more than five 

years in April, buoyed by the return of market-friendly President Sebastian Pinera. The Colombian 

economy is also seen accelerating toward a 3 percent growth rate in 2019. 

 

Still, that may not be enough to overcome the drag from the region’s largest economies. 

 

"The impact on the region is significant as Brazil and Argentina account for more than half of South 

America’s economy," said Pedro Tuesta, senior economist with 4Cast Ltd consultancy in Washington. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Kitsap Co. deputy saves 7 from fire 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/quick-acting-deputy-saves-7-lives-from-kitsap-co-house-fire  

GIST PORT ORCHARD, Wash. - A Kitsap County sheriff's deputy on routine patrol jumped into action and 

saved the lives of seven people early Tuesday after he spotted a home on fire. 

 

The drama unfolded at about 5:10 a.m. as Deputy B. Harrin was patrolling in the 1600 block of SE 

Holman Road in south Kitsap County. 
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He saw flames and smoke billowing from the home and immediately ran there, waking up the residents 

and helping them to escape the fire. 

 

In all, seven residents were rescued from the home, including one person with disabilities. 

 

Crews from the South Kitsap Fire District arrived on scene and extinguished the blaze, but the damage 

was extensive and the home was declared a total loss. 

 

The cause of the fire is under investigation. 
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HEADLINE 06/04 Seattle breaks up homeless camp clusters 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/homeless/42000-pounds-of-garbage-seattle-quietly-

cleaning-up-clearing-out-hot-spots-for-people-living-in-vehicles/  

GIST The city of Seattle has launched a new effort to clean up, and potentially break up, clusters of homeless 

vehicle campers with trash bags and, if necessary, tow trucks. 

 

The program, which quietly started in mid-May, has resulted in the collection of almost 42,000 pounds of 

garbage and waste from cleanups around RVs and other vehicles parked in Sodo, Georgetown, Ballard and 

the Central District. 

But in the meantime, residents of these vans and RVs continue to play a cat-and-mouse game with the city 

to avoid getting towed. At a cleanup in Sodo last week, several RV and camper residents simply moved a 

few blocks away from where they had originally parked. 

 

The new initiative comes as King County’s annual homeless Point in Time count found, once again, that 

homeless vehicle camping outpaced homeless people sleeping in tents. The snapshot count found more 

than 3,300 people sleeping in vehicles in the county, a 46 percent increase from the previous year. 

 

The cleanup program started on a smaller scale in Sodo in November but has been expanded citywide, in 

an effort to address serious public-health hazards around vehicles doubling as people’s homes. 

 

Until this program, that was largely done on a case-by-case basis, said Stephanie Formas, communications 

director for Mayor Jenny Durkan. 

 

City officials reiterated they aren’t trying to force people out of their vehicles or make them move out of a 

neighborhood. The concern is trying to address the vehicles that are generating large amounts of waste and 

other public-health hazards. 

  

In eight cleanups planned since May 11, Seattle has towed seven vehicles, while 101 others left 

voluntarily. In fact, the city canceled two of those cleanups because all the vehicles had pre-emptively 

moved and left behind no trash, Formas said. 

 

One person living in a towed vehicle moved into a tiny-house village, the city said. 

 

Seattle has struggled for years to address the needs of people living in vehicles — caught between 

businesses and neighborhood leaders who want the city to consistently enforce parking laws, and 

advocates for homeless people who say those vehicles are a last resort in a city with increasingly high 

rents and home prices. 

 

Currently, Seattle has just one lot where the city allows a handful of vehicles to park long-term without 

fear of being ticketed or towed. 

 

Formas, with the mayor’s office, emphasized the new cleanup program is separate from the city’s strategy 
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to deal with vehicle residency. Durkan said last week she’s studying safe-parking programs in other cities, 

including a program in San Diego featured in a recent Seattle Times story. 

  

The tension over vehicle residency was highlighted in a King County Superior Court ruling in March, 

when a judge said that, because a vehicle can be defined as someone’s home, imposing high towing fees 

and attaching a lien to the vehicle violated the U.S. Constitution and the state homestead act. Seattle is 

appealing. 

  

By 9 a.m. last Wednesday morning, police officers, public-utilities workers and cleanup crews had 

gathered near the intersection of Sixth Avenue South and South Snoqualmie Street, a spot where vehicle 

campers had been living for months. 

 

Five days earlier, the city had posted a notice there announcing an area cleanup. Vehicles that had been 

parked on the block for more than 72 hours, in violation of a city parking rule, were tagged with orange 

stickers, warning them to move by the day of the cleanup. Otherwise, they’d be towed. 

 

The pilot program, a city blog post said, is designed to “engage RV occupants to voluntarily move their 

RVs,” allowing city crews to remove trash and “immobile vehicles left behind.” The post, however, does 

not explicitly say that vehicles could be towed as part of the program. 

 

“The goal is to encourage cleanup around the vehicles,” Formas said. “This is also to make sure people’s 

belongings aren’t improperly cleaned up,” and they have time to move their possessions. Anything left 

behind, she said, is assumed to be garbage. 

 

Sites are selected based on the number of vehicles clustered in the location, and “safety” and “health” 

conditions, including fire-damaged RVs, documented criminal activity in the area, needles, rats or the 

presence of human or chemical waste. 

 

These are similar to rules set by Seattle to justify cleaning up unsanctioned tent encampments. 

Unlike residents of tent camps, there is no requirement that vehicle residents be offered shelter. 

 

And also, unlike tent camps, the city’s Navigation Team — a collection of outreach workers and police 

officers who connect campers to shelter — isn’t involved in the vehicle cleanups unless there are tents 

nearby, the city said. Instead, Seattle police officers will do outreach at the sites. 

 

At Wednesday’s cleanup, most vehicles parked along Sixth Avenue were gone when city workers from an 

alphabet soup of departments — utilities, parks, police, transportation and administrative services — 

showed up. 

 

For the few campers that remained, it was a race to get their RVs running before tow trucks arrived. 

 

One man with a beat-up green minivan helped tow away two of his friends’ RVs. Another couple got help 

from a friend who hitched up their blue and white camper to his pickup. Down the block, two men used 

jumper cables to help another man get his RV started. 

 

“If people would keep their area clean, we probably wouldn’t have as bad a problem as we have,” said a 

woman who asked to be referred to only by Sheila, whose RV was towed out by the man in the green 

minivan. 

 

“We all move in the same area. We all stay together. We all help each other out,” Sheila said. 

 

Many of the vehicles simply relocated farther north along Sixth Avenue, finding another curb along which 

to park. 

  

Just before 11 a.m., the first Lincoln Towing truck arrived. 
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Calvin Hawk had been living in a Chevrolet Astro minivan along Sixth for the last two months. But the 

battery was dead and the van had a steering-wheel problem. He was out of luck. 

 

Getting it back was unlikely. His sister gifted him the van. He didn’t have the title. 

 

Vehicles that are towed can be retrieved after the owner pays impound and storage fees, but that requires 

proof of ownership. Often people living in the vehicles don’t actually hold the titles, buying them in under-

the-table deals. 

 

“I knew they were coming today,” Hawk said of the cleanup. “I didn’t know exactly when. I didn’t know 

if someone was going to help me move it. So I didn’t have all my stuff prepared.” 

 

A worker with Seattle Public Utilities stood beside him, trying to help him find shelter and decide what 

items he wanted to keep or discard. He shrugged. Maybe he’d just abandon all of it, he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Seattle PD change tactics w/protesters 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/slaying-the-sleeping-dragon-seattle-police-change-

tactics-to-counter-traffic-blocking-protesters/ 

GIST In March, opponents of King County’s new juvenile detention center were able to bring Friday traffic to a 

grinding halt for about six hours and shed light on their cause by simply lying down in the middle of a 

downtown Seattle intersection. 

 

They resisted easy arrest by employing a tactic called the “sleeping dragon,” in which participants form a 

human chain, hand to hand, with arms linked while inside a piece of PVC tubing. 

 

Sometimes protesters in sleeping dragons are handcuffed to one another inside the tubing, which can be 

encased in concrete — or wrapped in chicken wire and duct tape, as was the case on Tuesday morning 

when people opposing immigration policies employed the technique while lying in the street at Second 

Avenue and Madison Street. 

 

Simply cutting off the tubing runs the risk of injuring protesters, slowing the removal. 

 

“Removing these devices is slow, deliberate work.” Seattle police tweeted during Tuesday’s protest. “The 

safety of all involved is paramount.” 

 

But members of the department’s new Apparatus Removal Team (ART) were able to separate the nine 

protesters and take them into custody in about an hour and a half. 

 

Seattle police spokesman Sgt. Sean Whitcomb said creation of the team was in direct response to the 

earlier protest. “The March demonstration was new to us,” he said Tuesday. “So we provided traffic 

management and supported the event as it unfolded, planning for it to end by the evening commute. 

 

“We learned from that experience and have adapted accordingly,” he added. “As they change their tactics, 

our training, tactics and equipment change, too.” 

 

Seattle police typically handle about 300 demonstrations a year. Most are non-disruptive and peaceful, but 

in the past couple of months, Whitcomb said protesters have employed sleeping dragons to slow their 

dispersal and disrupt the rush-hour commute. 

 

He said members of ART are specially trained officers who have the knowledge, experience and 

equipment to cut through plastic and metal without hurting protesters. Because sleeping dragons vary in 

composition, the team relies on different tools, he said. 
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Whitcomb was cautious about revealing too many details about the tools and tactics used by officers on 

the ART. 

 

On Tuesday, a lieutenant first gave the immigration protesters with the Northwest Detention Center 

Resistance and activist group Mijente a two-minute warning to disperse and clear the road or face arrest. 

When the six men and three women ignored the order, members of the team then used large pliers and a 

Dremel rotary tool to cut into the sleeping dragon. 

 

Police say once they cut into the tubing they slip a brightly colored piece of plastic inside so it rests against 

the protesters’ skin. When they continue to cut or drill into the tubing the plastic shavings alert officers 

when they are getting close to skin. 

 

Once the officers had the protesters separated into one- or two-person sections, they were carried off the 

street and onto the sidewalk. There, officers worked more slowly and carefully to disconnect each 

individual as street traffic resumed. 

 

The nine were booked into the King County Jail for investigation of pedestrian interference. They selected 

the site because the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Immigration and Customs Enforcement and 

immigration court is housed at 1000 Second Ave. 

 

“Although Seattle and King County claim to be “sanctuaries” for immigrants, the Seattle Police 

Department and the King County Sheriff actively collaborate on joint task forces with this branch of ICE 

leading to prosecutions and deportations. These collaborations must end,” Mijente said in a news release. 

Organizers of the No New Youth Jail Coalition, which staged the March protest, have acknowledged that 

their strategy includes disrupting traffic to bring attention to their cause. 

 

“We have won so much today,” coalition organizer Julianna Alson said in March. “We shut down the 

streets, we shut down business as usual, we shut down rush hour, we shut down the status quo.” 

 

Whitcomb said the ART officers will be busy as long as the sleeping dragon is used in protests. 

 

“This is fundamentally civil disobedience. They recognize they may be arrested but they didn’t sign up to 

be injured,” he said of protesters. “We want to get them out of the road, but we have to be a very careful 

and methodical dismantling these devices.” 
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HEADLINE 06/05 No charges NJ officers beach beating 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/06/05/beach-punch-video-new-jersey-

officers-wont-face-charges/675851002/ 

GIST Three police officers who were videotaped arresting a Philadelphia woman at a New Jersey beach, one of 

whom was filmed punching her in the back of the head, will not face criminal charges, prosecutors 

announced Tuesday. 

 

A video of the May 26 arrest, which only captured part of the encounter and included a Wildwood officer 

apparently punching 20-year-old Emily Weinman, went viral shortly after the arrest. Body camera footage 

that city police later released appeared to show Weinman backing away from an officer who tried to 

handcuff her, then shove him in the torso. 

 

The Cape May County Prosecutor's Office determined the officers had not broken any state laws 

governing use of force and referred the investigation back to the city police department's internal affairs 

office, prosecutor Jeffrey H. Sutherland wrote in a prepared statement. The prosecutor's office's 

Professional Standards Unit will monitor the city investigation. 

 

Police officers had originally questioned Weinman about alcohol when they approached her on the beach. 
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They administered a breath test and one officer can be heard saying in part of the body camera footage that 

they would have Weinman or her group pour out alcohol at the scene. The officers changed their minds at 

some point and decided to take Weinman into custody. 

 

In a prepared statement at the time police released their footage, Wildwood Police Chief Robert N. 

Regalbuto said that Weinman "forcibly struck" an officer trying to arrest her, turning off his body camera, 

but that the camera reactivated as a struggle ensued. The three officers involved in the arrest — Thomas 

Cannon, John Hillman and Robert Jordan — were put on administrative duty pending the outcome of the 

internal affairs investigation, police announced the day after the incident. 

 

"As county prosecutor, I recognize that the video footage has raised a lot of questions regarding the 

officers' actions. A decision such as this is not based on emotion; it is based upon applying the proper 

laws, policies and directives that govern law enforcement," Sutherland wrote in his statement. "Members 

of the public should understand that no matter what your opinion is regarding the subject event, it is not 

based on a full review of the evidence." 

 

Weinman's attorney, Stephen P. Dicht, took a different view. 

 

"My only comment is, of all the participants in that scuffle, OK, the only one that was charged was the one 

who was beaten on the head," Dicht told the Asbury Park Press in a phone interview. 

 

Police charged Weinman with two counts of aggravated assault on a police officer, aggravated assault by 

spitting bodily fluids at or on a police officer, disorderly conduct, resisting arrest, obstruction and 

underage possession of alcohol, they announced May 27. Her attorney said she intended to fight the 

charges in court. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Groups decry beating by Oregon deputy  

SOURCE http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2018/06/05/oregon-deputy-suspect-beating-caught-camera/ 

GIST Civil rights groups in Oregon are calling for an investigation after a video showed police punching a prone 

man in the head at least 16 times. 

 

The video shows four officers converging on a man standing on a street, then pulling him to the ground, 

with three officers holding his limbs and one straddling his back. As one officer appears to struggle to 

force one of the man’s arms behind his back, another begins punching him in the head. 

 

Through the punches, the man, identified as 28-year-old Kevin Straw, repeatedly shouts “I am not 

resisting.” The video was shot by Portland, Oregon, TV station KGW. 

 

The American Civil Liberties Union and the state chapter of the Council on American-Islamic Relations 

both called for investigations. 

 

The Marion County Sheriff’s Office said the arrest happened Monday after Straw repeatedly shouted at 

officers involved in the search for two missing fishermen in the Detroit, Oregon, area. The sheriff’s office 

said it’s reviewing the officers’ use of force, and that an outside agency would perform an additional 

review. 

 

The release also said Straw had been contacted earlier by crisis intervention specialists after reports he had 

been yelling at passers-by in the area. 

 

In the video, an officer forces Straw’s right arm behind his back, and another grabs his left arm. But as the 

officers together lower the man toward the ground, face down, Straw extends his left arm in front of 

himself. As Straw is punched, an officer can be heard saying, “get your hand behind your back.” 
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After the punches are delivered, a fifth officer jogs to the scene and puts his knee on Straw’s head. 

Aside from extending his arm, Straw does not appear to struggle in the video, and is eventually 

handcuffed. 

 

In a later release, the sheriff’s office identified the five deputies involved in the arrest and said one, Jake 

Thompson, had been reassigned to non-patrol duties pending the outcome of the review. 

 

David Rogers, head of the American Civil Liberties Union in Oregon, said it wasn’t clear why officers 

used force on the prone man. 

 

“It looked like they were in pretty complete control, and yet a deputy proceeded to punch this man in the 

face 14 or 15 times,” Rogers said. “It was incredibly disturbing.” 

 

Amy Queen, a spokeswoman for the Marion County district attorney said the office is consulting with the 

sheriff’s office, but is not independently investigating the incident. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Guatemala volcano death toll rises 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/06/americas/guatemala-fuego-volcano-eruption/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Explosions are intensifying at Guatemala's Fuego volcano as emergency crews continue the search 

Wednesday for nearly 200 people reported missing. 

 

More pyroclastic flow -- a nasty mix of ash, rock and volcanic gases that can be much more dangerous 

than lava -- is streaming down the volcano once again threatening villages southeast of the volcano, 

Guatemala's National Institute of Seismology, Vulcanology, Meteorology and Hydrology (Insivumeh) said 

in a statement. 

 

"The conditions are extremely critical at this moment," the agency's director Eddy Sanchez said in a 

televised press conference on Tuesday. 

 

Search and rescue operations were temporarily suspended Tuesday when rescuers, police officers and 

volunteers were forced to evacuate as strong explosions in the volcano began. 

 

Some explosions sent ash plume 16,405 feet into the sky, according to Insivumeh. 

 

The volcano is about 25 miles southwest of the capital, Guatemala City, and near the colonial city of 

Antigua. 

 

Three days after the Fuego volcano exploded, several towns remain covered in thick ash and rescuers 

scramble navigating the steaming debris. 

 

At least 192 people remain missing and at least 75 have died, according to Sergio Cabañas, the executive 

secretary of Guatemala's National Coordination for Disaster Reduction. 

 

Only 23 victims have been identified, including two girls ages 3 and 6, Guatemala's National Institute of 

Forensic Sciences (INACIF) said in a statement. 

 

It's unclear whether some of the people missing are among the unidentified bodies, Cabañas said. 

 

"We are not only talking about what has been described as the volcano's biggest eruption since 1974. We 

are talking about a tragedy, a national mourning," Guatemala President Jimmy Morales said. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 China removed missiles disputed island? 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/06/asia/south-china-sea-missiles-satellite-intl/index.html  

GIST Hong Kong (CNN)Beijing may have removed missile systems from a disputed island in the South China 

Sea even as it accused the US of sending "attacking weapons" to the region. 

 

The deployment of a number of missile systems to the Spratly and Paracel Islands in May sparked an 

angry rebuke from Washington about Beijing's "militarization" of the sea, almost all of which is claimed 

by China. 

 

It was followed by a B-52 bomber flyover of the Spratlys this week, which the US said was part of a 

"routine training mission." 

 

New analysis from Israeli intelligence firm ImageSat International (ISI) suggests the Chinese missile 

systems may have been removed or relocated. 

 

On Wednesday, Beijing said it was the US, not China, which was militarizing the region. 

 

"I hope the US can explain to everyone: Isn't it militarization when you send attacking weapons like the B-

52 bombers to the South China Sea? Were the B-52s there for freedom of navigation and overflight? If 

someone frequently flexes his muscles or snoops around near your house, shouldn't you raise your 

alertness and improve your defense capabilities?" Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying 

said at a regular press conference. 

 

"China will not be intimidated by any planes or ships. We will only be firmer in our resolve to take all 

necessary measures to safeguard our sovereignty and security as well as maintain peace and stability in the 

South China Sea." 

 

Previous satellite imagery showed a number of missile launchers and a radar system on the shore of the 

disputed Woody Island in the Paracel chain, covered by camouflage netting. 

 

Those have now disappeared, in what ISI said could indicate a decision by Beijing to remove them, or 

redeploy them to other parts of the South China Sea. 

 

"On the other hand, it may be a regular practice," the firm said. "If so, within the next few days we may 

observe a redeployment in the same area." 
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HEADLINE 06/06 US bombers fly near contested islands 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/04/politics/us-b52-spratly-flyover/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN)Two US B-52 bombers flew within the vicinity of the contested Spratly Islands in the 

South China Sea on Tuesday, according to a statement from US Pacific Air Forces, which oversees air 

operations in the region. 

 

The flyover came days after Secretary of Defense James Mattis called Beijing out over its militarization of 

the islands, accusing China of "intimidation and coercion" in the Indo-Pacific, making clear the US has no 

plans to leave the region and prompting a furious Chinese response. 

 

Beijing claims the Spratly Islands, but those claims aren't recognized by the US or by China's neighbors -- 

Malaysia, Vietnam, the Philippines and Taiwan -- which also say the islands are theirs. China has used 

geographic features in the Spratlys to build man-made islands, some of which it has equipped with military 

facilities, including anti-ship and anti-aircraft missiles. 

 

A US defense official who has knowledge of the mission's original flight plan said it called for the nuclear 

capable B-52 bombers to fly about 20 miles from the islands. 
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A spokesman for the Pentagon said the mission involved the Guam-based bombers conducting "a routine 

training mission," flying from Andersen Air Force Base in the US territory of Guam "to the Navy Support 

Facility" in the United Kingdom's Indian Ocean territory of Diego Garcia. 

 

On Tuesday, the bombers flew from Diego Garcia and conducted "training" in the vicinity of the South 

China Sea, returning back to Diego Garcia the same day, according to the statement from US Pacific Air 

Forces. 

 

CNN initially reported that the flyover took place Monday, based on information from the US defense 

official who later clarified that the flyover took place Tuesday and not during the initial leg of the aircraft's 

journey Monday from Andersen to Diego Garcia. 

 

Both flight operations were part of US Pacific Command's "Continuous Bomber Presence" missions, 

which the military says are intended to maintain the readiness of US forces. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Hawaii: 12,000 quakes in 30 days 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/05/us/hawaii-volcano-by-the-numbers/index.html  

GIST (CNN)From earthquakes to seeping lava, Hawaii's Big Island has seen plenty from nature since the first 

eruptions of Kilauea volcano. And the lava keeps spewing, swallowing homes and igniting fears of more 

destruction to come. 

 

Here's what the disaster looks like, by the numbers: 

 

12,000 earthquakes 

Since May 4, there have been more than 12,000 earthquakes, according to US Geological Survey geologist 

Janet Babb. The quakes can be felt right near the Kilauea summit, Babb said. The Big Island usually gets 

its fair share of quakes. But activity in the last 30 days has far outpaced its historical monthly average of 

1,000. The biggest was a 6.9-magnitude temblor on May 4. 

 

30,000 feet 
The tallest ash plume at the summit of Kilauea volcano reached 30,000 feet above sea level, the USGS 

says. 

 

'Hundreds' of homes 

At least 117 homes had earlier been reported destroyed in the four weeks since lava began flowing, 

according to Hawaii Civil Defense Administrator Talmadge Magno. Overnight Monday, "hundreds" more 

were destroyed in Kapoho Beach Lots and Vacationland, said Janet Snyder, a Hawaii Civil Defense 

Service spokeswoman. The number is sure to grow because assessments aren't finished, Magno said. 

 

7.7 square miles 
About 7.7 square miles are covered by lava, which is about 0.2% of Hawaii Island, according to the 

USGS. 

 

250 feet 
The highest lava fountain measured so far has reached 250 feet. That's a lot of lava, but flow volumes can 

be extraordinarily difficult to measure, the USGS said. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 More open jobs than job seekers 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-u-s-now-has-more-open-jobs-than-job-seekers/  
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GIST WASHINGTON - For the first time on record, the number of job openings in the U.S. exceeds the number 

of unemployed Americans -- a trend that may soon give workers more leverage to demand pay raises. 

 

With employers struggling to fill openings, the number of available jobs in April rose 1 percent to 6.7 

million from 6.6 million in March, the Labor Department said Tuesday. That's the most since records 

began in December 2000. 

 

The figures underscore the consistent strength of the nation's job market. The unemployment rate has 

reached an 18-year low of 3.8 percent. Employers have added jobs for a record 92 straight months. And 

the abundance of openings suggests that hiring will continue and the unemployment rate will fall even 

further. Not since December 1969, when the rate was 3.5 percent, has unemployment been lower than it is 

now. 

 

Employers appear confident about the economic outlook and growth. Analysts expect faster consumer 

spending to help accelerate growth to roughly a 3.5 percent annual rate in the April-June quarter, after 

growth had lagged slightly in the first three months of the year. 

 

In July 2009, just as the Great Recession was officially ending, there were on average 6.7 unemployed 

people for each job. Now, that figure has fallen to just 0.95 jobless people per opening. 

 

The sharpest increase in openings in April was in a category called professional and business services, 

which includes a range of occupations such as accountants, architects and engineers. Increased openings 

were also especially evident among manufacturers and at hotels and restaurants. 

 

Regionally, the largest increases in available jobs in April were in the Midwest and West. Open jobs in the 

Northeast and South barely changed. 

 

Yet it's not clear that employers are trying very hard to fill all their open jobs. Online job boards and 

software that makes it easier to scan resumes for keywords also make it easier for employers to post 

openings and initially screen applications, even if they're not actually prepared to hire. 

 

The surest sign that employers were scrambling for workers would be steady pay gains, as businesses bid 

higher for the workers they need. Yet wage increases remain sluggish, compared with previous periods 

when the unemployment rate was this low. 

 

Hourly pay rose 2.8 percent in May on average for all workers, excluding managers, compared with a year 

earlier. In April 2000, the last time the unemployment rate was as low as it is now, hourly pay jumped 

nearly 4 percent from the previous year. 

 

That may indicate that employers aren't as desperate to hire as the robust number of job openings would 

suggest. For example, data from the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta show that workers who switch jobs 

are starting to enjoy healthier pay gains. That's a sign companies are willing to pay more to lure workers 

from other companies. 

 

But by historical standards, pay increases are relatively low -- even for job-switchers. In April, wages for 

job-switchers rose 4 percent, on average. But in December 2000, near the peak of the late 1990s boom, 

they were receiving raises of 6.5 percent. 

 

Martha Gimbel, director of economic research at job-listing site Indeed, points out that pay increases for 

Americans who remain in their jobs are actually falling. Wages for job-stayers were up just 2.9 percent in 

April, compared with 3.7 percent six months earlier. 

 

Separate research from the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, released last month, shows that 14.5 

percent of people who remained in their jobs in early 2018 received no pay increase from a year earlier. 

That figure was just 11 percent before the Great Recession began in late 2007. 
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"That is really astonishing to me at this point in the recovery," Gimbel said. "That just signals that 

employers are not worried about their employees being poached." 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Separated migrant kids stuck at border 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/hundreds-migrant-kids-separated-parents-are-stuck-

border-stations-n878696  

GIST WASHINGTON — Border agents and child welfare workers are running out of space to shelter children 

who have been separated from their parents at the U.S. border as part of the Trump administration's new 

"zero tolerance" policy, according to two U.S. officials and a document obtained by NBC News. 

 

As of Sunday, nearly 300 of the 550 children currently in custody at U.S. border stations had spent more 

than 72 hours there, the time limit for immigrants of any age to be held in the government's temporary 

facilities. Almost half of those 300 children are younger than 12, according to the document, meaning they 

are classified by the Department of Homeland Security as "tender age children." 

 

The stations, run by the Border Patrol and meant only as the first stop for children detained at the border, 

often lack adequate bedding or separate sleeping rooms for children. 

 

"It would be highly inappropriate and even unsafe to hold children for extended periods in these short-term 

border facilities because they often lack the adequate medical and nutritional resources for these young 

people," said Greg Chen, director of government relations for the American Immigration Lawyers 

Association. "It would place these children at risk of harm if they are housed with adults without the 

proper privacy that children should have." 

 

A spokesman for DHS did not respond to a request for comment. 

 

The overstays at border stations are a result of a backlog at U.S. Health and Human Services (HHS), the 

agency responsible for sheltering migrant children longer term and matching them with relatives or foster 

parents in the U.S. The agency's Administration for Children and Families has 11,200 unaccompanied 

children in its care and takes 45 days on average to place a child with a sponsor, according to a 

spokesperson. 

 

HHS officials will soon tour military installations near the border in Texas as they search for more space 

to house children while they wait for placement. The officials will tour Dyess Air Force Base, Goodfellow 

Air Force Base, and Fort Bliss, the spokesperson said. 

 

"HHS will make the determination if they will use any of the three sites for UAC (unaccompanied alien 

children) operations," the spokesperson said. 

 

A Defense Department spokesperson said HHS was the lead agency and referred NBC News to HHS. 

 

Military bases have been used to house migrant children in the past, but only as a last resort, according to 

an Obama administration official. 

 

In May, the Trump administration began enforcing a "zero tolerance" policy on the southern border, 

prosecuting any adult who entered the country illegally in order to crack down on the surge in the number 

of immigrants crossing the border. 

 

Parents traveling with children are separated from their kids while they face legal proceedings. Two U.S. 

officials said HHS was not given proper warning of the new policy and was caught unprepared at the 

influx of children. 

 

"What's happening now is a broad indication of a total lack of planning or forethought for the policy they 
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enacted," said Peter Boogaard, a former DHS and White House official in the Obama administration who 

is now a spokesman for the immigration reform group FWD.us. "They didn't think this through at all — 

what it would mean for kids, for their parents and for the operational challenges." 

 

"Instead of having Border Patrol agents at the border, you have them taking care of kids at border 

stations." 
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HEADLINE 06/05 US warns against financial deals w/Iran 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/u-s-warns-allies-against-financial-dealings-iran-n880311  

GIST WASHINGTON — The United States warned governments and the private sector on Tuesday to crack 

down on what it described as Iranian efforts to exploit them to fund its support for terrorism, destabilizing 

actions in the region and rights abuses at home. 

 

The appeal, in a speech by the senior U.S. Treasury official for terrorism and financial intelligence, 

follows U.S. President Donald Trump's May 8 decision to abandon the 2015 Iran nuclear deal and to 

reimpose U.S. sanctions on the Islamic Republic. 

 

"You must harden your financial networks, require your companies to do extra due diligence to keep them 

from being caught in Iran’s deceptive web, and make clear the very significant risks of doing business 

with companies and persons there," Under Secretary of the Treasury Sigal Mandelker said. 

 

"Companies doing business in Iran face substantial risks, and those risks are even greater as we reimpose 

nuclear-related sanctions," she added. "We will hold those doing prohibited business in Iran to account." 

 

The U.S. decision to leave the pact, under which Iran agreed to limit its nuclear program in return for relief 

from economic sanctions, has antagonized its other parties: Britain, China, France, Germany and Russia. 

 

With U.S. sanctions returning between now and Nov. 4, it is not clear how enthusiastic U.S. allies or other 

nations such as China may be to comply with those sanctions, particularly those requiring foreign firms to 

reduce their imports of Iranian oil. 

 

The weight of the U.S. financial system and the reality of companies having to choose between selling to 

Iran or to the vast U.S. market, is likely to force many private firms to comply. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Seattle 22% nation’s bikeshare bikes 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/seattle-has-22-percent-of-the-countrys-bikeshare-bikes-l-

geekwire/281-561579312  

GIST There were 10,000 dockless bike share bikes scattered across Seattle at the end of 2017, nearly a quarter of 

all units nationwide. 

 

That was one of the findings in a new study of Seattle’s bike sharing program released Monday by the 

Seattle Department of Transportation. It comes as the city is determining long-term regulations for 

dockless bike sharing companies. The study found that the 10,000 bikes from Spin, LimeBike, and Ofo 

were ridden 468,000 times from July 2017 to the end of the year. 

 

The study underscores the rapid growth of bike sharing in Seattle and the city’s status of a nationwide 

proving ground for the concept. The program only kicked off last summer, when the city granted permits 

to Spin and LimeBike starting with 500 bikes a piece, a threshold that was increased later in the year. In 

August, Chinese bike share company Ofo jumped into the fray. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Suicide warning signs 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/06/05/suicide-warning-signs-prevention-

help/675748002/  

GIST The apparent suicide of fashion icon Kate Spade is raising awareness about prevention. 

 

About 39,500 people died of suicide in 2011. That's more deaths than from murder, prostate cancer or car 

accidents, according to the American Association of Suicidology. 

 

Some of the most frequently cited risk factors for suicide include mental disorders, depression, a prior 

suicide attempt, family history and exposure to other people's suicidal behavior, according to the National 

Institutes of Health. 

 

So how do you know when a loved one needs help? 

 

Warning signs 
According to the American Foundation of Suicide Prevention, some of the warning signs of suicide are: 

• Talking about wanting to die. About 50%-75% of people who attempt suicide tell someone about it first. 

• Finding ways to kill themselves, like hoarding medicine or buying a gun. 

• Insomnia 

• Losing interest in things and becoming withdrawn from family and friends. 

 

What to do 
If you know someone who is thinking about suicide, you should not leave them by themselves. Also, 

remove anything that might be harmful to the person, such as guns, according to NIH. 

 

"Try to get your loved one to seek immediate help from his or her doctor or the nearest hospital emergency 

room, or call 911," NIH says on its website. 

 

You can also call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-TALK (8255). 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Nasdaq closes at record high 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/finance/markets/nasdaq-stocks-market-dow/2018/06/05/id/864317/  

GIST The Nasdaq closed at a record high for the second day in a row with help from the technology and 

consumer discretionary sectors, while the S&P 500 edged higher as investors eyed solid U.S. economic 

data. 

 

However, bank stocks declined along with U.S. Treasury yields, and investors appeared to favor bonds 

over defensive equity sectors such as utilities and consumer staples. 

 

The U.S. services sector activity accelerated in May, pointing to robust economic growth in the second 

quarter, although trade tariffs and a shortage of workers posed a threat to the outlook. 

 

“The economy continues to be a very strong foundation for the stock market. What seems to be concerning 

markets today is the possibility for a slowdown outside of the United States,” said Tracie McMillion, head 

of global asset allocation strategy for Wells Fargo Investment Institute, in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 

 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 13.71 points, or 0.06 percent, to 24,799.98, the S&P 500 gained 

1.93 points, or 0.07 percent, to 2,748.8 and the Nasdaq Composite added 31.40 points, or 0.41 percent, to 

7,637.86. 
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The Nasdaq’s biggest boost was from Amazon.com, which rose 1.9 percent, also leading gains in the S&P 

consumer discretionary index. Apple rose 0.8 percent, contributing the biggest point gains to the 

technology index and the second biggest for the Nasdaq. 

 

The Cboe Volatility Index, the most widely followed barometer of expected near-term volatility for the 

S&P 500, closed down 0.34 point at 12.4, its lowest close since Jan. 26.The financial sector was the S&P’s 

biggest drag with a 0.4 percent decline. Bank of America and Citibank fell around 0.9 percent. Banks often 

trade in line with Treasury yields as higher rates can boost their profits. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Report: Medicare finances worsening 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/trustees-report-warns-medicare-finances-worsening-

55676730?   

GIST Medicare will run out of money sooner than expected, and Social Security's financial problems can't be 

ignored either, the government said Tuesday in a sobering checkup on programs vital to the middle class. 

 

The report from program trustees says Medicare will become insolvent in 2026 — three years earlier than 

previously forecast. Its giant trust fund for inpatient care won't be able to fully cover projected medical 

bills starting at that point. 

 

The report says Social Security will become insolvent in 2034 — no change from the projection last year. 

 

The warning serves as a reminder of major issues still languishing while Washington plunges deeper into 

partisan strife. Because of the deterioration in Medicare's finances, officials said the Trump administration 

will be required by law to send Congress a plan next year to address the problems, after the president's 

budget is submitted. 

 

Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said in a statement that there's time to fix the problems. "The 

programs remain secure," Mnuchin said. Medicare "is on track to meet its obligations to beneficiaries well 

into the next decade." 

 

"However, certain long-term issues persist," the statement added. "Lack-luster economic growth in 

previous years, coupled with an aging population, has contributed to the projected shortages for both 

Social Security and Medicare." 

 

Social Security recipients are likely to see a cost of living increase of about 2.4 percent next year, said 

government number-crunchers who produced the report. That works out to about $31 a month. 

 

At the same time, the monthly Medicare "Part B" premium for outpatient care paid by most beneficiaries is 

projected to rise by about $1.50, to $135.50. 

 

Both the cost-of-living increase and the Medicare outpatient premium are not officially determined until 

later in the year, and the initial projections can change. 

 

More than 62 million retirees, disabled workers, spouses and surviving children receive Social Security 

benefits. The average monthly payment is $1,294 for all beneficiaries. Medicare provides health insurance 

for about 60 million people, most of whom are age 65 or older. 

 

Together the two programs have been credited with dramatically reducing poverty among older people and 

extending life expectancy for Americans. Financed with payroll taxes collected from workers and 

employers, Social Security and Medicare account for about 40 percent of government spending, excluding 

interest on the federal debt. 

 

But demands on both programs are increasing as America ages. 
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Unless lawmakers act, both programs face the prospect of being unable to cover the full cost of promised 

benefits. With Social Security that could mean sharply reduced payments for retirees, many of whom are 

already on tight budgets. The report said the total annual cost of Social Security is projected to exceed total 

annual income in 2018 for the first time since the Reagan era, meaning the program will have to tap into 

reserves. 

 

For Medicare, insolvency would mean that hospitals, nursing homes and other providers of medical care 

would be paid only part of their agreed-upon fees. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Post-traumatic stress disorder or PTSD 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Health/post-traumatic-stress-disorder/story?   

GIST For people suffering distress after experiencing a serious trauma, it can be hard to find any relief. Post-

traumatic stress disorder has been reported to feel like being trapped in a room without any exits and can 

cause trouble with everyday activities like sleeping or functioning at work.  

 

Even the singer Ariana Grande said she suffers from the troubling disorder known as PTSD after the 

Manchester Arena bombing during her concert on May 22, 2017 killed 22 people.  

 

She said she doesn't think she'll ever be able to talk about the bombing without crying.  

 

"It's hard to talk about because so many people have suffered such severe, tremendous loss," Grande said. 

"But, yeah, it's a real thing."  

 

What is PTSD? 

 

Post-traumatic stress disorder is a form of anxiety that can happen after experiencing or witnessing actual 

or near death, serious injury like car accidents or natural disasters, war-related violence, terrorism or 

sexual violence, according to the American Psychiatric Association.  

 

While most people typically connect this disorder to military veterans or refugees, it can happen to 

anyone.  

 

PTSD is not a sign of weakness and people can be affected by PTSD, even when they were not directly 

part of the traumatic event.  

 

The exposure can happen to witnesses of a traumatic event in person, like for Ariana Grande, and to 

people who learn that the traumatic event happened to a loved one. Repeated or extreme exposure to 

details of a traumatic event, such as pictures or movies, can also cause PTSD.  

 

What are the symptoms? 

 

PTSD symptoms usually start after the traumatic event, but they may not appear until months or years 

later, according to the National Center for PTSD. They also may come and go over many years. Symptoms 

may last longer than one month, cause great distress, or interfere with a person’s work or home life.  

 

Most people have four types of symptoms after the event and may not be the same for all: reliving the 

event, avoiding people or places, having more negative feelings and being in a state of hyper-arousal.  

 

PTSD sufferers often relive the traumatic event over and over through bad memories, nightmares or 

flashbacks.  

 

They may avoid people, places or things that are reminders of the traumatic event.  
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Over time, PTSD can also affect the way sufferers think about themselves and others. They often report 

having more negative beliefs and feelings. This can include feeling guilt or shame, losing interest in 

previously enjoyed activities, losing trust in others or even finding it hard to be happy.  

 

Some PTSD sufferers enter a state of hypervigilance or hyperarousal, during which they are easily startled, 

overly alert and "on edge." They can sometimes be more aggressive or irritable and engage in reckless, 

self-destructive behavior. These states can also cause difficulty with concentration and sleeping.  

 

How common is the disorder? 

 

About 8 percent of people in the United States and Europe are affected by PTSD, according to the 

National Center for PTSD. There are some things that make it more likely to be affected by the disorder 

such as having a long-lasting trauma, getting hurt, or having a strong reaction the event.  

 

PTSD is more than twice as common in women, according to the National Center for PTSD, possibly 

because women are more likely to experience sexual violence, and at least half of Americans have had a 

traumatic event in their lives.  

 

How is PTSD treated? 

 

PTSD treatment can be life-changing even if people have been struggling for years. Treatments are 

targeted at reducing the symptoms and "disturbances." There are two main types of treatment: 

psychotherapy, either counseling or "talk" therapy or medication.  

 

Psychotherapy involves meeting with a therapist and sometimes a group. There are several approaches 

including trauma-focused therapy, prolonged exposure therapy and others, including group therapy. Eye 

Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EDMR) involves focusing on hand movements and sounds 

while recalling past trauma and can help the brain work through traumatic memories.  

 

Medications such as antidepressants are a first-line treatment that can reduce the symptoms, but may take 

six to eight weeks to begin working.  

 

Activities such as mindfulness, deep breathing exercises, stretching and yoga can sometimes ease 

symptoms. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Ethiopia accepts peace deal w/Eritrea 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ethiopia-accepts-peace-deal-longtime-rival-eritrea-

55670514?   

GIST Ethiopia has announced it will fully accept the terms of a peace agreement with neighboring Eritrea in a 

major step toward calming deadly tensions with its decades-long rival, as dramatic reforms under a new 

prime minister continue. 

 

The development Tuesday night came as the ruling party also announced that the East African nation, one 

of Africa's fastest-growing economies, will open up parts of state-owned enterprises in sectors such as 

energy, aviation and telecoms to private investment and others, such as railways and hotels, to full 

privatization. 

 

The news came just hours after Ethiopia lifted a state of emergency in what had been the biggest reform 

yet under new Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed, who has promised change after more than two years of deadly 

anti-government protests demanding greater freedoms in Africa's second most populous country.  

 

But it is the prospect of peace with reclusive Eritrea that comes as the latest, and largest, surprise. 
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The peace agreement signed in 2000 ended a two-year border war that claimed the lives of tens of 

thousands of people, but a no-peace-no-war situation continued, with the two countries skirmishing from 

time to time. Ethiopia had refused to accept the deal's handing of key locations, including Badme, to 

Eritrea and continues to control that town. 

 

Ethiopia's ruling party now accepts that agreement without conditions and calls on Eritrea's government to 

do the same, the state-affiliated Fana Broadcasting Corporate reported. 

 

Tiny Eritrea is one of the world's most closed-off nations, ruled by President Isaias Afwerki since gaining 

independence from Ethiopia in 1993 after years of rebel warfare. Eritrea has become a major source of 

migrants fleeing toward Europe, Israel and African nations in recent years as human rights groups criticize 

its harsh military conscription laws. 

 

When the 42-year-old Abiy was installed as Ethiopia's prime minister in April his inaugural speech 

mentioned the need for reconciliation with bitter rival Eritrea, raising hopes of peace. 

 

"We are fully committed to reconcile with our Eritrean brothers and sisters and extend an invitation to the 

Eritrean government to start dialogue and establish rapport," he said in his address to Parliament. 

 

Since Abiy took power his government has released several thousand prisoners and tensions in restive 

areas have dramatically declined. Foreign-based opposition parties have been invited to return home in an 

effort to create a national consensus in the country of nearly 110 million people. 

 

But Ethiopia's economy had suffered as companies, including foreign ones, found themselves targeted in 

the anti-government protests. Tuesday's announcement on easing state-owned monopolies is "an effort to 

boost and modernize," the chief of staff said. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Singapore to host US, NKorea summit 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/singapore-gears-host-trump-kim-summit/story?   

GIST The on-again, off-again and now on-again summit between President Donald Trump and North Korea’s 

leader Kim Jong Un is set for next week on a secluded island off the coast of Singapore, in southeast Asia.  

 

Both delegations have been in the small city-state nation since the end of May preparing for the historic 

June 12 meeting, which the White House said Tuesday would take place at the Capella Hotel, a five-star 

luxury resort on Sentosa Island.  

 

Luxury and seclusion 

 

The American team has already set up shop at the Capella Hotel, a short drive away from the main 

business center of the country. Joe Hagin, the White House deputy chief of staff, has reportedly met the 

leader of the North Korean delegation, Kim Chang Son, at the Capella to discuss the details of the summit. 

The two are finalizing the security, protocol and logistical details. 

 

The luxurious main reception area and guest villas were designed by Sir Norman Foster, a famous British 

architect who restored the former colonial buildings that once were used to house the British military 

during Imperial rule.  

 

The Capella has already stopped accepting bookings for the summit period, according to an executive in 

the hospitality industry, an early indication the hotel would be either where Trump would stay or the site 

of the summit.  

 

The Capella, which sits on 30 acres of lawn and rainforest, has banned journalists from entering the 
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property since the U.S. delegation arrived. A Washington Post reporter was expelled from the grounds 

after trying to speak to the diplomats. 

 

Kim Jong Un's hotel 

 

The North Korean delegation has been seen coming and going from the Fullerton Hotel, an old colonial 

building that was once the main post office.  

 

The hotel has a stunning position on the marina surrounded by modern skyscrapers that have sprung up on 

reclaimed land in the past decade. 

 

Who's paying? 

 

Singapore is picking up the costs of the massive security that will be required to host the event.  

 

Local media reports helicopters and planes will patrol the air and hundreds of police will monitor the 

various venues. Singaporean Defense Minister Ng Eng Hen told reporters over the weekend, "It's a cost 

we're willing to bear to play a small part." 

 

The Washington Post reported last week that the summit discussion has included how the North Korean 

delegation will cover the costs of their accommodations and security. The international sanctions against 

North Korea make access to hard currency difficult and legally challenging.  

 

The State Department has denied that the American government will help pay the costs of the delegation 

from North Korea.  

 

"We are not paying for the DPRK delegation and we are not asking others to do so," State Department 

spokesperson Heather Nauert told ABC News Sunday, using the acronym for North Korea's official name, 

the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. 

 

Where will the media go? 

 

Five thousand members of the media have requested access to cover the summit, though the site of 

possible media briefings is still unknown.  

 

The Formula One pit stop area or the country’s Convention Center are both large enough to accommodate, 

but nothing has yet been confirmed by the government of Singapore. 

 

Many have guessed the summit would be held at the Shangri-La Hotel, and there's still a chance it could 

play a role in some way, as thousands of people descend on Singapore for the historic event. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 New evacuations near Guatemala volcano 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/evacuations-guatemala-volcano-set-off-panic-

55680314?   

GIST Frightened people living near the Volcano of Fire fled with their children and few possessions when fresh 

flows of super-heated debris were announced, taking no chances after authorities gave them little time to 

evacuate before a deadly eruption over the weekend. 

 

Traffic came to a standstill on choked roads Tuesday and those without vehicles walked, even in central 

Escuintla, which was not under an evacuation order. Businesses shuttered as owners fled, memories still 

fresh of Sunday's blast, which left at least 75 people dead and 192 missing, and reduced a once verdant 

area to a moonscape of ash. 
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A column of smoke rose from the mountain Tuesday afternoon and hot volcanic material began 

descending its south side, prompting new evacuation orders for a half dozen communities and the closure 

of a national highway. The country's seismology and vulcanology institute said the smoke billowing from 

the volcano's top could produce a "curtain" of ash that could reach 20,000 feet (6,000 meters) above sea 

level, posing a danger to air traffic. 

 

Rescuers, police and journalists hurried to leave the area as a siren wailed and loudspeakers blared, 

"Evacuate!" 

 

When the panic set off by the new evacuations became clear, disaster officials called for calm. 

 

In the community of Magnolia, which was under the new evacuation order, residents fled carrying 

bundles, bags of clothing and even small dogs in their arms. 

 

Many walked along the side of the highway because vehicular traffic had stalled on the only road out. 

 

By Tuesday the images of Sunday's destruction were familiar to everyone. What was once a collection of 

green canyons, hillsides and farms was reduced to grey devastation by fast-moving avalanches of super-

heated muck that roared into the tightly knit villages on the mountain's flanks. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Myanmar, UN sign Rohingya pact 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/myanmar-sign-pact-initial-steps-rohingya-return-

55682219?   

GIST Myanmar and U.N. agencies signed an agreement Wednesday that could lead to the return of some of the 

700,000 Rohingya Muslims who fled brutal persecution by the country's security forces and are now 

crowded into makeshift camps in Bangladesh. 

 

The memorandum of understanding promises to establish a "framework of cooperation" that aims to create 

conditions for "voluntary, safe, dignified and sustainable" repatriation of Rohingya refugees. 

 

Myanmar's security forces have been accused of rape, killing, torture and the burning of Rohingya homes 

in western Rakhine state, where most Rohingya lived. The U.N. and U.S. have described the army 

crackdown that began in August last year as "ethnic cleansing." 

 

Myanmar and Bangladesh agreed in November to begin repatriating Rohingya. But refugees feared their 

lives would be at risk in Myanmar without international monitoring while Myanmar insisted they have 

identity documents, which most Rohingya have been denied. 

 

Knut Ostby, U.N. Resident and Humanitarian Coordinator in Myanmar, said the agreement is an important 

first step toward resolving the crisis. 

 

"There is a lot of work to be done. This task should not be underestimated," Ostby said. "We are talking 

about approximately 700,000 people who don't only have to return, but the conditions have to be right for 

them to return ... in terms of their identity in society, in terms of their safety and also in terms of services, 

livelihoods, a place to live, infrastructure." 

 

The U.N. has said the agreement provides for its refugee and development agencies to be given access to 

Rakhine state. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Hawaii: hundreds of homes destroyed 
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SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/hundreds-homes-destroyed-hawaii-volcanos-latest-explosion-

officials/story?   

GIST Hundreds of homes on Hawaii's Big Island have been destroyed from lava oozing from the Kilauea 

volcano after an early morning explosion on Tuesday, according to officials.  

 

About 500 homes in Kapoho Beach Lots and Vacationland were in the direct path of the lava, officials 

from the County of Hawaii Civil Defense told ABC News.  

 

The United States Geological Survey tweeted an aerial photo of the affected neighborhoods, which 

appears to be mostly burned. Thousands of people have been evacuated from the area.  

 

There is a possibility that some residents could have died in the disaster, officials said. Up to a dozen 

people decided to stay even after the area was evacuated.  

 

The area contains a mix of vacation rental properties and year-round residences, The Associated Press 

reported. Lava has completely filled the nearby Kapoho Bay and inundated much of Vacationland, 

according to the AP. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Milwaukee council investigates police dept. 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/milwaukee-common-council-investigating-police-withheld-sterling-

brown/story?   

GIST The Milwaukee Common Council has launched an investigation after the police department apparently 

withheld different body-camera footage of Sterling Brown's January arrest that top city officials didn't see 

until it aired on television.  

 

According to Council President Ashanti Hamilton, the council and Mayor Tom Barrett didn't see the 

newly released videos of the arrest, obtained by ABC affiliate WISN.  

 

"I think it's clear that the videos didn't show the police department in the best light," Hamilton told ABC 

News. "I don't know if there were any rule violations or procedural violations in it."  

 

Barrett told WISN he wants to know why police didn't show him all the footage.  

 

"They need to be better trained and they need to change the way they operate," Barrett told WISN. "They 

have to learn that this is going to be something that's going to be released to the public and they should do 

it all at once."  

 

Last month, the Milwaukee Police Department released one version of the body-camera video depicting 

the night of the arrest.  

 

Brown walked out of a Milwaukee Walgreens around 2 a.m. on Jan. 26 toward the parking lot and was 

confronted by officers who asked him why he parked horizontally across two handicapped spots.  

 

The officers repeatedly tell Brown to back up and one of them says, "I will do what I want all right? I own 

this right here."  

 

Other officers arrived on the scene and can be seen talking to Brown near his vehicle when one of the 

officers shouts for Brown to take his hands out of his pockets.  

 

A scuffle breaks out and an officer yells, "Taser! Taser! Taser!" Brown can be heard moaning on the 

ground.  

 

After Brown was brought to the ground and hit with one of the officer's stun guns, they continued to stand 
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around him even though he was handcuffed.  

 

In new video of the incident, officers can be heard expressing concern among themselves about a potential 

backlash from the arrest.  

 

"The bureau is coming out for this? ... We're trying to protect ourselves because he plays for the Bucks, 

and if he makes a complaint, it's going to be a [expletive] and then any little [expletive] thing that goes 

wrong is going to be, 'Ooh, the Milwaukee Police Department is all racist," the officer said sarcastically.  

 

In another one of the videos, officers can be heard asking Brown -- who is lying prone on the ground after 

being hit with the stun gun -- if he plays for the Bucks, and Brown responds that he must look familiar to 

them.  

 

In the end, Brown was not charged with anything and was issued a parking violation. 

 

Brown's representatives said he plans to file a civil lawsuit against the Milwaukee Police Department.  

 

Milwaukee Police Chief Alfonso Morales said at a news conference May 23 that the officers involved 

"acted inappropriately" and they all received suspensions. 

 

Hamilton said that the decision to investigate came after meeting with the police department yesterday. 

They'll be looking at all activity from the night of the arrest and decide if what, if any, "remedies" can be 

implemented in the future. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Top fashion designer apparent suicide 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/fashion-designer-kate-spade-found-dead-apparent-

suicide/story?id=55664239&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Fashion designer Kate Spade -- who started her namesake company in 1993 and grew it into a massive 

empire including clothes, jewelry, perfume and furniture -- was found dead in her New York City 

apartment Tuesday morning after apparently taking her own life, police sources said.  

 

The 55-year-old's body was found around 10 a.m. at her Park Avenue apartment on the Upper East Side of 

Manhattan by a housekeeper, the sources said. She apparently hanged herself on her bedroom doorknob 

using a scarf.  

 

A suicide note was left at the scene, but police officials declined to disclose its contents.  

 

"The contents of that note, as well as the physical state of the apartment and the comments of the witness, 

lend to the credibility that it is an apparent suicide," said Dermot Shea, chief of detectives for the New 

York City Police Department. 

 

Spade's former company issued a statement saying her death was "incredibly sad news."  

 

"Although Kate has not been affiliated with the brand for more than a decade, she and her husband and 

creative partner, Andy, were the founders of our beloved brand," the company's statement reads. "Kate 

will be dearly missed. Our thoughts are with Andy and the entire Spade family at this time."  

 

Spade and her husband, the brother of actor and comedian David Spade, have a 13-year-old daughter. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Unlicensed software cybersecurity threat 

SOURCE http://www.dw.com/en/unlicensed-software-a-huge-cybersecurity-threat/a-44086311  

GIST Businesses should assess the software on their networks and eliminate unlicensed copies to reduce the risk 

of cyberattacks, researchers from the US-based The Software Alliance (BSA) said in a study on Tuesday. 

 

The advocate for the global software industry noted in its 2018 Global Software Survey that too often, 

companies' efforts to improve their businesses were "hampered by the widespread use of unlicensed 

software and the often-crippling security threats" that accompanied it. 

 

The survey quantified the volume and value of unlicensed software installed on personal computers in 

more than 110 nations and regions and included nearly 23,000 responses from consumers, employees and 

chief information officers (CIOs). 

 

Slow progress 

 

"Organizations around the world are missing out on the economic and security benefits that well-managed 

software provides," the BSA survey said. 

 

"Businesses should establish software asset management (SAM) programs to evaluate the software on 

their network, which in turn reduces the risk of debilitating cyberattacks and helps grow their revenues." 

 

The study showed that the use of unlicensed software was only down slightly in 2017 (-2 percent), still 

accounting for 37 percent of software installed on PCs. 

 

Firms incur huge costs 

 

The survey showed that unlicensed software was spread most widely in a number of emerging economies. 

In Libya, an estimated 90 percent of all software installed on PCs in 2017 was pirated (Venezuela: 89 

percent; Nicaragua: 81 percent). 

 

The study calculated that malware from pirated software cost companies worldwide some $359 billion 

(€307 billion). 

 

BSA researchers concluded that companies "can take meaningful steps today to improve software 

management and to achieve as much as 30 percent savings in annual software costs by implementing a 

robust SAM and software license optimization program." 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Lewis Co. IT official: not getting easier 

SOURCE http://www.govtech.com/security/Lewis-County-Wash-IT-Official-Cybersecurity-Is-Not-Going-to-

Get-Any-Easier.html  

GIST (TNS) — Lewis County, Wash., is putting extra focus on preventing cyberbreaches, following a dramatic 

uptick in threats, Information Technology Services Director Steve Wohld told area leaders Friday. 

 

“There’s an over 300 percent increase in endpoint user attacks [on agencies in Washington state]” Wohld 

said. “The attacks on Lewis County are significant and much higher than they ever were.” 

 

Wohld spoke to leaders from throughout the county at Friday’s Mayors’ Meeting, a monthly event hosted 

by the Board of Lewis County Commissioners, urging them to make sure their cities and agencies are 

using safe cybersecurity practices. 

 

Since last year, Lewis County’s IT Services department has moved from spending 10 to 15 percent of its 

time on cybersecurity to devoting 40 percent of its time to the issue. Part of the concern is that hackers are 
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increasingly not just going after networks, but targeting county employees to try to infiltrate the system. 

 

“The point is getting this out in front and letting our users know that the target has changed,” Wohld said. 

“The primary target now is the endpoint user.” 

 

In other words, county employees who use unsafe passwords, click on dubious email links or plug in 

untrusted USB devices could be exposing the entire network to risk. One risk that has become more 

common is ransomware, in which a hacker takes over a system and demands payment to regain access or 

data. 

 

The city of Atlanta recently failed to pay a $50,000 ransom and ended up paying $2.6 million in efforts to 

recover compromised systems. That case is an extreme version of a problem that has also hit Washington 

state. 

 

“Agencies across the state are paying out serious money recently, and we’re trying to avoid that,” Wohld 

said. 

 

Recently, Lewis County Treasurer Arny Davis received a suspicious email from a treasurer in another 

county whose account had been hacked. He notified IT Services instead of opening the link in the email. 

 

“If Arny would have clicked on it, his account would have been compromised,” Wohld said. 

 

That was among many stories mentioned by Wohld and others about the importance of being vigilant. 

Commissioner Edna Fund said she had recently received an email on a work account from a personal 

friend whose email had been hacked. She also received notice of false charges on her account, only to be 

led to a site that tried to obtain her Social Security number. She logged onto Facebook, only to find 

another account claiming to be her. 

 

“I’m becoming very vigilant,” she said. “From all different vantage points, I was getting hit.” 

 

Even as he warns county employees to be more careful, Wohld conceded that the increased threats will 

likely cause the county issues, although it hasn’t lost any data yet. 

 

“We’ve had some close calls,” he said. “I really think it’s a matter of time. We will have a loss; we will 

have a failure.” 

 

IT Services is preparing for such a compromise, storing physical backups of data in a vault. And it’s 

working to “educate [county employees] on how to think differently about their computer and the power it 

has over the rest of us.” 

 

Long-term, the department is implementing the Center for Internet Security’s 20-step series of Critical 

Security Controls. This year’s priorities include creating an inventory and control of hardware and 

software assets, establishing continuous vulnerability management and controlling use of administrative 

privileges. 

 

Wohld said it will take three to five years to implement the full list of controls. He told the assembled local 

leaders to bring cybersecurity awareness back to their employees, and to communicate if they believe 

they’ve been compromised, which can prevent the problem from infiltrating more agencies. 

 

“We really need people to be honest and come forward,” he said. “It’s not about shaming anybody, it’s 

about responding.” 
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SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/big-bank-blunder-from-down-under/  

GIST Despite the awareness that they are dutybound to protect the sensitive information of their customers, 

banks continue to suffer data breaches as the result of human error, as was the case for the Commonwealth 

Bank of Australia (CBA). The Sydney Morning Herald reported that CBA breached the privacy of 10,000 

customers by sending their data to the wrong email addresses.  

 

After conducting an information security investigation, the bank learned that 651 internal emails were 

incorrectly sent to email addresses at the wrong domain from 2016 to 2017. The sender inadvertently 

omitted the ".au" on the end of the intended domain, cba.com.au. 

 

In order to prevent these human errors, CBA purchased the domain name in April 2017; however, the 

investigation looked into events that would have occurred prior to the takeover when the domain was used 

by a US cybersecurity firm.  

 

CBA revealed that the 651 emails were indeed sent during that time frame and contained the data of 

10,000 customers. "An extensive and detailed investigation by CBA confirmed the contents of all 651 

internal emails were automatically deleted by the cba.com domain owner's system, which only collected 

information on CBA sender and recipient email addresses and the subject of the email," the bank wrote in 

a 1 June 2018 statement. 

 

The bank's investigation confirmed that no customer data was compromised as a result of the mistake, but 

it accepted responsibility and acknowledged that customers want to be informed about data security and 

privacy issues. To that end, the bank has started to notify affected customers. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Mirai variants continue to spawn 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/mirai-variants-continue-spawn-vulnerable-iot-ecosystem  

GIST Mirai is the archetypal IoT botnet, first achieving infamy with a 665 Gbps DDoS attack against the 

KrebsOnSecurity website in September 2016. Within days, a second Mirai attack targeted the French 

hosting firm, OVH, with an attack that peaked at nearly 1 Tbps. These were, at the time, the largest DDoS 

attacks ever recorded. 

 

But within a few more days, before the end of September 2016, the Mirai developer released the source 

code. It can now be found on GitHub. The developer closed his 'readme' file with a criticism of 

MalwareMustDie and the comment, "Just as I forever be free, you will be doomed to mediocracy forever." 

 

He didn't remain free for very long. In January 2017, Brian Krebs identified Paras Jha as authoring Mirai; 

and in December 2017 the DoJ unsealed a plea-bargained guilty plea by Paras Jha for the development and 

use of Mirai. But it was too late to stop Mirai, because the code was in the public domain -- and it has ever 

since been used as the basic building block for other criminals to develop Mirai variants for their own use. 

 

IoT ExploitsNetwork performance firm Netscout Arbor has taken a close look at four of the current Mirai 

variants: Satori, JenX, OMG and Wicked. Its Arbor Security Engineering & Response Team (ASERT) 

published in a recent blog post, describing how each of these botnets start from the basic building blocks 

of Mirai and add to and sometimes remove from the original Mirai functionality -- adding, says, ASERT, 

"their own flair." 

 

Mirai itself spread by scanning for other internet-connected IoT devices (IP cameras and home routers) 

and 'brute-forcing' access via a list of default vendor passwords. Since so few consumers ever change the 

password that comes with the device, the process is remarkably successful. Paras Jha claimed that he had 

380,000 bots in Mirai at the time of the Krebs attack. 

 

Satori (or at least the 3rd variant of Satori) uses the same configuration table and the same string 

obfuscation technique as Mirai. However, says ASERT, "We see the author expanding on Mirai source 
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code to include different exploits such as the Huawei Home Gateway exploit." The exploit was CVE-

2017-17215. In December 2017, Check Point reported that hundreds of thousands of attempts to exploit 

this vulnerability had been made on Huawei HG532 home routers attempting to download and execute the 

Satori botnet.  

 

The underlying code for JenX also comes from Mirai, again including the same configuration table and the 

same string obfuscation technique. However, JenX hard codes the C2 IP address while Mirai stores it in 

the configuration table. JenX has also removed the scanning and exploitation functions of Mirai, with this 

being handled by a separate system.  

 

"Currently," writes ASERT, "it appears JenX only focuses on DDoS attacks against players of the video 

game Grand Theft Auto San Andreas, which has been noted by other researchers." 

 

OMG is described by ASERT as one of the most interesting of Mirai variants. While it includes all Mirai's 

functionality, "the author expanded the Mirai code to include a proxy server." This allows it to enable a 

SOCKS and HTTP proxy server on the infected IoT device. "With these two features, the bot author can 

proxy any traffic of its choosing through the infected IoT device, including additional scans for new 

vulnerabilities, launching additional attacks, or pivot from the infected IoT device to other networks which 

are connected to the device." 

 

Fortinet discussed OMG in February 2018. "This is the first time we have seen a modified Mirai capable 

of DDOS attacks as well as setting up proxy servers on vulnerable IoT devices. With this development, we 

believe that more and more Mirai-based bots are going to emerge with new ways of monetization," it 

concluded. 

 

Wicked is the latest Mirai variant. "Similar to Satori variant 3," writes ASERT, "Wicked trades in Mirai's 

credential scanning function for its own RCE scanner. Wicked's RCE scanner targets Netgear routers and 

CCTV-DVR devices." When vulnerable devices are found, "a copy of the Owari bot is downloaded and 

executed." 

 

However, an analysis of the same bot by Fortinet in May 2018 comes to a slightly different conclusion. 

The string 'SoraLOADER' suggests a purpose to distribute the Sora botnet. Further analysis showed that in 

practice it attempted to download the Owari botnet, but actually downloaded the Omni botnet. "We can 

essentially confirm that the author of the botnets Wicked, Sora, Owari, and Omni are one and the same. 

This also leads us to the conclusion that while the WICKED bot was originally meant to deliver the Sora 

botnet, it was later repurposed to serve the author's succeeding projects," says Fortinet. 

 

The Mirai developer may have been apprehended, but in making his source code public, Mirai and Mirai 

variants continue to grow. The IoT ecosphere that Mirai and its variants target and exploit is still in its 

infancy. There were nearly 17 billion connected devices in 2017; but this is expected to rise to around 125 

billion by 2030 according to a new analysis from IHS Markit. Vendors continue to rush their products in 

order to get early market share, but often at the cost of built in security. 

 

"Malware authors will continue to leverage IoT based malware in automated fashion, quickly increasing 

the botnet size through worm-like spreading, network proxy functionality, and automated exploitation of 

vulnerabilities in internet facing devices. It is important for organizations to apply proper patching, 

updates, and DDoS mitigation strategies to defend their organizations," warns ASERT. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Cybercriminals phish Booking.com users 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/cybercriminals-phish-bookingcom-customers-after-possibly-

breaching-partner-hotels/article/771091/  

GIST Cybercriminals recently launched a phishing campaign targeting Booking.com customers whose 

information was illegally obtained, possibly by breaching certain partner hotels, according to multiple 
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reports. 

 

According to a June 3 report from The Sun, users have received WhatsApp and text messages warning 

them to change their passwords following a supposed security breach. By clicking on the accompanying 

malicious link, victims are unknowingly giving the adversaries access to their bookings. 

 

Users are then reportedly sent an additional message demanding that they send an advance payment for 

their booked vacations to a bank account belonging to the cybercriminals. These messages look like the 

real deal because they include stolen personal information such as names, addresses, phone numbers, 

dates, booking prices, and reference numbers. 

 

Booking.com reportedly told the Sun that the information was likely obtained by breaching certain hotels 

that it works with via a portal website separate from the travel company's main systems. 

 

“In this case, there has been no compromise on Booking.com systems," a Booking.com spokesperson told 

the Independent. "A small number of properties have been targeted by phishing emails sent by 

cybercriminals and by clicking on those emails, the properties compromised their accounts. All potentially 

impacted guests have been notified and because we value our customers at Booking.com, we are 

supporting impacted guests to compensate for any losses incurred, and reclaim these from the property." 
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HEADLINE 06/05 List: Florida worst cyber hygiene 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/florida-leads-list-of-states-with-worst-cyber-hygiene-new-hampshire-

the-safest/article/771129/  

GIST When it comes to cyber hygiene people who live in the Northeast are marginally more likely to have good 

habits, while those with poor habits are scattered liberally across the country, according to a new Webroot 

report. 

 

Working in conjunction with the Ponemon Institute, Webroot analyzed the cyber behavior of people in all 

50 states and the District of Columbia and ranked them according to their cyber hygiene score. The states 

receiving a classification of “safest” were New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Utah, Rhode Island, Minnesota 

and Nebraska. Florida, Wyoming, Montana, New Mexico, Illinois and California were on the other end of 

the spectrum being considered the “riskiest” states. 

 

Looking at the survey results it was very easy to understand why those states in the riskiest category, 

ignoring even basic safety measures like having antivirus software installed on their device, said Tyler 

Moffitt, Webroot's senior threat research analyst. 

 

The survey asked respondents a series of questions related to infection incidents, identity theft, password 

habits, computer sharing, software update habits, antivirus/internet security usage, backup habits and an 

understanding of phishing. 

  

Breaking down the five riskiest states Webroot found many people did not learn from their past mistakes. 

Even after suffering an identity theft most people refused to change their basic online usage habits in order 

to make themselves safer. In addition, 45 and 50 percent of those residing in these states do not bother 

installing security software; 47 percent never back up their data and 72 percent said they share their 

passwords. All of this helps explain why these states suffer the higher per person rate, 28 percent, of 

having experienced 10 or more malware infections in the last year. 

 

Not surprisingly residents in states deemed safest basically do the exact opposite of the folks in Florida. 

When having their identity stolen 80 percent alter their online habits and 60 percent change their 

passwords, most people report running a paid for internet security program as opposed to running freeware 

or not using any at all. About 43 percent automatically update their operating system and 35 percent back 

up their data on a daily or continuous basis. Finally, 88 percent of those surveyed said they did not share 
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their passwords with others. 

 

Looking at the country as a whole the study shows many Americans still do not take their cybersecurity 

very seriously. Fifty-four percent do not use any type of credit monitoring service, 50 percent said they use 

some type of antivirus software with 46 percent of these respondents opting for freeware and 20 percent do 

not bother to update their security software on a regular basis. 

 

While the safest states do utilize proper password hygiene, nationwide the story is much different. Only 36 

percent said they never shared their password, while 45 percent said they did so, but rarely, and the 

remaining 19 percent they shared this information frequently. When it comes to password diversity 36 

percent use between one and five passwords for their various accounts. Another 28 percent use six to 15 

and 36 percent use 16 or more passwords. Password managers are also not playing much of a role with 75 

percent of the respondents saying they do not use one. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 MyHeritage alerts users to data breach 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/myheritage-alerts-users-to-data-breach/d/d-id/1331966  

GIST MyHeritage, a platform designed to investigate family history, learned of a data breach on June 4, 2018. It 

reports the incident affected email addresses and hashed passwords of nearly 92.3 million users who 

signed up for the site before and including Oct. 26, 2017, the date of the incident. 

 

A security researcher discovered a file named "myheritage" containing email addresses and passwords on 

a private server outside the site. Further analysis found the file was legitimate, with the data originating 

from Myheritage. No other data was detected on the server, and there was no evidence of account 

compromise. MyHeritage handles billing through third parties and stores sensitive data such as DNA and 

family trees on segregated servers with added security. 

 

The site notes it doesn't store user passwords but instead uses a one-way hash of each password, meaning 

the hash key is different for each user. Anyone who stole or accessed the hashed passwords did not have 

the actual passwords. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Dark web marketplaces dissolve 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/threat-intelligence/dark-web-marketplaces-dissolve-post-alphabay-

hansa-takedown/d/d-id/1331971  

GIST One year after Operation Bayonet took down AlphaBay in 2017, the marketplace model of cybercrime 

continues to decline -- but it's not a sign for security teams to sit back and relax. The risk to businesses and 

consumers is alive and well. It's simply taking a different form. 

 

The operation that shuttered AlphaBay and Hansa led to multiple subsequent arrests, says Rafael Amado, 

strategy and research analyst at Digital Shadows. For a period of time after the takedown, many people 

didn't understand what was going on. When they did, they panicked. 

 

"They thought it was an exit scam, or technical difficulties," he says. "There were all these different 

rumors flying about … it started to sow the seeds of mistrust, suspicion, cynicism." 

 

AlphaBay's seizure meant thousands of vendors and buyers in the English-speaking cybercrime 

community had to look elsewhere to conduct their illicit business. The marketplace consisted of more than 

40,000 vendors and generated more than $1 billion in trade, Digital Shadows reports in "Seize and 

Desist?," a new report examining cybercrime marketplaces post-AlphaBay. 

 

"It cemented the issue of mistrust in the cybercriminal community … it made people really, really 
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suspicious of established marketplaces, and new ones as well," he continues. 

 

AlphaBay's demise left a gap, though it wasn't as large as experts expected -- the marketplace was just one 

player among many on the underground. However, other markets like Dream and Olympus failed to 

capitalize on the gap. Instead, cybercriminals found new and stealthier means of continuing their 

businesses while evading the watchful eye of law enforcement. 

 

Find Me on the Forums 

 

Cybercriminals, increasingly suspicious of marketplaces, began to retreat into older and specialized 

platforms to buy and sell. Peer-to-peer networks and chat channels have grown more popular, a trend that 

predates Operation Bayonet but has evolved in its wake. 

 

Over the past six months, Digital Shadows researchers have observed more than 5,000 Telegram links 

shared across criminal forums and Dark Web sites. Of these, 1,667 were invitation links to join new 

groups. Discord, another private messaging app, is seeing greater adoption but to a lesser extent, with 743 

invites shared within the same timeframe. 

 

The centralized marketplace has dissolved into a decentralized model as wary threat actors err on the side 

of caution, opting for subtle transactions over markets that require plentiful resources to operate. New 

tech, processes, and peer-to-peer (P2P) communication give cybercriminals greater anonymity and make 

them even harder to pin down. 

 

"Your account information and payment card details, along with counterfeit documents, ID scans, banking 

Trojans … those things are still being traded," Amado explains. "They're not being sold on marketplaces, 

they're being sold on forums." 

 

Specialized forums cater to buyers and sellers in the market for specific purposes: credit card numbers, 

malware, hacking tools. Buyers post what they're looking for; sellers post what they have. They share 

Telegram, Discord, or Jabber info and slip into private messages. People generally want to directly 

communicate with the actors they're buying from, he adds. Forums serve as a complete log of conversation 

and are easier targets for law enforcement. 

 

The future of Telegram as hackers' preferred tool is uncertain, Amado points out. It recently came to light 

that Apple has blocked updates since April, when Russia blocked Telegram and demanded its removal 

from the Apple App Store because it refused to provide decryption keys for users' communication with 

Russian security agencies. 

 

"We'll see if Telegram will be forced to comply and if they are, you'll see people move away from 

Telegram as a communication method of choice," he expects. 

 

Hackers Buckle Down on Forum Security 

 

Forum administrators have been integrating processes to facilitate trust among their users. Blockchain 

DNS, user vetting, site access restrictions, and domain concealment supplement the use of P2P networks 

to build a sense of security. 

 

Tralfamadore is an example of a decentralized market that uses blockchain to store databases and code to 

support front-end user interfaces. Transactions are done in cryptocurrency and are permanently recorded; 

this way, if one user attempts to scam another, it can be identified. 

 

Cybercriminals using forums are wary of law enforcement posing as users. Some forums regulate activity 

with "forum lifecycles," which limit new users' access and set posting restrictions until they reach a certain 

level of activity. New users might require positive feedback from other members until these limitations are 

lifted. 
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Some forums require members to pay for premium subscriptions or have multiple referral invitations from 

established participants. Others create a hierarchy: the longer you're a member and more you prove your 

legitimacy, the more you're allowed to post. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Financial sector sophisticated threats 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/financial-services-organizations-face-more-

sophisticated-threats-than-others/d/d-id/1331974  

GIST The better than average defenses that financial companies have been able to mount against modern cyber 

threats has become a bit of a double-edged sword for organizations in the sector. 

 

While financial companies are able to detect and block a lot more malware than others, they face 

considerably more sophisticated threats as a result as well. 

 

A new report this week from Lastline based on an extensive malware analysis shows that threat actors 

typically elevate their attacks when going after financial companies. 

 

For the report, Lastline analyzed 30 days worth of threat data targeted specifically at financial service 

companies and finance departments at enterprises. Lastline then compared those results with data on more 

generalized threats that the security vendor had reported on previously. 

 

The exercise showed that the proportion of malware displaying advanced behavior was 20% higher in the 

financial sector than elsewhere. For the report, Lastline defined malware as displaying advanced behavior 

if it is packed to avoid detection by static signature-based tools,  evade dynamic analysis, steal credentials, 

and remain stealthy. 

 

One in 10 of the financial sector malware that Lastline analyzed integrated all four behaviors, compared to 

the 1 in 12 global average for advanced threats in other industry verticals. Overall, the percentage of total 

files that Lastline found to be malicious was 47% higher than the global data. 

 

One reason could be that the financial sector's more effective security measures require a more 

sophisticated effort on the part of malware writers, says Andy Norton, author of the report and Lastline's 

director of threat intelligence. 

 

"The finance industry is facing a more sophisticated threat than is encountered by a wider audience," 

Norton says. "They need to understand that more stringent security doesn’t make the threat go away; it 

only changes the nature of the threat." 

 

To remain ahead of emergent threats financial organizations and finance groups at enterprise need to 

incorporate controls for inspecting the behavior of objects entering the internal environment rather than 

relying simply on existing controls and user awareness, he says. 

 

The Lastline report comes just weeks after an Accenture study showing that cybersecurity has become a 

major issue for financial services organizations. The Accenture study, done in collaboration with the 

Ponemon Institute, found that the average number of breaches at financial services companies has more 

than tripled, from 40 in 2012 to 125 breaches in 2017. 

 

The average annual costs of cybercrime for financial services companies has also increased sharply, rising 

from $12.97 million per firm in 2014 to $18.28 million last year, compared to an average of $11.7 million 

for organizations across other industries. Between 2016 and 2017 alone, spending on security breaches 

increased 10% among financial organizations. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Feds: gift cards hacked; $800,000 stolen 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1009978/feds-5-hacked-target-gift-cards-stole-nearly-800000/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — Authorities say five people have been indicted on charges they hacked Target Corp. 

gift cards to the tune of nearly $800,000. 

 

The U.S. Attorney’s Office in Seattle says the group devised an algorithm that could identify a gift card’s 

bar code, then used the company’s automated customer service telephone system to find cards with 

balances. According to investigators, the suspects loaded those balances onto electronic wallet or mobile 

phone apps, redeemed them at Target stores, and sold the items they purchased for bitcoin. 

 

Prosecutors say the thefts took place at stores in Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada and Colorado. 

Target changed its gift card system last December in response. 

 

Two defendants pleaded not guilty Tuesday, and one is in state custody on other charges. Authorities say 

they are searching for two other defendants, 22-year-old Kennady Weston and 26-year-old Derrick 

Quintana, both of Everett, Washington. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Malware hits Australia HR firm PageUp 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/malware-hits-hr-software-firm-pageup-with-possible-data-

compromise/  

GIST Australia-based human resources firm PageUp has confirmed it found "unusual" activity on its IT 

infrastructure last month, which has resulted in the potential compromise of client data.  

 

On May 23, the SaaS provider said it immediately launched a forensic investigation after malware was 

spotted on its system. Five days later PageUp said its suspicions were confirmed, with investigations 

revealing "some indicators" that client data may have been compromised. 

 

"If any personal data has been affected it could include information such as name and contact details. It 

could also include identification and authentication data e.g. usernames and passwords which are 

encrypted (hashed and salted)," the company said in a statement. 

 

"There is no evidence that there is still an active threat, and the jobs website can continue to be used. All 

client user and candidate passwords in our database are hashed using bcrypt and salted; however, out of an 

abundance of caution, we suggest users change their password." 

 

The company said that signed employment contracts and resumes are stored on different infrastructure to 

that which was affected; it said there is no evidence that the document storage infrastructure has been 

compromised. 

 

The statement, penned by CEO and co-founder Karen Cariss, said PageUp has been working with 

international law enforcement, government authorities, and independent security experts to "fully 

investigate" the matter. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Qantas suffers website outage 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/qantas-suffers-website-outage/  

GIST Qantas is currently experiencing network issues affecting some services on its website. 

 

The airline confirmed the issue via Twitter, replying to customers unable to use the Qantas website. 

 

"There is currently a network issue that isn't isolated to Qantas," Qantas wrote. "We're doing our best to 
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have everything up and fully running again asap." 

 

In another reply, Qantas confirmed it was experiencing "technical difficulties" with its website and that it 

had teams currently working on it. 

 

"We'll have the site up and running as soon as possible," the airline continued. 

 

Qantas added the outage was not isolated to its systems. 

 

Sydney Airport was brought to a standstill in March after "technical issues" affected two of its terminals. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Zip Slip vulnerability impacts archived files 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/zip-slip-vulnerability-affects-thousands-of-

projects-across-multiple-ecosystems/  

GIST Security researchers have disclosed today details about a critical vulnerability impacting open source 

coding libraries that handle archived files. 

 

Discovered by the researchers from Synk, the "Zip Slip" vulnerability is an issue in the way coders, 

plugins, and libraries have implemented the process of decompressing an archived file. 

 

Numerous archive formats, including tar, jar, war, cpio, apk, rar, and 7z, are affected, meaning this is more 

of a theoretical issue, rather than a specific coding bug. 

 

Vulnerability leads to files being unzipped in the wrong places 

 

According to researchers, Zip Slip is a combination between an "arbitrary file overwrite" and "directory 

traversal" issues that can lead to situations where an attacker can unzip files outside the normal unzip path 

and overwrite sensitive files, such as critical OS libraries or server configuration files. 

 

"The two parts required to exploit this vulnerability is a malicious archive and extraction code that does 

not perform validation checking," the Synk team said today in a security advisory. 

 

Researchers said they found this flaw in April, and they have been working with the maintainers of several 

open-source libraries that were vulnerable to this attack. 

 

Multiple open-source libraries affected 

 

The Synk team has published a list of libraries affected by Zip Slip on GitHub. 

 

While libraries written in several programming languages are known to be affected —such as JavaScript, 

Python, Ruby, .NET, Go, and Groovy—, the issue mainly affects the Java ecosystem because there's no 

official library recommended for handling archived files. 

 

Instead, developers have created and used an assortment of libraries for this purpose, most of which are 

vulnerable to Zip Slip. Furthermore, the issue is so widespread that even some of the code shared on 

StackOverflow was found to be vulnerable to Zip Slip, meaning that many desktop, mobile, or web apps 

written in Java may be vulnerable to Zip Slip without developers even knowing. 

 

To help developers understand the Zip Slip attack and aid them in detecting if their apps are vulnerable, 

the Synk team has published a technical paper detailing the Zip Slip bug in much more depth. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Google ‘weird’ 1975 text message bug 

SOURCE https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2018/06/05/google-says-fix-for-weird-1975-text-message-bug-is-on-

the-way/  

GIST If you want to see your recent text messages on an Android device in the normal world, you just type 

“show me my texts” in the Google search bar… 

 

But why be normal? If you want to get weird – as Redditor Krizastro discovered last week – you can also 

see your Android texts by typing in “the1975..com”. 

 

Krizastro: It’s like just about the weirdest glitch I have come by. 

 

Krizastro was curious: Were others experiencing the glitch? 

 

They certainly were. At the time of writing, Androids were still glitching out, given that the promised fix 

hadn’t been rolled out yet. But it gets even weirder… 

 

Others confirmed that the “the1975..com” string – it needs those two periods to work if you give it a try – 

was indeed serving up their recent texts, as were these strings: 

•“Vizela viagens” (a travel agency in somebody’s hometown; this string didn’t produce text messages for 

everybody who tried it out, though) 

•“Vizel viagens” 

•“Izela viagens” 

•“Zela viagens” 

 

Those search terms were still glitching as of Monday: 

 

Users reported experiencing the issue with the default Google Pixel launcher, as well as with Android 

devices made by Moto, OnePlus, Samsung, LG and Huawei. 

 

Google sent out a statement explaining that the inappropriately triggered texts show-and-tell is due to a 

“language detection bug” in the Google Search app for Android that “erroneously interpreted certain 

phrases as a request to view recent text messages.” 

 

The company said the app could only display text messages if it had been given permission to do so. 

 

A company spokesperson said that as of Friday, a fix for the bug had been implemented and would roll out 

“over the next few days.” 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Bizarre Chrome, Firefox flaw 

SOURCE https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2018/06/05/bizarre-chrome-and-firefox-flaw-exposed-facebook-

details/  

GIST Researchers have discovered a weakness in the way Chrome and Firefox interact with Cascading Style 

Sheets 3 (CSS3) that could have caused them to leak usernames, profile pictures and likes from sites such 

as Facebook. 

 

The chance discovery was made by researcher Ruslan Habalov when he visited Pinterest and noticed it 

was “displaying my Facebook name and picture inside an iFramed Facebook button.” 

 

Probing deeper, they discovered that the problem was CSS3’s mix-blend-modes, introduced in 2016 and 

fully supported by Chrome desktop/mobile version 49 from March 2016 onwards, and Firefox 

desktop/mobile version 59 in March this year. 

 

By rights, browser same-origin policy security should have disallowed access to cross-origin iframe 
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content. However, the proof-of-concept (PoC) they developed to exploit the weakness in – mix-blend-

modes – shorted this. 

 

Mix-blend-modes don’t sound like a promising target through which to leak data, but as Weißer explained: 

 

We cannot access the iframe’s content directly. However, we can put overlays over the iframe that do 

some kind of graphical interaction with the underlying pixels. Since these overlays are controlled by the 

attacker’s site, it is possible to measure how long these graphical interactions take. 

 

This is extremely involved – the mix-blend-mode is being used to infer the content of 1×1 pixels in the 

iFrame to reveal the presence and colour of that pixel on the user’s screen. Do this for the whole iFrame 

and (as long as the user is logged in of course) it becomes possible to reconstruct some of its content.  

 

That does make inferring different types of content potentially time consuming, with a user name 

becoming clear in around 20 seconds but five minutes being needed to generate that user’s much larger 

profile picture. 

 

The outcome of an attacker exploiting this using a malicious website would have been to deanonymize 

logged-in visitors not just on Facebook but on any site embedding itself on third parties, on the condition 

that users can be kept on the site for long enough. 

 

Other use cases include leaking private images, API responses and text files of other sites as these often 

require to be logged-in but don’t come with an enabled iframe protection. 

 

The researchers describe the bug as a side-channel weakness. All this means is that they found a way to 

capture data not from a software flaw but as a side effect of a system working as it was designed to. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Pentagon’s AI missile detection research  

SOURCE http://news.trust.org/item/20180605100040-29saq  

GIST WASHINGTON, June 5 (Reuters) - The U.S. military is increasing spending on a secret research effort to 

use artificial intelligence to help anticipate the launch of a nuclear-capable missile, as well as track and 

target mobile launchers in North Korea and elsewhere. 

 

The effort has gone largely unreported, and the few publicly available details about it are buried under a 

layer of near impenetrable jargon in the latest Pentagon budget. But U.S. officials familiar with the 

research told Reuters there are multiple classified programs now under way to explore how to develop AI-

driven systems to better protect the United States against a potential nuclear missile strike. 

 

If the research is successful, such computer systems would be able to think for themselves, scouring huge 

amounts of data, including satellite imagery, with a speed and accuracy beyond the capability of humans, 

to look for signs of preparations for a missile launch, according to more than half a dozen sources. The 

sources included U.S. officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity because the research is classified. 

 

Forewarned, the U.S. government would be able to pursue diplomatic options or, in the case of an 

imminent attack, the military would have more time to try to destroy the missiles before they were 

launched, or try to intercept them. 

 

"We should be doing everything in our power to find that missile before they launch it and make it 

increasingly harder to get it off (the ground)," one of the officials said. 

 

The Trump administration has proposed more than tripling funding in next year's budget to $83 million for 

just one of the AI-driven missile programs, according to several U.S. officials and budget documents. The 

boost in funding has not been previously reported. 
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While the amount is still relatively small, it is one indicator of the growing importance of the research on 

AI-powered anti-missile systems at a time when the United States faces a more militarily assertive Russia 

and a significant nuclear weapons threat from long-time foe North Korea. 

 

"What AI and machine learning allows you to do is find the needle in the haystack," said Bob Work, a 

champion of AI technology who was deputy defense secretary until last July, without referring to any 

individual projects. 

 

One person familiar with the programs said it includes a pilot project focused on North Korea. Washington 

is increasingly concerned about Pyongyang's development of mobile missiles that can be hidden in 

tunnels, forests and caves. The existence of a North Korea-focused project has not been previously 

reported. 

 

While that project has been kept secret, the military has been clear about its interest in AI. The Pentagon, 

for example, has disclosed it is using AI to identify objects from video gathered in its drone program, as 

part of a publicly touted effort launched last year called "Project Maven." 

 

Still, some U.S. officials say AI spending overall on military programs remains woefully inadequate. 

 

AI ARMS RACE 

 

The Pentagon is in a race against China and Russia to infuse more AI into its war machine, to create more 

sophisticated autonomous systems that are able to learn by themselves to carry out specific tasks. The 

Pentagon research on using AI to identify potential missile threats and track mobile launchers is in its 

infancy and is just one part of that overall effort. 

 

There are scant details on the AI missile research, but one U.S. official told Reuters that an early prototype 

of a system to track mobile missile launchers was already being tested within the U.S. military. 

 

This project involves military and private researchers in the Washington D.C. area. It is pivoting off 

technological advances developed by commercial firms financed by In-Q-Tel, the intelligence 

community's venture capital fund, officials said. 

 

In order to carry out the research, the project is tapping into the intelligence community's commercial 

cloud service, searching for patterns and anomalies in data, including from sophisticated radar that can see 

through storms and penetrate foliage. 

 

Budget documents reviewed by Reuters noted plans to expand the focus of the mobile missile launcher 

program to "the remainder of the (Pentagon) 4+1 problem sets." The Pentagon typically uses the 4+1 

terminology to refer to China, Russia, Iran, North Korea and terrorist groups. 

 

TURNING TURTLES INTO RIFLES 

 

Both supporters and critics of using AI to hunt missiles agree that it carries major risks. It could accelerate 

decision-making in a nuclear crisis. It could increase the chances of computer-generated errors. It might 

also provoke an AI arms race with Russia and China that could upset the global nuclear balance. 

 

U.S. Air Force General John Hyten, the top commander of U.S. nuclear forces, said once AI-driven 

systems become fully operational, the Pentagon will need to think about creating safeguards to ensure 

humans - not machines - control the pace of nuclear decision-making, the "escalation ladder" in Pentagon 

speak. 

 

"(Artificial intelligence) could force you onto that ladder if you don't put the safeguards in," Hyten, head 

of the U.S. Strategic Command, said in an interview. "Once you're on it, then everything starts moving." 
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Experts at the Rand Corporation, a public policy research body, and elsewhere say there is a high 

probability that countries like China and Russia could try to trick an AI missile-hunting system, learning to 

hide their missiles from identification. 

 

There is some evidence to suggest they could be successful. 

 

An experiment http://www.labsix.org/physical-objects-that-fool-neural-nets by M.I.T. students showed 

how easy it was to dupe an advanced Google image classifier, in which a computer identifies objects. In 

that case, students fooled the system into concluding a plastic turtle was actually a rifle. 

 

Dr. Steven Walker, director of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), a pioneer in 

AI that initially funded what became the Internet, said the Pentagon still needs humans to review AI 

systems' conclusions. 

 

"Because these systems can be fooled," Walker said in an interview. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Transamerica reveals data breach 

SOURCE https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/06/05/transamerica_retirement_plan_hack/  

GIST Updated Financial house Transamerica has admitted hackers swiped some of its customers' sensitive 

personal information, including social security numbers. 

 

In a formal notice sent to the California Attorney General's office this month, the US insurance and 

investment giant said an "unauthorized" person was able to get into its systems sometime between March 

2017 and January 2018, and siphon off the names, addresses, social security numbers, dates of birth, 

financial account information, and employment details of people holding Transamerica Retirement 

Solutions accounts. 

 

Transamerica boasts of having "more than four million retirement plan participants." 

 

"Please note that most individual accounts were accessed only once or at limited points in time during this 

time frame," Transamerica is telling the affected customers. 

 

"We found no evidence of a compromise of Transamerica’s network and systems, but unauthorized parties 

used compromised third-party user credentials to log into Transamerica systems and access your account 

information." 

 

The Register asked Transamerica exactly how many of its customers were whacked by the hack, and we 

have yet to hear back. The biz has not said if it has any reports of the stolen information being used for 

fraud. 

 

"We began an investigation as soon as we learned of the incident, engaged a leading cybersecurity 

forensics firm, and contacted appropriate law enforcement," customers were told in a memo from 

Transamerica. 

 

"We continue to work diligently to minimize the impact of this event and may take additional steps to 

enhance the security of your account based on our investigation." 

 

To remedy the situation, Transamerica says it is flagging up, and monitoring any accounts that were 

accessed by the miscreants. The biz is also offering its customers one year of identity monitoring services, 

a fairly standard measure taken by companies in the wake of a major data breach. Customers will have 

until August 30 to enroll in the monitoring service. 

 

In addition to credit monitoring, Transamerica is asking customers to change their passwords with new, 
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complex logins.  
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HEADLINE 06/05 AI technology identifies, counts wildlife 

SOURCE https://venturebeat.com/2018/06/05/researchers-develop-ai-that-identifies-and-counts-wildlife-with-

96-6-accuracy/ 

GIST There’s more to artificial intelligence than voice assistants and self-driving cars. Researchers at Auburn 

University, Harvard, Oxford, the University of Minnesota, and the University of Wyoming have developed 

a machine learning algorithm that can identify, describe, and count wildlife with 96.6 percent accuracy. 

 

The paper, which was written in November 2017, was accepted in the Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences (PNAS) this week. 

 

“This technology lets us accurately, unobtrusively and inexpensively collect wildlife data, which could 

help catalyze the transformation of many fields of ecology, wildlife biology, zoology, conservation 

biology and animal behavior into ‘big data’ sciences,” Jeff Clune — associate professor at the University 

of Wyoming, senior research manager at Uber’s Artificial Intelligence Labs, and senior author of the paper 

— said in a statement. “This will dramatically improve our ability to both study and conserve wildlife and 

precious ecosystems.” 

 

The researchers trained the computer vision algorithm on 3.2 million images from Snapshot Serengeti, a 

citizen science project on Zooniverse.org that recruits volunteers to collect images of elephants, giraffes, 

gazelles, lions, cheetahs, and other animals in their natural habitats. More than 50,000 people with 225 

camera traps contributed to the project’s corpus. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Unlicensed software in Canada problematic 

SOURCE https://www.itworldcanada.com/article/large-amount-of-desktop-software-in-canada-is-unlicenced-

and-a-major-threat-industry-study/405941 

GIST The amount of unlicensed and unsupported software in the desktop computers of Canadians continues to 

slowly drop but still poses a great risk to users, says an industry survey released Tuesday. 

 

The survey by BSA The Software Alliance –which includes giants like Adobe, Microsoft, IBM, Oracle 

and Symantec — 22 per cent of software installed on PCs in this country in 2017, worth an estimated $819 

million, was not licensed. That continues a steady drop from the first global survey in 2011, when 27 per 

cent of Canadian computers were estimated to have unlicensed software. 

 

By comparison, 15 per cent of PCs in the U.S. had unlicensed software last year. Globally the number was 

37 per cent, which the report called “alarming.” 

 

The software industry loses a lot of money from unlicensed applications, but the hammer it uses is that this 

unsupported software is a security risk by allowing malware to exploit unpatched vulnerabilities. So the 

report urges CIOs to thoroughly inventory the software on their machines “so they can reduce the risk of 

harmful cyber attacks and boost the bottom line.” 

 

“Organizations now face a one-in-three chance of encountering malware when they obtain or install an 

unlicensed software package or buy a computer with unlicensed software on it,” the report estimates.  

 

“Each malware attack can cost a company US$2.4 million on average and can take up to 50 days to 

resolve. To the extent that the infection leads to company downtime, or lost business data, it can also 

seriously affect the company’s brand and reputation. The cost for dealing with malware that is associated 

with unlicensed software is growing too. It can now cost a company more than $10,000 per 
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 infected computer, and cost companies worldwide nearly US$359 billion a year. Avoiding the security 

threats from malware is now the number one reason CIOs cite for ensuring the software on their network 

is fully licensed.” 

 

The report also quotes market research firm IDC — which did much of the research for this report — 

estimating that when companies take pragmatic steps to improve their software management, they can 

boost their bottom line by as much as 11 per cent. 

 

Among the countries with high rates of unlicensed software are China (66 per cent) and Russia (62 per 

cent). 

 

The report is based on calculations of software sold around the world, a global survey of more than 22,500 

home and enterprise PC users, and a survey of 2,300 IT managers in 23 countries. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Civil groups: FBI misled on encryption 

SOURCE https://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2018/06/civil-liberties-groups-urge-ig-investigation-faulty-

fbi-encryption-stats/148736/ 

GIST The Justice Department’s internal watchdog should investigate how the FBI ended up using inaccurate 

figures to bolster its case that warrant-proof encryption was making Americans unsafe, according to a 

Monday letter from 20 civil society groups. 

 

The FBI acknowledged last month that it could not support the claim made by top officials, including 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions, that encryption blocked law enforcement from retrieving evidence from 

7,775 devices during the 2017 fiscal year. 

 

Associate Deputy Director Paul Abbate insisted, however, that end-to-end encryption systems remain a 

major barrier to investigations and could result in the bureau failing to stop a terrorist attack before it 

happens or find an abducted child. 

 

Officials blamed the erroneous figure on a flawed methodology the bureau used to count encrypted 

devices. The FBI has not yet determined the correct figure, Abbate said. 

 

The erroneous figure was the second major blow this year to the FBI’s four-year-old battle against end-to-

end encryption systems, which top officials say allow terrorists and criminals to “go dark” online. 

The bureau did not explore all possible options before asking a judge to legally compel Apple to help it 

crack into an encrypted iPhone used by San Bernardino shooter Syed Farook in 2015. 

 

Apple fought that effort and the FBI eventually withdrew the request after an unnamed third-party offered 

its own technical fix. 

 

Investigating the FBI’s erroneous claims about inaccessible devices would be a useful and necessary 

follow up to that earlier report, according to Monday’s letter from groups including the New America 

think tank, the American Civil Liberties Union and the Center for Democracy and Technology. 

 

The dispute centers on end-to-end encryption systems, which shield the contents of communication from 

anyone—including the service provider—except the sender and recipient. In other encryption 

implementations, the communications provider has an encryption key and can share decrypted 

communications in response to a warrant. 

 

The problem, according to tech companies and most security experts, is that any technical solution that 

allows government access to end-to-end encryption systems could also be exploited by criminal hackers. 

That would make all technology users less secure, they say. 
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“Given the severe negative effects of an encryption backdoor mandate, the FBI’s miscalculation is 

particularly concerning,” the civil liberties groups write. 

 

The inspector general should investigate both how the FBI came to rely on the faulty figures and why top 

officials continued to cite the figures during the first weeks after the FBI learned they were erroneous.  
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HEADLINE 06/05 Charges: hacking Minn. govt. databases  

SOURCE https://www.sfgate.com/news/crime/article/Man-allegedly-angry-over-Castile-case-is-charged-

12970157.php 

GIST MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A man who allegedly hacked into Minnesota government databases last year 

because he was angry over the acquittal of the officer who shot and killed Philando Castile was charged in 

an indictment unsealed Tuesday. 

  

According to an indictment, Cameron Thomas Crowley, who goes by "Vigilance," faces multiple charges, 

including three counts of intentional access to a protected computer, one count of intentional damage to a 

protected computer, and one count of aggravated identity theft.  

 

After the breeches, a person tweeting as Vigilance taunted authorities by writing, "Where am I? Clock is 

ticking." The person tweeted that the Minnesota databases were targeted in retaliation for the acquittal of 

former St. Anthony police officer Jeronimo Yanez, who was found not guilty of manslaughter and other 

charges in the 2016 shooting of Castile, a black motorist. 

  

Crowley, 19, of Lino Lakes, was ordered held Tuesday during an initial appearance in U.S. District Court. 

He was appointed a federal defender and is scheduled for an arraignment Friday. 

  

According to the indictment, Crowley accessed the state's databases in June 2017 and intentionally 

transmitted programs, codes and commands to state computer servers, causing damages and a loss to the 

state of more than $5,000. Crowley is also charged with accessing databases at two unnamed universities 

and an unnamed school district. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Amazon yanks ‘smart toy’ off shelves 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/amazon-will-stop-selling-connected-toy-filled-with-security-issues/  

GIST That soft teddy bear seems harmless -- until hackers can use it to spy on your kids. 

 

Amazon said it has pulled CloudPets, a smart toy that researchers said was riddled with security flaws, 

from its online store. Last week, Walmart and Target stopped selling the toy. Amazon began removing 

CloudPets on Tuesday morning.  

 

The decision comes a day after Mozilla contacted Amazon with research showing new vulnerabilities on 

CloudPets. 

 

"In a world where data leaks are becoming more routine and products like CloudPets still sit on store 

shelves, I'm increasingly worried about my kids' privacy and security," Ashley Boyd, Mozilla's vice 

president of advocacy, said in a statement. 

 

Walmart and Target did not respond to a request for comment. 

 

This isn't the first time that Amazon has stopped selling products over privacy concerns. Last July, the 

online retailer giant suspended Blu phones -- its top selling phone at the time -- because researchers found 

spyware on the popular devices. 
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Connected devices tend to be open to attacks for a multitude of reasons, whether it's default passwords, 

developers who never send security updates or owners who never install them. The US Consumer Product 

Safety Commission opened an investigation into the dangers of connected gadgets, also known as the 

Internet of Things, in March, while lawmakers introduced a bill to regulate smart devices. 

 

That's a particular problem when it comes to selling connected toys to children, since it opens up a new 

field of privacy concerns for parents. After advocates pointed out that the toy "My Friend Cayla" violated 

privacy rules by recording conversations without parental consent, Germany banned the doll and asked 

any parents who still owned it to destroy it. 

 

CloudPets, made by Spiral Toys, is a talking toy that's connected online, uses voice recordings and an 

online app through Bluetooth. 

 

But in 2017, hackers were able to access CloudPets' database, containing email addresses, passwords and 

voice recordings from children, which cybercriminals held for ransom at least twice. The breach affected 

more than 800,000 people. 

 

Mozilla worked with cybersecurity research firm Cure53 to see what vulnerabilities CloudPets still has 

after the original breach in 2017. They found that CloudPets' Bluetooth vulnerabilities first demonstrated 

more than a year ago are still open. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Facebook gave access to China firms 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/facebook-reportedly-gave-data-access-chinese-company-huawei-

officials-call-security-risk/  

GIST Facebook has given access to user data to four Chinese manufacturers, including one that U.S. intelligence 

officials consider a security threat, according to The New York Times. The Times the social media giant 

has had an agreement with telecommunications company Huawei since at least 2010. 

 

Facebook said it plans to wind down its deal with Huawei by the end of the week, the Times reports. The 

three other partnerships with Chinese device makers include Lenovo, Oppo and TCL. The Times reports 

the deals helped Facebook solidify its position in the mobile market before Facebook apps worked well on 

mobile phones.  

 

Facebook told the Times that the data shared with Huawei stayed on its phones, rather than the company's 

servers. 

 

Late Tuesday, Facebook's vice president of mobile partnerships Francisco Varela, told CBS News in a 

statement that the social media company's integrations with the Chinese manufacturers "were controlled 

from the get go -- and we approved the Facebook experiences these companies built." 

 

"Huawei is the third largest mobile manufacturer globally and its devices are used by people all around the 

world, including in the United States. Facebook along with many other U.S. tech companies have worked 

with them and other Chinese manufacturers to integrate their services onto these phones," Varela said in an 

email. "Facebook's integrations with Huawei, Lenovo, OPPO and TCL were controlled from the get go -- 

and we approved the Facebook experiences these companies built. Given the interest from Congress, we 

wanted to make clear that all the information from these integrations with Huawei was stored on the 

device, not on Huawei's servers." 

 

Sen. Mark Warner, D-Virginia, told the Times that he looks forward to "learning more about how 

Facebook ensured that information about their users was not sent to Chinese servers." 

 

In February, senior U.S. intelligence officials advised consumers to avoid purchasing phones 
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manufactured by Huawei.  

 

FBI Director Christopher Wray cited the security risks of Huawei during a Senate Intelligence Committee 

hearing that month. Wray said the U.S. government is "deeply concerned" about the risks of allowing 

companies that are "beholden to foreign governments that don't share our values" to gain "positions of 

power" inside the U.S. telecommunications network. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Bitfinex resumes operations after DDoS 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-05/crypto-exchange-bitfinex-suspects-it-s-being-

attacked-again  

GIST Bitfinex, one of the largest cryptocurrency exchanges, said it has resumed normal operations after 

suffering a so-called denial-of-service attack earlier. 

 

“The Bitfinex exchange was the target of a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack this morning,” 

Kasper Rasmussen, head of marketing, said in an e-mailed statement. “The exchange was offline for an 

hour following the DDoS attack; however, the exchange is back online now. The attack only impacted 

trading operations, and user accounts and their associated funds/account balances were not at risk at any 

point during the attack.” 

 

Bitcoin touched a low for the day, dropping as much as 2.2 percent to $7,360, as the attack prevented users 

from accessing the exchange. The largest cryptocurrency reversed losses and is now gaining less than 1 

percent. 

 

The exchange suffered multiple DDoS attacks late last year. In August 2016, the exchange said it was 

hacked for a loss of $68 million. The British Virgin Islands-based company had been down as it went 

through “unplanned maintenance” earlier. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Jihadi networks in Switzerland 

SOURCE https://isnblog.ethz.ch/security/jihadi-networks-in-switzerland-regional-clusters-and-their-

transnational-links  

GIST On 25 May 2018, the Center for Security Studies at ETH Zurich, together with the Austrian Institute for 

International Affairs (oiip) and the University of Lucerne, hosted a conference on “Jihadi Networks in 

Switzerland: Regional Clusters and Transnational Links”. Experts from academia and politics discussed 

the similarities, differences and connections of jihadist networks in Switzerland, Austria, Germany, 

France, Belgium, Italy and the Balkans. 

 

Four years after the proclamation of the caliphate in Syria and Iraq, the “Islamic state” (IS) is largely 

defeated militarily. The pace of its terrorist operations as well as its media activities have decreased 

significantly. Experts’ fears that IS would retreat into a “virtual caliphate” have not yet materialized. 

 

Yet, even though the jihadist dream of an extremist utopia seems to have burst for the time being and IS 

has lost some of its appeal, radicalized individuals and small groups still pose a considerable threat. 

Accordingly, Switzerland’s third TETRA report (2017) assumes that attacks carried out by individuals or 

small groups with minimal logistical effort represent the greatest challenge for Switzerland. 

 

Along similar lines, Switzerland’s Federal Intelligence Service (FSI) notes in its current report (2018) that 

in addition to the consumption of jihadist content on the Internet, personal networks and contacts play a 
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central role when it comes to radicalization. These contacts are increasingly formed outside the confines of 

institutions such as mosques. Further, the core of these cross-border networks is often comprised of a few 

charismatic, radicalized individuals who aim to recruit others from within their own social circles. 

 

The topic of jihadist extremism has occupied CSS researchers for quite some time. As early as 2013, the 

CSS published a comprehensive study on “Jihadist Radicalization in Switzerland.” Further analyses on 

jihadist foreign fighters and Swiss security (CSS Analysis No. 199, Bulletin 2014), the difficulties of 

dealing with jihadist returnees (CSS Analysis No. 210) and the engagement of Muslim organizations in 

Switzerland against violent extremism (Bulletin 2017) followed. Adding to this body of knowledge, the 

aim of the May 2018 conference was to take stock of the current research on jihadist networks in 

Switzerland and their transnational links. 

 

Insights from the Conference 

 

Radicals with North-African and Middle-Eastern backgrounds have long dominated domestic networks in 

Switzerland. However, jihadis with Balkan backgrounds – especially Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo – 

currently represent more than one-third of all jihadi foreign fighters from Switzerland. The influence of 

radical preachers from the Balkans is also on the increase. 

 

The emergence of local clusters, which are often characterized by pre-existing social ties, facilitates jihadi 

networking in Switzerland. The disproportionally high number of foreign fighters from cities like 

Winterthur or Lausanne indicates the existence of several such jihadi recruitment grounds within the 

country. While these clusters serve as epicenters for networks within the French, German and Italian-

speaking regions in Switzerland, they do not maintain close national ties. 

 

However, this does not mean these clusters constitute isolated islands within the center of Europe. 

Switzerland’s regional jihadi clusters are often linked to broader transnational networks in neighboring 

countries such as Germany, Austria, France, Belgium, and Italy. Furthermore, diasporic ties to radical 

communities in the homeland – as observed in the cases of Bosnia- Herzegovina or Kosovo – present 

ample evidence for the internationalization of the “Swiss Jihad.” 

 

In order to take this internationalization of the Swiss jihadist problem into account, the conference brought 

together experts from Switzerland, Austria, Germany, France, Belgium, Italy and Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

Over the course of four panel discussions, participants looked at the various linguistic-ethnic networks and 

their respective international contacts. While the causes and motives for radicalization and violence 

continue to be heterogeneous and complex, there was a general consensus among most participants that 

personal networks and their transnational connections pose a threat that should not be underestimated. 

 

With its recently adopted Counter Terrorism Strategy (2015), Switzerland is now relatively well prepared 

to combat jihadist-motivated terrorism. Nonetheless, the conference indicated that certain domestic 

networks continue to pose a significant threat. In order to better understand better how these networks 

operate, closer cooperation between national authorities in Europe is essential. 

 

What the Future Holds 

 

Unlike other countries, Switzerland does not appear to be a focal point for jihadist terrorism. Yet, no one 

knows which organizations and networks will emerge from the ties and contacts jihadists have formed in 

Syria and Iraq. The 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks have already shown that decades may pass 

between the initial formation of networks during a conflict and an actual attack. As a result, the threat 

posed by jihadist networks and returnees will almost certainly remain at the top of Switzerland’s security 

agenda. 
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SOURCE https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/indonesias-anti-terror-sweep-nets-96-suspects  

GIST AKARTA/PEKANBARU • Indonesian police revealed yesterday that 96 people allegedly involved in 

terror activities have been captured or killed as part of a crackdown on terrorist networks in the country. 

 

National Police chief General Tito Karnavian said they were striving to uncover terrorist networks in 

Indonesia following a riot at the police's Mobile Brigade headquarters detention centre in Depok, West 

Java, which took the lives of five police officers last month. 

 

"Fourteen of (those 96 people) were gunned down by the police force for attempting to resist arrest," Gen 

Tito said during a joint coordination meeting at National Police headquarters. 

 

He said terrorist networks existed in most Indonesian provinces. Some of them were sleeper cells now, but 

others were active. 

 

Learning from the Surabaya bombings, Gen Tito said, sleeper cells were more prone to committing 

terrorist acts than active ones. But it was also important to keep an eye on the active terrorist cells. 

 

In the latest arrests, counter-terrorism squad Densus 88 on Sunday captured three alleged terrorists in 

Pringsewu regency of Lampung, Sumatra. The suspects were identified only as US, 43, IN, 37, and IM, 

42. They stand accused of being involved with the Jamaah Ansharut Daulah (JAD) terrorist group, which 

pledges allegiance to the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. 

 

Meanwhile, universities across Indonesia are tightening supervision of student activities following the 

arrest of suspected terrorists at a state university. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 DHS tests Vehicle Face System  

SOURCE https://www.engadget.com/2018/06/05/dhs-facial-recognition-scan-travelers-at-border/  

GIST Last year, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) put out a notice, saying it was looking for a facial 

recognition system that could work with images taken of people inside their cars. The idea was that such a 

system could be used to scan people entering and leaving the country through the US/Mexico border and 

match them to government documents like passports and visas. Now, The Verge reports that DHS will be 

launching a test of a system aiming to do just that. 

 

The Vehicle Face System, as it's called, is scheduled for an initial deployment in August and it will be 

installed at the Anzalduas border crossing. The test will take place over one year and will aim to take 

images of passengers in every car that enters or leaves the US through the crossing. Those images will be 

matched to government documents and travelers will be verified before they get to the border checkpoint, 

in theory. 

 

While car windshield reflections have typically prohibited facial recognition systems from being effective 

with images taken through windshields, those behind these tests are hoping to get around that problem. 

They're using sensors that can capture images at multiple focal lengths, which might allow the system to 

differentiate people from reflections. 

 

The work is part of a larger biometric data project that currently includes ongoing facial recognition pilots 

in eight airports including the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, Washington Dulles 

International Airport, JFK International Airport and Chicago O'Hare International Airport. 

 

There are, of course, concerns over how this technology will be implemented. "This is a way for the 

federal government to track people -- monitoring who goes where and what they do there," ACLU attorney 

Mitra Ebadolahi told The Verge. "In a free society, we should all be able to safely live our lives without 

being watched and targeted by the federal government." 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Iran role in backing, advising Taliban? 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/days-after-taliban-assault-in-western-

afghanistan-allegations-of-an-iranian-role/2018/06/05/a65ec934-605d-11e8-b656-

236c6214ef01_story.html?utm_term=.8c211128a915  

GIST FARAH, Afghanistan —  No one here believes the fight is over. 

 

Two weeks after hundreds of Taliban insurgents invaded this provincial capital in western Afghanistan, 

the sidewalk bazaars are back in business, piled with sandals and blankets and soap, but a Humvee or 

armored vehicle stands guard every two blocks. Afghan troops have delivered voter registration forms for 

parliamentary elections in October, but few people are showing up to apply. 

 

Afghan and U.S. officials declared a decisive victory after driving out the insurgents with airstrikes and 

troop reinforcements, but residents and officials say the city remains vulnerable to attack. Security forces 

are stretched thin across Farah province, a huge, rugged and sparsely inhabited region where Taliban 

fighters still move freely in many districts and enjoy support from some fellow ethnic Pashtuns. 

 

Even as Afghan officials last week put on an impressive display of weapons confiscated during the 36-

hour street battle, some complained that arms are being sold back to the insurgents, that political feuds are 

weakening the government’s side, and that Iran — which shares a lengthy border with the province — is 

backing and advising the Taliban.  

 

The war for this remote but strategic region, some say, has become captive to domestic and foreign self-

interests.  

 

“The biggest challenge we have is that people here won’t help us,” said Gen. Noorullah Qaderi, the 

regional army commander. “They hide the Taliban in their homes and then we can’t go after them. They 

have relations with them from a long time back.” Other security officials said these ties include trading 

and smuggling of drugs and weapons between Afghanistan and Iran. 

 

Qaderi said he is “100 percent certain” that Iran is supporting the Taliban directly and indirectly, largely as 

a foil to the Islamic State. The extremist Sunni group, known here as Daesh, has been attacking Afghan 

Shiite communities for several years. The attacks have included suicide bombings in Kabul and Herat, a 

major Shiite center near the Iran border. 

 

“They want to use the Taliban in the border areas against Daesh,” Qaderi said. 

 

An intelligence officer, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because he is not authorized to discuss 

the matter publicly, described the Farah attack as a meticulously planned operation involving more than 

2,800 fighters who traveled from as far as Helmand province and Pakistan. He declined to discuss the 

possible role of Iran but said that many local police officers had fled their posts and that if U.S. Special 

Operations forces did not remain in the area, the insurgents would strike again.  

 

Several other officials, including Farah’s governor, Abdul Basir Salangi, also were cautious in their 

comments, saying they did not have “documented proof” that Iran is aiding the insurgents. A powerful 

neighbor and major economic partner of Afghanistan, Iran has denied interfering in the country’s conflict 

and has demanded solid evidence to back up the allegations.  

 

U.S. officials have said they would not rule out the possibility that Iran was behind the Farah attack, the 

most ambitious by the Taliban in months. Dana White, a Pentagon spokeswoman, said afterwards that 

“Iran remains the most destabilizing factor in the Middle East. . . I don’t think you can ever rule out their 

mischief.”  

 

U.S. relations with Iran’s Shiite regime have plummeted since early last month, when President Trump 
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renounced the 2015 nuclear deal that the Obama administration and five other world powers had 

painstakingly negotiated with Tehran.  

 

Some residents of Farah city said they had little doubt that Iranian hands were involved in the relentless 

insurgent push to take over Farah province, a potential gateway north to the large border city of Herat and 

east toward the rest of Afghanistan. 

 

In the main market, jittery merchants pointed out fresh bullet holes and char marks on storefronts, and they 

described seeing bodies of Taliban fighters strewn on the streets. In the local agronomy school, the halls 

were lined with colorful posters illustrating tree grafting and bee pollination, but several classrooms were 

burned black. 

 

“If the situation stays the same, the Taliban will be back,” said a day laborer named Rashid, 28. “It’s a 

complicated fight. Around here, one brother is with the Taliban and another one is with the government. 

But the weapons are definitely coming from Iran.” 

 

In some parts of Farah province, political and personal feuds among local officials have also strengthened 

the insurgents’ hands. Porchaman, a district once considered relatively safe, was initially reported Sunday 

to have fallen to the Taliban. By Monday officials said it was under government control, but local leaders 

described an ongoing rivalry between current and former district officials, one of whom threatening to join 

the Taliban fight. 

 

  Elsewhere, residents and officials said the construction of dams had created a second motive for Iranian 

interference. Iran depends heavily on water from Afghan rivers, and the two countries have been 

negotiating over water rights for months. Meanwhile, though, Afghanistan has completed a large dam in 

Herat province and is building a second in Farah. 

 

“No matter how many soldiers they bring here to defend us, everyone agrees that Iran has the power to do 

this,” said one official in Anar Dara, a remote and drought-stricken district that Taliban fighters overran 

last month, shooting the police chief dead in his office. “They want to fight Daesh, and they want to stop 

the dams.” 

 

Last week, Afghan army officials invited several journalists to visit Anar Dara, where they landed in a 

helicopter and were escorted to the town center by a convoy of war-battered Humvees. Local police 

officers lined up along the deserted highway, where the officials praised their bravery and handed each an 

envelope with a cash bonus worth about $12. 

 

Later, in a meeting with local leaders, Qaderi tried hard to persuade local ex-soldiers and police officers to 

enlist in a new regional security force, which the central government is trying to build so national troops 

will not have to rush from one flare-up to the next. 

 

“You can enlist from any village, on any mountaintop,” Qaderi said, addressing a group of elders and 

urging them to send their sons back into battle. “You will have the same benefits as regular forces. You 

will get your pay from the bank.”  

 

The general thanked the local forces for not requesting any more weapons, saying he had none to send. 

Then he raised his hands in prayer and added solemnly, “I pray that God will save you and your families 

from violence and misfortune.” 

 

The elders were polite but skeptical. One complained that the local schools were 70 percent short on books 

and that the only clinic ran out of medications far too quickly, in part because they were being sold 

illegally. Another said most wealthy residents had already moved to Herat for safety.  

 

“If we don’t get better security here, everyone will leave,” he said.   
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HEADLINE 06/04 US-style military uniforms for sale 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/us-style-military-uniforms-like-those-used-in-kabul-attack-are-freely-

sold-in-afghan-markets-1.530983  

GIST KABUL, Afghanistan — Outfits that look the same as the U.S. Army-style combat uniform worn by a 

gunman in an attack last week on Afghanistan’s Interior Ministry can easily be found for sale in the 

capital. 

 

At the Kabul market known as “Bush Bazaar,” shops sell military goods of suspect origins — everything 

from what U.S. troops wear on their backs to what they put in their bellies, and more. The mall, which 

brings together hundreds of vendors, is named for the former U.S. president who ordered the 2001 

invasion, which brought in thousands of troops and the supplies to support them. 

 

Most of a convincing counterfeit Army uniform can be had there for about $60 or less. Some of the 

uniforms and accessories seem genuine or are very good knockoffs. 

 

Not long ago it was common for attackers to don friendly military disguises, but Wednesday’s attack 

marked the first such assault in more than a year, said Gen. John Nicholson, commander of U.S. and allied 

forces in the country. 

 

After a run of such attacks in 2012, including a deadly September assault on Helmand province’s Camp 

Bastion that left two Marines dead and eight fighter jets damaged or destroyed, Kabul police began 

cracking down on the unauthorized sale of military and police uniforms. 

 

As far as the police were concerned last week, those efforts had been effective. 

 

“Selling uniforms is not allowed,” police spokesman Hashmat Stanekzai told Stars and Stripes. “If 

someone is caught with selling those items, he gets jailed and the shop is shuttered.” 

 

They might be sold in secret, he said, but not openly, as it’s “strictly banned.” 

 

Yet shopkeepers displayed plenty of military-style clothing for sale, and on a recent visit boasted that 

some items were the same as those worn by the country’s commandos, the elite troops who work closely 

with American special operations forces and often conduct night raids against insurgents and terrorist 

groups. 

 

Some Afghan forces and other coalition troops wear uniforms based on or difficult to distinguish from 

current or past U.S. uniforms. 

 

When asked, some merchants claimed they sold uniforms only to military or security personnel, though 

they showed no reservations about offering military clothing to civilians before the question was raised. 

 

Even if not worn to military standards, garb that passably disguises the enemy as friendly forces could 

cause confusion in an attack or create a few moments of hesitation, allowing a suicide bomber to get closer 

to military bases or patrols and inflict heavier damage. 

 

During Wednesday’s assault, the tactic proved largely unsuccessful. The gunmen wore outdated U.S. 

digital camouflage uniforms, known as the Universal Camouflage Pattern, which raised the gate guards’ 

suspicions and led them to confront the attackers, Nicholson told Pentagon reporters last week. 

 

That pattern of uniform was harder to find at the bazaar and cost about one-third more than what appeared 

to be brand-new military outfits resembling those currently worn by the Army and recently adopted by the 

Air Force. 

 

Priced at about $30 and found in several shops, not all those in the newer print known as Operational 

Camouflage Pattern seemed authentic. But without a close inspection, it was sometimes hard to tell. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Va. man seeking jihad sentenced 5yrs 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/virginia-man-sentenced-lying-attempt-join-

military-55653263?   

GIST A Virginia man who told an FBI undercover employee he wanted to commit jihad has been sentenced to 

five years in prison for passport fraud and making false statements in his application to join the U.S. 

military. 

 

A U.S. attorney's office news release says 28-year-old Shivam Patel, of Williamsburg, was sentenced 

Monday. 

 

The Virginian-Pilot reports that Patel, who was raised Hindu before converting to Islam, left his job 

teaching English in China to fly to Jordan, where he talked about joining the Islamic State group. 

Prosecutors say Jordan moved to deport him. 

 

He was met by the FBI informant, who said Patel expressed admiration for an Army officer who had killed 

13 soldiers at Fort Hood, Texas. Patel didn't disclose his overseas trips in his application. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 US: Manbij to be governed by ‘locals’ 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-russians-withdraw-syria-lebanon-border-

55654595?   

GIST The United States says the Syrian town of Manbij will be governed by "locals" who are "mutually 

agreeable" to the U.S. and Turkey following the withdrawal of U.S.-backed Syrian Kurdish forces from 

the city.  

 

Senior U.S. officials say that a U.S.-Turkey deal for Kurdish-led troops to withdraw from the strategic city 

includes "estimated timelines" but no hard-and-fast deadlines for steps to be taken. They say 

implementation will be timed based on events on the ground. 

 

The officials say that the Syrian Kurdish militia known as the People's Protection Units or YPG will move 

to the east of the Euphrates River. They say eventually, joint U.S-Turkish patrols will be dispatched along 

a line of demarcation. 

 

The officials weren't authorized to be identified by name and requested anonymity. 

 

——— 

 

4 p.m. 

 

Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu says Syrian Kurdish fighters will have to give up their 

weapons when they retreat from the key northern Syrian town of Manbij, as part of a deal reached with the 

United States. 

 

Speaking to reporters on Tuesday, Cavusoglu also said that Turkish and U.S. officials would begin 

working on a plan within the next 10 days and the Syrian Kurdish militia's withdrawal would be complete 

within six months. 

 

There was no immediate comment from the Syrian Kurdish fighters on having to surrender arms when 

leaving Manbij. 
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A Turkish official says the withdrawal will be according to a U.S. plan, to be completed next week, then 

Turkey will review the withdrawal before a new council to administer the town is set up. The official 

spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to talk to reporters. 
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HEADLINE 06/04 Somalia: US airstrike kills 27 militants 

SOURCE https://www.voanews.com/a/us-airstrike-somalia-kills-al-shabab-extremists/4424060.html 

GIST A U.S. airstrike in northern Somalia Saturday killed 27 al-Shabab militants, the U.S. Africa Command 

said. 

 

It posted a Twitter message Monday saying the strike near Bosaso, in semi-autonomous Puntland state, 

was carried out in coordination with the Somali government. 

 

U.S. commanders said no civilians were killed. 

 

“U.S. forces will continue to use all authorized and appropriate measures to protect U.S. citizens and to 

disable terrorist threats,” the command said. 

 

Targets will include terror training camps and safe havens throughout Somalia and the region. Another 

U.S. airstrike killed 12 al-Shabab militants Thursday south of Mogadishu. 

 

Saturday’s airstrike came after al-Shabab extremists attacked a military base in Puntland, claiming to have 

killed five soldiers, wounding seven and destroying Somali military equipment. 

 

Al-Qaida-affiliated al-Shabab is fighting to topple Somalia’s Western-backed government. It is blamed for 

countless terrorist attacks, including an October truck bombing in Mogadishu that killed more than 500 

people. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Libya military strongman: victory is near 

SOURCE https://english.alarabiya.net/en/News/north-africa/2018/06/05/Libya-strongman-Haftar-says-victory-

near-against-Derna-extremists.html 

GIST Libyan military strongman Khalifa Haftar said Monday that victory was near for his forces in Derna, the 

eastern city held by ISIS since the 2011 armed uprising. 

 

Haftar’s self-styled Libyan National Army launched an offensive on May 7 to “liberate” the coastal city, 

home to about 150,000 people and held by extremists since the uprising that ousted dictator Moamer 

Kadhafi. 

 

“Victory is near,” Haftar said in a video published on YouTube, adding that his forces had “cleaned up” 

suburbs of the city. 

 

LNA forces have laid siege to Derna for nearly two years, making it difficult for residents to access 

humanitarian aid. 

 

 The city is the only part of eastern Libya out of the LNA’s control. It is held by a ragtag coalition of ISIS 

militants, including groups close to Al-Qaeda. 

 

Haftar said that after its “liberation” his forces would deploy across the city to take control of all areas and 

infrastructure. But he called on them to ensure the safety of residents and to put up defense barriers for 

additional security. 
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The strongman whose forces are backed by the United Arab Emirates and Egypt also prohibited his troops 

from taking “revenge”, in particular against “terrorists” who surrender and give up their arms. 

 

“It is necessary to respect legal procedures concerning prisoners and to deliver them to the competent 

organs,” Haftar said. 

 

Some members of Haftar’s forces have been implicated in war crimes, including Mahmud al-Werfalli, a 

commander of the Al-Saiqa brigade based in Libya’s second city of Benghazi. 

 

On the humanitarian front, the situation in Derna is critical, according to the International Organization for 

Migration. Since fighting began in Derna more than three weeks ago, “continued shelling and clashes” 

have forced at least 425 families -- about 2,125 people -- to flee the city, the IOM’s Displacement 

Tracking Matrix said on Monday. 

 

On Friday, the UN mission in Libya said at least 17 civilians, including two children, have been killed and 

22 others, including seven children, have been wounded in the fighting since May 16. 

 

It said the escalation in the fighting reached “unprecedented levels” last week and was getting increasingly 

close to densely populated areas.  
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HEADLINE 06/05 Niger: bombers kill 10 in mosque attack 

SOURCE http://www.africanews.com/2018/06/05/niger-female-suicide-bombers-kill-10-in-mosque-attack/ 

GIST Three suicide bombers killed 10 people at a mosque in Niger’s southeastern city of Diffa who had 

gathered after breaking the Ramadan fast, an army spokesman said on Tuesday. 

 

The area around Diffa, close to Lake Chad and the borders with Nigeria, Chad and Cameroon, is a 

stronghold for two factions of militant group Boko Haram, which have been fighting to establish an 

Islamic state in the region. 

 

“It was last night that these three people exploded their charges during a religious service,” the spokesman 

said. He later said the three bombers were female. 

 

It was last night that these three people exploded their charges during a religious service. 

 

Southeast Niger has seen sporadic attacks by militants loosely linked to Boko Haram. The Islamist group 

has gradually split into two factions, one of which has pledged allegiance to Syria-based Islamic State. 

Troops from Niger and the United States killed 11 Islamist militants from that Islamic State affiliate in a 

firefight last December. 

 

Boko Haram sometimes use female suicide bombers in their campaigns against security forces and 

civilians, in part because they attract less suspicion. 

 

More than 15,000 people have been killed and millions displaced by the conflict in the Lake Chad region. 

After a deadly assault on the Nigerien town of Bosso in June 2016 killed 32 soldiers, Chad sent 2,000 

troops to help Niger, but they were withdrawn in October last year. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 UK: holiday destinations terror risk  

SOURCE https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/your-holiday-destination-safe-government-12648338 

GIST The holiday season is in full flow and summer getaways are on most people's agendas in the coming 

months. 
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But tourists have been warned to avoid certain areas unless it's essential, with the threat of terror attacks in 

several places in Europe and beyond. 

 

Where is safe to go and where should you avoid travelling to? What precautions should you take while 

travelling? 

 

Here we take a look at the UK Government’s travel advice for destinations across the globe. 

 

Turkey: The Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) advises against all travel to within 10 km of the 

border with Syria and to the city of Diyarbakir. The FCO said: "Fighting in Syria continues in areas close 

to the Turkish border and there remains a heightened risk of terrorism in the region." They warned that 

presidential and parliamentary elections will take place on 24 June 2018 which "may result in rallies and 

demonstrations around the country".  

 

"You should avoid large gatherings and follow the advice of the local authorities," the advice added. 

Added security measures may apply to flights from Turkey to the UK. 

 

Egypt: Terrorists are "very likely" to try to carry out attacks in Egypt, the FCO says. People have been told 

they should always be vigilant and follow advice of Egyptian authorities and travel companies. Threats to 

western nationals, institutions and businesses have been posted on websites and social media. The FCO 

has advised against travel - unless it's essential- to the Governorate of South Sinai with the exception of 

the area within the Sharm el Sheikh perimeter barrier, which includes the airport and the areas of Sharm el 

Maya, Hadaba, Naama Bay, Sharks Bay and Nabq. But people have been advised against all but essential 

travel by air to or from Sharm el Sheikh. 

 

Places to avoid also include the area west of the Nile Valley and Nile Delta regions, excluding the coastal 

areas between the Nile Delta and Marsa Matruh. 

 

Spain: Barcelona and other areas in the region of Catalonia have seen large gatherings because of the 

political developments in the region. And the Government has warned more demonstrations could take 

place. "They may occur with little or no warning and even demonstrations intended to be peaceful can 

escalate and turn confrontational," the FCO says. "You should exercise caution if you’re in the vicinity. 

"Demonstrations may also cause some disruption and delays to transport services." 

 

The FCO have also urged people to not take unnecessary risks, especially when under the influence of 

alcohol after several deaths as a result from people falling from balconies. They also warned people to be 

aware of the existence of street crime as thieves tend to target money and passports. 

 

Greece: Terrorist attacks in Greece can’t be ruled out, the FCO says. Brits have been told to apply for a 

free European Health Insurance Card and to carry their passport or photo ID showing British nationality at 

all times. Some medical costs are not covered by the European Health Insurance Card so people have been 

told to get comprehensive medical and travel insurance before going to Greece. 

 

The FCO says: "Greek police won’t accept rowdy or indecent behaviour, especially where excessive 

drinking is involved. "Greek courts impose heavy fines or prison sentences on people who behave 

indecently. "Your travel insurance may not cover you after drinking." 

 

France: It is "very likely" that terrorists carry out attacks in France, according to the Government. The 

country has had ongoing threats by Islamist terrorist groups. The French government has advised the 

public to be vigilant and has reinforced its security measures. People should also be aware that a number 

of strikes are being planned on SNCF trains until June 28 and should check travel advice. 

 

USA: Terror attacks in the USA are "very likely" and could be indiscriminate, the Government has 

warned. People should be vigilant and check reports in the press. The US Department of Homeland 

Security is to start implementing separate enhanced security screening procedures for all commercial 
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flights to the US. 

 

Tunisia: A state of emergency is in place in Tunisia. This was put into effect after a suicide attack on a 

police bus on November 24, 2015. It’s been extended several times, most recently on March 12, 2018 by 

seven months. The FCO has advised against all travel to the Chaambi Mountains National Park and the 

designated military operations zones of Mount Salloum, Mount Sammamma and Mount Mghila. 

 

They have also advised against travel to the militarised zone south of El Borma and Dhehiba, anywhere 

within 20km of the rest of the Libya border area north of Dhehiba and Ben Guerdane and its immediate 

surrounding area. 

 

Advise against all but essential travel has been advised for places south of, and including, the towns of 

Nefta, Douz, Médenine, Zarzis. 

 

Also, within 30km of the border with Algeria south of and including the town of Jendouba. People should 

also not go to Kasserine, including the town of Sbeitla, unless it's absolutely necessary. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Singer’s PTSD after Manchester bombing 

SOURCE https://www.today.com/health/what-ptsd-ariana-grande-reveals-struggle-disorder-t130305  

GIST Singer Ariana Grande revealed this week she’s struggling with symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder 

more than a year after a suicide bomber targeted one of her concerts. 

 

The aftermath was gruesome: 22 people, including children, were killed in the attack at Britain's 

Manchester Arena on May 22, 2017; dozens were wounded. 

 

The pop star recently called the anniversary a "challenging day"… 

 

“It's hard to talk about because so many people have suffered such severe, tremendous loss. But, yeah, it's 

a real thing,” Grande told British Vogue. 

 

“I know those families and my fans, and everyone there experienced a tremendous amount of it as well. 

Time is the biggest thing. I feel like I shouldn't even be talking about my own experience — like I 

shouldn't even say anything. I don't think I'll ever know how to talk about it and not cry.” 

 

WHAT IS PTSD? 

PTSD can strike people who have experienced a shocking, frightening or dangerous event, according to 

the National Institute of Mental Health. That may include going through or witnessing combat, a natural 

disaster, a car accident or an assault. The unexpected death of a loved one can also trigger the disorder. 

 

It's normal to have upsetting memories or feel jittery after a traumatic event, but most people start to 

recover after a few weeks or months, the National Center for PTSD noted. For some, the trauma lingers: 

They may feel stressed or frightened even when they are not in danger. 

 

If the symptoms continue for more than a month and interfere with a person’s ability to function, he or she 

may have PTSD. About 7-8 percent of the U.S. population will experience the disorder at some point in 

their lives, with women more likely to develop it than men. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Afghan official: Taliban attack army post 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/attack-army-post-afghanistan-kills-soldiers-

55683789?   
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GIST An Afghan official says the Taliban have attacked an army post in the western Badghis province, killing 

six soldiers and wounding seven. 

 

Abdul Aziz Beg, head of the provincial council, said the attack late Tuesday set off a two-hour gunbattle, 

with the insurgents stealing ammunition and two army vehicles. No one immediately claimed 

responsibility for the attack. 

 

In the northern Baghlan province, police say a roadside bomb killed a civilian and wounded three others. 

 

Afghan security forces have struggled in recent years to combat the Taliban and a local Islamic State 

affiliate, both of which carry out near-daily attacks across the country. 
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Suspicious, Unusual 
Top of page  

HEADLINE 06/05 Bellevue police warn of phone scam 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/eastside-news/bellevue-police-warn-of-phone-scam/763763144  

GIST The Bellevue Police Department is warning people about a phone scam that's taking thousands of dollars 

from people.  

 

Police said scammers are pretending to be the Chinese Consulate, and claiming the person who answers 

the call needs to pay money to clear their name from a money laundering incident.  

 

One Bellevue resident paid $219,000.  

  

Bellevue police said they've received reports of nine victims receiving the calls. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Tunisia: 10 security officials fired 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/06/06/tunisian-security-chiefs-fired-after-mass-migrant-

drowning.html  

GIST TUNIS, Tunisia –  Tunisia's interior minister has fired 10 security officials amid an investigation into the 

sinking of a boat carrying migrants trying to reach Europe that left an estimated 112 dead or missing. 

 

It was the deadliest shipwreck this year on the dangerous route from North Africa across the 

Mediterranean Sea to Europe. 

 

Tunisian Interior Minister Lotfi Braham announced late Tuesday the dismissal of 10 people including 

local police and security chiefs in the coastal city of Sfax and the Krekennah island, based on preliminary 

investigations into Sunday's sinking. 

 

The Tunisian government has been widely criticized for not grasping the extent of the tragedy. The prime 

minister visited the island Tuesday to oversee the search operations. 

 

The International Organization for Migration has counted 60 confirmed deaths, 52 people still missing and 

68 survivors. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Lynnwood police herd 50 runaway goats 

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/seattlenews/article/goats-loose-Lynnwood-police-12969544.php 
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GIST Some hired help knocked off on the job Sunday evening near Seattle, prompting police to corral about 50 

goats on the lam who were supposed to be trimming some landscape at a park and ride. 

 

The goats were employed to munch on the vegetation at the Lynnwood Transit Center, about 16 miles 

north of Seattle at 20110 46th Avenue West, Lynnwood police say. 

 

The goats had freed themselves and roamed the parking lot and officers took about 45 minutes to herd and 

account for all of them. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Texas prison guards planted evidence? 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/06/05/texas-prison-guards-fired-amid-planted-evidence-

allegations.html 

GIST A Texas prison supervisor has resigned and four guards have been fired amid allegations they orchestrated 

the planting of two screwdrivers in an inmate's cell. 

 

Texas Department of Criminal Justice spokesman Jeremy Desel told the Houston Chronicle that the 

planted evidence "appears to be an isolated incident" at the W.F. Ramsey Unit in Brazoria County. Desel 

said the scheme began with one supervisor but that all parties involved didn't show integrity. 

 

The newspaper obtained copies last month of an email from Capt. Reginald Gilbert that ordered a quota 

for officers to write inmate disciplinary reports. Gilbert said any sergeants who missed their quota would 

face disciplinary consequences. 

 

The email said the new policy was effective March 10, 2018, but prison officials abandoned the quota 

system weeks later. The department launched an investigation after the newspaper's reports. 

 

Desel said Monday that the evidence-planting investigation is unrelated to the quota system. 

 

An inmate's mother sent a letter to the department's Office of the Inspector General on May 25, alleging 

that her son had been set up by guards at the Ramsey Unit. The agency began investigating and determined 

the mother was likely correct, Desel said. 

 

Major Juan Jackson resigned under investigation. Gilbert, who wrote the email ordering a disciplinary 

report quota, was later demoted, Desel said. 

 

Jennifer Erschabek of Texas Inmate Families Association said the departures confirm their suspicions. 

"We've been claiming in the past that family members are being set up with these cases, but it's been so 

hard to prove — and we finally have the proof," she said. 

 

The Office of the Inspector General's investigation into the matter is ongoing. The state's criminal justice 

agency is also conducting an internal investigation into the Ramsey Unit and its prison culture. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 UN: 60+ nations ban single-use plastic 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/over-60-countries-introduced-bans-fees-single-use-plastic-waste/ 

GIST Increasingly aware of the scope of plastic pollution, governments in more than 60 countries have 

introduced levies and bans to combat single-use plastic waste, according to U.N. Environment, an agency 

of the United Nations.  

 

"A growing number of governments are taking action and demonstrating that all nations, whether rich or 

poor, can become global environmental leaders," Erik Solheim, the agency's head, said in a report released 
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Tuesday about sustainable solutions to single-use plastics. 

 

With its release timed for U.N. World Environment Day, the report noted that rules limiting the use of 

plastic bags had decreased their use in places such as Morocco, Rwanda and parts of China, sometimes 

significantly.  

 

"Rwanda, a pioneer in banning single-use plastic bags, is now one of the cleanest nations on earth," 

Solheim said in the report. 

 

But elsewhere, things haven't gone so well. Poor follow-through has left many such bans ineffective.  

In New Delhi, for instance, a ban on disposable plastics has had only limited impact "because of poor 

enforcement," the report said. The city has tried repeatedly over the past decade to ban the use of thin 

plastic bags, most recently announcing a heavy fine for rule-breakers. But the bags remain ubiquitous 

across the city, blowing in the wind, piled in ditches and readily offered in hundreds of thousands of shops.  

 
Elsewhere in India, including the states of Sikkim and Himachal Pradesh, there have been better results.  

Solheim praised India, which is hosting this year's Environment Day, for its growing focus on 

environmental protection. But he also noted that while traveling in the country he'd seen "some of the most 

beautiful scenic places, but destroyed by plastic pollution."  

 

In its report, the U.N. made a series of recommendations to make plastics bans more effective, from 

encouraging more cooperation from businesses to improving waste management practices to offering 

incentives. Governments must finance more development and research of alternative materials, as well as 

raise awareness among consumers, among other actions, the report said. 

 

By some estimates, as many as 5 trillion plastic bags are used worldwide every year, the report noted. 

"To meet the rising tide of plastics, we urgently need strong government leadership and intervention," it 

added.   

 

Solheim said, however, that plastic -- which has saved "countless lives" in the health sector and 

revolutionized safe food storage -- isn't the problem.  

 

"It's what we do with it," he said. "And that means the onus is on us to be far smarter in how we use this 

miracle material." 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Bar to FBI shooting victim: forever drinks 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/06/05/man-shot-dancing-fbi-agent-offered-

free-drinks-nightclub/672519002/  

GIST DENVER — The Denver nightclub where an off-duty FBI agent accidentally shot a man while dancing 

has offered the shooting victim free drinks forever. 

 

In a news release Monday, Mile High Spirits in Denver said the victim is "welcome at Mile High Spirits to 

enjoy complimentary drinks forever." 

 

The victim, whose name has not been released, was shot around 1 a.m. on Saturday at the club and bar. 

 

A video submitted by a witness shows the off-duty FBI agent dancing, then doing a backflip moments 

before his gun falls from his waistband holster. 

 

When the agent reached down to pick it up, the gun fires — striking a man in the leg. The agent then 

casually puts his hands up and walks away from the crowd. 

 

June 3: Off-duty FBI agent accidentally shoots man while dancing at bar in Denver 
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A news release from the Denver Police Department on Saturday said the victim is expected to fully 

recover. 

 

On Monday, Mile High Spirits, which described itself as a craft distillery and lounge, sounded off — 

saying it was upsetting that Saturday's incident (the only shooting to "ever occur at our establishment") 

happened "as a result of an FBI agent entering our distillery tasting room carrying a loaded firearm without 

our knowledge, in violation of our rules." 

 

The agent was questioned at Denver Police Headquarters before being released to an FBI supervisor. The 

agent's name has not been released. 

 

Denver police say they're awaiting lab results to help determine whether the agent could face charges. 

Police want to see whether alcohol was a factor. 

 

Prosecutors in the Denver District Attorney's Office will determine whether the agent will face any 

charges. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Task force for diplomats mystery ailments 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/diplomacy-cuba-china-health/2018/06/05/id/864360/  

GIST The United States has set up a task force to oversee the response to mystery ailments among its diplomats 

in Cuba and China, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said Tuesday. 

 

The State Department has previously said brain injuries suffered by 24 US officials and family members 

posted in Havana could have been the result of a "health attack," perhaps from an unidentified secret 

weapon. 

 

Washington has said in the past that Cuban authorities must take responsibility for the safety of US 

diplomats on their soil, but the Havana government denies any knowledge of an attack. 

 

Last month, another American employee fell ill with similar symptoms in China, reviving fears that a US 

rival has developed some kind of invisible acoustic or microwave device. 

 

Announcing the task force, however, Pompeo said: "The precise nature of the injuries suffered by the 

affected personnel, and whether a common cause exists for all cases, has not yet been established." 

 

According to the State Department, the "Health Incidents Response Task Force" will coordinate both the 

investigation and the treatment of the victims and work with several government and military agencies. 

 

The statement makes no reference to the possibility of a deliberate attack. 

 

But it warns that US diplomats should alert their mission's medical staff "if they note new onset of 

symptoms that may have begun in association with experiencing unidentified auditory sensations." 

 

"Reported symptoms have included dizziness, headaches, tinnitus, fatigue, cognitive issues, visual 

problems, ear complaints and hearing loss, and difficulty sleeping," it adds. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Claim: Rodman to Singapore for summit 

SOURCE https://nypost.com/2018/06/05/dennis-rodman-will-be-in-singapore-for-trump-kim-

summit/?utm_source=maropost&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=news_alert&utm_content=
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20180605&mpweb=755-7028481-711678871  

GIST NBA star turned Kim Jong Un soulmate Dennis Rodman will be in Singapore during President Trump’s 

summit with the North Korean dictator next week, The Post has learned. 

 

“The Worm” will arrive in the country a day before the June 12 sitdown — and sources said he could 

even play some sort of role in the negotiations. 

 

“No matter what you might think about his presence. One thing’s for sure the ratings will be huge,” a 

source said. “A lot of times in situations that involve complex diplomacy countries like to identify 

ambassadors of goodwill and whether you agree with it or not Dennis Rodman fits the bill.” 

 

The zany, 6-foot-7 ex-baller — who has struck up an unlikely bromance with the pint-sized, 5-foot-7 

Kim, and has visited the rogue regime five times in the past — took some of the credit for getting the two 

leaders together. 

 

In an April interview with TMZ, Rodman said that Kim didn’t understand the president until he gave the 

North Korean strongman a copy of Trump’s ghost-written book, “The Art of the Deal,” for his birthday in 

2017. 

 

“I think [Kim] didn’t realize who Donald Trump was at that time, I guess, until he started to read the 

book and started to get to understand him. Donald Trump and Kim Jong-un are pretty much the same,” 

Rodman told the website. 

 

“I don’t want to take all the credit. I don’t want to sit there and say, ‘I did this, I did that.’ That’s not my 

intention,” Rodman told the website. 

 

“My intention was to go over and be a sports ambassador to North Korea so people understand how the 

people are in North Korea. I think that has resonated to this whole point now.” 

 

Darren Prince, Rodman’s rep, said no trip to Singapore had been confirmed but that The Worm would be 

willing to go if his expertise were needed. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Va. police pursue stolen armored vehicle 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/virginia-state-police-chase-stolen-military-vehicle-95/story?   

GIST Virginia State Police were involved in an unusual police chase Tuesday evening as a stolen military 

vehicle sped down Interstate 95 at 40 mph.  

 

Police received word of the stolen vehicle Tuesday evening around 8 p.m. local time, and began pursuing 

the armored personnel vehicle down a highway, according to Corinne N. Geller, public relations director 

for the Virginia State Police.  

 

The vehicle was stolen by a soldier and driven off Fort Pickett, according to Virginia State Police Sgt. 

Keeli Hill said in a press conference. The vehicle is the property of the Virginia National Guard, and was 

not equipped with any weaponry. 

 

Virginia State Police pursued the vehicle from Nottoway County, where Fort Pickett is located, to the city 

of Richmond, where the suspect stopped on his own accord and surrendered at roughly 9:40 p.m. local 

time.  

 

Police blocked exit ramps during the chase for the safety of the public, Hill said. There were no injuries or 

accidents related to the pursuit.  

 

The suspect is now in state custody with charges pending. The incident is under investigation. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Deputy in standoff charged w/assault 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/deputy-in-standoff-charged-with-assault-after-

seattle-police-exposed-to-pepper-spray/  

GIST The King County sheriff’s deputy who prompted a 13-hour standoff with Seattle police last week has been 

charged with three counts of third-degree assault, accused of using pepper spray to temporarily force 

responding officers to back off, according to prosecutors. 

 

Deputy Berdon Parsons, 30, was arrested May 30 after a SWAT team breached the doors into his Capitol 

Hill apartment and found Parsons in the bathroom, a police spokesman said at the time. Parsons remains 

jailed in lieu of $15,000 bail, jail records show. 

 

Just before 2 a.m. on May 30, Parsons’ boyfriend went to the Seattle Police Department’s East Precinct 

and reported that Parsons had gripped his arms and attempted to keep him from leaving their apartment 

after an argument, charging papers say. The boyfriend told police Parsons was a law-enforcement officer 

with tactical training, likely had access to guns and was possibly in crisis, the charges say. 

 

When a police sergeant reached Parsons by phone, “Parsons told officers he had a shotgun and he refused 

to come out and speak with officers voluntarily,” charging papers say. Several officers stood in the hall 

outside Parsons’ unit as they awaited a warrant to arrest Parsons on investigation of domestic-violence 

assault, the charges say. 

 

Parsons sprayed an orange liquid identified in the charges as pepper spray or OC (oleoresin capsicum) 

spray through the seams of his apartment door, and it dispersed in the hallway where officers were 

standing, the charges say. 

 

“Officers reported coughing, sneezing, watery eyes, running noses, and burning sensations in their throats, 

all consistent symptoms of exposure to OC spray,” the charges say. 

 

Officers later found a can of pepper spray in Parsons’ apartment, along with a firearm and ammunition, the 

charges say. 

 

It does not appear that Parsons has been charged with assault in connection with the incident involving his 

boyfriend. The three counts of third-degree assault involve the three police officers who were exposed to 

pepper spray. 

 

Parsons has been on paid administrative leave since March, pending an evaluation of his fitness for duty, 

Sheriff’s Office spokesman Ryan Abbott said this past week. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Colorado officials become crime victims 

SOURCE https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2018/06/05/public-officials-became-crime-victims-

antigovernment-terrorism  

GIST Public officials in Colorado — including prosecutors, judges and sheriffs — found themselves in the 

unique position of being crime victims during a barrage of criminal activity by a group of 

antigovernment sovereign citizens. 

 

Details how the elected officials, who usually enforce the law, reacted as crime victims surfaced at the 

recent sentencing of Bruce Allen Doucette. 
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He was identified as the ringleader of a Colorado-based sovereign citizen, common-law court gang, 

giving himself the exalted title of  “Superior Court Judge of the Continental uNited States of America” 

 

The 57-year-old former computer repair shop owner from Littleton, Colorado, and eight other 

sovereign citizens formed their own common law court system, something they called the “People’s 

Grand Jury of Colorado” that operated between 2014 and 2017. 

 

The criminal enterprise, likened to organized crime, targeted at least 37 public officials in five 

Colorado counties – Denver, Boulder, Gilpin, Jefferson and Pueblo, court filings indicate. 

 

Doucette also traveled to other states, helping fellow sovereign citizens set up their own systems of 

filing bogus paperwork and liens against public officials. 

 

In Colorado, members of the group made “true threats” against the public officials, sometimes even 

violating protective orders intended to prevent contact. Judges, prosecutors and law officers who 

became involved with the group subsequently were inundated with a plethora of bogus paperwork from 

the sovereign gang. 

 

The government officials, most of them elected by the citizens they serve, reacted variously — some in 

actual fear for their lives, but almost all concerned about the potential personal financial impact they 

faced. 

 

The case was investigated as domestic terrorism by the FBI. The investigative results were forwarded 

to the Colorado State Attorney General’s Office which obtained a 40-count grand jury indictment 

citing violations of state law, in 2017. 

 

The case revealed Doucette’s “People’s Grand Jury” acted generally after a member of common-law 

enterprise was named in an actual state, municipal or federal court case — even something as minor as 

a traffic ticket. In an attempt to derail or jam-up the government or judicial process, the bogus “grand 

jury” or its “court administrator’ would file fictitious legal documents against the public officials 

involved. 

 

If those filings didn’t get attention and influence the public officials, the Doucette “grand jury” would 

then attempt to extort them with financial threats and retaliation. The group had its own “marshals” 

with authentic-looking badges and were looking for a sympathetic county sheriff to assist in making 

actual arrests. 

 

“What made this enterprise so concerning was its widespread net of threats it was casting,” First 

Assistant Attorney General Robert Shapiro said in a Denver courtroom last month when Doucette was 

sentenced to 38 years in prison. 

 

Doucette’s group filed “criminal complaints” and “consensual commercial liens” against many of the 

public officials and, when those were ignored, served them with a “collections demand” threatening 

them with a “negative credit report” if the bogus judgements weren’t paid. 

 

The actions “clearly put many of these public servants — some of whom are armed law enforcement 

officers — in fear of their economic livelihood being impacted and, at times, their physical safety,” 

Shapiro said in court. 

 

Before the four-year investigation was concluded, even Shapiro himself was personally targeted in a 

lawsuit filed against him in U.S. District Court. It was eventually dismissed as frivolous, but only after 

Shapiro and attorneys representing him went through the trouble, time and cost of seeking dismissal. 

 

At the receiving end of Doucette’s operation were more than three dozen public officials holding 

various county-level offices in Colorado. 
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Many of those public official-victims either testified during Doucette’s two-week criminal trial in 

March or completed “victim-impact” statements forwarded to District Court Judge Michael Spear, the 

trial jurists from Colorado's 18 Judicial District. 

 

“I believe the defendant threatened my life and my freedom, based upon my oath to uphold the United 

States and Colorado constitutions,” Boulder County Judge Karolyn Moore said in her victim statement 

read in court at Doucette’s sentencing on May 22 in Denver. 

 

Because of the defendant’s actions, the judge said, “I continue to be fearful for my safety, the safety of 

my family, and of my community. I continue to be hypervigilant regarding my surroundings, and I 

continue to utilize precautions to keep my family and I safe.” 

 

Doucette was convicted of two crimes against the judge – attempting to influence a public servant and 

retaliation against the judge. 

 

She called him “a threat to me, to the citizens of Colorado, and to the rule of law. He is a domestic 

terrorist.” 

 

Another of Doucette’s victims, Gilpin County Sheriff Bruce Hartman is used to dealing with hard-core 

criminals and was caught somewhat off-guard when he was targeted by the common-law court gang, 

the sentencing judge was told. 

 

“I can’t really quantify what we went through,” Hartman said in a statement read into the public record 

by Shapiro, the assistant attorney general. 

 

Because the jury unanimously convicted Doucette beyond a reasonable doubt on all counts, the sheriff 

said he viewed that as a “strong statement” deserving of a correspondingly harsh prison sentence. 

 

Another Gilpin County public official, treasurer Alynn Huffman, also was a victim of criminal 

extortion by Doucette’s gang. She was impacted, she told the court, “mainly [by] the stress of thinking 

I had done something wrong.” 

 

“The fear of one of these men coming to the Treasurer’s Office and threatening my staff” also affected 

her, Huffman told the court.  “I took steps to protect my office” because she felt like she was a “sitting 

duck.” 

 

Shapiro told the court that Doucette and his followers seem to “take joy and glee in causing” the type 

of stress the county treasurer experienced, hoping their “ideology would dictate and be of influence, 

extortive and retaliatory against these public officials.” 

 

Doucette was convicted of both criminal extortion and attempting to influence a public servant related 

to acts taken by him and the gang against Boulder County Sheriff Joseph K. Pelle. 

 

Instead of personal worry, the sheriff asked the court to fashion a tough prison term for Doucette as a 

deterrent to others. 

 

“In terms of sentencing considerations, these people are intentionally target officials for simply doing 

our jobs,” the sheriff told the court in his statement read by Shapiro.  “Sentencing must consider 

deterring this behavior in the future by others.” 

 

Doucette was given consecutive sentences on five counts: participating in a racketeering enterprise, 20 

years; retaliation against a judge, four years; retaliation against a judge, five years; attempting to 

influence a public servant, five years; and retaliation against a judge, four years, for a total of 38 years. 

Sentences for 29 other counts were imposed concurrently with the 38-year term. 

 

In handing out those sentences, Judge Spear made frequent references to the victims’ testimony or 
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impact statements. 

 

On one count, the sentencing judge made note that the victim was fellow Colorado Judge Kim Karn. 

 

“I can well remember the dismay and problems that the actions of the [Doucette] organization caused 

Judge Karn,” Spear said in court, facing the shackled defendant. 

 

Judge Karn, facing retaliation by the sovereign gang, “had to take unusual steps, not only concerned 

about her child but also concerned about her elderly parents living close by,” the sentencing judge said.  

 

Karn “was very concerned that this organization had her [home] address, knew where she lived and 

that fact that she’s not home for most of the day with a teenage daughter in the house and elderly 

parents in a nearby house.” 

 

“This resonated with the court, and frankly, not just because she’s a judge but because she’s having to 

deal with this grave concern that she had for others,” Spear said from the bench. 

 

But other public officials, like Gilpin County Attorney James Petrock expressed dismay at being 

targeted by the sovereign group but told the court that he “has a fairly thick skin … and didn’t seem to 

be too distressed.” 

 

In contrast, Deputy District Attorney Catherine Kirk, who has previously prosecuted sovereign citizens, 

“truly was amazed” when she saw members of Doucette’s group being disruptive in a courtroom 

outburst as they attempted to influence Judge Alfred Harrell. 

 

The deputy prosecutor “reacted much like [others did] and took extra steps to keep herself safe and 

really became more a ware of her surrounding to a degree that usually you only consider in situations 

where there is a constant threat,” Spear said, adding that he was very concerned that public officials 

should be so fearful of merely doing their jobs. 

 

Denver County Sheriff Patrick Firman, like other law enforcement officers who were targeted, “has 

developed a very thick skin over the course of his career” and “wasn’t too dismayed” when he was 

targeted by the Doucette gang. 

 

“He was more dismayed about the extra protection that he had to provide to the various public officials 

in the courthouse,” Spear said of the sheriff, recalling that he “was somewhat dumbfounded that 

anybody would think of doing this stuff.” 

 

In Pueblo County, Judge Deborah Eyler was targeted by Doucette and five other members of the group 

who were charged with attempting to influence a public servant. 

 

Instead of being fearful, Eyler testified during that trial that she wasn’t highly concerned. 

 

“I was struck by the fact,” Spear said at the sentencing hearing, “that many public officials, if anything, 

made jokes about the fact that they are receiving such serious threats to their personal safety and the 

safety of others around them.” 

 

“Certainly, Judge Eyler was a classic example of somebody who made light of the whole situation,” the 

sentencing judge said. “I can remember her mentioning the fact, in a very comical way during trial, that 

this gave her husband an opportunity to purchase another gun.” 

 

At his sentencing, Doucette made a “Yahweh” reference sometimes used by white separatists but had 

very little to say and expressed no remorse for his antigovernment crime wave. 

 

“Everything that I did was done in honor and integrity to lawfully and peaceably remove the corruption 

from this government and from these courts,” the gray-haired Doucette told the judge.  “May Yahweh 
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have mercy on your souls when he judges you.” 
Return to Top

 

 

 

HEADLINE 06/06 Italy official: mafia spreading abroad 

SOURCE https://www.thelocal.it/20180606/italian-mafia-is-spreading-abroad-investigator-warns  

GIST Italy's anti-mafia chief warned Tuesday that the mafia is not just an Italian problem but a "globalizing" 

phenomenon whose influence is seeping into several European countries. 

 

"Organized crime is moving abroad, globalizing," said Giuseppe Governale, the head of Italy's anti-mafia 

investigative unit DIA during a meeting with the foreign press in Rome. 

 

Governale said that although the notorious Sicilian Cosa Nostra has "always been present in the United 

States, Canada and Australia", the influence of the Calabrian mob, known as the 'Ndrangheta, was 

"underestimated". 

 

"The 'Ndrangheta ... is an extraordinarily powerful organization," warned Governale. He said criminal 

organizations have contacts all over the world in countries where they operate, but insisted 'Ndrangheta 

"tends to replicate abroad the structures it has established in Calabria". 

 

In Brussels, for example, "they don't buy just buildings but entire neighbourhoods".  

 

Governale added that Cosa Nostra, a notoriously ruthless criminal organization responsible for 

perpetrating deadly attacks in the past, was today "in great organizational difficulty after suffering 

substantial blows". 

 

Most of the mob's upper ranks have been arrested, with the exception of kingpin Matteo Messina Denaro. 

Fugitive Denaro has been on the run since 1993, with police closing in on his closest aides, but Governale 

said he was no longer considered the mob's supreme leader.  

 

He warned, however, that the death in prison in November 2017 of Cosa Nostra's former kingpin, Totò 

Riina, could prompt the organization to name a new head. 

 

Governale said Cosa Nostra has been weakened, but "unfortunately, the conditions linked to its 

environment and that allow its development still exist". 

 

"The mafia will be defeated by an army of schoolteachers," he said, referencing a line from the Italian poet 

and writer Gesualdo Bufalino, who died in 1996. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 UK police chiefs: public safety at risk 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/jun/05/police-chiefs-say-cuts-are-putting-safety-of-

public-at-risk-in-england-and-wales  

GIST The three most senior police officers in England and Wales have expressed concerns that funding cuts and 

pressure on resources are hampering their ability to tackle serious crime. 

 

Appearing before the home affairs select committee, Cressida Dick, the Metropolitan police 

commissioner; Lynne Owens, the director general of the National Crime Agency; and Sara Thornton, the 

National Police Chiefs’ Council chairwoman, gave examples of how cash shortages were posing a risk to 

public safety. 

 

Dick said it would be “naive” to suggest reductions in police officers was having no impact on rising 

crime. She added: “It is having a massive strain on our people and it cannot go on. We are in the middle of 

the largest change programme the Met has ever been through. It cannot go on without hard choices – either 
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more money, smaller mission, greater risk of attack.” 

 

Owens said: “The whole system needs a different approach to funding to make sure we are as good as we 

all want us to be.” 

 

Thornton added: “There is undoubtedly a capacity issue in neighbourhood policing ... it does need some 

extra investment.” 

 

Asked to state their biggest concern, all three highlighted the challenge posed by the rise in digital data and 

cybercrime. 

 

The amount of data that Met officers have to deal with doubles every 18 months, Dick said. She admitted 

that officers were struggling with the extra workload. 

 

She said it was not unusual for 18 officers to work 200 hours over a weekend to trawl through Facebook 

accounts to ensure that a trial was fair with regard to disclosure. 

 

Thornton said the reduction in the number of sexual offence cases reaching court in the last two years 

suggested resources were being overstretched. 

 

She said: “There is cause for concern. It is resource-intensive. We are shifting people. I am concerned 

about how many cases might be caught in the system.” 

 

She added: “We are 17% down on the number of detectives we’d like in an ideal world, so we are trying to 

push resources into an area where we are already short.” 

 

The chair of the committee, Yvette Cooper, asked Dick to give a single message to the home secretary, 

Sajid Javid. Dick said: “Support my people. They need to be well-led, they need to be well-equipped, they 

do need to be well-resourced and they need to have a public who feel confident. They need to be given the 

benefit of the doubt when things go wrong and not have point finger of blame.” 

 

She also urged the Home Office to show greater trust in police officers. She said: “It sometimes feels like 

there is not much central push, it’s kind of ‘get on with it, good luck’, but at the same time it has felt a bit 

parent-child. We are in this together for our public and we would love to work ever more closely with the 

Home Office so that they feel even more confident in us and they can project that to others.” 

 

Dick, Owens and Thornton also claimed the way English and Welsh policing was organised into 43 

separate forces was hampering coordination on national crime issues. 

 

Thornton said: “If you did a poll of chief constables, most would say for operational reasons it would 

make sense to have a fewer number of larger forces. But the issue is political. We are constantly trying get 

people to collaborate to cooperate in the public interest. We are making progress. Sometimes the progress 

is glacial.” 

 

Owens said she was concerned forces were “going to be get left behind” on national issues such as 

cybercrime, fraud and child sexual abuse, because of the current division of forces. 

 

Labour seized on the officers’ concerns over resourcing. Louise Haigh, the shadow policing minister, said: 

“The most senior police officers in the land have called out the dangerous Tory delusion on police cuts. 

 

“In the face of overwhelming evidence from senior officers and their own officials, it appears that the only 

people in the country who now believe the loss of 21,000 officers hasn’t made the blindest bit of 

difference to community safety is Theresa May’s government.” 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Police: deemed paranoid; he kills 6 later 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2018/06/05/he-was-deemed-paranoid-and-

psychotic-years-later-he-killed-six-in-arizona-police-say/?utm_term=.322969aaf67c  

GIST By 2009, Dwight Lamon Jones’s 21-year marriage was cascading into violent chaos. 

 

He and his wife had been fighting a lot, court records say, and at one point, he fractured her rib cage. On 

May 6, 2009, Jones threatened to kill his wife in front of their 12-year-old son, screaming expletives and 

telling the boy his mother didn’t care about him. 

 

“I’ll take you out to the … pool and drown you,” Jones told his wife, according to court records. 

 

Connie Jones called police that day. Less than a week later, she filed for divorce. 

 

Her husband was arrested and taken to two psychiatric hospitals, where he stayed for several days. He was 

discharged, even though doctors found that his mental state was deteriorating. Dwight Jones “will continue 

to unravel … he will become increasingly paranoid, likely psychotic, and pose an even greater risk of 

perpetrating violence,” according to an assessment by Steven Pitt, a prominent forensic psychiatrist who 

had consulted in several high-profile criminal cases. 

 

And unravel Jones did. 

  

He spent the past several years living in hotel rooms, embittered by his divorce and consumed with long-

held grudges, police say. 

 

In hours-long, rambling videos posted in a YouTube channel called “exposing lowlifes,” Jones railed 

against his perceived enemies — judges, psychiatrists, lawyers, counselors, and his ex-wife — whom he 

accused of conspiring to paint him as an abusive and troubled man, to deprive him of his son. He claimed 

that his former spouse was the abuser, and she had concocted a dubious tale of a battered wife. 

 

His anger boiled over last week, in a violent rampage that sent police on a days-long manhunt and rattled 

Scottsdale, Ariz., a Phoenix suburb known for its golf courses, resorts and nightlife. Police say Jones 

swiftly targeted people who had been involved in his divorce proceedings, including the forensic 

psychiatrist who had examined him. The killing spree would end in Jones’s death, police say, after the 56-

year-old wanted for killing six people shot himself inside a hotel room. 

 

Connie Jones, 52, described her ex-husband as a “very emotionally disturbed person.” 

 

“As a medical professional and a citizen I am deeply saddened by the tragedy caused by my ex-husband 

… Personally, I have feared for my safety for the past nine years,” Jones, who is a doctor, said in a brief 

statement. “I cannot express the emotions I feel for the innocent families touched by this senseless 

violence.” 

 

Jones’s rampage began Thursday, when police say he shot and killed Pitt. The 59-year-old psychiatrist was 

killed in broad daylight outside his office on the outskirts of Scottsdale. 

 

Less than 24 hours later, Jones went to the law firm his wife had retained during the divorce. There, police 

say, he shot Veleria Sharp, 48, and Laura Anderson, 49, two paralegals who worked for the firm in 

downtown Scottsdale. With a gunshot wound to her head, Sharp made her way out of the office and 

flagged a bus driver for help before she died. Police followed her blood trail back to the office and found 

Anderson. 

 

The next victim was psychologist Marshall Levine, 72, who was not tied to Jones’s divorce case but 

happened to share an office space with someone who was: another psychologist Jones’s son was required 

to see as part of the divorce proceedings. Levine’s girlfriend found his body just after midnight Saturday, 

police said. 
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By midnight Monday, police found two more bodies. Mary Simmons, 70, and Bryon Thomas, 72, were 

shot to death in their home in Fountain Hills, a town outside Phoenix. Investigators believe Jones went to 

that home Sunday afternoon and killed the two, though they have not said why. 

 

Jones killed himself inside an Extended Stay hotel room, where he had been living, as tactical team 

members closed in Monday morning. Police have not said what kind of weapon Jones used in the killings, 

or how he got it. 

 

For days, the attacks placed many in the legal and mental-health communities on edge and raised 

speculations that Pitt, the most well-known of the victims, may have been killed because of his profession, 

which required him to study the minds of criminals. Some feared that the attacker was indiscriminately 

killing people involved in the criminal justice and court system. 

 

Police said they received more than a hundred tips about the attacks. One came from Connie Jones and her 

husband, a retired detective who recognized some of the victims’ connections to the divorce case, Connie 

Jones said in her statement. 

 

Little is known about Dwight Jones. He had a GED but no college degree. He and his ex-wife were 

married in 1988 in Fayetteville, N.C. Their son was born nine years later, in 1997. For much of their 

marriage, Dwight Jones stayed at home and took care of their son, while Connie Jones worked. Her 

substantial salary as a radiologist afforded them a house in Scottsdale, two Mercedes-Benz cars and a 

Toyota. 

 

By 2009, Dwight Jones had descended into troubling behavior. In January of that year, his son’s school in 

Scottsdale sought harassment orders against him after he assaulted administrators, the Arizona Republic 

reported. The boy was transferred to another school. In April of that year, he attacked his wife in front of 

their son because she asked the boy to turn down the TV. Jones pinned his wife down on the couch, with 

his knee pressed against her chest. If she disrespected him, Jones said, “she would be found at the bottom 

of the pool,” according to court records cited by the Republic. 

 

The abuse led to a police standoff on May 6, 2009, when Connie Jones secretly called 911. After police 

arrived, Dwight Jones refused to come out of the house, and the boy was inside with him, court records 

say. He told his son that his mother was a whore. 

 

“She’s got these cops out there ready to kill me … your mom wants me to die … she wants you to die,” 

Jones told his son, according to court records. 

 

Jones was charged and later pleaded guilty to disorderly conduct, a misdemeanor, public records show. 

 

Pitt, the psychiatrist, testified during the divorce proceedings that Jones had anxiety and mood disorders, 

that he was antisocial, narcissistic and paranoid. He lacked remorse and frequently suspected his ex-wife 

of infidelity, even without justification. He had no friends or confidants, but had a “grandiose sense of self 

importance” and required “excessive admiration,” court records say. 

 

He had made egregious claims that Connie Jones sexually abused their son. He also was often armed. 

According to a psychologist’s report, Dwight Jones “always had a weapon because of a disagreement he 

had with the landscape company.” 

 

Jones, though, loved his son “very deeply,” court records say. And at one point after his parents separated, 

the boy was missing his father. The divorce left the child traumatized, staring into space or falling asleep 

during sessions with counselors. 

 

The marriage was dissolved in 2010, and Connie Jones was given sole custody of the son. A judge allowed 

supervised visits every week, despite Jones’s abusive behavior and experts’ assessments that he was 

mentally unstable. 
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Before the attacks, he is believed to have created several “narrated” YouTube videos, said Sgt. Ben Hoster, 

spokesman for the Scottsdale Police Department. Some were posted as recently as a week ago. None of the 

videos showed his face; some just showed a white mask as a man’s voice can be heard talking about a 

corrupt court system he claimed had been rigged against him, according to the Arizona Republic’s 

description of the videos. 

 

YouTube has since suspended the channel, and the videos have been replaced with a message in a red 

banner: “This account has been terminated due to multiple or severe violations of YouTube’s policy 

against spam, deceptive practices, and misleading content or other Terms of Service violations.” 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Federal Way pot raid; 10 arrests 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article212621739.html  

GIST Federal Way police arrested 10 people and seized thousands of marijuana plants Tuesday morning after 

raids at six residences, a department spokesman said. 

 

The raids happened at 9 a.m. and netted several thousand plants in various stages of growth, cash and 

growing equipment, police spokesman Kurt Schwan said. 

 

According to Schwan, the homes were in the following locations: 

 

• 31900 block of Second Lane Southwest 

• 700 block of Southwest 327th Street 

• 31600 block of 37th Avenue Southwest 

• 31400 block of 36th Avenue Southwest 

• Two in the 31200 block of 36th Avenue Southwest 

 

Ages and hometowns of the 10 people arrested were not immediately available. Nobody was injured 

during the arrests, Schwan said. 

 

About 80 law enforcement officers from around the region were involved in the investigation. 

 

Charges for the illegal manufacture of marijuana with intent to sell will be filed by the King County 

Prosecutor's Office, Schwan said. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Arrest in University Place shooting deaths 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1009784/authorities-arrest-man-suspected-in-university-place-deaths/  

GIST TACOMA, Wash. (AP) — Authorities say a man suspected in the shooting of two men inside a car in 

University Place last month has been arrested. 

 

The News Tribune reports the man, who has not been identified, is expected to be charged Tuesday in the 

deaths of 19-year-old Adrian Valencia and 22-year-old Wilberth Acala. 

 

Detectives with the Pierce County Sheriff’s Department have been searching for two suspects since mid-

May when the two men were found dead in a Dodge Charger. Both had been shot in the head. 

 

Authorities say that investigators believe the shooting was drug related and involved two shooters. Video 

surveillance showed two men walking away from the shooting scene in the early morning of May 14. 

 

The second suspect has not been apprehended. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Seattle immigration protest: 9 arrests 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1009960/9-arrested-in-seattle-immigration-protests/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — Authorities say nine people were arrested at a protest of U.S. immigration policy that 

blocked a downtown Seattle street and disrupted traffic for nearly two hours. 

 

KOMO reports that the protesters, with the Northwest Detention Center Resistance, said they are opposed 

to the deportation of undocumented immigrants. Nine of the activists blocked the street at about 7:30 a.m. 

Tuesday and locked themselves together with handcuffs wrapped inside PVC pipe, chicken wire and duct 

tape – and sat in the middle of the pavement. 

 

The six men and three women arrested were later booked into the King County Jail for investigation of 

pedestrian interference. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 SPD removes, arrests protesters faster 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1009413/protesters-block-traffic-in-seattle-using-sleeping-dragon-

technique/  

GIST In March, protesters using the “sleeping dragon” method blocked Seattle traffic for hours, causing backups 

that extended onto the freeway. 

 

On Tuesday, June 5, activists with the Northwest Detention Center Resistance calling for the abolition of 

ICE used the same technique on Second Avenue. But the Seattle Police Department removed the 

protesters much faster. 

 

Tuesday’s protest lasted for less than two hours.  

 

After giving the handful of protesters time to disperse on their own, Seattle police began making arrests 

around 9 a.m. The work can be slow due to the “sleeping dragon” method, which involves locking arms 

via tubing and other materials. 

 

“Removing these devices is slow, deliberate work,” SPD tweeted. “The safety of all involved is 

paramount.” 

 

Tuesday’s protest was likely not permitted. 

 

In March, people protesting King County’s new juvenile detention facility did not have a permit either, 

however, they were allowed to stay on the street until police warned them to leave prior to the afternoon 

commute. 

 

Interim Police Chief Carmen Best explained why: 

 

“I know I’m taking a lot of heat and criticism,” Best said at a community meeting Wednesday, March 7. 

“But as far as I’m concerned, at the end of the day … yes, people were inconvenienced, but nobody was 

arrested; nobody got hurt. We cleared everybody off of 5th Avenue. We made it known that if they’re not 

gone by three o’clock, you’re going to jail because, in fact, we can’t block off 5th Avenue in Friday rush 

hour.” 

 

She added that the department assists people in their personal right to free speech. 

 

“We swore to do that, actually … And nowhere in there does it say, ‘First Amendment right to free 

speech, except if it’s inconvenient … except if there’s a permit.’ That is just not the way it works.” 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Australia charges 3 banks w/cartel crimes 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/australia-charges-banks-staff-cartel-crimes-

55656494?   

GIST Australia on Tuesday laid cartel charges against banking companies Citigroup, Deutsche Bank and ANZ 

plus six bank executives over the sale of 2.5 billion Australian dollars ($1.9 billion) in ANZ shares to 

institutional investors three years ago. 

 

The charges involve alleged cartel arrangements relating to trading in ANZ shares held by Deutsche Bank 

and Citigroup. ANZ and officials from all three banks are alleged to have been knowingly concerned in 

conduct, the regulator Australian Competition and Consumer Commission said in a statement. 

 

The three banks deny the allegations and say they will defend their current and former employees. The 

first hearing in a Sydney court will be July 3. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Missing teens vulnerable sex trafficking 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/many-washington-teens-are-missing-vulnerable-to-sex-

trafficking/763759488  

GIST SEATTLE - For weeks, media outlets reported on a Bonney Lake teenager who disappeared on May 9 and 

is safe tonight. But many more teens are still missing, including these three girls whose cases did not 

receive the same level of attention. All three disappeared around the same time, late April and early May. 

And they are still missing.  

 

 Kyra Doubek was 15 when she ran away. She does not talk easily about her years as a runaway on the 

streets of Washington state. It is an experience, she says, that can leave a lifetime of shame, much of it 

hidden. 

 

 "Kids go missing all the time," she says, "and very rarely do they make it actually like into the spotlight, 

on the news." 

 

 She says most teenagers believe they are running towards something better, some place safer. She was 

asked if they find greater safety when they leave home. 

 

 "Very rarely, very, very rarely do youth who run away find a safer place to be," she said. "I didn't that's 

for sure." 

 

 What did she find? 

 

 "I found substances," she said. "I found older men who were willing to provide me with a place to stay but 

there was this unspoken agreement in exchange for a sex act." 

 

 Seattle police say on any day, they have 50 to 60 active missing persons cases; about half involve 

children. 

 

 According to the advocacy group REST or Real Escape from the Sex Trade, one in three runaways is 

recruited by a pimp within 48 hours of leaving home. The average age of these runaways? Just 15 years 

old. 

 

 And most often, says Doubek, they are found by predators trolling the internet even before they leave 

home. 
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 "They look for these people posting sad posts," she says. "It's not that they're bad kids. As my colleague 

says they're sad kids, they're not bad kids." 

 

 The Washington State patrol posts pictures and information about children missing in this state. 

 

 Sixteen-year-old Shianna Victoria Elkins ran away from Mount Vernon on April 19. Elkins is described 

as a ''chronic runaway.'' Seven days later, Ximena Delgado ran away from her Spokane home. Police 

believe the 16-year-old is with her boyfriend. Seventeen-year-old Hannah Turkington from Vancouver, 

Washington, ran away two days after the Bonney Lake teen. Police describe her, too, as a "chronic 

runaway." 

 

 All of it, says Pierce County prosecutor Mark Lindquist, is sobering. 

 

 "It isn't just runaways and vulnerable girls who are lured into this world," Lindquist said. "Sometimes 

these pimps are going after middle class girls as well." 

 

 Kyra Doubek finally made it off the streets when she was 26. 

 

 "We do get better," she said. 

 

 Now she is devoting her life to helping those who have been there, too. 

 

 "My whole goal with everything is to hopefully get people to dream again," she said, smiling, "and then 

help them smash those dreams out of the park." 

 

 She wants law enforcement to target men who buy sex from children. Moreover society needs to make the 

stigma so great they will stop. 

 

 And parents, she says, need to give their undivided attention to their children, know the people their 

children are meeting in person and online. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Multi-state drug trafficking bust 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/federal-pages/dhs/ice/11-indicted-multi-state-drug-trafficking-case-ice-hsi-

investigation/  

GIST Eleven individuals are facing federal drug charges in multiple indictments unsealed May 30 targeting a 

large, multi-state drug trafficking organization based in Mississippi, following a joint investigation by U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), the Drug 

Enforcement Administration and the Mississippi Bureau of Narcotics. 

 

According to court documents, the indictments resulted from an extensive Organized Crime Drug 

Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) investigation dubbed Operation Highlife. The Mississippi-based drug 

trafficking organization is charged with distributing more than 40 kilograms of methamphetamine, more 

than 3 kilograms of cocaine and over 100 pounds of marijuana illegally smuggled into the U.S. from 

Mexico across numerous states to include Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Texas, Tennessee and 

California. 

 

“Methamphetamine has devastated countless communities due to the dramatic health and public safety 

consequences that typically accompany its introduction into an area,” said Special Agent in Charge Jere T. 

Miles of Homeland Security Investigations in New Orleans. “Today’s arrests mark the culmination of an 

extensive joint effort by HSI, the Mississippi Bureau of Narcotics, and the Drug Enforcement 

Administration to dismantle a drug trafficking organization that decimated parts of Mississippi and 

Alabama with illegal drugs smuggled into the U.S. from Mexico. This operation is a testament to the 
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seamless partnership between federal, state and local law enforcement, which HSI sincerely appreciates in 

the combined effort to improve the lives of law-abiding residents throughout Mississippi and Alabama.” 

Miles oversees a five-state area of operations to include Mississippi, Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana and 

Tennessee. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 South Sudan civil war atrocities 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/06/06/south-sudans-latest-civil-war-atrocities-kept-out-

sight.html  

GIST KINSHASA, Congo –  The accounts are horrific. A young girl strangled and gang-raped. Children burned 

alive as government soldiers blocked the door of their hut and set it aflame. 

 

These are some of the atrocities revealed in 14 reports, seen by The Associated Press, that have not yet 

been released by the independent body charged with monitoring a failed cease-fire imposed in December 

in South Sudan, where civil war is now well into its fifth year. 

 

The reports should have been released last month at a meeting led by the Joint Monitoring and Evaluation 

Commission but South Sudan's government did not attend, preventing the accounts of abuses from being 

made public because there was not a quorum. 

 

"The reports contain evidence that soldiers continue to kill, rape and destroy property. The decision to 

keep these ongoing atrocity crimes secret sends the wrong message," Jehanne Henry, senior Africa 

researcher for Human Rights Watch, told the AP. Only five such reports have been released this year. 

 

The African Union and the East African regional bloc that mediates South Sudan's peace talks should take 

action, said Edmund Yakani, executive director for the local advocacy group Community Empowerment 

for Progress Organization. 

 

"Silence on the violations only encourages further violations," he said. 

 

While people attending the meeting said copies of the reports on atrocities were distributed to diplomats 

from the United States, the United Nations, Britain and elsewhere, none have released them publicly or 

made public the reports of abuses. 

 

South Sudan's government didn't respond to multiple requests for comment on why it didn't attend last 

month's meeting. 

 

The unpublished reports describe violations by both government and opposition forces but most of the 

accounts blame government troops for instigating attacks and deliberately targeting civilians. 

 

During an attack in February on a school in the town of Modit, children fled into a hut to hide. 

Government soldiers blocked the door and set it on fire, burning the children to death, said one report. 

 

A young girl fetching water from a river in the town of Yei was strangled before she and her mother were 

gang-raped by government soldiers, another report said. More than 30 cases of sexual assault were 

recorded in Yei and surrounding areas in the three months following December's cease-fire agreement. 

 

And in the nearby town of Morobo, a woman was raped and beaten so badly that she lost sight in one eye. 

A disabled woman, unable to flee the fighting, was thrown into a burning house by government soldiers, 

the report said. 

 

The group that compiled the reports, the Ceasefire and Transitional Security Arrangements Monitoring 

Mechanism, told the AP its mandate doesn't require it to publish reports and that releasing them had been 

the task of its parent body, the Joint Monitoring and Evaluation Commission. The commission reports to 
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the East African regional bloc, the Intergovernmental Authority on Development. Neither responded to 

several AP requests for comment. 

 

The concealing of the atrocities comes as the international community loses patience with South Sudan's 

civil war, which has killed tens of thousands and created Africa's largest refugee crisis since the Rwandan 

genocide in 1994. The U.S., South Sudan's largest aid donor, has increased pressure on the Juba 

government amid widespread allegations that its officials are profiting from the conflict instead of working 

to end it. 

 

Last week the U.N. Security Council adopted a U.S.-sponsored resolution that warns of an arms embargo 

and sanctions against six high-ranking officials if the fighting doesn't stop. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Jury: death sentence BP agent death 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/06/05/texas-jury-returns-death-sentence-in-border-agents-

death.html  

GIST BROWNSVILLE, Texas –  A South Texas jury has sentenced a 34-year-old Mexican national to death for 

the fatal 2014 shooting of an off-duty Border Patrol agent. 

 

The Cameron County jury deliberated about two hours Tuesday before sentencing Gustavo Tijerina-

Sandoval in the capital murder of Agent Javier Vega Jr. It also sentenced him to life imprisonment for 

attempted capital murder in the shooting of Vega's father. 

 

According to testimony, Vega and his family were spending the day fishing when Tijerina tried to rob 

them. Tijerina's attorney argued that his client was acting in self-defense. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Ohio immigration sting: 100+ arrests 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-06-05/urgent-immigration-agents-arrest-114-in-

landscaper-sting 

GIST Sandusky, Ohio (AP) -- More than 100 workers at an Ohio gardening and landscaping company were 

arrested Tuesday when about 200 federal officers descended on the business and carried out one of the 

largest workplace immigration raids in recent years. 

 

The operation was part of the White House's increasing focus on businesses that hire people in the country 

illegally amid a broad range of immigration crackdowns under President Donald Trump that include 

stepped-up deportations, targeting of sanctuary cities and zero-tolerance border policies. 

 

The 114 arrests occurred at two locations of Corso's Flower & Garden Center, one in Sandusky, a resort 

city on Lake Erie, and another in nearby Castalia. U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement said it 

expected criminal charges including identity theft and tax evasion. 

 

No criminal charges were filed against the company, but the employer is under investigation, authorities 

said. Two locations were searched, and Khaalid Walls, an agency spokesman, said "a large volume of 

business documents" were seized. 

 

The operation drew criticism over its heavy show of force that involved aircraft surveillance and a large 

contingent of federal agents to round up workers at a family business. It also highlights a tightrope 

President Donald Trump's administration is walking as it seeks to please immigration hawks but risks 

alienating business-friendly Republicans struggling to find enough workers in a tight job market. 

 

In April, agents made about 100 worker arrests at a meatpacking plant in rural Tennessee, another high-
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profile show of force reminiscent of President George W. Bush's administration. No criminal charges have 

been filed against the employer. 

 

Tuesday's operation was carried out with quiet efficiency. At the Castalia facility — covered with trees, 

flowers and greenhouse tarps — no workers were seen running as about 100 law enforcement officials 

established a perimeter. A voice on a radio called attention to specific employees who might try to flee, 

but none did. 

 

The investigation into Corso's began in October 2017 when the U.S. Border Patrol arrested a woman who 

gave stolen identity documents to job applicants in the country illegally, said Steve Francis, head of U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement's Homeland Security Investigations unit in Detroit. 

 

The document vendor led investigators to the landscaping company, where they examined documents in 

its files for irregularities, Francis said. Some Social Security numbers belonged to dead people. 

 

Of the 313 employees whose records were examined, 123 were found suspicious and targeted for arrest 

and criminal charges of identity theft and, in nearly all cases, tax evasion. Francis said the identity theft 

targeted U.S. citizens who had no idea their information was being used at the Ohio business. 

 

"We verified that a lot of U.S. persons were obviously unaware of this. It's caused them a lot of hardship," 

Francis said. 

 

Immigration officials have sharply increased audits of companies to verify their employees are authorized 

to work in the country. There were 2,282 employer audits opened between Oct. 1 and May 4, nearly a 60 

percent jump from the 1,360 audits opened between October 2016 and September 2017. Many of those 

reviews were launched after audits began at 100 7-Eleven franchises in 17 states in January. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Federal Way: arrest in SUV explosion 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/police-investigating-reported-explosion-in-federal-way-

neighborhood 

GIST A man was arrested after an SUV explosion rocked a Federal Way neighborhood Tuesday night, according 

to police. It happened around 6:00 p.m. along 4th Ave. SW, between SW 297th and SW 299th Streets, just 

off Dash Point Road. 

 

"It was louder than a shotgun, it was good and loud," said neighbor Tony Wilson. 

 

He said he was inside his garage when he heard a loud blast. "I thought a piece of my roof had blown off," 

he said. "I just thought it was the wind to begin with, you know a big gust of wind blow something, a few 

little pieces of my roof." 

 

Wilson said he went outside to find his sidewalk littered with pieces of the SUV and part of his yard were 

on fire. "The pickup (truck) over there was pretty well destroyed, with pieces all over," said Wilson. "I 

quickly whipped out my camera. Then my neighbors were more active than me and came and got my hose 

to put out my yard fire." 

 

The neighbors also helped dose a small fire that had started on Wilson's roof. 

 

He said he found pieces of the SUV on his roof and another smoldering in his backyard. 

 

"I've never had a car blow up like that. I've seen some burned," said Wilson. According to South King Fire 

and Rescue, there are no reports of injuries.  

 

Police said the man was arrested for, "malicious explosion of a substance in the 2nd degree" due to the 
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obvious explosion of the vehicle. 

 

Detectives are still trying to figure out how it all happened. Agents from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 

Firearms and Explosives (ATF) have now joined the investigation. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Kentucky: hatchet attack suspect caught 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/06/05/hatchet-attack-suspect-

tennessee/675897002/ 

GIST The search ended Tuesday night for a man suspected of using a hatchet to kill a gym owner, police said. 

 

Domenic Micheli was arrested by Kentucky State Police on Interstate 65 near Bowling Green, according 

to the Metro Nashville Police Department. Bowling Green is roughly 80 miles northeast of Nashville. 

Nashville police detectives were en route to Kentucky Tuesday night, police said. 

 

Micheli was found driving a Toyota Prius, the vehicle he was seen driving before Monday's attack at a 

Belle Meade strip mall. 

 

Police have been searching for Micheli since Monday after the slaying of Joel Paavola, who owned the 

Balance Training location in Belle Meade, southwest of Nashville. 

 

Authorities said that Micheli formerly worked for Paavola, who fired Micheli from the gym 14 months 

ago. 

 

Police said that Paavola was brutally killed with a hatchet and another "cutting instrument." 

 

"Just a senseless, brutal, violent attack this morning on Mr. Paavola as he was there in the business," Metro 

Nashville Police Department spokesman Don Aaron said Monday. 

 

Before his capture, the 36-year-old suspect was last seen at an urgent care facility in Gallatin, Tenn., on 

Monday morning. Gallatin police said Micheli asked the urgent care workers for a suture kit but was not 

willing to wait or provide any personal information. 

 

Micheli left without receiving any treatment or medical supplies, police said. 

 

Micheli was arrested outside of the White House in April by the U.S. Secret Service after driving his car 

up to a checkpoint and refusing to move it. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 White House contractor arrested 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jun/5/martese-maurice-edwards-nsc-contractor-

arrested-wh/ 

GIST A man with a White House pass was arrested outside the presidential home on a charge of attempted 

murder — reportedly weeks after the warrant was issued. 

 

Martese Maurice Edwards, 29, had been working as a contractor for the National Security Council in the 

Old Executive Office Building. According to NBC News, he had a White House pass. 

 

According to a Secret Service statement, the Suitland, Maryland, man was arrested when he reported for 

work Tuesday, one day after the Service learned of the warrant. 

 

“On June 5, 2018, Edwards was promptly arrested by Secret Service Uniformed Division Officers at a 
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checkpoint outside of the White House complex when he was reporting to work as a contractor. Edwards 

was transported to MPD Second District for processing,” a Secret Service spokesperson told The 

Washington Times. 

 

Mr. Edwards is accused of first-degree attempted murder. 

 

While details on that charge were not made public by the White House, there was no immediate indication 

that Mr. Edwards is suspected of trying to kill someone at the White House, or that the charge is directly 

related to politics or his job. 

 

But according to NBC News reporter Geoff Bennett, there was a several-week lag between the warrant for 

Mr. Edwards’ arrest and the Secret Service learning about it. 

 

“Secret Service says it learned of the arrest warrant when it was entered into the national Criminal Justice 

Information System on June 4. But 2 law enforcement officials say warrant was issued in mid-May, 

raising questions about why Maryland authorities didn’t enter it earlier,” he wrote on Twitter. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Killing spree suspect ranted on YouTube 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/dwight-lamon-jones-arizona-killing-spree-suspect-ranted-about-

divorce-in-youtube-videos/  

GIST SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. -- The man who police say killed six people in the Phoenix area spent hours online 

griping about his ex-wife and the family court system that sided with her in a contentious divorce years 

ago. Dwight Lamon Jones spoke in a series of YouTube videos posted in May about the judge, counselor 

and prominent forensic psychiatrist in the case. 

 

The psychiatrist, Steven Pitt, who also assisted in the JonBenét Ramsey mystery in Colorado, was called a 

"scumbag" by Jones in one of the videos. He was killed Thursday. 

 

Jones was divorced in 2010 and his ex-wife was awarded custody of their son. Pitt had evaluated Jones 

and testified that year that he had anxiety and mood disorders and symptoms of a paranoid personality. 

 

A hunch from a retired detective helped lead police to Jones and link the victims, some of whom were 

connected to the divorce case, authorities said after the assailant killed himself inside a Scottsdale hotel 

Monday with officers closing in. 

 

In an unexpected twist, the suspect's ex-wife, Connie Jones, said her current husband, a retired police 

detective, made the connection between her divorce and the crime scenes and notified police of his 

suspicion Saturday night. 

 

The victims included Pitt, two paralegals who worked for the law office that represented Jones' wife, and a 

marriage-and-divorce counselor who was apparently targeted in a case of mistaken identity.  

 

Authorities have since named two other victims found shot dead early Monday in their Fountain Hills 

home as 70-year-old Mary Simmons and 72-year-old Bryon Thomas. Police said they had probable cause 

to link all six killings to the dead suspect, but they have not disclosed a connection between Jones and the 

victims in Fountain Hills. 

 

CBS affiliate KPHO reports that Jones was already on investigators' radar Monday when they saw him 

dumping a bag that contained a gun that had been stolen from the Fountain Hills home. 

 

Connie Jones said in a statement that her ex-husband was a "very emotionally disturbed person."  

 

In the YouTube videos, Jones appeared to be resentful about the divorce and accused his ex-wife and her 
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attorney of spreading lies. Jones posted a total of 18 videos, some of them nearly an hour long, KPHO 

reports. They've since been removed. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Local law enforcement in ICE crackdown 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/eye-on-america-feds-enlist-local-law-enforcement-in-ices-

immigration-crackdown/  

GIST Six counties in Georgia have joined a federal program known as 287(g) that deputizes local law 

enforcement to effectively act as U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents. CBS News 

went to the Gwinnett County Jail to see how the program is working. 

 

"Under the Trump administration, right now we're going by all law, immigration laws," one deputy said. 

"So you come in for jaywalking, we find out that you're illegal, we hand you over to ICE. We work for 

ICE. We do not deport anybody." 

 

Just north of Atlanta, Gwinnett County accounted for 20 percent of all 287(g) encounters last year, by far 

the most nationally. 

 

Nationwide, 78 local law enforcement agencies in 20 states participate in the 287(g) program, through 

which ICE deported close to 6,000 illegal immigrants last year -- 653 from Gwinnett County alone. 

 

"If you're in a country illegally, the least you can do is obey that country's laws," said Butch Conway, 

Gwinnett County sheriff. 

 

But some people are questioning the impact of the program. 

 

"We are one of the worst states to be an undocumented individual," said Aisha Yaqoob, the policy director 

for Asian Americans Advancing Justice. "Our communities are targeted based on what they look like. 

Police officers pulling people over for something as simple as a broken tail light or driving without a 

license." 

 

Is it profiling, or is that them just doing their job? 

 

"So just the thought of dealing with someone who is an undocumented person gives them a little bit extra 

push to maybe take them to the jail and see what they can do," Yaqoob said. 

 

We asked Conway what he says to the critics who argue the county is arresting nonviolent offenders and 

sending them over to ICE. 

 

"Well, they're wrong," Conway said. "I've known illegal aliens personally for many years. They work in 

the community, they live in the community, they're great people. If they're going to be here illegally, you 

drive, you're taking a chance." 
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HEADLINE 06/06 EU warns on multi-million euro scam 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-trade-greece-hungary/eu-warns-uk-centered-china-

import-scam-may-shift-to-europes-silk-road-idUSKCN1J20U3  

GIST BRUSSELS (Reuters) - European Union anti-fraud investigators suspect Greece and Hungary may have 

become the main EU centers of a multi-million-euro scam involving imports of Chinese clothing and 

footwear that uses the infrastructure of China’s new “Silk Road”. 

 

The large-scale fraud, which consists in underdeclaring the value of imported goods to pay lower duties 
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and sales taxes, was first uncovered in Britain, where it had gone on for years, prompting the European 

Commission this year to demand that London pay 2.7 billion euros ($3.1 billion) worth of lost customs 

duties to the EU budget. 

 

Officials at the EU anti-fraud agency OLAF said they now suspected the scam could have shifted to 

Hungary and to the port of Piraeus in Athens, which has been majority-owned by China’s state-owned 

COSCO Shipping (601919.SS) since 2016. 

 

Hungarian and Greek customs data show a surge of undervalued clothing and footwear imports from 

China over the past two years, OLAF officials told Reuters. They stressed that this trend had coincided 

with a drop in undervalued Chinese imports into Britain. 

 

Customs duties in EU countries are a direct revenue for the bloc’s budget. They are collected by national 

authorities before being sent to Brussels. 

 

OLAF officials said the trend was “worrying” and that monitoring of import flows would be enhanced. 

 

Reuters exclusively reported in April that Italian authorities were investigating suspected import fraud by 

Chinese criminal gangs at Piraeus port, the largest in Greece. 
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HEADLINE 06/05 Mexico police: 7 killed in shootout 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/police-kill-shootout-mexicos-jalisco-state-55677635?   

GIST Authorities in the western Mexico state of Jalisco say seven people have been killed in a clash with state 

police. 

 

The Jalisco state prosecutor's office says officers were patrolling a dirt road in Encarnacion de Diaz when 

they came under fire from two vehicles early Tuesday. It says seven men were killed in the ensuing 

gunbattle, while two escaped. 

 

The prosecutor's statement says police vehicles were hit by gunfire, but no officers were wounded. 

 

Encarnacion de Diaz is about 110 miles (180 kilometers) northeast of Guadalajara. 
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HEADLINE 06/06 Albania: arrests in fake travel documents 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/albania-police-arrest-alleged-counterfeit-

documents-55683860?   

GIST Albanian police say they have arrested two people accused of supplying fake documents to help people 

enter Britain, Germany and other Western European countries illegally. 

 

A statement Wednesday said authorities found at their raided homes 16 counterfeit passports and many 

documents in Albanian and German. 

 

The two detained Albanians, residents of the capital, Tirana, and the port city of Durres, were paid 10,000 

to 16,000 euros ($11,700-18,700) for the fake documents. 

 

Police did not say how many people are believed to have profited from the fake documents. 

 

Albanian citizens are allowed to travel to EU member countries without visas, but they cannot break the 

limit of a 90-day stay in six months and must also offer financial guarantees for their stay. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Tariffs could be blow to national security 

SOURCE https://www.cnbc.com/2018/05/31/trumps-tariffs-a-blow-to-key-us-allies-and-us-national-

security.html  

GIST The U.S. military could be caught in the crosshairs following President Donald Trump's move to slap 

tariffs on some of the nation's closest allies. 

 

The Trump administration imposed new duties on steel and aluminum imports from the European Union, 

Canada and Mexico on Thursday citing national security concerns. The tariffs of 25 percent on steel 

imports and 10 percent on aluminum imports are slated to take effect at midnight Thursday despite 

Secretary of Defense James Mattis' recommendation of targeted tariffs. 

 

Stephen Biddle, adjunct senior fellow for defense policy at the Council on Foreign Relations, argues that 

the fresh round of tariffs will undermine America's ability to leverage allies to support U.S. interests. 

 

"The U.S. grand strategy for multiple generations has been premised on the idea that we are going to 

collaborate with rich and powerful allies that our enemy doesn't have and that this will advance American 

national security in a variety of ways," Biddle said. "The allies in question are precisely the ones that we 

are now engaged in these trade disputes with." 

 

In a Department of Defense memo related to the proposed tariffs, Mattis said that while the Pentagon 

"concurs with the Department of Commerce's conclusion that imports of foreign steel and aluminum based 

on unfair trading practices impair the national security," the U.S. military requirements for steel and 

aluminum each only represent about 3 percent of U.S. production. Mattis cited concerns about the 

"negative impact on our key allies" and said that therefore "targeted tariffs are more preferable than a 

global quota or global tariff." 

 

Speaking from the Pentagon on Thursday, chief spokeswoman Dana White said the department has yet to 

evaluate the policy. "As that just came out, we just need some time to take a look at it," White said. 

Meanwhile, the European Union, Canada and Mexico have announced plans to target a variety of U.S. 

products with equivalent measures. 

 

What's more, the Trump administration will also place quotas on other countries, such as South Korea, 

Argentina, Australia and Brazil, instead of tariffs. "This is clearly bad for our allies and partners," said 

Andrew Hunter, director of the Defense-Industrial Initiatives Group at the Center for Strategic and 

International Studies. 

 

"It's kind of a perverse dynamic that we end up targeting our partners and allies who aren't actually driving 

the overcapacity that is hurting the U.S. industry, but they are the ones that are going to pay these tariffs," 

Hunter said. 

 

Biddle, who is also a professor of international and public affairs at Columbia University, noted that 

America's allies will "re-evaluate how trustworthy the United States is as a partner on all sorts of things." 

 

"If the United States is willing to exploit a loophole in a trade negotiation," Biddle said, "what's to say the 

United States wouldn't find some legalistic excuse for not acting in some other way our allies need us to 

act on?" 

 

Similarly, Remy Nathan, vice president for international affairs at the Aerospace Industries Association, 

told CNBC in a prior interview that "oftentimes trade is political and security cooperation is political and 

the two intertwine." 
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"When we are enjoying good trade relations with other countries we have positive foreign relations, 

positive security cooperation, and they are oftentimes more interested in purchasing U.S. defense 

equipment and working with our military," Nathan said. "The opposite is also true." 
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HEADLINE 05/31 NKorea official to deliver ‘personal letter’ 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/05/31/pompeo-says-north-korean-official-to-deliver-personal-

letter-from-kim-jong-un-to-white-house.html  

GIST Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said Thursday that North Korean official Kim Yong Chol will travel to 

Washington to deliver a “personal letter” from the rogue regime’s leader Kim Jong Un, while saying talks 

for a potential summit are moving in the "right direction."  

 

Pompeo, after holding meetings with the visiting senior official in New York City, said the North Korean 

envoy will hand off the letter on Friday in D.C. It is presumably the formal response to President Trump's 

letter last week canceling the summit.  

 

But since then, planning discussions have resumed, including Pompeo's high-level meetings these past two 

days in New York. Pompeo told reporters a summit in Singapore is "expected." 

 

“I am confident we are moving in the right direction,” Pompeo said, noting that both nations had teams in 

Singapore to prepare for a summit between Trump and Kim, which was initially slated for June 12. Trump 

had called it off last week in response to threatening rhetoric from the DPRK. 

 

Pompeo said it was unclear whether the meeting would actually take place on June 12, but said that “real 

progress” has been made in meetings with North Korean officials this week. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 New north police HQ bldg. still on hold 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/homeless-camp-off-table-but-new-police-precinct-still-on-hold-in-

north-seattle  

GIST SEATTLE – People living in the Haller Lake neighborhood cheered during a community meeting 

Thursday night over the announcement that siting another homeless camp off Aurora Avenue is off the 

table for now. Still, many are concerned that plans for a new police precinct remain in limbo. 

 

The city owns an empty lot at N 128th Street and Stone Avenue where police headquarters were supposed 

to go. More recently, the property has been discussed as a possible location for a tiny house village. 

 

“Thirty-six percent of the crime in this city happens in north Seattle and yet our police station was put on 

hold,” said Cathy Moray, one of 150 neighbors who came out to hear the panel discussion. 

 

Like many of the people who live in the area, Moray said police need a new building to provide effective 

public safety throughout the north end. 

 

The plan the city had for a new north precinct got scrapped when the price tag soared to $160 million. In 

the past several weeks, talk of siting a tent encampment or tiny house village gained steam. 

 

City leaders heard the concerns and assured people at the meeting that the land won't house homeless 

people - at least in the immediate future. 

 

“Having said that, I also want to be really clear, I'm not willing to say never, only in part because I'm not 

clear where we're going to be a year from now on homelessness,” said Seattle Deputy Mayor Michael 
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Fong. 

 

As for a new police headquarters, that's on hold until a new chief is hired, which should happen by July. 

However, there are further discussions on whether the north precinct is too big and should be divided in 

two, thereby requiring two separate headquarters. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Hamas facing crisis in Gaza 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/as-hamas-faces-a-crisis-it-tries-to-turn-up-pressure-on-

israel/2018/05/31/ff0553e2-5e9f-11e8-b656-236c6214ef01_story.html?utm_term=.b6d761723095  

GIST GAZA CITY — The Islamist Hamas movement, which rules the Gaza Strip, is facing its worst crisis in 

years as it confronts a severe cash shortage, a loss of regional allies and no obvious way to ease a blockade 

that is crippling local living conditions and stoking popular discontent. 

 

As it wrestles with this predicament, Hamas is trying to turn up the pressure on Israel — most notably by 

encouraging weekly mass protests along the Gaza border fence — without provoking an all-out military 

response that analysts say the group might be too weak to withstand. The immediate aim, analysts say, is 

to loosen the years-old blockade imposed on Gaza by Israel, Egypt and the rival Palestinian Authority, 

which controls the West Bank. 

 

Some Hamas leaders have also seen the protests as a chance for Gazans to vent and direct their anger at 

Israel. But as the Palestinian death toll in the protests has mounted with each passing week, so has public 

dismay with the militant group. 

 

Hamas, which the United States considers a terrorist organization, is also trying to strike an awkward 

balance between its traditional strategy of armed resistance against Israel and the imperative to preserve 

enough calm in Gaza so the group can govern it. 

 

On Tuesday, another militant Palestinian group, Islamic Jihad, fired scores of mortar shell and rockets 

from Gaza into southern Israel, a dramatic escalation that analysts say could not have happened without 

Hamas’s knowledge and perhaps support. Israel responded with airstrikes. 

 

Hamas’s armed wing asserted joint responsibility for the shelling, and its compounds were struck by 

Israeli jets overnight. But the group’s political leadership swiftly announced a cease-fire after talks with 

Egyptian mediators — widely seen as a sign that Hamas has no interest in going to war. 

 

At the same time, the group’s leadership is considering concessions to Israel and the Palestinian Authority, 

according to the Israeli media, Arab press reports and analysts. The aim would be to win an easing of 

restrictions on Gaza that could improve conditions for its 2 million inhabitants. 

 

Unemployment in the territory is running at more than 40 percent, and the infrastructure is collapsing, with 

residents getting only four hours of electricity a day and hospitals reporting shortages of medicine and 

other crucial supplies. According to the United Nations, the territory will be “unlivable” by 2020. 

  

“Hamas is really under pressure. They have very limited options. They are ready to commit to any security 

arrangements,” said Ibrahim al-Madhoun, a columnist at the Hamas-affiliated journal al-Risala. To 

alleviate suffering in Gaza and retain power, he said, Hamas would be willing even to halt attacks on 

Israel. 

 

Madhoun said the current protests are a “last resort” for Hamas. “They didn’t have a choice,” he said. “It 

was the only way for them to try to get out of this deep crisis in Gaza.” 

 

Violent confrontation would only deepen Gaza’s misery, and Hamas, which could have trouble 

replenishing its weapons stocks, might not survive another war with Israel, analysts say. 
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Hamas’s leader in Gaza, Yehiya Sinwar, said the group “will continue in the path of popular resistance and 

will do everything possible to prevent the demonstrations from spilling into armed conflict.” Speaking in a 

May interview with Al Jazeera news channel however, he suggested that Hamas would escalate its actions 

if more Palestinians were killed. “It will demand a response from us,” Sinwar said. 

 

The decision to support the demonstrations was a major shift for an organization otherwise known for 

deadly suicide bombings and rocket attacks on Israeli towns. 

 

The protests on the border fence started as a grass-roots initiative among students and local activists 

unaffiliated with Hamas. But the group soon signed on, providing transportation and other logistical 

support, and Hamas members were among the protesters. 

 

Since late March, mostly unarmed protesters have thronged to the border fence every Friday. More than 

100 Palestinians have been fatally shot by Israeli soldiers, Gaza health officials report. 

 

Some Gazans have complained bitterly that the Hamas-backed protests have produced so many deaths and 

that living conditions ultimately have not improved. 

 

“The situation is already hard enough, and the demonstrations made it harder,” said Fares al-Alami, 30, a 

shop owner in Gaza City’s market district. “It wasn’t the right time for such protests. But I don’t think this 

government [in Gaza] has any solutions for us.” 

 

The decline of Hamas’s power has marked a stunning turn of fortunes for a movement once seen as an 

irresistible force in Gaza, where it fought three wars with Israel and has ruled for more than a decade. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Spain PM ousted from office 

SOURCE http://time.com/5298301/sanchez-rajoy-spain-prime-minister-vote/  

GIST (MADRID) — Opposition Socialist leader Pedro Sanchez has won a vote to replace Mariano Rajoy as 

prime minister, in the first ouster of a serving Spanish leader by parliament in four decades of democracy. 

 

Sanchez won the no-confidence vote with 180 votes, a slim majority in the 350-seat lower house. There 

were 169 no votes and one lawmaker abstained. 

 

Rajoy, one of Europe’s longest-serving heads of government, lost the vote following corruption 

convictions last week involving former members of his conservative Popular Party. 

 

The 46 year-old Sanchez is now the prime minister in waiting. Spain’s King Felipe VI still has to swear 

him in. 

 

Following the vote, Rajoy went over to Sanchez in the chamber and shook the incoming leader’s hand. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 India economic expansion outpaces China 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/indias-economic-expansion-outpaces-rival-china-1527779172  

GIST NEW DELHI—India’s economic expansion accelerated to the fastest pace in nearly two years, pulling 

further ahead of rival China in the race to be the world’s fastest-growing economy, as the effects fade from 

the government’s crackdown on cash and adoption of a new tax. 

 

Gross domestic product in Asia’s third-largest economy grew 7.7% in the three months through March 

compared with a year earlier, according to government data issued Thursday. That was better than 
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economists’ prediction of 7.4% and stronger than the 7% expansion in the preceding quarter. 

 

India has now held the position as the world’s fastest-growing big economy for the second quarter in a 

row, a title that China had wrested from it about a year ago. China’s economy grew 6.8% in the past two 

quarters. 

 

During the full fiscal year, India’s economy grew 6.7%, which was slower than the previous year’s 7.1% 

expansion. 

 

India’s economy had been disrupted by Prime Minister Narenda Modi’s sudden move to ban India’s high-

value currency notes—known as demonetization—and the bumpy rollout of a new nationwide value-

added tax. 

 

“It’s a healthy number and confirms that the economy is in a recovery mode,” said Anubhuti Sahay, head 

of South Asia economic research at Standard Chartered Bank. “Growth should move up to 7.2% this fiscal 

year, bringing us back to the pre-demonetization levels.” 

 

The data in India showed broad-based strengthening. The growth rate in construction nearly doubled to 

11.5%. Output of public administration and defense services also rose 13.3%, while manufacturing grew 

9.1%. 

 

Although the headline figures look impressive, much of the burden of driving the economy forward has 

been shouldered by demand. Private investments, essential to create new jobs, are lagging. Exports remain 

sluggish, and demand in the country’s rural areas hasn’t fully recovered amid heavy indebtness of farmers. 

 

As next year’s general elections near, pressure is growing on Mr. Modi to get the economy firing on all 

cylinders. Criticism is mounting that not enough jobs are being generated for the more than 10 million 

Indians joining the workforce each year. 

 

“While growth has accelerated, many voters, particularly in the rural community, aren’t feeling the 

benefits,” said Shailesh Kumar, director for Asia at Eurasia Group. But he added that Mr. Modi’s policies 

have helped bring down inflation, ensuring “support for him remains intact.” 

 

GDP growth dipped to a three-year low early last year after Mr. Modi’s high-value currency ban, aimed at 

reining in corruption, hurt demand. A quick implementation of a national tax on goods and services in July 

left businesses struggling to understand its complicated rules. 

 

While these moves initially caused pain, the outlook has brightened as businesses gradually get 

accustomed to the new system. 

 

However, threats to the South Asian economy have also grown lately with global oil prices rising sharply. 

 

Mr. Modi benefited during much of his first four years in office from low oil prices, which allowed him to 

raise taxes. But with oil near 3.5-year highs, prices at retail fuel outlets have surged, stoking public anger 

and pressure on the government to slash taxes. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Starbucks racial bias training 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/starbucks-racial-bias-training-uncomfortable-and-enlightening-

employees-react-1527807677  

GIST Some Starbucks employees said they found this week’s company training on racial bias eye-opening. But 

others said they felt uncomfortable and were left unsure how to apply the lessons to their daily jobs, 

suggesting the coffee chain has a difficult task ahead. 
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“By the end of it I was very exhausted. These are conversations I don’t ever have at work,” said Jaime 

Prater, a biracial shift supervisor at a Starbucks in Rancho Cucamonga, Calif., who participated in the four 

hours of exercises and discussions. “I don’t think Starbucks realized how uncomfortable it would be for 

people of color to have to watch these videos and talk about this. But sometimes we need to be 

uncomfortable.” 

 

Krystie Ward, a barista in Patchogue, N.Y., said Tuesday’s training was enlightening, particularly a short 

documentary produced for Starbucks by filmmaker Stanley Nelson Jr. that detailed the history of access to 

public spaces for African-Americans. It featured a black man describing how he is often followed around 

stores by employees who suspect he is going to steal something. He said he has to be aware of the way he 

acts every time he leaves his house, like making sure to keep his hands visible in certain places. 

 

“That was really powerful to me, because I couldn’t imagine living my life like that,” said Ms. Ward, who 

is white. 

 

At the more-than-8,000 company-owned cafes that closed for business Tuesday afternoon, employees 

divided into groups and huddled around iPads to watch a series of videos featuring diversity experts, 

Starbucks executives and the hip-hop artist Common talking about the nature of bias and why it is 

important to create a welcoming environment for all guests at Starbucks. 

 

They also listened to a series of audio recordings of Starbucks employees describing interactions they have 

had with customers in which their own biases became apparent. 

 

In one, an employee recalled seeing a scruffy-looking man approach a woman in line and hold out his 

hand to her, after which the woman got money out of her purse. The employee said she went up to the man 

and told him panhandling isn’t allowed in the store. The woman informed her the man was her husband. 

 

After listening to each clip, the employees discussed how they would have reacted. 

 

The Wall Street Journal reached out to dozens of baristas across the country and was connected to some 

employees by the company. 

 

Cordell Lewis, manager of the Ferguson, Mo., Starbucks, was among the employees who said the training 

seemed to make some African-Americans uncomfortable. He said he could see employees’ shoulders 

tighten as they leaned forward in their chairs. Mr. Lewis, who is biracial, also said the emphasis on 

relations between black and white people left some employees feeling excluded, something he raised with 

company leaders. “I have trans partners and Philippine partners, and they were like, ‘What about me?’” 

 

Still, Mr. Lewis, introduced to the Journal by Starbucks, said the training was the “most dynamic and 

diverse” he has received in over 15 years in retail management. 

 

Carla Ruffin, Starbucks’ regional-operations director for the New York metro area, also introduced to the 

Journal by the coffee chain, said employees shouldn’t feel burdened. “There is no price to being gracious 

and having a smile and wanting to improve someone’s day. It doesn’t take sweat.” 

 

Ms. Ruffin, who is African-American, said that when members of her exercise group were asked to 

discuss the first time they remembered experiencing bias, everyone said middle school. She said that was 

an example of how people are more alike than different—and that it showed how little she knew about her 

colleagues. 

 

Starbucks decided to hold the training sessions after a store manager in Philadelphia called the police in 

April about two black men who hadn’t bought anything and allegedly didn’t leave the store when asked. 

Starbucks said the police never should have been called and has since issued a policy saying its company-

operated stores in the U.S. are open to all visitors, whether or not they make a purchase. 

 

Some employees said they felt Tuesday’s training wasn’t substantive enough. 
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“It’s just to save face. It doesn’t really mean anything,” said an African-American Starbucks barista in 

Connecticut. He said he has never encountered a racist incident in any of the stores at which he has 

worked in Connecticut or Maryland. 

 

A barista in Ohio who is white said he found the training “wishy-washy.” He added: “I went in with an 

open mind. I was hoping we’d go through scenarios of how customers might feel in certain scenarios and 

how to make them not feel that way.” 

 

Starbucks says there will be continuing education around diversity and bias, but the company hasn’t 

shared details of what that will entail. 

 

Mr. Prater, the supervisor in Rancho Cucamonga, said it is admirable of Starbucks to start a dialogue about 

race relations but that asking overworked, hourly employees to consider their biases every time they 

interact with customers is a tall order. 

 

“The baristas are already doing five or 10 things, including taking out the garbage and cleaning the 

bathrooms,” he said. “We’re already struggling to provide the bare minimum of customer service, so when 

you throw in this, how do we even do this? This is a lot.” 
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HEADLINE 05/31 US tariffs prompt anger from trade allies 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-slaps-steel-aluminum-tariffs-on-canada-mexico-european-union-

1527774283  

GIST WASHINGTON—The Trump administration raised the prospect of a global trade war by imposing tariffs 

on imports from the closest U.S. neighbors and allies, who swiftly pledged to retaliate with duties of their 

own. 

 

President Donald Trump is pursuing an aggressive strategy to win economic concessions from neighbors 

and allies in an effort to cut the U.S. deficit in merchandise trade. 

 

The new tariffs—on steel and aluminum imports from Canada, Mexico and the European Union—come as 

the U.S. is studying global levies on autos and auto parts. The administration also plans tariffs on 

industrial supplies from China. Beijing has promised to retaliate with its own duties. 

 

Financial markets fell early on Thursday before partly recovering later, with the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average closing down 1% to 24415.84. 

 

The move follows months of U.S. threats to impose tariffs, part of a push to negotiate new trade terms. 

The Trump administration is negotiating with virtually all of its major trading partners around the globe, 

including with Mexico and Canada over the North American Free Trade Agreement. 

 

Those initiatives have generally failed to bring the large, quick victories Mr. Trump has promised. 

 

Administration officials said they were still open to deals to drop the metals tariffs. “We continue to be 

quite willing and indeed eager to have further discussions with all of those parties,” Commerce Secretary 

Wilbur Ross told reporters Thursday. 

 

The reaction from allies was swift and severe. Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said his 

government would impose a 25% tariff on steel imports from the U.S. and a 10% tariff on aluminum and a 

wide range of other U.S. goods, including some food and agricultural products. Ottawa said it would hold 

consultations for two weeks before imposing the tariffs on July 1. 

 

Mexico’s Economy Ministry said it would target a number of U.S. goods, including some steel and pipe 
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products, lamps, berries, grapes, apples, cold cuts, pork chops and various cheese products “up to an 

amount comparable to the level of damage” linked to the U.S. tariffs. 

 

The EU has said it is also planning to hit back with its own duties on U.S. exports worth €6.4 billion ($7.5 

billion), including on steel, motorcycles and some agricultural products. Up to €2.8 billion of that could go 

into effect starting June 20. The EU said it would also launch a case against U.S. measures at the World 

Trade Organization on Friday. 

 

Trade pressure on farmers has helped fuel the latest talks between U.S. and China aimed at lifting tariffs 

on soybeans, hogs and more. Here, an American farmer and a steelworker explain how tariffs are 

impacting their livelihoods. 

 

How Will Allies Respond to Trump’s Tariffs? 

 

Will President Donald Trump's decision to impose tariffs on steel and aluminum for the EU and others 

cause U.S. allies to retaliate? The Wall Street Journal's Gerald F. Seib explains. Photo: Getty 

“This is protectionism, pure and simple,” the EU’s top executive, European Commission President Jean-

Claude Juncker, said Thursday. “We will defend the Union’s interests, in full compliance with 

international trade law.” 

 

Some participants in the U.S. steel industry, which Mr. Trump has vowed to protect, applauded the move. 

“The president’s trade actions have already begun putting steelworkers back to work in Ohio and Illinois,” 

said Tom Gibson, president of the American Iron and Steel Institute. 

 

However, the United Steelworkers union, which includes Canadian members, broke with the Trump 

administration, criticizing the tariffs. 

 

Mr. Trump’s “America first” economic message continues to appeal to a wide swath of voters, especially 

in the industrial Midwest, which he credits for his victory in the 2016 presidential election. 

 

“I’ve supported steel tariffs from the beginning, because China’s cheating has cost too many Ohio 

steelworkers their jobs,” said Sen. Sherrod Brown (D., Ohio). “I’m open to carving out allies who are not 

part of the problem, but steel overcapacity is a global problem that needs a global response.” 

 

Washington announced unilateral, global steel and aluminum tariffs in March, but Canada, Mexico and the 

European Union, which includes the U.K., had been offered temporary exemptions to the duties. All three 

economies received an extension a month ago. On Thursday, Mr. Ross told reporters the exemptions won’t 

be renewed, subjecting their metals exports to the tariffs. 

 

The move capped a week of intensifying pressure on trading partners. On Tuesday, the White House 

revived a plan it had previously suspended to place tariffs on $50 billion in industrial imports from China, 

and it is studying whether tariffs should be imposed on imported cars and auto parts. 

 

The Trump administration is citing national security to justify the tariffs, arguing that America’s allies and 

rivals are employing unfair trade policies to undermine the viability of critical U.S. industries, starting 

with steel and aluminum. The administration says the national security justification comports with U.S. 

law and a special security exception at the WTO. 

 

On Thursday, the White House said the “steel and aluminum tariffs have already had major, positive 

effects on steel and aluminum workers and jobs.” 

 

The policy risks higher prices on imports, painful retaliation against U.S. exports and longer-term strife 

with allies if the Trump administration alienates politicians in allied democracies. 

 

Republican lawmakers were quick to voice their disapproval. “This is dumb,” said Sen. Ben Sasse, a 

Nebraska Republican. “Europe, Canada, and Mexico are not China, and you don’t treat allies the same 
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way you treat opponents.” 

 

Rep. Kevin Brady, the Republican chairman of the House committee that oversees trade, said the Trump 

administration “will need to come to Capitol Hill to provide answers about the indiscriminate harm these 

tariffs are causing our local businesses.” 

 

Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, said: “Tariffs on steel and 

aluminum imports are a tax hike on Americans and will have damaging consequences for consumers, 

manufacturers and workers. I will continue to push the administration to change course.” 

 

The countries hit by tariffs include some of the biggest suppliers of metals. 

 

Canada accounts for about half of the raw aluminum imported by the U.S. and about 21% of the finished 

steel imports by the U.S. It is a major provider of steel plate and hot-rolled coil steel used widely in 

manufacturing. 

 

Mexico supplies 9% of finished steel imports and 11% of semifinished steel. These are generally big slabs 

of steel that U.S. mills buy to make finished products like sheet steel and pipe. 

 

EU countries provide 17% of the steel imported by the U.S. The EU is a major supplier of stainless steel, 

high-value steel used by the automotive industry. 

 

Canada Foreign Minister Chrystia Freeland said Ottawa was considering its strongest retaliatory action 

since World War II, due to “a very bad U.S. decision.” 

 

Canadian officials made a last-ditch effort this week to get the exemption extended. Ms. Freeland visited 

U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer to plead Ottawa’s case, and Canada's government issued a 

new policy late Wednesday to prevent the dumping of cheap foreign steel into North America. 

 

Mr. Ross, who is leading the reviews of steel, aluminum and auto-industry imports, said countries aren’t 

being singled out as national-security threats but instead evaluated through a broader economic lens. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Growing: homeless living in vehicles 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/05/number-homeless-living-vehicles-could-fill-mccaw-hall  

GIST The number of people struggling with homelessness in King County has increased, again. It’s a pattern 

that’s continued since 2012, spurring the declaration of a State of Emergency in 2015 that’s in place today. 

 

There may be some comfort in the fact that this year’s increase was smaller than in past years. The new 

numbers, collected from a volunteer-driven count on Jan. 26, as well as subsequent surveys of shelters and 

youth and young adults, show a 4 percent increase, from 11,643 last year, to 12,112 people in shelters or 

on the streets this year.  

 

The methodology for the count changed last year, so comparing numbers pre-2017 is difficult. But a 4 

percent jump is less than the double digit increases of years’ past.  

 

The count also shows a slight decrease in homelessness among families with children. Veteran 

homelessness is down by a solid 31 percent.  

 

Still, no one was celebrating. "These numbers are always sobering," said Kyra Zylstra, director of King 

County's All Home.  

 

The proportion of people living on the streets relative to those in shelters increased from last year: For the 

first time, those living outside outnumbered those inside.  
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That spike is largely driven by people living in cars and RVs — up 46 percent from last year to 3,372. 

That's enough to fill McCaw Hall in Seattle, home of Seattle Opera and the Pacific Northwest Ballet, and 

leave 400 people waiting outside. Seattle and King County have struggled to create a comprehensive 

approach to people in vehicles. A parking lot, outfitted with water and electricity, was closed due to 

exorbitant costs. A proposal from Seattle Councilmember Mike O’Brien to offer more leniency on parking 

fines and to do more outreach to people in vehicles has languished.  

 

Also contributing to the increased number of people on the streets are the city’s sanctioned tent 

encampments. While the report found unsanctioned tent encampments decreased, the number of nonprofit-

run encampments more than doubled in the last year, with the operations now hosting nearly 400 people. 

 

The survey also shows a 28 percent jump in the number of people considered “chronically homeless” — 

defined by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development as people with a disabling condition 

— mental issues, chronic health problems, drug dependency or other barriers to holding down a job — 

who’ve been homeless for a year or more or have had four or more incidents of homelessness.   

 

This year’s survey confirms what the City of Seattle already concluded last year: Most of the homeless 

population lost its stable housing while living in Seattle. That’s not to say everyone is from the region 

originally, but it challenges the pervasive belief that people are moving to Seattle and King County 

specifically for homeless services.  

 

Respondents reported losing a job to be the No. 1 reason for falling into homelessness. That’s followed by 

alcohol and drug use, evictions and mental illness.  

 

As has been long the case, significant disparities still exist between races, with Black, Latino and multi-

racial people making up a disproportionate number of those struggling with homelessness. LGBTQ youth 

and young adults are also overrepresented. The number of Native people experiencing homelessness 

declined from last year, from 6 percent of the total to 3 percent. Nevertheless, that number is high 

compared to the countywide population of just 1 percent. 

 

The numbers released Thursday reflect the number of people struggling with homelessness on a given 

night. But the actual population is more fluid. Zylstra said Thursday they estimate about 30,000 people 

were homeless at some point over 2017. Compared to 2013, said Zylstra, service providers moved twice 

the number of people into housing. According to the Seattle Human Services Department, Seattle has 

housed 3,030 people in the first quarter, either by providing housing or preventing them from become 

homeless.  

 

But the need is growing faster. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Wash. gets blame: blocking fuel exports 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1005239/washington-state-blamed-for-holding-up-fossil-fuel-exports/  

GIST BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) — Republican lawmakers from Western states and industry executives on 

Thursday accused Washington state officials of unfairly blocking fossil fuel projects and dictating winners 

and losers among U.S. companies seeking to export products to Asia. 

 

Republican U.S. Sen. Steve Daines of Montana and others singled out Washington Gov. Jay Inslee, a 

Democrat, for blocking increased coal exports from Wyoming and Montana, the nation’s top coal-

producing region. 

 

U.S. coal mining contracted sharply over the past decade as natural gas and renewables captured a larger 

share of the electricity-generation market. Companies seeking to pivot to customers in Asia have been 

frustrated by the cancellation and blockage of proposed coal export terminals on the West Coast. 
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Under Inslee, Washington state regulators have blocked a coal export terminal in Longview that could 

export up to 44 million tons annually and an oil-by-rail facility that would transfer oil from the Northern 

Plains to barges for shipment to West Coast refineries. 

 

“The state of Washington is a barrier in the way of getting Montana resources exported around the world, 

including to Asia,” Daines said during an energy conference in Billings he helped organize. 

 

U.S. Sen. John Barrasso predicted during the conference that Washington’s attempt to “weaponize the 

regulatory process” by blocking permits for fossil fuel projects would have consequences in upcoming 

elections. 

 

Inslee spokeswoman Tara Lee declined to respond directly to the lawmakers’ comments. She said 

Washington officials were confident the state will prevail in pending lawsuits over the Longview terminal. 

 

“Any proposal for a project like this goes through a rigorous but objective environmental review process,” 

Lee said. “We feel confident that our lead agency is making sound decisions based on the science, as they 

should. Some projects meet the requirements, some don’t.” 

 

In denying permits for the Longview terminal, the Washington Department of Ecology said there were too 

many major harmful impacts including air pollution, rail safety and vehicle traffic. 

 

BNSF Railway Chairman Matt Rose and mining company president Everett King with Lighthouse 

Resources, which is sponsoring the Longview coal terminal, also criticized obstruction from Washington 

state. They said the targeting of fossil fuel exports would undermine attempts under the administration of 

President Donald Trump to achieve U.S. energy dominance on the global stage.  

 

U.S. coal exports to Asia more than doubled in 2017, to about 33 million short tons, according to the U.S. 

Energy Information Administration. However, most of that coal was funneled through two cities on the 

East Coast, Norfolk, Virginia, and Baltimore, Maryland, with high transportation costs a barrier to further 

growth in exports. 

 

West Coast ports provide a potentially shorter route for the fuel. 

 

Attorneys general from six states including Montana and Wyoming have argued in one of the lawsuits 

involving the stalled port that the case could impact a range of commodities, including grains and other 

fuels. 

 

In a ruling Wednesday, U.S. District Judge Robert J. Bryan rejected a bid by Washington state to dismiss 

the case. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Port Olympia executive director is out 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1005529/port-of-olympia-executive-director-on-leave-officially-out/  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — The longtime executive director of the Port of Olympia who was placed on 

administrative leave is officially out. 

 

The Olympian reports the port commission unanimously approved an agreement with Ed Galligan that had 

him resign Thursday. 

 

Under the agreement, Commission President E.J. Zita says Galligan will be available to serve as a 

consultant as necessary. 

 

Other terms of the agreement were not released.  
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When Galligan was placed on leave in April, commissioners said they wanted a change in leadership. 

Commissioner Joe Downing told The Olympian it wasn’t because of some error by Galligan. 

 

Galligan’s time at the port since late 2005 was marked by building projects on the Port Peninsula but also 

controversy over the shipment of fracking sand and military cargo. 

 

The port’s airport director Rudy Rudolph will continue to oversee the port while a search is done for a new 

director. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 New Dept. of Licensing head appointed 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1005664/gov-inslee-appoints-new-head-of-department-of-licensing/  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — Gov. Jay Inslee has appointed Teresa Berntsen as head of the Washington 

Department of Licensing. 

 

Berntsen’s appointment was announced Thursday. She replaces Pat Kohler, who is stepping down at the 

end of June. Some Latino and community groups had been calling for Kohler’s removal following 

revelations in January that the agency was routinely sharing residents’ personal information with 

immigration-enforcement authorities. But in an April 27 resignation letter, Kohler said the loss of her 

brother has caused her to reevaluate her priorities. 

 

Berntsen is currently the director of the Office of Minority and Women’s Business Enterprises. Previously, 

she served as deputy director of the Department of Licensing for more than four years. She also served as 

a policy adviser to former Gov. Chris Gregoire on statewide transportation issues. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 King Co. homeless population rises 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1005210/king-countys-homeless-population-continues-to-increase/  

GIST The homeless population in King County increased again over the past year, and more than half are 

unsheltered. 

 

The latest point-in-time count from All Home on Jan. 26 found 469 more homeless people living in the 

county than in 2017. An estimated total of 12,112 people were homeless earlier this year. 

 

All Home is the county’s homelessness coordinating agency. 

 

Additionally, there were more people living unsheltered during the homeless count this year than last year. 

People are considered living unsheltered even if they are in sanctioned camps, or vehicles. 

 

All Home notes there are more unsheltered peopled living in vehicles than previous years. On Jan. 26, 

there were an estimated 3,372 people living in vehicles; well over the 2,314 estimated in 2017. 

 

There were nearly as many people sleeping in vehicles as there were people sleeping in emergency shelters 

during the count, according to the report from All Home. 

 

The unsheltered population not living in vehicles, meanwhile, decreased. 

 

Of the 6,320 unsheltered population, 4,488 were living in Seattle at the time. 

 

Interim Director of All Home Kyra Zylstra told KIRO 7 that, compared to previous years, a 4 percent 

increase is progress. 
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“It’s not the kind of progress we all want to see,” Zylstra told KIRO 7. “But our performance data shows 

that the resources that we are investing in are housing people faster.” 

 

And some segments of the homeless population decreased significantly. The number of veterans 

experiencing homelessness decreased by 31 percent. And the number of homeless families with children 

decreased by 7 percent. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Seattle boasts housing homeless success 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1005629/2018-success-seattle-homeless/  

GIST The City of Seattle is reporting a considerable increase in the number of people it has moved off the street 

and under a roof in one year. But not all the numbers are an improvement. 

 

“We’re encouraged by the increases in placing people in housing and in the investments to enhance 

shelters with more services,” said Human Services Department Interim Director Jason Johnson. 

  

The city is boasting new numbers comparing the first quarter of 2017 with the first quarter of 2018. A total 

of 3,030 households moved into permanent housing or maintained their housing in the first quarter of 

2018. This is much higher than in 2017 — an increase of 1,241 households. 

 

The city also increased the rate at which it places people into permanent housing between the first quarters 

of 2017 and 2018. 

 

• Seattle’s diversion program (primarily helps people avoid emergency shelters) placed 19 percent 

more people into permanent housing in early 2018 than in 2017. 

 

• The rapid rehousing program got 10 percent more people into permanent housing; it also had a 

success rate of 83 percent. Funding for this program went from $4.3 million in 2017 to $7.2 

million in 2018. 

 

• Permanent supportive housing is mostly for chronically homeless people. It has had a success rate 

of 99 percent, helping people maintain housing or leave supportive housing. In the first quarter of 

2017, it was 98 percent. Funding for this program went from $9.3 million in 2017 to $13.2 million 

in 2018. 

 

• Seattle also found out that enhanced shelters helped five times more people move into permanent 

housing than basic shelters. Enhanced shelters have extended hours with case management from 

social workers. Basic shelters placed people into housing at a rate of 3.8 percent in the first quarter 

of 2018. Enhanced shelters had a success rate of 20.5 percent during that same time. These 

enhanced shelters increased their rate of placement into permanent housing by 3.7 percent between 

2017 and 2018. 

 

Other Seattle homeless numbers 

Data from the first quarter of 2018 wasn’t all good news. Seattle’s seven tiny house villages provide 

spaces for more than 300 people every night. They are at capacity. The city was able to place 17 percent of 

households into permanent housing through the villages in the first quarter of 2018. This is a 1 percent 

decrease from the same quarter in 2017. Officials expect this rate to be on the rise with new investments in 

case management at the villages. 

 

Prevention programs also saw a decrease in exits to permanent housing. That rate went from 94 percent in 

the first quarter of 2017 to 89 percent in 2018. The city notes that this program takes 90 days to offer 

support services, so some data may be missing from the first quarter numbers. 
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Seattle is slated to spend $71 million toward homelessness in 2018. That money will go toward 155 

contracts across 39 agencies to provide services to people experiencing homelessness. 

 

“We are working with agencies every day to oversee the city’s public investments to help people 

experiencing homelessness,” Johnson said. “We compile quarterly data to help us understand how our 

investments are performing as part of a system of support for people.” 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Today is National Donut Day 

SOURCE http://time.com/money/5295680/national-donut-day-2018-free-doughnuts/  

GIST When is National Donut Day 2018? You’re in luck—it’s today, Friday, June 1. And as we’ve all come to 

expect, National Donut Day—first created by the Salvation Army before World War II—is loaded with 

free doughnut deals from coast to coast. 

 

Dunkin Donuts, Krispy Kreme Doughnuts, LaMar’s Donuts, Duck Donuts, and many other shops and 

convenience stores are giving away free doughnuts on June 1 to celebrate National Donut Day 2018—or 

National Doughnut Day 2018, if you prefer the original spelling of “doughnut.” 

 

Even Papa John’s is jumping on the National Donut Day free donut bandwagon, giving away orders of its 

brand new doughnut holes for free on Friday. Walmart has free doughnuts for all customers too. 

 

Here are all the places with free doughnuts on National Donut Day 2018, along with the details on how to 

get free doughnuts. 

 

Dunkin Donuts 

To take advantage of the National Donut Day 2018 deal at Dunkin Donuts, just purchase any beverage and 

you’ll get a free donut of your choice, all day long. 

 

Krispy Kreme Doughnuts 

Krispy Kreme is celebrating National Doughnut Day 2018 by giving every guest a free doughnut, no 

purchase necessary. 

 

Walmart 

Every Walmart location in the U.S. is giving out free doughuts to customers on Friday for National Donut 

Day. Walmart says it expects to give away 1.2 million whole glazed doughnuts. 

 

LaMar’s Donuts 

At LaMar’s Donuts, everyone gets a free doughnut, no purchase required, on National Donut Day 2018. 

 

Duck Donuts 

Duck Donuts is giving away one free classic donut to every customer on Friday, June 1. 

 

Fractured Prune Doughnuts 

Customers at participating Fractured Prune Doughnuts locations get a free OC Sand Doughnut—honey-

glazed, covered in cinnamon and sugar—on National Doughnut Day 2018. 

 

Honey Dew Donuts 

Purchase any beverage (medium size or larger) at Honey Dew Donuts on National Donut Day, and you’ll 

get a free S’More Donut. 

 

Papa John’s 

Yes, pizza seller Papa John’s is getting in on the action for National Donut Day 2018. Starting June 1, 

Papa John’s is adding doughnut holes to its menu. They are coated in cinnamon and sugar and caramel 

crème, and will normally cost $4.99 for a 10-piece order—but on National Donut Day on Friday, 
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customers get a free order of doughnut holes with any online pizza purchase.  

 

Cumberland Farms 

From 5 a.m. to 10 a.m. on Friday, June 1, customers at Cumberland Farms’ renovated convenience stores 

throughout the Northeast and Florida get a free doughnut with the purchase of any dispensed beverage—

such as coffee or a fountain drink. 

 

Sugar Shack Donuts 

If you make any purchase on National Donut Day at the Washington, D.C.-area locations of Sugar Shack 

Donuts (in Arlington and Alexandria, Va., and the Shaw neighborhood in D.C.), you’ll get a special 

Donuts4Good promo card. It’s good for a free donut, and Sugar Shack encourages you to give it someone 

who has done a good deed and deserves a treat. Anyone wearing Sugar Shack gear on Friday, June 1, gets 

a free house donut as well. 

 

Factory Donuts 

The Philadelphia doughnut shop Factory Donuts is giving each customer not one but two free doughnuts 

on Friday, June 1. 

 

Edible Arrangements 

At 1,200 Edible stores worldwide, customers can get one of the chain’s fruit “donuts”—actually a cored 

Granny Smith apple covered in chocolate and other toppings—for free on National Donut Day 2018. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Hawaii: heed evacuation or face arrest 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/science/2018/06/01/hawaii-volcano-prompts-new-warning-heed-

evacuation-order-or-face-arrest.html  

GIST As molten lava continued spewing from Hawaii’s Kilauea volcano Thursday, Hawaii County ordered all 

residents of a designated portion of the hard-hit Leilani Estates development to evacuate by Friday 

morning or face possible arrest. 

 

Big Island Mayor Harry Kim declared a roughly 17-block swath of the estates “off limits indefinitely” and 

gave residents 24 hours to get out by 12:06 p.m. local time Friday, Reuters reported. 

 

Those remaining in the mandatory evacuation area beyond the deadline “do so at their own risk, with the 

knowledge that emergency responders may not respond,” the Hawaii County Civil Defense Agency said in 

a statement. 

 

The mandatory evacuation zone lies within a slightly larger area that was already under a voluntary 

evacuation order and curfew, Reuters reported. 

 

The county agency also said anyone in violation of the order will be liable for any costs associated with 

rescue operations. 

 

Meanwhile, Leilani Estates residents west of the mandatory zone were “strongly encouraged to evacuate,” 

the county said. 

 

“You are at risk of being isolated due to possible lava inundation,” the civil defense agency warned earlier 

this week. 

 

The mandatory evacuation order “gives the county greater enforcement authority” and relieves first 

responders of risk during rescues, a spokesman for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), 

who is assisting the county, told Fox News, echoing what the Hawaii county agency said. 

 

“There are no plans to go into the restricted area after 12:06 p.m. Friday and search for anyone who might 
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still be there,” he said. “But anyone found in the area after that time could be subject to arrest.” 

 

“Refusing to evacuate may put you, your family and first responders in danger,” the county agency added. 

“Heed warnings from Civil Defense officials and stay alert.” 
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HEADLINE 06/01 EU, China vow to uphold Iran nuke deal 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/06/01/eu-china-vow-to-uphold-iran-nuclear-deal.html  

GIST BRUSSELS –  The European Union and China say they will do their utmost to keep afloat an international 

agreement to stop Iran developing nuclear weapons despite the U.S. abandoning the pact. 

 

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said Friday that "we will be unswerving in upholding it." 

 

Speaking alongside EU foreign policy chief Federica Mogherini, he said the agreement has been endorsed 

by the UN and that "every party has the duty to implement it." 

 

Mogherini, who helps oversee the implementation of the 2015 nuclear deal, praised China and said 

Beijing, the EU and other partners are working "in full coordination" to save the pact. 

 

President Donald Trump last month reneged on the agreement, saying it fails to stop Iran developing 

ballistic missiles or playing a damaging role in the Middle East. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Hurricane season starts w/severe storms 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/06/01/severe-storms-flooding-heat-and-hurricane-season-starts-

today.html  

GIST The risk of strong to severe storms will fire up across the Northern and Central Plains moving into the Mid 

Mississippi Valley on Saturday. Large hail, damaging winds and isolated tornadoes will be possible. 

 

Wet weather will be in the forecast for quite a bit of the eastern third of the country. Flash flooding 

remains a concern over the Midatlantic where the ground is saturated and river levels are high. 

 

Meanwhile, dry hot, breezy weather will enhance the fire concerns over the southern Rockies and high 

plains. Temperatures could set records in many cities east of the Rockies. 

 

Hurricane Season officially begins today.  NOAA is expecting an average to above average season. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Report: US oil output jumps to record 

SOURCE https://www.oilandgasinvestor.com/report-us-oil-output-jumps-record-high-march-1704031  

GIST U.S. crude oil production jumped 215,000 barrels per day (bbl/d) to 10.47 million bbl/d in March, the 

highest on record, the Energy Information Administration (EIA) said in a monthly report on May 31. 

 

Production in Texas rose by 4% to almost 4.2 million bbl/d, a record high based on the data going back to 

2005. The Permian Basin, which stretches across West Texas and eastern New Mexico, is the largest U.S. 

oil field. 

 

Output from North Dakota held around 1.2 million bbl/d, while output in the federal Gulf of Mexico 

declined 1.1% to 1.7 million bbl/d. 
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The agency also revised February oil production down by 5,000 bbl/d to 10.26 million bbl/d. 

 

U.S. natural gas production in the Lower 48 states rose to an all-time high of 88.8 billion cubic feet per 

day (Bcf/d) in March, up from the prior record of 87.7 Bcf/d in February, according to EIA's 914 

production report. 

 

Output in Texas, the nation's largest gas producer, increased 1.3% in March to 22.7 Bcf/d, the most since 

April 2016. 

 

In Pennsylvania, the second biggest gas producing state, production dipped to 16.4 Bcf/d in March, down 

0.6% from February's record high of 16.5 Bcf/d. That compares with output of 14.8 Bcf/d in March 2017. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Ecuador: Assange can stay in embassy 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/media/2018/may/31/julian-assange-ecuador-president-lenin-moreno  

GIST Lenín Moreno, the president of Ecuador, has said Julian Assange’s asylum status in the country’s London 

embassy is not under threat – provided he complies with the conditions of his stay and avoids voicing his 

political opinions on Twitter. 

 

However, in an interview with Deutsche Welle on Wednesday, Moreno said his government would “take a 

decision” if Assange didn’t comply with the restrictions. 

 

“Let’s not forget the conditions of his asylum prevent him from speaking about politics or intervening in 

the politics of other countries. That’s why we cut his communication,” he said. Ecuador suspended 

Assange’s communication’s system in March. 

 

Moreno’s statements come two weeks after an investigation by the Guardian and Focus Ecuador revealed 

the country had bankrolled a multimillion-dollar spy operation to protect and support Assange, employing 

an international security company and undercover agents to monitor his visitors, embassy staff and even 

the British police. 

 

Over more than five years, Ecuador put at least $5m (£3.7m) into a secret intelligence budget that 

protected him while he had visits from Nigel Farage, members of European nationalist groups and 

individuals linked to the Kremlin. 

 

Earlier this month, Moreno withdrew additional security assigned to the Ecuadorian embassy in London, 

where the WikiLeaks founder has remained for almost six years. 

 

Moreno has previously described Assange’s situation as “a stone in his shoe” and repeatedly hinted that he 

wants to remove the Australian from the country’s London embassy. 

 

Assange had tweeted in support of the Catalan independence movement and challenged the UK’s 

accusation that Russia was responsible for the poisoning of a Russian former double agent Sergei Skripal 

and his daughter. 

 

“Liberty must be used with a lot of responsibility,” Moreno said, without confirming whether or not 

Assange’s access to the internet would be restored. 

 

Rafael Correa, Moreno’s predecessor who approved of the operation, defended the security measures as 

“routine and modest”. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 US ratchets up rhetoric South China Sea 
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SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/31/politics/us-warning-south-china-sea/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN)The Pentagon on Thursday ratcheted up rhetoric about China's militarization of islands 

in the South China Sea, even as the Trump administration presses China for cooperation on North Korea. 

 

When asked by a reporter about the ability of the US to "blow apart" one of China's controversial man-

made islands, Lt. Gen. Kenneth McKenzie, director of the Joint Staff, told reporters, "I would just tell you 

that the United States military has had a lot of experience in the Western Pacific taking down small 

islands." 

 

His comments come amid growing tension in the hotly contested region, as the US ramps up freedom of 

navigation operations in response to China's steady militarization of its artificial islands. 

 

The US Navy sailed two warships within 12 nautical miles of the disputed Paracel Islands in the past 

week, the first time it has used more than one vessel in the operations, which are meant to demonstrate the 

right of free passage in international waters. 

 

On Wednesday, Adm. Harry Harris, outgoing head of the US Indo-Pacific Command, said China was the 

US's "biggest long-term challenge" in the region. "Without focused involvement and engagement by the 

United States and our allies and partners China will realize its dream of hegemony in Asia," he said. 

 

The Chinese government has reacted furiously to the recent US statements. At her regular press 

conference on Thursday, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying said the US accusing 

China of militarizing the region was "like a thief crying, 'Stop thief!'." 

 

"Why does the US choose to sail every now and then close to Chinese South China Sea islands and reefs? 

What is the US trying to do?" she said. 

 

As one of the most senior officers in the Pentagon, McKenzie's words carry particular weight. 

 

He serves as a top official for Gen. Joseph Dunford, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and frequently 

is in meetings with both Dunford and US Defense Secretary James Mattis. On Thursday, McKenzie made 

clear the US military is "prepared" to "protect US and allied interests in the region." 

 

McKenzie said the United States had a lot of experience "taking down small islands that are isolated," 

referencing US military operations during World War II where thousands of US troops died as they fought 

their way across several islands in the Pacific. 

 

"So that's a core competency of the US military that we've done before; shouldn't read anything more into 

that than a simple statement of historical fact," he said. 

 

The United States regularly conducts freedom of navigation operations in the South China Sea. During the 

latest operation, the US said a Chinese ship operated in an unprofessional manner close to the US Navy 

ships. 

 

McKenzie indicated the US would not back off, saying that "we will continue to conduct freedom of 

navigation operations as is allowed by international law. And we're going to continue to do the things that 

we're doing." 

 

Mattis said earlier this week that China had not lived up to its claim that it wasn't militarizing the area. 

"They have done exactly that, moving weaponry in that was never there before." 

 

US surveillance has shown the movement of Chinese anti-ship and anti-aircraft missiles onto their 

artificial islands during recent drills. And earlier this month, Chinese state media announced that a nuclear-

capable Chinese bomber had landed on an island for the first time. 

 

Mattis also said the "steady drumbeat" of naval operations in the region would continue. 
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"We are also going to confront what we believe is out of step with international law, out of step with 

international tribunals that have spoken on the issue, and part of this is we maintain a very transparent 

military activity out in the Pacific," he said. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Lessons learned 2017 hurricane season 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/06/01/us/hurricane-season-5-things-learned-wxc/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Today marks the official beginning of the 2018 Atlantic hurricane season, which got off to an early 

start with Subtropical Storm Alberto making landfall in Florida on Monday. 

 

While we anxiously await what's in store in the 2018 season, which experts believe could be above 

normal, take a look back at five lessons from the record 2017 hurricane season in the Atlantic. 

 

Inland flooding is often the worst impact from a landfalling storm. 

Though top wind speeds get the headlines and determine the hurricane's "intensity" via the Saffir-Simpson 

hurricane scale, it is often flooding that causes the most death and destruction. 

 

According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, inland flooding accounts for more 

than 50% of hurricane-related deaths each year. 

 

The impacts often surprise residents because they can occur far from where a storm makes landfall and 

well after it has weakened. 

 

Hurricane Harvey became the most extreme example of the threat that inland flooding presents when it 

dumped unprecedented amounts of rain (up to 60 inches) in and around the Houston area after making 

landfall along the Texas coast in late August. 

 

Harvey's damage exceeded $125 billion, according to NOAA, ranking second only to Hurricane Katrina; it 

displaced more than 30,000 residents and damaged or destroyed over 200,000 homes and businesses. 

 

Unfortunately, only about one-third of those losses were insured, according to Monica Ningen, head of 

property underwriting for the United States and Canada with the reinsurance company Swiss Re. 

 

"Many people were likely surprised by the fact that a lot of the damage came from flooding rather than 

wind damage," Ningen said. "This lack of awareness may be one of the reasons why 85% of American 

homeowners don't currently have flood insurance." 

 

Don't focus on the center of the cone. 

Hurricane Irma provided a valuable reminder of often-repeated advice from the National Hurricane 

Center: "Don't focus on the skinny black line" at the center of the the agency's forecast hurricane track. 

 

"The NHC forecast cone provides some information about where the center of the storm is likely to move 

based on our track forecast errors over the past five years," according to Michael Brennan, senior 

hurricane specialist at the National Hurricane Center. 

 

"The cone doesn't provide any information about impacts from storm surge, wind, rain or other hazards, 

which often occur well outside the area included in the cone," Brennan said. 

 

But many still focus on the center of the cone and the black line that connects the projected positions, 

basing their preparations and evacuations on only that information. 

 

When powerful Category 5 Hurricane Irma was approaching Florida in early September, the forecast path 

from three or four days out showed the center of a major hurricane tracking up the eastern coast of the 
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state. 

 

Initial evacuations included Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm Beach counties on the eastern coast -- and a 

number of residents in those counties evacuated to the northern and western parts of the state. 

 

But as the forecast evolved, the track shifted west, and it became evident Irma's center would track more 

up the western flank of Florida, prompting evacuation orders for Naples, Fort Myers and Tampa. 

 

"During Irma, too much attention was paid to small changes in the official track forecast of the center as it 

shifted from the east coast to the west coast of Florida," Brennan recalled. 

 

"Even 48 hours out, average track forecast errors are about 80 miles, and the southern Florida peninsula is 

only 50 or 60 miles wide, so everyone in southern Florida and the Florida Keys was at risk of seeing direct 

impacts from the core of a major hurricane." 

 

Many on the west coast of Florida were surprised by the shifted track and were not prepared to evacuate. 

Evacuations were further complicated by the added traffic from those who had evacuated southeastern 

portions of the state and found themselves still in the path of the dangerous storm. 

 

"That's why everyone under a hurricane or storm surge watch/warning needs to prepare and follow the 

advice of their local government officials, even if the exact track forecast doesn't go right over their area," 

Brennan advised. 

 

Underdeveloped areas are far more vulnerable to a hurricane's impacts. 

Hurricane Maria, which moved through the southern Caribbean and made a direct hit on Puerto Rico, "was 

comparable to Irma in its maximum wind damage, but also similar to Harvey in the feet of rain it dumped 

across Puerto Rico," according to NOAA. 

 

But the widespread devastation it left in its wake and the long-lasting toll it took on the island's 

infrastructure were unparallelled elsewhere in the United States during the 2017 season. 

 

"Maria essentially crippled the entire infrastructure system in Puerto Rico, including the island's power 

grid, its water, transportation and communications networks and its energy facilities," Ningen said. 

 

"The poor suffer disproportionately when a disaster strikes," writes Marcelo Guigale, director of financial 

advisory and banking for the World Bank. "They are more exposed, more vulnerable, and less able to 

recover." 

 

Even before the hurricane, Puerto Rico was mired in economic despair, having filed the largest municipal 

bankruptcy just months before the hurricane ravaged the island. 

 

The socioeconomic hardships endured by Puerto Ricans meant they were unprepared for a disaster like 

Maria. 

 

Ningen says the focus needs to be on avoiding damage (securing roofs and protecting and maintaining 

infrastructure) as well as mitigating the impact (having insurance and financial reserves to cover post-

storm efforts). 

 

Though power returned to most customers in Florida a couple of days after Irma, it took months for Puerto 

Rico after Maria. In fact, six months after Maria hit, there were still over 100,000 Puerto Ricans in the 

dark. 

 

Just because you get hit by one storm doesn't mean you won't get hit again. 

If there was one theme to the 2017 Atlantic hurricane season, it might be "Oh, no, not again!" 

 

Starting with Harvey in late August and lasting through Nate in October, hurricanes affected land 
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seemingly nonstop. And several places in the Caribbean and US Gulf Coast had to deal with more than 

one. 

 

The US and British Virgin Islands endured back-to-back Category 5 hurricanes in Irma and Maria within 

two weeks of each other. 

 

The tiny Caribbean island of Barbuda, part of the nation of Antigua and Barbuda, was devastated by 

Hurricane Irma when it was at peak intensity of 185 miles per hour and then had to be completely 

evacuated only four days later as Hurricane Jose approached. 

 

It was the first time the island had been without people in over 300 years, said the country's US 

ambassador, Ronald Sanders. 

 

Building codes matter. 

Floridians who lived through Hurricane Andrew in 1992 have horrible memories of surviving one of the 

strongest storms ever to hit South Florida, which left parts of the state devastated. There are now stricter 

building codes, such as prohibiting particle board and requiring fasteners on roofs. 

 

"For the 2004 and 2005 hurricane seasons, we found that homes built to code in Florida experienced up to 

70% lower wind losses compared to homes not built to code," said James Done, a project scientist with the 

National Center for Atmospheric Research's Mesoscale & Microscale Meteorology Laboratory. 

 

Florida has some of the strictest building codes in the state, costing home builders an extra 45%, but the 

peace of mind may be worth it. 

 

Take Irma: The category 4 storm was one of the most powerful Atlantic hurricanes on record. It blew 

across the Florida Keys with 126-mph sustained winds before slamming into Marco Island with 111-mph 

sustained winds. "We had flood experts and underwriters on the ground after the events, and it was striking 

to see images of how much better the newer buildings, built with stricter codes, fared," Ningen said. 

 

Certain homes were total losses, while others a block away look untouched, roofs perfectly intact. 

 

"Strong and well-enforced building codes are even more important, and maybe even more cost-effective, 

in this new era of stronger hurricanes," Done said. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Deadly storms Mid-Atlantic region 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/deadly-storm-north-carolina-virginia-flash-flooding-severe-

weather-latest-forecast-today-2018-05-31/  

GIST CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. -- At least three people are dead as remnants of Subtropical Storm Alberto, 

the first named storm of the season, pounds the mid-Atlantic Thursday night with flash floods possible. 

Two people were killed Wednesday by a mudslide in North Carolina while another died in a flood in 

central Virginia. 

 

Search and rescue teams from across Virginia spent the day combing an area outside of Charlottesville 

looking for a couple who were swept away during Wednesday night's violent storm. 

 

"There is one vehicle still unaccounted for and they haven't found it down the creek anywhere yet," said 

Captain Allen Carwile of the Lynchburg Fire Department. 

 

Search-and-rescue teams think that the car that's missing would have been swept off of a road into Ivy 

Creek. Crews are going step by step with sticks checking piles of debris. They are looking for any signs of 

the two people that were believed to be inside the missing car. 
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CBS News has learned that 6 to 10 inches of rain came down very fast and created a flash flood and a lot 

of water inundated the road. The debris is waist high and well above the creek bed. It was a torrent of 

water that would have come on in a flash. 

 

Authorities have declared a local emergency after powerful flood waters washed out large portions of 

county roads. 

 

Police in Boone, North Carolina, say heavy rains caused a hillside to give way causing a massive mudslide 

which led to a gas explosion leaving one house in splinters. Two people were killed. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Italy forms populist govt; first for Europe 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/italy-gets-western-europe-s-1st-populist-government-n879111  

GIST MILAN — Italy's anti-establishment 5-Star Movement and the right-wing League succeeded Thursday in 

forming western Europe's first populist government, which will be headed by a political novice. 

 

League leader Matteo Salvini and 5-Star leader Luigi Di Maio agreed to shuffle the proposed roster of 

government ministers amid a financial market scare. They moved Paolo Savona, the 81-year-old 

euroskeptic economist vetoed by Italy's president from overseeing the economy ministry, to a European 

affairs Cabinet post. Savona had said previously that Italy should have a contingency plan to abandon the 

euro. 

 

After the fits, starts and financial turbulence of recent days, the realization of a 5-Star-League coalition 

government put its populist posture on full display in Salvini's first public remarks. He returned from 

Rome to address a crowd of supporters in his northern home region of Lombardy. 

 

"I want to make Italy a protagonist in Europe again. With good manners and without creating confusion. 

But I am fed up of governments with the hat in their hand," Salvini said to cheers. "We are second to no 

one." 

 

Just a short time earlier, President Sergio Mattarella's office announced that the new premier, University of 

Florence law professor Giuseppe Conte, and his ministers would be sworn in Friday afternoon. 

 

It was a stunning comeback from Sunday evening, when Conte — the premier-designate at the time — left 

a meeting with Mattarella empty-handed and returned to his teaching job. 

 

Emerging from a similar meeting with a different ending Thursday night, Conte read off his Cabinet list 

and pledged that "we will work with determination to improve the quality of life of all Italians." 

 

The Cabinet includes Di Maio— architect of the government's proposed basic income for struggling 

Italians — as welfare minister and Salvini — who has pledged to expel hundreds of thousands of migrants 

— as interior minister. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Vegas casino workers prepare for strike 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/possible-las-vegas-casino-workers-strike-looms-contracts-

set-expire-n879086  

GIST The labor contracts of 50,000 workers at Las Vegas' Strip and downtown casinos expired at midnight 

Thursday, raising the prospect of a strike. 

 

They include bartenders, food and cocktail servers, porters and cooks at 34 casino resorts who are 

members of the Culinary Union. By 4:30 a.m. ET on Friday, the union had not called for an actual 
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walkout. 

 

Last week, 25,000 unionized workers voted 99 percent in favor of authorizing a strike should their 

contracts expire. 

 

Caesars Entertainment Corporation and MGM Resorts International — as well as other properties 

including Caesars Palace, the Bellagio, the MGM Grand, Excalibur and Luxor — are all potentially 

affected. 

 

If a large-scale strike is called, it would be the first in more than three decades. 

 

The Culinary Union said in a statement early Friday that hospitality workers were now "preparing for a 

citywide strike" and planned to begin making "thousands of strike picket signs." 

 

The union added that negotiations were ongoing with Caesars Entertainment regarding a new contract. 

 

On Thursday, union spokeswoman Bethany Khan said no more meetings had been scheduled with MGM. 

 

MGM Resorts International said in a statement Thursday that "we are confident that we can resolve the 

outstanding contract issues and come to an agreement that works for all sides." 

 

Caesars Entertainment issued a similar statement saying that it "continues to meet with the Culinary Union 

to finalize a new 5-year contract," and "we are confident that we will achieve a tentative agreement 

without a work stoppage." 

 

The union has failed to come to terms with management over a new contract, citing grievances like wages, 

training, sexual harassment by guests, and the fear of various positions being replaced by robots or 

automation. 

 

They've asked MGM and Caesars for annual raises of about 4 percent for the next five years while the 

casinos have countered with 2.7 to 2.8 percent, documents released by the union say. 

 

Around 24,000 workers are affected under the MGM contract and 12,000 are under the Caesars contract, 

the union said. 

 

The average hourly wage of Las Vegas Strip workers is $23, including benefits such as premium-free 

health care, a pension and a 401(k) retirement savings plan, and $20,000 down-payment assistance for 

first-time homebuyers. 

 

Downtown casino and resort properties could be affected as well. The union says the expiring contracts 

affect workers at the Golden Nugget, the D, Binion’s and El Cortez, among others. 

 

The last time there was a city-wide strike involving casino workers was in 1984. That strike spanned 67 

days. During that time, union members lost an estimated $75 million in wages and benefits, while the city 

lost a similar amount in tourism revenue, the Associated Press reported. Millions more were lost in 

gambling income. 

 

The Culinary Union released an analysis from UNITE HERE Gaming Research on Wednesday that 

estimated a one-month strike could cost MGM Resorts International and Caesars Entertainment 

Corporation over $300 million in operating profits. 

 

Gambling is big business in Las Vegas. Around 42 million people are estimated to have visited the city in 

2017, according to the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority. The authority says spending sourced 

to those 42 million visitors was estimated at $34.8 billion that same year. 

 

In Clark County, where Las Vegas is located, gaming revenue was around $9.5 billion in fiscal year 2017, 
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with more than $6 billion of that coming from the Las Vegas Strip, according to a Nevada Gaming Control 

Board report released in January (those numbers are before expenses are taken into account). 

 

And the Las Vegas Golden Knights hockey team, which are in the Stanley Cup playoffs in their first year, 

have home games scheduled in Las Vegas against the Washington Capitals beginning June 7, adding to the 

potential loss in tourist and casino revenue. 

 

The union has called on visitors to not patronize hotels and casinos if a strike is called, and are urging 

people not to cross picket lines if there is a labor action. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Hawaii workers bulldoze escape path  

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/05/31/hawaii-volcano-bulldozing-emergency-evacuation-

route-lava/659222002/  

GIST Contractors on Hawaii's Big Island have begun bulldozing an emergency evacuation route through an old 

lava flow over fears the ongoing eruption could trap thousands of people by destroying existing roads. 

 

Highlighting the urgency, authorities on Thursday morning called for new evacuations of the Vacationland 

coastal area as lava approached, warning of possible inundation. 

 

To create the new evacuation route, workers are removing cold, hardened lava from a section of Chain of 

Craters road, which runs from the coast up the flank of the volcano Kilauea through Volcanoes National 

Park. The road – initially built in 1965 – has been repeatedly covered by lava flows, including the ones 

that destroyed the town of Kalapana in 1990. 

 

Re-opening the road would give residents in the town of Pahoa, the Leilani Estates and coastal areas a new 

escape route if the current flow continues to block and threaten roads. The primary escape routes are to the 

northeast. The new road would provide a southwestern evacuation route. 

 

The Hawaii Department of Transportation and Volcanoes National Park said in a joint statement that 

rough grading and other reconstruction efforts to make the road passable are expected to take two weeks or 

less. 

 

"The route is for evacuation purposes only, and will not be an alternate route for travel to and from the 

Kalapana area," the statement said. 

 

The kind of hardened lava left by Kilauea's flows is relatively easy to remove with heavy equipment, and 

officials say contractors started work on Wednesday. This section of road is already mostly passable 

except for a short section blocked by lava flows in 2015 and 2016. 

 

The current lava flows east of Pahoa have forced the evacuation of thousands of residents and destroyed 

close to 100 structures, including at least 41 homes. Residents say they expect the toll to be far higher 

when authorities can properly inspect the area. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Claim: Parkland cops stymied paramedics 

SOURCE http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/broward/article212296004.html  

GIST During the chaos of the Parkland school shooting, paramedics from Coral Springs-Parkland Fire 

Department were desperate to go inside the building where students were wounded and dying. 

 

Michael McNally, deputy chief for Coral Springs fire-rescue, asked six times for permission to send in 

specialized teams of police officers and paramedics, according to an incident report he filed after the Feb. 
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14 Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School shooting that left 17 people dead. 

 

But every time McNally asked to deploy the two Rescue Task Force teams — each made up of three 

paramedics and three to four law enforcement officers — the Broward Sheriff's Office captain in charge of 

the scene, Jan Jordan, said no. 

 

"The [BSO] incident commander advised me, 'She would have to check,' " McNally wrote in the report 

released Thursday by Coral Springs. "After several minutes, I requested once again the need to deploy 

RTF elements into the scene to ... initiate treatment as soon as possible. Once again, the incident 

commander expressed that she 'would have to check before approving this request.' " 

 

Even after the shooter had been arrested, the answer remained the same. 

 

It's not known whether paramedics, who arrived at Stoneman Douglas within minutes of the shooting, 

could have saved lives. Thirty-four people had been shot inside the school's freshman building. Gunshot 

wound victims can bleed out quickly, meaning fast action is necessary. The special RTF teams allow 

paramedics to treat victims under the protection of police officers in situations where a shooter has been 

pinned down or fled but has not necessarily been captured. 

 

SWAT medics went in instead, although it's not clear exactly how many or when. 

 

The RTFs were denied entry, a command decision first reported by Fox News, because authorities weren't 

sure where shooter Nikolas Cruz was and didn't want to put the paramedics in danger. At one point, 

commanders were relying on school security footage that showed Cruz still in the freshman building. But 

the footage was — unknown to them — running on a 20-minute delay. Cruz had actually fled roughly six 

minutes after opening fire at 2:21 p.m. 

 

"I’m not saying the [RTFs] would have made a difference and I’m not saying they wouldn’t have made a 

difference, but it would have been more medics and more hands helping out," Coral Springs Fire Chief 

Frank Babinec said in an interview Thursday. 

 

Veda Coleman-Wright, a spokeswoman for BSO, said in an email Thursday evening that medics are only 

sent in "after it has been confirmed the threat is mitigated." 

 

The video confusion was one of many mistakes that hampered law enforcement's response to the worst 

school shooting in Florida history. 

 

Instead of having extra paramedics in the building, law enforcement officers brought injured victims — 

sometimes on golf carts — to a medical staging area hastily assembled nearby. Then they were sent to 

hospitals. Fifteen of the 17 mortally wounded victims died at the school. Another 17 people survived their 

injuries. 

 

In his report, McNally, who had been ordered to act as a liaison between Coral Springs fire command and 

BSO, also claimed BSO's command post was severely dysfunctional. Communication was difficult, 

McNally said, because he often could not locate Jordan, BSO's district commander for Parkland. 

 

"The command post was inundated with too many people and made it impossible to establish and 

function," McNally wrote, echoing criticisms of the disorganization and lack of a unified command 

structure that plagued BSO's response to a deadly shooting at the Fort-Lauderdale-Hollywood 

International Airport last year. 

 

At least three additional fire-rescue incident reports released Thursday by Coral Springs confirmed that 

BSO had denied requests to send in the rescue teams. Coral Springs provides fire service in the city of 

Parkland. BSO provides law enforcement. 

 

In his report, McNally acknowledged that RTF teams may not have helped in the end — but he said 
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Jordan couldn't have realized that when she repeatedly denied his requests. 

 

"Later, it was determined that the RTF element may not have aided in any additional care to patients," 

McNally wrote. "However, this information was not known at the time of the requests." 

 

BSO Sheriff Scott Israel has faced criticism for his leadership since the shooting. He handpicked Jordan, a 

former colleague from the Fort Lauderdale Police Department, to head the relatively trouble-free Parkland 

district. 

 

As criticism of the response to the Parkland massacre has intensified, Coral Springs and BSO have pointed 

fingers at each other. The Florida Department of Law Enforcement is investigating the overall law 

enforcement performance. 

 

The decision by Jordan to keep the paramedics sidelined is not the only criticism of her that day. At least 

four BSO deputies were on campus as Cruz was still firing, but they said they were unable to figure out 

where the shooting was happening, even as an unarmed school security guard and Coral Springs police 

officers rushed toward the building. When Jordan arrived on scene, her only recorded command was for 

deputies to form a perimeter around the school, although BSO says that's because her radio failed as the 

county's communications system overloaded. 

 

Medical air rescue was also denied because Cruz, who would be arrested off campus more than an hour 

after the shooting began, had not yet been captured. 

 

After Cruz's arrest off campus at 3:40 p.m. — when it would have been safe for RTFs to operate — 

McNally said he again asked Jordan to deploy the special teams. Again, she refused. 

 

Babinec, the Coral Springs chief, said by that time all patients had been treated so there would have been 

nothing for the teams to do. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Indonesia Merapi volcano erupts 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/indonesias-merapi-volcano-ejects-towering-column-

ash-55577736?   

GIST Indonesia's Mount Merapi shot a towering plume of ash about 6 kilometers (4 miles) high Friday in an 

eruption authorities said lasted two minutes. 

 

The National Disaster Mitigation Agency said the volcano's alert status, raised last month from the lowest 

level, is unchanged and a 3-kilometer (1.8-mile) no-go zone around the crater remains in force. 

 

It said the eruption at 8.20 a.m. caused no panic and nearby Adi Sucipto Yogyakarta International Airport 

is still open to flights. 

 

The mountain is about 30 kilometers (18 miles) from center of Yogyakarta city on the densely populated 

island of Java. 

 

About a quarter million people live within a 10-kilometer (6-mile) radius of the volcano. 

 

Merapi's last major eruption in 2010 killed 347 people. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Oregon officials extend water alert 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/oregon-officials-extend-water-alert-capital-city-55571379  
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GIST The National Guard will hand out free water to residents who can't drink tap water contaminated by an 

algae bloom in the Salem, Oregon, area, and state law enforcement authorities are looking into claims of 

price gouging after officials extended an emergency drinking water advisory. 

 

Gov. Kate Brown's office said Thursday the water will be distributed to people at 10 locations in the state's 

capital and Stayton because of toxins created by a bloom at Detroit Lake, a municipal reservoir. 

 

Officials had earlier warned young children and people with compromised immune systems against 

drinking tap water in the area. At a press conference Thursday, Salem water quality supervisor Lacey 

Goeres-Priest said a best-case scenario would see the advisory lifted no earlier than after collecting safe 

water samples both Friday and Saturday.  

 

"This is a living thing," Powers said, referring to the algae that creates the toxins. "We're not going to 

speculate as to whether it's going to get better or get worse." 

 

State law enforcement authorities are also looking into claims of price gouging on bottled water in the 

area, said Kristina Edmunson, a spokeswoman for the Oregon Department of Justice. Officials have 

received more than a dozen complaints so far and expect more as consumers become aware they can report 

the incidents. 

 

Alan Torga, of Salem, was one person who complained after he said employees at a supermarket asked his 

mother for $25 for a case of 36 bottles of water. 

 

"She picked up on it and called me," Torga said, adding that he told his mother not to pay the price. Later, 

at another supermarket, she saw employees selling gallons of water for about $13, he added. "It's really 

unfortunate that people are getting gouged like this." 

 

Brown declared a localized state of emergency in part to empower the attorney general to look into the 

complaints, said Bryan Hockaday, a spokesman for the governor. 

 

The developments follow earlier confusion generated when officials used a wireless alert system to blast a 

cryptic warning Tuesday to "Prepare for Action" onto cellphones around the city, referring only to a "Civil 

Emergency." Officials blamed the truncated message on a computer glitch that cut off crucial information: 

The alert was only for a limited water advisory. 

 

An update was issued about 30 minutes after the first alert, but shelves at many local grocery stores were 

stripped bare of bottled water within hours, and residents relayed stories of anxiously waiting to determine 

exactly what kind of civil emergency they faced. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Puerto Rico: up to 2mo. to restore power 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/official-months-restore-power-puerto-rico-

55565003?   

GIST It could take up to another two months to fully restore power in Puerto Rico as crews across the U.S. 

territory prepare to strengthen its electrical grid amid a new hurricane season, the power company director 

told The Associated Press on Thursday. 

 

Walter Higgins, the new CEO of Puerto Rico's Electric Power Authority, said the company just awarded a 

$500 million contract to Florida-based MasTec to help with power restoration efforts and plans to build a 

better, more efficient grid. Another $900 million contract was recently awarded to Cobra Energy, and a 

third contract is still being finalized, he said. 

 

"We all wish we were further along," he said of efforts to restore power to the more than 11,000 customers 

who remain in the dark more than eight months after Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico as a Category 4 
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storm.  

 

Higgins estimated it could take $5 billion to $8 billion to strengthen the grid and said the islands of 

Vieques and Culebra would be first places where the grid would be built to modern standards, starting 

within four months. This would include installing new poles, wires and transformers as well as smart 

meters and renewable power sources for an estimated $150 million to $160 million. 

 

He said it will take years to modernize and strengthen Puerto Rico's electrical grid, and that it's too early to 

say what will happen if and when the power company or its operations are privatized. The island's Senate 

approved a bill late Wednesday that would allow for the privatization of assets of the Electric Power 

Authority, which carries $9 billion in public debt and relies on infrastructure nearly three times older the 

industry average. The bill has not yet been signed by the governor. 

 

"The Senate is starting to modernize Puerto Rico's electrical system, a process that should have started 

years ago," said opposition Sen. Eduardo Bhatia. 

 

Higgins said he feels it would be best to privatize the generation of energy and then award one concession 

for transmission and distribution. If a company were to simply buy the Electric Power Authority, the 

federal government has the right to demand it be repaid for the more than $3.8 billion it has invested so far 

in reconstruction efforts, he said, adding that the U.S. government has agreed to pay for all emergency 

power restoration efforts for another three months. 

 

In addition, private utilities cannot get federal aid in the wake of a natural disaster, and if a company were 

unable to deal with storm-related losses, it could claim bankruptcy, Higgins warned. 

 

"Puerto Rico was lucky that with this disaster, it was able to get the aid," he said. "This is working out 

both opportunistically and financially. ... If you're going to have to have this crisis, this is probably the way 

it should happen. I hate to say that." 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Israel to invest in neglected neighborhoods 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-invest-neglected-palestinian-areas-jerusalem-

55566263?   

GIST The Israeli government on Thursday unveiled what it billed as a groundbreaking program to invest 

hundreds of millions of dollars in long-neglected Palestinian neighborhoods of east Jerusalem. 

 

The "Leading Change" program aims to reduce the huge social gaps between the Palestinian 

neighborhoods and the overwhelmingly Jewish western part of the city. Palestinian neighborhoods suffer 

from poor infrastructure, neglect and subpar public services, and nearly 80 percent of the city's Palestinian 

families live in poverty. 

 

The program will invest 2 billion shekels, or $560 million, in three core areas: education, infrastructure 

and helping Palestinian women enter the work force. The money will be spent on a variety of programs, 

including nine pilot projects, in the coming five years, with the aim of attracting further government and 

private investment down the road. 

 

Various government ministries, along with the city of Jerusalem, will carry out the program, which was 

launched at a ceremony at President Reuven Rivlin's official residence on Thursday. 

 

Rivlin, a proponent of coexistence, praised what he called "the most comprehensive attempt by the 

government to date to narrow the gaps and to develop the economy" of east Jerusalem. 

 

He said east Jerusalem has experienced "lost generations" over the decades. "I very much hope that the 

near future will ensure hope for change, and ensure that we not give up on future generations." 
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Israel captured east Jerusalem in the 1967 Mideast war and annexed the area in a move that is not 

internationally recognized. Israel considers east Jerusalem an inseparable part of its capital, while the 

Palestinians seek the area as the capital of a future state. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 NKorea complains of ‘US hegemonism’ 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-foreign-minister-arrives-talks-north-korea-

55552209?   

GIST North Korean leader Kim Jong Un complained of "U.S. hegemonism" to Russia's visiting foreign minister 

on Thursday, as one of his top lieutenants was in New York trying to pave the way for a summit with 

President Donald Trump. 

 

Kim told Sergey Lavrov that he hopes to boost cooperation with Russia, which has remained largely on 

the sidelines in recent months as Kim has reached out diplomatically to the United States as well as to 

South Korea and China. 

 

"As we move to adjust to the political situation in the face of U.S. hegemonism, I am willing to exchange 

detailed and in-depth opinions with your leadership and hope to do so moving forward," Kim told Lavrov.  

 

Kim has previously made harsher comments and even threatened to launch nuclear attacks on the United 

States numerous times. But his comments Thursday come at a sensitive moment, when a senior North 

Korean official was in New York for talks with U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on the planned 

summit. 

 

After his meeting with North Korean senior envoy Kim Yong Chol, Pompeo said "real progress" has been 

made in the last three days toward setting the conditions needed for Trump and Kim Jong Un to have a 

successful summit in Singapore. Still, Pompeo said he doesn't yet know whether the meeting will proceed 

on the announced date of June 12 and that he believes North Korea's leaders are contemplating a different 

path forward that would allow their nation to more fully integrate into the international community. 

 

Kim Yong Chol, the highest-level North Korean official to visit the United States in 18 years, plans to 

travel to Washington to convey a personal letter by Kim Jong Un to Trump. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 UN, Myanmar reach agreement ‘next step’ 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/agencies-agree-return-rohingya-myanmar-

55560864?   

GIST Myanmar and the United Nations agreed to take steps to create conditions for the safe return of about 

700,000 Rohingya Muslims who have fled military-led violence into Bangladesh. 

 

The agreement announced by the government and two U.N. agencies on Thursday calls for a framework of 

cooperation that will lead to the "voluntary, safe, dignified and sustainable" repatriation of Rohingya 

refugees "to their places of origin or of their choosing." 

 

The U.N. refugee agency said that the conditions for voluntary return are not conducive yet. The 

memorandum of understanding — which is expected to be signed next week — "is the first and necessary 

step to support the government's efforts to change that situation and is also intended to support recovery 

and resilience-based development for the benefit of all communities living in Rakhine state," UNHCR said 

in a statement. 

 

Myanmar and Bangladesh agreed in November to begin repatriating the Rohingya, but the refugees 
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expressed concern that they would be forced to return and would face unsafe conditions in Myanmar if the 

process is not monitored by international aid groups. 

 

The government said in a statement that it initialed the agreement with the U.N. Development Program 

and UNHCR for their assistance so that verified displaced people "can return voluntarily in safety and 

dignity." 

 

The U.N. said the agreement also provides for the two agencies to be given access to western Rakhine 

state, where most of the violence against the Rohingya has occurred since August. 

 

It said that will allow the refugee agency to assess the situation, carry out protection activities, and provide 

information to refugees about conditions in their home areas so that they can better decide whether they 

want to return. 

 

Myanmar's security forces have been accused of rape, killing, torture and the burning of Rohingya homes. 

The United Nations and the United States have described the army crackdown as "ethnic cleansing." The 

government has denied the accusations, instead blaming the violence on Rohingya insurgents who 

attacked security posts that triggered the reprisals and the latest exodus of the population that has long 

been denied citizenship and other basic rights. 

 

The government of predominantly-Buddhist Myanmar says Rohingya are illegal migrants from 

Bangladesh, even though some have lived in the country for generations. 

 

Myanmar has said so far it will only allow refugees with identity documents — which most Rohingya lack 

— to return. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 South Sudan faces UN arms embargo 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/vote-sanctions-south-sudan-55562836?   

GIST The U.N. Security Council adopted a U.S.-sponsored resolution Thursday that threatens an arms embargo 

on South Sudan and sanctions against six people including the country's defense chief if fighting doesn't 

stop and a political agreement reached. 

 

The resolution received just the minimum 9 "yes" votes, with six countries abstaining: Russia, China, 

Bolivia, Kazakhstan, Equatorial Guinea and Ethiopia. 

 

The resolution asks Secretary-General Antonio Guterres to report by June 30 on whether fighting is taking 

place and "a viable political agreement" has been reached.  

 

If he reports fighting or lack of an agreement, it says the Security Council will consider imposing an arms 

embargo or sanctions against the six officials — or both measures within five days. 

 

There were high hopes that South Sudan would have peace and stability after its independence from 

neighboring Sudan in 2011. But the country plunged into ethnic violence in December 2013 when forces 

loyal to President Salva Kiir, a Dinka, started battling those loyal to Riek Machar, his former vice 

president who is a Nuer. 

 

A peace deal signed in August 2015 didn't stop the fighting, and a cessation of hostilities agreement this 

past Dec. 24 was broken within hours. 

 

The African Union's eight-nation Intergovernmental Authority for Development, which is holding a 

summit in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, has been trying to revive the failed peace agreement. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Rival Koreas resume peace talks 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/rival-koreas-resuming-high-level-peace-talks-

55575817?   

GIST North and South Korea on Friday resumed senior-level peace talks Seoul sees as an important step in 

building trust with Pyongyang amid a U.S.-led diplomatic push to persuade the North to give up its nuclear 

weapons. 

 

The meeting at the inter-Korean border village of Panmunjom follows a meeting in New York between 

U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and senior North Korean envoy Kim Yong Chol where they 

discussed a potential summit between President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. 

American delegations are also meeting with North Koreans in Panmunjom and Singapore as part of efforts 

to confirm the summit that may take place on June 12 in Singapore. 

 

South Korea's Unification Ministry said the Korean senior officials during the morning session of their 

meeting exchanged views on setting up a liaison office in the North Korean border town of Kaesong and 

arranging a joint event to commemorate the "June 15 Declaration" for peace adopted after the first inter-

Korean summit in 2000. The North said agreed that the liaison office should be established as quickly as 

possible and proposed the event celebrating the June 15 Declaration to be held in the South, the ministry 

said.  

 

South Korea also proposed military talks on reducing tensions across their heavily armed border and Red 

Cross talks to resume reunions of families separated by the 1950-53 Korean War, the ministry said. There 

could also be discussions about fielding combined teams in some sports at the Asian Games in August. 

 

South Korean President Moon Jae-in, who met with Kim Jong Un twice in the past two months, has said 

progress in inter-Korean reconciliation will be a crucial part of international efforts to resolve the nuclear 

standoff with North Korea because Pyongyang wouldn't give up its nuclear program unless it feels its 

security is assured. 

 

Ri Son Gwon, chairman of the North's agency that deals with inter-Korean affairs, told Cho at the start of 

the meeting that the rivals should work on building "trust and consideration for each other" to carry out the 

agreements of the recent inter-Korean summits. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Female truckers sue long-haul company 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/sexual-harassment-lawsuit-long-haul-trucking-company-

age/story?id=55542493  

GIST “Jane” thought driving a truck would be her ticket into the middle class. She had been working two full-

time jobs – one at the local McDonald’s, the other as a housekeeper in a hotel – but money was still tight.  

 

“I got so tired of it,” she said. “I was always going. I'd get maybe an hour's sleep on the bus and be at the 

next job.”  

 

She decided she was ready for a change, so she took a job as a driver at CRST, Expedited Inc., one of the 

largest team trucking companies in the country with more than 3,500 drivers and average revenues of $1.5 

billion per year, where she would receive a bigger salary, full benefits and paid vacations. 

 

But Jane is a minority within the male-dominated trucking industry. According to the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, only 6 percent of the nation’s 3.5 million truck drivers are women, and CRST drivers work in 

teams, meaning there are two drivers in each cab with bunk beds to sleep in. Teams can cover more 

ground in a shorter period of time -- 1,100 miles in 24 hours – because the drivers take turns driving the 

truck, reducing the number of stops and breaks.  
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In June 2017, Jane said she had to fend off unwanted sexual advances from another driver who entered her 

truck while she was parked at the CRST terminal in Riverside, Calif. “He went and closed the curtain and 

started grabbing on me, trying to kiss on me,” said Jane, whose name has been changed to protect her 

identity. “Pulled off my clothes. Like, a constant battle of no, no, get off me, no.”  

 

She filed a report with CRST human resources and received a follow-up letter from an employee relations 

representative. According to the letter, CRST “conducted an investigation” and took “appropriate action.” 

Jane said she does not know if the other driver was disciplined.  

 

“Somebody I went to school with as well, they said, yeah, they see him on the roads,” Jane told ABC 

News. “It’s always a worry of mine that I will run into him.”  

 

Jane soon learned that she wasn’t alone. CRST has faced allegations of widespread sexual harassment for 

years. In addition to a case brought by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) in 2007 

which was dismissed, three women filed a lawsuit in October 2015, alleging systemic gender 

discrimination, including “hostile work environment harassment based on sex; and retaliation for 

complaining about harassment in the workplace.” 

 

On March 30, 2017, the judge in the case ruled that the case could move forward as a class action lawsuit.  

 

According to Joshua Friedman, lead attorney in the case, between 2015 and 2017, nearly 300 women 

employed or formerly employed by CRST also filed complaints with the company, alleging a range of 

offenses, from propositions for sex, to allegations of assault and rape. At CRST, new drivers are required 

to pair with a trainer, also known as a lead driver, and go out on the road for 28 days of driving instruction. 

The trainer’s recommendation and documentation influence whether or not a trainee passes and becomes a 

CRST driver. Critics say this creates a vulnerability for female trainees, as male trainers have enormous 

power in determining if they are able to start careers in trucking. Trainers can also damage the women’s 

financial stability, as trainees who do not pass and enter an eight month employment contract often have to 

refund the company the cost of training.  

 

“One of the most common complaints is from women trainees, who make up the overwhelming majority 

of the class, who were made to understand that their passage--that is being able to move on to be drivers 

and receive actual pay--was dependent on providing sexual favors. That could be either explicit or 

implicit,” said Friedman. “Another common form of sexual harassment was using very vulgar sexual 

speech…occasionally going so far as to say this is what I’d like to do to you or this is what I am going to 

do you.” 

 

The company, in its answer in the lawsuit, denies wrongdoing. In a letter to ABC News, David Rusch, 

CEO of CRST, refutes Friedman’s claims that the company refused to believe accusers unless there was a 

witness to the alleged misconduct.  

 

“It is not and has never been CRST’s policy to require a witness or an admission in order to corroborate an 

allegation of sexual harassment,” Rusch defended his company’s handling of sexual harassment 

complaints. Rusch claimed that even when a complaint is not corroborated, the alleged harasser is 

addressed, retrained on the company’s sexual harassment policy, and barred from driving with women.  

 

Rusch detailed new policies to help women who have felt threatened. According to him, since the lawsuit 

has been filed, CRST has added personnel to its investigative staff and sought feedback from drivers and 

industry experts. Addressing concerns that women who leave their truck due to harassment face financial 

ramifications, Rusch wrote, “CRST implemented a new category of paid leave especially for employees 

who complain of sexual harassment.”  

 

Friedman said these actions are not enough. He encouraged CRST’s clients, some of the largest retailers in 

the country, to hold the company accountable. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 How states respond to cyber threats 

SOURCE https://gcn.com/articles/2018/05/31/state-cybersecurity-approaches.aspx  

GIST What: “Cybersecurity for the States: Lessons from Across America,” a report from New America 

 

Why:  With their responsibility to protect databases full of citizens' personal information, secure critical 

infrastructure, support local government and train the next generation of workers, states must be "laser 

focused" on information technology and cybersecurity. 

 

Findings: States are responding to the cybersecurity threat in a number ways. The report highlights three 

mature, scalable state programs that demonstrate different approaches toward cybersecurity. 

 

Arizona is using a community approach. It has partnered with the Arizona Cyber Threat Response 

Alliance to facilitate cyber threat information sharing. The partnership with ACTRA acts as a buffer 

between the state and the private sector that encourages participation and "engenders faith in the 

anonymity and effective dissemination of information," the authors said. 

 

New Jersey has applied a bureaucratic superstructure approach. Its New Jersey Cybersecurity and 

Communications Integration Cell is a central operations center that coordinates cybersecurity monitoring 

and incident response services with internal and external stakeholders. The shared services model has 

increased the breadth and quality of monitoring services, expanded information sharing and offered state 

and external partners a single point of contact for cyber concerns. 

 

Washington uses a multidisciplinary model that extends cybersecurity responsibility beyond the IT 

offices to state-based emergency management and military departments. The state's use of the National 

Guard to improve the defensive posture of critical infrastructure has also contributed to broader avenues 

for information sharing prior to incidents. 
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Read the full report here. 

 

HEADLINE 05/31 Atlanta denies FOIA access to hack files 

SOURCE http://www.cbs46.com/story/38319989/atlanta-officials-deny-requests-for-records-amid-cyber-attack  

GIST ATLANTA (CBS46) - It has been more than two months since the City of Atlanta was crippled by a 

massive cyber attack. While some city services have recovered, other departments have not. The city 

continues to pay millions of dollars to outside contractors to help with the response. 

 

When the CBS46 Bulldog went digging for answers, the city refused to hand over critical information 

about the attack.  

 

The list of questions for city officials is long. 

 

• How long will the cyber attack last? 

• What exactly has been lost? 

• What attempts have been made to resolve it? 

• How much money have taxpayers spent on the response? 

• How have departments and leaders responded in private? 

 

The city hasn't provided answers for any of those questions, and there is no sense of when anyone will get 

those answers. That's because Freedom of Information Act requests related to the cyber attack are being 

denied. 
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A spokesman for the city told CBS46 in a statement: 

 

Due to ongoing security concerns, and still-active investigations, and on the recommendation of our 

counsel, security vendors, and federal partners, we cannot provide any responsive documents at this time. 

 

The Freedom of Information Act does allow for exemptions during open investigations, but with such a 

blanket denial, the city has taken it upon itself to potentially exploit those exemptions at its discretion.  

 

Richard Griffiths, an expert on the First Amendment, says: 

 

There are going to be some things always that have to be private and in process, but the results should 

always come out, should always be made public. 

 

In the meantime, the city's 8,000 employees and thousands of residents don't really know a thing about the 

attack, and they may not for a while.  
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HEADLINE 05/31 Recent NKorea hacks w/ActiveX zero-day 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/activex-zero-day-discovered-in-recent-north-

korean-hacks/  

GIST A North Korean cyber-espionage group has exploited an ActiveX zero-day to infect South Korean targets 

with malware or steal data from compromised systems, local media and security researchers have reported. 

 

The perpetrators of these attacks are known as the Andariel Group. According to a report authored by 

South Korean cyber-security firm AhnLab, the Andariel Group is a smaller unit of the larger and more 

well-known Lazarus Group —North Korea's cyber-espionage apparatus, believed to be a unit of its 

military. 

 

The recent wave of attacks has started last month. Local media reports that Andariel hackers deployed at 

least nine separate ActiveX vulnerabilities for their attacks, including a new zero-day. 

 

The preferred method of action is via watering-hole attacks —hacking legitimate sites, hosting exploit 

code, and infecting all incoming site visitors until a high-value target is compromised. 

 

Andariel attackers usually deploy a backdoor trojan on infected hosts, which they use to search and gather 

information. 

 

"The zero-day vulnerability has been found in these attacks," a government official from the Korea 

Internet & Security Agency (KISA) told local media [translated quote]. 

 

North Korean hackers, and particularly the Andariel Group, have a history of using ActiveX 

vulnerabilities, according to both local media and Simon Choi, a South Korean security researcher and 

founder of the Cyber Warfare Intelligence Center. 

 

A South Korean security researcher who did not want his name revealed told Bleeping Computer the 

ActiveX zero-day is connected to attacks on Samsung SDS Acube installations. 

 

Acube is a desktop-based groupware application developed by Samsung's enterprise division. The 

application is popular with South Korean enterprises, and also supports ActiveX controls. 

 

ActiveX is a software framework created by Microsoft. It was developed to support a wide range of 

interactive features and has been embedded across time in popular apps such as Internet Explorer, Office, 

and others. 
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But until more details emerge about this mysterious ActiveX zero-day, the main point to take from these 

reports is that cyber-attacks carried out by North Korean hackers have continued unabated in spite of the 

ongoing peace talks between North and South Korean officials. 

 

Security experts expected a slowdown of North Korea's cyber-espionage activity in South Korea, similar 

to the slowdown of Chinese hacking ops after the US and China signed a diplomatic cybersecurity 

agreement in late 2015. 

 

But it has not been so. Five cyber-security vendors —Dell SecureWorks, McAfee, Symantec, FireEye, and 

Recorded Future— have recently shared their observations of North Korea's recent cyber-activity in a 

Cyberscoop report, highlighting that the North's  cyber-espionage campaigns have either remained at the 

same level, or grown in recent weeks. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Shodan: search for everything on internet 

SOURCE https://www.csoonline.com/article/3276660/security/what-is-shodan-the-search-engine-for-

everything-on-the-internet.html  

GIST Shodan is the search engine for everything on the internet. While Google and other search engines index 

only the web, Shodan indexes pretty much everything else — web cams, water treatment facilities, yachts, 

medical devices, traffic lights, wind turbines, license plate readers, smart TVs, refrigerators, anything and 

everything you could possibly imagine that's plugged into the internet (and often shouldn't be). 

 

The best way to understand what Shodan does is to read founder John Matherly's book on the subject. The 

basic algorithm is short and sweet: 

 

1. Generate a random IPv4 address 

2. Generate a random port to test from the list of ports that Shodan understands 

3. Check the random IPv4 address on the random port and grab a banner 

4. Goto 1 

 

That's it. Find all the things, index all the things, make searchable all the things. It's a thing, and it's called 

Shodan. 

 

How Shodan works 

 

Services running on open ports announce themselves, of course, with banners. A banner publicly declares 

to the entire internet what service it offers and how to interact with it. While Shodan does not index web 

content, it does query ports 80 and 443.  

 

Other services on other ports offer service-specific information. That's not a guarantee that the published 

banner is true or genuine. In most cases, it is, and in any event publishing a deliberately misleading banner 

is security by obscurity. 

 

Some enterprises block Shodan from crawling their network, and Shodan honors such requests. However, 

attackers don't need Shodan to find vulnerable devices connected to your network. Blocking Shodan might 

save you from momentary embarrassment, but it is unlikely to improve your security posture.  

 

Shodan freaks people out 

 

Let's address the elephant in the room: Shodan totally freaks people out. 

 

Shodan terrifies non-technical people who don't understand how the internet works. CNN called it the 

"scariest search engine on the internet" in 2013. How can you let hackers know where all the power plants 
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are so they can blow them up? This is awful!  

 

This is, of course, hyperbole caused by ignorance. Attackers intent on causing harm don't need Shodan to 

find targets. That's what botnets running zmap are for. The real value of Shodan lies in helping defenders 

gain greater visibility into their own networks. 

 

You can't play defense if you don't know what you must defend, and this is true equally at both the 

enterprise level and society as a whole. Shodan gives us greater visibility into the insecure, interconnected 

cyberphysical world in which we all now live. 

 

Playing defense with Shodan 

 

The modern enterprise typically exposes more to the internet than they would like. Employees plug things 

into the network to get their job done, and voila! Multiply that across all of shadow IT, and you've got a 

growing attack surface to manage. 

 

Shodan makes it easy to search a subnet or domain for connected devices, open ports, default credentials, 

even known vulnerabilities. Attackers can see the same thing, so batten down the hatches before they 

decide to attack. 

 

Many devices publicly announce their default passwords in their banner. Many Cisco devices, for 

example, advertise a default username/password combo of "cisco/cisco." Finding devices like this on your 

network before attackers do seems like it would be a good idea. 

 

Shodan also lets you search for devices vulnerable to specific exploits, such as Heartbleed. In addition to 

helping defenders identify their own devices to secure, this aids penetration testers during the information 

gathering phase; using Shodan is faster and stealthier than noisily nmap'ing your client's entire subnet. 

 

Paid members have access to the API, and can even create alerts when new devices pop up on the 

subnet(s) they want to monitor — a cheap and effective way to keep an eye on what your folks are 

plugging into the internet. 

 

Stop putting sh*t on the internet 

 

The most remarkable aspect of Shodan, however, might be the public awareness it brings to the vast 

quantity of insecure, critical cyberphysical infrastructure that has somehow gotten plugged into the 

internet. Shodan's internet cartography helps quantify the systemic security issues the internet faces, and 

enables journalists to write about, and policymakers to wrangle with, solutions to problems at this scale. 

(Full disclosure: This reporter has a paid Shodan membership and finds it a mighty useful tool for 

investigative journalism.) 

 

Take things like ICS/SCADA, for example. Industrial control systems predate the internet and were 

designed on purpose with no security in mind. They were never intended to be plugged into a global 

internet, after all, and physical security controls were considered more than sufficient to prevent a 

malicious attacker from, say, dumping raw sewage into your fresh water supply. 

 

That's changed, and critical infrastructure that was never intended to be on the internet is now a few hops 

away from every attacker on the planet. Shodan makes it easy to find these systems and raise the alarm. 

Should water treatment facilities, dams, crematoriums, yachts — you name it — should these things ever 

be connected to the internet under any circumstances? Probably not, and Shodan makes raising awareness 

of the issue much easier. 

 

Likewise, a flood of insecure IoT devices is drowning the market, everything from connected 

coffeemakers to sex toys to refrigerators to, again, you name it. The market has clearly failed to select for 

strong cybersecurity for these devices, and regulators have, with some notable exceptions, failed to step in 

to demand stronger cybersecurity controls. Worse, IoT manufacturers go out of business or simply 
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abandon support of the devices they manufacture, leaving consumers stranded with insecure — and 

unsecurable — devices that then get slaved into botnet armies. The systemic risk this poses to the entire 

internet cannot be understated. 

 

The initial gasp of "omg" from non-technical folks on discovering Shodan is best targeted at the market 

and regulatory forces that enable this situation to flourish. 

 

Nuts and bolts 

 

Shodan is free to explore, but the number of results is capped with a free account. Advanced filters require 

a paid membership (USD $49/lifetime). Developers and enterprise users needing a real-time data stream of 

the whole shebang can get that too. 

 

Defending your organization from embarrassment may have public relations value, but no security value. 

Shodan gives organizations visibility into their external security posture, and those of other organizations. 

 

The internet continues to incur greater and greater security debt. Shodan lets us see the problem clearly, no 

matter how uncomfortable that may make some non-technical people. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Officials: suspect Vevo hackers arrested  

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/paris-police-arrests-alleged-vevo-hackers/  

GIST According to French officials, two hackers identified as “Nassim B.” and “Gabriel K.A.B.,” also known by 

their respective online handles of “Prosox” and “Kuroi’ish.” According to Variety, both hackers were 

charged with six and five criminal counts respectively, one of which related to fraudulent data 

modification “in an automated data processing system.” 

  

The hackers are accused of gaining access to the YouTube account maintained by Vevo, an American 

multinational video hosting service that is headquartered in Manhattan. Nassim B. and Gabriel K.A.B. 

defaced multiple music videos, including “Despacito” by Luis Fonsi and Daddy Yankee, and other videos 

by Selena Gomez, Taylor Swift, Katy Perry, Chris Brown, and Shakira. 

 

Vevo has since removed all changes the hackers made on its YouTube videos. Manhattan District 

Attorney Cyrus R. Vance, Jr., praised the international cooperation between his office and French 

authorities. 

 

“Since 2010, my Office has honed its expertise and invested in the resources needed to take on complex 

cyber investigations,” said District Attorney Vance. “Moreover, our secondment program with the Paris 

Prosecutor’s Office enables embedded prosecutors to provide on-the-ground support when it comes to 

malicious cyber activity that affects individuals and organizations in New York and Paris alike. 

 

“I thank our international partners for their collaboration and extraordinary work on this case, and look 

forward to more and more investigations benefitting from this type of seamless, cross-border 

coordination.” 

   

This is not the first time that hackers hit the YouTube. In April 2014 hackers from OurMine hacking team 

hacked accounts displaying posts with titles that begin “#OurMine” and feature the description “Hey, it’s 

OurMine, don’t worry we are just testing your security, please contact us for more information”. 

 

As for one of the accused hackers Kuroi’ish, he has a long history of targeting high-profile websites. Some 

of his successful hacks from the past include defacing of South Korea’s Asiana Airlines website, 

defacement of Google Brazil and Google Morocco domains and defacing of the United States based 

Uniformed Services University in which he leaked thousands of login credentials online. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Warning: ‘Relieve Stress Paint’ Trojan 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/stress-relief-app-turns-stressful/  

GIST Despite having downloaded an application intended to help them relax through painting, unsuspecting 

Facebook users have been exploited by a malicious application that instead collects sensitive information.  

 

According to a 30 May post on Cylance's Threat Vector written by Kim Crawley, "‘Relieve Stress Paint’ 

isn’t an app that’s embedded in Facebook though. Rather, cyberattack targets received links to download 

the malicious application through Facebook messages or email. The cyber attackers exploited the 

perceived legitimacy and integrity of Facebook and AOL’s brands to transmit their Trojan." 

 

While the targeted victims do indeed receive an application that can be used for painting, lurking in the 

background is a malicious payload that is grabbing sensitive Facebook session cookies, login credentials 

and similar data.  

 

Cylance found that the attackers' preferred targets are Facebook users who have their own Pages with lots 

of followers and payment data that is linked to their accounts.  

 

"While ‘Relieve Stress Paint’ is installed on a Windows machine, ‘DX.exe’ remains persistent on the 

system, and ‘uplink.dll’ is likely the malicious dynamic link library which grabs the target’s sensitive 

Facebook data," Crawley wrote.  

 

Researchers have found that at least 35,000 users around the globe – including Vietnam, Russia, Pakistan, 

Indonesia, Ukraine, Italy, Romania, Kazakhstan, Egypt, Estonia and France – have been affected. Almost 

3,000 victims in Vietnam alone have fallen victim to this targeted campaign dubbed the Relieve Stress 

Paint Trojan. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Open Redis servers infected w/malware 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/open-redis-servers-infected-with/  

GIST After scanning 72,000 publicly available Redis (REmote DIctionary Server) servers with attack keys 

garnered through honeypot traffic, Imperva today reported that 75% of the publicly available Redis servers 

were hosting the attacks registered in the honeypot.  

 

Three-quarters of the servers contained malicious values, which Imperva said is an indication of infection, 

and more than two-thirds of the open Redis servers contained malicious keys. The honeypot data also 

revealed that those infected servers with "backup" keys were attacked from a medium-sized botnet (610 

IPs) with 86% of the IPs located in China. 

 

Security research team leader at Imperva, Nadav Avital wrote in a blog post today that the high percentage 

of infections was most likely because they are being directly exposed to the internet. "However, this is 

highly unrecommended and creates huge security risks."  

 

Earlier this year, Imperva reported on the RedisWannaMine attack, which propagates through open Redi 

and Windows servers. Since then, the researchers have learned of additional attacks. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 NKorea linked group stops targeting US 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/north-korea-linked-group-stops-targeting-us  

GIST A threat actor linked to North Korea’s Lazarus Group has stopped targeting organizations in the United 
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States, but remains active in Europe and East Asia. 

 

The group, tracked by industrial cybersecurity firm Dragos as Covellite, has been known to target civilian 

electric energy organizations in an effort to collect intellectual property and information on industrial 

operations. 

 

Unlike some of the other actors whose activities have been monitored by Dragos, Covellite does not 

currently have the capability to disrupt industrial control systems (ICS). However, the security firm does 

see it as a primary threat to the ICS industry. 

 

Covellite’s campaigns have been aimed at organizations in Europe, East Asia and North America. One of 

the operations, conducted in September 2017, targeted U.S. electric companies and involved phishing 

emails and malicious Word documents designed to deliver a piece of malware. 

 

FireEye analyzed those attacks and linked them to an actor affiliated with the North Korean government. 

The security firm published a report in October 2017 and noted that the actor appeared to lack the ability 

to disrupt power supply. 

 

A blog post published by Dragos on Thursday does not mention North Korea, but researchers pointed out 

that Covellite’s infrastructure and malware are similar to ones associated with the group known as Lazarus 

and Hidden Cobra. 

 

“Technical analysis of COVELLITE malware indicates an evolution from known LAZARUS toolkits. 

However, aside from technical overlap, it is not known how the capabilities and operations between 

COVELLITE and LAZARUS are related,” explained Sergio Caltagirone, director of threat intelligence at 

Dragos. 

 

According to Dragos, Covellite has been around since 2017 and is still active, but it has recently stopped 

targeting organizations in North America, while continuing to attack entities in Europe and East Asia. 

 

While Covellite may no longer be targeting organizations in the United States, that does not mean all 

North Korea-linked groups have done the same. Several cybersecurity firms told CyberScoop this week 

that North Korea has still launched attacks on businesses in the U.S. 

 

Dragos has published brief reports on several of the groups that pose a threat to ICS, including Iran-linked 

Chrysene, Russia-linked Allanite, and Xenotime, the group believed to be behind the Triton/Trisis attacks. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Court: spy agency monitor internet hubs 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/german-spy-agency-can-keep-tabs-internet-hubs-court  

GIST Germany's spy agency can monitor major internet hubs if Berlin deems it necessary for strategic security 

interests, a federal court has ruled. 

 

In a ruling late on Wednesday, the Federal Administrative Court threw out a challenge by the world's 

largest internet hub, the De-Cix exchange, against the tapping of its data flows by the BND foreign 

intelligence service. 

 

The operator had argued the agency was breaking the law by capturing German domestic communications 

along with international data. 

 

However, the court in the eastern city of Leipzig ruled that internet hubs "can be required by the federal 

interior ministry to assist with strategic communications surveillance by the BND". 

 

De-Cix says its Frankfurt hub is the world's biggest internet exchange, bundling data flows from as far as 
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China, Russia, the Middle East and Africa, which handles more than six terabytes per second at peak 

traffic. 

 

De-Cix Management GmbH, which is owned by eco Association, the European internet industry body, had 

filed suit against the interior ministry, which oversees the BND and its strategic signals intelligence. 

 

It said the BND, a partner of the US National Security Agency (NSA), has placed so-called Y-piece prisms 

into its data-carrying fibre optic cables that give it an unfiltered and complete copy of the data flow. 

 

The surveillance sifts through digital communications such as emails using certain search terms, which are 

then reviewed based on relevance. 

 

De-Cix said in a statement Thursday that it believed the ruling shielded it from criminal liability for 

violations of the law protecting German domestic communications against tapping by stating that the 

German government bore responsibility. 

 

However it said it would review whether it would take its complaint to the Federal Constitutional Court. 

 

Given the mass of daily phone calls, emails, chats, internet searches, streamed videos and other online 

communications, an effective fire-walling of purely German communications is unrealistic, activists argue. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Federal report: guidance beating botnets 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/analytics/new-federal-report-gives-guidance-on-beating-botnets/d/d-

id/1331940  

GIST In May 2017, the Trump administration issued Executive Order 13800, "Strengthening the Cybersecurity 

of Federal Networks and Critical Infrastructure." Yesterday, one response to that order was made public as 

the secretaries of Commerce and Homeland Security jointly released "A Report to the President on 

Enhancing the Resilience of the Internet and Communications Ecosystem Against Botnets and Other 

Automated, Distributed Threats." 

 

The report, at 51 pages, is a relatively concise look at the state of defense against botnets and similar 

threats. Reports such as these "are important in terms of being able to assess what the current state of 

cybersecurity is, what we're able to do, and what we need to be able to do about it," says Chris Pierson, 

CEO of Binary Sun Cyber Risk Advisors. 

 

More than the specifics of the assessment, the level of the report is important, says Chris Wysopal, founder 

and CTO of CA Veracode. "This looks at the whole system development life cycle, from planning through 

end of life," he says. He argues that the level of conversation is critical because consumers buy products 

with gaping security holes — and will continue to do that until vendors make safe products an economic 

priority. 

 

Five Goals 

The report is based on five goals for improving security. The five broad goals are: 

•Goal 1: Identify a clear pathway toward an adaptable, sustainable, and secure technology marketplace. 

•Goal 2: Promote innovation in the infrastructure for dynamic adaptation to evolving threats. 

•Goal 3: Promote innovation at the edge of the network to prevent, detect, and mitigate automated, 

distributed attacks. 

•Goal 4: Promote and support coalitions between the security, infrastructure, and operational technology 

communities, domestically and around the world. 

•Goal 5: Increase awareness and education across the ecosystem. 

 

The goals are important because they give guidance to a variety of stakeholders on which steps they 

should be taking to secure their systems and networks. The real question is whether any of those 
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stakeholders will take meaningful action.  

 

A History of Reports 

"Look up the '2004 NIAC Hardening the Internet Report and Recommendations.' About 80% of that report 

is reflected in this report," says Andy Ellis, CSO of Akamai. That isn't entirely a reflection on the skills or 

dedication of IT security professionals, though. "It's because a lot of the problems are really hard," 

explains Ellis. 

 

"The issues are, 'what are the action items, who owns the action items, and what dollars are being put 

behind fixing them?" says Pierson. Now, he says, it's time to move forward. "Given 10 years of describing 

the risk, what are the low-hanging fruits, what are we going to do about it, and who's going to pay for it?" 

 

At the federal level those questions are critical, given the just-released "OBM Federal Cybersecurity Risk 

Determination Report and Action Plan," in which 71 of 96 federal agencies were shown to be at risk or at 

high risk for cybercrime issues. "We're talking about the bad things that are happening, but when are we 

going to take about solving them? How do we solve them, when do we solve them, who solves them?" 

asks Pierson. 

 

Steps Ahead 

There's at least one step that would be direct, if not necessarily easy to implement. "The government could 

just change their procurement to follow the recommendations. That would incent vendors to change their 

practices if they wanted government business," says Wysopal. 

 

"Everyone who's in the industry should read through the list and see what they can work on," says Ellis. 

As an example, he mentions the recommendation that education for every engineering and technical 

discipline have a cybersecurity component, instead of waiting until young professionals are in the field to 

begin their training on the subject. 

 

Ultimately, though, Ellis sees real value in the process. "I think that the important thing is that this 

represents the work of a lot of groups that have come together. It's not a final product but part of a process 

to make things better," he says. 

 

Pierson acknowledges the value of the process but has a stark assessment of the progress made so far. "It's 

10 years later and we're still at the same place." 
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Click on link to download PDF of report: 
https://www.commerce.gov/sites/commerce.gov/files/media/files/2018/eo_13800_botnet_report_-

_finalv2.pdf  

 

HEADLINE 05/31 UW bomb prank livestreamed online 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1005772/arab-andy-livestream-bomb-prank-uw/  

GIST A livestreamer who goes by the name “Arab Andy” filmed an alleged bomb prank at the University of 

Washington that sent students fleeing from their classroom. The entire incident was captured live on 

YouTube. 

 

As a result, Savery Hall at UW was evacuated at around 5:30 p.m. The Quad at UW was briefly blocked 

off as police and firefighters investigated to determine there was no bomb. The Quad was reopened at 6:22 

p.m. 

 

The online streamer goes by the handle “Arab Andy.” He accepts financial donations while he streams his 

activities. In return, donators can play audio on speakers as he walks around. Or their text messages are 

translated into audio on the speakers. Previous videos show him walking around “trolling Seattle,” playing 

bomb sounds. He is frequently asked to leave markets, and other public places. 

 

On Thursday, Arab Andy allegedly walked around the University of Washington campus disrupting 

classrooms, acting like he was late to class or just lost — all on live video that lasted nearly an hour and 16 
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minutes. The livestream shows him walking into the back of a classroom where his speakers play the 

sound effect of a bomb being activated. This caused students to run from the room and police to respond. 

He continued to stream until police found him. The Daily reports that university police made the arrest. 

 

“You’re going to arrest me for nothing bro,” Arab Andy can be heard on the live video as police detain 

him. “Come on stop, bro. That’s not fair bro. Bro? Bro stop. Listen bro. I’m sorry, listen bro. This is, like, 

assault, bro. This is a YouTube livestream bro. It was a donation. It was a donation to media. Somebody 

donated two bucks and it played  some ****.” 

 

The live video shows “Arab Andy” walking around the University of Washington campus the evening of 

Thursday, May 31, 2018. The video features him talking with people who are watching and commenting 

on his livestream. It shows him walking into classes as audio clips with racial epithets are played over his 

speakers. One teacher tosses the livestreamer out of his class. 

 

Eventually, at about 39 minutes into the live video, he walks into a sociology classroom and sits down in 

the back. 

 

“Hi guys, sorry I’m late,” he whispers to the people in the room. 

 

“Is this where you are supposed to be?” a person off camera asks him. 

 

“I think so,” he responds. 

 

His speakers then play an audio clip that the entire room hears: “Attention. C4 has been successfully 

activated. Bomb detonation countdown successfully started.” 

 

A series of beeps can then be heard on the video as students flee the room. More donations to his stream 

are noted in the video. 

 

“Oh my God,” he giggles after the room is cleared. “We got to go guys …. Dude, you cannot get a better 

reaction than that … That was not on purpose. Not playing guys … I just made a whole crowd run for their 

lives.” 

 

He then walks out of the building where he sees people in the quad talking about the incident. He giggles 

and acts oblivious as people discuss what just happened in the building. He then walks off campus. 

 

“Yo Arab Andy … Sorry bro. Stay safe LOL,” a donator’s comments are announced on the speakers. 

Police and fire trucks begin to arrive. Arab Andy films it all. 

 

“Holy **** dude. It’s not even a bomb guys,” he can be heard saying on the stream. “Prank gone wrong 

guys. It wasn’t even a prank dude.” 

 

The video shows police officers finding him at University Avenue and 42nd Street. 

 

“Hey! Get on the ground right now! Don’t make any sudden movements,” an officer yells. 

 

“What’s going on? I’m recording bro, if you are going to shoot me,” Arab Andy says. “What are you 

doing, bro? Put the gun down. What are you doing, bro?” 

 

“That’s fine … record all you want. That’s totally fine,” an officer says. “You are being contacted for a 

bomb threat … on the ground. Lay on the ground.” 

 

“That was DTS, that was a donation,” Arab Andy says. 

 

“On the ground,” the officer continues to say and instructs him to put his hands behind his back. 
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“Come on bro, I didn’t do anything,” Andy says on the video. “Bro? Look at the video bro, I recorded it.” 

 

“Good,” the officer says. 

 

“This is F***** bro. You’re going to arrest me for nothing bro. Come on, stop bro. That’s not fair bro. 

Bro? Bro stop. Listen bro. I’m sorry, listen bro. This is like assault bro. This is a YouTube livestream bro. 

It was a donation. It was a donation to media. Somebody donated two bucks and it played  some ****.” 

 

The video goes blank as officers take his camera. Audio can still be heard as Andy is told that he is being 

detained and that someone followed him out of the building and reported him to police. 

 

As Andy is being detained, viewers in the livestream begin commenting that cops are racists and that Arab 

Andy did nothing. They play anti-cop music. Other commenters play “Bomb countdown started” audio 

clips. Other audio clips continue, telling the cops to kill themselves and that they are pigs. 
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Watch the livestream here on YouTube. Warning: Offensive language is frequently used. 

Livestreaming a bomb threat 

 

HEADLINE 05/31 Target: Australia real estate agents 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/australian-real-estate-agents-a-trending-target-for-cybercrime/  

GIST Cybercriminals are inserting themselves into real estate transactions and making off with the money. 

They've been targeting Australia since late 2017, the problem is growing, and you'll soon be heading a lot 

more about it, according to Alex Tilley, a senior security researcher with Dell SecureWorks' Counter 

Threat Unit Research Team. 

 

These attacks are yet another example of an organisation's staff or individuals being manipulated into 

sending money to cybercriminals. The Australian Federal Police (AFP) calls them "CEO impersonation" 

or "senior executive impersonation" attacks, and the US Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) calls them 

"business email compromise" (BEC). 

 

The AFP has been warning that these attacks have been getting smarter, more subtle, and better organised 

for at least two years now. They continue to rise in both frequency and severity, and corporate victims are 

now losing millions of dollars in single transactions. 

 

Targeting residential property transactions means that the money is often coming from individuals rather 

than large organisations. Individual consumers are unlikely to detect the fraudulent emails. Even if the 

criminals fail to mimic the real estate agent's communication style, the documents are often based on 

standard invoice templates, or even just ordinary email. For many potential victims, it might even be the 

first such transaction they've executed. 

 

There's "a lot of implicit trust" in the real estate sales process, Tilley told ZDNet, and "that's the way the 

system's always worked". No one is ever told to cross-check the account details, even when they do come 

from the correct email address. 

 

"Since late last year I'm hearing about more and more of it, and I'm sure the banks hear more and more of 

it as well. The ones that I'm hearing about have been successful, which means that they'll be coming back," 

he said. 

 

The cybercriminals could potentially capture smaller, regular transactions, such as rental payments, or 

rental bond returns, but the cases Tilley is familiar with have been at the higher end. Individuals stand to 

lose their deposit when buying a home -- or perhaps in the case of buying a property outright, their life 

savings. 

 

"When it does start to become more publicly known it's going to be heartbreaking." 
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The cybercriminals will usually start by breaking into a real estate agent's Outlook Web Access (OWA) 

account, Tilley told the AusCERT Cyber Security Conference on Australia's Gold Coast on Thursday. 

They'll send a single test email to confirm that they're in, and to see if they're detected. If not, they'll wait 

30 days -- the default log rotation period -- for the evidence of their hack to be erased. 

 

They'll then log back in, check for scheduled sales settlements, begin emailing both parties, and eventually 

send the altered account details for the funds transfer. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Ticketfly shuts down; investigates hack 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/ticketfly-temporarily-shuts-down-to-investigate-

hack/  

GIST Eventbrite-owned ticket distribution service Ticketfly has taken its website offline today after a hacker 

defaced its frontpage and stole a part of its customer database. 

 

The hack has taken place late yesterday night (US timezones), on May 30. At that time, users trying to 

purchase tickets reported that the Ticketfly website was showing a defacement message with the now 

infamous "V for Vendetta" character, the symbol of the Anonymous hacker collective. 

 

"Ticketfly HacKeD By IsHaKdZ," read the website, and "Your Security Down im Not Sorry." 

 

Ticketfly admins did eventually discover the hack, but before they took down the defacement message and 

put the site in maintenance mode, a user also noticed that many CSV files containing user data were also 

freely accessible via one of the site's URLs. 

 

Since then, that URL has been taken down, and the data is not accessible anymore. Furthermore, Ticketfly 

replaced the original maintenance message with one admitting to the hack (image above). 

 

"Following a series of recent issues with Ticketfly properties, we've determined that Ticketfly has been the 

target of a cyber incident," the message now available on Ticketfly's homepage reads. 

 

"Out of an abundance of caution, we have taken all Ticketfly systems temporarily offline as we continue to 

look into the issue. We are working to bring our systems back online as soon as possible. Please check 

back later." 

 

The site's abrupt downtime caused issues with bars and event organizers selling tickets through the 

Ticketfly service. Users can't buy tickets either, as all Ticketfly servers are now down. 

 

The hacker behind the Ticketfly defacement and database theft is named IsHaKdZ. Zone-H, a website that 

archives site defacements includes entries attributed to this nickname going back as far as 2010, albeit it is 

unclear if it's the same hacker or someone who is misusing an older pseudonym. 

 

IsHaKdZ also left an email address on the defaced website, but the hacker did not respond to a request for 

comment on the hack before this article's publication. 

 

But the hacker did reply to a CNET reporter, revealing that he asked Ticketfly to pay a 1 Bitcoin ransom to 

not release the site's data online. Ticketfly did not confirm the ransom demand. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Claim: EC planning not to comply GDPR 

SOURCE https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2018/05/31/european-commission-doesnt-plan-to-comply-with-

gdpr-well-sort-of/  
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GIST Yet another email containing the letters GDPR dropped into our mailbox today. 

 

This one was a bit different – it wasn’t a company explaining how it wanted us to help it comply, nor a 

company slapping itself on the back for having done what it was expected to do anyway. 

 

This wasn’t even an article about non-compliance that named and shamed someone who hadn’t bothered 

to get ready in time. 

 

It was about a statutory body that, unlike the rest of us, apparently doesn’t have to comply: the European 

Commission (EC) itself. 

 

In the curious and orotund way that newspapers sometimes have with words, today’s GDPR email told us 

that: 

 

The Telegraph can reveal today that Brussels bureaucrats, who pushed for the stricter rules around how 

companies and governments use data, don’t plan to comply with their own laws. 

 

That seems weird, but you can imagine that there may be all sorts of legal absurdities that might arise by 

directly applying GDPR to a pan-European executive arm of government.  

 

Which country’s regulator would apply, and how, for example? 

 

Apparently, the EC is planning to subject itself to a regulation that will work like GDPR, even though it 

hasn’t yet done so. 

 

That makes the Telegraph sound a bit OTT when it remarks that “Brussels bureaucrats […] don’t plan to 

comply with their own laws,” if indeed their intention is to comply with a regulation that is substantially 

similar. 

 

As many companies have found, GDPR is more of a digital lifestyle guide, admittedly with teeth in the 

form of fines, although the EU’s various regulators seem determined not to use GDPR as a revenue mill. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Nocturnal Stealer budget malware 

SOURCE https://threatpost.com/nocturnal-stealer-lets-low-skilled-cybercrooks-harvest-sensitive-info/132422/  

GIST The Nocturnal Stealer malware has crept into the Dark Web like a thief in the night, offering criminals a 

lucrative payday for a small price — and little effort. 

 

It’s a commodity malware, debuting on an underground forum in March for the low price of $25. It steals 

things, including 28 different kinds of cryptocurrency wallets, saved FTP passwords within FileZilla, and 

Chrome and Firefox browser information (such as login credentials, cookies, web data, autofill data and 

stored credit cards). It also zips up system data, including IP address and language, machine ID, date/time, 

installation location, operating system, architecture, username, processor type, video card info and a list of 

all running processes, to send to the C2 server.  

 

According to Proofpoint researchers, Nocturnal Stealer’s detection evasion techniques set it apart from 

other budget-ware. 

 

“[It] uses several anti-[virtual machine] and anti-analysis techniques, which include but are not limited to: 

environment fingerprinting, checking for debuggers and analyzers, searching for known virtual machine 

registry keys and checking for emulation software,” they explained in an analysis published Wednesday. 

“We commonly observe this step in some mainstream crimeware, but it is unusual for [this class of 

malware].” 
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In the wild, Nocturnal Stealer was seen copying stolen information into plaintext files with the obvious 

names “information” and “passwords”. The system data goes into the former, and the browser, 

cryptocurrency and FTP data goes into the latter. After that, it cranks up the communication with the C2 

server, sending the stolen info in a multi-part HTTP POST form. 

 

“It [also] utilizes an HTTP POST method for the initial check-in to report the infected machine 

information to the C&C server,” the researchers said. “This POST uses the User-Agent ‘Nocturnal/1.0’ 

which contains the name and the version of the stealer. This may indicate that this is the first major version 

of this Nocturnal Stealer to be observed in the wild.” 

 

When its nefarious work is done, it runs a simple command to end its processes and delete itself off the 

victim machine – it is, in other words, a “one-shot” code, and the victim may be completely unaware that 

his or her information has been lifted. 

 

Proofpoint researchers noted that while Nocturnal Stealer is a fairly simple weapon, it “provides a glimpse 

into the evolving criminal markets that continue to produce new variations on the crimeware we see every 

day.” Specifically, it gives wings to the trend of entry-level cybercriminals gaining the ability to carry out 

advanced attacks, in this case to harvest and exfiltrate sensitive data. The Dark Web ad hawks Nocturnal 

Stealer’s anonymity, and offers server setup services (incidentally a savvy technique that gives the 

malware authors access to all stolen data lifted by their clients). 

 

“Nocturnal Stealer and other malware like it provide a would-be cybercriminal with the means to cause 

damage and harm to people and companies easily and cheaply,” the researchers said, something that 

should be a real concern for defenders. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 ICANN launches GDPR lawsuit 

SOURCE https://threatpost.com/icann-launches-gdpr-lawsuit-to-clarify-the-future-of-whois/132427/  

GIST The WHOIS internet domain directory is at the center of a GDPR-related lawsuit that should clarify at 

least one of the many unknowns when it comes to achieving compliance with the data-privacy regulation. 

 

The suit was filed last week by ICANN, the nonprofit body responsible for administering the assignment 

of a large portion of domain names on the internet. ICANN is also the keeper of WHOIS, which serves a 

phonebook-like purpose of making contact information available for those who have registered domains. 

ICANN contractually requires the collection of three sets of contact data by over 2,500 registrars and 

registries: administrative and technical contacts as well the registrant’s personal details, including name, 

email and telephone number.  

  

Given the “data minimization” tenet of the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which went 

into effect last Friday, the WHOIS data governance practices are one of the gray areas that exist when it 

comes to implementing the law. The GDPR requires that organizations collect only as much data as it 

needs for a specific business purpose, no more; as such, collecting three sets of potentially overlapping 

data may violate the law. 

 

Thanks to the uncertainty, some European DNS registrars have decided to no longer collect WHOIS 

information, for fear of drawing a hefty fine from regulators in an enforcement action. One of those is, 

EPAG, a Germany-based, ICANN-accredited registrar that is part of the Tucows Group; it said that 

ICANN’s contract “not only required us to collect and share information we didn’t need, it also required 

us to collect and share people’s information where we may not have a legal basis to do so. What’s more, it 

required us to process personal information belonging to people with whom we may not even have a direct 

relationship, namely the admin and tech contacts.” 

 

It argued that in most cases, the admin and tech details are the same as the registrant’s, making the extra 

data collection “meaningless.” 
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In response, and with a stated goal of gaining clarity around the law, ICANN filed injunction proceedings 

against EPAG, seeking a court ruling to ensure the continued collection of all three sets of WHOIS data. 

 

“EPAG recently informed ICANN that when it sells new domain name registrations it would no longer 

collect administrative and technical contact information, as it believes collection of that data would violate 

the GDPR rules,” ICANN said in a statement. “ICANN requires that information to be collected, via its 

contract with EPAG which authorizes it to sell generic top-level domain name registrations.” 

 

Modernizing WHOIS? 

 

WHOIS data, which has been collected for decades, has been a boon to law enforcement during cyber-

threat investigations and is often a crucial tool when it comes to protecting intellectual property rights. But 

that public good isn’t outweighed by the privacy concerns, the EU told ICANN back in April, when it 

rejected an interim WHOIS refurb. Regulators also took issue with a lack of specificity in ICANN’s 

proposal. 

 

“Providing ‘legitimate access” to ‘accurate, reliable and uniform registration data,’ for example, does not 

amount to a specified purpose within the meaning of article 5(1)b GDPR, as it does not allow to determine 

what kind of processing is or is not included, nor does it enable a subsequent assessment of compliance or 

compatibility in case access is provided,” regulators said in a letter. 

 

Removing most WHOIS information from public view is one idea, they added: “The WP29 welcomes the 

proposal to significantly reduce the types of personal data that shall be made publicly available, as well as 

its proposal introduce alternative methods to contact registrants or administrative and technical contacts, 

without public disclosure of registrants’ personal email addresses (referred to as ‘anonymized email, web 

form, or other technical means’).” 

 

Trying to satisfy the requirements, ICANN released a new Temporary Specification last Friday regarding 

how WHOIS data should be collected and which parts may be published, which ICANN “believes is 

consistent with the GDPR.” 

 

It still requires registry operators and registrars to collect all registration data, but a public query will 

return only “thin” data in return, which includes “technical data sufficient to identify the sponsoring 

registrar, status of the registration, and creation and expiration dates for each registration, but not personal 

data.” Those submitting queries will also get anonymized email address or a web form to facilitate email 

communication with the relevant contact for that registration. 

 

Third parties – such as law enforcement – has a legitimate interest in gaining access to the non-public data, 

they can “can look up the sponsoring registrar and contact them, and they are obligated to respond to you 

in a reasonable time.” 

 

However, this can be problematic. 

 

“To the casual observer, it makes sense to remove WHOIS from the public, or at the very least, hide data 

deemed personal,” said Brandon Dixon, vice president at RiskIQ. “In doing so, these changes make it 

difficult for cyber-threat analysts to differentiate between legitimate, compromised and malicious domains. 

Additionally, without point-of-contact information for a domain owner, it’s even more difficult to 

communicate when a website may be compromised or infringing on a company’s trademarks or brand.” 

 

One proposal to minimize WHOIS disruption, while still respecting privacy concerns, would be requiring 

individual email addresses to be hashed using the same encrypted hash algorithm across databases, he 

added. 

 

“The idea being that the registrant email would be hashed uniformly allowing for analysts to pivot off it, 

while still obscuring the personal email address itself,” Dixon said, but added, “There is no consensus that 
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providing this pivoting mechanism in a public WHOIS directory would be GDPR-compliant, as it may 

allow connections to be drawn that would identify a person not otherwise identifiable.” 

 

The lawsuit should clarify many of the discussions around WHOIS, and could result in WHOIS effectively 

being killed in Europe. In any event, ICANN has asked the court for guidance. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 WhatsApp hoaxes deadly in India 

SOURCE https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2018/05/31/fake-news-on-whatsapp-are-getting-people-killed-

in-india.html  

GIST MUMBAI, INDIA—Police officers in a district of southern India had an unusual assignment. They 

travelled from village to village early this month to tell people that some messages that had gone viral on 

the WhatsApp service were fake. 

 

The messages claimed that a gang from northern India had arrived to kidnap children. One showed two 

photographs of a man being taken away by police with the text: “Please take care of your children. Don’t 

send them alone.” 

 

S.P. Pakalavan, police superintendent in the Vellore district of Tamil Nadu state, ordered officers at the 57 

stations under his jurisdiction to dispel the rumour. Travelling by motorbike and auto rickshaw, some with 

speakers mounted on top, they covered nearly 700 villages over four days, Pakalavan said. 

 

“That was the only way to pacify the panic-stricken residents,” he said. 

 

Other parts of Tamil Nadu were not so fortunate. Two people were killed in the state on May 9 by mobs 

that believed they were child traffickers. A man was beaten and hanged from a bridge, and separately a 63-

year-old woman was lynched when she and her relatives, while travelling to a temple, reportedly stopped 

to hand candies to children. 

 

Police say there was no truth to the rumours and that WhatsApp has become a vehicle for mayhem and 

fake news in India, its biggest market with 200 million active users. Law enforcement officials say they 

are struggling to combat the spread of false information on the popular platform, especially messages that 

preach communal hatred or encourage violence. 

 

Shirish Inamdar, a former deputy police commissioner in the western state of Maharashtra, said in an 

interview that the messaging service has become “a monster” as uneducated users lack the awareness to 

verify rumours and educated users use the platform to spread hate. 

 

Officials with the Menlo Park-based company, which is owned by Facebook, say that policing false 

information is challenging because unlike Facebook, WhatsApp messages are private and encrypted and 

the company does not read content unless a user reports it for being offensive. The company says it is 

trying to educate users to be more vigilant about potentially harmful messages. 

 

“WhatsApp has made communications easier and more reliable for millions of Indians, including 

community organizations and local police. Though sadly, some people also use WhatsApp to spread 

harmful misinformation,” the company said in a statement to The Times. 

 

“We’re stepping up our education efforts so that people know about our safety features and how to spot 

fake news and hoaxes.” 

 

According to police, at least five people were killed in southern India over the past two weeks in 

connection with rumours on WhatsApp of child kidnapping gangs, including some that “smash skulls and 

devour brains.” Another 10 people were beaten in related cases, police said. 
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In Karnataka state, the messages involved violence, including videos of mobs dragging a bloodied man 

through the street and roughing up two unidentified men before handing them over to police. 

 

An accompanying message claimed that 400 child traffickers had arrived in Bangalore, the state capital, 

and said in English: “Be on high alert. 3 kids were kidnapped from my friend’s area this morning. There 

were 10 guys giving biscuits and people from that area have caught all 10, and five more based on their 

information.” 

 

Another message accused transgender people of being involved in child trafficking. Over the weekend, in 

the southern city of Hyderabad, a mob attacked a group of transgender women, killing one and seriously 

injuring two. 

 

When police arrived, onlookers reportedly attacked their vehicle, accusing them of protecting kidnappers. 

Some officers were injured. More than 20 suspected attackers were arrested, and police said they were 

placing members of the transgender community, homeless people and others at risk of beatings into 

shelters, or asking them to leave the city temporarily. 

 

Hyderabad police launched a campaign to urge people not to believe the social media content “which is 

creating unnecessary panic.” 

 

They were not the first instances of violence related to WhatsApp messages, authorities said. In May 2017 

in the northern state of Jharkhand, police said seven innocent men were killed after messages spread about 

a kidnapping gang from other parts of India. Two men were arrested in the killings. 

 

In September 2015, Hindu extremists in the northern state of Uttar Pradesh spread word that a Muslim 

man had killed a cow —which is sacred to orthodox Hindus —and kept it in his refrigerator. A mob 

subsequently barged into his house and lynched him. Police filed charges in the killing against nearly 20 

people, most of whom are out on bail. 

 

Indian political parties have used WhatsApp to rally followers, and radical groups are using it to promote 

communal hatred in a country increasingly divided between majority Hindus and members of minority 

communities, including Muslims. 

 

In a recent state election in Karnataka, party workers were among those blamed for circulating fake polls, 

hoaxes about the killings of Hindu activists and false claims that a Muslim lawmaker had promised 

“unending bloodshed of Hindus” if voted into power. 

 

Amid the growing outcry, and with national elections due next year, WhatsApp said this month that it had 

instituted new features for its group messaging option —one of the most common ways that hoaxes spread 

rapidly —giving administrators greater control over membership in the group. The company is also 

expected to introduce a feature that will make it more obvious when a new message has been forwarded by 

another user, in a bid to encourage the reader to think twice about its content. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Teens get rich playing FIFA e-sport 

SOURCE http://bleacherreport.com/articles/2778556-meet-the-teenagers-who-are-getting-rich-playing-

fifa?utm_source=cnn.com&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=editorial  

GIST Head ducked, his face almost completely hidden by his flat-peak cap, the 16-year-old cut a timid shape in 

a far-from-roomy hotel elevator as we descended for breakfast. 

 

It was January in Barcelona. The hotel was swarming, playing host to more than 100 FIFA players who 

had flown in for a tournament. "Are you a FIFA player?" he squeaked at me. "No. Are you?" He didn't 

carry himself the way the other professional gamers do—imbued with confidence, at times accompanied 

by entourages, patrolling around in expensive trainers—and he looked so young he could have been 
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mistaken for 12 or 13. 

 

His name? Donovan Hunt. Or "DhTekkz." This was his first-ever major tournament, first-ever LAN event 

on FIFA, a relative stranger to the scene. Within days, he would be known to everyone in the esports 

community. 

 

Hunt went on to wipe the floor with almost every opponent at the tournament, including Nicolas99fc—

regarded by several pros as the world's best FIFA player—by six goals in the final. He did so thanks in 

part to a trick now known as the "driven drop-goal kick," where the goalkeeper backs toward his own goal 

line, ball in hands, then sprints to the edge of the box and lets loose, the ball taking a trajectory that 

delivers it to a winger in acres of space. 

 

"It was literally something no one had ever seen before," says Colin Johnson, the manager of AS Roma's 

FIFA team. "He scored about 10 or 12 goals with it throughout the event. He was scoring against the best 

[in the world]. 

 

"I don't think I remember seeing someone come to an event and introduce something that changes the meta 

of a tournament in the way that his driven goal kick did." 

 

It changed Hunt's life, too. He earned $22,000 for the tournament, promising his mother they'd use it for 

the holiday they'd long been wishing for. His Twitter following exploded from 300 to more than 40,000, 

and he indulged the media for hours and stopped for selfies with all comers. 

 

Within a month, he found himself at the center of a bidding war between major gaming organizations and 

top-tier professional football clubs, all vying to sign him as their official FIFA player. The likes of Ajax, 

UNILAD and Roma were in the running. F2Freestylers won out. The money on offer was serious. Team 

management sources in the industry confirm Hunt accepted an annual salary that would put him among the 

top five earners in the esport—the most high-profile of whom pull in six figures. 

 

And he's only one of the several who have jumped on this money train. 

 

While Hunt's $22,000 January prize pot may seem gaudy, it pales in comparison to the sort of money (and 

perks) others have already pulled in. Hunt is a shooting star, but he's shooting toward guys who have 

already won gargantuan amounts in one sitting. 

 

In May 2017, Paris Saint-Germain's Rocky scooped up $160,000 for winning a tournament in Berlin. The 

runner-up, UNILAD Shellzz, pocketed $80,000—a nice consolation prize considering he lost the final due 

to an agonising 89th-minute goal that could quite easily have been avoided. 

 

Four months later, FaZe Gorilla pulled in $200,000 for winning the eWorld Cup final in London. He did it 

in front of a two-storey crowd, a watching cast of footballers including Alvaro Morata, and was handed 

tickets to The Best FIFA Football Awards. There, he met Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi, Neymar, Dani 

Alves and more. 

 

Those are the big ones, but there are events most weekends players can travel to. Scandinavia offers a 

plethora of tournaments to play in, as does central Europe and the United Kingdom. Examples include the 

Gfinity Elite Series, which gave teams a weekly battle ground to fight on and a chance to win close to 

$35,000; V4 Festival, which offered a prize pool of more than $115,000; and the GSA Cup, worth nearly 

$100,000 to the winner. 

 

If you're an incredible FIFA player, the chance to win thousands arises almost every week—and it can 

land you some serious silverware too. FUTWIZ Dubzje triumphed at ESWC in Paris in March and was 

handed a trophy so big, he had to count it as his hand luggage and check his bag. 

 

And tournaments aren't the only way people are making money playing FIFA. There are around 50 full-

time professional players in the world—a number that grows with every passing month—and they earn a 
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standard living wage at least. 

 

"In France, Germany, the UK, you wouldn't be surprised to see a player make what a teacher makes. A 

livable wage," Johnson says. "They don't have to rely on prize pools. And they can subsidize their 

income." 

 

The options to subsidize are fairly broad. Most players create content on YouTube or stream on Twitch, 

monetizing their free time in the process. Some are becoming extremely popular figureheads—a fact 

evidenced not only by their social media followings, but also by their channel donations and subscriber 

numbers. 

 

Reigning world champion FaZe Gorilla has more than 500,000 YouTube subscribers, Hashtag Harry 

around 370,000, FaZe Tass almost 250,000. German players Expert Mo_Aubameyang and Fokus Stylo are 

Twitch stream masters, at times holding between 4,000 to 5,000 concurrent viewers on their games at 

once, many of whom are donating cash in real time. For reference, most FIFA pros hold a few hundred at a 

time. 

 

For many, watching personalities on Twitch or YouTube has essentially replaced television—and they 

compensate directly to their heroes. What these views and subscriptions amount to differs in every case. 

 

FUTWIZ Zelonius offers paid coaching sessions that are streamed on Twitch. He charges members of the 

public £20 per hour or three games for £50, speaks to them on the phone throughout and then wraps up 

with a to-do list to improve their skills. It's two birds with one stone; he generally batters them, enhancing 

his reputation and building a followership, and then collects money via two avenues in the process. 

 

Personal endorsement and branding deals are becoming more common, too. Red Bull is one of several 

major companies to enter the scene and handpick players to represent it at tournaments, with more than 10 

players donning their colors, badge or merchandise. 

 

August Rosenmeier (Hashtag Agge) was signed first back in November 2015, and teammate Ryan Pessoa 

(Hashtag Ryan) followed suit this February, having engaged in close to three months of talks to make it 

happen. Pessoa is a professional gamer, a Hashtag representative and a Red Bull athlete, and he juggles all 

of this while studying for a degree at the University of Surrey. 

 

"It's very difficult trying to balance everything," Pessoa says. "Generally, I tend to prioritize FIFA during 

qualification months or when there are events; however, if there are exams for me to sit, I prioritize 

studying for those. If FIFA and exams clash, I have to ask the university if I can sit them at a later date." 

 

He takes branding seriously, showing up to lunch with B/R with his Red Bull cap on. His responsibilities 

include repping such merchandise, being the face of major events...and drinking Red Bull. "I do that 

anyway," he assures. 

 

It's on a far smaller scale, but Pessoa's affiliation with Red Bull is directly comparable with Lionel Messi's 

Adidas sponsorship or Cristiano Ronaldo's Nike deal. They all represent a brand, wear their merchandise 

and represent the practical "face" of the company—and they all get paid to do it. 

 

Things don't always align for Pessoa, though. In the last week of May, the biggest FIFA tournament of the 

season so far rolled around—everything he's been working toward since September—and it clashed with 

his end-of-second-year exams. He was told he could not delay them, that he'd have to choose. 

 

He chose the play-offs. 

 

It's a surely a dilemma few—if any—other students face. Correspondingly, few—if any—other students 

are making as much money as Pessoa is. It won't surprise you to learn his chosen degree is business 

management. 
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It might only be a matter of years before FIFA players start earning at the rate that, say, poker players 

do—i.e. millions per year. Prize pools for the game still lag far behind those in other esports—esport 

management sources confirmed there are Danish Counter-Strike players who pull in more than $20,000 

per month—but it's progressing fast, and this is a game sponsors will fall over themselves to be associated 

with, given its close affiliation to the world's most popular sport. 

 

"There's going to be a wage explosion," one manager in charge of a club's esports team tells B/R. "It's 

scary, really. It's bonkers. We already have ridiculous numbers thrown at us in negotiations." 

 

Negotiations for players are already becoming difficult. Not only do individual affiliations such as those 

with Red Bull actually disrupt or scupper deals between players and clubs, but agents and middle men 

cloud things too, offering out professional players' services for ludicrous amounts. 

 

The same source says: "There's one guy, he offered me two players last summer. One for €12,000 

($14,000) per month, one for €100,000 a year ($120,000). I said, 'You're crazy, mate.'" 

 

He might be spurning these offers, but others aren't. Kids are hitting the jackpot, earning tonnes to 

represent football clubs or gaming organisations. 

 

As the players' personalities, reputations and social channels grow, so will their bank balances. A number 

will earn more money than they'll know what to do with; a select few already have.  

 

I saw Hunt again in April, this time in Manchester for another tournament, another $22,000 on the line. 

There was no mistaking him this time. Clad in a custom gray tracksuit emblazoned with "F2 Tekkz," 

flanked by two freestylers who together have clocked up 7.5 million YouTube subscribers thanks to their 

penchant for flicks, tricks and skills, he strode more confidently, no longer hiding beneath his cap. 

 

In a matter of three months, he'd gone from an everyday school kid to a superstar, posing for photos with 

people he'd never met and rubbing shoulders with professional footballers. It wasn't the stride of 

arrogance—more the stride of a kid whose life had been transformed for the better. 

 

He was the player everyone was watching in Manchester—the name fans looked out for, the point of 

intrigue hooking many into competitive FIFA. One player who drew Hunt in the group stage reacted by 

saying, "Tekkz? Oh s--t! That's the one game I didn't want!" He lost heavily. 

 

"His rise has been very, very fast," Johnson says. "He was a fairly reserved guy. He, like a lot of kids, was 

quite shy, didn't want to speak that much. But the second they're feeling comfortable, they come out of 

their shell. I think you've seen him come out of his shell a lot more since stepping onto the world stage." 

 

"There's clearly something about him. A buzz. An aura," another team manager says. 

 

It will only grow from here. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Canadian thief faces US extradition 

SOURCE https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2018/05/31/alberta-judge-orders-edmonton-man-extradited-

to-the-us-to-face-terrorism-charges.html  

GIST EDMONTON—An alleged Edmonton jewelry store thief who is accused of trying to pawn stolen loot to 

fund his friends and cousins to fight with Daesh is one step closer to extradition to the United States. 

 

On Thursday, Justice John Little ordered that Abdullahi Ahmed Abdullahi, 33, be committed for 

extradition, meaning he will be held in custody until the federal justice minister makes a final decision. 
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“You know damn well I don’t support ISIS,” Abdullahi shouted, along with a series of expletives, after 

Little delivered his decision in court in Edmonton. 

 

Abdullahi was ordered to be committed for extradition to the U.S. to face charges of providing and 

conspiring to provide material support for terrorists, which would most closely correspond to a charge of 

facilitating terrorist activity under the Canadian Criminal Code. 

 

While an extradition hearing is not a trial and the arguments presented have not been proven, court heard 

how the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) obtained email drafts from an account allegedly shared by 

Abdullahi and his alleged co-conspirators — cousins and friends who either had travelled to Syria to fight 

with Daesh or expressed interest in doing so — where the accused described robbing a jewelry store in 

Edmonton to fund their efforts. 

 

A witness named only as “John Doe” in court files, who is said to be a cousin of Abdullahi’s and who 

pledged allegiance to Daesh in 2014 with other Somali youth in Minneapolis, Minn., is said to have 

identified Abdullahi from surveillance images showing three suspects robbing Vj Jewellers near 92 Street 

and 34 Avenue with a gun on Jan. 9, 2014. 

 

The email drafts supposedly written by Abdullahi using the nickname “Phish” reportedly describe how 

Adbullahi robbed the store so he could help pay for Hanad Mohallim, Douglas McCain and Hamsa Kariye 

— who have since all died — to travel to Syria to fight with Daesh, but was having trouble pawning the 

loot. 

 

He had done so after being encouraged by a co-conspirator to rob the “kuffar,” a word for non-Muslims, to 

fund their efforts. 

 

Other messages allegedly described Abdullahi sending $2,800 to Kariye using Kariye’s credit card after 

Kariye had left to join Daesh, and how he sent $3,000 to McCain to pay for McCain and Mohallim to fly 

to Turkey before crossing the border into Syria, among other transactions. 

 

The FBI has allegedly obtained 50 such messages, some reported to describe killing enemies, heated 

battles and their skill at using firearms. 

 

These emails were also said to be verified by McCain’s widow. 

 

American investigators also plan to present records from Western Union that are said to show wire 

transfers between Abdullahi and his alleged co-conspirators, and records from Turkish Airlines that 

allegedly include flight itineraries for some of his supposed associates. 

 

Akram Attia argued on behalf of Abdullahi that the evidence was unreliable as “John Doe” faced “extreme 

jeopardy” as an alleged co-conspirator caught up in the FBI’s investigation and that a statement from 

McCain’s widow amounted to something “worse” than hearsay and would be inadmissible under Canadian 

law. 

 

However, Justice Little said in his decision that for the purposes of an extradition hearing, the threshold is 

simply whether there is enough evidence on which a jury could convict, not whether or not a jury should 

convict based on the evidence. 

 

“Even if the evidence of ‘John Doe’ and Mrs. McCain alone could and should be rejected, I find the 

evidence as a whole, including the Western Union money transfer records, could be used by a properly 

instructed jury to conclude that the mental element of the offence had been proven,” said Little, adding he 

believes prosecution would be justified. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 ISIS supporter: kill Prince George 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/isis-supporter-admits-urging-jihadis-kill-prince-george-terror-attack-

his-950732  

GIST A supporter of the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) has admitted encouraging jihadis to target Prince 

George in a terror attack at the young royal's school. 

 

Husnain Rashid, 32, from Lancashire in the U.K., changed his plea two weeks into a trial for multiple 

terrorism offences, after originally denying all the allegations against him. 

 

He has now pleaded guilty at London’s Woolwich Crown Court to three counts of engaging in conduct in 

preparation of terrorist acts and one count of encouraging terrorism. 

 

Rashid was accused sharing an image of the eldest son of Prince William and Kate Middleton, along with 

the address of his school in Battersea, London, to fellow extremists via the encrypted messaging service 

Telegram. 

 

One of the pictures he shared of the young royal, who is third in line to the throne, was a superimposed 

image of the 4-year-old next to a silhouette of two jihadi fighters along with the caption: "Even the royal 

family will not be left alone.” 

 

During the trial, it was heard that Rashid posted more than 300,000 messages on Telegram urging a lone 

wolf attack. Prosecutors said Rashid ran a “prolific” Telegram channel called Lone Mujahid, in which he 

provided an “e-toolkit for terrorism.” 

 

Police said Rashid shared a list of popular British sports stadiums, suggested injecting poison into 

supermarket ice creams and urged Jewish areas of the UK to be targeted in a terror attack. 

 

Rashid also allegedly posted a map of New York’s Sixth Avenue along with the caption: "New York 

Halloween Parade. Have you made your preparations? The Countdown begins,” as well as popular tourist 

destinations and train stations across Europe. 

 

Sky News reports the 32-year-old urged jihadis to “fight and spill the blood to the apes in your land" 

adding: "Start planning, start scouting targets, start monitoring entry/exit routes, start preparing tools and 

weapons/explosive." 

 

Following Rashid's change of plea, Judge Andrew Lees told the defendant: "For the past week I have 

listened to the most disturbing allegations,” reports the BBC. 

 

"You have admitted these allegations of encouraging others to commit terrorist activities and publishing 

statements to encourage the killing of others. 

 

"It is inevitable that you will receive a very lengthy prison sentence and there will be a consideration of a 

life prison sentence." 

 

He added: "The question of your future dangerousness and the protection of the public is a matter that I 

will have to give very careful consideration." 

 

Rashid will be sentenced for terrorism offenses at the same court on June 28. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 What is terrorism? 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/31/world/americas/what-is-terrorism.html  

GIST Two masked bombers walked into a crowded restaurant near Toronto and detonated a homemade 

explosive that wounded at least 15 people. In Belgium, a temporarily freed prisoner went on a deadly 
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rampage, stabbing and shooting people and taking hostages before the police killed him. 

 

In both attacks, each carried out in recent days, civilians were the victims. But it was only the Belgium 

attack — in which the assailant screamed “Allahu akbar!” (God is great!) — that the police quickly 

described as a possible act of terrorism. 

 

The comparison cuts to the core of a protracted debate over what constitutes terrorism, who is a terrorist 

and what such designations actually mean. An attack viewed as terrorism in one part of the world may be 

seen as a common crime elsewhere. The debate has grown more complex and intense in the years since the 

attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, but it dates back many years. 

 

“You’re never going to win on this,” said Charles Kurzman, a professor of sociology at the University of 

North Carolina and a co-director of the Carolina Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim 

Civilizations. “There’s a legal definition which differs by country. Common definitions are going to vary.” 

 

Here is a look at some of the issues that make the term terrorism so nebulous and tricky. 

 

How did the term originate? 

It is derived from the Latin “terrorem,” which translates as “panic,” “alarm” and “great fear.” The term’s 

use widened with the 1793-94 period of the French Revolution known as the “Reign of Terror,” when the 

revolutionary government conducted mass executions to intimidate suspected opponents. 

 

How does the dictionary define terrorism? 

The Oxford Dictionary calls terrorism “the unlawful use of violence and intimidation, especially against 

civilians, in the pursuit of political aims.” Merriam-Webster calls it the systematic and coercive use of 

terror, defined as “violent or destructive acts (such as bombing) committed by groups in order to 

intimidate a population or government into granting their demands.” 

 

Such definitions are not universally accepted and can be interpreted in different ways. Under the 

dictionary criteria, some experts would argue, the revolutionary colonist soldiers who slaughtered Native 

Americans allied with the British were terrorists, as were John Brown’s abolitionists who indiscriminately 

killed civilians in pro-slavery states before the Civil War. Palestinians regarded as terrorists by Israel are 

seen by their supporters as resistance fighters opposed to an occupation. 

 

Still, some scholars say the word terrorism can still be used objectively. 

 

“I think it can be defined with a fair degree of precision, which doesn’t necessarily entail judging or taking 

a position,” said Todd Gitlin, a professor at the Columbia Journalism School. “My definition of terrorism, 

which I don’t think is unusual, is a violent act in order to strike terror in the hearts of a population toward a 

political end.” 

 

Has terrorism taken on a new meaning? 

Acts of violence have become so ubiquitous that sometimes the terrorism label is applied — as in the 

Belgium case — even without an obvious ideological purpose. But sometimes the label is not applied — 

as in the Canada example — and that is where the confusion comes in. 

  

Why are the restaurant bombers not considered terrorists by Canada? 

Part of the reason may lie in simple geography and recent history. Unlike Europe, Canada has not suffered 

the repeated attacks attributed to extremist groups like the Islamic State, and the police may be less likely 

to assume such a possibility without more facts. 

 

Although the targeted restaurant was Indian, suggesting a possibly ethnic-based bias attack, experts 

cautioned that the identities of the assailants and their motives remained unclear. 

 

“Until you know who did it, it’s problematic to be categorized as a terrorist attack,” said Victor Asal, a 

political-science professor at the University at Albany-SUNY and a researcher at the National Consortium 
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for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism. 

 

“If it’s going to be terrorism it’s got to be politically or ideologically motivated,” he said. “If I’m killing 

you because you sleep with my wife, that’s not terrorism.” 

 

Why was the Belgium attack almost immediately assumed to be terrorism? 

While few details were immediately available about the masked bombers in the Canada attack, much was 

known about the assailant in Belgium, a 35-year-old Belgian prisoner with a history of assault, drug and 

theft offenses who had been granted a 48-hour leave. Officials in Belgium said Wednesday that he might 

have been converted by Islamist extremist cellmates. And the Islamic State militant group belatedly 

exalted him as a martyred disciple. 

 

Nonetheless, terrorism experts were not all convinced. Some theorized that the assailant was a career 

criminal who might have used the guise of adherence to Islamist extremism to justify the attack. 

 

“It looks like an act of terrorism, but here’s where things get a bit murky,” said Brian M. Jenkins, a senior 

adviser at the RAND Corporation. “He may or may not have been radicalized in prison. People are 

complicated — invariably there is a variety of motivations.”  

 

Mr. Jenkins pointed to the case of Esteban Santiago, an Iraq war veteran who had been hearing voices and 

behaving erratically in the year before he killed five people at the Fort Lauderdale airport in January 2017 

— an attack that was initially thought to have been terrorism. 

 

“There was a lot of evidence of mental illness,” Mr. Jenkins said. “Do I have a terrorist here, or do I have 

evidence of a mental disorder?" 

 

If the Canada bombers had yelled ‘Allahu akbar,’ would they have been seen as terrorists? 

Against the backdrop of what rights groups have described as rising anti-Muslim bigotry in the West, the 

answer is almost certainly yes. 

 

“The perception is that terrorism isn’t really terrorism unless a Muslim is somehow involved,” said 

Ibrahim Hooper, a spokesman for the Council on American-Islamic Relations, the nation’s leading Muslim 

advocacy organization. “We’ve seen that time and time again.” 

 

He pointed to a study published by the Journal of Communication that showed that American television 

viewers see far more images of Muslims as domestic terrorists than what is reflected in actual law 

enforcement statistics. The study found that among those described as domestic terrorists in 146 news 

reports between 2008 and 2012, 81 percent were identifiable as Muslims, but that F.B.I. reports from those 

years showed that only 6 percent of domestic terrorism suspects were Muslim. 

 

Why aren’t mass shootings like the Las Vegas massacre considered acts of terrorism? 

Many supporters of gun control in the United States argue that they should be. The Las Vegas casino 

gunman, Stephen Paddock, who killed 58 people and wounded hundreds before taking his own life, had 

prepared meticulously for the attack last October and appeared to know exactly what he was doing. 

 

But the glaring hole in the police investigation is an understanding of why he did it. Other than what 

appeared to have been a preoccupation with guns and possible anger over gambling losses, Mr. Paddock’s 

reasons died with him. 

 

“Insofar as we know, there’s no political content, no evidence of a political motive — it’s not as though he 

was trying to compel the government to do something,” Mr. Jenkins said. “This was a shooter.” 

 

Why even distinguish between acts of terrorism and other violent crimes? 

The difference between terrorism and other acts of violence matters because terrorism — regardless of 

how it’s defined around the world — is considered far more serious as a threat to national security and will 

provoke a more aggressive government response. 
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It is also a term often used to influence public opinion. 

 

“If Americans and others are more afraid of terrorism, they’re going to vote in a certain way,” Mr. 

Kurzman said. “There’s going to be a sense of insecurity that other acts of violence don’t often generate.” 
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HEADLINE 05/31 US, Russia forces nearly come to blows 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/us-russia-military-came-close-fighting-each-other-syria-assad-says-

951675  

GIST Syrian President Bashar al-Assad said the U.S. and Russia have nearly come to blows over their separate 

military campaigns in his country, where Moscow supports the government and Washington works outside 

of it. 

 

The U.S. has struck Syrian government targets in defiance of Russian warnings and killed Russian 

volunteer fighters, but the seven-year conflict has yet to see any direct confrontations between the U.S. and 

Russia. In an exclusive interview aired Thursday by Russia's state-owned RT news channel, Assad 

credited Russia with defusing what could have been a clash between the world's leading military powers as 

the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) was defeated and both local and international rivalries deepened. 

 

"In reality, we were close to have direct conflict between the Russian forces and the American forces, and 

fortunately, it has been avoided, not by the wisdom of the American leadership but by the wisdom of the 

Russian leadership, because it is not in the interest of anyone, anyone in this world, and first of all the 

Syrians, to have this conflict," Assad told RT. 

 

"We need the Russian support, but we need at the same time to avoid the American foolishness in order to 

be able to stabilize our country," he added. 

 

The U.S. was an early supporter of efforts to overthrow Assad as he faced a 2011 uprising also backed by 

Sunni Muslim monarchies and Turkey. As the Syrian opposition became increasingly jihadi in nature and 

ISIS emerged from a post-U.S. invasion insurgency in Iraq, the U.S. formed a coalition to battle the 

militants as they spread across the two Arab countries in 2014. Iran, an ally of both the Iraqi and Syrian 

governments, helped fight the jihadis by mobilizing Shiite Muslim militias and, in 2015, Russia entered 

the fight in support of Assad. 

 

Russian and Iranian support has helped the Syrian leader reclaim most major cities and provinces seized 

by rebels and jihadis, save for the territories now in the hands of the U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic 

Forces, a mostly Kurdish alliance that includes Arabs and ethnic minorities as well. Both factions have 

succeeded in nearly wiping out ISIS altogether, and Kurdish fighters have worked both alongside and 

against pro-Syrian government forces at times, but Assad warned Thursday he would not hesitate to use 

force to retake what they control if they refused to negotiate. 

 

In response to Assad's remarks, chief Pentagon spokeswoman Dana W. White told a press briefing 

Thursday that the U.S. mission "remains to defeat ISIS in Syria, our desire is not to get involved in the 

Syrian civil war." Assad rejected the term "civil war" in the RT interview, describing the conflict "as 

mercenaries, Syrians, and foreigners being paid by the West in order to topple the government" 

 

Marine Corps Lieutenant General Kenneth F. McKenzie Jr. also weighed in on the potential of a conflict 

between U.S.-led coalition and the Syrian military during Thursday's briefing, saying "any interested party 

in Syria should understand that attacking U.S. forces or our coalition partners would be a bad policy." 

 

The first confirmed incident between Syrian and U.S. forces took place in Deir Ezzor in September 2016, 

when U.S. airstrikes killed dozens of Syrian soldiers besieged by ISIS in what the Pentagon said was an 

accident. As President Donald Trump came to office, he called for the U.S. to focus on battling ISIS and 
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quit funding anti-Assad rebels. This changed in April 2017, however, when he ordered a series of cruise 

missile strikes on a Syrian military airport in response to allegations of a chemical attack in Idlib. 

 

That summer saw a number of clashes between pro-Syrian government fighters, consisting of various 

militias, and the Syrian Democratic Forces. The U.S. unilaterally declared the southern border crossing of 

Al-Tanf to be a deconfliction zone and launched several aerial assaults on forces fighting on behalf of 

Assad, including the downing of a Syrian Su-22 that the Syrian Democratic Forces accused of bombing 

their positions. Following this June 19 incident, Russia warned it would treat U.S. aircraft flying in its 

designated area of operations as "targets." 

 

The most serious battle took place in February. Hundreds of pro-Syrian government fighters, including 

Russian citizens, were reportedly killed after the U.S.-led coalition claimed they launched a massive 

assault on Syrian Democratic Forces positions in Deir Ezzor. Russia said its nationals were not fighting on 

behalf of the armed forces, but Syria called for the United Nations to condemn the U.S. 

 

The U.S. struck a second time days later when it hit a Russian-built T-72 tank that reportedly approached 

Syrian Democratic Forces positions. Defense Secretary James Mattis said in March that a third incident 

was avoided through the use of a deconfliction line maintained between the U.S. and Russian militaries. 

 

Two months later and shortly after he suggested he would soon withdraw U.S. troops from Syria, Trump 

again ordered military action against the Syrian government in response to an alleged toxic gas attack last 

month. Russia denied Assad's culpability and some officials had even threatened to shoot down U.S. 

missiles along with the ships and aircraft firing them if Russians lives were put at risk. 

 

The April 13 attack saw the U.S., France and the U.K. blast three Syrian state-run research centers 

suspected of developing chemical weapons. During his RT interview, Assad said that he had information 

suggesting Trump had planned "a comprehensive attack all over Syria," but that Russia's threat "pushed 

the West to make it on a much smaller scale." 

 

Despite the occasional hostilities, the U.S. and Russia have maintained regular contact in Syria, and U.S.-

led coalition spokesman Colonel Ryan Dillon said last month that the coalition even provides Russia with 

information on potential ISIS positions on the western side of the Euphrates River that divides the two 

campaigns. The U.S. has called for Assad's other ally, Iran, to withdraw. 

 

The U.S., Israel and Saudi Arabia are opposed to Iran's growing influence in Iraq and Syria, where Iran-

backed militias have grown increasingly powerful after working alongside government troops. Israel has 

launched airstrikes against Iranian and pro-Iran positions in Syria and has threatened to escalate its 

offensive. Iran has refused even Russian calls to withdraw, and Syria has said it continues to welcome both 

Russian and Iranian support in the conflict, while calling for the U.S. and Turkey to withdraw 

immediately. 

 

As the resurgent Syrian military prepares for a new offensive in the south, near the Israeli and Jordanian 

borders, international powers have scrambled to prevent an all-out war. The U.S., Russia and Jordan are 

reportedly attempting to broker a deal between Iran, Israel and Syria that would see all Syrian and non-

Syrian militias withdraw from the southern border region and allow for the Syrian military to regain 

control. Such a deal may also reportedly include the dismantling of the U.S. base at Al-Tanf, where Syria, 

Russia and Iran accuse the U.S. of supporting jihadi groups. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Pentagon warns Syria of hitting US troops 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/31/bashar-assad-warned-against-hitting-us-

troops-in-s/  

GIST The Pentagon is warning the Syrian regime to refrain from attacking U.S.-backed forces in the country, 

shortly after Syrian President Bashar Assad demanded U.S. forces depart and threatened to launch attacks 
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on territory held by American-backed Kurdish paramilitary units in northeast Syria. 

 

The threats come amid a scramble among several nations and factions in the Syrian civil war, as the Assad 

government consolidates control of the major cities but faces pressure over the postwar balance of power. 

 

“Any interested party in Syria should understand that attacking U.S. forces or our coalition partners will be 

a bad policy,” Joint Staff Director Lt. Gen. Kenneth McKenzie told reporters Thursday. 

 

Gen. McKenzie spoke shortly after Mr. Assad told the Russian RT news channel in an interview that the 

estimated 2,000 U.S. special forces believed to be posted in Syria to combat Islamic State and back up 

U.S.-allied forces cannot stay in Syria. 

 

“Somehow, they are going to leave,” Mr. Assad said Thursday. 

 

American military advisers and their counterparts in the Syrian Democratic Forces — a coalition of Arab 

and Kurdish militias battling the Islamic State — have operated from the Syrian city of Deir-ez-Zour and 

the surrounding Euphrates River Valley for most of the war against the terror group. 

 

A deconfliction zone, recognized by Moscow and Washington, has thus far protected American forces and 

their allies from Mr. Assad’s push to bring the entire country back under his control. 

 

“We would view very gravely any actions that tended to change that,” Gen. McKenzie told reporters 

during a Pentagon briefing. 

 

Tensions between Washington and Damascus boiled over in April, when U.S. and allied warplanes 

launched a series of airstrikes against suspected chemical weapons facilities in Syria. The strikes were in 

retaliation for the Assad regime’s use of the weapons against anti-government forces near the rebel 

stronghold of Aleppo. 

 

Syrian forces, backed by Russian air power and Iranian-backed militias, will “liberate by force” rebel- and 

Islamic State-held territory, Mr. Assad said. Those comments have raised concerns that U.S.-supported 

forces could end up in the Syrian government’s crosshairs in the near future. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 US designates ‘HTS’ terrorist organization 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-issues-terror-designation-for-rising-syrian-militant-group-

1527797992  

GIST WASHINGTON—The State Department has formally designated the Syrian militant group Hayat Tahrir 

al-Sham as part of a foreign terrorist organization, a response to its growing sway in northwestern Syria. 

 

Hayat Tahrir al-Sham is an offshoot of the Nusra Front, which the U.S. considers an affiliate of al Qaeda. 

Its success comes as a fresh test for President Donald Trump, who wants a quick U.S. exit from Syria. 

 

In recent months, HTS has fiercely battled Western-backed forces and other rivals in the northwest to 

extend its control across Idlib province and establish itself as the most potent militant group in the country. 

 

The coordinator for counterterrorism at the State Department, U.S. Ambassador Nathan Sales, said the 

designation would help the U.S. deny the group access to the U.S. financial system and other resources. 

 

“Today’s designation serves notice that the United States is not fooled by this al Qaeda affiliate’s attempt 

to rebrand itself,” he said. 

 

In recent months, HTS has sought to build on battlefield gains in the northwest, fighting Syrian 

government troops in Homs, Hama and Aleppo. Officials have said that its success is partly due to a 
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vacuum of power in the area, as the U.S. shifts its forces and aid elsewhere. 

 

The State Department is still deciding whether to unfreeze a package of $200 million in assistance funds 

previously earmarked for support of stabilization efforts in Syria and for preventing the return of the 

Islamic State extremist group. 

 

The Trump administration ordered the State Department to hold off on spending the money, which 

includes funding for aid groups in northwestern Syria, pending an assessment several months ago. 

 

In areas under its control, HTS espouses an extreme interpretation of Islam. The group’s leader, Abu 

Mohammad al-Julani, has vowed to conquer Damascus and impose Islamic rule across Syria. 

 

Residents say the group has set up a religious police force similar to that run by Islamic State, which 

enforces bans on smoking, the use of makeup in beauty salons and other rules. It also has jailed men and 

women who socialize without being related, residents say, and closed a university in the town of al-Dana 

late last year because it held mixed-gender classes. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Military killed 70+ Taliban leaders in month 

SOURCE https://www.circa.com/story/2018/06/01/world/us-forces-killed-off-more-than-70-taliban-leaders-in-

the-last-month  

GIST WASHINGTON (Circa) -- Taliban leadership has suffered some serious casualties in the last week and a 

half due to a series of raids and strikes across Afghanistan, which have led to the deaths of more than 70 of 

the group's commanders. 

 

The most deadly of these strikes came last Thursday, when a U.S. rocket strike destroyed a Taliban 

command post, killing at least 50 Taliban commanders inside.  

 

"We are still assessing the specific names and positions, but what it looks like it was is a group of 

commanders meeting in part to discuss the operation in Farah many of them had just participated in," said 

Army Gen. John Nicholson, the commander of the U.S. Forces in Afghanistan, while briefing reporters on 

Wednesday. 

 

Farah, a city in Western Afghanistan, was temporarily overrun by Taliban forces earlier this month. 

Afghan special forces eventually cleared the Taliban out, but not before they killed 30 people. 

 

While Nicholson noted the strike would likely not have a significant strategic impact, he did note that U.S. 

forces believe one high value target was among the dead. 

 

"The senior Taliban leader who was there was the deputy shadow governor of Helmand," said Nicholson, 

adding that "a number of other leaders beneath him" were also killed. 

 

The Taliban operates a shadow government across Afghanistan as part of its attempt to de-legitimize and 

degrade the internationally-backed government in the capital of Kabul. Governors and other leaders are 

appointed to most Afghan provinces, where they act similarly to a real government; collecting taxes, 

conscripting fighters, and even installing Sharia courts to administer justice, according to a 2009 report on 

Afghanistan by retired Army Gen. Stanley McChrystal. 

 

A separate strike the same day killed the Taliban "Red Unit" commander for Helmand province, according 

to the Afghanistan Times. Also known as the Red Group or Danger Group, the Red Unit is the Taliban's 

elite for of 300 commandos responsible for special operations, including night raids, cutting off roads, and 

supply lines. Unlike many Taliban forces, they are highly trained and employ advanced technology like 

night vision. 
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More than 70 Taliban leaders have been killed in the series of strikes thus far, with last Thursday's attack 

being responsible for the largest portion. 

 

Despite the strikes, the Trump administration's goal in Afghanistan is still, ostensibly, to reach a political 

settlement. Nicholson has confirmed that there have been some "off stage" discussions between the 

Afghan government and some Taliban leaders.  

 

"A number of channels of dialogue have opened up between the various stakeholders in the peace 

process," said Nicholson. 

 

He added that the recent strikes should not get in the way of reaching the ultimate goal. 

 

"I call this talking and fighting," said Nicholson. He invoked Secretary of Defense James Mattis noting 

"violence and progress can coexist, and that's what we're seeing." 

 

But not everyone agrees that there has been much progress in Afghanistan. The Taliban controls or 

influences 59, or 14.5 percent, of Afghanistan's districts, according to the Long War Journal, citing data 

from the Special Investigator General for Afghanistan Reconstruction (SIGAR). Another 29.2 percent of 

districts are contested between the Taliban and government forces. But LWJ claims that SIGAR's data is 

dated, and that their numbers show that the Taliban controls or contests 239 districts, or 59 percent. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Al Qaeda warns Saudi prince on ‘sin’ 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/al-qaeda-warns-saudi-crown-prince-over-sin-085338498.html  

GIST Dubai (AFP) - Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula has warned Saudi Arabia's reformist Crown Prince 

Mohammed bin Salman over his "sinful projects", in a bulletin released Friday. 

 

Prince Mohammed has spearheaded a string of policy changes in ultraconservative Saudi Arabia, 

including reinstating cinemas and allowing women to drive. 

 

"The new era of Bin Salman replaced mosques with movie theatres," the Yemen-based jihadist group said 

in its Madad news bulletin, picked up by the SITE Intelligence Group. 

 

He "substituted books that belonged to the imams... with absurdities of the atheists and secularists from the 

east and the west and opened the door wide for corruption and moral degradation," it said. 

 

The Sunni jihadist group AQAP has flourished amid a complex war in Yemen, where Saudi Arabia heads 

a military alliance battling Shiite Huthi rebels. 

 

In its statement, AQAP slammed April's WWE Royal Rumble event in the Saudi coastal city of Jeddah, 

near the Islam's most holy sites in Mecca. 

 

"(Foreign) disbelieving wrestlers exposed their privates and on most of them was the sign of the cross, in 

front of a mixed gathering of young Muslim men and women," it said. 

 

"The corruptors did not stop at that, for every night musical concerts are being announced, as well as 

movies and circus shows," SITE quoted it as saying. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Court: Romania, Lithuania secret CIA jails 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/european-court-romania-lithuania-hosted-cia-

secret-jails-55554320  
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GIST The European Court of Human Rights ruled Thursday that Romania and Lithuania allowed the detention 

and abuse of a Saudi and a Palestinian at secret U.S. prisons. 

 

The Strasbourg, France-based court said Thursday that Abd al-Rahim Al Nashiri, a Saudi national later 

sent to Guantanamo Bay, was detained and abused in Romania between Sept. 2003 and Oct. 2005, and 

urged Romania to investigate and punish perpetrators. 

 

The court concluded that Al-Nashiri was blindfolded, hooded, shackled, kept in solitary confinement, and 

subjected to loud noise and bright light during his detention at the CIA prison in Romania. 

 

Romania denies hosting such CIA facilities. There was no immediate reaction from the government. 

 

The court said Al Nashiri and Zubaydah were both considered "high-value detainees" taken by the CIA at 

the start of the U.S.-led "war on terror." 

 

Al Nashiri's lawyer, Amrit Singh, called the ruling "a sharp rebuke to Romania's shameful attempts" to 

conceal its hosting of a secret CIA prison. She was the lead lawyer on the case with the New York-based 

Open Society Justice Initiative. 

 

Singh also noted the court's decision in light of the appointment of new CIA Director Gina Haspel, who 

supervised a covert detention site in Thailand where terror suspects, including al-Nashiri, were 

waterboarded, an interrogation technique that simulates drowning. 

 

"The European court's ruling is critical for upholding standards of international law — that torture is 

absolutely prohibited and those involved in torture must be held to account," said Singh. "It stands in stark 

contrast to the United States' decision to promote Gina Haspel to CIA Director despite her role in my 

client's torture." 

 

The court also said that Lithuania hosted a secret CIA detention facility from February 2005 to March 

2006 where Abu Zubaydah, a Palestinian suspected of being a planner for the Sept. 11 attacks, was 

detained. 

 

It ruled that Lithuania allowed him to be moved to another CIA detention site in Afghanistan, "exposing 

him to further ill-treatment." He is currently detained at Guantanamo Bay and has not been charged. 

 

Lithuanian authorities said they would consider appealing the court's decision and may also investigate the 

claims again. 

 

Justice Minister Elvinas Jankevicius told reporters that "we will take a decision after carefully examining," 

the ruling. Vytautas Bakas, the chairman of the parliamentary committee for national security and defense, 

said he would propose opening a new probe. 

 

Lithuanian President Dalia Grybauskaite, however, contradicted the justice minister and said in a 

statement that the small Baltic country's "reputation damage is done," adding that Lithuania "thus will 

have to execute a court judgment" and pay Zubaydah 130,000 euros ($152,000). She has regularly clashed 

with the Lithuanian government and forced a minister to resign after expressing her distrust. 

 

Amnesty International called the rulings "a key milestone in holding European governments accountable 

for their involvement in illegal CIA activities in the aftermath" of the 9/11 attacks. 

 

Roisin Pillay, director of the International Council of Jurists' Europe and Central Asia Program claimed 

that "many other European governments colluded with the U.S. to illegally transfer, 'disappear' and torture 

people during rendition operations and must also be held accountable." 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Malaysia: 15 suspected militants detained 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/student-housewife-15-terror-suspects-held-

malaysia-55577205?   

GIST Malaysian police said Friday they have detained another 15 suspected militants, including several 

foreigners, for smuggling firearms and plotting attacks on places of worship. 

 

National police chief Mohamad Fuzi Harun said six Malaysians, six Filipinos, a Bangladeshi restaurant 

owner and a couple from a north African country were detained between March and May. 

 

Among the Malaysians was a 17-year-old student who made six Molotov cocktails he planned to use 

against entertainment outlets, churches and Hindu temples in Kuala Lumpur, Fuzi said. The student, a 

suspected Islamic State member, tested one of his devices in an open area and was detained in April, an 

hour after he produced a video on social media warning of the attacks, he said.  

 

The police chief said a 51-year-old Malaysian woman was held on May 9 during general elections for 

planning to ram a car into non-Muslims at a voting center. "In addition, the suspect also planned to drive 

into non-Muslim worship places using a car filled with gas cylinders as explosives," he said. 

 

Fuzi's statement said a 33-year-old Malaysian was detained after he was deported by Turkey for trying to 

slip into Syria to join the Islamic State. Two other Malaysians had planned to kidnap and kill police 

officers and also attack places of worship, it said. 

 

Fuzi said the African couple, both in their early 20s and suspected of having IS ties, were detained in April 

and since have been deported. Their specific home country wasn't disclosed. 

 

The 41-year-old Bangladeshi was believed to be involved in smuggling weapons for terrorists. 

 

Another Malaysian and six Filipinos, aged between 22 and 49, were held in April in Sabah state on Borneo 

island for being part of a militant cell collecting firearms to wage "jihad" in Marawi city in the Philippines, 

he said. Marawi was the scene of a six-month militant siege last year. 

 

Hundreds of people suspected of having ties to the Islamic State have been detained in Malaysia in the 

past few years. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Taliban deny ‘off stage’ contacts w/US 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/taliban-reject-us-commanders-statement-peace-

talks-55579104?   

GIST The Taliban say they "categorically reject" a statement made this week by the U.S. commander of 

coalition forces in Afghanistan about "off stage" contacts and dialogue taking place between the Kabul 

government and the insurgents. 

 

Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid says in a statement distributed to the media on Friday that Gen. 

John Nicholson's remarks, made to reporters at the Pentagon from his Kabul office, were a "baseless 

claim." 

 

Nicholson said Wednesday that "mid-level, senior-level Taliban leaders" are "engaging with Afghans," 

adding that unspecified international organizations, foreign governments and other interested parties also 

are involved. 

 

Mujahid says that "American General Nicholson is making such fabricated statements to divert attention 

from his failures and keep the Washington media busy with false claims instead of exposing the failed 

Trump (administration's) strategy" in Afghanistan. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 UN: Mexico security forces complicit 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/u-n-says-mexican-security-forces-are-likely-behind-

disappearances-n878941  

GIST The U.N. human rights office has “strong indications” that Mexican federal security forces are behind a 

series of disappearances around Nuevo Laredo, a city on the U.S.-Mexico border, officials said on 

Wednesday. 

 

In a statement, United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein urged the 

Mexican government to "take urgent measures to stop the wave of forced disappearances in Nuevo Laredo 

and surrounding areas," amid allegations that federal security forces in Mexico are behind such 

disappearances. 

 

The U.N. Human Rights Office in Mexico documented the disappearance of 21 men and two women in 

Nuevo Laredo from February until May 16, but local human rights organizations said there have been at 

least 40 disappearances in this period. “Many of these people are reported to have been arbitrarily detained 

and disappeared while going about their daily lives,” Zeid said. 

 

A series of testimonies received at the the U.N. human rights office suggest that people currently missing 

were reportedly detained by uniformed personnel as they walked or drove along public roads, and several 

burnt out and bullet-ridden vehicles were found by the roadside, the statement said. 

 

"It is particularly horrific that at least five of the victims are minors, with three of them as young as 14. 

These crimes, perpetrated over four months in a single municipality, are outrageous,” said Zeid. 

 

The U.N. report is the latest finding by international groups highlighting alleged abuses by the government 

in its decadelong battle against criminal gangs. More than 35,000 people have gone missing since 

President Felipe Calderón sent military forces to battle drug gangs in late 2006. 

 

There have been more than 200,000 murders since then, with a record number last year fueling widespread 

anger with President Enrique Peña Nieto’s ruling party ahead of a July 1 presidential election. Mexican 

authorities had ample information and evidence about the Nuevo Laredo disappearances but had made 

little progress in investigating — leaving the burden of the search to the family and friends of some of the 

people missing, the U.N. noted. "Families have undertaken their own searches, without any protection, and 

relatives have to date found the bodies of at least six victims. Several witnesses have been subjected to 

threats, and one was disappeared for two days," the statement read. 

 

Mexico’s National Human Rights Commission, better known by their Spanish acronym CNDH, released a 

statement on Wednesday saying they initiated an investigation looking into the disappearances and 

described efforts such as asking the Navy and other officials to protect the population of Tamaulipas, the 

Mexican state where Nuevo Laredo is, though at least three disappearances had happened since then. 

 

While CNDH's statement detailed steps the government was taking, it didn't include any findings or 

potential leads that could possibly give families of the victims some closure. 

 

“It is vital the Mexican authorities carry out an effective search for those whose whereabouts are still 

unknown and to conduct a diligent, independent and complete investigation to find out what happened, 

identify those responsible and ensure they are brought to justice,” Zeid said. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Study: cellphone spying near White House 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2018/06/01/signs-of-sophisticated-cell-phone-

spying-found-near-white-house-say-u-s-officials/?utm_term=.fafbed33074a  

GIST A federal study found signs that surveillance devices for intercepting cellphone calls and texts were 

operating near the White House and other sensitive locations in the Washington area last year. 

 

A Department of Homeland Security program discovered evidence of the surveillance devices, called 

IMSI catchers, as part of federal testing last year, according to a letter from DHS to Sen. Ron Wyden (D-

Ore.) on May 22. The letter didn't specify what entity operated the devices and left open the possibility 

that there could be alternative explanations for the suspicious cellular signals collected by the federal 

testing program last year. 

 

The discovery bolsters years of independent research suggesting that foreign intelligence agencies use 

sophisticated interception technology to spy on officials working within the hub of federal power in the 

nation’s capital. Experts in surveillance technology say that IMSI catchers - sometimes known by one 

popular brand name, Stingrays - are a standard part of the toolkit for many foreign intelligence services, 

including for such geopolitical rivals as Russia and China. 

 

A DHS spokesman confirmed the contents of the letter to Wyden but declined further comment. 

 

"This admission from DHS bolsters my concern about stingrays and other spying devices being used to 

spy on Americans’ phones," Wyden said in a statement on Thursday. "Given the reports of rogue spying 

devices being identified near the White House and other government facilities, I fear that foreign 

intelligence services could target the president and other senior officials." 

 

The DHS letter came in response to a meeting last month in which Wyden pushed for more aggressive 

federal response to cellular system insecurity. IMSI catchers are widely used by local, state and federal 

police, as well as foreign intelligence agencies. 

 

The devices work by simulating cell towers to trick nearby phones into connecting, allowing the IMSI 

catchers to collect calls, texts and data streams. Unlike some other forms of cell-phone interception, IMSI 

catchers must be near targeted devices in order to work. 

 

When they are in range, IMSI catchers also can deliver malicious software to targeted devices for the 

purpose of stealing information stored on them or conducting longer-term monitoring of communications. 

 

The same May 22 letter revealed that DHS was aware of reports that a global cellular network messaging, 

called SS7, was being used to spy on Americans through their cell phones. Such surveillance, which can 

intercept calls and locate cell phones from anywhere in the world, are sometimes used in conjunction with 

IMSI catchers. 

 

ESD America, a defense and law enforcement technology contractor based in Las Vegas, has reported 

detecting IMSI catchers throughout the Washington area while conducting testing for private clients. 

 

The company, which said it has federal contracts, declined to comment on work it has done for the U.S. 

government but said in a statement, “ESD America has several corporate and foreign government clients 

whom we have assisted in the detection of potential IMSI Catcher operation across many cities including 

Washington, D.C.” 

 

In the DHS tests, which took place over the past three years, the company said it had detected signs of 

IMSI catchers near the White House, the FBI headquarters, the Senate, the Pentagon, the Russian Embassy 

and along the collection of other foreign embassies in an area known as Embassy Row in Northwest 

Washington. 

 

The Washington area’s dense collection of U.S. officials and sensitive facilities makes it prime real estate 
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for cellular interception, experts say. 

 

“For any large intelligence agency, the United States, especially now, is a high-value target,” said Thomas 

Rid, a political science professor at the John Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies. “They get 

paid to go after high-value targets. It’s their job… It’s a complete no-brainer.” 

 

The letter said DHS officials, during a pilot program last year, “did observe anomalous activity that 

appeared consistent with IMSI catcher technology” within the Washington area, including near the White 

House. It cautioned that DHS “has neither validated nor attributed such activity to specific entities, devices 

or purposes” and said that some of the suspicious signals may have been “emanating from legitimate cell 

towers.” 

 

Experts on cellular interception say that various IMSI catchers have distinctive designs, making it clear 

from the resulting cellular signals and behavior whether they were made by American companies or by 

manufacturers in other countries. 

 

Civil liberties groups have long warned that IMSI catchers are used with few limits by U.S. authorities, 

who collect calls, texts and other data from innocent bystanders as they conduct surveillance on criminal 

suspects or other legitimate targets. Increasingly, though, critics have sought to portray the technology as 

posing threats to national security because foreign intelligence services use them on Americans, both while 

in the United States and abroad. 

 

"This is a huge concern from a national security perspective," said Laura Moy, deputy director of 

Georgetown Law's Center on Privacy & Technology. "People have been warning for years... that these 

devices were used by foreign agents operating on American soil." 

 

The surveillance devices are hard to counteract, though encrypted calling and messaging apps -- such as 

Signal, WhatsApp or Apple's FaceTime -- provide protection against IMSI catchers. Some experts 

advocate wider deployment of such encrypted communication tools within the U.S. government, along 

with a move away from traditional cellular calling and texting. 

 

Wyden and others also have called on the Federal Communications Commission, which along with DHS 

oversees the security of American cellular networks, to institute stronger protections against IMSI 

catchers, including possible technical fixes that cellular carriers or device makers could implement to resist 

surveillance. 

 

The FCC said in response to questions about the discovery of IMSI catchers in Washington, "We continue 

to monitor reports of the use of IMSI devices and to coordinate closely with our counterparts at DHS, 

DOJ, and the FBI.  The FCC strenuously enforces its rules against the unauthorized use of licensed radio 

spectrum and harmful interference with licensed users of the airwaves." 
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HEADLINE 05/31 FAA reopens Paine Field assessment 

SOURCE https://www.heraldnet.com/business/flights-delayed-faa-revisits-air-passenger-service-impact/  

GIST EVERETT — The much-anticipated start of commercial air service at Paine Field, which was expected to 

begin this fall with completion of a passenger terminal, could be delayed by renewed Federal Aviation 

Administration scrutiny. 

 

In a surprise move, the agency has begun what it calls a supplemental environmental assessment of the 

effect of up to 24 flights per day by three airlines. A 2012 assessment, which approved of passenger 

service at Everett’s county-owned airport, involved different airlines and only up to 12 flights per day. 

 

Airline interest in Everett has intensified since. The more ambitious scope of passenger operations at Paine 

Field necessitated another look, an FAA spokesman said Thursday. 
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The agency could not say how extensive the study might be, but supplemental environmental assessments 

typically take six to 18 months, the agency said. That time frame includes a public comment period. 

 

Paine Field spokesman Scott North said commercial passenger operations “will begin when the FAA 

completes its regulatory process. If the FAA approves it, we expect operations to begin late in 2018.” 

 

Everett-based Propeller Airports, under contract with Snohomish County, has invested some $40 million 

in developing the two-gate terminal, which is now under construction. 

 

Propeller CEO Brett Smith said the unique circumstances of launching passenger service in Everett mean 

all of the involved parties are in somewhat uncharted territory — including the federal government. 

 

“There is some ambiguity around this because this hasn’t been done in a while,” Smith said. “Commercial 

airline service doesn’t get added to general aviation airports very often. So the FAA, the airlines and 

Propeller Airports all want this done correctly.” 

 

Alaska Airlines, United Airlines and Southwest Airlines have proposed a combined 24 flights per day to 

cities throughout the West. 

 

Because the three airlines weren’t involved in the original proposal of a dozen daily flights, they can’t 

simply elect to fly 12 or fewer flights, the FAA said. The agency only reviews the proposals as they are 

submitted. 

 

When passenger service at Paine Field was first proposed, there was vocal opposition. An organization 

called Save Our Communities and the city of Mukilteo were involved in a series of unsuccessful court 

battles to stop the terminal. Last summer, the state Supreme Court declined to hear their case, bringing the 

lawsuit against Propeller and airport owner Snohomish County to an end. 

 

Propeller points out the currently planned service mostly involves smaller, quieter jets than those in the 

2012 proposal. 

 

Southwest Airlines eagerly awaits the completion of the terminal and the FAA environmental 

authorization, the company told The Herald. Alaska Airlines and United Airlines did not respond to 

requests for comment. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Starbucks windows NOT shatterproof 

SOURCE https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2018/05/31/hoax-alert-starbucks-is-not-inviting-you-to-test-its-

shatterproof-windows/  

GIST Anarchists, you might need a lot of caffeine to stoke your mayhem, but Starbucks is not going to give it to 

you as a reward for smashing their windows. 

 

According to a hoax post that’s been making the rounds on Facebook and anarchist forums such as 

Nerdica.net, Starbucks is installing new shatterproof windows that scientists have been working on for the 

past three years. 

 

Just try to break the windows with a brick or rock, the hoaxsters are urging people. If you succeed, 

Starbucks will reward you with a free year of coffee!!!! 

 

…Or not. Snopes debunked the beverage fantasy after Starbucks confirmed via email that the meme is 

pushing fabricated news. 

 

The image started circulating last week. As Snopes notes, Starbucks has in the past taken precautions 
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against vandalism at its flagship roastery in Philadelphia, having boarded up its Capitol Hill store and 

closed multiple stores early in anticipation of annual May Day labor protests. 

 

According to the Associated Press, in early May, vandals broke windows and spray-painted walls in nine 

Starbucks stores in the company’s home city of Seattle. This year marked the anniversary of riotous World 

Trade Organization protests in 2017. 

  

At any rate, if you want an ample supply of arguably decent coffee, jail probably isn’t the place to get it. 

Starbucks most certainly isn’t the place to get it for free, either, so don’t expect them to give up the goods 

in exchange for smashing up their stores. 

 

Don’t fall for the hoax. Leave the brick on the ground, leave the coffee company’s windows unmolested, 

and stay out of jail! 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Renton PD: traffic cams not a deterrence 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/renton-police-say-traffic-cameras-not-deterring-red-light-runners  

GIST RENTON, Wash. - It's a problem that surprised Renton police: drivers speeding through red lights even 

though new cameras are watching. 

 

The cameras were setup at three intersections on May 1, after police received several complaints at South 

Puget Drive and Talbot Road - which is known for crashes, Park Avenue North and Logan Avenue North, 

and Talbot Road South and South Grady Way. 

 

When police started looking at those videos they said the number of red-light runners was far worse than 

expected. 

 

“Once we started reviewing the warning videos we were really surprised by the number of motorists 

running the lights. It was far worse than we expected," said Renton Police Commander Karlewicz. "In the 

first three weeks of monitoring the warning violations there were two and a half times more violations at 

those three intersections as there was in the rest of the city in an entire month." 

 

Driver, Sheri Hines said she sees the benefit of cameras. 

 

“It's a great idea, it's not perfect,” said Hines. 

 

But ironically, she got a warning for running a red light while turning at one of the problem intersections 

last week. 

 

“If I was allowed to turn but I did a California stop, then yeah, I deserve it, it was my fault,” said Hines. 

 

Driver Jocelyn Alexander-Shaw also got a warning violation. 

 

"Out here it I think that's kind of unfair if there's no signage posted it does come off like a, ‘gotcha,’” said 

Alexander-Shaw. 

 

They both agree with police giving drivers more time to adjust to the intersections and understand the 

dangers. 

 

But, others argue with so many red light runners, now is the time to ticket them. 

 

“The warning that I got, it actually would have been a ticket if they didn't extend it, but I didn't even know 

that they were there,” said Hines. 
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Usually drivers get a 30-day grace period after the cameras are installed, but they're getting an extra two 

weeks so the grace period ends June 13. 

 

“I just know that people get up in arms if they’re not notified about something beforehand,” said driver 

Jessica Lowery. “I agree a red light is a red light and people shouldn’t be running it to begin with so.” 

 

After June 13th police said the fine for running a red light is up to $250. 

 

Police said by state law, the red light camera ticket violations aren’t part of a driver’s driving record. 

 

However, if a driver doesn’t pay for the ticket or respond to a hearing, the violation will be reported to the 

Department of Licensing. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 PCSO: 35 tons of waste at homeless camp 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/05/31/pierce-county-cleans-up-35-tons-of-waste-at-homeless-encampment-

sheriffs-department-says/  

GIST PUYALLUP, Wash. — Some business owners in Puyallup are thanking the county after a homeless 

encampment thought to contribute to a theft problem was removed earlier this month. 

 

Pierce County sheriff’s deputies said multiple agencies worked to clean up the encampment in the area of 

Canyon Road and State Route 512. The encampment was a source of crime and waste, deputies said. 

 

“This week we are hoping you will also notice a decrease in criminal activity and solid waste in the same 

area,” deputies said in a Facebook post. 

  

Cleanup of the area took about 300 man hours and 35 tons of solid waste was removed, deputies said. 

Deputies said the particular encampment was targeted due to a “high volume of calls and complaints” 

from businesses. 

 

“In 2017 our deputies responded to 90 calls for service at just one of the stores for crimes including 

shoplifting, vehicle prowls, loitering/panhandling, littering, trespassing, people sleeping in cars, dumped 

vehicles, and people urinating on sidewalks,” deputies said. 

 

Business owners in the area praised the cleanup, saying theft in the area had long been a problem spot. 

 

“The theft has been an issue,” said Michael Mecklemberg of McLendon Hardware in Puyallup. “They’ll 

steal axes, machetes, camping gear, a lot of camping gear.” 

 

The encampment was there for well over a year, Mecklemberg said, but it really started to become 

troublesome about six months ago. 

 

“It would catch on fire,” Mecklemberg said of the encampment. 

 

Business have seen less theft in the area since the cleanup, Mecklemberg said. 

 

“In our eyes we’re thrilled with it,” he said. “It’s not like they’re just kicking them out. They’re asking 

them if they want help, they’re asking if they want jobs.” 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Lawsuit: CBP took $58K from Ohio man 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/ohio-man-sues-after-customs-takes-life-savings-from-
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his-carry-on/  

GIST A 64-year-old Cleveland, Ohio, man is suing U.S. Customs and Border Protection after agents strip-

searched him at an airport in October and took more than $58,000 in cash from him without charging him 

with any crime, according to a federal lawsuit filed this week in Ohio. 

 

Customs agents seized the money through a process known as civil asset forfeiture, a law enforcement 

technique that allows authorities to take cash and property from people who are never convicted or even 

charged with a crime. The practice is widespread at the federal level. In 2017 federal authorities seized 

more than $2 billion in assets from people, a net loss similar in size to annual losses from residential 

burglaries in the United States. 

 

Customs says it suspects that the petitioner in the case, Rustem Kazazi, was involved in smuggling, drug 

trafficking or money laundering. Kazazi strongly denies those allegations and says that the agency is 

violating federal law by keeping his money without filing any formal complaint against him. 

 

Kazazi is a retired officer with the Albanian police who relocated with his family to the United States in 

2005 after receiving visas through the State Department’s lottery program. They became U.S. citizens in 

2011. After more than a decade away, Kazazi planned a trip to Albania last fall to visit relatives, make 

repairs on a family property and potentially purchase a vacation home. 

 

He took $58,100 in U.S. currency with him, the product of 12 years of savings by Kazazi, his wife, Lejla, 

and his son Erald, who is finishing a chemical engineering degree at Cleveland State University, according 

to the lawsuit. The family lives in Parma Heights, a suburb of Cleveland. 

 

In an interview translated by his son, Rustem Kazazi said safety concerns prompted him to take cash on 

his trip, rather than wire the funds to a local bank. 

 

“The crime [in Albania] is much worse than it is here,” he said. “Other people that have made large 

withdrawals [from Albanian banks] have had people intercept them and take their money. The exchange 

rates and fees are [also] excessive.” 

 

Albanian contractors often prefer dollars and euros over the local currency, Kazazi said. For those reasons, 

he said, many expatriates who return to visit Albania bring large amounts of cash with them. 

 

On Oct. 24, Kazazi arrived at Cleveland Hopkins International Airport to begin the first leg of his journey, 

which would take him to Newark to connect with an international flight. He carried the cash in three 

counted and labeled bundles in his carry-on bag, he said, along with receipts from recent bank withdrawals 

and documentation pertaining to his family’s property in Tirana, the Albanian capital. 

 

According to a translated declaration that Kazazi provided to the court as part of the lawsuit, TSA 

employees discovered the cash in his bag during a routine security check and alerted Customs and Border 

Protection. 

 

“They asked me some questions, which I could not understand as they spoke too quickly,” according to 

Kazazi’s declaration. “I asked them for an interpreter and asked to call my family, but they denied my 

request.” 

 

The CBP agents led Kazazi to a small windowless room and conducted multiple searches of him and his 

belongings, he said. According to Kazazi’s declaration, the agents asked him to remove all of his clothing 

and gave him a blanket to cover the lower portion of his body. Kazazi said that a man wearing rubber 

gloves then “started searching different areas of my body.” 

 

Kazazi characterized the search as a “strip search” in an interview translated by his son. “I felt my rights 

violated,” he said. 

 

The searches turned up nothing – no drugs, no contraband, no evidence of any illegal activity, according to 
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the lawsuit. But the agents took Kazazi’s money. Even more alarming to Kazazi was that the receipt the 

agents handed to him did not list the dollar value of his cash. 

 

“I began to worry that they were trying to steal the money for themselves,” he said in his court declaration. 

 

After being released, Kazazi called his wife and explained what had happened. None of it made sense to 

either of them, but Lejla Kazazi told her husband that it had to be some sort of misunderstanding and that 

he should continue on his trip and let her and Erald sort it out at home. 

 

Seven months later, Customs still has the money. 

 

The Kazazis have been caught up in a broader struggle over civil asset forfeiture, a law enforcement 

practice that allows police to seize and permanently keep cash and other property on the suspicion of 

wrongdoing. Defenders of the practice, such as Attorney General Jeff Sessions, say it’s a valuable tool for 

fighting drug cartels and other criminal enterprises in cases where a criminal conviction is difficult to 

obtain. But media outlets such as The Washington Post and civil liberties groups such as the ACLU have 

found that the process is ripe for abuse. 

 

“The government can just take everything from you,” said Wesley Hottot, the Kazazi family’s lawyer. 

Hottot is with the Institute for Justice, a civil liberties law firm working to overturn civil forfeiture. People 

wishing to challenge a civil forfeiture must essentially demonstrate their innocence in court, Hottot said, 

turning the dictum of “innocent until proven guilty” on its head. 

 

“You have to affirmatively show you’re not a criminal to get your own money back,” Hottot said. “You 

have to effectively prove a negative.” 

 

Federal authorities haul in billions in cash and property from forfeiture every year, a tally that doesn’t 

include additional billions seized in state and local forfeiture actions. 

 

The Kazazi family didn’t hear anything about their cash or why it was taken until more than a month after 

it was seized, when Customs finally sent a seizure notice to their home. 

 

“This is to notify you that Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) seized the property described below at 

Cleveland, OH on October 24, 2017: $57,330 in U.S. Currency,” the notice states. “Enforcement activity 

indicates that the currency was involved in a smuggling/drug trafficking/money laundering operation.” 

 

The first thing the Kazazis noticed was that the dollar amount listed was $770 less than the amount that 

Kazazi said he took with him. The family said that the cash was all in $100 bills, making it impossible for 

it to add up to $57,330. 

 

Hottot said these types of “errors” are common in forfeiture cases, and that it’s “always in the same 

direction”: government receipts coming up a few hundred or a few thousand dollars short of what 

defendants say they had. 

 

The Kazazis said they were also flabbergasted by the allegation of “smuggling/drug trafficking/money 

laundering.” There was no indication of how the officers arrived at that conclusion. “This was the most 

offensive thing I’ve ever seen,” Erald Kazazi said. “They provide no evidence. They list three different 

things without even saying which one it is.” 

 

In a statement, a CBP spokesman said that “pursuant to an administrative search of Mr. Kazazi and his 

bags, TSA agents discovered artfully concealed U.S. currency. Mr. Kazazi provided inconsistent 

statements regarding the currency, had no verifiable source of income and possessed evidence of 

structuring activity,” that is, making cash withdrawals of less than $10,000 to avoid reporting 

requirements. 

 

Hottot denies that Rustem Kazazi was trying to conceal the cash – he had wrapped it in paper, labeled it 
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and sent it through the scanner in his carry-on bag. The “inconsistent statements” were a result of Kazazi’s 

poor English language comprehension, Hottot said. 

 

Hottot also noted that the structuring allegation was not included in the seizure notice. “They’ve never 

mentioned structuring before,” he said. “I think what were really seeing here is some creative Monday 

morning quarterbacking by CBP, trying to justify the unjustified.” 

 

The CBP spokesman also noted that there are disclosure requirements for traveling internationally with 

sums of cash greater than $10,000. “Failure to declare monetary instruments in amounts more than 

$10,000 can result in fines or forfeiture and could result in civil and or criminal penalties,” he said. 

 

Hottot said Kazazi was well aware of those requirements and planned file his disclosure form during his 

four-hour layover in Newark. The form instructs travelers to file the paperwork “at the time of departure 

from the United States with the Customs officer in charge at any Customs port of entry or departure.” 

 

“If he’s gonna follow the law on this he’s gonna have to do it in Newark on the way out of the country,” 

Hottot said. 

 

The CBP seizure notice gave the Kazazis a number of options for proceeding with the case. They could 

abandon the cash completely, or they could make an “offer in compromise” – letting CBP keep a certain 

percentage of the seized cash if they returned the rest. There were also options for challenging the seizure 

administratively through internal CBP channels or letting the case proceed in federal court. The Kazazis 

opted for federal court. 

 

Under federal forfeiture law, the government was required to initiate a forfeiture case within 90 days after 

the Kazazis responded to the seizure notice. If they failed to initiate a forfeiture case within that window, 

they would be required to promptly return the money to the claimants. 

 

That deadline passed over a month ago, on April 17. CBP has not filed a forfeiture complaint; nor has it 

returned the money. Erald Kazazi said he has called CBP several times was told that the case was now 

with the U.S. attorney’s office in Ohio and that they had no additional information on it. So this week the 

Kazazis filed their own lawsuit, demanding the immediate return of their property. 

 

The U.S. attorney’s office for the Northern District of Ohio declined to comment on the record. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 More drivers killed under influence of drugs 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/health-care-news/articles/2018-05-31/more-drivers-killed-under-the-

influence-of-drugs-than-alcohol  

GIST SOME 22.3 PERCENT OF fatally injured motorists who were tested for drugs tested positive for 

marijuana in 2016, a figure that researchers say has "increased substantially" in recent years as states have 

legalized the drug for recreational or medicinal use, according to a new report. 

 

The finding, in a study released Thursday by the Governors Highway Safety Association, was one of 

several regarding the growing prevalence of drugs in vehicle fatalities. The report also found that 44 

percent of drivers killed in automobile accidents in 2016 who were tested for drugs tested positive for one 

or more substances – a number that was up 28 percent from 10 years prior. That figure eclipsed the 37.9 

percent who were known to have been tested for alcohol and tested positive – a figure that actually fell in 

the last decade, from 41 percent in 2006. 

 

The report was intended to draw attention to the need to incorporate a drug message into programs that 

encourage motorists not to drive while impaired. It noted that marijuana was the most commonly found 

drug. Jim Hedlund, author of the study, says "marijuana use has become more normalized" as states across 

the country decriminalize the drug. 
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"If use is up, use by drivers is up," Hedlund says. 

 

Hedlund attributes the decline in alcohol-related deaths to the "broad societal consensus" that drunk 

driving is wrong. There's a "strong societal consensus. It's [drunk driving] is bad," he says. "Everyone 

knows it's bad." However, this way of thinking hasn't caught up to drug-impaired driving yet. That's where 

education comes in. 

 

"That's the next step. Precisely to provide that education," Hedlund says. 

 

The report suggests that some of the strategies used to decrease drunk driving can be applied to prevent 

people from driving while on drugs. However, several challenges come with that. A driver can consume a 

vast number of drugs that would be difficult to test for. Additionally, no nationally accepted method exists 

for testing drug-impaired drivers, and different drugs have different effects on different people. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Counting buildings in South China Sea 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-backstory-southchinasea/backstory-using-satellites-to-count-

buildings-in-south-china-sea-idUSKCN1IW351  

GIST HONG KONG - Shrouded in Chinese military secrecy and hidden from the eyes of journalists, Beijing’s 

build-up of man-made islands on reefs deep in the maritime heart of Southeast Asia is a vexing story to 

report. 

 

Reuters deputy head of graphics Simon Scarr, based in Singapore, had previously dealt with private sector 

satellite imagery providers but always felt more could be done within the highly competitive field. 

 

Late last year in a conversation with Earthrise Media, an independent group helping journalists obtain and 

analyze satellite data, Scarr wondered if it would be possible to count buildings on China’s seven man-

made islands in the Spratly archipelago of the hotly contested South China Sea. 

 

During a six-week period, Earthrise digitally scrutinized hundreds of images dating back to 2014 when 

China started rapidly building up those islands. Reuters journalists checked the data with a range of 

military and academic contacts. 

 

On a spread sheet of figures confirming extensive construction across the South China Sea, one number 

stood out – Subi reef was home to nearly 400 buildings, more than expected and nearly double the number 

on similar islands. 

 

“It was great data to have, and it really helped us build-up the webpage, with imagery and information 

from other sources, too,” Scarr said. 

 

The Subi information helped journalists in Hong Kong, Beijing and Sydney research the story that would 

anchor the package on the islands. 

 

It also provided insight into possible Chinese intentions for military bases on islands that Beijing once 

described as mostly civilian. The buildings on Subi, along with extensive facilities on Fiery Cross and 

Mischief reefs, appeared to match military bases inside China and could house up to 2,400 personnel. 

 

Subi is the largest of China’s seven man-made outposts in the Spratlys. The so-called “Big Three” of Subi, 

Mischief and Fiery Cross reefs all share similar infrastructure – including emplacements for missiles, 3km 

runways, extensive storage facilities and a range of installations that can track satellites, foreign military 

activity and communications. 

 

Determined to use the package to test their innovations, a Reuters RTV team headed to the Hong Kong 
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coast to shoot footage that would be overlaid with animation to illustrate the development. 

 

“This was one of the most elaborate things we’ve done,” said senior producer Ryan Brooks. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Jury: $4 verdict police shooting death 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/my-heart-just-dropped-4-verdict-shocks-family-man-

killed-n879026  

GIST Four dollars. 

 

When Monique Davis heard that was the amount a jury believed her fiancee's mother and three children 

deserved for his death in a police shooting, she didn't bother to listen to the rest of the verdict. She walked 

out of the courtroom, shaken. 

 

"My heart just dropped," Davis recalled. "It was like, are y'all serious?" 

 

Four years earlier, her fiancee, Gregory Vaughn Hill Jr., who was black, had been shot behind his closing 

garage door by Christopher Newman, a white Florida sheriff's deputy responding with a partner to a 

complaint of loud music. A grand jury declined to indict Newman, who said Hill had pulled a gun. Hill's 

mother then filed a wrongful death lawsuit against Newman and his boss, St. Lucie County Sheriff Ken 

Mascara. The case went to trial this month, and on May 24 a jury cleared Newman, assigned a small bit of 

blame to Mascara and said Hill was almost entirely at fault because he was drunk. 

 

The jury tallied up the damages: $1 for funeral expenses to Hill's mother, and $1 each to Hill's three 

children, aged 7, 10 and 13. 

 

The decision astonished the family's lawyer, John Phillips. 

 

"I'd have rather seen a zero than have to tell the children that their pain and suffering for losing their father 

is only a dollar," he said Thursday. 

 

Which is what the family will probably get in the end. 

 

Because the jury assigned just 1 percent of negligence to Mascara, that $4 in damages was automatically 

reduced to 4 cents, Phillips said. But even that was made irrelevant by the jury's finding that Hill's 

intoxication made him 99 percent negligent. In doing so, the jury effectively erased any damages, Phillips 

said. 

 

That convoluted verdict left Phillips wondering whether the jury, after about 10 hours of deliberations, 

understood what it was doing — and if so, whether the jurors saw the damage amount as some sort of 

punishment. 

 

"Either it was punitive or they viewed these children's pain as virtually worthless," Phillips said. 

 

Answers to those questions may never come. None of the jurors has spoken publicly, and they are not 

required to justify their verdict. 

 

Newman and his partner, Deputy Edward Lopez, responded to Hill's Fort Pierce home on Jan. 14, 2014 

after someone from a school across the street called to complain of loud music, police have said. The 

deputies knocked, and Hill, 30, on disability leave from a Coca-Cola warehouse, pulled open the garage 

door. Seeing the officers, he started to close the door — and pulled out a gun, police said. Newman opened 

fire, his bullets piercing the door. Hill was found dead inside with an unloaded gun in his back pocket. 

 

Phillips disputed that Hill raised the gun toward the officers, questioning how the weapon ended up in his 
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back pocket before he died. 

 

Phillips is preparing file a motion for a new trial, based on what he says were inconsistencies in the way 

Hill's gun was used as evidence during the trial, and prosecutors' revealing that Hill had been on probation 

at the time of the shooting for a drug charge. 

 

After the verdict, Mascara released a statement saying his office was "pleased to see this difficult and 

tragic incident come to a conclusion." Newman, he added, "was placed in a very difficult situation, and 

like so many law enforcement officers must do every day, he made the best decision he could given the 

circumstances he faced." 

 

Lawyers who represented Newman and Mascara did not respond to a request for comment. 

 

Davis, 35, has been raising Hill's three children — the two oldest of whom she had with him — with her 

boyfriend. 

 

After last week's verdict, she went home, and for two days could hardly get out of bed, wondering how she 

was going to explain it to the kids. She finally tried, and she said the children were struggling with it in 

their own ways. 

 

Davis wants the police to admit they did something wrong, that they reacted too quickly, and she wants 

them to change the way they handle such situations. 

 

"I won’t give up until proper justice is served," she said. 

 

How that might happen, she isn't sure. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Calif. distributing fentanyl test strips 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/california-experiments-distributing-fentanyl-tests-

55568841?   

GIST California health officials are experimenting with distribution of test strips that allow people to check their 

drugs for the presence of the powerful opioid fentanyl, which is causing numerous overdoses and deaths 

nationwide. 

 

The state health department has been paying about half of California's 45 needle exchanges to distribute 

the strips and has spent about $57,000 on the program so far, the Los Angeles Times reported Thursday. 

 

Fentanyl can be mixed into other drugs such as heroin and cocaine without the user knowing. 

 

The tests are conducted by mixing a bit of a drug with water and then dipping a strip into the fluid for a 

few seconds. The strip shows a single line for a positive result and two lines if it is negative. 

 

New York state and several overdose prevention programs across the country also are using the test strips, 

the Times said. The strips developed by the biotechnology company BTNX based in Toronto, Canada, are 

only sold to governments and harm reduction programs. CEO and founder Iqbal Sunderani said the state of 

California is his biggest customer. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Russian reporter describes fake slaying 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ukraine-reporters-fake-murder-involved-swine-

blood-morgue-55560274?   
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GIST To mimic gore, they used makeup and pig's blood. They shot bullet holes in one of his sweatshirts. And to 

top off Arkady Babchenko's staged murder, they even took him to the morgue. 

 

The journalist revealed Thursday how Ukrainian security services faked his murder to thwart a contract hit 

allegedly arranged by Babchenko's native Russia. 

 

Police said Tuesday night that Babchenko had been shot and killed in his apartment building. The next 

day, he showed up alive in front of journalists and authorities revealed that it all had been a ruse and said 

that the organizer of the planned assassination had been arrested.  

 

At a news conference, Babchenko himself wasn't clear on why the security services thought the elaborate 

deception was necessary. 

 

"They probably had their reasons. Maybe they wanted to collect proof that would be 100 percent solid," he 

told reporters. 

 

One of Russia's best-known war reporters and a vehement Kremlin critic, the 41-year-old Babchenko fled 

the country in February 2017 because of what he described as death threats. He said Ukrainian agents 

came to him about a month ago and said that Russian security services had put out an order for his slaying. 

 

"I said: 'Great. Why have you been waiting for a month?'" he recounted. 

 

To make the staged murder look genuine, Babchenko said, security officers took his sweatshirt and shot 

holes in it. Babchenko said he put on the shirt and got smeared with pig's blood. 

 

"I took a mouthful of it and spit it out," he said. One of the officers also told him how to fall down to 

appear to have been genuinely shot. 

 

His wife called an ambulance and he was taken to a hospital intensive care unit, where a forensic expert 

"documented" his death. After that, he ended up in a morgue that he said was "freezing as hell." 

 

Once inside the morgue, Babchenko said he was "resurrected," taking off the blood-stained clothes. "I just 

sat there watching the news about what a great guy I was," he added. 

 

Babchenko said Thursday he had told his "closest relatives" about the sting operation in advance, although 

on Wednesday, he said he had apologized to his wife "for the hell she had to go through in the past two 

days." 

 

The Russian Foreign Ministry denounced the Ukrainian government, saying it was "fanning anti-Russian 

hysteria." Relations between the two countries have been strained since 2014, when Russia annexed 

Crimea and separatists backed by Moscow in eastern Ukraine have fought government troops in a conflict 

that has killed more than 10,000 people. 

 

Babchenko's faked death caused real shock in Ukraine, where other journalists have been killed in recent 

years. It also brought widespread criticism from press freedom groups. 

 

Sergei Tomilenko, head of the Ukrainian Journalists Union, complained that authorities had presented no 

evidence that an assassination plot actually existed or that Russia was involved. Without such evidence, he 

said, the deception could be considered politically motivated, "which discredits not only journalists, but 

the image of Ukraine." 

 

Added Pauline Ades-Mevel of the group Reporters Without Borders: "We condemn the use of these means 

to protect journalists." 

 

But Interior Minister Arsen Avakov lashed out at the criticism. 
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"What would you want? That Babchenko had been killed?" he said. 

 

Babchenko said he is staying in a secure location for the time being and his immediate plans are to try to 

overcome the stress he's endured. 

 

"I'm planning to have a good sleep, get drunk and fall asleep while drunk and think about nothing for the 

next two or three days," he said. 

 

On Wednesday, when Babchenko's stunning appearance in front of journalists brought whoops and 

applause, Ukrainian Security Service chief Vasyl Gritsak said a Ukrainian citizen who allegedly was paid 

$40,000 by the Russian security service to organize and carry out the hit had been arrested. The man in 

turn allegedly hired an acquaintance to be the gunman. 

 

The alleged organizer, Boris German, was arraigned Thursday night and ordered held in custody for two 

months. German told the court he had been working with Ukrainian counter-intelligence because a friend 

living in Russia who planned to cause disorder in Ukraine had approached him. 

 

Prosecutor-General Yuriy Lutsenko said the man contacted by German to kill Babchenko informed 

authorities of the plot. At a subsequent meeting of German and the proposed triggerman, German said he 

had orders for about 30 other killings, including that of a former officer of Russia's Federal Security 

Service, Lutsenko said on Ukraine's Inter TV channel. 

 

News reports said German's lawyer has identified him as the executive director of a joint venture in 

Ukraine with German arms-maker Schmeisser. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Seattle robbers halted in rush hour traffic 

SOURCE https://patch.com/washington/seattle/seattle-guitar-center-robbers-halted-rush-hour-traffic  

GIST SEATTLE, WA - The heavy traffic along the Mercer Street "Mercer mess" in South Lake Union is known 

for thwarting the commutes of thousands of drivers daily. Now it's known for maybe thwarting a robbery. 

 

For whatever reason, three people on Wednesday decided to rob the South Lake Union Guitar Center at 

the peak of rush hour. And they chose to escape in two different vehicles, and they chose to escape down 

clogged Mercer Street. 

 

They only made it to the intersection of Dexter Avenue, about three block east of the Guitar Center. 

Seattle police reported that the robbers began chasing each other in their cars until they crashed, backing 

up traffic even worse on Mercer. 

 

That's not all: after crashing, one of the robbers pulled out a machete and threatened his co-conspirator. 

Then that robber pulled a gun on the robber holding the machete. That's when Seattle police arrived and 

arrested the two robbers. The third, a woman, was also arrested. 

 

The robbers snatched a guitar from the Guitar Center worth an estimated $1,600. Police returned the 

instrument to the store. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 More police patrol Alki ahead of summer 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/more-officers-patrolling-alki-to-crackdown-on-crime-as-summer-

gets-closer  
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GIST SEATTLE - For 21 years, Nancy Adams has watched the cars racing, the motorcyclists popping wheelies, 

drivers revving their engines and the occasional traffic collision from her balcony. 

 

Adams said Alki has always been a chaotic scene as the warm weather kicks in. 

 

“It’s turned in to an all-afternoon fracas of noise, loud motorcycles, Harleys, the small foreign cars they 

soup up,” Adams said Thursday. 

 

Although she has complained to Seattle police in the past, she said that she finally has hope something will 

change. 

 

Seattle police Capt. Pierre Davis, who heads the Southwest Precinct, said police try every year to address 

the chaos at Alki, but they haven’t found a permanent solution. He said that after talking with residents 

and business owners they have come up with a new strategy. 

 

“They will see a number of foot beat officers who are walking the beach lines, checking out the businesses 

and two to four officers that are solely in patrol cars that are conducting traffic stops,” Davis said. 

 

Police started rolling out a light version of this emphasis a few weeks ago. The number of officers and 

hours they’re on Alki will expand as the warm weather kicks in, Davis said. 

 

Davis said police will not only have officers from the Southwest Precinct on the emphasis patrol, but 

officers from across the city. Some, Davis said, working overtime. 

 

Adams said she has already seen a difference. 

 

“I’ve seen, parked over here, a cruiser he was just sitting there and as traffic was coming around the corner 

everyone was driving by him nice as pie,” she said, motioning outside. 

 

Cindy Reynolds, whose condo is on the same floor as Adams’, said she hopes the strategy will help. She 

said that during the summer she closes her windows and doors, cranks her television all the way up and 

can still hear the traffic noise on the fifth floor. 

 

“I just want to scream at them ‘people live here’,” Reynolds said, exasperated. 

 

Davis said that while people will see more officers, it shouldn’t keep them from coming to the beach. 

 

“They can come and partake all they want if they behave themselves accordingly, but if they don’t they’re 

going to be dealing with my officers there,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Mexico City: violence surges; worst 20yrs 

SOURCE https://mexiconewsdaily.com/news/violence-surges-in-mexico-city-worst-in-20-years/  

GIST Mexico City has recorded its most violent first four-month period of any year of the past two decades with 

382 intentional homicides between January 1 and the end of April. 

 

The figure is 14% higher than the 335 recorded in the same period last year and 24% higher than the 

murder rate registered in the first four months of 1998, when there were 309 homicides. 

 

There have not been more than 300 murders in Mexico City in the January-April period of any other year 

in the past 20. 

  

Based on National Public Security System (SNSP) statistics, the average daily homicide rate in the capital 

to April 30 was 3.1. 
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The SNSP data, which compiles statistics provided by the Mexico City Attorney General’s office (PGJ), 

shows that the number of murders has increased in the first four months of every year since 2015. 

 

Compared to 2014 — when homicides fell to 241 in the first four-month period from 256 the previous 

year — the crime has increased by 58%. 

 

In the past 20 years, the lowest number of homicides recorded in a first four-month period was in 2006, 

with 207. 

 

According to Mexico City authorities, most of the murders committed this year were not linked to 

organized crime and are not indicative of an outbreak of violence on the streets of the capital. 

 

PGJ statistics reveal that eight out of every 10 homicides were the result of personal fights or attacks in 

revenge, in which alcohol consumption and/or firearms were involved. 

 

However, a report published today in the newspaper Milenio said that homicides have increased since 

authorities began security operations against criminal organizations dedicated to narcomenudeo, or retail 

drug dealing. 

 

Milenio cited the Tláhuac Cartel in the southern borough of the same name, Los Rodolfos in Xochimilco 

and La Unión de Tepito and La Fuerza Anti-Unión in the central borough of Cuauhtémoc among the 

organizations authorities have targeted. 

 

The marines, backed up by police, carried out an operation in July last year that resulted in the death of the 

boss of the Tláhuac Cartel, known by the alias “El Ojos.” 

 

Narco-blockades made an unprecedented appearance in Mexico City following the death of the gang 

leader and seven of his sicarios, or hitmen. 

 

Mexico City Mayor José Ramón Amieva admitted yesterday that criminal gangs with “links all over the 

country” use locations in the capital to store and sell drugs but rejected any suggestion that drugs are 

grown or processed the city. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Japan introduces plea bargaining 

SOURCE https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/news/20180601_10/  

GIST Japan is introducing plea bargaining on Friday. It is considered to be a "landmark" change in the 

criminal justice system. 

 

Prosecutors may now forgo indictments or file lesser charges if suspects or defendants cooperate in 

investigations of accomplices and other people. 

 

The practice is widely used in the United States and other countries. 

 

The system is expected to find use as a new tool in probes into sophisticated organized crime or 

corporate crime. Prosecutors can offer lesser charges to suspects in such economic crimes as tax 

evasion, bid-rigging, and bribery. It can also be used for crimes involving drugs and firearms. 

 

Some observers warn of the risk of lies by suspects or defendants seeking a lighter penalty. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Inauguration Day rioting charges dropped 
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SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/prosecutors-withdraw-inauguration-day-

rioting-charges-against-7-people/2018/05/31/2dbb824c-6404-11e8-99d2-

0d678ec08c2f_story.html?utm_term=.ec1c0fd4e677  

GIST Federal prosecutors Thursday dropped their cases against seven people charged with rioting during 

President Trump’s inauguration after a D.C. judge determined that the government intentionally 

misrepresented information and withheld evidence from the defense. 

 

Assistant U.S. Attorney Jennifer Kerkhoff had repeatedly told the court and defense attorneys that her 

office possessed a single video of a protest-planning meeting, secretly recorded by a conservative group 

that had infiltrated the meeting. But on Wednesday, the U.S. Attorney’s Office acknowledged in an email 

to defense attorneys that 69 such undercover videos or audio recordings existed. Prosecutors wrote that 

they had turned over evidence they deemed relevant to the cases. 

 

During a hearing Thursday in D.C. Superior Court, Judge Robert E. Morin pressed prosecutors about the 

omission. 

 

“It was intentional. Your office represented there was only one video,” Morin said. “The government has 

not offered any explanation as to why they did not inform the court of these additional videos.” 

 

A week before the case was to go to trial, Assistant U.S. Attorney Ahmed Baset said prosecutors would 

withdraw charges, with the option of reinstating them. He did not offer an explanation. Over Baset’s 

objection, Morin dismissed the cases with prejudice, meaning the charges cannot be reinstated. 

 

The dismissals marked the latest turmoil in criminal cases stemming from the mass arrests on Jan. 20, 

2017. More than 200 people were accused of smashing windows and rioting for some 16 city blocks in 

downtown Washington. 

 

Authorities say the group used “black bloc” tactics — wearing dark clothing and hiding their faces by 

wearing masks and goggles. 

 

Defense attorneys have strenuously pushed back, saying that most people who joined protests that day 

were demonstrating legally and that only a small group peeled off to vandalize. 

 

Defense attorneys on Thursday praised Morin for holding the government accountable for the discrepancy 

in evidence. They said that their clients had been deprived of the opportunity to examine all the video 

evidence and that it would have been unfair to proceed to trial. 

 

“In making his decision, Chief Judge Morin had to figure out how to rebalance the scales of justice, which, 

for our trial group, he succeeded in doing,” said attorney Andrew O. Clarke. “We have been fighting for 

the First Amendment rights to protest for more than a year with these cases.” 

 

Clarke’s client Dylan Petrohilos, 29, who had been charged with rioting, said he and others had faced 

unfair prosecution. 

 

“This happens often in this city to poor people and people of color. But we were able to expose it,” 

Petrohilos said. 

 

Kerkhoff was not present for the hearing before Morin because she was in a separate trial in the rioting 

case. Her colleague Baset told the judge that the government meant it had only one video from that 

particular planning meeting, but Morin responded that that was not what Kerkhoff told the court. Baset 

then said he could not speak on her behalf. 

 

Jessie K. Liu, the U.S. attorney for the District of Columbia, declined to comment on the issue. 

 

Legally, prosecutors must provide their evidence to the defense at the earliest possible time, even if that 

evidence weakens their case. Failure to do so can be considered misconduct and a violation of a 1963 rule 
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based on the U.S. Supreme Court case Brady v. Maryland. 

 

Careful prosecutors will often turn over as much material as possible to the defense because they 

recognize that their cases could be jeopardized later if they fail to turn over some information. 

 

An inherent problem with the system, according to former federal prosecutor Barak Cohen, is that it asks 

“the fox to guard the henhouse.” 

 

“Even a well-intentioned prosecutor is less likely to think creatively and aggressively about what might be 

exculpatory than a defense lawyer fighting to protect a client,” said Cohen, now a white-collar defense 

lawyer with Perkins Coie. 

 

Concerning the scale of the material withheld, Cohen said that “even a small violation of Brady is 

problematic, but the bigger the misconduct, the more it calls into question the prosecution’s tactics.” 

 

In all, 234 people were charged in connection with the Inauguration Day disturbances. Twenty of those 

people have pleaded guilty, and prosecutors dropped cases against 20 in early reviews. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 Mexican Mafia iron grip on Calif. jails 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-mexican-mafias-iron-grip-on-californias-jails?ref=home  

GIST To the jailers of California, the Mexican Mafia is known as the gang of gangs. 

 

Any member of a Latino street gang sent to prison or jail in California likely has to abide by the rules and 

dictates of the gang while in prison. 

 

Even to the point of making peace with their long-time hated rivals. 

 

“They have the ability to turn gangs that are historically sworn enemies that fight on the streets into allies 

when they come inside our jail system,” said Commander Joseph Dempsey of the Los Angeles County 

Sheriff’s Department. 

 

Author and former Los Angeles Times reporter Sam Quinones has chronicled the Mexican Mafia and 

associated Latino street gangs of California for two decades. Quinones says the gang’s power extended as 

its 30-year reputation for viciousness in the jail system won the allegiance of Latino street gangs 

throughout Southern California. 

 

“The Mexican Mafia’s influence and importance to Southern California goes far far beyond the prisons 

now,” Quinones told The Daily Beast. “I came to understand the Mexican Mafia was as important to many 

towns and communities as the mayor. They had an enormous effect in certain areas of Southern California, 

particularly the Latino barrios—an effect on the crime rate, the murder rate, and how drugs were sold.” 

 

Two federal indictments unsealed May 23 in Los Angeles vividly affirm the immense power wielded by 

the gang of gangs in the jails and prisons of California. 

 

The court documents allege members of the Mexican Mafia divided up control of the drug trade in nearly 

every jail and prison in the state, imposing “taxes” and meting out violent discipline to inmates who didn’t 

follow the gang’s rules. 

 

One of the indictments goes as far as to characterize the gang’s activity as “an illegal government” inside 

what is the largest jail system in the country. 

 

What’s more, the indictments assert what cops and crooks in Los Angeles have been saying for years, that 

the gang’s system of discipline and “taxation” extended far beyond the walls of the state’s prisons and into 
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nearly every community in the Los Angeles area where Latino street gangs were active. 

 

“Members of such gangs are expected to, and are proud to, carry out the orders of the Mexican Mafia 

member in control of their neighborhood or custody facility, because doing work for the Mexican Mafia 

increases the gang member’s status and reputation,” reads one of the unsealed indictments.  

 

The two indictments, part of a three-year investigation, charge a total of 83 people as part of a criminal 

conspiracy that involved murder, kidnapping, robbery, extortion, drug trafficking, witness tampering, 

money laundering, and identity theft. 

 

“The Mexican Mafia appears to be the most powerful prison gang in California,” Thom Mrozek, 

spokesperson for the U.S. attorney’s office, told The Daily Beast. “It wields considerable influence over 

many Hispanic street gangs in Southern California.” 

 

The Mexican Mafia is often referred to as La Eme, Spanish for the letter M, which is the 13th letter of the 

alphabet. Mrozek said that the Mexican Mafia’s scope and power are reflected in the fact that a number of 

gangs demonstrate allegiance to the group by adding a “13” to their names, including MS-13. 

 

Altogether, the court filings in the case lay out an elaborate system in which gang members rely on trusted 

associates to carry out orders and manage the criminal enterprise. 

 

Full members of the Mexican Mafia, known as carnales or “brothers,” are relatively few; the indictment 

estimates there are only about 140, most of whom are incarcerated in prisons or jails in California. To 

become a Mexican Mafia member requires establishing a reputation for “putting in work” for the gang, 

which, according to the indictment, means a demonstrated willingness to murder or assault gang enemies, 

provide financial assistance to gang members, and follow gang rules inside and outside of prison. 

 

To exercise their power in prisons, they rely on subordinates, including trusted lieutenants known as shot-

callers, and messengers, enforcers, smugglers, and money launderers. 

 

The first indictment unsealed in Los Angeles alleges that a select few incarcerated members of the 

Mexican Mafia, led by 55-year-old Jose Landa-Rodriguez, divided up control of nearly every jail and 

prison in California, and functioned as “an illegal government” inside the L.A. County jail system, which 

houses around 15,000 inmates on a daily basis.  

 

Landa-Rodriguez is accused of carrying out a host of criminal activities including authorizing murders, 

assaults, and the kidnapping and planned murder of the relative of a gang member who had defied him. 

 

A second Mexican Mafia member, Luis Vega, 33, is charged with having ordered a murder and directed 

assaults against gang associates who showed disrespect or failed to follow Mexican Mafia rules. 

According to the indictment, Vega used secret handwritten messages, known as a “kites,” to order that a 

gang associate be stabbed 13 times as discipline for supposedly disrespecting Vega. 

 

These are but a few of the hundreds of crimes alleged in the government’s case. 

 

A second indictment targets Michael “Pomona Mike” Lerma, an alleged gang member accused of running 

criminal rackets with an iron fist in the city of Pomona. 

 

The indictments go into details seemingly made for a TV prison drama. They explain how gang members 

during the period of the investigation allegedly used wives and girlfriends and other influential women, 

referred to as “secretaries,” as go-betweens to transmit orders regarding discipline and other sensitive 

information. One defendant named in the indictment is a lawyer accused of using his attorney-client 

privilege to convey messages and orders related to the gang’s criminal activity. 

 

The jail indictment lists numerous instances in which trusted gang associates allegedly smuggled cocaine, 

methamphetamine, and heroin by the ounce into jails and prisons. It also explains other systems of 
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“taxation” behind bars, including one alleged extortion scheme in which “all Latino inmates were required 

to contribute a percentage of their commissary spending on food and hygiene items into a ‘kitty’ that 

generated additional income for the Mexican Mafia member when the kitty was sold to an inmate.” 

 

The court filings say that in the gang’s prison hierarchy, Latino inmates are divided into three categories: 

Sureños, a term for Latino gang members loyal to the Mexican Mafia; Paisas, Mexican nationals who have 

no gang affiliation; and Residents, who are of Latin American descent and, like Paisas, have no prior gang 

affiliation. 

 

The name of the federal investigation, Operation “Dirty Thirds,” was taken from an alleged practice of the 

Mexican Mafia to collect a “thirds” tax on all drugs smuggled in L.A. County jails. According to the 

indictment, it meant that one-third of all illegal drugs smuggled into jails or prisons had to be “broken off” 

and given to the senior Mexican Mafia member or shot-caller in charge. Such was the extent of the gang’s 

power that if the Mexican Mafia member in charge decided to sell the “thirds-tax” portion of the drugs, 

other inmates were barred from selling drugs of their own until the member’s drugs were completely sold. 

 

Quinones has interviewed dozens of Sureños. He even met “Pomona Mike” Lerma on a reporting trip to 

Pelican Bay State Prison. “He was cooking cocoa on his little hot plate in the cell,” Quinones recalled. 

“Seemed nice enough. He was about 5’4” and wan, almost pale. They get very little sun.” 

 

Quinones says the Mexican Mafia began somewhat modifying the way it operated about 10 years ago, 

ordering associates to keep a lower profile in the L.A. area—less violence, lower visibility—and focus 

instead on growing the lucrative income from drug-trafficking and identity theft. 

 

“These gangs have become business entities more than what they were for years, which was defenders of 

turf, which terrified and blighted a whole region and was a huge problem for decades,” Quinones said. 

 

He says a federal crackdown like the one announced last week shows that despite the gang’s lower profile 

on the streets, La Eme remains a powerful force, especially in Southern California. 

 

“On the one hand, they don’t exist because you go around these neighborhoods and you don’t see them 

anymore. It doesn’t mean they aren’t still active.” 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Pirates of Caribbean, Africa and Asia 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2018-05-31/piracy-at-sea-in-2017-increased-

off-africa-across-latin-america  

GIST The men who work aboard the ships in the global commercial maritime industry are a reticent group. 

Moving cargo by sea is hard work that offers long hours and few thanks, shaping the deckhands into 

people who avoid complaining while focusing on the job to be done. 

 

Still, the Rev. Stephen Miller has witnessed a lot of trauma from ship crews over the years, and he is 

succinct about what raises the anxiety levels of the seafarers he meets across Asia. 

 

"If they are leaving to go toward Africa or East Africa, they are worried because of the hostage situation," 

says Miller, the Hong Kong-based East Asia regional director for The Mission to Seafarers, an 

international Christian charity serving merchant crews. 

 

Those worries are borne out in a recently released report, which provides a stark reminder about how 

deadly large swathes of the high seas remain in the second decade of the 21st century. While the number 

of incidents involving pirates around the world declined in 2017 compared with the previous year, the 

number increased off the coasts of Africa, South America and in the Caribbean, according to the annual 

"State of Maritime Piracy" report released by One Earth Future, a nonprofit organization that studies 

piracy. The NGO's Oceans Beyond Piracy (OBP) program released the report. 
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"Pirate activity in 2017 clearly demonstrates that pirate groups retain their ability to organize and 

implement attacks against ships transiting the region," says Maisie Pigeon, the report's lead author. OBP 

defines incidents as including attacks, hijackings and kidnappings. 

 

Of particular concern: The number of incidents in the Horn of Africa between ships and pirates sharply 

increased in 2017 compared with the previous year, according to both the OBP report and the International 

Maritime Bureau's annual report on piracy. Piracy incidents in the Horn doubled in 2017, particularly off 

the coast of Somalia, a focus of international headlines on piracy as recently as 2012. Incidents also were 

recorded off the coast of Yemen, a country torn since 2011 by a political crisis that has led to a protracted 

civil war and an impotent government. 

 

"Pirates never went away," says Pigeon, noting that in recent years many seagoing criminals increasingly 

moved ashore to focus on illicit activity with drugs, arms and wildlife. 

 

Elsewhere, piracy remains a problem on the other side of Africa, according to the OBP report. Threats 

remain in the Gulf of Guinea despite countermeasures implemented by coastal states such as Nigeria and 

maritime security companies. 

 

In Latin America and the Caribbean, pirate incidents increased by 160 percent in 2017 compared with the 

previous year, according to OBP. The report singles out Venezuela and Suriname as countries that 

experienced upticks in piracy. 

 

The surges in pirate incidents off Africa and in the Western Hemisphere come after years of good news 

about improved safety on the open waters for the shipping industry, which by one estimate generates more 

than $500 billion annually in revenue. Attacks on commercial ships by pirates have been on the decline 

overall, thanks to better tracking, more responsive navies and increased readiness by the crews aboard 

cargo ships. 

 

The news is especially upbeat across Asia, where pirates have long bedeviled the commercial maritime 

industry. The region still accounts for the greatest number of pirate incidents in the world, but it saw an 

overall drop in reported incidents of 23 percent in 2017 from 2016 and a 51 percent decrease from 2015, 

according to the OBP report. Kidnap-for-ransom incidents, for example, decreased by 80 percent, 

according to the report. 

 

Cooperation between countries in the region has been key to fighting pirates, says Pigeon, who points to 

the agreement between Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines to launch joint patrols in waters known to 

harbor pirates as key to lowering the overall number of attacks. 

 

Type of maritime vessel also affects whether a ship may come under attack, Miller says. 

 

"The seafarers we see in Hong Kong are not going to be affected a lot by this because they are on big 

container ships," he says. "Most of this is happening on small tankers where they are coming out, they're 

robbing the ships, the ships are slow-moving ships, the guys will come on board, they'll stick a gun in the 

face of the crew and they'll say, 'Give us what you got onboard.'" 

 

What is the lesson from 2017? Increased vigilance and communication, Pigeon says. A perception of 

increased safety may have lulled some governments into false security, she says. NATO wrapping up its 

naval missions in the Indian Ocean also may have encouraged pirates, she adds. 

 

Piracy is "a crime of opportunity," she says. "Criminals are increasingly adaptive and that needs to be 

factored in." 
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SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/31/eric-conn-case-feds-offer-27-year-plea-deal-

billio/  

GIST Prosecutors have offered a plea deal to the man who ran the largest disability scam in U.S. history, 

agreeing to a total of 27 years in prison to account for the fraud, plotting retaliation against a 

whistleblower, and for jumping bail to flee the country ahead of his sentencing. 

 

Eric C. Conn would serve out the 12-year sentence for the Social Security disability scheme, then get 

another 15 years tacked on for various conspiracy charges stemming from the retaliation and escape, 

according to outlines of the deal the government shared with one of the victims in the case, whistleblower 

Sarah Carver. 

 

For Ms. Carver and others whose lives were upended by the scam, which already tops $1 billion in 

potential fraud, and by what they describe as a bungling government response, the sentence isn’t nearly 

enough. 

 

“I am so furious,” Ms. Carver told The Washington Times. “The DOJ has failed me as a victim in many 

ways. There is such a thing as victim’s rights and they have violated almost all of them.” 

 

Ned Pillersdorf, a lawyer for hundreds of people who were snared in the scam, also said Conn should get 

more time. 

 

“While I philosophically dislike long sentences for nonviolent white collar criminals, the exceptions are 

the Bernard Madoff class of con artists who do incalculable damage to unsuspecting individuals on a mass 

scale,” Mr. Pillersdorf said. “Conn and Madoff are in the same class and ought to share a cell and have the 

same release date.” 

 

Mr. Madoff is serving a 150-year sentence after pleading guilty to running a multi-billion dollar Ponzi 

scheme that sapped investments and savings from thousands of clients. 

 

Conn pleaded guilty last year to his part in a fraud ring that saw him recruit clients, then pay off doctors to 

fabricate medical or psychological evaluations signaling a disability. Conn then submitted those 

applications to Social Security judges who he also was plying with cash or gifts, and who rubber-stamped 

potentially thousands of bogus disability cases. 

 

After pleading guilty, Conn was slated to testify against a psychologist who was part of the scam, then was 

to be sentenced himself. 

 

He’d been out on bond during his own case, and even after he pleaded guilty — and despite him having 

repeatedly said he would flee the country — the judge and the government didn’t revoke his bond. Just 

before he was to testify last June against the psychologist, Conn cut off his ankle bracelet and ran for the 

U.S.-Mexico border, escaping to Central America. 

 

He was recaptured in December at a Pizza Hut in Honduras. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Task force w/Native Tribes target drugs 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/may/31/ryan-zinke-interior-has-formed-task-force-

with-nat/  

GIST Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke said Thursday that his agency has been working with Native American 

tribes suffering under an influx of opioids and other hard drugs. 

 

“The reservations, a lot of them, are land-based,” Mr. Zinke said on Fox News. “A lot of them are millions 

of acres. It’s hard to patrol.” 
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He said his agency formed a task force of 4,000 officers with tribal leaders and police. The most current 

operation targeted drug dealers in Arizona, but they’ve already performed sting operations in Minnesota, 

North Carolina and Washington. 

 

Mr. Zinke said that since these tribal nations are sovereign, the agency works very closely with them to 

coordinate these operations. The goal is to target the source of the drugs and find where they are hidden. 

 

“As the president has said, this is a war on opioids. It’s destroying communities,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/30 Struggling to stop mail-order opioids 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/30/us/politics/drug-smuggling-mail-order-opioids.html  

GIST WASHINGTON — Federal agents are struggling to stop opioid smugglers who are reaping vast profits, 

according to interviews and documents, as the number of Americans dying from drug overdoses continues 

to rise. 

 

Officials at the Department of Homeland Security say the drugs are shipped in such minute amounts that 

detecting them among cargo in a tractor-trailer is close to impossible. That the drugs increasingly are 

bought  online and shipped directly to buyers — either through the Postal Service or commercial couriers 

like FedEx and UPS — makes inspections all the more difficult. 

 

“The sheer logistical nature of trying to pick out which packages contain opioids makes it much more 

challenging,” said Robert E. Perez, an acting executive assistant commissioner at United States Customs 

and Border Protection, an arm of the department. 

 

China is the largest source of illegal fentanyl for American buyers, officials said, and buyers are 

increasingly paying with digital currencies for drugs that are shipped through other countries — often 

Mexico or Canada — to reduce the risk of the opioids being tracked and seized by customs officials.  

 

“When you’re dealing with very small, minute quantities, it’s kind of like death by a thousand cuts,” said 

Patrick J. Lechleitner, the special agent in charge of the Washington office of Homeland Security 

Investigations, a division of Immigration and Customs Enforcement. 

 

“You used to have the tractor-trailer running up the interstate, with its contraband, that had to be met by 

someone and distributed,” Mr. Lechleitner said. “Now, you have an individual sitting somewhere in 

middle America ordering this thing, and it arrives as a parcel at their house.”  

 

A few years ago, officials said they rarely, if ever, encountered smuggled fentanyl or other opioids. Last 

year, Customs and Border Protection officers and Border Patrol agents found more than 1,485 pounds of 

fentanyl at American ports of entries. Already this year, customs officers and border agents so far have 

seized 1,060 pounds of fentanyl. 

 

The drugs are potent in small doses. Fentanyl is 50 times more potent than heroin and 100 times more 

potent than morphine. It is often mixed with heroin or cocaine and used by consumers who are unaware 

they are taking fentanyl. Though far more opioids are smuggled across the southwest border, officials said, 

those that are shipped by mail tend to be far more potent. 

 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, opioids were linked to 42,249 deaths in the 

United States in 2016, the latest data available show. More than half were attributed to fentanyl and 

fentanyl analogues, and the numbers continue to rise, the data show. 

 

It is unclear how many deaths were attributed to prescriptions by doctors and how many were from 

synthetic opioids smuggled into the country, officials said. The going market wholesale price for a 

kilogram of cut fentanyl is about $80,000, and can be turned around and sold for a profit of about $1.6 
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million, according to the Drug Enforcement Administration. That is about 20 times more profitable than 

heroin. 

 

“This is what makes the opioid crisis so unique and dangerous,” said Peter Vincent, who led ICE’s 

international operations during the Obama administration. “Traditionally, law enforcement has focused on 

large quantities of drugs like marijuana and cocaine. But very small amounts of opioids can bring 

tremendous profits.” 

 

Officials at Customs and Border Protection and Homeland Security Investigations said they have made 

significant gains in locating illegal opioids at land borders and at international mail facilities. They are 

increasingly relying on hand-held sensors that can peek inside packages and detect potent, but tiny, 

shipments of opioids. The customs agency has also trained a number of dogs to detect fentanyl and other 

opioids. 

 

Each day, dozens of officers at the National Targeting Center comb through passenger lists for all flights 

arriving in the United States and cargo manifests of ships. Matching them to law enforcement and 

intelligence databases, the officers identify people and cargo that should be stopped or examined at the 

borders. 

 

Homeland Security Investigations agents and analysts scour the dark web for sites that sell opioids. Agents 

also use software to analyze digital currency transactions to search for the identities of those behind them. 

 

Additionally, undercover operations infiltrate suspected networks of opioid smugglers, officials said. 

Homeland Security Investigations is providing dark web investigations and digital currency training to 

state and local law enforcement agencies.  

 

Homeland security officials said these efforts have led to the opening of hundreds of investigations of 

suspected opioid smugglers. In April, the authorities accused 45 people of participating in a drug 

trafficking ring that attempted to sell more than 30 kilograms of fentanyl in New Hampshire, 

Massachusetts and Maine. 

 

In March, two men and a woman were arrested in Ohio after the authorities seized a package of fentanyl 

destined for Texas. During the same time, two Chicago-area men were charged with importing fentanyl 

from China; officials said the drugs were shipped through the mail to 19 addresses. 

 

In January, President Trump approved spending $9 million on screening devices and other drug detection 

tools for Customs and Border Protection officers at land-based ports of entry, airports and international 

mail facilities. 

 

Congress provided the agency with an additional $284 million in April for port and drug inspection 

technologies — $71 million of which was specifically for opioid detection. 

 

Officials at border agencies said they are working with law enforcement officials abroad to stem the flow 

of opioids into the United States, including a case against a smuggler in China who was suspected of 

shipping opioids overseas, Mr. Perez said. 

 

Customs and Border Protection is ramping up coordination with China’s customs organizations to share 

more shipping data, said Kevin McAleenan, the agency’s commissioner. He said data sharing on shipment 

tracking has brought a 65 percent increase over the past year in the number of intercepted packages of 

fentanyl. 

 

Still, tracking and arresting smugglers remains a challenge. A staffing shortage at the southwest border, 

where Mr. Trump is cracking down on illegal immigration, has pulled Customs and Border Protection 

officers from airports.  

 

The agency is understaffed at ports of entry by an estimated 4,000 officers, according to a May report by 
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the Democratic staff of the Senate Homeland Security Committee. Ports in San Diego and Tucson, which 

account for 57 percent of all of the opioids seized by customs officers between 2016 and 2017, have 

assigned temporary staff to fulfill personnel needs. 

 

The Trump administration’s proposed 2019 budget calls for drastically increasing Border Patrol and ICE 

staff, but does not add additional officers at ports of entry. Officials at Customs and Border Protection said 

they have increased staffing at the six main international mail facilities by 20 percent over the past six 

months. 

 

Officials at Homeland Security Investigations also are squeezed by the opioid crisis. Steve Francis, the 

special agent in charge in Detroit, said he has shifted some agents from Michigan to Ohio, which has been 

particularly hard hit by the epidemic. 

 

Unintentional drug-related overdoses involving fentanyl caused the deaths of 2,357 Ohio residents in 

2016, state records show. Senator Rob Portman, Republican of Ohio, credits agencies like Homeland 

Security Investigations for stepping up investigations to combat the problem. 

 

But, he added, “There’s no doubt that more funding is an important component if we’re going to make real 

progress.” 
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HEADLINE 05/31 More arrests Everett motel shooting 

SOURCE https://www.heraldnet.com/news/police-arrest-2-more-suspects-in-everett-motel-shooting/  

GIST EVERETT — A woman recruited two men to help her break into a motel room to steal drugs and money, 

leading to a shooting earlier this month that left a man with 24 entry and exit wounds from gunshots, 

according to police reports released Thursday. 

 

Misty Marie Krum, aka Misty Eggen, was arrested in Seattle this week, according to Everett police. She’s 

accused of plotting the robbery that nearly killed a man, 39, on May 16 at the Farwest Motel on Evergreen 

Way. 

 

An alleged accomplice, Devon Skye Evans, 23, was arrested near downtown Everett. Last week police 

released photos of Evans and Krum and asked the public for tips about their whereabouts. Both were 

booked into the Snohomish County Jail on Wednesday. 

 

The suspected shooter, 24, of Marysville, was arrested within hours of the attack. He remains behind bars. 

As of Wednesday, charges had not been filed in Snohomish County Superior Court. 

 

Krum, 28, reportedly told the others that a guest at the motel had her car. She told them he had a lot of 

money and about 2 kilograms of drugs in his motel room and said they’d get some of the loot, according to 

court papers. 

 

Around 10:30 a.m., the trio intercepted the motel guest as he walked into his room. The gunman ordered 

him to get on the floor and told a 20-year-old woman in the room to put her face in a pillow. 

 

“I told you not to (expletive) with me!” Krum shouted, according to court papers. “This is what you get!” 

 

The robbers demanded all of the stuff from the victims. Court papers say Evans searched the room and 

went through their clothing. The armed man repeatedly pistol-whipped the motel guest. Then he ordered 

him to go to the bathroom to clean up, but the man wouldn’t go, fearing he’d be shot. Instead, he charged 

at the gunman, who opened fire, police said. 

 

The man suffered a gunshot to the head, two to the chest, one to the lower abdomen, at least one to the 

back, a shattered femur and gunshots to his hips and arms. He tried to crawl or roll away, but the shooter 
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“just kept shooting,” according to a report from the woman he was with. 

 

An ambulance rushed the man to Providence Regional Medical Center Everett. Once he could talk, he told 

police Krum was one of the robbers. Security footage showed a woman who looked like Krum leaving the 

room, with numerous bags that she didn’t have when she arrived. 

 

The suspected shooter later told police he’d hidden in a yard until the resident found him and called 911. A 

police officer caught him trying to run across a field, with a cast on his leg, around 3 p.m. at Madison 

Elementary School. The gun had been disassembled and tossed in a bush behind Value Village. 

 

Krum and Evans, meanwhile, were gone. Tips from the public led police to them this week. Everett officer 

Aaron Snell said that was good detective work. 

 

Bail was set Thursday at $250,000 for Krum and Evans. 
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HEADLINE 06/01 ‘Delta 5’ trespassing convictions upheld 

SOURCE https://www.heraldnet.com/news/court-affirms-trespassing-convictions-of-everetts-delta-5/  

GIST EVERETT — State Court of Appeals judges have upheld trespassing misdemeanors for activists who 

blocked freight trains four years ago in an effort to draw attention to climate change. 

 

A three-judge panel ruled Tuesday that Snohomish County District Court handled the case correctly. The 

arrests received national attention in progressive media outlets, who dubbed the defendants the “Delta 5” 

— for the Delta train yard in Everett where their act of civil disobedience took place. 

 

“I don’t think anybody has any regrets or concerns about what we did,” Jackie Minchew, a retired teacher 

from Everett, said earlier this week. “We feel good about the whole action.” 

 

Minchew was among the four activists who pursued the appeal. They included fellow Everett resident 

Michael Lapointe, as well as Abigail Brockway and Patrick Mazza, both of Seattle. A fifth woman who 

was convicted in the case dropped out of the appeal. 

 

The remaining appellants are considering whether to pursue the case — and a disputed defense strategy at 

the center of it — to the state Supreme Court, Minchew said. 

 

On Sept. 2, 2014, more than two dozen activists entered the Delta yard of BNSF Railway in north Everett 

without permission. They set up a tripod over an at-grade crossing, idling a long train of oil tank cars. 

 

Police arrested five people — the future “Delta 5” — who were on the tripod or attached to it. Prosecutors 

charged them with obstructing or delaying a train and second-degree trespassing, both misdemeanors. 

 

The case went to trial in early 2016. Dozens of spectators packed the small courtroom daily in Snohomish 

County District Court in Lynnwood. TV cameras recorded the proceedings. Bloggers, national reporters 

and two documentary film crews chronicled the events. 

 

The accused had hoped to use a so-called necessity defense, arguing that civil disobedience was their only 

option for addressing the harm that fossil fuels are causing the planet. They also sought to highlight 

dangers to railroad workers. 

 

District Court Judge Anthony Howard allowed testimony to support the use of a necessity defense. 

Witnesses included a retired chemistry and oceanography professor, a physician who works as a public 

health officer and a director from the Seattle-based Sightline Institute. 

 

In the end, Howard refused to allow the jury to consider a necessity defense. The judge ruled that the 
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defendants failed to demonstrate they had no reasonable alternative to breaking the law. 

 

A jury acquitted the defendants of obstructing a train but found them guilty of trespassing. They were 

sentenced to probation and ordered to pay restitution. Four of them later lost an appeal in Snohomish 

County Superior Court. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Missing teen girl: police arrest 3rd person 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article212303444.html  

GIST Bonney Lake police arrested a third person late Wednesday in connection with the disappearance of a 15-

year-old girl who went missing earlier in May, Pierce County Jail records indicate. 

 

The 34-year-old Tacoma man was booked into jail just before midnight on suspicion of one count of third-

degree child rape, records show. He is being held without bail, pending a hearing Monday, according to 

prosecutors. 

 

Two people were charged Tuesday in Pierce County Superior Court with crimes related to the 

disappearance of Lileana "Lily" Christopherson. 

 

Christopher Fitzpatrick, 39, and Maria Ann Counts, 29, are accused of first-degree kidnapping, promoting 

commercial sex abuse of a minor, providing drugs to a minor, possession of child pornography and two 

counts of third-degree child rape. Fitzpatrick, of Federal Way, faces a $2 million bail, while Counts, of 

Tenino, faces a $500,000 bail. 

 

Christopherson was last seen in her room about 1 a.m. May 9, and when her mother checked in her room 

at 8 a.m., she was gone, court records show. Her shared email and Facebook passwords were changed. She 

was last seen by a friend at the Federal Way Transit Center that day. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Utah Highway Patrol: larger drug busts 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1005141/neighboring-states-legal-pot-means-bigger-busts-in-utah/  

GIST SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — The Utah Highway Patrol is seizing more marijuana on state highways and 

interstates since the drug has been legalized in a number of Western states. 

 

John Huber, the U.S. Attorney for Utah, says drug busts within the state’s borders historically yielded only 

a few pounds per stop. 

 

But he tells the Deseret News it is no longer unusual to intercept up to 100 pounds at a time as loads of 

marijuana make their way across the state from places like California and Oregon. 

 

Huber says Utah law enforcement officers focus 90 percent of their anti-drug efforts on heroin, cocaine 

and methamphetamine. But he says the boost in marijuana trafficking is “a disturbing trend.” 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Loopholes in deadly arsonist early release 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/1005470/martin-pang-early-release-laws/  

GIST It seems unjust that a man responsible for the deaths of four firefighters and the destruction of part of 

Seattle’s International District gets to be released early from prison. But that’s the situation with Martin 

Pang. 
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Many in Seattle are asking how and why this is possible. Martin Pang committed arson in 1995. He set his 

family’s building on fire in the International District with the goal of collecting insurance money. Four 

firefighters died responding to that fire. 

 

Pang fled to Brazil before authorities brought him back to face charges. And that one point — Brazil — is 

why Martin Pang has been playing by different rules and laws ever since. And it is why he faces possible 

early release from prison in September. 

 

“If you commit arson in Brazil and someone dies, you are not going to be charged with murder,” former 

Washington state Attorney General Rob McKenna told KIRO Radio’s Dave Ross. “They refused to 

extradite Mr. Pang. So prosecutors from King County had to fly down there and negotiate for his 

extradition. Finally, they successfully negotiated to have him returned to the United States, but only to face 

manslaughter charges and not felony murder charges.” 

 

“A similar situation comes up with murders who escape to Canada,” he said. “Canada will not extradite 

murderers to Washington state where they might be charged with capital murder, in other words, face the 

death penalty …. Canadian law doesn’t recognize the death penalty, Brazil doesn’t recognize the felony 

murder rule.” 

 

Pang fled to Brazil. The only way to get him back to face his crime was to downgrade the charges. It is 

that lesser conviction that Pang has been subject to ever since. His sentencing has therefore been less than 

what many would expect. 

 

Martin Pang sentencing 

 

State courts used to have a wider range of options when it came to sentencing. They could take 

circumstances of the crime into consideration. Under that system, Martin Pang would have the four 

firefighters’ deaths factored into his sentence. But in an effort to be more objective, that discretion was 

taken away from the courts. 

 

“He’s getting out early because we having something called the sentencing guidelines system in this state 

that are designed to ensure that offenders who commit similar crimes and have similar criminal histories 

receive similar sentences,” McKenna said. 

 

“And manslaughter is not treated as seriously under the sentencing guidelines as murder,” he said. “He 

was convicted of manslaughter 1, which the standard is recklessness. He was not convicted of felony 

murder, which would have resulted in much longer sentences and even possibly life without parole.” 

 

“Under the guidelines it doesn’t matter who the victims were, even though they were trying to save 

property and possibly save people’s lives,” he added. “It doesn’t matter. They just follow this formula.” 
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HEADLINE 05/31 YouTube shooter had address of Google  

SOURCE https://www.aol.com/article/news/2018/05/31/police-say-youtube-shooter-also-had-handwritten-

address-of-google/23448250/  

GIST Police say the woman who opened fire and wounded three people at YouTube’s Mountain View, 

California, headquarters before killing herself back on April 3rd scoped out the company's campus a day 

prior to the attack. 

 

The Associated Press reports that the San Bruno Police Commander Geoff Caldwell said the shooter 

Nasim Aghdam had the handwritten address of Google in her car at the time of the shooting. Google owns 

YouTube. 

 

KNTV notes that when Aghdam visited YouTube's headquarters she "inquired about employment." New 
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details from police say she was at the office for approximately 10 minutes. 

 

Yahoo News reports that police say it seems Aghdam committed the April 3 attack because she was 

unsatisfied with YouTube's business practices. A website she was reportedly affiliated with noted that the 

company was trying to “suppress” content creators, according to KNTV. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Coded text for help saves kidnapped girl 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/05/31/coded-text-message-kidnapped-

girl/662276002/  

GIST PENSACOLA, Fla. — A Florida girl who was allegedly kidnapped by a man she had been messaging on 

Facebook and was rescued after sending a coded text message for help, according to authorities. 

 

The girl's name, age and relationship to a woman who reported her missing are redacted from the 

Escambia County Sheriff's Office report on the incident. The woman gave police information on the girl's 

phone and the man who had been allegedly "stalking" her. 

 

A convicted sex offender, Alaric Balfour Brown, 32, of Milton was arrested and charged with simple 

assault and kidnapping in connection with the case. 

 

Sexual battery charges were also referred to the Milton Police Department's jurisdiction, according to 

Brown's arrest report. 

 

The woman reported the girl missing on May 26, saying she came home to find a note saying the girl was 

sorry and she "did this because she loved her." 

 

The woman said the girl had been talking to someone known to her as "Twist Brown" for several months 

and the man had been texting the girl and showing up to her cheerleading games. 

 

The woman showed deputies text messages between the man and the girl about meeting in person 

someday, according to the report. 

 

Further, the woman said she and the girl agreed to use a code word if the girl was in trouble. The woman 

said she received a text message earlier that day with the code word — "blueberry pie" — along with a 

message telling her to call police. 

 

Deputies began working to locate the girl's phone. The girl then sent text messages saying "Twist" had 

taken her in a car that broke down on the side of the road, according to the report. 

 

Authorities found the girl and Brown on Interstate 10, the report states. 

 

The girl told police Brown came to her house, ordered her to leave and said if she didn't, she would get 

hurt. She told authorities he took her to Milton, raped her and threatened her afterward as they drove back 

toward Pensacola before the car broke down. 

 

The girl said that after the car broke down, she was able to retrieve her phone and secretly send the text 

message. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Nicaragua violence leaves 15 dead 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/attacks-mothers-day-march-nicaragua-leave-13-

dead-55565000  
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GIST More than a dozen people died in shootings that erupted around Mothers' Day protests in Nicaragua, but 

the government and human rights groups differed Thursday on who was to blame. 

 

The Nicaraguan Center for Human Rights, which said it had members participating in Wednesday's march, 

said at least 11 people died when peaceful marches were attacked "by the repressive police and shock 

forces" loyal to President Daniel Ortega, the latter a reference to pro-government youth groups. 

 

Francisco Diaz, the second in command of the national police, said there were 15 deaths nationwide, 

which he blamed on "criminal gangs." Foreign Minister Denis Moncada said the violence was generated 

by opposition political groups and said, "The government rejects any responsibility in that violence."  

 

The Mother's Day marches were led by mothers of the victims of earlier protests. But some ended with 

gunmen firing into crowds sending thousands of demonstrators running for cover. 

 

An Associated Press photographer at Wednesday's march in Managua saw one person with a wound to the 

head carried off in a stretcher with a sheet covering his upper body, apparently dead. 

 

The gunfire appeared to come from government supporters near the end of the march, but demonstrators 

armed with improvised bottle-rocket launchers also opened fire in the skirmish. 

 

Nicaragua's Roman Catholic church hierarchy said in a statement Thursday that the violence showed that it 

couldn't yet resume a dialogue between protesters and President Daniel Ortega's government. 

 

The U.S. State Department condemned the Mothers' Day violence and said it supports peaceful talks to 

resolve the crisis, despite their suspension. 
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HEADLINE 05/31 Denmark bans burqa, niqab 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/denmark-joins-european-nations-banning-burqa-

niqab-55554043?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Denmark joined some other European countries in deciding Thursday to ban garments that cover the face, 

including Islamic veils such as the niqab or burqa. 

 

In a 75-30 vote with 74 absentees, Danish lawmakers approved the law presented by the center-right 

governing coalition. The government says that it is not aimed at any religions and does not ban 

headscarves, turbans or the traditional Jewish skull cap. 

 

However, the law is popularly known as the "Burqa Ban" and is mostly seen as being directed at the dress 

worn by some conservative Muslim women. Few Muslim women in Denmark wear full-face veils.  

 

Justice Minister Soeren Pape Poulsen said that it will be up to police officers to use their "common sense" 

when they see people violating the law that enters into force Aug. 1. 

 

The law allows people to cover their face when there is a "recognizable purpose" like cold weather or 

complying with other legal requirements, such as using motorcycle helmets under Danish traffic rules. 

 

First-time offenders risk a fine of 1,000 kroner ($156). Repeat offenses could trigger fines of up to 10,000 

kroner or a jail sentence of up to six months. 

 

Anyone forcing a person to wear garments covering the face by using force or threats can be fined or face 

up to two years in prison. 

 

Austria, France and Belgium have similar laws. 
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Cyber Security News

Hackers deface Airport screens in Iran with anti-government messages

From Hack Read (05.26.2018)

On Thursday 24th May, the airport screens at Mashhad city in northeast Iran were hacked and defaced
by an unknown group of hackers with messages against the Iranian government. The hackers left
images on the arrival and departure monitor screens at the airport displaying statements against the
Iranian government and military’s activities and presence in the Middle East. According to Radio Farda,
the messages were left in the Persian language which when translated into English accused the Iranian
government of wasting Iranian lives and resources in Lebanon, Syria, and Gaza. “Wasting Iranians lives
and financial resources in Gaza, Lebanon, and Syria by the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC),”
said the deface message. Moreover, hackers hacked into the official email account of Mohsen
Eidizadeh, the head of Mashad airport civil aviation and used it to spread the word about their hack.
Additionally, the group urged Iranians to take snapshots of deface screens and use social media
platforms to spread the word using the hashtag “Protests_alloverthecountry.”  Link

Hackread[.]com/hackers-deface-airport-screens-in-iran/

Cobalt Hacking Group Still Active Despite Leader's Arrest

From Bleeping Computer (05.28.2018) Catalin Cimpanu

Despite its leader's arrest in Spain two months ago, the Cobalt hacker group that's specialized in
stealing money from banks and financial institutions has remained active, even launching a new
campaign. "Cobalt is still active: its members continue attacks on financial organizations and other
companies worldwide," said Dmitry Volkov, the Chief Technical Officer of Group-IB, the company who
detected this new Cobalt operation. This new campaign was set in motion last week, May 23, when the
company's security experts discovered one of Cobalt's phishing emails, aimed at banks in Russia and
other former Soviet states. According to a report that Group-IB plans to release tomorrow but shared
with Bleeping Computer, this spear-phishing email was designed to look like a security alert sent out by
fellow Russian cyber-security firm Kaspersky Lab. Victims were urged to access a link to read and
answer to a complaint that Kaspersky received about an alleged criminal act supposedly committed by
the victim. The spear-phishing email was an obvious ruse to lure users on a malicious site where they'd
be infected with the CobInt trojan, Group-IB says. CobInt is a malware strain that was historically used
only by the Cobalt group, a clear indicator that the rest of the Cobalt members weren't deterred or
phased by their leader's arrests, and appear to have no plan of stopping from hacking banks any time
soon. The group, in spite of its leader's arrest, still remains a force to be reckoned with, and one of the
most successful hacker groups known to date.  Link
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Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/cobalt-hacking-group-still-active-despite-leaders-arrest/

Two Canadian Banks Announce Hacks Over the Weekend

From Bleeping Computer (05.29.2018) Catalin Cimpanu

Two Canadian banks put out statements on Monday announcing separate cyber-incidents affecting
their customers. The two are Simplii Financial, a subsidiary of CIBC, and the Bank of Montreal —two of
Canada's biggest banks. Simplii Financial said it discovered over the weekend that "fraudsters may
have electronically accessed certain personal and account information for approximately 40,000 of
Simplii's clients." The bank is currently investigating if the claim is true, but in the meantime, it says it
deployed "enhanced online fraud monitoring and online banking security measures" to prevent abuse of
customers' data. Simplii also said there's no evidence that customers of CIBC —its parent company—
were affected, and the incident seems to be contained in its branch only. An hour after Simplii put out its
statement, Bank of Montreal put out a similar announcement. The bank said it was contacted on
Sunday by the hackers themselves, claiming to be in possession of customer data. Bank of Montreal
did not reveal how many customers might have had their data compromised but said it believes to have
closed the hackers' point of entry into its systems. Bank officials also added that they believe the hack
originated from outside the country, albeit they did not elaborate on this claim with any other
information. Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/two-canadian-banks-announce-hacks-over-the-weekend/

*Flaws in IBM QRadar Allow Remote Command Execution

From Security Week (05.29.2018) Eduard Kovacs

Three vulnerabilities discovered by a researcher in IBM’s QRadar product can be chained for an exploit
that allows a remote and unauthenticated attacker to bypass authentication and execute arbitrary
commands with root privileges. IBM QRadar is an enterprise security information and event
management (SIEM) product designed to help security analysts identify sophisticated threats on their
network and improve incident remediation. Independent researcher Pedro Ribeiro discovered that IBM
QRadar is affected by three potentially serious vulnerabilities, which he reported to the tech giant
through Beyond Security’s SecuriTeam Secure Disclosure program. According to IBM, the security
holes impact QRadar SIEM 7.3.0 to 7.3.1 Patch 2, and QRadar SIEM 7.2.0 to 7.2.8 Patch 11. Patches
are included in versions 7.3.1 Patch 3 and 7.2.8 Patch 12. IBM has assigned a CVSS score of only 5.6
to the vulnerabilities, which it collectively tracks as CVE-2018-1418. However, the issues seem serious
and an advisory in NIST’s National Vulnerability Database (NVD) shows a score of 9.8, which indicates
a “critical” severity rating. According to Beyond Security, QRadar has a built-in application for
performing forensic analysis on files. While the application is disabled in the Community Edition, the
code is there and part of it still works. The application has two components: a Java servlet and the main
component, which uses PHP. The first component is affected by a vulnerability that can be exploited to
bypass authentication, while the second has a flaw that can be leveraged to download and execute a
shell. Link
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Securityweek[.]com/flaws-ibm-qradar-allow-remote-command-execution

Researchers Develop Attack to Bypass AMD's Virtual Machine Encryption

From Security Week (05.29.2018) Ionut Arghire

A group of German researchers has devised a new attack method capable of bypassing AMD’s Secure
Encrypted Virtualization (SEV). Used by AMD data-center processors, SEV is a hardware feature that
provides secure encryption of virtual machines (VMs) to protect VM memory from physical attacks and
cross-VM and hypervisor-based attacks. Fraunhofer AISEC researchers present an attack carried out
from a malicious hypervisor and capable of “extracting the full contents of main memory in plaintext
from SEV-encrypted virtual machines.” Named SEVered, the attack requires a remote communication
service running in the VM.  The researchers say their attack can be used to extract all memory
contents, even if the targeted VM is under high load. SEVered’s effectiveness was tested on a recent
AMD SEV-enabled server platform running various services, in encrypted virtual machines. SEV can
transparently encrypt individual VMs using a Secure Processor (SP), where an individual key is used to
encrypt the memory of each protected VM within the SP. The implementation in hardware is meant to
protect the system against memory attacks, while also preventing hypervisors (HVs) from accessing
sensitive VM data. The researchers claim SEVered is feasible in practice and could allow an attacker to
extract the entire memory from a SEV-protected VM within reasonable time. They also say that the
attack manages critical aspects such as noise during the identification and the resource stickiness well,
but note that there is room for improvements. Link

Securityweek[.]com/attack-bypasses-amds-virtual-machine-encryption

*Critical RCE Flaw Discovered in Blockchain-based EOS Smart Contract System

From The Hacker News (05.28.2018) Swati Khandelwal

Security researchers have discovered a series of new vulnerabilities in EOS blockchain platform, one of
which could allow remote hackers to take complete control over the node servers running the critical
blockchain-based applications.
EOS is an open source smart contract platform, known as 'Blockchain 3.0,' that allows developers to
build decentralized applications over blockchain infrastructure.  Discovered by Chinese security
researchers at Qihoo 360—Yuki Chen of Vulcan team and Zhiniang Peng of Core security team—the
vulnerability is a buffer out-of-bounds write issue which resides in the function used by nodes server to
parse contracts. To achieve remote code execution on a targeted node, all an attacker needs to do is
upload a maliciously crafted WASM file (a smart contract) written in WebAssembly to the server. As
soon as the vulnerable process parser reads the WASM file, the malicious payload gets executed on
the node, which could then also be used to take control over the supernode in EOS network—servers
that collect transaction information and pack it into blocks. The researchers believe the new type of
vulnerabilities affect not only EOS alone but also other types of Blockchain platforms and virtual
currency applications. Link
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Thehackernews[.]com/2018/05/eos-blockchain-smart-contract[.]html

ICAO Rallies Support for Cybersecurity Coalition at Bucharest Summit

From Aviation Today (05.21.2018) Nick Zazulia

Cybersecurity is a prominent issue in aviation. That's why the ICAO hosted a summit to unite civil
aviation stakeholders from Europe, the Middle East and Africa in trying to solve it. “In an industry as
interconnected as air transport, we cannot lose sight of the fact that a single cyber incident will likely
impact multiple companies and stakeholders,” said ICAO Secretary General Fang Liu, while kicking off
the event.  Highlighting that recent insurance sector assessments have identified the combined threats
from cyber-crime, IT failure and database breaches as their No. 3 global business risk for 2017, Liu
noted that ICAO is hard at work on a policy to address cybersecurity in civil aviation and that the
organization’s new global aviation security plan will greatly facilitate the global coordination and
information sharing so fundamental to successfully addressing these threats. She added that several
updates to ICAO’s guidance materials had already been completed and that it was ICAO’s view “that
the secure and resilient exchange of information required to cope with the needs of evolving aviation
activities can be enabled through a trust framework.” “This would consist of coordinated standards,
procedures, methods and agreements for the digital exchange of information between ground-ground,
air-ground and air-air systems, as well as to regulate an identity system,” Liu added. “These provisions,
in turn, will support the ongoing implementation of performance-based navigation (PBN), aeronautical
information management (AIM), air traffic flow management (ATFM) or any other current or projected
air transport capability requiring the digital exchange of information between systems in a secure
environment.” The Bucharest event featured a series of tabletop exercises on airport cybersecurity,
jointly organized by Airports Council International (ACI) in conjunction with ICAO and the governments
of Romania and Finland. Link

Aviationtoday[.]com/2018/05/21/icao-rallies-support-cybersecurity-coalition-bucharest-summit/

Aviation Tech

Advanced Connectivity and Upgraded Cyber Security Module Added to SD Pro Platform

From Aviation Pros (05.29.2018)

Satcom Direct, the business aviation connectivity, software and hardware provider, is showcasing
enhancements to its digital flight operations platform SD Pro. Two new modules further supporting on-
board connectivity management and giving even greater control of cyber security threat management.
SD’s new Advanced Connectivity module enables users to generate a predictive connectivity map for
the flight. The illustrative graphic highlights network coverage, and any associated issues along the
route enabling users to adjust travel-plans accordingly.  The feature aims to prevent loss of connectivity
as it highlights dead zones and regional areas where data may be at threat from intrusion.  With cyber-
threats to aircraft at all altitudes on the increase, SD has also enhanced the SD Pro Threat Monitoring
module. In addition to the existing services, the latest upgrade gives flight departments more visibility
into the types of threats identified as well as the ability to view and sort threats by category. Analyzing
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the type of threat in real time allows customers to apply sorting and filtering features to distinguish
between the variety of threats e.g malware, active intrusion, phishing, etc. With this data, flight
departments can make better informed connectivity decisions about user behaviors and security
policies, and stay ahead of any potential vulnerabilities. When combined with SD hardware, SD Pro
also gives users more insight and control over their onboard connectivity and how it is functioning.  Link

Aviationpros[.]com/press_release/12414447/advanced-connectivity-and-upgraded-cyber-security-
module-added-to-sd-pror-platform

Ultrasonic Sound Waves Are the New Paper Boarding Pass?

From Flyer Talk (05.29.2018) Jeff Edwards

An Ohio-based tech firm believes that sound waves could hold the solution to nearly all of the current
pitfalls associated with using a smartphone instead of a paper boarding pass at the airport. When
everything works exactly like it is supposed to, using a mobile device at the airport rather than printing a
boarding pass is considerably more convenient and much less stressful than trying to keep track of a
paper ticket, but when technological glitches occur, it can make even the most tech-savvy air traveler
long for the thick card stock airline tickets of yesteryear. Lisnr, a Cincinnati-based startup, believes it
has solved nearly every single issue associated with paperless travel. The tech firm uses a proprietary
sound wave technology to securely transmit data (including boarding passes, concert tickets and other
credentials) between devices using only speakers and microphones those devices are in most cases
already equipped with. The company says, the near-ultrasonic sound waves employed by the
technology are in nearly most cases inaudible to the human ear. According to Lisnr, the sound wave
tickets use less battery than any of the current methods of paperless ticketing. Company officials say
that because airlines rely on QR codes – even for paper boarding passes – a sound wave boarding
pass is actually more secure than even a traditional printed airline ticket. The company says that the
technology performed flawlessly during live trials conducted in partnership with Ticketmaster. The use
of the Lisnr system reportedly reduced ticket fraud to an unheard of “zero percent” in a recent case
study. Link

Flyertalk[.]com/articles/ultrasonic-sound-waves-are-the-new-paper-boarding-pass[.]html

Legislation & Regulation News

Several airlines defy Chinese government orders and hold off listing Taiwan as part of China

From The Daily Mail (05.29.2018) Ted Thornhill

Several international airlines still listed Taiwan as a separate country on their websites on Friday
despite a deadline set by Beijing for carriers to refer to the self-governed island as a Chinese territory.
The Chinese Civil Aviation Administration sent a notice to 36 foreign airlines last month, asking them to
comply with Beijing's standards of referring to Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau as Chinese territories, in
a move described by the White House as 'Orwellian nonsense.' According to a copy of the letter
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circulating on Chinese social media, it was dated April 25 and gave carriers 30 days to comply,
indicating a deadline of May 25.  But AFP found at least eight foreign airlines were still listing Taiwan as
a country on their websites as of Friday, including United, American Airlines, Cathay Pacific, All Nippon
Airways and Qantas. A spokesperson for Qantas told AFP that Chinese authorities have given the
Australian carrier 'additional time to further clarify how we refer to Chinese territories'. Around a dozen
other airlines including Air Canada, Air France, British Airways and Germany's Lufthansa list Taiwan as
a Chinese territory, though it is unclear when they started referring to the island that way. China's Civil
Aviation administration declined to comment on when the deadline was or how many airlines have
complied with their request. The letter did not clarify the punishment for non-compliance, only saying it
would be deemed as 'serious discreditable conduct'.  Link

Dailymail[.]co[.]uk/travel/travel_news/article-5771167/Several-airlines-hold-listing-Taiwan-China[.]html

Industry meets to review European flight time and fatigue rules

From Air Transport World (05.28.2018) Helen Massy-Beresford

Some180 aviation industry representatives participated in a workshop on flight time limitation (FTL)
rules and fatigue risk management (FRM), giving their views on European rules which have been in
force for more than two years. The event, held May 24, was organized by the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) and was the third to be held. European crew members, airlines and authorities gave
feedback and insights on the implementation of the rules and into how authorities oversee the region’s
airlines’ FTL schemes. EASA flight standards director Jesper Rasmussen said, “In the past, flight time
rules have often created tension, between employers and employees and between airlines and
authorities. EASA said it would continue to support implementation of FTL rules and had established a
dedicated FTL/FRM expert group of national authority inspectors that will further share good practices
and promote a common understanding of the European FTL/FRM framework. In addition, EASA will
continue to focus on FTL related issues during its standardization activities of EU Member States, the
agency said. The workshop touched on issues including ensuring safe and efficient crew planning,
individual FTL schemes and how they work in practice, the process involved in approving a deviation
from the FTL scheme as well as fatigue risk management schemes and best practices regarding fatigue
training for air crew and airlines. Link

Atwonline[.]com/safety/industry-meets-review-european-flight-time-and-fatigue-rules

Physical Security News

Saudi Arabia destroys Houthi drone near Abha Airport

From Gulf Business (05.27.2018) Robert Anderson

Saudi air defenses destroyed a Houthi drone headed to Abha International Airport, the Saudi coalition
said on Saturday. The unmanned aerial vehicle was spotted at 1:45pm by the unit assigned to the
airport, which “dealt with the threat and destroyed it”, according to a statement to Saudi Press Agency.
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Coalition spokesperson colonel Turki al-Malki said an inspection of the wreckage found that it was an
Iranian Ababil drone that was attempting to attack the airport. He added that there was minimal damage
caused by the drone’s destruction and no injuries. “The Joint Forces Command of the Coalition, through
continuous thorough monitoring and surveillance, targeted the unit responsible of assembly and rigging
the UAVs following their exit of one of their workshops in Sa’dah governorate,” al-Malki said. Al-Maliki
clarified that inspections carried out by specialists in the coalition’s joint forces revealed that the
wreckage belonged to the Houthi militias’ unmanned aerial vehicle with specifications of Iranian UAV
“Ababil.” A number of other drone attacks have been detected previously, including one last month that
targeted a facility belonging to Saudi Aramco in Jizan. Link

Gulfbusiness[.]com/saudi-destroys-houthi-uav-near-airport/

Japan’s airports face security staff shortage ahead of 2020 Olympics

From The Japan Times (05.29.2018) Junko Horiuchi

Major airports in Japan are struggling to retain luggage inspectors due to low wages and long hours,
leaving authorities concerned about anti-terrorism efforts ahead of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. With the
number of foreign visitors to Japan expected to continue its trend of record annual rises, in line with
government policy and the expansion of low-cost carriers, Japanese airports have been planning further
physical expansions. Besides the Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2020, Japan will also host the
2019 Rugby World Cup. But the country’s aviation workforce, which plays a crucial role in preventing
attacks, is not immune to the labor shortages caused by the declining working population. “We are
facing a serious issue, where 20 to 30 percent of safety officers who are working on the front line of
airport security are leaving,” said Makoto Natsume, president and chief executive officer of Narita
International Airport Corp. Of around 940 staff who worked as safety inspectors at Narita International
Airport, Japan’s main gateway to the world, as of April 2016, more than a quarter — or some 240 —
have left the job, according to Narita International Airport Corp. Data from the transport ministry also
show that while airport users rose by around 40 percent to 184 million in the five years through 2016,
the number of airport workers has not risen, staying at around 40,000.  Link

Japantimes[.]co[.]jp/news/2018/05/29/national/japans-airports-face-security-staff-crunch-ahead-2020-
olympics/#[.]Ww1gEyAh3IU

Miscellaneous News

Lightning Strike Causes Flight Delays at London Stansted Airport

From Fortune (05.27.2018)

A lightning strike temporarily knocked out the fueling system Sunday morning at London Stansted
airport, the biggest base for Ryanair Holdings Plc, causing flight delays and cancellations. Engineers
restored the system, though flights may still be delayed, diverted or canceled at the airport about 40
miles (64 kilometers) north of central London, according to a statement on Stansted’s Twitter account.
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Stansted is the third-busiest airport in London and a key hub for the discount airline Ryanair. The Irish
carrier canceled a number of flights and is advising customers of their options, including a full refund or
a free transfer to the next available flight, it said in an emailed statement. “We apologize to all
customers affected by these disruptions, which are entirely beyond our control,” Ryanair said in the
statement, declining to quantify the cancellations. Link

Fortune[.]com/2018/05/27/lightning-strike-delays-london-stansted-airport/

Chinese Gaining Influence over Foreign Airports

From Aviation International News (05.29.2018) Jennifer Meszaros

China’s economic weight and influence continue to effect change in the air transport industry as a
growing number of Chinese firms look beyond its borders for investment opportunities in foreign
airports. The most recent wave of outbound investment appears some 30 miles outside Cambodia’s
tourist town of Siem Reap, where contractors have begun preparing a 1,700-acre site for a new
international airport. Under an exclusive 55-year build, operate and transfer (BOT)  concession, the
greenfield project—spearheaded by China’s state-run Yunnan Investment Holdings—will materialize in
three phases. During the first and second phase, the company plans to invest $500 million to build a 4E
class airport, which will allow for short- to medium-haul aircraft. It plans to allocate another $300 million
for the third phase, with the possibility of expanding to 4F compliance, meaning the airport could
accommodate long-haul aircraft. The new Siem Reap airport accounts for one of three major airport
projects in planning stages. Earlier this year, the Cambodian government approved plans for a $1.5
billion, 6,500-acre airport, some 18 miles south of the capital Phnom Penh. A joint venture between
Cambodia’s State Secretariat of Aviation (SSCA) and local conglomerate Overseas Cambodia
Investment Corporation (OCIC), the project has drawn a reported $1.1 billion commitment from the
state-run China Development Bank. China has become a critical source of policy bank finance and
sovereign wealth funds for the development and maintenance of a number of airports in Africa, Latin
America, and the Caribbean. Across Europe, Chinese firms are more likely to partially or wholly own
global hubs and second-tier airports. Link

Ainonline[.]com/aviation-news/air-transport/2018-05-29/chinese-gaining-influence-over-foreign-airports

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

Commercial In-Flight Incidents

*American 2738, B738

o    May 28, 2018 at 8:42 PM EDT

o    Enroute from Miami, FL (Miami International Airport) to Philadelphia, PA (Philadelphia International
Airport)

o    Fuel problem
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o    Returned to Miami, FL; landed without incident at 8:54 PM EDT

*Southwest 1028, B737

o    May 28, 2018 at 7:36 PM EDT

o    Enroute from Cancún, Mexico (Cancún International Airport) to Denver, CO (Denver International
Airport)

o    Fuel problem

o    Diverted to Albuquerque, NM (Albuquerque International Sunport); landed without incident

*Delta 2169, B752

o    May 28, 2018 at 2:16 PM EDT

o    Enroute from Las Vegas, NV (McCarran International Airport) to Atlanta, GA (Hartsfield–Jackson
Atlanta International Airport)

o    Throttle problem

o    Diverted to Dallas, TX (Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport); landed without incident at 2:34 PM
EDT

*American 991, B763

o    May 28, 2018 at 9:44 AM EDT

o    Enroute from Miami, FL (Miami International Airport) to Belo Horizonte, Brazil (Tancredo Neves
International Airport)

o    Cracked windshield

o    Returned to Miami, FL; landed without incident at 10:52 AM EDT

*American 70, B772

o    May 27, 2018 at 9:05 PM EDT

o    Enroute from Dallas, TX (Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport) to Frankfurt, Germany (Frankfurt
Airport)

o    Passenger medical incident

o    Diverted to New York, NY (John F. Kennedy International Airport); landed without incident at 9:10
PM EDT

*United 1728, B753

o    May 27, 2018 at 8:24 PM EDT

o    Enroute from Kahului, HI (Kahului Airport) to San Francisco, CA (San Francisco International
Airport)

o    Generator problem
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o    Diverted to Honolulu, HI (Honolulu International Airport); landed without incident at 9:23 PM EDT

Ground Incidents

*Mobile, AL, Mobile Regional Airport

o    May 27, 2018 at 8:39 AM EDT

o    Jet blast from Jetstream International 5228, CRJ9, blew baggage cart into Delta 1355, MD88
scheduled to Atlanta, GA (Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport)

o    Aircraft dented and angle-of-attack wind vane damaged

o    0 fatalities; 1 injury (ground worker)

The Daily Aviation Memo is a daily update of foreign and domestic commercial aviation news compiled
from open sources and commercially-available information. Information contained in this report is
provided for situational awareness only and does not represent the views of the Aviation ISAC. Please
send comments or distribution requests to a-isac.advisory@a-isac[.]com.

A-ISAC Intel Shop

Dblough@a-isac.com

Ralvillar@a-isac.com

phart@a-isac.com

rforczyk@a-isac.com

a-isac.ops@a-isac.com

Aviation Information Sharing and Analysis Center (A-ISAC)

www.a-isac.com
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From:                 Larm, Doug <doug.larm@seattle.gov> on
                         behalf of Larm, Doug <Doug.Larm@seattle.gov>
                         <doug.larm@seattle.gov>
To:                     Larm, Doug <doug.larm@wsfc.wa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             2018_05_22 Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources
(InFOCUS)

Editor’s Note: InFOCUS will not be published from Thursday, 24 May thru Monday, 28 May in
observance of Memorial Day weekend; will return to publication Tuesday, 29 May 2018

InFOCUS

Tuesday

22 May 2018

Date:                 Tue May 22 2018 08:14:21 CDT
Attachments:     2018_05_22.pdf

Bcc:
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HEADLINE 05/21 Iran rejects Russia call; will stay in Syria 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/iran-goes-against-russia-says-its-staying-syria-us-military-threatens-

new-937522  

GIST Iran has rejected its ally Russia's call for all foreign troops to leave Syria, saying it is the U.S. and 

Turkey who are deployed there illegally and should withdraw their forces. 

 

In the wake of a 2011 uprising backed by the West, Turkey and Gulf Arab states, Syrian President 

Bashar al-Assad appealed to Russia and Iran to support his embattled armed forces against rebels and 

jihadi groups, which have mostly been defeated. Russian President Vladimir Putin congratulated Assad 

on his victories during a meeting Friday in Sochi and said that all foreign forces should eventually 

leave Syria, a remark that has opened a rare public rift between Moscow and Tehran. 

 

"No one can force Iran to do anything, Iran is an independent country that determines its own policies," 

Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman Bahram Qasemi told reporters at a daily press conference 

Monday. 

 

"The presence of Iran is at the invitation of the Syrian government to fight against terrorism and defend 

the territorial integrity of Syria, and will last as long as the Syrian government wants Iran to help it," he 

added. "Those who have entered the country without the consent of the Syrian government must leave 

Syria." 

 

Damascus and Tehran have enjoyed close relations since the 1979 Islamic Revolution that overthrew 

the pro-West monarchy in Iran, and the Islamic Republic's Shiite Muslim leadership offered support to 

Assad against an uprising that increasingly featured prominent jihadist groups. The U.S., which had 

been covertly backing Syrian rebels since at least 2012, gathered a multinational coalition to enter the 

country two years later to battle the Islamic State militant group (ISIS). Russia entered in 2015, 

supporting Syrian troops and Iran-backed militias with heavy airpower as they fought insurgents and 

ISIS. 

 

With help from Russia and Iran, the Syrian government has reclaimed nearly every major city in the 

country and forced anti-government fighters to either reconcile or be displaced to shrinking pockets of 

control elsewhere in the country. These gains have increased the foothold of groups such as Iran's elite 

Revolutionary Guard Corps and Iran-backed Lebanese Shiite Muslim Hezbollah movement in Syria. 

Both groups have antagonistic relationships with Israel. 

 

Suspected Israeli airstrikes have long struck positions held by Iran and its supporters in Syria, but a 

recent rocket salvo targeting Israeli forces in the occupied Golan Heights was met with the largest 

Israeli attack on Syria since the two countries went to war in 1973. The U.S. quickly sided with Israel 

after the aerial assault, while Russia urged both sides to show restraint in an attempt to maintain 

relations with the two longtime foes and avoid a wider regional war. 

 

As Syrian, Iranian and various allied militias are increasingly targeted by Israeli and Western airstrikes, 

the Syrian and Iranian governments have called for the U.S. and Turkey to immediately withdraw their 

troops. President Donald Trump has also expressed support for leaving Syria, but he and his 

administration have also indicated a tougher, potentially explosive approach to taking on Iran. 
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The flare-up between Israel and its Iranian and Syrian foes earlier this month took place shortly after 

Trump withdrew the U.S. from a 2015 nuclear deal that was still supported by Iran as well as fellow 

signatories China, France, Germany, Russia and the U.K. In his first major policy speech, Secretary of 

State Mike Pompeo justified Trump's decision by saying the agreement did not go far enough to curb 

Iran's support for militias across the Middle East, and vowed Monday to impose "the strongest 

sanctions in history" against Tehran. 

 

The Pentagon has warned it may even go further. Pentagon spokesman Colonel Robert Manning told 

reporters Monday that it is "going to take all necessary steps to confront and address Iran’s malign 

influence in the region," according to Reuters. 

 

"We are assessing if we are going to double down on current actions or implement new actions," he 

added. 
Return to Top

 

 

 

HEADLINE 05/21 DHS funds FY2018 preparedness grants 

SOURCE https://americansecuritytoday.com/dhs-unveils-funding-ops-fy2018-preparedness-grants-multi-

video/  

GIST Secretary of Homeland Security Kirstjen Nielsen has announced the release of Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 

Notices of Funding Opportunity for eight Department of Homeland Security (DHS) preparedness grant 

programs totaling more than $1.6 billion. 

 

The grant programs provide funding to state, local, tribal, and territorial governments, as well as 

transportation authorities, nonprofit organizations, and the private sector, to improve the nation’s readiness 

in preventing, protecting against, responding to, recovering from and mitigating terrorist attacks, major 

disasters and other emergencies. 

 

The grants reflect the Department’s focus on funding for programs that address our nation’s immediate 

security needs and ensure public safety in our communities. 

 

“The administration remains committed to strengthening the security and resilience of our state and local 

communities,” said Secretary Nielsen. 

 

The FY 2018 grant guidance will continue to focus on the nation’s highest risk areas, including urban 

areas that face the most significant threats. 

 

For FY 2018, the Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) will enhance regional preparedness and 

capabilities by funding 32 high-threat, high-density urban areas. 

 

This represents Congressional intent to limit FY 2018 UASI funding to those Urban Areas that represent 

up to 85 percent of the nationwide risk, as stated in the Explanatory Statement accompanying the 

Department of Homeland Security Appropriations Act, 2018 (Pub. L. No. 115-141). 

 

Consistent with previous grant guidance, dedicated funding is provided for law enforcement and terrorism 

prevention throughout the country to prepare for, prevent and respond to pre-operational activity and other 

crimes that are precursors or indicators of terrorist activity. 

 

Grant recipients are encouraged to use grant funding to maintain and sustain current critical core 

capabilities through investments in training and exercises, updates to current planning and procedures, and 

lifecycle replacement of equipment. 

 

New capabilities that are built using homeland security grant funding must be deployable if needed to 

support regional and national efforts. 

 

All capabilities being built or sustained must have a clear linkage to the core capabilities articulated in the 
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National Preparedness Goal. 

 

Preparedness Grant Program Allocations for Fiscal Year 2018: 

 

Emergency Management Performance Grant (EMPG)—provides more than $350 million to assist state, 

local, tribal, territorial governments in enhancing and sustaining all-hazards emergency management 

capabilities. 

 

Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP)—provides more than $1 billion for states and urban areas to 

prevent, protect against, mitigate, respond to, and recover from acts of terrorism and other threats. 

 

State Homeland Security Program (SHSP) 

Provides $402 million to support the implementation of risk-driven, capabilities-based State Homeland 

Security Strategies to address capability targets. States are required to dedicate 25 percent of SHSP funds 

to law enforcement terrorism prevention activities. 

 

Urban Area Security Initiative (UASI) 

Provides $580 million to enhance regional preparedness and capabilities in 32 high-threat, high-density 

areas. States and Urban Areas are required to dedicate 25 percent of UASI funds to law enforcement 

terrorism prevention activities. 

 

Operation Stonegarden (OPSG) 

Provides $85 million to enhance cooperation and coordination among local, tribal, territorial, state and 

federal law enforcement agencies to jointly enhance security along the United States land and water 

borders. 

 

Since the enactment of the 9/11 Act, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has required 

states to ensure that at least 25 percent of the total funds awarded to them under SHSP and UASI are 

dedicated toward law enforcement terrorism prevention activities (LETPA). 

 

The total LETPA allocation can be satisfied from SHSP, UASI or both. 

 

Additionally, states must obligate at least 80 percent of the funds awarded under SHSP and UASI to local 

or tribal units of government within 45 days of receipt of the funds. 

 

Tribal Homeland Security Grant Program (THSGP)—provides $10 million to eligible tribal nations to 

implement preparedness initiatives to help strengthen the nation against risk associated with potential 

terrorist attacks and other hazards. 

 

Nonprofit Security Grant Program (NSGP) 

Provides $60 million to support target hardening and other physical security enhancements for nonprofit 

organizations that are at high risk of a terrorist attack. This year, $50 million is provided to nonprofits in 

UASI-designated urban areas, and $10 million is provided to nonprofits located in any state or territory. 

 

Intercity Passenger Rail – Amtrak (IPR) Program 

Provides $10 million to protect critical surface transportation infrastructure and the traveling public from 

acts of terrorism and increase the resilience of the Amtrak rail system. 

 

Port Security Grant Program (PSGP) 

Provides $100 million to help protect critical port infrastructure from terrorism, enhance maritime domain 

awareness, improve port-wide maritime security risk management, and maintain or reestablish maritime 

security mitigation protocols that support port recovery and resiliency capabilities. 

 

Transit Security Grant Program (TSGP) 

Provides $88 million to owners and operators of transit systems to protect critical surface transportation 

and the traveling public from acts of terrorism and to increase the resilience of transit infrastructure. 
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Intercity Bus Security Grant Program (IBSGP) 

Provides $2 million to owners and operators of intercity bus systems to protect critical surface 

transportation infrastructure and the traveling public from acts of terrorism and to increase the resilience of 

transit infrastructure. 

 

All preparedness Notices of Funding Opportunities can be found at www.grants.gov. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Fires, medical crisis, human trafficking 

SOURCE https://www.heraldnet.com/news/fires-medical-crises-and-now-human-trafficking/  

GIST MUKILTEO — Firefighters are often called upon to treat cardiac arrests, strokes and other medical 

emergencies in Mukilteo. Now, they’re learning how they could save lives in another way. 

 

This month the fire department required its crews to undergo training to identify signs of human 

trafficking. 

 

“We wanted our people to have a basic knowledge of what to look for, when people are detained against 

their will,” medical services officer Larry Hadland said. 

 

Hadland found out about the training through the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. An online 

session takes a matter of minutes: a 25-question test, a study session and the same test again, to see how 

much the students have learned. 

 

In a decades-long career in the fire service, Hadland has been on calls where he didn’t recognize the 

telltale signs until later. Sometimes it’s a furtive man or woman who won’t leave a patient’s side. Or it’s 

someone acting defensive or evasive with paramedics. Or it’s many young women crammed into a small 

house or apartment. Or it’s a mix of signals that don’t seem right. 

 

If they see signs of abuse, firefighters are encouraged to call police. 

 

Mukilteo’s city limits stop just short of Highway 99, a corridor to Aurora Avenue that has generated 

headlines like, “Why Is There So Much Prostitution On Aurora Avenue In Seattle?” 

 

First responders are in a unique position to uncover human trafficking: They enter homes and private, 

personal spaces in emergencies. Sometimes it’s impossible to avoid calling for help. 

 

“If they’re sick, or their house is on fire, we’re going to show up,” Hadland said. 

 

This month, Providence Regional Medical Center Everett hosted forums on human trafficking for local 

government, police and health care workers. 

 

The Polaris Project estimates in the U.S., victims of sex trafficking and forced labor number in the 

hundreds of thousands, though there’s no official estimate. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 NKorea media returns to angry tone 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/bf7425a138aa47c5be4b17ee5f2029db/As-summit-looms,-North-Korean-media-

return-to-angry-tone  

GIST TOKYO (AP) — North Korean media stepped up their rhetorical attacks on South Korea and joint 

military exercises with the United States, warning Tuesday that a budding detente could be in danger. 
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State media unleashed three strongly worded commentaries slamming Seoul and Washington for the 

maneuvers and demanding Seoul take action against defectors it claimed were sending anti-North Korea 

propaganda leaflets across the border. 

 

The official media had until recently taken a relatively subdued tone amid the North’s diplomatic overtures 

to its neighbors, including a summit with South Korea’s president last month and plans for leader Kim 

Jong Un to meet U.S. President Donald Trump in Singapore on June 12. 

 

That first changed last week, when it lashed out against the maneuvers, cut high-level contacts with Seoul 

and threatened to “reconsider” the Trump summit. 

 

One of the reports on Tuesday, which came as North Korea allowed an airplane full of foreign journalists 

into the country to cover the dismantling of its nuclear test site this week, accused Seoul of teaming up 

with Washington for military drills intended as a show of force and as a “war drill” against it. 

 

It’s not unusual for North Korea’s official media to turn to hyperbole to make a point and the rhetorical 

barrage coincides with a visit to Washington by South Korean President Moon Jae-in. Strongly worded 

messages don’t necessarily mean it is backing away from diplomatic negotiations. 

 

But the North’s abrupt sharpening of its words has raised concerns the Trump summit may prove to be a 

bumpy one — or that it could even be in jeopardy. Trump has suggested he is willing to walk away if Kim 

isn’t willing to have a fruitful meeting and it appears both sides have agendas that remain far apart from 

each other. 

 

There has been no indication that North Korea will cancel plans to dismantle the test site, an important 

gesture of goodwill. The North has also not suggested it will go back on its promise to halt underground 

testing and launches of intercontinental ballistic missiles. 

 

But it did ban South Korean journalists from the trip to the nuclear site. And the language Tuesday offered 

a veiled threat that talks could be harmed. 

 

“Dialogue and saber-rattling can never go together,” said the commentary published in Minju Joson, one 

of the country’s four main daily newspapers. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 France: public service workers strike 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/business/articles/2018-05-22/french-public-service-workers-strike-

again-over-job-cuts  

GIST PARIS (AP) — FRENCH public services workers have gone on strike as part of their protest a 

government plan to cut 120,000 jobs by 2022. 

 

In a joint call, nine unions are also seeking higher wages and are denouncing the increasing use of short-

term contracts in public services. 

 

This is the third nationwide strike of public workers since French president Emmanuel Macron came into 

power last May. In his campaign for the presidency, Macron promised to reduce public spending and 

overhaul the country's labor laws. 

 

Hundreds of flights to and from France have also been cancelled as French air traffic controllers have 

joined the movement. 

 

The government is in discussions with unions about the plans and has said it intends to legislate on its 

labor reforms next year. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Deadly heatwave grips Karachi region 

SOURCE http://time.com/5286646/pakistan-karachi-heat-wave-deaths/  

GIST (KARACHI, Pakistan) — A Pakistani welfare organization says the heatwave gripping the region amid 

widespread power cuts has killed 65 people in Karachi. 

 

Anwar Kazmi, a spokesman for the private group Edhi, which is also the country’s largest ambulance 

service, said on Tuesday that their morgue received 65 bodies over the past four days, including of people 

who died after losing consciousness on the streets. 

 

He says these people died before they could be taken to hospital. 

 

The government hasn’t confirmed the death toll. 

 

According to Pakistan’s state-run Meteorological Department, temperatures in Karachi could reach 44 

degrees Celsius — about 111 degrees Fahrenheit — later in the day. 

 

Climate change in recent years has caused heatwaves in Karachi, the capital of Sindh province, where 

1,233 people died from the heat in 2015. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 US, China agree to suspend tariffs 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/treasury-secretary-says-u-s-china-have-suspended-tariffs-1526908176  

GIST The U.S. suspended its threat to put tariffs on $150 billion in imports of Chinese goods while negotiations 

with China continue, but President Donald Trump could still impose the tariffs if a deal between the two 

countries doesn’t progress, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said. 

 

“Both parties have agreed to suspend the tariffs,” Mr. Mnuchin said Monday in an interview on CNBC, 

echoing remarks he gave over the weekend. 

 

If the negotiations aren’t successful, however, “the president can always put tariffs back on,” he said. 

 

Liu He, the Chinese vice premier who led Beijing’s delegation to Washington last week, has also said 

China is holding off on tariffs for now. “Both sides agreed to avert a trade war and to stop imposing tariffs 

on each other,” Mr. Liu said, according to the official Xinhua News Agency over the weekend. 

 

The U.S. negotiations were focused on proposed tariffs on $150 billion of imported Chinese goods that 

followed an investigation from the U.S. Trade Representative on China’s trade practices. These tariffs, 

which have now been placed on hold, never formally went into effect. Other U.S. tariffs that are in effect, 

such as those on steel and aluminum, would need to be reversed through a formal process. 

 

Similarly, China had a prospective list of tariffs on $50 billion in U.S. goods that hadn’t been formally 

imposed, but China also has existing tariffs on a number of U.S. exports that are formally in place. 

 

There is no specific timetable for the next steps in the negotiations, Lawrence Kudlow, the director of the 

National Economic Council, said on Monday. 

 

“Tariffs are suspended right now, that’s a good thing,” Mr. Kudlow said, also speaking on CNBC. “But 

you cannot remove tariffs as a negotiating tool or an enforcement tool from this process.” 

 

Trade officials say that any surge in U.S. agriculture exports to China depends on settling the trade dispute 

and on China substantially easing tariffs and other trade barriers on U.S. exports of pork and corn, among 
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other products. Farm groups now are dealing with Chinese tariffs on sorghum and other products imposed 

after the U.S. levied tariffs on Chinese steel and aluminum. 

 

Mr. Ross of the Commerce Department will travel soon to China to discuss Beijing’s commitment to buy 

more agriculture and energy exports from the U.S. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Starbucks clarifies guest policy 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/starbucks-says-drug-use-sleeping-unacceptable-as-it-clarifies-guest-

policy-1526918854  

GIST Starbucks Corp. tried to dig itself out of controversy Monday by attempting to clarify a policy toward 

nonpaying guests that generated an onslaught of weekend criticism. 

 

The Seattle-based retailer on Saturday had said it would allow all guests in its U.S. company-owned stores 

to use its cafes, including its restrooms, whether or not they make a purchase. That announcement, which 

attracted some support, also drew complaints that cafes wouldn’t have enough seats for paying customers 

and would turn into homeless shelters and drug havens. 

 

On Monday, Starbucks revealed more about the policy, telling The Wall Street Journal that employees 

now have detailed instructions on what to do if someone is behaving in a disruptive manner, such as 

smoking, using drugs or alcohol, using restrooms improperly or sleeping. 

 

At issue, in essence, is whether Starbucks views itself as a business that caters to customers, or a quasi-

public place generally welcome to all. The uproar, which follows the arrest last month of two black men 

who wanted to use a Starbucks bathroom in Philadelphia, demonstrates the unusual spot that the nation’s 

biggest coffee chain holds in American culture. 

 

While many other restaurants and retailers also must manage the issue of lingering customers and 

nonpaying guests who come in to use restrooms, Starbucks has promoted itself as providing a “third place” 

between home and work where people can freely exchange ideas. It essentially pioneered the idea that is 

now generating controversy. 

 

Other restaurants and cafes have followed suit in recent years. McDonald’s Corp. and Panera Bread now 

offer free Wi-Fi and encourage customers to linger. Panera didn’t respond to a request for comment, and 

McDonald’s—which is almost entirely franchised—said it lets its franchisees determine how to best serve 

their customers. 

 

“The whole Starbucks situation has opened up a can of worms. In most cases restaurants leave it up to the 

discretion of the individual restaurant and most are too busy to enforce a policy,” said Joe Pawlak, 

managing principal at restaurant consulting firm Technomic Inc. 

 

 

Starbucks’s piecemeal messaging on the issue and the outpouring of commentary that ensued shows the 

challenges firms can face in an era when every corporate move can be immediately telegraphed and then 

dissected by the public at large. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 UNESCO: Seattle ‘City of Literature’ 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/05/seattle-city-literature-so-now-what  

GIST Come mid-June, people walking through the streets of Kraków will chance upon something never before 

seen in the Polish city — a poem by a Seattle writer, projected onto the side of a building. “The sand 

travels / through the hour glass / & Oya tells me prepare for change,” it begins.  
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Penned by Seattle Civic Poet Anastacia-Renee, its appearance is part of the cultural festivities surrounding 

the annual meeting of UNESCO’s Creative Cities Network, an erudite worldwide alliance (sort of like the 

“Avengers,” but for arts and culture) that Seattle has recently joined. Writ large, some 5,300 miles from 

home, the projected poem serves as an apt metaphor for the global connections Seattle hopes to forge with 

its new status as a City of Literature.  

 

Since 2004, UNESCO has designated 180 Cities of Literature, Music, Film, Crafts and Folk Arts, Design, 

Gastronomy and Media Arts — which in total, constitute the Creative Cities Network. These cities are 

expected to cooperate across borders toward a common goal: making sure cultural industries and creativity 

are prioritized in civic development plans. 

 

There are 28 Cities of Literature, including Dublin, Reykjavik, Barcelona, Prague and, as of late last fall, 

Seattle. (Iowa City is the only other City of Literature in the U.S.) On May 22, at the Seattle Central 

Library downtown, the public is invited to celebrate the prestigious designation. 

 

It’s been a long time coming. 

 

The Seattle City of Literature story began in 2013 when author Ryan Boudinot formed a nonprofit to begin 

the arduous application process. No one could have predicted the plot twists that ensued. Boudinot went 

down in a viral literary fracas, his entire board resigned and the bid submitted in 2015 failed.  

 

Regrouping happened.  

 

A second bid was submitted. President Trump announced his intention to pull out of UNESCO 

membership (a chapter that is to be continued…). On Oct. 31, 2017, Seattle earned UNESCO’s blessing. 

But the designation required mayoral sign-off, and at that moment — surprise! — Seattle’s mayor was 

merely interim, serving a 71-day term. 

 

“Yeah. It took a while to make it official,” says Stesha Brandon, current Board President of Seattle City of 

Literature. (The nonprofit is entirely volunteer-run; Brandon's day job is Literature & Humanities Program 

Manager at Seattle Public Library.) 

 

But now that our status is finally, firmly secured, inquiring minds want to know: What should a City of 

Literature look like? 

 

Tree Swenson, who as director of Richard Hugo House writing center was heavily involved in the 

UNESCO bid process, has a vision. “If this plays out right, people will be coming from all over," she says. 

"They’ll be looking for readings, visiting bookstores, making pilgrimages to our downtown library — 

they’ll know about all the things we have to offer. Once that positive reinforcement loop gets going, it 

becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.” Looking farther out, she posits, “It could be that 20 years from now, 

Seattle will be known worldwide as a place for tech and literature.” 

 

Creating such a city will take a lot of work. But that’s where the global superhero alliance comes in. Last 

month, Brandon attended the Cities of Literature conference in Iowa City, where her international 

colleagues shared plans and best practices. 

 

She says some of the most exciting exchanges were about creative ways cities are giving literature a civic 

spotlight. “Many of the cities are working on engaging people with literature out in the community — on 

the sidewalks, at markets, on buildings — rather than expecting them to go to a reading or a bookstore,” 

Brandon says. In Edinburgh, excerpts from a short story were projected on a downtown building every day 

for a month. In Ljubljiana, Slovenia, a writer-in-the-park residency was accompanied by a series of free 

outdoor events. “These cities had such great ways to activate people’s imaginations and show how story is 

essential to our lives.”  

 

But it’s not all about inventing fun literary happenings. UNESCO has 17 Sustainable Development Goals 
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— such as quality education, reduced inequalities, peace and justice — which Cities of Literature are 

charged with working toward. At the Kraków conference, which Brandon will attend in June, part of the 

discussion will be about urban development and how to maintain sustainable housing for artists. “This is 

an issue that is definitely relevant to Seattle,” Brandon says. “How do we make sure the city is affordable 

for the writers who live here, and who help the city thrive?” 

 

In addition to collaborating with global partners to answer this question, Brandon will be seeking local 

advice, reconvening Seattle literary organizations that helped with the bid to determine priorities and next 

steps. We know how strong our literary community already is, she says, but we want to know: “Is there 

something missing?”  

 

Paul Constant, writer and co-founder of the Seattle Review of Books, thinks so. “We have such a huge 

literary scene here, and nobody within it knows what the other people are doing,” he says. Despite the 

wealth of local writers across sci-fi, comics, literary fiction, translation, YA and poetry, Constant says, 

“There’s no intermixing.” He hopes that eventually the City of Literature will have a person (“or half a 

person, depending on how fundraising goes”) whose job is to build community across genres. “Then 

writers could learn about each other’s disciplines, share ideas and get new ideas. That is really exciting to 

me.”  

 

Some Seattle City of Literature initiatives are already underway. The nonprofit worked with the city to 

establish the Seattle Civic Poet position in 2015. Claudia Castro Luna was first to hold the position, from 

2015-2017 (she’s now Washington State Poet Laureate). “We are a world city ourselves,” she says, 

reflecting on the global implications of UNESCO status. “There are so many languages spoken here — 

and readings in those languages — we have this richness and interest in literature from across the world.”  

 

Looking outward, Luna nods to experiences like the Seattle City of Literature cultural exchange wherein 

her poems were published in New Zealand literary journal Catalyst. “It was unbelievable to have my 

words and concerns have a stage elsewhere!” she says. “It made me feel like a world citizen.”  

 

That global-citizen feeling is precisely what UNESCO hopes to engender with the Cities of Literature — 

to spin a web around the world that strengthens cross-cultural connections. Brandon says the Seattle 

organization's next steps include diversifying the board, fundraising and setting priorities with guidance 

from the literary community. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Pierce Co. eyes workers credit tax 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/995408/pierce-county-seattle-employee-credit/  

GIST Just a week after the Seattle City Council passed a head tax, charging big businesses $275 per employee, 

Pierce County is doing the opposite. 

 

County officials will announce on Tuesday a plan to create new, family-wage jobs with a $275 employee 

tax credit. How the credit will actually work has yet to be decided. Each city will determine its application 

of the credit. 

 

The idea comes on the heels of other outreach from Pierce County organizations pointing out that the 

region does not have a head tax. They even made a video about it.  

 

Among county officials on hand for the Tuesday afternoon announcement will be Bruce Dammeier, Pierce 

County executive; Victoria Woodards, City of Tacoma mayor; Mark Martinez, Pierce County Building & 

Construction Trades Council executive secretary; Bruce Kendall, Economic Development Board for 

Tacoma-Pierce County president & CEO; and Mike Courts, City of Dupont mayor. 

 

Former Tacoma Mayor and current Seattle Chamber of Commerce CEO Marilyn Strickland voiced her 

opposition to Seattle’s head tax before and after the vote. 
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Meanwhile, several Seattle businesses, including Amazon, are preparing an initiative that would repeal the 

head tax. They would need just under 22,000 signatures to qualify for the ballot. 

 

Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan signed the law in effect on May 16; it’ll go into effect on Jan. 1, 2019. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Pilot-hungry airlines raid flight schools 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/05/21/pilot-hungry-airlines-are-raiding-flight-

schools-creating-a-shortage-of-instructors-to-train-the-next-generation/?utm_term=.f473dbf3a977  

GIST Airlines’ insatiable demand for pilots threatens to sabotage flight schools’ ability to train new ones. 

Carriers are raising wages and hoarding every available pilot — including the instructors schools rely on 

to teach incoming students. 

 

The very pilot pipeline that is supposed to meet decades of projected labor shortfalls is being squeezed. 

According to a report from the Government Accountability Office (GAO), some schools have been forced 

to scale back operations or turn down qualified students because they do not have enough instructors. 

 

Michael Farley has been teaching at Bridgewater State University in Massachusetts for 18 years. 

Applications for his program are up, but the aviation department chair is so short on instructors that he has 

had to cap the number of students in his program. 

 

“In my tenure, this is unprecedented,” Farley said, reflecting on the speed with which airlines were hiring 

recent graduates. 

 

The problem is rooted in how collegiate aviation is structured. Classroom courses such as meteorology and 

aviation law are taught by academic faculty, but flight instructors are usually experienced students or 

graduates looking to gain flight hours before heading off to the commercial big leagues. 

 

Details vary between vocational, two-year and four-year schools, but an aspiring pilot at a typical 

accredited institution needs about 250 to 300 hours to become a certified instructor. Those 250 hours used 

to be all you needed to join an airline as a co-pilot. In some countries, it still is. 

 

Since 2013, most students have had to fly between 1,000 and 1,500 hours to qualify for work at a 

passenger airline. Even before that, the GAO report found, airlines expected as much as 2,000 hours of 

experience from entry-level employees, depending on the job market. 

 

So, where do young pilots get the other 1,000 hours or so? Some do aerial photography or fly banners, but 

the overwhelming majority work at their aviation college or an affiliated institution as a flight instructor. It 

is built into their career path. 

 

In an ideal world, a pilot works first as an instructor at her flight school, then as a co-pilot and pilot at a 

regional airline (such as Cape Air or SkyWest Airlines) and finally as a co-pilot and pilot at a major airline 

(such as Southwest Airlines or United Airlines). 

 

Demand for pilots swings hard. In 2009, as American families and businesses slashed their air-travel 

budgets amid the Great Recession and furloughs swept the industry, major airlines hired just 30 pilots, 

according to pilot-advisory service FAPA.aero. That number soared to 5,000 in 2017. In 2018, it will be 

even higher. 

 

When the market was slow, students stuck around, and instructors were cheap and abundant. But when 

hiring took off, they vanished into jobs flying passenger or cargo jets. 

 

When employees complain about worker shortages, the obvious reply is employees would not be so hard 
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to find if businesses just offered more money. 

 

The aviation job market is complicated by strict federal regulations and what FAPA’s president, Louis 

Smith, called the “poach chain.” 

 

Flight-school instructors are almost all flight-school students, which means they came into aviation 

because they wanted to sit in the cockpit of a mammoth Boeing or Airbus with "Delta" or "American" 

stamped on the side, not babysit their peers in a single-engine Cessna. 

 

From Day 1, they are focused on getting to a major airline and building seniority, the all-important number 

that rules everything from route assignments and pay scales to standby tickets. Those major airlines poach 

from the regional airlines, and regional airlines poach from flight schools. 

 

Life is hard at the bottom of the poach chain, where flight schools compete for instructors. U.S. Aviation 

Academy, a large training outfit that partners with Tarrant County College in Texas, offers new instructors 

a $2,500 bonus and between $27 and $35 an hour — a wage it has been forced to raise about 15 percent in 

recent months. 

 

Their pay is competitive with regional airlines, where new pilots earn an estimated $50,000 to $60,000 a 

year. But when a 21-year-old instructor gets poached, the schools are not competing with the regional 

carrier. They are competing with the promise of a 44-year career in a high-profile, lionized position that 

can pay north of $200,000 a year and offers excellent benefits. 

 

As flight schools pay instructors more, they are raising their prices to compensate. It is a fraught decision 

in an industry that worried it is charging too much to attract the quantity and diversity of students that 

airlines need. 

 

Federal student aid, while available at many aviation schools, typically does not stretch to cover flight-

school costs, which are boosted by investments in aircraft, fuel and facilities — not to mention the 

instructors. The GAO found that most pilot programs charge more than $50,000 for flight training alone. 

 

Not all students have access to the wealth or credit needed to fill the gap between student aid and the 

flight-school bill, even if they can be reasonably sure — in this job market, at least — they will earn it 

back. Schools told the GAO that, after instructor attrition, their biggest obstacle to training enough pilots 

was their own high price tag. 

 

Glass’s first choice of flight school — Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, where he went to aviation 

camp and learned the ropes from student instructors — costs $48,000 a year. That does not include the 

cumulative $40,000 to $60,000 the school expects students to spend on flight training while they are there. 

 

“If you don’t have the financial backing, it’s difficult,” Glass said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Russia floating nuke power plant in Arctic 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-nuclear-greens/russias-first-sea-borne-nuclear-power-

plant-arrives-in-arctic-idUSKCN1IM1A9  

GIST MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia’s first-floating nuclear power plant arrived in the Arctic port of Murmansk 

over the weekend in preparation for its maiden mission, providing electricity to an isolated Russian town 

across the Bering Strait from Alaska. 

 

The state company behind the plant, called the “Akademik Lomonosov”, says it could pioneer a new 

power source for remote regions of the planet, but green campaigners have expressed concern about the 

risk of nuclear accidents. Greenpeace has called it the “nuclear Titanic”. 
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Russian state nuclear company Rosatom, which developed the floating power plant, said that it docked the 

unit in Murmansk on Saturday where it was towed from St Petersburg, the city where it was built. 

 

In Murmansk it will take on board a supply of nuclear fuel. It will then will be towed to the town of Pevek 

in the Far Eastern region of Chukotka, separated from the U.S. state of Alaska by the 86-km (53 miles) 

wide Bering Strait. It will start operations there next year. 

 

The plant will replace a coal-fired power plant and an aging nuclear power plant supplying more than 

50,000 people with electricity in Chukotka, Rosatom said. 

 

Rosatom has long planned to launch the sea-borne power units, which, with their mobile, small capacity 

plants, are best suited to remote regions. It says they can help the environment by reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions blamed for global warming. 

 

The small plants were designed to make it possible to supply electricity to hard-to-reach areas of Russia. 

They can operate non-stop without the need for refueling for 3-5 years. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Where Americans are going hungry 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/where-americans-are-going-hungry/  

GIST Food insecurity -- or not having enough food because of a lack of money or other resources -- is a way of 

life for almost 1 in 8 Americans. And that rate remains higher than before the recession, when the numbers 

were slightly more than 1 in 10, according to data from the U.S. Department of Agriculture.  

 

Hunger has never truly left America since President Lyndon Johnson's "war on poverty" in the 1960s, 

which led to the development of government programs such as food stamps. While the kind of abject 

hunger that was shockingly captured 50 years ago by the CBS Reports documentary "Hunger in America" 

may be largely a thing of the past, food insecurity remains widespread today, touching every county of 

every state in the nation, according to the nonprofit Feeding America.  

 

Residents of some counties are suffering more than others, according to Feeding America's research. Rural 

counties are among the worst-hit, comprising 79 percent of the counties with the highest food insecurity 

rates, even though they make up only 63 percent of all U.S. counties.  

 

The economy might be improving, but the benefits aren't always reaching these Americans, said Erin 

McDonald, vice president of Feeding America's Center for Applied Research in Action.  

 

"The overall numbers for unemployment are lower and there are jobs ... but people are making choices 

around paying for utilities, rent and other costs," McDonald said."Food is a basic need where maybe they 

are going without or cutting back." 

  

Food insecurity is defined as not having enough food because of a lack of money or other resources. It's a 

way of life today for almost 1 in 8 Americans, according to U.S. Department of Agriculture data, up from 

more than 1 in 10 before the recession.   

 

Their report comes as lawmakers in Congress consider a farm bill that would add work requirements to the 

federal food stamp program. If adults who are able-bodied and don't have dependents aren't working at 

least 20 hours a week, they wouldn't be able to receive food stamps. (A GOP faction's revolt during a 

House floor vote May 18 defeated the farm bill by a count of 198 for and 213 against, but the legislation is 

widely expected to be reconsidered before a September government funding deadline.) 

 

Anti-hunger activists warn that adding the more stringent requirements may worsen hunger in America. 

And already, according to Feeding America, many of those food insecure households don't qualify for 

food stamps.  
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The issue might not be how to cut back the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), the 

formal name for food stamps, but how to expand it, said Craig Gundersen, lead researcher on the report 

and a professor at the University of Illinois.  

 

"SNAP is this amazingly successful program, so instead of trying to find ways to cut SNAP or change the 

way it's structured, it would be great if we could talk about how to expand who is eligible" and how to 

boost benefits, he said.  

 

He added, "Central to this is we know the households who are suffering from food insecurity have higher 

health care costs." 

  

In other words, helping families avoid food insecurity and hunger could lower long-term health problems, 

a relatively inexpensive way to stem chronic health conditions that are linked with a lack of food. Food 

insecure households spend about 45 percent more on medical care a year than people in food-secure 

homes, according to the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, a left-leaning think tank. 

 

Because the food stamp program has income and asset thresholds, some families that are struggling to put 

food on the table don't qualify for the program. Almost half of those 41 million Americans who are food 

insecure don't qualify for food stamps, Feedling America found.  

 

"Food insecurity is often times invisible," Gundersen said. "If you want to talk to one group that sees it, it's 

teachers at the elementary school level. They see children coming in without having breakfast -- one group 

on the front lines that just goes without food." 

 

Food insecurity doesn't only impact health, but children's ability to learn and thrive in school, McDonald 

said. And food insecurity is more commonplace with children than in adults, with one in six children 

suffering from lack of reliable food.  

 

A 2017 study in the journal Child Development found that children who suffered from food insecurity 

were predicted to have lower cognitive and social-emotional skills in kindergarten. The researchers 

recommended boosting the availability of food to children under 2 years old to give poor children a better 

chance at succeeding in school.  

 

Some of those families rely on food pantries to help stock their shelves, but the network of local and state 

charities can't provide enough meals to feed all the food insecure people in the U.S., said McDonald.  

 

"SNAP provides 12 meals for every one meal we serve," said McDonald. "While every food bank and 

agency will step up, there are finite resources they have to meet that gap." 

 

Even so, food stamps aren't designed to pay for a household's entire grocery budget. In the program's early 

days, food stamps were limited to one-third of a household's grocery spending. Today, a majority of 

recipients tap their own bank account as well as their food stamp benefits to buy groceries.  

 

Food stamp benefits may not be as generous as some believe. The average benefit is about $1.40 per 

person per meal, according to the CBPP.  

 

"If people lose their food benefits or if they are reduced, it's clear that food insecurity would go up," said 

Stacy Dean, "That's why so many of us are concerned about the proposal" to introduce work requirements.  

 

Below are the 10 states where food insecurity is the highest, according to data from Feeding America. The 

percentages of residents who are classified as food insecure are in parentheses.  

 

1. Mississippi (20.1%) 

2. Arkansas (17.2%) 

3. Louisiana (16.7%) 
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4. Alabama (16.5%) 

5. Oklahoma (16.2%) 

6. New Mexico (15.8%) 

7. Kentucky (15.5%) 

8. North Carolina (15.4%) 

9. Texas (15.4%) 

10. Georgia (15.1%) 
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HEADLINE 05/21 New Zealand’s homelessness crisis 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-newzealand-economy-budget/left-behind-why-boomtown-new-

zealand-has-a-homelessness-crisis-idUSKCN1IL0UG  

GIST WELLINGTON (Reuters) - New Zealand’s dairy-fuelled economy has for several years been the envy of 

the rich world, yet despite the rise in prosperity tens of thousands of residents are sleeping in cars, shop 

entrances and alleyways. 

 

The emerging crisis has created a milestone that New Zealanders won’t be proud of: the highest 

homelessness rate among the 35 high-income OECD countries. 

 

It’s a curious problem afflicting boom towns where some residents get pushed onto the streets as they can 

no longer afford the rocketing rents in a flourishing economy - let alone purchase a house as the price of 

property has soared. 

 

“I have no assets at the moment,” said 64-year-old Victor Young, who spoke to Reuters at a soup kitchen 

in New Zealand’s capital, Wellington. 

 

“It’s not a kind country, it’s not an easy country. I slept in my car 20 days last year. I worked 30 hours a 

week.” 

 

That sentiment is something the country’s popular Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern would like to reverse. 

Last Thursday, across town from the Sisters of Compassion Soup Kitchen, her Labour-led government 

unveiled its first budget with an ambitious plan to build social infrastructure. 

 

The government has allocated NZ$3.8 billion ($2.62 billion)of new capital spending over a five-year 

period. This includes an extra NZ$634 million for housing, on top of the NZ$2.1 billion previously 

announced to fund Kiwibuild, a government building program to increase affordable housing supply. 

 

Much is expected of the charismatic 37-year-old prime minister, after her party put fixing the housing 

crisis at the heart of its successful election campaign in September. Arden’s challenge is to not allow her 

spending plan blow a hole in the strong finances her government inherited. 

 

But experts say the government’s first budget underwhelms on the radical reforms the wider public 

wanted. 

 

“They’re a long way down a hole that was created by somebody else and they haven’t really got a great or 

easy solution,” said John Tookey, professor of construction management at Auckland University of 

Technology. 

 

He said the government’s much-vaunted Kiwibuild could come unstuck because there weren’t enough 

skilled workers to deliver on its ambitious target to build 100,000 homes in the next decade. 

 

Even the budget’s extra social housing spend was unlikely to alleviate the signs of families living in cars, 

caravans and garages that Salvation Army policy analyst Alan Johnson sees around his South Auckland 

neighborhood. 
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“The Minister of Finance suggested it was transformational and I think it’s a long way short of that,” 

Johnson said. 

 

New Zealand is on a six-year economic winning streak, underpinned by a strong dairy sector, booming 

tourism and migration. 

 

That golden run is expected to continue, with Treasury expecting economic growth to hit a peak of 3.8 

percent in 2019 - well above the 2 percent growth the International Monetary Fund forecasts developed 

economies to achieve. 

 

But infrastructure in New Zealand has not kept pace. 

 

A housing crunch, traffic jams, and hospital staff shortages led to an abrupt shift in public sentiment away 

from the seemingly unbeatable center-right National Party at the 2017 election. 

 

Some, of course, enjoyed the fruits of the boom, particularly in the past decade. Others were squeezed. 

 

Maoris, the indigenous people of New Zealand, account for a third of the homeless though they make up 

only 15 percent of the population. 

 

A Yale study of OECD data found that New Zealand had the highest rate of homelessness among member 

nations, with almost 1 percent of its population living without a permanent shelter in 2015. 

 

The situation has likely deteriorated since the study, analysts said, with the number of people eligible for 

government housing support doubling since 2015. And wage growth has significantly lagged house price 

growth of over 60 percent in the past decade, highlighting how even those with a roof over their heads are 

getting squeezed. 

 

Homelessness is at its worst in New Zealand’s most populated city, Auckland, which has also experienced 

the most severe housing crunch, with prices jumping 90 percent in the past decade, according to property 

researcher Quotable Value. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Paraguay opens embassy in Jerusalem 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/guatemala-opens-embassy-jerusalem-us-guatemala-

55320007?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Paraguay opened its new embassy in Jerusalem on Monday, following in the footsteps of the United States 

and Guatemala. 

 

President Horacio Cartes dedicated the embassy, making Paraguay the third country to transfer its 

diplomatic mission in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. 

 

Romania, the Czech Republic and Honduras have said they are also considering doing the same. 

 

President Donald Trump's announcement on Jerusalem in December was welcomed by the Israeli 

government. But it infuriated the Palestinians, who claim Israeli-annexed east Jerusalem as their future 

capital. 

 

The U.S. Embassy move added fuel to the weekly Palestinian protests in Gaza demanding the right of 

return to Israel and the lifting of a decade-old naval blockade. The protests culminated last Monday, when 

Israeli forces killed nearly 60 Palestinians in clashes along the border. 

 

But the U.S. Embassy move has also sparked others to rally in support of Israel. 
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The entrance to Jerusalem was lined with the flags of Paraguay on Wednesday and Israel's Prime Minister 

Benjamin Netanyahu said at the ceremony that he was there to "salute" a great friend. 

 

The opening of the embassy was "a great day for Israel, a great day for Paraguay, a great day for our 

friendship," Netanyahu said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 New Catalan leader defiant to Spain 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/defiant-catalan-leader-jailed-separatists-govt-

55320639?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Catalonia's newly elected president is showing no sign of backing down from the region's political 

standoff with Spanish authorities, insisting he wants jailed former lawmakers to join his pro-independence 

Catalan government. 

 

Quim Torra says Jordi Turull and Josep Rull, prominent secessionists who are in pre-trial detention, are 

keen to become government ministers and have asked a judge to release them. Torra visited them at their 

jails near Madrid on Monday. 

 

But Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy says he won't grant Catalonia independence and won't allow 

anyone under criminal investigation to take office there. 

 

Torra also wants Antoni Comin and Lluis Puig, separatists who fled to Belgium, in his Cabinet. 

 

Torra's four picks were members of a Catalonia government dismissed by Rajoy following October's 

illegal declaration of independence by regional lawmakers. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Latin America decries Venezuela election 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-latam-bloc-decries-venezuela-vote-urges-

action-55322238?   

GIST A grouping of 14 countries from throughout the Americas is refusing to recognize the result of 

Venezuela's disputed presidential election and urged diplomatic and financial action in response. 

 

The Lima Group of nations decried the vote as failing to meet "international standards of a democratic, 

free, just and transparent process." 

 

The nations including Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and Colombia vowed Monday to "reduce their level of 

diplomatic relations" with Venezuela in response. 

 

The bloc called on authorities in each of their countries to notify the financial sector about the risks of 

engaging in business with the Venezuelan government. It also promised to push international and regional 

entities not issue Venezuela new credit. 

 

The statement by the Lima Group adds to mounting international outcry over Sunday's election. Official 

results gave President Nicolas Maduro a new six-year term. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Mid-Atlantic: record rainfall totals 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/record-rainfall-totals-set-mid-atlantic-storms-
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continue/story?id=55320208&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Up to a foot of rain fell in the last 10 days in the mid-Atlantic, and more is on the way for the hard-hit 

region.  

 

Asheville, North Carolina, set a record for the wettest May on record with 9.67 inches -- and there are still 

10 days to go. Almost 10 inches of rain has been reported in southern Florida in the past eight days as 

well.  

 

A flood watch continues for southern Florida as more tropical moisture is on the way. A subtropical high 

will sit in the western Atlantic and keep bringing moisture from the tropics into the Southeast over the next 

several days.  

 

Unfortunately, hard-hit areas from the Carolinas to Florida will see more heavy rain this week. Most areas 

will see 2 to 3 inches, but over 4 inches is possible locally in southeastern Florida, southern Alabama and 

parts of Florida’s western Panhandle. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Foster care crisis in opioid epidemic 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/opioid-epidemic-is-causing-foster-care-crisis/754188461  

GIST Being a foster parent to any child takes dedication, patience, and time, but children coming out of homes 

where there is substance abuse often have a whole other set of challenges, including behavioral issues.  

 

There aren't enough foster parents in general and certainly not enough for kids who need specialized care. 

 

Cheryl Butler has raised four daughters who now have sons and daughters of their own.  So she decided to 

raise a few more, and a few more has become half a dozen.  

  

“They’ve just become part of the family, they are the family, everybody is treated the same,” Butler said.  

  

Butler has opened her home to high risk teen girls as a foster parent for four years. 

 

“You have to deal with that anger when they come, but they’re still just kids,” she said. 

 

Butler said they're kids who have often left behind lives they’d rather not return to. 

 

“I don’t know of a case that does not involve drugs, I can’t think of one. They’re all some drugs in the 

cases and that just leads to neglect, very severe neglect,” Butler said.  

 

Butler’s experience is not the exception, it’s the standard. 

 

“We are experiencing a crisis in the foster care system right now.  We have too few homes for the number 

of children who need care.  Part of that is attributed to the opioid epidemic,” explained Terry Pottmeyer, 

the CEO of Friends of Youth. 

 

The non-profit provides transitional housing, youth shelters, drop-in centers and foster homes. 

 

“Our capacity is 30 to 35 children in any given year however we are seeing nationally that there’s an 

increase in the number of children in need of care,” Pottmeyer said. 

 

Since 2012 Friends of Youth has seen a 20 percent increase in the number of kids coming into their care.   

 

According to the Washington state Department of Social and Health Services, since 2012 there’s been a 26 

percent jump in the number of kids who are removed from home due to parental drug abuse. 
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The number of foster homes is up slightly year over year from 4,656 in 2015 to 5,032 in 2018 but that 

increase is nominal compared to the need. 

 

“Increasingly when there isn’t a foster care placement that is right for them the state is struggling to find 

what things to do. I know that children have unfortunately been staying in hotel rooms with social workers 

from the state. Increasingly we have more children being placed outside the state of Washington,” said 

Pottmeyer. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Seattle searches for transportation director 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/transportation/seattle-begins-search-for-new-

transportation-director/  

GIST The city of Seattle has launched a national search to find a permanent director for the Seattle Department 

of Transportation, Mayor Jenny Durkan announced Monday. 

 

Goran Sparrman, who has been running SDOT on an interim basis, will continue in his role through the 

end of August, Durkan said. 

 

Sparrman took over from former SDOT Director Scott Kubly, who left in December in a “mutual 

decision,” soon after Durkan took office. Sparrman had also been interim director in 2014 and was deputy 

director of the agency before that. 

 

Durkan’s office set up a public survey to gather input on what people would like to see in the agency’s 

next director. The city will hire a national search firm next month and then launch a committee to review 

applicants and recommend finalists, Durkan’s office said. 

 

Sparrman also announced a reshuffling of the agency’s internal structure, with new roles for several senior 

leaders. 

 

“The interim director believes the former structure placed SDOT executives in leadership roles that 

weren’t complementary to their skills and talents,” spokeswoman Mafara Hobson said, “while the new 

structure better aligns senior leadership to more appropriate functions and organizational teams.” 

 

The mayor praised Sparrman for working “with the utmost accountability and transparency.” 

 

Since Sparrman took over, the agency has been trying to keep up with ambitious projects and overly 

optimistic promises from the previous administration. Durkan halted work on the First Avenue streetcar 

project after The Seattle Times reported that SDOT may have undersold the costs of running the new 

system by as much as 50 percent. Durkan will likely make a decision on the project’s future next month. 

 

And the 2015 Move Seattle transportation levy, the largest in the city’s history, won’t be able to deliver all 

the projects that were promised, SDOT recently said, as project costs are more than anticipated. 

 

“With a number of significant projects in the pipeline our next SDOT leader must be ready to deliver on 

investments and protect taxpayer dollars,” Durkan said in a prepared statement. “Our residents and 

businesses expect our officials to make progress and deliver results, and this administration will continue 

to be accountable to the people we serve.” 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Zimbabwe seeks to rejoin Commonwealth 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/21/africa/zimbabwe-commonwealth-countries/index.html  

GIST Lagos, Nigeria (CNN)Zimbabwe has applied to re-join the Commonwealth after the country withdrew its 
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membership 15 years ago under former President Robert Mugabe. 

 

Commonwealth Secretary-General, Patricia Scotland, said Zimbabwe's President Emmerson Mnangagwa 

submitted a application on May 15 for the country to return to the 53-member group of mostly British 

former colonies. 

 

"Zimbabwe's eventual return to the Commonwealth, following a successful membership application, 

would be a momentous occasion, given our shared rich history," Scotland said in a statement. 

 

Zimbabwe was first suspended from the Commonwealth in 2002 on the grounds that Mugabe, who had 

ruled the country since independence in 1980, rigged his re-election in 2002 and persecuted his opponents. 

 

The former dictator withdrew Zimbabwe's membership out of the group after the country's suspension was 

renewed in 2003. 

 

Mugabe was ousted last November following a military takeover and impending impeachment ending his 

37-year rule over the country. 

 

The Commonwealth secretariat will send observers to monitor the country's elections in July, following an 

invitation from the Zimbabwean government, the statement said. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Iran scorns US sanctions threat 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-nuclear-guards/commander-says-irans-people-will-punch-

u-s-secretary-of-state-in-the-mouth-idUSKCN1IN0K8  

GIST BEIRUT (Reuters) - A senior Iranian military commander poured scorn on U.S. threats to tighten 

sanctions on Tuesday, saying the Islamic Republic’s people would respond by punching U.S. Secretary of 

State Mike Pompeo in the mouth. 

 

Pompeo said on Monday Washington would impose new penalties if Tehran did not make sweeping 

changes, including dropping its nuclear program and pulling out of the Syrian civil war. 

 

Two weeks after President Donald Trump pulled out of an international nuclear deal with Iran, his 

administration has threatened to impose “the strongest sanctions in history,” setting Washington and 

Tehran further on a course of confrontation. 

 

“The people of Iran should stand united in the face of this and they will deliver a strong punch to the 

mouth of the American Secretary of State and anyone who backs them,” Ismail Kowsari, the deputy 

commander of the Sarollah Revolutionary Guards base in Tehran said, according to the Iranian Labour 

News Agency. 

 

Limiting Iran’s missile capabilities was one of Pompeo’s main demands. 

 

“Who are you and America to tell us to limit the range of ballistic missiles?” Kowsari said, according to 

ILNA. “History has shown that with the attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, America is the top criminal 

with regard to missiles,” he added. 

 

Qassem Soleimani, the head of the branch of the Revolutionary Guards that carries out operations outside 

Iran’s borders, was singled out by Pompeo as a top troublemaker in the Middle East. 

 

Kowsari said that the Iranian people back Soleimani. 

 

“Soleimani is not a single person. The great people of Iran support him,” Kowsari said. 
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Separately, Iran’s government spokesman said that the plan outlined by Pompeo would exacerbate the 

public’s hostility to the United States. 

 

“Do the Americans think that the silk glove that they’ve taken out and the iron hand that they’ve extended 

to the people, a hand that’s backed by Israel and the [Mujahedin-e-Khalq Organization], will make Iranian 

people think that America wants democracy?” Mohammad Baqer Nobakht said on Tuesday, according to 

state media. 

 

The Mujahedin-e-Khalq Organization (MKO) is an exiled Iranian armed opposition group which has 

called for the overthrow of the Iranian government for decades. 

 

John Bolton, the U.S. national security advisor, has been a supporter of the MKO, which the Iranian 

government sees as a terrorist group. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Foreign media arrive in NKorea 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-missiles-china-journalists/foreign-media-arrive-in-

north-korea-suggesting-nuclear-shutdown-on-track-idUSKCN1IN08F  

GIST BEIJING (Reuters) - About two dozen journalists from Western and Chinese news organizations arrived 

in North Korea on Tuesday to witness the closure of its nuclear test site, an indication that the shutdown 

will go ahead amid renewed diplomatic uncertainty. 

 

North Korea invited a handful of media to witness the dismantling of the Punggye-ri site this week but not 

technical experts, even though the United States has called for “a permanent and irreversible closure that 

can be inspected and fully accounted for”. 

 

Isolated North Korea’s offer to scrap the test site was seen as a key concession in months of easing tension 

between Pyongyang and its long-time bitter rivals, South Korea and the United States. 

 

However, the improving diplomatic environment has hit a rocky patch, with North Korea threatening last 

week to pull out of a planned June 12 summit in Singapore between leader Kim Jong Un and U.S. 

President Donald Trump. 

 

South Korean president Moon Jae-in was scheduled to meet Trump in Washington later on Tuesday, as 

U.S. officials try to figure out whether North Korea, which has pursued nuclear and missile programs in 

defiance of U.N. sanctions, is serious about negotiating a deal on denuclearisation. 

 

Journalists from the Associated Press, CNN, CBS, Russia Today and Chinese state media outlets were 

among those seen checking in at Beijing Capital International Airport to catch the Air Koryo flight to 

North Korea. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Hawaii: lava nears geothermal power plant 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hawaii-volcano/deadly-acid-cloud-rises-over-hawaii-as-lava-

streams-into-ocean-idUSKCN1IM26P  

GIST PAHOA, Hawaii (Reuters) - Molten lava from the erupting Kilauea Volcano on Hawaii’s Big Island crept 

onto a geothermal power plant site on Monday, as workers rushed to shut down the facility to prevent the 

uncontrollable release of toxic gases. 

 

Crews worked into the night to cap the 11th and final well at the Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) plant, 

which provides about 25 percent of the Big Island’s power, as lava from an active fissure flowed 200 to 

300 yards from the nearest well pad, county and federal officials said. 
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“County, state, and federal partners have been collaborating closely to monitor the situation and work with 

PGV to ensure the safety of the surrounding communities,” the county said. 

 

The race at the site marked the latest challenge facing authorities as they cope with what geologists rank as 

one of the biggest upheavals in a century from one of the world’s most active volcanoes. 

 

The plant has been closed since shortly after lava began erupting on May 3 through newly opened fissures 

in the ground running through neighborhoods and roads on the far eastern flank of Kilauea. 

 

Within a week, some 60,000 gallons (227,124 liters) of the highly flammable chemical pentane, which was 

stored at the plant, were moved from harm’s way. The state said last week it was pumping cold water into 

the wells and would cap them with iron plugs. 

 

The plant’s wells run 6,000 to 8,000 feet (1,829-2,438 meters) underground to tap into extremely hot water 

and steam used to run turbines and produce electricity. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 US threatens ‘strongest’ sanctions on Iran 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-nuclear-usa/pompeo-says-u-s-to-impose-tough-sanctions-

on-iran-idUSKCN1IM1DE  

GIST WASHINGTON/ANKARA (Reuters) - The United States on Monday demanded Iran make sweeping 

changes — from dropping its nuclear program to pulling out of the Syrian civil war — or face severe 

economic sanctions as the Trump administration hardened its approach to Tehran. 

 

Iran dismissed Washington’s ultimatum and one senior Iranian official said it showed the United States is 

seeking “regime change” in Iran. 

 

Weeks after President Donald Trump pulled out of an international nuclear deal with Iran, his 

administration threatened to impose “the strongest sanctions in history,” and vowed to “crush” Iranian 

operatives abroad, setting Washington and Tehran further on a course of confrontation. 

 

U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo demanded sweeping changes that would force Iran effectively to 

reverse the recent spread of its military and political influence through the Middle East to the shores of the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

 

The speech added to the tension between the two countries, which grew notably when Trump this month 

withdrew from the 2015 international agreement aimed at preventing Tehran from obtaining a nuclear 

weapon. 

 

If Washington sees tangible shifts in Iran’s policies, it is prepared to lift sanctions, Pompeo said. 

 

“These will be the strongest sanctions in history by the time we are done,” he added. 

 

The European Union largely dismissed Pompeo’s speech and said it remained committed to the full 

implementation of the nuclear deal. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 US reinforces East Asia missile defense 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-missiles-milius-japan/u-s-reinforces-east-asia-

ballistic-missile-defense-as-trump-kim-summit-nears-idUSKCN1IN0O9  

GIST YOKOSUKA, Japan (Reuters) - The USS Milius, one of the U.S. Navy’s most advanced guided missile 
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destroyers, arrived in Japan on Tuesday to reinforce defenses against any ballistic missile attacks by North 

Korea, or anyone else in East Asia. 

 

The warship’s arrival at Yokosuka Naval Base comes three weeks before an unprecedented meeting is 

supposed to take place in Singapore between U.S. President Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim 

Jong Un. 

 

The show of force is a reminder of the military pressure that can be brought to bear on North Korea as the 

United States seeks to press it to abandon its nuclear weapons and its ballistic missile program. 

 

The Milius will “support security and stability in the Indo-Pacific region by bringing enhanced missile 

defense capabilities as a ballistic missile defense platform”, the U.S. Navy said in a statement. 

 

The Milius’s dockside welcome in Yokosuka, which is the headquarters of the U.S. Seventh Fleet, comes 

after doubts emerged last week over whether the Trump-Kim meeting will go ahead. 

 

The deployment of the Milius to Japan was delayed by almost a year so it could undergo upgrades to its 

Aegis air defense system to enhance its ability to detect and target missiles. 

 

Armed with missiles designed to shoot down warheads in space, the Milius will be part of a naval 

destroyer force that would be the first U.S. line of defense against any long-range ballistic missiles fired at 

it by North Korea. 

 

It joins two other ships in the Seventh Fleet with similar upgrades and brings the fleet’s destroyer unit 

back to full strength after two other U.S. warships in the region were crippled in collisions with 

commercial ships last year. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Austria tilt toward Russia ‘worrisome’ 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/austria-s-tilt-toward-russia-worries-intelligence-experts-

n870711  

GIST VIENNA — In a 19th-century kaffeehaus here, a handful of political activists nod their heads while 

sharing opinions many would consider racist, homophobic and awash with conspiracy theories. 

 

One topic is never far from their lips: These men believe that historically neutral Austria should turn its 

back on the West and embrace Russian President Vladimir Putin. 

 

"It's our aim to somehow counter this negative image of Russia propagated in Western media," Alexander 

Markovics, 26, says between sips of fizzy apple juice. 

 

"We have to take the side of Russia," the stocky and bearded Markovics adds. "Russia is a country that 

gets oppressed and is actually the victim of Western imperialism." 

 

Here in Austria, pro-Kremlin views aren't just confined to fringe political meetings. 

 

The country's government appears to be drifting closer to Putin. With Vienna widely regarded as the 

spying capital of the world, that has serious implications for Washington and its allies. 

 

One factor is at the heart of these concerns: the far-right Freedom Party of Austria (FPÖ) — which is 

openly supportive of Russia. 

 

"Austria is economically and politically integrated in the West, but the FPÖ is trying to play the card of 

being part of the East," says Gustav Gressel, a former desk officer at the Austrian Ministry of Defense. "If 

you have an East-West confrontation, you basically have parts of your enemy behind your own lines." 
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Founded by former Nazis in the 1950s, the FPÖ has been a junior member of the country's coalition 

government since December. As part of that deal, it was given responsibility for Austria's defense and 

interior ministries, and with them the domestic and military intelligence services. 

 

The FPÖ won 26 percent of the vote in last year's legislative elections by deploying anti-establishment, 

anti-immigrant populist rhetoric that was condemned by opponents as racist, Islamophobic and anti-

Semitic. 

 

The party and its leading figures are also unashamedly fans of Putin. The idea of a pro-Russia party 

controlling intelligence services has led to fears that Western secrets aren't safe any more if shared with 

Vienna. 

 

"Austria is part of the European Union defense policy, and whatever is agreed and discussed there will be 

leaked to Moscow," predicts Gressel, who is now a senior policy fellow at the European Council on 

Foreign Relations in Berlin. 

 

"The issue is trust and mistrust," says Siegfried Beer, a leading espionage expert at the Austrian Center for 

Intelligence, Propaganda and Security Studies, who added that in terms of security and dealing with 

partners, giving the FPÖ control of the intelligence services "was not the best solution." 

 

Austria's tradition as a playground for espionage dates back to the 19th century and was immortalized in 

the 1949 film, "The Third Man." Spying is legal here unless it's against the Austrian state itself. It was 

therefore no coincidence that Vienna was the venue for a high-profile spy swap between the U.S. and 

Russia in 2010 involving renowned Russian agent Anna Chapman. 

 

The country's neutral status — neither part of NATO nor allied to Russia — means it's home to a large 

number of nongovernmental and international organizations. Experts say many diplomats working in the 

city are actually spies, with Beer and others estimating the number at around 7,000. 

 

In 2016, party leader Heinz-Christian Strache signed a formal "cooperation pact" with Putin's United 

Russia party — unprecedented for a mainstream political group in Western Europe. 

 

It was not just symbolic. After the deal, the parties agreed to "reinforce the links between our parties and 

countries, including in the field of international security," according to United Russia politician Sergei 

Zheleznyak. 

 

"There's a cause for concern," says William Eacho, who served as U.S. ambassador to Austria from 2009 

to 2013. "It's certainly going to give other nations pause when it comes to sharing intelligence with the 

Austrians." 

 

Both Eacho and Beer say there is no concrete evidence that the FPÖ has so far used its position in 

government to help Russia. 

 

But the point, they say, is that Russian links alone would be enough to prompt concern among Western 

powers. 

 

"In the Austrian Ministry of Defense and the Ministry of Interior, which are controlled by the FPÖ, you 

have people collaborating with the power you are preparing yourself to go to war against. That's not very 

reassuring," says Gressel, the former defense official. 

 

Others allege that the FPÖ's fondness for Russia has already had a measurable effect. Austria was one of 

the few European Union countries that refused to follow the U.K. and others in expelling Russian 

diplomats after the poisoning of ex-spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter on British soil in March. 

 

The FPÖ's senior coalition partner is the conservative People's Party (ÖVP), led by Prime Minister 
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Sebastian Kurz. Kurz, 31, explained that he wouldn't expel diplomats because he wanted Austria to be a 

"builder of bridges between East and West" and "to keep the channels of communication to Russia open." 

 

The FPÖ has also called for an end to anti-Russia sanctions and backed a referendum on leaving the 

European Union — an institution Putin has long sought to destabilize. 

 

In February, the country's domestic intelligence service was raided, a move the FPÖ-controlled Interior 

Ministry said was to investigate alleged misuse of data by officials. 

 

But Austria’s president and others demanded an explanation after it emerged the police team that carried 

out the operation was a street crime unit not used to dealing with such cases, and was headed by an FPÖ 

member. 

 

The scandal dominated the Austria's news cycle for weeks, and according to media reports some of the 

material seized related to "extremist" far-right groups with FPÖ links. 

 

"The whole thing is outrageous," the leader of the liberal NEOS party, Matthias Strolz, told state 

broadcaster ORF. "It stinks to high heaven." 

 

A REBALANCING ACT 

Austria's warmth for Russia is neither new nor confined to the far-right, however. 

 

The Allies and Soviets withdrew from the country in 1955 on the condition it wouldn't take sides in the 

Cold War. It entered the E.U. in 1995, but never joined NATO. 

 

Many Austrian citizens appear to have a fondness for Russia, too. More than one-third said they favored 

softer sanctions after the annexation of Crimea in 2014, according to a poll by the Austrian market 

research company OGM. 

 

Back in the kaffeehaus, Markovics and his friends say that "heavy" Western "propaganda" over Crimea 

spurred them into creating their activist group, called the Suworow Institute after a Russian military leader 

from the 1700s. 

 

The institute employs seven people and has around 100 members, according to its founder, 31-year-old 

Patrick Poppel. 

 

"We try to present a different perspective especially on Russian foreign policy," Poppel says, peering 

through his small, wire-rimmed glasses. 

 

Poppel and Markovics were both members of the FPÖ, but quit because they feel the party hadn't gone far 

enough in supporting Moscow while in government. They also say the FPÖ has been too soft on what they 

call the "Islamization" of Europe by refugees. 

 

They deny any links to the Russian state, and say they are not racist or fascist. 

 

However, Poppel talks of defending "Christian civilization" by closing Austria's borders to immigrants and 

Muslims. He also wants to repatriate all those deemed non-indigenous — eve though his wife is from 

Armenia — and speaks out against liberals who advocate "extreme homosexuality and feminism." 

 

Ultimately, Markovics says, the group believes that "elites" in the U.S. and its allies are dominating 

Europe, and "making profit out of actions that could lead us directly into nuclear apocalypse." 

 

They see greater ties with Russia as a way to rebalance that. 

 

'DEFINITELY NOT A THREAT' 

The FPÖ insists its links to Moscow are not problematic. 
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Johannes Hübner is a lawyer, former FPÖ lawmaker and member of the Austrian-Russian Friendship 

Society. He withdrew his candidacy in last year's legislative elections after giving a speech some claimed 

had anti-Semitic overtones — something he denies. 

 

Speaking to NBC News over eggs and avocado on the veranda of his spacious Vienna apartment, Hübner 

recounted his time in Parliament. 

 

"As a politician, I used a lot of my energy to lobby for more understanding for Russia and to lobby against 

cutting ties with Russia again," he says. 

 

Unlike the fringe Suworow Institute, the Austrian-Russian Friendship Society boasts high-profile 

politicians, businessmen and academics in Vienna and Moscow among its members. 

 

Its board includes prominent FPÖ lawmaker Johann Gudenus, 41, a square-jawed speaker who studied in 

Moscow. He is often cited as the prime example of his party's deep ties with Russia. When contacted by 

NBC News, Gudenus' spokesman said he was not available. 

 

Does Hübner see any problem or malice in fostering ties to a country often criticized by Western 

watchdogs as undemocratic and a human rights abuser? 

 

"It is definitely not a threat," he says, smiling gently. "I was in politics for almost nine years here and I 

would have realized if [Russia] tried to influence policy ... or if they bribed people for a dark network. It 

doesn't exist." 

 

Like many in the FPÖ, he says building bridges to Russia is important to counterbalance the 

"overwhelming American influence," which is too often presented as the "white knight" of global affairs. 

 

"The Moscow influence in Europe is zero," Hübner adds. "It would be good if we had more influence from 

Russia. Not 50 percent, but maybe 10 percent or 15 percent. Now it is maybe 1 percent." 
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HEADLINE 05/22 China blames Australia amid tensions 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-22/china-blames-australia-for-strained-relations-

as-trade-suffers  

GIST China has issued a fresh rebuke to Australia as tensions between the two nations continued to simmer, 

with Foreign Minister Wang Yi blaming its trading partner for the spat and saying it was up to Australia to 

get their relationship back on track. 

 

“Due to the Australian side’s reasons, the relationship between China and Australia has encountered some 

difficulties,” Wang said in a statement on Tuesday. “If Australia is genuinely hopeful for getting the 

bilateral relationship back on the right track, Australia should discard its traditional thinking and take off 

its tinted glasses to take a proactive approach towards China’s development.” 

 

The comments, coming directly after a meeting between Wang and his Australian counterpart Julie Bishop 

in Buenos Aires on Monday, show how far relations have soured since December, when Prime Minister 

Malcolm Turnbull said reports of Chinese meddling with media, universities and lawmakers were a 

catalyst for tougher anti-foreign interference laws. 

 

The legislation, yet to pass parliament, will ban foreign political donations and require people or 

organizations acting in the interests of overseas powers to register and disclose their ties. 

 

The U.S., Japan and countries in Southeast Asia that haven’t aligned themselves with China will be 

watching this closely, said Malcolm Davis, a senior analyst at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute and 
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a former adviser to the government on defense policy. 

 

"Australia shouldn’t back down and I don’t think the Chinese will, so this cooling off in the relationship 

could well continue," Davis said by phone. "Australia needs to set an example that nations can maintain a 

strong resolve against Chinese pressure and not allow China to dictate their foreign and defense policies." 

 

Business Hurting 

Meanwhile, the business community is concerned the spat is hurting trade, with a planned increase in beef 

exports stalled by China and Treasury Wine Estates Co. saying last week Chinese customs officers have 

delayed shipments due to new requirements that “seemingly only apply to Australian Country of Origin 

wines.” 

 

Bishop used a Sky News interview on Tuesday to downplay the spat and said she intends to visit China 

“very soon,” with Turnbull to follow later this year. Still, Wang said on Tuesday that exchanges and 

cooperation between the two countries have been affected by the disagreements. 

 

“China attaches importance to the China-Australia relationship and we would like to communicate with 

Australia on how to take concrete measures to improve the bilateral relationship,” Wang said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Court upholds arbitration agreements 

SOURCE https://www.aol.com/article/news/2018/05/21/companies-win-big-at-us-top-court-on-worker-class-

action-curbs/23440230/  

GIST WASHINGTON, May 21 (Reuters) - The U.S. Supreme Court delivered a blow to the rights of workers on 

Monday by allowing companies to require them to sign away their ability to bring class-action claims 

against management, agreements already in place for about 25 million employees. 

 

The justices, in a 5-4 ruling with the court's conservatives in the majority, endorsed the legality of the 

growing practice by companies to compel workers to sign arbitration agreements waiving their right to 

bring class-action claims on various disputes, primarily over wages and hours. 

 

The ruling could apply more broadly to discrimination claims like those raised by women as part of the 

#MeToo movement raising awareness of sexual harassment in the workplace but the court did not 

explicitly address that issue. 

 

Craig Becker, a former member of the U.S. National Labor Relations Board and now general counsel of 

the AFL-CIO union federation, said the decision will have a "chilling effect" on employees coming 

forward to complain of mistreatment. 

 

"It will cripple enforcement of all the major employment laws," Becker added. 

 

Growing numbers of employers, alarmed by a rise in class-action claims brought by workers on wage 

issues, have demanded that their workers sign waivers. Class-action litigation can result in large damages 

awards by juries and is harder for businesses to fight than cases brought by individual plaintiffs. 

 

The ruling is the latest in a series of pro-business decisions by the conservative-majority Supreme Court in 

recent years curbing class-action claims of various types and endorsing arbitration to resolve contractual 

disputes. Companies have said arbitration is quicker and cheaper than litigation in court. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Kremlin: UK pushing hatred of Russia 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/kremlin-russia-spy-uk/2018/05/21/id/861585/  
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GIST The Russian government says the United Kingdom is using the mysterious poisoning a former Russian spy 

and his daughter in England last March to promote the hatred of Russia. 

 

"We are witnessing Great Britain's rather unprecedented Russia-hating mania, which manifests itself in 

various ways," Russian Presidential Spokesman Dmitry Peskov said, according to Tass, the Kremlin's 

official news agency. 

 

"You can see for yourself that the tidal wave of hate against Russia does not stem from any events 

regarding Great Britain and its citizens, but it was triggered by a provocation staged by the UK - I mean 

the so-called Skripal case." 

 

Pescov's comments about the March attack on Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia, came as the British 

House of Commons Foreign Affairs Select Committee released a scathing report entitled: "Moscow's 

Gold: Russian Corruption in the UK." 

 

It charges Russia with using London as a "laundromat" for its dirty money and calls for the Britain "to 

sanction more Kremlin-connected individuals." 

 

There is no excuse for the UK to turn a blind eye as President [Vladimir] Putin's kleptocrats and human 

rights abusers use money laundered through London to corrupt our friends, weaken our alliances, and 

erode faith in our institutions," the committee said. 

 

It added: "The UK must get serious about confronting the full spectrum of President Putin's offensive 

measures. The robust rhetoric from the Prime Minister following the attempted murder of Sergei Skripal 

and his daughter has been undermined by the 'business as usual' sign hanging on the UK's front door … 

 

"We can no longer allow 'business as usual'. The UK must be clear that the corruption stemming from the 

Kremlin is no longer welcome in our markets and we will act." 

 

On March 4, Skripal -- convicted in Russia of spying for Great Britain and later swapped for Russian 

intelligence officers -- and his daughter, were found unconscious on a park bench in Salisbury, a cathedral 

city in Wiltshire, some 78 miles southwest of London. 

 

It was determined they were the victims of a highly toxic nerve gas developed in Russia. Both were 

admitted to a hospital in critical condition, but survived the attack and have since been discharged. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Protesters shut down Mexico-Texas bridge 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/protesters-shut-commercial-bridge-linking-mexico-

texas-55339245?   

GIST At least 200 demonstrators blocked a major commercial bridge between Mexico and Texas on Monday to 

protest the disappearance of dozens of people in the border city of Nuevo Laredo, snarling traffic in both 

directions into the night. 

 

The protest began around 9:30 a.m. at the bridge, which is used exclusively by cargo trucks traveling 

between Tamaulipas state and Laredo, Texas, and was still going late Monday. 

 

Thousands of trucks make the crossing each day, and long lines of tractor-trailers backed up along the 

highway. 

 

Demonstrators were protesting what they consider a weak response by authorities to 43 complaints filed 

with prosecutors over disappearances in Nuevo Laredo. 

 

"We are demanding justice," said Estela Gonzalez, who lodged a complaint about a missing nephew-in-
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law. "Alive or dead or however they may be, we want to know what happened to them." 

 

Nuevo Laredo's acting mayor, Rafael Pedraza Dominguez, went to the bridge in the afternoon to try to 

persuade the protesters to leave, promising to engage in talks with them. 

 

But they ignored his pleas and vowed to maintain the roadblock. 

 

Nuevo Laredo is a key smuggling corridor for rival drug gangs, and the city has been experiencing a wave 

of violence. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Park Service: flooding from sea level rise 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/national-parks-face-flooding-sea-level-rise-storm/story?   

GIST The National Park Service has released its first-ever report on how the impact of sea level rise and 

flooding from storms could impact national parks around the country.  

 

More than a quarter of the property managed by the park system is on a coast, according to the report, and 

many face increasing threats from rising sea levels connected to global warming and increased threats of 

flooding from storms in the coming decades.  

 

The report had been edited to remove references to the human impact on climate change, causing 

Democrats to call for an investigation into whether the report was edited to remove references to the 

human impact on climate change, after a report from a nonprofit journalism organization reported that 

references to the human impact on climate change were removed from a draft of the report earlier this 

year.  

 

The authors wrote that the National Park Service should be aware of the possible impacts of combined sea 

level rise and storm surge and that the report will help the National Park Service plan how to adapt.  

 

"Sea level change and storm surge pose considerable risks to infrastructure, archaeological sites, 

lighthouses, forts, and other historic structures in coastal units of the national park system," the authors 

explained.  

 

National parks already face more than $11 billion in backlog for maintenance. Flooding or hurricanes can 

cause even more expensive damages. Repairs to national parks after Hurricane Sandy cost more than $370 

million, according to the report. 

 

The new report released Friday found that parks in Washington, D.C., face the highest sea level rise by 

2100 but that the parks are not directly on a coast and that parks in the Capitol region are very close 

together so each park would be affected differently. 

 

National parks in the Southeast, especially the Everglades National Park, face threats from storm surge 

that are exacerbated by sea level rise, the report found. By the year 2100, the Wright Brothers National 

Memorial could be completely flooded if hit by a hurricane category 2 or higher, according to the report.  

 

Research shows that global sea levels are changing because rising global temperatures from greenhouse 

gas emissions cause ice to melt, especially in places like Greenland and Antarctica. The report published 

by the National Park Service uses models from the United Nations' climate change panel, National 

Oceanic, and Atmospheric Administration, and research from the University of Colorado Boulder to 

estimate how national parks could be affected by sea level rise if greenhouse gas emissions continue at 

current levels. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 DOH to test for PFAS in water systems 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/environment/state-to-test-drinking-water-sites-for-pfas-

contamination-linked-to-firefighting-foam/  

GIST The Washington Department of Health plans to test several hundred water systems in the state for trace 

contamination of more than a dozen chemicals found in some firefighting foams. 

 

The chemicals are called per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances or PFAS. They already have been found in 

five Washington drinking-water systems at levels over the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

guidelines, as well as dozens of private drinking-water wells near firefighting training areas where the 

foams were used. 

 

Department officials will use the test results to help assess the scope of the problem as they work with the 

Washington State Board of Health to develop possible state standards for some of the chemicals. 

 

What are they? 

 

Polyfluoroalkyl and perfluoroalkyl substances are man-made compounds, manufactured since the mid-

20th century, and resistant to heat, water and oil. Uses of PFAS have largely been phased out in the 

United States. 

 

What are they used for? 

 

They are in fire retardants, such as firefighting foam at airfields. Also used in paint, carpets, the 

manufacture of nonstick cookware, food- takeout containers, clothing resistant to soil, stains and water. 

 

What are the health concerns? 

 

There is debate about health effects, but some studies link the substances to an increased risk of cancer, 

higher cholesterol, suppressed immune systems and problems in fetal development. 

 

Where are they found? 

 

The highest levels have been detected in watersheds near military bases, industrial sites and wastewater-

treatment plants, where these chemicals were commonly used. Humans’ most common exposure is through 

food and dust, with only about 20 percent coming through drinking water. 

 

How prevalent are PFAS? 

 

A survey indicates PFAS are in the blood of 98 percent of the U.S. population. 

 

Sources: Harvard School of Public Health, Washington State Department of Health, EPA 

 

Washington drinking-water contamination is part of a much larger PFAS pollution problem at sites across 

the country. These chemicals are now undergoing a federal toxicology review that has drawn scrutiny 

from the White House, where an unidentified aide — in a January email released under the federal 

Freedom of Information Act — warned of a “potential public relations nightmare.” 

 

The federal review was conducted by the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, a federal 

public-health agency, and recommends “minimal risk levels” for four PFAS chemicals in drinking water. 

This level, for at least one of these chemicals, is considerably more stringent than the EPA guideline, 

according to the January email. 

 

Now, more than three months after the email was circulated, the draft report has not been made public. 

This has raised bipartisan concerns in Congress that the Trump administration is trying to delay 

publication or alter the findings. 
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In a statement released to The Seattle Times, a spokesperson for the Agency for Toxic Substances and 

Disease Registry said no date has been set to release the draft study for public comment. 

 

The statement said the document has been through a “normal review process” that has led to “a number or 

revisions. It also said the agency is working with other federal partners to provide “consistent and proper 

interpretation” of the minimum-risk levels, which are intended to assist state and federal agencies in 

setting regulatory standards. 

 

In Washington state, the federal review is of keen interest to state officials, and they want to find out what 

it has to say. 

 

“Absolutely, I would like to see what a federal agency would think after a thorough assessment, ” said 

Barbara Morrissey, a Washington health-department toxicologist who will head to D.C. this week to attend 

a two-day “National Leadership” summit the EPA is hosting on chemicals. 

 

The state PFAS testing is financed by a $150,000 EPA grant, and it is expected to get underway in the 

months ahead. The Department of Health initially proposed 312 water systems considered to have a 

potential for contamination, such as those near sites where firefighting foams have been deployed. 

 

The testing can be a sensitive issue, stoking concern when the results are released. So far 18 operators of 

water systems have turned down the state request to conduct tests, according to Liz Coleman, of the state 

Department of Health. 

 

The per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances began to be produced in the mid-20th century, and there are more 

than 3,000 different compounds. In addition to firefighting foams, they are used in many other products 

such as food wrappers and carpets, and can be detected in the blood of 98 percent of the U.S. population. 

 

Some studies have found they can increase the risks of cancer, higher cholesterol, suppressed immune 

systems and problems in fetal development. But scientists and policymakers are grappling with what 

constitutes safe levels for these chemicals when they show up in drinking water. 

 

The email, obtained by the Union of Concerned Scientists, and first reported by Politico, indicates that the 

unpublished study recommends a level as low as 12 parts per trillion for at least one PFAS chemical. That 

is far more restrictive than the current EPA guideline level of 70 parts per trillion set for two of the PFAS 

chemicals. 

 

This email was part of a chain of messages released to the Union of Concerned Scientists. The 

correspondence indicates the draft report also drew the attention of the Defense Department, which has 

found more than 120 sites where firefighting foam used around military airstrips appears to have 

contaminated sources of drinking water. 

 

The Defense Department has paid for alternate sources of water and other assistance when the 

contamination levels reach or exceed the EPA 70 parts per trillion guidelines. So a much-lower threshold 

could increase the number of water systems and private wells that would need assistance from the military. 

 

The unpublished study also was scrutinized by EPA staffers, some questioning some of the methodology 

used by the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. Another EPA official suggested an 

interagency review of the study. 

 

The most blunt language was used by an unidentified White House staffer, whose email was cut and 

pasted into a second email written by James Herz of the Office of Management and Budget and forwarded 

to EPA officials. 

 

The staffer declared that the “public, media and Congressional reaction to these new numbers is going to 

be huge. The impact to the EPA and DOD is going to be extremely painful.” 
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Bipartisan response 

The emails became public May 14 when Politico published reporter Annie Snider’s story. 

 

They drew a quick response in Congress. Sen Patty Murray, D-Washington, and 10 other senators sent a 

letter to Trump administration officials requesting the study be released, and Rep. Cathy McMorris 

Rodgers, R-Spokane, joined 12 other House members in making the same demand of EPA administrator 

Scott Pruitt. 

 

The letter signed by McMorris Rodgers warned that any attempt to withhold the study would be a “clear 

violation of the public trust. … Too many communities across the nation are plagued by ongoing, serious 

questions regarding the threat the contamination may pose to their health and that of their loved ones … 

Many of us represent these communities.” 

 

In McMorris Rodgers’ district, the Defense Department conducted tests last year around Fairchild Air 

Force Base. The results indicated that 81 private wells have PFAS contamination above the EPA 

guidelines, as does the water system for Airway Heights, a community of more than 6,600 that, since the 

contamination was detected, has secured water from Spokane. 

 

The PFAS drinking-water contamination found in Washington in July prompted a coalition of groups led 

by Toxic-Free Future to petition the state health department to develop a drinking-water standard. The 

groups requested that standard be set lower than the EPA guideline. 

 

State health officials say the process to develop a Washington PFAS plan will extend until 2019. Still 

uncertain — just how many chemicals will be covered by the plan. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Deadly acid cloud rises over Hawaii 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hawaii-volcano/deadly-acid-cloud-rises-over-hawaii-as-lava-

streams-into-ocean-idUSKCN1IM26P  

GIST PAHOA, Hawaii (Reuters) - Deadly white clouds of acid and fine shards of glass boiled into the sky over 

Hawaii on Monday as lava from the Kilauea volcano flowed into the ocean, creating a new hazard from a 

more than two-week eruption. 

 

Hawaii’s Civil Defense agency warned motorists, boaters and beachgoers to beware of toxic clouds of so-

called “laze” — a combination of “lava” and “haze” — which formed as two streams of hot lava poured 

into sea water. 

 

The caustic plume, which can be fatal if inhaled, was the latest danger in an eruption that shows no signs 

of stopping, since it started on May 3. It has already produced around two dozen lava-spewing cracks, the 

same number as a previous 88-day event in 1955. 

 

Two thousand people have been ordered from their homes due to lava flows and toxic sulfur dioxide gas, 

levels of which have tripled in the last two days, according to the County of Hawaii Civil Defense. Hawaii 

National Guard has warned of more mandatory evacuations if further highways are blocked. 

 

Flows of molten rock are traveling at around 400 yards (meters) per hour, twice as fast as earlier streams, 

Pearcheta said. Lava is expected to begin sending fountains of lava up to 600 feet (183 meters) into the air, 

three times as high as before, she added. 

 

The new laze threat, which killed two people when a lava flow reached the coast in 2000, is a mix of 

hydrochloric acid fumes, steam and fine volcanic glass specks created when erupting lava, which can 

reach 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit (1,093 degrees Celsius), reacts with sea water. 

 

The cloud could extend as far as 15 miles (24 km), mostly along the coast and offshore, geologists said on 
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Sunday. Even a wisp can cause eye and respiratory irritation, and it causes acid rain that has corrosive 

properties equivalent to diluted battery acid, the U.S. Geological Survey said. 

 

An air quality index for Kona, about 40 miles (64 km) northwest of the eruption site, was at “orange,” 

meaning older individuals and those with lung problems could be affected. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Hawaii: lava wall blocks crucial exit route 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/05/21/hawaii-volcanos-two-story-lava-wall-blocks-crucial-escape-

route-residents-urged-to-steer-clear-toxic-cloud.html  

GIST Lava gushing out of cracks caused by Hawaii’s Kilauea volcano over the weekend formed a two-story 

wall blocking parts of a highway crucial for residents to escape, as authorities warn them to steer clear of 

the plumes of acid and extremely fine shards of glass billowing into the sky. 

 

A "small explosion" was reported just before 1 a.m. at the volcano's summit that sent an ash plume 7,000 

feet into the air. The wind carried the ash southwest, USGS Volcanoes reported.  

 

"If you are at home, stay indoors with the windows closed. Turn on your radio and listen for updates from 

authorities," officials said.  

 

The active flows from some of the 22 fissures that have opened up on the Big Island since volcanic 

activity began more than two weeks created a 20-foot wall of lava on Highway 137. Scientists said the 

new lava is hotter and moves faster to cover a wider area. 

 

By Saturday night, the lava flow crossed over the highway, cutting off the route for thousands of residents 

in the Lower Puna communities, officials said.  

 

"[Look at] how huge this thing is," Herman Andaya with Maui Emergency Management, told Hawaii 

News Now. "The magnitude in the flow, and everything." 

 

He added, “I’m speechless.” 

 

Hawaii County Civil Defense Agency announced parts of Highway 137 was closed between Kamaili and 

Pohoiki roads. Highway 130 was open to residents, but cracks that began forming on the road also 

threatened to shut down that route. Authorities attempted to stiffen the cracks last week with metal plates. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 School shootings are a stark reality 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/21/us/school-shooting-us-versus-world-trnd/index.html  

GIST (CNN)School shootings are a reality in America, an average of one a week just this year alone. But how 

does the US compare with other countries in the world? 

 

That's difficult to ascertain because very little research exists to quantify that. 

 

For the purposes of this analysis, we followed the criteria below – 

 

The scope: First, we looked at the G7 countries -- the countries with the largest advanced economies in 

the world. The countries are Canada, the US, Japan, Germany, Italy, France, the UK. 

 

The time period: From January 1, 2009 to May 21, 2018. 

 

The definition: The parameters we followed in this count are - 
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• Shooting must involve at least one person being shot (not including the shooter) 

• Shooting must occur on school grounds 

• We included gang violence, fights and domestic violence (but our count is NOT limited to those 

categories) 

• We included grades K through college/university level as well as vocational schools 

• We included accidental discharge of a firearm as long as the first two parameters are met 

 

The analysis: For US stats, CNN reviewed media reports and a variety of databases including those from 

the Gun Violence Archive and Northwestern Institute on Complex Systems. For international stats, we 

looked at local and national media reports. 

 

The caveat: Reporting on non-fatal school shootings is not always available. There may be additional 

school shootings with injuries that did not make it into the newspaper or digital publications, and therefore 

aren't counted in databases that rely on media reports. This is true for shootings in the US and overseas. 

 

What we found: 
There have been at least 288 school shootings in the United States since January 1, 2009. 

 

That's 57 times as many shootings as the other six G7 countries combined. 

 

Broadening out the list 
Next, we wanted to broaden our list out to include some countries that were mentioned in a few of the viral 

posts that were going around this weekend. 

 

In some of the incidents, the casualty count is very high (the Peshawar siege; the Kenya attack). But when 

it comes to the frequency of attacks, the US still leads by a wide margin. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Clashes escalate eastern Ukraine 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/clashes-escalate-eastern-ukraine-55332313?   

GIST Clashes between Ukrainian forces and separatist rebels in eastern Ukraine have escalated, the worst 

outbreak of fighting so far this year, officials said Monday. 

 

The headquarters for the Ukrainian operations in the east said two soldiers were killed and another four 

were wounded in fighting near the village of Yuzhnoye early Monday. 

 

The separatists in the Donetsk region accused Ukraine of using heavy artillery and tanks to shell 

residential areas. They said four civilians were killed and another four were wounded in Ukrainian shelling 

last week. 

 

Alexander Hug, a deputy chief of the monitoring mission of the Organization for Security Cooperation in 

Europe, said it has confirmed that two civilians were killed and another three were injured last week, 

adding that "we have many more cases pending." 

 

"Last week was in many ways the worst we have seen so far this year," Hug said at a briefing in Kiev. "In 

total, we recorded 7,700 cease-fire violations." 

 

The conflict in the east erupted after Russia's annexation of the Crimean Peninsula and has killed more 

than 10,000 since April 2014. A 2015 peace agreement signed in Minsk has helped reduce hostilities, but 

clashes continue. 
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Cyber Awareness 
Top of page 

HEADLINE 05/22 Study: most cyber insecure cities 

SOURCE https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2018/05/22/cyber-insecure-cities/  

GIST Coronet researchers identified Las Vegas, Memphis and Charlotte as America’s most cyber insecure cities. 

 

“While big companies may have the budgets, personnel and resources to protect their assets reasonably 

well, mid-market and small businesses are mostly left to fend for themselves. This is both unfortunate and 

a recipe for disaster,” said Guy Moskowitz, CEO, Coronet. 

 

America’s most insecure metros 

10. Tampa – St. Petersburg 

9. Orlando – Daytona Beach 

8. West Palm Beach – Ft. Pierce 

7. Jacksonville 

6. Birmingham 

5. Providence 

4. Houston 

3. Charlotte 

2. Memphis 

1. Las Vegas. 

 

America’s least vulnerable metros 

5. St. Louis 

4. Seattle – Tacoma 

3. Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News 

2. Greensboro – Winston Salem 

1. Richmond 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Cybersecurity and the distributed grid 

SOURCE https://www.utilitydive.com/news/cybersecurity-and-the-distributed-grid-a-double-edged-

sword/523285/  

GIST Two evolutions are taking place around the power sector today, which could make it more difficult to 

defend from a growing cyber threat. 

 

Hackers are becoming increasingly sophisticated in their attempts to disrupt electric grids. Attacks are 

more targeted, including spear phishing efforts aimed at individuals, and are shifting from corporate 

networks to include industrial control systems. 

 

At the same time, the grid is becoming increasingly distributed and connected. Older power plants have 

been spared cyber attacks because they were not connected to the internet (which may not have existed 

when they were built). New resources are connected — though they are also being constructed with 

security in mind. And in this growing Internet of Things world, just about every device imaginable can 

create a potential vulnerability. 

 

This creates something of a double-edged sword, say security experts. On the one hand, it distributes risk 

and the consequences of a successful breach. But it also creates a broader "attack surface" with more 

vulnerabilities and opportunities for attackers to gain access. 

 

"Modern grid technologies expose existing security vulnerabilities in new ways, as well as introduce new 

benefits," Advanced Energy Economy Institute concluded in an assessment of cybersecurity challenges on 

a distributed grid, published earlier this year. 
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The report also found the energy industry is "learning important lessons from the high profile, and high 

impact, attacks that have affected a large number of users in the United States during the past two years." 

AEEI noted that several attacks have used internet-connected devices "such as baby monitors, webcams, 

and other smart home devices." 

 

No major disruptions yet 

 

Thus far, the utility sector in this country has dodged any major disruptions due to cyberattacks. There 

have been minor intrusions, malware infections and false alarms, but so far, hackers have not been able to 

turn off the lights. Increasingly, however, security experts concede a successful attack is likely to happen 

eventually. 

 

"In theory, a grid with more distributed resources can increase the potential attack surface for adversaries 

because the capacity of distributed generation, including renewables, has grown exponentially over the last 

decade," Bill Lawrence, director of NERC's Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center, told 

Utility Dive in an email. 

 

Some of the success in deflecting attacks so far, said Lawrence, is because many of the new distributed 

resources are including cybersecurity concerns and plans from the start of a project, and up-to-date 

security solutions are coming to market. Some of those security products, he said, have been developed 

through the Department of Energy's Cybersecurity for Energy Delivery Systems research and development 

program. 

 

DOE's Office of Electricity developed the R&D program, aiming to help energy sector asset owners. The 

Office of Electricity's website neatly presents some of the difficulties presented by distributed resources. 

 

While the electric grid is undoubtedly becoming more distributed, Lawrence said that so far there has not 

been an increased risk to the security and reliability of the bulk system. There are two reasons for that, and 

the first one could be changing. 

 

"First, distributed resources still provide a small percentage of the overall electricity consumed in North 

America each year," Lawrence said. "Second, the intermittency of distributed resources already requires 

grid operators to call on baseload generation to maintain the reliability of the bulk power system by 

offsetting the frequent reductions in output from solar, wind and other distributed generation." 

 

Lawrence said NERC expects those baseload resources to also be available "in the unlikely scenario that 

one or more distributed resources became unavailable due to a cyber or physical attack on those facilities." 

 

A turning point in Ukraine 

 

It has happened before: In December 2015, cyberattacks caused widespread blackouts in Ukraine, and 

since then, the incident has heightened fears and awareness in the United States. Two years later, Sen. 

John McCain, R-Ariz., confirmed Russia has the capability to shut down American power plants through 

hacking efforts. And cybersecurity firm Dragos determined the malware used in the Ukraine attack could 

be modified by its Russian developers to target the United States. 

 

The cyberattack in Ukraine may represent a turning point in the security battle. 

 

The malware used in the attack, named "CrashOverride," was only the second industrial control system-

tailored malware to target physical industrial processes, according to Dragos. The first was Stuxnet, 

designed by the United States and Israel to disrupt Iran’s nuclear program and identified less than a decade 

ago. 

 

Since Ukraine, however, there have been other reports of cyberattacks on industrial control system 

equipment. Hackers last year were able to penetrate the safety systems of a petrochemical plant in Saudi 
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Arabia, in part by taking advantage of an older device made by Schneider. 

  

Eddie Habibi, founder and CEO of cybersecurity firm PAS Global, says there is a risk of underestimating 

the threat, which is dangerous and widespread. 

 

"We have an entire industry — not just industry, but the entire industrial sector — that we believe is at 

risk," he said. "These systems were never designed with security in mind. They are vulnerable, and control 

the critical infrastructure of every nation." 

 

Up to $1 trillion in damages 

 

Lloyd's of London issued a report three years ago estimating the potential impacts of a widespread attack 

on the U.S. power grid. The firm concluded the total economic loss could range from $243 billion up to $1 

trillion in the most damaging scenarios. 

 

Given such potential impacts, cybersecurity is of paramount importance in the utility sector, and efforts to 

harden defenses are ramping up quickly. 

 

Several surveys of executives in the energy space, including Utility Dive's own, have shown many think a 

successful attack is likely in the next few years. Last year, a report from consulting firm Accenture found 

76% of utility executives expect it to happen within the next five years. 

 

The threat has caught the attention of the federal government. This month, DOE published a five-year plan 

to diminish the risk of energy disruptions due to cyberattacks, focused on strengthening preparedness, 

coordinating responses, and developing the next generation of resilient energy systems. And in February, 

the Trump administration announced it would develop The Office of Cybersecurity, Energy Security, and 

Emergency Response, which will focus on energy infrastructure security and be funded through $96 

million in the White House's Fiscal 2019 budget request. 

 

Regarding other federal activities related to grid cybersecurity, the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission in April approved a revised Critical Infrastructure Protection reliability standard directing 

NERC to make changes to standards to "further mitigate the risk of malicious code" from devices like 

laptops and thumbdrives. 

 

Looking at the distributed grid, AEEI's report on cyber threats recommended creation of "guidelines for 

implementing reliable and secure DER systems," along with "coordination and unification of DER 

cybersecurity efforts." Ultimately, the report finds the distributed grid to be a net-positive for resilience 

and security. 

 

"The adoption of [distributed energy resource management systems] by utilities and other grid operators 

may create an additional opportunity to further harden the cybersecurity of intelligent grids," the report 

concluded. 

 

"The outlook on grid edge security should be positive." 

 

Despite all the focus on defense, Habibi says the most important thing for utilities may be to have a 

response plan. 

 

"You can never avoid cyber incidents," he said. "Cyber is inevitable. It will happen to some companies. So 

as one plans their cyber strategy, they also have to plan a response." 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Spotlight: cybersecurity rail industry 

SOURCE https://www.smartrailworld.com/breaches-in-the-usa-and-denmark-cast-a-further-spotlight-on-rail-
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cyber-security  

GIST Cyber security (or lack of…) has been one of the most consistent themes running through business news 

stories these recent years. Elements of rail and metro have been slow to wake up to the threat, but two 

events from last week, have reiterated the importance of a robust and updated cyber-security for both 

operational and passenger focused systems.  

 

Firstly, it was revealed that Americans who booked European train tickets through Rail Europe North 

America (RENA) may be victims of a near-three month data breach of their e-commerce system. Whilst 

Danske Statsbaner (DSB) the largest Danish train operating company was struck by a significant 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) cyber attack. The company has confirmed that this attack was the 

cause of passengers being unable to buy tickets on the 13th May via the company’s app, ticket machines, 

website and in shops. 

 

RENA, the leading worldwide distributor of European rail products, from rail passes to train tickets and 

reservations, they provide access to over 50 European train companies including SNCF, Eurostar, Thalys 

and many more. On April 30th, they issued a breach notification with the California Attorney General's 

Office stating that “On February 16, 2018, as a result of a query from one of our banks, we discovered that 

beginning on November 29, 2017, through February 16, 2018, unauthorized persons gained unauthorized 

access to our e-commerce websites’ IT platform.” 

 

The personal information that may have been involved is: name, gender, delivery address, invoicing 

address, telephone number, email address, credit/debit card number, expiration date and CVV of 

customers, and, in some cases, username and password of registered users who created personal accounts 

on a RENA website. 

  

The breach notification detailed the response to this, RENA replaced and rebuilt all compromised systems 

from known safe code, any potentially untrusted components were removed, passwords were changed on 

all systems and applications, certificates were renewed, and security controls were hardened.  

 

Paul Bischoff, Privacy Advocate at Comparitech.com told us; “The breach at Rail Europe is disconcerting 

not only because of what information was accessed by hackers, but how that information was accessed. 

Data breaches typically occur when a hacker gains unauthorized access to a database. In this case, 

however, the hackers were able to affect the front end of the Rail Europe website with “skimming” 

malware, meaning customers gave payment and other information directly to the hackers through the 

website. While the details haven’t been fully disclosed, the fact that this went on for three months shows a 

clear lack of security by Rail Europe.” 

 

Ryan Wilk, vice president at NuData Security, a Mastercard company, stated “This is exactly why so 

many eCommerce entities, merchants, and financial institutions are turning to multi-layered solutions that 

incorporate passive biometrics and behavioural analytics. With these technologies, even when consumer 

information is stolen, the breached credentials cannot be used to log into someone else’s account to or to 

make a fraudulent transaction. With these multi-layered solutions, verification is derived from hundreds of 

indicators based on the user’s online behaviour – not relying on a password or challenge questions. These 

behaviours cannot be mimicked by hackers, protecting customers and businesses from post-breach 

damage. Today’s news is a call to action for every entity handling customer payment data and other 

personally identifiable information.” 

 

Whilst in further news for the rail industry, in  Denmark, DSB confirmed that this attack was the cause of 

passengers being unable to buy tickets yesterday (13th May) via the company’s app, ticket machines, 

website and in shops. This issue was resolved within a day DSB confirmed. Passengers with travel cards 

were able to use them, while others purchased tickets from ticket inspectors on board trains. 

 

“Our technicians and IT contractors have analysed this closely during the night and have concluded this is 

an outside attack in which someone has attempted to bring our system down,” DSB vice-director Aske 

Wieth-Knudsen told journalists. 
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A Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is an attempt to make an online service unavailable by 

overwhelming it with traffic from multiple sources. 

 

Reported in The Local, the attack also hit DSB Internal mail and telephone, rendering the company able to 

communicate via social media or provide staff or customers with further information. A similar issue 

earlier this year was caused by an electronic failure rather than a cyber attack. 

 

“They type of attack we saw yesterday is a new way of doing things that we [DSB, ed.] haven’t seen 

before. So a little more close analysis is required for us to see what exactly happened so we can prevent a 

re-occurrence,” Wieth-Knudsen told DR. 

 

In October 2017, DDoS attacks hit Sweden's transportation network causing delays to operations. They 

crashed the IT system that monitors trains' locations as well as taking down email systems, websites, and 

road traffic maps. Customers during this time were unable to make reservations or receive updates on the 

delays, BleepingComputer reported citing local Swedish news reports. 

 

Network Rail, last month also issued a statement reiterating the importance of this area to them; with 

Wayne Watson, head of security governance stating; “Cyber security is an important element of 

maintaining a safe and reliable railway. All Network Rail staff are responsible for protecting our rail cyber 

systems and networks so that they are available, keeping people safe and delivering the service our 

customers expect.” 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Claim: Pentagon ‘left of launch’ hacking 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/revealed-pentagon-push-to-hack-nuke-missiles-before-they-

launch?ref=home  

GIST The Pentagon has embraced a controversial policy of destroying enemy nuclear missiles before they 

launch, an internal policy document from May 2017 shows. It’s an effort that appears to include executing 

cyberattacks against missile control systems or components. 

 

The Pentagon document does not name adversaries. But experts who reviewed it for The Daily Beast 

considered it aimed at North Korea—and may represent a fallback option for the Trump administration 

should its June 12 summit with Kim Jong Un fail to result in the denuclearization President Trump desires.  

 

Former State Department nonproliferation official Alexandra Bell called the Pentagon plan an “exercise to 

legally justify a potential attack on a North Korean missile on the launchpad.” 

 

Kingston Reif of the Arms Control Association added, “Like the overall U.S. missile defense effort, the 

intended role and purpose is North Korea, and possibly Iran, too.” 

 

For about four years, senior U.S. military officers have feared that the financial costs of developing 

interceptors to destroy incoming ballistic missiles could jeopardize a domestic missile shield. They’ve 

sought what’s called “left of launch” options to disable adversary missiles before they leave the launchpad. 

And they’ve intimated that a more cost-effective approach is to develop digital weapons to corrupt or 

disable launch controls, guidance systems or aspects of the missile supply chain. 

 

The unclassified document from May 2017, acquired by The Daily Beast, asserts that “pre-conflict left of 

launch operations” would be legal against an “imminent missile attack,” without defining “imminent.” It 

explicitly cites “non-kinetic options” for destroying missiles that would fall short of a “use of force” under 

the United Nations charter. 

 

Missile experts who reviewed the document understood it as representing what appears to be the first 

official confirmation that the U.S. reserves the right to infect adversary missile networks with disabling 

malware. It appears to confirm a March 2017 New York Times report that the Pentagon was looking to 
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add digital-network assaults to its antiballistic missile arsenal. 

 

“This looks to me like a very elaborate legal justification for left-of-launch cyberattacks,” said Bell, now 

with the Center for Arms Control and Non-Proliferation. 

 

“This would certainly include cyberattacks on command-and-control or guidance of the missile,” agreed 

Vipin Narang, a nuclear strategy expert at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, as well as 

corresponding physical or digital efforts to preemptively corrupt an adversary’s missile supply chain. 

 

The Pentagon document, titled “Declaratory Policy, Concept of Operations and Employment Guidelines 

for Left-of-Launch Capability,” was acquired by the Protect Democracy Project, a group comprised mostly 

of Obama administration attorneys, through to a transparency lawsuit seeking internal material relevant to 

military planning about North Korea. The group provided it to The Daily Beast. 

 

That report, which Congress mandated during the final year of the Obama administration that the Pentagon 

issue, refers to cyberattacks euphemistically, rather than explicitly, in its unclassified form. A classified 

annex to the policy document is almost entirely redacted, but includes a brief reference to a “Special 

Program for Missile Defeat,” without elaboration. 

 

“Although left-of-launch actions that would constitute a use of force likely would require the President’s 

approval as an exercise of the inherent right of national or collective self-defense, certain actions would 

not necessarily constitute a use of force under the U.N. Charter, such as gathering intelligence or 

developing capabilities that could be used in response to an imminent attack,” the document reads. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Vulnerabilities in financial web apps 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/majority-of-financial-apps-able-to/  

GIST Gone are the days when criminals masked their identities and busted into a bank declaring, "This is a stick 

up!" According to Bank Attacks 2018, published today by Positive Technologies, cybercriminals are 

reaping big financial gains with relatively low risk by going online to rob banks.  

 

Analysis of information systems performed by the company for banks over the past three years found that 

attackers can obtain unauthorized access to financial applications at 58% of banks. 

 

While banks are well armed against external attacks with strong perimeter protections, they remain 

susceptible to insider threats, according to the report. "Whether by puncturing the perimeter with social 

engineering, vulnerabilities in web applications, or the help of insiders, as soon as attackers access the 

internal network, they find friendly terrain that is secured no better than companies in other industries," 

Positive Technologies wrote in a press release. 

 

Using techniques similar to those of the Cobalt gang, known for its attacks on financial institutions, 

penetration testers compromised the workstations used for ATM management at one-quarter (25%) of the 

banks tested.  

 

The report also noted that during the reconnaissance stage of collecting information about the target, many 

criminals search for malicious insider on web forums. These unscrupulous insiders are willing to share 

company information for a fee. Using stolen credentials and phishing campaigns are the most common and 

effective techniques criminals use to access banks because "it is both difficult and risky to organize attacks 

on servers or web applications, since the attackers are very likely to get caught," the report said. 

 

Vulnerabilities in web applications leaves many banks at risk. Still, remote access is another dangerous 

feature that often leaves the door open to access by external users. "The most common types are the SSH 

and Telnet protocols, which are present on the network perimeter of over half of banks, as well as 

protocols for file server access, found at 42 percent of banks," the report said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Attackers target DrayTek routers 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/attackers-change-dns-settings-draytek-routers  

GIST Attackers have been targeting a zero-day vulnerability in routers made by DrayTek to change their DNS 

settings and likely abuse them in future attacks. 

 

The Taiwan-based manufacturer of broadband Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) has already 

acknowledged the problem and has issued a firmware update to address it.  

 

According to the company, the security vulnerability impacts the web administration feature, allowing for 

an attacker “to intercept or create an administration session and change settings on your router.” 

 

Checking whether a device has been hit is quite easy, as it would show a different DNS server than the one 

set by the user (or the default blank). The attackers are changing the DNS settings to at least one rogue 

server, 38[.]134[.]121[.]95, an IP located on the network of China Telecom. 

 

The altering of DNS settings on routers is likely the initial phase of a larger attack, where users would be 

redirected to rogue DNS servers and fake websites. Thus, cybercriminals can harvest usernames and 

passwords, steal sensitive information such as banking credentials, or serve malicious applications to 

unsuspecting users.  

 

“Shodan shows there are nearly 800,000 Draytek routers worldwide, so the vulnerability provides a big 

opportunity for malicious redirections which could result in people and businesses losing credentials, data 

and ultimately money,” Sion Lloyd, Researcher at Nominet, told SecurityWeek in an emailed comment.  

 

“Given DNS is basically the underlying protocol that directs traffic around the internet, it often enjoys 

certain privileges on the corporate firewall. Attackers know this, which is why it is often seen as a weak 

spot and hijacked and abused,” Lloyd continued. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Speech recognition software firm breach 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/speech-recognition-software-firm-breach-exposes-thousands-of-

patient-records/article/767531/  

GIST Burlington, Mass.-based speech recognition software firm Nuance announced the breach of thousands of 

patient records after a third party gained unauthorized access 

 

A former Nuance employee breached Nuance's servers and accessed the personal information of 45,000 

individuals from several contracted clients between November 20 and December 9 of 2017 and was first 

announced during a May 10 SEC filling. 

 

Names, dates of birth, medical record numbers, patient numbers, and information dictated by the provider 

such as patient condition, assessment, diagnosis, treatment, care plan and date of service, and the 

information of approximately 900 San Francisco Department of Public Health patients were affected, 

according to a May 11 press release. 

 

 “The San Francisco Department of Public Health is committed to maintain the privacy of our patients and 

takes its responsibility to address privacy incidents seriously,” San Francisco Health Network Director 

Roland Pickens said in the release. “We sincerely apologize for any inconvenience or concern that this 

situation may cause. All of our vendors are required to attest to the protection of patient privacy, as part of 

their contract, and we continue to audit and improve upon that process.” 
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The company discovered the breach in December 2017 however, patient notification was delayed at the 

request of the FBI and the U.S. Department of Justice, pending their criminal investigation into the 

incident. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 DHS: new BIND vulnerabilities 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/threat-intelligence/new-bind-vulnerabilities-threaten-dns-

availability/d/d-id/1331855  

GIST One of the most common pieces of software for implementing a Domain Name System (DNS) server — 

BIND — has just become the subject of security advisories from the Internet Systems Consortium and a 

related notice from DHS. 

 

The advisories cite two new vulnerabilities in BIND. Both describe a scenario in which one of the 

components of BIND, rbtdb.c, can be driven to a failure state and effective denial-of-service for name 

resolution. In one vulnerability, rapidly changing zones can lead to a miscount of the zones with a 

resulting failure of the component.  

 

In the other vulnerability, a poor implementation of a feature known as serve-stale can lead to a similar 

failure, with identical results — no access to domain name resolution. 

 

Neither of the vulnerabilities have been exploited in the wild and only specific versions of BIND are 

susceptible. All organizations running BIND are urged to read the CVEs to determine whether they are at 

risk and should begin remediation. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Spectre chip security vulnerability 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/spectre-chip-security-vulnerability-strikes-again-patches-incoming/  

GIST After the first-wave of Spectre and Meltdown attacks were conquered, people relaxed. That was a mistake.  

 

Since the CPU vulnerabilities Spectre and Meltdown showed an entirely new way to attack systems, 

security experts knew it was only a matter of time until new assault methods would be found.  

 

They've been found.  

 

Jann Horn, a Google Project Zero security researcher, discovered this not long after the first Spectre holes 

were patched. Horn found a new way to attack microprocessors, which use Spectre-like speculative 

execution and speculative execution of memory reads before the addresses of all prior memory writes are 

known. With this, and armed with the right code, a local user can pull data from a system using a side-

channel analysis.  

 

This is far more than an Intel problem. It also affects x86 (Intel and AMD chipsets), POWER 8, POWER 

9, System z, and a few ARM processors. In short, it could allow unauthorized read access to memory on 

almost any 21st century processor.  

 

The Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE) number for this security problem is CVE-2018-3639. 

 

Intel calls this a Speculative Store Bypass (SSB), also known as Spectre Variant 4. Unlike the bug 

discovered by Yuriy Bulygin, the former head of Intel's advanced threat team, who showed that the older 

Spectre CPU flaws could be used to break into the Intel x86 systems' System Management Mode (SMM), 

SBB is a new method.  

 

Another new but less dangerous Spectre-style security hole is CVE-2018-3640, aka Rogue System 
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Register Read (RSRE), or Spectre Variant 3a. This one can impact systems with microprocessors utilizing 

speculative execution that perform speculative reads of system registers.  

 

With this, local users may be able to get unauthorized disclosure of system parameters via a side-channel 

analysis. 

 

External attacks, via a web browser processing a malicious payload, are less likely with both these 

problems according to Intel. That's because, Intel states, "Most leading browser providers have recently 

deployed mitigations in their Managed Runtimes -- mitigations that substantially increase the difficulty of 

exploiting side channels in a modern web browser. These techniques would likewise increase the difficulty 

of exploiting a side channel in a browser based on SSB." 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Comcast website leaks Xfinity users’ info 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/comcast-bug-leaks-xfinity-home-addresses-wireless-passwords/  

GIST A bug in Comcast's website used to activate Xfinity routers can return sensitive information on the 

company's customers.  

 

The website, used by customers to set up their home internet and cable service, can be tricked into 

displaying the home address where the router is located, as well as the Wi-Fi name and password. 

 

Two security researchers, Karan Saini and Ryan Stevenson, discovered the bug. 

 

Saini, who previously discovered an Uber two-factor bypass bug and a flaw in India's national biometric 

database, told ZDNet about the bug. 

 

Only a customer account ID and that customer's house or apartment number is needed -- even though the 

web form asks for a full address. That information could be grabbed from a discarded bill or obtained from 

an email. In any case, a determined attacker could simply guess the house or apartment number. 

 

ZDNet obtained permission from two Xfinity customers to check their information. We were able to 

obtain their full address and zip code -- which both customers confirmed. 

 

The site returned the Wi-Fi name and password -- in plaintext -- used to connect to the network for one of 

the customers who uses an Xfinity router. The other customer was using his own router -- and the site 

didn't return the Wi-Fi network name or password. 

 

The bug returns data even if the Xfinity Wi-Fi is already switched on. 

 

Even when the Wi-Fi password changes, running the details again will return the new Wi-Fi password. 

There appears to be no way for customers to opt out when using Xfinity hardware. 

 

It's also possible to rename Wi-Fi network names and passwords, temporarily locking users out. 

 

Saini said that it would be nearly impossible to enumerate account numbers. 

 

Although it's not believed the sensitive data can be used to access the router's settings, an attacker could 

use the information to access the Wi-Fi network within its range. On the network, an attacker could read 

unencrypted traffic from other users on the network. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 GPON home routers hit by zero-day 
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SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/gpon-routers-attacked-with-new-zero-day/  

GIST Attacks on Dasan GPON routers are continuing to happen using two vulnerabilities disclosed last month, 

but today, researchers from Qihoo 360 Netlab have revealed that one botnet operator appears to have 

deployed a new zero-day affecting the same router types. 

 

The security firm has refused to release further details on this flaw to prevent more attacks but said it was 

able to reproduce its effects. 

 

"We tested this payload on two different versions of [Dasan] GPON home router," the Netlab team said, 

"all work." 

  

The botnet exploiting this new GPON router zero-day is called TheMoon, a very old threat that was first 

spotted in 2014 infecting Linux servers but has started switching to home routers IoT in recent years. 

 

TheMoon is only the latest botnet to add support for exploiting Dasan GPON routers. Five botnets —

Hajime, Mettle, Mirai, Muhstik, and Satori— have been exploiting two older exploits for almost a week. 

 

The two exploits these five botnets were targeting are CVE-2018-10561 and CVE-2018-10562. 

 

These two vulnerabilities allow attackers to take over affected devices —GPON routers made by South 

Korean vendor Dasan. GPON stands for Gigabit Passive Optical Network and is a type of 

telecommunications technology for supporting internet connections via fiber optics lines. 

 

Despite a botnet party, only 2% of GPON routers were hacked 

 

Initially, it was believed the number of exposed devices was over one million, but the device maker later 

officially stated that the number of devices vulnerable to CVE-2018-10561 and CVE-2018-10562 was 

only 240,000. 

 

The good news is that in spite of the large number of vulnerable devices, all five botnets trying to take 

advantage of these routers last week failed to do so. The reason was that the exploit packages they were 

trying to use failed to infect devices properly. 

 

Netlab says that these five botnets managed to infect only around 2% of the entire pool of vulnerable 

GPON routers. 

 

This might change in the upcoming days thanks to the new zero-day deployed by TheMoon botnet, but 

also because botnet operators have been working on improving their exploit payloads in the past days. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Roaming Mantis spawns phishing, mining 

SOURCE https://threatpost.com/roaming-mantis-swarms-globally-spawning-ios-phishing-

cryptomining/132149/  

GIST The Roaming Mantis mobile banking trojan is roaming further afield than it ever has before. Recent 

analysis shows that the malware has rapidly evolved just in the past month. It’s now targeting Europe and 

the Middle East in addition to Asian countries. According to researchers, it’s following the cyber-zeitgeist 

by expanding its capabilities to include cryptomining (and iOS phishing). 

 

Roaming Mantis is a mostly-mobile malware which this year has been spreading via DNS hijacking. 

Potential victims are typically redirected to a malicious webpage that distributes a trojanized application 

that pretends to be either Facebook or Chrome. Once installed manually by users, a trojan banker will 

execute.  

  

Its sights have become much wider, however. 
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“Roaming Mantis has evolved quickly,” said Kaspersky Lab researcher Suguru Ishimaru, in an analysis 

posted on Friday. “The actors behind it have been quite active in improving their tools. The rapid growth 

of the campaign implies that those behind it have a strong financial motivation and are probably well-

funded.” 

 

On the multilingual front, Roaming Mantis (a.k.a. MoqHao or XLoader) was seen this month to have 

significantly tweaked its landing pages and malicious APK files to support 27 languages – a serious 

expansion from the four languages it used in campaigns just a month ago. 

 

In campaigns observed in April, its activity was located mostly in Bangladesh, Japan and South Korea, 

according to Ishimaru. Kaspersky Lab has now confirmed that several more languages have been 

hardcoded in the HTML source of the landing page. 

 

These include; Arabic, Armenian, Bulgarian, Bengali, both traditional and simplified Chinese, Czech, 

English, Georgian, German, Hebrew, Hindi, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Malay, Polish, 

Portuguese, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Tagalog, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian and Vietnamese. 

 

The expansion is succeeding in terms of garnering more victims: “We believe the attacker made use of an 

easy method to potentially infect more users, by translating their initial set of languages with an automatic 

translator,” Ishimaru said. “It’s clear from [our data] that South Korea, Bangladesh and Japan are no 

longer the worst affected countries; instead, Russia, Ukraine and India [bear] the brunt.” 

 

In addition to broadening its target range, an analysis of the Roaming Mantis code reveals the criminals 

behind the malware have added a phishing option that targets iOS device users and a cryptomining option 

targeting PCs. This is a departure from the group’s primary focus on the Android platform, researchers 

said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Phishing email lists scammers to avoid 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/phishing-email-ironically-provides-a-list-of-

scammers-you-should-avoid/  

GIST I was looking through my spam folder today and found a phishing email with the subject line "and has a 

subject line of "FW: Contact Bank of England: Stop Contacting Scammers.." that took me by surprise. 

This email pretends to be from the United States Department of Treasury and states that $6.5 million USD 

is being held for you at the Bank of England and that you should contact them in order to transfer the 

money to your bank account. 

 

As I was reading it, though, a section caught my eye that I have personally not seen in a phishing email 

before. This section of the email contains a list of names that are associated with other phishing scams that 

the recipient should avoid. So basically, the sender of this phishing email is making sure not to share you 

with any other scammers! 

 

There really is no honor among thieves.  

 

As always, never respond to any email stating that they have money for you in a bank account and need 

you to contact them in order to transfer it. If you are expecting an email regarding a bank transfer, be sure 

to call the bank directly instead of contacting them via email. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Crackdown on cryptocurrency schemes 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2018/05/21/state-regulators-unveil-
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nationwide-crackdown-on-suspicious-cryptocurrency-investment-

schemes/?utm_term=.0cecd6746b7c  

GIST Securities regulators across the United States and Canada announced dozens of investigations Monday into 

potentially deceitful cryptocurrency investment products, the largest coordinated crackdown to date by 

state and provincial officials on bitcoin scams. 

 

As many as 70 investigations have been opened in the sweep, with more expected in the coming weeks, 

said the North American Securities Administrators Association, which helped coordinate the probes. As 

many as 35 cases are pending or already completed, with some resulting in cease-and-desist letters 

warning the alleged schemes that their unregistered activity violates state securities law. 

 

The enforcement actions, which have not been previously reported, take aim at efforts by groups in more 

than 40 jurisdictions to attract money from unsuspecting investors. They target unregistered securities 

offerings that promise lucrative returns without adequately informing investors of the risks, according to 

state regulators. The state agencies are also pursuing suspicious cases of initial coin offerings, or ICOs, a 

fundraising technique used by both legitimate and illegitimate cryptocurrency projects in ways that 

resemble initial public offerings of stock. 

 

"We’re putting ourselves in the shoes of investors. We’re seeing what’s being promoted to investors. And 

then we’re taking the next step and then we’re finding out whether they’re complying with securities 

laws," said Joseph Borg, president of NASAA and the director of the Alabama Securities Commission. 

 

Not every ICO or cryptocurrency investment product is fraudulent, Borg added. But consumers face 

higher risks of being misled at a time when the intense demand for bitcoin has prompted many retail 

investors to take extreme steps to gain exposure to the currency, such as taking out a bigger mortgage. 

 

Posing as members of the public, investigators discovered roughly 30,000 cryptocurrency-related domain 

names in recent weeks, most of which were registered in the past year as the price of bitcoin soared past 

$19,000. Many of the alleged scams use fake addresses, slick marketing materials and promises of over 4 

percent daily interest, regulators said. A few have even used unauthorized photos of high-profile 

individuals, such as Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, to portray themselves as aboveboard. 

 

Other sites have used images of Prince Charles and actor Jennifer Aniston, but identified them under 

different names, to provide testimonials, the regulators said. 

 

"It's royal wedding fever that's a part of this operation," said Joseph Rotunda, director of enforcement at 

the Texas State Securities Board. 

 

After receiving the cease-and-desist letters warning of illegal activity, the targets of the investigations 

typically have up to a month to file a response, depending on the jurisdiction, Borg said. Some states allow 

for a hearing before the state securities commission, and an appeal to a court or administrative law judge. 

Regulators could also take the schemes to court. But regulators expect many sites to shut down voluntarily 

or amend their practices to comply with securities laws. 

 

In one recent case, regulators sent a warning letter this month to a U.K.-based cryptocurrency scheme 

known as BTCrush alleging that it was violating state laws by selling securities to Texas residents without 

registration and by using misleading marketing. BTCrush claimed to run three bitcoin mining farms — 

one hidden away in a World War II-era bunker — and served up videos on its site to support the claim. 

But regulators found that the shots of the mining farms turned out to be publicly available stock footage. 

 

BTCrush was also allegedly recruiting Texas investors as sales agents, promising them even more money 

if they promoted the company. As a result, Rotunda said, any Texas resident who agreed to participate was 

at risk of violating state securities laws themselves. 

 

Confronted with the allegations of deception and illegal activity, BTCrush quickly responded, claiming 

they had no knowledge of its site being used by U.S.-based investors. BTCrush, in a statement Sunday, 
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said it “has complied and will continue to comply” with its cease-and-desist. 

 

"We sincerely regret that such precedents could have taken place. And we would like to inform you that if 

such precedents could have taken place, then we were not aware of such facts until today," the operators of 

BTCrush wrote in a letter to authorities. 

 

Borg said he expects many more consumers to come forward to report suspicious bitcoin schemes as a 

result of the sweep, which will allow regulators to begin to identify real-world cases of harm to consumers 

and, in some instances, to demand refunds for investors. 

 

"A lot of times you don’t know who the victims are unless they call you up,” Borg said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Experts: state election systems vulnerable 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/the-cybersecurity-202/2018/05/21/the-

cybersecurity-202-we-surveyed-100-security-experts-almost-all-said-state-election-systems-were-

vulnerable/5b0189b030fb0425887995e2/?utm_term=.d3023dc4bd14  

GIST We brought together a panel of more than 100 cybersecurity leaders from across government, the private 

sector, academia and the research community for a new feature called The Network — an ongoing, 

informal survey in which experts will weigh in on some of the most pressing issues of the field. (You can 

see the full list of experts here.) Our first survey revealed deep concerns that states aren’t prepared to 

defend themselves against the types of cyberattacks that disrupted the 2016 presidential election, when 

Russian hackers targeted election systems in 21 states.  

 

“We are going to need more money and more guidance on how to effectively defend against the 

sophisticated adversaries we are facing to get our risk down to acceptable levels,” said one of the experts, 

Rep. Jim Langevin (D-R.I.), who co-chairs the Congressional Cybersecurity Caucus.  

 

Congress in March approved $380 million for all 50 states and five territories to secure their election 

systems, but Langevin says he wants more. He introduced legislation with Rep. Mark Meadows (R-N.C.) 

that would provide election security funding to states if they adhere to new federal guidelines for 

identifying weaknesses in their systems and auditing election results. “I hope Congress continues to work 

to address this vital national security issue,” Langevin said.  

 

Each state is responsible for running its own elections, and many state officials view attempts by the 

federal government to intervene with skepticism — if not outright opposition. But some experts said the 

magnitude of the threats from state-sponsored adversaries is too great for states to deal with alone.   

 

“Given the gravity of the nation-state threats we face, much more needs to be done at every level — 

including a strong declarative policy that this activity is unacceptable and will trigger a strong response,” 

said Chris Painter, who served as the State Department’s top cyber diplomat during the Obama and Trump 

administrations. 

 

Dave Aitel, chief executive of Immunity Inc. and a former National Security Agency security scientist, 

went further: “Protecting systems from cyberthreats from nation-states can really only be done on a 

national level. It's insane we have state-level control of these systems.” 

 

Experts generally agreed that most states are more secure than they were in 2016. Officials have 

undertaken a variety of measures to improve security — including conducting vulnerability tests of 

computer networks and voting machines and hiring new IT staff. 

 

But securing this kind of technology isn't easy. “ ‘Election systems’ are massive, distributed IT systems 

with thousands of endpoints and back-end systems that hold and process large volumes of highly sensitive 

data,” said Jeff Greene, senior director of global government affairs and policy at Symantec. “Protecting 
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such systems is no small feat, and election systems are no different. While [the Department of Homeland 

Security] and the state and local governments have in recent years dialed up their efforts, there are no easy 

fixes.”  

 

Several experts said that state voter registration databases are particularly vulnerable — and make an 

appealing target for attackers who want to sow confusion and undermine confidence in the voting process.  

 

“The voting machines themselves are only part of the story,” said Matt Blaze, a cryptographer and 

computer science professor at the University of Pennsylvania. “The ‘back end’ systems, used by states and 

counties for voter registration and counting ballots, are equally critical to election security, and these 

systems are often connected, directly or indirectly, to the Internet.”  

 

There’s no evidence that Russian hackers actually changed any votes in 2016, but they did probe online 

voter rolls and even breached the statewide voter database in Illinois. “Few if any state and local IT 

departments are equipped to protect this infrastructure against the full force of a hostile intelligence 

service, and these systems are very attractive targets for disruption,” Blaze said.   

 

“The level of expertise is quite uneven” across the states, added Daniel Weitzner, founding director of the 

MIT Internet Policy Research Initiative who was U.S. deputy chief technology officer for Internet policy 

during the Obama administration. “Of particular concern is the voter registration systems. Imagine how 

much fear, uncertainty and doubt [that] Russia or any other malicious actor could sow if they raise 

questions about the accuracy of the voting rolls. That's every bit as bad as actually changing votes, and 

much easier to do.”  

 

Jay Kaplan, co-founder of the cybersecurity firm Synack, notes a bright spot: The Election Assistance 

Commission has a national voting system certification program to independently verify that a voting 

system meets security requirements.  

 

“However, testing for this certification is completely optional,” said Kaplan, who held previous roles in 

the Defense Department and at the National Security Agency. “States can set their own standards for 

voting systems…. As such, some states are significantly more buttoned up than others. The reality is states 

are understaffed, underfunded, and are too heavily reliant on election-system vendors securing their own 

systems.”   

 

On top of that, millions of Americans will vote this year on old, hack-prone digital machines that produce 

no paper trail. Without a paper record, it's nearly impossible to audit the final vote tally. Federal officials 

and experts recommend scrapping such machines in favor of paper ballots.  

 

Too many states “have taken a less than strategic approach and once again waited too long to start 

addressing vulnerabilities within their processes and technology,” said Mark Weatherford, a former deputy 

undersecretary for cybersecurity at the Department of Homeland Security in the Obama administration and 

chief information security officer in both California and Colorado.  

 

“Additionally, because of significant investments in electronic voting technology, it's difficult for non-

technologists to acknowledge economic sunk costs and re-prioritize current funding to address these … 

problems,” said Weatherford, a senior vice president and chief cybersecurity strategist at vArmour.  

 

Nico Sell, co-founder of the software maker Wickr, put the problem into perspective: “We will teach the 

kids how to hack the election system this summer at r00tz at Def Con,” she said. (r00tz is an ethical 

hacking program for children between 8 and 16 years old held in Las Vegas alongside the Def Con 

security conference.)  

 

Many experts are worried that states lack the resources to build their defenses in time for the midterms, 

even with more federal assistance. “What isn’t clear is where our defenses and resiliency have improved if 

at all,” said Jessy Irwin, head of security at Tendermint. “This is a difficult problem to solve, and it takes 

something we don't have enough of to get 50 states and a few territories flying in formation: time.” 
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Less than five percent of experts who responded to the survey said they were confident that state election 

systems were well protected.  

 

Cris Thomas, who goes by the name Space Rogue and works for IBM X-Force Red, said that while 

registration databases, websites and other systems may still be vulnerable, “the election systems 

themselves are sufficiently protected.” 

 

And the patchwork nature of U.S. elections is actually a bonus when it comes to deterring would-be 

attackers, said one expert who took the survey and spoke on the condition of anonymity. The 

Cybersecurity 202 allows experts in The Network to answer on the record or anonymously so they can 

speak more freely.  

 

“State balloting systems are diverse and decentralized. They’re administered by some 3,000 counties, 

making it difficult for malicious actors to uniformly attack voting infrastructure on a vast scale,” the expert 

said.  

 

That expert was satisfied with the efforts by state and federal officials to secure the vote. “Public and 

private authorities are taking steps to defend against nation-state attacks. The recent omnibus spending bill 

provides monies to states for election security; threat data are being shared between states and federal 

agencies (albeit probably slowly and tentatively); and election officials are utilizing best practices, such as 

conducting post-election audits and not connecting voting machines to the Internet,” the expert said. 

 

“But bolstering our cyberdefenses, however fundamental, will only take us so far,” the expert added. “The 

White House needs to authorize agencies to disrupt cyberattacks and information operations at their 

sources and up the ante for prospective attackers as part of America’s broader deterrence posture.”  

 

As another expert who participated in the survey put it: “The high level of interest has led to more eyes on 

the process, which itself helps deter would-be hackers.” 
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HEADLINE 05/21 What is cryptocurrency? 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/05/21/Cryptocurrency-What-it-is-how-it-works-

and-will-the-bubble-burst/9041526522167/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=1  

GIST May 21 (UPI) -- In an increasingly digital world, cryptocurrencies like bitcoin have been rising in 

popularity -- a tool for decentralizing money on a global scale without an intermediary. 

 

"It relies on a mixture of clever computer science, cryptography and other economic incentives," 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology assistant Professor Christian Catalini told UPI. 

 

Most cryptocurrency transactions are focused on investment, speculation and trading, especially in 

portions of the world where people have lost faith in government currency. 

 

Transactions rely on "miners" who use computers to validate and add timestamp transactions to a 

"blockchain" -- a continually growing digital ledger secured with cryptography. 

 

Only a limited number of cryptocurrencies are produced, unlike government-backed notes, to ensure 

sufficient values. 

 

A few months ago, Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro launched the cryptocurrency "petro," backed by 

the nation's oil reserves and other natural resources. It's an attempt to cope with a failing Venezuelan 

economy and circumvent U.S. sanctions imposed in December. 

 

Cryptocurrency has been widely adopted by younger people, particularly South Korean millennials. 
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Twenty-three percent of South Koreans in their 20s said they've purchased virtual currencies, according to 

Korea Financial Investors Protection Foundation. 

 

In March, the word "cryptocurrency" was added to the Merriam-Webster dictionary. 

 

What cryptocurrencies exist? 

 

The world's two most valuable cryptocurrencies -- bitcoin and ethereum -- belong to the same family, but 

have some key differences. 

 

Bitcoin software was made available to the public nearly a decade ago and was valued for the first time in 

2010. It was intended to act as a form of money usable on the Internet, designed to be simple and 

exclusively allow transactions in value. 

 

"It is extremely limited in terms of additional functionality, which is a design choice to make it extremely 

robust and secure," Catalini said. "It's not very customizable in terms of what else you can do with it." 

 

By contrast, ethereum was launched through a crowdfunding campaign in 2014 out of a desire to create a 

cryptocurrency that's more expandable and programmable than bitcoin. 

 

"Ethereum was designed from the ground up to be more of a platform for software application," Catalini 

said. 

 

Ethereum is fueled by its own form of currency called "ether," which incentivizes developers to write 

quality applications. 

 

"It has a programming language on top of it, which allows it to build much more complex instruments and 

contracts and small programs that use the cryptocurrency in the background but then can do other things 

like a sophisticated lending contract, or mortgage contract or prediction market," Catalini said. 

 

Throughout the years, bitcoin has also become more decentralized than ethereum through the process of 

mining, in which new cryptocurrencies are created and transactions are recorded and verified. 

 

Catalini likened the process of mining to a lottery, in which computers work to solve cryptographic 

puzzles and the new currency is awarded to whoever is able to solve it. 

 

"It's a tool for allowing the network to operate and be secure, without knowing the identity of who is 

participating," he said. 

 

There are hundreds of various cryptocurrencies in addition to bitcoin and ethereum -- ripple, EOS, litecoin, 

tron, IOTA, Qrum and aeternity -- all of which are listed on exchanges and carry a market cap. 

 

They are all available in limited number. There are about 17 million bitcoins, 100 million ethereum and 

nearly 40 billion ripple. Their values differ, too. As of Monday, each bitcoin carried a value of $8,481. A 

far less popular cryptocurrency called 42-coin listed a value of over $30,000 -- one of only a few valued 

higher than bitcoin -- but has just 42 in circulation. 

 

Regulation 

 

Due to the differences between various forms of cryptocurrencies, regulators in the United States and other 

countries have struggled to find ways to regulate them. 

 

MIT senior adviser and former chairman of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission Gary Gensler 

said he believes "well over a thousand" cryptocurrencies are operating outside of U.S. law and will need to 

come under regulatory compliance. 
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Due to years of mining, bitcoin has become one of the most decentralized forms of cryptocurrency and is 

now perceived as a commodity. 

 

Earlier this month The Wall Street Journal reported government regulators are working to determine 

whether ethereum and other cryptocurrencies are securities, which would make them subject to regulation 

by the U.S. Securities and and Exchange Commission. 

 

"There's been a lot of intracoin offerings and those are not decentralized offerings and don't look a lot like 

bitcoin and ethereum because the team has a lot of control over them," Catalini said. "That's why you're 

seeing all this debate by the SEC about how to regulate these things that look like unregulated securities at 

the moment." 

 

Ethereum is believed to exist in a "gray zone" between a commodity and security. Its creation through a 

crowdfunding campaign is considered an illegal securities sale by some regulators, but ethereum has 

grown and decentralized over time and begun to resemble bitcoin. 

 

"Both of them are probably commodity-like instruments," Catalini said. "There's still some debate if 

ethereum is a commodity yet or if it looks more like a security because the team still has a lot of influence 

over it." 

 

In 2014, the Internal Revenue Service ordered that bitcoin be subject to capital gains taxes, as a property, 

in the United States. 

 

Pros and cons of cryptocurrency 

 

Investing in cryptocurrency can yield great financial returns, but investors also face a potentially volatile 

market, as well as potential scams or theft. 

 

Bitcoin prices reached record levels last fall, climbing as high as $11,000 for a single bitcoin. At the start 

of 2017, its value was about $1,000. 

 

Catalini said investing in cryptocurrency presents a big upside, but says potential backers shouldn't invest 

a single dollar they can't afford to lose immediately. 

 

"This is a very experimental space and so there's still a lot of uncertainty." he said. "Even more established 

cryptocurrencies like bitcoin are still far from successful and the verdict is still out on which 

cryptocurrency will become the leading one in the market." 

 

As bitcoin's value soared and would-be investors became more interested in cryptocurrencies last year, bad 

actors emerged and began presenting misleading initial coin offerings and other scams. 

 

To combat these harmful practices Facebook and Google began implementing plans to block 

cryptocurrency advertisements. 

 

"It's important for people to do due diligence and make sure that the teams they're looking at are serious 

teams and this isn't just the promise of a quick return," Catalini said. 

 

Like other forms of property, cryptocurrencies are also subject to theft. In December, nearly $70 billion 

worth of bitcoins were stolen from a cryptocurrency mining service called NiceHash. 

 

Catalini said most cryptocurrency thefts occur during the process of attempting to convert them to U.S. 

dollars or store them in a wallet. 

 

"If that piece of software isn't secure, then it's really easy to lose your bitcoin or to be hacked and have 

someone steal them," he said. 
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Catalini also warned anyone hosting cryptocurrency that losing their private key -- a password made up of 

51 alphanumeric characters that allows a person to send and receive coins -- could result in permanent loss 

of their funds. 

 

Argentine entrepreneur Wences Casares launched a startup known as Xapo, which is designed to protect 

his clients' private keys in encrypted computer servers. As of this month Xapo protects about $10 billion 

worth of bitcoin, Bloomberg reported. 

 

Catalini speculated that as cryptocurrency ownership becomes more commonplace, new forms of security 

will emerge to help people protect their funds. 

 

"The same way when banking evolved and moved online we developed services around that to make it 

secure to bank online, we're going to see more services emerge over time to help people manage their 

bitcoin and other crypto assets," he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Claim: Google identifies rape victims 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5755667/Google-identifies-rape-victims-searches-

prominent-cases.html  

GIST Google has been accused of letting users look up the identity of rape victims. 

 

Searching online for details about attackers in prominent cases can return the names of their victims or 

accusers. 

 

The identities of vulnerable defendants who have been granted anonymity by a court may also be revealed. 

 

The problem is caused by Google’s ‘related search’ and ‘autocomplete’ function. It will suggest the names 

of victims because it has logged popular searches for information around those names. 

 

Maria Miller, who is chairman of the Commons women and equalities commission, told The Times: 

‘Google has to operate within the law of the UK – if that means they have to change how their search 

engine operates, then so be it.’ 

 

Labour MP Jess Phillips said the technology was turning rape and abuse victims into ‘click-bait’ and a 

rape charity said that fear of exposure could stop victims coming forward. Fay Maxted of the Survivors 

Trust said it was ‘beyond shocking that Google is facilitating access to the names of victims’. 

 

Police and the courts have been urged to inform the technology giant in cases where a victim’s anonymity 

is breached. 

 

Lifelong anonymity is granted to complainants and victims of sexual offences, even if the accused is 

acquitted. 

 

A Google spokesman said: ‘We don’t allow these kinds of autocomplete predictions or related searches 

that violate laws or our own policies and we have removed the examples we’ve been made aware of in this 

case. 

 

‘We recently expanded our removals policy to cover predictions which disparage victims of violence and 

atrocities, and we encourage people to send us feedback about any sensitive or bad prediction.’ 
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SOURCE https://www.cyberscoop.com/project-indigo-fs-isac-cyber-command-information-sharing-dhs/  

GIST A confidential information-sharing agreement between the Financial Services Information Sharing and 

Analysis Center (FS-ISAC) and U.S. Cyber Command reveals the blurring line between the country’s 

public and private sectors as the U.S. government becomes increasingly receptive to launching offensive 

hacking operations. 

 

The pilot program, codenamed “Project Indigo,” recently established an information-sharing channel for a 

subunit of FS-ISAC known as the Financial Systemic Analysis & Resilience Center (FSARC). That 

subunit shares “scrubbed” cyberthreat data, including malware indicators, with the Fort Mead-based Cyber 

Command, according to current and former U.S. officials. 

 

The broad purpose of Project Indigo is to help inform U.S. Cyber Command about nation-state hacking 

aimed at banks. In practice, this intelligence is independently evaluated and, if appropriate, Cyber 

Command responds under its own unique authorities. 

 

It’s possible that a bank could tip off the military about a cyberattack against the financial industry, 

prompting Cyber Command to react and take action. That could include providing unique insight back to 

FSARC or even taking offensive measures to disrupt the attacker — such as retaliatory hacking — if it’s 

appropriate and the Pentagon approves it, according to current and former U.S. officials. 

 

The program is currently organized in a fairly informal manner, but participants have been discussing a 

more formal arrangement. Eight financial institutions are involved in FSARC: Bank of America, BNY 

Mellon, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, State Street and Wells Fargo. 

Project Indigo also provides data to the Department of Homeland Security and U.S. Treasury. However, 

those agencies were already getting data from the banks that is narrowly leveraged for defensive measures. 

 

In an emailed statement, a Cyber Command spokesperson acknowledged Project Indigo’s existence. 

 

“The pilot began in 2017 with USCYBERCOM personnel receiving sector-specific exposure to risks 

facing critical financial payment systems, and observing exercises related to risk mitigation and recovery 

around realistic scenarios,” said Cyber Command spokesperson Col. Daniel King. “Later, two samples of 

anonymized cyber threat information were shared with USCYBERCOM to allow the government and its 

critical infrastructure partners the ability to jointly assess and address emerging threats.” 

 

“No Personally identifiable Information (PII) was shared with USCYBERCOM as part of this effort,” 

King added. 

 

The financial institutions that participate in the arrangement gave consent to FSARC to share the data with 

the U.S. government, a person familiar with the effort told CyberScoop. Sources spoke on the condition of 

anonymity due to the sensitive nature of the program. 

 

In one recent case, FSARC gave Cyber Command a “combo of open-source derived IOCs [indicators of 

compromise] associated with DPRK [North Korea] and some observed,” one source said. “Open source” 

in this case means from outside a financial institution, while “observed” refers to internal data. 

 

Under the agreement, financial institutions share data “considered not exclusive” to any one financial firm, 

a former U.S. official said. Another source familiar with the program said that it was challenged by the 

simple fact that the banks weren’t yet “interested in sharing at a level which would be truly useful [for 

Cyber Command].” 

 

An October 2016 press release originally announcing FSARC explained that its mission is to “proactively 

identify, analyze, assess and coordinate activities to mitigate systemic risk to the U.S. financial system 

from current and emerging cyber security threats through focused operations and enhanced collaboration 

between participating firms, industry partners, and the U.S. government.” 

 

That announcement specifically described “government partners” as Treasury, DHS and the Federal 
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Bureau of Investigation, but it did not mention U.S. Cyber Command or the National Security Agency. 

 

Wells Fargo, Bank of America and JPMorgan Chase did not respond to multiple requests for comment. 

The Office of the Direction of National Intelligence and NSA deferred to Cyber Command for comment. 

 

It’s widely known that large financial institutions face a bevy of sophisticated cyberattacks from both 

nation states and well-equipped criminal groups. Organized as a private non-profit organization, the FS-

ISAC sits at the center of this activity, collecting and sharing information between companies so they can 

be collectively informed about active cyberthreats. 

 

The collected data can often be extremely sensitive. Not only does it contain malware indicators, but 

sometimes other sensitive information tied to the targeted institutions. As a result, the intelligence is 

usually both highly valuable for defenders and potentially dangerous if it’s ever made public. 

 

In an emailed statement, an FS-ISAC spokesperson said: “[Project Indigo] focuses on sharing cyberthreat 

intelligence related to key threats facing systemically important critical infrastructure operators, with the 

intention of protecting our financial institutions, their networks and their clients. No customer information 

has been shared with the U.S. Government under Project Indigo.” 

 

While it’s common for businesses to voluntarily provide federal agencies with information about incidents 

in cyberspace, the 2013 Edward Snowden leaks chilled these types of relationships, especially between 

private companies and intelligence agencies. Cyber Command is not an intelligence unit, but it maintains a 

close relationship with the NSA, including sharing the same leader and building. 

 

Jason Healey, a former intelligence officer and current senior research scholar at Columbia University’s 

School for International and Public Affairs, told CyberScoop he believed Project Indigo represented a 

pragmatic step forward. 

 

“We need to be prepared for there to be a role, especially in time critical incidents, for Cyber Command to 

contribute so long as they are also coordinating with Treasury and [DHS],” said Healey. 

 

Blurring government boundaries 

Project Indigo raises questions about the existing hierarchy in government and whether decision-makers 

see a need for the military to be more integrated with the private sector on cybersecurity. 

 

Over the last eight years, the Defense Department’s role in working with private companies on 

cybersecurity has fluctuated significantly. 

 

During the Obama administration, the government took steps to make DHS the lead on public-private 

partnerships. This push was boosted in 2015, when Congress passed the Cybersecurity Information 

Sharing Act (CISA). The law gave certain liability protections to private companies whenever they shared 

cyberthreat data with the government through a portal managed by DHS. 

 

The decision to embolden DHS with CISA came after there was a public outcry over privacy concerns. 

Just two years after the Snowden leaks, critics worried that the Defense Department would mishandle 

CISA. 

 

A current U.S. official described Project Indigo as “classic mission creep,” a term used to describe when 

one agency oversteps its boundaries in regards to another agency’s program. 

 

But experts contend that Cyber Command’s role will need to evolve if it’s to reach its full potential. 

Additionally, the military is already involved in other information sharing initiatives with the private 

sector. 

 

In December, a Government Accountability Office (GAO) report called on the Defense Department, 

including Cyber Command, to clarify and further define how it interacts with companies and civilian 
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agencies. 

 

“DOD was supposed to develop [a] comprehensive plan for CYBERCOM to support civil authorities in 

responding to cyberattacks. DOD has rigorous requirements for what plans should look like, and this 

didn’t match,”  Joseph Kirschbaum, director of GAO’s Defense Capabilities and Management office, 

previously told CyberScoop. 

 

Congress is currently weighing what role Cyber Command should play in protecting private companies 

from hackers. In the past, members of the Senate Armed Service Committee have advocated for the 

military to be more involved. 

 

Last summer, Lt. General Vincent Stewart, the current deputy commander of Cyber Command, said he 

would like the military to be able to reverse-engineer malware samples in order to create new hacking 

tools. 

 

“Once we’ve isolated malware, I want to reengineer it and prep to use it against the same adversary who 

sought to use it against us,” Stewart described. The practice is already well known inside NSA, based on 

leaked classified documents. 

 

Generally speaking, the military’s relationship with the banks is still evolving. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Vegas $5M federal grant to fight terror 

SOURCE https://www.reviewjournal.com/news/politics-and-government/las-vegas-secures-5-million-federal-

grant-to-prevent-terror-attacks/  

GIST WASHINGTON — Las Vegas will receive a $5 million grant from the Department of Homeland Security 

to help guard against terrorist attacks, funding that the state’s congressional delegation pressed for 

following the Oct. 1 mass shooting. 

 

The grant announced Monday is an increase over the $2.8 million the city received last year through the 

Urban Areas Security Initiative program, which provides financial assistance to urban areas to build 

infrastructure and train personnel to prevent and respond to acts of terrorism. 

 

A change in the funding formula increased the amount that Las Vegas will receive, said Sen. Dean Heller, 

R-Nev., who lobbied the Trump administration for more funding. 

 

The Nevada congressional delegation first sought the formula change and an increase in funds in June. 

They again pressed the administration for more funds for local law enforcement after the Oct. 1 shooting 

on the Strip that left 58 dead and more than 500 wounded. 

 

The formula now takes into account the tens of millions of tourists that visit Las Vegas annually — nearly 

43 million last year — not just the resident population. 

 

“It is our responsibility to keep everyone safe,” said Heller, who asked DHS Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen to 

reconfigure the program. 

 

The Trump administration proposed a 25 percent cut to the $555 million program in its budget for fiscal 

year 2018, but Congress increased spending by $25 million instead. 

 

Rep. Dina Titus, D-Nev., said she was pleased with the increase in funding for Las Vegas but noted that 

additional changes to the program’s disbursement formula need to be made to recognize the unique threats 

that Las Vegas faces as a world-class tourism destination. 
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“I’ll continue to push DHS Secretary Nielsen and this administration on the necessary changes to this 

important security program,” Titus said. 

 

While not considered an act of terrorism, the attack in Las Vegas was the worst mass shooting in modern 

U.S. history. Stephen Paddock, 64, of Mesquite carried out the shooting and died of a self-inflicted 

gunshot. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 ISIS recruiting strikes close to home 

SOURCE https://www.wkyc.com/article/news/investigations/the-investigator-terrorism-isis-recruiting-strikes-

close-to-home/95-556748169  

GIST Erick Jamal Hendricks swore his allegiance to ISIS and recruited others to do the same. 

 

But his trail ended inside an Akron courtroom, where he was recently convicted of lending support to the 

terrorist group. 

 

“He was a very real threat,” said Justin Herdman, the U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Ohio. 

"This was a person who was basically solely committed to identifying people who were in a position to 

assist ISIS." 

 

His recruiting efforts played out in the courtroom of federal Judge John R. Adams in Akron, where a jury 

convicted him following a highly-secured trial. 

 

Jurors heard Hendricks, 37, speaking to who he thought was a potential ally. In fact, the man was an FBI 

informant who secretly recorded the conversation. 

 

"Preparation is the ability to shoot,” Hendricks says in the recording obtained by Channel 3 News. “That's 

our honor. They take away our weapons, our honor is taken away. 

 

"As long as you know it's right and pleasing to Allah, be persistent and be sincere." 

 

Hendricks’ goal was to build cells of ISIS support in the U.S. by recruiting loyalists to the terrorism 

network. 

 

A North Carolina resident, Hendricks was convicted on charges of conspiring and attempting to provide 

support to ISIS. He faces up to 30 years in prison when he’s sentenced later this year. He remains in 

federal custody. 

 

FBI agents tied him to a Sheffield Lake man, Amir Al-Ghazi, who pleaded guilty to purchasing an AK 47 

in support of ISIS and testified against Hendricks. 

 

Hendricks was also tied to one of two men who died in a shootout with law enforcement in Garland, Texas 

in 2015. Those men intended to attack an art exhibit deemed offensive to Muslims. 

 

"Somebody could make a movie out of what happened to me," Hendricks is heard on a recorded phone 

call from jail prior to trial. 

 

He is one of eight men convicted in recent years in Ohio for charges relating to ISIS support. 

 

“Those people are in our midst. That’s just the reality,” Herdman said. 

 

Hendricks, like many ISIS sympathizers, relied on social media to do most of his recruiting. In his meeting 

with the undercover informant, which took place in Baltimore, he urges his would-be follower to use 
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covert methods to avoid detection while posting to sites such as Twitter. 

 

“It’s entirely possible that all he was ever going to do was recruit, but the fact that he was involved with 

two people that actually did something [in Garland, Texas] is a concern,” said Terry O’Sullivan, a 

University of Akron professor and director of the Center for Emergency Management and Homeland 

Security Policy research. 

 

The FBI says a top priority is to protect Americans from terrorist attacks. To that end, they say they have 

about 1,000 active ISIS-related investigations ongoing across the country. 

 

Hendricks’ case is one of only four --resulting in a conviction or indictment so far this year. Experts 

estimate ISIS sympathizers, using thousands of online social media profiles, have successfully recruited at 

least 250 Americans to their cause. 

 

For the FBI and Homeland Security agents, it’s a full-time effort. 

 

"Every day,” said Steve Oluic, a retired Army officer and counter terrorism expert who runs his own 

consulting agency, SVE in Chardon. “It’s scanned 24 hours, seven days a week and their capabilities are 

growing. 

 

“The dilemma with the terrorists, when they act, that one act can kill many or can kill a few. But it really 

doesn’t matter how many they kill because it does cause terror and panic among the populist.” 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Claim: ISIS police chief arrested 

SOURCE https://www.iraqinews.com/features/islamic-states-police-chief-arrested-west-of-anbar-source/  

GIST Anbar (IraqiNews.com) Iraqi security troops have arrested Islamic State’s police chief in an ambush, west 

of Anbar, a security source from the province was quoted saying on Monday. 

 

Speaking to Almaalomah website, the source said “security troops set up an ambush after information 

located the prominent leader Abu Fatma al-Muhajir, who was in charge of the Islamic police within the 

group in Hit town.” 

 

The troops, according to the source, “set up the ambush for Muhajir, who was trying to escape toward 

Qaim town, on borders with Syria. He was then arrested.” 

 

The militant “was hiding at desert regions and valleys,” he added. “He was transferred under tight 

measures to a security cell for investigation.” 

 

On Sunday, the Security Media Cell announced arresting a member of Islamic State’s police in an 

operation as he was infiltrating via the Iraqi borders coming from Syria. 

 

Islamic State continues to launch sporadic attacks across Iraq against troops. Security reports indicate that 

the militant group still poses threat against stability in the country. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Ukraine convicts man of 2016 terror plot 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/e3456f28e27144c29ee533b70354d616/Ukraine-convicts-Frenchman-for-plotting-

Euro-2016-attacks  

GIST MOSCOW (AP) — A Ukrainian court has convicted a Frenchman on charges of preparing a terror attack 

during the 2016 European Championship and buying illegal weapons. 
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Gregoire Moutaux was also sentenced Monday to six years in prison at the Liuboml District Court in the 

northwestern Volyn region, according to Ukrainian Prosecutor General’s office spokesman, Andriy 

Lysenko. 

 

Moutaux was arrested in May 2016 as he tried to leave Ukraine with an arsenal of weapons weeks before 

the start of the tournament hosted by France. Ukrainian security services had followed the man and 

allowed him to buy weapons and explosives in a sting operation. 

 

Ukrainian officials said the man wanted to protest his government’s immigration policies and the spread of 

Islam by launching attacks on bridges, railways, a mosque and a synagogue. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Afghans reject Kabul narrative of war 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/you-didn-t-take-action-afghans-reject-official-narrative-of-war-

against-taliban-1526933958  

GIST FARAH, Afghanistan—The weekend visit by a high-level delegation from Kabul to this now calm 

provincial capital in western Afghanistan promised to be a victory lap of sorts, after the Taliban were 

driven from the city following two days of fierce fighting last week. 

 

But if President Ashraf Ghani’s cabinet members and a U.S. commander thought they would bask in the 

laurels of a hard-earned military victory, local officials and residents quickly, and often scathingly, 

disabused them of that idea during a Saturday meeting in the heavily-guarded office of the provincial 

governor. 

 

The local meeting participants challenged every element of the government’s account of the fighting in 

Farah and accused the war’s administrators of corruption, cowardice and perhaps worst of all, indifference. 

 

“I don’t want to thank the guests who came from Kabul. As high-ranking officials, they need to do their 

jobs better,” said Nematullah Barakzai, a self-described civil-society activist, addressing the Afghan 

ministers of defense and interior, the director of the country’s intelligence agency and U.S. Army Gen. 

John Nicholson, who commands international forces in Afghanistan. 

 

The outpouring of anger and frustration directed at such an unusual gathering outside Kabul of the most 

powerful figures in Afghanistan’s security establishment comes as the resurgent Taliban, the country’s 

largest Islamist militant group, presses government forces across the country. 

 

After calling for the withdrawal of U.S. forces from Afghanistan during the presidential campaign in 2016, 

President Donald Trump last August announced the U.S. would step up the military campaign here in a bid 

to force the Taliban to the negotiating table and end America’s longest war. 

 

But in a sign of how formidable the Taliban have become despite the expansion of American air war and 

the addition of thousands of U.S. forces to train government security forces and fight alongside them, the 

Defense Ministry in a rare admission said last week that seven of the country’s 34 provincial capitals, 

including Farah, were “under pressure.” The defense minister, Lt. Gen. Tariq Shah Brahimi, said on 

Saturday that heavy fighting was under way in 15 Afghan provinces. 

 

Emerging as another major factor in the war is the role of neighboring Iran. Tensions resulting from Mr. 

Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Iran nuclear deal have spilled over the border, increasing concerns 

here of increasing Iranian aid to the Taliban aimed at destabilizing the U.S.-backed government. 

 

The upbraiding at Saturday’s meeting occurred after the province’s governor, Abdul Basir Salangi, a 

Ghani appointee, described how a timely, well-coordinated operation shepherded by top officials in Kabul 

and carried out by forces from the army, the police and intelligence agency fought gallantly to repel the 

Taliban assault and prevent Farah, located some 420 miles west of the Afghan capital, from falling into the 
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hands of the Taliban. 

 

The truth, local residents and officials maintained, was far more complicated and disturbing. The 

government—in particular, the National Directorate of Security, or NDS, the country’s intelligence 

agency—had ignored warnings from local officials of a large-scale attack, these people said. 

 

“The people of Farah have been shouting and warning of Farah’s collapse for a year but you were silent. 

You didn’t take action,” said Homayun Shahid Zada, a university lecturer. 

 

Soon after the Taliban attack on Farah began early last Tuesday, army and police abandoned security 

checkpoints and fled their posts in droves as the fighting worsened, local officials and residents said at the 

meeting. 

 

Even as the Defense Ministry and the headquarters of American-led international forces in the country in 

Kabul issued statements saying that the situation in Farah was “under control,” the city was on the verge of 

falling to the Taliban, they said. Those who stayed to fight were poorly armed. 

 

Mr. Barakzai described how a handful of surviving soldiers fought for more than 10 hours to defend the 

NDS’s provincial headquarters, resorting to knives after they ran out of ammunition. Mr. Barakzai said his 

brother, a soldier in the battle, “was killed because he didn’t have a flak jacket.” 

 

While American air support and the deployment of 500 elite government forces from nearby provinces 

were needed to force the Taliban from Farah, neither arrived in the city for at least 15 hours to help the 

“several hundred” Afghan security forces that the U.S. military says were in the city immediately before 

the assault began. Farah officials said 25 soldiers and five civilians were killed in the fight. 

 

“Their only achievement is getting the money out of the bank and putting it in a safe place,” Mr. Barakzai 

said, referring to the provincial governor’s boast that deposits in the local branch of the state-owned Kabul 

Bank had been moved for fear it would be overrun by the Taliban and the funds stolen. 

 

While acknowledging that the reinforcements must mobilize more quickly, Gen. Nicholson and Gen. 

Brahimi, the defense minister, said that the duration of last week’s delay, as compared with the 

government’s response in earlier crises, represented progress. 

 

“If such an attack had occurred two years ago, we wouldn’t have been able to manage it,” said the defense 

chief, who along with Gen. Nicholson and other ministers promised to heed the lessons of Farah, including 

rewarding those who fought and punishing those who didn’t. 

 

Mr. Salangi, the provincial governor, acknowledged that some security forces disappeared, but he insisted 

that he and the army had acquitted themselves well. 

 

“Don’t think that the army didn’t fight,” he said. “I swear that bullets were coming from all sides of the 

NDS. I sent them ammunition — this is called ‘management.’ I’m not selling out this country. I’m not a 

coward.” 

 

Participants at the meeting also repeatedly suggested that Taliban sympathizers had allowed the militants 

to escape and that Iran had a role in helping the Taliban in Farah and elsewhere in western Afghanistan 

near Iran’s border. 

 

No attendee offered direct evidence of Iranian involvement in last week’s attack on Farah or similar proof 

of direct assistance from Tehran to Taliban forces in the province. Yet none was in doubt about such aid. 

 

“We don’t have a factory in Farah that manufactures ammunition or laser-equipped weapons,” said Abdul 

Sattar Hussaini, referring to the Taliban’s armory. “We aren’t fighting with the Taliban; we’re fighting 

with Iran.” 
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The Afghan government echoes that sentiment. The Taliban denies any Iranian involvement. Iran says 

Afghanistan’s problems aren’t caused by Iran. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Syria military declares victory in capital 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-syrian-military-declares-victory-capital-

55322932?   

GIST Syria's military says it has retaken the last neighborhoods in southern Damascus held by the Islamic State 

group and is declaring the capital and its surroundings "completely safe" and free of any militant presence. 

 

In an army statement broadcast on Syrian TV Monday, Gen. Ali Mayhoub says the army captured the 

former IS strongholds in the Palestinian Yarmouk camp and Hajar al-Aswad after a monthlong campaign. 

 

The gains by President Bashar Assad's troops bring greater Damascus — including its far-flung suburbs — 

fully under government control for the first time since the war began in 2011. 

 

Mayhoub says "Damascus and its surroundings are completely secure." 

 

The fighting in southern Damascus has left scores of dead on both sides and caused massive destruction in 

the Yarmouk camp, which was a built-up residential area, and its surroundings. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Son of police captain pleads guilty in plot 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/05/21/son-boston-bombing-1st-responder-pleads-guilty-to-

terrorist-bomb-plot.html  

GIST The son of a police captain who was one of the first responders at the scene of the 2013 Boston Marathon 

bombing pleaded guilty Monday to plotting an ISIS-style attack. 

 

Alexander Ciccolo faces 20 years in prison for plotting to use guns and homemade bombs to attack a 

college campus to support the Islamic State group. Sentencing has been scheduled for September. 

 

Ciccolo was arrested in July 2015 after he received four guns he ordered from a person who was 

cooperating with the FBI, as Fox News previously reported. Boston police Capt. Robert Ciccolo tipped off 

authorities after his son said he wanted to join the Islamic State group. 

 

Ciccolo, 25, initially was charged only with being a felon in possession of a firearm and stabbing a nurse 

in the head with a pen after he was brought to jail. But he later was indicted on attempting to provide 

material support to a foreign terrorist organization and attempting to use weapons of mass destruction. 

 

Ciccolo, who went by the name Ali Al Amriki, pleaded guilty to all charges. His plea came a month before 

he was set to go on trial. 

 

His lawyer did not immediately respond to an email seeking comment. 

 

Prosecutors said Ciccolo told the person cooperating with authorities that he planned to commit acts of 

terrorism to support ISIS, including attacking an unidentified university using assault rifles and homemade 

bombs similar to the pressure cooker bombs used in the deadly 2013 Boston Marathon attack. The 

bombing at the marathon finish line killed three people and wounded more than 260 others. 

 

Ciccolo was seen buying a pressure cooker shortly before his arrest, prosecutors said. 

 

Prosecutors say agents found partially made Molotov cocktails in Ciccolo’s apartment after he was 
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arrested. Investigators said posts on Ciccolo’s Facebook page included a photo of a dead American soldier 

that said “Thank you Islamic State!” 

 

Federal authorities said Ciccolo’s case is a reminder that ‘homegrown’ radicalization remains a threat and 

that citizens must speak up when they become aware of a potential threat. 

 

“Any material support of a terrorist organization threatens our national security, and had Mr. Ciccolo’s 

efforts to advance his agenda not been thwarted by the FBI’s Joint Terrorism Task Force, countless lives 

could have been lost in a lethal terrorist attack,” Harold Shaw, special agent in charge of the FBI’s Boston 

field office, said in a statement. 

 

Ciccolo’s mother, Shelley MacInnes, told New England Public Radio last year that her son was “very 

compassionate” and “would not hurt a fly.” He converted to Islam a few years ago, MacInnes said. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Manchester bombing: 1yr observance 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/22/europe/manchester-bombing-anniversary-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Ariana Grande paid tribute to the city of Manchester on Tuesday to mark the one-year anniversary 

of the terror attack that killed 22 people attending her concert. 

 

Suicide bomber Salman Abedi carried out the attack as thousands of people streamed out of the 

Manchester Arena on May 22, 2017. 

 

The American singer Grande, who visited the injured in hospital in the wake of the bombing and returned 

just two weeks later to host a fund-raising concert, wrote on Twitter: "Thinking of you all today and every 

day I love you with all of me and am sending you all of the light and warmth I have to offer on this 

challenging day." 

 

Manchester will mark the day with a series of events including a memorial service at the city's cathedral 

and a musical tribute which will take place in the evening. 

 

UK Prime Minister Theresa May and Prince William, the Duke of Cambridge, will attend the cathedral 

service, along with families of the victims, the injured, emergency services and local and national leaders. 

There will also be a minute's silence held at 2.30pm. 

 

Writing in the Manchester Evening News Tuesday, May paid tribute to the city's courage and spirit in the 

aftermath of the attack. 

 

"Today my thoughts and prayers are with those who were lost on that terrible night, their loved ones who 

have so bravely battled to rebuild their lives; those who have courageously fought to overcome physical 

injury or mental scars; our first responders and emergency services and those volunteers and professionals 

who are continuing to help this community heal," May wrote. 

 

"All of you -- and many more in this great city - are the very best of what this country stands for." 

 

The cathedral service will be shown on a big screen in the city as well as in other cities across Britain, 

including York, Liverpool and Glasgow. 

 

Later Tuesday, more than 3,000 singers from local choirs will come together to mark the anniversary in 

Albert Square. 

 

One of the groups performing are the Manchester Survivors Choir, a group made up of those who were 

there on the night of the attack, and a local school choir which performed on stage with Grande at the One 

Love concert. 
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Bells will ring out across the city center at 10:31 p.m. to mark the exact moment of the explosion last year. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Afghan official: Taliban kill 14 police 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/14-police-killed-taliban-attacks-eastern-

afghanistan-55343891?   

GIST The Taliban launched a wave of attacks in Afghanistan's eastern province of Ghazni, killing at least 14 

police officers, including a district police chief and a reserve unit's commander, Afghan officials said 

Tuesday. 

 

Provincial council member Hassan Reza Yusoufi said seven of the officers were killed in the district of 

Dih Yak, including Faizullah Toofan, the police chief, and reserve commander Haji Baraket. Another 

seven were killed in Jaghatu district. 

 

The attacks started on Monday night and continued on Tuesday in Dih Yak, Jaghatu, Ajristan and 

Qarabagh districts, according to Arif Noori, spokesman for the provincial governor. 

 

Noori said at least 12 other members of the security forces were wounded in the attacks in Dih Yak and 

Jaghatu districts. 

 

Taliban fighters stormed several checkpoints in Dih Yak and Jaghatu, setting off intense battles there, said 

Latifa Akbari, the head of the provincial council in Ghazni. 

 

Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid claimed responsibility for the attacks in a statement to the media. 

He claimed the Jaghatu district headquarters was captured as well as several police checkpoints in Dih 

Yak. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Military shifts focus back to Afghanistan 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/21/as-isis-targets-disappear-in-iraq-and-syria-us-military-

shifts-focus-back-to-afghanistan.html  

GIST As the war against the Islamic State terror group winds down in Iraq and Syria, the U.S. military is 

increasingly turning its attention to Afghanistan.  

 

In April 2017, American and allied jets dropped over 3,000 bombs on ISIS in Iraq and Syria. 

 

But a year later, aircrafts dropped just 254 bombs, a sign of how much the war against ISIS has changed, 

according to a new strike report released over the weekend from the U.S. Air Force. 

 

Throughout April, the U.S. military dropped the second-highest amount of bombs in Afghanistan in six-

and-a-half years, the Air Force report said. The 562 bombs dropped in Afghanistan last month were more 

than the combined March and April totals in Iraq and Syria. 

 

As of early May, ISIS holds only two small pockets of territory in eastern Syria, and none in Iraq.  

 

U.S.-backed fighters from the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) have since returned to eastern Syria 

following Turkey’s incursion into northwest Syria, drawing Kurdish fighters from the fight against ISIS. 

The SDF recently announced it is once again fully committed to defeating ISIS. 

 

Air Force A-10 jets and drones were recently called to thwart a battle against the Taliban in western 

Afghanistan, when the city of Farah was threatened. 
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U.S. Forces Afghanistan released a video showing 28 Taliban fighters getting mowed down by American 

drones in Farah Province, which borders Iran. 

 

The Pentagon wouldn’t rule out Tehran’s influence. 

 

“I don't think you can ever rule out how much Iran interferes throughout this region. Iran remains the most 

destabilizing factor in the Middle East. So no, I don't think you can ever rule out their mischief,” Pentagon 

spokesperson Dana W. White said at a press conference at the Pentagon Thursday. 

 

White didn’t offer any specific details about the battle last week. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 World’s looming dry water taps 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2018-05-21/lack-of-clean-water-fuels-growing-

global-health-crises-un-warns  

GIST LIMA, Peru — "We are the poorest of the poor. Why do we have to pay the most?" asks Diana Ureta as 

she washes a bucket of potatoes using turbid water fetched in a jug from a discolored plastic barrel beside 

her front door. 

 

Two chickens peck at the uneven dirt floor while her 4-year-old daughter, dressed in a baggy, stained T-

shirt, watches her mother ferrying yet another quart from the barrel back to the kitchen. 

 

Like most of her neighbors here in the Lomo de Corvina neighborhood of Villa El Salvador, a gritty 

suburb sprawling on the dusty Andean foothills southeast of Lima, the Peruvian capital, Ureta has neither 

running water nor sewerage. 

 

Cooking and cleaning up afterward are one of many daily ordeals. The family, which includes her 38-year-

old mototaxi driver husband Nico Catunta, three children, two nephews, and Catunta's 78-year-old father, 

all share a single "dry" toilet, essentially a hole in the ground. Bathing is in a cement lined tub set in the 

ground, with cold water given that the family has no electricity and cannot afford gas.  

 

Ureta and Catunta are among an estimated 1.2 million residents in this city of 10 million who depend on 

an unregulated fleet of privately owned tanker trucks for their water needs. The water supply challenge is 

compounded by Lima's geography: it is the world's second most-populous city, after Cairo, located in a 

desert. 

 

The trucks pass daily through the neighborhood, selling water at around 20 sols (just over $6) per cubic 

meter – compared to the 1.3 sols per cubic meter that SEDAPAL, the Lima water utility, charges more-

affluent consumers for potable tap water. 

 

The trucks' water is often untreated, sucked up from any available source, including streams and even 

ditches. Some owners conscientiously keep the insides of the tankers clean. Others do not. "We have to 

boil the water we use for cooking or to drink," says Ureta, 30. "That is another cost. We use firewood and 

it takes up so much time every day." 

 

Ureta and her family's story is typical of some 40 percent of the world's population, roughly 3 billion 

people, who suffer water scarcity in some form, according to the United Nations Development 

Programme. It's Sustainable Development Goals aim to ensure "universal and equitable access to safe and 

affordable drinking water" for all by 2030. 

 

The number of people without reliable access to clean water is expected to rise further before it eventually 
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falls. Meanwhile, 2.4 billion people lack access to toilets or other basic sanitation. No wonder then that 1.8 

billion rely on water sources that are contaminated with fecal matter, according to the multilateral agency. 

 

The result is a global public health crisis, with high levels of malnutrition, anemia, diarrhea and other 

diseases directly attributable to communities' enforced reliance on unclean water sources. 

 

'Day Zero' Approaching for Many Countries 

 

Climate change, a global population boom and rapid urban growth have created an unholy cocktail of 

challenges that makes the UNDP objective "very ambitious," says Leo Heller, the U.N. Special Rapporteur 

on Water and Sanitation. "We will have to see in a few years' time if we are on track." 

 

Yet despite that, Heller insists, the problem is not insufficient water supplies but rather inadequate public 

policy with municipal and national governments frequently failing to prepare for the hydrologically 

stressed present, never mind the future. 

 

The most obvious current example is Cape Town, which is now forecast to hit "Day Zero" – when the 

South African city runs completely dry – sometime next year. 

 

However, numerous regions around the world, particularly in the Middle East, sub-Saharan Africa and 

various parts of Latin America from Mexico to Bolivia, are all facing similar problems. So, too, is a broad 

swath of the Southwestern United States, particularly Arizona, California, and New Mexico. 

 

In each area, the challenge is distinct and Day Zero may yet be a long way off – but it will eventually 

arrive unless authorities, business and citizens manage water use in new and more strategic ways. 

 

"What happened in Cape Town?" asks Heller. "Governments cannot say that climate change is a surprise. 

We have known this was coming for a long time. This is a question of planning. Good infrastructure and 

systems are essential." 

 

"We know that the quantity of surface water and groundwater fluctuates over the seasons. That is only 

going to get worse going forward. We need to have the flexibility and adaptability to cope with that." 

 

Peru's Challenge: Melting Glaciers, Growing Urban Populations 

 

Few places may be as hydrologically complex as Peru. As the source of the Amazon River, the country is 

unusually blessed with water resources. However, roughly two-thirds of its 31 million people live on the 

other side of the Andes, on the arid coast, where there is less than one inch of average annual rainfall. 

 

Indeed, the Incas and other large pre-Columbian population centers were located in the mountains, where 

there is no shortage of precipitation. It was only thanks to the conquering Spaniards, with their limited 

environmental awareness and need for a Pacific port to transport gold and silver back to Europe, that Lima 

was founded in the dust beside the Pacific. 

 

That problematic historical legacy has been compounded in recent decades with massive migration from 

Peru's mountains and jungles to the capital. Many of the impoverished new arrivals end up, like Ureta and 

Catunta, squatting on unoccupied and marginal land on the urban outskirts. 

 

That has created a nightmare for SEDAPAL, which is now scrambling to catch up with the shantytowns 

springing up on often steep terrain around Lima. "Putting a pipe up to the top of a hill is difficult and 

costly," says Yolanda Andia, the utility's head of production and distribution. 

 

"It's not just the pipe. You need a series of pumps as well. Water doesn't run uphill. If it were up to 

SEDAPAL, we would have people settling in a more ordered fashion." 

 

Currently, Lima's people require 27 cubic meters of water per second, yet the cities' three seasonal rivers 
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have an average flow of just 23 cubic meters per second. Although rainfall patterns in the watersheds that 

supply Lima, high up in the mountains, are declining and glaciers vanishing, SEDAPAL is investing 

nearly $7 billion in the next four years to bridge that gap. 

 

New infrastructure will include a desalination plant on the coast just south of the capital, and more high-

altitude reservoirs to store precipitation from the rainy season that approximately coincides with the 

northern winter. 

 

Yet for many of Lima's poorest residents desperate for potable tap water, bureaucracy is actually a bigger 

hurdle than climactic limitations. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Sweden issues war survival manual 

SOURCE http://time.com/5286505/sweden-war-preparation-pamphlet/  

GIST Sweden has not gone to war with another country for over two centuries, but that hasn’t stopped the 

government from reissuing an emergency manual from World War II that advises citizens on how best to 

cope with hypothetical hostilities. 

 

The newly updated 20-page pamphlet, entitled Om krisen eller kriget kommer (‘If crisis or war comes”), 

offers strategies for handling everything from cyber attacks and terrorism to climate change, food 

shortages and fake news. 

 

“What would you do if your everyday life was turned upside down?” the English language version of the 

manual begins. 

 

Since supplies could run low during a crisis, the leaflet provides checklists of what to stock up on, 

including mineral water, wet wipes and tinned hummus. It also offers tips on where to find bomb shelters, 

what to do without access to ATMs, cellphones or the internet, and how to spot propaganda. 

 

“Although Sweden is safer than many other countries, there are still threats to our security and 

independence,” the brochure says. “If you are prepared, you are contributing to improving the ability of 

the country as a whole to cope with a major strain.” 

 

The illustrated instructions went online Monday and are being sent to all 4.8 million households in the 

country in the first such public awareness campaign since 1961. The handbook was last updated for 

government officials’ use during the Cold War, according to the Guardian. 

 

The newly minted pamphlets do not specify an attacker, but their release comes amid escalating security 

concerns following Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014. Sweden has accused Moscow of repeatedly 

infringing on its airspace and territorial waters — claims the Kremlin dismisses as “Russiaphobia.” 

 

Sweden began increasing its military spending in 2016, reversing years of cuts. It also reinstated the 

military draft last year, citing Russian assertiveness as one of the justifications, and is considering joining 

NATO. 

 

In the event of a “heightened state of alert,” the pamphlet emphasizes the expectation that everyone can be 

marshaled for Sweden’s “total defense.” 

 

“If Sweden is attacked by another country, we will never give up,” the publication reads. “All information 

to the effect that resistance is to cease is false.” 
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HEADLINE 05/21 China kicks boats out South China Sea 
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SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/05/21/Report-China-drives-boats-out-of-South-

China-Sea/8721526908566/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_int&utm_medium=5  

GIST May 21 (UPI) -- China chased out 10 vessels of foreign origin after searching more than 40 fishing boats 

in the South China Sea, an international body of water China has claimed as its own. 

 

Hong Kong newspaper Ming Pao reported Monday a convoy of Chinese naval ships expelled the 10 boats 

during a "special patrol mission" near the Paracel Islands on May 4. 

 

China is believed to have constructed military facilities on the islands that are also claimed by Vietnam. 

 

According to the head of the Chinese convoy that includes patrol boats, the boats that were chased out 

were interfering with Chinese fishing privileges. 

 

"The foreign fishing boats were violating our countrymen's fishing rights and engaging in fishing 

activities. Our navy is to respond immediately in response to the law," the convoy chief's office said, 

adding, "We effectively defended our maritime sovereignty through the patrol activity." 

 

The South China Sea is home to a wide array of natural resources, including oil and gas, and $3.4 trillion 

in trade is reportedly transported through the waters annually. 

 

The report of Chinese expulsion of foreign boats comes at a time when Beijing is promoting its military 

presence on reclaimed islands. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Chehalis waitress receives $3,000 tip 

SOURCE http://www.khq.com/story/38243530/stranger-leaves-washington-waitress-a-3000-tip  

GIST CHEHALIS, Wash. - People tend to leave a couple of extra dollars for good service while dining out. 

However, one waitress from Lewis County, Washington, got more than just a couple of extra dollars. 

 

Waitress Michelle Bozemen got a $3,000 tip on a $44 bill at the Rib Eye restaurant in Chehalis, 

Washington, Sunday. 

 

"I was shocked, and I looked at it and I thought no, that can't be right, and then I showed my manager, then 

we flipped it over and read the note and went, 'oh,'" Bozemen said.  

 

On the back of the tab, the big tipper wrote an explanation saying, "Thanks for smiling. You work hard 

and the country is in a bad place." Bozemen's smile seemed to be just what the costumer needed. He told 

her to enjoy the money and requested she do something good for someone else. 

 

Bozemen has been a waitress for more than 20 years to support her three kids as a single mom. Her 

regulars say no one is more deserving. 

 

"I just really want to thank them and say what a wonderful thing that was for them to do for a stranger," 

Bozemen said. 

 

She shared some of the tip with her coworkers and plans on doing work around the house and spoiling her 

seven grandchildren. 

 

But Bozemen is using the rest of the tip to pay for a trip to Ireland she's always dreamed about. 

 

"I'll have a beer, I'll have a Guinness for them." 
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HEADLINE 05/22 NKorea dismantling or destroying evidence? 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/22/asia/north-korea-destroy-nuclear-site-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Cheryl Rofer is a chemist who spent 35 years working on environmental cleanups everywhere from 

Estonia to Kazakhstan, disassembling and decommissioning nuclear weapons, and overseeing the 

destruction of chemical weapons. 

 

But unlike international journalists, she is not on the list of people invited this week to witness the 

destruction of North Korea's Punggye-ri nuclear test site. 

 

"I was hoping you were going and I could talk you into bringing me along," she said to CNN. 

 

The small contingent of international journalists invited into North Korea departed Beijing Tuesday for 

Wonsan, a city on the country's east coast. 

 

No weapons inspectors or individuals with any kind of expertise were expected to attend the event, which 

North Korea has said would "ensure transparency of discontinuance of the nuclear test." 

 

When it made the announcement on April 20, the Workers' Party of Korea's Seventh Central Committee 

declared that the country had "realized nuclear weaponization," and to ensure the end of all nuclear testing 

it would "discard" the test site in the north. 

 

Journalists from the US, China, Russia and the UK have all been invited to witness the event. They're 

expected to view the activity from a distance, without any real opportunity to get a sense of what might 

have happened inside Punggye-ri's tunnels. 

  

Like trampling on a crime scene 

 

Bruce Bechtol says evidence that might have been collected will now be lost to the world. 

 

"It's kind of like a murder scene where they let people like you and me trample around in it, it's the same 

concept," said Bechtol, a professor of political science at Angelo State University who has authored 

several books on North Korea. 

 

"The North Koreans have conducted all these tests here, every single weapons test, so if they let experts in 

to look at these tunnels before they let anyone else in that would be potentially for us an intelligence 

boon," he said. 

 

Some observers have said that the site had become partially unusable anyway due to the damage incurred 

after six nuclear tests since 2006, while others say the site was still in operation only months ago. 

 

Regardless of its operating status, there is still much to be gained from allowing experts in to look around 

and collect various residue, says Rofer. 

 

"If I were going I would want to bring some capability of taking samples, and I would also want to bring a 

geologist with me. I'd want to have a radiation counter, I would want to go into the tunnel to see if parts of 

it have caved in in the back, and I would want to take radiation measurements." 

 

All those samples and tests could yield information on the kinds of weapons that were being tested, she 

said. 

 

"Isotope measurements could tell you about the design of the device, it would tell you what kind of bombs 

they're making, what they're making them out of, how much uranium and plutonium is in the bombs. We 

might be able to infer what they're planning and the shape of their progress," she said. 

 

All of that information, experts say, could then be fed back to negotiators to give them a stronger hand in 

dealing with the Kim regime, including giving them the ability to know whether they are truly extracting 
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concessions, or just cosmetic changes. 

 

A feeling of déjà vu 

 

The prospect of such a public demolition gives Melissa Hanham, a senior research associate at the James 

Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies, a sense of déjà vu. 

 

"A lot of this reminds me of the theater of when they destroyed the cooling tower under the Bush 

administration, and the media was invited to observe the tower exploding and gave a good visual which 

the Bush administration and the Kim family promoted," she said. 

 

"It's not irreversible, they eventually found a different way to cool the reactor." 

 

In 2008, North Korea destroyed a water cooling tower at a facility state officials admitted to using to 

extract plutonium to build nuclear weapons. The massive explosion at the Yongbyon facility was meant to 

symbolize the end of Pyongyang's nuclear program. 

 

During that time, under pressure from restrictive sanctions and international isolation, the North Koreans 

were more forthcoming about the extent of their program. Along with the journalists invited to watch the 

event were US State Department officials and observers from the International Atomic Energy Agency, 

CNN reported. 

 

Among the disclosures North Korea made at the time about its nuclear program was the revelation that it 

had produced roughly 40 kilograms of enriched plutonium, something the US State Department said was 

enough for about seven nuclear bombs. 

 

In response, then-US President George W. Bush said he would lift some US sanctions against North Korea 

and remove it from the administration's list of state sponsors of terrorism. 

 

It later emerged that the North Koreans had been building a separate facility to continue producing fissile 

material without disclosing it to international authorities. 

 

Last November, President Donald Trump returned North Korea to the state sponsors of terrorism list. 

 

Critical to understanding North Korea's nuclear history 

 

The world is missing an opportunity in allowing North Korea to unilaterally dismantle the site without 

having a chance to inspect it first, says Cheon Seong Whun a visiting research fellow at the Asan Institute 

for Policy Studies. 

 

"It's very critical evidence that helps us understand the history of North Korea's nuclear program, and if 

North Korea is sincere about giving up its nuclear weapons," he said. 

 

"What they have to do is provide all necessary information and documents to the international community 

and then invite UN inspections, North Korea doesn't have to dismantle this on its own, this isn't something 

that should be done in haste." 

 

Cheon, a former South Korean government official who worked in the defense and unification 

departments, argues rather, that North Korea might be destroying the site now to avoid providing access to 

it down the road, possibly as part of a concession from a summit with Trump that is planned for June 12 

but currently looking uncertain. 

 

"North Korea's arbitrary action to dismantle this facility on its own, this is not something that we can 

believe is part of North Korea's declared aim of denuclearization. It's nothing more than destroying 

evidence." 
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For longtime North Korea observers, another indicator of Kim Jong Un's motives lie in the timing of the 

scheduled demolition -- it's happening at the same time South Korean leader Moon Jae-in is visiting 

President Trump at the White House. 

 

"Look at the timing," said Cheon. "This is the time Moon is meeting Trump in Washington, this isn't just a 

coincidence, he wants to take advantage of this event with political propaganda." 

 

Rofer believes even if parts of the tunnels are blown up, they can always be unearthed later should the 

North Koreans want to reuse the site. 

 

"It is absolutely correct that we [the international community] seem to be making all the concessions," she 

said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 BP detained women speaking Spanish 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/border-patrol-agent-detains-women-speaking-spanish-

montana-gas-station-n876096  

GIST Video taken by a Montana woman as she and her friend were questioned and detained by a U.S. Border 

Patrol agent after he overheard them speaking Spanish at a gas station has caught the attention of border 

patrol officials and civil liberties groups. 

 

Ana Suda and Mimi Hernandez — both U.S. citizens — were chatting in Spanish as they went to buy eggs 

and milk around midnight Wednesday in Havre, a small town about 35 miles from the Canadian border. 

Suda said that's when a border patrol agent overheard them. 

 

"He asked us where we were born, so I looked at him and I said, 'Are you serious?'" Suda told NBC News 

on Monday. "He said, 'I'm very serious.'" 

 

The agent then asked Suda and Hernandez for their identification, she added. 

 

They went outside to the parking lot, and Suda began to record on her cellphone. 

 

In the video, Suda asked the agent why he was asking for their IDs. 

 

"Ma'am, the reason I asked you for your ID is because I came in here, and I saw that you guys are 

speaking Spanish, which is very unheard of up here," the agent, who identified himself as Agent O'Neill, 

said in the video. 

 

When Suda, 37, asked if she and her friend were being racially profiled, the agent responded no. 

 

"It has nothing to do with that," he said. "It's the fact that it has to do with you guys speaking Spanish in 

the store, in a state where it's predominantly English-speaking." 

 

Suda said she began recording because she was uncomfortable and afraid. 

 

"I picked up my phone and started recording him because I wasn't doing anything wrong," she said, 

adding, "That is the only way you can defend yourself." 

 

She said the agent took their IDs and kept them in the parking lot for about 35 to 40 minutes. 

 

"He didn't say anything when he gave me back the documentation. He said something like 'Thank you, you 

are free to go,'" Suda said. 

 

The incident in Montana is the latest encounter over speaking Spanish to go viral after a New York City 
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lawyer's racist rant at a lunch spot last Tuesday showed him threatening to call immigration agents on 

workers. 

 

Suda said she still believes she and Hernandez were being racially profiled. Both are Mexican-American 

and speak fluent Spanish. She said she was born in El Paso, Texas, and raised across the border in Mexico, 

but has spent the last 14 years in the U.S. with her husband and 7-year-old daughter. 

 

Hernandez was born in central California, she said. 

 

A U.S. Customs and Border Protection spokesperson said in a statement that the incident was being 

reviewed to make sure appropriate policies were followed. Agents have broader authority when operating 

within 100 miles of a U.S. border, such as putting up checkpoints and questioning people in their vehicles 

about their citizenship — but CBP policy also says agents cannot stop or detain someone solely on their 

race or ethnicity. 

 

Agents have the "authority to question individuals, make arrests, and take and consider evidence," the 

spokesperson added. "Decisions to question individuals are based on a variety of factors for which Border 

Patrol agents are well-trained." 

 

The ACLU did not immediately respond to a request for comment, but said in a tweet: "Speaking Spanish 

is not a valid reason for Border Patrol to question or detain you.” 
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HEADLINE 05/21 US Postal Service: scratch-sniff stamps 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/scratch-sniff-stamps-coming-post-office/story?id=55330195  

GIST Scratch-and-sniff stamps are coming to a post office near you, the United States Postal Service announced 

on Monday.  

 

With the warm summer weather moving in, Americans love to cool off with a refreshing ice pop on a hot 

day, bringing inspiration to the latest Forever stamp from the USPS. The colorful stamps feature different 

designs, shapes and flavors of ice cream pops.  

 

The watercolor illustrations of the treats are the work of Margaret Berg of Santa Monica, California, while 

art director Antonio Alcala designed the stamps with Leslie Badani, both of Alexandria, Virginia. Each 

stamp is designed with two different ice cream pops on it, with 10 different designs in the booklet.  

 

The Frozen Treats Forever stamps will be introduced in Austin, Texas, at the Thinkery Children’s 

Museum on June 20 at 6 p.m. CDT in a special dedication ceremony. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Child exposures to ADHD drugs on rise 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Health_News/2018/05/21/Study-Calls-to-poison-centers-in-child-ADHD-drug-

cases-up-64-percent/3991526914975/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_hn&utm_medium=13  

GIST May 21 (UPI) -- Child exposure to ADHD drugs is increasing in the United States -- marked by a jump of 

more than 60 percent over a 14-year period, a new study showed Monday. 

 

The study in the journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics looked at calls to U.S. poison control 

centers to see if ADHD exposures were on the rise. The answer was yes. 

 

The study found more than 156,000 calls for unintentional and intentional exposures of the drugs to U.S. 

children and adolescents between 2000 and 2014 -- an increase of 64 percent. 
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The report said exposures increased 71 percent from 2000 to 2011, and decreased 6 percent from 2011 to 

2014. More than three quarters involved children under 12. 

 

"[ADHD] is the most commonly diagnosed neurobehaviorial disorder in children," said Dr. Gary Smith of 

the Nationwide Children's Hospital. "Almost 70 percent of children with ADHD are taking medication and 

the number of children taking ADHD medications is increasing in this country." 

 

The study found the most common reason for exposure was therapeutic error, at about 42 percent. 

Intentional exposures, including suicide and drug abuse, accounted for half for those aged 13-19. 

 

The majority, 60 percent, did not seek treatment. Six percent were hospitalized and three died. 

 

"Exposures associated with suspected suicide or medication abuse and misuse among adolescents are of 

particular concern," the study said. 

 

"Unintentional and intentional pediatric exposures to ADHD medications are an increasing problem in the 

United States, affecting children of all ages." 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Russia shoots down drone in Syria 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-russia/russia-shoots-down-unidentified-

drone-near-air-base-in-syria-ria-idUSKCN1IM29C  

GIST MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia’s military said on Monday it had shot down an unidentified drone that came 

close to its Syrian air base at Hmeimim, RIA news agency said, citing the Russian Defence Ministry. 

 

“There are neither casualties nor physical damage. Russia’s Hmeimim air base is operating as normal,” it 

said. 

 

The British-based war monitoring group Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said explosions had been 

heard near the base and appeared to have come from Russian air defenses confronting an attack. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Judge: teen must repay $36M for wildfire 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/teen-who-started-eagle-creek-fire-oregon-ordered-to-pay-36-

million-2018-05-21/  

GIST PORTLAND, Ore. -- The teen who plead guilty to starting last year's destructive Eagle Creek Fire has 

been ordered to pay roughly $36.6 million to cover damages caused by the blaze, CBS affiliate KOIN-TV 

reports. The boy, who was 15 at the time, said he started the fire by throwing a lit firecracker into the 

woods in September. 

 

District Judge John Olson issued his decision Monday after a lawyer for the teen argued that the cost of 

restitution was "absurd." Olson said his judgment does not violate the constitution and is "clearly 

proportionate to the offense" because "it does not exceed the financial damages caused by the youth." 

 

The fire burned more than 48,000 acres of forest land. Eleven requests for restitution totaling 

$36,618,330.24 were submitted to the court, covering the costs of firefighting, repair and restoration to the 

gorge and damage to homes. 

 

The restitution is solely the responsibility of the teen, not his parents, who came to the U.S. from Ukraine 

in 2000. 

 

The court acknowledged that the teen would not be able to pay the full judgement and will allow him to 
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establish a payment plan. After 10 years, the court may grant a full or partial halt of the restitution if the 

teen completes probation and doesn't commit any additional offenses. 

 

In February, the teen pleaded guilty to eight counts of reckless burning of public and private property, two 

counts of depositing burning materials on forest land, and one count each of second-degree criminal 

mischief and reckless endangerment of others -- all misdemeanors. 

 

Olson sentenced him to more than two and a half months of community service and five years of 

probation, The Oregonian/OregonLive reported at the time. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Feds: $16M counterfeit items seized 

SOURCE https://www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/texas/article/Feds-say-counterfeit-items-worth-16-

million-12932599.php  

GIST Federal authorities on Monday announced that they had seized nearly 79,000 counterfeit items valued at 

more than $16 million that included apparel and consumer electronics from luxury and sporting trademark 

designers such as Hermes, Louis Vuitton, Adidas Nike, Apple, Samsung and Sony. 

  

A press release said the items were seized last Thursday as a result of an investigation in Laredo by special 

agents with U.S. Immigration and Custom's Enforcement's Homeland Security Investigations. 

  

"Trafficking counterfeit goods poses a triple threat," stated Tim Tubbs, deputy special agent in charge of 

HSI Laredo, in the press release from ICE. "Counterfeit merchandise wreaks havoc on local economies, 

threatens the health and safety of the American public, and funds criminal organizations engaged in other 

illegal activities." 

   

On May 17, HSI special agents conducted surveillance of a public storage facility in Laredo and observed 

several individuals transferring boxes from a leased storage unit to pickup trucks and vans with Mexican 

license plates, according to the ICE press release. 

 

While agents observed the storage facility, a large air courier box truck arrived to unload suspected 

trademark infringed merchandise to waiting pickup trucks and vans. HSI then detained and seized 275 

boxes containing 78,908 items of suspected trademark-infringed merchandise from this location. 

  

No one was arrested in connection to this seizure. This is an ongoing investigation 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Seattle coin shop busted w/stolen goods 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/police-n-seattle-coin-shop-was-buying-selling-stolen-goods  

GIST SEATTLE -- Police say a 10-month investigation into a North Seattle coin shop has resulted in the arrest 

of three men and the recovery of allegedly stolen goods. 

 

Police investigated Seattle Rare Coins in the 8600 block of Aurora Avenue North. Police allege that 

employees were buying stolen goods and reselling them on eBay and Offerup.com 

 

Investigators were able to sell purportedly stolen items on a dozen different occasions and later found 

some for sale online, police said.  

 

Investigators served a search warrant on Friday. Among the suspected stolen items recovered were 

electronics, power tools, knives, boating gear, clothing and health and beauty supplies. police said. 
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Police believe stolen items were bought for about 10 percent of their retail value. Police believe thieves 

then would use to the proceeds to buy drugs. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Florida airport shooter in plea deal 

SOURCE http://www.wdtn.com/news/national/us-files-plea-deal-in-deadly-florida-airport-

shooting/1191322630  

GIST FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) - Federal prosecutors filed court documents Monday in which an 

Alaska man agreed to plead guilty to a Florida airport shooting rampage that killed five people in 

exchange for a life prison sentence. 

 

The agreement says that Esteban Santiago, 28, will plead guilty to 11 of the 22 counts against him in the 

attack that also left six wounded. Prosecutors reached a deal with Santiago's defense lawyers not to seek 

the death penalty in exchange for the guilty plea. Instead, Santiago would serve a life prison sentence plus 

120 years, according to the documents, and will waive his right to appeal the sentence. 

 

The deal is expected to be finalized Wednesday in Miami federal court before U.S. District Judge Beth 

Bloom. 

 

The mentally troubled Santiago, of Anchorage, Alaska, acknowledged in the document that he flew on a 

one-way ticket from Alaska to Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport with a 9mm handgun in a 

checked weapons box in on Jan. 6, 2017. Santiago loaded the gun in a bathroom and came out firing, 

emptying two ammunition clips before lying on the floor and surrendering to police. Fifteen bullet casings 

were recovered. 

 

"He recounted how he entered a stall, removed the gun from the box, loaded it, and put it in his 

waistband," prosecutors wrote of Santiago's confession to investigators. "He confessed that, after he left 

the men's restroom, he shot the first people he encountered." 

 

Santiago, an Iraq war veteran who has been diagnosed as schizophrenic, initially told the FBI he was 

acting under some form of government mind control. Then, he changed his story to claim that he shot his 

victims in support of the Islamic State extremist group, but no ties to terrorist groups have been found. 

 

Since his arrest, Santiago has been treated for his mental illness and his attorneys have repeatedly said he 

is competent to understand the legal proceedings. Prior to the shooting, he was briefly treated at an 

Anchorage mental institution after showing up at the local FBI office claiming to be hearing voices, then 

released with no restrictions on owning a gun, authorities have said. 

 

The statement of facts filed Monday - signed by Santiago and his attorneys - lays out in detail the actions 

Santiago took that day, as well as a few new pieces of evidence. For instance, the document states that 

Santiago researched the layout of the Los Angeles International Airport three days before flying to Florida, 

but does not indicate why he did that or why he ultimately chose Florida. 

 

It also describes the injuries suffered by the six wounded people along with the multiple surgeries and 

medical procedures they have had to endure. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Interpol database inquiries jump 200% 

SOURCE https://homelandprepnews.com/stories/28528-interpol-information-database-inquiries-jump-200-

percent/  

GIST Use of the International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL) global databases has been on the rise 
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in recent years amid growing threats of terrorist attacks in Europe, with inquiries to stolen and lost travel 

documents data increasing by more than 200 percent since 2014. 

 

Delegates recently met at the 48th INTERPOL European Regional Conference in Dublin. Drug trafficking, 

online child sexual abuse, organized crime, and cybercrime were all addressed the three-day event that 

drew 130 senior law enforcement officers from 52 countries. 

 

INTERPOL Secretary-General Jürgen Stock noted during the event that law enforcement agencies must 

adapt and evolve, particularly in the realm of data protection and information sharing. 

 

“Data needed by national police increasingly resides outside of law enforcement. It is in open sources, in 

battlefields and owned by private industry,” Stock said. “To ensure officers have access to the information 

they need to successfully investigate cases requires data quality, reliability, and security. INTERPOL is 

ideally and uniquely placed to meet these needs.” 

 

Charles Flanagan, Ireland’s Minister for Justice and Equality, said INTERPOL’s work over the last 100 

years or so “epitomizes the value of police services across the world working together.” 

 

“Thanks to the excellent cooperation fostered by INTERPOL, police officers here in Ireland and across the 

world are provided with invaluable support in their efforts to protect citizens from terrorism and crime in 

all its many forms,” Flanagan said. “The global network of INTERPOL National Bureaus that operate 

around the clock handling enquiries plays a vital role in this, and I’d like to pay tribute to the Irish 

INTERPOL National Central Bureau based in Garda Headquarters for its contribution to this network, and 

also to the members of An Garda Síochána who have served in INTERPOL’s General Secretariat 

Headquarters in Lyon over the years.” 

 

Meanwhile, INTERPOL President Meng Hongwei said police agencies across Europe have made 

significant contributions toward global security. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Honduran drug lord gets life sentence 

SOURCE http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/article211591874.html  

GIST A Honduran drug lord convicted by a Miami federal jury was sentenced Monday to life in prison for 

supplying alleged Mexican kingpin Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman and other traffickers with huge loads of 

cocaine that were smuggled into the United States. 

 

Sergio Neftali Mejia-Duarte, 41, used go-fast boats, helicopters and airplanes to ship an estimated 20,000 

kilos of cocaine from Colombia through Central America to Mexico and then the United States, U.S. 

authorities said. 

 

At trial in January, testimony by convicted associates and pictures from a 2,000-kilo drug seizure bolstered 

the Justice Department's case that Mejia-Duarte was guilty of conspiring to supply cocaine to Mexico's 

notorious Sinaloa Cartel for distribution in the United States over the past decade.  

 

Mejia-Duarte, aka "El Doctor," was portrayed by federal prosecutors as a violent boss who carried guns, 

employed bodyguards and deployed assassins in a bloody war with a rival. 

 

"The life sentence imposed upon Mejia-Duarte ends the reign of a ruthless drug trafficker," U.S. Attorney 

Benjamin Greenberg said in a statement. 

 

Mejia-Duarte was given the maximum sentence for his drug conspiracy conviction by U.S. District Judge 

K. Michael Moore. 

 

Mejia-Duarte's case, investigated by the Drug Enforcement Administration, opened a window into the vast 
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international narcotics network operated by Guzman and other Sinaloa cartel bosses. 

 

Last year, Guzman was extradited from Mexico to the United States to face a sweeping indictment that 

includes numerous drug trafficking charges bundled together from cases in New York, Miami and other 

U.S. cities. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Mass school shootings: small towns 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/8660507c56b04dd0b580b248d39d2a2c/Mass-school-shootings-mostly-

happening-in-small-town-America  

GIST ATLANTA (AP) — If you want to know where mass school shootings are most likely to occur, look no 

farther than small-town and suburban America. 

 

The massacre that killed 10 people at a high school in Texas last week was just the latest to happen in a 

small or suburban city. Of the 10 deadliest school shootings in the U.S., all but one took place in a town 

with fewer than 75,000 residents and the vast majority of them were in cities with fewer than 50,000 

people. 

 

These are seemingly idyllic places to grow up: low crime rates, good schools and a sense of community 

where everyone seems to know your name. And it’s exactly those attributes, experts say, that are why 

small rural and suburban towns are a breeding ground for the next school shooter. 

 

“Ironically it’s people in small towns and suburbia who think it can’t happen here. And that is exactly the 

type of place where it does happen,” said Peter Langman, a psychologist who has been studying school 

shootings for years and operates a database of school gun violence in the U.S. and abroad. “People tend to 

think of violence associated with cities, not violence associated with small-town America, but this type of 

violence is the one associated with small-town America.” 

 

Experts say the phenomenon is due to a variety of factors that include easy access to guns and the copycat 

effect of disturbed suburban and small-town teenagers emulating each other. It’s also blamed on the 

pressures of living in small towns that make it harder for disgruntled teenagers to adjust. 

 

“In small-town America, it’s said everybody knows everybody, and that’s well and good except when you 

don’t want everybody to know what’s going on with you,” said James Alan Fox, a professor at 

Northeastern University who has been studying mass shootings for decades. “If things are going downhill 

for you, you did something wrong or someone did something wrong to you and some girl dumps you, 

everybody knows. So it’s much harder to get away from it. 

 

“Whereas in the big city, where no one knows your name, that can be a good thing,” he added. “You don’t 

have this feeling that everybody knows what you’re going through. Being in a small town has its 

advantages in terms of a network and a sense of community but sometimes that can be a double-edged 

sword.” 

 

Parkland, Florida, where authorities say a former student in February gunned down 17 people, had just 

recently been voted the safest town in Florida. Newtown, Connecticut, where a shooting in 2012 at Sandy 

Hook Elementary School took the lives of 20 children and six adults, is a classic New England town, 

seemingly a world away from the crime and problems of nearby Bridgeport, one of that state’s largest 

cities. 

 

The site of the Columbine High School tragedy was a Denver suburb, the Virginia Tech massacre 

happened in a college town of about 40,000 people. The shooting last week took place in a town of 13,000 

people about 40 minutes southeast of Houston. 

 

The prevalence of the mass shootings in smaller cities stands in contrast to the situation in big cities like 
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New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. They have strict gun laws and their own problems with street gun 

violence, but it’s rare that a mass shooting has been carried out in one of their schools. 

 

In the 1980s and 1990s, urban districts sought to make schools safer from drug- and gang-related violence, 

taking such steps as installing metal detectors at entrances. That is exactly what pro-gun Republicans and 

the National Rifle Association have been proposing in the wake of recent massacres. 

 

Some school security and psychology experts, as well as those who have been studying mass shootings for 

decades, say school designs and talk of arming teachers is a simplistic approach that doesn’t get at the 

heart of preventing it from happening. While students often have a sense that a classmate might be 

planning an attack or know that someone is troubled, they might be more hesitant in smaller towns to tell 

anyone about it, said Langman, director of SchoolShooters.info. They know each other well, visit each 

other’s homes and families can be business associates. 

 

“The best prevention is to catch them early before they show up with a gun rather than trying to make it 

hard for them once they’re already at the building with a gun,” he said. 

 

Fox also said it’s hard to overlook the issue of copycats — and how much that can determine the types of 

locations where school shootings occur. 

 

“They’re all white, male, teenagers in small towns or rural areas because they identify the other white, 

male teenagers in small towns or rural areas. Whereas a black kid in the Bronx or the streets of Chicago, 

that’s not his world. He’s got totally different issues he’s dealing with,” Fox said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Teens charged in mall drive-by shooting 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article211587824.html  

GIST Two brothers opened fire in the Tacoma Mall parking lot, striking three cars and sending witnesses 

ducking behind cars, records show.  

 

The drive-by happened about 5:45 p.m. on May 15.  

 

Witnesses saw two men walking away from a parked Honda Civic. 

  

“The Civic suddenly went into reverse quickly, and the witness heard multiple gunshots,” according to 

court documents.  

 

The men being shot at ducked behind vehicles and ran from the parking lot. Witnesses took cover and 

called 911. 

 

Police pulled over the Honda Civic four minutes later. 

 

Inside the car, a handgun was tucked under the passenger seat and officers allegedly found 

methamphetamine, marijuana, pills and a drug scale. 

 

Fifteen casings were found in two locations of the mall parking lot. One was found inside the Honda. 

 

No one was injured, but three cars were damaged by the shots. 

 

The brothers, ages 16 and 19, were arrested. The younger brother is believed to be the shooter. The older 

brother was driving the car.  

 

On Friday, both brothers were charged with first-degree assault, drive-by shooting and unlawful 

possession of a controlled substance. The younger brother is also charged with second-degree unlawful 
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possession of a firearm. 

 

The older brother pleaded not guilty and was ordered held on $150,000 bail. 

 

Pierce County Superior Court Commissioner Meagan Foley ordered the brothers not to have contact until 

the case is resolved. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Major pot crime ring w/China ties busted 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/investigators-raid-17-illegal-grow-houses-bust-major-marijuana-

crime-ring-with-china-ties  

GIST BURIEN, Wash. - An investigation into a major marijuana crime ring with ties to China has turned up 

thousands of illegal plants at nearly two dozen homes in greater Seattle area. Several people are now 

behind bars. 

 

Authorities said at a quiet home in Burien on SW 137th Street, the electricity bill was sky high—totaling 

$37,000 during a three-month period.  

 

Prosecutors said the people there paid the bill in cash to avoid tipping off authorities. But, that didn’t stop 

investigators. 

 

Last week, officers seized more than 3,000 illegally-grown marijuana plants from 17 homes in the Seattle-

Tacoma area. That includes more than 430 marijuana plants at homes in South Seattle, 400 plants at a 

home in Kent, and 400 plants in Tacoma. 

 

Officers also recovered grow lights, ballasts, ducting and other equipment. 

 

Prosecutors said the marijuana was grown illegally and then shipped to New York’s black market. 

 

In a statement, the U.S. Attorney Annette L. Hayes explained how far-reaching the crime is: “The 

defendants are charged with growing thousands of pounds of marijuana in Western Washington and then 

shipping it to the East Coast to take advantage of black market prices...hundreds of thousands of dollars 

have flowed in from China to pay for grow houses and the massive electric bills associated with them. In 

the mean time, the communities where these grow houses are located are dealing with a host of negative 

impacts including distortion of real estate markets with criminals making all cash payments at inflated 

prices." 

 

Qifeng Li went before a judge in federal court Monday. His wife Xiamin Huang was arrested and 

answered to charges last week. Authorities are still looking for Li’s brother Qiwei Li. 

 

Prosecutors are now charging all three with conspiracy to manufacture and distribute marijuana. 

 

According to the prosecutor's office, if convicted, the defendants could get 10 years up to life in prison and 

be fined as much as $10 million. 

 

Prosecutors said the investigation continues and more people could be arrested. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Parkland ‘swatting’ large police response 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/south-sound-news/they-were-playing-a-game-the-17-officers-who-

responded-to-help-a-teen-in-trouble-werent/754114294  

GIST A 21-year-old man accused of calling sheriff's deputies in a so-called "swatting" call is defending himself 
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against the allegations. Pierce County deputies say the report of a kidnapping last night at a Parkland 

apartment complex was a prank and they are labeling it "swatting." 

 

The 21-year-old who was arrested spoke to KIRO 7 News. We are not naming him since he has not been 

charged, but he contends that he's a victim in this incident. The Pierce County Sheriff’s Department says a 

21-year-old man and 15-year-old girl were arrested after 911 calls drew police to an apartment complex in 

the 12700 block of C Street South in Parkland around 7 p.m. Sunday looking for children supposedly 

being held hostage -- a story deputies say wasn't true. 

  

The Pierce County Sheriff’s Department posted details on its Facebook page and under a lead statement 

which read, “If you called 911 on Sunday night in Pierce County and had significant delays or no response 

from law enforcement, it was due to a very poor choice by a teenage girl and an adult male. A 'swatting' 

prank took a large amount resources away from REAL emergencies and REAL victims.” 

 

The PCSD says it was around 6:44 p.m. Sunday when a woman called 911 to report that she had been on 

the phone with her son and said her son had told her his 16-year-old friend was in danger. The initial 

emergency had a scenario where that friend and two younger siblings were being threatened by their 

father, who was reportedly armed with a firearm in an unknown apartment.  

 

The woman eventually gave dispatchers her son’s phone number and they were able to get hold of him. He 

reported that the incident was playing out at the Heather Court apartments. He also contended that the 

situation was ongoing and that he was headed to the area and would meet deputies so they could speak to 

the victim.  

 

He met deputies at a nearby business and was with them when authorities got on the phone with the 

supposed victim who couldn’t give them an apartment number where the incident was taking place.  

 

PCSD spokesperson Ed Troyer says the call drew a heavy response to the apartments late Sunday. “We 

were pretty much armed and took over a neighborhood because that's what we do when we hear someone's 

armed and going to kill somebody.” 

 

Troyer says dozens of officers raced to the complex after calls said children were being held at gunpoint 

by their father. 

 

The call was so severe -- deputies abandoned real emergency calls -- but it ended up being a fake cry for 

help. “This is dangerous for everybody when our guys are armed and they think somebody's being held 

hostage by somebody in a house. Somebody in that house could have gotten hurt.” 

 

Deputies searched the apartments and checked with staff but nobody matched the description that were 

part of the 911 call. They also traced the 911 call back to the home a 15-year-old girl who deputies say 

admitted she pretended to be the victim. Deputies also arrested a 21-year-old man who they say played a 

role. 

 

KIRO 7’s crew met the 21-year-old man at his home and he said he feels like he was a victim. "I thought it 

was real ... I had no idea until after the incident was over and the cop just came over and said you were 

under arrest and it hit me like a brick.”  

 

He said he was frustrated the girl may have targeted him and others. “I hope I come up clean from it...and 

them (the culprits) paying for it, because this was just wrong.” He confirmed he met police and that he had 

been arrested and had been in the Pierce County jail until he was released Monday. He says his court date 

will be July 3. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 WSP: 19 arrests Poor People’s Campaign 
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SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/05/21/19-poor-peoples-campaign-demonstrators-arrested-for-refusing-

orders-to-leave-capitol-rotunda/  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. — Nineteen demonstrators from the Poor People’s Campaign were arrested for 

trespassing Monday night inside the Capitol Rotunda when they refused to obey orders to leave, the 

Washington State Patrol said. 

 

They were arrested without incident and were processed for second-degree trespassing, the State Patrol 

said. 

 

The organization said poor people, clergy and advocates are conducting a six-week period of nonviolent 

action by marching on the statehouse to “demand elected officials take immediate steps to confront 

systemic racism.” 

 

The organization said the demonstrations will be held in 35 states and at the Capitol in Washington, D.C. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Mayor tells NYPD to stop pot arrests 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/05/22/NYC-Mayor-Bill-de-Blasio-tells-NYPD-to-stop-

marijuana-arrests/8731526967895/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_us&utm_medium=1  

GIST May 22 (UPI) -- New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio this week told the NYPD not to arrest people for 

smoking marijuana in public and instead give them a summons. 

 

The policy will be part of a 30-day review of the racial disparity in marijuana arrests, the New York Daily 

News reported. 

 

It is also part of a process to better understand how to deal with marijuana legalization from a law 

enforcement perspective. Although de Blasio has not come out in support of marijuana legalization for 

recreational use, he believes it will eventually be a law-abiding way to imbibe. 

 

"With marijuana legalization likely to occur in our state in the near future, it is critical our city plans for 

the public safety, health and financial consequences involved," de Blasio said in a statement. "While I still 

have real concerns we must work through, it isn't difficult to see where this is headed, and any responsible 

policymaker must prepare for that eventuality. My focus now will be helping to craft the critical regulatory 

framework that must come before legalization is realized." 

 

NYPD Deputy Commissioner of Public Information Phil Walzak told CNN that the department is 

reviewing the mayor's request and could begin the policy towards the end of summer. 
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HEADLINE 05/22 UN: meth trafficking Southeast Asia 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/21/asia/methamphetamine-mekong-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The production and trafficking of methamphetamine in the Mekong Delta region of Southeast Asia 

is rising at "alarming levels," the United Nations has warned. 

 

The area has long been notorious for opium and heroin, especially the so-called "Golden Triangle" of 

Laos, Myanmar and Thailand. 

 

But experts say organized criminal groups have invested in methamphetamine as a response to market 

forces and because it's easy to hide and move the laboratories where the drug is made. 

 

The warnings about the escalating drug trade came during a meeting of drug and law enforcement officials 

in Myanmar's capital of Naypyidaw. 
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Myanmar Deputy Home Minister Major General Aung Soe said a regional approach was needed to 

squeeze the supply of materials into the region. 

 

"A top priority for us (Myanmar) is a regional precursor strategy that will slow the supply of chemicals 

and pharmaceutical products into drug producing areas of the Golden Triangle," he was quoted as saying 

by the UNODC. 

 

The regional drug market for both heroin and methamphetamine is estimated to be worth around $40 

billion, according to the UN's Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC). 

 

While opium and heroin production in the Mekong is on the decline, some countries have already 

performed more seizures of methamphetamine than all of 2017 combined, the UNODC said. 

 

Methamphetamine from the region has been found and seized in large quantities across the Asia-Pacific, 

including in Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Malaysia, and Indonesia. 

 

Record-breaking drug busts have also been made in Myanmar and Thailand this year, while authorities in 

Australia seized a record 1.2 metric tonne shipment of methamphetamine in December, though that was 

believed to have originated from China. 

 

"Significant changes have been underway in the regional drug market for a number of years now," said 

Jeremy Douglas, the UNODC representative for Southeast Asia. 

 

"Responding to the situation requires acknowledging some difficult realities, and agreeing to new 

approaches at a strategic regional level." 
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HEADLINE 05/21 School shooter’s father: son was bullied 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/santa-fe-high-school-shooting-suspect-dimitrios-pagourtzis-victims-

latest-2018-05-21/  

GIST SANTA FE, Texas -- New details have emerged about the heroic effort to confront a young man who 

opened fire at a school Friday, which prevented a larger tragedy.  

 

Ten people were killed and at least 13 others were hurt, including a school resource officer. Authorities 

say they don't have a motive, though the suspect's father gave his own explanation. 

 

Suspect Dimitrios Pagourtzis, 17, sits in a county jail under suicide watch. 

 

The tight-knit community of Santa Fe is still reeling from a tragedy that many thought would never happen 

in their small town. 

 

Antonios Pagourtzis, the father of the shooter, told the Wall Street Journal his son was "a good boy" and 

had been "mistreated at school." He said his son was bullied and said, "I believe that's what was behind the 

shooting." 

 

"It's hard to answer what he realizes at this point. Our conversations have been very stuck in the 

immediacy of the moment," Nicholas Poehly, one of Pagourtzis' attorneys, said. "We're not able to say 

right now what he comprehends." 
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HEADLINE 05/22 Judge: Fiji 4 not guilty of sedition 
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SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/fiji-found-guilty-sedition-media-freedom-case-

55344094?   

GIST A judge in Fiji found an opinion writer and three newspaper executives not guilty of sedition on Tuesday 

in a ruling that many consider a victory for press freedom in the South Pacific nation. 

 

Judge Thushara Rajasinghe ruled that prosecutors failed to prove an opinion piece had promoted feelings 

of ill will and hostility between Muslims and non-Muslims in Fiji. The piece ran in a small indigenous-

language newspaper published by The Fiji Times. 

 

The men were each facing up to seven years in prison if found guilty. The judge also found Fiji Times 

Limited not guilty. 

 

Many people consider The Fiji Times to be the last independent media voice in a country where many 

news outlets kowtow to the government. 

 

The newspaper's publisher, Hank Arts, who was among those charged, said he was relieved by the ruling. 

 

"Winning this gives us all the courage to keep going," he said. "It's an election year and it's very important 

that we keep doing what we're doing, and do it well." 

 

The case centered on an opinion piece written by Josaia Waqabaca, a former taxi driver and political 

activist. In his column, which ran in the Nai Lalakai newspaper, Waqabaca accused Muslims of historic 

crimes, including invading foreign lands, rape and murder. 

 

Two months after the column appeared, a senior government official complained to the police. 

 

Five years ago, The Fiji Times was fined $170,000 and its editor-in-chief, Fred Wesley, was given a 

suspended jail sentence after the newspaper reprinted a story in which a soccer official questioned Fiji's 

judicial system. Wesley was also charged in the latest case and said he was "very pleased" with the ruling. 

 

"It actually ends two years of stress," he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Maryland: officer killed in confrontation 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/baltimore-area-officer-gunned-responding-suspicious-vehicle-

report/story?   

GIST A manhunt was underway Monday evening in Baltimore County, Maryland, for four suspects involved in 

the killing of a police officer, who confronted them after responding to a report of a burglary, authorities 

said.  

 

The suspects, considered armed and dangerous, were still at large Monday evening and police were 

combing the Baltimore suburb of Perry Hall, where three elementary schools were under lockdown, said 

Baltimore County Police Chief Terrence Sheridan. 

 

Earlier Monday, Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan said on Twitter that the officer had been shot and killed in 

the line of duty. But Sheridan said detectives "won't know until the medical examiner does the autopsy and 

gives us a manner and cause of death."  

 

He said that just before 2 p.m., the police department's 911 center received a call from a citizen about a 

possible burglary involving four suspects.  

 

"Our patrol officer responded, was confronted and from that point, she was injured and we are 

investigating this as a homicide," Sheridan said.  
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The officer was not immediately identified. She was rushed to Franklin Square Hospital in Baltimore, 

where she died at 2:50 p.m., officials said. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Guilty plea theft of officers’ guns 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/houston-baggage-handler-pleads-guilty-to-stealing-

guns-from-three-bellevue-police-officers/  

GIST HOUSTON  — Federal prosecutors say a 22-year-old man working as a contract baggage handler at 

Houston’s Bush Intercontinental Airport has pleaded guilty to stealing guns last year from the luggage of 

three Bellevue, Washington, police officers. 

 

Mack Stewart faces up to 10 years in federal prison and a $250,000 fine at his sentencing hearing set for 

Sept. 11. Stewart entered his guilty plea Monday before U.S. Magistrate Judge Christina Bryan. He 

remains free on bond pending sentencing. 

 

U.S. Attorney Ryan Patrick says the three officers had returned home to Washington Oct. 4 on a United 

Airlines flight from Houston to Seattle when they discovered their service weapons missing. About a 

month later, Stewart was found with one of the guns when he was pulled over for a traffic stop. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 France: gunmen try to corner police 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/media-men-shoot-youth-french-city-injury-

reported-55332701?   

GIST Police officials say a group of people, some armed with guns, shot into the air in the French city of 

Marseille and tried to corner officers who responded to the sound of gunfire. 

 

Christophe Reynaud of the Marseille police said one resident was hit in the head with a butt of a gun and 

slightly injured during the incident in the Busserine district on early Monday evening. 

 

Reynaud ruled out terrorism as a motive and said the shooting probably was drug-related. 

 

He says the group drove away and has not been apprehended. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Texas: more school threats, gun incidents 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/guns-found-schools-santa-fe-1st-day-back/story?   

GIST On the first day back in class after a gunman killed 10 people inside Santa Fe High School in Texas, two 

students at nearby schools allegedly came to campus with guns, officials said, while school threats were 

allegedly reported at three other nearby schools.  

 

Just 60 miles from Santa Fe High School, a student at Hargrave High School was found to have a gun in 

his backpack, the Huffman Independent School District said in a statement on Facebook.  

 

The student "was intending to harm himself," the district said, and the student and backpack were taken 

into custody.  

 

The school was placed on lockdown as a precaution, the district said. 

 

Meanwhile, just 14 miles from Santa Fe High School, a male student at the League City Intermediate 

School was found with an unloaded gun, authorities told ABC station KTRK in Houston. 
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School administrators took the gun and the student was taken into the custody of the Galveston County 

Sheriff's Office, KTRK reported.  

 

At a third nearby school, a student was arrested for allegedly making a threat today, though no gun was 

found.  

 

A student at La Marque High School, just 9 miles from Santa Fe High School, allegedly texted someone to 

bring him a gun.  

 

"We appreciate the quick action of students for reporting what they knew of and saw so that we can keep 

the campus safe," the district said. 

 

At a fourth school, YES Prep West in Houston, a person allegedly phoned in a threat to shoot up the 

school, Houston police said, according to KTRK.  

 

And at a fifth school, Crosby High School in Crosby, a threat was written on a bathroom wall alleging a 

shooting would take place May 30, the Crosby Independent School District said.  

 

"Administrators and our school resource officers are investigating the threat to determine its source," the 

district said. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Western State patients face release delays 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/western-state-patient-releases-can-be-delayed-years-for-

lack-of-outside-beds/  

GIST JEFFERSON COUNTY — It took more than half a year for Brian’s daughter to get a bed at Western State 

Hospital after she put a bread knife into an electrical outlet at his Tacoma apartment. 

 

A court ruled she needed involuntary psychiatric treatment at the 857-bed facility in Lakewood, but 

because the waitlist can stretch to more than 100 patients, his daughter instead bounced around Pierce 

County inpatient treatment centers that provide less-intensive care. 

 

“She was just kind of surviving,” Brian said of his 30-year-old daughter, who he said has a history of 

mental-health disorders. She is also an artist and a passionate traveler who studied science at a top college. 

  

Last month, Brian said he was notified his daughter was stable enough to leave Western State. He also was 

told it might take a while to find a suitable place for her to live, a situation that helps illustrate a complex 

bottleneck at the root of the hospital’s admission waitlist for civil, or noncriminal, patients. 

 

Most patients exiting Western State can’t live independently or with family, and Washington officials are 

struggling to find appropriate beds in adult family homes and other types of care facilities to discharge 

them to. That lag time has left scores of Western State patients stuck in limbo, and holds up beds at the 

facility that other people in crisis need. 

 

“They don’t have the places, the physical places and the staff, to treat as many people as there are that 

need help,” Brian told The News Tribune, The Olympian and public radio’s Northwest News Network at 

his new home near Port Townsend. Brian asked that his last name not be published and that his daughter 

not be named, saying he fears employers and others may discriminate against her in the future. 

 

Data released by the hospital shows just how big the problem is. 

 

About 40 percent of the hospital’s roughly 580 civil patients were on the discharge list earlier this month. 

The median time currently spent on the discharge list is 104 days. Some people have waited years, even 

decades to be released after the hospital deemed them ready to go, according to hospital officials. 

 

As a result, the average wait for patients to get into Western State is about 62 days for younger adults and 

48 days for older adults in the hospital’s civil wards. Marylouise Jones, interim CEO at Western State, said 

that if the hospital could discharge everyone ready to leave, they “may not have a waiting list” for civil 
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admissions. 

 

Civil patients at Western State have been involuntarily committed by a judge but aren’t in treatment as part 

of the criminal-justice system. The state-run hospital also serves roughly 270 patients in its forensic wards, 

which house people who have been charged with or convicted of a crime and need mental health 

evaluations or treatment. 

 

Brian said his daughter was put on the waitlist to get into the hospital last summer but didn’t get a bed 

until March. Western State would not confirm that time line, citing patient privacy concerns. 

 

Now she’s having a hard time getting out. 

 

Brian said it’s his understanding that his daughter interviewed with one possible treatment facility for her 

to discharge to, but that it wasn’t the right fit. Brian said he can’t safely care for his daughter at home 

because she is, in his words, “treatment-resistant.” 

 

Her discharge efforts hit another snag last week, Brian said, when she refused to take medication and sign 

paperwork that would ensure she has Social Security and medical benefits in the community. 

 

Diagnosing the backlog 

  

When patients are discharged from Western State, about 75 percent are released to treatment facilities 

around Washington that contract with state government. 

 

While patients might be stable enough to leave the hospital, they often need ongoing help managing their 

condition and the daily aspects of their lives, such as taking medication, eating and bathing. Many of them 

are older. 

 

Most commonly, patients from Western State are discharged to adult family homes or group homes, which 

are typically located in residential neighborhoods and also can serve people not in the mental-health 

system. Some discharged patients head to nursing homes or other more-secure treatment centers. 

 

There are a host of reasons why the state has trouble discharging so many Western State patients to these 

settings. 

 

For one, staff at licensed care facilities need specific training to host patients with complex psychiatric 

disorders, which not all providers have, said Bea Rector, who runs a division at the Department of Social 

and Health Services that oversees the process of finding a step-down home for patients who need mental-

health care. 

 

It also can be more costly and time-consuming to serve the many needs of Western State patients, said 

John Ficker, executive director of the Adult Family Home Council, which can be a disincentive for 

providers on thin budgets. 

  

There are other roadblocks, such as when a patient rejects a proper step-down facility because it’s located 

in a city too far away from family, Rector said. 

 

Jones, Western State’s acting CEO, said a home might not take a Western State patient because of the 

stigma associated with people who have received mental- health treatment at the large institution. 

 

Another reason treatment facilities turn away patients is criminal history. While civil patients generally 

aren’t at Western State due to a criminal charge, some might have charges in their past. Rector said they 

might have a history of sexually inappropriate behavior, assault or arson. 

 

In some cases it’s “really difficult to get a provider to feel like they can accept that resident and still meet 

the health and safety needs of the people around them,” Rector said. 
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Jones called it a “huge issue” over the last two decades. 

 

“We know the patient is safe, does not present a public safety risk,” Jones said. “Nevertheless it’s still, 

based on their history, very difficult to find places in the community that can support them.” 

  

Recently, tensions flared over an extreme example of this debate when Western State tried to discharge 

Lawrence David Butterfield, a man charged with murder, to an adult family home near an elementary 

school in Lakewood. Local elected officials pushed back and Butterfield stayed at the hospital. 

 

In that case, Butterfield entered Western State as a forensic patient but later flipped to the civil side of the 

hospital after he was found incompetent to stand trial. A small group of civil patients at the hospital follow 

that path. 

 

Lakewood is now trying to restrict adult family homes and other facilities in a way that could have 

implications for more traditional civil patients hoping to discharge in the area. 

 

The city is considering a moratorium on the approval of new licenses for adult family homes, group homes 

and other treatment centers in residential areas. It also recently passed an ordinance signifying they believe 

adult family homes should not house people with violent or sexually violent histories and is debating a 

lawsuit against the state to make that wish reality. 

 

The state Attorney General’s Office has said such a restriction might break anti-discrimination laws. The 

Adult Family Home Council, which lobbies on behalf of adult family home providers, opposed the idea. 

 

(Some states require treatment centers such as adult family homes to take patients from state hospitals. 

Some states even run step-down facilities.) 

  

 

State Sen. Steve O’Ban, a Tacoma Republican whose legislative district includes Western State and parts 

of Lakewood, said the state should work to develop more of a secure, intensive type of treatment center for 

patients with violent histories, known as an enhanced services facility. 

 

The enhanced facilities have round-the-clock nursing staff, a behavior specialist on site and more, 

according to Rector. Washington has three such facilities — one in Vancouver, two in Spokane — holding 

between eight and 16 beds each. A fourth is to open in Everett in September, Rector said. 

 

Seeking solutions 

 

There is no easy answer to Western State’s civil-discharge list. 

 

Rector said the state is encouraging enhanced services facilities by offering construction money to those 

who want to build them. The state has been providing training to some community providers so they can 

more easily serve hard-to-discharge patients, she said. 

 

State officials also booked money in 2017 for building up bed capacity for hard-to-place patients and have 

been in talks with providers to develop other ways to increase beds. 

 

Discharging patients has a financial incentive. The average bed rate at Western State is $790 a day, while 

enhanced service facilities cost $425 per day and adult family homes just $95, according to the governor’s 

office. 

  

Ficker, of the Adult Family Home Council, said his providers would like to see a bigger boost in state 

money to pay for costly, hard-to-serve patients.  

 

In the future, Washington lawmakers hope to stop treating most civil patients at Western State altogether 
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and instead treat them at other smaller, intensive-care facilities around the state. Legislators say patients 

are better off treated closer to home rather than at a centralized location. 

 

The shift also would free up bed space for the lengthy list of forensic patients waiting to get into Western 

State. The state has been fined millions by a federal court for its inability to provide timely services to 

criminal defendants who have mental illnesses. 

 

Gov. Jay Inslee this month set a 2023 deadline for Western State and Eastern State hospitals to stop 

admitting new civil patients. Lawmakers from both sides of the aisle generally agree with the strategy, and 

in the last year they have been taking steps to phase out civil patients at the hospitals. 

 

For now, the waitlist remains. 

 

In the interview at his home, Brian said his daughter first had a mental “break” about eight years ago. 

Since then, he said, she has been hospitalized several times and occasionally been close to homelessness.  

  

Brian said he knows there isn’t a quick fix for his daughter’s challenges with mental health. Once she’s 

discharged, he’s hopeful she can find a safe place to live where she can “be monitored and get treatment at 

the same time.” 

 

“It’s really, really sad when something like that first happens,” Brian said of his daughter’s 

hospitalizations. “Eventually you just have to accept it, and try to do the best you can, and try to be an 

advocate for them and maybe for other people who have these problems.” 
Return to 

Top
 

 

 

HEADLINE 05/20 Spokane: little appetite for head tax 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/spokane-leaders-dont-want-head-tax-for-homeless-

services/  

GIST Don’t expect a levy on businesses in Spokane to pay for homeless services, like the head tax approved last 

week in Seattle. 

 

Elected officials in Spokane said last week there was little appetite for such a move, citing previous 

investments in shelter services and the work of nonprofits to push affordable housing in the downtown 

core. 

 

Some criticized the move as standoffish with the business community, as evidenced by mega-retailer 

Amazon and coffee giant Starbucks condemning the unanimous vote of the Seattle City Council last week 

to impose the tax. 

 

“I’ve never been the type of person that wants to link a tax to a specific type of issue,” said Mayor David 

Condon, calling the move “counterproductive” to creating livable-wage jobs that he said are needed to 

address homelessness. 

 

Spokane has faced a growing number of people living on the streets in recent years, and both the mayor 

and Spokane City Council have poured money into keeping a shelter system open around the clock. City 

Council President Ben Stuckart, who has pushed workplace requirements on employers, including 

mandatory paid sick leave, said he didn’t agree with the way Seattle approved the tax without a vote of the 

people. 

 

“I have plenty of liberal friends over in Seattle, and none of them supported the way the City Council went 

about supporting the head tax,” Stuckart said. 

 

“I can’t believe it passed. That’s shocking,” he added. 
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Stuckart pointed to Spokane’s investments in homeless shelters, totaling $850,000 last year, and its work 

on revising zoning codes to promote infill development and the agreement between Condon and the 

council to use $2 million in real-estate excise taxes over the next two years to promote affordable housing 

construction as evidence Spokane is working to address the issue without raising taxes on businesses. 

 

“We’re not going to let ourselves get in that position,” Stuckart said. 

 

The affordability of real estate in downtown Spokane, compared to other West Coast cities such as Seattle 

and Portland, also puts charitable organizations in a better position to address the problem here than in 

other big cities, said Grant Forsyth, chief economist with Avista Corp. 

 

“We still live in a community where land values, prices and availability are such that nonprofits can make 

a big impact on this homelessness issue,” Forsyth said. 

 

A majority of Stuckart’s colleagues on the City Council said they agreed that taxing businesses of a certain 

size wouldn’t make sense to address the problems facing the city’s homeless population. The Seattle tax 

calls for a $275 payment per employee for firms grossing more than $20 million annually. 
Return to 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Schools spending on high-tech security 

SOURCE http://www.wavy.com/news/national/schools-are-spending-billions-on-high-tech-security-but-are-

students-any-safer-/1189909092  

GIST (NBC) -- With each new school shooting — the latest left 10 dead Friday in Santa Fe, Texas — the routine 

of death and grief grows numbingly familiar, and so does the inescapable question: Is there any way for 

schools to stop them? 

 

School districts trying to avoid becoming next on the list are urgently chasing answers, with an increasing 

number staking their hopes on high-tech security systems originally developed for the military, police and 

private industry. 

 

These modern tools range from instant background checks for visitors and social-media monitoring 

software to gunshot-detection sensors and ID cards equipped with panic buttons. They’re driving a rapidly 

growing school security market, which has ballooned to a multibillion-dollar industry — despite little 

proof that the new methods prevent violence. 

 

“If all you’re doing is buying something and slapping it on and going about your business, you have 

wasted your money and you’re no safer than you were before,” said Amy Klinger, director of the 

Educator’s School Safety Network, an Ohio-based nonprofit. 

 

Many states and districts are pursuing low-tech routes as well, welcoming more armed guards, allowing 

teachers to carry guns, and even handing out rocks or baseball bats. But districts of all sizes are opening up 

their budgets or chasing government grants to pay for state-of-the-art technology, often acting on the 

theory that, when it comes to layers of security, more is always better. 

 

“How do you know if something is going to happen or not happen?” Jim Scully, superintendent of the 

7,300-student school district in Haverhill, Massachusetts, said in an interview last month. 

 

While overseeing the recent construction of a middle school, Scully persuaded district officials to install a 

network that identifies the sound of gunfire and alerts police and administrators. Made by Shooter 

Detection Systems using technology developed for the military, the network cost $70,000, covered by state 

and federal grants. 

 

The system has not been deployed since its initial practice run. 
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“But given what’s going on in the world, who knows?” Scully said. “My feeling was when we had the 

opportunity to take advantage of the funding, we did, and put that system in.” 

 

MILITARY TOOLS FIND A NEW USE 

 

After 17 students and staff members were killed at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, 

Florida, on Feb. 14, the school district in Santa Fe, Texas, sent out a reminder of its security procedures. 

Superintendent Leigh Wall said in a letter to parents and staff that the measures included security cameras, 

"visitor tracking systems” and a “district-wide connected emergency warning and announcement system.” 

She also stressed that the district had its own police department, with 12 officers trained to handle active-

shooter situations. 

 

One of the district's police officers was wounded in Friday's attack, when a 17-year-old student with no 

criminal record entered Santa Fe High School just before the start of classes armed with a shotgun and 

handgun owned by his father, and opened fire, authorities said. Eight students and two teachers were 

killed, and 13 people were wounded. 

 

The uncertainty over what can be done at a local level to prevent school shootings — and the horrifying 

consequences of failing to do so — has created a business opportunity. Companies seek to convince 

schools that the technology deployed by police in the U.S. and by the military overseas can also save lives 

in the classroom, and that their products have already been proven effective. 

 

Alexander S. Carney, a former special operations officer in the Marines, is now a vice president for 

Critical Response Group, which makes digital and shareable school floor plans based on formats used in 

counter-terrorism raids.“As we speak, the technique we’re talking about is being used in multiple 

countries, in multiple places in those countries,” he said. 

 

Dozens of school districts in New Jersey, where the company is based, have adopted the plans. The 

company saw a spike in inquiries after Parkland, and again after the Santa Fe shooting. 

 

These digitized graphics, along with tools like shot-detection systems, are likely to shorten emergency 

response times or reduce the number of victims of a mass shooting. The graphics, which start at $1,880 per 

school, place building layouts on map-like grids, allowing police to quickly familiarize themselves with 

the scene, identify where a shooting is happening and plan their response. But whether high-tech products 

can keep such attacks from happening remains an open question, researchers and safety consultants say. 

 

That was among the concerns raised in a 2015 RAND study on the growing use of school-safety 

technology. Researchers surveyed a variety of school districts and encountered officials “in desperate need 

of more evidence on what works.” Some of the products — visitor management systems, anonymous tip 

lines — were relatively simple, inexpensive and sensible, the researchers said. But they also found scant 

evidence of most high-tech tools’ effectiveness, and some of the technology might make students feel as if 

they were under siege, the researchers said. 

 

“I walked away thinking that what districts needed was an independent third party to wade through the 

marketing from the different companies,” RAND policy researcher Heather Schwartz said. “But my 

impression was that was not going to happen soon.” 

 

After the December 2012 massacre at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut, the 

National Institute of Justice made school safety research a priority, doling out tens of millions of dollars 

each year to projects that sought to understand school violence and how to stop it. Much of that work has 

not yet been completed. 

 

And now the funding source appears to be drying up. A federal spending bill passed in March eliminated 

the NIJ grant programs. Instead, after the Feb. 14 massacre in Parkland Congress passed the STOP School 

Violence Act. It redirected federal funding toward anti-violence training, installation of metal detectors, 

anonymous tip lines and better mental-health services, rather than research into technology-based 
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solutions. 

 

A RAPIDLY GROWING MARKET 

 

The lack of research hasn’t stopped districts from investing in high-tech promises. School administrators 

said they want to be smart about what they buy, but they are also guided by parents’ desire for added 

security — even if those systems are never used. 

 

Scott Laliberte, superintendent of schools in Londonderry, New Hampshire, took advantage of a state 

grant offering contracts with COPSync, which allows teachers to hit a panic button on their classroom 

computers and communicate with authorities via text message. The system has not been put to use yet. But 

in a couple of accidental activations, Laliberte said, he saw that it gets officers to the scene quickly. 

 

“Tools like this come out, and they are certainly useful, but it’s important to keep in proper perspective 

that they are part of larger solution we’re trying to create,” Laliberte said. 

 

A post-Parkland analysis by IHS Markit noted that the school security market had surged to about $2.7 

billion a year. The next wave of products available to school districts could include facial-recognition 

cameras and impenetrable classroom doors, the firm said. 

 

The recent buying spree has troubled some school-safety experts, who stress that no cutting-edge measures 

compare to old-fashioned student care: communicating with them, listening to what they say, and offering 

help when they need it. 

 

“Most school shootings around the country, they had cameras and that didn’t prevent it,” said Curtis 

Lavarello, executive director of the School Safety Advocacy Council, which helps districts develop 

security plans. “Where you’re stopping it from occurring is by talking to kids and being active in your 

hallways, reaching out to students.” 

 

The school district in Toms River, New Jersey, which has more than 15,000 students in 19 schools, takes a 

“holistic” approach to safety that doesn’t just rely on technology, said Superintendent David Healy. That 

includes programs that identify troubled students and get them help. 

 

Still, the district recently used a grant to enroll in Critical Response Group’s system that digitizes the 

layouts of buildings and makes them shareable with law enforcement. Paired with a network of internet-

accessible surveillance cameras, the system allows police to get to the source of a problem quickly, 

officials say. 

 

“It’s all about expediency. The sooner the police get there, the sooner the carnage ends,” Healy said. 

 

In Overland Park, Kansas, John Douglass says he has all the proof he needs that high-tech security is 

worthwhile. 

 

The former police commander is executive director of emergency services for the Shawnee Mission 

School District, which issued $20 million in bonds to pay for security upgrades at five high schools. They 

included a network of internet-based surveillance cameras and door alarms that can alert and track 

intrusions remotely, monitored by control centers in each school. 

 

Just after they were installed, nearly four years ago, the system was used to track and arrest a boy who was 

threatening two students via text message. Officers saw him on camera trying to get in a back door to a 

school, and when they stopped him, he was on his way home, where police found guns stacked in his 

bedroom, according to police. He was charged with aggravated criminal threat. 

 

The system has also helped interrupt two less serious intrusions since then, Douglass said. 

 

“That tells us the system is working,” he said. 
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'THE CADILLAC' OF SCHOOL SECURITY PLANS 

 

The ultimate manifestation of the rush to high-tech school security may be 40 miles south of Parkland, in 

Miami-Dade County. 

 

It is home to the nation’s fourth-largest school district, with 345,000 students, 40,000 employees, nearly 

400 schools and thousands of reported crimes each year. The district’s police department has less than 200 

officers. Better technology seemed the only way to try to keep up with potential threats, said Edwin Lopez, 

the district’s police chief. 

 

“We’ve had to alter our response from traditional law enforcement techniques to a more technological 

response,” Lopez said. 

 

After the Newtown shooting, the Miami-Dade Schools Police Department pitched the National Institute of 

Justice on a project it called Campus Shield. The police envisioned a system that collected massive 

amounts of data — social media feeds, attendance records, school incident reports, nearby crimes, 

citizens’ tips — and funneled it through software to identify patterns or signs of trouble. This “fusion 

center” would be linked to the district’s network of surveillance cameras, its school-visitor system, its 

gunshot-detection system and team of mental-health specialists. If it worked, the massive security package 

could be copied elsewhere. 

 

The district won a $4.3 million grant, and the project is now being piloted at 18 schools. An independent 

research company is comparing crime and student performance with schools that are not part of the 

project; its results are expected in the fall. 

 

Lopez said that the project has led officers to students expressing suicidal thoughts and uncovered white-

collar crimes such as credit card fraud. 

 

Campus Shield was featured in the 2015 RAND report as an example of a district that is “putting it all 

together.” Schwartz, one of the report’s authors, called it “the Cadillac” of school security plans — but 

cautioned that it may only be applicable to the nation’s biggest, and big-budgeted, districts. 

 

As Santa Fe mourns the students and teachers killed in Friday’s shooting, there is urgency in finding 

solutions that will work for all school districts, big and small. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Canada: asylum seekers put to work 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/asylum-seekers-have-flooded-into-canada-

the-government-is-putting-them-to-work/2018/05/20/5cd4e218-593b-11e8-858f-

12becb4d6067_story.html?utm_term=.1f443eb5d383  

GIST MONTREAL — In a darkened room at a suburban community center last month, a representative from a 

Canadian meatpacking company showed a huge map on the screen. More than 30 Haitians who had 

recently walked across the border to file refugee claims in Canada were in the audience. 

 

“This is Canada,” the woman said. “Here’s Quebec.” She was trying to recruit workers for her company’s 

pig farm, but first she needed to describe where it was. 

 

She zoomed in: “This is Temiscamingue,” she said, explaining that it’s an eight-hour drive northwest of 

Montreal. Two men stood up and walked out. 

 

Pay starts at $13.25 an hour and shifts start at 7 a.m., she said, and workers get housing and full benefits. 

People started to raise their hands. 
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By the end of the job fair, Olymel managers said they were thrilled: With 10 jobs to fill, at least a dozen 

people had stayed behind to ask questions. 

 

Tens of thousands of people have surged across the border into Canada from the United States to claim 

asylum in the past year as the Trump administration’s policies on migrants caused worry among asylum 

seekers and anti-migrant sentiment rose. The flood of migrants has put pressure on Canada’s asylum 

system, accustomed to smaller numbers, and has driven up costs. 

 

The deluge of “irregular” border-crossers into Quebec has been a boon for companies such as Olymel 

during a time of low unemployment. Olymel, for instance, has hired 250 asylum seekers at other sites. 

 

“There was a big need, an urgent need, for employees,” said company spokesman Richard Vigneault. 

“They’re very much willing to work. We train them; they’re very fast. . . . We’re very satisfied.” 

 

Many asylum seekers have also placed their hopes in work. With warnings that their claims will probably 

be rejected, many say they believe a good employment record will ultimately help them to stay. 

 

“That’s why we’re here in Canada — so we have a job and a future,” said Jean Brize, 38, who attended the 

job fair. Originally from Haiti, he moved to Canada from New York City last year with his wife and 

daughters. “The government is also focused on people who work.” 

 

Many of the migrants crossing into Canada know little about the distinctions between the Canadian and 

American asylum systems. 

 

Those differences are stark, especially now. South of the border, claimants wait at least six months before 

they can legally work, and in recent months a “significant portion” have been kept in detention, according 

to Eleanor Acer, of the nonprofit organization Human Rights First. 

 

In Canada, and particularly Quebec, asylum seekers get shelter, food, legal aid, basic health care, language 

classes and help finding an apartment, and they begin to receive welfare payments at the same rate as 

Canadian citizens. But they’re also given work permits and asked to support themselves as soon as 

possible, paying taxes at normal rates. 

 

That approach has become a crucial safety valve for Canada as the number of refugee claimants has 

doubled over the past year. In one report, Canadian authorities estimated that resettling Syrian refugees 

cost $2,650 per person per year over six years. Other research has shown that spending is much higher in 

the first year. Asylum seekers in Canada wait an average of 19 months for a hearing, further driving up 

costs. 

 

The federal response has partly been to try to put people to work. In the fall, the government decreased the 

wait time for work permits from three months to three weeks, quickly issuing 12,000 permits in Quebec. 

This spring, it created a “triage” system, busing people from the border to regions other than Montreal, 

including rural parts of Quebec, with dire labor needs. 

 

The system will attempt to send some asylum seekers “to the regions of Quebec, including issuing work 

permits more quickly to meet manpower demands,” said Chantal Bouchard, a spokeswoman from 

Quebec’s Immigration Department. 

 

Asylum seekers are doing fairly well in finding work. Of 13,072 adult asylum seekers who began 

receiving Quebec social assistance for the first time last year, 7,132, or about 55 percent, quit the program 

by the end of 2017, said a spokesman from the provincial labor ministry. 

 

Some of those people probably quit for reasons other than finding a job, such as moving to another 

province. And that number doesn’t include anyone who began receiving welfare in the last months of 2017 

— a big group, after the summertime deluge over the border — and who succeeded in finding work early 

this year. 
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Those who work with them say their employment rates are high. 

 

“It’s not a difficult period for people to find a job,” said Francine Dupuis, who runs Montreal’s major 

governmental hub for refugee claimants. 

 

Among the Haitian arrivals, “almost all” are now working, said Marjorie Villefranche, director of the 

Haitian community center that hosted Olymel’s job fair. Other meatpacking companies also have hired 

heavily, as well as a canoe and kayak manufacturer and a producer of herbs, spices and teas. 

 

Asylum seekers say that finding work isn’t just a question of earning a good living. 

 

“The government has already spent a lot of money” on refugee claimants, said Éligene Perame, 52, a 

Haitian migrant who was also considering going to work at the rural pig farm. “But I have to make efforts 

to find work to help myself, mostly.” 

 

Refugee acceptance rates have been falling swiftly, and this month federal ministers said they expect that 

90 percent of the “irregular” border crossers won’t meet refugee criteria. 

 

With those odds, seeking work isn’t a bad strategy. Job status shouldn’t be relevant when people argue 

their claims, but submitting letters from employers “doesn’t hurt,” said Montreal refugee lawyer Mitchell 

Goldberg. 

 

It will also be crucial later for the minority of people who manage to appeal their rejections. Then they 

must show that their families are thriving in Canada and should stay on humanitarian grounds, Goldberg 

said — and employment is “very, very important.” 

 

Given the current stress, some are even asking the government to take things a step further. Villefranche, 

whose community center helped resettle thousands of Haitian arrivals last year, has pitched the idea of 

allowing them to simply switch status to temporary migrant workers, an existing Canadian program, and 

then to apply for a permanent visa with the help of their employers. 

 

“That would be much faster for them and less expensive for everyone,” she said. “And there is hope at the 

end.” 

 

The Quebec government said that proposal would fall under the federal government’s jurisdiction; the 

federal government has said it is up to the province. 

 

“The government would most likely be concerned that it would be a pull factor drawing more people to 

cross the border,” Goldberg said. 

 

Brize, after filling out forms for the Temiscamingue job, said any option is a good option if it means 

staying in Canada. 

 

“If the government gives us asylum status, that’s good,” he said. “If the government [says] it will welcome 

us by sending us to another position, to work, we have no problem. It’s residence status we’re looking for, 

because we do not want to live in our country.” 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Average price of gas jumps to $3/gal. 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/15b0cdfd856c461f849c181ff20bbb64/Average-price-of-US-gas-jumps-10-cents,-

to-$3-a-gallon  

GIST CAMARILLO, Calif. (AP) — The average price of regular-grade gasoline in the U.S. jumped 10 cents a 

gallon over the past two weeks to $3.00. 
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Industry analyst Trilby Lundberg of the Lundberg Survey said Sunday that the price has spiked 41 cents 

over the past three months. 

 

Lundberg says the increase is largely driven by higher crude oil costs and the phasing-in of summer-grade 

gasoline, which is used to prevent smog. 

 

The highest average price in the contiguous 48 states was $3.79 in the San Francisco Bay Area. The lowest 

was $2.54 in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 

 

The average price for diesel fuel rose 9 cents, to $3.23. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Police response Texas shooting unclear 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/4749a4f22fff40b0ab598e401151f83c/Police-response-to-Texas-school-shooting-

remains-unclear  

GIST AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Santa Fe High School had conducted active shooter drills, armed police officers 

patrolled the hallways and students went through a scare in February after a false report of a campus 

gunman. 

 

But in the aftermath of the deadliest public school shooting in Texas history, early witness accounts and 

recordings from emergency dispatch describe a 30-minute nightmare as the real thing unfolded last week, 

even as authorities continued to keep details close Sunday. 

 

Among the biggest unknowns is when the confrontation began at the high school outside Houston between 

police and 17-year-old Dimitrios Pagourtzis, who authorities say opened fire on an art lab with a shotgun 

and .38 caliber handgun shortly after the first bell Friday morning. Pagourtzis wasn’t hit in the attack even 

though officials have described him engaging in a drawn-out firefight with police. 

 

Ten people were killed, most of them students. Galveston County District Attorney Jack Roady declined to 

answer questions about the shootout and investigation Sunday, including whether police may have hit any 

students in a gunfight with the shooter. 

 

He also said autopsy reports won’t be released while the case is pending. 

 

The length of the attack appeared to go on longer than most mass shootings that last around eight minutes, 

said Ben Tisa, a former FBI agent. He said that could make the Santa Fe shooting unusual. 

 

“It would be unless they couldn’t find the guy and they had to hunt him,” said Tisa, who now does tactical 

training in California. 

 

Although officials have praised a swift response, it remains unclear just how quickly police got to the art 

lab on the 1,400-student campus. Galveston County Judge Mark Henry, the county’s top administrator, has 

said police exchanged rounds with Pagourtzis “for quite a while” before he surrendered a half-hour after 

the first reports of a shooter on campus. 

 

“They said there was a lot of firepower and a lot of rounds exchanged,” Henry said. 

 

Officials have not yet released 911 tapes but on emergency dispatch recordings from Galveston County, 

captured by Broadcastify.com, a female voice is heard saying “more shots fired” about 10 minutes after 

authorities first received reports of gunfire. Five minutes later, a male voice says the suspect is “possibly 

going to be barricaded” with additional reports of shooting a few minutes after that. 

 

“He’s actively shooting. He’s in the art room. We’ve got, we’ve got shots fired right now. We need you all 
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up here,” a male voice says at what appears to be about 15 minutes after the shooting began. 

 

Henry said investigators were still working on the timeline and Tisa cautioned that emergency dispatch 

traffic doesn’t always reflect real time. One Santa Fe school police officer who responded to the attack was 

shot and remained in critical condition Sunday, according to the University of Texas Medical Branch. 

 

Zach Wofford, an 18-year-old senior, was across the hallway when the shooting began and said he heard 

gunfire that lasted 10 to 15 minutes from the art classroom. That’s where Breanna Quintanilla, a 17-year-

old junior, was when the attack began. She said Pagourtzis had aimed at her and missed but that it 

ricocheted into her right leg. 

 

She recalled the voice she heard after the first sound of gunfire in the class: “If you all move, I’m going to 

shoot you all.” 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Seattle mayor eyes backyard cottages 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/993119/durkan-order-backyard-cottages/  

GIST After years of studies and discussion, Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan is streamlining the process to build 

backyard cottages. The mayor’s office hopes it will incentivize homeowners to build the units while 

creating more affordable housing in the city. 

 

“Seattle faces an affordability and housing crisis, and we are taking urgent action to increase the supply of 

rental housing options as quickly as possible,” Durkan said. “Too many people are being pushed out of 

this city or can’t find a place to live. We need to use every tool in our toolbox to boost the supply of 

housing.” 

 

A backyard cottage is essentially what it sounds like — a living space akin to a mother-in-law unit built in 

a backyard. They have been promoted as one method to address Seattle’s severe lack of affordable 

housing. 

 

But progress toward building the backyard cottages has been stalled at Seattle City Hall for years. Durkan 

aims to end that bottleneck. She has ordered the Department of Construction and Design to “fast track” 

pre-approved designs for detached accessory dwelling units (ADAU) aka backyard cottages. 

 

“Fast-tracked designs for backyard cottages will allow us to get more housing online faster,” Durkan said. 

“We will continue to work on all fronts – from adding more shelter beds to innovative permanent housing 

options – to build a more affordable future for Seattle.” 

 

Seattle will pay architects to develop a handful of standard cottage designs that homeowners can choose 

from. These designs will be permitted more quickly and cheaper. Durkan’s office says this will cut down 

permitting time by half. The office doesn’t say exactly how much cheaper the process will be, but does 

note that current costs can range between $10,000 and $30,000 just to design the structure. And up to 

$300,000 to build it. 

 

The Seattle City Council started looking at options for building the units in 2016 — following years of 

pilot programs testing the idea. Progress was stalled in 2017, when one Seattleite called the issue a “war” 

between neighbors. Some residents want the ability to rent to people in their own backyard. Others want to 

slow growth and density in their single-family neighborhoods. 

 

This month, the council finally began considering even more options to bring backyard cottages to Seattle. 

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement will evaluate code changes. This will further remove barriers to 

building the units. Councilmember Mike O’Brien has been involved in the process much of this time. 

 

“For the last few years, we have been working toward increasing opportunities to create more backyard 
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cottages and in-law apartments across the city,” O’Brien said. “I am excited to be taking another step in 

that direction with the release and public comment period for the draft Accessory Dwelling Units EIS, 

which looks at removing code barriers. 

 

“In the next year, I will continue to work towards increasing housing choice in single family 

neighborhoods, and ensuring the benefits of backyard cottages and in-law apartments can be shared across 

our diverse Seattle communities,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 US State Dept. blasts Venezuela elections 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-pope-francis-prays-venezuelans-55305346?   

GIST The Latest on Sunday's presidential election in Venezuela (all times local): 

 

10:43 a.m. 

 

The U.S. Department of State spokeswoman has called Venezuelan elections illegitimate.  

 

In a Twitter post Heather Nauert also said that the U.S. supports "free and fair elections." 

 

"Venezuela's so-called elections today are not legitimate. The United States stands with democratic nations 

around the world in support of the Venezuelan people and their sovereign right to elect their 

representatives through free and fair elections," she wrote. 

 

Sunday's election has drawn broad criticism since some of Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro's most-

popular rivals were barred from running, and several more were forced into exile. 

 

Echoing the views of Venezuela's tattered opposition movement, the U.S., European Union and many 

Latin American countries have already said they won't recognize the results. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Small crowd for open-carry rally Seattle 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/crowd-gathers-for-open-carry-march-in-seattle  

GIST SEATTLE -- A crowd came together Sunday evening in downtown Seattle to support open-carry gun 

laws.  

 

The rally was in McGraw Square, just north of Westlake Park and was organized by the group Patriot 

Prayer.  

 

The group's organizer says last week's school shooting in Texas shows the need for action on gun rights.  

 

He wants lawmakers to allow school staff to carry guns to protect themselves and their students.  

 

Since the Texas shooting, a state lawmaker is calling for a special session to consider tougher gun 

legislation. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Activists protest pipeline expansion 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/05/20/activists-protest-kinder-morgan-pipeline-expansion-in-seattle/  

GIST SEATTLE -- Hundreds of activists took to land and sea in protest of Kinder Morgan and its involvement 

in the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion project Sunday in Seattle. 
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Protesters from Washington, Oregon and Canada came together in an effort to protect the Salish Sea from 

the pipeline expansion. 

 

On the water, dozens of kayactivists and canoes surrounded the Kinder Morgan marine terminal. Others 

rallied on land near Occidental Park before marching to the Seattle waterfront. 

 

Groups like Greenpeace USA stood in solidarity amongst indigenous peoples, with a common goal to 

protect marine life, the water, and community. 

 

"It would make climate change worse, it would trample Indigenous rights, it would run over our clean 

water here, and it would decimate the final 76 remaining orcas, the Southern Resident killer whale in our 

waters," said Ben Smith with, Greenpeace USA. 

 

Facing waves of protest, Kinder Morgan halted the $5.8 billion pipeline expansion last month, until May 

31. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Hawaii faces new threat from volcano 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-hawaii-volcano/hawaii-faces-new-threat-from-volcano-gassy-

glassy-laze-idUSKCN1IL0U2  

GIST PAHOA, Hawaii (Reuters) - Hawaii residents coping with Kilauea’s volcanic eruption faced a potentially 

deadly new hazard on Sunday as authorities warned that lava flows reaching the Pacific Ocean could 

produce noxious clouds of acid fumes, steam and tiny, glass-like particles. 

 

The civil defense notices cautioned motorists, boaters and beachgoers to beware of caustic plumes of 

“laze” formed from two streams of hot lava pouring into the sea after cutting across Highway 137 on the 

south coast of Hawaii’s Big Island late on Saturday and early Sunday. 

 

The bulletins also warned that reports of toxic sulfur dioxide gas being vented from various points around 

the volcano had tripled, urging residents to “take action necessary to limit further exposure.” 

 

Laze - a term combining the words “lava” and haze” - is a mix of hydrochloric acid fumes, steam and fine 

volcanic glass specks created when erupting lava, which can reach 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit (1,093 

degrees Celsius), reacts with sea water, Hawaii County Civil Defense said in a statement. 

 

“Be aware of the laze hazard and stay away from any ocean plume,” the agency said, warning that 

potential hazards include lung damage, as well as eye and skin irritation. 

 

Under Sunday’s conditions, with strong winds and copious amounts of lava hitting the ocean, the laze 

plumes could extend as far as 15 miles (24 km), mostly along the coast and offshore, though the hazard 

would diminish the farther out to sea it blows, according to USGS geologist Janet Babb. 

 

Authorities cautioned, however, that wind patterns can change abruptly. The U.S. Coast Guard was 

“actively monitoring” the area to keep away all vessel traffic except permitted tour boats, the civil defense 

office said. 

 

Laze killed two people when a lava flow reached the coast in 2000, and even a wisp can cause eye and 

respiratory irritation, the U.S. Geological Survey said. Acid rain from laze has corrosive properties 

equivalent to diluted battery acid, the agency said. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Pakistan confronts ‘Me Too’ movement 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/05/20/pakistan-me-too-movement/620273002/  

GIST LAHORE, Pakistan — This is Pakistan’s Me Too moment. 

 

A handful of Pakistani women recently went public to accuse famous actor and musician Ali Zafar of 

sexually harassing and abusing them. Their announcement grabbed headlines, prompted outrage and 

sparked the Me Too movement in conservative Pakistan. 

 

The women’s remarkable statements — followed by similar claims in politics and business sectors — are 

a sea change in this highly traditional Islamic country where female honor killings, child brides and 

polygamy are commonplace. In Pakistan, women receive only a portion of an inheritance that males get. 

 

"I think in any society it is difficult for women to come forward,” said Nighat Dad, director of the Digital 

Rights Foundation and an activist for women's rights. “The Me Too movement has organically come with 

women coming forward against powerful men, be it Ali Zafar or a CEO of a tech start-up, to finally hold 

men accountable for their behavior.”  

 

Victims of sexual abuse and harassment have long suffered in silence in Pakistan, where shame is placed 

on the woman and not the perpetrator. Most women never report the incidents, but those who do come 

forward often face shame or questions about their morality. 

 

Pakistani pop singer Meesha Shafi, who accused Zafar of sexually harassing her on multiple occasions, is 

challenging that tradition.  

 

“Today I am breaking this culture of silence and I hope that by doing that I am setting an example for 

young women in my country to do the same,” Shafi wrote on Twitter last month. “We only have our 

voices and the time has come to use them.” 

 

Zafar denied the claims and demanded that Shafi delete the allegation online and issue an apology, or he 

would file a $9 million defamation suit against her. 

 

“I am deeply aware and in support of the global Me Too movement and what it stands for,” Zafar said in a 

statement. “I am the father of a young girl and a young boy, a husband to a wife and a son to a mother. I 

have nothing to hide. Silence is absolutely not an option.” 

 

Shafi has refused to take down her tweets. Her attorney denied she defamed Zafar. 

 

Days after the public dispute erupted, more women came forward against Zafar, who has been compared 

to Hollywood producer and accused abuser Harvey Weinstein in the Pakistani press. 

 

Leena Ghani, a makeup artist based in London, said Zafar had repeatedly “crossed boundaries” with her. 

 

“His behavior displays a clear lack of respect for women,” Ghani said on Twitter. “Inappropriate contact, 

groping, sexual comments should not fall in the gray area between humor and indecency.”  

 

Humna Raza, a blogger from Lahore, accused Zafar of groping her when she asked to take a selfie with 

him. Another woman, Noor Sehar, a Karachi marketing executive, accused Zafar of sexual misconduct at a 

party. 

 

Such allegations are not isolated. Khalid Bajwa, chief executive of local music streaming company Patari, 

stepped down from his post last month following sexual harassment allegations. 

 

While many have supported the Pakistani singer for bravely speaking out, others questioned her 

accusations. 

 

“I just don’t see any truth in these allegations,” said film actress Resham, who uses a single name for her 
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career. “Ali cannot do such a thing. How can he harass a woman and she doesn’t slap him back, hit him 

with a shoe, push him away or complain to his wife?” 

 

Shafi also has been shamed on social media after she went public. "The backlash that Meesha has faced, 

the misogynistic attitudes that she has had to confront also sends women a message that there is still a cost 

to coming forward,” Dad said. 

 

Others defended her.  

 

“Meesha is a superstar who is really successful and earns as much as the male stars in this country,” said 

actor and model Iffat Omar in an Instagram post. “So why would she do this if she was not hurt? Many 

people are claiming that she is doing this for fame or money. She already has more than enough of both.” 

 

Still, many women are afraid to come forward because of possible repercussions. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Preserve: arrest records Rosa Parks, MLK 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/rosa-parks-mlk-records/2018/05/20/id/861434/  

GIST Yellowing court records from the arrests of Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King Jr. and others at the dawn of 

the modern civil rights era are being preserved and digitized after being discovered, folded and wrapped in 

rubber bands in a courthouse box. 

 

Archivists at historically black Alabama State University are cataloguing and flattening dozens of 

documents found at the Montgomery County Courthouse, and Circuit Clerk Tiffany McCord hopes 

electronic versions will be available for viewing as early as late June. 

 

Once the records are added to Alabama's online court system, historians and others will be able to read the 

original pleadings filed by Parks' attorneys following her refusal to give her seat to a white man on a 

Montgomery city bus on Dec. 1, 1955. 

 

Parks' arrest led to the Montgomery Bus Boycott, which launched a young King to prominence as a civil 

rights leader while the Atlanta-born pastor was working at his first church in downtown Montgomery. 

 

The records being preserved include a bail document signed in black ink by King, who was arrested in 

March 1956 with Parks and more than 100 others on charges of boycotting the city bus system in protest 

of Parks' treatment. 

 

"I think the public ought to be able to see that," said McCord. "It's exciting that it's happening." 

 

Alabama State archivist Howard Robinson said the records are important because they provide texture and 

depth to the story of the early days of the movement. 

 

Rather than just containing the familiar names of Parks and King, Robinson said, the records include the 

names of lesser-known people like witnesses who saw Parks' arrest; bus boycott participants; attorneys; 

and those who put up bond to free people from jail. 

 

"These papers allow us to understand who those folks were," said Robinson. 

 

Parks was convicted of violating the city's segregation laws; a federal court deciding another case 

outlawed segregation on public buses while her case was being appealed. That same ruling effectively 

ended King's appeal after he was convicted with others of violating an anti-boycott law. 

 

McCord said she found documents from the cases, which include records from trial and appeals courts, 

after taking office in 2013. 
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"They were in an envelope box. They were all bent and folded with rubber bands on them probably dating 

back to the 1950s. The bands were sort of disintegrating into them," she said. 

 

After looking at options, including feeding the papers through a scanner that sometimes jams, McCord 

said she decided to provide them on a 10-year loan for scanning and research by Alabama State, where 

fliers announcing the boycott were made more than 60 years ago. 

 

Some records and photos relating to Parks' arrest already are on display at Montgomery City Hall, and 

school officials sounded skeptical when first contacted about the boxful of court records, McCord said. 

 

"When they came over and saw what it was their mouths dropped open," she said. 

 

Robinson said he hopes to locate some of the people mentioned in the documents. 

 

"In order to understand the past and all the events that have occurred, particularly as part of the modern 

civil rights movement, we reduce the bus boycott to Rosa Parks refusing to relinquish her seat and Martin 

Luther King leading the bus boycott," he said. "But these records sort of indicate that it was much more ... 

than that, that there were far more people involved and that the city of Montgomery and the state of 

Alabama mounted a pitched battle to maintain segregation." 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Ohio police database: people w/disabilities 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/database-give-police-info-people-disabilities-

55309165?   

GIST A new database will alert Ohio law enforcement officers about motorists and passengers with 

communication disabilities who could be mistaken for someone impaired or a threat. 

 

The Blade reports the Legislature approved creating the database at the urging of Jenny Hughes, of 

Walbridge, in northwestern Ohio. 

 

Hughes' oldest son is 24, has autism, but is high functioning and recently started driving. Her 23-year-old 

son is severely autistic and doesn't drive, but could become agitated if he's in a vehicle that's pulled over. 

 

The database goes online in early August. It would include personal information about people tied to 

specific vehicles and linked with the database used by law enforcement officers to check license plates. 

 

Forms to voluntarily put names in the database will be available on Ohio's disabilities agency website. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Indonesia’s most volatile volcano erupts 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/indonesias-volatile-volcano-erupts-55319297?   

GIST Indonesia's most volatile volcano spewed smoke and ash early Monday in the latest of several eruptions in 

less than two weeks. 

 

Mount Merapi on the main island of Java erupted twice, sending a column of volcanic material up to 1,200 

meters (3,930 feet) into the air and making ash fall in several villages, said Sutopo Purwo Nugroho, the 

disaster mitigation agency spokesman. 

 

He said the alert level of the volcano was not raised, which is at a normal level with no eruption expected 

in the foreseeable future. 
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An eruption of Merapi on May 11 sent nearby residents fleeing to safer areas. There have been no reports 

of casualties, and operations at Adi Sucipto airport in Yogyakarta was not disturbed by Monday's 

eruptions. 

 

The 2,968-meter (9,737-foot) mountain between Yogyakarta and Central Java provinces is the most active 

of 500 Indonesian volcanoes. Its last major eruption in 2010 killed 347 people and caused the evacuation 

of 20,000 villagers. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Venezuela president wins re-election 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/maduro-wins-venezuela-election-challengers-call-

illegitimate-55319195?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Embattled socialist incumbent Nicolas Maduro won Venezuela's presidential election by a landslide in a 

disputed vote marred by irregularities and mass absenteeism that led his main rivals to call for a re-run to 

prevent a national social crisis from exploding. 

 

The National Election Council announced that with more than 92 percent of polling stations reporting, 

Maduro won nearly 68 percent of the votes Sunday, beating his nearest challenger Henri Falcon by more 

than 40 points. 

 

As the results were being announced, residents of downtown Caracas just a few blocks from where 

Maduro supporters were celebrating banged on pots and pans in protest. Falcon accused the government of 

buying votes and dirty tricks to boost turnout among poor voters most hurt by widespread food shortages 

and hyperinflation in what was once Latin America's wealthiest nation. 

 

The election "without any doubt lacks legitimacy and we categorically refuse to recognize this process," 

Falcon told supporters minutes before the results were announced, vowing to fight on instead of joining a 

growing list of beleaguered anti-government politicians who've fled into exile of late. 

 

The disputed victory is likely to heighten international pressure on Maduro. Even as voting was taking 

place Sunday, a senior U.S. official said the Trump administration might press ahead on threats of 

imposing crippling oil sanctions and Secretary of State Mike Pompeo warned "sham elections change 

nothing." 

 

Falcon was joined in his demand for a new election by third-place finisher Javier Bertucci, who won 

around 11 percent of the vote. Bertucci, a TV evangelist who handed out soup at his campaign rallies, 

stopped short of challenging the results, partly blaming what he called a mistaken opposition boycott that 

led to a turnout of around 46 percent — the lowest in a presidential race in two decades of revolution. 

 

But he said he nonetheless favors a new election soon and urged Maduro to do the courageous thing and 

desist from running. If Maduro presses forward, he warned, Venezuela will explode before his new six-

year term is scheduled to begin in January. 

 

A social crisis years in the making has worsened as Venezuela's oil production — the source of almost all 

of its foreign income — has collapsed to the lowest level in decades and financial sanctions by the Trump 

administration has made it impossible for the government to renegotiate its debts. More than 1 million 

people have fled the country in the past two years and 14,000 percent inflation has crushed the minimum 

wage to less than $2 a month. 

 

Maduro, 55, immediately called for dialogue with his opponents and put the best face forward on what 

analysts said were nonetheless disappointing results underscoring how vulnerable his hold on power 

remains. Despite energetic campaigning his overall vote haul slipped by 1.6 million from 2013, when he 

was first elected after Hugo Chavez's death from cancer. 
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But he showed no sign of replaying Sunday's vote. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 N.C. emergency mgrs. deploy to Hawaii 

SOURCE http://www.witn.com/content/news/Ten-NC-emergency-managers-report-to-Hawaii-to-help-with-

volcano-response-483123431.html  

GIST RALEIGH, N.C. (WITN) - Ten emergency managers and fire service officials from our state departed 

Saturday for Hawaii, to serve on an incident management team as Hawaii continues to respond to the 

erupting Kilauea volcano. 

 

The team will work from an emergency operations center in Hilo, on the big island of Hawaii, supporting 

the Hawaii County Civil Defense agency. The team consists of one state emergency manager and nine 

county and local emergency managers and fire officials. 

 

Team members come from emergency management agencies across the state, including Onslow County, 

and from NC Emergency Management. 

 

The team will arrive in Hawaii Saturday evening and will serve for two weeks before returning home. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Starbucks’ restrooms open for all 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/starbucks-creates-policy-on-nonpaying-guests-1526745600  

GIST Starbucks Corp. said Saturday it is creating an official policy that allows all guests to use its cafes, 

including its restrooms, whether or not they make a purchase. 

 

The policy comes a month after a Philadelphia manager called the police in April about two black men 

who asked to use the bathroom without purchasing anything and then allegedly refused to leave the cafe 

when asked. 

 

Starbucks baristas and store managers have long found the coffee company’s guidelines on how to treat 

lingering nonpaying guests vague at best. One company executive told the Journal the guidance on 

nonpaying guests had long been a gray area, which the Philadelphia incident brought to the forefront. 

 

The company said at the time that it had different guidelines for its 28,000 stores globally, depending on 

the market. The new policy will apply to its more than 8,000 U.S. company-operated cafes. 

 

On Saturday, the company told its employees in a letter that “any person who enters our spaces, including 

patios, cafes and restrooms, regardless of whether they make a purchase, is considered a customer.” 

 

Under the new policy, when a customer is “behaving in a disruptive manner,” employees should follow 

the company’s procedure on handling disruptive guests, which will contain some new guidance, a 

spokesman said. Starbucks didn’t say what that procedure entails or define what constitutes disruptive 

behavior. If a situation presents an immediate danger or threat to employee or customer safety, Starbucks 

employees should call 911, the company said. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Detained Saudi feminists face ‘traitor’ label 

SOURCE http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/human-rights-groups-slam-saudi-arabia-chilling-smear-

campaign-against-activists-786866070  

GIST Human rights groups questioned Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman's reform agenda on Saturday 
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after prominent women's rights activists who campaigned for the right to drive were arrested and branded 

"traitors" by government-aligned media outlets.  

 

Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch called on the authorities to release the detainees, 

identifying six of them as Eman al-Nafjan, Lujain al-Hathloul, Aziz al-Yousef, Aisha al-Manea, Ibrahim 

Modeimigh and Mohammed al-Rabea. 

 

The activists, both women and men, have campaigned for a woman's right to drive, which the conservative 

kingdom is set to grant from next month after banning it for decades. 

 

The decision hailed as proof of a new progressive trend under Mohammed bin Salman, who has presented 

himself as a reformist but has been accompanied by a crackdown on dissent. 

 

"Saudi Arabia cannot continue to publicly proclaim support for women's rights and other reforms while 

targeting women human rights defenders and activists for peacefully exercising their rights to freedom of 

expression, association and assembly," said Samah Hadid, Amnesty's Middle East Director of Campaigns. 

 

A government statement said seven people had been arrested for suspicious contacts with foreign entities 

and offering financial support to enemies overseas, without elaborating. 

 

A state security spokesman did not identify the detainees, but online news site Sabq, seen as close to the 

authorities, linked them to the arrests of the women's rights activists. 

 

Authorities said that they were still identifying others allegedly involved in activities that "encroach on 

religious and national constants," and fellow activists said others were arrested but the total number was 

not immediately clear. 

 

Amnesty described it as a "chilling smear campaign" designed to intimidate and discredit the human rights 

activists, whose faces have appeared online and on a newspaper front page labelling them as traitors. 

 

"Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s 'reform campaign' has been a frenzy of fear for genuine Saudi 

reformers who dare to advocate publicly for human rights or women’s empowerment," said Sarah Leah 

Whitson, Middle East director at Human Rights Watch. 

 

"The message is clear that anyone expressing skepticism about the crown prince's rights agenda faces time 

in jail." 

 

Women will be allowed to drive starting in Saudi Arabia on 24 June. Activists and analysts say, however, 

that the government is keen to avoid rewarding activism, forbidden in the absolute monarchy. The 

authorities also may aim to avoid antagonising the sensitivities of religious conservatives opposed to 

modernisation. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Philippines: won’t oppose China on sea 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-20/duterte-says-philippines-won-t-oppose-china-

on-sea-activity  

GIST Philippine’s President Rodrigo Duterte reiterated that he would not provoke China into a war following 

reports that the Chinese military landed long-range bombers on an airport in the South China Sea. 

 

“You know they have the planes, not stationed in Spratly but near the provinces facing -- Chinese 

provinces facing the Spratly and the China Sea. And with their hypersonic, they can reach Manila within 

seven to 10 minutes,” Duterte said in a speech on Saturday in Cebu, according to transcript emailed by his 

office Sunday. 
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Facing criticism over his apparent inaction on China’s increasing military activity in the South China Sea, 

Duterte questioned where his country would end up should war erupt in the region. “What will we arm 

ourselves with if there’s a war? Will we resort to slapping each other? I couldn’t even buy myself a rifle. It 

was given to me. So how will we even fight with the Chinese?” 

 

Duterte said there was no assurance that the U.S. would remain on the side of the southeast Asian nation if 

war broke out. A more feasible solution would be to forge a joint exploration pact with China to harness 

the disputed sea’s potential, he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 China pledges to buy more US goods 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-19/china-to-significantly-boost-buying-of-u-s-

goods-white-house  

GIST China will “significantly increase purchases” of U.S. goods, the White House said as Beijing’s special 

envoy at talks in Washington declared a trade war has been averted between the world’s two largest 

economies. 

 

A joint statement released by the White House following the talks didn’t place a dollar figure on the 

increased purchases by China, or address a comment by President Donald Trump’s top economic adviser 

suggesting Beijing had agreed to slash its annual trade surplus with the U.S. by $200 billion. 

 

Vice Premier Liu He, a special envoy of China’s President Xi Jinping, told reporters in Washington that 

talks with Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross and U.S. Trade 

Representative Robert Lighthizer ended with a pledge not to engage in a trade war, according to a Xinhua 

news agency report. 

 

Liu said both sides agreed to stop “slapping tariffs” on each other and called his visit “positive, pragmatic, 

constructive and productive,” Xinhua reported. Cooperation will be enhanced in such areas as energy, 

agriculture, health care, high-tech products and finance, a “win-win” choice for both nations. The 

statement said China agreed to “meaningful increases in U.S. agriculture and energy exports” with details 

to be worked out later. 

 

While there’s still a long way to go in terms of specifics, the announcement that that a trade war will be 

averted should boost global stocks Monday, according to Shane Oliver, head of investment strategy at 

AMP Capital Investors Ltd. in Sydney. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 NKorea demands return waitress defectors 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/nkorea-skorea-diplomacy-defectors/2018/05/19/id/861361/  

GIST North Korea has demanded Seoul repatriate a dozen waitresses who fled to the South two years ago, just 

days after abruptly calling off a planned inter-Korean meeting following weeks of tentative 

rapprochement. 

 

The issue has long been controversial, with Pyongyang claiming the women were kidnapped from a North 

Korean state-run restaurant in China while Seoul insists they defected of their own free will. 

 

But the restaurant's manager said in a recent interview he had lied to the women and blackmailed them 

into following him under the orders of the South's spy agency. 

 

The fate of the women could jeopardise relations between the two countries, said a statement from the 

North's Red Cross carried by the official KCNA news agency late Saturday. 
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"The South Korean authorities should... send our women citizens to their families without delay and thus 

show the will to improve North-South ties," the statement said. 

 

At a landmark summit last month in the Demilitarised Zone that divides the peninsula, North Korean 

leader Kim Jong Un and the South's President Moon Jae-in pledged to pursue denuclearisation and a peace 

treaty. 

 

A rapid thaw in tensions earlier this year saw Pyongyang release three US detainees and invite foreign 

media to witness the closing of its nuclear test site ahead of a planned summit between Kim and President 

Donald Trump in Singpore next month. 

 

But Pyongyang "indefinitely" postponed a high-level meeting with the South last week in protest of joint 

military exercises between Seoul and Washington and also has threatened to cancel the Singapore summit. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Taiwan president pledges more security 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/taiwan-president-pressed-beijing-pledges-security-

55303125  

GIST Taiwan's president said Sunday her government will step up security measures to respond to military 

threats from China. 

 

President Tsai Ing-wen gave no details in comments posted online but her government has encouraged 

development of a domestic arms industry in response to pressure from Beijing, which claims the island as 

its own territory and has sent fighter planes near its coast. 

 

"We will strengthen our work for the whole society's security," Tsai wrote in response to questions from 

the public. She said her government will "especially look out for these factors from China." 

 

Taiwan and the communist mainland, separated since a civil war in 1949, have extensive trade and 

investment ties but no official relations. 

 

Tsai, elected in 2016, rejects Beijing's contention they are "one China" and must unite. 

 

The mainland government of President Xi Jinping has responded with shows of force and diplomatic 

efforts to persuade the few countries that recognize Taiwan as an independent country to switch ties to 

Beijing. 

 

The Communist Party's military wing, the People's Liberation Army, has sent fighter planes near Taiwan's 

coast a dozen times since Tsai's election and an aircraft carrier sailing through the 110-mile-wide (170-

kilometer-wide) strait that separates them. 

 

Beijing has threatened to attack if Taiwan declares formal independence or delays talks on unification. 

Government surveys in Taiwan show most of the island's 23 million people prefer to maintain their 

autonomy. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Increasing lava flow prompts evacuations 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/volcanic-activity-hawaii-prompts-evacuations-man-injured-lava/story?   

GIST New evacuations were underway in Hawaii as active lava flows Saturday evening caused brush fires to 

spread in Puna, the easternmost district on the Big Island.  

 

As of 6:30 p.m. local time (12:30 a.m. Sunday Eastern time), officials were unsure how many homes in the 
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region the new evacuation orders would affect, but they were going door to door to check on residents.  

 

Many of the people in the area had already voluntarily evacuated, a spokesperson for the mayor's office 

told ABC News.  

 

The mayor's office also confirmed the first injury since Kilauea erupted May 3. The spokesperson said a 

homeowner on Noni Farms Road in the hard-hit town of Pahoa was sitting on his balcony when he was hit 

with lava splatter. The man was hit on the leg and shattered everything from the shin down to his foot, the 

spokesperson said. The man was rushed to the hospital for treatment. 

 

The lava erupting from Kilauea can be as hot as 2,000 degrees, according to the United States Geological 

Survey (USGS), though it cools by hundreds of degrees once it hits the open air.  

 

Officials were also concerned about two fissures which had merged near MacKenzie State Park and was 

approaching the ocean, forming what is called laze.  

 

"Laze is formed when hot lava hits the ocean sending hydrochloric acid and steam with fine glass particles 

into the air," the Civil Defense Agency warned in a statement Saturday evening. "Health hazards of laze 

include lung, eye and skin irritation. Be aware that the laze plume travels with the wind and can change 

direction without warning." 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Bike activists protest downtown Seattle 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/bike-activists-block-lane-of-traffic-in-downtown-

seattle/751989208  

GIST SEATTLE - Cyclists converged on Seattle City Hall Friday morning as a part of Bike Everywhere Day.   

 

One resounding message was a call for the city to create a network of protected bike lanes throughout the 

city.  At one point, about two dozen protesters blocked off a lane to traffic next of the bike lane on 4th Ave 

between James and Cherry streets. 

 

The protesters used cones they brought to block traffic, forcing vehicles to merge.  They cheered as 

cyclists rode past them.   

 

KIRO 7 spoke to one driver who was frustrated and said the delay was making him late for work. Another 

driver said he applauded their effort and thinks a protected bike lane there is a good idea.   

 

The protesters removed the cones after about 20 minutes and opened the lane to vehicles. 

 

Seattle's new administration pumped the brakes on a planned protected 4th Avenue bike lane through 

downtown.  The delay on the project is slated until 2021.   

 

Interim Transportation Director Goran Sparrman said a bike lane would make 4th Avenue slow to a crawl 

during rush hour. 

 

To compensate for the delay, Sparrman promised to accelerate work on an extension of the 2nd Avenue 

cycling lane from Pioneer Square into Sodo. 

 

On Friday, proponents for more bike lanes urged city leaders to take more steps now.   
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HEADLINE 05/18 Recall: pepperoni sticks 
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SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/ferndale-company-recalls-pepperoni-sticks-over-misbranding-

undeclared-allergen/752350459  

GIST A Ferndale company, Hempler Foods Group, is recalling more than 8,500 pounds of pepperoni sticks over 

labeling errors.  

 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food and Safety and Inspection Service said the products contain 

milk, a known allergen, which is not declared on the product label.  

 

The ready-to-eat pepperoni was made from April 20 to May 2. 

 

Here's a list of the following products under the recall:  

 

• 4 count/case of 2.25-lbs. of “HEMPLER’S FAMILY CLASSIC PEPPERONI, NATURAL 

SMOKE FLAVORING ADDED” with “PACKED ON” date 04/21/18 and “LOT # 8106.” 

• 4 count/case of 2.25-lbs. of “HEMPLER’S FAMILY CLASSIC PEPPERONI, NATURAL 

SMOKE FLAVORING ADDED” with “PACKED ON” date 04/26/18 and “LOT # 8113.” 

• 4 count/case of 2.25-lbs. of “HEMPLER’S FAMILY CLASSIC PEPPERONI, NATURAL 

SMOKE FLAVORING ADDED” with “PACKED ON” date 05/01/18 and “LOT # 8117B.” 

• 4 count/case of 2.25-lbs. of “HEMPLER’S FAMILY CLASSIC PEPPERONI, NATURAL 

SMOKE FLAVORING ADDED” with “PACKED ON” date 05/02/18 and “LOT # 8117B.” 

• 10 count/case of 9-oz. of “HEMPLER’S FAMILY CLASSIC PEPPERONI, NATURAL SMOKE 

FLAVORING ADDED” with “USE OR FREEZE BY” date 01/15/19 and “LOT # 8106.” 

• 10 count/case of 9-oz. of “HEMPLER’S FAMILY CLASSIC PEPPERONI, NATURAL SMOKE 

FLAVORING ADDED” with “USE OR FREEZE BY” date 01/16/19 and “LOT # 8106.” 

• 10 count/case of 9-oz. of “HEMPLER’S FAMILY CLASSIC PEPPERONI, NATURAL SMOKE 

FLAVORING ADDED” with “USE OR FREEZE BY” date 01/22/19 and “LOT # 8113.” 

 

The products were shipped to distribution centers in California, Oregon, Utah and Washington. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Seattle: $10M on homeless sweeps 2017 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/homeless/seattle-spent-10-million-on-homeless-sweeps-in-

2017/281-554503199  

GIST Seattle spent more than $10 million in 2017 cleaning up and relocating people who live in unauthorized 

encampments. 

 

That’s the number that jumps out of a 50-page memo authored by the Department of Finance and 

Administrative Services and sent to Councilmember Kshama Sawant earlier this month. 

 

The memo, obtained recently by KING 5, will likely be part of a larger debate about how the City spends 

new revenue from the just-approved $45 million a year employee head tax. 

 

It says the Navigation Team, created in 2017 and spread across resources for six city departments, takes 

into account labor, outreach, and police costs, as well as garbage cleanup. The FAS estimate says the city 

spent $1,289,710 in garbage cleanup alone in the 2017 calendar year. It also details just how many people 

accepted help and the racial disparity found in unauthorized camps. 

 

Between February 20 and December 31 the memo reads, the “Navigation Team made 7,342 total contacts 

to 1,829 unique individuals living unsheltered in Seattle. Of the 1,829 people the team has engaged, 675 

accepted offers of safer shelter (37% acceptance rate), 1,179 accepted some form of service (64%) and 599 

declined all offers of service and shelter (32%)." 

 

It also noted that a vast majority of the referrals were to newly opened sites including Compass First-
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Presbyterian, Navigation Center, Licton Springs Village, Georgetown Sanctioned Encampments, Camp 

Second Chance, and traditional emergency shelters. The 2017 One Night Count, taken just before the 

installation of the Navigation Team, showed 5,485 living unsheltered. 

 

The memo concludes, “The data trend has shown enhanced shelters and tiny house villages have and 

continue to be an attractive option for people the team contacts living in unsanctioned encampments when 

compared to more traditional forms of emergency shelter.”  

 

The Navigation Team also picked up 6.5 million pounds of garbage, debris and other materials during the 

same time period. 

 

The document also reports that there is a significant racial disparity among African Americans and 

American Indians “when compared to the general population of Seattle and King County. The Navigation 

Team data shows African Americans and American Indians are 4.6 times and three times more likely to be 

represented in the homeless population than in the general population.” 

 

Sawant has been a vocal opponent of “sweeps,” and the document was addressed to her. It’s not clear what 

she has done with the information. 

 

Mayor Jenny Durkan wrote the Council this week that she is returning the Council’s spending plan for the 

head tax revenues “without my signature or concurrence.” She has requested more money for Navigation 

Teams and immediate shelter, whereas the Council has proposed using two-thirds of the funding to build 

new affordable housing. 

 

A Fremont group announced Friday afternoon it plans to raise signatures to try and appeal the new law. If 

nothing changes, the head tax spending plan won’t likely be finalized until the budget cycle this fall. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Iran: enrichment resumes if EU fails deal 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-nuclear/iran-can-resume-20-percent-enrichment-if-eu-fails-

to-retain-nuclear-deal-idUSKCN1IK08B  

GIST TEHRAN (Reuters) - Iran could resume its 20 percent uranium enrichment if the European signatories of 

the 2015 nuclear deal failed to keep it alive following Washington’s withdrawal, the head of Iran’s Atomic 

Energy Organisation said on Saturday. 

 

“If the other side keeps itself committed to its promises we also will be keeping ourselves to our 

promises... Our policy is wait and see now ... for just the few weeks time ... There are all kind of 

possibilities, we can ... start the 20 enrichment,” Ali Akbar Salehi told reporters. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 ‘Do something’ Parkland survivors urge 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-texas-shooting-parkland/do-something-parkland-survivors-urge-

action-after-texas-school-shooting-idUSKCN1IJ2LU  

GIST PARKLAND, Fla. (Reuters) - Survivors of the high school massacre in Parkland, Florida, vowed support 

on Friday for Texas students caught up in the latest deadly school shooting, saying tighter gun laws were 

needed to stop further bloodshed. 

 

Students at Santa Fe High School, about 30 miles (48 km) outside Houston, were among the thousands 

across the country who staged a walkout in April to protest congressional inaction after 17 students and 

staff members were killed by a former student on Feb. 14 at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in 

Florida. 
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On Friday, the Texas high school came under attack, with at least 10 people killed by a student gunman, 

police said. 

 

“You deserve more than Thoughts and Prayers, and after supporting us by walking out we will be there to 

support you by raising up your voices,” Emma Gonzalez, one of the leaders of the Parkland student 

movement, wrote on Twitter. 

 

There was a heavy police presence outside Marjory Stoneman Douglas High on Friday, as has been typical 

since the massacre. Friday’s shooting came on what was the last day of school for many Stoneman 

Douglas seniors, turning a moment of celebration into another somber reminder of the February attack. 

 

“I should be celebrating my last day of high school, but instead my heart is broken to hear of the tragedy at 

Santa Fe,” student Delaney Tarr said on Twitter. “We cannot let this continue to be the norm. We cannot.” 

 

As school ended for the day hundreds of students, many still wearing controversial clear backpacks 

ordered for use after the February shooting, streamed onto nearby sidewalks. 

 

“It’s crazy how often this is happening,” said sophomore Michael Gregory, 16. “It’s difficult to see this 

happen in other places because you know what they’re going through, and it shouldn’t be happening.” 

 

Many of the Parkland students have become outspoken proponents of gun control, pressuring companies 

to sever ties with the National Rifle Association and calling on legislators to pass gun safety laws as part 

of the #NeverAgain movement. 

 

They helped lead hundreds of thousands of protesters who participated in the March for Our Lives 

demonstrations around the country this spring. 

 

Student organizers at the school said each tragedy since theirs served as a reminder of the importance - and 

difficulty - of their efforts. 

 

“In a way, we’ve been asleep,” said Daniel Tabares, a freshman who was in the middle of an advanced 

placement geography exam when the Texas shooting occurred. “We’ve been busy with our lives. This will 

re-energize us. It has to.”  

 

Some Parkland survivors directed frustration at politicians for not doing more. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Europe reassures Iran on nuke deal 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-nuclear-eu/europe-reassures-iran-of-commitment-to-

nuclear-deal-without-u-s-idUSKCN1IK063  

GIST TEHRAN (Reuters) - The European Union’s energy chief sought to reassure Iran on Saturday that the bloc 

remained committed to salvaging a nuclear deal with Tehran despite U.S. President Donald Trump’s 

decision to exit the accord and reimpose sanctions. 

 

Miguel Arias Canete delivered the message on a visit to Tehran and also said the 28-nation EU, once the 

biggest importer of Iranian oil, hoped to strengthen trade with Iran. 

 

“We have sent a message to our Iranian friends that as long as they are sticking to the (nuclear) agreement 

the Europeans will... fulfill their commitment. And they said the same thing on the other side,” Arias 

Canete, European Commissioner for energy and climate, told reporters after talks with Iran’s nuclear chief 

Ali Akbar Salehi. 

 

Salehi said it would be disastrous if EU efforts fail to preserve the 2015 deal, in which Tehran agreed to 

curb its nuclear work in return for the lifting of most Western sanctions. “The ball is in their (EU leaders) 
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court,” Salehi said. “We hope their efforts materialize.” 

 

Since Trump’s announcement of the U.S. exit on May 8, EU leaders have pledged to try to keep Iran’s oil 

trade and investment flowing but admitted that will not be easy to do so. 

 

Britain, France and Germany back the deal as the best way of stopping Tehran getting nuclear weapons 

but have called on Iran to limit its regional influence and curb the missile program. 

 

“The EU’s adopted mechanisms ... should be enforced by August 8, when U.S. sanctions begin to take 

effect,” Iranian TV quoted Behrouz Kamalvandi, spokesman for Iran’s Atomic Energy Organization, as 

saying. 

 

A collapse of the accord could tip the balance of power in Iran’s faction-ridden political establishment in 

favor of President Hassan Rouhani’s hardline rivals, who have fiercely criticized the president’s failure to 

deliver greater economic prosperity. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Sri Lanka commemorates end civil war 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/19/sri-lanka-marks-end-to-civil-war-as-divided-nation.html  

GIST COLOMBO, Sri Lanka –  Sri Lanka has commemorated the ninth anniversary of the end of its civil war as 

a divided nation, with minority Tamils calling for an international investigation into alleged wartime 

atrocities and the government defending soldiers from war crime allegations. 

 

President Maithripala Sirisena presided over a war memorial ceremony Saturday in the capital, Colombo. 

 

Sirisena said even though some accuse the military of war crimes, such allegations haven't been formally 

levied by world bodies such as the U.N. Human Rights Council. 

 

The government pledged in 2015 to carry out an impartial investigation into alleged war crimes, but has so 

far not taken action. 

 

At another ceremony, C.V. Wigneswaran, chief minister of Tamil-dominated Northern Province, called for 

an international investigation into civilian deaths during the war. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Tacoma takes dig at Seattle head tax 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/tacoma/no-head-tax-here-tacoma-digs-at-seattle-head-tax-

in-new-video/281-554403456  

GIST Tacoma city leaders are seizing an opportunity on the heels Seattle's new controversial head tax. 

 

The Pierce County Chamber of Commerce posted a video on YouTube this week, touting its tax-free 

business climate, lower cost of living and higher quality of life. 

 

"No head tax here," says the video. "The South Sound is the place for jobs." 

 

The Seattle City Council unanimously passed a compromise proposal Monday on the hotly-debated 

employee head tax that aims to help the city's affordable housing and homeless crisis. Under the new 

terms, big businesses will be taxed $275 per full time employee per year. 

 

The tax is expected to raise between $45 million and $49 million a year for affordable housing and 

homeless services, with a sunset clause January 1, 2024. It would only impact businesses with over $20 

million a year in gross revenue, and will begin on January 1, 2019. 
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Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan signed the head tax into law Wednesday. The Seattle head tax is the largest in 

U.S. history. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Active volcanoes in US; likely to erupt? 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/u-s-has-over-160-active-volcanoes-how-likely-are-n875171  

GIST Mount Rainier. Mount St. Helens. Yellowstone. From the outside, they’re majestic summits, picturesque 

peaks that are among America’s most recognizable landmarks. 

 

But inside, these sleeping giants are volcanoes that could, in theory, blow at any time — though early-

warning systems would likely prevent casualties. 

 

There are more than 160 active volcanoes in the United States, according to the U.S. Geological Survey 

(USGS). Whether any will erupt soon, like Kilauea did in Hawaii on Thursday, is hard to tell until a few 

days or weeks in advance. 

 

"It's really difficult to predict, because those volcanoes are relatively quiet until they start to activate an 

eruption," said Ben Edwards, a volcanologist and professor of earth sciences at Dickinson College in 

Pennsylvania. 

 

Experts know that certain volcanoes, such as ones in Alaska, erupt often: sometimes multiple times per 

year. Since they're in remote areas, they don't usually don't pose a threat to the public, though they can 

cause disruptions to the aviation routes above them. 

 

Volcanoes in more populous areas — like the ones in the Cascade Mountains that weave through northern 

California, Oregon and Washington — pose much less of a threat. 

 

"The time scale of eruptions is long compared to most humans' experience," said Chuck Connor, a 

volcanologist at the University of South Florida. 

 

In some cases, that means centuries, or even thousands of years, between eruptions. Mount Rainier in 

Washington, for example, last erupted about 1,100 years ago, according to the USGS. 

 

Hawaii's Kilauea, on the other hand, is considered one of the most active volcanoes on the planet. It's been 

erupting nearly constantly since 1983. 

 

Scientists are able to predict volcanic activity anywhere from several days to several weeks before it 

happens — if they have the right tools in place. 

 

The USGS currently considers 169 volcanoes in the U.S. to be active, and has in-ground measuring tools 

to monitor even the slightest change in activity in about half of them — those considered the highest-risk 

volcanoes, said Charles Mandeville, program coordinator for the USGS volcano hazards program. 

Mandeville added that in the coming months, the USGS plans to revise the number of active volcanoes in 

the U.S. down to 161. 

 

The 88 currently being monitored the most closely show little activity this week, other than at Kilauea, and 

the Cleveland volcano in Alaska's remote Aleutian islands, which is under advisory, he said. 

 

These instruments were not available before the 1980 eruption of Mount St. Helens in Washington. That 

eruption killed 57 people and blew ash across a dozen states. 

 

Since then, there have been small eruptions at Mount St. Helens. But nothing, scientists added, that should 

scare anyone away from the area. 
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"I don’t think there’s going to be a major eruption like what happened in 1980 anytime soon. But these 

[volcanoes] are all considered active. They will erupt in the future, we just don’t know when," said David 

Williams, associate research professor in the school of earth and space exploration at Arizona State 

University. 

 

Volcanoes pose a significant threat, not only from eruptions, but also from other activity, like landslides. 

While there's not usually any definitive pattern to volcanic activity, scientists have learned a lot since the 

deadly 1980 Mount St. Helens eruption — and their tools have become a lot more sophisticated since then, 

meaning anyone who might be affected should be notified in plenty of time to get to safety. 

 

"We’re actually getting pretty good at forecasting the volcanic eruptions," Connor said. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Phone spying devices found D.C. area 

SOURCE https://www.nbcwashington.com/investigations/Potential-Spy-Devices-Which-Track-Cellphones-

Intercept-Calls-Found-All-Over-DC-Md-Va-482970231.html  

GIST The technology can be as small as a suitcase, placed anywhere at any time, and it's used to track cell 

phones and intercept calls. 

 

The News4 I-Team found dozens of potential spy devices while driving around Washington, D.C., 

Maryland and Northern Virginia. 

 

"While you might not be a target yourself, you may live next to someone who is. You could still get 

caught up," said Aaron Turner, a leading mobile security expert. 

 

The device, sometimes referred to by the brand name StingRay, is designed to mimic a cell tower and can 

trick your phone into connecting to it instead. 

 

The News4 I-Team asked Turner to ride around the capital region with special software loaded onto three 

cell phones, with three different carriers, to detect the devices operating in various locations. 

 

"So when you see these red bars, those are very high-suspicion events," said Turner. 

 

If you live in or near the District, your phone has probably been tracked at some point, he said. 

 

A recent report by the Department of Homeland Security called the spy devices a real and growing risk. 

 

And the I-Team found them in high-profile areas like outside the Trump International Hotel on 

Pennsylvania Avenue and while driving across the 14th Street bridge into Crystal City. The I-Team got 

picked up twice while driving along K Street — the corridor popular with lobbyists. 

 

"It looks like they don't consider us to be interesting, so they've dropped us," Turner remarked looking 

down at one of his phones. 

 

Every cellphone has a unique identifying number. The phone catcher technology can harness thousands of 

them at a time. 

 

DHS has warned rogue devices could prevent connected phones from making 911 calls, saying, "If this 

type of attack occurs during an emergency, it could prevent victims from receiving assistance." 

 

"Absolutely. That's a worry," said D.C. Councilwoman Mary Cheh, adding that the spy technology should 

be a concern for all who live and work in the District. 
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The I-Team's test phones detected 40 potential locations where the spy devices could be operating, while 

driving around for just a few hours. 

 

"I suppose if you spent more time you'd find even more," said Cheh. "I have bad news for the public: Our 

privacy isn't what it once was." 

 

Especially in her ward, where many of the streets are lined with embassies. 

 

"They're doing the interrogation, or [checking] who we are, and then the white bar represents when they 

release us," Turner said as he demonstrated his technology. 

 

The phones appeared to remain connected to a fake tower the longest, right near the Russian Embassy. 

 

The I-Team got picked up twice off of International Drive, right near the Chinese and Israeli embassies, 

then got another two hits along Massachusetts Avenue near Romania and Turkey. 

 

The spy technology poses a risk to national and economic security, but there's little our government can do 

to stop devices located on foreign soil. 

 

"A law that we had could not tell these embassies what they can and cannot do," said Cheh. 

 

The phone catchers can also be combined with other technology to listen-in or grab data from phones that 

are connected, Turner said. 

 

"Most people don't know about it," said Alan Butler, senior counsel for the Electronic Privacy Information 

Center. 

 

"There's a lot to be concerned about," he said. 

 

Particularly since DHS hasn't disclosed how many devices it found or where. The agency also said it did 

not determine who was operating them, which Butler finds unacceptable. 

 

"I think they should be taking the time and investing the resources to identify them and to flag them to the 

carriers and find ways to either have them taken down or have them blocked," he said. 

 

Turner said cell carriers can't completely secure our phones because they have to allow for law 

enforcement access. Plus, even the oldest phones must be able to reach 911, so low-tech vulnerabilities 

can't be closed. 

 

"I don't think there's a magic fix here," said Turner. "I don't think Congress can mandate anything to say, 

Hey, carriers do this right now." 

 

The good news is about half the devices the I-Team found were likely law enforcement investigating 

crimes or our government using the devices defensively to identify certain cellphone numbers as they 

approach important locations, Turner said. 

 

The I-Team test detected devices in operation near Langley, the Pentagon and Fort Myer, but also found 

them in residential areas like Bethesda's Kenwood neighborhood, near Palisades in DC and along Old 

Dominion Drive in McLean, which Turner said raised questions. 

 

"Maybe someone is involved in high-level negotiations on a business deal, or maybe it's a government 

employee involved in a regulatory ruling," he said, adding that he's heard of the devices being used in a 

corporate espionage situation, which is illegal under United States law. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Congo: Ebola confirmed in urban area 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/congo-ebola-cases-confirmed-large-city-

55280948?cid=clicksource_26_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Three new cases of the often lethal Ebola virus have been confirmed in a city of more than 1 million 

people, Congo's health minister announced, as the spread of the hemorrhagic fever in an urban area raised 

alarm. 

 

The statement late Friday said the confirmed cases are in Mbandaka city, where a single case was 

confirmed earlier in the week. 

 

There are now 17 confirmed Ebola cases in this outbreak, including one death, plus 21 probable cases and 

five suspected ones. It was not immediately clear what link the new cases might have to others.  

 

The World Health Organization on Friday decided not to declare the outbreak a global health emergency, 

but it called the risk of spread within Congo "very high" and warned nine neighboring countries that the 

risk to them was high. WHO said there should be no international travel or trade restrictions. 

 

The outbreak is a test of a new experimental Ebola vaccine that proved effective in the West Africa 

outbreak a few years ago. Vaccinations are expected to start early in the week, with more than 4,000 doses 

already in Congo and more on the way. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Muslim nations condemn Israel, US 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/turkey-urges-muslim-nations-stand-palestine-

55256766?   

GIST Muslim nations on Friday condemned Israel and the inauguration of the American embassy in contested 

Jerusalem as a "provocation and hostility against" the Islamic world, while Turkey's president called for 

action, including a peacekeeping force. 

 

A final communique from the Organization of Islamic Cooperation summit in Istanbul "reaffirmed the 

centrality of the Palestinian cause" after Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, the rotating term 

president of the OIC, called an extraordinary summit. 

 

The call came on the heels of a week that has seen Turkey take a leading role in condemning Israeli 

actions in Gaza — Monday's killing of 59 Palestinians and wounding of hundreds of others was the 

deadliest day of cross-border violence in Gaza since a 2014 war between Israel and Hamas. As part of its 

efforts, the Turkish government organized a massive rally and the OIC summit, in a show of solidarity. 

 

The OIC threatened other countries considering following suit, including Guatemala, which has already 

made the move to Jerusalem, with "political, economic and other measures." 

 

Iranian President Hasan Rouhani spoke earlier as participants broke their fast for Ramadan, calling the 

Trump administration a "dangerous threat" to global peace and security. Rouhani said Muslim nations 

should consider "revising" political and economic ties with the U.S., and called on the international 

community to "cut ties" with Israel and boycott it through trade. 

 

"If Israel faces a united front of Islamic nations, it will never be able to continue its crimes," the Iranian 

president said. He cited the example of the "new and young generation of Palestine who is aware of their 

rights and has no intention to withdraw or compromise." 

 

Erdogan also urged member states and others to prevent Israeli products produced in "illegal Israeli 

settlements" from entering their markets. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Cuba: plane crash kills 110 onboard 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-cuba-survivors-critical-plane-crash-55297408  

GIST Cuba's transportation minister says 110 people were killed in Friday's plane crash near Havana. 

 

The plane, a Boeing 737 rented by Cubana airlines, had just left JosÃ© MartÃ International Airport 

outside Havana, Cuban state TV reported.  

 

Adel Yzquierdo Rodriguez says 113 people were on board including 102 Cubans, three tourists, two 

foreign residents and six crew members who were from Mexico. 

 

Three Cuban women survived but are in critical condition at a hospital. 

 

Yzquierdo also said five children were among the dead. 

 

He initially gave a death toll of 113 in a Saturday news conference but later corrected his statement. 

 

Official website Cubadebate reported that a flight recorder from the plane had been located, citing 

Yzquierdo. 

 

——— 

 

2:52 p.m. 

 

The Cuban Council of Churches says 20 priests from an evangelical church are among the dead in the 

Havana plane crash. 

 

"On that plane were 10 couples of pastors. 20 people. All of the Nazarene Church in the eastern region," 

confirmed Maite Quesada, a member of the council. 

 

The group spent several days at a meeting in the capital and were returning to their homes and places of 

worship in the province of Holguin. 

 

The plane crash Friday killed 107 people. 

 

——— 

 

2:30 p.m. 

 

The only three survivors of Cuba's worst aviation disaster in three decades are clinging to life a day after 

their passenger jet carrying 110 people crashed in a fireball in Havana's rural outskirts. 

 

Carlos Alberto Martinez is director of the Calixto Garcia Hospital in the Cuban capital, where the three 

Cuban women are being treated. He says doctors are always hopeful that their patients will recover, but 

acknowledges that the women are in extremely grave condition. 

 

Martinez says the women "present severe injuries" and their state is "critical." 
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HEADLINE 05/19 China lands bomber in disputed islands 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/china-lands-bomber-south-china-sea-island-time-

55279144?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  
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GIST The Chinese air force has landed long-range bombers for the first time at an airport in the South China 

Sea, a state newspaper said Saturday, in a move likely to further fuel concerns about Beijing's expansive 

claims over the disputed region. 

 

The China Daily newspaper reported that the People's Liberation Army Air Force conducted takeoff and 

landing training with the H-6K bomber in the South China Sea. 

 

China is pitted against smaller neighbors in multiple disputes in the South China Sea over islands, coral 

reefs and lagoons in waters crucial for global commerce and rich in fish and potential oil and gas reserves. 

 

A statement from the Defense Ministry late Friday said the exercise was conducted on an island reef, but it 

did not specify when or where, saying only that it took place recently at a "southern sea area." It involved 

several H-6Ks taking off from an air base and making a simulated strike against sea targets before landing, 

the ministry said. 

 

Wang Mingliang, a military expert, was quoted in the statement as saying that the takeoff and landing 

exercises will help the air force improve its "real combat ability against all kinds of marine security 

threats." 

 

The U.S. criticized the move. 

 

"The United States remains committed to a free and open Indo-Pacific," a Pentagon spokesman, Marine 

Lt. Col. Christopher Logan, said in an email. "We have seen these same reports and China's continued 

militarization of disputed features in the South China Sea only serves to raise tensions and destabilize the 

region." 

 

The Washington-based Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative, using Chinese social media posts, 

identified the location of the exercise as Woody Island, China's largest base in the Paracel Islands. 

 

With a combat radius of nearly 1,900 nautical miles (3,520 kilometers), the H-6K bomber would put all of 

Southeast Asia in its range from Woody Island, AMTI said. 

 

Farther south in the Spratly group of islands, China has constructed seven man-made islands and equipped 

them with runways, hangers, radar and missile stations, further cementing its vast territorial claims in the 

busy waterway. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Banks ‘fusion centers’ fight cybercrime 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/20/business/banks-cyber-security-military.html  

GIST O’FALLON, Mo. — In a windowless bunker here, a wall of monitors tracked incoming attacks — 

267,322 in the last 24 hours, according to one hovering dial, or about three every second — as a dozen 

analysts stared at screens filled with snippets of computer code. 

 

Pacing around, overseeing the stream of warnings, was a former Delta Force soldier who fought in Iraq 

and Afghanistan before shifting to a new enemy: cyberthieves. 

 

“This is not that different from terrorists and drug cartels,” Matt Nyman, the command center’s creator, 

said as he surveyed his squadron of Mastercard employees. “Fundamentally, threat networks operate in 

similar ways.” 

 

Cybercrime is one of the world’s fastest-growing and most lucrative industries. At least $445 billion was 

lost last year, up around 30 percent from just three years earlier, a global economic study found, and the 
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Treasury Department recently designated cyberattacks as one of the greatest risks to the American 

financial sector. For banks and payment companies, the fight feels like a war — and they’re responding 

with an increasingly militarized approach. 

 

Former government cyberspies, soldiers and counterintelligence officials now dominate the top ranks of 

banks’ security teams. They’ve brought to their new jobs the tools and techniques used for national 

defense: combat exercises, intelligence hubs modeled on those used in counterterrorism work and threat 

analysts who monitor the internet’s shadowy corners. 

 

At Mastercard, Mr. Nyman oversees the company’s new fusion center, a term borrowed from the 

Department of Homeland Security. After the attacks of Sept. 11, the agency set up scores of fusion centers 

to coordinate federal, state and local intelligence-gathering. The approach spread throughout the 

government, with the centers used to fight disease outbreaks, wildfires and sex trafficking. 

 

Then banks grabbed the playbook. At least a dozen of them, from giants like Citigroup and Wells Fargo to 

regional players such as Bank of the West, have opened fusion centers in recent years, and more are in the 

works. Fifth Third Bank is building one in its Cincinnati headquarters, and Visa, which created its first two 

years ago in Virginia, is developing two more, in Britain and Singapore. Having their own intelligence 

hives, the banks hope, will help them better detect patterns in all the data they amass. 

 

The centers also have a symbolic purpose. Having a literal war room reinforces the new reality. Fending 

off thieves has always been a priority — it’s why banks build vaults — but the arms race has escalated 

rapidly.  

 

Alfred F. Kelly Jr., Visa’s chief executive, is “completely paranoid” about the subject, he told investors at 

a conference in March. Bank of America’s Brian T. Moynihan said his cybersecurity team is “the only 

place in the company that doesn’t have a budget constraint.” (The bank’s chief operations and technology 

officer said it is spending about $600 million this year.) 

 

The military sharpens soldiers’ skills with large-scale combat drills like Jade Helm and Foal Eagle, which 

send troops into the field to test their tactics and weaponry. The financial sector created its own version: 

Quantum Dawn, a biennial simulation of a catastrophic cyberstrike. 

 

In the latest exercise last November, 900 participants from 50 banks, regulators and law enforcement 

agencies role-played their response to an industrywide infestation of malicious malware that first 

corrupted, and then entirely blocked, all outgoing payments from the banks. Throughout the two-day test, 

the organizers lobbed in new threats every few hours, like denial-of-service attacks that knocked the 

banks’ websites offline. 

 

The first Quantum Dawn, back in 2011, was a lower-key gathering. Participants huddled in a conference 

room to talk through a mock attack that shut down stock trading. Now, it’s a live-fire drill. Each bank 

spends months in advance re-creating its internal technology on an isolated test network, a so-called cyber 

range, so that its employees can fight with their actual tools and software. The company that runs their 

virtual battlefield, SimSpace, is a Defense Department contractor. 

 

Sometimes, the tests expose important gaps. 

 

A series of smaller cyber drills coordinated by the Treasury Department, called the Hamilton Series, raised 

an alarm three years ago. An attack on Sony, attributed to North Korea, had recently exposed sensitive 

company emails and data, and, in its wake, demolished huge swaths of Sony’s internet network. 

 

If something similar happened at a bank, especially a smaller one, regulators asked, would it be able to 

recover? Those in the room for the drill came away uneasy. 

 

“There was a recognition that we needed to add an additional layer of resilience,” said John Carlson, the 

chief of staff for the Financial Services Information Sharing and Analysis Center, the industry’s main 
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cybersecurity coordination group. 

 

Soon after, the group began building a new fail-safe, called Sheltered Harbor, which went into operation 

last year. If one member of the network has its data compromised or destroyed, others can step in, retrieve 

its archived records and restore basic customer account access within a day or two. It has not yet been 

needed, but nearly 70 percent of America’s deposit accounts are now covered by it. 

 

The largest banks run dozens of their own, internal attack simulations each year, to smoke out their 

vulnerabilities and keep their first responders sharp. 

 

“It’s the idea of muscle memory,” said Thomas J. Harrington, Citigroup’s chief information security 

officer, who spent 28 years with the F.B.I. 

 

Growing interest among its corporate customers in cybersecurity war games inspired IBM to build a 

digital range in Cambridge, Mass., where it stages data breaches for customers and prospects to practice 

on. 

 

One recent morning, a fictional bank called Bane & Ox was under attack on IBM’s range, and two dozen 

real-life executives from a variety of financial companies gathered to defend it. In the training scenario, an 

unidentified attacker had dumped six million customer records on Pastebin, a site often used by hackers to 

publish stolen data caches. 

 

As the hours ticked by, the assault grew worse. The lost data included financial records and personally 

identifying details. One of the customers was Colin Powell, the former secretary of state. Phones in the 

room kept ringing with calls from reporters, irate executives and, eventually, regulators, wanting details 

about what had occurred. 

 

When the group figured out what computer system had been used in the leak, a heated argument broke out: 

Should they cut off its network access immediately? Or set up surveillance and monitor any further 

transmissions?  

 

At the urging of a Navy veteran who runs the cyberattack response group at a large New York bank, the 

group left the system connected. 

 

“Those are the decisions you don’t want to be making for the first time during a real attack,” said Bob 

Stasio, IBM’s cyber range operations manager and a former operations chief for the National Security 

Agency’s cyber center. One financial company’s executive team did such a poor job of talking to its 

technical team during a past IBM training drill, Mr. Stasio said, that he went home and canceled his credit 

card with them. 

 

Like many cybersecurity bunkers, IBM’s foxhole has deliberately theatrical touches. Whiteboards and 

giant monitors fill nearly every wall, with graphics that can be manipulated by touch. 

 

“You can’t have a fusion center unless you have really cool TVs,” quipped Lawrence Zelvin, a former 

Homeland Security official who is now Citigroup’s global cybersecurity head, at a recent cybercrime 

conference. “It’s even better if they do something when you touch them. It doesn’t matter what they do. 

Just something.” 

 

Security pros mockingly refer to such eye candy as “pew pew” maps, an onomatopoeia for the noise of 

laser guns in 1980s movies and video arcades. They are especially useful, executives concede, to put on 

display when V.I.P.s or board members stop by for a tour. Two popular “pew pew” maps are from FireEye 

and the defunct security vendor Norse, whose video game-like maps show laser beams zapping across the 

globe. Norse went out of business two years ago, and no one is sure what data the map is based on, but 

everyone agrees that it looks cool. 

 

Jason Witty, the chief information security officer at U.S. Bank, admits that the blinking map he breaks 
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out for customer briefings is mostly for show. But it serves a serious purpose, he said: making the 

command center’s high-stakes work more tangible. 

 

“If you show customers the scripts you’re actually running, it’s just digits on a screen,” Mr. Witty said. A 

big, colorful map is easier to grasp. 

 

What everyone in the finance industry is afraid of is a repeat — on an even larger scale — of the data 

breach that hit Equifax last year. 

 

Hackers stole personal information, including Social Security numbers, of more than 146 million people. 

The attack cost the company’s chief executive and four other top managers their jobs. Who stole the data, 

and what they did with it, is still not publicly known. The credit bureau has spent $243 million so far 

cleaning up the mess. 

 

It is Mr. Nyman’s job to make sure that doesn’t happen at Mastercard. Walking around the company’s 

fusion center, he describes the team’s work using military slang. Its focus is “left of boom,” he said — 

referring to the moments before a bomb explodes. By detecting vulnerabilities and attempted hacks, the 

analysts aim to head off an Equifax-like explosion. 

 

But the attacks keep coming. As he spoke, the dial displayed over his shoulder registered another few 

assaults on Mastercard’s systems. The total so far this year exceeds 20 million. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Cybercriminals turn to supply chain 

SOURCE http://www.ciol.com/cyber-criminals-turning-attention-supply-chain/  

GIST On one hand, ransomware-related outsourced incident response engagements against financial institutions 

declined from 22% in 2016 to 5% last year, but on the other hand, the business and professional services 

supply chain has clearly become a prime target for trade secrets and intellectual property theft, potentially 

exposing customer and business partner data. 

 

As per a Dimension Data report, 2017 saw a worrying increase in ransomware and other cyberattacks 

targeting the supply chain, with the business and professional services sector receiving a significant 

increase of attacks, particularly in the EMEA region, which saw 20% of all attacks targeting this sector. 

 

In 2017, there was a massive 350% rise in ransomware, representing 7% of all global malware attacks (up 

from 1% in 2016), and is set to continue due to the popularity of cyber adversary campaigns.  

  

The businesses and professional services sector received 10% of global ransomware attacks, the third most 

targeted industry (up from sixth position in 2016), behind finance and technology. It also ranked third in 

the Americas (9%) and was the most vulnerable sector in EMEA, receiving 20% of all attacks. 

 

Despite the drop in outsourced incident response engagements, the finance sector remains the number one 

target for cyber criminals who carry out regular reconnaissance to spot potential infrastructure and 

application vulnerabilities. 

 

Technology was the second most cyber-attacked industry in 2017, with a 19% attack volume, with 

business and professional services moving to third place. Interestingly, attacks on the government sector 

last year dropped to 5% from 9% in 2016. 

 

Attacks against education doubled from 9% in 2016 to 18% in 2017. 

 

Geography-wise, the technology and finance sectors account for 70% of all attacks in the Americas. The 

US is a world leader in technology innovation while the finance sector collects and stores a vast amount of 

personal data which cyber criminals can monetise. 
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Education was the most attacked sector in Australia (26%). With an open network model and collaborative 

environments that enable connectivity and research between students, campuses, colleges, and universities, 

this is a valuable target. 

 

Attacks on the APAC manufacturing sector have dropped to a mere 7% (32% in 2016), because of the 

adoption of enhanced security governance and proactivity in raising cyber defenses. Attacks against the 

finance sector decreased from 46% in 2016 to 26% in 2017, but it remained the most attacked sector in 

APAC. This was caused by service-specific attacks. 

 

China was the top attack source for manufacturing cyber-incidents, accounting for 67% of hostile activities 

targeting the sector in EMEA. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Calif. live congressional debate hacked 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/someone-hacked-live-congressional-debate-with-gay-porn/  

GIST An online forum designated for California’s First Congressional District debate was hacked by unknown 

hackers (or call them pranksters) right after opening statements from its participants Lewis Elbinger of 

Green Party and Lewis Elbinger of the Democratic Party. 

 

The debate was hosted by Independent Like the North State group on Thursday night which was being 

broadcast online via live streaming. However, hackers were quick to take over the live stream to broadcast 

gay pornography. 

   

According to KRCR’s report, the debate was also being broadcast on KFOI station. Once the debate’s 

moderator Chris Verrill began to ask questions from candidates the debate’s online feed was replaced with 

two men indulging themselves in sexual acts. 

 

The porn clip remained online for several seconds and then taken offline by moderators but Verrill 

according to KRCR was heard saying “Looks like we got hacked again, we’ll try to fix this.” At the time 

of defacement, 12 people were watching the debate online. 

 

“We had some pranksters decide to go on and not respect ‘Independent Like the North State,’ the two 

candidates that were there or the democratic process or our community and that’s disappointing. But the 

North State’s a great community and we’re not going to let a couple bad apples spoil the whole barrel,” 

Verrill told KRCR. 

 

Verrill said he has no idea who the hackers are and what were their motives. However, in a conversation 

with Motherboard, he said that this was the first time the forum got hacked since this was the first time 

ever that they hosted a forum like this. 

 

This is not the first time when hackers have pulled such a stunt in California. In September 2017, unknown 

hackers took over TV transmission across the Orange County and disrupted scheduled programs with 

strange, mysterious warning messages informing viewers about the upcoming invasion of extra-terrestrials 

and the onset of Armageddon. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Hacked Drupal sites: miners, RATs, scams 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/hacked-drupal-sites-deliver-miners-rats-scams  

GIST The Drupal websites hacked by cybercriminals using the vulnerabilities known as Drupalgeddon2 and 

Drupalgeddon3 deliver cryptocurrency miners, remote administration tools (RATs) and tech support 

scams. 
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Two highly critical flaws were patched in recent months in the Drupal content management system 

(CMS). The security holes are tracked as CVE-2018-7600 and CVE-2018-7602, and they both allow 

remote code execution. 

 

Malicious actors started exploiting CVE-2018-7600, dubbed Drupalgeddon2, roughly two weeks after a 

patch was released and shortly after a proof-of-concept (PoC) exploit was made public. 

 

CVE-2018-7602, dubbed Drupalgeddon 3, was discovered during an analysis of CVE-2018-7600 by the 

Drupal Security Team and developer Jasper Mattsson, who also reported the original vulnerability. 

Hackers started exploiting CVE-2018-7602 immediately after the release of a patch. 

 

Cybercriminals have exploited the vulnerabilities to hijack servers and abuse them for cryptocurrency 

mining. Some websites have been targeted by botnets known to also be involved in distributed denial-of-

service (DDoS) attacks. 

 

Researchers at security firm Malwarebytes recently conducted an analysis of client-side attacks involving 

Drupalgeddon2 and Drupalgeddon3, i.e. the threats pushed by the compromised sites to their visitors. 

 

Experts noticed that nearly half of the hacked Drupal sites had been running version 7.5.x of the CMS, 

while roughly 30 percent had been running version 7.3.x, which was last updated in August 2015. 

 

Unsurprisingly, more than 80 percent of the hacked sites had been serving cryptocurrency miners, mostly 

through Coinhive injections. 

 

Just over 12 percent of the attacks observed by Malwarebytes delivered RATs or password stealers 

disguised as web browser updates. 

 

Tech support scams accounted for nearly 7 percent of the client-side attacks spotted by the security firm. 

In these attacks, website visitors are typically redirected to a page that locks their browser and instructs 

them to call a “tech support” number. 

 

Malwarebytes says it has notified the organizations whose websites have been compromised 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Australia telco suffers massive outage 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/telstra-hit-by-monday-morning-mobile-outage/  

GIST Telstra has said its services are improving, following a nationwide outage on Monday morning. 

 

"Our 4G voice and data traffic volume is improving nationally after we bypassed hardware that had been 

preventing some customers from accessing the 4G mobile network. 3G voice and data volumes are also 

improving," the telco said. 

 

"We're very sorry for the interruption to services." 

 

According to complaints on Monday morning made to Telstra's Twitter account, users from all over 

Australia had fallen victim to the outage. 

 

"The issue is impacting some 4G mobile voice and data services nationally, which is also causing 

congestion for 3G services. We're working to resolve the issue and are investigating the root cause," 

Telstra said on Twitter. 

 

NSW Police warned the outage may hit Triple Zero services, and advised that people use another carrier 

while the outage exists. Telstra however said calls to 000 will connect over other carriers. 
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In May alone, the dominant Australian telco has suffered a pair of outages. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Roundup: some current phishing trends 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/phishing-roundup-caracal-stealth-mango-

tangelo-apple-dhl-efax-and-more/  

GIST Phishing takes place when a fraudster tricks an individual into sharing sensitive information (account 

numbers, Social Security numbers, login credentials, etc.) by way of fraudulent emails, texts, or 

counterfeit websites. Phishing can also enable a scammer to gain access to a computer or network so that 

they can install malware, such as ransomware, on a victim's computer. Phishers are able to achieve this by 

spoofing the familiar, trusted logos of established, legitimate companies. Or, they may pose as a friend or 

family member and are often successful in completely deluding their targets. 

 

Some Current Phishing Threats 

 

• In carrying out attacks, Dark Caracal uses trojanized WhatsApp and Facebook apps to try to lure 

users into clicking malicious links and downloading Android malware, called Pallas, which can 

collect vast amounts of data. Dark Caracal targets include governments, military organizations, 

utilities, financial institutions, manufacturing companies and defense contractors. 

• Stealth Mango (Android) and Tangelo (iOS), discovered by Lookout Security Intelligence, are 

surveillanceware tools that target government officials, diplomats, activists and military personnel, 

specifically in Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iraq, India and the UAE. According to Lookout Security, 

“data from U.S., Australian, and German officials and military have been swept up in the 

campaign we believe is being run by members in the Pakistani military.” 

• Fake eFax email deceives email recipients by telling them they have received ‘a new eFax’ and 

that they need to click on a link button in the email to retrieve the document. The link goes to a 

phishing page. This is not a new attack, but has recently been spotted in emails again. 

• Email filtering company, Mailguard, has picked up a fake E-Toll notification containing an 

infected .doc file. According to Mailguard, the file contains a malicious macro that will download 

malware to the victim’s computer. The notification also includes the logos of Microsoft Office and 

Mailguard in order to appear authentic. It even goes as far as to claim that, “this document is 

protected by MailGuard". 

• DHL branding was mimicked and fake shipping notifications were sent out, asking recipients to 

download an attached file that contained highly destructive trojan malware. 

• “MEWKit” is a phishing attack that directly steals Ethereum from users of MyEtherWallet. Using 

MyEtherWallet as bait, it attempts to trick Ethereum investors into logging in to the bogus, cloned 

version of the website in order to steal their credentials. 

• The Twitter verification phishing site is still live. Late last year through early 2018, some Twitter 

accounts launched a promoted tweet campaign, which had been approved by Twitter. But, it was 

in actuality a phishing attempt. The phishing site, linked to the promoted tweets, claimed that, “to 

prevent identity confusion, Twitter is now offering the ‘verification form.’ We’re working the 

establish authenticity with people who deal with impersonation or identity confusion on a regular 

basis. Accounts with a [blue checkmark] are the official accounts.” It then asks users to fill out 

information about how many followers they have, their phone numbers and their account 

passwords. 

• Gmail’s new Confidential Mode may invite link-baiting phishing attacks. According to analysis by 

ComputerWorld, “Confidential Mode works by storing your email in a secure space on Google 

servers in the cloud. When both sender and recipient use Gmail, the email appears normal. But 

recipients who do not use Gmail get a link for viewing the email in a browser. The messages you 

send or receive via Confidential Mode are not actually email. The link is an email, but the message 

is an email-looking page on the internet that’s password-protected. Emails containing the link can, 

in fact, be forwarded, but only the intended recipient can successfully open the link. When 

someone gets one of these forwarded mails, they’re prompted for their Google login username and 
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password to determine whether or not they’re the intended recipient. This is problematic, because 

it invites link-baiting phishing attacks, which could con people into revealing their login 

information.” 

• A phishing campaign targeting Apple users seeks to dupe victims into updating their profiles in 

preparation for the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) policies, which go into 

effect on May 25. This is just one of many scams exploiting the coming implementation of GDPR 

policies.   

• On May 8, a Bleeping Computer article covered a zero-day vulnerability known as baseStriker. It 

"allows miscreants to send malicious emails that bypass security systems on Office 365 accounts. 

Discovered on May 1, 2018, by security researchers from Avanan, baseStriker is a flaw in how 

Office 365 servers scan incoming emails. But baseStriker isn't just a random vulnerability that 

researchers found after weeks of pen-testing. Avanan says it discovered baseStriker as part of real-

world attacks. 'So far we have only seen hackers using this vulnerability to send phishing attacks, 

but but it is also capable of distributing ransomware, malware and other malicious content,' 

Avanan's Yoav Nathaniel wrote in a report published today." 

• "Rules of Conduct" Office 365 phishing email scam, written about by Bleeping Computer at the 

end of April, "pretends to be from a company's human resources (HR) department and requests 

that the recipient read and acknowledge an attached 'Rules of Conduct' document. This document, 

though, prompts you to login at a fake Office 365 login prompt, which is used to steal your 

credentials."  

• Phishing via "voice squatting" attacks is a new way of targeting Amazon Alexa and Google Home 

Assistants. The idea is to lure the user into opening a malicious app by using voice triggers 

comparable to those in authentic apps, and then use the malicious apps to either phish users for 

sensitive data or eavesdrop on their surroundings. 

• High school student receives 14 felony counts after launching a phishing campaign directed at 

teachers, so he could pilfer their passwords and modify grades.   

 

According to Verizon's 2018 Data Breach Investigations Report, 90% of cyberattacks begin with phishing. 

And, the rate at which mobile enterprise users get tricked into becoming victims of phishing attacks has 

increased 85% every year since 2011, according to Lookout Security. Add to that the fact that mobile 

devices are becoming popular phishing targets and it becomes clear that phishing attacks aren't going away 

anytime soon. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Report: botnet malware infections 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/58-percent-of-botnet-malware-infections-last-

under-a-day/  

GIST The vast majority of botnet malware infections last under a day, according to a Fortinet report released last 

week —the Q1 2018 Threat Landscape Report. 

 

The Fortinet data includes information from all types of botnets, targeting desktop, mobile, server, IoT, 

and networking devices alike. 

 

According to the report, the vast majority of botnet infections —58%— last under a day; 17.6% of botnets 

persist for two days in a row; 7.3% last three days; and so on — while only 5% persist for more than a 

week. 

 

The botnet that has the longer persistence rate per bot is Mirai, a botnet that infects IoT devices, which it 

mainly uses for DDoS and traffic proxy services. 

 

The average lifetime of a Mirai bot is 5.5 days. Mirai is followed by other botnets, such as Sality (spam & 

proxy), Ramnit (banking trojan), H-worm (downloader), Necurs (spam), and others... 

 

Persistence per botnet 
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But according to Fortinet, despite its increased persistence, Mirai is not the most prevalent botnet. For the 

first quarter of 2018, that distinction goes to the botnet created by infected victims of the Gh0st malware, a 

relatively new "malware downloader" that infects victims and then rents out infected PCs to other crooks. 

 

In Q1 2018, Gh0st was by far the most widespread botnet malware version around, being ranked #1 across 

all continents, followed by the Pushdo spam botnet, and the Andromeda botnet, which despite being the 

target of a law enforcement takedown, has come back to life. 

 

The reason is that the Andromeda source code had been leaked online a few years back, and while the 

original botnet has been taken down, other crooks installed and got running new Andromeda botnets 

within days. 

 

Overall, botnets have been on a declining trajectory in the first quarter of 2018, most of them losing bots, 

shutting down, or having less activity than the previous quarter… 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Leak: teen phone monitoring app 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/teen-phone-monitoring-app-leaked-thousands-of-user-passwords/  

GIST At least one server used by an app for parents to monitor their teenagers' phone activity has leaked tens of 

thousands of accounts of both parents and children. 

 

The mobile app, TeenSafe, bills itself as a "secure" monitoring app for iOS and Android, which lets 

parents view their child's text messages and location, monitor who they're calling and when, access their 

web browsing history and find out which apps they have installed. 

 

Although teen monitoring apps are controversial and privacy-invasive, the company says it doesn't require 

parents to obtain the consent of their children. 

 

But the Los Angeles, California-based company left its servers, hosted on Amazon's cloud, unprotected 

and accessible by anyone without a password. 

 

Robert Wiggins, a U.K.-based security researcher who searches for public and exposed data, found two 

leaky servers. 

 

Both of the servers were pulled offline after ZDNet alerted the company, including another that contains 

what appears to be only test data. 

 

"We have taken action to close one of our servers to the public and begun alerting customers that could 

potentially be impacted," a TeenSafe spokesperson told ZDNet on Sunday. 

 

The database stores the parent's email address associated with TeenSafe, as well as their corresponding 

child's Apple ID email address. It also includes the child's device name -- which is often just their name -- 

and their device's unique identifier. The data contains the plaintext passwords for the child's Apple ID. 

Because the app requires that two-factor authentication is turned off, a malicious actor viewing this data 

only needs to use the credentials to break into the child's account to access their personal content data. 

 

None of the records contained content data, such as photos or messages, or the locations of either parents 

or children. 

 

TeenSafe claims to have over a million parents using the service. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Invisible messages w/subtle font tweaks 

SOURCE https://www.wired.com/story/fontcode-invisible-messages-steganography/  

GIST IF YOU’RE GRASPING for the deeper meaning of an essay or article, consider the possibility that it may 

not be in the words themselves, but hidden in the shape of the letters. It really could be the case, now that 

researchers from Columbia University have developed a method called FontCode, which plants data in 

text through tiny changes in how the letters are shaped. 

 

The method is a steganographic technique, meaning it hides secret information in plain sight such that only 

its intended recipient knows where to look for it and how to extract it. FontCode can be applied to 

hundreds of common fonts, like Helvetica or Times New Roman, and works in word processors like 

Microsoft Word. Data encoded with FontCode can also endure across any image-preserving digital format, 

like PDF or PNG. The secret data won't persist after, say, copy and pasting FontCode text between text 

editors. 

 

The most significant format conversion FontCode messages can transcend, though, is digital to physical 

and back. 

 

“Many modern steganographic techniques are always in digital files, but you can argue that the world is 

much larger than just digital formats,” says Changxi Zheng, a computer scientist at Columbia University 

who worked on the FontCode research. “So the question was how can we design a common physical 

object to convey digital information without compromising its existing functionality. I call it a hyperlink 

between a physical object and digital information.” 

 

Invisible Ink 

The text perturbations FontCode uses to embed a message involve slightly changing curvatures, widths, 

and heights—but crucially it's all imperceptible to the naked eye. You can intuit that some letters, like 

capital "I"s or "J"s, don't have a lot of complexity in which to hide subtle variations. But lowercase "a"s 

and "g"s, for example, have lots of edges and curves that can be elongated or shortened and bulked up or 

paired down. 

 

The only easy way to extract the hidden information in all those tiny tweaks is with the research teams' 

decoding algorithm. A recipient of a FontCode message could use their smartphone to take a picture of 

text manipulated with FontCode, then run the photo through a dedicated mobile app that decrypts the code 

to pull out the hidden message. It would also be possible to set up decoding schemes that use a webcam, a 

scanner, or any other image digitization method.  

 

Though FontCode is just begging to be used in spy movies or by White House staffers, the researchers also 

imagine that it could be used in place of everyone’s least-favorite hyperlink method, QR codes, or as a 

watermarking feature. FontCode messages could convey information about trademarks, patents, or other 

intellectual property protections in a document, or could even act as an anti-tampering feature to ensure 

that a document hasn’t been manipulated. 

 

One difficulty for the FontCode team was maximizing the amount of information they could hide in text 

while still making the method flexible enough that complete information can still be extracted if physical 

limitations erode fidelity—for example, if a shadow distorts some letters, or someone drips coffee on a 

printout that contains a FontCode message. 

 

“The main challenge we were facing was how to encode as much information as possible—because if it 

only works with a tiny bit of information it’s useless—while making it robust enough so if you have bad 

lighting or ink stains on the text it will still work,” Zheng says. 

 

Ch-Ch-Changes 

Steganographic techniques have been around for millennia, but in recent years cybersecurity researchers 

have noticed hackers adopting them in malicious attacks, and developing new variations to make their 

hacks more successful. These types of attacks are difficult for network defenders to detect, since they often 

hide malicious data in things like image files that don’t have any set standard to check them against. 
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FontCode could be more difficult to weaponize, since anyone could potentially use machine learning 

algorithms—like those that generate FontCode tweaks—to check text documents against font standards. 

 

“This technique is likely easily detected by machine learning, so it is not suitable for sending secret 

messages where there are people on the lookout for secret messages being sent,” says Owen Campbell-

Moore, a security researcher who created the Chrome extension Secretbook to hide messages in Facebook 

photos. “This is in contrast to other steganography techniques such as JPEG steganography, in which 

decades of research has been done in order to make it undetectable even when there are people actively 

scanning for it.” 

 

But FontCode does have the advantage of moving between digital and physical mediums, which could 

have specific applications in high-stakes espionage. And the researchers note that FontCode messages can 

be additionally encrypted if the sender and receiver agree on a key for reordering whatever data is 

embedded in a given text. Plus, the technique’s more mainstream uses wouldn’t be impacted by the 

potential that a scanner could discover the presence of the data—since it wouldn't be a secret in the first 

place that more information was stored there. 

 

“It's exciting to see new techniques for steganography being invented,” Campbell-Moore says. “I think this 

technique has a lot of appeal.” 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Kaspersky huge discounts UK forces 

SOURCE https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/alarm-at-kaspersky-software-discounts-for-british-forces-

tvpc0kd8q  

GIST A Russian cyber-security firm at the centre of spying fears has targeted more than 140,000 British military 

personnel and police officers with big discounts on computer software. 

 

Members of the UK armed forces, police and other emergency services are being offered 50% off 

Kaspersky Lab antivirus software in exclusive rewards schemes. 

 

The revelation has alarmed security officials who fear the firm’s products could be used by the Kremlin to 

spy on the British military and police. 

 

Last September the US Department of Homeland Security ordered government departments in America to 

stop using Kaspersky software over concerns it could aid Russian espionage. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Chrome’s red ‘not secure’ warning 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/chrome-issue-red-not-secure-warning-http  

GIST Google is putting yet another nail in the HTTP coffin: starting with Chrome 70, pages that are not served 

over a secure connection will be marked with a red warning. 

 

The search giant has been pushing for an encrypted web for many years, and suggested in 2014 that all 

HTTP sites be marked as insecure.  

 

Google proposed that Chrome would initially mark HTTP pages serving password fields or credit card 

interactions as “Not Secure,” and only then move to marking all of them in a similar manner.  

 

Now, Google believes that the Chrome security indicators should evolve in line with a wider adoption of 

HTTPS across the Internet.  

 

At the beginning of May 2018, over 93% of the traffic across Google resources was being served over an 
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encrypted connection, a major improvement since early 2014, when only 50% of the traffic was encrypted.  

 

Similar advancements were observed across the web as well, where around three quarters of the pages 

loaded via Chrome at the end of last week were served over HTTPS. Three years ago, only around 40% of 

the loaded pages were using HTTPS. 

 

Given the wider adoption of HTTPS, Google is now ready to make another push towards eliminating 

unencrypted connections by marking HTTP pages with a red “Not Secure” warning.  

 

“Previously, HTTP usage was too high to mark all HTTP pages with a strong red warning, but in October 

2018 (Chrome 70), we’ll start showing the red “not secure” warning when users enter data on HTTP 

pages,” Emily Schechter, Product Manager, Chrome Security, notes in a blog post. 

 

“Users should expect that the web is safe by default, and they’ll be warned when there’s an issue. Since 

we’ll soon start marking all HTTP pages as ‘not secure’, we’ll step towards removing Chrome’s positive 

security indicators so that the default unmarked state is secure,” Schechter notes. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Hacking group targets NKorea defectors 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/sun-teams-reddawn-campaign-targets-north-korean-defectors-and-

journalist/article/767126/  

GIST The second campaign from the “Sun Team” hacking group managed to sneak its way into the Google Play 

Store to targeted North Korean defectors. 

 

The malware looks to copy sensitive information including personal photos, contacts, and SMS messages 

and sends them to the threat actors,” according to a May 17 blog post. 

 

The malware became active in 2017 with the sole purpose of extracting information from devices.  

 

Researchers identified the malwares at an early stage and subsequently alerted Google and as a result, the 

number of infections was only about 100 infections, quit low compared with previous campaigns from 

Google Play. Threat actors also used Facebook to distribute malicious links to which linked to that apps. 

 

The malware was hidden in three apps named AppLockFree (Unreleased), Fast AppLock (Unreleased), 

and Food Ingredients Info which offers information about food, all of which have since been removed 

after staying online for roughly two months. 

 

Sun Team also used awkward Korean writing in the descriptions which followed a pattern of using names 

of celebrities, such as Jack Black, who appeared on Korean TV suggesting the threat actors aren't native 

South Koreans but are familiar with the culture and language, researchers said. 

 

Researchers believe the apps are multi-staged and use several components with one of the apps being part 

of a reconnaissance stage which sets the foundation for the next stage for the other two apps. The malware 

also attempts to spread to a victims friends and asks them the install the other malicious apps and offer 

feedback via a Facebook account with a fake profile promoted. 

 

Researchers also found Sun Team used devices manufactured in several countries and carry installed 

Korean apps to test the exploits they tried to use. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Spectre attack reveals firmware secrets 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/ex-intel-security-expert-this-new-spectre-attack-can-even-reveal-
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firmware-secrets/  

GIST Yuriy Bulygin, the former head of Intel's advanced threat team, has published research showing that the 

Spectre CPU flaws can be used to break into the highly privileged CPU mode on Intel x86 systems known 

as System Management Mode (SMM).  

 

Spectre and Meltdown vulnerabilities enable software attacks using CPU design flaws common to Intel, 

AMD, and Arm chips to access secrets stored in memory.  

 

Bulygin, who has launched security firm Eclypsium, has modified Spectre variant 1 with kernel privileges 

to attack a host system's firmware and expose code in SMM, a secure portion of BIOS or UEFI firmware. 

 

SMM resides in SMRAM, a protected region of physical memory that should only be accessible by BIOS 

firmware and not the operating system kernel, hypervisors or security software.  

 

SMM handles especially disruptive interrupts and is accessible through the SMM runtime of the firmware, 

knows as System Management Interrupt (SMI) handlers.  

 

As a former Intel researcher explained in a 2013 paper, when an SMI event occurs, say, due to thermal 

throttling or system health checks, all the CPU's cores enter SMM or system management mode. 

 

"Because SMM generally has privileged access to physical memory, including memory isolated from 

operating systems, our research demonstrates that Spectre-based attacks can reveal other secrets in 

memory (eg, hypervisor, operating system, or application)," Bulygin explains. 

 

To expose code in SMM, Bulygin modified a publicly available proof-of-concept Spectre 1 exploit 

running with kernel-level privileges to bypass Intel's System Management Range Register (SMRR), a set 

or range registers that protect SMM memory.  

 

"These enhanced Spectre attacks allow an unprivileged attacker to read the contents of memory, including 

memory that should be protected by the range registers, such as SMM memory," he notes.  

 

"This can expose SMM code and data that was intended to be confidential, revealing other SMM 

vulnerabilities as well as secrets stored in SMM. Additionally, since we demonstrate that the speculative 

memory access occurs from the context of SMM, this could be used to reveal other secrets in memory as 

well." 

 

Bulygin said he's been working with Intel since March and that Intel believes its guidance to mitigate 

Spectre variant 1 and Spectre variant 2 should also be applied to SMM. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Japan: 200M users info on hacking forum 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/data-of-over-200-million-japanese-sold-on-

underground-hacking-forum/  

GIST A hacker suspected to be operating out of China has been seen peddling the data of around 200 million 

Japanese users on an underground cybercrime forum, according to a FireEye iSIGHT Intelligence report 

shared with Bleeping Computer. 

 

The data appears to have been assembled by hacking up to 50 smaller Japanese sites and put up for sale as 

one big giant archive in December 2017. 

 

After analyzing a sample of the data, researchers say they've identified the hacked targets as small 

Japanese websites activate in the retail, food and beverage, financial, entertainment, and transportation 

sectors. 
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FireEye believes the data is authentic and not forged because it contains data on users whose personal info 

had been leaked in other breaches, but also data for new users. 

 

The mixture between new and old data is also confirmed by other clues suggesting some data comes from 

hacks taking place in June 2016, but others go as far as May 2013. 

 

The user leaked data varies depending on the website from where it's been stolen, but usually includes real 

names, email addresses, dates of birth, phone numbers, and home addresses. 

Data dump currently sold for only $150 

 

The price for the entire archive is ¥1,000 CNY ($150.96 USD). Several actors commenting on the forum 

thread where the suspected Chinese hacker was selling his data commented that they've bought the PII 

cache but did not receive their files. It is unclear if these comments are true, or if these were made by other 

data sellers trying to sabotage their competition. 

 

FireEye says it tracked the hacker's online persona to a QQ social network ID that is also linked to another 

hacker's online persona. This second hacker persona received bad reviews and had a bad reputation as 

well. 

 

"This QQ address is connected to an individual living in China's Zhejiang province," researchers said 

about the hacker's real location. 

 

This same persona seems to have been active online since 2013, the year of the oldest data included in the 

Japanese files. FireEye says the hacker has been linked to selling data on multiple Chinese hacking forums 

—data belonging to companies in many other countries such as China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, European 

countries, Australia, New Zealand, and North American countries. 

 

While the data sold in this most recent dump does not contain very sensitive information, the stolen 

information can still facilitate identity theft, spam, malware propagation, and fraud. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Students hack school to change grades 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/students-hack-high-school-to-change-grades-get-

lunch-refunds/  

GIST Two students from Bloomfield Hills High School are the main suspects of a recent hack discovered at the 

school this week. 

 

The two broke into the school's MISTAR Student Information System portal where they changed grades, 

attendance records, and attempted to refund lunch purchases. 

 

The hack came to light after a school employee logged into his account a noticed an error. School officials 

investigated the issue and discovered the hack. 

 

The two students are said to have used a vulnerability in the school portal to carry out their hack. They 

tried to disguise their identity by modifying the records for 20 students. 

 

Dire repercussions announced in a YouTube video 

 

But according to a YouTube video posted by Bloomfield Hills High School superintendent Robert Glass, 

school employees with the help of forensic data experts managed to track down the two culprits. 

 

"As a father myself, my heart aches for the parents of the students who will be learning a very hard 

lesson," Glass said in the YouTube video. 
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"The consequences for these young individuals is likely to be severe. Cyber hacking is a federal crime and 

we're working with the proper authorities to determine the appropriate discipline and legal ramifications," 

Glass said. "Due to student privacy laws, we're not able to disclose more information but we can assure 

you that we're working within the full extent of the Student Code of Conduct and the full extent of the 

law." 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Vigilant hacker hits cyberespionage group 

SOURCE https://koddos.net/blog/vigilante-hacker-steals-and-publishes-cyberespionage-groups-data/  

GIST A vigilante hacker recently stole data belonging to a hacking group called ZooPark. The group is allegedly 

connected to the Iranian government. Upon receiving $1,000 payment, the hacker decided to publish the 

data online. 

 

According to recent reports, an unknown hacker has managed to infiltrate systems belonging to the 

cyberespionage group which is supposedly linked to the government. Researchers claim that the stolen 

data included phone calls, texts, as well as GPS locations which the group took from their alleged victims. 

Upon obtaining the data in question, the vigilante hacker decided to publish it publically. 

 

It would seem that even the hackers working for the government itself are not untouchable, and will have 

to face consequences for their actions. Especially when those actions are publically displayed for everyone 

to download and see. 

 

The hacker who stole the data has announced on Monday that they will publish the data on a public 

domain within 48 hours. The hacker requested that someone pays $1,000 worth of Bitcoin (BTC) in order 

to publish the data, and they apparently got their wish. The released files are seemingly legitimate, as they 

are in line with previously obtained information. 

 

According to researchers, the published files came from a server owned by the ZooPark group. This is a 

hacking unit revealed earlier this month by researchers from Kaspersky. The link to ZooPark was 

confirmed after comparing the stolen materials with Kaspersky researchers’ reports. 

 

The report claims that the hacking group has targeted victims in various countries, including Morocco, 

Egypt, Iran, Jordan, and Lebanon. These results are confirmed by the GPS locations of the victims that 

came from the stolen files. 

 

According to the vigilante, ZooPark might be a group based in Iran, which is something that researchers 

managed to conclude on their own as well. Unfortunately, Kaspersky did not manage to connect ZooPark 

to any other known hacking group so far. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 ISIS message continues to thrive online 

SOURCE https://www.thenational.ae/uae/isis-message-thrives-online-after-crushing-defeat-on-battlefield-

europe-s-globsec-security-forum-hears-1.731884  

GIST Terror groups such as Isis are reaching ever wider audiences online after their crushing defeat on the 

battlefield, raising the question of how to defeat an enemy adept at tapping into anger among young people 

and recruiting them to their ranks. 

 

The issue took centre stage at the Globsec forum in Bratislava on Saturday against a backdrop of terror 

attacks across European cities that have claimed the lives of hundreds in recent years. 

 

"They send their messages, they decide on the platform and we're always on the defence, trying to catch 

up, what they're trying to do and how they recruit," said Maqsoud Kruse, executive director of Hedayah, 
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the Abu Dhabi anti-extremism centre. 

 

Mr Kruse said terrorists today are transcending borders and have been remarkably successful online. 

 

"Their existence in the digital world, in cybercrime, their ability to connect and reconnect and establish 

different associations..." he said. 

 

He told an audience of European security officials and government ministers there is a need to creative an 

effective counter narrative, an alternative for people susceptible to radicalisation. 

 

"When they join these groups they actually tap into a world of excitement, action, endangerment, but most 

important they feel they're having a noble cause, they're making a difference in the world, they're part of a 

group. If you take all of this away from them, the question remains, what is the alternative?" 

 

Mr Kruse said whether it was right-wing, left-wing or religious extremism, there are common themes seen 

in recruits across the board. 

 

"Perceived grievance, issues of identity - the notion that they need to have a certain purpose and mission 

and direction in their lives" he said. 

 

Among the other UAE speakers at Globsec in the Slovakian capital was Minister of State for Foreign 

Affairs Dr Anwar Gargash, who on Friday called for an end to Iranian and Turkish inference in the region. 

 

Nicholas Rasmussen, former director of the National Counterterrorism Centre in the United States, said 

Isis' ability to bring foreign fighters to a conflict zone "had as much to do with adventure, had as much to 

do with violence and had as much to do with excitement, changing your life," as it did any religious 

element. 

 

"It may just be about personal fulfilment in a way. Unfortunately that meant that the pool of potential 

recruits was much much wider than anything we'd seen during the Al Qaeda years," he said. 

 

"I hesitate to think of the Al Qaeda years as the good old days of dealing with counter terrorism, but it was 

a small pool of potential actors." 

 

The debate focused on how several key themes: how perpetrators often have a background in low level 

crime; how recruiters tap into disaffection with targets' lives and how organised crime in Europe has 

funded terror networks on the continent and in the Middle East. 

 

Magnus Ranstorp, research director of the Centre for Asymmetric Threat Studies at the Swedish National 

Defence College, said terrorist groups have long been linked to organised criminal activity, from the IRA 

smuggling fuel and demanding extortion money to Isis smuggling refugees. 

 

"If you look at the microfinancing of foreign terrorist fighters, one thing they're not lacking is money. And 

the money is generated from a whole array of different activities, everything from welfare benefit fraud to 

VAT fraud." 

 

He cited one example of a group of shell companies in Denmark that imported cheese and meat from 

German and the Netherlands. 

 

"They were connected to an Isis cell in Spain, and the extremists in Denmark gave the banking key 

facilitation devices so they could lift money [from the companies] to fund people going from Melilla to 

Syria." The cell was exposed last year by Spanish uncover police. 

 

"I came yesterday from Copenhagen, where a huge ring of criminals and extremists were arrested. What 

they were doing was actually smuggling people into Europe - these were Syrians - and of course the 

money they got from that was then smuggled back into Syria, to fund the Al Nusra Front." 
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All three experts said local communities have a greater role to play in identifying those at risk of 

radicalisation. 

 

"We need to also remind ourselves that only relying on security, policing, intelligence, military approaches 

alone is no longer enough or efficient," said Mr Kruse, from Hedayah. 

 

"If we are truly sincere in countering this phenomenon, we are all part of the solution." 

 

Mr Rasmussen added: "In easily 80 per cent of the cases we've looked at over the last decade in the United 

States, somebody in the aftermath of that case lifted their hand and said 'oh I actually saw something and I 

didn't really act on it' in a timely way. That person may have been a teacher or a relative or a peer or a 

coach or a colleague, and those are the individuals that are most likely to spot the signs of radicalisation. 

 

"As director [James] Comey of the FBI used to say: 'If I'm involved, if the FBI is involved, it's usually way 

too late already'." 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Man gets 15yrs for hacker sabotage 

SOURCE https://www.news8000.com/news/crime/man-sentenced-to-15-years-in-prison-for-hacker-sabotage-

1/743650001  

GIST MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A New Mexico man accused of paying hackers to sabotage websites affiliated 

with his former employers and state agencies has been sentenced in Minnesota to 15 years in prison. 

 

John Kelsey Gammell earlier pleaded guilty to federal hacking conspiracy charges. The FBI says the case 

represents a growing form of cybercrime in which professional hackers are paid to inflict damage on 

individuals, businesses and others who rely on digital devices. 

 

Gammell admitted in federal court in St. Paul to engaging in a campaign of cyberattacks against at least 

three dozen websites between 2015 and 2017, including those of former employers, banks, Hennepin 

County in Minnesota and the Minnesota Judicial Branch. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Atlanta’s network almost recovered 

SOURCE https://www.ajc.com/news/local/atlanta-network-almost-recovered-from-cyber-attack-cost-still-

unkown/k6srGim85Q8dKwUFPbcDhN/  

GIST The City of Atlanta’s computer network has nearly recovered from a ransomware cyber attack suffered 

nearly two months ago, said Chief Operating Officer Richard Cox in an Friday interview with The Atlanta 

Journal-Constitution and Channel 2 Action News. 

 

Cox said the municipal court is the only department whose computers haven’t been brought back online. 

 

“We are in testing right now,” Cox said, adding that he expects them to be operational in about 10 days. 

 

Cox said the total cost of the attack has yet to be calculated. But emergency contracts posted on the city’s 

procurement website have a combined not-to-exceed amount of about $5 million. 

 

“If you dig into those numbers a lot of those expenses are inevitably things we were going to have to 

invest in regardless,” Cox said. 

 

On March 22, city employees were ordered to turn off their computers to stop a virus from spreading 

through the network and encrypting data. A cyber criminal group demanded that the city pay it about 
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$51,000 in bitcoins — a crypto currency that allows for anonymous transactions online. 

 

The city refused to pay the ransom on the advice of federal agents. 

 

“We were advised, at some point during the attack, this particular threat actor had hit places after the 

ransom was paid,” Cox said. 

 

Following the attack, the city hired Secureworks, a Dell subsidiary, who has emerged as an early authority 

on the cyber-criminal group, “Gold Lowell.” That group is being blamed for a rash of cyber attacks 

involving a variant of SamSam, the type of ransomware that struck Atlanta. 

 

In early 2018, about a month before the Atlanta cyber attack, Secureworks published a report titled 

“SamSam Ransomware Campaigns,” which noted that the recent attacks involving SamSam have been 

opportunistic, lucrative and impacted a wide range of organizations. 

 

Cox said on Friday it was too soon to say if any data or other records had been permanently lost. 

 

“We are still in the process of going through files to understand the status,” he said. “That process will 

continue to take quite a while.” 

 

The city provided a copy of its cyber attack insurance policy to the AJC this week in response to a public 

records request, but redacted the coverage limits, citing security concerns. 

 

Cyber attack insurance policies are an uncharted area of the market, and security experts have warned that 

the risks associated with them are difficult to calculate. The policies contain a number of exclusions and 

require meeting basic security standards. 

 

Asked if he expected an insurance payout, Cox said: “We are having ongoing conversations with our cyber 

insurance vendor … Our expectation is that we will be able to partner with them in a very fair manner.” 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Shooting suspect social media footprint 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/crime-courts/shooting-suspect-dimitrios-pagourtzis-posted-born-

kill-t-shirt-n875571  

GIST Three weeks before he allegedly killed 10 people at a Texas high school, Dimitrios Pagourtzis posted a 

photo to what appears to have been his Instagram account with a picture of a knife and a handgun atop a 

mattress and a profane caption. 

 

A source at Facebook confirmed the company deleted the Instagram account after Friday's shooting at 

Santa Fe High School, along with his apparent Facebook account. (Update: Facebook initially said it had 

"removed the shooter's accounts" from its platforms. Facebook now says it is not certain of the shooter's 

ties to the Instagram account.) 

 

Another Instagram post was a picture of the arcade game Silent Scope — which allows players to pretend 

they are a sniper using a controller shaped like a rifle — captioned with a smile emoji. A third photo: the 

underside of a frog. 

 

He followed only 13 other Instagram accounts, and eight of them were fan pages for firearms. The others 

include the official accounts for the White House, President Donald Trump, Ivanka Trump and Melania 

Trump's official @FLOTUS account. 

 

On his Facebook page, Pagourtzis posted a photo on April 30 that seems chilling in retrospect: a T-shirt 

spread out on a bed with the slogan "Born to Kill." 
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The same day the 17-year-old put up a photo of a trenchcoat — like the one classmates say he wore to 

school most days — covered with pins, including the Iron Cross, a German military medal sometimes 

associated with Nazis, and a symbol of a goat head that is connected to the Church of Satan. 

 

The caption below the photo appeared to be an explanation of the meaning of some of the other pins: He 

captioned the photo: "Hammer and Sickle = Rebellion," "Rising Sun = Kamikaze Tactics," "Iron Cross = 

Bravery," "Baphomet = Evil," "Cthulhu = Power." 

 

While posts could provide clues to Pagourtzis' interests and state of mind before he allegedly barged into a 

classroom and started shooting, not all of them were so darkly themed. 

 

In one selfie from May 2, Pagourtzis wore a backwards baseball cap adorned with a pink and purple 

striped pin that is associated with bisexual pride, according to dozens of online retailers. In his profile 

photo, he wore a black hat with a white peace sign on the front. 

 

A few details of Pagourtzis' life began to emerge in the hours after the shooting. A newspaper story 

showed he was on the honor roll at Santa Fe when he was a freshman. He had played on the Santa Fe 

junior varsity football team but was not listed on the current roster. 

 

One student, who was 200 feet away from the shooter when she was told someone had a gun, said she was 

shocked when she learned Pagourtzis was the alleged gunman. 

 

"He seemed like a nice kid, but I didn't know him personally so there could be something going on that 

nobody knew about," sophomore Bailee Sobnosky said. 

 

His family attended a Greek Orthodox church, and he participated in traditional Greek dance. One person 

who knew him from church said he was stunned to hear he might be involved in a horrific crime. 

 

"He's quiet but he's harmless. He's just a regular kid, nothing unusual about him at all," he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Mugshots.com owners arrested 

SOURCE https://lawandcrime.com/high-profile/here-are-the-mugshots-of-the-guys-who-allegedly-run-

mugshots-com-and-why-they-were-booked/  

GIST The alleged owners of Mugshots.com have been charged and arrested. These four men–Sahar Sarid, 

Kishore Vidya Bhavnanie, Thomas Keesee, and David Usdan–only removed a person’s mugshot from the 

site if this individual paid a “de-publishing” fee, according to the California Attorney General on 

Wednesday. That’s apparently considered extortion. On top of that, they also face charges for money 

laundering, and identity theft. 

 

If you read a lot of articles about crime, then you’re probably already familiar with the site (which is still 

up as of Friday afternoon). They take mugshots, slap the url multiple times on the image, and post it on the 

site alongside an excerpt from a news outlet that covered the person’s arrest. 

 

According to the AG’s office, the owners would only remove the mugshots if the person paid a fee, even if 

the charges were dismissed or if the suspect was only arrested because of “mistaken identity or law 

enforcement error.” 

 

“This pay-for-removal scheme attempts to profit off of someone else’s humiliation,” said Attorney 

General Xavier Becerra. “Those who can’t afford to pay into this scheme to have their information 

removed pay the price when they look for a job, housing, or try to build relationships with others. This is 

exploitation, plain and simple.” 

 

The AG’s statement claims that Mugshots.com owners got $64,000 from about 175 people with billing 
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addressed in the state. That’s over a three-year period. Of course, that falls way, way short of how much 

they raked nationwide: The four got over $2 million in “de-publishing” fees from 5,703 people. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Taliban warns Kabul of more attacks 

SOURCE https://www.rferl.org/a/afghanistan-taliban-warns-kabul-residents-of-more-attacks/29240009.html  

GIST The Taliban has warned Kabul residents to stay away from "military centers" as they vowed more attacks 

in the Afghan capital. 

 

In a statement published online on May 21, the militants said the coming attacks on "the enemy's military 

and intelligence centers" were part of an annual spring offensive. 

 

"Therefore, to avoid civilian casualties and only cause damage to enemy military, we are asking Kabul 

residents to keep away.... We don't want even a single innocent civilian to be killed," the statement said. 

 

It did not elaborate on what was meant by "military and intelligence centers." 

 

The Taliban is stepping up attacks in an apparent rejection of calls for the militants to accept the Afghan 

government's February offer of peace talks. 

 

The Taliban and an affiliate of the Islamic State (IS) extremist group have carried out a series of massive 

attacks in Kabul in recent months. 

 

At least 25 people were killed on April 30 in twin suicide bombings claimed by IS militants, including 

nine journalists who had rushed to the scene of the first attack. Among the dead were two RFE/RL 

journalists and an RFE/RL trainee. 

 

On May 21 in the southern province of Kandahar, officials said gunmen killed five members of a 

demining team that was clearing a segment for a planned gas pipeline. A sixth worker was missing 

following the attack in Maiwand district. 

 

The deminers were working for the TAPI project intended to transport natural gas along an 1,800-

kilometer route from Turkmenistan through Afghanistan to Pakistan and India, the officials said. 

 

Zia Durrani, spokesman for the provincial police chief, said Taliban militants were behind the attack. 

 

A Taliban spokesman said the incident was being investigated and that the victims were not wearing the 

usual uniform worn by TAPI workers. 

 

The main Taliban organization in Afghanistan has declared its support for TAPI, calling it an "important 

project" for the country. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Group: second ISIS group leaves Damascus 

SOURCE https://www.thenational.ae/world/mena/second-group-of-isis-fighters-leaves-damascus-district-

monitor-says-1.732415  

GIST A second group of ISIS fighters left their last stronghold in Damascus overnight, a UK-based war monitor 

said on Monday, while the government has yet to confirm any evacuation deal with the extremist group. 

 

However, a military source was quoted by the official Sana news agency as saying that a temporary 
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ceasefire was in place to allow women, children and elderly to leave the area of Al Hajar Al Aswad. 

 

Pro-Syrian regime forces have launched an intensive operation to recover ISIS’s south Damascus pocket 

in Al Hajar Al Aswad and the Yarmouk Palestinian refugee camp since driving rebels from Eastern 

Ghouta in April. 

 

Yarmouk is the last Damascus district beyond government control and its full evacuation would bring the 

entire capital and its surroundings under regime control for the first time since 2012. 

 

"A second batch of elements from the ISIS organisation left after midnight," the Syrian Observatory for 

Human Rights said. 

 

"They are heading to a pocket in the desert still under the control of the extremist organisation.” 

 

The first group of ISIS fighters was transferred by bus out of southern Damascus on Sunday, the monitor 

said. 

 

The military source quoted by Sana said a ceasefire that began on Sunday would remain in place until 

12noon (1pm UAE time) on Monday to allow women and children to leave the area. 

 

It said the government would subsequently resume its operations. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Regional approach fighting extremism 

SOURCE http://www.afr.com/news/world/asia/terrorism-on-our-doorstep-takes-a-region-to-counter-

extremism-20180517-h1067z  

GIST They are every security force's nightmare. 

 

Small, mobile terrorist cells that are fiercely loyal and can communicate off the grid, making them almost 

impossible to detect. 

 

Only these have one additional and horrifying characteristic. They are also families. 

 

When Dita Oepriarto and his wife Puji Kuswati strapped suicide vests onto themselves and their four 

children, aged between 8 and 18, and bombed three churches in the busy East Javanese city of Surabaya 

last Sunday, they exposed a disturbing new frontier for extremist groups. 

 

The family unit, previously off-limits for suicide missions, was also mobilised in the bombing of a police 

station on Monday, while yet another couple and two of their children died on Sunday when a bomb 

exploded prematurely at their apartment. 

 

Indonesia has had its share of terrorism-related violence but the latest attacks, which claimed at least 25 

lives and injured dozens more, have left a devastating mark. 

 

While women and children have long been an integral part of terrorist organisations, they typically provide 

spiritual and logistical support. Rarely in Indonesia have they been used as combatants. 

 

Analysts are hopeful families willing to put themselves forward for these types of suicide missions will be 

few, if any, and this is not the start of a new trend. 

 

However, it is consistent with the shock tactics of Islamic State (IS), which inspired the Surabaya attacks. 

It is also distressingly effective as the involvement of children confounds security guards, charged with 

keeping areas and communities safe, and also attracts worldwide attention. 
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"We are dealing with IS not al-Qaeda," says Greg Barton, a counter-terrorism expert from Deakin 

University. 

 

'There is no grey zone' 

 

Al-Qaeda, which was founded by Osama bin Laden and responsible for the September 11, 2001 attacks in 

the US and the 2002 Bali bombings, "is a ruthless, terrorist organisation which justifies the worst kind of 

violence but it is also sensitive to image maintenance and avoids provoking outrage in the community to 

the point that it loses support," says Barton. 

 

"IS is more black and white. There is no grey zone. It sees being provocative as an effective tool for 

recruitment and building solidarity. It is quite comfortable sending women and children off to their 

deaths." 

 

Sidney Jones, director of the Institute for Policy Analysis of Conflict in Jakarta, says IS, also known as 

ISIS, has always been a family affair, with whole families being encouraged to migrate to Syria and 

women providing key support functions. 

 

"Only by having normal families living normal lives could ISIS hope to make a claim to functioning like a 

normal state," she wrote in an article for the Lowy Institute's The Interpreter this week. 

 

"The problem was that many of the women were not satisfied with the very traditional role ISIS assigned 

them. Some, as we know from observing social media, wanted more action and admired women suicide 

bombers in Palestine, Iraq and Chechnya." 

 

The latest attacks are a setback for Indonesia in its fight against terrorism, which has been remarkably 

successful since the Bali bombings 16 years ago. 

 

As a response to the Bali tragedy, which killed more than 200 people, including 88 Australians, Jakarta set 

up the Special Forces counter-terrorism squad known as Detachment 88. 

 

Australia and the US provided funding and training for the squad which includes investigators, explosive 

experts and a tactical response unit. While it has attracted controversy over deaths in custody and claims of 

heavy-handed treatment of terror suspects, it is widely credited with thwarting dozens of attacks. 

 

Barton says the squad is "Australia's single biggest success in our engagement with Indonesia in decades." 

 

The improvement in Indonesia's counter-terrorism capabilities and response tactics is to a level where 

Australia is now learning from the Indonesians. Barton says Canberra should now focus its efforts on 

preventing attacks from happening by countering violent extremism. This involves community work and 

on-the-ground engagement. 

 

Awkwardly, the recent attacks are a reminder to Australia of the importance of its development assistant 

programs at a time when the federal government is cutting aid to Indonesia. 

 

A 10 per cent reduction of direct funding to Indonesia was announced in the recent budget, as spending 

was redirected to the Pacific, where Australia is building a high-speed internet cable to the Solomon 

Islands and Papua New Guinea. 

 

The government has argued Indonesia is a fast-growing economy and as such, its relationship with 

Australia is changing. 

 

Changing relationships 

 

Canberra is now focused on signing a new trade and investment agreement with Jakarta to support 

economic growth and improve living conditions. However, analysts are concerned the inevitable cuts to 
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existing programs on the ground – the exact details of which are yet to be finalised – will be detrimental to 

regional security. 

 

"This is not the time to be cutting foreign aid," says Joshua Roose, director of the Institute for Religion, 

Politics and Society at the Australian Catholic University. 

 

"You can pump as much money into security as you like but you are treating a symptom," he adds. 

 

Barton says the aid budget is not just about helping people overseas but it also works in Australia's favour 

by improving the security environment and is an effective use of taxpayers' money. 

 

The cut to development assistance in Indonesia is "a relatively small amount of money in the national 

budget and I think it represents misguided thinking", he says. 

 

"We haven't seen the deliberation process yet over which programs will be funded and which won't but 

there is no question – even with careful deliberation – there will be an erosion of what we want to do [on 

the ground.]" 

 

Australia's response to the Surabaya bombings so far has been focused on security. 

 

Home Affairs Minister Peter Dutton ordered "an urgent review of known and active terrorist organisations 

in the region to consider what further action we should take". 

 

In a statement to AFR Weekend, he said "Australia is committed to working with our partners in the 

region against the threat from terrorist organisations and foreign fighters returning to the region." 

 

Foreign fighters returning to south-east Asia are of high concern for Canberra. Indonesian police claim 

that there are more than 500 returnees from Syria or Iraq to the country, a relatively small number given 

the overall population of about 260 million. 

 

However, Barton says the Surabaya church attacks – the family was initially said to have returned from 

Syria but police later retracted the claim – show the impact of returnees is not just limited to those people 

who have been overseas. 

 

"It's not simply the returnees who are a problem but those who are in their orbit or come under their 

influence," he says. 

 

That can quickly turn 500 people of interest into several thousand. 

 

The heightened security threat in the region comes at a time of increased co-operation on counter-

terrorism. 

 

Australia and the 10 countries from the Association of South-East Asian Nations signed a wide-ranging 

co-operation agreement in March, under which Canberra has pledged to provide "technical assistance" on 

preparing anti-terror laws, help countries crackdown on terrorism financing, work on detecting foreign 

fighters as they return home, and bolster countries' capacity to collect and share evidence. 

 

Last year, Australia sent two Orion surveillance aircraft and troops to the Philippines to assist and train its 

forces as they fought off IS loyalists in Marawi, a predominantly Muslim city on the island of Mindanao. 

 

In a further sign that the unpredictable and often hostile leadership of President Rodrigo Duterte has not 

torpedoed military and defence ties, Australia took part in the Balikatan military exercises with the US and 

the Philippines, which concluded this week. 

 

And after the surprise Malaysian election result of last week, ending the six-decades-long grip on power of 

the former ruling party, which had been isolated by a global corruption scandal, Kuala Lumpur is expected 
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to be more open to regional co-operation. 

 

The real challenge for Indonesia, which has prided itself on being a model of moderate Islam, will be to 

combat radicalisation of communities. 

 

The country's largest Islamic organisations, Muhammadiya and Nahdlatul Ulama, emphatically 

condemned the Surabaya bombings this week. 

 

"The involvement of families leaving or returning from ISIS has several implications," writes Jones in her 

article. 

 

"It means deradicalisation has to happen as a family – it can't only be aimed at the men. And 

deradicalisation programs cannot just be aimed at inculcating nationalism or exposing extremists to other 

interpretations of Qur'anic texts. 

 

"They have to address how families as a whole, often indoctrinated into believing that anyone outside ISIS 

is the enemy, can be persuaded to change their objectives as individuals and as a family unit." 

 

A 2015 Pew Research study found that 4 per cent of Indonesians have a favourable opinion of IS, which 

may seem small, but given Indonesia's large population, adds up to more than 10 million people if 

extrapolated out. 

 

Roose points out a further 18 per cent are undecided, according to that study. 

 

"Even if they turn 20 per cent of that 18 per cent, they have just doubled their number of supporters," he 

warns. 

 

For now Indonesia and the region are on high alert as Muslims have just begun the holy month of 

Ramadan.This has become a time of year when jihadists try to step up their attacks because they are told 

they gain more rewards in the after world. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Threat from returning ISIS to Balkans 

SOURCE http://moderntokyotimes.com/returning-is-fighters-in-the-balkans-beyond-the-immediate-security-

threat/  

GIST Over the years, the nations of the Western Balkans have seen about 1,000 of their citizens join al-Qaeda’s 

Syria wing, Jabhat Fateh al-Sham (formerly known as Jabhat al-Nusra), and move on to join so-called 

Islamic State (IS). [1] They have hailed from majority-Muslim communities in Bosnia, Albania, Kosovo, 

as well as minority Muslim populations in Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia. 

 

Regional governments have responded by criminalizing participation in foreign conflicts and taking 

measures against recruiters, radical preachers and jihadist propaganda networks. [2] The threat of attack is 

real but limited, while years since the alarm bells first went off, it remains unclear what effect returning 

foreign fighters will have in the longer term. 

 

While the Western Balkans is not immune to terrorist attacks, as sporadic attempted attacks and some lone 

actor shootings have demonstrated, there is little consensus on the true threat returning foreign fighters 

pose for the region. Indeed, the general perception is that the region holds little propaganda value as a 

target for jihadists, raising the question of whether they intend to move further into Europe and in what 

way the phenomenon will manifest itself in the region’s security landscape. 

 

The Returnees 

 

Between 250–300 Balkan fighters who quit IS and returned home between 2014-2015 seem to have done 
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so having become disillusioned by the war and disheartened by the infighting between jihadist groups 

(Gazeta Tema, October 8, 2017). The authorities appear to believe that few of these returnees pose an 

immediate security risk. In Albania, for instance, media reports have claimed that only 15 of some of the 

40 returnees may pose a threat (Reporter.al, March 23, 2016). 

 

Others seem unable or unwilling to return, instead remaining in Syria and Iraq with their families and 

children. [4] Security agencies in Kosovo claim that there are still 91 children (37 of whom were born in 

Syria and Iraq) and 41 women in areas under IS control. Only seven women and three children have so far 

returned home (BalkanWeb, April 5). 

 

Vlado Azinovic, professor of political science at the University of Sarajevo, commented that there were 

only “a few groups of women and children desperate to return” to the Balkans. “I don’t think that the men 

will attempt to come back, short of being faced with the choice of imminent death in Syria and Iraq, or 

criminal prosecution back home,” he said. [5] 

 

Despite the security implications of leaving a generation of potential jihadist fighters to grow up under the 

influence of remaining IS leaders, governments across Europe, including those of the Western Balkans, 

seem hesitant to repatriate those left in Syria and Iraq. 

 

Meanwhile, in Bosnia, there are an undetermined number of children born in territories formerly held by 

IS as a result of “marriages” between Bosnian men and women of other nationalities, Azinovic claims. 

There are also orphans, adopted by Bosnians, whose nationalities are unknown. 

 

Countering the Threat 

 

The possibility of a large-scale act of terrorism in the Balkans became apparent in November 2016, when 

security forces in Albania and Kosovo thwarted an attempted attack targeting the Israeli national soccer 

team during a World Cup qualifying match in Shkodër, northern Albania’s second largest city (Gazeta 

Express, November 9, 2016). 

 

Warning of the planned attack came from Israeli intelligence, which had reportedly intercepted online 

conversations between Lavdrim Muhaxheri, a Kosovar Albanian militant reportedly killed by coalition 

airstrikes against IS in Syria in the summer of 2017, and a number of his followers, including recent 

returnees from Syria (Insajderi, June 8, 2017; Opinion.al, November 14, 2016). 

 

A total of 19 people, including the planned attack’s supposed mastermind, were arrested across Albania, 

Kosovo and Macedonia. In Albania alone, more than 170 people were detained and questioned in 

connection with the plot, including 30 recent returnees from Syria (Panorama, November 10, 2016). The 

operation was an example of strong collaboration between regional intelligence agencies and international 

partners, but it also highlighted significant security vulnerabilities. 

 

Since then, the IS influence on populations across the Balkans has been much reduced. Key propaganda 

and operational mouthpieces—such as Muhaxheri from Kosovo, Almir Daci from Albania, and Ines 

Midzic from Bosnia and Herzegovina—have reportedly been killed. That has left a significant leadership 

vacuum for IS supporters in the region, which in turn has left the group’s objectives for its Balkan 

followers unclear (Insajderi, June 8, 2017; Dnevni List, March 13). 

 

As regional media investigations have shown, there remains a wealth of propaganda material translated by 

IS into local languages available on social media (Balkan Insight, February 2, 2017).  New and updated 

material, however, is more difficult to find. Most IS-supporting channels have moved onto the “dark web” 

or material is shared on encrypted applications that are hard for the authorities to trace.  The remaining 

videos and propaganda pages found online date back to the height of IS’ media presence, when it first 

declared the creation of its so-called caliphate. [3] 

 

Despite this good news for regional actors and counter-extremism strategies adopted across the region, 

radicalization continues in the Western Balkans, albeit that the ideology is evolving, taking different and 
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possibly non-violent forms. Radical preachers no longer issue calls to action over war-torn territories, but 

instead hate speech and the incitement of polarization seems to be increasing and intensifying. 

 

Crossing Borders 

 

It is common for weapons originating in the Balkans to appear in war-torn areas across the Middle East, 

and to have been used in recent terror attacks in the West (see Terrorism Monitor, December 2, 2015). 

Indeed, this is not unexpected considering the thriving black market and availability of weapons (Balkan 

Insight, July 27, 2016).  Less understood are reports of key Balkan members of IS repeatedly returning to 

their countries of origin undetected by the security services. Italian media once claimed that Muhaxheri 

had returned to Kosovo with his closest aides via the Macedonian border, although Kosovo’s authorities 

quickly denied the reports through an official statement (L’esspresso, December 26, 2016). 

 

Bosnian media has similarly raised alarm bells regarding Midzic returning home several times before his 

reported death in Syria (Dnevni List, March 13). Both cases, although unconfirmed, raised questions over 

border controls and the Balkan migrant route toward Western Europe. 

 

Additionally, organized criminal networks can affect transfers and there have been instances where 

criminal activities have been carried out by adherents of IS ideology. There is still only limited research 

into the nexus between IS terrorism and organized cross-border criminal networks, and the links between 

IS terrorists and organized crime have been widely debated. However, high levels of corruption and the 

already established organized criminal networks in the Balkans could enable this aspect to flourish and 

facilitate cross-border movement. 

 

Nevertheless, fears of the movement of jihadists from the Balkans into Western Europe should not be 

overblown, and the situation is at any rate not a one-way trade. There are indications Balkan diaspora 

communities in the West have already been affected by Islamist ideologies, such as Albanian communities 

in Italy, and Bosnian communities in Austria (Balkan Insight, January 9). Although these links are yet to 

be fully explored by the research community, past investigations and terrorism-related trials have helped to 

shed light on the radicalization processes of some Balkan nationals, dating back to time they spent in the 

West and links to radical Islamists living in Europe (Balkan Insight, January 9). 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Kabul violence makes Afghans fearful 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/worse-than-the-civil-war-kabul-violence-

makes-afghans-fearful-of-unseen-enemies--and-each-other/2018/05/19/46ba7ad4-547b-11e8-a6d4-

ca1d035642ce_story.html?utm_term=.46c83ed6f387  

GIST KABUL — A pall of fear is settling over this shellshocked capital, where too many bombings, too many 

funerals, and too many moments of panic and dread in recent months are beginning to take a cumulative 

toll on people’s state of mind.  

 

The effects are both subconscious and deliberate. A shopkeeper ducks behind a counter when an unknown 

customer enters. A man whose son died in a mosque bombing now prays at home. A policeman shouts at 

journalists to stay away from a crime scene, fearing they will draw new violence. A student with a 

knapsack arouses instant suspicion. 

 

“People are so afraid now that when a tire blows, they run,” said Jamshid, a grocery manager in his 30s 

who uses one name. He was at work May 8 when he heard an explosion across the city. Coming out to the 

doorway, he said he saw young man take off a backpack and shoot it, blowing himself up. 

 

The two bombs, both aimed at police stations, killed six people. The one next to Jamshid’s shop blew out 

hundreds of windows in a cellphone company headquarters across the street. Jamshid was unharmed, but 

the blast shattered his store windows too — and his nerves. 
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“This is worse than the civil war,” he said, describing childhood memories of rival militias rocketing the 

capital. “At least then you knew where they were shooting from, and most rockets didn’t kill people. Now 

you never know where the next bomb will go off, and they are much deadlier. It affects you mentally.” 

 

Insurgent attacks on Kabul have been occurring periodically for over a decade, but in the past year the 

pace of bombings and shootings has accelerated sharply. The turning point came last May, when a massive 

truck bomb shook downtown Kabul during morning rush hour. More than 150 people died and hundreds 

were wounded.  

 

Since then, both the Taliban and Islamic State militias have claimed several dozen attacks, some of them 

on the same day. And since Jan. 1, the two groups have struck hotels and mosques, military and police 

facilities, voter ID centers and commercial markets, and diplomatic and official enclaves, leaving hundreds 

dead and injured and affecting thousands of families. 

 

With city residents increasingly angry at the government for failing to protect them, security officials have 

been taking extra measures, such as adding guards and barriers around the main diplomatic zone and 

putting administrative police officers on street patrols. 

 

But police officials said they are stretched thin, covering a wide urban area full of potential targets — now 

including 375 voter registration centers for parliamentary elections in October. They also said it is 

frustrating to try to identify potential suicide attackers who look like everyone else. In a pair of back-to-

back bombings April 30, the bomber pretended to be a journalist who was covering a previous blast at the 

same spot. 

 

“We are supposed to be enforcing the law, catching criminals and stopping terrorists too. Now we have an 

added focus on the elections,” said Gen. Daoud Amin, Kabul’s police chief, who complained that his 

roster of 14,700 men is still inadequate. Spotting suicide bombers, he said, is hard without the technical 

equipment wealthier countries have. “All we can do is watch closely and rely on our instincts.” 

 

On the surface, the capital is still bustling, with weddings halls and shopping malls lit up until late 

evening, mosques filled on Fridays and high-rise apartments under construction. But in recent interviews, 

residents said they are now fearful of carrying out their regular activities or have changed their habits — 

avoiding attack-prone locations such as police stations, praying before they leave home, and keeping in 

constant cellphone touch with loved ones.  

 

Many people said they had lost a relative, co-worker, friend or neighbor to terrorist attacks in recent 

months, and some said they had agonized over whether to abandon jobs or worship practices that exposed 

them to danger. In Dasht-i-Barchi, a Shiite-majority district, produce seller Abdullah Haidari, 69, said his 

son was killed in a recent mosque bombing and his family had since begged him repeatedly to switch to a 

different one. 

 

“God knows how much I miss him,” Haidari said, pointing to a spot in the mosque where his son died. “I 

feel sad every second of my life, but I am not alone. Many people have been going through this. All we 

hear about these days is suicide, martyrs and death. My wife tells me not to come here, but I can’t abandon 

this mosque.” 

 

Like others, Haidari blames the government, as much as the insurgents, for his loss. “A hen protects her 

baby chicks,” he said, but President Ashraf Ghani, “with all the resources he controls, cannot protect us.” 

 

The dilemma is acute for journalists, especially TV crews who are expected to rush to every terrorist 

attack scene. After the April 30 bombing, which killed nine Kabul-based Afghan journalists, local TV and 

radio stations went through a period of grief and soul-searching. But almost all of the crews decided to 

remain on the job, citing both economic need and professional commitment. 

 

Inside the bunkerlike offices of TOLO TV this week, a portrait of Yar Mohammad Tokhi, a cameraman 

who died in the blast, hung in a tiny room piled with equipment. Another cameraman, Hasib Sadat, was 
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badly burned and partly blinded two years ago, when Taliban insurgents bombed a TOLO staff bus. Now 

he is back on the job, though he acknowledged he tends to cover softer stories.  

 

“This is my profession. It is the only way I know to support my family,” Sadat said. Yet he said it was 

hard on his family, especially his 4-year-old son. “He remembers seeing photos of me in the hospital, and 

he always tells me not to go to the office,” Sadat said.  

 

Another crew member, Ramez Ahmadi, said he has covered so many funerals and violent attacks that he 

often dreams of gruesome street scenes and panics at sharp sounds. “If someone throws a stone, we get 

scared,” he said. 

 

Rumors also spread panic these days. Last week, when a downtown bank manager heard reports that 

security forces were looking for a group of insurgent gunmen in the city, he ordered the nervous staff to 

stay inside for the rest of the day and send customers to another branch. The rumors turned out to be 

untrue. 

 

For bystanders who witness actual attacks, the resulting jittery nerves can trigger overreactions. Ever since 

Jamshid saw the boy detonate the bomb in front of his shop, the mere sight of a backpack terrifies him. 

Every time a customer comes in, he said, “I pray he won’t be carrying a bundle or a bag on his shoulder 

that might explode.” 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Iraq al-Sadr: next govt. will be ‘inclusive’ 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iraqs-al-sadr-government-inclusive-55305272?   

GIST Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, whose coalition won the largest number of seats in Iraq's parliamentary 

elections, has sought to reassure Iraqis about their next government, saying it will be "inclusive" and 

mindful of their needs. 

 

No single bloc won a majority in the May 12 vote, raising the prospect of weeks or even months of 

negotiations to agree on a government. Major political players began talks soon after the election's partial 

results were announced last week. The latest round was held late Saturday night between al-Sadr and 

Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi, whose bloc made a surprisingly poor showing in the election. 

 

Speaking after the talks, al-Sadr said the first postelection meeting between the two "sends a clear and 

comforting message to the Iraqi people: Your government will take care of you and will be inclusive, we 

will not exclude anyone. We will work toward reform and prosperity." 

 

He did not elaborate, or provide details about what he and al-Abadi discussed. 

 

Al-Sadr, whose followers fought U.S. forces in Iraq after the 2003 invasion, won 54 of the chamber's 329 

seats. Al-Abadi's "Victory" bloc took 42 and a coalition of government and Iranian-backed paramilitary 

forces came in second. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Taliban kill workers clearing land mines 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/21/afghan-official-taliban-kill-5-workers-clearing-land-

mines.html  

GIST KABUL, Afghanistan –  An Afghan official says the Taliban killed at least five members of a demining 

team in southern Kandahar province. 

 

Zia Durrani, spokesman for the provincial police chief, says a sixth worker is missing and his fate is 

unknown following the attack on Monday morning in the district of Maiwand. 
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Durrani says the de-miners were working for the TAPI national project, clearing a segment for a planned 

gas pipeline from central Asia that's headed to Pakistan and India through Afghanistan. 

 

Meanwhile, Karim Yuresh, police spokesman in northern Faryab province, says the Taliban attacked a 

district headquarters on Sunday night, burning down about 50 shops in Khuaja Sabz Posh district. He says 

reinforcements repelled the attackers. Six insurgents were killed and 10 were wounded. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Psychoanalyzing link terrorism, upbringing 

SOURCE https://www.rferl.org/a/mothers-terrorism-linksshame-honor--psychoanalyst-kobrin/29237351.html  

GIST When 20-year-old Khamzat Azimov went on a deadly stabbing spree in Paris this month, a May 12 attack 

claimed by the Islamic State (IS) extremist group, details about his upbringing caught the attention of 

psychoanalyst and counterterrorism expert Nancy Hartevelt Kobrin. 

 

Considering Azimov's infancy in war-torn Chechnya, and the fact that he continued to live with his mother 

in a one-room Paris apartment until he was shot dead by police in the midst of his attack, Kobrin saw a 

pattern reflected in other Islamist terrorists she has studied and written about.  

 

They include Chechen Islamist separatist leader Shamil Basayev, Jordanian-born Al-Qaeda militant Abu 

Musab al-Zarqawi, and the Boston Marathon bombers Dzhokhar and Tamerlan Tsarnaev, also of Chechen 

descent. 

 

In a nutshell, Kobrin said all appear to have had relationship issues with their mothers that stemmed from 

being infants in what anthropologists describe as "shame-honor cultures." 

 

"My analysis strips the aberrant violent antisocial behavior down to its naked truth -- a problem buried in 

their souls but arising early in childhood development run amok," Kobrin tells RFE/RL. 

 

Reservoir Of Rage 

 

"The problem is that these terrorists are coming from shame-honor cultures, which are dysfunctional by 

definition," Kobrin explains. 

 

"Their reservoir of rage arises from problems nested in early maternal attachment in shame-honor cultures 

-- the early mother-infant bonding attachment, the first relationship in life," Kobrin says. 

 

A shame-honor culture is one where the pursuit of what is considered "honor" can lead to a quest for 

achieving a sense of "justice" through violence and revenge, anthropologists say. 

 

In shame-honor cultures -- as you would find in Chechnya, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and the Arab Middle 

East -- shame is used to discipline infants and children, Kobrin explains. 

 

Infants in shame-honor cultures, she says, are also often treated like objects and learn to repress their 

feelings to the point that internal rage can boil within. 

 

Making matters worse, Kobrin says, women in shame-honor cultures are also often devalued, objectified, 

or even physically abused. 

 

"Women who are abused also become full of rage," Kobrin says, noting that subconscious reactions of 

young mothers to abuse seriously impact a child's early development. 

 

The first four years of a child's life is a crucial time when most infants develop empathy for other human 

beings, she says, adding that the lack of empathy and concern for the pain that terrorists cause to others is 
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"almost worse than the terrorist attacks themselves." 

 

Kobrin says psychoanalysts should take care not to "diagnose" an entire group of people. 

 

But she makes an exception in the case of Al-Qaeda and Islamic State extremists "because their behavior 

is so out of bounds" with "destruction, cruelty, sadism, and revenge leading to heinous crimes against 

humanity." 

 

Kobrin also says a better understanding of maternal attachment in shame-honor cultures would help in 

understanding the roots of terrorist violence. 

 

She explains that terrorists from shame-honor cultures are torn between an unconscious rage against their 

mothers and the cultural expectation that they are not permitted to separate from their mothers. 

 

On one hand, the mother is idealized as a powerful object. But her power is also perceived as something 

toxic that must be destroyed, she says. 

 

"Maternal attachment and shame play a significantly traumatizing role since children are shamed into 

behaving, which causes rage," she said. "When these children grow up, they treat others as objects" and 

the cycle perpetuates itself. 

 

Room For More Research 

 

But while much has been written about the political, economic, and religious motivations of terrorists, 

Kobrin says little has been done to "decode the meaning of the terrorists' aberrant behavior from the 

perspective of early childhood development and trauma." 

 

Ann Masten, a child development professor at the University of Minnesota, agrees.  

 

Masten's research focuses on the impact of risk, adversity, and trauma upon child development.  

 

In a report for the Society for Research in Child Development, Masten said critical gaps in the 

understanding of child development in relation to terror include "limited evidence on neurobiological 

processes, cultural influences, strategic preparedness, peace-building interventions, and the roles of social 

media in mitigating or enhancing risk for trauma or engagement in terror activities." 

 

"Developmental scientists, even as they carry out additional and better research, have an important body of 

knowledge to share with parents, educators, policymakers, first responders, and all those charged with 

ensuring the safety and resilience of children," Masten concluded. 

 

James Garbarino, a child psychologist and founding director of the Center for the Human Rights of 

Children at Loyola University in Chicago, says a core principle of existing research is that the impact of 

trauma on "the concrete basics of day-do-day life" matter most in the development of children.  

 

Garbarino says research suggests risk factors that combine to create "a generation of maladjusted children" 

include "exceedingly high rates of family violence, divorce, coronary disease, incidence of depression and 

tension, exposure to trauma, and a high pressure socio-political climate." 

 

"Generally, it is the accumulation of risk factors in the absence of developmental assets that does the 

damage to children in the long run much more so than the presence or absence of any one risk factor," 

Gabarino says.  

 

Kobrin agrees there are "other intervening factors that can tip the scale" in radicalizing a person to the 

point that they would kill others. 

 

But she maintains that a "key factor" behind the lack of empathy displayed by IS militants is the use of 
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"shaming" by their parents in early child rearing practices. 

 

"It's finally starting to come to the table," says Kobrin, whose books include The Banality of Suicide 

Terrorism, The Maternal Drama Of The Chechen Jihadi, and The Jihadi Dictionary. 

 

"We should not be afraid, due to our notions of political correctness, to expose the unconscious behavior 

of terrorists who come out of shame-honor cultures," she maintains. 

 

"To say that a kid radicalizes at age 17 out of the clear blue sky is to really do that kid and his family and 

the public a disservice," Kobrin concludes. ‘There are early indicators that a child is in trouble, and we can 

use these indicators to identify such cases sooner and do an earlier intervention." 
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HEADLINE 05/19 New clues: ISIS leader alive, busy 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/new-clues-bolster-belief-that-isis-leader-

is-still-alive--and-busy-with-a-chilling-new-mission/2018/05/19/83c2a62e-5ad2-11e8-858f-

12becb4d6067_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.1de3d92f6801  

GIST His self-declared caliphate was in ruins when Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi summoned some of his top aides to a 

meeting in eastern Syria last year. The Islamic State’s capital in Iraq had already fallen, and its Syrian 

headquarters was under siege. 

 

Yet the terrorist leader had something else on his mind: schoolchildren. 

 

The gathering near the city of Deir al-Zour was called by Baghdadi personally to discuss rewriting the 

terrorist group’s educational curriculum, according to an Islamic State official who was arrested in a joint 

operation by Turkish and Iraqi officials earlier this year. Despite the group’s dire circumstances, Baghdadi 

wanted to examine a subject that had less to do with immediate survival than with preserving the 

organization’s ideological core. 

 

“Several top leaders were present, as well as the curricula committee, which I headed,” the captured 

officer, known as Abu Zaid al-Iraqi, said in a videotaped statement aired on Iraqi television. 

 

The meeting, said to have occurred in mid-2017, was the third convening of a committee that had been a 

pet project of the man at the top, having been “established by caliph Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi,” the officer 

said. 

 

The incident provides a rare glimpse into the secluded life of the Islamic State’s leader, a man who has 

allowed himself to be photographed only once, in July 2014, and has spoken publicly only a handful of 

times since then. His prolonged absences have given wings to countless false reports portraying Baghdadi 

as either dead, or gravely wounded and incapacitated. 

 

Despite such rumors, U.S. counterterrorism officials are convinced that Baghdadi is alive and is helping 

direct long-term strategy for the dwindling numbers of Islamic State fighters defending the group’s 

remaining strongholds in eastern Syria. The U.S. view is supported by intelligence intercepts and detainee 

interrogations, as well as writings and statements by operatives within the terrorist group’s network. 

 

The evidence, while spotty and difficult to confirm, depicts a leader who has opted to make himself 

invisible, even within his organization — a decision that has drawn complaints from followers and 

arguably undercuts his ability to rally his beleaguered forces, terrorism experts say. 

 

But the intercepts and reports also suggest that Baghdadi has shifted his attention in recent months to 

crafting an ideological framework that will survive the physical destruction of the caliphate in Iraq and 

Syria. In addition to his effort to revamp the group’s school curriculum, Baghdadi appears to have been 

behind a series of missives in recent months that sought to settle ideological disputes between factions of 
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Islamic State fighters. 

 

Viewed together, such actions convey the impression of a disciplined retreat, with Baghdadi helping 

manage preparations for a shift from caliphate to underground insurgency and international terrorist 

movement, current and former U.S. officials said. 

 

“Even as they were losing Mosul and Raqqa, we were seeing indications that they were planning to 

operate anew, as a clandestine organization,” said Nicholas Rasmussen, who served as director of the 

National Counterterrorism Center before stepping down in December. “As they were being driven out of 

these places, they were leaving behind a kind of cell structure.” 

 

The essential strategy also was confirmed by a self-proclaimed Islamic State operative contacted by The 

Washington Post through an encrypted messaging service. The operative said Baghdadi — a university 

professor before becoming a terrorist — and other top leaders decided early on to prioritize the 

indoctrination of children and recruits, both inside Iraq and Syria and also abroad, through the Internet. 

The effort gained additional urgency as it became clear that the group’s Islamist enclave would not 

survive, he said. 

 

“The leadership is convinced that, even if the State has disappeared, as long as they can influence the next 

generation through education, the idea of the caliphate will endure,” said the operative, who agreed to an 

interview on the condition that his name not be revealed. 

 

Under Baghdadi’s direction, “the values of the caliphate would be seeded in the Umma [Islamic 

community], and not disappear,” the operative said, “even if the caliphate would.” 

 

'By all indications, he's alive' 

 

The meeting last year in Deir al-Zour was one of a handful of reported appearances by a terrorist leader 

who has been remarkably successful in staying out of sight. Since July 4, 2014, when Baghdadi entered a 

Mosul mosque to declare the establishment of the Islamic State, there have been more false reports about 

his death than confirmed sightings or public pronouncements. 

 

In media accounts, Baghdadi has been killed or gravely injured at least a half-dozen times since 2014. He 

was said to have died in three different aerial bombings, carried out by Russian or U.S. warplanes. Other 

reports claimed variously that he had been arrested by Syrian troops, mortally wounded in an artillery 

strike, and poisoned by assassins. 

 

Last June, after a Russian official claimed that Moscow was nearly “100 percent certain” of Baghdadi’s 

death, the Pentagon demurred, citing a lack of confirming evidence. More recently, U.S. officials have 

expressed confidence that Baghdadi survived his group’s defeat in Mosul and Raqqa and remains active, 

though his exact whereabouts are uncertain. 

 

“By all indications, he’s alive,” said a U.S. counterterrorism official, speaking on the condition of 

anonymity to discuss intelligence assessments. “We think he’s still coordinating, still helping to run the 

organization.” 

 

In late 2016, the raising of the bounty for Baghdadi’s capture — from $10 million to $25 million — 

triggered a flurry of reported sightings, none of which panned out. Since then, there have been few 

credible reports about his specific movements and activities, the official acknowledged. “Our best guess is 

that he is still in Syria, in one of the remaining parts of the country still controlled by ISIS,” the official 

said. ISIS is a common acronym for the Islamic State. 

 

In recent weeks, Baghdadi’s presumed final sanctuary has looked slightly less precarious. A Kurdish-led 

offensive to liberate terrorist-held villages in eastern Syria ground to a halt earlier this spring after the 

Kurds were forced to defend themselves against Turkish attacks elsewhere in the country. The resulting 

lull allowed Baghdadi’s men to refortify their positions and bring in supplies and reinforcements, U.S. and 
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Middle Eastern intelligence officials said. With fewer U.S. warplanes in the skies to pick them off, small 

convoys of fighters departed the Damascus suburbs for Islamic State bastions in southern and eastern 

Syria, safely crossing large expanses of desert under deals struck with the Syrian government, the official 

said. Intensive airstrikes have since resumed. 

 

“They [Islamic State forces] have definitely regrouped,” the U.S. counterterrorism official said. “The 

pause gave them an opportunity to do that.” 

 

Still, the lull has only delayed what by all indications is an inevitable defeat. The Islamic State has 

suffered a nearly unbroken string of military defeats since late 2015. Yet, throughout this time, its leader 

has been remarkably silent, never appearing in public to rally his forces and only occasionally releasing an 

audiotaped message encouraging his troops to fight on. The last of these surfaced on Sept. 28, 2017, about 

two weeks before the fall of Raqqa. 

 

Preparing for the future 

 

Some observers see Baghdadi’s absence as part of a deliberate strategy within an organization that in 

recent years has chosen to de-emphasize the importance of individual leaders in advancing the group’s 

ideals. 

 

“A lot of ISIS supporters say that Baghdadi doesn’t want to make ISIS all about him,” said Cole Bunzel, a 

Middle East scholar at Princeton University and editor of Jihadica, a scholarly blog about the global 

jihadist movement. “There has been an effort, in fact, not to elevate any one personality above the 

organization.” 

 

Yet Baghdadi’s virtual invisibility during a crucial struggle for the group’s survival has stirred controversy 

within the Islamic State itself. In recent weeks, members of an Islamic State offshoot in Deir al-Zour have 

posted messages on social media complaining that Baghdadi has removed himself from the field of battle. 

 

“This clearly affects the morale of ISIS and its supporters,” said Steven Stalinsky, executive director of the 

Middle East Media Research Institute, a Washington nonprofit that monitors jihadists’ websites. Other 

supporters have responded to the criticism by renewing their oaths of allegiance to Baghdadi, in what 

Stalinsky described as a possible “indication that he is, or was, facing challenges to his authority from 

within.” 

 

Baghdadi, who is about 46 and a native of the Iraqi city of Samarra, appears to be willing and able to 

communicate when he needs to, at least to his scattered lieutenants and senior aides. The captured Islamic 

State official who led Baghdadi’s curriculum committee described being repeatedly summoned by the 

caliphate leader for group discussions about education, propaganda and other matters. The captured officer 

is one of five senior aides arrested since February in operations conducted by Iraqis with U.S. and Turkish 

assistance. 

 

Rasmussen, the former National Counterterrorism Center director, said the slow-but-steady military 

campaign against the Islamic State has given Baghdadi ample opportunities to develop secure lines of 

communication and to prepare for the future. Those preparations probably include plotting future terrorist 

operations and honing a system for persevering and disseminating the group’s core ideas after the Islamic 

State ceases to exist as a caliphate. 

 

“They knew this was happening — it wasn’t as though they had a theory of victory where they were going 

to hold Mosul and Raqqa forever,” Rasmussen said. “But the narrative that has underpinned the Sunni 

extremist project — whether it’s al-Qaeda or ISIS — is that the mantle is going to be picked up and 

advanced by some other set of actors. The project may not be tied to the Syria conflict, but it’s not going to 

go away just because ISIS is defeated on the battlefield.” 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Reports: ISIS leaving Syria’s capital 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/reports-islamic-state-surrendering-syrias-capital-

55304745?   

GIST A Syrian war monitoring group says a cease-fire between government forces and Islamic State militants in 

the southern neighborhoods of Damascus has held for 24 hours, and that some of the fighters have been 

allowed to leave. 

 

The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said Sunday that buses carrying IS fighters left 

the Palestinian refugee camp of Yarmouk and the adjacent al-Tadamon neighborhood overnight. 

Damascus residents said the situation was calm. 

 

The government has denied reaching an agreement with the militants. Al-Watan, a pro-government 

newspaper, said the militants are believed to have surrendered. 

 

President Bashar Assad's forces launched an offensive against the militants a month ago. The capture of 

the southern neighborhoods would bring the entire capital under government control for the first time since 

the war began in 2011. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Kosovo: 8 jailed for planned attacks 

SOURCE http://www.espn.in/football/world-cup-qualifying-uefa/story/3502989/eight-men-sentenced-to-jail-

for-planned-attacks-on-israel-at-world-cup-qualifier  

GIST A Kosovo court sentenced nine Albanians, eight to jail, on Friday for planning an attack against Israel's 

football team during a World Cup qualifier in Albania in 2016. 

 

Pristina court judge Hamdi Ibrahimi sentenced the leader of the group, Visar Ibishi, to 10 years in jail, and 

seven others received between 18 months and six years in prison. The ninth was given a €2,500 fine. 

 

"There is no place for extremism on this land," Ibrahimi said. "Such defendants' acts have aimed to create 

both in Kosovo and Albania a climate of uncertainty, let the extremist elements get in and destabilize the 

country with terror acts." 

 

The attack, planned for Israel's game against Albania on Nov. 12, 2016, was foiled after Kosovo police 

received a tip regarding the plot. Albanian authorities responded by moving the game from the Loro Borici 

Stadium in Shkoder, near the border with Kosovo, to the Elbasan Arena, nearly 150 kilometres south. 

 

Two Albanians fighting with the Islamic State in Syria are said to have coordinated the attack. Kosovo 

authorities say about 180 citizens are still active within extremist groups in Syria and Iraq. 

 

Both Kosovo and Albanian authorities claim that no more of their citizens have joined the rebel groups in 

Syria and Iraq in recent years. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Al-Shabaab faces leadership battle 

SOURCE https://jamestown.org/program/al-shabaab-faces-leadership-battle-as-speculation-over-emirs-

health-mounts/  

GIST The secretive head of al-Shabaab is reportedly critically ill, giving rise to speculation that the Somali 

Islamist group is re-organizing itself ahead of his possible demise.  Ahmed Umar has been emir of the al-

Qaeda affiliate in East Africa for nearly four years, but now reportedly bedridden for more than six 

months, the installation of a new leader could be imminent (Daily Nation, April 20; Tuko, April 23). 
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Splits Within the Shura 

 

Details of Umar’s ailment are scarce. While it is possible he was badly injured in an attack, a Mogadishu-

based source familiar with the militant group’s activities told the Terrorism Monitor that Umar is suffering 

from a serious kidney problem that affected first one and now both kidneys, and has left him fighting for 

his life. 

 

Umar’s current location is unclear, but some reports say he is in the town of Jilib, in southern Somalia, 

where al-Shabaab maintains a stronghold. Others indicate the ailing leader may have fled to an 

undisclosed hideout in Gedo region, near the Kenyan border, following intensified bombardment by 

international forces (Daily Nation, December 14, 2017; Mareeg, December 7, 2017). 

 

Since the advent of Umar’s illness, the group has acted to save its leader’s life, paying doctors and 

providing costly treatments that are depleting the group’s financial resources. A consequence of this has 

been a failure to release funds to pay its fighters at battlefronts in parts of southern Somalia (Tuko, April 

23). 

 

Umar’s condition is allegedly causing concern among the group’s top leadership, at a time when al-

Shabaab is pinned down by troops with the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM). Sources say 

the situation is so critical that Umar’s deputies in the Shura, al-Shabaab’s executive council, have been 

meeting to discuss his possible succession. That has led to heated exchanges, splitting the council into 

different factions (Tuko, April 23). 

 

At the moment, the Shura, which has a mandate to make important decisions regarding targets, finances 

and the group’s ideological direction, is composed of eight members, among them Umar’s deputies Mahan 

Karate, who heads the Amniyat, al-Shabaab’s intelligence wing, Maalim Osman, the infantry commander, 

and Ali Dheere, the group’s spokesman. It is believed the three do not see eye to eye on the matter of 

succession. 

 

The deputies are concerned that a leadership vacuum would result in reduced operational capacity and the 

further loss of territory.  Under Umar, the group has lost key areas and strategic towns in southern 

Somalia, which are crucial to revenue collection, recruitment and arms replenishment. It has also faced a 

split, with key leaders defecting to the government (The Star, July 1, 2017). 

 

Controversial Rise to Power 

 

A ruthless hardliner, Umar—who is also known as Abu Ubaidah or Ahmed Diriye—took over as al-

Shabaab’s leader on September 6, 2014, replacing the former supreme leader Ahmed Abdi Godane, who 

was killed in a U.S. airstrike on September 1, 2014 (Daily Nation, September 5, 2014). 

 

Prior to this, Umar was a little-known cleric, an alleged member of the Amniyat, the secret intelligence 

group Godane formed to expose and eliminate dissident within the group. He was allegedly a close 

confidant of the late leader, who attempted to shape al-Shabaab into a regional jihadist group, and is 

believed to have participated in the bloody purge of dissenters ordered by Godane. 

 

Umar is believed to be in his mid-40s and was known to be a hardliner within the movement 

(WardheerNews, September 10, 2014). He was born in the Kalafe area of the Ogaden region before 

moving to southern Somalia, where he helped establish Islamic schools. He also served as al-Shabaab’s 

governor for the Bay and Bakool regions (Somali Current, September 6). 

 

His ascendancy to al-Shabaab leadership was controversial. The Shura’s decision to appoint him following 

Godane’s death had not been unanimous, and it was clear that some Shura members disliked him and 

considered him uneducated (Intelligence Brief, June 20, 2016). 

 

While analysts expected Umar to instigate a fresh wave of violence, an uncomfortable silence followed the 

weeks and months after his appointment. This sparked speculation that the poorly educated cleric lacked 
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the leadership skills to re-energize al-Shabaab (Sabahi, October 31, 2014). 

 

However, after nearly four years at the helm, his death would leave the militant group in a precarious 

situation with no obvious successor. Possible candidates include Mahad Karate, who the Shura by-passed 

when they picked Umar in 2014, Ali Mohammud Rage, alias Ali Dheere, and Hussein Ali Fiidow. 

 

Possible Successors 

 

Karate (a.k.a. Abdirahman Warsame) is al-Shabaab’s deputy leader and continues to play a key role within 

the Amniyat. Like Umar, he is believed to be in his 40s. He hails from the Eyr sub-clan of the Habar Girir, 

an influential clan that was the backbone of the Islamic Courts Union (ICU), from which al-Shabaab 

splintered. 

 

The U.S government designated Karate a terrorist in 2015 and put a $5 million bounty on his head. He 

allegedly played a key role in the 2015 Garissa University attack, in which 148 students were killed (The 

Standard, November 11, 2015). In 2016, Karate, whose name is spelled variously as Mahad Mohammed 

Karatey or Mahat Karetey, was erroneously reported to have been killed in a strike by the Kenyan military 

(New Vision, February 18, 2016). 

 

Sources describe Karate as battle-hardened and a religious hardliner, factors that boost his chances. He 

also worked as a deputy to Godane and now Umar, and both leaders came to trust him. 

 

The other significant militant in the race is Rage, who is from the Hawiye Mursande clan and, like Karate, 

is a deputy emir for al-Shabaab. There was speculation that he too had been killed in a Kenyan–Somali 

commando operation in 2014 (Terror free Somalia, March 6, 2014). Months later, the rumors were 

disproved. 

 

Hussein Ali Fiidow, a deputy who oversees al-Shabaab’s governorates, is another possible successor. 

Fiidow is thought to be in charge of the group’s finance and administration. He is influential and a rival to 

Umar. With the high number of recent defections to the government, some al-Shabaab members suspect 

that Fiidow is plotting a coup against Umar (Daily Nation December 14, 2017). He is thought to have 

recently attempted to eliminate the leader, forcing Umar to flee with his supporters (Mareeg, December 7, 

2017). 

 

An Opportunity to Strike 

 

With Umar potentially incapacitated, it appears a leadership change within al-Shabaab is likely. While the 

group faces significant challenges that constrain its operations, the loss of strategic territory, the death of 

its commanders through airstrikes, defections and reduced revenue sources, a change of leadership could 

revitalize what remains one of Africa’s deadliest militant groups. 

 

That may mean increased attacks in Somalia as any new leader seeks to prove himself, with attacks 

potentially spreading to other East African nations—a growing al-Shabaab presence already exists in 

Kenya’s Boni forest. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 US ends aid for northwest Syria 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-administration-ends-aid-for-northwestern-syria/  

GIST The Trump administration has withdrawn all assistance from Northwest Syria, according to administration 

officials. This is the newest demonstration of the administration's intent to briskly exit the country once 

ISIS is fully defeated. 

 

The decision, made through an inter-agency process over the last few weeks, will mean that tens of 

millions of dollars will be cut off from previous U.S.-backed efforts to strengthen and stabilize the local 
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society. Projects included countering violent extremism, supporting independent society and independent 

media, strengthening education, and advocating for community policing. The region will become the first 

area of the country where, other than humanitarian aid, the U.S. is officially disengaging. 

 

After President Trump's request to review all U.S. assistance to Syria, administration officials were tasked 

with looking at where the U.S. could save money and, in short, get more bang for their buck in the 

country. The U.S. assistance in the northwestern region is viewed as not having a great impact on Syria in 

the long-term. Some of the money that has been cut from the northwest is being reprogrammed, those 

decisions are ongoing. 

 

The administration intends to narrow its focus onto the fight against ISIS and has recently halted funding 

to groups like the White Helmets, a famed rescue and civilian assistance operation in Syria. ISIS has been 

cleared from 95 percent of the territory it once occupied, but is clinging on to its last strongholds. Last 

month, when Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis was asked about withdrawing from Syria, he said there 

would be a "re-energized" fight in the Middle Euphrates River Valley against ISIS. Mattis did not say what 

would happen after that fight had concluded. 

 

A State Department official told CBS News, "$200 million of stabilization assistance for Syria is currently 

under review at the request of the President. Distinct from that amount, U.S. assistance for programs in 

northwest Syria are being freed up to provide potential increased support for priorities in northeast Syria, 

as will be determined by the outcome of the ongoing assistance review, including the D-ISIS campaign 

and stabilization efforts." 

 

The northwest, where the U.S. is now completely withdrawing, has been cleared of ISIS. The region 

includes Idlib, which is the largest area of Syria that is still under rebel control in that country's civil war. 

Idlib also has close to 3 million displaced Syrians that need both humanitarian and stabilization assistance. 

The region also includes Afrin where, earlier this year, Turkish forces battled the U.S.-backed Kurdish 

YPG militia, exacerbating tensions between Washington and Ankara. 

 

The rest of the region is largely under control of the Assad regime. Yet there are also pockets of territory 

controlled by terrorist groups in the area, including al-Qaeda and al-Nusra. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Putin to Assad: foreign forces to leave 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/18/middleeast/assad-putin-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Russian President Vladimir Putin told Syrian President Bashar al-Assad Thursday that "foreign 

armed forces" would leave Syria, according to Syria's state-run news agency, SANA. 

 

Assad was on a surprise visit to Russia. He and his counterpart hailed the beginning of the "political 

process" in Syria amid an ongoing "fight against terrorism." 

 

"We presume that, in connection with the significant victories and success of the Syrian army in the fight 

against terrorism, with the onset of a more active part, with the onset of the political process in its more 

active phase, foreign armed forces will be withdrawn from the territory of the Syrian Arab Republic," 

Putin said after Thursday's meeting. 

 

The US, Iran, Turkey, Russia and some other countries have troops in Syria. Russia emerged as Assad's 

most powerful backer, helping to put down a rebellion against the Syrian President when it intervened on 

his behalf in 2015. 

 

Iran is another important Assad ally. Along with Hezbollah and other Iran-backed armed groups, Iran has 

helped to prop up the embattled President. 

 

Assad's visit comes just over a week after Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's trip to Moscow. 
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After meeting with Putin, Netanyahu said Russia was unlikely to interfere in Israel's actions in Syria, 

despite Russia's condemnation of Israel's latest airstrikes on May 9. 

 

"Given what is happening in Syria at this very moment, there is a need to ensure the continuation of 

military coordination between the Russian military and the Israel Defence Forces," Netanyahu told 

reporters. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Anti-US cleric bloc wins Iraq election 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/militant-turned-populist-cleric-sadr-wins-iraqi-

election-55275344?   

GIST Influential Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr's political coalition has won the most seats in Iraq's national 

parliamentary elections, according to complete results released by Iraq's electoral commission early 

Saturday. 

 

The announcement came nearly a week after Iraqis cast their votes on May 12 and put Iraqi Prime 

Minister Haider al-Abadi in third place, according to seat allocations. An alliance of candidates with close 

ties to mostly Iranian-backed paramilitary forces came in second. 

 

"Your vote is an honor for us," al-Sadr said in a statement released on Twitter just moments after the 

official announcement. 

 

"We will not disappoint you," he continued, adding "the blame, all the blame is on those who failed Iraq." 

 

The election win marks the most significant victory of al-Sadr's political career. 

 

Partial results were announced earlier in the week, but allegations of irregularities and fraud delayed the 

complete count. 

 

The vote was marked by record low turnout that benefited al-Sadr who maintains loyal supporters who 

made it out to the polls when apathy kept many millions away. 

 

No one alliance won an outright majority and negotiations over forming the government are expected to 

drag on for months as parties try to form a bloc large enough to gain a majority in parliament. 

 

While al-Sadr's coalition won the largest number of seats, it is yet unclear if the next prime minister will 

come from his camp. Prolonged negotiations could result in a compromise candidate from a rival coalition. 

 

Following the 2003 U.S.-led overthrow of Saddam Hussein, Al-Sadr burst onto the scene as a renegade 

champion of poorer Shiites, leading militant fighters who carried out deadly attacks on American forces 

and were notorious for sectarian killings of Sunni Muslims. 

 

In recent years, al-Sadr has gained popularity as a nationalist voice, opposing Iranian influence and waging 

a public campaign against corruption. For this election, he ran a non-sectarian campaign focused on issues 

of social justice, allying with secularists and Iraq's communist party, and broadening support beyond his 

traditional base. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Afghanistan: cricket match bombs kill 8 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/killed-blasts-cricket-match-eastern-afghanistan-

55279074?   

GIST Several bombs exploded nearly simultaneously at a cricket match in Afghanistan's eastern Nangarhar 
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province, killing at least eight people, a provincial official said Saturday. 

 

Attahullah Khogyani, spokesman for the provincial governor, said about 45 others were wounded at the 

sports stadium late Friday night in the provincial capital Jalalabad. 

 

The attack happened as hundreds of spectators gathered for a night-time tournament during the holy month 

of Ramadan. Khogyani said the deputy provincial mayor of neighboring Laghman province and the main 

organizer of the tournament were among those killed. 

 

In a statement, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani strongly condemned the attack, saying that carrying out 

such an attack during the holy month proved once again that terrorists are not true believers of any religion 

or faith and "are enemies of humanity." 

 

The three bombs exploded nearly at the same time, Khogyani said. 

 

No one immediately claimed responsibility for the attack but both Taliban insurgents and the Islamic State 

group are active in eastern Afghanistan, especially in Nangarhar province. 
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Suspicious, Unusual 
Top of page 

HEADLINE 05/21 Europe: 25% migrants infected w/AMR 

SOURCE http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20180521-a-quarter-of-migrants-to-europe-infected-

with-drugresistant-bacteria  

GIST A new review of research on migrant populations in Europe has found that more than a quarter are 

infected or colonized with antibiotic-resistant bacteria, with evidence suggesting that the pathogens are 

being acquired along the migration route or in host countries. 

 

The findings are from a review and meta-analysis of observational studies on antimicrobial resistance 

(AMR) in migrants conducted by researchers from Imperial College London and published yesterday in 

the The Lancet Infectious Diseases. The researchers also found that the prevalence of AMR carriage or 

infection was even higher among refugees and asylum seekers and in high-migrant community settings. 

But they did not find high rates of AMR transmission from migrants to host populations. 

 

CIDRAP notes that the findings come amid a recent wave of immigration that has brought more than two 

million migrants to Europe since 2015, an influx that’s been driven in part by conflicts and instability in 

the Middle East and Africa. The authors of the study suggest that the poor conditions that many migrants 

are exposed to in transit and in host countries—including crowded refugee camps and detention centers 

with poor sanitation and little access to healthcare—may promote the spread of antibiotic-resistant 

bacteria. The role of these settings in the spread of infectious diseases has been highlighted in previous 

studies. 

 

“Poor social conditions in these settings, such as inadequate sanitation, overcrowding, and restricted 

access to health services (including antibiotics or vaccinations), favor the spread of antibiotic-resistant 

infections,” the authors write. 

 

In their review of papers published from January 2000 through January 2017, the researchers identified 23 

studies reporting on antibiotic resistance in 2,319 migrants. Countries of origin included Syria, 

Afghanistan, Eritrea and other countries in the Middle East, Africa, and Asia. Of these migrants, 77 

percent were refugees or asylum seekers. 

 

Nineteen of the studies reported on methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), and 12 of the 

studies reported on AMR in gram-negative bacteria. When they were reported, the clinical manifestations 

were mainly skin and other soft-tissue infections and diarrhea. 
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Overall, the pooled prevalence of any detected AMR infection or carriage among migrants was 25.4 

percent, with MRSA accounting for 7.8 percent and drug-resistant gram-negative bacteria accounting for 

27.2 percent. The pooled prevalence of infection was 3 percent, and the pooled prevalence of carriage was 

23 percent. 

 

Among refugees and asylum seekers, pooled prevalence of AMR infection or carriage was 33 percent, 

compared with 6 percent in other migrants. In high-migrant community settings, the prevalence was 33.1 

percent. 

 

None of the articles showed evidence of high rates of onward transmission of AMR pathogens to host 

populations, a finding the authors say could be linked to high-migrant communities being segregated from 

local communities. 

 

While many of the countries and regions that the migrants came from are known to have high rates of 

AMR, the authors say they found evidence in the included studies that suggests the antibiotic-resistant 

organisms were acquired either during migration or in the host countries, which included Spain, Italy, 

Greece, Germany, Austria, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Switzerland. 

 

Three of the countries where the studies were conducted—Greece, Italy, and Spain—are the main points 

of entry for migrants to Europe. They have also been found to have a high prevalence of MRSA (39.2 

percent, 34.1 percent, and 25.3 percent, respectively), which raises the possibility that migrants could have 

acquired the pathogen from people in those countries. 

 

But it’s the poor conditions in the places where refugees are housed while they await resettlement that may 

be the most important factor in spreading AMR bacteria among migrants, the authors argue. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Mystery: Maria death toll Puerto Rico 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/months-hurricane-maria-death-toll-puerto-rico-remains/story?   

GIST In the days after Hurricane Maria blasted through Puerto Rico, President Donald Trump told officials that, 

considering the seemingly low death rate, the Caribbean island should be "proud."  

 

"If you look at the real catastrophe like Katrina and you look at the tremendous hundreds and hundreds 

and hundreds of people that died," he said, referring to the hurricane that ripped through New Orleans and 

killed more than 1,800 people, "16 people versus in the thousands, you can be very proud of all of your 

people.”  

 

But in the eight months since the president attempted to rally Puerto Ricans with those words, one of the 

most perplexing challenges remains the mystery of how many of the island's 3.4 million residents actually 

died as a result of the Category 4 storm.  

 

The current death toll, according to the Puerto Rican government, is 64.  

 

Skepticism has lingered, however, with some Puerto Ricans and its officials believing the number is much 

higher.  

 

Carmen Yulín Cruz, the mayor of San Juan who was critical of the Trump administration's recovery 

response, early on questioned whether the death count was way off. 

 

There was a spike in the mortality rate in the months after Hurricane Maria. According to Alexis Santos, 

director of graduate studies in applied demography at Pennsylvania State University who has studied the 

daily mortality data from the Puerto Rico government, says there were approximately 1,000 more deaths 

on the island in the month after Maria. 
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In February, Governor Ricardo Rossello announced that George Washington University would lead efforts 

to review the death count associated with the storm. The Milken Institute School of Public Health at the 

George Washington University is heading an independent effort in partnership with institutions on the 

island.  

 

Dr. Lynn Goldman, dean of that school, told ABC News the task of counting the deaths is an exhausting 

one. The team will be working with data coming in from various sources. 

 

The George Washington University team will be looking at deaths starting with Maria’s landfall on 

September 20 through February.  

 

A government official told ABC News that the group will be presenting two reports: a preliminary range 

of the number of deceased followed by a more extensive report about a year later. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 NKorea’s secret army abroad 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/north-koreas-secret-army-how-operatives-abroad-aid-the-regime-

1526652387  

GIST KUALA LUMPUR— Ri Jong Chol, a slight man in his mid-40s, led what appeared the routine life of a 

businessman. He lived in an apartment complex with a pool and gym, a family man who took his wife and 

two children bowling. 

 

Mr. Ri’s computers and phones, seized last year by Malaysia authorities, reveal much more. He was a 

North Korean operative, one of hundreds living abroad who U.S. and United Nations investigators say 

help the regime skirt sanctions by generating cash and sourcing goods. 

 

Material from Mr. Ri’s three laptops, four phones and a tablet computer, viewed by The Wall Street 

Journal, revealed evidence of his secret life. He helped export hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of 

palm oil and soap to a military controlled trading company in Pyongyang under U.N. and U.S. sanctions. 

He arranged to procure 50,000 bottles of Italian wine, valued at $250,000, despite U.N. curbs on luxury 

goods bound for North Korea’s elite. And he is suspected of providing the getaway car for a high-profile 

killing. 

 

North Korea has for decades built trade ties with friendly countries and sent its operatives abroad. These 

operatives, usually attached to the regime’s embassies, are suspected by U.S. and U.N. authorities of 

illegal alcohol sales in Pakistan, weapons sales in Africa and gold smuggling into Bangladesh. The various 

schemes yielded hundreds of millions of dollars a year in cash and goods, according to estimates by U.N. 

investigators. 

 

This is the model North Korea used to try to evade a blanket of international sanctions. If a June 12 

summit with the U.S. succeeds in resolving the future of the regime’s nuclear program, and starts to 

integrate the country into the global economy, these networks will likely recede in importance. 

 

If diplomacy fails, and heated rhetoric from Pyongyanghas raised that possibility, then North Korea will 

have a ready-made system to mitigate international pressure. 

 

“Ri is not an anomaly. North Korea has an army of these people,” said Daniel Russel, a former diplomat 

for Asia at the State Department and now a vice president at the Asia Society Policy Institute in New York 

City. 

 

Mr. Ri’s earnings for North Korea from Malaysia were small, but he had broad ambitions. He 

corresponded with hackers in China about plans to steal and resell U.S. medical-imaging software. And he 

shopped for secondhand Japanese construction cranes, the kind North Korea has used in its missile 
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program. 

 

Mr. Ri was allowed to travel and live with family abroad, a special status afforded by the regime. His work 

in Malaysia ended with the killing last year of Kim Jong Nam, the estranged half brother of Kim Jong Un. 

Mr. Kim was attacked in a passenger check-in area at Kuala Lumpur International Airport. 

 

Malaysian investigators allege Mr. Ri may have arranged to buy a car used by suspects in the Feb. 13, 

2017, killing. Among the thousands of Mr. Ri’s emails, text messages, documents and photographs viewed 

by the Journal is an image from one of his phones of a Malaysia-brand car—Naza Ria—with the seller’s 

contact information on the dashboard. 

 

The same model, registered to Mr. Ri, ferried North Korean agents away from the airport after the killing, 

according to Malaysian investigators. He was deported but not charged with any crime and denied any 

wrongdoing. 

 

Malaysian prosecutors say the masterminds were North Korean operatives, who worked through North 

Korea’s Embassy in Malaysia and escaped. 

 

Two women who smeared the lethal agent on Mr. Kim’s face are on trial for murder and have pleaded not 

guilty, saying they were told it was just a prank. 

 

Malaysia expelled several North Korean diplomats and revoked visa-free travel for North Koreans. A 

foreign ministry spokesman said the country was vigilant in preventing North Korean front companies and 

businessmen from operating illicit businesses in Malaysia. 

 

Calls to the North Korea Embassy in Malaysia rang unanswered. 

 

Mr. Ri had seemingly landed in Malaysia by chance. In 1997, Malaysian businessman Chong Ah Kow had 

traveled to Pyongyang, where he met Mr. Ri’s uncle, a well-known scientist in North Korea. Mr. Chong, 

who runs a traditional medicine company, said he was interested in cancer remedies, and Mr. Ri’s uncle 

had developed a mushroom extract to treat tumors. 

 

In late 2013, Mr. Ri offered to help export the extract to Malaysia. Mr. Chong, as a favor, sponsored him 

and his family for a work visa, describing Mr. Ri as “a very humble man.” Mr. Chong said he and Mr. Ri 

explored several business deals, but none got off the ground. 

 

Mr. Ri settled his family in a middle-class section of Kuala Lumpur, where neighbors said they largely 

stayed out of sight. 

 

Mr. Ri wasn’t fluent in English, the language of business in Malaysia, so he turned to his teenage 

daughter, Yu Gyong. She studied at Help University, a private college that in 2013 awarded Kim Jong Un 

an honorary doctorate in economics. 

 

In text messages reviewed by the Journal, she chats about amusement park trips and lunch plans with 

friends—and, on her father’s behalf, talks about completing deals with Mr. Ri’s Malaysian business 

partners. 

 

In one text from September 2016, Mr. Ri’s daughter talks with him about her efforts to arrange a meeting 

with a business contact, where she would act as a translator. After some back and forth, Mr. Ri wrote: 

“Take your time and finish your studies. You can call him after your class.” 

 

She is listed in Mr. Ri’s contacts as “my darling daughter,” and he mixed business with such fatherly 

concerns as making sure she didn’t get sunburned while waiting for him to pick her up from school. 

 

Mr. Ri started out in Malaysian business buying wholesale palm oil, soap and other commodities for 

export to North Korea. By 2015, his main supplier was Octo Plus Resources, registered at the home of 
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owner Gan Chee Lim, near Port Klang, west of Kuala Lumpur, documents show. 

 

With the help of Mr. Gan and a network of ethnic Koreans in China, Mr. Ri and his daughter arranged to 

ship the goods from Malaysia via Dalian in China to the North Korean port of Nampo, according to 

invoices, messages and documents viewed by the Journal. 

 

The products weren’t prohibited under sanctions, but one company Mr. Ri represented was Singwang 

Economics & Trading General Corp. The U.S. sanctioned Singwang in March 2016, calling it a subsidiary 

of the North Korea military. The U.N. also imposed sanctions on the company that year. Ms. Ri told Mr. 

Gan, the Malaysian supplier, that the soap buyer in North Korea was Singwang, according to a May 2016 

phone message exchange. 

 

The U.S. designation made it illegal for funds going to or from Singwang to be cleared through the U.S., 

as typically happens in dollar transfers. In phone message traffic during July 2016, Mr. Gan told Ms. Ri 

not to send payments of more than $10,000 at a time, presumably to avoid bank scrutiny. He also raised 

concerns that Malaysia’s central bank would be monitoring foreign-currency transactions, text messages 

show. 

 

One $25,000 transaction, in August 2016, was a “bit dangerous because (the) amount is quite big,” Mr. 

Gan said. 

 

In November 2016, Mr. Gan asked for a payment, but advised Ms. Ri to say on the wire documents that 

the money was for the “purchase of souvenir, necklace, pendant,” according to their text message 

exchange. 

 

“I haven’t put anything,” she said. “But since it’s small amount isn’t it ok?” 

 

“Shud be ok…only worry the bank will hold the payment and query,” he replied. Mr. Gan declined 

requests for comment. 

 

Mr. Ri’s work appeared to earn profits for Pyongyang and support a comfortable life for his family. A 

ledger in the computer files shows he shipped around $250,000 worth of commodities to North Korea over 

the nine months through January 2017. 

 

Mr. Ri, who didn’t appear to have a bank account in Malaysia, relied on North Korean controlled entities 

in Hong Kong and Malaysia to finance transactions, documents show. Sometimes, Mr. Gan stepped in to 

help. 

 

Communications with Mr. Gan were often tense. He complained about Mr. Ri’s erratic orders and slow 

payments. “Sometimes we have money,” Ms. Ri wrote him, “sometimes we don’t.” 

 

Mr. Ri appeared to use an insurance company in the Malaysian offshore financial center of Labuan to pay 

for goods, according to messages and copies of checks on his phone. The company, Golden Sunrise 

Finance Broking, was controlled by North Koreans, but owned by a Malaysian shareholder to avoid 

scrutiny of its financial flows, according to a person familiar with the matter. 

 

No one answered the insurance company’s listed phone number. 

 

Invoices on Mr. Ri’s computers show two North Korean banks, Kumgang Bank and North East Asia 

Bank, were also used to funnel payments to buy commodities. The banks were blacklisted under U.S. 

sanctions in 2016. 

 

As business expanded, so did Mr. Ri’s horizons. He and his daughter made plans to import North Korean 

coal to Malaysia via Russia, which would earn them a broker fee. They also talked about buying 

warehouses in Port Klang. 
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With a new Malaysian business contact, they discussed farming rice in the country’s northwest. A letter 

explained how the venture would team with a North Korean company controlled by the regime’s 

agriculture ministry. “This is a big project and also big money. Your profit will be big if our deal is made. 

pls try best to make a deal ASAP,” Ms. Ri wrote in November 2016. 

 

Mr. Ri pursued another venture with a team of ethnic Korean computer programmers in Shenyang, China, 

to market medical-imaging software used in CT scans. 

 

A business partner of Mr. Ri’s in Malaysia lined up potential buyers, even though they had no software to 

sell. Messages on Mr. Ri’s devices suggest the plan was to make pirated versions after hacking firms that 

made them. 

 

In October 2016, Mr. Ri sent one of the China-based programmers the website of Able Software Corp., a 

Lexington, Mass., company, according to text messages. Ted Wu, Able’s founder, said the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation had previously investigated hackers who stole Able’s software and sold it online in the 

late 2000s. 

 

The Ris also shopped for industrial cranes. In January 2017, Mr. Ri requested a price quote for two used 

cranes from TL Mobile Crane Services Sdn. Bhd. in Malaysia. The firm said no deal involving North 

Korea was made. 

 

In May 2017, North Korean state television showed a Kato-brand Japanese crane used in the launch of an 

intermediate range missile. A photo on Ms. Ri’s phone showed a similar Kato crane. The U.N. later 

expanded a ban on heavy machinery exports to North Korea to include all cranes. 

 

The day Kim Jong Nam was killed at the airport, Ms. Ri met with Mr. Gan to discuss a new soap-

importing plan. But there would be no more deals. 

 

Four days later, Mr. Ri was taken into custody. Mr. Gan sent Ms. Ri a message: “Are you affected by the 

recent news…?” He got no reply. 

 

The Ri family was allowed to leave Malaysia, part of a deal giving Malaysians held in North Korea 

permission to return home. Malaysian police said they lacked evidence to charge Mr. Ri in the killing. 

 

Around 90 North Koreans remain in Malaysia, according to Asian and Western diplomats. Some have set 

up new front companies to avoid detection, according to a person who has worked with them in past 

business deals. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Cougar kills biker; injures fellow rider 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/cougar-kills-mountain-biker-injures-fellow-rider-washington/story?   

GIST Two mountain bikers in rural Washington state were attacked by a cougar on Saturday with one man being 

killed and another seriously injured.  

 

The bikers were on a remote road north of North Bend, Washington, when the cougar attacked one of the 

riders, according to the King County Sheriff's Office. The cougar then attacked the second rider.  

 

The first rider managed to get back on his bike and ride to an area where he received cellphone service and 

call authorities, according to Seattle ABC affiliate KOMO. 

 

The 31-year-old who managed to escape was taken to Harborview Hospital, according to the facility, 

where he was in satisfactory condition. The rider told authorities he was bitten on the head by the animal, 

according to KOMO.  
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The sheriff's office said the second biker was found dead with the cougar standing over it when they 

arrived.  

 

The King County Sheriff's Office tweeted at about 4 p.m. local time that officials had tracked the cougar 

and it had been killed.  

 

"Fish and Wildlife has euthanized the cougar that is believed to be responsible for killing one man and 

attacking another earlier today," the sheriff's office tweeted.  

 

The attack, let alone a death, was exceedingly rare.  

 

The Department of Fish and Wildlife said in a press conference this is only the second cougar attack death 

in Washington state in the last 100 years. There have been 15 nonfatal attacks over that period. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Federal prisons chief abruptly resigns 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/18/mark-inch-chief-federal-bureau-prisons-

resigns-abruptly/623252002/  

GIST WASHINGTON — Mark Inch, the director of the embattled federal Bureau of Prisons, abruptly 

announced his resignation Friday, the Justice Department announced Friday. 

 

There was no immediate reason provided for the departure of Inch, who had just assumed leadership of the 

country's largest detention system in September. 

 

In a brief statement, Attorney General Jeff Sessions thanked Inch for his service wished him "luck in his 

future endeavors." 

 

The attorney general did not elaborate. 

 

As director, Inch oversaw 122 detention facilities, 39,000 staffers and 186,000 inmates. 

 

Inch’s resignation also comes as the White House was staging a summit Friday on prison reform. There, 

White House senior adviser and President Trump's son-in-law Jared Kushner commended Inch for his 

work on the Federal Inter-agency Reentry Council, though it was not clear whether he was aware of Inch's 

resignation. 

 

"We're working on the reentry commission, where the new director of the Bureau of Prisons, General Inch, 

has been working with Attorney General Sessions to look at all the different changes they can make in the 

prisons,” he said. 

 

Hugh J. Hurwitz, assistant director of the BOP’s Reentry Services Division, will serve as acting director, 

Sessions said. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Malaysia drama deepens w/former-PM 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-malaysia-politics/malaysian-drama-deepens-with-talk-of-

reopening-mongolian-model-murder-case-idUSKCN1IK09O  

GIST KUALA LUMPUR (Reuters) - The potential reopening of a probe into the murder 12 years ago of a 

Mongolian model could spell more trouble for former Malaysian premier Najib Razak, as the new 

government pressed ahead with investigations into alleged corruption. 

 

On Saturday, Mongolia’s president requested Malaysia’s new leaders to find justice for the dead woman, 
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Altantuya Shaariibu, while a fugitive policeman convicted of the crime said he would cooperate with any 

new probe if he was given a full pardon. 

 

Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad has already barred Najib from leaving Malaysia after surprisingly 

defeating his one-time protege in an election on May 9. 

 

The new government is seeking answers to how billions of dollars disappeared from a state fund that Najib 

founded, and its anti-graft agency has asked the ex-premier, who has consistently denied any wrongdoing, 

to make a statement at its headquarters on Tuesday. 

 

In the case of the murdered Mongolian model, two policemen from Najib’s security detail were convicted, 

and have death sentences hanging over them, but the question of who ordered them to kill 28-year-old 

Altantuya has never been answered. 

 

While released on bail during an appeal one of those officers fled to Australia. 

 

Speaking from an immigration detention centre, where he has been held since 2015 for overstaying his 

visa, Sirul Azhar Umar told news portal Malaysiakini that he would help any move by the government to 

resurrect the case so long as he walked free. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Bishop’s American flair to royal wedding 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/19/fiery-us-bishop-brings-american-flair-to-royal-

wedding.html  

GIST WINDSOR, England –  Nothing captured the trans-Atlantic nature of Saturday's royal wedding as much as 

the guest preacher whose sermon brought American fire and flair to a very English church service. 

 

The Most Rev. Michael Bruce Curry, the first black leader of the Episcopal Church in the United States, 

was hand-picked by Prince Harry and Meghan Markle to address their 600 wedding guests. 

 

The bishop's passionate sermon on the theme of love, studded with quotes from the bible, Martin Luther 

King Jr and African-American spirituals, was a contrast to the more solemn and muted Anglican style the 

royal family is used to. 

 

Many observers were surprised and delighted. BBC broadcaster Jeremy Vine tweeted: "The preacher is 

doing 50 in a 30 zone and it's brilliant." 

 

Supermodel Naomi Campbell hit Caps Lock and tweeted: "BISHOP MICHAEL CURRY GIVING ME 

LIFE." 

 

Quoting civil rights King on the "redemptive power of love," Curry told the bride and groom "it's not just 

for, and about, a young couple who we rejoice with, it's more than that." 

 

Curry, who like Markle's mother has African ancestors who were slaves in the U.S., said that even during 

their time of bondage, love helped those in captivity persevere. 

 

"When love is the way, we actually treat each other, well, like we are actual family," he said in a sermon 

that touched on poverty, inequality and the healing power of love. 

 

"When love is the way, we know that God is the source of us all and we are brothers and sisters, children 

of God and brothers and sisters," he said. "That's a new heaven, a new earth a new world, a new human 

family." 

 

Harry and Markle exchanged a quick glance at one another at one point as Curry drifted from his prepared 
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remarks and ad libbed while the queen looked on stoically. Camilla and Kate — the Duchess of Cornwall 

and the Duchess of Cambridge — traded sidelong glances. 

 

Queen Elizabeth II, who as monarch holds the title of Supreme Governor of the Church of England, did 

not show any sign of discomfort and looked as stoic as she had through the entire ceremony. 

 

There may have been a touch of royal relief when Curry wrapped up with "We gotta get y'all married 

now." 

 

The crowds waiting outside for a glimpse of the royal couple loved it. Cheers greeted Curry as he walked 

uphill from the chapel along the procession route after the service. One man shouted "well done" — 

prompting a smile and "God bless you" from the bishop. 

 

Former Labour Party leader Ed Miliband, an atheist, tweeted: "Rev Michael Curry could almost make me 

a believer." 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Nuclear plant shuts down unexpectedly 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/nuclear-plant-shuts-unexpectedly-washington-state-

55268856?   

GIST A nuclear power plant in southeastern Washington shut down unexpectedly Friday. 

 

The Tri-City Herald reports the Columbia Generating Station's systems detected a problem having to do 

with electrical distribution and automatically shut the plant down at 6:51 a.m. 

 

Authorities said there is no risk to the public. 

 

The 1,207-megawatt plant is the only commercially operated nuclear power plant in the Pacific Northwest 

and produces enough electricity to power a city the size of Seattle. 

 

Plant officials are investigating the issue, which involved the main transformer and the electricity 

distribution system, John Dobken said, spokesman for Energy Northwest. 

 

The exact cause was not known. 

 

"The plant responded as designed" and is stable, Dobken said. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Woman w/baby jumps off hotel roof 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/woman-jumps-off-manhattan-hotel-boy-believed-son/story?   

GIST A former Playboy Playmate and model jumped to her death from a Manhattan hotel with her 7-year-old 

son, according to police sources.  

 

The bodies of Stephanie Adams, 47, and the unidentified boy were found on the second floor of the rear 

part of The Gotham Hotel on East 46th Street in Midtown, sources said.  

 

Adams had a history of domestic violence with her estranged husband, sources told ABC News. The boy 

was present during disputes between the parents, a law enforcement official said.  

 

The Administration for Children's Services has an active case with the family that has been open for at 

least seven months, the law enforcement source said. 
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Adams and her son checked into the hotel Thursday at 6 p.m. and were assigned to the 25th floor suite, 

according to NYPD Chief William Aubry. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Students prank fake school shooting 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/students-maryland-high-school-stormed-building-water-guns/story?   

GIST Officials at a high school in Maryland are apologizing to parents after seniors pulled an apparent senior 

prank involving students storming the school in masks with water guns and lighting fireworks.  

 

Robynne Prince, the principal at Bowie High School in Bowie, Maryland, sent a letter to parents on 

Tuesday after the alleged incident.  

 

"Around 10:45 a.m., a small group of students participated in an inappropriate 'senior prank' that resulted 

in a school evacuation," Prince wrote in the letter, which was acquired by Washington, D.C. ABC affiliate 

WJLA. "The prank involved spraying students and staff with squirt guns and setting off fireworks in the 

hallway." 

 

WJLA reported the students were dressed in black and wearing masks.  

 

One student was injured in the incident, according to WJLA.  

 

"School administration is taking this incident very seriously and coordinating with local police; the 

students involved will be held accountable to the fullest extent of the law and disciplined according to the 

PGCPS Student Code of Conduct," the letter continued. 

 

WJLA reported the school is debating whether to allow those who took part in the prank to attend 

graduation. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Organized crime illegal wood trafficking 

SOURCE https://www.eurasiareview.com/21052018-illegal-logging-an-organized-crime-that-is-destroying-

latin-american-forests/  

GIST Illegal wood trafficking is the most profitable crime against natural resources and the world’s third most 

important crime, according to a report titled “Transnational crime and the developing world,” published in 

March 2017 by Global Financial Integrity, a US-based organization that investigates illicit financial flows. 

 

The report estimates that, globally, this transnational crime generates US$52 billion to US$157 billion a 

year. The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) estimates that 30 percent of the wood sold in the 

world has been illegally obtained. 

 

According to Insight Crime, a research center on organized crime, most illegal timber logging occurs in 

the Amazon rainforest. Illegal timber logging, illegal mining and drug trafficking are the most investigated 

crimes in Latin America. 

 

Latin American forests are the second most vulnerable in the world to illegal timber logging, after Asian 

forests, says UNEP. In 2014 alone, illegal timber exports from South America — for both raw wood and 

sawn timber — totaled an average of US$387 million, according to the International Union of Forest 

Research Organizations (IUFRO). 

 

Rolando Navarro, a researcher at the Center for International Environmental Law (CIEL), who has closely 
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studied the illegal timber trade in South America, told Latinamerica Press that “over 75 percent of the 

wood sold in South America both domestically and for export, is illegally obtained.” 

  

A massive amount of wood is illegally traded in Latin America. In late 2012, INTERPOL confiscated over 

50,000 m³ of illegally obtained timber with an estimated value of US$8 million as a result of an operation 

named Project LEAF (Law Enforcement Assistance for Forests), in which law enforcement agencies from 

12 Latin American countries worked together to crack down on illegal timber logging. 

 

Illegal wood trafficking is a complex type of organized crime and it leads to a long spiral of inter-related 

crimes like a tree’s annual growth rings. 

 

Alicia Abanto, Peruvian Human Rights Ombudsman’s Office representative for the Environment, Public 

Services and Indigenous People, told Latinamerica Press that wood trafficking is linked to a series of 

crimes such as deforestation, labor exploitation, land invasions, tax evasion, document forgery, state 

corruption and even the murder of community leaders who are fighting to preserve forests. 

 

“These crimes also occur in other Latin American countries and the Caribbean. However, they are more 

common in the Amazon rainforest, because it’s a much larger rainforest,” says Abanto. “The illegal timber 

trade often begins with indigenous or peasant communities that are hired by a timber logging company. 

Very often they are unaware of the fact that what they’re doing is illegal and companies take advantage of 

that.” 

 

A report titled “A spatio-temporal analysis of forest loss related to cocaine trafficking in Central 

America,” published in May 2017 by scientific journal IOPscience, refers about the impact of cocaine 

trafficking on deforestation in Central America. According to the report, as a result of the cocaine trade, 

Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua have lost annually between 15 percent and 30 percent of their 

forestland over the past decade. Forests in Costa Rica, El Salvador, Jamaica, Panama and the Dominican 

Republic are also under threat from the cocaine trade. 

 

The Environmental Investigation Agency (EIA), a US-based organization that monitors the illegal timber 

trade, shared information with Latinamerica Press about the scale of the illegal timber trade in Latin 

America. 

 

According to Julia Urrunaga, director of the EIA’s Peru Programs, Mexico is one of the countries that 

purchase the greatest volume of wood “that has a high risk of being illegally obtained as part of the value 

chain.” Almost all of the wood imported by Mexico comes from Brazil and Peru. 

 

Figures published by the IUFRO based on World Bank data for 2006, show that percentage of wood sold 

in each Latin American country is illegally obtained: Bolivia (80 percent), the Brazilian Amazon rainforest 

(20 percent-47 percent), Colombia (42 percent), and Ecuador (70 percent). 

 

Navarro points out that the 80 percent figure for Peru has increased since 2006. “I would dare to say that 

more than 90 percent of the timber sold in Peru has been illegally obtained,” said the CIEL researcher. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Earnings of human smuggling cartels? 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/fact-checker/wp/2018/05/21/are-human-smuggling-cartels-

at-the-u-s-border-earning-500-million-a-year/?utm_term=.0f526bd514ef  

GIST “To be clear — human smuggling operations are lining the pockets of transnational criminals. They are 

not humanitarian endeavors. Smugglers prioritize profit over people. And when aliens pay them to get 

here, they are contributing $500 million a year — or more — to groups that are fueling greater violence 

and instability in America and the region.” 

 

— Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen, in testimony before the Senate Homeland Security and 
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Governmental Affairs Committee, May 15, 2018 

 

Nielsen’s claim that smuggling cartels make $500 million a year bringing people across the U.S. border 

caught our eye after the Washington Times made it the main story of its print edition. Regular readers 

know that we’ve often warned about accepting at face value numbers concerning illicit activities, such as 

human trafficking or smuggling, so we were curious to learn how this figure was developed. 

 

The Facts 

The math is pretty simple. A Homeland Security official explained that the agency assumed that 

transnational criminal organizations receive an average of $5,000 per person smuggled, a number based on 

interviews with undocumented immigrants who are caught. DHS apprehends about 300,000 people a year 

who try to illegally cross the border each year, so the agency took one third of that number — 100,000 — 

and multiplied it times $5,000, yielding a figure of $500 million. 

 

“We think the number of people paying smugglers is actually much higher but wanted to provide a 

conservative estimate,” the official said. “This, of course, also does not include those who pay to be 

smuggled across our borders and are not caught.” 

 

Some might say it’s conservative. Others might say it’s arbitrary. There’s really no rhyme or reason for 

why one-third of the people caught are being counted, especially since presumably people who are not 

caught also might rely on smugglers. 

 

Gabriella Sanchez is the author of “Human Smuggling and Border Crossings,” a 2016 book based on 

interviews with smugglers. She researches migrant smuggling at the Migration Policy Center in Florence. 

When it comes to smuggling estimates, she said, “the numbers are almost always made up.” 

 

Sanchez said one problem with Nielsen’s figure is that it assumes a $5,000 smuggling fee. That’s a 

reasonable figure for getting across the border between the United States and Mexico, which she said is 

between $4,500 and $5,500, though in March smugglers were offering a 20 percent discount because they 

were not getting enough clients. 

 

But Sanchez said Mexicans are no longer migrating to the United States — over the past 10 years, 

migration from Mexico has statistically vanished, according to the Pew Research Center — so the fees 

paid by the Central Americans fleeing Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador are likely to be higher. 

 

But there’s another wrinkle: Many people will never finish paying off their fees. “The facilitators are 

flexible because if not, they know a client can go to someone else, so they cut prices to get clients and then 

clients vanish,” she said. 

 

Moreover, she said, the money paid to smugglers stays along the trail, as smugglers need to pay rent, too, 

contrary to the image conjured up by Nielsen of “transnational criminals.” Smugglers are often just low-

level independent operators, loosely connected to others, trying to make a buck. She said the biggest cost 

in the smuggler operation was corruption — the fees paid to police and border agents. 

 

One smuggler told Sanchez his profit margin was just 25 to 30 percent. The Pulitzer Prize-winning report 

by the Arizona Republic on the impact of President Trump’s proposed border wall quoted a smuggler, 

“Alexis,” as saying he kept about $2,500 of the $5,000 to $6,000 fee, with the rest going to pay off helpers 

and police. 

 

Interestingly, Nielsen’s figure appears to be a lowball estimate. It is much lower than a previous estimate 

from Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), from 2003, that global profits from human smuggling 

amount to $9.5 billion. ICE never explained how that figure was calculated, and it later morphed into the 

incorrect claim that child sex trafficking in the United States yielded profits of $9.5 billion, but that’s 

another story. 

 

More recently, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime estimated in a 2010 report that human 
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smuggling into the United States earned revenue of $6.6 billion in 2008. But those numbers were based on 

previous high rates of migration by Mexicans — 661,000 apprehensions a year, with a probability of being 

apprehended at 20 percent — and the report noted that the Mexican market had been in sharp decline since 

2005. But it also assumed smugglers charged $2,000 per person. 

 

The Mexican Migration Project, the source of the United Nations’ 20 percent apprehension rate for 

Mexicans, says the rate is now about 12 percent. But researchers warn that’s based on a very small number 

and so it is unreliable. 

 

“Undocumented migration from Mexico has been negative for 10 years: More people are going back to 

Mexico than are entering the U.S.,” said Douglas Massey, of Princeton University, co-director of MMP. 

“In fact, the number of apprehensions reported by the DHS is very small — the lowest number of since 

1971 — and in that year there were only 1,500 Border Patrol Officers, whereas today there are 19,000 

officers. The number of apprehensions per officer are at their lowest point since 1942. In 2016, less than 

half of all apprehensions were Mexicans. Illegal migration from Mexico is effectively over.” 

 

The U.N. report estimates that without Mexican migration, revenue earned by smugglers might be about 

$1 billion, assuming costs as high as $10,000 for a trip from the southeastern coast of Mexico. 

 

The Pinocchio Test 

Nielsen’s $500 million estimate is not wildly off base but it appears derived from arbitrary metrics. It is 

based on smuggling costs at the border, even though many illegal immigrants these days have a longer 

route to travel. She’s only counting one-third of those apprehended, even though many people who use 

smugglers are not caught. So the overall figure of smuggler revenue could be higher. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Drugs land more women behind bars 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/b46bbe14e0e945888ac9ccc55aeb9504/Revolving-door-of-despair:-Drugs-land-

more-women-behind-bars  

GIST Women in jail are the fastest-growing correctional population in America. Their numbers rose from 

13,258 in 1980 to 102,300 in 2016, with the biggest jump in smaller counties, according to the Bureau of 

Justice Statistics. Similarly, the female prison population skyrocketed from 5,600 in 1970 to more than 

110,000 in 2016. Between 1980 and 2009, the arrest rate for drug possession or use tripled for women, 

while it doubled for men. 

 

Opioid abuse has exacerbated the problem. 

 

In Montgomery County, Ohio, more than 3,600 women have been jailed for addiction-related crimes in the 

last two years, twice the number since 2014. In Henrico County, Virginia, the female jail population has 

grown from about 60 daily in 2000 to nearly 300; a survey of inmates found more than 4 in 10 women had 

their kids removed from them while on drugs. The jail has responded with an opiate treatment program. 

 

Rural America, in particular, lacks resources and readily accessible treatment to help curb the problem, 

says Jessica Hulsey Nickel, president of the Addiction Policy Forum, a patient advocacy group. If 

someone in recovery has to drive several hours to visit a specialist or receive regular doses of methadone, 

she says, “It’s going to make staying on that path nearly impossible.” 

 

Mary-Linden Salter, director of the Tennessee Association of Alcohol, Drug & Other Addiction Services, 

says her state doesn’t have enough psychiatrists, social workers, counselors and nurses in rural areas. 

Residential drug treatment, a key part of recovery, also is scarce in those communities — and Campbell 

County has none, she says, adding: “It’s unrealistic for people to travel 700 miles for treatment because 

that’s where there’s an open bed.” 

 

Salter also notes there are twice as many residential programs in the state for men as there are for women. 
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That’s partly because women have costlier, more complicated treatment; many have experienced trauma 

and abuse as children or adults. Generally, women also are slower to seek help because of societal 

pressures to maintain a family. Many are single mothers who fear losing their children. 

 

“Women are the caregivers of their families,” Salter says. “They get blamed and shamed for not taking 

care of their children. But they get blamed and shamed for not being in recovery. It’s a horrible choice.” 

 

Many of these women say jail should help prepare them for life outside, maybe with a Narcotics 

Anonymous group, counseling or education programs such as those offered in state prisons. They’d also 

like to work and be exposed to people who don’t use drugs. (Some male inmates have jobs.) 

 

Lt. Mallory Campbell, assistant jail administrator, is sympathetic. It took a year, she says, to start a high 

school equivalency diploma program, partly because a teacher had to be found who then had to be trained 

to work in the jail. 

 

She’d like to offer college courses or vocational training, she says, because “if they don’t leave here with a 

skill, they’re going to go back to what they know.” But there isn’t money for programs or staff. 

 

Medical costs for both male and female inmates also are an enormous burden, nearly doubling since 2015 

to top $1 million last year, according to county officials. Hepatitis, infections or dental problems are not 

unusual. 

 

And drugs remain a powerful lure. The women speak candidly about what they had to do to feed their 

habits — shoplift, rob, trade sex for drugs. While some welcome the fresh start, the cravings persist. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 N. Ireland: cold case murder arrests 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/21/n-ireland-2-arrested-30-years-after-murder-german-

teen.html  

GIST LONDON –  Police in Northern Ireland have arrested two men in the death of a German backpacker 30 

years ago, after much-publicized appeals on the anniversary of the teenager's death yielded a break in one 

of the region's most notorious unsolved murders. 

 

The men, aged 58 and 61, were arrested in connection with the death of 18-year-old Inga Maria Hauser, 

whose body was found in 1988 in a remote part of Ballypatrick Forest in County Antrim two weeks after 

she was last seen alive on a ferry from Scotland. 

 

Police have the genetic profile of a man linked to the case, but previous DNA screenings failed to produce 

a definitive match. 

 

Detective Chief Superintendent Raymond Murray renewed his appeal for information on Monday, saying 

"it's time to tell us what you know." 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Cameroon holiday hit by violence 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/cameroon-holiday-hit-violence-english-speaking-

areas-55311861?   

GIST Cameroon's national day Sunday was marked by violence in its troubled English-speaking region, with 

two policemen killed, soldiers wounded and a mayor kidnapped by suspected armed separatists. 

 

In the capital, Yaounde, in central Cameroon, President Paul Biya, who has ruled since 1982, presided 

over a public show of the country's military might. 
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But in the English-speaking town of Bangem in southwest Cameroon, the mayor, Ekuh Simon, was 

kidnapped. In a video shared by suspected armed separatists Simon said he and his deputy were kidnapped 

by separatists for planning independence celebrations. He said he is being held hostage by the Ambazonia 

Restoration Forces that had said the national day should not be celebrated. Ambazonia is the name 

separatists have given to the English-speaking area they want to become independent from French-

speaking Cameroon. 

 

Fighting was also reported in the English-speaking towns of Konye, Batibo, Ekona and several villages of 

Kupe Muanenguba, an administrative area in southwestern Cameroon. 

 

At least two policemen and several people were killed, according to the governor of the south west region 

Bernard Okalia Bilai. In the towns that were attacked, many escaped to the bushes and safer neighboring 

towns. 

 

In the northwestern city of Bamenda, there was a strong show of force to prevent any violence, but only a 

few residents turned up for the celebrations, saying that they feared retaliation from the separatists. Some 

students at the University of Bamenda showed up for the parade, saying they were forced by officials to 

come under the penalty of expulsion. Government officials also said they were also forced to come. 

 

The Cameroon government had asked the population to come out in numbers and celebrate the national 

day as a sign of national unity adding that the military will protect the people from armed separatists who 

had vowed the day will not be celebrated in the English-speaking regions. 

 

Cameron again imposed a curfew on its English-speaking regions. In spite of the curfew and heavy 

presence of the military, the armed separatists were able to chase out some public officials and close some 

schools. 

 

Both the government and separatists have committed abuses, according to the U.S. ambassador. 

Ambassador Peter Henry Barlerin last week met with Biya and urged the president to initiate dialogue to 

lead the way out of violence. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Multiple bombings southern Thailand 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/injured-flurry-bombings-thailands-south-

55318000?   

GIST Thai authorities say suspected Muslim insurgents set off small bombs at about two dozen locations in the 

country's deep south, wounding two women. 

 

A spokesman for the military and police's joint security command in the troubled south said the bombings 

occurred Sunday evening across four provinces. 

 

Peerawat Sangthong said Monday that the explosives were placed near ATMs, electricity poles and 

buildings. 

 

More than 6,500 people have been killed since a Muslim separatist insurgency flared in Thailand's three 

southernmost provinces of Yala, Pattani, and Narathiwat in 2004. 

 

Sunday night's violence also affected Songkhla province. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 S.C. jail escape: 2 inmates still at large 
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SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/inmates-charged-murder-loose-escaping-south-carolina-jail/story?   

GIST One escaped inmate was caught Sunday, but two inmates -- both charged with murder -- are still on the 

loose after breaking out of a South Carolina prison late Saturday.  

 

The three inmates escaped from Orangeburg County Detention Center in Orangeburg, South Carolina, just 

before 10 p.m. Saturday after overpowering a correctional officer, according to the Orangeburg County 

Sheriff's Office. The sheriff's office said it was still investigating whether the trio had help.  

 

Christopher Boltin, who had been jailed on charges of carjacking and possession of stolen vehicle, was 

caught Sunday evening, according to officials.  

 

Boltin, 27, was arrested in Lexington County, South Carolina, about an hour north of the prison after being 

alerted by Orangeburg County Sheriff's that he "had contacts in that jurisdiction.  

 

"Christopher Boltin was taken into custody in Lexington County by sheriff's deputies in that jurisdiction," 

Orangeburg County Sheriff Leroy Ravenell said. "He will be returned to Orangeburg and put back in jail 

to await his court hearing. We will now focus on the remaining two at large." 

 

The two men at large, Tyshon Demontrea Johnson, 27, and Curtis Ray Green, 20, were both charged with 

murder in separate incidents, according to the sheriff's office.  

 

"We know that these individuals are dangerous, we hope they’re not armed at this time, but we just advise 

people to be vigilant," said Ravenell. 
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HEADLINE 05/21 Man intentionally crashes into restaurant 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/father-intentionally-crashes-restaurant-killing-police/story?id=55319445  

GIST A father allegedly sat his family near the front door of a restaurant in North Carolina on Sunday, then 

promptly left, got in his car and plowed full speed into them on purpose, according to police and 

eyewitnesses. Two people were killed in the crash, police said.  

 

Roger Self, 62, has been charged with two counts of murder over the alleged incident in which his 

daughter, Katelyn, and another person sitting at the table were killed, the Gaston County Sheriff's Office 

said.  

 

Katelyn Self was a deputy with the Gaston County Sheriff's Office. She was off-duty at the time of the 

crash.  

 

Charlotte ABC affiliate WSOC identified the other person killed in the crash as Roger Self's daughter-in-

law, Amanda Self.  

 

Several other people, including those not related to the family at neighboring tables, were injured, 

according to police.  

 

None of the other injuries are considered life-threatening, police said. 

 

According to Caleb Martin, who was busing tables at the Surf and Turf Lodge restaurant in Bessemer City, 

the driver plowed through the front of the restaurant at full speed. 

 

The family's pastor, Austin Rammell, told WSOC that Roger had been dealing with mental health 

problems recently and "this was not a conscious act by their father and they know that."  

 

Rammell said he was set to officiate Katelyn's wedding to her fiance in September.  
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Police said a Gaston County police officer and a Gastonia police officer were also injured in the crash. 

Their conditions are unknown.  

 

Roger Self is being held in Gaston County Jail without bond. He is expected to appear in court on 

Monday. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Claim: Texas teen studied mass shootings 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/santa-fe-high-school-shooter-studied-previous-

mass/story?id=55311862&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST The teenager who allegedly opened fire in a Texas high school and killed 10 people studied previous mass 

shootings before carrying out the attack, sources told ABC News.  

 

Dimitrios Pagourtzis, 17, researched tactics used by other mass shooters, the sources said.  

 

“He studied previous mass shootings and used aspects of those [attacks] in his own shooting,” a source 

told ABC News.  

 

Pagourtzis fatally shot 10 students and educators and injured 13 others early Friday in the classrooms and 

hallways of Santa Fe High School, according to authorities.  

 

Investigators have also determined that they don't expect to charge anyone else besides the alleged shooter, 

sources said.  

 

The sources told ABC News that they have questioned two "persons of interest" in the aftermath of the 

bloodshed but so far no other charges have been brought. 

 

Pagourtzis remains in custody after he was charged with capital murder. 

 

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott, who called the rampage "one of the most heinous attacks we've ever seen in the 

history of Texas schools," said Pagourtzis allegedly telegraphed his desires to carry out the shooting and 

then commit suicide in a series of journal entries.  

 

Instead, the suspect surrendered to authorities, police said. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 School shooter confesses; no clear motive 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/cb5e0dca766e4845acf02b6bff8b62c7/In-deadly-school-shooting,-a-confession-

but-no-clear-motive  

GIST SANTA FE, Texas (AP) — The mother of one of the 10 people killed at a Texas high school said her 

daughter recently rejected the romantic advances of the 17-year-old charged in the shootings, a possible 

motive for the violent tragedy. 

 

Sadie Rodriguez said her daughter, Shana Fisher, had made clear that she was not interested in Dimitrios 

Pagourtzis. 

 

“He continued to get more aggressive,” Rodriguez told The Associated Press in an interview conducted 

Saturday via Facebook. “She finally stood up to him and embarrassed him.” 

 

The incident took place one week before the shooting, Rodriguez said. Police have not yet said what might 

have motivated the attack. 
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Asked about Rodriguez’s allegation, a lawyer for the Pagourtzis’s family said he hadn’t heard about any 

such interaction between Pagourtzis and any of the victims and therefore couldn’t comment. 

 

“That’s news to me,” said lawyer Nicholas Poehl, though he cautioned that he’d spent much of the day 

disputing false rumors about the teen’s personal life. Earlier Saturday, Poehl issued a statement from the 

family saying that they were “as shocked and confused as anyone else by these events that occurred” and 

asked for privacy. 

 

“While we remain mostly in the dark about the specifics of yesterday’s tragedy, what we have learned 

from media reports seems incompatible with the boy we love,” the family’s statement said. 

 

Representatives of the school district did not immediately respond to questions about Rodriguez’s 

comments. 

 

A junior at Santa Fe High, Pagourtzis hid a shotgun and a handgun under his trenchcoat before opening 

fire in a first-period art class on Friday, according to an affidavit filed by police. The FBI announced 

Saturday that it had taken the lead in the joint investigation, at the request of local authorities. 

 

“He gave a statement admitting to shooting multiple people inside the Santa Fe High School with the 

intent on killing people,” the police affidavit said. “Dimitrios advised he did not shoot students he did like 

so he could have his story told.” The attack ended when Pagourtzis walked out of a classroom and 

surrendered to police. 

 

Authorities say Pagourtzis planned the killings, carried out with weapons owned by his father. Though 

Pagourtzis allegedly wrote about his intention to carry out the attack, authorities have not indicated a 

motive for the violence. 

 

Gov. Greg Abbott said Pagourtzis had planned to kill himself after the shooting, but that Pagourtzis told 

police “that he didn’t have the courage to commit the suicide.” 

 

Some Santa Fe High students indicated that Pagourtzis may have had one or more targets, though details 

were not clear. Breanna Quintanilla, 17, a junior, said she was in her art classroom Friday morning in what 

she described as a “perfectly normal day” when she heard gun shots. 

 

Quintanilla said when Pagourtzis first walked in, he pointed at one person and said, “I’m going to kill 

you.” Quintanilla, who was wounded escaping the classroom, did not identify that student. 

 

At a news conference, Abbott said Pagourtzis had not previously been in trouble. “The red-flag warnings 

were either nonexistent or very imperceptible,” he said. 

 

In the absence of a clear motive, attention turned to a hodge-podge of incendiary posts by Pagourtzis on 

social media, which were quickly removed when his identity first emerged. One Facebook post was a 

picture of a T-shirt reading “Born to Kill.” Another showed a trench coat adorned with various pins 

associated with conflicting ideologies and Cthulhu, a mythical creature drawn from the work of horror 

fiction writer H.P. Lovecraft. 

 

In the wake of the shooting, various reports that Pagourtzis was bullied have surfaced from his classmates. 

However, two Santa Fe High students who said they knew Pagourtzis said they had no reason to suspect 

that he was planning Friday’s attack. 

 

Student Michael Farina said he had known the alleged gunman since fifth grade and considered him a 

friend. He recalled Pagourtzis talked about buying a gun “when I grow up,” but never discussed his dad’s 

guns or anything about his family. 

 

Farina said he and Pagourtzis also talked a lot about video games they liked, including so-called first-

person shooter games. They’d talked about one, “Escape from Tarkov,” as recently as lunch on the day 
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before the shooting, he said. 

 

Farina did not recall Pagourtzis ever being notably angry. 

 

“He seemed relatively happy for the most part,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Heroes emerge in Texas school shooting 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/05/19/texas-school-shooting-officer-john-barnes-

others-called-heroes/625847002/  

GIST Hours after a massacre in Texas left 10 people dead and 13 injured when a gunman opened fire at Santa Fe 

high school, stories of heroes began to emerge. School police officer John Barnes entered the art complex 

and was the first one to confront the shooter. Elsewhere in the complex another teacher ran out and pulled 

the fire alarm to let others know something was wrong.  

 

Here are some stories of bravery in the face of tragedy: 

 

School resource officers 

Steven McCraw, the director of the Texas Department of Public Safety, said Friday that two “brave 

officers” from the school district “stepped up to the plate” and engaged the shooter. 

 

One of the officers, identified as John Barnes, was the first person to engage 17-year-old suspect Dimitrios 

Pagourtzis. Barnes was shot in the process and is in critical condition. Another officer, the district chief, 

got Barnes to safety, according to McCraw. McCraw said a state trooper also engaged the shooter.  

 

“Once again we want to thank the heroes of law enforcement who stepped forward to respond to and 

confront the shooter. Their action probably ensured that more lives were not lost,” Texas Gov. Greg Abbot 

said. 

 

Barnes spent more than 20 years as an officer with the Houston Police Department before retiring in 

January. Houston Police Department Chief Art Acevedo tweeted that Barnes was known for “for his 

tireless work in Houston Metro Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) task force.”  

 

Teachers 

Zach Lawford, a student who was in a classroom a few doors down from the shooting, told KHOU that his  

teacher ran out of the classroom and “pulled the fire alarm while we were barricading the door.” 

 

“To get everyone out of the school obviously, to get the rest of the school out,” Lawford said. 

 

Steve Rose, a teacher at Santa Fe high school, ordered all the students to hide under their desks and 

crouched next to the door, waiting to jump on the shooter if he came in, student Kaylee Haaga said. Haaga 

said Rose told the students: “It’s my life before y’alls." 

 

Other teachers also helped get students out of the building as bullets rained through the halls, authorities 

said. Two teachers, Ann Perkins and Cynthia Tisdale, died in the shooting. 

 

“We thank the incredible heroes that we saw today, those of law enforcement that rushed into harm’s way. 

Teachers, students … we know that we are going to hear the bravery that manifested in the face of evil. 

Bravery that we know was done at least in some instances at great cost and great sacrifice,” Cruz said 

during a press conference Friday.  

 

Students 

Student Chris Stone, was one of the 10 people killed in Friday’s massacre, according to the Associated 

Press. Stone's classmate Abel San Miguel told the AP that Stone was one of multiple students trying to 
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block a classroom door, but that the gunman fired through the door and hit Stone in the chest. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 Dozens hospitalized; reaction to fake pot 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/05/19/hospitalized-nyc-due-synthetic-marijuana-

k-2/626797002/  

GIST NEW YORK (AP) — More than 25 people have been hospitalized in New York City due to bad reactions 

to the synthetic marijuana known as K2. 

 

WABC-TV reports that police responded to an intersection in Brooklyn’s Bedford-Stuyvesant 

neighborhood Saturday. 

 

Police say 33 people overdosed from K2 at the same location in 2016. 

 

No arrests have been made in Saturday’s overdoses but police say they are looking for the person who 

distributed the K2. 

 

K2 is a name for a synthetic compound that mimics the effect of THC, the most psychoactive ingredient in 

marijuana. The drug can be many times as potent as the THC in marijuana. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Timeline Texas school shooting: 30min. 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/05/19/texas-school-shooting-timeline-how-30-minute-

attack-unfolded/625913002/  

GIST SANTA FE, Texas — Students were just starting their day. It was first-period art class. 

 

Then it became a war zone. 

 

For 30 minutes, authorities say Santa Fe High School was under siege by a teenager armed with a shotgun 

and .38 caliber revolver. In the end, 10 were killed and another 13 were injured.  

 

Dimitrios Pagourtzis carried out Friday’s deadly rampage entirely within the art complex at the high 

school, barricading himself inside from the fusillade of police officers' bullets that followed him there, 

Galveston County Judge Mark Henry said.  

 

Law enforcement received the first calls at 7:32 a.m. CT, according to an affidavit filed in Galveston 

County court Friday evening. It wasn't until 30 minutes later that Pagourtzis would surrender and admit to 

targeting students he didn't like inside the school, authorities said.  

 

The art complex is made up of four rooms, each connected via interior hallways.  Pagourtzis walked into 

the area Friday morning and began shooting students and teachers, said Henry, the county’s top 

administrator. 

 

All of the injuries and deaths occurred within the art complex. Henry said he didn’t know how many 

students were in that part of the school when the shooting began.  

  

“It’s tragic,” Henry said. “I don’t know how you make any sense of this.” 

 

Zachary Muehe, a sophomore at the school of roughly 1,400 students, was in one of the rooms in the art 

complex when he heard three loud booms. 

 

Muehe told The New York Times that he recognized Pagourtzis from the school's football team — then he 
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realized the teen was holding a shotgun.  

 

"It was crazy watching him shoot and then pump. I remember seeing the shrapnel from the tables, 

whatever he hit. I remember seeing the shrapnel go past my face," he told the Times. 

 

As he ran from the classroom, he told the newspaper he looked back and saw students lying on the ground. 

 

"There was a girl on the ground, and he shot her in the head one or two times," he said. 

 

The first one to confront Pagourtzis was one of the school's police officers, John Barnes, who tried 

entering the art complex looking for the shooter, Henry said. 

 

But Pagourtzis appeared to be ready for Barnes and fired at him, hitting him in the upper arm, Henry said. 

As of Saturday afternoon, Barnes was in stable but critical condition at University of Texas Medical 

Branch in Galveston.  

 

"He was going to try to neutralize the shooter and the shooter was waiting for him," Henry said.  

 

Ten people were killed and ten others were injured in a shooting at Santa Fe High School outside Houston. 

USA TODAY 

 

As the shooting unfolded in the art complex, students and teachers in other parts of the school braced for 

the shooter or fled the scene. 

 

Kaylee Haaga, 17, was just settling into Steve Rose’s first-period economics class when a person in the 

hall outside told Rose that someone had a shotgun in the school. 

 

The teacher immediately closed the door, ordered all the students to hide under their desks and crouched 

next to the door, waiting to jump on the shooter if he came in, Haaga said. 

 

"It’s my life before y’alls," he told the class. 

 

Haaga hid under Rose’s desk and pulled a chair over the opening. She texted her mom and dad and 

frantically tried to reach her little sister, Shelby, 15, a freshman at Santa Fe High. 

 

After a while, she put her phone away. 

 

"I already told the people I love that I loved them," she said. 

 

After what seemed like an hour, police officers entered her class and told the students to move out. The 

halls were filled with officers in tactical gear armed with long guns, searching classrooms and closets. 

 

One of the officers instructed Haaga and her classmates to go out to the front of the school, rather than the 

back, she said. 

 

"He told me if you hear any shots, run as fast as you can," Haaga said. "Soon as you get out those doors, 

take your shoes off, run to the other side and don’t look back." 

 

She did just that. 

 

Inside the art complex, Pagourtzis roamed from room to room, taunting students and shooting at them as 

they scrambled behind desks or hid in closets. When a group of students hid in a supply closet, the shooter 

yelled "Surprise!" followed by an expletive, and opened fire, killing two of the eight students hiding in 

there, according to a Facebook post by Deedra Van Ness, whose daughter, Isabelle, survived the ordeal.  

 

"She and her friends had been in the same room with the gunman the ENTIRE TIME," Van Ness wrote.  
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More law-enforcement officers — from Santa Fe Police, Texas Department of Public Safety and other 

agencies — poured into campus and zeroed in on the art complex. They had an exchange of gunfire with 

the suspect, Henry said. 

 

"There were a lot of spent rounds on the ground," he said. 

 

Not until 8:02 a.m. — 30 minutes after the shooting started — did Pagourtzis exit one of the art 

classrooms and surrender, authorities wrote in a court filing.  

 

"Our officers went in there and did what they could," Walter Braun, Santa Fe school district police chief, 

said Saturday. "They did what they're trained for and went in immediately." 

 

Rep. Michael McCaul, R-Texas and head of the U.S. House Homeland Security Committee, said the teen 

suspect "sort of fell to the ground and surrendered" in an apparent hope of avoiding a police confrontation.  

 

It's unclear how long Pagourtzis was actively shooting and whether the teen was holed up with injured 

students, potentially slowing first responders from treating them.  

 

Authorities recovered a couple of explosive devices at the school and "several" in Pagourtzis’ vehicle and 

home, McCaul said, and they’ve been sent for testing to the FBI laboratory in Quantico, Va. 

 

It's still unclear whether any of the devices were used in the shooting. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Guilty plea: ricin used in retirement home 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/woman-admits-deadly-toxin-ricin-retirement-home-

55270361  

GIST A 70-year-old woman accused of manufacturing the deadly toxin ricin and testing it on fellow residents at 

a retirement community has pleaded guilty to possessing it. 

 

Betty Miller, who has an extensive mental health history, was arrested last November after telling 

investigators she made ricin at her home at the Wake Robin community in Shelburne because she wanted 

to injure herself, the FBI said. 

 

A federal complaint said Miller told investigators she tested the ricin's effectiveness by putting it in 

residents' food or drinks. No one became seriously ill from consuming the ricin, which is found naturally 

in castor beans and can cause nausea, vomiting, abdominal pains and kidney and liver problems. 

 

Miller said she harvested 30 to 40 castor beans from plants growing on Wake Robin's property and made 

two or three tablespoons of ricin twice in her kitchen and exposed residents to the ricin on at least three 

occasions, the federal complaint said. 

 

Miller entered her plea on Friday. The plea agreement calls for a sentence of time served with a 

recommendation for three years of supervised release to include placement at a secure mental health 

treatment facility. A judge must approve the deal. 
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HEADLINE 05/20 India: Maoist rebels bombing; 6 dead 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/maoist-rebels-detonate-bomb-east-india-police-

killed-55304740?   

GIST At least six police officials were killed and another was critically injured on Sunday when Maoist rebels 
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targeted their vehicle with a bomb in eastern India, police said. 

 

The rebels detonated a land mine as the police vehicle ran over it in Dantewada district of Chhattisgarh 

state, said D.M. Awasthi, the chief of counterinsurgency operations in the state. The explosion extensively 

damaged the vehicle. 

 

Awasthi said the police were escorting a truck carrying material to a road construction site in a forested 

area when the rebels triggered the blast. 

 

Five police officials died at the scene of the blast. Two others were critically injured and sent to a hospital, 

where one of them later died, police said. 

 

Reinforcements of police and paramilitary soldiers rushed to the scene and launched a hunt to track down 

the attackers. 

 

The Maoist rebels, inspired by Chinese revolutionary leader Mao Zedong, have been fighting the Indian 

government for more than four decades, demanding land and jobs for tenant farmers, the poor and 

indigenous communities. 

 

The government has called the rebels India's biggest internal security threat. With thousands of fighters, 

the rebels control vast swaths of area in the country. 

 

The rebels, also known as Naxalites, have ambushed police, destroyed government offices and abducted 

government officials for more than four decades. The insurgency began in 1967 as a network of left-wing 

ideologues and young recruits in the village of Naxalbari outside Kolkata, the capital of West Bengal state. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Police arrest suspects robbery, shooting 

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/g00/local/crime/article/Police-arrest-two-suspects-accused-in-robbery-

12927704.php?i10c.encReferrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8%3D&i10c.ua=1&i10c.d

v=14  

GIST SEATTLE - Police have arrested two suspects accused in a shooting in Downtown Seattle earlier this 

week. 

 

Detectives said 17-year-old, who as an alleged accomplice in the robbery was taken into custody on 

Thursday night. The primary adult suspect was arrested Friday afternoon near Pike Place Market. 

 

Investigators also recovered the gun they said was used in the shooting. 

 

The robbery and shooting happened just before 4:00 a.m. Wednesday in an alley near 2nd Ave. and Pine 

Street. One man was injured and was taken to the hospital. 

 

Detectives are still investigating. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Feds: money from China funded pot grow 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/feds-money-from-china-helped-fund-huge-pot-grow-here  

GIST SEATTLE -- Money from China helped to pay for a massive marijuana-growing operation in the Seattle 

area that sent pot to the New York City area, federal prosecutors say. 

 

In the last several days, investigators have executed search warrants at 17 locations in the Puget Sound 

area and one commercial property in New Jersey. 
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Properties in Seattle, Burien, Kent, Tacoma and Renton were searched, and more than 3,000 marijuana 

plants were seized. 

 

Some of the houses were bought with wire transfers from China, prosecutors say. Money from China also 

helped to pay for the huge electrical bills at the grow houses, prosecutors said. 

 

The high electrical bills attracted law enforcement attention. One house on South 124th Street in Burien 

had electrical bills of as much as $2,500 over two months. Another property paid cash for more than 

$37,000 for just three months of electricity, prosecutors say. 

 

Prosecutors contend that thousands of pounds of marijuana were sent to he New York City area. 

 

One person Xaimin Huang, 37, is in custody. Her husband and brother are being sought. Al three face a 

charge of conspiracy to manufacture and distribute marijuana. Huang has been ordered detained pending 

trial. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Officials: few red flags school shooter 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/05/19/few-red-flags-showed-up-for-texas-school-shooting-suspect-

officials-say.html  

GIST The nation experienced another tragic school shooting Friday in Santa Fe, Texas, but unlike the previous 

ones, there were very few red flags, according to authorities. 

 

Dimitrios Pagourtzis, the 17-year-old suspect, is being held without bond in the Galveston County jail on 

charges of capital murder. He used his father’s Remington 870 shotgun and .38 caliber pistol in the attack 

that left 10 dead and 10 wounded at Santa Fe High School, according to a probable cause affidavit and 

complaint charged against him. 

 

"Unlike Parkland, unlike Sutherland Springs, there were not those types of warning signs," Texas Gov. 

Greg Abbott said at a news conference Friday night. “The red-flag warnings were either nonexistent or 

very imperceptible." 

 

Abbott was referring to the Feb. 14 Parkland, Florida, school shooting that killed 17 people, where law 

enforcement – from FBI to the Broward County Sheriff’s Office – was accused of ignoring several tips 

and warning signs surrounding shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz, as well as the shooting that killed 26 people 

in November inside a church in a town near San Antonio. 

 

Pagourtzis had recently posted a picture of a T-shirt reading “Born to Kill” on his Facebook page and he 

followed a number of accounts on Instagram like “sickguns” and “gunspictures,” Abbott said, but 

classmates described Pagourtzis as a quiet, avid video game player who routinely wore a black trench coat 

and black boots to class. He quit playing football on the school’s junior varsity squad last fall and danced 

as part of a church group.   

 

According to the affidavit, Pagourtzis told investigators “he did not shoot students he did like so he could 

have his story told,” and authorities found journals on his phone and computer saying he was planning to 

commit suicide after carrying out the shooting. 

 

Those who know him expressed shock that he might be involved in the massacre. 

 

Michael Farina, 17, grew up with Pagourtzis and said he would play video games with him. He recalled 

Pagourtzis knew a lot about guns and remembered him asking which gun he should get when he was older. 

 

"I'm kind of dumbfounded,” Farina said. “We didn't get any warning.” 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Average: 1 school shooting a week 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/02/us/school-shootings-2018-list-trnd/index.html  

GIST We're only 20 weeks into 2018, and there have already been 22 school shootings where someone was hurt 

or killed. That averages out to more than 1 shooting a week. 

 

The parameters CNN followed in this count are: 

• A shooting that involved at least one person being shot (not including the shooter) 

• A shooting that occurred on school grounds 

• We included grades K through college/university level 

• We included gang violence, fights and domestic violence 

• We included accidental discharge of a firearm as long as the first two parameters are met 

 

May 18: Santa Fe, Texas 

At least eight people -- and as many as 10 -- were killed in a shooting at Santa Fe High School. 

 

May 11: Palmdale, California 

A 14-year-old boy went to Highland High, his former school, and began shooting a semiautomatic rifle 

shortly before classes were scheduled to begin, officials said. A 15-year-old boy was struck in the 

shoulder. 

 

April 20: Ocala, Florida 

A 17-year-old student at Forest High School was shot in the ankle shortly before students were to walk out 

as part of a national protest against gun violence.. The suspect was a 19-year-old former student. 

 

April 12: Raytown, Missouri 

A man was shot in the stomach in the parking lot of Raytown South Middle School during a track meet. 

 

April 9: Gloversville, New York 

A student shot another student with a BB gun in Gloversville Middle School. 

 

March 20: Lexington Park, Maryland 

An armed student shot two others at Great Mills High School before a school resource officer fired a 

round at the shooter. The shooter was killed. One of the students, 16-year-old girl Jaelynn Willey, was 

taken off life support two days later. 

 

March 13: Seaside, California 

A teacher accidentally discharged a gun during a public safety class at Seaside High School, injuring a 

student. 

 

March 8: Mobile, Alabama 

One person was hospitalized after a shooting at an apartment building on the campus of the University of 

South Alabama. 

 

March 7: Birmingham, Alabama 

One student was killed and another critically wounded after an accidental shooting during dismissal time 

at Huffman High School. Police wouldn't elaborate further. 

 

March 7: Jackson, Mississippi 

A student was shot inside a dormitory at Jackson State University. His injuries were not life-threatening. 

 

March 2: Mount Pleasant, Michigan 

Two people were shot to death at a dormitory on the campus of Central Michigan University. The victims 
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were not students and police think the incident stemmed from a domestic situation. 

 

February 27: Norfolk, Virginia 

A student at Norfolk State University was shot from an adjacent dorm room while he was doing 

homework. He was not seriously injured. 

 

February 27: Itta Bena, Mississippi 

A person was shot in a rec center at Mississippi Valley State University. Police said the person was not a 

student and the injury was not life-threatening. 

 

February 24: Savannah, Georgia 

A person was shot on the campus of Savannah State University and taken to a nearby hospital where he 

later died. Neither the victim nor the shooter were university students, the college said. 

 

February 14: Parkland, Florida 

A 19-year-old man gunned down students and staff with a rifle at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School 

in Parkland, slaughtering at least 17 unsuspecting students and adults. The shooter, Nikolas Cruz, had been 

expelled from the high school over disciplinary problems, officials said. 

 

February 9: Nashville 

A high school student was shot five times in the parking lot of Pearl-Cohn High School. 

 

February 5: Oxon Hill, Maryland 

A high school student was shot in the parking lot of Oxon Hill High. The victim was treated and later 

released. Police arrested two teens and said they are acquaintances of the victim. 

 

February 1: Los Angeles 

A 15-year-old boy was shot in the head and a 15-year-old girl shot in the wrist at Sal Castro Middle 

School in Los Angeles, officials said. Two other students were grazed by bullets. A 12-year-old girl was 

booked for negligent discharge of a firearm in that shooting, which was considered "unintentional," Los 

Angeles police said. 

 

January 31: Philadelphia 

A fight led to a shooting in the parking lot of Lincoln High School, fatally wounding a 32-year-old man. 

 

January 23: Benton, Kentucky 

A 15-year-old student shot 16 people -- killing two other 15-year-olds -- at Marshall County High School, 

authorities said. The student faces two charges of murder and 12 counts of first degree assault. 

 

January 22: Italy, Texas 

A 15-year-old student was wounded in a shooting at a high school in Italy, Texas, authorities said. The 

suspect, also 15, was quickly apprehended. 

 

January 20: Winston Salem, North Carolina 

A Winston-Salem State University football player, Najee Ali Baker, was shot to death at a party on the 

campus of Wake Forest University. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 School shooter spared people he liked 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/19/us/texas-school-shooting/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The teen who allegedly used a shotgun and a revolver to kill 10 people at his high school in Texas 

spared the people he liked during the deadly rampage, a probable cause affidavit says. 

 

Suspect Dimitrios Pagourtzis, 17, has cooperated with police, Galveston County Magistrate Mark Henry 
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said. Pagourtzis told an investigator he acted alone and spared people he liked because he wanted his story 

told, the probable cause affidavit says. 

 

He was held without bail and is accused of capital murder of multiple people and aggravated assault on a 

public servant. Nine students and one teacher were killed, a law enforcement official told CNN. At least 

10 people were injured. 

 

Pagourtzis said little during a video court appearance Friday, answering, "Yes, sir," when asked whether 

he wanted a court-appointed attorney. He was not asked to enter a plea, and bond was denied. 

 

The gunfire at Santa Fe High School, not far from Houston in southeastern Texas, started Friday morning. 

The alleged shooter used a shotgun and a .38 revolver legally owned by his father, Gov. Greg Abbott told 

reporters. 

 

Gunfire erupted at the school not long after classes began around 7:30 a.m. local time, officials said. 

Two school resource officers were on the campus and confronted the shooter, Abbott said. 

 

Authorities later found explosive devices -- including pipe bombs and pressure cookers -- in and near the 

school, a law enforcement official said. 

 

Henry told reporters that the suspect had devices but none were functional. One was a pressure cooker 

with an alarm clock and nails, but no explosive material. Authorities also found an unlit Molotov cocktail, 

he said. 

 

Investigators on Friday searched a trailer where they believe the devices were assembled, a law 

enforcement source said. 

 

Investigators believe Pagourtzis acted alone, a law enforcement official told CNN on Saturday. 

 

Earlier, Abbott and other officials indicated that two other people were being interviewed to see whether 

they were involved. But authorities now believe those two were not connected to the crime, the official 

said. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Shootout in Venezuela prison kills 11 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/advocate-shootout-venezuelan-prison-kills-11-

55275041?   

GIST Human rights advocates say 11 people died in a prison riot sparked by inmates who wrestled a gun from 

jailers, prompting an exchange of gunfire. 

 

A Window on Liberty prisoner rights group reported Friday that two guards and nine inmates died 

Thursday in the city of Barquisimeto; 28 people were injured. 

 

A Window to Freedom's director Carlos Nieto says jailers took back control of Fenix Penitentiary. 

 

It's Venezuela's second such incident of unrest in two days. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 New DNA technology leads to arrest 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/man-arrested-1987-killing-couple-washington-state-

55274500  

GIST New DNA technology has led to the arrest of a 55-year-old man in the killing of a young Canadian couple 
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in Washington state more than three decades ago, police said. 

 

William Earl Talbott II of SeaTac, Washington, was arrested Thursday for investigation of first-degree 

murder as he left his job at a trucking company in Seattle, The Daily Herald reported. 

 

Authorities announced his arrest at a news conference Friday in Everett where they said Talbott is believed 

to be responsible for the 1987 killing of 18-year-old Tanya Van Cuylenborg. Detectives said they also are 

trying to connect him to the death of her boyfriend, 20-year-old Jay Cook.  

 

"He was never on any list law enforcement had, there was never a tip providing his name," Snohomish 

County sheriff's Detective Jim Scharf said of Talbott. "If it hadn't been for genetic genealogy, we wouldn't 

be standing here today." 

 

Talbott was identified as a suspect through genetic genealogy, the same technique used to arrest Joseph 

James DeAngelo, who police said was the Golden State Killer in California. 

 

It wasn't immediately clear if Talbott has an attorney. 

 

"Yesterday, the killer had his last sleep in his own bed, his last coffee break, his last day of freedom," 

Cook's sister Laura Baanstra said. "It's hard to put into words the relief, joy, and great sorrow this arrest 

brings." 

 

Van Cuylenborg and Cook left their Saanich, British Columbia, homes on Nov. 18, 1987, for an overnight 

trip to Seattle. They were driving a brown 1977 Ford van to buy furnace parts for Cook's family business. 

 

When the couple failed to return home, their families filed a missing persons report. 

 

On Nov. 24, a man walking on an isolated road south of Bellingham, Washington, discovered Van 

Cuylenborg's body. She had been sexually assaulted, bound with plastic ties and shot in the head. 

 

Cook's battered body was found the next day about two miles (3.2 kilometers) south of Monroe, 

Washington. The two locations where the bodies were found are about 75 miles (120 kilometers) apart. 

 

Police were able to obtain DNA from the van. 

 

In April, investigators from Snohomish and Skagit counties said they had sent DNA belonging to Van 

Cuylenborg's killer to a lab that provided scientific approximations of what the killer might look like based 

on traits embedded in his genetic code. 

 

From there, DNA genotype data was uploaded to a public genetic-genealogy website that found likely 

matches for two of Talbott's relatives and further work by the genealogist led to Talbott, the Snohomish 

County Sheriff's Office said. 

 

Police acquired a DNA sample from a cup Talbott had used and discarded. The sample was found to 

match DNA from crime-scene evidence, the sheriff's office said. 

 

Detectives are still seeking tips about Talbott's activities in 1987 and 1988. 
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HEADLINE 05/19 Chechnya: police kill church attackers 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/police-kill-gunmen-raided-orthodox-church-

chechnya-55292572?   

GIST Chechnya's leader says four gunmen who attacked a Russian Orthodox church in the mostly Muslim 

province have been killed by security forces and one policeman has died. 
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Ramzan Kadyrov says the gunmen attempted to take people hostages inside the Archangel Michael 

Church on Saturday. He says in remarks carried by Russian news agencies that he personally oversaw a 

special operation in which the assailants were killed. 

 

Kadyrov says a police officer was fatally wounded in the confrontation and a churchgoer was wounded. 

 

Past attacks in Chechnya have involved radical Islamist rebels. 

 

The Kremlin has relied on Kadyrov to stabilize Chechnya after two separatist wars. He has used generous 

federal subsidies and his feared security forces to crush the Islamist rebellion, but violent clashes still 

happen occasionally in the region. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Genetic genealogy match catches killer 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/investigators-genetic-genealogy-arrest-suspect-cold-case-1987/story?   

GIST Investigators in Washington state have used the same genetic genealogy methods to catch a suspect in a 

1987 double murder cold case that was used to catch the "Golden State Killer."  

 

William Earl Talbott II, 55, was arrested in Seattle Thursday and charged with first-degree murder in 

connection with the death of 18-year-old Tanya Van Cuylenborg.  

 

Van Cuylenborg and her boyfriend, 20-year-old Jay Cook, were found dead in two separate locations in 

western Washington in November 1987 after they left their home in Victoria, British Columbia, for an 

overnight trip to Seattle, the Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office said in a press release. 

 

The purpose of the trip was to buy furnace parts for Cook's family business, and the two planned to sleep 

in their 1977 bronze Ford van in Seattle's SoDo district overnight, ABC Seattle affiliate KOMO reported.  

 

They were last seen alive after taking a ferry to Seattle, authorities said. Their families filed a missing 

persons report two days later when they did not return home, KOMO reported. 

 

Talbott, who would have been 24 at the time of the murders, was identified through the use of genetic 

genealogy, which uses DNA testing in combination with traditional genealogical methods to establish the 

relationship between an individual and their ancestors, according to the sheriff's office.  

 

A successful identification for Talbott was established with the assistance of Virginia-based DNA 

technology company Parabon NanoLabs, authorities said. A digital file containing DNA data derived from 

the crime scene was uploaded to public genealogy website GEDMatch, and "promising matches were 

found for two of the suspect's relatives," according to the sheriff's office. 

 

Genealogists then deduced Talbott's identity, and police acquired a DNA sample from a cup he had used, 

authorities said.  

 

"We never gave up hope that we would find Jay and Tanya’s killer,” said Snohomish County Sheriff Ty 

Trenary. "Yesterday’s arrest shows how powerful it can be to combine new DNA technology with the 

relentless determination of detectives."  

 

This is the first time a murder suspect has been arrested using Parabon's genetic genealogy service, which 

just became available less than two weeks ago, authorities said. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Deadly shooting Georgia high school 
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SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/dead-injured-friday-night-shooting-high-school/story?id=55276689  

GIST One woman was killed and another wounded Friday night in a shooting near a Georgia high school, 

Atlanta ABC affiliate WSB reported.  

 

The station reported the shooting victims were not students at the school.  

 

The shooting occurred at about 9:30 p.m. following graduation ceremonies in a parking lot outside Mount 

Zion High School in Jonesboro, about 20 miles south of Atlanta, Clayton County fire officials told WSB.  

 

One woman was shot several times in the chest and later died. Another woman was shot in the leg, 

according to the station. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Deadly school shooting; explosives found 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/active-shooter-incident-santa-fe-high-school-

texas/story?id=55258606&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST At least 10 people are dead after a 17-year-old student allegedly opened fire at Santa Fe High School in 

Texas this morning, sending students fleeing for their lives, the governor said.  

 

Ten others were wounded, including a police officer who is in critical condition, officials said.  

 

A teacher is among the dead, according to law enforcement officials.  

 

Gov. Greg Abbott called the shooting "one of the most heinous attacks that we've ever seen in the history 

of Texas schools."  

 

The suspect, 17-year-old Dimitrios Pagourtzis, is in custody and has been charged with capital murder, 

officials said. The suspect allegedly wrote in journals that he wanted to carry out the shooting and then 

commit suicide, but he gave himself up to authorities, according to Abbott.  

 

At the Santa Fe Police Department, Pagourtzis gave a statement admitting to shooting multiple people 

inside the school with the intent of killing people, according to an probable cause affidavit.  

 

Pagourtzis also allegedly stated during the interview that he did not shoot students he liked "so he could 

have his story told," the affidavit states.  

 

There were no warning signs and the suspect doesn't have a criminal history, officials said.  

 

A second individual, a person of interest, has been detained, officials said.  

 

Two weapons were used in the massacre -- a shotgun and a .38 revolver -- both of which appear to be 

legally owned by the suspect's father, the governor said.  

 

"I have no information if the father was aware the son had taken these weapons from the father," Abbott 

added.  

 

Explosive devices were also found at the school, and devices including a Molotov cocktail were found in a 

car and a home, authorities said. 
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is a situational awareness report published daily by the Washington State Fusion 
Center. 
   

If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
  

  

DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Army turning to robot soldiers 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-18/the-u-s-army-is-turning-to-robot-soldiers  

GIST From the spears hurled by Romans to the missiles launched by fighter pilots, the weapons humans use to 

kill each other have always been subject to improvement. Militaries seek to make each one ever-more 

lethal and, in doing so, better protect the soldier who wields it. But in the next evolution of combat, the 

U.S. Army is heading down a path that may lead humans off the battlefield entirely. 

 

Over the next few years, the Pentagon is poised to spend almost $1 billion for a range of robots designed 

to complement combat troops. Beyond scouting and explosives disposal, these new machines will sniff out 

hazardous chemicals or other agents, perform complex reconnaissance and even carry a soldier’s gear. 

 

“Within five years, I have no doubt there will be robots in every Army formation,” said Bryan McVeigh, 

the Army’s project manager for force protection. He touted a record 800 robots fielded over the past 18 

months. “We’re going from talking about robots to actually building and fielding programs,” he said. 

“This is an exciting time to be working on robots with the Army.” 

 

But that’s just the beginning. 

 

The Pentagon has split its robot platforms into light, medium and heavy categories. In April, the Army 

awarded a $429.1 million contract to two Massachusetts companies, Endeavor Robotics of Chelmsford 

and Waltham-based QinetiQ North America, for small bots weighing fewer than 25 pounds. This spring, 

Endeavor also landed two contracts worth $34 million from the Marine Corps for small and midsized 

robots. 

 

In October, the Army awarded Endeavor $158.5 million for a class of more than 1,200 medium robots, 

called the Man-Transportable Robotic System, Increment II, weighing less than 165 pounds. The MTRS 

robot, designed to detect explosives as well as chemical, biological, radioactive and nuclear threats, is 

scheduled to enter service by late summer 2019. The Army plans to determine its needs for a larger, 

heavier class of robot later this year. 

 

“It’s a recognition that ground robots can do a lot more, and there’s a lot of capabilities that can and should 

be exploited,” said Sean Bielat, Endeavor’s chief executive officer. Specifically, he points to “the dull, the 

dirty and the dangerous” infantry tasks as those best suited to robotics. 

 

During combat operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, the Defense Department amassed an inventory of more 

than 7,000 robots, with much of the hardware designed to neutralize improvised explosive devices (IEDs). 

Military brass were trying to quickly solve a vexing problem that was killing troops, but the acquisition 

strategy led to a motley assortment of devices that trade journal Defense News last year called “a petting 

zoo of various ground robots.” 

 

This approach also meant that each “pet” was essentially a one-off device used for a single task. The 

Army’s current approach is to field more inter-operable robots with a common chassis, allowing different 

sensors and payloads to be attached, along with standardized controllers for various platforms, said 

McVeigh, a retired Army colonel. 

 

This strategy is also geared toward affordability. “If we want to change payloads, then we can spend our 

money on changing the payloads and not having to change the whole system,” he said. While it ramps up 

to use its newer robots, the Army will retain about 2,500 of the medium and small robots from the older 
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fleet. 

 

Amid their many capacities, none of the current or planned U.S. infantry robots is armed—yet. Armed 

robots are hardly new, of course, with South Korea deploying sentry gun-bots in the demilitarized zone 

fronting North Korea and various countries flying drones equipped with a variety of weapons. 

 

“Just strapping a conventional weapon onto a robot doesn’t necessarily give you that much” for ground 

troops, said Bielat, the Endeavor Robotics CEO. “There is occasional interest in weaponizing robots, but 

it’s not particularly strong interest. What is envisioned in these discussions is always man-in-the-loop, 

definitely not autonomous use of weapons.” 

 

Yet, depending on one’s perspective, machines that kill autonomously are either a harbinger of a 

“Terminator”-style dystopia or a logical evolution of warfare. This new generation of weaponry would be 

armed and able to “see” and assess a battle zone faster and more thoroughly than a human—and react far 

more quickly. What happens next is where the topic veers into a moral, perhaps existential, morass.  

 

“It seems inevitable that technology is taking us to a point where countries will face the question of 

whether to delegate lethal decision-making to machines,” said Paul Scharre, a senior fellow and director of 

the technology and national security program at the Center for a New American Security. 

 

Last year, 116 founders of robotics and artificial intelligence, including Elon Musk, the billionaire founder 

of Tesla Inc. and SpaceX, sent a letter to the United Nations urging a ban on lethal autonomous weapons. 

 

“Once developed, they will permit armed conflict to be fought at a scale greater than ever, and at 

timescales faster than humans can comprehend,” the letter stated, warning of a “Pandora’s box” being 

opened with such systems. 

 

To date, 26 countries have joined calls for a ban on fully autonomous weapons, including 14 nations in 

Latin America, according to the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots. Notably absent from this list are nations 

with robust defense industries that research AI and robotics—countries such as the U.S., Russia, Israel, 

France, Germany, South Korea and the United Kingdom. 

 

The campaign was launched five years ago by activists alarmed at the prospect of machines wielding “the 

power to decide who lives or dies on the battlefield.” 

 

“If you buy into the notion that it’s a moral and humanitarian issue—that you have machines making life-

and-death decisions on the battlefield—then it’s a very simple issue,” said Steve Goose, director of Human 

Rights Watch’s arms division and a co-founder of the campaign. “People have a sense of revulsion over 

this.” 

  

Not long ago, such futuristic software seemed, if not quite impossible, at least 30 years away. Given the 

pace of research, however, that’s no longer the case—a fact that has given the effort by Musk, Goose and 

others new urgency. 

 

“It seems that each year, that estimate has come down,” Goose said. Autonomous weapons systems are 

“years, not decades” hence, he said in an interview last month from Geneva, where a UN group convened 

its fifth annual conference on Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems. 

 

Much of the recent discussion has focused on defining the terms of debate and where human control for 

lethal decisions should lie. There are also questions as to how quickly such machines will proliferate and 

how to deal with such technology in the hands of rogue, non-state actors.   

 

Over time, Goose said, the campaign will “convince these governments that every nation is going to be 

better off if no nation has these weapons.” But Scharre said there’s no chance the UN will agree to a 

legally binding treaty to ban autonomous weapons. He predicts that “a critical mass” of nations supporting 

some type of ban could pursue an agreement outside the UN. 
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While proponents may argue that autonomous robot soldiers will shield soldiers from harm, they will also 

remove the bloody consequences of armed conflict, a knowledge that “puts a valuable brake on the horrors 

of war,” said Scharre, a former Army Ranger. 

 

“There’s a value of someone being able to appreciate the human consequences of war,” he said. “A world 

without that could be potentially more harmful. If we went to war and no one slept uneasy at night, what 

does that say about us?” 
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HEADLINE 05/17 ‘Realistic’ military exercises in Seattle 

SOURCE http://www.seattlemag.com/news-and-features/bomb-scare-nearly-shut-down-seattle-central-

library-turned-out-be-army-training  

GIST On Saturday, April 14, staffers at the downtown Seattle library discovered two alarming objects on its 

third-floor shelves: Two books, including South of Broad, a family drama by Pat Conroy, that had been 

hollowed out and filled with what appeared to library staffers to be two primitive homemade bombs, 

according to an internal library email about the incident. 

 

Each of the books contained batteries, wires, and computer chips. According to the police report, obtained 

through a public disclosure request, staffers considered the objects to be "potential explosive device[s]." 

 

The staffers on duty that Saturday morning, according to multiple accounts of the incident, then called 

911, stationed security guards on several floors, and prepared to evacuate the entire 363,000-square-foot 

building and its approximately 3,500 occupants in response to the apparent potential bomb—a complicated 

process in any building, made more so by the fact that the downtown library, with its meandering "book 

spiral" and hard-to-find emergency stairs, is not designed for easy evacuation. 

 

As security staffers prepared to pull the fire alarm, a Seattle Police Department officer arrived on the 

scene. Although accounts differ on the precise details of what happened next, library staffers were quickly 

told to call off the evacuation, and the responding police officer, along with a man in street clothes 

(identified after the fact, according to the police report, as U.S. Army Sgt. Maj. Mike Merzke) and two 

other plainclothes officers left the building, carrying the mysterious devices with them. 

 

Merzke, who works at the U.S. Army's Special Operations Command (SOCOM) in Fort Bragg, NC, did 

not return a call to his direct line seeking comment. According to SOCOM public affairs director Matthew 

Bockholt, the exercise was part of a larger series of "realistic military training" exercises that took place in 

locations across the city between April 8 and April 22. "Seattle, like other cities, provide an excellent 

training area for the challenges of an urban environment and afford our Soldiers the opportunity to refine 

our techniques needed for overseas operational missions," Lt. Col. Bockholt said in an email. "The Seattle 

Police Department approved and coordinated with USASOC from October of 2017 through April of 2018, 

including two in-person meetings in Seattle prior to training commencement." 

 

According to Bockholt, "The training and evaluation device[s]"—the books—"included an embedded 

recorder [and] allowed military training staff the ability to evaluate the students['] training." Bockholt did 

not provide additional information about the other training exercises it conducted in Seattle in April. 

 

Library spokeswoman Andra Addison says the library was not informed in advance about the exercise. 

 

In an email to library staffers a week after the near-evacuation, city librarian Marcellus Turner wrote that 

he had talked to SPD at length about "why we aren't a good place to hold" military exercises, and that  

"Chief [Carmen] Best and her staff at the police department ...apologized immediately" for the incident 

and assured him that "[t]he Seattle Public Library (and our neighborhood libraries) will not be an exercise 

site again." 
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"I have been assured that the exercise itself never placed the library or any of our staff or public in danger 

or harm of any sort and the devices that were found had no ability to harm or physically disrupt our space 

or use of the building," Turner continued. "The exercise was a constitutionally-protected and non-criminal 

exercise meaning having a conversation in a public space and possessing no weapons in the course of the 

exercise was legal.  The exercise itself was described as a meeting between several people in a public 

space and the device that was found was a recorder which was being used to record the discussion between 

these people.  In truth, an exercise of the agency / agents, not the Library." 

 

The Seattle Police Department declined to comment on its role in the incident. Bockholt said that the 

Army's policy "with regards to informing local governments when conducting these kind of exercises in 

public buildings is to coordinate and follow local law enforcement guidance. In this case, Seattle Police 

Department evaluated the training and determined their supervision of the training was sufficient." 

 

Library spokeswoman Addison says library staffers "did a great job of responding calmly and 

appropriately" when they found the devices. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 UN: Israel’s ‘disproportionate response’ 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-44167900  

GIST The UN human rights chief says Israel used "wholly disproportionate" force against Palestinian border 

protests which have left over 100 people dead. 

 

Zeid Raad Al Hussein told a meeting in Geneva that Gazans were effectively "caged in a toxic slum" and 

Gaza's occupation by Israel had to end. 

 

Israel's ambassador said Gaza's militant Islamist rulers had deliberately put people in harm's way. 

 

The UN meeting is considering calling for an independent investigation. 

 

Some 60 Palestinians were killed by Israeli forces on Monday on the seventh consecutive week of border 

protests, largely orchestrated by Hamas, which politically controls the Gaza Strip. 

 

It was the deadliest day in Gaza since a 2014 war between Israel and militants there. 

 

The protests had been dubbed the Great March of Return, in support of the right of Palestinian refugees to 

return to land they or their ancestors fled from or were forced to leave in the war which followed Israel's 

founding in 1948. 

 

The Israeli government, which has long ruled out a mass return of Palestinians, said terrorists wanted to 

use the protests as cover to cross into its territory and carry out attacks. 

 

Mr Zeid told the emergency session on Gaza that the "stark contrast in casualties on both sides is... 

suggestive of a wholly disproportionate response" by Israel. 

 

An Israeli soldier was "reportedly wounded, slightly, by a stone" on Monday, he said, while 43 

Palestinians were killed at the site of the protests. Seventeen more Palestinians were killed away from 

what he called the "hot spots". 

 

He said there had been "little evidence of any [Israeli] attempt to minimise casualties". Israel's actions 

might, he said, "constitute 'wilful killings' - a grave breach of the Fourth Geneva Convention", an 

international law designed to protect civilians under occupation. 

 

Mr Zeid said he supported a call for an "international, independent and impartial" investigation into the 

violence in Gaza, adding that "those responsible for violations must in the end be held accountable". 
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Israel's Ambassador Aviva Raz Shechter rejected the blame, saying Israel had done everything possible to 

avoid harming civilians. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 State honors Lummi Nation w/award 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/news/state-honors-lummi-nation-for-its-emergency-response-to-

escaped-atlantic-salmon/  

GIST State officials awarded the Lummi Nation tribe this week for its emergency response to the escape of 

thousands of Atlantic salmon from a net pen at Cypress Island. 

 

The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) recognized the tribe with its Director’s 

Award. 

 

In August, the failure of Cooke Aquaculture’s net pen at Cypress Island sent more than 150,000 Atlantic 

salmon into the Salish Sea. 

 

The fish, at 10 pounds, infiltrated Puget Sound rivers. As both Cooke Aquaculture, the owner of the pen, 

and the WDFW struggled to manage the spill, the Lummi Nation launched an emergency response. 

 

Tribal fishermen dropped their work to launch a 24-hour fishery on the Atlantics, declaring a state of 

emergency to provide a rapid response. Tribal fishers captured 43,522 of the invasive species — 90 

percent of all the fish recovered. 

 

Joe Stohr, acting director of the WDFW, this week said the department “was proud and happy,” to give the 

award to Lummi Nation “for all the oversight and quick response to the Atlantic salmon escape.” It is 

believed to be the first time the award has been made to a tribe. 

 

An investigation of the incident by three state agencies found Cooke Aquaculture was responsible for the 

escape because it had not properly maintained and cleaned its nets, leading to a build up of mussels and 

other sea life that caused the nets to collapse. 

 

The fish escaped as native Pacific salmon were returning to their spawning grounds. 

 

“Lummi Nation’s work to protect our treaty-fishing areas from invasive Atlantic salmon is just part of our 

commitment to preserving our schelangen, our way of life, for all generations,” said Jay Julius, chairman 

of the Lummi Nation. “We only survive if our salmon survive, so it wasn’t a question whether we would 

respond quickly to clean up our waters.” 

 

The tribe was also at the forefront of efforts urging the Legislature to pass a bill in February to end net-pen 

aquaculture of Atlantic salmon in Washington state. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Egypt opens Gaza border crossing 

SOURCE http://time.com/5281994/egypt-rafah-crossing-gaza-open-ramadan/  

GIST (CAIRO) — Egypt’s President Abdel-Fatah el-Sissi says he has ordered the opening of the Rafah border 

crossing with Gaza for the entire Muslim holy month of Ramadan, the longest length of time since 2013. 

 

El-Sissi wrote on his official Twitter account late Thursday that the opening would “alleviate the burdens 

of the brothers in the Gaza Strip.” 

 

The announcement late Thursday comes days after Israeli fire killed nearly 60 Palestinians during a protest 
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along the Gaza border. 

 

The Rafah crossing is Gaza’s main gate to the outside world. Egypt has kept Rafah largely sealed off since 

2013, after the ouster of Egypt’s elected Islamist President Mohammed Morsi. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Lithium: hot new acquisition target 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-lithium-and-cobalt-producers-are-the-hot-new-acquisition-target-

1526558400  

GIST Tesla Inc. and a large Chinese firm each struck deals with lithium producers, the latest sign that big users 

are rushing to secure supplies of the material used in electric-car and cellphone batteries. 

 

Both lithium and cobalt, which is also used in these batteries, face potential shortages in the years ahead as 

electric-vehicle use increases. 

 

That concern is driving a number of companies like technology firms and car makers reliant on lithium 

and cobalt to strike deals now, even if it means joining with suppliers that haven’t started producing yet. 

 

Tesla reached a three-year supply agreement with lithium firm Kidman Resources Ltd. , which begins 

when the Australian company begins producing battery-grade material, Kidman said Thursday. The firm 

isn’t expected to begin producing lithium compounds before 2021. 

 

Chinese firm Tianqi Lithium Corp. also said Thursday that it has agreed to buy a 24% stake in Chilean 

lithium company Sociedad Quimica y Minera de Chile SA from Canadian fertilizer firm Nutrien Ltd. for 

about $4.1 billion. 

 

In addition to the sector’s dominant players such as Glencore PLC and Albemarle Corp. , analysts estimate 

there are more than 100 smaller lithium miners and about 25 cobalt firms. Many are publicly traded in 

Canada and Australia, and some have already clinched deals with big users. “It just looks like we’re on the 

precipice of this wave,” said Chris Berry, founder of House Mountain Partners LLC, a New York-based 

adviser to battery-metals companies and investors. “You’re going to need a lot of investment in a hurry to 

meet demand.” 

 

Japan’s SoftBank Group Corp. last month paid nearly $80 million for a roughly 10% stake in Nemaska 

Lithium Inc., a Quebec-based producer. It marked SoftBank’s first investment in a lithium company. 

Nemaska has produced just small samples of lithium compounds at this point, and its mine and plant are 

expected to be fully operational in the second half of 2019. 

 

The trading arm of Toyota Group, the parent company of Toyota Motor Corp. , also said in January that it 

was taking a 15% stake in Australian lithium firm Orocobre Ltd. for roughly $225 million. 

 

Chemical company FMC Corp. is expected to spin off its lithium business this year, and multiple Chinese 

lithium companies are also expected to go public, analysts said. Apple Inc., BMW AG and Volkswagen 

AG have been working to secure future cobalt supplies. 

 

But the rush to lock in deals could turn out to be a speculative bust. Prices of lithium and cobalt more than 

doubled from 2016 through last year, but the rally has cooled off recently amid worries about oversupply. 

Some investors also think manufacturers will replace pricey materials like lithium and cobalt using 

different types of batteries with a higher concentration of cheaper metals such as nickel. 

 

Shares of lithium and cobalt producers have slipped, too, following recent declines in the commodities. 

Nemaska’s stock price has fallen 3.1% on the Toronto Stock Exchange over the past month. 

 

The number of companies producing lithium and cobalt has also soared from early 2014, when Tesla CEO 
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Elon Musk announced plans for a big electric-car battery plant. Back then, there were about 16 lithium 

exploration firms and a handful of cobalt ones, Mr. Berry said. 

 

Because most investors looking for exposure to cobalt and lithium take positions in mining companies, 

analysts said the recent share-price declines reflect uncertainty about which ones will end up on top and 

the risk still involved in the fledgling market. 

 

Analysts expect demand for the materials used to power electric vehicles and smartphones to more than 

double by 2025, pushing transportation and technology companies into exploring unconventional deals to 

meet that pressing need. 

 

Many lithium and cobalt mines are located in regions that have historically been unstable: Congo in the 

case of cobalt, and South America for lithium, adding to worries about a supply shortage. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Trump ‘new doubts’ on NKorea summit 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-says-north-koreas-kim-would-remain-in-power-if-nuclear-deal-

is-reached-1526586515  

GIST President Donald Trump acknowledged new doubts about the fate of his coming meeting with North 

Korean leader Kim Jong Un, expressing surprise over the uptick in harsh language from Pyongyang while 

shifting blame to China for the latest uncertainty. 

 

Still, the president sought to entice Mr. Kim to the negotiating table by pairing an offer of political 

safeguards with a fresh round of threats. 

 

Mr. Trump, speaking in the Oval Office on Thursday, said Mr. Kim could remain in power if the two sides 

reach a deal to rid the North of nuclear weapons. Otherwise, the country should expect “total decimation,” 

the president said in his first direct threat to the North since the two sides agreed to talks. 

 

“If we make a deal, I think Kim Jong Un is going to be very, very happy,” Mr. Trump said, referring to the 

North Korean leader. 

 

The new sense of uncertainty about the summit came after North Korea spent a second straight day harshly 

criticizing the U.S. and South Korea, dousing the sense of North-South warmth that had been on display 

since before the Winter Olympics in February and calling into question the prospect of a U.S.-North 

Korean meeting. 

 

Administration officials and international experts were unable to say whether the series of ominous and 

insulting statements by high-ranking North Korean officials merely represented a hardball approach to the 

coming talks or were a re-evaluation by Pyongyang on the utility of the summit. 

 

Mr. Trump posited that the tough talk stemmed from Mr. Kim’s meeting with Chinese President Xi 

Jinping last week. The two leaders met for the second time in as many months on May 8, two days before 

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo arrived in North Korea and left with the three U.S. citizens who had been 

imprisoned there. 

 

“There has been a big difference since they had the second meeting,” Mr. Trump said, adding that 

“President Xi could be influencing Kim Jong Un.” 

 

Mr. Trump offered no other details to bolster his theory, but argued that no other U.S. president has put 

similar trade pressures on China. Coincidentally, Chinese officials were in Washington on Thursday on a 

planned trip to discuss the trade dispute. 

 

China has generally backed North Korea’s preference for a step-by-step denuclearization approach, while 
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the Trump administration has insisted on speedy denuclearization. 

 

Others saw North Korea’s repeated denunciations of U.S.-South Korean air drills as an attempt by 

Pyongyang to persuade South Korea that its military alliance with the U.S. is an obstacle to peace. 

 

“They are laying the foundation for the argument that South Korea’s alliance with a nuclear superpower is 

an obstacle to denuclearization and that both sides will need to take reciprocal steps to disarm,” said 

Daniel Russel, a former State Department official and now vice president of the Asia Society Policy 

Institute. “And they are also warning the South Koreans that the alliance is an obstacle to the inter-Korean 

rapprochement that President Moon is pursuing.” 

 

North Korea earlier in the day said it would shelve inter-Korean talks indefinitely unless Seoul made 

concessions on military exercises and dialed back its public criticism of the North’s attempts at dialogue. 

Ri Son Gwon, a senior North Korean official, slammed South Korea’s liberal Moon Jae-in administration 

as “an ignorant and incompetent group devoid of the elementary sense of the present situation.” 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Gina Haspel: CIA’s first female director 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/senate-confirms-gina-haspel-as-cia-director-1526587318  

GIST WASHINGTON—The Senate confirmed Gina Haspel to be the next director of the Central Intelligence 

Agency, making her the first woman to lead the nation’s premier spy organization. 

 

Ms. Haspel, 61 years old, is only the second person to lead the agency after spending almost an entire 

career undercover. She rose through CIA ranks from junior case officer to hold senior jobs in 

counterterrorism and covert operations. 

 

Her confirmation battle to be President Donald Trump’s second CIA chief wasn’t without drama. Several 

prominent Republicans, including Sen. John McCain of Arizona, urged that she be rejected over a number 

of episodes in her three-decade career with the agency. Six Democrats supported her, while two 

Republicans voted against her nomination. Mr. McCain didn’t vote as he is home in Arizona recuperating 

from brain-cancer treatment. 

 

Mr. McCain, who was tortured as a prisoner of war in Vietnam, said her involvement in a program of 

interrogations run by the agency after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks disqualified her. Other senators 

said her authorship of a memo that led to the destruction of 92 videotapes of those interrogations raised 

concerns. 

 

In a 54-45 vote Thursday, the Senate confirmed Ms. Haspel to the top job at the agency. 

 

During her confirmation, many Democratic lawmakers voiced frustration over the limited amount of 

information available about her past and long CIA career, a restriction the agency said was necessary to 

protect intelligence sources and methods. The only other CIA director to have spent an entire career 

undercover was Richard Helms, who served as the fifth director of Central Intelligence, from 1966 to 

1973. 

 

Ms. Haspel takes over as director from Mike Pompeo, a former congressman whom Mr. Trump tapped as 

secretary of state when he fired Rex Tillerson two months ago. Ms. Haspel has been the agency’s deputy 

director and acting director. 

 

She inherits an agency that Mr. Trump himself has criticized as part of his wider condemnation of the U.S. 

intelligence community’s finding that Russia attempted to boost him over his Democratic rival in the 2016 

election. The CIA signed onto that assessment. 

 

The major opposition to Ms. Haspel’s nomination stemmed from her involvement in an interrogation 
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program many critics say amounted to torture. At the time of the program in the early 2000s, she held 

several senior positions in the CIA’s counterterrorism operations. 

 

The Democratic-run Senate Intelligence Committee in 2014 detailed the treatment of detainees in CIA 

custody under that program, describing them as being imprisoned in boxes, chained to walls and 

waterboarded, which simulates drowning, to the point of unconsciousness. 

 

Ms. Haspel initially resisted disavowing the program, saying in her public confirmation hearing only that 

the agency was ill-prepared and vowing never to restart such a program. In a letter this week, she 

expanded upon her views, saying that the agency shouldn’t have undertaken the program. 

 

Ms Haspel is a native of Ashland, Ky., the eldest of five children, and the daughter of an airman who 

raised her all around the world as he served at various bases. She graduated from high school in the U.K., 

the agency said, without naming which city. 

 

Ms. Haspel wanted to attend the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, but her father told her girls weren’t 

welcome at the time, according to the agency. Instead, she graduated with honors from the University of 

Louisville with a degree in languages and journalism, according to the agency biography. 

 

She worked as a case officer in the late 1980s and early 1990s in Africa and Europe. After the collapse of 

the Soviet Union, Ms. Haspel became an intelligence-operations officer and then rose up the ranks in the 

agency’s Russia operations. Already partially fluent in Spanish and French, Ms. Haspel also learned 

Turkish and Russian while serving at the agency. 

 

Over the course of her career, Ms. Haspel four times served as chief of station—the top CIA official in a 

country responsible for all the agency’s operations there. In recent years, Ms. Haspel served in several top 

roles in the division of the CIA responsible for covert operations. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 New homeowner law erases racist past 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/991628/2514-washington-racism-housing-deed/  

GIST There is a street in Tacoma that determines the fate of many. And it serves as a historical marker 

reminding the city of a shameful past which still affects modern residents. 

 

“We have a street called 6th Avenue, where there is literally a $100,000 difference in sales price for homes 

based on which side of that street you are on,” said Anders Ibsen, deputy mayor for the City of Tacoma. 

“In certain neighborhoods in Pierce County there are 20-year differences in life expectancy between some 

of the richer neighborhoods and the poorer zip codes. All that is a direct reflection of historical and current 

racism.”  

 

Ibsen, along with State Rep. Christine Kilduff, recently chipped away at one little-known corner of the 

region’s racist past – language hidden in covenants. These are the ownership documents passed down 

between homeowners, which can include requirements for the properties — bigoted requirements. The 

language can also be found in some home owner association agreements (HOA) and was used to segregate 

communities — known as housing segregation or redlining. Just as 6th Avenue historically divided 

Tacoma. 

 

“In West Tacoma in particular, there are a lot of homes that have really ugly language written into their 

covenants,” Ibsen said. “Even my mom’s house has some of this stuff written, saying things like, ‘The 

house shall not be conveyed to members of the Hebrew or oriental race.’ Nasty stuff like that.” 

 

Tacoma is not alone. Seattle, for example, has struggled with the same issue, where many homes north of 

the ship canal have deeds with sentences like: “No property in said plat shall at any time be directly or 

indirectly sold conveyed or leased in whole or in part to any person or persons not of the White race.” 
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Of course, this language has been unenforceable for decades under Washington’s discrimination laws. But 

that’s not the point, according to Ibsen. 

 

“This language is hideous, it’s hurtful and the impacts of racism are still very real for many people,” he 

said. “….if you are a Jewish homeowner or an Asian American homeowner, and that language is in your 

deed, that is something that makes you feel inherently different and set apart.” 

 

Washington’s new law 

 

Tacoma residents have been pointing out the racist deed language more and more recently, and the very 

inconvenient process to change it. So Ibsen and Kilduff spearheaded an effort to pass HB 2514. It passed 

the state Legislature last session and it will go into effect this summer. 

 

The new law makes it far easier for homeowners to remove racist language in legal documents without 

having to go through a costly process of getting a court order. 

 

“It’s just a simple form you apply to your county auditor,” Ibsen said. 

 

It could come in handy as Tacoma experiences a real estate surge. Seattle’s economic boom has radiated 

out as far as Tacoma, where people are buying up homes at increasing rates. 

 

“The more we can make it convenient for people disavow this language … these hurtful words, the more 

we can promote reconciliation and move forward to a better society,” Ibsen said. “Redlining was prevalent 

everywhere throughout the country. We never had Jim Crow in the Northwest, but we certainly had our 

share of racism as evidenced by this HOA language and covenant language.” 

 

Ibsen argues that this is one corner of the racism issue modern leaders face, from the school-to-prison 

pipeline to law enforcement and community relations. 

 

“All these things are connected and the more we can be aware of that, the more we can make better 

decisions and make better policy,” he said. 

 

“This came at the instigation of our constituents and frankly it’s disgraceful we’ve waited this long,” Ibsen 

said. “You say “why?’ I say, why not? Why not 50 years ago? Better late than never.” 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Paraguay to open Jerusalem embassy 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/17/paraguay-to-open-jerusalem-embassy-next-week.html  

GIST ASUNCION, Paraguay –  Paraguay's government says President Horacio Cartes will open the country's 

new embassy to Israel in Jerusalem on Tuesday, following similar steps by the United States and 

Guatemala. 

 

Government spokesman Mariano Mercado says Cartes will leave for the trip on Saturday. 

 

The decision to move the embassy to Jerusalem has been controversial in Paraguay. It comes less than two 

months before Mario Abdo Benitez replaces Cartes, and the president-elect has said he wasn't consulted. 

 

Israel claims the entire city as its eternal capital. Palestinians want east Jerusalem as their future capital 

and were infuriated by the embassy moves. 

 

Most countries maintain embassies in Tel Aviv and have balked at moving them until the international 

legal status of the city has been resolved. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 More police encrypting communications 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/want-to-listen-to-police-scanners-cops-say-no-more-1526558400  

GIST A report of a suspicious person crackled from John Messner’s RadioShack police scanner, one of two he 

keeps at his home in Knoxville, Tenn. 

 

When an officer was heard yelling “Shots fired!” minutes later, Mr. Messner knew it was time to go. The 

52-year-old construction worker and photographer grabbed his two cameras, his portable scanner, jumped 

in his 1999 Plymouth Voyager minivan, and raced to the scene 3 miles away, where a suspected burglar 

was shot by police. 

 

“When I got there, the guy was still on the ground, they hadn’t put him in the ambulance yet,” said Mr. 

Messner of the November incident. “It didn’t look like he was dead, but he was definitely hit.” 

 

Mr. Messner snapped pictures and posted them on his Knoxville Crime Facebook group, which has 94,000 

members in a city of 186,000. They come to see photos, read Mr. Messner’s live updates on police chases 

and burglaries that he gets from the police scanner, and discuss neighborhood crime issues. 

 

Social-media groups like Knoxville Crime are one reason that Knoxville police officials say they will 

begin encrypting police radio communications beginning in August, making it impossible for the public—

and Mr. Messner—to listen in live. The move comes as more police departments around the country are 

seeking to shield their live radio communications, now easily accessible via smartphone apps. Police say 

the effort will keep officers safe and bad guys from finding out what they’re doing. 

 

“When you’re putting out information that only a suspect and a victim and an officer knows, then all of the 

sudden you have someone put that on social media, that takes your advantage away,” said Darrell DeBusk, 

a Knoxville police spokesman. 

 

Earlier this year, the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department encrypted its radio traffic, alleging that 

bad guys “monitor police radio frequencies in order to better facilitate their crimes and gather intelligence 

about the whereabouts of police officers.” Pueblo, Colo., police blocked their scanner traffic recently, 

citing suspects using scanner apps to avoid officers. 

 

Local media still has access to the live radio transmissions in Las Vegas—police allow them to purchase 

their own radios. In Knoxville, the radio traffic will be posted after a one-hour delay, said Mr. DeBusk. 

 

These moves have rankled scanner enthusiasts who range from people curious about police activity in their 

neighborhood to modern-day Weegees, the New York City freelance photographer known for his raw 

crime-scene photos. Many scanner buffs are police supporters who want to help solve crimes, making the 

decision to go dark a difficult one, police officials say. 

 

“It’s a tough choice because many of the pro-police people out in the community who support their local 

police get that way because they listen to their police on these scanners or phone apps,” said Richard 

Myers, executive director of the Major Cities Chiefs Association. 

 

Some police departments have found a solution by using encrypted channels for more sensitive work, such 

as a SWAT team readying for a raid, while keeping the more mundane police patrol work on the publicly 

available channel, he said. 

 

In Colorado, a push to encrypt police radio traffic inspired a bill backed by scanner enthusiasts earlier this 

year that would have banned encryption, except for sensitive situations. The bill failed with strong 

opposition from law enforcement. 

 

“These are government agents working for the taxpayers and I think citizens have the right to know what 

they’re doing,” said Robert Wareham, an attorney who helped draft the bill. 
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Mr. Wareham, a former police officer, said he uses his scanner to find out about police activity in his 

neighborhood or on the roads. “There are six or seven times a year where I avoid a dangerous situations 

where I know what’s going on,” he said. 

 

In Knoxville, Mr. DeBusk, the police spokesman, said the prevalence of smartphone apps that broadcast 

police communications, such as Broadcastify, has made it easier for criminals to listen in. 

 

“You’ve always had people that had scanners, but it was not as common as the smartphone apps,” said Mr. 

DeBusk. “We actually have arrested people, they’ve had the smartphone on them and we could hear our 

own dispatchers, the sound coming from their smartphone.” 

 

Lindsay Blanton, the CEO of Broadcastify’s parent company RadioReference.com, called this an 

“overdone complaint.” The approximately 200,000 daily unique listeners tuning in to Broadcastify’s 6,600 

feeds typically hear police communications on a 45 second to three minute delay and the company bans 

sensitive content, he said. 

 

“It’s providing more an entertainment type perspective than the ability to gain an advantage over law 

enforcement,” said Mr. Blanton said. 

 

People can listen to public safety, aircraft, rail and marine audio streams from across the country on 

Broadcastify. The company relies on volunteers who send local feeds from their scanners and in some 

cases police departments who do the same because “there are a lot of agencies that value the general public 

being more involved,” said Mr. Blanton. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Copper River salmon arrives Friday 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/05/17/first-catch-of-the-tasty-and-pricey-copper-river-salmon-hits-seattle-

friday/  

GIST SEATTLE — In what’s become an annual event, the first catch of tasty Copper River salmon will be 

flown from Cordova, Alaska, into Sea-Tac Airport Friday morning. 

 

The first shipment of thousands of pounds of salmon is scheduled to arrive at 6:30 a.m., according to 

Alaska Airlines. 

 

After the arrival of the fish, three Seattle executive chefs will compete for the best salmon recipe in the 

annual “Copper Chef Cook-off.” 

 

Every year from May through September, king, sockeye, and coho return to the Copper River to make the 

arduous 300-mile journey up the glacial fed waters to spawn in their birthplace. This is no easy task and 

they need to pack on sufficient fat reserves to fuel their journey—resulting in salmon rich in omega-3 fatty 

acids and flavorful oils. 

 

This year’s run was forecast to be 48,000 kings and 1.8 million sockeye. 

 

Because their stocks have been declining, and the high demand for Copper River salmon, prices are 

expected to be high. Last year, the first catch was selling in Seattle for nearly $50 a pound. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Rape case intensifies homeless debate 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/homeless/seattle-homeless-camp-did-not-check-for-

warrants-on-a-resident-before-ballard-rape/  
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GIST The impassioned debate over Seattle’s homelessness crisis, already intense following the passage of a new 

tax to address the problem, took another emotional turn this week after a homeless man was charged with 

sexually assaulting a woman in an auto dealership restroom. 

 

The man arrested in Monday’s sexual assault had recently lived in Ballard Nickelsville, one of the city’s 

six sanctioned encampments. He was wanted on a 2017 warrant at the time of the attack, raising concerns 

among many community members about who is living in the camps. 

 

However, people associated with the camp and who work in the homeless-service system argue the man’s 

housing status is irrelevant, a cipher for people’s broader frustrations about homelessness in the city. 

 

Christopher Teel, 24, has been charged with first-degree rape and unlawful imprisonment with sexual 

motivation after he was arrested Monday in connection with the rape of a woman in a temporary restroom 

of the Carter Motors in Ballard. 

 

That same day, the Seattle City Council adopted a tax that will collect $275 per employee, per year 

starting in 2017 on Seattle for-profit companies that gross at least $20 million a year. The tax is expected 

to generate an average of $47.5 million a year to fund affordable housing and homelessness. 

 

The events capped off weeks of burgeoning frustration over how to address the rising number of people 

living on Seattle’s streets. To Sara Rankin, a Seattle University law professor who studies homelessness, 

the reaction to the sexual assault, coming the same day as the council vote, points to a city at a point of 

reckoning about homelessness. 

 

“The reason why I think this (assault) has been such a hot issue in the last 24 hours is because it’s 

occurring at the same time that we are really navigating some thorny discussions about how we should 

approach homelessness and poverty, and its making a lot of people very uncomfortable,” said Rankin. 

 

Teel moved to Seattle in summer 2016, according to King County prosecutors. He had been living in 

Nickelsville since at least November, when his photograph appeared in a Seattle Times story about the tent 

camp moving to Wallingford. 

 

Nickelsville, like many other shelters and sanctioned camps, does not check for warrants on their 

residents, so they were not aware that Teel was wanted on a misdemeanor warrant for failing to appear in 

court, according to statement issued by Scott Morrow, a founder of Nickelsville. 

 

The bench warrant was issued in March 2017 after Teel failed to appear at a Seattle Municipal Court 

hearing on a gross misdemeanor charge of first-degree criminal trespass. 

 

The Seattle Police Department’s Fugitive Unit tracks down violent offenders wanted on felony warrants, 

but Teel’s bench warrant wouldn’t have risen to their attention, said police spokesman Sgt. Sean 

Whitcomb. 

 

An officer would have run Teel’s name and checked for warrants had he been contacted by police before 

his arrest Monday — provided they had reasonable suspicion to do so, said Whitcomb. 

 

“When we stop people — for a motor vehicle violation, a pedestrian violation, suspicious circumstances or 

we have probable cause to arrest them — we’re going to check their ID” and see if there are any warrants, 

protection orders or missing persons reports associated with them, he said. 

 

But police don’t have the authority to randomly check rosters of encampment residents to fish for people 

who may have outstanding warrants, Whitcomb explained. 

 

“Our authority is tempered by people’s guaranteed, constitutional rights” — including the right to privacy 

and protection against unlawful searches and seizures, he said. 
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When Teel moved into Ballard Nickelsville, he was required to present valid identification. His name was 

also run against King County’s sex-offender list because sex offenders are not allowed on site. His name 

was not on it, according to Morrow. 

 

Officials with the city’s Human Services Department said five of the six sanctioned camps, and many 

shelters, do sex offender checks upon intake. 

 

Some shelters and homeless service providers also do “a range of background and warrant checks” and 

can elect to remove a person. But not all shelters do these checks, the department said. 

 

For example, the Downtown Emergency Service Center (DESC) does not do background checks. 

 

“The point of shelter is to bring people inside for safety and when you put up various kinds of barriers then 

you will not reach the people you’re trying to help,” said DESC Executive Director Daniel Malone. 

 

And, if a background check is used to determine someone is somehow not worthy of shelter, that person is 

likely to live outdoors and not receive any assistance and no one will know where they are, Malone said. 

 

At Nickelsville, residents can be temporarily or permanently barred for breaking camp rules, including 

engaging in “violent, aggressive behavior, intoxication, inappropriate language … on site or (in the) 

surrounding neighborhood,” according to the camp Code of Conduct. 

 

Teel had not signed into the camp or been there since May 9, according to Morrow. The Code of Conduct 

requires all residents to sign in to the camp every day. Failure to do so for three days qualifies as “a 

voluntary move.” 

 

When camp residents met for a regular meeting on Monday night, they were not aware Teel had been 

arrested in connection with the rape. 

 

Other residents were concerned for his safety because he recently “seemed to be decompensating,” with 

worsening symptoms of mental illness, and they planned to check hospitals and jails, or file a missing-

person report. 

 

Nickelsville staff learned Wednesday that Teel was charged, and notified the Low Income Housing 

Institute (LIHI), a Seattle nonprofit agency that provides case management at the camp. 

 

“We are shocked to learn of a violent act like this, by someone who had recently left Nickelsville,” 

Morrow said in the statement. 

 

He said in nine years of operations “there has never before been a confirmed criminal act of such terrible 

significance by either someone living in Nickelsville, or who had recently left.” Morrow’s statement said. 

 

LIHI executive director Sharon Lee said her organization is the site’s fiscal sponsor and does its case 

management, and they are not responsible for criminal background checks. LIHI only gets the names of 

camp residents who are engaged in case management, which is not a requirement of living at Nickelsville. 

 

Ballard Nickelsville, which was Seattle’s first authorized camp, opened in 2015. The camp recently moved 

to Wallingford, near Fourth Avenue Northeast and Northeast Northlake Way. 

 

Like all of Seattle’s sanctioned homeless camps, Nickelsville sits on public property. Each camp is 

managed by a separate organization. Nickelsville is its own nonprofit, and runs the Wallingford site, in 

addition to two other sanctioned camps in South Seattle. 
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SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/18/preliminary-ruling-finds-fiji-4-not-guilty-sedition.html  

GIST WELLINGTON, New Zealand –  An opinion writer and three newspaper executives in Fiji have been 

found not guilty of sedition in a preliminary ruling, although a judge has yet to make a final decision in the 

case. 

 

Three assessors on Friday also ruled the Fiji Times company was not guilty. Under the Fiji judicial system, 

the judge can chose to either follow or ignore the findings of the assessors. The judge adjourned the court 

on Friday, saying he planned to issue his verdict Tuesday. 

 

The case has major implications for press freedom in the South Pacific nation. It centers on an opinion 

piece which accused Muslims of historic crimes. 

 

The column ran in the Nai Lalakai, a small, weekly indigenous-language newspaper published by the Fiji 

Times. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 France sanctions Syrian arms makers 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/18/new-french-sanctions-target-suspected-syrian-arms-

makers.html  

GIST PARIS –  France's government is imposing new sanctions on people and companies suspected of helping 

Syria's chemical weapons program. 

 

The Finance Ministry and Foreign Ministry announced Friday a freeze on assets of three individuals and 

nine companies involved in research or purchasing for the Syrian Scientific Research Center. The Syrian 

lab is accused of producing chemical weapons for President Bashar Assad's government. 

 

France says companies from multiple countries have been furnishing materials for the manufacture of 

chemical weapons, including sarin gas. 

 

France is hosting leading diplomats Friday from 32 countries for a meeting of a new body aimed at better 

identifying and punishing those who use chemical weapons. 

 

France, the U.S. and Britain bombed Syrian government sites last month in response to a suspected 

chemical weapons attack. 

 

Assad's forces have denied accusations they repeatedly used chemical weapons in Syria's 7-year-old civil 

war. Rebels also have been accused of using poison gas. 

 

In the latest report of poison gas being unleashed, the international chemical weapons watchdog said 

Wednesday that chlorine was likely used as a weapon in the rebel-held northern Syrian town of Saraqeb in 

early February. The Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons released details of a report into 

the chlorine use, but did not say which side in the fighting used it. The OPCW is not mandated to 

apportion blame for the attack. 

 

The group meeting in Paris on Friday plans to publish information about chemical attacks to name and 

shame perpetrators and eventually sanction them. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 UK: poisoned ex-Russian spy out hospital 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/18/ex-russian-spy-sergei-skripal-discharged-from-uk-

hospital-after-being-poisoned-with-nerve-agent.html  

GIST Sergei Skripal, the former Russian spy who was poisoned with a nerve agent in the U.K. more than two 
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months ago, was released from the hospital Friday, health officials said. 

 

Skripal, 66, and his daughter Yulia were found unconscious on a public bench in the city of Salisbury on 

March 4, and spent weeks in critical condition. Officials suspect the father and daughter were poisoned 

with novichok, a Soviet-engineered nerve agent. 

 

What to know about Novichok, the lethal Russian nerve agent reportedly used in Great BritainVideo 

Nerve agent Novichok: What to know about Russia's spy poison 

Yulia, 33, recovered more quickly than her father and was discharged last month. 

 

Salisbury District Hospital said Friday that all three people hospitalized in the attack -- the Skripals and a 

police officer who came to their assistance -- have now been released. The Skripals have been taken to an 

undisclosed location for their safety. 

 

"We have been able to discharge Sergei Skripal," said Lorna Wilkinson, director of nursing at the hospital. 

"This is an important stage in his recovery, which will now take place away from the hospital." 

 

Sergei Skripal served with Russia’s military intelligence agency, often known by its Russian-language 

acronym GRU, and retired in 1999. He then worked at the Foreign Ministry until 2003, and later became 

involved in business. 

 

Skripal was arrested in 2004 in Moscow and later confessed to having been recruited by British 

intelligence in 1995. He also said at the time that he provided information about GRU agents in Europe, 

receiving over $100,000 in return.      

 

In 2006, Skripal was convicted on charges of spying for Britain and sentenced to 13 years. However, he 

later was pardoned and released from custody in July 2010 as part of a U.S.-Russian spy swap, which 

followed the exposure of a ring of Russian sleeper agents in the U.S. 

 

He had been living quietly in the cathedral city of Salisbury, 90 miles southwest of London, when he was 

struck down. 

 

Britain blamed Russia for the attack while Moscow denied all allegations. In response, more than two 

dozen Western allies, including the U.S., ordered out over 150 Russian diplomats in a show of solidarity. 

In response, Russia ordered out 60 U.S. diplomats and closed the consulate in St. Petersburg in a tit-for-tat 

response. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Power grid change could impact clocks 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/clocks-cuckoo-power-grid-change-55237088  

GIST Running late for work or just miss that bus? You could have a good excuse: Your electric clock might be 

running a bit cuckoo. 

 

Because of a change in federal energy regulations, some scientists say your trusty, older plug-in clock may 

be losing or gaining a few ticks over time. 

 

Electric clocks keep time based on the usually stable and precise pulses of the electric current that powers 

them. In the U.S., that's 60 hertz (cycles per second). In the past, regulators required power companies to 

immediately correct the rate if it slipped off the mark. But that precision is expensive to maintain, so last 

year, the correction part was quietly eliminated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 

 

Energy officials insist other standards will keep the time in check, and so far the problem has not 

amounted to more than a few seconds here and there. But some scientists looked at what could happen 

without the time correction rule and concluded clocks could gradually go off-kilter if the grid's power was 
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delivered consistently at higher or lower rates than 60 hertz. That can happen when power demand surges 

or slows because of weather and the grid can't adjust right away. 

 

This would affect clocks that get their power from a wall socket, such as alarm clocks and those on 

microwaves and coffeemakers. Cellphones, newer clocks with GPS, those connected to cable TV and 

modern ones that don't rely on the grid to keep time aren't affected, experts said. 

 

The changes could be just matters of seconds and all but unnoticeable, but the time could drift by as much 

as seven and a half minutes between time changes in March and November, when people reset their 

clocks, according to a study conducted by researchers at the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology and the U.S. Naval Observatory. 

 

In some extreme cases, Americans might miss their bus, parts of television shows and even be slightly late 

or, shudder, early for work, said Demetrios Matsakis, co-author of the study and chief time scientist at the 

Naval Observatory. 

 

"They'll think something is wrong with their clock but they won't know what," said Matsakis, co-author of 

the study. 

 

The request to retire the long-standing time correction rule came from the North American Electric 

Reliability Corporation (NERC), which coordinates the grid. NERC standards director Howard Gugel says 

newer standards prevent veering from 60 hertz so the rule isn't needed. NERC has guidelines for what to 

do if time corrections are necessary, he said in an email. 

 

Earlier this year, in the eastern half of the country, a time error of 10 seconds too fast went uncorrected for 

a week or more. It was during a bitter cold snap and utilities didn't think it was wise to tinker with power 

levels, said Bill Henson of the system operator for New England. Generally, time errors are fixed every 

three to five days in the eastern U.S., he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 India, Pakistan trade fire Kashmir border 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/india-pakistans-shelling-kills-couple-soldier-

kashmir-55253100?   

GIST Six civilians, including a husband and wife and a soldier, were killed after Indian and Pakistani soldiers 

targeted border posts and villages along the highly militarized frontier in disputed Kashmir, officials said 

Friday. 

 

The cross-border firing and shelling began overnight and spread to dozens of posts in the Jammu region of 

the Himalayan territory, said Indian police officer S.D. Singh. 

 

Indian paramilitary officials said their soldiers responded to Pakistani gunfire and shelling, describing it as 

"unprovoked and indiscriminate." The officials said the paramilitary soldier was killed by a Pakistani 

sniper Thursday night, leading to cross-border firing and shelling at several forward posts. 

 

The husband and wife were killed on the Indian side. At least seven civilians were also wounded and were 

being treated in hospitals. 

 

In Pakistan, the military accused Indian troops of initiating "unprovoked" violation of the 2003 cease-fire 

accord between the two countries along the frontier near Kashmir and targeting the civilian population 

including four villagers who died Friday morning. 

 

In a statement, the military said that Indian fire also wounded 10 people, including three children, in the 

border village near the city of Sialkot, bordering Kashmir. 
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It said Pakistani troops "effectively" responded and targeted the Indian posts from where the fire came. 

 

The military said the artillery exchange was continuing. 

 

As was the case in the past, each country has accused the other of initiating border skirmishes leading to 

casualties on both sides. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 FDA: ‘too many kids’ vaping 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fda-too-many-kids-experimenting-with-e-cigarettes-vaping/  

GIST The popularity of e-cigarettes among younger Americans is drawing mounting scrutiny from federal 

regulators. 

 

Citing a wish "to better understand the youth appeal of these products," the Food and Drug Administration 

said Thursday that four manufacturers of e-cigarettes have until July 12 to hand over documents related to 

their marketing strategies and product designs. 

 

"Too many kids continue to experiment with e-cigarette and vaping products, putting them at risk for 

developing a lifelong nicotine addiction," Scott Gottlieb, a physician and FDA commissioner, said in a 

statement. "We'll explore all of our regulatory options, including enforcement actions, based on what we 

learn from the information these manufacturers are required to provide." 

 

Introduced as a means of helping smokers kick the habit, or at least switch to a nicotine-delivery vehicle 

containing less deadly tar and chemicals, e-cigarettes have instead become the most commonly used 

tobacco product among U.S. youth, who are more likely than adults to use e-cigarettes. 

 

Made to look like regular cigarettes, pens or USB sticks, most e-cigarettes have a battery that heats a 

liquid usually containing nicotine. Using them is referred to as "vaping." 

 

A 2017 study found about 50 percent more high schoolers and middle schoolers vape than smoke 

cigarettes. Earlier research by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found in 2016 that more 

than 2 million middle and high school students had used e-cigarettes, including 4.3 percent of middle 

school students and 11.3 percent of high school students. 

 

The FDA's action follows a warning sent by the agency in May to 13 companies selling e-cigarette liquid 

in child-appealing packaging resembling juice boxes or candy.  

 

The FDA, which did not regulate e-cigarettes as tobacco products until 2016, earlier this year also 

requested internal documents from Juul, the biggest player in the American vaporizer market, as part of a 

government crackdown on the sale of e-cigarettes to minors.  

 

The agency in April sent warning letters to 40 retailers that sell e-cigarettes, including 7-Elevens, Circle 

Ks and vape shops. 

 

The companies contacted by the FDA in its latest action include: J Well, of Paris, France; YGT Investment 

and 7 Daze of Baldwin Park, California; Liquid Filling Solutions of King of Prussia, Pennsylvania; and 

SVR of Las Vegas. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 TSA: ’95 list’ of unruly passengers 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/tsa-reveals-keeping-a-list-unruly-passengers/   

GIST Following an "alarming spike" in assaults on transportation security officers at airport checkpoints, the 
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Transportation Security Administration began what's referred to as a "95 List" of unruly passengers. 

 

The list so far is a short one. For now, it has less than 50 people, the Transportation Safety Administration 

says. In fiscal year 2017, TSA notes, there were over 34 assaults transportation security officers.   

 

"In most cases this is someone where there was assaultive behavior or someone tried to circumvent 

security screening," Executive Assistant Administrator for Security Operations Darby LaJoye told CBS 

News Transportation Correspondent Kris Van Cleave in a phone interview Thursday.  

 

The matter would be significant enough that police would be called and prompt a report to headquarters. 

Since its creation in February,  LaJoye says two to three dozen people have been added to the list, which is 

shared with airports as a "law enforcement awareness measure."   

 

LaJoye was asked about the list by members of a House Homeland Security Subcommittee during a 

hearing Thursday. It was the first time the list had been discussed publicly.  

 

"I am concerned about the civil liberty implications of such a list," Rep. Watson Coleman, D-N.J., said 

during the hearing.  

 

Being placed on the 95 list does not, on its own, result in a flyer being denied the ability to board a plane 

or additional secondary screening.  

 

"This is simply an awareness that somebody is going through the checkpoint that has demonstrated 

concerning assaulting behavior in the past to our officers," LaJoye told members of the Transportation and 

Protective Services Subcommittee.  

 

The existence of the 95 list was first reported by the New York Times, but the agency says it posted a 

Privacy Impact Statement on DHS.gov in July, asking for public comments. TSA says it received no 

comments.  

 

The agency disputes the assertions in the Times that loitering by a checkpoint or simply swatting the hand 

of a screener during a pat down or being rude or arguing with a screener could land a flyer on this list. 

 

Names aren't added to the list frequently -- putting new names on the list is not a daily occurrence, but 

over time the size of the list could grow. According to LaJoye there is a monthly and quarterly review 

process during which someone could be removed from the list. 

 

TSA acknowledged flyers may not know they've been added to this list which drew criticism from Rep 

Bill Keating, D-Mass., during the hearing.  

 

"If you're going to, you know, affect behavior, it would be great that they knew they were on the list, and it 

would be great if they're on the list that they have a way to appeal that," Keating said to LaJoye.  

 

Sources familiar with the matter confirm the list is described in a 5-page directive that prohibits the use of 

profiling based on race, religion or gender as the sole reason for being on the list, although these could be 

considered as factors when relevant or coinciding with specific intelligence.  

 

Federal security directors, top T.S.A. security officials at airports and top Air Marshals supervisors can 

request a person be added to the 95 list. Only the T.S.A. administrator, his deputy and the top two officials 

at the agency's Office of Intelligence and Analysis may add or remove people from the database. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Latin America’s ‘Ni Una Menos’ spotlight 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/while-u-s-has-metoo-latin-america-s-ni-una-n875091  
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GIST LIMA, Perú — Three weeks and six surgeries after being doused with gasoline and set alight by a former 

coworker unable to accept her rejection of his advances, Eyvi Agreda remains in intensive care in Lima’s 

Almenara Hospital, strips of pigskin covering the second and third degree burns on 60 percent of her body. 

 

Having moved from her native Andean region of Cajamarca, the sociable 22-year-old had been working 

hard here in the Peruvian capital, studying international business while also paying her bills by doing shifts 

in a call center. 

 

All that came to a juddering halt on April 24 when Carlos Javier Hualpa, a 37-year-old restaurant worker, 

launched his horrific attack on an unsuspecting Agreda on a bus in the upmarket neighborhood of 

Miraflores. 

 

The incident has shocked Peru and shone a light on the issue of misogynistic violence and femicide — the 

act of killing a woman simply because she is a woman — that plagues both this Andean nation and, more 

generally, Latin America and the Caribbean. 

 

Reliable statistics for sexual assault, domestic battery and other forms of violence against women are in 

short supply, experts say, in part because of official disinterest and victims’ fear of coming forward. But 

the few numbers that do exist point to an epidemic of gender-based physical attacks on women and girls in 

the region. According to the Geneva-based Small Arms Survey, 10 of the 25 nations with the highest 

recorded rates of femicides are in Latin America with another four in the Caribbean. 

 

That is partly attributable to the region’s high overall levels of violence including its well documented 

status as being, statistically, the world’s most homicidal. But many also blame it on a deeply ingrained 

culture of “machismo”, which has generated what activists call a continuum of patriarchal behavior that 

runs from mundane everyday acts of condescension, disdain and exclusion towards women and girls, 

through to its most extreme expressions, rape and femicide. 

 

Indeed, it is only 20 years since the concept of femicide even became an issue in Latin America, following 

the notorious wave of unresolved killings of women in Ciudad Juárez, the Mexican city on the U.S. 

border, in the 1990s. 

 

While the United States is having its “me too” moment regarding harassment principally in the workplace, 

Latin America lags several steps behind, with femicides from Mexico to Argentina periodically triggering 

protests from the “ni una más" (“not one more”) and the more recent "ni una menos" movement in Perú. 

 

Arrested just the day after his unspeakable attack on Agreda, Hualpa, seeking to play down his culpability, 

told prosecutors: “I wanted her face to be scarred, but not her body. It all went out of control.” 

 

María Ysabel Cedano García, head of Demus, a Lima-based women’s rights nonprofit, says: “Those who 

commit femicides, or attempted femicides, claim they are being disrespected or cheated on. They are not 

able to accept being rejected because they believe they have a right, a right over women’s bodies. 

Femicides typically involve cruelty. There is a level of viciousness and planning. The objective is to 

punish.” 

 

Responding to the attack on Agreda, psychoanalyst Eduardo Gastelumendi, meanwhile, has warned that 

machismo harms the well-being of men as well as women. 

 

“Boys raised in macho homes end up being adults who are really like big children: emotionally infantile, 

dependent, spoilt, violent, demanding and impulsive,” he wrote in the Peruvian newspaper El Comercio. 

 

“Girls who grow up in these homes are treated in a more demanding way and tend to be devalued for 

being women, which leads them to struggle with feelings of guilt and an absurd and socially cruel 

handicapping.” 

 

For activists like Cedano García, extreme attacks such as that on Agreda need to be seen in the context of a 
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full spectrum of violations of women’s rights, from teenage pregnancies and rape to murder, while 

frequent disinterest from law enforcement feeds a climate of impunity. 

 

She says the National Police of Peru (PNP) open four new rape investigations every hour. “But those are 

just the ones that are reported. What is the real figure? Sexual violence and harassment don’t seem to 

worry the police. They just don’t see it as part of public safety, part of their job.” 

 

That view of the disinterest in — and even downright hostility to — victims of misogynistic violence has 

been crystallized in Peru by the high-profile case of Arlette Contreras, a young lawyer beaten up by her 

boyfriend, Adriano Pozo, in a hotel in the mountain city of Ayacucho in 2016. 

 

Part of the attack, including a naked and enraged Pozo dragging Contreras by the hair, was caught on the 

hotel’s closed circuit television. Yet a local court absolved him, supposedly for lack of evidence, and is 

now threatening Contreras with a year behind bars, allegedly for including false information in a CV. 

 

The refusal to take femicide seriously— and women’s rights more generally — also comes straight from 

some of the most powerful players in Peruvian society. 

 

Last year, Maritza García, a member of the hard-right Fujimorista party, was forced to step down as 

president of the Congressional committee on women’s rights after suggesting that “sometimes, without 

thinking, women give the opportunity to men” to kill them. 

 

Meanwhile, Lima’s ultra-conservative Archbishop Juan Luis Cipriani has dismissed the notion that minors 

who become pregnant might be victims of sexual abuse. “The statistics tell us that girls have abortions, but 

it is not because they have abused these girls, but because, often, the woman puts herself [on display] like 

in a shop window, provoking” the men, he said in 2016. 

 

Peru’s last two governments have attempted to address the ingrained cultural sexism by including issues of 

equality in the national curriculum. However, the education ministry has been forced to back down after a 

sustained series of protests, led in part by Cipriani, against what conservative activists have attacked as 

“gender ideology.” 

 

No wonder, perhaps, that Peru also has one of Latin America’s highest rates of domestic violence. One 

report found that 39.5 percent of Peruvian women had experienced physical or sexual violence from their 

partner, including 14.9 percent in the past 12 months, levels second only to Colombia and Bolivia. 

 

Other Latin American countries have been more successful, however, at addressing the problem within 

their education systems. In 2015, Colombia passed a law that now sees schoolchildren studying how 

gender impacts society. 

 

Several other nations in the region have also seen new legislation, sometimes involving novel solutions, 

aimed at prevention. That includes a project in Uruguay in which women deemed at high risk are given 

electronic beepers that send a signal to the police should their abusers, who wear electronic bands, draw 

too close to them. 

 

Yet much remains to be done, starting with better quantifying the problem to allow policy solutions to 

more effectively target it. 

 

Kathleen Taylor, an expert on violence against women with the Latin American and Caribbean office of 

UN Women, the United Nations agency that addresses women’s rights, adds: “We just don’t know the full 

impact [of misogynistic violence] because of the underreporting and misreporting.” 

 

“Many murders are not classified as femicides even though they are. For example, if a woman disappears, 

it is not categorized as femicide. Mexico has some very high levels of women going missing and a lot of 

them could be femicides. But we just don’t know.” 
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As for Agreda, she has at least now been able to wake from an induced coma, reportedly crying and asking 

her family to take her home to Cajamarca, an impossible wish for her right now. 

 

She faces an agonizing rehabilitation expected to take another six months, including several more 

surgeries to allow doctors to place strips of her own skin taken from her back and grown in the lab, on her 

extensive burns. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 UN: peacekeeper killed in CAR 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/peacekeeper-killed-ambush-central-african-

republic-55237681?   

GIST The United Nations says a peacekeeper from Mauritania has been killed in Central African Republic. 

 

A statement says the peacekeeper was killed in an ambush south of Alindao town in the impoverished 

country that since 2013 has faced deadly sectarian violence. 

 

Eight other Mauritanian peacekeepers were wounded Thursday morning in the attack by suspected anti-

Balaka fighters. Five of the peacekeepers are in grave condition. 

 

The statement says the attack occurred as the peacekeepers were escorting a convoy with the mission. 

 

The U.N. mission in Central African Republic is one of the deadliest current peacekeeping missions, with 

63 peacekeepers killed as of the end of April. Three have been killed this year, with more than 40 

wounded. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Russia high-tempo military modernization 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/putin-russia-press-ahead-military-modernization-

55234329?   

GIST President Vladimir Putin says Russia will maintain a high tempo of modernizing its military arsenals this 

year. 

 

Speaking Thursday at a meeting with the top military brass in the southern Russian city of Sochi, Putin 

said the Russian air forces would receive 160 new aircraft this year and the army is to get 500 new 

armored vehicles and artillery systems. 

 

He added the navy would commission 10 warships. 

 

Putin warned military industry leaders that they bear personal responsibility for meeting the new weapons 

procurement targets. Thursday's meeting was the latest in a series of conferences on military issues Putin 

chaired this week at his Black Sea retreat. 

 

The Kremlin has conducted a sweeping military modernization program amid tensions with the West over 

the fighting in Ukraine, Syria and other disputes. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 ACE ending Puerto Rico recovery work 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/corps-leaving-puerto-rico-hurricane-recovery-

unfinished-55252133  

GIST The Army Corps of Engineers is ending its work to rebuild Puerto Rico's electric grid, despite residents' 
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fears that the island's government won't be able to restore power on its own to more than 16,000 people 

who remain blacked out eight months after Hurricane Maria. 

 

The federal agency will keep operating more than 700 generators on the island, including three "mega 

generators" supplementing Puerto Rico's aging and storm-damaged power plants. But on Friday the 

restoration of thousands of miles of downed power lines will be handed back to the U.S. territory's 

bankrupt public utility, the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority, or PREPA. 

 

The Corps took over power restoration efforts in Puerto Rico on Sept. 30 after PREPA failed to call in 

mainland utility companies under a disaster response plan known as mutual aid, in which power 

companies from around the U.S. send staff to help stricken areas.  

 

Puerto Rican officials said 98.86 percent of PREPA's customers had electricity Thursday, but 16,723 

remained without power as the longest blackout in U.S. history continued. 

 

Trump administration officials say a big federal presence is no longer needed to hook up the relatively few 

remaining connections in the often-remote areas where people are still without power. But many people on 

and off the island are dissatisfied by the decision to pull out the Corps without Puerto Rico's power fully 

restored. 

 

"It's not in our culture to walk away from a mission when it hasn't been fully accomplished, but we follow 

orders," Charles Alexander, the Corps' director for contingency operations, told the Senate Energy and 

Natural Resources Committee at a May 8 hearing. 

 

The Corps has operated under the orders of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, which says it 

has deferred to Gov. Ricardo Rossello's requests on the extent and duration of federal assistance to Puerto 

Rico. FEMA on Thursday indefinitely extended the Corps' power generation mission but did not extend 

the grid repair work because Rossello did not request that. 

 

Most of those still without power live in the town of Yabucoa, which was the first place in Puerto Rico 

struck by Hurricane Maria on Sept. 20. 

 

The Corps of Engineers has received more than $2 billion to restore power to Puerto Rico, overseeing 

more than 1,200 personnel on the ground and more than 1,000 contractors, with more than 650 of them 

working directly on distribution and transmission lines. Contractors included Fluor Corp., an Irving, Texas 

company that obtained two contracts worth a total of $1.3 billion. 

 

The Corps helped energize some 80 percent of transmission lines and nearly 90 percent of distribution 

lines across Puerto Rico, erecting more than 52,000 power poles and stringing more than 5,700 miles of 

wire. 

 

Corps contractors planned to work in the northern cities of Arecibo, Bayamon and Caguas and the 

southern city of Ponce through the end of Friday. A group of Corps officials plans to remain in Puerto 

Rico for several weeks to demobilize contractors and hand logistic operations back to FEMA and PREPA. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Venezuela soldiers desert in droves 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/empty-stomachs-drive-venezuela-soldiers-desert-

droves-55252136?   

GIST Not even Venezuela's once-proud military is immune to the oil-rich country's deepening economic crisis of 

food shortages and skyrocketing prices, and while top commanders deny there is any discontent, analysts 

say thousands of soldiers are asking for honorable discharges or deserting their posts by simply walking 

away.  
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Since taking office after the death of Hugo Chavez, his mentor who installed Venezuela's socialist 

administration, President Nicolas Maduro has sought to lock in support from the armed forces by 

pampering troops with outsized bonuses and awarding loyal officers with top government posts. 

 

He is counting on the backing of the military to ride out any turbulent reaction if he is declared the winner 

of Sunday's presidential election, which has been condemned by much of the international community for 

barring some of his leading critics from running. 

 

But as Venezuela quickly goes broke and hyperinflation pulverizes the paychecks of civilians and soldiers 

alike, discontent is penetrating the barracks, raising doubts whether the troops will remain trustworthy as 

their stomachs growl. 

 

On the Caribbean island of Margarita, soldiers in olive green uniforms and rifles slung over their shoulders 

openly wander the market each morning begging merchants for fruits and vegetables. 

 

Even the rations served in military mess halls have dramatically diminished in size and quality. To 

compensate, soldiers are often given leave several hours during the day to hunt for meals off base, several 

told the AP. 

 

Soldiers once made up a privileged class at the height of Venezuela's oil boom under Chavez, who himself 

was a former tank commander. They had access to quality housing, cars and home appliances at 

subsidized prices. 

 

But the largesse has dried up under Maduro, who has tried to compensate by giving top-ranking officers an 

even bigger slice of power. They head nearly half of Venezuela's ministries, including control of the 

primary food-supply program. 

 

Most notably, six months ago Maduro named Maj. Gen. Manuel Quevedo to revive the state-run oil 

company, PDVSA, and its plummeting production though he had no previous experience in the industry. 

 

The 150,000 men and women serving in Venezuela's military are now the lowest paid in Latin America, 

with monthly salaries worth only to $2 to $12, said Rocio San Miguel, a Caracas-based military analyst. 

Base pay for troops in Colombia begins at $75, while soldiers in Mexico earn $300 to start. 

 

Nobody knows exactly how many soldiers have deserted. But San Miguel and other experts say they 

number several thousand. 

 

In addition to the economic strains, many soldiers fear being deployed again to hold back masses of angry 

protesters calling for a new government. Experts say desertions surged in 2017 as the National Guard 

clashed with anti-Maduro protesters almost daily for four months, leaving more than 140 people dead and 

hundreds more injured and arrested. 

 

There has been a spike in court martials. A handful of soldiers and officers were jailed in 2017 on 

suspicion of various crimes, yet 90 have already been arrested so far this year, experts say. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Congo: Ebola outbreak ‘very concerning’ 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/ebola-outbreak-democratic-republic-congo-spreads-large-

city/story?id=55229613&cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST The current Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo has spread from rural areas to a city of 

nearly 1.2 million people, the country's health ministry said Wednesday.  

 

Situated along the Congo River, Mbandaka is a densely populated transit hub at the crossroads of Equateur 

province, the health ministry said, raising fears that the Ebola virus will be easily passed on. Ebola spreads 
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through direct contact with bodily fluids of infected people.  

 

Downstream from Mbandaka is the country's capital, Kinshasa, which is home to roughly 10 million 

people.  

 

"The arrival of Ebola in an urban area is very concerning and WHO and partners are working together to 

rapidly scale up the search for all contacts of the confirmed case in the Mbandaka area," said Matshidiso 

Moeti, the World Health Organization's regional director for Africa. 

 

A new suspected case of Ebola was recorded this week in Wangata, one of the three health zones of 

Mbandaka, the capital of the northwestern Equateur province. Laboratory tests on two samples from 

Wangata confirmed one specimen as positive for Ebola, while the other was negative.  

 

It's the first time in the region's ongoing outbreak that a case has been detected in an urban health zone, 

with all other cases reported in remote, rural areas of Equateur province. And until now, all the confirmed 

cases of Ebola were in Bikoro health zone, some 90 miles south of Mbandaka.  

 

"We are entering a new phase of the Ebola outbreak that is now affecting three health zones, including an 

urban health zone," the Democratic Republic of Congo's Minister of Health Oly Ilunga Kalenga said in a 

statement in French late Wednesday. "Since the announcement of the alert in Mbandaka, our 

epidemiologists are working in the field with community relays to identify people who have been in 

contact with suspected cases."  

 

As of Thursday, a total of 45 cases of hemorrhagic fever had been recorded in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo since the outbreak was announced on May 8. That number includes 14 confirmed cases of Ebola, 

21 probable cases and 10 suspected cases. Health care workers have been among those infected, according 

to the country's health ministry. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Hawaii: new eruption massive ash cloud 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/eruption-kilauea-evacuation-dangerous-ash-

plume/story?id=55201949&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST A powerful but short-lived explosion occurred at the summit of the Kilauea volcano on Hawaii's Big 

Island, producing a massive volcanic cloud, officials said.  

 

The cloud reached 30,000 feet above sea level -- higher than Mount Everest, officials said at a news 

conference.  

 

Staff from the Hawaii Volcanoes National Park were evacuated and officials warned residents in the path 

of the ash plume to shelter in place. Officials later said the ash fall was mostly localized. 

 

Activity may become more explosive at any time, the U.S. Geological Survey said today, "increasing the 

intensity of ash production and producing ballistic projectiles near the vent" within Halemaumau Crater at 

the volcano's summit. 

 

The newest eruption follows a damaging earthquake, dangerous volcanic smog and large lava flows that 

are all threatening Hawaii's Big Island.  

 

Kileaua erupted May 3, and since then, fissures have been steadily cracking open near residential areas. 

Nearly 40 structures have been destroyed, officials said.  

 

Volcanic smog -- known as "vog" -- is now being emitted by the fissures, traveling toward populated areas 

and threatening residents with dangerous sulfur dioxide. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Claim: LA County 211 hotline data exposed 

SOURCE https://www.upguard.com/breaches/la-county-211-hotline  

GIST The UpGuard Cyber Risk Team can now disclose that sensitive data from the Los Angeles County 211 

service, a nonprofit assistance organization described on their website as “the central source for providing 

information and referrals for all health and human services in LA County,” was publicly exposed online. 

 

The contents of the downloadable files include access credentials for those operating the 211 system, 

email addresses for contacts and registered resources of LA County 211, and most troubling, detailed call 

notes. These notes describe the reason for the calls, including personally identifying information for 

people reporting the problem, persons in need, and, where applicable, their reported abusers. Included in 

the more than 3 million rows of call logs are 200,000 rows of detailed notes, including graphic 

descriptions of elder abuse, child abuse, and suicidal distress, raising serious, large-scale privacy concerns. 

In many of these cases, full names, phone numbers, addresses, and even 33,000 instances of full Social 

Security numbers are revealed among the data. 

 

This information was stored in an Amazon AWS S3 bucket configured to be publicly and anonymously 

accessible. Though some of the files in the bucket were not publicly downloadable, those that were 

included Postgres database backups and CSV exports of that data, with hundreds of thousands of rows of 

sensitive personal information. Despite 211’s dedication to preserving the confidentiality of reports, a 

technical misconfiguration - in this case, an inadvertently public cloud storage instance - exposed not only 

email addresses and weakly hashed passwords for LA County 211 employees, but six years of highly 

sensitive call logs regarding some of the most vulnerable people in LA County. 

 

The Discovery 

On March 14th, 2018, the UpGuard Cyber Risk team discovered an Amazon Web Services S3 cloud 

storage bucket located at the subdomain “lacounty.” After initial analysis revealed the sensitive nature of 

the information inside, the team began notification efforts immediately, calling LA County 211 and 

emailing the recommended contact. Ultimately the team's notification efforts culminated in reaching a 

member of information security on April 24, 2018. Our contact at LA County 211 assured us the problem 

would be taken care of, and in less than 24 hours, UpGuard confirmed the bucket itself was no longer 

publicly accessible.  

 

Amazon S3 access rules can be set for both the bucket as a whole and for the files within it. In the case of 

the “lacounty” bucket, permission settings allowed anyone to list the contents; some of the files inside, 

however, had additional rules preventing public users from downloading them. Other files did not and 

were publicly downloadable, including the Postgres database backup and CSV exports containing the call 

records. Such combinations of permissions levels can get convoluted quickly, explaining why 

misconfigurations, like those due to complex security rules, are the leading cause of breaches and outages 

for users of cloud services. 

 

The Contents 

 

Several CSV files found within the bucket contain personal information critical to the operation of the LA 

County 211 service. In “users.csv”, the names, email addresses, and hashed passwords for 384 users were 

exposed, with 153 marked as active. Almost all of the email addresses were at the @211LA.org domain. 

The passwords, while hashed, were done so using the MD5 algorithm— an algorithm that is considered 

weak relative to modern computing power and security standards, and one where many hashes have 

already been broken, compromising the encryption entirely. In the event the encryption was defeated, 

these passwords would not only make 211LA.org accounts vulnerable, but open individuals up to attacks 

on other platforms if they have reused their passwords, as many people do. The other contents of the 

bucket indicate that LA County 211 uses remote desktop applications to administer their resources, 
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meaning that users and passwords compromised from this public file could potentially be used to remotely 

access other systems and gain further data. 

 

However, the bulk of the find is contained in a 1.3GB CSV file titled “t_contact.” This file, exported from 

a Postgres table of the same name, contains a massive amount of PII, including the call notes themselves, 

for over 200,000 calls logged between 2010 and 2016. 

 

Relevant home addresses,  phone numbers, and birth dates were included in many reports, as well as what 

relationship the person reporting the incident had to the person in need. 

 

The Significance 

LA County 211 is frequently cited as a leader in delivering badly needed services to people in need with 

few alternatives, effectively organizing and providing assistance to the citizens it serves. According to 

their website, they “provide over 500,000 people every year with information and referrals to the services 

that best meet their needs.” LA County 211 is a top of the funnel operation, triaging reports to the 

appropriate areas, and assisting people with the sometimes confusing bureaucracy of getting the right help. 

This top of the funnel position means that they cast a wide net when it comes to the data they gather. 

Reports of all types are centralized into a single database. From a functional perspective, this makes sense: 

centralized and standardized technology makes administration and collaboration faster and easier, and 

reduces the overhead of multiple systems.  

 

But from a cyber risk perspective, it means that you are creating a crown jewel— a single asset with nearly 

the value of your entire operation. If this dataset is not carefully handled, the magnitude of exposure is far 

greater than if it occurred at any of the more specialized links down the triage chain. Furthermore, the 

specific work done by 211 adds another layer of sensitivity on top of the normal things digital businesses 

have to worry about, such as user credentials being exploited, or systems being compromised. Those could 

damage the business. But it should be self-evident how the detailed and not-anonymized call records of an 

emergency, crisis, and abuse hotline could be used to hurt any number of individuals involved. There are 

few situations that call for greater confidentiality. 

 

When critical social infrastructure like LA County 211 is placed on top of technological infrastructure, it 

takes on the risks of that technology. For example, the LA County 211 website has a cyber risk score of 

608 out of 950, according to the UpGuard Cloud Scanner, meaning that while some data protection is in 

place, improvements could be made to further harden systems. The public dispersal of the information 

contained in the LA County 211 files could be extremely damaging to those involved, and measures taken 

to protect such information should be equal to those repercussions. The obvious and necessary advantages 

to using centralized databases, cloud hosting, and online storage must be seen alongside the threats they 

pose to the business being conducted with them; not so that such innovations can be avoided, but so that 

the risks can be accounted for upfront and controlled as best as possible. 

 

Any loss of trust in a crisis and abuse reporting system will deter people from using it, removing one of the 

few mechanisms available to people in need. This problem isn’t unique to 211 or to their sector, but a 

problem facing all organizations using cloud technology and internet applications to store and process 

their data. This incident highlights the importance of building a resilient digital ecosystem that can provide 

privacy and reliability as effectively as it does speed and power. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Jihadi content on Facebook, Google+ 

SOURCE https://www.wired.com/story/jihadi-content-still-on-facebook-google/  

GIST Facebook announced this week that algorithms catch 99.5 percent of the terrorism-related content it 

deletes before a single user reports it. Thanks to steadily advancing AI tools, that's an improvement from 

last year, when that figure hovered around 97 percent. But promising as those developments may be, a 

new report by the internet safety nonprofit Digital Citizens Alliance demonstrates how easy it still is to 

find grisly images of dead bodies, calls to jihad, and ISIS and Al Qaeda imagery on both Facebook and 
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Instagram. 

 

The report contains dozens of screenshots of beheadings and terrorist recruitment content linked to 

accounts that, as of this week, remained live on both platforms. It also includes links to even more graphic 

content that lives on Google+, a platform that has largely gone undiscussed amid its parent company 

Alphabet’s overtures about eliminating radical content on both YouTube and Google Search. 

 

"It seems based on everything we know the platforms are stuck in a loop. There’s criticism, promises to 

fix, and it doesn't go away," says Tom Galvin, executive director of the Digital Citizens Alliance, which 

has conducted research on topics like the sale of counterfeit goods and illicit drugs online. 

 

Working with researchers at the Global Intellectual Property Enforcement Center, or GIPEC, the Digital 

Citizens Alliance amassed a trove of evidence documenting terrorist activity on these online platforms. 

The researchers used a combination of machine learning and human vetting to search for suspicious 

keywords and hashtags, then scoured the networks connected to those posts to find more. On Instagram 

and Facebook, they found users sharing copious images of ISIS soldiers posing with the black flag. One 

Instagram account reviewed by WIRED on Tuesday posted a photo of two men being beheaded by 

soldiers in black face masks. By Wednesday, that particular photo had disappeared, but the account, which 

has posted a slew of equally disturbing images including executions and dead bodies strewn on the 

sidewalk, remained live. It's not clear whether the post was deleted by the user or by Instagram. 

 

In many cases, the most hideous photos contained captions with innocuous hashtags in Arabic, including 

#Dads, #Girls, and #Cooking. Below are some of the researchers' more tame discoveries. 

 

On Facebook, the researchers spotted public posts inciting people to violence. One, written in Bangla, 

urges followers to "kill the unbelievers," complete with tips on how to do it, including by motorbike. It 

was posted in November 2016, and remained online this week. 

 

In a statement, a Facebook spokesperson told WIRED, “There is no place for terrorists or content that 

promotes terrorism on Facebook or Instagram, and we remove it as soon as we become aware of it. We 

take this seriously and are committed to making the environment of our platforms safe. We know we can 

do more, and we’ve been making major investments to add more technology and human expertise, as well 

as deepen partnerships to combat this global issue.” 

 

Screenshots taken by WIRED from accounts flagged by the Digital Citizens Alliance.FACEBOOK 

The fact that in some cases individual posts were taken down but the accounts remained up suggests to 

Eric Feinberg, GIPEC's founder, that while Facebook and Instagram may proactively spot millions of 

terrorism-related posts, they're not adequately dealing with the networks connected to those posts. Chasing 

down hashtags has become central to Feinberg's work. A hashtag like #Islamic_country, in Arabic, will 

lead Instagram users down a gruesome and disturbing rabbit hole full of violent imagery. As a result, 

Feinberg says, "We’re finding stuff they're not." 

 

Facebook does try to automatically detect clusters of terrorist accounts and Pages by analyzing a given 

account's friend networks. But, the spokesperson acknowledged, this automation effort is only about a 

year-and-a-half old, and still has "a long way to go." 

 

While Facebook is a much larger platform, the researchers found ample evidence of similar jihadi content 

on Google+, as well, a long-forgotten property that's being abused by terrorists. One especially graphic 

series of images included in the report shows a bearded man in orange staring into a camera in what appear 

to be the last moments of his life. In the next shot, his bloodied, detached head is resting on his own dead 

body. 

 

'We’re not seeing inter-platform collaboration, the way the casinos might catch a card cheat.' 

 

In Alphabet's ongoing fight against terrorist groups on its platforms, it rarely mentions Google+. Like 

Facebook, YouTube has developed technology that automatically deletes terrorist content before users flag 
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it. Today, 98 percent of the content YouTube takes down related to terrorism has been identified by 

algorithms. The company has even been accused of overcorrecting in its quest, removing videos that were 

used for academic and research purposes. YouTube's CEO Susan Wojicki said the company would scale 

up to 10,000 human moderators by the end of this year. And yet, it seems far less attention has been paid 

to cleaning up Google+. Google did not respond to WIRED's request for comment. 

 

"Google+ feels like an abandoned warehouse that ISIS felt was a great place to work," Galvin says. 

 

These disturbing discoveries couldn't come as a surprise to either tech giant. Congress called both 

Facebook and YouTube to testify about this very topic in January. Facebook has also said it will employ 

20,000 safety and security moderators by the end of the year. Meanwhile, the two companies joined with 

Microsoft and Twitter in 2016 to form the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism, a joint effort 

aimed at blocking terrorist content across platforms. The companies submit images and videos along with 

a unique identifying signature that can help other companies identify that same content on their platforms. 

So far, 80,000 images and 8,000 videos have been marked. 

 

Still, a Facebook spokesperson notes that this system only works if the content posted to another platform 

is an exact match. The companies don't currently share any information about who's behind those initial 

posts, either. Galvin views that as a problem. "We’re not seeing inter-platform collaboration, the way the 

casinos might catch a card cheat," he says. Another notable blind spot: While YouTube is part of the 

forum, the broader Google family is not. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Iran’s hacker hierarchy exposed 

SOURCE https://www.informationsecuritybuzz.com/study-research/irans-hacker-hierarchy-exposed/  

GIST Executive Summary 

Since at least 2009, the Islamic Republic of Iran has regularly responded to sanctions or perceived 

provocations by conducting offensive cyber campaigns. The Islamic Republic has historically preferred to 

use proxies or front organizations both in physical conflict — Hezbollah against Israel and Yemen rebels 

against Saudi Arabia — and cyberattacks to achieve its policy goals. 

 

Currently, Iran faces the prospect of negative economic impact via renewed sanctions. On May 8, 2018 

President Trump announced that the United States would not renew the waivers on sanctions against Iran.  

 

The U.S. will instead impose additional economic penalties, the combination of which amounts to a de 

facto U.S. withdrawal from the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) (commonly referred to 

as the “Iran nuclear deal”). 

 

We assess, based on Iran’s previous reactions to economic pressure, that with President Trump’s exit from 

the JCPOA, Iran is likely to respond by launching cyberattacks on Western businesses within months, if 

not faster. Judging from historical patterns, the businesses likely to be at greatest risk are in many of the 

same sectors that were victimized by Iranian cyberattacks between 2012 and 2014 and include banks and 

financial services, government departments, critical infrastructure providers, and oil and energy. 

 

Key Judgments 

• The Islamic Republic has abandoned its typically deliberate and methodical approach to cyber 

operations on only two known occasions, in 2012 and in 2014, when a quick reactionary response 

was required. We assess that when Iranian cyber operators respond to the U.S. withdrawal from 

the JCPOA that the operations will be staffed and executed by capable, but less trusted 

contractors. 

• Further, we assess that staffing these operations with less trusted contractors could result in a 

scenario where the Islamic Republic has difficulty controlling the scope and scale of the 

destructive cyberattacks once they have begun. 

• Iranian cyber operations are administered via a tiered approach, where an ideologically and 
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politically trusted group of middle managers translate intelligence priorities into segmented cyber 

tasks which are then bid out to multiple contractors. This creates a quasi-capitalistic system that 

pits contractors against each other for influence with the Iranian government. 

• The Islamic Republic operates with embedded paranoia, where ultimately, no one can be trusted. 

The situation creates unique trade-offs in Iran’s government-sanctioned offensive cyber 

campaigns; individuals with demonstrated adherence to the government’s ideology and 

individuals with the greatest offensive cyber skills are almost always mutually exclusive. 

• Based on our source’s conversations with other hackers in Iran, there are over 50 estimated 

contractors vying for Iranian government-sponsored offensive cyber projects. Only the best 

individuals or teams succeed, are paid, and remain in business. 

• Insikt Group analyzed internet traffic relating to various institutes affiliated with the Iranian cyber 

ecosystem from March 1, 2018 to April 30, 2018. As this is the first profiling of Iranian internet 

activity for these institutes, we cannot determine whether the suspicious activity we analyzed was 

in preparation of the U.S. announcement. 

• According to Insikt Group’s source, to find and retain the best offensive cyber talent, Iranian 

government contractors are forced to mine closed-trust communities. The links between the 

forums and contractors may illustrate that the trust communities begin with the Iranian security 

forums. 

  

The History of Iranian Geopolitical Response and the Nuclear Agreement Decision 

  
Editor’s Note: Where applicable, information in this section was provided by a former Iranian hacker with 

direct access to the information provided. Based on additional corroboration, we assess high confidence 

in this information. We refer to this individual as “Insikt Group’s source” in other sections where their 

information is cited. 

 

Since 1979, Iran’s reactions to perceived Middle Eastern adversaries’ foreign policy has been a study in 

the use of proxies. Specifically, Israel, Saudi Arabia, United States, and Iraq have been frequent targets of 

Iranian-funded military actions, most recently through Houthi rebels in Yemen, and Hezbollah everywhere 

else. 

 

Since 2009, Iran has developed proxies in the cyber domain to partially obfuscate government fingerprints 

from foreign attacks. Subsequent to starting a cyber operations program in 2009, the Iranian government 

had an immediate need to use the program in the fall of 2012 after U.S. President Obama imposed severe 

financial sanctions on Iran, including removing Iran from the SWIFT money transfer system. 

 

According to Insikt Group’s source, the Iranian government authorized denial-of-service attacks on 

America’s largest financial services companies as an immediate response to the sanctions in a campaign 

dubbed Operation Ababil. A quick response was top priority, so time and planning were forgone luxuries 

for the Iranian government. Instead, the Iranian government opted for speed and the most capable actors, 

regardless of demonstrated ideology. 

 

Similarly, a year later in the fall of 2013, Sheldon Adelson (the CEO of Sands Corporation) publicly 

suggested that the United States should attack Iran with an atomic weapon. In February 2014,Iran 

launched a destructive attack on the Sands Las Vegas Corporation that caused significant network damage. 

This was the second public Iranian attack campaign on an American business, where the response called 

for speed over time and preparation. 

 

The Iranian attacks in 2012 and 2014 were in contrast to the relatively slow and methodical work of APT 

33 (Intel Card), APT 34 (Intel Card), and APT 35 (Intel Card), developing custom malware, targeting data 

exfiltration from strategic intelligence targets such as U.S. military contractors, Middle East energy 

companies, and university research networks. 

 

Building a National Capability — History and Relationships Between Proxies 
The Iranian Revolution replaced the Persian monarchy and transitioned the Shah’s power to the Islamic 

Republic, led by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. Loyalty to the resulting theocracy was defined by 
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alignment to the Supreme Leader’s moral precepts. 

 

The new leaders of Iran also established an intelligence and security organization, the Islamic 

Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), “charged with defending the Islamic Republic against internal and 

external threats.” Currently, the IRGC is Iran’s premier security organization and possesses an army, navy, 

and air force, and manages “Iran’s ballistic missile arsenal and irregular warfare operations through its 

elite Quds Force and proxies such as Hezbollah.” 

 

The IRGC has a vast domestic information security and monitoring mandate, as well as broad foreign 

mission, and has been linked to cyberattacks against Western institutions since at least 2011. 

 

According to Insikt Group’s source, during the 2009 Green Revolution, Gerdab.ir emerged as the IRGC’s 

domestic hacking group tasked with targeting opposition news websites and individuals considered 

immoral by the regime. Iranian hackers targeting Iranian government resources (one example was defacing 

Khamanei.ir) were identified by Gerdab and imprisoned. Gerdab continues to act as the Iranian 

government’s internal censor. 

 

Following the Green Revolution, the Iranian government considered adding a formal offensive cyber 

component to its existing intelligence apparatus, and was forced to address a personnel problem. Iran 

needed a talented, but politically and religiously reliable workforce. Stuxnet and scientist 

assassinations reminded Iran of the efficacy of Mossad and CIA programs, and according to Insikt 

Group’s source, fervent religious ideology was the only way to demonstrate loyalty and build trust. 

The emergence of the Iranian Cyber Army (ICA) as an extension of the IRGC was an initial attempt by the 

Islamic Republic at conducting internationally focused operations. These operations were a departure from 

Gerdab’s focus on maintaining domestic moral values and defending government rhetoric. In 2011, the 

IRGC’s ICA formed the foundation of the Khaybar Center for Information Technology. According to 

a former IRGC cyber commander, the Khaybar Center was established in 2011 and has been linked to a 

number of attacks against the United States, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey. 

 

Even today, the balance between ideology and cyber skills remains problematic. One example of the 

conflict between ideology and skill was Mohammad Hussein Tajik, a former cyber commander within the 

IRGC. According to Insikt Group’s source, Tajik’s father maintained a strong religious background and 

was a veteran of Iran’s ministry of intelligence. Yet Tajik was arrested and killed because the Iranian 

government feared that Tajik was not ideologically aligned and posed a betrayal and flight risk. 

 

Following the Green Revolution, Iran’s government needed to quickly improve its cyber capabilities, but 

according to Insikt Group’s source, the talent was primarily young and focused on financial benefits. This 

motivation bred government mistrust, as the Islamic Republic feared that the financially motivated could 

be bought by foreign intelligence services. Additionally, many of the original Iranian hackers responsible 

for mass defacements hated authority and lacked the discipline necessary for government work. 

 

According to Insikt Group’s source, the government answer was a tiered approach, with a network of 

people unofficially associated with the IRGC and Iranian government — a type of ideologically aligned 

middle management — that were loyal to the regime and demonstrated sufficient religious commitment.  

 

This middle tier translated intelligence priorities into segmented cyber tasks which were then bid out to 

multiple contractors. Sometimes the contractors would compete with each other, sometimes they would 

work together, but payment was only made once the objective was completed. The result was (and 

presently remains) a quasi-capitalistic system that pitted contractors against each other for influence with 

the Iranian government. 

 

In the Islamic Republic, influence can lead to security and wealth, but it can also lead to a false sense of 

security (no one is above being imprisoned and questioned at any given time). Thus, contractors must 

learn to play the game — enough surface-level adherence to the regime’s ideology — to gain temporary 

reprieves from suspicion long enough to be given contracted work. To the Iranian government, ideology is 

more important than skills. Deep belief in the Ayatollah’s precepts and the government’s goals helps to 
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avoid defections and traitors. 

 

Today, based on ongoing contact between Insikt Group’s source and Iranian hackers, it is estimated that 

there are over 50 organizations vying for government-sponsored offensive cyber projects. Only the best 

teams succeed, are paid, and remain in business. The government does its best to compartmentalize — one 

job might be creating a remote code exploit (RCE) for a popular software application, while another job 

might be using the RCE and establishing persistent unauthorized access. Two different contractors (or 

more) are typically required to complete the government-defined objective. 

 

Public knowledge has also established that Iranian academic institutions play a contractor-like role. 

Specific examples include Shahid Beheshti University (SBU) and the Imam Hossein University (IHU), 

which have comprehensive science and technology departments attracting some of the best academic 

talent in Iran. In fact, the SBU has a specific cyberspace research institute dedicated to such matters. 

The IHU has strong ties to the Iranian government; it was founded by the IRGC and was extensively 

reported as being responsible for conducting attacks in 2014 and 2015. 

 

As the Mabna Institute indictments highlight, despite the lifting of sanctions and an appetite to re-engage 

with the international community, Iran has continued a subversive and aggressive global cyber operations 

campaign. This ongoing campaign, which targets universities for scientific and technological intellectual 

property theft, demonstrates a fundamental lack of trust in the international agreements, including the Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).  

  

Relationship Between the Iranian Government, Contractors, and Security Forums 
 Clearsky, FireEye, Symantec, and PhishLabs have all performed significant research on Iranian nation-

state-sponsored campaigns that provide historical insight into technical capabilities and relationships 

between the Iranian government and contractors. 

 

The work of the aforementioned security companies and recent U.S. Department of Justice 

indictments provides consistent evidence that Iranian government-sponsored offensive campaigns are 

executed by contractors. 

 

FireEye disclosed that the Nasr Institute was an APT 33 contractor in an operation that used publicly 

available backdoors and remote access trojans. The handle “xman_1365_x” (self-identified on security 

forums as Mahdi Honarvar) was found by FireEye in malware artifacts, which open sources linked to the 

Nasr Institute. Previously, Nasr Institute had been associated with Operation Ababil’s distributed denial-

of-service attacks against American banks, an organization which a U.S. Department of 

Justice indictment confirms had been hired to build attack infrastructure by the Iranian government. 

 

The actor xman_1365_x was then linked to a security company called Kavosh Security via OSINT by Iran 

Cyber News Agency. The actor was linked to a destructive operation, which 

used NewsBeef and StoneDrill malware families. According to Kaspersky, the latter data wiping operation 

targeted sectors across Saudi Arabia and Europe. 

 

Command and control (C2) domains used by StoneDrill and NewsBeef in Kaspersky’s findings were 

found to share an SSL certificate, which surfaced an additional three domains in research by the Iran 

Cyber News Agency. WHOIS information was then connected via open sources to Imam Hossein 

University (IHU). IHU was named in sanctions by the U.S. Treasury “for providing, or attempting to 

provide technological, or other support for and services in support of the IRGC.” 

 

Additional publicly known Iranian contractors include ITSecTeam (ITSEC) and Mersad Company, also 

linked to Operation Ababil. 

 

The links between the Iranian government and contractors are well documented; however, the identity of 

specific groups and individuals within the Iranian government and IRGC responsible for offensive cyber 

campaigns is murky, as is the relationship between contractors and security forums. 
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Yet, our research and analysis suggest that Iranian security forums may play a role in staffing and 

knowledge sharing for Iranian contractors. First, FireEye referenced the publicly available ALFA TEaM 

Shell in APT33 spear phishing email campaigns. The ALFA Shell is discussed in multiple web locations, 

including Ashiyane and Iranian Dark Coders Team Forum. 

 

Second, xman_1365_x created an Ashiyane profile on August 8, 2010, allegedly not long after Ashiyane 

temporarily became the primary security forum in Iran, following Behrooz Kamalian’s (Intel Card) visit to 

prominent cleric, Ayatollah Naser Makarem Shirazi. 

 

Finally, according to Insikt Group’s source, Iranian contractor ITSEC specifically employed hackers from 

the respective online forums Simorgh and Delta Security. Further, Hossein Asgari, a self-proclaimed 

Iranian hacker, managed the Simorgh forum and worked with his father, who was employed by the IRGC. 

 

According to Insikt Group’s source, to find and retain the best offensive cyber talent, Iranian government 

contractors are forced to mine closed-trust communities. The links between the forums and contractors 

may illustrate that the trust communities begin with the Iranian security forums. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Cyberattacks on supply chains rising 

SOURCE https://www.supplychaindigital.com/scm/cyber-attacks-supply-chains-significantly-2017  

GIST 2017 saw a worrying increase in ransomware and other cyberattacks targeting the supply chain, with the 

business and professional services sector receiving a significant increase of attacks, particularly in the 

EMEA region, which saw 20% of all attacks targeting this sector. 

 

This is according to Dimension Data that today published its Executive Guide to the NTT Security 2018 

Global Threat Intelligence Report. 

 

 The businesses and professional services sector received 10% of global ransomware attacks, the third 

most targeted industry (up from sixth position in 2016), behind finance and technology. It also ranked 

third in the Americas (9%) and was the most vulnerable sector in EMEA, receiving 20% of all attacks. 

 

 As ransomware-related outsourced incident response engagements against financial institutions declined 

(a drop from 22% in 2016 to 5% last year), the business and professional services supply chain has clearly 

become a prime target for trade secrets and intellectual property theft, potentially exposing customer and 

business partner data. 

 

Despite the drop in outsourced incident response engagements, the finance sector remains the number one 

target for cyber criminals who carry out regular reconnaissance to spot potential infrastructure and 

application vulnerabilities.  

 

Mark Thomas, Dimension Data’s Group CTO for Cybersecurity said, “There are numerous moving parts 

to supply chains and outsourcing companies, which often run on disparate and out-dated network 

infrastructures, making them easy prey to cyber threat actors. 

 

“Service providers and outsourcers are also a prime target, due to their trade secrets and intellectual 

property. Businesses need to wise-up to the very real threats against them and ensure all aspects of their 

operations are robustly and securely protected.” 

 

Technology was the second most cyber-attacked industry in 2017, with a 19% attack volume, with 

business and professional services moving to third place. Interestingly, attacks on the government sector 

last year dropped to 5% from 9% in 2016. 

 

In 2017, there was a massive 350% rise in ransomware, representing 7% of all global malware attacks (up 

from 1% in 2016), and is set to continue due to the popularity of cyber adversary campaigns. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Railway systems as next big target? 

SOURCE http://www.businessinsider.com/cyber-attacks-targeting-railway-systems-next-2018-5?r=UK&IR=T  

GIST In early May of last year, the world was rocked by the WannaCry cyber attack, which affected more than 

200,000 victims and spread to over 150 countries. Computers had essentially been taken hostage by 

ransomware, and users were asked to pay up in the form of bitcoin. 

 

Law enforcement agencies, health services, telecommunication networks, universities, businesses, and 

railway systems were all affected by the attack. Estimates of the total damage ranged from hundreds of 

millions to billions of dollars. 

 

While a fluke in the coding allowed the attack to be stopped in a matter of days, the ordeal was a prescient 

reminder that cyber attacks don't merely stay in the virtual world — they can have real, and potentially 

devastating consequences in the physical world. 

 

Particularly when hackers begin targeting vital systems. 

 

"The next kind of attacks we will see will target critical infrastructure in the form of electrical networks, 

water companies, and other transportation systems," Amir Levintal, former director of the Israel Defense 

Forces' cyber research and development unit and CEO of cybersecurity firm Cylus, told Business Insider. 

 

But railway networks are particularly at risk because rail companies often operate with modern 

technological components but archaic physical components. That disconnect, Levintal said, leaves their 

systems vulnerable to hacking. 

 

Modern command centers use wireless connections to control activities, like monitoring train speeds or 

regulating traffic signals. It's these types of wireless signals can expose a network's vulnerabilities and 

leave the infrastructure wide open for attack. 

 

"Some train networks use Wi-Fi connections to control critical components of the train, like brakes and 

doors. Attackers can find ways to access the wireless network to send commands to those components and 

change the behavior of the train," Levintal said. 

 

"Once attackers succeed in breaching a network to gather information, they can attack the physical 

elements of the network," he said. 

 

Hackers, Levintal said, "might change the controls on the train or could even access commands in order to 

derail the train. These kinds of attacks are probable, and once a system is breached it's just a matter of 

deciding what commands a malicious actor wants to send." 

 

The scenario isn't that far-fetched. In the WannaCry attacks, Germany's rail network, Deutsche Bahn, was 

incapacitated by its ticketing and information systems going down. 

 

Yet hackers don't need to rely on obvious flaws within a major railway system. 

 

"Attackers can find one company that is not secure, access its tools and software, and find similarities in 

other components in other countries and companies, allowing them to attack more 'secure' companies," 

Levintal said. 

 

The key to preventing future attacks, Levintal said, is protecting the physical components. 

 

"We must converge old and new technologies and close a complicated security gap," Levintal said. 
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"We can no longer think that attacks like these won't happen in the future. Rail networks are huge, 

complex and connected. It's easier than ever to find ways to get into the systems." 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Election attack smokescreen for hack 

SOURCE https://www.knoxnews.com/story/news/local/2018/05/17/knox-county-election-cyberattack-

smokescreen-another-attack/620921002/  

GIST Knox County IT director Dick Moran and county IT staff were ready for Election Day and the higher 

amounts of traffic that would undoubtedly come to the county election commission website with former 

WWE wrestler, Glenn Jacobs, on the Republican ballot. 

 

At 7:50 p.m. Moran instructed the website be checked to make sure the early voting results could be 

posted when the polls closed 10 minutes later. Everything checked out. Everything was working. 

 

Seven minutes after his request, Knox County's election commission website was attacked and the results, 

although not impacted by the attack, wouldn’t be displayed until nearly 9 p.m., sowing more chaos into an 

already energetic and unpredictable night. 

 

All of the disruption, it has been determined since, was an effort to distract the county while another, 

simultaneous attack was happening behind the scenes accessing county information, according to Moran 

and Deputy IT Director David Ball. 

 

A smokescreen 

The original and much less hidden cyberattack, a distributed-denial-of-service attack, was an attempt to 

overload the county server's capacity with high internet traffic. It worked. 

 

The internet protocol addresses - unique numbers that identify individual web portals - tied to the 

cyberattack spanned every continent but Antarctica, 65 countries in all. 

 

The attack worked by tying up space in the server. A request came to the server, the server accepted it and 

sent a message back to the requester. By this time, the request had ended and another request had been 

made from a different IP address, but the server was still waiting on a response from the original request. 

 

“That’s one way these DDOS attacks work,” Ball said. “You tie up all of the available connections within 

the web server with something that will make it time out … we were seeing them in the thousands and 

thousands. 

 

“The (hackers) don’t want everything knocked down to where they can’t get in,” he said. “They just want 

to have something that ties you up.” 

 

All of this was enough to shut down the site. 

 

Screens in the Knox County Republican Party's suite at the downtown Crowne Plaza hotel showed nothing 

but the message, "Service Unavailable." 

 

Elections results, however, were not affected. 

 

Election officials gather data at each polling station and hand-carry the memory cards from voting 

machines to the election commission to be totaled on computers that can't access the Internet. 

 

Elaborate hack 

By Wednesday, Sword & Shield Enterprise Security, a Knox County-based IT security firm, was busy 

dissecting the attack. The firm charges $250 an hour and within a day had a good grasp on what had 

happened. 
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It wasn’t until the following Monday, May 7, six days after the attack, that Sword and Shield became 

aware of the other attack, Ball said. 

 

“It took (Sword & Shield) until Monday to find this because you only had four or five malicious things 

going on between millions of kinds of errors.” 

 

The attackers had hacked into a county server and looked around. No personal or confidential information 

was in the server, only publicly available information like court dockets, Moran said. 

 

“It was not an attempt to actually change any data or put anything onto our servers; it was an attempt to 

take things off of our servers, to read what was there … they were looking to get things, not give things,” 

Ball said. 

 

Ball said the original DDOS attack wasn’t overly impressive, the county has had DDOS attacks before. 

The background attack, however, was more sophisticated, he said. 

 

Once Sword and Shield found the other attack, they performed, with the county’s permission, a similar 

attack to see if they could replicate it. They, too, were successful. 

 

“They (did it) and brought us right to our knees (even) with all of the resources we had,” Moran said. 

 

With that, Sword and Shield knew what happened and how it happened and the two worked to patch up 

the county’s system to prevent another breach. 

 

Moran said the hole has been plugged. 

 

What’s next? 

Law enforcement officials from the Department of Homeland Security and the FBI, both the Knoxville 

regional office and the headquarters in Washington, D.C., are investigating the attack. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Cutting thru Privacy Policy gibberish 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/privacy-policies-flooding-your-inbox-how-to-cut-through-the-

gibberish-1526565342  

GIST This policy applies to all operations of the Service. Our lawyers said so. We may refer to the Company as 

“we,” “us,” or “our”... because companies have feelings, too. Thereto whilst we hope you are 

discouraged from reading this legalese, henceforth you expressly consent to the collection, use, and 

disclosure of all your personal information, defined as that which defines you. 

 

If you’ve ever read a privacy policy (you probably haven’t), it has required a law degree and the focus of 

an anesthesiologist. But that’s changing—well, sort of. 

 

On May 25, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) goes into effect. As a 

result, companies are updating their data security and privacy rules—often even outside of Europe. Hence 

the emails you’ve been getting from every app, service or operating system you’ve ever used. 

 

In addition to requiring that companies provide greater data controls and transparency, GDPR requires 

those privacy policies be “concise, easily accessible and easy to understand.” They also need to be written 

in “clear and plain language.” (Ironically, that’s found on page 11 of the 88-page official document.) 

 

I rounded up 35 privacy policies for the services, apps and operating systems I use on a fairly regular 

basis. The ones revised to meet the GDPR requirements are, in fact, written in a language humans can 

understand. But they’re longer. Much longer. 
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Take Twitter . The old version was around 3,800 words. It’s now around 8,890. (By comparison, this 

column is typically around 1,000 words.) 

 

So... Many... Words... 

Companies that sell targeted ads are rewriting privacy policies to be clearer—but not shorter. 

 

Why longer? GDPR requires companies to detail more about where your data is going. If a service is ad-

supported, your data is going lots o’ places. Turns out, explaining these often-shady practices isn’t easy. 

 

Are you really going to read policies that stretch the length of a football field? (Seriously, 35 printed 

policies can score a touchdown—just watch the video.) No, but you can’t continue to be blind to what 

these companies are doing and keep clicking “accept,” either. 

 

So here’s the trade: Read my next 500-or-so words now on how to quickly dissect a privacy policy, and 

save yourself from reading millions of words in the future. I’ll even show you how to get out of some 

unnecessarily intrusive stuff without quitting the service altogether. 

 

Learn the outline 

Privacy policies tend to have a formula: 

 

Part 1: Company tells you what data is collected. This tends to be info you give them, info they collect 

when you use the service and info from third parties. Facebook even collects “mouse movements.” 

 

Part 2: Company tells you why it needs that data and which other companies may get to access it. 

Snapchat, for instance, says it will “provide you with an amazing set of products and services that we 

relentlessly improve.” (Apparently, GDPR doesn’t require humility.) 

 

Part 3: Company tells you what controls—if any—are in place to limit abuse of the data. As LinkedIn 

helpfully reminds us, “we offer you choices regarding personalized ads, but you cannot opt-out of seeing 

other ads.” 

 

It has become so boilerplate that robots can read it for you. A tool called Polisis, from data scientists at 

Switzerland’s Federal Institute of Technology and others, uses machine learning to read the policy and 

organize what it says into a graphic flow chart, all in under a minute. Hover over different areas to see the 

original text from the policy in context. I urge you to try it, at least for the big ones like Facebook and 

Google. 

 

You should also open the policies themselves and skim the headlines. Many of the revised policies have 

bold summaries—some even have videos. Welcome to 2010! 

 

Search the terms 

The stuff you’ll really want to know is hiding in the crowds of sentences and is just a Ctrl + F away from 

possibly freaking you out. Experts suggest searching the mass of text for the following keywords: 

 

“Third parties.” How is your data shared with outside developers and marketers? What data is acquired by 

third parties? About 900 words in, Facebook reveals that it receives “information about your online and 

offline actions and purchases from third-party data providers.” 

 

“Retain” or “store.” How long is your data retained or stored by the company, and why? Turns out Google 

keeps most of your stuff for a very long time. But don’t worry, there’s a cheery video explaining how and 

why—and that section also tells you how to delete a lot of it. 

 

 

“Children.” Most policies confirm that 13 is the age when children can set up their own accounts, but 

some policies, often from games, make exceptions and give parents more controls. 
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“Delete.” Can you delete your data and/or take it with you? GDPR’s “the right to be forgotten” regulation 

requires this to be an option to those in the EU. 

 

Adjust the settings 

Maybe you like so-called interest-based ads—search for nail salon, nail-clipper ad pops up—but maybe 

you’d change your mind if you realized how much of your information is required to power them.  

 

Either way, it’s important to have control over what the company gets to use, so do yourself a favor and 

search “settings” or “opt-out.” 

 

I was quickly able to activate a bunch of new advertising controls LinkedIn has put in place. A number of 

apps that use Google’s advertising platform, including Sonos and Runkeeper, provide links to opt out of 

the search giant’s massive web-tracking program. Facebook and Instagram vaguely refer to their settings, 

but don’t tell you how to locate specific controls. It’s like simply directing someone to a cockpit to fly a 

plane. 

 

The real utility of these policies should be to allow us to pull the levers on the data we do or don’t want to 

share. 

 

As we await more and better controls, here’s the TL;DR (too long; didn’t read) version: Read the 

headlines and search the keywords. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Bitcoin wannabes w/hallmarks of fraud 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/buyer-beware-hundreds-of-bitcoin-wannabes-show-hallmarks-of-

fraud-1526573115  

GIST Hundreds of technology firms raising money in the fevered market for cryptocurrencies are using 

deceptive or even fraudulent tactics to lure investors. 

 

In a review of documents produced for 1,450 digital coin offerings, The Wall Street Journal has found 271 

with red flags that include plagiarized investor documents, promises of guaranteed returns and missing or 

fake executive teams. 

 

“Jeremy Boker” is listed as a co-founder of Denaro, an online-payment project. In investor documents for 

a public offering in March, which claimed to have raised $8.3 million, Mr. Boker boasted of his 

cryptocurrency startup’s “powerhouse” team. In his biography, he noted a “respectable history of happy 

clients” in consulting before he launched Denaro. 

 

In fact, Mr. Boker’s bio image was a stock photo, there is no evidence he exists and the rest of his team 

appears to be fictional, except for two freelancers who said they were paid by people unknown to them to 

market the project, the Journal found. 

 

The principals behind Denaro couldn’t be identified and attempts to reach the company went unanswered. 

The real person whose image was repurposed as Mr. Boker’s turns out to be Jenish Mirani, a banker in 

Poland. Mr. Mirani, who had posted the photo on his personal website, said “it was really shocking” to 

find out about its afterlife. 

 

Investors have poured more than $1 billion into the 271 coin offerings where the Journal identified red 

flags, according to a review of company statements and online transaction records—nearly one in five of 

those reviewed. Some of the firms are still raising funds, while others have shut down. Investors have so 

far claimed losses of up to $273 million in these projects, according to lawsuits and regulatory actions. 

 

Companies use coin offerings to raise funds by selling their own digital currency. Led by the bitcoin fever, 
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the 1,450 projects analyzed by the Journal—a number believed to encompass most of those aimed at an 

English-speaking audience since 2014—say they have raised at least $5 billion. Since 2017, cryptocoin 

offerings have generated more than $9 billion in proceeds globally, according to research and data firm 

Satis Group. 

 

Recently, the Securities and Exchange Commission issued warnings to investors that many deals in the 

booming private market for cryptocurrencies could be violating securities laws, and on Wednesday 

launched a website touting a fake coin offering as an example of what to avoid. 

 

Since December the agency has filed civil charges against companies and individuals in four separate 

cases involving initial coin offerings, known as ICOs. At least a dozen companies put their offerings on 

hold after the agency raised questions, an SEC official said in February. 

 

At the heart of most coin offerings is a company’s “white paper,” a document that typically details mission 

statements, team biographies and the technical specifics of a project. 

 

Of the 1,450 white papers downloaded from three popular websites that track coin offerings, the Journal 

found 111 that repeated entire sections word-for-word from other white papers. The copied language 

included descriptions of marketing plans, security issues and even distinct technical features such as how 

other programmers can interact with their database. 

 

At least 121 of the projects didn’t disclose the name of a single employee and several of them listed team 

members who either didn’t appear to exist, as with Denaro, or were real people who said their identities 

were being used without their knowledge. 

 

The Journal also identified more than two dozen companies that promised investors financial rewards 

without any risk—something the SEC prohibits. These white papers went as far as pledging weekly 

payouts or doubled returns. The SEC has recently taken action against ICOs making such guarantees, 

including PlexCorps, which raised as much as $15 million by promising a 1,354% profit in less than a 

month. In December, the agency obtained a court order freezing the company’s assets. 

 

PlexCorps didn’t respond to emails seeking comment. On April 23, somebody posted a statement on the 

company’s Facebook page saying that “the PlexCoin project is not dead, it is simply on hold because some 

court orders prevent us from continuing the development of the project for the moment.” 

 

Interest in bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies exploded as a frenzied rally pushed coin prices to all-time 

highs late last year. Now reality has set in for many in the industry as regulators step up their scrutiny and 

issue warnings to investors about fraud in the lightly policed market. 

 

Unlike public offerings, ICOs generally happen outside the strict framework of regulation and don’t 

require filing much official paperwork, if any. That leaves it to investors to do a lot of the detective work 

about what’s real and what’s not. 

 

Copied language, the absence of named employees and promised high returns are “warning signs for 

investors,” said Bradley Bennett, a former enforcement chief at the Financial Industry Regulatory 

Authority. 

 

“There are going to be some legitimate players that emerge from this but it’s going to be a handful—a lot 

of it looks like penny-stock fraud with lower barriers to entry,” Mr. Bennett, now a partner at law firm 

Baker Botts LLP, said of the broader coin market. 

 

To feed the growing market, ranks of freelancers have sprouted up to write white papers for as little as 

$100. 

 

At least five projects filled out their white papers or websites with executive images pulled directly from 

online stock photography or other sites, the Journal found. 
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Among the most extreme was investment startup Premium Trade. The images for its five-member 

executive team were simultaneously being used on nearly 500 unrelated websites: Premium’s co-founder 

Andrew Ravitsky was also “Dr. John Watsan,” in an online cardiology course. 

 

Premium Trade didn’t respond to several requests for comment and Messrs. Ravitsky and Watsan weren’t 

reachable, if in fact they exist. 

 

LoopX, which began soliciting money last year, vowed to build “the most advanced” trading platform in 

the cryptocurrency market. The company didn’t name any team members or detail how the platform would 

be built. Its white paper featured several key entries identical to another coin project’s. 

 

“Along this journey, we found great partners and mentors who were strongly committed and excited to 

work with the ever-progressing vision of LoopX,” the company wrote in one of several passages identical 

to those in an earlier online payment startup called UTrust. 

 

After claiming to raise $4.5 million, LoopX disappeared from the internet in early February. Its website is 

now down and its Twitter account features a single message linking to a news article alleging the founder 

or founders ran off with the money. LoopX couldn’t be reached for comment. 

 

When contacted by the Journal, Swiss-based UTrust’s CEO, Nuno Correia, said he was aware his white 

paper had been plagiarized but didn’t think there was anything to be done about it. 

 

“We get a lot copies of our white paper,” Mr. Correia said. “My picture, my description, my team, even 

our website was copied.” 

 

Seven other coin offerings also featured passages that appeared earlier in UTrust’s white paper. 

 

Along with Mr. Correia’s biography, the Journal found lawyers in California, an escrow agent based in 

Ukraine and the co-owner of a media company whose identities had been hijacked in order to lend 

credibility to a range of cryptocurrency projects involving education, e-commerce and crypto mining. 

 

“I’m a little creeped out by the whole thing,” said Amanda Gavin, co-owner of a media production 

company in San Francisco, whose image and name were taken from her LinkedIn page and used for a coin 

offering she had never heard of called Pixiu. 

 

Pixiu didn’t respond to several requests for comment via email and social media. 

 

At least four coin promoters have been sued by investors seeking to start class-action cases. During its 

2017 offering, Paragon Coin raised more than $70 million, according to a lawsuit filed in a California 

federal court alleging the business was an “overly ambitious, vague, and impractical” venture to raise 

funds to purchase real estate. 

 

Paragon, founded by a Russian internet entrepreneur named Egor Lavrov and his wife, Jessica VerSteeg, 

promises to “connect the cannabis industry through the blockchain,” according to the company’s white 

paper. This July, the company plans to open a co-working space in Los Angeles paid for “exclusively in 

cryptocurrency,” according to the company’s website. 

 

“Paragon is dedicated to staying compliant with all applicable laws, and endeavored to do so throughout 

the entire ICO process,” said Ms. VerSteeg, who was the 2014 Miss Iowa United States and is currently 

Paragon’s chief executive, in a statement provided by the company. “Paragon holds itself to a high 

standard of compliance with our token holders and will continue to do so as it moves forward.” Mr. 

Lavrov couldn’t be reached. 

 

After the coin offering for Denaro closed in March, the entity’s website went dark and investors are now 

alleging on social media that the founders ran off with millions. 
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Daniel Armstrong, who said he worked for Denaro as a freelancer through February, proofreading 

company literature, now believes the startup was run by Lithuanians, based on evidence he saw from 

payment details, documents he edited and a message posted to Slack by one of the founders written in 

another language. 

 

“I did some marketing text for them,” Mr. Armstrong said. “When they sent it to me it was terrible and 

written by a non-native writer.” 

 

Denaro didn’t die entirely. An offering for a new payment system recently emerged called Pluto Coin with 

a similar website and an identical white paper. Half of the Denaro team members had also been recycled 

for Pluto Coin, including an image of Mr. Boker, which appears in coding for the website but isn’t visible 

to casual viewers. He has been renamed “Ivan Denver.” 

 

So far, Pluto Coin claims on its website to have collected at least $10 million from investors. It couldn’t be 

reached for comment. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Experts: US lacks policy deter cybercrime 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/us-lacks-policy-to-deter-cyber/  

GIST Key stakeholders in government and private industry experts gathered today in Washington D.C. to talk 

with Bloomberg News investigative reporter, Michael Riley about The Future of Cybersecurity: Risk and 

Resilience Across Critical Infrastructure. 

 

The discussion was also streamed live and included a panel of four cybersecurity experts who weighed in 

on the government's role in protecting private industry from cyber-attacks. Alarmingly, most of the 

discussion confirmed a high level of distrust for the government. Members of the private sector don't feel 

the government would protect them if they were attacked. 

 

Scott Goodhart, VP and CISO, AES Corporation said that much can be done to improve information 

sharing, particularly since most of the intelligence that is collected is information that people wouldn't 

understand. "I need indicators of compromise in order to take action," Goodhart said. 

 

"In our sector, we are strong with sharing information with each other. There's a level of trust there," 

Goodhart said. However, in a regulated industry, sharing is less frequent because people don't want 

regulators on their backs. 

 

The problem, said renowned cybersecurity expert, Niloofar Razi Howe, is that there is an authority and 

capability mismatch. "The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has the authority, but the Department 

of Defense (DOD) and the National Security Agency (NSA) have the capability. That creates issues with 

communicating in real time." 

 

Lack of a coordinator, clarity, policy and strategy contribute to this fissure between the public and private 

sectors, especially when it comes to things that only a government can do. 

 

"Deterrence policy is unique to the government," said Razi Howe. Short of policies that deter any type of 

cyber malfeasance, organizations can't protect themselves. Not only is the US without deterrence policies, 

but panel members agreed there is no real comprehensive conversation about what the current 

administration is doing in its cybersecurity strategy. 

 

Daniel Ennis, head of threat intelligence, BlueVoyant, though, does have trust that the government is 

doing something. "There is a great deal of planning and activity that occurs that is not transparent to 

people in the public. I don't want folks to think that the government is not trying to deter," Ennis said. 
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Still, there is confusion about who is in charge, and the elimination of the cybersecurity coordinator 

position did little to clarify that confusion. Ennis did say that the "divisiveness downtown is not helping. 

Now we have to come together and collaborate. We need to enjoin to form a centralized management and 

engage the public in a way that they understand the threat." 
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HEADLINE 05/17 UK: reported data security incidents spike 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/data-security-incidents-spike/  

GIST The number of data security incidents reported to the UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) 

jumped 17% between the final three months of 2017 and the first quarter of 2018, according to new 

figures. 

 

In its last update before the EU GDPR takes effect, the privacy watchdog revealed a rise in incident reports 

from 815 to 957. Although cybersecurity-related incidents increased by 31% from the previous quarter, the 

first month-on-month increase since Q4 2016-17, human error dominated. 

 

In fact, over the 2017-18 financial year, 3325 reports were filed with the ICO, with the number one breach 

type “data emailed to incorrect recipient,” (13%) followed closely behind by “data faxed to wrong 

recipient” (13%). Also high was “loss or theft of paperwork” (13%). 

 

The healthcare sector accounted for by far the largest volume of reports (37%), although this figure is 

likely to be a result of mandatory reporting rules. After health came “general business” (11%), education 

(11%) and local government (10%). 

 

Nominet CTO, Simon McCalla, argued that the rise in reported incidents may be the result of companies 

becoming more cautious ahead of the GDPR 

 

“Interestingly, there are far more incidents caused by human error than there are external cyber-threats, 

suggesting that a lot more work needs to be done on training employees,” he added. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 DNS attack costs soar 105% in UK 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/dns-attack-costs-soar-105-in-uk/  

GIST UK businesses suffered the highest increase globally in costs associated with DNS attacks, with a fifth 

suffering the loss of sensitive data, according to the latest figures from EfficientIP. 

 

The DNS security firms polled 1000 senior technology and security decision makers around the globe 

from January to April 2018 to compile its 2018 Global DNS Threat Report. 

 

It revealed that 77% of organizations were hit by a DNS attack in 2018, with the average firm suffering 

seven attacks. 

 

DNS attacks come in various flavors, but usually involve denial of service, infecting DNS infrastructure 

with malware designed to take the user to malicious sites, or exfiltrating data via DNS tunneling 

techniques. 

 

EfficientIP found DNS-based malware and phishing (36%) were the most popular attacks, followed by 

DDoS (20%) and similar lock-up domain attacks (20%), and DNS tunneling (20%). 

 

The report clearly shows the potentially major impact DNS attacks can have on organizations: 40% of 

respondents claimed they suffered cloud outages, one-third (33%) were victims of data theft and 22% 

suffered lost business. 
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In the UK, 20% lost sensitive data, 15% had IP stolen, and 21% lost customers, according to EfficientIP. 

 

The global average cost per DNS attack increased by 57% year-on-year, but in the UK the figure soared 

105%, with firms paying nearly $4m annually. 

 

An EfficientIP spokesman told Infosecurity that London’s position as a financial center may have led to 

the surge in attack costs. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Dept. Energy unveils cybersecurity plan 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/us-energy-department-unveils-multiyear-cybersecurity-plan  

GIST The U.S. Department of Energy this week announced its strategy to reduce cyber risks in the energy sector 

and outlined its goals, objectives and activities for the next five years. 

 

With the energy sector increasingly targeted by threat actors, the Energy Department is concerned that 

attackers may be able to cause a large and prolonged energy disruption. In an effort to improve the 

cybersecurity and resilience of energy services, the agency has created the DOE Multiyear Plan for Energy 

Sector Cybersecurity, which is meant to provide a foundation for the recently launched Office of 

Cybersecurity, Energy Security, and Emergency Response (CESER).US Energy Department announces 

multiyear plan for cybersecurity in the energy sector 

 

The plan focuses on three main goals: strengthening cybersecurity preparedness, coordinating incident 

response and recovery, and accelerating research, development and demonstration (RD&D) for resilient 

energy delivery systems (EDS). 

 

When it comes to strengthening preparedness, the DOE’s objectives include enhancing information 

sharing and situational awareness capabilities, strengthening risk management capabilities, reducing 

supply chain vulnerabilities, and developing and improving information sharing tools. This last objective 

includes the development of a virtual crowdsourced malware forensic analysis platform. 

 

As for incident response and recovery, the Energy Department wants to establish a coordinated national 

incident response capability, conduct training for emergency responders and improve the incident 

reporting process, and conduct exercises. 

 

The DOE’s third goal is to accelerate “game-changing RD&D” of resilient EDS, including for detecting, 

preventing and mitigating cyber incidents. The organization also wants tools and technologies that can 

anticipate future attack scenarios, and the development of systems and components that are cybersecurity-

aware and capable of automatically handling cyberattacks. 

 

“The DOE will be updating the Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (C2M2). The market has 

changed since it was published in February 2014,” commented Michael Magrath, director of global 

regulations & standards at VASCO Data Security. “We anticipate DOE will incorporate NIST’s Digital 

Identity Guidelines (SP 800-63-3), refreshed in 2017 and advance risk-based, biometric adaptive 

authentication technologies to protect the nation’s energy sector.” 
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Click on link to download PDF: DOE Multiyear Plan for Energy Sector Cybersecurity 
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HEADLINE 05/17 ‘Wicked’ variant Mirai botnet emerges 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/wicked-variant-mirai-botnet-emerges  

GIST A new variant of the Mirai Internet of Things (IoT) botnet has emerged, which features new exploits in its 

arsenal and distributing a new bot, Fortinet researchers warn. 
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Called Wicked, based on strings found in the code, the malware has added three new exploits compared to 

Mirai and appears to be the work of the same developer behind other Mirai variants. 

 

 The Mirai botnet was first spotted in the third quarter of 2016, when it fueled some of the largest 

distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks at the time. The malware’s source code was leaked online in 

October 2016, and numerous variants have been observed ever since: Masuta, Satori, Okiru, and others.  

 

Similar to other botnets based on Mirai, the newly discovered Wicked iteration contains three main 

modules: Attack, Killer, and Scanner. Unlike Mirai, however, which used brute force to gain access to 

vulnerable IoT devices, Wicked uses known and available exploits, many of which are already old, the 

security researchers discovered.  

 

Wicked would scan ports 8080, 8443, 80, and 81 by initiating a raw socket SYN connection to the target 

device. Upon establishing a connection, the malware attempts to exploit the device and upload a payload 

to it by writing the exploit strings to the socket.  

 

The used exploit depends on the specific port that the connection was established to. On port 8080, the 

malware uses Netgear DGN1000 and DGN2200 v1 router exploits (also used by Reaper botnet), on port 

81 it uses a CCTV-DVR Remote Code Execution exploit, on port 8443 a Netgear R7000 and R6400 

Command Injection (CVE-2016-6277), and on port 80 an invoker shell in compromised web servers. 

 

Wicked contains the string SoraLOADER, which initially suggested it might attempt to distribute the Sora 

botnet. Instead, the researchers discovered that the malware would actually connect to a malicious domain 

to download the Owari bot, a different Mirai variant.  

 

Although the website was confirmed to have distributed Owari, the security researchers couldn’t retrieve 

bot samples from the website directory. Furthermore, they discovered that the samples had been replaced 

by another malware family, the Omni bot. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Google: free DDoS protection services 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/google-offers-free-ddos-protection-services-in-the-name-of-free-

democracy/article/766778/  

GIST Google has rolled out a free DDoS protection platform called Project Shield to protect news sites and free 

expression to defend the democratic process. 

 

The program is accepting applications from news organizations, election monitoring organizations, and 

individual journalists and some political organizations 

 

The service protects users from attackers using technology called a reverse proxy allows websites to route 

both legitimate and attack traffic through Google's infrastructure to ultimately filters harmful traffic by 

absorbing it through caching. 

 

 Impact on individual site traffic can vary as website performance depends on several factors but Google 

said the service can be turned on or off as quickly as any other DNS change. 

 

“Some Project Shield users see better website performance because of Project Shield's caching features,” 

the company said in a blog describing the new service. Other users see slightly slower performance as 

traffic passes through Project Shield. ” 

 

The service may also affect how some videos display on a user's site however those served through 

YouTube won't be affected. 
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Those concerned with privacy should know the program collects and stores user configuration settings and 

logs for traffic that is proxied through Project Shield but Google says said it only uses the site reader's IP 

address and other information to evaluate whether traffic is an attack and only retains aggregated metrics 

and details about specific attacks. 

 

If a user deletes their site from the Project Shield dashboard, their information will also be deleted from 

Project Shield site configuration information and the project will no longer collect traffic data from the 

site. 

 

User needs a google account to access the service and may not be notified in some attacks however will be 

alerted to larger-scale attack which any require active mitigation. 

 

“Google's Project Shield should provide good protection,” Andrew Lloyd, President, Corero Network 

Security told SC Media. “What we tend to find is that shared cloud services are excellent for scrubbing the 

larger, prolonged DDoS attacks.  

 

He added that irrespective of motivation, DDoS attacks are frequently the tool of choice for the 

cybercriminals looking to compromise a specific website and that the “DDoS for hire” market has made 

this criminal activity relatively straightforward, inexpensive and anonymous 

 

Lloyd said it remains to be seen if Project Shield's protection can successfully detect and swiftly mitigate 

smaller attacks and that potential users should know that Google Shield is a “best efforts” free service 

without a service level agreement. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Get ready for ‘WannaCry 2.0’ 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/get-ready-for-wannacry-20-/d/d-id/1331834  

GIST They're still out there, pinging away for vulnerable Sever Message Block (SMB) services in order to find a 

way in. One year after the historic and massive WannaCry ransomware attack unleashed by nation-state 

hackers from North Korea, an unknown number of WannaCry-infected Windows machines in their 

zombie state around the globe continue to attack other devices. 

 

WannaCry marked the biggest ransomware attack ever, but it wasn't the first widespread worm infection, 

and experts say it won't be the last. Symantec blocked some 5.4 billion WannaCry attack attempts last year 

overall. 

 

Security experts say another worm-spreading mass attack akin to WannaCry is inevitable. It may not be a 

ransomware attack, but it likely will be another SMB-type worm that exploits the fact that so many 

organizations leave Windows machines unattended and with open ports to the Internet — and unpatched 

for the newest flaws. 

 

"It's just a matter of time," says Dan Wiley, head of incident response at Check Point, of the next 

WannaCry. "It will happen again, no question in my mind." 

 

A "WannaCry 2.0"-type attack could be more of a data-wiping campaign akin to NotPetya, which posed as 

a ransomware attack but in reality was destroying the data it locked down rather than locking it up for 

ransom. Or it could be a widespread cryptojacking campaign that could more easily net attackers more 

profit and a lower-profile, less-noticeable attack method than ransomware. 

 

Worms tend to wreak havoc quickly and loudly, so it depends on the attacker's intent. "If you want to be 

destructive," a worm is a quick way to spread pain, like the data-wiping NotPetya worm did, notes Chris 

Wysopal, CTO and co-founder of Veracode. He doesn't believe WannaCry was meant to spread as widely 

as it did because its high visibility led to its demise as a not-so-profitable ransomware attack. 
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"If you don't go wormable, you're not going to get noticed for months," Wysopal says. 

 

The thing about worms, though, is that they never really die. Security firms and researchers today still see 

remnants of the epic 2003 SQLSlammer worm attack, and even the mysterious Conficker worm from early 

2009. "Any time you have one of these worms [out], they are never going to go away," says Craig 

Williams, senior threat researcher and global outreach manager for Cisco Talos. 

 

Keeping the worm alive are older and forgotten machines that don't get the security patch. "You're always 

going to have some number of machines connected to the network that are going to be patched and they 

ping packets around for all time," Williams says. 

 

WannaCry's abuse of the EternalBlue exploit basically let the cat out of the bag, and other worms continue 

to employ it, Williams says. The good news, though, is that WannaCry itself is at least declining in 

infections. "We're confident that it's decreasing, but we don't see it going away." 

 

Large organizations for the most part have updated their Windows machines and revisited their SMB 

policies, but smaller and midsized companies in healthcare, education, and other industries most likely 

remain at risk. Check Point's incident response team sees four to five cases of ransomware attacks per 

week, mostly in the networks of small- to midsized organizations. 

 

The next big worm attack is not likely to resemble a mass ransomware attack like WannaCry. While 

WannaCry was a relative financial failure for North Korea, it did wreak havoc and chaos. "I think it was a 

colossal fail," says Cisco's Williams. "I'm not sure if test code got out or somebody's science project for a 

future attack. It was poorly built and it didn't work very well," he says, pointing to WannaCry's gap in 

tracking ransom payments as well as cracks in the exploit. 

 

Ransomware in the wake of WannaCry has become more targeted, while cryptojacking attacks have 

surged practically overnight. "It's more low-risk" and profitable for attackers, Williams says. "And we're 

absolutely going to continue to see that" trend, he says. 

 

WannaCry 2.0 could be a stealthy cryptojacking campaign that only mines during off-hours when 

businesses are closed, for example. 

 

Larry Cashdollar, senior engineer for Akamai's security response team, says he expects a worm attack to 

spread cryptojacking malware. "That's probably going to be the next phase of attacks. And there are other 

not-yet-disclosed vulnerabilities our nation or other nation-states know about" that could be exploited for 

them, he says. 

 

But nation-states could opt for a NotPetya-like worm attack that destroys data altogether in a targeted 

attack meant to wreak chaos and confusion, experts say. "NotPetya was the type of worm we lose sleep 

over," Williams says. "It was written by a well-funded, organized attacker that absolutely understands 

everything about compromising machines." 

 

The good news, according to Symantec director of security response Kevin Haley, is that the industry in 

general has better defenses for worms than it did a decade ago. "We were in a much better place to block 

this than we were 10 years ago," Haley says. "A patch was available and security vendors had protections, 

so there's reason for optimism" if something similar hits again. 

 

"Hopefully, while we will see more of these [worm attacks], we will be better at this" on the defense side, 

he says. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Cellphone tracking firm exposed millions 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/cell-phone-tracking-firm-exposed-millions-of-americans-real-time-
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locations/  

GIST A company that collects the real-time location data on millions of cell phone customers across North 

America had a bug in its website that allowed anyone to see where a person is located -- without obtaining 

their consent. 

  

The company embroiled in a privacy row has "direct connections" to all major US wireless carriers, 

including AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile, and Sprint -- and Canadian cell networks, too.  

 

Earlier this week, we reported that four of the largest cell giants in the US are selling your real-time 

location data to a company that you've probably never heard about before.  

 

The company, LocationSmart, is a data aggregator and claims to have "direct connections" to cell carriers 

to obtain locations from nearby cell towers. The site had its own "try-before-you-buy" page that lets you 

test the accuracy of its data. The page required explicit consent from the user before their location data can 

be used by sending a one-time text message to the user. When we tried with a colleague, we tracked his 

phone to a city block of his actual location. 

 

But that website had a bug that allowed anyone to track someone's location silently without their 

permission. 

 

"Due to a very elementary bug in the website, you can just skip that consent part and go straight to the 

location," said Robert Xiao, a PhD student at the Human-Computer Interaction Institute at Carnegie 

Mellon University, in a phone call. 

 

"The implication of this is that LocationSmart never required consent in the first place," he said. "There 

seems to be no security oversight here." 

 

The "try" website was pulled offline after Xiao privately disclosed the bug to the company, with help from 

CERT, a public vulnerability database, also at Carnegie Mellon. 

 

Xiao said the bug may have exposed nearly every cell phone customer in the US and Canada, some 200 

million customers. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Botnet scans for Ethereum mining rigs 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/the-satori-botnet-is-mass-scanning-for-exposed-

ethereum-mining-rigs/  

GIST The operators of the Satori botnet are mass-scanning the Internet for exposed Ethereum mining rigs, 

according to three sources in the infosec community who've observed the malicious behavior —SANS 

ISC, Qihoo 360 Netlab, and GreyNoise Intelligence. 

 

More precisely, crooks are scanning for devices with port 3333 exposed online, a port often used for 

remote management features by a large number of cryptocurrency-mining equipment. 

 

The scans started on May 11, according to researchers from Netlab, the first to observe them, and the ones 

who tied their activity to the Satori botnet. 

 

More details emerged a day later when GreyNoise analysts managed to demystify the scans and analyze 

the behavior on a compromised device. 

 

GreyNoise says crooks were actively looking for equipment running the Claymore mining software. 

 

"Once the attacker identifies a server running the Claymore software they push instructions to reconfigure 

the device to join the 'dwarfpool' mining pool and use the attacker's ETH wallet," GreyNoise says. 
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GreyNoise also tied the scans to a group of IP addresses located in Mexico, on the networks two ISPs that 

just a few days earlier had thousands of GPON routers compromised and attacked by five different 

botnets. 

 

Based on the current evidence, Satori, one of the five botnets, was using the GPON routers to scan for 

Claymore miners, deploy an exploit, and hijack the devices to mine Ethereum and Decred 

cryptocurrencies for the Satori operators. 

 

Yesterday, Netlab researchers published a blog post confirming GreyNoise's initial discovery. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 WinstarNssmMiner strikes 500,000 3 days 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/winstarnssmminer-coinminer-campaign-makes-

500-000-victims-in-three-days/  

GIST Security researchers from Qihoo 360 Total Security have detected a massive malware campaign spreading 

a new coinminer, and which appears to have made roughly 500,000 victims in three days alone. 

 

At the heart of this campaign is a new malware strain named WinstarNssmMiner, targeting Windows 

computers. 

 

Under the hood, WinstarNssmMiner is your typical cryptocurrency-mining malware these days, based on 

the open-source and legitimate Monero mining utility named XMRig. 

 

Qihoo 360 researchers did not say how WinstarNssmMiner spreads, but they said this coinminer is unique 

to other cryptocurrency-mining threats active on the market today. 

 

But WinstarNssmMiner also has another surprise in store for infected victims. If a user ever detects the 

hidden mining operations and tries to shut down the svchost.exe process associated with XMRig, the 

malware crashes the user's PC, which would then require a restart. 

 

The crash occurs because the malware sets the property of the svchost.exe process to a setting of 

"CriticalProcess," hence Windows shuts down the PC when the malicious process is terminated. 

 

According to Qihoo 360 researchers, the group behind this operation has managed to make 133 Monero 

with WinstarNssmMiner, which is around $28,000. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 SEA hackers in pro-Assad scheme indicted 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/syrian-nationals-indicted-pro-assad-hacking-scheme-

55244317?   

GIST Two Syrian nationals were indicted Thursday in a computer hacking scheme that targeted the White 

House, Harvard University, U.S. Marine Corps and news media outlets, including The Associated Press. 

 

A federal grand jury returned an 11-count indictment charging Ahmad 'Umar Agha and Firas Dardar with 

conspiracy and aggravated identity theft. 

 

The indictment says the men were members of the Syrian Electronic Army, which hacked computers to 

spread propaganda supporting Syrian President Bashar al-Assad.  

 

In 2013, Syrian Electronic Army hackers allegedly sent a tweet from The Associated Press' Twitter 

account falsely claiming a bomb had exploded at the White House and injured President Barack Obama. 
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The message caused the stock market to plummet briefly before it was determined to be a hoax. 

 

Both men were originally charged by criminal complaint in 2014 and are still at large and believed to be in 

Syria. A third man pleaded guilty in 2016 to having a limited role. 

 

The indictment comes as the five-year statute of limitations for some of their crimes is about to expire. 

 

According to the indictment, the men and their co-conspirators would send a phishing email purporting to 

be from a trusted source that contained a link to a website controlled by the hackers. 

 

Users who clicked on the link were asked for their usernames and passwords. If at least one person 

provided those, the hackers would then access the computer systems or accounts of the target's computer 

system. They could then redirect legitimate traffic, alter text or send messages using compromised social 

media and email accounts. 

 

The indictment says the hackers were able to alter the Harvard University website home page by adding an 

image of al-Assad. They also accessed a computer server used by The Washington Post and created a false 

post on its website. Other targets included Reuters, Human Rights Watch, National Public Radio and The 

Onion. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Europe’s new data privacy rules May 25th  

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/changing-data-privacy-rules-55254384   

GIST Europe's new data and privacy rules take effect a week from Friday, clarifying individual rights to the 

personal data collected by companies around the world for targeted advertising and other purposes. 

 

Years in the making, the rules are prompting companies to rewrite their privacy policies and in some 

cases, apply the European Union's tougher standards even in the U.S. and other regions where privacy 

laws are weak. Although they take effect as Facebook faces an enormous privacy crisis, that timing is 

largely coincidental. 

 

Not much will change for you, at least right away; companies will keep on collecting and analyzing 

personal data from your phone, the apps you use and the sites you visit. The big difference is that now, the 

companies will have to justify why they're collecting and using that information.  

 

So now companies are flooding their users with notices that aim to better explain their practices and the 

privacy choices they offer. European Union regulators have new powers to go after companies that get too 

grabby or that don't tell you clearly what they're doing with your data. 

 

Here's a look at what the rules say and what they mean for consumers in the EU and elsewhere. 

 

——— 

 

THE BIG DEAL WITH MAY 25 

 

That's when the EU's General Data Protection Regulation takes effect. Instead of separate rules in separate 

nations across Europe, there's now a single set for the entire EU. 

 

The new rules apply to all users in the 28-nation EU, regardless of where the companies collecting, 

analyzing and using their data are located. So the rules will affect giants such as Facebook and Google and 

small U.S. businesses with just one European client alike. 

 

——— 
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WHAT DO THE NEW RULES SAY? 

 

Companies have to use plain language to explain how they collect and use data. While companies 

generally aren't changing what they're doing, they are revising privacy policies to eliminate legalese. 

Google is embedding video (from its YouTube service, of course) to further explain the concepts. 

 

GDPR spells out six specific ways that companies can justify the "processing," or use, of personal data. 

Some are obvious, such as to fulfill contractual obligations — for instance, when an insurer pays out a 

claim. For other uses, such as ad targeting, companies can seek your consent. Those that aren't sure they 

got consent properly are now going back to users. 

 

There's also a somewhat vague category called "legitimate interests." It's a catch-all justification that 

companies can fall back on to keep using data, though the company must show that its needs outweigh 

potential impact on users' privacy, said David Martin, senior legal officer for the European consumer 

group BEUC. 

 

Companies are also required to give EU users the ability to access and delete data and to object to data use 

under one of the claimed reasons. Firms have to clarify how long they retain data. 

 

And the rules force companies that suffer data breaches to disclose them within 72 hours. By contrast, it 

took Yahoo more than two years to reveal a breach that ultimately involved three billion users . 

 

——— 

 

FOR COMPANIES OUTSIDE EUROPE 

 

Facebook, Google and their ilk may be headquartered in Silicon Valley, but they have millions of users in 

Europe — and so have to comply with the new rules. Violators face fines of up to 20 million euros ($24 

million) or 4 percent of annual global revenue — whichever is greater. That's an incentive for companies 

to take these rules seriously. 

 

——— 

 

WHAT ABOUT USERS OUTSIDE THE EU? 

 

Companies based in the EU have to offer these privacy protections to all their users, not just EU residents. 

Beyond that, the EU rules merely say they apply to "data subjects who are in the Union." 

 

But it's an open question how the rules will affect visitors to Europe. Ailidh Callander of the London-

based group Privacy International says many questions will be tested in courts and further rulemaking. 

 

What's clear is that companies won't have to be as aggressive getting consent for data collection outside of 

Europe. (Absent regulation, companies typically assume consent unless a user says otherwise.) They can 

hold off seeking affirmative consent until you visit the EU, at which point you might confront a pop-up 

notice. 

 

——— 

 

A GLOBAL DOUBLE STANDARD 

 

Some companies are extending at least some EU-style protections to all users. But they won't face legal 

repercussions or fines if they fail to follow through with users outside the EU. 

 

So unless the U.S. and other countries adopt privacy rules similar to those in the EU— something that's 

not likely any time soon — many companies are likely to maintain double privacy standards. 
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Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg, for instance, promised "global settings and controls" for users during his 

U.S. congressional testimony in April, but was otherwise vague on the subject. When asked if U.S. users 

would have the same rights Europeans have to object to the use of data, Zuckerberg said, "I'm not sure 

how we're going to implement that yet." 

 

But segmenting EU customers from the rest of the world isn't easy, especially for smaller companies 

without Facebook's or Google's technical prowess. "It might seem like a smart move, but in some cases, 

it's more work," said Larry Ponemon, founder of the privacy research firm Ponemon Institute. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Debate: bitcoin energy consumption 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/study-claims-bitcoin-uses-much-energy-ireland-not-so-

fast-n875211  

GIST In the late 1990s, some experts were concerned that by 2010, half of the U.S. electrical grid would be 

dedicated to powering the internet, a claim that nearly caused a panic. 

 

That proved to be more than a little overblown, as researcher Jonathan Koomey and his team at the 

Berkeley Lab showed at the time. They then proved themselves correct again in an August 2011 study that 

concluded that data centers consumed less than 2 percent of the country’s electricity. 

 

Koomey, a lecturer at Stanford, is now concerned that the same false alarm is ringing once again. This 

time, the shiny object is Bitcoin and the energy used to “mine” the digital currency. 

 

The latest spotlight on the conversation came from a study published Wednesday that was produced by 

Dutch researcher Alex de Vries, who concluded that the Bitcoin network consumes nearly as much 

electricity as the nation of Ireland. 

 

Koomey finds that assertion more than a little problematic. 

 

“For two decades, people have been eager to overestimate electricity use by computing,” Koomey said. 

“My concern is that we simply don’t have adequate data to come to the strong conclusions that he’s 

coming to.” 

 

De Vries estimates that the Bitcoin network consumes “at least 2.55 gigawatts of electricity currently, and 

potentially 7.67 gigawatts in the future.” 

 

“Economic models tell us that Bitcoin’s electricity consumption will gravitate toward the latter number,” 

comparable with Austria, which consumes 8.2 gigawatts, de Vries writes. “A look at Bitcoin miner 

production estimates suggests that this number could already be reached in 2018.” 

 

De Vries is not alone in warning about Bitcoin's appetite for gigawatts. The rise in popularity of Bitcoin 

and other cryptocurrencies has been met with growing concern about the energy usage required by the 

thousands of computing systems that power these virtual currencies. 

 

Producing each Bitcoin is called “mining,” and it requires a fair amount of computer processing power to 

verify the transactions that create the coin as well as add them to the public ledger. 

 

Various studies have attempted to quantify the energy used in bitcoin mining with relatively different 

results. If there's two things all parties agree on, it's that Bitcoin mining is energy intensive, and that it's 

only expected to increase. 

 

But there are a few problems with de Vries’ underlying assumptions, according to Koomey and other 

experts. They point to how de Vries calculates the value of the energy used in Bitcoin mining and the price 

paid for that energy. 
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“The worry is that those are two numbers that are picked out of the air,” Koomey said. “There may be 

some basis for them, but it’s a very unreliable way to do these kinds of calculations, and nobody who does 

this for a living would do it like that. It’s odd that someone would.” 

 

The other problem is that much of that mining doesn’t happen out in the open — in fact, cryptocurrency 

miners tend to value their privacy — which means that the energy consumption data necessary to come to 

any firm conclusions is far from readily available. 

 

De Vries could not be reached for comment for this article, but he said in a news release that his work does 

require some less-than-rigorous math and stressed the need for more research. 

 

“We’ve seen a lot of back-of-the-envelope calculations, but we need more scientific discussion on where 

this network is headed," said de Vries, who works at the Experience Center of PricewaterhouseCoopers in 

Amsterdam and founded the blog Digiconomist. "Right now, the information available is pretty poor 

quality overall, so I’m hoping that people will use this paper as a foundation for more research." 

 

Christian Catalini, an assistant professor at MIT’s Sloan School of Management who researches 

cryptocurrencies and block chain technology, also said researchers need data directly from Bitcoin miners. 

 

“The only people with good data on this are the miners, so you do need that data to understand the 

electricity consumption," Catalini said. “The main challenge is that this gear is scattered across the globe 

and faces different prices.” 

 

And it’s not as though the servers that the miners use are particularly easy to keep track of, either. 

 

“The equipment they’re using is customized to their use,” Koomey noted. “This is not the standard servers 

that are being sold. These are machines that are assembled using other components. That makes it more 

difficult. It’s a custom design and those kind of servers are not tracked as well.” 

 

Some experts are also troubled that the de Vries model concludes that the annual energy consumption of 

Bitcoin miners would exceed that of major data companies like Facebook and Amazon. 

 

“This debate keeps popping up, but it would be great if someone did some data sharing with the miners 

and got some good estimates,” Catalini said. 

 

To Koomey, Bitcoin enthusiasts and detractors need to be a little more patient and wait for better research 

to come out — particularly a study based on conclusive data. 

 

“We should try to get the numbers right, but these things don’t happen super fast,” Koomey said with a 

laugh. “It takes money to do research and a lot of time.” 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Crypto wealth plummets $52B in week 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-18/crypto-wealth-sinks-52-billion-in-week-of-

lambos-yachts-snoop  

GIST So much for the Blockchain Week bounce. 

 

With thousands of cryptocurrency diehards swarming into Manhattan for this week’s Consensus 2018 

conference, the prediction from Bitcoin bulls like Tom Lee of Fundstrat Global Advisors was that the 

hype-filled gathering would trigger a market rally. 

 

Alas, not even a trio of (rented) Lamborghinis, a 1,000-person yacht party and a performance by 46-year-

old rapper Snoop Dogg could prevent the value of virtual currencies tracked by Coinmarketcap.com from 
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sinking by $52 billion since May 11. Bitcoin, the most popular of the bunch, dropped 5.2 percent this 

week to $8,003.60 even as Arthur Hayes -- the crypto exchange executive who’s firm rented the 

Lamborghinis -- predicted a surge to $50,000 by year-end. 

 

This week’s slump is far from extreme by crypto standards, but the market’s resistance to Blockchain 

Week’s ballyhoo highlights one of the arguments often cited by virtual currency pessimists: that most 

potential buyers have already piled in after last year’s epic surge. 

 

While bulls point to a vast pool of pent-up demand from professional money managers, it’s far from clear 

that regulations in the U.S. and elsewhere will evolve in ways that attract institutional investors. Many 

Wall Street pros have dismissed the market as a speculative bubble, while Warren Buffett likened Bitcoin 

to “rat poison squared.” 

 

For Sunny Lu, the chief executive officer of blockchain-based logistics company VeChain Tech and one 

of the conference speakers, this week’s losses may have been the result of unmet expectations surrounding 

Consensus 2018. 

 

“The quality of projects and speakers were not really as good as expected,” Lu said. “I guess people just 

got disappointed.” 
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HEADLINE 05/17 UK: ‘Prize Papers’ to be posted online 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/thousands-undelivered-letters-heart-wrenching-stories-

posted-online/story?id=55214973  

GIST Thousands of letters from all over the world were never delivered between 1650 and 1815. Now hundreds 

of years later, the world will be able to read those undelivered letters.  

 

Britain was involved in a series of wars during that period, and when they captured enemy ships, they 

seized about 160,000 letters in mailbags that never made it to their intended recipients.  

 

The National Archives of the United Kingdom has partnered with the University of Oldenburg in Germany 

in a massive 20-year project to digitize the so-called Prize Papers and make them freely available.  

 

The project, funded by Gottingen Academy of Sciences and Humanities, launched this month. Archivists 

are preparing the records for digitization with plans to write brief descriptions about the letters and take 

multiple pictures for a free online research database.  

 

Dr. Amanda Bevan, head of Legal Records at the National Archives of the U.K., has been involved with 

the Prize Papers since 2013. She told ABC News’ “Start Here” podcast that reading the letters is like 

"eavesdropping on people from the past,” since people were writing to those they loved and missed back at 

home.  

 

“It's touching, you feel as though you actually are in touch with the people who wrote them at the time,” 

she said.  

 

Because many of the letters were sent during wartime, she said archivists are uncovering “heart-

wrenching” stories.  

 

“Especially the ones which say, ‘I’ve written three letters, I haven’t heard from you. Are you still alive?’” 

she said on “Start Here.”  

 

One of the letters she mentioned was from a young Irishman who was writing to a cousin in Waterford 

about his adventures: "He's been settled on the island of Tenerife in the East Atlantic, and he's been trying 

to make his fortune, and everything has gone wrong."  
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And it’s not just paper in the mail.  

 

“If you’re incredibly lucky, like I was, out will pop some gold rings, [and] a thin gold necklace,” Bevan 

said.  

 

One letter from a slave trader to a girlfriend in Holland included a bracelet strung with glass beads, which 

were used as currency in African slave trade, from the coast of West Africa. It also had grains of sand from 

the Guinea coast that were used to blot ink.  

 

“This is the sand that the person used to dry the ink and there it is spilling out on a bit of paper in London,” 

Bevan said.  

 

Americans eager to learn about letters from the American Revolution will have to wait. The project is still 

in its early days and about a quarter of the estimated 160,000 total letters are unorganized from poor 

storage over the years. Bevan said the period between the 1770s and early 1780s has one of the worst 

collections of random papers.  

 

“You get letters from the 1770s mixed up with letters from the 1780s. You’ll get French ones stored with 

Spanish ones … it’s clear that they’re messed up. Now we just need the time and resources to sort them 

out.”  

 

Bevan believes the entire world could benefit from the information the Prize Papers provide “for the 

history of slavery, for the history of the development of the colonies, [and] for the history of 

consumerism."  

 

“This is unmediated material, it’s from the heart,” she said. “And I think that’s really unusual because 

these kinds of letters, had they been delivered, probably wouldn’t survive any longer because they’re 

written by just ordinary people.” 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Indonesia is ISIS new frontline 

SOURCE http://www.atimes.com/article/indonesia-is-islamic-states-new-frontline/  

GIST For a long period during last week’s 36-hour stand-off at Indonesia’s paramilitary Police Mobile Brigade 

(Brimob) headquarters, scores of rioting militants were in charge of a massive cache of automatic weapons 

and thousands of rounds of ammunition. 

 

According to sources familiar with what transpired, the only reason the siege didn’t turn into a pitched 

gun-battle with police was that the leaders of the uprising lost contact with three coordinators outside the 

prison, known only as Deden, Ronggo and Ilham. 

 

Who they were and what was planned remains unclear, but they were almost certainly members of Jamaah 

Ansharut Daulah (JAD), the Islamic State (ISIS) affiliate which engineered the uprising and was 

responsible for a subsequent wave of bombings in the port city of Surabaya that left 13 bombers and 12 

civilians dead. 

 

National police chief Tito Karnavian said there was little doubt the events were connected, signaling the 

emergence of a cell-based organization that may be more dangerous than the Al Qaeda-linked Jemaah 

Islamiyah network that terrorized the country in the early 2000s. 

 

In the days since, Indonesian police lost one of their own in killing four sword-wielding men who attacked 

the Riau, Sumatra, provincial police headquarters in Pekanbaru on May 16, adding to two others shot 
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earlier in one of a mounting series of raids across the country. 

 

If any doubts were left after the last year’s five-month siege of the southern Philippine city of Marawi, the 

recent events in Indonesia have demonstrated that while the ISIS caliphate may have been effectively 

destroyed, its reach and influence in Southeast Asia has not. 

 

Instigated by Wawan Kurniawan, 42, a prominent JAD militant from Sumatra, the May 9-10 prison riot 

led to the savage murder of five Detachment 88 counterterrorism officers and seizure of the arms cache in 

an unsecured room adjoining the temporary detention center. 

 

According to a police accounting seen by Asia Times, the cache included 59 automatic rifles, 29 pistols, 

11,000 rounds of 7.62 mm and 10,000 rounds of 5.52 mm ammunition, and boxes of bullets for everything 

from .22 to .45 caliber pistols. 

 

The militants were initially able to connect to social media, with the first news of the riot appearing on 

ISIS’s Amaaq news agency and video from inside the jail later being uploaded to Instagram. 

 

It took time for police to activate a signal scrambler, which explains the militants’ subsequent breakdown 

in communications with the outside. 

 

Like Kurniawan, only 40-50 of the 156 prisoners were considered hard-core extremists; many of the 

inmates on trial or awaiting trial in the three cell blocks were possible candidates for de-radicalization, but 

little effort had been made to screen them all. 

 

JAD founder Aman Abdurrahman, who was being held in a more secure part of the same prison, is 

currently on trial for directing an attack in central Jakarta in early 2016 from the high-security 

Nusakambangan island prison off Java’s south coast. 

 

The stand-off finally ended after Abdurrahman was reportedly persuaded to record a surrender plea and 

police overwhelmed Kurniawan and nine other hold-outs in a hail of gunfire after cutting off power, food 

and water. 

 

As violence and arrests continued in West and East Java and Sumatra, President Joko Widodo pledged to 

issue a presidential regulation if Parliament fails to pass an early revision to the 2003 Anti-Terrorism Law 

to give police greater powers of arrest and detention. 

 

Police chief Karnavian has said he wants military intelligence to help in investigating JAD “down to its 

roots,” as Widodo put it, but there is likely to be strong opposition to legislating an additional role for the 

armed forces in the counterterrorism effort. 

 

Instead of Afghanistan war veterans who made up the core of Jemaah Islamiyah, JAD is a collection of 

home-grown jihadi groups, among them dependents who are clearly as dedicated to the ISIS cause as the 

militants themselves. 

 

Proof of that is in the three families, including mothers and children, who carried out the suicide attacks on 

three Surabaya Christian churches and the city’s police headquarters, and triggered the blasts that rocked a 

low-cost apartment block in the city’s southern suburb of Sidoarjo. 

 

Police reports that the six family members behind the church attacks were recent returnees from Syria 

turned out to be false. But there are still serious concerns whether enough is being done to monitor or 

rehabilitate the 500 Indonesians known to have come back so far. 

 

Another 600 are still unaccounted for, but scores of fighters may have died in the final desperate days 

before the collapse of ISIS’ caliphate and their dependents could still be in detention camps along the 

Turkish border. 
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JAD is expected to see the Surabaya attacks as a model for future operations against security forces, still 

their main target, and to continue its campaign of terror against Christian congregations and other ethnic 

and religious minorities. 

 

Instead of the bulkier pressure cooker device favored so far, the Surabaya attackers assembled scores of 

pipe-bombs, easier to conceal but packed with high-explosive TATP, or acetone peroxide, made from 

readily available retail products. 

 

The sustained level of violence has put police on edge with the Ramadan fasting period beginning today 

and ISIS well known for perversely convincing its followers that carrying out attacks during the Islamic 

holy month brings extra merit. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Afghan officials: Taliban attacks kill 16 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/18/afghan-officials-say-taliban-attacks-kill-16-security-

forces.html  

GIST KABUL, Afghanistan –  Afghan officials say Taliban fighters have attacked several security posts in three 

provinces, killing 16 security forces. 

 

Ramadan Ali Mooseni, deputy provincial police chief, said Friday the Taliban launched an attack the 

previous night in Ghazni province's remote Ajristan district, killing nine security forces and wounding 

seven others. The gun battle also left 25 Taliban fighters dead, he said. 

 

Elsewhere, Taliban insurgents attacked police security posts in the Maruf district of Kandahar province, 

killing five police and wounding six. Also, 12 Taliban were killed and 18 wounded, said Zia Durani, 

spokesman for the chief of police. 

 

Similar attacks Thursday night in southern Uruzgan province left two police dead, officials said. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 ISIS threatens World Cup attack 

SOURCE https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/961127/world-cup-2018-ISIS-terror-threat-lionel-messi-

Cristiano-ronaldo  

GIST The extremists are distributing warped propaganda containing pledges to attack fans and players with 

guns, knives and vehicles. 

 

Argentina’s Messi and Portugal’s Ronaldo have become the latest targets in an image circulated by ISIS. 

 

The players are pictured being pinned to the ground with their heads being hacked off in a packed football 

stadium by masked jihadi fighters. 

 

Captioned “Your blood will fill the ground”, the poster shows two terrorists in balaclavas and grey 

jumpsuits crouched over Messi and Ronaldo. 

 

Other propaganda posters show ISIS threatening “we will be there” in front of a picture of the World Cup 

logo. 

 

And instructions have been revealed encouraging wannabe jihadis to strike using trucks and cars 

 

Guns, knives and bombs are also urged to be used by ISIS fighters. 

 

And the poster even includes a guide to the “deadly points in the human body” for “targeting the infidels 
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in or out of stadiums”. 

 

Posters include ISIS urging terrorists “kill them all” and promising to make it an “explosive cup”. 

 

ISIS often produces propaganda in run-up to major events in means to incite violence and scare people. 

 

The latest shocking threats were revealed by cyber intelligence firm Sixgill which monitors ISIS chatter 

and probes the so-called Dark Web. 

 

Sixgill revealed chat had intensified up over the past week with a series of direct threats to the World Cup. 

 

The tournament kicks off on June 14 and Russian authorities have been working non-stop smashing 

terrorist rings ahead of the global showpiece. 

 

Back in March, Russia busted an ISIS “sleeper cell” while in April secret services found ISIS fighters 

armed with AK-47s and bombs. 

 

The FSB has identified terrorism as the biggest threat to the World Cup but insists security has been 

stepped up thwart any potential attacks. 

 

Chris Hawkins, a senior analyst at Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre, said: “There are numerous 

terrorism threats affecting the World Cup. 

 

The main one, as with the rest of Russia, comes from lone operators with low capabilities. 

 

Tactics will likely include knives and vehicle attacks targeting fans visiting games or the surrounding 

areas. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Indonesia nabs dozens terror suspects 

SOURCE https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/indonesia-nabs-dozens-of-terror-suspects  

GIST JAKARTA/SURABAYA • Indonesia's counter-terrorism squad Densus 88 has arrested terror suspects in 

East Java as well as Sumatra, including Medan and Riau, in the wake of deadly attacks this week. 

 

North Sumatra police chief Paulus Waterpauw confirmed on Wednesday the arrests, including one in 

Tanjung Balai city on Tuesday, during which one suspect was shot dead and another injured while 

resisting arrest, the Jakarta Post reported. 

 

Densus 88 personnel also arrested at least two other suspects in the provincial capital of Medan, the report 

said. They were identified as 28-year-old ojek or motorcycle taxi driver MYR, and 38-year-old milk seller 

SL. A suspect identified only as W reportedly fled. 

 

Meanwhile national police chief Tito Karnavian said yesterday a total of eight alleged militants in Riau 

province had been nabbed by the anti-terror squad, reported Xinhua news agency. Police seized a flag of 

the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) as well scores of weapons during the arrest. 

 

In East Java, a total of 23 alleged militants were captured, according to police officers cited by Xinhua. 

 

"We order the other alleged terrorists to surrender instead of being persistently hunted," said East Java's 

police chief, Inspector General Machfud Arifin. He added that four alleged terrorists were shot dead 

during the arrests. 

 

Entire families of suicide bombers carried out attacks on three churches and at least two police 

headquarters earlier this week. 
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Around 30 people have been killed since Sunday in the attacks, including 13 of the suspected suicide 

bombers. 

 

Police suspect the attacks were carried out by a cell of the ISIS-inspired Jemaah Ansharut Daulah, an 

umbrella organisation on a US State Department terrorist list that is reckoned to have drawn hundreds of 

Indonesian ISIS sympathisers. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Federal Air Marshal Service program 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/05/17/tsa-air-marshal-training-terrorism-

planes/601236002/  

GIST ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — The scenario: As a flight attendant asks passengers what they’d like to drink, a 

man sitting beside a window attempts to light an explosive in his shoe. 

 

When the flight attendant challenges him, another man sitting on the aisle leaps to his feet, yelling “get 

back” and threatening other passengers with a knife. 

 

A federal air marshal draws his pistol and shoots both men. Threat over. 

 

The training exercise illustrates the protection that air marshals — who fly armed and undercover — could 

provide in thwarting terrorists in the skies.  

 

“We are the last line of defense on board an aircraft,” Mike LaFrance, assistant supervisory air marshal in 

charge of the program’s training center near the Atlantic City airport, told USA TODAY. “If everything 

else fails, the air marshal is there to take down anything that may happen.” 

 

But now some lawmakers and critics in watchdog agencies are asking: Is the program that peaked at nearly 

$1 billion a year — a program that has never caught a single terrorist on board a plane — really needed? 

 

The program has existed under a variety of names and agencies for 57 years, and it expanded significantly 

after the 9/11 hijackings. But air marshals can't be on every plane, and during those decades, they haven't 

faced a real terror threat during an actual flight. 

 

TSA Administrator David Pekoske called the program “a terrific organization” that performs a stressful 

job under difficult circumstances. The service is an important layer of security, he said, that begins when a 

passenger buys a ticket, a database search against no-fly lists and checkpoint screening at airports. And the 

prospect that an air marshal could be on a specific flight is a deterrent to would-be attackers by itself. 

 

"I think they do a very good job," Pekoske told USA TODAY. “Quite frankly, I’m very much comforted 

by the fact that they are on some flights — not all, based on the size — to provide that additional layer of 

security should the need arise.” 

 

Learning how — and when — to shoot 

Gary Decker, an air-marshal firearms instructor, sits in a replica airline seat waiting for action. 

 

The seats are arranged on the concrete floor of a TSA firing range as if aboard an airliner. Two aisles 

mimic a wide-body plane. Decker sits on the left side of the left aisle, allowing him to pursue a target — if 

necessary. 

 

A paper target swivels several rows ahead in first class, revealing a man in a gray jacket with a band of 

explosives at his waist. Decker quickly pulls a Sig Sauer P229 pistol from his holster and shoots a couple 

of rounds, hitting the target in the head. Spent shells spring from the gun. 
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A pause. Another target turns to reveal a woman in a leather jacket holding a pistol. Decker briskly fires 

several more shots into her body. More shells rattle on the floor. 

 

Then a new target breezes past the others. A man in a red T-shirt with a pistol moves from right to left. 

Pow, pow, pow. 

 

“At 37,000 feet, we can’t call for backup,” Decker told USA TODAY after the exercise. “We’re in such a 

confined space, we can’t make mistakes.” 

 

Air marshals score an average 284 points out of a 300-point test with 60 shots fired, which they say is the 

highest average in law enforcement. 

 

But instructors said decisions about to shoot are just as important as aiming. Air marshals train to decide in 

fractions of a second whether the target is a threat. And then whether to aim for the head of a bomber or 

the body of a gunman. 

 

“I’m gauging the threat and I’m gauging the environment — what’s going on around me before I get out 

of that seat,” Decker said. “Because there may be somebody behind me. There may be somebody to the 

right. I’m waiting to see what else might be happening.” 

 

Time to end the program? 

What is now called the Federal Air Marshal Service has transformed and grown significantly since it was 

created under President Kennedy after a string of hijackings in 1961. The first 18 Federal Aviation 

Administration safety inspectors who were deputized to thwart hijackers graduated in 1962. 

 

In 1985, after the 17-day hijacking of TWA Flight 847, Congress increased the number of air marshals by 

the hundreds and expanded the program to international flights. 

 

But in the ebb and flow of funding, the service had only 33 marshals on duty Sept. 11, 2001, when 

hijackers flew four planes into the World Trade Center, the Pentagon and field in Pennsylvania. The ranks 

were quickly expanded to an undisclosed number in the thousands. 

 

Critics of the program highlight the costs, the lack of terrorist incidents — and argue that more air 

marshals are arrested than terrorists. 

 

Rep. John Duncan, R-Tenn., would like to abolish the program that he said had about 4,000 air marshals in 

2009 and averaged a total 4.2 arrests per year during the first seven years. He continues to slam the 

program as “the most needless, useless agency." 

 

Air marshals themselves were arrested 148 times from November 2002 to February 2012, according to a 

report by ProPublica based on TSA documents. Air marshals were also charged with more than 5,000 

cases of misconduct during that period, including 1,200 cases of lost equipment and 950 missed flights, the 

report said. 

 

Pekoske said he is confident there aren’t systemic problems with discipline. 

 

“I think those problems are in the past for TSA,” Pekoske said. “It’s something that I’ve placed a good 

amount of emphasis on myself, to make sure that we have handled the problems that have occurred in the 

past and have a good path forward.” 

 

The Department of Homeland Security’s inspector general released an unclassified summary of a report in 

October 2017 that called the air marshals’ contribution to aviation security “questionable.” 

 

“We also identified a part of FAMS operations where, if discontinued, funds could be put to better use,” 

the summary said. 
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The service peaked with a $966 million budget in 2012, according to the Government Accountability 

Office, and got $779 million in the latest spending bill approved in March. 

 

As a former vice commandant of the Coast Guard, Pekoske said he understood the difficulty putting a 

value on prevention. But he said changes in security before and during flights have reduced the need for 

air marshals, so spending has shifted. 

 

Airlines hardened cockpit doors after the 9/11 attacks to prevent terrorists from getting to pilots. Some 

pilots volunteer to be trained to carry guns during flights under the Federal Flight Deck Officer program. 

 

“From my perspective, I think we’ve done a good job in increasing our security profile overall in flight,” 

Pekoske said. “I do think that the air marshals provide an important layer of security.” 

 

'No safe direction' 

Air marshals make split-second decisions. 

 

In December 2005, air marshals shot and killed Rigoberto Alpizar, 44, on a jet bridge at the Miami airport 

as he ran off an American Airlines flight. Flight attendants and security officials said Alpizar claimed to 

have a bomb and demonstrated bizarre behavior, but no explosives were found on him or in his bag. Air 

marshals had warned him repeatedly to "stop" and "get down" but were ignored. 

 

Alpizar hadn't taken his entire Lithium prescription for bipolar disorder, according to a prosecutor's 

investigation of the incident. The 46-page report on the investigation ruled the shooting "legally justified" 

and said air marshals "demonstrated remarkable restraint." 

 

Typical confrontations are more mundane. Air marshals, who try to avoid breaking cover, must decide 

when an unruly passenger becomes a big enough disturbance to warrant action. A sample of recent cases 

include: 

 

• Sarah Beach was charged with assault after an air marshal restrained her on a Delta Air Lines flight April 

19 from London to Salt Lake City, where she allegedly threw coffee on passengers, overturned a drink cart 

and ran up and down the plane’s aisles. Her case is pending. 

 

• Alex Croft pleaded guilty to assault after an air marshal restrained him for attempting three times to open 

the emergency exit during a United Airlines flight Sept. 30 from Paris to Washington Dulles. 

 

• Joanne Snow was found not guilty by reason of insanity after an air marshal charged her as a flight 

attendant with assault for allegedly slapping another flight attendant, shoving the air marshal, speaking 

irrationally and kicking the air marshal during a pair of American Airlines flights Nov. 23 and 25, 2015, 

between Charlotte and Frankfurt. 

 

To prepare for the worst, air marshals receive 16 weeks of training divided between Artesia, N.M., and 

Atlantic City, N.J., and 20 days a year of recurrent training. Besides firing 5,000 shots during the initial 

training, courses include hand-to-hand combat, legal investigative techniques and professional ethics. 

 

Training in the tight confines of an airline cabin illustrated one of the worst scenarios possible. One man 

flicks a lighter, trying to ignite an explosive. Another man wields a knife, threatening passengers while 

protecting the bomber. Shouting and smoke erupt between attackers and passengers. 

 

In order to prevent an explosion, air marshals shoot the attackers accurately enough to avoid hitting 

passengers or flight attendants. 

 

“There is no safe direction on board an aircraft. Windows, innocent people, partners, crew,” LaFrance 

said. “We feel that we are the tip of the spear when it comes to marksmanship and firearms training in the 

law enforcement world.” 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Brazil: 11 charged in ISIS cell plot 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/may/17/brazil-islamic-state-cell-charged-jihadists-syria  

GIST Brazilian federal prosecutors have charged 11 people with planning to establish an Islamic State cell in 

Brazil and trying to recruit jihadists to send to Syria, according to a court filing. 

 

Police tracked the alleged Isis militants through their social media messages after Spain’s Guardia Civil 

provided telephone numbers found on a Brazilian arrested in Spain for belonging to a jihadist group there. 

 

In one WhatsApp chat group, some of the Brazilian suspects discussed plans to copy last year’s London 

Bridge attack during Carnival in Rio de Janeiro or Salvador to kill as many people as possible, the 

document said. 

 

Two of the Brazilians are being held in a maximum-security prison and five others, arrested since October, 

were freed pending trial, said a spokesman for the prosecutors office for the state of Goiás in central Brazil 

that filed the charges. 

 

Police found homemade weapons in the house of one of the suspects, who identified himself in social 

media messages as a supporter of the militant Islamic movement al-Qaida. 

 

It was the second copycat group dismantled by Brazil in two years. 

 

Before the 2016 Rio Olympics, police arrested 10 people suspected of belonging to a poorly organized 

group supporting IsisI who discussed terrorist acts during the games. 

 

The Brazilian government described the group as “absolutely amateur” and said its members were in 

contact via messaging apps but did not know each other personally. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Denmark to pull special forces out Iraq 

SOURCE https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/news/2018/5/17/denmark-to-pull-special-forces-out-of-iraq  

GIST Denmark said on Thursday it will start withdrawing its special forces from Iraq, as it winds up its role in a 

US-led international coalition fight back against the Islamic State group. 

 

"We have now reached a point where we can begin withdrawing our special forces because (IS) no longer 

has control over large areas in Iraq," Danish Foreign Minister Anders Samuelsen said in a statement.  

 

Up to 60 Danish special forces were sent to Iraq in 2016 to train and advise Iraqi soldiers after a vote by 

Denmark's parliament.   

 

The forces also took part in operations on the Iraqi-Syrian border, providing intelligence and ad-hoc air 

support.  

 

"Their Iraqi partners are now ready to stand on their own two feet," Danish Defence Minister Claus Hjort 

Frederiksen said in the statement.  

 

"(IS) have been forced away from virtually all the areas which the terrorist organisation occupied in Iraq," 

he added.  

 

The Scandinavian nation currently has around 180 troops stationed at al-Asad air base near Baghdad, 

where they have been training Iraqi soldiers and Kurdish security forces. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 US reacts to wanted terrorist in Pakistan 

SOURCE https://www.financialexpress.com/india-news/us-reacts-says-concerned-about-hafiz-saeed-roaming-

freely-in-pakistan/1172420/  

GIST The United States has again expressed its concern on the free movement of wanted terrorist Hafiz Saeed in 

Pakistan.  

 

“We are concerned about the mastermind behind the 2008 Mumbai attacks. And he’s a Lashkar-e-Taiba 

guy who was being held in Pakistan, and he was eventually let out on house arrest, and we have a reward 

out for. I believe it’s for his arrest, not information leading to his arrest, but his arrest. I don’t recall off the 

top of my head the award amount, but that person out in the open is a tremendous concern to the United 

States,” Heather Nauert, spokesperson of US State Department said. 

 

She was responding to a question on the recent remarks made by former Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz 

Sharif on Pakistan’s role in the 2008 Mumbai attacks. Nawaz Sharif had said that militant organizations 

are active in the country. “Militant organizations are active. Call them non-state actors, should we allow 

them to cross the border and kill 150 people in Mumbai? Explain it to me. Why can’t we complete the 

trail?” he said. 

 

Hafiz Saeed was released from a 10-month-long house arrest by a Pakistani court in November 2017. 

 

While underlining the growing ties between India and the US, the State Department spokesperson also 

said that the US has a very strong relationship with Prime Minister Modi’s government. “We have strong 

people-to-people ties.” 

 

US has already declared Saeed’s political front, Milli Muslim League, and JUD as Foreign terrorist 

organizations. 

 

The 2008 Mumbai attacks were carried out by Pakistan based terrorist group, Lashkar-e-taiba. The attacks 

lasted for four days across Mumbai, India’s financial capital. Many foreign nationals were among those 

dead. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Pakistan military: major attack foiled 

SOURCE https://gandhara.rferl.org/a/pakistani-military-says-it-foiled-major-terror-attack-in-

quetta/29234853.html  

GIST Pakistani security forces said on May 17 that they foiled a major terror attack in the southwestern city of 

Quetta, killing five suicide bombers. 

 

The target of the attack was a local office of the paramilitary Frontier Corps (FC), the military said in a 

statement. 

 

"An explosive-laden vehicle carrying five suicide bombers tried to enter the FC help center. Vigilant FC 

soldiers fired at [the] terrorists and killed them," it said. 

 

Four soldiers were injured in the firefight with the attackers, it said. 

 

The failed attack came just hours after a suicide bomber struck a paramilitary convoy in the northwestern 

city of Nowshera, wounding 10 people. 

 

The two attacks on the FC came a day after Pakistani forces said they killed Salman Badeni, an Islamist 

militant leader wanted for the murder of more than 100 Pakistani Shi'ite Muslims, on the outskirts of 
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Quetta, the capital of restive Balochistan Province. 

 

No militant group immediately claimed responsibility for the attacks on May 17. But the military said the 

attempted suicide in Quetta was a "response" to the killing of Badeni on May 16. 

 

Badeni was the provincial commander of the Islamist extremist group Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ), widely 

considered one of the most violent militant outfits in Pakistan. Sunni extremists like the LeJ consider Shi'a 

to be heretics. 

 

LeJ is blamed for the deaths of hundreds of Shi'a in numerous attacks across Pakistan, especially in 

Balochistan. 

 

A number of Islamist militant groups are active in the province, including the Taliban and local Islamic 

State affiliates. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 US ratchets up pressure on Hezbollah 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-treasury-sanctions-a-top-hezbollah-financier-and-representative-

to-iran-1526582699  

GIST WASHINGTON—The U.S. Treasury Department on Thursday ratcheted up the pressure on Iran-backed 

Hezbollah, imposing sanctions on one of the Lebanese militia’s top financiers and its representative to 

Tehran, while also accusing the group’s leader of being complicit in its world-wide illicit operations. 

 

The designation of Mohammad Ibrahim Bazzi as one of Hezbollah’s top financiers and Abdallah Safi-Al-

Din as the group’s key financial representative to Tehran is part of a broader U.S. campaign to isolate Iran 

and sideline its regional proxies threatening U.S. interests and allies in the Middle East. 

 

Specifically, the U.S. Treasury tied the two men and associated companies to a drug-trafficking ring and 

ill-gotten oil-sale contracts to Gambia as part of multimillion-dollar funding channels for Hezbollah, a 

group designated by the U.S. as a terror organization. 

 

U.S. officials link the activities of the two directly to the head of Hezbollah, Hasan Nasrallah, who was 

blacklisted by the U.S. and several Gulf nations on Wednesday for his role as the supreme commander of 

the group’s military and security operations around the world. The U.S. intelligence community’s latest 

assessment of world-wide threats reported that Hezbollah has increased its global terror activity in recent 

years to a level not seen since the 1990s. 

 

Washington has been particularly concerned lately about the group’s role in the Syrian civil war 

supporting President Bashar al-Assad alongside Russia and Iran and as a proxy for Tehran’s Quds Force, 

the elite wing of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps sanctioned by the U.S., Europe and others. 

 

By targeting Mr. Nasrallah and other members of the group’s governing body, the Shura Council, the U.S. 

and the Gulf countries “rejected the false distinction between a so-called ‘Political Wing’ and Hezbollah’s 

global terrorist plotting,” Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said. 

 

The U.S. is in part trying to discredit the group as a political organization not only in its home country and 

the Middle East, but also in Europe, where some governments recognize its political activities as a 

separate, legitimate institution. The U.S. is urging European and other governments to designate all of 

Hezbollah a terrorist organization, not just its militia. U.S. sanctions levied over the last week that tied 

Iran’s central bank to funneling cash to Hezbollah through the Quds Force are meant to erode Hezbollah’s 

financial credibility. 

 

The U.S. contends Hezbollah’s chief is aware of all of its financing operations, including those run by Mr. 

Safi-Al-Din, who is Mr. Nasrallah’s cousin, and Mr. Bazzi, an associate of the group’s leader. Mr. Safi-Al-
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Din, Treasury said, has served as Hezbollah’s key interlocutor to Iran on financial issues, including 

working to bolster political and economic ties between Gambia and Tehran and playing a role in an 

alleged money-laundering operation through the Lebanese Canadian Bank. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Remote ISIS branches grow; caliphate fades 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/faraway-isis-branches-grow-as-caliphate-fades-in-syria-and-iraq-

1526558401  

GIST ISTANBUL—In its former heartland of Syria and Iraq, the once mighty Islamic State has turned, at least 

for now, into little more than a nuisance. 

 

But that’s not the case for the self-declared caliphate’s far-flung “provinces,” from West Africa to 

Afghanistan to Southeast Asia. 

 

There, local insurgencies that adopted Islamic State’s brand and ideology in its heyday in 2014-2015 keep 

up the fight, gaining new ground and perpetrating new massacres. Some are also attracting a new influx of 

foreign fighters. 

 

“For now, it is really in the peripheries that everything happens,” said Prof. Mathieu Guidere, an expert on 

Islamic extremism at the University of Paris VIII. “The peripheral branches of Islamic State have become 

much more important and much more active than its original central organization.” 

 

Last year, U.S.-backed campaigns by the Iraqi government and by predominantly Kurdish fighters 

managed to seize Islamic State’s two main cities of Mosul and Raqqa, liberating a territory that once 

spanned a landmass the size of Great Britain. 

 

The only remaining areas controlled by Islamic State there are in the vicinity of al-Bukamal on Syria’s 

border with Iraq and a handful of other small isolated pockets in Syria. 

 

While many of the thousands of foreign fighters who flocked to Syria and Iraq died on the battlefield or 

were captured, significant numbers have managed to return to their home countries—or, in some cases, 

moved to other battlefields. 

 

“ISIS has been defeated, or quasi-defeated, insofar as its characteristic of a quasi-state. What has not been 

defeated is its insurgency capacity or its capacity to inspire others to engage in terrorist attacks elsewhere,” 

said Robert Malley, president of the International Crisis Group think tank, who served as President Barack 

Obama’s coordinator of the campaign against Islamic State. “It’s the hydra of different movements. They 

have shown a capacity to adapt and to change.” 

 

Indeed, while Islamic State’s ability to produce slick propaganda has been degraded by the loss of a 

physical “state,” the extremist group still retains a robust online presence and successfully encourages so-

called lone-wolf attacks. 

 

In one of these, a stabbing spree in central Paris, a young Frenchman of Chechen origin Saturday killed a 

passerby and injured four others after recording a cellphone video pledging allegiance to Islamic State. A 

series of much bloodier suicide attacks on Sunday, also claimed by Islamic State, targeted churches in 

Surabaya, Indonesia. 

 

“Although Islamic State’s ideology has suffered, it still has a huge potential,” said Rohan Gunaratna, head 

of the International Center for Political Violence and Terrorism Research at the Nanyang University in 

Singapore. “Islamic State has entered a phase of global expansion, very much the same way al Qaeda 

extended globally in late 2001.” 

 

In Afghanistan, where a brutal Taliban insurgency has been trying to topple the Western-backed 
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government in Kabul since the 2001 U.S. invasion, the rise of Islamic State brought a new level of carnage 

to the conflict. 

 

The movement’s regional affiliate, Islamic State-Khorasan, or ISIS-K, has unleashed particularly deadly 

attacks, deliberately targeting civilians and particularly seeking to massacre Shiites. 

 

(While past Taliban attacks have also caused large civilian casualties, the Taliban—who portray 

themselves as Afghanistan’s legitimate government and who want to be seen as such by the country’s 

neighbors—insist that they only seek to target government and foreign-related targets. They usually shy 

away from taking responsibility when their bombings produce unexpectedly high numbers of civilian 

casualties.) 

 

“Afghan traditions are against some tactics that ISIS used in Syria and Iraq. There is some genuine enmity 

between the Taliban and ISIS-K in some areas,” said Rahmatullah Nabil, who served until late 2015 as the 

head of Afghanistan’s intelligence service, the National Directorate of Security. 

 

Most Islamic State fighters in eastern Afghanistan are former Pakistani Taliban who had been pushed out 

of that country’s tribal areas along the border, he said, while Islamic State units in northern Afghanistan 

include fighters from Uzbekistan and China’s Xinjiang province. 

 

Despite their enmity, the presence of Islamic State in the country also serves a useful purpose to the 

Afghan Taliban, Mr. Nabil added. “Sometimes the creation of a tense situation between the Taliban and 

ISIS-K along Afghanistan’s northern border is more tactical,” he said. “The Taliban and their allies seek to 

persuade the central Asian countries, Iran or even Russia to provide support to the Taliban and to consider 

them as a force that will counter ISIS-K, which is a false scenario.” 

 

In West Africa, meanwhile, a new area of operations for Islamic State has emerged in the Sahara, along 

the borders of Niger and Mali. There, a new affiliate, the “Islamic State in the Greater Sahara,” has 

absorbed members of several militant groups that operated there for years, including some that had been 

associated with al Qaeda. 

 

The affiliate claimed, among others, the attack that killed four U.S. service members in Niger last October. 

The pace of attacks has become so high that France and its regional allies are creating a new military force, 

G5 Sahel, to counter the group. “It is the newest and the most active area for Islamic State,” said Prof. 

Guidere. 

 

In Syria and Iraq, too, conditions are gathering for an Islamic State attempt to spring back, in a different 

form. In both nations, the forces that once fought against it have since turned on each other, with the 

campaign against the extremist group losing steam. 

 

“One chapter of ISIS has finished and another is beginning,” said Hassan Hassan, a specialist on Islamic 

State at the Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy in Washington. “Their resurgence is coming sooner 

than expected.” 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Questions over possible fraud in Iraq vote 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/questions-mount-about-possible-fraud-in-iraq-vote-1526582313  

GIST BAGHDAD—The United Nations and Iraqi political leaders on Thursday called for investigating 

electoral-fraud complaints and sought manual recounts in some districts, as questions intensified about the 

legitimacy of the country’s recent parliamentary vote. 

 

Overall, the recounts being sought aren’t expected to affect the surprising election results from Saturday, 

when Shiite cleric Moqtada al-Sadr’s coalition won the most seats. But the fraud claims have delayed the 

official tally of the vote and deepened Iraqis mistrust in the electoral process, which saw turnout fall to its 
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lowest level since the country became a democracy fifteen years ago. 

 

Less than 45% of voters participated in the election, a low number considered a factor in Mr. Sadr’s 

victory because his largely poor, dedicated followers showed up when other politicians’ bases stayed 

home. Mr. Sadr’s militias had fought against the U.S. following the 2003 invasion and were accused of 

sectarian atrocities but he has forged a more mainstream path in recent years. 

 

Lawmakers on Thursday called an emergency session of parliament on Saturday to discuss the allegations 

of fraud after parties from across the political spectrum raised doubts. 

 

At the center of the controversy are electronic voting machines that were introduced for the first time this 

election in a bid to reduce fraud. 

 

Iraq’s election commission chief, Riyadh al-Badran, said late Wednesday that technical issues were partly 

to blame for the delay in announcing the results because some workers at polling stations didn’t know how 

to use them properly. 

 

But some political parties have accused their rivals of tampering with the devices. 

 

Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi on Tuesday said the country’s electoral commission should look into 

fraud complaints. On Thursday, his office said members of the electoral commission would be 

investigated for failing to contract with a company to inspect the electronic voting machines. The 

commission couldn’t be reached for comment. MIRU Systems, a South Korea-based firm that made the 

machines, didn’t immediately respond to a request for comment, but in a statement last year said it 

wouldn’t comment on the machines because it had signed a non-disclosure agreement. 

 

How the machines could have been tampered with isn’t clear, but several candidates said results showed 

they received zero votes in the same polling stations where they had cast ballots for themselves. There 

were also accusations that votes cast by Iraqis abroad had been tampered with. 

 

The issue is particularly sensitive in the ethnically mixed oil-rich northern city of Kirkuk, where Arab and 

Turkmen voters have accused Kurds of rigging the result. The Kurdish party that won the most votes 

denies the accusation. 

 

The U.N. urged the Iraqi election commission to investigate all complaints, and called for a partial manual 

recount in selected locations, notably Kirkuk. “It is important that these are undertaken in full 

transparency, witnessed by stakeholders, to strengthen the confidence in the process,” said Jan Kubis, 

special representative of the U.N. secretary-general for Iraq. 

 

The election commission had said the results of the vote would be announced within 48 hours of the polls 

closing at 6 p.m. local time on Saturday, but official results still haven’t been announced. The 

announcement of the official tally begins a weeklong countdown to the first session of parliament at which 

the largest bloc of seats is entitled to nominate the premier. 

 

Having won the most seats, Mr. Sadr has an advantage in forming the largest bloc and has already spoken 

to multiple parties about forming an alliance including Mr. Abadi, who worked closely with the U.S. to 

defeat Islamic State and is trusted in Washington. Meanwhile, Iran’s closest allies in Iraq are seeking to 

build an alternative bloc excluding Mr. Sadr, who has indicated he isn’t willing to partner with them. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Anti-American cleric power grows in Iraq 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/17/world/middleeast/pentagon-future-iraq-election-sadr.html  

GIST WASHINGTON — Over the past four years, American military planning in Iraq has counted on working 

with Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi, a moderate Shiite Muslim who has managed to rebuild the country’s 
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army, restore sovereignty and partner with both the United States and Iran to defeat the Islamic State. 

 

But the results of the weekend’s national elections in Iraq have torn the American assumptions asunder. 

 

Huge gains in Parliament were made by a party led by the anti-American cleric Moktada al-Sadr, whose 

implacable opposition to the presence of United States troops in Iraq was a top reason Washington 

withdrew its combat forces in 2011. 

 

Now, President Trump and the Pentagon must decide whether the United States can move ahead with 

plans to leave a residual force of about 4,500 American troops in Iraq after the war against the Islamic 

State. 

 

The group, also known as ISIS, is largely gone from the areas of Iraq that it occupied as recently as last 

year. But military planners are all too aware of what happened after the American troops left in 2011, 

opening space for the Islamic State’s rise as it was fueled by minority Sunnis who were alienated by the 

ruling Shiite government of Nuri Kamal al-Maliki, then the prime minister. 

 

In 2014, the Islamic State rolled across Iraq, easily defeating the country’s army and controlling much of 

its northern and western regions. Ensuring that history is not repeated is a top American priority, senior 

State Department and Pentagon officials said. 

 

For the Trump administration, that means trying to find a way to a working relationship with Mr. Sadr. 

Administration officials sought this week to focus on positive aspects of the election. 

 

“Not that long ago, ISIS had controlled large swaths of that country,” said Heather Nauert, the State 

Department’s spokeswoman. “And the fact that they were able to pull off elections that were relatively 

free of violence is certainly a pretty amazing feat and a testament to the Iraqi people.” 

 

Defense Secretary Jim Mattis told reporters that Trump administration officials “stand with the Iraqi 

people’s decisions.” 

 

“It’s a democratic process at a time when people, many people, doubted that Iraqis could take charge of 

themselves,” Mr. Mattis said on Tuesday. 

 

As a young man, Mr. Sadr led a Shiite militia that targeted American troops in Iraq. He fled to Iran to 

study in Qom, a revered Shiite religious center, before returning to Iraq in 2011 as a cleric and strident 

Iraqi nationalist. Mr. Sadr is not expected to hold elected office in Iraq; rather, his power comes from his 

pulpit. 

 

Given Iran’s outsize and yearslong influence in internal Iraqi politics, foreign policy experts said the 

Trump administration might have already made things more complicated for itself in Baghdad. 

 

Mr. Trump’s decision last week to withdraw from the Iranian nuclear accord has frozen relations between 

Washington and Tehran after a thaw that, among other issues, had helped facilitate an indirect partnering 

against the Islamic State in Iraq. 

 

Iran now “has no motivation for a leader in Iraq who would be positive toward the United States,” said 

Vali Nasr, the dean of the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies. 

 

But Pentagon officials are betting that Iran also does not want to see a return of the Islamic State. 

 

There is widespread agreement among Shiite political blocs, with whom Mr. Sadr would have to ally to 

form a government, to continue a program backed by international troops to train and equip Iraqi security 

forces. Trainers include American, Italian and Spanish advisers, with equipment paid for by the United 

States. And having NATO serve as the public representative for the American-led mission in Iraq could 

serve as a workaround for Mr. Sadr’s sensitivities, officials say. 
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Should the Trump administration and a government loyal to Mr. Sadr align, it would not be the first time 

American troops have had to develop a working relationship with Iraqis who were once considered the 

enemy. The partnering of United States forces with Sunni insurgents known as Sahwa, or the Awakening, 

against Al Qaeda in Iraq was a defining turning point in the war more than a decade ago. 

 

But the Pentagon will have its own balancing act to perform back in Washington. Mr. Trump has already 

expressed his desire to bring American troops home soon from Syria; officials said the president has given 

the Defense Department six months to wrap up its mission there. Military officials had hoped that an 

American troop presence in Iraq could keep in contact with allied forces across the border in Syria. 

 

And what would Mr. Trump do if Mr. Sadr again demands an American troop withdrawal from Iraq? 

 

“The Pentagon is already on the clock to get out of Syria,” said Derek Chollet, a former senior Defense 

Department official in the Obama administration. “Who’s to say what happens in Iraq after?” 
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HEADLINE 05/18 France: ricin, explosives attack plot foiled 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/french-government-foiled-attack-brothers-held-

55254467?   

GIST French authorities have thwarted a possible attack using ricin or explosives and arrested two brothers, the 

interior minister said Friday. 

 

Gerard Collomb told BFM television that authorities were tracking extremist activity on social networks 

and identified two young men "preparing to commit an attack with explosives or ricin." 

 

He said the young men were of Egyptian origin but didn't indicate their nationality or provide other details 

about where or when they were arrested. He said the men notably had tutorials on how to make poison 

using ricin.  

 

Collomb said the brothers had been communicating on encrypted messaging app Telegram. 

 

The anti-terrorism prosecutor's office and Collomb's office didn't immediately provide further details. His 

announcement comes as President Emmanuel Macron's government is under criticism for not preventing 

attacks like the one on Saturday, when an Islamic extremist stabbed five people in central Paris, killing one 

of them, and as France is still on edge after a string of other deadly attacks in recent years. 

 

The assailant in Saturday's attack, a 20-year-old Frenchman of Chechen origin, had been on a watch list 

for radicals, like several others who have attacked France in recent years. 

 

The assailant was killed by police, and a close friend of his was arrested and given preliminary terrorism 

charges Thursday night. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Man in ISIS-inspired shooting gets 17yrs 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/sydney-man-sentenced-17-years-inspired-shooting-

55253514?   

GIST A man who provided a revolver used to kill a state police employee in an Islamic State group-inspired 

attack in Sydney in 2015 was sentenced on Friday to 17 years in prison. 

 

Farhad Jabar, 15, was shot dead by police moments after he killed Curtis Cheng with a 0.38 Smith & 

Wesson as the accountant walked from the New South Wales state police headquarters in central Sydney 
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after work. 

 

Talal Alameddine, 25, refused to stand for Justice Peter Johnson who sentenced him in the New South 

Wales Supreme Court to serve a minimum 13.5 years behind bars. 

 

New South Wales, Australia's most populous state, has criminalized refusing to stand for a judge after 

several Muslim defendants remained seated in court on religious grounds. 

 

Alameddine had pleaded guilty to recklessly possessing an object connected with a terrorist act and 

supplying a pistol. The maximum penalty for each offense is 30 years in prison. 

 

Alameddine provided the gun to Raban Alou, 20, who passed it on Jabar. The court could not determine 

whether Alameddine had sold the gun or gave it away. Alou was sentenced in March to 44 years in prison 

for his role. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Friend of Paris knife attacker charged 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/french-official-friend-attacker-faces-accomplice-

charge-55236229?   

GIST A close friend of the young man who carried out a deadly knife attack in Paris before being killed by 

police last weekend was handed preliminary charges Thursday as a leading suspect in the rampage. 

 

The Paris prosecutor's office said the friend, identified as Abdul Hakim A., is accused of association with 

terrorist criminals with plans to attack people. He was put in provisional detention pending further 

investigation. 

 

France's anti-terrorism prosecutor Francois Molins said in his first news conference since the Saturday 

night attack that two female friends of the men were arrested earlier in the day in the Paris region. He did 

not elaborate.  

 

Khamzat Azimov, who was born in the Russian republic of Chechnya, killed one person and wounded five 

others with a knife in the rampage through streets near the Paris Garnier Opera house. He was killed by 

police as he advanced on them, saying "Shoot! Shoot! Shoot!" 

 

Molins said Azimov's parents, who were detained shortly after the stabbing spree, recognized their son in a 

video declaring allegiance to the Islamic State group that was released a day later. 

 

In the posthumous video, released by Islamic State group's Aamaq news agency, Azimov called on 

Muslims in Europe to "take action in the land of disbelievers" if they can't travel to the crumbling 

caliphate in Iraq and Syria, which has been pounded by coalition forces. He said French citizens should 

pressure their government "if you want it (attacks) to end." 

 

Azimov had French and Russian citizenship, Molins said. His friend Abdul Hakim A. also was from 

Chechnya. 

 

Azimov and Abdul Hakim A. - both 20 - were on a watch list for potential radicalization, Molins said. 

Abdul Hakim A. was placed on a second alert list in October for prevention of radicalization with a 

terrorist character. 

 

Azimov was placed on the list containing thousands of names because of his links to a young woman that 

Abdul Hakim A. married before she tried to go to Syria. 

 

The prosecutor said Abdul Hakim A., arrested a day after the attack in Strasbourg where Azimov had 

previously lived, denied contacting or seeing his friend for several months. The Azimov family had moved 
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to the northern 18th district of Paris last July. 

 

Investigators detained Abdul Hakim A. because of his marriage to the young woman headed to Syria, 

Molins said. 

 

"Abdul Hakim A. came to Paris from Jan. 8-12, 2017, accompanied by Khamzat Azimov, in order to get a 

religious wedding with this young woman, the eve of her departure for Syria," the prosecutor said. 

 

Studying Abdul Hakim A.'s communications, Molins said investigators noted much activity on encrypted 

networks, including in the night after Azimov's rampage. 

 

IS sympathizers have killed more than 200 people in France in recent years - 130 of them in an 

coordinated attack on Paris revelers in 2015. 

 

The latest attack Saturday occurred less than two months after a murderous extremist rampage in the 

southern town of Carcassonne, a haunt for tourists. There, a Frenchman of Moroccan origin - also on a 

watch list - killed three people with a gun, two in a supermarket, including an officer who exchanged 

himself for a hostage. 

 

Azimov had been studying to become a nurse after failing to gain entrance to medical school, Molins said. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Germany to re-examine 18K asylum cases 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/05/18/latest-germany-to-re-examine-18000-asylum-

cases.html  

GIST Germany's asylum authority says it will re-examine some 18,000 cases handled by one of its regional 

offices amid a scandal over the improper granting of asylum requests. 

 

Jutta Cordt, the head of Germany's Federal Office for Migration, said Friday that the office will review 

all cases since 2000 in which people were granted asylum by its branch in Bremen, the country's 

smallest state. 

 

In April, prosecutors said at least 1,200 asylum requests, mostly by members of Syria's Yazidi 

minority, may have been wrongly approved between 2013 and 2016. The former head of the Bremen 

branch office is being investigated on suspicion of corruption. 

 

Cordt says her authority so far has reviewed some 4,400 decisions by various branches and found that 

cases handled by Bremen were by far the most problematic. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Study: high uranium levels in water wells 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/991231/federal-study-finds-high-uranium-concentration-in-some-wells/  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) — The federal government says some water wells in northeastern Washington 

have high uranium concentrations, sometimes as much as 40 times the level considered safe for drinking 

water. 

 

That’s according to a new study from the U.S. Geological Survey, which sampled water from 13 wells and 

looked at historical data on uranium concentrations. 

 

The Spokesman-Review reports that half the wells sampled had levels of uranium above 30 micrograms 

per liter, the Environmental Protection Agency’s standard for drinking water. 
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The study found 60 percent of wells in the historical data had uranium concentrations above safe drinking 

water guidelines. 

 

The study looked at portions of Ferry, Stevens and Pend Oreille counties, most of Spokane County, and 

parts of Okanogan, Douglas, Grant, and Lincoln counties. About 125,000 there get their water from 

private wells. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Sawant subject of 4 ethics complaints 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/sawant-subject-of-at-least-4-ethics-complaints  

GIST SEATTLE -- Earlier this week the Seattle Ethics and Elections Commission received the first of at least 

four complaints from the public about Seattle City Councilwoman Kshama Sawant's alleged use of 

taxpayer-funded resources to promote a political agenda. 

 

Some of those complaints cite an exchange between Sawant and Councilmember Sally Bagshaw during a 

council briefing on May 14. 

 

"On multiple occasions, I’ve seen your staff using our copiers to print your signs," Bagshaw said during 

the briefing. "I just don’t think it is right for us to be using city resources or the copy machines to promote 

something that not all of us agree to." 

 

But at that same briefing, Sawant defended her actions, saying "you can choose not to use your office for 

really fighting for the interests of working people and to build movements. I strongly believe that council 

resources should absolutely be used to build social movements and not for furthering the interests of the 

Chamber of Commerce." 

 

Sawant has not responded to a request to comment about the ethics complaints. 

 

But Wayne Barnett, chairman of the SEEC, says Sawant is not under investigation. He tells KOMO the 

complaints are so new that he hasn't even had a chance to conduct a preliminary review. 

 

In an email, Barnett says if a preliminary review finds reasonable cause to believe that a violation has 

occurred, the ethics commission then move on to what he calls "enforcement mode." 

 

Complicating the matter is that the SEEC staffer who would investigate the complaints is out of town until 

next Wednesday, potentially delaying any investigation. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Publisher claims D.B. Cooper identified 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/05/17/db-cooper-identified-publisher-says-mystery-hijacker-was-

ex-paratrooper-from-michigan.html  

GIST More than 45 years after a mysterious plane hijacker made off with $200,000 in ransom money, 

disappearing into the night sky, a publishing company believes it has finally identified the man who eluded 

authorities for so long. 

 

At a news conference on Thursday, Michigan publisher Principia Media said the hijacker, known as D.B. 

Cooper, was former military paratrooper and intelligence operative Walter R. Reca. The company said it 

worked with Reca's best friend, Carl Laurin, in compiling the evidence. 

 

While the publisher did not disclose whether Reca was still alive, an obituary online lists a man with the 

identical name who lived in Oscada, Mich., as having died in 2014 at the age of 80. 
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"Evidence, including almost-daily discussions over a 14-year period and 3+ hours of audio recordings 

featuring the skyjacker, was compiled by Reca’s best friend. It was then analyzed by a Certified Fraud 

Examiner and forensic linguist," the publisher said in a news release. "The audio recordings, created in 

2008, include Reca discussing skyjacking details that were not known to the public prior to the FBI’s 

information release in 2015." 

 

The publishing company worked with Laurin for the memoir "D.B. Cooper & Me: A Criminal, A Spy, My 

Best Friend.” 

 

Vern Jones, CEO of Principia, talked about recordings that Laurin claimed were actual recordings of Reca 

speaking about the heist. Jones, a self-proclaimed skeptic at the start of the investigation, said that the 

evidence was “overwhelming.” 

 

"D.B. Cooper & Me: A Criminal, A Spy, My Best Friend", which claims Cooper was actually Walter 

"Walt" Reca from Michigan. 

 

“We listened in Walter’s own words. We heard him talk about his motivations for the hijacking. (He) 

talked about the jump itself, what happened in the plane. Where he landed. How he got home -- and most 

importantly, why he wasn’t caught.” 

 

Jones played one of the audio clips that described how Reca supposedly snuck the ransom note on the 

plane. 

 

“Now where did you carry your note?” Laurin can be heard asking. “The inside pockets of the suit,” Reca 

replied. Laurin then asks what the note was about, to which Reca abruptly replies “I can’t remember right 

there, this is a hijack and I’ve got explosives.” 

 

The rest of the audio clip describes the moments inside the plane when Reca was preparing to jump. 

 

In addition to the tapes, Jones said they reviewed letters, official documents, photos and even a typed 

confession, all of which seem to corroborate Laurin’s theory that “Walter Reca is the real D.B. Cooper.” 

 

Jones also seemed to hint that the discrepancies between Principia’s investigation and the FBI’s 

investigation might not have been accidental. “The hijacking,” he said “was just the beginning of the 

story.” 

 

He detailed a supposed meeting between Reca and “two men in hard hats” two months after the heist 

where he was asked by these two unknown men if he was prepared to go to “prison.”  Reca was reportedly 

hired by them, though it is unclear if the two men Jones talked about were FBI agents. 

 

Laurin himself spoke at the press conference and described Reca as a daredevil “who always wanted to be 

in the CIA.” 

 

“I always got the feeling that when he jumped with our team, the Michigan parachute team, it was a means 

of survival, not really for the thrill,” Laurin said. “He was looking for something far beyond that.” 

 

After the skyjacking, Reca later became a high-level covert intelligence operative, according to the 

publishing company. 

 

Reca possessed skills to survive jumping out of the plane because he was on the Michigan Parachute 

Team, according to the publisher. He attended the team reunion in 2000 and was pictured in a photo 

released by the publisher. 

 

Despite the claims of the publishing company, the FBI has never ruled out the possibility that the hijacker 

was killed in the jump -- which took place during a rainstorm at night, over rough, wooded terrain. The 
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hijacker's clothing and footwear were also unsuitable for a rough landing. 

 

Many investigators have come forward with their theories for who the infamous hijacker may be. Earlier 

this year, the leader of the private investigative team who has spent years trying to crack the D.B. Cooper 

hijacking case claimed he believes the mysterious criminal was a CIA operative whose identity has been 

covered up by federal agents. 

 

Thomas Colbert, a documentary filmmaker who helped put together the 40-member team, said in January 

his team made the connection from work a code breaker uncovered in each of five letters allegedly sent by 

Cooper. 

 

Since last January, the FBI has released more than 3,000 documents to Colbert's team investigating the 

hijacking. The FBI said in court papers that it has more than 71,000 documents that may be responsive to 

Colbert’s lawsuit. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Air Force base: missing machine gun 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/05/18/air-force-base-searches-for-missing-machine-gun-shortly-

after-losing-grenades.html  

GIST Authorities at a North Dakota on Friday are searching for an M-240 machine gun that has been 

unaccounted for since Wednesday, officials said. 

 

The 7.62mm caliber weapon was missing from the Minot Air Force Base, The Minot Daily News reported. 

 

The Air Force Global Strike Command directed an immediate inventory search of weapons in the 5th 

Bomb Wing and 91st Missile Wing, the report said. 

 

Earlier this month, a container of grenades fell off a Humvee on a Native American reservation. 

 

The Air Force sent 100 airmen to walk the entire six-mile route where the military explosives were likely 

lost, The Washington Post reported, citing a statement from the local Mountrail County sheriff. 

 

The military has offered a $5,000 reward for information leading to the recovery of the container with the 

ammunition, The Minot Daily News reported. 

 

Kenneth Halvorson, the Mountrail County sheriff, said in a statement to The Post that the missing 

ammunition is a belt of linked grenades for the MK 19 automatic grenade launcher. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Ozone-destroying emissions on rise 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/16/world/ozone-emissions-cfc-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Banned chemicals which can cause holes in the ozone layer are on the rise, according to a new 

report, and no one knows who the culprit is. 

 

The hunt is now on to find and stop the mysterious source of the emissions, which scientists believe are 

emanating from somewhere inside of east Asia. 

 

Chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs, used to be common in refrigerators, aerosol cans and dry cleaning 

chemicals. But they were banned under the Montreal Protocol of 1987, after it was discovered they 

contributed to the creation of a giant hole in the ozone layer which forms over Antarctica each September. 

 

The ozone layer, a fragile shield of gas, protects animal and plant life on Earth from powerful UV rays. 
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When the ozone layer is weakened, more UV rays can get through and affect humans, making them prone 

to skin cancer, cataracts and other diseases. There also may be consequences for plant life, including lower 

crop yields and disruptions in the ocean's food chain. 

 

After concerted global action, the hole in the ozone layer was gradually beginning to mend, but scientists 

at the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) have discovered a sharp rise in 

CFCs from an unknown source. 

 

"We're raising a flag to the global community to say, 'This is what's going on, and it is taking us away 

from timely recovery of the ozone layer,'" NOAA scientist Stephen Montzka, the study's lead author, said 

in a statement. 

 

"Further work is needed to figure out exactly why emissions of CFC-11 are increasing, and if something 

can be done about it soon," added Montzka. 

 

The team said the emissions were most likely due to new, unreported production from an unidentified 

source in East Asia. It is the first time levels of one of the three most abundant, long-lived CFCs has 

increased for a sustained period since the late 1980s. 

 

"In the end, we concluded that it's most likely that someone may be producing the CFC-11 that's escaping 

to the atmosphere," he said. 

 

"We don't know why they might be doing that and if it is being made for some specific purpose, or 

inadvertently as a side product of some other chemical process." 
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HEADLINE 05/17 NASA: Earth in major hydrologic change 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/nasa-reveals-major-changes-in-water-availability-worldwide/  

GIST Earth has experienced significant shifts in freshwater distribution across the globe thanks to climate 

change, water management and natural cycles, among other factors, according to a NASA study. 

 

"What we are witnessing is major hydrologic change," said Jay Famiglietti of NASA's Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory in Pasadena, California. "We see a distinctive pattern of the wetland areas of the world getting 

wetter -- those are the high latitudes and the tropics -- and the dry areas in between getting dryer. 

Embedded within the dry areas we see multiple hotspots resulting from groundwater depletion."  

 

Researchers tracked global freshwater trends in nearly three dozen regions worldwide using 14 years of 

data and imagery from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission, which consists 

of two spacecrafts orbiting Earth. They analyzed the information alongside irrigation maps, precipitation 

data from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project, Landsat imagery from the NASA/U.S. Geological 

Survey and published reports of human activity related to agriculture, mining and reservoir operations, 

according to a news release. 

 

The findings of the first-of-its-kind study were published Wednesday in Nature, a scientific journal.  

 

"This is the first time that we've used observations from multiple satellites in a thorough assessment of 

how freshwater availability is changing, everywhere on Earth," Matt Rodell of NASA's Goddard Space 

Flight Center, said in the news release. 

 

"A key goal was to distinguish shifts in terrestrial water storage caused by natural variability -- wet periods 

and dry periods associated with El Niño and La Niña, for example -- from trends related to climate change 

or human impacts, like pumping groundwater out of an aquifer faster than it is replenished," he said.  

 

In some regions, like those with melting alpine glaciers and ice sheets, climate change is a clear driver of 
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water loss, according to Famiglietti.  

 

Agricultural practices also have a big impact. Pumping groundwater for agriculture significantly 

contributed to freshwater depletion around the world during the period studied, which could explain a 

decline in freshwater that was observed in Saudi Arabia, for example.  

 

Levels of groundwater are also impacted by drought cycles and persistent rain, according to NASA. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Rare US-France joint naval exercises 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/us-french-joint-naval-exercises-uss-george-hw-bush/  

GIST The U.S. Navy is nearing the end of a first-of-its-kind training mission.  

 

For more than a week, about 300 French Navy members have been living and training on an American 

aircraft carrier, the USS George H.W. Bush, off the East Coast. It marks the first time U.S. and French 

pilots, mechanics and sailors all lived side-by-side on a carrier, and CBS News correspondent Jan 

Crawford and her team were there to see how the mission all came together. 

 

We reached the USS George H.W. Bush like the Navy does – from the sky, going from 150 mph to a dead 

stop in less than two seconds on another busy day of flight operations. 

   

The mission? Joint training exercises with a key ally, France. 

 

Holding upwards of 5,000 people, the carrier has everything you'd need – cafeterias, a store, gyms, a post 

office and a chapel. 

  

Rear Adm. Stephen Evans commands the Bush and all the ship personnel in its carrier strike group. 

  

"Every day I'm in awe of this. I mean, you think about what goes into this. This is a city… a city with an 

airfield on top of it," Evans said. "The life blood that runs through it are these young men and women."  

  

For the French visitors, it's a chance to sharpen their skills with the best, while working on a runway 

moving through the ocean at more than 30 mph. 

  

"This experience is awesome, right?" French commander Stephane said. "It's a kind of brotherhood. … We 

do the same job. We did many operations together." 

 

Everyone is performing key roles in the ships tower, with the air officer – or air boss – controlling the 

airspace. On the flight deck, the landing signal officers communicate with pilots as they come in for 

landing, touching down at the right moment, so a hook on the tail of the plane snags a wire across the 

flight deck. 

 

The engineering marvel is programmed below deck where the ship's hydraulic system slows the plane 

down. With takeoffs and landings happening at the same time day and night, it feels like organized chaos 

and keeping it all organized is the aircraft handling officer, Lt. Cmdr. Winston Cotterell. He used what he 

called a "ouiji board" to depict what is going on the flight deck. 

  

"There are computers that do this too," Crawford said.  

 

"This one doesn't freeze up. That one will freeze up from time to time, and sometime the electronic will go 

down and shut off, and I don't have time to mess with that," Cotterell said. 

  

Overseeing all these operations is the ship's Capt. Sean Bailey. 
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"It's important from the perspective of demonstrating support for our allies. At the same time, it sends a 

signal to the world that we're strong partners, hand-in-hand," Bailey said. 

 

The U.S. has 11 carriers more than any other nation. The French have only one, the Charles de Gaulle. 

That ship is undergoing extensive maintenance. While that's taking place, training exercises like this one 

help our allies stay prepared for anything in an increasingly chaotic world. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Pee in the pool? That’s not all 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/hard-kill-germs-may-be-lurking-your-hotel-pool-cdc-

n875101  

GIST A hard-to-kill germ called Cryptosporidium can resist the chlorine disinfectant in swimming pools and is a 

leading cause of outbreaks linked to pools, federal health officials said Thursday. 

 

Hotel swimming pools and hot tubs can be a major source of these outbreaks, the Centers for Disease 

control and Prevention said. 

 

A third of the disease outbreaks traced to pools between 2000 and 2014 started in hotel pools and hot tubs, 

CDC said. 

 

And many of those cases were caused by Cryptosporidium, a parasite that causes diarrhea, as well as the 

bacteria that cause Legionnaire’s disease and a second bacteria called Pseudomonas. 

 

Cryptosporidium, or crypto for short, caused 58 percent of outbreaks in which a germ could be identified, 

and 89 percent of the illnesses, the CDC said. 

 

“Most germs are killed within minutes by the amount of chlorine that CDC recommends and that is 

required by state and local governments,” said Michele Hlavsa, chief of the CDC’s Heaalthy Swimming 

Program. 

 

“Crypto can survive for seven or more days. It takes a lot of chlorine, for a lot of time, to kill crypto.” 

 

And even though crypto is spread by a diarrheal incident — and yes, that’s what you think it is — it can be 

hard to see that happen in a pool full of kids. 

 

“Diarrhea caused by crypto can be pretty watery so it can be pretty stealthy,” Hlavsa said. 

 

Parents shouldn’t let kids go into pools if they’ve had diarrhea recently, and babies need even closer 

watching. If there is a diarrheal incident, the pool operator is supposed to clear the pool and flush it with 

extremely high levels of chlorine or bromine to kill the parasite. 

 

That evidently does not always happen. 

 

Hlavsa’s team at CDC went through reports about 493 outbreaks of disease that could be linked to 

swimming pools between 2000 and 2014. 

 

They made a lot of people sick: more than 27,000 illnesses. Eight people died. 

 

More than half of the cases were caused by crypto, which infects people when they swallow contaminated 

pool water. Another 16 percent were caused by Legionella bacteria, which are usually inhaled in water 

spray. 

 

Pseudomonas caused 13 percent of illnesses, and also causes folliculitis or “hot tub rash” and otitis externa 

or “swimmers’ ear”. 
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“Hotels were the leading setting, associated with 157 (32 percent) of the 493 outbreaks,” the CDC team 

reported. 

 

Chlorine is very effective at killing germs if it’s kept at the right levels, and if the pH of the pool at kept at 

the proper level for the disinfectant to work. 

 

In 2013, for example, the CDC said 20 percent of inspections of public hot tubs and spas showed they did 

not have enough disinfectant. 

 

And bacteria can grow into mats called biofilms, which then resist the effects of chlorine and other 

disinfectants. These slimy biofilms typically have to be scrubbed off. 

 

Hotel pools are probably not much different from any other public pool, Hlavsa said. 

 

“We underestimate what it takes to properly operate a pool, whether it is a hotel pool or a water park 

pool,” she said. 

 

A properly trained operator has to be on hand to make sure chlorine or bromine concentrations and pH 

levels are where they should be, and should be on the lookout for poop incidents — even the hard-to-see 

kind —so they can immediately clear and disinfect the pool. 

 

WHY SHOWERING IS SO IMPORTANT 

It also helps to enforce the rules about showering. 

 

Proper showering can not only remove residual fecal matter that could get into a pool, but it takes away 

the oil, sweat and dirt that react with chlorine and make it less effective. 

 

“It uses up the chlorine that would actually kill germs,” Hlavsa said. 

 

“The problem with peeing in the pool and the problem with not showering before you go into the pool is 

that urine and sweat and dirt combine with chlorine in the water.” 

 

Urine is not sterile, contrary to popular belief. “Pee can interact with chlorine, Hlavsa said. 

 

In fact, that’s what makes people’s eyes sting after swimming. It’s not the chlorine. It’s urine. 

 

“It’s really, really, really important to shower and not to pee in the pool,” Hlavsa said. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Hot streak: 400 warmer than avg. months 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/05/17/global-warming-april-400th-consecutive-

warm-month/618484002/  

GIST It was December 1984, and President Reagan had just been elected to his second term, Dynasty was the 

top show on TV and Madonna's Like a Virgin topped the musical charts. 

 

It was also the last time the Earth had a cooler-than-average month. 

 

Last month marked the planet's 400th consecutive month with above-average temperatures, federal 

scientists from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration announced Thursday.  

 

The cause for the streak? Unquestionably, it’s climate change, caused by humanity's burning of fossil 

fuels.  
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"We live in and share a world that is unequivocally, appreciably and consequentially warmer than just a 

few decades ago, and our world continues to warm," said NOAA climate scientist Deke Arndt. "Speeding 

by a '400' sign only underscores that, but it does not prove anything new." 

 

Climate scientists use the 20th-century average as a benchmark for global temperature measurements. 

That's because it's fixed in time, allowing for consistent "goal posts" when reviewing climate data. It's also 

a sufficiently long period to include several cycles of climate variability. 

 

"The thing that really matters is that, by whatever metric, we've spent every month for several decades on 

the warm side of any reasonable baseline," Arndt said. 

 

NOAA's analysis found last month was the 3rd-warmest April on record globally. The unusual heat was 

most noteworthy in Europe, which had its warmest April on record, and Australia, which had its second-

warmest. 

 

Portions of Asia also experienced some extreme heat: In southern Pakistan, the town of Nawabshah soared 

to a scalding 122.4 degrees on April 30, which may have been the warmest April temperature on record 

for the globe, according to Meteo France.  

 

Argentina also had its warmest April since national records began there in 1961. 

 

North America was the one part of the world that didn't get in on the heat parade. Last month, the average 

U.S. temperature was 48.9 degrees, 2.2 degrees below average, "making it the 13th-coldest April on record 

and the coldest since 1997," NOAA said.  

 

For the year-to-date, the Earth is seeing its 5th-warmest start to the year.  

 

A separate analysis of global temperature data from NASA also found last month was the third-warmest 

April on record.  

 

Another milestone was reached in April, also related to the number "400": Carbon dioxide — the gas 

scientists say is most responsible for global warming — reached its highest level in recorded history at 410 

parts per million. 

 

This amount is highest in at least the past 800,000 years, according to the Scripps Institute of 

Oceanography. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Vancouver BC bust violent contract gang 

SOURCE https://globalnews.ca/news/4215924/violent-lower-mainland-contract-gang-take-down/  

GIST A “violent crime group” whose leader was 21 years old has been taken down by the Vancouver Police 

Department and the Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit of B.C. (CFSEU-BC). 

 

Vancouver police say the gang, known as the Gill Group, was hired for “contract work.” Officials say they 

mostly targeted other gang members but were also hired by bigger gangs to commit crime. 

 

The investigation led to the seizure of four guns, seven arrests and the recommendation of 20 criminal 

charges. Some of the charges include conspiracy to commit murder, possession of a loaded restricted 

firearm, and extortion. 

 

Two of the people charged were 17 years old at the time of offences. 
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“This violent crime group was comprised of several individuals including its leader, Taqdir Gill,” said 

Supt. Mike Porteous with the VPD. “We are committed to aggressively targeting people who pose the 

most risk to our communities, and we will continue to work relentlessly with other partner agencies, like 

CFSEU-BC.” 

 

The gang is said to have been connected to serious crime and shootings across Metro Vancouver since last 

summer. 

 

Seven arrests have been made and the following charges have been approved by Crown Counsel: 

 

1. Taqdir Gill, 21 years old, has been charged with conspiracy to commit murder, conspiracy to 

commit arson, conspiracy to discharge a firearm, possession of a loaded restricted firearm, occupy 

a vehicle knowing a firearm is present, and extortion. 

2. Hitkaran Johal, 19 years old, has been charged with conspiracy to commit murder and conspiracy 

to commit arson. 

3. Simrat Lally, 20 years old, has been charged with conspiracy to discharge a firearm, conspiracy to 

commit arson, occupying a vehicle knowing a firearm is present, and two counts of possessing a 

firearm without a license/registration. 

4. Walta Abay, 23 years old, has been charged with conspiracy to commit murder, possession of a 

loaded restricted firearm, and occupying a vehicle knowing a firearm is present. 

5. Pawandeep Chopra, 20 years old, has been charged with possession of a loaded restricted firearm. 

6. A youth, 17 years old at the time of offence, has been charged with conspiracy to discharge a 

firearm, possess a firearm without a license/registration, and occupy a vehicle knowing a firearm 

is present. 

7. A youth, 17 years old at the time of offence, has been charged with conspiracy to commit arson. 

 

Arrests were made last October. Only some of the members remain behind bars, including the group’s 

leader. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 US: $5M reward for El Chapo associate 

SOURCE https://mexiconewsdaily.com/news/us-offers-us-5-million-reward-for-chapo-associate/  

GIST The United States has posted a US $5-million reward for any information regarding the whereabouts of 

Adelmo Niebla Gómez, formerly a close collaborator of ex-Sinaloa Cartel boss Joaquín Guzmán Loera. 

 

According to U.S. investigators, Niebla, also known as El G3, is the leader of a faction within the Sinaloa 

Cartel and responsible for smuggling hundreds of thousands of kilograms of marijuana and thousands of 

kilograms of methamphetamine, cocaine and heroin into the country. 

 

Niebla’s operations are believed to run both ways across the border. U.S. authorities suspect him of 

transporting hundreds of millions of dollars in drug proceeds in the form of cash and the exportation of 

weapons from the United States into Mexico. 

  

“This $5-million reward offer demonstrates the seriousness of U.S. intentions to track down this fugitive,” 

said the Department of State. 

 

Niebla was arrested in Mexico in 2012 but in early 2014 he and two accomplices drew on the cartel’s 

playbook and escaped from a prison in Culiacán, Sinaloa, through a 400-meter tunnel 10 meters 

underground. 

 

Investigations found that the tunnel led directly to the maximum security area inside the penitentiary. 

 

In Mexico, Niebla is accused of masterminding drug trafficking in an area that encompasses the northern 

states of Sonora, Baja California, Durango and Sinaloa. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Malaysia: 72 suitcases w/cash seized 

SOURCE http://time.com/5281927/malaysia-corruption-probe-najib-razak-cash/  

GIST (KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia) — Malaysian police on Friday confiscated 284 designer handbags and 72 

suitcases containing cash, jewelry and other valuables as part of a corruption and money-laundering 

investigation into former Prime Minister Najib Razak. 

 

Commercial crime chief Amar Singh said the valuables were seized in a search that began late Thursday at 

apartments linked to Najib at an upscale condominium in Kuala Lumpur. 

 

Singh said the seizure was part of investigations into a corruption scandal at the 1MDB state fund, which 

is also being probed by the U.S. and other countries. 

 

U.S. investigators say Najib’s associates stole and laundered $4.5 billion from the fund, some of which 

landed in Najib’s bank account, and that $23 million was used to buy a pink diamond necklace for his 

wife. Najib, whose coalition was ousted in a stunning election defeat last week, denies any wrongdoing. 

 

Television stations showed footage of police carting away orange boxes containing handbags as well as 

luggage of various sizes from the condominium. 

 

Singh said the seizure included Birkin Hermes bags, cash in various currencies, watches and a “big 

amount” of jewelry. Najib’s wife, Rosmah Mansor, is known in Malaysia for her love for Birkin bags, 

which luxury publications say cost from $12,000 to more than $200,000. 

 

Singh declined to say who the apartments belonged to but that the “search was conducted in relevance to 

our 1MDB investigations.” 

 

He said police also conducted simultaneous raids at several other locations including Najib’s family house, 

his former office as prime minister and an official residence. Documents related to 1MDB were seized 

from the office and police are still trying to crack open a safe in Najib’s house, he said. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Massive backlog of rape kits 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/990407/rape-kits-washington-backlog/  

GIST Thousands of rape kits have gone untested in Washington state for years. While there has been some 

progress speeding up the tests, it’s still slow going. 

 

When someone reports a rape, they often end up at a hospital where a rape kit is used to collect evidence, 

including potential DNA of the attacker. Leah Griffin had to go through it after she was raped in Seattle in 

2014. 

 

“That was a six-hour procedure and it’s six hours of invasion and embarrassment, and to then find out that 

my kit was not even tested as part of the investigation was infuriating,” she said. “To know that I had sat 

through something so incredibly probing and invasive and humiliating … for nothing.” 

 

Backlog of rape kits 

 

Griffen is part of the legislative sexual assault task force formed by state Representative’s Gina McCabe 

and Tina Orwall. Orwall says they realized there was a problem with rape kits not being tested. 

 

“I had been touring evidence rooms and had seen these white boxes stacked to the ceiling and asked what 
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they were and found out they were sexual assault kits and many were not tested. And we started passing 

legislation to address the issues,” Orwall said. 

 

Orwall says that included 2015 legislation, making it mandatory for all police agencies to submit every 

rape kit for testing. 

 

But just how many had gone untested wasn’t clear. Captain Monica Alexander with the Washington State 

Patrol Crime Lab said they reached out to police agencies across the state to get an idea of how many kits 

were headed to the labs, and ended up with an estimate of about 6,000. That was a few years ago. But 

Alexander says that number didn’t hold. 

 

“As time went on there were other agencies that hadn’t notified us that they had kits that said hey we also 

have kits,” Alexander said. “At this time we know it’s more than 6,000 but we don’t know how much 

more. We’re estimating somewhere between 8000 and 10,000.” 

 

A clearer picture is expected in about six months when a Sexual Assault Initiative Team out of the state 

attorney general’s office completes a statewide inventory of backlogged rape kits. 

 

Sexual Assault Initiative Team 

 

The team was formed a few weeks ago with money from a $3 million Justice Department grant — the 

attorney general’s office awarded it last year. 

 

Orwall says half of that money will be used for testing the backlog of rape kits, some of which are decades 

old. 

 

“And, of course, each of those kits represents a survivor whose voice wasn’t heard and didn’t get justice of 

what happened, and potentially some very dangerous offenders still on the street,” Orwall said. “I bet they 

assumed they were tested and we let them down as a state.” 

 

Legislative bills out of the sexual assault task force did not pass last session. They aimed to help pay for 

testing the backlogged rape kits. At the time, there was money in the budget for seven new scientists at the 

state crime lab to focus on the backlog. 

 

But Captain Alexander at the lab says hiring new scientists — and keeping them — is also a challenge. 

 

“The hard part is actually trying to get them in and keeping them because as we hire them, and we have 

some of the best training in the United States bar none … but we don’t have some of the best pay,” 

Alexander said. “You get them trained and everybody goes ‘Wow, what great people I can save money on. 

I just hire them, they’re already trained, they know how to do DNA testing.”  

 

Three to five years 

 

The state lab processes all the new rape kits and sends the old ones to one private lab. Alexander says that 

only shaves some of the processing time off, which she says is currently about six months for a priority 

case. 

 

“When we outsource them we still have work to do, so when they come back our scientists basically have 

to verify the work from the lab,” Alexander said. “It might take a little less time but it’s still work.” 

 

Right now, Alexander estimates it could take 3-5 years to get through the backlog of test kits and new rape 

kits are taking around six months on priority rush, which still isn’t always soon enough. 

 

Tumwater Police arrested a man on suspicion of rape in January only to find out he was accused in another 

rape in July of last year. The results of the first rape kit were rushed and took about six months. The results 

came in one day before the man was accused of raping the second woman. 
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Orwall says hopes to improve on that turnaround time in the upcoming legislative session. 

 

“One of the things we’re looking at with our state lab is there’s a thing called a ‘high throughput lab’ 

which Ohio does,” Orwall said. “Which allows them to process about five times as many kits as you’re 

doing right now and we want to look at maybe proposing that next session.” 

 

Ohio had a backlog of 14,000 rape kits, but state leaders announced in February they had cleared the 

backlog with turnaround times averaging a couple of weeks rather than months, and in some rush cases as 

short as eight hours. 

 

Step in the right direction 

 

Griffen, who works with Orwall and McCabe on the legislative sexual assault task force, says clearing the 

backlog has to be a top priority for the Legislature. 

 

“Because of every year we don’t pass a bill and every year we don’t fund the testing of these backlogged 

rape kits is a year where we run up against more statutes of limitation,” Griffen said. “So, we could get to 

a point where we have not gotten these kits tested, you test them, find out there’s a serial rapist but now we 

can’t convict him because the statute of limitations has run up.” 

 

Captain Alexander at the state lab says they’ve been able to upload 247 cases into CODIS — the federal 

criminal DNA database – and of those, 71 have come back with hits. 

 

One important step in the right direction is a new statewide tracking system for rape kits. Washington will 

be the first state in the country to have the system when it is fully implemented, allowing hospitals and law 

enforcement and rape survivors to track their rape kits. A pilot is already up and running in around a dozen 

counties, it is expected to be implemented statewide in October. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Everett police launch anti-gang efforts 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/05/17/everett-gang-related-offenses-down-60-as-city-puts-together-a-gang-

unit/  

GIST EVERETT, Wash. – It’s no secret our area has a growing gang problem.  We’re seeing it from Snohomish 

to King to Pierce counties.  To stop the violent crimes, the Everett Police Department is working on 

putting together a gang unit. 

 

When you compare the first five months of this year compared to last year, gang-related offenses are down 

60%, shootings city-wide are down 37%, and drive-by shootings are down 85%. 

 

But Everett’s Police Chief Dan Templeman says he’s bracing for the summer months when shootings and 

other crimes tend to spike.  That's why the city needs a gang unit, he says. 

 

“His ability to look at a graffiti tag and quickly identify what gang that’s affiliated with and who might’ve 

done that takes quite a bit of time,” Templeman said of one dedicated gang detective in Everett. 

 

Now, the city is looking to get a full unit with five officers and one sergeant. 

 

“My focus is on public safety and gang violence. We’re seeing a real uptick and it's frightening, the age of 

the kids we’re seeing,” Everett Mayor Cassie Franklin said in January. 

 

The mayor’s directive in January kicked the police department’s anti-gang efforts into high gear. 

 

“Just because we don’t have a stand-alone gang unit doesn’t mean we haven’t been working on this issue,” 
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Templeman said. 

 

For the past eight months, the department has been doing emphasis patrols on West Casino Road, which is 

an area plagued by gang violence. 

 

Deadly gang-related shootings allegedly committed by young teenagers against other teens.  While the 

number of gang members seems to be growing, the number of police officers is flatlining due to 

retirements. And staffing concerns make it hard to have enough officers to put together a gang unit. 

 

“Staffing is an issue you have to look at. You have to look at equipment and outfitting. You have to look at 

budget and how that impacts the budget,” said Templeman. 

 

Once you get the right detectives, understanding gangs is a science in itself.  

 

“We would send them off to training on gangs, identification of gangs, graffiti, surveillance-type training,” 

said Templeman. 

 

By early August, the police chief plans to have at least a partial unit in place. 

 

“Maybe we start with two officers and a sergeant,” said Templeman. 

 

The chief says drive-by shootings and murders are just the symptoms. 

 

“Without treating the disease or the cause, this unit is just going to continue to respond and make arrests 

and respond and make arrests,” said Templeman. 

 

That’s why he says at least one member of the gang unit will solely focus on education and prevention. 

 

A gang unit isn’t the only priority of the Everett Police Department.  They’re also putting extra resources 

toward the city’s opioid epidemic and homeless problems. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Gunman arrested at Fla. Trump resort 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/05/18/gunman-arrested-at-trump-resort-in-florida-after-opening-

fire-yelling-about-president.html  

GIST A man who police say was “yelling and spewing some information about President Trump” was arrested 

early Friday after exchanging gunfire with officers in the lobby of a hotel at a sprawling golf resort that the 

president owns near Miami. 

 

Yellow caution tape was seen stretched across the main gate of the Trump National Doral Golf Club 

Friday morning following the overnight rampage, in which the shooter reportedly burst into the property 

for unknown reasons and draped an American flag over a lobby counter while spraying bullets.  

 

"He was yelling and spewing some information about President Trump and that's what we know so far,” 

Miami-Dade Police Director Juan Perez said. “And he had an American flag that he did drape over the 

counter.” 

 

The gunman – who has not yet been identified – eventually was “neutralized” in a shootout with police. 

 

The condition of the male suspect, who was taken into a local hospital after being brought into custody, is 

unknown. Perez also said a Doral officer received an unspecified injury. 

 

The Secret Service says it is on scene and helping in the investigation. 
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HEADLINE 05/18 Vegas: suspect in mall incident arrested 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/17/us/las-vegas-mall-incident/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Las Vegas police arrested a suspect after reports of a masked person carrying a gun prompted an 

evacuation Thursday night at the Boulevard shopping mall, a law enforcement official said. 

 

Deputy Chief Chris Jones said they obtained a video showing an armed person and evacuated the mall. No 

shots were fired and no one was injured, he said. 

 

Boulevard mall manager Timo Kuusela said the incident started after reports that a man possibly carrying 

an assault weapon was spotted in the mall. 

 

Multiple police cars and ambulances surrounded the mall as authorities conducted several searches. 

 

"Police received a call and responded to the mall and evacuated the premises," Kuusela said. 

 

At the time of the search, police said no person was located with a gun. 

 

"Officers are clearing the mall as a precaution but at this point it all appears unfounded," the Las Vegas 

Metropolitan Police Department said. 

 

A few hours later, a law enforcement official familiar with the investigation told CNN a suspect had been 

arrested, but did not provide additional details. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Bandidos leaders convicted in shootout  

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/05/17/us/texas-biker-gang-shootout-convictions/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Three years after the deadly biker gang shootout in the parking lot of a Twin Peaks restaurant in 

Waco, Texas, the top two leaders of the Bandidos motorcycle club were found guilty on 13 federal 

charges. 

 

Bandidos National President Jeffrey Pike, 62, and Vice President Xavier Portillo, 58, were convicted 

Thursday by a jury in San Antonio after a nearly three-month trial. 

 

Jurors convicted the leaders of the motorcycle organization of racketeering, drug trafficking, conspiracy to 

commit murder and extortion charges. The men face up to life in prison and will be sentenced later this 

year. 

 

Prosecutors have dismissed dozens of criminal cases against other bikers who were at the deadly Twin 

Peaks shootout in May 2015. 

 

McLennan District Attorney Abel Reyna decided hours after the shootout to round up all the bikers and 

charge them with the same criminal count of engaging in organized criminal activity. But that strategy 

now seems to be unraveling. 

 

Since February, the district attorney has dismissed criminal charges against 124 bikers. On May 9, a 

McLennan grand jury re-indicted 25 bikers who were at the shootout. 

 

Among the new indictments were three murder charges against Bandidos bikers, as well as charges of 

tampering with evidence and engaging in first- and second-degree riot. 

 

The federal investigation into the Bandidos leadership was not part of the Waco shootout investigation.  
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation was already working with the Drug Enforcement Agency, building its 

case against the outlaw motorcycle gang. 

 

The Twin Peaks shootout was the violent ending to a boiling feud between the Bandidos and the Cossacks 

biker clubs. Cossacks bikers have told CNN that they came to the Twin Peaks to make peace. The 

Bandidos say the Cossacks showed up in massive numbers that morning to ambush them. 

 

Nine people were killed and dozens more injured and wounded on that Sunday morning. Investigators 

carried out an unprecedented roundup and charged 177 bikers. 

 

The handling of the Waco shootout cases has been highly controversial and described as "embarrassing" 

and a "frontal assault" on the biker's rights. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 DOJ ends ‘administrative closure’ cases 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-immigration/u-s-ends-practice-that-gave-some-immigrants-

reprieves-from-deportation-idUSKCN1IJ00N  

GIST NEW YORK (Reuters) - U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions on Thursday barred immigration judges 

from a once-common practice of shelving deportation cases involving some immigrants with deep ties to 

the United States. 

 

The practice known as administrative closure allowed judges to clear low-priority cases off their dockets, 

effectively letting some immigrants remain indefinitely in the United States despite their lack of legal 

status. 

 

Under President Barack Obama there had been an effort to administratively close certain cases as a way of 

allowing judges to focus on higher-priority matters and reduce the immigration court backlog. More than 

200,000 cases were closed during the last six years of his presidency. 

 

The closures were routinely used for people without criminal backgrounds who had lived for many years 

in the United States, often with U.S. citizen children or spouses. In many cases, the immigrants became 

eligible for work permits. 

 

The administration of President Donald Trump has taken a sharply different tack on immigration, 

declaring that all those in the country illegally, whether or not they pose a threat to public safety, are 

subject to deportation. 

 

Since immigration courts fall under the jurisdiction of the Department of Justice, the attorney general can 

issue opinions in immigration cases to establish legal precedent for judges across the country and the 

Board of Immigration Appeals. 

 

On Thursday, Sessions issued such an order in a case in which a judge had granted administrative closure 

for an unaccompanied minor from Guatemala. 

 

Before Sessions’ ruling, the government or an immigrant could ask a judge to close a case. The attorney 

general ruled that judges “do not have the general authority to suspend indefinitely immigration 

proceedings by administrative closure.” He said exceptions could be made in some cases, including when 

an immigrant has certain forms of legal status pending. 

 

Sessions had already quietly been instituting the policy even before this announcement. Reuters reported 

last June that government prosecutors were moving to put cases that had been previously closed back on 

the court calendar. 

 

Sessions acknowledged in the order, however, that recalendaring all cases that had been closed “would 
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likely overwhelm the immigration courts.” 

 

Immigration attorneys and advocates quickly criticized Sessions’ decision. The ruling was intended “to 

reduce immigration judges to deportation machines,” said Chuck Roth of the National Immigrant Justice 

Center. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Brazil: 251 arrests in child porn raids 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/police-seize-child-porn-widespread-brazil-raids-

55236025?   

GIST Brazilian police arrested more than 250 people Thursday as they executed hundreds of search and seizure 

warrants for child pornography in the largest operation of its kind in the Latin American country. 

 

Thousands of police fanned out in 24 states and the federal district to serve more than 500 warrants, the 

Ministry of Public Security said. During the searches, police detained people they said were in possession 

of or were sharing child pornography. By evening, 251 people had been taken into custody. 

 

Public Security Minister Raul Jungmann said the operation was the largest involving civil police in 

Brazil's history. 

 

"This is without a doubt one of the most reprehensible, one of the most intolerable crimes against our 

children and adolescents," he said at a news conference. "Because of this, within the law, we will be 

unrelenting in combatting it. We will not stop here." 

 

Investigators analyzed more than 1 million files in order to identify the targets of Thursday's operation, 

Jungmann said. Last year, American authorities shared with Brazilian investigators tools and methods for 

identifying such files online, according to Carlos Afonso Goncalves, the director of intelligence at the 

National Secretariat of Public Security. 

 

The targets of the investigation all had "considerable quantities" of electronic files containing images of 

child pornography in their possession, said Alessandro Barreto, coordinator of the cybercrimes lab at the 

secretariat. The smallest number of downloaded files was 150. 
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HEADLINE 05/17 Arrest in Calif. office bldg. explosion 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/US/man-arrested-allegedly-unregistered-destructive-device-amid-

investigation/story?id=55230119  

GIST A Southern California man has been arrested on suspicion of having an unregistered destructive device 

amid the investigation into the explosion that killed his ex-girlfriend at the day spa she owned, according 

to the FBI and a criminal complaint.  

 

But Stephen Beal, 59, has not been charged in connection with the Tuesday explosion that killed his ex, 

48-year-old Ildiko Krajnyak, who was also his business partner, and injured three people, federal 

authorities cautioned.  

 

Inside the Aliso Viejo, California, crime scene, agents said they found items consistent with an explosive 

device: a 9-volt battery, a cellphone, loose wires melted material that appeared to be duct tape, according 

to the criminal complaint against Beal.  

 

Injured victims saw Krajnyak pick up a box in a pile of mail and open it, after which it exploded, 

according to the complaint. 
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During the investigation into the explosion, officials served a search warrant at Beal's Long Beach, 

California, home. Multiple explosive materials were found in Beal's home, including at least three 

containers of black powder, a 7-foot-tall rocket, rocket-making equipment, two containers of potassium 

perchlorate -- used as a precursor -- and two containers of red gum, which is used as fuel and binder in 

fireworks, according to the complaint.  

 

Altogether, 130 pounds of explosives/precursor material were found in his home, more of which was 

discovered in the garage, the complaint states. Beal admitted to owning the items, claiming to be a model 

rocket hobbyist. But, he has allegedly not pursued that hobby since 2004, according to the court document.  

 

Beal appeared to have rented space in the building with Krajnyak, according to the criminal complaint. 

The pair met in 2016 through an online dating service, according to the complaint. They began dating and 

then opened the spa together, the complaint states.  

 

While Beal and Krajnyak only dated for a year and a half, they remained business partners, according to 

the complaint. Beal paid the rent -- $1,500 per month -- and half of the spa's operating costs, the complaint 

states. Some months, Beal would have to loan Krajnyak money to cover all of the costs, and sometimes 

she would make enough to cover the costs, according to the complaint.  

 

The spa was originally located in a different building and relocated to its current building a few months 

ago, the complaint states.  

 

Their relationship allegedly became strained due to financial issues and disputes over the exclusivity of the 

relationship, the complaint states. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Seattle’s Fire Station 5 reopens 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/seattles-biggest-fireboat-is-back-at-its-dock-as-fire-

station-5-reopens/  

GIST You may have caught a glimpse of Seattle’s largest fireboat, the 108-foot Leschi, when it shoots its water 

cannons during spring and summer drills on Elliott Bay. Or you may have seen it during public events 

such as Opening Day of boating season, which is coming up May 5. 

 

To see it up close while it’s docked, you can now find the Leschi at Fire Station 5 on the west end of 

Madison Street, right between Colman Dock and the legendary Ivar’s Fish and Chips Restaurant — look 

for the outdoor walkway where people are having lunch and feeding the seagulls. The historic waterfront 

fire station closed for the seawall construction and seismic upgrades in 2014 and just reopened this week. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Tourism still strong Mexico resort areas 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/27/travel/mexico-tourism-violence.html  

GIST Travel operators bill Cancún and the adjoining Riviera Maya on Mexico’s Caribbean coast as carefree 

beach escapes with something for everyone from spring break partyers to families. But a wave of violence, 

linked to rival drug gangs, threatens travel in the region like a storm hovering on the horizon. 

 

The local news site Noticaribe reported 14 murders in Cancún over a 36-hour period in early April, 

continuing a pattern of violence reported last summer. Gun deaths have also occurred in Playa del Carmen, 

the biggest town on the Riviera Maya, about 40 miles south of Cancún. 

 

Travelers have not been targeted in these crimes, but a bomb that detonated in February on a ferry linking 

Playa del Carmen with the island of Cozumel, a popular cruise port, injured more than two dozen 

passengers, including tourists. It prompted the Department of State to issue a travel ban on the ferry route 

for government employees. Reuters later reported the bomb was a homemade device believed to be 

unrelated to terrorists or organized crime. 

 

Since then, Mexican authorities have strengthened security around the ferry as well as the ferries that run 

between Cancún and Isla Mujeres, including adding metal detectors and bomb-sniffing dogs. The 

American government subsequently dropped its ban on ferry travel. 

 

The State Department’s advisory level remains at the second of four cautionary categories, indicating 

travelers should “exercise increased caution.” It is the same threat level of Antarctica, Denmark, Italy and 

Britain. Its report, updated on March 16, on the state of Quintana Roo, home to Cancún and the Riviera 

Maya, notes the uptick in homicides but does not restrict travel for U.S. government employees. 

 

“While most of these homicides appeared to be targeted, criminal organization assassinations, turf battles 

between criminal groups have resulted in violent crime in areas frequented by U.S. citizens. Shooting 

incidents injuring or killing bystanders have occurred,” the advisory stated. 

 

Tourism authorities have responded by stepping up security. The Mexican navy patrols the beaches, 

federal police monitor the highways and the army is in charge of entry points into the region’s cities. Dario 

Flota Ocampo, the director of the Quintana Room Tourism Board, said that 3,000 new surveillance 

cameras are being installed in the Cancún and Playa del Carmen areas. 

 

“Tourism is the main industry for the state of Quintana Roo, which is why our main concern is to provide 
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security and ensure travelers have great experience because we want them to come back,” Mr. Flota 

Ocampo said. 

 

Some 16.9 million visitors came to the state in 2017, an increase of 5.3 percent over the year prior, 

according to the state tourism board. Over 52 percent of those arrivals were repeat visitors. 

 

Told to exercise caution, Americans have continued to travel to the Yucatán. 

 

Whether it was the very cold winter endured in the northern United States, or the number of deals coming 

from the rapidly growing destination (some 14,000 hotel rooms are currently in development), tourism has 

shown resiliency. 

 

In the first quarter of 2018, hotel occupancy in Cancún stayed level with 2017 figures at a healthy 77 

percent, even though the room inventory grew this year by 3 percent this year, according to STR, Inc., a 

travel research company that tracks hotel data. 

 

Travel agencies report strong interest in the region. AAA Travel predicted that Cancún would be its most 

popular international destination for family travelers this year. 

 

The deal site Travelzoo currently has packages at a luxury resort in Playa del Carmen at $529 for three 

nights for two people, just over half off. The site’s senior editor, Gabe Saglie, said hotel promotions have 

“created some amazing value south of the border, enough to get many travelers, while cognizant of 

security concerns and undoubtedly traveling with heightened self-awareness and vigilance, to pounce.” 

 

Bookings are up 12 percent to Mexico over this time last year at the luxury-focused travel agency Ovation 

Vacations in New York, even though advisers are fielding more inquiries regarding safety. 

 

“There’s a lot of hesitancy, but there’s resiliency,” said Jack Ezon, the owner of the agency. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Seattle disaster drill ‘Power Out, No Bars’ 

SOURCE http://westseattleblog.com/2018/04/saturday-citywide-disaster-drill-including-three-west-seattle-

hubs-and-you-can-help/  

GIST From Pigeon Point to High Point to Fauntleroy, three local Emergency Communication Hubs will be 

participating in a drill this Saturday morning, 8:30-noon – to prepare for something everyone hopes will 

never happen. And you can help! We’ve mentioned it a few times before, and here’s the official 

announcement: 

 

Imagine there is a major power blackout covering Seattle and the metro area. There is no cellular phone 

service. No one knows the cause of the outage or knows when power and cell service may be restored. 

Emergency generators at hospitals and other essential service providers can only last as long as there is 

fuel. How would the region communicate? 

 

This is the scenario behind the “Power Out, No Bars” exercise that Seattle ham radio operators and 

designated emergency Hub volunteers throughout the City will be testing. The Seattle Auxiliary 

Communications Service (ACS), a volunteer organization operating under the auspices of the Seattle 

Office of Emergency Management, and the Seattle Emergency Communication Hubs, a grass-roots, 

neighborhood network of community members, will jointly conduct the citywide communications 

exercise. 

 

The drill simulates the day after an unexplained failure of grid power and cellular service, with no updates 

on when either would be restored. Because the Hubs are the major residential and business resources for 

neighborhoods, situational awareness, resource coordination, and communications between the Hubs, 

ACS, and the city’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC) are critical. 
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The key goals of the exercise are: 

 

*Activate several neighborhood Communication Hubs and Seattle ACS, emphasizing reliable, efficient, 

accurate message management and documentation. Exercise participants will use voice as well as data 

communications via radio, throughout the city. 

 

*Demonstrate, practice, and assess the ability to communicate up and down the various levels of the 

response structure, based on the Incident Command System (ICS), which spells out a hierarchical, yet 

flexible, means of managing emergency situations. 

 

*Build strong working relationships among Emergency Communication Hub members and ACS members, 

through team problem solving and practice. 

 

Exercise Scenario 

 

In an event such as the one this exercise portrays, the neighborhood Hubs would mobilize to assist with the 

immediate needs of residents, especially those who may need emergency services. The ACS would also 

have activated shortly after the scope of the outage was known, with sector sites around the city providing 

situation reports and helping coordinate emergency and logistical responses. 

 

“In a citywide or regional event, people will need to go to neighborhood gathering places to find access to 

information and start matching resources and skills to what is needed” said Cindi Barker of West Seattle, 

one of Seattle’s Hub Captains. 

 

“Power Out, No Bars is the latest in a series of emergency exercises that have helped our membership 

continually hone their skills and upgrade, deploy, and test their equipment,” said Mark Sheppard, founder 

and director of ACS. “This is critical to improving our ability to be more effective and be better prepared 

to face a real emergency or natural disaster. 

 

Here are the West Seattle hubs participating: 

 

*Pigeon Point Hub, 20th Ave SW & SW Genesee St 

*High Point Hub at Neighborhood House, 6400 Sylvan Way SW 

*Fauntleroy United Church of Christ Hub, 9140 California Ave SW 
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HEADLINE 04/26 DHS ends protected status for Nepal 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/789fb21af4554eebb78613df17c9e1f5/US-to-end-special-protections-for-9,000-

Nepalese-immigrants  

GIST WASHINGTON (AP) — The Trump administration will end special protections for an estimated 9,000 

Nepalese immigrants living in the United States, giving them until June 24, 2019, to leave or find another 

way to stay in the country, the Department of Homeland Security said Thursday. 

 

They were granted that status during the Obama administration after an April 2015 earthquake killed more 

than 8,000 people in Nepal, and it was extended for 18 months in October 2016. 

 

But DHS said that after a review of conditions in the country, Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen concluded the 

protections were no longer warranted. 

 

The “disruption of living conditions in Nepal from the April 2015 earthquake and subsequent aftershocks 

that served as the basis for its TPS designation have decreased to a degree that they should no longer be 

regarded as substantial,” DHS said. 
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The U.S. created Temporary Protected Status in 1990 to provide a safe haven for citizens of countries 

affected by war and natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods and hurricanes. The status currently 

shields several hundred thousand people from 10 countries. It generally includes authorization to work. 

 

The decision on Nepal probably will be felt most acutely in New York and the Dallas-Fort Worth area, 

which had the largest Nepalese immigrant communities in the United States in 2015 with 9,000 each, 

according to the Pew Research Center. Washington, San Francisco, Baltimore, Pittsburgh and Columbus, 

Ohio, also have large communities. 

 

The decision on Nepal was met with anger from immigration activist, including Amanda Baran of the 

Immigrant Legal Resource Center. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Feds: lost track of immigrant children 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/a92409ad458742ad952fede5596c36a3/Federal-agency-says-it-lost-track-of-1,475-

migrant-children  

GIST Federal officials lost track of nearly 1,500 migrant children last year after a government agency placed the 

minors in the homes of adult sponsors in communities across the country, according to testimony before a 

Senate subcommittee Thursday. 

 

The Health and Human Services Department has a limited budget to track the welfare of vulnerable 

unaccompanied minors, and realized that 1,475 children could not be found after making follow-up calls to 

check on their safety, an agency official said. 

 

Federal officials came under fire two years ago after rolling back child protection policies meant for 

minors fleeing violence in Central America. In a follow-up hearing on Thursday, senators said that the 

agencies had failed to take full responsibility for their care and had delayed crucial reforms needed to keep 

them from falling into the hands of human traffickers. 

 

“You are the worst foster parents in the world. You don’t even know where they are,” said Democratic 

Sen. Heidi Heitkamp of North Dakota. “We are failing. I don’t think there is any doubt about it. And when 

we fail kids that makes me angry.” 

 

Since the dramatic surge of border crossings in 2013, the federal government has placed more than 

180,000 unaccompanied minors with parents or other adult sponsors who are expected to care for the 

children and help them attend school while they seek legal status in immigration court. 

 

An AP investigation found in 2016 that more than two dozen unaccompanied children had been sent to 

homes where they were sexually assaulted, starved or forced to work for little or no pay. At the time, many 

adult sponsors didn’t undergo thorough background checks, government officials rarely visited homes and 

in some cases had no idea that sponsors had taken in several unrelated children, a possible sign of human 

trafficking. 

 

Since then, the Health and Human Services Department has boosted outreach to at-risk children deemed to 

need extra protection, and last year offered post-placement services to about one-third of unaccompanied 

minors, according to the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations. 

 

But advocates say it is hard to know how many minors may be in dangerous conditions, in part because 

some disappear before social workers can follow up with them and never show up in court. 

 

From October to December 2017, HHS called 7,635 children the agency had placed with sponsors, and 

found 6,075 of the children were still living with their sponsors, 28 had run away, five had been deported 

and 52 were living with someone else. The rest were missing, said Steven Wagner, acting assistant 

secretary at HHS. 
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Republican Sen. Rob Portman gave HHS and the Department of Homeland Security until Monday to 

deliver a time frame for improving monitoring. 

 

“These kids, regardless of their immigration status, deserve to be treated properly, not abused or 

trafficked,” said Portman, who chairs the subcommittee. “This is all about accountability.” 

 

Portman began investigating after a case in his home state of Ohio, where eight Guatemalan teens were 

placed with human traffickers and forced to work on egg farms under threats of death. Six people have 

been convicted and sentenced to federal prison for their participation in the trafficking scheme that began 

in 2013. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Authorities: Wisconsin refinery fire out 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/e1b82b2411c0400da4d3091ffd71ac63/Authorities:-Wisconsin-refinery-fire-out,-

evacuation-remains  

GIST Authorities have not allowed residents back in their homes after crews extinguished a smoky blaze at a 

northwestern Wisconsin refinery where an explosion injured at least 11 people and forced most of the city 

of Superior to evacuate. 

 

Douglas County officials said Thursday evening the fire at the Husky Energy oil refinery was out and that 

residents could return home but wait at least two hours before doing so. But late Thursday, Superior police 

gave another update, saying the evacuation order would remain and be re-evaluated throughout the night. 

 

Authorities said a tank of crude oil or asphalt exploded about 10 a.m. Thursday at the refinery in Superior, 

a city of about 27,000 that shares a Lake Superior shipping port with nearby Duluth, Minnesota. That 

prompted them to order the evacuation of a 3-mile (5-kilometer) radius around the refinery, as well as a 

10-mile (16-kilometer) corridor south of it where the smoke was heading. 

 

It was unclear how many people evacuated, but Mayor Jim Paine said most of the city was being 

evacuated. The refinery is in an industrial area, but there’s a residential neighborhood within a mile to the 

northeast. The corridor downwind to the south of the refinery is sparsely populated. Schools in Superior 

and nearby Maple, Wisconsin, canceled classes Friday as a precaution. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Arizona, Colorado teachers 2nd day rally 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/fc6c9b239ba341c8905bce5ed71b16b1/Arizona,-Colorado-teachers-rally,-schools-

close-for-2nd-day  

GIST PHOENIX (AP) — Arizona and Colorado teachers plan to don red shirts and descend upon their 

respective Capitols for a second day in a growing educator uprising. 

 

Educators in both states want more classroom resources and have received offers either for increased 

school funding or pay, but they say the money isn’t guaranteed and the efforts don’t go far enough. The 

walkouts are the latest in demonstrations that spread from West Virginia, Oklahoma and Kentucky. 

 

On the first day of the historic statewide walkout, around 50,000 educators and their supporters marched 

Thursday through downtown Phoenix in nearly 100-degree (38-Celsius) heat and swarmed the Capitol 

grounds. 

 

In much cooler Colorado, several thousand educators rallied around the Capitol, with many using personal 

time to attend two days of protests expected to draw as many as 10,000 demonstrators. 
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Lawmakers in Colorado have agreed to give schools their largest budget increase since the Great 

Recession. But teachers say Colorado has a long way to go to recover lost ground because of strict tax and 

spending limits. 

 

Arizona’s Republican governor, Doug Ducey, has proposed 20 percent raises by 2020 and said he has no 

plans to meet with striking teachers or address other demands. 

 

More than 840,000 students were out of school as a result of Thursday’s walkouts, according to figures 

from The Arizona Republic. 

 

Most of Arizona’s public schools will be closed the rest of the week, and about half of all Colorado 

students will see their schools shuttered over the two days as teachers take up the Arizona movement’s 

#RedforEd mantle. In Oklahoma and West Virginia, teacher strikes stretched beyond the one-week mark. 

 

Organizers say they haven’t decided how long their walkout will last. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Across Europe, Jewish safety fears grow 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2018-04-26/safety-concerns-grow-for-jews-

across-europe  

GIST Late in March, Mireille Knoll, an 85-year-old Jewish grandmother and Holocaust survivor, was found 

dead – stabbed to death with her body partially burned – in her Paris apartment. Two men in their 20s were 

placed under formal investigation on charges of murder motivated by anti-Semitism. French interior 

minister Gérard Collomb told Parliament that one of the alleged killers told the other, "She's a Jew. She 

must have money." 

 

French authorities are still investigating the circumstances of the case, but Jewish advocacy groups across 

the world have situated the murder in the broader context of rising anti-Semitism in France, and across 

Europe. 

 

For Dr. Moshe Kantor, president of the European Jewish Congress, the slaying is "a sad symbol of what 

we are returning to." In January, in a speech at the European Parliament, Kantor warned that Europe is no 

longer safe against anti-Semitism because the last generation of Holocaust survivors and witnesses is 

dwindling. Knoll's death, he said, is another sign. 

 

"There have been far too many of these murders and attempted murders of Jews in France to call them 

sporadic," Kantor wrote in an email. "This murder should not just appall us, it should serve as a final 

wake-up call that more must be done not just to protect Jewish communities and institutions, but also all 

individuals at risk." 

 

Lethal violence against Jewish people is certainly not an everyday occurrence, but the brutal murder of a 

woman who had already experienced the horrors of mass genocide has been particularly painful to the 

international Jewish community. It follows other shocking anti-Semitic incidents in France, such as the 

2012 killing of three Jewish children and a teacher at a Jewish school in Toulouse by an Islamic 

fundamentalist, and the 2015 murder of four people at a Jewish supermarket, linked to the Charlie Hebdo 

killings. 

 

More recently, a Syrian man turned himself in to German police last week after admitting to using a belt to 

beat an Israeli man wearing a yarmulke in Berlin. The incident sparked protests this week and – in a nation 

sensitive to its relations with its Jewish community – has drawn the condemnation of Chancellor Angela 

Merkel. 

 

Knoll's death resonates deeply across France because the country is home to the largest population of Jews 

in Europe and to the fourth largest such population in the world by country, according to 2015 data from 
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the independent Pew Research Center. It also is part of a broader trend of growing anti-Semitism and 

Islamophobia that a European Union report noted more than two years ago. 

 

There is rising concern about the safety of Jewish people and communities in Europe, as the number of 

violent attacks aimed at Jews in many countries has risen in recent years. Jewish leaders are speculating on 

the reasons why this may be occurring now. Some, such as Kantor, argue that 73 years after the end of 

World War II, Europe is no longer inoculated against anti-Semitism. Others blame the rise of populist, 

nationalist political parties, while still others point to radicalized Muslims, who, according to recent data 

from the University of Oslo, are most often the perpetrators. 

 

Knoll's murder follows another attack in April 2017, when Sarah Halimi, a 65-year old Orthodox Jewish 

physician and kindergarten teacher in Paris, was beaten in her apartment and then thrown out a window. 

Both women had lived alone and had previously complained of anti-Semitic threats, according to Noémie 

Halioua, a French journalist with the Jewish weekly newspaper Actualité Juive and the author of a new 

book on the Halimi case. 

 

While racially motivated hate crimes have decreased in France overall, there has been an uptick in anti-

Semitic violence in the past year, from 77 incidents in 2016 to 97 in 2017, according to a report released 

by the Kantor Center for the Study of Contemporary European Jewry at Tel Aviv University in early 

April. The authors of the study cautioned that the information could not be verified by their criteria. 

 

Is Anti-Semitism Waning in Europe? 

The report also found that physical violence against Jewish people around the world dropped by 9 percent 

from 2016 to 2017, but anti-Semitic sentiment, hate-speech, threats and cyberattacks have become 

mainstream throughout Europe, they asserted, leading to a "corrosion of Jewish life." 

 

Kantor says anti-Semitic violence has become "an almost daily occurrence in parts of Europe and 

apparently, Jews no longer feel that they can rely on the preventive actions of the law enforcement 

authorities to protect them even in their own homes." 

 

The report concludes that the rise of anti-Semitism can be attributed to "the constant rise of the extreme 

right, a heated anti-Zionist discourse in the left, accompanied by harsh anti-Semitic expressions, and 

radical Islamism." 

 

The Anti-Defamation League, an American Jewish nongovernmental organization, counts Knoll's death as 

the 11th anti-Semitic murder in France in the past 12 years. The group estimates that assaults on Jews that 

take place twice a week on average in France, creating a sense of insecurity for the entire Jewish 

community. 

 

Sharon Nazarian, its senior vice president of International Affairs, has spent the past several months 

traveling to European capitals such as Paris, Berlin, Stockholm, Brussels, Budapest and Rome, speaking 

with Jewish community leaders and government officials. 

 

"What I'm hearing from them is a real nervousness, a feeling insecurity, a lack of safety, both physically 

and also for their Jewish way of life," said Nazarian in a telephone interview. "It's really unprecedented 

going back to World War II. A lot of warning bells are going off and red flags are going up and we're very, 

very concerned." 

 

She says "a loss of a sense of shame that did exist for decades after the war" about anti-Semitic attitudes 

has contributed to the shift, along with the rise of nativist right-wing politicians, anti-Zionist left wing 

activists, and scapegoating of Jews for other global problems. 

 

Violent incidents, the Kantor Center report finds, have decreased because of better security and 

intelligence in protecting Jewish communities. But the report stresses that "it is overshadowed by the many 

verbal and visual expressions, some on the verge of violence, such as direct threats, harassments, insults, 

calls to attack Jews and even kill them en masse." 
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Alvin Rosenfeld, director of the Institute for the Study of Contemporary Antisemitism at Indiana 

University and an author of many books on the Holocaust and the perspectives of it, argues that anti-

Semitism has never truly left Europe. 

 

"The view that knowledge of the Holocaust would somehow be prophylactic, and it would guard against 

the return of anti-Semitism, seems now to be naive, and I admit that I myself subscribed to that view," he 

says. "It just isn't the case that Holocaust memory guards against the repeat of Jew hatred." 

 

He agrees that the rise of anti-Semitic sentiment stems from a multiplicity of forces. "We're living at a 

time in which neo-nationalism, neo-nativism, populism, autocracy and theocratic extremisms are all 

coming to the fore, in some cases with a great rush," he said. "Anti-Semitism, together with hatred against 

other types of people, flourishes in such a climate." 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Officials: MS-13 ‘gaming’ immigration 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/26/ms-13-gang-members-claim-theyre-underage-

gain-acce/  

GIST MS-13 is paying smugglers to coach gang members on how to game the U.S. immigration system, 

teaching underage members to claim UAC status — and telling those over 18 to lie and claim they are 

underage — to try to gain quick, easy access to the U.S., government officials said Thursday. 

 

Rep. Peter T. King, a New York Republican, said his district is such a hotbed of MS-13 activity that 

authorities are “right now digging for bodies within a mile of my house.” He said some families are forced 

to facilitate gang members’ arrivals and are pressured by gangs to become sponsors and claim the children 

when they arrive. 

  

Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen confirmed the pipeline. 

 

“They recruit young children, they train them how to be smuggled across our border, how to then join up 

with gang members in the United States,” she told Congress. 

 

The government this week detailed such a case from this month in Arizona, where Border Patrol agents 

nabbed an 18-year-old from El Salvador. He first claimed to be underage to try to claim UAC status. 

Under questioning, he acknowledged he was an adult and was part of MS-13 — though he insisted he was 

trying to leave the gang. 

 

Unaccompanied alien children — those who arrive at the U.S. border without their parents — are among 

the trickiest populations of illegal immigrants. 

 

They began to surge toward the U.S. in 2012 and crested in 2014, overwhelming an Obama administration 

that was ill-equipped to handle them. In addition to gangs, some UAC were turned over to criminals, who 

forced them into labor or otherwise abused them. 

 

More than five years into the crisis, the UAC numbers are once again rising — and the administration is 

still struggling to get a grip on matters, as officials made clear in hearings Thursday on both sides of the 

Capitol. 

 

While Ms. Nielsen begged House lawmakers to close the loopholes that she said invite UAC and others to 

test U.S. immigration policy, Homeland Security and Health and Human Services officials were being 

grilled by senators about why the government is unable to keep track of the children once they are in the 

U.S. 

 

Steven Wagner, an acting assistant secretary at HHS, said of 7,635 UAC that the department tried to check 
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in with last year after their first 30 days with their sponsors, they found 28 had run away and 52 had 

ditched their sponsors to move in with others. 

 

More striking, though, were the 1,475 UAC whom the department “was unable to determine with certainty 

the whereabouts of” just 30 days after they had been placed in those homes. 

 

“You are the worst foster parents in the world. You don’t even know where they are,” said Sen. Heidi 

Heitkamp, North Dakota Democrat. 

 

Losing track of UAC matters, both for the children’s well-being and for the ability of the government to 

push them through the immigration system, getting them a hearing and deciding if they should be deported 

or granted permanent status. 

 

Nearly 60 percent of all UAC don’t show up for their hearings. Children who don’t show up for their 

hearings are essentially free and clear. Neither HHS nor Homeland Security said they pursue UAC who 

skip out on their hearings. 

 

Indeed, the latest numbers show that just 3.5 percent of UAC who came to the U.S. during the surge are 

deported, Ms. Nielsen said. 

 

Government officials pointed fingers at each other, and lawmakers said they were getting fed up after 

Homeland Security and Health and Human Services couldn’t tell the Senate’s chief investigative panel 

when they will complete a months-overdue joint cooperation plan. 

 

Part of the problem is that the legal framework for UAC is disjointed at best. 

 

Children from Mexico can be deported quickly, but those from noncontiguous countries must be processed 

by Homeland Security and then turned over to HHS, which holds them in government-run dorms until 

sponsors can be found. 

 

Sen. Rob Portman, an Ohio Republican and chairman of the Senate investigative panel, said HHS has a 

signed agreement with each UAC sponsor, who agrees to make sure the children show up for their 

hearings. 

 

But he said HHS doesn’t even know when they skip the hearings. 

 

“We have no mechanism for enforcing the agreement if they fail to show up,” Mr. Wagner confirmed. 

 

“Obviously a red flag when a child fails to show up for a hearing. I think we’ve identified this morning so 

many parts of the system that simply aren’t working for the children or for our immigration system,” Mr. 

Portman said. 

 

The amount of information the government didn’t know at the Senate hearing was stunning. 

 

Mr. Wagner couldn’t say how often his department alerts local police about potential dangers they should 

be aware of in some homes, nor could he say how often fraudulent documents are used. 

 

He couldn’t detail the criteria that foster parents are required to meet to accept children and couldn’t even 

say how many of the sponsors the UAC are being delivered to aren’t U.S. citizens. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Norovirus closes Tacoma restaurant 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/entertainment/restaurants/tnt-diner/article209939349.html  

GIST Another suspected norovirus outbreak has sickened diners in Tacoma. The outbreak is connected to 
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Foley’s on the Green, the restaurant and sports bar at the Meadow Park Golf Course in Tacoma at 7108 

Lakewood Drive W. 

 

Eight reports have been made for suspected norovirus. 

 

The Tacoma-Pierce County Health Department closed Foley's on Thursday for at least 24 hours or until 

the restaurant is thoroughly cleaned and sanitized. 

 

Jason Follen, owner of the restaurant, said he and his employees were at work Thursday doing just that. 

They’re also searching for a potential cause for the outbreak. 

 

He said he’s called some of the food-service companies that supply his restaurant to see if outside 

contamination is possibly to blame. 

 

“I have good employees, and I’m confident that this is just an isolated bad luck incident and we’re just 

shocked,” said Follen. 

 

The health department also is investigating what might have caused the outbreak. 

 

“We’re in the middle of the investigation now,” said Health Department spokeswoman Edie Jeffers. She 

said reports came in April 23, 24, and 26. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Koreas leaders in diplomatic dance 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/27/world/asia/north-korea-south-

border.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=b-lede-

package-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news  

GIST HONG KONG — A carefully choreographed diplomatic dance at the Korean border added a surprise extra 

step on Friday, instantly turning a moment destined for the history books into a viral meme for the social-

media era. 

 

The surprise moment in which Kim Jong-un, the North Korean leader, encouraged President Moon Jae-in 

of South Korea to step over the border to the North’s side became one of several images that displayed 

both countries’ understanding of the propaganda value of political theater. 

 

After a year in which tensions between the two countries reached an acrimonious pitch not seen in 

decades, the two leaders were careful to publicly signal a new era of rapprochement. 

 

Smiling broadly at each other, the men took their time shaking hands as Mr. Kim stepped gingerly over the 

concrete slab that marks the border between the two countries, becoming the first North Korean leader to 

set foot in the South. 

 

Knowing that photos and video of their meeting would be broadcast around the world, even their clothing 

— veritable costumes — was chosen to project a message. For Mr. Moon, a dark business suit was paired 

with a light blue tie that echoed the hue used in the Korean Unification Flag, which the countries use when 

competing together as single team at international sporting events. 

 

Mr. Kim wore an austere black Mao-style suit, a message to his citizens that despite being in enemy 

territory he was still committed to the ideals — and dress — of his grandfather Kim Il-sung, North Korea’s 

founder, who ordered the 1950 invasion of the South that started the Korean War. 

 

Once on the South side of the Demilitarized Zone, the stretch of land that makes up the border and in 

which the summit meeting took place, Mr. Kim inspected a military honor guard. Though the DMZ is 

heavily fortified and security was tightened for the visit, the honor guard’s soldiers carried spears and 
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swords, instead of rifles. They were dressed in 19th-century costumes, worn at a time when Korea was a 

unified empire. 

 

Even the décor inside Peace House, the building in which the meeting took place, was chosen for its 

political optics. In the run-up to the talks, workers hung paintings of Mount Kumgang, which straddles the 

border and is an important symbol to Koreans in both countries. 

 

The table and chairs inside the meeting room were also carefully designed with a pattern evoking two 

bridges coming together. 

 

At the table was Mr. Kim’s sister, Kim Yo-jong, the only woman in the delegation. Ms. Kim’s stature has 

risen since she represented the North’s government at this year’s Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang, South 

Korea. That visit was widely seen as an opening gambit toward a détente, and Ms. Kim was widely 

credited with softening her country’s image. 

 

At Peace House, Mr. Kim signed a guest book, leaving a message guaranteed to be photographed, tweeted 

and deconstructed by political analysts. 

 

“A new history starts now,” he wrote. “An age of peace, from the starting point of history.” 
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HEADLINE 04/26 ‘Breathtaking potential implications’ lawsuit 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/967315/washington-native-american-tribes-salmon-case/  

GIST Former Washington state Attorney General Rob McKenna says it’s the most important case 

Washingtonians have never heard about, yet its results could dramatically change how government works 

in the Pacific Northwest. 

 

“It really is breathtaking in its potential implications,” McKenna told KIRO Radio’s Dave Ross.  

 

The issue surrounds the influence Native American tribes have on local and state governments. While the 

case itself centers on culverts that affect salmon runs, McKenna argues there is legal engineering going on 

that could place the tribes in a position to co-govern much of the state. 

 

“It’s not because most tribal members depend on fish to make their living; some do, but most don’t,” he 

said. “It’s because it’s a way to restore sovereign control over lands they used to own. I appreciate that 

objective. I understand why they are pursuing it. But it’s not what the treaties were about. And it’s not 

something that the State of Washington or its local governments can accept.” 

 

The right to salmon 

 

The legal relationship between Washington state, the United States government, and the Northwest’s 

Native American tribes dates back to the mid-1800s when a series of treaties were signed. Those treaties 

essentially detailed who had a right to what — which lands were exchanged and where tribes could fish. In 

short, tribes were granted the right to always fish where they traditionally had. That notion was upheld in 

the 1970s Boldt decision. 

 

But a lingering treaty issue has led to the United States Supreme Court. 

 

“The treaties grant the tribes a right, in perpetuity, to access their traditional fishing grounds,” McKenna 

said. “The two questions that have been litigated over the last 40-plus years have to do with how much of 

the fish they are entitled to. In the Boldt decision, it was decided they are entitled to half. Then, in this 

case, that went to the Supreme Court, the question is what happens when there are fewer fish to catch 

because of something the state has done. In this case, building culverts under state highways, and on park 

land, and lands owned by the State of Washington.” 
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Such culverts can choke off streams that salmon use to spawn, threatening the number of fish that the 

tribes historically relied upon. 

 

When McKenna was attorney general, he repeatedly offered to settle the culvert case issue. Many culverts 

under natural resources and state parks have already been replaced. And the Washington State Department 

of Transportation has been systematically replacing them. McKenna said he offered a fixed schedule to 

replace all remaining culverts. But those offers were consistently turned down. McKenna says this is 

because there is a larger plan in the works. 

 

Native American tribes and treaties 

 

McKenna says that Washington state tribes want to establish that their treaty rights to fish give them a role 

and a right to any decision that affects the fish population. Such authority could touch many governing 

decisions from water rights and permits, to land use policy, etc. 

 

“It was very telling when the tribes filed their brief through the United States government in the Supreme 

Court that they shifted from the traditional standard in this case – what would be the right amount of fish 

to ensure the tribes a ‘moderate living’ – which are the words that have been used for decades,” McKenna 

said. “They’ve shifted to this idea of a ‘substantial degradation of the fish supply,’ which is a new standard 

that we haven’t seen before.” 

 

“And it really goes to what I’m saying; they want to go to a guaranteed supply of fish, and therefore, a say 

in anything that affects the number of fish,” he said. “There is a lot of agreement that culverts should be 

replaced. There is not an agreement that tribes are co-sovereign with state and local government over any 

decision that can affect the number of fish.” 

 

McKenna argues that, on one hand, it’s true that the tribes were not signing up for treaties under which the 

state could block every salmon-bearing stream with a road or a highway. But at the same time, the 

government of the day was not agreeing to give tribes a co-sovereign role in the management of lands and 

waters. 

 

“No one thought there would ever be a question about the amount of fish (back then),” McKenna said. 

“There was so many salmon and natural resources, people thought they were inexhaustible. Of course, 

they were proved to be wrong.” 

 

Other leaders in the region have argued that the Supreme Court should side with the tribes, such as King 

County Executive Dow Constantine. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 UN: 10 aid workers missing South Sudan 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/10-aid-workers-missing-war-torn-south-sudan-

54743716?   

GIST Ten aid workers have gone missing in civil war-torn South Sudan just days after another group of 

humanitarians was abducted by gunmen, the United Nations said Thursday. 

 

The statement said three U.N. staffers and seven aid workers, all of them South Sudanese, went missing 

early Wednesday when their convoy driving from Yei town to Tore in Central Equatoria disappeared. 

 

The aid workers are with South Sudanese Development Organization, ACROSS, Plan International and 

Action Africa Help. 

 

The U.N. humanitarian coordinator for South Sudan, Alain Noudehou, condemned the latest attack against 

colleagues. This is the third time aid workers have been held by armed groups in the last six months alone, 
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the statement said. 

 

Seven local aid workers seized by opposition forces earlier this month in the same area were later freed. 

Two other local aid workers were killed in a separate incident this month in Unity state. 

 

"We are deeply concerned about the whereabouts of these humanitarian workers and are urgently seeking 

information about their well-being," Noudehou said. 

 

South Sudan is one of the world's most dangerous places for humanitarians. At least 98 have been killed 

since the civil war began in December 2013, most of them local workers. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Israel denies killing scientist in Malaysia 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-israel-denies-killing-palestinian-malaysia-

54746892?   

GIST Israel's defense minister is denying that his country killed a Hamas-affiliated scientist who was gunned 

down last week in Malaysia. 

 

Avigdor Lieberman told the Arabic news site Elaph that "we did not assassinate him." 

 

When asked in the interview on Thursday who killed Palestinian engineer Fadi al-Batsh, the minister said: 

"Ask James Bond ... maybe James Bond killed him like in the movies." 

 

Al-Batsh, an electrical engineering lecturer at a Malaysian university, was gunned down by two men on a 

motorcycle as he was on his way to a mosque on Saturday. 

 

In Gaza, Hamas leaders and relatives are waiting at the Egyptian border for his body. 

 

Hamas, the militant Islamic group that rules Gaza, accuses Israel of assassinating al-Batsh. He is to be 

buried Friday at a ceremony led by Ismail Haniyeh, Hamas' top leader. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Israel warns will strike back if attacked 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-strike-tehran-attacks-tel-aviv-minister-

54745743?   

GIST Israel's defense minister said in an interview carried by an Arabic news site Thursday that his country will 

strike back if attacked by archenemy Iran. 

 

"We hear many (Iranian) threats ... but if they attack Tel Aviv, we will strike Tehran," Avigdor Lieberman 

told Elaph. 

 

The interview was published Thursday while Lieberman was in the United States for talks with defense 

officials. 

 

There has been a spike in hostile rhetoric between the bitter rivals since an airstrike on a military base in 

Syria that Iran and Russia blamed on Israel earlier this month. Seven Iranians were killed in the strike on 

Syria's T4 air base. 

 

Israel has neither confirmed nor denied carrying out the strike. Iran has threatened to respond. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Toronto hospital ‘calm, in organized chaos’ 

SOURCE http://www.cbc.ca/news/health/sunnybrook-hospital-trauma-nurses-doctors-1.4635124  

GIST Miranda Lamb's day was already busy; the trauma nurse at Toronto's Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre 

was dealing with a unit that was overcapacity, all of its beds full. 

 

But when a colleague with emergency medical services approached her with news that "something big had 

happened on the street," Lamb knew what had to be done. 

 

The hospital, which is Canada's largest trauma centre, was in "Code Orange" — an emergency code that 

notifies staff of a mass casualty event. 

 

"We try to keep it very calm," Lamb said. "It's a calm, organized chaos. Everybody just goes into their 

role; everybody steps up." 

 

By mid-afternoon Monday, Sunnybrook had received 10 victims from Toronto's deadly van attack, which 

had played out in minutes along a two-kilometre stretch of nearby Yonge Street, less than 10 kilometres 

away from the hospital's main campus. 

 

Two people were pronounced dead on arrival, five remain in critical condition, and three are listed in 

serious condition. 

 

The tragedy marked the country's second big catastrophe this month, leaving 10 dead and another 14 

injured. Two weeks earlier, a bus taking the Humboldt Broncos junior hockey team to a playoff game in 

Saskatchewan collided with a transport truck, killing 16. 

 

As Canadians increasingly worry about an overburdened health-care system, with crowded hospitals and 

overstretched staff, hospitals of all sizes are showing they still have a remarkable ability to respond to 

unexpected disasters with impressive efficiency. 

 

"What we do is transform chaos into calm," said Dr. Alan Drummond, with the Canadian Association of 

Emergency Physicians. 

 

He said that the way first responders, nurses and doctors were able to leap into action in both a large urban 

centre, like Toronto, and a rural setting, like in Saskatchewan, speaks highly of the level of 

professionalism in the pan-Canadian emergency experience. 

 

"This is what they're trained to do, this is what they live to do," said Drummond, who is also an ER doctor 

at the Perth and Smiths Falls District Hospital in eastern Ontario. 

 

Training for such mass casualty events is always ongoing at Sunnybrook, says the hospital's surgeon-in-

chief Dr. Avery Nathens. 

 

"Every drill that we have has made us a little bit better at responding. There's always opportunity for 

improvement, [but] what we've learned from the past year through the drills was helpful for what came 

across to Sunnybrook." 

 

The hospital has been running mock Code Oranges for "several months" to prepare for events such as this, 

Lamb said. 

 

"How to manage them, how to go in action. But in addition to that, the trauma teams here are trained in 

taking care of critically ill patients in the initial stages of trauma — in what we call the critical hour," she 

said. 

 

Sunnybrook nursing staff learn how to deal with trauma patients through a mandatory trauma nursing 

course. And all staff go through something called a "tabletop exercise," meant to bring together teams 

from across the hospital to run through a mass casualty scenario. 
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Unlike a mock Code Orange, this exercise doesn't involve simulated patients; rather it's discussion-based, 

with teams talking through in detail how they'd respond. 

 

After tragedies of Monday's magnitude, staff are debriefed — an exercise that encourages everyone to 

openly assess their teams and the hospital's performance to see what, if any, lessons can be learned. 

 

Trauma nurse Cristina Choy called the experience, including the number of victims and the extent of their 

injuries, "unimaginable." 

 

"I think it is very important to debrief after any situation, especially what happened [Monday]," she said. 

"I think debriefing helps us [with] what went well, what didn't — but also to get things off our chest as 

nurses. 

 

"A lot of the times we just bottle things up and that's not good." 

 

Nathens said he knows that staff will be affected by a tragedy like this. "And there will be a lot of 

debriefing to understand how we can better support our own staff and how we can do this next time, 

should it ever happen again." 

 

After a pause, he adds: "And it likely will." 

 

As for Drummond, he said he has nothing but praise for Canada's health-care workers, especially those 

who responded to the tragedies in Saskatchewan and Toronto. 

 

"Both of these experiences have shown that Canadians should have confidence in their emergency-care 

system and should be proud of the people that work there." 
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HEADLINE 04/25 Active shooter scare at Fort Bragg 

SOURCE http://myfox8.com/2018/04/25/poorly-coordinated-exercise-prompts-active-shooter-scare-at-fort-

bragg/  

GIST FORT BRAGG, N.C. — A “poorly-coordinated exercise” resulted in an active shooter scare at Fort Bragg 

Wednesday afternoon, according to Fort Bragg Public Affairs Officer Tom McCollum. 

 

The Soldier Support Center was evacuated after Fort Bragg emergency services got several calls about an 

active shooter. 

 

Personnel were advised to evacuate or barricade themselves in their offices. 

 

First responders learned the active shooter situation was a drill that had not been coordinated with Fort 

Bragg officials. 

 

The drill took place on the third floor of the Soldier Support Center, where several agencies are located, 

according to the Fayetteville Observer. 

 

It is unclear what agency was conducting the drill. 
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HEADLINE 04/24 Lessons learned Vegas shooting 

SOURCE https://www.phe.gov/ASPRBlog/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?List=f59454e5-a08d-4a13-9abe-

0d31ef99f1af&ID=308&Web=e1195e40-c916-4c28-aa5a-de2eda4302e4  
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GIST On October 1, 2017, during the Route 91 Harvest Music Festival on the Las Vegas Strip, a gunman opened 

fired from the 32nd floor of a nearby hotel on the crowd of concertgoers. He fired more than 1,100 rounds 

leaving 59 dead and 527 injured. 

 

Recently, ASPR staff spoke with responding agencies from the Las Vegas shooting to help identify 

lessons learned that can help other communities, specifically members of the nation’s 476 health care 

coalitions, prepare for, respond to, and recover from these traumatic, no-notice incidents. Here are some of 

those lessons: 

 

Lesson One: Prepare for Non-triaged Patients. EMS transported fewer than 20% of the victims from the 

Las Vegas shooting; most were self-transported or transported to healthcare facilities. Healthcare facilities 

must be ready to provide triage services at or outside the hospital to quickly identify where patients should 

be treated, and they should collaborate with EMS and other healthcare facilities throughout the region, as 

part of a health care coalition, to transfer patients based on acuity and available resources. This is 

especially important for trauma centers that may receive many “walking wounded” patients and hospitals 

that do not provide trauma services that may initially receive critically injured patients. EMS and other 

community partners should consider developing a re-distribution plan to move casualties between 

hospitals. 

 

Lesson Two: Identify and Conduct Drills Using Personnel Notification Tools. Immediately after hearing 

about the shooting, many healthcare providers arrived at their respective hospitals to help. Make sure your 

facility has a plan and a tool or messaging solution in place to rapidly notify staff who should come to the 

hospital and when, based on the needs of the injured and the need for providing round-the-clock care, 

potentially for days to come. Be aware that no-notice incidents often overwhelm landline and cellular 

networks. 

 

Lesson Three: Anticipate Challenges in Intake and Throughput. Immediately following the shooting, 

one hospital received more than 215 patients. Treating that number of patients with limited staff and 

resources presents inherent challenges. A disaster plan should address which areas of your facility are 

appropriate for use as expanded emergency department space; how best to group arriving patients, such as 

by the type and severity of injuries; moving non-incident patients to other areas of the hospital; modifying 

surgery schedules; and discharging or transferring non-emergent patients. 

 

Lesson Four: Expand Traditional Healthcare Roles to Address Patient Surge. Healthcare facilities 

should consider having specialty providers and other personnel assume non-traditional roles to help 

address patient surge. For example, consider using anesthesiologists to manage secondary triage and using 

pediatric providers to care for ambulatory victims. Take advantage of EMS providers who may be at your 

facility and willing to assist. Also, consider dedicating certain personnel—respiratory therapist, 

pharmacist, hospitalists, and intensivist—to only manage the patients coming in from the incident. 

 

Lesson Five: Coordinate Communications with Area Hospitals. Be Ready to Shelter Patients in Place. 
Community triage systems may be challenged in the immediate aftermath of a no-notice incident. All 

healthcare facilities in the area should prepare to treat what you can, coordinate patient transfers with other 

healthcare facilities, and shelter patients in place. Trauma centers may need to prioritize transfers due to 

the lack of EMS or trauma center resources. Traffic restrictions and misinformation resulting from the 

event may delay or prevent the timely transfer of patients. 

 

Lesson Six: Review Your Existing Mass Fatality Plan. Determine if your existing mass fatality plan is 

adequate for a mortuary surge. Consider other areas of your facility where you can expand your mortuary 

space. Since the coroner or medical examiner may need to visit multiple hospitals after a mass casualty 

event, prepare for delays in the identification and notification processes. Remember: A no-notice incident 

resulting from an active shooting situation is also a crime. Collect evidentiary materials from patients and 

their clothing as per local standards. 

 

Lesson Seven. Incorporate Family Notification in Planning Efforts. Expect loved ones to show up 

looking for patients, even if those patients are not being cared for by your facility. Designate a location 
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away from treatment spaces where loved ones can wait and establish a process to provide regular updates 

even if there is no new information to give. Provide patient status information on a case-by-case basis in a 

room separate from the waiting location. Ensure social workers, clergy, and case managers are available to 

provide mental health support. 

 

Lesson Eight. Plan for Intense Media Interest. The media will want access to your hospital, your staff, 

and patients and their families. Pre-identify a media staging area, away from where patients are 

entering/exiting the hospital. Have public affairs staff available to help coordinate media interviews 

utilizing hospital spokespersons. Provide regular updates even if there is nothing new to report. Know the 

story you want to tell, coordinate with other hospitals and responding organizations, and be consistent in 

messaging. 

 

“Mass casualty emergencies require a coordinated response involving the entire healthcare community,” 

said Melissa Harvey, director of ASPR’s Division of National Healthcare Preparedness Programs. Ms. 

Harvey oversees ASPR’s Hospital Preparedness Program (HPP), the only source of federal funding for 

health care system readiness. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Homebuyers looking outside Seattle 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/buyers-look-north-and-south-of-seattle-as-average-home-price-

soars-to-nearly-800000  

GIST SEATTLE - For Melissa Anderson cruising real estate web sites has become an obsession. 

 

Newly married and a native of the Pacific Northwest, the 28-year-old who works in medical sales said she 

and her husband are ready to grow their family, or at least add another dog, and they need more space. 

 

“Owning a house is a dream for me,” Anderson said. 

 

But on Thursday, Zillow released the latest round of bad news for Seattle’s already tough housing market 

– inventory is down and prices are up. 

 

Zillow said more than 41 percent of homes for sale in Seattle are priced higher than $870,000. Inventory 

of homes for sale is down and the median home values rose 14.8 percent, according to Zillow. 

 

“For Seattle you’re seeing the higher end of the market and the lower end of the market are appreciating 

right around 15 percent annually, which that in itself is crazy,” said Svenja Gudell, Zillow Chief 

Economist. 

 

Seattle, according to Zillow, is the third fastest appreciating housing market and third fastest appreciating 

rental market in the country. 

 

West Seattle Realtor Natalie English isn’t surprised by the statistics. 

 

“I would say an average of over 20 percent over list price is kind of what I’m seeing. If a house is listed, 

say, 925 it’s probably going to go for at least a million,” said English, who is a broker for Windermere. 

 

Standing in the living room of a sunny home in West Seattle’s North Admiral neighborhood Thursday, 

English said she was surprised she hadn’t made a sale on it yet. English said the home, listed for just under 

$1.2 million, has sat on the market six days - she expects it will sell soon. 

 

“I would say six says is my average days on the market before we get multiple offers,” English said. 

 

While Zillow said inventory is down 16.1 percent over the past year, English said she’s having her busiest 

year in her 16 years working in real estate. She said there are plenty of luxury home buyers and they move 
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fast. 

 

But for people who can’t afford a home over a million dollars, English said she has seen lots of growth in 

home sales in Sammamish, Duvall and further outside the city limits. 

 

“They’re having to stretch out a little bit,” English said. “You’re either going north of Seattle or south of 

Seattle where the prices are somewhat affordable.” 

 

After seeing house prices skyrocket in her beloved Queen Anne neighborhood, Anderson said she has 

expanded her search as far out as Kitsap County. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 DOL: 100+ salons w/violations 

SOURCE http://www.khq.com/story/38051899/100-salons-in-washington-have-license-sanitation-or-safety-

violations  

GIST KHQ.COM - More than 100 salons in Washington state either failed safety or sanitation inspections, or 

had license violations in the last year from the Washington State Department of Licensing. If you think 

these salons are required to post these violations publicly, think again. 

 

Unlike restaurants, there's no letter grade at the door that can tell you if the services inside have been 

deemed safe or violation free. Violators receive a fine from the state and then continue running the 

business as usual. To find out if your salon, or any other business place has received a violation you can 

visit the Washington State DOL website. 

 

The DOL posts all violations on their website under the "professions" section for numerous professions. 

Salon violations can be found under the "cosmetologists" section. 
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Click on link to view DOL listing of salons with violations: 
http://www.dol.wa.gov/business/disciplinary/disciplinarycosme.html  

 

HEADLINE 04/26 Homeless camp Green Lake to move 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/26/unsanctioned-encampment-accused-of-terrorizing-green-lake-

residents-is-moving-out-looking-to-settle-elsewhere/  

GIST SEATTLE -- Several neighbors who say a homeless encampment has taken over their Green Lake 

neighborhood met for the first time on Thursday. 

 

“When I am home alone, I don’t feel that safe,” Betsy Peto said. 

 

Residents say when the tents moved in overnight a stone’s throw away, they didn’t know what to think. 

Now they are just mad. 

 

Neighbors have vented on social media and with each other, but many stayed silent, fearing retaliation. 

Now many are fed up and willing to talk about it. 

 

“Bowel movement on her driveway last week and then a needle on her driveway the other day,” Phil 

Cochran said of a neighbor's home. 

 

Residents along 5th and 58th say they are dealing with theft, needles, defecation and now aggressive 

behavior from some of the campers. 

 

“Verbally abusing, walking past calling my wife human trash and garbage for no reason whatsoever,” 

Mike Liddell said. 

 

That is just the beginning, residents say. A couple of times they’ve seen people at the camp throwing 
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things over the wall next to the encampment, they say. Over that wall is I-5 and dozens of what appears to 

be stolen bicycles now left abandoned in a wooded area next to I-5. 

 

“They basically have a bicycle store house going; yes, it’s shocking. I had no idea and that they operate so 

openly,” Liddell said. 

 

Liddell and his neighbors say they have repeatedly reached out to Seattle city leaders for nearly two 

months. 

 

“We haven’t had any useful info from them so far, all we understand is that council has told the police to 

back off,” Liddell said. 

 

“I am not trying to criminalize the homeless; I am against people breaking the law,” Peto said. 

 

Shortly after interviews with neighbors, Q13 News saw city crews posting eviction notices around the 

encampment site.  

 

The Neighborhood Action Coalition, the group that helped move the campers to Green Lake, is against the 

eviction. 

 

But Matt Lang, a member of the group, acknowledged to Q13 News that things have gotten unruly. 

 

“It’s caused a lot of tension in that neighborhood, not best for anyone for that camp to remain,” Lang said. 

 

Lang says he will help move the camp somewhere else this Sunday but a location has yet to be 

determined. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Experts: US unprepared for biothreats 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/pandemic-biohazard/country-a-lot-more-ragile-than-

we-realize/  

GIST The nation is critically underprepared to confront transnational biological threats ranging from DIY 

bioterror agents to natural pathogens that outpace current pharmaceuticals and overwhelm medical 

facilities, the Blue Ribbon Study Panel on Biodefense heard at a Wednesday event at the Hudson Institute. 

 

James Lawler, a retired Navy commander whose experience includes serving as director for medical 

preparedness policy on the National Security Council and director for biodefense policy on the White 

House’s Homeland Security Council, warned that the country is “woefully unprepared for these biological 

threats” in an increasingly interdependent world. 

 

“Events halfway around the world have rapid effects,” he said, and the nation suffers from a “lack of threat 

awareness and poor situational awareness as it comes to biological threats.” 

 

Problems include “excruciatingly slow and moribund” programs that rely too much on “backwards 

engineering” of the last big threat along with insufficient staffing and not enough human intelligence on 

biological programs, as well as a “lack of situational awareness in day-to-day health activities.” 

 

Lawler stressed that there are “still significant problems connecting the clinical world with the public 

health world,” while the ability “to be able to understand those events in real time is critical to being able 

to defend ourselves in rapidly evolving events.” 

 

As genetic engineering continues to evolve, he warned, the threat will “exponentially” increase with 

“significant potential for malevolent use.” 
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“Innovation is going to be the key to moving us ahead,” he said, with a need “to think beyond the linear 

approach we’re using now.” 

 

“If you’re the kind of person who lies awake at night thinking about problems, this is one of the problems 

you should be thinking about… we’re now in the era of the iPhone 10 and we’re still using a flip phone.” 

 

Kenneth Luongo, president and founder of the Partnership for Global Security, echoed that the U.S. 

“remains woefully underprepared” for a biological attack or a “new intensity level” of pathogens. He cited 

Rhode Island hospitals being overwhelmed by flu patients this past winter to the point of having to transfer 

overflow patients, “and this is an infectious disease that we prepare for every year.” 

 

Better modeling is needed to map the potential spread of disease, he said. Synthetic biology presents new 

challenges from a risk perspective as new biological systems can be used for malicious purposes, he 

warned. 

 

Because of the natural lack of transparency about biological programs from authoritarian regimes, it “falls 

to the intelligence community to determine what’s happening” in research programs with “serious 

questions” like Russia — where Luongo has “no doubt” there’s an active biological program with 

weapons potential. 

 

Even though the lack of a biological attack has lowered the priority of addressing biological threats, 

Luongo warned “that’s a mistake.” 

 

Ridge’s co-chairman on the Blue Ribbon Study Panel, former Sen. Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.), said later in 

the conference that while he’s worried about a bioterror attack the impact of an infectious disease 

pandemic could be worse as “the potential for devastation is great.” 

 

Former USAID Director Andrew Natsios, director of the Scowcroft Institute of International Affairs, told 

the panel that the country is “a lot more fragile than we realize” when it comes to emergency response, and 

the ebola crisis demonstrated the need for several central points at which decisions can be made rapidly. 

“Time is of the essence — the longer the delay, the more people could die,” he said. 

 

Natsios warned of the consequences of a lack of U.S. leadership in the international system. “We are sort 

of like Jimmy Stewart — we are going to see what the world looks like without that honorable man in the 

movie,” he said, referencing “It’s a Wonderful Life.” 

 

With deficits in drug development, he suggested expanding upon the Gavi Vaccine Alliance model in 

which pharmaceutical companies are promised that if they mass produce, the products will be marketed 

through NGOs and the UN. 

 

“Do not reinvent the federal organization wheel,” he suggested, while emphasizing the need for 

coordination. “Do not try, in cases of international aid programs, try to transplant what works well in a 

Western country to a developing country.” 

 

And, Natsios recommended, “do not confuse emergency response with other biomanagement issues” – 

coordinating before the emergency and, once the event takes place, decentralizing to the lowest levels “or 

we won’t get there in time.” 
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HEADLINE 04/24 Banner year for Seattle, King Co. tourism 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/business/economy/a-banner-year-for-tourism-in-seattle-and-king-

county/  

GIST Cruise season began last week with the arrival of Norwegian Cruise Line’s Norwegian Sun. 
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The Port of Seattle projects more than 1.1 million cruise passengers this year, ahead of last year’s record. 

Alaska is the largest destination for cruise ships. Seattle will be the largest cruise port on the West Coast 

for the second year in a row. 

 

Cruise passengers make up an important part of the tourism economy here, spending money in town 

before and after their voyages. But they’re far from the only drivers. 

 

Nearly 40 million visitors came to the city and county last year, according to a recent report from Visit 

Seattle, the 1,000-member nonprofit tourism marketing organization. That’s up 2.6 percent from the 

previous year and marks the eighth straight year setting a record. Overnight visitors grew by 3.9 percent to 

nearly 21 million. 

 

Tourism Economics and Longwoods International estimate that visitors pumped $7.4 billion into the 

regional economy. Travel and tourism jobs were up 27 percent to more than 76,000 (about 5.6 percent of 

all employment in King County. 

 

Tom Norwalk, president of Visit Seattle, told me the region also “had incredible growth from international 

business. And this is despite being underserved by international (air) carriers. We’ve been adding (flights) 

but there is more we can be doing.” 

 

International visitors tend to spend more and stay longer than their domestic counterparts. To encourage 

growth in tourism from overseas, Visit Seattle has marketing reps in Asia, Europe and Australia. 

 

The organization benchmarks the tourism sector here against 14 other U.S. cities, getting weekly updates. 

 

With long summer days, numerous attractions and the gateway to the Northwest’s scenic beauty, Seattle is 

a natural destination for tourists. Leisure demand was once seasonal, but now we’re attracting visitors 

year-round. 

 

Business travel is an important element, too, both corporate and conventions. 

 

Norwalk is hoping a deal can be completed for expansion of the Washington State Convention Center. 

 

“We’re outperforming other destinations for how we utilize the convention center” he said. “But we need 

the second building… There’s incredible demand for Seattle as a meeting destination. Groups sign 

contracts for years out.” 
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HEADLINE 04/27 US, Israel heat up rhetoric on Iran 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/27/politics/us-israel-iran-dangers/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN)US and Israeli officials issued tough warnings about Iran's activities in Syria and 

beyond on Thursday, in the lead-up to President Donald Trump's May 12 decision on whether to stay in 

the Iran nuclear deal. 

 

The steady drumbeat appeared to reinforce signals Trump has been sending about his intent to leave the 

deal. And in the absence of any clear sign the White House has a "day after" plan, there are deepening 

concerns in some quarters that White House policy toward Tehran may be shifting from denuclearization 

to regime change. 

 

"I think we are not moving toward a new agreement," said Clement Therme, a Bahrain-based research 

fellow for Iran at the International Institute for Strategic Studies. "I think we are moving toward a regime 

change policy in the US." 

 

US and Israeli officials laid out a litany of examples of malign Iranian behavior on Thursday. Some laid 
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the ground for potential Israeli action against Iran within Syria. Others warned the conflict could spread 

from there. 

 

Speaking to lawmakers, Defense Secretary James Mattis said that Iran is bringing in increased amounts of 

weaponry to Syria, and suggested that Iran intends to attack Israel. Mattis said Iran's proxy activities in 

Syria are driving a significant risk of escalated conflict that could engulf the region. 

 

Privately, US military officials are warning of the potential for more direct confrontation between Iran and 

Israel that could spiral out of control. 

 

"The potential for escalation has grown," one defense official told CNN's Barbara Starr. The Pentagon is 

publicly trying to emphasize that any military moves by Iran "would take us where we don't want to go," 

the official said. "There is serious concern this could escalate." 

 

In New York, Nikki Haley, the US ambassador to the UN, told the Security Council that Iran is the patron 

and protector of groups that use human shields, "part of Iran's overarching efforts to destabilize the 

region." 

 

Danny Danon, Israel's ambassador to the UN, reminded the Security Council that the threats posed by 

Hezbollah, Hamas and Syria's Assad regime have one common source. "The Iranian regime is the 

dangerous thread that ties these threats together," he said, before he went on to denounce the Joint 

Comprehensive Plan of Action, as the nuclear deal is formally known. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Koreas agree: end war, denuclearize 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-27/two-koreas-agree-to-end-war-this-year-

pursue-denuclearization  

GIST North Korean leader Kim Jong Un and South Korean President Moon Jae-in agreed Friday to finally end a 

seven-decade war this year, and pursue the “complete denuclearization” of the Korean Peninsula. 

 

The two leaders embraced after signing the deal during a historic meeting on their shared border, the first 

time a North Korean leader has set foot on the southern side. They announced plans to formally declare a 

resolution to the war and replace 1953 armistice that ended open hostilities into a peace treaty by year’s 

end. 

 

“We have agreed to share a firm determination to open a new era in which all Korean people enjoy 

prosperity and happiness on a peaceful land without wars,” Kim said, in his first remarks in front of the 

global press since taking power in 2011. 

 

The two sides “confirmed the common goal of realizing, through complete denuclearization, a nuclear-free 

Korean Peninsula.” 

 

“South and North Korea agreed to actively seek the support and cooperation of the international 

community for the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula,” according to the statement. It didn’t 

elaborate on what that would entail. 

 

“The commitment to ‘complete denuclearization’ is ambiguous, and subject to different interpretations,” 

said Youngshik Bong, a researcher at Yonsei University’s Institute for North Korean Studies in Seoul. “It 

can be interpreted as North Korea getting rid of all warheads, or North Korean demands on the U.S. 

military in South Korea.” 

 

The agreement follows a rapid thaw of tensions on the peninsula after a flurry of North Korean missile 

tests and a hydrogen bomb detonation last year. Kim plans to meet U.S. President Donald Trump soon, 

which would be the first summit between a North Korean leader and a sitting American president. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Army accepts recruits w/behavior issues 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/04/26/army-issues-waivers-1-000-recruits-

history-bipolar-depression-self-mutilation/554917002/  

GIST WASHINGTON — The Army issued waivers over 13 months to more than 1,000 recruits who had been 

diagnosed and treated for mood disorders and 95 more for self-mutilation, according to data obtained by 

USA TODAY. 

 

The acceptance of new soldiers with a history of serious behavioral health issues, some of which can be 

lifelong challenges, came as the Army struggled to meet its recruiting goals. The time period ran from Oct. 

1, 2016, through Oct. 31, 2017. 

 

Last week, Army Secretary Mark Esper indicated that the Army issues waivers only for mental health 

issues that have been resolved or upon further review were misdiagnosed. There were no waivers issued 

for a history of drug overdoses or suicide attempts. 

 

“As the stigma of seeking therapy or counseling becomes less of an issue than when I grew up, you’ll see 

probably more cause for waivers,” Esper said. “But again, the waiver is only for an historical condition 

that we look at and assess. We do not allow anybody in who is undergoing therapy, who is a cutter or was 

a cutter, identified clearly as a cutter or is using drugs. They are not allowed into the service. And I will 

not accept them. Quality trumps quantity every single day of the week.” 

 

Mood disorders include conditions such as bipolar disorder and severe depression. Self-mutilation can 

indicate deep psychological problems.   

 

“Bipolar in most cases is a lifelong challenge,” said Elspeth Cameron Ritchie, a psychiatrist who retired 

from the Army as a colonel in 2010 and is an expert on waivers for military service. “It is more of a 

challenge when you’re younger and is not something you can simply be clear of. You’re often on 

medication for life.” 

 

A history of severe depression raises the risk of suicide, a problem the military sought to minimize in part 

by eliminating waivers for many behavioral health issues in 2009, Ritchie said. 

 

Last fall, USA TODAY reported on Army documents that showed the service tried to ease the waiver 

process for recruits with a history of self-mutilation, bipolar disorder and depression. The Army 

encountered challenging recruiting goals, including adding more than 76,000 soldiers this year. In 2017, it 

accepted more recruits who had fared poorly on aptitude tests, and it increased the number of waivers for 

marijuana use. 

 

Sen. John McCain criticized the service for accepting recruits who mutilated themselves. 

 

Figures obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request show that from Oct. 1, 2016, through Oct. 

31, 2017, the active-duty Army issued waivers to 738 recruits with a history of mood disorders and 49 

more with a history of self-mutilation. The Army Reserve and National Guard accepted the rest of the 

recruits with behavioral health issues. 

 

Soldiers with bipolar disorder often require medication such as lithium, Ritchie said. That medication must 

be monitored carefully, a task that may be impossible in austere combat environments far from 

laboratories.  

 

Manic episodes of bipolar disorder can be triggered by sleep deprivation, a common occurrence in the 

military, she said. She recalled treating an Army major who scrawled graffiti on walls during a “classic 

bipolar episode” while deployed to South Korea. 
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“When you’re manic, your judgment isn’t good,” Ritchie said. “You shouldn’t be driving a tank when 

you’re manic. You shouldn’t have a rifle if you’re manic.” 

 

Accepting recruits with a history of behavioral health issues is risky — for the Army and the soldier, 

Ritchie said. 

 

“It is concerning,” she said. “It can be very problematic. And we may be setting them up to fail.” 

 

The Army is about 1,000 recruits behind its goal of recruits for this year. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 More children being diagnosed autism 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/children-diagnosed-autism-spectrum-disorder-recent-

years/story?id=54762329&cid=clicksource_26_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST More children are being diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder, according to new data from the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Their new numbers now show that autism affects one in 59 

children, an increase from previously reported one in 68 children.  

 

Dr. Walter Zahorodny, a pediatrician and autism researcher, is “stunned by the speed of increase.”  

 

This data was collected in 2014 through the Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM) 

Network, an organization described by the study's authors as “an active surveillance system that provides 

estimates of the prevalence of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) among children aged 8 years.”  

 

In this study, the ADDM Network first identified over 10,000 children with symptoms of ASD in 11 

states. A team of researchers and experts in the field then reviewed their medical and school records since 

birth, confirming an autism diagnosis in 5,473 children. This extremely thorough approach limited 

confusion and ensured accurate and consistent diagnoses and results. Part of the difficulty in autism 

research is that there isn’t a medical “test” that determines if a child falls on the autism disorder spectrum -

- it’s an evaluation based on observation, so reliable numbers have been historically difficult to guarantee.  

 

The overall prevalence of autism was 16.8 per 1,000 children, or 1.68 percent, according to the study. This 

number varied between different states. The state with the lowest rate was Arkansas at 13.1 per 1,000 

children. The state with highest rate was New Jersey at 29.3 in 1,000 children. There’s no reason given for 

regional variation. 

 

Zahorodny, the lead researcher at the New Jersey site, states “3 percent is a real landmark, given that we 

started at 1 percent autism prevalence 14 years ago.”  

 

These rates of autism are significantly higher than those in the last study from ADDM, which looked at a 

similar number of young children in 2012. This new study looked at exactly the same six locations that 

participated in 2012, and in these sites, the 2014 autism rates were 20 percent higher than they were in 

2012.  

 

Historically, the rate of autism in white children is 20-30 percent greater than black children and 50-70 

percent greater than Hispanic children. In agreement with that previous data, autism was more common in 

white children, although there was a significant increase in the diagnosis in black and Hispanic children, 

with the prevalence in white children only 7 percent greater than in black children and 22 percent greater 

than in Hispanic children. In agreement with past studies, autism was about four times more common in 

boys.  

 

One outlier: There was virtually no difference in autism rates between white, black, and Hispanic children 

in New Jersey. The authors argue that perhaps New Jersey’s overall higher autism prevalence is related to 
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the more inclusive diagnosis of minority children, and therefore might be the most accurate rate in the 

study.  

 

This study is not intended to be representative of the entire country. There are clear limitations, primarily 

because the data originated from only 11 collection sites. In addition, there were discrepancies in the 

amount and type of medical and educational data that was recorded from state to state. The data in this 

study is only as accurate as the information that was documented by physicians, counselors, and schools.  

 

Why are more children than ever diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder?  

 

The short answer: We don’t know.  

 

The cause of autism is still unknown. There are associations between autism and prematurity, advanced 

parental age, and genetics -- however no evidence of causation, according to the American Academy of 

Pediatrics (AAP). There's also a lot of discussion about potential environmental causes, yet again, there's 

no science to support these claims (the claim that vaccines cause autism has been disproven by the AAP 

time and time again).  

 

To be diagnosed on the spectrum, a child must have three key characteristics: delayed language 

development, abnormal, repetitive behaviors, and difficulty socializing. Children with autism can have 

stereotypical behaviors such as rocking, spinning, hand-flapping, and toe-walking. They can also have 

difficulty making eye contact or playing with other children.  

 

It’s important to know that there are many children that are NOT on the spectrum who may display these 

behaviors. The diagnosis of autism is made by looking at a child’s development, language, and behavior as 

a whole. If you have concerns about your child, you should speak with a pediatrician.  

 

As the name implies, there's a wide range in severity. While many children are able to do well in school 

and make friends with minimal assistance, others may need significant speech and behavioral therapy to 

function.  

 

Which brings us to the treatment of autism: Therapy, therapy, and more therapy.  

 

There's no cure for autism, but certain types of therapies have been proven to improve a child’s ability to 

function in the real world.  

 

One of the most alarming findings in this new study is the widespread delayed diagnosis of autism. The 

median age of diagnosis was 52 months, just over 4 years. Children with autism should be diagnosed by 3 

years old and receive appropriate therapies by 4 years old, according to Department of Health and Human 

Services Healthy People 2020 goals.  

 

We are diagnosing most children too late, according to these numbers.  

 

"We need to have strong concerted efforts toward universal autism screening,” Zahorodny said in response 

to this data. The AAP states that all children should be screened for autism by their primary care provider 

at 18 months and again at 24 months.  

 

Is autism really becoming more common?  

 

It's unclear if this rise in autism is due to an increase in diagnosis or an increase in the actual prevalence of 

autism. Some scientists argue that physicians are doing a better job at diagnosing autism, particularly in 

minority populations, and that’s why the autism numbers are up.  

 

Thomas Frazier, the chief science officer at Autism Speaks, feels “there is a meaningful increase.”  

 

Both Frazier and Zahorodny agree that while the increase in diagnosis is contributing to the prevalence, it 
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cannot be the only cause. It seems the increase in autism is significant enough that many psychologists and 

pediatricians worry we're missing a piece of this puzzle. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 China, India leaders meet amid tensions 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/china-india-leaders-meet-amid-border-tensions-

54771127?   

GIST The leaders of India and China met at a lakeside resort in central China on Friday amid tensions along 

their contested border and a rivalry for influence among their smaller neighbors that could determine 

dominance in Asia. 

 

Chinese President Xi Jinping greeted Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Friday at the provincial 

museum in the city of Wuhan at the start of two days of talks between the heads of the world's two most 

populous nations. 

 

Indian media outlets, quoting unidentified top officials, reported the leaders would begin their interactions 

with one-on-one talks, followed by further discussions and a dinner lakeside at the resort that had been a 

favorite of former Chinese leader Mao Zedong.  

 

They will continue talks on Saturday with a lakeside walk, boat ride and lunch together. 

 

The countries fought a border war in 1962 and last year engaged in a 10-week standoff in the neighboring 

state of Bhutan. New Delhi has also been alarmed by China's moves to build strategic and economic ties 

with Indian Ocean nations including Sri Lanka, the Maldives and India's longtime rival Pakistan. 

 

China for its part resents India's hosting of exiled Tibetan spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, and its control 

of territory Beijing says belongs to it. 

 

China claims some 90,000 square kilometers (35,000 square miles) of territory in India's northeast, while 

India says China occupies 38,000 square kilometers (15,000 square miles) of its territory on the Aksai 

Chin Plateau in the western Himalayas. Officials have met at least 20 times to discuss the competing 

border claims without making significant progress. 

 

Following the most protracted standoff in years, India last year agreed to pull back troops from the 

disputed Doklam Plateau high in the Himalayas, where Chinese troops had started constructing a road. 

 

Despite such differences, Modi hopes China can help drive Indian economic growth ahead of national 

elections next year. However, his administration has been reluctant to engage with Beijing's "Belt and 

Road" initiative linking its economies to those of Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Europe through 

massive loans and investments. 

 

Modi will be traveling to China again in June for a summit of the eight-member Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization dominated by Beijing and Moscow. 

 

Along with China, Russia and India, that group includes the Central Asian states of Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan as well as Pakistan. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 India security operation targets Maoists 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/indian-security-forces-kill-maoist-rebels-54773854?   

GIST Indian police say at least seven Maoist rebels have been killed in the second major operation by security 

forces against their strongholds in a week. 
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Police officer Mohit Garg says security forces attacked the rebels on Friday after learning they were 

meeting in a forest hide-out in Bijapur district in Chhattisgarh state. 

 

He said seven rebels were killed in an exchange of gunfire. There were no immediate reports of casualties 

among the security forces. 

 

Last week, at least 37 Maoist rebels were killed in gunbattles between government forces and insurgents in 

Gadchirolia in western Maharasthra state. 

 

The Maoist rebels, who claim inspiration from Chinese revolutionary leader Mao Zedong, have been 

fighting India's government for more than four decades, demanding land and jobs for tenant farmers and 

the poor. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Parkland deputies ‘no confidence’ w/sheriff 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/florida-deputies-confidence-sheriff-presided-parkland-shooting-

union/story?   

GIST More than 500 deputies in Florida have voted that they no longer have confidence in the sheriff who 

presided over the Valentine's Day shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School that killed 17 

students and staff.  

 

Jeff Bell, president of the Broward Sheriff’s Office Deputies Association, said Thursday that out of 628 

votes, 534 Broward County deputies cast a ballot to say they "no longer have confidence" in Sheriff Scott 

Israel. Ninety-four people voted for Israel, Bell said.  

 

The union called for the vote over sheriff's office's response to the Parkland shooting as well as Israel's 

response to the criticism of him in the wake of the shooting, ABC Fort Lauderdale affiliate WLPG 

reported.  

 

"These members have displayed great courage to come forward and vote under the threat of retaliation," 

Bell said.  

 

The association represents about 1,300 deputies and sergeants who "put their lives on the line every day," 

according to its president.  

 

Bell said it is now time for the sheriff to start listening to both members of his office as well as the leaders 

of Broward County.  

 

The association president took issue over Israel's leadership, policies and his handling of the budget. He 

also accused Israel of "taking care" of his family and friends by hiring them as "command staff at top 

levels" and attempting to "skirt the laws that are in place within the state of Florida."  

 

"He fails to listen to the people," Bell said. 

 

After the results of the vote were announced, Israel released a statement saying that he "will not be 

distracted" by the union vote.  

 

"I am accountable to the citizens of Broward County," Israel said. "My job is to continue to do the job I 

was elected to do, which is to ensure the safety of Broward County’s 1.9 million residents."  

 

In his statement, Israel repeated a sentiment he expressed while to reporters shortly before the results of 

the vote were announced, which is that the vote was "designed to extort a 6.5 percent pay raise from this 

agency." 
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Bell responded to Israel's comments by calling the sheriff a "complete liar."  

 

"This has never been abut a contract," Bell said. "This has been about his longstanding policies." 
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HEADLINE 04/26 NKorea Kim crosses DMZ line 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/north-koreas-kim-jong-crosses-dmz-historic-

meeting/story?id=54759591&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST North Korean leader Kim Jong Un has crossed the line dividing the demilitarized zone to meet with South 

Korean President Moon Jae-in in what's being described as a historic summit.  

 

Kim made that first step, a great leap for the Korean Peninsula. The two posed for photos facing the North, 

then facing the South. Just about when Moon ushered Kim to walk toward the red carpet, Kim made a 

gesture offering Moon to take a step back across the demarcation line, to his side of the border. Whether 

pre-planned or not, the two smiled and took that step holding hands.  

 

Escorted by traditional music, Moon and Kim walked together to the "Peace House," a three-story building 

where the official summit will take place.  

 

Inside the "Peace House," Kim signed the guest book, writing in it for more than a minute. The two leaders 

then went into a reception room for a private conversation.  

 

It's the first time since 2007 leaders of the two countries have met and is part of a recent thawing of 

relations as South Korea and the United States have focused on diplomacy in their efforts to dismantle 

North Korea's nuclear program.  

 

The summit has been in the works for some time, with the stage being set by two previous meetings 

between high-level officials from the North and South, as well as the North's participation in the Winter 

Olympics in Pyeongchang, South Korea, earlier this year. The two nations marched under one flag. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Mass. school district pays ransomware 

SOURCE http://www.telegram.com/news/20180426/leominster-pays-10k-in-bitcoin-ransom-to-undo-

cyberattack-on-schools  

GIST LEOMINSTER – The city paid $10,000 in bitcoin last week to cyber extortionists who infiltrated the 

school district’s computer systems over the April school break, according to city officials, affecting every 

school in the district. 

 

Mayor Dean J. Mazzarella called those who carried out the cyberattack “smart” and said they knew what 

they were doing when they gained control of the school district’s computer network. 

 

Mr. Mazzarella said he was called by the district’s superintendent, Paula Deacon, the Saturday of school 

vacation within 24 hours of the attack to notify him. 

 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation was notified, he said. 

 

“They (the FBI) are tracking it from here,” Mr. Mazzarella said Thursday evening. 

 

Ms. Deacon did not immediately respond to a request for a comment. 
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“They were on top of their game,” Mr. Mazzarella said. “They are using the best and highest technology. 

They were just looking for an opening and the system was hacked somehow or another.” 

 

He said the $10,000 for the digital currency will come out of the city’s general fund and he does not 

believe the incident is covered under the city’s insurance. 

 

Interim Police Chief Michael Goldman said with ransomware attacks, hackers encrypt data and the only 

way to unlock it is with a password or by starting with a clean backup. 

 

“There is nothing the police department can do,” Mr. Goldman said. “It is highly sophisticated, mostly 

coming from out of the country, usually Europe, and almost impossible to trace.” 
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HEADLINE 04/27 State-sponsored hacks on Australia rise 

SOURCE https://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/national-security/statesponsored-cyber-attacks-

on-the-rise-against-australia/news-story/1d34cc1921d15cd4f0563f7267f087b3  

GIST State-sponsored cyber attacks targeting Australia have increased, with recent efforts allegedly carried out 

by Russia, Iran and North Korea making headlines either intentionally or due to poor execution, a leading 

cyber security expert says. 

 

Fergus Hanson, head of the International Cyber Policy Centre at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute, 

said those three countries, along with China, were the most common “threat actors” conducting cyber 

attacks around the world. 

 

“Each one has very specific motives, so if you take NotPetya (ransomware that locks a computer until a 

ransom is paid) … the Russians targeted that through a Ukrainian accounting firm and it was probably 

meant to go after Ukrainian companies,” Mr Hanson said. “But because it was so poorly executed it ended 

up spreading from the accounting company, globally.” 

 

But he said the “WannaCry” attack, that infected more than 300,000 computers and for which North Korea 

has been blamed, was more about demonstrating the hackers’ abilities rather than purely raising money. 

 

“That was notionally a ransomware attack, but probably not specifically designed to be a money-making 

scheme. It was probably another capability that they were demonstrating,” he said. 

 

On Wednesday computer security company McAfee released a report alleging North Korea’s hacking unit 

had “implanted” malware into the systems of unnamed organisations in Australia and elsewhere as part of 

an ongoing data-theft campaign. 

 

That operation, dubbed “GhostSecret” began last month, originating in the Turkish financial sector before 

spreading to targets largely in the Asia-Pacific region. 

 

The federal government yesterday declined to comment on the McAfee report. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Facebook criticized for ‘love jihad’ posts 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/a-muslim-and-a-hindu-thought-they-could-be-

a-couple-then-came-the-love-jihad-hit-list/2018/04/26/257010be-2d1b-11e8-8dc9-

3b51e028b845_story.html?utm_term=.f4ae12622e42  

GIST KOLKATA, India — The 21-year-old Hindu college student was having a quiet breakfast with her mother 

when her phone pinged with a terrifying message. Her name was on a hit list. 
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She and her Muslim boyfriend had been targeted publicly on Facebook along with about 100 interfaith 

couples — each of them Muslim men and their Hindu girlfriends. She immediately called her boyfriend to 

warn him. 

 

The Facebook post included instructions: “This is a list of girls who have become victims of love jihad. 

We urge all Hindu lions to find and hunt down all the men mentioned here.” At least two followers heeded 

the call. 

 

The phrase “love jihad” is meant to inflame dark fears that Muslim men who woo Hindu women might be 

trying to convert them to Islam — a prejudice that the Hindu right has tried to stoke for nearly a decade.  

 

But use of the term has spread on social media with the rise of the Hindu nationalist party of Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi, at a time when religious hatred is growing on Facebook in India, its largest 

market. 

 

Facebook is facing rampant criticism that hate speech spread on the platform has fueled ethnic and 

religious violence in Asia, in places such as Burma and Sri Lanka. 

 

During his appearances before Congress April 10-11, Facebook chief executive Mark Zuckerberg said the 

company was “working” on a way to remove hate speech within 24 hours of its appearance and adding 

dozens of new Burmese-language content monitors. 

 

“It’s clear now we didn’t do enough” to prevent the platform from being “used for harm,” Zuckerberg said 

in his statement. 

 

But the company has said little about its prevention efforts in India, its largest market of more than 240 

million users. 

 

The list of Hindu-Muslim couples was posted by Satish Mylavarapu, a mild-looking sales and marketing 

manager in Bangalore who propagates militant Hinduism to thousands of followers in Facebook groups 

and elsewhere. 

 

“It’s a matter of Muslims taking over our blood and taking over our wombs — the wombs that would give 

Hindu children,” he said. 

 

Highly motivated Hindu extremist “volunteers” across India assembled the list by meticulously plotting 

the locations of mosques and girls schools and colleges around the country and combing young women’s 

profiles for photos or posts that would link them with Muslim men. 

 

Meanwhile, conservative Hindu groups supporting Modi’s powerful Bharatiya Janata Party began pushing 

into areas in India’s east and south traditionally dominated by other languages and regional parties, 

including the couple’s home state of West Bengal. 

 

In recent weeks, West Bengal has been roiled by riots between Hindus and Muslims that followed sword-

waving devotees marching in honor of Lord Ram — a Hindu deity who is not normally worshiped in the 

region. At least four people died. 

 

Civil society groups have charged that Facebook has not acted quickly enough in such instances to curb 

the hate speech that inflamed tensions throughout Asia, including Muslim-Buddhist riots in Sri Lanka and 

Burma’s exodus of more than 850,000 Rohingya Muslims into Bangladesh. Facebook was dubbed the 

“beast” in that crisis by a United Nations monitor. 

 

In India, a March study by the Observer Research Foundation, a think tank based in New Delhi, showed 

that religion is increasingly used as a basis of hate speech on Facebook, a jump of 19 to 30 percent 

between 2016 and 2017. 
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“I don’t think Facebook has a clue how to monitor hate speech,” said Maya Mirchandani, a senior fellow 

who co-wrote the study. She said that more proactive text monitoring systems are not in place, including 

among its rapidly growing non-English speaking audiences. 

 

“Maintaining a safe community for people to connect and share on Facebook is absolutely critical to us,” a 

Facebook spokesman said in a statement. “We have policies that prohibit hate speech and credible threats 

of harm, and we will remove this content when we’re made aware of it.” 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Chrome VPN extensions leaking data 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/chrome-vpn-extensions-leaking-your-dns-data/  

GIST Last month, HackRead reported how tons of popular VPN (Virtual Private Network) software were 

leaking real IP addresses of users through WebRTC leak along with a list of VPN vendors saving users’ 

Internet logs despite claiming otherwise. 

 

Now, a new study has been conducted according to which some popular Chrome VPN extensions are 

leaking DNS related data of their users – Here, it must be noted that the DNS leak is not related to the 

WebRTC issue but DNS prefetching in Chrome browser activated by default. 

   

The study was conducted by John Mason of TheBestVPN alongside with an ethical hacker from Cure53 

who goes by the Twitter handle of File Descriptor. It may shock many that 7 out of 17 VPN extensions on 

Chrome are leaking DNS data. 

 

Chrome VPN Extensions that are leaking DNS 

 

1: Hola VPN 

2: Touch VPN 

3: Betternet 

4: DotVPN 

5: HoxxVPN 

6: Ivacy VPN 

7: Opera VPN 

 

The aforementioned VPN extensions are used by millions of users around the world, for instance, Hola 

VPN has over 8.7 million users, Touch VPN has 2 million users, Betternet is used by 1.4 million users 

while DotVPN has 900,000 users. This means DNS related data of millions of users is currently at risk. 

 

Chrome VPN Extensions that are NOT leaking DNS 

 

1: NordVPN 

2: PureVPN 

3: WindScribe 

4: CyberGhost 

5: TunnelBear 

6: ZenmateVPN 

7: HotSpot Shield 

8: VPN Unlimited 

9: Avira Phantom VPN 

10: Private Internet Access 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Sounds of DDoS in NetFlow logs 
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SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/cadence-in-chaos-sounds-of-ddos-in/  

GIST For those who appreciate the healing power of music, new research could prove to be a magical security 

tool. By correlating traffic types from NetFlow logs with sounds of instruments, researchers at Imperva 

were able to translate changes in network traffic into song. 

 

Inspired by a TED Talk called "Can We Create New Senses for Humans?" presented by Dr. David 

Eagleman, adjunct professor in the Department of Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences at Stanford 

University, Imperva's team wondered whether tapping into the sense of sound could change the way they 

interpret network traffic. 

 

"Auditory perception, we learned, has a lot of advantages oversight, especially in terms of processing 

spatial, temporal and volumetric information. The ability to register the most delicate differences in 

frequency resolution and amplitude opens up a Pandora’s Box worth of possibilities in data perception," 

Imperva wrote in a blog post. 

 

Turns out that sonification is an effective monitoring tool, so they set to work to figure out how to make 

the internet sing. In order to collect NetFlow data, they created a Python 3 script, then processed the data 

into Open Source Control messages which were then converted into sound using a Ruby-based algorithmic 

synthesizer. 

 

Assigning different instrumental sounds to the varied traffic types created a melody that revealed the ebb 

and flow of the traffic levels and also revealed shifts in pitch and volume. 

 

A significant shift in traffic would be the harbinger of a DDoS attack. So as not to rely solely on shifts in 

volume as an alert, the team decided to add an additional mechanism that would really sound an alarm bell 

and activate a mitigation service. Their choice? The sound of a tomato being squeezed. 
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Click on source link to hear sonorous sounds of data 

 

HEADLINE 04/26 For sale: next-generation phishing kit 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/simple-but-not-cheap-phishing-kit-found-for-sale-on-dark-

web/article/761520/  

GIST Cybercriminals are nothing if not attuned to finding new customers for their wares, as Check Point and 

CyberInt found when they came across a next-generation phishing kit for sale on the Dark Web geared 

toward the neophyte, but discerning, hacker. 

 

A joint investigative venture by Check Point and CyberInt found [A]pache Next Generation Advanced 

Phishing Kit on the Dark Web, which the companies described as a fifth-generation level kit. The kit is not 

necessarily inexpensive retailing for between $100 and $300, compared to the $20 or $50 most kits sell 

for, but for the price [A]pache delivers what the researchers called one of the most advanced phishing kits 

yet spotted. 

 

“With [A]pache's next-generation phishing kit, however, threat actors are provided with a full suite of 

tools to carry out their attack. These include an entire back-office interface with which they can create 

convincing fake retail product pages and manage their campaign,” the report stated. This includes having 

their own versions of sites including, Walmart, Americanas, Ponto Frio, Casas Bahia, Submarino, 

Shoptime and Extra. 

 

At this point, the product is developed primarily for use in the Brazilian market, but the fact that some 

American brands are also included means it could be used in the U.S. too. 

 

The kits then lay out the step by step process the users need to follow to get their phishing scam up and 

running. 

 

After choosing a retailer to emulate the customer are shown how to register a domain name to be used, a 
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payment option for the victims is picked. Next the malicious actor inserts legitimate product URLs from 

the site being replicated to help make the fake site appear real. This includes setting prices for the products 

and the kit sellers suggest making the prices competitive with what is available in the real world to add an 

extra layer of authenticity. 

 

“Care needs to be taken here though as reducing prices too low though would raise suspicions with 

captivated ‘customers'. Finally, the kit owner has to learn how to view the victim's stolen information,” the 

report states. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Hackers love healthcare 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/endpoint/why-hackers-love-healthcare/a/d-id/1331537  

GIST Much like the rest of the world, healthcare organizations are shifting work to cloud services in order to 

improve accessibility and patient care. However, the migration of these workloads and moving valuable 

information such as PHI (personal health information) and PII (personally identifiable information) to the 

cloud has also led to cybercriminals taking a particular interest in the industry. 

 

The number of ransomware and other malware attacks is rising incredibly fast in the healthcare industry, 

putting human lives as well as critical data at risk. From 2011 through 2014, the sector — including 

hospitals, labs, pharmacies, drug companies and outpatient clinics — experienced the highest number of 

data breaches of all industries. What makes these organizations such a popular target? 

 

1. Highly Valuable Data 

One of the key aspects making healthcare organizations a top target is the value of their data. Commonly, 

a single stolen credit card number yields an average $2,000 profit and quickly becomes worthless. 

Healthcare data, however, such as PHI or PII, is extremely valuable on the black market. 

 

A single PHI file, for example, can yield a profit of up to $20,000. This is mainly because it can take 

weeks or months for a healthcare data breach to be discovered, enabling cybercriminals to extract much 

more valuable data. Moreover, because healthcare data can contain dates of birth and Social Security 

numbers, it is much more difficult or even impossible to change, so thieves can take advantage of it for a 

longer period of time. 

 

2. Lack of IT Investment and Training 

Another reason the healthcare industry is popular among cybercriminals is its systematic underinvestment 

in IT security. Most healthcare organizations spend just 3% of their IT budgets on security, while the 

SANS Institute — the largest provider of cybersecurity training and certifications — recommends 

spending at least 10%. 

 

For most healthcare organizations, security is often an afterthought. They don't provide regular 

cybersecurity training for their employees, which could help reduce insider threats. For example, 18% of 

healthcare employees say they're willing to sell their login credentials for between $500 and $1,000. And 

about one-quarter of healthcare employees know someone in their organization who has engaged in this 

practice. 

 

To address employee-related cyber vulnerabilities, it's important to note that while training is essential, it 

won't magically protect patients’ digital data. Although some hospitals struggle to deploy the most basic 

IT security measures, such as intrusion detection and the ability to wipe lost or stolen devices, it is 

imperative that basic cyber hygiene practices are coupled with ongoing training to both protect well-

intended employees and mitigate future data loss from those seeking to profit. 

 

3. Highly Connected Systems 

Having shifted workloads to the cloud, healthcare organizations have highly connected systems that run 

the risk of being deeply affected even if the attack takes place on smaller, partial systems. In other words, 
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a cyberattack in one place could bring down the entire system. In May 2017, the WannaCry ransomware 

attack forced multiple hospitals across the United Kingdom to turn away ambulances transporting patients 

and cancel surgeries that were within minutes of starting. Even basic processes like admitting patients and 

printing wrist bands were compromised. 

 

The impact of WannaCry illustrates how important it is for healthcare organizations to be able to function 

and provide patient care during a cyberattack. After all, lives are at risk, meaning there's a general urgency 

to get back to business as soon as possible. For attackers, this urgency makes it extra tempting to target 

healthcare organizations, because they assume it will make them more likely to pay the ransom to reverse 

the infection. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 New phishing attack uses online quiz 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/new-phishing-attack-targets-550m-email-

users-worldwide/d/d-id/1331654  

GIST A new phishing campaign was discovered sending more than 550 million emails within the first quarter of 

2018, according to data from Vade Secure. The threat was discovered in early January and has primarily 

hit users in the US, UK, France, Germany, and the Netherlands. 

 

Victims receive emails disguised to come from popular brands and services in their home country. 

Attackers try to steal their banking information by offering coupons or discounts in exchange for their 

participation in an online quiz or contest. 

 

Experts believe a serious criminal organization is behind this campaign, which doesn't use pirated websites 

as many phishing attacks do. This one appears to use leased and legitimate IP addresses, servers, and 

domain names, which would drive infrastructure costs up to tens of thousands of dollars. They also use 

tools to shorten URLs and conceal the ultimate destination. 

 

These sophisticated techniques caused the threat to bypass many existing email security tools, researchers 

report. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Phishing campaign delivers new malware 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/ransomware-warning-this-phishing-campaign-delivers-new-malware-

variants/  

GIST A new spam campaign designed to infect victims with GandCrab ransomware has surged over the past few 

days, as the criminals behind the scheme look to infect as many victims as possible.  

 

GandCrab first emerged in January and those behind it have regularly updated the ransomware and altered 

their attack techniques in order to maximise profit from the file-encrypting malware. 

 

Analysis by researchers at security company Fortinet found that three new samples of GandCrab 2.1 are 

being distributed as the payload in a single mass spam campaign. 

 

"This means that newly created samples are being pushed simultaneously, possibly with different 

configurations, or simply in an attempt to evade specific file signatures," said researchers. 

 

Phishing emails feature common subjects about about payments, tickets, invoices and orders and contain a 

Javascript attachment which when executed, downloads GandCrab from a malicious URL. 

 

Tens of thousands of GandCrab spam emails are being distributed each day, with mail servers hosted in 

the US by far the most common target, accounting for three quarters of deliveries. When it comes to 
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successful infections, the US currently accounts for the fourth largest percentage of victims, behind Peru, 

Chile and India.  

 

Those infected with GandCrab are directed to a site which can only be accessed by the Tor browser, where 

they can "purchase" a private key to decrypt the files.  

 

A ransom note demands a payment of $400 - which previous GandCrab attacks have demanded be paid in 

Dash cryptocurrency, which is faster to process and more difficult for the authorities to track than 

Bitcoin.The figure is doubled if the victim doesn't pay within a certain amount of time. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Dutch police shutter Anon-IB 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/police-shut-down-anon-ib-an-infamous-revenge-

porn-forum/  

GIST Dutch police announced today that they had seized the servers of Anon-IB, a notorious online portal where 

users would share pictures of revenge porn and child pornography. 

 

The website became famous after it hosted pictures from the Celebgate (Fappening) scandal, nude photos 

of US female marines, photos of underage girls from US high-schools, and was the go-to place were angry 

boyfriends or girlfriends would go to upload nude photos of their ex-partners —a practice known as 

revenge porn. 

 

Anon-IB is also famous for its "collectors" —users who keep private nude photo collections, which they 

trade with each other like baseball or Pokemon cards. 

 

Anon-IB servers were located in the Netherlands 

 

Besides shutting down the site, Dutch police also announced the arrest of three suspects — a 28-year-old 

from the city of Heerlen, a 31-year-old from Culemborg, and a 35-year-old from Groningen. They are also 

currently investigating two other suspects, a 19-year-old from Terneuzen, and a 26-year-old from Geleen. 

 

These five are regular users who uploaded pictures on the site, not Anon-IB administrators. Police arrested 

the three after seizing Anon-IB servers located in the Netherlands. They tracked down the five because the 

suspects failed to hide their IP addresses. 

 

Police told Dutch TV station RTL Nieuws that some of the suspects they are investigating would meet 

women on the street, get their names, and then try to guess their passwords by for their online accounts, 

hoping to discover nude images or videos. The suspects said they combined names, birthdays, and other 

common strings when trying to guess a victim's account password. 

 

Besides storing nude photos, the forum also hosted tutorials on hacking online accounts. Entire threads 

would teach readers how to obtain publicly leaked data, extract the passwords from public breaches, and 

use the passwords to hack into people's online accounts to search for nude photos. 

 

RTL Nieuws journalists also found topics where Anon-IB users would talk about extorting hacked victims, 

either for cryptocurrency or for more nude photos to add to their collections. 

 

Dutch police to notify all affected victims 

 

Dutch police say they already notified some of the women who had their data leaked on the site and plan 

to contact further victims if they manage to identify more persons in the coming months. 

 

Police said that many of the women's whose data was uploaded on the site were unaware they'd been 

hacked. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 New ‘interesting’ C# ransomware emerges 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/new-c-ransomware-compiles-itself-at-runtime/  

GIST A new in-development ransomware was discovered that has an interesting characteristic. Instead of the 

distributed executable performing the ransomware functionality, the executables compiles an embedded 

encrypted C# program at runtime and launches it directly into memory. 

 

Discovered by MalwareHunterTeam, this ransomware contains an encrypted string that is embedded into 

the dropper…This string is then decrypted using an included decryption key. Now that the source code for 

the ransomware executable has been decrypted, the decrypted code is sent to another function that 

compiles it using the CSharpCodeProvider class and launches it directly into memory. 

 

This method is probably being used to prevent the dropper from being detected by security software as any 

malicious behavior is hidden inside the encrypted string. 

 

As for the ransomware itself, other than it saving the decryption key and IV to a file on the desktop, it is 

fully functional. Therefore, it wouldn't be surprising to see the ransomware being distributed at some 

point. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 MongoDB server exposes Bezop users 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/exposed-mongodb-server-exposes-details-of-

cryptocurrency-users/  

GIST Security researchers have stumbled across a MongoDB database containing the personal details of over 

25,000 users who invested in or received Bezop (BEZ) cryptocurrency. 

 

According to cybersecurity firm Kromtech, the database contained information such as full names, home 

addresses, email addresses, encrypted passwords, wallet information, and scanned passports, driver's 

licenses, or IDs. 

 

The database stored information related to a "bounty programme" that the Bezop team ran at the start of 

the year, during which it handed out Bezop tokens to users who promoted the currency on their social 

media accounts. 

 

A Bezop spokesperson admitted to the breach, claiming the database was inadvertently exposed online 

while the dev team dealt with a DDoS attack on January 8. 

 

A spokesperson told Bleeping Computer today that no user funds were stolen following this exposure. 

 

Database is now secured 

 

The Bezop spokesperson said the database contained details on around 6,500 ICO investors, while the rest 

was for users who participated in the public bounty program and received Bezop tokens in return. 

 

The data appears to have remained exposed online until March 30, when Kromtech researchers spotted the 

MongoDB database on a Google Cloud server. The database was without an authentication system in 

place, allowing anyone connecting to it access to the stored information. 

 

Kromtech researcher Bob Diachenko told Bleeping Computer today that the database was taken down 

within hours after he tweeted the Bezop team. 
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"That database has since been closed and secured," the Bezop team said this week, also claiming it notified 

users of the incident already. "Investor identity cards were also not stored on the database rather a URL 

link to them. This is also offline now." 

 

Diachenko confirmed that an authentication system now protects the database he found at the end of 

March, albeit there is no way of telling if anyone except the Kromtech team discovered the same database. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 NKorea elites ditching Facebook 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/technology/north-koreas-elites-are-ditching-facebook-for-

chinese-social-networks/  

GIST Following the publication of a report in July 2017, North Korea's elites, some of the country's few citizens 

allowed on the Internet, have greatly altered their online behavior, and are now obfuscating their browsing 

activity, and have ditched US websites like Facebook or Instagram for alternative Chinese social networks. 

 

The company at the base of these findings is US threat intelligence firm Recorded Future. The company's 

engineers have been passively tracking and analyzing Internet traffic from North Koreans inside and 

outside the country's borders since April 2017. 

 

They published an initial report last summer, highlighting how the very few North Koreans that were 

allowed to surf the world wide web were no different than any other user. 

 

The report showed that North Koreans liked to spend most of their time streaming videos, playing games, 

interacting on social networks, or watching porn. 

 

North Koreans are now Tor and VPN fans 

 

But the report appears to have made it into the North Korean government's hands as well, because, 

between December 2017 and March 2018, the same researchers spotted a major shift in online behavior. 

 

The biggest change was that the amount of obfuscated traffic has grown from 1 percent in July 2017 to 

nearly 13 percent in March this year. Obfuscated traffic is web activity hidden behind encrypted HTTPS 

connections, under Tor clients, or VPN, VPS, or other tunneling protocols (known as PPTPs). 

 

Popular web obfuscation protocols in North Korea 

 

There was a clear indication that those very few North Koreans allowed to surf the Internet were clearly 

told to hide their activity whenever possible. 

 

North Koreans ditch Facebook 

 

Furthermore, authorities appear to have also instructed users to stop hanging around on US social 

networks. Nowadays, North Koreans are avid users of Alibaba, Tencent, and Baidu. 

 

"In July, our data demonstrated that North Korean leadership heavily consumed Western social media, 

especially Facebook, Google, and Instagram," says Recorded Future analyst Priscilla Moriuchi. "In fact, 

Facebook was by far the most popular service, with more than double the daily actual usage than any of its 

Chinese-language counterparts." 

 

Nowadays, things have dramatically changed, so much so that Facebook and Instagram activity had 

diminished so much, it wasn't even visible on a Recorded Future chart. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 World largest spam botnet gets update 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/worlds-largest-spam-botnet-finds-a-new-way-to-

avoid-detection-for-now/  

GIST Necurs, the world's largest spam botnet, with millions of infected computers under its control, has updated 

its arsenal and is currently utilizing a new technique to infect victims. 

 

This new technique consists of sending an email to a potential victim containing an archive file, which 

unzips to a file with the extension of .URL. This is a typical Windows shortcut file that opens a web page 

directly into a browser, instead of a location on disk. 

 

The final destination of this link is a remote script file that downloads and automatically executes a final 

payload. 

 

Necurs dropping Quant Loader via .URL shortcut files 

 

For this particular spam run, Necurs had been infecting victims with Quant Loader, a run-of-the-mill and 

nothing-special malware family that is intended only to gain boot persistence and download another strain 

of more potent malware down the road. 

 

While this technique is most likely not new entirely, as crooks have abused .URL files in the past, it is new 

for Necurs. What makes this technique stand out is the simplified infection chain, which now relies only 

on delivering a zipped .URL shortcut file. 

 

For the past six years, since Necurs has been around, the botnet's operators have rarely used such a simple 

spam technique and have always relied on complicated infection chains. 

 

We've seen stuff like one-time or double-zipped archives delivering WSF files, JS files, Visual Basic 

scripts, and all sorts of Office file formats, either boobytrapped with macros or leveraging exploits to 

infect victims. 

 

New technique evades email malware scanners 

 

The purpose of this much simpler routine is to avoid malware scanners that analyze emails, looking for 

malicious links or boobytrapped attachments. Such solutions work on preset rules, many of which have 

been set up by security researchers based on previously observed malicious patterns. 

 

The deployment of a simple .URL file is not a game-breaker, as security researchers only need to update 

existing detection rules with a new one, but this will give the Necurs botnet time to breathe and infect 

victims easier in the following weeks, as email malware scanners will receive updated detection rules. 

 

At that point, just like we've seen Necurs in the past years, botnet operators will just make a small tweak to 

the infection chain —like putting the .URL file inside a double-zipped file instead of a one-time zipped 

file— and this whole cat and mouse game will start anew. 

 

How users can protect themselves 

 

What users need to know —or remember, if they're old enough to have seen this trick before— is that 

.URL files work like typical Windows shortcut file, such as .LNK, and hence, can use custom icons. 

 

Trend Micro, the cyber-security firm who spotted this recent Necurs .URL-based malspam campaign, 

warns that crooks are using the standard folder icon to hide .URL files. 

 

This makes it somewhat easy to trick users into thinking the email file attachment they just unzipped has 

created a folder that they need to enter and view the actual file. Unfortunately, this is what crooks want 

because trying to access this faux folder will launch the infection chain. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Crypto crime wave is here 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-crypto-crime-wave-is-here-1524753366  

GIST On a Saturday afternoon in November, Louis Meza made plans to meet a friend and fellow cryptocurrency 

enthusiast for drinks at Ruby Tuesday in New York City’s Times Square. “We’re going to have a great 

time,” Meza said in a text. “And by the way, I’m putting you in an Uber car at the end of the night.” 

 

A former salesman at the food-delivery service Grubhub, Meza is described by friends as gregarious and 

courteous—a 35-year-old poker buff with an entrepreneurial streak and an appetite for risk. The two men 

had known each other for about 15 years. They met for drinks and, around 7:40 p.m., Meza’s friend said 

he was heading to the subway. Meza insisted on an Uber and ushered his friend—listed in court 

documents as “the victim”—into a gray minivan waiting outside. 

 

According to the Manhattan district attorney’s office, a gunman hiding in the back seat of the van popped 

up and demanded the victim’s wallet, keys, cellphone and a USB drive, which contained ether, a type of 

cryptocurrency. The victim handed over everything but the drive, which wasn’t on his person; the gunman 

pulled a hood over the victim’s head. “Where is your 24-word passphrase?” he demanded again and again. 

 

After two hours, the victim managed to escape. He found himself in Harlem, where, according to 

prosecutors, he called 911 from a deli. The victim had made a “very small investment” in cryptocurrency 

as early as 2010 that had since mushroomed to $1.8 million. He kept the ether on a USB drive in his 

apartment, along with a piece of paper containing the passphrase required to access it. By the time he got 

home, both the drive and the passphrase were gone. 

 

An indictment unsealed in December accuses Meza of robbery, kidnapping and other crimes. Meza 

pleaded not guilty. But according to prosecutors, security-camera video shows Meza unlocking the 

victim’s apartment with keys and emerging about a minute later with a small white box, which, according 

to the victim, held his ether. The day after the theft, Meza transferred $1.8 million in ether to an online 

account in his own name. “We see the $1.8 million get deposited into that account on the morning of 

November 5, and then we see it being moved all over the place,” Assistant District Attorney James 

Vinocur told the judge in the case. 

 

Vinocur told the judge that prosecutors had been able to seize only about $600,000 of the money. “$1.2 

million is still outstanding, and we don’t know where it is,” he said. “That is the nature of cryptocurrency, 

that we can see the address it was sent to. It doesn’t mean much to us. It’s just a string of numbers and 

letters.” 

 

And what seemed like an open-and-shut robbery case is proving much more complicated. 

 

The Meza case is part of a recent spike in cryptocurrency crime, prompted by the soaring values of digital 

currencies like bitcoin. Chainalysis Inc., a firm that analyzes cryptocurrency transactions, says reported 

thefts of bitcoin worldwide increased from $3 million in 2013 to $89 million last year. 

 

For many criminals, cryptocurrency is less cumbersome than cash. Hackers hold computer systems 

hostage and demand instant, anonymous payment in bitcoin. Drug dealers sell in dark corners of the 

internet, obscuring their names and locations. Narcotics traffickers move and launder their profits with 

clicks of a mouse. “The cases have exploded,” says Gabriel Bewley, a special agent in the virtual-currency 

initiative at the Drug Enforcement Administration. 

 

Blockchain Intelligence Group Inc., which makes software that tracks cryptocurrency use, estimates illegal 

activity accounts for about 20% of the transactions of five major cryptocurrencies—bitcoin, Monero, 

Zcash, ether and litecoin—or about $600 million each day. Researchers working at the University of 

Sydney used artificial intelligence to identify cryptocurrency transactions consistent with criminal 

behavior and estimated $72 billion of illegal activity last year using bitcoin alone. 
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What exactly is cryptocurrency? 

In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, bitcoin’s anonymous creator published a white paper under the 

pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto. “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” described the major 

impetus behind the digital currency: Eliminate the need for third-party financial institutions like banks and 

brokerages. “A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash,” Nakamoto wrote, “would allow online 

payments to be sent directly from one party to another.” 

 

Every bitcoin transaction would be recorded on an encrypted public ledger now known as the blockchain, 

preventing someone from spending the same bitcoin twice or counterfeiting the currency. And because the 

blockchain is stored on a decentralized network of computers, the records of these transactions would be 

theoretically impossible for hackers to corrupt. But removing banks from the equation poses a problem for 

law enforcement, which relies on financial institutions to provide records needed to secure convictions. 

 

Bitcoin is one of about 1,500 cryptocurrencies, all of which exist in a legal and regulatory gray area. The 

Internal Revenue Service treats cryptocurrency like property—not like a currency or a security but like an 

asset. The Securities and Exchange Commission, meanwhile, has said that initial coin offerings, or sales of 

new cryptocurrencies, should be subject to securities laws to protect investors from fraud. In the court 

system, the definition is similarly ambiguous. 

 

A federal judge in Brooklyn is expected to rule on one issue in the coming months. The case involves a 

Brooklyn businessman named Maksim Zaslavskiy who, in July and September, launched initial coin 

offerings for two new cryptocurrencies: REcoin, purportedly backed by real estate, and Diamond Reserve 

Coin, supposedly backed by diamonds. Federal prosecutors charged Zaslavskiy with fraud, arguing that he 

sold unregistered securities. Zaslavskiy’s lawyers have asked the judge to dismiss the charges, arguing that 

cryptocurrencies aren’t securities and therefore aren’t subject to securities laws. “Virtual currencies such 

as the ones at issue here present regulatory challenges for securities laws that were written in the 1930s—

decades before the invention of the computer,” the lawyers, Mildred Whalen and Len Kamdang, wrote in 

February. Zaslavskiy’s case is pending. 

 

In 2014, Florida state prosecutors charged website designer Michell Espinoza with money laundering after 

he sold bitcoin to an undercover detective who said he would use the currency to buy stolen credit-card 

numbers. Espinoza, prosecutors argued, was acting as an unlicensed money-services business and 

facilitating illegal activity. The judge disagreed. “This Court isn’t an expert in economics,” she wrote. 

“However, it is very clear, even to someone with limited knowledge in the area, that bitcoin has a long 

way to go before it is the equivalent of money.” Prosecutors have appealed the ruling. 

 

This legal uncertainty, combined with cryptocurrencies’ volatility, is complicating the prosecution of 

Louis Meza. The Manhattan district attorney’s office asked to sell the seized ether because prosecutors 

feared its value would decrease, says Moshe Horn, Meza’s lawyer. 

 

“They wanted to turn it into cash so they couldn’t be blamed,” Horn says. “Then the question becomes, do 

they have a right to?” 

 

The district attorney’s office ultimately decided not to sell it. The answer to his lawyer’s question is still 

unclear. 

 

Digital currency’s criminal history 

Criminal activity has plagued digital currency since its inception. “Remember E-gold?” says Serrin 

Turner, a cybersecurity lawyer in New York. E-gold was the name of both a digital-currency service and a 

currency that was purportedly backed by actual gold. Its founder designed it as a payment system that 

would allow for the easy, anonymous transfer of funds. This made it popular with criminals, according to 

federal prosecutors, who claimed E-gold facilitated child exploitation, investment scams and other 

criminal activities. In 2008, E-gold’s directors pleaded guilty to money-laundering charges. The service 

subsequently closed, but similar payment systems quickly took its place. 

 

“This notion has been around for a long time,” Turner says. “Digital currency has greased the wheels of 
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the cybercriminal ecosystem.” 

 

Before joining the firm Latham & Watkins, Turner was a prosecutor in the U.S. attorney’s office in 

Manhattan, where he prosecuted E-gold successor Liberty Reserve, a Costa Rica-based digital-currency 

business that enabled anonymous payments. In 2016, Liberty Reserve founder Arthur Budovsky admitted 

to laundering more than $250 million in criminal proceeds and was sentenced to 20 years in prison. 

 

Crime involving digital currencies has skyrocketed in lockstep with their valuations. From bitcoin stickups 

to global money laundering, tech-savvy criminals are becoming increasingly anonymous. And law 

enforcement is scrambling to keep up. 

 

Turner’s best-known case, the one that put bitcoin on the map, was the prosecution of the founder of Silk 

Road, the first large-scale “darknet” market to use cryptocurrency. Darknet markets exist on the so-called 

Dark Web, a section of the internet accessible only with software designed to make users anonymous. Silk 

Road was an online marketplace that accepted only bitcoin as payment, allowing its vendors and 

customers to conceal their locations and identities. From 2011 to 2013, more than 100,000 Silk Road users 

bought and sold over $200 million in drugs and illegal goods, ranging from weapons to forged driver’s 

licenses, according to prosecutors. 

 

Authorities closed Silk Road in October 2013. Silk Road 2.0 appeared the next month and remained active 

for about a year before authorities shut it down. Other illicit marketplaces emerged to take its place. The 

July 2017 takedown of the darknet market AlphaBay involved the cooperation of law-enforcement 

agencies in more than seven countries. According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the site had twice 

as many users as Silk Road, and from 2015 to 2017, transactions totaled more than $1 billion in bitcoin 

and other digital currencies. 

 

Headline-grabbing arrests and seizures have done little to slow the flow of money to darknet markets. Last 

year, $660 million in bitcoin was sent to darknet marketplaces, up from $57 million in 2012, according to 

Chainalysis. 

 

“It’s kind of like Whac-A-Mole,” says Greg Cipolaro, the chief executive of Digital Asset Research, a 

cryptocurrency-analysis firm. “Every time they close one down, another one opens.” 

 

One of the largest darknet marketplaces operating today is Dream Market, where, on a recent afternoon, 

Turkish heroin was advertised as “topquality!” and “Vanilla Kush weed” as “100% organic.” There were 

weapons for sale—tasers, butterfly knives, a “wallet ninja multi-tool”—along with Nike tracksuits and 

“lifetime” porn-account subscriptions. A vendor named Bizzey advertised “5x XTC 220mg Donald 

Trump,” for 0.004038 bitcoin, or $31.68. A photo showed orange tablets resembling children’s 

multivitamins in the shape of Donald Trump’s head. Bizzey had 4.94 stars and 36 reviews. “Amazing 

speed and stealth,” read a five-star review. “Even got a freebie. would recommend!” 

 

In December, officers led Louis Meza into a Manhattan courtroom, where a clerk informed him that he 

had been charged with grand larceny, kidnapping, robbery and other crimes. The clerk asked Meza how he 

would like to plead. 

 

“Not guilty,” Meza said. 

 

During the hearing, Vinocur, the assistant district attorney, said the prosecution’s case was strong, citing 

the security-camera video and statements Meza made to police. 

 

According to Meza’s lawyer, the case will be uncommonly difficult for the prosecutors. “The burden of 

proof is on the prosecution to show where the cryptocurrency is, how did it get there and who put it there,” 

Horn says. “It’s not like walking into a bank vault and saying, ‘There’s the cash.’ ” 

 

The missing ether underscores a larger issue facing law enforcement: the difficulty—and occasionally the 

impossibility—of investigating and prosecuting crimes involving cryptocurrency. “Prosecutors are always 
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about following the money,” says Scott Christie, a white-collar criminal-defense lawyer at McCarter & 

English, who previously headed the computer-hacking division at the U.S. attorney’s office in New Jersey. 

“If you can’t follow the money, you can’t prove your case.” 

 

A number of firms have developed software designed to follow the flow of cryptocurrency transactions. In 

a financial-technology co-working space in Manhattan, Kim Grauer, a senior economist at Chainalysis, 

opens a software program called Reactor. “When you go into Reactor, you’re going into the world of 

bitcoin,” Grauer says. Reactor and other so-called blockchain-analysis programs visually depict the trail of 

cryptocurrency transactions, allowing law enforcement to see the movement of funds in a way that would 

be impossible with cash. But these programs have their limits. Many transactions are associated only with 

anonymous addresses, represented by the “string of numbers and letters” that confounded prosecutors in 

the Meza case. 

 

To identify an individual associated with one of these addresses, Grauer says, an investigator would look 

for an “off ramp,” the point where cryptocurrency is converted into fiat, or government-backed, currency. 

This is typically done through exchanges, websites that let users trade cryptocurrencies and convert them 

to traditional currency. 

 

Exchanges are the part of the cryptocurrency ecosystem most accessible to law enforcement. If a criminal 

uses an exchange that collects its customers’ personal information, prosecutors can attach a name to a 

transaction—provided the exchange cooperates with authorities. But tech-savvy criminals are increasingly 

opening accounts with fake names at overseas exchanges that don’t comply with U.S. laws. 

 

In June, Kathryn Rodriguez, a former assistant U.S. attorney at the Justice Department in Washington, 

testified about cryptocurrency in front of a U.S. House of Representatives committee. Rodriguez said 

subpoenas are ineffective when exchanges don’t require names or identifying documents to open an 

account. “Even though investigators can follow the funds by analyzing the blockchain, they may not be 

able to connect those funds to a culprit in the real world,” she said. “We have received ‘Mickey Mouse’ 

who resides at ‘123 Main Street’ in subpoena returns.” 

 

Noncompliant exchanges are just one of the tools criminals use to evade authorities. “What we’re seeing 

crooks do now is use a mixer or a tumbler,” says Tom Flattery, a deputy district attorney in the high-tech 

unit of Santa Clara County’s district attorney’s office. “It’s a service that will mix transactions with several 

others, moving through multiple accounts and multiple countries. There’s no way for law enforcement to 

track it.” 

 

One cryptocurrency mixer, Bitcoin Blender, claims to make transactions “100% anonymous.” According 

to the company’s website, “Bitcoin Blender completely removes any connection you have with the coins 

you buy or sell, meaning nobody can use Blockchain Analysis to track you down.” Unsurprisingly, Bitcoin 

Blender could not be reached for comment. 

 

Criminals seeking additional protection have abandoned bitcoin in favor of currencies that offer additional 

privacy protections. Monero, a currency its website calls “secure” and “untraceable,” uses technology that 

hides the sender, receiver and amount of transactions. Although recent research has pointed to possible 

security flaws, a Monero spokesman has said developers have made improvements designed to increase 

privacy. 

 

Mixers and identity-shielding currencies point to a future where criminals’ financial transactions could be 

impossible to trace. Large narcotics traffickers and money launderers are hiring increasingly sophisticated 

technicians to move cryptocurrencies as discreetly as possible, says Jean Walsh, chief of the investigations 

division at the Bronx district attorney’s office, a trend she expects to continue until cryptocurrency is 

adequately regulated. “The amount of effort to evade being traced and tracked, both on computers and on 

electronic transactions—it’s something they spend 24 hours a day concentrating on,” Walsh says. “Once 

the criminals continue to improve their technology, our fear is that they will be anonymous.” 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Study: non-malware attacks on the rise 

SOURCE http://www.infosecisland.com/blogview/25059-Non-Malware-Attacks-What-They-Are-and-How-to-

Protect-Against-Them.html  

GIST Non-malware attacks are on the rise. According to a study by the Ponemon Institute, 29 percent of the 

attacks organizations faced in 2017 were fileless. And in 2018, this number may increase up to 35 percent. 

So, what are non-malware attacks, how do they differ from traditional threats, why are they so dangerous, 

and what can you do to prevent them?  

 

Non-malware attacks: what are they? 
Non-malware or fileless attack is a type of cyber attack in which the malicious code has no body in the file 

system. In contrast to the attacks carried out with the help of traditional malicious software, non-malware 

attacks don’t require installing any software on a victim’s machine. Basically, hackers have found a way to 

turn Windows against itself and carry out fileless attacks using built-in Windows tools. 

 

The idea behind non-malware attacks is pretty simple: instead of dropping custom tools that could be 

flagged as malware, hackers use the tools that already exist on a device, take over a legitimate system 

process and run the malicious code in its memory space. This approach is also called “living off the land.” 

 

This is how a non-malware attack usually happens: 

• A user opens an infected email or visits an infected website 

• An exploit kit scans the computer for vulnerabilities and uses them for inserting malicious code 

into one of Windows system administration tools 

• Fileless malware runs its payload in an available DLL and starts the attack in the memory, hiding 

within a legitimate Windows process 

 

Fileless malware can be downloaded from an infected website or email, introduced as malicious code from 

an infected application, or even distributed within a zero-day vulnerability. 

 

Why are non-malware attacks so dangerous? 
One of the main challenges posed by fileless malware is that it doesn’t use a traditional malware and, 

therefore, doesn’t have any signatures that an anti-malware software could use to detect it. Thus, detecting 

fileless attacks is extremely challenging. 

 

To understand better why they pose so much danger, let’s take a look at some of the most recent examples 

of fileless attacks. 

 

One of the first examples of fileless malware were Terminate-Stay-Resident (TSR) viruses. TSR viruses 

had a body from which they started, but once the malicious code was loaded to the memory, the 

executable file could be deleted. 

 

Malware that uses vulnerabilities in such scripts as JavaScript or PowerShell is also considered to be 

fileless. Even the much-talked-of ransomware attacks WannaCry and NotPetya used fileless techniques as 

a part of their kill chains. 

 

Another example of a non-malware attack is the UIWIX threat. Just like WannaCry and Petya, UIWIX 

uses the EternalBlue exploit. It doesn’t drop any files on the disk but instead enables the installation of the 

DoublePulsar backdoor that lives in the kernel’s memory. 

 

How do non-malware attacks work? 
Since non-malware attacks use default Windows tools, they manage to hide their malicious activity behind 

the legitimate Windows processes. As a result, they become nearly undetectable for most anti-malware 

products. 

 

Main non-malware attack targets 
The hackers need to obtain as many resources as possible while keeping their malicious activity 
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undetected. This is why the majority of fileless attacks focuses on one of the two targets: 

• Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) 

• PowerShell 

 

Depending on their targets, fileless attacks may either run in RAM or exploit vulnerabilities in software 

scripts. 

 

The attackers chose WMI and PowerShell for several reasons. First, both these tools are built into every 

modern version of Windows OS, making it easier for the hackers to spread their malicious code. Secondly, 

turning off any of these tools is not a good idea, since it’ll significantly limit what network administrators 

can do. Some experts, however, suggest disabling WMI and PowerShell anyway as a preventive measure 

against fileless attacks. 

 

4 common types of non-malware attacks 
There are many types and variations of fileless malware. Below, we listed the four most common ones: 

Fileless persistence methods ― the malicious code continues to run even after the system reboot. For 

instance, malicious scripts may be stored in the Windows Registry and re-start the infection after a reboot. 

 

Memory-only threats ― the attack executes its payload in the memory by exploiting vulnerabilities in 

Windows services. After a reboot, the infection disappears. 

 

Dual-use tools ― the existing Windows system tools are used for malicious purposes. 

 

Non-Portable Executable (PE) file attacks ― a type of dual-use tool attack that uses legitimate 

Windows tools and applications as well as such scripts as PowerShell, CScript or WScript. 

 

Non-malware attack techniques 
In order to perform a non-malware attack, hackers use different techniques. Here are the four most 

frequently used ones: 

WMI persistence ― WMI repository is used for storing malicious scripts that can be periodically invoked 

via WMI bindings. 

 

Script-based techniques ― hackers may use script files for embedding encoded shellcodes or binaries 

without creating any files on the disk. These scripts can be decrypted on the fly and executed via .NET 

objects. 

 

Memory exploits ―fileless malware may be run remotely using memory exploits on a victim’s machine. 

 

Reflective DLL injection ― malicious DLLs are loaded into a process’s memory manually, without the 

need to save these DLLs on the disk. The malicious DLL can be either embedded in infected macros or 

scripts, or hosted on a remote machine and delivered through a staged network channel. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Malware of mass destruction next WMD? 

SOURCE https://www.welivesecurity.com/2018/04/26/malware-mass-disruption-rsa2018/  

GIST One might wonder why one of the final mainstage presentations at RSA 2018 had “Weapons of Mass 

Destruction” (WMDs) in its title? When ESET Global Security Evangelist Tony Anscombe finished with 

his presentation, however, no one was asking that question; instead what emerged was a better 

understanding of how the evolution of malware has led us to the digital weaponry of today and tomorrow. 

 

The central question of Anscombe’s presentation was: Can malware be used as a weapon of mass 

destruction? He contends that it can and notes that we are at a tipping point where malware evolution has 

led us to the latest development in cyberweapons; this is what Anscombe coins “Malware of Mass 

Disruption.” He defines this as the following: 
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• Any malware that targets infrastructure and thus could damage or disable services and could 

potentially cause death or serious bodily injury 

• Any malware designed to inhibit first responders or emergency response from providing lifesaving 

treatment 

• Any malware that targets health care or medical devices and could potentially cause death or 

serious bodily injury 

• Any software that is intended to damage or disable medical systems or devices 

 

Malware of Mass Disruption 

 

Over the years, we have had some close calls that give a glimpse into the effect digital weapons can have. 

In 2017, the United Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS) was a major victim of the WannaCryptor 

(aka WannaCry, WCrypt) attack [ESET detects this as Win32/Filecoder.WannaCryptor.C, or less formally 

as “WannaCryptor.C” — Ed.].  

 

According to a government report, at least 6,912 NHS appointments were canceled, with estimates that the 

total may be as high as 19,000. These numbers only reflect NHS hospital appointments – the impact on 

local physician visits is unknown. Within this number are 139 urgent referrals of patients who potentially 

have cancer. 

 

It would not be unreasonable to consider a malware attack a ‘weapon’ when it does in fact affect the 

urgent health care of patients. If the WMD definition and title were adjusted to become Malware of Mass 

Disruption, then the WannaCryptor attacks would certainly be categorized this way. 

 

Perhaps one of the most notorious attacks to cause disruption to society on a large scale was the 2015 

malware known as BlackEnergy, which caused power outages in Ukraine, impacting 225,000 customers 

for up to six hours. The malicious actors responsible attacked three regional electric power distribution 

companies with synchronized and coordinated attacks within 30 minutes of each other and impacted 

multiple central and regional facilities. 

 

And that was only the beginning. In 2016, a new attack, later attributed to malware dubbed Industroyer, 

deprived the capital city of Ukraine, Kiev, of power for approximately one hour. This attack differed 

significantly from BlackEnergy as it targeted Industrial Control Systems (ICS). By exploiting weaknesses 

in the software of the ICS devices, the attackers were able to control electricity substation switches and 

circuit breakers directly, ultimately controlling the delivery of power. 

 

The critical infrastructure of a city might just be the crown jewel to a nation-state actor. Attacking the 

power infrastructure of a city, country or even a building has the potential to cause huge disruption, and, 

depending on the circumstances, endanger life. Imagine if an intensive care unit of a hospital lost power; 

the outcome could be fatal. While this is a hypothetical scenario, it may not be far from reality – if a 

cybercriminal can switch off the power to a city, they probably have the ability to switch off the supply to 

a building and, with the right resources, change the way any backup systems may operate. 

 

“Using the word ‘weapon’ in association with malware may be a step too far for some people,” noted 

Anscombe. But he points out an important malware history lesson, bringing attention to the first major 

attack against infrastructure, dubbed Stuxnet. “This showed, really for the first time, that a nation state 

could actually attack the infrastructure of another nation state by using malware as the tool or weapon,” he 

said. 

 

Since prominent infrastructure attacks like Stuxnet, various examples point to a conclusion that malware 

has the potential to “be a weapon in the arsenal of any government or organization that wants to inflict 

damage or disruption on another person, organization or country – or the world as a whole,” he pointed 

out. 

 

From notorious attacks like WannaCryptor, to aggressive blackouts caused by BlackEnergy and 

Industroyer, to attacks that potentially affect election outcomes, the reality exists that the bad actors 
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creating and utilizing malware are disrupting our sense of safety, security and democracy. 

 

“I will leave you to decide whether to call these weapons,” he concluded. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Report: China seizes 600 bitcoin miners 

SOURCE https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/04/26/china_600_computers_seized/  

GIST Chinese media is reporting the seizure of 600 Bitcoin miners in the northern municipality of Tianjin, on 

the grounds of electricity theft. 

 

Coin mining is a popular activity in China, but like so many places, those operating big mining rigs find 

the rivers of gold dammed by high electricity prices. The Digiconomist Bitcoin Energy Consumption 

Index currently tags Bitcoin's total draw at nearly 63 Terawatt-hours, and reckons each transaction as 

costing 908 kWh. 

 

What better way to cut costs than to bypass billing entirely? That's what Xinhua and other agencies say 

happened in Tianjin: six people have been arrested because they allegedly bypassed the power meter in a 

junction box to get free power for their miners. 

 

The Xinhua report said the electricity company noticed a 28 per cent increase in line loss (implying an 

increased load current) on a circuit, and notified authorities. 

 

The report claimed the power thieves were trying to evade monthly bills of “hundreds of thousands of 

yuan” per month (100,000 yuan is currently around US$15,800). 

 

Meanwhile, prosecutors in Wuhan City's Hanyang District Procuratorate are about to commence a 

prosecution against two miners who used the same trick to steal electricity, before their arrest in 2017. 

 

China's prosecutor says the two, identified as Chen and Li, set up their rig in a house slated for demolition 

in March 2017, and used 49,100 yuan worth of power before they were cuffed 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Insider breach costs over $8.7M 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/insider-breach-costs-rise-to-87m/  

GIST The cost of an insider-related breach has escalated to over $8.7m, according to the latest research from the 

Ponemon Institute. 

 

The analyst was commissioned by ObserveIT to poll 700 IT and security practitioners around the world in 

order to compile the 2018 Cost of Insider Threats study. 

 

While the cost of an insider security incident stood at nearly $8.8m, the average global cost of a regular 

breach according to IBM is $3.6m, less than half. 

 

The average insider threat also takes on average more than two months to contain, according to the report. 

 

Most respondents (64%) said negligent employees accounted for the majority of incidents, followed by 

malicious insiders (23%). 

 

All types of insider threat activity are increasing. Since 2016, the average number of incidents involving 

malicious insiders has soared by 53%, while employee/contractor negligence has increased by 26%. The 

average number of credential theft incidents has more than doubled over the past two years, increasing by 

170%. 
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That’s fuelling an increase in imposter attacks – the most expensive type of insider incident at an average 

of $648,846. This is followed by malicious insider incidents ($607,745) and contractor negligence 

($283,281). 

 

“Insider threats continue to threaten organizations across the globe, ultimately resulting in loss of mission 

critical data, downtime and lost productivity, and even reputational damage,” said ObserveIT CEO, Mike 

McKee. 

 

“Understanding the growing costs and time associated with preventing and managing insider threats, 

organizations need to invest in a holistic cybersecurity solution to assist with real-time detection, 

deterrence, education and prevention.” 

 

The latest Verizon DBIR found that insiders were to blame for a quarter (28%) of all breaches analyzed 

and that user error was a factor in 17% of breaches. 

 

A separate report from Gemalto released recently also highlighted the dangers of negligent insiders. 

 

Although accidental loss was the cause of just 18% of data breaches, it accounted for 76% of the total 

2.6bn records compromised over the previous year, the security vendor claimed. 
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HEADLINE 04/25 Majority online banking systems w/flaws 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazineuk.com/two-thirds-of-online-banking-systems-in-2017-contained-high-risk-

vulnerabilities/article/760956/  

GIST Over the years, governments and cyber security experts have repeatedly urged businesses and critical 

industries to strengthen their cyber-defences to keep up with emerging threats and to ensure the security of 

enterprise and customer data.  

 

While cyber-criminals have spared no industry in their quest for financial gain or to destabilise economies, 

online banking systems were, and still are, prime targets for such entities as any security flaw can be 

exploited to impact hundreds of thousands of people and to gain access to millions, if not billions, of 

pounds. 

 

In 2015, a time when banks were swiftly adopting new digital technologies, introducing online banking 

services and shutting down brick-and-mortar branches with a vengeance, little heed was paid to how weak 

those newly-introduced online systems were vis-a-vis the capabilities of motivated cyber-criminals. 

 

According to Positive Technologies, 90 percent of online banking systems were found to contain high-risk 

critical vulnerabilities in 2015. This number had, in fact, increased remarkably from 78 percent of such 

systems in 2013-14, implying that the adoption of digital tools also made banks more vulnerable to threats 

such as SQL injections, unauthorised access to arbitrary user operations, and rounding attacks. 

 

At the same time, online banking apps, which customers were asked to download to seamlessly access 

banking services and products, were equally vulnerable to online threats. In 2015, 75 percent of banking 

apps on Android contained high-risk vulnerabilities compared to 33 percent of iOS apps. 

 

Positive Technologies' report indicates that UK banks have taken measures to plug security holes in their 

online banking systems and apps and as a result, such systems are not as vulnerable to external threats as 

they were a couple of years ago. 

 

For instance, compared to 90 percent in 2015, 56 percent of banking systems were found to contain high-

risk vulnerabilities in 2017 and on an average, each web application contained 1.3 high-severity 

vulnerabilities compared to 4.2 in 2015. Despite such improvements, each e-banking system analysed in 

2017 contained, on average, seven vulnerabilities, up from six in 2016, implying that banks focussed more 
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in plugging the critical ones before shifting their focus to medium or low-risk flaws. 

 

The report revealed that not a single banking system could demonstrate the absence of low-risk, medium-

risk or high-risk vulnerabilities, that almost half (45 percent) of such systems contained medium-risk 

vulnerabilities and only a third of online banking systems were free of critical vulnerabilities in 2017. 

 

A break-up of vulnerabilities impacting the security of online banking systems revealed that 75 percent of 

these systems contained cross-site scripting flaws, 69 percent had insufficient protection from data 

interception, 63 percent had insufficient authorisation (high-risk), 50 percent were vulnerable to sensitive 

data disclosure, and 31 percent were vulnerable to software version disclosure. Other vulnerabilities 

included insufficient protection from brute-force attacks and insufficient process validation. 

 

Considering only high-severity vulnerabilities in 2017, 63 percent of banking systems suffered from 

insufficient authorisation compared to 57 percent in 2016, 25 percent had two-factor authentication flaws 

compared to 71 percent in 2016, 19 percent had insufficient process validation compared to 14 percent in 

2016, and 13 percent were vulnerable to arbitrary code execution compared to 14 percent in 2016. 

 

A look at the security of web applications run by UK banks revealed a worrisome picture. 94 percent of 

them were vulnerable to unauthorised access to client personal information and confidential banking data, 

75 percent were vulnerable to access to sensitive information and configuration data, 50 percent were 

vulnerable to fraudulent transactions and theft of funds, and 31 percent were vulnerable to DDoS attacks 

on user accounts. 

 

The overall security of mobile banking apps wasn't much different to that of online systems, with 29 

percent of all vulnerabilities being critical ones, 56 percent medium-risk and the rest of them being low-

risk ones. In all, almost half (48 percent) of mobile banking apps had at least one critical vulnerability. 
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HEADLINE 04/25 Thailand seizes ‘Hidden Cobra’ servers 

SOURCE https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/thailand-seizes-hidden-cobra-command-and-control-servers-a-

10903  

GIST The Thai government says it has seized servers used by a group that's been tied to cyber espionage attacks, 

while preserving the servers for review by law enforcement agencies. 

 

Thailand's Computer Emergency Response Team, ThaiCERT, announced the takedown on Wednesday, 

saying it's working with law enforcement authorities as well as information security firm McAfee as part 

of an investigation into what the security firm has dubbed Operation GhostSecret.  

 

McAfee says the operation, which remains active, gives attackers advanced tools for conducting network 

reconnaissance, stealing information as well as deleting data.  

 

"The campaign is extremely complicated, leveraging a number of implants to steal information from 

infected systems and is intricately designed to evade detection and deceive forensic investigators," Raj 

Samani, McAfee's chief scientist, says in a blog post. "The implants vary considerably and although they 

share some functionality and code, they are categorized as different families."  

 

Malware families that have been used by the group of attackers include a new type of attack code called 

Proxysvc. Researchers have also found variants of Destover, which was used in the Sony Pictures 

Entertainment attack in 2014, as well as Bankshot, which was recently used to target the Turkish financial 

sector as well as financial services firms in other countries. 

 

McAfee says with "high confidence" that based on all the available clues, the APT group known as Hidden 

Cobra is behind the GhostSecret campaign. 
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Attackers also expanded from targeting the financial sector to infecting organizations in additional sectors, 

including critical infrastructure, enterprise and healthcare. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Report: tech supply chain vulnerable 

SOURCE http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20180426-federal-it-communications-technology-

supply-chain-vulnerable-to-chinese-sabotage-espionage  

GIST The U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission released a report entitled Supply Chain 

Vulnerabilities from China in U.S. Federal Information and Communications Technology, prepared for the 

Commission by Interos Solutions, Inc. The report examines vulnerabilities in the U.S. government 

information and communications technology (ICT) supply chains posed by China, and makes 

recommendations for supply chain risk management. 

 

The report issues a warning about the extent to which China has penetrated the technology supply chain, 

and calls on the U.S. government and industry to develop a comprehensive strategy for securing their 

technology and products from foreign sabotage and espionage. 

 

“China did not emerge as a key node on the global ICT supply chain by chance,” the report says. “The 

Chinese government considers the ICT sector a ‘strategic sector’ in which it has invested significant state 

capital and influence on behalf of state-owned ICT enterprises.” 

 

At the same time, Bejiing has moved to prevent other countries from using similar strategies to crack the 

Chinese market, accelerating indigenous production of IT and communications parts and requiring outside 

businesses to turn over their source code store data on Chinese servers and allow the government to 

conduct security audits on their products before gaining access to the Chinese market. 

 

Furthermore, the report argues that the U.S. government lacks an overall strategy to anticipate future 

developments in supply chain, identify potential threats and mitigate threats. The overall push for IT 

modernization means the government will increasingly rely on a web of complex supply chain operations 

that eventually originate with commercial suppliers in China. Laws like the Federal IT Acquisition 

Management Act and the Modernizing Government Technology Act put pressure on agencies to 

modernize through commercial-off-the-shelf products that are more likely to originate from China. 

 

Key findings:  

 

• Effective supply chain risk management is the ability to anticipate future developments in supply chains, 

identity potential threats to supply chains, develop threat profiles, and mitigate or address future threats to 

the supply chain. Federal government laws and policies do not currently address supply chain risk 

management comprehensively.  

 

• Chinese government’s policies prioritize domestic production, extract intellectual property and 

technology from multinational companies in exchange for market access, use Chinese companies to 

further state goals, and target U.S. federal networks and the networks of federal contractors. These policies 

have heightened risks to the U.S. ICT supply chain, and to U.S. national and economic security.  

 

• Cyberattacks on supply chains will become easier—and more prevalent—as developing technologies 

such as fifth generation (5G) mobile network technology and the Internet of Things (IoT) exponentially 

increase avenues for attack.  

 

• ICT products have increasingly complex, globalized, and dynamic supply chains, many of which include 

commercial suppliers that source from China at multiple points within a single supply chain. For example, 

an average of 51 percent of shipments to seven leading federal ICT providers originate in China (see 

Exhibit 1).  
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• It is unlikely that political or economic shifts will push global ICT manufacturers to dramatically reduce 

their operations in China or their partnerships with Chinese firms. A national strategy is needed for supply 

chain risk management of U.S. ICT, and it must include supporting policies so that U.S. security posture is 

forward-leaning, rather than reactive and based on incident response.  

 

• To minimize risks, the federal government should: centralize the leadership of federal ICT supply chain 

risk management efforts, link federal funding to supply chain risk management, promote supply chain 

transparency, and craft forward-looking policies. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Bitcoin frenzy settles down 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-crypto-currencies/bitcoin-frenzy-settles-down-as-big-players-

muscle-into-market-idUSKBN1HY0W7  

GIST LONDON/NEW YORK/SINGAPORE (Reuters) - After bouncing up, falling down and keeping investors 

on the edges of their seats, bitcoin may be maturing into a period of relatively boring stability, experts say. 

 

A worldwide wave of regulation has led to a collapse in trading volumes. Cryptocurrency advertisements 

are disappearing from top internet pages, and bitcoin no longer dominates Google searches. 

 

As investors try to figure out what bitcoin wants to be when it grows up, the best-known cryptocurrency is 

going through somewhat of an existential crisis. 

 

“It needs a new narrative,” said Nicholas Colas, New York-based founder of investment research firm 

DataTrek. “There is every chance that if there is some sort of institutional involvement, there could be a 

move higher.” 

 

Bitcoin rallied 25 percent in April after crashing 70 percent from a high near $20,000 late last year. 

 

The cryptocurrency landscape has indeed changed. Mom-and-pop investors who drove bitcoin’s skyrocket 

rise in 2017 have been pushed aside by government bans on trading, and replaced by cryptocurrency 

funds, wealthy individuals and established financial firms. 

 

The bigger players can make bigger moves, but their trades are often obscured by screens on over-the-

counter (OTC) brokerages and matching platforms. 

 

They are also less likely to chase sudden swings in bitcoin’s value, being more interested in the potential 

of unproven but promising blockchain technology. 

 

Average daily traded volumes across cryptocurrency exchanges fell to $9.1 billion in March and to $7.4 

billion in the first half of April, compared with almost $17 billion in December, according to data 

compiled by crypto analysis website CryptoCompare. 

 

Several exchanges saw their daily trading volumes drop by more than half between December and March, 

including Bitfinex, Poloniex, Coinbase and Bitstamp, the data shows. 

 

Cryptocurrencies’ biggest-ever trading day was Dec. 22, when volumes topped $30 billion, according to 

CryptoCompare. 

 

On April 8, volume sagged to $4.6 billion, the weakest day since last October, according to the data. 

 

The theory that bigger institutions will make bitcoin markets less volatile and more liquid has grown as 

new OTC exchanges spring up, carrying names such as Circle, Octagon Strategy, Cumberland and 

Kraken. 
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Digital exchange Gemini’s new block trading product allows high-volume trades that will be invisible to 

other traders until the orders are filled. 

 

Cumberland, one of the biggest block traders, has counterparties in more than 35 countries and quotes 

two-way prices in about 35 crypto assets. 

 

Gatecoin, a Hong Kong-based crypto exchange, saw retail volumes plunge from peaks of $100 million a 

day last September, said Aurelien Menant, its founder and chief executive. 

 

But, he said, as institutional players enter the market, OTC trades hidden from view have pushed up 

overall volumes in a way that doesn’t show up in data. Gatecoin also operates an OTC platform. 

 

Few institutions have gone public about their plans to trade cryptocurrencies, and many asset managers 

say they still aren’t sure the digital currency is more than a fad. 

 

But a Thomson Reuters survey this week found one in five financial institutions is considering trading 

cryptocurrencies in the next 12 months. Of those, 70 percent said they planned to start trading in the next 

three to six months. 

 

In the meantime, the price of bitcoin may be stabilizing, at least on paper. The futures market BTCc1 

shows bitcoin staying nearly flat - between $8,900 and $9,050 - until September. 
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Top of page 

HEADLINE 04/26 Italy detains asylum seeker in terror plot 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/asylum-seeker-instructed-drive-vehicle-crowd-

italians/story?id=54746665  

GIST Italian security forces have detained an asylum seeker from Gambia and accused him of planning a terror 

attack with a vehicle. 

 

Alagie Touray, 21, was arrested outside the Licola mosque in southern Italy last Friday. He is a member of 

ISIS, Italian authorities said. 

 

Touray was picked up at the request of the Naples public prosecutor after a joint investigation by the 

Carabinieri and State Police who had received a tip from Spanish intelligence. Touray’s arrest was 

announced today at a news conference in Naples. 

 

During questioning, authorities said, the Gambian admitted to having received a request via the messaging 

app Telegram where he was told to “crash a vehicle into a crowd,” Naples prosecutor Giovanni Melillo, 

said at the news conference. 

 

Touray admitted having received instructions to commit a terror attack but, according to Prosecutor 

Melillo, the Gambian said he had no intention of carrying out the attack. 

 

The examination of his Telegram uncovered other alarming messages, including those where he asked 

people "to pray for him" and that "he was on a mission," authorities said. 

 

Touray also recorded a pledge of allegiance to the leader of the Islamic State (ISIS), police said, provided 

a transcript and image from the message where Touray said, "I swear allegiance to the Caliph of Muslims 

Abu Bakr Al Quaraishi Al Baghdadi, and to listen to him and obey him in difficult and easy times, on this 

2nd day of Rajab and Allah is witness to what I say,” 

 

The Gambian arrived in Sicily by boat with 800 other migrants in March 2017 before requesting political 
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asylum, which was still under review, authorities said. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Confronting terrorism online 

SOURCE https://lawfareblog.com/whose-responsibility-it-confront-terrorism-online  

GIST This week, Facebook and YouTube announced new data on removal of terrorist content on their platforms. 

Facebook also released its internal document clarifying what content stays online and what is deleted. 

YouTube, under Google’s broader efforts, also stated that it is getting “faster” at takedowns with an 

increased number of human reviewers vetting questionable content. Some of those in counterterrorism 

policy circles and Capitol Hill are fervent advocates of technology behemoths stepping up enforcement of 

their terms of service and will likely praise these new releases. Ultimately, however, the responses detailed 

by Facebook and YouTube are another iteration of a decade-long strategy, as the government continues to 

delegate online counter-terrorism responsibilities to private industry. 

 

As a former congressional staffer, a member of the intelligence policy community, and now an academic 

researcher, my career has traced the growth of terrorist use of the internet. During my time as a staffer, I 

wrote letters on behalf of the chairman of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental 

Affairs calling for technology companies to remove terrorist videos from their servers, and I examined 

how terrorist groups like al-Qaeda and al-Shabaab have adeptly used social media to radicalize and recruit 

Americans to their cause. As a researcher, I’ve studied the online environment as well—but I’ve become 

concerned that this singular focus on the internet ignores the importance of peer-to-peer terrorist 

recruitment. 

 

Over the past decade, foreign terrorists command and capability in the digital sphere has drastically 

evolved. But our responses to this have not adapted with the same efficiency. 

 

The government's ability to adapt to this changing environment is sharply limited by its outsourcing of the 

responsibility to prevent and confront terrorists’ use of the internet to private companies. To figure out 

how best to respond to evolving threats, it is useful to reflect on how the relationship between 

governments and private tech companies evolved and how this process of delegation came to be. 

 

Historical Overview 

 

In 2007, a bipartisan group of senators and members of the House became increasingly concerned with 

terrorist use of online platforms. At the time, the most striking example was a series of YouTube videos 

depicting the so-called “Baghdad Sniper.” These videos, usually set to music and spliced into quick clips, 

showed an Iraqi insurgent attacking U.S. soldiers in Iraq. The videos raised questions for congressional 

staffers—chiefly, “Is an American company comfortable with grotesque videos of U.S. military officers 

being killed on its platform?” The answer, after an influx of public letters, was a resounding “no.” As a 

result, YouTube announced updates to its community standards to address videos with violent imagery. 

Shortly thereafter, YouTube also implemented a “terrorist flag” feature which allowed users to identify 

extremist content for review and ultimately removal. This was one of the first instances in which private 

companies took initiative to police their own sites after being subject to public pressure. 

 

At the same time, debates surrounding the efficacy of content removal continued within counterterrorism 

communities. One side posited that companies should remove terrorist propaganda from mainstream 

websites due to the material’s perceived ability to radicalize its viewers. The other side argued that the risk 

of radicalization from accessing content was low and that allowing it to remain online would aid law 

enforcement and intelligence agencies. To a large extent, these arguments remain defining characteristics 

of contemporary debates within the government regarding the nexus of technology and terrorism. 

 

In the midst of this schism, one side of the debate tried to tip the scales in their favor. A surreal and 

entirely off-the-books meeting between a high-ranking intelligence official and a congressional colleague 

of mine occurred at a D.C. park. The colleague, who had been advocating for content removal, was facing 
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pressure from his executive branch counterparts on the operational side. While sitting on a park bench, the 

intelligence official made clear that parts of law enforcement and intelligence communities preferred such 

material to stay online. In their view, it acted as a useful honey trap to track terrorists—and taking down 

online content could endanger both operations and lives. 

 

While the meeting may have caused a temporary pause, it ultimately did not guide Capitol Hill’s view on 

confronting terrorist content online. As terrorism receded into the background noise of larger news stories 

and public pressure ebbed, efforts by both Congress and technology companies came almost to a standstill. 

Government approaches were essentially limited to awareness training, which focused on demonstrating to 

primarily Muslim-American communities around the country how groups like al-Qaeda use the internet to 

target young people, so that parents could protect their children. The awareness trainings, while important, 

were too sporadic to be the silver bullet. 

 

With the rise of the Islamic State, the issue of terrorists’ use of the internet quickly forced its way back 

onto the political agenda. For policymakers, advocating content removal is a relatively easy ask with little 

blowback; it allows them to look tough on terrorism while requiring little concrete follow-through on the 

government’s part. In January 2016, high-ranking intelligence officials traveled to Silicon Valley to 

encourage the major technology companies to do more to police problematic content on their platforms. 

The White House later brought together advertising marketers from Madison Avenue, technology experts 

from Silicon Valley, and producers from Hollywood to tackle the question of how to respond to onslaught 

of Islamic State propaganda. Like many things developed within the cocoon of the National Security 

Council at that time, there was little interagency buy-in, and this initiative eventually failed to produce 

tangible results from a lack of sustained coordination. 

 

In the U.S. and abroad, pressure on the technology companies mounted as the Islamic State remained a 

critical threat in the eyes of many Western countries and their constituents. Out of a mixture of a sense of 

responsibility and public pressure, likely combined with a desire to prevent hasty regulation by Capitol 

Hill, some technology companies responded with show of force. The companies colloquially known as the 

“Big Four”—Microsoft, YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook—announced the formation of the Global 

Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism. In partnership, these companies developed a “hashing” database to 

share information to flag and moderate extremist materials. YouTube and Facebook greatly increased the 

number of human reviewers for terrorist content, while Twitter, the platform of choice amongst jihadists in 

2015, also took concerted steps to make its platform less hospitable to violent extremists. With the 

precedent set by Twitter’s biannual transparency reports, major tech providers, including Facebook and 

YouTube, now provide regular updates on their progress and methods of combating violent extremism in 

regular press releases. 

 

Going Forward 

 

Responses driven by industry, largely at the behest of the U.S. government, have certainly demonstrated 

some significant successes. Major social media providers continue to remove terrorist content from their 

websites at a much faster rate than before. However, this approach may not be nimble enough to respond 

to current developments in how terrorists utilize the internet. 

 

While the Islamic State still uses mainstream sites like Twitter to push its propaganda, it has largely 

shifted to niche platforms in response to content removal. Many of these platforms, such as justpaste.it, 

lack the personnel and budget to remove extremist content. Some have no interest whatsoever in 

addressing terrorist use of their platforms: As many of these companies are based outside of the United 

States, the Damocles sword of possible regulation does not hang over their head. 

 

Public pressure also has less power when free expression at all costs is embedded in the culture of these 

companies. Currently, the most active platform for distributing Islamic State propaganda is the messaging 

application is Telegram, whose CEO, Pavel Durov, has been ardent in his company’s founding principles: 

“I think that privacy, ultimately, and our right for privacy is more important than our fear of bad things 

happening, like terrorism.” As demonstrated by the Russian government’s recent, botched attempt to ban 

the use of Telegram, Telegram’s resistance to calls for censorship only builds their reputation among their 
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users. 

 

There are persistent questions that come with allowing industry to set their own standards. For years, 

Americans have faced the question of whether they are comfortable with the standards that large 

technology companies and social media providers use for content removal. But with the online terrorism 

environment rapidly changing, the question is now whether those standards can transfer to newer and 

smaller companies, or companies with different political interests and outlooks. 

 

What’s more, newer companies will likely not have the same level of sophistication in understanding the 

threat as do larger companies such as Facebook, which employ hundreds of counterterrorism analysts. 

How will these companies handle content that walks the fine line between advocating violence and 

providing the mood-music of extremism? At the moment, a Salafist imam from Michigan, Musa Jibril, is 

the second-most-cited radical preacher by Islamic State followers online. He trails only Anwar al-Awlaki 

in his prominence—but Jibril’s online sermons never cross the line of calling for overt violence. Should 

his material stay online? Should that assessment change if he is discovered to have influenced, even if 

indirectly, attacks in the West—and if it does, will that mean that are our content standards are being set 

by of the news of the day? 

 

These are critically important questions to answer if the U.S. government continues to address the future 

online dynamics of terrorism through ad-hoc delegation of counterterrorism responsibilities to tech giants. 

As a result of this approach, companies like Twitter, Facebook, and Google have ample leeway to 

determine their standards for content removal. But the U.S. government should not assume that other 

social media providers with different interests will earnestly adopt these standards, especially if they lack 

the wherewithal or interest to do so. As terrorist groups adapt to the changing landscape of the online 

space, it is worth asking whether U.S. government policies that depend on overwhelming initiative from 

the tech sector will be able to adequately respond—and whether the government’s ceding responsibility to 

the private sector is the right way forward. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 ISIS propaganda websites targeted 

SOURCE https://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/islamic-state-europol-amaq-

shutdown_uk_5ae2e84ee4b04aa23f21f616  

GIST Some of the Islamic State’s most prominent propaganda websites have been hit by a coordinated cyber 

strike by European countries, in an attempt to curb the terror group’s online influence.  

 

The “simultaneous multinational takedown” of Isis-branded media outlets on Wednesday and Thursday 

targeted the Amaq News Agency, al-Bayan radio, Halumu and Nashir news.  

 

Rob Wainwright, executive director of Europol, the EU’s law enforcement agency, said the 

“groundbreaking” operation had involved the UK, US and France along with five other countries. 

 

“We have punched a big hole in the capability of Isis to spread propaganda online and radicalise young 

people in Europe,” he said.  

 

The attack aimed to disrupt the technical resilience of the terrorist online infrastructure, Wainwright added. 

The seized data is expected to help authorities identify the administrators behind Isis media outlets and 

“potentially radicalised individuals on European soil and beyond”.  

 

Since 2015, Europol said the site had launched its own software and developed “highly resilient online 

infrastructure hosting”. 

 

As of December 2017, the entire range of Isis propaganda was available in at least nine different 

languages, as well as on a wide range of online services, such as mailed newsletters and add-on extensions 

for the most common browsers, Europol said. 
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The crackdown began in 2015 after Europol informed all EU Member States about the rise of the Amaq 

News Agency and its capabilities. 

 

In August 2016, EU Member States and non-EU countries took down Amaq’s mobile application and web 

infrastructure, but this led the “propagandists to build a more complex and secure infrastructure to prevent 

further disruption from law enforcement”. 

 

In June 2017, a second strike, targeted part of the news agency’s web assets and infrastructure. Serves 

seized during that operation, Europol said, led to the identification of radicalised individuals in more than 

100 countries worldwide. 

 

Europol Commissioner Dimitris Avramopoulos said the latest operation showed “our global strength and 

our unwavering resolve to fight against terrorist content online”. 

 

He added that IS was now “no longer just losing territory on the ground – but also online. We will not stop 

until their propaganda is entirely eradicated from the Internet.” 
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HEADLINE 04/26 World Cup 2018 terror warning 

SOURCE https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/951657/world-cup-2018-terror-warning-isis-volgograd-england-

opener  

GIST With almost thousands of England fans descending on Volgograd for the game, the attacks are likely to be 

mounted against fans using vans and knives or bombs blasts on buses and trains, with Moscow and St 

Petersburg also at risk.  

 

ISIS would be targeting Volgograd because of its proximity to the North Caucasus region, which was the 

largest source for foreign fighters in Syria and Iraq counting almost 3,500 soldiers.  

 

More than 400 hardliners are now back in the soviet region and security experts believe ISIS is planning a 

terrorist attack at the opening game to revenge the airstrikes in Syria launched by President Vladimir 

Putin. 

 

Chris Hawkins, a senior analyst at Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre, said: “There are numerous 

terrorism threats affecting the World Cup. 

 

“The main one, as with the rest of Russia, comes from lone actors with low capabilities. Tactics will likely 

include knives and vehicle attacks targeting fans visiting games or the surrounding areas. 

 

“Aspirational targets will include match days, particularly in Moscow and St Petersburg – the two cities 

that will have the largest concentration of foreign visitors, with Moscow hosting the key fixtures of the 

World Cup, including the final and the opening fixture. 

 

“Sochi and Volgograd are two other cities at heightened risk due to their proximity to the North Caucasus 

region meaning they are logistically viable cities for militants to stage attacks.” 

 

The terror expert added that returning ISIS fighters pose as a serious threat due to weapons and bomb-

making experience: “These fighters have had combat experience and have had training in operating 

military-grade firearms as well as manufacturing IEDS.” 

 

England World Cup opening match against Tunisia is on June 18 at Volgograd Arena, but many fans are 

expected to stay in St Petersburg or Moscow. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Arrested woman had USB w/police info  

SOURCE https://www.buzzfeed.com/mitchprothero/french-police-fear-isis-militants-have-their-names-

and?utm_term=.tp4R0A2Ow#.myoAzqOMB  

GIST French police investigating a woman for suspected ties to ISIS have made a chilling discovery, according 

to French police officials and prosecutors: The arrested woman had a USB drive that contained the 

personal details of thousands of French police officials. 

 

That’s raised fears that a similar data breach may have helped an ISIS militant carry out the notorious June 

2016 murder of a French police commander and his domestic partner, a civilian police employee. 

 

The USB was discovered last October during raids on apartments and properties linked to the 25-year-old 

woman, who’s been identified publicly only as Mina B. She now stands accused of being in direct contact 

with an ISIS-directed group in the Belgian city of Verviers that was raided in January 2015. Two 

extremists were killed in that raid. 

 

Phone intercepts linked Mina B. to the Verviers group, and police launched an investigation that 

culminated April 9 with charges that Mina B. had helped a friend leave France to join ISIS in Syria and 

Iraq. At that time, police also announced that they had discovered the USB drive in her apartment. 

 

The USB drive, according to French investigators, had been partially erased. Reconstruction of some of 

the drive’s contents, however, recovered at least one personnel database, from 2008, that included a raft of 

details about police officers, including home addresses and vehicle information. Specialists are still trying 

to reconstruct the USB’s full contents. 

 

“This is a disaster,” said one French police officer who works undercover on counterterrorism operations 

and cannot be identified. 

 

The officer pointed out that while the restored database dates to 2008, “that’s only 10 years and many of 

the officers are still in service.” 

 

He added, “The information contains all the information one needs to stalk and murder hundreds of police 

officers in their homes, which as you know has already happened.” 

 

The officer was referring to the June 13, 2016, double murder of Jean-Baptiste Salvaing, a police 

commander in the Paris suburb of Les Mureaux, and his girlfriend, Jessica Schneider, 36, who was an 

administrative assistant in the police station at Mantes-la-Jolie, another Paris suburb. The accused killer 

was Larossi Abballa, who stabbed Salvaing several times outside the victims' home, before slitting 

Schneider's throat inside the home. He then streamed a statement supporting ISIS before French police 

shot him dead. 

 

Details for Salvaing and Schneider were not part of the recovered data, according to prosecutors, but Mina 

B. has been indicted with six others in the Salvaing case as investigators try to determine if Abballa 

received any assistance or information from her. 

 

Investigators also have determined that a major in the French police, Maryline Bereaud, was at least 

partially responsible for the data breach. They say that Mina B. was friends with Bereaud’s daughter and 

that Mina B. had been a guest in Bereaud’s home for several months in 2016. Bereaud, who was the chief 

of police in Yvelines, another Paris suburb, has been arrested and charged in relation to the leak. 

 

French news reports have quoted a police union official anonymously as saying that Bereaud had allowed 

Mina B. to stay in her home as a favor to her daughter. 

 

"It was a young girl who had been thrown out by her family, she sheltered her for a while at the request of 

her daughter. But she never saw signs of radicalization at home," said the union spokesperson. 
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Investigators have determined that Bereaud and her daughter had no previous contact with Abballa but that 

Mina B. was part of his radicalized circle. 

 

“The coincidence that the suspect with the USB drive knew Abballa is a difficult one for police to accept,” 

said the French police officer. “To have a list of police officers' home addresses and be in contact with a 

terrorist who murdered two police at their home, and we haven’t been able to determine how he found 

their address? It’s a big thing to tell me this isn’t related.” 

 

French police and internal security services face massive security concerns from terrorism with thousands 

of potential militants flagged for surveillance as part of the nation’s “S List,” which collects internal 

threats to the French state. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 US stepping up operations against ISIS 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/26/james-mattis-sees-re-energized-syria-mission-

again/  

GIST The U.S. is stepping up military operations against Islamic State remnants in Syria, along with other 

extremist organizations fighting to fill the vacuum in the wake of Islamic State’s defeat in the country, 

Pentagon chief James Mattis told Congress Thursday. 

 

The escalation, outlined in testimony to the Senate Armed Services Committee Thursday, comes after a 

raging internal debate in the U.S. government after President Trump expressed a desire to withdraw U.S. 

forces from Syria with the Islamic State terror group in his words nearly defeated. 

 

But Mr. Mattis and U.S. military commanders pushed back, warning a U.S. withdrawal could allow 

Islamic State to regroup, while leaving the Syrian government and its Russian and Iranian allies a free 

hand to re-establish control of the country. 

 

“Right now … we are not withdrawing” from Syria, Mr. Mattis told lawmakers. ” … You will see a re-

energized effort against the Middle Euphrates River Valley in the days ahead” against Islamic State, as 

well as other remaining pockets of territory still held by the terror group. 

 

France has agreed to send a contingent of special forces to reinforce the mission against Islamic State in 

Iraq, said Mr. Mattis. The deployment comes on the heels of French President Emmanuel Macron’s first 

official visit to Washington earlier this week. 

 

Asked if local allies working with U.S. forces against Islamic State could handle the mission, “I am 

confident that we would probably regret it.” 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Study: more 9/11 cancer burden cases 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/26/cancer-burden-among-911-firefighters-and-

first-res/  

GIST More cancer cases than previously thought are expected among firefighters and rescue workers who 

responded in the aftermath of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, according to 

research published Thursday in the Journal of the American Medical Association. 

 

The latest study, conducted by the World Trade Center Health Program, accompanied research on 

improving early detection of multiple myeloma, a blood cancer and one of the top 15 certified cancers 

found among those exposed to the toxic atmosphere at ground zero in lower Manhattan. 

 

“In 2011 we, meaning our research team here, were the first to show that the cancer rates might be 
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elevated in the WTC exposed population,” FDNY World Trade Center Health Program researcher Dr. 

Rachel Zeig-Owens told The Washington Times. 

 

The WTCHP was established that year with the passage of the James Zadroga 9/11 Health and 

Compensation Act, named in honor of the New York City police officer who died of an aggressive 

respiratory disease that was later confirmed to have developed from breathing the air at ground zero in the 

aftermath of the terror attacks. 

 

The program provides complete medical coverage for first responders and survivors for conditions 

developed as a result of being exposed to toxic elements from the terror attacks in New York City, 

Pennsylvania and the Pentagon. 

 

Today, 69,612 responders and 14,308 survivors are registered with the program. 

 

As of December, there are 6,866 responders and 1,433 survivors who are diagnosed with cancer. At least 

304 responders and 30 survivors have died from cancer, according to WTCHP statistics. 

 

The latest research by Dr. Zeig-Owens and colleagues estimates that new cancer diagnosis will increase at 

a higher rate than previously thought, with 2,960 new cancer cases between 2012 and 2031. Medical costs 

are expected be over $235 million for first-year treatment. 

 

Previous estimates had 246 less cases. 

 

“We project that the FDNY-WTCHP cohort will experience a greater cancer burden than would be 

expected from a demographically similar population,” the authors wrote. “This underscores the importance 

of cancer prevention efforts and routine screening in WTC-exposed rescue and recovery workers.” 

 

The three cancers expected to increase among this population include prostate, thyroid and melanoma 

cancers and few lung, colorectal and kidney cancers, the study read. 

 

“What it really does is show the continued need for cancer screening and that the risk may be elevated for 

years to come due to these exposures,” Dr. Zeig-Owens said. “What also is helpful for the WTC health 

program is to know that it needs to plan and anticipate for the elevated costs of treatment as the years go 

on.” 

 

The program is working on multiple studies examining various cancers, their risk and early detection. The 

latest, also published Thursday in JAMA, focuses on multiple myeloma, a cancer of the blood, specifically 

affecting plasma cells, integral to the functioning of the immune system. 

 

Dr. C. Ola Landgren, chief of the myeloma service at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, said he 

and others were motivated to study this same population after years of seeing several newly diagnosed 

patients at younger ages and with more aggressive forms of the disease than normal. 

 

“That prompted us to reach out to the FDNY to make a collaborative study,” Dr. Landgren told The 

Times, “to address these observations. That’s really what prompted us from the clinical side to reach out.” 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Challenge: tracking terror financing 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-financial-transaction-methods-pose-challenge-in-terror-fight-

officials-say-1524740047  

GIST PARIS—President Emmanuel Macron called ministers from over 70 countries to Paris on Thursday in an 

effort to coordinate a crackdown on new terror-financing methods that French officials say pose a growing 

threat to global security. 
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Justice and finance ministers gathered at the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development in 

Paris to look for ways to gather and share intelligence on how terrorist organizations like Islamic State and 

al Qaeda collect, move and store the finances that sustain them. 

 

“It is the lifeblood of the war. It is essential to look at this very seriously and pre-empt the changes taking 

place,” Paris prosecutor François Molins, who handles terror investigations in France, said on French radio 

Thursday. 

 

Governments face an increasingly complex challenge tracking terror finance because of the changing 

technology of transactions. France will push delegates at the conference to look for ways to better identify 

users of prepaid cards and electronic wallets and strengthen regulation of crowdfunding websites that are 

increasingly used by terror groups. 

 

There are also “high risks” associated with the transfers by mobile telephone because it is hard to identify 

recipients of funds, French officials said. 

 

France says the large sums of money in circulation could spark a resurgence of terrorist organizations 

despite the military collapse of Islamic State in Syria and Iraq. Islamic State is estimated to have had 

revenues of around €1 billion a year between 2014 and 2017, and is now seeking ways to amass small 

international donations, French officials say. 

 

“The successes in Syria and Iraq might make us think we are confronted with a declining threat, but the 

reality is very different,” an advisor to Mr. Macron said. 

 

“It feels like we are in a sprint because there is a sophistication of instruments,” the advisor said. 

 

The closed-door conference, dubbed “No Money for Terror,” began Wednesday with talks between some 

450 terror finance experts and intelligence officials, and will conclude later Thursday with a public speech 

from Mr. Macron. 

 

Mr. Macron, who returned earlier from a three-day U.S. state visit, is pushing for a more multilateral 

approach. French officials hope delegates will sign up to a joint declaration that could be submitted to 

international organizations including the United Nations. 

 

“I am optimistic that the discussions over the coming days will mobilize new efforts in the fight against 

terrorism,” said U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, who is attending the event. 

 

International Monetary Fund chief Christine Lagarde and head of the World Bank President Jim Yong 

Kim are also attending. 

 

Delegates will also examine how tracking transactions can be used to gather intelligence and anticipate 

possible attacks. Paris prosecutors working with financial investigators to track transactions in recent years 

have identified 416 donors on French soil and 320 recipients in Turkey and Libya, helping them identify 

jihadists who traveled to Iraq and Syria or those who are now looking to return to France. 

 

Most middle eastern countries are represented at the conference, with the notable exception of Iran. Iran is 

on the blacklist of the Financial Action Task Force, an intergovernmental group of 37 that combats money 

laundering and terror financing. French organizers also refused to invite Iran amid tensions between 

Tehran and Arab states. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Afghan official: Taliban killed 7 soldiers 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-official-deputy-governor-killed-taliban-

54744467?   
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GIST A Taliban attack on an Afghan army security post in the country's northern Kunduz province has killed at 

least seven soldiers, a defense spokesman said Thursday. 

 

Mohammad Radmanish, the deputy spokesman for the Ministry of Defense, said the attack took place on 

Wednesday night in the remote Dashti Archi district in Kunduz. 

 

A gunbattle lasted several hours and along with the seven killed, one soldier was wounded, Radmanish 

said. He added that 15 Taliban fighters were also killed and 13 were wounded. 

 

However, a local hospital chief, Rahimbakesh Danish Karimi, gave a higher casualty toll for the military, 

saying bodies of 13 soldiers and nine wounded in the attack were brought to his hospital in Thakhar 

province, which is the closest medical facility to the attack site. 

 

The conflicting casualty reports could not immediately be reconciled as is common in the aftermath of 

such attacks. No militant group has claimed responsibility for the attack but the officials blamed the 

Taliban. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Military judge rules in landmark decision 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/27/us-already-fighting-al-qaeda-before-911-military-judge-

rules-in-landmark-decision.html  

GIST The U.S. was already at war with Al Qaeda before hijacked planes hit the Twin Towers and Pentagon and 

crashed in Pennsylvania, a U.S. military judge presiding at the pretrial of alleged 9/11 attack plotter Khalid 

Sheik Mohammed and others ruled this week. 

 

The landmark decision will pave the way for a trial of the accused 9/11 mastermind and four alleged 

abettors by military commissions at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, the Miami Herald reported. 

 

Lawyers for the alleged conspirators tried to convince the military commission that since the U.S. entered 

the war against Al Qaeda only after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks, the defendants can face trial only in 

federal, civilian courts -- not before military commissions. 

 

A lawyer for Mustafa al Hawsawi -- a Saudi man accused of supporting at least seven of the 19 hijackers -

- argued that his client allegedly helped some of the hijackers with funds and travel to the U.S. before the 

American government was at war with Al Qaeda. 

 

Attorneys for another alleged conspirator, Ammar al Baluchi, claimed the war began when the U.S. 

invaded Afghanistan on Oct. 7, 2001. 

 

Prosecutors argued the war between the U.S. and the terror group began with Osama bin Laden's 1996 

"Declaration of Jihad Against the Americans,” according to the newspaper. 

 

The president signed an executive order giving his defense secretary 90 days to recommend whether those 

captured in the battlefield should be sent to Gitmo; Jennifer Griffin reports for 'Special Report.' 

 

But the judge, Army Col. James L. Pohl, wrote in a 20-page ruling that it’s “unnecessary to decide a date 

certain for commencement of hostilities,” asserting that the U.S. was at war with Al Qaeda prior to 9/11, 

as two presidents have said in the past. 

 

According to the ruling, President George W. Bush formed the military commissions to prosecute the 

culprits of the attacks, while President Barack Obama signed the Military Commissions Act of 2009 that 

"contemplates prosecution for offenses occurring 'on, before or after Sept. 11, 2001.’” 

 

"The overall armed conflict against al-Qaida — a transnational terrorist organization operating primarily 
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outside the United States  — might itself be viewed as an anomaly under pre-Sept. 11, 2001, law of war 

standards," Pohl wrote. 

 

"However, the law of war is not static, and its precise contours may shift to recognize the changing 

realities of warfare. Military commissions by their nature are intended to have sufficient flexibility to 

address the needs presented by the armed conflict they address." 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Turkey detains 4 senior ISIS militants 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/reports-turkey-detains-senior-islamic-state-

militants-54773618?   

GIST Turkey's state-run news agency says Turkish authorities have detained four suspected senior Islamic State 

extremists in an operation in the Aegean coastal city of Izmir. 

 

Anadolu Agency said Friday the suspects include the group's so-called "emir," or ruler, of Deir el-Zour, a 

major city in eastern Syria, and its environs. It described the other three suspects as senior operatives 

within the extremist group. 

 

Hurriyet newspaper said the four were captured as part of a joint operation by Turkey's intelligence agency 

and police anti-terrorism units. 

 

The suspects were hiding among a group of Syrian refugees planning to cross into Europe, the newspaper 

reported. 

 

The four are being questioned by anti-terrorism police in Izmir. 

 

Police in Izmir confirmed the operation but could not immediately provide details. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 New US 24-hr precipitation record set? 

SOURCE https://www.wunderground.com/cat6/new-us-24-hour-precipitation-record-4969-kauai-hi-april-15  

GIST The National Weather Service in Hawaii reported on Wednesday that preliminary data from a rain gauge 

on the north shore of Kauai at Waipa, one mile west of Hanalei, received 49.69” of rainfall over the 24-

hour period ending at 12:45 pm April 15. If verified, this would break the all-time U.S. 24-hour rainfall 

record of 43.00” in Alvin, Texas set on July 25 – 26, 1979, during Tropical Storm Claudette. The record-

setting rains on Kauai were due to an upper-level low located to its west on April 14 - 15, combined with a 

surge of rich low-level moisture. This set-up brought radar-estimated rainfall rates of 2 – 4” per hour to the 

north shore of the island. 

 

The National Weather Service office in Honolulu noted that the rain gauge where this new data was 

downloaded from "is operated by the Waipa Foundation which is a non-profit organization. Data from the 

gauge are not telemetered for real-time display and are used for watershed modeling and monitoring 

studies." In the coming months, data from this gauge will be reviewed by the National Climatic Extremes 

Committee to determine whether this instrument is reliable enough to accept as a new U.S. record. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Cars in Europe calling police accidentally 

SOURCE https://www.forbes.com/sites/davekeating/2018/04/27/cars-in-europe-are-accidentally-calling-the-
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police/#60a763c74baf  

GIST It’s been less than a month since European Union legislation took effect requiring all new cars to have the 

eCall system, which automatically calls emergency services in the event of an accident. But already, 

emergency operators are identifying teething problems. 

 

The eCall system automatically calls 112, the European equivalent of America’s 911, after a collision. 

That number is automatically redirected to local emergency services across the EU. 

 

It’s a complicated endeavour, particularly because it requires coordination and standardisation between the 

EU’s 28 member states. This week emergency service professionals from across the continent gathered in 

Ljubljana, Slovenia for the annual conference of the European Emergency Number Association to discuss 

how the implementation is going so far. One consistent theme emerged: operators are getting too many 

false e-calls, which is proving a distraction from their work. 

 

Though the system has only been required for a month, it’s been around for some time. It was first 

developed in 2001 as part of a German youth science competition. The EU chose it from several 

competing technologies to be the basis of the legislation, first put forward in 2013. Some European 

countries have rolled out eCall early. Slovenia introduced it in December 2015, and Italy deployed a pilot 

program in selected regions in May 2017. Sweden adopted eCall in October last year. 

 

Spain has also been an early adopter. Iratxe Gomez Susaeta, an emergency management expert who has 

been consulting with operators during the roll-out, said at the conference that false calls have been a 

problem so far. 

 

“There have been false eCalls during repairs or checkups, or people unintentionally pressing the SOS 

button – particularly children,” she said. 

 

The system is meant to kick in only in the event of a serious accident, calling 112 and wirelessly deploying 

airbags and impact sensor information. It then uses Galileo, the EU’s equivalent of America’s GPS 

satellite system, to send information about the vehicle’s location to emergency services. A microphone and 

speaker in the car enables to occupant to communicate with dispatchers. 

 

But the alert can be triggered while the car is being repaired or dismantled. If the mechanic doesn’t hear 

the emergency service personnel trying to contact the car, first responders may be deployed to the location, 

wasting precious resources and time. 

 

Gomez Susaeta said so far these false calls and tests of the system have represented most of its use in some 

places. “We’re off to a very slow start. Some haven’t even received any real eCalls yet. It’s been less than 

a month, and some have only received test calls or false eCalls. They’re also getting lots of test calls in a 

live environment, which is creating a lot of confusion” 

 

Luca Bergonzi, a sales executive with the Beta 80 group in Italy, which is advising emergency services on 

the roll-out, agreed that false calls have been a problem so far. 

 

“End-of-life or vehicle inspection can trigger false eCalls, or automatic alarms used for security services,” 

he said. “Companies are looking at a workaround. Public safety answering points should develop 

procedures to screen false calls.” 

 

The idea that eCall could make it harder, not easier, for emergency dispatchers to do their work has been 

raised as a concern for some time. But Bergonzi stressed that these teething problems are manageable. 
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blind-people-turns-50  

GIST GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP) — Clifford Alexander scoops a handful of black ballpoint pens, drops 

them into a small box and shakes it with a blackjack dealer’s nonchalance. He slides in the next handful 

to make an exact dozen, and sends the box down the assembly line. 

 

Alexander, who is blind, performs the quick act again, box after box. 

 

Anyone who’s served in the military, worked for the federal government or addressed a package at the 

post office is familiar with the handiwork. But they might not have realized that all the ubiquitous 

SKILCRAFT U.S. Government pens were made by the visually impaired. The pens turn 50 this month. 

 

The pen’s history traces back to April 20, 1968, when it was introduced to government buyers, said the 

National Industries for the Blind. The nonprofit organization was tapped to supply pens after another 

manufacturer made 13 million defective ballpoints in 1967. 

 

The pens have stringent requirements — 16 pages worth. The pens must be able to write a continuous 

line 1 mile (1.6 kilometers) long and keep the ink flowing despite extreme temperatures — from 40 

degrees below zero to 160 degrees (4 to 71 degrees Celsius). 

 

For five decades, the task of making those pens has been entrusted to blind workers. 

 

“It may take us longer to learn it, but once we learn those jobs we do those jobs very well,” said 

Alexander, who supervises about 30 Greensboro pen workers. “And we turn out a top quality garment 

or writing instrument.” 

 

The pen is well-known among military and government families after finding its way into purses and 

backpacks for years. It’s also been used by the military as improvised devices to plug holes in pipes on 

boats or perform emergency medical procedures. 

 

The pens are sold to the federal government through a program started in 1938 to create jobs for people 

with disabilities. In 2016, the AbilityOne program sold $3.3 billion in goods and services, with more 

than half coming from military orders. 

 

Alexander said his 47 years at the North Carolina plant has helped him to buy a home and educate his 

children. The plant employs about 140 visually impaired people to make products ranging from Army 

combat jackets to clipboards. 

 

In the pen’s heyday, the government bought about 70 million per year. Now the Greensboro plant and a 

second in Milwaukee combine to produce about 8 million of the flagship retractable ballpoints 

annually, with parts supplied by a third site in Missouri. All three employ visually impaired workers. 

 

Lynn Larsen, who’s worked at Greensboro Industries of the Blind for 40 years, said the job helped her 

support her family after her father died. More recently, it was a source of pride when her nephew 

deployed to Afghanistan with the Army. 

 

“He would tell the other soldiers that his aunt Lynn made that pen, and they thought it was real cool,” 

she said. 

 

The Greensboro workers earn well above minimum wage and can reach around $24 per hour, said 

Richard Oliver, the site’s director of community outreach and government relations. 

 

The benefits go beyond the pay, said Oliver, who is legally blind himself: “We didn’t get the 

opportunity to serve in the military ... so this is our way to serve.” 

 

“It gives our people a really big sense of pride,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Seattle ties high-record temp for day 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/968070/record-temperatures-possible/  

GIST Seattle tied its record high temperature of 82 degrees for April 26 Thursday and Bellingham hit a new 

record. 

 

Bellingham reached 75 degrees at 4:16 p.m. The previous record high for Bellingham — 74 degrees — 

was set in 1987. 

 

In the past 73 years at Sea-Tac, there have been only 17 days in the month of April where temperatures 

have reached 80 degrees or higher (including Thursday), according to the National Weather Service.  

 

The record high for April 26 in Seattle is 82 degrees, initially set back in 1947. 

 

At 1:30 p.m., it was 76 in Everett and 79 in Tacoma. Olympia reached 80 degrees. 

 

But brace yourself. A dramatic drop in temperature is expected Friday as winds shift and come in off the 

ocean. 

 

“That’s going to end up dropping temperatures in Seattle almost 15 degrees cooler than what we’re 

expecting for [Thursday],” Reedy said. 

 

Showers return Friday evening and stick around off and on throughout the weekend. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Russia chided for ‘obscene masquerade’ 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-syria-opcw-staged-videos-witnesses-chemical-weapons-

douma-france-uk/  

GIST THE HAGUE, Netherlands -- Britain and France denounced on Thursday as a stunt and an "obscene 

masquerade" a move by Russia to produce Syrian witnesses who Moscow says were filmed in "staged 

videos" in the aftermath of a reported chemical weapons attack. Russian officials brought the purported 

witnesses for a briefing Thursday at The Hague headquarters of the Organization for the Prohibition of 

Chemical Weapons. 

 

The development is seen as an effort by Russia to discredit widespread reports of an April 7 suspected 

chemical weapon attack in the town of Douma near the Syrian capital, Damascus, which killed more than 

40 people. The West has blamed the attack on President Bashar Assad's government. Syria and Russia 

deny the claims. 

 

"This obscene masquerade does not come as a surprise from the Syrian government, which has massacred 

and gassed its own people for the last seven years," said France's ambassador to the Netherlands, Philippe 

Lalliot. 

 

Britain's ambassador, Peter Wilson, said he and other Western allies would not attend the briefing. 

 

On Wednesday, OPCW inspectors made a second visit to the town of Douma, collecting samples from a 

new location that will be sent to designated labs for analysis. The suspected poison gas attack has sparked 

an ongoing clash of narratives between the West and the governments of Syria and its key ally, Russia. 

Damascus and Moscow insist there was no chemical weapons attack. 

 

Opposition activists and first responders who witnessed the attack in Douma, which was under rebel 

control at the time, say it was carried out by government forces. Many of the victims suffocated in an 

underground shelter where they were hiding from government airstrikes, the activists said. 
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Following the suspected chemical attack, the United States, France and Britain launched joint punitive 

airstrikes targeting suspected Syrian chemical weapons facilities on April 14. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Rwanda official: mass graves discovered 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/26/mass-graves-believed-to-contain-more-than-2000-bodies-

discovered-in-rwanda.html  

GIST KIGALI, Rwanda –  Mass graves that authorities say could contain more than 2,000 bodies have been 

discovered in Rwanda nearly a quarter-century after the country's genocide, and further graves are being 

sought nearby. 

 

The new discovery is being called the most significant in a long time in this East African nation that is still 

recovering from the 1994 killings of more than 800,000 people. 

 

Some Rwandans are shocked and dismayed that residents of the community outside the capital, Kigali, 

where the mass graves were found kept quiet about them for so many years. 

 

"Those who participated in the killing of our relatives don't want to tell us where they buried them. How 

can you reconcile with such people?" asked a tearful France Mukantagazwa. She told The Associated 

Press she lost her father and other relatives in the genocide and believes their bodies are in the newly 

found graves. 

 

The discovery of the graves in Gasabo district came just days after Rwanda marked 24 years since the 

mass killings of ethnic Tutsi and moderate ethnic Hutus. 

 

"It is very disturbing that every now and then mass graves are discovered of which the now-free 

perpetrators never bothered to reveal to bereaved families so that they can get closure," the daily 

newspaper The New Times said in an editorial this week. 

 

"Definitely some very cruel people still live in our midst," it added. 

 

Between 2,000 and 3,000 people are thought to be buried in the graves based on the number of area 

residents who went missing during the genocide, Rashid Rwigamba, an official with the genocide 

survivors' organization Ibuka, told AP. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Surging ranks of super-commuters 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/the-surging-ranks-of-super-commuters/  

GIST Coast to coast, Americans commute to work. But one group of commuters stands out from the rest -- and 

it's getting a larger: super-commuters. These are the people who spend 90 minutes or longer traveling to 

work, whose numbers surged nearly 30 percent between 2005 to 2016, to 4 million, according to an 

analysis of U.S. Census data released this week by online rental marketplace Apartment List. 

 

Apartment List found the share of super-commuters among the total commuter population rose in 39 states 

and three-quarters of the largest U.S. metropolitan areas. Eight of the 10 metropolitan areas with the 

largest share of super-commuters are in the regions surrounding San Francisco, Los Angeles and New 

York, which have among the country's the highest costs of living 

 

"I wasn't surprised that it was high in the San Francisco Bay area or New York or in L.A. because you do 

hear those stories a lot. But I was surprised it was so common in so many places, especially in places that 

aren't that large and don't have that bad of traffic like Las Vegas or Cleveland," said Sydney Bennett, 

senior research associate at Apartment List. "It's a commentary both on the lack of affordable housing and 
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the fact that many cities have very little public transportation." 

 

Commutes are getting longer for workers overall. According to Apartment List, the share of commuters 

traveling 24 minutes or less to work daily fell to 55 percent in 2016 from 59 percent in 2005. The share of 

commuters traveling 25 minutes or more climbed from 41 percent to 45 percent during that same time. 

 

Many super-commuters get to work through a combination of driving and public transportation. Often, 

they take one or more buses or trains. According to Bennett, super-commuters in regions with robust 

public transportation systems such as New York, San Francisco and Boston depend more on those 

networks than those with shorter commutes. 

 

The mean age for a super-commuter is 43.4 years old, well above 38.4 average age for regular commuters, 

according to Apartment List. 

 

"The reason super-commuters likely skew a bit older is that those looking for more space (for example, a 

single-family home versus an apartment with three roommates) while on a tight budget may need to live 

further from downtown job centers," Bennett said. 

 

The super-commuter problem is being exacerbated, she added, because much of the new housing being 

built is on the periphery of cities that lack robust public transit as opposed to closer suburbs. Many units in 

downtown areas are geared toward the luxury market, squeezing out low-income residents. 

 

"For these displaced residents, improved transit provides easier access to job centers and offers improved 

social mobility," the report says. 

 

In the time since the Census data was released, Bennett argues that the circumstances affecting super-

commuters haven't changed much.  "Anecdotally," she said, "we're hearing that it's either the same or 

worse in the last year-and-a-half." 
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HEADLINE 04/25 Arctic ice record amount of plastic 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/04/25/arctic-ice-choked-record-amount-

microplastic-cigarette-butts-packing-material/549115002/  

GIST If you are wondering what happens to all those cigarette butts flicked on sidewalks and plastic packing 

peanuts blowing down the street, researchers have found an alarming amount of particles from them deep 

in the ice of the Arctic Ocean. 

 

The record amount of microplastic appears to be courtesy of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch and 

increased fishing and shipping in the Arctic, researchers at the Alfred Wegener Institute of the Helmholtz 

Center for Polar and Marine Research report. 

 

The study raises concerns about the impact on human and sea life. 

 

Ice samples from five regions across the Arctic Ocean contained up to 12,000 of the tiny particles per liter 

of sea ice, researchers say. More than half the particles trapped in the ice were less than 1/500th of an inch 

wide — less than one-tenth the thickness of a credit card. 

 

“They could easily be ingested by arctic microorganisms,” said biologist and report author Ilka Peeken. 

“No one can say for certain how harmful these tiny plastic particles are for marine life, or ultimately also 

for human beings.” 

 

Microplastic refers to plastic particles, fibers, pellets and other fragments with a length, width or diameter 

ranging from microscopic to two-tenths of an inch. 
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The types of plastic showed a "unique footprint" in the ice allowing the researchers to trace them back to 

possible sources. Some can be traced to the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, a collection of plastic, floating 

trash halfway between Hawaii and California, that has grown to more than 600,000 square miles, the 

report says. 

 

Researchers determined that ice floes contain particularly high concentrations of polyethylene, used 

primarily in packaging material. 

 

"We assume that these fragments represent remains of the so-called Great Pacific Garbage Patch and are 

pushed along the Bering Strait and into the Arctic Ocean by the Pacific inflow," the study says. 

 

A high percentage of paint and nylon particles pointed to the intensified shipping and fishing activities in 

some parts of the Arctic, the study says. 

 

The researcher team gathered the ice samples during three expeditions in 2014 and 2015. The study was 

released in the journal Nature Communications.   
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HEADLINE 04/26 JFK documents: Oswald’s KGB handler 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/lee-harvey-oswald-kgb-handler-jfk-

assassination/2018/04/26/id/856981/  

GIST One of the 19,045 CIA and FBI documents on President John F. Kennedy's Nov. 22, 1963, assassination 

released Thursday revealed the "KGB handler" of gunman Lee Harvey Oswald. 

 

According to McClatchy, the documents fill in some blanks about a Soviet Embassy official in Mexico 

City who met with Oswald weeks before the assassination. 

 

Over the decades, Oswald's meetings in Mexico City with the Cuban and Soviet embassies, purportedly to 

get a visa to Cuba in hopes of returning to the Soviet Union, have gradually been revealed, McClatchy 

reported. 

 

But the Thursday release revealed one of the Soviets he had contact with was Valeriy Vladimirovich 

Kostikov. 

 

McClatchy reported the CIA confirmed to the original assassination investigators that Kostikov was likely 

part of the Department 13 assassination unit of the Soviet spy agency, the KGB. 

 

It is now known Oswald had phone conversations while in Mexico with Kostikov — and among the 

further-released documents Thursday were references to Kostikov being "Oswald's KGB handler." 

 

It is found in a May 1982 memo from what appears to be an unidentified foreign intelligence agency or 

U.S. asset in the Middle East asking longtime CIA Soviet Division leader David Blee about Kostikov. 

 

The questioner notes the Soviets were behind increased harassment of foreign embassies in Beirut – less 

than a year before a truck bomb leveled the U.S. embassy there, killing 241 U.S. marines and military 

personnel. 

 

"The reason for our interest in KOSTIKOV will be obvious," writes the official to Blee. 

 

That document was one of more than 15,000 that Thursday were left with some form of partial redaction. 

 

Another document released Thursday revealed a memo dated Sept. 30, 1963, revealing FBI field agent 

James Hosty Jr. had sent word back to headquarters on the activities of Oswald. 
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The document makes clear Hosty did tell FBI bosses Oswald was violent and had been living and working 

as a maintenance man in New Orleans before moving to Dallas in the spring of 1963. And it confirms 

Oswald was under surveillance at the time of the assassination. 

 

The agencies have until Oct. 26, 2021, to fully lift the veil of secrecy on the documents about the 

assassination – almost 58 years after the events in Dallas. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Dark chocolate gives brain a boost? 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Wellness/dark-chocolate-give-brain-boost-studies-suggest/story?   

GIST Here's a reason not to feel so guilty about indulging in your afternoon chocolate fix.  

 

Dark chocolate may be giving your brain, immune system and eyes a real boost. This week, researchers 

brought out three new studies singing the praises of this delectable treat.  

 

Scientists in one study allowed lucky volunteers to eat one dark chocolate bar, about 1.5 ounces, and then 

studied their brain waves with a machine called an E.E.G. Researchers found an increase in gamma waves 

30 minutes after eating the chocolate.  

 

"Gamma frequency is associated with neurosynchronization, in other words neuroplasticity.... It is the 

highest level of cognitive processing,” Dr. Lee Burk, the principal investigator of this study, explained. 

Neuroplasticity describes the brain’s ability to efficiently connect thoughts and ideas.  

 

Scientists believe that gamma waves are a sign that your nerve cells are firing on all cylinders. They are 

able to talk to each other in a manner that leads to optimum learning and memory formation.  

 

Immunity booster  

 

In another study, Burk looked at how dark chocolate affects the immune system. Again, participants ate a 

dark chocolate bar, and scientists studied their blood work for the following week. They found an increase 

in anti-inflammatory markers as well as an increase in T cells, infection-fighting cells. These findings are 

overall “great for immunity,” according to Burk.  

 

It's important to know that both of these studies were very small, with only 10 blessed participants. Not to 

mention, these results were presented at a scientific meeting, not published in a journal, which means they 

were not highly scrutinized, or “peer-reviewed,” before they were revealed.  

 

A dark chocolate vision boost  

 

But another study was published in JAMA Ophthalmology, a journal produced by the American Medical 

Association. In two different tests, they gave 30 participants two chocolate bars, both dark and milk 

chocolate, and conducted vision tests about two hours later. After eating dark chocolate, the participants 

had small improvements in their vision.  

 

The most significant: improvement in contrast sensitivity, meaning your ability to tell the difference 

between objects in a low light or high-glare setting. In real life, contrast sensitivity comes into play when 

driving at night, for example.  

 

It is unclear why dark chocolate affects vision; however, the authors think it has to do with the blood 

vessels in the eye. Cacao, the main ingredient in dark chocolate, has been shown to positively affect blood 

pressure and blood vessel function. This new research suggests that dark chocolate allows for more blood 

flow to back of the eye, therefore improving vision. 

 

But make sure it's really dark -- 70 percent cacao  
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Before you gorge yourself on brownies and hot fudge sundaes in the name of science, all of these studies 

are very specific to dark chocolate.  

 

Researchers used dark chocolate with 70 percent cacao, a recipe reserved for the darkest of dark chocolate. 

This usually means the chocolate tastes more bitter than sweet because only 30 percent of the candy bar is 

sugar and milk.  

 

"It’s really not a candy," Burk said of the chocolate used in his study. "It’s the sugar that’s a candy, not the 

cacao.” 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Police: explosive device Texas Starbucks 

SOURCE http://www.12newsnow.com/article/news/crime/police-legitimate-explosive-device-inside-suspicious-

package-found-at-beaumont-starbucks/502-545979304  

GIST Beaumont Police now say they believe a "legitimate explosive device" was found early Thursday morning 

at the Dowlen Road Starbucks location. 

 

The suspicious package which contained the device was "rendered safe" by bomb technicians from the 

FBI and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives according to a release from the 

Beaumont Police Department. 

 

The Port Arthur Fire Department EOC K-9 assisted according to the release. 

 

The package was discovered at the Starbucks in the 3900 block of Dowlen Road near the Kroger grocery 

store. 

 

A spokesperson for the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives told 12News that the 

“device could have caused harm if detonated properly." 

 

Police confirmed in the release that a note was found in the package but did not disclose what it said. 

 

A Starbucks employee who asked to remain anonymous told 12News that a note found inside the package 

read "Die U.S.A." 

 

The package, which was initially found outside the Starbucks, was brought inside by an employee 

according to the release. 

 

The employee noticed the note when they attempted to open the package and then put it back outside and 

called police. 

 

Police were called at about 4:45 a.m. and closed Dowlen Road near Folsom for almost three hours. 

 

Employees told police the package had been at the store for a few days. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Virginia top court curtails police ALPR use 

SOURCE http://www.nbc29.com/story/38054562/va-supreme-court-delivers-blow-to-police-use-of-license-

plate-reader-technology  

GIST RICHMOND, Va. — The Virginia Supreme Court has delivered a blow to the police’s use of Automated 
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License Plate Readers (ALPRs) to surveil citizens and track drivers’ movements. The Rutherford Institute 

filed an amicus brief in Neal v. Fairfax County Police Department challenging the police practice of 

collecting and storing ALPR data as a violation of Virginia law that prohibits the government from 

amassing personal information about individuals, including their driving habits and location. 

 

In reversing a lower court ruling that allowed state law enforcement agencies to extend the government’s 

web of surveillance on Americans by tracking them as they drive their cars, the Court held that the use of 

ALPRs involves the collection of personal information prohibited by Virginia’s Government Data 

Collection and Dissemination Practices Act. 

 

Mounted next to traffic lights or on police cars, ALPRs, which photograph up to 3,600 license tag numbers 

per minute, take a picture of every passing license tag number and store the tag number and the date, time, 

and location of the picture in a searchable database. The data is then shared with law enforcement, fusion 

centers and private companies and used to track the movements of persons in their cars. 

 

The Virginia Supreme Court’s opinion in Neal v. Fairfax County is available at www.rutherford.org. 

 

“We’re on the losing end of a technological revolution that has already taken hostage our computers, our 

phones, our finances, our entertainment, our shopping, our appliances, and now, it’s focused its sights on 

our cars,” said constitutional attorney John W. Whitehead, president of The Rutherford Institute and author 

of Battlefield America: The War on the American People. “By subjecting Americans to surveillance 

without their knowledge or compliance and then storing the data for later use, the government has erected 

the ultimate suspect society. In such an environment, there is no such thing as ‘innocent until proven 

guilty.’” 

 

Since 2010, the Fairfax County Police Department (FCPD) has used ALPRs to record the time, place, and 

driving direction of thousands of drivers who use Fairfax County roads daily. License plate readers capture 

up to 3,600 images of license tag numbers per minute and convert the images to a computer format that 

can be searched by tag number. This information, stored in a police database for a year, allows the police 

to determine the driving habits of persons as well as where they have been. 

 

In 2014, Fairfax County resident Harrison Neal filed a complaint against FCPD asserting its collection and 

storage of license plate data violates Virginia’s Government Data Collection and Dissemination Practices 

Act (Data Act), a law enacted because of the fear that advanced technologies would be used by the 

government to collect and analyze massive amounts of personal information about citizens, thereby 

invading their privacy and liberty. 

 

The lawsuit cited a 2013 opinion by Virginia Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli that ALPR data is 

“personal information” that the Data Act forbids the government from collecting and storing except in 

connection with an active criminal investigation. Despite this opinion, FCPD continued its practice of 

collecting and storing ALPR data in order to track the movements of vehicles and drivers. 

 

In November 2016, a Fairfax County Circuit Court judge ruled that license plate reader data was not 

“personal information” under the Data Act because license tag numbers identify a car and not a person. 

The Virginia Supreme Court reversed that decision, ruling the data was personal information, and 

remanded the case for a determination of whether the ALPR record-keeping process allows a link to be 

made between the license plate number and the vehicle owner. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Privacy fears over ‘genetic informants’ 

SOURCE https://www.apnews.com/de2a1166d5664125858cb7b5eed209a5/Use-of-DNA-in-serial-killer-probe-

sparks-privacy-concerns  

GIST SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — Investigators who used a genealogical website to find the ex-policeman 

they believe is a shadowy serial killer and rapist who terrified California decades ago call the technique 
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ground-breaking. 

 

But others say it raises troubling legal and privacy concerns for the millions of people who submit their 

DNA to such sites to discover their heritage. 

 

There aren’t strong privacy laws to keep police from trolling ancestry site databases, said Steve Mercer, 

the chief attorney for the forensic division of the Maryland Office of the Public Defender. 

 

“People who submit DNA for ancestors testing are unwittingly becoming genetic informants on their 

innocent family,” Mercer said, adding that they “have fewer privacy protections than convicted offenders 

whose DNA is contained in regulated databanks.” 

 

Joseph James DeAngelo, 72, was arrested Tuesday after investigators matched crime-scene DNA with 

genetic material stored by a distant relative on an online site. From there, they narrowed it down to the 

Sacramento-area grandfather using DNA obtained from material he’d discarded, Sacramento County 

District Attorney Anne Marie Schubert said. 

 

Authorities declined to name the online site. However, two of the largest, Ancestry.com and 23andMe, 

said Thursday that they weren’t involved in the case. 

 

DNA potentially may have played an earlier role in the case. It was just coming into use as a criminal 

investigative tool in 1986 when the predator variously known as the East Area Rapist and the Golden State 

Killer apparently ended his decade-long wave of attacks. 

 

DeAngelo, a former police officer, probably would have known about the new method, experts said. 

 

“He knew police techniques,” said John Jay College of Criminal Justice professor Louis Schlesinger. “He 

was smart.” 

 

No one who knew DeAngelo over the decades connected him with the string of at least a dozen murders, 

50 rapes and dozens of burglaries from 1976 to 1986 throughout the state. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Texas church shooter promised judge 

SOURCE http://time.com/5256917/sunderland-springs-texas-shooter-devin-kelley/  

GIST (AUSTIN, Texas) — The gunman in a mass shooting at a Texas church last year told a military judge in 

2012 he “would never allow myself to hurt someone” again while admitting to abusing his stepson and a 

long struggle with anger, according to Air Force records obtained by The Associated Press on Thursday. 

 

The documents and transcripts offer a rare look at Devin Patrick Kelley speaking at length and in his own 

words, as few examples have previously surfaced in the six months since he opened fire during a Sunday 

service in tiny Sutherland Springs, Texas. 

 

Kelley killed more than two dozen people in November 2017 in the worst mass shooting in Texas history. 

He died of an apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound after he was shot and chased by two men who heard 

the gunfire at the church. 

 

“I don’t think adults change. I don’t think people change,” Kelley said during his court-martial at 

Holloman Air Force Base in New Mexico, according to a transcript. He was convicted of assaulting family 

members and ultimately given a bad conduct discharge. 

 

“I believe in miracles. I believe in angels and I believe in demons, but I think for most people, they’re 

going to be who they are and live their lives out, but based on the choices they make, if they’re a wife 

beater, they’re gonna probably beat their next wife. If they’re a child beater, they’ll probably beat their 
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own child.” 

 

The AP obtained hundreds of pages surrounding Kelley’s court martial through a Freedom of Information 

Act request. 

 

Kelley admitted to pushing his stepson while the toddler crawled on the floor and slapping him across the 

face when he wouldn’t stop crying. He cracked the child’s skull and broke his clavicle. His ex-wife wrote 

an affidavit that described in graphic detail how Kelley repeatedly hit her, choked her and twice pointed a 

gun at her. 

 

She wrote that when she suggested they get a divorce during a drive, Kelley lost control of their car while 

grabbing her hair, causing them to strike a guard rail. 

 

“Sir, this is the worst thing I’ve done in my life and I will never allow myself to hurt someone like this 

again,” Kelley said. 

 

Five years later, Kelley went aisle to aisle at the First Baptist Church in Sutherland Springs looking for 

victims. Witnesses said he shot crying babies at point-blank range and the dead ranged in age from 18 

months to 77 years old. Authorities put the official death toll at 26 because one of the 25 people killed was 

pregnant. 

 

Investigators have said the attack appeared to stem from a domestic dispute Kelley was having with his 

mother-in-law, a member of the church who wasn’t present that day. 

 

Air Force prosecutors had pushed for a stiffer sentence than the 12 months confinement and bad conduct 

discharge that Kelley received from the military jury. They wanted four years of prison time so that he 

might get his anger under control, according to the trial transcript. 

 

“Who’s next?” said Capt. Brett Johnson, the assistant trial counsel. “What are we going to do to ensure 

that this does not happen again? That the next time he lashes out in anger to strike a child, to choke a 

woman, let him think back to the four (years) he sat in confinement, then maybe he will think again.” 

 

The records show Kelley struggled to comply with the exacting standards of military service. A May 2012 

evaluation rated his performance as an airman first class “average” and noted that he’d received letters of 

reprimand for insubordination to a superior enlisted service member and an assault on a family member. 

Kelley did not meet the requirements for conduct, character and military bearing, according to the 

evaluation. 

 

After a confrontation with a civilian colleague over work duties, Kelley described being “scared and 

holding back tears” when the person yelled and tried to intimidate him, according to his summary of the 

incident, which is among the documents released. The civilian wanted to settle the dispute immediately in 

front of a staff sergeant, but Kelley said he needed time to get control of his emotions. 

 

During the court-martial, Kelley submitted pictures of him in Boy Scouts, handling pets on his family 

ranch and rock-climbing with his family. He described being bullied on the football team in high school, 

hiding “behind alcohol and self-denial” and considering suicide before reconnecting with God. 

 

“It will take a lifetime of living up to the promises I’ve made to myself, God and here to prove I have 

changed,” Kelley wrote in an affidavit. “I know I can be better, I just need a chance to prove it.” 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Everett mayor, PD chief eye gang violence 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/968301/everett-mayor-police-chief-tackling-gang-violence-head-on/  

GIST Everett’s new mayor announced a new plan to tackle youth gang violence after a significant increase last 
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year. 

 

Police Chief Dan Templeman says they’ve noticed a steady increase in gang and gun violence for a couple 

of years, everything from graffiti and tagging to drive-by shootings. 

 

But it got really bad in 2017 with an increase in shootings overall and a 75 percent jump in gang-related 

crimes in the first 10 months of the year, most committed by people under 21.  

 

In October 2017, 14-year-old Mariner High School Freshman David Sandoval was shot and killed by a 13-

year-old boy over the color of his shoes. 

 

“Anytime you have 13-year-olds that are armed with weapons and guns and they’re using them to commit 

crimes, I mean that’s as a police chief, it’s completely unacceptable,” said Chief Templeman. “In my 

mind, we needed to do something.” 

 

Templeman met with Sandoval’s dad, and others living in the area as well as community groups around 

the Casino Road area and south Everett where many of the shootings and gang issues were happening. 

 

“And it really brought to light the situation out there and the conditions and some of the fear that the 

community was feeling last year,” said Templeman. “And so it allowed me to really take a look at our 

organization and how we were deploying our resources and make some adjustments in how we were 

deploying our police officer resources.” 

 

He was hearing from people in these communities who were afraid to let their kids walk to school, play 

outside of their homes, or go to the store. 

 

Late last year, Templeman started directing extra patrols in the areas where guns, gangs, and youth 

violence had been a problem. And in recent months, the chief dedicated a sergeant and four officers to 

work with gangs and engaging with communities. 

 

In January, newly-elected Mayor Cassie Franklin made addressing the issue of gun and gang violence 

involving young people a priority, issuing a directive for a more wide-ranging plan that includes several 

initiatives. 

 

“They really represent a holistic approach to this and it’s not just focusing on enforcement and it’s not just 

focusing on prevention and intervention or public education,” said Templeman. “It really looked at this 

issue from a big picture perspective … not treating the symptoms of the problem, but really trying to treat 

the disease and get at that.” 

 

He says it’s a similar approach to efforts being used to fight the opioid crisis. 

 

Among the new initiatives is the creation of a Gang Response Community Advisory Group. The group 

was formed earlier this year and has met several times. Among the members, Sandoval’s dad, police, 

community groups and community members, including students who have had to deal with gangs. 

 

Templeman says in the weeks ahead they’ll be taking more steps on the prevention front. 

 

“Enforcement is important and we are right still examining and evaluating organizationally the feasibility 

and the likelihood of standing up our own Gang Response Unit in the city of Everett that would be 

dedicated — a group of officers,” said Templeman. “It would also include a prevention and education 

component as well so not just enforcement, but a team of enforcement officers that can go out and work in 

the communities in the areas that are being hit.” 

 

Templeman says those prevention and intervention tools are an essential tool, especially when many kids 

getting involved in gangs have parents or siblings who are already involved or have little parental 

supervision. 
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The Firearms Safety Program will offer free gun locks and partner with local gun shops to provide 

information about the dangers of not safely storing guns when they sell a gun. 

 

“We see firearms stolen a lot in the city of Everett,” said Templeman. “We see firearms stolen out of 

vehicles. They’re beneath the driver seat, they are in a backpacks, they’re under a blanket in the back seat. 

We see firearms stolen in burglaries at people’s homes where the firearm is sitting on the night stand. Our 

big concern about that is that those firearms end up in the hands of the wrong people. They end up in the 

hands of criminals. They end up in the hands of children.” 

 

Templeman says the goal is to have the Gang Response Unit and Firearms Safety program up and running 

sometime in June 2018. 

 

In the meantime, things are looking up for the first part of this year with gang crimes down 59 percent in 

the first three months of 2018 compared to the same time in 2017. 

 

Templeman said, “Our shootings are down 37 percent in the city of Everett, our drive-by shootings are 

down 87 percent in the first quarter compared to last year. So trending in the right direction.” 

 

The chief is cautiously optimistic, but warns gang activity usually increases in the summer months. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Violent rivals rush into FARC void 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/investigates/special-report/colombia-peace/  

GIST Despite government efforts to bring order to Colombia, police and military forces are now struggling 

against various armed groups vying for land and illegal activities once controlled by the Revolutionary 

Armed Forces of Colombia, or FARC.  

 

Still a powerful criminal enterprise when it agreed to demobilize, the FARC left behind lucrative dealings 

in the drug trade, extortion and illegal mining. Stepping in to supplant them are splinter FARC factions, 

enterprising new gangs and veteran rebel rivals like the National Liberation Army, or ELN. Reuters 

accompanied soldiers, police, guerrillas and townspeople to understand the difficulties still confronting 

Colombia. 

 

When President Juan Manuel Santos and leaders of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia shook 

hands to end a half-century war, residents of towns like Tumaco were supposed to be relieved. 

 

Nineteen months later, people in this gritty port on the Pacific are anything but. 

 

True, most FARC militants, as foreseen by the peace accord, demobilized here and across Colombia, a 

country the size of France and Spain combined. For decades, rugged terrain and an oft-absent government 

had enabled the rebels to become the de-facto authority in many areas. 

 

But Santos, saddled with a sluggish economy at the end of his second term, has struggled to ensure order 

of the sort the rebels, albeit murderous, once imposed across parts of the Andean nation. 

 

Despite widespread acclaim for the agreement, including a Nobel Prize for Santos, peace remains elusive 

in this country of 50 million people, still the world’s largest producer of cocaine. 

 

With the FARC disarmed, other militants, criminal gangs and paramilitary groups are jostling into the 

breach. They are hoisting flags, enlisting members and exacting levies and loyalty in former FARC 

strongholds. They are also seizing the FARC’s most lucrative rackets – from the drug trade, to extortion, 

to illegal mining. 
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“It’s like a devil’s cauldron where all manner of criminal ingredients are being boiled,” said Juan Camilo 

Restrepo, until recently the government’s chief negotiator in ongoing peace talks with the National 

Liberation Army, or ELN, now Colombia’s biggest guerrilla group. “They all want their hands on the 

business and territorial spoils left by the FARC.” 

 

Over the past nine months, Reuters traveled to Tumaco and six other sites in Colombia to understand the 

advance of armed and criminal groups. Disrupters include splinter FARC factions, enterprising new gangs 

and veteran rebel rivals, like the ELN, who have used the agreement to reposition. 

 

Among the most violent corners of Colombia is Tumaco, in the southwest, where a network of rivers 

provides a crucial Pacific outlet for sprawling coca plantations nearby. 

 

Here, new guerrilla corps vie with criminal gangs for the routes. Earlier this month, a small force of former 

FARC fighters killed an Ecuadorian journalist, photographer and their driver because the neighboring 

country spurned the guerrillas’ demands that it release imprisoned comrades who had ventured across the 

border. 

 

East of Tumaco, ELN rebels seized turf where the FARC relinquished an illegal gold mine. In the 

northwestern state of Chocó, the ELN is recruiting and expanding control of jungle there. 

 

To win support for the deal, Santos promised to flood areas of FARC control with troops and investment. 

 

As much as $3 billion of annual government spending over the next 15 years is supposed to improve 

health, education, infrastructure and agriculture in war-torn regions. A cornerstone of the plan is a crop 

substitution effort for farmers who rely on income from coca. 

 

But a weakened economy makes financing difficult. 

 

Along with tighter budgets, red tape delays the start of roads, aqueducts, schools, power lines and clinics 

promised to millions living without infrastructure. The crop substitution program in 2017 reached just 30 

percent of its goal and is angering farmers who say the government is leaving their fields bare. The anger 

boiled over near Tumaco in October, when seven farmers died in a firefight with police and soldiers who 

pulled up their coca bushes. 

 

The ascendant threats are dividing Colombians just before they vote on a Santos successor in May. Instead 

of an asset, the faltering peace is disconcerting an electorate also frustrated by tepid growth, weak public 

services and still-gaping inequality. 

 

The government said it is doing all it can. 

 

It already deployed 80,000 police and soldiers. In January, it launched its biggest deployment in two 

decades, sending 9,000 troops to Nariño, the troubled state home to Tumaco and other flashpoints along 

the Pacific coast and Ecuadorian border. 

 

It isn’t enough. 

 

Groups such as the new and little-known United Guerillas of the Pacific are establishing strongholds. 

“This is happening all across Colombia,” said Joan, the leader of an eight-person squad of heavily-armed 

guerrillas on patrol late last year in jungle south of Tumaco. 

 

Led by former FARC fighters who rejected the peace, the group is already coercing local families for 

support. It is not associated with the rebels who killed the Ecuadorians earlier this month, according to 

government officials. 

 

Luis Carlos Villegas, Colombia’s defense minister, told Reuters the problems with other gangs, guerrillas 

and criminals aren’t new or worsening. Rather, he argued, they stand out in the void left by the FARC. 
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“Are there micro-trafficking problems? Are there organized crime problems? Are there problems of gangs 

that are trying to move into FARC territories?” Villegas asked. “Yes.” 

 

“But are they growing?” he continued. “No, they are more visible because there is no longer a conflict.” 

 

As many as 70 armed and criminal groups operate across Colombia, according to Ariel Ávila, a researcher 

at Fundación Paz y Reconciliación, a security think tank in Bogotá, the capital. That amounts to about 

5,000 guerrillas, gang members, paramilitary fighters and other criminals, including FARC dissidents who 

renounced the peace. 

 

In a briefing in late March, General Alberto José Mejía, Colombia’s top military commander, said as many 

as 1200 FARC dissidents are still active, one fifth the rebel force when peace was agreed. While a far cry 

from the 17,000 rebels at the FARC’s peak in the late 1990s, the figure is four times the number the 

government had previously recognized. 

 

Some dissidents have set up splinter factions, like the Pacific guerrillas, who are already “taxing” local 

traffickers and extorting grocery stores and other small businesses. Police believe extortion fuels as much 

as 20 percent of the income for some groups. 

 

Other dissidents joined gangs with little ideology beyond crime. 

 

The FARC originated in the 1960s, a leftist insurgency against the government and an entrenched elite 

who even today control most of Colombia’s resources. Initially inspired by communism, the FARC 

diversified into kidnapping, extortion, the drug trade and other crimes as Cold War credos faded. 

 

For those who now seek to supplant them, there are many opportunities for ill-gotten gains. The resulting 

turf wars and violence perpetuates one problem, the displacement of noncombatants from homes and 

entire communities, that totalled more than 67,000 people last year, according to Colombia’s government. 

 

Around Tumaco, where wood and tin shacks rise on stilts above meandering estuaries, the scramble for 

control spawned bloodshed. Many of its 200,000 residents, most of African and indigenous descent, miss 

the days before the agreement. 

 

Back then, the FARC controlled local drug routes. Despite frequent clashes with government troops, the 

rebels ensured that most poor residents and non-combatants were left alone. Today anyone is vulnerable. 

 

Nationwide, murders have declined in recent years. In Tumaco, and other former FARC bastions, 

homicides are soaring. 

 

At least 211 people were killed in Tumaco last year, according to police, compared with 147 in 2016. That 

gives Tumaco a homicide rate of about 102 murders per 100,000 people – roughly four times the national 

rate. 

 

For townspeople in Tumaco, poverty can make life outside the law attractive. City hall calculates 

unemployment at 70 percent. Few legitimate jobs exist beyond seasonal work on shrimp boats, other 

fishing and farming of cacao, rice and palm. 

 

The easiest money, then, is cocaine – be it coca cultivation or any of the chemical or logistical activities to 

export it. Across Colombia, such activities generate about $13 billion annually, according to government 

estimates, equal to more than 4 percent of the country’s legitimate economy.   

 

In Tumaco’s muddy slums, youth idle on street corners, drinking beer and listening to reggaeton music. 

Some are awaiting recruitment by local gangs for one lucrative activity – running cocaine in high-speed 

boats to Central America. 
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Gangs own or rent the boats, with outboard motors powerful enough to carry as much as three tons to 

dropoff points in Panama, Costa Rica or beyond. For each voyage, they pay roughly 100 million pesos, or 

about $35,000, to each runner in a crew of three or four. 

 

Sometimes, the voyages are multi-party enterprises, with small businesses and others investing. Even 

those meant to thwart the trade, including sailors at checkpoints, sometimes get a cut in exchange for 

turning a blind eye, locals and police said. 

 

Bribes are a constant challenge, particularly because drug profits allow criminals to pay more than the 

state. 

 

“They use their abundant capital to corrupt institutions,” said Orlando Romero, the admiral in charge of 

operations on the Pacific. The Navy, he added, arrested 12 sailors over the past three years for 

collaborating with drug runners. 

 

The voyages from Tumaco are hardly new. But the rush to participate has accelerated. 

 

“They come to church for blessing before they go,” said Daniel Zarantonello, an Italian priest in Tumaco. 

“It’s out of control.” 

 

Farmers are also growing more coca. 

 

The region around Tumaco is now Colombia’s biggest source of the leaf. 

 

Some 23,000 hectares, over three times the area of Manhattan, are planted there, according to the U.S. 

Drug Enforcement Administration. Cultivation nationwide reached 188,000 hectares in 2016, over twice 

the area three years earlier. 

 

The increase has various causes, including Colombia’s 2015 decision, for health and environmental 

reasons, to stop aerial dusting of pesticide on coca plantations. The FARC also sought to maximize 

cocaine revenues before demobilizing. 

 

The result: Cocaine production capacity reached 910 metric tons in 2016, the highest in over a decade, 

according to DEA figures. 

 

In Peña de los Santos, a hamlet four hours south of Tumaco by boat on the Rosario River, farmers grow 

coca and make it into paste. For a spell after the peace agreement, buyers no longer came. Many in the 

Afro-Colombian community had to scrounge for fruit and fish. 

 

For many farmers, little incentive exists to grow crops the government hopes can blossom through 

substitution. 

 

A hectare of coca, a fast-growing plant that can be harvested in three months, can reap 44 million pesos a 

year, about $15,000, according to national police in the area. A hectare of cacao, the slow-growing source 

of chocolate, generates a tenth as much. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Inmate bought mail bomb off dark web 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/04/26/SC-inmate-bought-mail-bomb-off-dark-web-to-kill-

ex-wife/9091524711151/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=lh&utm_medium=5  

GIST April 25 (UPI) -- A South Carolina prisoner was convicted this week of using the dark web to sell drugs 

and obtain a mail bomb to be sent to his ex-wife. 

 

Michael Young Jr., 32, was already serving a 50-year sentence for attempting to kill his ex-wife and 
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murdering her father back in 2007 when he got a hold of a contraband cell phone he used to access the 

dark web and carry out his crimes. 

 

Prosecutors said he used the phone to purchase marijuana via a supplier in California that was sent to a 

residence in South Carolina, where Young's co-conspirator, Vance Volious Jr., would pick it up and re-

distribute it. Several other people have also been implicated in the drug conspiracy, including 14 South 

Carolina Corrections Department officers who were indicted Wednesday. 

 

But Young didn't stop with the drug dealing. He also wanted to finish kill the woman he attempted to kill 

more than a decade earlier. 

 

"Let me ask you this...could u possibly booby trap a box? So that as soon its opened...boom? Just curious," 

Young wrote to a seller on the dark web's Alpha Bay Market. 

 

The seller said it could be done and Young sent cryptocurrency to pay for the "box." 

 

"Young used Bitcoin to pay for the mail bomb to be sent to a conspirator's residence," prosecutors said. 

"He also had re-shipment labels addressed to his ex-wife to be sent to Volious' house in Columbia. Co-

conspirator Tyrell Fears -- who previously pleaded guilty -- obtained the labels from Volious, armed the 

mail bomb and delivered the inert explosives package to the Post Office in [Irmo, S.C.] on June 6, 2017." 

 

The mail bomb might have been delivered if a U.S. Postal Inspector didn't intercept the package. The next 

day, Young, Volious and Fears were indicted. 

 

Young and Volious were both convicted of conspiracy, transport of an explosive with the intent to kill, 

mailing a non-mailable explosive with the intent to kill, and carrying an explosive during the commission 

of another felony. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 German nurse faces 98 murder charges 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/german-nurse-faces-murder-charge-total-rises-98-

54746606?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST German prosecutors have attributed one more murder to a former nurse accused of killing dozens of 

patients at two hospitals, bringing to 98 the number of slayings he is expected to face trial for later this 

year. 

 

Niels Hoegel is already serving a life sentence for two murders. He was charged earlier this year with 

killing 97 more patients over several years at the hospitals in northwestern Germany. His trial is scheduled 

to open Oct. 30 in Oldenburg. 

 

News agency dpa reported that prosecutors said Thursday they are accusing Hoegel of one more killing 

after medical experts found traces of a cardiac drug in samples from one patient but erroneously told 

investigators the result was negative. 

 

The state court will decide whether to add the case to the indictment. 
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HEADLINE 04/25 Vehicle rental agencies safety concerns 

SOURCE https://www.theglobeandmail.com/canada/article-vehicle-rental-agencies-struggle-with-screenings-

as-security-concerns/  

GIST Monday’s deadly rental van rampage in Toronto shows how quickly a vehicle can be turned into a 

weapon, but rental agencies are finding few clear options to prevent their property from involvement in 

such violent acts. 
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The urgency to find solutions is increasing, however. 

 

The attack in Toronto that left at least 10 people dead and several injured is only the latest of a spate of 

vehicle attacks — including one in Edmonton last September — that have security experts grappling with 

solutions. 

 

Efforts are further along in Europe, which has seen a rash of vehicle attacks across the continent. In the 

U.K., vehicle rental companies were asked to conduct tougher background checks following two separate 

van attacks in London last June. 

 

But rental agencies are still limited in how well they can screen customers, said Toby Poston, director of 

communications at the British Vehicle Rental and Leasing Association. 

 

“Members aren’t experts at profiling customers,” said Poston. 

 

“People don’t come into rental branches wearing camo gear and stab vests and with that sort of glint in 

their eye. Quite often, these people just present themselves like any normal person.” 

 

The British association is, however, looking to better co-ordinate with law and security officials to make it 

easier to share data. Poston said rental agencies wouldn’t have access to terror watchlists or the like, but 

could potentially feed information to authorities for better monitoring. 

 

Member companies are also looking to potentially institute other record searches like credit and criminal 

background checks, but even then there is no clear way to determine that a vehicle shouldn’t be rented, 

said Poston. 

 

“You have to remember that a criminal record is not always reason enough to not rent someone a vehicle. 

And you have to be careful from a discrimination point of view.” 

 

The accused in the Toronto van attack, Alek Minassian, did not even raise any red flags during a brief stint 

in the Canadian Armed Forces last year, a military source told The Canadian Press. 

 

Toronto police said he rented the van from a Ryder rental location north of the city. The company said 

Tuesday it was fully co-operating with authorities, but declined to comment on its current security 

policies. 

 

The Associated Canadian Car Rental Operators said government officials have yet to reach out to try to 

co-ordinate data sharing. 

 

But any such efforts would be complicated, said vice president of government relations Craig Hirota. 

 

“It’s challenging, how do you use that information so that it doesn’t infringe on existing rights of the 

individual and rights to privacy?” 

 

The RCMP’s National Critical Infrastructure Team has been in contact with industry and sends out 

relevant information, Hirota added. 

 

“We are in the loop with local and federal law enforcement when there are bulletins.” 

 

He said the rental industry has long been concerned with fraudulent and criminal activity with rentals, but 

there are limited options for screenings. 

 

“Vehicle rental agencies have been concerned with people doing bad things with rental cars since the 

inception of the industry. Obviously if there was a way to tell a renter was going to do something 

prohibited with your vehicle, we’d love to have that.” 
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The U.K. rental association is looking to security models elsewhere, including the New York Police 

Department’s Operation Nexus program that facilitates reporting of suspicious business encounters. 

 

It is also considering the establishment of a national accreditation scheme that could include training and 

formalizing policies such as no cash rentals. Companies also generally require business accounts for 

customers wanting to rent larger trucks, said Poston. 

 

Elsewhere in Europe, Italy has implemented a real-time notification scheme with rental operators and a 

similar one is being developed in Belgium. Sweden is looking to introduce geofence technology that could 

connect with a vehicle’s on-board computer and limit its speed to a safe level. 

 

The ease of carrying out such attacks, and the difficulties in detecting them are part of the reason for their 

rise, said Jeremy Littlewood, an assistant professor at Carleton University’s Norman Paterson School of 

International Affairs. 

 

“It’s easy to replicate if someone gets that into their head,” said Littlewood. 

 

Littlewood also questioned the effectiveness of background checks. He pointed out that Alek Minassian, 

now charged with 10 counts of first-degree murder for Monday’s attack, was not known to police. 

 

“So far, police authorities are saying this person was not known to us. And so even if we had a database, 

our individual in this case is not going to show up from the police side.” 

 

Even when perpetrators are known it is still difficult to stop an attack, said Littlewood, noting that Martin 

Couture-Rouleau was reported to be under RCMP surveillance when in 2014 he used a vehicle in Saint-

Jean-sur-Richelieu, Que., to hit two members of the Canadian Armed Forces, leaving one dead. 

 

Prevention has instead focused on more cement barriers, and heavy trucks at intersections for major 

events, but there’s no way to fully prevent this sort of attack entirely, said Littlewood. 

 

“We have to recognize the limits of what can be done here, and the reality is we have to accept there are 

going to be some risks, and we can never entirely make ourselves into a zero-risk world.” 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Ferry terminals: cut in line, get a fine 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/cut-in-line-get-a-fine-at-state-ferry-terminals  

GIST EDMONDS, Wash. - Ferry riders beware - as new warnings are out about the crackdown on cutting in line 

to board a boat. 

 

It takes an eagle-eye to catch all the line cutters, and whether it is by accident or on purpose, people keep 

finding ways to bypass the toll booths and other drivers. 

 

“When you deal with the public you're going to find all these people who try to find loopholes in the 

system,” said Rory Rodriguez, a terminal attendant in Edmonds for the Washington State Ferries. 

 

Peer pressure keeps most passengers honest. However, even drivers who sneak in a shortcut don't always 

do it intentionally. 

 

“People are guided by GPS, and GPS doesn't always pick up where the back is at and where a queue or a 

line for the ferry starts or ends,” said Washington State Patrol Trooper Kevin Fortino. 

 

The number of line cutting reports have seen a spike. In 2017, a total of 2,866 complaints came in. That’s 

well above the 1,600 from 2016. 
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And it could get worse now that it's near the peak season. 

 

“As we get into the summer months, that's kind of the Super Bowl for line cutting,” said Ian Sterling, 

spokesperson for the Washington State Ferries. 

 

Line cutting can bring a $136 fine, but whether that’s issued is up to the trooper’s discretion.  
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HEADLINE 04/27 Hit-run crashes rise locally 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/hit-and-run-crashes-on-the-rise-nationally-and-locally  

GIST MARYSVILLE, Wash. - More than one hit and run crash happens every minute in the U.S. according to a 

new nationwide study from the AAA Foundation for Traffic Safety. 

 

The study said pedestrians and bicyclists are most at risk. 

 

Here in the Puget Sound region, we've seen those same staggering numbers. 

 

According to the Washington State Patrol, already this year, there have been more than 700 hit and run 

crashes in our state. 

•249 in King County 

•157 in Snohomish County 

•116 in Pierce and Thurston Counties  

 

Trooper said in 63 percent of those crashes, investigators have not been able to track down the responsible 

driver. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 FBI campaign: sex assault on planes 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/fbi-launches-campaign-about-sexual-assault-on-

aircraft/739308620  

GIST SEATAC, Wash. - The FBI on Thursday launched a new campaign about sexual assault on aircraft, 

reminding passengers it is a federal crime and urging victims to come forward. 

 

 Special Agent Bruce Reynolds said even, if an assault happened years ago, FBI agents want to hear from 

passengers. 

 

 "I believe it's an underreported crime. A lot of times people are reluctant to come forward," Reynolds 

said. 

 

 The FBI said the number of reports of sexual assaults on airplanes has risen from 38 in fiscal year 2014 to 

63 in the fiscal year that ended in 2017. 

 

The FBI's new public message urges passengers to take precautions, such as booking children traveling 

alone in aisle seats so flight attendants can easily see if they're safe, keeping armrests down and asking to 

be reseated if your gut tells you someone's behavior is suspicious. 

 

 Reynolds also suggests passengers "not be in a situation where you consume too much alcohol, or maybe 

on long flights, overnight flights, where you take sleeping pills." 

 

 Delta Air Lines declined comment on Dvaladze's lawsuit but said in a statement that Delta crews are 

"trained to respond to a number of onboard passenger disruptions." 
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 Alaska Airlines also recently started new training for its crews. 

 

 Sen. Patty Murray, D-Washington, sponsored a bill requiring that onboard sexual misconduct be reported 

to a law enforcement agency. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Renton child luring suspect arrested 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2017/12/20/tips-help-renton-police-id-suspect-accused-of-groping-exposing-

himself-to-young-girls/  

GIST FUGITIVE CAPTURED IN VERMONT — April 25, 2018 

After four months on the run, Border Patrol agents in Vermont spotted Remy Amon walking down a road 

on Wednesday. 

 

He was taken into custody and turned over to the Vermont State Patrol. 

 

The 41-year-old is being held on $500,000 bail in the Northwest State Correctional Facility in Swanton, 

Vermont. 

 

Amon will now face extradition back to Washington state. 

 

Official press release from U.S. Customs and Border Protection: 

Alburgh, Vt. – U.S. Border Patrol agents apprehended Remy Amon, 41, an Ivory Coast national with an 

extraditable felony warrant for molestation of a child. 

 

At approximately 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Border Patrol agents in Alburgh, VT encountered Amon 

walking in the rain on Rt. 2 wearing a large coat and carrying a backpack.  This area is in close proximity 

to the international border and agents routinely encounter subjects who have illegally entered the U.S. in 

this area. 

 

During questioning, the agent attempted to identify Amon, however, he stated his identification documents 

had been stolen. Agents transported him to the Swanton Station where biometric record checks revealed 

that he had initially provided a false name to agents and not only had no status or documentation to allow 

him to legally enter or be present in the United States, has an extensive criminal history including a 

warrant for arrest. 

 

“This arrest is a great example of why the work of our Border Patrol agents along the northern border is so 

important,” said Swanton Station Patrol Agent in Charge Matthew Sherman. “The agents’ diligence in 

identifying this individual means we were able to remove a dangerous criminal from our community.” 

 

Border Patrol contacted the King County Sheriff’s Office in Washington State who will extradite Amon 

based on the warrant for molestation of a minor. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 State working thru rape kit backlog 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/26/washington-working-through-rape-kit-backlog-but-has-several-

thousand-to-go/  

GIST FEDERAL WAY, Wash. -- Authorities say DNA evidence led to the arrest of the so-called Golden State 

Killer this week, who is believed to have raped 51 women over several years. 

 

But what about DNA that is in the hands of investigators right now, just waiting to be processed? The state 

of Washington has a huge backlog of untested rape kits that hold evidence that could point to the attackers. 
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It's something law enforcement is working to solve. Q13 News reporter Simone Del Rosario questioned 

Capt. Monica Alexander of Washington State Patrol about the process. 

 

Q: How did this backlog happen in the first place? 

 

A: People were not submitting kits once upon a time, if they didn't have a suspect, there were different 

reasons why kits were not submitted. And then when the law was passed that every kit had to be tested, 

that's when we realized there's a lot of kits out there and there's a lot more kits than there are people to 

process those kits. 

 

Q: What are we looking at backlog wise? How many kits do we think are out there? 

 

A: We're looking at anywhere between 7,000 and maybe as high as 10,000 kits now. 

 

Q: What's been the result of testing some of these kits? What have we found out? 

 

A: We've had 121 matches since they've been uploaded into CODIS and we've had 345 uploaded into 

CODIS. What that tells us is that's good information we can pass back to law enforcement agencies that 

submit those kits and now they can start trying to put that together with the case work that they're doing. 

 

Q: So what's going to take priority: Is it the new rape test kit that comes in or some of the backlog? 

 

A: You can state that there's a rush and we have to evaluate that on a case-by-case basis, so that's the 

responsibility of laboratory managers to prioritize those cases depending on what the law enforcement 

agency shares with us. 

 

Q: When would we be able to erase this backlog and address just the kits coming in? 

 

A: With what we have right now it would take probably two and a half to five years to clear out all the 

backlog. When you put the new cases on top of that, I really don't have an answer for that because we 

never know day by day how many cases we're going to get in. 

 

Q: For a victim, what does this do for peace of mind? 

 

A: When the police go out and arrest them and they're prosecuted for their crime, it changes people's lives. 

It absolutely changes these people's lives. And I think we keep that in our mind and it's frustrating when 

we have this DNA but we just don't have enough people to process it or a large enough lab to process it, 

but I believe very strongly with the way that technology is moving so quickly forward, this isn't going to 

be a problem for long. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Bosnia detains 12; suspicion war crimes 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/27/senior-wartime-bosnian-officer-detained-for-war-

crimes.html  

GIST SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina –  Authorities in Bosnia say police have detained a former Bosnian 

army commander and 11 others on suspicion of war crimes against Serb and Bosnian civilians and 

prisoners during the 1992-95 war. 

 

The prosecutor's office says Atif Dudakovic and other commanders and members of the wartime Bosnian 

army's 5th Corps were detained in early-morning raids Friday in several towns. 

 

Dudakovic was in charge of the northwestern Bihac area which was under Serb siege during most of the 

conflict. The 64-year-old former general became the Bosnian army commander after the war. 
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The prosecutor's office says Dudakovic and others are suspected of atrocities against hundreds of Serbs 

and Bosniaks. It says the case against the group is based on hundreds of testimonies, video footage and 

other evidence. 

 

The probe opened in 2005. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Latin America amidst murder crisis 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/26/latin-america-murder-crisis-violence-homicide-

report  

GIST Latin America has suffered more than 2.5m murders since the start of this century and is facing an acute 

public security crisis that demands urgent and innovative solutions, a new report warns. 

 

“The sheer dimensions of homicidal violence are breathtaking,” says the report by the Igarapé Institute, a 

Brazil-based thinktank focused on security and development issues. 

 

The publication, released on Thursday, paints a bleak portrait of what it calls the world’s most homicidal 

continent. 

 

Latin America suffers 33% of the world’s homicides despite having only 8% of its population. One-

quarter of all global homicides are concentrated in four countries – Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and 

Venezuela – all of which are gearing up for presidential elections in which security is a dominant theme. 

 

“The overall trend right now in Latin America is one of increasing homicides and deteriorating security,” 

said Robert Muggah, one of the report’s authors. 

 

“Latin America is a large area and there are lots of variations. But as a region – including Mexico down to 

Central America and South America – the rate of homicide is set to continue increasing up until 2030. The 

only other places we are seeing similar kinds of increases are in parts of southern and central Africa and 

some war zones.” 

 

The report lays bare how young Latin Americans are disproportionately affected, with nearly half of all 

homicide victims aged 15–29. It also denounces the “astonishingly” large role of guns. 

 

Muggah said: “In addition to having these exceedingly high, epidemic levels of homicide, the vast 

majority of these homicides are committed with firearms. Over 75% of homicides are gun-related.” The 

global average is about 40%. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Charges dropped: teen ‘planned’ shooting 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/charges-dropped-against-jack-sawyer-teen-accused-of-threatening-

school-shooting-in-vermont/  

GIST The thin line between planning a school massacre and attempting it has a teenage suspect on the verge of 

walking free in Vermont. Now, the community is on edge. 

 

At Fair Haven Union High School, attendance has been down as much as 25 percent in the last two 

months.   

 

"He threatened to kill a lot of people in our school," said one student at the school. 

 

Jack Sawyer, a former student, carefully detailed his plan to shoot up the school in a journal entitled "The 
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journal of an active shooter." It listed who he wanted to kill, like the school resource officer, saying, "I'm 

intending to just blow his (expletive) head off before he can even draw his gun or think about what's 

happening.'" 

 

The plot was foiled when Angela McDevitt, a 17-year-old acquaintance of Sawyer's from upstate New 

York, was texting with him on the day of the Parkland, Florida, shooting. McDevitt thought a mutual 

friend of theirs might have been a student at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. 

 

"I went to Jack, and I was like ,'Hey, this girl who we both know, school just got shot up,'" she said. 

 

In response, she said he told her, "That's fantastic. I 100 percent support it. What school was it?" 

 

McDevitt told the police officer at her school, who quickly called the Vermont State Police. Prosecutors 

charged Sawyer with attempted murder and aggravated assault. But they weren't expecting a 112-year-old 

law to get in the way. 

 

In Vermont, "planning" isn't "attempting." So last week, hard as it may be to believe, prosecutors were 

forced to drop the felony charges against Sawyer, after the Supreme Court ruled there was "no attempt," 

since the act had not been committed. 

 

"When you look at it, telling the detectives you're just delaying by law enforcement interactions," said Bill 

Humphries, the Fair Haven police chief. "I understand their ruling, I don't agree with it, but I mean those 

are the kind of laws we have to live with right now." 

 

If Sawyer can make the reduced bail, he must seek mental health help, but he will get out of jail. That 

leaves principal Jason Rasco dealing with panicked students and anxious faculty. 

 

No school in America lives without fear these days, but the threat at Fair Haven Union High seems a little 

more real. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Rape kit backlog blamed in assault 

SOURCE https://www.king5.com/article/news/local/rape-kit-backlog-blamed-in-second-assault-in-

tumwater/281-546341443  

GIST A sexual assault case in Tumwater provides a glaring example of how Washington state’s rape kit backlog 

is still having serious and devastating consequences. 

 

Tumwater police have linked suspect Logan Humphrey, 35, to two violent sexual assaults that occurred 

within six months of each other, but it took police months to obtain DNA evidence that could have 

potentially put the suspect behind bars before the second crime occurred. 

 

Detectives first opened the case in July 2017 when a woman was threatened at knife-point and raped in a 

wooded area near Tyee Drive, according to the police report. 

 

Tumwater police Lt. Jen Kolb said, "it caused us great concern that he had the capability of doing it 

again." 

 

A sexual assault kit containing critical DNA evidence was taken immediately after the crime, but 

Tumwater police say they didn't receive the results until January 23, 2018, around six months later, finally 

allowing them to arrest the suspect on January 25. 

 

However, DNA evidence links that same suspect to another Tumwater sexual assault that occurred on 

January 22, the day before the first case’s DNA results were relayed to police. 
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“You hear something this horrific and it worries me how many sexual assault offenders have we left on the 

streets?” said Washington state Representative Tina Orwall, D-Des Moines, one of the lead lawmakers 

fighting to fix the state’s rape kit backlog. 

 

While progress has been made since she began working on the issue several years ago, she says this case 

highlights the problem is far from being solved. 

 

“It's heart-wrenching to think somebody suffered when maybe we could have gotten this dangerous person 

off the streets so they couldn't have harmed anyone else, and I worry every day when I think about the 

10,000 kits we haven't finished testing, or the new ones in the lab,” said Orwall. “It speaks to needing to 

have urgency to have every kit tested.” 

 

In a statement Thursday night, a spokesman with Washington State Patrol said the department believes it’s 

vital to test every sexual assault kit sent to the state crime lab but noted that due to the large volume of 

DNA cases, scientists have to prioritize cases. 

 

The July rape in Tumwater was granted priority status, according to WSP. Lab techs required additional 

evidence to process the case resulting in it being assigned to a scientist a month later on August 30, 2017, 

according to a spokesman. However, it still took several months to complete the case and receive a 

“Combined DNA Index System” or CODIS hit. WSP confirms the forensic scientist on the case called 

Tumwater PD on January 23; a final report was issued January 30. 

 

“There are a multitude of factors which play a role in the amount of time it takes to complete a DNA case. 

These factors include the complexity of the case, whether or not the DNA has a CODIS hit and the 

technical review required of each case,” said spokesman Kyle Moore. 

 

In addition to sexual assault cases, the State Crime Lab also processes homicides and other violent crimes. 

In 2017, the median DNA case took around 198 days, or more than six months to complete, according to 

Moore. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 DNA from genealogy site aided capture 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/accused-serial-rapist-killer-undetected-working-cop-

54741076?cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST More than three decades after his trail went cold, one of California's most prolific and elusive serial killers 

was caught when investigators matched crime-scene DNA with genetic material stored by a relative on an 

online genealogical site, prosecutors said Thursday. 

 

Authorities have said the DNA tied former police officer Joseph James DeAngelo, 72, to most of the 12 

killings he is accused of committing between 1976 and 1986 as part of the Golden State Killer case. 

 

Investigators also allege DeAngelo raped more than 50 women during that period.  

 

Authorities declined to name the DNA site used to track the DNA. 

 

Companies such as Ancestry.com and 23andMe charge customers to use their DNA to produce genetic 

profiles that determine ethnicity and can identify long-lost relatives, among other services. Both 

companies said Thursday they weren't involved in the case against DeAngelo. 

 

Sacramento County District Attorney Anne Marie Schubert said investigators surreptitiously obtained his 

DNA last week from discarded material that ended up matching DNA at crime scenes. 

 

Police received thousands of tips over the years, but DeAngelo's name had not been on the radar of law 

enforcement before last week, Schubert said. 
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In other developments Thursday, police in Visalia said DeAngelo is a suspect in the 1975 killing of 

community college teacher Claude Snelling in the farming community about 40 miles (64 kilometers) 

south of Fresno. 

 

If the link is confirmed, it would boost the number of victims to 13 in the serial killing case. 

 

DeAngelo worked as a police officer in nearby Exeter from 1973 to 1976, and police in the region believe 

he also is the Visalia Ransacker, responsible for the death of Snelling, who was fatally shot while stopping 

someone from kidnapping his 16-year-old daughter, and about 100 burglaries. 

 

Visalia police Chief Jason Salazar said Snelling's death and the region's burglaries weren't part of the tally 

of crimes authorities released Wednesday in the serial killing case because investigators lacked DNA 

evidence on those crimes. 

 

Salazar said fingerprints and shoe tracks will be eyed for matches to DeAngelo. Detectives are also 

looking to see if any items taken during the Visalia burglaries are uncovered during the investigation. 

 

In addition, DeAngelo matches the description of Snelling's killer, Salazar said, and the attacker used 

sophisticated pry tools to gain entrance to locked homes, just as authorities say DeAngelo did in other 

crimes. 

 

The culprit also wore a ski mask and eluded capture because of an apparent deep-knowledge of police 

work. 

 

"He always had a good escape route," Salazar said. 
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HEADLINE 04/27 Pakistan first conviction for child porn 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/pakistan-sentences-man-conviction-child-porn-

54773855?   

GIST A Pakistani court in the eastern city of Sargodha has sentenced a man to seven years in prison for working 

for a child pornography network, the first such conviction in this Islamic nation. 

 

District police chief Suhail Chaudhry says the court's ruling against Sadat Amin was announced on 

Thursday. 

 

He says Amin was arrested earlier this month by the Federal Investigation Agency — Pakistan's version of 

the FBI — following a complaint from the Norwegian government. The police chief says the investigation 

proved Amin produced and sold porn videos of children to a Norway-based network. 

 

During the trial, prosecutors said Amin confessed to luring children to produce porn videos. 

 

Pakistan recently introduced laws giving authorities power to crack down on the porn industry. 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Suspected serial killer ‘shocked by arrest’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/suspected-golden-state-killer-shocked-arrest-told-

police/story?id=54746113  

GIST The suspected "Golden State Killer" who was arrested this week for killing and raping dozens of 

California residents decades ago, seemed shocked to find police outside his home, according to 

Sacramento County Sheriff's Department official Paul Belli.  
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Joseph James DeAngelo, a 72-year-old former police officer, was taken into custody on Tuesday at his 

home in Citrus Heights in Sacramento County, the same county where his alleged crime spree began in 

1976. The crimes continued across the state until 1986.  

 

DeAngelo lived at the home with family but was home alone when he was arrested, Belli told ABC News. 

 

DeAngelo told police he had a roast in the oven, and officers said they could take care of it, Belli said.  

 

He was placed under arrest without incident. 

 

DeAngelo is believed to have committed 12 murders, at least 50 rapes and multiple home burglaries in the 

1970s and 1980s.  

 

His alleged "reign of terror" spanned from the Sacramento area in Northern California down to Orange 

County in Southern California, Orange County District Attorney Tony Rackauckas said Wednesday. 

 

DeAngelo served in the Navy in the 1960s. An Auburn Journal article from 1967 said DeAngelo was a 

sailor aboard the USS Canberra. 

 

DeAngelo was a police officer in Exeter, California, from 1973 to 1976, officials said.  

 

In 1976 he served as a police officer in the city of Auburn until he was fired in 1979 for allegedly stealing 

a hammer and a can of dog repellent, The Associated Press reported, citing Auburn Journal articles from 

the time. 

 

DeAngelo then spent 27 years working for Save Mart Supermarkets at a distribution center in Roseville, 

near Sacramento, said Victoria Castro, a public affairs manager for Save Mart. He retired last year.  

 

"None of his actions in the workplace would have lead us to suspect any connection to crimes being 

attributed to him," Castro said in a statement. "We are working with the Sacramento County District 

Attorney's Office on their investigation." 
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HEADLINE 04/26 Bill Cosby found guilty on all charges 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/bill-cosby-found-guilty-

charges/story?id=54746891&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST It was a long, uphill battle, years in the making, but prosecutors in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, 

finally won the conviction on felony sexual assault charges of the man once revered as “America’s Dad.”  

 

At the age of 80, Bill Cosby was convicted today on three felony counts of aggravated indecent assault 

stemming from drugging and molesting a woman in his suburban Philadelphia home 14 years ago. 

 

As the verdict was read just before 2 p.m. in the Montgomery County Courthouse in Norristown, 

Pennsylvania, Cosby leaned his head down, took a deep breath and appeared to close his eyes.  

 

Cosby's main accuser, Andrea Constand, and two other women who say Cosby also drugged and sexually 

assaulted them were in the courtroom and burst into tears as the verdict was announced.  

 

"I feel like my faith in humanity has been restored," one of the women, Lili Bernard, said after hearing the 

verdict. "I stand here in the spirit of Martin Luther King, who said that the arc of the moral universe is long 

but today it has bent towards justice.  

 

"Today, this jury has shown what the #MeTo movement is saying, that women are worthy of being 
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believed," she said. "And I thank the jury, I thank the prosecution." 

 

The conviction came about 11 months after a mistrial was declared in Cosby's first trial when a jury failed 

to reach a verdict.  

 

The jury of seven men and five women began deliberating Wednesday and spent a little over 12 hours 

going over evidence presented to them over the last two weeks before rendering their unanimous decision. 

 

Judge O'Neill ordered Cosby to surrender his passport but ruled he can remain free on $1 million bail until 

his sentencing sometime in the next 60 to 90 days. He faces up to 30 years in prison. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Tampa Bay opens regional fusion center 

SOURCE http://www.fox13news.com/news/local-news/florida-law-enforcers-open-information-sharing-center-

in-tampa  

GIST AMPA (FOX 13) - Law enforcement agencies in the Bay Area are taking information-sharing to a new 

level. 

 

The region's first Fusion Center has opened its doors inside the Hillsborough County Sheriff's District 2 

Office, off North Falkenburg Road in Tampa. 

 

It's being called the Tampa Bay Regional Intelligence Center (TBRIC). 

 

Through the center, nearly 50 agencies share federal and local intelligence on crime trends and examine 

terrorism cases with possible links nearby. 

 

Fusion centers were created in the wake of the September 11 attacks. Federal authorities began to realize 

much of the information that could have prevented the attacks was available to those who could have 

stopped them, but the information wasn't being properly dispersed. 

 

The solution was to create centers across the country where multiple law enforcement agencies work 

collaboratively under one roof. 

 

"The Tampa Bay Regional Intelligence Center allows us to identify those organized crime trends that don't 

really stop at those borders. They extend north up to Sumter County, south to Hillsborough, west to 

Pinellas and east of Polk," said Sgt. Joe Maurer, Director of the TBRIC. 

 

The center currently has 24 analysts who monitor bulletins and reports from each local agency. 

 

Hillsborough County Sheriff Chad Chronister announced the center's first success on Monday when two 

men were charged with running Florida's biggest stolen cigarette ring. 

 

Operation Up in Smoke stretched across 15 counties and 10 judicial circuits, according to Chronister. 

 

The center is where authorities first noticed a trend in robberies and burglaries of large quantities of 

cigarettes across their cities and counties. They began to compare surveillance images and tips in order to 

catch the culprits. 
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The Department of Homeland Security operates in a secure room at the center, allowing local agencies to 

have access to classified information. 

 

Maurer said working in close quarters allows them to quickly find a Florida connection to any national 

crimes, or terrorism-related acts, such as the attack in New York City last November on Halloween. 

 

Accused terrorist and former Tampa resident, Sayfullo Saipov, 29, drove a rental truck down a bike path in 

Manhattan. The attack claimed eight lives. 

 

"That had a nexus here to Tampa," explained Maurer. "We would have known about that a lot sooner than 

we normally would have, and we would have been able to assist the [Joint Terrorism Task Force], the FBI 

and the Bureau." 

 

The Fusion Center opened its doors four months ago. It will also be used to assess threats at major events, 

like the Florida State Fair, where hundreds of thousands of people are in one place at a time. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Russians give up on American vacations 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/frustrated-at-visa-holdup-russians-turn-their-backs-

on-america/2018/04/22/067f8bc2-4633-11e8-8082-

105a446d19b8_story.html?utm_term=.e173720c28de  

GIST MOSCOW — Russians wanting a glimpse of the American Dream now have to wait. Or not go at all.  

 

Escalating tensions between Moscow and Washington are putting a damper on Russians’ vacation plans, 

catching ordinary people in a diplomatic crossfire that has distinct Cold War overtones. A year ago, 

obtaining a U.S. tourist visa could take less than a week. Now, it comes with an eight-month delay. 

 

“I am waiting for a miracle to happen. Maybe tomorrow Russia and the United States will decide they are 

friends, all staff will come back to the embassy, and I’ll get my visa,” said Mohamed Torky, executive 

chef at a Holiday Inn in northern Moscow.  

 

Torky had planned a July vacation to the United States, to see fabled Las Vegas and eat steaks in Texas. 

He even thought of fulfilling his childhood dream of driving a Ford Mustang on American highways. But 

instead, he’ll be vacationing in nearby Georgia, or Egypt. The 32-year-old is furious. “Putin doesn’t suffer, 

Trump doesn’t suffer, but people like me suffer,” he said, referring to the Russian and American 

presidents. 

 

Since last month’s expulsion of 60 U.S. diplomats, and the closure of the U.S. consulate in St. Petersburg, 

part of the latest tit-for-tat in the standoff between Moscow and the West, the next available visa 

appointment at the U.S. Embassy in Moscow is in 250 days’ time. The diplomats were kicked out after 

Britain and its allies expelled a total of more than 150 Russians from embassies for the poisoning of 

former double agent Sergei Skripal, which Moscow denies. Last week, Russia’s foreign minister, Sergei 

Lavrov, described relations with the West as worse than during the days of the Cold War.  

 

The visa debacle led Moscow and Washington to trade fresh barbs last week. The Kremlin accused the 

United States of denying visa appointments to crew members of Aeroflot, Russia’s flagship carrier and the 

only airline with direct flights to the United States. A State Department official dismissed the claims as 

“unhelpful and simply false.” 

 

Two dancers from Moscow’s famed Bolshoi Theater, including a prima ballerina, had their visas rejected 

at the last minute, before a scheduled performance in New York. The Russian Foreign Ministry put the 

blame squarely on the United States on Saturday, for “trying to put up a visa wall,” making “our citizens’ 

visits to the U.S. virtually impossible. . . . Such things did not happen even during the Cold War.” 
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U.S. Citizen and Immigration Services, which oversees performer visas, said it does not comment on 

specific cases, citing privacy concerns.  

 

Avoiding the daunting 250-day wait, hundreds of Russians have been flooding neighboring former Soviet 

countries such as Latvia in recent weeks, hoping to take advantage of U.S. embassies in countries not 

sparring with Washington. A cottage industry of “wine and visa” tours has sprung up in the Caucasus, 

where visa-seekers can wait out the processing time by sipping their way through Georgian vineyards.  

 

But not all Russians have the time, or can afford, an additional holiday in a nearby country in their quest to 

get an American visa, and the actual numbers of Russians visiting the United States have plummeted.  

 

“Now the outflow of tourists is much lower. It’s practically none,” said Maya Lomidze, spokeswoman for 

Russia’s Association of Tour Operators. For Torky and others who have applied for a visa but given up on 

the wait, the $160 processing fee will not be refunded.  

 

Foreign travel, which was off-limits during the Soviet era, is relished by ordinary Russians, after decades 

of pent-up desire. Millions visit the beaches of Thailand and Mediterranean Europe each year. But the 

number of Russian tourists to the United States has never been high. According to official figures, the vast 

majority of the 240,000 Russians who visited last year were on business or study trips. For many, the 

United States feels elusive, and the thought of visiting the country conjures up Hollywood-inspired 

fantasies. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 G7 concerns: Russia, Iran at forefront 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/russia-iran-at-forefront-of-concerns-as-

diplomats-from-leading-democracies-meet/2018/04/22/48828aa1-473b-4246-9696-

1a8f9fc996fb_story.html?utm_term=.35ec90768396  

GIST TORONTO — Diplomats from the world’s seven leading democracies met here Sunday to discuss ways to 

counter Russia in Syria and Ukraine and Iran in the Middle East. 

 

At the forefront of the two-day meeting of foreign ministers from the Group of Seven, or G-7, are mutual 

concerns over Russia. In a sign of the steep deterioration of relations between the United States and 

Russia, U.S. officials spoke about the Kremlin’s behavior in terms often used for a U.S. arch adversary, 

Iran. 

 

“There was a G-7 unity on opposing Russia’s malign behavior,” said a senior State Department official, 

speaking on the condition of anonymity to describe the private talks. The official said there would still be 

dialogue with Russia “while we hold them accountable for their malign activities and their efforts to 

destabilize nations.” 

 

A few years ago, Russia was the group’s eighth member. It was suspended from the exclusive club after it 

annexed Crimea from Ukraine in 2014. The G-7 now comprises Britain, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, 

Japan and the United States. 

 

Russia’s activities in Ukraine and elsewhere since then have served as a reminder of the G-7’s original 

purpose. The group was formed in 1975 to stand up for the values of open democracies and liberty. Now, 

with the West and Russia in their most confrontational period since the end of the Cold War, the G-7 has 

united to push back against its former member. 

 

The G-7 condemned the use of what it suspects was a Russian nerve agent against a former Russian spy 

and his daughter in Britain. And it issued a strong statement of support for the allied airstrikes in Syria, 

where Russian support has turned the tide of civil war in favor of President Bashar al-Assad. 

 

Toronto marks the first high-level talks between the United States, France and Britain since the three 
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nations conducted airstrikes on Syria on April 13 to retaliate for the suspected use of chemical weapons by 

the Syrian military. 

 

French President Emmanuel Macron, who will arrive in Washington Monday on a state visit, said Sunday 

that the United States and its allies have a continuing role to play in Syria for some time. “The day we will 

finish this war against ISIS, if we leave, definitely and totally, even from a political point of view, we will 

leave the floor to the Iranian regime, Bashar al-Assad and his guys, and they will prepare the new war,” he 

said on Fox News. “They will fuel the new terrorists.” 

 

The diplomats met under the cloud of crises and intransigent problems around the world. The menu of 

hotspots was so full that they ended up postponing a meeting that acting secretary of state John Sullivan 

was to have with his counterparts from France, Britain and Germany to discuss European efforts to craft a 

supplemental agreement to the 2015 Iran nuclear deal, formally known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of 

Action (JCPOA). President Trump has threatened to walk away from the accord on May 12 if his 

objections are not addressed, including “sunset” clauses in the deal that phase out restrictions on Iran over 

time. 

 

With three weeks to go, it was unclear whether enough progress can be made to win his approval. 

 

“It’s too early to tell,” the State Department official said. 

 

Before Sullivan and British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson held a closed-door meeting, Johnson was 

overheard saying, “One of the things we are concerned about now is the JCPOA and where that is 

headed.” 

 

The diplomats also devoted time to discussing the expected summit between Trump and North Korean 

leader Kim Jong Un. North Korea has told South Korea that it is willing to discuss ending its nuclear 

weapons program, but the United States remains skeptical. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Cars still on road w/’ticking time bomb’ 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/why-are-tens-of-thousands-of-

americans-still-driving-around-with-explosive-devices-in-their-cars/2018/04/22/78b844d8-343e-11e8-

8abc-22a366b72f2d_story.html?utm_term=.1d25a8c17243  

GIST Alexander Brangman finds comfort in remembering how long his daughter lived — 26 years, 11 months, 9 

hours and 15 minutes — rather than the horrible and needless way she died. 

 

Jewel Brangman, an academic all-American in high school, about to pursue a PhD at Stanford, had no 

need to know much about the rental car she drove north toward Los Angeles on a sunny September 

Sunday almost four years ago. 

 

Then came a relatively minor crash — she rear-ended a minivan — and her air bag exploded with a spray 

of razor-sharp metal shards that severed her carotid artery. 

 

Ten years after the biggest safety recall in U.S. history began, Honda says there are more than 60,000 

vehicles on the nation’s roads equipped with what experts have called a “ticking time bomb” — defective 

air bags like the one that killed Brangman. The air bags, which sit about a foot from a driver’s chest, have 

a 50-50 chance of exploding in a fender bender. 

 

They are the most deadly air bags remaining in the recall involving more than 37 million vehicles built by 

19 automakers. At least 22 people worldwide have been killed and hundreds more permanently disfigured 

when the air bags that deployed to protect them instead exploded and sprayed shrapnel. 

 

The worst among the bad bags are known as Alphas, driver-side air bags installed in Hondas that have up 
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to a 50 percent chance they will explode on impact. The 62,307 people still driving with them, many in 

older-model cars that may have changed hands several times, either have ignored the recall warnings or 

never received them, Honda said. 

 

With the number of deaths and disfigurements continuing to climb — the last fatality was in January — 

automakers and federal regulators have rewritten the rule book in their outreach efforts, including 

deploying teams to knock on doors of Honda owners who have not responded to recall notices. 

 

“We’re good at repairing vehicles,” said Rick Schostek, executive vice president of Honda North America, 

“but finding and convincing customers of older model vehicles to complete recalls, now that has proved a 

difficult challenge.” 

 

The massive recall of air bag inflaters made by Takata — which allegedly suppressed tests revealing the 

flaw and where three key executives are under federal indictment — is well known to Congress and 

millions of Americans who have been touched by it. But tens of thousands of drivers most at risk remain 

oblivious to the efforts of automakers and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 

 

“Our last hearing on the ongoing Takata fiasco is just further evidence that NHTSA is just rudderless,” 

said Sen. Bill Nelson (Fla.), ranking Democrat on the Committee on Commerce, Science and 

Transportation. “The latest data the committee has received from the automakers shows that individual 

automaker recall completion rates are all over the place — and millions are still waiting for replacement 

air bags.” 

 

NHTSA has been without an administrator in the 15 months since Donald Trump entered the White 

House. The president recently proposed elevating acting director Heidi King to lead the agency. King, 

whose nomination will require Senate confirmation, told the Commerce Committee last month that car 

companies have “made progress” on the Takata recall. 

 

“But the progress is uneven,” she said. “Overall completion rates are not where we want them to be.” 

 

Takata air-bag inflaters degrade over time as they are exposed to humidity and repeated wide fluctuation 

in the daily temperature. That a car may change hands three or four times during a 10-year period has 

made the recall more difficult, with notices from the car dealer or automaker discarded by people who sold 

the vehicle years earlier. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Last survivor of 19th century dies 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/04/21/worlds-oldest-person-dies-southern-japan-

117-years-old/539747002/  

GIST The century of Lincoln, Darwin and Van Gogh has quietly passed into history with the death of the world's 

oldest known person and last survivor of the 19th century. 

 

Nabi Tajima, 117, died in a hospital Saturday in Kikai, Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan's Kyodo News 

reported. Tajima had been mostly bedridden at a nursing home in recent years. She was hospitalized about 

a month ago, family members told the news service. 

 

"She passed away as if falling asleep. As she had been a hard worker, I want to tell her 'rest well,' " 

Tajima's 65-year-old grandson Hiroyuki said. 

 

Tajima was born Aug. 4, 1900. The new oldest person is another Japanese woman, Chiyo Miyako, 

according to the U.S.-based Gerontology Research Group. Miyako, 116, was born on May 2, 1901. 
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HEADLINE 04/19 Watered-down care in Washington state 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/healthiest-communities/articles/2018-04-19/in-washington-island-

county-residents-lack-access-to-health-care  

GIST SEATTLE – MARCIA STATZ, a school nurse on an island that sits in a portal to the Pacific Ocean, has 

seen firsthand how geographic challenges and a lack of provider options can affect families' access to 

medical help. 

 
Due to state-mandated screening and vaccination requirements, Statz can spend much of her day tracking 

down students on Washington state's Whidbey Island who haven't had shots or need hearing and vision 

exams to stay enrolled. But the work often leads to frustration for both her and the students' families, she 

says, since clinics on the island only accept limited types of insurance and wait times for new-patient 

appointments are long. 

 

"Access to care comes up as a huge barrier," Statz says one morning, in between paperwork and helping 

students in the South Whidbey School District. "The people may have insurance, but they may have to go 

to (Seattle's) King County to get their care, which isn't going to work because they probably don't have the 

gas money to get there." 

 

Though each student's problems vary case by case, they reflect a larger issue at hand: The health care 

needs of Whidbey Island residents and those of nearby island communities can often surpass the options 

for medical help near their homes or work. Island County, of which Whidbey is a part, is among 

Washington's worst when it comes to its ratio of people to primary care physicians, data analyses by both 

U.S. News and the County Health Rankings & Roadmaps project show. 

 

In fact, while Island County ranked among the top 500 Healthiest Communities in the country and first 

among communities similar to it in the U.S. News analysis – a project that scored thousands of 

communities across the U.S. in areas tied to residents' health and quality of life, such as housing, public 

safety and local economy – it fared relatively poorly in the category of health care access due to its limited 

availability of doctors and hospital beds. The county came in below the state and national medians on both 

metrics. 

 
The majority of Island County's estimated 83,000 residents – up from some 78,500 in 2010 – live across 

two primary islands, Whidbey and Camano, which lie north of Seattle and Puget Sound in the Salish Sea. 

The county includes smaller islands as well, and Whidbey – the largest and most populated – is most 

easily accessible via a ferry ride from Seattle's metro area. 

 
However, a full trip via car and ferry from Whidbey Island to the city of Seattle, which is home to two of 

the nation's top-ranked hospitals for specialty care – Harborview Medical Center and the University of 

Washington Medical Center – takes at least an hour. 

 

The geographic and transportation barriers can be particularly troublesome "for people who are identified 

as the vulnerable population," says Kellie Tormey, a member of the Island County Community Health 

Advisory Board who is helping push for changes to the county's health care system to improve residents' 

access. "In urgent situations, there may not be a lot of options for them to get to a health care provider or a 

health care site." 

 

One apparent symptom of that shortfall: A number of patients with Medicaid have relied on the county's 

one emergency room at the WhidbeyHealth Medical Center for non-urgent matters, at a rate higher than in 

other parts of Washington, Tormey says. 

 

Those ER visits are "not only an expensive way to get that type of care, but (it) creates a gap in the 

patient's ability to get a continuity of health care," Tormey says. 

 

Shifts in Island County's population are also playing a role in the access issue, as aging members of 

Generation X and baby boomers – along with their accompanying health problems – are taking up more of 
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the pie. People over the age of 55 are projected to account for 44 percent of the county's total population 

by 2040, says Cheryn Weiser, executive director of Island Senior Resources, a nonprofit serving seniors 

and adults with disabilities in the county. 

 
"Access to Medicaid and Medicare and coordinated care between different providers is very important," 

Weiser says. "I don't think we're fully there in Island County." 

 
In a survey completed in 2016, county residents reported they often faced barriers to getting help for 

behavioral, mental or physical health problems, Tormey says. Nearly one-third of residents with lower 

incomes said finding health care was one of their biggest daily challenges. 

 

Armed with that survey data, Tormey is co-leading a team of professionals from a variety of backgrounds, 

including paramedicine and public health, in pushing a plan to improve residents' knowledge about health 

care and expand health services on the islands over the next several years. The work involves studying 

models elsewhere and seeking opportunities for outside money. 

 

Among their first steps for improving access, the group wants to establish a centralized place – physically 

and online – where residents can find information on services and providers in the county. 

 

Leaders of that project right now are figuring out funding and staffing, with hopes of having such tools 

fully in place by 2020, Tormey says. 

 

"Does an individual on Island County know what resources are available to them? Do they know how to 

access them? Is the information readily available?" says Laura Luginbill, the assessment and healthy 

communities director for Island County's public health department. "We've heard loud and clear, 'No, it's 

not.'" 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Scrambling to find school bus drivers 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/scrambling-to-put-school-bus-drivers-behind-the-wheel/  

GIST EDMONDS — Even in hard times, many school districts go looking for bus drivers. 

 

It can become that much harder when the economy is humming. 

 

Consider some numbers from the Edmonds School District, which transports 7,000 students a day along 

140 routes, which typically include a collection of runs for high school, middle school and elementary 

school students. 

 

At last count, the district had 156 regular and substitute drivers. A dozen are out on long-term leave. That 

leaves 144 drivers for 140 routes with little wiggle room if anyone calls in sick or has family emergencies. 

 

That often means drivers must combine routes to pick up the slack and sometimes run late. 

 

“Drivers are under a lot of pressure,” said Ben Mount, the district’s transportation director. “As we add 

more to their routes, it’s harder to do what we have scheduled.” 

 

Late arrivals can have ripple effects, both in terms of the instructional day and for families. 

 

The bottom line is Edmonds could use 20 more drivers for a job Mount describes as challenging as it is 

rewarding. 

 

What’s happening in the Edmonds district is commonplace across the county. 

 

Large signs seeking more drivers are posted prominently at schools in Marysville and other districts. 
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“This shortage appears to be getting more impactful with each school year,” said Kristin Foley, a 

Snohomish School District spokeswoman. 

 

“We are just surviving covering daily routes and a few field trips in house every day,” said Lisa 

Youngblood Hall, a spokeswoman for the Northshore School District. “Some field trips are outsourced to 

charter companies.” 

 

In the Mukilteo School District, finding enough bus drivers is a constant challenge. 

 

“We have been fortunate in being able to maintain a good substitute pool, but we now do training almost 

constantly and on demand when we have qualified candidates rather than waiting to conduct training 

classes two or three times a year, as we used to do in the past,” district spokesman Andy Muntz said. 

 

Edmonds, too, offers more frequent training to get drivers on the road sooner than before. 

 

Federal law also has changed over the years, adding the need for more school bus drivers. A prong of the 

McKinney Vento Act provides homeless students with transportation to school even if they move outside 

the school district. The goal is to counteract the educational disruption caused by mobility. 

 

The result is more students are being driven longer distances to get to school. About one in every 25 

students attending Washington public schools is homeless or is living in a hotel, in a car, or with friends, 

according to the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. In 2016-17, a total of 40,934 

Washington students were counted as homeless. 

 

“We have four drivers and buses that are dedicated strictly to transporting McKinney Vento students to 

schools out of district or transporting them from out-of-district schools to our district,” said Gary Sabol, a 

spokesman for the Arlington School District. 

 

In the Edmonds district, the out-of-district routes take drivers as far away as Burien, Highline and Granite 

Falls. The numbers of long-distance commuters has increased by about 20 percent over the past year to 

around 600. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Sudan secret police stifles migration 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/22/world/africa/migration-european-union-

sudan.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=second-

column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news  

GIST ABU JAMAL, Sudan — At Sudan’s eastern border, Lt. Samih Omar led two patrol cars slowly over the 

rutted desert, past a cow’s carcass, before halting on the unmarked 2,000-mile route that thousands of East 

Africans follow each year in trying to reach the Mediterranean, and then onward to Europe. 

 

His patrols along this border with Eritrea are helping Sudan crack down on one of the busiest passages on 

the European migration trail. Yet Lieutenant Omar is no simple border agent. He works for Sudan’s feared 

secret police, whose leaders are accused of war crimes — and, more recently, whose officers have been 

accused of torturing migrants. 

 

Indirectly, he is also working for the interests of the European Union. 

 

“Sometimes,” Lieutenant Omar said, “I feel this is Europe’s southern border.” 

 

Three years ago, when a historic tide of migrants poured into Europe, many leaders there reacted with 

open arms and high-minded idealism. But with the migration crisis having fueled angry populism and 

political upheaval across the Continent, the European Union is quietly getting its hands dirty, stanching the 
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human flow, in part, by outsourcing border management to countries with dubious human rights records. 

 

In practical terms, the approach is working: The number of migrants arriving in Europe has more than 

halved since 2016. But many migration advocates say the moral cost is high. 

 

To shut off the sea route to Greece, the European Union is paying billions of euros to a Turkish 

government that is dismantling its democracy. In Libya, Italy is accused of bribing some of the same 

militiamen who have long profited from the European smuggling trade — many of whom are also accused 

of war crimes. 

 

In Sudan, crossed by migrants trying to reach Libya, the relationship is more opaque but rooted in mutual 

need: The Europeans want closed borders and the Sudanese want to end years of isolation from the West. 

Europe continues to enforce an arms embargo against Sudan, and many Sudanese leaders are international 

pariahs, accused of committing war crimes during a civil war in Darfur, a region in western Sudan. 

  

But the relationship is unmistakably deepening. A recent dialogue, named the Khartoum Process (in honor 

of Sudan’s capital) has become a platform for at least 20 international migration conferences between 

European Union officials and their counterparts from several African countries, including Sudan. The 

European Union has also agreed that Khartoum will act as a nerve center for countersmuggling 

collaboration. 

 

While no European money has been given directly to any Sudanese government body, the bloc has 

funneled 106 million euros — or about $131 million — into the country through independent charities and 

aid agencies, mainly for food, health and sanitation programs for migrants, and for training programs for 

local officials. 

 

“While we engage on some areas for the sake of the Sudanese people, we still have a sanction regime in 

place,” said Catherine Ray, a spokeswoman for the European Union, referring to an embargo on arms and 

related material. 

 

“We are not encouraging Sudan to curb migration, but to manage migration in a safe and dignified way,” 

Ms. Ray added. 

 

Ahmed Salim, the director of one of the nongovernmental groups that receives European funding, said the 

bloc was motivated by both self-interest and a desire to improve the situation in Sudan. 

 

“They don’t want migrants to cross the Mediterranean to Europe,” said Mr. Salim, who heads the 

European and African Center for Research, Training and Development. 

 

But, he said, the money his organization receives means better services for asylum seekers in Sudan. “You 

have to admit that the European countries want to do something to protect migrants here,” he said. 

 

Critics argue the evolving relationship means that European leaders are implicitly reliant on — and 

complicit in the reputational rehabilitation of — a Sudanese security apparatus whose leaders have been 

accused by the United Nations of committing war crimes in Darfur. 

 

“There is no direct money exchanging hands,” said Suliman Baldo, the author of a research paper about 

Europe’s migration partnership with Sudan. “But the E.U. basically legitimizes an abusive force.” 

 

On the border near Abu Jamal, Lieutenant Omar and several members of his patrol are from the wing of 

the Sudanese security forces headed by Salah Abdallah Gosh, one of several Sudanese officials accused of 

orchestrating attacks on civilians in Darfur. 

 

Elsewhere, the border is protected by the Rapid Support Forces, a division of the Sudanese military that 

was formed from the janjaweed militias who led attacks on civilians in the Darfur conflict. The focus of 

the group, known as R.S.F., is not counter-smuggling — but roughly a quarter of the people-smugglers 
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caught in January and February this year on the Eritrean border were apprehended by the R.S.F., 

Lieutenant Omar said. 

 

European officials have direct contact only with the Sudanese immigration police, and not with the R.S.F., 

or the security forces that Lieutenant Omar works for, known as N.I.S.S. But their operations are not that 

far removed. 

 

The planned countertrafficking coordination center in Khartoum — staffed jointly by police officers from 

Sudan and several European countries, including Britain, France and Italy — will partly rely on 

information sourced by N.I.S.S., according to the head of the immigration police department, Gen. Awad 

Elneil Dhia. The regular police also get occasional support from the R.S.F. on countertrafficking 

operations in border areas, General Dhia said. 

 

“They have their presence there and they can help,” General Dhia said. “The police is not everywhere, and 

we cannot cover everywhere.” 

 

Yet the Sudanese police are operating in one unexpected place: Europe. 

 

In a bid to deter future migrants, at least three European countries — Belgium, France and Italy — have 

allowed in Sudanese police officers to hasten the deportation of Sudanese asylum seekers, General Dhia 

said. 

 

Nominally, their official role is simply to identify their citizens. But the officers have been allowed to 

interrogate some deportation candidates without being monitored by European officials with the language 

skills to understand what was being said. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 China left out in NKorea-US talks 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/22/world/asia/china-north-korea-nuclear-

talks.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=first-

column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news  

GIST BEIJING — As the North Korean leader, Kim Jong-un, prepares for his meetings with the presidents of 

South Korea and the United States, China has found itself in an unaccustomed place: watching from the 

sidelines. 

 

Worse, many Chinese analysts say, North Korea could pursue a grand bargain designed not only to bring 

the isolated nation closer to its two former Korean War foes, but also diminish its reliance on China for 

trade and security. 

 

Such an outcome — a reversal of 70 years of history — remains a long shot, amid doubts about whether 

the North would agree to relinquish its arsenal of nuclear weapons. Still, China finds itself removed from 

the center of the rapidly unfolding diplomacy, and unusually wary about Mr. Kim’s objectives in reaching 

out to his nation’s two bitterest enemies. 

 

Mr. Kim’s meeting with the South Korean president, Moon Jae-in, is set for Friday, and a meeting with 

President Trump — the first ever between leaders of the two nations — is expected to follow in May or 

early June. In a sign of just how much is suddenly on the table, South Korea recently confirmed that it was 

in talks with the North and with the United States about signing a treaty to end the Korean War, which 

halted in 1953, but never formally ended. 

 

With events moving so quickly, and Beijing finding itself largely left on the outside, analysts said China 

and its leader, Xi Jinping, must at least consider what they called worst-case contingencies. 

 

“The loss of prestige is a big problem for China and Xi, who wants everyone else to view China as an 
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essential actor of international relations, especially in the Northeast Asian context,” said Zhang Baohui, a 

professor of international relations at Lingnan University in Hong Kong. “Now, suddenly, China is no 

longer relevant.” 

 

Since the 1950-53 Korean War, when China fought on the side of the North against the United States and 

its ally in the South, the alliances have been immovable. The North has provided a convenient buffer for 

China against having American troops on its border; the South serves as a base in the region for the 

American military. 

 

In negotiations over the denuclearization of the North, Beijing has to worry whether all that could 

suddenly be in play, Chinese analysts said. 

 

“If a grand deal can be struck between Kim and Trump, in the form of denuclearization in exchange for 

normalization of bilateral relations, then Northeast Asia may see a major realignment,” Mr. Zhang said. 

“China does not run Kim’s foreign policy and they know that.” 

 

The possible new alignment on the Korean Peninsula that most concerns Beijing is a loose unification 

between North and South Korea with American troops remaining in the South. 

 

As part of its conciliatory moves before the meetings, the North has dropped its demand for the departure 

of the 28,000 United States troops stationed in the South as a condition for denuclearization. 

 

“A unified, democratic Korea aligned with the U.S. will be dangerous to the Communist regime in China, 

though not necessarily the Chinese nation,” said Xia Yafeng, a North Korea expert at Long Island 

University. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Erosion of public sector employment 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/22/business/economy/public-

employees.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=first-

column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news  

GIST OKLAHOMA CITY — The anxiety and seething anger that followed the disappearance of middle-income 

jobs in factory towns has helped reshape the American political map and topple longstanding policies on 

tariffs and immigration. 

 

But globalization and automation aren’t the only forces responsible for the loss of those reliable 

paychecks. So is the steady erosion of the public sector. 

 

For generations of Americans, working for a state or local government — as a teacher, firefighter, bus 

driver or nurse — provided a comfortable nook in the middle class. No less than automobile assembly 

lines and steel plants, the public sector ensured that even workers without a college education could afford 

a home, a minivan, movie nights and a family vacation. 

 

In recent years, though, the ranks of state and local employees have languished even as the populations 

they serve have grown. They now account for the smallest share of the American civilian work force since 

1967. 

 

The 19.5 million workers who remain are finding themselves financially downgraded. Teachers who have 

been protesting low wages and sparse resources in Oklahoma, West Virginia and Kentucky — and those in 

Arizona who say they plan to walk out on Thursday — are just one thread in that larger skein. 

 

“I was surprised to realize along the way I was no longer middle class,” said Teresa Moore, who has spent 

30 years investigating complaints of abused or neglected children, veterans and seniors in Oklahoma. 
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She raised two daughters in Alex, a rural dot southwest of the capital, on her salary. But when she applied 

for a mortgage nine years ago, the loan officer casually described her as “low income.” 

 

At 57, Ms. Moore now earns just over $43,000, which she supplements with a part-time job as a computer 

technician. 

 

The private sector has been more welcoming. During 97 consecutive months of job growth, it created 18.6 

million positions, a 17 percent increase. 

 

But that impressive streak comes with an asterisk. Many of the jobs created — most in service industries 

— lack stability and security. They pay little more than the minimum wage and lack predictable hours, 

insurance, sick days or parental leave. 

 

The result is that the foundation of the middle class continues to be gnawed away even as help-wanted ads 

multiply. 

 

Reducing state and local payrolls, of course, is a goal that has champions and detractors. Anti-tax 

crusaders, concerned about cost and overreach, have longed for a smaller government that delivers only 

the most limited services. Public-sector defenders worry that shortages of restaurant inspectors, rat 

exterminators, mental health counselors and the like will hurt neighborhoods. Pothole-studded roads and 

unreliable garbage pickup don’t entice businesses, either. 

 

Yet whether one views a diminished public sector as vital to economic growth or a threat to health and 

safety, it is undeniable that it has led to a significant decline in middle-class employment opportunities. 

 

“It’s a tough time to be working in government,” said Neil Reichenberg, executive director of the 

International Public Management Association for Human Resources. Once there were several attractions 

to public employment in addition to the mission of making a difference in your community, he added, but 

incentives like good health insurance and retirement benefits have disappeared. “There’s been a lot of 

cutbacks that have made government a less competitive employer,” he said. 

 

From the late 1950s through 1980, the United States added 350,000 new state and local workers a year. 

The rate slowed in the mid-1980s through the early 2000s, but payrolls still grew annually by 300,000 

workers. 

 

Government hiring failed to bounce back after the recession in both Republican- and Democratic-led 

states, and states continued to shed workers through 2013. The recovery’s slow pace held down revenues 

at the same time as baby boomers began retiring and generous pension and benefit commitments made in 

fatter years came due. 

 

“They couldn’t pay their obligations,” said Edwin Benton, a political scientist at the University of South 

Florida and the managing editor of an academic journal, State and Local Government Review. “The 

epidemic has grown to almost every city and state.” 

 

“We’re in uncharted waters,” he added. 

 

In the past 12 months, local and state payrolls grew by 31,000, a fraction of the historical rate. There are 

now fewer such workers per capita than there were three decades ago. 

 

Nonetheless, those combined payrolls dwarf those of the federal government, which employs about 2.8 

million civilians, including postal workers. That number has shrunk slightly in recent years. 

 

Short of money, many states have also privatized services like managing public water systems, road repair, 

emergency services or prisons, transferring jobs from the public sector to private companies that have 

reduced salaries and benefits to increase their profits. 
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The government employment pinch especially hurts in small and rural counties, where President Trump 

and other Republicans are popular. These areas tend to lack the number and diversity of private employers 

found in larger cities, and are therefore more dependent on government jobs. 

 

n Houston, pinched by a property tax cap, the police chief has said his department is short 1,500 to 2,000 

officers. In North Carolina, a federal report blamed a 25 percent job vacancy rate at a state prison in 

Elizabeth City for four deaths that occurred during a breakout attempt. 

 

Back in Oklahoma, state prisons are at 153 percent capacity, while the corrections department has lost a 

tenth of its staff since 2009. “Our folks are only armed with their self-defense training, a can of pepper 

spray, and a wing and a prayer that someone will come and help them if they get in trouble,” Joe Allbaugh, 

the director of the corrections department, has said publicly. 

 

Since 2009, staffing at the state mental health department in Oklahoma is down more than 20 percent, and 

at the Office of Juvenile Affairs by nearly a quarter. The state Office of Fire Marshal once employed 30 

workers, but now has 18. 

 

A report on 2017 state compensation in Oklahoma found that average salaries were 27 percent lower than 

for comparable jobs in the private sector. 

 

Many government workers take a second job to make ends meet. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 America’s nuclear headache: old plutonium 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-nukes-plutonium-specialreport/americas-nuclear-headache-

old-plutonium-with-nowhere-to-go-idUSKBN1HR1KC  

GIST AMARILLO, Texas (Reuters) - In a sprawling plant near Amarillo, Texas, rows of workers perform by 

hand one of the most dangerous jobs in American industry. Contract workers at the U.S. Department of 

Energy’s Pantex facility gingerly remove the plutonium cores from retired nuclear warheads. 

 

Although many safety rules are in place, a slip of the hand could mean disaster. 

 

In Energy Department facilities around the country, there are 54 metric tons of surplus plutonium. Pantex, 

the plant near Amarillo, holds so much plutonium that it has exceeded the 20,000 cores, called “pits,” 

regulations allow it to hold in its temporary storage facility. There are enough cores there to cause 

thousands of megatons of nuclear explosions. More are added each day. 

 

The delicate, potentially deadly dismantling of nuclear warheads at Pantex, while little noticed, has grown 

increasingly urgent to keep the United States from exceeding a limit of 1,550 warheads permitted under a 

2010 treaty with Russia. The United States wants to dismantle older warheads so that it can substitute 

some of them with newer, more lethal weapons. Russia, too, is building new, dangerous weapons. 

 

The United States has a vast amount of deadly plutonium, which terrorists would love to get their hands 

on. Under another agreement, Washington and Moscow each are required to render unusable for weapons 

34 metric tons of plutonium. The purpose is twofold: keep the material out of the hands of bad guys, and 

eliminate the possibility of the two countries themselves using it again for weapons. An Energy 

Department website says the two countries combined have 68 metric tons designated for destruction - 

enough to make 17,000 nuclear weapons. But the United States has no permanent plan for what to do with 

its share. 

 

Plutonium must be made permanently inaccessible because it has a radioactive half-life of 24,000 years. 

 

“A MUCH MORE DANGEROUS SITUATION” 

Edwin Lyman, a physicist at the Union of Concerned Scientists, a science advocacy group based in 
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Washington, says solving the problem of plutonium storage is urgent. In an increasingly unstable world, 

with terrorism, heightened international tensions and non-nuclear countries coveting the bomb, he says, 

the risk is that this metal of mass annihilation will be used again. William Potter, director of the James 

Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies at the Middlebury Institute of International Studies, told 

Reuters: “We are in a much more dangerous situation today than we were in the Cold War.” 

 

Washington has not even begun to take the steps needed to acquire additional space for burying plutonium 

more than 2,000 feet below ground - the depth considered safe. Much of America’s plutonium currently is 

stored in a building at the Savannah River Site in South Carolina - like Pantex, an Energy Department site. 

Savannah River used to house a reactor. Local opponents of the storage, such as Tom Clements, director 

of SRS Watch, contend the facility was never built for holding plutonium and say there is a risk of leakage 

and accidents in which large amounts of radioactivity are released. 

 

The Energy Department has a small experimental storage site underground in New Mexico. The 

department controls the radioactive materials - plutonium, uranium and tritium - used in America’s nuclear 

weapons and in the reactors of nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and submarines. In a Senate hearing in 

June 2017, Energy Secretary Rick Perry said the Energy Department has been in talks with New Mexico 

officials to enlarge the site. Environmental groups there have strongly opposed expansion. 

 

Under an agreement with Russia, the United States was to convert 34 metric tons of plutonium into fuel 

for civilian reactors that generate electricity. The fuel is known as MOX, for “mixed oxide fuel.” 

Plutonium and uranium are converted into chemical compounds called oxides, and mixed together in fuel 

rods for civilian nuclear power plants. The two metals are converted into oxides because these can’t cause 

nuclear explosions. But the U.S. effort has run into severe delays and cost overruns. 

 

The alternative method is known as dilute-and-dispose. It involves blending plutonium with an inert 

material and storing it in casks. The casks, however, are projected to last only 50 years before beginning to 

leak, and so would need to be buried permanently deep underground. 

 

THE MOX MESS 

President Donald Trump has sided with the Energy Department in wanting to kill the MOX project 

because of the extreme cost overruns and delays. The Energy Department, beginning in the Obama 

administration, favored closing down the MOX project for the same reason, but Congress overruled it. The 

federal budget adopted in February, however, specifies a means for ending the project, if a study shows 

that dilute-and-dispose would be at least 50 percent cheaper than making MOX. 

 

The National Nuclear Security Administration, the part of the Energy Department that oversees the nuclear 

sites and materials, favors switching to the dilute-and-dispose method. In recent testimony before a House 

of Representatives subcommittee, Lisa Gordon-Hagerty, the new NNSA administrator, said that method 

would “cost billions less” than completing the MOX plant. 

 

Plutonium is a versatile nuclear bomb material. Terrorists would need only 11 kilograms or less to make a 

bomb, Lyman says. 

 

Its ordinarily limited radioactivity makes plutonium safe for terrorists or other thieves to transport with 

little risk of radiation injury. It goes undetected by most sensors. It radiates alpha particles, relatively large 

on an atomic scale, which means the thin glass of a test tube, the leather of a briefcase, or even air or skin 

stop them. The danger from handling small amounts is inhaling plutonium dust. In that case, the dust 

spreads from the lungs throughout the body, causing multiple kinds of cancer. 

 

The federal government now has no solution in sight to dispose of the plutonium permanently. Its one 

effort to make it unusable for bombs has turned into what the White House and Energy Department say is 

a costly failure. The MOX project, at the Energy Department’s Savannah River Site in South Carolina, has 

been kept on life support by Congress thanks to the influence of South Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham 

and other lawmakers. The MOX plant employs about 2,000 people in Graham’s state. 
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Graham and other Congressional backers say MOX is the best way to keep plutonium out of the hands of 

terrorists. They note too that the pact with Russia requires the United States to use MOX as the method for 

disposal. 

 

A spokeswoman for Graham declined to comment on his behalf but sent a link to a YouTube video of a 

Senate hearing in March. In the hearing, Graham, referring to steps already taken to limit work on the 

MOX plant, said: “What I think we’ve done is ended the biggest non-proliferation program in the world, 

and I’m going to try and fix that.” 

 

Today’s plutonium glut mainly is a legacy of the Cold War. The quantities now seem surreal. By 1967 the 

U.S. nuclear arsenal reached its apex, with 37,000 warheads. The Soviet Union’s peak came in the 1970s, 

with approximately 45,000. These were enough to destroy life on Earth thousands of times over. 

 

A RADIOACTIVE PEACE DIVIDEND 

Amid the terror and aggressiveness then of government and military leaders on both sides, little or no 

thought was given what to do with the warheads should the risk of mass annihilation ebb. 

 

Daniel Ellsberg, best known for leaking in 1971 the Pentagon Papers about the Vietnam war, in the early 

1960s was an adviser to the Air Force and White House on nuclear policy. He recently published a book 

detailing and criticizing the nuclear policy debates and decisions of that era. In a phone interview, he said 

disposal of weapons was never considered at the time. 

 

“I don’t think one person gave one moment of thought to that,” Ellsberg said. “No one thought that the 

Cold War would end.” 

 

Treaties that dramatically reduced U.S. and Russian nuclear arsenals were signed soon after the Soviet 

Union fell. It was then that the magnitude of the problem – disposing of the surplus plutonium – dawned 

on the two countries. 

 

Scientists proffered ideas, nearly all involving making the plutonium forbiddingly dangerous for 

malefactors to transport and burying it deep underground. 

 

Instead, under a 2000 treaty, the United States agreed to transform the 34 metric tons of plutonium into 

MOX, unusable for bombs. Russia agreed to destroy the same quantity using a special type of reactor. But 

the United States had never before built a MOX plant. No U.S. civilian reactor had ever used MOX as 

fuel. 

 

This misplaced optimism led to one of the costliest snafus ever in U.S. government construction. Work 

began in 2007 to build a MOX plant that was to be operational by November 2016. The Energy 

Department now estimates that, if allowed to proceed, it will not be finished until 2048. In 2007 the 

Energy Department said the total cost would be $4.8 billion. Now it estimates the cost at more than $17 

billion. 

 

Building of the plant began when detailed designs were between 20 percent and 40 percent complete. But 

once initial construction finished, the contractor, under instructions from the Energy Department, breezed 

ahead without architectural plans. 

 

Reports from the Union of Concerned Scientists said rooms were built for laboratories and offices where 

none were needed. Ventilation ducts and electrical wiring were in the wrong places. Plumbing was a maze 

of misplaced pipes. The contractor later had to rip out much of its work and start over. 

 

The contractor is a consortium of companies, CB&I Areva MOX Services. It includes CB&I (formerly 

Chicago Bridge and Iron), based in the Netherlands, and Areva, which specializes in nuclear-related and 

alternative power projects, majority owned by the French government. 

 

GIVING IT AWAY 
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In an e-mailed statement to Reuters, the consortium said it expects to finish the facility. It said “the project 

is over 70 percent physically complete.” 

 

But Gordon-Hagerty, the National Nuclear Security Administration’s new chief, testified in March before 

a House Appropriations Subcommittee that it is “nowhere near” 50% complete. Government 

Accountability Office reports (here and here) criticized the Energy Department for awarding a “cost plus” 

contract, which guarantees a profit regardless of how much work is done. 

 

In an emailed response to questions for this article, Lindsey Geisler, a spokesperson for the NNSA, said 

that in 2011, after the contract had been awarded, “NNSA recognized the need to institute project 

management reforms.” She said the NNSA established a new office to better oversee contracting and 

acquisition, and that practices have improved significantly. 

 

Echoing other critics, Frank von Hippel, a Princeton University professor who researches nuclear arms 

control and policymaking, said weak oversight continues. “The problem at DOE is that the quality of 

managers, with some exceptions, is quite low,” he said. “Contractors just milk them for money.” 

 

An Energy Department panel reported in 2016 that there is no US market for MOX. To use MOX fuel 

rods, civilian power plants would have to modify their reactors, requiring lengthy relicensing by the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The report said the best the Energy Department could hope for was to 

give the stuff away. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 North, South Koreas leaders hotline 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/20/historic-hotline-links-south-north-korean-leaders-ahead-

rare-summit.html  

GIST North and South Korea opened the first-ever telephone hotline between their leaders Friday ahead of a rare 

summit next week focusing on de-escalating the nuclear standoff. 

 

South Korea’s presidential office said the first test call on the hotline went to Pyongyang’s State Affairs 

Commission, the country’s supreme decision-making institution chaired by Kim Jong Un. The call was 

successful. 

 

“The historic direct telephone line between the leaders of the South and North was connected a short while 

ago,” South Korean presidential official Youn Kun Young said in a news briefing. 

 

“The test call went on for 4 minutes and 19 seconds starting at 3:41 p.m. with (officials from) both sides 

speaking to each other ... The connection was smooth and the voice quality was very good. It was like 

calling next door,” he said. 

 

Meeting between two Koreas slated for April ahead of Trump-Kim summit. Greg Palkot has the latest 

developments. 

Officials say the hotline, reminiscent of the Moscow-Washington hotline during the Cold War, will help to 

facilitate dialogue and reduce misunderstanding during times of escalation. 

 

The direct line between the two leaders came months after a border hotline was opened in January, nearly 

two years after radio silence from the communist regime. 

 

The leaders of both Koreas are expected to have a first-ever phone conversation sometime before their 

meeting next Friday at the border truce village of Panmunjom. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Hundreds school walkouts for gun reform 
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SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/hundreds-school-walkouts-planned-friday-n867726  

GIST Students from hundreds of schools across the country began a wave of walkouts Friday morning in a 

unified voice for tougher gun laws. 

 

The protests come on the 19th anniversary of the shooting at Columbine High School, which left 13 

people dead in Littleton, Colorado, energized the gun-control debate and became a haunting symbol of gun 

violence in schools. 

 

The students — many not even born when Columbine occurred — represent more than 2,600 schools that 

were holding moments of silence in honor of the victims as well as the 17 people killed during the Feb. 14 

shooting at a high school in Parkland, Florida. The deaths prompted national protests demanding change. 

 

On Capitol Hill, students from the Washington area marched while chanting, "Congress do your job!" and 

"Not one more!" to put pressure on lawmakers who have stalled in enacting gun-safety measures. 

 

In Atlanta, students from the area were marching to the state Capitol. "I’m angry," said Ann Philip, a high 

school sophomore, "but I'm motivated." 

 

Fred Guttenberg, whose 14-year-old daughter, Jaime, died during the Parkland massacre, praised the 

students for walking out, and said all they want is common-sense gun reform that includes background 

checks and a ban on assault weapons. 

 

"The reason they're rising up is they want to be able to go out in public and not live in fear," Guttenberg 

told MSNBC. 

 

The grieving father gained attention in the days after the Parkland shooting by telling Sen. Marco Rubio, 

R-Fla., that his and President Donald Trump's words following the massacre were "pathetically weak." 

 

Yet even as students on Friday headed to rallies at their statehouses or planned to stay at their schools to 

discuss gun violence, other communities weren't immune from the scourge: Police in Ocala, Florida, 

reported that one student shot another in the ankle at a local high school. Forest High School was put on 

lockdown and the injured student was taken to the hospital for treatment. 

 

Police said the suspected shooter was also a student at the school. 

 

"We have to stop this," Parkland shooting survivor and activist David Hogg said in a video post on Twitter 

after learning about the shooting in Ocala. "We're not going to be able to stop this unless we make our 

voice heard … not as Democrats or Republicans, but as Americans." 

 

Citywide protests were expected to attract thousands in New York City and Austin, Texas. Police in 

Richmond, Virginia, say at least 10,000 could gather at the state Capitol. 

 

Former Democratic Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords, who was injured by a gunman in a mass shooting 

in Tucson, Arizona, in 2011, tweeted her support for the walkouts and rebuked politicians for claiming 

"never again" after Columbine but "after nearly two decades of inaction, it's clear they’ve failed in their 

basic duty to keep our kids safe." 

 

Last month, tens of thousands of students left class to protest gun violence in what historians called the 

largest youth protest movement since at least the Vietnam War. Days later, hundreds of thousands of teens 

and their backers rallied across the U.S. calling for tougher laws on guns and ammunition. 

 

Plans for Friday's walkout began only hours after the Parkland shooting, when a Connecticut teen started 

an online petition calling for protests on the anniversary of Columbine. Sophomore Lane Murdock then 

gathered a few other students at Ridgefield High School to orchestrate the national protest. 

 

They also have received help from Indivisible, a left-leaning nonprofit based in Washington that helps 
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boost grassroots activism. The group says it was formed after the 2016 election to oppose the policies 

promoted by Trump. 

 

"We're walking out to remember every single young person who has been killed by American gun 

violence," Murdock said in a statement Thursday. "We're walking out to talk about the real problems our 

country is facing, and the solutions that our leaders are too scared to dream up." 

 

Administrators at many schools tacitly allowed the walkouts in March, opting not to punish participants. 

But some now say the leniency has expired. 

 

Even so, students at many New York schools were rallying at the city's Washington Square Park. 

 

And some schools in Houston and elsewhere will give students time to share their views but have warned 

them not to leave campus or return to class late. Some others are holding alternative events after school. 

Many have simply said students are expected to stay in class throughout the day. 

 

Students in the Washington area are planning to march from the White House to the Capitol, where they 

will rally and deliver letters to Congress calling for greater gun control. 

 

In Littleton, some survivors of the Columbine shooting planned to join with Parkland survivors for a vigil 

and rally Thursday evening. But there will be no walkout at Columbine, which has long canceled classes 

on the anniversary of the shooting. Instead, students will be called to participate in a day of service. 

 

Principal Scott Christy said in a letter to other schools in his district that April "has long been a time to 

respectfully remember our loss, and also support efforts to make our communities a better place." 
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HEADLINE 04/20 CDC warns: don’t eat romaine lettuce 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/don-t-eat-romaine-lettuce-cdc-now-warns-n867941  

GIST No one should eat romaine lettuce — or any lettuce at all — unless they can be sure it’s not from Arizona, 

federal health officials said Friday. 

 

More than 50 people have become sick in an outbreak of E. coli food poisoning linked to romaine lettuce 

and now several people in Alaska have also gotten ill, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said 

in a new warning. 

 

“Based on new information from Alaska, CDC is expanding its warning to cover all types of romaine 

lettuce from the Yuma, Arizona growing region,” the CDC said in its update. 

 

“This warning now includes whole heads and hearts of romaine lettuce, in addition to chopped romaine 

and salads and salad mixes containing romaine.” 

 

The CDC said it did not have the number of sick people in Alaska yet, and it cannot say for sure where the 

contaminated lettuce came from precisely. 

 

“No common grower, supplier, distributor, or brand has been identified at this time,” the CDC said. 

 

So people had better be safe than sorry. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 OPCW team visits Douma  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-envoy-encouraged-russia-backs-geneva-
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process-54630085?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Latest on developments in Syria (all times local): 

 

6:15 p.m. 

 

The global chemical weapons watchdog says a team of inspectors has visited the Syrian town of Douma to 

collect samples for an investigation into an alleged chemical weapons attack there two weeks ago. 

 

The Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons issued a statement Saturday saying the team 

"visited one of the sites in Douma, Syrian Arab Republic today to collect samples for analysis" in their 

investigation. 

 

It added that, "The OPCW will evaluate the situation and consider future steps including another possible 

visit to Douma." 

 

The OPCW fact-finding team was delayed for several days in its attempts to reach the town. 

 

The organization says the samples it has collected will be analyzed at OPCW-designated laboratories and 

the team will draft a report based on the findings, "as well other information and materials collected by the 

team." 

 

The OPCW mission aims to establish whether chemical weapons were used, but is not mandated to 

apportion blame for the attack. 

 

——— 

 

4 p.m. 

 

Russia's Foreign Ministry says a team of international chemical weapons inspectors has departed for the 

Syrian town of Douma, site of an alleged chemical weapons attack that prompted a retaliatory missile 

strike by the U.S., U.K. and France. 

 

The team from the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons was delayed for several days in 

its attempts to reach Douma. 

 

In a statement Saturday, ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova said the team had left for the town and 

decried the delay as "unacceptable." 

 

Russia, whose forces in Syria back President Bashar Assad's army, has denied claims that Syrian forces 

carried out the alleged April 7 attack. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 German neo-Nazis mass for Hitler festival 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/german-neo-nazis-mass-festival-hitlers-birthday-092322294.html  

GIST Ostritz (Germany) (AFP) - Hundreds of neo-Nazis were massing Friday on Adolf Hitler's birthday for a 

two-day festival in a remote eastern German town where citizens and anti-fascist groups staged spirited 

counter-protests. 

 

Many of the mostly male right-wing extremists wore T-shirts with slogans such as "Keepers of the Race", 

"White is my favourite colour" and "Adolf was the best" while the event was guarded by a group called 

"Aryan Brotherhood". 

 

Hundreds of armoured police ringed the site of the "Schild und Schwert" (Shield and Sword, or SS) 

festival near the Polish and Czech borders that was expected to also attract eastern European extremists. 
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Police were backed by water cannon and armoured vehicles, mounted patrols and boats patrolling the 

Neisse border river, on the western banks of which the shaven-headed and often heavily tattooed attendees 

were pitching their tents or parking camper-vans. 

 

Organisers argue that the "Reconquista Europa" festival -- featuring far-right music, speeches, martial arts, 

a tattoo convention and merchandise stalls -- is a political event, granting it legal protection under the 

German constitution. 

 

They said they expected about 1,000 participants. 

 

The event comes as Germany, after a mass influx of asylum seekers since 2015, is witnessing a revival of 

far-right and ultra-nationalist groups and has seen the anti-immigration Alternative for Germany (AfD) 

enter parliament. 

 

Hundreds of people also flocked to two counter-demonstrations held well away from the far-right festival 

in separate parts of Ostritz, a town of 2,300 people, in a remote region of the ex-communist eastern state of 

Saxony. 

 

Saxony state premier Michael Kretschmer said he was proud that citizens, churches, parties and unions 

organised opposition. He spoke at a "Peace Festival" with choir music, food stalls, an Arabic cafe and 

signs praising diversity and multiculturalism. 

 

"The fight against right-wing extremism must come from the middle of society," he said. 

 

"I'm very happy that local authorities and police have found ways to make things difficult for the concert, 

so hopefully they won't come back here again. 

 

"We don't want these people here." 

 

While neo-Nazis have long staged underground concerts for recruiting and fund-raising, a major two-day 

music festival with a tent city and tickets selling at up to 45 euros ($55) is seen as an escalation of an 

emboldened far-right movement. 

 

The Shield and Sword lineup features bands linked to the far-right and hooligan scene as well as a "fight 

night" event Saturday called "Kampf der Nibelungen", a reference from Germanic and Norse mythology, 

featuring boxing, kickboxing and mixed martial arts. 

 

"To live is to fight," declares the event website. "At all times it was fighters who defended their clan, their 

tribe, their homeland." 

 

Visitors were prohibited from bringing glass bottles, flag staffs and certain breeds of dogs. 

 

A 75-year-old pensioner living near the festival site, who asked not to be named for fear of reprisals, told 

AFP: "It is a shame that the government cannot ban this, given all the pain that Hitler brought to 

Germany." 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Claim: best suburbs for retirement 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/retirement/2018/04/21/retirement-

destinations-best-us-suburbs/527955002/  

GIST You may not want to retire in a large city with a big population. And the good news is there are some 

quality suburbs from which to choose. 
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Digital marketing company ConsumerTrack recently ranked the top suburbs for retirees based on cost of 

living, median home prices and property tax rates, among other criteria. 

 

Many of the towns that landed on the top 10 are based in Southern states across the country. 

 

"They offer both cheap costs of living and social conditions that are conducive to retirees," said Andrew 

DePietro, content strategist, research and data analyst at ConsumerTrack.  

 

Here's where you may want to settle down in your golden years. 

 

10. Olympia Fields, Illinois 
Mean household income: $116,779 

Median home listing price: $185,000 

Property tax (based on median home price): $4,249 

 

9. Bermuda Run, North Carolina 
Mean household income: $108,558 

Median home listing price: $167,450 

Property tax: $1,666 

 

8. Dennis, Massachusetts 
Mean household income: $97,988 

Median home listing price: $362,400 

Property tax: $2,634 

 

7. Plantation, Florida 
Mean household income: $79,797 

Median home listing price: $329,250 

Property tax: $4,122 

 

6. Pecan Plantation, Texas 
Mean household income: $97,902 

Median home listing price: $279,900 

Property tax: $2,733 

 

5. Sun City, Arizona 
Mean household income: $46,040 

Median home listing price: $169,900 

Property tax: $1,356 

 

4. Fairfield Harbour, North Carolina 
Mean household income: $65,903 

Median home listing price: $189,900 

Property tax: $1,343 

 

3. Sunset Beach, North Carolina 
Mean household income: $70,992 

Median home listing price: $324,900 

Property tax: $1,348 

 

2. Green Valley, Arizona 
Mean household income: $59,317 

Median home listing price: $198,990 

Property tax: $1,800 

 

1. Timber Pines, Florida 
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Mean household income: $56,974 

Median home listing price: $159,900 

Property tax: $1,590 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Supervolcano under Yellowstone Park 

SOURCE https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/20/the-supervolcano-under-yellowstone-should-make-you-

worried/  

GIST Yellowstone National Park sits squarely over a giant, active volcano. This requires attention. 

 

Yellowstone has been a national park since 1872, but it was only in the 1960s that scientists realized the 

scale of the volcano – it’s 44 miles across – and not until the 1980s did they grasp that this thing is fully 

alive and still threatens to erupt catastrophically. Yellowstone is capable of eruptions thousands of times 

more violent than the Mount St. Helens eruption of 1980. The northern Rockies would be buried in 

multiple feet of ash. Ash would rain on almost everyone in the United States. It’d be a bad day. Thus 

geologists are eager to understand what, exactly, is happening below all those volcano-fueled hot springs 

and geysers. 

 

Obviously they’d like to know if and when Yellowstone will blow again, and with what level of 

explosiveness. A major eruption would be a low-probability, high-consequence event, a proverbial Black 

Swan, something that could have societal and planetary effects. The problem for scientists is that these big 

“supervolcano” eruptions rarely happen, and the most important action is out of sight, many miles below 

the surface, involving chaotic forces, complex chemistry and enigmatic geological features. 

 

One new study has offered insight on Yellowstone’s hidden architecture. It modeled the way magma rises 

from deep in the Earth’s interior and creates two large chambers of partially melted rock beneath the 

surface of the national park. 

 

These two magma chambers are stacked, and separated by a layer (called a “sill,” like a window sill) of 

non-melted rock. The magma rising from the Earth’s mantle flows easily and doesn’t hold much gas. It 

cools and solidifies as it collides with relatively cold crust, forming the sill, the top of which is about 6 

miles below the surface. 

 

On top of the sill is the upper magma chamber, with thick, sticky magma that holds a great deal of gas – 

which makes the magma in the upper chamber explosive. It’s like an unopened can of soda pop that’s been 

shaken. Open the can at your peril. 

 

The new study, published in Geophysical Research Letters, explains how this two-tiered, geochemically 

diverse architecture might have come about over the course of time. 

 

“Someday we might have a model snapshot saying this is what the system looks like when there’s enough 

melt for there to be a large eruption,” lead author Dylan Colón, an Earth Sciences doctoral candidate at the 

University of Oregon, told The Washington Post. 

 

The study won praise from Michael Poland, scientist-in-charge at the U.S. Geological Survey’s 

Yellowstone Volcano Observatory: “What’s neat about their model is they can go back in time with it and 

see how it might have influenced eruption rates many millions of years ago.” 

 

The new study bolsters earlier research on the dual magma chambers. It used sensors arrayed around 

Yellowstone to record the speed at which seismic waves from small earthquakes pass through the 

subsurface rock. Such waves move more slowly through hot and/or partially melted rock formations. That 

data gave scientists the equivalent of an MRI showing the two magma chambers. 

 

“Supervolcano,” we should note, is not a technical term. The experts refer to Yellowstone as a “caldera” or 
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a “caldera-forming volcano.” Some volcanoes form conical mountains. A caldera is a volcano that creates 

a vast crater. These are mountain-swallowing events. Visitors to Yellowstone are given a map showing the 

outline of the most recent caldera, and if they go to the right vantage point it’s possible to see that the heart 

of the park is remarkably free of mountains. They were either blown away or fell into the big hole. 

 

The Yellowstone region has seen three big eruptions, the first one 2.1 million years ago, the most recent 

630,000 years ago. Contrary to Internet rumor-mongering, as well as conspiracy theories about 

government coverups, there’s no sign that a fourth cataclysmic event is about to happen. 

 

It’s possible, in fact, that Yellowstone is getting a bit old and tired. It may be ready for a long nap rather 

than a major eruption. 

 

Ilya Bindeman, a University of Oregon geochemist and co-author of the new paper, said that Yellowstone 

may be “approaching the end of its evolution” because so much of the material in the upper magma 

chamber is recycled and remelted after previous eruptions. 

 

As Poland said: “How many times do you want to reheat your leftovers? At some point you’re going to 

say I’m not going to reheat his. You’ve microwaved it six times and it’s no longer food.” 

 

Intellectual humility is called for here: No one can say with great confidence how much magma it takes to 

trigger a caldera-forming eruption. Moreover, relatively small eruptions creating lava flows can happen 

within the Yellowstone system. The most recent was 70,000 years ago. The experts say one of these 

smaller eruptions is much more likely than a giant explosion. Speculation that Yellowstone is “due” to 

erupt catastrophically implies that the volcano behaves predictably, like a machine. Geologists know 

otherwise. 

 

Yellowstone, it should be noted, isn’t the only caldera in the United States. One of the others that’s worth 

keeping an eye on – and the U.S. Geological Survey does just that – is the Long Valley caldera in 

California, near the popular ski resort of Mammoth Mountain, just east of Yosemite National Park. It 

erupted 700,000 years ago. A major eruption is extremely unlikely, but it could produce smaller eruptions 

that would be highly disruptive and dangerous, said Margaret Mangan, scientist-in-charge at the USGS 

California Volcano Observatory. 

 

Mangan said there are seven volcanic regions in California with zones of molten rock beneath the surface. 

A volcanic eruption in California is roughly as likely as a magnitude 6 or greater earthquake on the San 

Andreas Fault, she said. 

 

But Californians don’t worry about volcanoes. They worry about earthquakes, tsunamis and wildfires, she 

said. She has tried to raise public awareness of volcano hazards but says that it is hard to get much 

attention. 

 

“The awareness level and preparedness level is quite low in this state,” she said. “We prepare for those 

large earthquake events, and we need to prepare for volcanic eruptions.” 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Iran warns US on leaving nuclear deal 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/iran-expected-unexpected-reactions-u-leaves-deal-rouhani-

062752094.html  

GIST DUBAI (Reuters) - Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said on Saturday Iran's atomic agency was ready 

with "expected and unexpected" reactions if the United States pulls out of a multinational nuclear deal, as 

U.S. President Donald Trump has threatened to do. 

 

"Our atomic energy organization is fully prepared ... for actions that they expect and actions they do not 

expect," Rouhani said, without elaborating in a speech carried by state television, referring to a possible 
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decision by Trump to leave the accord next month. 

 

The deal reached between Iran, the United States and five other world powers put curbs on Iran's nuclear 

program in exchange for sanctions relief. 

 

Trump has called the agreement one of the worst deals ever negotiated. In January he sent an ultimatum to 

Britain, France and Germany, saying they must agree to fix what the United States sees as the deal's flaws 

or he would refuse to extend the critical U.S. sanctions relief that it entails. 

 

U.S. disarmament ambassador Robert Wood said on Thursday Washington had been having "intense" 

discussions with European allies ahead of the May 12 deadline, when U.S. sanctions against Iran will 

resume unless Trump issues new waivers to suspend them. 

 

Iran has said it will stick to the accord as long as the other parties respect it, but will "shred" the deal if 

Washington pulls out. 

 

"Iran has several options if the United States leaves the nuclear deal. Tehran's reaction to America's 

withdrawal of the deal will be unpleasant," Iranian state TV quoted Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad 

Javad Zarif as saying in New York. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 China challenged Australian warships 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/20/asia/australia-china-south-china-sea-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull asserted the right of the Australian navy to travel the South 

China Sea, after local media reported three Australian warships were challenged by the Chinese navy 

earlier this month. 

 

As the three vessels traversed the hotly contested waters on their way to Vietnam, they were confronted by 

the People's Liberation Army (PLA) navy, the Australian Broadcasting Corporation reported on Friday. 

The ABC said that one Australian defense official, speaking on condition of anonymity, "insists the 

exchanges with the Chinese were polite, but 'robust'." 

 

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, in London for a meeting of the heads of Commonwealth nations, 

refused to confirm or deny the report. 

 

"All I can say to you is that Australia asserts and practices its right to freedom of navigation throughout the 

world's ocean, including the South China Sea," he told reporters. 

 

China's Defense Ministry confirmed the incident took place in a statement Friday but denied the version of 

events reported in the Australian media. 

 

"On April 15, Chinese naval ships encountered Australian warships in the South China Sea," the statement 

said. "When communicating with the Australian ships, the Chinese ships used professional language, and 

their operations were professional and safe in accordance with law and regulations." 

 

In a statement to CNN, the Australian Defense Department acknowledged the three vessels were in the 

South China Sea in recent weeks but wouldn't comment on "operational details" on the ships. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 China trash ban global wakeup call 

SOURCE http://money.cnn.com/2018/04/20/news/china-trash-recycling-environment/index.html  

GIST China's trash import ban is giving the global recycling industry an enormous headache. The flip side: the 

world has finally been forced to rethink its approach to waste. 
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Beijing has last year banned the imports of 24 varieties of solid waste, including types of plastic and 

unsorted paper. On Friday, it extended the ban to dozens more types of recyclable materials, including 

steel waste, used auto parts and old ships. 

 

The ban has terrible consequences for some places. A town in Australia has been sending recyclable waste 

to a landfill because it can no longer afford to recycle it. 

 

In the UK, hoards of low-grade plastic have been hanging around in storage, eventually heading for 

incineration. 

 

The US Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries warned the ban is disrupting global supply chains and may 

lead manufacturers to use new materials rather than recycled ones. 

 

But experts say the ban has been a massive wake-up call for countries like the United Kingdom, United 

States, Australia, Japan and others who relied on China to buy and handle their trash from them. 

 

The Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries said 31% of America's scrap commodity exports was sent to 

China in 2017. In the UK, almost all of recycled plastic used to be sent to China and Hong Kong for 

processing. 

 

With China shutting its door on foreign garbage, several countries, including the UK have started talking 

about imposing taxes on some plastic items to make people use fewer materials. 

 

Others, like Australia, have invested tens of millions of dollars to help local councils with the waste crisis. 

 

Simon Ellin, the chief executive of the Recycling Association in the United Kingdom, said the ban is 

prompting more investment into recycling technologies. 

 

That's because China and other countries, including European countries, will still buy high-quality scrap 

material that can be recycled into new items. It's just the low-grade, more polluting stuff China doesn't 

want. 

 

Other countries, including India, Indonesia, Vietnam, Germany and the Netherlands, have stepped in to 

buy some of UK's trash, although at lower prices -- and not all of it. 

 

"Some low-grade materials, plastic especially, that are collected at curbside in the UK have proved more 

difficult to move, because there isn't a market to move all of this material," he said, adding these materials 

are currently stuck in storage facilities, while some might be burned, rather than recycled. 

 

He said that knowing the country would no longer be able to ship poor-quality recycling materials to 

China, its biggest buyer, meant the UK recycling industry had to start changing. Others will follow. 

 

"It is inevitable that in the future, other countries will follow China, looking into bringing similar quality 

standards, so the quality of our material has to be better," he said. 

 

"Slowing the [recycling] process down allows us to produce better-quality materials. Companies are 

adopting higher standards and much more stringent processes. There is more investment in technology," 

he added. 

 

In Ellin's mind, the ban is a good thing, that will eventually force the entire supply chain to change, from 

the initial design of the product, to local waste collection authorities, to the companies that sort and recycle 

trash. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Swaziland is now Kingdom of eSwatini 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/20/africa/swaziland-eswatini-africa-monarchy-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The king of Swaziland, Africa's last absolute monarch, has changed the name of his country to the 

"Kingdom of eSwatini" to mark the 50th anniversary of independence -- and to avoid confusion with 

Switzerland. 

 

King Mswati III announced the move during a golden jubilee ceremony celebrating freedom from British 

colonial rule. He said the country's new name was used by Swaziland before it was colonized. 

 

Speaking to a large crowd in a stadium in the city of Manzini, 40 km (25 miles) from the capital Mbabane, 

the king said: "African countries on getting independence reverted to their ancient names before they were 

colonized. So from now on the country will be officially be known as the Kingdom of eSwatini," the AFP 

news agency reported. 

 

The name "Swaziland", the King said, had caused confusion. "Whenever we go abroad, people refer to us 

as Switzerland," he added. 

 

In recent years, the ruler has referred several times to the "Kingdom of eSwatini", which means "land of 

the Swazis" in the local language. 

 

He used it an address to the UN General Assembly in 2017 and at the state opening of the country's 

parliament this year. 

 

The name change was greeted with mixed emotions, with some saying the country had more pressing 

issues, such as poverty and health care. 

 

The southern African nation, a Commonwealth member, suffers from severe poverty and has the world's 

highest HIV/AIDS rate. Most of the king's 1.4 million subjects work as agricultural laborers. 

 

"When read a particular way, it does sound a bit like a start up," tweeted Usman Ali, who said he was born 

in Swaziland. "I'm all for going back to pre-colonial names though. Where it lies on the priority list is the 

issue." 

 

"Swaziland or Eswatini, we're still hungry," tweeted Notsile Nkambule. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Hamas member killed in Malaysia 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/hamas-member-killed-in-malaysia?ref=home  

GIST Hamas on Saturday said one of its members was assassinated in Malaysia, just a day after an Israeli 

official warned of using targeted killings against the militant group.  

 

Fadi al-Batash, described by Hamas as a researcher in “the field of energy,” was said to have been killed 

while on his way to a Kuala Lumpur mosque. Kuala Lumpur police confirmed the killing of a 35-year-old 

Palestinian man but did not identify him as a member of Hamas.  

 

On Friday, Israel’s intelligence minister, Yisrael Katz, reportedly warned Hamas rulers that any threats 

against Israeli commanders would be met with targeted killings. Israeli authorities have blamed the 

militant group for weeks of unrest at the Gaza border, with Israeli Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman on 

Saturday accusing the group of using demonstrators as human shields.  

 

Four Palestinians were killed by Israeli troops on Friday, including a 15-year-old boy. The death toll of 

Palestinians now stands at 32 in less than a month, though Lieberman said the “only culprits” in the latest 

killings are Hamas members. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Immigrant children separation at border 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/20/us/immigrant-children-separation-ice.html  

GIST For months, members of Congress have been demanding answers about how many families are being 

separated as they are processed at stations along the southwest border, in part because the Trump 

administration has in the past said it was considering taking children from their parents as a way to deter 

migrants from coming here. 

 

Officials have repeatedly declined to provide data on how many families have been separated, but 

suggested that the number was relatively low. 

 

But new data reviewed by The New York Times shows that more than 700 children have been taken from 

adults claiming to be their parents since October, including more than 100 children under the age of 4. 

 

The data was prepared by the Office of Refugee Resettlement, a division of the Department of Health and 

Human Services that takes custody of children who have been removed from migrant parents. Senior 

officials at the Department of Homeland Security, which processes migrants at the border, initially denied 

that the numbers were so high. But after they were confirmed to The Times by three federal officials who 

work closely with these cases, a spokesman for the health and human services department on Friday 

acknowledged in a statement that there were “approximately 700.” 

 

Homeland security officials said the agency does not separate families at the border for deterrence 

purposes. “As required by law, D.H.S. must protect the best interests of minor children crossing our 

borders, and occasionally this results in separating children from an adult they are traveling with if we 

cannot ascertain the parental relationship, or if we think the child is otherwise in danger,” a spokesman for 

the agency said in a statement. 

 

But Trump administration officials have suggested publicly in the past that they were, indeed, considering 

a deterrence policy. Last year, John F. Kelly, President Trump’s chief of staff, floated the idea while he 

was serving as homeland security secretary. 

 

If approved, the plan would have closed detention facilities that are designed to house families and 

replaced them with separate shelters for adults and children. The White House supported the move and 

convened a group of officials from several federal agencies to consider its merits. But the Department of 

Homeland Security has said the policy was never adopted. 

 

Children removed from their families are taken to shelters run by nongovernmental organizations. There, 

workers seek to identify a relative or guardian in the United States who can take over the child’s care. But 

if no such adult is available, the children can languish in custody indefinitely. Operators of these facilities 

say they are often unable to locate the parents of separated children because the children arrive without 

proper records. 

 

Once a child has entered the shelter system, there is no firm process to determine whether they have been 

separated from someone who was legitimately their parent, or for reuniting parents and children who had 

been mistakenly separated, said a Border Patrol official, who was not authorized to discuss the agency’s 

policies publicly. 

 

“The idea of punishing parents who are trying to save their children’s lives, and punishing children for 

being brought to safety by their parents by separating them, is fundamentally cruel and un-American,” said 

Michelle Brané, director of the Migrant Rights and Justice program at the Women’s Refugee Commission, 

an advocacy group that conducts interviews and monitoring at immigration detention centers, including 

those that house children. “It really to me is just a horrific ‘Sophie’s Choice’ for a mom.” 

 

Protecting children at the border is complicated because there have, indeed, been instances of fraud. Tens 

of thousands of migrants arrive there every year, and those with children in tow are often released into the 
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United States more quickly than adults who come alone, because of restrictions on the amount of time that 

minors can be held in custody. Some migrants have admitted they brought their children not only to 

remove them from danger in such places as Central America and Africa, but because they believed it 

would cause the authorities to release them from custody sooner. 

 

Others have admitted to posing falsely with children who are not their own, and Border Patrol officials say 

that such instances of fraud are increasing. 

 

As the debate carries on, pressure from the White House to enact a separation policy has continued. In 

conversations this month with Kirstjen Nielsen, the homeland security secretary, Mr. Trump has 

repeatedly expressed frustration that the agency has not been aggressive enough in policing the border, 

according to a person at the White House who is familiar with the discussions. 

 

Officials presented Mr. Trump with a list of proposals, including the plan to routinely separate immigrant 

adults from their children. The president urged Ms. Nielsen to move forward with the policies, the person 

said. 

 

But even groups that support stricter immigration policies have stopped short of endorsing a family 

separation policy. Jessica M. Vaughan, the director of policy studies for the Center for Immigration 

Studies, one such group, said that family separation should only be used as a “last resort.” 

 

However, she said that some migrants were using children as “human shields” in order to get out of 

immigration custody faster. 

 

“It makes no sense at all for the government to just accept these attempts at fraud,” Ms. Vaughan said. “If 

it appears that the child is being used in this way, it is in the best interest of the child to be kept separately 

from the parent, for the parent to be prosecuted, because it’s a crime and it’s one that has to be deterred 

and prosecuted.” 
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HEADLINE 04/19 Darfur violence stirs new alarm 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2018-04-19/darfur-violence-stirs-alarm-as-us-

seeks-improved-rights-record-in-sudan  

GIST International attempts to end the brutal violence in Sudan appear less likely more than a year after the U.S. 

lifted sanctions on the East African nation, following new reports of government violence against the 

general public that has triggered alarm from the top levels of the United Nations and human rights 

organizations. 

 

Despite these concerns, engagement is proceeding to normalize American relations with Sudan, which 

remains on the U.S. list of countries supporting terrorism. 

 

Earlier this week, the U.N. secretary-general said that while security has improved in Darfur – a region in 

western Sudan the size of France – sexual assaults and other acts of violence remain common. 

 

"While the rate of [newly displaced people] was lower in 2017 than in previous years, and humanitarian 

access had improved, sexual violence remained prevalent, owing to a volatile security environment awash 

with small arms and light weapons, criminality and sporadic clashes," António Guterres told the U.N. 

Security Council on Monday. 

 

The U.S. and other Western governments increasingly are working with Sudan's government led by 

President Omar al-Bashir, who is sought by the International Criminal Court, or ICC, for alleged acts of 

genocide and war crimes committed in Darfur. 

 

The U.S. has since the 1990s imposed economic sanctions on Sudan for its support of terrorists. But over 
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time U.S. thinking of the sanctions' effectiveness has changed. Meanwhile, Western governments have 

increasingly eased into seeking al-Bashir's help to battle extremism in East Africa and to help reverse the 

flow of refugees streaming northward with the hope of reaching Europe. 

 

U.S. negotiators will next focus on improving human rights and religious freedom in the East African 

country, according to the Sudan Tribune. 

 

Sudan's current government came to power by an Islamist-backed military coup in 1989, waging a jihadi 

war on South Sudan, which became its own country in 2011. The ICC has issued an arrest warrant for al-

Bashir, whom it accuses of being "criminally responsible, as an indirect co-perpetrator" for alleged acts of 

genocide and war crimes committed in Darfur. An insurgency erupted in Darfur in 2003 against Sudan's 

government in Khartoum for political and economic marginalization. 

 

International rights observers say the social climate in Sudan remains oppressive. 

 

"There has been no fundamental change. The government still stands at the ready to fight rebels or 

suspected rebels and civilians they believe support them, often purely on the basis of their location and 

ethnicity," says Jehanne Henry of the African team at Human Rights Watch. "We continue to see very 

high levels of sexual violence especially against displaced women and girls, often by security forces who 

operate with total impunity. Darfur continues to be a lawless, violent place where government forces can 

do what they want." 

 

The five tracks the U.S. monitored included counter-terrorism cooperation; addressing the threat of the 

Lord's Resistance Army – a rebel group and Christian cult operating in northern Uganda, South Sudan, 

Congo and Central Africa Republic; ending interference in South Sudan; improving humanitarian access; 

and ending hostilities in two areas, including Darfur. 

 

Last October, President Donald Trump ended all U.S. economic sanctions. Sudan remains on the U.S. list 

of countries supporting terrorism, a designation that imposes sanctions. Other countries on the list include 

Iran, North Korea and Syria. 

 

Human rights organizations, however, say they still track incidents of sexual assault and other violence in 

Darfur, and say the Sudanese government attacked civilians in March and April. Those attacks killed 23 

people and displaced 15,000. Twelve villages were set on fire in the Jebel Marra area in Darfur, according 

to a report from the African Center for Justice and Peace Studies. 

 

"For many months we saw a reduction of government attacks on civilians, but as recent clashes and attacks 

on civilians in Jebel Mara shows, that's only temporary and only at the whim of the government," Henry of 

Human Rights Watch says. 

 

Negotiations to restore normal relations between the U.S. and Sudan should have been started in January 

this year – a year after Obama partially lifted sanctions in the first phase. Those talks were set to consider 

removing Sudan from the U.S. government's list of states supporting terrorism. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 NKorea suspends nuke tests, launches 

SOURCE http://time.com/5249087/north-korea-suspend-missile-testing-close-nuclear-site/  

GIST (SEOUL, South Korea) — North Korea announced that it will suspend nuclear tests and intercontinental 

ballistic missile launches ahead of its summits with Seoul and Washington, but stopped short of suggesting 

it has any intention of giving up its hard-won nuclear arsenal. 

 

The announcement, which sets the table for further negotiations when the summits begin, was made by 

leader Kim Jong Un at a meeting of the North Korean ruling party’s Central Committee on Friday. It was 

reported by the North’s state-run media early Saturday. 
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Kim justified the suspension to his party by saying the situation around North Korea has been rapidly 

changing “in favor of the Korean revolution” since he announced last year that his country had completed 

its nuclear forces. 

 

He said North Korea has reached the level where it no longer needs underground testing or test-launching 

of ICBMs, and added that it would close its nuclear testing facility at Punggye-ri, which was already 

believed to have been rendered unusable due to tunnel collapses after the North’s test of its most powerful 

bomb to date last year. 

 

The announcement is Kim’s opening gambit to set the tone for summit talks with South Korean President 

Moon Jae-in, set for next Friday, and U.S. President Donald Trump, expected in late May or early June. 

 

Trump almost immediately responded with a tweet, saying, “This is very good news for North Korea and 

the World” and “big progress!” He added that he’s looking forward to his summit with Kim.  

 

South Korea’s presidential office also welcomed North Korea’s announcement as “meaningful progress” 

toward the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula. Presidential official Yoon Young-chan said in a 

statement that the North’s decision brightens the prospects for successful talks between Seoul, Pyongyang 

and Washington. 

 

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe offered a more guarded reaction. 

 

“What is crucial here … is how this development is going to lead to the complete, verifiable and 

irreversible dismantlement of nuclear arms, weapons of mass destruction and missiles,” he said. “And I 

will keep a close eye on that.” 
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HEADLINE 04/20 State Dept. annual human rights review 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/20/trump-admin-hits-russia-china-iran-north-

korea-ann/  

GIST The State Department hit “China, Russia, Iran and North Korea” for violating the rights of their own 

citizens “on a daily basis” Friday, as U.S. diplomats released their annual worldwide human rights review, 

chronicling political executions, media oppression and other tyrannical activities in a range of nations. 

 

While the review, known as the “Country Reports on Human Rights Practices,” also cited abuses in 

several countries considered to be close economic and military partners of Washington, it stressed that the 

United States seeks “to lead other nations by example” in promoting the rule of law and the fair treatment 

of people everywhere. 

 

“States that restrict freedoms of expression and peaceful assembly; that allow and commit violence against 

members of religious, ethnic, and other minority groups; or that undermine the fundamental dignity of 

persons are morally reprehensible and undermine our interests,” acting Secretary of State John J. Sullivan 

wrote in an introductions to this year’s review. 

 

“Our foreign policy reflects who we are and promotes freedom as a matter of principle,” wrote Mr. 

Sullivan, who’s headed the State Department since early April following President Trump’s firing of 

former Secretary of State Rex W. Tillerson. 

 

“The United States,” Mr. Sullivan wrote, “will continue to support those around the world struggling for 

human dignity and liberty.” 

 

Friday’s review was the 42nd produced by the State Department. The document, posted on the 

department’s website, is a country-by-country assessment of nearly every nation of the world — the U.S. 
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itself being a notable exception. 

 

This year’s assessments hit the usual suspects. 

 

It cited a long list of “significant” human rights abuses by the Chinese government, from “arbitrary or 

unlawful deprivation of life and executions without due process” to “forced disappearances” of citizens by 

Beijing and the use by authorities of “unofficial holding facilities known as ‘black jails.’” 

 

Similar activities were described in Iran, where authorities were also criticized for maintaining “severe 

restrictions on freedom of expression,” including the “suppression of virtually all expression deemed 

critical of the regime.” 

 

While examples were cited in a host others nations — from North Korea to Venezuela, Zimbabwe and 

beyond — the review also documented abuses in several nations considered to be U.S. allies, such as 

Saudi Arabia and Turkey. 

 

It lamented the Saudi government’s use of “torture” on prisoners and “execution for other than the most 

serious offenses and without requisite due process.” It also noted Riyadh’s detention in late 2017 of some 

200 government officials, businesspersons and royal family members. 

 

While the detentions were ostensibly tied to a major government corruption probe, the review cited media 

reports that “members of the security forces coerced with relative impunity at least some of the detainees 

to the point of requiring medical care.” 

 

In Turkey, the review criticized the “torture of detainees in official custody” and cited other abuses, 

including Ankara’s use of state of emergency powers to engage in the “arbitrary arrest and detention” of 

“tens of thousands, including members of parliament and two Turkish-national employees of the U.S. 

Mission to Turkey, for alleged ties to terrorist groups or peaceful legitimate speech.” 

 

While the review provided an exhaustive accounting of religious and political persecution in several other 

nations, it also went beneath the surface to explore unusual and specific areas of human rights strain in 

some nations, particularly Russia. 

 

Beatings by ‘close relatives’ 

 

It noted Russian President Putin’s recent signing of legislation to make “beatings by ‘close relatives’ an 

administrative rather than criminal offense for first-time offenders” in Russia, “provided the beating does 

not cause serious harm requiring hospital treatment.” 

 

The report suggested the law may increase instances in which no one gets held accountable for violence 

against women in Russia, where “approximately 12,000 women [are killed] annually from domestic 

violence.” 

 

While the review cannot force the U.S. government to cut ties or military aid to rights abusers or to impose 

sanctions upon them, it is generally regarded as a prime source for tracking human rights abuses by 

governments around the world and often sparks harsh responses from its named targets. 

 

This year’s document, meanwhile, was published against a backdrop in which the Trump administration 

itself has faced sharp criticism from some independent human rights organizations. 

 

The New York-based group Human Rights Watch asserted in January that President Trump’s first year in 

office was “marked by a sharp regression in government efforts to protect and promote a range of human 

rights.” 

 

“The Trump administration made policy changes that have harmed refugees and immigrants, undermined 

police accountability for abuse, and rolled back women’s rights, including access to important health 
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services,” Human Rights Watch said. 

 

The State Department’s annual review does not assess the human-rights situation inside the United States. 

But on releasing the review Friday, U.S. officials acknowledged the sticky politics that may face the 

Trump administration when it comes to maintaining, and even growing, ties with other nations cited for 

abuses. 

 

“Does [it] mean the president should never speak to these people?” said Ambassador Michael Kozak, the 

senior official in the State Department’s Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor. 

 

“Usually part of your policy is engaging with the people your trying to change at some level,” Mr. Kozak 

told reporters at State Department headquarters. 

 

He also spoke frankly on abusive practices in several specific nations. 

 

When asked about references in this year’s review to political and media oppression in Nicaragua, for 

instance, Mr. Kozak said outright that “Nicaragua is going the wrong direction on many fronts” and 

asserted that recent elections in the Central American nation “were a sham.” 

 

When asked about Saudi Arabia’s announcement last year that it will begin allowing women the right to 

drive automobiles, Mr. Kozak described the development as “a baby step in the right direction.” 

 

With regard to positive human rights examples in general, he added that he’s “always encouraged when 

you see things break out of a static holding pattern.” 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Judge: deadly force measure on ballot 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/960321/judge-rejects-lawmakers-change-to-deadly-force-measure/  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — A Thurston County judge has rejected the way Washington lawmakers voted 

to make it easier to prosecute police for negligent shootings. 

 

Lawmakers in March approved the measure, which was intended to end years of wrangling over a 

previous state law that made it nearly impossible to hold officers criminally liable. 

 

But the way lawmakers changed the law was dubious. They were faced with an initiative signed by nearly 

360,000 voters. Under the state Constitution, the Legislature must pass such initiatives as written or send 

them to the ballot. 

 

In this case, lawmakers passed the initiative — Initiative 940 — as well as a law to amend it with changes 

that were supported by both police groups and activists. 

 

The maneuver prompted a lawsuit by frequent initiative sponsor Tim Eyman. The Seattle Times reports 

that Superior Court Judge Christine Schaller agreed Friday the Legislature’s actions were unconstitutional. 

She ordered I-940 be put on the November ballot. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 National Teacher of the Year 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/960100/teacher-of-the-year-mandy-manning/  

GIST When you speak with Spokane teacher Mandy Manning, her enthusiasm is contagious, and one really does 

get the sense that she finds teaching to be its own reward. But the awards are official too, as she’s been 

named the 2018 National Teacher of the Year for her work at Ferris High School. 

 

“Every family has value, because every parent loves their kids, so there’s going to be something beautiful 
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in every family,” Manning told Morning News with Dave Ross last September, shortly after being named 

Washington’s Teacher of the Year. “I think it’s my responsibility as the classroom teacher to find the 

beauty in every single family.” 

 

She’s far more than a teacher with a cool name. An educator for 17 years, Manning has taught English and 

math at the Ferris Newcomer Center since 2011, where immigrant and refugee students often enter their 

first American classroom. Her students come from all over the world, and there are usually 12 to 14 

different languages in class at a time. Despite the challenges, her impact reverberates throughout the 

students’ lives. 

 

“I think when I came to her class I only knew how to say, ‘Hi,'” one student told CBS This Morning. “I 

always wanted to be a doctor,” said another, “and she inspired me. She convinced me to do it.” 

 

Though she has almost as many awards as students, Manning never imagined becoming a teacher. Her 

journey toward it began in Armenia as a Peace Corps volunteer. Over the years she went to Texas, New 

York, and Japan. She moved to Spokane’s Newcomer Center in 2011. 

 

Teacher of the year Mandy Manning 

 

For Manning, developing a relationship with parents and understanding where her students are coming 

from is essential. 

 

“Even as teachers we get nervous to talk to parents, because we’re unsure of what that relationship is 

going to look like,” she said. “Then we do it and it’s this magical moment where we realize that we’re in it 

together.” 

 

In addition to helping immigrants and refugees adapt to the American education system, Manning took a 

lead role in improving her school’s discipline plan. Since its activation, tardiness, unexcused absences, and 

suspensions were significantly reduced. Her discipline models are currently in use by other schools across 

the district. 

 

As National Teacher of the Year, Manning will serve as an advocate for more than three million teachers 

and 50 million public school students, going to over 150 speaking events in the U.S. and internationally. It 

will enable her to spread her ongoing message for students of kindness and fearlessness. 

 

“It took me years to get to this approach,” Manning said. “You love your child because they are a part of 

you, and I love your child because, just like you, I want the very, very best for them.” 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Seattle eyes business tax on large firms 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/960039/progressive-business-tax-seattle/  

GIST After months of deliberation and committee meetings, Seattle officials have developed legislation to 

impose a progressive business tax on the city’s largest companies. 

 

“The answer to our homelessness crisis is not as simple as being austere and shuffling existing budget 

priorities,” said Councilmember Lorena González. “There is no question that additional resources are 

needed to fund housing and services that are working. This new revenue is targeted towards building 

deeply affordable housing and funding services that allow a person to become healthy, stable and 

independent.” 

 

The council’s progressive business tax legislation exempts non-profits and aims to avoid taxing small and 

medium businesses. The legislation will be introduced on April 23, then go through council committees. It 

could be voted on as early as May 14. Along with the legislation, the council will submit a resolution that 

guides spending for the tax. 
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“Seattle’s small businesses, about 97 percent of all businesses in the city, will not be taxed by this 

proposal,” said Seattle Councilmember Mike O’Brien. “Just the opposite, this proposal does much of what 

many small businesses want to see in responding to the crisis – create more safe and appropriate places for 

people to go.” 

 

O’Brien argues that the progressive tax will “jumpstart” the region’s approach to solving the homeless 

crisis, which the city has failed to keep pace with. 

 

Seattle’s progressive business tax 

 

If passed the head tax could be implemented as soon as 2019. The proposal is really two separate taxes, 

implemented one after the other. The council proposes to shift to a payroll tax on Jan. 1, 2021 after three 

years of collecting the head tax. The payroll tax was preferred by business representatives at an April 18 

council committee meeting. 

 

• About 500 businesses will be subject to the tax, which is about 3 percent of the city’s companies. 

It will apply to companies making more than $20 million annually in gross receipts. 

• Businesses will be taxed $0.26042 per hour, per employee working in Seattle, or $500 per 

employee / year. 

• When the city shifts to a payroll tax in 2021, it will charge 0.7 percent of all payroll related to 

work performed in Seattle by those same large companies. The proposal argues that this will tax 

higher salaries more than smaller ones. 

• Both taxes are aimed to raise $75 million annually. 

 

What will it fund? 

 

According to the city council, 29,000 households in Seattle earn less than 50 percent of the area’s median 

income and are paying more than 50 percent of their income on rent. The area needs more than 140,000 

affordable units, with only about 15,000 offered or are currently being built. 

  

“In 2017, our city-funded programs exited 3,400 people from homelessness into permanent housing,” 

González said. “Yet, we continue to see people living and sleeping in public spaces. The causes for 

homelessness are varied but the result is the same: unsheltered people are unable to find their way into 

affordable housing because it does not exist at the needed scale.” 

 

Of the $75 million in annual revenue from the progressive business tax: 

• 75 percent (about $57 million) will fund the construction of 1,780 “deeply affordable housing 

units” over the next five years. 

• Affordable housing will be targeted at residents earning 30 percent of the area’s median income. 

• 20 percent will fund emergency shelter and other services such as building tiny homes, expanding 

hygiene services, expanding criminal justice diversion programs, services for people living in cars, 

and adding 362 shelter beds. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Protests, arrests at Seattle youth jail site 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/960252/seattle-police-arrest-clergy/  

GIST SEATTLE – Clergy members and others who chained themselves to steel beams at the construction site 

for a new youth jail in Seattle were arrested Friday morning. 

 

The protesters gathered at the site near 14th and Alder at about 8 a.m. 

 

They’re demanding that King County Executive Dow Constantine halt construction. 
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Supporters of the movement gathered on the sidewalk where an altar, banners, and candles were placed. 

 

“Those of us here today share a moral vision for the county to shift away from building infrastructure that 

creates misery and trauma, and toward spending on basic human needs like housing and healthcare,” stated 

Dean Spade, member of the No New Youth Jail Coalition. 

 

KIRO 7 Reporter Rob Munoz was at the scene as protesters encouraged each other to call Constantine’s 

office to complain that having workers at the site while protesters were there constituted Occupational 

Safety Hazard Administration violations for unsafe workplace practices. 

 

When officials came to the site to investigate, they determined the protesters were creating a dangerous 

work site environment.  That led to Seattle police officers ordering the group to disperse.  When the group 

refused to leave, arrests were made. 

 

Last month, supporters of the campaign closed an intersection Fourth Avenue and James Street in front 

Constantine’s office.  Five of them were locked together, with their arms inside metal tubes. 

 

They then marched through downtown Seattle.  Traffic officials were forced to close streets, which 

clogged I-5 and I-90. 

 

The county says a new youth jail is desperately needed because the current facility is deteriorating. 

 

But activists say the current jail is only 25 years old and that a county analysis of the facility said it was 

“generally in good condition.” 

 

They say the construction is an “unnecessary, harmful, and undeniably racist jail building project,” 

reasoning that youth jails disproportionately affect black children. 

 

The group offers no alternative to a youth detention center. It only says it wants to “change the 

conversation about youth imprisonment” and wants the county to adopt a goal of zero detention young 

people. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Puget Sound spring finally sprung 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/groovy-70-temps-for-puget-sound-this-week/281-543591205  

GIST Spring has finally sprung!  

 

Temperatures will start to warm near or above normal in the coming days, and the sun will make a return. 

In fact, we are about to see the driest stretch of the month yet and the warmest temps since September! 

 

We've already seen improvements since Saturday, but the weather will just keep getting better. And by 

"better," I mean ample sunshine and temps in the 70s! Keep in mind, 60 degrees is where we should be 

this time of year. 

 

We'll be close to 70 degrees on Monday, and those temps will linger. Looks like the ridge stays over us 

well into the work week and allows for us to dry out and warm up quite a bit. We could even see some 

areas in the mid-to-upper 70s midweek! 
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HEADLINE 04/22 State economy ranked highest in nation 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/washingtons-economy-ranked-highest-in-nation-

geekwire/281-544503452  
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GIST Washington state’s technology industry isn’t always considered in the same league as California’s. But a 

2017 study getting renewed attention this week suggests that Washington is actually punching well above 

its weight. 

 

Credit reporting site WalletHub compared all 50 states and the District of Columbia across 27 metrics for 

economic health and opportunity in the report. The study resurfaced this week when Visual Capitalist, a 

digital media brand, compiled the data in the infographic below. 

 

Washington ranked No. 1, driven by factors like strong gross domestic product growth, exports per capita, 

and percentage of high-tech jobs. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Security risk phones sold at US bases 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/chinese-smartphones-cited-by-intelligence-as-security-risk-sold-on-

us-bases-1.523519  

GIST KAISERSLAUTERN, Germany — Chinese-made smartphones that the heads of U.S. intelligence have 

urged Americans not to buy are being sold to servicemembers across Germany at on-base exchange 

facilities, despite concerns of data theft and espionage. 

 

The Huawei phones, which are being sold by TKS, an Army and Air Force Exchange Service 

concessionary and subsidiary of Vodaphone, could be used to gather sensitive information, according to 

U.S. intelligence agencies. They are banned for official government use in most cases. 

 

The Defense Department asked whether Huawei mobile phones were being sold at exchange facilities but 

has not offered any other direction, said AAFES senior spokesman Chris Ward. 

 

“We responded ‘yes’ and have had no other inquiries,” Ward said in an email response. “Should there be 

an official determination made by law enforcement officials that these phones present a security risk, the 

Exchange will instruct its vendors to remove impacted products from their assortment.” 

 

Officials at Ramstein Air Base, where Europe’s largest exchange and a TKS concessionary operate, said 

they are aware that the phones are being sold on base. 

 

Although officials did not address Huawei specifically, they said that servicemembers should adhere to 

operational security standards when they post anything online, take pictures or configure their location 

settings. 

  

“Servicemembers need to pay attention,” said Lt Col. Joel Harper, 86th Airlift Wing spokesman. 

“Regardless of where the device is purchased, on base or off base, servicemembers should practice good 

(operational security).” 

 

In February, the director of national intelligence, along with the heads of the CIA, FBI, National Security 

Agency, Defense Intelligence Agency and the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency testified before a 

Senate committee that Americans should not use Huawei products because of the security risks they pose. 

 

The concern about Huawei first focused on routers, switches and other high-bandwidth commercial 

products but later expanded to consumer mobile phones. 

 

FBI Director Christopher Wray testified that Huawei products provide the Chinese government with the 

ability to maliciously modify or steal information and to conduct undetected espionage. 

 

“We’re deeply concerned about the risks of allowing any company or entity that is beholden to foreign 

governments that don’t share our values to gain positions of power inside our telecommunications 

networks,” Wray said. 
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Huawei is a private company started by a former People’s Liberation Army officer. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Oil is fast approaching $70 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-is-fast-approaching-70-is-the-economy-ready-for-it-1524394800  

GIST Oil prices are headed toward $70 a barrel, a weight on the U.S. economy that is bearable for now but could 

pose trouble if prices keep climbing. 

 

The last time U.S. oil prices were at $70, in 2014, they were in the middle of a steep collapse. Many 

investors believed then that prices would soon stabilize, or even recover. Instead, they continued to plunge, 

eventually hitting a bottom in 2016 at $26. That tumble caused acute pain for oil producers, whose 

troubles rippled out into stocks, bonds and the broader economy. 

 

This year’s rally is a sign of how much has changed in a few years. Global growth has picked up, while 

U.S. unemployment has fallen. A gambit by the world’s largest oil producers to cut production has been 

succeeding in eliminating a massive glut, with help from soaring demand. 

 

Oil prices have climbed more than 60% since last summer’s lows, and U.S. producers are exporting more 

crude than ever. 

 

For now, some investors say oil prices are lodged in a range that could benefit the U.S. economy by 

bolstering the recovering energy industry without curtailing demand. 

 

Yet even with the economy chugging along, rising oil prices dredge up fresh concerns. If crude continues 

to move higher, it could begin to stifle economic growth. Higher consumer prices for gasoline and other 

energy products act like a tax, while pushing inflation higher and increasing pressure on the Federal 

Reserve to raise interest rates more aggressively. 

 

That, in turn, could slow growth and weigh on the stock market, which has already been knocked around 

by trade tensions, rising bond yields and recent bouts of volatility. Inflation concerns pushed the yield on 

the 10-year Treasury note to the highest since 2014 on Friday, while major U.S. stock indexes closed 

lower, wiping out much of the recent gains after a string of upbeat earnings. 

 

“Nothing can suck cash flow out of the economy faster than rising oil prices,” said Joseph LaVorgna, chief 

economist for the Americas at Natixis . 

 

When oil prices fell below $40 a barrel, financial distress from the energy sector started to spread, said 

Jason Thomas, director of research at the Carlyle Group . 

 

But if oil prices continue rising, they could boost inflation expectations, which would raise bond yields 

and the cost of financing. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Canada moving oil a truck at a time 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-canada-crude-trucks-insight/facing-shipping-constraints-

canada-moving-oil-one-truckload-at-a-time-idUSKBN1HU0F4  

GIST WINNIPEG, Manitoba/VANCOUVER (Reuters) - At an Alberta oil loading terminal, a convoy of big rigs 

are gearing up to haul Canadian crude oil hundreds of miles through bone dry fields across the U.S. border 

into Montana, where the oil will be transferred to pipelines and rail cars headed south and west. 

 

Trucks loaded with crude are an increasingly common sight at the border. Production has risen in the 
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world’s fifth largest producer but full pipelines and a rail car shortage have made it difficult for drillers to 

ship oil out of Canada. 

 

Some oil producers are feeling the pressure from customers. Alberta-based Gear Energy Ltd (GXE.TO) 

pumps about 7,500 barrels of oil equivalent per day, and recently had an Asian customer walk away from 

an agreement to buy crude after failing to secure a way to ship oil to the West Coast. 

 

“We’ve never had more inbound calls looking for heavy oil,” said Gear Chief Executive Officer Ingram 

Gillmore. “And we have never had more challenges actually getting it to them. It is very frustrating.” 

 

Production in Canada rose 8 percent in the last year to a record 4.2 million barrels per day (bpd) and is 

forecast to keep rising. Over the next five years, OPEC production is expected to only grow modestly, 

leaving the bulk of forecasted global supply increases to the United States and Canada. 

 

But Canada’s oil industry faces significant challenges, not the least of which are high production costs, 

remote oil fields and, perhaps most pressing, the shipping bottlenecks. So significant are the problems that 

a number of oil majors have withdrawn from Canada. 

 

No easy solution is on the horizon. Plans for new export pipelines are running into opposition from 

environmentalists, Aboriginal groups and rival provinces. Most recently, Kinder Morgan Canada 

(KML.TO) hit the brakes on its Trans Mountain expansion, and TransCanada Corp (TRP.TO) has not yet 

fully committed to its Keystone XL project. 

 

Frustrated and fearful of missing out on the rebound in prices, drillers are increasingly relying on trucks to 

move oil to the market. Crude exports from Canada by road nearly tripled from 2015 to 2017, and 

continued to rise in the first two months of 2018, according to StatsCan data provided to Reuters.  

 

However, a truck can only carry 200 barrels of oil, compared with 60,000 barrels in one unit train, or 

nearly 600,000 per day on the Keystone Pipeline - the equivalent of 3,000 trucks. Each one of those trucks 

needs a driver and enough fuel to carry crude over long distances. Moving crude by truck is at least 10 

times more expensive on a mile-for-mile basis compared with rail or pipeline. 

 

“We have demand for 50,000 bpd and we can move about a fifth of that,” said Jarrett Zielinski, chief 

executive of Torq Energy Logistics, an Alberta company that owns rail loading facilities and 275 trucks. 

 

TRUCKIN’ 

Rising opposition to pipelines is hitting Alberta, the landlocked province where most Canadian oil is 

produced. 

 

The fight over the Trans Mountain expansion, which would nearly triple the capacity of the 1,150-

kilometre (715 mile) line from Alberta to a British Columbia port, has engulfed two provinces and the 

government of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. 

 

British Columbia is opposed to the project, which prompted Kinder Morgan to suspend work on the line. 

Alberta’s premier threatened to cut fuel deliveries to its neighboring province in retaliation. 

 

As for trains, during certain months, rail operators face political pressure to prioritize movement of 

agricultural products. Rail operators want long-term deals from shippers, but oil companies prefer to have 

the flexibility to shift to pipelines if space becomes available. 

 

Exports by road rose from just over 17,000 barrels per month in 2015 to more than 51,000 in 2017, 

according to data Statistics Canada provided to Reuters. In the first two months of 2018, road exports 

surged to an average of 180,000 a month. 

 

By contrast, rail exports averaged 4 million barrels a month in 2017. 
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Using trucks allows producers to reach northern U.S. rail loading sites, where there is more capacity and 

rates are cheaper, Zielinski said. 

 

Monthly demand fluctuates based on the discount for western Canadian crude versus the U.S. benchmark. 

When the discount is above $20, oil producers will pay to haul crude up to five hours, more than twice as 

far as usually makes economic sense, Zielinski said. 

 

However, the trucking industry’s capacity to move more crude is limited by a severe driver shortage in 

Western Canada, said Andrew Barnes, director of compliance and regulatory affairs at Alberta Motor 

Transportation Association. 

 

This is not unique to Canada. Booming production in west Texas has strained pipeline capacity, increasing 

reliance on trucks to deliver to injection points. But ongoing pipeline construction in Texas should 

alleviate the glut in the next year, while Canada’s future in less clear. 

 

The uptick in truck transport also raises safety questions. There were 205 road accidents involving crude 

tanker trucks in Canada from 2010 through 2016, which killed 10 people, according to Transport Canada 

data. There were nine accidents involving crude trains, though one was the Lac Megantic, Quebec disaster 

in 2013, where a train hauling 72-crude cars derailed and exploded, killing 47. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Fighting pollution: say ‘no’ to straws 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/better/science/fighting-pollution-avoiding-plastic-straws-ncna856296  

GIST Environmental groups have targeted disposable drinking straws — that are not recyclable or compostable 

— for extinction. The ultimate goal: Prevent non-degradable plastic straws from polluting our beaches, 

waterways and oceans. 

 

With so many other pollution problems, why straws? 

 

“Straws are an easy thing for everybody to get started on when approaching the enormous issue of plastic 

pollution,” said Diana Lofflin, founder of StrawFree.org, an environmental group based in southern 

California. 

 

Lofflin said she realized something had to be done after seeing the video of a Costa Rican team removing 

a straw from a turtle’s nose. 

 

“We’re seeing more plastic in our waterways and one of the most common items we find is straws,” she 

said. “In fact, it's one of the top 10 items that are picked up at beach cleanups. It’s estimated that by the 

year 2050, there will be more plastic in the oceans than fish.” 

 

A GROWING MOVEMENT 

Lawmakers in Los Angeles, Davis, Malibu and San Luis Obispo, Calif.; Miami Beach and Fort Myers 

Beach, Fla.; and Seattle, have passed ordinances that limit or prohibit restaurants from using plastic straws. 

 

A ban on plastic straws for commercial use took effect in Fort Myers Beach in February. The town’s 

environmental specialists, who patrol the beaches, report seeing fewer straws in the sand, and most of the 

ones they do find are biodegradable, Town Manager Roger Hernstadt told NBC News BETTER. 

 

The ordinance does create penalties: $100 for a first offense, $500 for three or more citations within a year, 

but Hernstadt hopes education and warnings will be all that’s needed. 

 

“I think all the folks here understand that an attractive beach is important for them being able to draw 

customers, and this effort is part of making it desirable for people to come here,” he said. 
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Malibu already bans the commercial use of plastic shopping bags and polystyrene food containers. A new 

city ordinance takes effect in June that adds plastic straws, stirrers and cutlery to the list. 

 

“I think this was driven by the fact that these plastic items don't biodegrade,” said Malibu Mayor Rick 

Mullen. “They may break down in size, but the actual plastic stays in the ecosystem and people are getting 

conscious about that all over the world.” 

 

Most restaurant owners support the ban, Mayor Mullen said, although some worry it will drive up their 

cost of doing business. 

 

“Most people here in Malibu are not fanatical environmentalists by any stretch of the imagination,” but it’s 

part of the city’s mission to “preserve the natural beauty and take care of the environment as much as 

possible,” Mullen said. “We realize that the little things we do have a big effect on the natural world.” 

 

The plastics industry acknowledges that waste management and marine debris are serious issues that 

require a real and lasting solution. But it would like to see the focus be on proper disposal and greater 

recycling, rather than banning certain products. 

 

“People should have the option to use products that fit their lifestyle, but it’s everyone’s responsibility to 

make sure these items are disposed of in a way that maximizes their value and ensures that they don’t end 

up where they shouldn’t,” said Ashley Stoney, director of communications for the Plastics Industry 

Association, in an email. 

 

This summer, Seattle will ban the commercial use of plastic straws, plastic stir sticks and plastic utensils. 

Starting July 1, any business that serves food or beverages will need to provide compostable alternatives. 

 

“It's great to have things diverted from garbage into the compost stream, which is what we're pushing with 

this,” said Becca Fong with Seattle Public Utilities. “It’s also a really good way to raise consumer 

awareness, to get people to think about prevention: Do they really need that straw or all of those utensils if 

they’re getting food to go and taking it home to eat?” 

 

Single use plastics are pervasive in our everyday life — it's everywhere and very little of it is recyclable. 

We have this unnecessary waste product becoming fish food. 

 

Single use plastics are pervasive in our everyday life — it's everywhere and very little of it is recyclable. 

We have this unnecessary waste product becoming fish food. 

Several hundred retailers made the switch in November as part of the “Strawless in Seattle” campaign, 

organized by Dune Ives, executive director of The Lonely Whale Foundation. 

 

“Single use plastics are pervasive in our everyday life — it's everywhere and very little of it is recyclable. 

We have this unnecessary waste product becoming fish food,” Ives said. “We wanted to wake people up 

and make them feel really powerful, that something they did would make a difference.” 

 

As part of its commitment to sustainable products, Seattle’s Safeco Field, home of the Mariners, does not 

use plastic straws, stir sticks or utensils. The ballpark won Major League Baseball’s the 2017 “Green 

Glove Award” for its recycling efforts. Only four percent of the waste generated there goes to the landfill, 

the rest is recycled or composted. 

 

“It was a fairly invisible kind of a change for us and it didn't affect us operationally,” said Rebecca Hale, 

director of public information for the Mariners. “I don't think that a lot of people even realize that the 

straws and the knives and the forks and all of that are going into the compost stream.” 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Nicaragua cancels social security change 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/dozens-killed-nicaragua-after-unrest-over-social-security-
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reform-n868216  

GIST MANAGUA, Nicaragua — Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega repealed changes to the country's social 

security system Sunday night that triggered riots that led to the deaths of at least 26 people since 

Wednesday. 

 

The overhaul had sought to shore up Nicaragua's troubled social security system with a combination of 

reduced benefits and increased taxes. Human rights groups say at least 26 people have been killed in 

several days of clashes. Dozens of shops in Managua, the capital, have been looted. 

 

"The incidents of violence that have happened are regrettable," Ortega said in a televised message Sunday 

night, adding: "We cannot allow chaos, crime and looting. We cannot allow this." 

 

The Roman Catholic Conference of Bishops in Nicaragua condemned repression against protesters and 

urged the government to listen to them and drop the social security changes. "A unilateral decision always 

brings with it social instability. Rectifying decisions is a sign of humanity, listening is the path of reason, 

seeking peace at all cost is wisdom," the conference said in a statement. 

 

Heather Nauert, a spokeswoman for the U.S. State Department, said: "The United States government 

regrets the loss of life and injuries suffered in Nicaragua during protests by its citizens. We condemn the 

violence and the excessive force used by police and others against civilians who are exercising their 

constitutional right to freedom of expression and assembly." 
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HEADLINE 04/19 Behind Palantir’s search for everything 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2018-palantir-peter-thiel/  

GIST High above the Hudson River in downtown Jersey City, a former U.S. Secret Service agent named Peter 

Cavicchia III ran special ops for JPMorgan Chase & Co. His insider threat group—most large financial 

institutions have one—used computer algorithms to monitor the bank’s employees, ostensibly to protect 

against perfidious traders and other miscreants. 

 

Aided by as many as 120 “forward-deployed engineers” from the data mining company Palantir 

Technologies Inc., which JPMorgan engaged in 2009, Cavicchia’s group vacuumed up emails and browser 

histories, GPS locations from company-issued smartphones, printer and download activity, and transcripts 

of digitally recorded phone conversations. Palantir’s software aggregated, searched, sorted, and analyzed 

these records, surfacing keywords and patterns of behavior that Cavicchia’s team had flagged for potential 

abuse of corporate assets. Palantir’s algorithm, for example, alerted the insider threat team when an 

employee started badging into work later than usual, a sign of potential disgruntlement. That would trigger 

further scrutiny and possibly physical surveillance after hours by bank security personnel. 

 

Over time, however, Cavicchia himself went rogue. Former JPMorgan colleagues describe the 

environment as Wall Street meets Apocalypse Now, with Cavicchia as Colonel Kurtz, ensconced upriver 

in his office suite eight floors above the rest of the bank’s security team. People in the department were 

shocked that no one from the bank or Palantir set any real limits. They darkly joked that Cavicchia was 

listening to their calls, reading their emails, watching them come and go. Some planted fake information in 

their communications to see if Cavicchia would mention it at meetings, which he did. 

 

It all ended when the bank’s senior executives learned that they, too, were being watched, and what began 

as a promising marriage of masters of big data and global finance descended into a spying scandal. The 

misadventure, which has never been reported, also marked an ominous turn for Palantir, one of the most 

richly valued startups in Silicon Valley. An intelligence platform designed for the global War on Terror 

was weaponized against ordinary Americans at home. 

 

Founded in 2004 by Peter Thiel and some fellow PayPal alumni, Palantir cut its teeth working for the 

Pentagon and the CIA in Afghanistan and Iraq. The company’s engineers and products don’t do any 
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spying themselves; they’re more like a spy’s brain, collecting and analyzing information that’s fed in from 

the hands, eyes, nose, and ears. The software combs through disparate data sources—financial documents, 

airline reservations, cellphone records, social media postings—and searches for connections that human 

analysts might miss. It then presents the linkages in colorful, easy-to-interpret graphics that look like 

spider webs. U.S. spies and special forces loved it immediately; they deployed Palantir to synthesize and 

sort the blizzard of battlefield intelligence. It helped planners avoid roadside bombs, track insurgents for 

assassination, even hunt down Osama bin Laden. The military success led to federal contracts on the 

civilian side. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services uses Palantir to detect Medicare fraud. 

The FBI uses it in criminal probes. The Department of Homeland Security deploys it to screen air travelers 

and keep tabs on immigrants. 

 

Police and sheriff’s departments in New York, New Orleans, Chicago, and Los Angeles have also used it, 

frequently ensnaring in the digital dragnet people who aren’t suspected of committing any crime. People 

and objects pop up on the Palantir screen inside boxes connected to other boxes by radiating lines labeled 

with the relationship: “Colleague of,” “Lives with,” “Operator of [cell number],” “Owner of [vehicle],” 

“Sibling of,” even “Lover of.” If the authorities have a picture, the rest is easy. Tapping databases of 

driver’s license and ID photos, law enforcement agencies can now identify more than half the population 

of U.S. adults. 

 

JPMorgan was effectively Palantir’s R&D lab and test bed for a foray into the financial sector, via a 

product called Metropolis. The two companies made an odd couple. Palantir’s software engineers showed 

up at the bank on skateboards. Neckties and haircuts were too much to ask, but JPMorgan drew the line at 

T-shirts. The programmers had to agree to wear shirts with collars, tucked in when possible. 

 

As Metropolis was installed and refined, JPMorgan made an equity investment in Palantir and inducted the 

company into its Hall of Innovation, while its executives raved about Palantir in the press. The software 

turned “data landfills into gold mines,” Guy Chiarello, who was then JPMorgan’s chief information 

officer, told Bloomberg Businessweek in 2011. 

 

Cavicchia was in charge of forensic investigations at the bank. Through Palantir, he gained administrative 

access to a full range of corporate security databases that had previously required separate authorizations 

and a specific business justification to use. He had unprecedented access to everything, all at once, all the 

time, on one analytic platform. He was a one-man National Security Agency, surrounded by the Palantir 

engineers, each one costing the bank as much as $3,000 a day. 

 

Senior investigators stumbled onto the full extent of the spying by accident. In May 2013 the bank’s 

leadership ordered an internal probe into who had leaked a document to the New York Times about a 

federal investigation of JPMorgan for possibly manipulating U.S. electricity markets. Evidence indicated 

the leaker could have been Frank Bisignano, who’d recently resigned as JPMorgan’s co-chief operating 

officer to become CEO of First Data Corp., the big payments processor. Cavicchia had used Metropolis to 

gain access to emails about the leak investigation—some written by top executives—and the bank 

believed he shared the contents of those emails and other communications with Bisignano after Bisignano 

had left the bank. (Inside JPMorgan, Bisignano was considered Cavicchia’s patron—a senior executive 

who protected and promoted him.) 

 

JPMorgan officials debated whether to file a suspicious activity report with federal regulators about the 

internal security breach, as required by law whenever banks suspect regulatory violations. They decided 

not to—a controversial decision internally, according to multiple sources with the bank. Cavicchia 

negotiated a severance agreement and was forced to resign. He joined Bisignano at First Data, where he’s 

now a senior vice president. Chiarello also went to First Data, as president. After their departures, 

JPMorgan drastically curtailed its Palantir use, in part because “it never lived up to its promised potential,” 

says one JPMorgan executive who insisted on anonymity to discuss the decision. 

 

The bank, First Data, and Bisignano, Chiarello, and Cavicchia didn’t respond to separately emailed 

questions for this article. Palantir, in a statement responding to questions about how JPMorgan and others 

have used its software, declined to answer specific questions. “We are aware that powerful technology can 
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be abused and we spend a lot of time and energy making sure our products are used for the forces of 

good,” the statement said. 

 

Much depends on how the company chooses to define good. In March a former computer engineer for 

Cambridge Analytica, the political consulting firm that worked for Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential 

campaign, testified in the British Parliament that a Palantir employee had helped Cambridge Analytica use 

the personal data of up to 87 million Facebook users to develop psychographic profiles of individual 

voters. Palantir said it has a strict policy against working on political issues, including campaigns, and 

showed Bloomberg emails in which it turned down Cambridge’s request to work with Palantir on multiple 

occasions. The employee, Palantir said, worked with Cambridge Analytica on his own time. Still, there 

was no mistaking the implications of the incident: All human relations are a matter of record, ready to be 

revealed by a clever algorithm. Everyone is a spidergram now. 

 

Thiel, who turned 50 in October, long reveled as the libertarian black sheep in left-leaning Silicon Valley. 

He contributed $1.25 million to Trump’s presidential victory, spoke at the Republican convention, and has 

dined with Trump at the White House. But Thiel has told friends he’s had enough of the Bay Area’s 

“monocultural” liberalism. He’s ditching his longtime base in San Francisco and moving his personal 

investment firms this year to Los Angeles, where he plans to establish his next project, a conservative 

media empire. 

 

As Thiel’s wealth has grown, he’s gotten more strident. In a 2009 essay for the Cato Institute, he railed 

against taxes, government, women, poor people, and society’s acquiescence to the inevitability of death. 

(Thiel doesn’t accept death as inexorable.) He wrote that he’d reached some radical conclusions: “Most 

importantly, I no longer believe that freedom and democracy are compatible.” The 1920s was the last time 

one could feel “genuinely optimistic” about American democracy, he said; since then, “the vast increase in 

welfare beneficiaries and the extension of the franchise to women—two constituencies that are notoriously 

tough for libertarians—have rendered the notion of ‘capitalist democracy’ into an oxymoron.” 

 

Thiel went into tech after missing a prized Supreme Court clerkship following his graduation from 

Stanford Law School. He co-founded PayPal and then parlayed his winnings from its 2002 sale to EBay 

Inc. into a career in venture investing. He made an early bet on Facebook Inc. (where he’s still on the 

board), which accounts for most of his $3.3 billion fortune, as estimated by Bloomberg, and launched his 

career as a backer of big ideas—things like private space travel (through an investment in SpaceX), hotel 

alternatives (Airbnb), and floating island nations (the Seasteading Institute). 

 

He started Palantir—named after the omniscient crystal balls in J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings 

trilogy—three years after the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. The CIA’s investment arm, In-Q-Tel, was a seed 

investor. For the role of chief executive officer, he chose an old law school friend and self-described neo-

Marxist, Alex Karp. Thiel told Bloomberg in 2011 that civil libertarians ought to embrace Palantir, 

because data mining is less repressive than the “crazy abuses and draconian policies” proposed after Sept. 

11. The best way to prevent another catastrophic attack without becoming a police state, he argued, was to 

give the government the best surveillance tools possible, while building in safeguards against their abuse. 

 

Legend has it that Stephen Cohen, one of Thiel’s co-founders, programmed the initial prototype for 

Palantir’s software in two weeks. It took years, however, to coax customers away from the longtime leader 

in the intelligence analytics market, a software company called I2 Inc. 

 

In one adventure missing from the glowing accounts of Palantir’s early rise, I2 accused Palantir of 

misappropriating its intellectual property through a Florida shell company registered to the family of a 

Palantir executive. A company claiming to be a private eye firm had been licensing I2 software and 

development tools and spiriting them to Palantir for more than four years. I2 said the cutout was registered 

to the family of Shyam Sankar, Palantir’s director of business development. 

 

I2 sued Palantir in federal court, alleging fraud, conspiracy, and copyright infringement. In its legal 

response, Palantir argued it had the right to appropriate I2’s code for the greater good. “What’s at stake 

here is the ability of critical national security, defense and intelligence agencies to access their own data 
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and use it interoperably in whichever platform they choose in order to most effectively protect the 

citizenry,” Palantir said in its motion to dismiss I2’s suit. 

 

The motion was denied. Palantir agreed to pay I2 about $10 million to settle the suit. I2 was sold to IBM in 

2011. 

 

Sankar, Palantir employee No. 13 and now one of the company’s top executives, also showed up in 

another Palantir scandal: the company’s 2010 proposal for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to run a secret 

sabotage campaign against the group’s liberal opponents. Hacked emails released by the group 

Anonymous indicated that Palantir and two other defense contractors pitched outside lawyers for the 

organization on a plan to snoop on the families of progressive activists, create fake identities to infiltrate 

left-leaning groups, scrape social media with bots, and plant false information with liberal groups to 

subsequently discredit them. 

 

After the emails emerged in the press, Palantir offered an explanation similar to the one it provided in 

March for its U.K.-based employee’s assistance to Cambridge Analytica: It was the work of a single rogue 

employee. The company never explained Sankar’s involvement. Karp issued a public apology and said he 

and Palantir were deeply committed to progressive causes. Palantir set up an advisory panel on privacy 

and civil liberties, headed by a former CIA attorney, and beefed up an engineering group it calls the 

Privacy and Civil Liberties Team. The company now has about 10 PCL engineers on call to help vet 

clients’ requests for access to data troves and pitch in with pertinent thoughts about law, morality, and 

machines. 

 

During its 14 years in startup mode, Palantir has cultivated a mystique as a haven for brilliant engineers 

who want to solve big problems such as terrorism and human trafficking, unfettered by pedestrian 

concerns such as making money. Palantir executives boast of not employing a single salesperson, relying 

instead on word-of-mouth referrals. 

 

The company’s early data mining dazzled venture investors, who valued it at $20 billion in 2015. But 

Palantir has never reported a profit. It operates less like a conventional software company than like a 

consultancy, deploying roughly half its 2,000 engineers to client sites. That works at well-funded 

government spy agencies seeking specialized applications but has produced mixed results with corporate 

clients. Palantir’s high installation and maintenance costs repelled customers such as Hershey Co., which 

trumpeted a Palantir partnership in 2015 only to walk away two years later. Coca-Cola, Nasdaq, American 

Express, and Home Depot have also dumped Palantir. 

 

Karp recognized the high-touch model was problematic early in the company’s push into the corporate 

market, but solutions have been elusive. “We didn’t want to be a services company. We wanted to do 

something that was cost-efficient,” he confessed at a European conference in 2010, in one of several 

unguarded comments captured in videos posted online. “Of course, what we didn’t recognize was that this 

would be much, much harder than we realized.” 

 

Palantir’s newest product, Foundry, aims to finally break through the profitability barrier with more 

automation and less need for on-site engineers. Airbus SE, the big European plane maker, uses Foundry to 

crunch airline data about specific onboard components to track usage and maintenance and anticipate 

repair problems. Merck KGaA, the pharmaceutical giant, has a long-term Palantir contract to use Foundry 

in drug development and supply chain management. 

 

Deeper adoption of Foundry in the commercial market is crucial to Palantir’s hopes of a big payday. Some 

investors are weary and have already written down their Palantir stakes. Morgan Stanley now values the 

company at $6 billion. Fred Alger Management Inc., which has owned stock since at least 2006, revalued 

Palantir in December at about $10 billion, according to Bloomberg Holdings. One frustrated investor, 

Marc Abramowitz, recently won a court order for Palantir to show him its books, as part of a lawsuit he 

filed alleging the company sabotaged his attempt to find a buyer for the Palantir shares he has owned for 

more than a decade. 
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As shown in the privacy breaches at Facebook and Cambridge Analytica—with Thiel and Palantir linked 

to both sides of the equation—the pressure to monetize data at tech companies is ceaseless. Facebook 

didn’t grow from a website connecting college kids into a purveyor of user profiles and predilections 

worth $478 billion by walling off personal data. Palantir says its Privacy and Civil Liberties Team watches 

out for inappropriate data demands, but it consists of just 10 people in a company of 2,000 engineers. No 

one said no to JPMorgan, or to whomever at Palantir volunteered to help Cambridge Analytica—or to 

another organization keenly interested in state-of-the-art data science, the Los Angeles Police Department. 

 

Palantir began work with the LAPD in 2009. The impetus was federal funding. After several Sept. 11 

postmortems called for more intelligence sharing at all levels of law enforcement, money started flowing 

to Palantir to help build data integration systems for so-called fusion centers, starting in L.A. There are 

now more than 1,300 trained Palantir users at more than a half-dozen law enforcement agencies in 

Southern California, including local police and sheriff’s departments and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 

Firearms and Explosives. 

 

The LAPD uses Palantir’s Gotham product for Operation Laser, a program to identify and deter people 

likely to commit crimes. Information from rap sheets, parole reports, police interviews, and other sources 

is fed into the system to generate a list of people the department defines as chronic offenders, says Craig 

Uchida, whose consulting firm, Justice & Security Strategies Inc., designed the Laser system. The list is 

distributed to patrolmen, with orders to monitor and stop the pre-crime suspects as often as possible, using 

excuses such as jaywalking or fix-it tickets. At each contact, officers fill out a field interview card with 

names, addresses, vehicles, physical descriptions, any neighborhood intelligence the person offers, and the 

officer’s own observations on the subject. 

 

The cards are digitized in the Palantir system, adding to a constantly expanding surveillance database 

that’s fully accessible without a warrant. Tomorrow’s data points are automatically linked to today’s, with 

the goal of generating investigative leads. Say a chronic offender is tagged as a passenger in a car that’s 

pulled over for a broken taillight. Two years later, that same car is spotted by an automatic license plate 

reader near a crime scene 200 miles across the state. As soon as the plate hits the system, Palantir alerts the 

officer who made the original stop that a car once linked to the chronic offender was spotted near a crime 

scene. 

 

The platform is supplemented with what sociologist Sarah Brayne calls the secondary surveillance 

network: the web of who is related to, friends with, or sleeping with whom. One woman in the system, for 

example, who wasn’t suspected of committing any crime, was identified as having multiple boyfriends 

within the same network of associates, says Brayne, who spent two and a half years embedded with the 

LAPD while researching her dissertation on big-data policing at Princeton University and who’s now an 

associate professor at the University of Texas at Austin. “Anybody who logs into the system can see all 

these intimate ties,” she says. To widen the scope of possible connections, she adds, the LAPD has also 

explored purchasing private data, including social media, foreclosure, and toll road information, camera 

feeds from hospitals, parking lots, and universities, and delivery information from Papa John’s 

International Inc. and Pizza Hut LLC. 

 

The LAPD declined to comment for this story. Palantir sent Bloomberg a statement about its work with 

law enforcement: “Our [forward-deployed engineers] and [privacy and civil liberties] engineers work with 

the law enforcement customers (including LAPD) to ensure that the implementation of our software and 

integration of their source systems with the software is consistent with the Department’s legal and policy 

obligations, as well as privacy and civil liberties considerations that may not currently be legislated but are 

on the horizon. We as a company determine the types of engagements and general applications of our 

software with respect to those overarching considerations. Police Agencies have internal responsibility for 

ensuring that their information systems are used in a manner consistent with their policies and 

procedures.” 

 

Operation Laser has made L.A. cops more surgical—and, according to community activists, unrelenting. 

Once targets are enmeshed in a spidergram, they’re stuck. 
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Manuel Rios, 22, lives in the back of his grandmother’s house at the top of a hill in East L.A., in the heart 

of the city’s gang area. Tall with a fair complexion and light hair, he struggled in high school with 

depression and a learning disability and dropped out to work at a supermarket. 

 

He grew up surrounded by friends who joined Eastside 18, the local affiliate of the 18th Street gang, one 

of the largest criminal syndicates in Southern California. Rios says he was never “jumped in”—initiated 

into 18. He spent years addicted to crystal meth and was once arrested for possession of a handgun and 

sentenced to probation. But except for a stint in county jail for a burglary arrest inside a city rec center, 

he’s avoided further trouble and says he kicked his meth habit last year. 

 

In 2016, Rios was sitting in a parked car with an Eastside 18 friend when a police car pulled up. His buddy 

ran, pursued by the cops, but Rios stayed put. “Why should I run? I’m not a gang member,” he says over 

steak and eggs at the IHOP near his home. The police returned and handcuffed him. One of them took his 

picture with a cellphone. “Welcome to the gang database!” the officer said. 

 

Since then he’s been stopped more than a dozen times, he says, and told that if he doesn’t like it he should 

move. He has nowhere to go. His girlfriend just had a baby girl, and he wants to be around for them. 

“They say you’re in the system, you can’t lie to us,” he says. “I tell them, ‘How can I be in the hood if I 

haven’t got jumped in? Can’t you guys tell people who bang and who don’t?’ They go by their facts, not 

the real facts.” 

 

The police, on autopilot with Palantir, are driving Rios toward his gang friends, not away from them, 

worries Mariella Saba, a neighbor and community organizer who helped him get off meth. When whole 

communities like East L.A. are algorithmically scraped for pre-crime suspects, data is destiny, says Saba. 

“These are systemic processes. When people are constantly harassed in a gang context, it pushes them to 

join. They internalize being told they’re bad.” 

 

In Chicago, at least two immigrants have been detained for deportation by Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement officers based on erroneous information in gang databases, according to a pair of federal 

lawsuits. Chicago is a sanctuary city, so it isn’t clear how ICE found out about the purported gang 

affiliations. But Palantir is a likely link. The company provided an “intelligence management solution” for 

the Cook County Sheriff’s Office to integrate information from at least 14 different databases, including 

gang lists compiled by state and local police departments, according to county records. Palantir also has a 

$41 million data mining contract with ICE to build the agency’s “investigative case management” system. 

 

One of the detained men, Wilmer Catalan-Ramirez, a 31-year-old body shop mechanic, was seriously 

injured when six ICE agents burst into his family’s home last March without a warrant. He’d been listed in 

the local gang database twice—in rival gangs. Catalan-Ramirez spent the next nine months in federal 

detention, until the city of Chicago admitted both listings were wrong and agreed to petition the feds to let 

him stay in the U.S. ICE released him in January, pending a new visa application. “These cases are perfect 

examples of how databases filled with unverified information that is often false can destroy people’s 

lives,” says his attorney, Vanessa del Valle of Northwestern University’s MacArthur Justice Center. 

 

For all of Palantir’s professed concern for individuals’ privacy, the single most important safeguard 

against abuse is the one it’s trying desperately to reduce through automation: human judgment. 

 

As Palantir tries to court corporate customers as a more conventional software company, fewer forward-

deployed engineers will mean fewer human decisions. Sensitive questions, such as how deeply to pry into 

people’s lives, will be answered increasingly by artificial intelligence and machine-learning algorithms. 

The small team of Privacy and Civil Liberties engineers could find themselves even less influential, as the 

urge for omnipotence among clients overwhelms any self-imposed restraints. 

 

Computers don’t ask moral questions; people do, says John Grant, one of Palantir’s top PCL engineers and 

a forceful advocate for mandatory ethics education for engineers. “At a company like ours with millions of 

lines of code, every tiny decision could have huge implications,” Grant told a privacy conference in 

Berkeley last year. 
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JPMorgan’s experience remains instructive. “The world changed when it became clear everyone could be 

targeted using Palantir,” says a former JPMorgan cyber expert who worked with Cavicchia at one point on 

the insider threat team. “Nefarious ideas became trivial to implement; everyone’s a suspect, so we 

monitored everything. It was a pretty terrible feeling.” 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Saudis claim intercept of Yemen missile 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/saudi-conflict-yemen-missile/2018/04/22/id/855938/  

GIST Saudi air defences on Sunday intercepted a ballistic missile fired by Yemeni rebels at the kingdom's 

southern border city of Najran, which set a farm ablaze, state media said. 

 

"Saudi forces were able to intercept (the missile)," the Saudi Press Agency said, citing the Saudi-led 

coalition fighting Iran-backed Huthi rebels. 

 

"But the shrapnel scattered over residential areas and caused a fire at a farm belonging to a citizen, without 

causing any injuries." 

 

The missile was launched from Saada, the Huthi stronghold in northern Yemen, the coalition was cited as 

saying. 

 

The coalition said another missile crashed in a Saudi desert on Sunday, without specifying a location, 

adding it caused no damage. 

 

Sunday's strikes are the latest in a series of rebel bombardments on Saudi territory. 

 

Saudi forces said they intercepted a rebel ballistic missile targeting kingdom's southern coastal city of 

Jizan on Friday, the second such strike in the area in over a week. 

 

Earlier this month, Saudi forces said they intercepted rebel ballistic missiles fired at Riyadh and the south 

of the kingdom, where two drones were also shot down. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Denuclearization successes around world 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/denuclearization-successes-world-54653956?   

GIST Will North Korea give up the bomb? 

 

The answer may start becoming clear when South Korean President Moon Jae-in meets North Korean 

leader Kim Jong Un on Friday. 

 

While North Korea declared this past weekend it would stop nuclear and intercontinental ballistic missile 

tests and shut down its nuclear test site, it did not indicate it will give up its nuclear arsenal or halt its 

production of missiles. Moon and later President Donald Trump are still likely to find it very difficult to 

persuade Kim to dismantle his entire arsenal, which includes purported thermonuclear weapons and 

developmental ICBMs. 

 

But other countries that developed or tried to develop nuclear weapons have agreed to abandon them in 

exchange for sanctions relief and compensation. None of these cases are directly applicable to North 

Korea, which advanced further and with greater zeal than any of the others. 

 

A look at the past cases as Washington and its allies map out a denuclearization strategy for Pyongyang 

and the challenges North Korea poses: 
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——— 

 

LIBYA 

 

Shortly before he became Trump's national security adviser, John Bolton told Radio Free Asia that nuclear 

negotiations with North Korea should be similar to past discussions with Libya, which dismantled its 

rudimentary nuclear program in the 2000s. 

 

Western nations lifted punitive measures and removed Libya's name from the U.S. state sponsors of 

terrorism after former Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi fulfilled his promise to turn over his nuclear 

materials, weapon components and bomb designs obtained from the black market. 

 

"We should insist that if this meeting is going to take place, it will be similar to discussions we had with 

Libya 13 or 14 years ago — how to pack up their nuclear weapons program and take it to Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee, which is where the Libyan nuclear program (is)," Bolton said. "If it's anything other than a 

conversation about how to do that, then I think it shows it's just camouflage for North Korea to continue 

working toward its long-sought objective of deliverable nuclear weapons." 

 

But some analysts say bringing up Libya would risk derailing any progress in negotiations with the North. 

Kim Jong Un took power weeks after Gadhafi's gruesome death at the hands of rebel forces amid a 

popular uprising in October 2011. The North has frequently used Gadhafi's death to justify its own nuclear 

development in the face of perceived U.S. threats. 

 

"The Saddam Hussein regime in Iraq and the Gadhafi regime in Libya could not escape the fate of 

destruction after being deprived of their foundations for nuclear development and giving up nuclear 

programs of their own accord, yielding to the pressure of the U.S. and the West keen on their regime 

changes," the North's Korean Central News Agency said after the country's fourth nuclear test in January 

2016. 

 

——— 

 

IRAN 

 

Some experts see Iran's case as the best available scenario for denuclearizing North Korea. Under a 2015 

deal struck with six foreign powers — the United States, Britain, Russia, France, Germany and China — 

Iran agreed to curb its nuclear program, long suspected of being aimed at developing weapons, in return 

for billions of dollars in sanctions relief. 

 

Accepting a 10-year restriction on uranium enrichment, Iran shut down thousands of centrifuges and 

exported almost its entire stockpile of bomb-making material. It disabled a heavy water plant seen as 

potentially capable of producing plutonium usable in weapons. The country also approved a stringent 

monitoring regime that allows International Atomic Energy Agency inspectors to access any site suspected 

of nuclear weapons-related activities, including military facilities. 

 

Aside from economic benefits, the deal allowed Teheran to save face by granting it the right to continue its 

atomic program for peaceful purposes, which some see as a potential selling point for Pyongyang. 

 

Skeptics say North Korea's weapons program is too advanced to realistically expect a similar cut to near 

zero. While it was obvious that oil-rich Iran would gain significantly from the removal of sanctions alone, 

Kim, who guides a broken economy that lacks real industry, may demand bigger rewards for restraining 

his nuclear program. 

 

——— 

 

UKRAINE AND OTHERS 
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Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Belarus inherited thousands of nuclear weapons after the Soviet Union collapsed 

in 1991, but were persuaded by the United States to transfer the devices to Russia in return for economic 

support and security guarantees. 

 

Analysts say the countries didn't have clear security reasons to keep the weapons and that memories of the 

Chernobyl disaster also influenced Ukraine's decision to abandon the nukes. 

 

South Africa, which has large uranium reserves, had built about a half-dozen nuclear warheads but 

voluntary gave them up and dismantled its weapons program after the end of apartheid starting in 1991. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Yemen officials: airstrike hits wedding; 15 killed 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/yemen-officials-saudi-led-airstrike-hit-wedding-

killing-54656927?   

GIST Yemeni health officials say an airstrike by the Saudi-led coalition in the country's north hit a wedding 

party, killing at least 15 people the previous day. 

 

Khaled al-Nadhri, the top health official in the northern province of Hajja, told The Associated Press on 

Monday that most of the dead were women and children who were gathered in one of the tents set up for 

the wedding party in the district of Bani Qayis. 

 

He says the bride was also among the dead. 

 

Hospital chief Mohammed al-Sawmali says the groom and 45 of the wounded were brought to the local al-

Jomhouri hospital. 

 

The Saudi-led coalition has been waging a war on Yemen's Shiite rebels known as Houthis, who control 

much of the north, to restore the internationally recognized government to power. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 SKorea halts propaganda broadcasts 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/skorea-halts-propaganda-broadcasts-summit-north-

54653856?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST South Korea halted anti-Pyongyang propaganda broadcasts across the rivals' tense border on Monday days 

before their leaders are to sit down for talks expected to focus on the North's nuclear program, Seoul 

officials said. 

 

Seoul had blasted propaganda messages and K-pop songs from border loudspeakers since the North's 

fourth nuclear test in early 2016. Pyongyang quickly matched Seoul's campaign with its own border 

broadcasts and launches of balloons carrying anti-South leaflets across the border. 

 

South Korea, however, turned off its broadcasts to try to ease military tensions and establish an 

environment for peaceful talks, Seoul's Defense Ministry said in a statement. 

 

It said Seoul hopes its action would lead to both sides stopping mutual slander and propaganda activities. 

Yonhap news agency reported unspecified North Korean broadcasts were sporadically heard in the South 

on Monday morning. South Korean defense officials said they couldn't immediately confirm the status of 

the North's broadcasts. 

 

The move came amid a recent thaw of animosities, with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un trying to reach 

out to Seoul and Washington in recent months after conducting his country's sixth and most powerful 

nuclear test and three long-range missile test-launches last year. 
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Kim and South Korean President Moon Jae-in are to meet at a border village on Friday in the rivals' third-

ever summit talks. Kim is to hold separate summit talks with President Donald Trump in May or early 

June in what would be the first North Korea-U.S. summit talks. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Seattle: no electric scooters yet 

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/local/transportation/article/Report-No-electric-scooters-coming-to-

Seattle-12852661.php  

GIST Seattle isn't quite ready for shareable electric scooters, at least that's the official line from the city. 

 

While a saga seems to be ongoing in San Francisco, the city of Seattle has told the various companies 

launching shareable electric scooters that they can't hit the mean streets of the Emerald City just yet — 

they'll need to come up with a permit plan first, according to a Seattle Times report. 

 

Seattle's Department of Transportation is already busy trying to come up with a permanent program for the 

dock-less bike shares scattered around the city, and the department plans to get that in place before it starts 

considering a permit program for electric scooters, SDOT spokeswoman Karen Westing told the Times. 

 

LimeBike and Spin, which both operate bike-shares in Seattle, and a third company called Bird, recently 

launched the dock-less scooters in San Francisco. They started running the scooters in the city before any 

permit program was established, triggering hefty backlash from city officials (police have been 

confiscating them and ordering riders off city sidewalks in what's becoming a pitched battle there). 

 

The biggest issues in San Francisco are that the two-wheelers are being operated on the sidewalks and 

without permission from the city. Apparently, Seattle is aiming to avoid a similar scenario. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Private airport terminal in Everett? 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/north-sound-news/everett-getting-rare-private-us-airport-

terminal/736071539  

GIST EVERETT, Wash. - It's not uncommon to see brand new commercial jets flying in and out of Paine Field, 

just north of Seattle, defying rain and low visibility that define the region. That's because the airport with 

two runways has for decades served as home to Boeing assembly lines, rolling out models such as the 777 

for test flights over the Pacific Ocean. 

 

Now an entrepreneur is getting a chance to build the airport's first passenger terminal, betting travelers in 

Seattle's rapidly-expanding suburbs will use it for short-haul trips instead of fighting traffic and long lines 

at SeaTac International, one of the country's busiest hubs. 

 

Brett Smith's company is investing about $40 million to build the terminal. In the process, he wants to 

increase U.S. acceptance of a global trend: Putting commercial airport terminals in the hands of private 

companies instead of the government. 

 

Smith is the founder and chief executive officer of Propeller Investments LLC., which secured a 50-year 

agreement with Snohomish County three years ago through a local subsidiary to build and operate the 

terminal in Everett, Washington. Operations are due to start in the fall, with announcements already made 

from Alaska Airlines, Southwest Airlines and United Airlines for up to 24 flights per day. 

 

The deal stands out for U.S. airports because it's structured as a public-private partnership, a model that 

divides the responsibilities of owning and operating public assets between governments and the private 

sector. It's also notable because Propeller has no experience in building or operating airport terminals. 
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The project contrasts with about 500 commercial airports across the U.S., where local governments own 

and operate most of the facilities. Those airports have relied on decades of federal funding and passenger 

fees to help finance infrastructure improvements. But traditional funding sources have remained flat since 

the turn of the century, failing to keep up with increased air travel demand. 

 

Airport privatization proponents point to efficiencies and variety of passenger amenities like stores and 

restaurants found in major European hubs such as London's Heathrow and Frankfurt Airport, both of 

which are run by companies and rated among the 10 best airports in 2018 by Skytrax, an independent 

agency that ranks airports and airlines based on traveler reviews. No U.S. airports made the list this year. 

 

"Public-private partnerships in the airport realm were almost unheard of 18 months ago. Now barely a day 

goes by where I don't get a call asking about them," said Peter Kirsch, a Denver-based partner at Kaplan 

Kirsch Rockwell, the law firm that represented Snohomish County during its negotiations with Propeller. 

The firm also represented Propeller during its talks with the airlines. "It's the future of airport 

development." 

 

Only a handful of U.S. airports have adopted any form of privatization. Southwest Airlines financed and 

built a five-gate terminal at Houston's Hobby Airport that opened in 2015. Denver signed an agreement 

last year to allow a group of companies led by Madrid-based Ferrovial, the company that built and 

operates two terminals at Heathrow, to renovate Jeppesen Terminal at Denver International Airport and 

operate concessions. 

 

Almost half of airports in the European Union are either "fully" or "partially" private, according to a study 

by Airports Council International, an advocacy group made up of airport operators. It estimates U.S. 

airports will need to implement $100 billion of infrastructure works by 2021 to accommodate passenger 

and cargo volume growth. 

 

"There's an old adage that says 'necessity is the mother of invention,'" said Patti Clark, who used to 

manage Valdosta Regional Airport in Valdosta, Georgia, and now teaches airport sustainability and 

environmental management at Embry Riddle Aeronautical University in Daytona Beach, Fla. "What we 

have is an aging infrastructure of airports in the U.S. Partnerships with the private sector help improve 

facilities and competitiveness." 

 

But those projects carry the risks of being dependent on the airlines, which are already grappling with thin 

profit margins. Airlines reducing or cancelling their operations in a particular terminal can leave "gaping 

holes" in operator revenues, she said. 

 

Paine Field handles about 300 flights per day. In 2015, the Snohomish County Council voted to lease 10.5 

acres (4.2 hectares), or less than 1 percent of the airport's total area, to Propeller for 30 years and give the 

company two additional 10-year extension options. 

 

It marks the first test for Smith, who tried to secure deals to establish commercial operations in Georgia's 

Gwinnett and Paulding Counties. He was unsuccessful due to opposition from the communities and Delta 

Airlines, which dominates traffic at nearby Hartsfield-Jackson Airport in Atlanta. 

 

"To me this is an honor, so it has to go well," said Smith, who relocated to Seattle from New York to 

oversee construction. "We have to be able to show that with privatization you get a really good product." 

 

Propeller sold $50 million of bonds in February to finance the project, paying investors about double the 

interest rate they would earn on similar U.S. Treasurys, according to data compiled by The Associated 

Press. The company doesn't have a credit rating. 

 

"We're trying to really grow the job base here in Snohomish County, and having that direct access for 

businesses, I think it'll be a boon," County Executive Dave Somers said. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Olympia pro-gun rally draws hundreds 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/pro-gun-rally-draws-hundreds-to-olympia/281-544156233  

GIST Around 1,000 supporters attended a pro-gun rally at the Capitol in Olympia Saturday afternoon. 

 

The "March for Our Rights" rally began at noon and ran through 2:30 p.m. 

 

"I just thought it's good that citizens show up and say, yeah, I think its important the Second Amendment 

says the government shall not infringe on the right of the people to keep and bear arms and I'm one of the 

people," said one participant. " And I think that's a great right and it protects my ability to protect my 

family and I think that's a good thing." 

 

The rally comes one month after the nationwide "March for Our Lives" rallies demanding tighter gun 

control. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Iran threatens to ‘annihilate’ Israel 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/21/Iranian-general-threatens-to-annihilate-

Israel/8071524333946/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_int&utm_medium=6  

GIST April 21 (UPI) -- Iran's military head said Saturday that forces are preparing to "annihilate" Israel's Zionist 

regime within 25 years after recent threats between the foes. 

 

The threat from Commander of Iran's Army Maj. Gen. Abdolrahim Mousavi comes while tension has 

escalated with an Israeli strike on an Iranian base in Syria earlier this month. 

 

At a ceremony in Tehran on Saturday, Mousavi spoke about unifying the Army and Islamic Revolutionary 

Guards Corps to annihilate the Zionist regime in the 25-year time frame. 

 

"When the arrogant powers create a sanctuary for the Zionist regime to continue survival, we shouldn't 

allow one day to be added to the ominous and illegitimate life of this regime," Mousavi said in a Fars 

News Agency report. "The Army will move hand in hand with the IRGC so that the arrogant system will 

collapse and the Zionist regime will be annihilated," he said. 

 

A day earlier, Iranian Brigadier General Hossein Salami also threatened that the Zionist regime in Israel 

could be totally destroyed if recent heightened tensions escalate to war. 

 

"If any war happens, it will definitely be followed by your annihilation," Salami warned Israel on Friday. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Gov. proclaims ‘we got best weed’ 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/weve-got-the-best-weed-says-washingtons-gov-inslee/281-

544132740  

GIST Washington's governor has pride in the state's legal marijuana. 

 

“I can honestly say, we’ve got the best weed in the United States of America,” Gov. Jay Inslee said Friday 

night. “It’s a growing industry, and well-regulated.” 

 

Inslee appeared on Bill Maher's HBO show, Real Time, reports Marijuana Moment. 

 

But it sounds like Washington may have a bit of competition. Democratic Congressman Ted Lieu of 

California has been tweeting how "amazing" his state's cannabis is. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 California pot market off to slow start 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/growing-weed-california-marijuana-market-slow-

start-n867871  

GIST So far, it’s been quite a year for weed: California’s foray into legal recreational use began in January, 

former House speaker John Boehner said his views on the drug had “evolved” and joined the board of 

cannabis company Acreage Holdings, and New York Senator Chuck Schumer announced on Friday (yes, 

on 4/20, for those keeping track of these details) a plan to try and decriminalize marijuana at the federal 

level. 

 

But like the crop itself, cultivating a mature market takes an investment of time and resources. California’s 

legalization of recreational marijuana hasn’t been without growing pains, with industry experts saying a 

clunky rollout, local resistance and burdensome tax and regulatory requirements are keeping the industry 

from hitting its stride. 

 

“The launch of the California market has been a total mess, and not entirely unexpected,” said Troy 

Dayton, CEO and co-founder of cannabis market research firm Arcview Group. “This is the most 

complex, onerous and far-reaching regulatory scheme that’s ever been tried. Every time you add a level of 

complexity, you add a level of uncertainty,” he said. 

 

According to research firm BDS Analytics, 2018 sales at dispensaries licensed to sell for recreational use 

in California were $339 million through February, a figure below the state’s expectations. Greg Shoenfeld, 

vice president of operations at BDS Analytics, said initial projections could have been overly 

optimistic.”Whenever there’s a proposal to move to a legalized market, the best case scenarios are laid out 

in terms of revenue expectation, but typically, implementation moves a bit slower,” he said. 

 

Experts suggest that much of the industry is still operating underground. “We estimate that 85 to 90 

percent of the industry that existed last year is not licensed,” said Chris Beals, president and general 

counsel for Weedmaps. 

 

Although some faulted the state for its pace of issuing licenses, Beals said the bottleneck was happening at 

the municipal level. “The biggest problem has been that there’s been a complete failure of local 

governments to issue licenses,” he said, adding that 85 percent of cities and counties in the state have bans 

on recreational marijuana retailers. 

 

The thinking goes that, without legal storefronts from which to purchase their cannabis products, people 

will continue to rely on the black market. 

 

“If you take the location of adult-use licenses and do mapping over it, you get this incredibly small part of 

the state that has geographic coverage,” Beals said. “In a nutshell, I think that’s the problem in California.” 

 

Even if they live near a dispensary licensed to sell to recreational users, regular marijuana users who are 

brand-loyal to a specific grower or strain might not find their product of choice in stock. 

 

Taxes are also a hurdle in that they raise prices all along the supply chain, making it tough for retailers to 

turn a profit and end up giving customers an incentive to seek out cheaper, illegal alternatives. 

 

“What the official estimates failed to address is local governments are layering taxes onto each level of the 

local supply chains,” Beals said. On top of state sales tax, excise tax and other levies, some dispensaries 

could be facing effective tax rates of nearly 80 percent, he said. “I think it’s really bordering on the crisis 

level.” 

 

Chris Walsh, vice president of editorial and strategic development at Marijuana Business Daily, also 
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pointed to Colorado as an example both of early stumbles and an ultimately successful transition. “It took 

the recreational market a while to mature and it took people a while to get used to the concept of it,” he 

said. “It took a while to take root and for people to understand how everything was going to work.” 

 

Rosalie Liccardo Pacula, director of the BING Center for Health Economics and co-director of the Drug 

Policy Research Center at RAND Corporation, argued that four months into the opening of the 

recreational market was too soon to draw conclusions about its long-term viability. 

 

“This is very much a dynamic situation, and it is just far too early to make decisive comments on 

performance,” she said. “Much of the relevant data on which to evaluate this is not even in.” 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Iran: open to prisoner swap, if-- 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/iran-open-to-prisoner-swap-if-us-has-change-of-attitude-says-

foreign-minister/  

GIST In an interview with "Face the Nation" moderator Margaret Brennan, Iran's top diplomat denounced 

American attempts to secure the release of U.S. citizens being held in Tehran. Mohammad Javad Zarif, 

Iranian Foreign Minister, said American "demands" are hampering "genuine dialogue." 

 

"The United States needs to approach this from a position of dealing with another sovereign government," 

said Zarif, "And if that approach led to change, then the United States would see a difference." 

 

Five Americans are known to have been detained by Iranian authorities, including the controversial arrest 

of Baquer Namazi, who is suspected to be in failing health. Some argue the regime's detention of 

American-Iranian dual nationals is little more than an attempt by hard-liners to create leverage. 

 

Asked about the conditions of the imprisoned Americans, Zarif insisted that their health requirements were 

being "taken care of." 

 

"Our judiciary is an independent organ," Zarif told Brennan, "just what you would say about your courts, 

and we cannot have an impact on the decisions of our judiciary. But we have been trying to use our 

influence from a humanitarian perspective. First of all, in order to make sure their health requirements are 

taken care of as well as to see whether a humanitarian agreement can be reached." 

 

Some family members of the detained have pleaded for the Trump administration to engage the Iranian 

government directly in securing their release. In 2016, Iran released four Americans in a swap for seven 

Iranians held in the United States. At the time, many Republicans condemned the exchange negotiated by 

the Obama administration. 

 

After a fiery speech by President Trump at the United Nations, where he condemned Iran as a "murderous 

regime" that needed to free Americans "unjustly detained," the Iranians declined an offered conversation 

between the president and Iranian President Hassan Rouhani. 

 

"You do not engage in negotiations by exercising disrespect for a country, for its people, for its 

government, by openly making claims including this illusion about regime change. Then you do not leave 

much room for a genuine dialogue," said Zarif. 

 

Pressed by Brennan on whether the Iranians were open to an exchange, like the Obama-era swap, Zarif 

offered an opening. 

 

"It is a possibility, certainly from a humanitarian perspective, but it requires a change in attitude," said 

Zarif. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Israel raid nabs 15 Hamas operatives 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-15-hamas-operatives-arrested-west-bank-raid-

54642130?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Israeli military says it has arrested 15 Hamas operatives in an overnight West Bank raid. 

 

The military says Sunday those captured are suspected of collaborating with a well-known Hamas 

operative from Gaza to spread its activities to the West Bank, which is governed by the rival Fatah 

movement. The raid comes after Hamas accused Israel of assassinating one of its men in Malaysia and 

amid a wave of mass protests along the Gaza border that have turned violent. 

 

In three weeks of protests, Israeli troops have killed 32 Palestinians and wounded some 1,600. Hamas says 

the protests are against a decade-long blockade of the isolated strip. Israel says it is defending its sovereign 

border and only targeting instigators. It says Hamas uses the protests as cover for attacks. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 ‘Orangeworm’ cyberspies target healthcare 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/orangeworm-cyberspies-target-healthcare-sector-us-europe-asia  

GIST A threat group tracked by Symantec as Orangeworm has been targeting healthcare organizations in the 

United States, Europe and Asia, but the attacks do not appear to be the work of a nation state. 

 

A report published on Monday by the security firm revealed that Orangeworm was first identified in 

January 2015. The group has focused on organizations in the healthcare sector, which accounts for nearly 

40% of targets, but it has also launched attacks on other industries that are somehow related to healthcare, 

including IT (15%), manufacturing (15%), logistics (8%), and agriculture (8%). 

 

Specifically, victims in other sectors include medical device manufacturers, IT firms that provide services 

to clinics, and logistics companies that deliver healthcare products. Researchers say companies outside the 

healthcare industry have been targeted in supply chain attacks with the ultimate goal of gaining access to 

the systems of the intended entity. 

 

The highest percentage of victims has been spotted in the United States (17%), but Orangeworm has also 

targeted organizations in Saudi Arabia, India, Philippines, Hungary, United Kingdom, Turkey, Germany, 

Poland, Hong Kong, Sweden, Canada, France, and several other countries around the world. 

 

“While Orangeworm has impacted only a small set of victims in 2016 and 2017 according to Symantec 

telemetry, we have seen infections in multiple countries due to the nature of the victims operating large 

international corporations,” Symantec said in its report. 

 

Once they gain access to the targeted organization’s systems, the hackers deploy a custom backdoor 

tracked by Symantec as Trojan.Kwampirs. The malware allows attackers to remotely access the 

compromised machine. 

 

The malware first collects information about the computer to determine if it may be of interest or if it’s a 

device belonging to a researcher. If the victim is of interest, the backdoor is “aggressively” copied to other 

systems with open network shares. 

 

Symantec points out that Kwampirs has been found on machines hosting software used for high-tech 

imaging devices, such as MRI and X-Ray machines. The malware was also spotted on devices used to 

assist patients in completing consent forms. However, experts say the exact motives of Orangeworm are 

unclear. 
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The list of commands sent by the attackers to the malware include instructions for collecting system and 

network data, and obtaining information on running processes, system services, network shares, account 

policies, and local and domain admin accounts. 

 

Symantec says it does not have any information that could help determine the threat group’s origins, but 

the company believes Orangeworm is likely conducting corporate espionage and there is no evidence that 

the operation is backed by a nation state. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Chinese hackers targeted Japan 

SOURCE http://fortune.com/2018/04/23/china-japan-north-korea-cyberspies-secrets/  

GIST Chinese hackers have targeted Japanese defense companies, possibly to get information on Tokyo’s policy 

toward resolving the North Korean nuclear impasse, according to cybersecurity firm FireEye Inc. 

 

The attacks are suspected to come from a group known as APT10, a China-based espionage group that 

FireEye has been tracking since 2009. One of the lures used in a “spear-phishing” email attack was a 

defense lecture given by former head of UNESCO, Koichiro Matsuura. Two attacks took place between 

September and October 2017. 

 

“Lure content related to the defense industry suggests that a possible motive behind the intrusion attempt 

is gaining insider information on policy prescription to resolve the North Korean nuclear issue,” said 

Bryce Boland, chief technology officer for the Asia-Pacific region at FireEye. 

 

China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs didn’t respond to a faxed request for comment Friday. After a similar 

FireEye report involving U.S. targets last month, ministry spokesman Lu Kang said that China opposed all 

kinds of cyber attacks. 

 

The suspected attacks coincided with a dramatic escalation in tensions over North Korea’s nuclear 

weapons program as Kim Jong Un tested a hydrogen bomb and U.S. President Donald Trump threatened 

to “totally destroy” the country. The U.S. and Japan have been coordinating their diplomatic and military 

pressure campaigns against the country, and neighboring China is anxious to avoid a clash on its border. 

 

Tensions have eased since the two Koreas started talking ahead of the Winter Olympics and Winter 

Olympics and Trump granted an unprecedented meeting with the North Korean leader. Earlier this month, 

the foreign ministers of China and Japan agreed to work closely to push the regime to surrender its nuclear 

weapons program, although Japanese officials continue to express skepticism about Kim’s willingness to 

make a deal. 

 

The latest cyberattacks mirror other recent hacks with geopolitical overtones investigated by FireEye. 

Among the most recent, a wave of incursions on mainly U.S. engineering and defense companies linked to 

the South China Sea, where China’s claims for more than 80% of the water clash with five other nations. 

In 2016, the website of Taiwan’s Democratic Progressive Party was attacked months after the party won 

elections, securing its leader Tsai Ing-wen the presidency. 

 

“We believe APT10 is primarily tasked with collecting critical information in response to shifts in regional 

geopolitics and frequently targets organizations with long research and development cycles,” Boland said, 

citing firms in construction and engineering, aerospace and military, telecommunications and high-tech 

industries. 

 

In an unusual development, the hackers inserted lines of text in the malware associated with the Japanese 

attacks mocking the security researchers. Such gems included, “I’m here waiting for u,” “POWERED BY 

APT632185,NORTH KOREA,” and “According to the analysis report, Some Japanese analysts have 

always been portrayed as a bit of joke.” 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Most dangerous attack techniques 

SOURCE https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2018/04/23/dangerous-attack-techniques/  

GIST Experts from SANS presented the five most dangerous new cyber attack techniques in their annual RSA 

Conference 2018 keynote session in San Francisco, and shared their views on how they work, how they 

can be stopped or at least slowed, and how businesses and consumers can prepare. 

 

The five threats outlined are: 

1. Repositories and cloud storage data leakage 

2. Big Data analytics, de-anonymization, and correlation 

3. Attackers monetize compromised systems using crypto coin miners 

4. Recognition of hardware flaws 

5. More malware and attacks disrupting ICS and utilities instead of seeking profit. 

 

Repositories and cloud storage data leakage 

Ed Skoudis, lead for the SANS Penetration Testing Curriculum, talked about the data leakage threats 

facing us from the increased use of repositories and cloud storage: 

“Software today is built in a very different way than it was 10 or even 5 years ago, with vast online code 

repositories for collaboration and cloud data storage hosting mission-critical applications. However, 

attackers are increasingly targeting these kinds of repositories and cloud storage infrastructures, looking 

for passwords, crypto keys, access tokens, and terabytes of sensitive data.” 

 

He continued: “Defenders need to focus on data inventories, appointing a data curator for their 

organization and educating system architects and developers about how to secure data assets in the cloud. 

Additionally, the big cloud companies have each launched an AI service to help classify and defend data 

in their infrastructures. And finally, a variety of free tools are available that can help prevent and detect 

leakage of secrets through code repositories.” 

 

Big Data analytics, de-anonymization, and correlation 

Skoudis went on to talk about the threat of Big Data Analytics and how attackers are using data from 

several sources to de-anonymise users: 

“In the past, we battled attackers who were trying to get access to our machines to steal data for criminal 

use. Now the battle is shifting from hacking machines to hacking data — gathering data from disparate 

sources and fusing it together to de-anonymise users, find business weaknesses and opportunities, or 

otherwise undermine an organisation’s mission. We still need to prevent attackers from gaining shell on 

targets to steal data. However, defenders also need to start analysing risks associated with how their 

seemingly innocuous data can be combined with data from other sources to introduce business risk, all 

while carefully considering the privacy implications of their data and its potential to tarnish a brand or 

invite regulatory scrutiny.” 

 

Attackers monetize compromised systems using crypto coin miners 

Johannes Ullrich, is Dean of Research, SANS Institute and Director of SANS Internet Storm Center. He 

has been looking at the increasing use of crypto coin miners by cyber criminals: 

“Last year, we talked about how ransomware was used to sell data back to its owner and crypto-currencies 

were the tool of choice to pay the ransom. More recently, we have found that attackers are no longer 

bothering with data. Due to the flood of stolen data offered for sale, the value of most commonly stolen 

data like credit card numbers of PII has dropped significantly. Attackers are instead installing crypto coin 

miners. These attacks are more stealthy and less likely to be discovered and attackers can earn tens of 

thousands of dollars a month from crypto coin miners. Defenders therefore need to learn to detect these 

coin miners and to identify the vulnerabilities that have been exploited in order to install them.” 

 

Recognition of hardware flaws 

Ullrich then went on to say that software developers often assume that hardware is flawless and that this is 

a dangerous assumption. He explains why and what needs to be done: 
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“Hardware is no less complex then software and mistakes have been made in developing hardware just as 

they are made by software developers. Patching hardware is a lot more difficult and often not possible 

without replacing entire systems or suffering significant performance penalties. Developers therefore need 

to learn to create software without relying on hardware to mitigate any security issues. Similar to the way 

in which software uses encryption on untrusted networks, software needs to authenticate and encrypt data 

within the system. Some emerging homomorphic encryption algorithms may allow developers to operate 

on encrypted data without having to decrypt it first.” 

 

More malware and attacks disrupting ICS and utilities instead of seeking profit 
Finally, Head of R&D, SANS Institute, James Lyne, discussed the growing trend in malware and attacks 

that aren’t profit centred as we have largely seen in the past, but instead are focused on disrupting 

Industrial Control Systems (ICS) and utilities: 

 

“Day to day the grand majority of malicious code has undeniably been focused on fraud and profit. Yet, 

with the relentless deployment of technology in our societies, the opportunity for political or even military 

influence only grows. And rare publicly visible attacks like Triton/TriSYS show the capability and intent 

of those who seek to compromise some of the highest risk components of industrial environments, i.e. the 

safety systems which have historically prevented critical security and safety meltdowns.” 

 

He continued: “ICS systems are relatively immature and easy to exploit in comparison to the mainstream 

computing world. Many ICS systems lack the mitigations of modern operating systems and applications. 

The reliance on obscurity or isolation (both increasingly untrue) do not position them well to withstand a 

heightened focus on them, and we need to address this as an industry. More worrying is that attackers have 

demonstrated they have the inclination and resources to diversify their attacks, targeting the sensors that 

are used to provide data to the industrial controllers themselves. The next few years are likely to see some 

painful lessons being learned as this attack domain grows, since the mitigations are inconsistent and quite 

embryonic.” 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Anonymous Asia Twitter accounts surge 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/surge-anonymous-asia-twitter-accounts-sparks-bot-fears  

GIST Hong Kong - It has been jokingly referred to as "Botmageddon". But a surge in new, anonymous Twitter 

accounts across swathes of Southeast and East Asia has deepened fears the region is in the throes of US-

style mass social media manipulation.  

 

 Maya Gilliss-Chapman, a Cambodian tech entrepreneur currently working in Silicon Valley, noticed 

something odd was happening in early April.  

 

 Her Twitter account @MayaGC was being swamped by a daily deluge of follows from new users.  

 

 "I acquired well over 1,000 new followers since the beginning of March. So, that's approximately a 227 

percent increase in just a month," she told AFP.  

 

 While many might delight in such a popularity spike, Gilliss-Chapman, who has previously worked for 

tech companies to root out spam, was immediately suspicious.  

 

 The vast majority of these new accounts contained no identifying photograph and had barely tweeted 

since their creation.  

 

 But they all seemed to be following prominent Twitter users in Cambodia including journalists, business 

figures, academics and celebrities.  

 

 She did some digging and published her findings online, detailing how the vast majority of accounts were 

recently created in batches by unknown operators who worked hard to hide their real identities.  
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 She wasn't alone.  

 

 Soon prominent Twitter users in Thailand, Vietnam, Myanmar, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Sri Lanka 

noticed the same phenomenon -- a surge in follows from anonymous, recently created accounts, adopting 

local sounding names but barely engaging on the platform, as if lying in wait for someone's command. 

 

With elections due in Cambodia, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia in the next two years, many hit by the 

Twitter follow surge in Asia are asking whether the Silicon Valley tech giants are doing enough to stop 

fake accounts before they are given their marching orders.  

 

 So far Twitter has found nothing untoward.  

 

 A spokesperson for the company said engineers were "looking into the accounts in question and will take 

action against any account found to be in violation of the Twitter Rules".  

 

 A source with knowledge of the probe said they believe the accounts are "new, organic users" who were 

likely being suggested prominent Twitter users across Asia to follow when they sign up. "It's something 

we're keeping an eye on, but for now, it looks like a pretty standard sign-up/onboarding issue," the source 

told AFP.  

 

But many experts have been left unconvinced by such explanations.  

 

 "Are there really this many new, genuine users joining Twitter, all with the same crude hallmarks of fake 

accounts?" Raymond Serrato, an expert at Democracy Reporting International who has been monitoring 

the suspicious accounts, told AFP. 

 

The issue of fake users is hugely sensitive for Twitter because a crackdown could severely dent its roughly 

330 million audience -- the company's main selling point.  

 

 In a 2014 report to the US Securities and Exchange Commission, Twitter estimated some 5-8.5 percent of 

users were bots.  

 

But Emilio Ferrara, a research professor at the University of Southern California, published research last 

year suggesting it could be double that: 9-15 percent.  

 

 Last week Pew Research Center released a report analysing 1.2 million English language tweets which 

contained links to popular websites. Two-thirds of the tweets came from suspected bot accounts.  

 

 Twitter Audit Report, a third party company that scans people's followers using software to estimate how 

many are fake, suggests as many as 16 million of Donald Trump's 51 million followers are not real people.  

 

 Jennifer Grygiel, an expert on social media at Syracuse University, New York, said the US presidential 

election has provided a blueprint for others to copy.  

 

 "Bad actors around the world have really followed the potential of social media to influence the political 

process," she told AFP.  

 

 Twitter, she said, is a minnow compared to Facebook's more than two billion users. But it can still be 

influential because many prominent opinion formers such as journalists, politicians and academics have a 

major presence on the platform.  

 

 "If you can get information within this population, then you've scored," she said. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Google discloses Windows zero-day 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/google-discloses-windows-lockdown-policy-zero-day  

GIST A Windows 10 vulnerability that could bypass Windows Lockdown Policy and result in arbitrary code 

execution remains unpatched 90 days after Microsoft has been informed on the bug’s existence. 

 

On systems with User Mode Code Integrity (UMCI) enabled, a .NET bug can be exploited to bypass the 

Windows Lockdown Policy check for COM Class instantiation, security researcher James Forshaw of 

Google's Project Zero team.  

 

The issue was reproduced on Windows 10S, but is said to impact all Windows 10 versions with UMCI 

enabled.  

 

The vulnerability, the security researcher explains, resides in the manner in which the WLDP COM Class 

lockdown policy behaves when a .NET COM object is instantiated.  

 

The policy contains a hardcoded list of 8 to 50 COM objects which enlightened scripting engines can 

instantiate. Thus, even if one would be able to register an existing DLL under one of the allowed COM 

CLSIDs, a good implementation should check the CLSID passed to DllGetObject against said internal list, 

and prevent attacks.  

 

What the security researcher discovered was that, when a .NET COM object is instantiated, the CLSID 

passed to DllGetClassObject is only used to look up the registration information in HKCR, the CLSID is 

thrown away, and the .NET object created.  

 

Because of that, an attacker can add registry keys, including to HKCU, to load an arbitrary COM visible 

class under one of the allowed CLSIDs.  

 

“This has a direct impact on the class policy as it allows an attacker to add registry keys (including to 

HKCU) that would load an arbitrary COM visible class under one of the allowed CLSIDs. As .NET then 

doesn’t care about whether the .NET Type has that specific GUID you can use this to bootstrap arbitrary 

code execution,” the researcher notes. 

 

The flaw was reported to Microsoft on January 19, when the company acknowledged the flaw. As per 

Project Zero’s policy, vendors are given 90 days to patch flaws before they are made public, and Microsoft 

didn’t meet the deadline for this issue. 

 

The bug, however, isn’t critical, this being one of the main reasons details on it were publicly released.  

 

“This issue was not fixed in April patch Tuesday therefore it's going over deadline. This issue only affects 

systems with Device Guard enabled (such as Windows 10S) and only serves as a way of getting persistent 

code execution on such a machine. It's not an issue which can be exploited remotely, nor is it a privilege 

escalation,” the security researcher explains.  

 

To abuse the flaw, an attacker would require foothold on the impacted machine to install the needed 

registry entries. A remote code execution flaw in the operating system could be abused for that.  

 

Considering that there are known Device Guard bypasses in the .NET framework that haven’t been fixed 

and continue to be usable, the security vulnerability is less serious than it would have been if all known 

avenues for bypass were fixed, Forshaw concludes. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Australia breach reports not complete 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/reported-breaches-not-painting-complete-picture-of-australian-

security-landscape/  
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GIST The Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC) reported earlier this month it had received 

63 notifications since Australia's Notifiable Data Breaches (NDB) scheme came into effect on February 

22, 2018. 

 

While 63 breach notifications may appear quite high for the period spanning just shy of six weeks, Charles 

Carmakal, vice president at FireEye's Mandiant, said the number is likely to be even higher. 

 

"In general, any time a data breach disclosure law comes into effect, there are a lot of organisations that 

actually do experience a breach, but they're still trying to figure out if the law applies to them and whether 

or not they're dealing with a reportable incident," he told ZDNet. 

 

From a vendor perspective, Carmakal said individuals seek clarity around what the threshold is when it 

comes to believing data was taken from an environment. 

 

"In other countries around the world, there's sometimes this perception that unless you can actually prove 

definitively that data actually left the environment, people may not disclose that there was a breach," 

Carmakal continued. "Those organisations just simply don't have the monitoring and the logging tools in 

place to definitively prove that something left the environment, despite all the other indicators saying it 

probably did leave." 

 

Although speaking with ZDNet while visiting Australia for the Australian Cyber Security Centre 

conference in Canberra, Carmakal previously headed up the local security consulting business of PwC, 

and considers himself well-placed to discuss the state of Australia's cybersecurity.  

 

"When I lived here, most Aussies perceived cyber to be more of a US problem; they felt they were 

relatively protected. Part of that belief was quite frankly the lack of awareness of data breaches that 

actually occurred in the country ... when people don't hear about breaches every single day, there's this 

belief that it's more of a US problem," Carmakal said.  

   

"When you think about the value of the data Australians have, if you think about the amount of money 

that's in this country, there's no reason why organisations here wouldn't be a ripe target." 

 

While the scale might be smaller in Australia than it is in the US, the country's natural resources, financial 

institutions, and healthcare providers have always been a prime target for both offline and online crime. 

 

The majority of reported breaches to the OAIC stemmed from the health sector, with health service 

providers accounting for 15 breaches. The health and medical sector also bore the brunt of the WannaCry 

and Petya ransomware campaigns of 2017. 

 

"In general, what I find is healthcare organisations -- providers, insurance firms, life sciences, 

pharmaceutical companies -- depending on which sector of healthcare you're looking at, I think you'll find 

a different level of security in general," Carmakal said. 

 

"In general, I find that healthcare providers tend to have some of, when compared to other sectors, they 

tend to have relatively weaker security controls in place than other industries, for example financial 

services or defence. And the reason for that is that it's a unique environment where physicians -- most 

physicians don't want passwords to begin with." 

 

He said when thinking about all of the security controls required to fully secure an organisation, it can be a 

nuisance to a number of people in the healthcare sector.  

 

"I find that healthcare providers have struggled with implementing strong security controls that other 

industries have become accustomed to," he added. "I think the controls are looser with healthcare 

providers and I think also the data is incredibly interesting too." 

 

According to Carmakal, greater understanding of the data breach disclosure laws and better understanding 
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what an organisation's obligations are will result in more breaches being reported. However, the threat 

landscape is expected to become more destructive in parallel. 

 

"We've seen some incredibly sophisticated and incredibly destructive attacks in the past year that we've 

never seen before, and unfortunately we do believe that's probably going to continue," he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 WiFi names legally protected? 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/legal/are-wifi-network-names-protected-by-the-first-

amendment/  

GIST Michigan police were called at a Planet Fitness gym earlier this month to investigate a bomb threat that 

ended up being only a prank after a naughty user named his WiFi network "Remote Detonator." 

 

The gym patron spotted the suspicious WiFi network name and called the police, following the gym's 

normal procedures. The gym re-opened the same day, three hours later, after bomb-sniffing dogs swept the 

building without finding any explosive devices. 

 

"Everything is perfectly legal from a police standpoint," Saginaw Township Police Chief Donald Pussehl 

told a local paper. 

 

"There was no crime or threat. No call saying there was a bomb," the chief said, revealing there would be 

no legal repercussions on the prankster, as the WiFi name falls under what is considered "protected 

speech" under the First Amendment. 

 

WiFi network names and the First Amendment 

 

But we at Bleeping Computer wanted to confirm the Saginaw Township Police Chief's statement and 

discover if WiFi network names do really fall under the First Amendment. So we asked one of the leading 

law firms specialized in free speech cases, the Walters Law Group, the firm behind the 

FirstAmendment.com website. 

 

"All speech that is intended to convey a message is presumed to be protected by the First Amendment," a 

spokesperson for the Walters Law Group told Bleeping Computer earlier this week via email. 

 

"This can get complicated with identifiers like telephone numbers, addresses, or domain names, which 

typically do not enjoy First Amendment protection," the spokesperson said. "But there are exceptions." 

 

"A domain name could be both convey a message and identify a location at the same time. The same goes 

for a WiFi network name," he said. "While typically used to identify a network, the chosen name could be 

used to convey a message of humor, politics, or even danger." 

 

There are limitations to WiFi network names 

 

"While I am aware of no case that specifically addresses WiFi network names, I believe that each situation 

would turn on the facts, to determine whether the First Amendment applied," the spokesperson told us 

regarding cases where pranksters take WiFi network naming a little bit too far. 

 

Situations like these happened in the past. For example, in 2016, a passenger on a Qantas flight had named 

his WiFi hotspot "Mobile Detonation Device," which grounded a flight for hours before it was cleared to 

take off. 

 

In 2017, a Turkish Airlines airplane made an emergency landing at a Sudan airport after a passenger 

discovered a WiFi network created by another passenger named "Bomb on board." 
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Individuals can create personal WiFi networks on devices such as laptops and mobile phones, and name 

them what they want. Authorities weren't able to identify any of the pranksters behind the 2016 and 2017 

incidents. 

 

But pranks like these, in places like airplanes and airports, can lead to legal consequences, despite being 

just jokes. 

 

"Even if constitutional protection was afforded, there are limits imposed on speech which constitutes a true 

threat, or incites imminent lawless action," the Walters Law Group spokesperson said. "But the simple 

naming of a WiFi network would not likely rise to the level of a threat or incitement." 

 

So, all in all, the First Amendment does apply to WiFi network names. You can use them to convey a 

message, as long as you don't use them for threats. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 FTC audit cleared Facebook 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/tech/audit-clears-facebook-despite-cambridge-analytica-leaks  

GIST NEW YORK (AP) — An audit of Facebook's privacy practices for the Federal Trade Commission found 

no problems even though the company knew at the time that a data-mining firm improperly obtained 

private data from millions of users — raising questions about the usefulness of such audits. 

 

Facebook agreed to outside audits every two years as part of a 2011 settlement with the FTC over its 

privacy practices. It is not clear from the report whether the company informed PricewaterhouseCoopers, 

which performed the audit, of the Cambridge Analytica data grab that would put Facebook in the 

crosshairs of Congress. 

 

The heavily redacted audit by PricewaterhouseCoopers is available on the FTC's website. It covers 

February 12, 2015 to February 11, 2017. 

 

PwC declined to comment, but Facebook said Friday that keeping data secure is a priority. 

 

"We remain strongly committed to protecting people's information, said Rob Sherman, Facebook's deputy 

chief privacy officer, in a statement. "We appreciate the opportunity to answer questions the FTC may 

have." 

 

The fact that PwC found no issues raised red flags for privacy advocates. 

 

"The FTC failed to protect the public," said Jeffrey Chester, executive director of the nonprofit digital 

rights group Center for Digital Democracy. "Instead of conducting its own review to enforce one of its 

most important decisions— the consent decree —it looked the other way, which allowed Facebook to 

engage in serious misconduct." 

 

Chester said the audit shows that the "FTC cannot be relied on to really protect consumers." 

 

The 2011 consent decree bound Facebook to a 20-year privacy commitment. Any violations of that pact 

could cost the company a ton of money. In his congressional testimony last week, Facebook CEO Mark 

Zuckerberg appeared uninformed about key details of the agreement, saying he did not remember if it 

carried a financial penalty. 

 

Any violations of the 2011 agreement could subject Facebook to fines of $41,484 per violation per user 

per day. To put that in context, Facebook could theoretically owe $8 billion for one single day violation 

affecting all of its American users, or about half of the profit that the company booked for all of last year. 

 

The agreement requires that Facebook users give "affirmative express consent" any time that data they 
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haven't made public is shared with a third party. Cambridge Analytica accessed information from so many 

users (the firm puts the number at 30 million, although Facebook has said 87 million) because it was able 

to access the data of people's friends, and not just people who explicitly permitted access when they took a 

personality quiz. While Facebook did have controls in place that allowed people to restrict such access, 

they are found buried in the site's settings and are difficult to find. 

 

Sen. Catherine Cortez Masto, a Democrat from Nevada, said during last week's hearing that in her view, 

"these requirements were not met," because user consent shouldn't have been buried in privacy settings. 

 

PwC disagreed. 

 

"In our opinion, Facebook's privacy controls were operating with sufficient effectiveness to provide 

reasonable assurance to protect the privacy of covered information and that the controls have so operated 

throughout the Reporting Period, in all material respects for the two years ended February 11, 2017," the 

report states. 

 

Facebook is also under a separate investigation by the FTC because of the Cambridge Analytica scandal. 

The agency is looking at whether Facebook has engaged in "unfair acts" that cause "substantial injury" to 

consumers. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Hackers exploit human vulnerabilities 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/why-human-vulnerabilities-are-more-dangerous-than-software-

flaws/  

GIST Cybersecurity firms and analysts have been sounding the alarm on vulnerabilities in most web-based 

systems, pointing to loopholes and lapses in security. But a recent report from Proofpoint, a cybersecurity 

firm, said most cyberattacks are designed to take advantage of human error instead of flaws in hardware or 

software. 

 

In their 2018 Human Factor Report, Proofpoint analyzed cyberattacks throughout 2017, looking into 

attempted attacks on nearly 6,000 organizations across the world. They found that almost every industry 

suffered from a growth in the number of attacks, ranging from phishing to ransomware and cloud 

application breaches. 

 

"Email remains the top attack vector...Attackers are adept at exploiting our natural curiosity, desire to be 

helpful, love of a good bargain, and even our time constraints to persuade us to click," the report said. 

 

Some 50 percent of all clicks on malicious emails occurred within an hour of it showing up in the victim's 

inbox. And 30 percent happened within 10 minutes of receiving the email. Hackers, either working on 

their own, with a group, or with a state-sponsored entity, attempted to take advantage of human trust in 

most cases. Nearly 55 percent of social media attacks that impersonated customer-support accounts were 

aimed at financial institutions. 

 

"Many of these attacks rely on social engineering," the report noted. "Others simply take advantage of 

inclinations for immediate gratification, improved status, or even the reward of 'getting something for 

nothing.'" 

 

The report continued: "But as the old adage goes, there is no such thing as a free lunch. The hidden costs 

of a bargain in social media channels can often be credential loss to phishing, coin mining through browser 

hijacking, and malware infections." 

 

Surprisingly, phishing emails purporting to be from Dropbox were far and away the most common lure 

hackers used, followed by fake DocuSign emails, which had a higher rate of success, the report said. Of all 

malicious emails searched in the survey, ransomware and banking Trojans accounted for more than 82 
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percent. 

 

The study had a number of interesting observations and tidbits concerning when and how hackers attempt 

to infiltrate our lives. Europe and Japan had higher-than-usual proportions of banking Trojans, at 36 

percent and 37 percent respectively, while the rest of the world suffered mostly from ransomware. 

 

Proofpoint said education, consulting, and entertainment firms suffered from the largest number of email 

fraud attacks, with each organization averaging about 250 attacks. 

 

Crimeware was specifically used when attacking the tech and healthcare industries, and the manufacturing 

industry was repeatedly hit with phishing attempts along with the construction industry. 

 

"As the threat landscape continues to evolve, new tools and approaches are emerging regularly. But one 

thing remains constant: the human factor," the report said. "More than ever, cyber criminals rely on people 

to download and install malware or send funds and information on their behalf." 

 

Last year, there were massive spikes in hacking attempts related to cryptocurrency, with instances of 

"cryptojacking" rising and falling with the price of Bitcoin. Cloud computing also could not keep users 

safe, with every major tech companies' cloud service suffering from an attack, the report said. 

 

"Attackers are opportunistic and adaptable. They take advantage of new options, vectors, and tools to 

increase their chances of success," the report noted. "These opportunistic attacks extend to social media 

channels and cloud-based tools as well. Fraudsters and other attackers capitalize on major events and 

trends and leverage legitimate services to trick defenders and victims." 

 

Proofpoint also named multiple groups that experts know are behind many of the attacks that were done 

last year, including the North Korea-backed Lazarus Group, Fin7, and the Cobalt Group. Many of those 

organized into groups were going after government, defense contractors, and financial institutions, but 

some had begun to attack individuals as well. 

 

Kevin Epstein, vice president of Threat Operations for Proofpoint, told Computing Magazine that 

organizations had to focus on stopping attacks before they could even reach people's' inboxes or networks. 

"Reducing initial exposure minimizes the chances that an organisation will experience a confidential data 

breach, business disruption, or direct financial loss," Epstein said said. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 DOJ probes 4 major wireless carriers 

SOURCE https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/20/justice-department-wants-info-from-att-verizon-t-mobile-and-

sprint.html  

GIST The Justice Department has reached out to all four major U.S. wireless carriers as part of an antitrust 

investigation, a person close to the situation told CNBC. 

 

The source said that the department sent letters to AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile and Sprint in February 

requesting information. 

 

The person also said the Justice Department previously examined this matter in 2016, but ended up 

dropping the investigation. A source said that Apple filed a complaint, which was one factor behind the 

2016 probe. 

 

The antitrust division is looking into whether or not carriers colluded in stifling technology that allows 

customers to switch providers without having to change out their SIM card. 

 

Earlier, The New York Times reported that AT&T and Verizon were being investigated. The newspaper 

also reported that the Justice Department has demanded information from GSMA, a mobile 
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communications industry group. 

 

Sources told the Times that the investigation was opened five months ago following complaints from one 

device maker and one wireless carrier. 

 

GSMA, AT&T, Sprint and the Justice Department's antitrust division declined to comment to CNBC. T-

Mobile did not immediately respond to CNBC's request for comment. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Russian Twitter trolls spring into action 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/russian-twitter-trolls-action/  

GIST Russian Twitter trolls have been sent into action again, this time looking to spread disinformation 

following the Salisbury nerve agent attack, according to government sources. 

 

A Whitehall analysis purports to have measured a 4000% increase in tweets from Russia-based accounts, 

many of them automated bots, since the attack over six weeks ago. 

 

One identified bot account, @partisangirl, is said to have reached 61 million users with 2300 posts over a 

12-day period from April 7. 

 

The research reportedly reveals that many of these accounts also commented on the alleged Syrian 

chemical attack by President Bashar, which some are disputing despite government claims to the contrary. 

 

Another account, @ian5678, was banned by Twitter before being unblocked recently. Reports suggest it 

sent 100 posts a day reaching 23 million users. A prolific account with 33,000 followers, it contains 

largely pro-Kremlin conspiracy theory and anti-West rhetoric masquerading but purports to be that of a 

truth-seeking stock market trader. 

 

Prime Minister, Theresa May, is said to have briefed Five Eyes partners and Commonwealth leaders 

Malcolm Turnbull, Jacinda Ardern and Justin Trudeau on the Russian campaign earlier this week. 

 

“Russia is using cyber as part of a wider effort to undermine the international system,” she said in a 

reported statement. “This disinformation campaign is not just aimed at social media and the UK — it is 

intended to undermine the actual institutions and processes of the rules-based system, such as the 

Organisation for the Prevention of Chemical Weapons. We must do all we can at every turn to challenge 

this.” 

 

Back in February 2017, Russian defence minister, Sergey Shoigu, admitted for the first time the importance 

to the Kremlin of state propaganda efforts, claiming a specialized unit had been established in the military. 

 

“The information operations forces have been established, that are expected to be a far more effective tool 

than all we used before for counter-propaganda purposes," he’s reported to have told the lower house. 

"Propaganda should be smart, competent and effective.” 
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HEADLINE 04/20 FDA: new medical device security plan 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/fda-reveals-new-plans-medical-device-security  

GIST The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) this week announced its medical device safety action plan, 

which includes seeking additional funding and authorities that would help it improve cybersecurity in the 

healthcare industry. 

 

The FDA’s plan focuses on five key areas and medical device cybersecurity is one of them. As part of its 

efforts to keep up with emerging threats and vulnerabilities, the agency wants the authority to require 
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medical device manufacturers to include updating and patching capabilities into the design of their 

products. 

 

The organization also wants vendors to create a “Software Bill of Materials,” which should help medical 

device customers and users determine which systems may be impacted by vulnerabilities. 

 

“The additional authorities we seek are to further strengthen medical device security by directly addressing 

challenges healthcare delivery organizations and providers have encountered as a result of cyber 

campaigns and attacks such as WannaCry,” an FDA spokesperson told SecurityWeek. 

 

The agency would require that “new devices entering the market have a demonstrated capability of 

patchability and updatability built into the design architecture of the device, and that a patch management 

process and plan is provided by the manufacturer for premarket review,” the spokesperson said. 

 

As for the Software Bill of Materials, the measure is inspired by one of the recommendations made 

recently by the Health Care Industry Cybersecurity Task Force. A bill of materials would be issued for 

each piece of medical technology to describe its components and the risks associated with those 

components, which can help users understand the impact of certain threats and vulnerabilities. 

 

The FDA also plans on updating its premarket guidance for medical device cybersecurity to better protect 

against moderate risks, which it has described as ransomware and other attacks that could disrupt clinical 

operations and delay patient care, and major risks, such as the remote exploitation of a vulnerability that 

can be used in a “multi-patient, catastrophic attack.” 

 

The agency’s plans also include requiring companies to adopt policies and procedures for coordinated 

disclosure of vulnerabilities. 

 

Finally, the FDA says it’s exploring the development of a CyberMed Safety (Expert) Analysis Board 

(CYMSAB), which it has described as a “public-private partnership that would complement existing 

device vulnerability coordination and response mechanisms and serve as a resource for device makers and 

FDA.” 

 

The CYMSAB’s tasks would include assessing vulnerabilities and assisting with coordinated disclosure, 

evaluating risks and proposed mitigations, and adjudicating disputes. One interesting role of this entity 

would be to send experts to investigate compromised devices at the request of a manufacturer or the FDA. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 ‘SquirtDanger’ Swiss Army Knife malware 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/the-malwares-suspected-author-is-a-well-known-russian-

cybercriminal-who-has-been-active-on-global-underground-marketplaces-for-years/article/760188/  

GIST Palo Alto's Unit 42 researchers identified a new botnet malware family described as “Swiss Army Knife 

Malware” that was designed by a veteran threat actor and is capable of taking screenshots and draining 

cryptocurrency wallets. 

 

Dubbed “SquirtDanger,” the malware family likely was created by a Russian hacker using the handle 

“TheBottle” and delivered via illicit software downloads also known as “Warez,” according to an April 17 

blog post.    

 

The malware is also capable of stealing passwords, deleting malware, sending files, clearing browser 

cookies, listing processes, kill processes, getting directory information, downloading files, as well as 

uploading, deleting and executing files. 

 

“Once run on the system, it will persist via a scheduled task that is set to run every minute,” researchers 

said in the post. “SquirtDanger uses raw TCP connections to a remote command and control (C2) server 
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for network communications” 

 

The malware's suspected author is a well-known Russian cybercriminal who has been active on global 

underground marketplaces for years. So far, researchers have spotted 1,277 unique SquirtDanger samples 

used across multiple campaigns. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 New spyware targeted Palestinians 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/new-desert-scorpion-spyware-found-in-malicious-chat-app-aimed-at-

palestinians/article/760198/  

GIST A malicious chat app that was advertised on Facebook and sold in the Google Play store was discovered to 

execute a previously undiscovered spyware program linked to APT-C-23, an advanced persistent threat 

group allegedly with ties to Hamas. 

 

Michael Flossman, head of threat intelligence at mobile security company Lookout, stated in remarks at 

the RSA 2018 conference on Friday that the mobile attack specifically targeted Palestinian individuals of 

interest. 

 

According to a blog post from Lookout published a few days earlier, the app was advertised on Facebook 

as a free Android messaging service called Dardesh, but in reality acted in essence as a downloader for the 

final payload, a fresh-faced surveillance program named Desert Scorpion. 

 

The spyware carries a host of capabilities, including file and data exfiltration (even for docs found in 

external storage); sending and retrieving SMS messages; tracking the device location; recording video and 

audio; uninstalling apps; placing calls; retrieving contacts, uninstalling apps, determining if a device is 

rooted, and more. If running on a Huawei device it will also attempt to add itself to the protected list of 

apps able to run with the screen turned off, reports Lookout further reported. 

 

Google reportedly removed the offending app from its online store promptly after Lookout's private 

disclosure. 

 

Lookout researchers theorize that APT-C-23, aka Two-Tailed Scorpion, is behind Desert Scorpion because 

the Facebook profile it used to promote the malicious Dardesh app (and link to Google Play) was 

previously used to post Google Drive links leading to FrozenCell, another spyware family attributed to the 

same threat group. Moreover, the command-and-control infrastructure used by both malware reside in 

similar IP blocks, the blog post notes. 

 

Earlier this month, ClearSky Cyber Security also acknowledged the Dardesh campaign via Twitter. 

 

Despite referencing the Desert Scorpion campaign, Flossman also spent most of his RSA presentation 

profiling a different threat group -- Dark Caracal, which researchers strongly believe is affiliated the 

Lebanese General Directorate of General Security (GDGS). 

 

However, the threat groups in behave similarly in certain respects, in that they both heavily rely on mobile 

phishing campaigns to infected their intended victims. "Same sort of attack vectors, same sort of 

capabilities, and a lack of [use of] exploits as well," said Flossman, who co-presented with Eva Galperin, 

director of cybersecurity at the Electronic Frontier Foundation. 

 

Flossman noted that mobile phishing operations are an alluring strategy for threat groups like these 

because they don't require much sophistication and offer numerous vectors for malicious communications 

outside of email, including via text and apps. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Teen hacked CIA chief; gets 2yrs 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2018/04/hacker-kane-gamble.html  

GIST The British teenager who managed to hack into the online accounts of several high-profile US government 

employees sentenced to two years in prison on Friday. 

 

Kane Gamble, now 18, hacked into email accounts of former CIA director John Brennan, former Director 

of National Intelligence James Clapper, former FBI Deputy Director Mark Giuliano, and other senior FBI 

officials—all from his parent's home in Leicestershire. 

 

 Gamble, who went by the online alias Cracka, was just 15 at the time of carrying out those attacks and 

was the alleged founder of a hacking group calling themselves Crackas With Attitude (CWA). 

 

 The notorious pro-Palestinian hacking group carried out a series of embarrassing attacks against U.S. 

intelligence officials and leaked personal details of 20,000 FBI agents, 9,000 officers from Department of 

Homeland Security, and some number of DoJ staffers in 2015. 

 

 The teenager was arrested in February 2016 at his home in Coalville and pleaded guilty to 8 charges last 

October of "performing a function with intent to secure unauthorised access" and 2 charges of 

"unauthorised modification of computer material." 

 

 On Friday afternoon in the Old Bailey central criminal court in London, Gamble was finally sentenced 

after his first sentencing hearing in January was postponed, and the judge ruled that he'll have to serve 2 

years at a youth detention center, BBC reported. 

 

 While Gamble's defence said he was "naive" and never meant to "harm" any individuals during the court 

hearing, the judge said he carried out "an extremely nasty campaign of politically-motivated cyber 

terrorism." 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Flaw in LinkedIn autofill plugin 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2018/04/linkedin-account-hack.html  

GIST Not just Facebook, a new vulnerability discovered in Linkedin's popular AutoFill functionality found 

leaking its users' sensitive information to third party websites without the user even knowing about it. 

 

 LinkedIn provides an AutoFill plugin for a long time that other websites can use to let LinkedIn users 

quickly fill in profile data, including their full name, phone number, email address, ZIP code, company 

and job title, with a single click. 

 

 In general, the AutoFill button only works on specifically "whitelisted websites," but 18-year-old security 

researcher Jack Cable of Lightning Security said it is not just the case. 

 

Cable discovered that the feature was plagued with a simple yet important security vulnerability that 

potentially enabled any website (scrapers) secretly harvest user profile data and the user would not even 

realize of the event. 

 

 A legitimate website would likely place a AutoFill button near the fields the button can fill, but according 

to Cable, an attacker could secretly use the AutoFill feature on his website by changing its properties to 

spread the button across the entire web page and then make it invisible. 

 

 Since the AutoFill button is invisible, users clicking anywhere on the website would trigger AutoFill, 

eventually sending all of their public as well as private data requested to the malicious website, Cable 

explains. 

 

Cable discovered the vulnerability on April 9th and immediately disclosed it to LinkedIn. The company 
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issued a temporary fix the next day without informing the public of the issue. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Ex-bank employee behind data breach 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/suntrust-ex-employee-may-have-stolen-data-on-15-

million-bank-clients/d/d-id/1331610  

GIST SunTrust Bank said a former employee may have stolen names, addresses, phone numbers, and account 

balances of some 1.5 million of its clients.  

 

The employee tried to download the client contact information six- to eight weeks ago in an attempt to 

provide the data to a criminal from outside the organization, Reuters reports. 

 

SunTrust CEO William Rogers in an earnings call said there was no indication of fraudulant activity using 

the client information, and it appears the data had not been sent outside the bank. 

 

The bank is now offering free identity protection services to all of its customers for the "potential data 

threat," according to a press announcement from SunTrust.  

 

"The company became aware of potential theft by a former employee of information from some of its 

contact lists. Although the investigation is ongoing, SunTrust is proactively notifying approximately 1.5 

million clients that certain information, such as name, address, phone number and certain account balances 

may have been exposed," the bank said in a press statement. "The contact lists did not include personally 

identifying information, such as social security number, account number, PIN, User ID, password, or 

driver's license information. SunTrust is also working with outside experts and coordinating with law 

enforcement." 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Cybercrime economy $1.5 trillion a year 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/cybercrime-economy-generates-$15-trillion-a-

year/d/d-id/1331613  

GIST RSA CONFERENCE 2018 – San Francisco – If cybercrime was a country, it would have the 13th highest 

GDP in the world. Attackers generate $1.5 trillion in annual profit, which is about equal to the GDP of 

Russia, according to a new study on the interconnected economy of cybercrime. 

 

"Into the Web of Profit," among the first studies to explore the intricacies of revenue and profit in the 

world of cybercrime, was conducted by Dr. Michael McGuire, senior lecturer in Criminology at England's 

University of Surrey. Over nine months of study, he learned how the "economy" of cybercrime sustains 

itself and overlaps with the legitimate economy. 

 

This wasn't the original intent behind the Bromium-sponsored study, which began with the idea of learning 

where cybercriminals spend their money. "It turned into a huge piece of research, which looks at the whole 

of how money flows around the cybercrime system," says McGuire. The report pieces together 

conversations with global organizations, security workers who have infiltrated the Dark Web, international 

police forces, and of course, the criminals themselves. 

 

His study indicates a rise in "platform criminality" similar to the platform capitalism model in which data 

is the commodity, used by organizations including Amazon and Facebook. This platform turns malware 

into a product, simplifies purchase of illicit tools and services, and enables broader criminal activities 

including drug production, human trafficking, and terrorism. 

 

More than 620 new synthetic drug types have appeared on the market since 2005, McGuire says. Many are 

created in China or India, purchased online, and sent to Europe in bulk. Evidence shows groups earning 
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revenue from cybercrime are also involved in drug production, he found. The takedown of Dark Web 

online market Alphabay led to the discovery of listings for illegal drugs, toxic chemicals, malware, and 

stolen and fraudulent data. 

 

The $1.5 trillion that cybercriminals generate each year includes $860 billion in illicit online markets, 

$500B in theft of trade secrets and intellectual property, $160B in data trading, $1.6B in crimeware-as-a-

service, and $1B in ransomware. Evidence indicates cybercrime often generates more revenue than 

legitimate companies: large multi-national operations can earn more than $1B; smaller ones typically 

make between $30k-$50K. 

 

It's time to move behind the idea that cybercrime is like a business. "It's much, much more than that," he 

says. "It's like an economy which mirrors the legitimate economy. Increasingly, what we're seeing is the 

legitimate economy feeding off the cybercrime economy." 

 

Blurring the Legal Lines  

 

The interdependence between the legitimate and illegitimate economies is driving the "web of profit" 

fueling cybercrime, McGuire says. Criminal organizations take data and competitive advantages from real 

companies and luse them to accomplish their goals. Part of the problem is, many of these legitimate 

organizations don't know their role in furthering cybercrime. 

 

Companies like Facebook and Uber are rich with data, making them a prime target for attackers seeking 

user information and intellectual property. They give hackers a platform to sell illicit goods and services, 

and set up fake shops to launder money or connect buyers and sellers. This makes massive companies 

facilitators in a criminally driven economy. 

 

The owners of cybercrime platforms are the biggest earners, McGuire found. Each hacker might only 

make $30K per year; however, managers can earn up to $2M per job with as few as 50 stolen credit cards. 

They aren't committing crime but they are selling it, and their criminal platforms have evolved to offer 

services, descriptions, and technical support for their buyers. 

 

McGuire shares some of the numbers behind these earnings. A zero-day Adobe exploit, for example, can 

sell for up to $30K while a zero-day iOS exploit costs $250K. Malware exploit kits cost about $200-600 

per exploit; a blackhole exploit kit costs $700 to lease for a month or $1,500 for a full year. Custom 

spyware costs $200, an SMS-spoofing service runs $20 per month, and a "hacker for hire" will charge 

about $200 for a minor hack. 

 

Much of the money is reinvested in new criminal ventures. Criminals put about 20% of their revenues into 

additional crime, indicating up to $300B is used to drive illegal activity. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 APT group exploits IE browser zero-day 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/internet-explorer-zero-day-exploited-in-the-wild-

by-apt-group/  

GIST An advanced persistent threat (APT), a term sometimes used to describe nation-state-backed cyber-

espionage units, is using a zero-day vulnerability in the Internet Explorer kernel code to infect victims with 

malware. 

 

Security researchers from Chinese antivirus maker Qihoo 360 Core have reported the issue to Microsoft 

this week, Bleeping Computer has learned from a member of the Qihoo 360 team. 

 

The zero-day has been deployed in live attacks, as part of Office documents sent to selected targets. 

 

The Qihoo 360 Core team said the zero-day uses a so-called "double kill" vulnerability that affects the 
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latest versions of Internet Explorer and any other applications that use the IE kernel. 

 

"After the target opens the document, all exploit code and malicious payloads are loaded from a remote 

server," researchers wrote today in a blog post on the Weibo micro-blogging platform. 

 

Researchers said the attack involves the use of a public UAC bypass, reflective DLL loading, fileless 

execution, and steganography. 

 

The Qihoo 360 Core team has not revealed the exact exploitation chain, apart from an image shared on 

Weibo. 

 

In typical Microsoft fashion, the company has not confirmed or denied Qihoo 360 Core's findings. The 

company has sent over the following canned statement. 

 

Windows has a customer commitment to investigate reported security issues, and proactively update 

impacted devices as soon as possible. We recommend customers use Windows 10 and the Microsoft Edge 

browser for the best protection. Our standard policy is to provide remediation via our current Update 

Tuesday schedule. 

 

The Qihoo 360 Core team has not answered a request for comment for more details on the APT group 

prior to this article's publication. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Twitter bans Kaspersky from advertising 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/business/twitter-bans-kaspersky-from-advertising-on-the-

platform-citing-dhs-ban/  

GIST Twitter has banned Kaspersky Lab from advertising on its platform citing the company's alleged ties with 

Russian intelligence agencies. 

 

The ban was enforced in January, this year, according to an open letter published by Kaspersky today. 

Twitter has confirmed the ban in a statement to Bleeping Computer earlier today. 

 

"Twitter made the policy decision to off-board advertising from all accounts owned by Kaspersky Lab," a 

Twitter spokesperson said in a statement identical to the one received by Kaspersky Lab in January. 

 

"This decision is based on our determination that Kaspersky Lab operates using a business model that 

inherently conflicts with acceptable Twitter Ads business practices. Kaspersky Lab may remain an organic 

user on our platform, in accordance with the Twitter Rules," the spokesperson said. 

 

When asked what this actually meant, the spokesperson directed this reporter to a Department of 

Homeland Security directive published last year, which the DHS issued to ban the use of any Kaspersky 

products on the Department of Defense computers. 

 

Twitter pointed us to a particular paragraph that lays out allegations of secret ties between the Russian 

antivirus vendor and Russian intelligence agencies. 

 

The Department is concerned about the ties between certain Kaspersky officials and Russian intelligence 

and other government agencies, and requirements under Russian law that allow Russian intelligence 

agencies to request or compel assistance from Kaspersky and to intercept communications transiting 

Russian networks. The risk that the Russian government, whether acting on its own or in collaboration 

with Kaspersky, could capitalize on access provided by Kaspersky products to compromise federal 

information and information systems directly implicates U.S. national security. 

 

Kaspersky Lab and its CEO have vehemently denied the accusations, and have filed a lawsuit in December 

2017 to dismiss the DHS ban. 
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But the lawsuit, even if successful, may be just too late. The accusations of working with Russian 

intelligence have done a lot of harm to the company's reputation, in the US and abroad. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Court blocks ‘revenge porn’ law  

SOURCE https://www.dallasnews.com/news/texas/2018/04/21/appeals-court-strikes-texas-revenge-porn-law  

GIST Is distributing intimate photos of current or previous sexual partners without their consent protected by the 

First Amendment? A state appeals court says yes. 

 

Now it will be up to the state attorney general's office to defend the state's "revenge porn" law, which was 

passed in 2015 and punishes those who post intimate images from previous or current relationships online. 

 

The Tyler-based 12th Court of Appeals said the law is unconstitutional because it's too broad and infringes 

on free speech, The Texas Tribune reported. 

 

In his findings in the case, Chief Justice James Worthen said the First Amendment usually prohibits 

"content-based" restrictions. 

 

The court also said that the law was vague and infringed on the rights of third parties who might 

unwittingly share intimate images, according to the Associated Press. 

 

In its ruling, the court ordered charges to be dropped against Jordan Bartlett Jones, who challenged the law 

as unconstitutional while awaiting trial for sharing a naked photograph of a woman without her consent.  

 

The ruling applies only to about a dozen northeast Texas counties that fall under the jurisdiction of  the 

12th Court of Appeals, but other courts would likely consider its reasoning, the Tribune reported. 

 

The law originated from complaints from women who said they felt violated and abused when their exes 

posted naked or sexual images online without their consent. One woman, Hollie Toups of Nederland, 

found dozens of photos of herself online and organized a class action suit against the website where they 

appeared. 

 

The state law as currently written labels revenge porn a misdemeanor that carries possible jail time of as 

much as a year as well as a $4,000 fine. 

 

If the state appeals, the case could wind up in front of the state Supreme Court. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Iran officially bans cryptocurrencies 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/report-iran-officially-bans-cryptocurrencies-

54656122?   

GIST An Iranian newspaper says the country's Central Bank has officially banned the use of cryptocurrencies in 

financial transactions in order to "prevent crimes such as money laundering and terrorism." 

 

The move is seen as part of Tehran's efforts to control the currency market after the rial hit an all-time low 

earlier this month. 

 

Monday's report by the Donya-e Eqtesad daily says the ban applies to "all monetary and financial centers 

of the country," including banks, financial institutes and currency exchange offices. 

 

Though cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin, have never been authorized in Iran, they were available in 
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parallel markets. 
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Terror Conditions 
Top of page 

HEADLINE 04/19 New terror group pops up in Syria 

SOURCE http://www.businessinsider.com/syria-terrorist-group-hayat-tahrir-al-sham-2018-4  

GIST With up to 90% of its territory lost, ISIS appears effectively defeated as a conventional foe. But while the 

black flag of ISIS is being lowered, another may soon take its place — the white flag of Hay'at Tahrir al-

Sham. 

 

A new report in the Wall Street Journal details HTS' rise as it consolidates power in northwest Syria. Led 

by a former Al-Qaeda militant, HTS is mostly based in Syria's Idlib Governorate and has taken advantage 

of the US-led coalition's focus on ISIS in the East, as well as the Syrian government and Russia's focus on 

other parts of the country. 

 

HTS came into existence roughly a year ago, when Jabhat Fath al Sham, previously known as the Al 

Nusrah Front and Al-Qaeda's branch in Syria until its re-branding in July of 2016, announced a merger 

with four other islamist groups operating in Syria. 

 

Combined with the other groups, HTS — or the Assembly for Liberation of the Levant — was created. 

 

The reason for its existence, according to its propaganda, is "to unite our banners and to preserve the fruits 

and the jihad" of the revolution against Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad, so that it can "be the seed of 

unifying the capacities and strength of this revolution." 

 

The group's leader, Abu Mohammad al-Julani, has said that he wants his followers to engage in "a war of 

ideas, a war of minds, a war of wills, a war of perseverance," according to the Wall Street Journal, and that 

he will conquer Damascus — Syria's capital — and implement Sharia law. 

 

Thr group announced in February that it had defeated the remnants of ISIS militants in Idlib, and a month 

later said that they had taken control of up to 25 villages in Aleppo and Idlib provinces. 

 

It has created a religious police force in its territory, similar to ISIS' Hisbah. They enforce Sharia law, 

control services like electricity and water, and collect taxes from citizens. 

 

The group has also been fighting forces from the Syrian government in Homs, Hama, and Aleppo. But 

while the terror group continues to grow and solidify its control, the Syrian government and US-led 

coalition have their attention elsewhere. 

 

"The area seems to be out of focus for Western powers," Hassan Hassan, an analyst with the Tahrir 

Institute for Middle East Policy, told the Wall Street Journal. "The jihadis are having a honeymoon there." 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Developing complex coord. attack plans 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/terrorism-study/practical-tool-developing-complex-

coordinated-attack-plans/  

GIST A key challenge for Complex Coordinated Terrorist Attack preparedness is that CCTAs are difficult to 

understand. Some CCTAs include bombings, sieges, or manhunts, while others include firearms, vehicles-

as-weapons, or hostage situations. Even defining “CCTA” has been a huge challenge – my last 

article identified a robust, consensus definition of CCTA that is highly useful as an analytical foundation 

for designing CCTA plans, training and exercises, but is also complicated and highly technical. 
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This article proposes a new CCTA Component Checklist (CC) as a more practical, “quick and dirty” 

framework for public safety professionals to use as a complement to the technical definition. When filled 

in, the CCTA CC simplifies the chaotic nature of individual CCTAs by breaking them down into key 

elements with which public safety professionals are already familiar. 

 

Public safety professionals can use the CCTA CC’s straightforward framework as a starting point in 

identifying CCTA capability gaps and developing CCTA plans to address those gaps. In particular, the 

CCTA CC: 

 

1. Facilitates comparisons of lessons learned between CCTAs with similar components 
Breaking down CCTAs into their component parts allows for easy follow-up comparisons between 

different events that have key elements in common. For example, by comparing Boston’s CCTA CC with 

Paris’s CCTA CC, it’s easy to observe that the attacks both involved firearms, explosives, a manhunt, 3 or 

more locations, 16 or more injuries, and sequential timing. 

 

With six distinct consistencies, Boston and Paris clearly faced many similar challenges in managing their 

attacks. Did one or both identify a best practice or lesson learned that other jurisdictions could include in 

their plans to manage a similar scenario? By asking comparable questions, emergency planners can collect 

key information about potential capability gaps and apply their findings while developing CCTA plans. 

 

2. Aids forward-thinking CCTA preparedness 
Public safety professionals can adopt a proactive approach to CCTA preparedness simply by examining 

the CCTA CC and considering whether any high-value gaps – such as chemical, biological, radiological, 

and nuclear (CBRN) concerns – exist. Before the vehicle-as-weapon attack in Nice (2016), only a uniquely 

forward-thinking analyst would have included “vehicle-as-weapon” in the CCTA CC. The success of the 

attack in Nice, as well as similar attacks in Germany and the United Kingdom, demonstrate that CCTA 

tactics are evolving. Our ways of understanding CCTAs must evolve accordingly. 

 

3. Helps decision-makers to prioritize 
Resource management is a key challenge during a CCTA. Comprehensive CCTA plans must reflect that 

decision-makers may be forced to make difficult choices about how to deploy limited resources to save 

lives and property as effectively as possible. Since the CCTA CC clearly lays out the different key 

challenges that decision-makers may need to balance during a CCTA, leaders can use the CCTA CC as a 

basis to reflect in a calm environment and develop prioritization plans that they can refer to during a 

chaotic CCTA. 

 

4. Helps identify public safety partners that should be involved in CCTA planning 
The CCTA CC is, at its core, simply a list of elements that a CCTA could include. It follows that a 

comprehensive CCTA plan must consider how to effectively respond to and recover from each component 

in the checklist. By considering how to manage a CCTA that includes any element from the CCTA CC, 

emergency planners will be sure to engage all key partners in the planning process. 

 

The CCTA is a valuable, customizable tool for simplifying CCTAs, but it is not perfect. It can reasonably 

be accused of not accounting for key differences in bombings, sieges, car chases, and other elements in the 

CCTA CC. Moreover, the lines between different options can sometimes be unclear, particularly in the 

“Location” and “Timing” columns, and the checklist is not particularly useful for distinguishing between 

what is a CCTA and what is not. Though legitimate criticisms, the built-in ambiguity is also an asset, 

allowing public safety professionals the flexibility to interpret and apply the CCTA CC as they see fit, and 

customize it if they wish. Overall, the CCTA’s value far exceeds its drawbacks, and is a highly useful tool 

for identifying CCTA capability gaps and developing CCTA plans. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Armenia: terror attack thwarted 
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SOURCE https://news.am/eng/news/447554.html  

GIST YEREVAN. – The National Security Service of Armen reported about preventing a terrorist attack. 

 

The National Security Service of Armenia has recently received information about the destabilizing 

activity of special services of foreign states and other organizations, unlawful activities of individuals, and 

the spread of radical opinions, the statement posted by the intelligence service reads. 

 

The Service was alerted about a criminal gang set up by A.B. and Sh. M. who earlier had contacts to Jirayr 

Sefilyan and Sasna Tsrer group. The gang planned to install explosive devices in public places, including 

at Liberty Square and Dalma Mall, under bridges, 100-150 meters far from residential buildings, in order 

to cause death or bodily injuries of law enforcers and other officials. Their actions were aimed at creating 

an atmosphere of fear and inserting pressure on the public administration bodies to make them fulfill their 

demands, the statement says. 

 

According to the National Security Service, A.B and Sh. M. manufactured and tested an explosive device, 

and tried to recruit other persons, promising them and their families a shelter in case of threat as well as 

financial assistance. 

 

A group of investigators conducted 19 searches in the apartments and vehicles and discovered powder 

filters, detonators, materials for improvised explosive devices. A.B. and Sh.M and other four suspects 

were detained. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 How strong is ISIS in Afghanistan? 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2018-04-22/q-a-how-strong-is-the-islamic-state-group-

in-afghanistan  

GIST ISLAMABAD (AP) — An upstart Islamic State affiliate that first appeared in Afghanistan in 2014 is 

becoming increasingly deadly and their attacks on the country's minority Shiites have grown bolder. In 

Sunday's devastating bombing, a suicide bomber walked up to a crowd outside a voter registration office 

and blew himself up killing 57 people. 

 

Most of the dead were ethnic Hazaras, who are Shiites Muslims. Another 119 people were wounded, many 

of them seriously. 

 

It was the latest in a series of attacks by IS against the country's minority Shiites. Following last year's 

attack on the Iraq Embassy in Kabul, the extremist group issued a warning to Shiites that they were 

coming for them. Since then, they have carried out a number of horrific assaults targeting their places of 

worship in Kabul and Herat in western Afghanistan. 

 

Like their counterparts in Syria and Iraq, insurgents belonging to Afghanistan's Islamic State group are 

radical Sunni Muslims who revile Shiites as apostates and believe that the entire Muslim world should be 

ruled by a single caliphate. In Afghanistan, it is known as the Islamic State in Khorazan province, the 

ancient name of an area that included parts of Iran, Afghanistan and Central Asia. 

 

HOW STRONG IS THE ISLAMIC STATE IN AFGHANISTAN, AND WHO IS ACTIVE IN IT? 

 

When the Islamic State group first appeared in Afghanistan its ranks were mostly culled from among the 

most ferocious of Pakistani Taliban from Pakistan's Bajaur tribal region, driven out by a military 

offensive, as well as from among disgruntled Taliban, who were frustrated with a leadership reigning in its 

violence and considering negotiations to end fighting. 

 

At its outset, the Islamic State was mostly confined to eastern Afghanistan's Nangarhar province, but in 

recent years it has gained ground in the north and northeast of Afghanistan. Their ranks quickly swelled 

with Uzbek fighters, mostly from Central Asia's Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, many of whom were 
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driven out of Pakistan's South Waziristan tribal region by a military offensive. Analysts say the movement 

brutality's was unmatched and, as outsiders to Afghanistan, the Uzbek fighters show no compunction 

about carrying out mass killings. IS, with the aid of Uzbeks, has made inroads into northern Afghanistan 

where Afghan Uzbeks mostly live. There have been several reports of open recruitment by IMU members. 

The size of IS in Afghanistan is unknown, but estimates generally run between 3,000 and 5,000 fighters. 

 

WHAT DO THEY WANT? 

 

The IS in Khorazan province shares the Syrian and Iraqi IS goal of establishing a caliphate that governs 

the entire Muslim world. Their only stated goal for Afghanistan, however, is to rid it of Shiite Muslims, 

who make up roughly 15 per cent of the country's 35 million people. The overwhelming majority are 

Sunni Muslims, who historically have lived in peace with their Shiite brethren. Shiites have stepped up 

security around their places of worship but Afghanistan's security forces seem confounded on how to 

prevent the relentless attacks. 

 

DO THEY HAVE SIGNIFICANT SUPPORT IN THE POPULATION? 

 

There is little support among Afghans for a movement whose sole goal is killing Shiite Muslims. While 

Afghanistan is a conservative Muslim country that has been alternately ruled by radical religious groups 

__ first anti-Soviet mujahedeen groups and later the Taliban __ there is practically no support for rule by 

caliphate. Afghanistan's rulers, even the radical religious ones, have been nationalists, ready to go to war 

to protect their sovereignty. 

 

WHAT IS THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO THE TALIBAN? 

 

IS and Taliban are battlefield adversaries which has prompted countries like Russia to confer with the 

Taliban, who they see as a bulwark against a formidable IS on its southern border. While loosely 

constructed, the Taliban since the death of its supreme leader Mullah Mohammed Omar several years ago 

are mostly comprised of ethnic Pashtuns and Arab-speaking nationals with ties to al-Qaida. They have 

condemned IS and the two groups have fought each other in eastern Nangarhar province where both seek 

full control, and where U.S. and Afghan security forces have been carrying out offensives against IS 

hideouts. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 US builds drone base in Niger 

SOURCE http://www.starherald.com/news/nation_world/us-builds-drone-base-in-niger-crossroads-of-

extremism-fight/article_ab65768f-88d5-5ff1-8634-152c9bd9ba3d.html  

GIST AGADEZ, Niger (AP) — On the scorching edge of the Sahara Desert, the U.S. Air Force is building a 

base for armed drones, the newest front in America's battle against the growing extremist threat in Africa's 

vast Sahel region. 

 

Three hangars and the first layers of a runway command a sandy, barren field. Niger Air Base 201 is 

expected to be functional early next year. The base, a few miles outside Agadez and built at the request of 

Niger's government, will eventually house fighter jets and MQ-9 drones transferred from the capital 

Niamey. The drones, with surveillance and added striking capabilities, will have a range enabling them to 

reach a number of West and North African countries. 

 

Few knew of the American military's presence in this desperately poor, remote West African country until 

October, when an ambush by Islamic State group-linked extremists killed four U.S. soldiers and five 

Nigeriens. 

 

The $110 million project is the largest troop labor construction project in U.S. history, according to Air 

Force officials. It will cost $15 million annually to operate. 
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Citing security reasons, no official will say how many drones will be housed at the base or whether more 

U.S. personnel will be brought to the region. Already the U.S. military presence here is the second largest 

in Africa behind the sole permanent U.S. base on the continent, in the tiny Horn of Africa nation of 

Djibouti. 

 

The drones at the base are expected to target several different al-Qaida and Islamic State group-affiliated 

fighters in countries throughout the Sahel, a sprawling region just south of the Sahara, including the area 

around Lake Chad, where the Nigeria's Boko Haram insurgency has spread. 

 

As the U.S. puts drones at the forefront of the fight against extremists, some worry that civilians will be 

mistaken for fighters. 

 

"We are afraid of falling back into the same situation as in Afghanistan, with many mistakes made by 

American soldiers who did not always know the difference between a wedding ceremony and a training of 

terrorist groups," said Amadou Roufai, a Nigerien administration official. 

 

Civic leader Nouhou Mahamadou also expressed concerns. 

 

"The presence of foreign bases in general and American in particular is a serious surrender of our 

sovereignty and a serious attack on the morale of the Nigerien military," he said. 

 

The number of U.S. military personnel in Niger has risen over the past few years from 100 to 800, the 

second largest concentration in Africa after the 4,000 in Camp Lemonnier in Djibouti. About 500 

personnel are working on the new air and drone base and the base camp is marked with an American and 

Nigerien flag. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Afghan official: Taliban kill 6 police 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-official-taliban-kill-police-checkpoint-

54630291?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST An Afghan official says that at least six local police were killed when a group of Taliban fighters attacked 

and overran their checkpoint in northern Sari Pul province. 

 

Zabi Amani, spokesman for the provincial governor, said Saturday two other policemen were wounded in 

the late Friday night attack. 

 

Amani said reinforcements arrived and a sporadic gun battle is still underway in Sayad district. He added 

that three Taliban fighters were killed and two others were wounded in the battle. 

 

Zabihullah Mujahid, Taliban spokesman, claimed responsibility for the attack. 

 

Taliban have increased their attacks in the province of late. Last week, Taliban killed 11 Afghan 

paramilitary forces in Sari Pul. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 AQ uses Google maps for planning 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2018/04/23/al-qaeda-uses-google-maps-to-plan-attacks-new-video-

reportedly-shows.html  

GIST A new Al Qaeda video reportedly shows the terror group planning attacks across Middle East using 

Google Maps and features a former Gitmo detainee who returned fighting for the group after his release. 

 

The propaganda video was released Friday by Al-Malahem, an Al Qaeda media-affiliate in the Arabian 
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Peninsula. The content of the footage was first reported by The Washington Free Beacon. 

 

It shows an Al Qaeda commander using a tablet computer and Google Maps to plan the terror attacks, 

according to report from the Middle East Media Monitoring Institute (MEMRI). 

 

The terror group’s recent video “documents the training, planning, and execution of a series of operations 

targeting security forces, checkpoints, and military bases in multiple locations using different tactics 

including martyrdom operations, commando raids, shelling, shootings, and assassinations," the report said. 

 

Former CIA officer Buck Sexton on whether technology companies are doing enough to regulate terror-

related content online.  

Former Guantanamo Bay prisoner Ibrahim Al-Qusi, who once served as a cook, chauffeur and bookkeeper 

for Osama Bin Laden, also appears in the video. He was released to Sudan in 2012 after spending over 10 

years in the military prison, but has since returned to the battlefield. 

 

He is seen fighting alongside the group and calls for new terror attacks, according the report. “Today, the 

U.S. is trying to use a new card and a new [pair of] shoes from its [collection]: the government of the 

[United Arab Emirates] and its treasonous army,” Al-Qusi reportedly said. 

 

The terror group pays tribute to their “martyred” members and congratulates local jihadists in Yemen for 

“implementing sharia laws, promoting virtue, preventing vice, and securing the city." 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Paris attacks suspect sentenced 20yrs 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-attacks-trial-sentence/paris-attacks-suspect-gets-20-year-

sentence-in-brussels-trial-idUSKBN1HU0YP  

GIST BRUSSELS (Reuters) - A Belgian judge on Monday sentenced Salah Abdeslam, the prime surviving 

suspect in the 2015 Islamic State attacks on Paris, to 20 years in prison over a shootout with police in 

Brussels in 2016. 

 

Abdeslam’s co-defendant Sofien Ayari also received a 20-year term for attempted terrorist murder. 

 

While his lawyer argued Abdeslam, 28, should be acquitted because of a procedural error, prosecutors had 

charged him with attempted murder over the Brussels shootout in March 2016, days before his arrest, and 

called for a jail term of 20 years. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Syria military pummels Damascus suburbs 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syrian-military-pummels-held-districts-damascus-

54642580?   

GIST Syrian government forces used warplanes, helicopters and artillery on Sunday to pound districts of the 

capital held by the Islamic State group, in a bid to enforce an evacuation deal reached with the militants 

earlier in the week. 

 

Two Palestinian refugees, a father and a son, were killed during the fighting at the Yarmouk refugee camp 

in Damascus, according to the United Nation's Palestinian refugee agency, which added that thousands of 

homes have been destroyed in four days of fighting. 

 

Hundreds of IS militants hold parts of the Yarmouk camp and nearby area of Hajar al-Aswad in southern 

Damascus. They agreed to give up their last pocket there on Friday but have yet to begin surrendering to 

government forces and relocating to IS-held areas elsewhere in the country.  
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State-run al-Ikhbariya TV showed thick gray smoke billowing from the Hajar al-Aswad neighborhood on 

Sunday, and government warplanes streaking overhead amid heavy bombardment of the area. 

 

Residents of Damascus reported hearing loud booms throughout the night and Sunday morning. 

 

UNRWA spokesman Chris Gunnes said that since the start of fighting four days ago, most of the six 

thousand civilians in Yarmouk camp have been forcibly displaced to the neighboring area of Yalda. 

 

Gunnes said added that the camp's last functioning hospital, Palestine Hospital, is now completely unable 

to operate and called on all sides to allow for the safe evacuation of civilians wishing to leave the area. 

 

President Bashar Assad has escalated his military campaign to retake all remaining enclaves in the capital 

and surrounding areas. The IS-held areas in southern Damascus are the last holdouts, after rebels 

evacuated the eastern Ghouta suburbs following a fierce government offensive and an alleged poison gas 

attack in the town of Douma. 

 

Meanwhile, rebels have begun evacuating three towns in the eastern Qalamoun region in the Damascus 

countryside. 

 

Al-Ikhbariya TV said that 35 buses left the towns of Ruhaiba, Jayroud, and al-Nasriya on Saturday 

carrying hundreds of rebels and their families to opposition-held territory in northern Syria. 

 

The station said the evacuations would continue for three days. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 ISIS suicide bomber kills 57 in Kabul 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/suicide-bomber-strikes-afghan-capital-killed-

54642129?   

GIST An Islamic State suicide bomber attacked a voter registration center in Afghanistan's capital on Sunday, 

killing 57 people and wounding more than 100 others, officials said. 

 

Public Health Ministry spokesman Wahid Majro said that among 57 people killed, 22 were women and 

eight were children. He said 119 people were wounded, among them 17 children and 52 women, and "the 

tolls could still rise." 

 

The bomber targeted civilians who were registering for national identification cards, Kabul police chief 

Gen. Daud Amin said.  

 

The large explosion echoed across the city, shattering windows miles from the attack site and damaging 

nearby vehicles. Police blocked all roads to the blast site, with only ambulances allowed in. TV stations 

broadcast live footage of hundreds of distraught locals gathered at hospitals seeking word about loved 

ones. 

 

The Islamic State group claimed responsibility for the attack in a statement carried by its Aamaq news 

agency, saying it had targeted Shiite "apostates." 

 

The attack comes almost a month after an IS suicide bomber carried out an attack near a Shiite shrine in 

Kabul that targeted attendees celebrating the Persian new year. That attack killed 31 people and wounded 

65 others. 

 

In a statement issued by the president's office condemned Sunday's attack and quoted President Ashraf 

Ghani as saying such "terrorist attacks" won't prevent people from participating in upcoming 

parliamentary elections. 
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Afghanistan will hold parliamentary elections in October and voter registration started a week ago. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 Afghan officials: Taliban attack kills 14 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-officials-taliban-attacks-kill-14-troops-

policemen-54656436?   

GIST Taliban attacks in western Afghanistan killed 14 soldiers and policemen on Monday as Kabul residents 

prepared to bury their loved ones slain in a horrific bombing by the Islamic State group that targeted a 

voter registration center the day before, killing 57. 

 

The near-simultaneous attacks in western Badghis province, where a large number of insurgents attacked 

army units in the district of Ab Kamari, killing nine soldiers, said Ghulam Sarwar Haidari, the deputy 

provincial police chief. 

 

At the same time, another group of insurgents struck police in Qadis district, killing five policemen. 

Sharafuddin Majidi, spokesman for the provincial governor, confirmed the casualty tolls.  

 

Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid claimed the attacks in Badghis in a statement to the media. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Russia conducts anti-ISIS raids 

SOURCE https://www.rt.com/news/424772-isis-terrorist-killed-russia/  

GIST Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB) has killed an ISIS terrorist who plotted an attack on its local HQ 

and an administrative building in Stavropol. Agents recovered a firearm, IED components, and an ISIS 

flag from the scene. 

 

The FSB operatives attempted to arrest the suspected terrorist in the southern Russian region of Stavropol 

on Saturday. The perpetrator, however, resisted and engaged in a firefight with law enforcement, receiving 

a fatal wound, the FSB press service said. 

 

The terrorist plotted an attack on a local office of the FSB and a Stavropol government building, “using 

firearms and improvised explosive devices (IEDs).” 

 

The agents recovered a sawed-off 16-gauge shotgun, a large knife, IED components, and an Islamic State 

flag (IS, formerly ISIS). A written pledge of allegiance to IS and plans regarding the government and FSB 

HQ buildings were also found at the scene. 

 

The FSB did not provide any details on the terrorist’s identity, stating only that an investigation was 

underway. 

 

In a separate development, a large-scale counter-terrorism operation was staged in the town of Derbent, in 

the Russian republic of Dagestan. A group of militants was reportedly blocked by FSB and police 

operatives in a residential building, while other reports suggested that another militant group was 

intercepted while travelling across Derbent in a car. Nine militants were killed during the operation, 

Russia’s Anti-terrorism committee confirmed. One special operative was slightly wounded during the gun 

battle as well. 

 

The counter-terrorism operations came only a few days after another major terrorist cell was busted by the 

FSB in Rostov Region. Three IS-linked terrorists, who plotted gun and bomb attacks, were captured. The 

leader of the cell, however, blew himself up with a homemade bomb when law enforcement tried to detain 

him. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Afghan officials: suicide bomber kills 4 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/suicide-bomber-strikes-afghan-capital-killed-

54642129?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Afghan officials say a suicide bomber has attacked a voter registration center in the capital, killing at least 

four people. 

 

Public Health Ministry spokesman Wahid Majro says another 15 people were wounded in Sunday's attack. 

Kabul police spokesman Akmal Ahmadzai confirmed the location of the attack. 

 

No one immediately claimed responsibility. The Taliban and a local Islamic State affiliate both view 

Afghanistan's government and democratic elections as illegitimate. 

 

Afghanistan will hold parliamentary elections in October. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 US needs more paramedics 

SOURCE https://www.weeklystandard.com/mark-hemingway/the-us-needs-more-paramedics-israel-might-

have-the-answer  

GIST The police response to the Parkland, Fla., school shooting has been much criticized for being cowardly and 

negligent. But one aspect of the poor response deserves more attention, because it points the way toward 

saving lives in the future: Police didn’t just fail to enter the building quickly and engage the shooter, they 

also prevented paramedics from going in and retrieving the wounded. 

 

“Everything I was trained on mass casualty events says they did the wrong thing,” a paramedic on the 

scene told Brian Entin, a reporter for Miami’s WSVN. “You don’t wait for the scene to be cleared. You go 

in immediately armed. Retrieve the victims. You can’t leave the victims laying there.” Paramedics on the 

scene were willing to risk their lives to go in, but “the response every time was law enforcement did not 

clear the scene and would not allow medical personnel in.” 

 

The paramedic, who remained anonymous for fear of reprisal, is correct about the importance of quick 

treatment of the wounded. And this may be one area where improvement is readily achievable and 

uncontroversial. Ensuring that many more people, particularly those working at large institutions such as 

schools, receive comprehensive emergency medical training has much to recommend it. Sometimes first 

responders either can’t come in or don’t get there in time. 

 

For Gavriel Friedson, the importance of more emergency medical training in schools is not a theoretical 

concern. He first received emergency medical training and began volunteering as a teenager. And his 

training quickly proved useful: “When I was 15 years old, I delivered my math teacher’s baby,” he tells 

The Weekly Standard. “One of the best things that ever happened in my life was being able to start 

volunteering at such a young age. It’s life changing, and you get an amazing satisfaction from what it’s 

like to really help.” 

 

Friedson grew up in Israel, where responding to emergencies is a more urgent matter of public safety than 

in the United States. (Amid the grief and horror over terror attacks and mass shootings, it’s worth noting 

that violent crime has declined by almost 50 percent since it’s apex in 1991.) Accordingly, Israel has an 

emergency response system that is in many ways a model to aspire to. And a significant part of that system 

depends on volunteers and private organizations. 

 

Friedson began by volunteering with United Hatzalah—hatzalah means rescue in Hebrew—which 
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provides medical training and supplies to over 4,000 volunteers across Israel. When emergencies are 

reported to the authorities, United Hatzalah is also made aware of the location and notifies nearby 

volunteers through its own communication network, often by text message. Volunteers are not obligated to 

respond but almost always do. United Hatzalah claims an impressive average response time of under three 

minutes; in some cities, the average response time is under 90 seconds. 

 

The organization has made some pioneering innovations. The fast response times are often attributed to 

the “ambucycles” it supplies to volunteers. They are essentially motor scooters packed with a complete 

trauma kit and advanced medical devices such as defibrillators, blood sugar monitors, and oxygen tanks. 

The scooters can bypass traffic jams, go around debris, ride on sidewalks, and otherwise avoid 

impediments that would stop an ambulance. 

 

Friedson, a former IDF medic who is now the deputy director of international operations for United 

Hatzalah, stresses that becoming a volunteer requires no special prerequisites and that training can be 

given to almost anyone physically capable. He recalls one incident where he was playing basketball and 

got a call that a 7-year-old girl had been hit by a bus. He hopped on his ambucycle and was the third 

volunteer on the scene. 

 

The first was “a real estate lawyer and he literally was about to sign some sort of housing closure, and he 

hopped on the back of his motorcycle to respond to this emergency,” Friedson recalls. “He was coming in 

a suit and tie from his law firm.” The second was a butcher, and “he was coming in his apron and his boots 

and he stunk like fish. It doesn’t matter what you’re doing. You could be a lawyer, you can be working at 

the market, it could be a student … that’s the whole point of it. It’s grassroots community.” 

 

While Friedson’s evangelism for United Hatzalah is based on his life experiences, it’s also his job. He now 

lives in the United States, where United Hatzalah was on the ground with volunteer medics in Florida and 

Houston after last year’s hurricanes. The experience was eye-opening about the need for improvement in 

America’s response to major emergencies. 

 

“None of us were sure what we were going to do in a country like America, but especially in Florida, in 

the Keys, we ended up doing a lot,” says Friedson. “We found several missing persons before FEMA and 

the Red Cross even arrived, which was a huge awakening to the reality that even the best of the best needs 

a little bit more of a support system.” 

 

The data also support the notion America’s emergency response systems are becoming more strained. In 

the decade between 2014 and 2024, job growth for EMTs in the United States is projected to be 24 

percent. And it remains an exceptionally difficult job, where the median salary is around $32,000 a year. 

 

Obviously, one way to alleviate the strain on professional first responders is to give emergency medical 

training to thousands of volunteers in all walks of American life. United Hatzalah has an American 

affiliate, United Rescue, that is in its infancy and currently working to import United Hatzalah’s model of 

training and deploying volunteers in a pilot program in Jersey City. 

 

However, there’s a very long way to go before United Rescue would make the same impact here as United 

Hatzalah in Israel. In terms of relative population, 4,000 volunteer responders in Israel would be the 

equivalent of adding 160,000 volunteers in America. Not helping matters, Friedson says, is quite a bit of 

union opposition from professional first responders to the idea of an army of volunteers. 

 

Still, it’s hard to imagine Americans objecting to the thought of 100,000 new ambucycles patrolling the 

streets. And unlike, say, the debate over gun rights, emergency medical training is hardly controversial: 

Voluntarism speaks to America’s Tocquevillean traditions, and such programs can even start in schools.  

 

In fact, there already appears to be a broad consensus that training teenagers for emergency response is a 

good idea. The Federal Emergency Management Agency has a initiative called Teen CERT (Community 

Emergency Response Team) that's aimed at teaching basic first aid, along with procedures for responding 

to specific disasters, e.g. how to turn off gas lines after an earthquake. And there are numerous state and 
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local programs across the country aimed at EMT training for high schoolers, some of which are quite 

impressive. Notably, the commonwealth of Virginia has a detailed curriculum for High School Based 

Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) Educational Programs, and the small ambulance service in the 

hedge-fund hamlet of Darien, Connecticut is actually run entirely by local teenagers and was the subject of 

a recent documentary, High School 911. But so far, this is a largely patchwork effort--several calls to 

federal agencies and national emergency medical organizations reveals no one has a good handle on how 

many kids are getting EMT or emergency training and to what end. There's a strong case to be made that 

training staff and students needs to be a foundational part of American education. 

 

“When I was in college, I got there and I asked the dean of the school about the medical staff at the 

university and he said, ‘what medical staff? There is none,’” Friedson says. “I told him, ‘I have an 

ambucycle, I’m a first responder.’ The dean of the school gave me his parking spot, and I started taking 

my cycle to school every single day and created the first response team on campus. And then two years 

later the dean was so inspired, he went off and did the [emergency medical] course and now he’s a first 

responder.” 

 

For Friedson, the Parkland shooting is both a call to improve procedures for security and safety at 

American schools and a reminder that, while ordinary citizens ranging from football coaches to JROTC 

students proved heroic that tragic day at Stoneman Douglas High School, we can give people the tools to 

do even more when they need to rise to the occasion. “If you can have medical personnel on staff, that 

would be great. But that’s expensive,” he says. “But you can also train seniors in high school. Get them to 

do an EMT course, and have a few EMTs on campus.” 
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HEADLINE 04/21 WSP bomb-sniffing dog recovering 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/960813/washington-state-patrol-bomb-sniffing-dog-recovering/  

GIST EVERETT, Wash. (AP) — A Washington State Patrol bomb-sniffing dog is recovering after inhaling 

something that caused an internal infection that required an operation. 

 

KING-TV reports in a story on Friday that Sonyi will possibly be ready to return to work in early May. 

 

Trooper Scott Legler says Sonyi in January inhaled something that made him sick while working at the 

ferry docks in Snohomish County. 

 

Legler says that caused an internal abscess, an infection and fluid in 5-year-old Sonyi’s lungs that needed 

to be drained. 

 

Sonyi had another operation earlier this month for another infection. 

 

But Legler says Sonyi is recovering. 

 

He says Sonyi appears to want to get back to work, but first he has to wait for stitches to heal and the 

infection to pass. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 World longest bong takes shape in Seattle 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/20/24-foot-bongzilla-the-worlds-largest-bong-takes-shape-in-seattle/  

GIST SEATTLE -- Dozens of artists from around the West Coast gathered Friday in a rented studio. They 

huddled around scorching hot ovens of glass. 

 

Joints were passed; Pink Floyd rattled the speakers. There was one collective goal: 

 

To build the world's biggest bong. 
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And they say Seattle has lost its roots. 

 

"Essentially this is the Freedom Bong," head glass blower Charles Lowrie told Q13 News. "This is the 

time of life we arriving to collective consciousness." 

 

Friday was the first of a three-day event led by Jerome Baker Designs. It's the culmination of a 

collaborative effort to build a 24-foot bong, nicknamed #Bongzilla. The glass bong will weigh thousands 

of pounds, and will be on display at Cannabition, a cannabis museum planned for Las Vegas. 

 

But before it's put together, the glass must be blown. No small feat for the artists, even with their decades 

of experience in blowing bongs. 

 

"We're dipping up a good 45 to 50 pounds of hot glass out of this furnace," Lowrie says. "The furnace 

holds about a thousand pounds." 

 

Anything this big in glass needs to be done in stages. Each day through Sunday, artists will be dipping and 

molding, all toward the final construction. The bong is expected to be finished in a month or two. 

 

"This thing will be over two stories high," Lowrie said. "(Each blow) is just one of the components to that 

masterpiece." 

 

The bong was dreamed up as a way to "create works of art that bring relevance to the functional art glass 

world," a spokesperson for Jerome Baker Designs said. They chose Seattle as the place to construct the 

bong because of Washington's marijuana laws. Of course, the informal marijuana holiday of April 20 

played a roll. 

 

"We feel the timing is perfect" a spokesperson said. 
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HEADLINE 04/19 San Juan Co. tale of sex, deception 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/the-professor-the-cop-and-the-student-a-tale-of-

sex-and-deception-in-san-juan-county/  

GIST FRIDAY HARBOR — A tall man with an imposing head of wavy blond hair, a wide smile and a French 

accent, Gerald Grellet-Tinner was a sort of rock star among paleontologists. 

 

A one-time scuba trainer for the French Foreign Legion, Grellet-Tinner was a published post-Ph.D.-level 

researcher credited with discovering how a species of dinosaur incubated eggs in volcanic vents, and a 

gem expert who had worked with the Department of Homeland Security on terrorist money-laundering 

issues in the wake of 9/11. He conducted research for the University of Chicago and taught at UCLA 

before moving to Orcas Island in 2014. 

 

That was before the then-60-year-old decided to teach science at Orcas Island High School in 2015 while 

caring for his ailing son. And before he met his student lab assistant, 19-year-old Antonia (not her real 

name), and before his life was taken apart when he was accused of having sex with her. It is a crime in 

Washington state for a teacher to have sex with any student younger than 21. 

 

Grellet-Tinner was arrested, jailed, convicted by a jury of two felonies and almost sent to prison as a sex 

offender before a judge threw the case out, citing a miscarriage of justice. 

 

The reason? While Grellet-Tinner sat in jail, facing possible prison, the San Juan County sheriff’s 

detective who was trying to put him there was sexually involved with Antonia himself, according to 

investigators. 
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The ordeal of sex and deception — which includes allegations of witness tampering, bribery and threats — 

has doused any spark of justice for anyone involved: Grellet-Tinner, Antonia or the community. Nobody 

involved was left unscathed, including the detective. 

 

Grellet-Tinner’s life has been left in tatters. He lost custody of his son — whose fragile health was the 

reason he moved to Orcas Island — and his reputation was sullied, maybe ruined. He was fired from his 

teaching job and is, he says, unemployable and on food stamps. 

 

Grellet-Tinner denies he ever touched the young woman. He has filed a $10 million claim against San 

Juan County, its prosecutor and the Sheriff’s Office alleging a variety of civil-rights violations, including 

wrongful arrest and wrongful prosecution. 

 

“This all fell like a ton of bricks on my head,” Grellet-Tinner said in an interview. 

 

No criminal charges were filed against the detective, Stephen Parker, although investigators believe he 

committed perjury and probably witness tampering. The San Juan County Sheriff’s Office found he had 

committed significant misconduct following two investigations, and has sought to have his law-

enforcement credentials revoked.  

 

Parker, who has denied wrongdoing, resigned from the San Juan County Sheriff’s Office and moved about 

as far away from Friday Harbor as possible in the continental United States — Fort Myers, Florida. 

 

He also denies having sex with Antonia and says he’s talking to a lawyer about suing the county sheriff 

and prosecutor for slander. 

 

A multiagency investigation overseen by Skagit County concluded Parker, a 46-year-old veteran lawman 

from Montana, and Antonia, a single mother and undocumented immigrant, had carried on a secret 

relationship for months. The investigation concluded they met for sex at least five times while Grellet-

Tinner sat in the San Juan County Jail. 

 

Attempts to contact Antonia were not successful. The Seattle Times generally does not identify alleged 

victims of abuse. 

 

Nick Power, Grellet-Tinner’s civil-rights attorney, believes Antonia traded sex with the detective in 

exchange for obtaining a crime victim’s visa so she and her family could stay in the U.S. legally. 

Prosecutors confirmed they had sought a so-called “U Visa” for Antonia. 

 

Antonia was 19 years old when Grellet-Tinner allegedly had two consensual sexual encounters with her at 

his house on Orcas Island, according to the charges. 

 

Based on Parker’s investigation, which included DNA evidence provided by the student and her tearful 

testimony, Grellet-Tinner was convicted after a three-week trial in June 2016. He was facing 17 months in 

prison when Antonia told a victim advocate in the San Juan County Prosecutor’s Office that she’d been 

secretly seeing the detective, Parker, for months. 

 

When Parker found out, he approached the victim advocate, Christine Miller, two days later outside her 

office. Parker denied the relationship and said Antonia was upset because he had stopped paying attention 

to her after the trial. 

 

“You know,” an angry Parker told Miller, “she seduces people and she set (Grellet-Tinner) up.” Parker 

called Antonia “hypersexual,” Miller would later recount in an interview with detectives. 

 

The student recanted that story within days — under pressure from the detective, according to her later 

statements — and an initial investigation by a Skagit County sheriff’s deputy concluded the allegations 

were “not sustained” since both the student and Parker denied anything had happened between them. 

Parker went so far as to sign a denial under threat of perjury. 
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However, the Skagit County sheriff’s deputy, Lori Sigman, had doubts. Her report to the San Juan County 

prosecutor’s and sheriff’s offices concluded with a section titled “Curious Things,” including the fact that 

Parker and Antonia seemed to be particularly aware of the other’s activities. Sigman found it “astonishing” 

that Parker and the student had exchanged 69 emails. 

 

San Juan County Sheriff Ron Krebs now says he wishes he’d opened a wider investigation at that point. 

 

Later, Sigman would join a more thorough investigation conducted by a multiagency team of Skagit 

County detectives, which would find that Parker and the student “used aliases and alternative means of 

communications” to stay in touch. Moreover, they exchanged more than 137 telephone calls on Parker’s 

county-issued phone. 

 

Sigman completed her initial investigation — the one with the “Curious Things” section — on Aug. 23, 

2016, just two days before Grellet-Tinner’s initial sentencing date, according to records. 

 

However, San Juan County Prosecutor Randall Gaylord didn’t provide the report to the court and Grellet-

Tinner’s criminal defense attorney, Robert Butler, until Sept. 14, two days before the revised sentencing 

date. 

 

“The state is clinging to an unfair conviction, based almost entirely on a witness they know is a liar,” said 

Butler, referring to the student. 

 

San Juan County Superior Court Judge Donald Eaton agreed, and granted Grellet-Tinner a new trial based 

on Parker’s statement that Antonia “seduces people” and “set Tinner up.” In the interim, Grellet-Tinner 

was released from jail. 

 

Three days after the judge ordered a new trial, the state appealed. 

 

The following day, Gaylord, Sigman and another prosecutor met with Antonia, who changed her story 

again. Over the next four hours, she detailed a relationship with the detective that began days after Grellet-

Tinner’s arrest and involved at least five sexual encounters, including trysts at the Sheriff’s Office, at an 

Orcas Island resort and in the back seat of Parker’s patrol car. 

 

She had recanted the first time, she told them, because Parker had found out about her conversation with 

the victim advocate through his boss, Sheriff Krebs. 

 

Investigative documents showed Parker called the student a dozen times that day. She told the 

investigators that Parker told her she had to “fix it,” and offered money to help with bills, but she took the 

offer to be attempts to pay her hush money. 

 

San Juan County Undersheriff Brent Johnson told Sheriff Krebs he thought those calls “looked like a 

crime,” according to an interview he gave to detectives. 

 

Parker was placed on administrative leave with pay on Sept. 26, 2016, and would never return to work. 

 

However, the prosecution of Grellet-Tinner — now minus its investigator and with a tainted key witness 

— would drag out seven more months — a delay Grellet-Tinner’s attorneys said was nothing more than 

punishment for a crime prosecutors could not prove. 

 

In March, the judge concluded the violations to Grellet-Tinner’s rights were insurmountable and he 

dismissed the case as a “miscarriage of justice.” 

 

Gaylord, the San Juan County prosecutor, asked his counterpart in Skagit County, Richard Weyrich, to 

look at possible charges against Parker. 
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“We considered a few criminal charges,” Weyrich wrote in a letter dated Dec. 23, 2017. “We first looked 

at a sex crime” based on evidence “that a few portions of the sexual encounters were not completely 

consensual … We also looked at witness tampering.” 

 

The investigation raised disturbing questions about whether all of their sexual encounters were consensual, 

considering Parker’s status and position of authority. 

 

But Weyrich concluded none of the charges could be proved beyond a reasonable doubt. He said his office 

did not look at perhaps the easiest charge to prove: perjury, since Parker signed a sworn statement saying 

he had not had a relationship with the student. Weyrich said Gaylord, the San Juan County prosecutor, 

should have at least reviewed that charge and believes it should have been filed. 

 

Gaylord said his office had a conflict — the reason Weyrich was called in the first place — and could not 

review any of the case against Parker. Gaylord said several people in his office, including himself, were 

interviewed during the investigation and were potential witnesses, precluding him from being involved. 

 

“This is disappointing news,” Gaylord said earlier this month of the decision not to charge Parker with 

perjury. “If there was a crime Parker could have been charged with, he should have been charged with it.” 

 

Parker, reached by phone in the Gulf of Mexico where he is working on an oil rig, said he was targeted by 

Gaylord and the sheriff. 

 

“I did not have sex with (the student),” he said in an interview. “Did I get too close to their family? There 

were six people in a one-bedroom apartment. I tried to help.” 

 

He reiterated his claim that he believes Antonia “trapped” Grellet-Tinner and then retaliated against Parker 

after he stopped paying attention to her after the trial. 

 

Power, Grellet-Tinner’s civil-rights attorney, also believes his client was trapped by Antonia — with 

Parker’s help. 

 

He says that during Grellet-Tinner’s prosecution, Parker and Gaylord, the prosecutor, were helping 

Antonia obtain a special “U Visa” from the Department of Homeland Security. The visa is intended to 

allow undocumented crime victims and their immediate families to stay in the country legally if they’re 

willing to assist in the investigation or prosecution of a crime. 

 

“Basically [Antonia] slept with Parker in exchange for a U Visa,” Power said. “And the two of them 

manufactured these allegations against Grellet-Tinner so she was eligible.” 

 

Parker denied that was what happened. 

 

Gaylord said he signed the paperwork for the visa but does not know if it ever was issued. 

 

“I don’t think anybody feels good about any part of what happened here,” Gaylord said. 

 

Grellet-Tinner, meantime, continues to live on Orcas Island in the home he bought in 2012 near 

Eastsound. People whisper, he said. One woman called him a pedophile while he was waiting in line at the 

store. He’s involved in a custody battle over his son, attempting to undo the damage done. 

 

“But that’s the problem,” he said. “You can’t.” 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Japan volcano erupts first time 250yrs 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/20/Japanese-volcano-erupts-for-first-time-
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GIST April 20 (UPI) -- Japan's Mount Io has erupted for the first time in 250 years, prompting the country's 

meteorologists to warn residents and passing aircraft to stay farther away from the volcano than 

normal. 

 

The volcano spewed ash and rock about 980 feet into the sky Thursday, sending debris more than 1 1/2 

miles outward from the crater, the Japanese Meteorological Agency. There were no reports of damage 

or injuries. 

 

The last time Mount Io erupted was in 1768. 

 

The eruption subsided Friday, but Meteorological Agency official Makoto Saito told The Japan Times 

"there is a possibility the volcano will become more active." 

 

The Meteorological Agency expanded the no-go zone from the volcano's crater to the entire mountain 

after Thursday's eruption. Officials also raised the warning level for Mount Io from 2 to 3 on a 5-point 

scale. 

 

Mount Io is 4,258 feet high and is situated on the island of Kyushu, part of the Mount Kirishima group 

of volcanos in Miyazaki and Kagoshima prefectures. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Hidden horrors of India’s elephants 

SOURCE https://www.independent.co.uk/news/long_reads/indian-temple-captive-elephants-kerala-chained-

beaten-whipped-died-modi-a8313696.html  

GIST When Audrey Gaffney first read about Raju, an elephant kept in chains with spikes embedded in his 

ankles, she couldn’t stop the tears pouring down her face. “In fact, I cried again and again: I found over the 

next few days I just couldn’t get this story out of my head, I couldn’t stop thinking about Raju,” she 

recalls. 

 

“I couldn’t believe the cruelty of my race.” 

 

The young elephant had been snatched from his family, she explains – his mother either would have been 

killed or spent weeks searching and crying for him – and he was beaten into submission. Raju then spent 

the next 50 years forced by his handler to beg in the street, starved, frightened and suffering infected 

wounds to his flesh. By the time of his rescue, he had resorted to eating plastic and paper. 

  

Going on to discover that Raju was just one of thousands of elephants treated this way in India, Ms 

Gaffney, a single mother from Liverpool, was spurred into becoming an activist for the first time. In the 

four years since, she says, her life has changed beyond recognition as she dropped her wariness of social 

media and teamed up with other volunteers working to raise awareness of the horrors to which the temple 

elephants of India are subjected. 

 

Taken from their families in the wild, shackled, beaten, whipped and exploited like slaves, these elephants 

– ironically India’s icons – are painted and dressed in colourful decorations, to be paraded in regular 

festivals and processions organised by religious temples. 

 

They are the world’s forgotten elephant victims of mankind. While the world has focused on the threat of 

extinction to Africa’s elephants caused by the ivory poaching crisis and the cruelty of tourist elephant rides 

in Thailand and Cambodia, the plight of their captive counterparts in India has remained largely hidden 

from public gaze. 

 

Photographs and videos posted online have shown how, away from the glitz of the festivals, these 

sensitive, intelligent and naturally sociable creatures are tied to the spot by ropes or chains that eat into 

their skin and inflict agonising injuries to their legs; they are hit with metal rods or bullhooks – sharp tools 
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– and “trained” with punishments to hold their heads high. 

 

When the six-month festival season begins in December, they are forced to walk for miles in searing heat 

on hot, stinging tar roads and ridden into processions noisy with crowds and fireworks – terrifying for a 

creature whose home is the forest. While still shackled in chains they are made to run races or carry 

people, and are subjected to “painful and unnatural” “head-lifting” competitions. 

 

Some elephants are carted from one festival to another – in some cases hundreds of miles – and despite 

suffering sometimes infected wounds from the chains, are ridden in searing temperatures by people who 

apparently see no harm in what they do. 

 

The southern coastal state of Kerala has the highest number of festival elephants, about 500 out of 3,500-

4,000 across the country. Action for Elephants UK (AfE) brands Kerala “ground zero for elephant 

torture”, and has called their illegal treatment “the worst case of animal cruelty in the world”. The plight of 

the 150 captive elephants in neighbouring Tamil Nadu is feared to be just as bad. 

 

Malnourished and deprived of medical care, captive individuals of the endangered species rarely survive 

this “unrelenting neglect and torture” for a natural lifespan. The mortality rate in Kerala is shocking: 58 

have died in 27 months, and already in 2018, 12 have succumbed, according to KSE. In seven years, the 

death toll is 350. “There could be no more damning proof of the hellish conditions and treatment meted 

out to these elephants,” says Maria Mossman, founder of AfE. 

 

For all the abuse, injuries and mental torment, it’s not the pain or infections that usually kills them early, 

it’s “intestinal impactions”:  a blocked colon caused by being fed the wrong diet and insufficient quantities 

of water. The condition means they die “a miserable and painful” early death. 

 

Campaigners have had enough. Gathering outside the Indian High Commission in London, they staged a 

protest to draw the attention of the New Delhi government and the world at large to the animals’ plight. 

Wearing large elephant masks and waving placards, they came from a variety of backgrounds; some had 

travelled hundreds of miles to be there. 

 

What unites these women – and yes, the campaigners are nearly all women – is a shared abhorrence of the 

“abuse and torture”. They adamantly deny attempting to interfere with religious culture.  

 

“Temple elephants are not part of any tradition,” explains Ms Mossman. 

 

“Their use in temples and festivals is not part of Indian culture, nor do Hindu scriptures anywhere say that 

elephants should be used in temple rituals. On the contrary, the barbaric treatment of these elephants goes 

completely against the core beliefs of Hinduism” 

 

In fact, the cruelty behind Kerala’s rituals is thought to have begun about a century ago as India’s 

nouveaux riches started to buy elephants to flaunt their wealth. Denise Dresner, a co-organiser of AfE, 

recalls the heart-wrenching moment that opened her eyes to the scale of the problem: “In 2013 I saw a 

video by Peta of Sunder the temple elephant being beaten. This was something I’d never witnessed before. 

 

“An elephant was on its side on the ground, struggling to get up. His feet were shackled and he was being 

beaten violently by several men, over and over again. He kept struggling, unable to get away from the 

blows raining down on him. I learned later he had been kept in a dark shed and beaten incessantly for 

seven years. 

 

“That moment of seeing him being beaten and tortured was seared into my brain and heart. It’s an image 

that will never leave me, one that shows the extremes of human violence and brutality towards other living 

beings. The unspeakable cruelty perpetrated on these majestic, sentient and highly intelligent creatures 

must end.” 

 

Seeing the photos and hearing the accounts is harrowing. But Ms Mossman says it’s vital if their welfare is 
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to improve. “The world needs to know how handlers use banned weapons and restrain them with heavy 

shackles, often tightened so severely that they cut through the flesh, causing raw bleeding wounds that are 

seldom treated. “They are often forced to stand in the same position 24/7, in their own urine and 

excrement, suffering from foot rot. They are beaten and tortured time and again.” 

 

Some mahouts think nothing of whipping an elephant to make it bend to his will, such as climbing into a 

truck. But the abuse doesn’t end there. 

 

Most of Kerala’s captive elephants are bulls. When they enter their annual musth – mating season – their 

testosterone levels and energy surge, so the mahouts tighten their shackles further until the creatures are 

unable to move. In addition, food and water are restricted to weaken them. 

 

But then comes the cruellest torture yet. Several men, often drunken, beat the chained elephant for up to 72 

hours relentlessly. The practice is based on a superstitious belief that the elephants may have forgotten 

their commands during their musth, and is designed to break the elephant’s spirit, “reminding him that his 

masters are in control”. 

 

All bull elephants in Kerala undergo this horror every year. 

 

These practices are banned by the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1960 and the Wildlife Protection 

Act 1972, but campaigners point out that the laws are routinely ignored. 

 

Elephants are paraded with no ownership papers or parade certificates, or with fake fitness certificates, 

breaking the Wildlife Protection Act 1972, which says they cannot be exploited for profit, AfE says. 

Recent laws banning the use of disabled, sick or pregnant elephants in festivals are also ignored. 

 

“India has very good laws but they are ignored daily and the abusers go unpunished,” says Ms Mossman. 

“Not only are elephants intelligent and sentient beings, they are an endangered species. It is the duty not 

only of India to enforce the laws to protect them, but of the world to hear their cries of suffering and 

respond to end the brutality against them.” 

 

She and KSE agree that making profits and keeping the status quo are at the root of the problem. “These 

sentient animals are seen only as commodities, earning huge sums of money for their owners and the 

temples,” says Ms Mossman. “Exploited under the veneer of culture and religion, they are big business. 

Everyone, from the chief minister downwards, has a stake.” 

 

The 3,000 temples that rent out elephants to festival organisers are run by four devaswom (socio-religious 

trusts), appointed by the state government, and each temple earns many millions of rupees from festivals. 

 

Any elephant that makes it beyond 60 is purposely neglected and abused – treated as a disposable item – 

so the owners can make hefty insurance claims, according to AfE. 

 

Sangita Iyer, who was born and raised in Kerala and made an award-winning 2016 film, Gods in Shackles, 

revealing what goes on behind the scenes at the festivals, is convinced greed is to blame. 

 

“Elephants are allowed to die so the owners can receive the payouts. There’s a whole insurance industry 

surrounding this, in which the owners and brokers make the most profit.” 

According to India’s Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation Centre, which in 2014 petitioned the Supreme 

Court of India to order better conditions for the animals, another factor is young men showing off.  

 

“Today’s mahouts are in it for the glamour and the thrill. Unlike the mahouts of the old, who learnt the 

ways of handling the elephants over time, these guys know only oppression and violence,” one rescuer 

says. 

 

Nor does Ms Iyer particularly blame festival-goers. “Most people are unaware of the crushing burden 

these elephants carry, in the literal sense, on their backs, and in their hearts and souls. Most people don’t 
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realise the brutality that these sentient beings undergo to entertain them. They are so hypnotised by the 

majestic, ornate elephants and lost in their own selfish world that they don’t even look at the raw bleeding 

ankles.” 

 

However bad the suffering of the individuals, the abuse has wider repercussions. KSE warns it could even 

lead to the extinction of Indian elephants. 

 

Taking young elephants from the wild has a serious impact on wild elephant populations in India and 

elsewhere, activists fear. People’s lives, too, are being put at risk. Some elephants, driven frantic by their 

suffering, break free and run amok. Behind media reports of people being killed by a rampaging elephant 

there almost always lies a story of a brutalised animal. 

 

There have also been 300 incidents of elephants running amok in the first three months of this year. Earlier 

this month there were unconfirmed reports of elephants running amok at festivals in Ernakulam and 

Kollam districts. Unofficial counts puts it at 20 incidents in one week. 

 

Action for Elephants is warning prime minister Narendra Modi these rituals are not just harming the 

country’s most iconic wildlife, but also India’s multi-million-pound tourism industry and reputation. “We 

hope tourists and visitors to India will make ethical choices and will shun all forms of elephant tourism 

that use elephants in any unnatural way, whether in festivals or for trekking or rides or any other purpose,” 

a statement by the group says. 

 

The London demonstration coincided with a visit to London by Mr Modi for the Heads of Commonwealth 

meeting, who received a letter from activists, pleading for him to enforce its widely flouted anti-cruelty 

laws. It says: “While we urge you to consider immediate measures to enforce the laws and stop the cruel 

abuse of these elephants, the end goal is to see the use of elephants in temples phased out altogether. 

 

“In this day and age, when we have gained so much knowledge about the intelligence, emotional capacity, 

and social bonds of these majestic creatures, and when we know how endangered they are, we believe that 

all countries have a duty to protect them, treat them humanely, and give them sanctuary.” 

 

India is positioned to take a global lead in ethical wildlife tourism, the letter says. Signatories include 

primatologist Jane Goodall, TV star Michael Palin, author Jilly Cooper, TV presenter Anneka Svenska and 

radio presenter Nicky Campbell, as well as MP Zac Goldsmith. 

 

Filmmaker Ms Iyer believes educating the public is the only way to achieve change. “Ignorance and 

arrogance make for a bad potion, and unless and until we are able to create attitude shifts in the public eye, 

there’s little hope for these sentient beings. 

 

“There is no point in fighting the owners or brokers. Enlightening the people is the only way to stop the 

audience from participating in festivals that use live elephants, and reduce demand for such cultural 

festivals. When the demand dies down, the elephants will be ultimately phased out.” 

 

The Indian High Commission in London did not respond to a request by The Independent to comment and 

refused to send anybody to open the door when visited in person. 

 

There are some glimmers of hope, however. Occasionally, news of progress made by welfare workers on 

the ground emerges, and an elephant rescue can become a stand-out memory for followers. The film that 

startled Ms Gaffney was called Raju the Elephant Cried on the Day he was Released from Chains. His 

rescue made headlines. 

 

Ms Dresner says she followed each step in a protracted legal case to free Sunder with her heart in her 

throat. “Finally, when he was freed, the joy was overwhelming. Like so many others, I then followed his 

progress in his new home at Bannerghatta Biological Park, crying (happily) with every bit of good news: 

his healing leg, his first swim in the pond, his making new friends, his putting weight on his skeletal 

frame.” 
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Fellow demonstrator Joanne Smith agrees. “The terrible delays with the court case were so hard to take but 

the day Sunder was given his freedom was thrilling,” she recalls. “It proved to me that we can make a 

difference with hard work and determination.” 

 

In the past two years, three temples have done away with renting elephants for festivals. One used 

mechanical stand-in; another used an 8ft dummy made of plaster of Paris and bamboo. Organisers say they 

may even offer the model to neighbouring temples for their own festivals, allowing the idea to catch on. 

 

The London protest and letter also have the support of Absolutely Fabulous star Joanna Lumley, whose 

message was: “One of the most influential Indians of all time, Mahatma Gandhi, said: ‘The greatness of a 

nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated.’ 

 

“India! Listen to his words and implement them. The world supports your laws against cruelties to temple 

elephants, but only you can ensure that they are enforced.” 

 

And that, say campaigners, really would be worth a celebration. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Chemical weapons coverup suspected 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/chemical-weapons-coverup-suspected-in-syria-as-

inspectors-remain-blocked/2018/04/20/1ca0f164-440a-11e8-b2dc-

b0a403e4720a_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.66664b1e5b8f  

GIST BEIRUT — In the two weeks since the Syrian city of Douma was struck by a suspected chemical weapons 

attack, the area has had many visitors. 

 

First, it was Russian military police, fanning out across the area after five years of rebel control. Next 

came the Syrian army, and then journalists traipsed through, examining the alleged blast sites and 

interviewing survivors. 

 

But one thing was missing: the weapons inspectors who arrived in Syria last week to establish what really 

happened in Douma.  

 

Six days later, they are still demanding full and secure access to the site, a delay that has sharpened 

suspicions among local residents and Western governments that Syrian and Russian authorities are using 

each day that passes for a coverup. 

 

People present in Douma said Syrian and Russian military officials have blocked off and repeatedly 

entered the sites and medical facilities that the international Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical 

Weapons (OPCW) is expected to comb for evidence. 

 

On Thursday, the United States said it had credible information to suggest that Syria and Russia were 

working to delay the OPCW mission to Douma as their forces removed evidence that a chemical attack 

had taken place.  

 

“Russian officials have worked with the Syrian regime, we believe, to sanitize the locations of the 

suspected attacks and remove incriminating evidence of chemical weapons use,” said Heather Nauert, 

spokeswoman for the State Department. 

 

The United States joined France and Britain in launching military action last week against sites linked to 

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s chemical weapons program, following the deaths of at least 43 people 

in the Douma attack. 

 

Witnesses described a smell of chlorine in the air, and video footage from the site of the deadliest strike 
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showed men, women and children who appeared to have died foaming at the mouth, a symptom that could 

indicate exposure to a nerve agent.  

 

Assad’s government denies using chemical weapons, and Russia has offered competing explanations for 

the chaotic scenes of April 7, first denying that an attack took place, then saying it had been staged by 

rebels. 

 

“In these international investigations, you find a whole bunch of stakeholders who have significant power 

but might not want the truth to come out, or they may want their version of the truth to come out,” said 

Jerry Smith, a risk consultant who participated in earlier OPCW missions to Syria.  

 

As inspectors continue to demand access to Douma, the likelihood that they will be able to detect chemical 

traces is diminishing by the day, according to experts.  

 

Alastair W.M. Hay, a toxicologist and professor at the University of Leeds, said that chlorine was likely to 

have vanished from the site and that any traces found in the biomedical samples of victims were likely to 

be inconclusive because chlorine appears naturally in the body. 

 

Remnants of a nerve agent also would be increasingly difficult to find, he said, although they could be 

detectable in the samples of living victims or exhumed bodies.  

 

“It could also still be stuck in the walls or on nearby rocks, as long as there was no attempt to try and 

remove them,” he said.  

 

Residents say they worry that Syrian authorities and their Russian allies are whitewashing the history of 

April 7. 

 

“They asked us not to talk about anything. There was a direct warning,” said a man who said his sister 

died in the attack and who spoke on the condition of anonymity out of fear for his safety. “Evidence has 

been erased. There is no evidence.” 

 

Days after the Syrian government reestablished its hold on the area, doctors appeared on state media 

outlets denying the attack had taken place. 

 

In interviews with The Washington Post, residents confirmed that the doctors were present in medical 

facilities on the night of the alleged chemical attacks. The residents noted that these doctors were later 

questioned by security officials, and several people, who indicated that those exchanges were described to 

them, said the doctors were pressured into publicly denying that an attack occurred. 

 

Several residents said the doctors initially were treated well, even being offered a meal with a Syrian 

security official before they were told to deny the attack on camera.  

 

Then the pressure increased. Ghanem Tayara, director of the Union of Medical Care and Relief 

Organizations, a group that operated in the area, said the doctors were interrogated one by one and efforts 

were made to ensure they had not hidden any biomedical samples. 

 

“Their houses have been raided by police and regime forces who have checked carefully to make sure no 

one has hidden any samples. Their phones have been checked for any messages suggesting that there was 

a chemical attack, and even their families have been interrogated,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Inmate promised to kill self; did so in jail 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/04/suicide-jail-did-photographer-michael-clinard-have-die  

GIST It was clear that Michael Clinard was in a bad way long before that fatal day last July in the King County 
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Jail. It was clear even before a Bothell municipal court judge remanded him into custody for repeatedly 

violating a domestic violence protection order and he made a grim vow. 

 

“I won’t live that long,” Clinard shouted at the judge, according to a prosecutor’s court filing. “I don’t 

intend to live past another two weeks. You just signed my death warrant, bitch!” He then head-butted the 

guard who tried to escort him out of the courtroom and tried to grab the guard’s taser, adding an assault 

charge to his rap sheet. 

 

Clinard, a photographer who was once a rising star on the local and national magazine scenes, made good 

on his threat in all but one particular. Three, not two, weeks later, fellow inmates told the deck officer 

overseeing the county jail’s eighth floor that Clinard was lying motionless on the floor of his unlocked 

cell. According to a Seattle Police Department investigation of the incident, the officer initially thought the 

inmates “were joking with him” and did not check on Clinard for six minutes. (However, that officer’s 

written statement and the King County Department of Adult and Juvenile Corrections’ own investigation 

stated that the officer responded in just one minute.) 

 

Officers, medical staff and EMTs scrambled to save Clinard. They found a strip of cloth torn from a 

bedsheet around his neck; his face was swollen and purple, and blood pooled around him, apparently as a 

result of striking his head as he fell. They cut the cloth away, inserted an air tube, performed extended 

CPR, applied a defibrillator and gave him two epinephrine shots before finally giving up. Investigators 

declared his death a suicide. 

 

Suicide is an occasional — good statistics on frequency are lacking — tragedy at the jail; psychological 

distress is an everyday fact of life. The King County Jail has long been described as the state’s “second-

largest mental hospital” after Western State Hospital in Lakewood — except that the jail is hardly staffed 

or equipped to operate as a hospital. Its psychiatric unit, which serves both the Regional Justice Center in 

Kent and the downtown jail, has just 141 beds. King County Corrections recently identified 269 inmates 

(out of a total of 1,945 at the two facilities) suffering from serious mental illness. A county study several 

years ago found that a much larger share, about a quarter to a third, were receiving psychiatric care such as 

supervised medication. 

 

This burden reflects a chronic shortfall in state resources for the mentally ill, even the resources to conduct 

something as basic as evaluations to determine whether arrested suspects are competent to stand trial. 

“More and more people with mental illness are in jail because of lack of community services,” says Kim 

Molsof, an attorney with the watchdog organization Disability Rights Washington.  

 

According to the National Alliance on Mental Illness, people experience mental-health crises “are more 

likely to encounter police than get medical help,” and two million are booked into jails each year. Here in 

Washington, as in other states, jails wind up coping with government and society’s failures to meet the 

needs of the mentally ill: the failure to fund community health services after patients were cleared out of 

state hospitals in the 1960s and ’70s; the failure to provide housing for the needy; even Washington state’s 

failure to provide timely competency assessments to determine whether defendants are competent to stand 

trial and provide the treatment needed to stabilize them and restore competency.  

 

A 2012 state law set a target of seven days (later increased to 14) for the state — in practice, Western State 

Hospital — to perform competency evaluations and take in inmates needing treatment. But a persistent 

backlog of these “psychiatric boarders” languishes in jailhouse limbo, sometimes waiting longer, the 

deputy director of the Public Defender Association told the Seattle Times, than they would spend in jail if 

they had been tried and sentenced. In 2014, the public defenders sued the state Department of Social and 

Health Services, charging that this psychiatric boarding violated detainees’ rights to due process and 

exacerbated their mental problems. In 2015 a federal judge agreed and began fining the state for failing to 

comply, racking up total penalties of $50 million. Disability Rights Washington has taken over the suit, 

now established as a class action and commonly known as the Trueblood case. It has become the mental-

health equivalent of the McCleary decision on state education funding. 

 

This year, Disability Rights Washington and partner groups worked out a plan to help counties establish 
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diversion programs to bypass that logjam and provide mentally ill inmates other treatment. Thirteen 

programs are due to start up around the state this summer. Meanwhile, the logjam continues. Last month, 

at Crosscut’s request, King County crunched the numbers and found that 34 inmate patients had been 

waiting up to 186 days at the King County Jail for beds to open at Western State so they could receive 

restorative treatment. 

 

Inmate suicide is something the county works strenuously to prevent. Starting at intake, Jail Health 

Services, a division of the King County Department of Health that provides mental health services and 

other health care in the jail, maintains a multi-tiered series of screenings, evaluations and assignment 

protocols intended to sift out inmates at risk and funnel them to the right care and oversight. Corrections 

and medical staff alike are supposed to be trained in suicide prevention. Somehow, Michael Clinard 

slipped through the screens. 

 

The process, spelled out in a suite of Jail Health Services policies, procedures and forms, starts even 

before inmates are booked into the jail. When police deliver a new inmate, corrections officers perform a 

brief “deferral screening.” If they find any of 26 listed physical conditions — from bleeding and shakes to 

diabetes and pregnancy — or observe “severely agitated/irrational behavior,” they are directed to call in a 

registered nurse, who will decide whether to “defer” the inmate to a hospital. They also ask whether the 

inmate is “suicidal now” or has attempted suicide in the past 12 months, and whether the transport officers 

heard any suicide talk on the way down.  

 

The deferral screening form filled out for Clinard shows that when Bothell police officers delivered him to 

the downtown jail on June 12, they passed along word of his outburst to the judge just an hour or so 

earlier. An intake officer noted this with minimizing detachment — “Suicidal statements were made in 

court today” — but also noted that Clinard was not suicidal now and had not tried to kill himself in the 

past year. 

 

Even that minimal note should have raised a red flag, say experts familiar with jail mental-health screening 

and treatment procedures. Any indication of suicidal intent is supposed to be enough to send inmates to a 

psychiatric unit, where they will be monitored every 15 minutes or less — constantly, if they’re deemed at 

acute risk — and receive close evaluation and treatment. Often merely unburdening themselves in that 

evaluation lifts the cloud and dissipates suicidal intentions, says one expert who asked not to be named. 

 

“The protocol is that anyone who says they are suicidal or engages in self-harm behavior will be placed on 

suicide watch,” says Nancy Whitney, mental health director at the South Correctional Entity (SCORE), a 

privately operated 600-bed jail near Seatac that serves several local municipalities. The exception, says 

Whitney, is inmates who are “detoxing and just miserable” and moan that they wish they were dead; they 

get detox treatment instead. Even when medical staff suspect inmates are faking suicidal intent to get 

meds, they put them on suicide watch, she adds. “You don’t want them to escalate by harming themselves. 

You don’t want them to take a dive off the stairs to get opiates.” 

 

Likewise at the King County Jail, says Disability Rights Washington attorney Molsof: “I think the jail errs 

on the side of caution. Even when an inmate makes a comment and then says, ‘I take it back,’ they tend to 

put them on close watch.” Still, she notes, “no system is perfect.” 

 

Following booking, Clinard would have undergone a more extensive screening by an intake nurse, who 

would have reviewed his deferral screening and medical records and checked for other risk factors, such as 

suicidal ideation and recent psychiatric treatment. That screening’s exact findings are shielded by health-

privacy law, pending consent to their release by next of kin. But it clearly did not identify him as a suicide 

risk.  

 

King County Health officials say they cannot comment on Clinard’s case because of that law. But their 

spokesman James Apa did provide this general statement: “Our jail health care providers and support staff 

are saddened anytime someone loses their life while in our care. We constantly work to provide a high 

standard of care for people in the jail facing a wide variety of physical and behavioral health needs, 

including those suffering from mental distress.  
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“We have strong protocols for suicide prevention and continually train to them, both for Jail Health and 

Department of Adult and Juvenile Detention staff.” 

 

Despite those protocols, Clinard’s violent, vehement vow to take his own life fell off the radar. He was 

placed in the jail’s general population rather than in its seventh-floor psych unit. 

 

And so he brooded and bided his time. And then he did just what he said he was going to do. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Worker gets 50yrs for fajita theft 

SOURCE http://www.brownsvilleherald.com/news/local/former-county-employee-sentenced-to-years-for-

fajita-theft/article_f5502fd0-4512-11e8-82b2-1b06c0be097c.html  

GIST A former Cameron County juvenile detention center employee said he started out stealing small amounts 

of fajitas bought with county funds, but his scheme soon ballooned, spinning out of control. 

 

“I feel horrible. I wish I could take this back. It was selfish,” 53-year-old Gilberto Escamilla said during 

his sentencing hearing Friday morning. “It started small and got bigger and out of control. It got to a point 

where I couldn’t control it anymore.” 

 

Escamilla pleaded guilty Friday to theft by a public servant in front of visiting State District Judge J. 

Manuel Bañales, who sentenced the man to 50 years in prison. The judge dismissed an additional theft 

charge after the sentencing. 

 

Members of the Cameron County District Attorney’s Office Special Investigations Unit arrested Escamilla 

last year after a driver from Labatt Food Service in Harlingen called the detention center’s kitchen to let 

employees know their 800-pound delivery of fajitas arrived. Minor inmates at the 

DarrelB.HesterJuvenileDetentionCenter are not served fajitas. 

 

The total value of the fajitas, which were stolen during a nine-year period, was $1,251,578. That figure 

does not include the brisket, pork chops, sausage and various types of chicken Escamilla also admitted to 

stealing, court testimony revealed. 

 

Cameron County Assistant District Attorney Peter Gilman asked Bañales to sentence Escamilla to five 

decades in prison because of the amount of county money stolen, because Escamilla was a public servant 

and to send a message, while Escamilla’s attorneys asked Bañales to consider probation or at most five 

years in prison, adding that the man should be given a chance to repay the stolen taxpayer funds. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Report: woman fined for Delta apple 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/04/22/woman-fined-delta-apple/540655002/  

GIST A woman who saved the in-flight apple she got on a Delta Air Lines flight says she was fined $500 after 

passing through U.S. Customs and Border Patrol with the fruit in her bag.  

 

Crystal Tadlock was traveling from Paris back to the U.S. when toward the end of her flight, a Delta flight 

attendant passed out apples, she told KDVR, a local FOX affiliate in Colorado. She said she wasn't hungry 

and decided to save the snack for the last leg of her trip back to Denver. 

 

She was randomly stopped going through Customs, she said, and an agent found the piece of fruit, which 

was inside a plastic bag with Delta's logo on it. 

 

"He had asked me if my trip to France was expensive and I said, 'yeah.' I didn’t really get why he was 
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asking that question, and then he said 'It’s about to get a lot more expensive after I charge you $500,'" 

Tadlock told KDVR.  

 

The KDVR report didn't specify where the Customs search occurred or what date it happened.   

 

She asked if she could just throw the apple out or eat it but said the agent handed her a $500 fine. Tadlock 

said she's frustrated about the ticket and that Delta did not warn passengers about not taking the food off 

the plane. 

 

"It’s really unfortunate someone has to go through that and be treated like a criminal over a piece of fruit," 

she told KDVR.  

 

When contacted by USA TODAY, a Delta spokesperson would not comment specifically on the incident 

but said the company encourage its customers "to adhere to Customs and Border Protection policies and 

requirements." 

 

U.S. Customs said in a statement that the agency does not discuss details of specific inspections but "all 

agriculture items must be declared" and penalties can be as high as $1,000. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Canada hid warnings of ISIS returnees 

SOURCE http://dailycaller.com/2018/04/21/trudeau-government-hid-warnings-isis/  

GIST The Trudeau government removed all references to ISIS fighters returning to Canada and posing a 

potential chemical weapons threat from a government report, despite warnings from its own public safety 

department. 

 

According to documents obtained by Global News through an Access to Information request, the Liberal 

government redacted the final version of a Public Safety Canada report on the potential domestic terrorism 

threats of returning ISIS members. 

 

The sanitized result was the 2017 “Public Report on the Terrorist Threat to Canada.” 

 

Instead, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has insisted the ISIS fighters can be rehabilitated and returned to 

Canadian society. At one town hall meeting, he compared them to the post-Second World War immigrants 

arriving from Italy.  

 

But Public Safety Canada was less sanguine, stating that ISIS was known for its use of chlorine and 

mustard gas in Syria 

 

“While the threat of a chemical attack in Canada is considered remote, there continues to be a potential 

risk of extremist travelers returning to Canada, having gained knowledge of the use of crude chemical 

weapons,” Public Safety Canada wrote. 

 

The original public safety report is replete with margin notations from the Privy Council Office — a 

tightly-knit group of government insiders — that seek to minimize the danger that returning ISIS members 

pose to Canadian society 

 

One note suggests the information on chemical weapons is “speculative” and says ISIS was “more 

proficient” in high explosives. 

 

The federal government has admitted that 100 Islamic extremists departed Canada to fight for ISIS 

directly. Another 60 are said to have joined related Islamic extremist terrorist groups. 

 

Although the public safety document acknowledges that “robust domestic controls” alleviate concerns 
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over a chemical weapons attack in Canada, it also suggests that ISIS has demonstrated a profound ability 

to improvise when planning terrorist actions. 

 

“…Daesh’s [ISIS] known use of commercially available toxic industrial chemicals in attacks is indicative 

of the group’s ability to use any means available,” the documents read. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Tacoma PD patrol cars shot at 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/tacoma-police-investigate-after-someone-shot-at-their-patrol-cars  

GIST TACOMA, Wash. -- Tacoma police are investigating after someone shot at their patrol cars Saturday 

morning. 

 

The incident happened at 7400 Pacific Avenue at the Fred Meyer in Tacoma. 

 

Thankfully, no officers were hit by the bullets and the patrol cars were not damaged. 

 

Police say they looked for the suspect but couldn't find anyone. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Alarm: Great Barrier Reef dying 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/scope-great-barrier-reef-s-massive-coral-bleaching-alarms-

scientists-n867521  

GIST Australia's Great Barrier Reef is heralded for its biodiversity: The colorful clusters of coral and wisps of 

islands stretch 1,400 miles, home to white and orange clown fish, the blacktip shark, humpback whales 

and hundreds of other species. 

 

But those clear blue-green waters are also changing faster than previously thought, according to a new 

study in the journal Nature, worrying scientists who say the survival of the Great Barrier Reef and other 

ecosystems like it is crucial for the planet. 

 

"There's huge trouble in paradise," said Craig Downs, a biologist who studies dying coral in Hawaii. 

 

At the Great Barrier Reef — considered one of the Earth's largest living structures — about half of the 

coral died in 2016 and 2017 because of record extreme heat, a result of climate change driven by 

greenhouse gas emissions, the researchers found. 

 

Historically, coral deaths were at a smaller 5 percent to 10 percent. 

 

Other research has estimated that 90 percent of the world's corals could be dead as soon as 2050. 

 

Australia's weather bureau said 2017 was the country's third-hottest year on record, and the scorching 

temperatures came despite the lack of an El Niño system that normally brings warmer weather. 

 

Scientists are concerned that the colonies of coral that make up the Great Barrier Reef have been damaged 

to a point where they won't bounce back. If corals remain in too-warm water they turn white — a process 

known as bleaching — and can potentially die. 

 

"It's quite challenging to witness the severity of this bleaching — it's the worst we've ever seen," Terry 

Hughes, director of a government-funded center for coral reef studies at James Cook University in 

Australia and the lead author of the study, told Nature. 

 

He said that while some types of coral died, others survived — indicating the make up of the reef is 
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undergoing a remarkable transformation. 

 

"Losing a lot of corals has a broader ecological impact: species that eat the corals lose their food source; 

fish that would hide in the corals become more susceptible to predation from sharks," Hughes added. 

 

There's more at stake for humans as well when reefs — whether they're in Australia, Hawaii, the 

Caribbean or another tropical destination — are on the brink of being wiped out. 

 

Loss of coral reef ecosystems should be a major concern to people, even if they live a long way from 

them, said Nick Graham, a marine ecologist at Lancaster University in England. 

 

"Coral reefs house over a quarter of all marine biodiversity, so anyone who cares about biodiversity and 

extinction needs to worry about the future of coral reefs," he said. "They also provide food and livelihoods 

to hundreds of millions of people, so anyone who cares about food security and migration needs to care 

about the future of coral reefs." 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Saudis down ‘toy drone’ near palaces 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/saudi-forces-shoot-down-toy-drone-over-riyadh-214154640.html  

GIST Riyadh (AFP) - Saudi forces on Saturday shot down an unidentified toy drone that hovered over a Riyadh 

neighbourhood home to royal palaces, state media said, prompting a security alarm in the capital. 

 

"At 1950 (1650 GMT) a security checkpoint in Khuzama neighbourhood of Riyadh spotted a recreational 

remote-controlled drone," the Saudi Press Agency reported. 

 

"Security personnel at the checkpoint dealt with it according to their orders and instructions in this regard," 

SPA added, implying that the drone had been shot down. 

 

The statement followed unconfirmed videos on social media that appeared to show heavy volleys of 

gunfire in that neighbourhood, triggering speculation of a possible coup attempt. 

 

But the government ruled out any major security breach, adding that an investigation had been launched 

into the incident. 

 

Government officials did not immediately respond to requests for comment on the whereabouts of the 

Saudi king and crown prince during the incident. 

 

Security around the palaces appears to have tightened in recent months as powerful Crown Prince 

Mohammed bin Salman oversees landmark social and economic reforms to prepare for a post-oil era, 

despite the risk of riling religious hardliners. 

 

The 32-year-old prince has also overseen a major military shake-up and a royal purge as he consolidates 

power to a degree well beyond that wielded by previous rulers. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 San Diego could face driest year ever 

SOURCE http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/weather/sd-me-dry-year-20180410-story.html  

GIST San Diego has been exceptionally dry this year. Storm after storm has avoided or barely brushed the 

region. 

 

Will this go down as the driest year in city history? 

 

It’s a real possibility, although a bit of a longshot. The city has been this dry so late in the season only one 
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other time since 1850, when rainfall records began in town. 

 

The odds of breaking the dryness record are long, because there are still more than five months left in the 

season. But stranger things have happened. 

 

Given the current rain-robbing, storm-deflecting weather pattern that stretches back 10 months and the 

city’s rainfall history, this could be the year when the longshot comes in. 

 

The vast majority of the years, by this time, San Diego has already blown way past 3.33 inches of rain, the 

total in 2001-02, the record dry year. Average rainfall through April 30 is 9.95 inches; average for the 

entire rainfall year, which ends Sept. 30, is 10.34 inches. 

 

This year, the season total after Thursday’s brief morning shower is just 3.19 inches. Only 2001-02, with 

3.02 inches at the end of April, was drier. 

 

To break the dryness record, the city would have to get no more than 0.13 of an inch of rain between now 

and the end of September. 

 

Could it happen? There’s precedent. Seven times the rainfall total during that stretch was that low or even 

lower. 

 

Three times the city has gone at least 164 days, starting in April and continuing the entire summer, without 

any rain at all. The city’s longest dry spell, 182 days, began on April 17, 2004, and it didn’t end until Oct. 

16 that year. 

 

The forecast 

 

The Climate Prediction Center, which makes long-range forecasts, sees no tilt toward either dry nor wet 

for Southern California as the summer approaches. But San Diego’s averages during the summer months 

are virtually zero, said Mike Halpert, the center’s deputy director. 

 

Under El Niño conditions, when the waters in the equatorial Pacific turn abnormally warm, the chances of 

San Diego getting summer rain from the remnants of a tropical storm off the west coast of Mexico 

increase. But the prediction center doesn’t expect El Niño to emerge over the summer, Halpert said. 

 

For the shorter term, through the next 10 days or so, no storms are on the horizon. 

 

Annual dry run 

 

San Diego is on the cusp of its annual, long dry stretch, which often starts in late spring and lasts until 

early fall. April is the transition month. Storms from the north usually still arrive, but they are generally 

less frequent and weaker. 

 

Until last Thursday, San Diego had recorded no rain at all in April. Thursday’s total was just 0.01 of an 

inch. 

 

The dry pattern emerged last year. San Diego had its driest June-through-December period on record. 

January and early March brought some rain, but both were drier than normal. 

 

In late March, it went back to extremely dry, at least locally. 

 

San Diego was initially forecast to be on the southern fringe of strong storm systems hitting California, but 

eventually the city missed out on even the fringe. A couple of “atmospheric rivers,” long plumes of 

moisture a couple of hundred miles wide and more than a thousand miles long, drenched areas to the north 

but left San Diego alone. 
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“With the last couple of atmospheric rivers, the long-range forecasts looked promising,” National Weather 

Service forecaster Mark Moede said. “But with each succeeding forecast model run, the rivers shifted 

farther north. 

 

“We had been hyping it (the last atmospheric river) days in advance, and it ended up being a non-event.” 

 

What caused those plumes of moisture to stay far from San Diego is the question. 

 

In the normal weather pattern, a ridge of high pressure in the eastern Pacific, roughly west of the southern 

tip of Baja California, waxes and wanes as storms drop down from the north Pacific and move east across 

the continent. 

 

This year, it appears that subtropical high amplified, Moede said, and that could have helped repel the 

storms from Southern California. 

 

The last two weeks, a series of storms, weaker than the ones that soaked California in March, continued to 

deliver more rain and mountain snow in Northern California. Again, San Diego remained on the outside 

looking in. 

 

Making it through April with very little rain is key to breaking the record. After April, which averages 

0.78 of an inch in San Diego, the monthly rainfall averages drop way off. And those small averages are 

inflated by the rare, wet month. 

 

About a third of the years, May has recorded 0.04 of an inch or less. In June, about three-fourths of years 

had 0.04 or less. Most of the city’s Julys, Augusts and Septembers have recorded no rain at all. 

 

September can catch early winter storms, but only one September in the last 13 years recorded more than a 

tenth of inch of rain. 

 

The Climate Prediction Center’s Halpert said it’s not too hard to break daily records for temperature or 

rainfall, but topping a record for an entire year is difficult. Even with the current dry trends and past long 

dry stretches, the odds are long that San Diego’s will break the dryness record this year. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Deadly shooting Seattle neighborhood 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/963088/officers-investigating-deadly-seattle-neighborhood-shooting/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — Seattle police say they are investigating a shooting that left one man dead. 

 

According to law enforcement officials, police officers responded early Sunday morning to a report of a 

shooting in the Ballard neighborhood. 

 

Officers say they found a 29-year-old man with a gunshot wound to the chest. Officers performed CPR, 

but the man — whose name has not been released — died on the way to the hospital. 

 

Officials are investigating the incident. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 WSP sex sting rescues 5 victims 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/wsp-sex-sting-rescues-5-trafficking-survivors/281-

543338767  
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GIST The Washington State Patrol continue their ongoing busts targeting human trafficking along I-5. 

 

Investigators set up shop Tuesday afternoon at the Love’s Truck Stop in Lewis County. An undercover 

detective went online posing as someone who wanted to meet a woman for sex. 

 

Five women, each escorted by a man, showed up at the truck stop over the course of six hours. All ten 

were arrested, but investigators released the women after determining they were victims of sex traffickers. 

 

Jeri Moomaw runs an advocacy organization for trafficking survivors in Olympia and says most woman, 

and some men, get forced into work when they’re teens. 

 

“If they don’t have a stable support system to surround them, they’re so much more vulnerable. I hear it 

over and over and over again,” said Moomaw. 

 

Moomaw is grateful the state patrol is increasing its undercover efforts, but she says the industry will only 

truly suffer when the culture changes, “This is not the oldest profession… it’s the oldest oppression.” 

 

WSP says advocates from the FBI were on hand Tuesday to provide victims with food, water, and support 

services. 

 

Tuesday was WSP’s second operation in 2018. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Lakewood gang prostitution ring 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article209499509.html  

GIST A 19-year-old Pierce County man became the 10th person charged in connection to a Lakewood gang's 

prostitution ring Thursday, according to court records. 

 

Adam Thomas Simmons Jr. pleaded not guilty at arraignment Friday to conspiracy to commit first-degree 

human trafficking and second-degree promoting prostitution. 

 

Court Commissioner Meagan Foley set bail at $500,000. 

 

Charging papers give this account: 

 

Simmons allegedly paid for motel rooms, set up advertisements, and collected money as part of the 

operation, along with the others involved. 

 

Facebook messages between Simmons and the others indicated his involvement. 

 

Prosecutors started charging suspects last year, after a Lakewood police investigator listened to jail phone 

calls of the gang's self-proclaimed leader, Matthew Holt. 

 

Some victims the gang trafficked for sex were underage, include one who was 13. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Florida deputies shot, killed in restaurant 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/deputies-shot-through-restaurant-window-sheriff-blames-

hate-n867746  

GIST The official story about how two Florida sheriff's deputies were gunned down in a Chinese restaurant 

shifted slightly Friday when a deputy standing in for Gilchrist County Sheriff Bobby Schultz announced 

that they were shot inside the eatery — not through the window as officials had first reported. 
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"We know now that the assailant went inside the building and assaulted and killed them," said Lt. Scott 

Tummond, who works for the Levy County Sheriff's Office. 

 

Tummond, who said he had a "work history" with one of the slain men, Sgt. Noel Ramirez of the Gilchrist 

County Sheriff's Office, also confirmed that the suspected shooter, 59-year-old John Hubert Highnote, 

killed himself after fatally shooting the deputies. 

 

"We have no information right now that our officers were able to return fire," Tummond said. "No officers 

engaged with the assailant." 

 

The Levy and Gilchrist departments patrol two neighboring counties just west of Gainesville, Florida. 

Tummond addressed reporters in front of the Ace China restaurant in the town of Trenton, where Ramirez 

and Deputy Taylor Lindsey were killed Thursday afternoon. 

 

The front windows of the restaurant did not appear to be blown out. 

 

When asked why he was presiding over the news conference, an emotional Tummond said Schultz was 

grieving with his family. He said they still don't have a motive. 

 

"Gilchrist has no idea what drove this man to this cowardly act," Tummond said. "I don't believe the 

Gilchrist County Sheriff's Office has any history with this gentleman." 

 

Other than being cited for making an improper turn in 2012, Highnote has nothing on his record in 

Gilchrist County. 

 

But Highnote was arrested back in 1978 by police in Pinellas County, Florida, on a charge of carrying a 

concealed weapon, a case that was eventually dismissed, records show. He was also arrested for domestic 

violence in 1993 and for criminal mischief in 1994. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 India: death penalty for child rapists 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/04/21/india-approves-death-penalty-child-

rapists/538932002/  

GIST The Indian government approved a new measure on Saturday that will prescribe capital punishment for 

anyone convicted of raping children under the age of 12. The move came after Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi called an emergency Cabinet meeting in the wake of a series of cases that sparked outrage and 

protest across the country. 

 

The recent rape and murder of and an 8-year-old girl in Jammu-Kashmir state brought the matter of sexual 

violence against minors back into the national spotlight as locals accused the ruling Hindu nationalist party 

of siding with the perpetrator, as the victim was Muslim. 

 

A similar incident occurred around the same time, when a girl was allegedly raped by a ruling party 

lawmaker in Uttar Pradesh state. 

 

Nine suspects, including a politician and four police officials have been arrested in connection with the 

two cases. 

 

Modi has been accused of failing to act quickly enough after the girls were attacked. 

 

Strict new laws 

New Delhi is trying once again to crack down on rampant violence against girls and women, having 

already passed strict new laws in 2013. At that time, lawmakers were responding to the gang rape and 
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murder of a young woman on a bus in the capital that led to a global outcry. 

 

The new laws included doubling the prison sentence for rape to 2 years and criminalizing voyeurism and 

stalking. 

 

Lawyer Abha Singh welcomed Saturday's measure, and said it would probably help deter men from 

attacking girls or women. However, she urged the government to do something about the notoriously 

backed-up Indian justice system, which currently has 30 million pending cases. 

 

"The conviction rate in rape cases in India was only 28%, implying that 72 out of 100 suspects are going 

unpunished," she was quoted by the Associated Press as saying. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Gunmen shoot up Cancun tourist zone 

SOURCE https://nypost.com/2018/04/20/water-scooter-gunmen-shoot-up-beach-in-cancuns-tourist-zone/  

GIST CANCUN, Mexico — Gunmen on water scooters shot at a roving vendor on a beach in Cancun’s 

glittering hotel zone Thursday, an incident believed to be unprecedented for the Caribbean city. Nobody 

was wounded. 

 

According to a police report, the afternoon shooting happened in front of a hotel in the heart of Cancun’s 

resort-studded strip. 

 

The vendor ran for safety inside a restaurant and was not hurt. Tourist police cordoned off the area and 

recovered four bullets but were not able to locate the intended target. 

 

Cancun — especially its tourist areas — has largely been spared the worst of the cartel-fueled violence 

afflicting many other parts of Mexico. 

 

But there have been a number of eye-catching incidents of late as gangs fight for control of local drug 

dealing, and the city has registered 130 murders so far this year. 

 

Also Thursday, police reported that three people were slain outside a bar located away from the hotel zone. 

 

Cancun police have no record of any prior attack involving personal watercraft in the city, though 

assailants have been known to use the vehicles in Acapulco, on the other side of the country. In 2016, a 

gunman killed a sarong vendor on the beach there and then fled on a water scooter. 

 

Earlier this week, a man was killed on Acapulco’s Caletilla beach in a shooting that authorities attributed 

to a dispute over local drug sales, just the latest in a string of violent incidents in the city’s coastal tourist 

zones. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Bothell: driver purposely hit 2; misses 3 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/driver-intentionally-hit-2-pedestrians-bothell-police-

say/281-543832715  

GIST Bothell police are trying to figure out why a man intentionally drove into two pedestrians and tried to hit 

three others Friday evening. 

 

Police say the man drove straight toward a couple walking across a sidewalk on 101st Avenue NE. The 

suspect hit one person and continued driving. 

 

The driver turned onto Main Street and hit another woman before turning onto State Route 527, attempting 
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to hit several more people that were able to jump out of the way. 

 

The first woman struck is in serious condition and the second is expected to be OK. 

 

Police say two witnesses saw the suspect driving on the wrong side of the road and began following in 

their vehicle, honking to get attention. Bothell officers were nearby responding to a separate traffic 

incident and quickly intervened. 

 

Capt. Mike Johnson says the driver admitted to hitting the pedestrians, telling police he did so on purpose. 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Ex-Mexico governor extradited to US 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mexico-governor-extradited-us-face-drug-charges-

54621689?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The former governor of the Mexican border state of Tamaulipas has been extradited from Italy to the 

United States to face charges of racketeering, drug smuggling, money laundering and bank fraud, federal 

officials announced Friday. 

 

Italy extradited Tomas Yarrington Ruvalcaba after detaining him on April 8 on the warrant from the 

United States. 

 

From 1999 to February 2005, Ruvalcaba was governor of Tamaulipas, which is one of Mexico's most 

violent states and borders Texas to the north and the Gulf of Mexico to the east. 

 

Prosecutors say Yarrington, 61, received millions of dollars in bribes since 1998 from the Gulf Cartel and 

in return allowed traffickers to bring large amounts of cocaine into the U.S. The payments started when he 

was a candidate for governor of Tamaulipas and continued after the end of his tenure in December 2004, 

according to the indictment. 

 

The indictment also alleges that from 2007 to 2009, Yarrington became involved in drug trafficking. 

 

Prosecutors also allege that Yarrington collected bribes from commercial operations and was involved in 

the acquisition of valuable assets in the U.S., such as bank accounts and residences. The indictment says 

that toward the end of his stint as governor, Yarrington acquired stolen public funds that were later used to 

buy a private jet. 

 

Another man who was indicted with Yarrington — Fernando Cano Martinez, also 61, who remains a 

fugitive — is accused of paying bribes to Yarrington in exchange for public works contracts for his 

construction firm. One way he would pay bribes is by purchasing real estate for Yarrington using front 

names. 

 

U.S. authorities have won civil forfeiture claims on a fully furnished beachfront apartment in South Padre 

Island, Texas, as well as a private plane, a $2 million house in McAllen and cash in a Bermuda account. 

Proceeds from seizures routinely go to law enforcement agencies involved in the cases. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Armenia: 70 arrests in massive protests 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/armenia-protests-70-arrested-including-suspected-

bombers-54630894  

GIST Armenian authorities say more than 70 people have been arrested, including two people suspected of 

building bombs, as large protests against the new government enter their second week in the capital. 
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Thousands of demonstrators on Saturday closed off streets in Yerevan during a march pressing demands 

for the prime minister to resign. Former President Serzh Sargsyan was named premier this week as 

Armenia transitioned to a new system of government that reduces the presidency's power and bolsters the 

prime minister role. Opponents say the shift effectively makes Sargsyan Armenia's leader for life. 

 

The national security service said two people with opposition connections were arrested for preparing 

bombings in public places. Police, meanwhile, said at least 70 demonstrators were detained. 
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HEADLINE 04/21 Arrest in Fla. high school shooting 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/injured-florida-high-school-shooting-suspect-custody-

officials/story?id=54608040  

GIST A suspect was taken into custody Friday following a shooting at a high school in central Florida, 

authorities said. 

 

Gunshots broke out Friday morning at Forest High School in Ocala, some 38 miles south of Gainesville. 

 

Within minutes, a school resource officer on campus found a 17-year-old student who had sustained non-

life-threatening injuries. The officer also located the suspected shooter, identified as a 19-year-old male 

who is not a student at the school, according to Marion County Sheriff Billy Woods. 

 

The suspect was taken into custody without incident, and the wounded student was transported to a local 

hospital for treatment, the sheriff told reporters at a news conference Friday afternoon. 

 

Woods said the shooting appeared to be intentional, but it's unclear whether the suspect was targeting 

anyone in particular. 

 

Sky Bouche, the suspected shooter, is being cooperative and talking with investigations, the Marion 

County Woods said in a later press conference Friday afternoon. 

 

Bouche faces eight charges, including terrorism, aggravated assault with a firearm, culpable negligence, 

carrying a concealed firearm, possession of a firearm on school property, possession of short-barreled 

shotgun, interference in a school function and armed trespassing on school property. 

 

The arrest affidavit shows Bouche was allegedly using a 17.5-inch barreled shotgun and the report 

indicates police suspect he was under the influence of drugs, but not alcohol. Bouche is listed as a resident 

of Crystal River, Florida, which is about 40 miles southwest of Ocala. 

 

Bouche arrived on campus with the shotgun hidden in a guitar case and put on a tactical vest and gloves in 

a bathroom before the shooting, according to the Marion County Sheriff's Office. He also allegedly told 

police after his arrest that he had originally planned on carrying out some type of shooting on April 13 -- 

Friday the 13th -- but "chose to target a school because he thought it would gather more media attention." 

 

As Bouche was escorted out of the Marion County Sheriff's Office Operations Center, he was hounded by 

questions from reporters. 

 

When one reporter asked if Bouche was "trying to shoot someone," he shook his head. 

 

"I shot through the door," he said. "I didn't see anyone." 
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HEADLINE 04/20 Global plant smuggling scheme bust 
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SOURCE https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/20/busting-plant-smugglers-along-californias-coast/  

GIST California’s wildlife detectives have cracked an international plant heist, sleuthing from the most curious 

clues — spilled dirt from mailed packages, stuffed backpacks left on ocean bluffs, a suspicious van filled 

with big boxes, and holes in the sand. 

 

It’s the Golden State’s first-ever undercover plant investigation — and a tale of amazing obsession, where 

vigilant authorities, passionate plant lovers and an irked postal customer discovered that foreign thieves 

are slipping into California’s wild landscapes, fueling a budding black market in the lucrative exotic plant 

industry.  

 

The suspects, Korean and Chinese nationals, face criminal charges. 

 

And the kidnapped plants — small, squat and cherished succulents called Dudleya farinosa –– once again 

are back in American soil. This week, volunteers returned more than 2,000 plants to their wild and 

windswept Northern California coastal cliffs. Hundreds more will stay in pots, tended by other volunteers, 

until autumn replanting. 

 

“These plants belong to California. They’re ours,” said an undercover agent with the state’s Department of 

Fish and Wildlife, the lead agency in a team that also includes the U.S. Postal Service, federal, state and 

East Bay parks services, California Native Plant Society, UC Santa Cruz, and local citizens. 

 

“But it’s overwhelming,” worried the agent, who asked to remain anonymous. “How many more are we 

missing?” 

 

The state’s wardens have nabbed suspects in three separate thefts along the Humboldt and Mendocino 

coast. There’s been one conviction; the other two cases are still pending. 

 

But they fear that many more plants have vanished, still unnoticed. A thriving black market in Asia means 

the California native plant is vulnerable wherever it grows, they say, from Oregon to the Mexican border. 

One variety, found in Santa Clara County, is endangered; local naturalists won’t disclose its locations, to 

protect it. 

 

Investigators suspect that organized smuggling rings, based in Asia, where the stolen plants fetch up to 

$50 a pop, are behind the crimes. An ascending Chinese middle class, whose millions can now afford 

decorative plant arrangements, is fueling demand.   

 

At first glance, the plants — also called “bluff lettuce” or “powdery liveforever” — seem hardly worth the 

effort. 

 

These blue-green blobs, with rosettes of fleshy leaves tipped in vermilion, have an oddly alien appearance. 

They lack the easy glamour of California’s other commonly poached species, such as abalone, sturgeon, 

salmon, crab, bear, antelope and elk. 

 

But they burst into beauty when they bloom, erecting a tall stem and a candelabra-like cluster of yellow 

flowers. 

 

With legions of devotees and even their own Facebook page, Dudleya have long been admired for their 

tenacity. Named after William Russell Dudley — the first head of Stanford’s botany department — the 

plant is adapted for California’s most foggy, windy and forsaken spots. It is slow growing and long-lived. 

 

“People call them ‘charismatic,’ ” said Dudleya expert Stephen McCabe, emeritus director of research at 

UC Santa Cruz Arboretum who helped identify the purloined plants for state wildlife law enforcement 

officials. 

 

“Sometimes you’ll see one hanging on by a little piece of root in a crack in the rock, and you think: ‘The 

next wind will take it,’ ” he said. “Then they’re still there the next year.” 
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The Dudleya community first became alarmed in 2017 when news broke of a 55-feet-long tractor-trailer 

rig in Baja California stuffed with 4,746 specimens of a particularly rare species, stripped from the only 

island where they’re found. 

 

Then clandestine poachers came to California. 

 

The investigation was launched after an anonymous phone call in December to Patrick Freeling, a CDFW 

game warden known for his diligence. 

 

The caller, frustrated at being stuck in a long line while trying to mail a package last December in 

Mendocino’s tiny post office, was suspicious. 

 

A man in line ahead of her was shipping 60 packages to China. “What are you shipping?” she asked, as the 

line grew, snaking out the door. “The man put his finger up to his lip and said, ‘Shhhh, something very 

valuable,’ ” said Freeling. “Where did you get them?” she asked. The man pointed toward the ocean. 

 

Alerted by Freeling, U.S. Customs and Border Protection X-rayed the packages — and discovered 

Dudleya. 

 

The second tip also came in by phone. Rushing to the cliffs near Point Arena, Freeling recognized the 

suspect from the post office’s video surveillance. The man carried 50 Dudleya in his backpack. 

 

Uh oh, thought Freeling. “This is going to be the new thing,” he warned other coastal wardens. 

 

The next tip was a suspicious minivan parked on Highway 1 along the Mendocino coast, loaded with 

boxes. Suspecting its driver was an abalone poacher, Freeling crawled through the dense underbrush 

toward two large backpacks, left on the bluffs. Poking them, he felt something else: Dudleya. 

 

The suspects spoke no English and carried Korean passports. Back at their van — rented at San Francisco 

International Airport and headed to Los Angeles — Freeling found 850 more plants and 1,450 smaller 

“rosettes.” 

 

“It is my belief that they were picking plants, filling boxes, filling the van and shipping them as they 

moved south down the coast,” said Freeling. “They had numerous contacts for succulent dealers in 

California and abroad.” 

 

Savvy U.S. Customs and U.S. Postal Service workers were behind the most recent bust on April 4. One 

opened a box from Humboldt County — labeled “spokes” — and reported the plants to CDFW. Another 

noticed dirt falling out of boxes. Yet another, passionate about succulents since childhood, found and 

shared the sender’s address. Surveillance began. 

 

Wildlife officers pulled over the suspects’ van, rented at the Las Vegas airport, then made arrests and 

seized 1,334 plants — all on their way to being shipped overseas. 

 

Then, armed with a search warrant, they raided the suspects’ cabin among the redwoods at the cheap and 

threadbare Ocean Grove Lodge in Trinidad. Authorities found another 1,000 Dudleya there. 

 

“I walked into the room and saw a tarp on the ground, with tons of plants on it,” said the CDFW 

undercover investigator. “There’s this anxious feeling. You’re thinking, ‘How bad is this?’ ” 

 

Three men — Taehun Kim, 52, and Taeyun Kim, 46, both of Korea, and Liu Fengxia, 37, of China — 

were booked into Humboldt County Jail. They’ll be arraigned on May 16. 

 

The theft and illegal trade of individual plants is a longstanding problem: Bay Area homeowners 

sometimes wake to find divots where there once were succulents, and the federal government 
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electronically tags thousands of cacti in Saguaro National Park. But the audacity of the recent thefts is 

unprecedented. 

 

The investigations will continue, as new tips arrive, said Patrick Foy of CDFW. 

 

“Once it hit our radar screen, and we looked more for it, we discovered that it’s bigger than we thought,” 

he said. 

 

Eventually, the thieves will be sent back to Asia. But — this time — the Dudleya are staying in California. 
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HEADLINE 04/19 Sex-offender registries under scrutiny 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/19/sex-offender-registry-attacked-violating-

constitut/  

GIST Colorado’s sex offender registry still hangs in limbo seven months after a judge said it violated the 

constitutional rights of former offenders, subjecting them to an extended punishment and public shaming. 

 

U.S. District Judge Richard P. Matsch’s ruling is the latest to reject states that are reaching for more 

stringent controls on sex offenders even after they have served their sentences. 

 

Criminal justice reformers say it’s about time the courts strike back. The lifelong punishments that sexual 

offenders face beyond the courtroom and prison conflict with the country’s tradition of rehabilitation and 

second chances, they say. 

 

But with federal appeals courts now involved in scrutinizing laws in Colorado, Alabama and Michigan, 

state attorneys general say they are worried that their legislatures’ work to keep communities safe may be 

undermined. 

 

“For the national database to work, the states and federal data need to be knitted together, and for one state 

to be exempted from the registry puts citizens of all states in danger,” Michael Hunter, Oklahoma’s 

attorney general, told The Washington Times. 

 

He filed a brief defending Colorado’s sex offender registry at the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 

Kansas, Utah, New Mexico and Wyoming, which are also part of the 10th Circuit, signed on with 

Oklahoma. 

 

Mr. Hunter said one 8-year-old girl wouldn’t be alive today if it weren’t for his state’s requirements for 

sex offenders. 

 

Oklahoma requires a sex offender’s driver’s license to be designated with a mark. In 2014, that mark led to 

the apprehension of a sex offender who had kidnapped and raped the girl. 

 

The offender was caught because a store clerk noticed his driver’s license designation when he went to 

purchase crayons and coloring books. She noted that an Amber Alert had been issued, ultimately leading 

to his arrest. 

 

“This little girl in Oklahoma wouldn’t be alive right now if it weren’t for the fact that we have driver’s 

license designation in the state,” Mr. Hunter said. 

 

In their legal brief, the states argue that the sex offender registries are needed because convicted sex 

offenders are more likely to commit sex crimes than any other group of people. They say sex offenders’ 

recidivism rates are 40 percent to 52 percent. 

 

Catherine Carpenter, a professor at Southwestern Law School and an advocate for former offenders, 
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disputes the numbers. 

 

“This myth starts to develop that they [relapse] at a very high rate. … It gave state legislatures this green 

light,” she said. 

 

Ms. Carpenter said state legislatures have been piling on requirements for former sex offenders since 2003, 

when the Supreme Court upheld Alaska’s online sex offender registry. 

 

The requirements went from registering with state officials to restrictive housing and curfews on nights 

like Halloween, when children are out trick-or-treating. 

 

Colorado’s law specifically deems that sexual offenders don’t have the same privacy rights as other 

released convicts. The state posts lengthy descriptions and photographs of those on its registry. 

 

David Millard, the man challenging Colorado’s law after a 1999 guilty plea for sexual assault on a minor, 

said in the court case that his job at a supermarket is in constant jeopardy because the company, which he 

had to tell about his past, has said he can continue working as long as his conviction doesn’t become 

known. 

 

He was transferred from one store to another after a customer discovered his record. He also struggled to 

find housing. He was ousted from one apartment after a local news report on sex offenders identified him. 

 

He eventually bought a home and is subject to periodic visits by police. When he is not home at the time 

of the check-in, police post brightly colored “registered sex offender” tags on his door, Judge Matsch 

wrote. His neighbors, who used to be friendly, have started avoiding him and making pointed remarks, the 

judge said. 

 

He ruled that the state’s registry law amounted to ongoing punishment for behavior beyond the normal 

prison sentences prescribed by law, with no consideration for an offender’s risk. 

 

He cataloged other abuses, such as a teacher who was in danger of losing her job at a Catholic school after 

a parent saw her husband’s name on the registry. In that case, the archdiocese questioned whether she was 

wrong to remain married to her husband, the judge said. 

 

One of the other plaintiffs in the Colorado case, Eugene Knight, convicted of attempted sexual assault on a 

child when he was 18, is barred from bringing his children into their school and must turn them over to a 

school employee on the sidewalk outside. 

 

States’ differing rules can snare some convicts. 

 

Michael McGuire served time in Colorado for raping his girlfriend in 1985. He went on to have a career as 

a hairstylist and jazz musician in the District of Columbia. In 2010, he and his wife moved to Alabama to 

care for his elderly mother. 

 

When he arrived in Montgomery, Alabama, he was required to register as a sex offender under what a 

judge called the “most comprehensive, debilitating sex-offender scheme in the land.” 

 

His wife lives in a house she rents from a family member, but sex offenders are prohibited in the area. One 

expert said during the case that 80 percent of Montgomery is out of bounds for those on the registry. 

 

Unable to find a place, Mr. McGuire ended up homeless. He listed his residence in the sex offender 

registry as under a bridge. He has to check in personally each week with the Montgomery police and 

sheriff’s departments and must get approval from both departments before traveling outside the 

jurisdiction. 

 

Judge W. Keith Watkins upheld most of Alabama’s law, saying the legislature had valid reasons for its 
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restrictions. But he struck down the duplication for weekly check-ins and travel permits, saying it was 

overkill. 

 

The case was sent to the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 

 

The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals recently dealt a blow to Michigan’s sex offender registry. 

 

The court ruled last year that Michigan couldn’t apply its sex offender registration law to those convicted 

before the state created its registry requirement. 

 

The appeals court ruled that even people convicted of nonsexual offenses were ending up on the registry, 

forced into “years, if not a lifetime, of existence on the margins, not only of society but often, as the record 

in this case makes painfully evident, from their own families.” 

 

The U.S. Supreme Court in October declined to take the case, and reform advocates said the state would 

have to rewrite its law. The state legislature is considering the matter, but no legislation has been 

introduced. 

 

“We have begun to see positive incremental change in the last few years,” said Ms. Carpenter. “I think this 

last year has been a leap because of these federal court cases.” 

 

Derek Logue, a former offender living in Ohio who runs the website OnceFallen.com, said the court 

victories have been slow in coming for those who are affected by the laws every day. 

 

“We are living under laws that nobody else in America has to live under — not a murderer, not a terrorist, 

not an illegal immigrant, nobody else society hates or fears, just us,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Auburn: bikini barista held at gunpoint 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/22/bikini-barista-held-at-gunpoint-in-auburn/  

GIST AUBURN, Wash. -- A bikini barista was held at gunpoint in Auburn, police said Sunday. 

 

Auburn police said a 43-year-old suspect robbed the espresso stand on Auburn Way North just after 7 

a.m., before driving off. 

 

A concerned customer called authorities and then followed the suspect. 

 

A brief chase with Renton police ended in West Seattle near the 9050 block of Delridge Way SW where 

the suspect was arrested. 

 

Police said he was also driving a stolen car. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Yakima home invasion turns deadly 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/two-dead-3-injured-during-yakima-home-invasion/  

GIST YAKIMA, Wash. (AP) — Two people who reportedly forced their way into a Yakima home early Sunday 

were dead of stab wounds following a fight that left three family members injured, Yakima police 

reported. 

 

Police responded to a report of a home invasion robbery in the 1900 block of South 64th Avenue at about 

3:50 a.m., according to a news release. 

 

Two suspects forced their way inside, authorities said. Once inside, a fight ensued between the family 
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members and the two suspects. 

 

Three family members were stabbed, as were both suspects. The family members were all transported to 

an area hospital for treatment, police said. Their conditions were not immediately known. 

 

Police said both suspects died at the scene. 

 

The investigation is ongoing. Jack Hawkins, the Yakima County coroner, said police were waiting on a 

search warrant before he could retrieve the bodies. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Ex-Liberian warlord sentenced 30yrs 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/04/22/Ex-Liberian-warlord-living-in-Pa-sentenced-to-30-

years-for-immigration-

fraud/5791524442285/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_us&utm_medium=2  

GIST April 22 (UPI) -- A former Liberian warlord who had been living in Pennsylvania for two decades was 

sentenced to 30 years in prison for lying to immigration officials about his brutal past. 

 

Mohammed Jabbateh, 51, had been running a international shipping business while living in a 

Philadelphia suburb since the 1990s. But before he claimed refugee asylum in the United States in 

December 1998, Jabbateh was known in Liberia as "Jungle Jabbah," a commander of armed groups during 

that country's first civil war between 1989 and 1996. 

 

During that tine, Jabbateh ordered civilians to be murdered, raped, tortured and enslaved. During his trial 

last year, victims told their stories, including a woman who was forced into sex slavery at 13. Another 

woman said Jabbateh and his men murdered her husband and then forced her to cook her dead spouse's 

heart and serve it to them. 

 

"This defendant committed acts of such violence and depravity that they are almost beyond belief," said 

U.S. Attorney William M. McSwain in a statement. "This man is responsible for atrocities that will ripple 

for generations in Liberia. He thought he could hide here but thanks to the determination and creativity of 

our prosecutors and investigators, he couldn't. This prosecution was our only option under the law and his 

sentence achieves at least some measure of justice for his victims." 

 

Jabbateh was convicted in October on two counts of fraud in immigration documents and two counts of 

perjury, for which federal sentencing guidelines recommend 15 to 21 months. But U.S. District Judge Paul 

S. Diamond said such a sentence would be "unreasonable but outrageously offensive" for Jabbateh, who 

he said made a mockery of the United States' asylum system. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 New Orleans: man shot 5 in crime spree 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/23/police-man-shot-5-including-officer-during-crime-spree.html  

GIST NEW ORLEANS –  The New Orleans police chief says a man shot and injured five people, including an 

officer. 

 

Police Superintendent Michael Harrison tells news outlets 25-year-old Charles Williams' "crime spree" 

Sunday stemmed from a domestic dispute. 

 

Police say one person was shot in the face and had been in surgery and three others shot were hospitalized 

in stable condition. The spree began when the three were shot at a home connected to the dispute. 

 

The officer was shot after Williams stole a vehicle at gunpoint, returned to the home and fired at officers 
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processing the scene. Williams then led officers on a chase and crashed. He was arrested and booked on 

several charges. 

 

Harrison says Williams may have also been involved in a man's shooting death Sunday. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Mexico murder rate soars 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/mexico-murder-rate-soars-7-667-killed-3-195114486.html  

GIST Mexico City (AFP) - Some 7,667 people were killed in Mexico in the first quarter of 2018, up 20 percent 

on the same period last year, making it the most violent year in two decades, government figures showed 

Sunday. 

 

In 2017, the figure stood at 6,406 violent deaths, according to the Mexican security services. 

 

The worst month was March, when 2,729 people were killed, most of them shot dead. January's figure 

stood at 2,549 murders, with another 2,389 in February. 

 

The bloodshed follows a proliferation of gangs involved in drug trafficking, as well as stealing fuel, 

kidnappings, extortion and other criminal activities. 

 

In 2017, a total of 25,339 people were killed in Mexico, the highest number since monitoring began 10 

years earlier. 

 

The violence comes as Mexico gears up for a July 1 ballot that will include presidential elections as well 

as a vote for the two branches of Congress and a number of local seats. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 USA Gymnastics sex abuse scandal 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/silent-no-more-inside-usa-gymnastics-sex-abuse-scandal-

n868221  

GIST USA Gymnastics tried to silence top athletes after they reported being molested by team doctor Larry 

Nassar and as they pushed to meet with law enforcement officials, the gymnasts and their family members 

told NBC News. 

 

Claims that the sports federation stressed discretion above all else are bolstered by text messages, emails 

and other materials reviewed by NBC News during a months-long investigation for a special edition of 

Dateline that aired Sunday. 

 

In July 2015, after Olympian Aly Raisman met with a consultant USA Gymnastics hired to interview 

possible victims, she said she reached out to Steve Penny, the chief executive of the sports federation, 

because she wanted another meeting to share more information about Nassar's abuse. 

 

"There are very few people in the loop on this. Very, very few," Penny texted Raisman, explaining that he 

was planning on speaking with the consultant the next day. "Most important is to address the issue with 

privacy and confidentiality in mind. I will be working through next steps as soon as I get the game plan in 

order." 

 

Raisman said that when she heard from the consultant, Fran Sepler, it didn't seem like she was interested 

in hearing more details. 

 

"I appreciate your interest and concern in this matter," Sepler texted her. "I and the Association are taking 

the proper steps, but please remember that there are risks in sharing information at this point. There is a 
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process in place and staying clear of the process will protect you and others." 

 

To Raisman and others, the message was clear: USA Gymnastics and Penny wanted to control the 

situation and keep gymnasts quiet about Nassar, who had been relieved of his team duties but was still 

seeing patients at Michigan State University. 

 

"We kept following up with Steve Penny," Raisman said. "And he would just say, you know, 'I'm handling 

it. ... Please be quiet. Remember, the most important thing is to keep this quiet.'" 

 

A representative for Penny — who resigned from USA Gymnastics under fire last year — told NBC News 

in a statement that he "did not intend to discourage any athlete from speaking with any law enforcement 

agency." 

 

"Any comment regarding confidentiality or not speaking about the matter in the general public was 

intended to protect the privacy of those involved, particularly the athletes, and protect the integrity of the 

FBI investigation," the statement said. 

 

"There was no attempted cover-up," it added. "The FBI was contacted twice." 

 

Sepler, who has experience dealing with children who have been sexually abused, told NBC News that 

USA Gymnastics never informed her that Raisman wanted to meet with her again. She said she was told 

Raisman wanted to contact other gymnasts about the matter on her own. 

 

"Had I been made aware of Aly's phone call or apprised in any other way that Aly wanted to share more 

information, I would have jumped on a plane immediately to re-interview her," Sepler said. "But that 

never happened because I wasn't aware that Aly had more she wanted to say." 

 

The revelation that USA Gymnastics, which sparked outrage for including a non-disclosure clause in a 

settlement with Maroney, also wanted Raisman to promise confidentiality as part of any agreement, 

according to Raisman and her family. 

 

Nassar is serving up to 175 years in prison after pleading guilty to abusing 10 of the more than 265 former 

patients who say they were molested. But questions continue to swirl about how he could have preyed on 

so many. 

 

In a statement, USA Gymnastics said it "supports and is fully cooperating with the various investigations 

that may shine light on how abuse of the proportion attributed to Nassar would have gone undetected for 

so long." 

 

Some gymnasts say part of the answer lies at the Karolyi ranch, which Bela and Martha purchased in 1983 

after they defected from Romania and imported their rigorous and highly successful training system to the 

United States. 

 

Nestled in a forest an hour from Houston, the ranch began hosting national training camps for elite 

gymnasts nearly two decades ago. Every four to six weeks, Olympic hopefuls spent several grueling days 

at the compound without their parents. 

 

Some former Olympians told NBC News that the high-pressure atmosphere is what helped them to 

succeed, but others said it took an emotional toll. 

 

"Me and the girls used to call it torture camp," Maroney said. 

 

In recent months, gymnasts have come forward with complaints about the ranch and the Karolyis: the 

accommodations were substandard; the food was terrible; they were berated and body-shamed. 

 

Maroney said Martha Karolyi screamed at her — "She just said horrible things to me" — when she was 
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late to a meeting. 

 

Because Martha Karolyi, as USA Gymnastics' training coordinator, had a major role in deciding which 

athletes would get on the national team, some girls said they worried that complaining about conditions 

would affect their standing. 

 

Nassar took advantage of the stressful climate, befriending the girls with gifts, food and words of 

encouragement — classic grooming techniques, experts say. The gymnasts say he relied on their fears and 

dreams to ensure they didn't tell anyone how he was penetrating them with ungloved fingers. 

 

"You have to find out who are the best ones, who are the ones who are able to stand the pressure," Martha 

said. "I don't see any other way ... to prepare gymnasts who are successful." 

 

The couple, both 75, denied allegations made by gymnasts in lawsuits and interviews that they cursed at 

gymnasts, restricted their food intake and made them train or compete while injured. 

 

Two lawsuits include references to physical abuse, and accusations about mistreatment of gymnasts when 

the Karolyis were in Romania decades ago have surfaced in recent months. 

 

Martha said she has never hit a gymnast. Bela told NBC News that while he may have slapped or spanked 

a gymnast in Romania, he never raised a hand to an American — and in dozens of interviews, no one said 

they ever saw the Karolyis harm a U.S. athlete. 

 

"I never touched anybody. I never pushed anybody," Bela said. "And if anybody comes up with that one, 

that's a dirty lie." 

 

The Karolyis also said that while they owned the ranch, USA Gymnastics leased the property and operated 

the training camps. They noted that USA Gymnastics officials attended the national team camps and that 

elite gymnasts were required to bring a personal coach. 

 

Bela said he didn't like Nassar from the moment he met him, likening him to "a snake." But he and Martha 

insisted they had no idea the doctor was molesting girls. 

 

Nassar reported to USA Gymnastics, not the Karolyis, and they said it wasn't their job to ensure he 

avoided being alone with minors. 

 

"I don't feel responsible," Martha said. "But I feel extremely hurt that this thing happened and it happened 

everywhere, but it happened here, also." 

 

And it happened over and over and over again. 

 

Maroney, part of the gold-medal Fierce Five squad, says Nassar molested her hundreds of times during 

ranch visits and at competitions around the world. 

 

She didn't process it as abuse until a particularly vicious incident in a Tokyo hotel room before the 2011 

world championships. 

 

The next day, in a car on the way back to the hotel from training, she said, she loudly blurted out what had 

happened in earshot of USA Gymnastics coach John Geddert, who didn't react. 

 

"I just said, 'Last night, it was like Larry was fingering me,'" she said. Geddert didn't respond to requests 

for comment, and USA Gymnastics said it never heard about the incident. 

 

The 2011 episode is important to unraveling the question of when Nassar could have been stopped, 

because it happened four years before USA Gymnastics said it first learned of accusations against Nassar. 
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That was mid-June 2015, when national team member Maggie Nichols' personal coach overheard Nichols 

and Raisman talking about Nassar and alerted Nichols' mother and a USA Gymnastics executive. 

 

USA Gymnastics said in a statement that the information it got from the coach "did not allege abuse." But 

Nichols' mom, Gina, a nurse, said that when Steve Penny called her soon after, it was clear they were 

discussing molestation. 

 

Penny, she said, told her: "We'll have to look into this, but this is very private. This is very personal. And 

you cannot tell anybody." 

 

"I said, 'This is a child, and we need to call the police and child protection service,'" Nichols said. Penny's 

response? "USA Gymnastics will take care of that," he said, according to Nichols. 

 

But Penny didn't call the police. Instead, he said, on the advice of legal counsel, he hired Sepler, who met 

with Nichols, Raisman and Maroney over the course of two weeks in the summer of 2015. 

 

"She came to my house, and I met with her alone," Raisman said. 

 

"I said: 'You know, he does touch me. And I know he touches some of my teammates inappropriately. But 

he tells us that it will heal certain parts of our body, so that we think that it's OK.' 

 

"And I said: 'Also, you know, he does give us gifts. And he's really nice to us. So we don't think that he 

does it on purpose.'" 

 

After speaking to Sepler and talking to her mother, Raisman said, something clicked. She realized what 

Nassar had been doing was "really bad" and that she wasn't the only victim. That's when she asked USA 

Gymnastics to put her back in touch with Sepler. 

 

Sepler said she wasn't hired by USA Gymnastics to conduct a full, independent investigation, but to 

determine whether there was reason to believe sexual abuse had occurred. 

 

"I did not intend to silence Aly or anyone else, and I was never told to do so," she said. 

 

Sepler's involvement ended after she interviewed Maroney in July 2015 and immediately recommended 

that USA Gymnastics bring in law enforcement. Penny called the FBI's office in Indianapolis, where the 

sports federation is headquartered. 

 

That, the gymnasts say, is when things got really frustrating. 

 

Maroney's, Raisman's and Nichols' families say that they were eager to meet with FBI agents and that they 

expected that Nassar, who was no longer attending USA Gymnastics events, would be swiftly arrested. 

 

Instead, they said, they were met with months of delays and warnings from Penny. 

 

"He said ... he was told by all the law enforcement and FBI and the investigation that this is the way the 

investigation works, that we have to keep it quiet so we don't ruin the investigation," Gina Nichols said. 

 

Maroney said Penny also told her to "be careful" not to disrupt the FBI's work. "Me and my mom are both 

terrified to say anything because we didn't want to ruin the case," she said. 

 

The Karolyis say Penny told them the same thing. 

 

"He was saying, we're not talking about this, you're not talking with nobody about this. We're taking care 

of it," Martha Karolyi told NBC News. 

 

Maroney, who lives in California, was asked to go to Indianapolis for a formal interview. But, she said, 
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she was too sick to travel, suffering from panic attacks and depression. She spoke to the FBI by phone in 

the late summer. 

 

Penny tried to arrange a meeting between Raisman and the FBI in Indianapolis during the busy August 

weekend of national championships. It didn't happen, and later that month Raisman's mother was still 

pressing Penny to have the FBI call her. 

 

In September, Raisman said, Penny told her family that USA Gymnastics had turned everything over to 

the FBI and wasn't getting updates from the bureau. 

 

But there was news from Nassar: He announced on Facebook that he had retired from USA Gymnastics so 

he could concentrate on his work at Michigan State University, where he went on treating girls in the 

sports medicine clinic. 

 

USA Gymnastics said it didn't alert MSU about the allegations because the FBI asked it not to do anything 

that could interfere with the investigation. "USA Gymnastics denies any allegation that it had wide-

ranging knowledge of abuse by Nassar or that it concealed or ignored his abuse," it said. 

 

The statement from Penny's lawyer said he and others at USA Gymnastics "provided the FBI with 

whatever information it requested." 

 

"Mr. Penny's intent was to allow the law enforcement investigation to proceed and to cooperate fully with 

them, which he did," it said. 

 

Citing an internal review, the FBI declined to answer a single question from NBC News about what it did 

or did not do, including what exactly agents told USA Gymnastics. 

 

Penny told NBC News that the Indianapolis FBI office transferred the case to the Detroit office. After that, 

"there was little to no contact with USA Gymnastics," he said. After he contacted the FBI's Los Angeles 

bureau in the spring of 2016, the wheels began to move again, he said. 

 

It wasn't until June 2016 that Gina Nichols got a call from an agent in Los Angeles who asked to visit 

Maggie. She was stunned when he told her she could talk to anyone about Nassar, that it was "no secret." 

 

"Really?" Nichols said, her lips quivering with anger. "I have been told for a whole year by Steve Penny 

and USA Gymnastics that we couldn't talk about this and had to keep it quiet." 

 

The agent flew to Minnesota to interview Maggie, who is now the top college gymnast in the country, 

right after the 2016 Olympic trials. 

 

The FBI contacted Raisman after the Rio games. 

 

 Aly Raisman speaks at the sentencing hearing for Larry Nassar on Jan. 19. Brendan McDermid / Reuters 

"I said, 'Why did you wait so long?' and they said, 'Oh, we wanted to wait until the Olympics were over,'" 

she said. 

 

She met the FBI at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado in September 2016. She said she felt 

intimidated when she saw Penny, who flew in that morning, at the center. Penny said that his presence was 

coincidental and that he didn't know the timing of Raisman's meeting. 

 

Even after the FBI had completed the gymnast interviews — more than a year after the first report — 

Nassar still hadn't been arrested. 

 

But by then, FBI agents weren't the only ones looking into Nassar. After The Indianapolis Star published 

its investigation of sexual abuse in the gymnastics world, a former patient of Nassar's contacted the 

newspaper and reported her experience to Michigan State police. 
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MSU police launched their own probe and began taking more and more complaints. Nassar was suspended 

by the college and then arrested on sexual abuse and child pornography charges. In the year since 

Maroney, Raisman and Nichols spoke to Sepler, he had molested at least 46 more patients, the athletes' 

lawyer said. 

 

"It eats at me every single day," Gina Nichols said. 

 

Maroney's eyes filled with tears when she spoke about victims who came after her. 

 

"That's what hurts me the most," she said. 

 

And even after Nassar was exposed as one of the nation's most prolific child predators, USA Gymnastics 

sought to stop gymnasts from talking about him. 

 

In December 2016, the organization reached a settlement with Maroney that included a non-disclosure 

clause, which USA Gymnastics has since said it won't enforce. Raisman said last year USA Gymnastics 

offered her the same. 

 

"Obviously, I said no," she said. "From the very beginning, I knew that I wanted to talk about this." 

 

In recent months, Raisman has become one of the loudest voices calling for institutions to be held 

accountable. She was part of the "army of women" who testified at a sentencing hearing for Nassar, who is 

serving up to 175 years after pleading guilty in three courtrooms. 

 

And now the Karolyis have spoken out, too. At the ranch filled with mementos of their moments of glory 

— no longer an Olympic training site — they reflected on the damage done to the athletes and to their 

legacy. 

 

"I feel angry, very angry," Martha said. 

 

Her husband grew emotional as he assessed the damage caused by Nassar. 

 

"This miserable man," he said, "destroyed everything." 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Fla. man sentenced 330yrs for child porn 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/man-sex-trips-330-years-child-porn-54647622?   

GIST A Florida man has been sentenced to 330 years in prison on child pornography charges after authorities 

say he took sex tourism trips to the Philippines and made and posted videos of sexual encounters he had 

with young children. 

 

Authorities say David Lynch's victims were as young as 6 years old and that he posted videos online 

dating back to 2005. 

 

The Venice man was arrested in 2016 attempting to board a flight to the Philippines. 

 

Prosecutors say at least one of the trips was arranged by the mother of one of the young victims. They say 

Lynch also has two young children living in the Philippines. 

 

Lynch was convicted late last year and sentenced this week. The Fort Myers News-Press reports that 

besides the lengthy sentence, the judge ordered Lynch to forfeit his bayfront home. 
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HEADLINE 04/23 France: arrest in abbey threat incident 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/man-arrested-mont-saint-michel-incident-54656928?   

GIST France's national police say a 36-year-old man has been arrested on suspicion of threatening to attack 

security services at one of the country's most-visited tourist sites. 

 

Police said the unnamed man was arrested Sunday night in the city of Caen, around 100 kilometers (60 

miles) from the Mont-Saint-Michel abbey that was closed earlier that day after death threats were made 

against security services. 

 

French authorities evacuated tourists after the incident that triggered a regional manhunt, according to the 

national gendarme service. 

 

The exceptional evacuation of one of France's most-visited tourist sites came after a string of sporadic 

attacks around France in recent years targeting police, some of them fatal. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Man wrestled gun from mass shooter 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/News/man-wrestled-gun-shooter-die-work/story?id=54650267  

GIST After being praised as a hero by the mayor of Nashville, James Shaw Jr. said he was just trying to save his 

own life when he wrestled an assault rifle from a gunman who fatally shot four people at a Waffle House 

in Tennessee.  

 

"On my Instagram and Facebook, everybody's calling me a hero, but I want people to know that I did that 

completely out of a selfish act," Shaw said during a news conference today. "I was completely doing it just 

to save myself. Me doing that ... I did save other people, but I don't want people to think that I was the 

Terminator or Superman or anybody like that. I figured if I was going to die, he was gonna have to work 

for it." 

 

The 29-year-old Shaw, the father of a 4-year-old girl, was grazed by a bullet in the rampage at the Waffle 

House near Nashville, a restaurant he went to with a friend early Sunday after going to a club in the area. 

He also burned his right after grabbing the scalding hot barrel of the assault rifle.  

 

Shaw, an AT&T worker who grew up in Nashville, said the shooting erupted at 3:23 a.m. shortly after he 

and a friend took a seat. At first, he thought the gunshots were plates breaking in the kitchen.  

 

"Then the second one happened, then the third one happened. I think that's when the glass busted and 

broke through," Shaw said. 

 

Police said the suspected gunman, Travis Reinking, 29, arrived at the Waffle House in a pickup truck. He 

was only wearing a green jacket and nothing else when he opened fire outside the restaurant with an AR-

15 assault rifle.  

 

The gunman killed two people outside the restaurant, including a Waffle House cook who had gone out for 

a cigarette break. The gunman then fired through the window before entering the restaurant to continue his 

massacre.  

 

"I saw the Waffle House employees scatter. And then I looked back and I saw a person lying on the 

ground right at the entrance of the door," Shaw said.  

 

He said he went to an area near the restroom and hid behind a swivel door that had no lock.  

 

He said a shot came through the door and grazed his elbow.  
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"It was at that time I kind of made up my mind ... that if it was gonna come down to it, he was going to 

have to work to kill me," Shaw said. 

 

"So at the time that he was either reloading, or the gun jammed or whatever happened, is when I ran 

through the swivel door," he said. "I hit him with the swivel door and then the gun was kind of jammed up 

and it was pushed down. So we were scuffling and I managed to get one hand on the gun and then I 

grabbed it from him and I threw it over the countertop."  

 

He said the gunman was standing at the entrance to the restaurant.  

 

"I was trying to get out the door and I think he was pretty much in the entrance way," he said. "So I just 

took him out with me, out of the entrance and all the way outside."  

 

He said the man then fled.  

 

"I knew I had it in me," said Shaw, who went to church after being released from the hospital. "But I 

haven't had any specific combat training."  

 

Asked how he got the courage to confront the gunman, Shaw said, "If I didn't put my life at risk, I'm 

probably not here."  

 

Nashville Mayor David Briley called Shaw "Nashville's newest hero." 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Nashville mass shooting suspect 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/waffle-house-mass-shooting-

suspect/story?id=54649864&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST He tried to meet the president by hopping a barrier at the White House and was convinced that Taylor 

Swift was stalking him.  

 

Both incidents landed Travis Reinking on the radar of authorities ranging from local Illinois cops to Secret 

Service agents.  

 

The latter helped authorities strip Reinking of his guns last year.  

 

Yet, a half-naked Reinking -- armed with one of the seized rifles -- allegedly targeted a Waffle House near 

Nashville during the pre-dawn hours on Sunday and shot four people to death. Four others were wounded 

by either bullets or shattered glass.  

 

Authorities believe he would have killed or wounded more had a 29-year-old patron at the restaurant not 

tackled him and stopped the attack. While Reinking was attempting to reload, James Shaw, Jr., standing by 

the bathroom area of the restaurant, confronted him and wrested control of Reinking's gun and "tossed it 

over the counter," according to police.  

 

Reinking, 29, a construction worker from Morton, Illinois, allegedly committed the bloodshed and then 

apparently ran home for some pants. He remained on the lam as of Sunday evening, as Metropolitan 

Nashville Police officers and dogs hunt him down.  

 

Police said Reinking drove up to the Waffle House in a gold Chevrolet Silverado pickup about 3:30 a.m.  

 

He lingered inside the cab for "three to four minutes" before he allegedly exited, clad in only a green 

jacket without pants or a shirt, armed with an AR-15 rifle.  

 

According to police, Reinking shot up the Waffle House and killed Waffle House employee Taurean 
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Sanderlin, 29, and customer Joe Perez, 20, while they were standing outside.  

 

Then, police said, Reinking entered the eatery and "continued shooting."  

 

Akilah Sasilva, 23, and a 21-year-old unidentified woman were both shot inside the Waffle House. Sasilva 

died after she was taken to a local hospital.  

 

Two others managed to survive gunshot wounds, police said.  

 

After Shaw stopped the attack, Reinking, now unarmed, fled on foot, shedding the jacket as well.  

 

Police confirmed more ammo was found inside the jacket.  

 

Police believe the now completely naked suspect stopped by an apartment complex nearby to retrieve a 

pair of black trousers but remains shirtless, witnesses alerted police.  

 

As authorities attempt to reel Reinking into custody, a profile of Reinking began to form.  

 

According to police, Reinking worked in construction locally in Nashville. He was fired from his job three 

weeks ago but was hired by a new employer Monday. He failed to show up for work the following day, 

however, police said.  

 

Before Sunday, trouble had been brewing for Reinking for years.  

 

On the evening of May 27, 2016, Tazewell County Sheriff's deputies and emergency personnel descended 

on a CVS Pharmacy parking lot where Reinking was allegedly suicidal and convinced that pop singer 

Taylor Swift was stalking and harassing him. He also believed the cops and his parents were in on it.  

 

In the incident report, Reinking claimed Swift "hacked his Netflix account and told him to meet her at the 

Dairy Queen in Morton."  

 

While at the Dairy Queen, Reinking told deputies Swift "was across the street yelling at him before she 

took off running," according to the report.  

 

Reinking gave chase up the side of a building, the report states, "in an attempt to get her to stop harassing 

him."  

 

Reinking's relatives were on hand to talk the young man from doing harm to himself and he ultimately was 

taken to a hospital to be mentally evaluated.  

 

On June 16, 2017, Reinking was accused of driving up to a local pool in Tremont Park where police state 

in a report that he flashed an AR-15 rifle, but then quickly stored it in his car trunk.  

 

But, the report notes, Reinking allegedly took off a "pink woman's dress" to barge into a pool uninvited. 

When he was ordered out by lifeguards, he allegedly yelled at them and "showed his genitals saying he 

was a man," the report revealed.  

 

Nobody from the pool decided to press criminal trespassing charges, authorities said.  

 

But the incident compelled Tazewell deputies to inquire about the weapon in the car trunk. When they did, 

they discovered he had a firearm's license, police said.  

 

When the deputies spoke with Reinking's father, he admitted he "took three rifles and a handgun away and 

locked them up when [Reinking] was having problems," according to the incident report made after the 

pool incident.  
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Reinking had left the state for nine months, his father told deputies, according to the report.  

 

The weapons were allegedly stored by Reinking's sister "for safekeeping," the report states.  

 

The report adds that deputies warned Reinking's father that when his son returns home "he might want to 

lock the guns back up until he gets mental help, which [his father] stated he would."  

 

A month later on July 7, 2017, Reinking was arrested by the United States Secret Service for attempting to 

breach a barrier at the White House in a desperate hope to get a meeting with President Trump.  

 

Reinking allegedly demanded to "get into the White House and speak with POTUS," according to a report 

on the incident, which doesn't include his name.  

 

He was informed on ways to take an official tour but refused and repeated his demands, according to the 

report. He then took off his tie, balled it into his fist and attempted to walk past security barriers, the report 

said.  

 

"Do what you need to do," he allegedly told the agents, according to the report. "Arrest me if you have to."  

 

Agents quickly took Reinking into custody and charged him with "unlawful entry," the report adds.  

 

In a statement by the Secret Service, Reinking was "charged with unlawful entry after crossing an exterior 

security barrier near the White House Complex."  

 

Last August, Reinking was concerned that up to 30 people were "tapping into his computer and phone," 

according to a Tazewell County Sheriff's report, all following his attempts to send letters to Swift.  

 

Weeks later on Aug. 24, 2017, Tazewell deputies retrieved Reinking's guns, including one Kimber 9mm 

pistol, a Bushmaster AR-15, CZ USA .22 caliber rifle, and a Remington 710 with miscellaneous 

ammunition, according to a report filed.  

 

Reinking's firearms license was also revoked, according to the report.  

 

The weapons landed back in Reinking's father's possession.  

 

The father admitted to authorities Sunday that he gave the guns back to his son, according to the police 

statement.  

 

One of the weapons, an AR-15, was allegedly used in the Waffle House slayings, police said. 
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HEADLINE 04/22 Waffle House shooting Nashville: 4 killed 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/dead-injured-shooting-waffle-house-nashville/story?   

GIST Four people were killed and two others critically injured when a man naked from the waist down and 

wielding an AR-15 assault-style rifle opened fire at a Waffle House in Tennessee early Sunday, police 

said.  

 

The suspected gunman was identified as Travis Reinking, 29, from Morton, Illinois. He was arrested in 

July for allegedly breaching a barrier at the White House and demanding a meeting with President Donald 

Trump, officials said.  

 

Reinking had also threatened to commit suicide in May 2016 in a parking lot in Illinois and at the time his 

family told authorities he was having "delusions" involving Taylor Swift. He believed the singer was 

stalking him and harassing him, according to police records obtained by ABC News. 
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Early Sunday, Reinking ran from the scene after a patron at the restaurant wrestled the rifle away from 

him, police said. Police on Sunday evening were using dogs and a helicopter to search a wooded area near 

the restaurant where the gunman was last seen.  

 

"He's murdered four times with no apparent reason, no apparent motive. So we're very concerned," said 

Chief Steve Anderson of the Metropolitan Nashville Police.  

 

Anderson said a pistol belonging to Reinking had not be recovered and he should be considered armed and 

dangerous. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 US envoy fears: chem. site tampered 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-chemicalweapons/russia-may-have-

tampered-with-chemical-attack-site-u-s-envoy-says-idUSKBN1HN126?il=0  

GIST THE HAGUE (Reuters) - Russia may have tampered with the site of an alleged chemical weapons attack 

in Syria’s Douma, the U.S. envoy to the global watchdog said on Monday, urging the body to condemn the 

continuing use of banned chemical weapons. 

 

The comments came during a closed-door meeting at the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical 

Weapons, convened after an April 7 attack in the town of Douma, outside the Syrian capital, in which 

dozens of people were allegedly killed with poison gas. 

 

“It is long overdue that this council condemns the Syrian government for its reign of chemical terror and 

demands international accountability for those responsible for these heinous acts,” U.S. Ambassador 

Kenneth Ward said in comments obtained by Reuters. 

 

“It is our understanding the Russians may have visited the attack site. It is our concern that they may have 

tampered with it with the intent of thwarting the efforts of the OPCW Fact-Finding Mission to conduct an 

effective investigation.” 
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HEADLINE 04/14 End of credit card receipt signatures 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/14/business/credit-card-

signature.html?action=click&module=In%20Other%20News&pgtype=Homepage&action=click&m

odule=Latest&pgtype=Homepage  

GIST The next time you sign a credit card receipt, savor it. 

 

While it may take time for the news to filter down to retailers, Visa, American Express, Discover and 

Mastercard have said that as of this month, they will no longer require customers to sign their names when 

paying with a credit card. 

 

The signature has had a good run. It’s not dead, but it is dying. 

 

American culture has preferred credit to debit, and so signing has stuck around longer. But new credit 

cards have converted to chip cards that are harder to counterfeit. 
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“Signatures are becoming more irrelevant,” said Harshita Rawat, an analyst at Bernstein Research. “The 

final nail in the coffin was the chip card.” 

 

If you want to pay with your phone, many use fingerprint scanners to authorize transactions, and Apple’s 

got facial recognition on its iPhone X while Samsung uses iris scanning on the Galaxy S8. Visa has also 

rolled out prototype rings, pins and even sunglasses that you can scan instead of using a card. 

 

Several of the largest retailers, including Walmart and Target, have moved to drop the signature 

requirement. Home Depot had already waived the requirement for purchases under $50, and plans to do 

the same for larger purchasers, but hasn’t set a date yet. Stephanie Cunha, a spokeswoman for CVS, said 

“We are evaluating our options but have no specific changes to announce at this time.” 
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HEADLINE 04/15 US plans new sanctions on Russia 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/15/us/politics/trump-russia-sanctions-

syria.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage  

GIST WASHINGTON — The Trump administration plans to impose new sanctions against Russia on Monday 

to punish it for enabling the Syrian government’s use of chemical weapons in its civil war, the latest in a 

series of actions by both sides underscoring the deterioration in relations between Moscow and the West. 

 

The sanctions, coming shortly after American-led airstrikes against facilities linked to Syria’s chemical 

weapons, are meant to signal that the United States holds responsible not just the government of President 

Bashar al-Assad but also his patrons in Russia and Iran. President Trump has vowed that Syria’s allies will 

pay a “big price” for facilitating the suspected use of poison gas. 

 

But it remained unclear how far Mr. Trump would go in trying to shape events in Syria, which has been 

racked by civil war for seven years. President Emmanuel Macron of France, who along with Prime 

Minister Theresa May of Britain joined in the strike on Syrian targets, said on Sunday night that he had 

persuaded Mr. Trump to keep a small American ground force in Syria despite the president’s public 

declaration that he wanted to get out. 

 

“We convinced him it was necessary to stay,” Mr. Macron said in a televised interview with French 

journalists. “I assure you, we have convinced him that it is necessary to stay for the long term.” 

 

American officials, however, disputed that, saying that Mr. Macron misinterpreted the conversation. About 

2,000 American troops are in Syria to fight the Islamic State, or ISIS, not to play a role in the civil war. In 

public comments before the chemical attack that prompted him to launch airstrikes, Mr. Trump said he 

wanted to pull them out right away. Advisers urged him to hold off, and he gave them five to six months to 

complete a withdrawal. 

 

“The U.S. mission has not changed — the president has been clear that he wants U.S. forces to come home 

as quickly as possible,” Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the White House press secretary, said in a statement 

Sunday night. “We are determined to completely crush ISIS and create the conditions that will prevent its 

return. In addition, we expect our regional allies and partners to take greater responsibility both militarily 

and financially for securing the region.” 

 

The new American sanctions were announced on Sunday by Nikki R. Haley, the ambassador to the United 

Nations and the administration’s leading public voice excoriating Russia in recent days. “They will go 

directly to any sort of companies that were dealing with equipment related to Assad and chemical weapons 

use,” she said on “Face the Nation” on CBS. “And so I think everyone is going to feel it at this point. I 

think everyone knows that we sent a strong message, and our hope is that they listen to it.” 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Minor quake near Salem Oregon 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/954831/3-1-magnitude-earthquake-hits-near-oregon-state-capital-city/  

GIST SILVERTON, Ore. (AP) — No injuries or property damage have been reported following a 3.1 magnitude 

earthquake near the Oregon state capital. 

 

The U.S. Geological Survey confirmed the earthquake hit about 4 miles (6.4 kilometers) southwest of 

Silverton at 8:45 p.m. Saturday. 

 

Some nearby residents said they felt the earthquake, which also struck near the state capital city of Salem. 

 

In nearby Mollala, northeast of this site, a magnitude 4.0 quake also hit last December. 

 

Experts have said for years that Oregon and the Pacific Northwest are due for a catastrophic earthquake 

with a magnitude of 8.0 or higher. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Oregon gov. declares drought emergency 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/15/oregon-governor-declares-drought-emergency-in-second-county/  

GIST SALEM, Ore.  — Oregon Gov. Kate Brown has declared a drought emergency in the second county in a 

month. 

 

Brown on Friday announced a drought emergency in Grant County due to low snowpack, lack of 

precipitation, low streamflows and warming temperatures. 

 

The declaration comes after Brown announced a drought emergency in Klamath County on March 13. 

 

They’re the first state drought declarations since 2015. 

 

The governor’s drought declarations allow increased flexibility in how water is managed to ensure that 

limited supplies are used as efficiently as possible. 

 

The drought declarations also position farmers and ranchers in the county for federal aid as Oregon braces 

for the upcoming wildfire season. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Summer fire rules in effect 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/15/summer-fire-rules-kick-off-today-in-washington/  

GIST It may not feel warm outside yet, but Washington’s “summer fire rules” are now in effect. 

 

“Whether fire season is delayed or not, Washington’s forests always face the threat of wildfire,” said 

Commissioner of Public Lands Hilary Franz. “We’re preparing now to be ready for fire season before the 

weather heats up, and I encourage all our neighbors to do the same.” 

 

The state's summer fire rules are in effect until October 15. The rules apply to the 13 million acres of 

private and state forestlands protected by the Washington Department of Natural Resources. 

 

These regulations affect loggers, firewood cutters, land clearers, road builders, heavy equipment operators, 

off-road motorcyclists, and others. During fire season, people using motorized equipment in the woods 

must have approved spark arresters and follow fire safety precautions. In addition, those working in the 

woods must have fire prevention and extinguishing equipment in good working order at the job site and 

workers trained in proper use.  
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The rules are intended to prevent forest fires and to extinguish small fires before they spread to the 

forested lands. These rules restrict cigarette smoking in forested areas to roads, gravel pits, or other 

clearings and prohibit lighting fireworks on forestland. 

 

According to experts, Washington's forests always face the threat of wildfire. So even though we have 

above average snowpack, the risk of wildfire can change quickly during the springtime. 

 

"As soon as the weather conditions warm up and the humidity begins to drop, the ground conditions 

become much more of a tinderbox very very quickly and certainly as the summer goes on," Kyle Ohashi of 

Puget Sound Regional Fire told Q13 News. 

 

Property owners can reduce fire risk to their homes and lands by keeping dead vegetation off roofs and 

away from buildings. The Firewise program explains how to use these techniques and offers incentives to 

communities who follow Firewise principles. 

 

Last year, more than 32,800 acres of DNR-protected lands were consumed by 815 wildfires. Out of 815 

wildfires, 90 percent were human-caused. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Koreas to finalize working-level talks 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/15/South-and-North-Korea-to-finalize-

working-level-talks-on-inter-Korean-

summit/9871523843348/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=2  

GIST SEOUL, April 15 (UPI) -- With less than a fortnight until the South and North Korea hold their first 

summit in more than a decade, officials from both sides are expected to wrap up the final details this week. 

 

Yonhap reported Sunday that an additional working-level meeting will be held Wednesday at the 

Tongilgak, a North Korean building at the Panmunjom truce village on the inter-Korean border. 

 

After the protocol, security, media coverage and other technical details of the summit are finalized during 

the talks, a high-level meeting is expected to be held between South Korea's Unification Minister Cho 

Myoung-gyon and Ri Son-gwon, chairman of the North's agency for inter-Korean affairs, for Wednesday. 

 

The presidential official said the high-level meeting will likely be held within the week. 

 

Meanwhile, Seoul has announced, "Peace, a New Beginning," will be the slogan for the inter-Korean talks. 

 

Presidential spokesman Kim Eui-kyeom told reporters Sunday that the slogan indicates the start of world 

peace through the first inter-Korean meeting in eleven years, followed by the first-ever summit between 

the United States and North Korea. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Russia reinforcements head to Syria 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5618609/Russian-ships-laden-tanks-seen-Bosphorus-en-

route-Tartus-Syria-led-air-strikes.html  

GIST Two Russian warships laden with military vehicles have been spotted en route to Syria after Friday's US-

led airstrikes obliterated three suspected chemical weapons sites. 

 

An Alligator-landing ship was pictured cruising down The Bosphorus on Sunday as the world awaits 

Vladimir Putin's response to this week's co-ordinated military action against Syria.  
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The vessel was spotted on its way to the Russian naval base at Tartus on the north Syrian coast. 

 

On its fourth deployment of Russian military equipment to the war-torn country the ship was seen laden 

with tanks, trucks, ambulances and an IED radar.  

 

A yellow RoRo Alexandr Tkachenko was also pictured heading for Tartus carrying high-speed patrol 

boats, a temporary bridge structure and several trucks. The images were posted on social media by 

Bosphorus-based naval observer Yörük Işık.  

 

They come in wake of Friday's US-led campaign against Bashar al-Assad's regime and a chemical 

weapons attack that brutally murdered 75 civilians. 

 

The blue Project 117 LST Orsk 148 ship was carrying Soviet BTR-80 tanks, Ramaz trucks and a Pelena-1 

bomb radar, used to detect IEDs.  

 

A second yellow cargo vessel was equipped with a BMK-T boat used for building temporary bridges and 

an array of other military hardware.       

 

The Russian warships approaching Syria come after the United States outlined new economic sanctions in 

response to Moscow's continued support of Assad's regime in Syria.  

 

Nikki Haley, US Ambassador to the United Nations, said measures to be imposed on Monday will send a 

message to Russia after it blocked six UN attempts to investigate its use of chemical weapons.   

 

Meanwhile French President Emmanuel Macron today insisted the allied forces had not 'declared war' on 

Syria. 

 

He told a French TV station: 'We have not declared war on the regime of Bashar al-Assad.' During the 

two-hour interview he also claimed he had 'convinced' Trump to maintain a military presence in Syria after 

the US leader threatened to pull out of the country entirely. 

 

It emerged that Trump called Mr Macron twice before he shared his intention to strike Syria in a Twitter 

post. But he failed to call UK Prime Minister Theresa May in the early stages of the operation, giving the 

French leader the opportunity to claim France is America's leading ally in Europe.   
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HEADLINE 04/16 Oklahoma wildfires force evacuations 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/13/us/oklahoma-wildfires/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Wildfires have killed one person and forced the evacuation of four towns in Oklahoma, authorities 

said. 

 

The state chief medical examiner's office reported a 61-year-old man died Thursday in Roger Mills County 

as a result of injuries sustained in a fire that began southeast of Leedey, the Oklahoma Department of 

Emergency Management said. 

 

A 54-year-old hunter reported missing in the large Dewey County fire was found alive, Oklahoma 

Forestry Services Fire Chief Scott Huff said. The man was flown to an area hospital Friday, but his 

condition was unknown. 

 

Officials said the man was one of three hunters who got caught in the wildfire. The two others were found 

Thursday. 

 

About 1,000 people evacuated Vici, more than 100 miles northwest of Oklahoma City, Dewey County 

Sheriff Clay Sander said. 
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Evacuations were also ordered in the Dewey County towns of Seiling, Taloga and Putnam, said Michelle 

Finch-Walker, spokeswoman for Oklahoma Forestry Services. 

 

The Rhea Fire in Dewey County has burned an estimated 138,000 acres and is 0% contained, she said. 

 

Around midday Friday, the National Weather Service issued an advisory saying that fire was approaching 

the Iochem iodine plant east of Vici. Sander told CNN about 30 residents were asked to evacuate 

immediately as the wildfire closed in on the chemical plant. 

 

Some 450 people were evacuated in adjacent Woodward County. The estimated size of that fire was 

changed from 115,000 to 59,000 acres because of more accurate mapping, Finch-Walker said. There are 

two other major fires in the state. 

 

The blazes have consumed 200,000 acres, Gov. Mary Fallin said in announcing a state of emergency for 

52 counties because of wildfire and drought conditions. 

 

"I'm asking all Oklahomans to be vigilant and careful, and to do their part to prevent fires," Fallin said in a 

statement. "Anything that can be done to minimize fires will help to keep both our firefighters and the 

public safe." 

 

'The fire is rapidly spreading' 

 

State officials said dry conditions and strong winds have combined to create potential fire dangers. 

 

"These fires are going to continue to be quite explosive under these conditions, with that kind of wind 

pushing it, and all the dry fuels that are available," Finch-Walker told CNN. "The fire is rapidly spreading 

and growing and we will continue to see extreme fire behavior until we can get through this event." 

 

"We've got historic conditions as far as fire. We haven't seen these kinds of conditions in a decade," said 

Matt Lehenbauer, emergency management director for Woodward County. 

 

"We've had half an inch of rain in six months," Lehenbauer said. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 US, Russia enter new era of animosity 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-16/syria-strikes-lock-u-s-and-russia-into-a-new-

era-of-animosity  

GIST A few weeks ago, Donald Trump invited Vladimir Putin to meet -- maybe even at the White House. After 

U.S.-led missile strikes in Syria, the two nations’ officials can’t get into the same room without insulting 

each other. 

 

Speaking at an emergency session of the United Nations Security Council Saturday, hours after the U.S., 

France and the U.K. launched missiles intended to take out Syria’s chemical weapons capability, 

American Ambassador Nikki Haley called on Russia -- the main backer of the Syrian regime -- “to take a 

hard look at the company it keeps.” Her Russian counterpart Vassily Nebenzia retorted that the U.S. and 

its allies were engaged in the “diplomacy of myth-making.” 

 

The strikes against the regime of Russia’s ally Bashar al-Assad put an exclamation point on how swiftly 

ties between the former Cold War foes have deteriorated in recent weeks, with President Trump even 

overcoming his past unwillingness to criticize President Putin by name. 

 

Now, the U.S.-Russia relationship, already under severe strain over issues from Russian meddling in the 

2016 American presidential campaign to its role in Syria and Ukraine, may be irretrievably broken for the 
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foreseeable future. There may be too much bad blood, too much suspicion and too much anger on both 

sides to turn the animosity around. 

 

“I don’t see things getting better,” said Boris Zilberman, deputy director of congressional relations at the 

Foundation for Defense of Democracies and a Russia expert. “We’re at a very low point and clearly the 

administration’s position on Russia has hardened.” 

 

The result has been an unprecedented wave of retaliations and tit-for-tat actions. After the U.K. blamed 

Russia for the poisoning of a former spy in Britain, more than 150 Russian diplomats were expelled by the 

U.K. and allies including the U.S. The Trump administration followed with new sanctions on Russian 

oligarchs including billionaire aluminum magnate Oleg Deripaska. His company lost half its value in a day 

after the sanctions were announced. 

 

Haley raised the prospect of still more sanctions on Russia, saying Sunday on CBS’s “Face the Nation” 

that a fresh round of penalties would “go directly to any sorts of companies that were dealing with 

equipment” related to Assad and his chemical weapons. 

 

While for now no significant new U.S. sanctions seem likely --limiting Russian market losses after last 

week’s sharp declines -- in Moscow, lawmakers are starting Monday to discuss a draft law with counter-

measures against the U.S.. 

 

“What kind of cooperation can there be? Where?” asked Fyodor Lukyanov, head of Russia’s Council on 

Foreign and Defense Policy, who advises the Kremlin. Russia gets “new sanctions and threats every 

week,” he said. “Americans believe that you can humiliate and put pressure everywhere and at the same 

time offer cooperation where they need it. This does not happen.” 

 

The two countries routinely accuse each other of fabricating events, as they did during the Cold War. 

 

The U.S. says Russia is blocking investigators from the scene of the chemical attack that prompted the 

latest airstrikes. Russia has argued both that the attack in the Syrian city of Douma never happened or that 

it was orchestrated by the U.S. and its allies to provoke a military response. 

 

“Americans need to understand that the wars of the future will look more like this: Russia is investing 

significant resources to create propaganda and disinformation,” said Senator Ben Sasse, a Nebraska 

Republican, after Russia claimed that almost all the missiles fired into Syria were shot down -- an 

assertion the U.S. denied. “Our enemies will work to create confusion and distrust among Americans here 

at home.” 

 

What limited cooperation there was between the two countries has ground to a halt. A November 

agreement between the two sides to press all parties in Syria toward negotiations known as the Geneva 

process has stalled and they have abandoned plans for more “de-escalation zones” to ease the violence. 

Instead, Russia is attempting to create such zones with Turkey and Iran. 

 

From the White House, there is still hope that Russia will change its posture, and Trump’s informal 

invitation for an eventual meeting with Putin hasn’t been rescinded. 

 

“After his last call with President Putin on March 20, the president confirmed that the two had discussed a 

bilateral meeting at a number of potential venues, including the White House,” Robert Palladino, a 

spokesman for the National Security Council, said in a statement Sunday night. “The desire for a meeting 

still stands, as the president believes a better relationship with Russia is in our mutual interest. That said, 

the president has been consistent and tough on Russia.” 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Russia: chaos if West strikes Syria again 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/putin-syria-global-chaos/2018/04/15/id/854589/  
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GIST Russian President Vladimir Putin warned on Sunday that further Western attacks on Syria would bring 

chaos to world affairs, while signs emerged that Moscow and Washington want to pull back from the 

worst crisis in their relations for years. 

 

Putin made his remarks in a telephone conversation with Iranian counterpart Hassan Rouhani after the 

United States, France and Britain launched missile strikes on Syria on Saturday over a suspected poison 

gas attack. 

 

A Kremlin statement said Putin and Rouhani agreed that the Western strikes had damaged the chances of 

achieving a political resolution in the multi-sided, seven-year conflict that has killed at least half a million 

people. 

 

"Vladimir Putin, in particular, stressed that if such actions committed in violation of the U.N. Charter 

continue, then it will inevitably lead to chaos in international relations," a Kremlin statement said. 

 

The attacks struck at the heart of Syria's chemical weapons programme, Washington said, in retaliation for 

a suspected poison gas attack a week ago. All three participants insisted the strikes were not aimed at 

toppling President Bashar al-Assad or intervening in the conflict. 

 

The bombings, hailed by U.S. President Donald Trump as a success but denounced by Damascus and its 

allies as an act of aggression, marked the biggest intervention by Western countries against Assad and ally 

Russia, whose foreign minister Sergei Lavrov called them "unacceptable and lawless". 

 

Putin's comments were published shortly after Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov struck a 

more conciliatory note by saying Moscow would make every effort to improve political relations with the 

West. 

 

When asked whether Russia was prepared to work with the proposals of Western countries at the United 

Nations, Ryabkov told TASS news agency: "Now the political situation is extremely tense, the atmosphere 

is extremely electrified, so I will not make any predictions. 

 

"We will work calmly, methodically and professionally, using all opportunities to remove the situation 

from its current extremely dangerous political peak." 

 

Russian Foreign Ministry official Vladimir Ermakov said Washington would want to maintain a dialogue 

with Moscow about strategic stability after the raids, Russian media reported. 

 

In an indication that the West, too, would prefer to lower tensions, the United States and Britain both 

reiterated that their military action on Saturday was not aimed at Assad, Putin's ally, only at his use of 

chemical weapons. 

 

Speaking to the BBC, Britain's Foreign Secretary (Minister) Boris Johnson said that Western powers had 

no plans for further missile strikes, though they would assess their options if Damascus used chemical 

weapons again. 

 

"This is not about regime change ... This is not about trying to turn the tide of the conflict in Syria," he told 

the BBC, adding that Russia was the only country able to pressure Assad to negotiate an end to the 

conflict. 

 

Asked about U.S.-Russia relations, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley said ties were 

"very strained" but that the United States still hoped for a better relationship. 

 

Haley said that the United States would not pull its troops out of Syria until its goals were accomplished. 

Speaking on Fox News Sunday, Haley listed three aims for the United States: ensuring that chemical 

weapons are not used in any way that poses a risk to U.S. interests, that Islamic State is defeated and that 

there is a good vantage point to watch what Iran is doing. 
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Trump has made clear he wants to withdraw the roughly 2,000 U.S. troops involved in the anti-Islamic 

State campaign in Syria. But he appeared to contradict that message when he said on Saturday that 

Western allies were prepared to "sustain" the military response if Assad does not stop using prohibited 

chemical weapons. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Opposition to sanctuary spreads in Calif. 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/us-california-sanctuary-backlash/2018/04/15/id/854625/  

GIST More local governments in California are resisting the state's efforts to resist the Trump administration's 

immigration crackdown, and political experts see politics at play as Republicans try to fire up voters in a 

state where the GOP has grown weak. 

 

Since the Jeff Sessions-led Department of Justice sued California last month over its so-called "sanctuary 

state" law limiting police collaboration with immigration agents, at least a dozen local governments have 

voted to either join or support the lawsuit or for resolutions opposing the state's position. Those include the 

Board of Supervisors in Orange County, which has more than three million people. 

 

More action is coming this week, with leaders in the Orange County city of Los Alamitos scheduled to 

vote Monday on a proposal for a local law to exempt the community of 12,000 from the state law. On 

Tuesday, the San Diego County Board of Supervisors is meeting to consider joining the Trump 

administration lawsuit. 

 

Immigration has been a hot topic across the country since President Donald Trump campaigned in 2016 on 

promises of tougher enforcement and a wall on the U.S.-Mexico border. It has been a lightning rod issue in 

California far longer. 

 

The state passed a measure backed by Republican Gov. Pete Wilson in the 1990s to deny public healthcare 

and education to immigrants in the country illegally. It was later overturned but left a lingering resentment 

among the state's growing Hispanic population. 

 

In recent years, California Republicans have taken a less strident approach to immigration in a state where 

one in four people are foreign-born. But the Trump administration lawsuit has energized many in a party 

that has been rendered nearly irrelevant at the state level, where Democrats control every key office. 

 

"When the attorney general of the United States decides to take a firm position against it, I think that gave 

a signal to a lot of us that, 'Hey, California is on the wrong side of this thing,'" said Fred Whitaker, 

chairman of the Republican Party in Orange County. He also is a councilman in the city of Orange who 

proposed a local resolution on the issue that passed last week. 

 

Raphael Sonenshein, executive director of the Pat Brown Institute for Public Affairs at California State 

University, Los Angeles, said it's not surprising Republicans are galvanizing over immigration. 

 

"Politics is very much about emotions, especially in midterms," he said. "I think it was only a matter of 

time when people went back to the issue that actually hits the nerve in the Republican base these days 

more than any other." 

 

Under Democratic leadership, California has enacted a series of laws in recent years aimed at helping 

immigrants, including issuing driver's licenses regardless of legal status and assisting with tuition at state 

universities. After Trump was elected, lawmakers passed the measure to limit police collaboration with 

federal immigration agents. 

 

Immigrant and civil rights advocates applauded the measure, known as SB54, as a way to encourage 

immigrants to report crime to police without fearing deportation. Critics said it would make it too hard for 
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federal agents to find and deport ex-convicts who are a danger to communities. 

 

Most of the local governments siding with the Trump administration are in Orange County, an area once 

considered a GOP stronghold but that voted for Hillary Clinton in the 2016 presidential election. But it's 

starting to spread. 

 

Escondido in neighboring San Diego County has voted to support the federal lawsuit and last week the 

small city of Ripon in the state's Central Valley did the same. 

 

In many cases, meetings on the issue have drawn boisterous crowds. Anti-illegal immigration activists 

have traveled from city to city to attend, heightening tensions with those who want their communities to 

support immigrant-friendly policies or stay out of the fray. 

 

In response to the controversy, some local governments have taken the opposite approach. Leaders in 

Santa Ana, an Orange County city home to about 330,000 residents, voted to support California in the 

lawsuit. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Syrians Damascus rally support military 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-large-rally-damascus-supporting-assads-

army-54494618?   

GIST Hundreds of Syrians gathered on Monday in a landmark square in Syria's capital, Damascus, rallying in 

support of their armed forces, which they say succeeded in confronting the unprecedented joint airstrikes 

by the West over the weekend. 

 

State TV broadcast the rally live from the central Omayyad Square. Protesters waved Syrian flags at the 

demonstration, dubbed a "salute to the achievements of the Arab Syrian Army," set off fireworks and 

unleashed celebratory gunfire. 

 

Shouts of "Allah, Syria, and only Bashar," a reference to Syrian President Bashar Assad, rang out.  

 

The joint airstrikes by the United States, Britain and France bombed sites that the three countries said were 

linked to Syria's chemical weapons program. The airstrikes were triggered by an alleged chemical attack in 

the town of Douma, just outside of Damascus. 

 

Syrian activists said more than 40 people were killed, but Syria and Russia deny the attack. Russia accused 

Britain of staging the attack. 

 

Saturday's airstrikes came shortly after a fact-finding mission from the Organization of the Prohibition of 

Chemical Weapons arrived in Syria to investigate the attack. The mission is still expected to make it to 

Douma, where government security agencies and Russian military police have deployed after the town fell 

under government control, raising complaints from the Syrian opposition that evidence of chemical 

weapons' use might no longer be found. 

 

The OPCW is holding an emergency meeting Monday in the Hague to discuss the suspected chemical 

attack in Douma. 

 

The strikes have ratcheted up international tension, as the U.S. and Russia exchanged threats of retaliation. 

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley has indicated new economic sanctions will be 

announced Monday against Russia for enabling Assad's government to continue using chemical weapons. 

 

Russian President Vladimir Putin said the military strikes violated the U.N. Charter and that if they 

continue, "it will inevitably entail chaos in international relations," according to a Kremlin statement on 

Sunday. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Protestors rally to shutdown Starbucks 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/protesters-rally-philadelphia-starbucks-black-men-handcuffed-

arrested/story?   

GIST Protestors rallied Sunday at the downtown Philadelphia Starbucks where two black men were led out in 

handcuffs by police and accused of trespassing to decry the actions of the coffee company and the cops.  

 

Armed with bullhorns and signs, a small group of protestors gathered outside the Starbucks on Spruce 

Street and demanded action in the wake of Thursday's arrests. They directed their rage at Starbucks, the 

police department and the workers who called the cops in the first place.  

 

"We want the manager fired form this establishment for racially profiling black people," a man boomed 

from the bullhorn. "We want the police officers in the arrest fired as well."  

 

The protester with the bullhorn said the activists were "not going anywhere" and vowed, "We're going to 

show you want a shutdown means." 

 

The arrests of the men -- who have not been identified, but have retained an attorney -- was captured on 

video and tweeted by Melissa DePino, a 50-year-old mother of two who told ABC News she's vowed to 

not shop at Starbucks again.  

 

It's since been viewed more than 9 million times as of Sunday afternoon.  

 

"It was humiliating for those guys," Depino told ABC News. "They were completely minding their own 

business." 

 

Both men were later freed and the charges they were facing -- trespassing and disturbance -- were dropped 

Thursday night.  

 

This happened while paperwork was being drawn up. District Attorney Larry Krasner also refused to 

prosecute once Starbucks asked to not press charges, according to a video testimonial released by 

Philadelphia Police Commissioner Richard Ross Jr. on Saturday.  

 

Attempting to deflect blame away from his department, the commissioner assured the public that he has 

reviewed the facts and defended the cops, saying they "did absolutely nothing wrong."  

 

"I can tell you candidly these officers did a service they were called to do," he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Spring blizzard pounds Midwest 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/15/spring-blizzard-pounds-midwest-flights-canceled-deaths-

reported.html  

GIST Amid a spring blizzard in the Midwest that prompted hundreds of flights to be canceled Saturday, one 

runway has reopened at Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, officials said Sunday. 

 

A total of 469 flights had been canceled at the Minnesota airport alone, airport spokesman Patrick Hogan 

said. All of Saturday's incoming and outgoing flights were canceled because of heavy snowfall and low 

visibility. 

 

The snow was coming down too fast for plows to keep the runways clear or for crews to keep the planes 

deiced, airport officials said. 
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Hogan said crews were working to get other runways open. 

 

St. Paul also declared a snow emergency, as blizzard warnings continued into Sunday, the Minneapolis 

Star Tribune reported. 

 

“This system will rank up there as one of the most significant winter storms in some time,” read a Weather 

Service report early Saturday. It declared the storm “historic,” shortly after, the Star Tribune reported. 

 

“This is certainly one of the more powerful [storms] in recent memory,” Jacob Beitlich, a Weather Service 

meteorologist, said, according to the paper. “Any time you close a Twin Cities airport, it’s gotta be usually 

a pretty bad snowstorm.” 

 

Blizzard conditions have closed the airport for two days in Sioux Falls, South Dakota’s largest city. 

 

The snowfall, part of a storm system stretching from the Gulf Coast to the Great Lakes, brought snow, 

tornadoes, rain and hail. 

 

At least three weather-related deaths occurred in Wisconsin, Nebraska and Louisiana. 

 

By Saturday night, Minneapolis was buried under more than 13 inches of snow. 

 

It marked the first time a blizzard has descended on the metro area of the Twin Cities since 2005, the Star 

Tribune said, citing the National Weather Service. 

 

Hundreds of crashes and spinouts were reported across the state, according to the Star Tribune. One 

fatality occurred Saturday when a vehicle struck a pedestrian in Medina, but it was unclear whether it was 

weather-related. 

 

The weather is expected to persist through Sunday in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan before moving 

into New York state and New England. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 US, Jordan joint military exercise 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/simulated-chemical-incident-part-jordan-us-

military-drill-54479293?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The United States and Jordan have launched a 12-day military exercise with scenarios ranging from border 

security to counter-terrorism and for the first time a simulated chemical incident. 

 

The Eager Lion drill started Sunday, a day after the U.S., France and Britain launched missiles at Syrian 

military targets in response to an alleged chemical weapons attack near Damascus a week ago. 

 

Maj. Gen. Jon Mott, the director of Exercises and Training at the U.S. Central Command, told reporters 

that a mobile laboratory team will respond to a simulated chemical incident. 

 

He said that it's a "threat all too real, as we've seen recently in Syria." 

 

More than 7,000 troops, including 3,500 U.S. service members, are participating in the annual drill, the 

U.S. military's largest and most complex in the region. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Jefferson Co. to offer CERT training 
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SOURCE https://www.peninsuladailynews.com/news/jefferson-county-to-offer-community-emergency-

response-team-training/  

GIST PORT TOWNSEND — Jefferson County is about to start a Community Emergency Response Team 

training program. 

 

Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) training has been provided in neighboring Clallam 

County but not in Jefferson County, until now. 

 

The Jefferson County Department of Emergency Management, all county fire districts and the 

Neighborhood Preparedness (NPREP) action group through Local 20/20 are collaborating on the program, 

said Lynn Sterbenz, director of Jefferson County Department of Emergency Management. 

 

The CERT program educates volunteers about disaster preparedness for possible hazards and trains them 

in such basic disaster response skills as fire safety, light search and rescue, team organization and disaster 

medical operations. 

 

A program manager course will be offered May 21-22, while a three-day train-the-trainer course is 

planned May 23-25. Both are offered free, with training materials provided, but prerequisites and pre-

registration are required. 

 

Interested participants must complete and return a registration form by May 16. Registration will be on a 

first-come, first-served basis. Class size is limited to 30 students with minimum being 15. 

 

Qualified volunteers are sought for both courses, Sterbenz said. 

 

The first step for the Jefferson County program is to build a cadre of volunteer CERT instructors, Sterbenz 

said. 

 

The county now has seven qualified CERT instructors, as opposed to more than 25 in Clallam County. 

 

“We know there are highly qualified retired people in Jefferson County, some of whom are likely CERT 

trained already who might be interested in joining our instructor pool,” Sterbenz said. 

 

Program managers will assist in the ongoing logistical aspects of coordinating the CERT program. The 

course will prepare participants to work with the Department of Emergency Management, fire districts and 

NPREP. 

 

The prerequisites for both courses are the same: Participants must have completed the CERT basic training 

course (any location is acceptable) or completed the online course IS-317: Introduction to CERT, which 

can be found at https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-317. 

 

It also is necessary to have a referral from a CERT-sponsoring agency, such as the Department of 

Emergency Management, city or county government, fire districts, schools, hospitals, or a community-

based organization such as NPREP. 

 

The registration form is available on the State of Washington, Emergency Management Division’s 

Training and Exercise calendar. Visit https://mil.wa.gov/training-and-exercise and click on the In-State 

Training Calendar. 

 

CERT offers a consistent, nationwide approach to volunteer training and organization that professional 

responders can rely on during disaster situations, which allows them to focus on more complex tasks, 

Sterbenz said. 

 

“Through CERT, the capabilities to prepare for, respond to and recover from disasters is built and 

enhanced,” she said in a news release. 
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The CERT program was designed as a grassroots initiative and is structured so that the local and state 

program managers have the flexibility to form their programs in the way that best suits their communities, 

Sterbenz said. 

 

There are more than 2,700 local CERT programs nationwide, with more than 600,000 individuals trained 

since CERT became a national program. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Britain: no new attacks planned for now 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2018-04-15/no-new-attacks-planned-against-syria-for-

now-says-britain  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - There are no plans as yet to repeat missile strikes on Syria, but Britain will consider 

further action if President Bashar al-Assad again uses chemical weapons against his people, foreign 

minister Boris Johnson said on Sunday. 

 

In a show of support for Prime Minister Theresa May's decision to join the United States and France in 

attacking chemical weapons facilities in Syria on Saturday, her one-time political rival Johnson said it was 

the right thing to do. 

 

But the prime minister may not find such backing when she faces parliament on Monday, where some 

lawmakers are angry that May took military action without their approval - a process that has increasingly 

become a tradition in Britain. 

 

Speaking to the BBC, Johnson said what he described as the successful strikes on three sites in Syria were 

a message from the world that enough was enough, but acknowledged he could not say whether Assad still 

had chemical weapons. 

 

"There is no proposal on the table at the moment for further attacks because so far, thank heavens, the 

Assad regime have not been so foolish as to launch another chemical weapons attack," he told the Andrew 

Marr show. 

 

"If and when such a thing were to happen then clearly, with allies, we would study what the options were." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Best age to claim Social Security? 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/retirement/2018/04/14/9-different-ages-for-

claiming-social-security-and-what-they-mean-to-you/33696453/  

GIST Social Security serves as a key source of income for millions of retired seniors, and as an eligible worker, 

you get an eight-year window to start taking benefits. Here are the various ages at which you might claim 

Social Security, and their impact on your benefits. 

 

Age 62 

Age 62 is the earliest point at which you can file for Social Security, and it's also the most popular age for 

seniors to claim benefits. The advantage of filing at 62 is that you get your money sooner. The downside, 

however, is that you'll face the greatest reduction in benefits by going this route. 

 

If you're entitled to a full monthly benefit of $1,500 at age 67, for example, then filing at 62 will knock 

each payment you collect down to $1,050. That said, if you're unemployed come 62 or need the money for 

another reason, you're better off taking benefits than resorting to credit card debt. 

 

Age 63 

Filing for Social Security at 63 still means taking benefits early and having them significantly reduced. 
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Still, if you're desperate for cash, it often pays to take that hit, which won't be quite as bad as it would if 

you were to file at 62. Using our example above, a $1,500 benefit at age 67 would be whittled down to 

$1,125 at 63 -- not ideal, but better than collecting just $1,050. 

 

Age 64 

Claiming Social Security at age 64 will also result in a sizable reduction in your full monthly benefit. But 

it won't be as drastic as filing at an earlier age. In the case of a $1,500 benefit at 67, you'd only lose about 

20% by filing at 64, thereby resulting in a $1,200 monthly payment. 

 

Age 65 

Once you turn 65, you're eligible for coverage under Medicare. As such, some people get confused and 

assume that 65 is the age at which they're able to collect their Social Security benefits in full. Not so. Still, 

if you retire at 65 once Medicare kicks in and decide to file for benefits simultaneously, you won't face 

such an extreme reduction. Following the above example, a $1,500 monthly benefit at 67 would only be 

reduced to $1,300 at 65. 

 

Age 66 

Age 66 is a significant one from a Social Security standpoint because it's when workers born between 

1943 and 1954 reach full retirement age and are thereby eligible to collect their monthly benefits without a 

reduction. Your full retirement age is a function of your year of birth, as follows: 

YEAR OF BIRTH FULL RETIREMENT AGE 

1943-1954 66 

1955 66 and 2 months 

1956 66 and 4 months 

1957 66 and 6 months 

1958 66 and 8 months 

1959 66 and 10 months 

1960 67 

Data source: Social Security Administration. 

 

Therefore, if you were born after 1954 but before 1960, your full retirement age is 66 and a certain number 

of months. If you were born in 1960 or later and have a full retirement age of 67, filing for Social Security 

at 66 will reduce your benefits by about 6.67%. That means a full monthly benefit of $1,500 would go 

down to just $1,400 if you were to take them a year earlier. 

 

Age 67 

If you were born in 1960 or later, this is perhaps the age you've been waiting for, since it's when you get to 

take your monthly benefits in full. In our example, age 67 is when you'd get that $1,500 we keep talking 

about. That said, you don't have to file for Social Security at full retirement age. You can hold off and 

grow your benefits for a higher monthly payout. 

 

Age 68 

Though 68 is hardly a common age for taking Social Security, it's a strategic one nonetheless. That's 

because for each year you delay your benefits past full retirement age up until age 70, you get an 8% boost 

in payments, which, in our ongoing example, would take a full monthly benefit of $1,500 at 67 up to 

$1,620 at 68. That increase then remains in effect for the rest of your life. Of course, not everyone wants 

or can afford to hold off on benefits all the way until 70, but waiting until 68 is a decent compromise -- 
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you get a modest boost without having to wait too long. 

 

Age 69 

Age 69 is a good time to take your benefits if you don't need them sooner. Doing so will boost our 

aforementioned $1,500 benefit to $1,740, thus guaranteeing a higher payout for as long as you collect 

Social Security. 

 

Age 70 

The credits you accrue for delaying benefits past full retirement age stop accumulating once you reach 70. 

Therefore, it's considered the latest age to file for Social Security. Granted, you don't have to sign up for 

benefits at that time, but there's really no financial incentive not to. If you're dealing with a full retirement 

age of 67, filing at 70 means boosting your benefits by 24%, which would turn a $1,500 monthly payment 

into $1,860 -- for life. 

 

Which of the above ages is the right one for you to take benefits? It depends on a host of circumstances, 

from your savings level to your employment status to the state of your health. The key is to understand the 

pros and cons of filing at various ages so you land on the one that works best for you. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Recall: 200M eggs 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/nation-now/2018/04/14/200-million-eggs-recalled-over-

salmonella-fears/518245002/  

GIST GREENSBORO, N.C. — More than 200 million eggs are being recalled over fears of salmonella. 

 

Rose Acre Farms of Seymour, Ind., is voluntarily recalling the eggs due to possible contamination with the 

bacteria. 

 

According to the Food and Drug Administration, 22 illnesses have been reported so far. 

 

The eggs were distributed from the farm in Hyde County, N.C., and reached consumers in Colorado, 

Florida, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, and West 

Virginia through retail stores and restaurants. 

 

They were sold under the brand names Country Daybreak; Crystal Farms; Coburn Farms; Sunshine Farms; 

Glenview; Great Value; as well as at Walmart and Food Lion stores. 

 

The egg recall is the largest in the United States since 2010, according to Food Safety News. 

 

The recall involves eggs with the plant number P-105, with the Julian date range of 011 through 012 

printed on either side of the carton or package. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 France: Syria used chemicals in attack 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/14/France-issues-report-with-evidence-Assad-

used-chemicals-in-attack/8611523742681/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=1  

GIST April 14 (UPI) -- In the aftermath of the early morning attacks on Syria, France declassified a report with 

details they say prove that a chemical attack in Syria last week was carried out by the regime of President 

Bashar Assad. 

 

The seven-page report, released by the Foreign Ministry on Saturday, said chemicals used in attacks on the 

Damascus suburb of Douma April 7 left victims with skin and cornea burns, suffocation and other 

breathing difficulties and extreme salivation and secretions from the mouth and nose, all markers 
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consistent with the effects of chlorine gas. 

 

The report also states other strikes using chemical weapons have been carried out by the Syrian 

government since April 4, 2017, when a chemical attack in Syria's northern Idlib province left more than 

80 civilians dead. 

 

French President Emmanuel Macron had been under pressure to back his claim that France has "proof" of 

Assad's role in the chemical attack in Douma. 

 

France joined the United States and Great Britain early Saturday in firing 105 missiles at three sites in a 

"proportional" attack, destroying "fundamental components" of Syria's chemical weapons infrastructure 

including a research center in greater Damascus, a chemical weapons storage facility and another storage 

facility and command center, both in Homs. 

 

France's conclusions were supported U.S. officials who determined that chlorine and sarin, a highly toxic 

nerve agent, were used on the civilians in the April 7 attack. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Australia bushfire threatens Sydney 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-43773656  

GIST Hundreds of Australian firefighters are tackling a large bushfire that has reportedly affected homes in the 

southern suburbs of Sydney. 

 

The New South Wales Rural Fire Service (RFS) said it was concerned that flying embers could spark new 

blazes ahead of the advancing fire front. 

 

Some residents have been instructed to seek shelter as evacuation is now too dangerous. 

 

Recent weather in south-eastern Australia has been unseasonably hot. 

 

Shane Fitzsimmons from the RFS said the fire was behaving "very aggressively". 

 

Strong winds have been pushing the flames north and east towards suburban areas. 

 

The fire has burned nearly 2,500 hectares of land, the RFS said. 

 

More than 70 fire appliances were stationed along roads dividing bushland from homes while helicopters 

were dumping water on the fire from above, SBS reported. 

 

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull praised the emergency response. 

 

"It is unseasonably hot and that's a matter of obviously great concern, but we have to deal with the worst 

that Mother Nature can throw at us and the worse Australians are presented with by nature, the better it 

brings out the Australian spirit," he said. 

 

New South Wales police have declared the area a crime scene but the RFS says it is too early to know if 

the fire was started deliberately, SBS reported. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Gun rights rallies at state capitols 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/15/gun-rights-supporters-hold-rallies-at-state-capitols-

across-us.html  
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GIST Gun rights advocates rallied at state capitols across the country on Saturday to make their voices heard 

amid recent efforts to impose stricter gun-control laws that they fear undermine their Second Amendment 

rights. 

 

Peaceful protesters numbering in the hundreds gathered outside statehouses from Maine to Wyoming to 

hear speakers warn that any restrictions on gun ownership or use could eventually lead to bans for law-

abiding gun owners. 

 

“Gun owners have been portrayed in a negative way and it is our hope that this peaceable rally will show 

that we are safe, law-abiding individuals that happen to take our constitutional rights very seriously,” Dave 

Gulya, an organizer for the Maine event that attracted about 800 people, told the Bangor Daily News. 

 

The National Constitutional Coalition of Patriotic Americans sponsored the 45 planned rallies across the 

U.S. in support of the right to bear arms, according to the paper. 

 

"If you have a building and you take a brick out every so often, after a while you're not going to have a 

building," said Westley Williams, who joined about 100 people outside the state Supreme Court building 

in Cheyenne, Wyo. 

 

An estimated 160 Second Amendment supporters rallied in Atlanta, with some carrying firearms, flags and 

signs saying “Don’t Tread on Me” as they listened to speakers talk about gun rights. 

 

Protesters in Vermont took to the steps of the Statehouse in Montpelier, where days earlier they felt Gov. 

Phil Scott “betrayed” them when he signed three major gun control measures. 

 

“Three days ago, on these steps, we were betrayed," Joe Nagle told the Burlington Free Press. "We were 

promised no new gun laws." 

 

The paper reported that the National Rifle Association criticized Scott, a Republican, and called on gun 

owners to abandon the governor, who changed his stance in February after an alleged school shooting plot 

shook the state. 

 

Saturday's protests came less than three weeks after hundreds of thousands marched in Washington, New 

York and elsewhere to demand tougher gun laws after the Feb. 14 school shooting in Parkland, Fla., that 

killed 17. Organizers of those protests demanded a ban on assault weapons and high-capacity magazines, 

and called for universal background checks on potential gun owners. 

 

Pro-gun protesters also showed up in Boston; Indianapolis; Albany, N.Y.; Austin, Texas; Des Moines, 

Iowa; and other cities. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Experts: strikes won’t stop Syria Assad 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/trump-s-u-s-led-airstrike-syria-won-t-stop-n866046  

GIST The Pentagon boasted Saturday that its coordinated show of military force obliterated key chemical 

weapons facilities in Syria and set back the country's chemical weapons capabilities "for years." 

 

But military and Middle East experts say the predawn onslaught — touted by the Defense Department as 

"precise, overwhelming and effective" — appears to have been little more than an empty gesture and 

likely did not do much to alter Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's military calculus. 

 

Gen. Douglas Lute, the former U.S. ambassador to NATO, said that Assad's threshold for pain is very high 

because "he's in a fight for his life" to maintain control of his country, which has been mired in a seven-

year civil war. 
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The airstrikes, which targeted three facilities involved in research or storage of chemical weapons in 

western Syria, won't disable him from taking further action — whether chemical or conventional, Lute 

said. 

 

"I think he's feeling reasonably good right now," Lute said of Assad. "Some of his facilities were struck, 

but it doesn't really challenge his hold on the country." 

 

But experts said it's unclear how long of an impact the strike would have on Assad's weapon capabilities 

and whether it would dissuade him, as intended, from using chemical weapons in the future. Syria has 

repeatedly denied using chemical weapons against its people. 

 

They also said the so-called red line that the Trump administration is drawing, meant as a marker for 

reprisals, could be problematic. 

 

"People will see [the reasoning for the strike] and say, 'Does that mean that Bashar al-Assad has the green 

light to use conventional munitions against defenseless civilians?'" said former Ambassador Lincoln 

Bloomfield, who served in the past three Republican administrations, most recently as the assistant 

secretary of state for political-military affairs under President George W. Bush. 

 

Assad, meanwhile, appeared unruffled Saturday as he strolled into the presidential palace in Damascus, 

briefcase in hand and mere miles from where some of the missiles struck chemical weapons depots hours 

earlier, according to a video released on Twitter by the Syrian regime. 

 

While the attack may have destroyed the facilities where Syria combines its chemical agents, the strike 

likely will only cripple the country's ability to deploy certain agents, such as sarin gas, experts told NBC 

News. 

 

Sarin was not the only agent used in the alleged chemical attack last week on the rebel stronghold of 

Douma, east of Damascus, senior Trump administration officials said Saturday. 

 

Defense Secretary James Mattis told reporters Friday that chlorine gas was also used. Experts say that it's a 

common industrial chemical that is not difficult to produce and can be added to a barrel bomb or 

improvised artillery rocket. 

 

It's unlikely Syria's ability to produce or find the chemical were inhibited by the airstrikes in any way, said 

Justin Bronk, a research fellow at the Royal United Services Institute in London. 

 

The widespread use of chlorine for commercial purposes means that it is not included in the Chemical 

Weapons Convention that came into effect in 1997, a point readily cited by the Russian and Syrian 

governments. But the use of it as a gas in war or as an attachment to an explosive does constitute a war 

crime, experts said, and it's a simple weapon that has roots that go as far back as World War I. 

 

That's why some experts don't think the strategic strike on chemical weapons facilities in Syria will have a 

long-term effect on the Assad regime, including its military operations. 

 

"I don't think [their chemical weapons] capability will have been affected significantly at all," Bronk said. 

"And the delivery mechanism that is the Syrian Air Force — we have not seen much in terms of bases 

being hit as opposed to chemical facilities. The aircraft were mostly evacuated so they would have 

remained untouched." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 US warns ‘locked, loaded’ on Syria 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/syria-strikes-haley-warns-u-s-locked-and-loaded-if-syrian-regime-

uses-poisonous-gas-again/  
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GIST The U.S. ambassador to the United Nations said President Donald Trump told her Saturday morning that if 

the Syrian regime uses poisonous gas again, "the United States is locked and loaded" to strike again. Nikki 

Haley relayed the message from Mr. Trump at an emergency meeting of the U.N. Security Council on 

Saturday.  

 

"When our president draws a red line, our president enforces the red line," she said.  

 

Haley said the message from the U.S., U.K. and French airstrikes overnight that "crippled Syria's chemical 

weapons program" was "crystal clear." 

 

"The United States of America will not allow the Assad regime to continue using chemical weapons," she 

said.  
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HEADLINE 04/14 Closer look at targets hit in Syria 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/syrian-airstrikes-hit-chemical-weapons-facilities-2018-04-14/  

GIST The U.S., together with the U.K. and France, targeted three sites in Syria overnight in response to the 

Syrian regime's alleged use of chemical weapons on civilians last weekend. The Pentagon said a total of 

105 weapons were launched in the operation. 

 

"This is going to set the Syrian chemical weapons program back for years," Lt. Gen. Kenneth McKenzie, a 

director of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said Saturday morning. 

 

Chief Pentagon spokeswoman Dana White described the target choices as "very methodical" and called it 

a "deliberate decision" to go after chemical weapons facilities.  

 

"The strikes went at the very heart of the enterprise to the research, to develop, to storage. So we are very 

confident that we have significantly crippled Assad's ability to produce these weapons," White said. 

 

Barzeh research and development center, Damascus 

The Pentagon said 76 missiles were aimed at the research center located northeast of central Damascus. 

McKenzie said 57 of the missiles were Tomahawk missiles, adding that the strikes "successfully 

destroyed" three buildings in the city. 

 

The research center was used for development, production and testing of chemical and biological warfare 

technology, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Gen. Joseph Dunford said at a news conference Friday.   

 

Britain's Ministry of Defense said the facility was a former missile base where the Syrian regime keeps 

"chemical weapon precursors stockpiled in breach of Syria's obligations under the Chemical Weapons 

Convention." It said the facility is located "some distance from any known concentrations of civilian 

habitation, reducing yet further any such risk." 

 

Images from The Associated showed the damage to the facility that was essentially reduced to rubble. 

 

CBS News correspondent Seth Doane visited the site Saturday where the complex once stood. He spoke 

with a scientist only identified as Sayed who said his office -- and life's work -- were inside the building. 

 

Sayed said he'd worked there for 38 years and cried when he saw the complex in ruins. He said it's "totally 

incorrect" that chemical weapons were being developed there. "The Organization for the Prohibition of 

Chemical Weapons (OPCW) visited here and didn't report anything wrong with this place," he said.  

 

Him Shinshar chemical weapons storage site, west of Homs 

The facility is located 15 miles west of Homs and was the primary location of Syrian serin and precursor 

production equipment, Dunford said. 
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Twenty-two weapons were aimed at the site, including naval cruise missiles and scout teams, McKenzie 

said Saturday. 

 

Second chemical weapons storage site, west of Homs 

Seven missiles targeted the bunker, which was successfully hit, Gen. McKenzie said Saturday. He said the 

missiles were delivered from British, French and U.S. from the Mediterranean, and each strike hit around 

4 a.m. in Syria. 

 

"This strike aimed to deliver a clear and unambiguous message to the Syrian regime that their use of 

chemical weapons against innocent civilians is inexcusable and to deter any future use of chemical 

weapons," McKenzie said Saturday.  

 

He said initial indications showed the strikes accomplished the Pentagon's "military objections without 

material interference from Syria." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Warship ruse, new stealth missiles 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-14/warship-ruse-and-new-stealth-missiles-how-

they-attacked-syria  

GIST President Donald Trump’s outrage over another apparent chemical weapons attack by Syrian President 

Bashar al-Assad was clear. And for the second time in his presidency, the U.S. commander-in-chief 

demanded retaliation. 

 

As images of sick or dying children flooded global media all week, the U.S. guided-missile destroyer USS 

Winston Churchill churned toward the Mediterranean to join a flotilla of allied warships, including another 

U.S. destroyer, the USS Donald Cook. 

 

It was a ruse. 

 

While both vessels carry as many as 90 Tomahawk missiles -- the main weapon used in the Friday evening 

strike on Syria -- neither ship in the end fired a shot. Instead, according to a person familiar with White 

House war planning, they were part of a plan to distract Russia and its Syrian ally from an assault Assad’s 

government could do little to defend itself against. 

 

It worked. Pentagon officials on Saturday said they faced little resistance to their targeted attack on what 

they said were three Syrian chemical weapons facilities. Most of the Syrian countermeasures, including 

defensive ballistic missiles, were fired after U.S. and allied weapons hit their targets, Lieutenant General 

Kenneth McKenzie told reporters on Saturday. 

 

“No Syrian weapon had any effect on anything we did,” McKenzie said. He described the joint U.S., 

French and U.K. strike as “precise, overwhelming and effective.” 

 

Brazen as it was perceived to be, the Assad regime’s decision to again use chemical weapons on own 

people didn’t by itself spur the U.S. to act. The Trump administration was also motivated by how closely 

the attack followed the use of a nerve agent to poison a Russian ex-spy and his daughter in England in 

March, an action the U.K. government and its allies blamed on Russia. 

 

The English incident added to concerns held by Trump, his top aides, and leaders in the U.K. and France 

that not responding might encourage proliferation of chemical weapons, according to two administration 

officials who spoke on condition of anonymity to discuss the deliberations. 

 

As the strategy of how to respond took shape, Trump appeared to telegraph his intentions to the world with 

a tweet on April 11: “Russia vows to shoot down any and all missiles fired at Syria. Get ready Russia, 
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because they will be coming, nice and new and ‘smart!”’ 

 

Analysts suggested Assad’s regime would respond to Trump’s threats by protectively moving weapons 

and personnel away from likely targets. An already difficult battle plan -- which required hitting Assad 

without provoking Russian reprisals or injecting the U.S. further into Syria’s seven-year civil war -- was 

getting harder. 

 

In the White House, Trump met with military officials and made several calls to his French and British 

counterparts, President Emmanuel Macron and Prime Minister Theresa May, with the goal of following 

through on a threat to impose a “big price’’ on Syria -- a vow made in an earlier tweet, on April 8. 

 

During a meeting with the National Security Council and top military leaders early in the week, Trump 

had been presented five large target options -- called sets -- for potential strikes, according to the person 

familiar with the plans. The president largely listened as Pentagon chief Jim Mattis, Joint Chiefs Chairman 

Marine Corps General Joe Dunford and other military leaders did most of the talking. New National 

Security Adviser John Bolton -- who started work on April 9 -- and Vice President Mike Pence were also 

on hand. 

 

The president asked Bolton and the military leaders to justify each potential target, and was particularly 

focused on limiting the risk of escalation by Russia. There was unanimity among Trump’s top national 

security staff about conducting strikes but debate about how hard to hit the Syrians, the person said. 

 

Trump, who just a week earlier said he wanted to pull U.S. troops out of Syria “very soon,” didn’t want to 

become drawn into the civil war there and instead focused the military response on deterring the use of 

chemical weapons, according to the official. 

 

With the allies on board and the USS Winston Churchill arriving in the Mediterranean region, the attack 

was nearly under way. 

 

As the president addressed the nation at 9 p.m. Washington time, on Friday, a barrage of 105 U.S., U.K. 

and French missiles converged on Syria. They came from the Red Sea, the Arabian Gulf and the 

Mediterranean, homing in from three directions to overwhelm whatever missile defenses Assad’s regime 

might deploy. Russia’s more advanced air defense system didn’t engage the allied weapons. 

 

According to the Pentagon, the allied weaponry included 19 new “Extended-Range” stealthy Joint Air-to-

Surface Standoff Attack Munitions launched by two B-1B bombers based out of Al Udeid Air Base, Qatar, 

and six Tomahawk cruise missiles launched from the Virginia-class USS John Warner submarine. The 

bomber-launched missiles, built by Lockheed Martin Corp., had never been used in combat. 

 

The cruiser USS Monterey fired 30 Tomahawks and the destroyer USS Laboon fired seven Tomahawks 

from the Red Sea. The destroyer USS Higgins fired 23 Tomahawks from the North Arabian Gulf, 

according to McKenzie. 

 

The weapons also included French SCALP-EG cruise missiles and British Storm Shadow standoff missiles 

launched by Tornado and Typhoon jets. Nine SCALP missiles were fired at what the Pentagon said was a 

chemical weapons storage complex at Hims-Shinshar, along with two SCALPS, nine Tomahawks and 

eight Storm Shadows. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Caravan migrants on freight train to US 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/americas/central-america-migrant-caravan-train/index.html  

GIST Tultitlán, Mexico (CNN)A stampede of Central American migrants rushed to the tracks Saturday when the 

first whistle of the train rang out. 
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After a few days in Mexico City, it was time to continue their journey north to the US border. About 500 

migrants traveling in a caravan climbed onto the freight train just outside the Mexican city of Tultitlán. 

 

They were about 1,500 miles south of the US-Mexico border as they started heading northwest to the city 

of Celaya. 

 

As the train slowed down, migrants scrambled around the train cars to find a way to climb aboard, 

throwing small bags of belongings onto the train and hastily helping one another. 

 

Police and guards watched from a few feet away. Some took photos. None took action to stop the migrants 

as they climbed the train. 

 

As migrants set makeshift tents with blankets to protect them from the dusty wind and scorching sun, 

people from the ground and a bridge above waved. Some tossed water and snacks. As the train pulled 

forward, one migrant yelled out, "Gracias Mexico!" ("Thank you Mexico!") 

 

More than 1,100 people set on the journey across Mexico on March 25, but they have dispersed into 

smaller groups as they headed north, organizers said. 

 

The government of Mexico has granted many of the migrants temporary permission to stay in the country. 

Most of the migrants agree Mexico has been a welcoming place. Police have escorted the caravan at times 

and stopped traffic to help the convoys stay together. Churches and shelters have opened their doors, 

providing food and a safe place to sleep. Some of the migrants have decided to stay in Mexico. 

 

The migrants, most from Honduras, say they are fleeing violence and poverty. Honduras and El Salvador 

are among the countries with the highest homicide rates in the world. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 US confident Syria used chlorine, sarin 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/politics/us-chlorine-sarin-syria/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Senior US officials expressed confidence Saturday that both chlorine and sarin gas were used in 

Syria's alleged chemical weapons attack on the Damascus enclave of Douma last week -- a conclusion that 

went a step further than Vice President Mike Pence did in his remarks earlier Saturday. 

 

"While the available information is much greater on the chlorine use, we do have significant information 

that also points to sarin use," a senior administration official said on a call with reporters, citing reports 

from media, nongovernmental organizations and other open sources.  

 

"They do point to miosis -- constricted pupils -- convulsions and disruptions to central nervous systems. 

Those symptoms don't come from chlorine. They come from nerve agents. ... It's a much more efficient 

weapon, unfortunately, the way the regime has been using it, and it's resulted in higher deaths, it resulted 

in terrible pictures." 

 

The comments come a day after the United States launched targeted airstrikes against suspected chemical 

weapons facilities in Syria in coordination with the British and French. 

 

Earlier Saturday, Pence held off from expressing a final judgment about whether sarin gas was deployed in 

the chemical weapons attack. 

 

"Chlorine and possibly nerve agents were used," Pence said during his address at the Summit of the 

Americas in Peru. 

 

Another administration official laid out evidence on Saturday for the United States' conclusion that Syrian 

President Bashar al-Assad's government was behind the chemical weapons attack; that included 
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eyewitness accounts of Syrian government helicopters circling the site of the attack on April 7 and high-

resolution photos that "clearly" documented asphyxiation and foaming at the mouth. 

 

"Assad has established himself as a user of chemical weapons" from past attacks, the official added. 

 

Another official said, "We have incontrovertible evidence from the photos" that chemical weapons were 

used and it was "clear to the international community." 

 

The administration maintains that it "exhausted every avenue in the international community" for 

diplomacy and sanctions before launching the missile strike, and that the President and allies felt the 

appropriate response was military action. 

 

US officials said they hope the strike will serve to deter Syria's government from using chemical weapons 

in the future. 

 

"If this step does not succeed, we will be prepared to act again," an official said on the call, echoing what 

other top administration officials emphasized on Saturday. Whether or not that happens is up to Syria and 

also Russia, the officials said. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 US, allies: end Syria chem. program 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/15/middleeast/us-uk-france-russia-un-syria-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The United States, the United Kingdom and France are pushing for an "irreversible" end to Syria's 

chemical weapons program, amid furious recriminations from Russia over the effectiveness and legality of 

a wave of US-led missile strikes on Syrian targets. 

 

UN diplomats shared with CNN a new resolution, led by France and backed by the US and the UK, calling 

for an independent investigation into the suspected chemical weapons attack inside Syria that precipitated 

the cruise missile strikes unleashed by the Western allies Friday. 

 

France's ambassador to the United Nations, Francois Delattre, said Syria's chemical weapons program 

must be dismantled in a "verifiable and irreversible way." 

 

The renewed push for a UN-backed diplomatic solution follows a volatile emergency meeting of the UN 

Security Council, called by Moscow Saturday, with Russia's UN ambassador, Vassily Nebenzia, 

condemning the joint US-British-French strikes as a violation of international law. 

 

Nebenzia said Friday's missile strikes, targeted at facilities associated with the Syrian regime's chemical 

weapons program, had been a "blow to the political settlement" in the divided Middle Eastern nation. 

 

The Russian-led response to the strikes, though limited to words, comes amid days of building pressure 

and talk among UN diplomats of a potential new Cold War. 

 

UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres has urged all Security Council members to show restraint, as US 

Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley told the meeting that Washington remains "locked and loaded" to 

respond to any future Syrian chemical attacks. 

 

Outside of the UN, protests against the strikes were held around the world Saturday, including in major 

cities in the US, Mexico, Greece and the UK. 

 

While some of the protestors came out in support of Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad's regime, many 

others were opposed to the use of military action by Western powers against Syria. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Russia: Western-designed nerve agent 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-trace-western-made-nerve-agent-uk-samples-

54468326  

GIST Russia's foreign minister says Moscow has received a document from a Swiss lab that analyzed the 

samples in the nerve agent poisoning of an ex-Russian spy, which points at a Western-designed nerve 

agent as a likely cause. 

 

Minister Sergey Lavrov said Saturday that Moscow received the confidential information from the 

laboratory in Spiez, Switzerland, that analyzed samples from the site of the March 4 poisoning of Sergei 

Skripal and his daughter in the English city of Salisbury. 

 

He said the analysis was done at the request of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. 

 

The OPCW's report confirmed British findings that the Skripals were poisoned with a military-grade nerve 

agent, but didn't say who was responsible. 

 

Britain has accused Russia of poisoning them with a Soviet-designed agent, an accusation that Moscow 

denies. 

 

Lavrov said the document indicated that the samples from Salisbury contained BZ nerve agent and its 

precursor. He said BZ was part of chemical arsenals of the U.S., Britain and other NATO countries, while 

the Soviet Union and Russia never developed the agent. 

 

Lavrov added that the Swiss lab also pointed at the presence of the nerve agent A234 in the samples, but 

added that the lab noted that its presence in the samples appeared strange, given the substance's high 

volatility and the relatively long period between the poisoning and the sample-taking. 

 

He noted that OPCW's report didn't contain any mention of BZ, adding that Russia will ask the chemical 

weapons watchdog for an explanation. 

 

Britain said that the A234 agent belonged to the family of Soviet-designed nerve agents dubbed Novichok. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Thousands protest in Athens against US 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/thousands-protest-athens-us-led-syria-airstrikes-

54478012?  

GIST Thousands of Greeks turned up at a rally and march in central Athens organized by the Communist Party 

to protest the U.S.-led airstrikes against Syria. 

 

The protesters gathered Saturday at Athens' central Syntagma Square before marching to the U.S. 

Embassy, chanting anti-U.S. slogans and carrying banners. Some wrote on the pavement in red paint: 

"Americans, murderers of people." 

 

Police vehicles barricaded access to the embassy and protesters left peacefully. 

 

Dimitris Koutsoumbas, the Communist Party's leader, blasted Greek politicians for believing "flimsy 

excuses about a use of chemical weapons" by Syria. He also criticized their "subservience" to the EU and 

NATO, as well as their support for Israel. 

 

He told the crowd "the imperialists once again spill the blood of the local people. They destroy and splinter 

states by using fabricated evidence." 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Israel: Hamas tunnel network destroyed 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-destroys-hamas-tunnel-network-gaza-

54478033?  

GIST The Israeli military said Sunday it has destroyed a Gaza attack tunnel built by Hamas militants that 

penetrated Israeli territory. 

 

Lt. Col. Jonathan Conricus, a military spokesman, said the new Hamas tunnel was connected to a 

network dug in the northern Gaza Strip and entered Israel near the Israeli community of Nahal Oz. It's 

the fifth such Hamas tunnel Israel has destroyed in as many months. 

 

Conricus said the tunnel was adjacent to the site of recent mass protests, which Israel says Hamas is 

using as a cover for attacks.  

 

Conricus said Hamas began building the tunnel following the 2014 war. Israel has placed a high 

priority on halting the tunnel threat since Hamas infiltrated Israel during the war. Although they did not 

manage to reach civilian areas, the infiltrations caught Israel off guard, with one attack killing five 

soldiers, and terrified the local population. 

 

In two weeks of protests, 28 Palestinians have been killed and more than 1,500 wounded by Israeli fire. 

The marches have been organized by Gaza's militant Hamas rulers, but large turnouts on two preceding 

Fridays were also driven by Gaza's dire living conditions and desperation among the territory's 2 

million residents, who have been enduring a crippling border closure by Israel and Egypt since 2007. 

 

Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman said this was the longest and deepest tunnel Israel has discovered 

thus far. 

 

"It's a tunnel that cost millions of dollars to dig, money that instead of going to ease the hardship of 

Gaza's residents has sunk in the sand," he said. "Residents of Gaza: Hamas is burning your money on 

tunnels to nowhere." 

 

Hamas had no immediate comment. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 France urges Russia join peace push 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/france-urges-russia-join-peace-push-syria-strike-

54478584?   

GIST France is urging Russia to join a push for a political solution in Syria after joint U.S., French and British 

attacks on Syrian chemical weapons sites. 

 

French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian said in an interview published Sunday in the Journal du 

Dimanche newspaper that "we should join our efforts to promote a political process in Syria that would 

allow a way out of the crisis." 

 

France has continued to talk regularly with Russia even as East-West tensions have grown. French 

President Emmanuel Macron spoke with Russian President Vladimir Putin on Friday, hours before the 

Western missile strikes. 

 

Western countries blamed Syria's government for a chemical attack on a rebel-held area earlier this month 

that killed more than 40 people. The Syrian government and its ally Russia denied the allegations. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Security Council rejects Russia outcry 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/us-locked-loaded-syria-chemical-weapons-nikki-

haley/story?id=54466163&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST The U.S. announced that overnight airstrikes succeeded in dealing a severe blow against the Syrian 

government's capacity to use chemical weapons.  

 

But U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley also warned Saturday that the U.S. is "locked and loaded" in case 

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad uses chemical weapons again.  

 

"Last night, we successfully hit the heart of Syria’s chemical weapons enterprise, and because of these 

actions, we are confident that we have crippled Syria’s chemical weapons program," Haley said at an 

emergency meeting of the U.N. Security Council. "I spoke to the president this morning and he said that if 

the Syrian regime uses this poisonous gas again, the United States is locked and loaded."  

 

She added, "When our president draws a red line, our president enforces the red line." 

 

The Security Council meanwhile rejected a Russian resolution calling for condemnation of the 

"aggression" by the U.S. and its allies against Syria. Only two other countries, China and Bolivia, joined 

Russia in supporting the resolution. Eight countries voted against it, and three abstained. A resolution 

needs at least nine "yes" votes to pass.  

 

Anatoly Antonov, Russia's ambassador to the United States, tweeted that the strike would have 

repercussions. "We warned that such actions will not be left without consequences." 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Report: Seattle w/most regressive taxes 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/953315/seattle-regressive-taxes/  

GIST Washington state’s tax system has been called the most unfair to the poor in the nation. Now, Seattle is 

ranked as having the most regressive taxes in the state. 

 

According to a report from the Economic Opportunity Institute, a Seattle household making $25,000 per 

year pays 17 percent of its income in state and local taxes. Meanwhile, a household earning $250,000 pays 

just 4.4 percent. 

 

“Even if public expenditures are relatively progressive in nature, city projects are increasingly being built 

on the backs of those who can least afford to pay for them,” the report from the Institute states. 

 

Seattle, the Institute criticizes, likes to imagine itself as a progressive beacon. But of the major cities in 

Washington, it’s Spokane that has the least regressive taxes. A household earning $25,000 has 10.4 

percent of its income taxed 

 

Of course, King County voters tend to approve higher taxes to fund schools and projects more than outside 

cities. 

 

But Seattle is trapped within the state’s already regressive tax system. 

 

“Every major statewide tax in Washington is regressive,” according to the report. 
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You can read the entire report here 

 

HEADLINE 04/13 Probe: SPD cops violated force policy 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/two-seattle-officers-violated-force-policies-in-eastlake-
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shooting-internal-probe-finds/  

GIST Two Seattle police officers violated policies when they fired a barrage of gunshots that injured the driver 

and passenger of a stolen car fleeing an Eastlake alley in October, the department’s internal-investigation 

unit has found. 

 

The Office of Police Accountability (OPA) recommended that allegations regarding excessive use of 

force, use of deadly force on a fleeing person and firing weapons at a moving vehicle be sustained, said 

Andrew Myerberg, OPA’s civilian director. 

 

Myerberg said the officers’ chain of command agreed with the findings, which were jointly submitted to 

Interim Police Chief Carmen Best for a final decision and any potential disciplinary action. 

 

Neither officer was named by the OPA, but the department has previously identified them as Officer 

Kenneth Martin and Officer Tabitha Sexton. They will be given the opportunity to meet with the chief 

before a decision is reached. Hearings have been set for May. 

 

In Martin’s case, the OPA recommended that an additional allegation of failure to de-escalate the situation 

also be sustained. 

 

No details on the findings were released. The Seattle Times has filed a public-disclosure request for the 

OPA’s written findings and analysis. Kevin Stuckey, president of the Seattle Police Officers’ Guild, could 

not be reached for comment. 

 

On Oct. 8, Martin and Sexton fired dozens of rounds at a fleeing Subaru in an alley west of the 2200 block 

of Yale Avenue East. Video footage captured by officers’ body cameras and dashboard cameras was 

released by the department’s public-affairs office two days after the incident. 

 

Police had responded to a call reporting two people using drugs and possibly handling a gun inside a car. 

 

The video shows officers moving toward a car as an officer asks “is that them right there?” Officers then 

yell for one of the individuals to get on the ground, but the person ran toward the car. 

 

The video then shows four officers running toward the car, with one of them — identified as Martin — 

standing in front of the car and moving out of the way as the driver leaves a parking stall and heads north 

through the alley. 

 

Martin and Sexton initially opened fire as the car pulled out. The driver briefly stopped the car twice as the 

officers opened fire again with numerous gunshots. The driver then turned the vehicle right and drove off. 

 

The driver and passenger were not seriously hurt and were arrested later in Everett. 

 

In charging documents filed against both occupants of the car, a Seattle police detective wrote that as 

officers approached the car on foot, they shouted commands that the suspects ignored. 

 

Martin was standing in front the car, and patrol-car video showed the driver accelerated forward and struck 

Martin as he was trying to get out of the way, according to the detective. 

 

“To stop the imminent threat, officers fired their firearms,” the detective wrote. 

 

One issue to arise in the incident was whether the officers had justification to fire the second volley of 

shots, when the car appeared to be driving away. 

 

According to the Police Department’s manual, officers shouldn’t fire at a moving vehicle “unless a person 

in the vehicle is immediately threatening the officer or another person with deadly force by means other 

than the vehicle.” The manual states that the moving vehicle itself shall not “presumptively constitute a 

threat that justifies” deadly force. 
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Officers also should move out of the path of a vehicle unless the person is immediately threatening the 

officer or another person. 

 

King County prosecutors conducted a preliminary review of the incident, but tentatively declined to bring 

criminal charges against Martin and Sexton. Prosecutors, who will make a final determination later, 

returned the case to the Police Department for further investigation. 

 

Myerberg said the OPA didn’t reach a conclusion on whether the two officers committed violations of law, 

leaving that decision to prosecutors. 

 

Prosecutors charged a man and his mother in connection with the stolen car after their fingerprints were 

found on the Subaru Impreza, according to court documents. The car had been found abandoned in North 

King County. 

 

Joshua Brooks, 21, the driver, pleaded guilty April 5 to possession of a stolen vehicle and is awaiting 

sentencing. His mother, Wendy Lee, 46, who pleaded guilty to taking a motor vehicle without permission, 

was sentenced in December to 49 days of time served in the King County Jail. 

 

Before they were booked into jail, Brooks and Lee were both treated at Harborview Medical Center for 

injuries suffered in the shooting. Brooks had two gunshot wounds to his lower back, and Lee’s lower back 

and legs were peppered with tiny pieces of shrapnel, according to court documents. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Everett, KCSO plan new gang units 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/13/gang-units-what-are-they-and-do-we-need-them/  

GIST EVERETT, Wash. – From Snohomish to Pierce counties, we’ve seen an increase in gang violence. 

 

Just months after Everett elected a new mayor, police say a 13-year-old with gang affiliation shot and 

killed a 14-year-old. 

 

“My focus is on public safety and gang violence. We’re seeing a real uptick and it's frightening, the age of 

the kids we’re seeing,” said Everett Mayor Cassie Franklin. 

 

To combat that, the Everett Police Department is now working on putting together a new gang unit. 

 

There’s talk of the same thing in King County after 13-year-old Elizabeth Juarez and 19-year-old Eveona 

Cortez were shot and killed in Burien in late March. 

 

“Talking to the sheriff {Mitzi Johanknecht} today, she would like to get a gang unit, maybe not just in 

King County maybe not just in Burien, but getting all the agencies involved,” said county sheriff's Sgt. 

Ryan Abbott. 

 

Jonathan Wender is a 20-year police veteran and the CEO and president of Polis Soultions, a consulting 

firm that helps train police departments across the nation in partnership with the Department of Justice.  

He says now is the time to bring back gang units that were disbanded across the Puget Sound. 

 

“We have an uptick in gang activity now and we want to reallocate those resources to address that issue,” 

said Wender. 

 

He says gang unit members play a vital role in stopping gun violence.  But he says it means either adding 

more funding to hire more officers or shifting some current officers and deputies to the newly formed gang 

unit. 
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“It means they’re good investigators, they have unimpeachable honesty, they’ve got credibility, they can 

be firm, and they can be fair,” said Wender. 

 

Wender says gang units are more than just about learning gang signs, or knowing who wears which color, 

or if this is graffiti or tagging. 

 

“It’s really not a secret who those folks are. The challenge is that you can build up a relationship with 

them, that you can deal with crimes when they occur but most importantly prevent the crimes from 

occurring in the first place,” said Wender. 

 

The emotions from a vigil in Burien for the two slain teenagers show the damage gangs can do in a 

community, but Wender says a gang unit isn’t the only solution. 

 

“It’s not an either-or proposition. Do we need more case workers? Do we need more drug and alcohol 

treatment, better mental health care? Absolutely,” said Wender. 

 

In about a month, Everett police say they’ll have the groundwork laid for the new gang unit.  It’ll be just in 

time for the normal uptick in gun and gang violence we normally see across the area during the warmer, 

summer months. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Seattle: standard min. wage for disabled 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/seattle-becomes-first-in-country-to-require-standard-minimum-

wage-for-disabled/731855072  

GIST SEATTLE - Seattle Mayor Durkan today signed legislation banning the allowance of sub-minimum wages 

for people with disabilities. 

 

For KIRO 7 News at 5, Essex Porter was at Seattle City Hall today, where the bill was signed to promote 

integration and equal treatment for people with disabilities.  

 

The bill, authored by Councilmember Teresa Mosqueda, made Seattle the first city in the U.S. to require 

standard minimum wage for disabled people. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 DOJ demands Seattle documents 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/doj-demands-seattle-give-documents-related-to-compliance-with-

immigration-authorities/731916316  

GIST The U.S. Department of Justice on Thursday, April 12, sent letters to the city of Seattle and the state of 

Vermont demanding they produce documents that show whether each jurisdiction is “unlawfully 

restricting information sharing by its law enforcement officers with federal immigration authorities.” 

 

An excerpt from the DOJ announcement is below: 

 

"The Department of Justice previously contacted these jurisdictions and raised concerns about laws, 

policies, or practices that may violate 8 U.S.C. § 1373, a federal statute that promotes information sharing 

related to immigration enforcement and with which compliance is a condition of FY2016 and FY2017 

Byrne JAG awards. 

 

"The letters also state that failure to respond, respond completely, or respond in a timely manner will be 

subject to a Department of Justice subpoena." 

 

What’s happening Friday? 
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The federal government is demanding documentation proving that local law enforcement has been 

compliant with a law that requires cooperation with federal agencies, including ICE.  It’s telling Seattle to 

hand over documents to that end or they will be subpoenaed anyway. If Seattle is found to be uncompliant, 

it could face federal funding cuts.  

 

What federal funding? 

 

Byrne Grants. The letter says: “These materials are critical to our ongoing review. Should the Department 

determine your jurisdiction is out of compliance with section 1373, the Department may, as detailed in 

your award documents, seek return of your FY 2016 grant funds, require additional conditions for receipt 

of any FY 2017 Byrne JAG funding for which you have applied, and/or deem you ineligible for FY 2017 

Byrne JAG funds.” 

 

What’s a Byrne Grant? 

 

The Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grants Program (Byrne JAG) is the cornerstone federal 

crime-fighting program, enabling communities to target resources to their most pressing local needs. 

 

How has it helped the state of Washington? 

 

Law enforcement agencies in Western Washington get nearly $8 million in federal grant funding for a 

range of projects designed to enhance community safety and improve crime fighting technologies, 

announced U.S. Attorney Annette L. Hayes.  

 

King County called this kind of action bullying last July.  

 

NEW FEDERAL REQUIREMENT: Certify compliance with Section 1373, a federal statute applicable to 

state and local governments that generally bars restrictions on communications between state and local 

agencies and officials at the Department of Homeland Security 

 

CURRENT KING COUNTY POLICY: King County has always been in compliance with U.S. Code 

Section 1373. As it relates to immigration enforcement, King County does not ask people for their 

immigration status and does not collect immigration information 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Putin sits back as US strikes Syria 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/europe/putin-sits-back-as-us-allies-strike-syria-1.522046  

GIST MOSCOW — Facing a stark choice between engaging the United States, Britain and France in combat or 

passively watching them strike his ally, President Vladimir Putin has opted for the peaceful route. That 

cautious response may dent the Russian leader's tough-man image but it won't undermine his gains in 

Syria or erode his authority at home. 

 

The Kremlin had warned Washington that Russia would fend off any strike that jeopardized its servicemen 

in Syria, and the West respected the red line by giving advance notice of Saturday's attack, just as it did a 

year ago when it struck a Syrian air base. Russia had sat idle back then, but this time, it had threatened to 

retaliate. 

 

Such a clash could have quickly spun out of control — an extremely dangerous scenario that was widely 

compared to the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, when the world narrowly escaped a nuclear conflict. 

 

"With our allies, we ensured that the Russians were warned ahead of time," said French Defense Minister 

Florence Parly. The U.S.-led strike was a response to a purported chemical attack on civilians in the Syrian 

town of Douma on April 7. Russia said its experts found no trace of chemical agents. 
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A senior French official noted that President Emmanuel Macron did not tell Putin about the strikes when 

they spoke on the phone Friday, but "certain de-confliction mechanisms" had already been triggered by 

that point, and "both knew that a new phase was going to begin quickly." 

 

Putin condemned Saturday's strikes as an "act of aggression" that will worsen the humanitarian catastrophe 

in Syria and have a "destructive influence on the entire system of international relations." He criticized 

Washington and its allies for attacking without waiting for inspectors from the international chemical 

weapons watchdog group to visit Douma, just outside Damascus. 

 

The Russian military said its air defenses at two bases in Syria tracked the incoming missiles but didn't 

engage them. 

 

Russian social media buzzed Saturday with angry nationalist comments blasting Putin for failing to protect 

his ally. But state TV focused on criticizing the West for acting on the basis of what Moscow called a 

faked chemical attack. 

 

The Kremlin's tight control over the media will help Putin avoid any significant damage to his carefully 

nurtured image of a strong leader. 

 

In fact, his cautious stance could boost his popularity further amid fears of war that swept Russia. In recent 

days, state media have been offering tips on how to behave in a nuclear conflict and what supplies to take 

to bomb shelters. 

 

Most Russians will now heave a sigh of relief and feel grateful to Putin for pulling back from the brink. 

State TV channels compared what they described as U.S. President Donald Trump's reckless action with 

the responsible, statesmanlike stance taken by Putin. 

 

Fyodor Lukyanov, head of the Council for Foreign and Defense Policies, an association of top Russian 

foreign policy and security experts, said on state TV that Moscow's warning to strike back "clearly hasn't 

come unnoticed by the Pentagon, and the strike was quite careful." 

 

The Kremlin will also use the crisis to advance its narrative of an aggressive West that plunges the world 

into chaos and disregards international law. Russian officials and lawmakers compared it to the 2003 

invasion of Iraq that was launched on claims that Baghdad was developing suspected nuclear weapons — 

allegations that proved to be false. 

 

Commentators on state TV argued that Trump and British Prime Minister Theresa May launched the 

attack to distract attention from their political problems at home. 

 

For now, Putin has limited his response to calling an urgent meeting of the U.N. Security Council. 

 

No military measures were immediately announced, but in a clear warning to the U.S. and its allies, Col. 

Gen. Sergei Rudskoi of the Russian military's General Staff said Moscow could boost Syria's Soviet-era 

air defense assets with batteries of state-of-the-art S-300 missiles. He noted that Moscow so far has heeded 

Western requests not to provide the missiles to Damascus, but said it may now reconsider. 

 

Rudskoi added that Moscow could also supply long-range missiles to unidentified other countries, a 

possible reference to Iran that has taken deliveries of S-300s in the past. 

 

The statement clearly was aimed at discouraging the West from more attacks on Syria that could endanger 

Assad's gains on the battlefield, where Russian support has helped him secure control of most strategic 

areas. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 UN chief urges restraint in Syria 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-un-guterres/u-n-chief-urges-restraint-avoid-

escalation-in-syria-idUSKBN1HL10X  

GIST UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) - U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres urged all states on Saturday “to 

show restraint in these dangerous circumstances and to avoid any acts that could escalate matters and 

worsen the suffering of the Syrian people.” 

 

He said international investigators were in Syria and ready to visit the site of a suspected deadly chemical 

weapons attack in Douma, which prompted military action by the United States, France and Britain. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Britain hits Syria w/cruise missiles 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-britain/britain-attacks-syria-with-cruise-

missiles-to-deter-more-chemical-attacks-idUSKBN1HL037  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - Britain struck Syria with air-launched cruise missiles on Saturday to cripple 

President Bashar al-Assad’s chemical weapons facilities and prevent what Prime Minister Theresa May 

cast as a global slide towards their greater use. 

 

Four Royal Air Force Tornado jets from the Akrotiri base in Cyprus fired Storm Shadow missiles at a 

military facility near Homs where it was assessed that Syria had stockpiled chemicals, Britain’s Ministry 

of Defense said. 

 

May said the strike was “limited and targeted” and came after intelligence indicated that Syrian military 

officials had co-ordinated a chlorine attack in the Damascus suburb of Douma on April 7. 

 

Missile attacks by the United States, France and Britain had been aimed at deterring Assad’s further use of 

chemical weapons and were not an attempt to topple the Syrian government, May said. The mission had 

been a success, she said. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 France: Syria chem. capacity weakened 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-homs/france-says-syrias-capacity-to-

produce-chemical-weapons-considerably-weakened-idUSKBN1HL12K?il=0  

GIST PARIS (Reuters) - The capacity of the Syrian regime to produce and store chemical weapons has been 

“considerably weakened” after the air strikes conducted by the French, U.S and British military on 

Saturday, Defense Minister Florence Parly said. 

 

Parly said some of the strikes had targeted two sites used by Bashar al-Assad’s regime to store and 

assemble chemical weapons near the Syrian city of Homs. 

 

“The mission is a success. The goals had been carefully chosen and I observe that there are no incidents to 

report between our forces and other forces active in the region,” Parly told a news conference. 

 

French army chief Francois Lecointre added Syria’s ground-to-air defense system had been effective but 

that its efficiency proved “very limited.” Russian assets deployed in Syria were “neither active nor 

proactive” he said. 

 

He added that there was no reason to think there could have been any collateral victim. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Iran: West attack on Syria ‘a crime’ 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-iran-guards/irans-supreme-leader-says-

western-attack-on-syria-a-crime-idUSKBN1HL0DO  

GIST ANKARA (Reuters) - Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said coordinated air strikes on 

Syria by the United States, France and Britain on Saturday were a crime that would bring no benefit. 

 

“Today’s dawn attack on Syria is a crime. I clearly declare that the president of the United States, the 

president of France and the British prime minister are criminals,” Khamenei said in a speech, according to 

his Twitter account. 

 

“They will not benefit (from the attack) as they went to Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan in the past years and 

committed such crimes and did not gain any benefits,” Khamenei added. 

 

Iran — the dominant Shi’ite Muslim power which is in rivalry with Saudi Arabia and the United States’ 

other Sunni Arab allies — has been Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s most supportive ally against 

insurgents throughout the conflict. 

 

Militias backed by Tehran helped Assad’s army stem rebel advances and, following Russia’s entry into the 

war in 2015, turn the tide decisively in the Syrian government’s favor. 

 

Iran’s pragmatist President Hassan Rouhani warned that the U.S.-led missile attacks would lead to further 

destruction in the Middle East, the semi-official Tasnim news agency reported. 

 

“Such attacks will have no result but more destruction ... the Americans want to justify their presence in 

the region by such attacks,” Rouhani was quoted as saying, signaling that Iran’s support for Assad would 

grow. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Syria vows to press war against rebels 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-army/syrian-army-vows-to-press-war-

rebels-say-strikes-not-enough-idUSKBN1HL0BG  

GIST BEIRUT (Reuters) - The Syrian opposition said Western strikes on Saturday would not change the course 

of the seven-year-old war as the army said it would crush remaining rebel parts of the country. 

 

The missiles by the United States, Britain, and France targeted President Bashar al-Assad’s chemical 

weapons capabilities in response to a deadly poison gas attack near Damascus a week ago, Washington 

said. 

 

But rebels and opposition politicians said the Western powers should also hit Assad’s conventional 

weapons which have killed many more people during the war. 

 

Some insurgent officials said they feared an onslaught against the rebel bastion of Idlib, which a senior 

Iranian official has indicated could be the next target. 

 

“Maybe the regime will not use chemical weapons again, but it will not hesitate to use weapons,” 

opposition leader Nasr al-Hariri said. 

 

A rebel fighter said he was bracing for further attacks as “revenge” by the government with its allies on 

rebel territory in the northwest, including the Idlib region. 

 

“More was expected from the American strike to affect the path of the war and to curb Assad’s crimes,” he 

told Reuters from Hama province. 

 

Damascus and its allies have said reports about poison gas in Douma were fabricated as a pretext for 
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Western strikes. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 UN puts Myanmar military on blacklist 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/13/myanmar-military-put-on-un-blacklist-for-sexual-

violence.html  

GIST UNITED NATIONS –  A U.N. report puts Myanmar's armed forces on a U.N. blacklist of government and 

rebel groups "credibly suspected" of carrying out rapes and other acts of sexual violence in conflict for the 

first time. 

 

An advance copy of Secretary-General Antonio Guterres' report, obtained Friday by The Associated Press, 

says international medical staff in Bangladesh have documented that many of the nearly 700,000 Rohingya 

Muslims who fled from Myanmar "bear the physical and psychological scars of brutal sexual assault." 

 

The U.N. chief said the assaults were allegedly perpetrated by the Myanmar Armed Forces "at times acting 

in concert with local militias, in the course of military 'clearance' operations in October 2016 and August 

2017." 

 

Guterres said this was part of a strategy "to humiliate, terrorize and collectively punish the Rohingya 

community." 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Arizona to require ‘travel ID’ for TSA 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/travel/2018/04/13/arizona-residents-will-soon-need-travel-id-to-board-

planes.html  

GIST The Arizona Department of Transportation has announced that state residents will require a new form of 

identification to pass through Transportation Security Administration screeners in the near future. 

 

As of Oct. 1, 2020, Grand Canyon state residents traveling out of Phoenix Sky Harbor International, 

Phoenix Mesa-Gateway, Flagstaff, Tucson International and Yuma International airports will need to carry 

"Voluntary Travel IDs” or be grounded, AZ Family is reporting. 

 

The new ID will also be requisite to access restricted federal buildings and military bases, as standard 

credentials will no longer suffice. 

 

Minors under age 18 will not be required to have the new ID if they are traveling with an adult who does. 

 

According to AZ Central, driver’s licenses are not compliant with the REAL ID Act passed by Congress in 

2005, which amped up identification requirements for air travelers in the wake of 9/11. To compensate, the 

Arizona Legislature passed a law that said a license or card holder must voluntarily take steps to secure a 

Voluntary Travel ID.  

 

“Now is a great time to get a Voluntary Travel ID because the federal deadline gets closer every day,” 

Motor Vehicle Division (MVD) Director Eric Jorgensen told AZ Family. 

 

“MVD is making this process simple. Customers can go to ServiceArizona.com and make an office 

appointment. The website provides information about what documents customers should bring with them 

to meet the REAL ID requirements for the Voluntary Travel ID.” 

 

The Voluntary Travel ID’s cost $25 and are valid for eight years, according to the Arizona Department of 

Transportation. The new ID sets itself apart from the standard state driver's license with a gold star in the 

top right corner. 
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While the new measures may seem intense, Arizona is not alone in increasing travel security. 

 

In correlation with the 2005 REAL ID Act, as of Jan. 22, 2018, residents of Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, 

Missouri, Montana, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Washington were supposed to be 

required to have their passports to fly anywhere, although the federal government has granted extensions. 
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HEADLINE 04/12 US: blood samples show nerve agent 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/mideast/u-s-has-blood-samples-show-nerve-agent-syria-gas-

n865431  

GIST WASHINGTON — The U.S. now has blood and urine samples from last Saturday's deadly attack in Syria 

that have tested positive for chemical weapons, according to two U.S. officials familiar with the 

intelligence. 

 

The samples suggested the presence of both chlorine gas and an unnamed nerve agent, two officials said. 

Typically, such samples are obtained through hospitals and collected by U.S. or foreign intelligence assets 

on the ground. The officials said they were "confident" in the intelligence, though not 100 percent sure. 

 

The Assad regime is known to have stocks of the nerve agent sarin, and has previously used a mixture of 

chlorine and sarin in attacks, say U.S. officials. 

 

Officials also said that the U.S. has compiled intelligence from the U.S. and other countries, including 

images, that indicate the Syrian government was behind the weekend attack. 

 

Activists and aid groups say that dozens died in Saturday's airborne assault on Douma, the last rebel 

stronghold in eastern Ghouta, which has been subjected to intensive bombing by Syria's Russian-backed 

Assad regime. 

 

Russia and Syria have denied any involvement in the alleged chemical attack. 

 

U.S. officials say the Assad regime has conducted multiple chlorine attacks on rebels during the past six 

months. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Death involves 911 system w/issues 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/kyle-plushs-death-is-latest-incident-involving-911-system-riddled-

with-issues/  

GIST A teenager trapped in a minivan made desperate pleas to 9-1-1 for help, but responders didn't get there in 

time. It happened in Cincinnati -- focusing new attention on the city's troubled emergency response 

system. 

 

Kyle Plush, 16, had to use voice commands to call 911. He was trapped in the back of his minivan, while 

his phone was in the front. 

 

"I'm stuck in my van outside the Seven Hills [unintelligible] parking lot," Plush said.  

 

"The Seven Hills what parking lot?" the dispatcher asked.  

 

"Send help, I am going to die here," Plush said.  

 

Police said Plush was reaching for his tennis gear in the back when the third row of the 2004 Honda 
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Odessy collapsed, pinning him upside down and crushing his chest.  

  

Twelve minutes after he called, police were at the scene but couldn't locate him. While they were there, 

Plush called 911 again and gave specifics on his car -- and his last wishes. 

 

"I probably do not have much time left, so tell my mom that I love her if I die," Plush said. "I'm stuck in 

my gold Honda Odyssey. This is not a joke, this is not a joke, I am stuck in my gold Honda Odyssey van." 

 

The 911 operator, who has been put on leave, didn't relay the make or model to police, and police officers 

gave up after 11 minutes. She claims she couldn't hear Plush and her computer froze.  

 

Critics say it is the latest incident in a 911 system riddled with issues. Cincinnati's mayor John Cranley 

said Friday the problems of management, supervision and technology have plagued the 911 center for 

years. 

 

"Time's up for waiting for our 9-1-1 system to fix itself," said Councilman Chris Seelbach. "We have to 

take urgent action immediately to have a system in place that ensures that you can call three numbers and 

within minutes police and fire officers will be on the scene." 

 

Six hours after the first 911 call, Plush's father discovered his son in car. Internal police records show that 

the 911 operator who was put on leave, received an "unacceptable" rating for her performance. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 CDC: likely source E. coli outbreak 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cdc-romaine-lettuce-likely-source-of-e-coli-outbreak/  

GIST Health officials say chopped romaine lettuce from the Yuma, Arizona growing region is the likely source 

of the current E. coli outbreak that has now sickened people in 11 states, and they're warning consumers 

across the country to avoid eating lettuce that may have been contaminated.  

 

According to the latest update from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, so far there have been 

35 cases of illness, 22 of which led to hospitalizations. Three people have developed a severe complication 

-- a type of kidney failure called hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) which can be life-threatening. The 

outbreak involves a particularly dangerous strain of the bacteria known as Shiga toxin-producing E. coli 

O157:H7. 

 

"Information collected to date indicates that chopped romaine lettuce from the Yuma, Arizona growing 

region could be contaminated with E. coli O157:H7 and could make people sick," the CDC said in a 

statement. 

 

No common grower, supplier, or distributor has been identified yet. State and local public health 

investigators continue interviewing ill people to determine what they ate and how they might have been 

exposed. 

 

So far, cases of illness from this outbreak have been reported in Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Michigan, 

Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Washington. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Pentagon: successfully hit every target 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/strikes-on-syria-pentagon-briefing-today-2018-04-14-live-stream-

updates/  

GIST WASHINGTON -- Pentagon spokesperson Dana White said Saturday the U.S. and its allies "successfully 

hit every target" in airstrikes in Syria overnight. The U.S., U.K. and France and U.K. launched the strikes 
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Friday night Eastern Time in response to the Syrian regime's alleged use of chemical weapons last 

weekend. In total, the U.S. used 105 weapons against three targets. 

 

"I can assure you we took every measure and precaution to strike only what we targeted and –– and we 

successfully hit every target," White told reporters Saturday.  

 

White said the U.S. believes it has "significantly crippled" Syrian President Bashar Assad's ability to carry 

out a chemical weapons attack. White said the mission in Syria remains defeating the Islamic State of Iraq 

and Syria (ISIS), but the U.S. will not stand by while Assad attacks "innocent Syrian people." 

 

Later Saturday morning, the U.N. Security Council was meeting at Moscow's request. 

 

Lt. Gen. Kenneth McKenzie, the director of the Joint Staff at the Pentagon, told reporters Saturday the 

initial assessment is that the Defense Department accomplished its goals "without material interference" 

from Syrian defenses. The attempts from Syrian defenses were imprecise, in contrast to the U.S. mission, 

he said.  

 

"We are confident that all of our missiles reached their targets," McKenzie emphasized, reiterating what 

White said.  

 

McKenzie said, "As of right now, we are not aware of any civilian casualties," although they cannot be 

certain, given the defense launched by the Syrians. 

 

Secretary of Defense James Mattis emphasized that the targets were infrastructure related to the Syrian 

regime's chemical weapons program, and that there are no plans at this time for further strikes.  

 

But the president, in his address to the nation from the White House, declared that the U.S. is prepared to 

continue military intervention until Assad stops the use of chemical weapons. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Syria police units enter Douma 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-syrian-police-units-enter-town-douma-

54464281?   

GIST The Latest on developments in Syria (all times local): 

 

10:50 p.m. 

 

Syrian state-run TV says Syrian police units are entering the town of Douma, site of a suspected chemical 

weapons attack and the last rebel town in the eastern Ghouta region. 

 

Syrian TV showed police waving Syrian flags apparently on the edge of the town just east of Damascus, 

and said the "terrorist presence" in Douma will end "in a few hours." 

 

The entry of government forces to Douma follows a Russian-mediated deal that secured the surrender and 

evacuation of the rebels and thousands of civilians from the town. 

 

Douma and the sprawling eastern Ghouta region near the capital, Damascus, had been under rebel control 

since 2012 and was a thorn in the side of President Bashar Assad's government for years. The 

government's capture of Douma, the last town held by the rebels in eastern Ghouta, marks a major victory 

for Assad. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Syrians in Damascus show defiance 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syrians-gather-capital-defiance-airstrikes-54464277?   

GIST Hundreds of Syrians gathered at landmark squares in the Syrian capital Saturday, honking their car horns, 

flashing victory signs and waving Syrian flags in scenes of defiance that followed unprecedented joint 

airstrikes by the United States, France and Britain. 

 

A few hours earlier, before sunrise, loud explosions jolted Damascus and the sky turned orange as Syrian 

air defense units fired surface-to-air missiles in response to three waves of military strikes meant to punish 

President Bashar Assad for his alleged use of chemical weapons. 

 

Associated Press reporters saw smoke rising from east Damascus and what appeared to be a flame lighting 

up the sky. From a distance, U.S. missiles hitting suburbs of the capital sounded like thunder. Shortly after 

the one-hour attack ended, vehicles with loudspeakers roamed the streets of Damascus blaring nationalist 

songs.  

 

"Good souls will not be humiliated," Syria's presidency tweeted after the airstrikes began. 

 

Immediately after the attack, hundreds of residents gathered in Damascus' landmark Omayyad square, 

celebrating what they said was the army's success in shooting down or derailing some of the missiles. 

Many waved Syrian, Russian and Iranian flags. Some clapped their hands and danced, others drove in 

convoys, honking their horns in defiance. 

 

"We are not scared of America's missiles. We humiliated their missiles," said Mahmoud Ibrahim, half his 

body hanging outside his car window, waving a Syrian flag. The crowd then moved toward the nearby 

Damascus University where pro-government fighters danced, waving their automatic rifles over their 

heads. 

 

The seemingly limited strikes with no apparent future strategy for how to deal with the wider civil war was 

a cause for celebration by Assad supporters but criticized by the Syrian opposition. 

 

Mohammad Alloush, spokesman for the Army of Islam rebel group, called the airstrikes a "farce" in a 

Twitter posting. Nasr al-Hariri, a senior opposition leader, said Syrians need a strategy that leads to a 

political solution to "save it from the brutality of the Syrian regime." 

 

A Syrian military statement said in all, 110 missiles were fired by the U.S., Britain and France and that 

most of them were shot down or derailed. Russia's military said Syrian air defense units downed 71 out of 

103 cruise missiles launched by the U.S. and its allies. 

 

Syrian TV called the attacks a "blatant violation of international law and shows contempt for international 

legitimacy." 

 

U.S. Defense Secretary James Mattis said there were no reports of U.S. losses during the initial airstrikes. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Europe leaders back strikes on Syria 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/european-leaders-back-syria-strikes-warn-

escalation-54466093?   

GIST Many European leaders voiced support and understanding Saturday for the U.S.-led air strikes against 

Syria, but warned against allowing the seven-year conflict to escalate. 

——— 

 

"It has always been Bulgaria's position that no cause justifies the killing of innocent people, including 

children; that the use of chemical weapons is a war crime and the strike on Syrian targets was a response 

to a war crime." Bulgarian government statement. Bulgaria currently holds the rotating EU presidency.  

——— 
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"Strikes by US, France and UK make it clear that Syrian regime together with Russia & Iran cannot 

continue this human tragedy, at least not without cost. The EU will stand with our allies on the side of 

justice." - Tweet by European Council President Donald Tusk. 

——— 

 

"What has occurred in Syria in recent days goes far beyond the constant violation of cease fires. The 

response to these atrocities is legitimate and proportionate." - Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy. 

——— 

 

"This was a limited and targeted action to strike the capacity of building or diffusing chemical arms. It 

cannot and should not be the start of an escalation." - Italian Premier Paolo Gentiloni. 

 

——— 

 

"The strike against the Syrian regime that uses chemical weapons to attack the civilian population was 

inevitable." - Acting Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babis. 

——— 

 

"We support the fact that our U.S., UK and French allies took on responsibility in this way as permanent 

members of the U.N. Security Council. The military strike was necessary and appropriate in order to 

preserve the effectiveness of the international ban on the use of chemical weapons and to warn the Syrian 

regime against further violations." - German Chancellor Angela Merkel. 

——— 

 

"The international community has the responsibility to identify and hold accountable those responsible of 

any attack with chemical weapons. This was not the first time that the Syrian regime has used chemical 

weapons against civilians but it must be the last." - European Union Commission President Jean-Claude 

Juncker. 

——— 

 

"The strike against the Syrian regime that uses chemical weapons to attack the civilian population was 

inevitable." - Acting Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babis. 

——— 

 

"Belgium strongly condemns all use of chemical weapons which are a blatant violation of international 

law. Belgium therefore understands the military action in Syria of our American, French and British 

partners who have targeted identified production facilities." - Belgian government statement. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Military, chemical weapon sites targeted 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/us-strike-syria-targets-military-chemical-weapons-

sites/story?id=54435901  

GIST President Donald Trump said Friday he had ordered "precision strikes" against Syria's chemical weapons 

capability in conjunction with the France and the United Kingdom.  

 

Included in the targets was a scientific research center in the greater Damascus area, described by the 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph Dunford as a center for research, development, 

production and testing of chemical weapons.  

 

Two other sites were near the city of Homs: the site of Syria's primary sarin production facility and a 

chemical weapons storage facility that included an important command post.  

 

He said that while the coalition forces had many potential targets from which to choose, the three sites 
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were chosen for their significance to Syria's chemical weapons program and well as their location and 

layout, in an attempt to minimize risk to innocent civilians.  

 

Perhaps heeding the possibility of U.S. military action, Russian news agency Interfax reported on 

Wednesday that Russia’s Navy will conduct military exercises off the coast of Syria on Wednesday. 

 

According to Syria state TV 110 rockets were launched in the attack by the U.S., U.K. and France around 

3:55 a.m. Syrian time. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Russia warns US of ‘consequences’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/russia-responds-us-attack-syria-actions-left-

consequences/story?id=54464208&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_takeover_2_column_vod_headlines  

GIST Russia, the Syrian regime's top ally, reacted strongly to the air strikes launched by the United States and its 

allies on Damascus and Homs early Saturday, warning of "consequences."  

 

The U.S., U.K. and France launched a series of strikes on three locations identified as critical to Syria's 

production of chemical weapons, including a scientific research center in Damascus, and a production 

facility and storage facility in Homs, according to U.S. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph 

Dunford.  

 

The Russian embassy in U.S. wasted no time in reacting to the strikes late Friday in the U.S., with 

Ambassador Anatoly Antonov saying on Twitter, "The worst apprehensions have come true. Our warnings 

have been left unheard."  

 

"A pre-designed scenario is being implemented," the statement continued. "Again, we are being 

threatened. We warned that such actions will not be left without consequences."  

 

Russia has long been an ally of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. Syria serves as an important access 

point to the Mediterranean Sea for Russian ships and a hub for Russia in the Middle East. They have also 

supplied Assad with the military resources necessary to fight back against the rebels who nearly overthrew 

him in 2011.  

 

President Donald Trump criticized Russia in his address to the country following the launch of missiles on 

Friday night.  

 

"In 2013, President [Vladimir] Putin and his government promised the world that they would guarantee the 

elimination of Syria's chemical weapons," Trump said. "Assad's recent attack, and today's response, are the 

direct result of Russia's failure to keep that promise."  

 

Putin responded to Saturday's attack by calling the strikes "an act of aggression against a sovereign state 

that is at the forefront of the fight against terrorism."  

 

"The current escalation of the situation around Syria has a devastating impact on the whole system of 

international relations," Putin said. "History will put everything in its place, and it has already laid heavy 

responsibility on Washington for bloody reprisals against Yugoslavia, Iraq and Libya."  

 

Putin also called for an emergency meeting U.N. Security Council. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 US, allies strike Syria 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/trump-orders-strike-syria-response-chemical-

attack/story?id=54459378  
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GIST President Donald Trump ordered a strike on Syria Friday in response to last weekend's chemical weapons 

attack.  

 

Addressing the nation Friday evening, Trump said the strike was a joint operation with France and the 

United Kingdom.  

 

"A short time ago, I ordered the United States Armed Forces to launch precision strikes on targets 

associated with the chemical weapons capabilities of Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad," Trump said. 

 

Trump said that the "massacre" last weekend in Syria "was a significant escalation in a pattern of chemical 

weapons use by that very terrible regime."  

 

"The evil and the despicable attack left mothers and fathers, infants and children thrashing in pain and 

gasping for air. These are not the actions of a man," Trump said, referring to Assad. "They are crimes of a 

monster instead."  

 

In a later briefing, Defense Secretary James Mattis said the strike demonstrates the international resolve to 

prevent the use of chemical weapons, saying he is "confident the Syrian regime conducted a chemical 

attack on innocent people in the last week." 

 

"Clearly the Assad regime did not get the message last year," Mattis said, adding that this time the U.S. 

struck harder.  

 

"We have gone to great lengths to avoid civilian and foreign casualties," he said. "... I believe that we sent 

a very strong message."  

 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph Dunford said the strike specifically hit three targets 

associated with the production and storage of chemical weapons: a scientific research center; a storage 

center for sarin and its precursor components; and a chemical weapons storage facility and command post.  

 

"Important infrastructure was destroyed," said Dunford. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Changing cyber threat landscape 

SOURCE https://cybersecurity.cioreview.com/news/the-changing-cyber-threat-landscape-nid-26065-cid-

145.html  

GIST Over the course of 2017, the number of global cyber attacks continued growing at a rapid pace which also 

resulted in the reshaping of the cybersecurity arena. With the adoption of various technology, traditional 

threats such as generic Trojans, ransomware, and spambots received facelifts with military-grade coding 

and tactics. Threats including GoldenEye and WannaCry gave numerous organizations tears and forced 

many to down their shutters. 

 

The effectiveness of these kinds of sophisticated threats can be analyzed by using lateral movement 

vectors that augment zero-day exploits such as EternalBlue and EternalRomance, allowing malware to 

‘hop’ from one network to another across the globe. These targeted attacks are reshaping corporate and 

government digital security initiatives, while simultaneously causing fallout in the consumer space. 

 

The past year witnessed the rapid rise of commoditization of cybercrime, with Ransomware-as-a-Service 

and Malware-as-a-Service becoming easily and widely available on the dark web. Furthermore, the year 

also witnessed the growth of advanced services, like FUD (fully undetected), which enable attackers to 

upload malware to an analysis service for a fee. The past year also witnessed a new generation of IoT-

based attacks known as Reaper. Analysis revealed that the attack codes were armed with exploits spanning 
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a variety of IoT vendors, including Linksys, NetGear, GoAhead, and Avtech. The growth of cyber attacks 

is simply an example of the sorts of the ongoing development of security exploits. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 National Guard mission: cyber defense 

SOURCE https://federalnewsradio.com/cyber-exposure/2018/04/national-guard-preparing-to-defend-

cyberspace-for-states/  

GIST National Guard units are ramping up their defensive cyber capabilities across the 

board, and in the not-too-distant future will be able to quickly respond to cyber attacks in their home states 

and territories, much as they do today for natural disasters. 

 

“The Air National Guard (ANG) has 15 Cyber Operations Squadrons that provide Cyber Protection Teams 

(CPTs) and National Mission Teams (NMTs) in support of DoD cyber missions,” said Sgt. 1st Class W. 

Michael Houk, a spokesman for the National Guard Bureau. “In addition, the Army National Guard 

(ARNG) Cyber Brigade is building a full cyber brigade with five battalions consisting of 11 CPTs, five 

cybersecurity companies and five cyber warfare companies.” 

 

The guard also is actively working on cyber missions across the country. 

 

“ARNG personnel are currently mobilized as part of Task Force Echo under the control of Army Cyber in 

support of U.S Cyber Command to engineer, operate and maintain critical network infrastructure,” Houk 

said. “The ANG continually provides two CPTs and continually fills portions of a NMT in support of U.S. 

Cyber Command.” 

 

While guard cyber units already contribute to military missions around the globe, the National Guard’s 

recent efforts are a result of a 2016 Government Accountability Office study that underscored the 

importance of the guard’s readiness against cyber threats. At the time, many guard units had some limited 

cyber capabilities, but they were mostly assigned to local duties, such as protecting the online assets of the 

unit. 

 

Despite early success, the guard acknowledged that quite a few challenges remain in this new area. One is 

the long-standing fact that most guard personnel are part-time, something that was less of a concern when 

performing more traditional missions. 

 

“We have in our ranks people with cyber expertise gained through civilian experience,” said John Goheen, 

the director of communications for the National Guard Association of the United States. “The military 

could really use these people full time, but the salaries they command as civilians makes that challenging.” 

 

And it’s not just the guard that is experiencing, or will soon experience, the same situation. 

 

“The active military will likely run into the same problem moving forward,” Goheen said. “They train 

bright, young people — and then lose them to private industry. We have a place for them in the guard, but 

again, they will only be part-time. The military needs to find ways to tap this resource.” 

 

Another hurdle is one the National Guard has always experienced — that of running a branch of the 

national military within the jurisdictions of each individual state. 

 

“The nature of the National Guard enables our personnel to work with state and local authorities on critical 

infrastructure,” Goheen said. “In fact, a lot of guard cyber exercise involves assisting with defending 

power plants and water systems.” 

 

In an actual incident, such as an attack on a power plant through its cyber infrastructure, a state 

government could activate the guard, and called upon it to stop it, officials said. After it halted the main 

attack, a guard cyber unit could remain behind to protect the infrastructure while the critical infrastructure 
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owner constructed the new cyber defenses. 

 

The scope and capabilities of any given state-level mission would be up to the governor of that state, not 

unlike traditional guard missions. 

 

“National Guard forces would likely respond to a cyber incident in the same manner as other domestic 

emergencies such as hurricanes or floods,” Houk said. “A governor may activate National Guard 

personnel in state-funded, State Active Duty in accordance with state and local laws and DoD policy.” 

 

Additionally, under the United States Code Title 32, a state governor, with approval from the secretary of 

Defense or the president, may activate guardsmen for homeland defense activities, or to provide support 

for civil authorities. 

 

National Guard leaders expressed confidence that the guard would soon be responding to cyber incidents 

on a regular basis, just like they do for floods, snowstorms and missions to maintain the peace in 

extraordinary circumstances. Now, maintaining the peace extends to cyberspace. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 India bitcoin exchange suffers setback 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/someone-stole-3-million-in-bitcoin-from-coinsecure-bitcoin-exchange/  

GIST In a security notice, the Indian Bitcoin exchange Coinsecure has revealed that it has suffered a setback 

after 438 BTC which is over $3 million ($3,542,957) according to current Bitcoin price were stolen from 

its offline Bitcoin wallets 

 

The company maintains that it has never been hacked or compromised and the incident took place when its 

CSO Dr. Amitabh Saxena was extracting BTG (Bitcoin Gold) to distribute to its customers. Saxena, on the 

other hand, claims that funds were lost in the process during the extraction of the private keys. 

 

The company has launched a complaint with the Cyber Cell in Delhi and is also conducting an 

investigation with the help of cybersecurity experts. However, a look at the police complaint points to an 

inside job as the company’s director Mohit Kalra stated in the complaint that: 

 

“As the private keys are kept with Dr. Amitabh Saxena, we feel that he is making a false story to divert our 

attention and he might have a role to play in this entire incident. The incident reported by Dr. Amitabh 

Saxena does not seem convincing to us. Dr. Amitabh Saxena also has an Indian Passport and he might fly 

out of the country soon, therefore, his passport should be seized as he cannot fly out of the country” 

 

Ningning Niumai, founder of Greymeter, a social network for college students and young professionals 

tweeted that Dr. Amitabh Saxena was appointed almost 6 months ago by the company, therefore, handing 

over private keys of Coinsecure is very suspicious. 

 

“Dr. Amitabh Saxena appointed barely 6 months ago has the private key to Coinsecure’s wallet?!! Is he a 

Scapegoat?!! Very suspicious and convenient blame game after the recent RBI ruling on Bitcoin,” said 

Niumai. 

 

It is noteworthy that Coinsecure incident has occurred days after the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) barred 

banks and financial institutions from dealing in cryptocurrencies from April 6th, 2018. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 FTC: 2016 Uber hack impacted 25M 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/25-million-us-individuals-impacted-2016-uber-hack  

GIST The 2016 data breach that Uber made public in November 2017 impacted over 25 million riders and 

drivers in the United States, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) reveals. 
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The hack, which the ride-sharing company kept silent about for a year, impacted more than 57 million 

users globally. Hackers managed to access data stored on an Amazon Web Services (AWS) account and 

steal names, email addresses and mobile phone numbers of customers around the world.  

 

In February this year, Uber chief information security officer said that two individuals living in Canada 

and Florida were responsible for the massive data breach. 

 

In an attempt to cover up the hack, Uber paid the attackers $100,000 through its third-party “bug bounty” 

program, which was designed to reward those who responsibly disclose vulnerabilities, rather than those 

who maliciously exploit them.  

 

The company came under scrutiny after the hack was made public in November 2017, and even became 

the target of a US criminal investigation. The data breach was revealed only three months after Uber 

agreed to implement new data protection measures in a settlement with the FTC over a 2014 incident. 

 

Now, the Commission says the ride-sharing company has agreed to expand the proposed settlement and 

that it will be subject to additional requirements. Under the new settlement, Uber could be subject to civil 

penalties if it doesn’t notify the FTC of future breaches in due time. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Hoaxes, scams w/school violence fears 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/email-hoaxes-and-phishing-scams-prey-off-of-school-violence-

fears/article/758240/  

GIST A Swiss hacking group has reportedly claimed credit for using a hijacked email domain to bombard 

schools around the U.S. with fake threats of violence. And in related news, security awareness training 

provider KnowBe4 issued a warning on Thursday about a credentials phishing campaign that also preys on 

school shooting fears by impersonating a campus security alert. 

 

According to multiple news  outlets, a group called the Apophis Squad sent disturbing hoax emails to 

school district superintendents in at least 46 states last Sunday and Monday, triggering an increased police 

presence and in some cases class cancellations. The emails featured the subject line "Student help!" and 

purported to be authored by a bullied student who threatened to show up at school "with 3 bombs, and a 

.22 handgun." 

 

The adversaries reportedly used the email address apophissquad@zonix.us, after hijacking the domain of 

Zonix, a Dallas-based online online gaming company that provides Minecraft servers. 

 

"Over the past few hours we were directly contacted by a group that threatened to send a bomb hoax 

spoofing our email domain in an attempt to directly smear and harm Zonix," states a series of tweets 

posted on Zonix's official Twitter account on Apr. 9. "We began to realize the threat was credible when we 

began hearing responses from school superintendents pertaining to this situation. We are aware that some 

schools might have been affected by this and we apologize for any inconvenience or panic that could have 

happened because of this situation. 

 

Apophis Squad's account on Twitter, meanwhile, has been suspended. But a journalist with the Union-

Democrat in Sonora, Calif. reportedly made contact with one of the hackers, who said the attack's motive 

was to taunt law enforcement, adding "We got nothing better to do." The hacker also stated future plans to 

leak information originating from a U.S. Army database. 

 

Reportedly, the same perpetrators previously sent similar threats to UK-based schools in March 2018, 

using the domain of Zonix competitor VeltPvP. 

 

Meanwhile, an unnamed community college in Florida was recently targeted in phishing campaign 
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spoofing its campus-wide security alerts, according to a KnowBe4 founder and CEO Stu Sjouwerman, 

who warns in a company blog post that this scheme could easily spread to additional educational 

institutions as well as companies and organizations that have established active shooter protocols. 

 

The email arrives with a subject line such as "IT DESK: Security Alert Reported on Campus," "IT DESK: 

Campus Emergency Scare" or "IT DESK: Security Concern on Campus Earlier," and instructs recipients 

to click a link to a memo containing proper instructions. However, the link leads to a credentials phishing 

page that imitates the Microsoft log-in process, which many campuses computers require. 

 

"What makes this particular attack so infuriating," remarks Sjouwerman, is that it exploits current concerns 

over active shooters on education campuses, a sensitive issue that could likely generate panicked, reflexive 

clicks from recipients who are already on edge over the recent shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

High School, also in Florida." 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Federal agency data under siege 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/federal-agency-data-under-siege/a/d-id/1331467  

GIST The US government continues to grapple with the same cybersecurity challenges faced by most 

organizations, but it has a different set of hurdles to overcome than its private-sector counterparts. As a 

result, federal agencies are experiencing more data breaches than other industry sectors. Despite 

skyrocketing IT security spending, successful attacks are escalating across the board. Federal agencies in 

particular are weathering a perfect storm around data that puts agency secrets — and the personal data of 

over 330 million American citizens — at risk. 

 

According to Thales' 2018 Data Threat Report—Federal Government Edition, 57% of federal respondents 

reported data breaches, a threefold increase over the 18% recorded back in 2016. As many as 12% 

experienced multiple breaches in 2017 and in previous years. 

 

Many agencies are in a difficult position. Federal agencies must protect sensitive data and both thwart bad 

guys hunting for citizens' private data and nation-state hackers with their own agendas — in addition to 

grappling with perennial underfunding, understaffing, and antiquated systems that commercial enterprises 

tossed into the dumpster years ago. At the same time, they need to make government more accessible and 

transparent via digital transformation, which inevitably exposes them to more cyber threats. 

 

But these factors don't completely explain the growing numbers of breaches at federal agencies. 

 

Catching Up with the Private Sector 

Despite these troubles, agency IT security professionals are trying to stay positive, partly because spending 

is sharply increasing this year. "Like most other sectors, data security spending plans in the US federal 

sector are up compared to last year — way up," says Garrett Bekker, 451 Research's principal analyst for 

information security, as highlighted in the Thales report. "Perhaps more importantly, for the first time, the 

US federal government ranks the highest of any US vertical in terms of spending increase plans — more 

than nine out of 10 (93%) plan to increase security spending in 2018." 

 

In fact, a staggering 73% of federal agencies say their IT security spending will be much higher in 2018, 

according to the report. This comes after several years of IT security spending well below that of 

commercial enterprises. 

 

"The bad news is that reports by US federal respondents of successful breaches last year (57%) are far 

ahead of the global average (36%), and also the global federal sector (26%). Further, 70% of US federal 

respondents say their agencies were breached at some point in the past," says Bekker. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Woolworths hit by IT glitch 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/woolworths-turning-customers-away-following-it-outage/  

GIST Woolworths is turning customers away from its stores, following reports the Australian supermarket chain 

is suffering a nationwide IT outage. 

 

Customers took to Twitter Monday afternoon, posting photos of security screens pulled shut at stores 

around the country, with some reporting being told by store managers that an IT glitch had affected its 

cash registers. 

 

ZDNet understands the glitch didn't make its way to all stores, however, with some operating as usual. 

 

Woolworths eventually confirmed the outage, apologising for the inconvenience via Twitter. 

 

"We can confirm that an IT issue impacted registers in our supermarkets for a short period of time this 

afternoon. The registers are now back online in all our stores. We apologise for any inconvenience caused. 

Thanks," the reply to many reads. 

 

Woolworths in August apologised to customers following reports that some experienced a second batch of 

payments  withdrawn from their bank accounts. 

 

A Woolworths spokesperson told ZDNet at the time it received confirmation from Cuscal, one of its 

payment processors that services financial institutions, that due to an error at its datacentre, some 

Woolworths customers received incorrect transactions on accounts processed by Cuscal. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Windows servers targeted to cryptomine 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/windows-servers-targeted-for-cryptocurrency-

mining-via-iis-flaw/  

GIST Hackers are leveraging an IIS 6.0 vulnerability to take over Windows servers and install a malware strain 

that mines the Electroneum cryptocurrency. 

 

Attacks aren't widespread, as they target a quite old IIS version, but they are happening at scale. 

 

Hackers using former IIS 6.0 zero-day 

 

Hackers are using CVE–2017–7269 to take over servers. This is a vulnerability discovered by two Chinese 

researchers in March 2017 that affects IIS' WebDAV service. At the time it was discovered last year, the 

flaw was a zero-day, being under heavy exploitation for almost nine months, since June 2016. 

 

Microsoft initially said it was not planning to fix the flaw because IIS 6.0 was end-of-life, and so were the 

operating systems that shipped with IIS 6.0 by default —Windows XP and Windows Server 2003. 

 

But the vulnerability shared some common traits with the EXPLODINGCAN NSA exploit leaked in April 

2017 by the Shadow Brokers, and it eventually received a fix in mid-June 2017. 

 

Since then, it's been used by at least one threat actor to deploy Monero miners on Windows servers still 

running the old IIS 6.0 version. 

 

Now, F5 Labs says it found another hacker group using the same exploit, but deploying an Electroneum 

miner instead of Monero. 

 

According to experts, the threat actor uses CVE–2017–7269 to deliver an ASCII shellcode which contains 

a Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) exploit chain that installs a reverse shell on vulnerable hosts. 
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Attackers then use the reverse shell to download the miner and start the mining process. The infection 

process is masked by the use of the Squiblydoo technique and by disguising the miner as the legitimate 

lsass.exe (Local Security Authority Subsystem Service) process. 

 

F5 experts said the Electroneum address they found in attacks stored only $99, suggesting they either 

caught the campaign at its beginning, or crooks are rotating address IDs to avoid researchers from tracking 

their entire operation. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Russia blocks Telegram messenger 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-telegram-blocking/russia-starts-blocking-telegram-

messenger-regulator-idUSKBN1HN13J  

GIST MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia’s state telecommunications regulator said on Monday it had begun blocking 

access to messenger service Telegram after the service’s owner refused to comply with an order to give 

Russian state security access to users’ secret messages. 

 

The watchdog, Roskomnadzor, said in a statement on its website that it had sent telecoms operators a 

notification about blocking access to Telegram inside Russia 

 

The service, set up by a Russian entrepreneur, has more than 200 million global users and is ranked as the 

world’s ninth most popular mobile messaging app. 

 

Interfax news agency quoted an official at the watchdog as saying it would take several hours to complete 

the operation to block access. In Moscow, the Telegram app was still functioning as normal early on 

Monday afternoon. 

 

Roskomnadzor was implementing a decision handed down on Friday by a Russian court that Telegram 

should be blocked because it was in violation of Russian regulations. 

 

Telegram had refused a request by Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB) to give them access to users’ 

encrypted messages. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 ‘Digital resurrections’ bring back dead? 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/will-digital-resurrections-let-us-bring-back-dead-

ncna865806  

GIST Humans have always looked for tangible ways to remember departed loved ones. We save letters and 

emails they wrote us. We look fondly at photos of them. We watch and rewatch old videos just to see their 

faces and hear them talk. 

 

But the rise of digital technologies may soon give us even more compelling ways to remember lost friends 

and family. These include apps that let us text with digital representations of the dead — we’d type a 

message and then get some sort of comforting reply — and maybe even systems that let us speak with and 

possibly touch realistic avatars of the ones we miss most. 

 

Maybe that sounds creepy, but some experts believe we’ll find comfort in continuing our interactions with 

people whose biological existences have come to an end. 

 

“Many people visit the headstone of a loved one to help come to terms with their passing, and have a one-

sided conversation where they think about the memory of them,” says Bruce Duncan, managing director of 

Terasem Movement Foundation, a Bristol, Vermont-based nonprofit that promotes digital resurrections. 

“Being able to have a two-way conversation with a digital version of them, where you can be reminded of 
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their mannerisms or behavioral patterns in an interactive way, could become a natural part of the grieving 

process.” 

 

Several companies, including Luka, a San Francisco-based startup, and research organizations including 

the MIT Media Lab, are working on digital resurrection technology. 

 

It goes without saying that the digital version of a person is no match for the living, breathing human 

being. But scientists are experimenting with algorithms that can take a person's emails and text messages 

and use them to generate text messages that are at least evocative of a specific person. The messages can 

use emojis like the dead person once did. And with data pulled from the internet, the texts can even 

include back-and-forths about topical things like weather and current events. 

 

In coming years, Duncan believes, there may be browser plug-ins capable of capturing an entire life’s 

worth of social media posts, emails, photos, and other digital data and using everything to approximate an 

individual’s personality, complete with values and opinions. 

 

Digital resurrection technology is unlikely to stop with chatbots. Duncan and other experts foresee a time 

when we’ll be able to interact with lost loved ones not just via texts but in virtual reality. 

 

“You’d be able to put on your virtual reality glasses and headset, and experience typical everyday 

situations with that person, like sitting at the breakfast table or taking a walk in a nearby park,” says 

Charlotte Runius, CEO of Fenix Begravning, a Stockholm, Sweden-based funeral planning agency that is 

working with AI experts to develop these technologies. “Hearing their voice and seeing them would allow 

you to actually feel like you’re next to the person again, and you can talk to them and get replies in a much 

more realistic way.” 

 

By wearing a bodysuit and gloves studded with sensors and actuators, it might even be possible to interact 

physically with a realistic-looking avatar of a deceased person. The technology could monitor a living 

person’s movements, voice, and facial expressions and then later use them to direct an avatar to respond 

appropriately — perhaps by offering advice or giving a comforting hug. 

 

In the distant future, one can imagine that it would be possible to create a robotic avatar of a beloved one 

— a bit like the scenario depicted in a popular episode of the Netflix series "Black Mirror," in which a 

grieving widow's late partner is resurrected in robotic form with help from his texts, photos, and emails. 

 

The only snag with these scenarios is that much of the data used to resurrect someone would have to be 

collected while he or she was still alive — for instance, by having him or her speak a thousand or so words 

and be recorded on video. 

 

EMOTIONAL COMFORT — OR PAIN? 

What would it be like to interact with someone who's been brought back in digital form? Some experts say 

it could aid the grieving process. Others worry that interacting with a virtual representation of a person 

who is no longer alive would only intensify feelings of sadness and loss. 

 

Studies have shown that bereaved people can experience grief hallucinations, and there are concerns that 

interacting with avatars might raise the risk. 

 

Duncan believes that, at least for most people, the experience will be akin to watching home movies and 

enjoying the memories that they trigger. 

 

“Enjoying talking to past loved ones via digital media may eventually become the future version of 

looking through photographs of past events… It’s hard to predict the future, but just as we’ve adjusted to 

using Skype and cell phones I think we’ll consider it valuable to continue some connection with a person 

we care about.” 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Pushing back Russia disinformation 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/one-tiny-corner-u-s-government-pushes-back-

against-russian-n866021  

GIST WASHINGTON — When reports began to emerge last month that Russian mercenaries had attacked a 

U.S. base in Syria, Russia issued a flat denial, and the U.S. was silent. 

 

Then, leaked recordings surfaced on the internet. 

 

"We've had our asses f--- kicked. So one squadron f--- lost 200 people …the Yankees knew for sure that 

the Russians were coming." 

 

The tapes seemed to show Russian guns-for-hire acknowledging a crushing defeat in the Feb. 8 incident. It 

was an embarrassment for the Kremlin, which was forced to admit that Russian citizens had been killed by 

the U.S. military — something an American general later confirmed to NBC News. 

 

With their election interference and ongoing manipulation of social media platforms like Twitter, the 

Russians have been regularly outfoxing America in the information realm, U.S. intelligence officials 

acknowledge. Who turned the tables this time? 

 

Not the White House, the State Department or the CIA. The recordings were published by a U.S.-

government-funded web site called Polygraph.info, whose reporter says she got them from a source close 

to the Kremlin. 

 

Polygraph is a relatively new fact-checking arm of an obscure, diminutive media effort by the U.S. to 

highlight Russian misdeeds and counter Russian propaganda. 

 

It's an anomaly in the Trump administration — perhaps the only part of the U.S. government whose job is 

to regularly punch back against what experts say is a stream of Russian disinformation aimed at America 

and the West. 

 

"At the end of the day, the Russians are engaging in information warfare — they're telling lies," said John 

Lansing, a former television executive who oversees the effort. "And we're confronting them toe-to-toe 

with fact-based, truthful, professional journalism." 

 

Russia's proficiency at information war has been on display in the wake of the U.S.-led military strike 

Friday night in Syria. Russia called the strikes illegal and said the chemical weapons attacks that prompted 

them were staged. To get that message out, there was a 2000 percent spike in activity in the hours since the 

strike by fake Russian propaganda accounts on social media, a Pentagon spokeswoman said Saturday. A 

web site that tracks a slice of those accounts, Hamilton 68, found that they were pumping out the Russian 

government narrative in English. 

 

THEY'RE "EATING OUR LUNCH" 

The U.S. is ill-equipped to respond. Polygraph, part of the tiny corner of the government that's trying, has 

a staff of five that doesn't usually work on the weekends. 

 

"We focus mostly on Russia right now because there is a large flow of disinformation that's coming from 

Russia," said Jim Fry, a former Dallas television reporter who runs Polygraph from Washington. 

 

Polygraph is a joint venture of the Voice of America and Radio Liberty, which are funded by — but 

independent of — the U.S. government. They fall under the umbrella of the Broadcasting Board of 

Governors, whose mission is to promote freedom and democracy and "tell America's story" around the 

world. But they are walled off, editorially, from the administration in power. 

 

"The law protects us from interference by U.S. government officials," said Tom Kent, who spent 44 years 

at The Associated Press before becoming president of Radio Liberty and Radio Free Europe. "They can't 
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tell us what to broadcast." 

 

During the Cold War, the VOA and Radio Liberty sought to counter communist propaganda and funnel 

information to the news-starved citizenry behind the Iron Curtain. 

 

Those muscles — and budgets — have long since atrophied. But in recent years, there have been growing 

calls for a new twist on that old mission. 

 

When Lansing became CEO of the Broadcasting Board of Governors in 2015, he said he was confronted 

on Capitol Hill and throughout the government with a single question: 

 

"Why are the Russians eating our lunch in terms of information warfare?" 

 

People were talking mainly about RT, the former Russia Today, which spends hundreds of millions of 

dollars a year on an English language broadcast and web platform that regularly skewers American and the 

West. The U.S. government has labeled RT a propaganda operation. 

 

The State Department came under criticism earlier this year when news reports highlighted its failure to 

spend $120 million that had been allocated to push back on Russian propaganda abroad. 

 

Lost in that conversation was the fact that one month into the Trump Administration, Lansing and his team 

launched Current Time America, a 24-hour Russian-language broadcasting and web platform. The budget 

was $20 million — around one-tenth the size of RT's budget, Lansing says. But one year later, Current 

Time America is available on TV screens in 30 countries, and officials counted 400 million view views on 

social media last year. 

 

Still, U.S. information efforts are minuscule compared to the Russian campaign. While Current Time 

America is available in Russia, the Russian government makes it difficult to find — keeping it off cable 

systems and requiring special tuning for satellite reception. 

 

The broadcasting board's total budget this year is about $660 million dollars, about a third of what was 

spent in 1991, adjusted for inflation. 

 

"I think we should be investing more," Lansing said. 

 

The Russian government labels the entire U.S.-funded journalism operation "propaganda" that is "part of a 

broader, wide-reaching American system of pressure on our country." 

 

Irina van Dusen, who heads the effort as chief of Voice of America's Russian-language programming, 

knows what propaganda looks like. She grew up in the Soviet Union, listening to the VOA on an illegal 

short wave radio for scraps of accurate reporting. 

 

She got her journalism degree in Moscow, but decided that if she wanted to practice real journalism, she 

would have to move to the West. 

 

During the Cold War, she says, the VOA was trying to break through jamming and censorship. Now there 

has been a proliferation of Russian TV and web channels that put out a cacophony of news, nearly all of it 

favorable to Vladimir Putin. The task in 2018 is trying to break through a fog of disinformation. 

 

The prevailing view in Russia, she said, is that "There is no truth. There is only different versions, 

different narratives…We stand by the fact that there is truth. And there are facts." 

 

From a TV studio near not far from where special counsel Robert Mueller comes to work each day, 

Current Time America covers Washington, offering live broadcasts of Congressional hearings with 

simultaneous translations. 
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"People can listen, see how it's done, how policies are made, what questions asked, what facts are being 

brought up," she said. 

 

The channel also covers Russia, to "provide Russian speaking audiences with a true portrait of the society, 

you know? As opposed to state-run Russian television that — interprets everything that is done in the 

world…as some kind of a United States manipulation and United States meddling in world affairs." 

 

Polygraph.info, and its Russian-language counterpart, Factograph — try to be slightly edgier than a 

traditional news operation. 

 

"What our reporters do every day is they begin the day looking at Russian media," said Fry. "Looking at 

what's coming out of Russia. And then we decide whether there's something to fact check. Usually, almost 

every day, there's more to fact check than we could possibly do with our staff." 

 

The site is modeled after other media fact check efforts, including Politifact and factcheck.org. It 

highlights a claim, say, by Putin or another Russian official, and brands it for veracity, with labels like 

"Partially True, "False" or "Misleading." 

 

In March, the site fact-checked a Putin documentary that alleged the Russian leader had always believed 

that the Ukrainian territory of Crimea was part of Russia. It highlighted remarks by Putin in 2008 in which 

he said something very different: "Crimea is absolutely not a disputed territory." Six years later, Putin 

seized Crimea from Ukraine, to international condemnation. 

 

Polygraph also challenged Russia's denial that the nerve agent used to poison a former spy in the UK was 

made only in Russia, and its assertion that no chemical attack took place in Syria. 

 

Polygraph reporters are not afraid to endorse criticism of the U.S. when it's accurate. When Russian 

foreign minister Sergei Lavrov criticized a list of Russian oligarchs that the Treasury Department admitted 

it cribbed from Forbes magazine, Polygraph labeled his comments, "Partially True." 

 

In January, reporters examined a fur coat shown off on Facebook by Russia's foreign ministry 

spokeswoman. She said it was a fake, bought at a fair in Russia. Polygraph found that the fair didn't sell 

any coat — and that the coat may have been a fur from an endangered ocelot. 

 

Polygraph's traffic numbers are usually in the low thousands, but that video got 37,000 views, Fry said. 

 

The audio recordings of the Russian mercenaries were a huge coup, even if the site did not seem to get 

much credit for the scoop. Fry said a Polygraph journalist in Europe, who did not want to be identified, 

obtained the tapes from a Kremlin source. He acknowledged that he could not rule out U.S. intelligence 

involvement in distributing the tapes, but that would also be true if the audio had been obtained by a 

mainstream journalism organization, he said. 

 

The recordings describe an incident in which a number of Russian mercenaries led a group of pro-Assad 

fighters in an attack on a U.S. base beginning Feb. 7. The mercenaries were from the Wagner Group, it's 

been widely reported — co-owned by Russian oligarch Yevgeniy Prigozhin, who is close to Vladimir 

Putin. Prigozhin is also one of the defendants in the indictment brought by Mueller against Russians 

accused of illegal election activity. 

 

It was the largest ever attack on U.S. troops in Syria, and it was perhaps the first time in many decades that 

Russian and American troops fought in open combat. Russian mercenaries were among the hundreds who 

died as the Americans strafed, bombed and shelled the assault force, Army Brig. Gen. Jonathan Braga told 

NBC's Richard Engel. 

 

The tapes, Fry said, depicted "people who worked for this Russian paramilitary company who were 

involved in this attack…It showed they knew they were (counterattacked) by Americans. And it showed 

that there were people who were killed." 
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Interestingly enough, he added, "within days of our story, the Russian government started admitting there 

had been involvement of the private military company, the Russian company, in that attack." 

 

Sometimes it's obvious that Russians are more nimble than the Americans at the information game. 

 

On Friday, when the Russian defense ministry accused Britain of faking the chemical attack in Syria, RT 

was leading its web site with an article highlighting the allegations — making no mention of denunciations 

from the United Nations and U.S. and British officials. 

 

Polygraph, meanwhile, was leading with a story fact-checking a statement from Russian state media that 

Hitler had become more popular than Harry Potter in Latvia. It made no mention of the bogus Russian 

allegation against Britain. 

 

"We didn't get to that today," Fry said, reached by phone. "I wish I could respond as quickly as what they 

put out." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Europol busts bitcoin laundering ring 

SOURCE https://interestingengineering.com/europol-busts-bitcoin-drug-money-laundering-ring  

GIST In what may now seem like an almost prophetic event, the European Union Agency for Law Enforcement 

Cooperation (Europol) expressed concerns last February that billions in illegal proceeds were hidden in 

Europe in crypto-cash. Now, Europol in cooperation with global law enforcement agencies has arrested 11 

people involved in a cryptocurrency drug trafficking ring that laundered over €8 million. 

 

The operation, named Tulipan Blanca, saw Spain’s Guardia Civil, Finnish law enforcement authorities and 

the US Department of Homeland Security come together to investigate 137 individuals. “As a result of the 

operation, the Spanish Guardia Civil carried out eight searches and seized several computers, devices, and 

the equipment used to commit the crimes, such as money bags or money counting machines,” Europol said 

in a statement.  

 

The statement explained that drug traffickers contacted the criminal ring to launder money obtained from 

their illicit activities. The ring proceeded to split the money into small cash amounts deposited into 174 

bank accounts. 

 

From there, the criminals used credit cards linked to the fraudulent bank accounts to withdraw the illegal 

proceeds from Columbia. However, realizing that these transactions could be tracked, the criminal group 

then turned to cryptocurrencies. 

 

To cover their tracks, the ring used an unnamed Finnish cryptocurrency exchange to turn their cash into 

bitcoins and then subsequently further converted the bitcoins into Colombian pesos. 

 

“With cryptocurrencies increasingly used to finance and carry out criminal activities, Europol will 

continue to coordinate across EU Member States and beyond, to effectively respond to this rising threat,” 

Europol’s statement said. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Targeting tax pros w/fraud returns 

SOURCE https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/14/cybercriminals-now-targeting-tax-pros-to-cash-in-on-fraudulent-

returns.html  

GIST The deadline to file your taxes is rapidly approaching, but cyber criminals have already been hard at work 

trying to cash in with fraudulent tax returns. 
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This tax season, experts say instead of targeting individual tax payers, scam artists are targeting tax 

professionals. 

 

"One of the challenges that we're seeing this year is that as tax professionals and the I.R.S. have become 

more and more sophisticated, so too have the adversaries," said Caleb Barlow, IBM Security's vice 

president of threat intelligence. 

 

Tax fraud is big business for cyber criminals. Last year Internet crimes netted the perpetrators $445 

billion, with tax fraud as a primary focus, according to IBM Security, which monitors cyber crimes. 

 

"We had about 75 tax professionals report that they had been victims of some sort of a tax payer breach. 

So that unfortunately is a 60 percent increase for the same period of time last year," said Cecilia Barreda, 

an I.R.S. spokeswoman. 

 

The I.R.S. can recognize if a computer of an individual is filing too many tax returns, and will stop them 

for likely being fraudulent. But the agency expects tax professionals to file dozens, if not hundreds of tax 

returns on behalf of their clients. 

 

"If they [cybercriminals] can compromise a tax professional, they get access to two key things. One is the 

private information of that tax professional's clients that can be used to file tax returns on their behalf," 

Barlow said. 

 

"And in addition to that, they can use the IP address and the computer of the tax professional to actually do 

the filing with the I.R.S.," he added. 

 

Here is how the scam works: Cyber criminals target tax professionals with what is known as phishing — 

spam email that seems legitimate, but contains links or attachments laden with malware. 

 

"The minute that you click on that link, well, then you're owned by the adversary. And what this often 

means is that they can take control of that system that's normally used by that tax professional," Barlow 

said. 

 

Once a tax professional's computer is compromised, an attacker can steal the numbers and log-in 

information they use to file. 

 

"It's an I.P. address we seen before, it's a signature of a computer we seen before. We know it's a tax 

professional, so they are going be submitting lots of returns," said Barlow. 

 

This year's tax season may be the perfect storm. With a new tax code coming in this year, there has been 

extra confusion. 

 

"This is kind of a perfect storm where you have a lot of misinformation, a dearth of information, and these 

new techniques that are being widely used by these criminals looking for compromised computers 

belonging to tax prep professionals," said Roman Sannikov, the director of European research and analysis 

for Flashpoint, a cybersecurity company. 

 

He added that "they can use to not only steal information, but also to file these returns in a much more 

successful way." 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Guarding rail against evolving threats 

SOURCE http://www.railjournal.com/index.php/technology/cybersecurity-guarding-rail-against-evolving-

threats.html  
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GIST As the railway seeks to harness the benefits of digitalisation and the Internet of Things, the links between 

information technology and operational technology become ever-more intertwined. However, these trends 

are completely redefining the railway security environment as systems become vulnerable to new types of 

threats. Keith Barrow assesses how the industry is responding to the cybersecurity challenge. 

 

ON May 13 2017, passengers at mainline stations in Germany glanced up at the information screens and 

saw something unusual. Obscuring the lists of departures and arrivals, a ransomware notice demands a 

$US 300 payment in Bitcoin. 

  

The WannaCry virus had infected 450 German Rail (DB) computers, bringing down passenger 

information systems, ticket machines, and CCTV networks. 

 

This was a very public demonstration of rail’s vulnerability to cyberattack, and while the target in this case 

was the company’s business systems, the attack also highlighted the need to secure operational systems 

against hackers. 

 

Until recently, Industrial Automated Control Systems (IACS) were considered relatively well-insulated 

against external influence with a high degree of immunity to security threats and attacks. However, the 

threat landscape has altered significantly in recent years with the proliferation of digital technologies and 

the increasing interconnectivity between the business and operational functions of companies. 

 

Research by IBM shows cyberattacks on ICAS increased by more than 600% between 2012 and 2014, 

while according to Dell’s 2015 cybersecurity report, attacks on supervisory control and data acquisition 

(Scada) systems surged from 91,676 in January 2012 to 675,186 in January 2014. 

 

Mr François Hausman, mainline cybersecurity manager for Alstom and leader of Shift2Rail’s 

cybersecurity work package, told delegates at Railtech’s recent Intelligent Rail Summit in Vienna that the 

characteristics of railway networks make them a potential cyberattack target. These include: 

• distributed architecture - electronic components spread along a section of line or a train 

• long lifecycles for equipment 

• high level of certification for safety-related systems 

• diversity of supply chain and technology, and 

• small-medium volume production of components. 

 

Mr Domenico Raguseo, technical sales manager, Europe, for IBM says systems are vulnerable to hackers 

when there is a high degree of integration between IT and operational technology (OT).  

 

“The railway industry is very secure from a cybersecurity point-of-view - hackers would have a lot of 

difficulty getting into your systems,” he says. “With high standards and tonnes of security control, a 

hacker needs to invest a lot of time if he wants to create a problem for you. Unfortunately, the good news 

stops here. The safety-first philosophy of rail - that the train stops to protect the lives of the passengers - is 

good for hackers, because they don’t want to kill people, they want to get money. So it would be fantastic 

for a hacker to stop a train.” 

 

As senior managers seek ever more data on the day-to-day performance of the railway, business and 

operational systems are increasingly interconnected, and wherever there are interfaces, there are potential 

points of attack. 

 

Mr Lovan Pushparatnam, head of tramway systems and telecoms with Systra, says any cybersecurity 

strategy must consider people as well as technology. “The best results are achieved when cybersecurity is 

treated as part of an overall security policy addressing technical aspects and operational procedures, with 

continuous assessment and measurement,” he says. “It’s not about protection, it’s about process and 

preparation, monitoring both your assets and your organisation.” 

 

Testing the vulnerability of railway systems to cyberattack is a particular challenge because of the 

difficultly of simulating attacks under realistic operating conditions. “When we model attack patterns, we 
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need to understand how it is possible to attack,” Raguseo says. “It’s not easy to do penetration testing in a 

real environment, so you need to create a test environment. Developing a test environment is complicated 

for IT - I’d say it’s impossible for a complex environment like rail.” 

 

The European Union (EU) Directive on security of network and information systems (NIS Directive) came 

into force in August 2016, and is intended to boost the overall level of cybersecurity in member states. The 

NIS Directive is due to be transposed into the legal systems of the member states by next month and 

specifically identifies train operators and railway infrastructure managers as entities that could be 

considered “operators of essential services.” Businesses in this category will be required to implement risk 

management practices, taking “appropriate and proportional technical and organisational measures to 

manage the risks posed to the security of networks and information systems which they use in their 

operations.” Significant cyber attacks must be reported to a “competent national NIS authority.” 

 

All of this leaves railway industry stakeholders with the challenge of securing assets which can have a 

lifespan of several decades against a threat that is constantly evolving. System architecture is therefore a 

crucial consideration in safeguarding next-generation rail technologies against attack. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Experts warn: Russia cyber warfare  

SOURCE https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/syria-news-latest-russia-could-launch-cyber-warfare-

within-days-after-usled-military-action-expert-a3814226.html  

GIST Russia could “launch cyber warfare within weeks” in retaliation to US-led airstrikes on Syria bringing 

down City firms, the UK transport network and the NHS, experts have warned. 

 

Theresa May hailed “targeted and limited” action on key sites of Syria’s chemical weapons regime “a 

success” while Donald Trump branded the offensive “perfectly executed”. 

 

But Russia warned of “consequences” following the strike which has left the Prime Minister facing 

questions over why the decision was not put to a parliamentary vote. 

 

Now experts have said the action in retaliation to a suspected chemical attack in Douma a week ago could 

lead to “cyber warfare”. 

 

"I suspect Russia will choose not to respond in military terms. But cyber warfare is highly likely," he says. 

 

"It will be an attack on national infrastructure, not just upsetting city firms, but getting inside the transport 

system, or the health system, or air traffic control. It could affect everyone." 

 

Mark Almond, director of the Crisis Research Institute, Oxford agreed that the strikes would spark 

retaliation and said Britain was most vulnerable to a counter-attack. 

 

Despite admitting that the "immediate risk of a wider war" has been avoided for now, he warned that 

sources of potential conflict are still very much active on the ground in Syria. 

 

He wrote in the Sunday Telegraph: "Bad relations could easily encourage a reckless Russian freebooter, 

prompted and paid by Iran, to try his luck getting revenge on the pockets of US and British forces 

operating in eastern Syria. 

 

"Britain is more exposed to potential revenge attacks, despite only four Tornados taking part in the strikes, 

because they flew from Akrotiri in Cyprus - so close to Syria and to Lebanon." 
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SOURCE https://www.forbesmiddleeast.com/en/new-cyberattack-operation-parliament-targets-governments-

military-and-intelligence-organizations/  

GIST A new potentially geopolitically-motivated cyberattack dubbed Operation Parliament has been targeting 

governmental departments and large private entities across the Middle East, according to global 

cybersecurity company Kaspersky Lab. 

 

Operation Parliament has so far affected an unknown number of organizations in over 27 countries, mostly 

in the Middle East and North Africa, including Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, 

Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the U.A.E. Financial impact of the attack has not been disclosed. 

 

In a campaign believed to have been active since 2017, the cybercriminals targeted selected victims 

through malware disguised as legitimate email attachments. Upon opening the attachments victims 

unwittingly gave the criminals access to their systems, enabling them to remotely gain control over their 

devices and mine data, as well as activate tools such as webcams. It is believed that the attackers had 

previously gained access to large databases of contacts for sensitive organisations and targeted non-trained 

staff. 

 

The criminal group “hid in plain sight” accordingly to Kaspersky Lab. The malware was first discovered 

during an operation to uncover a phishing scam targeting political figures. At first it appeared to be the 

work of another group already known to officials. However, under further inspection the encrypted 

malware was found to be very different to any previous attacks. 

 

Victims are known to include parliaments, senates, top state offices and officials, political science 

scholars, military and intelligence agencies, ministries, media outlets, research centres, election 

commissions, Olympic organizations and large trading companies. Over 130 individual users have been 

identified as victims so far. Efforts are now underway by law enforcers to find the group behind the attacks 

and prevent any further damage. 

 

“Operation Parliament is another symptom of the continuously developing tensions in the Middle East and 

North Africa. We are witnessing higher sophistication and smarter techniques used by attackers and it 

doesn’t look like they will stop or slow down anytime soon” said Mohamad Amin Hasbini, Senior 

Security Researcher, Global Research & Analysis Team at Kaspersky Lab. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 UK considers retaliatory cyberattacks 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-russia-cyber/uk-could-launch-retaliatory-cyber-attack-

on-russia-if-infrastructure-targeted-sunday-times-idUSKBN1HL1BT  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - Britain would consider launching a cyber attack against Russia in retaliation if 

Russia targeted British national infrastructure, the Sunday Times reported, citing unnamed security 

sources. 

 

Britain’s relations with Russia are at a historic low, after it blamed Russia for a nerve agent attack on 

former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter in England, prompting mass expulsions of diplomats. 

 

Russia has denied involvement, and on Saturday also condemned strikes against Syria by Western powers, 

which Britain took part in. 

 

Cyber security has become a focal point of the strained relations. On Thursday, a British spy chief said 

that his GCHQ agency would “continue to expose Russia’s unacceptable cyber behaviour”, adding there 

would be increasing demand for its cyber expertise. 

 

The Sunday Times also said that British spy officials had been preparing for Russia-backed hackers to 

release embarrassing information on politicians and other high-profile people since the attack on the 

Skripals. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 US: 2000% rise disinformation campaign 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/14/russian-trolls-launch-disinformation-campaign-after-

syria-airstrikes-pentagon.html  

GIST Following U.S.-led coalition strikes in Syria to degrade chemical weapons capabilities, the Pentagon says 

it's seen a “2,000 percent increase” in Russian “disinformation.” 

 

Russia, a close ally of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, has reportedly started a new campaign to spread 

propaganda and other false narratives on social media after the U.S., France and the United Kingdom 

staged airstrikes in Syria this weekend in response to Assad’s alleged use of chemical weapons. 

 

Chief Pentagon spokeswoman Dana White said at a briefing on Saturday that “there has been a 2,000 

percent increase in Russian trolls in the last 24 hours.” 

 

Saturday’s briefing was an attempt to counter any false information. 

 

An investigation into the 2016 presidential elections by the federal government has found that a number of 

Kremlin-backed hacking groups spread politically charged content across social media platforms in an 

attempt to influence the outcome. 

 

At a meeting of the U.N. Security Council Saturday, U.S. Ambassador Nikki Haley took aim at Russian 

ambassador Vasily Nebenzia over the “fake news.” 

 

“The pictures of dead children are not fake news,” she said. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Yahoo, AOL read, share users’ emails 

SOURCE https://www.cnet.com/news/yahoo-aol-oath-privacy-policy-verizon-emails-messages/  

GIST Oath, the media division of Verizon that runs both AOL and Yahoo, is finally unifying the privacy policy 

of its two giant legacy Internet brands. That means an updated set of privacy terms and policies for 

hundreds of millions of users. And in an online world where privacy expectations have been radically 

reshaped in light of Facebook's Cambridge Analytica mess, it's more important than ever to read the fine 

print on those splash screens. 

 

When we logged in to a Yahoo Mail account Friday, we were greeted with the privacy policy you see 

below (Jason Kint had pointed to the policy earlier on Twitter). In it, Oath notes that it has the right to read 

your emails, instant messages, posts, photos and even look at your message attachments. And it might 

share that data with parent company Verizon, too. 

 

To be clear, Yahoo's previous privacy policy had already stated that Yahoo "analyzes and stores all 

communications content, including email content," so the company has previously disclosed that it's been 

able to scan the contents of your emails, at least. (AOL's legacy privacy policy doesn't say anything like 

that.) 

 

When you dig further into Oath's policy about what it might do with your words, photos, and attachments, 

the company clarifies that it's utilizing automated systems that help the company with security, research 

and providing targeted ads -- and that those automated systems should strip out personally identifying 

information before letting any humans look at your data. But there are no explicit guarantees on that.  

 

Notably, Google used to scan its Gmail messages for better ad targeting, though it stopped the practice in 

June of 2017. 
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In other words, emails related to your banking and financial transactions appear to be equally in the 

crosshairs of Oath's ad targeting engine.  

 

There appears to be another big change for Yahoo users, too: Oath's previous mutual arbitration clause and 

class-action waiver has been updated and extended across the company's services to include Yahoo as 

well. What it means is if you don't like what the company does with your data, you'll have a hard time 

suing. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Google loses ‘right to be forgotten’ case 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/google-loses-right-to-be-forgotten-legal-case-europe/  

GIST A U.K. court has ruled in favor an unnamed businessman who wanted Google to remove search results of 

his past conviction history in a landmark "right to be forgotten" case. The search engine had previously 

refused to delete results about his conviction, BBC News reports. 

 

Ten years ago, the businessman was convicted of conspiring to intercept communications. He spent six 

months in jail. He argued that his conviction was no longer relevant to the public.  

 

Google said in a statement Friday it would respect the judge's decision. "We work hard to comply with the 

right to be forgotten," it said, "but we take great care not to remove search results that are in the public 

interest." 

 

However, Justice Mark Warby rejected a separate claim by a businessman who had committed a more 

serious crime. More than 10 years ago, the second man was convicted of conspiring to account falsely. He 

spent four years in jail. 

 

Warby said the winning businessman had shown remorse, while the other man continued to "mislead the 

public." 

 

In 2014, the European Court of Justice set legal precedent for the "right to be forgotten" after a Spanish 

man asked Google to remove results about his financial history. Google said it has removed 800,000 pages 

from its results over similar requests, but companies can decline to remove information if they believe they 

are in the public interest. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Using social media inspire potential terror 

SOURCE https://theconversation.com/since-boston-bombing-terrorists-are-using-new-social-media-to-inspire-

potential-attackers-94944  

GIST Five years ago, a deadly attack during the Boston Marathon made America’s nightmare come true: the 

radicalized boy next door. 

 

The research my colleagues and I conduct at Georgia State University tracks how terrorist organizations 

expose people – mostly young men – to radical messages and extreme violence on social media. The goal: 

changing their worldview and eventually guiding them to act. 

 

The Boston Marathon bombing marked the beginning of a new trend that is almost impossible to prevent. 

Before, individuals would receive guidance and training from terrorist organizations in person. Now, these 

same groups simply inspire individuals to carry out attacks on their own, for which the group can claim 

credit if they are successful. We call that “self-radicalizing.” 
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Radicalization of the boy next door 

It remains puzzling to many how Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, a 19-year-old stoner who listened to Jay-Z and 

watched “The Walking Dead,” could – with his older brother, Tamerlan – killed and injured so many 

innocent civilians. Authorities at least knew more about Dzhokhar because he was taken alive. His brother 

died during a police chase. 

 

Courtroom sketch of Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. Jane Flavell Collins via AP 

Dzhokhar did not fit the profile experts have identified as typical of self-radicalized terrorists – either 

jihadi (a Muslim Holy warrior) or extreme right-wing versions. They were unlike many terrorists who 

gravitate to extremist ideologies. 

 

According to researchers Alice Marwick and Becca Lewis, people who are radicalized “may have a hard 

time finding like-minded friends in their day-to-day lives, or connecting with romantic partners.” 

 

Dzhokhar was described by Rolling Stone magazine, for example, as attractive, popular and a student 

athlete. He was also flunking courses and lost his financial aid at University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth 

in the semester leading up to the attack. But that hardly explains why he went on to plan the deaths of 

potentially hundreds of runners and spectators. 

 

Eventually, prosecutors found copies of Inspire magazine on Dzhokhar’s laptop. The magazine is an 

English-language online publication that was published by al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula. They also 

found videos of sermons by Anwar al-Awlaki, the American-born firebrand jihadi cleric who was killed in 

2011 in Yemen by two U.S. drones. Awlaki’s videos are still circulating on social media years after his 

death. 

 

The evidence and Dzhokhar’s testimony suggest that the brothers were inspired by propaganda. Both 

Awlaki’s sermons and Inspire magazine advocate and provide specific “how-to” instructions on mass 

casualty attacks. Dzhokhar and his brother learned how to make the pressure-cooker bombs from one of 

the most well-known articles published by the magazine: “How to Build a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your 

Mom.” 

 

For example, the text explains: “Can I make an effective bomb that causes damage to the enemy from 

ingredients available in any kitchen in the world? The answer is yes. But before how, we ask why? It is 

because Allah says … every Muslim is required to defend his religion and his nation.” 

 

In the five years since the Boston bombing, the number of social media platforms disseminating terrorist 

propaganda has increased tenfold. And thus, so has the scale and scope of possible future attacks. 

 

Shift to encrypted platforms 

As technology evolves, new online platforms provide avenues for terrorist organizations to share 

information. Platforms have gone from an open interface model, in which anyone can observe what is 

occurring, to closed and encrypted platforms in which privacy and security settings are protected. These 

platforms are not readily accessible nor can they be viewed without already being a member of the chat 

room or channel. When used by terrorist groups, encrypted platforms are harder to police and monitor. 

 

Telegram is an encrypted application developed by Pavel Durov, the inventor of Russia’s Facebook 

equivalent, VKontakte. Telegram has all but replaced Twitter and Facebook for jihadi communication. 

Open platforms like Twitter and Facebook have increasingly policed jihadi content, shut down their sites, 

and taken down their content within minutes of it being posted. 

 

Social media allows terrorist groups to foster a virtual community and a sense of belonging. Research on 

radicalization suggests that their methods involve taking advantage of individuals’ feelings of loneliness 

and alienation. However, this doesn’t explain why well-adjusted, well-integrated individuals who appear 

to have assimilated into Western society – like the Tsarnaevs – gravitate to violent extremist ideologies. 
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Research I’ve done with colleagues on social media demonstrates that terrorist organizations also 

deliberately foster a type of addiction to the platform and to its content. 

 

They do this by creating a schedule of positive reinforcement that modifies behavior, like gambling or 

playing slot machines. The result changes every time such that one cannot anticipate the outcome and 

continues to engage in behavior in hopes of a reward the next time around. Not knowing whether you are 

on the verge of a big win sustains the individual to continue the behavior (in some cases, gambling), 

whereas not knowing what type of reward the terrorist platform will offer equally sustains user 

engagement. 

 

This keeps the individual tethered to his or her computer, making certain rewards more valuable, limiting 

how much time you have to join a group or access material, making access exclusive, and varying content 

to prevent boredom. 

 

Through this process, it is possible that ordinarily well-adjusted individuals can be persuaded to channel 

everyday feelings of frustration, disappointment or anger into acts of extreme violence. 

 

As the Islamic state further recedes and loses even more territory, it is adapting to exist almost entirely 

digitally. Those who fight terrorism need to understand the difference between individuals who are 

inspired and those who are directly encouraged to engage in violence. Likewise, terrorism researchers need 

to understand the role of social media in capturing the imagination of young men and instigating them to 

perpetrate violence. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 ISIS member families on rise in Anbar 

SOURCE https://www.iraqinews.com/iraq-war/number-of-islamic-state-members-families-on-the-rise-in-

anbar-as-displaced-people-return-back-home/  

GIST Anbar (IraqiNews.com) The number of families of Islamic State members has been growing as hundreds 

of displaced families returned to their regions, a security source from Anbar police said on Sunday. 

 

Speaking to Almaalomah website on Sunday, the source said “number of IS families in Hit city and 

surrounding regions reached 150 families, which indicate terrorist operations that could target security 

troops and civilians, given that those families provide the militants with information about security 

personnel in order to target them.” 

 

“The presence of those families in Hit threaten safety and stability of the region. Displacing them could be 

hard due to pressures by rights groups,” the source added. 

 

Thousands of IS militants as well as Iraqi civilians were killed since the government campaign, backed by 

paramilitary troops and the coalition, was launched in October 2016 to fight the militant group. 

 

In December, Abadi announced full liberation of Iraqi lands, declaring end of war against IS members. 

However, Islamic State continues to launch sporadic attacks across Iraq against troops. Security reports 

indicate that the militant group still poses threat against stability in the country. 

 

As many as 3,298 civilians were killed and 4,781 others were wounded in 2017, excluding Anbar civilian 

casualty figures for November and December, which are not available, UNAMI said in a report in 

December. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 ISIS threatens New York subways 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5620103/ISIS-threaten-bomb-New-Yorks-subway-chilling-
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propaganda-poster.html  

GIST ISIS propaganda chiefs have issued a chilling threat to bring death and destruction to New York's subway. 

 

The terror group has vowed to attack Paris and the World Cup finals in Russia in recent weeks as part of a 

global campaign of lone wolf strikes as it continues to lose territory in the Middle East. 

 

In its latest warning, uploaded to militant Islamist messaging platforms, a man is pictured standing on the 

platform at New York's High Street - Brooklyn Bridge Station with explosives and a timer behind him. 

 

The poster includes the threat: 'You will not expect where we will attack.'  

 

Last year extremists also threatened to attack the Queen and the Vatican City. 

 

The group's propaganda wing – the Wafa Media Foundation - is continuing to churn out threats despite the 

so-called ISIS caliphate suffering huge losses in Syria and Iraq. 

 

ISIS fanatics are increasingly turning to lone-wolf supporters to take up their violent cause around the 

world. 

 

'Wafa Media Foundation specialises in these types of graphics. Wafa's threat, like others recently issued by 

pro-ISIS media groups, is a specific attack directive within a larger push by ISIS for lone wolf attacks as it 

rapidly loses territory in Iraq and Syria,' said Rita Katz, director of the respected SITE Intelligence Group, 

 

'Though these threats should be taken seriously, there is also a publicity element to pro-ISIS media groups' 

threats against places like the Vatican or events like 2018 FIFA World Cup.' 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Extremists hamper polio eradication 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/nigerias-boko-haram-extremists-hamper-polio-eradication-

54494701?   

GIST Islamic extremists made Imana Alhaji Gana's village in northeastern Nigeria too dangerous for health 

workers to vaccinate against polio. Now that she and her family have fled to a displacement camp, those 

workers want to catch her children in time. 

 

Here in the camps housing thousands of families seeking safety from the extremists, health teams are 

going from tent to tent, inoculating youngsters against the disease that withers limbs and disables children 

for life. 

 

At first, Gana is afraid to let the outreach workers vaccinate her baby. Eventually they persuade her that 

the three-week-old child is not too young for immunization, which can take place as early as the day of 

birth. 

 

The complicated fight against polio is yet another way the Nigeria-based extremist group Boko Haram has 

disrupted life in the northeast, leaving children vulnerable to an entirely preventable disease. 

 

"When such children come to the camps or host communities they become a threat to other children," said 

Almai Some, the field coordinator in Borno state for the vaccination campaign run by Rotary. 

 

Some of the families arriving are from areas where polio vaccinators have not been able to visit for as long 

as six years. 

 

Boko Haram's insurgency began in Maiduguri, Borno state's capital, but its reach has expanded beyond 

Nigeria's borders to neighboring Niger, Chad and Cameroon. Its violence has proved to be a major setback 

to the international campaign against polio. 
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Nigeria is one of just three countries where polio is endemic and has not been eliminated, along with 

Pakistan and Afghanistan. The final phase to wipe out polio is "proving to be extraordinarily difficult" 

because "the poliovirus is surviving despite all the good work and in the face of everything that is being 

thrown at it," said a WHO-appointed monitoring group at the end of last year. 

 

In Nigeria, there is little or no surveillance data in Borno state, and "unless there is a breakthrough to reach 

those areas in Borno, the entire polio (eradication) program is at risk," said the monitoring group. Nigeria 

had other outbreaks last year including cholera, hepatitis, monkeypox, Lassa and yellow fevers, showing 

the challenges to the country's health care system. Globally the campaign to eradicate polio has been faced 

with outbreaks last year in non-endemic countries like Congo and Syria. 

 

Now the WHO says it will be spending $127 million toward eradicating polio in Nigeria between 2018 

and 2019. Rotary's program is helping that effort by targeting some 2.1 million children in 24 accessible 

local governments. But there are still three areas in Borno state that are not included because of ongoing 

instability: Kala-Balge, Marte and Abadam. For those unreachable areas, the vaccinators train Nigerian 

soldiers in how to administer the vaccines. 

 

In a few cases, villagers have reported being threatened by Boko Haram fighters to avoid the polio 

vaccine. And in 2013 a number of vaccinators were attacked and killed by the extremists, leading some of 

their colleagues to disguise their vaccine carriers or hide them under their hijabs. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Turkey: US pastor faces terror trial 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-pastor-trial-alleged-terror-ties-spying-turkey-

54478886?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST An American pastor imprisoned in Turkey is going on trial for alleged terror ties and spying in a case that 

has increased tensions between Washington and Ankara. 

 

Andrew Craig Brunson, a 50-year-old evangelical pastor from North Carolina, is facing up to 35 years in 

prison on charges of "committing crimes on behalf of terror groups without being a member" and 

"espionage." The trial begins Monday in western Izmir province. 

 

Brunson was arrested in December 2016 for alleged links to both an outlawed Kurdish insurgent group 

and the network of the U.S.-based Muslim cleric who Turkey blames for a masterminding a failed military 

coup that year. The cleric, Fethullah Gulen, denies the claim. 

 

Brunson, who has lived in Turkey for 23 years, has denied all allegations, saying that he solely worked as 

a pastor. 

 

The Turkish government has clearly linked Brunson's case with its determination to force the U.S. to 

extradite Gulen — and some see the pastor as a diplomatic pawn. 

 

The American Center for Law and Justice, a conservative Christian group in the U.S., has called Brunson a 

"hostage of the Turkish government." A petition has garnered more than half a million signatures, 

claiming that the case was putting Christianity on trial. 

 

Brunson's lawyer, Ismail Cem Halavurt, told The Associated Press on Sunday he expects the pastor's 

acquittal, arguing that the "weak" indictment lacked sufficient evidence to make the case hold up in court. 

 

American officials have repeatedly requested that Brunson be released — President Donald Trump himself 

asked Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to have his government "expeditiously" return the pastor 

to the U.S. 
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But Erdogan fired back at Washington, demanding that the U.S. first return Gulen. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Mali militants attack UN camp 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mali-attack-kills-peacekeeper-wounds-10-french-

soldiers-54474009?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Officials say a U.N. peacekeeper is dead and 10 French soldiers have been wounded after a jihadist attack 

in northern Mali. 

 

Residents in the town of Timbuktu reported hearing two large detonations Saturday near a camp for the 

U.N. mission known as MINUSMA. 

 

Ten soldiers from the French military operation known as Barkhane were among those hurt — five 

seriously, according to the Malian security ministry. 

 

There was no immediate claim of responsibility though a number of extremist groups are active in the 

region. 

 

A security official, who spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to speak to 

reporters, said one of the vehicles used in the attack had been disguised as a MINUSMA vehicle while the 

other was marked as a Malian military vehicle. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Syria: eastern Ghouta ‘fully liberated’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-syrian-police-units-enter-town-douma-

54464281?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Syrian army has declared the eastern suburbs of the capital Damascus "fully liberated" after the last 

group of gunmen left the town of Douma. 

 

An army statement read by chief military spokesman Brig. Gen. Ali Mayhoub said Saturday that special 

units are clearing streets and squares of Douma from mines and explosives planted by rebels. 

 

Douma is the largest town of the suburbs known as eastern Ghouta and its capture marks the biggest 

victory for President Bashar Assad's forces since the conflict began seven years ago. 

 

The army said that troops discovered weapons factories, arms depots, tunnels and food storage places. 

 

It added that the army is preparing eastern Ghouta for tens of thousands who were displaced over the past 

two months during a crushing government offensive to retake the area. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Afghan, Pakistan forces border clash 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-pakistani-forces-clash-disputed-border-

54478030?  

GIST An Afghan official says Pakistani forces have crossed into eastern Afghanistan and clashed with Afghan 

troops. 

 

Col. Abdul Hanan, the acting provincial police chief in the eastern Khost province, says the fighting broke 

out early Sunday and is still underway. He was not immediately able to confirm reports of casualties. 
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The two countries are separated by the 2,400-kilometer (1,500-mile) Durand Line, which was drawn by 

British rulers in 1896. Kabul does not recognize it as an international border and has objected to new 

fortifications being built by Pakistan. 

 

The two U.S. allies routinely accuse each other of failing to crack down on militants who operate along the 

porous border. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Militants attack Afghan checkpoint; 11 dead 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/insurgents-attack-checkpoint-afghanistan-kill-

police-54477896?  

GIST At least 11 Afghan paramilitary forces were killed when the Taliban attacked their checkpoint, an official 

said Sunday. 

 

Zabi Amani, a spokesman for the governor of the northern Sari Pul province, said two other forces were 

wounded in the attack late Saturday. He said three insurgents were killed, including a local commander, 

and four others were wounded. 

 

Those targeted were members of the Local Uprising Forces, militias supported by the government. 

 

No one immediately claimed the attack, but Amani blamed the Taliban, who are active in the area. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Austrian convicted for terror attack plans 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/13/austrian-man-convicted-for-plans-for-attacks-in-

germany.html  

GIST VIENNA –  An Austrian court has convicted a 19-year-old of involvement in plans for two Islamic 

extremist attacks in Germany, one of which was supposed to be carried out by a 12-year-old boy. 

 

The Austria Press Agency reported that the defendant was convicted Friday in Vienna of attempted 

incitement to murder as a terrorist crime. He was given a nine-year sentence. 

 

The Austrian of Albanian descent was accused of trying to incite a 12-year-old to attack a Christmas 

market in Ludwigshafen in 2016, and plotting an attack on the United States' Ramstein Air Base along 

with a 16-year-old girl. 

 

Defense lawyer Wolfgang Blaschitz said he is considering appealing. 

 

The defendant testified he became a supporter of the Islamic State group following a previous jail term for 

robbery. He denied ordering any attacks. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Boko Haram abductions, killings 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/boko-haram-abducted-1000-children-killed-2000-

teachers/story?   

GIST Boko Haram has abducted more than 1,000 children in northeast Nigeria since 2013, the United Nations' 

children's agency announced Friday.  

 

The number of children kidnapped by the Nigerian terrorist group includes 276 girls snatched from a 

boarding school in the northeast town of Chibok on the night of April 14, 2014, four years ago today.  
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Some of the Chibok schoolgirls managed to escape, while others were later rescued or freed following 

negotiations. But four years on from that fateful night, more than 100 of them have yet to be returned to 

their families, according to UNICEF.  

 

"The four-year anniversary of the Chibok abduction reminds us that children in northeastern Nigeria 

continue to come under attack at a shocking scale," Mohamed Malick Fall, UNICEF representative in 

Nigeria, said in a statement Friday. "They are consistently targeted and exposed to brutal violence in their 

homes, schools and public places." 

 

Since Boko Haram launched its insurgency in the northeast region nine years ago, at least 2,295 teachers 

have been killed and over 1,400 schools have been destroyed. Most of these schools haven't been able to 

reopen due to extensive damage or ongoing insecurity in the area, according to UNICEF.  

 

Most recently, suspected Boko Haram fighters abducted 110 students from an girls' boarding school in the 

northeast town of Dapchi in the middle of the night on Feb. 19. More than a month later, 104 of the 

schoolgirls were freed by their captors following "back-channel efforts and with the help of some friends 

of the country," according to Segun Adeyemi, spokesman for Nigeria's Ministry of Information and 

Culture. 

 

The relentless onslaughts show not even children and schools are spared from Boko Haram's wrath -- 

rather, they are the targets.  

 

The Nigerian jihadist group's uprising was fueled largely through the group's systematic campaign of 

abducting children and forcing thousands of girls and boys into their ranks, according to a report issued in 

April 2017 by the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF). 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Egypt: suicide bombers Sinai kill 8 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/egypt-troops-killed-15-wounded-sinai-clashes-

54465542?   

GIST Militants wearing explosive belts blew themselves up as they tried to infiltrate a military base in Egypt's 

central Sinai, killing eight soldiers and wounding 15 others, the military said on Saturday. 

 

The clashes at dawn left 14 militants dead. They were armed with rifles and RPGs, the armed forces said 

in a statement. The attack comes two months after the launch of a massive operation against militants in 

Sinai as well as parts of Egypt's Nile Delta and Western Desert, along the porous border with Libya. 

 

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the attack which bore the hallmarks of the extremist 

Islamic State group, whose local affiliate is spearheading an Islamic insurgency in Egypt's Sinai Peninsula. 

 

Egypt has for years been struggling to contain the Islamic insurgency in the turbulent Sinai region. It has 

carried out military operations there that, it says, have killed hundreds of militants. 

 

It has also built a buffer zone along the border with Gaza to curb the flow of militants and weapons 

through a vast tunnel network. The insurgency, however, has shown no signs of abating. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 ‘Warranty void if removed’ stickers illegal 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/government/ftc-warranty-void-if-removed-stickers-are-
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illegal/  

GIST The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) sent letters this week to six major companies containing 

warnings that using "warranty void if removed" or similarly worded stickers on their products is illegal. 

 

The FTC said the six companies sell automobiles, cellular devices, and video gaming systems, all industry 

verticals where such practices are rampant. 

 

But besides the use of anti-tampering "warranty void if removed" stickers, the letters also warn companies 

against forcing customers into using replacement parts or repair services provided by certain companies 

for users to keep their warranties intact. 

 

In other words, the FTC has officially shown its support for the Right To Repair movement that's been 

becoming popular in the US and Europe. 

 

"Provisions that tie warranty coverage to the use of particular products or services harm both consumers 

who pay more for them as well as the small businesses who offer competing products and services," said 

Thomas B. Pahl, Acting Director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection. 

 

Limiting repair options illegal under 1975 US law 

 

The FTC says that such practices are illegal under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, a law that governs 

consumer product warranties, and which states that no company can put restrictions on the way users 

choose to repair their products. 

 

The law says that companies can't force users to use only certain types of (astronomically-priced) 

replacement parts, take produces for repair jobs only at certain repair shops, or can't plaster anti-tampering 

stickers on products to prevent users from repairing their own products. 

 

Over the past two decades, companies in the US have been ignoring this law and have been locking down 

products and repair practices, using "warranty voiding" as punishment for those users who make 

modifications to products or dare to find cheaper or faster ways of repairing products. 

 

The FTC says this is illegal. The Commission plans to review the six companies it sent letters to after 30 

days and see if they have dropped their current practices, threatening legal action if they did not. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Fake gov. letters surface in Clark Co. 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/fake-inslee-letter-posted-on-doors-around-clark-

county/  

GIST VANCOUVER — On Thursday morning, Gary Berreth stepped outside his house and found an 

unexpected letter attached to his front door. 

 

The letter featured the Washington state seal and claimed to be from the Office of the Governor. It warned 

of “an adjustment in property taxes” due to the shutdown of an oil terminal and an agreement with BNSF 

Railway to prohibit the shipping of oil, lumber and coal by rail through Vancouver. 

 

At the end of the letter was a carefully scrawled signature: “Jay Inslee,” Washington’s Democratic 

governor. Copied on the letter were Clark County Assessor Peter Van Nortwick and Treasurer Doug 

Lasher. 

 

“I instantly knew that there is no way the government does business like this,” said Berreth, who said he 

saw the same letter attached to other doors throughout his Green Meadows neighborhood. 

 

Berreth was correct in assuming the letter was a hoax. 
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In an era of growing concerns of fake news spreading online, these apparent dirty tricksters have taken up 

a more old-fashioned approach to spreading misinformation. 

 

Simon Vila, spokesman for Inslee, confirmed that neither the governor nor his staff were out posting notes 

to residents’ doors. 

 

“This is definitely not from our office,” he said. 

 

Vila said the governor’s office suspects that whoever is behind the fake notes is also behind a series of 

strange letters directed to supporters of U.S. Sen. Patty Murray, D-Washington. These letters were 

typically signed by “Titania,” a character from the play, “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.” 

 

Vila noted that the fonts of both letters are similar. 

 

The letter’s reference to “shutting down the oil terminal” is a likely reference to Inslee’s decision earlier 

this year to reject a proposed crude-by-rail terminal at the Port of Vancouver. 

 

The letter’s claim that BNSF, which operates a large network of railways, has entered an agreement to end 

the shipment of oil, lumber and coal by rail through Vancouver is also highly questionable. 

 

Courtney Wallace, director of public affairs for BNSF, said in an email that as “a common carrier, we are 

obligated by federal law to move all regulated goods.” 

 

“I’m just surprised someone took the time to write something like this up,” said Van Nortwick, a 

Republican. He took to Facebook to debunk the letter, although pointed out that not all of it was fake 

news. 

 

“It’s very rare that someone gets my name spelled right,” he said 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Newest threat to Calif. redwoods: pot 

SOURCE https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/The-newest-threat-to-California-s-redwoods-isn-t-

12835952.php  

GIST A new industry is thriving in California. It is green in terms of the money being made and the crop itself. 

Yet it is anything but that when it comes to the environment, posing horrendous ecological threats to the 

region's redwood forests. 

 

Lindgren Lumber and Humboldt Flakeboard are the newest additions to the Medical Marijuana Innovation 

Zone, an area in Arcata, California, zoned specifically for marijuana cultivation and processing. As 

businesses like Humboldt Harvest Wellness and Talking Tree Farms apply for the necessary permits to 

process cannabis in the former mill complex, it is evident that the cannabis business may restore the 

economy of redwood country. 

 

But this new industry might also undermine the environmental activism that has long fought to preserve 

the redwoods as a natural resource. 

 

Not long ago, activists thought they had won this fight. And they had - until now. They successfully 

dislodged corporate logging, but the old timber mills are being used to churn out marijuana. Marijuana 

cultivation subjects North Coast forests to a barrage of environmental assaults: soil erosion, heavy 

pesticide use, stream diversion, irresponsible grading and land clearing, all of which threaten to lay waste 

to the redwoods. 

 

As marijuana businesses repurpose Arcata's remaining lumber mills, a renewed ecological peril haunts 
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Humboldt County. Just like timber companies in decades past, marijuana interests are positioning 

themselves to shape regulations that protect the industry, not the environment. Americans only have to 

look back a few decades to the activism that saved the redwoods to understand just how high the stakes 

are. 

 

Precipitating the "timber wars," that activism began when logging companies expanded operations during 

the post-World War II housing boom. Timber yields exploded between 1940 and 1970, and increased 

demand led logging companies to clear-cut large swaths of North Coast redwood forest. This practice had 

broad ramifications. Leveling a patch of forest compromised entire watersheds by eroding soil and 

increasing siltation in streams, which left forests vulnerable to flooding, landslides and myriad other 

environmental problems. 

 

Efforts at redwood preservation proved ineffective when protected groves were surrounded by denuded 

land. Consequently, environmental advocates intensified their push to create an expansive national park in 

Northern California that would protect the redwoods from the damage caused by clear-cutting. 

 

By 1968, the Redwood National Park Act established a federal park that protected 58,000 acres of forest. 

Preservationists had originally proposed acquiring 90,000 acres to ensure the ecological stability of the 

region, but fierce resistance from timber companies forced a compromise. Yet because environmental 

impacts were not confined by man-drawn property lines, this compromise meant clear-cuts on nearby 

private property ended up threatening protected redwood stands anyway. 

 

 

Activists requested the National Park Service exercise its discretionary power to create a buffer zone 

around sensitive groves. Three separate studies confirmed the grave ecological hazards presented by 

nearby logging operations. 

 

NPS, though, was new to the area, and hoped to avoid making waves as it worked to integrate itself into 

the community. As a result, jobs and the local economy trumped ecological health. NPS took an approach 

that empowered private interests, adopting a utilitarian cost-benefit analysis that overrode preservationist 

policy. 

 

Increased harvests led to new logging roads, clear-cut sites, stream diversion and, perhaps most shocking, 

aerial spraying of Agent Orange, a herbicide known to contain carcinogens. Roads and clear-cuts 

interrupted the ecosystem and directly threatened wildlife habitat. Road-building itself led to erosion and 

presented dangers for aquatic life. The use of Agent Orange compounded these problems not only by 

poisoning habitats, but also by destroying the roots and undergrowth that stabilized the forest floor. 

 

Nevertheless, passing legislation to protect additional old growth proved difficult because of the political 

might of corporations like Maxxam, a multinational conglomerate that muscled its way into Humboldt's 

timber industry during the redwood wars. Activists spent years fighting to save remaining old-growth 

redwood stands. Finally, the Clinton administration brokered a deal to preserve sensitive groves. 

 

But the victory was short-lived. Although the timber industry fell, a robust pot industry soon sprouted in 

its place. This was not the same pot industry once concentrated in small, personal gardens and largely 

associated with hippies, back-to-the-landers and other counterculture migrants. The growing popularity of 

pot, along with increasing legalization, has turned marijuana cultivation into big business. And despite its 

reputation as a liberal bastion, California left regulation to local authorities. 

 

The result is a tangled web of lenient laws. Despite the liberalization of marijuana laws in the state, semi-

legal and illegal cultivation persists. Marijuana's illegality elsewhere continues to fuel a robust black 

market. Intending to sell on this market, pot farmers interested in a cash crop have little incentive to seek 

permits or comply with regulations. In any case, the odd dichotomy under which marijuana is legal in 

California, but illegal under federal law, makes it hard to enforce regulations as local officials find 

themselves at odds with federal agencies. 
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At best, pot farmers loosely adhere to regulations while they operate in a legal gray area. At worst, 

inconsistent enforcement encourages illegal cultivation - which poses serious environmental consequences 

as these grow sites often contain banned pesticides and other toxic contaminants. 

 

And that creates real environmental hazards. According to Rep. Jared Huffman, a Democrat, authorities 

have removed 8,188 pounds of fertilizer, 104 pounds of rodenticide, 560 gallons of insecticide, 50 gallons 

of garbage and miles of irrigation line from illegal grow sites on the North Coast. 

 

Perhaps the most detrimental contaminant making its way into the forests is carbofuran, a toxic pesticide 

banned in the United States. These pesticides leach into streams and other waterways, increasing their 

deadly reach. Chemical runoff from grow sites poisons swimming holes and has the potential to seep into 

city water supplies, which is alarming because carbofuran is lethal to humans in small doses. Ecologists 

have also determined that chemicals are endangering wildlife such as the Pacific fisher and the northern 

spotted owl. 

 

In addition to the impact from toxins, the water usage demanded by marijuana cultivation does serious 

ecological harm. A marijuana plant requires around 22.7 liters of water a day. Unregulated cultivation can 

easily deplete surface water sources as farmers divert streams and springs. 

 

Water isn't the only resource that pot devours. The plants require lots of sun, which encourages farmers to 

clear grow sites of trees and plants that might compete with cannabis for light. Satellite imaging has 

revealed the alarming rate at which these clearings are breaking up otherwise continuous forest. And grow 

sites require access, which means additional land is cleared and improperly graded as rogue farmers build 

roads. 

 

All of these changes in the land accrue: Forest and other habitat is fragmented, streams are buried, diverted 

or polluted, and wildlife dies. 

 

These trends are disturbing. California produces 60 to 70 percent of the marijuana consumed in the United 

States, which means the state is shouldering most of the environmental cost. As one study of the North 

Coast indicates, the danger from marijuana cultivation is particularly concerning because the "region is a 

recognized biodiversity hotspot." The redwoods constitute an ecosystem that is unique and rare - and now 

marijuana cultivation even poses a threat to Redwood National Park. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 China sends warning to Taiwan, US 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/15/asia/taiwan-us-china-xi-jinping-drills-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Chinese President Xi Jinping has sent a clear message of Beijing's disapproval over growing ties 

between the United States and Taiwan by ordering live-fire drills in the Taiwan Strait. 

 

The drills, to be held this coming Wednesday, will mark the first time the Chinese Navy has held drills 

with live ammunition in the strait since September 2015, in the lead-up to the self-ruled island's 

presidential election. 

 

Prior to those elections, relations between the two were at a high point after Xi met with then-President Ma 

Ying-jeou, the first such meeting in history between leaders of the two governments. 

 

But since then, tensions between China and the island it views as a breakaway province have become 

strained under Ma's successor, President Tsai Ing-wen. 

 

The new Trump administration has sought closer ties to President Tsai's government, angering Beijing by 

signing two deals in the past month to tighten ties with the island, including a travel act which will allow 

more official visits between the US and Taipei. 
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"(China) wants to highlight that the Chinese navy is ever ready and secondly, it is a signal to the 

government in Taipei you better not go further," Collin Koh, research fellow at the S. Rajaratnam School 

of International Studies' Maritime Security Program, told CNN. 

 

The planned live-fire exercises follow a massive show of force by the PLA Navy on April 10 and 11, 

which conducted the country's largest military drills ever in the South China Sea. 

 

Chinese President Xi personally reviewed the troops himself from the deck of the Chinese destroyer 

Changsha on Thursday, speaking to the troops about the need for the navy to become "world-class." 

 

Responding to the news of the upcoming live-fire drills, the Taiwanese Defense Military said in a 

statement the drills were taking place in a routine military zone and reiterated their national army could 

protect the country from any threat. 

 

"Our people please rest assured," the statement said. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 FDA pulls concentrated caffeine 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/fda-acts-pull-concentrated-caffeine-market-n865716  

GIST Bulk caffeine products may have killed at least two people and they don’t belong on the market, the Food 

and Drug Administration said Friday. 

 

The FDA declared concentrated, bulk caffeine products illegal and said it would act to get them off the 

shelves. 

 

“These products present a significant public health threat because of the high risk that they will be 

erroneously used at excessive, potentially dangerous doses,” the FDA said in a statement. 

 

“Highly concentrated and pure caffeine, often sold in bulk packages, have been linked to at least two 

deaths in otherwise healthy individuals.” 

 

The FDA has been warning about powdered caffeine since 2014, when an Ohio teenager died after using 

it. It’s also specifically asked sellers to stop providing it directly to consumers. 

 

"Despite multiple actions against these products in the past, we’ve seen a continued trend of products 

containing highly concentrated or pure caffeine being marketed directly to consumers as dietary 

supplements and sold in bulk quantities, with up to thousands of recommended servings per container,” 

FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb said in a statement. 

 

“We know these products are sometimes being used in potentially dangerous ways. For example, 

teenagers, for a perceived energy kick, sometimes mix dangerously high amounts of super-concentrated 

caffeine into workout cocktails.” 

 

It would be easy to get a dangerous dose, the FDA said. 

 

"A half cup of a highly concentrated liquid caffeine can contain approximately 2,000 mg of caffeine and 

just a single teaspoon of a powdered pure caffeine product can contain approximately 3,200 mg of 

caffeine. This is equivalent to about 20 to 28 cups of coffee, a potentially toxic dose of caffeine," the 

agency said. 

 

“Regardless of whether the product contains a warning label, such products present a significant and 

unreasonable risk of illness or injury to the consumer,” the FDA added. 

 

Too much caffeine can cause fatal heartbeat irregularities. 
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The FDA's action does not include energy drinks or energy products that contain caffeine, or supplements. 

"Moreover, this guidance does not affect other types of products that might also contain caffeine, such as 

prescription or over-the-counter drugs or conventional foods, like traditionally caffeinated beverages," it 

said. 

 

But the bulk products can easily confuse people, who may accidentally overdose on them. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 MBTA rail safety system off track 

SOURCE http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2018/04/14/who-driving-your-commuter-train-likely-someone-

with-wreck-record/sLRyElPMFvZqDoe6Je8YFI/story.html  

GIST Dean Walker’s license has been suspended 39 times for everything from driving to endanger to refusing a 

breathalyzer test. He’s been caught speeding 16 times and convicted of drunken driving twice.  

 

To fellow motorists, he’s a hazard. 

 

To the Registry of Motor Vehicles, he’s a chronic offender. But to Keolis, the MBTA’s commuter rail 

operator, Walker is something else entirely — an engineer. 

 

Despite his appalling driving history, Walker is entrusted with operating six-car trains, at speeds averaging 

60 miles per hour, carrying hundreds of commuters to and from the city.  

 

Robert Ronquillo III, son of the chief justice of the Boston Municipal Court, was also penalized multiple 

times for safety violations on the job. 

 

And he has plenty of company among his peers. About 110 commuter rail engineers, more than half of 

them, have driving records that experts described as poor considering the sensitive line of work they’re in 

— at least three infractions such as speeding, causing accidents, and failing to stop.  

 

Nearly 50 engineers have had their driver’s licenses suspended — 44 of them more than once, according 

to Registry of Motor Vehicle records reviewed by the Globe.  

 

 

The engineers’ supervisors don’t set much of an example, either. Manager of engineer training Shawn 

Monahan, who teaches aspiring engineers what they need to know before they can operate a train, has 

received 11 speeding tickets and caused two accidents.  

 

Keolis’s head engineer, Mark Neverett, has 13 speeding tickets, eight accidents, and an operating under 

the influence on his driving record, though he’s had no recorded offenses since 2010.  

 

The records obtained by the Globe, which span decades, raise serious concerns about safety on the 

commuter rail, experts say. Train operators aren’t required to have a driver’s license, and driving a 144-ton 

locomotive on fixed tracks is a very different discipline than driving a car. But a history of recklessness on 

the roads makes it much more likely someone will be reckless on the rails, they say. 

 

“Someone who is known to have engaged in multiple incidents of risky and illegal behavior with an 

automobile should not be permitted to operate a train,” said David Hughes, the former chief engineer and 

acting CEO of Amtrak. “Locomotive engineers aren’t allowed mistakes on the job.” 

 

Many of the engineers with poor driving records have, records show, also faced discipline on the railway 

— ranging from counseling to suspension — for such on-the-job infractions as running a stop signal, 

failing drug tests, or causing derailments.  
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But perhaps the harshest penalty was reserved for the Keolis executive who sounded the alarm about the 

number of engineers with dismal driving records.  

 

Robert T. McCarthy, the vice president of safety, was dismissed after he warned the company about the 

potential risks in employing engineers with problematic personal driving histories, according to documents 

obtained by the Globe.  

 

McCarthy left Keolis last fall, just a year and a half after the company heralded his arrival from the 

Southern California Regional Rail Authority, where he served as deputy chief operating officer. 

 

Before leaving, McCarthy sent an audit to Keolis’s general manager raising a host of safety concerns, 

including the engineers’ driving records. He concluded: “If there were a catastrophic incident, Keolis 

would be scrutinized and would not fare well in a [federal] investigation.” 

 

Keolis, which has operated the commuter rail system for the MBTA since July 2014, said Friday that 

“nothing is more important” than safety. 

 

Spokesman Tory Mazzola said the company has invested $15 million into improving safety systems, 

including a new training simulator and safety technology for engineers. Mazzola noted that its engineer 

supervisors are “valuable, hard-working employees with excellent work records” and their personal 

driving records have “absolutely no bearing” on their job performance. 

 

Keolis said it inherited most of its workforce from the Massachusetts Bay Commuter Railroad Company, 

which ran the system from 2003 to mid-2014, and Amtrak, which ran the system before then. Keolis 

promised in its bid for the contract to review the qualifications of its workforce. Mazzola said Keolis relied 

on the employee certification and background checks performed by the prior rail system operators.  

 

Keolis and MBCR officials both have said that commuter rail management is hamstrung by federal rules 

that allow a railroad to look at an engineer’s driving record only for the three-year period prior to 

certifying him or her as fit for the job. Also, the railroad cannot consider speeding violations, only drunken 

driving convictions and related license suspensions. And even enforcing that standard is hard; the 

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen union fights the company whenever it seeks to 

impose discipline on one of its members, they said.  

 

Keolis officials have faced questions about the company’s engineers since the Globe reported in February 

that engineer Roberto Ronquillo III had 10 license suspensions and multiple stops for drunken driving on 

his record. At the time, Keolis and MBCR officials suggested Ronquillo, the son of a Boston judge, was an 

anomaly whose driving record was somehow missed during the vetting process. 

 

Newly obtained internal documents suggest otherwise. Commuter rail officials pulled his driving record in 

2011 when he was training to be an engineer. MBCR required Ronquillo to undergo enhanced drug and 

alcohol testing as a condition of getting the new job. 

 

But the broader Globe review found that Ronquillo’s alarming driving record barely stands out among 

commuter rail engineers, who earn around $100,000 a year.  

 

Among them: Veteran engineer Richard Russell who chalked up 13 speeding tickets, got into three 

accidents, and had his license suspended 14 times. 

 

And Alcino Fernandes, who ran up 16 speeding tickets, caused 11 accidents, and received four citations 

for passing a school bus, records show. He is not currently operating a train, according to Keolis officials, 

and is awaiting a disciplinary hearing. Officials would not provide details. 

 

Fernandes, the only engineer who responded to a Globe request for comment, said that most of his 

violations were “well over 10 or 20 years ago.” However, records show he was caught speeding in 2010 

and committed a “state highway violation” in 2015.  
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“All that stuff took place long before I started with the railroad,” said Fernandes, 51. “I was a young kid 

when all that ridiculous stuff happened.”  

 

As a group, the system’s engineers racked up a staggering number of violations, including more than 200 

license suspensions, according to the Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles. Besides motor vehicle 

infractions, drivers can lose their license for failing to pay fees or fines. 

 

Eighty-five engineers received more than two speeding tickets. Six have been declared habitual traffic 

offenders. And more than 85 percent of the engineers have at least one driving infraction. 

 

Hughes, who led national rail operator Amtrak, said locomotive engineers, like other transportation 

professionals, should have pristine driving records. 

 

“In the trucking industry, you can’t drive a truck if you don’t have a clean record,” said Hughes. “Same 

with taxi industry. To have 80 percent of your engineers with an operating infraction is appalling. . . . I 

would imagine you might find 10 percent, maybe.” 

 

In the Massachusetts’ commuter rail system, the opposite is true — fewer than 10 percent had no driving 

citations and no incidents of discipline. 

 

“Yes, those are by far, the worst engineer records I’ve ever seen in decades of railroading,” said another 

expert, who asked to remain anonymous because he works for another railroad and fears retaliation. 

 

Inside Keolis, executives had been warned about the problems in their corps of engineers.  

 

In the preliminary safety audit submitted to the Keolis general manager, David Scorey, in November, 

McCarthy, then the executive in charge of safety, pointed out that motor vehicle regulators had identified 

many of the company’s engineers as “habitual offenders’’ because of repeated speeding violations on their 

personal driving records. 

 

Even so, McCarthy wrote, the company has not decertified — that is, declared unfit for service — any 

engineers for speeding on the rails during the history of the Keolis contract. 

 

“This is highly suspicious given the propensity of our employees to speed [on the job],” he wrote.  

 

Excessive speed has been the cause of several fatal railroad accidents across the country, including a 2013 

crash in the Bronx that killed four and injured 61 and a crash in Philadelphia in 2015 that killed eight and 

injured more than 200. 

 

About 100,000 people ride Keolis’s commuter rail system each day, completely in the dark about the 

driving history of the engineer behind the controls.  

 

“I can’t talk now, I’m too shocked,” commuter Mary Connaughton said after hearing a description of some 

of the engineers’ driving records. 

 

“What’s it going to take, a train wreck for Keolis and the T to get ahead of this and put public safety first?” 

asked Connaughton — a former Massachusetts Turnpike Authority board member — when she later 

called back. 

 

While Keolis and MBCR have reported few major incidents, records show at least 80 engineers have 

committed serious infractions while on the job — safety violations that include failing alcohol or drug 

tests, running stop signals, and causing derailments, records show. 

 

While the company insists that safety is its top priority, the Federal Railroad Administration and the 

MBTA itself have raised concerns about its compliance with federal safety rules and the terms of its 
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contract with the T. 

 

The FRA, which regulates railroads, has fined Keolis some $350,000 for violations that include leaving 

trains unsecured, operating moving trains with a door or doors open, and failing to conduct all engineer 

performance testing required under federal law, records show. 

 

Joe Pesaturo, spokesman for the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, said the agency “steadfastly 

holds” the commuter rail contractor accountable for providing safe and reliable service. 

 

“Because safety is of paramount importance, the MBTA closely monitors the contract under which Keolis 

manages a qualified workforce that is in full compliance with all Federal Railroad Administration 

regulations,” Pesaturo said in a statement. “The commuter rail operator has demonstrated its strong 

commitment to safety through significant investments in equipment, training, and personnel.” 

 

Some suspect that Keolis may feel financial pressure to keep engineers on the job even when they have 

problems at work.  

 

Under its operators agreement with the MBTA, the company is penalized when a train is late or canceled. 

If an engineer is removed from service, the on-time performance may suffer.  

 

A longtime issue 

 

Experts say the problems with the commuter rail and its workforce go way back — before Keolis took 

over the $2.7 billion contract in 2014. 

 

Upon taking over the rail operation, Keolis, a French company, had just a few months to decide whom to 

retain from its inherited workforce, officials from both companies said.  

 

And once hired or retained, employees are rarely, if ever, terminated — regardless of their personal history 

or work record.  

 

Experts say that if a railroad wanted to impose order and discipline, it could refuse to promote an 

employee with a poor driving record, or could subject such a driver to increased testing. In extreme cases, 

the railroad could fire the employee for conduct unbecoming an employee under a clause in the company’s 

contract with the MBTA. 

 

Governor Charlie Baker has repeatedly expressed dissatisfaction with Keolis’s performance, and 

transportation officials have said they will not automatically extend the company’s contract when it 

expires in June 2022. 

 

David Gunn, the former chief executive of Amtrak, which once operated the Massachusetts commuter rail 

system, said the large number of engineers with bad driving records points to a deep problem. 

 

“You really need to change the culture of the place,” said Gunn, who also ran transit agencies in New 

York, Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, and Toronto. Of all the places he worked, Gunn said, “the T was 

the most challenging in terms of controlling the workforce. Not that they were all bad people, but the 

structure and the union and political meddling in management decision-making was the absolute worst at 

the T.” 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Oregon state pension: $76K per month 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/14/business/pension-finance-oregon.html  

GIST A public university president in Oregon gives new meaning to the idea of a pensioner. 
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Joseph Robertson, an eye surgeon who retired as head of the Oregon Health & Science University last fall, 

receives the state’s largest government pension. 

 

It is $76,111. 

 

Per month. 

 

That is considerably more than the average Oregon family earns in a year. 

 

Oregon — like many other states and cities, including New Jersey, Kentucky and Connecticut — is caught 

in a fiscal squeeze of its own making. Its economy is growing, but the cost of its state-run pension system 

is growing faster. More government workers are retiring, including more than 2,000, like Dr. Robertson, 

who get pensions exceeding $100,000 a year. 

 

The state is not the most profligate pension payer in America, but its spiraling costs are notable in part 

because Oregon enjoys a reputation for fiscal discipline. Its experience shows how faulty financial 

decisions by states can eventually swamp local communities. 

 

Oregon’s costs are inflated by the way in which it calculates pension benefits for public employees. Some 

of the pensions include income that employees earned on the side. Other retirees benefit from long-ago 

stock market rallies that inflated the current value of their payouts. 

 

For example, the pension for Mike Bellotti, the University of Oregon’s head football coach from 1995 to 

2008, includes not just his salary but also money from licensing deals and endorsements that the Ducks’ 

athletic program generated. Mr. Bellotti’s pension is more than $46,000 a month.  

  

The bill is borne by taxpayers. Oregon’s Public Employees Retirement System has told cities, counties, 

school districts and other local entities to contribute more to keep the system afloat. They can neither 

negotiate nor raise local taxes fast enough to keep up. As a result, pensions are crowding out other 

spending. Essential services are slashed. 

 

“You get to the point where you can no longer do more with less — you just have to do less with less,” 

said Nathan Cherpeski, the manager of Klamath Falls, a city of about 21,000 in south-central Oregon. 

 

Klamath Falls’s most recent biennial bill from the pension system, known as PERS, was $600,000 more 

than the one before. PERS has warned that the bills will keep rising. Mr. Cherpeski has had to cut back on 

repairing streets and bridges. 

 

Even as the American economy is humming, many states and cities are still hurting from the 2008 

financial meltdown. The crash hammered their pension funds and tax revenues, but didn’t reduce the 

amounts they owe retirees. 

 

It wasn’t until 2016 that average state tax collections returned to pre-2008 levels. In the meantime, states 

and cities have had to rebuild pension funds to cover the rising numbers of retirees drawing benefits. That 

has left less money for the police, school sports programs and everything else. Local residents might not 

know why, but they are paying more taxes and getting scantier services in return.  

 

Costs are rising even in places that previously acted to defuse the problem. Colorado trimmed pensions in 

2010, but a new $32 billion shortfall means more pension cuts and tax increases are likely. Detroit sliced 

its pension obligations in bankruptcy and persuaded philanthropists to chip in, but it is not clear that the 

city has an affordable plan. 

 

In San Francisco, the school board wants voters to approve a $298 “parcel tax” on real estate, ostensibly to 

raise $50 million to pay teachers a living wage. 

 

“That’s a worthy objective, but it’s not the real reason,” said David Crane, a former trustee of the 
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California teachers’ pension system. He said the school district’s retirement costs had grown by $50 

million over the last five years, devouring resources that would have gone to teachers. 

 

Oregon is a blue state, but in its restive red hinterlands, tax increases are politically off limits and financial 

distress has been severe since 1994, when logging was curtailed to save an endangered owl. Lately, things 

have been getting even worse. 

 

When a man was reported yelling and firing his gun on the property of a school in rural Josephine County, 

it took two hours for a sheriff’s deputy to arrive, said Kate Dwyer, chairwoman of the board for the Three 

Rivers School District. 

 

The county has cut sheriff patrols, closed its mental health department and kept its jail at less than half 

capacity because of a lack of guards. 

 

Dave Valenzuela, the Three Rivers school superintendent, traces the latest woes directly to PERS. The 

system is run at the state level, but it is bankrolled in large part by obligatory contributions from local 

governments. 

 

This year, Three Rivers was poised to receive its first increase in state education funding in years, a 

reflection of growing enrollment. But Oregon raised by more than 50 percent the amount that Three Rivers 

had to contribute to PERS. So Mr. Valenzuela had to lop five days off the school year, ask each school to 

cut its budget by 10 percent and lay off the district librarian and English specialist. 

 

PERS sets the pension bill for each entity — local government, university system and the like — based on 

the pay and demographics of its workers. Just about everyone’s bills are getting bigger. 

 

That includes the state, by far the system’s biggest contributor. 

 

Oregon now has fewer police officers than in 1970, is losing foster-care workers at an alarming rate and 

has allowed earthquake and tsunami preparations to lapse. A 2016 survey turned up “a large number of 

bridges with critical and near-critical conditions” because of “longstanding inadequate funding.”  

  

Even prosperous communities are being pinched. The Beaverton School District, outside Portland, had to 

get rid of 75 teachers last year when its mandatory pension contribution rose by $14 million. That was 

after shedding 340 teachers in 2012. 

 

“I have town hall meetings, and the parents are just confounded by this,” said Mark Hass, a Democratic 

state senator from Beaverton. 

 

A Golden Touch 

 

Oregon’s unusual method for calculating pensions tends to generate lavish payouts. 

 

For decades, PERS calculated pensions two different ways, and retirees could choose whichever produced 

the bigger numbers. 

 

The first way was similar to what most states do, basing pensions on each worker’s final salary and years 

of service. But Oregon’s lawmakers included a golden touch, redefining “salary” to include remuneration 

from any source. 

 

That was how Mr. Bellotti, the former football coach, came to be the state’s third-highest-paid pensioner, 

at roughly $559,000 a year.  

   

Mike Bellotti in 2007, when he was the University of Oregon’s head football coach. After retiring as the 

university’s athletic director in 2010, he started drawing the biggest government pension in the state. Since 

then, two other retirees have surpassed him. Credit Chris Pietsch/The Register-Guard, via Associated Press   
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When he retired in 2010 as the university’s athletic director, the standard pension formula was applied to 

his salary, plus a share of the outside licensing fees and product endorsements the football program brings 

in. (His pension details, along with those of other retirees in the system, were first obtained in 2011 from 

PERS by two newspapers, The Oregonian and The Statesman Journal.) 

 

Mr. Bellotti said he never asked for a supersize pension. In 1995, he said, the university started to include 

a percentage of all endorsement and licensing fees in coaches’ salaries. 

 

“It was basically to augment the university’s ability to pay a competitive salary to its coaching staff,” he 

said. 

 

When Mr. Bellotti retired, he was partway through a five-year, $1.9 million-a-year contract, which he said 

was still below the league average of about $3 million. 

 

PERS made up for it with a big pension. “It was pay later as opposed to paying now,” he said. 

 

Dr. Robertson, the former Oregon Health & Science University president, said he had retired and started 

drawing his pension last fall, after learning he had multiple sclerosis. He said he agreed to stay on through 

the end of the academic year, without pay, “for the sake of continuity.” 

 

A spokeswoman for the medical center said Dr. Robertson’s pension was based on his salary, incentive 

payments, clinical pay and unused sick or vacation time. 

 

Oregon’s second way of calculating pensions dates back to 1946: For decades, every public worker got a 

simulated tracking account. It was credited with 6 percent of each paycheck, then left to compound at a 

predetermined rate. 

 

In the early years, a low rate was used because the pension system invested in bonds that didn’t yield 

much. 

 

But in the 1970s, lawmakers started nudging the rate up, eventually to 8 percent. Then, the system’s 

trustees decided 8 percent should be a guaranteed minimum. In years when markets produced higher 

returns, the accounts compounded at those rates, after money-management fees. During the 1990s bull 

market, accounts compounded by up to 21 percent a year. 

 

When workers retired, their employers were required to “match” the account balances, doubling them. 

Then PERS would base the pensions on the total. 

 

‘Planet Tiffany’ 

 

Randall Pozdena, an economist who supervised the pension system’s investments in the 1990s, gave 

speeches warning that the situation was unsustainable. 

 

“The only way you’re going to get out of this is if the state is hit by a golden asteroid from Planet 

Tiffany,” he recalled saying. 

 

But efforts to change the system, including a 1994 ballot initiative, were blocked by the State Supreme 

Court, which ruled that accruals could not be reduced during any public worker’s career. 

 

So, when lawmakers required government retirees to pay Oregon’s 9 percent income tax, as everybody 

else did, they also increased pensions by 9.89 percent, giving retirees extra money to pay the tax with. 

 

“It’s an affront to everybody who pays taxes,” said Bruce Dennis, a retired carpenter from outside Portland 

who earned a $54,000-a-year pension by swinging a hammer for 45 years. No one gives him extra money 

to cover his taxes. 
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Students at Evergreen and other schools in the Three Rivers district, which covers a thinly populated area 

larger than Rhode Island, spend hours on buses every day. The district has asked Oregon officials to help 

cover its transportation costs, so far in vain. Credit Leah Nash for The New York Times   

   

“At every step of the way, they’ve made decisions that went against the interests of the public,” he said. 

 

Starting in 2003, the tracking accounts were phased out. But workers who already had the accounts were 

allowed to keep them. New hires got a more modest retirement plan. 

 

“The cost of this pension system is not caused by the people we are hiring today,” said Steven Rodeman, 

executive director of the Public Employees Retirement System. “This is a legacy problem from the 1980s 

and 1990s.” 

 

For workers with the tracking accounts, PERS dialed back the annual returns to 8 percent, then to 7.5 

percent in 2016. That is still more than what PERS’s investments have generated over the last decade. And 

so the pension fund’s financial hole continues to deepen. 

 

Across Oregon, local officials have been told to brace for 15 to 20 more years of rising pension bills. 

That’s when the current generation of retirees will start dying out. 

 

“All we can do is wait,” said Jay Meredith, finance director of Grants Pass, the seat of Josephine County. 

 

In the meantime, mounting pension costs mean that a generation of schoolchildren is growing up in the 

area with no theater program, no orchestra, no wood shop and minimal sports, chorus and art. 

 

That’s if they can get to school. 

 

A county road recently washed out, stranding 300 people. Ms. Dwyer, of the Three Rivers School District, 

reported the problem to a public-works official. 

 

She recalled his response: “I have trucks, but I can’t put gas in them to come to you and dig it out.” 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Concern: pyrosomes on Oregon coast 

SOURCE http://www.kptv.com/story/37955183/unusual-phenomenon-of-pyrosomes-on-oregon-coast-

concerns-researchers?autostart=true  

GIST PORTLAND, OR (KPTV) - Strange sea creatures continue to be found in the water on the Oregon coast. 

 

Last year, researchers said they were surprised to see pyrosomes washing up in Oregon, as they are mostly 

found in temperate or tropical climates. 

 

Now, researchers are surprised they are still here. 

 

Laurie Weitkamp with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said her team was studying 

salmon last month, but pyrosomes were pulled up in the fish nets. 

 

She said there were “buckets and buckets” of them. 

 

While she isn’t sure if salmon are eating them, workers did find a rockfish that had eaten a pyrosome. 

 

Scientists are still working to understand how they fit into the food system of the sea. The pyrosomes also 

weighing down fishermen’s nets and can cause other issues. 
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“Once they got here, we were kind of expecting them to go away, and nobody really knows why they are 

here or what is keeping them here,” Weitkamp said. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Homeless tent blocks school entry 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/953514/tent-whitman-middle-school/  

GIST KIRO 7’s Gary Horcher first reported that a tent belonging to a homeless person has been sitting on the 

grounds of Ballard’s Whitman Middle School since Tuesday. Little has been done about it. 

 

Whitman Middle School parent Erika Nagy told KIRO Radio’s Dori Monson that the tent sits inside a 

doorway of the school “literally on school property,” along with drug paraphernalia and other debris. 

 

“If there was a fire in the building, if school was happening today, the kids would not be able to get out of 

that doorway due to this tent,” she said. 

 

Whitman Middle School 

 

The tent’s occupier left the scene before the Seattle Police Department showed up on Friday, but Nagy 

said that she has no doubt the person will return. Whitman is currently on spring break, but classes will 

resume on Monday. 

 

According to Nagy, this is not the first time something like this has happened in Ballard. She blames city 

leadership for letting the homeless problem get out of control to the extent of a tent being set up on the 

property of a school. 

 

“Common sense has absolutely flown out the window,” she said. 

 

Nagy said that during a Wednesday evening public meeting with Seattle City Councilmember Mike 

O’Brien, who represents the Ballard area, O’Brien stressed that more money needed to be spent on the 

issue. Nagy, however, pointed out that Seattle is already spending more money per homeless person than 

any other city in the nation. 

 

“We are throwing hundreds of millions, almost a billion dollars, at this problem, and it has only gotten 

worse,” she said. “There is absolutely no accountability with any of our representatives … Mike O’Brien 

is absolutely not representing Ballard residents whatsoever.” 

 

Elsewhere in Ballard 

 

The coming Whittier Heights tiny house encampment is a prime example of the city’s lack of 

consideration for its residents, Nagy said. The encampment, which allows drug and alcohol consumption, 

will bring drug use and prostitution within blocks of three Ballard schools, she argued. 

 

“For LIHI (the Low-Income Housing Institute) and SHARE (the Seattle Housing and Resource Effort), 

this is a cash cow,” Nagy said. “There’s no incentive for them to make it better, because the money goes 

away.” 

 

The tiny house encampment is being forced on the Whittier Heights neighborhood “with absolutely no 

community input whatsoever,” Nagy said. 

 

“How is this getting any better, and why is the only solution that Mike O’Brien can put forward more 

money?” she asked. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 UK: Russia spied on ex-spy 5yrs 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-russia-skripal-spy/russia-spied-on-skripal-and-daughter-

for-at-least-five-years-uk-idUSKBN1HK1OR  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - Russia’s intelligence agencies spied on former double agent Sergei Skripal and his 

daughter Yulia for at least five years before they were attacked with a nerve agent in March, the national 

security adviser to Britain’s prime minister said. 

 

Mark Sedwill said in a letter to NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg on Friday that email accounts of 

Yulia had been targeted in 2013 by cyber specialists from Russia’s GRU military intelligence service. 

 

Sedwill also said in the letter, which was published by the government, that it was “highly likely that the 

Russian intelligence services view at least some of its defectors as legitimate targets for assassination.” 

 

The Skripals were targeted by what London says was a nerve agent attack that left both of them critically 

ill for weeks. British Prime Minister Theresa May has said it is highly likely that Moscow was behind the 

attack. 

 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov noted on Friday that a report this week by the Organisation for the 

Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) did not confirm the origin of the poison used against the 

Skripals. 

 

Lavrov said the report only confirmed the composition of the substance and that Britain’s claim that it 

confirmed the UK position on the Skripal case was overstated. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Israel: Iran drone tasked to attack 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-43762193  

GIST Israel has said the Iranian drone it shot down in February was loaded with explosives and "tasked to 

attack". 

 

On Friday, Israel's military said that it came to the conclusion after "flight path analysis" and an 

"intelligence-based investigation" of the remnants. 

 

Israel said its "combat helicopters prevented the attack Iran had hoped to carry out in Israeli territory". 

 

The drone was launched from an airbase in Syria, against which Israel later carried out air strikes. 

 

Israel lost one of its F-16 planes in the counter-offensive - a rare loss for the Israeli air force, though both 

crew members survived after ejecting. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 ‘Hidden’ radioactive objects around us 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20180405-why-people-collect-radioactive-objects  

GIST It began with an online video. Andrew Walker had watched as a collector of radioactive objects showed 

off the items he had procured over the years, such as antiques containing uranium. Walker thought that 

looking for such pieces ‘in the wild’ might make an interesting and unusual hobby – so he bought himself 

a Geiger counter. 

 

He quickly realised, as scientists will tell you, that radioactivity is everywhere. The first elevated reading 

he got was in the parking area at a Mexican fast-food restaurant in Idaho. “I noticed that when we pulled in 

there, my Geiger counter was going off,” he recalls. Something nearby was flinging out the tiny subatomic 

particles that make up radiation in slightly higher quantities than might be expected – and though he 
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couldn’t figure out what it was, Walker was suddenly aware of this otherwise invisible activity. 

 

After that, he began looking for other intriguing examples.  

 

His pursuit of radioactive objects is still a hobby. By day, Walker is a cinema projectionist and a film-

maker, not a scientist. But he enjoys sharing some of his finds on Twitter and Instagram, where he can 

discuss them with others who are similarly curious. 

 

Radioactivity is something we live with constantly – it’s always there in relatively small amounts. Around 

the world, naturally occurring, higher-than-average levels of radioactivity are found in various types of 

beaches and soils, among other places. Meanwhile, most concrete is radioactive, though levels obviously 

vary. In the US, it is possible to get your home tested for radon gas – which is produced slowly over time 

by radioactive construction materials. Even the human body is slightly radioactive because we contain 

elements like potassium-40, which decay. 

 

Walker lives in Bozeman, Montana. He later discovered a curious historical fact: slag containing small 

amounts of uranium and radium was used in the past for concrete used in construction in his neighbouring 

state of Idaho. He wonders whether this led to his readings outside the Mexican restaurant. 

 

Walker likes to plan trips to local areas where he thinks he might find interesting material. If he does, he 

then documents his discoveries. There are plenty of old uranium mines (and now deserted uranium mining 

towns) in the US and Walker has visited some of these on his travels. 

 

He also began frequenting antique malls. “At every antique shop I have ever gone to so far, I have always 

been able to find something radioactive,” he says. 

 

These items include “Vaseline” glassware, which contains uranium and is a striking yellow-green in 

colour. But he’s also found orange-red plates and bowls that were coloured with a uranium-based dye and 

which often produce even stronger readings. The US government guidelines advise against using such 

crockery for food or drink, though the health risk of simply owning these items is negligible. 

 

Then there are watch and clock faces with glow-in-the-dark paint that contains radium. Such objects are 

relatively safe as long as they are not taken apart, but the women who made them in factories would often 

hold their paint brushes using their lips. This caused them to ingest small amounts of the radium paint. As 

a result, many developed serious illnesses including bone cancer in their jaws. 

 

This is why Walker tries not to put himself at any unnecessary risk. Regarding his mildly radioactive 

crockery, he says, “If they weren’t radioactive I’d probably have them out, but they’re tucked away.” 

 

Still, his new hobby has intrigued friends and family. “They ask why am I going to these places and 

exploring this stuff,” he explains with a laugh. “It’s something I’m interested in; it’s just fascinating.” 

 

He’s even found a few local landmarks, including public buildings like train stations, where the tiles 

produce slightly elevated levels of radioactivity – again, presumably a result of having been made with 

particular dyes or glazes. 

 

What is radiation? 

 

Radiation is essentially energy. The radiation detected by Geiger counters concerns energy released by 

decaying atoms – atoms that are constantly expelling a barrage of tiny particles. Some of this radiation can 

dislodge electrons from other atoms to create charged particles – this is known as ‘ionising radiation’. 

Three key forms of ionising radiation, from largest to smallest, are: 

 

Alpha – A bundle of two protons and two neutrons 

 

Beta – An electron, or positron, which is like a positively charged electron 
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Gamma – Tiny photons, which at different wavelengths also make up visible light 

 

Radioactive elements that decay producing these forms of radiation include uranium and radium. Alpha 

particles can be stopped with a sheet of paper, or the outer layer of human skin. But gamma rays can 

penetrate much further and are often only blocked by very dense materials such as lead. 

 

Geiger counters are easy to make – so much so, in fact, that some hobbyists assemble their own and 

experiment with finding sources of radioactivity with which to test them. Walker himself bought one for 

$1,300 (£930), a RadEye meter that detects alpha, beta and gamma radiation (see box, “What is 

radiation?”). 

 

Radiochemist Nick Evans at Nottingham Trent University points out that radioactivity can be measured in 

a variety of different ways. One approach is to observe the rate of nuclei decaying over time; the 

international unit used for this is the Becquerel. But people may be more familiar with measurements in 

Sieverts (or indeed Microsieverts or Millisieverts). 

 

This is the effective dose of the radiation and the unit Walker uses. However, Evans says that the standard 

way of taking these readings is actually to hold the Geiger counter one metre away from the source so that 

objects’ radioactivity can be compared accurately. 

 

High energy 

 

The fascinating thing about Walker’s expeditions is the ease with which he has found so many examples. 

Evans says this is partly a legacy of industries that treated radioactivity as a potential marketing ploy in the 

decades following its discovery in the late 19th Century. It was quickly capitalised on as a potential selling 

point for weird and wonderful new products. 

 

“It was very, very different to anything else,” says Evans. “It was sort of mystical and people obviously 

wanted to try all sorts of things with it, play with it, if you like.” 

 

Some of the things manufacturers came up with are mind-boggling today. Take radioactive suppositories, 

for example, a ‘treatment’ with no actual grounding in medical science. Surely there are safer ways to 

restore “your normal manly vigour”. 

 

But that wasn’t the only health-related product seeking to help patients to a dose of decaying atoms. There 

was also radioactive toothpaste and even condoms. 

 

“I’ve no idea what the thinking behind those was,” says Evans of the latter. “I have a tin of them – not that 

I use them, I hasten to add.” 

 

The notion that increased doses of radioactivity could somehow be good for you is still with us today. 

There is a spa in the Austrian Alps called Bad Gastein where people can visit the humid tunnels of a 

former gold mine and sweat away their ailments – while breathing radon gas. 

 

Many scientists have long bemoaned the public’s instinctive distrust of anything to do with radiation. 

Anxiety associated with it is exaggerated, argue some. Indeed, dangers like pollution don’t spark the same 

sense of trepidation and yet pollution kills millions of people every year. One study found that, in stark 

contrast, only 190 people died between 1980 and 2013 as a direct result of overexposure. 

 

Walker says that many fears increasingly seem “irrational” to him thanks to his explorations. On the other 

hand, of course, his treks and antique shop visits really just show off how ubiquitous radioactivity really is. 
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SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/13/science/virosphere-evolution.html  

GIST High in the Sierra Nevada mountains of Spain, an international team of researchers set out four buckets to 

gather a shower of viruses falling from the sky. 

 

Scientists have surmised there is a stream of viruses circling the planet, above the planet’s weather systems 

but below the level of airline travel. Very little is known about this realm, and that’s why the number of 

deposited viruses stunned the team in Spain. Each day, they calculated, some 800 million viruses cascade 

onto every square meter of the planet. 

 

Most of the globe-trotting viruses are swept into the air by sea spray, and lesser numbers arrive in dust 

storms. 

 

“Unimpeded by friction with the surface of the Earth, you can travel great distances, and so 

intercontinental travel is quite easy” for viruses, said Curtis Suttle, a marine virologist at the University of 

British Columbia. “It wouldn’t be unusual to find things swept up in Africa being deposited in North 

America.” 

 

The study by Dr. Suttle and his colleagues, published earlier this year in the International Society of 

Microbial Ecology Journal, was the first to count the number of viruses falling onto the planet. The 

research, though, is not designed to study influenza or other illnesses, but to get a better sense of the 

“virosphere,” the world of viruses on the planet. 

 

Generally it’s assumed these viruses originate on the planet and are swept upward, but some researchers 

theorize that viruses actually may originate in the atmosphere. (There is a small group of researchers who 

believe viruses may even have come here from outer space, an idea known as panspermia.) 

 

Whatever the case, viruses are the most abundant entities on the planet by far. While Dr. Suttle’s team 

found hundreds of millions of viruses in a square meter, they counted tens of millions of bacteria in the 

same space. 

 

Mostly thought of as infectious agents, viruses are much more than that. It’s hard to overstate the central 

role that viruses play in the world: They’re essential to everything from our immune system to our gut 

microbiome, to the ecosystems on land and sea, to climate regulation and the evolution of all species. 

Viruses contain a vast diverse array of unknown genes — and spread them to other species. 

 

Last year, three experts called for a new initiative to better understand viral ecology, especially as the 

planet changes. “Viruses modulate the function and evolution of all living things,” wrote Matthew B. 

Sullivan of Ohio State, Joshua Weitz of Georgia Tech, and Steven W. Wilhelm of the University of 

Tennessee.  

 

“But to what extent remains a mystery.” 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Calif. police: SUV cliff driver ‘drunk’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/mother-intentionally-drove-family-off-cliff-drunk-

police/story?id=54463696  

GIST The mother who intentionally drove her family off a cliff in Northern California in late March was drunk, 

according to preliminary toxicology reports.  

 

The California Highway Patrol said on Friday that Jennifer Hart, who was driving the SUV that plunged 

off the cliff in Mendocino County on March 26 carrying her wife and six children, had a blood alcohol 

level above the legal limit.  

 

Her wife, Sarah Hart, had a significant amount of the ingredient in Benadryl in her system, as did two of 
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the children, CHP said. 

 

All eight people in the vehicle are presumed dead in the accident, according to authorities. Three of the 

children were missing, though the body of a girl believed to be one of the missing children was found near 

the site of the accident last week. The body has yet to be identified.  

 

One of the children missing is 15-year-old Devonte Hart, whose photo hugging a police officer with tears 

streaming down his face during a protest went viral in 2014. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 US helping Mexico fight opium 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/us-has-been-quietly-helping-mexico-with-

new-high-tech-ways-to-fight-opium/2018/04/15/dc18eda0-26d5-11e8-a227-

fd2b009466bc_story.html?utm_term=.c04a2468faf5  

GIST MEXICO CITY — In the past few opiate-soaked years, U.S. officials say, nearly all the heroin coursing 

through American cities has come from one place: Mexico. 

 

U.S. authorities have expressed alarm at what they call an explosion of opium poppy in their southern 

neighbor. Echoing a federal drug agency assessment, President Trump has declared that “an astonishing 90 

percent of the heroin in America comes from south of the border” and cited that as one reason to build a 

giant border wall. 

 

Yet Mexican and U.S. officials have struggled in recent years to answer some basic questions about 

Mexico’s illegal poppy crop: How much is actually being grown? How much of it is the Mexican 

government destroying? And how much is being turned into heroin? 

 

Now the Trump administration is intensifying its efforts to help Mexico get a more detailed picture of its 

poppy problem. It has begun to supply Mexican authorities with drones and geolocation technology and is 

funding studies to pinpoint how much poppy is being planted and how much heroin is produced from it. 

 

The new initiatives emerged from several high-level meetings between Mexican and U.S. officials last 

year, as well as a trip in July by then-Homeland Security Secretary John F. Kelly, who flew to see poppy 

fields in Guerrero state with Mexican military leaders, according to Mexican and U.S. officials. 

 

Trump’s harsh rhetoric about Mexico on illegal immigration, trade and the wall could jeopardize that kind 

of security cooperation. On April 9, President Enrique Peña Nieto’s office said he had instructed cabinet 

secretaries to review their bilateral programs with the United States, following a tense week in which 

Trump criticized Mexico about a caravan of migrants heading toward the U.S. border. 

 

But on certain issues, such as poppy, the two sides have already quietly made progress. With Trump as 

president, “we thought that there would have been a chilling of relations,” said Juan Carlos Silva, chief of 

the anti-drug division of Mexico’s federal police. “On the contrary, we have grown closer.”  

 

The Drug Enforcement Administration said in a report last year that Mexico supplies 93 percent of all 

heroin consumed in the United States, up from half of it in 2012 — even though it lags far behind 

Afghanistan and Burma as an opium poppy producer, according to U.N. figures. 

 

The DEA also reported that production more than tripled in Mexico between 2013 and 2016, to 79,000 

acres, in part because of “reduced poppy eradication.” 

 

But there is no consensus on those estimates, particularly the production numbers. 
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Mexican military officials deny that poppy production has tripled and say they have increased eradication 

efforts, deploying more than 20,000 soldiers on ground or aerial missions.  

 

The troops destroyed about 71,000 acres last year and are on pace this year to surpass that, the officials 

said. 

 

A decade ago, Mexico eradicated 27,000 acres, according to the United Nations. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 FBI: $20M for ‘El Chapo’ cartel partner 

SOURCE https://www.inquisitr.com/4867880/the-fbi-offers-20-million-award-for-the-capture-of-el-chapo-

guzmans-partner/  

GIST The FBI has announced a $20 million bounty for the capture of a fugitive drug lord, Rafael Caro Quintero, 

who is also believed to be one of Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman‘s partners within the Sinaloa Cartel, as 

reported by Time. Currently believed to be in his 50s, he’s credited as one of the godfathers of the 

Mexican drug trade. Quintero was initially imprisoned in 1985 but was released on a technicality on 

August 9, 2013. 

 

He had, by that time, spent 28 years in jail. Quintero got his break when a judge ruled that he had been 

improperly tried in a federal courtroom instead of a state court. Orders for his re-arrest were issued a few 

days later, but the drug lord had already gone into hiding. His release led to tensions between the Mexican 

and American governments due to his alleged involvement in the killing of U.S. Drug Enforcement agent, 

Enrique Camarena Salazar, writer John Clay Walker, and pilot Alfredo Zavala Avelar in 1985. 

 

The kingpin fled to Costa Rica after the killings but was soon after apprehended and extradited to Mexico, 

where he was handed a 40-year sentence for the murders. His cartel, the Guadalajara Cartel, disintegrated 

after his incarceration, with its members being incorporated into the Juárez Cartel, El Chapo’s Sinaloa 

Cartel, and the Tijuana Cartel. 

 

News of renewed interest for his recapture comes in the wake of a new investigative report published by 

the Huffington Post illustrating the current life of the fallen drug lord. According to the report, he lives in 

hiding, changing his location every day. He and his henchmen are reportedly always on the lookout for 

drones and Mexican authorities. Residing in a mountainous region in Mexico, a place known for the 

growing, harvesting, and processing of drugs, he lives in perpetual fear of apprehension and reportedly 

suffers from a diseased prostate, but refuses to seek treatment as a result. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 S.C. prison: 7 inmates dead; 17 injured 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/c3db6362f47242a8a35e42f52a0422c9/7-inmates-dead,-17-injured-in-South-

Carolina-prison-fighting  

GIST COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A South Carolina prisons spokesman says seven inmates are dead and 17 

others required outside medical attention after hours of fighting inside a maximum security prison. 

 

Prisons spokesman Jeff Taillon announced the grim outcome after State Law Enforcement Division agents 

helped secure Lee Correctional Institution around 3 a.m. Monday. 

 

Taillon said multiple inmate fights that broke out at 7:15 p.m. Sunday. 

 

Taillon said no officers were wounded. 

 

The maximum-security facility in Bishopville houses about 1,500 inmates, some of South Carolina’s most 

violent and longest-serving offenders. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Arrest in gas station hostage situation 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/955070/suspect-arrested-hostage-kirkland/  

GIST Police responded to a hostage situation at a 76 gas station at 11848 Northeast 85th Street in Kirkland on 

Sunday afternoon. 

 

Bellevue police confirmed to KIRO 7 that a suspect came into the gas station threatened a employee. The 

suspect allegedly told the employee he had a bomb, and to lock the doors, according to police. 

 

The 76 gas station is about five blocks north of Lake Washington High School and about three blocks 

north of Kirkland Cemetery. 

 

Officers on scene were able to convince the suspect to give himself up outside of the store. The suspect 

was arrested once outside the store and had “no device on his person” when arrested, according to police. 

 

Police say the clerk inside the gas station “left the store and was unharmed but shaken from the incident.” 

 

The suspect is described as a male in his early 20s. Police say the suspects motives are unknown at this 

point. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Another indecent exposure case WWU 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/police-investigate-another-indecent-exposure-case-near-wwu  

GIST BELLINGHAM, Wash. -- Bellingham Police are busy investigating a series of indecent exposure cases.  

 

More than one week after an incident at the City's southeast side comes another lewd conduct case Sunday 

morning.  

 

Western Washington University senior Sydney Miller and many others got an alert from the school early 

Sunday to be on the lookout for a suspicious man who reportedly exposed himself outside the window of a 

home.  

 

The incident happened about 2 a.m. Sunday on North Garden Street near campus.  

 

"I had to read it a couple of times. I was like, wait, that's my street. That's literally my block...kind of 

creepy to get that," Miller said. 

 

Miller isn't surprised because it's been happening so often in Bellingham. Police say there have been two 

dozen or more similar cases of lewd conduct and voyeurism on campus and surrounding neighborhoods 

since last summer. 

 

Police suspect there are several different people connected to the many lewd acts reported.  

 

In Sunday's case, officers are looking for a thin, 25-year-old man, about 6 feet tall. He was wearing a dark 

hoodie and jeans. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Quebec mosque shooter’s motivation 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/americas/quebec-shooter-motive/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A man who killed six worshippers at a Quebec City mosque told an investigator he carried out the 
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January 2017 attack after seeing reports the Canadian government would welcome more refugees into the 

country, according to CNN partner CBC. 

 

A video of Alexandre Bissonnette's interrogation was played in court Friday during the third day of his 

sentencing hearing, CBC reported. Bissonnette pleaded guilty to six counts of first-degree murder and six 

counts of attempted murder in March. 

 

In the interrogation video, Bissonnette said he was watching TV reports about the Canadian government's 

policy of welcoming refugees. 

 

"The Canadian government was, you know, going to take in more refugees, you know, those who couldn't 

go to the United States would end up here," Bissonnette told Quebec City police Sgt. Steve Girard during 

an interrogation. "I just lost it." 

 

Bissonnette told Girard he wanted to save people from terrorist attacks, according to CBC, and that 

"maybe, thanks to what I did, there will be hundreds of people saved." He said he had been obsessing for 

months over the idea that his parents or twin brother would be victims of a terrorist attack after a string of 

such attacks in Europe. 

 

"I had to do something, it was torturing me inside." 

 

On January 29, Bissonnette entered the Quebec Islamic Cultural Center and fired indiscriminately into a 

crowd of men, women and children, according to witnesses. 

 

When it was all over, Bissonnette had killed six Muslim worshippers -- Mamadou Tanou Barry, 42; 

Abdelkrim Hassane, 41; Khaled Belkacemi, 60; Aboubaker Thabti, 44; Azzeddine Soufiane, 57; and 

Ibrahima Barry, 39. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Teen asked for directions; gets shot at 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/us/michigan-man-shoots-at-teen-asking-for-directions/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A Michigan man is out on bail after police said he fired a shotgun at a teenager who had stopped at 

his house to ask directions. 

 

Jeffery Craig Zeigler, 53, was charged Friday with assault with intent to murder and possession of a 

firearm in the commission of a felony. 

 

During Zeigner's arraignment, Judge Julie Nicholson entered a plea of not guilty for him. 

 

The teen's mother told CNN affiliate WDIV she thought there was a racial component to the case. The teen 

is black and the man is white. 

 

"It definitely was a hate crime," she said. 

 

Brennan Walker, 14, said he was walking alone to school Thursday after he missed the bus. As he trekked 

the 4 miles to Rochester High School in Rochester Hills, he got lost and knocked on the doors of several 

houses, he said. 

 

The teen said he went up to one home and knocked on the door a few times. A woman came to the door, 

yelling at him, he told WDIV. 

 

"I was trying to explain to that I wanted to get directions to go to my school," he said. The man eventually 

came out with a shotgun and fired one shot at the teen who was running away. 
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The teen said he fled when he saw the man with the shotgun. The teen was not wounded. 

 

Deputies responded to a call of a male trying to break into a house, the sheriff's department said in a news 

release. Both the boy and Zeigler were taken to a police station and questioned. Zeigler was arrested 

A prosecutor said at Zeigler's arraignment that there was a surveillance video from the house that caused 

her to doubt Zeigler's recollection of the incident. His story was not borne out by the video, she said. 

 

Zeigler was released Friday from Oakland County Jail on a $50,000 bond. A judge also ordered the man to 

stay more than 10 miles from the teenager, which means he will likely have to live elsewhere until trial. 

 

He was also ordered to turn over all his firearms and wear a GPS monitor. 

 

Zeigler told the judge that there is "a lot more to the story than what's being told." 
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HEADLINE 04/15 PD chief defends arrests in Starbucks 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/us/philadelphia-police-starbucks-arrests/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Philadelphia Police Commissioner Richard Ross is defending the actions of officers seen in a viral 

video arresting two men at a Starbucks. 

 

The video, which has racked up millions of views since it was posted to Twitter on Thursday, shows 

Philadelphia police officers arresting two African-American men inside a Starbucks location. 

 

Melissa DePino, who posted the video, wrote, "The police were called because these men hadn't ordered 

anything. They were waiting for a friend to show up, who did as they were taken out in handcuffs for 

doing nothing." 

 

In the video a man is seen telling an officer that he was meeting the two men there and asking what they 

did to warrant police being called. 

 

Others off screen are heard saying, "They didn't do anything." 

 

Ross said Saturday his officers "did absolutely nothing wrong." 

 

Ross recorded a statement on Facebook Live in which he explains that Starbucks employees called 911 to 

report a trespassing complaint. 

 

The employees told officers the two men wanted to use the restroom but were told the facilities are only 

for paying customers. The Starbucks employees then asked the men to leave, but they refused, Ross says. 

Officers responded and asked the men three times to "politely to leave the location because they were 

being asked to leave by employees because they were trespassing." When the men again refused to leave, 

they were arrested "without incident," Ross says. 

 

The men were taken to a police station and released when it became clear Starbucks didn't want to press 

charges. 

 

"They did a service that they were called to do," Ross says of the officers. "And if you think about it 

logically, that if a business calls and they say that someone is here that I no longer wish to be in my 

business, (officers) now have a legal obligation to carry out their duties. And they did just that." 

 

Ross, who is black, references his own experiences while making his case, saying, "As an African-

American male, I am very aware of implicit bias." 

 

"We are committed to fair and unbiased policing and anything less than that will not be tolerated in this 
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department." 

 

In statement posted on Twitter, Starbucks apologized "to the two individuals and our customers." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Parkland accounts: chaos, confusion 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/newly-released-accounts-parkland-shooting-relate-chaos-

confusion/story?id=54470790  

GIST New documents released Friday paint the clearest picture to date of the chaos and confusion officers 

experienced in the early moments of the Feb. 14 school shooting in Parkland, Florida.  

 

The incident report includes 11 officers’ accounts of their responses in the first few minutes after School 

Resource Officer Scott Peterson screamed “Shots fired!” over the radio.  

 

Despite being the first to report the gunfire, Peterson was accused of failing to enter the school building 

after hearing those initial shots. He claimed to have thought they were coming from outside the building.  

 

In February, President Trump said that the officer “did a poor job," adding that he either “didn’t react 

properly” or was a “coward." Peterson was suspended by the sheriff’s office in the weeks following the 

shooting. He resigned soon after amid public scorn.  

 

In one account released by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office, an officer said he headed towards a 

nearby Walmart following a dispatch that suggested the shooter was moving in a “westward” direction. 

Shortly after arriving, he learned the suspect was possibly already in custody.  

 

“I then stayed at my new location … where I prevented any non-law enforcement traffic from entering the 

area of the school and assisted in directing traffic,” the officer said.  

 

Armed with an AR-15 style rifle, 19-year-old Nikolas Cruz shot and killed 17 people at Marjorie 

Stoneman Douglas High School, prosecutors say. Seventeen others were injured.  

 

As the situation developed, another officer said, he did not inform his fellow officers that he would be 

responding to the scene due to “heavy radio transmissions” following the first mention of an active 

shooter. Instead, he arrived at the school and entered the building, possibly contributing to some of the 

uncertainty regarding the number of officers in the school and where they had entered the building.  

 

“I attempted to enter building 12 from the west but was confronted by several law enforcement officers 

who had entered from the east end of the building,” said one officer. “To mitigate a crossfire situation, I 

exited the building and continued to hold cover to the south while the other deputies and officers worked 

to clear the building and treat the injured.”  

 

Two officers both reported having accidentally switched off their body cameras in their rush to confront a 

suspect. They turned them back on later when they realized what had happened. One of them said that had 

happened several times.  

 

“It should be noted that my BWC (body camera) was activated but was turned off accidentally by the on 

and off button being hit by possibly the rifle sling. Upon noticing it was off I immediately turned it back 

on,” the officer said.  

 

“This occurred more than once,” he added.  

 

Earlier reports of the shooting also indicate confusion about which building the shootings were occurring 

in and where the assault rifle was left in its aftermath. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Supremacist died w/ISIS-type bombs 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/suspected-white-supremacist-died-building-isis-style-

bombs?ref=home  

GIST Benjamin Morrow was found dead with white supremacist literature and the ingredients for a notorious 

bomb known as the “Mother of Satan.” 

 

Morrow, 28, died in an explosion in the kitchen of his Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, apartment on March 5. His 

home was filled with bomb-making substances so volatile that firefighters chose to destroy the 16-unit 

apartment block in a controlled blaze, rather than let Morrow’s neighbors continue to live in the building. 

 

A search warrant unsealed last week revealed that Morrow kept white supremacist literature in his home. 

Investigators’ application for a second warrant suggests that Morrow had plans, announcing that he was 

clearing out a rented storage locker just hours before his death. 

 

Kevin Heimerl of the Wisconsin Department of Justice called Morrow’s apartment a “homemade 

explosives laboratory.” When they responded to reports of an explosion at the home, investigators passed 

“a one gallon metal container of acetone,” an investigator told a judge in a newly unsealed warrant 

application. 

 

Acetone is an explosive substance and ingredient in the “Mother of Satan”: a volatile bomb used by 

terrorists in ISIS attacks in Manchester, England, and Paris, France, in recent years. 

 

Also sitting in plain sight where two white cardboard boxes stamped with the words “mix it, shake it, 

shoot it,” and three more packages labeled “sonic boom,” Heimerl testified, adding that he suspected the 

boxes contained materials that would explode when combined. Investigators also found pipes and pipe 

caps in the apartment. 

 

When they entered the kitchen, investigators found Morrow dead in front of a still-lit stove. An 

“overpressure blast” had destroyed much of the room, blowing out the doors and windows and burying 

Morrow under the collapsed ceiling. Containers with more chemicals were spilling out an open refrigerator 

door. 

 

The scene was so volatile that authorities barred the rest of the apartment building’s residents from re-

entering their homes, and burned the entire building to the ground in a 1,600-degree controlled blaze 

overseen by 100 firefighters. Residents left their valuables inside. One of Morrow’s neighbors told the 

Wisconsin State Journal he planned on digging through the rubble to find a dead relative’s World War II 

dog tags, which had been left inside to burn. 

 

At the time of the fire, the contents of Morrow’s apartment remained a mystery. But an unsealed warrant 

describes Morrow as building a terrifying arsenal. 

 

In addition to more bomb-making materials, Morrow also had a collection of guns and accessories 

including a rifle scope, masks, vests, a ballistic helmet, and thousands of rounds of ammunition. 

 

Morrow also had “white supremacist material” in his bedroom, the warrant said. 

 

Beaver Dam police said the white supremacist literature didn’t necessarily mean Morrow was a white 

supremacist. 

 

“It does cause me some concern but I want to make very clear just because Mr. Morrow was in the 

possession of this material, does not categorize in any particular light,” Lt. Terrence Gebhardt told CBS 

58. “He could have been an individual that was doing research.” 

 

But state investigators suggested the opposite. In an application for a search warrant, Heimerl raised the 
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possibility that Morrow had worked with or been inspired by others, pointing to the white supremacist 

literature when a judge asked about “propaganda that raises concern for this kind of collaborative work.” 

 

The investigator who swept Morrow’s room described the literature as relating to white supremacist 

groups that “will involve multiple members” in potentially violent activities. He did not specify which 

groups were named in the literature. 

 

Members of Morrow’s church community have pushed back on the idea that Morrow built the bombs in 

his bedroom and kitchen, for which investigators found handwritten instructions. 

 

“I’d love to defend Ben because he has been described as a bomb maker and he’s not a bomb maker,” Rev. 

Jerry Marsden, the pastor who conducted Morrow’s funeral told the Associated Press. “He wasn’t a 

recluse as some have said he is. He was far from that.” 

 

In an obituary, Morrow’s family described him as a religious man, who grew up homeschooled and later 

studied pre-pharmacy, math, and chemistry at Pensacola Christian College in Florida. The search warrant 

revealed Morrow had a Bible among his white supremacist literature and bomb-making material. 

 

When he wasn’t building bombs, he worked as a quality control technician at Richelieu Foods, according 

to his LinkedIn profile. His coworkers told investigators Morrow sometimes came to work with an 

unpleasant smell on his clothes. 

 

“Some of those co-workers reported that it was common for Benjamin Morrow to arrive for work and he 

had an odor emitting from his person that co-worker’s described as smelling like moth balls,” Heimerl told 

a judge in an application for a second warrant. “Those co-workers further stated that they had made 

comments to Benjamin Morrow about the fact that they could smell moth balls on him.” 

 

Mothballs are made of flammable chemicals, which may explain the smell. 

 

The second warrant application reveals that police were interested in the contents of a storage unit Morrow 

rented. On the morning of the fatal explosion, Morrow visited the storage company “and notified the 

business that he would be moving his personal property out of the storage unit by the end of March,” 

Heimerl told the judge in the warrant application, speculating that Morrow might have rented the storage 

unit to keep strong-smelling chemicals from his home. 

 

The second warrant, the findings of which are not public, also extend to Morrow’s computers, flash drives, 

and phone. The records could reveal where Morrow received the white supremacist literature—and 

whether he was acting alone. 

 

“I am aware that a person could work solely to connect this type of manufacturing homemade explosives 

themselves,” Heimerl said. “But I am also equally aware that individuals oftentimes communicate, inspire 

and engage with other persons to manufacture homemade explosives.” 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Deadly war on drugs in Philippines 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-deadly-war-on-drugs-in-the-philippineswhere-murder-is-

a-meme?ref=home  

GIST NEW YORK—Philippine journalist Patricia Evangelista does not think a single story she has written has 

saved anyone’s life, but yet she keeps writing. Her stories about the Philippines' deadly war on drugs for 

the online-news network Rappler chronicle murder in cold blood, often carried out in front of families with 

young children by vigilantes acting out the wishes of the state under Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte. 

 

Rappler has been stripped of its official credentials and investigated for bogus crimes, including tax 

evasion and cyber libel. Evangelista has personally received death and rape threats for reporting the truth 
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and for trying to humanize the victims. 

 

She described her disturbing work to John Avlon, editor-in-chief of The Daily Beast, at the ninth annual 

Women in the World summit in New York on Friday morning against a backdrop of photos of dead bodies 

and blood-stained sidewalks. “Duterte is sensitive to criticism, so those of us who cover stories are told we 

are not patriots, that we are fake news,” she said. 

 

No one knows exactly how many people have died in Duterte’s war on drugs. The state officially lists the 

number at around 4,000 people who were killed by police acting in “self defense.” Human Rights Watch 

estimates that closer to 12,000 people have been murdered in cold blood by police and vigilantes. 

 

Duterte, who enjoys a high approval rating, won his office by promising to kill 100,000 criminals who are 

pushers and drug users alike. He makes no differentiation between pushers, addicts, and casual users—and 

those who are killed are often never arrested, and certainly never brought to trial. 

 

Those who do the killing aren’t always police, sometimes they are men working under curious impunity 

who are never brought to justice, either. There are around 16,000 “killings under investigation” by 

Philippine authorities, but Evangelista says there is no transparency about those cases. 

 

The killings are often carried out in broad daylight in the slum areas of Manila. The victims are often on a 

watch list created by the government, which is suspected of paying the vigilantes for each person killed. 

Evangelista has reported on men who have been shot bound and gagged with packing tape wrapped 

around their heads. The killers generally leave a note with the body stating that the victim was an addict or 

pusher. Evangelista recalled one instance in which the killer had drawn a smiley face on the victim’s 

corpse. Other bodies have been found with hashtag-laden signs that parody internet memes. 

 

Evangelista says that, in reality, the Philippines has half the global average of per capita drug abuse. But 

when the country's anti-drug czar reported this statistic, he was fired. What disturbs Evangelista most is 

that many of the killings target those living in extreme poverty, who are often the primary breadwinners 

for their families. When those victims die, the future of whole families dies with them.  

 

She recalled a story about a family of six that lived in a cinder block house in a shantytown in the poor 

suburbs of Manila. The mother, nine-months pregnant, was home with the children one day when the 

police came looking for the patriarch of the house. He wasn’t home, so police arrested the pregnant 

woman and took her away instead. When the father returned, the family urged him to leave, too, or he 

might be killed. He came back early one morning to prepare a surprise birthday breakfast for one of the 

children. Police, staking out the house, charged in and told the children to get out. They pushed the father's 

head down on the sofa, and the second eldest child, Christine, then 12 years old, jumped on her father’s 

back to try to protect him. Police pulled her away and shot him in the back of the head several times. One 

of the children later found a bullet in the cushions of the sofa. When Evangelista talked to the traumatized 

daughter some months later, she said her father’s death was her fault. “If I had hugged him harder, he 

would still be alive,” she told her. 

 

The family now lives with an elderly grandmother who doesn't have the financial means to support them. 

The mother gave birth, but remains in jail, meaning there is one more mouth to feed. It was never clear 

whether the father had been a user, a dealer, or neither. The official police report identified the father as a 

“scavenger” and said he was shot because the police were acting “in self defense.” There were no reports 

of police injuries, and no one official ever talked to Christine, the only witness. 

 

Duterte has been condemned by the international community—which has called his deadly policy a crime 

against humanity—but Evangelista says the president's response has always been to ask, “Frankly, are they 

human?” 

 

Evangelista says the hardest part about telling stories about this bloody war on drugs is the risks those who 

talk about it face. “The risks for the people who tell their stories are enormous,” she said. “They could be 

dead the next day. Or their fathers or sons could be dead.” 
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She is also concerned that journalists are increasingly afraid to expose the truth. She has little optimism 

things will ever get better. “I’m not sure about hope,” she said. “But I believe in journalism. If we tell the 

stories, we keep them human. They are people. He may have been a user, he may not have been, but he 

was a human.” 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Judge: Lakewood cops killing trial delay 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article208855809.html  

GIST The alleged getaway driver of a man who gunned down four Lakewood police officers in 2009 made an 

unsuccessful bid for a new attorney Friday. 

 

Dorcus Dewayne Allen is awaiting retrial in Pierce County Superior Court, which won't happen until the 

Washington State Supreme Court finishes reviewing his case. 

 

"What I gather is that you're unhappy with the delay," Superior Court Judge Stanley Rumbaugh told Allen 

on Friday, after reading his motion for a new attorney. 

 

That can't be helped, the judge explained, because the Supreme Court's decision determines what charges 

prosecutors can bring. 

 

Division II of the Washington State Court of Appeals said last year that prosecutors couldn't retry Allen 

for aggravated first-degree murder, which would mean an automatic sentence of life without parole. 

 

Prosecutors appealed the decision to the Supreme Court, which accepted the case earlier this year. 

 

If the high court upholds the decision, Allen's retrial will be for first-degree murder. If it doesn't, trial for 

aggravated murder and a possible automatic life sentence would be back on the table. 

 

"I'm ready to go, but I just need to know what the charges are," Rumbaugh said. 

 

Allen, who turns 47 on Saturday (April 14) and also goes by the first name Darcus, told the court he 

doesn't believe his "due process issues" are being addressed "while we're in this standstill." 

 

He argued that defense attorney Mary K. High seems to be "totally unaware," when it comes to specifics 

about his Sixth Amendment rights. 

 

Rumbaugh said he didn't see anything deficient about High's work on the case, and he pointed out that the 

work of Allen's defense counsel on his appeal is the reason he's back in court at all. 

 

"I'm going to deny your motion," the judge said. 

 

High told the court she understood Allen's frustration. 

 

"I have endeavored to represent Mr. Allen to the best of my ability," she said. "... As Mr. Allen knows, I 

have been very committed to this case." 

 

And she'll continue to do so, she said. 

 

Allen, who has pleaded not guilty, is suspected of driving Maurice Clemmons to the Parkland coffee shop 

where Clemmons killed the four officers in November 2009, and then driving him away. 

 

Clemmons fatally shot police Sgt. Mark Renninger and officers Tina Griswold, Gregory Richards and 

Ronald Owens. 
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A Seattle police officer fatally shot Clemmons after a manhunt. 

 

At Allen's initial trial, jurors found him guilty of four counts of first-degree murder and not of the 

aggravated murder charges. 

 

He was sentenced to 400 months in prison, but won an appeal in which he argued there was prosecutorial 

misconduct during closing arguments in the case. 

 

Prosecutors sought to retry Allen for four counts of aggravated murder, but Allen's defense team, including 

High, argued that would be double jeopardy, because jurors already said no to the aggravated murder 

charges. 

 

Then-Superior Court Judge Katherine Stolz agreed with the defense and prosecutors appealed her decision 

to Division II. The appellate court agreed with Stolz, and prosecutors appealed to the state Supreme Court 

in January. 

 

Oral arguments are expected later this year. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Teen jailed 1yr for deadly fight 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/judge-sentences-teen-who-killed-another-teen-in-a-fight-to-more-

than-the-maximum/731973913  

GIST In a move rarely seen in a Snohomish County court, a judge sentenced a Marysville teen who killed 

another teen in a fight to more than the maximum penalty for the crime. 

 

The judge said the kick to the head that killed 16-year-old Robbie Myrick Jr. and the actions that followed 

last August were so cruel that the boy responsible deserves a harsher punishment. 

 

Myrick -- and the teen we are not naming because he is a minor -- had agreed to the fight in these 

Marysville woods.  The teen admitted to punching Robbie so hard he fell and then kicking him so hard he 

suffered irreversible brain damage.  No one called 911 for at least an hour, including four adults watching 

the fight. 

 

“I pray to God Robbie was not cognizant of being left on the ground like some discarded piece of trash,” 

Robbie’s uncle Rod Hampton told the Snohomish County judge Friday. 

 

At the teen’s sentencing, a shattered family pleaded for the judge to give more than the 30-day maximum 

sentence for second-degree manslaughter committed by a minor. 

 

“The defendant in this case claims he didn’t intend to end someone’s life. I’d be willing to bet that your 

average drunk driver who ends up killing someone in an accident didn’t get behind the wheel with the 

intention of killing someone, but if they did they would be charged with vehicular homicide, and they 

wouldn’t be looking at a token sentence of 30 days,” Robbie’s father, Robert Myrick Sr., told the judge. 

 

And the judge agreed -- 30 days is not enough. 

 

“He was down on the ground, he could do nothing to you — you had won the fight, to put it that way — 

and for some reason I will never know, you decided to up the ante on your victim and that resulted in his 

death,” Judge Richard Okrent said to the teen, sitting next to his attorney. 

 

The teen was sentenced to one year in juvenile detention. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Sex workers devastated; eye alternatives 

SOURCE https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/arizona-investigations/2018/04/12/sex-workers-seeking-

alternatives-other-websites-after-backpage-closure/507900002/  

GIST When the Department of Justice unceremoniously shut down Backpage last week, it was the first public-

facing step in a sweeping criminal case against the website's executives. 

 

But before federal authorities could issue a statement, before the classified site’s owners would face a 

judge, and before the public would learn of their charges, the narrative around Backpage had taken on a 

life of its own. 

 

The site had served as a microcosm of a larger debate on prostitution in recent years, and the seizure of 

what the DOJ called the "Internet's leading forum for prostitution ads" ignited swift reactions on both 

sides.  

 

Anti-sex-trafficking advocates, including Cindy McCain, cheered Backpage’s demise as a blow to an 

abusive industry. 

 

Meanwhile, sex workers across the U.S. and Canada swarmed social media to air concerns rarely heard in 

political discourse: To them, Backpage’s demise meant the end of safeguards and a reliable revenue stream 

in a profession that’s not going anywhere.   

 

“They’re devastated,” said Laura Dilley, executive director of PACE, a Vancouver-based nonprofit that 

advocates for decriminalizing prostitution. 

 

If sex workers can’t advertise online, they can’t screen their clients beforehand and are forced back out to 

bars and into the street, Dilley said. 

 

“I am going to do what I have to do to survive... I might have to work the streets, work the bars; you do 

what you have to do.” 

 

While many sex workers told The Arizona Republic they would continue posting on other smaller 

websites, they also worry about the future. On Wednesday morning, President Trump signed a bill giving 

prosecutors more power to go after websites that knowingly host sex-trafficking ads. It also gives women 

who claimed they were trafficked the ability to sue. 

 

It's not clear how websites will respond. After the bill passed Congress, for example, Craigslist took down 

its singles ads. And as the bill was moving through Congress, Backpage restricted postings on singles ads 

to photos, phone numbers and web links. 

 

"There’s a lot of uncertainty; a lot of grief and fear," said Jelena Vermilion, a sex worker based outside of 

Toronto. "A lot of people are essentially planning to be homeless, planning how to fall gracefully as much 

as possible...From Friday, a lot of these people haven’t had any calls."  

 

IndyStar columnist Tim Swarens spent more than a year investigating a lucrative business where abused 

children are bought and sold. USA TODAY 

 

After the Backpage closure April 6, an Arizona-based sex worker called Vegas said she relied on her 

regular clients to get her through that weekend. 

 

“I am going to do what I have to do to survive,” she said. “I might have to work the streets, work the bars; 

you do what you have to do." 

 

Prostitution is still illegal in 49 states, the exception being certain counties in Nevada. For this reason, The 

Arizona Republic has agreed to withhold the sex workers' legal names for this story. In Canada, selling sex 

is legal, but buying it isn't. 
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Vegas said Backpage afforded her more anonymity than meeting strangers in public. And it gave her a 

barrier to screen her clients and meet them in a safe place. 

 

“It will push it underground,” Vegas said, noting that Backpage screened for ads that appeared to include 

someone underage or trafficking victims. 

 

“Backpage had an incentive to review the ads and make sure nothing was going on,” she said. “Now, it’s 

going to force people out to the streets, where we can’t really fight.” 

 

A Michigan woman who goes by the name Sarah Fenix on Twitter posted a viral thread about how the 

ability to screen on Backpage saved her from riskier sex work. Fenix told The Republic she used the site to 

test the client before they met up. She would ask them to text their favorite movie “so I know you’re real,” 

or to bring her fruit or bagels. 

 

“The guys who could follow that one simple instruction were actually better than the ones who couldn’t,” 

she said. “It’s not necessarily about the information you get, it’s about gauging someone’s willingness to 

follow instruction.” 

 

Fenix said she is no longer in the business and now works a "cube" job. Seeing the closure of Backpage 

though, she said, was like watching a childhood house burn down.  

 

A broader debate 

 

The reactions over Backpage generally boil down to two camps: Those who believe prostitution should be 

illegal and those who don’t. Advocates for decriminalization say the sex industry will always be around, 

and regulation would make it safer. Those against it argue that selling sex, by nature, is abusive.  

 

Advocates have succeeded in changing police attitudes about prostitutes from being seen as criminals to 

women in need of rescue. Many sex workers, however, reject the “victim” label. 

 

In recent years, some anti-trafficking advocacy and political groups have begun blurring the lines between 

prostitution and sex trafficking: Per the expanded definition, a sex-trafficking victim is someone who 

enters prostitution by force, fraud or coercion. A minor, by definition is always considered a trafficking 

victim. 

 

In a press statement, FBI Director Christopher Wray said Backpage’s closing strips traffickers of a key 

tool. 

 

“This website will no longer serve as a platform for human traffickers to thrive,” he said. “Whether on the 

street or on the Internet, sex trafficking will not be tolerated.” 

 

Backpage executives are not charged with a sex-trafficking crime, but instead crimes related to facilitating 

prostitution and money laundering. But the indictment states that many of the ads published on Backpage 

“depicted children who were victims of sex trafficking.”  

 

Prosecutors say Backpage executives showed a financial incentive to allow the ads to run. 

 

In recent years, law-enforcement actually worked Backpage to conduct prostitution-related sting 

operations. Police, including those in Phoenix, have previously posted ads on Backpage posing as an 

underage girl for sale, or as a trafficker searching for victims.  

 

Jonathan Howard, a spokesman for the Phoenix Police Department, rejected the notion that sites like 

Backpage should remain in place because it confined criminals to one area.  

 

"Just because it's easy doesn't mean it's right," he said. "We knew that that was one of the most prolific 
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sites for sex trafficking, but we still have to hold people accountable."  

 

Howard said police hope Backpage's closure encourages troubled young women and men to seek options 

other than prostitution. 

 

"It is extremely easy for them to go to sites like Backpage.com, and immediately be drawn into this high-

risk lifestyle," he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Docs keep licenses despite sex abuse 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/ap-investigation-doctors-keep-licenses-despite-sex-abuse-145310788--

politics.html  

GIST WASHINGTON (AP) — The first time that Dr. Anthony Bianchi came onto a patient, California's 

medical board alleged, the gynecologist placed a chair against the exam room door, put his fingers into the 

woman's vagina and exposed his erect penis. 

 

The second time, the board claimed, he told a patient that he couldn't stop staring at her breasts and 

recounted a dream in which he performed oral sex on her in the office. 

 

The third time, the board charged, he told a pregnant patient suffering from vaginal bleeding that she 

shouldn't shave her pubic hair before her next visit, as he was getting too excited. 

 

These episodes led to disciplinary actions by the state's medical board in 2012 and in 2016. Bianchi agreed 

not contest the charges, and he held onto his medical license. Under a settlement with California's medical 

board, he agreed to seek therapy and refrain from treating women during five years of probation. 

 

Bianchi did not respond to telephone messages from The Associated Press left for him at the workers' 

compensation clinic in Fresno, California, where he now evaluates occupational health claims. 

 

In recent months, Hollywood moguls, elite journalists and top politicians have been pushed out of their 

jobs or resigned their posts in the wake allegations of sexual misconduct. In contrast, the world of 

medicine is often more forgiving, according to an AP investigation. 

 

When the doctors are disciplined, the punishment often consists of a short suspension paired with 

mandatory therapy that treats sexually abusive behavior as a symptom of an illness or addiction, the AP 

found. 

 

Decades of complaints that the physician disciplinary system is too lenient on sex-abusing doctors have 

produced little change in the practices of state medical boards. And the #MeToo campaign and the rapid 

push in recent months to increase accountability for sexual misconduct in American workplaces do not 

appear to have sparked a movement toward changing how medical boards deal with physicians who act 

out sexually against patients or staffers. 

 

The sentencing of Larry Nassar, a former doctor for the U.S. Olympic gymnastics program convicted of 

abusing more than 150 women and girls, has put a high-profile case of physician misconduct in the 

spotlight. But across the country, most doctors accused of sexual misconduct avoid a medical license 

review entirely. A study last year found that two-thirds of doctors who were sanctioned by their employers 

or paid a settlement as the result of sex misconduct claims never faced medical board discipline. 

 

"There's been a failure of the medical community to take a stand against the issue," said Azza Abbudagga, 

a health services researcher with nonprofit advocacy organization Public Citizen. 

 

She published a report recently detailing sexual misconduct among physicians. Its findings showed that of 

the 253 doctors reported to the National Practitioner Data Bank for having been sanctioned by their 
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respective hospitals or health care organizations for sexual misconduct, or paid a settlement that stemmed 

from such an allegation, 170 of them were not disciplined by state medical boards, even though all boards 

have access to the reports filed with the data bank. 

 

"They could tell the public that they will investigate every single case. There are many things that can be 

done, even just having a policy of zero tolerance," she said. "If every single hospital would just take a 

stand and issue a statement saying clearly that any sexual misconduct with patients won't be tolerated and 

that there will be consequences including permanently revoking the medical license of every doctor found 

guilty." 

 

Current guidelines from the Federation of State Physician Health Programs, which represents doctor rehab 

programs in 47 states, are largely silent on handling sexual misconduct treatment and describe sexual 

harassment as a "cause of impairment" in a doctor. Programs to treat doctor impairment are inherently 

supposed to be "nondisciplinary," per the federation's guidelines. 

 

Linda Bresnahan, who heads the federation, said its guidelines are being rewritten and, despite their 

language, should not be applied to sexual misbehavior. A statement provided by the federation says only 

about half of doctor rehab programs nationwide accept doctors accused of sexual misconduct, a choice the 

group considers to be "a local issue beyond the purview of national guidance." 

 

The harm committed by sexually abusive doctors is aggravated by the personal nature of the doctor-patient 

relationship, according to experts and doctors' victims. 

 

When Marissa White came to Dr. Gunwant Dhaliwal in 2007 for neck pain after a car accident, he reached 

under her shirt and into her bra, grabbing her breasts. 

 

A jury convicted him of misdemeanor battery in the case, and Florida's medical board concluded that his 

crime demonstrated his "lack of good moral character" and "lack of worthiness" to practice medicine. But 

despite that finding — and at least six other similar allegations made by women patients and employees, 

both before and after the incident with White, according to court cases and police complaints — Dhaliwal 

can still be found practicing at his Tampa-area urgent care clinics. 

 

"I had to sit there in front of him, look him in the eye, they made their guilty verdict and that's it, nothing 

came of it," White told the AP of her experience at trial. She still lives in Florida, but won't even go to the 

neighborhood where Dhaliwal practices medicine. 

 

"He should have lost his license a long time ago. He should have lost it the first time it happened." 

 

But his office manager told the AP that, while the Florida board referred him to the state's impaired 

physician network for evaluation, nothing came of it. 

 

"They did an evaluation and did not find anything wrong," the woman told the AP. "They don't do any 

treatment." 

 

The office manager, who refused to provide the AP with her full name, noted that Dhaliwal had not had 

any new complaints brought against him since his settlement with the medical board. When the AP asked 

to speak with Dhaliwal, she said that he was declining on the advice of his lawyers. 

 

Dhaliwal did not respond to requests for comment left with his clinic's staff or a voicemail left with his 

lawyer. 

 

Examples of problematic behavior are easy to find in states across the country. 

 

In Arkansas, Dr. Robert Rook was allowed to keep his family practice open, so long as he's chaperoned, 

despite facing multiple criminal charges for rape. Prosecutors subsequently downgraded the charges to 

more than 20 counts of sexual assault in the second- and third-degree, charges for which Rook says he is 
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innocent. 

 

Rook did not return phone messages left with a secretary at his Conway office. He is set to face trial later 

this year. 

 

The Idaho State Board of Medicine in May reinstated the license of Richard Pines, a child and adolescent 

psychiatrist who lost his license in 2013 after the board accused him of having sexual relationships with 

four former patients, including taking nude photos of a 14-year-old and convincing the boys that he needed 

to practice giving naked massages to keep his medical license. 

 

The state's highest court in 2015 ruled that Pines had engaged in sexual misconduct, but determined that 

two of the four alleged victims were not former patients. The court remanded Pines' case to a lower court 

and vacated his punishment, instead ordering the board to re-evaluate the scope of disciplinary action 

based on the charges the court upheld. The court's order also blasted the board for being impartial, 

accusing its members of "passionately railing" against Pines in its decision. 

 

The AP reached out to Pines' former employers and contacted his most recent attorneys, but was unable to 

reach him. The AP also left a message for a biller at Sage Health Care, where Pines still processes 

invoices. The receptionist said Pines bills through the office but was unable to provide more details about 

his current practice. 

 

State-authorized programs that attempt to oversee the rehabilitation of doctors who have committed sexual 

misconduct aren't always forthcoming about their methods. In Florida, the Professional's Resource 

Network, which the state medical board assigned to evaluate Gunwant Dhaliwal after his battery 

conviction, asked the AP to provide detailed questions and a list of sources before it would answer 

questions. 

 

After the AP provided the head of the program, Alexis Polles, with basic questions about the program's 

approach to clearing doctors for return to work after instances of sexual abuse, she declined to answer any 

of them. 

 

The lenience of penalties for sexually abusive doctors sometimes a source of frustration even for members 

of the medical board who administer the discipline, according to Jason Rosenberg, a former chairman of 

the Florida medical board. 

 

"This is incredibly inappropriate," Rosenberg said during one 2013 meeting when Florida's medical board 

allowed James Yelton-Rossello, a psychiatrist alleged to have molested jailed psychiatric patients, to keep 

his license. The settlement with the Florida board of medicine did not require Yelton-Rossello to admit 

guilt. 

 

"You can't do this and serve french fries," Rosenberg said at that meeting, citing fast food restaurants' 

policies against hiring sex offenders. "I'm ashamed of what's going on here." 

 

Yelton-Rossello's lawyer did not respond to telephone messages or an email request for comment. 

 

Some medical boards blame administrative law judges for tying their hands from seeking harsher 

punishments. 

 

In an interview last year, Rosenberg said he responded to an administrative law judge's refusal to uphold a 

different license revocation by attempting to compel that doctor to display a sign stating "I molest patients" 

in his office. 

 

Rosenberg's effort failed, though some doctors have been required to post signs in their office stating that 

they must be chaperoned in the presence of female patients. 

 

Bob Cohen, the chief judge in Florida's division of administrative hearings, rejected the idea that 
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administrative law judges are responsible for watering down the punishments of sexually abusive doctors. 

He said the board of medicine could seek to override administrative law decisions they disagree with, 

something the Florida board acknowledged in a statement to the AP. 

 

"One of the reasons they don't always appeal is they have a lot of cases," Cohen said of state health 

officials. He acknowledged, however, that "consistency" was a goal in punishments, and that past leniency 

shown to doctors sets a precedent for weaker punishments in the present day. 

 

The question of doctor punishments is part of a larger problem in the medical field. Numerous factors, 

including hospitals' disinclination to report abusive doctors, to shortfalls in a private, interstate system 

meant to flag them to future employers, and patients' simple reluctance to challenge a medical 

professional, skew the field in doctors' favor, according to a 2016 investigation by the Atlanta Journal-

Constitution. 

 

Some doctors who are reported to medical boards for sexual misconduct receive reprimands instead of 

suspensions. G. Eric Nielson, a medical malpractice attorney in Utah, says that's because doctors tend to 

try to protect other doctors as much as possible. 

 

"There's an institutional bias on the part of the medical review board," he said. "They're generally doctors, 

they work very hard to get their medical degrees and they're very, very disinclined to yank the license of 

another doctor. The primary focus is: Let's take care of the doctor and help him get through this problem." 

 

A medical board in California in 2009 revoked the license of Dr. Kamron Hakhamimi after it ruled that his 

conduct constituted abuse, neglect and exploitation when he prescribed powerful drugs to a woman he met 

online and then had sex with her; he had previously pleaded no contest to a pair of misdemeanor charges 

stemming from the incident. But the board stayed the revocation in favor of seven years' probation and a 

requirement that he complete an ethics class and a course on professional boundaries, though the 

California Department of Health Care Services barred Hakhamimi from participating in any federally 

funded programs for 12 years. 

 

When contacted for comment, Hakhamimi said, "Nothing happened in the clinic. No medical malpractice, 

no suspension." When asked whether the courses were effective, he said, "they're mandatory for a reason: 

It's a business," and then hung up. 

 

Sexually abusive physicians are not generally required to apologize or even acknowledge having acted 

inappropriately in order to keep their license. Three years after his misdemeanor battery conviction, for 

example, Florida doctor Dhaliwal was acquitted of molesting another patient. He took the opportunity to 

issue a news release calling the women who have accused him of misconduct liars motivated by greed. 

 

In email statement, Florida Medical Board spokesman Brad Dalton said the doctor disciplinary boards "do 

not have the legal authority to force a physician to speak or place a gag order on them to prevent them 

from doing so." 

 

In practice, even some lawyers who represent doctors find the physician health programs to be 

problematic. 

 

David Spicer, who has represented doctors facing medical board discipline in Florida, says the state's 

doctor rehabilitation program isn't well designed to evaluate or treat sexual misbehavior. The program's 

key component, he said, is a "one-size-fits-all" requirement that doctors engage in therapy sessions and not 

get into trouble for a specified period, generally five years. 

 

Spicer said Florida's program, run by an independent organization called the Physician Research Network, 

does a better job dealing with doctors' who abuse alcohol or drug, but it hasn't been effective at evaluating 

or treating doctors with sexual problems. 

 

Experts in the treatment of sexual misbehavior question whether the treatments mandated for doctors who 
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molest patients are even appropriate for such misconduct. 

 

"It's insufficient," said Rory Reid, a UCLA psychology professor who studies addiction and hypersexual 

behavior. While some types of sexual behavior, such as the compulsive viewing of pornography, might 

best be addressed through addiction treatment therapy, rehabilitation programs for sex offenders typically 

focus on restitution and empathy for a person's victims. 

 

"We have clinical trials for everything underneath the sun," Reid said. "But there's not one clinical trial 

that I'm aware of on the efficacy of treatment for doctors who have engaged in sexual misconduct." 
Return to 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Backpage CEO pleads guilty 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/backpage-ceo-pleads-guilty-testify-54437158  

GIST The chief executive of Backpage.com pleaded guilty to state and federal charges including conspiracy and 

money laundering, and agreed to testify in ongoing prosecutions against others at the website that 

authorities have dubbed a lucrative nationwide "online brothel," authorities said. 

 

"For far too long, Backpage.com existed as the dominant marketplace for illicit commercial sex, a place 

where sex traffickers frequently advertised children and adults alike," U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions 

said in a statement. "But this illegality stops right now." 

 

Backpage brought in a half-billion dollars since it began in 2004, mostly though prominent risque 

advertising for escorts and massages, among other services and some goods for sale, according to federal 

prosecutors. Authorities allege the site was often used to traffic underage victims, while company officials 

said they tried to scrub the site of such ads. 

 

Chief Executive Officer Carl Ferrer will serve no more than five years in prison under a California 

agreement in which he pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy and three counts of money laundering in 

California. Also Thursday, Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton announced the company pleaded guilty to 

human trafficking. 

 

And a federal judge in Phoenix unsealed an April 5 plea deal revealing that Ferrer pleaded guilty to 

conspiracy, and Backpage.com pleaded guilty to money laundering conspiracy. 

 

Under his plea agreement, Ferrer agreed to make the company's data available to law enforcement as 

investigations and prosecutions continue. The guilty pleas are the latest in a cascade of developments in 

the last week against the company founded by the former owners of the Village Voice in New York City, 

Michael Lacey, 69, and James Larkin, 68. 

 

The company founders were among Backpage officials indicted by a federal grand jury in Arizona. 

Attorneys for the company and Lacey, Larkin and Ferrer did not respond to multiple telephone and email 

messages from The Associated Press. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Online pharmacy fined; illegal imports 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/latest-online-pharmacy-sentenced-illegal-imports-54452599  

GIST The Latest on the sentencing of an online Canadian pharmacy for illegally importing drugs into the U.S. 

(all times local): 

 

1 p.m. 

 

A Montana judge has sentenced a Canadian online pharmacy to pay $34 million for importing counterfeit 

and unapproved drugs into the U.S. 
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U.S. District Judge Dana Christensen on Friday accepted plea agreements with Canada Drugs and its 

founder, Kris Thorkelson. 

 

The company pleaded guilty to introducing misbranded drugs into interstate commerce, and two 

subsidiary companies pleaded guilty to selling counterfeit drugs. 

 

Thorkelson pleaded guilty to knowing about and concealing a felony crime. 

 

Prosecutors say the company has made at least $78 million since 2001 by importing mislabeled and 

unapproved drugs. That includes two counterfeit cancer drugs that had no active ingredients. 

 

Canada Drugs was also sentenced to five years' probation and ordered to stop selling unapproved, 

misbranded and counterfeit drugs. 

 

Thorkelson received five years' probation with six months' house arrest. He also must pay a $250,000 fine. 
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HEADLINE

04/16 US envoy fears: chem. site tampered

SOURCE

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-chemicalweapons/russia-may-have-tampered-
with-chemical-attack-site-u-s-envoy-says-idUSKBN1HN126?il=0

GIST

THE HAGUE (Reuters) - Russia may have tampered with the site of an alleged chemical weapons
attack in Syria’s Douma, the U.S. envoy to the global watchdog said on Monday, urging the body to
condemn the continuing use of banned chemical weapons.

The comments came during a closed-door meeting at the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons, convened after an April 7 attack in the town of Douma, outside the Syrian capital, in which
dozens of people were allegedly killed with poison gas.
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“It is long overdue that this council condemns the Syrian government for its reign of chemical terror and
demands international accountability for those responsible for these heinous acts,” U.S. Ambassador
Kenneth Ward said in comments obtained by Reuters.

“It is our understanding the Russians may have visited the attack site. It is our concern that they may
have tampered with it with the intent of thwarting the efforts of the OPCW Fact-Finding Mission to
conduct an effective investigation.”

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/14 End of credit card receipt signatures

SOURCE

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/14/business/credit-card-signature.html?action=click&module=In%
20Other%20News&pgtype=Homepage&action=click&module=Latest&pgtype=Homepage

GIST

The next time you sign a credit card receipt, savor it.

While it may take time for the news to filter down to retailers, Visa, American Express, Discover and
Mastercard have said that as of this month, they will no longer require customers to sign their names
when paying with a credit card.

The signature has had a good run. It’s not dead, but it is dying.

American culture has preferred credit to debit, and so signing has stuck around longer. But new credit
cards have converted to chip cards that are harder to counterfeit.

“Signatures are becoming more irrelevant,” said Harshita Rawat, an analyst at Bernstein Research.
“The final nail in the coffin was the chip card.”

If you want to pay with your phone, many use fingerprint scanners to authorize transactions, and Apple’
s got facial recognition on its iPhone X while Samsung uses iris scanning on the Galaxy S8. Visa has
also rolled out prototype rings, pins and even sunglasses that you can scan instead of using a card.
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Several of the largest retailers, including Walmart and Target, have moved to drop the signature
requirement. Home Depot had already waived the requirement for purchases under $50, and plans to
do the same for larger purchasers, but hasn’t set a date yet. Stephanie Cunha, a spokeswoman for
CVS, said “We are evaluating our options but have no specific changes to announce at this time.”

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/15 US plans new sanctions on Russia

SOURCE

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/15/us/politics/trump-russia-sanctions-syria.html?
action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage

GIST

WASHINGTON — The Trump administration plans to impose new sanctions against Russia on Monday
to punish it for enabling the Syrian government’s use of chemical weapons in its civil war, the latest in a
series of actions by both sides underscoring the deterioration in relations between Moscow and the
West.

The sanctions, coming shortly after American-led airstrikes against facilities linked to Syria’s chemical
weapons, are meant to signal that the United States holds responsible not just the government of
President Bashar al-Assad but also his patrons in Russia and Iran. President Trump has vowed that
Syria’s allies will pay a “big price” for facilitating the suspected use of poison gas.

But it remained unclear how far Mr. Trump would go in trying to shape events in Syria, which has been
racked by civil war for seven years. President Emmanuel Macron of France, who along with Prime
Minister Theresa May of Britain joined in the strike on Syrian targets, said on Sunday night that he had
persuaded Mr. Trump to keep a small American ground force in Syria despite the president’s public
declaration that he wanted to get out.

“We convinced him it was necessary to stay,” Mr. Macron said in a televised interview with French
journalists. “I assure you, we have convinced him that it is necessary to stay for the long term.”

American officials, however, disputed that, saying that Mr. Macron misinterpreted the conversation.
About 2,000 American troops are in Syria to fight the Islamic State, or ISIS, not to play a role in the civil
war. In public comments before the chemical attack that prompted him to launch airstrikes, Mr. Trump
said he wanted to pull them out right away. Advisers urged him to hold off, and he gave them five to six
months to complete a withdrawal.
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“The U.S. mission has not changed — the president has been clear that he wants U.S. forces to come
home as quickly as possible,” Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the White House press secretary, said in a
statement Sunday night. “We are determined to completely crush ISIS and create the conditions that
will prevent its return. In addition, we expect our regional allies and partners to take greater
responsibility both militarily and financially for securing the region.”

The new American sanctions were announced on Sunday by Nikki R. Haley, the ambassador to the
United Nations and the administration’s leading public voice excoriating Russia in recent days. “They
will go directly to any sort of companies that were dealing with equipment related to Assad and
chemical weapons use,” she said on “Face the Nation” on CBS. “And so I think everyone is going to feel
it at this point. I think everyone knows that we sent a strong message, and our hope is that they listen to
it.”

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/15 Minor quake near Salem Oregon

SOURCE

http://mynorthwest.com/954831/3-1-magnitude-earthquake-hits-near-oregon-state-capital-city/

GIST

SILVERTON, Ore. (AP) — No injuries or property damage have been reported following a 3.1
magnitude earthquake near the Oregon state capital.

The U.S. Geological Survey confirmed the earthquake hit about 4 miles (6.4 kilometers) southwest of
Silverton at 8:45 p.m. Saturday.

Some nearby residents said they felt the earthquake, which also struck near the state capital city of
Salem.

In nearby Mollala, northeast of this site, a magnitude 4.0 quake also hit last December.

Experts have said for years that Oregon and the Pacific Northwest are due for a catastrophic
earthquake with a magnitude of 8.0 or higher.

Return to Top
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HEADLINE

04/15 Oregon gov. declares drought emergency

SOURCE

http://q13fox.com/2018/04/15/oregon-governor-declares-drought-emergency-in-second-county/

GIST

SALEM, Ore.  — Oregon Gov. Kate Brown has declared a drought emergency in the second county in
a month.

Brown on Friday announced a drought emergency in Grant County due to low snowpack, lack of
precipitation, low streamflows and warming temperatures.

The declaration comes after Brown announced a drought emergency in Klamath County on March 13.

They’re the first state drought declarations since 2015.

The governor’s drought declarations allow increased flexibility in how water is managed to ensure that
limited supplies are used as efficiently as possible.

The drought declarations also position farmers and ranchers in the county for federal aid as Oregon
braces for the upcoming wildfire season.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/15 Summer fire rules in effect

SOURCE

http://q13fox.com/2018/04/15/summer-fire-rules-kick-off-today-in-washington/

GIST

It may not feel warm outside yet, but Washington’s “summer fire rules” are now in effect.
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“Whether fire season is delayed or not, Washington’s forests always face the threat of wildfire,” said
Commissioner of Public Lands Hilary Franz. “We’re preparing now to be ready for fire season before
the weather heats up, and I encourage all our neighbors to do the same.”

The state's summer fire rules are in effect until October 15. The rules apply to the 13 million acres of
private and state forestlands protected by the Washington Department of Natural Resources.

These regulations affect loggers, firewood cutters, land clearers, road builders, heavy equipment
operators, off-road motorcyclists, and others. During fire season, people using motorized equipment in
the woods must have approved spark arresters and follow fire safety precautions. In addition, those
working in the woods must have fire prevention and extinguishing equipment in good working order at
the job site and workers trained in proper use.

The rules are intended to prevent forest fires and to extinguish small fires before they spread to the
forested lands. These rules restrict cigarette smoking in forested areas to roads, gravel pits, or other
clearings and prohibit lighting fireworks on forestland.

According to experts, Washington's forests always face the threat of wildfire. So even though we have
above average snowpack, the risk of wildfire can change quickly during the springtime.

"As soon as the weather conditions warm up and the humidity begins to drop, the ground conditions
become much more of a tinderbox very very quickly and certainly as the summer goes on," Kyle Ohashi
of Puget Sound Regional Fire told Q13 News.

Property owners can reduce fire risk to their homes and lands by keeping dead vegetation off roofs and
away from buildings. The Firewise program explains how to use these techniques and offers incentives
to communities who follow Firewise principles.

Last year, more than 32,800 acres of DNR-protected lands were consumed by 815 wildfires. Out of 815
wildfires, 90 percent were human-caused.

Return to Top
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04/15 Koreas to finalize working-level talks
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SOURCE

https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/15/South-and-North-Korea-to-finalize-working-
level-talks-on-inter-Korean-summit/9871523843348/?
utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=2

GIST

SEOUL, April 15 (UPI) -- With less than a fortnight until the South and North Korea hold their first
summit in more than a decade, officials from both sides are expected to wrap up the final details this
week.

Yonhap reported Sunday that an additional working-level meeting will be held Wednesday at the
Tongilgak, a North Korean building at the Panmunjom truce village on the inter-Korean border.

After the protocol, security, media coverage and other technical details of the summit are finalized
during the talks, a high-level meeting is expected to be held between South Korea's Unification Minister
Cho Myoung-gyon and Ri Son-gwon, chairman of the North's agency for inter-Korean affairs, for
Wednesday.

The presidential official said the high-level meeting will likely be held within the week.

Meanwhile, Seoul has announced, "Peace, a New Beginning," will be the slogan for the inter-Korean
talks.

Presidential spokesman Kim Eui-kyeom told reporters Sunday that the slogan indicates the start of
world peace through the first inter-Korean meeting in eleven years, followed by the first-ever summit
between the United States and North Korea.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/16 Russia reinforcements head to Syria

SOURCE

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5618609/Russian-ships-laden-tanks-seen-Bosphorus-en-route-
Tartus-Syria-led-air-strikes.html

GIST
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Two Russian warships laden with military vehicles have been spotted en route to Syria after Friday's US
-led airstrikes obliterated three suspected chemical weapons sites.

An Alligator-landing ship was pictured cruising down The Bosphorus on Sunday as the world awaits
Vladimir Putin's response to this week's co-ordinated military action against Syria.

The vessel was spotted on its way to the Russian naval base at Tartus on the north Syrian coast.

On its fourth deployment of Russian military equipment to the war-torn country the ship was seen laden
with tanks, trucks, ambulances and an IED radar.

A yellow RoRo Alexandr Tkachenko was also pictured heading for Tartus carrying high-speed patrol
boats, a temporary bridge structure and several trucks. The images were posted on social media by
Bosphorus-based naval observer Yörük Işık.

They come in wake of Friday's US-led campaign against Bashar al-Assad's regime and a chemical
weapons attack that brutally murdered 75 civilians.

The blue Project 117 LST Orsk 148 ship was carrying Soviet BTR-80 tanks, Ramaz trucks and a
Pelena-1 bomb radar, used to detect IEDs.

A second yellow cargo vessel was equipped with a BMK-T boat used for building temporary bridges
and an array of other military hardware.

The Russian warships approaching Syria come after the United States outlined new economic
sanctions in response to Moscow's continued support of Assad's regime in Syria.

Nikki Haley, US Ambassador to the United Nations, said measures to be imposed on Monday will send
a message to Russia after it blocked six UN attempts to investigate its use of chemical weapons.

Meanwhile French President Emmanuel Macron today insisted the allied forces had not 'declared war'
on Syria.

He told a French TV station: 'We have not declared war on the regime of Bashar al-Assad.' During the
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two-hour interview he also claimed he had 'convinced' Trump to maintain a military presence in Syria
after the US leader threatened to pull out of the country entirely.

It emerged that Trump called Mr Macron twice before he shared his intention to strike Syria in a Twitter
post. But he failed to call UK Prime Minister Theresa May in the early stages of the operation, giving the
French leader the opportunity to claim France is America's leading ally in Europe.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/16 Oklahoma wildfires force evacuations

SOURCE

https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/13/us/oklahoma-wildfires/index.html

GIST

(CNN)Wildfires have killed one person and forced the evacuation of four towns in Oklahoma, authorities
said.

The state chief medical examiner's office reported a 61-year-old man died Thursday in Roger Mills
County as a result of injuries sustained in a fire that began southeast of Leedey, the Oklahoma
Department of Emergency Management said.

A 54-year-old hunter reported missing in the large Dewey County fire was found alive, Oklahoma
Forestry Services Fire Chief Scott Huff said. The man was flown to an area hospital Friday, but his
condition was unknown.

Officials said the man was one of three hunters who got caught in the wildfire. The two others were
found Thursday.

About 1,000 people evacuated Vici, more than 100 miles northwest of Oklahoma City, Dewey County
Sheriff Clay Sander said.

Evacuations were also ordered in the Dewey County towns of Seiling, Taloga and Putnam, said
Michelle Finch-Walker, spokeswoman for Oklahoma Forestry Services.
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The Rhea Fire in Dewey County has burned an estimated 138,000 acres and is 0% contained, she
said.

Around midday Friday, the National Weather Service issued an advisory saying that fire was
approaching the Iochem iodine plant east of Vici. Sander told CNN about 30 residents were asked to
evacuate immediately as the wildfire closed in on the chemical plant.

Some 450 people were evacuated in adjacent Woodward County. The estimated size of that fire was
changed from 115,000 to 59,000 acres because of more accurate mapping, Finch-Walker said. There
are two other major fires in the state.

The blazes have consumed 200,000 acres, Gov. Mary Fallin said in announcing a state of emergency
for 52 counties because of wildfire and drought conditions.

"I'm asking all Oklahomans to be vigilant and careful, and to do their part to prevent fires," Fallin said in
a statement. "Anything that can be done to minimize fires will help to keep both our firefighters and the
public safe."

'The fire is rapidly spreading'

State officials said dry conditions and strong winds have combined to create potential fire dangers.

"These fires are going to continue to be quite explosive under these conditions, with that kind of wind
pushing it, and all the dry fuels that are available," Finch-Walker told CNN. "The fire is rapidly spreading
and growing and we will continue to see extreme fire behavior until we can get through this event."

"We've got historic conditions as far as fire. We haven't seen these kinds of conditions in a decade,"
said Matt Lehenbauer, emergency management director for Woodward County.

"We've had half an inch of rain in six months," Lehenbauer said.
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04/16 US, Russia enter new era of animosity

SOURCE

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-16/syria-strikes-lock-u-s-and-russia-into-a-new-era-
of-animosity

GIST

A few weeks ago, Donald Trump invited Vladimir Putin to meet -- maybe even at the White House. After
U.S.-led missile strikes in Syria, the two nations’ officials can’t get into the same room without insulting
each other.

Speaking at an emergency session of the United Nations Security Council Saturday, hours after the U.
S., France and the U.K. launched missiles intended to take out Syria’s chemical weapons capability,
American Ambassador Nikki Haley called on Russia -- the main backer of the Syrian regime -- “to take
a hard look at the company it keeps.” Her Russian counterpart Vassily Nebenzia retorted that the U.S.
and its allies were engaged in the “diplomacy of myth-making.”

The strikes against the regime of Russia’s ally Bashar al-Assad put an exclamation point on how swiftly
ties between the former Cold War foes have deteriorated in recent weeks, with President Trump even
overcoming his past unwillingness to criticize President Putin by name.

Now, the U.S.-Russia relationship, already under severe strain over issues from Russian meddling in
the 2016 American presidential campaign to its role in Syria and Ukraine, may be irretrievably broken
for the foreseeable future. There may be too much bad blood, too much suspicion and too much anger
on both sides to turn the animosity around.

“I don’t see things getting better,” said Boris Zilberman, deputy director of congressional relations at the
Foundation for Defense of Democracies and a Russia expert. “We’re at a very low point and clearly the
administration’s position on Russia has hardened.”

The result has been an unprecedented wave of retaliations and tit-for-tat actions. After the U.K. blamed
Russia for the poisoning of a former spy in Britain, more than 150 Russian diplomats were expelled by
the U.K. and allies including the U.S. The Trump administration followed with new sanctions on Russian
oligarchs including billionaire aluminum magnate Oleg Deripaska. His company lost half its value in a
day after the sanctions were announced.

Haley raised the prospect of still more sanctions on Russia, saying Sunday on CBS’s “Face the Nation”
that a fresh round of penalties would “go directly to any sorts of companies that were dealing with
equipment” related to Assad and his chemical weapons.
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While for now no significant new U.S. sanctions seem likely --limiting Russian market losses after last
week’s sharp declines -- in Moscow, lawmakers are starting Monday to discuss a draft law with counter-
measures against the U.S..

“What kind of cooperation can there be? Where?” asked Fyodor Lukyanov, head of Russia’s Council on
Foreign and Defense Policy, who advises the Kremlin. Russia gets “new sanctions and threats every
week,” he said. “Americans believe that you can humiliate and put pressure everywhere and at the
same time offer cooperation where they need it. This does not happen.”

The two countries routinely accuse each other of fabricating events, as they did during the Cold War.

The U.S. says Russia is blocking investigators from the scene of the chemical attack that prompted the
latest airstrikes. Russia has argued both that the attack in the Syrian city of Douma never happened or
that it was orchestrated by the U.S. and its allies to provoke a military response.

“Americans need to understand that the wars of the future will look more like this: Russia is investing
significant resources to create propaganda and disinformation,” said Senator Ben Sasse, a Nebraska
Republican, after Russia claimed that almost all the missiles fired into Syria were shot down -- an
assertion the U.S. denied. “Our enemies will work to create confusion and distrust among Americans
here at home.”

What limited cooperation there was between the two countries has ground to a halt. A November
agreement between the two sides to press all parties in Syria toward negotiations known as the Geneva
process has stalled and they have abandoned plans for more “de-escalation zones” to ease the
violence. Instead, Russia is attempting to create such zones with Turkey and Iran.

From the White House, there is still hope that Russia will change its posture, and Trump’s informal
invitation for an eventual meeting with Putin hasn’t been rescinded.

“After his last call with President Putin on March 20, the president confirmed that the two had discussed
a bilateral meeting at a number of potential venues, including the White House,” Robert Palladino, a
spokesman for the National Security Council, said in a statement Sunday night. “The desire for a
meeting still stands, as the president believes a better relationship with Russia is in our mutual interest.
That said, the president has been consistent and tough on Russia.”
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04/15 Russia: chaos if West strikes Syria again

SOURCE

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/putin-syria-global-chaos/2018/04/15/id/854589/

GIST

Russian President Vladimir Putin warned on Sunday that further Western attacks on Syria would bring
chaos to world affairs, while signs emerged that Moscow and Washington want to pull back from the
worst crisis in their relations for years.

Putin made his remarks in a telephone conversation with Iranian counterpart Hassan Rouhani after the
United States, France and Britain launched missile strikes on Syria on Saturday over a suspected
poison gas attack.

A Kremlin statement said Putin and Rouhani agreed that the Western strikes had damaged the chances
of achieving a political resolution in the multi-sided, seven-year conflict that has killed at least half a
million people.

"Vladimir Putin, in particular, stressed that if such actions committed in violation of the U.N. Charter
continue, then it will inevitably lead to chaos in international relations," a Kremlin statement said.

The attacks struck at the heart of Syria's chemical weapons programme, Washington said, in retaliation
for a suspected poison gas attack a week ago. All three participants insisted the strikes were not aimed
at toppling President Bashar al-Assad or intervening in the conflict.

The bombings, hailed by U.S. President Donald Trump as a success but denounced by Damascus and
its allies as an act of aggression, marked the biggest intervention by Western countries against Assad
and ally Russia, whose foreign minister Sergei Lavrov called them "unacceptable and lawless".

Putin's comments were published shortly after Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov struck
a more conciliatory note by saying Moscow would make every effort to improve political relations with
the West.

When asked whether Russia was prepared to work with the proposals of Western countries at the
United Nations, Ryabkov told TASS news agency: "Now the political situation is extremely tense, the
atmosphere is extremely electrified, so I will not make any predictions.

"We will work calmly, methodically and professionally, using all opportunities to remove the situation
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from its current extremely dangerous political peak."

Russian Foreign Ministry official Vladimir Ermakov said Washington would want to maintain a dialogue
with Moscow about strategic stability after the raids, Russian media reported.

In an indication that the West, too, would prefer to lower tensions, the United States and Britain both
reiterated that their military action on Saturday was not aimed at Assad, Putin's ally, only at his use of
chemical weapons.

Speaking to the BBC, Britain's Foreign Secretary (Minister) Boris Johnson said that Western powers
had no plans for further missile strikes, though they would assess their options if Damascus used
chemical weapons again.

"This is not about regime change ... This is not about trying to turn the tide of the conflict in Syria," he
told the BBC, adding that Russia was the only country able to pressure Assad to negotiate an end to
the conflict.

Asked about U.S.-Russia relations, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley said ties were
"very strained" but that the United States still hoped for a better relationship.

Haley said that the United States would not pull its troops out of Syria until its goals were accomplished.
Speaking on Fox News Sunday, Haley listed three aims for the United States: ensuring that chemical
weapons are not used in any way that poses a risk to U.S. interests, that Islamic State is defeated and
that there is a good vantage point to watch what Iran is doing.

Trump has made clear he wants to withdraw the roughly 2,000 U.S. troops involved in the anti-Islamic
State campaign in Syria. But he appeared to contradict that message when he said on Saturday that
Western allies were prepared to "sustain" the military response if Assad does not stop using prohibited
chemical weapons.
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04/15 Opposition to sanctuary spreads in Calif.

SOURCE

https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/us-california-sanctuary-backlash/2018/04/15/id/854625/
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GIST

More local governments in California are resisting the state's efforts to resist the Trump administration's
immigration crackdown, and political experts see politics at play as Republicans try to fire up voters in a
state where the GOP has grown weak.

Since the Jeff Sessions-led Department of Justice sued California last month over its so-called
"sanctuary state" law limiting police collaboration with immigration agents, at least a dozen local
governments have voted to either join or support the lawsuit or for resolutions opposing the state's
position. Those include the Board of Supervisors in Orange County, which has more than three million
people.

More action is coming this week, with leaders in the Orange County city of Los Alamitos scheduled to
vote Monday on a proposal for a local law to exempt the community of 12,000 from the state law. On
Tuesday, the San Diego County Board of Supervisors is meeting to consider joining the Trump
administration lawsuit.

Immigration has been a hot topic across the country since President Donald Trump campaigned in
2016 on promises of tougher enforcement and a wall on the U.S.-Mexico border. It has been a lightning
rod issue in California far longer.

The state passed a measure backed by Republican Gov. Pete Wilson in the 1990s to deny public
healthcare and education to immigrants in the country illegally. It was later overturned but left a
lingering resentment among the state's growing Hispanic population.

In recent years, California Republicans have taken a less strident approach to immigration in a state
where one in four people are foreign-born. But the Trump administration lawsuit has energized many in
a party that has been rendered nearly irrelevant at the state level, where Democrats control every key
office.

"When the attorney general of the United States decides to take a firm position against it, I think that
gave a signal to a lot of us that, 'Hey, California is on the wrong side of this thing,'" said Fred Whitaker,
chairman of the Republican Party in Orange County. He also is a councilman in the city of Orange who
proposed a local resolution on the issue that passed last week.

Raphael Sonenshein, executive director of the Pat Brown Institute for Public Affairs at California State
University, Los Angeles, said it's not surprising Republicans are galvanizing over immigration.

"Politics is very much about emotions, especially in midterms," he said. "I think it was only a matter of
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time when people went back to the issue that actually hits the nerve in the Republican base these days
more than any other."

Under Democratic leadership, California has enacted a series of laws in recent years aimed at helping
immigrants, including issuing driver's licenses regardless of legal status and assisting with tuition at
state universities. After Trump was elected, lawmakers passed the measure to limit police collaboration
with federal immigration agents.

Immigrant and civil rights advocates applauded the measure, known as SB54, as a way to encourage
immigrants to report crime to police without fearing deportation. Critics said it would make it too hard for
federal agents to find and deport ex-convicts who are a danger to communities.

Most of the local governments siding with the Trump administration are in Orange County, an area once
considered a GOP stronghold but that voted for Hillary Clinton in the 2016 presidential election. But it's
starting to spread.

Escondido in neighboring San Diego County has voted to support the federal lawsuit and last week the
small city of Ripon in the state's Central Valley did the same.

In many cases, meetings on the issue have drawn boisterous crowds. Anti-illegal immigration activists
have traveled from city to city to attend, heightening tensions with those who want their communities to
support immigrant-friendly policies or stay out of the fray.

In response to the controversy, some local governments have taken the opposite approach. Leaders in
Santa Ana, an Orange County city home to about 330,000 residents, voted to support California in the
lawsuit.
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04/16 Syrians Damascus rally support military

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-large-rally-damascus-supporting-assads-army-
54494618?

GIST

Hundreds of Syrians gathered on Monday in a landmark square in Syria's capital, Damascus, rallying in
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support of their armed forces, which they say succeeded in confronting the unprecedented joint
airstrikes by the West over the weekend.

State TV broadcast the rally live from the central Omayyad Square. Protesters waved Syrian flags at
the demonstration, dubbed a "salute to the achievements of the Arab Syrian Army," set off fireworks
and unleashed celebratory gunfire.

Shouts of "Allah, Syria, and only Bashar," a reference to Syrian President Bashar Assad, rang out.

The joint airstrikes by the United States, Britain and France bombed sites that the three countries said
were linked to Syria's chemical weapons program. The airstrikes were triggered by an alleged chemical
attack in the town of Douma, just outside of Damascus.

Syrian activists said more than 40 people were killed, but Syria and Russia deny the attack. Russia
accused Britain of staging the attack.

Saturday's airstrikes came shortly after a fact-finding mission from the Organization of the Prohibition of
Chemical Weapons arrived in Syria to investigate the attack. The mission is still expected to make it to
Douma, where government security agencies and Russian military police have deployed after the town
fell under government control, raising complaints from the Syrian opposition that evidence of chemical
weapons' use might no longer be found.

The OPCW is holding an emergency meeting Monday in the Hague to discuss the suspected chemical
attack in Douma.

The strikes have ratcheted up international tension, as the U.S. and Russia exchanged threats of
retaliation. U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley has indicated new economic sanctions
will be announced Monday against Russia for enabling Assad's government to continue using chemical
weapons.

Russian President Vladimir Putin said the military strikes violated the U.N. Charter and that if they
continue, "it will inevitably entail chaos in international relations," according to a Kremlin statement on
Sunday.
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04/15 Protestors rally to shutdown Starbucks

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/US/protesters-rally-philadelphia-starbucks-black-men-handcuffed-
arrested/story?

GIST

Protestors rallied Sunday at the downtown Philadelphia Starbucks where two black men were led out in
handcuffs by police and accused of trespassing to decry the actions of the coffee company and the
cops.

Armed with bullhorns and signs, a small group of protestors gathered outside the Starbucks on Spruce
Street and demanded action in the wake of Thursday's arrests. They directed their rage at Starbucks,
the police department and the workers who called the cops in the first place.

"We want the manager fired form this establishment for racially profiling black people," a man boomed
from the bullhorn. "We want the police officers in the arrest fired as well."

The protester with the bullhorn said the activists were "not going anywhere" and vowed, "We're going to
show you want a shutdown means."

The arrests of the men -- who have not been identified, but have retained an attorney -- was captured
on video and tweeted by Melissa DePino, a 50-year-old mother of two who told ABC News she's vowed
to not shop at Starbucks again.

It's since been viewed more than 9 million times as of Sunday afternoon.

"It was humiliating for those guys," Depino told ABC News. "They were completely minding their own
business."

Both men were later freed and the charges they were facing -- trespassing and disturbance -- were
dropped Thursday night.

This happened while paperwork was being drawn up. District Attorney Larry Krasner also refused to
prosecute once Starbucks asked to not press charges, according to a video testimonial released by
Philadelphia Police Commissioner Richard Ross Jr. on Saturday.
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Attempting to deflect blame away from his department, the commissioner assured the public that he has
reviewed the facts and defended the cops, saying they "did absolutely nothing wrong."

"I can tell you candidly these officers did a service they were called to do," he said.
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04/15 Spring blizzard pounds Midwest

SOURCE

http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/15/spring-blizzard-pounds-midwest-flights-canceled-deaths-
reported.html

GIST

Amid a spring blizzard in the Midwest that prompted hundreds of flights to be canceled Saturday, one
runway has reopened at Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, officials said Sunday.

A total of 469 flights had been canceled at the Minnesota airport alone, airport spokesman Patrick
Hogan said. All of Saturday's incoming and outgoing flights were canceled because of heavy snowfall
and low visibility.

The snow was coming down too fast for plows to keep the runways clear or for crews to keep the
planes deiced, airport officials said.

Hogan said crews were working to get other runways open.

St. Paul also declared a snow emergency, as blizzard warnings continued into Sunday, the Minneapolis
Star Tribune reported.

“This system will rank up there as one of the most significant winter storms in some time,” read a
Weather Service report early Saturday. It declared the storm “historic,” shortly after, the Star Tribune
reported.
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“This is certainly one of the more powerful [storms] in recent memory,” Jacob Beitlich, a Weather
Service meteorologist, said, according to the paper. “Any time you close a Twin Cities airport, it’s gotta
be usually a pretty bad snowstorm.”

Blizzard conditions have closed the airport for two days in Sioux Falls, South Dakota’s largest city.

The snowfall, part of a storm system stretching from the Gulf Coast to the Great Lakes, brought snow,
tornadoes, rain and hail.

At least three weather-related deaths occurred in Wisconsin, Nebraska and Louisiana.

By Saturday night, Minneapolis was buried under more than 13 inches of snow.

It marked the first time a blizzard has descended on the metro area of the Twin Cities since 2005, the
Star Tribune said, citing the National Weather Service.

Hundreds of crashes and spinouts were reported across the state, according to the Star Tribune. One
fatality occurred Saturday when a vehicle struck a pedestrian in Medina, but it was unclear whether it
was weather-related.

The weather is expected to persist through Sunday in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan before
moving into New York state and New England.
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04/15 US, Jordan joint military exercise

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/simulated-chemical-incident-part-jordan-us-military-drill-
54479293?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed

GIST

The United States and Jordan have launched a 12-day military exercise with scenarios ranging from
border security to counter-terrorism and for the first time a simulated chemical incident.
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The Eager Lion drill started Sunday, a day after the U.S., France and Britain launched missiles at
Syrian military targets in response to an alleged chemical weapons attack near Damascus a week ago.

Maj. Gen. Jon Mott, the director of Exercises and Training at the U.S. Central Command, told reporters
that a mobile laboratory team will respond to a simulated chemical incident.

He said that it's a "threat all too real, as we've seen recently in Syria."

More than 7,000 troops, including 3,500 U.S. service members, are participating in the annual drill, the
U.S. military's largest and most complex in the region.
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04/15 Jefferson Co. to offer CERT training

SOURCE

https://www.peninsuladailynews.com/news/jefferson-county-to-offer-community-emergency-response-
team-training/

GIST

PORT TOWNSEND — Jefferson County is about to start a Community Emergency Response Team
training program.

Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) training has been provided in neighboring Clallam
County but not in Jefferson County, until now.

The Jefferson County Department of Emergency Management, all county fire districts and the
Neighborhood Preparedness (NPREP) action group through Local 20/20 are collaborating on the
program, said Lynn Sterbenz, director of Jefferson County Department of Emergency Management.

The CERT program educates volunteers about disaster preparedness for possible hazards and trains
them in such basic disaster response skills as fire safety, light search and rescue, team organization
and disaster medical operations.
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A program manager course will be offered May 21-22, while a three-day train-the-trainer course is
planned May 23-25. Both are offered free, with training materials provided, but prerequisites and pre-
registration are required.

Interested participants must complete and return a registration form by May 16. Registration will be on a
first-come, first-served basis. Class size is limited to 30 students with minimum being 15.

Qualified volunteers are sought for both courses, Sterbenz said.

The first step for the Jefferson County program is to build a cadre of volunteer CERT instructors,
Sterbenz said.

The county now has seven qualified CERT instructors, as opposed to more than 25 in Clallam County.

“We know there are highly qualified retired people in Jefferson County, some of whom are likely CERT
trained already who might be interested in joining our instructor pool,” Sterbenz said.

Program managers will assist in the ongoing logistical aspects of coordinating the CERT program. The
course will prepare participants to work with the Department of Emergency Management, fire districts
and NPREP.

The prerequisites for both courses are the same: Participants must have completed the CERT basic
training course (any location is acceptable) or completed the online course IS-317: Introduction to
CERT, which can be found at https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-317.

It also is necessary to have a referral from a CERT-sponsoring agency, such as the Department of
Emergency Management, city or county government, fire districts, schools, hospitals, or a community-
based organization such as NPREP.

The registration form is available on the State of Washington, Emergency Management Division’s
Training and Exercise calendar. Visit https://mil.wa.gov/training-and-exercise and click on the In-State
Training Calendar.

CERT offers a consistent, nationwide approach to volunteer training and organization that professional
responders can rely on during disaster situations, which allows them to focus on more complex tasks,
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Sterbenz said.

“Through CERT, the capabilities to prepare for, respond to and recover from disasters is built and
enhanced,” she said in a news release.

The CERT program was designed as a grassroots initiative and is structured so that the local and state
program managers have the flexibility to form their programs in the way that best suits their
communities, Sterbenz said.

There are more than 2,700 local CERT programs nationwide, with more than 600,000 individuals
trained since CERT became a national program.
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04/15 Britain: no new attacks planned for now

SOURCE

https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2018-04-15/no-new-attacks-planned-against-syria-for-now
-says-britain

GIST

LONDON (Reuters) - There are no plans as yet to repeat missile strikes on Syria, but Britain will
consider further action if President Bashar al-Assad again uses chemical weapons against his people,
foreign minister Boris Johnson said on Sunday.

In a show of support for Prime Minister Theresa May's decision to join the United States and France in
attacking chemical weapons facilities in Syria on Saturday, her one-time political rival Johnson said it
was the right thing to do.

But the prime minister may not find such backing when she faces parliament on Monday, where some
lawmakers are angry that May took military action without their approval - a process that has
increasingly become a tradition in Britain.

Speaking to the BBC, Johnson said what he described as the successful strikes on three sites in Syria
were a message from the world that enough was enough, but acknowledged he could not say whether
Assad still had chemical weapons.
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"There is no proposal on the table at the moment for further attacks because so far, thank heavens, the
Assad regime have not been so foolish as to launch another chemical weapons attack," he told the
Andrew Marr show.

"If and when such a thing were to happen then clearly, with allies, we would study what the options
were."
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04/14 Best age to claim Social Security?

SOURCE

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/retirement/2018/04/14/9-different-ages-for-
claiming-social-security-and-what-they-mean-to-you/33696453/

GIST

Social Security serves as a key source of income for millions of retired seniors, and as an eligible
worker, you get an eight-year window to start taking benefits. Here are the various ages at which you
might claim Social Security, and their impact on your benefits.

Age 62

Age 62 is the earliest point at which you can file for Social Security, and it's also the most popular age
for seniors to claim benefits. The advantage of filing at 62 is that you get your money sooner. The
downside, however, is that you'll face the greatest reduction in benefits by going this route.

If you're entitled to a full monthly benefit of $1,500 at age 67, for example, then filing at 62 will knock
each payment you collect down to $1,050. That said, if you're unemployed come 62 or need the money
for another reason, you're better off taking benefits than resorting to credit card debt.

Age 63

Filing for Social Security at 63 still means taking benefits early and having them significantly reduced.
Still, if you're desperate for cash, it often pays to take that hit, which won't be quite as bad as it would if
you were to file at 62. Using our example above, a $1,500 benefit at age 67 would be whittled down to
$1,125 at 63 -- not ideal, but better than collecting just $1,050.
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Age 64

Claiming Social Security at age 64 will also result in a sizable reduction in your full monthly benefit. But
it won't be as drastic as filing at an earlier age. In the case of a $1,500 benefit at 67, you'd only lose
about 20% by filing at 64, thereby resulting in a $1,200 monthly payment.

Age 65

Once you turn 65, you're eligible for coverage under Medicare. As such, some people get confused and
assume that 65 is the age at which they're able to collect their Social Security benefits in full. Not so.
Still, if you retire at 65 once Medicare kicks in and decide to file for benefits simultaneously, you won't
face such an extreme reduction. Following the above example, a $1,500 monthly benefit at 67 would
only be reduced to $1,300 at 65.

Age 66

Age 66 is a significant one from a Social Security standpoint because it's when workers born between
1943 and 1954 reach full retirement age and are thereby eligible to collect their monthly benefits without
a reduction. Your full retirement age is a function of your year of birth, as follows:

YEAR OF BIRTH

FULL RETIREMENT AGE

1943-1954

66

1955

66 and 2 months

1956

66 and 4 months

1957

66 and 6 months

1958

66 and 8 months

1959

66 and 10 months

1960

67
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Data source: Social Security Administration.

Therefore, if you were born after 1954 but before 1960, your full retirement age is 66 and a certain
number of months. If you were born in 1960 or later and have a full retirement age of 67, filing for Social
Security at 66 will reduce your benefits by about 6.67%. That means a full monthly benefit of $1,500
would go down to just $1,400 if you were to take them a year earlier.

Age 67

If you were born in 1960 or later, this is perhaps the age you've been waiting for, since it's when you get
to take your monthly benefits in full. In our example, age 67 is when you'd get that $1,500 we keep
talking about. That said, you don't have to file for Social Security at full retirement age. You can hold off
and grow your benefits for a higher monthly payout.

Age 68

Though 68 is hardly a common age for taking Social Security, it's a strategic one nonetheless. That's
because for each year you delay your benefits past full retirement age up until age 70, you get an 8%
boost in payments, which, in our ongoing example, would take a full monthly benefit of $1,500 at 67 up
to $1,620 at 68. That increase then remains in effect for the rest of your life. Of course, not everyone
wants or can afford to hold off on benefits all the way until 70, but waiting until 68 is a decent
compromise -- you get a modest boost without having to wait too long.

Age 69

Age 69 is a good time to take your benefits if you don't need them sooner. Doing so will boost our
aforementioned $1,500 benefit to $1,740, thus guaranteeing a higher payout for as long as you collect
Social Security.

Age 70

The credits you accrue for delaying benefits past full retirement age stop accumulating once you reach
70. Therefore, it's considered the latest age to file for Social Security. Granted, you don't have to sign
up for benefits at that time, but there's really no financial incentive not to. If you're dealing with a full
retirement age of 67, filing at 70 means boosting your benefits by 24%, which would turn a $1,500
monthly payment into $1,860 -- for life.

Which of the above ages is the right one for you to take benefits? It depends on a host of
circumstances, from your savings level to your employment status to the state of your health. The key is
to understand the pros and cons of filing at various ages so you land on the one that works best for you.

Return to Top
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HEADLINE

04/14 Recall: 200M eggs

SOURCE

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/nation-now/2018/04/14/200-million-eggs-recalled-over-
salmonella-fears/518245002/

GIST

GREENSBORO, N.C. — More than 200 million eggs are being recalled over fears of salmonella.

Rose Acre Farms of Seymour, Ind., is voluntarily recalling the eggs due to possible contamination with
the bacteria.

According to the Food and Drug Administration, 22 illnesses have been reported so far.

The eggs were distributed from the farm in Hyde County, N.C., and reached consumers in Colorado,
Florida, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, and West
Virginia through retail stores and restaurants.

They were sold under the brand names Country Daybreak; Crystal Farms; Coburn Farms; Sunshine
Farms; Glenview; Great Value; as well as at Walmart and Food Lion stores.

The egg recall is the largest in the United States since 2010, according to Food Safety News.

The recall involves eggs with the plant number P-105, with the Julian date range of 011 through 012
printed on either side of the carton or package.
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HEADLINE

04/14 France: Syria used chemicals in attack

SOURCE

https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/14/France-issues-report-with-evidence-Assad-
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used-chemicals-in-attack/8611523742681/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=1

GIST

April 14 (UPI) -- In the aftermath of the early morning attacks on Syria, France declassified a report with
details they say prove that a chemical attack in Syria last week was carried out by the regime of
President Bashar Assad.

The seven-page report, released by the Foreign Ministry on Saturday, said chemicals used in attacks
on the Damascus suburb of Douma April 7 left victims with skin and cornea burns, suffocation and other
breathing difficulties and extreme salivation and secretions from the mouth and nose, all markers
consistent with the effects of chlorine gas.

The report also states other strikes using chemical weapons have been carried out by the Syrian
government since April 4, 2017, when a chemical attack in Syria's northern Idlib province left more than
80 civilians dead.

French President Emmanuel Macron had been under pressure to back his claim that France has "proof"
of Assad's role in the chemical attack in Douma.

France joined the United States and Great Britain early Saturday in firing 105 missiles at three sites in a
"proportional" attack, destroying "fundamental components" of Syria's chemical weapons infrastructure
including a research center in greater Damascus, a chemical weapons storage facility and another
storage facility and command center, both in Homs.

France's conclusions were supported U.S. officials who determined that chlorine and sarin, a highly
toxic nerve agent, were used on the civilians in the April 7 attack.
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HEADLINE

04/15 Australia bushfire threatens Sydney

SOURCE

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-43773656

GIST

Hundreds of Australian firefighters are tackling a large bushfire that has reportedly affected homes in
the southern suburbs of Sydney.
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The New South Wales Rural Fire Service (RFS) said it was concerned that flying embers could spark
new blazes ahead of the advancing fire front.

Some residents have been instructed to seek shelter as evacuation is now too dangerous.

Recent weather in south-eastern Australia has been unseasonably hot.

Shane Fitzsimmons from the RFS said the fire was behaving "very aggressively".

Strong winds have been pushing the flames north and east towards suburban areas.

The fire has burned nearly 2,500 hectares of land, the RFS said.

More than 70 fire appliances were stationed along roads dividing bushland from homes while
helicopters were dumping water on the fire from above, SBS reported.

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull praised the emergency response.

"It is unseasonably hot and that's a matter of obviously great concern, but we have to deal with the
worst that Mother Nature can throw at us and the worse Australians are presented with by nature, the
better it brings out the Australian spirit," he said.

New South Wales police have declared the area a crime scene but the RFS says it is too early to know
if the fire was started deliberately, SBS reported.
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HEADLINE

04/15 Gun rights rallies at state capitols

SOURCE
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http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/15/gun-rights-supporters-hold-rallies-at-state-capitols-across-
us.html

GIST

Gun rights advocates rallied at state capitols across the country on Saturday to make their voices heard
amid recent efforts to impose stricter gun-control laws that they fear undermine their Second
Amendment rights.

Peaceful protesters numbering in the hundreds gathered outside statehouses from Maine to Wyoming
to hear speakers warn that any restrictions on gun ownership or use could eventually lead to bans for
law-abiding gun owners.

“Gun owners have been portrayed in a negative way and it is our hope that this peaceable rally will
show that we are safe, law-abiding individuals that happen to take our constitutional rights very
seriously,” Dave Gulya, an organizer for the Maine event that attracted about 800 people, told the
Bangor Daily News.

The National Constitutional Coalition of Patriotic Americans sponsored the 45 planned rallies across the
U.S. in support of the right to bear arms, according to the paper.

"If you have a building and you take a brick out every so often, after a while you're not going to have a
building," said Westley Williams, who joined about 100 people outside the state Supreme Court building
in Cheyenne, Wyo.

An estimated 160 Second Amendment supporters rallied in Atlanta, with some carrying firearms, flags
and signs saying “Don’t Tread on Me” as they listened to speakers talk about gun rights.

Protesters in Vermont took to the steps of the Statehouse in Montpelier, where days earlier they felt
Gov. Phil Scott “betrayed” them when he signed three major gun control measures.

“Three days ago, on these steps, we were betrayed," Joe Nagle told the Burlington Free Press. "We
were promised no new gun laws."

The paper reported that the National Rifle Association criticized Scott, a Republican, and called on gun
owners to abandon the governor, who changed his stance in February after an alleged school shooting
plot shook the state.
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Saturday's protests came less than three weeks after hundreds of thousands marched in Washington,
New York and elsewhere to demand tougher gun laws after the Feb. 14 school shooting in Parkland,
Fla., that killed 17. Organizers of those protests demanded a ban on assault weapons and high-
capacity magazines, and called for universal background checks on potential gun owners.

Pro-gun protesters also showed up in Boston; Indianapolis; Albany, N.Y.; Austin, Texas; Des Moines,
Iowa; and other cities.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/14 Experts: strikes won’t stop Syria Assad

SOURCE

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/trump-s-u-s-led-airstrike-syria-won-t-stop-n866046

GIST

The Pentagon boasted Saturday that its coordinated show of military force obliterated key chemical
weapons facilities in Syria and set back the country's chemical weapons capabilities "for years."

But military and Middle East experts say the predawn onslaught — touted by the Defense Department
as "precise, overwhelming and effective" — appears to have been little more than an empty gesture
and likely did not do much to alter Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's military calculus.

Gen. Douglas Lute, the former U.S. ambassador to NATO, said that Assad's threshold for pain is very
high because "he's in a fight for his life" to maintain control of his country, which has been mired in a
seven-year civil war.

The airstrikes, which targeted three facilities involved in research or storage of chemical weapons in
western Syria, won't disable him from taking further action — whether chemical or conventional, Lute
said.

"I think he's feeling reasonably good right now," Lute said of Assad. "Some of his facilities were struck,
but it doesn't really challenge his hold on the country."

But experts said it's unclear how long of an impact the strike would have on Assad's weapon
capabilities and whether it would dissuade him, as intended, from using chemical weapons in the future.
Syria has repeatedly denied using chemical weapons against its people.
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They also said the so-called red line that the Trump administration is drawing, meant as a marker for
reprisals, could be problematic.

"People will see [the reasoning for the strike] and say, 'Does that mean that Bashar al-Assad has the
green light to use conventional munitions against defenseless civilians?'" said former Ambassador
Lincoln Bloomfield, who served in the past three Republican administrations, most recently as the
assistant secretary of state for political-military affairs under President George W. Bush.

Assad, meanwhile, appeared unruffled Saturday as he strolled into the presidential palace in
Damascus, briefcase in hand and mere miles from where some of the missiles struck chemical
weapons depots hours earlier, according to a video released on Twitter by the Syrian regime.

While the attack may have destroyed the facilities where Syria combines its chemical agents, the strike
likely will only cripple the country's ability to deploy certain agents, such as sarin gas, experts told NBC
News.

Sarin was not the only agent used in the alleged chemical attack last week on the rebel stronghold of
Douma, east of Damascus, senior Trump administration officials said Saturday.

Defense Secretary James Mattis told reporters Friday that chlorine gas was also used. Experts say that
it's a common industrial chemical that is not difficult to produce and can be added to a barrel bomb or
improvised artillery rocket.

It's unlikely Syria's ability to produce or find the chemical were inhibited by the airstrikes in any way,
said Justin Bronk, a research fellow at the Royal United Services Institute in London.

The widespread use of chlorine for commercial purposes means that it is not included in the Chemical
Weapons Convention that came into effect in 1997, a point readily cited by the Russian and Syrian
governments. But the use of it as a gas in war or as an attachment to an explosive does constitute a
war crime, experts said, and it's a simple weapon that has roots that go as far back as World War I.

That's why some experts don't think the strategic strike on chemical weapons facilities in Syria will have
a long-term effect on the Assad regime, including its military operations.

"I don't think [their chemical weapons] capability will have been affected significantly at all," Bronk said.
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"And the delivery mechanism that is the Syrian Air Force — we have not seen much in terms of bases
being hit as opposed to chemical facilities. The aircraft were mostly evacuated so they would have
remained untouched."
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HEADLINE

04/14 US warns ‘locked, loaded’ on Syria

SOURCE

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/syria-strikes-haley-warns-u-s-locked-and-loaded-if-syrian-regime-uses-
poisonous-gas-again/

GIST

The U.S. ambassador to the United Nations said President Donald Trump told her Saturday morning
that if the Syrian regime uses poisonous gas again, "the United States is locked and loaded" to strike
again. Nikki Haley relayed the message from Mr. Trump at an emergency meeting of the U.N. Security
Council on Saturday.

"When our president draws a red line, our president enforces the red line," she said.

Haley said the message from the U.S., U.K. and French airstrikes overnight that "crippled Syria's
chemical weapons program" was "crystal clear."

"The United States of America will not allow the Assad regime to continue using chemical weapons,"
she said.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/14 Closer look at targets hit in Syria

SOURCE

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/syrian-airstrikes-hit-chemical-weapons-facilities-2018-04-14/

GIST

The U.S., together with the U.K. and France, targeted three sites in Syria overnight in response to the
Syrian regime's alleged use of chemical weapons on civilians last weekend. The Pentagon said a total
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of 105 weapons were launched in the operation.

"This is going to set the Syrian chemical weapons program back for years," Lt. Gen. Kenneth
McKenzie, a director of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said Saturday morning.

Chief Pentagon spokeswoman Dana White described the target choices as "very methodical" and
called it a "deliberate decision" to go after chemical weapons facilities.

"The strikes went at the very heart of the enterprise to the research, to develop, to storage. So we are
very confident that we have significantly crippled Assad's ability to produce these weapons," White said.

Barzeh research and development center, Damascus

The Pentagon said 76 missiles were aimed at the research center located northeast of central
Damascus. McKenzie said 57 of the missiles were Tomahawk missiles, adding that the strikes
"successfully destroyed" three buildings in the city.

The research center was used for development, production and testing of chemical and biological
warfare technology, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Gen. Joseph Dunford said at a news conference
Friday.

Britain's Ministry of Defense said the facility was a former missile base where the Syrian regime keeps
"chemical weapon precursors stockpiled in breach of Syria's obligations under the Chemical Weapons
Convention." It said the facility is located "some distance from any known concentrations of civilian
habitation, reducing yet further any such risk."

Images from The Associated showed the damage to the facility that was essentially reduced to rubble.

CBS News correspondent Seth Doane visited the site Saturday where the complex once stood. He
spoke with a scientist only identified as Sayed who said his office -- and life's work -- were inside the
building.

Sayed said he'd worked there for 38 years and cried when he saw the complex in ruins. He said it's
"totally incorrect" that chemical weapons were being developed there. "The Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) visited here and didn't report anything wrong with this
place," he said.
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Him Shinshar chemical weapons storage site, west of Homs

The facility is located 15 miles west of Homs and was the primary location of Syrian serin and precursor
production equipment, Dunford said.

Twenty-two weapons were aimed at the site, including naval cruise missiles and scout teams,
McKenzie said Saturday.

Second chemical weapons storage site, west of Homs

Seven missiles targeted the bunker, which was successfully hit, Gen. McKenzie said Saturday. He said
the missiles were delivered from British, French and U.S. from the Mediterranean, and each strike hit
around 4 a.m. in Syria.

"This strike aimed to deliver a clear and unambiguous message to the Syrian regime that their use of
chemical weapons against innocent civilians is inexcusable and to deter any future use of chemical
weapons," McKenzie said Saturday.

He said initial indications showed the strikes accomplished the Pentagon's "military objections without
material interference from Syria."

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/14 Warship ruse, new stealth missiles

SOURCE

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-14/warship-ruse-and-new-stealth-missiles-how-they-
attacked-syria

GIST

President Donald Trump’s outrage over another apparent chemical weapons attack by Syrian President
Bashar al-Assad was clear. And for the second time in his presidency, the U.S. commander-in-chief
demanded retaliation.

As images of sick or dying children flooded global media all week, the U.S. guided-missile destroyer
USS Winston Churchill churned toward the Mediterranean to join a flotilla of allied warships, including
another U.S. destroyer, the USS Donald Cook.
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It was a ruse.

While both vessels carry as many as 90 Tomahawk missiles -- the main weapon used in the Friday
evening strike on Syria -- neither ship in the end fired a shot. Instead, according to a person familiar
with White House war planning, they were part of a plan to distract Russia and its Syrian ally from an
assault Assad’s government could do little to defend itself against.

It worked. Pentagon officials on Saturday said they faced little resistance to their targeted attack on
what they said were three Syrian chemical weapons facilities. Most of the Syrian countermeasures,
including defensive ballistic missiles, were fired after U.S. and allied weapons hit their targets,
Lieutenant General Kenneth McKenzie told reporters on Saturday.

“No Syrian weapon had any effect on anything we did,” McKenzie said. He described the joint U.S.,
French and U.K. strike as “precise, overwhelming and effective.”

Brazen as it was perceived to be, the Assad regime’s decision to again use chemical weapons on own
people didn’t by itself spur the U.S. to act. The Trump administration was also motivated by how closely
the attack followed the use of a nerve agent to poison a Russian ex-spy and his daughter in England in
March, an action the U.K. government and its allies blamed on Russia.

The English incident added to concerns held by Trump, his top aides, and leaders in the U.K. and
France that not responding might encourage proliferation of chemical weapons, according to two
administration officials who spoke on condition of anonymity to discuss the deliberations.

As the strategy of how to respond took shape, Trump appeared to telegraph his intentions to the world
with a tweet on April 11: “Russia vows to shoot down any and all missiles fired at Syria. Get ready
Russia, because they will be coming, nice and new and ‘smart!”’

Analysts suggested Assad’s regime would respond to Trump’s threats by protectively moving weapons
and personnel away from likely targets. An already difficult battle plan -- which required hitting Assad
without provoking Russian reprisals or injecting the U.S. further into Syria’s seven-year civil war -- was
getting harder.

In the White House, Trump met with military officials and made several calls to his French and British
counterparts, President Emmanuel Macron and Prime Minister Theresa May, with the goal of following
through on a threat to impose a “big price’’ on Syria -- a vow made in an earlier tweet, on April 8.
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During a meeting with the National Security Council and top military leaders early in the week, Trump
had been presented five large target options -- called sets -- for potential strikes, according to the
person familiar with the plans. The president largely listened as Pentagon chief Jim Mattis, Joint Chiefs
Chairman Marine Corps General Joe Dunford and other military leaders did most of the talking. New
National Security Adviser John Bolton -- who started work on April 9 -- and Vice President Mike Pence
were also on hand.

The president asked Bolton and the military leaders to justify each potential target, and was particularly
focused on limiting the risk of escalation by Russia. There was unanimity among Trump’s top national
security staff about conducting strikes but debate about how hard to hit the Syrians, the person said.

Trump, who just a week earlier said he wanted to pull U.S. troops out of Syria “very soon,” didn’t want to
become drawn into the civil war there and instead focused the military response on deterring the use of
chemical weapons, according to the official.

With the allies on board and the USS Winston Churchill arriving in the Mediterranean region, the attack
was nearly under way.

As the president addressed the nation at 9 p.m. Washington time, on Friday, a barrage of 105 U.S., U.
K. and French missiles converged on Syria. They came from the Red Sea, the Arabian Gulf and the
Mediterranean, homing in from three directions to overwhelm whatever missile defenses Assad’s
regime might deploy. Russia’s more advanced air defense system didn’t engage the allied weapons.

According to the Pentagon, the allied weaponry included 19 new “Extended-Range” stealthy Joint Air-to
-Surface Standoff Attack Munitions launched by two B-1B bombers based out of Al Udeid Air Base,
Qatar, and six Tomahawk cruise missiles launched from the Virginia-class USS John Warner
submarine. The bomber-launched missiles, built by Lockheed Martin Corp., had never been used in
combat.

The cruiser USS Monterey fired 30 Tomahawks and the destroyer USS Laboon fired seven Tomahawks
from the Red Sea. The destroyer USS Higgins fired 23 Tomahawks from the North Arabian Gulf,
according to McKenzie.

The weapons also included French SCALP-EG cruise missiles and British Storm Shadow standoff
missiles launched by Tornado and Typhoon jets. Nine SCALP missiles were fired at what the Pentagon
said was a chemical weapons storage complex at Hims-Shinshar, along with two SCALPS, nine
Tomahawks and eight Storm Shadows.
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HEADLINE

04/15 Caravan migrants on freight train to US

SOURCE

https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/americas/central-america-migrant-caravan-train/index.html

GIST

Tultitlán, Mexico (CNN)A stampede of Central American migrants rushed to the tracks Saturday when
the first whistle of the train rang out.

After a few days in Mexico City, it was time to continue their journey north to the US border. About 500
migrants traveling in a caravan climbed onto the freight train just outside the Mexican city of Tultitlán.

They were about 1,500 miles south of the US-Mexico border as they started heading northwest to the
city of Celaya.

As the train slowed down, migrants scrambled around the train cars to find a way to climb aboard,
throwing small bags of belongings onto the train and hastily helping one another.

Police and guards watched from a few feet away. Some took photos. None took action to stop the
migrants as they climbed the train.

As migrants set makeshift tents with blankets to protect them from the dusty wind and scorching sun,
people from the ground and a bridge above waved. Some tossed water and snacks. As the train pulled
forward, one migrant yelled out, "Gracias Mexico!" ("Thank you Mexico!")

More than 1,100 people set on the journey across Mexico on March 25, but they have dispersed into
smaller groups as they headed north, organizers said.

The government of Mexico has granted many of the migrants temporary permission to stay in the
country. Most of the migrants agree Mexico has been a welcoming place. Police have escorted the
caravan at times and stopped traffic to help the convoys stay together. Churches and shelters have
opened their doors, providing food and a safe place to sleep. Some of the migrants have decided to
stay in Mexico.
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The migrants, most from Honduras, say they are fleeing violence and poverty. Honduras and El
Salvador are among the countries with the highest homicide rates in the world.
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HEADLINE

04/14 US confident Syria used chlorine, sarin

SOURCE

https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/politics/us-chlorine-sarin-syria/index.html

GIST

(CNN)Senior US officials expressed confidence Saturday that both chlorine and sarin gas were used in
Syria's alleged chemical weapons attack on the Damascus enclave of Douma last week -- a conclusion
that went a step further than Vice President Mike Pence did in his remarks earlier Saturday.

"While the available information is much greater on the chlorine use, we do have significant information
that also points to sarin use," a senior administration official said on a call with reporters, citing reports
from media, nongovernmental organizations and other open sources.

"They do point to miosis -- constricted pupils -- convulsions and disruptions to central nervous systems.
Those symptoms don't come from chlorine. They come from nerve agents. ... It's a much more efficient
weapon, unfortunately, the way the regime has been using it, and it's resulted in higher deaths, it
resulted in terrible pictures."

The comments come a day after the United States launched targeted airstrikes against suspected
chemical weapons facilities in Syria in coordination with the British and French.

Earlier Saturday, Pence held off from expressing a final judgment about whether sarin gas was
deployed in the chemical weapons attack.

"Chlorine and possibly nerve agents were used," Pence said during his address at the Summit of the
Americas in Peru.

Another administration official laid out evidence on Saturday for the United States' conclusion that
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's government was behind the chemical weapons attack; that included
eyewitness accounts of Syrian government helicopters circling the site of the attack on April 7 and high-
resolution photos that "clearly" documented asphyxiation and foaming at the mouth.
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"Assad has established himself as a user of chemical weapons" from past attacks, the official added.

Another official said, "We have incontrovertible evidence from the photos" that chemical weapons were
used and it was "clear to the international community."

The administration maintains that it "exhausted every avenue in the international community" for
diplomacy and sanctions before launching the missile strike, and that the President and allies felt the
appropriate response was military action.

US officials said they hope the strike will serve to deter Syria's government from using chemical
weapons in the future.

"If this step does not succeed, we will be prepared to act again," an official said on the call, echoing
what other top administration officials emphasized on Saturday. Whether or not that happens is up to
Syria and also Russia, the officials said.
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HEADLINE

04/15 US, allies: end Syria chem. program

SOURCE

https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/15/middleeast/us-uk-france-russia-un-syria-intl/index.html

GIST

(CNN)The United States, the United Kingdom and France are pushing for an "irreversible" end to
Syria's chemical weapons program, amid furious recriminations from Russia over the effectiveness and
legality of a wave of US-led missile strikes on Syrian targets.

UN diplomats shared with CNN a new resolution, led by France and backed by the US and the UK,
calling for an independent investigation into the suspected chemical weapons attack inside Syria that
precipitated the cruise missile strikes unleashed by the Western allies Friday.

France's ambassador to the United Nations, Francois Delattre, said Syria's chemical weapons program
must be dismantled in a "verifiable and irreversible way."
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The renewed push for a UN-backed diplomatic solution follows a volatile emergency meeting of the UN
Security Council, called by Moscow Saturday, with Russia's UN ambassador, Vassily Nebenzia,
condemning the joint US-British-French strikes as a violation of international law.

Nebenzia said Friday's missile strikes, targeted at facilities associated with the Syrian regime's chemical
weapons program, had been a "blow to the political settlement" in the divided Middle Eastern nation.

The Russian-led response to the strikes, though limited to words, comes amid days of building pressure
and talk among UN diplomats of a potential new Cold War.

UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres has urged all Security Council members to show restraint, as
US Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley told the meeting that Washington remains "locked and loaded"
to respond to any future Syrian chemical attacks.

Outside of the UN, protests against the strikes were held around the world Saturday, including in major
cities in the US, Mexico, Greece and the UK.

While some of the protestors came out in support of Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad's regime, many
others were opposed to the use of military action by Western powers against Syria.
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04/14 Russia: Western-designed nerve agent

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-trace-western-made-nerve-agent-uk-samples-
54468326

GIST

Russia's foreign minister says Moscow has received a document from a Swiss lab that analyzed the
samples in the nerve agent poisoning of an ex-Russian spy, which points at a Western-designed nerve
agent as a likely cause.

Minister Sergey Lavrov said Saturday that Moscow received the confidential information from the
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laboratory in Spiez, Switzerland, that analyzed samples from the site of the March 4 poisoning of Sergei
Skripal and his daughter in the English city of Salisbury.

He said the analysis was done at the request of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons.

The OPCW's report confirmed British findings that the Skripals were poisoned with a military-grade
nerve agent, but didn't say who was responsible.

Britain has accused Russia of poisoning them with a Soviet-designed agent, an accusation that
Moscow denies.

Lavrov said the document indicated that the samples from Salisbury contained BZ nerve agent and its
precursor. He said BZ was part of chemical arsenals of the U.S., Britain and other NATO countries,
while the Soviet Union and Russia never developed the agent.

Lavrov added that the Swiss lab also pointed at the presence of the nerve agent A234 in the samples,
but added that the lab noted that its presence in the samples appeared strange, given the substance's
high volatility and the relatively long period between the poisoning and the sample-taking.

He noted that OPCW's report didn't contain any mention of BZ, adding that Russia will ask the chemical
weapons watchdog for an explanation.

Britain said that the A234 agent belonged to the family of Soviet-designed nerve agents dubbed
Novichok.
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04/15 Thousands protest in Athens against US

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/thousands-protest-athens-us-led-syria-airstrikes-
54478012?

GIST
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Thousands of Greeks turned up at a rally and march in central Athens organized by the Communist
Party to protest the U.S.-led airstrikes against Syria.

The protesters gathered Saturday at Athens' central Syntagma Square before marching to the U.S.
Embassy, chanting anti-U.S. slogans and carrying banners. Some wrote on the pavement in red paint:
"Americans, murderers of people."

Police vehicles barricaded access to the embassy and protesters left peacefully.

Dimitris Koutsoumbas, the Communist Party's leader, blasted Greek politicians for believing "flimsy
excuses about a use of chemical weapons" by Syria. He also criticized their "subservience" to the EU
and NATO, as well as their support for Israel.

He told the crowd "the imperialists once again spill the blood of the local people. They destroy and
splinter states by using fabricated evidence."

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/15 Israel: Hamas tunnel network destroyed

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-destroys-hamas-tunnel-network-gaza-54478033?

GIST

The Israeli military said Sunday it has destroyed a Gaza attack tunnel built by Hamas militants that
penetrated Israeli territory.

Lt. Col. Jonathan Conricus, a military spokesman, said the new Hamas tunnel was connected to a
network dug in the northern Gaza Strip and entered Israel near the Israeli community of Nahal Oz. It's
the fifth such Hamas tunnel Israel has destroyed in as many months.

Conricus said the tunnel was adjacent to the site of recent mass protests, which Israel says Hamas is
using as a cover for attacks.

Conricus said Hamas began building the tunnel following the 2014 war. Israel has placed a high priority
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on halting the tunnel threat since Hamas infiltrated Israel during the war. Although they did not manage
to reach civilian areas, the infiltrations caught Israel off guard, with one attack killing five soldiers, and
terrified the local population.

In two weeks of protests, 28 Palestinians have been killed and more than 1,500 wounded by Israeli fire.
The marches have been organized by Gaza's militant Hamas rulers, but large turnouts on two
preceding Fridays were also driven by Gaza's dire living conditions and desperation among the
territory's 2 million residents, who have been enduring a crippling border closure by Israel and Egypt
since 2007.

Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman said this was the longest and deepest tunnel Israel has discovered
thus far.

"It's a tunnel that cost millions of dollars to dig, money that instead of going to ease the hardship of
Gaza's residents has sunk in the sand," he said. "Residents of Gaza: Hamas is burning your money on
tunnels to nowhere."

Hamas had no immediate comment.
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HEADLINE

04/15 France urges Russia join peace push

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/france-urges-russia-join-peace-push-syria-strike-
54478584?

GIST

France is urging Russia to join a push for a political solution in Syria after joint U.S., French and British
attacks on Syrian chemical weapons sites.

French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian said in an interview published Sunday in the Journal du
Dimanche newspaper that "we should join our efforts to promote a political process in Syria that would
allow a way out of the crisis."

France has continued to talk regularly with Russia even as East-West tensions have grown. French
President Emmanuel Macron spoke with Russian President Vladimir Putin on Friday, hours before the
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Western missile strikes.

Western countries blamed Syria's government for a chemical attack on a rebel-held area earlier this
month that killed more than 40 people. The Syrian government and its ally Russia denied the
allegations.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/14 Security Council rejects Russia outcry

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/us-locked-loaded-syria-chemical-weapons-nikki-haley/story?
id=54466163&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed

GIST

The U.S. announced that overnight airstrikes succeeded in dealing a severe blow against the Syrian
government's capacity to use chemical weapons.

But U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley also warned Saturday that the U.S. is "locked and loaded" in case
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad uses chemical weapons again.

"Last night, we successfully hit the heart of Syria’s chemical weapons enterprise, and because of these
actions, we are confident that we have crippled Syria’s chemical weapons program," Haley said at an
emergency meeting of the U.N. Security Council. "I spoke to the president this morning and he said that
if the Syrian regime uses this poisonous gas again, the United States is locked and loaded."

She added, "When our president draws a red line, our president enforces the red line."

The Security Council meanwhile rejected a Russian resolution calling for condemnation of the
"aggression" by the U.S. and its allies against Syria. Only two other countries, China and Bolivia, joined
Russia in supporting the resolution. Eight countries voted against it, and three abstained. A resolution
needs at least nine "yes" votes to pass.

Anatoly Antonov, Russia's ambassador to the United States, tweeted that the strike would have
repercussions. "We warned that such actions will not be left without consequences."
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HEADLINE

04/13 Report: Seattle w/most regressive taxes

SOURCE

http://mynorthwest.com/953315/seattle-regressive-taxes/

GIST

Washington state’s tax system has been called the most unfair to the poor in the nation. Now, Seattle is
ranked as having the most regressive taxes in the state.

According to a report from the Economic Opportunity Institute, a Seattle household making $25,000 per
year pays 17 percent of its income in state and local taxes. Meanwhile, a household earning $250,000
pays just 4.4 percent.

“Even if public expenditures are relatively progressive in nature, city projects are increasingly being built
on the backs of those who can least afford to pay for them,” the report from the Institute states.

Seattle, the Institute criticizes, likes to imagine itself as a progressive beacon. But of the major cities in
Washington, it’s Spokane that has the least regressive taxes. A household earning $25,000 has 10.4
percent of its income taxed

Of course, King County voters tend to approve higher taxes to fund schools and projects more than
outside cities.

But Seattle is trapped within the state’s already regressive tax system.

“Every major statewide tax in Washington is regressive,” according to the report.

Return to Top

You can read the entire report here
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04/13 Probe: SPD cops violated force policy

SOURCE

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/two-seattle-officers-violated-force-policies-in-eastlake-
shooting-internal-probe-finds/

GIST

Two Seattle police officers violated policies when they fired a barrage of gunshots that injured the driver
and passenger of a stolen car fleeing an Eastlake alley in October, the department’s internal-
investigation unit has found.

The Office of Police Accountability (OPA) recommended that allegations regarding excessive use of
force, use of deadly force on a fleeing person and firing weapons at a moving vehicle be sustained, said
Andrew Myerberg, OPA’s civilian director.

Myerberg said the officers’ chain of command agreed with the findings, which were jointly submitted to
Interim Police Chief Carmen Best for a final decision and any potential disciplinary action.

Neither officer was named by the OPA, but the department has previously identified them as Officer
Kenneth Martin and Officer Tabitha Sexton. They will be given the opportunity to meet with the chief
before a decision is reached. Hearings have been set for May.

In Martin’s case, the OPA recommended that an additional allegation of failure to de-escalate the
situation also be sustained.

No details on the findings were released. The Seattle Times has filed a public-disclosure request for the
OPA’s written findings and analysis. Kevin Stuckey, president of the Seattle Police Officers’ Guild, could
not be reached for comment.

On Oct. 8, Martin and Sexton fired dozens of rounds at a fleeing Subaru in an alley west of the 2200
block of Yale Avenue East. Video footage captured by officers’ body cameras and dashboard cameras
was released by the department’s public-affairs office two days after the incident.

Police had responded to a call reporting two people using drugs and possibly handling a gun inside a
car.

The video shows officers moving toward a car as an officer asks “is that them right there?” Officers then
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yell for one of the individuals to get on the ground, but the person ran toward the car.

The video then shows four officers running toward the car, with one of them — identified as Martin —
standing in front of the car and moving out of the way as the driver leaves a parking stall and heads
north through the alley.

Martin and Sexton initially opened fire as the car pulled out. The driver briefly stopped the car twice as
the officers opened fire again with numerous gunshots. The driver then turned the vehicle right and
drove off.

The driver and passenger were not seriously hurt and were arrested later in Everett.

In charging documents filed against both occupants of the car, a Seattle police detective wrote that as
officers approached the car on foot, they shouted commands that the suspects ignored.

Martin was standing in front the car, and patrol-car video showed the driver accelerated forward and
struck Martin as he was trying to get out of the way, according to the detective.

“To stop the imminent threat, officers fired their firearms,” the detective wrote.

One issue to arise in the incident was whether the officers had justification to fire the second volley of
shots, when the car appeared to be driving away.

According to the Police Department’s manual, officers shouldn’t fire at a moving vehicle “unless a
person in the vehicle is immediately threatening the officer or another person with deadly force by
means other than the vehicle.” The manual states that the moving vehicle itself shall not “presumptively
constitute a threat that justifies” deadly force.

Officers also should move out of the path of a vehicle unless the person is immediately threatening the
officer or another person.

King County prosecutors conducted a preliminary review of the incident, but tentatively declined to bring
criminal charges against Martin and Sexton. Prosecutors, who will make a final determination later,
returned the case to the Police Department for further investigation.
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Myerberg said the OPA didn’t reach a conclusion on whether the two officers committed violations of
law, leaving that decision to prosecutors.

Prosecutors charged a man and his mother in connection with the stolen car after their fingerprints were
found on the Subaru Impreza, according to court documents. The car had been found abandoned in
North King County.

Joshua Brooks, 21, the driver, pleaded guilty April 5 to possession of a stolen vehicle and is awaiting
sentencing. His mother, Wendy Lee, 46, who pleaded guilty to taking a motor vehicle without
permission, was sentenced in December to 49 days of time served in the King County Jail.

Before they were booked into jail, Brooks and Lee were both treated at Harborview Medical Center for
injuries suffered in the shooting. Brooks had two gunshot wounds to his lower back, and Lee’s lower
back and legs were peppered with tiny pieces of shrapnel, according to court documents.
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HEADLINE

04/13 Everett, KCSO plan new gang units

SOURCE

http://q13fox.com/2018/04/13/gang-units-what-are-they-and-do-we-need-them/

GIST

EVERETT, Wash. – From Snohomish to Pierce counties, we’ve seen an increase in gang violence.

Just months after Everett elected a new mayor, police say a 13-year-old with gang affiliation shot and
killed a 14-year-old.

“My focus is on public safety and gang violence. We’re seeing a real uptick and it's frightening, the age
of the kids we’re seeing,” said Everett Mayor Cassie Franklin.

To combat that, the Everett Police Department is now working on putting together a new gang unit.

There’s talk of the same thing in King County after 13-year-old Elizabeth Juarez and 19-year-old
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Eveona Cortez were shot and killed in Burien in late March.

“Talking to the sheriff {Mitzi Johanknecht} today, she would like to get a gang unit, maybe not just in
King County maybe not just in Burien, but getting all the agencies involved,” said county sheriff's Sgt.
Ryan Abbott.

Jonathan Wender is a 20-year police veteran and the CEO and president of Polis Soultions, a
consulting firm that helps train police departments across the nation in partnership with the Department
of Justice.  He says now is the time to bring back gang units that were disbanded across the Puget
Sound.

“We have an uptick in gang activity now and we want to reallocate those resources to address that
issue,” said Wender.

He says gang unit members play a vital role in stopping gun violence.  But he says it means either
adding more funding to hire more officers or shifting some current officers and deputies to the newly
formed gang unit.

“It means they’re good investigators, they have unimpeachable honesty, they’ve got credibility, they can
be firm, and they can be fair,” said Wender.

Wender says gang units are more than just about learning gang signs, or knowing who wears which
color, or if this is graffiti or tagging.

“It’s really not a secret who those folks are. The challenge is that you can build up a relationship with
them, that you can deal with crimes when they occur but most importantly prevent the crimes from
occurring in the first place,” said Wender.

The emotions from a vigil in Burien for the two slain teenagers show the damage gangs can do in a
community, but Wender says a gang unit isn’t the only solution.

“It’s not an either-or proposition. Do we need more case workers? Do we need more drug and alcohol
treatment, better mental health care? Absolutely,” said Wender.

In about a month, Everett police say they’ll have the groundwork laid for the new gang unit.  It’ll be just
in time for the normal uptick in gun and gang violence we normally see across the area during the
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warmer, summer months.
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HEADLINE

04/13 Seattle: standard min. wage for disabled

SOURCE

https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/seattle-becomes-first-in-country-to-require-standard-minimum-wage-
for-disabled/731855072

GIST

SEATTLE - Seattle Mayor Durkan today signed legislation banning the allowance of sub-minimum
wages for people with disabilities.

For KIRO 7 News at 5, Essex Porter was at Seattle City Hall today, where the bill was signed to
promote integration and equal treatment for people with disabilities.

The bill, authored by Councilmember Teresa Mosqueda, made Seattle the first city in the U.S. to require
standard minimum wage for disabled people.
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HEADLINE

04/13 DOJ demands Seattle documents

SOURCE

https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/doj-demands-seattle-give-documents-related-to-compliance-with-
immigration-authorities/731916316

GIST

The U.S. Department of Justice on Thursday, April 12, sent letters to the city of Seattle and the state of
Vermont demanding they produce documents that show whether each jurisdiction is “unlawfully
restricting information sharing by its law enforcement officers with federal immigration authorities.”

An excerpt from the DOJ announcement is below:
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"The Department of Justice previously contacted these jurisdictions and raised concerns about laws,
policies, or practices that may violate 8 U.S.C. § 1373, a federal statute that promotes information
sharing related to immigration enforcement and with which compliance is a condition of FY2016 and
FY2017 Byrne JAG awards.

"The letters also state that failure to respond, respond completely, or respond in a timely manner will be
subject to a Department of Justice subpoena."

What’s happening Friday?

The federal government is demanding documentation proving that local law enforcement has been
compliant with a law that requires cooperation with federal agencies, including ICE.  It’s telling Seattle to
hand over documents to that end or they will be subpoenaed anyway. If Seattle is found to be
uncompliant, it could face federal funding cuts.

What federal funding?

Byrne Grants. The letter says: “These materials are critical to our ongoing review. Should the
Department determine your jurisdiction is out of compliance with section 1373, the Department may, as
detailed in your award documents, seek return of your FY 2016 grant funds, require additional
conditions for receipt of any FY 2017 Byrne JAG funding for which you have applied, and/or deem you
ineligible for FY 2017 Byrne JAG funds.”

What’s a Byrne Grant?

The Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grants Program (Byrne JAG) is the cornerstone federal
crime-fighting program, enabling communities to target resources to their most pressing local needs.

How has it helped the state of Washington?

Law enforcement agencies in Western Washington get nearly $8 million in federal grant funding for a
range of projects designed to enhance community safety and improve crime fighting technologies,
announced U.S. Attorney Annette L. Hayes.

King County called this kind of action bullying last July.
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NEW FEDERAL REQUIREMENT: Certify compliance with Section 1373, a federal statute applicable to
state and local governments that generally bars restrictions on communications between state and local
agencies and officials at the Department of Homeland Security

CURRENT KING COUNTY POLICY: King County has always been in compliance with U.S. Code
Section 1373. As it relates to immigration enforcement, King County does not ask people for their
immigration status and does not collect immigration information
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HEADLINE

04/14 Putin sits back as US strikes Syria

SOURCE

https://www.stripes.com/news/europe/putin-sits-back-as-us-allies-strike-syria-1.522046

GIST

MOSCOW — Facing a stark choice between engaging the United States, Britain and France in combat
or passively watching them strike his ally, President Vladimir Putin has opted for the peaceful route.
That cautious response may dent the Russian leader's tough-man image but it won't undermine his
gains in Syria or erode his authority at home.

The Kremlin had warned Washington that Russia would fend off any strike that jeopardized its
servicemen in Syria, and the West respected the red line by giving advance notice of Saturday's attack,
just as it did a year ago when it struck a Syrian air base. Russia had sat idle back then, but this time, it
had threatened to retaliate.

Such a clash could have quickly spun out of control — an extremely dangerous scenario that was
widely compared to the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, when the world narrowly escaped a nuclear conflict.

"With our allies, we ensured that the Russians were warned ahead of time," said French Defense
Minister Florence Parly. The U.S.-led strike was a response to a purported chemical attack on civilians
in the Syrian town of Douma on April 7. Russia said its experts found no trace of chemical agents.

A senior French official noted that President Emmanuel Macron did not tell Putin about the strikes when
they spoke on the phone Friday, but "certain de-confliction mechanisms" had already been triggered by
that point, and "both knew that a new phase was going to begin quickly."
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Putin condemned Saturday's strikes as an "act of aggression" that will worsen the humanitarian
catastrophe in Syria and have a "destructive influence on the entire system of international relations."
He criticized Washington and its allies for attacking without waiting for inspectors from the international
chemical weapons watchdog group to visit Douma, just outside Damascus.

The Russian military said its air defenses at two bases in Syria tracked the incoming missiles but didn't
engage them.

Russian social media buzzed Saturday with angry nationalist comments blasting Putin for failing to
protect his ally. But state TV focused on criticizing the West for acting on the basis of what Moscow
called a faked chemical attack.

The Kremlin's tight control over the media will help Putin avoid any significant damage to his carefully
nurtured image of a strong leader.

In fact, his cautious stance could boost his popularity further amid fears of war that swept Russia. In
recent days, state media have been offering tips on how to behave in a nuclear conflict and what
supplies to take to bomb shelters.

Most Russians will now heave a sigh of relief and feel grateful to Putin for pulling back from the brink.
State TV channels compared what they described as U.S. President Donald Trump's reckless action
with the responsible, statesmanlike stance taken by Putin.

Fyodor Lukyanov, head of the Council for Foreign and Defense Policies, an association of top Russian
foreign policy and security experts, said on state TV that Moscow's warning to strike back "clearly hasn't
come unnoticed by the Pentagon, and the strike was quite careful."

The Kremlin will also use the crisis to advance its narrative of an aggressive West that plunges the
world into chaos and disregards international law. Russian officials and lawmakers compared it to the
2003 invasion of Iraq that was launched on claims that Baghdad was developing suspected nuclear
weapons — allegations that proved to be false.

Commentators on state TV argued that Trump and British Prime Minister Theresa May launched the
attack to distract attention from their political problems at home.
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For now, Putin has limited his response to calling an urgent meeting of the U.N. Security Council.

No military measures were immediately announced, but in a clear warning to the U.S. and its allies, Col.
Gen. Sergei Rudskoi of the Russian military's General Staff said Moscow could boost Syria's Soviet-era
air defense assets with batteries of state-of-the-art S-300 missiles. He noted that Moscow so far has
heeded Western requests not to provide the missiles to Damascus, but said it may now reconsider.

Rudskoi added that Moscow could also supply long-range missiles to unidentified other countries, a
possible reference to Iran that has taken deliveries of S-300s in the past.

The statement clearly was aimed at discouraging the West from more attacks on Syria that could
endanger Assad's gains on the battlefield, where Russian support has helped him secure control of
most strategic areas.
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HEADLINE

04/14 UN chief urges restraint in Syria

SOURCE

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-un-guterres/u-n-chief-urges-restraint-avoid-
escalation-in-syria-idUSKBN1HL10X

GIST

UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) - U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres urged all states on Saturday
“to show restraint in these dangerous circumstances and to avoid any acts that could escalate matters
and worsen the suffering of the Syrian people.”

He said international investigators were in Syria and ready to visit the site of a suspected deadly
chemical weapons attack in Douma, which prompted military action by the United States, France and
Britain.
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HEADLINE

04/14 Britain hits Syria w/cruise missiles

SOURCE
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https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-britain/britain-attacks-syria-with-cruise-missiles-
to-deter-more-chemical-attacks-idUSKBN1HL037

GIST

LONDON (Reuters) - Britain struck Syria with air-launched cruise missiles on Saturday to cripple
President Bashar al-Assad’s chemical weapons facilities and prevent what Prime Minister Theresa May
cast as a global slide towards their greater use.

Four Royal Air Force Tornado jets from the Akrotiri base in Cyprus fired Storm Shadow missiles at a
military facility near Homs where it was assessed that Syria had stockpiled chemicals, Britain’s Ministry
of Defense said.

May said the strike was “limited and targeted” and came after intelligence indicated that Syrian military
officials had co-ordinated a chlorine attack in the Damascus suburb of Douma on April 7.

Missile attacks by the United States, France and Britain had been aimed at deterring Assad’s further
use of chemical weapons and were not an attempt to topple the Syrian government, May said. The
mission had been a success, she said.
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HEADLINE

04/14 France: Syria chem. capacity weakened

SOURCE

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-homs/france-says-syrias-capacity-to-produce-
chemical-weapons-considerably-weakened-idUSKBN1HL12K?il=0

GIST

PARIS (Reuters) - The capacity of the Syrian regime to produce and store chemical weapons has been
“considerably weakened” after the air strikes conducted by the French, U.S and British military on
Saturday, Defense Minister Florence Parly said.

Parly said some of the strikes had targeted two sites used by Bashar al-Assad’s regime to store and
assemble chemical weapons near the Syrian city of Homs.

“The mission is a success. The goals had been carefully chosen and I observe that there are no
incidents to report between our forces and other forces active in the region,” Parly told a news
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conference.

French army chief Francois Lecointre added Syria’s ground-to-air defense system had been effective
but that its efficiency proved “very limited.” Russian assets deployed in Syria were “neither active nor
proactive” he said.

He added that there was no reason to think there could have been any collateral victim.
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HEADLINE

04/14 Iran: West attack on Syria ‘a crime’

SOURCE

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-iran-guards/irans-supreme-leader-says-western-
attack-on-syria-a-crime-idUSKBN1HL0DO

GIST

ANKARA (Reuters) - Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said coordinated air strikes on
Syria by the United States, France and Britain on Saturday were a crime that would bring no benefit.

“Today’s dawn attack on Syria is a crime. I clearly declare that the president of the United States, the
president of France and the British prime minister are criminals,” Khamenei said in a speech, according
to his Twitter account.

“They will not benefit (from the attack) as they went to Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan in the past years and
committed such crimes and did not gain any benefits,” Khamenei added.

Iran — the dominant Shi’ite Muslim power which is in rivalry with Saudi Arabia and the United States’
other Sunni Arab allies — has been Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s most supportive ally against
insurgents throughout the conflict.

Militias backed by Tehran helped Assad’s army stem rebel advances and, following Russia’s entry into
the war in 2015, turn the tide decisively in the Syrian government’s favor.

Iran’s pragmatist President Hassan Rouhani warned that the U.S.-led missile attacks would lead to
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further destruction in the Middle East, the semi-official Tasnim news agency reported.

“Such attacks will have no result but more destruction ... the Americans want to justify their presence in
the region by such attacks,” Rouhani was quoted as saying, signaling that Iran’s support for Assad
would grow.
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HEADLINE

04/13 Syria vows to press war against rebels

SOURCE

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-army/syrian-army-vows-to-press-war-rebels-say-
strikes-not-enough-idUSKBN1HL0BG

GIST

BEIRUT (Reuters) - The Syrian opposition said Western strikes on Saturday would not change the
course of the seven-year-old war as the army said it would crush remaining rebel parts of the country.

The missiles by the United States, Britain, and France targeted President Bashar al-Assad’s chemical
weapons capabilities in response to a deadly poison gas attack near Damascus a week ago,
Washington said.

But rebels and opposition politicians said the Western powers should also hit Assad’s conventional
weapons which have killed many more people during the war.

Some insurgent officials said they feared an onslaught against the rebel bastion of Idlib, which a senior
Iranian official has indicated could be the next target.

“Maybe the regime will not use chemical weapons again, but it will not hesitate to use weapons,”
opposition leader Nasr al-Hariri said.

A rebel fighter said he was bracing for further attacks as “revenge” by the government with its allies on
rebel territory in the northwest, including the Idlib region.

“More was expected from the American strike to affect the path of the war and to curb Assad’s crimes,”
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he told Reuters from Hama province.

Damascus and its allies have said reports about poison gas in Douma were fabricated as a pretext for
Western strikes.
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HEADLINE

04/13 UN puts Myanmar military on blacklist

SOURCE

http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/13/myanmar-military-put-on-un-blacklist-for-sexual-violence.
html

GIST

UNITED NATIONS –  A U.N. report puts Myanmar's armed forces on a U.N. blacklist of government
and rebel groups "credibly suspected" of carrying out rapes and other acts of sexual violence in conflict
for the first time.

An advance copy of Secretary-General Antonio Guterres' report, obtained Friday by The Associated
Press, says international medical staff in Bangladesh have documented that many of the nearly
700,000 Rohingya Muslims who fled from Myanmar "bear the physical and psychological scars of brutal
sexual assault."

The U.N. chief said the assaults were allegedly perpetrated by the Myanmar Armed Forces "at times
acting in concert with local militias, in the course of military 'clearance' operations in October 2016 and
August 2017."

Guterres said this was part of a strategy "to humiliate, terrorize and collectively punish the Rohingya
community."
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04/13 Arizona to require ‘travel ID’ for TSA

SOURCE
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http://www.foxnews.com/travel/2018/04/13/arizona-residents-will-soon-need-travel-id-to-board-planes.
html

GIST

The Arizona Department of Transportation has announced that state residents will require a new form
of identification to pass through Transportation Security Administration screeners in the near future.

As of Oct. 1, 2020, Grand Canyon state residents traveling out of Phoenix Sky Harbor International,
Phoenix Mesa-Gateway, Flagstaff, Tucson International and Yuma International airports will need to
carry "Voluntary Travel IDs” or be grounded, AZ Family is reporting.

The new ID will also be requisite to access restricted federal buildings and military bases, as standard
credentials will no longer suffice.

Minors under age 18 will not be required to have the new ID if they are traveling with an adult who does.

According to AZ Central, driver’s licenses are not compliant with the REAL ID Act passed by Congress
in 2005, which amped up identification requirements for air travelers in the wake of 9/11. To
compensate, the Arizona Legislature passed a law that said a license or card holder must voluntarily
take steps to secure a Voluntary Travel ID.

“Now is a great time to get a Voluntary Travel ID because the federal deadline gets closer every day,”
Motor Vehicle Division (MVD) Director Eric Jorgensen told AZ Family.

“MVD is making this process simple. Customers can go to ServiceArizona.com and make an office
appointment. The website provides information about what documents customers should bring with
them to meet the REAL ID requirements for the Voluntary Travel ID.”

The Voluntary Travel ID’s cost $25 and are valid for eight years, according to the Arizona Department of
Transportation. The new ID sets itself apart from the standard state driver's license with a gold star in
the top right corner.

While the new measures may seem intense, Arizona is not alone in increasing travel security.

In correlation with the 2005 REAL ID Act, as of Jan. 22, 2018, residents of Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota,
Missouri, Montana, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Washington were supposed to be
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required to have their passports to fly anywhere, although the federal government has granted
extensions.
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HEADLINE

04/12 US: blood samples show nerve agent

SOURCE

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/mideast/u-s-has-blood-samples-show-nerve-agent-syria-gas-n865431

GIST

WASHINGTON — The U.S. now has blood and urine samples from last Saturday's deadly attack in
Syria that have tested positive for chemical weapons, according to two U.S. officials familiar with the
intelligence.

The samples suggested the presence of both chlorine gas and an unnamed nerve agent, two officials
said. Typically, such samples are obtained through hospitals and collected by U.S. or foreign
intelligence assets on the ground. The officials said they were "confident" in the intelligence, though not
100 percent sure.

The Assad regime is known to have stocks of the nerve agent sarin, and has previously used a mixture
of chlorine and sarin in attacks, say U.S. officials.

Officials also said that the U.S. has compiled intelligence from the U.S. and other countries, including
images, that indicate the Syrian government was behind the weekend attack.

Activists and aid groups say that dozens died in Saturday's airborne assault on Douma, the last rebel
stronghold in eastern Ghouta, which has been subjected to intensive bombing by Syria's Russian-
backed Assad regime.

Russia and Syria have denied any involvement in the alleged chemical attack.

U.S. officials say the Assad regime has conducted multiple chlorine attacks on rebels during the past
six months.
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HEADLINE

04/13 Death involves 911 system w/issues

SOURCE

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/kyle-plushs-death-is-latest-incident-involving-911-system-riddled-with-
issues/

GIST

A teenager trapped in a minivan made desperate pleas to 9-1-1 for help, but responders didn't get there
in time. It happened in Cincinnati -- focusing new attention on the city's troubled emergency response
system.

Kyle Plush, 16, had to use voice commands to call 911. He was trapped in the back of his minivan,
while his phone was in the front.

"I'm stuck in my van outside the Seven Hills [unintelligible] parking lot," Plush said.

"The Seven Hills what parking lot?" the dispatcher asked.

"Send help, I am going to die here," Plush said.

Police said Plush was reaching for his tennis gear in the back when the third row of the 2004 Honda
Odessy collapsed, pinning him upside down and crushing his chest.

Twelve minutes after he called, police were at the scene but couldn't locate him. While they were there,
Plush called 911 again and gave specifics on his car -- and his last wishes.

"I probably do not have much time left, so tell my mom that I love her if I die," Plush said. "I'm stuck in
my gold Honda Odyssey. This is not a joke, this is not a joke, I am stuck in my gold Honda Odyssey
van."

The 911 operator, who has been put on leave, didn't relay the make or model to police, and police
officers gave up after 11 minutes. She claims she couldn't hear Plush and her computer froze.
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Critics say it is the latest incident in a 911 system riddled with issues. Cincinnati's mayor John Cranley
said Friday the problems of management, supervision and technology have plagued the 911 center for
years.

"Time's up for waiting for our 9-1-1 system to fix itself," said Councilman Chris Seelbach. "We have to
take urgent action immediately to have a system in place that ensures that you can call three numbers
and within minutes police and fire officers will be on the scene."

Six hours after the first 911 call, Plush's father discovered his son in car. Internal police records show
that the 911 operator who was put on leave, received an "unacceptable" rating for her performance.
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04/13 CDC: likely source E. coli outbreak

SOURCE

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cdc-romaine-lettuce-likely-source-of-e-coli-outbreak/

GIST

Health officials say chopped romaine lettuce from the Yuma, Arizona growing region is the likely source
of the current E. coli outbreak that has now sickened people in 11 states, and they're warning
consumers across the country to avoid eating lettuce that may have been contaminated.

According to the latest update from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, so far there have
been 35 cases of illness, 22 of which led to hospitalizations. Three people have developed a severe
complication -- a type of kidney failure called hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) which can be life-
threatening. The outbreak involves a particularly dangerous strain of the bacteria known as Shiga toxin-
producing E. coli O157:H7.

"Information collected to date indicates that chopped romaine lettuce from the Yuma, Arizona growing
region could be contaminated with E. coli O157:H7 and could make people sick," the CDC said in a
statement.

No common grower, supplier, or distributor has been identified yet. State and local public health
investigators continue interviewing ill people to determine what they ate and how they might have been
exposed.
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So far, cases of illness from this outbreak have been reported in Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Michigan,
Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Washington.
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HEADLINE

04/14 Pentagon: successfully hit every target

SOURCE

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/strikes-on-syria-pentagon-briefing-today-2018-04-14-live-stream-
updates/

GIST

WASHINGTON -- Pentagon spokesperson Dana White said Saturday the U.S. and its allies
"successfully hit every target" in airstrikes in Syria overnight. The U.S., U.K. and France and U.K.
launched the strikes Friday night Eastern Time in response to the Syrian regime's alleged use of
chemical weapons last weekend. In total, the U.S. used 105 weapons against three targets.

"I can assure you we took every measure and precaution to strike only what we targeted and –– and we
successfully hit every target," White told reporters Saturday.

White said the U.S. believes it has "significantly crippled" Syrian President Bashar Assad's ability to
carry out a chemical weapons attack. White said the mission in Syria remains defeating the Islamic
State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), but the U.S. will not stand by while Assad attacks "innocent Syrian
people."

Later Saturday morning, the U.N. Security Council was meeting at Moscow's request.

Lt. Gen. Kenneth McKenzie, the director of the Joint Staff at the Pentagon, told reporters Saturday the
initial assessment is that the Defense Department accomplished its goals "without material interference"
from Syrian defenses. The attempts from Syrian defenses were imprecise, in contrast to the U.S.
mission, he said.

"We are confident that all of our missiles reached their targets," McKenzie emphasized, reiterating what
White said.
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McKenzie said, "As of right now, we are not aware of any civilian casualties," although they cannot be
certain, given the defense launched by the Syrians.

Secretary of Defense James Mattis emphasized that the targets were infrastructure related to the
Syrian regime's chemical weapons program, and that there are no plans at this time for further strikes.

But the president, in his address to the nation from the White House, declared that the U.S. is prepared
to continue military intervention until Assad stops the use of chemical weapons.
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04/14 Syria police units enter Douma

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-syrian-police-units-enter-town-douma-54464281?

GIST

The Latest on developments in Syria (all times local):

10:50 p.m.

Syrian state-run TV says Syrian police units are entering the town of Douma, site of a suspected
chemical weapons attack and the last rebel town in the eastern Ghouta region.

Syrian TV showed police waving Syrian flags apparently on the edge of the town just east of
Damascus, and said the "terrorist presence" in Douma will end "in a few hours."

The entry of government forces to Douma follows a Russian-mediated deal that secured the surrender
and evacuation of the rebels and thousands of civilians from the town.

Douma and the sprawling eastern Ghouta region near the capital, Damascus, had been under rebel
control since 2012 and was a thorn in the side of President Bashar Assad's government for years. The
government's capture of Douma, the last town held by the rebels in eastern Ghouta, marks a major
victory for Assad.
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04/14 Syrians in Damascus show defiance

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syrians-gather-capital-defiance-airstrikes-54464277?

GIST

Hundreds of Syrians gathered at landmark squares in the Syrian capital Saturday, honking their car
horns, flashing victory signs and waving Syrian flags in scenes of defiance that followed unprecedented
joint airstrikes by the United States, France and Britain.

A few hours earlier, before sunrise, loud explosions jolted Damascus and the sky turned orange as
Syrian air defense units fired surface-to-air missiles in response to three waves of military strikes meant
to punish President Bashar Assad for his alleged use of chemical weapons.

Associated Press reporters saw smoke rising from east Damascus and what appeared to be a flame
lighting up the sky. From a distance, U.S. missiles hitting suburbs of the capital sounded like thunder.
Shortly after the one-hour attack ended, vehicles with loudspeakers roamed the streets of Damascus
blaring nationalist songs.

"Good souls will not be humiliated," Syria's presidency tweeted after the airstrikes began.

Immediately after the attack, hundreds of residents gathered in Damascus' landmark Omayyad square,
celebrating what they said was the army's success in shooting down or derailing some of the missiles.
Many waved Syrian, Russian and Iranian flags. Some clapped their hands and danced, others drove in
convoys, honking their horns in defiance.

"We are not scared of America's missiles. We humiliated their missiles," said Mahmoud Ibrahim, half his
body hanging outside his car window, waving a Syrian flag. The crowd then moved toward the nearby
Damascus University where pro-government fighters danced, waving their automatic rifles over their
heads.

The seemingly limited strikes with no apparent future strategy for how to deal with the wider civil war
was a cause for celebration by Assad supporters but criticized by the Syrian opposition.
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Mohammad Alloush, spokesman for the Army of Islam rebel group, called the airstrikes a "farce" in a
Twitter posting. Nasr al-Hariri, a senior opposition leader, said Syrians need a strategy that leads to a
political solution to "save it from the brutality of the Syrian regime."

A Syrian military statement said in all, 110 missiles were fired by the U.S., Britain and France and that
most of them were shot down or derailed. Russia's military said Syrian air defense units downed 71 out
of 103 cruise missiles launched by the U.S. and its allies.

Syrian TV called the attacks a "blatant violation of international law and shows contempt for
international legitimacy."

U.S. Defense Secretary James Mattis said there were no reports of U.S. losses during the initial
airstrikes.
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04/14 Europe leaders back strikes on Syria

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/european-leaders-back-syria-strikes-warn-escalation-
54466093?

GIST

Many European leaders voiced support and understanding Saturday for the U.S.-led air strikes against
Syria, but warned against allowing the seven-year conflict to escalate.

———

"It has always been Bulgaria's position that no cause justifies the killing of innocent people, including
children; that the use of chemical weapons is a war crime and the strike on Syrian targets was a
response to a war crime." Bulgarian government statement. Bulgaria currently holds the rotating EU
presidency.

———

"Strikes by US, France and UK make it clear that Syrian regime together with Russia & Iran cannot
continue this human tragedy, at least not without cost. The EU will stand with our allies on the side of
justice." - Tweet by European Council President Donald Tusk.
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———

"What has occurred in Syria in recent days goes far beyond the constant violation of cease fires. The
response to these atrocities is legitimate and proportionate." - Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy.

———

"This was a limited and targeted action to strike the capacity of building or diffusing chemical arms. It
cannot and should not be the start of an escalation." - Italian Premier Paolo Gentiloni.

———

"The strike against the Syrian regime that uses chemical weapons to attack the civilian population was
inevitable." - Acting Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babis.

———

"We support the fact that our U.S., UK and French allies took on responsibility in this way as permanent
members of the U.N. Security Council. The military strike was necessary and appropriate in order to
preserve the effectiveness of the international ban on the use of chemical weapons and to warn the
Syrian regime against further violations." - German Chancellor Angela Merkel.

———

"The international community has the responsibility to identify and hold accountable those responsible
of any attack with chemical weapons. This was not the first time that the Syrian regime has used
chemical weapons against civilians but it must be the last." - European Union Commission President
Jean-Claude Juncker.

———

"The strike against the Syrian regime that uses chemical weapons to attack the civilian population was
inevitable." - Acting Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babis.

———

"Belgium strongly condemns all use of chemical weapons which are a blatant violation of international
law. Belgium therefore understands the military action in Syria of our American, French and British
partners who have targeted identified production facilities." - Belgian government statement.
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04/14 Military, chemical weapon sites targeted

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/us-strike-syria-targets-military-chemical-weapons-sites/story?
id=54435901

GIST

President Donald Trump said Friday he had ordered "precision strikes" against Syria's chemical
weapons capability in conjunction with the France and the United Kingdom.

Included in the targets was a scientific research center in the greater Damascus area, described by the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph Dunford as a center for research, development,
production and testing of chemical weapons.

Two other sites were near the city of Homs: the site of Syria's primary sarin production facility and a
chemical weapons storage facility that included an important command post.

He said that while the coalition forces had many potential targets from which to choose, the three sites
were chosen for their significance to Syria's chemical weapons program and well as their location and
layout, in an attempt to minimize risk to innocent civilians.

Perhaps heeding the possibility of U.S. military action, Russian news agency Interfax reported on
Wednesday that Russia’s Navy will conduct military exercises off the coast of Syria on Wednesday.

According to Syria state TV 110 rockets were launched in the attack by the U.S., U.K. and France
around 3:55 a.m. Syrian time.
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SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/russia-responds-us-attack-syria-actions-left-consequences/story?
id=54464208&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_takeover_2_column_vod_headlines

GIST

Russia, the Syrian regime's top ally, reacted strongly to the air strikes launched by the United States
and its allies on Damascus and Homs early Saturday, warning of "consequences."

The U.S., U.K. and France launched a series of strikes on three locations identified as critical to Syria's
production of chemical weapons, including a scientific research center in Damascus, and a production
facility and storage facility in Homs, according to U.S. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph
Dunford.

The Russian embassy in U.S. wasted no time in reacting to the strikes late Friday in the U.S., with
Ambassador Anatoly Antonov saying on Twitter, "The worst apprehensions have come true. Our
warnings have been left unheard."

"A pre-designed scenario is being implemented," the statement continued. "Again, we are being
threatened. We warned that such actions will not be left without consequences."

Russia has long been an ally of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. Syria serves as an important access
point to the Mediterranean Sea for Russian ships and a hub for Russia in the Middle East. They have
also supplied Assad with the military resources necessary to fight back against the rebels who nearly
overthrew him in 2011.

President Donald Trump criticized Russia in his address to the country following the launch of missiles
on Friday night.

"In 2013, President [Vladimir] Putin and his government promised the world that they would guarantee
the elimination of Syria's chemical weapons," Trump said. "Assad's recent attack, and today's response,
are the direct result of Russia's failure to keep that promise."

Putin responded to Saturday's attack by calling the strikes "an act of aggression against a sovereign
state that is at the forefront of the fight against terrorism."

"The current escalation of the situation around Syria has a devastating impact on the whole system of
international relations," Putin said. "History will put everything in its place, and it has already laid heavy
responsibility on Washington for bloody reprisals against Yugoslavia, Iraq and Libya."
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Putin also called for an emergency meeting U.N. Security Council.
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04/14 US, allies strike Syria

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/trump-orders-strike-syria-response-chemical-attack/story?
id=54459378

GIST

President Donald Trump ordered a strike on Syria Friday in response to last weekend's chemical
weapons attack.

Addressing the nation Friday evening, Trump said the strike was a joint operation with France and the
United Kingdom.

"A short time ago, I ordered the United States Armed Forces to launch precision strikes on targets
associated with the chemical weapons capabilities of Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad," Trump said.

Trump said that the "massacre" last weekend in Syria "was a significant escalation in a pattern of
chemical weapons use by that very terrible regime."

"The evil and the despicable attack left mothers and fathers, infants and children thrashing in pain and
gasping for air. These are not the actions of a man," Trump said, referring to Assad. "They are crimes of
a monster instead."

In a later briefing, Defense Secretary James Mattis said the strike demonstrates the international
resolve to prevent the use of chemical weapons, saying he is "confident the Syrian regime conducted a
chemical attack on innocent people in the last week."

"Clearly the Assad regime did not get the message last year," Mattis said, adding that this time the U.S.
struck harder.
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"We have gone to great lengths to avoid civilian and foreign casualties," he said. "... I believe that we
sent a very strong message."

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph Dunford said the strike specifically hit three targets
associated with the production and storage of chemical weapons: a scientific research center; a storage
center for sarin and its precursor components; and a chemical weapons storage facility and command
post.

"Important infrastructure was destroyed," said Dunford.
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04/16 Changing cyber threat landscape

SOURCE

https://cybersecurity.cioreview.com/news/the-changing-cyber-threat-landscape-nid-26065-cid-145.html

GIST

Over the course of 2017, the number of global cyber attacks continued growing at a rapid pace which
also resulted in the reshaping of the cybersecurity arena. With the adoption of various technology,
traditional threats such as generic Trojans, ransomware, and spambots received facelifts with military-
grade coding and tactics. Threats including GoldenEye and WannaCry gave numerous organizations
tears and forced many to down their shutters.

The effectiveness of these kinds of sophisticated threats can be analyzed by using lateral movement
vectors that augment zero-day exploits such as EternalBlue and EternalRomance, allowing malware to
‘hop’ from one network to another across the globe. These targeted attacks are reshaping corporate
and government digital security initiatives, while simultaneously causing fallout in the consumer space.

The past year witnessed the rapid rise of commoditization of cybercrime, with Ransomware-as-a-
Service and Malware-as-a-Service becoming easily and widely available on the dark web. Furthermore,
the year also witnessed the growth of advanced services, like FUD (fully undetected), which enable
attackers to upload malware to an analysis service for a fee. The past year also witnessed a new
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generation of IoT-based attacks known as Reaper. Analysis revealed that the attack codes were armed
with exploits spanning a variety of IoT vendors, including Linksys, NetGear, GoAhead, and Avtech. The
growth of cyber attacks is simply an example of the sorts of the ongoing development of security
exploits.
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04/16 National Guard mission: cyber defense

SOURCE

https://federalnewsradio.com/cyber-exposure/2018/04/national-guard-preparing-to-defend-cyberspace-
for-states/

GIST

National Guard units are ramping up their defensive cyber capabilities across the

board, and in the not-too-distant future will be able to quickly respond to cyber attacks in their home
states and territories, much as they do today for natural disasters.

“The Air National Guard (ANG) has 15 Cyber Operations Squadrons that provide Cyber Protection
Teams (CPTs) and National Mission Teams (NMTs) in support of DoD cyber missions,” said Sgt. 1st
Class W. Michael Houk, a spokesman for the National Guard Bureau. “In addition, the Army National
Guard (ARNG) Cyber Brigade is building a full cyber brigade with five battalions consisting of 11 CPTs,
five cybersecurity companies and five cyber warfare companies.”

The guard also is actively working on cyber missions across the country.

“ARNG personnel are currently mobilized as part of Task Force Echo under the control of Army Cyber
in support of U.S Cyber Command to engineer, operate and maintain critical network infrastructure,”
Houk said. “The ANG continually provides two CPTs and continually fills portions of a NMT in support of
U.S. Cyber Command.”

While guard cyber units already contribute to military missions around the globe, the National Guard’s
recent efforts are a result of a 2016 Government Accountability Office study that underscored the
importance of the guard’s readiness against cyber threats. At the time, many guard units had some
limited cyber capabilities, but they were mostly assigned to local duties, such as protecting the online
assets of the unit.

Despite early success, the guard acknowledged that quite a few challenges remain in this new area.
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One is the long-standing fact that most guard personnel are part-time, something that was less of a
concern when performing more traditional missions.

“We have in our ranks people with cyber expertise gained through civilian experience,” said John
Goheen, the director of communications for the National Guard Association of the United States. “The
military could really use these people full time, but the salaries they command as civilians makes that
challenging.”

And it’s not just the guard that is experiencing, or will soon experience, the same situation.

“The active military will likely run into the same problem moving forward,” Goheen said. “They train
bright, young people — and then lose them to private industry. We have a place for them in the guard,
but again, they will only be part-time. The military needs to find ways to tap this resource.”

Another hurdle is one the National Guard has always experienced — that of running a branch of the
national military within the jurisdictions of each individual state.

“The nature of the National Guard enables our personnel to work with state and local authorities on
critical infrastructure,” Goheen said. “In fact, a lot of guard cyber exercise involves assisting with
defending power plants and water systems.”

In an actual incident, such as an attack on a power plant through its cyber infrastructure, a state
government could activate the guard, and called upon it to stop it, officials said. After it halted the main
attack, a guard cyber unit could remain behind to protect the infrastructure while the critical
infrastructure owner constructed the new cyber defenses.

The scope and capabilities of any given state-level mission would be up to the governor of that state,
not unlike traditional guard missions.

“National Guard forces would likely respond to a cyber incident in the same manner as other domestic
emergencies such as hurricanes or floods,” Houk said. “A governor may activate National Guard
personnel in state-funded, State Active Duty in accordance with state and local laws and DoD policy.”

Additionally, under the United States Code Title 32, a state governor, with approval from the secretary
of Defense or the president, may activate guardsmen for homeland defense activities, or to provide
support for civil authorities.
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National Guard leaders expressed confidence that the guard would soon be responding to cyber
incidents on a regular basis, just like they do for floods, snowstorms and missions to maintain the peace
in extraordinary circumstances. Now, maintaining the peace extends to cyberspace.
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04/13 India bitcoin exchange suffers setback

SOURCE

https://www.hackread.com/someone-stole-3-million-in-bitcoin-from-coinsecure-bitcoin-exchange/

GIST

In a security notice, the Indian Bitcoin exchange Coinsecure has revealed that it has suffered a setback
after 438 BTC which is over $3 million ($3,542,957) according to current Bitcoin price were stolen from
its offline Bitcoin wallets

The company maintains that it has never been hacked or compromised and the incident took place
when its CSO Dr. Amitabh Saxena was extracting BTG (Bitcoin Gold) to distribute to its customers.
Saxena, on the other hand, claims that funds were lost in the process during the extraction of the
private keys.

The company has launched a complaint with the Cyber Cell in Delhi and is also conducting an
investigation with the help of cybersecurity experts. However, a look at the police complaint points to an
inside job as the company’s director Mohit Kalra stated in the complaint that:

“As the private keys are kept with Dr. Amitabh Saxena, we feel that he is making a false story to divert
our attention and he might have a role to play in this entire incident. The incident reported by Dr.
Amitabh Saxena does not seem convincing to us. Dr. Amitabh Saxena also has an Indian Passport and
he might fly out of the country soon, therefore, his passport should be seized as he cannot fly out of the
country”

Ningning Niumai, founder of Greymeter, a social network for college students and young professionals
tweeted that Dr. Amitabh Saxena was appointed almost 6 months ago by the company, therefore,
handing over private keys of Coinsecure is very suspicious.

“Dr. Amitabh Saxena appointed barely 6 months ago has the private key to Coinsecure’s wallet?!! Is he
a Scapegoat?!! Very suspicious and convenient blame game after the recent RBI ruling on Bitcoin,” said
Niumai.
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It is noteworthy that Coinsecure incident has occurred days after the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
barred banks and financial institutions from dealing in cryptocurrencies from April 6th, 2018.
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04/13 FTC: 2016 Uber hack impacted 25M

SOURCE

https://www.securityweek.com/25-million-us-individuals-impacted-2016-uber-hack

GIST

The 2016 data breach that Uber made public in November 2017 impacted over 25 million riders and
drivers in the United States, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) reveals.

The hack, which the ride-sharing company kept silent about for a year, impacted more than 57 million
users globally. Hackers managed to access data stored on an Amazon Web Services (AWS) account
and steal names, email addresses and mobile phone numbers of customers around the world.

In February this year, Uber chief information security officer said that two individuals living in Canada
and Florida were responsible for the massive data breach.

In an attempt to cover up the hack, Uber paid the attackers $100,000 through its third-party “bug
bounty” program, which was designed to reward those who responsibly disclose vulnerabilities, rather
than those who maliciously exploit them.

The company came under scrutiny after the hack was made public in November 2017, and even
became the target of a US criminal investigation. The data breach was revealed only three months after
Uber agreed to implement new data protection measures in a settlement with the FTC over a 2014
incident.

Now, the Commission says the ride-sharing company has agreed to expand the proposed settlement
and that it will be subject to additional requirements. Under the new settlement, Uber could be subject
to civil penalties if it doesn’t notify the FTC of future breaches in due time.
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04/13 Hoaxes, scams w/school violence fears

SOURCE

https://www.scmagazine.com/email-hoaxes-and-phishing-scams-prey-off-of-school-violence-
fears/article/758240/

GIST

A Swiss hacking group has reportedly claimed credit for using a hijacked email domain to bombard
schools around the U.S. with fake threats of violence. And in related news, security awareness training
provider KnowBe4 issued a warning on Thursday about a credentials phishing campaign that also preys
on school shooting fears by impersonating a campus security alert.

According to multiple news  outlets, a group called the Apophis Squad sent disturbing hoax emails to
school district superintendents in at least 46 states last Sunday and Monday, triggering an increased
police presence and in some cases class cancellations. The emails featured the subject line "Student
help!" and purported to be authored by a bullied student who threatened to show up at school "with 3
bombs, and a .22 handgun."

The adversaries reportedly used the email address apophissquad@zonix.us, after hijacking the domain
of Zonix, a Dallas-based online online gaming company that provides Minecraft servers.

"Over the past few hours we were directly contacted by a group that threatened to send a bomb hoax
spoofing our email domain in an attempt to directly smear and harm Zonix," states a series of tweets
posted on Zonix's official Twitter account on Apr. 9. "We began to realize the threat was credible when
we began hearing responses from school superintendents pertaining to this situation. We are aware
that some schools might have been affected by this and we apologize for any inconvenience or panic
that could have happened because of this situation.

Apophis Squad's account on Twitter, meanwhile, has been suspended. But a journalist with the Union-
Democrat in Sonora, Calif. reportedly made contact with one of the hackers, who said the attack's
motive was to taunt law enforcement, adding "We got nothing better to do." The hacker also stated
future plans to leak information originating from a U.S. Army database.

Reportedly, the same perpetrators previously sent similar threats to UK-based schools in March 2018,
using the domain of Zonix competitor VeltPvP.

Meanwhile, an unnamed community college in Florida was recently targeted in phishing campaign
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spoofing its campus-wide security alerts, according to a KnowBe4 founder and CEO Stu Sjouwerman,
who warns in a company blog post that this scheme could easily spread to additional educational
institutions as well as companies and organizations that have established active shooter protocols.

The email arrives with a subject line such as "IT DESK: Security Alert Reported on Campus," "IT DESK:
Campus Emergency Scare" or "IT DESK: Security Concern on Campus Earlier," and instructs recipients
to click a link to a memo containing proper instructions. However, the link leads to a credentials
phishing page that imitates the Microsoft log-in process, which many campuses computers require.

"What makes this particular attack so infuriating," remarks Sjouwerman, is that it exploits current
concerns over active shooters on education campuses, a sensitive issue that could likely generate
panicked, reflexive clicks from recipients who are already on edge over the recent shooting at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School, also in Florida."
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SOURCE

http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/federal-agency-data-under-siege/a/d-id/1331467

GIST

The US government continues to grapple with the same cybersecurity challenges faced by most
organizations, but it has a different set of hurdles to overcome than its private-sector counterparts. As a
result, federal agencies are experiencing more data breaches than other industry sectors. Despite
skyrocketing IT security spending, successful attacks are escalating across the board. Federal agencies
in particular are weathering a perfect storm around data that puts agency secrets — and the personal
data of over 330 million American citizens — at risk.

According to Thales' 2018 Data Threat Report—Federal Government Edition, 57% of federal
respondents reported data breaches, a threefold increase over the 18% recorded back in 2016. As
many as 12% experienced multiple breaches in 2017 and in previous years.

Many agencies are in a difficult position. Federal agencies must protect sensitive data and both thwart
bad guys hunting for citizens' private data and nation-state hackers with their own agendas — in
addition to grappling with perennial underfunding, understaffing, and antiquated systems that
commercial enterprises tossed into the dumpster years ago. At the same time, they need to make
government more accessible and transparent via digital transformation, which inevitably exposes them
to more cyber threats.
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But these factors don't completely explain the growing numbers of breaches at federal agencies.

Catching Up with the Private Sector

Despite these troubles, agency IT security professionals are trying to stay positive, partly because
spending is sharply increasing this year. "Like most other sectors, data security spending plans in the
US federal sector are up compared to last year — way up," says Garrett Bekker, 451 Research's
principal analyst for information security, as highlighted in the Thales report. "Perhaps more importantly,
for the first time, the US federal government ranks the highest of any US vertical in terms of spending
increase plans — more than nine out of 10 (93%) plan to increase security spending in 2018."

In fact, a staggering 73% of federal agencies say their IT security spending will be much higher in 2018,
according to the report. This comes after several years of IT security spending well below that of
commercial enterprises.

"The bad news is that reports by US federal respondents of successful breaches last year (57%) are far
ahead of the global average (36%), and also the global federal sector (26%). Further, 70% of US
federal respondents say their agencies were breached at some point in the past," says Bekker.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/16 Woolworths hit by IT glitch

SOURCE

https://www.zdnet.com/article/woolworths-turning-customers-away-following-it-outage/

GIST

Woolworths is turning customers away from its stores, following reports the Australian supermarket
chain is suffering a nationwide IT outage.

Customers took to Twitter Monday afternoon, posting photos of security screens pulled shut at stores
around the country, with some reporting being told by store managers that an IT glitch had affected its
cash registers.

ZDNet understands the glitch didn't make its way to all stores, however, with some operating as usual.
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Woolworths eventually confirmed the outage, apologising for the inconvenience via Twitter.

"We can confirm that an IT issue impacted registers in our supermarkets for a short period of time this
afternoon. The registers are now back online in all our stores. We apologise for any inconvenience
caused. Thanks," the reply to many reads.

Woolworths in August apologised to customers following reports that some experienced a second batch
of payments  withdrawn from their bank accounts.

A Woolworths spokesperson told ZDNet at the time it received confirmation from Cuscal, one of its
payment processors that services financial institutions, that due to an error at its datacentre, some
Woolworths customers received incorrect transactions on accounts processed by Cuscal.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/16 Windows servers targeted to cryptomine

SOURCE

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/windows-servers-targeted-for-cryptocurrency-mining-
via-iis-flaw/

GIST

Hackers are leveraging an IIS 6.0 vulnerability to take over Windows servers and install a malware
strain that mines the Electroneum cryptocurrency.

Attacks aren't widespread, as they target a quite old IIS version, but they are happening at scale.

Hackers using former IIS 6.0 zero-day

Hackers are using CVE–2017–7269 to take over servers. This is a vulnerability discovered by two
Chinese researchers in March 2017 that affects IIS' WebDAV service. At the time it was discovered last
year, the flaw was a zero-day, being under heavy exploitation for almost nine months, since June 2016.

Microsoft initially said it was not planning to fix the flaw because IIS 6.0 was end-of-life, and so were the
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operating systems that shipped with IIS 6.0 by default —Windows XP and Windows Server 2003.

But the vulnerability shared some common traits with the EXPLODINGCAN NSA exploit leaked in April
2017 by the Shadow Brokers, and it eventually received a fix in mid-June 2017.

Since then, it's been used by at least one threat actor to deploy Monero miners on Windows servers still
running the old IIS 6.0 version.

Now, F5 Labs says it found another hacker group using the same exploit, but deploying an Electroneum
miner instead of Monero.

According to experts, the threat actor uses CVE–2017–7269 to deliver an ASCII shellcode which
contains a Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) exploit chain that installs a reverse shell on vulnerable
hosts.

Attackers then use the reverse shell to download the miner and start the mining process. The infection
process is masked by the use of the Squiblydoo technique and by disguising the miner as the legitimate
lsass.exe (Local Security Authority Subsystem Service) process.

F5 experts said the Electroneum address they found in attacks stored only $99, suggesting they either
caught the campaign at its beginning, or crooks are rotating address IDs to avoid researchers from
tracking their entire operation.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/16 Russia blocks Telegram messenger

SOURCE

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-telegram-blocking/russia-starts-blocking-telegram-messenger-
regulator-idUSKBN1HN13J

GIST

MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia’s state telecommunications regulator said on Monday it had begun
blocking access to messenger service Telegram after the service’s owner refused to comply with an
order to give Russian state security access to users’ secret messages.
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The watchdog, Roskomnadzor, said in a statement on its website that it had sent telecoms operators a
notification about blocking access to Telegram inside Russia

The service, set up by a Russian entrepreneur, has more than 200 million global users and is ranked as
the world’s ninth most popular mobile messaging app.

Interfax news agency quoted an official at the watchdog as saying it would take several hours to
complete the operation to block access. In Moscow, the Telegram app was still functioning as normal
early on Monday afternoon.

Roskomnadzor was implementing a decision handed down on Friday by a Russian court that Telegram
should be blocked because it was in violation of Russian regulations.

Telegram had refused a request by Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB) to give them access to
users’ encrypted messages.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/16 ‘Digital resurrections’ bring back dead?

SOURCE

https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/will-digital-resurrections-let-us-bring-back-dead-ncna865806

GIST

Humans have always looked for tangible ways to remember departed loved ones. We save letters and
emails they wrote us. We look fondly at photos of them. We watch and rewatch old videos just to see
their faces and hear them talk.

But the rise of digital technologies may soon give us even more compelling ways to remember lost
friends and family. These include apps that let us text with digital representations of the dead — we’d
type a message and then get some sort of comforting reply — and maybe even systems that let us
speak with and possibly touch realistic avatars of the ones we miss most.

Maybe that sounds creepy, but some experts believe we’ll find comfort in continuing our interactions
with people whose biological existences have come to an end.
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“Many people visit the headstone of a loved one to help come to terms with their passing, and have a
one-sided conversation where they think about the memory of them,” says Bruce Duncan, managing
director of Terasem Movement Foundation, a Bristol, Vermont-based nonprofit that promotes digital
resurrections. “Being able to have a two-way conversation with a digital version of them, where you can
be reminded of their mannerisms or behavioral patterns in an interactive way, could become a natural
part of the grieving process.”

Several companies, including Luka, a San Francisco-based startup, and research organizations
including the MIT Media Lab, are working on digital resurrection technology.

It goes without saying that the digital version of a person is no match for the living, breathing human
being. But scientists are experimenting with algorithms that can take a person's emails and text
messages and use them to generate text messages that are at least evocative of a specific person. The
messages can use emojis like the dead person once did. And with data pulled from the internet, the
texts can even include back-and-forths about topical things like weather and current events.

In coming years, Duncan believes, there may be browser plug-ins capable of capturing an entire life’s
worth of social media posts, emails, photos, and other digital data and using everything to approximate
an individual’s personality, complete with values and opinions.

Digital resurrection technology is unlikely to stop with chatbots. Duncan and other experts foresee a
time when we’ll be able to interact with lost loved ones not just via texts but in virtual reality.

“You’d be able to put on your virtual reality glasses and headset, and experience typical everyday
situations with that person, like sitting at the breakfast table or taking a walk in a nearby park,” says
Charlotte Runius, CEO of Fenix Begravning, a Stockholm, Sweden-based funeral planning agency that
is working with AI experts to develop these technologies. “Hearing their voice and seeing them would
allow you to actually feel like you’re next to the person again, and you can talk to them and get replies
in a much more realistic way.”

By wearing a bodysuit and gloves studded with sensors and actuators, it might even be possible to
interact physically with a realistic-looking avatar of a deceased person. The technology could monitor a
living person’s movements, voice, and facial expressions and then later use them to direct an avatar to
respond appropriately — perhaps by offering advice or giving a comforting hug.

In the distant future, one can imagine that it would be possible to create a robotic avatar of a beloved
one — a bit like the scenario depicted in a popular episode of the Netflix series "Black Mirror," in which
a grieving widow's late partner is resurrected in robotic form with help from his texts, photos, and
emails.
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The only snag with these scenarios is that much of the data used to resurrect someone would have to
be collected while he or she was still alive — for instance, by having him or her speak a thousand or so
words and be recorded on video.

EMOTIONAL COMFORT — OR PAIN?

What would it be like to interact with someone who's been brought back in digital form? Some experts
say it could aid the grieving process. Others worry that interacting with a virtual representation of a
person who is no longer alive would only intensify feelings of sadness and loss.

Studies have shown that bereaved people can experience grief hallucinations, and there are concerns
that interacting with avatars might raise the risk.

Duncan believes that, at least for most people, the experience will be akin to watching home movies
and enjoying the memories that they trigger.

“Enjoying talking to past loved ones via digital media may eventually become the future version of
looking through photographs of past events… It’s hard to predict the future, but just as we’ve adjusted
to using Skype and cell phones I think we’ll consider it valuable to continue some connection with a
person we care about.”

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/15 Pushing back Russia disinformation

SOURCE

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/one-tiny-corner-u-s-government-pushes-back-against-
russian-n866021

GIST

WASHINGTON — When reports began to emerge last month that Russian mercenaries had attacked a
U.S. base in Syria, Russia issued a flat denial, and the U.S. was silent.

Then, leaked recordings surfaced on the internet.
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"We've had our asses f--- kicked. So one squadron f--- lost 200 people …the Yankees knew for sure
that the Russians were coming."

The tapes seemed to show Russian guns-for-hire acknowledging a crushing defeat in the Feb. 8
incident. It was an embarrassment for the Kremlin, which was forced to admit that Russian citizens had
been killed by the U.S. military — something an American general later confirmed to NBC News.

With their election interference and ongoing manipulation of social media platforms like Twitter, the
Russians have been regularly outfoxing America in the information realm, U.S. intelligence officials
acknowledge. Who turned the tables this time?

Not the White House, the State Department or the CIA. The recordings were published by a U.S.-
government-funded web site called Polygraph.info, whose reporter says she got them from a source
close to the Kremlin.

Polygraph is a relatively new fact-checking arm of an obscure, diminutive media effort by the U.S. to
highlight Russian misdeeds and counter Russian propaganda.

It's an anomaly in the Trump administration — perhaps the only part of the U.S. government whose job
is to regularly punch back against what experts say is a stream of Russian disinformation aimed at
America and the West.

"At the end of the day, the Russians are engaging in information warfare — they're telling lies," said
John Lansing, a former television executive who oversees the effort. "And we're confronting them toe-to
-toe with fact-based, truthful, professional journalism."

Russia's proficiency at information war has been on display in the wake of the U.S.-led military strike
Friday night in Syria. Russia called the strikes illegal and said the chemical weapons attacks that
prompted them were staged. To get that message out, there was a 2000 percent spike in activity in the
hours since the strike by fake Russian propaganda accounts on social media, a Pentagon
spokeswoman said Saturday. A web site that tracks a slice of those accounts, Hamilton 68, found that
they were pumping out the Russian government narrative in English.

THEY'RE "EATING OUR LUNCH"

The U.S. is ill-equipped to respond. Polygraph, part of the tiny corner of the government that's trying,
has a staff of five that doesn't usually work on the weekends.
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"We focus mostly on Russia right now because there is a large flow of disinformation that's coming from
Russia," said Jim Fry, a former Dallas television reporter who runs Polygraph from Washington.

Polygraph is a joint venture of the Voice of America and Radio Liberty, which are funded by — but
independent of — the U.S. government. They fall under the umbrella of the Broadcasting Board of
Governors, whose mission is to promote freedom and democracy and "tell America's story" around the
world. But they are walled off, editorially, from the administration in power.

"The law protects us from interference by U.S. government officials," said Tom Kent, who spent 44
years at The Associated Press before becoming president of Radio Liberty and Radio Free Europe.
"They can't tell us what to broadcast."

During the Cold War, the VOA and Radio Liberty sought to counter communist propaganda and funnel
information to the news-starved citizenry behind the Iron Curtain.

Those muscles — and budgets — have long since atrophied. But in recent years, there have been
growing calls for a new twist on that old mission.

When Lansing became CEO of the Broadcasting Board of Governors in 2015, he said he was
confronted on Capitol Hill and throughout the government with a single question:

"Why are the Russians eating our lunch in terms of information warfare?"

People were talking mainly about RT, the former Russia Today, which spends hundreds of millions of
dollars a year on an English language broadcast and web platform that regularly skewers American and
the West. The U.S. government has labeled RT a propaganda operation.

The State Department came under criticism earlier this year when news reports highlighted its failure to
spend $120 million that had been allocated to push back on Russian propaganda abroad.

Lost in that conversation was the fact that one month into the Trump Administration, Lansing and his
team launched Current Time America, a 24-hour Russian-language broadcasting and web platform.
The budget was $20 million — around one-tenth the size of RT's budget, Lansing says. But one year
later, Current Time America is available on TV screens in 30 countries, and officials counted 400 million
view views on social media last year.
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Still, U.S. information efforts are minuscule compared to the Russian campaign. While Current Time
America is available in Russia, the Russian government makes it difficult to find — keeping it off cable
systems and requiring special tuning for satellite reception.

The broadcasting board's total budget this year is about $660 million dollars, about a third of what was
spent in 1991, adjusted for inflation.

"I think we should be investing more," Lansing said.

The Russian government labels the entire U.S.-funded journalism operation "propaganda" that is "part
of a broader, wide-reaching American system of pressure on our country."

Irina van Dusen, who heads the effort as chief of Voice of America's Russian-language programming,
knows what propaganda looks like. She grew up in the Soviet Union, listening to the VOA on an illegal
short wave radio for scraps of accurate reporting.

She got her journalism degree in Moscow, but decided that if she wanted to practice real journalism,
she would have to move to the West.

During the Cold War, she says, the VOA was trying to break through jamming and censorship. Now
there has been a proliferation of Russian TV and web channels that put out a cacophony of news,
nearly all of it favorable to Vladimir Putin. The task in 2018 is trying to break through a fog of
disinformation.

The prevailing view in Russia, she said, is that "There is no truth. There is only different versions,
different narratives…We stand by the fact that there is truth. And there are facts."

From a TV studio near not far from where special counsel Robert Mueller comes to work each day,
Current Time America covers Washington, offering live broadcasts of Congressional hearings with
simultaneous translations.

"People can listen, see how it's done, how policies are made, what questions asked, what facts are
being brought up," she said.

The channel also covers Russia, to "provide Russian speaking audiences with a true portrait of the
society, you know? As opposed to state-run Russian television that — interprets everything that is done
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in the world…as some kind of a United States manipulation and United States meddling in world
affairs."

Polygraph.info, and its Russian-language counterpart, Factograph — try to be slightly edgier than a
traditional news operation.

"What our reporters do every day is they begin the day looking at Russian media," said Fry. "Looking at
what's coming out of Russia. And then we decide whether there's something to fact check. Usually,
almost every day, there's more to fact check than we could possibly do with our staff."

The site is modeled after other media fact check efforts, including Politifact and factcheck.org. It
highlights a claim, say, by Putin or another Russian official, and brands it for veracity, with labels like
"Partially True, "False" or "Misleading."

In March, the site fact-checked a Putin documentary that alleged the Russian leader had always
believed that the Ukrainian territory of Crimea was part of Russia. It highlighted remarks by Putin in
2008 in which he said something very different: "Crimea is absolutely not a disputed territory." Six years
later, Putin seized Crimea from Ukraine, to international condemnation.

Polygraph also challenged Russia's denial that the nerve agent used to poison a former spy in the UK
was made only in Russia, and its assertion that no chemical attack took place in Syria.

Polygraph reporters are not afraid to endorse criticism of the U.S. when it's accurate. When Russian
foreign minister Sergei Lavrov criticized a list of Russian oligarchs that the Treasury Department
admitted it cribbed from Forbes magazine, Polygraph labeled his comments, "Partially True."

In January, reporters examined a fur coat shown off on Facebook by Russia's foreign ministry
spokeswoman. She said it was a fake, bought at a fair in Russia. Polygraph found that the fair didn't sell
any coat — and that the coat may have been a fur from an endangered ocelot.

Polygraph's traffic numbers are usually in the low thousands, but that video got 37,000 views, Fry said.

The audio recordings of the Russian mercenaries were a huge coup, even if the site did not seem to get
much credit for the scoop. Fry said a Polygraph journalist in Europe, who did not want to be identified,
obtained the tapes from a Kremlin source. He acknowledged that he could not rule out U.S. intelligence
involvement in distributing the tapes, but that would also be true if the audio had been obtained by a
mainstream journalism organization, he said.
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The recordings describe an incident in which a number of Russian mercenaries led a group of pro-
Assad fighters in an attack on a U.S. base beginning Feb. 7. The mercenaries were from the Wagner
Group, it's been widely reported — co-owned by Russian oligarch Yevgeniy Prigozhin, who is close to
Vladimir Putin. Prigozhin is also one of the defendants in the indictment brought by Mueller against
Russians accused of illegal election activity.

It was the largest ever attack on U.S. troops in Syria, and it was perhaps the first time in many decades
that Russian and American troops fought in open combat. Russian mercenaries were among the
hundreds who died as the Americans strafed, bombed and shelled the assault force, Army Brig. Gen.
Jonathan Braga told NBC's Richard Engel.

The tapes, Fry said, depicted "people who worked for this Russian paramilitary company who were
involved in this attack…It showed they knew they were (counterattacked) by Americans. And it showed
that there were people who were killed."

Interestingly enough, he added, "within days of our story, the Russian government started admitting
there had been involvement of the private military company, the Russian company, in that attack."

Sometimes it's obvious that Russians are more nimble than the Americans at the information game.

On Friday, when the Russian defense ministry accused Britain of faking the chemical attack in Syria,
RT was leading its web site with an article highlighting the allegations — making no mention of
denunciations from the United Nations and U.S. and British officials.

Polygraph, meanwhile, was leading with a story fact-checking a statement from Russian state media
that Hitler had become more popular than Harry Potter in Latvia. It made no mention of the bogus
Russian allegation against Britain.

"We didn't get to that today," Fry said, reached by phone. "I wish I could respond as quickly as what
they put out."

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/14 Europol busts bitcoin laundering ring
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SOURCE

https://interestingengineering.com/europol-busts-bitcoin-drug-money-laundering-ring

GIST

In what may now seem like an almost prophetic event, the European Union Agency for Law
Enforcement Cooperation (Europol) expressed concerns last February that billions in illegal proceeds
were hidden in Europe in crypto-cash. Now, Europol in cooperation with global law enforcement
agencies has arrested 11 people involved in a cryptocurrency drug trafficking ring that laundered over
€8 million.

The operation, named Tulipan Blanca, saw Spain’s Guardia Civil, Finnish law enforcement authorities
and the US Department of Homeland Security come together to investigate 137 individuals. “As a result
of the operation, the Spanish Guardia Civil carried out eight searches and seized several computers,
devices, and the equipment used to commit the crimes, such as money bags or money counting
machines,” Europol said in a statement.

The statement explained that drug traffickers contacted the criminal ring to launder money obtained
from their illicit activities. The ring proceeded to split the money into small cash amounts deposited into
174 bank accounts.

From there, the criminals used credit cards linked to the fraudulent bank accounts to withdraw the illegal
proceeds from Columbia. However, realizing that these transactions could be tracked, the criminal
group then turned to cryptocurrencies.

To cover their tracks, the ring used an unnamed Finnish cryptocurrency exchange to turn their cash into
bitcoins and then subsequently further converted the bitcoins into Colombian pesos.

“With cryptocurrencies increasingly used to finance and carry out criminal activities, Europol will
continue to coordinate across EU Member States and beyond, to effectively respond to this rising
threat,” Europol’s statement said.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/14 Targeting tax pros w/fraud returns

SOURCE

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/14/cybercriminals-now-targeting-tax-pros-to-cash-in-on-fraudulent-
returns.html
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GIST

The deadline to file your taxes is rapidly approaching, but cyber criminals have already been hard at
work trying to cash in with fraudulent tax returns.

This tax season, experts say instead of targeting individual tax payers, scam artists are targeting tax
professionals.

"One of the challenges that we're seeing this year is that as tax professionals and the I.R.S. have
become more and more sophisticated, so too have the adversaries," said Caleb Barlow, IBM Security's
vice president of threat intelligence.

Tax fraud is big business for cyber criminals. Last year Internet crimes netted the perpetrators $445
billion, with tax fraud as a primary focus, according to IBM Security, which monitors cyber crimes.

"We had about 75 tax professionals report that they had been victims of some sort of a tax payer
breach. So that unfortunately is a 60 percent increase for the same period of time last year," said
Cecilia Barreda, an I.R.S. spokeswoman.

The I.R.S. can recognize if a computer of an individual is filing too many tax returns, and will stop them
for likely being fraudulent. But the agency expects tax professionals to file dozens, if not hundreds of tax
returns on behalf of their clients.

"If they [cybercriminals] can compromise a tax professional, they get access to two key things. One is
the private information of that tax professional's clients that can be used to file tax returns on their
behalf," Barlow said.

"And in addition to that, they can use the IP address and the computer of the tax professional to actually
do the filing with the I.R.S.," he added.

Here is how the scam works: Cyber criminals target tax professionals with what is known as phishing —
spam email that seems legitimate, but contains links or attachments laden with malware.

"The minute that you click on that link, well, then you're owned by the adversary. And what this often
means is that they can take control of that system that's normally used by that tax professional," Barlow
said.
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Once a tax professional's computer is compromised, an attacker can steal the numbers and log-in
information they use to file.

"It's an I.P. address we seen before, it's a signature of a computer we seen before. We know it's a tax
professional, so they are going be submitting lots of returns," said Barlow.

This year's tax season may be the perfect storm. With a new tax code coming in this year, there has
been extra confusion.

"This is kind of a perfect storm where you have a lot of misinformation, a dearth of information, and
these new techniques that are being widely used by these criminals looking for compromised
computers belonging to tax prep professionals," said Roman Sannikov, the director of European
research and analysis for Flashpoint, a cybersecurity company.

He added that "they can use to not only steal information, but also to file these returns in a much more
successful way."

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/15 Guarding rail against evolving threats

SOURCE

http://www.railjournal.com/index.php/technology/cybersecurity-guarding-rail-against-evolving-threats.
html

GIST

As the railway seeks to harness the benefits of digitalisation and the Internet of Things, the links
between information technology and operational technology become ever-more intertwined. However,
these trends are completely redefining the railway security environment as systems become vulnerable
to new types of threats. Keith Barrow assesses how the industry is responding to the cybersecurity
challenge.

ON May 13 2017, passengers at mainline stations in Germany glanced up at the information screens
and saw something unusual. Obscuring the lists of departures and arrivals, a ransomware notice
demands a $US 300 payment in Bitcoin.
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The WannaCry virus had infected 450 German Rail (DB) computers, bringing down passenger
information systems, ticket machines, and CCTV networks.

This was a very public demonstration of rail’s vulnerability to cyberattack, and while the target in this
case was the company’s business systems, the attack also highlighted the need to secure operational
systems against hackers.

Until recently, Industrial Automated Control Systems (IACS) were considered relatively well-insulated
against external influence with a high degree of immunity to security threats and attacks. However, the
threat landscape has altered significantly in recent years with the proliferation of digital technologies
and the increasing interconnectivity between the business and operational functions of companies.

Research by IBM shows cyberattacks on ICAS increased by more than 600% between 2012 and 2014,
while according to Dell’s 2015 cybersecurity report, attacks on supervisory control and data acquisition
(Scada) systems surged from 91,676 in January 2012 to 675,186 in January 2014.

Mr François Hausman, mainline cybersecurity manager for Alstom and leader of Shift2Rail’s
cybersecurity work package, told delegates at Railtech’s recent Intelligent Rail Summit in Vienna that
the characteristics of railway networks make them a potential cyberattack target. These include:

*distributed architecture - electronic components spread along a section of line or a train
*long lifecycles for equipment
*high level of certification for safety-related systems
*diversity of supply chain and technology, and
*small-medium volume production of components.

Mr Domenico Raguseo, technical sales manager, Europe, for IBM says systems are vulnerable to
hackers when there is a high degree of integration between IT and operational technology (OT).

“The railway industry is very secure from a cybersecurity point-of-view - hackers would have a lot of
difficulty getting into your systems,” he says. “With high standards and tonnes of security control, a
hacker needs to invest a lot of time if he wants to create a problem for you. Unfortunately, the good
news stops here. The safety-first philosophy of rail - that the train stops to protect the lives of the
passengers - is good for hackers, because they don’t want to kill people, they want to get money. So it
would be fantastic for a hacker to stop a train.”

As senior managers seek ever more data on the day-to-day performance of the railway, business and
operational systems are increasingly interconnected, and wherever there are interfaces, there are
potential points of attack.
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Mr Lovan Pushparatnam, head of tramway systems and telecoms with Systra, says any cybersecurity
strategy must consider people as well as technology. “The best results are achieved when
cybersecurity is treated as part of an overall security policy addressing technical aspects and
operational procedures, with continuous assessment and measurement,” he says. “It’s not about
protection, it’s about process and preparation, monitoring both your assets and your organisation.”

Testing the vulnerability of railway systems to cyberattack is a particular challenge because of the
difficultly of simulating attacks under realistic operating conditions. “When we model attack patterns, we
need to understand how it is possible to attack,” Raguseo says. “It’s not easy to do penetration testing
in a real environment, so you need to create a test environment. Developing a test environment is
complicated for IT - I’d say it’s impossible for a complex environment like rail.”

The European Union (EU) Directive on security of network and information systems (NIS Directive)
came into force in August 2016, and is intended to boost the overall level of cybersecurity in member
states. The NIS Directive is due to be transposed into the legal systems of the member states by next
month and specifically identifies train operators and railway infrastructure managers as entities that
could be considered “operators of essential services.” Businesses in this category will be required to
implement risk management practices, taking “appropriate and proportional technical and organisational
measures to manage the risks posed to the security of networks and information systems which they
use in their operations.” Significant cyber attacks must be reported to a “competent national NIS
authority.”

All of this leaves railway industry stakeholders with the challenge of securing assets which can have a
lifespan of several decades against a threat that is constantly evolving. System architecture is therefore
a crucial consideration in safeguarding next-generation rail technologies against attack.

Return to Top
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SOURCE

https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/syria-news-latest-russia-could-launch-cyber-warfare-within-days
-after-usled-military-action-expert-a3814226.html

GIST

Russia could “launch cyber warfare within weeks” in retaliation to US-led airstrikes on Syria bringing
down City firms, the UK transport network and the NHS, experts have warned.

Theresa May hailed “targeted and limited” action on key sites of Syria’s chemical weapons regime “a
success” while Donald Trump branded the offensive “perfectly executed”.
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But Russia warned of “consequences” following the strike which has left the Prime Minister facing
questions over why the decision was not put to a parliamentary vote.

Now experts have said the action in retaliation to a suspected chemical attack in Douma a week ago
could lead to “cyber warfare”.

"I suspect Russia will choose not to respond in military terms. But cyber warfare is highly likely," he
says.

"It will be an attack on national infrastructure, not just upsetting city firms, but getting inside the transport
system, or the health system, or air traffic control. It could affect everyone."

Mark Almond, director of the Crisis Research Institute, Oxford agreed that the strikes would spark
retaliation and said Britain was most vulnerable to a counter-attack.

Despite admitting that the "immediate risk of a wider war" has been avoided for now, he warned that
sources of potential conflict are still very much active on the ground in Syria.

He wrote in the Sunday Telegraph: "Bad relations could easily encourage a reckless Russian
freebooter, prompted and paid by Iran, to try his luck getting revenge on the pockets of US and British
forces operating in eastern Syria.

"Britain is more exposed to potential revenge attacks, despite only four Tornados taking part in the
strikes, because they flew from Akrotiri in Cyprus - so close to Syria and to Lebanon."
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https://www.forbesmiddleeast.com/en/new-cyberattack-operation-parliament-targets-governments-
military-and-intelligence-organizations/
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GIST

A new potentially geopolitically-motivated cyberattack dubbed Operation Parliament has been targeting
governmental departments and large private entities across the Middle East, according to global
cybersecurity company Kaspersky Lab.

Operation Parliament has so far affected an unknown number of organizations in over 27 countries,
mostly in the Middle East and North Africa, including Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon,
Morocco, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the U.A.E. Financial impact of the attack has not
been disclosed.

In a campaign believed to have been active since 2017, the cybercriminals targeted selected victims
through malware disguised as legitimate email attachments. Upon opening the attachments victims
unwittingly gave the criminals access to their systems, enabling them to remotely gain control over their
devices and mine data, as well as activate tools such as webcams. It is believed that the attackers had
previously gained access to large databases of contacts for sensitive organisations and targeted non-
trained staff.

The criminal group “hid in plain sight” accordingly to Kaspersky Lab. The malware was first discovered
during an operation to uncover a phishing scam targeting political figures. At first it appeared to be the
work of another group already known to officials. However, under further inspection the encrypted
malware was found to be very different to any previous attacks.

Victims are known to include parliaments, senates, top state offices and officials, political science
scholars, military and intelligence agencies, ministries, media outlets, research centres, election
commissions, Olympic organizations and large trading companies. Over 130 individual users have been
identified as victims so far. Efforts are now underway by law enforcers to find the group behind the
attacks and prevent any further damage.

“Operation Parliament is another symptom of the continuously developing tensions in the Middle East
and North Africa. We are witnessing higher sophistication and smarter techniques used by attackers
and it doesn’t look like they will stop or slow down anytime soon” said Mohamad Amin Hasbini, Senior
Security Researcher, Global Research & Analysis Team at Kaspersky Lab.
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SOURCE

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-russia-cyber/uk-could-launch-retaliatory-cyber-attack-on-
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russia-if-infrastructure-targeted-sunday-times-idUSKBN1HL1BT

GIST

LONDON (Reuters) - Britain would consider launching a cyber attack against Russia in retaliation if
Russia targeted British national infrastructure, the Sunday Times reported, citing unnamed security
sources.

Britain’s relations with Russia are at a historic low, after it blamed Russia for a nerve agent attack on
former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter in England, prompting mass expulsions of
diplomats.

Russia has denied involvement, and on Saturday also condemned strikes against Syria by Western
powers, which Britain took part in.

Cyber security has become a focal point of the strained relations. On Thursday, a British spy chief said
that his GCHQ agency would “continue to expose Russia’s unacceptable cyber behaviour”, adding
there would be increasing demand for its cyber expertise.

The Sunday Times also said that British spy officials had been preparing for Russia-backed hackers to
release embarrassing information on politicians and other high-profile people since the attack on the
Skripals.
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SOURCE

http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/14/russian-trolls-launch-disinformation-campaign-after-syria-
airstrikes-pentagon.html

GIST

Following U.S.-led coalition strikes in Syria to degrade chemical weapons capabilities, the Pentagon
says it's seen a “2,000 percent increase” in Russian “disinformation.”

Russia, a close ally of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, has reportedly started a new campaign to
spread propaganda and other false narratives on social media after the U.S., France and the United
Kingdom staged airstrikes in Syria this weekend in response to Assad’s alleged use of chemical
weapons.
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Chief Pentagon spokeswoman Dana White said at a briefing on Saturday that “there has been a 2,000
percent increase in Russian trolls in the last 24 hours.”

Saturday’s briefing was an attempt to counter any false information.

An investigation into the 2016 presidential elections by the federal government has found that a number
of Kremlin-backed hacking groups spread politically charged content across social media platforms in
an attempt to influence the outcome.

At a meeting of the U.N. Security Council Saturday, U.S. Ambassador Nikki Haley took aim at Russian
ambassador Vasily Nebenzia over the “fake news.”

“The pictures of dead children are not fake news,” she said.
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SOURCE

https://www.cnet.com/news/yahoo-aol-oath-privacy-policy-verizon-emails-messages/

GIST

Oath, the media division of Verizon that runs both AOL and Yahoo, is finally unifying the privacy policy
of its two giant legacy Internet brands. That means an updated set of privacy terms and policies for
hundreds of millions of users. And in an online world where privacy expectations have been radically
reshaped in light of Facebook's Cambridge Analytica mess, it's more important than ever to read the
fine print on those splash screens.

When we logged in to a Yahoo Mail account Friday, we were greeted with the privacy policy you see
below (Jason Kint had pointed to the policy earlier on Twitter). In it, Oath notes that it has the right to
read your emails, instant messages, posts, photos and even look at your message attachments. And it
might share that data with parent company Verizon, too.

To be clear, Yahoo's previous privacy policy had already stated that Yahoo "analyzes and stores all
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communications content, including email content," so the company has previously disclosed that it's
been able to scan the contents of your emails, at least. (AOL's legacy privacy policy doesn't say
anything like that.)

When you dig further into Oath's policy about what it might do with your words, photos, and
attachments, the company clarifies that it's utilizing automated systems that help the company with
security, research and providing targeted ads -- and that those automated systems should strip out
personally identifying information before letting any humans look at your data. But there are no explicit
guarantees on that.

Notably, Google used to scan its Gmail messages for better ad targeting, though it stopped the practice
in June of 2017.

In other words, emails related to your banking and financial transactions appear to be equally in the
crosshairs of Oath's ad targeting engine.

There appears to be another big change for Yahoo users, too: Oath's previous mutual arbitration clause
and class-action waiver has been updated and extended across the company's services to include
Yahoo as well. What it means is if you don't like what the company does with your data, you'll have a
hard time suing.
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SOURCE

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/google-loses-right-to-be-forgotten-legal-case-europe/

GIST

A U.K. court has ruled in favor an unnamed businessman who wanted Google to remove search results
of his past conviction history in a landmark "right to be forgotten" case. The search engine had
previously refused to delete results about his conviction, BBC News reports.

Ten years ago, the businessman was convicted of conspiring to intercept communications. He spent six
months in jail. He argued that his conviction was no longer relevant to the public.

Google said in a statement Friday it would respect the judge's decision. "We work hard to comply with
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the right to be forgotten," it said, "but we take great care not to remove search results that are in the
public interest."

However, Justice Mark Warby rejected a separate claim by a businessman who had committed a more
serious crime. More than 10 years ago, the second man was convicted of conspiring to account falsely.
He spent four years in jail.

Warby said the winning businessman had shown remorse, while the other man continued to "mislead
the public."

In 2014, the European Court of Justice set legal precedent for the "right to be forgotten" after a Spanish
man asked Google to remove results about his financial history. Google said it has removed 800,000
pages from its results over similar requests, but companies can decline to remove information if they
believe they are in the public interest.
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SOURCE

https://theconversation.com/since-boston-bombing-terrorists-are-using-new-social-media-to-inspire-
potential-attackers-94944

GIST

Five years ago, a deadly attack during the Boston Marathon made America’s nightmare come true: the
radicalized boy next door.

The research my colleagues and I conduct at Georgia State University tracks how terrorist
organizations expose people – mostly young men – to radical messages and extreme violence on social
media. The goal: changing their worldview and eventually guiding them to act.

The Boston Marathon bombing marked the beginning of a new trend that is almost impossible to
prevent. Before, individuals would receive guidance and training from terrorist organizations in person.
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Now, these same groups simply inspire individuals to carry out attacks on their own, for which the group
can claim credit if they are successful. We call that “self-radicalizing.”

Radicalization of the boy next door

It remains puzzling to many how Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, a 19-year-old stoner who listened to Jay-Z and
watched “The Walking Dead,” could – with his older brother, Tamerlan – killed and injured so many
innocent civilians. Authorities at least knew more about Dzhokhar because he was taken alive. His
brother died during a police chase.

Courtroom sketch of Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. Jane Flavell Collins via AP

Dzhokhar did not fit the profile experts have identified as typical of self-radicalized terrorists – either
jihadi (a Muslim Holy warrior) or extreme right-wing versions. They were unlike many terrorists who
gravitate to extremist ideologies.

According to researchers Alice Marwick and Becca Lewis, people who are radicalized “may have a hard
time finding like-minded friends in their day-to-day lives, or connecting with romantic partners.”

Dzhokhar was described by Rolling Stone magazine, for example, as attractive, popular and a student
athlete. He was also flunking courses and lost his financial aid at University of Massachusetts-
Dartmouth in the semester leading up to the attack. But that hardly explains why he went on to plan the
deaths of potentially hundreds of runners and spectators.

Eventually, prosecutors found copies of Inspire magazine on Dzhokhar’s laptop. The magazine is an
English-language online publication that was published by al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula. They also
found videos of sermons by Anwar al-Awlaki, the American-born firebrand jihadi cleric who was killed in
2011 in Yemen by two U.S. drones. Awlaki’s videos are still circulating on social media years after his
death.

The evidence and Dzhokhar’s testimony suggest that the brothers were inspired by propaganda. Both
Awlaki’s sermons and Inspire magazine advocate and provide specific “how-to” instructions on mass
casualty attacks. Dzhokhar and his brother learned how to make the pressure-cooker bombs from one
of the most well-known articles published by the magazine: “How to Build a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your
Mom.”

For example, the text explains: “Can I make an effective bomb that causes damage to the enemy from
ingredients available in any kitchen in the world? The answer is yes. But before how, we ask why? It is
because Allah says … every Muslim is required to defend his religion and his nation.”
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In the five years since the Boston bombing, the number of social media platforms disseminating terrorist
propaganda has increased tenfold. And thus, so has the scale and scope of possible future attacks.

Shift to encrypted platforms

As technology evolves, new online platforms provide avenues for terrorist organizations to share
information. Platforms have gone from an open interface model, in which anyone can observe what is
occurring, to closed and encrypted platforms in which privacy and security settings are protected. These
platforms are not readily accessible nor can they be viewed without already being a member of the chat
room or channel. When used by terrorist groups, encrypted platforms are harder to police and monitor.

Telegram is an encrypted application developed by Pavel Durov, the inventor of Russia’s Facebook
equivalent, VKontakte. Telegram has all but replaced Twitter and Facebook for jihadi communication.
Open platforms like Twitter and Facebook have increasingly policed jihadi content, shut down their
sites, and taken down their content within minutes of it being posted.

Social media allows terrorist groups to foster a virtual community and a sense of belonging. Research
on radicalization suggests that their methods involve taking advantage of individuals’ feelings of
loneliness and alienation. However, this doesn’t explain why well-adjusted, well-integrated individuals
who appear to have assimilated into Western society – like the Tsarnaevs – gravitate to violent
extremist ideologies.

Research I’ve done with colleagues on social media demonstrates that terrorist organizations also
deliberately foster a type of addiction to the platform and to its content.

They do this by creating a schedule of positive reinforcement that modifies behavior, like gambling or
playing slot machines. The result changes every time such that one cannot anticipate the outcome and
continues to engage in behavior in hopes of a reward the next time around. Not knowing whether you
are on the verge of a big win sustains the individual to continue the behavior (in some cases, gambling),
whereas not knowing what type of reward the terrorist platform will offer equally sustains user
engagement.

This keeps the individual tethered to his or her computer, making certain rewards more valuable,
limiting how much time you have to join a group or access material, making access exclusive, and
varying content to prevent boredom.

Through this process, it is possible that ordinarily well-adjusted individuals can be persuaded to channel
everyday feelings of frustration, disappointment or anger into acts of extreme violence.
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As the Islamic state further recedes and loses even more territory, it is adapting to exist almost entirely
digitally. Those who fight terrorism need to understand the difference between individuals who are
inspired and those who are directly encouraged to engage in violence. Likewise, terrorism researchers
need to understand the role of social media in capturing the imagination of young men and instigating
them to perpetrate violence.
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SOURCE

https://www.iraqinews.com/iraq-war/number-of-islamic-state-members-families-on-the-rise-in-anbar-as-
displaced-people-return-back-home/

GIST

Anbar (IraqiNews.com) The number of families of Islamic State members has been growing as
hundreds of displaced families returned to their regions, a security source from Anbar police said on
Sunday.

Speaking to Almaalomah website on Sunday, the source said “number of IS families in Hit city and
surrounding regions reached 150 families, which indicate terrorist operations that could target security
troops and civilians, given that those families provide the militants with information about security
personnel in order to target them.”

“The presence of those families in Hit threaten safety and stability of the region. Displacing them could
be hard due to pressures by rights groups,” the source added.

Thousands of IS militants as well as Iraqi civilians were killed since the government campaign, backed
by paramilitary troops and the coalition, was launched in October 2016 to fight the militant group.

In December, Abadi announced full liberation of Iraqi lands, declaring end of war against IS members.
However, Islamic State continues to launch sporadic attacks across Iraq against troops. Security
reports indicate that the militant group still poses threat against stability in the country.

As many as 3,298 civilians were killed and 4,781 others were wounded in 2017, excluding Anbar civilian
casualty figures for November and December, which are not available, UNAMI said in a report in
December.
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04/16 ISIS threatens New York subways

SOURCE

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5620103/ISIS-threaten-bomb-New-Yorks-subway-chilling-
propaganda-poster.html

GIST

ISIS propaganda chiefs have issued a chilling threat to bring death and destruction to New York's
subway.

The terror group has vowed to attack Paris and the World Cup finals in Russia in recent weeks as part
of a global campaign of lone wolf strikes as it continues to lose territory in the Middle East.

In its latest warning, uploaded to militant Islamist messaging platforms, a man is pictured standing on
the platform at New York's High Street - Brooklyn Bridge Station with explosives and a timer behind
him.

The poster includes the threat: 'You will not expect where we will attack.'

Last year extremists also threatened to attack the Queen and the Vatican City.

The group's propaganda wing – the Wafa Media Foundation - is continuing to churn out threats despite
the so-called ISIS caliphate suffering huge losses in Syria and Iraq.

ISIS fanatics are increasingly turning to lone-wolf supporters to take up their violent cause around the
world.

'Wafa Media Foundation specialises in these types of graphics. Wafa's threat, like others recently
issued by pro-ISIS media groups, is a specific attack directive within a larger push by ISIS for lone wolf
attacks as it rapidly loses territory in Iraq and Syria,' said Rita Katz, director of the respected SITE
Intelligence Group,
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'Though these threats should be taken seriously, there is also a publicity element to pro-ISIS media
groups' threats against places like the Vatican or events like 2018 FIFA World Cup.'
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SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/nigerias-boko-haram-extremists-hamper-polio-eradication-
54494701?

GIST

Islamic extremists made Imana Alhaji Gana's village in northeastern Nigeria too dangerous for health
workers to vaccinate against polio. Now that she and her family have fled to a displacement camp,
those workers want to catch her children in time.

Here in the camps housing thousands of families seeking safety from the extremists, health teams are
going from tent to tent, inoculating youngsters against the disease that withers limbs and disables
children for life.

At first, Gana is afraid to let the outreach workers vaccinate her baby. Eventually they persuade her that
the three-week-old child is not too young for immunization, which can take place as early as the day of
birth.

The complicated fight against polio is yet another way the Nigeria-based extremist group Boko Haram
has disrupted life in the northeast, leaving children vulnerable to an entirely preventable disease.

"When such children come to the camps or host communities they become a threat to other children,"
said Almai Some, the field coordinator in Borno state for the vaccination campaign run by Rotary.

Some of the families arriving are from areas where polio vaccinators have not been able to visit for as
long as six years.

Boko Haram's insurgency began in Maiduguri, Borno state's capital, but its reach has expanded beyond
Nigeria's borders to neighboring Niger, Chad and Cameroon. Its violence has proved to be a major
setback to the international campaign against polio.
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Nigeria is one of just three countries where polio is endemic and has not been eliminated, along with
Pakistan and Afghanistan. The final phase to wipe out polio is "proving to be extraordinarily difficult"
because "the poliovirus is surviving despite all the good work and in the face of everything that is being
thrown at it," said a WHO-appointed monitoring group at the end of last year.

In Nigeria, there is little or no surveillance data in Borno state, and "unless there is a breakthrough to
reach those areas in Borno, the entire polio (eradication) program is at risk," said the monitoring group.
Nigeria had other outbreaks last year including cholera, hepatitis, monkeypox, Lassa and yellow fevers,
showing the challenges to the country's health care system. Globally the campaign to eradicate polio
has been faced with outbreaks last year in non-endemic countries like Congo and Syria.

Now the WHO says it will be spending $127 million toward eradicating polio in Nigeria between 2018
and 2019. Rotary's program is helping that effort by targeting some 2.1 million children in 24 accessible
local governments. But there are still three areas in Borno state that are not included because of
ongoing instability: Kala-Balge, Marte and Abadam. For those unreachable areas, the vaccinators train
Nigerian soldiers in how to administer the vaccines.

In a few cases, villagers have reported being threatened by Boko Haram fighters to avoid the polio
vaccine. And in 2013 a number of vaccinators were attacked and killed by the extremists, leading some
of their colleagues to disguise their vaccine carriers or hide them under their hijabs.
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SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-pastor-trial-alleged-terror-ties-spying-turkey-54478886
?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed

GIST

An American pastor imprisoned in Turkey is going on trial for alleged terror ties and spying in a case
that has increased tensions between Washington and Ankara.

Andrew Craig Brunson, a 50-year-old evangelical pastor from North Carolina, is facing up to 35 years in
prison on charges of "committing crimes on behalf of terror groups without being a member" and
"espionage." The trial begins Monday in western Izmir province.
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Brunson was arrested in December 2016 for alleged links to both an outlawed Kurdish insurgent group
and the network of the U.S.-based Muslim cleric who Turkey blames for a masterminding a failed
military coup that year. The cleric, Fethullah Gulen, denies the claim.

Brunson, who has lived in Turkey for 23 years, has denied all allegations, saying that he solely worked
as a pastor.

The Turkish government has clearly linked Brunson's case with its determination to force the U.S. to
extradite Gulen — and some see the pastor as a diplomatic pawn.

The American Center for Law and Justice, a conservative Christian group in the U.S., has called
Brunson a "hostage of the Turkish government." A petition has garnered more than half a million
signatures, claiming that the case was putting Christianity on trial.

Brunson's lawyer, Ismail Cem Halavurt, told The Associated Press on Sunday he expects the pastor's
acquittal, arguing that the "weak" indictment lacked sufficient evidence to make the case hold up in
court.

American officials have repeatedly requested that Brunson be released — President Donald Trump
himself asked Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to have his government "expeditiously" return
the pastor to the U.S.

But Erdogan fired back at Washington, demanding that the U.S. first return Gulen.
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SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mali-attack-kills-peacekeeper-wounds-10-french-soldiers-
54474009?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed

GIST

Officials say a U.N. peacekeeper is dead and 10 French soldiers have been wounded after a jihadist
attack in northern Mali.
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Residents in the town of Timbuktu reported hearing two large detonations Saturday near a camp for the
U.N. mission known as MINUSMA.

Ten soldiers from the French military operation known as Barkhane were among those hurt — five
seriously, according to the Malian security ministry.

There was no immediate claim of responsibility though a number of extremist groups are active in the
region.

A security official, who spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to speak to
reporters, said one of the vehicles used in the attack had been disguised as a MINUSMA vehicle while
the other was marked as a Malian military vehicle.
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SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-syrian-police-units-enter-town-douma-54464281?
cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed

GIST

The Syrian army has declared the eastern suburbs of the capital Damascus "fully liberated" after the
last group of gunmen left the town of Douma.

An army statement read by chief military spokesman Brig. Gen. Ali Mayhoub said Saturday that special
units are clearing streets and squares of Douma from mines and explosives planted by rebels.

Douma is the largest town of the suburbs known as eastern Ghouta and its capture marks the biggest
victory for President Bashar Assad's forces since the conflict began seven years ago.

The army said that troops discovered weapons factories, arms depots, tunnels and food storage places.

It added that the army is preparing eastern Ghouta for tens of thousands who were displaced over the
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past two months during a crushing government offensive to retake the area.
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SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-pakistani-forces-clash-disputed-border-
54478030?

GIST

An Afghan official says Pakistani forces have crossed into eastern Afghanistan and clashed with Afghan
troops.

Col. Abdul Hanan, the acting provincial police chief in the eastern Khost province, says the fighting
broke out early Sunday and is still underway. He was not immediately able to confirm reports of
casualties.

The two countries are separated by the 2,400-kilometer (1,500-mile) Durand Line, which was drawn by
British rulers in 1896. Kabul does not recognize it as an international border and has objected to new
fortifications being built by Pakistan.

The two U.S. allies routinely accuse each other of failing to crack down on militants who operate along
the porous border.
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SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/insurgents-attack-checkpoint-afghanistan-kill-police-
54477896?

GIST

At least 11 Afghan paramilitary forces were killed when the Taliban attacked their checkpoint, an official
said Sunday.
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Zabi Amani, a spokesman for the governor of the northern Sari Pul province, said two other forces were
wounded in the attack late Saturday. He said three insurgents were killed, including a local commander,
and four others were wounded.

Those targeted were members of the Local Uprising Forces, militias supported by the government.

No one immediately claimed the attack, but Amani blamed the Taliban, who are active in the area.
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SOURCE

http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/13/austrian-man-convicted-for-plans-for-attacks-in-germany.
html

GIST

VIENNA –  An Austrian court has convicted a 19-year-old of involvement in plans for two Islamic
extremist attacks in Germany, one of which was supposed to be carried out by a 12-year-old boy.

The Austria Press Agency reported that the defendant was convicted Friday in Vienna of attempted
incitement to murder as a terrorist crime. He was given a nine-year sentence.

The Austrian of Albanian descent was accused of trying to incite a 12-year-old to attack a Christmas
market in Ludwigshafen in 2016, and plotting an attack on the United States' Ramstein Air Base along
with a 16-year-old girl.

Defense lawyer Wolfgang Blaschitz said he is considering appealing.

The defendant testified he became a supporter of the Islamic State group following a previous jail term
for robbery. He denied ordering any attacks.
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04/14 Boko Haram abductions, killings

SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/boko-haram-abducted-1000-children-killed-2000-teachers/story?

GIST

Boko Haram has abducted more than 1,000 children in northeast Nigeria since 2013, the United
Nations' children's agency announced Friday.

The number of children kidnapped by the Nigerian terrorist group includes 276 girls snatched from a
boarding school in the northeast town of Chibok on the night of April 14, 2014, four years ago today.

Some of the Chibok schoolgirls managed to escape, while others were later rescued or freed following
negotiations. But four years on from that fateful night, more than 100 of them have yet to be returned to
their families, according to UNICEF.

"The four-year anniversary of the Chibok abduction reminds us that children in northeastern Nigeria
continue to come under attack at a shocking scale," Mohamed Malick Fall, UNICEF representative in
Nigeria, said in a statement Friday. "They are consistently targeted and exposed to brutal violence in
their homes, schools and public places."

Since Boko Haram launched its insurgency in the northeast region nine years ago, at least 2,295
teachers have been killed and over 1,400 schools have been destroyed. Most of these schools haven't
been able to reopen due to extensive damage or ongoing insecurity in the area, according to UNICEF.

Most recently, suspected Boko Haram fighters abducted 110 students from an girls' boarding school in
the northeast town of Dapchi in the middle of the night on Feb. 19. More than a month later, 104 of the
schoolgirls were freed by their captors following "back-channel efforts and with the help of some friends
of the country," according to Segun Adeyemi, spokesman for Nigeria's Ministry of Information and
Culture.

The relentless onslaughts show not even children and schools are spared from Boko Haram's wrath --
rather, they are the targets.

The Nigerian jihadist group's uprising was fueled largely through the group's systematic campaign of
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abducting children and forcing thousands of girls and boys into their ranks, according to a report issued
in April 2017 by the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF).
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SOURCE

http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/egypt-troops-killed-15-wounded-sinai-clashes-
54465542?

GIST

Militants wearing explosive belts blew themselves up as they tried to infiltrate a military base in Egypt's
central Sinai, killing eight soldiers and wounding 15 others, the military said on Saturday.

The clashes at dawn left 14 militants dead. They were armed with rifles and RPGs, the armed forces
said in a statement. The attack comes two months after the launch of a massive operation against
militants in Sinai as well as parts of Egypt's Nile Delta and Western Desert, along the porous border
with Libya.

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the attack which bore the hallmarks of the extremist
Islamic State group, whose local affiliate is spearheading an Islamic insurgency in Egypt's Sinai
Peninsula.

Egypt has for years been struggling to contain the Islamic insurgency in the turbulent Sinai region. It
has carried out military operations there that, it says, have killed hundreds of militants.

It has also built a buffer zone along the border with Gaza to curb the flow of militants and weapons
through a vast tunnel network. The insurgency, however, has shown no signs of abating.
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HEADLINE

04/14 ‘Warranty void if removed’ stickers illegal

SOURCE

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/government/ftc-warranty-void-if-removed-stickers-are-illegal/

GIST

The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) sent letters this week to six major companies containing
warnings that using "warranty void if removed" or similarly worded stickers on their products is illegal.

The FTC said the six companies sell automobiles, cellular devices, and video gaming systems, all
industry verticals where such practices are rampant.

But besides the use of anti-tampering "warranty void if removed" stickers, the letters also warn
companies against forcing customers into using replacement parts or repair services provided by
certain companies for users to keep their warranties intact.

In other words, the FTC has officially shown its support for the Right To Repair movement that's been
becoming popular in the US and Europe.

"Provisions that tie warranty coverage to the use of particular products or services harm both
consumers who pay more for them as well as the small businesses who offer competing products and
services," said Thomas B. Pahl, Acting Director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection.

Limiting repair options illegal under 1975 US law

The FTC says that such practices are illegal under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, a law that
governs consumer product warranties, and which states that no company can put restrictions on the
way users choose to repair their products.

The law says that companies can't force users to use only certain types of (astronomically-priced)
replacement parts, take produces for repair jobs only at certain repair shops, or can't plaster anti-
tampering stickers on products to prevent users from repairing their own products.

Over the past two decades, companies in the US have been ignoring this law and have been locking
down products and repair practices, using "warranty voiding" as punishment for those users who make
modifications to products or dare to find cheaper or faster ways of repairing products.
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The FTC says this is illegal. The Commission plans to review the six companies it sent letters to after
30 days and see if they have dropped their current practices, threatening legal action if they did not.

Return to Top

HEADLINE

04/15 Fake gov. letters surface in Clark Co.

SOURCE

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/fake-inslee-letter-posted-on-doors-around-clark-
county/

GIST

VANCOUVER — On Thursday morning, Gary Berreth stepped outside his house and found an
unexpected letter attached to his front door.

The letter featured the Washington state seal and claimed to be from the Office of the Governor. It
warned of “an adjustment in property taxes” due to the shutdown of an oil terminal and an agreement
with BNSF Railway to prohibit the shipping of oil, lumber and coal by rail through Vancouver.

At the end of the letter was a carefully scrawled signature: “Jay Inslee,” Washington’s Democratic
governor. Copied on the letter were Clark County Assessor Peter Van Nortwick and Treasurer Doug
Lasher.

“I instantly knew that there is no way the government does business like this,” said Berreth, who said he
saw the same letter attached to other doors throughout his Green Meadows neighborhood.

Berreth was correct in assuming the letter was a hoax.

In an era of growing concerns of fake news spreading online, these apparent dirty tricksters have taken
up a more old-fashioned approach to spreading misinformation.

Simon Vila, spokesman for Inslee, confirmed that neither the governor nor his staff were out posting
notes to residents’ doors.
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“This is definitely not from our office,” he said.

Vila said the governor’s office suspects that whoever is behind the fake notes is also behind a series of
strange letters directed to supporters of U.S. Sen. Patty Murray, D-Washington. These letters were
typically signed by “Titania,” a character from the play, “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.”

Vila noted that the fonts of both letters are similar.

The letter’s reference to “shutting down the oil terminal” is a likely reference to Inslee’s decision earlier
this year to reject a proposed crude-by-rail terminal at the Port of Vancouver.

The letter’s claim that BNSF, which operates a large network of railways, has entered an agreement to
end the shipment of oil, lumber and coal by rail through Vancouver is also highly questionable.

Courtney Wallace, director of public affairs for BNSF, said in an email that as “a common carrier, we are
obligated by federal law to move all regulated goods.”

“I’m just surprised someone took the time to write something like this up,” said Van Nortwick, a
Republican. He took to Facebook to debunk the letter, although pointed out that not all of it was fake
news.

“It’s very rare that someone gets my name spelled right,” he said
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HEADLINE

04/15 Newest threat to Calif. redwoods: pot

SOURCE

https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/The-newest-threat-to-California-s-redwoods-isn-t-12835952.php

GIST

A new industry is thriving in California. It is green in terms of the money being made and the crop itself.
Yet it is anything but that when it comes to the environment, posing horrendous ecological threats to the
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region's redwood forests.

Lindgren Lumber and Humboldt Flakeboard are the newest additions to the Medical Marijuana
Innovation Zone, an area in Arcata, California, zoned specifically for marijuana cultivation and
processing. As businesses like Humboldt Harvest Wellness and Talking Tree Farms apply for the
necessary permits to process cannabis in the former mill complex, it is evident that the cannabis
business may restore the economy of redwood country.

But this new industry might also undermine the environmental activism that has long fought to preserve
the redwoods as a natural resource.

Not long ago, activists thought they had won this fight. And they had - until now. They successfully
dislodged corporate logging, but the old timber mills are being used to churn out marijuana. Marijuana
cultivation subjects North Coast forests to a barrage of environmental assaults: soil erosion, heavy
pesticide use, stream diversion, irresponsible grading and land clearing, all of which threaten to lay
waste to the redwoods.

As marijuana businesses repurpose Arcata's remaining lumber mills, a renewed ecological peril haunts
Humboldt County. Just like timber companies in decades past, marijuana interests are positioning
themselves to shape regulations that protect the industry, not the environment. Americans only have to
look back a few decades to the activism that saved the redwoods to understand just how high the
stakes are.

Precipitating the "timber wars," that activism began when logging companies expanded operations
during the post-World War II housing boom. Timber yields exploded between 1940 and 1970, and
increased demand led logging companies to clear-cut large swaths of North Coast redwood forest. This
practice had broad ramifications. Leveling a patch of forest compromised entire watersheds by eroding
soil and increasing siltation in streams, which left forests vulnerable to flooding, landslides and myriad
other environmental problems.

Efforts at redwood preservation proved ineffective when protected groves were surrounded by denuded
land. Consequently, environmental advocates intensified their push to create an expansive national
park in Northern California that would protect the redwoods from the damage caused by clear-cutting.

By 1968, the Redwood National Park Act established a federal park that protected 58,000 acres of
forest. Preservationists had originally proposed acquiring 90,000 acres to ensure the ecological stability
of the region, but fierce resistance from timber companies forced a compromise. Yet because
environmental impacts were not confined by man-drawn property lines, this compromise meant clear-
cuts on nearby private property ended up threatening protected redwood stands anyway.
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Activists requested the National Park Service exercise its discretionary power to create a buffer zone
around sensitive groves. Three separate studies confirmed the grave ecological hazards presented by
nearby logging operations.

NPS, though, was new to the area, and hoped to avoid making waves as it worked to integrate itself
into the community. As a result, jobs and the local economy trumped ecological health. NPS took an
approach that empowered private interests, adopting a utilitarian cost-benefit analysis that overrode
preservationist policy.

Increased harvests led to new logging roads, clear-cut sites, stream diversion and, perhaps most
shocking, aerial spraying of Agent Orange, a herbicide known to contain carcinogens. Roads and clear-
cuts interrupted the ecosystem and directly threatened wildlife habitat. Road-building itself led to
erosion and presented dangers for aquatic life. The use of Agent Orange compounded these problems
not only by poisoning habitats, but also by destroying the roots and undergrowth that stabilized the
forest floor.

Nevertheless, passing legislation to protect additional old growth proved difficult because of the political
might of corporations like Maxxam, a multinational conglomerate that muscled its way into Humboldt's
timber industry during the redwood wars. Activists spent years fighting to save remaining old-growth
redwood stands. Finally, the Clinton administration brokered a deal to preserve sensitive groves.

But the victory was short-lived. Although the timber industry fell, a robust pot industry soon sprouted in
its place. This was not the same pot industry once concentrated in small, personal gardens and largely
associated with hippies, back-to-the-landers and other counterculture migrants. The growing popularity
of pot, along with increasing legalization, has turned marijuana cultivation into big business. And despite
its reputation as a liberal bastion, California left regulation to local authorities.

The result is a tangled web of lenient laws. Despite the liberalization of marijuana laws in the state, semi
-legal and illegal cultivation persists. Marijuana's illegality elsewhere continues to fuel a robust black
market. Intending to sell on this market, pot farmers interested in a cash crop have little incentive to
seek permits or comply with regulations. In any case, the odd dichotomy under which marijuana is legal
in California, but illegal under federal law, makes it hard to enforce regulations as local officials find
themselves at odds with federal agencies.

At best, pot farmers loosely adhere to regulations while they operate in a legal gray area. At worst,
inconsistent enforcement encourages illegal cultivation - which poses serious environmental
consequences as these grow sites often contain banned pesticides and other toxic contaminants.

And that creates real environmental hazards. According to Rep. Jared Huffman, a Democrat, authorities
have removed 8,188 pounds of fertilizer, 104 pounds of rodenticide, 560 gallons of insecticide, 50
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gallons of garbage and miles of irrigation line from illegal grow sites on the North Coast.

Perhaps the most detrimental contaminant making its way into the forests is carbofuran, a toxic
pesticide banned in the United States. These pesticides leach into streams and other waterways,
increasing their deadly reach. Chemical runoff from grow sites poisons swimming holes and has the
potential to seep into city water supplies, which is alarming because carbofuran is lethal to humans in
small doses. Ecologists have also determined that chemicals are endangering wildlife such as the
Pacific fisher and the northern spotted owl.

In addition to the impact from toxins, the water usage demanded by marijuana cultivation does serious
ecological harm. A marijuana plant requires around 22.7 liters of water a day. Unregulated cultivation
can easily deplete surface water sources as farmers divert streams and springs.

Water isn't the only resource that pot devours. The plants require lots of sun, which encourages farmers
to clear grow sites of trees and plants that might compete with cannabis for light. Satellite imaging has
revealed the alarming rate at which these clearings are breaking up otherwise continuous forest. And
grow sites require access, which means additional land is cleared and improperly graded as rogue
farmers build roads.

All of these changes in the land accrue: Forest and other habitat is fragmented, streams are buried,
diverted or polluted, and wildlife dies.

These trends are disturbing. California produces 60 to 70 percent of the marijuana consumed in the
United States, which means the state is shouldering most of the environmental cost. As one study of
the North Coast indicates, the danger from marijuana cultivation is particularly concerning because the
"region is a recognized biodiversity hotspot." The redwoods constitute an ecosystem that is unique and
rare - and now marijuana cultivation even poses a threat to Redwood National Park.
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04/15 China sends warning to Taiwan, US

SOURCE

https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/15/asia/taiwan-us-china-xi-jinping-drills-intl/index.html

GIST

(CNN)Chinese President Xi Jinping has sent a clear message of Beijing's disapproval over growing ties
between the United States and Taiwan by ordering live-fire drills in the Taiwan Strait.
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The drills, to be held this coming Wednesday, will mark the first time the Chinese Navy has held drills
with live ammunition in the strait since September 2015, in the lead-up to the self-ruled island's
presidential election.

Prior to those elections, relations between the two were at a high point after Xi met with then-President
Ma Ying-jeou, the first such meeting in history between leaders of the two governments.

But since then, tensions between China and the island it views as a breakaway province have become
strained under Ma's successor, President Tsai Ing-wen.

The new Trump administration has sought closer ties to President Tsai's government, angering Beijing
by signing two deals in the past month to tighten ties with the island, including a travel act which will
allow more official visits between the US and Taipei.

"(China) wants to highlight that the Chinese navy is ever ready and secondly, it is a signal to the
government in Taipei you better not go further," Collin Koh, research fellow at the S. Rajaratnam School
of International Studies' Maritime Security Program, told CNN.

The planned live-fire exercises follow a massive show of force by the PLA Navy on April 10 and 11,
which conducted the country's largest military drills ever in the South China Sea.

Chinese President Xi personally reviewed the troops himself from the deck of the Chinese destroyer
Changsha on Thursday, speaking to the troops about the need for the navy to become "world-class."

Responding to the news of the upcoming live-fire drills, the Taiwanese Defense Military said in a
statement the drills were taking place in a routine military zone and reiterated their national army could
protect the country from any threat.

"Our people please rest assured," the statement said.
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SOURCE

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/fda-acts-pull-concentrated-caffeine-market-n865716

GIST

Bulk caffeine products may have killed at least two people and they don’t belong on the market, the
Food and Drug Administration said Friday.

The FDA declared concentrated, bulk caffeine products illegal and said it would act to get them off the
shelves.

“These products present a significant public health threat because of the high risk that they will be
erroneously used at excessive, potentially dangerous doses,” the FDA said in a statement.

“Highly concentrated and pure caffeine, often sold in bulk packages, have been linked to at least two
deaths in otherwise healthy individuals.”

The FDA has been warning about powdered caffeine since 2014, when an Ohio teenager died after
using it. It’s also specifically asked sellers to stop providing it directly to consumers.

"Despite multiple actions against these products in the past, we’ve seen a continued trend of products
containing highly concentrated or pure caffeine being marketed directly to consumers as dietary
supplements and sold in bulk quantities, with up to thousands of recommended servings per container,”
FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb said in a statement.

“We know these products are sometimes being used in potentially dangerous ways. For example,
teenagers, for a perceived energy kick, sometimes mix dangerously high amounts of super-
concentrated caffeine into workout cocktails.”

It would be easy to get a dangerous dose, the FDA said.

"A half cup of a highly concentrated liquid caffeine can contain approximately 2,000 mg of caffeine and
just a single teaspoon of a powdered pure caffeine product can contain approximately 3,200 mg of
caffeine. This is equivalent to about 20 to 28 cups of coffee, a potentially toxic dose of caffeine," the
agency said.
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“Regardless of whether the product contains a warning label, such products present a significant and
unreasonable risk of illness or injury to the consumer,” the FDA added.

Too much caffeine can cause fatal heartbeat irregularities.

The FDA's action does not include energy drinks or energy products that contain caffeine, or
supplements. "Moreover, this guidance does not affect other types of products that might also contain
caffeine, such as prescription or over-the-counter drugs or conventional foods, like traditionally
caffeinated beverages," it said.

But the bulk products can easily confuse people, who may accidentally overdose on them.
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HEADLINE

04/14 MBTA rail safety system off track

SOURCE

http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2018/04/14/who-driving-your-commuter-train-likely-someone-with-
wreck-record/sLRyElPMFvZqDoe6Je8YFI/story.html

GIST

Dean Walker’s license has been suspended 39 times for everything from driving to endanger to refusing
a breathalyzer test. He’s been caught speeding 16 times and convicted of drunken driving twice.

To fellow motorists, he’s a hazard.

To the Registry of Motor Vehicles, he’s a chronic offender. But to Keolis, the MBTA’s commuter rail
operator, Walker is something else entirely — an engineer.

Despite his appalling driving history, Walker is entrusted with operating six-car trains, at speeds
averaging 60 miles per hour, carrying hundreds of commuters to and from the city.

Robert Ronquillo III, son of the chief justice of the Boston Municipal Court, was also penalized multiple
times for safety violations on the job.
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And he has plenty of company among his peers. About 110 commuter rail engineers, more than half of
them, have driving records that experts described as poor considering the sensitive line of work they’re
in — at least three infractions such as speeding, causing accidents, and failing to stop.

Nearly 50 engineers have had their driver’s licenses suspended — 44 of them more than once,
according to Registry of Motor Vehicle records reviewed by the Globe.

The engineers’ supervisors don’t set much of an example, either. Manager of engineer training Shawn
Monahan, who teaches aspiring engineers what they need to know before they can operate a train, has
received 11 speeding tickets and caused two accidents.

Keolis’s head engineer, Mark Neverett, has 13 speeding tickets, eight accidents, and an operating
under the influence on his driving record, though he’s had no recorded offenses since 2010.

The records obtained by the Globe, which span decades, raise serious concerns about safety on the
commuter rail, experts say. Train operators aren’t required to have a driver’s license, and driving a 144-
ton locomotive on fixed tracks is a very different discipline than driving a car. But a history of
recklessness on the roads makes it much more likely someone will be reckless on the rails, they say.

“Someone who is known to have engaged in multiple incidents of risky and illegal behavior with an
automobile should not be permitted to operate a train,” said David Hughes, the former chief engineer
and acting CEO of Amtrak. “Locomotive engineers aren’t allowed mistakes on the job.”

Many of the engineers with poor driving records have, records show, also faced discipline on the
railway — ranging from counseling to suspension — for such on-the-job infractions as running a stop
signal, failing drug tests, or causing derailments.

But perhaps the harshest penalty was reserved for the Keolis executive who sounded the alarm about
the number of engineers with dismal driving records.

Robert T. McCarthy, the vice president of safety, was dismissed after he warned the company about the
potential risks in employing engineers with problematic personal driving histories, according to
documents obtained by the Globe.
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McCarthy left Keolis last fall, just a year and a half after the company heralded his arrival from the
Southern California Regional Rail Authority, where he served as deputy chief operating officer.

Before leaving, McCarthy sent an audit to Keolis’s general manager raising a host of safety concerns,
including the engineers’ driving records. He concluded: “If there were a catastrophic incident, Keolis
would be scrutinized and would not fare well in a [federal] investigation.”

Keolis, which has operated the commuter rail system for the MBTA since July 2014, said Friday that
“nothing is more important” than safety.

Spokesman Tory Mazzola said the company has invested $15 million into improving safety systems,
including a new training simulator and safety technology for engineers. Mazzola noted that its engineer
supervisors are “valuable, hard-working employees with excellent work records” and their personal
driving records have “absolutely no bearing” on their job performance.

Keolis said it inherited most of its workforce from the Massachusetts Bay Commuter Railroad Company,
which ran the system from 2003 to mid-2014, and Amtrak, which ran the system before then. Keolis
promised in its bid for the contract to review the qualifications of its workforce. Mazzola said Keolis
relied on the employee certification and background checks performed by the prior rail system
operators.

Keolis and MBCR officials both have said that commuter rail management is hamstrung by federal rules
that allow a railroad to look at an engineer’s driving record only for the three-year period prior to
certifying him or her as fit for the job. Also, the railroad cannot consider speeding violations, only
drunken driving convictions and related license suspensions. And even enforcing that standard is hard;
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen union fights the company whenever it seeks to
impose discipline on one of its members, they said.

Keolis officials have faced questions about the company’s engineers since the Globe reported in
February that engineer Roberto Ronquillo III had 10 license suspensions and multiple stops for drunken
driving on his record. At the time, Keolis and MBCR officials suggested Ronquillo, the son of a Boston
judge, was an anomaly whose driving record was somehow missed during the vetting process.

Newly obtained internal documents suggest otherwise. Commuter rail officials pulled his driving record
in 2011 when he was training to be an engineer. MBCR required Ronquillo to undergo enhanced drug
and alcohol testing as a condition of getting the new job.

But the broader Globe review found that Ronquillo’s alarming driving record barely stands out among
commuter rail engineers, who earn around $100,000 a year.
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Among them: Veteran engineer Richard Russell who chalked up 13 speeding tickets, got into three
accidents, and had his license suspended 14 times.

And Alcino Fernandes, who ran up 16 speeding tickets, caused 11 accidents, and received four
citations for passing a school bus, records show. He is not currently operating a train, according to
Keolis officials, and is awaiting a disciplinary hearing. Officials would not provide details.

Fernandes, the only engineer who responded to a Globe request for comment, said that most of his
violations were “well over 10 or 20 years ago.” However, records show he was caught speeding in 2010
and committed a “state highway violation” in 2015.

“All that stuff took place long before I started with the railroad,” said Fernandes, 51. “I was a young kid
when all that ridiculous stuff happened.”

As a group, the system’s engineers racked up a staggering number of violations, including more than
200 license suspensions, according to the Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles. Besides motor
vehicle infractions, drivers can lose their license for failing to pay fees or fines.

Eighty-five engineers received more than two speeding tickets. Six have been declared habitual traffic
offenders. And more than 85 percent of the engineers have at least one driving infraction.

Hughes, who led national rail operator Amtrak, said locomotive engineers, like other transportation
professionals, should have pristine driving records.

“In the trucking industry, you can’t drive a truck if you don’t have a clean record,” said Hughes. “Same
with taxi industry. To have 80 percent of your engineers with an operating infraction is appalling. . . . I
would imagine you might find 10 percent, maybe.”

In the Massachusetts’ commuter rail system, the opposite is true — fewer than 10 percent had no
driving citations and no incidents of discipline.

“Yes, those are by far, the worst engineer records I’ve ever seen in decades of railroading,” said
another expert, who asked to remain anonymous because he works for another railroad and fears
retaliation.
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Inside Keolis, executives had been warned about the problems in their corps of engineers.

In the preliminary safety audit submitted to the Keolis general manager, David Scorey, in November,
McCarthy, then the executive in charge of safety, pointed out that motor vehicle regulators had
identified many of the company’s engineers as “habitual offenders’’ because of repeated speeding
violations on their personal driving records.

Even so, McCarthy wrote, the company has not decertified — that is, declared unfit for service — any
engineers for speeding on the rails during the history of the Keolis contract.

“This is highly suspicious given the propensity of our employees to speed [on the job],” he wrote.

Excessive speed has been the cause of several fatal railroad accidents across the country, including a
2013 crash in the Bronx that killed four and injured 61 and a crash in Philadelphia in 2015 that killed
eight and injured more than 200.

About 100,000 people ride Keolis’s commuter rail system each day, completely in the dark about the
driving history of the engineer behind the controls.

“I can’t talk now, I’m too shocked,” commuter Mary Connaughton said after hearing a description of
some of the engineers’ driving records.

“What’s it going to take, a train wreck for Keolis and the T to get ahead of this and put public safety
first?” asked Connaughton — a former Massachusetts Turnpike Authority board member — when she
later called back.

While Keolis and MBCR have reported few major incidents, records show at least 80 engineers have
committed serious infractions while on the job — safety violations that include failing alcohol or drug
tests, running stop signals, and causing derailments, records show.

While the company insists that safety is its top priority, the Federal Railroad Administration and the
MBTA itself have raised concerns about its compliance with federal safety rules and the terms of its
contract with the T.
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The FRA, which regulates railroads, has fined Keolis some $350,000 for violations that include leaving
trains unsecured, operating moving trains with a door or doors open, and failing to conduct all engineer
performance testing required under federal law, records show.

Joe Pesaturo, spokesman for the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, said the agency
“steadfastly holds” the commuter rail contractor accountable for providing safe and reliable service.

“Because safety is of paramount importance, the MBTA closely monitors the contract under which
Keolis manages a qualified workforce that is in full compliance with all Federal Railroad Administration
regulations,” Pesaturo said in a statement. “The commuter rail operator has demonstrated its strong
commitment to safety through significant investments in equipment, training, and personnel.”

Some suspect that Keolis may feel financial pressure to keep engineers on the job even when they
have problems at work.

Under its operators agreement with the MBTA, the company is penalized when a train is late or
canceled. If an engineer is removed from service, the on-time performance may suffer.

A longtime issue

Experts say the problems with the commuter rail and its workforce go way back — before Keolis took
over the $2.7 billion contract in 2014.

Upon taking over the rail operation, Keolis, a French company, had just a few months to decide whom
to retain from its inherited workforce, officials from both companies said.

And once hired or retained, employees are rarely, if ever, terminated — regardless of their personal
history or work record.

Experts say that if a railroad wanted to impose order and discipline, it could refuse to promote an
employee with a poor driving record, or could subject such a driver to increased testing. In extreme
cases, the railroad could fire the employee for conduct unbecoming an employee under a clause in the
company’s contract with the MBTA.

Governor Charlie Baker has repeatedly expressed dissatisfaction with Keolis’s per
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HEADLINE 04/16 US envoy fears: chem. site tampered 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-chemicalweapons/russia-may-have-

tampered-with-chemical-attack-site-u-s-envoy-says-idUSKBN1HN126?il=0  

GIST THE HAGUE (Reuters) - Russia may have tampered with the site of an alleged chemical weapons attack 

in Syria’s Douma, the U.S. envoy to the global watchdog said on Monday, urging the body to condemn the 

continuing use of banned chemical weapons. 

 

The comments came during a closed-door meeting at the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical 

Weapons, convened after an April 7 attack in the town of Douma, outside the Syrian capital, in which 

dozens of people were allegedly killed with poison gas. 

 

“It is long overdue that this council condemns the Syrian government for its reign of chemical terror and 

demands international accountability for those responsible for these heinous acts,” U.S. Ambassador 

Kenneth Ward said in comments obtained by Reuters. 

 

“It is our understanding the Russians may have visited the attack site. It is our concern that they may have 

tampered with it with the intent of thwarting the efforts of the OPCW Fact-Finding Mission to conduct an 

effective investigation.” 
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HEADLINE 04/14 End of credit card receipt signatures 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/14/business/credit-card-

signature.html?action=click&module=In%20Other%20News&pgtype=Homepage&action=click&m

odule=Latest&pgtype=Homepage  

GIST The next time you sign a credit card receipt, savor it. 

 

While it may take time for the news to filter down to retailers, Visa, American Express, Discover and 

Mastercard have said that as of this month, they will no longer require customers to sign their names when 

paying with a credit card. 

 

The signature has had a good run. It’s not dead, but it is dying. 

 

American culture has preferred credit to debit, and so signing has stuck around longer. But new credit 

cards have converted to chip cards that are harder to counterfeit. 
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“Signatures are becoming more irrelevant,” said Harshita Rawat, an analyst at Bernstein Research. “The 

final nail in the coffin was the chip card.” 

 

If you want to pay with your phone, many use fingerprint scanners to authorize transactions, and Apple’s 

got facial recognition on its iPhone X while Samsung uses iris scanning on the Galaxy S8. Visa has also 

rolled out prototype rings, pins and even sunglasses that you can scan instead of using a card. 

 

Several of the largest retailers, including Walmart and Target, have moved to drop the signature 

requirement. Home Depot had already waived the requirement for purchases under $50, and plans to do 

the same for larger purchasers, but hasn’t set a date yet. Stephanie Cunha, a spokeswoman for CVS, said 

“We are evaluating our options but have no specific changes to announce at this time.” 
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HEADLINE 04/15 US plans new sanctions on Russia 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/15/us/politics/trump-russia-sanctions-

syria.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage  

GIST WASHINGTON — The Trump administration plans to impose new sanctions against Russia on Monday 

to punish it for enabling the Syrian government’s use of chemical weapons in its civil war, the latest in a 

series of actions by both sides underscoring the deterioration in relations between Moscow and the West. 

 

The sanctions, coming shortly after American-led airstrikes against facilities linked to Syria’s chemical 

weapons, are meant to signal that the United States holds responsible not just the government of President 

Bashar al-Assad but also his patrons in Russia and Iran. President Trump has vowed that Syria’s allies will 

pay a “big price” for facilitating the suspected use of poison gas. 

 

But it remained unclear how far Mr. Trump would go in trying to shape events in Syria, which has been 

racked by civil war for seven years. President Emmanuel Macron of France, who along with Prime 

Minister Theresa May of Britain joined in the strike on Syrian targets, said on Sunday night that he had 

persuaded Mr. Trump to keep a small American ground force in Syria despite the president’s public 

declaration that he wanted to get out. 

 

“We convinced him it was necessary to stay,” Mr. Macron said in a televised interview with French 

journalists. “I assure you, we have convinced him that it is necessary to stay for the long term.” 

 

American officials, however, disputed that, saying that Mr. Macron misinterpreted the conversation. About 

2,000 American troops are in Syria to fight the Islamic State, or ISIS, not to play a role in the civil war. In 

public comments before the chemical attack that prompted him to launch airstrikes, Mr. Trump said he 

wanted to pull them out right away. Advisers urged him to hold off, and he gave them five to six months to 

complete a withdrawal. 

 

“The U.S. mission has not changed — the president has been clear that he wants U.S. forces to come home 

as quickly as possible,” Sarah Huckabee Sanders, the White House press secretary, said in a statement 

Sunday night. “We are determined to completely crush ISIS and create the conditions that will prevent its 

return. In addition, we expect our regional allies and partners to take greater responsibility both militarily 

and financially for securing the region.” 

 

The new American sanctions were announced on Sunday by Nikki R. Haley, the ambassador to the United 

Nations and the administration’s leading public voice excoriating Russia in recent days. “They will go 

directly to any sort of companies that were dealing with equipment related to Assad and chemical weapons 

use,” she said on “Face the Nation” on CBS. “And so I think everyone is going to feel it at this point. I 

think everyone knows that we sent a strong message, and our hope is that they listen to it.” 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Minor quake near Salem Oregon 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/954831/3-1-magnitude-earthquake-hits-near-oregon-state-capital-city/  

GIST SILVERTON, Ore. (AP) — No injuries or property damage have been reported following a 3.1 magnitude 

earthquake near the Oregon state capital. 

 

The U.S. Geological Survey confirmed the earthquake hit about 4 miles (6.4 kilometers) southwest of 

Silverton at 8:45 p.m. Saturday. 

 

Some nearby residents said they felt the earthquake, which also struck near the state capital city of Salem. 

 

In nearby Mollala, northeast of this site, a magnitude 4.0 quake also hit last December. 

 

Experts have said for years that Oregon and the Pacific Northwest are due for a catastrophic earthquake 

with a magnitude of 8.0 or higher. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Oregon gov. declares drought emergency 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/15/oregon-governor-declares-drought-emergency-in-second-county/  

GIST SALEM, Ore.  — Oregon Gov. Kate Brown has declared a drought emergency in the second county in a 

month. 

 

Brown on Friday announced a drought emergency in Grant County due to low snowpack, lack of 

precipitation, low streamflows and warming temperatures. 

 

The declaration comes after Brown announced a drought emergency in Klamath County on March 13. 

 

They’re the first state drought declarations since 2015. 

 

The governor’s drought declarations allow increased flexibility in how water is managed to ensure that 

limited supplies are used as efficiently as possible. 

 

The drought declarations also position farmers and ranchers in the county for federal aid as Oregon braces 

for the upcoming wildfire season. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Summer fire rules in effect 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/15/summer-fire-rules-kick-off-today-in-washington/  

GIST It may not feel warm outside yet, but Washington’s “summer fire rules” are now in effect. 

 

“Whether fire season is delayed or not, Washington’s forests always face the threat of wildfire,” said 

Commissioner of Public Lands Hilary Franz. “We’re preparing now to be ready for fire season before the 

weather heats up, and I encourage all our neighbors to do the same.” 

 

The state's summer fire rules are in effect until October 15. The rules apply to the 13 million acres of 

private and state forestlands protected by the Washington Department of Natural Resources. 

 

These regulations affect loggers, firewood cutters, land clearers, road builders, heavy equipment operators, 

off-road motorcyclists, and others. During fire season, people using motorized equipment in the woods 

must have approved spark arresters and follow fire safety precautions. In addition, those working in the 

woods must have fire prevention and extinguishing equipment in good working order at the job site and 

workers trained in proper use.  
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The rules are intended to prevent forest fires and to extinguish small fires before they spread to the 

forested lands. These rules restrict cigarette smoking in forested areas to roads, gravel pits, or other 

clearings and prohibit lighting fireworks on forestland. 

 

According to experts, Washington's forests always face the threat of wildfire. So even though we have 

above average snowpack, the risk of wildfire can change quickly during the springtime. 

 

"As soon as the weather conditions warm up and the humidity begins to drop, the ground conditions 

become much more of a tinderbox very very quickly and certainly as the summer goes on," Kyle Ohashi of 

Puget Sound Regional Fire told Q13 News. 

 

Property owners can reduce fire risk to their homes and lands by keeping dead vegetation off roofs and 

away from buildings. The Firewise program explains how to use these techniques and offers incentives to 

communities who follow Firewise principles. 

 

Last year, more than 32,800 acres of DNR-protected lands were consumed by 815 wildfires. Out of 815 

wildfires, 90 percent were human-caused. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Koreas to finalize working-level talks 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/15/South-and-North-Korea-to-finalize-

working-level-talks-on-inter-Korean-

summit/9871523843348/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=2  

GIST SEOUL, April 15 (UPI) -- With less than a fortnight until the South and North Korea hold their first 

summit in more than a decade, officials from both sides are expected to wrap up the final details this week. 

 

Yonhap reported Sunday that an additional working-level meeting will be held Wednesday at the 

Tongilgak, a North Korean building at the Panmunjom truce village on the inter-Korean border. 

 

After the protocol, security, media coverage and other technical details of the summit are finalized during 

the talks, a high-level meeting is expected to be held between South Korea's Unification Minister Cho 

Myoung-gyon and Ri Son-gwon, chairman of the North's agency for inter-Korean affairs, for Wednesday. 

 

The presidential official said the high-level meeting will likely be held within the week. 

 

Meanwhile, Seoul has announced, "Peace, a New Beginning," will be the slogan for the inter-Korean talks. 

 

Presidential spokesman Kim Eui-kyeom told reporters Sunday that the slogan indicates the start of world 

peace through the first inter-Korean meeting in eleven years, followed by the first-ever summit between 

the United States and North Korea. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Russia reinforcements head to Syria 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5618609/Russian-ships-laden-tanks-seen-Bosphorus-en-

route-Tartus-Syria-led-air-strikes.html  

GIST Two Russian warships laden with military vehicles have been spotted en route to Syria after Friday's US-

led airstrikes obliterated three suspected chemical weapons sites. 

 

An Alligator-landing ship was pictured cruising down The Bosphorus on Sunday as the world awaits 

Vladimir Putin's response to this week's co-ordinated military action against Syria.  
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The vessel was spotted on its way to the Russian naval base at Tartus on the north Syrian coast. 

 

On its fourth deployment of Russian military equipment to the war-torn country the ship was seen laden 

with tanks, trucks, ambulances and an IED radar.  

 

A yellow RoRo Alexandr Tkachenko was also pictured heading for Tartus carrying high-speed patrol 

boats, a temporary bridge structure and several trucks. The images were posted on social media by 

Bosphorus-based naval observer Yörük Işık.  

 

They come in wake of Friday's US-led campaign against Bashar al-Assad's regime and a chemical 

weapons attack that brutally murdered 75 civilians. 

 

The blue Project 117 LST Orsk 148 ship was carrying Soviet BTR-80 tanks, Ramaz trucks and a Pelena-1 

bomb radar, used to detect IEDs.  

 

A second yellow cargo vessel was equipped with a BMK-T boat used for building temporary bridges and 

an array of other military hardware.       

 

The Russian warships approaching Syria come after the United States outlined new economic sanctions in 

response to Moscow's continued support of Assad's regime in Syria.  

 

Nikki Haley, US Ambassador to the United Nations, said measures to be imposed on Monday will send a 

message to Russia after it blocked six UN attempts to investigate its use of chemical weapons.   

 

Meanwhile French President Emmanuel Macron today insisted the allied forces had not 'declared war' on 

Syria. 

 

He told a French TV station: 'We have not declared war on the regime of Bashar al-Assad.' During the 

two-hour interview he also claimed he had 'convinced' Trump to maintain a military presence in Syria after 

the US leader threatened to pull out of the country entirely. 

 

It emerged that Trump called Mr Macron twice before he shared his intention to strike Syria in a Twitter 

post. But he failed to call UK Prime Minister Theresa May in the early stages of the operation, giving the 

French leader the opportunity to claim France is America's leading ally in Europe.   
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HEADLINE 04/16 Oklahoma wildfires force evacuations 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/13/us/oklahoma-wildfires/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Wildfires have killed one person and forced the evacuation of four towns in Oklahoma, authorities 

said. 

 

The state chief medical examiner's office reported a 61-year-old man died Thursday in Roger Mills County 

as a result of injuries sustained in a fire that began southeast of Leedey, the Oklahoma Department of 

Emergency Management said. 

 

A 54-year-old hunter reported missing in the large Dewey County fire was found alive, Oklahoma 

Forestry Services Fire Chief Scott Huff said. The man was flown to an area hospital Friday, but his 

condition was unknown. 

 

Officials said the man was one of three hunters who got caught in the wildfire. The two others were found 

Thursday. 

 

About 1,000 people evacuated Vici, more than 100 miles northwest of Oklahoma City, Dewey County 

Sheriff Clay Sander said. 
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Evacuations were also ordered in the Dewey County towns of Seiling, Taloga and Putnam, said Michelle 

Finch-Walker, spokeswoman for Oklahoma Forestry Services. 

 

The Rhea Fire in Dewey County has burned an estimated 138,000 acres and is 0% contained, she said. 

 

Around midday Friday, the National Weather Service issued an advisory saying that fire was approaching 

the Iochem iodine plant east of Vici. Sander told CNN about 30 residents were asked to evacuate 

immediately as the wildfire closed in on the chemical plant. 

 

Some 450 people were evacuated in adjacent Woodward County. The estimated size of that fire was 

changed from 115,000 to 59,000 acres because of more accurate mapping, Finch-Walker said. There are 

two other major fires in the state. 

 

The blazes have consumed 200,000 acres, Gov. Mary Fallin said in announcing a state of emergency for 

52 counties because of wildfire and drought conditions. 

 

"I'm asking all Oklahomans to be vigilant and careful, and to do their part to prevent fires," Fallin said in a 

statement. "Anything that can be done to minimize fires will help to keep both our firefighters and the 

public safe." 

 

'The fire is rapidly spreading' 

 

State officials said dry conditions and strong winds have combined to create potential fire dangers. 

 

"These fires are going to continue to be quite explosive under these conditions, with that kind of wind 

pushing it, and all the dry fuels that are available," Finch-Walker told CNN. "The fire is rapidly spreading 

and growing and we will continue to see extreme fire behavior until we can get through this event." 

 

"We've got historic conditions as far as fire. We haven't seen these kinds of conditions in a decade," said 

Matt Lehenbauer, emergency management director for Woodward County. 

 

"We've had half an inch of rain in six months," Lehenbauer said. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 US, Russia enter new era of animosity 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-16/syria-strikes-lock-u-s-and-russia-into-a-new-

era-of-animosity  

GIST A few weeks ago, Donald Trump invited Vladimir Putin to meet -- maybe even at the White House. After 

U.S.-led missile strikes in Syria, the two nations’ officials can’t get into the same room without insulting 

each other. 

 

Speaking at an emergency session of the United Nations Security Council Saturday, hours after the U.S., 

France and the U.K. launched missiles intended to take out Syria’s chemical weapons capability, 

American Ambassador Nikki Haley called on Russia -- the main backer of the Syrian regime -- “to take a 

hard look at the company it keeps.” Her Russian counterpart Vassily Nebenzia retorted that the U.S. and 

its allies were engaged in the “diplomacy of myth-making.” 

 

The strikes against the regime of Russia’s ally Bashar al-Assad put an exclamation point on how swiftly 

ties between the former Cold War foes have deteriorated in recent weeks, with President Trump even 

overcoming his past unwillingness to criticize President Putin by name. 

 

Now, the U.S.-Russia relationship, already under severe strain over issues from Russian meddling in the 

2016 American presidential campaign to its role in Syria and Ukraine, may be irretrievably broken for the 
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foreseeable future. There may be too much bad blood, too much suspicion and too much anger on both 

sides to turn the animosity around. 

 

“I don’t see things getting better,” said Boris Zilberman, deputy director of congressional relations at the 

Foundation for Defense of Democracies and a Russia expert. “We’re at a very low point and clearly the 

administration’s position on Russia has hardened.” 

 

The result has been an unprecedented wave of retaliations and tit-for-tat actions. After the U.K. blamed 

Russia for the poisoning of a former spy in Britain, more than 150 Russian diplomats were expelled by the 

U.K. and allies including the U.S. The Trump administration followed with new sanctions on Russian 

oligarchs including billionaire aluminum magnate Oleg Deripaska. His company lost half its value in a day 

after the sanctions were announced. 

 

Haley raised the prospect of still more sanctions on Russia, saying Sunday on CBS’s “Face the Nation” 

that a fresh round of penalties would “go directly to any sorts of companies that were dealing with 

equipment” related to Assad and his chemical weapons. 

 

While for now no significant new U.S. sanctions seem likely --limiting Russian market losses after last 

week’s sharp declines -- in Moscow, lawmakers are starting Monday to discuss a draft law with counter-

measures against the U.S.. 

 

“What kind of cooperation can there be? Where?” asked Fyodor Lukyanov, head of Russia’s Council on 

Foreign and Defense Policy, who advises the Kremlin. Russia gets “new sanctions and threats every 

week,” he said. “Americans believe that you can humiliate and put pressure everywhere and at the same 

time offer cooperation where they need it. This does not happen.” 

 

The two countries routinely accuse each other of fabricating events, as they did during the Cold War. 

 

The U.S. says Russia is blocking investigators from the scene of the chemical attack that prompted the 

latest airstrikes. Russia has argued both that the attack in the Syrian city of Douma never happened or that 

it was orchestrated by the U.S. and its allies to provoke a military response. 

 

“Americans need to understand that the wars of the future will look more like this: Russia is investing 

significant resources to create propaganda and disinformation,” said Senator Ben Sasse, a Nebraska 

Republican, after Russia claimed that almost all the missiles fired into Syria were shot down -- an 

assertion the U.S. denied. “Our enemies will work to create confusion and distrust among Americans here 

at home.” 

 

What limited cooperation there was between the two countries has ground to a halt. A November 

agreement between the two sides to press all parties in Syria toward negotiations known as the Geneva 

process has stalled and they have abandoned plans for more “de-escalation zones” to ease the violence. 

Instead, Russia is attempting to create such zones with Turkey and Iran. 

 

From the White House, there is still hope that Russia will change its posture, and Trump’s informal 

invitation for an eventual meeting with Putin hasn’t been rescinded. 

 

“After his last call with President Putin on March 20, the president confirmed that the two had discussed a 

bilateral meeting at a number of potential venues, including the White House,” Robert Palladino, a 

spokesman for the National Security Council, said in a statement Sunday night. “The desire for a meeting 

still stands, as the president believes a better relationship with Russia is in our mutual interest. That said, 

the president has been consistent and tough on Russia.” 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Russia: chaos if West strikes Syria again 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/putin-syria-global-chaos/2018/04/15/id/854589/  
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GIST Russian President Vladimir Putin warned on Sunday that further Western attacks on Syria would bring 

chaos to world affairs, while signs emerged that Moscow and Washington want to pull back from the 

worst crisis in their relations for years. 

 

Putin made his remarks in a telephone conversation with Iranian counterpart Hassan Rouhani after the 

United States, France and Britain launched missile strikes on Syria on Saturday over a suspected poison 

gas attack. 

 

A Kremlin statement said Putin and Rouhani agreed that the Western strikes had damaged the chances of 

achieving a political resolution in the multi-sided, seven-year conflict that has killed at least half a million 

people. 

 

"Vladimir Putin, in particular, stressed that if such actions committed in violation of the U.N. Charter 

continue, then it will inevitably lead to chaos in international relations," a Kremlin statement said. 

 

The attacks struck at the heart of Syria's chemical weapons programme, Washington said, in retaliation for 

a suspected poison gas attack a week ago. All three participants insisted the strikes were not aimed at 

toppling President Bashar al-Assad or intervening in the conflict. 

 

The bombings, hailed by U.S. President Donald Trump as a success but denounced by Damascus and its 

allies as an act of aggression, marked the biggest intervention by Western countries against Assad and ally 

Russia, whose foreign minister Sergei Lavrov called them "unacceptable and lawless". 

 

Putin's comments were published shortly after Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov struck a 

more conciliatory note by saying Moscow would make every effort to improve political relations with the 

West. 

 

When asked whether Russia was prepared to work with the proposals of Western countries at the United 

Nations, Ryabkov told TASS news agency: "Now the political situation is extremely tense, the atmosphere 

is extremely electrified, so I will not make any predictions. 

 

"We will work calmly, methodically and professionally, using all opportunities to remove the situation 

from its current extremely dangerous political peak." 

 

Russian Foreign Ministry official Vladimir Ermakov said Washington would want to maintain a dialogue 

with Moscow about strategic stability after the raids, Russian media reported. 

 

In an indication that the West, too, would prefer to lower tensions, the United States and Britain both 

reiterated that their military action on Saturday was not aimed at Assad, Putin's ally, only at his use of 

chemical weapons. 

 

Speaking to the BBC, Britain's Foreign Secretary (Minister) Boris Johnson said that Western powers had 

no plans for further missile strikes, though they would assess their options if Damascus used chemical 

weapons again. 

 

"This is not about regime change ... This is not about trying to turn the tide of the conflict in Syria," he told 

the BBC, adding that Russia was the only country able to pressure Assad to negotiate an end to the 

conflict. 

 

Asked about U.S.-Russia relations, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley said ties were 

"very strained" but that the United States still hoped for a better relationship. 

 

Haley said that the United States would not pull its troops out of Syria until its goals were accomplished. 

Speaking on Fox News Sunday, Haley listed three aims for the United States: ensuring that chemical 

weapons are not used in any way that poses a risk to U.S. interests, that Islamic State is defeated and that 

there is a good vantage point to watch what Iran is doing. 
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Trump has made clear he wants to withdraw the roughly 2,000 U.S. troops involved in the anti-Islamic 

State campaign in Syria. But he appeared to contradict that message when he said on Saturday that 

Western allies were prepared to "sustain" the military response if Assad does not stop using prohibited 

chemical weapons. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Opposition to sanctuary spreads in Calif. 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/us-california-sanctuary-backlash/2018/04/15/id/854625/  

GIST More local governments in California are resisting the state's efforts to resist the Trump administration's 

immigration crackdown, and political experts see politics at play as Republicans try to fire up voters in a 

state where the GOP has grown weak. 

 

Since the Jeff Sessions-led Department of Justice sued California last month over its so-called "sanctuary 

state" law limiting police collaboration with immigration agents, at least a dozen local governments have 

voted to either join or support the lawsuit or for resolutions opposing the state's position. Those include the 

Board of Supervisors in Orange County, which has more than three million people. 

 

More action is coming this week, with leaders in the Orange County city of Los Alamitos scheduled to 

vote Monday on a proposal for a local law to exempt the community of 12,000 from the state law. On 

Tuesday, the San Diego County Board of Supervisors is meeting to consider joining the Trump 

administration lawsuit. 

 

Immigration has been a hot topic across the country since President Donald Trump campaigned in 2016 on 

promises of tougher enforcement and a wall on the U.S.-Mexico border. It has been a lightning rod issue in 

California far longer. 

 

The state passed a measure backed by Republican Gov. Pete Wilson in the 1990s to deny public healthcare 

and education to immigrants in the country illegally. It was later overturned but left a lingering resentment 

among the state's growing Hispanic population. 

 

In recent years, California Republicans have taken a less strident approach to immigration in a state where 

one in four people are foreign-born. But the Trump administration lawsuit has energized many in a party 

that has been rendered nearly irrelevant at the state level, where Democrats control every key office. 

 

"When the attorney general of the United States decides to take a firm position against it, I think that gave 

a signal to a lot of us that, 'Hey, California is on the wrong side of this thing,'" said Fred Whitaker, 

chairman of the Republican Party in Orange County. He also is a councilman in the city of Orange who 

proposed a local resolution on the issue that passed last week. 

 

Raphael Sonenshein, executive director of the Pat Brown Institute for Public Affairs at California State 

University, Los Angeles, said it's not surprising Republicans are galvanizing over immigration. 

 

"Politics is very much about emotions, especially in midterms," he said. "I think it was only a matter of 

time when people went back to the issue that actually hits the nerve in the Republican base these days 

more than any other." 

 

Under Democratic leadership, California has enacted a series of laws in recent years aimed at helping 

immigrants, including issuing driver's licenses regardless of legal status and assisting with tuition at state 

universities. After Trump was elected, lawmakers passed the measure to limit police collaboration with 

federal immigration agents. 

 

Immigrant and civil rights advocates applauded the measure, known as SB54, as a way to encourage 

immigrants to report crime to police without fearing deportation. Critics said it would make it too hard for 
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federal agents to find and deport ex-convicts who are a danger to communities. 

 

Most of the local governments siding with the Trump administration are in Orange County, an area once 

considered a GOP stronghold but that voted for Hillary Clinton in the 2016 presidential election. But it's 

starting to spread. 

 

Escondido in neighboring San Diego County has voted to support the federal lawsuit and last week the 

small city of Ripon in the state's Central Valley did the same. 

 

In many cases, meetings on the issue have drawn boisterous crowds. Anti-illegal immigration activists 

have traveled from city to city to attend, heightening tensions with those who want their communities to 

support immigrant-friendly policies or stay out of the fray. 

 

In response to the controversy, some local governments have taken the opposite approach. Leaders in 

Santa Ana, an Orange County city home to about 330,000 residents, voted to support California in the 

lawsuit. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Syrians Damascus rally support military 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-large-rally-damascus-supporting-assads-

army-54494618?   

GIST Hundreds of Syrians gathered on Monday in a landmark square in Syria's capital, Damascus, rallying in 

support of their armed forces, which they say succeeded in confronting the unprecedented joint airstrikes 

by the West over the weekend. 

 

State TV broadcast the rally live from the central Omayyad Square. Protesters waved Syrian flags at the 

demonstration, dubbed a "salute to the achievements of the Arab Syrian Army," set off fireworks and 

unleashed celebratory gunfire. 

 

Shouts of "Allah, Syria, and only Bashar," a reference to Syrian President Bashar Assad, rang out.  

 

The joint airstrikes by the United States, Britain and France bombed sites that the three countries said were 

linked to Syria's chemical weapons program. The airstrikes were triggered by an alleged chemical attack in 

the town of Douma, just outside of Damascus. 

 

Syrian activists said more than 40 people were killed, but Syria and Russia deny the attack. Russia accused 

Britain of staging the attack. 

 

Saturday's airstrikes came shortly after a fact-finding mission from the Organization of the Prohibition of 

Chemical Weapons arrived in Syria to investigate the attack. The mission is still expected to make it to 

Douma, where government security agencies and Russian military police have deployed after the town fell 

under government control, raising complaints from the Syrian opposition that evidence of chemical 

weapons' use might no longer be found. 

 

The OPCW is holding an emergency meeting Monday in the Hague to discuss the suspected chemical 

attack in Douma. 

 

The strikes have ratcheted up international tension, as the U.S. and Russia exchanged threats of retaliation. 

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley has indicated new economic sanctions will be 

announced Monday against Russia for enabling Assad's government to continue using chemical weapons. 

 

Russian President Vladimir Putin said the military strikes violated the U.N. Charter and that if they 

continue, "it will inevitably entail chaos in international relations," according to a Kremlin statement on 

Sunday. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Protestors rally to shutdown Starbucks 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/protesters-rally-philadelphia-starbucks-black-men-handcuffed-

arrested/story?   

GIST Protestors rallied Sunday at the downtown Philadelphia Starbucks where two black men were led out in 

handcuffs by police and accused of trespassing to decry the actions of the coffee company and the cops.  

 

Armed with bullhorns and signs, a small group of protestors gathered outside the Starbucks on Spruce 

Street and demanded action in the wake of Thursday's arrests. They directed their rage at Starbucks, the 

police department and the workers who called the cops in the first place.  

 

"We want the manager fired form this establishment for racially profiling black people," a man boomed 

from the bullhorn. "We want the police officers in the arrest fired as well."  

 

The protester with the bullhorn said the activists were "not going anywhere" and vowed, "We're going to 

show you want a shutdown means." 

 

The arrests of the men -- who have not been identified, but have retained an attorney -- was captured on 

video and tweeted by Melissa DePino, a 50-year-old mother of two who told ABC News she's vowed to 

not shop at Starbucks again.  

 

It's since been viewed more than 9 million times as of Sunday afternoon.  

 

"It was humiliating for those guys," Depino told ABC News. "They were completely minding their own 

business." 

 

Both men were later freed and the charges they were facing -- trespassing and disturbance -- were dropped 

Thursday night.  

 

This happened while paperwork was being drawn up. District Attorney Larry Krasner also refused to 

prosecute once Starbucks asked to not press charges, according to a video testimonial released by 

Philadelphia Police Commissioner Richard Ross Jr. on Saturday.  

 

Attempting to deflect blame away from his department, the commissioner assured the public that he has 

reviewed the facts and defended the cops, saying they "did absolutely nothing wrong."  

 

"I can tell you candidly these officers did a service they were called to do," he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Spring blizzard pounds Midwest 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/15/spring-blizzard-pounds-midwest-flights-canceled-deaths-

reported.html  

GIST Amid a spring blizzard in the Midwest that prompted hundreds of flights to be canceled Saturday, one 

runway has reopened at Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, officials said Sunday. 

 

A total of 469 flights had been canceled at the Minnesota airport alone, airport spokesman Patrick Hogan 

said. All of Saturday's incoming and outgoing flights were canceled because of heavy snowfall and low 

visibility. 

 

The snow was coming down too fast for plows to keep the runways clear or for crews to keep the planes 

deiced, airport officials said. 
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Hogan said crews were working to get other runways open. 

 

St. Paul also declared a snow emergency, as blizzard warnings continued into Sunday, the Minneapolis 

Star Tribune reported. 

 

“This system will rank up there as one of the most significant winter storms in some time,” read a Weather 

Service report early Saturday. It declared the storm “historic,” shortly after, the Star Tribune reported. 

 

“This is certainly one of the more powerful [storms] in recent memory,” Jacob Beitlich, a Weather Service 

meteorologist, said, according to the paper. “Any time you close a Twin Cities airport, it’s gotta be usually 

a pretty bad snowstorm.” 

 

Blizzard conditions have closed the airport for two days in Sioux Falls, South Dakota’s largest city. 

 

The snowfall, part of a storm system stretching from the Gulf Coast to the Great Lakes, brought snow, 

tornadoes, rain and hail. 

 

At least three weather-related deaths occurred in Wisconsin, Nebraska and Louisiana. 

 

By Saturday night, Minneapolis was buried under more than 13 inches of snow. 

 

It marked the first time a blizzard has descended on the metro area of the Twin Cities since 2005, the Star 

Tribune said, citing the National Weather Service. 

 

Hundreds of crashes and spinouts were reported across the state, according to the Star Tribune. One 

fatality occurred Saturday when a vehicle struck a pedestrian in Medina, but it was unclear whether it was 

weather-related. 

 

The weather is expected to persist through Sunday in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan before moving 

into New York state and New England. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 US, Jordan joint military exercise 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/simulated-chemical-incident-part-jordan-us-

military-drill-54479293?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The United States and Jordan have launched a 12-day military exercise with scenarios ranging from border 

security to counter-terrorism and for the first time a simulated chemical incident. 

 

The Eager Lion drill started Sunday, a day after the U.S., France and Britain launched missiles at Syrian 

military targets in response to an alleged chemical weapons attack near Damascus a week ago. 

 

Maj. Gen. Jon Mott, the director of Exercises and Training at the U.S. Central Command, told reporters 

that a mobile laboratory team will respond to a simulated chemical incident. 

 

He said that it's a "threat all too real, as we've seen recently in Syria." 

 

More than 7,000 troops, including 3,500 U.S. service members, are participating in the annual drill, the 

U.S. military's largest and most complex in the region. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Jefferson Co. to offer CERT training 
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SOURCE https://www.peninsuladailynews.com/news/jefferson-county-to-offer-community-emergency-

response-team-training/  

GIST PORT TOWNSEND — Jefferson County is about to start a Community Emergency Response Team 

training program. 

 

Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) training has been provided in neighboring Clallam 

County but not in Jefferson County, until now. 

 

The Jefferson County Department of Emergency Management, all county fire districts and the 

Neighborhood Preparedness (NPREP) action group through Local 20/20 are collaborating on the program, 

said Lynn Sterbenz, director of Jefferson County Department of Emergency Management. 

 

The CERT program educates volunteers about disaster preparedness for possible hazards and trains them 

in such basic disaster response skills as fire safety, light search and rescue, team organization and disaster 

medical operations. 

 

A program manager course will be offered May 21-22, while a three-day train-the-trainer course is 

planned May 23-25. Both are offered free, with training materials provided, but prerequisites and pre-

registration are required. 

 

Interested participants must complete and return a registration form by May 16. Registration will be on a 

first-come, first-served basis. Class size is limited to 30 students with minimum being 15. 

 

Qualified volunteers are sought for both courses, Sterbenz said. 

 

The first step for the Jefferson County program is to build a cadre of volunteer CERT instructors, Sterbenz 

said. 

 

The county now has seven qualified CERT instructors, as opposed to more than 25 in Clallam County. 

 

“We know there are highly qualified retired people in Jefferson County, some of whom are likely CERT 

trained already who might be interested in joining our instructor pool,” Sterbenz said. 

 

Program managers will assist in the ongoing logistical aspects of coordinating the CERT program. The 

course will prepare participants to work with the Department of Emergency Management, fire districts and 

NPREP. 

 

The prerequisites for both courses are the same: Participants must have completed the CERT basic training 

course (any location is acceptable) or completed the online course IS-317: Introduction to CERT, which 

can be found at https://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-317. 

 

It also is necessary to have a referral from a CERT-sponsoring agency, such as the Department of 

Emergency Management, city or county government, fire districts, schools, hospitals, or a community-

based organization such as NPREP. 

 

The registration form is available on the State of Washington, Emergency Management Division’s 

Training and Exercise calendar. Visit https://mil.wa.gov/training-and-exercise and click on the In-State 

Training Calendar. 

 

CERT offers a consistent, nationwide approach to volunteer training and organization that professional 

responders can rely on during disaster situations, which allows them to focus on more complex tasks, 

Sterbenz said. 

 

“Through CERT, the capabilities to prepare for, respond to and recover from disasters is built and 

enhanced,” she said in a news release. 
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The CERT program was designed as a grassroots initiative and is structured so that the local and state 

program managers have the flexibility to form their programs in the way that best suits their communities, 

Sterbenz said. 

 

There are more than 2,700 local CERT programs nationwide, with more than 600,000 individuals trained 

since CERT became a national program. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Britain: no new attacks planned for now 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2018-04-15/no-new-attacks-planned-against-syria-for-

now-says-britain  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - There are no plans as yet to repeat missile strikes on Syria, but Britain will consider 

further action if President Bashar al-Assad again uses chemical weapons against his people, foreign 

minister Boris Johnson said on Sunday. 

 

In a show of support for Prime Minister Theresa May's decision to join the United States and France in 

attacking chemical weapons facilities in Syria on Saturday, her one-time political rival Johnson said it was 

the right thing to do. 

 

But the prime minister may not find such backing when she faces parliament on Monday, where some 

lawmakers are angry that May took military action without their approval - a process that has increasingly 

become a tradition in Britain. 

 

Speaking to the BBC, Johnson said what he described as the successful strikes on three sites in Syria were 

a message from the world that enough was enough, but acknowledged he could not say whether Assad still 

had chemical weapons. 

 

"There is no proposal on the table at the moment for further attacks because so far, thank heavens, the 

Assad regime have not been so foolish as to launch another chemical weapons attack," he told the Andrew 

Marr show. 

 

"If and when such a thing were to happen then clearly, with allies, we would study what the options were." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Best age to claim Social Security? 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/retirement/2018/04/14/9-different-ages-for-

claiming-social-security-and-what-they-mean-to-you/33696453/  

GIST Social Security serves as a key source of income for millions of retired seniors, and as an eligible worker, 

you get an eight-year window to start taking benefits. Here are the various ages at which you might claim 

Social Security, and their impact on your benefits. 

 

Age 62 

Age 62 is the earliest point at which you can file for Social Security, and it's also the most popular age for 

seniors to claim benefits. The advantage of filing at 62 is that you get your money sooner. The downside, 

however, is that you'll face the greatest reduction in benefits by going this route. 

 

If you're entitled to a full monthly benefit of $1,500 at age 67, for example, then filing at 62 will knock 

each payment you collect down to $1,050. That said, if you're unemployed come 62 or need the money for 

another reason, you're better off taking benefits than resorting to credit card debt. 

 

Age 63 

Filing for Social Security at 63 still means taking benefits early and having them significantly reduced. 
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Still, if you're desperate for cash, it often pays to take that hit, which won't be quite as bad as it would if 

you were to file at 62. Using our example above, a $1,500 benefit at age 67 would be whittled down to 

$1,125 at 63 -- not ideal, but better than collecting just $1,050. 

 

Age 64 

Claiming Social Security at age 64 will also result in a sizable reduction in your full monthly benefit. But 

it won't be as drastic as filing at an earlier age. In the case of a $1,500 benefit at 67, you'd only lose about 

20% by filing at 64, thereby resulting in a $1,200 monthly payment. 

 

Age 65 

Once you turn 65, you're eligible for coverage under Medicare. As such, some people get confused and 

assume that 65 is the age at which they're able to collect their Social Security benefits in full. Not so. Still, 

if you retire at 65 once Medicare kicks in and decide to file for benefits simultaneously, you won't face 

such an extreme reduction. Following the above example, a $1,500 monthly benefit at 67 would only be 

reduced to $1,300 at 65. 

 

Age 66 

Age 66 is a significant one from a Social Security standpoint because it's when workers born between 

1943 and 1954 reach full retirement age and are thereby eligible to collect their monthly benefits without a 

reduction. Your full retirement age is a function of your year of birth, as follows: 

YEAR OF BIRTH FULL RETIREMENT AGE 

1943-1954 66 

1955 66 and 2 months 

1956 66 and 4 months 

1957 66 and 6 months 

1958 66 and 8 months 

1959 66 and 10 months 

1960 67 

Data source: Social Security Administration. 

 

Therefore, if you were born after 1954 but before 1960, your full retirement age is 66 and a certain number 

of months. If you were born in 1960 or later and have a full retirement age of 67, filing for Social Security 

at 66 will reduce your benefits by about 6.67%. That means a full monthly benefit of $1,500 would go 

down to just $1,400 if you were to take them a year earlier. 

 

Age 67 

If you were born in 1960 or later, this is perhaps the age you've been waiting for, since it's when you get to 

take your monthly benefits in full. In our example, age 67 is when you'd get that $1,500 we keep talking 

about. That said, you don't have to file for Social Security at full retirement age. You can hold off and 

grow your benefits for a higher monthly payout. 

 

Age 68 

Though 68 is hardly a common age for taking Social Security, it's a strategic one nonetheless. That's 

because for each year you delay your benefits past full retirement age up until age 70, you get an 8% boost 

in payments, which, in our ongoing example, would take a full monthly benefit of $1,500 at 67 up to 

$1,620 at 68. That increase then remains in effect for the rest of your life. Of course, not everyone wants 

or can afford to hold off on benefits all the way until 70, but waiting until 68 is a decent compromise -- 
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you get a modest boost without having to wait too long. 

 

Age 69 

Age 69 is a good time to take your benefits if you don't need them sooner. Doing so will boost our 

aforementioned $1,500 benefit to $1,740, thus guaranteeing a higher payout for as long as you collect 

Social Security. 

 

Age 70 

The credits you accrue for delaying benefits past full retirement age stop accumulating once you reach 70. 

Therefore, it's considered the latest age to file for Social Security. Granted, you don't have to sign up for 

benefits at that time, but there's really no financial incentive not to. If you're dealing with a full retirement 

age of 67, filing at 70 means boosting your benefits by 24%, which would turn a $1,500 monthly payment 

into $1,860 -- for life. 

 

Which of the above ages is the right one for you to take benefits? It depends on a host of circumstances, 

from your savings level to your employment status to the state of your health. The key is to understand the 

pros and cons of filing at various ages so you land on the one that works best for you. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Recall: 200M eggs 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/nation-now/2018/04/14/200-million-eggs-recalled-over-

salmonella-fears/518245002/  

GIST GREENSBORO, N.C. — More than 200 million eggs are being recalled over fears of salmonella. 

 

Rose Acre Farms of Seymour, Ind., is voluntarily recalling the eggs due to possible contamination with the 

bacteria. 

 

According to the Food and Drug Administration, 22 illnesses have been reported so far. 

 

The eggs were distributed from the farm in Hyde County, N.C., and reached consumers in Colorado, 

Florida, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, and West 

Virginia through retail stores and restaurants. 

 

They were sold under the brand names Country Daybreak; Crystal Farms; Coburn Farms; Sunshine Farms; 

Glenview; Great Value; as well as at Walmart and Food Lion stores. 

 

The egg recall is the largest in the United States since 2010, according to Food Safety News. 

 

The recall involves eggs with the plant number P-105, with the Julian date range of 011 through 012 

printed on either side of the carton or package. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 France: Syria used chemicals in attack 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/14/France-issues-report-with-evidence-Assad-

used-chemicals-in-attack/8611523742681/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=1  

GIST April 14 (UPI) -- In the aftermath of the early morning attacks on Syria, France declassified a report with 

details they say prove that a chemical attack in Syria last week was carried out by the regime of President 

Bashar Assad. 

 

The seven-page report, released by the Foreign Ministry on Saturday, said chemicals used in attacks on the 

Damascus suburb of Douma April 7 left victims with skin and cornea burns, suffocation and other 

breathing difficulties and extreme salivation and secretions from the mouth and nose, all markers 
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consistent with the effects of chlorine gas. 

 

The report also states other strikes using chemical weapons have been carried out by the Syrian 

government since April 4, 2017, when a chemical attack in Syria's northern Idlib province left more than 

80 civilians dead. 

 

French President Emmanuel Macron had been under pressure to back his claim that France has "proof" of 

Assad's role in the chemical attack in Douma. 

 

France joined the United States and Great Britain early Saturday in firing 105 missiles at three sites in a 

"proportional" attack, destroying "fundamental components" of Syria's chemical weapons infrastructure 

including a research center in greater Damascus, a chemical weapons storage facility and another storage 

facility and command center, both in Homs. 

 

France's conclusions were supported U.S. officials who determined that chlorine and sarin, a highly toxic 

nerve agent, were used on the civilians in the April 7 attack. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Australia bushfire threatens Sydney 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-43773656  

GIST Hundreds of Australian firefighters are tackling a large bushfire that has reportedly affected homes in the 

southern suburbs of Sydney. 

 

The New South Wales Rural Fire Service (RFS) said it was concerned that flying embers could spark new 

blazes ahead of the advancing fire front. 

 

Some residents have been instructed to seek shelter as evacuation is now too dangerous. 

 

Recent weather in south-eastern Australia has been unseasonably hot. 

 

Shane Fitzsimmons from the RFS said the fire was behaving "very aggressively". 

 

Strong winds have been pushing the flames north and east towards suburban areas. 

 

The fire has burned nearly 2,500 hectares of land, the RFS said. 

 

More than 70 fire appliances were stationed along roads dividing bushland from homes while helicopters 

were dumping water on the fire from above, SBS reported. 

 

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull praised the emergency response. 

 

"It is unseasonably hot and that's a matter of obviously great concern, but we have to deal with the worst 

that Mother Nature can throw at us and the worse Australians are presented with by nature, the better it 

brings out the Australian spirit," he said. 

 

New South Wales police have declared the area a crime scene but the RFS says it is too early to know if 

the fire was started deliberately, SBS reported. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Gun rights rallies at state capitols 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/04/15/gun-rights-supporters-hold-rallies-at-state-capitols-

across-us.html  
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GIST Gun rights advocates rallied at state capitols across the country on Saturday to make their voices heard 

amid recent efforts to impose stricter gun-control laws that they fear undermine their Second Amendment 

rights. 

 

Peaceful protesters numbering in the hundreds gathered outside statehouses from Maine to Wyoming to 

hear speakers warn that any restrictions on gun ownership or use could eventually lead to bans for law-

abiding gun owners. 

 

“Gun owners have been portrayed in a negative way and it is our hope that this peaceable rally will show 

that we are safe, law-abiding individuals that happen to take our constitutional rights very seriously,” Dave 

Gulya, an organizer for the Maine event that attracted about 800 people, told the Bangor Daily News. 

 

The National Constitutional Coalition of Patriotic Americans sponsored the 45 planned rallies across the 

U.S. in support of the right to bear arms, according to the paper. 

 

"If you have a building and you take a brick out every so often, after a while you're not going to have a 

building," said Westley Williams, who joined about 100 people outside the state Supreme Court building 

in Cheyenne, Wyo. 

 

An estimated 160 Second Amendment supporters rallied in Atlanta, with some carrying firearms, flags and 

signs saying “Don’t Tread on Me” as they listened to speakers talk about gun rights. 

 

Protesters in Vermont took to the steps of the Statehouse in Montpelier, where days earlier they felt Gov. 

Phil Scott “betrayed” them when he signed three major gun control measures. 

 

“Three days ago, on these steps, we were betrayed," Joe Nagle told the Burlington Free Press. "We were 

promised no new gun laws." 

 

The paper reported that the National Rifle Association criticized Scott, a Republican, and called on gun 

owners to abandon the governor, who changed his stance in February after an alleged school shooting plot 

shook the state. 

 

Saturday's protests came less than three weeks after hundreds of thousands marched in Washington, New 

York and elsewhere to demand tougher gun laws after the Feb. 14 school shooting in Parkland, Fla., that 

killed 17. Organizers of those protests demanded a ban on assault weapons and high-capacity magazines, 

and called for universal background checks on potential gun owners. 

 

Pro-gun protesters also showed up in Boston; Indianapolis; Albany, N.Y.; Austin, Texas; Des Moines, 

Iowa; and other cities. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Experts: strikes won’t stop Syria Assad 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/trump-s-u-s-led-airstrike-syria-won-t-stop-n866046  

GIST The Pentagon boasted Saturday that its coordinated show of military force obliterated key chemical 

weapons facilities in Syria and set back the country's chemical weapons capabilities "for years." 

 

But military and Middle East experts say the predawn onslaught — touted by the Defense Department as 

"precise, overwhelming and effective" — appears to have been little more than an empty gesture and 

likely did not do much to alter Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's military calculus. 

 

Gen. Douglas Lute, the former U.S. ambassador to NATO, said that Assad's threshold for pain is very high 

because "he's in a fight for his life" to maintain control of his country, which has been mired in a seven-

year civil war. 
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The airstrikes, which targeted three facilities involved in research or storage of chemical weapons in 

western Syria, won't disable him from taking further action — whether chemical or conventional, Lute 

said. 

 

"I think he's feeling reasonably good right now," Lute said of Assad. "Some of his facilities were struck, 

but it doesn't really challenge his hold on the country." 

 

But experts said it's unclear how long of an impact the strike would have on Assad's weapon capabilities 

and whether it would dissuade him, as intended, from using chemical weapons in the future. Syria has 

repeatedly denied using chemical weapons against its people. 

 

They also said the so-called red line that the Trump administration is drawing, meant as a marker for 

reprisals, could be problematic. 

 

"People will see [the reasoning for the strike] and say, 'Does that mean that Bashar al-Assad has the green 

light to use conventional munitions against defenseless civilians?'" said former Ambassador Lincoln 

Bloomfield, who served in the past three Republican administrations, most recently as the assistant 

secretary of state for political-military affairs under President George W. Bush. 

 

Assad, meanwhile, appeared unruffled Saturday as he strolled into the presidential palace in Damascus, 

briefcase in hand and mere miles from where some of the missiles struck chemical weapons depots hours 

earlier, according to a video released on Twitter by the Syrian regime. 

 

While the attack may have destroyed the facilities where Syria combines its chemical agents, the strike 

likely will only cripple the country's ability to deploy certain agents, such as sarin gas, experts told NBC 

News. 

 

Sarin was not the only agent used in the alleged chemical attack last week on the rebel stronghold of 

Douma, east of Damascus, senior Trump administration officials said Saturday. 

 

Defense Secretary James Mattis told reporters Friday that chlorine gas was also used. Experts say that it's a 

common industrial chemical that is not difficult to produce and can be added to a barrel bomb or 

improvised artillery rocket. 

 

It's unlikely Syria's ability to produce or find the chemical were inhibited by the airstrikes in any way, said 

Justin Bronk, a research fellow at the Royal United Services Institute in London. 

 

The widespread use of chlorine for commercial purposes means that it is not included in the Chemical 

Weapons Convention that came into effect in 1997, a point readily cited by the Russian and Syrian 

governments. But the use of it as a gas in war or as an attachment to an explosive does constitute a war 

crime, experts said, and it's a simple weapon that has roots that go as far back as World War I. 

 

That's why some experts don't think the strategic strike on chemical weapons facilities in Syria will have a 

long-term effect on the Assad regime, including its military operations. 

 

"I don't think [their chemical weapons] capability will have been affected significantly at all," Bronk said. 

"And the delivery mechanism that is the Syrian Air Force — we have not seen much in terms of bases 

being hit as opposed to chemical facilities. The aircraft were mostly evacuated so they would have 

remained untouched." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 US warns ‘locked, loaded’ on Syria 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/syria-strikes-haley-warns-u-s-locked-and-loaded-if-syrian-regime-

uses-poisonous-gas-again/  
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GIST The U.S. ambassador to the United Nations said President Donald Trump told her Saturday morning that if 

the Syrian regime uses poisonous gas again, "the United States is locked and loaded" to strike again. Nikki 

Haley relayed the message from Mr. Trump at an emergency meeting of the U.N. Security Council on 

Saturday.  

 

"When our president draws a red line, our president enforces the red line," she said.  

 

Haley said the message from the U.S., U.K. and French airstrikes overnight that "crippled Syria's chemical 

weapons program" was "crystal clear." 

 

"The United States of America will not allow the Assad regime to continue using chemical weapons," she 

said.  
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HEADLINE 04/14 Closer look at targets hit in Syria 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/syrian-airstrikes-hit-chemical-weapons-facilities-2018-04-14/  

GIST The U.S., together with the U.K. and France, targeted three sites in Syria overnight in response to the 

Syrian regime's alleged use of chemical weapons on civilians last weekend. The Pentagon said a total of 

105 weapons were launched in the operation. 

 

"This is going to set the Syrian chemical weapons program back for years," Lt. Gen. Kenneth McKenzie, a 

director of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said Saturday morning. 

 

Chief Pentagon spokeswoman Dana White described the target choices as "very methodical" and called it 

a "deliberate decision" to go after chemical weapons facilities.  

 

"The strikes went at the very heart of the enterprise to the research, to develop, to storage. So we are very 

confident that we have significantly crippled Assad's ability to produce these weapons," White said. 

 

Barzeh research and development center, Damascus 

The Pentagon said 76 missiles were aimed at the research center located northeast of central Damascus. 

McKenzie said 57 of the missiles were Tomahawk missiles, adding that the strikes "successfully 

destroyed" three buildings in the city. 

 

The research center was used for development, production and testing of chemical and biological warfare 

technology, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Gen. Joseph Dunford said at a news conference Friday.   

 

Britain's Ministry of Defense said the facility was a former missile base where the Syrian regime keeps 

"chemical weapon precursors stockpiled in breach of Syria's obligations under the Chemical Weapons 

Convention." It said the facility is located "some distance from any known concentrations of civilian 

habitation, reducing yet further any such risk." 

 

Images from The Associated showed the damage to the facility that was essentially reduced to rubble. 

 

CBS News correspondent Seth Doane visited the site Saturday where the complex once stood. He spoke 

with a scientist only identified as Sayed who said his office -- and life's work -- were inside the building. 

 

Sayed said he'd worked there for 38 years and cried when he saw the complex in ruins. He said it's "totally 

incorrect" that chemical weapons were being developed there. "The Organization for the Prohibition of 

Chemical Weapons (OPCW) visited here and didn't report anything wrong with this place," he said.  

 

Him Shinshar chemical weapons storage site, west of Homs 

The facility is located 15 miles west of Homs and was the primary location of Syrian serin and precursor 

production equipment, Dunford said. 
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Twenty-two weapons were aimed at the site, including naval cruise missiles and scout teams, McKenzie 

said Saturday. 

 

Second chemical weapons storage site, west of Homs 

Seven missiles targeted the bunker, which was successfully hit, Gen. McKenzie said Saturday. He said the 

missiles were delivered from British, French and U.S. from the Mediterranean, and each strike hit around 

4 a.m. in Syria. 

 

"This strike aimed to deliver a clear and unambiguous message to the Syrian regime that their use of 

chemical weapons against innocent civilians is inexcusable and to deter any future use of chemical 

weapons," McKenzie said Saturday.  

 

He said initial indications showed the strikes accomplished the Pentagon's "military objections without 

material interference from Syria." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Warship ruse, new stealth missiles 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-14/warship-ruse-and-new-stealth-missiles-how-

they-attacked-syria  

GIST President Donald Trump’s outrage over another apparent chemical weapons attack by Syrian President 

Bashar al-Assad was clear. And for the second time in his presidency, the U.S. commander-in-chief 

demanded retaliation. 

 

As images of sick or dying children flooded global media all week, the U.S. guided-missile destroyer USS 

Winston Churchill churned toward the Mediterranean to join a flotilla of allied warships, including another 

U.S. destroyer, the USS Donald Cook. 

 

It was a ruse. 

 

While both vessels carry as many as 90 Tomahawk missiles -- the main weapon used in the Friday evening 

strike on Syria -- neither ship in the end fired a shot. Instead, according to a person familiar with White 

House war planning, they were part of a plan to distract Russia and its Syrian ally from an assault Assad’s 

government could do little to defend itself against. 

 

It worked. Pentagon officials on Saturday said they faced little resistance to their targeted attack on what 

they said were three Syrian chemical weapons facilities. Most of the Syrian countermeasures, including 

defensive ballistic missiles, were fired after U.S. and allied weapons hit their targets, Lieutenant General 

Kenneth McKenzie told reporters on Saturday. 

 

“No Syrian weapon had any effect on anything we did,” McKenzie said. He described the joint U.S., 

French and U.K. strike as “precise, overwhelming and effective.” 

 

Brazen as it was perceived to be, the Assad regime’s decision to again use chemical weapons on own 

people didn’t by itself spur the U.S. to act. The Trump administration was also motivated by how closely 

the attack followed the use of a nerve agent to poison a Russian ex-spy and his daughter in England in 

March, an action the U.K. government and its allies blamed on Russia. 

 

The English incident added to concerns held by Trump, his top aides, and leaders in the U.K. and France 

that not responding might encourage proliferation of chemical weapons, according to two administration 

officials who spoke on condition of anonymity to discuss the deliberations. 

 

As the strategy of how to respond took shape, Trump appeared to telegraph his intentions to the world with 

a tweet on April 11: “Russia vows to shoot down any and all missiles fired at Syria. Get ready Russia, 
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because they will be coming, nice and new and ‘smart!”’ 

 

Analysts suggested Assad’s regime would respond to Trump’s threats by protectively moving weapons 

and personnel away from likely targets. An already difficult battle plan -- which required hitting Assad 

without provoking Russian reprisals or injecting the U.S. further into Syria’s seven-year civil war -- was 

getting harder. 

 

In the White House, Trump met with military officials and made several calls to his French and British 

counterparts, President Emmanuel Macron and Prime Minister Theresa May, with the goal of following 

through on a threat to impose a “big price’’ on Syria -- a vow made in an earlier tweet, on April 8. 

 

During a meeting with the National Security Council and top military leaders early in the week, Trump 

had been presented five large target options -- called sets -- for potential strikes, according to the person 

familiar with the plans. The president largely listened as Pentagon chief Jim Mattis, Joint Chiefs Chairman 

Marine Corps General Joe Dunford and other military leaders did most of the talking. New National 

Security Adviser John Bolton -- who started work on April 9 -- and Vice President Mike Pence were also 

on hand. 

 

The president asked Bolton and the military leaders to justify each potential target, and was particularly 

focused on limiting the risk of escalation by Russia. There was unanimity among Trump’s top national 

security staff about conducting strikes but debate about how hard to hit the Syrians, the person said. 

 

Trump, who just a week earlier said he wanted to pull U.S. troops out of Syria “very soon,” didn’t want to 

become drawn into the civil war there and instead focused the military response on deterring the use of 

chemical weapons, according to the official. 

 

With the allies on board and the USS Winston Churchill arriving in the Mediterranean region, the attack 

was nearly under way. 

 

As the president addressed the nation at 9 p.m. Washington time, on Friday, a barrage of 105 U.S., U.K. 

and French missiles converged on Syria. They came from the Red Sea, the Arabian Gulf and the 

Mediterranean, homing in from three directions to overwhelm whatever missile defenses Assad’s regime 

might deploy. Russia’s more advanced air defense system didn’t engage the allied weapons. 

 

According to the Pentagon, the allied weaponry included 19 new “Extended-Range” stealthy Joint Air-to-

Surface Standoff Attack Munitions launched by two B-1B bombers based out of Al Udeid Air Base, Qatar, 

and six Tomahawk cruise missiles launched from the Virginia-class USS John Warner submarine. The 

bomber-launched missiles, built by Lockheed Martin Corp., had never been used in combat. 

 

The cruiser USS Monterey fired 30 Tomahawks and the destroyer USS Laboon fired seven Tomahawks 

from the Red Sea. The destroyer USS Higgins fired 23 Tomahawks from the North Arabian Gulf, 

according to McKenzie. 

 

The weapons also included French SCALP-EG cruise missiles and British Storm Shadow standoff missiles 

launched by Tornado and Typhoon jets. Nine SCALP missiles were fired at what the Pentagon said was a 

chemical weapons storage complex at Hims-Shinshar, along with two SCALPS, nine Tomahawks and 

eight Storm Shadows. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Caravan migrants on freight train to US 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/americas/central-america-migrant-caravan-train/index.html  

GIST Tultitlán, Mexico (CNN)A stampede of Central American migrants rushed to the tracks Saturday when the 

first whistle of the train rang out. 
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After a few days in Mexico City, it was time to continue their journey north to the US border. About 500 

migrants traveling in a caravan climbed onto the freight train just outside the Mexican city of Tultitlán. 

 

They were about 1,500 miles south of the US-Mexico border as they started heading northwest to the city 

of Celaya. 

 

As the train slowed down, migrants scrambled around the train cars to find a way to climb aboard, 

throwing small bags of belongings onto the train and hastily helping one another. 

 

Police and guards watched from a few feet away. Some took photos. None took action to stop the migrants 

as they climbed the train. 

 

As migrants set makeshift tents with blankets to protect them from the dusty wind and scorching sun, 

people from the ground and a bridge above waved. Some tossed water and snacks. As the train pulled 

forward, one migrant yelled out, "Gracias Mexico!" ("Thank you Mexico!") 

 

More than 1,100 people set on the journey across Mexico on March 25, but they have dispersed into 

smaller groups as they headed north, organizers said. 

 

The government of Mexico has granted many of the migrants temporary permission to stay in the country. 

Most of the migrants agree Mexico has been a welcoming place. Police have escorted the caravan at times 

and stopped traffic to help the convoys stay together. Churches and shelters have opened their doors, 

providing food and a safe place to sleep. Some of the migrants have decided to stay in Mexico. 

 

The migrants, most from Honduras, say they are fleeing violence and poverty. Honduras and El Salvador 

are among the countries with the highest homicide rates in the world. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 US confident Syria used chlorine, sarin 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/politics/us-chlorine-sarin-syria/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Senior US officials expressed confidence Saturday that both chlorine and sarin gas were used in 

Syria's alleged chemical weapons attack on the Damascus enclave of Douma last week -- a conclusion that 

went a step further than Vice President Mike Pence did in his remarks earlier Saturday. 

 

"While the available information is much greater on the chlorine use, we do have significant information 

that also points to sarin use," a senior administration official said on a call with reporters, citing reports 

from media, nongovernmental organizations and other open sources.  

 

"They do point to miosis -- constricted pupils -- convulsions and disruptions to central nervous systems. 

Those symptoms don't come from chlorine. They come from nerve agents. ... It's a much more efficient 

weapon, unfortunately, the way the regime has been using it, and it's resulted in higher deaths, it resulted 

in terrible pictures." 

 

The comments come a day after the United States launched targeted airstrikes against suspected chemical 

weapons facilities in Syria in coordination with the British and French. 

 

Earlier Saturday, Pence held off from expressing a final judgment about whether sarin gas was deployed in 

the chemical weapons attack. 

 

"Chlorine and possibly nerve agents were used," Pence said during his address at the Summit of the 

Americas in Peru. 

 

Another administration official laid out evidence on Saturday for the United States' conclusion that Syrian 

President Bashar al-Assad's government was behind the chemical weapons attack; that included 
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eyewitness accounts of Syrian government helicopters circling the site of the attack on April 7 and high-

resolution photos that "clearly" documented asphyxiation and foaming at the mouth. 

 

"Assad has established himself as a user of chemical weapons" from past attacks, the official added. 

 

Another official said, "We have incontrovertible evidence from the photos" that chemical weapons were 

used and it was "clear to the international community." 

 

The administration maintains that it "exhausted every avenue in the international community" for 

diplomacy and sanctions before launching the missile strike, and that the President and allies felt the 

appropriate response was military action. 

 

US officials said they hope the strike will serve to deter Syria's government from using chemical weapons 

in the future. 

 

"If this step does not succeed, we will be prepared to act again," an official said on the call, echoing what 

other top administration officials emphasized on Saturday. Whether or not that happens is up to Syria and 

also Russia, the officials said. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 US, allies: end Syria chem. program 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/15/middleeast/us-uk-france-russia-un-syria-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The United States, the United Kingdom and France are pushing for an "irreversible" end to Syria's 

chemical weapons program, amid furious recriminations from Russia over the effectiveness and legality of 

a wave of US-led missile strikes on Syrian targets. 

 

UN diplomats shared with CNN a new resolution, led by France and backed by the US and the UK, calling 

for an independent investigation into the suspected chemical weapons attack inside Syria that precipitated 

the cruise missile strikes unleashed by the Western allies Friday. 

 

France's ambassador to the United Nations, Francois Delattre, said Syria's chemical weapons program 

must be dismantled in a "verifiable and irreversible way." 

 

The renewed push for a UN-backed diplomatic solution follows a volatile emergency meeting of the UN 

Security Council, called by Moscow Saturday, with Russia's UN ambassador, Vassily Nebenzia, 

condemning the joint US-British-French strikes as a violation of international law. 

 

Nebenzia said Friday's missile strikes, targeted at facilities associated with the Syrian regime's chemical 

weapons program, had been a "blow to the political settlement" in the divided Middle Eastern nation. 

 

The Russian-led response to the strikes, though limited to words, comes amid days of building pressure 

and talk among UN diplomats of a potential new Cold War. 

 

UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres has urged all Security Council members to show restraint, as US 

Ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley told the meeting that Washington remains "locked and loaded" to 

respond to any future Syrian chemical attacks. 

 

Outside of the UN, protests against the strikes were held around the world Saturday, including in major 

cities in the US, Mexico, Greece and the UK. 

 

While some of the protestors came out in support of Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad's regime, many 

others were opposed to the use of military action by Western powers against Syria. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Russia: Western-designed nerve agent 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-trace-western-made-nerve-agent-uk-samples-

54468326  

GIST Russia's foreign minister says Moscow has received a document from a Swiss lab that analyzed the 

samples in the nerve agent poisoning of an ex-Russian spy, which points at a Western-designed nerve 

agent as a likely cause. 

 

Minister Sergey Lavrov said Saturday that Moscow received the confidential information from the 

laboratory in Spiez, Switzerland, that analyzed samples from the site of the March 4 poisoning of Sergei 

Skripal and his daughter in the English city of Salisbury. 

 

He said the analysis was done at the request of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. 

 

The OPCW's report confirmed British findings that the Skripals were poisoned with a military-grade nerve 

agent, but didn't say who was responsible. 

 

Britain has accused Russia of poisoning them with a Soviet-designed agent, an accusation that Moscow 

denies. 

 

Lavrov said the document indicated that the samples from Salisbury contained BZ nerve agent and its 

precursor. He said BZ was part of chemical arsenals of the U.S., Britain and other NATO countries, while 

the Soviet Union and Russia never developed the agent. 

 

Lavrov added that the Swiss lab also pointed at the presence of the nerve agent A234 in the samples, but 

added that the lab noted that its presence in the samples appeared strange, given the substance's high 

volatility and the relatively long period between the poisoning and the sample-taking. 

 

He noted that OPCW's report didn't contain any mention of BZ, adding that Russia will ask the chemical 

weapons watchdog for an explanation. 

 

Britain said that the A234 agent belonged to the family of Soviet-designed nerve agents dubbed Novichok. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Thousands protest in Athens against US 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/thousands-protest-athens-us-led-syria-airstrikes-

54478012?  

GIST Thousands of Greeks turned up at a rally and march in central Athens organized by the Communist Party 

to protest the U.S.-led airstrikes against Syria. 

 

The protesters gathered Saturday at Athens' central Syntagma Square before marching to the U.S. 

Embassy, chanting anti-U.S. slogans and carrying banners. Some wrote on the pavement in red paint: 

"Americans, murderers of people." 

 

Police vehicles barricaded access to the embassy and protesters left peacefully. 

 

Dimitris Koutsoumbas, the Communist Party's leader, blasted Greek politicians for believing "flimsy 

excuses about a use of chemical weapons" by Syria. He also criticized their "subservience" to the EU and 

NATO, as well as their support for Israel. 

 

He told the crowd "the imperialists once again spill the blood of the local people. They destroy and splinter 

states by using fabricated evidence." 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Israel: Hamas tunnel network destroyed 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-destroys-hamas-tunnel-network-gaza-

54478033?  

GIST The Israeli military said Sunday it has destroyed a Gaza attack tunnel built by Hamas militants that 

penetrated Israeli territory. 

 

Lt. Col. Jonathan Conricus, a military spokesman, said the new Hamas tunnel was connected to a 

network dug in the northern Gaza Strip and entered Israel near the Israeli community of Nahal Oz. It's 

the fifth such Hamas tunnel Israel has destroyed in as many months. 

 

Conricus said the tunnel was adjacent to the site of recent mass protests, which Israel says Hamas is 

using as a cover for attacks.  

 

Conricus said Hamas began building the tunnel following the 2014 war. Israel has placed a high 

priority on halting the tunnel threat since Hamas infiltrated Israel during the war. Although they did not 

manage to reach civilian areas, the infiltrations caught Israel off guard, with one attack killing five 

soldiers, and terrified the local population. 

 

In two weeks of protests, 28 Palestinians have been killed and more than 1,500 wounded by Israeli fire. 

The marches have been organized by Gaza's militant Hamas rulers, but large turnouts on two preceding 

Fridays were also driven by Gaza's dire living conditions and desperation among the territory's 2 

million residents, who have been enduring a crippling border closure by Israel and Egypt since 2007. 

 

Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman said this was the longest and deepest tunnel Israel has discovered 

thus far. 

 

"It's a tunnel that cost millions of dollars to dig, money that instead of going to ease the hardship of 

Gaza's residents has sunk in the sand," he said. "Residents of Gaza: Hamas is burning your money on 

tunnels to nowhere." 

 

Hamas had no immediate comment. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 France urges Russia join peace push 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/france-urges-russia-join-peace-push-syria-strike-

54478584?   

GIST France is urging Russia to join a push for a political solution in Syria after joint U.S., French and British 

attacks on Syrian chemical weapons sites. 

 

French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian said in an interview published Sunday in the Journal du 

Dimanche newspaper that "we should join our efforts to promote a political process in Syria that would 

allow a way out of the crisis." 

 

France has continued to talk regularly with Russia even as East-West tensions have grown. French 

President Emmanuel Macron spoke with Russian President Vladimir Putin on Friday, hours before the 

Western missile strikes. 

 

Western countries blamed Syria's government for a chemical attack on a rebel-held area earlier this month 

that killed more than 40 people. The Syrian government and its ally Russia denied the allegations. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Security Council rejects Russia outcry 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/us-locked-loaded-syria-chemical-weapons-nikki-

haley/story?id=54466163&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST The U.S. announced that overnight airstrikes succeeded in dealing a severe blow against the Syrian 

government's capacity to use chemical weapons.  

 

But U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley also warned Saturday that the U.S. is "locked and loaded" in case 

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad uses chemical weapons again.  

 

"Last night, we successfully hit the heart of Syria’s chemical weapons enterprise, and because of these 

actions, we are confident that we have crippled Syria’s chemical weapons program," Haley said at an 

emergency meeting of the U.N. Security Council. "I spoke to the president this morning and he said that if 

the Syrian regime uses this poisonous gas again, the United States is locked and loaded."  

 

She added, "When our president draws a red line, our president enforces the red line." 

 

The Security Council meanwhile rejected a Russian resolution calling for condemnation of the 

"aggression" by the U.S. and its allies against Syria. Only two other countries, China and Bolivia, joined 

Russia in supporting the resolution. Eight countries voted against it, and three abstained. A resolution 

needs at least nine "yes" votes to pass.  

 

Anatoly Antonov, Russia's ambassador to the United States, tweeted that the strike would have 

repercussions. "We warned that such actions will not be left without consequences." 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Report: Seattle w/most regressive taxes 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/953315/seattle-regressive-taxes/  

GIST Washington state’s tax system has been called the most unfair to the poor in the nation. Now, Seattle is 

ranked as having the most regressive taxes in the state. 

 

According to a report from the Economic Opportunity Institute, a Seattle household making $25,000 per 

year pays 17 percent of its income in state and local taxes. Meanwhile, a household earning $250,000 pays 

just 4.4 percent. 

 

“Even if public expenditures are relatively progressive in nature, city projects are increasingly being built 

on the backs of those who can least afford to pay for them,” the report from the Institute states. 

 

Seattle, the Institute criticizes, likes to imagine itself as a progressive beacon. But of the major cities in 

Washington, it’s Spokane that has the least regressive taxes. A household earning $25,000 has 10.4 

percent of its income taxed 

 

Of course, King County voters tend to approve higher taxes to fund schools and projects more than outside 

cities. 

 

But Seattle is trapped within the state’s already regressive tax system. 

 

“Every major statewide tax in Washington is regressive,” according to the report. 
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You can read the entire report here 

 

HEADLINE 04/13 Probe: SPD cops violated force policy 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/two-seattle-officers-violated-force-policies-in-eastlake-
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shooting-internal-probe-finds/  

GIST Two Seattle police officers violated policies when they fired a barrage of gunshots that injured the driver 

and passenger of a stolen car fleeing an Eastlake alley in October, the department’s internal-investigation 

unit has found. 

 

The Office of Police Accountability (OPA) recommended that allegations regarding excessive use of 

force, use of deadly force on a fleeing person and firing weapons at a moving vehicle be sustained, said 

Andrew Myerberg, OPA’s civilian director. 

 

Myerberg said the officers’ chain of command agreed with the findings, which were jointly submitted to 

Interim Police Chief Carmen Best for a final decision and any potential disciplinary action. 

 

Neither officer was named by the OPA, but the department has previously identified them as Officer 

Kenneth Martin and Officer Tabitha Sexton. They will be given the opportunity to meet with the chief 

before a decision is reached. Hearings have been set for May. 

 

In Martin’s case, the OPA recommended that an additional allegation of failure to de-escalate the situation 

also be sustained. 

 

No details on the findings were released. The Seattle Times has filed a public-disclosure request for the 

OPA’s written findings and analysis. Kevin Stuckey, president of the Seattle Police Officers’ Guild, could 

not be reached for comment. 

 

On Oct. 8, Martin and Sexton fired dozens of rounds at a fleeing Subaru in an alley west of the 2200 block 

of Yale Avenue East. Video footage captured by officers’ body cameras and dashboard cameras was 

released by the department’s public-affairs office two days after the incident. 

 

Police had responded to a call reporting two people using drugs and possibly handling a gun inside a car. 

 

The video shows officers moving toward a car as an officer asks “is that them right there?” Officers then 

yell for one of the individuals to get on the ground, but the person ran toward the car. 

 

The video then shows four officers running toward the car, with one of them — identified as Martin — 

standing in front of the car and moving out of the way as the driver leaves a parking stall and heads north 

through the alley. 

 

Martin and Sexton initially opened fire as the car pulled out. The driver briefly stopped the car twice as the 

officers opened fire again with numerous gunshots. The driver then turned the vehicle right and drove off. 

 

The driver and passenger were not seriously hurt and were arrested later in Everett. 

 

In charging documents filed against both occupants of the car, a Seattle police detective wrote that as 

officers approached the car on foot, they shouted commands that the suspects ignored. 

 

Martin was standing in front the car, and patrol-car video showed the driver accelerated forward and struck 

Martin as he was trying to get out of the way, according to the detective. 

 

“To stop the imminent threat, officers fired their firearms,” the detective wrote. 

 

One issue to arise in the incident was whether the officers had justification to fire the second volley of 

shots, when the car appeared to be driving away. 

 

According to the Police Department’s manual, officers shouldn’t fire at a moving vehicle “unless a person 

in the vehicle is immediately threatening the officer or another person with deadly force by means other 

than the vehicle.” The manual states that the moving vehicle itself shall not “presumptively constitute a 

threat that justifies” deadly force. 
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Officers also should move out of the path of a vehicle unless the person is immediately threatening the 

officer or another person. 

 

King County prosecutors conducted a preliminary review of the incident, but tentatively declined to bring 

criminal charges against Martin and Sexton. Prosecutors, who will make a final determination later, 

returned the case to the Police Department for further investigation. 

 

Myerberg said the OPA didn’t reach a conclusion on whether the two officers committed violations of law, 

leaving that decision to prosecutors. 

 

Prosecutors charged a man and his mother in connection with the stolen car after their fingerprints were 

found on the Subaru Impreza, according to court documents. The car had been found abandoned in North 

King County. 

 

Joshua Brooks, 21, the driver, pleaded guilty April 5 to possession of a stolen vehicle and is awaiting 

sentencing. His mother, Wendy Lee, 46, who pleaded guilty to taking a motor vehicle without permission, 

was sentenced in December to 49 days of time served in the King County Jail. 

 

Before they were booked into jail, Brooks and Lee were both treated at Harborview Medical Center for 

injuries suffered in the shooting. Brooks had two gunshot wounds to his lower back, and Lee’s lower back 

and legs were peppered with tiny pieces of shrapnel, according to court documents. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Everett, KCSO plan new gang units 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/13/gang-units-what-are-they-and-do-we-need-them/  

GIST EVERETT, Wash. – From Snohomish to Pierce counties, we’ve seen an increase in gang violence. 

 

Just months after Everett elected a new mayor, police say a 13-year-old with gang affiliation shot and 

killed a 14-year-old. 

 

“My focus is on public safety and gang violence. We’re seeing a real uptick and it's frightening, the age of 

the kids we’re seeing,” said Everett Mayor Cassie Franklin. 

 

To combat that, the Everett Police Department is now working on putting together a new gang unit. 

 

There’s talk of the same thing in King County after 13-year-old Elizabeth Juarez and 19-year-old Eveona 

Cortez were shot and killed in Burien in late March. 

 

“Talking to the sheriff {Mitzi Johanknecht} today, she would like to get a gang unit, maybe not just in 

King County maybe not just in Burien, but getting all the agencies involved,” said county sheriff's Sgt. 

Ryan Abbott. 

 

Jonathan Wender is a 20-year police veteran and the CEO and president of Polis Soultions, a consulting 

firm that helps train police departments across the nation in partnership with the Department of Justice.  

He says now is the time to bring back gang units that were disbanded across the Puget Sound. 

 

“We have an uptick in gang activity now and we want to reallocate those resources to address that issue,” 

said Wender. 

 

He says gang unit members play a vital role in stopping gun violence.  But he says it means either adding 

more funding to hire more officers or shifting some current officers and deputies to the newly formed gang 

unit. 
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“It means they’re good investigators, they have unimpeachable honesty, they’ve got credibility, they can 

be firm, and they can be fair,” said Wender. 

 

Wender says gang units are more than just about learning gang signs, or knowing who wears which color, 

or if this is graffiti or tagging. 

 

“It’s really not a secret who those folks are. The challenge is that you can build up a relationship with 

them, that you can deal with crimes when they occur but most importantly prevent the crimes from 

occurring in the first place,” said Wender. 

 

The emotions from a vigil in Burien for the two slain teenagers show the damage gangs can do in a 

community, but Wender says a gang unit isn’t the only solution. 

 

“It’s not an either-or proposition. Do we need more case workers? Do we need more drug and alcohol 

treatment, better mental health care? Absolutely,” said Wender. 

 

In about a month, Everett police say they’ll have the groundwork laid for the new gang unit.  It’ll be just in 

time for the normal uptick in gun and gang violence we normally see across the area during the warmer, 

summer months. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Seattle: standard min. wage for disabled 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/seattle-becomes-first-in-country-to-require-standard-minimum-

wage-for-disabled/731855072  

GIST SEATTLE - Seattle Mayor Durkan today signed legislation banning the allowance of sub-minimum wages 

for people with disabilities. 

 

For KIRO 7 News at 5, Essex Porter was at Seattle City Hall today, where the bill was signed to promote 

integration and equal treatment for people with disabilities.  

 

The bill, authored by Councilmember Teresa Mosqueda, made Seattle the first city in the U.S. to require 

standard minimum wage for disabled people. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 DOJ demands Seattle documents 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/doj-demands-seattle-give-documents-related-to-compliance-with-

immigration-authorities/731916316  

GIST The U.S. Department of Justice on Thursday, April 12, sent letters to the city of Seattle and the state of 

Vermont demanding they produce documents that show whether each jurisdiction is “unlawfully 

restricting information sharing by its law enforcement officers with federal immigration authorities.” 

 

An excerpt from the DOJ announcement is below: 

 

"The Department of Justice previously contacted these jurisdictions and raised concerns about laws, 

policies, or practices that may violate 8 U.S.C. § 1373, a federal statute that promotes information sharing 

related to immigration enforcement and with which compliance is a condition of FY2016 and FY2017 

Byrne JAG awards. 

 

"The letters also state that failure to respond, respond completely, or respond in a timely manner will be 

subject to a Department of Justice subpoena." 

 

What’s happening Friday? 
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The federal government is demanding documentation proving that local law enforcement has been 

compliant with a law that requires cooperation with federal agencies, including ICE.  It’s telling Seattle to 

hand over documents to that end or they will be subpoenaed anyway. If Seattle is found to be uncompliant, 

it could face federal funding cuts.  

 

What federal funding? 

 

Byrne Grants. The letter says: “These materials are critical to our ongoing review. Should the Department 

determine your jurisdiction is out of compliance with section 1373, the Department may, as detailed in 

your award documents, seek return of your FY 2016 grant funds, require additional conditions for receipt 

of any FY 2017 Byrne JAG funding for which you have applied, and/or deem you ineligible for FY 2017 

Byrne JAG funds.” 

 

What’s a Byrne Grant? 

 

The Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grants Program (Byrne JAG) is the cornerstone federal 

crime-fighting program, enabling communities to target resources to their most pressing local needs. 

 

How has it helped the state of Washington? 

 

Law enforcement agencies in Western Washington get nearly $8 million in federal grant funding for a 

range of projects designed to enhance community safety and improve crime fighting technologies, 

announced U.S. Attorney Annette L. Hayes.  

 

King County called this kind of action bullying last July.  

 

NEW FEDERAL REQUIREMENT: Certify compliance with Section 1373, a federal statute applicable to 

state and local governments that generally bars restrictions on communications between state and local 

agencies and officials at the Department of Homeland Security 

 

CURRENT KING COUNTY POLICY: King County has always been in compliance with U.S. Code 

Section 1373. As it relates to immigration enforcement, King County does not ask people for their 

immigration status and does not collect immigration information 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Putin sits back as US strikes Syria 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/europe/putin-sits-back-as-us-allies-strike-syria-1.522046  

GIST MOSCOW — Facing a stark choice between engaging the United States, Britain and France in combat or 

passively watching them strike his ally, President Vladimir Putin has opted for the peaceful route. That 

cautious response may dent the Russian leader's tough-man image but it won't undermine his gains in 

Syria or erode his authority at home. 

 

The Kremlin had warned Washington that Russia would fend off any strike that jeopardized its servicemen 

in Syria, and the West respected the red line by giving advance notice of Saturday's attack, just as it did a 

year ago when it struck a Syrian air base. Russia had sat idle back then, but this time, it had threatened to 

retaliate. 

 

Such a clash could have quickly spun out of control — an extremely dangerous scenario that was widely 

compared to the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, when the world narrowly escaped a nuclear conflict. 

 

"With our allies, we ensured that the Russians were warned ahead of time," said French Defense Minister 

Florence Parly. The U.S.-led strike was a response to a purported chemical attack on civilians in the Syrian 

town of Douma on April 7. Russia said its experts found no trace of chemical agents. 
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A senior French official noted that President Emmanuel Macron did not tell Putin about the strikes when 

they spoke on the phone Friday, but "certain de-confliction mechanisms" had already been triggered by 

that point, and "both knew that a new phase was going to begin quickly." 

 

Putin condemned Saturday's strikes as an "act of aggression" that will worsen the humanitarian catastrophe 

in Syria and have a "destructive influence on the entire system of international relations." He criticized 

Washington and its allies for attacking without waiting for inspectors from the international chemical 

weapons watchdog group to visit Douma, just outside Damascus. 

 

The Russian military said its air defenses at two bases in Syria tracked the incoming missiles but didn't 

engage them. 

 

Russian social media buzzed Saturday with angry nationalist comments blasting Putin for failing to protect 

his ally. But state TV focused on criticizing the West for acting on the basis of what Moscow called a 

faked chemical attack. 

 

The Kremlin's tight control over the media will help Putin avoid any significant damage to his carefully 

nurtured image of a strong leader. 

 

In fact, his cautious stance could boost his popularity further amid fears of war that swept Russia. In recent 

days, state media have been offering tips on how to behave in a nuclear conflict and what supplies to take 

to bomb shelters. 

 

Most Russians will now heave a sigh of relief and feel grateful to Putin for pulling back from the brink. 

State TV channels compared what they described as U.S. President Donald Trump's reckless action with 

the responsible, statesmanlike stance taken by Putin. 

 

Fyodor Lukyanov, head of the Council for Foreign and Defense Policies, an association of top Russian 

foreign policy and security experts, said on state TV that Moscow's warning to strike back "clearly hasn't 

come unnoticed by the Pentagon, and the strike was quite careful." 

 

The Kremlin will also use the crisis to advance its narrative of an aggressive West that plunges the world 

into chaos and disregards international law. Russian officials and lawmakers compared it to the 2003 

invasion of Iraq that was launched on claims that Baghdad was developing suspected nuclear weapons — 

allegations that proved to be false. 

 

Commentators on state TV argued that Trump and British Prime Minister Theresa May launched the 

attack to distract attention from their political problems at home. 

 

For now, Putin has limited his response to calling an urgent meeting of the U.N. Security Council. 

 

No military measures were immediately announced, but in a clear warning to the U.S. and its allies, Col. 

Gen. Sergei Rudskoi of the Russian military's General Staff said Moscow could boost Syria's Soviet-era 

air defense assets with batteries of state-of-the-art S-300 missiles. He noted that Moscow so far has heeded 

Western requests not to provide the missiles to Damascus, but said it may now reconsider. 

 

Rudskoi added that Moscow could also supply long-range missiles to unidentified other countries, a 

possible reference to Iran that has taken deliveries of S-300s in the past. 

 

The statement clearly was aimed at discouraging the West from more attacks on Syria that could endanger 

Assad's gains on the battlefield, where Russian support has helped him secure control of most strategic 

areas. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 UN chief urges restraint in Syria 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-un-guterres/u-n-chief-urges-restraint-avoid-

escalation-in-syria-idUSKBN1HL10X  

GIST UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) - U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres urged all states on Saturday “to 

show restraint in these dangerous circumstances and to avoid any acts that could escalate matters and 

worsen the suffering of the Syrian people.” 

 

He said international investigators were in Syria and ready to visit the site of a suspected deadly chemical 

weapons attack in Douma, which prompted military action by the United States, France and Britain. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Britain hits Syria w/cruise missiles 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-britain/britain-attacks-syria-with-cruise-

missiles-to-deter-more-chemical-attacks-idUSKBN1HL037  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - Britain struck Syria with air-launched cruise missiles on Saturday to cripple 

President Bashar al-Assad’s chemical weapons facilities and prevent what Prime Minister Theresa May 

cast as a global slide towards their greater use. 

 

Four Royal Air Force Tornado jets from the Akrotiri base in Cyprus fired Storm Shadow missiles at a 

military facility near Homs where it was assessed that Syria had stockpiled chemicals, Britain’s Ministry 

of Defense said. 

 

May said the strike was “limited and targeted” and came after intelligence indicated that Syrian military 

officials had co-ordinated a chlorine attack in the Damascus suburb of Douma on April 7. 

 

Missile attacks by the United States, France and Britain had been aimed at deterring Assad’s further use of 

chemical weapons and were not an attempt to topple the Syrian government, May said. The mission had 

been a success, she said. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 France: Syria chem. capacity weakened 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-homs/france-says-syrias-capacity-to-

produce-chemical-weapons-considerably-weakened-idUSKBN1HL12K?il=0  

GIST PARIS (Reuters) - The capacity of the Syrian regime to produce and store chemical weapons has been 

“considerably weakened” after the air strikes conducted by the French, U.S and British military on 

Saturday, Defense Minister Florence Parly said. 

 

Parly said some of the strikes had targeted two sites used by Bashar al-Assad’s regime to store and 

assemble chemical weapons near the Syrian city of Homs. 

 

“The mission is a success. The goals had been carefully chosen and I observe that there are no incidents to 

report between our forces and other forces active in the region,” Parly told a news conference. 

 

French army chief Francois Lecointre added Syria’s ground-to-air defense system had been effective but 

that its efficiency proved “very limited.” Russian assets deployed in Syria were “neither active nor 

proactive” he said. 

 

He added that there was no reason to think there could have been any collateral victim. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Iran: West attack on Syria ‘a crime’ 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-iran-guards/irans-supreme-leader-says-

western-attack-on-syria-a-crime-idUSKBN1HL0DO  

GIST ANKARA (Reuters) - Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said coordinated air strikes on 

Syria by the United States, France and Britain on Saturday were a crime that would bring no benefit. 

 

“Today’s dawn attack on Syria is a crime. I clearly declare that the president of the United States, the 

president of France and the British prime minister are criminals,” Khamenei said in a speech, according to 

his Twitter account. 

 

“They will not benefit (from the attack) as they went to Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan in the past years and 

committed such crimes and did not gain any benefits,” Khamenei added. 

 

Iran — the dominant Shi’ite Muslim power which is in rivalry with Saudi Arabia and the United States’ 

other Sunni Arab allies — has been Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s most supportive ally against 

insurgents throughout the conflict. 

 

Militias backed by Tehran helped Assad’s army stem rebel advances and, following Russia’s entry into the 

war in 2015, turn the tide decisively in the Syrian government’s favor. 

 

Iran’s pragmatist President Hassan Rouhani warned that the U.S.-led missile attacks would lead to further 

destruction in the Middle East, the semi-official Tasnim news agency reported. 

 

“Such attacks will have no result but more destruction ... the Americans want to justify their presence in 

the region by such attacks,” Rouhani was quoted as saying, signaling that Iran’s support for Assad would 

grow. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Syria vows to press war against rebels 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-army/syrian-army-vows-to-press-war-

rebels-say-strikes-not-enough-idUSKBN1HL0BG  

GIST BEIRUT (Reuters) - The Syrian opposition said Western strikes on Saturday would not change the course 

of the seven-year-old war as the army said it would crush remaining rebel parts of the country. 

 

The missiles by the United States, Britain, and France targeted President Bashar al-Assad’s chemical 

weapons capabilities in response to a deadly poison gas attack near Damascus a week ago, Washington 

said. 

 

But rebels and opposition politicians said the Western powers should also hit Assad’s conventional 

weapons which have killed many more people during the war. 

 

Some insurgent officials said they feared an onslaught against the rebel bastion of Idlib, which a senior 

Iranian official has indicated could be the next target. 

 

“Maybe the regime will not use chemical weapons again, but it will not hesitate to use weapons,” 

opposition leader Nasr al-Hariri said. 

 

A rebel fighter said he was bracing for further attacks as “revenge” by the government with its allies on 

rebel territory in the northwest, including the Idlib region. 

 

“More was expected from the American strike to affect the path of the war and to curb Assad’s crimes,” he 

told Reuters from Hama province. 

 

Damascus and its allies have said reports about poison gas in Douma were fabricated as a pretext for 
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Western strikes. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 UN puts Myanmar military on blacklist 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/13/myanmar-military-put-on-un-blacklist-for-sexual-

violence.html  

GIST UNITED NATIONS –  A U.N. report puts Myanmar's armed forces on a U.N. blacklist of government and 

rebel groups "credibly suspected" of carrying out rapes and other acts of sexual violence in conflict for the 

first time. 

 

An advance copy of Secretary-General Antonio Guterres' report, obtained Friday by The Associated Press, 

says international medical staff in Bangladesh have documented that many of the nearly 700,000 Rohingya 

Muslims who fled from Myanmar "bear the physical and psychological scars of brutal sexual assault." 

 

The U.N. chief said the assaults were allegedly perpetrated by the Myanmar Armed Forces "at times acting 

in concert with local militias, in the course of military 'clearance' operations in October 2016 and August 

2017." 

 

Guterres said this was part of a strategy "to humiliate, terrorize and collectively punish the Rohingya 

community." 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Arizona to require ‘travel ID’ for TSA 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/travel/2018/04/13/arizona-residents-will-soon-need-travel-id-to-board-

planes.html  

GIST The Arizona Department of Transportation has announced that state residents will require a new form of 

identification to pass through Transportation Security Administration screeners in the near future. 

 

As of Oct. 1, 2020, Grand Canyon state residents traveling out of Phoenix Sky Harbor International, 

Phoenix Mesa-Gateway, Flagstaff, Tucson International and Yuma International airports will need to carry 

"Voluntary Travel IDs” or be grounded, AZ Family is reporting. 

 

The new ID will also be requisite to access restricted federal buildings and military bases, as standard 

credentials will no longer suffice. 

 

Minors under age 18 will not be required to have the new ID if they are traveling with an adult who does. 

 

According to AZ Central, driver’s licenses are not compliant with the REAL ID Act passed by Congress in 

2005, which amped up identification requirements for air travelers in the wake of 9/11. To compensate, the 

Arizona Legislature passed a law that said a license or card holder must voluntarily take steps to secure a 

Voluntary Travel ID.  

 

“Now is a great time to get a Voluntary Travel ID because the federal deadline gets closer every day,” 

Motor Vehicle Division (MVD) Director Eric Jorgensen told AZ Family. 

 

“MVD is making this process simple. Customers can go to ServiceArizona.com and make an office 

appointment. The website provides information about what documents customers should bring with them 

to meet the REAL ID requirements for the Voluntary Travel ID.” 

 

The Voluntary Travel ID’s cost $25 and are valid for eight years, according to the Arizona Department of 

Transportation. The new ID sets itself apart from the standard state driver's license with a gold star in the 

top right corner. 
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While the new measures may seem intense, Arizona is not alone in increasing travel security. 

 

In correlation with the 2005 REAL ID Act, as of Jan. 22, 2018, residents of Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, 

Missouri, Montana, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina and Washington were supposed to be 

required to have their passports to fly anywhere, although the federal government has granted extensions. 
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HEADLINE 04/12 US: blood samples show nerve agent 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/mideast/u-s-has-blood-samples-show-nerve-agent-syria-gas-

n865431  

GIST WASHINGTON — The U.S. now has blood and urine samples from last Saturday's deadly attack in Syria 

that have tested positive for chemical weapons, according to two U.S. officials familiar with the 

intelligence. 

 

The samples suggested the presence of both chlorine gas and an unnamed nerve agent, two officials said. 

Typically, such samples are obtained through hospitals and collected by U.S. or foreign intelligence assets 

on the ground. The officials said they were "confident" in the intelligence, though not 100 percent sure. 

 

The Assad regime is known to have stocks of the nerve agent sarin, and has previously used a mixture of 

chlorine and sarin in attacks, say U.S. officials. 

 

Officials also said that the U.S. has compiled intelligence from the U.S. and other countries, including 

images, that indicate the Syrian government was behind the weekend attack. 

 

Activists and aid groups say that dozens died in Saturday's airborne assault on Douma, the last rebel 

stronghold in eastern Ghouta, which has been subjected to intensive bombing by Syria's Russian-backed 

Assad regime. 

 

Russia and Syria have denied any involvement in the alleged chemical attack. 

 

U.S. officials say the Assad regime has conducted multiple chlorine attacks on rebels during the past six 

months. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Death involves 911 system w/issues 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/kyle-plushs-death-is-latest-incident-involving-911-system-riddled-

with-issues/  

GIST A teenager trapped in a minivan made desperate pleas to 9-1-1 for help, but responders didn't get there in 

time. It happened in Cincinnati -- focusing new attention on the city's troubled emergency response 

system. 

 

Kyle Plush, 16, had to use voice commands to call 911. He was trapped in the back of his minivan, while 

his phone was in the front. 

 

"I'm stuck in my van outside the Seven Hills [unintelligible] parking lot," Plush said.  

 

"The Seven Hills what parking lot?" the dispatcher asked.  

 

"Send help, I am going to die here," Plush said.  

 

Police said Plush was reaching for his tennis gear in the back when the third row of the 2004 Honda 
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Odessy collapsed, pinning him upside down and crushing his chest.  

  

Twelve minutes after he called, police were at the scene but couldn't locate him. While they were there, 

Plush called 911 again and gave specifics on his car -- and his last wishes. 

 

"I probably do not have much time left, so tell my mom that I love her if I die," Plush said. "I'm stuck in 

my gold Honda Odyssey. This is not a joke, this is not a joke, I am stuck in my gold Honda Odyssey van." 

 

The 911 operator, who has been put on leave, didn't relay the make or model to police, and police officers 

gave up after 11 minutes. She claims she couldn't hear Plush and her computer froze.  

 

Critics say it is the latest incident in a 911 system riddled with issues. Cincinnati's mayor John Cranley 

said Friday the problems of management, supervision and technology have plagued the 911 center for 

years. 

 

"Time's up for waiting for our 9-1-1 system to fix itself," said Councilman Chris Seelbach. "We have to 

take urgent action immediately to have a system in place that ensures that you can call three numbers and 

within minutes police and fire officers will be on the scene." 

 

Six hours after the first 911 call, Plush's father discovered his son in car. Internal police records show that 

the 911 operator who was put on leave, received an "unacceptable" rating for her performance. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 CDC: likely source E. coli outbreak 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cdc-romaine-lettuce-likely-source-of-e-coli-outbreak/  

GIST Health officials say chopped romaine lettuce from the Yuma, Arizona growing region is the likely source 

of the current E. coli outbreak that has now sickened people in 11 states, and they're warning consumers 

across the country to avoid eating lettuce that may have been contaminated.  

 

According to the latest update from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, so far there have been 

35 cases of illness, 22 of which led to hospitalizations. Three people have developed a severe complication 

-- a type of kidney failure called hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) which can be life-threatening. The 

outbreak involves a particularly dangerous strain of the bacteria known as Shiga toxin-producing E. coli 

O157:H7. 

 

"Information collected to date indicates that chopped romaine lettuce from the Yuma, Arizona growing 

region could be contaminated with E. coli O157:H7 and could make people sick," the CDC said in a 

statement. 

 

No common grower, supplier, or distributor has been identified yet. State and local public health 

investigators continue interviewing ill people to determine what they ate and how they might have been 

exposed. 

 

So far, cases of illness from this outbreak have been reported in Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Michigan, 

Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Washington. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Pentagon: successfully hit every target 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/strikes-on-syria-pentagon-briefing-today-2018-04-14-live-stream-

updates/  

GIST WASHINGTON -- Pentagon spokesperson Dana White said Saturday the U.S. and its allies "successfully 

hit every target" in airstrikes in Syria overnight. The U.S., U.K. and France and U.K. launched the strikes 
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Friday night Eastern Time in response to the Syrian regime's alleged use of chemical weapons last 

weekend. In total, the U.S. used 105 weapons against three targets. 

 

"I can assure you we took every measure and precaution to strike only what we targeted and –– and we 

successfully hit every target," White told reporters Saturday.  

 

White said the U.S. believes it has "significantly crippled" Syrian President Bashar Assad's ability to carry 

out a chemical weapons attack. White said the mission in Syria remains defeating the Islamic State of Iraq 

and Syria (ISIS), but the U.S. will not stand by while Assad attacks "innocent Syrian people." 

 

Later Saturday morning, the U.N. Security Council was meeting at Moscow's request. 

 

Lt. Gen. Kenneth McKenzie, the director of the Joint Staff at the Pentagon, told reporters Saturday the 

initial assessment is that the Defense Department accomplished its goals "without material interference" 

from Syrian defenses. The attempts from Syrian defenses were imprecise, in contrast to the U.S. mission, 

he said.  

 

"We are confident that all of our missiles reached their targets," McKenzie emphasized, reiterating what 

White said.  

 

McKenzie said, "As of right now, we are not aware of any civilian casualties," although they cannot be 

certain, given the defense launched by the Syrians. 

 

Secretary of Defense James Mattis emphasized that the targets were infrastructure related to the Syrian 

regime's chemical weapons program, and that there are no plans at this time for further strikes.  

 

But the president, in his address to the nation from the White House, declared that the U.S. is prepared to 

continue military intervention until Assad stops the use of chemical weapons. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Syria police units enter Douma 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-syrian-police-units-enter-town-douma-

54464281?   

GIST The Latest on developments in Syria (all times local): 

 

10:50 p.m. 

 

Syrian state-run TV says Syrian police units are entering the town of Douma, site of a suspected chemical 

weapons attack and the last rebel town in the eastern Ghouta region. 

 

Syrian TV showed police waving Syrian flags apparently on the edge of the town just east of Damascus, 

and said the "terrorist presence" in Douma will end "in a few hours." 

 

The entry of government forces to Douma follows a Russian-mediated deal that secured the surrender and 

evacuation of the rebels and thousands of civilians from the town. 

 

Douma and the sprawling eastern Ghouta region near the capital, Damascus, had been under rebel control 

since 2012 and was a thorn in the side of President Bashar Assad's government for years. The 

government's capture of Douma, the last town held by the rebels in eastern Ghouta, marks a major victory 

for Assad. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Syrians in Damascus show defiance 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syrians-gather-capital-defiance-airstrikes-54464277?   

GIST Hundreds of Syrians gathered at landmark squares in the Syrian capital Saturday, honking their car horns, 

flashing victory signs and waving Syrian flags in scenes of defiance that followed unprecedented joint 

airstrikes by the United States, France and Britain. 

 

A few hours earlier, before sunrise, loud explosions jolted Damascus and the sky turned orange as Syrian 

air defense units fired surface-to-air missiles in response to three waves of military strikes meant to punish 

President Bashar Assad for his alleged use of chemical weapons. 

 

Associated Press reporters saw smoke rising from east Damascus and what appeared to be a flame lighting 

up the sky. From a distance, U.S. missiles hitting suburbs of the capital sounded like thunder. Shortly after 

the one-hour attack ended, vehicles with loudspeakers roamed the streets of Damascus blaring nationalist 

songs.  

 

"Good souls will not be humiliated," Syria's presidency tweeted after the airstrikes began. 

 

Immediately after the attack, hundreds of residents gathered in Damascus' landmark Omayyad square, 

celebrating what they said was the army's success in shooting down or derailing some of the missiles. 

Many waved Syrian, Russian and Iranian flags. Some clapped their hands and danced, others drove in 

convoys, honking their horns in defiance. 

 

"We are not scared of America's missiles. We humiliated their missiles," said Mahmoud Ibrahim, half his 

body hanging outside his car window, waving a Syrian flag. The crowd then moved toward the nearby 

Damascus University where pro-government fighters danced, waving their automatic rifles over their 

heads. 

 

The seemingly limited strikes with no apparent future strategy for how to deal with the wider civil war was 

a cause for celebration by Assad supporters but criticized by the Syrian opposition. 

 

Mohammad Alloush, spokesman for the Army of Islam rebel group, called the airstrikes a "farce" in a 

Twitter posting. Nasr al-Hariri, a senior opposition leader, said Syrians need a strategy that leads to a 

political solution to "save it from the brutality of the Syrian regime." 

 

A Syrian military statement said in all, 110 missiles were fired by the U.S., Britain and France and that 

most of them were shot down or derailed. Russia's military said Syrian air defense units downed 71 out of 

103 cruise missiles launched by the U.S. and its allies. 

 

Syrian TV called the attacks a "blatant violation of international law and shows contempt for international 

legitimacy." 

 

U.S. Defense Secretary James Mattis said there were no reports of U.S. losses during the initial airstrikes. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Europe leaders back strikes on Syria 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/european-leaders-back-syria-strikes-warn-

escalation-54466093?   

GIST Many European leaders voiced support and understanding Saturday for the U.S.-led air strikes against 

Syria, but warned against allowing the seven-year conflict to escalate. 

——— 

 

"It has always been Bulgaria's position that no cause justifies the killing of innocent people, including 

children; that the use of chemical weapons is a war crime and the strike on Syrian targets was a response 

to a war crime." Bulgarian government statement. Bulgaria currently holds the rotating EU presidency.  

——— 
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"Strikes by US, France and UK make it clear that Syrian regime together with Russia & Iran cannot 

continue this human tragedy, at least not without cost. The EU will stand with our allies on the side of 

justice." - Tweet by European Council President Donald Tusk. 

——— 

 

"What has occurred in Syria in recent days goes far beyond the constant violation of cease fires. The 

response to these atrocities is legitimate and proportionate." - Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy. 

——— 

 

"This was a limited and targeted action to strike the capacity of building or diffusing chemical arms. It 

cannot and should not be the start of an escalation." - Italian Premier Paolo Gentiloni. 

 

——— 

 

"The strike against the Syrian regime that uses chemical weapons to attack the civilian population was 

inevitable." - Acting Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babis. 

——— 

 

"We support the fact that our U.S., UK and French allies took on responsibility in this way as permanent 

members of the U.N. Security Council. The military strike was necessary and appropriate in order to 

preserve the effectiveness of the international ban on the use of chemical weapons and to warn the Syrian 

regime against further violations." - German Chancellor Angela Merkel. 

——— 

 

"The international community has the responsibility to identify and hold accountable those responsible of 

any attack with chemical weapons. This was not the first time that the Syrian regime has used chemical 

weapons against civilians but it must be the last." - European Union Commission President Jean-Claude 

Juncker. 

——— 

 

"The strike against the Syrian regime that uses chemical weapons to attack the civilian population was 

inevitable." - Acting Czech Prime Minister Andrej Babis. 

——— 

 

"Belgium strongly condemns all use of chemical weapons which are a blatant violation of international 

law. Belgium therefore understands the military action in Syria of our American, French and British 

partners who have targeted identified production facilities." - Belgian government statement. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Military, chemical weapon sites targeted 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/us-strike-syria-targets-military-chemical-weapons-

sites/story?id=54435901  

GIST President Donald Trump said Friday he had ordered "precision strikes" against Syria's chemical weapons 

capability in conjunction with the France and the United Kingdom.  

 

Included in the targets was a scientific research center in the greater Damascus area, described by the 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph Dunford as a center for research, development, 

production and testing of chemical weapons.  

 

Two other sites were near the city of Homs: the site of Syria's primary sarin production facility and a 

chemical weapons storage facility that included an important command post.  

 

He said that while the coalition forces had many potential targets from which to choose, the three sites 
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were chosen for their significance to Syria's chemical weapons program and well as their location and 

layout, in an attempt to minimize risk to innocent civilians.  

 

Perhaps heeding the possibility of U.S. military action, Russian news agency Interfax reported on 

Wednesday that Russia’s Navy will conduct military exercises off the coast of Syria on Wednesday. 

 

According to Syria state TV 110 rockets were launched in the attack by the U.S., U.K. and France around 

3:55 a.m. Syrian time. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Russia warns US of ‘consequences’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/russia-responds-us-attack-syria-actions-left-

consequences/story?id=54464208&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_takeover_2_column_vod_headlines  

GIST Russia, the Syrian regime's top ally, reacted strongly to the air strikes launched by the United States and its 

allies on Damascus and Homs early Saturday, warning of "consequences."  

 

The U.S., U.K. and France launched a series of strikes on three locations identified as critical to Syria's 

production of chemical weapons, including a scientific research center in Damascus, and a production 

facility and storage facility in Homs, according to U.S. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph 

Dunford.  

 

The Russian embassy in U.S. wasted no time in reacting to the strikes late Friday in the U.S., with 

Ambassador Anatoly Antonov saying on Twitter, "The worst apprehensions have come true. Our warnings 

have been left unheard."  

 

"A pre-designed scenario is being implemented," the statement continued. "Again, we are being 

threatened. We warned that such actions will not be left without consequences."  

 

Russia has long been an ally of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad. Syria serves as an important access 

point to the Mediterranean Sea for Russian ships and a hub for Russia in the Middle East. They have also 

supplied Assad with the military resources necessary to fight back against the rebels who nearly overthrew 

him in 2011.  

 

President Donald Trump criticized Russia in his address to the country following the launch of missiles on 

Friday night.  

 

"In 2013, President [Vladimir] Putin and his government promised the world that they would guarantee the 

elimination of Syria's chemical weapons," Trump said. "Assad's recent attack, and today's response, are the 

direct result of Russia's failure to keep that promise."  

 

Putin responded to Saturday's attack by calling the strikes "an act of aggression against a sovereign state 

that is at the forefront of the fight against terrorism."  

 

"The current escalation of the situation around Syria has a devastating impact on the whole system of 

international relations," Putin said. "History will put everything in its place, and it has already laid heavy 

responsibility on Washington for bloody reprisals against Yugoslavia, Iraq and Libya."  

 

Putin also called for an emergency meeting U.N. Security Council. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 US, allies strike Syria 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/trump-orders-strike-syria-response-chemical-

attack/story?id=54459378  
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GIST President Donald Trump ordered a strike on Syria Friday in response to last weekend's chemical weapons 

attack.  

 

Addressing the nation Friday evening, Trump said the strike was a joint operation with France and the 

United Kingdom.  

 

"A short time ago, I ordered the United States Armed Forces to launch precision strikes on targets 

associated with the chemical weapons capabilities of Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad," Trump said. 

 

Trump said that the "massacre" last weekend in Syria "was a significant escalation in a pattern of chemical 

weapons use by that very terrible regime."  

 

"The evil and the despicable attack left mothers and fathers, infants and children thrashing in pain and 

gasping for air. These are not the actions of a man," Trump said, referring to Assad. "They are crimes of a 

monster instead."  

 

In a later briefing, Defense Secretary James Mattis said the strike demonstrates the international resolve to 

prevent the use of chemical weapons, saying he is "confident the Syrian regime conducted a chemical 

attack on innocent people in the last week." 

 

"Clearly the Assad regime did not get the message last year," Mattis said, adding that this time the U.S. 

struck harder.  

 

"We have gone to great lengths to avoid civilian and foreign casualties," he said. "... I believe that we sent 

a very strong message."  

 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph Dunford said the strike specifically hit three targets 

associated with the production and storage of chemical weapons: a scientific research center; a storage 

center for sarin and its precursor components; and a chemical weapons storage facility and command post.  

 

"Important infrastructure was destroyed," said Dunford. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Changing cyber threat landscape 

SOURCE https://cybersecurity.cioreview.com/news/the-changing-cyber-threat-landscape-nid-26065-cid-

145.html  

GIST Over the course of 2017, the number of global cyber attacks continued growing at a rapid pace which also 

resulted in the reshaping of the cybersecurity arena. With the adoption of various technology, traditional 

threats such as generic Trojans, ransomware, and spambots received facelifts with military-grade coding 

and tactics. Threats including GoldenEye and WannaCry gave numerous organizations tears and forced 

many to down their shutters. 

 

The effectiveness of these kinds of sophisticated threats can be analyzed by using lateral movement 

vectors that augment zero-day exploits such as EternalBlue and EternalRomance, allowing malware to 

‘hop’ from one network to another across the globe. These targeted attacks are reshaping corporate and 

government digital security initiatives, while simultaneously causing fallout in the consumer space. 

 

The past year witnessed the rapid rise of commoditization of cybercrime, with Ransomware-as-a-Service 

and Malware-as-a-Service becoming easily and widely available on the dark web. Furthermore, the year 

also witnessed the growth of advanced services, like FUD (fully undetected), which enable attackers to 

upload malware to an analysis service for a fee. The past year also witnessed a new generation of IoT-

based attacks known as Reaper. Analysis revealed that the attack codes were armed with exploits spanning 
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a variety of IoT vendors, including Linksys, NetGear, GoAhead, and Avtech. The growth of cyber attacks 

is simply an example of the sorts of the ongoing development of security exploits. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 National Guard mission: cyber defense 

SOURCE https://federalnewsradio.com/cyber-exposure/2018/04/national-guard-preparing-to-defend-

cyberspace-for-states/  

GIST National Guard units are ramping up their defensive cyber capabilities across the 

board, and in the not-too-distant future will be able to quickly respond to cyber attacks in their home states 

and territories, much as they do today for natural disasters. 

 

“The Air National Guard (ANG) has 15 Cyber Operations Squadrons that provide Cyber Protection Teams 

(CPTs) and National Mission Teams (NMTs) in support of DoD cyber missions,” said Sgt. 1st Class W. 

Michael Houk, a spokesman for the National Guard Bureau. “In addition, the Army National Guard 

(ARNG) Cyber Brigade is building a full cyber brigade with five battalions consisting of 11 CPTs, five 

cybersecurity companies and five cyber warfare companies.” 

 

The guard also is actively working on cyber missions across the country. 

 

“ARNG personnel are currently mobilized as part of Task Force Echo under the control of Army Cyber in 

support of U.S Cyber Command to engineer, operate and maintain critical network infrastructure,” Houk 

said. “The ANG continually provides two CPTs and continually fills portions of a NMT in support of U.S. 

Cyber Command.” 

 

While guard cyber units already contribute to military missions around the globe, the National Guard’s 

recent efforts are a result of a 2016 Government Accountability Office study that underscored the 

importance of the guard’s readiness against cyber threats. At the time, many guard units had some limited 

cyber capabilities, but they were mostly assigned to local duties, such as protecting the online assets of the 

unit. 

 

Despite early success, the guard acknowledged that quite a few challenges remain in this new area. One is 

the long-standing fact that most guard personnel are part-time, something that was less of a concern when 

performing more traditional missions. 

 

“We have in our ranks people with cyber expertise gained through civilian experience,” said John Goheen, 

the director of communications for the National Guard Association of the United States. “The military 

could really use these people full time, but the salaries they command as civilians makes that challenging.” 

 

And it’s not just the guard that is experiencing, or will soon experience, the same situation. 

 

“The active military will likely run into the same problem moving forward,” Goheen said. “They train 

bright, young people — and then lose them to private industry. We have a place for them in the guard, but 

again, they will only be part-time. The military needs to find ways to tap this resource.” 

 

Another hurdle is one the National Guard has always experienced — that of running a branch of the 

national military within the jurisdictions of each individual state. 

 

“The nature of the National Guard enables our personnel to work with state and local authorities on critical 

infrastructure,” Goheen said. “In fact, a lot of guard cyber exercise involves assisting with defending 

power plants and water systems.” 

 

In an actual incident, such as an attack on a power plant through its cyber infrastructure, a state 

government could activate the guard, and called upon it to stop it, officials said. After it halted the main 

attack, a guard cyber unit could remain behind to protect the infrastructure while the critical infrastructure 
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owner constructed the new cyber defenses. 

 

The scope and capabilities of any given state-level mission would be up to the governor of that state, not 

unlike traditional guard missions. 

 

“National Guard forces would likely respond to a cyber incident in the same manner as other domestic 

emergencies such as hurricanes or floods,” Houk said. “A governor may activate National Guard 

personnel in state-funded, State Active Duty in accordance with state and local laws and DoD policy.” 

 

Additionally, under the United States Code Title 32, a state governor, with approval from the secretary of 

Defense or the president, may activate guardsmen for homeland defense activities, or to provide support 

for civil authorities. 

 

National Guard leaders expressed confidence that the guard would soon be responding to cyber incidents 

on a regular basis, just like they do for floods, snowstorms and missions to maintain the peace in 

extraordinary circumstances. Now, maintaining the peace extends to cyberspace. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 India bitcoin exchange suffers setback 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/someone-stole-3-million-in-bitcoin-from-coinsecure-bitcoin-exchange/  

GIST In a security notice, the Indian Bitcoin exchange Coinsecure has revealed that it has suffered a setback 

after 438 BTC which is over $3 million ($3,542,957) according to current Bitcoin price were stolen from 

its offline Bitcoin wallets 

 

The company maintains that it has never been hacked or compromised and the incident took place when its 

CSO Dr. Amitabh Saxena was extracting BTG (Bitcoin Gold) to distribute to its customers. Saxena, on the 

other hand, claims that funds were lost in the process during the extraction of the private keys. 

 

The company has launched a complaint with the Cyber Cell in Delhi and is also conducting an 

investigation with the help of cybersecurity experts. However, a look at the police complaint points to an 

inside job as the company’s director Mohit Kalra stated in the complaint that: 

 

“As the private keys are kept with Dr. Amitabh Saxena, we feel that he is making a false story to divert our 

attention and he might have a role to play in this entire incident. The incident reported by Dr. Amitabh 

Saxena does not seem convincing to us. Dr. Amitabh Saxena also has an Indian Passport and he might fly 

out of the country soon, therefore, his passport should be seized as he cannot fly out of the country” 

 

Ningning Niumai, founder of Greymeter, a social network for college students and young professionals 

tweeted that Dr. Amitabh Saxena was appointed almost 6 months ago by the company, therefore, handing 

over private keys of Coinsecure is very suspicious. 

 

“Dr. Amitabh Saxena appointed barely 6 months ago has the private key to Coinsecure’s wallet?!! Is he a 

Scapegoat?!! Very suspicious and convenient blame game after the recent RBI ruling on Bitcoin,” said 

Niumai. 

 

It is noteworthy that Coinsecure incident has occurred days after the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) barred 

banks and financial institutions from dealing in cryptocurrencies from April 6th, 2018. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 FTC: 2016 Uber hack impacted 25M 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/25-million-us-individuals-impacted-2016-uber-hack  

GIST The 2016 data breach that Uber made public in November 2017 impacted over 25 million riders and 

drivers in the United States, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) reveals. 
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The hack, which the ride-sharing company kept silent about for a year, impacted more than 57 million 

users globally. Hackers managed to access data stored on an Amazon Web Services (AWS) account and 

steal names, email addresses and mobile phone numbers of customers around the world.  

 

In February this year, Uber chief information security officer said that two individuals living in Canada 

and Florida were responsible for the massive data breach. 

 

In an attempt to cover up the hack, Uber paid the attackers $100,000 through its third-party “bug bounty” 

program, which was designed to reward those who responsibly disclose vulnerabilities, rather than those 

who maliciously exploit them.  

 

The company came under scrutiny after the hack was made public in November 2017, and even became 

the target of a US criminal investigation. The data breach was revealed only three months after Uber 

agreed to implement new data protection measures in a settlement with the FTC over a 2014 incident. 

 

Now, the Commission says the ride-sharing company has agreed to expand the proposed settlement and 

that it will be subject to additional requirements. Under the new settlement, Uber could be subject to civil 

penalties if it doesn’t notify the FTC of future breaches in due time. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Hoaxes, scams w/school violence fears 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/email-hoaxes-and-phishing-scams-prey-off-of-school-violence-

fears/article/758240/  

GIST A Swiss hacking group has reportedly claimed credit for using a hijacked email domain to bombard 

schools around the U.S. with fake threats of violence. And in related news, security awareness training 

provider KnowBe4 issued a warning on Thursday about a credentials phishing campaign that also preys on 

school shooting fears by impersonating a campus security alert. 

 

According to multiple news  outlets, a group called the Apophis Squad sent disturbing hoax emails to 

school district superintendents in at least 46 states last Sunday and Monday, triggering an increased police 

presence and in some cases class cancellations. The emails featured the subject line "Student help!" and 

purported to be authored by a bullied student who threatened to show up at school "with 3 bombs, and a 

.22 handgun." 

 

The adversaries reportedly used the email address apophissquad@zonix.us, after hijacking the domain of 

Zonix, a Dallas-based online online gaming company that provides Minecraft servers. 

 

"Over the past few hours we were directly contacted by a group that threatened to send a bomb hoax 

spoofing our email domain in an attempt to directly smear and harm Zonix," states a series of tweets 

posted on Zonix's official Twitter account on Apr. 9. "We began to realize the threat was credible when we 

began hearing responses from school superintendents pertaining to this situation. We are aware that some 

schools might have been affected by this and we apologize for any inconvenience or panic that could have 

happened because of this situation. 

 

Apophis Squad's account on Twitter, meanwhile, has been suspended. But a journalist with the Union-

Democrat in Sonora, Calif. reportedly made contact with one of the hackers, who said the attack's motive 

was to taunt law enforcement, adding "We got nothing better to do." The hacker also stated future plans to 

leak information originating from a U.S. Army database. 

 

Reportedly, the same perpetrators previously sent similar threats to UK-based schools in March 2018, 

using the domain of Zonix competitor VeltPvP. 

 

Meanwhile, an unnamed community college in Florida was recently targeted in phishing campaign 
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spoofing its campus-wide security alerts, according to a KnowBe4 founder and CEO Stu Sjouwerman, 

who warns in a company blog post that this scheme could easily spread to additional educational 

institutions as well as companies and organizations that have established active shooter protocols. 

 

The email arrives with a subject line such as "IT DESK: Security Alert Reported on Campus," "IT DESK: 

Campus Emergency Scare" or "IT DESK: Security Concern on Campus Earlier," and instructs recipients 

to click a link to a memo containing proper instructions. However, the link leads to a credentials phishing 

page that imitates the Microsoft log-in process, which many campuses computers require. 

 

"What makes this particular attack so infuriating," remarks Sjouwerman, is that it exploits current concerns 

over active shooters on education campuses, a sensitive issue that could likely generate panicked, reflexive 

clicks from recipients who are already on edge over the recent shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

High School, also in Florida." 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Federal agency data under siege 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/federal-agency-data-under-siege/a/d-id/1331467  

GIST The US government continues to grapple with the same cybersecurity challenges faced by most 

organizations, but it has a different set of hurdles to overcome than its private-sector counterparts. As a 

result, federal agencies are experiencing more data breaches than other industry sectors. Despite 

skyrocketing IT security spending, successful attacks are escalating across the board. Federal agencies in 

particular are weathering a perfect storm around data that puts agency secrets — and the personal data of 

over 330 million American citizens — at risk. 

 

According to Thales' 2018 Data Threat Report—Federal Government Edition, 57% of federal respondents 

reported data breaches, a threefold increase over the 18% recorded back in 2016. As many as 12% 

experienced multiple breaches in 2017 and in previous years. 

 

Many agencies are in a difficult position. Federal agencies must protect sensitive data and both thwart bad 

guys hunting for citizens' private data and nation-state hackers with their own agendas — in addition to 

grappling with perennial underfunding, understaffing, and antiquated systems that commercial enterprises 

tossed into the dumpster years ago. At the same time, they need to make government more accessible and 

transparent via digital transformation, which inevitably exposes them to more cyber threats. 

 

But these factors don't completely explain the growing numbers of breaches at federal agencies. 

 

Catching Up with the Private Sector 

Despite these troubles, agency IT security professionals are trying to stay positive, partly because spending 

is sharply increasing this year. "Like most other sectors, data security spending plans in the US federal 

sector are up compared to last year — way up," says Garrett Bekker, 451 Research's principal analyst for 

information security, as highlighted in the Thales report. "Perhaps more importantly, for the first time, the 

US federal government ranks the highest of any US vertical in terms of spending increase plans — more 

than nine out of 10 (93%) plan to increase security spending in 2018." 

 

In fact, a staggering 73% of federal agencies say their IT security spending will be much higher in 2018, 

according to the report. This comes after several years of IT security spending well below that of 

commercial enterprises. 

 

"The bad news is that reports by US federal respondents of successful breaches last year (57%) are far 

ahead of the global average (36%), and also the global federal sector (26%). Further, 70% of US federal 

respondents say their agencies were breached at some point in the past," says Bekker. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Woolworths hit by IT glitch 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/woolworths-turning-customers-away-following-it-outage/  

GIST Woolworths is turning customers away from its stores, following reports the Australian supermarket chain 

is suffering a nationwide IT outage. 

 

Customers took to Twitter Monday afternoon, posting photos of security screens pulled shut at stores 

around the country, with some reporting being told by store managers that an IT glitch had affected its 

cash registers. 

 

ZDNet understands the glitch didn't make its way to all stores, however, with some operating as usual. 

 

Woolworths eventually confirmed the outage, apologising for the inconvenience via Twitter. 

 

"We can confirm that an IT issue impacted registers in our supermarkets for a short period of time this 

afternoon. The registers are now back online in all our stores. We apologise for any inconvenience caused. 

Thanks," the reply to many reads. 

 

Woolworths in August apologised to customers following reports that some experienced a second batch of 

payments  withdrawn from their bank accounts. 

 

A Woolworths spokesperson told ZDNet at the time it received confirmation from Cuscal, one of its 

payment processors that services financial institutions, that due to an error at its datacentre, some 

Woolworths customers received incorrect transactions on accounts processed by Cuscal. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Windows servers targeted to cryptomine 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/windows-servers-targeted-for-cryptocurrency-

mining-via-iis-flaw/  

GIST Hackers are leveraging an IIS 6.0 vulnerability to take over Windows servers and install a malware strain 

that mines the Electroneum cryptocurrency. 

 

Attacks aren't widespread, as they target a quite old IIS version, but they are happening at scale. 

 

Hackers using former IIS 6.0 zero-day 

 

Hackers are using CVE–2017–7269 to take over servers. This is a vulnerability discovered by two Chinese 

researchers in March 2017 that affects IIS' WebDAV service. At the time it was discovered last year, the 

flaw was a zero-day, being under heavy exploitation for almost nine months, since June 2016. 

 

Microsoft initially said it was not planning to fix the flaw because IIS 6.0 was end-of-life, and so were the 

operating systems that shipped with IIS 6.0 by default —Windows XP and Windows Server 2003. 

 

But the vulnerability shared some common traits with the EXPLODINGCAN NSA exploit leaked in April 

2017 by the Shadow Brokers, and it eventually received a fix in mid-June 2017. 

 

Since then, it's been used by at least one threat actor to deploy Monero miners on Windows servers still 

running the old IIS 6.0 version. 

 

Now, F5 Labs says it found another hacker group using the same exploit, but deploying an Electroneum 

miner instead of Monero. 

 

According to experts, the threat actor uses CVE–2017–7269 to deliver an ASCII shellcode which contains 

a Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) exploit chain that installs a reverse shell on vulnerable hosts. 
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Attackers then use the reverse shell to download the miner and start the mining process. The infection 

process is masked by the use of the Squiblydoo technique and by disguising the miner as the legitimate 

lsass.exe (Local Security Authority Subsystem Service) process. 

 

F5 experts said the Electroneum address they found in attacks stored only $99, suggesting they either 

caught the campaign at its beginning, or crooks are rotating address IDs to avoid researchers from tracking 

their entire operation. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Russia blocks Telegram messenger 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-telegram-blocking/russia-starts-blocking-telegram-

messenger-regulator-idUSKBN1HN13J  

GIST MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia’s state telecommunications regulator said on Monday it had begun blocking 

access to messenger service Telegram after the service’s owner refused to comply with an order to give 

Russian state security access to users’ secret messages. 

 

The watchdog, Roskomnadzor, said in a statement on its website that it had sent telecoms operators a 

notification about blocking access to Telegram inside Russia 

 

The service, set up by a Russian entrepreneur, has more than 200 million global users and is ranked as the 

world’s ninth most popular mobile messaging app. 

 

Interfax news agency quoted an official at the watchdog as saying it would take several hours to complete 

the operation to block access. In Moscow, the Telegram app was still functioning as normal early on 

Monday afternoon. 

 

Roskomnadzor was implementing a decision handed down on Friday by a Russian court that Telegram 

should be blocked because it was in violation of Russian regulations. 

 

Telegram had refused a request by Russia’s Federal Security Service (FSB) to give them access to users’ 

encrypted messages. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 ‘Digital resurrections’ bring back dead? 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/will-digital-resurrections-let-us-bring-back-dead-

ncna865806  

GIST Humans have always looked for tangible ways to remember departed loved ones. We save letters and 

emails they wrote us. We look fondly at photos of them. We watch and rewatch old videos just to see their 

faces and hear them talk. 

 

But the rise of digital technologies may soon give us even more compelling ways to remember lost friends 

and family. These include apps that let us text with digital representations of the dead — we’d type a 

message and then get some sort of comforting reply — and maybe even systems that let us speak with and 

possibly touch realistic avatars of the ones we miss most. 

 

Maybe that sounds creepy, but some experts believe we’ll find comfort in continuing our interactions with 

people whose biological existences have come to an end. 

 

“Many people visit the headstone of a loved one to help come to terms with their passing, and have a one-

sided conversation where they think about the memory of them,” says Bruce Duncan, managing director of 

Terasem Movement Foundation, a Bristol, Vermont-based nonprofit that promotes digital resurrections. 

“Being able to have a two-way conversation with a digital version of them, where you can be reminded of 
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their mannerisms or behavioral patterns in an interactive way, could become a natural part of the grieving 

process.” 

 

Several companies, including Luka, a San Francisco-based startup, and research organizations including 

the MIT Media Lab, are working on digital resurrection technology. 

 

It goes without saying that the digital version of a person is no match for the living, breathing human 

being. But scientists are experimenting with algorithms that can take a person's emails and text messages 

and use them to generate text messages that are at least evocative of a specific person. The messages can 

use emojis like the dead person once did. And with data pulled from the internet, the texts can even 

include back-and-forths about topical things like weather and current events. 

 

In coming years, Duncan believes, there may be browser plug-ins capable of capturing an entire life’s 

worth of social media posts, emails, photos, and other digital data and using everything to approximate an 

individual’s personality, complete with values and opinions. 

 

Digital resurrection technology is unlikely to stop with chatbots. Duncan and other experts foresee a time 

when we’ll be able to interact with lost loved ones not just via texts but in virtual reality. 

 

“You’d be able to put on your virtual reality glasses and headset, and experience typical everyday 

situations with that person, like sitting at the breakfast table or taking a walk in a nearby park,” says 

Charlotte Runius, CEO of Fenix Begravning, a Stockholm, Sweden-based funeral planning agency that is 

working with AI experts to develop these technologies. “Hearing their voice and seeing them would allow 

you to actually feel like you’re next to the person again, and you can talk to them and get replies in a much 

more realistic way.” 

 

By wearing a bodysuit and gloves studded with sensors and actuators, it might even be possible to interact 

physically with a realistic-looking avatar of a deceased person. The technology could monitor a living 

person’s movements, voice, and facial expressions and then later use them to direct an avatar to respond 

appropriately — perhaps by offering advice or giving a comforting hug. 

 

In the distant future, one can imagine that it would be possible to create a robotic avatar of a beloved one 

— a bit like the scenario depicted in a popular episode of the Netflix series "Black Mirror," in which a 

grieving widow's late partner is resurrected in robotic form with help from his texts, photos, and emails. 

 

The only snag with these scenarios is that much of the data used to resurrect someone would have to be 

collected while he or she was still alive — for instance, by having him or her speak a thousand or so words 

and be recorded on video. 

 

EMOTIONAL COMFORT — OR PAIN? 

What would it be like to interact with someone who's been brought back in digital form? Some experts say 

it could aid the grieving process. Others worry that interacting with a virtual representation of a person 

who is no longer alive would only intensify feelings of sadness and loss. 

 

Studies have shown that bereaved people can experience grief hallucinations, and there are concerns that 

interacting with avatars might raise the risk. 

 

Duncan believes that, at least for most people, the experience will be akin to watching home movies and 

enjoying the memories that they trigger. 

 

“Enjoying talking to past loved ones via digital media may eventually become the future version of 

looking through photographs of past events… It’s hard to predict the future, but just as we’ve adjusted to 

using Skype and cell phones I think we’ll consider it valuable to continue some connection with a person 

we care about.” 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Pushing back Russia disinformation 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/one-tiny-corner-u-s-government-pushes-back-

against-russian-n866021  

GIST WASHINGTON — When reports began to emerge last month that Russian mercenaries had attacked a 

U.S. base in Syria, Russia issued a flat denial, and the U.S. was silent. 

 

Then, leaked recordings surfaced on the internet. 

 

"We've had our asses f--- kicked. So one squadron f--- lost 200 people …the Yankees knew for sure that 

the Russians were coming." 

 

The tapes seemed to show Russian guns-for-hire acknowledging a crushing defeat in the Feb. 8 incident. It 

was an embarrassment for the Kremlin, which was forced to admit that Russian citizens had been killed by 

the U.S. military — something an American general later confirmed to NBC News. 

 

With their election interference and ongoing manipulation of social media platforms like Twitter, the 

Russians have been regularly outfoxing America in the information realm, U.S. intelligence officials 

acknowledge. Who turned the tables this time? 

 

Not the White House, the State Department or the CIA. The recordings were published by a U.S.-

government-funded web site called Polygraph.info, whose reporter says she got them from a source close 

to the Kremlin. 

 

Polygraph is a relatively new fact-checking arm of an obscure, diminutive media effort by the U.S. to 

highlight Russian misdeeds and counter Russian propaganda. 

 

It's an anomaly in the Trump administration — perhaps the only part of the U.S. government whose job is 

to regularly punch back against what experts say is a stream of Russian disinformation aimed at America 

and the West. 

 

"At the end of the day, the Russians are engaging in information warfare — they're telling lies," said John 

Lansing, a former television executive who oversees the effort. "And we're confronting them toe-to-toe 

with fact-based, truthful, professional journalism." 

 

Russia's proficiency at information war has been on display in the wake of the U.S.-led military strike 

Friday night in Syria. Russia called the strikes illegal and said the chemical weapons attacks that prompted 

them were staged. To get that message out, there was a 2000 percent spike in activity in the hours since the 

strike by fake Russian propaganda accounts on social media, a Pentagon spokeswoman said Saturday. A 

web site that tracks a slice of those accounts, Hamilton 68, found that they were pumping out the Russian 

government narrative in English. 

 

THEY'RE "EATING OUR LUNCH" 

The U.S. is ill-equipped to respond. Polygraph, part of the tiny corner of the government that's trying, has 

a staff of five that doesn't usually work on the weekends. 

 

"We focus mostly on Russia right now because there is a large flow of disinformation that's coming from 

Russia," said Jim Fry, a former Dallas television reporter who runs Polygraph from Washington. 

 

Polygraph is a joint venture of the Voice of America and Radio Liberty, which are funded by — but 

independent of — the U.S. government. They fall under the umbrella of the Broadcasting Board of 

Governors, whose mission is to promote freedom and democracy and "tell America's story" around the 

world. But they are walled off, editorially, from the administration in power. 

 

"The law protects us from interference by U.S. government officials," said Tom Kent, who spent 44 years 

at The Associated Press before becoming president of Radio Liberty and Radio Free Europe. "They can't 
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tell us what to broadcast." 

 

During the Cold War, the VOA and Radio Liberty sought to counter communist propaganda and funnel 

information to the news-starved citizenry behind the Iron Curtain. 

 

Those muscles — and budgets — have long since atrophied. But in recent years, there have been growing 

calls for a new twist on that old mission. 

 

When Lansing became CEO of the Broadcasting Board of Governors in 2015, he said he was confronted 

on Capitol Hill and throughout the government with a single question: 

 

"Why are the Russians eating our lunch in terms of information warfare?" 

 

People were talking mainly about RT, the former Russia Today, which spends hundreds of millions of 

dollars a year on an English language broadcast and web platform that regularly skewers American and the 

West. The U.S. government has labeled RT a propaganda operation. 

 

The State Department came under criticism earlier this year when news reports highlighted its failure to 

spend $120 million that had been allocated to push back on Russian propaganda abroad. 

 

Lost in that conversation was the fact that one month into the Trump Administration, Lansing and his team 

launched Current Time America, a 24-hour Russian-language broadcasting and web platform. The budget 

was $20 million — around one-tenth the size of RT's budget, Lansing says. But one year later, Current 

Time America is available on TV screens in 30 countries, and officials counted 400 million view views on 

social media last year. 

 

Still, U.S. information efforts are minuscule compared to the Russian campaign. While Current Time 

America is available in Russia, the Russian government makes it difficult to find — keeping it off cable 

systems and requiring special tuning for satellite reception. 

 

The broadcasting board's total budget this year is about $660 million dollars, about a third of what was 

spent in 1991, adjusted for inflation. 

 

"I think we should be investing more," Lansing said. 

 

The Russian government labels the entire U.S.-funded journalism operation "propaganda" that is "part of a 

broader, wide-reaching American system of pressure on our country." 

 

Irina van Dusen, who heads the effort as chief of Voice of America's Russian-language programming, 

knows what propaganda looks like. She grew up in the Soviet Union, listening to the VOA on an illegal 

short wave radio for scraps of accurate reporting. 

 

She got her journalism degree in Moscow, but decided that if she wanted to practice real journalism, she 

would have to move to the West. 

 

During the Cold War, she says, the VOA was trying to break through jamming and censorship. Now there 

has been a proliferation of Russian TV and web channels that put out a cacophony of news, nearly all of it 

favorable to Vladimir Putin. The task in 2018 is trying to break through a fog of disinformation. 

 

The prevailing view in Russia, she said, is that "There is no truth. There is only different versions, 

different narratives…We stand by the fact that there is truth. And there are facts." 

 

From a TV studio near not far from where special counsel Robert Mueller comes to work each day, 

Current Time America covers Washington, offering live broadcasts of Congressional hearings with 

simultaneous translations. 
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"People can listen, see how it's done, how policies are made, what questions asked, what facts are being 

brought up," she said. 

 

The channel also covers Russia, to "provide Russian speaking audiences with a true portrait of the society, 

you know? As opposed to state-run Russian television that — interprets everything that is done in the 

world…as some kind of a United States manipulation and United States meddling in world affairs." 

 

Polygraph.info, and its Russian-language counterpart, Factograph — try to be slightly edgier than a 

traditional news operation. 

 

"What our reporters do every day is they begin the day looking at Russian media," said Fry. "Looking at 

what's coming out of Russia. And then we decide whether there's something to fact check. Usually, almost 

every day, there's more to fact check than we could possibly do with our staff." 

 

The site is modeled after other media fact check efforts, including Politifact and factcheck.org. It 

highlights a claim, say, by Putin or another Russian official, and brands it for veracity, with labels like 

"Partially True, "False" or "Misleading." 

 

In March, the site fact-checked a Putin documentary that alleged the Russian leader had always believed 

that the Ukrainian territory of Crimea was part of Russia. It highlighted remarks by Putin in 2008 in which 

he said something very different: "Crimea is absolutely not a disputed territory." Six years later, Putin 

seized Crimea from Ukraine, to international condemnation. 

 

Polygraph also challenged Russia's denial that the nerve agent used to poison a former spy in the UK was 

made only in Russia, and its assertion that no chemical attack took place in Syria. 

 

Polygraph reporters are not afraid to endorse criticism of the U.S. when it's accurate. When Russian 

foreign minister Sergei Lavrov criticized a list of Russian oligarchs that the Treasury Department admitted 

it cribbed from Forbes magazine, Polygraph labeled his comments, "Partially True." 

 

In January, reporters examined a fur coat shown off on Facebook by Russia's foreign ministry 

spokeswoman. She said it was a fake, bought at a fair in Russia. Polygraph found that the fair didn't sell 

any coat — and that the coat may have been a fur from an endangered ocelot. 

 

Polygraph's traffic numbers are usually in the low thousands, but that video got 37,000 views, Fry said. 

 

The audio recordings of the Russian mercenaries were a huge coup, even if the site did not seem to get 

much credit for the scoop. Fry said a Polygraph journalist in Europe, who did not want to be identified, 

obtained the tapes from a Kremlin source. He acknowledged that he could not rule out U.S. intelligence 

involvement in distributing the tapes, but that would also be true if the audio had been obtained by a 

mainstream journalism organization, he said. 

 

The recordings describe an incident in which a number of Russian mercenaries led a group of pro-Assad 

fighters in an attack on a U.S. base beginning Feb. 7. The mercenaries were from the Wagner Group, it's 

been widely reported — co-owned by Russian oligarch Yevgeniy Prigozhin, who is close to Vladimir 

Putin. Prigozhin is also one of the defendants in the indictment brought by Mueller against Russians 

accused of illegal election activity. 

 

It was the largest ever attack on U.S. troops in Syria, and it was perhaps the first time in many decades that 

Russian and American troops fought in open combat. Russian mercenaries were among the hundreds who 

died as the Americans strafed, bombed and shelled the assault force, Army Brig. Gen. Jonathan Braga told 

NBC's Richard Engel. 

 

The tapes, Fry said, depicted "people who worked for this Russian paramilitary company who were 

involved in this attack…It showed they knew they were (counterattacked) by Americans. And it showed 

that there were people who were killed." 
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Interestingly enough, he added, "within days of our story, the Russian government started admitting there 

had been involvement of the private military company, the Russian company, in that attack." 

 

Sometimes it's obvious that Russians are more nimble than the Americans at the information game. 

 

On Friday, when the Russian defense ministry accused Britain of faking the chemical attack in Syria, RT 

was leading its web site with an article highlighting the allegations — making no mention of denunciations 

from the United Nations and U.S. and British officials. 

 

Polygraph, meanwhile, was leading with a story fact-checking a statement from Russian state media that 

Hitler had become more popular than Harry Potter in Latvia. It made no mention of the bogus Russian 

allegation against Britain. 

 

"We didn't get to that today," Fry said, reached by phone. "I wish I could respond as quickly as what they 

put out." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Europol busts bitcoin laundering ring 

SOURCE https://interestingengineering.com/europol-busts-bitcoin-drug-money-laundering-ring  

GIST In what may now seem like an almost prophetic event, the European Union Agency for Law Enforcement 

Cooperation (Europol) expressed concerns last February that billions in illegal proceeds were hidden in 

Europe in crypto-cash. Now, Europol in cooperation with global law enforcement agencies has arrested 11 

people involved in a cryptocurrency drug trafficking ring that laundered over €8 million. 

 

The operation, named Tulipan Blanca, saw Spain’s Guardia Civil, Finnish law enforcement authorities and 

the US Department of Homeland Security come together to investigate 137 individuals. “As a result of the 

operation, the Spanish Guardia Civil carried out eight searches and seized several computers, devices, and 

the equipment used to commit the crimes, such as money bags or money counting machines,” Europol said 

in a statement.  

 

The statement explained that drug traffickers contacted the criminal ring to launder money obtained from 

their illicit activities. The ring proceeded to split the money into small cash amounts deposited into 174 

bank accounts. 

 

From there, the criminals used credit cards linked to the fraudulent bank accounts to withdraw the illegal 

proceeds from Columbia. However, realizing that these transactions could be tracked, the criminal group 

then turned to cryptocurrencies. 

 

To cover their tracks, the ring used an unnamed Finnish cryptocurrency exchange to turn their cash into 

bitcoins and then subsequently further converted the bitcoins into Colombian pesos. 

 

“With cryptocurrencies increasingly used to finance and carry out criminal activities, Europol will 

continue to coordinate across EU Member States and beyond, to effectively respond to this rising threat,” 

Europol’s statement said. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Targeting tax pros w/fraud returns 

SOURCE https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/14/cybercriminals-now-targeting-tax-pros-to-cash-in-on-fraudulent-

returns.html  

GIST The deadline to file your taxes is rapidly approaching, but cyber criminals have already been hard at work 

trying to cash in with fraudulent tax returns. 
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This tax season, experts say instead of targeting individual tax payers, scam artists are targeting tax 

professionals. 

 

"One of the challenges that we're seeing this year is that as tax professionals and the I.R.S. have become 

more and more sophisticated, so too have the adversaries," said Caleb Barlow, IBM Security's vice 

president of threat intelligence. 

 

Tax fraud is big business for cyber criminals. Last year Internet crimes netted the perpetrators $445 

billion, with tax fraud as a primary focus, according to IBM Security, which monitors cyber crimes. 

 

"We had about 75 tax professionals report that they had been victims of some sort of a tax payer breach. 

So that unfortunately is a 60 percent increase for the same period of time last year," said Cecilia Barreda, 

an I.R.S. spokeswoman. 

 

The I.R.S. can recognize if a computer of an individual is filing too many tax returns, and will stop them 

for likely being fraudulent. But the agency expects tax professionals to file dozens, if not hundreds of tax 

returns on behalf of their clients. 

 

"If they [cybercriminals] can compromise a tax professional, they get access to two key things. One is the 

private information of that tax professional's clients that can be used to file tax returns on their behalf," 

Barlow said. 

 

"And in addition to that, they can use the IP address and the computer of the tax professional to actually do 

the filing with the I.R.S.," he added. 

 

Here is how the scam works: Cyber criminals target tax professionals with what is known as phishing — 

spam email that seems legitimate, but contains links or attachments laden with malware. 

 

"The minute that you click on that link, well, then you're owned by the adversary. And what this often 

means is that they can take control of that system that's normally used by that tax professional," Barlow 

said. 

 

Once a tax professional's computer is compromised, an attacker can steal the numbers and log-in 

information they use to file. 

 

"It's an I.P. address we seen before, it's a signature of a computer we seen before. We know it's a tax 

professional, so they are going be submitting lots of returns," said Barlow. 

 

This year's tax season may be the perfect storm. With a new tax code coming in this year, there has been 

extra confusion. 

 

"This is kind of a perfect storm where you have a lot of misinformation, a dearth of information, and these 

new techniques that are being widely used by these criminals looking for compromised computers 

belonging to tax prep professionals," said Roman Sannikov, the director of European research and analysis 

for Flashpoint, a cybersecurity company. 

 

He added that "they can use to not only steal information, but also to file these returns in a much more 

successful way." 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Guarding rail against evolving threats 

SOURCE http://www.railjournal.com/index.php/technology/cybersecurity-guarding-rail-against-evolving-

threats.html  
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GIST As the railway seeks to harness the benefits of digitalisation and the Internet of Things, the links between 

information technology and operational technology become ever-more intertwined. However, these trends 

are completely redefining the railway security environment as systems become vulnerable to new types of 

threats. Keith Barrow assesses how the industry is responding to the cybersecurity challenge. 

 

ON May 13 2017, passengers at mainline stations in Germany glanced up at the information screens and 

saw something unusual. Obscuring the lists of departures and arrivals, a ransomware notice demands a 

$US 300 payment in Bitcoin. 

  

The WannaCry virus had infected 450 German Rail (DB) computers, bringing down passenger 

information systems, ticket machines, and CCTV networks. 

 

This was a very public demonstration of rail’s vulnerability to cyberattack, and while the target in this case 

was the company’s business systems, the attack also highlighted the need to secure operational systems 

against hackers. 

 

Until recently, Industrial Automated Control Systems (IACS) were considered relatively well-insulated 

against external influence with a high degree of immunity to security threats and attacks. However, the 

threat landscape has altered significantly in recent years with the proliferation of digital technologies and 

the increasing interconnectivity between the business and operational functions of companies. 

 

Research by IBM shows cyberattacks on ICAS increased by more than 600% between 2012 and 2014, 

while according to Dell’s 2015 cybersecurity report, attacks on supervisory control and data acquisition 

(Scada) systems surged from 91,676 in January 2012 to 675,186 in January 2014. 

 

Mr François Hausman, mainline cybersecurity manager for Alstom and leader of Shift2Rail’s 

cybersecurity work package, told delegates at Railtech’s recent Intelligent Rail Summit in Vienna that the 

characteristics of railway networks make them a potential cyberattack target. These include: 

• distributed architecture - electronic components spread along a section of line or a train 

• long lifecycles for equipment 

• high level of certification for safety-related systems 

• diversity of supply chain and technology, and 

• small-medium volume production of components. 

 

Mr Domenico Raguseo, technical sales manager, Europe, for IBM says systems are vulnerable to hackers 

when there is a high degree of integration between IT and operational technology (OT).  

 

“The railway industry is very secure from a cybersecurity point-of-view - hackers would have a lot of 

difficulty getting into your systems,” he says. “With high standards and tonnes of security control, a 

hacker needs to invest a lot of time if he wants to create a problem for you. Unfortunately, the good news 

stops here. The safety-first philosophy of rail - that the train stops to protect the lives of the passengers - is 

good for hackers, because they don’t want to kill people, they want to get money. So it would be fantastic 

for a hacker to stop a train.” 

 

As senior managers seek ever more data on the day-to-day performance of the railway, business and 

operational systems are increasingly interconnected, and wherever there are interfaces, there are potential 

points of attack. 

 

Mr Lovan Pushparatnam, head of tramway systems and telecoms with Systra, says any cybersecurity 

strategy must consider people as well as technology. “The best results are achieved when cybersecurity is 

treated as part of an overall security policy addressing technical aspects and operational procedures, with 

continuous assessment and measurement,” he says. “It’s not about protection, it’s about process and 

preparation, monitoring both your assets and your organisation.” 

 

Testing the vulnerability of railway systems to cyberattack is a particular challenge because of the 

difficultly of simulating attacks under realistic operating conditions. “When we model attack patterns, we 
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need to understand how it is possible to attack,” Raguseo says. “It’s not easy to do penetration testing in a 

real environment, so you need to create a test environment. Developing a test environment is complicated 

for IT - I’d say it’s impossible for a complex environment like rail.” 

 

The European Union (EU) Directive on security of network and information systems (NIS Directive) came 

into force in August 2016, and is intended to boost the overall level of cybersecurity in member states. The 

NIS Directive is due to be transposed into the legal systems of the member states by next month and 

specifically identifies train operators and railway infrastructure managers as entities that could be 

considered “operators of essential services.” Businesses in this category will be required to implement risk 

management practices, taking “appropriate and proportional technical and organisational measures to 

manage the risks posed to the security of networks and information systems which they use in their 

operations.” Significant cyber attacks must be reported to a “competent national NIS authority.” 

 

All of this leaves railway industry stakeholders with the challenge of securing assets which can have a 

lifespan of several decades against a threat that is constantly evolving. System architecture is therefore a 

crucial consideration in safeguarding next-generation rail technologies against attack. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Experts warn: Russia cyber warfare  

SOURCE https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/syria-news-latest-russia-could-launch-cyber-warfare-

within-days-after-usled-military-action-expert-a3814226.html  

GIST Russia could “launch cyber warfare within weeks” in retaliation to US-led airstrikes on Syria bringing 

down City firms, the UK transport network and the NHS, experts have warned. 

 

Theresa May hailed “targeted and limited” action on key sites of Syria’s chemical weapons regime “a 

success” while Donald Trump branded the offensive “perfectly executed”. 

 

But Russia warned of “consequences” following the strike which has left the Prime Minister facing 

questions over why the decision was not put to a parliamentary vote. 

 

Now experts have said the action in retaliation to a suspected chemical attack in Douma a week ago could 

lead to “cyber warfare”. 

 

"I suspect Russia will choose not to respond in military terms. But cyber warfare is highly likely," he says. 

 

"It will be an attack on national infrastructure, not just upsetting city firms, but getting inside the transport 

system, or the health system, or air traffic control. It could affect everyone." 

 

Mark Almond, director of the Crisis Research Institute, Oxford agreed that the strikes would spark 

retaliation and said Britain was most vulnerable to a counter-attack. 

 

Despite admitting that the "immediate risk of a wider war" has been avoided for now, he warned that 

sources of potential conflict are still very much active on the ground in Syria. 

 

He wrote in the Sunday Telegraph: "Bad relations could easily encourage a reckless Russian freebooter, 

prompted and paid by Iran, to try his luck getting revenge on the pockets of US and British forces 

operating in eastern Syria. 

 

"Britain is more exposed to potential revenge attacks, despite only four Tornados taking part in the strikes, 

because they flew from Akrotiri in Cyprus - so close to Syria and to Lebanon." 
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HEADLINE 04/15 ‘Operation Parliament’ targets Mideast 
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SOURCE https://www.forbesmiddleeast.com/en/new-cyberattack-operation-parliament-targets-governments-

military-and-intelligence-organizations/  

GIST A new potentially geopolitically-motivated cyberattack dubbed Operation Parliament has been targeting 

governmental departments and large private entities across the Middle East, according to global 

cybersecurity company Kaspersky Lab. 

 

Operation Parliament has so far affected an unknown number of organizations in over 27 countries, mostly 

in the Middle East and North Africa, including Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, 

Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the U.A.E. Financial impact of the attack has not been disclosed. 

 

In a campaign believed to have been active since 2017, the cybercriminals targeted selected victims 

through malware disguised as legitimate email attachments. Upon opening the attachments victims 

unwittingly gave the criminals access to their systems, enabling them to remotely gain control over their 

devices and mine data, as well as activate tools such as webcams. It is believed that the attackers had 

previously gained access to large databases of contacts for sensitive organisations and targeted non-trained 

staff. 

 

The criminal group “hid in plain sight” accordingly to Kaspersky Lab. The malware was first discovered 

during an operation to uncover a phishing scam targeting political figures. At first it appeared to be the 

work of another group already known to officials. However, under further inspection the encrypted 

malware was found to be very different to any previous attacks. 

 

Victims are known to include parliaments, senates, top state offices and officials, political science 

scholars, military and intelligence agencies, ministries, media outlets, research centres, election 

commissions, Olympic organizations and large trading companies. Over 130 individual users have been 

identified as victims so far. Efforts are now underway by law enforcers to find the group behind the attacks 

and prevent any further damage. 

 

“Operation Parliament is another symptom of the continuously developing tensions in the Middle East and 

North Africa. We are witnessing higher sophistication and smarter techniques used by attackers and it 

doesn’t look like they will stop or slow down anytime soon” said Mohamad Amin Hasbini, Senior 

Security Researcher, Global Research & Analysis Team at Kaspersky Lab. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 UK considers retaliatory cyberattacks 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-russia-cyber/uk-could-launch-retaliatory-cyber-attack-

on-russia-if-infrastructure-targeted-sunday-times-idUSKBN1HL1BT  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - Britain would consider launching a cyber attack against Russia in retaliation if 

Russia targeted British national infrastructure, the Sunday Times reported, citing unnamed security 

sources. 

 

Britain’s relations with Russia are at a historic low, after it blamed Russia for a nerve agent attack on 

former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter in England, prompting mass expulsions of diplomats. 

 

Russia has denied involvement, and on Saturday also condemned strikes against Syria by Western powers, 

which Britain took part in. 

 

Cyber security has become a focal point of the strained relations. On Thursday, a British spy chief said 

that his GCHQ agency would “continue to expose Russia’s unacceptable cyber behaviour”, adding there 

would be increasing demand for its cyber expertise. 

 

The Sunday Times also said that British spy officials had been preparing for Russia-backed hackers to 

release embarrassing information on politicians and other high-profile people since the attack on the 

Skripals. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 US: 2000% rise disinformation campaign 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/14/russian-trolls-launch-disinformation-campaign-after-

syria-airstrikes-pentagon.html  

GIST Following U.S.-led coalition strikes in Syria to degrade chemical weapons capabilities, the Pentagon says 

it's seen a “2,000 percent increase” in Russian “disinformation.” 

 

Russia, a close ally of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, has reportedly started a new campaign to spread 

propaganda and other false narratives on social media after the U.S., France and the United Kingdom 

staged airstrikes in Syria this weekend in response to Assad’s alleged use of chemical weapons. 

 

Chief Pentagon spokeswoman Dana White said at a briefing on Saturday that “there has been a 2,000 

percent increase in Russian trolls in the last 24 hours.” 

 

Saturday’s briefing was an attempt to counter any false information. 

 

An investigation into the 2016 presidential elections by the federal government has found that a number of 

Kremlin-backed hacking groups spread politically charged content across social media platforms in an 

attempt to influence the outcome. 

 

At a meeting of the U.N. Security Council Saturday, U.S. Ambassador Nikki Haley took aim at Russian 

ambassador Vasily Nebenzia over the “fake news.” 

 

“The pictures of dead children are not fake news,” she said. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Yahoo, AOL read, share users’ emails 

SOURCE https://www.cnet.com/news/yahoo-aol-oath-privacy-policy-verizon-emails-messages/  

GIST Oath, the media division of Verizon that runs both AOL and Yahoo, is finally unifying the privacy policy 

of its two giant legacy Internet brands. That means an updated set of privacy terms and policies for 

hundreds of millions of users. And in an online world where privacy expectations have been radically 

reshaped in light of Facebook's Cambridge Analytica mess, it's more important than ever to read the fine 

print on those splash screens. 

 

When we logged in to a Yahoo Mail account Friday, we were greeted with the privacy policy you see 

below (Jason Kint had pointed to the policy earlier on Twitter). In it, Oath notes that it has the right to read 

your emails, instant messages, posts, photos and even look at your message attachments. And it might 

share that data with parent company Verizon, too. 

 

To be clear, Yahoo's previous privacy policy had already stated that Yahoo "analyzes and stores all 

communications content, including email content," so the company has previously disclosed that it's been 

able to scan the contents of your emails, at least. (AOL's legacy privacy policy doesn't say anything like 

that.) 

 

When you dig further into Oath's policy about what it might do with your words, photos, and attachments, 

the company clarifies that it's utilizing automated systems that help the company with security, research 

and providing targeted ads -- and that those automated systems should strip out personally identifying 

information before letting any humans look at your data. But there are no explicit guarantees on that.  

 

Notably, Google used to scan its Gmail messages for better ad targeting, though it stopped the practice in 

June of 2017. 
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In other words, emails related to your banking and financial transactions appear to be equally in the 

crosshairs of Oath's ad targeting engine.  

 

There appears to be another big change for Yahoo users, too: Oath's previous mutual arbitration clause and 

class-action waiver has been updated and extended across the company's services to include Yahoo as 

well. What it means is if you don't like what the company does with your data, you'll have a hard time 

suing. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Google loses ‘right to be forgotten’ case 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/google-loses-right-to-be-forgotten-legal-case-europe/  

GIST A U.K. court has ruled in favor an unnamed businessman who wanted Google to remove search results of 

his past conviction history in a landmark "right to be forgotten" case. The search engine had previously 

refused to delete results about his conviction, BBC News reports. 

 

Ten years ago, the businessman was convicted of conspiring to intercept communications. He spent six 

months in jail. He argued that his conviction was no longer relevant to the public.  

 

Google said in a statement Friday it would respect the judge's decision. "We work hard to comply with the 

right to be forgotten," it said, "but we take great care not to remove search results that are in the public 

interest." 

 

However, Justice Mark Warby rejected a separate claim by a businessman who had committed a more 

serious crime. More than 10 years ago, the second man was convicted of conspiring to account falsely. He 

spent four years in jail. 

 

Warby said the winning businessman had shown remorse, while the other man continued to "mislead the 

public." 

 

In 2014, the European Court of Justice set legal precedent for the "right to be forgotten" after a Spanish 

man asked Google to remove results about his financial history. Google said it has removed 800,000 pages 

from its results over similar requests, but companies can decline to remove information if they believe they 

are in the public interest. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Using social media inspire potential terror 

SOURCE https://theconversation.com/since-boston-bombing-terrorists-are-using-new-social-media-to-inspire-

potential-attackers-94944  

GIST Five years ago, a deadly attack during the Boston Marathon made America’s nightmare come true: the 

radicalized boy next door. 

 

The research my colleagues and I conduct at Georgia State University tracks how terrorist organizations 

expose people – mostly young men – to radical messages and extreme violence on social media. The goal: 

changing their worldview and eventually guiding them to act. 

 

The Boston Marathon bombing marked the beginning of a new trend that is almost impossible to prevent. 

Before, individuals would receive guidance and training from terrorist organizations in person. Now, these 

same groups simply inspire individuals to carry out attacks on their own, for which the group can claim 

credit if they are successful. We call that “self-radicalizing.” 
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Radicalization of the boy next door 

It remains puzzling to many how Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, a 19-year-old stoner who listened to Jay-Z and 

watched “The Walking Dead,” could – with his older brother, Tamerlan – killed and injured so many 

innocent civilians. Authorities at least knew more about Dzhokhar because he was taken alive. His brother 

died during a police chase. 

 

Courtroom sketch of Boston Marathon bomber Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. Jane Flavell Collins via AP 

Dzhokhar did not fit the profile experts have identified as typical of self-radicalized terrorists – either 

jihadi (a Muslim Holy warrior) or extreme right-wing versions. They were unlike many terrorists who 

gravitate to extremist ideologies. 

 

According to researchers Alice Marwick and Becca Lewis, people who are radicalized “may have a hard 

time finding like-minded friends in their day-to-day lives, or connecting with romantic partners.” 

 

Dzhokhar was described by Rolling Stone magazine, for example, as attractive, popular and a student 

athlete. He was also flunking courses and lost his financial aid at University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth 

in the semester leading up to the attack. But that hardly explains why he went on to plan the deaths of 

potentially hundreds of runners and spectators. 

 

Eventually, prosecutors found copies of Inspire magazine on Dzhokhar’s laptop. The magazine is an 

English-language online publication that was published by al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula. They also 

found videos of sermons by Anwar al-Awlaki, the American-born firebrand jihadi cleric who was killed in 

2011 in Yemen by two U.S. drones. Awlaki’s videos are still circulating on social media years after his 

death. 

 

The evidence and Dzhokhar’s testimony suggest that the brothers were inspired by propaganda. Both 

Awlaki’s sermons and Inspire magazine advocate and provide specific “how-to” instructions on mass 

casualty attacks. Dzhokhar and his brother learned how to make the pressure-cooker bombs from one of 

the most well-known articles published by the magazine: “How to Build a Bomb in the Kitchen of Your 

Mom.” 

 

For example, the text explains: “Can I make an effective bomb that causes damage to the enemy from 

ingredients available in any kitchen in the world? The answer is yes. But before how, we ask why? It is 

because Allah says … every Muslim is required to defend his religion and his nation.” 

 

In the five years since the Boston bombing, the number of social media platforms disseminating terrorist 

propaganda has increased tenfold. And thus, so has the scale and scope of possible future attacks. 

 

Shift to encrypted platforms 

As technology evolves, new online platforms provide avenues for terrorist organizations to share 

information. Platforms have gone from an open interface model, in which anyone can observe what is 

occurring, to closed and encrypted platforms in which privacy and security settings are protected. These 

platforms are not readily accessible nor can they be viewed without already being a member of the chat 

room or channel. When used by terrorist groups, encrypted platforms are harder to police and monitor. 

 

Telegram is an encrypted application developed by Pavel Durov, the inventor of Russia’s Facebook 

equivalent, VKontakte. Telegram has all but replaced Twitter and Facebook for jihadi communication. 

Open platforms like Twitter and Facebook have increasingly policed jihadi content, shut down their sites, 

and taken down their content within minutes of it being posted. 

 

Social media allows terrorist groups to foster a virtual community and a sense of belonging. Research on 

radicalization suggests that their methods involve taking advantage of individuals’ feelings of loneliness 

and alienation. However, this doesn’t explain why well-adjusted, well-integrated individuals who appear 

to have assimilated into Western society – like the Tsarnaevs – gravitate to violent extremist ideologies. 
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Research I’ve done with colleagues on social media demonstrates that terrorist organizations also 

deliberately foster a type of addiction to the platform and to its content. 

 

They do this by creating a schedule of positive reinforcement that modifies behavior, like gambling or 

playing slot machines. The result changes every time such that one cannot anticipate the outcome and 

continues to engage in behavior in hopes of a reward the next time around. Not knowing whether you are 

on the verge of a big win sustains the individual to continue the behavior (in some cases, gambling), 

whereas not knowing what type of reward the terrorist platform will offer equally sustains user 

engagement. 

 

This keeps the individual tethered to his or her computer, making certain rewards more valuable, limiting 

how much time you have to join a group or access material, making access exclusive, and varying content 

to prevent boredom. 

 

Through this process, it is possible that ordinarily well-adjusted individuals can be persuaded to channel 

everyday feelings of frustration, disappointment or anger into acts of extreme violence. 

 

As the Islamic state further recedes and loses even more territory, it is adapting to exist almost entirely 

digitally. Those who fight terrorism need to understand the difference between individuals who are 

inspired and those who are directly encouraged to engage in violence. Likewise, terrorism researchers need 

to understand the role of social media in capturing the imagination of young men and instigating them to 

perpetrate violence. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 ISIS member families on rise in Anbar 

SOURCE https://www.iraqinews.com/iraq-war/number-of-islamic-state-members-families-on-the-rise-in-

anbar-as-displaced-people-return-back-home/  

GIST Anbar (IraqiNews.com) The number of families of Islamic State members has been growing as hundreds 

of displaced families returned to their regions, a security source from Anbar police said on Sunday. 

 

Speaking to Almaalomah website on Sunday, the source said “number of IS families in Hit city and 

surrounding regions reached 150 families, which indicate terrorist operations that could target security 

troops and civilians, given that those families provide the militants with information about security 

personnel in order to target them.” 

 

“The presence of those families in Hit threaten safety and stability of the region. Displacing them could be 

hard due to pressures by rights groups,” the source added. 

 

Thousands of IS militants as well as Iraqi civilians were killed since the government campaign, backed by 

paramilitary troops and the coalition, was launched in October 2016 to fight the militant group. 

 

In December, Abadi announced full liberation of Iraqi lands, declaring end of war against IS members. 

However, Islamic State continues to launch sporadic attacks across Iraq against troops. Security reports 

indicate that the militant group still poses threat against stability in the country. 

 

As many as 3,298 civilians were killed and 4,781 others were wounded in 2017, excluding Anbar civilian 

casualty figures for November and December, which are not available, UNAMI said in a report in 

December. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 ISIS threatens New York subways 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5620103/ISIS-threaten-bomb-New-Yorks-subway-chilling-
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propaganda-poster.html  

GIST ISIS propaganda chiefs have issued a chilling threat to bring death and destruction to New York's subway. 

 

The terror group has vowed to attack Paris and the World Cup finals in Russia in recent weeks as part of a 

global campaign of lone wolf strikes as it continues to lose territory in the Middle East. 

 

In its latest warning, uploaded to militant Islamist messaging platforms, a man is pictured standing on the 

platform at New York's High Street - Brooklyn Bridge Station with explosives and a timer behind him. 

 

The poster includes the threat: 'You will not expect where we will attack.'  

 

Last year extremists also threatened to attack the Queen and the Vatican City. 

 

The group's propaganda wing – the Wafa Media Foundation - is continuing to churn out threats despite the 

so-called ISIS caliphate suffering huge losses in Syria and Iraq. 

 

ISIS fanatics are increasingly turning to lone-wolf supporters to take up their violent cause around the 

world. 

 

'Wafa Media Foundation specialises in these types of graphics. Wafa's threat, like others recently issued by 

pro-ISIS media groups, is a specific attack directive within a larger push by ISIS for lone wolf attacks as it 

rapidly loses territory in Iraq and Syria,' said Rita Katz, director of the respected SITE Intelligence Group, 

 

'Though these threats should be taken seriously, there is also a publicity element to pro-ISIS media groups' 

threats against places like the Vatican or events like 2018 FIFA World Cup.' 
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HEADLINE 04/16 Extremists hamper polio eradication 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/nigerias-boko-haram-extremists-hamper-polio-eradication-

54494701?   

GIST Islamic extremists made Imana Alhaji Gana's village in northeastern Nigeria too dangerous for health 

workers to vaccinate against polio. Now that she and her family have fled to a displacement camp, those 

workers want to catch her children in time. 

 

Here in the camps housing thousands of families seeking safety from the extremists, health teams are 

going from tent to tent, inoculating youngsters against the disease that withers limbs and disables children 

for life. 

 

At first, Gana is afraid to let the outreach workers vaccinate her baby. Eventually they persuade her that 

the three-week-old child is not too young for immunization, which can take place as early as the day of 

birth. 

 

The complicated fight against polio is yet another way the Nigeria-based extremist group Boko Haram has 

disrupted life in the northeast, leaving children vulnerable to an entirely preventable disease. 

 

"When such children come to the camps or host communities they become a threat to other children," said 

Almai Some, the field coordinator in Borno state for the vaccination campaign run by Rotary. 

 

Some of the families arriving are from areas where polio vaccinators have not been able to visit for as long 

as six years. 

 

Boko Haram's insurgency began in Maiduguri, Borno state's capital, but its reach has expanded beyond 

Nigeria's borders to neighboring Niger, Chad and Cameroon. Its violence has proved to be a major setback 

to the international campaign against polio. 
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Nigeria is one of just three countries where polio is endemic and has not been eliminated, along with 

Pakistan and Afghanistan. The final phase to wipe out polio is "proving to be extraordinarily difficult" 

because "the poliovirus is surviving despite all the good work and in the face of everything that is being 

thrown at it," said a WHO-appointed monitoring group at the end of last year. 

 

In Nigeria, there is little or no surveillance data in Borno state, and "unless there is a breakthrough to reach 

those areas in Borno, the entire polio (eradication) program is at risk," said the monitoring group. Nigeria 

had other outbreaks last year including cholera, hepatitis, monkeypox, Lassa and yellow fevers, showing 

the challenges to the country's health care system. Globally the campaign to eradicate polio has been faced 

with outbreaks last year in non-endemic countries like Congo and Syria. 

 

Now the WHO says it will be spending $127 million toward eradicating polio in Nigeria between 2018 

and 2019. Rotary's program is helping that effort by targeting some 2.1 million children in 24 accessible 

local governments. But there are still three areas in Borno state that are not included because of ongoing 

instability: Kala-Balge, Marte and Abadam. For those unreachable areas, the vaccinators train Nigerian 

soldiers in how to administer the vaccines. 

 

In a few cases, villagers have reported being threatened by Boko Haram fighters to avoid the polio 

vaccine. And in 2013 a number of vaccinators were attacked and killed by the extremists, leading some of 

their colleagues to disguise their vaccine carriers or hide them under their hijabs. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Turkey: US pastor faces terror trial 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-pastor-trial-alleged-terror-ties-spying-turkey-

54478886?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST An American pastor imprisoned in Turkey is going on trial for alleged terror ties and spying in a case that 

has increased tensions between Washington and Ankara. 

 

Andrew Craig Brunson, a 50-year-old evangelical pastor from North Carolina, is facing up to 35 years in 

prison on charges of "committing crimes on behalf of terror groups without being a member" and 

"espionage." The trial begins Monday in western Izmir province. 

 

Brunson was arrested in December 2016 for alleged links to both an outlawed Kurdish insurgent group 

and the network of the U.S.-based Muslim cleric who Turkey blames for a masterminding a failed military 

coup that year. The cleric, Fethullah Gulen, denies the claim. 

 

Brunson, who has lived in Turkey for 23 years, has denied all allegations, saying that he solely worked as 

a pastor. 

 

The Turkish government has clearly linked Brunson's case with its determination to force the U.S. to 

extradite Gulen — and some see the pastor as a diplomatic pawn. 

 

The American Center for Law and Justice, a conservative Christian group in the U.S., has called Brunson a 

"hostage of the Turkish government." A petition has garnered more than half a million signatures, 

claiming that the case was putting Christianity on trial. 

 

Brunson's lawyer, Ismail Cem Halavurt, told The Associated Press on Sunday he expects the pastor's 

acquittal, arguing that the "weak" indictment lacked sufficient evidence to make the case hold up in court. 

 

American officials have repeatedly requested that Brunson be released — President Donald Trump himself 

asked Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to have his government "expeditiously" return the pastor 

to the U.S. 
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But Erdogan fired back at Washington, demanding that the U.S. first return Gulen. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Mali militants attack UN camp 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mali-attack-kills-peacekeeper-wounds-10-french-

soldiers-54474009?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Officials say a U.N. peacekeeper is dead and 10 French soldiers have been wounded after a jihadist attack 

in northern Mali. 

 

Residents in the town of Timbuktu reported hearing two large detonations Saturday near a camp for the 

U.N. mission known as MINUSMA. 

 

Ten soldiers from the French military operation known as Barkhane were among those hurt — five 

seriously, according to the Malian security ministry. 

 

There was no immediate claim of responsibility though a number of extremist groups are active in the 

region. 

 

A security official, who spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to speak to 

reporters, said one of the vehicles used in the attack had been disguised as a MINUSMA vehicle while the 

other was marked as a Malian military vehicle. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Syria: eastern Ghouta ‘fully liberated’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-syrian-police-units-enter-town-douma-

54464281?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Syrian army has declared the eastern suburbs of the capital Damascus "fully liberated" after the last 

group of gunmen left the town of Douma. 

 

An army statement read by chief military spokesman Brig. Gen. Ali Mayhoub said Saturday that special 

units are clearing streets and squares of Douma from mines and explosives planted by rebels. 

 

Douma is the largest town of the suburbs known as eastern Ghouta and its capture marks the biggest 

victory for President Bashar Assad's forces since the conflict began seven years ago. 

 

The army said that troops discovered weapons factories, arms depots, tunnels and food storage places. 

 

It added that the army is preparing eastern Ghouta for tens of thousands who were displaced over the past 

two months during a crushing government offensive to retake the area. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Afghan, Pakistan forces border clash 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-pakistani-forces-clash-disputed-border-

54478030?  

GIST An Afghan official says Pakistani forces have crossed into eastern Afghanistan and clashed with Afghan 

troops. 

 

Col. Abdul Hanan, the acting provincial police chief in the eastern Khost province, says the fighting broke 

out early Sunday and is still underway. He was not immediately able to confirm reports of casualties. 
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The two countries are separated by the 2,400-kilometer (1,500-mile) Durand Line, which was drawn by 

British rulers in 1896. Kabul does not recognize it as an international border and has objected to new 

fortifications being built by Pakistan. 

 

The two U.S. allies routinely accuse each other of failing to crack down on militants who operate along the 

porous border. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Militants attack Afghan checkpoint; 11 dead 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/insurgents-attack-checkpoint-afghanistan-kill-

police-54477896?  

GIST At least 11 Afghan paramilitary forces were killed when the Taliban attacked their checkpoint, an official 

said Sunday. 

 

Zabi Amani, a spokesman for the governor of the northern Sari Pul province, said two other forces were 

wounded in the attack late Saturday. He said three insurgents were killed, including a local commander, 

and four others were wounded. 

 

Those targeted were members of the Local Uprising Forces, militias supported by the government. 

 

No one immediately claimed the attack, but Amani blamed the Taliban, who are active in the area. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Austrian convicted for terror attack plans 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/13/austrian-man-convicted-for-plans-for-attacks-in-

germany.html  

GIST VIENNA –  An Austrian court has convicted a 19-year-old of involvement in plans for two Islamic 

extremist attacks in Germany, one of which was supposed to be carried out by a 12-year-old boy. 

 

The Austria Press Agency reported that the defendant was convicted Friday in Vienna of attempted 

incitement to murder as a terrorist crime. He was given a nine-year sentence. 

 

The Austrian of Albanian descent was accused of trying to incite a 12-year-old to attack a Christmas 

market in Ludwigshafen in 2016, and plotting an attack on the United States' Ramstein Air Base along 

with a 16-year-old girl. 

 

Defense lawyer Wolfgang Blaschitz said he is considering appealing. 

 

The defendant testified he became a supporter of the Islamic State group following a previous jail term for 

robbery. He denied ordering any attacks. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Boko Haram abductions, killings 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/boko-haram-abducted-1000-children-killed-2000-

teachers/story?   

GIST Boko Haram has abducted more than 1,000 children in northeast Nigeria since 2013, the United Nations' 

children's agency announced Friday.  

 

The number of children kidnapped by the Nigerian terrorist group includes 276 girls snatched from a 

boarding school in the northeast town of Chibok on the night of April 14, 2014, four years ago today.  
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Some of the Chibok schoolgirls managed to escape, while others were later rescued or freed following 

negotiations. But four years on from that fateful night, more than 100 of them have yet to be returned to 

their families, according to UNICEF.  

 

"The four-year anniversary of the Chibok abduction reminds us that children in northeastern Nigeria 

continue to come under attack at a shocking scale," Mohamed Malick Fall, UNICEF representative in 

Nigeria, said in a statement Friday. "They are consistently targeted and exposed to brutal violence in their 

homes, schools and public places." 

 

Since Boko Haram launched its insurgency in the northeast region nine years ago, at least 2,295 teachers 

have been killed and over 1,400 schools have been destroyed. Most of these schools haven't been able to 

reopen due to extensive damage or ongoing insecurity in the area, according to UNICEF.  

 

Most recently, suspected Boko Haram fighters abducted 110 students from an girls' boarding school in the 

northeast town of Dapchi in the middle of the night on Feb. 19. More than a month later, 104 of the 

schoolgirls were freed by their captors following "back-channel efforts and with the help of some friends 

of the country," according to Segun Adeyemi, spokesman for Nigeria's Ministry of Information and 

Culture. 

 

The relentless onslaughts show not even children and schools are spared from Boko Haram's wrath -- 

rather, they are the targets.  

 

The Nigerian jihadist group's uprising was fueled largely through the group's systematic campaign of 

abducting children and forcing thousands of girls and boys into their ranks, according to a report issued in 

April 2017 by the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF). 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Egypt: suicide bombers Sinai kill 8 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/egypt-troops-killed-15-wounded-sinai-clashes-

54465542?   

GIST Militants wearing explosive belts blew themselves up as they tried to infiltrate a military base in Egypt's 

central Sinai, killing eight soldiers and wounding 15 others, the military said on Saturday. 

 

The clashes at dawn left 14 militants dead. They were armed with rifles and RPGs, the armed forces said 

in a statement. The attack comes two months after the launch of a massive operation against militants in 

Sinai as well as parts of Egypt's Nile Delta and Western Desert, along the porous border with Libya. 

 

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the attack which bore the hallmarks of the extremist 

Islamic State group, whose local affiliate is spearheading an Islamic insurgency in Egypt's Sinai Peninsula. 

 

Egypt has for years been struggling to contain the Islamic insurgency in the turbulent Sinai region. It has 

carried out military operations there that, it says, have killed hundreds of militants. 

 

It has also built a buffer zone along the border with Gaza to curb the flow of militants and weapons 

through a vast tunnel network. The insurgency, however, has shown no signs of abating. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 ‘Warranty void if removed’ stickers illegal 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/government/ftc-warranty-void-if-removed-stickers-are-
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illegal/  

GIST The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) sent letters this week to six major companies containing 

warnings that using "warranty void if removed" or similarly worded stickers on their products is illegal. 

 

The FTC said the six companies sell automobiles, cellular devices, and video gaming systems, all industry 

verticals where such practices are rampant. 

 

But besides the use of anti-tampering "warranty void if removed" stickers, the letters also warn companies 

against forcing customers into using replacement parts or repair services provided by certain companies 

for users to keep their warranties intact. 

 

In other words, the FTC has officially shown its support for the Right To Repair movement that's been 

becoming popular in the US and Europe. 

 

"Provisions that tie warranty coverage to the use of particular products or services harm both consumers 

who pay more for them as well as the small businesses who offer competing products and services," said 

Thomas B. Pahl, Acting Director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection. 

 

Limiting repair options illegal under 1975 US law 

 

The FTC says that such practices are illegal under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, a law that governs 

consumer product warranties, and which states that no company can put restrictions on the way users 

choose to repair their products. 

 

The law says that companies can't force users to use only certain types of (astronomically-priced) 

replacement parts, take produces for repair jobs only at certain repair shops, or can't plaster anti-tampering 

stickers on products to prevent users from repairing their own products. 

 

Over the past two decades, companies in the US have been ignoring this law and have been locking down 

products and repair practices, using "warranty voiding" as punishment for those users who make 

modifications to products or dare to find cheaper or faster ways of repairing products. 

 

The FTC says this is illegal. The Commission plans to review the six companies it sent letters to after 30 

days and see if they have dropped their current practices, threatening legal action if they did not. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Fake gov. letters surface in Clark Co. 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/fake-inslee-letter-posted-on-doors-around-clark-

county/  

GIST VANCOUVER — On Thursday morning, Gary Berreth stepped outside his house and found an 

unexpected letter attached to his front door. 

 

The letter featured the Washington state seal and claimed to be from the Office of the Governor. It warned 

of “an adjustment in property taxes” due to the shutdown of an oil terminal and an agreement with BNSF 

Railway to prohibit the shipping of oil, lumber and coal by rail through Vancouver. 

 

At the end of the letter was a carefully scrawled signature: “Jay Inslee,” Washington’s Democratic 

governor. Copied on the letter were Clark County Assessor Peter Van Nortwick and Treasurer Doug 

Lasher. 

 

“I instantly knew that there is no way the government does business like this,” said Berreth, who said he 

saw the same letter attached to other doors throughout his Green Meadows neighborhood. 

 

Berreth was correct in assuming the letter was a hoax. 
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In an era of growing concerns of fake news spreading online, these apparent dirty tricksters have taken up 

a more old-fashioned approach to spreading misinformation. 

 

Simon Vila, spokesman for Inslee, confirmed that neither the governor nor his staff were out posting notes 

to residents’ doors. 

 

“This is definitely not from our office,” he said. 

 

Vila said the governor’s office suspects that whoever is behind the fake notes is also behind a series of 

strange letters directed to supporters of U.S. Sen. Patty Murray, D-Washington. These letters were 

typically signed by “Titania,” a character from the play, “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.” 

 

Vila noted that the fonts of both letters are similar. 

 

The letter’s reference to “shutting down the oil terminal” is a likely reference to Inslee’s decision earlier 

this year to reject a proposed crude-by-rail terminal at the Port of Vancouver. 

 

The letter’s claim that BNSF, which operates a large network of railways, has entered an agreement to end 

the shipment of oil, lumber and coal by rail through Vancouver is also highly questionable. 

 

Courtney Wallace, director of public affairs for BNSF, said in an email that as “a common carrier, we are 

obligated by federal law to move all regulated goods.” 

 

“I’m just surprised someone took the time to write something like this up,” said Van Nortwick, a 

Republican. He took to Facebook to debunk the letter, although pointed out that not all of it was fake 

news. 

 

“It’s very rare that someone gets my name spelled right,” he said 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Newest threat to Calif. redwoods: pot 

SOURCE https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/The-newest-threat-to-California-s-redwoods-isn-t-

12835952.php  

GIST A new industry is thriving in California. It is green in terms of the money being made and the crop itself. 

Yet it is anything but that when it comes to the environment, posing horrendous ecological threats to the 

region's redwood forests. 

 

Lindgren Lumber and Humboldt Flakeboard are the newest additions to the Medical Marijuana Innovation 

Zone, an area in Arcata, California, zoned specifically for marijuana cultivation and processing. As 

businesses like Humboldt Harvest Wellness and Talking Tree Farms apply for the necessary permits to 

process cannabis in the former mill complex, it is evident that the cannabis business may restore the 

economy of redwood country. 

 

But this new industry might also undermine the environmental activism that has long fought to preserve 

the redwoods as a natural resource. 

 

Not long ago, activists thought they had won this fight. And they had - until now. They successfully 

dislodged corporate logging, but the old timber mills are being used to churn out marijuana. Marijuana 

cultivation subjects North Coast forests to a barrage of environmental assaults: soil erosion, heavy 

pesticide use, stream diversion, irresponsible grading and land clearing, all of which threaten to lay waste 

to the redwoods. 

 

As marijuana businesses repurpose Arcata's remaining lumber mills, a renewed ecological peril haunts 
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Humboldt County. Just like timber companies in decades past, marijuana interests are positioning 

themselves to shape regulations that protect the industry, not the environment. Americans only have to 

look back a few decades to the activism that saved the redwoods to understand just how high the stakes 

are. 

 

Precipitating the "timber wars," that activism began when logging companies expanded operations during 

the post-World War II housing boom. Timber yields exploded between 1940 and 1970, and increased 

demand led logging companies to clear-cut large swaths of North Coast redwood forest. This practice had 

broad ramifications. Leveling a patch of forest compromised entire watersheds by eroding soil and 

increasing siltation in streams, which left forests vulnerable to flooding, landslides and myriad other 

environmental problems. 

 

Efforts at redwood preservation proved ineffective when protected groves were surrounded by denuded 

land. Consequently, environmental advocates intensified their push to create an expansive national park in 

Northern California that would protect the redwoods from the damage caused by clear-cutting. 

 

By 1968, the Redwood National Park Act established a federal park that protected 58,000 acres of forest. 

Preservationists had originally proposed acquiring 90,000 acres to ensure the ecological stability of the 

region, but fierce resistance from timber companies forced a compromise. Yet because environmental 

impacts were not confined by man-drawn property lines, this compromise meant clear-cuts on nearby 

private property ended up threatening protected redwood stands anyway. 

 

 

Activists requested the National Park Service exercise its discretionary power to create a buffer zone 

around sensitive groves. Three separate studies confirmed the grave ecological hazards presented by 

nearby logging operations. 

 

NPS, though, was new to the area, and hoped to avoid making waves as it worked to integrate itself into 

the community. As a result, jobs and the local economy trumped ecological health. NPS took an approach 

that empowered private interests, adopting a utilitarian cost-benefit analysis that overrode preservationist 

policy. 

 

Increased harvests led to new logging roads, clear-cut sites, stream diversion and, perhaps most shocking, 

aerial spraying of Agent Orange, a herbicide known to contain carcinogens. Roads and clear-cuts 

interrupted the ecosystem and directly threatened wildlife habitat. Road-building itself led to erosion and 

presented dangers for aquatic life. The use of Agent Orange compounded these problems not only by 

poisoning habitats, but also by destroying the roots and undergrowth that stabilized the forest floor. 

 

Nevertheless, passing legislation to protect additional old growth proved difficult because of the political 

might of corporations like Maxxam, a multinational conglomerate that muscled its way into Humboldt's 

timber industry during the redwood wars. Activists spent years fighting to save remaining old-growth 

redwood stands. Finally, the Clinton administration brokered a deal to preserve sensitive groves. 

 

But the victory was short-lived. Although the timber industry fell, a robust pot industry soon sprouted in 

its place. This was not the same pot industry once concentrated in small, personal gardens and largely 

associated with hippies, back-to-the-landers and other counterculture migrants. The growing popularity of 

pot, along with increasing legalization, has turned marijuana cultivation into big business. And despite its 

reputation as a liberal bastion, California left regulation to local authorities. 

 

The result is a tangled web of lenient laws. Despite the liberalization of marijuana laws in the state, semi-

legal and illegal cultivation persists. Marijuana's illegality elsewhere continues to fuel a robust black 

market. Intending to sell on this market, pot farmers interested in a cash crop have little incentive to seek 

permits or comply with regulations. In any case, the odd dichotomy under which marijuana is legal in 

California, but illegal under federal law, makes it hard to enforce regulations as local officials find 

themselves at odds with federal agencies. 
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At best, pot farmers loosely adhere to regulations while they operate in a legal gray area. At worst, 

inconsistent enforcement encourages illegal cultivation - which poses serious environmental consequences 

as these grow sites often contain banned pesticides and other toxic contaminants. 

 

And that creates real environmental hazards. According to Rep. Jared Huffman, a Democrat, authorities 

have removed 8,188 pounds of fertilizer, 104 pounds of rodenticide, 560 gallons of insecticide, 50 gallons 

of garbage and miles of irrigation line from illegal grow sites on the North Coast. 

 

Perhaps the most detrimental contaminant making its way into the forests is carbofuran, a toxic pesticide 

banned in the United States. These pesticides leach into streams and other waterways, increasing their 

deadly reach. Chemical runoff from grow sites poisons swimming holes and has the potential to seep into 

city water supplies, which is alarming because carbofuran is lethal to humans in small doses. Ecologists 

have also determined that chemicals are endangering wildlife such as the Pacific fisher and the northern 

spotted owl. 

 

In addition to the impact from toxins, the water usage demanded by marijuana cultivation does serious 

ecological harm. A marijuana plant requires around 22.7 liters of water a day. Unregulated cultivation can 

easily deplete surface water sources as farmers divert streams and springs. 

 

Water isn't the only resource that pot devours. The plants require lots of sun, which encourages farmers to 

clear grow sites of trees and plants that might compete with cannabis for light. Satellite imaging has 

revealed the alarming rate at which these clearings are breaking up otherwise continuous forest. And grow 

sites require access, which means additional land is cleared and improperly graded as rogue farmers build 

roads. 

 

All of these changes in the land accrue: Forest and other habitat is fragmented, streams are buried, diverted 

or polluted, and wildlife dies. 

 

These trends are disturbing. California produces 60 to 70 percent of the marijuana consumed in the United 

States, which means the state is shouldering most of the environmental cost. As one study of the North 

Coast indicates, the danger from marijuana cultivation is particularly concerning because the "region is a 

recognized biodiversity hotspot." The redwoods constitute an ecosystem that is unique and rare - and now 

marijuana cultivation even poses a threat to Redwood National Park. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 China sends warning to Taiwan, US 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/15/asia/taiwan-us-china-xi-jinping-drills-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Chinese President Xi Jinping has sent a clear message of Beijing's disapproval over growing ties 

between the United States and Taiwan by ordering live-fire drills in the Taiwan Strait. 

 

The drills, to be held this coming Wednesday, will mark the first time the Chinese Navy has held drills 

with live ammunition in the strait since September 2015, in the lead-up to the self-ruled island's 

presidential election. 

 

Prior to those elections, relations between the two were at a high point after Xi met with then-President Ma 

Ying-jeou, the first such meeting in history between leaders of the two governments. 

 

But since then, tensions between China and the island it views as a breakaway province have become 

strained under Ma's successor, President Tsai Ing-wen. 

 

The new Trump administration has sought closer ties to President Tsai's government, angering Beijing by 

signing two deals in the past month to tighten ties with the island, including a travel act which will allow 

more official visits between the US and Taipei. 
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"(China) wants to highlight that the Chinese navy is ever ready and secondly, it is a signal to the 

government in Taipei you better not go further," Collin Koh, research fellow at the S. Rajaratnam School 

of International Studies' Maritime Security Program, told CNN. 

 

The planned live-fire exercises follow a massive show of force by the PLA Navy on April 10 and 11, 

which conducted the country's largest military drills ever in the South China Sea. 

 

Chinese President Xi personally reviewed the troops himself from the deck of the Chinese destroyer 

Changsha on Thursday, speaking to the troops about the need for the navy to become "world-class." 

 

Responding to the news of the upcoming live-fire drills, the Taiwanese Defense Military said in a 

statement the drills were taking place in a routine military zone and reiterated their national army could 

protect the country from any threat. 

 

"Our people please rest assured," the statement said. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 FDA pulls concentrated caffeine 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/fda-acts-pull-concentrated-caffeine-market-n865716  

GIST Bulk caffeine products may have killed at least two people and they don’t belong on the market, the Food 

and Drug Administration said Friday. 

 

The FDA declared concentrated, bulk caffeine products illegal and said it would act to get them off the 

shelves. 

 

“These products present a significant public health threat because of the high risk that they will be 

erroneously used at excessive, potentially dangerous doses,” the FDA said in a statement. 

 

“Highly concentrated and pure caffeine, often sold in bulk packages, have been linked to at least two 

deaths in otherwise healthy individuals.” 

 

The FDA has been warning about powdered caffeine since 2014, when an Ohio teenager died after using 

it. It’s also specifically asked sellers to stop providing it directly to consumers. 

 

"Despite multiple actions against these products in the past, we’ve seen a continued trend of products 

containing highly concentrated or pure caffeine being marketed directly to consumers as dietary 

supplements and sold in bulk quantities, with up to thousands of recommended servings per container,” 

FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb said in a statement. 

 

“We know these products are sometimes being used in potentially dangerous ways. For example, 

teenagers, for a perceived energy kick, sometimes mix dangerously high amounts of super-concentrated 

caffeine into workout cocktails.” 

 

It would be easy to get a dangerous dose, the FDA said. 

 

"A half cup of a highly concentrated liquid caffeine can contain approximately 2,000 mg of caffeine and 

just a single teaspoon of a powdered pure caffeine product can contain approximately 3,200 mg of 

caffeine. This is equivalent to about 20 to 28 cups of coffee, a potentially toxic dose of caffeine," the 

agency said. 

 

“Regardless of whether the product contains a warning label, such products present a significant and 

unreasonable risk of illness or injury to the consumer,” the FDA added. 

 

Too much caffeine can cause fatal heartbeat irregularities. 
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The FDA's action does not include energy drinks or energy products that contain caffeine, or supplements. 

"Moreover, this guidance does not affect other types of products that might also contain caffeine, such as 

prescription or over-the-counter drugs or conventional foods, like traditionally caffeinated beverages," it 

said. 

 

But the bulk products can easily confuse people, who may accidentally overdose on them. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 MBTA rail safety system off track 

SOURCE http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2018/04/14/who-driving-your-commuter-train-likely-someone-

with-wreck-record/sLRyElPMFvZqDoe6Je8YFI/story.html  

GIST Dean Walker’s license has been suspended 39 times for everything from driving to endanger to refusing a 

breathalyzer test. He’s been caught speeding 16 times and convicted of drunken driving twice.  

 

To fellow motorists, he’s a hazard. 

 

To the Registry of Motor Vehicles, he’s a chronic offender. But to Keolis, the MBTA’s commuter rail 

operator, Walker is something else entirely — an engineer. 

 

Despite his appalling driving history, Walker is entrusted with operating six-car trains, at speeds averaging 

60 miles per hour, carrying hundreds of commuters to and from the city.  

 

Robert Ronquillo III, son of the chief justice of the Boston Municipal Court, was also penalized multiple 

times for safety violations on the job. 

 

And he has plenty of company among his peers. About 110 commuter rail engineers, more than half of 

them, have driving records that experts described as poor considering the sensitive line of work they’re in 

— at least three infractions such as speeding, causing accidents, and failing to stop.  

 

Nearly 50 engineers have had their driver’s licenses suspended — 44 of them more than once, according 

to Registry of Motor Vehicle records reviewed by the Globe.  

 

 

The engineers’ supervisors don’t set much of an example, either. Manager of engineer training Shawn 

Monahan, who teaches aspiring engineers what they need to know before they can operate a train, has 

received 11 speeding tickets and caused two accidents.  

 

Keolis’s head engineer, Mark Neverett, has 13 speeding tickets, eight accidents, and an operating under 

the influence on his driving record, though he’s had no recorded offenses since 2010.  

 

The records obtained by the Globe, which span decades, raise serious concerns about safety on the 

commuter rail, experts say. Train operators aren’t required to have a driver’s license, and driving a 144-ton 

locomotive on fixed tracks is a very different discipline than driving a car. But a history of recklessness on 

the roads makes it much more likely someone will be reckless on the rails, they say. 

 

“Someone who is known to have engaged in multiple incidents of risky and illegal behavior with an 

automobile should not be permitted to operate a train,” said David Hughes, the former chief engineer and 

acting CEO of Amtrak. “Locomotive engineers aren’t allowed mistakes on the job.” 

 

Many of the engineers with poor driving records have, records show, also faced discipline on the railway 

— ranging from counseling to suspension — for such on-the-job infractions as running a stop signal, 

failing drug tests, or causing derailments.  
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But perhaps the harshest penalty was reserved for the Keolis executive who sounded the alarm about the 

number of engineers with dismal driving records.  

 

Robert T. McCarthy, the vice president of safety, was dismissed after he warned the company about the 

potential risks in employing engineers with problematic personal driving histories, according to documents 

obtained by the Globe.  

 

McCarthy left Keolis last fall, just a year and a half after the company heralded his arrival from the 

Southern California Regional Rail Authority, where he served as deputy chief operating officer. 

 

Before leaving, McCarthy sent an audit to Keolis’s general manager raising a host of safety concerns, 

including the engineers’ driving records. He concluded: “If there were a catastrophic incident, Keolis 

would be scrutinized and would not fare well in a [federal] investigation.” 

 

Keolis, which has operated the commuter rail system for the MBTA since July 2014, said Friday that 

“nothing is more important” than safety. 

 

Spokesman Tory Mazzola said the company has invested $15 million into improving safety systems, 

including a new training simulator and safety technology for engineers. Mazzola noted that its engineer 

supervisors are “valuable, hard-working employees with excellent work records” and their personal 

driving records have “absolutely no bearing” on their job performance. 

 

Keolis said it inherited most of its workforce from the Massachusetts Bay Commuter Railroad Company, 

which ran the system from 2003 to mid-2014, and Amtrak, which ran the system before then. Keolis 

promised in its bid for the contract to review the qualifications of its workforce. Mazzola said Keolis relied 

on the employee certification and background checks performed by the prior rail system operators.  

 

Keolis and MBCR officials both have said that commuter rail management is hamstrung by federal rules 

that allow a railroad to look at an engineer’s driving record only for the three-year period prior to 

certifying him or her as fit for the job. Also, the railroad cannot consider speeding violations, only drunken 

driving convictions and related license suspensions. And even enforcing that standard is hard; the 

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen union fights the company whenever it seeks to 

impose discipline on one of its members, they said.  

 

Keolis officials have faced questions about the company’s engineers since the Globe reported in February 

that engineer Roberto Ronquillo III had 10 license suspensions and multiple stops for drunken driving on 

his record. At the time, Keolis and MBCR officials suggested Ronquillo, the son of a Boston judge, was an 

anomaly whose driving record was somehow missed during the vetting process. 

 

Newly obtained internal documents suggest otherwise. Commuter rail officials pulled his driving record in 

2011 when he was training to be an engineer. MBCR required Ronquillo to undergo enhanced drug and 

alcohol testing as a condition of getting the new job. 

 

But the broader Globe review found that Ronquillo’s alarming driving record barely stands out among 

commuter rail engineers, who earn around $100,000 a year.  

 

Among them: Veteran engineer Richard Russell who chalked up 13 speeding tickets, got into three 

accidents, and had his license suspended 14 times. 

 

And Alcino Fernandes, who ran up 16 speeding tickets, caused 11 accidents, and received four citations 

for passing a school bus, records show. He is not currently operating a train, according to Keolis officials, 

and is awaiting a disciplinary hearing. Officials would not provide details. 

 

Fernandes, the only engineer who responded to a Globe request for comment, said that most of his 

violations were “well over 10 or 20 years ago.” However, records show he was caught speeding in 2010 

and committed a “state highway violation” in 2015.  
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“All that stuff took place long before I started with the railroad,” said Fernandes, 51. “I was a young kid 

when all that ridiculous stuff happened.”  

 

As a group, the system’s engineers racked up a staggering number of violations, including more than 200 

license suspensions, according to the Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles. Besides motor vehicle 

infractions, drivers can lose their license for failing to pay fees or fines. 

 

Eighty-five engineers received more than two speeding tickets. Six have been declared habitual traffic 

offenders. And more than 85 percent of the engineers have at least one driving infraction. 

 

Hughes, who led national rail operator Amtrak, said locomotive engineers, like other transportation 

professionals, should have pristine driving records. 

 

“In the trucking industry, you can’t drive a truck if you don’t have a clean record,” said Hughes. “Same 

with taxi industry. To have 80 percent of your engineers with an operating infraction is appalling. . . . I 

would imagine you might find 10 percent, maybe.” 

 

In the Massachusetts’ commuter rail system, the opposite is true — fewer than 10 percent had no driving 

citations and no incidents of discipline. 

 

“Yes, those are by far, the worst engineer records I’ve ever seen in decades of railroading,” said another 

expert, who asked to remain anonymous because he works for another railroad and fears retaliation. 

 

Inside Keolis, executives had been warned about the problems in their corps of engineers.  

 

In the preliminary safety audit submitted to the Keolis general manager, David Scorey, in November, 

McCarthy, then the executive in charge of safety, pointed out that motor vehicle regulators had identified 

many of the company’s engineers as “habitual offenders’’ because of repeated speeding violations on their 

personal driving records. 

 

Even so, McCarthy wrote, the company has not decertified — that is, declared unfit for service — any 

engineers for speeding on the rails during the history of the Keolis contract. 

 

“This is highly suspicious given the propensity of our employees to speed [on the job],” he wrote.  

 

Excessive speed has been the cause of several fatal railroad accidents across the country, including a 2013 

crash in the Bronx that killed four and injured 61 and a crash in Philadelphia in 2015 that killed eight and 

injured more than 200. 

 

About 100,000 people ride Keolis’s commuter rail system each day, completely in the dark about the 

driving history of the engineer behind the controls.  

 

“I can’t talk now, I’m too shocked,” commuter Mary Connaughton said after hearing a description of some 

of the engineers’ driving records. 

 

“What’s it going to take, a train wreck for Keolis and the T to get ahead of this and put public safety first?” 

asked Connaughton — a former Massachusetts Turnpike Authority board member — when she later 

called back. 

 

While Keolis and MBCR have reported few major incidents, records show at least 80 engineers have 

committed serious infractions while on the job — safety violations that include failing alcohol or drug 

tests, running stop signals, and causing derailments, records show. 

 

While the company insists that safety is its top priority, the Federal Railroad Administration and the 

MBTA itself have raised concerns about its compliance with federal safety rules and the terms of its 
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contract with the T. 

 

The FRA, which regulates railroads, has fined Keolis some $350,000 for violations that include leaving 

trains unsecured, operating moving trains with a door or doors open, and failing to conduct all engineer 

performance testing required under federal law, records show. 

 

Joe Pesaturo, spokesman for the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, said the agency “steadfastly 

holds” the commuter rail contractor accountable for providing safe and reliable service. 

 

“Because safety is of paramount importance, the MBTA closely monitors the contract under which Keolis 

manages a qualified workforce that is in full compliance with all Federal Railroad Administration 

regulations,” Pesaturo said in a statement. “The commuter rail operator has demonstrated its strong 

commitment to safety through significant investments in equipment, training, and personnel.” 

 

Some suspect that Keolis may feel financial pressure to keep engineers on the job even when they have 

problems at work.  

 

Under its operators agreement with the MBTA, the company is penalized when a train is late or canceled. 

If an engineer is removed from service, the on-time performance may suffer.  

 

A longtime issue 

 

Experts say the problems with the commuter rail and its workforce go way back — before Keolis took 

over the $2.7 billion contract in 2014. 

 

Upon taking over the rail operation, Keolis, a French company, had just a few months to decide whom to 

retain from its inherited workforce, officials from both companies said.  

 

And once hired or retained, employees are rarely, if ever, terminated — regardless of their personal history 

or work record.  

 

Experts say that if a railroad wanted to impose order and discipline, it could refuse to promote an 

employee with a poor driving record, or could subject such a driver to increased testing. In extreme cases, 

the railroad could fire the employee for conduct unbecoming an employee under a clause in the company’s 

contract with the MBTA. 

 

Governor Charlie Baker has repeatedly expressed dissatisfaction with Keolis’s performance, and 

transportation officials have said they will not automatically extend the company’s contract when it 

expires in June 2022. 

 

David Gunn, the former chief executive of Amtrak, which once operated the Massachusetts commuter rail 

system, said the large number of engineers with bad driving records points to a deep problem. 

 

“You really need to change the culture of the place,” said Gunn, who also ran transit agencies in New 

York, Washington, D.C., Philadelphia, and Toronto. Of all the places he worked, Gunn said, “the T was 

the most challenging in terms of controlling the workforce. Not that they were all bad people, but the 

structure and the union and political meddling in management decision-making was the absolute worst at 

the T.” 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Oregon state pension: $76K per month 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/14/business/pension-finance-oregon.html  

GIST A public university president in Oregon gives new meaning to the idea of a pensioner. 
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Joseph Robertson, an eye surgeon who retired as head of the Oregon Health & Science University last fall, 

receives the state’s largest government pension. 

 

It is $76,111. 

 

Per month. 

 

That is considerably more than the average Oregon family earns in a year. 

 

Oregon — like many other states and cities, including New Jersey, Kentucky and Connecticut — is caught 

in a fiscal squeeze of its own making. Its economy is growing, but the cost of its state-run pension system 

is growing faster. More government workers are retiring, including more than 2,000, like Dr. Robertson, 

who get pensions exceeding $100,000 a year. 

 

The state is not the most profligate pension payer in America, but its spiraling costs are notable in part 

because Oregon enjoys a reputation for fiscal discipline. Its experience shows how faulty financial 

decisions by states can eventually swamp local communities. 

 

Oregon’s costs are inflated by the way in which it calculates pension benefits for public employees. Some 

of the pensions include income that employees earned on the side. Other retirees benefit from long-ago 

stock market rallies that inflated the current value of their payouts. 

 

For example, the pension for Mike Bellotti, the University of Oregon’s head football coach from 1995 to 

2008, includes not just his salary but also money from licensing deals and endorsements that the Ducks’ 

athletic program generated. Mr. Bellotti’s pension is more than $46,000 a month.  

  

The bill is borne by taxpayers. Oregon’s Public Employees Retirement System has told cities, counties, 

school districts and other local entities to contribute more to keep the system afloat. They can neither 

negotiate nor raise local taxes fast enough to keep up. As a result, pensions are crowding out other 

spending. Essential services are slashed. 

 

“You get to the point where you can no longer do more with less — you just have to do less with less,” 

said Nathan Cherpeski, the manager of Klamath Falls, a city of about 21,000 in south-central Oregon. 

 

Klamath Falls’s most recent biennial bill from the pension system, known as PERS, was $600,000 more 

than the one before. PERS has warned that the bills will keep rising. Mr. Cherpeski has had to cut back on 

repairing streets and bridges. 

 

Even as the American economy is humming, many states and cities are still hurting from the 2008 

financial meltdown. The crash hammered their pension funds and tax revenues, but didn’t reduce the 

amounts they owe retirees. 

 

It wasn’t until 2016 that average state tax collections returned to pre-2008 levels. In the meantime, states 

and cities have had to rebuild pension funds to cover the rising numbers of retirees drawing benefits. That 

has left less money for the police, school sports programs and everything else. Local residents might not 

know why, but they are paying more taxes and getting scantier services in return.  

 

Costs are rising even in places that previously acted to defuse the problem. Colorado trimmed pensions in 

2010, but a new $32 billion shortfall means more pension cuts and tax increases are likely. Detroit sliced 

its pension obligations in bankruptcy and persuaded philanthropists to chip in, but it is not clear that the 

city has an affordable plan. 

 

In San Francisco, the school board wants voters to approve a $298 “parcel tax” on real estate, ostensibly to 

raise $50 million to pay teachers a living wage. 

 

“That’s a worthy objective, but it’s not the real reason,” said David Crane, a former trustee of the 
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California teachers’ pension system. He said the school district’s retirement costs had grown by $50 

million over the last five years, devouring resources that would have gone to teachers. 

 

Oregon is a blue state, but in its restive red hinterlands, tax increases are politically off limits and financial 

distress has been severe since 1994, when logging was curtailed to save an endangered owl. Lately, things 

have been getting even worse. 

 

When a man was reported yelling and firing his gun on the property of a school in rural Josephine County, 

it took two hours for a sheriff’s deputy to arrive, said Kate Dwyer, chairwoman of the board for the Three 

Rivers School District. 

 

The county has cut sheriff patrols, closed its mental health department and kept its jail at less than half 

capacity because of a lack of guards. 

 

Dave Valenzuela, the Three Rivers school superintendent, traces the latest woes directly to PERS. The 

system is run at the state level, but it is bankrolled in large part by obligatory contributions from local 

governments. 

 

This year, Three Rivers was poised to receive its first increase in state education funding in years, a 

reflection of growing enrollment. But Oregon raised by more than 50 percent the amount that Three Rivers 

had to contribute to PERS. So Mr. Valenzuela had to lop five days off the school year, ask each school to 

cut its budget by 10 percent and lay off the district librarian and English specialist. 

 

PERS sets the pension bill for each entity — local government, university system and the like — based on 

the pay and demographics of its workers. Just about everyone’s bills are getting bigger. 

 

That includes the state, by far the system’s biggest contributor. 

 

Oregon now has fewer police officers than in 1970, is losing foster-care workers at an alarming rate and 

has allowed earthquake and tsunami preparations to lapse. A 2016 survey turned up “a large number of 

bridges with critical and near-critical conditions” because of “longstanding inadequate funding.”  

  

Even prosperous communities are being pinched. The Beaverton School District, outside Portland, had to 

get rid of 75 teachers last year when its mandatory pension contribution rose by $14 million. That was 

after shedding 340 teachers in 2012. 

 

“I have town hall meetings, and the parents are just confounded by this,” said Mark Hass, a Democratic 

state senator from Beaverton. 

 

A Golden Touch 

 

Oregon’s unusual method for calculating pensions tends to generate lavish payouts. 

 

For decades, PERS calculated pensions two different ways, and retirees could choose whichever produced 

the bigger numbers. 

 

The first way was similar to what most states do, basing pensions on each worker’s final salary and years 

of service. But Oregon’s lawmakers included a golden touch, redefining “salary” to include remuneration 

from any source. 

 

That was how Mr. Bellotti, the former football coach, came to be the state’s third-highest-paid pensioner, 

at roughly $559,000 a year.  

   

Mike Bellotti in 2007, when he was the University of Oregon’s head football coach. After retiring as the 

university’s athletic director in 2010, he started drawing the biggest government pension in the state. Since 

then, two other retirees have surpassed him. Credit Chris Pietsch/The Register-Guard, via Associated Press   
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When he retired in 2010 as the university’s athletic director, the standard pension formula was applied to 

his salary, plus a share of the outside licensing fees and product endorsements the football program brings 

in. (His pension details, along with those of other retirees in the system, were first obtained in 2011 from 

PERS by two newspapers, The Oregonian and The Statesman Journal.) 

 

Mr. Bellotti said he never asked for a supersize pension. In 1995, he said, the university started to include 

a percentage of all endorsement and licensing fees in coaches’ salaries. 

 

“It was basically to augment the university’s ability to pay a competitive salary to its coaching staff,” he 

said. 

 

When Mr. Bellotti retired, he was partway through a five-year, $1.9 million-a-year contract, which he said 

was still below the league average of about $3 million. 

 

PERS made up for it with a big pension. “It was pay later as opposed to paying now,” he said. 

 

Dr. Robertson, the former Oregon Health & Science University president, said he had retired and started 

drawing his pension last fall, after learning he had multiple sclerosis. He said he agreed to stay on through 

the end of the academic year, without pay, “for the sake of continuity.” 

 

A spokeswoman for the medical center said Dr. Robertson’s pension was based on his salary, incentive 

payments, clinical pay and unused sick or vacation time. 

 

Oregon’s second way of calculating pensions dates back to 1946: For decades, every public worker got a 

simulated tracking account. It was credited with 6 percent of each paycheck, then left to compound at a 

predetermined rate. 

 

In the early years, a low rate was used because the pension system invested in bonds that didn’t yield 

much. 

 

But in the 1970s, lawmakers started nudging the rate up, eventually to 8 percent. Then, the system’s 

trustees decided 8 percent should be a guaranteed minimum. In years when markets produced higher 

returns, the accounts compounded at those rates, after money-management fees. During the 1990s bull 

market, accounts compounded by up to 21 percent a year. 

 

When workers retired, their employers were required to “match” the account balances, doubling them. 

Then PERS would base the pensions on the total. 

 

‘Planet Tiffany’ 

 

Randall Pozdena, an economist who supervised the pension system’s investments in the 1990s, gave 

speeches warning that the situation was unsustainable. 

 

“The only way you’re going to get out of this is if the state is hit by a golden asteroid from Planet 

Tiffany,” he recalled saying. 

 

But efforts to change the system, including a 1994 ballot initiative, were blocked by the State Supreme 

Court, which ruled that accruals could not be reduced during any public worker’s career. 

 

So, when lawmakers required government retirees to pay Oregon’s 9 percent income tax, as everybody 

else did, they also increased pensions by 9.89 percent, giving retirees extra money to pay the tax with. 

 

“It’s an affront to everybody who pays taxes,” said Bruce Dennis, a retired carpenter from outside Portland 

who earned a $54,000-a-year pension by swinging a hammer for 45 years. No one gives him extra money 

to cover his taxes. 
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Students at Evergreen and other schools in the Three Rivers district, which covers a thinly populated area 

larger than Rhode Island, spend hours on buses every day. The district has asked Oregon officials to help 

cover its transportation costs, so far in vain. Credit Leah Nash for The New York Times   

   

“At every step of the way, they’ve made decisions that went against the interests of the public,” he said. 

 

Starting in 2003, the tracking accounts were phased out. But workers who already had the accounts were 

allowed to keep them. New hires got a more modest retirement plan. 

 

“The cost of this pension system is not caused by the people we are hiring today,” said Steven Rodeman, 

executive director of the Public Employees Retirement System. “This is a legacy problem from the 1980s 

and 1990s.” 

 

For workers with the tracking accounts, PERS dialed back the annual returns to 8 percent, then to 7.5 

percent in 2016. That is still more than what PERS’s investments have generated over the last decade. And 

so the pension fund’s financial hole continues to deepen. 

 

Across Oregon, local officials have been told to brace for 15 to 20 more years of rising pension bills. 

That’s when the current generation of retirees will start dying out. 

 

“All we can do is wait,” said Jay Meredith, finance director of Grants Pass, the seat of Josephine County. 

 

In the meantime, mounting pension costs mean that a generation of schoolchildren is growing up in the 

area with no theater program, no orchestra, no wood shop and minimal sports, chorus and art. 

 

That’s if they can get to school. 

 

A county road recently washed out, stranding 300 people. Ms. Dwyer, of the Three Rivers School District, 

reported the problem to a public-works official. 

 

She recalled his response: “I have trucks, but I can’t put gas in them to come to you and dig it out.” 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Concern: pyrosomes on Oregon coast 

SOURCE http://www.kptv.com/story/37955183/unusual-phenomenon-of-pyrosomes-on-oregon-coast-

concerns-researchers?autostart=true  

GIST PORTLAND, OR (KPTV) - Strange sea creatures continue to be found in the water on the Oregon coast. 

 

Last year, researchers said they were surprised to see pyrosomes washing up in Oregon, as they are mostly 

found in temperate or tropical climates. 

 

Now, researchers are surprised they are still here. 

 

Laurie Weitkamp with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said her team was studying 

salmon last month, but pyrosomes were pulled up in the fish nets. 

 

She said there were “buckets and buckets” of them. 

 

While she isn’t sure if salmon are eating them, workers did find a rockfish that had eaten a pyrosome. 

 

Scientists are still working to understand how they fit into the food system of the sea. The pyrosomes also 

weighing down fishermen’s nets and can cause other issues. 
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“Once they got here, we were kind of expecting them to go away, and nobody really knows why they are 

here or what is keeping them here,” Weitkamp said. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Homeless tent blocks school entry 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/953514/tent-whitman-middle-school/  

GIST KIRO 7’s Gary Horcher first reported that a tent belonging to a homeless person has been sitting on the 

grounds of Ballard’s Whitman Middle School since Tuesday. Little has been done about it. 

 

Whitman Middle School parent Erika Nagy told KIRO Radio’s Dori Monson that the tent sits inside a 

doorway of the school “literally on school property,” along with drug paraphernalia and other debris. 

 

“If there was a fire in the building, if school was happening today, the kids would not be able to get out of 

that doorway due to this tent,” she said. 

 

Whitman Middle School 

 

The tent’s occupier left the scene before the Seattle Police Department showed up on Friday, but Nagy 

said that she has no doubt the person will return. Whitman is currently on spring break, but classes will 

resume on Monday. 

 

According to Nagy, this is not the first time something like this has happened in Ballard. She blames city 

leadership for letting the homeless problem get out of control to the extent of a tent being set up on the 

property of a school. 

 

“Common sense has absolutely flown out the window,” she said. 

 

Nagy said that during a Wednesday evening public meeting with Seattle City Councilmember Mike 

O’Brien, who represents the Ballard area, O’Brien stressed that more money needed to be spent on the 

issue. Nagy, however, pointed out that Seattle is already spending more money per homeless person than 

any other city in the nation. 

 

“We are throwing hundreds of millions, almost a billion dollars, at this problem, and it has only gotten 

worse,” she said. “There is absolutely no accountability with any of our representatives … Mike O’Brien 

is absolutely not representing Ballard residents whatsoever.” 

 

Elsewhere in Ballard 

 

The coming Whittier Heights tiny house encampment is a prime example of the city’s lack of 

consideration for its residents, Nagy said. The encampment, which allows drug and alcohol consumption, 

will bring drug use and prostitution within blocks of three Ballard schools, she argued. 

 

“For LIHI (the Low-Income Housing Institute) and SHARE (the Seattle Housing and Resource Effort), 

this is a cash cow,” Nagy said. “There’s no incentive for them to make it better, because the money goes 

away.” 

 

The tiny house encampment is being forced on the Whittier Heights neighborhood “with absolutely no 

community input whatsoever,” Nagy said. 

 

“How is this getting any better, and why is the only solution that Mike O’Brien can put forward more 

money?” she asked. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 UK: Russia spied on ex-spy 5yrs 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-russia-skripal-spy/russia-spied-on-skripal-and-daughter-

for-at-least-five-years-uk-idUSKBN1HK1OR  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - Russia’s intelligence agencies spied on former double agent Sergei Skripal and his 

daughter Yulia for at least five years before they were attacked with a nerve agent in March, the national 

security adviser to Britain’s prime minister said. 

 

Mark Sedwill said in a letter to NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg on Friday that email accounts of 

Yulia had been targeted in 2013 by cyber specialists from Russia’s GRU military intelligence service. 

 

Sedwill also said in the letter, which was published by the government, that it was “highly likely that the 

Russian intelligence services view at least some of its defectors as legitimate targets for assassination.” 

 

The Skripals were targeted by what London says was a nerve agent attack that left both of them critically 

ill for weeks. British Prime Minister Theresa May has said it is highly likely that Moscow was behind the 

attack. 

 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov noted on Friday that a report this week by the Organisation for the 

Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) did not confirm the origin of the poison used against the 

Skripals. 

 

Lavrov said the report only confirmed the composition of the substance and that Britain’s claim that it 

confirmed the UK position on the Skripal case was overstated. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Israel: Iran drone tasked to attack 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-43762193  

GIST Israel has said the Iranian drone it shot down in February was loaded with explosives and "tasked to 

attack". 

 

On Friday, Israel's military said that it came to the conclusion after "flight path analysis" and an 

"intelligence-based investigation" of the remnants. 

 

Israel said its "combat helicopters prevented the attack Iran had hoped to carry out in Israeli territory". 

 

The drone was launched from an airbase in Syria, against which Israel later carried out air strikes. 

 

Israel lost one of its F-16 planes in the counter-offensive - a rare loss for the Israeli air force, though both 

crew members survived after ejecting. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 ‘Hidden’ radioactive objects around us 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20180405-why-people-collect-radioactive-objects  

GIST It began with an online video. Andrew Walker had watched as a collector of radioactive objects showed 

off the items he had procured over the years, such as antiques containing uranium. Walker thought that 

looking for such pieces ‘in the wild’ might make an interesting and unusual hobby – so he bought himself 

a Geiger counter. 

 

He quickly realised, as scientists will tell you, that radioactivity is everywhere. The first elevated reading 

he got was in the parking area at a Mexican fast-food restaurant in Idaho. “I noticed that when we pulled in 

there, my Geiger counter was going off,” he recalls. Something nearby was flinging out the tiny subatomic 

particles that make up radiation in slightly higher quantities than might be expected – and though he 
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couldn’t figure out what it was, Walker was suddenly aware of this otherwise invisible activity. 

 

After that, he began looking for other intriguing examples.  

 

His pursuit of radioactive objects is still a hobby. By day, Walker is a cinema projectionist and a film-

maker, not a scientist. But he enjoys sharing some of his finds on Twitter and Instagram, where he can 

discuss them with others who are similarly curious. 

 

Radioactivity is something we live with constantly – it’s always there in relatively small amounts. Around 

the world, naturally occurring, higher-than-average levels of radioactivity are found in various types of 

beaches and soils, among other places. Meanwhile, most concrete is radioactive, though levels obviously 

vary. In the US, it is possible to get your home tested for radon gas – which is produced slowly over time 

by radioactive construction materials. Even the human body is slightly radioactive because we contain 

elements like potassium-40, which decay. 

 

Walker lives in Bozeman, Montana. He later discovered a curious historical fact: slag containing small 

amounts of uranium and radium was used in the past for concrete used in construction in his neighbouring 

state of Idaho. He wonders whether this led to his readings outside the Mexican restaurant. 

 

Walker likes to plan trips to local areas where he thinks he might find interesting material. If he does, he 

then documents his discoveries. There are plenty of old uranium mines (and now deserted uranium mining 

towns) in the US and Walker has visited some of these on his travels. 

 

He also began frequenting antique malls. “At every antique shop I have ever gone to so far, I have always 

been able to find something radioactive,” he says. 

 

These items include “Vaseline” glassware, which contains uranium and is a striking yellow-green in 

colour. But he’s also found orange-red plates and bowls that were coloured with a uranium-based dye and 

which often produce even stronger readings. The US government guidelines advise against using such 

crockery for food or drink, though the health risk of simply owning these items is negligible. 

 

Then there are watch and clock faces with glow-in-the-dark paint that contains radium. Such objects are 

relatively safe as long as they are not taken apart, but the women who made them in factories would often 

hold their paint brushes using their lips. This caused them to ingest small amounts of the radium paint. As 

a result, many developed serious illnesses including bone cancer in their jaws. 

 

This is why Walker tries not to put himself at any unnecessary risk. Regarding his mildly radioactive 

crockery, he says, “If they weren’t radioactive I’d probably have them out, but they’re tucked away.” 

 

Still, his new hobby has intrigued friends and family. “They ask why am I going to these places and 

exploring this stuff,” he explains with a laugh. “It’s something I’m interested in; it’s just fascinating.” 

 

He’s even found a few local landmarks, including public buildings like train stations, where the tiles 

produce slightly elevated levels of radioactivity – again, presumably a result of having been made with 

particular dyes or glazes. 

 

What is radiation? 

 

Radiation is essentially energy. The radiation detected by Geiger counters concerns energy released by 

decaying atoms – atoms that are constantly expelling a barrage of tiny particles. Some of this radiation can 

dislodge electrons from other atoms to create charged particles – this is known as ‘ionising radiation’. 

Three key forms of ionising radiation, from largest to smallest, are: 

 

Alpha – A bundle of two protons and two neutrons 

 

Beta – An electron, or positron, which is like a positively charged electron 
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Gamma – Tiny photons, which at different wavelengths also make up visible light 

 

Radioactive elements that decay producing these forms of radiation include uranium and radium. Alpha 

particles can be stopped with a sheet of paper, or the outer layer of human skin. But gamma rays can 

penetrate much further and are often only blocked by very dense materials such as lead. 

 

Geiger counters are easy to make – so much so, in fact, that some hobbyists assemble their own and 

experiment with finding sources of radioactivity with which to test them. Walker himself bought one for 

$1,300 (£930), a RadEye meter that detects alpha, beta and gamma radiation (see box, “What is 

radiation?”). 

 

Radiochemist Nick Evans at Nottingham Trent University points out that radioactivity can be measured in 

a variety of different ways. One approach is to observe the rate of nuclei decaying over time; the 

international unit used for this is the Becquerel. But people may be more familiar with measurements in 

Sieverts (or indeed Microsieverts or Millisieverts). 

 

This is the effective dose of the radiation and the unit Walker uses. However, Evans says that the standard 

way of taking these readings is actually to hold the Geiger counter one metre away from the source so that 

objects’ radioactivity can be compared accurately. 

 

High energy 

 

The fascinating thing about Walker’s expeditions is the ease with which he has found so many examples. 

Evans says this is partly a legacy of industries that treated radioactivity as a potential marketing ploy in the 

decades following its discovery in the late 19th Century. It was quickly capitalised on as a potential selling 

point for weird and wonderful new products. 

 

“It was very, very different to anything else,” says Evans. “It was sort of mystical and people obviously 

wanted to try all sorts of things with it, play with it, if you like.” 

 

Some of the things manufacturers came up with are mind-boggling today. Take radioactive suppositories, 

for example, a ‘treatment’ with no actual grounding in medical science. Surely there are safer ways to 

restore “your normal manly vigour”. 

 

But that wasn’t the only health-related product seeking to help patients to a dose of decaying atoms. There 

was also radioactive toothpaste and even condoms. 

 

“I’ve no idea what the thinking behind those was,” says Evans of the latter. “I have a tin of them – not that 

I use them, I hasten to add.” 

 

The notion that increased doses of radioactivity could somehow be good for you is still with us today. 

There is a spa in the Austrian Alps called Bad Gastein where people can visit the humid tunnels of a 

former gold mine and sweat away their ailments – while breathing radon gas. 

 

Many scientists have long bemoaned the public’s instinctive distrust of anything to do with radiation. 

Anxiety associated with it is exaggerated, argue some. Indeed, dangers like pollution don’t spark the same 

sense of trepidation and yet pollution kills millions of people every year. One study found that, in stark 

contrast, only 190 people died between 1980 and 2013 as a direct result of overexposure. 

 

Walker says that many fears increasingly seem “irrational” to him thanks to his explorations. On the other 

hand, of course, his treks and antique shop visits really just show off how ubiquitous radioactivity really is. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Scientists: viruses fall from sky 
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SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/13/science/virosphere-evolution.html  

GIST High in the Sierra Nevada mountains of Spain, an international team of researchers set out four buckets to 

gather a shower of viruses falling from the sky. 

 

Scientists have surmised there is a stream of viruses circling the planet, above the planet’s weather systems 

but below the level of airline travel. Very little is known about this realm, and that’s why the number of 

deposited viruses stunned the team in Spain. Each day, they calculated, some 800 million viruses cascade 

onto every square meter of the planet. 

 

Most of the globe-trotting viruses are swept into the air by sea spray, and lesser numbers arrive in dust 

storms. 

 

“Unimpeded by friction with the surface of the Earth, you can travel great distances, and so 

intercontinental travel is quite easy” for viruses, said Curtis Suttle, a marine virologist at the University of 

British Columbia. “It wouldn’t be unusual to find things swept up in Africa being deposited in North 

America.” 

 

The study by Dr. Suttle and his colleagues, published earlier this year in the International Society of 

Microbial Ecology Journal, was the first to count the number of viruses falling onto the planet. The 

research, though, is not designed to study influenza or other illnesses, but to get a better sense of the 

“virosphere,” the world of viruses on the planet. 

 

Generally it’s assumed these viruses originate on the planet and are swept upward, but some researchers 

theorize that viruses actually may originate in the atmosphere. (There is a small group of researchers who 

believe viruses may even have come here from outer space, an idea known as panspermia.) 

 

Whatever the case, viruses are the most abundant entities on the planet by far. While Dr. Suttle’s team 

found hundreds of millions of viruses in a square meter, they counted tens of millions of bacteria in the 

same space. 

 

Mostly thought of as infectious agents, viruses are much more than that. It’s hard to overstate the central 

role that viruses play in the world: They’re essential to everything from our immune system to our gut 

microbiome, to the ecosystems on land and sea, to climate regulation and the evolution of all species. 

Viruses contain a vast diverse array of unknown genes — and spread them to other species. 

 

Last year, three experts called for a new initiative to better understand viral ecology, especially as the 

planet changes. “Viruses modulate the function and evolution of all living things,” wrote Matthew B. 

Sullivan of Ohio State, Joshua Weitz of Georgia Tech, and Steven W. Wilhelm of the University of 

Tennessee.  

 

“But to what extent remains a mystery.” 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Calif. police: SUV cliff driver ‘drunk’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/mother-intentionally-drove-family-off-cliff-drunk-

police/story?id=54463696  

GIST The mother who intentionally drove her family off a cliff in Northern California in late March was drunk, 

according to preliminary toxicology reports.  

 

The California Highway Patrol said on Friday that Jennifer Hart, who was driving the SUV that plunged 

off the cliff in Mendocino County on March 26 carrying her wife and six children, had a blood alcohol 

level above the legal limit.  

 

Her wife, Sarah Hart, had a significant amount of the ingredient in Benadryl in her system, as did two of 
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the children, CHP said. 

 

All eight people in the vehicle are presumed dead in the accident, according to authorities. Three of the 

children were missing, though the body of a girl believed to be one of the missing children was found near 

the site of the accident last week. The body has yet to be identified.  

 

One of the children missing is 15-year-old Devonte Hart, whose photo hugging a police officer with tears 

streaming down his face during a protest went viral in 2014. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 US helping Mexico fight opium 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/us-has-been-quietly-helping-mexico-with-

new-high-tech-ways-to-fight-opium/2018/04/15/dc18eda0-26d5-11e8-a227-

fd2b009466bc_story.html?utm_term=.c04a2468faf5  

GIST MEXICO CITY — In the past few opiate-soaked years, U.S. officials say, nearly all the heroin coursing 

through American cities has come from one place: Mexico. 

 

U.S. authorities have expressed alarm at what they call an explosion of opium poppy in their southern 

neighbor. Echoing a federal drug agency assessment, President Trump has declared that “an astonishing 90 

percent of the heroin in America comes from south of the border” and cited that as one reason to build a 

giant border wall. 

 

Yet Mexican and U.S. officials have struggled in recent years to answer some basic questions about 

Mexico’s illegal poppy crop: How much is actually being grown? How much of it is the Mexican 

government destroying? And how much is being turned into heroin? 

 

Now the Trump administration is intensifying its efforts to help Mexico get a more detailed picture of its 

poppy problem. It has begun to supply Mexican authorities with drones and geolocation technology and is 

funding studies to pinpoint how much poppy is being planted and how much heroin is produced from it. 

 

The new initiatives emerged from several high-level meetings between Mexican and U.S. officials last 

year, as well as a trip in July by then-Homeland Security Secretary John F. Kelly, who flew to see poppy 

fields in Guerrero state with Mexican military leaders, according to Mexican and U.S. officials. 

 

Trump’s harsh rhetoric about Mexico on illegal immigration, trade and the wall could jeopardize that kind 

of security cooperation. On April 9, President Enrique Peña Nieto’s office said he had instructed cabinet 

secretaries to review their bilateral programs with the United States, following a tense week in which 

Trump criticized Mexico about a caravan of migrants heading toward the U.S. border. 

 

But on certain issues, such as poppy, the two sides have already quietly made progress. With Trump as 

president, “we thought that there would have been a chilling of relations,” said Juan Carlos Silva, chief of 

the anti-drug division of Mexico’s federal police. “On the contrary, we have grown closer.”  

 

The Drug Enforcement Administration said in a report last year that Mexico supplies 93 percent of all 

heroin consumed in the United States, up from half of it in 2012 — even though it lags far behind 

Afghanistan and Burma as an opium poppy producer, according to U.N. figures. 

 

The DEA also reported that production more than tripled in Mexico between 2013 and 2016, to 79,000 

acres, in part because of “reduced poppy eradication.” 

 

But there is no consensus on those estimates, particularly the production numbers. 
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Mexican military officials deny that poppy production has tripled and say they have increased eradication 

efforts, deploying more than 20,000 soldiers on ground or aerial missions.  

 

The troops destroyed about 71,000 acres last year and are on pace this year to surpass that, the officials 

said. 

 

A decade ago, Mexico eradicated 27,000 acres, according to the United Nations. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 FBI: $20M for ‘El Chapo’ cartel partner 

SOURCE https://www.inquisitr.com/4867880/the-fbi-offers-20-million-award-for-the-capture-of-el-chapo-

guzmans-partner/  

GIST The FBI has announced a $20 million bounty for the capture of a fugitive drug lord, Rafael Caro Quintero, 

who is also believed to be one of Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman‘s partners within the Sinaloa Cartel, as 

reported by Time. Currently believed to be in his 50s, he’s credited as one of the godfathers of the 

Mexican drug trade. Quintero was initially imprisoned in 1985 but was released on a technicality on 

August 9, 2013. 

 

He had, by that time, spent 28 years in jail. Quintero got his break when a judge ruled that he had been 

improperly tried in a federal courtroom instead of a state court. Orders for his re-arrest were issued a few 

days later, but the drug lord had already gone into hiding. His release led to tensions between the Mexican 

and American governments due to his alleged involvement in the killing of U.S. Drug Enforcement agent, 

Enrique Camarena Salazar, writer John Clay Walker, and pilot Alfredo Zavala Avelar in 1985. 

 

The kingpin fled to Costa Rica after the killings but was soon after apprehended and extradited to Mexico, 

where he was handed a 40-year sentence for the murders. His cartel, the Guadalajara Cartel, disintegrated 

after his incarceration, with its members being incorporated into the Juárez Cartel, El Chapo’s Sinaloa 

Cartel, and the Tijuana Cartel. 

 

News of renewed interest for his recapture comes in the wake of a new investigative report published by 

the Huffington Post illustrating the current life of the fallen drug lord. According to the report, he lives in 

hiding, changing his location every day. He and his henchmen are reportedly always on the lookout for 

drones and Mexican authorities. Residing in a mountainous region in Mexico, a place known for the 

growing, harvesting, and processing of drugs, he lives in perpetual fear of apprehension and reportedly 

suffers from a diseased prostate, but refuses to seek treatment as a result. 
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HEADLINE 04/16 S.C. prison: 7 inmates dead; 17 injured 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/c3db6362f47242a8a35e42f52a0422c9/7-inmates-dead,-17-injured-in-South-

Carolina-prison-fighting  

GIST COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A South Carolina prisons spokesman says seven inmates are dead and 17 

others required outside medical attention after hours of fighting inside a maximum security prison. 

 

Prisons spokesman Jeff Taillon announced the grim outcome after State Law Enforcement Division agents 

helped secure Lee Correctional Institution around 3 a.m. Monday. 

 

Taillon said multiple inmate fights that broke out at 7:15 p.m. Sunday. 

 

Taillon said no officers were wounded. 

 

The maximum-security facility in Bishopville houses about 1,500 inmates, some of South Carolina’s most 

violent and longest-serving offenders. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Arrest in gas station hostage situation 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/955070/suspect-arrested-hostage-kirkland/  

GIST Police responded to a hostage situation at a 76 gas station at 11848 Northeast 85th Street in Kirkland on 

Sunday afternoon. 

 

Bellevue police confirmed to KIRO 7 that a suspect came into the gas station threatened a employee. The 

suspect allegedly told the employee he had a bomb, and to lock the doors, according to police. 

 

The 76 gas station is about five blocks north of Lake Washington High School and about three blocks 

north of Kirkland Cemetery. 

 

Officers on scene were able to convince the suspect to give himself up outside of the store. The suspect 

was arrested once outside the store and had “no device on his person” when arrested, according to police. 

 

Police say the clerk inside the gas station “left the store and was unharmed but shaken from the incident.” 

 

The suspect is described as a male in his early 20s. Police say the suspects motives are unknown at this 

point. 
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HEADLINE 04/15 Another indecent exposure case WWU 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/police-investigate-another-indecent-exposure-case-near-wwu  

GIST BELLINGHAM, Wash. -- Bellingham Police are busy investigating a series of indecent exposure cases.  

 

More than one week after an incident at the City's southeast side comes another lewd conduct case Sunday 

morning.  

 

Western Washington University senior Sydney Miller and many others got an alert from the school early 

Sunday to be on the lookout for a suspicious man who reportedly exposed himself outside the window of a 

home.  

 

The incident happened about 2 a.m. Sunday on North Garden Street near campus.  

 

"I had to read it a couple of times. I was like, wait, that's my street. That's literally my block...kind of 

creepy to get that," Miller said. 

 

Miller isn't surprised because it's been happening so often in Bellingham. Police say there have been two 

dozen or more similar cases of lewd conduct and voyeurism on campus and surrounding neighborhoods 

since last summer. 

 

Police suspect there are several different people connected to the many lewd acts reported.  

 

In Sunday's case, officers are looking for a thin, 25-year-old man, about 6 feet tall. He was wearing a dark 

hoodie and jeans. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Quebec mosque shooter’s motivation 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/americas/quebec-shooter-motive/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A man who killed six worshippers at a Quebec City mosque told an investigator he carried out the 
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January 2017 attack after seeing reports the Canadian government would welcome more refugees into the 

country, according to CNN partner CBC. 

 

A video of Alexandre Bissonnette's interrogation was played in court Friday during the third day of his 

sentencing hearing, CBC reported. Bissonnette pleaded guilty to six counts of first-degree murder and six 

counts of attempted murder in March. 

 

In the interrogation video, Bissonnette said he was watching TV reports about the Canadian government's 

policy of welcoming refugees. 

 

"The Canadian government was, you know, going to take in more refugees, you know, those who couldn't 

go to the United States would end up here," Bissonnette told Quebec City police Sgt. Steve Girard during 

an interrogation. "I just lost it." 

 

Bissonnette told Girard he wanted to save people from terrorist attacks, according to CBC, and that 

"maybe, thanks to what I did, there will be hundreds of people saved." He said he had been obsessing for 

months over the idea that his parents or twin brother would be victims of a terrorist attack after a string of 

such attacks in Europe. 

 

"I had to do something, it was torturing me inside." 

 

On January 29, Bissonnette entered the Quebec Islamic Cultural Center and fired indiscriminately into a 

crowd of men, women and children, according to witnesses. 

 

When it was all over, Bissonnette had killed six Muslim worshippers -- Mamadou Tanou Barry, 42; 

Abdelkrim Hassane, 41; Khaled Belkacemi, 60; Aboubaker Thabti, 44; Azzeddine Soufiane, 57; and 

Ibrahima Barry, 39. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Teen asked for directions; gets shot at 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/us/michigan-man-shoots-at-teen-asking-for-directions/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A Michigan man is out on bail after police said he fired a shotgun at a teenager who had stopped at 

his house to ask directions. 

 

Jeffery Craig Zeigler, 53, was charged Friday with assault with intent to murder and possession of a 

firearm in the commission of a felony. 

 

During Zeigner's arraignment, Judge Julie Nicholson entered a plea of not guilty for him. 

 

The teen's mother told CNN affiliate WDIV she thought there was a racial component to the case. The teen 

is black and the man is white. 

 

"It definitely was a hate crime," she said. 

 

Brennan Walker, 14, said he was walking alone to school Thursday after he missed the bus. As he trekked 

the 4 miles to Rochester High School in Rochester Hills, he got lost and knocked on the doors of several 

houses, he said. 

 

The teen said he went up to one home and knocked on the door a few times. A woman came to the door, 

yelling at him, he told WDIV. 

 

"I was trying to explain to that I wanted to get directions to go to my school," he said. The man eventually 

came out with a shotgun and fired one shot at the teen who was running away. 
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The teen said he fled when he saw the man with the shotgun. The teen was not wounded. 

 

Deputies responded to a call of a male trying to break into a house, the sheriff's department said in a news 

release. Both the boy and Zeigler were taken to a police station and questioned. Zeigler was arrested 

A prosecutor said at Zeigler's arraignment that there was a surveillance video from the house that caused 

her to doubt Zeigler's recollection of the incident. His story was not borne out by the video, she said. 

 

Zeigler was released Friday from Oakland County Jail on a $50,000 bond. A judge also ordered the man to 

stay more than 10 miles from the teenager, which means he will likely have to live elsewhere until trial. 

 

He was also ordered to turn over all his firearms and wear a GPS monitor. 

 

Zeigler told the judge that there is "a lot more to the story than what's being told." 
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HEADLINE 04/15 PD chief defends arrests in Starbucks 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/14/us/philadelphia-police-starbucks-arrests/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Philadelphia Police Commissioner Richard Ross is defending the actions of officers seen in a viral 

video arresting two men at a Starbucks. 

 

The video, which has racked up millions of views since it was posted to Twitter on Thursday, shows 

Philadelphia police officers arresting two African-American men inside a Starbucks location. 

 

Melissa DePino, who posted the video, wrote, "The police were called because these men hadn't ordered 

anything. They were waiting for a friend to show up, who did as they were taken out in handcuffs for 

doing nothing." 

 

In the video a man is seen telling an officer that he was meeting the two men there and asking what they 

did to warrant police being called. 

 

Others off screen are heard saying, "They didn't do anything." 

 

Ross said Saturday his officers "did absolutely nothing wrong." 

 

Ross recorded a statement on Facebook Live in which he explains that Starbucks employees called 911 to 

report a trespassing complaint. 

 

The employees told officers the two men wanted to use the restroom but were told the facilities are only 

for paying customers. The Starbucks employees then asked the men to leave, but they refused, Ross says. 

Officers responded and asked the men three times to "politely to leave the location because they were 

being asked to leave by employees because they were trespassing." When the men again refused to leave, 

they were arrested "without incident," Ross says. 

 

The men were taken to a police station and released when it became clear Starbucks didn't want to press 

charges. 

 

"They did a service that they were called to do," Ross says of the officers. "And if you think about it 

logically, that if a business calls and they say that someone is here that I no longer wish to be in my 

business, (officers) now have a legal obligation to carry out their duties. And they did just that." 

 

Ross, who is black, references his own experiences while making his case, saying, "As an African-

American male, I am very aware of implicit bias." 

 

"We are committed to fair and unbiased policing and anything less than that will not be tolerated in this 
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department." 

 

In statement posted on Twitter, Starbucks apologized "to the two individuals and our customers." 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Parkland accounts: chaos, confusion 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/newly-released-accounts-parkland-shooting-relate-chaos-

confusion/story?id=54470790  

GIST New documents released Friday paint the clearest picture to date of the chaos and confusion officers 

experienced in the early moments of the Feb. 14 school shooting in Parkland, Florida.  

 

The incident report includes 11 officers’ accounts of their responses in the first few minutes after School 

Resource Officer Scott Peterson screamed “Shots fired!” over the radio.  

 

Despite being the first to report the gunfire, Peterson was accused of failing to enter the school building 

after hearing those initial shots. He claimed to have thought they were coming from outside the building.  

 

In February, President Trump said that the officer “did a poor job," adding that he either “didn’t react 

properly” or was a “coward." Peterson was suspended by the sheriff’s office in the weeks following the 

shooting. He resigned soon after amid public scorn.  

 

In one account released by the Broward County Sheriff’s Office, an officer said he headed towards a 

nearby Walmart following a dispatch that suggested the shooter was moving in a “westward” direction. 

Shortly after arriving, he learned the suspect was possibly already in custody.  

 

“I then stayed at my new location … where I prevented any non-law enforcement traffic from entering the 

area of the school and assisted in directing traffic,” the officer said.  

 

Armed with an AR-15 style rifle, 19-year-old Nikolas Cruz shot and killed 17 people at Marjorie 

Stoneman Douglas High School, prosecutors say. Seventeen others were injured.  

 

As the situation developed, another officer said, he did not inform his fellow officers that he would be 

responding to the scene due to “heavy radio transmissions” following the first mention of an active 

shooter. Instead, he arrived at the school and entered the building, possibly contributing to some of the 

uncertainty regarding the number of officers in the school and where they had entered the building.  

 

“I attempted to enter building 12 from the west but was confronted by several law enforcement officers 

who had entered from the east end of the building,” said one officer. “To mitigate a crossfire situation, I 

exited the building and continued to hold cover to the south while the other deputies and officers worked 

to clear the building and treat the injured.”  

 

Two officers both reported having accidentally switched off their body cameras in their rush to confront a 

suspect. They turned them back on later when they realized what had happened. One of them said that had 

happened several times.  

 

“It should be noted that my BWC (body camera) was activated but was turned off accidentally by the on 

and off button being hit by possibly the rifle sling. Upon noticing it was off I immediately turned it back 

on,” the officer said.  

 

“This occurred more than once,” he added.  

 

Earlier reports of the shooting also indicate confusion about which building the shootings were occurring 

in and where the assault rifle was left in its aftermath. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Supremacist died w/ISIS-type bombs 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/suspected-white-supremacist-died-building-isis-style-

bombs?ref=home  

GIST Benjamin Morrow was found dead with white supremacist literature and the ingredients for a notorious 

bomb known as the “Mother of Satan.” 

 

Morrow, 28, died in an explosion in the kitchen of his Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, apartment on March 5. His 

home was filled with bomb-making substances so volatile that firefighters chose to destroy the 16-unit 

apartment block in a controlled blaze, rather than let Morrow’s neighbors continue to live in the building. 

 

A search warrant unsealed last week revealed that Morrow kept white supremacist literature in his home. 

Investigators’ application for a second warrant suggests that Morrow had plans, announcing that he was 

clearing out a rented storage locker just hours before his death. 

 

Kevin Heimerl of the Wisconsin Department of Justice called Morrow’s apartment a “homemade 

explosives laboratory.” When they responded to reports of an explosion at the home, investigators passed 

“a one gallon metal container of acetone,” an investigator told a judge in a newly unsealed warrant 

application. 

 

Acetone is an explosive substance and ingredient in the “Mother of Satan”: a volatile bomb used by 

terrorists in ISIS attacks in Manchester, England, and Paris, France, in recent years. 

 

Also sitting in plain sight where two white cardboard boxes stamped with the words “mix it, shake it, 

shoot it,” and three more packages labeled “sonic boom,” Heimerl testified, adding that he suspected the 

boxes contained materials that would explode when combined. Investigators also found pipes and pipe 

caps in the apartment. 

 

When they entered the kitchen, investigators found Morrow dead in front of a still-lit stove. An 

“overpressure blast” had destroyed much of the room, blowing out the doors and windows and burying 

Morrow under the collapsed ceiling. Containers with more chemicals were spilling out an open refrigerator 

door. 

 

The scene was so volatile that authorities barred the rest of the apartment building’s residents from re-

entering their homes, and burned the entire building to the ground in a 1,600-degree controlled blaze 

overseen by 100 firefighters. Residents left their valuables inside. One of Morrow’s neighbors told the 

Wisconsin State Journal he planned on digging through the rubble to find a dead relative’s World War II 

dog tags, which had been left inside to burn. 

 

At the time of the fire, the contents of Morrow’s apartment remained a mystery. But an unsealed warrant 

describes Morrow as building a terrifying arsenal. 

 

In addition to more bomb-making materials, Morrow also had a collection of guns and accessories 

including a rifle scope, masks, vests, a ballistic helmet, and thousands of rounds of ammunition. 

 

Morrow also had “white supremacist material” in his bedroom, the warrant said. 

 

Beaver Dam police said the white supremacist literature didn’t necessarily mean Morrow was a white 

supremacist. 

 

“It does cause me some concern but I want to make very clear just because Mr. Morrow was in the 

possession of this material, does not categorize in any particular light,” Lt. Terrence Gebhardt told CBS 

58. “He could have been an individual that was doing research.” 

 

But state investigators suggested the opposite. In an application for a search warrant, Heimerl raised the 
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possibility that Morrow had worked with or been inspired by others, pointing to the white supremacist 

literature when a judge asked about “propaganda that raises concern for this kind of collaborative work.” 

 

The investigator who swept Morrow’s room described the literature as relating to white supremacist 

groups that “will involve multiple members” in potentially violent activities. He did not specify which 

groups were named in the literature. 

 

Members of Morrow’s church community have pushed back on the idea that Morrow built the bombs in 

his bedroom and kitchen, for which investigators found handwritten instructions. 

 

“I’d love to defend Ben because he has been described as a bomb maker and he’s not a bomb maker,” Rev. 

Jerry Marsden, the pastor who conducted Morrow’s funeral told the Associated Press. “He wasn’t a 

recluse as some have said he is. He was far from that.” 

 

In an obituary, Morrow’s family described him as a religious man, who grew up homeschooled and later 

studied pre-pharmacy, math, and chemistry at Pensacola Christian College in Florida. The search warrant 

revealed Morrow had a Bible among his white supremacist literature and bomb-making material. 

 

When he wasn’t building bombs, he worked as a quality control technician at Richelieu Foods, according 

to his LinkedIn profile. His coworkers told investigators Morrow sometimes came to work with an 

unpleasant smell on his clothes. 

 

“Some of those co-workers reported that it was common for Benjamin Morrow to arrive for work and he 

had an odor emitting from his person that co-worker’s described as smelling like moth balls,” Heimerl told 

a judge in an application for a second warrant. “Those co-workers further stated that they had made 

comments to Benjamin Morrow about the fact that they could smell moth balls on him.” 

 

Mothballs are made of flammable chemicals, which may explain the smell. 

 

The second warrant application reveals that police were interested in the contents of a storage unit Morrow 

rented. On the morning of the fatal explosion, Morrow visited the storage company “and notified the 

business that he would be moving his personal property out of the storage unit by the end of March,” 

Heimerl told the judge in the warrant application, speculating that Morrow might have rented the storage 

unit to keep strong-smelling chemicals from his home. 

 

The second warrant, the findings of which are not public, also extend to Morrow’s computers, flash drives, 

and phone. The records could reveal where Morrow received the white supremacist literature—and 

whether he was acting alone. 

 

“I am aware that a person could work solely to connect this type of manufacturing homemade explosives 

themselves,” Heimerl said. “But I am also equally aware that individuals oftentimes communicate, inspire 

and engage with other persons to manufacture homemade explosives.” 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Deadly war on drugs in Philippines 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/inside-the-deadly-war-on-drugs-in-the-philippineswhere-murder-is-

a-meme?ref=home  

GIST NEW YORK—Philippine journalist Patricia Evangelista does not think a single story she has written has 

saved anyone’s life, but yet she keeps writing. Her stories about the Philippines' deadly war on drugs for 

the online-news network Rappler chronicle murder in cold blood, often carried out in front of families with 

young children by vigilantes acting out the wishes of the state under Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte. 

 

Rappler has been stripped of its official credentials and investigated for bogus crimes, including tax 

evasion and cyber libel. Evangelista has personally received death and rape threats for reporting the truth 
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and for trying to humanize the victims. 

 

She described her disturbing work to John Avlon, editor-in-chief of The Daily Beast, at the ninth annual 

Women in the World summit in New York on Friday morning against a backdrop of photos of dead bodies 

and blood-stained sidewalks. “Duterte is sensitive to criticism, so those of us who cover stories are told we 

are not patriots, that we are fake news,” she said. 

 

No one knows exactly how many people have died in Duterte’s war on drugs. The state officially lists the 

number at around 4,000 people who were killed by police acting in “self defense.” Human Rights Watch 

estimates that closer to 12,000 people have been murdered in cold blood by police and vigilantes. 

 

Duterte, who enjoys a high approval rating, won his office by promising to kill 100,000 criminals who are 

pushers and drug users alike. He makes no differentiation between pushers, addicts, and casual users—and 

those who are killed are often never arrested, and certainly never brought to trial. 

 

Those who do the killing aren’t always police, sometimes they are men working under curious impunity 

who are never brought to justice, either. There are around 16,000 “killings under investigation” by 

Philippine authorities, but Evangelista says there is no transparency about those cases. 

 

The killings are often carried out in broad daylight in the slum areas of Manila. The victims are often on a 

watch list created by the government, which is suspected of paying the vigilantes for each person killed. 

Evangelista has reported on men who have been shot bound and gagged with packing tape wrapped 

around their heads. The killers generally leave a note with the body stating that the victim was an addict or 

pusher. Evangelista recalled one instance in which the killer had drawn a smiley face on the victim’s 

corpse. Other bodies have been found with hashtag-laden signs that parody internet memes. 

 

Evangelista says that, in reality, the Philippines has half the global average of per capita drug abuse. But 

when the country's anti-drug czar reported this statistic, he was fired. What disturbs Evangelista most is 

that many of the killings target those living in extreme poverty, who are often the primary breadwinners 

for their families. When those victims die, the future of whole families dies with them.  

 

She recalled a story about a family of six that lived in a cinder block house in a shantytown in the poor 

suburbs of Manila. The mother, nine-months pregnant, was home with the children one day when the 

police came looking for the patriarch of the house. He wasn’t home, so police arrested the pregnant 

woman and took her away instead. When the father returned, the family urged him to leave, too, or he 

might be killed. He came back early one morning to prepare a surprise birthday breakfast for one of the 

children. Police, staking out the house, charged in and told the children to get out. They pushed the father's 

head down on the sofa, and the second eldest child, Christine, then 12 years old, jumped on her father’s 

back to try to protect him. Police pulled her away and shot him in the back of the head several times. One 

of the children later found a bullet in the cushions of the sofa. When Evangelista talked to the traumatized 

daughter some months later, she said her father’s death was her fault. “If I had hugged him harder, he 

would still be alive,” she told her. 

 

The family now lives with an elderly grandmother who doesn't have the financial means to support them. 

The mother gave birth, but remains in jail, meaning there is one more mouth to feed. It was never clear 

whether the father had been a user, a dealer, or neither. The official police report identified the father as a 

“scavenger” and said he was shot because the police were acting “in self defense.” There were no reports 

of police injuries, and no one official ever talked to Christine, the only witness. 

 

Duterte has been condemned by the international community—which has called his deadly policy a crime 

against humanity—but Evangelista says the president's response has always been to ask, “Frankly, are they 

human?” 

 

Evangelista says the hardest part about telling stories about this bloody war on drugs is the risks those who 

talk about it face. “The risks for the people who tell their stories are enormous,” she said. “They could be 

dead the next day. Or their fathers or sons could be dead.” 
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She is also concerned that journalists are increasingly afraid to expose the truth. She has little optimism 

things will ever get better. “I’m not sure about hope,” she said. “But I believe in journalism. If we tell the 

stories, we keep them human. They are people. He may have been a user, he may not have been, but he 

was a human.” 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Judge: Lakewood cops killing trial delay 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article208855809.html  

GIST The alleged getaway driver of a man who gunned down four Lakewood police officers in 2009 made an 

unsuccessful bid for a new attorney Friday. 

 

Dorcus Dewayne Allen is awaiting retrial in Pierce County Superior Court, which won't happen until the 

Washington State Supreme Court finishes reviewing his case. 

 

"What I gather is that you're unhappy with the delay," Superior Court Judge Stanley Rumbaugh told Allen 

on Friday, after reading his motion for a new attorney. 

 

That can't be helped, the judge explained, because the Supreme Court's decision determines what charges 

prosecutors can bring. 

 

Division II of the Washington State Court of Appeals said last year that prosecutors couldn't retry Allen 

for aggravated first-degree murder, which would mean an automatic sentence of life without parole. 

 

Prosecutors appealed the decision to the Supreme Court, which accepted the case earlier this year. 

 

If the high court upholds the decision, Allen's retrial will be for first-degree murder. If it doesn't, trial for 

aggravated murder and a possible automatic life sentence would be back on the table. 

 

"I'm ready to go, but I just need to know what the charges are," Rumbaugh said. 

 

Allen, who turns 47 on Saturday (April 14) and also goes by the first name Darcus, told the court he 

doesn't believe his "due process issues" are being addressed "while we're in this standstill." 

 

He argued that defense attorney Mary K. High seems to be "totally unaware," when it comes to specifics 

about his Sixth Amendment rights. 

 

Rumbaugh said he didn't see anything deficient about High's work on the case, and he pointed out that the 

work of Allen's defense counsel on his appeal is the reason he's back in court at all. 

 

"I'm going to deny your motion," the judge said. 

 

High told the court she understood Allen's frustration. 

 

"I have endeavored to represent Mr. Allen to the best of my ability," she said. "... As Mr. Allen knows, I 

have been very committed to this case." 

 

And she'll continue to do so, she said. 

 

Allen, who has pleaded not guilty, is suspected of driving Maurice Clemmons to the Parkland coffee shop 

where Clemmons killed the four officers in November 2009, and then driving him away. 

 

Clemmons fatally shot police Sgt. Mark Renninger and officers Tina Griswold, Gregory Richards and 

Ronald Owens. 
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A Seattle police officer fatally shot Clemmons after a manhunt. 

 

At Allen's initial trial, jurors found him guilty of four counts of first-degree murder and not of the 

aggravated murder charges. 

 

He was sentenced to 400 months in prison, but won an appeal in which he argued there was prosecutorial 

misconduct during closing arguments in the case. 

 

Prosecutors sought to retry Allen for four counts of aggravated murder, but Allen's defense team, including 

High, argued that would be double jeopardy, because jurors already said no to the aggravated murder 

charges. 

 

Then-Superior Court Judge Katherine Stolz agreed with the defense and prosecutors appealed her decision 

to Division II. The appellate court agreed with Stolz, and prosecutors appealed to the state Supreme Court 

in January. 

 

Oral arguments are expected later this year. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Teen jailed 1yr for deadly fight 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/judge-sentences-teen-who-killed-another-teen-in-a-fight-to-more-

than-the-maximum/731973913  

GIST In a move rarely seen in a Snohomish County court, a judge sentenced a Marysville teen who killed 

another teen in a fight to more than the maximum penalty for the crime. 

 

The judge said the kick to the head that killed 16-year-old Robbie Myrick Jr. and the actions that followed 

last August were so cruel that the boy responsible deserves a harsher punishment. 

 

Myrick -- and the teen we are not naming because he is a minor -- had agreed to the fight in these 

Marysville woods.  The teen admitted to punching Robbie so hard he fell and then kicking him so hard he 

suffered irreversible brain damage.  No one called 911 for at least an hour, including four adults watching 

the fight. 

 

“I pray to God Robbie was not cognizant of being left on the ground like some discarded piece of trash,” 

Robbie’s uncle Rod Hampton told the Snohomish County judge Friday. 

 

At the teen’s sentencing, a shattered family pleaded for the judge to give more than the 30-day maximum 

sentence for second-degree manslaughter committed by a minor. 

 

“The defendant in this case claims he didn’t intend to end someone’s life. I’d be willing to bet that your 

average drunk driver who ends up killing someone in an accident didn’t get behind the wheel with the 

intention of killing someone, but if they did they would be charged with vehicular homicide, and they 

wouldn’t be looking at a token sentence of 30 days,” Robbie’s father, Robert Myrick Sr., told the judge. 

 

And the judge agreed -- 30 days is not enough. 

 

“He was down on the ground, he could do nothing to you — you had won the fight, to put it that way — 

and for some reason I will never know, you decided to up the ante on your victim and that resulted in his 

death,” Judge Richard Okrent said to the teen, sitting next to his attorney. 

 

The teen was sentenced to one year in juvenile detention. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Sex workers devastated; eye alternatives 

SOURCE https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/arizona-investigations/2018/04/12/sex-workers-seeking-

alternatives-other-websites-after-backpage-closure/507900002/  

GIST When the Department of Justice unceremoniously shut down Backpage last week, it was the first public-

facing step in a sweeping criminal case against the website's executives. 

 

But before federal authorities could issue a statement, before the classified site’s owners would face a 

judge, and before the public would learn of their charges, the narrative around Backpage had taken on a 

life of its own. 

 

The site had served as a microcosm of a larger debate on prostitution in recent years, and the seizure of 

what the DOJ called the "Internet's leading forum for prostitution ads" ignited swift reactions on both 

sides.  

 

Anti-sex-trafficking advocates, including Cindy McCain, cheered Backpage’s demise as a blow to an 

abusive industry. 

 

Meanwhile, sex workers across the U.S. and Canada swarmed social media to air concerns rarely heard in 

political discourse: To them, Backpage’s demise meant the end of safeguards and a reliable revenue stream 

in a profession that’s not going anywhere.   

 

“They’re devastated,” said Laura Dilley, executive director of PACE, a Vancouver-based nonprofit that 

advocates for decriminalizing prostitution. 

 

If sex workers can’t advertise online, they can’t screen their clients beforehand and are forced back out to 

bars and into the street, Dilley said. 

 

“I am going to do what I have to do to survive... I might have to work the streets, work the bars; you do 

what you have to do.” 

 

While many sex workers told The Arizona Republic they would continue posting on other smaller 

websites, they also worry about the future. On Wednesday morning, President Trump signed a bill giving 

prosecutors more power to go after websites that knowingly host sex-trafficking ads. It also gives women 

who claimed they were trafficked the ability to sue. 

 

It's not clear how websites will respond. After the bill passed Congress, for example, Craigslist took down 

its singles ads. And as the bill was moving through Congress, Backpage restricted postings on singles ads 

to photos, phone numbers and web links. 

 

"There’s a lot of uncertainty; a lot of grief and fear," said Jelena Vermilion, a sex worker based outside of 

Toronto. "A lot of people are essentially planning to be homeless, planning how to fall gracefully as much 

as possible...From Friday, a lot of these people haven’t had any calls."  

 

IndyStar columnist Tim Swarens spent more than a year investigating a lucrative business where abused 

children are bought and sold. USA TODAY 

 

After the Backpage closure April 6, an Arizona-based sex worker called Vegas said she relied on her 

regular clients to get her through that weekend. 

 

“I am going to do what I have to do to survive,” she said. “I might have to work the streets, work the bars; 

you do what you have to do." 

 

Prostitution is still illegal in 49 states, the exception being certain counties in Nevada. For this reason, The 

Arizona Republic has agreed to withhold the sex workers' legal names for this story. In Canada, selling sex 

is legal, but buying it isn't. 
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Vegas said Backpage afforded her more anonymity than meeting strangers in public. And it gave her a 

barrier to screen her clients and meet them in a safe place. 

 

“It will push it underground,” Vegas said, noting that Backpage screened for ads that appeared to include 

someone underage or trafficking victims. 

 

“Backpage had an incentive to review the ads and make sure nothing was going on,” she said. “Now, it’s 

going to force people out to the streets, where we can’t really fight.” 

 

A Michigan woman who goes by the name Sarah Fenix on Twitter posted a viral thread about how the 

ability to screen on Backpage saved her from riskier sex work. Fenix told The Republic she used the site to 

test the client before they met up. She would ask them to text their favorite movie “so I know you’re real,” 

or to bring her fruit or bagels. 

 

“The guys who could follow that one simple instruction were actually better than the ones who couldn’t,” 

she said. “It’s not necessarily about the information you get, it’s about gauging someone’s willingness to 

follow instruction.” 

 

Fenix said she is no longer in the business and now works a "cube" job. Seeing the closure of Backpage 

though, she said, was like watching a childhood house burn down.  

 

A broader debate 

 

The reactions over Backpage generally boil down to two camps: Those who believe prostitution should be 

illegal and those who don’t. Advocates for decriminalization say the sex industry will always be around, 

and regulation would make it safer. Those against it argue that selling sex, by nature, is abusive.  

 

Advocates have succeeded in changing police attitudes about prostitutes from being seen as criminals to 

women in need of rescue. Many sex workers, however, reject the “victim” label. 

 

In recent years, some anti-trafficking advocacy and political groups have begun blurring the lines between 

prostitution and sex trafficking: Per the expanded definition, a sex-trafficking victim is someone who 

enters prostitution by force, fraud or coercion. A minor, by definition is always considered a trafficking 

victim. 

 

In a press statement, FBI Director Christopher Wray said Backpage’s closing strips traffickers of a key 

tool. 

 

“This website will no longer serve as a platform for human traffickers to thrive,” he said. “Whether on the 

street or on the Internet, sex trafficking will not be tolerated.” 

 

Backpage executives are not charged with a sex-trafficking crime, but instead crimes related to facilitating 

prostitution and money laundering. But the indictment states that many of the ads published on Backpage 

“depicted children who were victims of sex trafficking.”  

 

Prosecutors say Backpage executives showed a financial incentive to allow the ads to run. 

 

In recent years, law-enforcement actually worked Backpage to conduct prostitution-related sting 

operations. Police, including those in Phoenix, have previously posted ads on Backpage posing as an 

underage girl for sale, or as a trafficker searching for victims.  

 

Jonathan Howard, a spokesman for the Phoenix Police Department, rejected the notion that sites like 

Backpage should remain in place because it confined criminals to one area.  

 

"Just because it's easy doesn't mean it's right," he said. "We knew that that was one of the most prolific 
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sites for sex trafficking, but we still have to hold people accountable."  

 

Howard said police hope Backpage's closure encourages troubled young women and men to seek options 

other than prostitution. 

 

"It is extremely easy for them to go to sites like Backpage.com, and immediately be drawn into this high-

risk lifestyle," he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/14 Docs keep licenses despite sex abuse 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/ap-investigation-doctors-keep-licenses-despite-sex-abuse-145310788--

politics.html  

GIST WASHINGTON (AP) — The first time that Dr. Anthony Bianchi came onto a patient, California's 

medical board alleged, the gynecologist placed a chair against the exam room door, put his fingers into the 

woman's vagina and exposed his erect penis. 

 

The second time, the board claimed, he told a patient that he couldn't stop staring at her breasts and 

recounted a dream in which he performed oral sex on her in the office. 

 

The third time, the board charged, he told a pregnant patient suffering from vaginal bleeding that she 

shouldn't shave her pubic hair before her next visit, as he was getting too excited. 

 

These episodes led to disciplinary actions by the state's medical board in 2012 and in 2016. Bianchi agreed 

not contest the charges, and he held onto his medical license. Under a settlement with California's medical 

board, he agreed to seek therapy and refrain from treating women during five years of probation. 

 

Bianchi did not respond to telephone messages from The Associated Press left for him at the workers' 

compensation clinic in Fresno, California, where he now evaluates occupational health claims. 

 

In recent months, Hollywood moguls, elite journalists and top politicians have been pushed out of their 

jobs or resigned their posts in the wake allegations of sexual misconduct. In contrast, the world of 

medicine is often more forgiving, according to an AP investigation. 

 

When the doctors are disciplined, the punishment often consists of a short suspension paired with 

mandatory therapy that treats sexually abusive behavior as a symptom of an illness or addiction, the AP 

found. 

 

Decades of complaints that the physician disciplinary system is too lenient on sex-abusing doctors have 

produced little change in the practices of state medical boards. And the #MeToo campaign and the rapid 

push in recent months to increase accountability for sexual misconduct in American workplaces do not 

appear to have sparked a movement toward changing how medical boards deal with physicians who act 

out sexually against patients or staffers. 

 

The sentencing of Larry Nassar, a former doctor for the U.S. Olympic gymnastics program convicted of 

abusing more than 150 women and girls, has put a high-profile case of physician misconduct in the 

spotlight. But across the country, most doctors accused of sexual misconduct avoid a medical license 

review entirely. A study last year found that two-thirds of doctors who were sanctioned by their employers 

or paid a settlement as the result of sex misconduct claims never faced medical board discipline. 

 

"There's been a failure of the medical community to take a stand against the issue," said Azza Abbudagga, 

a health services researcher with nonprofit advocacy organization Public Citizen. 

 

She published a report recently detailing sexual misconduct among physicians. Its findings showed that of 

the 253 doctors reported to the National Practitioner Data Bank for having been sanctioned by their 
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respective hospitals or health care organizations for sexual misconduct, or paid a settlement that stemmed 

from such an allegation, 170 of them were not disciplined by state medical boards, even though all boards 

have access to the reports filed with the data bank. 

 

"They could tell the public that they will investigate every single case. There are many things that can be 

done, even just having a policy of zero tolerance," she said. "If every single hospital would just take a 

stand and issue a statement saying clearly that any sexual misconduct with patients won't be tolerated and 

that there will be consequences including permanently revoking the medical license of every doctor found 

guilty." 

 

Current guidelines from the Federation of State Physician Health Programs, which represents doctor rehab 

programs in 47 states, are largely silent on handling sexual misconduct treatment and describe sexual 

harassment as a "cause of impairment" in a doctor. Programs to treat doctor impairment are inherently 

supposed to be "nondisciplinary," per the federation's guidelines. 

 

Linda Bresnahan, who heads the federation, said its guidelines are being rewritten and, despite their 

language, should not be applied to sexual misbehavior. A statement provided by the federation says only 

about half of doctor rehab programs nationwide accept doctors accused of sexual misconduct, a choice the 

group considers to be "a local issue beyond the purview of national guidance." 

 

The harm committed by sexually abusive doctors is aggravated by the personal nature of the doctor-patient 

relationship, according to experts and doctors' victims. 

 

When Marissa White came to Dr. Gunwant Dhaliwal in 2007 for neck pain after a car accident, he reached 

under her shirt and into her bra, grabbing her breasts. 

 

A jury convicted him of misdemeanor battery in the case, and Florida's medical board concluded that his 

crime demonstrated his "lack of good moral character" and "lack of worthiness" to practice medicine. But 

despite that finding — and at least six other similar allegations made by women patients and employees, 

both before and after the incident with White, according to court cases and police complaints — Dhaliwal 

can still be found practicing at his Tampa-area urgent care clinics. 

 

"I had to sit there in front of him, look him in the eye, they made their guilty verdict and that's it, nothing 

came of it," White told the AP of her experience at trial. She still lives in Florida, but won't even go to the 

neighborhood where Dhaliwal practices medicine. 

 

"He should have lost his license a long time ago. He should have lost it the first time it happened." 

 

But his office manager told the AP that, while the Florida board referred him to the state's impaired 

physician network for evaluation, nothing came of it. 

 

"They did an evaluation and did not find anything wrong," the woman told the AP. "They don't do any 

treatment." 

 

The office manager, who refused to provide the AP with her full name, noted that Dhaliwal had not had 

any new complaints brought against him since his settlement with the medical board. When the AP asked 

to speak with Dhaliwal, she said that he was declining on the advice of his lawyers. 

 

Dhaliwal did not respond to requests for comment left with his clinic's staff or a voicemail left with his 

lawyer. 

 

Examples of problematic behavior are easy to find in states across the country. 

 

In Arkansas, Dr. Robert Rook was allowed to keep his family practice open, so long as he's chaperoned, 

despite facing multiple criminal charges for rape. Prosecutors subsequently downgraded the charges to 

more than 20 counts of sexual assault in the second- and third-degree, charges for which Rook says he is 
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innocent. 

 

Rook did not return phone messages left with a secretary at his Conway office. He is set to face trial later 

this year. 

 

The Idaho State Board of Medicine in May reinstated the license of Richard Pines, a child and adolescent 

psychiatrist who lost his license in 2013 after the board accused him of having sexual relationships with 

four former patients, including taking nude photos of a 14-year-old and convincing the boys that he needed 

to practice giving naked massages to keep his medical license. 

 

The state's highest court in 2015 ruled that Pines had engaged in sexual misconduct, but determined that 

two of the four alleged victims were not former patients. The court remanded Pines' case to a lower court 

and vacated his punishment, instead ordering the board to re-evaluate the scope of disciplinary action 

based on the charges the court upheld. The court's order also blasted the board for being impartial, 

accusing its members of "passionately railing" against Pines in its decision. 

 

The AP reached out to Pines' former employers and contacted his most recent attorneys, but was unable to 

reach him. The AP also left a message for a biller at Sage Health Care, where Pines still processes 

invoices. The receptionist said Pines bills through the office but was unable to provide more details about 

his current practice. 

 

State-authorized programs that attempt to oversee the rehabilitation of doctors who have committed sexual 

misconduct aren't always forthcoming about their methods. In Florida, the Professional's Resource 

Network, which the state medical board assigned to evaluate Gunwant Dhaliwal after his battery 

conviction, asked the AP to provide detailed questions and a list of sources before it would answer 

questions. 

 

After the AP provided the head of the program, Alexis Polles, with basic questions about the program's 

approach to clearing doctors for return to work after instances of sexual abuse, she declined to answer any 

of them. 

 

The lenience of penalties for sexually abusive doctors sometimes a source of frustration even for members 

of the medical board who administer the discipline, according to Jason Rosenberg, a former chairman of 

the Florida medical board. 

 

"This is incredibly inappropriate," Rosenberg said during one 2013 meeting when Florida's medical board 

allowed James Yelton-Rossello, a psychiatrist alleged to have molested jailed psychiatric patients, to keep 

his license. The settlement with the Florida board of medicine did not require Yelton-Rossello to admit 

guilt. 

 

"You can't do this and serve french fries," Rosenberg said at that meeting, citing fast food restaurants' 

policies against hiring sex offenders. "I'm ashamed of what's going on here." 

 

Yelton-Rossello's lawyer did not respond to telephone messages or an email request for comment. 

 

Some medical boards blame administrative law judges for tying their hands from seeking harsher 

punishments. 

 

In an interview last year, Rosenberg said he responded to an administrative law judge's refusal to uphold a 

different license revocation by attempting to compel that doctor to display a sign stating "I molest patients" 

in his office. 

 

Rosenberg's effort failed, though some doctors have been required to post signs in their office stating that 

they must be chaperoned in the presence of female patients. 

 

Bob Cohen, the chief judge in Florida's division of administrative hearings, rejected the idea that 
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administrative law judges are responsible for watering down the punishments of sexually abusive doctors. 

He said the board of medicine could seek to override administrative law decisions they disagree with, 

something the Florida board acknowledged in a statement to the AP. 

 

"One of the reasons they don't always appeal is they have a lot of cases," Cohen said of state health 

officials. He acknowledged, however, that "consistency" was a goal in punishments, and that past leniency 

shown to doctors sets a precedent for weaker punishments in the present day. 

 

The question of doctor punishments is part of a larger problem in the medical field. Numerous factors, 

including hospitals' disinclination to report abusive doctors, to shortfalls in a private, interstate system 

meant to flag them to future employers, and patients' simple reluctance to challenge a medical 

professional, skew the field in doctors' favor, according to a 2016 investigation by the Atlanta Journal-

Constitution. 

 

Some doctors who are reported to medical boards for sexual misconduct receive reprimands instead of 

suspensions. G. Eric Nielson, a medical malpractice attorney in Utah, says that's because doctors tend to 

try to protect other doctors as much as possible. 

 

"There's an institutional bias on the part of the medical review board," he said. "They're generally doctors, 

they work very hard to get their medical degrees and they're very, very disinclined to yank the license of 

another doctor. The primary focus is: Let's take care of the doctor and help him get through this problem." 

 

A medical board in California in 2009 revoked the license of Dr. Kamron Hakhamimi after it ruled that his 

conduct constituted abuse, neglect and exploitation when he prescribed powerful drugs to a woman he met 

online and then had sex with her; he had previously pleaded no contest to a pair of misdemeanor charges 

stemming from the incident. But the board stayed the revocation in favor of seven years' probation and a 

requirement that he complete an ethics class and a course on professional boundaries, though the 

California Department of Health Care Services barred Hakhamimi from participating in any federally 

funded programs for 12 years. 

 

When contacted for comment, Hakhamimi said, "Nothing happened in the clinic. No medical malpractice, 

no suspension." When asked whether the courses were effective, he said, "they're mandatory for a reason: 

It's a business," and then hung up. 

 

Sexually abusive physicians are not generally required to apologize or even acknowledge having acted 

inappropriately in order to keep their license. Three years after his misdemeanor battery conviction, for 

example, Florida doctor Dhaliwal was acquitted of molesting another patient. He took the opportunity to 

issue a news release calling the women who have accused him of misconduct liars motivated by greed. 

 

In email statement, Florida Medical Board spokesman Brad Dalton said the doctor disciplinary boards "do 

not have the legal authority to force a physician to speak or place a gag order on them to prevent them 

from doing so." 

 

In practice, even some lawyers who represent doctors find the physician health programs to be 

problematic. 

 

David Spicer, who has represented doctors facing medical board discipline in Florida, says the state's 

doctor rehabilitation program isn't well designed to evaluate or treat sexual misbehavior. The program's 

key component, he said, is a "one-size-fits-all" requirement that doctors engage in therapy sessions and not 

get into trouble for a specified period, generally five years. 

 

Spicer said Florida's program, run by an independent organization called the Physician Research Network, 

does a better job dealing with doctors' who abuse alcohol or drug, but it hasn't been effective at evaluating 

or treating doctors with sexual problems. 

 

Experts in the treatment of sexual misbehavior question whether the treatments mandated for doctors who 
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molest patients are even appropriate for such misconduct. 

 

"It's insufficient," said Rory Reid, a UCLA psychology professor who studies addiction and hypersexual 

behavior. While some types of sexual behavior, such as the compulsive viewing of pornography, might 

best be addressed through addiction treatment therapy, rehabilitation programs for sex offenders typically 

focus on restitution and empathy for a person's victims. 

 

"We have clinical trials for everything underneath the sun," Reid said. "But there's not one clinical trial 

that I'm aware of on the efficacy of treatment for doctors who have engaged in sexual misconduct." 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Backpage CEO pleads guilty 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/backpage-ceo-pleads-guilty-testify-54437158  

GIST The chief executive of Backpage.com pleaded guilty to state and federal charges including conspiracy and 

money laundering, and agreed to testify in ongoing prosecutions against others at the website that 

authorities have dubbed a lucrative nationwide "online brothel," authorities said. 

 

"For far too long, Backpage.com existed as the dominant marketplace for illicit commercial sex, a place 

where sex traffickers frequently advertised children and adults alike," U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions 

said in a statement. "But this illegality stops right now." 

 

Backpage brought in a half-billion dollars since it began in 2004, mostly though prominent risque 

advertising for escorts and massages, among other services and some goods for sale, according to federal 

prosecutors. Authorities allege the site was often used to traffic underage victims, while company officials 

said they tried to scrub the site of such ads. 

 

Chief Executive Officer Carl Ferrer will serve no more than five years in prison under a California 

agreement in which he pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy and three counts of money laundering in 

California. Also Thursday, Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton announced the company pleaded guilty to 

human trafficking. 

 

And a federal judge in Phoenix unsealed an April 5 plea deal revealing that Ferrer pleaded guilty to 

conspiracy, and Backpage.com pleaded guilty to money laundering conspiracy. 

 

Under his plea agreement, Ferrer agreed to make the company's data available to law enforcement as 

investigations and prosecutions continue. The guilty pleas are the latest in a cascade of developments in 

the last week against the company founded by the former owners of the Village Voice in New York City, 

Michael Lacey, 69, and James Larkin, 68. 

 

The company founders were among Backpage officials indicted by a federal grand jury in Arizona. 

Attorneys for the company and Lacey, Larkin and Ferrer did not respond to multiple telephone and email 

messages from The Associated Press. 
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HEADLINE 04/13 Online pharmacy fined; illegal imports 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/latest-online-pharmacy-sentenced-illegal-imports-54452599  

GIST The Latest on the sentencing of an online Canadian pharmacy for illegally importing drugs into the U.S. 

(all times local): 

 

1 p.m. 

 

A Montana judge has sentenced a Canadian online pharmacy to pay $34 million for importing counterfeit 

and unapproved drugs into the U.S. 
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U.S. District Judge Dana Christensen on Friday accepted plea agreements with Canada Drugs and its 

founder, Kris Thorkelson. 

 

The company pleaded guilty to introducing misbranded drugs into interstate commerce, and two 

subsidiary companies pleaded guilty to selling counterfeit drugs. 

 

Thorkelson pleaded guilty to knowing about and concealing a felony crime. 

 

Prosecutors say the company has made at least $78 million since 2001 by importing mislabeled and 

unapproved drugs. That includes two counterfeit cancer drugs that had no active ingredients. 

 

Canada Drugs was also sentenced to five years' probation and ordered to stop selling unapproved, 

misbranded and counterfeit drugs. 

 

Thorkelson received five years' probation with six months' house arrest. He also must pay a $250,000 fine. 
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Cyber Security News

Electrical Substations Exposed to Attacks by Flaws in Siemens Devices

From Security Week (04.11.2018) Eduard Kovacs

Electrical substations and other power supply facilities are exposed to hacker attacks due to several
potentially serious vulnerabilities discovered by researchers in some Siemens protection relays. On
March 8, Siemens and ICS-CERT published advisories to warn organizations of the existence of three
vulnerabilities in SIPROTEC 4, SIPROTEC Compact, and Reyrolle devices, which provide integrated
protection, control, measurement, and automation functions for electrical substations and other
applications. The vendor has released patches and mitigations for each of the flaws. Positive
Technologies, the company whose researchers discovered the flaws, has now provided information
regarding the risk and impact. One of the vulnerabilities, tracked as CVE-2018-4840 and rated high
severity, can be exploited by a remote and unauthenticated attacker to modify the device’s configuration
and overwrite access passwords. Another security hole, CVE-2018-4839, is a medium severity issue
that allows a local or network attacker to recover the access authorization password by intercepting
network traffic or obtaining data from the targeted device. The password can be used to gain complete
access to a relay, Positive Technologies said.  Link

Securityweek[.]com/electrical-substations-exposed-attacks-flaws-siemens-devices

*Microsoft Patches Two Dozen Critical Flaws in Windows, Browsers

From Security Week (04.10.2018) Eduard Kovacs

Microsoft’s Patch Tuesday updates for April 2018 resolve a total of 66 vulnerabilities, including nearly
two dozen critical issues affecting Windows and the company’s web browsers. None of the flaws
patched this month appear to have been exploited in the wild, but one privilege escalation vulnerability
discovered by a Microsoft researcher in SharePoint has been disclosed to the public. A majority of the
critical flaws affecting Internet Explorer and Edge are related to scripting engines and they allow remote
code execution. A remote code execution flaw affecting the VBScript engine has also been rated
critical. The security hole can be exploited via malicious websites or documents. Trend Micro’s Zero
Day Initiative (ZDI) noted that while this is similar to browser bugs, the attack surface is broader due to
the possibility of exploitation using Office documents. Several critical vulnerabilities that allow remote
code execution have also been found in graphics components, specifically font libraries and how they
handle embedded fonts. Microsoft also informed customers that its Wireless Keyboard 850 is affected
by a security feature bypass vulnerability that can be exploited to simulate keystrokes and send
malicious commands to the targeted computer. An attacker could also exploit this flaw to read
keystrokes, which can include sensitive information, such as passwords. Link
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*Microsoft Half-Patches Old Outlook Vulnerability

From Bleeping Computer (04.11.2018) Catalin Cimpanu

Microsoft has published a patch for an Outlook vulnerability first reported in late 2016, but the patch has
been deemed incomplete and additional workarounds are needed, according to the security researcher
who discovered it. Yesterday's April 2018 Patch Tuesday updates train included a fix for CVE-2018-
0950, a vulnerability in Microsoft Outlook discovered by Will Dormann, a vulnerability analyst at the
CERT Coordination Center (CERT/CC). According to Dormann, the main problem with CVE-2018-0950
is that Microsoft Outlook will automatically render the content of remote OLE objects embedded inside
rich formatted emails without prompting the user, something that Microsoft does in other Office apps
such as Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. This leads to a slew of problems that come from automatically
rendering OLE objects, a common attack vector for malware authors. Dormann says that during his
experiments he was able to exploit this Outlook OLE handling design decision to steal user account
passwords (NTLM hashes, to be more precise) from Windows computers. An attacker would only need
to collect these hashes, crack them offline, and use them to infiltrate the user's computer and then other
parts of the internal network.  Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/microsoft-half-patches-old-outlook-vulnerability/

*Adobe patches critical vulnerabilities in Flash, InDesign

From ZDNet (04.11.2018) Charlie Osborne

Adobe has released a new security update which resolves critical vulnerabilities in products including
Adobe Flash Player and Adobe InDesign. On Tuesday, the tech giant published a security advisory
detailing a total of 19 vulnerabilities in Adobe Flash Player, Adobe Experience Manager, Adobe
InDesign CC, Digital Editions, ColdFusion and the Adobe PhoneGap Push plugin. Adobe Flash, a
common inclusion in the company's security updates, has received a patch which resolves critical
vulnerabilities which affect Adobe Flash Player version 29.0.0.113 and earlier on Windows, Macintosh,
Linux and Chrome OS systems. In total, three vulnerabilities are deemed critical. A use-after-free flaw,
CVE-2018-4932, and two out-of-bounds write errors, CVE-2018-4935 and CVE-2018-4937, can all lead
to remote code execution if exploited. In addition, Adobe has patched two additional out-of-bounds read
bugs, CVE-2018-4933 and CVE-2018-4934, as well as a heap overflow issue, CVE-2018-4936. These
vulnerabilities can lead to information disclosure.   Link

Zdnet[.]com/article/adobe-patches-critical-vulnerabilities-in-flash-indesign/

Pivotal patches holes in the Spring Framework
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From Heise Security (04.06.2018) Olivia von Westernhagen

Several versions of Spring, a framework for Java application development, have serious security
vulnerabilities. New, fixed versions are available.  There are three security holes in the Spring
Development Framework, an open-source framework for cross-platform development of Java
applications. As can be seen from a Pivotal Software safety note, all versions from 5.0 to 5.0.4 and from
4.3 to 4.3.14 (including the first and last mentioned version numbers) are affected.  One of the gaps is
described as critical and could be misused to perform a remote code execution attack on applications
based on Spring. Among other things, the framework is used in the Confluence wiki software and used
to develop applications for Oracles Fusion Middleware. The new Spring versions 5.0.5 and 4.3.15 fill in
the gaps . Application developers should move quickly to provide updated versions of existing Spring-
based software. Users should check for updates.  Link

Heise[.]de/security/meldung/Pivotal-patcht-Luecken-im-Spring-Framework-4012159[.]html

FIDO2: Authenticate easily with phishing-resistant security

From Help Net Security (04.11.2018)

The FIDO Alliance and the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) have achieved a standards milestone
in the global effort to bring simpler yet stronger web authentication to users around the world. The W3C
has advanced Web Authentication (WebAuthn), a collaborative effort based on Web API specifications
submitted by FIDO to the W3C, to the Candidate Recommendation (CR) stage. The CR is the product
of the Web Authentication Working Group, which is comprised of representatives from over 30 member
organizations. CR is a precursor to final approval of a web standard, and the W3C has invited online
services and web app developers to implement WebAuthn. WebAuthn defines a standard web API that
can be incorporated into browsers and related web platform infrastructure which gives users new
methods to securely authenticate on the web, in the browser and across sites and devices. CTAP
enables an external authenticator, such as a security key or a mobile phone, to communicate strong
authentication credentials locally over USB, Bluetooth or NFC to the user’s internet access device (PC
or mobile phone). The FIDO2 specifications collectively enable users to authenticate easily to online
services with desktop or mobile devices with phishing-resistant security. Google, Microsoft, and Mozilla
have committed to supporting the WebAuthn standard in their flagship browsers and have started
implementation for Windows, Mac, Linux, Chrome OS and Android platforms. Link

Helpnetsecurity[.]com/2018/04/11/phishing-resistant-security/

DHS 'Cyber Storm' exercise tests manufacturing and transportation sectors

From Cyberscoop(04.10.2018) Sean Lyngaas
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A global cybersecurity drill hosted Tuesday by the Department of Homeland Security served to “push
participants out of their comfort zone” to practice information sharing at a time of heightened risk to
critical infrastructure, top DHS cybersecurity official Jeanette Manfra said. This week’s exercise includes
participants from the transportation and “critical manufacturing” sectors, the latter which DHS recently
warned Russian government hackers were targeting in a multi-stage attack campaign.  More than 1,000
people, including corporate executives, law enforcement personnel and intelligence and defense
officials, are participating in this sixth iteration of the exercise known as Cyber Storm, which DHS touts
as “the most extensive government-sponsored cybersecurity exercise of its kind.” While a group of
participants gathered at Secret Service headquarters in Washington, D.C., many others joined the drill
from their own offices across the country. The seven participating states are Colorado, Delaware, Iowa,
Montana, Texas, Virginia and Washington. The latest version of the congressionally-mandated DHS
exercise includes a simulated social media platform that bombards participants with information, which
could include reports of a new software vulnerability. Manfra said that some vulnerability researchers
have in recent years posted their discoveries to social media rather than going through a disclosure
process, presenting a new challenge to government analysts. Phyllis Schneck, DHS’s former deputy
undersecretary for cybersecurity and communications, told CyberScoop that the biennial exercise had
evolved considerably since its 2006 inception to keep pace with the threat landscape. Link

Cyberscoop[.]com/dhs-cyber-storm-jeanette-manfra-critical-infrastructure/

UK to Invest More Money in Police Efforts Against Online Crime

From ZDNet (04.11.2018) Danny Palmer

Cybercriminals who use the 'anonymity' of the dark web to carry out illegal activities ranging from
hacking and malware distribution to selling drugs, firearms and people face a crackdown as part of
plans to bolster law enforcement's ability to take the fight to crooks who use underground forums.
Figures by the Home Office say that only 30 percent of UK police forces currently meet the minimum
cyber capabilities required to investigate and pursue cybercriminals.  The funding is set to be
announced by UK Home Secretary Amber Rudd during a speech at CYBERUK, the National Cyber
Security Centre's conference in Manchester. The NCSC is the specialist cyber security arm of
intelligence agency GCHQ. In order to aid the fight against crime on the dark web, the government has
announced that a £9m fund is being made available to specialist law enforcement units who deal with
cybercrime and dark web activity. The funding is intended to build intelligence services, conduct
research into cybercrime, teach police officers new skills to be able to handle dark web and hacking
related crimes as well extra training to be able to provide victim support and care. All of the funding
comes from an existing £50m designed to ensure police and prosecutors have the capabilities to
combat cybercrime at a local, regional and national level. It forms part of the Home Office's National
Cyber Security Program, which has seen £150m spent in the fight against cybercrime since 2015.  Link

Zdnet[.]com/article/dark-web-crackdown-more-funding-for-police-targeting-online-crime/

Aviation Tech

UFA ATTower simulator to support FAA TFDM
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From Air Traffic Management (04.11.2018)

UFA has been selected by Leidos to deliver its ATTower tower simulator to support testing, training,
prototyping, and development of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Terminal Flight Data
Manager (TFDM) system. TFDM is the FAA program to modernize air traffic control tower equipment at
89 airports in the United States by improving the exchange of electronic flight data, implementing
electronic flight strips and other airport surface efficiency tools. ATTower is being integrated with TFDM
to provide surface surveillance and flight data, which Leidos uses to test the system during
development. ATTower will also be deployed as part of the local test and verification system. The
company’s ATView image generator and ATVoice voice recognition and response system were used
with ATTower during early TFDM hands-on prototyping activities. Link

Airtrafficmanagement[.]net/2018/04/ufa-attower-sim-to-support-faa-tfdm/

Germany’s MTU Aero Engines Expands Its High-tech Facility in Poland in Order to Conduct Additive
Manufacturing

From Aviation Pros (04.11.2018)

MTU Aero Engines, Germany’s leading engine manufacturer, is once again adding new production and
assembly capacities at its facility in Rzeszów, Poland. Plans are for MTU Aero Engine Polska’s existing
floor space to be enlarged by another 11,400 square meters, with groundbreaking for the construction
planned in September 2018. The number of employees will increase from nearly 800 today to over
1,000 by 2020. The new jobs being created in this region are primarily for activities related to new
technologies. The tremendous advancements in the field of additive manufacturing technologies and
the steep increase in production rates within the whole MTU Group are behind this move. For instance,
production volumes of components for the latest geared turbofan engines will increase significantly as
well as the activities for assembly and production of components and modules for latest widebody
propulsion systems powering the 787 Dreamliner and the 777X. The MTU Group’s investment in the
site so far amounts to €100 million and it is the plan to invest an additional €80 million in the next 5
years (2018-2022). According to plans, the new parts of the facility will be up and running no later than
the end of 2019. Of a total of 11,400 square meters of added floor space, 7,500 square meters will be
dedicated to production and 3,900 square meters will be used to provide the additional space required
to support production. The space in the newly built part of the facility will, first and foremost, house
activities in connection with new technologies, like, for example, additive manufacturing, plus activities
needed to cope with the increased volumes associated with the production ramp-up now under way.
Link

Aviationpros[.]com/press_release/12407419/mtu-aero-engines-polska-further-expands-its-high-tech-
facility-in-polands-aviation-valley

Legislation & Regulation News

EASA warns of possible missile strikes on Syria
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From Air Traffic Management (04.11.2018)

Eurocontrol is relaying a warning to airlines to exercise caution in the eastern Mediterranean due to the
risk of air strikes into Syria in the next 72 hours. On its Network Operations Portal, air navigation safety
agency Eurocontrol has alerted airlines planning to fly near that airspace that the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) had issued a Rapid Alert Notification for the Eastern Mediterranean / Nicosia
Flight Information Region (FIR). This added that due to the possible launch of air strikes into Syria with
air-to-ground and / or cruise missiles within the next 72 hours, and the possibility of intermittent
disruption of radio navigation equipment, “due consideration” needs to be taken when planning flight
operations in this area and that airlines needed to check any relevant NOTAMs. US President Donald
Trump on Monday warned of a ‘quick, forceful’ response once responsibility for the recent Syria attacks
was established. Aviation authorities in countries including the United States, Britain, France and
Germany have issued previous warnings against airlines entering Syrian airspace leading most carriers
to avoid the area. The United Nations International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) which launched a
web page specifically to warn about risks to aircraft operating near conflict zones following the Malaysia
Airlines MH17 tragedy, has failed to issue any relevant notice, however. Concerns over risks to civil
aviation operating through known conflict zones came to the fore in the wake of the 2014 downing of
Flight MH17 over eastern Ukraine.  Link

Airtrafficmanagement[.]net/2018/04/easa-warns-of-possible-missile-strikes-on-syria/

FAA Says Risk-based Oversight Progressing, But Work Remains

From MRO Network (04.10.2018) Sean Broderick

FAA's transition to a risk-based oversight philosophy is progressing well, but the change remains "in its
early days" and the agency is listening to industry feedback as part of making the new approach more
effective, FAA Associate Administrator of Aviation Safety Ali Bahrami said. Addressing an aftermarket-
focused audience at MRO Americas here April 10, Bahrami said improving the new Safety Assurance
System (SAS) tool is a particular focus. Rolled out about five years ago, SAS is the primary tool that
FAA inspectors use to collect and share data. In theory, the system will help FAA prioritize surveillance
based on what's happening at airlines and repair stations, putting more emphasis on certificate holders
that show signs of risk, such as inconsistent procedures. But SAS's most important element--data
collection--continues to present challenges. FAA is still training its workforce on how to use the system,
and is learning how to better apply it. "The idea behind the system is good, but we're learning," Bahrami
said. "We're still in the very early stages." SAS is the core of a major philosophical shift that has FAA
working more collaboratively with industry on several fronts. Data-sharing is a major one, and Bahrami
emphasized the importance of industry participating in initiatives such as the Aviation Safety Information
Analysis and Sharing Program (ASIAS). More than 100 operators participate in the data-sharing
program, but only two--AAR Corp. and Haeco Americas--are MRO providers. This needs to change,
Bahrami said, especially as aftermarket analytics becomes more prevalent, and issues that could affect
safety--such as a part failing regularly that could lead to an in-service incident--are unearthed. Link

mro-network[.]com/maintenance-repair-overhaul/risk-based-oversight-progressing-work-remains-faa-
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Physical Security News

Green Bay Packers player arrested for allegedly making false bomb threat at airport

From ANC News (04.10.2018) Emily Shapiro

A Green Bay Packers player has been arrested for allegedly making a false bomb threat at the Los
Angeles International Airport, police said.  During routine questioning at the Hawaiian Airlines ticket
counter Sunday morning, an agent asked wide receiver Trevor Davis, who was with a woman, whether
he had packed aerosols or fireworks or other dangerous items. Davis replied "yes" and then "turned to
the female companion and said, 'Did you pack the explosives?'" airport police spokesman Rob
Pedregon told ABC News.  "Based on that statement, he was arrested for making a false bomb threat,"
a misdemeanor, Pedregon said. Davis, 24, apologized and told the responding officer he was joking,
Pedregon said, but the ticket agent said she thought he was serious. Pedregon, the airport police
spokesman, said, "You don't scream fire in a theater and you don't talk about bombs at an airport. As it
is, people are nervous when they fly."  Link

Abcnews[.]go[.]com/US/green-bay-packers-player-arrested-allegedly-making-false/story?id=54359535

Miscellaneous News

Indonesia's Lion Air confirms $6.2 billion deal for Boeing 737s, flags 787 jet order

From Reuters (04.10.2018) Cindy Silviana

Indonesia’s Lion Air Group announced on Tuesday a firm order to buy 50 Boeing Co 737 MAX 10
narrowbody jets worth $6.24 billion and said it plans to place a provisional order for Boeing 787
widebody jets in the next few weeks. Lion Air, which already has offshoots in Malaysia and Thailand,
also plans to establish a new airline in a Southeast Asian country this year, co-founder Rusdi Kirana
told reporters.  He declined to elaborate on the number of 787s to be ordered or in which country the
new airline would be established.  A memorandum of understanding (MoU) for the purchase of 787s
would be announced in “two to three weeks”, he said.  His comments came after the privately-owned
company earlier in the day confirmed the purchase of the 50 Boeing 737 MAX 10 jets by announcing a
firm order. The jets are worth $6.24 billion at list prices, but airlines usually get discounts for bulk
purchases. Kirana said the Indonesian government’s infrastructure expansion, which included airports,
was fueling Lion’s demand for more aircraft.  Link

Reuters[.]com/article/us-lion-air-boeing/indonesias-lion-air-confirms-6-2-billion-deal-for-boeing-737s-
flags-787-jet-order-idUSKBN1HH0XE
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Germany risks losing key technology in Chinese takeovers

From Reuters (04.11.2018) Andrea Shalal

Germany’s head of domestic intelligence agency urged vigilance about increased moves by Chinese
companies to invest in and acquire high-technology German companies, warning the loss of key
technologies could harm the German economy. Hans-Georg Maassen said intelligence officials had
been initially puzzled by a sharp drop in Chinese cyber espionage activities about two years ago, but
then realized Beijing was simply using other, legal tools such as direct takeovers, to gain access to
German know-how. “Industrial espionage is no longer necessary if one can simply take advantage of
liberal economic regulations to buy companies and then disembowel them or cannibalize them to gain
access to their know-how,” he told a cyber conference.  Maassen said Germany remained open to
foreign investment, including from China, but steps were needed to safeguard key technologies. He
said he had been particularly concerned about the takeover of German robotics maker Kuka by a
Chinese firm in 2016 given the sensitive technology involved. German concerns were stoked by news
last month that Chinese grid operator State Grid Corporation of China tried to buy a 20 percent stake in
German grid operator 50Hertz, and moves by China’s Geely to quietly build up a 10 percent stake in
carmaker Daimler.  The German economy ministry is also reviewing a Chinese bid for aerospace
supplier Cotesa, a move which could lead to Berlin blocking the sale. Karl Wendling, a senior official
with the German Economy Ministry, said Chinese acquisitions of German firms had stabilized at a high
level, around $14 billion, a huge increase from the $530 million value of deals seen in 2015.  Maassen
said the issue was particularly worrying in China’s case, since private Chinese firms were required to
share data with the Chinese government, and had to set up party committees that gave the Chinese
government control over company decisions. Link

Reuters[.]com/article/us-germany-security-china/germany-risks-losing-key-technology-in-chinese-
takeovers-spy-chief-idUSKBN1HI2IS

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

Commercial In-Flight Incidents

*American 957, B772

o   April 11, 2018 at 12:03 AM EDT

o   Enroute from Miami, FL (Miami International Airport) to Santiago, Chile (Comodoro Arturo Merino
Benítez International Airport)

o   Generator problem

o   Returned to Miami, FL; landed without incident at 12:20 AM EDT

*JetBlue 174, A320

o   April 10, 2018 at 5:45 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Punta Cana, Dominican Republic (Punta Cana International Airport) to Fort
Lauderdale, FL (Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport)
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o   Minimum Fuel

o   Diverted to Miami, FL (Miami International Airport); landed without incident

*JetBlue 2394, E190

o   April 10, 2018 at 5:42 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Nassau, Bahamas (Lynden Pindling International Airport) to Palm Beach, FL (Palm
Beach International Airport)

o   Fuel problem

o   Diverted to Fort Myers, FL; landed without incident

*JetBlue 2401, A320

o   April 10, 2018 at 5:31 PM EDT

o   Enroute from New York, NY (John F. Kennedy International Airport) to Fort Myers, FL (Southwest
Florida International Airport)

o   Minimum fuel

o   Continued to Fort Myers, FL; landed without incident at 5:38 PM EDT

*United 1021, B738

o   April 10, 2018 at 4:43 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Newark, NJ (Newark Liberty International Airport) to Panama City, Panama (Tocumen
International Airport)

o   Engine problem

o   Returned to Newark, NJ; landed without incident

*Delta 2981, B752

o   April 10, 2018 at 1:53 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Seattle, WA (Seattle-Tacoma International Airport) to Salt Lake City, UT (Salt Lake
City International Airport)

o   Cell-phone was on fire in the cabin; crew extinguished the fire

o   Continued to Salt Lake City, UT; landed without incident at 1:54 AM EDT

o   0 fatalities; 0 injuries

*United 761, A319

o   April 10, 2018 at 6:44 AM EDT

o   Enroute from New York, NY (LaGuardia Airport) to Chicago, IL (O’Hare International Airport)
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o   Flight control problem

o   Diverted to Newark, NJ; landed without incident at 6:56 AM EDT

The Daily Aviation Memo is a daily update of foreign and domestic commercial aviation news compiled
from open sources and commercially-available information. Information contained in this report is
provided for situational awareness only and does not represent the views of the Aviation ISAC. Please
send comments or distribution requests to a-isac.advisory@a-isac[.]com.
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Aviation Information Sharing and Analysis Center (A-ISAC)

www.a-isac.com
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HEADLINE 04/05 Homeless riders rack up bus fare fines 

SOURCE https://www.seattleweekly.com/news/homeless-riders-rack-up-bus-fare-fines/  

GIST Roughly a quarter of all fines and levied misdemeanor charges for not paying fares on King County 

Metro’s RapidRide bus lines were given to homeless riders in recent years, a recent report from the King 

County Auditor’s office shows. 

 

The report, which was released by the Auditor’s Office on April 4, states that 25 percent of all financial 

penalty citations and 30 percent of all misdemeanor charges for fare evasion between 2015 and 2017 were 

given to individuals experiencing homelessness. The audit also found that of the 19,000 individuals 

penalized in that time period, 99 riders accounted for 6 percent of all fare evasion penalties. The majority 

of those who were frequently penalized were either people of color or people experiencing homelessness, 

or both. 

 

Additionally, the report found that fare enforcement on RapidRide lines costs the county $1.7 million 

annually—a fifth of which goes toward District Court processing of fare evasion citations. However, the 

vast majority of these fare evasion citations go unpaid. In 2016, less than three percent of fines were paid. 

 

The frequency of fare violations is due in part to the design of the system. Launched by King County 

Metro in 2010, the RapidRide system provides frequent runs on fixed, high-demand routes where 

passengers pay their bus fare at terminals before boarding instead of onboard the bus, allowing riders to 

board from multiple doors on the buses. Rather than the bus drivers enforcing fares, Metro contracts with a 

private company, Securitas, to do the dirty work. 

 

The report comes on the heels of a planned expansion of the RapidRide system, which would increase the 

number of routes from the six current lines to 19 by 2025 and 26 by 2040. 

 

The audit has prompted swift responses from Metro. The day the report was released, General Manager of 

King County Metro Rob Gannon stated in a blog post that he welcomed the report, and that an internal 

review by Metro has revealed similar issues. 

 

“We fully welcome the auditors’ guidance to improve our fare enforcement program. The program needs 

to encourage fare payment while also including options that work for people with little or no money,” he 

wrote. 

 

In the blog post, Gannon said that Metro has already adjusted its policies to give juveniles one additional 

warning before levying a $124 citation and will temporarily decline to refer repeat fare evasion offenders 

to the Metro Transit Police who, along with the King County Prosecuting Attorney’s Office, could levy 

misdemeanor charges. 

 

“A lot of things have changed since 2010. We have a severe homelessness crisis,” said Scott Gutierrez, a 

spokesperson for King County Metro. “We recognize that.” 

 

Metro plans to convene a stakeholder group to devise a fare enforcement system that doesn’t 
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disproportionately penalize low-income and homeless riders, according to Gutierrez. The plan is to have 

formal recommendations by September. 

 

Metro officials have floated the idea of directing repeat offenders who lack the money to pay for transit 

away from the court system and to a theoretical in-house center where they would be provided access to 

discounted ORCA Lift cards—a discounted bus pass for low-income riders—and other services. 

 

“We really see this as an opportunity to reinvent our fare enforcement model,” Guitierrez said. “We want 

to explore some other options that don’t needlessly penalize people and send them into the court system.” 
Return to 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Officials: Rattlesnake Ridge still moving 

SOURCE http://www.ifiberone.com/columbia_basin/emergency-officials-rattlesnake-ridge-near-yakima-still-

moving/article_0d528f60-3915-11e8-9810-c704e3ee0ab0.html  

GIST UNION GAP - Yakima County Emergency Management officials recently provided a public update about 

the situation at Rattlesnake Ridge above Union Gap. 

 

Geologists say the slide mass continues to move south in to the quarry at a constant rate that has remained 

nearly unchanged since January. The land is moving at a rate of 1.4 feet per day.  

 

The Pacific Seismic Network and Washington State Department of Transportation continue to monitor the 

slide. Resident who were evacuated in January have returned. 

 

Geologists say the likelihood of the slide happening becomes more probable as the slide rate increases. 

 

Experts say the slide will likely happen slowly when the earth finally gives way. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Free online courses disaster response 

SOURCE http://www.govtech.com/em/disaster/Free-Online-Courses-Enable-Training-of-Spontaneous-

Volunteers-Before-or-During-Disaster.html  

GIST First responders can only do so much during a disaster. Volunteers are increasingly a huge part of the 

equation, and that includes spontaneous volunteers. 

 

There has been little or no training for these responders, but that just changed with the launch 

of VolunteerReady.org, an online portal that provides free courses for volunteers or potential volunteers.  

 

The video-based courses run from 10 to 15 minutes and are accessible by smartphone, PC or tablet. 

 

The initial phase or pilot consists of five graphically driven videos, each with downloadable infographics 

that outline the key points of the topics. At the end of each video is a knowledge assessment to drive home 

the key ideas of the subject matter. 

 

The videos were developed by software provider Cornerstone OnDemand in collaboration with FEMA, 

Catholic Charities USA; Emergency Management Institute; Mennonite Disaster Service; Points of Light; 

Southern Baptist Disaster Relief; Team Rubicon; and The Salvation Army. 

 

“We know from working with our working group and the number of organizations in our orbit 

[Cornerstone OnDemand also previously launched DisasterReady.org] is we have heard consistently from 

these organizations that are working with spontaneous volunteers that there is a lack of training and 

resources for this audience,” said Alexis Denny, director of grants and consulting for the Cornerstone 

OnDemand Foundation. 
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Denny said the groups with which Cornerstone OnDemand has been affiliated have been mostly focused 

on affiliated volunteers, who have been given specific training. “For individuals just showing up, most of 

them have no experience and don’t necessarily understand what they’re stepping into, and there’s really 

nothing that exists in terms of on-demand training.” 

 

For volunteer coordinators, the scene can be chaotic and dealing with new, spontaneous volunteers who 

need some direction is difficult. A coordinator can point potential volunteers to the videos to see what they 

may be getting into, what they may be asked to do and help the potential volunteer decide if it’s really 

what he/she wants to do at the time. 

 

The courses, so far, include: Spirit of Service; Know Before You Go; Code of Conduct; Rules and Disaster 

Response; Physical Safety; and Emotional Resiliency. Denny said those five were chosen from a long list 

of subjects and that more course will be available in the next couple of months. 

 

The Spirit of Service course, Denny said, is a bit of an introduction to volunteering. “A feel-good video, if 

you will,” she said. “We talk about what contributions someone who isn’t necessarily experienced can 

bring and how they can work with professional organizations.” 

 

She said the Code of Conduct course teaches safety and effectiveness of volunteers and how to help people 

during times of need and grief with respect to cultural differences and emotions. 

 

“The energy and enthusiasm of local volunteers is welcomed and encouraged when disasters strike,” read 

a statement by Team Rubicon’s Deputy Director of Field Operations Pat Ross, on the VolunteerReady.org 

website. “Pausing to ensure individuals are ready to go, enhances safety, promotes effective integration 

into volunteer organizations, and ensures an awesome experience for those volunteering,” he continued. 

 

Denny said the idea came to light two years ago when after launching DisasterReady.org, which focusses 

on training humanitarian workers outside of the country, that the foundation wanted to have an influence 

in the States also. 

 

With the number of disasters and the high incident of volunteerism, the foundation convened a working 

group. “The idea is that people can take this training in advance or even onsite,” Denny said. 

 

“It’s intended to provide some basic concepts they need to know and also help people understand if they 

should show up to help. If you’re a volunteer coordinator, it’s super chaotic and the likelihood you’re 

going to be able to step away and give someone very clear instruction before you put them into a task is 

highly unlikely.” 
Return to 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Lessons from Philly Super Bowl parade 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/emergency-preparedness/takeaways-from-big-philly-

events-made-super-bowl-parade-success/  

GIST Planning and being prepared for everything from the plausible to the improbable is a standard of 

emergency management and public safety. 

 

If you had asked Philadelphia Eagles fans at the 2017 NFL Draft, coincidentally held in Philadelphia last 

April, if their city would host a Super Bowl parade at the end of the season, they would have responded 

with a mix of Philly wit, laughter, and skepticism. 

 

But nine months later, the Eagles won the Super Bowl. A championship celebration followed. The 

Lombardi Trophy, standing tall at 22 inches in front of millions, led a four-hour parade along five-and-a-

half miles of Philadelphia streets. The trophy’s journey ended on the same Benjamin Franklin Parkway 

where only months prior it was posing for photo ops with fans at the NFL Draft. 
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City planners had no prior Super Bowl Parade plan to go on: this was the city’s first Super Bowl win. But 

as the game clock hit 0:00 and green confetti fell, the Feb. 8 parade became an actuality. With only three 

days of planning, city partners quickly mobilized to sketch out their strategy for the largest parade in the 

city’s history. 

 

With several recent, successful large-scale events behind it, Philadelphia drew on numerous best practices, 

operational plans, and experiences to guide the intense, compressed planning effort. 

 

Three Takeaways That Helped Eagles Parade Planning 

The Eagles parade plan was a culmination of best practices learned from previous special events along 

with already established infrastructure and relationships with partner agencies. It was a matter of 

thoughtful examination of the event route and celebration program along with factoring in a variable: the 

number of passionate Eagles fans who would attend. 

 

Keep public transportation moving 

The Philadelphia Phillies’ World Series parade in 2008 provided takeaways on mass-transit planning. 

Millions of people descended on Center City Oct. 31. As crowds left, public transit and roadways were 

overwhelmed in certain locations. This was considered during the papal visit and built upon for the Super 

Bowl parade. 

 

Philadelphia’s mass-transit system, SEPTA, knew what volume it could handle on rail lines while still 

providing service. A defined quantity of one-day passes were sold for suburban rail lines for both Pope 

Francis’ visit and the Super Bowl parade. The Market-Frankford elevated train was put on a special 

schedule to shuttle passengers as quickly and safely as possible. 

 

Streamline authoritative communications 

A takeaway from Pope Francis’ visit was the importance of relaying information developed inside 

stakeholder meetings to the public in a positive tone. This allows people to know their role in public safety 

plans, sets realistic expectations, and helps prepare them for their experience. Messaging also helps 

government agencies realize and address concerns that people have prior to the event. 

 

Something else that emergency planners learned from Pope Francis’ visit: the critical need for a good 

communications system to be utilized by public safety agencies. This provides one-voice public messaging 

through media outlets and social media accounts that is truly uniform in order to avoid confusing and 

contradictory messages. 

 

A best practice that emerged from DNC included creating a crisis communications and social media group 

within city government that streamlined messaging, authorized spokespersons, and addressed both news 

media and social media messaging. The communications group model is scalable and used for everyday 

events. 

 

Press conferences held prior to the parade along with social media messaging let people know about 

adjustments made to the city’s mass transit system to handle anticipated crowds, closures to city streets, 

expected traffic delays on city roads, and the need for parade attendees to wear comfortable, weather-

appropriate clothing for all the walking and standing that they would experience. 

 

Get connected with the public 

City social and digital media platforms are viewed as newsrooms to keep people informed. 

 

A campaign to keep fans apprised of Eagles-related news from the city was launched during the playoffs. 

This built followers on ReadyPhiladelphia and city social media accounts and helped to further 

disseminate details released by the city. The Office of Emergency Management’s Twitter account, 

@PhilaOEM, added 2,500 followers during the Super Bowl itself. 

 

ReadyPhiladelphia, an Everbridge product, has a community engagement text-to-enroll feature which 
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makes signing up for alerts quick and easy. The keyword “ReadyEagles” was decided upon to add to the 

appeal. Due to an established campaign prior to the Super Bowl, messaging quickly transitioned that set 

ReadyEagles as the place to get very important parade details and public safety information. Nearly 

100,000 subscribers signed up for ReadyEagles text messages in the days leading up to the parade. 

 

ReadyEagles was not only used for public safety information, but kept parade-goers informed of the 

movement of the team from their departure from Lincoln Financial Field all the way to the steps of the 

Philadelphia Museum of Art. This was useful to those who waited hours along long stretches of the route, 

so they were aware of when they may be able to catch a glimpse of the Lombardi Trophy. Pertinent 

information was also sent out pertaining to mass-transit updates, road re-openings, and post event clean-

up. 

 

Through social media, parade-goers thanked city departments and partners who helped keep them 

informed and safe in what they deemed a successful event, one that the Office of Emergency Management 

looks to build on for the future. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Coastal counties practice tsunami alert 

SOURCE http://kuow.org/post/coastal-counties-put-heads-together-avoid-future-tsunami-alert-glitches  

GIST Emergency managers from Washington coastal counties and tribes practiced tsunami alert communication 

and coordination with state and federal partners Thursday. They're trying to smooth out glitches revealed 

after an undersea earthquake in Alaska in January. 

 

When that magnitude 7.9 quake hit off the coast of Alaska, it triggered a tsunami watch along the Oregon, 

Washington and California coasts. Most people slept right through the alert because it came in the middle 

of the night. 

 

Coastal residents who did get the alert were often confused about what to do in a tsunami watch, said 

Pacific County Emergency Management Director Scott McDougall. 

 

"We had people who were self-evacuating as a result of the watch, which just basically said, 'Pay attention, 

we're going to tell you what to do later.' But they thought that meant they needed to go,” he said. 

 

McDougall said the difference in messaging a tsunami watch and a tsunami warning needs to be clearer. 

The warning alert means waves are incoming and you should move inland or to higher ground 

immediately. A tsunami watch is less urgent than a warning, and it does not set off sirens. 

 

City of Ocean Shores Mayor Crystal Dingler said during the January incident information didn't filter 

down as quickly and as well as she would have liked. She said she and many other Northwest coast 

residents have updated their NOAA weather radios since then or checked to make sure they were opted in 

to county telephone notification services. 

 

There are many ways to get tsunami alerts, most of which require a person to sign up for something such 

as texts, email or an automated telephone call. Even if people don’t opt in, the highest alert level will set 

off warning sirens along the coast and trigger emergency messages on radio and TV. 

 

The tsunami generated by the January 23 Alaska earthquake ended up being barely noticeable on the 

Pacific Northwest coast and did not cause any damage. 

 

On Thursday, more than 50 local, state and federal emergency managers and responders gathered at the 

state Emergency Operations Center at Camp Murray near Tacoma for a tabletop exercise using a dire 

scenario of a distant tsunami generated by a magnitude 9.2 Alaska subduction zone earthquake. 

 

Coastal areas of the Pacific Northwest would have three to five hours of advance warning in this instance. 
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During the exercise, participants reviewed who would be notified at each stage of the evolving situation 

and the correct response to imperfect knowledge of whether a damaging wave was coming. 

 

"This way, we've practiced, we've tested, we've refined, we're on the same page," Washington Emergency 

Management Earthquake Program Manager Maximilian Dixon said. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 In eastern Europe, EU faces rebellion 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/in-eastern-europe-the-eu-faces-a-rebellion-more-

threatening-than-brexit/2018/04/04/310a6d8e-2604-11e8-a227-

fd2b009466bc_story.html?utm_term=.1f4f180287d0  

GIST BUDAPEST — It was a continent-wide party to mark the end of history. 

 

On a spring night in 2004, a chorus sang in a Warsaw square. Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy” — the anthem of 

the European Union — echoed across once-bloody frontiers. Midnight fireworks sparkled along the 

Mediterranean. The next morning, organizers set a white-tablecloth breakfast on Budapest’s Chain Bridge 

for revelers still celebrating the dawn of a new era for Europe. 

 

“The divisions of the Cold War are gone — once and for all,” declared then-European Commission 

President Romano Prodi as he welcomed 10 new members to the E.U., eight from the former communist 

East. 

 

And yet, 14 years later, new divisions are emerging — many of them following old lines. The triumph of 

liberal democracy is being attacked from within by E.U. members that openly deride the club’s values, 

principles and rules. The bloc, meanwhile, has been incapable of fighting back, its weakness a side effect 

of the optimism with which it grew.  

 

Ground zero for the rebellion is here in Hungary, where Prime Minister Viktor Orban is running for 

reelection Sunday with boasts of his illiberalism, swipes at the hostile E.U. “empire” and promises to 

further tighten his grip on a country dancing ever closer to the edge of autocracy.  

 

Orban’s defiance presents the E.U. with a far different threat than the one it faced in 2016, when Britain 

voted to exit and speculation swirled over who might go next. It may be more serious than that — a 

challenge that endangers the character of the union. 

  

“Orban doesn’t want to leave the E.U.,” a senior German official said. “He really wants to change the 

E.U.” 

 

By some measures, he’s succeeding. Far from being a pariah, Orban has found imitators in Poland and 

admirers in the Czech Republic, Austria and even at top political levels in Germany.  

 

Orban’s European opponents, meanwhile, have proved unable to curb his behavior. Rather than punish 

Hungary for its intransigence, Brussels continues to supply the government with billions of euros in E.U. 

subsidies — money that Orban’s domestic critics say is vital to his survival because it boosts the economy 

and puts cash in the pockets of favored cronies. 

 

“Orban is waging his freedom fight against the E.U. with huge amounts of E.U. money,” said Peter Kreko, 

executive director of the Budapest-based policy research firm Political Capital. “Lenin said, ‘Capitalists 

will sell the rope to us with which we’ll hang them.’ Well, the E.U. is not selling. It’s giving it to Orban 

for free.” 

 

The E.U. never gave itself adequate tools for dealing with a wayward leader such as Orban because it 

never imagined needing them, even as the alliance spread far beyond its original Western European core to 
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countries with scant experience of democratic governance.  

 

At the start of the millennium, the bloc had just 15 members — none of them east of the old Iron Curtain. 

But after the fall of communism, East European countries that had been in the orbit of the Soviet Union 

looked to the E.U. and NATO as institutions that could bind them to the West and keep them out of 

Moscow’s grasp. Prosperous Western neighbors spotted an opportunity to spread their influence across the 

continent. 

 

Everyone assumed that, with time, differences would recede as the new members grew to adopt the values, 

rules and institutions of the old ones. 

 

“We wanted to believe it. History would go on and we would be on the right side of it,” said the German 

official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to speak for the record. 

“We never imagined that history could go the other way.” 

 

For Hungarians, too, there were expectations that, in retrospect, look naively optimistic. 

 

“It was a fantastic constellation. We wanted it. The West wanted it. It was back wind in every respect,” 

said Peter Balazs, a former Hungarian diplomat who was deeply engaged in the E.U. accession process. 

“And the follow-up was in the fairy tales: They live happily ever after.”  

 

Balazs, who would go on to become the country’s foreign minister, said Hungary spent a decade proving 

to the E.U. that it was worthy of membership, working assiduously to meet the club’s strict rules for entry. 

 

But once Hungary had joined, the union’s best leverage to keep the country on a free and democratic path 

evaporated. Meanwhile, no one had seriously planned for what would happen after Hungary and others 

joined the bloc — a failure that Balazs attributed to parallel illusions. 

 

“A Hungarian illusion that the E.U. would do it, that somebody else would solve our problems,” he said. 

“And for Europe, the illusion that they would be like us.”  

 

The result was fertile ground for Orban. Since coming to power in 2010, he has simultaneously used the 

bloc as a rhetorical foil and cash spigot — all without fear of meaningful consequences. 

 

“I have, in fact, more respect for the decency of Euroskeptics who at least say, ‘Well, I don’t like the 

European Union, and I don’t like the values, and I’ll go out,’ ” Guy Verhofstadt, who was prime minister 

of Belgium when Hungary joined the E.U., told Orban last year when the Hungarian leader came to speak 

at the European Parliament. “You want to continue the money of European funds, the money of the 

European Union, but not the European values.” 

 

Verhofstadt, who is now the leader of a centrist bloc of the European Parliament, has condemned fellow 

E.U. leaders for refusing to hit Hungary with sanctions. 

 

Orban openly brags of his aim to build “an illiberal state based on national foundations” and cites Russia 

and China as exemplary models.  

 

He has consolidated his party’s influence over formerly independent arms of the Hungarian state and 

society, including prosecutors’ offices, government auditors and the media. If he wins reelection, as is 

widely expected, the 54-year-old Orban has promised to press ahead with legislation that would allow the 

banning of aid groups that work on behalf of refugees or other immigrants. 

 

On the campaign trail, he delights crowds by lashing out at Brussels, part of a trinity of enemies that also 

includes Muslim refugees and the Hungarian American investor George Soros. 

 

As recently as 2011, Hungary scored the highest rating possible from Freedom House, an international 

nongovernmental organization, but it is now the least free of all E.U. members. The corruption monitor 
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Transparency International ranks it the second most corrupt country in the bloc, just behind Bulgaria. 

 

Yet Hungary is also among the greatest net beneficiaries of E.U. funds, receiving 4.5 billion euros (or $5.5 

billion) in 2016 — equivalent to 4 percent of the country’s economic output — while contributing less 

than 1 billion euros, or $1.23 billion. 

 

The money has helped to buoy the Hungarian economy, which has been growing at a healthy clip. It also 

has found its way into the pockets of friends, allies and family members of the prime minister. 

 

“It’s E.U. taxpayers that feed the system and allow Orban to grow strong,” said Sandor Lederer, chief 

executive of the Budapest-based anti-corruption watchdog K-Monitor. “He’s decided it’s not enough for 

you to be the political leader. You also have to be the leader of the thieves, and this is the only way you 

can really exercise power.”  

 

The mayor of Orban’s home village, a gas-fitter by trade, has become one of Hungary’s richest men during 

his schoolmate’s run leading the nation. Much of his wealth has been fueled by government contracts. 

 

Companies owned or operated by Orban’s son-in-law have also fared well in the competition for 

government work, winning lucrative E.U.-funded contracts to upgrade street lighting in towns and cities 

across the nation. In January, the E.U.’s anti-fraud monitor found “serious irregularities” and “conflicts of 

interest” in the awarding of those contracts, which totaled more than 40 million euros, or nearly $50 

million. 

 

But Brussels-based investigators are virtually powerless to do anything about it. Authority to pursue the 

matter resides in Hungary, with prosecutors who are widely perceived to do the bidding of the ruling party. 

 

That is typical of the E.U.’s dilemma in how to address Hungary’s piece-by-piece moves against the rule 

of law and democratic norms. 

 

Until recently, the bloc did not even have measures to address rule-of-law violations that fell short of 

triggering the bloc’s nuclear option — E.U. sanctions that would suspend a country’s voting rights. 

 

In 2013, as a direct reaction to Orban’s moves, the E.U. enacted new rules that gave policymakers in 

Brussels the power to flag developments in member countries that set off rule-of-law concerns and force a 

dialogue with national leaders. But the new powers were not retroactive, and Hungary had already 

enshrined many of its legal changes. The rules also lacked teeth. Although E.U. officials searched for ways 

to open investigations, they found Orban was an excellent tactician, walking right up to their lines without 

crossing them. 

 

“We can’t just go in there flippantly,” said a senior E.U. official who is involved in monitoring violations 

of European treaties and who spoke on the condition of anonymity to describe backroom discussions. 

 

Other countries, too, may have Hungary’s back. Away from the campaign trail, Orban can often be seen 

joking around with fellow leaders at E.U. summits in Brussels. If they were to move against Orban, it 

would cost them comity and allies at an already fractious time. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Palestinians heading to Gaza border 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/bfc315e966cd4d2ba2e4a589fadd4756/Palestinians-streaming-toward-Gaza-

border-protest-camps  

GIST KHUZAA, Gaza Strip (AP) — Palestinians streamed on Friday to tent camps along the Gaza-Israel border 

ahead of what the territory’s Hamas rulers hope will be the second mass protest in a week. 

 

As Israel and the Hamas-led protesters geared up for another showdown along the border fence, concerns 
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grew about more bloodshed. Last week, more than a dozen protesters were killed by Israeli fire and 

hundreds injured, Gaza health officials said. 

 

Just before Muslim noon prayers Friday, hundreds of people arrived at one of the tent camps, near the 

community of Khuzaa. 

 

Activists plan to burn large numbers of tires in hopes that thick black smoke will block the view of Israeli 

snipers deployed on the other side of the border fence. 

 

At one point on Friday, Israeli forces fired tear gas that landed inside the encampment, briefly sending 

people fleeing. 

 

Yehia Abu Daqqa, a 20-year-old student, said he had come to demonstrate and honor those killed in the 

past. 

 

“Yes, there is fear,” he said of the risks of advancing toward the fence. “We are here to tell the occupation 

that we are not weak.” 

 

Protesters also moved toward other camps, including east of Gaza City, where a senior Hamas leader, 

Mahmoud Zahar, greeted the crowd. Nearby, smoke from burning tires rose into the sky. 

 

Friday’s march is the second in what Gaza’s Hamas rulers said would be several weeks of protests against 

a decade-old border blockade of the territory. 

 

Israel has accused Hamas of trying to carry out border attacks under the cover of large protests and said it 

will prevent a breach of the fence at all costs. 

 

Israel’s defense minister has warned that protesters approaching the border fence endanger their lives, 

drawing condemnation from rights groups that said such seemingly broad open-fire rules are unlawful. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Puerto Rico to close 283 schools 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/642ea22aa7cf48dba088ce9c7992a8f4/Puerto-Rico-to-close-283-schools-amid-

sharp-enrollment-drop  

GIST SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) — Puerto Rico’s Department of Education announced Thursday that it will 

close 283 schools this summer following a sharp drop in enrollment amid the island’s long economic 

slump and the continued departure of families after Hurricane Maria. 

 

Education Secretary Julia Keleher said there would be no layoffs, with teachers and other employees being 

reassigned to other schools as part of a fiscal plan that aims to save the department some $150 million. 

 

The U.S. territory currently has more than 1,100 public schools that serve 319,000 students. 

 

“We know it’s a difficult and painful process,” Keleher said. “Our children deserve the best education that 

we are capable of giving them taking into account Puerto Rico’s fiscal reality.” 

 

Keleher said that enrollment has dropped by more than 38,700 students since just last May and that nearly 

half of the schools are using only 60 percent of their capacity. 

 

After the closures, 828 public schools will remain operational. Keleher said she has invited mayors in the 

island’s 78 municipalities to propose new uses for the shuttered schools. 

 

The announcement of closures came two weeks after Gov. Ricardo Rossello signed a bill for 

implementing a charter schools pilot program in 10 percent of public schools and offering private school 
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vouchers to 3 percent of students starting in 2019-2020 as part of an education overhaul. 

 

Aida Diaz, president of a union that represents some 30,000 teachers, said she and others would fight the 

closures. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Britain identifies lab in spy poisoning 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/britain-pinpoints-secretive-russian-facility-which-made-deadly-

nerve-agent?ref=home  

GIST Britain has identified the secretive Russian facility where it believes the deadly Novichok nerve agent, 

used in the attempted murders of former spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia, was made.  

 

The facility is named as Shikhany, which is around 800 kilometers southeast of Moscow, and British 

intelligence believes it’s been used over the past decade to test whether the Novichok nerve agents could 

be used in assassinations abroad, according to a report.  

 

The stockpiles of nerve agent detected at the facility were small, suggesting it was intended for targeted 

attacks rather than on the battlefield.  

 

Hamish de Bretton Gordon, former commander of Britain’s Chemical, Biological, Radiological and 

Nuclear Regiment, who has seen the intelligence, told The Times of London: “The intelligence Britain has 

clearly points to Russia and Shikhany,” he said, adding: “No doubt the Russians are scrubbing it down as 

we speak.”  

 

De Bretton Gordon said the intelligence disproves claims the Novichok could have come from elsewhere 

in the former Soviet Union, such as Ukraine or Uzbekistan. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Interview with the Saudi crown prince  

SOURCE http://time.com/5228006/mohammed-bin-salman-interview-transcript-full/?xid=homepage  

GIST As Karl Vick writes in the April 16 issue of TIME, the United States hasn’t seen a visit from a foreign 

leader like the Crown Prince of Saudia’s ongoing three-week trip since Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev 

arrived in America nearly 60 years ago. The kingdom Mohammed bin Salman, 32, essentially rules—as 

iron-fisted regent of his ailing, 82-year-old father, King Salman—defines frenemy. 

 

The Crown Prince’s U.S. itinerary is as wide-ranging as the American distrust of his homeland: 55% of 

Americans disapprove of Saudi Arabia, according to the latest Gallup survey. 

 

He is in the United States to sell skeptical Americans on his audacious, risky plan to modernize Saudi 

Arabia and reassert its primacy in the Middle East. Over the course of three years since his father became 

King, MBS, as he is known, has brutally consolidated control over all the kingdom’s economic and 

security power centers. He has used his ascendancy to introduce modest liberalization and sharply escalate 

a wide-ranging proxy war with Iran across the region. And he proposes to wean the kingdom off oil 

exports and diversify its economy for a post-petroleum future. 

 

On March 29, TIME interviewed the Crown Prince at New York City’s Plaza Hotel, which had been taken 

over by the Crown Prince’s traveling party. When told that the hotel had once been owned by President 

Donald Trump, who the Crown Prince had visited in Washington the week before, replied, “Really? Oh.” 

Ahead of planned visits to Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Houston, the Crown Prince made his 

pitch during a 75-minute conversation. 

 

The Crown Prince defended his handling of foreign affairs, urging President Trump to keep troops in 
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Syria and backing Israel’s “right to live and coexist” with a Palestinian state. He laid out his ambitions for 

the Saudi economy all the while portraying himself as a man in a hurry. 

 

“I don’t want to waste my time,” he says. “I am young.” 

 

An edited and condensed transcript of the conversation follows. 

 

TIME: How long have you been thinking about doing this [tour], and what’s your rationale 

behind this? 
MOHAMMED BIN SALMAN: When I started to think about doing a tour, we had a plan for Saudi 

Arabia. And we do whatever we should do to deliver and implement these plans. And to implement what 

we are doing, we have to have a lot of partners around the world. The United States of America is one of 

our oldest allies in the whole world, and we are the oldest ally of the United States of America in the 

Middle East. And the economic relationship between both countries is very deep. 

 

You spent some time in Washington. How was that? It seems like you have a pretty good 

personal relationship with the President and his family. 
Of course we have a good relationship with President Trump, with his team, with his family, with all the 

key people in his administration, and also we have a very good relationship with many members of 

Congress from both parties and a lot of people in the United States of America. And everyone believes in 

the importance of both countries to face the dangers facing us and also to continue growing and getting a 

better future for both countries. 

 

Coming off of the previous administration, things had gotten pretty thorny at  the end, 

specifically about the Yemen conflict. 
Yeah. Well, we might disagree on some things that President Obama—some of President Obama’s views, 

but also we agree on a lot of things. So we worked together to fight terrorism with President Obama in the 

beginning of 2016 we had the same views of the Iranian regime and the danger of the Iranian regime. The 

only difference was in the tactics of how we should deal with that evil narrative of the Iranian regime. So 

it’s not a big difference. We are aligned 99 percent. The difference is only 1 percent. But, you know, 

people try to focus on the 1 percent and avoid the 99 percent that we agreed on. 

 

You brought up Iran. You saw I’m sure that President Trump had recently named John Bolton 

to be his National Security Advisor. And he shares a lot of the views that you have specifically 

on Iran. What was your response was when he was named? 
Well, we deal with the United States of America, whoever represents America, we will work with him. 

And we believe that our interest is aligned with those American interests. And I believe we can, we work 

with him of course. We don’t get into much in his view because it is his personal view. It’s not the views 

of the United States of America. I’m sure when he’s appointed he will represent the views of the United 

States of America, and we will deal with him and we will see what happens. But of course we will support 

him. 

 

I’m really curious about how you came to your plan for Saudi Arabia.  
We are now in the third Saudi Arabia which was established by King Abdulaziz, also known as Ibn Saud, 

my grandfather. And the first Saudi Arabia was established before 300 years, so after the time of King 

Abdulaziz and King Saud the establishment of the third Saudi Arabia, King Faisal came with a really great 

young team, and among his team were King Khaled, King Fahd, King Abdullah, King Salman, Prince 

Sultan, Prince Nayef, and many other people. And they’ve transformed the country from mud houses to 

world standard modern cities, modern infrastructure, a country among the G20, among the top 20 

economies around the world, a lot of things. And it’s too hard to convince them that there is something 

more to do because what happened in their time, in that 50, 60 years, it’s like what happened in the last 

300, 400 years history of the United States of America. And they’ve seen the whole movement in their 

lifetime. 

 

But for us as a young generation, we’ve not seen this, because we were born in that great modern city. We 

lived in an economy that is already among the top 20 economies of the world, and our eyes are focusing on 
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what we are missing, what we can’t do. And we believe that Saudi Arabia until today used only 10 percent 

of its capacity, and we have 90 percent to go. 

 

So the plans and the vision is shaped around this missing 90 percent: How can we implement it as much, 

as soon as possible. And we are shaping our plan based on our strength. Not trying to copy things. We are 

not trying to build a Silicon Valley. There’s some media houses talking about Saudi Arabia building 

Silicon Valley in Saudi Arabia. This is not true. We are shaping our economy based on our strengths: oil 

downstream petrochemicals, materials, mobility, transportation, minerals, and gas. We have a lot of gas 

explorations in the Red Sea, we have local content, balance of payment. We spend $230 billion US a year 

outside Saudi Arabia. If we do nothing, it will go up in 2030 to between $300-400 billion US spent outside 

of Saudi Arabia. 

 

The plan is to spend half of it in Saudi Arabia. We have many programs to do this. We have privatization. 

At the top of the pyramid we have the IPO of Aramco, pushing this money, pushing other government 

assets, pushing other assets, and other cash reserves into the public investment fund, and pushing it to be 

the biggest fund in the whole world, above $2 trillion. Two years ago, the size of public investment fund 

was $150 billion US. Today it’s $300 billion US. At the end of 2018 it will be around $400 billion US. In 

2020, it will be something between $600-700 billion US, and in 2030 it will be above $2 trillion. We will 

invest half of this money to empower Saudi Arabia, and the other 50 percent we will invest it abroad to be 

sure that we are part of the emerging sectors around the world. 

 

How much of your challenge is putting investment in the right places, and how much of it is 

changing the nature of education in Saudi Arabia and of cultural expectations around who does 

the work? 
So first of all, our education, it’s not bad. It’s good. We are ranked 41 among education systems around 

the world. France is ranked 40, so we are almost like France, as to the quality of the education system. 

And no big country or big economy can be among the top 10. It’s too hard. Because if you see the top 10 

best education systems, you will see Singapore and you will see small countries that they can easily focus 

on their education system. But our ambition is not to continue to be next to France. Our ambition is to be 

in the top 30 to 20 in the next coming years. Especially the method of education is changing in the world. 

So if we still want to keep even the rank 41 and do nothing, with the new change of the method of 

education and understanding of education, the next 10 years we’ll not be among the top 100. So we are 

working on that. We are watching that carefully and don’t want to maintain our position. We want to be in 

a better position in the next 12 years. This is talking about education. 

 

In terms of culture and social aspects: We want to drive the best talent, to get the best talent to live and 

come abroad to work in Saudi Arabia, you have to have good social and cultural standards. You cannot 

have bad livability standards and cultural standards if you want to grow and to be much bigger 

economically. So this is a very important thing that we are trying to improve. And I believe in the last 

three years, Saudi Arabia did more than in the last 30 years. And that’s because it’s aligned with our 

interest as Saudis to be competitive in livability and cultural and social. And Islam it’s open. It’s not like 

what the extremists are trying to represent Islam after ’79. 

 

So we are working hard in this area and we are trying to do our best. We have more than 10 million 

foreigners in Saudi Arabia, most of them working and others families of those employees. And we believe 

it will not decrease, it will increase because we believe Saudi Arabia for its ambition it needs a lot of 

human resource and human power, so a lot of jobs will be created for Saudis and for foreign people to 

deliver what we are trying to build in Saudi Arabia. 

 

Do you think you can get a culture of work? 
Of course. We have to do that. We have to be competitive. 

 

The Islam you describe is not necessarily the one that everyone associates with your country.  
We believe the practice today in a few countries, among them Saudi Arabia, it’s not the practice of Islam. 

It’s the practice of the people who have hijacked Islam after ’79. And also it’s not the practice of the social 

life in Saudi Arabia even before ’79. And even it’s not aligned with the idea of Saudi Arabia that it’s a 
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country following the religion of Islam from the first Saudi Arabia. You see the idea that the first Saudi 

Arabia tried to tackle. For Islam it’s totally different from what the extremists are trying to promote today.  

 

In the first Saudi Arabia, they are trying to let people not worship a palm tree, to worship god, because at 

that time people were worshipping a palm tree to have a kid. Extremists tried to promote that the first 

Saudi Arabia is coming to promote their ideas, that what they were building after ’79, especially that 

they’ve hijacked the education system and a lot of areas to manipulate that. 

 

And this is what we are trying to show to the Saudi people and to challenge them with the practice of the 

First, Second, Third Saudi Arabia before ’79 and also the practice of the Prophet himself in his days. So if 

someone comes and says “women cannot participate in sport,” we tell them how about the Prophet raced 

with his wife. If someone comes and say “women cannot do business,” the wife of the Prophet, she is a 

businesswoman and he used to work for her as a Prophet. So also the Prophet’s practice, it is in our side.  

 

So I believe we can do it very fast. We are not wasting time. I don’t want to waste my time. I am young. I 

don’t want 70 percent of the Saudi population to waste their lives trying to get rid of this. We want to do it 

now. We want to spend 70 percent of our time building things, improving our economy, creating jobs, 

creating new things, making things happen. 

 

Do you see it being dangerous in any way for your own well-being in terms of trying to make 

that break from the Wahhabists? 
What’s Wahhabist? You’ve got to explain what’s Wahhabist. Because there is nothing called Wahhabist. 

And this is one of the ideas of the extremists after ’79 to put the Wahhabist things, to let the Saudis be part 

of something that they are not part of it. So I need someone to explain to me what are the teachings of 

Wahhabism. There is nothing called Wahhabist. In Saudi Arabia we have Sunni and Shiite sects. We have 

four schools of thought of Sunni, we have a lot of schools of thought of Shiite, and they are living 

normally in Saudi Arabia. They are living as Saudis in Saudi Arabia. And our laws are derived from the 

Qur’an and the practices of the prophet. These laws do not specify any one specific sect or school of 

thought. 

 

There is member of the cabinet, the council of ministers in Saudi Arabia who is Shiite. There are members 

of the parliament who are Shiite. The CEO of Aramco, the biggest company in the whole world is Shiite. 

The most important university in the whole Middle East, west of Saudi Arabia, KAUST, who’s the head of 

it? Shiite. So we don’t differentiate among Saudis based on sects. We live in Saudi Arabia as Saudis in 

Saudi Arabia. 

 

So the idea of Wahhabism, it’s promoted by two sides. Extremists who want Saudi Arabia to be hijacked 

by the idea that they are not promoting something new, that they wanted something old, that this is the 

foundation of Saudi Arabia so we have to stick to it. So this is one. Two, by the Iranian regime to isolate 

us from the whole Muslim world by claiming that we are coming with a different sect in Saudi Arabia. 

And if you look at the council of clerics which is like the fatwa board you will find it comprised of people 

who might be closer to the Hanbali school of thought and others who are closer to the Hanafi school of 

thought or the Shafai’i or the Maliki. We encourage this mix of different schools in Saudi Arabia. 

 

Do you have any concern about trying to break away there? 
Fears from what? 

 

Personal security. 
No. We are doing the right things. No reasonable person can argue with what’s right and what’s true and 

what’s of interest. So what we are doing is Islam, what we are doing the prophet’s practice, what we are 

doing our ancestors practiced in the First, Second, Third Saudi Arabia before ’79. Second, what we are 

doing is in the interest of the whole people and public. And the majority of humans, the big majority of 

humans, they are realistic. And of course if we work well, people understand that. And of course without 

people’s support we wouldn’t be able to do what we have been doing in the last three years. Actually we 

thought it would take more than 10 years to do it. But why we do it in three years? Because people support 

the movement. 
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I’ll give you an example. The last national day. You know, people in Saudi Arabia they weren’t used to 

celebrating the national day because a lot of extremists told them it was forbidden to celebrate the national 

day. When the Saudi officials programmed the national day planning in each city and town in Saudi 

Arabia, extremists attack that, that this is against Islam, no one will go, it’s against the will of the people. 

And the national day, the people are seen and we have millions in the street celebrating the national day. 

So it’s clear that the people are supporting that. Without the support of the people, no way, no way we 

would achieve anything. 

 

Can you see the country progressing to less than an absolute monarchy in the future? King 

Abdullah of Jordan says he’d like to be a constitutional monarch someday?  
What we should focus on is the end, not the means, and these ends are the rule of law, freedom of speech, 

freedom to work and security. These are the ends that everyone agrees on, that we agree on in Saudi 

Arabia in our own way. We should take the means that get us to this end. 

 

And just to remind Americans, if it’s not about absolute monarchy, you will not have the United States of 

America today. Three hundred years who helped in the independence of America? It was the absolute 

monarchy of France. Without their help, this will be a different country, different area, different history. 

So what we should focus on in any kind of regime that it could be a risk for the United States of America, 

like the Soviet Union, then you have to deal with it. But if there is any kind of regime that could create 

opportunity and progress with the United States of America or other countries, that means it’s a regime 

representing what their people think is working. And we can see it in 2011 [with the Arab Spring], the 

regimes and the establishment of countries that didn’t fit with the people, what happened to them? 

 

You not only represent the skipping a generation, but also only one family. So it looks to people 

like you might be more precarious, maybe less stable. And yet you’ve made very strong moves.  
No, actually, first of all, the king has the right to choose the crown prince and the deputy crown prince, 

and he cannot become the crown prince and the deputy crown prince without the vote among 34 voters 

representing King Abdulaziz’ sons. So I get the highest vote in the history of Saudi Arabia, more than 

anyone before me. I got 31 from 34 votes of the Allegiance Council. So this is the highest. The second 

highest is 22 in Saudi Arabia. So historically I made a record in approval votes among the royal family. 

And their roles end when they vote. I become officially crown prince or deputy crown prince. 

 

Second, I am not working alone. I’m working with all of my generation of really smart people from the 

royal family. We have for example more than 13 princes working in 13 regions at my age, at my 

generation, and also in the cabinet we have a few of them working very hard, and also in different 

positions in different government departments we have a lot. So I’m working with more than 40 people 

from the royal family from different lines to make things happen in Saudi Arabia. 

 

I want to get back to the Iran deal. Did you talk to the White House about that and possible 

decertification? And also you mentioned before that if Iran sprints for a weapon that Saudi will 

as well. Have you directed your government to do some research on what that would take and 

how quickly you could obtain one? 
Well, I can’t speak about that, but I can tell you that the Iranians, they’re the cause of problems in the 

Middle East, but they are not a big threat to Saudi Arabia. But if you don’t watch it, it could turn into a 

threat. They are the main cause of problems, but they are not a threat to Saudi Arabia. 

 

Why? Simple. Iran is not among the five largest economies in the Muslim world. Saudi Arabia’s economy 

is double the size of the Iranian economy. It’s growing at least two times or three times faster than the 

Iranian economy. UAE’s economy is bigger than the Iranian economy. Egyptian economy is larger than 

the Iranian economy. Turkey’s economy is larger than the Iranian economy…There are a lot of economies 

in the Muslim world larger than the Iranian economy. 

 

Same thing goes for the army. They are not among the top five armies in the Middle East. So they are far 

away. But the regime’s problem is that they hijack the country. They use the country’s assets for their own 

ideological sake. And they’ve seen that every day from ’79 to today, that they are spreading their ideology. 
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Even in the United States of America. And when they do that, the hidden Imam he will appear from hiding 

to rule the whole world: United States of America, Japan, the whole world. And they are believing in this 

and they are saying this loud and clear. And if they are not saying this, the Supreme Leader can prove me 

wrong after this interview to say I don’t believe in what I’m saying. 

 

They are doing that from ’79, and if you see any problem in the Middle East, you will find Iran. Iraq? 

Iran’s there. Yemen? Iran is there. Syria? Iran is there. Lebanon? Iran’s there. Where is the stable country? 

Egypt? Iran is not there. Sudan? Iran’s not there. Jordan? Kuwait? Iran is not there. Bahrain? Iran’s not 

there. So all the stable countries they are stable because Iran didn’t engage in it. 

 

And it’s not between Iran and Saudi Arabia. It’s between Iran and Saudi Arabia and UAE and Egypt and 

Kuwait and Bahrain and Yemen, a lot of countries around the world. So what we want to be sure of is that 

whatever they want to do, they do it within their borders. We drove them out of Africa heavily, more than 

95 percent. Same thing goes for Asia. Same thing goes for Yemen. And we can see in Iraq 70,000 Iraqis 

raising the Saudi and Iraqi flag at the game between the two national teams: Iraqi team and Saudi Arabia. 

So they’re almost pushed back inside Iran. We hope that the Iranian people and Iran as a nation have better 

future without those leaders. And if that changes, of course Iran will be close to us as it used to be before 

’79. But if that doesn’t change, they can enjoy themselves for a very long time ’til they change. 

 

And you have to defend your country and be prepared in that case.  
Of course. 

 

So have you begun to look into obtaining a weapon? 
You mean nuclear? 

 

Yes. 
No, regarding nuclear weapons, we have not started to do anything, and we will not start to do anything 

until we see Iran announce that they have a nuclear weapon. So this will not happen until that happens. 

And of course we are preparing our army. We have a very strong army, well-equipped army, the best in 

quality and mixing of quality and size of armies in the Middle East. You may find bigger armies in the 

region but their equipment is very low in quality. You will find only one army they has better technology 

than us, but we are much bigger in scale, five times. So one considering quality and size Saudi Arabia has 

the best army but what we want to make sure of is that whatever happens of course it’s there. 

 

But what we want to be assured is that whatever happens, the Saudi people shouldn’t feel it. The economy 

shouldn’t be harmed or even feel it. So we are trying to be sure that we are far away from whatever 

escalation happens, it doesn’t affect the normal social life and the normal economic life in Saudi Arabia. 

We have that, but we want to be far away assured on that. 

 

So would you use ground troops in Yemen? 
Yemen, it’s a battle between Yemeni people, Yemeni government trying to get rid of the terrorists who 

hijacked their country and their normal life. And it’s their battle. Whatever they ask us in Saudi Arabia or 

the other 12 countries in the coalition, we’ll provide. Until today they didn’t ask for soldiers on the ground. 

 

So you would consider it? 
If it’s needed, if they ask for it, we will help them and we will answer the call of the legitimate elected 

Yemeni president recognized by all the countries around the world, supported by the Security Council. 

 

The UN has said that 10,000-some civilians have been killed in this conflict, and members of 

Congress and independent humanitarian groups have said that air strikes carried out by your 

country have risen to the level of war crimes. How you would respond to those criticisms? 
Well, first of all, in any military operation mistakes happen. We cannot fight any military operation around 

the whole world, even United States of America, even Russia, all the countries, without mistakes. The 

question is are these mistakes are accidents or by mistake or intentional. Of course any mistakes made by 

Saudi Arabia or the coalition are unintended mistakes. 
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And we’re working with other countries around the world to increase our rules of engagement to be sure 

that there are no civilian casualities in these military operations. We are the biggest donor in the history of 

Yemen. We are still doing our best to be sure that the humanitarian need in Yemen and the interests of the 

people, health care, education, whatever, it’s supported. And any initiative made from the UN or any other 

groups around the world, immediately we help and we try to do our best to push positively in that side. 

 

But sometimes in the Middle East, not all the choices it will be between good and bad choices. Sometimes 

we are between bad and worse choice. But let me tell you one important thing. The humanitarian problem 

in Yemen didn’t start in 2015. It started in 2014 when the Houthis started to move. But what if the 

coalition and the Security Council didn’t answer the call of the Yemeni president and the Yemeni 

legitimate government? You would see Yemen divided between two terrorist groups: the Houthis, the new 

Hezbollah in the north, and Al Qaeda in the south, they are trying to take advantage of what’s happening 

there and they are trying to grow in 2015. So you will see Yemen split between those two terrorist groups. 

 

It would have been much, much worse than Iraq. Because in Iraq in 2013 you have ISIS occupying half of 

Iraq and in the other half you have a legitimate government with an army and it took five years to get rid 

of those bad guys. And during these five years, we saw millions of refugees and a lot of operations, 

terrorist operations around the world. 

 

So imagine kicking them out from Iraq and giving them better haven in Yemen without any ally, without 

any government, without any army to help us inside Yemen, how much will it take? It will take more than 

5 years. It will take more than 10 years. It will take around 20 years. And it will take a coalition of more 

than 60 countries, a coalition more than that. And it will block 13 percent of the world trade through Bab-

el-Mandeb [the straight between Yemen and the Arabian Peninsula]. And this 13 percent, they’ve tried to 

block it, the terrorist group, and they couldn’t because of the work of the coalition. 13 percent of world 

trade, what does that mean? That means 13 percent of American trade, 13 percent of China trade, 13 

percent of everyone’s trade. That means it could harm the world economy. 

 

So seeing that, should we wait ’til it happens? So we prove it, then we engage. Then it will be tough. There 

won’t be any problem for the next 20 years? Or should we act? That’s why there’s intelligence in Saudi 

Arabia. That’s why there is CIA in US of America. That’s why there’s intelligence everywhere: to read the 

future, to see what’s happening, to see the scenarios and to avoid it from happening. And this is what 

happened in Yemen. We try our best to push for positive solution. We know it will not end without 

political solution. But until that day comes, we have no choice but to continue the military operation. 

 

The air strikes are intended to get them to the negotiating table, and you’ve been pounding 

them for three years to do just that. And it seems that increasingly they’re lobbing ballistic 

missiles towards your capital. So what does it take to end this conflict? I mean, you’re saying 

20 years. That’s a generation of Saudis that will perpetually be at war.  
No, no. I’m saying 20 years if we didn’t act. And it will not take us 20 years. It will take the whole world 

20 years. The Houthis don’t care about interests, they don’t care about Yemen interests. They only care 

about their ideology, the Iranian ideology, the Hizbollah ideology. Or they want to die. This is what they 

care about. So that’s why it’s hard to negotiate with them, to settle with them. The UN announced that, and 

the envoy announced that very clearly, that who was running away from the negotiation table is the 

Houthis. It’s not the Yemeni government and the other Yemeni party. But of course we have to open the 

window for them if they want to come back and negotiate. 

 

But today, and I’m saying that loud, that we are working through intelligence to divide the Houthis 

themselves. So we want to give opportunity. If there is in the second line of leaders, or the third line, or 

people among the Houthis who want to have different future, we will help them to split from the first line 

of ideological leaders of Houthis. 

 

How much do Saudi Arabia’s interests align with Israel’s interests? Would there be room for 

Israel in your development plan? 
Well, it seems that we have a common enemy, and it seems that we have a lot of potential areas to have 

economic cooperation. And we cannot have a relation with Israel before solving the peace issue, the 
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Palestinians, because both of them they have the right to live and coexist. And since that day happen, we 

will watch. We will try to support a peace solution. And when it happens, of course next day we’ll have 

good and normal relations with Israel and it will be the best for everyone. 

 

Is the story true Abu Mazen was summoned to you to be told to take it or leave it, this is the 

best you would do? 
We have great relation with Abu Mazen. And … and I believe Abu Mazen answered that rumor himself, 

that it’s not true. 

 

It’s not true. What is right in there? 
Actually King Salman told him that there is a saying in Saudi Arabia. We say the people of Mecca know 

best their ways. So always King Salman reminds him and tells him, you know, Abu Mazen, the people of 

Mecca know best their ways. And we say the people of Palestine know best their ways. So we told him 

that whatever you think is good for you, we will support it. Whatever we hear from our allies, from the 

Americans we will try to explain it, we will try to support it, to make things happen. But if it doesn’t work 

for you, that means it doesn’t work. 

 

But what Trump has done with Jerusalem, it kind of leaves you as the new broker. 
Actually we are trying to do our best. I try to focus positively and I try to focus on what’s the opportunity, 

what’s next, how you take things in a better situation, not how to argue with any mistakes. 

 

Syria for a minute. What is the realistic end to that tragedy? 
I don’t know if some people will be angry if I answer that question, but I don’t lie. I believe lying to 

people is really shameful, especially that in the year 2018, it’s almost impossible to hide something from 

people. I believe Bashar is staying for now. And Syria has been part of the Russian influence in the Middle 

East for a very long time. But I believe Syria’s interest is not to let the Iranians do whatever they want in 

Syria for the mid-term and long-term because if Syria changes ideologically, then Bashar, will be a puppet 

for Iran. 

 

So better for him is to have his regime strengthened in Syria, and also it’s good for Russia. Russia, better 

for them is to have direct strength and they empower Bashar and have direct influence in Syria and not 

through Iran. So these interests could reduce the Iranian influence significantly, but we don’t know how 

much of a percentage. But Bashar for the time being is not leaving. I don’t believe Bashar will leave 

without a war, and I don’t believe that anyone wants to launch this war because it will get conflict between 

the United States of America and Russia and no one wants to see that. 

 

So you’d like to see the fighting stop because it’s already a foregone conclusion.  
I think it’s almost there. Now we have territory controlled by Bashar, other territory controlled by the 

Syrian people supported by the United States of America. And we are trying to focus in Saudi Arabia how 

can we help people through aid and we don’t send it directly, we send it through the UN, we send it 

through the United States of America and through our allies, and we hope things stop as soon as possible. 

Because people are suffering there. 

 

So the President said I think today, that they’re going to pull out American troops from Syria. 

Is that something that you applaud? 
Well, we believe the American troops should stay for at least the mid-term if not the long-term because 

United States of America need to have cards to negotiate and to apply pressure. If you get these troops out, 

you lose this card. Two, you need to have a checkpoint in the corridor between Iran and Hizbollah. If you 

take those troops out from east Syria, you will lose that checkpoint and this corridor could escalate other 

things around the region. 

 

So that’s something you fear, that direct corridor. 
Of course. But we will handle it – but it will be tougher. 

 

I wanted to go back to Yemen. Under the Trump Administration, you mentioned targeting 

being improved. So what has been the change under this administration that has enabled you to 
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either improve your targeting, your intelligence gathering and that sort of thing?  
We don’t get a lot of support from the United States of America and we don’t ask for a lot of support from 

United States of America. We are doing this ourselves by the coalition from the Middle East and we 

believe we are doing it in the interests of the whole world, most of the countries around the world, 

economically, security, as we explained in the beginning of this interview. 

 

Sure. But there is a U.S. role of course. 
They are watching what’s happening there. We are fighting together Al Qaeda. We have a lot of operation 

going in Saudi Arabia to do that, a lot of planning, a lot of programs, and we are increasing our work to hit 

Al Qaeda heavily in Yemen. And there is a lot of areas, a lot of cities people can’t walk freely. There are 

cities now that are under the ruling of the legitimate government for the first time in 15 years that used to 

be under the control of Al Qaeda. So Al Qaeda they take a lot of hits in the last three years, more than 

what they took in the last 15 years, and they are almost disappearing and hiding in the caves and different 

areas in Yemen. And the role that we are focusing in with the United States of America is to work more 

and more against Al Qaeda in Yemen and do more and more and be sure that we erase them totally as soon 

as possible. 

 

The extremism question. What can be done to reverse that? I understand what you’re trying to 

do inside your kingdom. What about outside? 
Yeah. First of all, Saudi doesn’t spread any extremist ideology. Saudi Arabia is the biggest victim of the 

extremist ideology. If I am Osama bin Laden or any extremist or any terrorist, and I want to spread my 

ideology and I want to recruit, where will I recruit? Should I go to Morocco to recruit and spread my 

ideology or should I do it in Malaysia? Definitely not. If I want to spread my ideology I will have to go to 

Saudi Arabia. I have to go to the Qibla of Muslims. I have to go to the country that hosts the holy mosque. 

Because if I spread it there, it will reach everywhere. 

 

And this is what happened after ’79. All those extremist groups, terrorists targeting our country to recruit 

more from our country, to spread their ideology in our country because they want it to be spread around 

the world. And that’s happened and we’ve paid the first country and the biggest debt in that. The first 

operations around the world happened in Saudi Arabia and Egypt in the ’90s. And Osama bin Laden is 

manipulating the people in the beginning of the ’90s. And we’ve asked that Osama bin Laden, should get 

arrested. He was outside Saudi Arabia. He should have been arrested. And The Independent answered us 

in ’93 that Osama bin Laden was a freedom fighter practicing free speech. You can go back to this article 

in The Independent in ’93, Osama bin Laden! That was before 9/11, 10 years before 9/11. We were saying 

that he was a dangerous guy. He was a terrorist. That he had to be arrested immediately. We had terrorist 

attacks in Saudi Arabia. We had terrorist attacks in Egypt in the ’90s but we were accused of repressing 

freedom of speech until 9/11 happened. So it’s very clear that we are the victims, and it’s very clear that 

we are on the front line because they cannot continue recruiting people and spreading ideology if they 

cannot do it in Saudi Arabia, if we stood up and fight the war. And we are doing that today in Saudi 

Arabia. 

 

So there’s a lot of things to do. One, fighting terrorists, get them, kill them or arrest them. Two, fighting 

extremists. So all the extremist organizations in Saudi Arabia, we treat them as terrorist organizations, like 

the Muslim Brotherhood. They are very dangerous, and they are classified in Saudi Arabia, Egypt, UAE 

and a lot of countries in the Middle East as a terrorist organization. 

 

So the person, he doesn’t get from normal to terrorist. He gets from normal to a little bit conservative, to a 

little bit extreme then more extreme ’til he’s ready to turn into a terrorist. And the Muslim Brotherhood 

network, it’s part of this movement. So if you see Osama bin Laden, he used to be in the Muslim 

Brotherhood…If you see Baghdadi the leader of ISIS, he used to be from the Muslim Brotherhood. 

Actually if you see any terrorist, you will find that he used to be from the Muslim Brotherhood. 

 

And you know what’s the biggest danger? They’re not in the Middle East because they know that the 

Middle East is taking good strategy against them in Saudi Arabia, Egypt, UAE, Jordan, and a lot of 

countries. Their main target is to radicalize Muslim communities in Europe. They hope that Europe in 30 

years will turn to a Muslim brotherhood continent, and they want to control the Muslims, in Europe by 
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manipulating the Muslim Brotherhood. So this will be much more dangerous than the Cold War, than 

ISIS, than Al Qaeda, than whatever we’ve seen in the last hundred years of history. 

 

So fighting extremism is not only by going against them, spreading moderation, this is part of it. But there 

is also a lot of things that have to be done: recognizing those groups, putting laws to fight those groups, 

spreading what do you think it will take us to make people as a terrorist. That doesn’t mean freedom of 

speech. You have to pay attention because this is the route of taking people to terrorism. 

 

So there is a lot of things that have to be tackled a different way. We are trying to do our part in Saudi 

Arabia and our laws and our achievements in the security planning, security strategy and also in our media 

strategy and our education system, we did a lot. In the last three years we did a lot, also before that, and we 

are doing more in the future, and also we are doing a lot of things with a lot of countries around the world. 

But we feel that the Western countries, they are only trying to fight those extremists by just announcing 

opportunity of moderation and openness in the West. If you want to fight them, you have to put them as a 

criminal in your laws. 

 

Is that what’s happening in Saudi? 
Yeah. The Muslim Brotherhood have been classified as a terrorist organization for many years. 

 

We have the Muslim Brotherhood including the Saruris. So a lot of documentaries around the world, are 

calling the Saruris as Wahhabis — actually we call them in Saudi Arabia Saruris. So those ahead a little bit 

within the Muslim Brotherhood, viewing things more extremely in the Middle East. So we have the 

Muslim Brotherhood including the Saruris. But in our law they are criminals and whenever we have 

enough evidence against any one of them, they will face a court. 

 

What do you think has been the biggest American mistake in the Middle East in the last 15, 20 

years? 
First of all, mistakes happen. Mistakes will not stop because we are human. So a country will make 

mistakes, individual will make mistakes. Our mission is how to minimize these mistakes as much as we 

can. I believe two big mistakes. Getting into Iraq, it’s a big mistake. I believe the United States of America 

should stop after they finish the job in Afghanistan and they should have focused on how to turn 

Afghanistan from an inferior state to a normal state. So this is one mistake. The other mistake is taking the 

American forces out of Iraq and disbanding the Iraqi army. 

 

So these are the two biggest mistakes that created other things today in the Middle East. 

 

I want to go back to the internal. I was wondering if you were making any moves in respect to 

ending or rolling back public beheadings and executions. 
You mean executing extremist people? 

 

I believe until today the United States of America and a lot of states, they have capital punishment. We’ve 

tried to minimize that so we have clear laws that we can change, like if a person kills a person, they have 

to be executed in our law. But there are few areas that we can change it from execution to life in prison. 

His Majesty, the King, doesn’t wake up and just sign whatever he wants to sign. He works by the law, by 

the book. So there are laws also how the king functions as a king or as a prime minister. 

 

So we are working for two years through the government and also the Saudi parliament to build new laws 

in that area. And we believe it will take one year, maybe a little bit more, to have it finished. 

 

So it is an initiative. 
Yeah, of course it’s an initiative. But we will not get it 100 percent, but to reduce it big time. 

 

And in the same realm of law, human rights groups point to people who they consider political 

activists who are put in jail or bloggers. Are you sensitive to that subject? You talk about the 

ideal of freedom of speech 
We used to call them — in the ’90s, they used to call Osama bin Laden the same thing and he turned out to 
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be the biggest danger for the whole world. And they call them today the same thing, and we call them the 

Muslim Brotherhood Party or the Saruris Party or people that are linked to agencies and working for 

different countries. And in each case, when the investigation ends, we announce the details publicly. 

 

Is there — the delay with the IPO, why have you delayed that and are you still considering 

putting it on the New York Stock Exchange? 
We do not delay it. We said we will be ready to IPO around 2018. And we are ready. We did all the laws. 

We did all the steps that are making us ready to IPO it. Now it’s a matter of choosing the right time. So we 

believe oil prices will get higher in this year and also get higher in 2019, so we are trying to pick the right 

time. But we are ready to IPO it now if the time is right. 

 

Are you still considering putting it on the New York Stock Exchange? 
We are looking into all options, and the team who’s working in Aramco IPO keep telling me, “Don’t say 

anything about that.” 

 

I was wondering with all these initiatives that you have, the solar initiative and some of the 

reforms at home, I was wondering how dependent that is on the finite nature of oil.  
Yeah. 

 

So how big of a role does it play? 
I don’t believe it will harm the role of oil. Let’s talk a little bit about oil then we will talk about the 

initiative, if it’s okay. First of all, oil demand is rising and according to Aramco’s estimate`s they believe 

that demand will continue to grow until 2040. But according to the most conservative estimates from 

around the world they believe that it will continue growing till 2030. And to continue raising to 2030 an 

amount 1.5 percent every year. And after that it will decline. 

 

So today the demand is around 100 million barrels per day. In 2030 it will be around 120 million barrels 

per day. In 2040 it will go back to something around 100 million barrels per day. Then in 2050, ’60 it will 

be something around 80, 70 million barrels per day. 85 percent — 85 million barrels from this demand 

approximately it’s going to fuel. 30-40 million barrels for cars fuel and the rest is fuel for airplanes and 

ships. 

 

What’s changing today, it’s the cars, because of the electric car, but the effect we will not see it until after 

2030. But the ships and the planes it seems it will continue for quite a long amount of time because no one 

today is talking about electric planes or ships. When they start talking about it, we will see it materialize 

after 20 years. 

 

From the other side, the 50 million barrels or less of demand for petrochemicals and materials, it’s 

increasing every year 3.5 percent. So it will be in 2030 around 20 million barrels. And in 2050, 2060, it 

will be around 50 million barrels. So this is a new demand for oil. 

 

Just to give example, every one of you is wearing part of these petrochemicals and materials. In your 

buttons and your pen and your shoes and your phones you have some of these materials, and more will 

come such as carbon fiber. Carbon fiber is one of the best materials around the world. It’s expensive, but 

we are investing in that. That will lower the price so we will see it used in planes, in ships, and in cars. So 

there is a new growing demand and continuity of demand. 

 

The other side is the supply. A lot of supply will disappear in the next 20 years. After five years, China 

will produce nothing. Today they produce around 4 million barrels per day. They will produce nothing in 

five years. And other countries after 10 years, a lot of countries disappear. A lot of the supply coming from 

the United States of America will disappear after ten years. 

 

After 18 years, the whole Russian supply will disappear, 11 million barrels. It will turn to zero after 18 

years. So it seems that we are not only keeping the 10 million barrels we’re producing, it seems that we 

will produce much, much, much — a lot of barrels in the future. So it’s very clear the sustainability of oil 

if we take the conservative estimates not Aramco’s estimates. 
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So solar energy doesn’t harm oil because it’s not used for fuel to airplanes or ships and it will not go 

against the growing of the petrochemical demand. Actually we believe that pushing in that direction, it 

will help that the oil play more of a good role to protect the environment because if you produce plastic, 

you shouldn’t throw it away. You should treat it and recycle it in an environmentally friendly way, better 

than producing oil for cars. 

 

The opportunity now, what we are doing in Saudi Arabia is in solar energy is that we believe that we are 

the only country that can make a breakthrough in this field and solar manufacturing field is Saudi Arabia 

because we have all the elements of success. So a lot of countries have sun: Algeria, India, name it. We 

have sun. But not all countries have the local demand. So fewer countries have local demand. No country 

can have a demand of 150 gigawatts, 200 gigawatts. It’s us, India, and a few countries. Other countries in 

the Middle East couldn’t even reach 30 gigawatts of demand. So the huge demand push for things to make 

it happen. 

 

Three, we have more than that. We have the whole supply chain for manufacturing solar panels in Saudi 

Arabia. Four, we have the whole kind of material for that. So we have silica, a lot of silica, but it’s not like 

the silica in Algeria and Africa and other countries, even UAE and other countries. The silica in the north 

side of Saudi Arabia, it’s purity can reach 99.7%. The other silica around the world, it doesn’t even reach 

90 percent. So the silica in Saudi Arabia costs nothing to manufacture it and to build it. It costs nothing. So 

this is not just material. It’s also cheap and high quality material. 

 

And the other countries who have a lot of silica, much lower quality and expensive…we will have the 

other kind of material. So part of the material, the cables, the cable cover, and we have a lot of cable in 

Saudi Arabia, a lot. To manufacture this to do the solar panel, you need a lot of gas, and we have a lot of 

discovery of gas in the Red Sea. 

 

So the mix of the materials, supply chain, demand, sun are all available in Saudi Arabia. It doesn’t exist 

anywhere around the world. So if we say, “We cancel the project. We will not do the 200 gigawatts,” no 

one will do it. So we worked very hard in the last few months to gather the best partners for that from 

different areas from the world, from America, from China, from Japan, and now we are in the final stage 

to shape the new Aramco Saudi Arabia. Maybe since the biggest partner is Japan, we could maybe call it 

Jaramco or something like that. 

 

So this it will help Saudi Arabia to save $40 billion every year. It will increase Saudi Arabia GDP by $20 

billion. It will create 100,000 jobs, and it will help us to export because we will export for the whole world 

the cheapest solar panel and the highest efficient solar panel. So we are helping the whole world to 

produce energy, continuous energy cheaper than they ever have. And we are taking the risk to push all of 

our demand in that area.  
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HEADLINE 04/05 NYC settles w/Muslim groups 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/5/new-york-city-settles-american-muslims-after-

years/  

GIST New York City has reached a settlement giving Muslims a say in police training and policies, and the city 

agreed to pay mosques and businesses who said they were illegally targeted for surveillance because of 

their religion, Muslim groups said Thursday. 

 

The groups said they’ve been targeted for years following the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attack, and they hope 

this settlement sends a message to the Trump administration to be careful about its own plans, such as the 

president’s travel ban. 

 

The Muslim groups said roughly 20 mosques, two Muslim student organizations in New Jersey, 14 

restaurants, two grade schools and 11 retail stores faced surveillance. Visitors and customers were 
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photographed and undercover officers and informants infiltrated some of the organizations during a 

decade-long period. 

 

The organizations sued, saying they were being singled out purely because of their religion. A federal 

district court ruled against them in 2014 but the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals stepped in a year later 

and said their lawsuit could proceed, comparing the surveillance to targeting of the Japanese during World 

War II. 

 

That led to Thursday’s settlement, in which the New York Police Department agreed not to engage in 

surveillance on the basis of religion or ethnicity, to meet with the plaintiffs to talk about their concerns, 

and to pay damages to mosques and businesses that suffered from the surveillance. 

 

“The message to police departments from coast to coast is loud and clear: you cannot treat someone as a 

suspect based on their faith,” said Farhana Khera, executive director of Muslim Advocates, a legal 

advocacy group that represented the plaintiffs. 

 

The city, while acknowledging the settlement, said it wasn’t admitting to any misconduct or violations of 

law. 

 

“The resolution of this case affirms and enhances the NYPD’s commitment to conducting effective 

investigations to prevent crime and terrorism,” said James P. O’Neill, the police commissioner. 

 

The city will pay $47,500 to businesses and mosques who suffered financially from the surveillance, as 

well as $25,000 to the individual plaintiffs. The city will also pay $950,000 in fees to the lawyers for the 

Muslim plaintiffs. 

 

Under the agreement, the plaintiffs’ lawyers will also be able to review and make recommendations on 

policy and training guidelines surrounding religious and First Amendment activities. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Montana gov. says no Guards to border 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/5/steve-bullock-montana-governor-refuses-

deploy-nati/  

GIST Montana Gov. Steve Bullock says he’ll never deploy National Guard troops “based simply on the whim of 

the President’s morning Twitter habit.” 

 

Bullock, a Democrat, said in a statement Thursday that the responsibility of sending Guard soldiers 

anywhere is one of the most difficult things he faces. 

 

Trump signed a memorandum on Wednesday that would allow the use of National Guard troops to help 

fight illegal immigration and drug trafficking on the U.S.-Mexico border. 

 

That morning, the president wrote in a tweet that the nation’s border laws are weak and “we will be taking 

strong action today.” 

 

Bullock administration officials say the request for troops would have to come directly from the governor 

of a border state, and Montana had received no such requests as of Thursday. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Time for the Daffodil Parade 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article207805374.html  

GIST Newly crowned Queen Allie Brooks will preside over Saturday's Daffodil Festival Grand Floral Parade. 
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More than 180 entries, including marching bands and floats decorated with thousands of daffodils, will 

travel through Tacoma, Puyallup, Sumner and Orting. The theme of this year’s parade, the 81st, is 

“Traditions in Bloom.” 

 

The Daffodil Festival is 85 years old this year, and there have been parades every year since 1934, except 

in 1943, 1944 and 1945 during World War II. 

 

Start times for the parades are: 

 

▪ Tacoma: 10:15 a.m. 

 

▪ Puyallup: 12:45 p.m. 

 

▪ Sumner: 2:30 p.m. 

 

▪ Orting: 5 p.m. 

 

Brooks, a senior at Lincoln High School in Tacoma, was crowned queen of this year's Daffodil Festival at 

a ceremony Saturday at Tacoma’s Rialto Theater. Her duties will include a year of community service and 

appearances. Brooks was selected from a court of 23 students from Pierce County high schools. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Seattle PD expands Naloxone program 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/947220/seattle-pd-expands-naloxone-program-amid-opioid-crisis/  

GIST It’s a move that the Seattle Police Department hopes will help save people struggling with opioid 

addiction. 

 

On Thursday, SPD announced the expansion of their Naloxone program. Naloxone is designed to rapidly 

reverse an overdose. 

 

Interim Police Chief Carmen Best says during the last two years of the program, officers have saved 

approximately two dozen people.  

 

Amid the opioid epidemic, Chief Best says it is the department’s responsibility to step up.  

 

“There is still so much to do,” she said.  

 

The department will receive 100 Naloxone donations. Chief Best says eventually they want a kit for every 

patrol car. 

 

Prior to SPD’s announcement, Surgeon General Dr. Jerome Adams called on more Americans to carry 

Naloxone. He said he wants more federal funding to increase access to the medication. It can cost around 

$80 for one dose. 

 

“You don’t have to be a policeman or a firefighter or a paramedic to save a life,” Adams said.  

 

More than 42,000 Americans died from opioid overdoses in 2016. That is double the number who died in 

2010. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Marysville police prevented massacre? 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/947303/how-marysville-police-used-erpo-to-prevent-possible-vegas-style-
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massacre/  

GIST Marysville Police may have prevented a Vegas-style massacre after initiating their first Extreme Risk 

Protection Order.  

 

Extreme Risk Protection Orders (ERPO) are Washington state’s version of a red flag law. They allow 

police or family members to ask courts to temporarily remove someone’s gun rights, even if they haven’t 

committed a crime when they exhibit certain dangerous behavior. 

 

Investigators say the case in Marysville is exactly how ERPOs are meant to be used. 

 

It all started a few weeks ago when police received a 911 call from a woman saying her husband was 

acting strangely. She said he was extremely paranoid and possibly having some sort of mental breakdown. 

 

Marysville Police Commander Mark Thomas says that’s when officers went to the home. 

 

“When we arrived on scene we got more information that he thought he was being watched and followed 

and possibly poisoned by government sources and other individuals and sent her out of the house,” he said.  

 

The woman’s husband hadn’t made a threat to his family or his wife at that point. “We were on scene for 

over an hour trying to contact him. We did see him through the window, we knew that he had an AR-15 

assault rifle that he was carrying with him and a gas mask that he was carrying with him.” 

 

After trying to engage the man for more than an hour to get him some help or services, police made the 

decision to pull out to keep from escalating the situation and let things calm down. 

 

“He didn’t make any threats to harm a family member or anything so there’s no domestic violence 

situation, he actually asked his wife to leave for her own protection, so we didn’t have a crime. And what 

we didn’t want to do is force a confrontation and get in a position where we’d have to use force or even 

deadly force to resolve the situation where we have someone who has not committed a crime and in their 

house carrying a firearm.” 

 

And that firearm was completely legal. The man has a concealed pistol license and bought the AR-15 

legally. 

 

The next day the man’s family called the police again, with new information. 

 

“Basically saying, that he has rented two hotel rooms at the Tulalip Casino Resort, that he has firearms 

with him and that he is still really paranoid, people following him, very agitated. Those kinds of things.” 

 

Commander Thomas says that raised serious red flags. 

 

“Of course I am thinking Las Vegas and those kinds of incidences. The fact that he has access to lots of 

weapons — we know for a fact that at least one of them is an assault weapon. His state of mind, his 

paranoia, you just don’t know what he’s seen, right? I mean, it’s potentially one of those things that if we 

don’t act then what can we live with after the fact?” 

 

At that point, the man had been talking with his daughter on the phone, telling her he rented hotel rooms. 

Police began talking with police at Tulalip, but the man was not there and nobody knew where he was. His 

daughter tracked his phone to help police locate him. 

 

Eventually, they found him at a friend’s house in Seattle. 

 

“They get the address, they set up, and then we dispatched two units down there to hopefully contact him 

in a safe manner which eventually happens,” Thomas said. 

 

When police arrived, he had a loaded firearm on him. They confiscated the gun and took him into custody. 
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He was involuntarily committed to the hospital for a 72-hour mental health evaluation. 

 

“During that process, the family members give us permission to search the house and we search the house 

and we find eleven other firearms,” Thomas explained. “Some of them are hidden, secreted around the 

house. That in and of itself is disconcerting; that he’s staged weapons around the house. So we recovered 

those weapons, we recovered a weapon that was on him at the time, and there were additional weapons in 

his truck. We eventually take possession for safekeeping all of the weapons.” 

 

Police were allowed to take those weapons for safe keeping because the family asked them to, but the man 

had not committed a crime so it was just a temporary fix. 

 

Police used an Extreme Risk Protection Order to ensure he couldn’t get his hands on a gun after he left the 

hospital. 

 

“It took us a day to put together all of the information and then talking to the family to get updates and 

things like that and then we produced our affidavit,” Marysville Prosecuting Attorney Jennifer Millett. 

“Then when we went to our court, our court was very quick with it. We filed it in the morning. We had a 

hearing at eleven o’clock, and by 11:30 we had the ex parte order to go and serve him and get transferred 

to superior court.” 

 

Millett says this particular case is exactly what ERPOs are for. 

 

“I can’t think of a better example than the facts that we had in this case in regards to using this law.” 

 

As for whether getting the ERPO prevented a mass shooting, Thomas says, “personally, I’d feel horrible if 

we could have done something and didn’t do anything if somebody got hurt. It’s hard to say if having done 

what we’ve done we’ve saved people or saved injury because you just don’t know. He might have come to 

his senses or the family might have been able to convince him to seek out medical attention and you just 

don’t know. But when you’re dealing with firearms — large-capacity type firearms — it’s not worth the 

risk.” 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Kashmir students clash w/India police 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/kashmir-students-clash-india-police-lockdown-ends-

54250671?   

GIST Students protesting Indian rule in disputed Kashmir clashed with government forces on Thursday after 

authorities reopened schools following the killings of 13 rebels and five civilians. 

 

Government forces fired tear gas to stop students from marching at several colleges in Indian-controlled 

Kashmir's main city of Srinagar. The students chanted anti-India slogans and marched on the streets in the 

city center while demanding an end of Indian rule over the region. 

 

Clashes also erupted in other parts of Kashmir as students hurled rocks at police and paramilitary soldiers. 

They also burned a police bunker in Srinagar. 

 

Some students were reportedly injured in the clashes. 

 

The students were protesting the killings of 13 rebels and five civilians on Sunday in fighting with Indian 

troops. At least three Indian soldiers were also killed in the fighting, which was followed by a security 

clampdown and a strike called by separatists who challenge India's sovereignty over Kashmir. 

 

Authorities shut schools and colleges and canceled university exams in an attempt to stop protests by 

students. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 China tops global solar energy investment 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/china-leads-global-solar-energy-investment-us-

europe-54255420?   

GIST A U.N.-backed report shows more money was invested in solar energy last year than in any other power 

source, with China responsible for much of the boom. 

 

Overall, a record 98 gigawatts of new solar capacity were installed worldwide in 2017. Global investment 

in solar topped $160 billion, an increase of 18 percent compared to the previous year. 

 

China alone spent $86.5 billion on solar installations, adding 53 gigawatts of capacity. 

 

The report, published Thursday, found renewable energy investments in the United States, Europe and 

Japan declined noticeably in 2017, partly due to falling prices. 

 

Total renewable energy investments reached almost $280 billion last year. Coal and gas accounted for 

$103 billion, while spending on large hydropower dams and nuclear plants stood at $45 billion and $42 

billion respectively. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 UK opens military base in Bahrain 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/uk-opens-persian-gulf-naval-base-bahrain-

54254619?   

GIST Britain opened its first permanent military base in the Middle East in more than four decades on Thursday 

in the Persian Gulf country of Bahrain, giving the U.K. an expansive presence along key international 

shipping routes. 

 

The HMS Juffair naval facility can house up to around 500 Royal Navy personnel, including sailors, 

soldiers and airmen, in a region where maritime security ensures oil shipments and goods make it from 

Asia to Europe. British officials have described it as the first permanent British base east of the Suez Canal 

since 1971. 

 

"The aim of the Royal Navy being out here anyway is to enhance and ensure the maritime security in the 

region, and whether or not that's law and order on the high seas, countering piracy, countering terrorism, 

making sure that the high seas are all safe for the free-flow of commerce, the free flow of trade to be able 

to take place," said Commodore Steve Dainton, U.K. Maritime Component Commander. 

 

Bahrain, located off the coast of Saudi Arabia and just west of its rival Iran, also plays host to the U.S. 

Navy's 5th Fleet. Tense encounters have occurred between U.S. and Iranian naval forces in the Persian 

Gulf, though military officials say provocations of U.S. navy ships in recent months have halted. 

 

The new British hub makes it easier for the Royal Navy to conduct longer-term deployments in the Persian 

Gulf and will offer engineering and logistical support for ships. The facility includes sleeping 

accommodations, sport facilities and recreational areas for troops. 

 

"It offers us a much better base than we've had before, a much more permanent presence and a real 

infrastructure for our people who are working and operating here all the time," said Commander of the 

Joint Forces Command of the U.K. Gen. Chris Deverell. 

 

The port would also be able to service mine sweepers and aircraft carriers, though carriers like the HMS 

Queen Elizabeth will not be able to dock there because the water is too shallow. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 When Native activists invaded Ft Lawton 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/05/when-native-americans-invaded-fort-lawton/  

GIST SEATTLE -- Randy Lewis was 23 years old when he invaded Magnolia’s Fort Lawton. He was fresh off 

occupying Alcatraz Island, where he had met Bernie Whitebear, another Native American activist from the 

Colville reservation in northeast Washington. 

 

Lewis recalled when Whitebear came to him with news the government planned to make Fort Lawton a 

federal surplus, meaning it would be offered to non-federal groups at a steep discount. 

 

"So Bernie said, 'If it’s gonna be declared federal surplus, then Native Americans have first refusal rights,'" 

Lewis said. 

 

They tried to stake a claim on the land as a place to serve their struggling population of urban Indians. 

 

"We needed an educational center, we needed a health care center, so many things," Lewis said. 

 

According to Lewis, they applied for the federal surplus but were ignored. At the time, Whitebear had said 

that if it took an occupation to get their point across, then that’s what they would do. 

 

"The plan was just to come in originally. See, we didn’t expect to be attacked," Lewis said. 

 

It was March 8, 1970, and it was chaos. When about 100 Native Americans and supporters scaled the fort, 

the military police quickly outnumbered them. 

 

"All hell was breaking loose," Lewis said. "The Jeeps were trying to run people down. Jeeps were flipped, 

vehicles destroyed. Little kids had run and hidden under the barracks. The MPs were trying to flush them 

out so they were throwing grenades underneath." 

 

"Did they know they were kids?" asked Q13 reporter Simone Del Rosario. 

 

"I don’t know," Lewis replied. "I don’t think they really cared at that point." 

 

The military police kicked out the women and children and locked up the men. Lewis said they were 

beaten, bones were broken and they were only released when a human rights lawyer stepped in. 

 

"He had to come in and, literally, with a writ, get us out."  

 

The first invasion had failed but the movement was gaining ground with public opinion. The activists had 

given the media front-row access to their cause. Actress Jane Fonda was there and helped draw 

international attention. 

 

They readied for their second strike, this time climbing the cliffs. 

 

"I went up to the berm to look and as far as I could see, stretched out MPs in riot gear, big shields," Lewis 

said. 

 

They were hauled off again and dozens were arrested. One more attempted invasion later and their fight 

was no longer physical. 

 

"From then on it became the battle in the public media," he said. 

 

It was a battle they would eventually win. They didn’t get all 1,100 acres, many of which would become 

today’s Discovery Park. But United Indians for All Tribes secured 20 acres, and with it they created a 

cultural center, family services, education classes and a preschool. It opened in 1977. 
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"If you can imagine what the celebration was like when we opened this building, when we had the pow 

wow, it was incredible. What was once thought of as a fantasy became reality," Lewis said. 

 

The cultural center remains as a tangible result of their civil rights movement to pass on to the next 

generation. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Seattle home median nears $820,000 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/business/real-estate/home-prices-have-risen-fastest-in-south-seattle-as-

citywide-median-nears-820000/  

GIST South Seattle neighborhoods have taken the brunt of the region’s biggest home-price increases, pricing 

some people out of an area that had long been an affordable option for those not making huge incomes. 

 

Every neighborhood in King County has seen home costs balloon since the region’s real-estate market first 

started to catch fire six years ago. But the rise hasn’t been completely even. 

 

In the first three months of 2012, the cost of a typical home in Southwest Seattle, which includes Sodo and 

Beacon Hill, was $222,000. In the first few months of this year? $661,000. 

 

In Southeast Seattle, which includes Rainier Valley and Mount Baker, home costs have grown from 

$275,000 to $650,000 during that span. 

 

In all, home prices nearly tripled in some southern neighborhoods since the bottom of the recession, while 

home values in the pricier central and northern parts of the city roughly doubled. 

 

The figures come from the Northwest Multiple Listing Service, which on Thursday released its latest 

monthly home-sales report showing the region’s homebuying market has, yet again, gotten even hotter. 

 

Citywide, Seattle home prices topped $800,000 for the first time. The median cost of a single-family 

house, now just under $820,000, smashes the old record of $777,000, which was set just one month prior. 

 

South Seattle remains the most affordable option — if you can call it that — in the city. But median homes 

in South Seattle are now more expensive than the typical house in pricey cities like Boston, Washington, 

D.C., Miami and Denver. 

 

South Seattle homes are even 65 percent more expensive than they were right before the housing bubble 

burst a decade ago. 

 

The housing market’s effects on South Seattle have been well-documented: The black population has 

plummeted, gentrification fears have grown and development has transformed neighborhoods. 

 

A big part of what’s been lost is the promise of an affordable home inside the city limits for working-class 

people. Six years ago, the household income required to afford a mortgage on a home in South Seattle was 

about $50,000; now, it’s about $130,000. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Germany denies Spain extradition request 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/05/German-court-grants-Puigdemont-bail-

rejects-Spains-extradition-

request/8701522953952/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_int&utm_medium=6  

GIST April 5 (UPI) -- A German court granted bail to former Catalan President Carles Puigdemont on Thursday 
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and denied Spain's request for extradition on the grounds of rebellion. 

 

The Higher Regional Court in Schleswig said it would not accept Spain's extradition request because the 

country doesn't have a comparable law. The court said it would consider an extradition request based on 

allegations of corruption, though. 

 

The court ordered Puigdemont's release on about $90,000 bail. 

 

German police arrested Puigdemont in March while he was crossing into the country from Denmark on his 

way from Finland to Belgium. Puigdemont had been living in self-imposed exile in Brussels after the 

Catalan Parliament unilaterally declared independence from Spain in October. 

 

After a referendum in Catalonia, the central government in Madrid voided the Catalan regional 

government, imposed direct rule and called new elections. Spain's Supreme Court determined 25 Catalan 

leaders should be tried for rebellion, embezzlement or disobeying the state. Spain issued a European Arrest 

Warrant for Puigdemont in March, shortly before his arrest in Germany. 

 

Also Thursday, Spanish police arrested Josep Lluís Trapero, the former head of the Catalan police force, 

for his alleged role in the independence bid. 

 

Spanish national court judge Carmen Pamela said the regional police force "shared a common goal of 

bringing about Catalonia's secession and the proclamation of a republic, and in this manner changing the 

political organization of the state and the government, contrary to the Constitution and the statute of 

autonomy." 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Army: program cuts likely in reorg  

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/04/06/Program-cuts-likely-under-Army-secretarys-new-

Futures-Command/6821522958394/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_us&utm_medium=1  

GIST April 6 (UPI) -- The secretary of the U.S. Army said Thursday he plans to build a more lethal force under 

the Futures Command. 

 

Secretary Mark Esper described the plans at the Heritage Foundation, and said they will likely include 

cutting some of the 800-plus Army programs to finance modernization. 

 

The Futures Command is the first Army reorganization effort since 1973 and will use technologies to 

make the branch more successful through six tactics that include improving manned and unmanned 

vehicles, updating missiles and improving helicopter and air defenses. 

 

In order to support production for these prototypes, Esper said he'll have to free up funds for the new 

initiatives. 

 

"We can't continue to ramble along funding 800 programs when we have higher priority needs," he said. 

"That's spreading the peanut butter, as we like to say, and I think the days of spreading peanut butter are 

over." 

 

Esper did not say which programs would be shut down, but said he will avoid arbitrary cuts. 

 

The secretary also said while he is not concerned for the 2018 and 2019 fiscal years, he wants to start 

looking ahead to the 2020 and 2021 budgets -- that could finance new technologies like directed-energy 

weapons, hypersonics and cybersecurity 

 

Dan Grazier of the Project on Government Oversight said restructuring initiatives like the Futures 

Command is a tactic to cut into existing programs to fund larger budgets that use money to unnecessarily 
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upgrade equipment. 

 

"I would hope everyone is careful about what they cut and they actually evaluate things not just on their 

age but on their effectiveness and contribution to the overall mission," Grazier said. 

 

Introducing newer equipment can induce extra complicity, Grazier said. He also mentioned that innovative 

systems can distract from a military mission because newer prototypes do not always equal efficiency. 

 

"We actually spend more time fiddling with our own systems than facing outward, thinking about what we 

are trying to accomplish and what we are going to do with the enemy," he said. 

 

Esper said new technologies are necessary to advance military success against adversaries on the ground 

and in increasing cybersecurity threats. 

 

"We need to make the leap to the next generation of technologies," he said. "That's why we want to move 

things left in terms of prototyping and production." 

 

Jacob Cohn of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments said he agrees with the secretary's 

logic to cut programs for the benefit of the Futures Command. 

 

"The choices might not be easy, but it's necessary to fund the kind of transformation that the Army needs 

to make," Cohn said. 

 

Esper also talked about recruiting civilian talent to support technological advancements, saying he plans to 

headquarter the command in an urban environment where the Army can recruit a team of engineers and 

other industry forces whose expertise can help predict what future threat environments will look like. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Calif. ‘sanctuary laws’ roil DOJ in fight 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/04/06/Sanctuary-laws-roil-California-in-fight-with-Justice-

Department/2741522290007/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=1  

GIST April 6 (UPI) -- California has become ground zero in a battle over so-called "sanctuary laws" aimed at 

protecting people from arrest and deportation amid a Trump administration crackdown on illegal 

immigration. 

 

State laws that took effect Jan. 1 aim to circumvent local responsibility for immigration enforcement. But 

some California cities, counties and towns are revolting, instead taking measures to support enforcement. 

 

"Overall what's at stake is many states and localities have been experimenting with different policy efforts 

to protect immigrants and to get their local government officials out of the business of immigration 

enforcement," said Annie Lai, co-director of the Immigrant Rights Clinic at the University of California-

Irvine. 

 

On March 6, the U.S. Department of Justice sued California over three state laws passed last year: 

 

-- One that prohibits state and local law enforcement agencies from using public funds to "investigate, 

interrogate, detain, detect or arrest persons for immigration enforcement purposes." 

 

-- One that requires Immigration and Customs Enforcement to obtain a judicial warrant to enter a place of 

business that has non-public space without consent and restricts employers from sharing information with 

ICE without ensuring they have a warrant or subpoena. 

 

-- A public safety omnibus that includes provisions preventing state and local agencies from entering into 

contracts with the federal government to detain immigrants and allowing the state attorney general to 
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monitor federal immigration detention facilities. 

 

"Federal law is the supreme law of the land," U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions said during a recent 

speech in Sacramento. "A refusal to apprehend and deport those, especially the criminal element, 

effectively rejects all immigration law." 

 

Beyond California, some cities have declared themselves safe spaces, including New Orleans, 

Philadelphia, Las Vegas, Miami, Milwaukee, New York and Cook County, Ill., which includes Chicago. 

In July, the Justice Department announced it would withhold federal funding from sanctuary cities. 

 

Federal judges in Chicago and San Francisco issued nationwide injunctions preventing the Trump 

administration from adding conditions to Justice Department grant funding and a federal judge in 

Philadelphia ruled to block efforts to interfere with funds. 

 

DOJ threatened subpoenas against 23 counties, cities and states demanding records of their sanctuary 

policies. But California, which has a history of pro-immigration legislation and Democratic leadership 

who have feuded with Trump, was the only state to face legal action seeking to block the measures. 

 

"The state overall is pretty Democratic and so it has a lot of support in passing these sanctuary laws," Rob 

Robinson, an assistant professor in political science at California State University-Fullerton, said. "It's not 

surprising to me that this is the state where the sanctuary city issue is the strongest and because it is the 

strongest, that's part of what drives the pushback." 

 

New state laws 

 

Senate Bill 54 is the most comprehensive of the three laws included in the lawsuit. 

 

"The idea with SB 54 is to limit the circumstances under which local government institutions or officials 

would be either providing information that ICE is demanding or access to people in a local jail or 

otherwise facilitate their transfer of custody to ICE," Lai said. 

 

The law contains some provisions based on a person's criminal history under which communication and 

facilitation of transportation is permitted but it also provides localities the opportunity to further limit 

interaction between law enforcement and ICE. 

 

"SB 54 does make clear that it is the new state standard, but it is not the ceiling," Grisel Ruiz, staff 

attorney at the Immigrant Legal Resource Center, told UPI. "So while all cities, counties and law 

enforcement have to comply with SB 54 they are more than welcome to pursue and adopt stronger 

policies." 

 

Assembly Bill 450 deals with worksite raids and audits. 

 

"If ICE came to a workplace today and wanted to enter into a private area such as an office, the employer 

wouldn't be allowed to give ICE consent unless ICE has a warrant," Ruiz said. 

 

AB 450 also requires employers to notify employees if ICE is preparing to conduct an audit. 

 

"That's not unlawful, in fact it can be useful for clearing up misunderstandings," Lai said. 

 

Assembly Bill 103 on public safety includes provisions preventing state and local agencies from entering 

into contracts with the federal government to detain immigrants and allowing the state attorney general to 

monitor federal immigration detention facilities. 

 

The law makes California the only U.S. state that provides local oversight of immigration jails, Ruiz said. 

 

Local laws 
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Since the state laws took effect, some municipalities have taken steps to further limit interaction with ICE, 

while others have sought new ways to provide federal immigration officials with information about 

undocumented immigrants. 

 

On Tuesday, the Board of Supervisors of Orange County -- California's third-largest county -- voted 

unanimously to join Sessions in the lawsuit claiming the laws are unconstitutional. 

 

"Senate Bill 54 prohibits state and local police agencies from notifying federal officials before immigrants 

in their custody who may be subject to deportation are released," Supervisor Lisa Bartlett said. "I took an 

oath to uphold the Constitution of the United States, not the unconstitutional actions of the state of 

California." 

 

Trump tweeted in support of Orange County as "defending their rights against California's illegal and 

unconstitutional sanctuary policies." 

 

"California's sanctuary laws release known dangerous criminals into communities across the state. All 

citizens have the right to be protected by federal law and strong borders," he said. 

 

The City of Huntington Beach voted 6 to 1 on Monday to file a lawsuit against the state over the sanctuary 

laws. 

 

In March, the small Southern California town of Los Alamitos voted 4 to 1 to be exempt from SB-54 as 

Councilman Warren Kusumoto, who introduced the legislation, said it was "looking out for the 

constituents in our city." 

 

On Feb. 25, Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf warned residents about a potential ICE raid after receiving 

information from "credible sources" about an impending sweep. 

 

Sessions said Schaaf was actively seeking to help undocumented immigrants avoid apprehension by ICE. 

 

"Her actions support those who flout our laws and boldly validate the illegality," he said. 

 

The sanctuary law case will be tried by Magistrate Judge Kendall Newman of the U.S. District Court for 

the Eastern District of California in Sacramento. ICE director Thomas Holman is set to testify before April 

13 at the request of the state. 

 

Robinson said such moves by California municipalities are largely examples of "symbolic politics" as the 

cities and counties have no independent power to resist state law. 

 

"This is a way they can kind of be with the president, but not in a way that would make people as angry as 

being with the president would in California," Robinson said. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Study: college students hungry, homeless 

SOURCE http://www.kansascity.com/news/local/article207845959.html  

GIST Sarah Barrett didn't need a grand study to tell her a bunch of students on Kansas State University's campus 

had been going without food. 

 

As an assistant dean of students, she had heard enough of them talk about choosing books or housing costs 

over food to know that the university needed to do something to help its hungry students. 

 

K-State students are not alone. The problem of college students' inability to afford food is common on 

campuses across the country. 
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According to a first-of-its-kind survey of two- and four-year private and public schools, 36 percent of 

students on college campuses in the U.S. do not get enough to eat. 

 

On Wednesday afternoon just after the noon lunch hour, the UMKC Kangaroo Pantry opened its doors to a 

short line of students needing food. Katie Garey, who manages the pantry, and a student volunteer were 

busy stuffing plastic bags with nonperishable food items requested by the handful of students who filled 

out order forms that day. 

 

"We are pretty busy," Garey said. "At the end of the semester, we start recognizing that students no longer 

have food on their meal plans or maybe their financial aid has run out or they have given up a job so they 

can study, so they no longer have that income." 

 

And that lost income could also impact housing. Nearly as many of those who are food insecure don't have 

secure housing. The U.S. Department of Education describes the homeless as "lacking fixed, regular, 

adequate housing," which includes those living in shelters, hotels, cars, tents or "couch surfing" at friends’ 

houses. 

 

While it found that 36 percent of university students and nearly half of community college students 

surveyed fit the category of "housing insecure" in the past year, it also found that 9 percent of university 

students were fully homeless, as were 12 percent of community college students. 

 

The study led by Temple University Professor Sara Goldrick-Rab and her team at the Wisconsin HOPE 

Lab speaks to a national trend impacting students in Missouri and Kansas, but only the University of 

Central Missouri was among the 65 colleges and universities that participated in the survey. 

 

Those examining the national situation don't place the blame on rising college costs alone. Other factors 

may include inadequate financial aid packages and the fact that today more low-income students have 

access to college through the help of tuition grants, federal loans and scholarships that don't always pay for 

food or housing. 

 

There are also a number of international students who don't qualify for federal aid and older students who 

are trying to go to school while working part-time jobs to care for a family. 

 

Some colleges are unwilling to admit they have students enrolled at their school who don't have permanent 

housing or who go hungry, the study says. 

 

The study refers to the condition these students find themselves in as being "food insecure." The USDA 

defines it as not having consistent access to adequate food and being limited by financial challenges. 

 

"A lot of folks tend to associate attending college with a certain amount of privilege, but that is not 

necessarily true," said Jonathan Pryor, the assistant director of LGBT services at the University of 

Missouri-Kansas City. Pryor also coordinates the campus food pantry, opened in 2015 after university 

leaders heard repeated complaints from students struggling to afford groceries. 

 

"Mac and cheese every night may not be what's considered adequate nutritious food," Barrett said. 

 

The Washington Post reports that the survey report, out Tuesday, says that one in 10 community college 

students report having gone an entire day without food. About 6 percent of four-year university students 

have made the same report. 

 

Experts have long known that kids in elementary, middle and high school who come to class hungry are 

less likely to perform well academically. The study found the same to be true for college students. 

 

Students who take on the rigors of college study while experiencing basic needs insecurities are clearly 

committed to school and are trying to work to make ends meet. "But their academics still suffer," the 
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report says. "Among students who reported receiving D’s and F’s in college, more than half were food 

insecure, with more than 40 percent at the very lowest level of food security." 

 

Education experts say that in many cases, those students end up dropping out. 

 

In 2014, Barrett and some of her colleagues launched a survey of their own at K-State to assess the need 

for help with food on the Manhattan, Kan., campus. It revealed that 39.4 percent of "students who were 

experiencing financial hardship also experienced difficulty finding food," Barrett said. 

 

Studies at other universities had similar findings. The University of California found that 40 percent of its 

students were missing meals, and four universities in Illinois found the number to be 35 percent on their 

campuses. 

 

The national survey report said: "While university students are more likely than community college 

students to have access to on-campus housing and meal plans, even these supports do not shield students 

from these challenges." 

 

Evelyn "Evie" Craig, president and chief executive officer of ReStart, a nonprofit agency that provides 

services for homeless young people in the Kansas City area, recalled being contacted by colleges to house 

homeless students who had no home to go to during holidays and campus breaks, when dormitories are 

shut down. 

 

"We have some 'Leave It to Beaver' notion that because a kid is in college, every kid has a home with a 

white-picket fence to go to," Craig said. 

 

"In the five-county Kansas City metro area, 6,000 students identify as homeless. That's K-12, but you have 

to assume that if a student is homeless as a senior in high school, that is not suddenly going to change as 

they enter college. There is so little support directed at these young adults age 18 to 24." 

 

To help combat the food insecurity problem, universities here began opening food pantries, like the ones at 

K-State and at UMKC. 

 

"We realized that this supports what has become a growing trend across the country," Pryor said, adding 

that the UMKC pantry "gets pretty consistent use" during the months school is in session. 

 

Much of the UMKC pantry is stocked with food bought at discount prices from Harvesters. And like at 

other college food pantries, some of the food comes from donations and food drives held by faculty and 

student groups. 

 

Even though a fairly sizable number of students share in the predicament, many of them still worry about 

the stigma attached to needing to get food from a food pantry. So, universities tend to tuck their pantries 

away in an inconspicuous location to protect their students' privacy. UMKC's Kangaroo Pantry is located 

in the converted office space in a university building just north of campus. 

 

K-State opened its pantry in 2014, when it hauled shelving in to a computer lab and stocked it with food 

and toiletries after assessing the school had a real need. 

 

When K-State had asked students whether they ever considered leaving school because of financial needs, 

more than 50 percent said yes, Barrett said. More recently, more than 90 percent of students who 

experience some financial struggle said in a subsequent survey that having the food pantry — called the 

Cat's Cupboard — has helped alleviate some of that financial stress. 

 

University officials at Northwest Missouri State University in Maryville notice a growing number of their 

students were going hungry and opened a pantry in 2016. Every year more students are using it. In March 

2016, 19 students sought help at the pantry. In March 2017, 47 students used the pantry. 
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"I think there is more need," said Sue Nickerson, who is executive secretary of Student Affairs and 

coordinator for the Northwest Missouri State pantry. She said a recent assessment at her school showed 

about 35 percent of students there need help with food or are having to decide between eating and paying 

bills. 

 

"That should not be a decision our students have to make," Nickerson said. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Elderly ‘hooked’ on vitamins 

SOURCE https://californiahealthline.org/news/older-americans-are-hooked-on-vitamins-despite-scarce-

evidence-they-work/  

GIST More than half of Americans take vitamin supplements, including 68 percent of those age 65 and older, 

according to a 2013 Gallup poll. Among older adults, 29 percent take four or more supplements of any 

kind, according to a Journal of Nutrition study published in 2017. 

 

Often, preliminary studies fuel irrational exuberance about a promising dietary supplement, leading 

millions of people to buy in to the trend. Many never stop. They continue even though more rigorous 

studies — which can take many years to complete — almost never find that vitamins prevent disease, and 

in some cases cause harm. 

 

“The enthusiasm does tend to outpace the evidence,” said Dr. JoAnn Manson, chief of preventive 

medicine at Boston’s Brigham and Women’s Hospital. 

 

There’s no conclusive evidence that dietary supplements prevent chronic disease in the average American, 

Manson said. And while a handful of vitamin and mineral studies have had positive results, those findings 

haven’t been strong enough to recommend supplements to the general U.S. public, she said. 

 

The National Institutes of Health has spent more than $2.4 billion since 1999 studying vitamins and 

minerals. Yet for “all the research we’ve done, we don’t have much to show for it,” said Dr. Barnett 

Kramer, director of cancer prevention at the National Cancer Institute. 

 

A big part of the problem, Kramer said, could be that much nutrition research has been based on faulty 

assumptions, including the notion that people need more vitamins and minerals than a typical diet 

provides; that megadoses are always safe; and that scientists can boil down the benefits of vegetables like 

broccoli into a daily pill. 

 

Vitamin-rich foods can cure diseases related to vitamin deficiency. Oranges and limes were famously 

shown to prevent scurvy in vitamin-deprived 18th-century sailors. And research has long shown that 

populations that eat a lot of fruits and vegetables tend to be healthier than others. 

 

But when researchers tried to deliver the key ingredients of a healthy diet in a capsule, Kramer said, those 

efforts nearly always failed. 

 

It’s possible that the chemicals in the fruits and vegetables on your plate work together in ways that 

scientists don’t fully understand — and which can’t be replicated in a tablet, said Marjorie McCullough, 

strategic director of nutritional epidemiology for the American Cancer Society. 

 

More important, perhaps, is that most Americans get plenty of the essentials, anyway. Although the 

Western diet has a lot of problems — too much sodium, sugar, saturated fat and calories, in general — it’s 

not short on vitamins, said Alice Lichtenstein, a professor at the Friedman School of Nutrition Science and 

Policy at Tufts University. 

 

And although there are more than 90,000 dietary supplements from which to choose, federal health 

agencies and advisers still recommend that Americans meet their nutritional needs with food, especially 
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fruits and vegetables. 

 

Also, American food is highly fortified — with vitamin D in milk, iodine in salt, B vitamins in flour, even 

calcium in some brands of orange juice. 

 

Without even realizing it, someone who eats a typical lunch or breakfast “is essentially eating a 

multivitamin,” said journalist Catherine Price, author of “Vitamania: How Vitamins Revolutionized the 

Way We Think About Food.” 

 

That can make studying vitamins even more complicated, Price said. Researchers may have trouble 

finding a true control group, with no exposure to supplemental vitamins. If everyone in a study is 

consuming fortified food, vitamins may appear less effective. 

 

The body naturally regulates the levels of many nutrients, such as vitamin C and many B vitamins, Kramer 

said, by excreting what it doesn’t need in urine. He added: “It’s hard to avoid getting the full range of 

vitamins.” 

 

Not all experts agree. Dr. Walter Willett, a professor at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, 

says it’s reasonable to take a daily multivitamin “for insurance.” Willett said that clinical trials 

underestimate supplements’ true benefits because they aren’t long enough, often lasting five to 10 years. It 

could take decades to notice a lower rate of cancer or heart disease in vitamin takers, he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 China’s foreign companies restrictions 

SOURCE http://money.cnn.com/2018/04/05/news/economy/china-foreign-companies-restrictions/index.html  

GIST China is vital for many top international brands, but doing business there often comes with a high entry 

fee. 

 

Some major US companies including GM (GM) and Qualcomm (QCOM) sell more of their products in 

China than anywhere else in the world. 

 

"Our economic interests with China are significant and growing," said Jacob Parker, vice president of the 

US-China Business Council, a trade group that represents US companies' interests in China. "China is a 

$600 billion market for the American economy." 

 

But the Chinese government is now coming under increased pressure over the demands it makes of foreign 

firms seeking to gain access to that vast market. The Trump administration is pointing to unfair practices 

by Beijing as the reason for US plans to slap tariffs on around $50 billion of Chinese goods, a move that 

has intensified fears of a trade war between the two countries. 

 

International companies have long complained that China has strong-armed them into handing over trade 

secrets in exchange for market access. In some sectors, Beijing will only let foreign firms operate through 

joint ventures in which Chinese partners have the majority stake. 

 

'Training their future competitors' 

 

That's the case in the auto industry, where many top brands like GM (GM), Volkswagen (VLKAF) and 

Toyota (TM) have teamed up with local players rather than face steep tariffs on imported vehicles. 

 

The partnerships have often delivered blockbuster sales, but they have also raised concerns that they lead 

to Chinese companies getting their hands on their foreign partners' technologies. 

 

International automakers are "training their future competitors and receiving only a fraction of what their 

intellectual property would earn" if they were allowed to go it alone in China, said Mary Lovely, a 
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professor at the Peterson Institute for International Economics. 

 

"It's no surprise that some domestic Chinese brands resemble American or European models" because of 

this practice, said Scott Kennedy, a China expert at the Center for Strategic & International Studies. 

 

New technology at stake 

 

The race to develop the cutting-edge technologies that power electric vehicles has intensified concerns. 

 

A report published last week by US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer claimed that Chinese 

government rules mean foreign firms have to hand over all of the key technologies used in electric 

vehicles if they want to sell them in China. 

 

Foreign companies often have to "make difficult choices about managing the trade-off of technology 

sharing and market access," said Parker, the US-China Business Council executive. He said that about a 

fifth of American companies operating in China have been asked to transfer technology to Chinese 

partners in the past three years. 

 

The true figure could be even higher. Surrendering key technologies and intellectual property to Chinese 

firms is a sensitive topic. 

 

"Firms currently operating in China may be reluctant to speak out against the practice because they fear it 

will hurt their current business," Lovely said. 

 

Companies that refuse to play ball are left on the outside, forced to pay potentially hefty tariffs at the 

border for the goods they ship to China. 

 

That's the case with electric car maker Tesla (TSLA), which has been trying for years to strike a deal to 

build a factory inside China without a local partner. 

 

CEO Elon Musk voiced his frustration earlier this month, tweeting at President Donald Trump that "the 

current rules make things very difficult. It's like competing in an Olympic race wearing lead shoes." 

 

Boeing's success 

 

There are exceptions to the rule, though. Boeing (BA) has enjoyed bumper sales in China without having 

to surrender key technologies or expertise. 

 

China is Boeing's second biggest market after the United States, generating revenues of almost $12 billion 

for the company last year. But the plane maker only does a small amount of manufacturing in China and 

doesn't have any major joint ventures there. 

 

The company runs a Chinese factory in partnership with the country's state-owned jet maker Comac, but it 

only puts the finishing touches on planes, like installing seats and stapling carpets. There's "no real 

technology transfer," said Richard Aboulafia, a vice president at the Teal Group, an aviation consultancy. 

 

That's most likely because China needs Boeing's planes for its rapidly growing air travel industry. Its 

airlines have very limited alternatives to Boeing and European plane maker Airbus (EADSF). 

 

Unlike in the auto sector, China has had difficulty cultivating jet manufacturers that can compete with 

foreign rivals. Comac's ARJ21, the Chinese government's first attempt at building its own jetliner, has 

struggled commercially. 

 

"Getting into the car industry is much easier than getting into the jetliner industry," Aboulafia said. 

 

Even Beijing's new proposed tariffs of 25% on American aircraft imports may leave Boeing largely 
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unscathed. The tariffs would only apply to planes below a certain weight, suggesting most Boeing jets on 

order in China would be unaffected, according to analysts at equity research firm Vertical Research 

Partners. 

 

Beijing's defense 

 

Many foreign companies that are already established in China are also unhappy about how things work 

there. 

 

In its latest annual survey, the American Chamber of Commerce in China found that almost half of its 

members feel foreign businesses are treated unfairly by the Chinese government compared with local ones. 

 

They complain about regulations being inconsistently applied and continuing restrictions on their ability to 

invest across wide swathes of the economy. 

 

Some recent Chinese deals have been blocked in the United States over national security concerns. But 

international business leaders have pointed out that Chinese companies are often able to carry out 

takeovers in Europe and North America in sectors that are off limits to foreign investors in China. 

 

Chinese government officials have rejected accusations that foreign companies are treated unfairly and 

dismissed the findings of the US Trade Representative's report on intellectual property theft as 

"unfounded." 

 

Beijing argues that any tech secrets that firms handed over in the country were part of deals that had been 

mutually agreed upon. And it insists that it is working to strengthen intellectual property protection in the 

country more broadly. 

 

"We are ready to look at the specific cases if there is any violation of intellectual property rights ... We are 

ready to deal with these issues in accordance with our own laws," Cui Tiankai, China's ambassador to the 

United States, said this week. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 China aims at soybean farmers 

SOURCE http://money.cnn.com/2018/04/05/news/economy/soybeans-china-trade-us/index.html  

GIST American soybean farmers are worried about their best customer. 

 

China was the United States' largest buyer last year, gobbling up $12.3 billion worth of soybeans, 

according to the Department of Agriculture. But China is planning to make US farmers pay a 25% tariff to 

sell beans in the country in retaliation for President Trump's proposed tariffs on Chinese goods. 

 

Chinese tariffs would hit farm states and more than 300,000 soybean jobs. Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, 

Indiana and Nebraska were the largest soybean producers in 2016, according to the Agriculture 

Department. 

 

"For those farmers that are operating on thin lines of profit and credit and are already financially unstable, 

it easily has the ability to be the straw that breaks the camel's back," said Brent Bible, who grows soybeans 

and corn on 5,000 acres in Lafayette, Indiana. Bible is also a member of Farmers for Free Trade, a group 

that opposes Trump's tariffs. 

 

China has "the ability to be stubborn for a lot longer than we can remain solvent," he said. 

 

Tariffs would cause Bible to re-evaluate his planting strategy and possibly cut back on growing soybeans. 

"Do I want to plant a crop that looks more likely [to] lose money?" he wondered. 
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Soybeans are America's leading agricultural export, with $21.6 billion in sales last year. Nearly 60% of the 

beans went to China, followed by Mexico and Japan, according to Panjiva, a research firm. 

 

American soybean production exceeds this country's demand for the crop, forcing producers to look 

overseas. More than half of the US soy crop is exported every year, according to the American Soybean 

Association, an industry trade group. 

 

China has been an eager buyer. 

 

Chinese companies buy raw beans from US producers and crush them up to use as a protein source in 

animal feed. The average soy bean seed is 36% protein, said Bill Nelson, an economist at Doane Advisory 

Services. Soybeans are also processed into cooking oil, used for diesel production and blended into foods 

like tofu and milk. 

 

China is "trying to improve the diet of the average Chinese person. That has involved a phenomenal 

increase in the amount of protein meals they are consuming," Nelson said. 

 

Farmers have benefited as China puts muscle on pigs, cows and chickens with the help of US soybeans. 

US bean exports to China have nearly tripled in the past decade to 32 million tons, according to the 

Agriculture Department. 

 

But Brazil has overtaken the United States as China's largest soybean importer, and tariffs targeting 

American beans could widen Brazil's lead or boost Argentina, the third largest supplier to China. 

 

Tariffs would make US beans less competitive to Chinese buyers and Brazil's crop more attractive. "World 

demand will remain roughly the same, but all these extra expenses will have to pass through," Nelson said. 

"Farmers are going to be the victim." 

 

Brazil has already ramped up its crop for 2018, and its beans are slightly richer in protein than the United 

States' -- points that "likely underscore the Chinese government's confidence to retaliate," Barclays' Adam 

Seiden wrote in a note Wednesday. 

 

Weather can influence soybeans' protein proportion, and Brazil has experienced warmer seasons, Nelson 

noted. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Oklahoma teachers continue walkout 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/06/us/oklahoma-teachers-walkout/index.html  

GIST (CNN)For the fifth consecutive day, Oklahoma teachers will pack the state Capitol as lawmakers discuss 

three measures that affect education funding on Friday. 

 

Schools in Oklahoma City and Tulsa will be closed Friday because of the walkout. 

 

Teachers will be back in the Capitol's rotunda and the grounds outside, to pressure lawmakers on three 

bills. 

1. A bill amendment would require sales from third-party retailers selling though internet outlets such as 

Amazon to be subject to sales tax. The Senate could vote on the Amazon sales tax bill that was passed in 

the House earlier in the week, which could bring in about $20 million annually in education funding. 

2. The "ball and dice" tax for gambling would also bring in about $20 million. 

3. Also at play is the hotel and motel tax that was repealed by the House after it had passed as part of Bill 

1010XX last week. The state Senate will consider whether to remove the fee. 

 

The Oklahoma Education Association says the motel tax, which it says would be paid by mostly non-

Oklahomans, would add $42 million in revenue and opposes its repeal. 
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"We strongly disagree with this repeal and are asking senators to vote no on the repeal of the hotel/motel 

tax," said Katherine Bishop, vice president of the OEA in a Facebook message Thursday. "This is a 

valuable revenue source that could provide much needed additional funding for our kids and is widely 

supported by the public." 

 

The OEA wants the Senate to approve the first two measures -- the Amazon tax and the "ball and dice" 

tax. 

 

If those two pass, "this would make a major victory for our students that would not have happened without 

the thousands of people who have come to the Capitol to make their voices heard," Bishop said. "To be 

clear, this is why we are here, because we all want to do more for our students." 

 

Teachers in Oklahoma say more spending on education is needed, asserting that things such as facilities, 

equipment and textbooks are run down, outdated or in short supply. 

 

They and the state government are at odds over salaries and funding. Gov. Mary Fallin recently signed a 

bill that raises the average teacher salary by $6,100, but the teachers' union wanted that figure to be 

$10,000. 

 

The state ranks 49th in the nation in teacher salaries, according to the National Education Association, in a 

list that includes Washington, DC. Two states, Mississippi and South Dakota rank lower than Oklahoma. 

 

Fallin also signed a bill that raises education funding by $50 million; the teachers' union wanted that 

number to be higher. 

 

Since Monday, teachers have swarmed the Capitol with signs and slogans. 

 

"I think they thought we were not going to come out in the forces that we did especially throughout the 

week... but we're holding strong and you don't mess with teachers when we're trying to fight for our kids," 

Amanda Girdler, a fourth grade teacher told CNN. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Atlantic hurricane season forecast 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/2018-atlantic-hurricane-season-colorado-state-university/  

GIST The Atlantic hurricane season will be slightly above-average this year, Colorado State University (CSU) 

hurricane researchers predicted Thursday. The researchers cited a "relatively low likelihood of significant 

El Niño" conditions as a main factor. 

 

In total, the team believes there will be 14 named storms. Hurricane researchers predict seven of the 

storms will become hurricanes and three will reach "major hurricane strength with sustained winds of 111 

miles per hour or greater." 

 

They explained why El Niño patterns are likely to make a difference. 

 

"El Niño tends to increase upper-level westerly winds across the Caribbean into the tropical Atlantic, 

tearing apart hurricanes as they try to form," the researchers said. 

 

CSU hurricane researchers believe this season's activity will be about 135 percent of the average season. 

For reference, last year's hurricane activity -- which included one major storm after another -- was nearly 

two and a half times greater than average. 

 

The team forms their forecasts by using 60 years of data, referencing sea surface temperatures, vertical 

wind shear levels, sea level pressures, El Niño conditions and other factors. They plan to provide updates 
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on May 31, July 2 and Aug. 2. 

 

The 2018 Atlantic hurricane season runs from June 1 to Nov. 30. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Canada: NAFTA moving forward 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-trade-nafta/nafta-nations-moving-forward-in-significant-way-

canadas-trudeau-idUSKCN1HC23H  

GIST OTTAWA (Reuters) - The United States, Mexico and Canada are “moving forward in a significant way” 

at talks to modernize the NAFTA trade pact, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said on Thursday. 

 

Trudeau’s remarks to reporters in Quebec City were the latest in a series of upbeat comments by officials 

in the three countries about the chances of striking some kind of deal soon on the North American Free 

Trade Agreement. 

 

“I believe we’re in a moment where we’re moving forward in a significant way. Hopefully there will be 

some good news coming,” Trudeau said. 

 

“We know these negotiations, there are good moments and there are slower moments. But right now we’re 

having a very productive moment of engaging with the United States and Mexico,” he added. 

 

Mexican officials say that with enough progress, the leaders of the three nations could make an 

announcement at a regional summit in Peru next week. 

 

The administration of U.S. President Donald Trump is pressing for a deal in principle to avoid clashing 

with Mexican presidential elections on July 1. 

 

Any such agreement would likely tackle a main issue of autos content while leaving other contentious 

chapters to be dealt with later, officials say. 

 

Canadian Foreign Minister Chrystia Freeland will hold talks in Washington on Friday with U.S. Trade 

Representative Robert Lighthizer and Mexican Economy Minister Ildefonso Guajardo, said a Canadian 

government source. 

 

Freeland said on Wednesday that there was still work to do before the talks could be wrapped up. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 States sue EPA over methane delay 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-epa-methane/epa-sued-by-14-states-over-delay-in-methane-

emission-standards-idUSKCN1HC2X9  

GIST (Reuters) - Fourteen states filed suit on Thursday accusing the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency of 

failing to issue regulations for curbing emissions of methane, a potent greenhouse pollutant, from existing 

oil and gas operations as required under the Clean Air Act. 

 

The legal challenge, led by New York state, came nine months after a federal appeals court sided with 

environmental activists who sued to block the EPA from freezing enforcement of its own rules to control 

methane leaks from new or modified fossil fuel facilities. 

 

In both instances, EPA chief Scott Pruitt has been accused of putting the interests of oil and gas companies 

ahead of the agency’s obligation to protect air quality, including the control of heat-trapping pollutants that 

scientists blame for global climate change. 
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Pruitt, who was a leading EPA critic as attorney general of the oil-producing state of Oklahoma before 

beginning his tenure as head of the EPA, has said he does not believe greenhouse gas emissions are the 

principal driver of climate change. 

 

As EPA administrator, Pruitt has moved to carry out U.S. President Donald Trump’s campaign pledge to 

roll back or reconsider a slew of environmental protections deemed burdensome by the industry, including 

climate change regulations. 

 

In March 2017 Trump signed an order to undo climate rules. And the EPA that month halted efforts to 

collect data from fossil fuel operations to prepare performance standards that states would have to follow 

in devising methane-control measures for existing wells, pipelines, storage tanks, pumping stations and 

other facilities. 

 

It was EPA’s “unreasonable delay” in developing those standards that Thursday’s lawsuit, filed in U.S. 

District Court in Washington, cited as a Clean Air Act violation. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Utah cops injured helping man on fire 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/six-utah-cops-injured-trying-help-suicidal-man-fire-

n863181  

GIST Six police officers were injured Thursday when they tried to help a man who lit himself on fire inside a 

gas station convenience store in Kaysville, Utah, near Salt Lake City, officials said. 

 

The Kaysville Police Department said on its Facebook page that officers responded to a report that a man 

was pouring gasoline on himself in the store bathroom in an attempt to commit suicide. Officers tried to 

wrest a lighter from the man's hand, but he lit himself on fire, burning himself and four of the officers. 

 

 The gas station in Kaysville, Utah, where a man tried to commit suicide on Thursday. Google Maps 

Chief Solomon Oberg said two other officers were treated for smoke inhalation. One of the officers with 

the worst burns might have fallen in a puddle of gasoline created when the suicidal man filled a Jerry can 

with fuel from a pump and brought it into the bathroom, he said in a phone interview. 

 

The suicidal man, with severe burn injuries, was taken by helicopter to a hospital, the department said. 

Oberg said he was in critical condition. 

 

Noman Khan, a spokesman for the University of Utah Hospital in Salt Lake City, said four burn victims 

were brought to the hospital and were in good to critical condition. He said privacy laws prevented him 

from providing more detail. 

 

Oberg said one officer sustained burns on his back while another sustained arm and face burns. "I saw 

some of the burns, and they were substantial," he told NBC News Salt Lake City affiliate KSL. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Can National Guard troops go to border? 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/does-trump-have-power-send-national-guard-

troops-border-n862891  

GIST President Donald Trump announced this week that he was sending the National Guard to the U.S.-Mexico 

border to fight illegal immigration, signing a proclamation Wednesday invoking a part of the U.S. Code 

called Title 32 to do so. He estimated on Thursday that he could send anywhere from 2,000 to 4,000 

troops, and that they would remain indefinitely. 

 

"Well probably keep them or a large portion of them until the wall is built," Trump told reporters aboard 
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Air Force One. 

 

Rep. Ted Lieu, D-Calif., argued earlier Thursday that Trump wasn't actually "sending" the National Guard 

to the border, but simply requesting individual states to do so. 

 

Does Trump have the authority to deploy the National Guard himself? Here's how it's worked before. 

 

The military has no legal mandate to deal with immigration issues, but there are two ways for the federal 

government to use the National Guard to enhance the country's border efforts. 

 

Under the provisions of U.S. Code Title 10, the one Lieu cited in his tweet, the movement of federally 

funded National Guard troops is controlled by the secretary of defense. This is in effect the 

"federalization" of the Guard. 

 

However, under U.S. Code Title 32, which Trump used as the basis for his proclamation, the federally 

funded troops remain under state control, sent only at the determination of a participating state's governor. 

 

Presidents Barack Obama and George W. Bush both used Title 32 to direct National Guard forces to the 

southern border. In addition, the authority of Title 10 has for decades been used to federally fund military 

groups fighting transnational gangs that attempt to cross U.S. borders, according to a 2012 Government 

Accountability Office report. 

 

WHY USE TITLE 32, NOT TITLE 10? 

Title 32 broadens the scope of what National Guard personnel can do at the border. 

 

National Guard troops under control of the federal government, as they would be under Title 10, are 

prohibited by the Posse Comitatus Act (PCA) from enforcing domestic laws. The PCA bars military forces 

from getting involved with domestic issues like immigration. The troops can only take a support role, such 

as training or loaning and operating equipment, as well as being involved in certain counterdrug and 

counterterrorism efforts. 

 

State National Guard personnel are not subject to the PCA. In 2004, Congress passed a law that previous 

administrations have used to allow the federal government to fund National Guard troops participating in 

border security operations triggered by "homeland defense activity" under Title 32, according to a 2013 

Congressional Research Report. 

 

NBC News reported Wednesday that it is unlikely the Guard troops will have physical contact with 

immigrants at the border. The exact number of troops and how long they will be deployed to the border 

will be firmed up in the coming days, officials said. 

 

Border states can fund and send their own National Guard troops to secure their borders, though 

historically many have requested Title 32 efforts so that the federal government, not the states, picks up 

the tab. 

 

They can also refuse to send troops, as then-Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, R-Calif., did in 2006 when 

Bush requested that his state more than double the number of National Guard personnel deployed to the 

border. 

 

Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen said Wednesday the administration had already started 

talking with states about utilizing their National Guard. 

 

Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey and Texas Gov. Greg Abbott, both border-state Republicans, welcomed the 

deployments, while a spokesman for California Gov. Jerry Brown, a Democrat who has been sharply 

critical of the president, told reporters the request will be reviewed promptly. 

 

Oregon’s Democratic Gov. Kate Brown said she would say no. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 China vows to fight tariffs ‘to the end’ 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-05/trump-orders-consideration-of-100-billion-in-

new-china-tariffs  

GIST China said it would counter U.S. protectionism "to the end, and at any cost," as a war of words over 

President Donald Trump’s proposed tariffs on Chinese imports escalated. 

 

After Trump ordered his administration to consider tariffs on an additional $100 billion in Chinese goods 

on Thursday, sending U.S. stock futures tumbling, China’s Commerce Ministry said in a statement in 

Beijing Friday that the nation doesn’t want a trade war, but is ready to fight one. 

 

Trump’s unexpected move threatens to unravel efforts by top U.S. and Chinese trade officials to lower the 

heat and reach an agreement that could stave off an escalating conflict, after the release of a list of tariff 

targets earlier this week prompted immediate threats of retaliation from Beijing. 

 

U.S. stock futures dropped on Trump’s latest trade directive to the U.S. Trade Representative. S&P 500 

Index futures slid as much as 1.6 percent, after the underlying gauge ended up 0.7 percent Thursday. Asian 

equities were mixed, while the yen rose before retracing most of the move. 

 

“In light of China’s unfair retaliation, I have instructed the USTR to consider whether $100 billion of 

additional tariffs would be appropriate under section 301 and, if so, to identify the products upon which to 

impose such tariffs,” Trump said in a statement issued by the White House. 

 

A White House official later said the $100 billion figure Trump used in the statement referred to the value 

of the imports that would be covered by the additional tariffs, not the total amount of tax that would be 

charged on the products. 

 

"The Chinese side will follow suit to the end and at any cost, and will firmly attack, using new 

comprehensive countermeasures, to firmly defend the interest of the nation and its people,” the Commerce 

Ministry said in a statement on its website, without further detailing any planned measures. 

 

“This is starting to feel like the beginnings of a trade war, if simply each proposal is matched with a 

retaliation,” said Patrick Bennett, a Hong Kong-based strategist at Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce. 

“The U.S. risks isolating itself from global trade in this process and we think the U.S., USD and U.S. asset 

markets have more to lose.” 

 

China said Wednesday it would levy a 25 percent tariff on about $50 billion of U.S. imports including 

soybeans, automobiles, chemicals and aircraft. That was in response to the release by the U.S. of a list of 

proposed tariffs a day earlier, covering $50 billion in Chinese products. 

 

Were China to want to match Trump’s latest threat in kind, it wouldn’t have enough American goods 

imports to target. It could still take other measures -- like curbing package tours or student transfers to the 

U.S., or steps against American companies’ operations in China. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Poisoned daughter Russian spy recovery 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/04/05/yulia-skripal-says-she-glad-say-my-

strength-growing-daily/488731002/  

GIST LONDON — Police in the British capital say Yulia Skripal, who was poisoned with nerve agent along 

with her ex-Russian spy father, is in recovery.      
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Yulia Skripal, 33, said in a statement carried by the Metropolitan Police Service on Thursday that she 

woke up over a week ago and "am glad to say my strength is growing daily."  

 

Sergei Skripal, 66, an ex-Russian military intelligence colonel, was found unconscious on March 4 with 

Yulia Skripal on a bench in Salisbury, a city in southern England. The United Kingdom has blamed Russia 

for the poisoning with Novichok nerve agent while the Kremlin denies any responsibility.  

 

Yulia Skripal said she had "many people to thank" for her recovery, "and would especially like to mention 

the people of Salisbury that came to my aid when my father and I were incapacitated." Her father remains 

in the hospital. 

 

She also thanked the staff at Salisbury District Hospital "for their care and professionalism." 

 

She asked for the public to respect her privacy at this time.  

 

“I am sure you appreciate that the entire episode is somewhat disorientating, and I hope that you’ll respect 

my privacy and that of my family during the period of my convalescence," Yulia Skripal said in her 

statement. 

 

A state-owned Russian TV channel released a recorded phone call earlier Thursday that it claimed took 

place between Yulia Skripal and her cousin Viktoria. 

 

In the conversation played on the 60 Minute program on Rossiya 1, a woman said to be Yulia allegedly 

said: "Everything is ok. He (Sergei Skripal) is resting now, having a sleep. Everyone's health is fine, there 

are no irreparable things. I will be discharged soon. Everything is ok." 

 

The program's hosts said they couldn't confirm if the call was authentic. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 NYPD defends fatal shooting 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/saheed-vassell-brooklyn-shootings-

protests/2018/04/05/id/852892/  

GIST Police seeking to quell simmering anger over their shooting of a mentally disturbed black man on a New 

York City street released a montage of security videos Thursday that showed him minutes earlier thrusting 

a metal object that looked like a gun into the faces of several people — including a woman holding the 

hand of her child. 

 

A final video snippet showed the man raising the object in a two-handed shooting stance as police arrived, 

the edited video frozen just before officers unleashed 10 shots that left 34-year-old Saheed Vassell dead. 

His weapon turned out to be nothing more than an L-shaped section of pipe. 

 

The shooting in Brooklyn on Wednesday evening prompted two nights of protests among many who felt 

police should have known that Vassell, a fixture in the Crown Heights neighborhood, had emotional 

problems. 

 

But Mayor Bill De Blasio didn't lay blame on the officers, who were not from the local precinct and were 

passing through at the time. He said they had no information that the person they were confronting was 

mentally ill. 

 

"It's a tragedy because a man with a profound mental health problem ... was doing something that people 

perceived to be a threat to the safety of others," de Blasio said at a news conference shortly before the 

images and a partial transcript of 911 calls were released. 

 

"What we have seen from the images that are publicly available, people in the community thought he had a 
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weapon and was aiming it at residents," the mayor said. "That's the kind of calls, multiple calls, that 

NYPD received.” 

 

According to the transcripts, one caller to 911 reported that Vassell "looks like he's crazy but he's pointing 

something at people that looks like a gun." 

 

"Where is the gun?" a dispatcher asked one caller. "His hand," the caller replied. 

 

In police radio traffic posted online, dispatchers directing officers to the scene said 911 callers were 

reporting only that a person was pointing a gun at people. After the shooting, the officers can be heard 

frantically calling for dispatchers to send an ambulance. 

 

The release of the edited material on the New York Police Department's Twitter account — the full videos 

and transcripts weren't immediately provided — was meant to back up claims by the police department 

that the four plainclothes and two uniformed officers who responded had a legitimate reason to believe 

they needed to move swiftly to stop a deadly threat. 

 

The material released by the department didn't answer questions about whether the officers had identified 

themselves or ordered the victim to drop the object before they opened fire. The city's medical examiner 

found he was hit seven to nine times, including one shot to the head. 

 

At a vigil Thursday night, Vassell's mother, Lorna, said her son "came from a good home" and that he was 

not homeless. 

 

Vassell's father, Eric, told reporters that his son had been hospitalized several times for psychiatric 

problems, some involving encounters with the police, but that he was polite and kind. 

 

"Police had a choice. They always have a choice. They should not train them to kill. They should train 

them to protect life, to save life," Eric Vassell said in an interview with WABC-TV. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 US considers additional tariffs on China 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/politics/china-tariffs-trade-war-trade-negotiations/2018/04/05/id/852884/  

GIST President Donald Trump on Thursday ordered U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer to consider 

placing $100 billion in additional tariffs on Chinese goods. 

 

"In light of China's unfair retaliation, I have instructed the USTR to consider whether $100 billion of 

additional tariffs would be appropriate under section 301," Trump said in a statement issued by the White 

House. 

 

"If so, to identify the products upon which to impose such tariffs," the president said. 

 

Lighthizer called Trump's action "an appropriate response to China's recent threat of new tariffs." 

 

"The president is right to ask for additional appropriate action to obtain the elimination of the unfair acts, 

policies, and practices identified in USTR's report," he said in a statement. 

 

Beijing on Wednesday announced tariffs on 106 American products — including soybeans, pork, whiskey, 

and automobiles — the day after Trump slapped duties on $50 billion in Chinese imports. 

 

Trump cited unfair trade practices as rationale for the tariffs, as well as to punish China for its theft of 

trade secrets, including software, patents, and other technology. 

 

President Trump has repeatedly slammed China for its unfair trade practices and for devaluing its currency 
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against the American dollar. 

 

The tariffs have sent Wall Street stocks tumbling in recent sessions on fears of a trade war and have 

threatened to unravel efforts by top U.S. and Chinese officials to reach an agreement to prevent harm to 

the world's two largest economies. 

 

However, both Trump and chief economic adviser Larry Kudlow have denied a trade war would erupt 

with China. 

 

"I think we're going to come to agreements," Kudlow told Neil Cavuto on Fox News on Wednesday. "I 

believe that the Chinese will back down and will play ball." 

 

Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross also said he expected trade actions between the United States and China 

to end in a negotiated deal. 

 

But President Trump continued the attacks on China earlier Thursday during a roundtable on tax reform in 

West Virginia. 

 

"For many years, no president wanted to go against China economically," Trump told the White Sulphur 

Springs Civic Center. "We're going to do it. 

 

"We had a trade deficit of almost $500 billion last year with China. 

 

"It was time that we did something," he said, referring to the initial round of tariffs. "We can't continue to 

allow this to happen. 

 

"We can't be taken advantage of any longer," the president said. "So, we're at a point where we had to do 

this. 

 

"You have to go after the people that aren't treating you right," Trump said. 

 

In his statement, Lighthizer said "after a detailed investigation, USTR found overwhelming evidence that 

China's unreasonable actions are harming the U.S. economy. 

 

"In the light of such evidence, the appropriate response from China should be to change its behavior, as 

China's government has pledged to do many times. 

 

"Economies around the world, including China's own, would benefit if China would implement policies 

that truly reward hard work and innovation, rather than continuing its policies that distort the vital high-

tech sector," he continued. 

 

"Unfortunately, China has chosen to respond thus far with threats to impose unjustified tariffs on billions 

of dollars in U.S. exports, including our agricultural products. 

 

"Such measures would undoubtedly cause further harm to American workers, farmers, and businesses," 

Lighthizer said. 

 

Trump's proposed tariffs would not take effect until after the administration holds a public hearing May 15 

for U.S. businesses to comment on the plan. 

 

"No tariffs will go into effect until the respective process is complete," Lighthizer said. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Moderate quake off southern Calif. coast 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/magnitude-53-quake-strikes-off-southern-california-
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coast-54264435?   

GIST A magnitude 5.3 earthquake struck Thursday under the ocean off Southern California and was felt widely 

along the mainland coast, but there were no reports of damage except to a chimney on one of the Channel 

Islands. 

 

The U.S. Geological Survey said the quake occurred at 12:29 p.m. in the Channel Islands region, about 38 

miles (61 kilometers) southwest of the mainland city of Ventura. 

 

Some bricks fell from a chimney at an 1860s ranch on Santa Cruz Island, but no one was hurt, said 

Yvonne Menard, spokeswoman for Channel Islands National Park.  

 

The quake's epicenter was 17 miles (27 kilometers) from Santa Cruz Island, which is largely unpopulated 

but does have some staff and is visited by campers. 

 

Authorities in Los Angeles and Ventura counties did not report any immediate damage. 

 

The Los Angeles Fire Department said it went into "earthquake mode" and firefighters from all 106 of its 

firehouses began surveys of their territories, including bridges, dams, large buildings and power lines. 

 

"We currently have no reports of damage or injuries," spokeswoman Margaret Stewart said. 

 

Scientists at the California Institute of Technology's seismology laboratory in Pasadena said the 

earthquake warning system under development for the West Coast gave about 10 seconds of warning 

before shaking arrived. 

 

Earthquakes of such size usually occur about once a year in Southern California, although the most recent 

one was in 2014, according to veteran seismologist Lucy Jones, recently retired from the USGS. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Hawaii: medically-assisted suicide legal 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/hawaii-legalizes-medically-assisted-suicide-54267794?   

GIST Hawaii became the latest liberal-leaning state to legalize medically assisted suicide Thursday as the 

governor signed a measure into law allowing doctors to fulfill requests from terminally ill patients to 

prescribe life-ending medication. 

 

"It is time for terminally ill, mentally competent Hawaii residents who are suffering to make their own 

end-of-life choices with dignity, grace and peace," Gov. David Ige said. 

 

Ige said the law was written to ensure the patient is in full control and it provides just one option available 

for end-of-life care, knowing assisted suicide is not for everyone.  

 

"But we know that we have gotten to a point in our community that it does make sense to give the patient a 

choice to request the medication, obtain it and take it, or ultimately change their mind," the governor said. 

 

Hawaii's heavily Democratic lawmakers approved the legislation late last month. The state joins 

California, Colorado, Oregon, Vermont, Washington state and the District of Columbia in allowing the 

practice. 

 

Critics say they are concerned that the option will lead to hasty decisions, misdiagnoses and waning 

support for palliative care, in which dying people can be sedated to relieve suffering. 

 

The law has safeguards to prevent abuse. Two health care providers are required to confirm a patient's 

diagnosis, prognosis, ability to make decisions and that the request is voluntary. 
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A counselor also must determine that the patient isn't suffering from conditions that may interfere with 

decision-making, such as a lack of treatment of depression. 

 

The patient must make two oral requests for the life-ending medication, with a 20-day waiting period in 

between, and sign a written request witnessed by two people, one of whom can't be a relative. 

 

Criminal penalties will apply to anyone who tampers with a request or coerces a prescription for life-

ending medication. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Mexico slams US Nat’l Guard border plan 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mexican-senate-candidates-slam-deployment-us-

guardsmen-54256890?   

GIST Mexican politicians put aside differences Thursday to condemn U.S. President Donald Trump's decision to 

deploy National Guard troops to the border. 

 

In the midst of a hotly contested campaign ahead of the July 1 presidential elections, President Enrique 

Pena Nieto praised even opposition candidates he usually quarrels with, as they joined in criticizing 

Trump's latest move. 

 

"The presidential candidates, independently of their natural differences, all of them coincided in rejecting 

these measures that run counter to good relations between neighbors," Pena Nieto said in a broadcast 

message.  

 

He mentioned all four candidates, including front runner Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, at whom he has 

levelled veiled criticism in the past, in part because Lopez Obrador has pledged to undo some of Pena 

Nieto's market-oriented reforms if elected. 

 

Lopez Obrador said on Wednesday that "we will not accept the use of force, the militarization of the 

border. Problems aren't solved that way; peace and tranquility are derived from justice." Lopez Obrador 

said Mexico should send a line of white-clad peace demonstrators to the border. 

 

Pena Nieto added, addressing Trump, "if your recent statements are derived from your frustration with 

(U.S.) domestic politics, with your laws or your congress, deal with them, not with us Mexicans. We will 

not allow any negative rhetoric to define our actions." 

 

The country's Senate passed a resolution Wednesday calling on Mexico's government to suspend 

cooperation with the U.S. on illegal immigration and drug trafficking in retaliation for Trump's move. 

 

Presidential candidate Ricardo Anaya went further, saying Mexico should limit anti-terrorism cooperation 

until the National Guard is withdrawn. Anaya is the candidate of a left-right coalition in the country's July 

1 presidential election. 

 

Ruling party candidate Jose Antonio Meade said that "independently of our political differences, it is time 

for all the presidential candidates to unite in defense of the sovereignty and dignity of the nation ... to 

reject and repudiate thus kind of measure." 

 

Others took Trump's decision with a grain of salt after the Mexican government said Guard troops "will 

not carry weapons or have immigration or customs duties." 

 

The newspaper El Heraldo said in a headline Thursday "U.S. deploys National Guard ... tin soldiers." 

 

On the border, Mexicans unanimously rejected the measure, but also agreed it wouldn't have much 

practical effect. 
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"The attitude of militarization seems to us like just one more insult that we Mexicans don't deserve," said 

Ramon Galindo, the state government representative in Ciudad Juarez, across the border from El Paso, 

Texas. 

 

"Having soldiers on the other side won't make absolutely any difference at all," Galindo said, noting that 

migration, trade and cross-border exchanges are a reality. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Panama pulls ambassador out Venezuela 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/venezuela-suspends-panamanian-businesses-airline-

54269119?   

GIST Panama pulled its ambassador from Venezuela on Thursday, retaliating after the South American nation 

banned key Panamanian businesses from operating within its borders. 

 

Tension between the two countries began escalating in recent days when Panama put President Nicolas 

Maduro on a list of Venezuelan officials as being at "high risk" for laundering money. 

 

Venezuela on Thursday announced a temporary ban for a group of Panamanian businesses and leaders. 

That included President Juan Carlos Varela and Copa, one of the few airlines still operating within 

Venezuela. 

 

In announcing the withdrawal of its envoy, Panama's government described the Venezuelan move as being 

"a political reaction lacking substance." Panama also asked Venezuela to call home its ambassador from 

Panama, officials said. 

 

The dispute comes as Venezuela is mired in economic and political crisis and finds itself increasingly 

isolated from the global community. 

 

The 90-day ban restricts commercial activities within Venezuela by 22 business leaders and 46 companies 

in Panama. 

 

Caracas justified the suspension by saying it adds a "measure of protection of the financial, economic and 

commercial system." 

 

Panama has named 16 Venezuelan companies and 55 individuals suspected of money laundering. 

 

The list also includes Venezuela's vice president, socialist party leader Diosdado Cabello and Attorney 

General Tarek William Saab. 

 

The United States has sanctioned Maduro and dozens of top officials, accusing the country of human 

rights abuses and sliding into a dictatorship. 

 

The European Union has also imposed economic and travel sanctions on seven senior Venezuelan officials 

accused of breaching the rule of law. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Russia: Britain ‘playing w/fire’ in spy case 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-britain-playing-fire-spy-case-54276345?   

GIST The international furor over the poisoning of a former Russian spy and his daughter intensified, with 

Russia warning Britain that it was "playing with fire." 
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At a U.N. Security Council meeting on Thursday, Russia's U.N. Ambassador Vassily Nebenzia claimed 

that Russia was the victim of a hasty, sloppy and ill-intentioned defamation campaign by London and its 

allies. 

 

Britain has blamed Russia for the March 4 poisoning of Sergei Skripal and his daughter. In response, more 

than two dozen Western allies including Britain, the U.S. and NATO have ordered out over 150 Russian 

diplomats in a show of solidarity. Moscow has fiercely denied its involvement in the nerve agent attack 

and expelled an equal number of envoys. The diplomatic turmoil has hit lows unseen even at the height of 

the Cold War.  

 

Moscow assumes "with a high degree of probability" that the intelligence services of other countries are 

likely responsible for the incident, Nebenzia said at the U.N. 

 

"Everything confirms this is a coordinated, very well-planned campaign" intended "to discredit and even 

delegitimize Russia," he added. 

 

Britain's U.N. Ambassador Karen Piece shot back that Russia has come up with 24 theories on who bears 

responsibility for the poisoning, but the United Kingdom has only one — that it's highly likely Russia was 

responsible. 

 

Nebenzia refused to name the intelligence services that Russia suspects, but said their goal is to accuse 

Moscow of using "a horrible, inhumane weapon, of concealing the arsenal of this substance," of violating 

the Chemical Weapons Convention, and putting in question Russia's "role not only in finding a solution in 

Syria, but anywhere else." 

 

He warned: "We have told our British colleagues that you are playing with fire and you will be sorry." 

 

Britain's Pierce said Russia's 24 theories for the attack include blaming it on terrorists and saying Britain 

wanted to distract from Brexit, its departure from the European Union. 

 

Adding to the intrigue was a recording aired Thursday by Russian state Rossiya TV of a purported phone 

call between Yulia Skripal and her cousin in Russia. In the call, Yulia Skripal allegedly said she and her 

father were both recovering and in normal health, and that her father's health was not irreparably damaged. 

 

Rossiya TV said Skripal's niece, Viktoria, who lives in Moscow, gave it the purported recording, although 

the broadcaster said it could not verify its authenticity. 

 

Moscow has steadfastly hammered away at Britain's account of what befell the Skripals on March 4, 

especially the claim that their exposure to a Novichok nerve agent developed by the Soviet Union meant 

the attack was carried out by Russia. 

 

During the Security Council meeting, Nebenzia questioned the British government's claims of Russian 

responsibility by posing a series of questions. 

 

He asked why the British policeman was affected by the nerve agent immediately when it took four hours 

for Skirpal and his daughter to be affected. He asked what antidotes for exposure to Novichok the Skripals 

were given, where the Skirpals were for four hours without cellphones on the day of the attack, and what 

happened to two cats and two guinea pigs in the Skirpal's house. 

 

Russia has said it never produced Novichok and completed the destruction of its chemical arsenals under 

international control last year. Nebenzia insisted that Britain is required to allow Russia to cooperate in the 

investigation. 

 

"Great Britain refuses to cooperate with us on the pretext that the victim does not cooperate with the 

criminal," he said. "A crime was committed on British territory, possibly a terrorist act, and it is our 

citizens who are the victims." 
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He said both Skripal and Yulia are Russian citizens, and Moscow must be granted access to them. 

 

Pierce said the U.K. has left it to Yulia to decide whether to give Russia consular access to her. 

 

The British government says it relied on a combination of scientific analysis and other intelligence to 

conclude that the nerve agent came from Russia. But the Foreign Office on Wednesday deleted a tweet 

from last month that said scientists at Britain's defense research facility, the Porton Down laboratory, had 

identified the substance as "made in Russia." 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Israel, Hamas in border showdown 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-hamas-gear-gaza-border-showdown-

54276550?   

GIST Israel and Hamas geared up Friday for another showdown on the Gaza-Israel border, amid concerns about 

renewed bloodshed after more than a dozen Palestinians were killed and hundreds injured by Israeli fire in 

a mass protest last week. 

 

Friday's march is the second in what Gaza's Hamas rulers said would be several weeks of protests against a 

decade-old border blockade of the territory. 

 

Activists plan to burn large numbers of tires Friday, in hopes that clouds of black smoke will block the 

view of Israeli snipers deployed on the other side of the border fence.  

 

Israel has accused Hamas of trying to carry out border attacks under the cover of large protests and said it 

will prevent a breach of the fence at all costs. 

 

Israel's defense minister has warned that protesters approaching the border fence endanger their lives, 

drawing condemnation from rights groups that said such seemingly broad open-fire rules are unlawful. 

 

A leading Israeli rights group, B'Tselem, issued a rare appeal to Israeli soldiers to refuse "grossly illegal" 

orders to fire at unarmed protesters. 

 

Last Friday, thousands of Gaza residents participated in a mass demonstration, many gathering in five tent 

encampments that had been set up from north to south along the narrow coastal strip's border with Israel, 

each at a distance of about several hundred meters from the fence. Smaller groups, mostly young men, 

rushed forward, throwing stones, hurling firebombs or burning tires and drawing Israeli fire. 

 

In all, 22 Palestinians were killed in Gaza over the past week, among them 16 involved in last Friday's 

protests, according to Gaza health officials. This includes a 30-year-old who died on Friday of injuries 

sustained last week, the officials said. 

 

The six other deaths included three gunmen killed in what Israel said were attempts to attack the border 

and three men who were struck by Israeli tank fire. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Israel deploys tanks to Gaza border 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-israeli-snipers-tanks-deploy-gaza-border-

54278382?   

GIST The Latest on the Gaza Palestinians protest march and the violence along the Gaza-Israel border (all times 

local): 
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10:20 a.m. 

 

Israeli snipers and tanks have taken up positions ahead of an expected mass protest by Palestinians along 

the Gaza-Israel border fence. 

 

In one location, protesters burned several tires near the border on Friday, sending clouds of black smoke 

into the air. Palestinian activists plan to burn many tires in hopes the smoke will block the view of snipers. 

 

The planned march is the second in what Gaza's Hamas rulers have said would be weeks of protests 

against a decade-old border blockade of the territory. Israel alleges Hamas is trying to carry out border 

attacks under the cover of protests and says it will prevent a breach of the fence at all costs. 

 

The Gaza death toll since last week rose to 22, after a 30-year-old man died on Friday of injuries from last 

week's demonstrations. 

 

——— 

 

8 a.m. 

 

Israel and Hamas are gearing up for another showdown on the Gaza-Israel border, amid concerns about 

more bloodshed after more than a dozen Palestinians were killed in a mass protest last week. 

 

Israel says it will prevent a border breach at all costs, warning that protesters approaching the border fence 

will endanger their lives. Rights groups have denounced such seemingly broad open-fire rules as unlawful. 

 

Friday's march is the second in what Gaza's Hamas rulers say will be weeks of protests against a decade-

old border blockade. Activists say they will burn tires to block the view of Israeli snipers with black 

smoke. 

 

Turnout has been driven by desperation among Gaza residents and Hamas' tight organization. The group 

has promised to pay compensation to the families of those killed and wounded. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Pakistan PM arrives in Afghanistan 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/pakistani-prime-minister-afghanistan-ease-tensions-

54277720?   

GIST Pakistan's prime minister arrived in Afghanistan on Friday for a day-long visit many see as an effort to 

ease strained relations between the two neighbors and revive a push for peace talks with the Taliban. 

 

Shahid Khaqan Abbasi was welcomed by Afghan President Asharf Ghani and the two inspected an honor 

guard at the Presidential Palace in Kabul before heading in for meetings. 

 

Abbasi, accompanied by several other top Pakistani officials on the trip, his first to Kabul since becoming 

prime minister last year, is to hold meetings with a string of Afghan officials, according to Ghani's 

spokesman, Shah Hussain Murtazawi. 

 

Pakistan has been under pressure from Kabul and Washington to stop offering safe havens to militants 

blamed for attacks in Afghanistan, a charge Islamabad denies. 

 

Pakistan, widely believed to be the only party that can bring the Taliban to the negotiating table, also 

insists its influence over the insurgents has been exaggerated. 

 

Kabul and Islamabad regularly trade accusations of harboring the other country's militants and the harsh 

language has underscored the strains between them. 
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Late on Thursday, Pakistan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a statement rejecting a claim made by 

Kabul of Islamabad having violated Afghan airspace with Pakistani Air Force raids inside Afghan territory 

during counter-terrorism operations earlier in the week. 

 

The statement said information about the ongoing "operations is shared with the Afghan security forces on 

a regular basis." In the latest military actions, Pakistan told the Afghan about them and stressed that these 

operations were on Pakistani side of the border, it said. 

 

Islamabad accuses Kabul of failing to take action against militant groups who continue to attack Pakistan 

from their sanctuaries across the border in Afghanistan. 

 

"Pakistan urges Afghanistan to focus on taking effective counter-terrorism actions, including plugging in 

of large gaps existing along the Afghan side of Pakistan-Afghanistan border," the statement said, adding 

that "it is also important that the Afghan government should refrain from the blame game." 

 

Also on Thursday, Javid Faisal, deputy spokesman for Afghanistan's chief executive, Abdullah Abdullah, 

said that Pakistan's support was critical to talks with the Taliban and that Abbasi's visit would help 

improve the troubled Afghan-Pakistan relations. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 China files complaint US tariff measures 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/china-files-complaint-us-tariff-

measures/story?id=54259862&cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST China has formally filed a complaint against planned U.S. tariffs on Chinese goods, the World Trade 

Organization said today.  

 

China "requested consultations" over the Trump administration's plans to impose tariffs, officially 

initiating a dispute with the WTO, the global trade body said.  

 

"Consultations give the parties an opportunity to discuss the matter and to find a satisfactory solution 

without proceeding further with litigation," the WTO said. "After 60 days, if consultations have failed to 

resolve the dispute, the complainant may request adjudication by a panel."  

 

The United States on Tuesday proposed adding a 25 percent tariff to $50 billion of goods imported from 

China, and China said the next day it would impose its own 25 percent tariff on approximately $50 billion 

of U.S. exports and that it had initiated a dispute settlement procedure against the U.S.  

 

Both countries have listed specific products from the other country that they said they planned to tax. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Experts: danger of open work spaces 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/youtube-shooting-spotlights-danger-open-work-spaces-expert/story?   

GIST Tuesday's shooting at YouTube headquarters has highlighted the vulnerabilities in workplace security -- 

especially in the open campus model often favored by Silicon Valley tech companies.  

 

"There are some companies, particularly in the tech sector, that try to create a work environment that's 

open, that's more relaxed," said John Cohen, an ABC News contributor and former U.S. counterterrorism 

coordinator for the Department of Homeland Security. "The whole idea is that in addition to the stressful 

work that employees are involved in every day, that there are parts of the environment that's meant to be 

conducive to relaxation."  
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"Most companies have embraced security protocols that restrict access" to these open campuses, Cohen 

told ABC News. However "once you're in the campus, they're designed to be free and open spaces because 

that's conducive to the type of environment they want to have in place to foster creativity and 

productivity."  

 

"The problem is, from a security perspective, the more open, the more that an individual can move around 

and come into contact with other people, the easier it is for an attacker to operate in that environment, as 

well," Cohen said.  

 

With open work spaces, employees "aren't in self-contained offices with doors that can lock -- they're 

instead in these huge rooms. There may be controlled access to get into that work space," Cohen said, but 

"that controlled access can be bypassed by someone who is really committed to do it." And once you get 

inside the open space, there is "tremendous accessibility," he added. 

 

The Silicon Valley is unique in that it is peppered with big-name tech companies with wide open 

campuses meant to be a relaxing environment for their employees.  

 

Some Silicon Valley companies are reluctant to talk about the open campus security issues in the wake of 

Tuesday’s shooting. But the YouTube attack does have some companies reviewing security procedures.  

 

Google, YouTube's parent company, said in a statement that it is reviewing the events of Tuesday and 

taking action worldwide. 

 

In the wake of the shooting, San Bruno Police Chief Ed Barberini said officers have "trained with 

YouTube regarding critical incidents."  

 

"There is security on site," Barberini told reporters today. "We just have to figure out the area where she 

entered, what level of security existed at that point." 

 

Chief Barberini said, "From a law enforcement perspective we’re always advocating for heightened 

security."  

 

"I know we might measure that with people having to operate a business," Barberini said, "so, I guess from 

a law enforcement perspective it’s just a little biased. We’re always looking for opportunities to harden 

targets or making environments as safe as possible for folks that work there."  

 

Workplace security goes beyond open campuses and has evolved over time.  

 

Before 9/11, "Security was generally seen as a cost and it was not typically a priority for the business 

leadership," said Cohen.  

 

"After 9/11 there was growing recognition among security professionals that more needed to be done to 

secure private businesses," Cohen added. 

 

However, Cohen said, "There was always sort of a conflict -- security professionals who wanted to secure 

locations ... and business leaders from those corporate entities who were concerned about the perception 

that oversecuritization [like physical security personnel and building upgrades] might create." And it was 

still seen as a "cost on the balance sheet," he added.  

 

Now, business leaders are increasingly recognizing the damage to their brand should a successful attack 

take place at one of their facilities, Cohen said.  

 

"We're beginning to see those same business leaders come to understand that creating a safe environment 

for the workers and for visitors not only can enhance your brand but can make people more comfortable 

and more productive," Cohen said. 
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To Cohen, the main security threat for businesses right now is an individual with a vendetta against an 

employee or company gaining access to the building and then using a knife or gun to target employees.  

 

Cohen said the two key places where business professionals should focus their attention are: controlling 

access to the building and then controlling access to the interior of the building or campus.  

 

And as business leaders address the security points, they must also communicate with their employees, 

finding the delicate balance of not creating a fearful environment or negatively impacting productivity, but 

still making the employees prepared through tools like active shooter training and online classes.  

 

To Cohen, not investing in security may be "short-sighted" because a successful attack could dramatically 

undermine the company by: impacting the brand, hurting the ability to bring in employees and interrupting 

the ability to conduct business and generate revenue.  

 

"Not every company is going to have the resources to hire security intelligence analysts," Cohen said, "but 

in this current threat environment, every company has to have some awareness into these security issues 

and they have to factor that into their business planning." 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Minneapolis PD new body-cam policy 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/minneapolis-police-beefing-body-cam-policy-scrutiny/story?   

GIST Minneapolis police issued new body camera regulations in the wake of a controversial case in which they 

were not activated -- when a woman was fatally shot by a police officer in July 2017.  

 

The new rules allow the department to discipline officers who do not comply, which was not done in the 

case of Justine Ruszczyk Damond.  

 

But John Elder, the department's public information officer, denied that the policy change was a "knee-

jerk" reaction to the Damond case.  

 

"I won't say that it's a coincidence" that the policy changes are coming after the public scrutiny over the 

officer-involved shooting, Elder told ABC News. "What I can say is, in fact, we've learned a lot over the 

totality of the use of body cameras and we made changes and we may continue to make changes to better 

serve everybody the policy is intended to serve."  

 

The city's police department has been using body cameras for a little over a year, Elder said, and the new 

policies reflect some changes they believe are needed.  

 

"We knew as any new policy starts there's going to be tweaks to it and there are going to be different and 

better ways to serve," he said. 

 

Under the new rules, after receiving a 911 call or call for service, officers are required to activate their 

body cameras within two blocks of the destination. If the call comes within two blocks of the destination, 

they must activate it immediately.  

 

Elder said that by shortening the activation period to within two blocks of the destination as opposed to 

when the call is received, the department will save money on storage of the footage.  

 

"The fact of the matter is we're spending a great deal of money in storage of this data and we're able to 

accomplish the same outcome if we have the officers activate it at the minimum two blocks away," he told 

ABC News. 

 

The potential disciplinary actions under the rules range from a 40-hour suspension to termination, 

according to The Star Tribune.  
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"For the first time, we're going to give it teeth," Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey said at a news conference 

Wednesday, according to The Star Tribune. 

 

The Damond shooting put a spotlight on the use of body cameras. Damond had called 911 to report a 

possible assault behind her house and she ended up being fatally shot by one of the responding officers. 

 

Neither of the officers had activated their body cameras. The officer who fired the fatal shots, Mohamed 

Noor, was charged with murder. He was released on bail last month and it was not clear if he entered a 

plea. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Secret Service warns of chip card scheme 

SOURCE https://krebsonsecurity.com/2018/04/secret-service-warns-of-chip-card-scheme/  

GIST The U.S. Secret Service is warning financial institutions about a new scam involving the temporary theft 

of chip-based debit cards issued to large corporations. In this scheme, the fraudsters intercept new debit 

cards in the mail and replace the chips on the cards with chips from old cards. When the unsuspecting 

business receives and activates the modified card, thieves can start draining funds from the account. 

 

Signs of a card with an old or invalid chip include heat damage around the chip or on the card, or a small 

hole in the plastic used to pry the chip off the card. Image: U.S. Secret Service. 

 

According to an alert sent to banks late last month, the entire scheme goes as follows: 

 

1. Criminals intercept mail sent from a financial institution to large corporations that contain payment 

cards, targeting debit payment cards with access to large amount of funds. 

 

2. The crooks remove the chip from the debit payment card using a heat source that warms the glue. 

 

3. Criminals replace the chip with an old or invalid chip and repackage the payment card for delivery. 

 

4. Criminals place the stolen chip into an old payment card. 

 

5. The corporation receives the debit payment card without realizing the chip has been replaced. 

 

6. The corporate office activates the debit payment card; however, their payment card is inoperable thanks 

to the old chip. 

 

7. Criminals use the payment card with the stolen chip for their personal gain once the corporate office 

activates the card. 

 

The reason the crooks don’t just use the debit cards when intercepting them via the mail is that they need 

the cards to be activated first, and presumably they lack the privileged information needed to do that. So, 

they change out the chip and send the card on to the legitimate account holder and then wait for it to be 

activated. 

 

The Secret Service memo doesn’t specify at what point in the mail process the crooks are intercepting the 

cards. It could well involve U.S. Postal Service employees (or another delivery service), or perhaps the 

thieves are somehow gaining access to company mailboxes directly. Either way, this alert shows the extent 

to which some thieves will go to target high-value customers. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Cyberattacks more organized, structured 

SOURCE https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2018/04/06/2018-trustwave-global-security-report/  

GIST Trustwave released the 2018 Trustwave Global Security Report which reveals the top security threats, 

breaches by industry, and cybercrime trends from 2017. The report is derived from the analysis of billions 

of logged security and compromise events worldwide, hundreds of hands-on data-beach investigations and 

internal research. 

 

Findings depict improvement in areas such as intrusion to detection however, also showed increased 

sophistication in malware obfuscation, social engineering tactics, and advanced persistent threats. 

 

North America and retail lead in data breaches 
Although slightly down from the previous year, North America still leads in data breaches investigated by 

Trustwave at 43% followed by the Asia Pacific region at 30%, Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) at 

23% and Latin America at 4%. The retail sector suffered the most breach incidences at 16.7% followed by 

the finance and insurance industry at 13.1% and hospitality at 11.9%. 

 

Compromise and environment type matters 
Half of the incidents investigated involved corporate and internal networks (up from 43% in 2016) 

followed by e-commerce environments at 30%. Incidents impacting point-of-sale (POS) systems 

decreased by more than a third to 20% of the total. This is reflective of increased attack sophistication and 

targeting of larger service providers and franchise head offices and less on smaller high-volume targets in 

previous years. 

 

Social engineering tops methods of compromise 
In corporate network environments, phishing and social engineering at 55% was the leading method of 

compromise followed by malicious insiders at 13% and remote access at 9%. This indicates the human 

factor remains the greatest hurdle for corporate cybersecurity teams. “CEO fraud”, a social engineering 

scam encouraging executives to authorize fraudulent money transactions continues to increase. 

 

All web applications found to be vulnerable 
One hundred percent of web applications tested displayed at least one vulnerability with 11 as the median 

number detected per application. 85.9% of web application vulnerabilities involved session management 

allowing an attacker to eavesdrop on a user session to commandeer sensitive information. 

 

Web attacks becoming more targeted 
Targeted web attacks are becoming prevalent and much more sophisticated. Many breach incidents show 

signs of careful preplanning by cybercriminals probing for weak packages and tools to exploit. Cross-site 

scripting (XSS) was involved in 40% of attack attempts, followed by SQL Injection (SQLi) at 24%, Path 

Traversal at 7%, Local File Inclusion (LFI) at 4%, and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) at 3%. 

 

Malware using persistence techniques 
Although 30% of malware examined used obfuscation to avoid detection and bypass first line defenses, 

90% used persistence techniques to reload after reboot. 

 

Service providers are now in the crosshairs 
Of great concern is a marked increase at 9.5% in compromises targeting businesses that provides IT 

services including web-hosting providers, POS integrators and help-desk providers. A compromise of just 

one provider opens the gates to a multitude of new targets. In 2016, service provider compromises did not 

register in the statistics. 

 

Large disparity when breaches are detected internally versus externally 
The median time between intrusion and detection for externally detected compromises was 83 days in 

2017, a stark increase from 65 days in 2016. Median time between intrusion and detection for 

compromises discovered internally however, dropped to zero days in 2017 from 16 days in 2016, meaning 

businesses discovered the majority of breaches the same day they happened. 
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Payment card data is still king 
Down from the previous year, payment card data at 40% still reigns supreme in terms of data types 

targeted in a breach. The figure is split between magnetic stripe data at 22% and card-not-present (CNP) at 

18%. Surprisingly, incidents targeting hard cash is on the rise at 11% mostly due to fraudulent ATM 

transaction breaches enabled by compromise of account management systems at financial institutions. 

 

Necurs keeps malware-laced spam high 
Several major Necurs botnet campaigns for propagating ransomware (including WannaCry), banking 

trojans and other damaging payloads kept spam containing malware high at 26%, down from 34.6% in 

2016. Interestingly, more than 90% of spam-borne malware are delivered inside archive file such as .zip, 

.7z and RAR, typically labeled as invoices or other types of business files. 

 

Database and network security, a year of critical patching 
The number of vulnerabilities patched in five of the most common database products was 119, down from 

170 in 2016. Fifty three percent of computers with SMBv1 enabled were vulnerable to MS17-010 

“ETERNALBLUE” exploits used to disseminate the WannaCry and NotPetya ransomware attacks. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Atlanta shutters water dept. website 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-cyber-atlanta-water/atlanta-takes-down-water-department-

website-two-weeks-after-cyber-attack-idUSKCN1HC2WB  

GIST (Reuters) - Atlanta took down its water department website indefinitely on Thursday, two weeks after a 

ransomware cyber attack tore through the city’s computer systems in one of the most disruptive hacks ever 

to strike a U.S. local government. 

 

“The Department of Watershed Management’s website ... will be offline for server maintenance and 

updates until further notice,” the City of Atlanta wrote on Twitter. 

 

Atlanta’s watershed department was among the operations hard-hit by the March 23 attack that continues 

to block access to databases, postpone municipal court dates and stifle the city’s ability to collect some 

payments for public services.  

 

Employees with the water department said they were unable to turn on their work computers or gain 

wireless internet access for roughly a week after the attack, but they were instructed to report to their 

offices at City Hall anyway. 

 

Many of the department’s systems have lumbered back to life in recent days, but there is still disruption, 

said one employee, who asked not to be identified. 

 

“There’s definitely work not being done and there’s definitely bills not being able to be paid,” the 

employee said. 

 

Hackers used a potent computer virus known as SamSam to encrypt large swaths of city data in the attack 

and demanded a payment of six bitcoins, worth $51,000 at the time, to release the information. 

 

Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms, who took office in January, has declined to say whether the city 

was negotiating with the hackers. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Retail sector top cyberattack target 

SOURCE https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252438382/Retail-sector-top-cyber-attack-target  
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GIST The retail sector suffered the most breach incidences (16.7%) in 2017 as attackers became more organised, 

the latest Trustwave security report shows. 

 

The retail sector was followed by the finance and insurance industry (13.1%) and hospitality (11.9%), 

according to the 2018 Trustwave global security report, which is based on the analysis of billions of 

security events worldwide, hundreds of data-beach investigations and internal research. 

 

However, despite the high volume of attacks on the retail sector, the report shows that incidents impacting 

point-of-sale (POS) systems decreased by more than a third to 20% of the total, which is attributed to 

increased attack sophistication and targeting of larger service providers and franchise head offices rather 

than smaller high-volume targets. 

 

The report notes a marked increase of 9.5% in compromises targeting businesses that provides IT services 

including web-hosting providers, POS integrators and help-desk providers. A compromise of just one 

provider opens the gates to a multitude of new targets. In 2016, service provider compromises did not 

register in the statistics, the report said. 

 

Phishing and social engineering was the top method of compromise (55%), followed by malicious insiders 

(13%) remote access (9%). This indicates the human factor remains the greatest hurdle for corporate cyber 

security teams, the report, noting that “CEO fraud”, a social engineering scam encouraging executives to 

authorise fraudulent money transactions continues to increase. 

 

All web applications tested displayed at least one vulnerability with 11 as the median number detected per 

application. Most of the web application vulnerabilities (85.9%) involved session management allowing an 

attacker to eavesdrop on a user session to commandeer sensitive information. 

 

Targeted web attacks are becoming prevalent and much more sophisticated, the report shows, with many 

breach incidents showing signs of careful preplanning by cyber criminals probing for weak packages and 

tools to exploit 

 

Cross-site scripting (XSS) was involved in 40% of attack attempts, followed by SQL injection (SQLi) at 

24%, path traversal at 7%, local file inclusion (LFI) at 4%, and distributed denial of service (DDoS) at 3%. 

 

Although 30% of malware examined used obfuscation to avoid detection and bypass first line defences, 

90% used persistence techniques to reload after reboot, the report said. 

 

The median time between intrusion and detection for externally detected compromises was 83 days in 

2017, up from 65 days in 2016. However, the median time between intrusion and detection for 

compromises discovered internally dropped to zero days in 2017 from 16 days in 2016, meaning 

businesses discovered the majority of breaches the same day they happened. 

 

Although down from the previous year, payment card data is still the most highly targeted type of data in 

breaches, accounting for 40% of data stolen in all the breaches analysed.     

 

The data shows that several major Necurs botnet campaigns were responsible for propagating ransomware, 

banking trojans and other damaging payloads, with spam containing malware remaining high at 26%, 

although down from 34.6% in 2016. More than 90% of spam-borne malware is delivered inside archive 

file such as .zip and is typically labeled as invoices or other types of business files the report said. 

 

Computers vulnerable 

Although the number of vulnerabilities patched in five of the most common database products was 119 – 

down from 170 in 2016 – the report said 53% of computers with server message block protocol version 1 

enabled were vulnerable to the Eternalblue exploit used to disseminate the WannaCry and NotPetya 

attacks. 

 

Vulnerabilities have seen a sharp surge in the past decade, the report said, with a marked increase in 
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vulnerability disclosures from 2012 and a dramatic spike in 2017. 

 

“This is in part due to the doubling of internet users over the course of a decade. The technically savvy, 

including both security researchers and criminals, are now actively looking for vulnerabilities with the 

latter selling corresponding exploits on the dark web to make hefty profits. More vulnerabilities equate to 

greater potential for exploitations,” the report said. 

 

The report shows that cyber criminals and their attacks are becoming more methodical and organised, said 

Steve Kelley, chief marketing officer at Trustwave. “As long as cyber crime remains profitable, we will 

continue to see threat actors quickly evolving and adapting methods to penetrate networks and steal data. 

 

“Security is as much a ‘people’ issue as it is a technology issue. To stay on par with determined 

adversaries, organisations must have access to security experts who can think and operate like an attacker 

while making best use of the technologies deployed,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Russia sues to block Telegram app 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-telegram/russia-files-lawsuit-to-block-telegram-

messaging-app-idUSKCN1HD143  

GIST MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia’s state communications watchdog said on Friday it had filed a lawsuit to 

limit access to the Telegram messaging app after the company refused to give Russian state security 

services access to its users’ secret messages. 

 

Ranked as the world’s ninth most popular mobile messaging app, Telegram is widely used in countries 

across the former Soviet Union and Middle East. Active users of the app reached 200 million in March. 

 

As part of its services, Telegram allows users to communicate via encrypted messages which cannot be 

read by third parties, including government authorities. 

 

But Russia’s FSB Federal Security service has said it needs access to some messages for its work, 

including guarding against terrorist attacks. Telegram has refused to comply with its demands, citing 

respect for user privacy. 

 

Russia’s Roskomnadzor communications watchdog said it had filed a lawsuit at a Moscow court on Friday 

“with a request to restrict access on the territory of Russia to the information resources of ... Telegram 

Messenger Limited Liability Partnership.” 

 

It said the suit was connected to statements by the FSB that Telegram was not complying with its legal 

obligations as an “organizer of information distribution.” 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Facebook secretly deletes some messages 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/facebook-secretly-deletes-some-of-zuckerbergs-private-messages-

1?ref=home  

GIST Lots of us have sent a message on Facebook we wish we could delete, but, unlike other messaging apps 

such as WhatsApp, you can’t take back sent messages on the site—unless, that is, you’re Mark 

Zuckerberg.  

 

Facebook has confirmed some of the Facebook founder’s messages to users have disappeared from their 

inboxes, with the company claiming it was done to protect corporate security.  

 

Facebook never publicly disclosed the removal of messages from users’ inboxes, nor privately informed 
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the recipients, news site TechCrunch reported.  

 

A spokesperson for Facebook said: “After Sony Pictures’ emails were hacked in 2014, we made a number 

of changes to protect our executives’ communications. These included limiting the retention period for 

Mark’s messages in Messenger. We did so in full compliance with our legal obligations to preserve 

messages.”  

 

Normal Facebook users cannot delete their messages from recipients’ inboxes, indicating Zuckerberg and 

other executives receive special treatment in being able to pull back their sent messages. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Facebook scans users private messages 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/mark-zuckerberg-admits-facebook-scans-user-private-messages/  

GIST If you thought your conversations on Facebook Messenger are private then think again.  

 

In a recent interview founder and CEO of Facebook Mark Zuckerberg admitted that the social media giant 

scans user messages to block any content that goes against the company’s rules and regulations. 

 

This was revealed by Zuckerberg during a podcast interview with Ezra Klein, Vox’s editor at large in 

which he recalled a situation where the company detected that people were trying to spread “sensational 

messages” in Myanmar concerning the Rohingya community and the incitement of violence on both sides. 

As a result, Facebook detected and stopped them from reaching its destination. 

 

“It is clear that people [are] trying to use our tools in order to incite real harm,” said Zuckerberg. “Our 

systems detect what’s going on … We stop those messages from going through.” 

   

“On Messenger, when you send a photo, our automated systems scan it using photo matching technology 

to detect known child exploitation imagery or when you send a link, we scan it for malware or viruses,” a 

Facebook spokesperson confirmed to Bloomberg. 

 

“Facebook designed these automated tools so we can rapidly stop abusive behavior on our platform.” The 

scanned data is not used for advertising, the spokesperson claimed. 

 

Although not surprising, Zuckerberg’s admission did disappoint Facebook users to some extent. The news 

came days after Facebook users on Android devices while downloading their Facebook data, found out 

that the company collected their personal data including call and SMS logs. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 The Pirate Bay is down once again 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/yes-the-pirate-bay-is-down-once-again/  

GIST You are not alone – The Pirate Bay has been down for last seven hours. 

 

It is just another day with just another disappointing news for The Pirate Bay fans. Yes, you are not alone, 

the torrent search and downloading giant is down for everyone. 

 

Those visiting The Pirate Bay right now can see “Error 522 Connection timed out” message generated by 

Cloudflare since The Pirate Bay uses its CDN and DDoS protection service. 

   

According to Cloudflare, Error 522 indicates that the service was unable to reach the origin web server at 

all. It could be so because the server was overloaded or down, its firewall was blocking requests or 

misconfiguration with DNS and IP addresses. 

 

Is It Down Right Now noted that The Pirate Bay is facing service outage for almost 7 hours, however, 
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there are several The Pirate Bay alternatives available here. Another good news is that the dark web 

domain of The Pirate Bay is still up and available for visitors. 

 

Remember, The Pirate Bay has been suffering service outage every now and then since its .SE domain was 

taken from the company on the orders of a Swedish court. But the reason for its increasing downtime still 

remains unclear.   
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HEADLINE 04/05 Report: 100% web apps w/vulnerabilities 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/100-of-web-apps-contain/  

GIST A totality – a full 100% – of web applications are vulnerable to hackers. 

 

According to Trustwave’s 2018 Global Security Report, derived from the analysis of billions of logged 

security and compromise events worldwide, all apps tested displayed at least 1 vulnerability, with 11 as 

the median number detected per application. A majority (85.9%) of web application vulnerabilities 

involved session management, allowing an attacker to eavesdrop on a user session to commandeer 

sensitive information. 

 

Vulnerabilities overall have seen a sharp surge, the report found. After remaining relatively level from 

2008 to 2011, a marked increase in vulnerability disclosures began in 2012, with a dramatic spike in 2017. 

This is in part due to the doubling of internet users over the course of a decade, Trustwave pointed out: 

The technically savvy, including both security researchers and criminals, are now actively looking for 

vulnerabilities with the latter selling corresponding exploits on the dark web to make hefty profits. More 

vulnerabilities of course equate to greater potential for exploitations.  

 

The report also found that web attacks are becoming more targeted, more prevalent and much more 

sophisticated. Many breach incidents show signs of careful preplanning by cybercriminals probing for 

weak packages and tools to exploit. Cross-site scripting (XSS) was involved in 40% of attack attempts, 

followed by SQL injection (SQLi) at 24%, path traversal at 7%, local file inclusion (LFI) at 4%, and 

distributed denial of service (DDoS) at 3%. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Sears, Kmart, Delta hit w/3rd party breach 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/sears-kmart-and-delta-hit-with/  

GIST Customers of Sears, Sears subsidiary Kmart and Delta Airlines have had their customer payment 

information stolen, thanks to a cybersecurity breach at a software provider that they all use.   

 

The firm, called [24]7.ai, provides online customer support services based on artificial intelligence and 

machine learning. The breach affected users processed through its platform starting on September 26, 

2017; the issue persisted until its discovery on October 12, 2017. It is, however, just now notifying its 

customers; Sears said it wasn’t notified of the incident until mid-March, and Delta only found out on 

March 28. Other details are scant. 

 

“The unknown factor is whether or not that information was encrypted, or how,” said Lee Munson, 

security researcher at Comparitech.com. “From an incident response point of view, it is a shame to learn 

[that] the attack has only now come to light, having occurred and been spotted last year, though we are, of 

course, unaware of when affected customers were notified.” 

 

The department store said that hackers were able to access credit-card information of about 100,000 of its 

customers across Sears and Kmart. Delta didn’t provide numbers but characterized the number of affected 

users as a “small subset” of its customer base. The airline also said that personal details related to passport, 

government identification, security and SkyMiles information were not impacted. 
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It’s unclear if other clients are also affected, but the issue has the potential to be far-reaching. The 

company said itself that the “world's largest and most recognizable brands are using intent-driven 

engagement from [24]7.ai to assist several hundred million visitors annually, through more than 1.5 billion 

conversations, most of which are automated.” 

 

The issue, unlike other payment-card breaches, doesn’t involve point-of-sale malware or a network 

compromise at the affected companies but rather a weak link at a partner. Third-party contractors are just a 

fact of today’s corporate life, meaning that businesses need to be aware of the security profile of one’s 

technology partners. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 New macOS backdoor w/cyber espionage 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/new-macos-backdoor-linked-cyber-espionage-group  

GIST A recently discovered macOS backdoor is believed to be a new version of malware previously associated 

with the OceanLotus cyber-espionage group, Trend Micro says. 

 

Also known as APT 32, APT-C-00, SeaLotus, and Cobalt Kitty, OceanLotus is believed to be operating 

out of Vietnam and has been targeting high-profile corporate and government organizations in Southeast 

Asia. Well-resourced and determined, the group uses custom-built malware and already established 

techniques.  

 

Some of the group’s targets include human rights organizations, media organizations, research institutes, 

and maritime construction firms. 

 

The newly discovered macOS backdoor, which Trend Micro detects as OSX_OCEANLOTUS.D, has been 

observed on machines that have the Perl programming language installed. 

 

The malware is being distributed via malicious documents attached to emails. The document masquerades 

as the registration form for an event with HDMC, an organization in Vietnam that advertises national 

independence and democracy. 

 

The document contains malicious, obfuscated macros with a payload written in Perl. The macro extracts 

an XML file from the Word document. This file is an executable acting as the dropper for the final 

payload, which is the backdoor.  

 

The dropper, which has all of its strings encrypted using a hardcoded RSA256 key, is also used to 

establish the backdoor’s persistence on the infected systems. The dropper checks whether it runs as root or 

not, and uses different path and filename based on that.  

 

The dropper sets the backdoor’s attributes to “hidden” and uses random values for the file date and time, 

and deletes itself at the end of the process. 

 

The backdoor has two main functions, which collect platform information and sending it to the command 

and control (C&C) server. It can also receive additional C&C communication information, which is 

encrypted before being sent.  

 

“Malicious attacks targeting Mac devices are not as common as its counterparts, but the discovery of this 

new macOS backdoor that is presumably distributed via phishing email calls for every user to adopt best 

practices for phishing attacks regardless of operating system,” Trend Micro concludes. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Best Buy reveals payment card breach 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/best-buy-hit-247ai-payment-card-breach  
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GIST After Delta Air Lines and Sears Holdings, Best Buy has also come forward to warn customers that their 

payment card information may have been compromised as a result of a breach suffered by online services 

provider [24]7.ai. 

 

Similar to Delta and Sears, Best Buy contracted [24]7.ai for online chat/support services. The retailer says 

it will contact impacted customers and provide free credit monitoring if needed. 

 

Best Buy has not specified exactly how many of its customers are impacted, but noted that “only a small 

fraction of our overall online customer population could have been caught up in this [24]7.ai incident, 

whether or not they used the chat function.” 

 

San Jose, CA-based [24]7.ai provides customer acquisition and engagement solutions to organizations in a 

wide range of sectors and any of them could be impacted by this incident. Its website lists several major 

firms, but some of them apparently no longer do business with the company. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Intel urges: delete remote keyboard app 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/intel-finds-critical-flaw-in-remote-keyboard-app-halts-spectre-

fixes/article/756540/  

GIST Intel is instructing users of its remote keyboard to delete the app after a critical flaw was found and also 

the firm is halting Spectre fixes on older chips. 

 

Escalation of privilege vulnerabilities in all version of the keyboard app allow a network attacker to inject 

keystrokes as a local user, inject keystrokes into another remote keyboard session and allow an authorized 

local attacker to execute arbitrary code as a privileged user, according to an recent notification post.  

 

The vulnerabilities CVE-2018-3641, CVE-2018-3645 and CVE-2018-3638 were rated 9.0 Critical, 8.8 

High, and 7.2 High respectively.    

 

As a result Intel issued a Product Discontinuation notice and recommended all users of the application 

uninstall the app as soon as possible.  

 

The chip manufacturer also announced it is halting Spectre fixes on older chips citing limited ecosystem 

support.  

 

Intel decided to not release microcode updates for these products for one or more reasons which may have 

included Micro-architectural characteristics that preclude a practical implementation of features mitigating 

Variant 2 (CVE-2017-5715).  

 

Other possible explanations included limited Commercially Available System Software support, and based 

on customer inputs, most of these products are implemented as “closed systems” and therefore are 

expected to have a lower likelihood of exposure to these vulnerabilities, the firm said in its microupdate. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Microsoft: cyberthreat tools w/Office 365 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/microsoft-adds-ransomware-protection-recovery-tools-to-office-

365/article/756577/  

GIST Microsoft has rolled out a series of new tools to protect its Office 365 Home and 365 Personal customers 

from a variety of cyberthreats, including ransomware. 

 

Kirk Koenigsbauer, Microsoft's corporate vice president for Office, said subscribers to these two Office 

productivity suites will receive additional measures to protect against ransomware, email-based threats, 
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stronger password protection and advanced link checking in Office products. 

 

The first new ransomware defense has the company bringing its File Restore feature over from OneDrive 

for Business to the consumer-level OneDrive accounts. Files Restore allows you to restore an entire 

OneDrive account to a previous point in time within the last 30 days. This would allow a person to rebuild 

or replace any files encrypted by a ransomware attack, Koenigsbauer wrote in a blog.  

 

Microsoft's next step is adding the ability to detect a ransomware attack in progress in Office 365 and then 

lead the victim through the recovery process.  

 

“If an attack is detected, you will be alerted through an email, mobile, or desktop notification and guided 

through a recovery process where you'll find the date and time of attack preselected in Files Restore,” he 

said. 

 

For 365 users who share important information via email or through links, Microsoft will enable password 

protection for these actions. If the subscriber so chooses he or she can set a password that has to be input 

to access a shared file. Microsoft believes this will protect a document if it is accidentally shared with an 

unauthorized person. 

 

Also on the email front, Outlook.com will now offer end-to-end email encryption and an Outlook user can 

now prevent an email, and any attached documents, from being forwarded beyond its intended recipient. 

 

The final security upgrade has the company bringing its advanced link checking technology to Word, 

Excel and PowerPoint from Outlook.com. Microsoft Word has recently become a popular conduit for 

cyberattackers who used the documents and their various vulnerabilities to launch fileless attacks. 

 

“Starting later this year, links you click in Word, Excel and PowerPoint will also be checked in real-time 

to determine if the destination website is likely to download malware onto your computer or if it's related 

to a phishing scam. If the link is suspicious, you will be redirected to a warning screen recommending you 

don't access the site,” Koenigsbauer said. 

 

Microsoft added this advanced protection to Outlook last fall. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Supply chain attacks in healthcare 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/perimeter/supply-chain-attacks-could-pose-biggest-threat-to-

healthcare/d/d-id/1331468  

GIST Healthcare organizations often overlook the part of their operations where they are most vulnerable. 

Supply chain attacks pose a greater threat than exposed medical devices, report researchers who have 

analyzed the industry's risk since WannaCry hit in May 2017. 

 

WannaCry may not have been built to target healthcare but the massive ransomware operation still left its 

mark on the industry, blocking National Health Service (NHS) trust hospitals from accessing patient 

records and forcing doctors to reschedule appointments and surgeries. 

 

The profound effect on the healthcare industry prompted researchers at Trend Micro and the Healthcare 

Information Trust Alliance (HITRUST) to investigate healthcare network risks flying under the radar. 

They specifically looked into how supply chain cyberthreats, and exposed connected medical systems and 

devices, affected organizations' security posture. 

 

Connected medical devices demand scrutiny as cybercriminals can take advantage of their exposure to 

break into organizations, run botnets, take data, or launch ransomware attacks. 

 

"There's definitely more devices now, and wider exposure brings a greater landscape, greater aperture for 
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attack," says Greg Young, vice president of cybersecurity at Trend Micro. Confidentiality, integrity, and 

availability are always considered in device security but with healthcare devices, safety must be 

considered as well, he adds. It's not a stretch to recognize an IoT attack on medical devices could cause 

physical harm to patients. 

 

Diagnosing Supply Chain Threats  

 

Industries like telecom, financial services, and consumer technology know all too well the risk of supply 

chain attacks. As healthcare relies more heavily on supply chain vendors, third-party service providers, 

and cloud-based systems, its organizations are also recognizing the risk. 

 

Attackers can abuse third-party goods and services to steal confidential information, change data, install 

malicious software, introduce an unapproved function or design, or bring counterfeit devices into the 

organization. The risk of supply chain attacks in healthcare has grown along with the number of devices as 

attackers see an opportunity to manipulate them. 

 

Researchers highlight several entry points an attacker can use to compromise a hospital's supply chain. A 

key one is the device manufacturer; a hospital has no control over whether a device is tampered with 

during the manufacturing process. They also lack insight into the security of distribution centers, suppliers, 

software developers, and shipping companies. 

 

"Globally, supply chain and counterfeit devices are an increased risk," says Young. Older, harder-to-patch 

devices, many of which aren't subject to protective inspections like a regular operating system, are a 

"stepping stone" into the rest of the IT environment. 

 

The industry has started to buckle down on device security to prevent certain types of supply chain attacks. 

For example, the FDA now mandates Unique Device Identification codes for all medical devices. This 

code indicates a device's version, model, manufacturing date and batch number, expiration date, and serial 

number. All this data is entered in a global, publicly accessible database so patients can check if a device is 

counterfeit. 

 

Ransomware Down, Targeting Up  

 

Researchers found cybercriminals are narrowing their focus on the healthcare space, opting for more 

focused attacks as opposed to broader campaigns.  

 

Young points out how ransomware attacks on healthcare organizations steadily declined between October 

and December 2017. High-risk indicators of compromise (IoCs) dropped from 4,330 to 2,354 between 

November and December, and total IoC have also declined from October through December. The shift is a 

sign that attackers are changing tactics. 

 

"The broad splashing of random kinds of attacks is down, but how much they're targeted is definitely up," 

he explains. The number of ransomware families has been growing since 2012, with a major spike from 29 

families in 2015 to 247 families in 2016, and 327 in 2017. 

 

Massive campaigns waste resources and are more likely to be tracked, says Young. Cybercriminals are 

using specific attacks to maximize their impact on each organization. For example, if they know an 

organization has a Windows 10 environment, they'll use a Windows 10-based attack. 

 

"My own belief is the level of targeted attack is increasing more rapidly than the granularity of defenses," 

he notes. 

 

Healing Healthcare Security 

 

Young warns not to get too distracted by healthcare-specific needs. Patching, response capabilities, and 

monitoring are essential: "Those are the basics and the things almost everybody gets wrong today, but 
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those are the high-impact areas," he says. 

 

It's also important to pay attention to non-medical IoT devices entering the hospital, which could also 

prove a risk. Smart televisions in patients' rooms, smartboards, or smart devices in labs that aren't part of 

normal testing could all be a jumping-off point for attack. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Mirai variant botnet targets financials 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/mirai-variant-botnet-takes-aim-at-financials/d/d-

id/1331472  

GIST Criminals, like carpenters, hate to see a good tool go unused. It's no surprise, then, that the Mirai botnet 

has been in action once again, this time in concert with other botnets and with targets in the financial 

sector. 

 

Insikt Group, the threat research group within Recorded Future, found that a Mirai botnet variant was used 

to attack a company, or companies, in the financial sector in January. And it might not have been alone; 

they found that it was possibly linked to the IoTroop or Reaper botnet. 

 

Three financial companies were hit by DDoS attacks on Jan. 28: two at the same time, and the third a few 

hours later. On Jan. 29, ABN Amro, a Dutch bank, reported that they had been hit by a DDoS attack the 

previous day and that other Dutch banks had also been hit. Insikt Group says that the DNS amplification 

attack used against one of the first targets hit 30 Gbps - highly disruptive, but not the largest attack seen. 

 

According to the researchers, the botnet involved in the first company attack was 80% compromised 

MikroTik routers and 20% various IoT devices. Those devices range from Apache and IIS web servers to 

webcams, DVRs, TVs, and routers. Manufacturers of the recruited devices include companies from the 

very small up to Cisco and Linksys. 

 

Irfan Saif is cyber risk services principal for Deloitte Risk and Financial Advisory. In an interview with 

Dark Reading he points out that the IoT devices brought into the botnets have processing, communication, 

and networking capabilities, so it's not surprising that they're being recruited for nefarious purposes. "It 

will be a continuing problem and the intricacies and complexities will continue to evolve," he says. 

 

"There's an ever-increasing set [of IoT applications] in industries and for facilities management that will 

broaden the set of devices that can be taken," Saif says, adding, "The complexity of devices that can be 

taken will continue to increase." 

 

The analysts at Insikt Group say that, while many of the devices used in the attacks were previously 

available for use in other botnets, many others were not known to be subject to existing botnet malware. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Researchers: 1.5B sensitive files exposed 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/1-5-billion-sensitive-files-exposed-by-misconfigured-servers-storage-

and-cloud-services/  

GIST Researchers have discovered over 1.5 billion sensitive files including payroll information, credit card 

details, medical data, and patents for intellectual property are exposed online, putting consumers and 

businesses at risk of theft, cybercrime, and espionage. 

 

But the information exposed online -- which amounts to a total of 12,000 terabytes of data -- isn't there as 

a result of hacking or other cybercriminal activity, it has been stored in publicly available locations 

ranging from Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) buckets, rysnc, SMB and FTP servers, 

misconfigured websites, and unsecured NAS drives. 
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In just the first three months of 2018, a total of 1,550,447,111 exposed files have been detected by 

researchers at Digital Shadows, who outlined the findings in a new report. 

 

While data has been left exposed by organisations in almost all countries around the world, it's the US that 

is the country most affected by the problem, with 239,607,590 files exposed, accounting for 16 percent of 

the total. 

 

However, when combined into one entity, the countries of the European Union were found to have 

exposed the most data, with 537,720,919 files available publically online -- accounting for 37 percent of 

the total data.  

   

One of the most common forms of identifiable personal data found to be exposed were payroll and tax 

return files, which accounted for 700,000 and 60,000 files respectively. If abused, this sensitive 

information could be used to commit fraud, identity theft, or other financial crime. 

 

However, the exposed data isn't restricted to financial information: researchers found over two million 

.dcm -- Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine -- files exposed on a single open SMB port in 

Italy.  

 

These could potentially contain health information -- highly personal data which patients would definitely 

not appreciate being left exposed. 

 

However, in one instance, a patent for a yet-to-be released renewable energy product was found in a 

document labelled as 'strictly confidential' and containing detailed pictures and information about the 

patent. 

 

This marks just one instance of confidential plans being publically uploaded as a result of accidental 

backing up of data onto open SMB and FTP servers, rsync and Amazon S3 buckets.  

 

So while organisations might worry that hacking groups and other sophisticated threat actors could be 

targeting their IP, the reality is they could have already released that information themselves. 

 

"While we often hyperfocus on responding to adversaries conducting intrusions into our environments and 

silently exfiltrating our data, we aren't focusing on our external digital footprints and the data that is 

already publicly available via misconfigured services," said Rick Holland, chief information security 

officer at Digital Shadows. 

 

"The volume of this sensitive data exposure should be a major cause for concern for any security and 

privacy conscious organisation. In addition, with GDPR fast approaching, there are clear regulatory 

implications for any organization with EU citizen data," he added. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 CDN subdomains hijacked in experiment 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/researchers-hijack-over-2-000-subdomains-from-

legitimate-sites-in-cloudfront-experiment/  

GIST Security experts from MindPoint Group, an information security firm, have hijacked over 2,000 

subdomains from legitimate websites while researching possible security flaws in Amazon's CloudFront 

CDN service. 

 

Experts found that CloudFront's CDN routing mechanism that linked a site's domain and subdomains to a 

specific server contained a flaw that allowed attackers to point misconfigured subdomains to their own 

endpoint instead, effectively hijacking the subdomain from legitimate CloudFront users. 
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MindPoint security analyst Matt Westfall coded and deployed a proof-of-concept Python script that 

automatically scanned CloudFront domains and hijacked vulnerable subdomains, pointing the servers to a 

demo page he created. 

 

Westfall says he hijacked over 2,000 subdomains over the period of a few days just by using his script. 

Some of the most high-profile subdomains belonged to companies such as the Red Cross, Bloomberg, 

Reuters, Dow Jones, Harvard, University of Maryland, the Commonwealth Bank of Australia, and two US 

government agencies. 

 

"When subdomains from a high-trust domain are hijacked, they can be set up as a watering hole for 

delivering malware that has a high likelihood of bypassing filtering mechanisms," Westfall says. 

 

Furthermore, these subdomains are perfect for spear-phishing attacks, being almost impossible to detect 

even by the most astute and security-hardened user. 

 

The researcher says he notified Amazon of his findings, and in the span of three days, he transferred 

ownership of these vulnerable subdomains back to Amazon, who is now running a warning on the 

subdomains, hoping that the legitimate owners rectify the misconfigured CDNs. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Strange story of WhiteRose ransomware 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/the-whiterose-ransomware-is-decryptable-and-

tells-a-strange-story/  

GIST A new ransomware has been discovered by MalwareHunterTeam that is based off of the InfiniteTear 

ransomware family, of which BlackRuby and Zenis are members. When this ransomware infects a 

computer it will encrypt the files, scramble the filenames, and append the .WHITEROSE extension to 

them. 

 

It is not currently known for sure how this ransomware is being distributed, but reports indicate it is being 

manually installed by hacking into Remote Desktop services. Furthermore, based on the submissions to 

ID-Ransomware, the developer of this ransomware appears to be targeting European countries, with a 

strong focus on Spain. 

  

The good news is this ransomware appears to be decryptable by Michael Gillespie. So if you become 

infected with WhiteRose, do not pay the ransom, and instead post a request for help in our WhiteRose 

Support & Help topic.  You may also be able to receive help through Dr.Web, but that is a paid for service. 

 

The WhiteRose ransom note reads like a poem 

 

Both the BlackRuby Ransomware and now WhiteRose have ransom notes that read more like an 

assignment from a creative writing course rather than a ransom demand.  

 

In WhiteRose's ransom note, the developer tells the story of an isolated and lonely hacker surrounded by 

white roses in a garden. They go on to state that they want to share their white roses with the world by 

encrypting your computer and transforming it into a flower. 

 

I do not think about selling white roses again. This time, I will plant all the white roses  

of the garden to bring a different gift for the people of each country. No matter where is my garden  

and where I am from, no matter if you are a housekeeper or a big company owner, it does not matter  

if you are the west of the world or its east, it's important that the white roses are endless and  

infinite. You do not need to send letters or e-mails to get these roses. Just wait it tomorrow.  

Wait for good days with White Rose. 

 

I hope you accept this gift from me and if it reaches you, close your eyes and place yourself  
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in a large garden on a wooden chair and feel this beautiful scene to reduce your anxiety and everyday 

tension. 

 

Thank you for trusting me. Now open your eyes. Your system has a flower like a small garden; A white 

rose flower. 

 

This is definitely a step up from BlackRuby's ransom note, which was nonsense. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Hacker exploited Verge network bug 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/cryptocurrency/hacker-uses-exploit-to-generate-verge-

cryptocurrency-out-of-thin-air/  

GIST An unknown attacker has exploited a bug in the Verge cryptocurrency network code to mine Verge coins 

at a very rapid pace and generate funds almost out of thin air. 

 

The Verge development team is preparing a hard-fork of the entire cryptocurrency code to fix the issue 

and revert the blockchain to a previous state before the attack to neutralize the hacker's gains. 

 

The incident took place yesterday, and initially, users thought it was a ">51% attack," an attack where a 

malicious actor takes control over the more than half of the network nodes, giving himself the power to 

forge transactions. 

 

Rumors swirled around all day yesterday, as users feared the attacker might use his dominant network 

position to siphon funds from their accounts. 

 

The Verge team eventually came out and clarified the details surrounding the incident, denouncing rumors 

of a 51% attack, but not revealing additional info about the real cause of the incident. 

 

Nonetheless, users who looked into the suspicious network activity eventually tracked down what 

happened, revealing that a mysterious attacker had mined Verge coins at a near impossible speed of 1,560 

Verge coins (XVG) per second, the equivalent of $78/s. 

 

Under normal circumstances, a single miner wouldn't have ever been able to receive such a high reward 

for processing Verge blockchain computations. 

 

The malicious mining lasted only three hours, according to the Verge team, who promised to fix the bug in 

a hard-fork that's expected later today. 

 

According to unofficial estimations, some users who tracked the illegally mined funds on the Verge 

blockchain said the hacker appears to have made around 15.6 million Verge coins, which is around 

$780,000. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Twitter: 1.2M accounts dropped for terror 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-twitter-terrorism-accounts-20180405-story.html  

GIST Twitter Inc. said Thursday it suspended 1.21 million accounts from its social media platform between 

August 2015 and the end of 2017 for "violations related to the promotion of terrorism." 

 

Twitter also said the suspensions were on a downswing. 

 

They included 274,460 suspended accounts in the second half of 2017, which were down 8.4% from the 

previous reporting period and the second consecutive period "in which we've seen a drop in the number of 
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accounts being suspended for this reason," Twitter said in a blog post covering its 12th biannual 

"transparency report." 

 

Twitter also said 74% of the accounts involved in the latest reporting period "were suspended before their 

first tweet." 

 

"We continue to see the positive, significant impact of years of hard work making our site an undesirable 

place for those seeking to promote terrorism, resulting in this type of activity increasingly shifting away 

from Twitter," the company said. 

 

Twitter said that 93% of the 274,460 accounts suspended in the last half of 2017 "were flagged by [the 

company's] internal, proprietary tools" and that government reports of such violations accounted for only 

0.2% of all suspensions. 

 

Twitter began mass suspensions of such accounts in early 2014 as the San Francisco-based company 

responded to criticism that it wasn't doing enough to crack down on users who promote or are linked to 

terrorist groups. 

 

In December 2015, after the mass shooting in San Bernardino that left 14 dead, President Obama called on 

Twitter and other tech leaders to "make it harder for terrorists to use technology to escape from justice." 

 

Last year, relatives of the victims of the attack filed a federal lawsuit against Twitter, Google and 

Facebook, accusing the tech giants of knowingly supporting Islamic State and its extremist agenda. 

 

The lawsuit contends the companies allowed Islamic State to build an outsize online presence and 

propagate its extremist beliefs and draw recruits, such as the couple who carried out the attacks on the San 

Bernardino social services center. 

 

In the fourth quarter of last year, Twitter reported 330 million average monthly users of its platform 

overall. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Facebook faces global backlash 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/04/05/as-facebook-confronts-tough-

questions-on-data-misuse-europe-might-force-real-change/?utm_term=.ff29761f3173  

GIST BERLIN — These days, you might get more applause for not being on social media than for reaching a 

follower milestone in Europe’s liberal hubs such as Berlin or Paris. Concerns over privacy and ethics have 

triggered an unprecedented debate here that revolves around how, and not whether, to regulate U.S. tech 

giants. 

 

Europe’s more loyal users of Facebook and other social media advocates may have felt comforted that 

major scandals over privacy settings and the platform’s business model appeared to mainly affect its U.S. 

side, such as the recent outcry over how Cambridge Analytica’s personal data collection affected “30 

million profiles of American Facebook users.” 

 

But now, Facebook says that Cambridge Analytica may have obtained data on far more users — with 

about 20 percent of them estimated to in fact live outside of the United States. In a separate revelation, 

Facebook also had to acknowledge on Wednesday that “malicious actors” were able to discover the 

identities and collect data on most of its 2 billion global users. 

 

The mechanisms used by Cambridge Analytica and the “malicious actors” cited by Facebook appear to 

have been legal and do not constitute a data hack, but rather a deliberate exploitation of information 

through tools or loopholes Facebook itself provided in the past. While tens of millions of U.S. consumers 

are affected in both cases, the misuse of foreign users’ data could now turn out to be the real problem for 
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Facebook since other countries take privacy issues more seriously than the U.S. government. 

 

In Australia, the government watchdog organization opened an investigation into Facebook’s practices on 

Thursday, writing in a statement that it “will consider whether Facebook has breached the Privacy Act 

1988 (Privacy Act).” 

 

“Given the global nature of this matter, the OAIC will confer with regulatory authorities internationally,” 

the watchdog wrote. 

 

In India, where over a half-million users are estimated to be affected, the allegations have resulted in a 

governmental request to Facebook and Cambridge Analytica for more detailed information, with a 

Saturday deadline. 

 

Even though India is now Facebook’s biggest market — ahead of the United States — no Indian media 

outlets were able to ask questions in a conference call with CEO Mark Zuckerberg on Wednesday. The 

heavy U.S.-focus immediately triggered criticism because privacy advocates are still looking into reports 

that Cambridge Analytica may have used Facebook data to influence Indian politics, as well. 

 

Facebook’s acknowledgments in recent weeks have also triggered furious reactions in a privacy-conscious 

Europe that has long sought ways to rein in U.S. social media and tech giants. European Union regulators 

have always been much tougher on the tech companies than their U.S. counterparts, for instance forcing 

them to give users more control, imposing fines for noncompliance and requiring platforms to spot and 

delete illegal content. The latest revelations could serve as a pretext to toughen existing rules further and 

force social media companies to implement broader changes worldwide. 

 

Germany’s justice minister, Katarina Barley, recently said it was unacceptable that users “were being 

spied on against their will, in order to bombard them with deliberate political adverts or hatred against 

political opponents.” Barley called Facebook’s practices a “threat to democracy.” The European Union’s 

justice commissioner, Vera Jourova, similarly said Facebook had facilitated “deep manipulation.” Both 

remarks came before Wednesday’s announcement that Europeans had been targeted, too. 

 

That’s why two countries included in Facebook's acknowledgment on Wednesday are likely to cause the 

social media company a particular headache: Britain and Germany. 

 

Perhaps even more damaging to Facebook's business model than tumbling shares may be the sort of E.U.-

style regulation efforts that have been introduced here in recent years. Nevertheless, Zuckerberg applauded 

the European efforts in a conference call with journalists on Wednesday, calling them “very positive,” in a 

somewhat surprising assessment. 

 

His praise for Europe’s tough data rules — that have so far been considered detrimental to the company’s 

business model — may either indicate a real strategy change or could be an effort to calm Europe’s 

nervous regulators by promising eventual change. Zuckerberg has struck an unusually humble tone in 

recent weeks, as his company has gone through its worst crisis so far, even as critics say that the company 

has shied away from some key issues. 

 

“We intend to make all the same controls and settings available everywhere, not just in Europe,” 

Zuckerberg said on Wednesday, referring to a major new online privacy law that will take effect in May. 

Introduced as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the massive overhaul will force all 

companies operating here to tell their European users which data they have stored on them and provide 

them with an option to delete that information, among other changes. 

 

While European social media skeptics have celebrated the law as almost revolutionary, Zuckerberg 

stopped short on Wednesday of promising the same rights to users in the United States or other countries 

disproportionately affected by the latest revelations, including the Philippines, Indonesia, Mexico and 

Canada. 
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“Is it going to be exactly the same format? Probably not. We need to figure out what makes sense in 

different markets with the different laws and different places. But — let me repeat this — we’ll make all 

controls and settings the same everywhere, not just in Europe,” Zuckerberg said. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Russia blasts Facebook ‘censorship’ 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-facebook-troll-factory-content-internet-research-agency-

censorship/  

GIST The Kremlin on Thursday blasted Facebook's move to remove content created by more than 100 accounts 

deemed to be linked to a Russian "troll farm" as hostile censorship. Under intense scrutiny, the social 

media giant announced Wednesday that it was scrubbing even more accounts, ads and other content 

generated by the Russia-based Internet Research Agency (IRA). 

 

As CBS News' Olivia Victoria Gazis reported Wednesday, Facebook's chief security officer Alex Stamos 

wrote that 70 Facebook accounts, 65 Instagram accounts and 138 Facebook Pages linked to the IRA would 

be scrubbed from the company's platforms.   

 

The "vast majority" (95 percent) of the content was written in Russian, Stamos said, and targeted 

audiences in Russia or in neighboring, former Soviet countries. In total, roughly 1.5 million unique users 

followed at least one of the purged accounts, according to Stamos' post. 

 

The IRA garnered intense scrutiny after media reports and assessments by the U.S. intelligence 

community revealed how professional trolls at the Kremlin-linked company sought to sow discord and 

disinformation via online influence operations during the 2016 U.S. presidential election. 

 

On Thursday, President Vladimir Putin's spokesman Dmitry Peskov agreed with a journalist from one of 

the media organizations which had content removed from Facebook who asked whether the Russian 

government viewed the action as censorship. 

 

"Yes it is," Peskov said on a conference call with journalists. "We are of course following this and we 

regret it." 

 

Facebook's move this week followed a previous purge in September of 470 IRA accounts and pages that 

the company deemed "inauthentic" and said were designed to spread divisive content. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Slack allows employers to read texts 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/better/business/slack-updates-privacy-policy-employers-can-read-

private-dms-without-ncna862811  

GIST Digital technology makes it easy for your employer to monitor everything you do — the email, instant 

messages or texts you send and receive — on any company-provided digital devices or work platforms. 

 

Even so, it’s easy to see how employees could assume — mistakenly — that by using Slack, the popular 

instant-messaging workplace collaboration tool, their direct messages (DMs) are limited to those in their 

small user group. 

 

The company, based in San Francisco, says more than 6 million U.S. workers use its service every day. 

 

Slack, which stands for “Searchable Log of All Conversations and Knowledge” was originally a way for 

team members to communicate, but it has “expanded to become a more social platform as well,” as noted 

in a recent news report in the Daily Mail. Slack has chat rooms (called channels) and users can include 

emojis in their messages to express reactions. 
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“Slack is a work collaboration tool, plain and simple,” said attorney Bradley Shear, founder of Digital 

Armour, a privacy consulting service based in Bethesda, Maryland. “It's definitely not a watercooler area 

or any type of place where you should be saying inappropriate things – whether it's about your boss or 

other people, or talking about politics, religion or anything of that nature. Slack is something that should 

only be used specifically for productivity and work purposes.” 

 

Since 2014, Slack customers who bought its premium “Plus” plan have been able to download and read 

communications transmitted via Slack through what’s called a “Compliance Export.” This cannot be done 

in real time, but the archive downloaded can go back to when that Slack group was created. When an 

export is done, employees in that Slack group are automatically notified that the boss is watching. 

 

Automatic notices to employees will be discontinued. The employer will now decide whether users will be 

told their conversations are being exported. 

 

Slack says its policy changes are related to the pending implementation of the European Union’s General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which takes effect on May 25. This is an attempt “to achieve a 

balance across regulatory requirements, user expectations and customer needs,” the company said in a 

statement to NBC News BETTER. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 UK purges extremist transport workers 

SOURCE https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/purge-of-extremist-workers-on-london-transport-

a3807521.html  

GIST A purge of potential terrorists working on London’s transport system is being carried out to protect the 

public from another Islamic State attack, Britain’s security minister revealed today. 

 

Ben Wallace said that extremists who “would pose a risk to London and its transport network” had already 

been removed from their posts during an intensive drive to identify potential attackers.  

 

He revealed that the new action was intended to help police and the intelligence agencies cope with the 

“acute” threat and suggested that further removals would take place as part of the continued effort to 

disrupt would-be terrorists before they could strike. His comments came during an interview with the 

Evening Standard in which Mr Wallace also disclosed that: 

 

Some foreign fighters from Britain were “re-engaging” in the conflict in Syria and only a “tiny” number 

were attempting to return. 

 

“A number” of other UK Islamists were detained in Syria in addition to the two so-called “Beatles” 

Alexander Kotey and El Shafee Elsheikh held by Kurdish fighters. 

 

In Britain, IS and far-Right extremists have been grooming people with autism to turn them towards 

violence. 

 

But his most significant comments were on the ongoing effort to remove potentially dangerous extremists 

from jobs on London’s transport network and in other “sensitive” areas. 

 

The problem was highlighted following the London Bridge attack last year when it emerged that Khurram 

Butt, one of the three killers, had previously worked for London Underground. 

 

Mr Wallace said that with about 3,000 terror suspects under active scrutiny and a further 20,000 logged as 

former “subjects of interest”, police and MI5 needed other methods, beyond arresting suspects, to keep the 
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public safe. Disrupting potential attackers through early intervention was one way, particularly when they 

could use their jobs for malign purposes. “We’ve done a lot of work over the last year about people 

working in sensitive areas who shouldn’t be, and removing their ability to do so,” Mr Wallace said. 

 

“It’s reducing the insider threat. There are definitely people who have worked in sensitive areas that we 

have now removed who would pose a risk to London and its networks of transport.  

 

“We’ve got to protect as well as pursue. There are more things we can do around where these people 

work.” Mr Wallace said that other methods to disrupt potential terrorists included targeting them through 

immigration powers or welfare policies.  

 

He added: “We have an acute number of people in this country who are attracted to extremism or violent 

extremism. You can’t arrest your way out of that so you have to develop a way that you can early 

intervene with some people. Disruption is really important.  

 

“There are some people whose immigration status may be rightly examined to remove them from threat 

and there are people involved in normal crime who we could take off the streets. There are people who 

have social issues — are they neglecting their families, are they a troubled family that the troubled family 

scheme could deal with, are they being exposed to non-regulated school settings?  

 

“We seize a number of these people who have autism, who are targeted and groomed by IS and the far-

Right — so are we doing enough in mental health to identify vulnerable people?” 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Somalia emergency declaration extended 

SOURCE http://allafrica.com/stories/201804060369.html  

GIST U.S President Donald Trump has signed an executive order extending a national emergency declaration for 

Somalia, which had been slated to expire in May, the White House said in a statement on Wednesday. 

 

It also cited the nation's continued threat to U.S. national security and foreign policy. 

 

"The situation with respect to Somalia continues to pose an unusual and extraordinary threat to the 

national security and foreign policy of the United States. 

 

"For this reason, the national emergency declared on April 12, 2010, and the measures adopted on that 

date and on July 20, 2012, to deal with that emergency, must continue in effect beyond April 12, 2018," 

the release said. 

 

It said the emergency was first declared in 2010 and had been extended several times due to piracy off the 

Somali coast and internal attacks by al-Shabab, a terrorist group affiliated with al-Qaeda (both are banned 

in Russia). 

 

According to the release, Wednesday's action extended the emergency declaration for one year. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Police train to swarm London ‘terror targets’ 

SOURCE https://news.sky.com/story/hundreds-of-specially-trained-police-ready-to-swarm-terror-targets-in-

london-11318002  

GIST Hundreds of specially-trained police will be ready to deploy to potential London terror targets at short 

notice under a new plan called Project Servator. 

 

The officers could be sent to patrol locations like shopping centres, transport hubs and tourist attractions in 
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a move aimed at deterring, detecting and disrupting possible attacks. 

 

The plans involve undercover and highly visible police trained in how to spot people planning such acts. 

 

Project Servator has already been used for four years by City of London Police, and was trialled in 

Wandsworth and Lambeth last year. 

 

In the past four years under Servator deployments, the force has carried out 938 searches leading to 547 

arrests. 

 

Superintendent Nick Aldworth said traditional techniques for stopping terrorism have not worked against 

new, simpler terrorist attack methods such as using vehicles as weapons. 

 

He said: "When we look globally and nationally, we have seen that terrorists now use simple 

methodologies that perhaps have evaded some of our traditional techniques for countering terrorism. 

 

"In terms of specific methodologies, we put a lot of time and energy into future forecasting. 

 

"We look at Syria and some of the things that are happening there, and how that might be migrated back 

into the UK.  

 

"That's an ongoing piece of work, not only by us but through our intelligence services colleagues as well." 

 

The London Bridge and Finsbury Park attacks both saw rented vans hit and kill members of the public, 

while a car was used to kill people on Westminster Bridge last year. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 France poised to expel radical imam 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/05/world/europe/france-extremism-

doudi.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=second-

column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news  

GIST MARSEILLE, France — No ordinary preacher, El Hadi Doudi is perhaps France’s leading proponent of 

fundamentalist Islam. His influence extends throughout Europe, where his lawyer says the cleric is the 

only imam authorized to issue fatwas. Over 37 years, he has often berated Jews, women and the modern 

world, yet the authorities have tolerated his hard-line sermons and occasionally cultivated him as an ally. 

 

That was until now. 

 

The government of President Emmanuel Macron appears poised to expel the preacher in one of the most 

striking examples of its hardening stance toward radical Islam. Mr. Macron has already used his huge 

majority in Parliament to inscribe into law some government tactics — searches and seizures, house 

arrests, shutting down mosques — that had been applied before only as part of the state of emergency put 

in place after terrorist attacks in Paris killed 130 people in November 2015. 

 

The case of Imam Doudi, 63, who was born in Algeria and is not a French citizen, is part of a high-profile 

effort by the Macron administration to intensify scrutiny of Muslim clerics and, in some cases, to deport 

them. Some analysts say that Mr. Macron is using it to display toughness, as European governments 

struggle for tools to battle radical Islam, and as he fends off political challenges from the far right. 

 

“They want to make an example of him,” said Vincent Geisser, an Islam expert at the University of Aix-

Marseille. “It’s got more to do with communicating firmness.” 

 

The tough line is another example of the unique stance Mr. Macron has taken since winning office almost 

a year ago. He is hailed globally as a great defender of liberal democracy, a voice of reason in a Europe 
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awash in angry populism. Yet he has also assumed great executive powers, alarming critics who have 

charged the Macron government with overreaching in areas like immigration, and who now worry about 

his approach to fighting terrorism. 

 

France was hardly passive toward extremism in the past; the Interior Ministry kicked out 40 Muslim 

clerics from 2012 to 2015, and another 52 people, including clerics, over the last 28 months. Not all of 

those recent expulsions have come during Mr. Macron’s time in office, yet his government seems 

determined to make clear that France now has a far lower tolerance for radical preaching. 

 

“It’s not just the terrorist organizations, the armies of Daesh, the imams of hate and death that we are 

fighting,” Mr. Macron said, referring to the Islamic State, in a speech last week honoring Lt. Col. Arnaud 

Beltrame, a police officer who died in terrorist attack at a supermarket in southern France after swapping 

himself with a hostage. 

 

“What we are fighting is also is this subterranean Islamism, which advances through social networks, 

which accomplishes its task invisibly, which works silently on the weak and the unstable, betraying even 

those it claims to represent, who, on our very soil, indoctrinate through proximity and daily corrupt,” Mr. 

Macron said. 

 

The expulsion of Imam Doudi was recommended by the Marseille authorities under a French law 

regarding “deliberate acts tending to provoke discrimination, hatred and violence toward an individual or a 

group.” 

 

In a confidential investigative report seen by The New York Times, the authorities blamed Imam Doudi’s 

“patient and insistent proselytizing” for helping to turn a quarter of Marseille’s practicing Muslims — the 

largest concentration in France — into practitioners of Salafism, an ultraconservative movement within 

Sunni Islam. For the country as a whole, the proportion of Muslims who are Salafists is much lower, about 

5.5 percent. 

 

Imam Doudi’s influence, the report noted, extends all over France and even “goes well beyond the 

country’s frontiers” and throughout Europe, as other countries, in particular Germany, have had their own 

troubles with Salafist preachers and monitor them carefully. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 US ‘mismanaged’ Afghan power project 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/middle-east/report-army-corps-of-engineers-mismanaged-60-million-

afghan-power-project-1.520506  

GIST A $60 million power project overseen by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in Afghanistan couldn’t be 

powered up for fear it would put Afghan lives at risk, and shoddy work could leave the system structurally 

unstable, a government watchdog found. 

 

The third phase in the Corps’ North East Power System project strung high-voltage power lines through 32 

miles of Parwan and Kapisa provinces as part of an international effort to build up Afghanistan’s power 

grid and bring electricity to communities and military installations throughout the beleaguered country. 

 

But when the system was turned over to the Afghan government, residents in some areas were still living 

and farming on land used for the project, perhaps dangerously close to the transmission towers and high-

voltage power lines — in some cases, directly under them — according a review by the Special Inspector 

General for Afghanistan Reconstruction, published Wednesday. 

 

Inspectors also found what they said were signs of poor workmanship at some of the 18 transmission 

towers inspected last fall, which the report said could lead to their collapse from crumbling concrete 

foundations or erosion. 
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A Corps official at Bagram Air Field said officials reviewed the structural concerns raised in the report and 

found they do not pose a risk to the system’s long-term operation. Spokeswoman Britney Walker said 

other issues noted in the report had been resolved and the power would be turned on in seven days. 

 

In an official response included in the SIGAR report, the Corps rejected most of the report’s findings and 

recommendations — including its title, which accused the Corps of “mismanagement.” 

 

Officials said SIGAR ignored the fact that some features of the power system, such as connecting the third 

phase of the project to its power source, were supposed to be done by other organizations involved in 

building out the grid, such as the U.S. Agency for International Development, the Asian Development 

Bank or the governments of Afghanistan, France or India. 

 

“The SIGAR report appears to suggest that if (the Corps) finished a project before another critical piece of 

the grid was available, (it) should build the incomplete segment or terminate the contract,” the response 

said. 

 

Acknowledging the difficulty of completing power projects in the embattled country, where insurgents 

control, influence or contest more than half of the districts, Walker said officials “are confident the Afghan 

government can operate these systems safely.” 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Evacuations rebel-held town suspended 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/evacuation-syrias-douma-suspended-disagreements-

54255072?   

GIST Evacuations from the rebel-held town of Douma near the Syrian capital were suspended on Thursday, days 

after hundreds of opposition fighters and their relatives left for areas of the country's north as part of a 

surrender deal following a massive government offensive. 

 

State news agency SANA said the suspension was the result of disagreements within the Army of Islam 

rebel group, adding that buses that entered Douma for the evacuations on Thursday returned without 

passengers. 

 

Douma is the last town held by rebels in the eastern Ghouta suburbs of Damascus. Other rebel groups 

agreed to relocate to the north after a Russia-backed government offensive in February and March that 

killed hundreds of people and caused catastrophic destruction. 

 

The Army of Islam appears to have reached a deal with Russia to relocate to parts of northern Syria 

controlled by Turkey-allied opposition forces. On Wednesday, 650 fighters and civilians escorted by the 

Syrian Arab Red Crescent left Douma and headed north toward the town of Jarablus, according to SANA 

and opposition activists. 

 

The Army of Islam has never publicly confirmed the agreement, and is said to be divided on whether to 

leave Douma, with hard-liners wanting to stay and fight. 

 

The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said the suspension was triggered by measures 

taken by Turkish troops in areas where opposition fighters are arriving. It said there are about 14,000 

Army of Islam fighters in Douma and the nearby eastern Qalamoun region. 

 

On Thursday, a reporter for Syrian state TV speaking from an area on the edge of Douma said no Army of 

Islam fighters have left so far, adding that those who departed over the past three days belonged to other 

groups. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Iraq PM in Japan; seeks assistance 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iraq-leader-japan-talks-peace-reconstruction-

54249661  

GIST Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi sought international support in Japan on Thursday to restore peace 

and prosperity in his country, torn by extremism. 

 

Al-Abadi co-hosted a meeting in Tokyo with Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to discuss ways to 

improve public safety in Iraq while promoting the country's sustainable economic development. 

 

Abe announced a 35 billion yen ($330 million) loan for irrigation projects in Iraq during talks with al-

Abadi later Thursday and pledged Japan's continuing support. The loan is part of Japan's $6 billion pledge 

to stabilize the Middle East, the source of 80 percent of its oil imports.  

 

The conference was aimed at helping Iraq reconstruct by establishing a system to eliminate weapons held 

by many civilians. The goal is to create jobs, provide vocational training and motivate people to return to 

their ordinary lives, Japanese officials said. 

 

The Iraqi government in December announced the end of its operations against the militants. But 

automatic rifles and other weapons are widespread in Iraq and have been used by Islamic extremists in 

recent years, officials said. 

 

"We have fought the fight against terrorism with strong determination. Now we shift toward making the 

country safer and we are moving to an excellent level of development," al-Abadi told a joint news 

conference. 

 

Iraqi officials cited unemployment among youth and other vulnerable groups as a potential source of 

violent extremism, and said organizing vocational training appropriate for the labor market is a challenge. 

 

Japan hopes to contribute its expertise from a U.N.-led disarmament and demobilization project in 

Afghanistan that ended in 2006. 

 

Officials from 30 countries and international organizations attended the conference. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 US slams Houthis attack on shipping 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/maritime-security/white-house-slams-houthis-attack-

commercial-shipping/  

GIST The White House slammed the Iran-backed Houthi rebels in Yemen for threatening critical shipping lanes 

with their rocket attack on an oil tanker Tuesday off of Yemen’s key port city Al Hudaydah. 

 

The attack on the Saudi tanker happened at about 1:30 p.m. local time in international waters. The Saudis 

said the ship sustained “a slight but ineffective hit,” with no crew members injured, before moving on its 

way toward the Red Sea with a warship escort. 

 

The Houthis claimed they “targeted a battleship belonging to the coalition” in revenge for a Monday 

airstrike in Al Hudaydah that killed several civilians. 

 

Saudi-led Arab coalition spokesman Col. Turki Al-Maliki told reporters that there are deeper fears for 

maritime traffic in the Bab Al-Mandab strait, including threats of boats laden with explosives targeting 

vessels in the busy waterway. 

 

The official Saudi Press Agency said Al-Maliki vowed that the coalition “will continue taking the 

necessary measures and means to keep the security and stability of the region, and the continuation of the 

freedom of regional and international navigation in the Red Sea and Bab-Al-Mandab strait, as part of its 
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commitment to make Yemen a safe and secure place.” 

 

A statement from White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders said the United States “is very 

concerned about the Houthis’ latest attempt to escalate the war in Yemen, this time by attacking a 

commercial vessel while it transited one of the world’s busiest shipping lanes, the Bab al-Mandab, in 

international waters.” 

 

“A significant portion of global trade moves through the Bab al-Mandab every day, including key energy 

and food supplies. In January, the Houthis publicly threatened to attack international commercial maritime 

traffic in the Red Sea, and launched this attack near the vital port of Hudaydah,” Sanders said. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Pulse nightclub attack survivors lawsuit 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/06/pulse-nightclub-attack-survivors-sue-google-facebook-

twitter-over-material-support-to-isis.html  

GIST Survivors of the Pulse nightclub massacre in Orlando, Fla., perpetrated by a supporter of the Islamic State 

terror group, are suing Google, Facebook, and Twitter, alleging that the tech firms allowed the group to 

proliferate and spread propaganda. 

 

In a lawsuit filed Wednesday in Orlando’s federal courthouse, 16 victims of the June 12, 2016 shooting -- 

the second deadliest in American history -- claim that the three tech giants were responsible for letting 

ISIS disseminate propaganda on their platforms, thus providing “material support” to the terror group, in 

violation of the Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act (JASTA). 

 

Such support, the suit alleges, let gunman Omar Mateen carry out his attack, which left 49 people dead and 

another 58 injured, the Orlando Sentinel reported. Mateen was killed in a shootout with responding police 

officers. 

 

“By the time of the terror attacks in this case, ISIS had become one of the largest and most widely 

recognized and feared terrorist organizations in the world ... due in large part to its use of the Defendants’ 

social media platforms to promote and carry out its terrorist activities,” wrote Ari Kresch and Keith 

Altman, the Michigan attorneys who filed the lawsuit. 

 

“The expansion and success of ISIS is in large part due to its use of the defendants’ social media platforms 

to promote and carry out its terrorist activities,” the lawsuit reads. “But for ISIS’s postings using 

defendants’ social media platforms, Mateen would not have engaged in his Orlando attack.” 

 

The survivors of the attack also argue that the tech giants profited from content created by ISIS and that 

the terror group may have received money from Google-owned YouTube in the form of ad revenue. 

 

The suit requests a judge to declare that the three companies “have violated, and are continuing to violate, 

the Anti-Terrorism Act” and force them to pay “compensatory damages in amounts to be determined at 

trial” in addition to covering legal costs and other relief. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Brain injury center opens at JBLM 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/brain-injury-center-opens-at-joint-base-lewis-

mcchord/281-535733736  

GIST The wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have brought the issue of brain injury into sharper focus. 

 

Once called "shell shock" or "having your bell rung," soldiers would often shake off blast injuries and 

head back to their units, only to have headaches, depression, other psychological and family problems 
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emerge weeks, months and even years later. 

 

In too many cases, soldiers take their own lives. 

 

Tthe Madigan Army Medical Center is now the recipient of a $12 million fully equipped facility to deal 

directly with Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI). TBI is often associated with the blast forces from Improvised 

Explosive Devices (IED) triggered close to troops on foot or in vehicles. While many IED explosions lead 

to horrific physical as well as brain injuries, many times the injuries are not obvious because they are 

contained within the skull. 

 

The facility is known as the Intrepid Spirit Center, and the one now officially opened at Joint Base Lewis-

McChord is the sixth of nine such centers around the country. Another West Coast location at Camp 

Pendleton, California, also opened Thursday. The centers are built with private donations raised by the 

Intrepid Fallen Heroes Fund, then the entire center is donated to the Department of Defense. 

 

When a soldier comes in, they are treated by an integrated team of specialists and therapists who work on 

a comprehensive treatment plan. 

 

"It really covers maybe seven or eight domains," said Col. Beverly Scott, M.D., a neurologist who runs the 

center and has also dealt with brain injuries in Afghanistan. 

 

Col. Scott says those areas "include medical, psychological, intellectual, spiritual and social." Often 

soldiers are reached through their creative side; there is art as well as physical therapy. 

 

One goal of the centers is to help restore soldiers to active duty. The Intrepid Center at Ft. Campbell, 

Kentucky, opened in 2014 and claims a 94 percent success rate. 

 

But Scott says that's just one measure, adding that some soldiers come in shortly before retiring from the 

military. 

 

"It's never too late to help our service members, it's never too late for them to seek care and enter our 

program," said Scott. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Djibouti grounds all US military flights 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/flights-grounded-u-s-military-base-africa-crucial-anti-terror-

n862961  

GIST The government of Djibouti grounded all U.S. military flights Wednesday at a base crucial to the U.S. 

fight against terror in Yemen and Somalia after mishaps with two aircraft in as many days, according to 

three U.S. defense officials. 

 

Both aircraft were participating in Alligator Dagger, an annual amphibious exercise in the region. The U.S. 

military announced Thursday that it has now cancelled the remainder of the exercise. 

 

On Tuesday, a U.S. Marine Corps AV-8B Harrier jet crashed as it was taking off at the African nation's 

Ambouli International Airport. The pilot ejected and is in stable condition at Camp Lemonnier, the U.S. 

Naval Expeditionary Base there. 

 

On Wednesday, a CH-53 helicopter suffered structural damage during a landing in Arta Beach. No one 

was injured, according to Cmdr. Bill Urban, spokesperson for U.S. Naval Forces Central Command. 

 

 A U.S. Marine CH-53 helicopter dislodges U.S. and Philippine marines during a live-fire exercise called 

Phiblex 2013 in the northern Philippines on Oct. 16, 2012. Bullit Marquez / AP File 

The U.S. has about 4,000 troops stationed at Camp Lemonnier, which serves as a base for U.S. operations 
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against jihadis in Somalia and Yemen. Djibouti is on the Horn of Africa across the Gulf of Aden from 

southwestern Yemen. 

 

During this flight suspension U.S. military aircraft cannot operate from either the commercial airport or 

from the U.S. military base. 

 

The officials could not say how long the aircraft would be grounded or what impact it is having on U.S. 

military operations in the region. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 ISIS attempts to re-emerge in Syria 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/trump-mulls-pullout-attempts-emerge-syria-

54263846?   

GIST Even as President Donald Trump mulls a U.S. pullout from Syria, insisting that the Islamic State group is 

"almost completely defeated," the extremist group is showing signs of a revival. 

 

Despite being kicked out of the main towns they once occupied near the Iraqi border, the militants have 

regrouped elsewhere and revised their tactics, recently mounting a brazen attack on a border city in eastern 

Syria and expanding their footprint inside the Syrian capital itself. 

 

Talk of a U.S. troop withdrawal has alarmed the United States' main ally in Syria, the Kurds, who fought 

alongside the Americans to roll back the Islamic State group. They fear not only an IS resurgence, but also 

that without U.S. troops in the country, Turkey, Russia and Iran will fill the void and wrest control of 

northern and eastern Syria. 

 

The White House said Wednesday that the U.S. military mission against IS in Syria is coming to a "rapid 

end," but offered no timetable for the withdrawal of the 2,000 U.S. troops other than to say they will leave 

just as soon as the last remaining IS fighters can be vanquished. 

 

Trump, however, has signaled to his advisers that ideally, he wants all troops out within six months, 

according to three U.S. officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity because they weren't authorized to 

discuss what transpired in a meeting with the president. 

 

Developments on the ground, however, suggest it will be difficult, if not impossible, to completely snuff 

out the group before then. 

 

"Daesh is not over," said the commander of the U.S.-backed Manbij Military Council, the joint Kurdish-

Arab body administering this strategic northern Syrian town. 

 

"Daesh still has cells present in all areas and every now and then there are problems in areas where the 

cells are still operating," said the commander, who spoke on condition he be identified only by his nom de 

guerre, Mohammed Abu Adel, in line with regulations, and referred to IS by its Arabic acronym. 

 

Speaking to the Associated Press on Wednesday, he said the U.S. statements about a pullout were a cause 

for "concern on the street level" but that Kurdish officials were receiving reassurances from U.S. generals 

on the ground that American troops were staying. 

 

Last week, an explosion killed two coalition personnel, an American and a Briton, during an operation to 

capture a known IS member in Manbij, where U.S. troops maintain a large presence. It was the first such 

blast to hit the U.S.-led coalition since it deployed in the town months after the U.S.-backed forces 

liberated it from IS in 2016 following fierce battles that lasted nearly three months. 

 

Since then, the town has served as a model of stabilization, but officials are now expressing concern about 

IS attempting to re-emerge. 
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The U.S.-backed forces — a mix of Kurdish and Arab fighters known as the Syrian Democratic Forces, or 

SDF, — routed IS militants from almost all the territory the extremists controlled in northern Syria, 

including the group's de facto capital of Raqqa, in October. In November, a coalition of Iranian, Iraqi, 

Syrian and Russian forces secured the militant's last urban stronghold, Boukamal, in eastern Syria on the 

border with Iraq. 

 

That seemed to herald victory over the militants. The various sides then turned their attention to pursuing 

their own interests in the disintegrated country. 

 

The IS militants kept a sliver of territory along the Euphrates River near Boukamal, and some nebulous 

zones of control in the desert of eastern Syria and on the border with Iraq — but nothing that seemed 

beyond containment. 

 

But in a surprise attack, the militants stormed Boukamal on Monday, triggering heavy fighting before 

Iranian-backed Shiite militias beat them out, according to a war monitoring group and Syrian opposition 

activists with connections to the region. Approximately 400 Islamic State fighters crossed the Euphrates 

River and ambushed the town, according to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights monitoring group, 

killed 11 pro-government fighters in clashes, and losing five of their own. 

 

From their desert territory the IS militants have harassed forces at oil stations, as well, according to 

Mohammad al-Ayed, director of the Palmyra News Network. 

 

U.S. and Kurdish officers had warned of an IS resurgence when Turkey attacked the town of Afrin in 

northwestern Syria in March to drive out the main Kurdish militia, known as the YPG. 

 

The YPG forms the backbone of the Syrian Democratic Forces, America's main partner in Syria, which 

then shifted hundreds of fighters from operations against IS in eastern Syria to the front lines against 

Turkey in Afrin. 

 

That forced a pause in operations against the main IS holdout in Syria. The U.S.-led coalition has cut its 

airstrikes against IS by half since the Kurdish-led fighters moved away from eastern Syria, said coalition 

spokesman Col. Ryan Dillon. 

 

The U.S. relies on ground maneuvers by the Syrian Democratic Forces to flush out IS fighters and expose 

them to airstrikes, Dillon said. "If the SDF are not constantly putting pressure on ISIS elements, that 

allows them to quietly reconsolidate," he added, using an alternate acronym for the Islamic State group. 

 

Meanwhile, with the Syrian government focused on vanquishing the rebels in their stronghold of eastern 

Ghouta, near Damascus, IS militants surged from a pocket of territory they hold on the southern edge of 

the capital to snatch a neighborhood right from under the government's nose. 

 

IS has lost almost all the territory it once controlled in Syria and Iraq, land that had encompassed a third of 

those countries. But the pockets it still holds provide protection. 

 

IS fighters have excellent knowledge of the desert areas along the Syria-Iraq border, dating back to the 

early days of the Islamic State group and even before, when the group was called al-Qaida in Iraq, said 

Jalal al-Hamad, a Europe- based Syrian activist who monitors the war with an organization called Justice 

for Life. 

 

IS has extensive tunnels there and can move relatively undetected, avoiding Syrian and Russian airstrikes, 

al-Hamad said, though American planes can detect them. The militants use bad weather, particularly dust 

storms, to cross the Euphrates, he said. 

 

The Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces control about 25 percent of Syria, and the Kurds are hoping to 

emerge from the conflict with a degree of self-rule in their territory. 
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But they fear that an American withdrawal will leave them unable to hold on to much of that. It would 

allow Turkey, which succeeded in capturing Afrin, to carry out its threat to attack Manbij and try to take 

other Kurdish-held territory along the Syrian-Turkish border. 

 

It would also, they warn, cede the east completely to Damascus' allies Russia and Iran, which have set up a 

series of bases in the country during seven years of war. 

 

Ilham Ahmed, a senior Kurdish official in Syria's Raqqa province, said an American pullout would open 

the way for "total chaos in Syria." 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Seattle homeless erect ‘tent mansion’ 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/947212/seattle-homeless-tent-mansion-low-priority-for-city-cleanup/  

GIST Two days after Melissa Burns’ tent encampment was swept by City of Seattle workers from the small 

triangle city park at Third Avenue and Broad Street, a small crew of homeless volunteers helped her begin 

to build a much larger wood and tarp structure half a block away, on a busy Third Avenue sidewalk. 

 

The structure, complete with glass French doors connected to wooden-pallet walls, surrounding their 

interior furniture, can be easily seen by Seattle tourists heading up and down the Space Needle elevators. 

 

“When in Rome, you modify, adapt and overcome,” said one of the homeless carpenters who built the 

structure, which passers-by have dubbed the “Tent Mansion.” 

 

Melissa Burns is friendly to everyone who passes by with questions. 

 

“We’re homeless, so we’re solving that problem,” she said. “We are creating a home here.” 

 

Burns told KIRO 7 she’s a former children’s social worker who moved to Seattle from West Virginia. 

“We appreciate Seattle’s liberal vibe,” she said. 

 

She and her boyfriend say when city workers swept them out of a homeless camp a block away, they 

moved to this highly visible space for a number of reasons. 

 

“We’re not going to cower in our tent like we’re scared of the world,” she said. “We’re going to come out 

and live and we’re going to help other people, because we feed other homeless people with food bank 

food, and we plan to set these up all over town.” 

 

KIRO 7 sent photos of Burns’ sidewalk structure to four Seattle agencies, including the mayor’s office. 

The city’s homeless navigation team contacted KIRO 7 four hours later, saying Burns and everyone else 

who lives in the encampment refused offers for shelter days ago. 

 

The city navigation team says only 37 percent of homeless people they contact accept offers of shelter. 

Burns says few shelters accept couples to live together, and she and her boyfriend don’t want to comply 

with a typical shelter’s rigid rules. 

 

“We don’t want to change our lifestyle to fit their requirements,” she said. 

 

The city of Seattle told KIRO 7 they’ve gotten complaints about 400 illegal unsanctioned encampments. 

They say their outreach teams are stretched so thin they average removing only two to three per day. 

 

Burns says she asked the navigation team questions. 
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“The options that I asked them for at the last sweep was information,” she said. “Where is it safe to set up? 

We don’t use drugs, so where would we be able to go and not have needles all around us, and where would 

we able to go and not get robbed or be in a position where if someone attacked us that we could still 

receive emergency services?” 

 

The city says they expect complaints–they expect to reach out to Burns again, and they’ll keep offering 

services — and housing — before they give her 72 hours’ notice to move again. They say the encampment 

could be there for days – or weeks — because they prioritize encampments which are safety hazards first 

— and there are hundreds on their list before this one. 

 

When asked if she would accept permanent housing offers, Burns said she would not likely accept them. 

 

“We intend to stay here,” she said. “This is the solution to the homeless problem. We want autonomy, 

right here.” 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Hamas pays for protest deaths, injuries 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/israeli-fire-kills-palestinian-gaza-border-more-protests-

094735729.html  

GIST GAZA (Reuters) - Israeli fire killed a Palestinian at the Gaza border on Thursday and another died of 

wounds suffered several days ago, health officials said, bringing to 19 the number of Palestinian dead from 

a week of frontier protests. 

 

The Israeli military said one of its aircraft targeted an armed militant near the security fence along the 

Gaza Strip. 

 

Tens of thousands of Palestinians are holding a six-week-long protest in tent encampments along the 

fenced border of the Israeli-blockaded Gaza Strip, an enclave of two million ruled by the militant Hamas 

Islamist group. 

 

The demonstrators are pressing for a right of return for refugees and their descendants to what is now 

Israel. 

 

Many of the demonstrators who turned out for the first wave of protests along the border returned to their 

homes and jobs over the week. But organisers expect large crowds again on Friday, the Muslim sabbath. 

 

Protesters on Thursday were bringing more tents and thousands of tyres to burn, in what has become 

known as “The Friday of Tyres." They say they intend to use mirrors and laser pointers to distract Israeli 

sharpshooters. 

 

“Friday is going to be a special day, they will see that we are not afraid,” said one Palestinian youth as he 

delivered tyres to the area. But Ahmed Ali, a 55-year-old teacher, said that while he wanted his family to 

see the tent camp, but would not come back on Friday. 

 

“I taught my children one day we will be returning to Jaffa, our home, but I can’t allow them to throw 

stones because the Israelis won’t hesitate to kill them,” he said. 

 

Hamas said on Thursday it would pay $3,000 to the family of anyone killed in the protests, $500 for 

critically injuries and $200 for more minor injuries. Israeli leaders say that such payments serve to 

instigate violence. 

 

Visiting the frontier this week, Israeli Defence Minister Avigdor Lieberman warned protesters that "every 

person who comes close to the fence is endangering their lives." 
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The protest action is set to wind up on May 15, when Palestinians mark the "Naqba", or "Catastrophe", 

when hundreds of thousands fled or were driven out of their homes during violence that culminated in war 

in May 1948 between the newly created state of Israel and its Arab neighbours. 

 

Israel has long ruled out any right of return, fearing it would lose its Jewish majority. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Bottlenose dolphins in Puget Sound 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/05/rare-visitors-bottlenose-dolphins-living-in-puget-sound/  

GIST SEATTLE -- There’s been a rare sighting in Puget Sound recently. A group of bottlenose dolphins has 

been spotted regularly over the past seven months. 

 

Researchers at the nonprofit Cascadia Research tell us this has never happened before. Aside from a few 

random sightings in the years since 2008, they’ve never seen the dolphins hang around in the area for this 

long. Bottlenose dolphins tend to live in warmer, tropical waters, not the cold waters of Puget Sound. 

 

“People don't see bottlenose dolphins here,” said Laurie Shuster, a volunteer research assistant with the 

Olympia-based Cascadia Research. “Pacific white-sided dolphins are native to this area so in the past that's 

the type of dolphin people would be likely to see, so it is unusual for them (bottlenose) to be up here.” 

 

People first spotted the bottlenose dolphins in September 2017. Researchers say based on the sightings and 

images, they estimate five or six are living in Puget Sound, but only three bottlenose dolphins have been 

identified. 

 

Researchers believe the dolphins are part of the California coastal stock. One of the dolphins has been 

identified as a well-known dolphin first photographed by researchers in 1983 named “Miss.” This is the 

first time that an individual bottlenose dolphin in the Puget Sound has been traced to a specific population. 

 

“Miss” has been moving all her life. She was first spotted in Southern California in the 1980s, Monterey 

Bay in the 1990s and then in San Francisco Bay area in 2012. Now she’s in Puget Sound. 

 

So why are they here? Cascadia Research says they don't know why just yet. 

 

“I’d like to pin it on something that easy, but there's really no definitive connections right now to climate 

change or global warming,” said Shuster. “It could be that they are looking for prey, that they're looking 

for a different habitat. We have no idea why they're up here.” 
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HEADLINE 04/05 ‘Feel better’ fad sweeping Los Angeles 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-fitness-fads-20180405-story.html  

GIST When Amber Dodson needs a break from her rigorous workout regimen, she steps nearly naked into a 

high-tech machine that looks like a giant energy drink can. Only her head is visible as the temperature in 

the chamber plummets to minus 292 degrees Fahrenheit for three minutes, liquid nitrogen vapor billowing 

down the sides. 

 

"I tend to get extremely inflamed and I don't like taking days off," said Dodson, 36, who pays $299 a 

month for up to 30 sessions at Coast Cryo in Marina del Rey. "It's been a lifesaver because I can't deal 

with sore muscles and bad sleep." 

 

Cryotherapy, a freezing treatment used by elite athletes such as LeBron James and Michael Phelps, is just 

one of the pricey injury recovery and prevention strategies that are exploding in popularity in Los Angeles 

— despite a lack of scientific evidence in many cases to support their efficacy. Cryotherapy alone is 
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expected to grow to a $5.6-billion global industry by 2024, up from $2.5 billion in 2016, according to 

Grand View Research, a market research and consulting company. 

 

The remedies — which also include IV therapy drips, vitamin-infused booster shots, hyperbaric oxygen 

chambers and compression therapy — cater to workout fanatics who insist an old-fashioned ice pack and a 

Gatorade won't suffice. They're now being offered at so-called wellness boutiques dedicated to 

administering the treatments; medical offices, weight loss clinics and traditional spas are also getting in on 

the craze. 

 

Drip Doctors in downtown Los Angeles, for example, offers more than two dozen intravenous drips and 

booster shots to increase energy, promote faster recovery and aid in weight loss. 

 

There's an $89 Hydroboost IV vitamin drip "perfect for those who need instant hydration," a $30 

Supercharged booster shot for customers who are looking for "an intense burst of oomph" or a wallet-

busting $220 Limitless IV vitamin drip. That one is billed as "an 'all in one' concoction" that will 

"optimize performance, neurological function, immune support, detox, and keep you feeling rejuvenated." 

 

Skeptics contend that there is little benefit to IV drip therapy for people who are essentially healthy, saying 

people are capable of hydrating sufficiently and getting the nutrients they need through food. They instead 

point to a placebo effect. 

 

"This is Los Angeles after all, where anything that promises to make you feel better becomes the latest 

fad," said Dr. Michael Gottlieb, a specialist in internal medicine who practices in Los Angeles. 

 

True believers, however, counter with the argument that IV therapy works and beats dependence on 

painkillers. The global market for IV tubing and related equipment is expected to grow at a steady rate of 

just under 4% to more than $1.2 billion by 2025, according to a new report from Persistence Market 

Research. 

 

"It's taking a more natural and preventive approach to health," said Dr. Anthony Ho, a co-founder and 

chief of business operations at Drip Doctors, which also provides house calls. "It started out being more at 

the high end, with celebrities, corporate types. We wanted to make it available to the masses." 

 

Even hyperbaric oxygen chambers have gone beyond the traditional use of saving the lives of deep-sea 

divers who surface too quickly. Sessions claim to boost energy, reduce pain and inflammation, and speed 

injury recovery times, and they can cost $350 to $450 per treatment. 

 

Postal worker Nicholas Howard Hayes, 28, uses the hyperbaric oxygen chamber at Infusio in Beverly Hills 

to help alleviate sore muscles after long days at work. 

 

"Not only am I walking 12 to 15 miles a day on my routes, I'm also lifting a lot of heavy, awkward 

packages, like small refrigerators, microwaves, even small beds," he said. After his day job is done, Hayes 

hits the gym, where he works as a personal trainer. 

 

"I'm constantly overexerting myself," Hayes said. But after a session in the hyperbaric chamber, where the 

air pressure is increased to allow the lungs to gather more oxygen, "it's amazing how I feel after 20 

minutes. I feel so good that I go the gym to work out" afterward. 

 

Infusio describes itself as "a sports optimization medical clinic specializing in integrative medical and 

cutting-edge stem cell therapy." 

 

"We can use it for all sorts of problems for patients who have issues, like with their joints," said Suzanne 

Kim, one of the clinic's doctors. 

 

Other fitness recovery businesses tout compression therapy. At HM Sports Performance and Recovery in 

Santa Monica, customers slip into pairs of bulky NormaTec boots that extend all the way to the upper 
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thighs. 

 

At $45 for a 30-minute session (or $350 for a package of 10), customers "recover faster between trainings 

and after performance by increasing blood flow and flushing metabolites from the workout out of the 

body," according to the company website. 

 

Industry professionals say the fitness recovery fad stems from the rise in more intense workouts, especially 

in cities like L.A. The two are so closely linked that many recovery boutiques have opened up next door to 

fitness studios, and some cryotherapy businesses are now offering appointments on popular workout app 

ClassPass. 

 

Dodson is an example. She has memberships at two gyms — Gold's and Equinox — because, as she puts 

it, "one gym just isn't enough." At the Marina del Rey home she shares with her restaurateur husband and 

her three young children, there's also a $1,995 Peloton spin bike, with its $39-per-month online classes. 

 

So shelling out a few hundred dollars a month for whole-body cryotherapy "sounds expensive, but it 

absolutely isn't" when considering the benefits, she said. 

   

But some of the unconventional therapies, while no doubt trendy among the bootcamp-spinning-yoga-

kombucha crowd, have been heavily criticized by those who doubt the purported benefits and say 

providers are making misleading and potentially dangerous claims. 

 

A consumer update by the Food and Drug Administration in 2016 deemed cryotherapy — now offered at 

boutiques in Santa Monica, Beverly Grove and Costa Mesa — "a 'cool' trend that lacks evidence, poses 

risks." It said despite claims that cryo helps treat conditions like Alzheimer's, fibromyalgia, migraines, 

rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, stress, anxiety or chronic pain, "this so-called 'treatment' hasn't 

been proven to do any of these things." 

 

Some studies suggest one can get as much localized benefit from a simple ice pack. But a study conducted 

by the France-based National Institute of Sport, Expertise and Performance focused mainly on sports 

injuries and found that whole body cryotherapy reduced inflammation and aches, and aided in faster 

muscle injury recovery. 

 

Matt Sarbello, 41, owner of Coast Cryo, first tried cryotheraphy in Texas, when he was working out so 

intensely to lose weight that he woke up barely able to move some mornings. 

 

"I started doing cryo four or five times a week," Sarbello said. "I moved out here and I was like, 'How is 

there no cryotherapy available on the Westside?'" He went on to open Coast Cryo in late 2015. 

 

Less controversial are stretch labs, where customers pay for one-on-one stretch sessions. They're designed 

to help gain more mobility and flexibility than one can get on his or her own. 

 

Costa Mesa-based StretchLab, for example, charges $35 for 25 minutes with a "flexologist" and $65 for 50 

minutes. Monthly rates range from $119 to $229 depending on the length of the sessions. 

 

Business is booming. "We opened our first location in 2015 and we're already about to open our fourth," 

said Saul Janson, a co-owner of StretchLab, which operates boutiques in Venice, Santa Monica and the 

West Hollywood area. 

 

Social media and Hollywood have also fueled the boutique fitness recovery fad. 

 

Actress Mandy Moore, "Dancing with the Stars'" Derek Hough and Mark Ballas, and athletes Floyd 

Mayweather and Shaquille O'Neal are just some of the celebrities who have touted the benefits of 

cryotherapy, posting photos on Instagram of them emerging from the chambers. 

 

Two years ago, "Beverly Hills, 90210" actress Shannen Doherty shared a photo of herself lying in a 
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hyperbaric chamber as part of what she called an "outside of the box" treatment for cancer recommended 

by her surgeon. 

 

And Madonna once told a radio station about how she gave Justin Timberlake a B12 shot in the butt when 

they were working together "because we only had a certain amount of days in the studio" and she wanted 

his energy levels to be high. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 UK ‘sin taxes’ are working 

SOURCE http://money.cnn.com/2018/04/05/news/economy/sin-tax-sugar-diesel-plastic-uk/index.html  

GIST First it was plastic. Then diesel cars. Soda is next. 

 

The United Kingdom is on a mission to change people's behavior by slapping new taxes on products 

deemed harmful to health and the environment. 

 

The government has, in quick succession, introduced new or higher taxes on plastic bags, diesel cars and 

sugary soft drinks in an attempt to undermine their popularity. 

 

The moves have prompted some criticism. The Institute of Economic Affairs, a free market think tank, 

ranked the United Kingdom as the second worst country in the European Union for "nanny state 

oppression," after Finland. 

 

There are signs, however, that the taxes are producing exactly the results policymakers were hoping for: 

 

1. Plastic bags 

 

Customers at large UK retailers have been paying 5 pence (7 cents) for plastic shopping bags since 2015. 

 

The government wanted to reduce the number of bags used, while also cutting down on waste, litter and 

environmental degradation. 

 

In the year leading up to April 2017, top retailers gave out around 83%, or 6 billion, fewer bags as a result 

of the tax, according to government research. That translates to 25 bags per person instead of 140. 

 

The big payoff? A study published Thursday in the journal Science of the Total Environment showed a 

decline in the number of plastic bags found in coastal waters. 

 

2. Sugary soft drinks 

 

The United Kingdom will implement a new tax on sugary soft drinks on Friday. 

 

Drinks with total sugar content above 5 grams per 100 milliliters will be affected by the levy, with a higher 

rate for drinks with more than 8 grams. 

 

The new tax was announced in 2016 as part of an effort to reduce sugar consumption and childhood 

obesity -- and evidence shows it's already working. 

 

The government said Thursday that more than 50% of manufacturers have already cut the sugar content of 

their drinks. 

 

3. Diesel cars 

 

A higher tax on diesel vehicle purchases was introduced on April 1. 
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The government said the measure was aimed at improving air quality by getting dirty cars off the road. 

 

The new levy is discouraging purchases. Plans to ban sales of new gasoline and diesel cars starting in 2040 

and the Volkswagen diesel emissions scandal have also scared away buyers. 

 

UK diesel car sales slumped 37% over the previous year in March, according to the Society of Motor 

Manufacturers and Traders. Declines in January and February were in the 25% range. 

 

Analysts said the new tax has created confusion among buyers because some very clean models that would 

be exempt are not yet for sale. 

 

Colin Couchman, the director of global automotive sales forecasting at IHS Markit, said that many are 

buying gasoline cars or simply holding off their purchases because "clean" models remain very expensive. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 First theme park certified autism center 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/sesame-place-becomes-worlds-first-theme-park-designated-as-a-

certified-autism-center/  

GIST Sesame Place -- Pennsylvania's "Sesame Street"-themed amusement park -- has just become the world's 

first amusement park designated as a certified autism center. The park announced the news on Facebook 

this Monday, in honor of Autism Awareness Day, writing: "It's our goal to provide every family with an 

enjoyable and memorable visit, and we are proud to offer specialized services to guests with autism and 

other special needs." 

 

The theme park partnered with The International Board of Credentialing and Continuing Education 

Standards (IBCCES) to ensure that all its staff members received autism sensitivity and awareness training 

in areas like sensory awareness, motor skills, program development, social skills, communication, 

environment and emotional awareness. All of its rides are now ranked on a special sensory guide from one 

to 10. 

 

Sesame Place offers a Ride Accessibility Program to help visitors determine which rides are an appropriate 

match. The goal is to maximize both enjoyment and safety for visitors with special needs. To enroll a child 

in the RAP program, parents simply have to fill out the Ride Accessibility Questionnaire on the 

amusement park's website. Once the form is validated, a personalized list of rides and attractions, tailored 

to the individual child's physical and mental attributes, will be provided. 

 

The park has also unveiled a number of new features for guests who may be suffering from sensory 

overstimulation throughout the day. There are two newly-renovated quiet rooms with adjustable lighting, 

where autistic children can take a break from all the sensory stimulation of the park. There are also two 

areas of the park now designated as "low sensory areas" for guests in need of some quiet time, who want 

to remain within the park while migrating to areas that may be a bit less populated. Noise-canceling 

headphones are also now available on a first come, first served basis for guests with auditory sensitivity. 

 

Guests who want to take in one of the park's signature parades, but wish to do so without direct character 

interaction such as "hugs" or "high fives," are encouraged to sit close to where the parade begins or several 

rows back from the parade viewing line. There are also now special instructions on the park's website for 

guests who would prefer to dine in quieter environments or who would like to book special "character 

dines" with limited character interaction or seating furthest away from the performances. 

 

Last but not least, parents can take their autistic children to meet Julia, the adorable "Sesame Street" 

character that debuted in 2017. Julia is the first muppet to be on the autism spectrum. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Seattle café cannabis-infused lattes 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/seattle/seattle-cafe-to-offer-cannabis-infused-lattes/281-

535730574  

GIST A double tall latte with a shot of - cannabis? 

 

Cafe Hitchcock Express, a pop-up offshoot of Cafe Hitchock in downtown Seattle, will be serving grab-

and-go food, coffee and soon CBD oil-infused "wellness lattes," which were recently added to the menu, 

reports Eater Seattle. 

 

The lattes will be made with cannabis' calming non-psychoactive, so the drinks' won't make you high - just 

chill you out and make you feel good. 

 

The Cafe Hitchcock Express popup will open in the former Tully's location at 821 2nd Avenue later in 

April through the summer. Eventually, they plan to become a permanent fixture. 

 

Other items on the menu include Cafe Vita coffee and espresso, cold-pressed juices, sodas made on site, 

and Iggy's Honeybrew Kombucha. As for food offerings, Chef Brendan McGill plans to combine hot items 

with grab-and-go options for workers in a hurry. Sandwiches served on Sea Wolf Bakery bread might 

include smoked ham with brie and arugula, for example. 

 

When it opens, Cafe Hitchcock Express will operate Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Vermont: making tourists into residents 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-05/this-weekend-aging-vermont-will-try-to-

make-tourists-into-residents  

GIST It’s not only the ski slopes that are white in Vermont. It’s the hair on the heads of many state residents, 

whose median age, 42.6 in 2016, is the second-highest in the nation after Maine’s. With young people 

moving away, the state’s labor force is smaller than it was before the last recession, so labor shortages are 

serious. The unemployment rate in February was 2.8 percent, tied for fourth-lowest in the nation. 

 

To rejuvenate its population, Vermont is starting a Stay to Stay Weekend tourism program that combines 

sightseeing and other standard tourist stuff on Saturdays and Sundays with a networking reception on 

Friday nights and visits on Mondays to employers, chambers of commerce, real estate agents, and 

incubators and makerspaces. Governor Phil Scott announced the program last month. The first one is April 

6-9. 

 

Other states have pitched tourists on becoming residents, but Vermont is the first to make a formal 

program out of it, says Wendy Knight, commissioner of the Department of Tourism and Marketing, who 

came up with the idea. “I got to thinking, visitors are an ideal captive audience,” she says. 

 

The aim is not only to fill vacancies at local employers but to attract people who might want to start 

businesses or work remotely for employers in, say, New York or San Francisco. Lots of people dream 

about living in Vermont, with its postcard scenery and tranquility, Knight says . “We want to take down 

some of the barriers” that have prevented them from going ahead and doing so, she says. 

 

A dozen people are attending the first program, which Knight calls “a pilot of a pilot.” One chamber 

representative told her that if not enough people show up to justify a networking reception, “maybe I’ll 

take them out for a beer.” 

 

The state’s goal is to expand to about 1,000 visitors a year. The first participating cities are Bennington, 

Brattleboro, and Rutland, which are in southern Vermont and relatively accessible by car from population 

centers such as Albany, N.Y., Boston, Hartford, and New York City. She says other parts of Vermont are 

already expressing interest in getting in on the action. 
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Vermont isn’t the only place that’s getting creative to deal with labor shortages. Bloomberg Businessweek 

recently featured the efforts of three cities with ultralow unemployment rates: Ames, Iowa; Marietta, Ga.; 

and Portland, Maine. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Unclear cause CDC worker drowning 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/authorities-unclear-caused-cdc-worker-drown-

54274754?cid=clicksource_26_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Now that authorities have found the body of a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention employee who 

disappeared more than seven weeks ago, they will focus on piecing together his final moments. 

 

Timothy Cunningham's body was found by fishermen partially submerged in water and mud on the west 

bank of the Chattahoochee River in northwest Atlanta, fire-rescue department spokesman Sgt. Cortez 

Stafford said at a news conference Thursday. 

 

Stafford said rescue crews had to use boats and special equipment to reach Cunningham's body after it was 

first found Tuesday because it was in difficult terrain in a "remote area not easily accessible." 

 

Fulton County Chief Medical Examiner Jan Gorniak determined the cause of death as drowning, but said 

she couldn't provide additional information because she was still awaiting toxicology reports. 

 

"Since the investigation is ongoing, we do not have ... whether it was an accident, a suicide, or anything 

other than that" Cunningham drowned, Gorniak said. 

 

Gorniak said the decomposing body was positively identified using dental records. 

 

Fishermen first discovered Cunningham's body and called authorities, said Stafford, who noted that the 

body was found in an area authorities had searched in February without finding anything. The site where 

the body was found was not far from Cunningham's house, Maj. Michael O'Connor of the Atlanta Police 

Department's Major Crimes Section said. He did not elaborate. 

 

O'Connor said investigators were satisfied that they had spoken to everyone of importance in the case. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Vietnam jails democracy advocates 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/vietnam-harsh-jail-terms-activists-subversion-

54273610?   

GIST Six human rights activists were sentenced to harsh prison terms in Vietnam after being convicted of 

attempting to overthrow the government by advocating a multiparty democracy. 

 

Prominent human rights lawyer Nguyen Van Dai received the most severe penalty of 15 years in prison 

and five years of house arrest at the one-day trial Thursday, said his lawyer Nguyen Van Mieng. The 

others received sentences from seven to 12 years. 

 

They were charged with affiliating with a group called Brotherhood for Democracy, whose purpose was to 

change the leadership of the Communist Party and build a multiparty system.  

 

"The sentences are too harsh to the defendants," Mieng said. "They fought for human rights, they fought 

for the rights of multi-party system ... which are recognized achievements of mankind, but the court sees it 

as serious (threat) to the regime." 
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Five of the defendants including Dai maintained they were innocent because what they did was right, 

Mieng said. One defendant confessed to the crime and got the most lenient sentence, he added. 

 

"The purpose of the group is to change the leadership of the Communist Party of Vietnam, build a multi-

party system," the official Vietnam News Agency quoted the verdict as saying. "The defendants' act is not 

fight for democracy, but acts that aim at overthrowing the people's administration." 

 

"The defendants' act is especially serious because it directly impacts the survival of the people's 

administration," it said. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Wisc. police: explosive lab, guns, ammo 

SOURCE https://www.cbs58.com/news/white-supremacist-material-guns-ammunition-found-in-apartment-of-

man-killed-in-beaver-dam-explosion  

GIST BEAVER DAM, Wis. (CBS 58) – Newly unsealed search warrants are detailing what investigators found 

inside the Beaver Dam apartment where police say they found bomb-making materials. 

 

On March 5, officials were called to an apartment complex on Knaup Drive for an explosion. Inside, they 

found 28-year-old Benjamin Morrow dead and volatile chemicals inside the apartment. 

 

Investigators call Morrow’s apartment a “homemade explosive laboratory and in addition to bomb-making 

equipment, they found literature about white supremacist groups in his bedroom. 

 

According to the court documents, Morrow was found dead in front of the stove, which was on, and 

investigators testified they believe he was making explosive at the time of the blast. 

 

Inside the apartment, investigators found a fridge full of homemade explosives along with other explosive 

chemicals, pipes, fuses, and chemistry equipment. 

 

They also found several guns and hundreds of rounds of ammunition along with a ballistics helmet and 

vest. Morrow also had white supremacist materials but police say they’re still investigating what role that 

played in Morrow’s apartment full of deadly devices. 

 

“It does cause me some concern but I want to make very clear just because Mr. Morrow was in the 

possession of this material, does not categorize in any particular light. He could have been an individual 

that was doing research,” said Lt. Terrence Gebhardt, Beaver Dam Lieutenant of Detectives. 

 

The FBI is reviewing those white supremacy documents. A spokesman for the FBI said they cannot 

comment on open investigations. 

 

Beaver Dam residents say it is scary learning what was inside Morrow’s apartment. 

 

Residents and police say they never thought something like this would happen in Beaver Dam. Detectives 

say the materials found in the apartment are relatively easy to get and it’s disturbing how easy it can be to 

make explosives. Officials also found instructions on how to make the bombs as well. 

 

“We would not expect anything like this in the city of Beaver Dam. In my 25-year career, I’ve never 

encountered anything of this magnitude. It causes concern and pause and reflecting on my career,” said 

Gebhardt. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Belgium: Netherlands organized crime 

SOURCE https://nltimes.nl/2018/04/05/belgium-blames-netherlands-organized-crime-violence-spikes  

GIST Increasing violence and drug trafficking in Antwerp has its roots in Netherlands organized crime, 

according to Antwerp mayor Bart de Wever. "The drug problems in terms of cocaine trafficking have 

moved from Rotterdam to Antwerp in recent years. Which means that the Netherlands owes a debt to the 

rest of Europe", he said to Nieuwsuur. 

 

"Due to the Dutch tolerance policy, organized crime has become deeply entrenched in the Netherlands. 

And now we share in that, with a port that is also very important for South America", De Wever said. The 

extreme violence of Dutch drug gangs - cocaine is known to be traded by the gangs involved in multiple 

assassinations in Amsterdam and Utrecht over the past years - has moved into Belgium, according to the 

mayor. 

 

Half of all cocaine seized in Europe arrives at the port of Antwerp. The Belgian city has thus become the 

main import port for cocaine in Europe. "Five years ago it was still 5 thousand kilos, last year 40 thousand 

kilos", De Wever said to Nieuwsuur. "And our efforts to search for drugs have not increased. The flow has 

really shifted from Rotterdam to Antwerp." 

 

The growing problems with organized crime in Antwerp led De Wever to declare a 'war on drugs'. "It has 

already yielded many results, such as reducing drug problems, thousands of arrests and closing dozens of 

drug buildings." In a second phase the Antwerp city government wants to start working more on tackling 

money flows from the drug environment, because according to De Wever, drug gangs are still gaining 

influence in his city. "Organized crime is in the Netherlands, but they are looking for accomplices here in 

Antwerp." 
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HEADLINE 04/05 London struggles to fight crime spike 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/5/london-struggles-to-fight-crime-spike-as-2018-

murd/  

GIST LONDON (AP) — Friends say Israel Ogunsola was a bubbly young man with a knack for making people 

laugh. 

 

This week the 18-year-old became London’s 53rd murder victim of 2018. The British capital is being 

shaken by a spike in deadly violence, much of it involving young people with knives caught up in gang 

feuds. 

 

If the trend continues, London will far surpass the 130 murders it saw in 2017 and reach a number not seen 

since the early 2000s. 

 

Police and community workers say London’s surge in violence is partly driven by battles over control of 

the illegal drug trade and a “postcode war” between street gangs. 

 

The crime wave has multiple causes, from cuts in police budgets to social media posts that can incite 

violence. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Federal Way grocery store shooting 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article208098534.html  

GIST A person was shot in the leg at a Federal Way grocery store Thursday afternoon, according to police. 

 

The shooting happened about 5 p.m. at the store in the 2100 block of Southwest 336th Street, police 

spokesman Kurt Schwan said. 
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The 19-year-old man was conscious and speaking with police after they arrived, Schwan said. He was 

transported to Harborview Medical Center in Seattle with the non-life-threatening gunshot wound to his 

lower leg. 

 

The man is believed to have been in a fight with another man in his late teens or early 20s before he was 

shot, Schwan said. The suspect fled the scene before police arrived. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 New Zealand immigration data collection 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/nz-immigration-rejects-racial-profiling-claims-in-visa-data-

modelling-project/  

GIST The New Zealand government kicked off a pilot program 18 months ago that uses data collected through 

the country's visa application process to determine firstly those in breach of their visa conditions before 

deciding who should be asked to leave. 

 

Speaking on Radio New Zealand this week, Immigration Minister Iain Lees-Galloway explained that the 

process seeks people that are "over-stayers" or are in the country unlawfully due to breaching visa 

conditions, rather than filtering people based on their age, gender, and ethnicity.  

 

"This is not about trying to predict who will commit a crime, this is about looking at the over 11,000 

people who are in New Zealand unlawfully and prioritising where best to use Immigration New Zealand's 

resources to make sure that they are deporting the people who impose the greatest risk to New Zealand," 

the minister said. 

 

"We need to maintain the integrity of our immigration system and where people are in New Zealand 

unlawfully ... then we need to be doing everything we can to make sure these deportations go ahead." 

 

Rejecting the idea the data-collection project is racial profiling, Lees-Galloway said Immigration looks at a 

range of issues, including at those who have made -- and have had rejected -- multiple visa applications. 

 

"It looks at people who place the greatest burden on the health system, people who place the greatest 

burden on the criminal justice system, and uses that data to prioritise those people," he continued. 

 

"It is important that we protect the integrity of our immigration system and that we use the resources that 

immigration has as effectively as we can -- I do support them using good data to make good decisions 

about where best to deploy their resources."  

   

While the minister might support the department he oversees, he only became aware of the data-modelling 

project on Thursday morning when he received a briefing before his radio appearance. 

 

"I am disappointed that I was not informed," he added. 

 

"We do collect data -- obviously we do collect a lot of data when people make a visa application, there's 

nothing new about that, we also do have some data around people who are in New Zealand illegally who 

are making use of the health system and we do have some idea of who those people are and that's useful 

data to use when trying to determine which over-stayers Immigration New Zealand should use its 

resources to enforce those deportation liability notices on." 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Turkey: gunman kills 4 at university 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/turkey-staff-members-killed-attack-university-
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54253122?   

GIST A research assistant shot and killed four staff members at a university in central Turkey, the university's 

president said Thursday. 

 

Prof. Hasan Gonen of Osmangazi University, in the city of Eskisehir, some 250 kilometers west of 

Ankara, told reporters that the gunman shot and killed a deputy dean, a secretary and two teaching staff at 

the university's faculty of education. 

 

The attacker, identified as Volkan Bayar, was apprehended by police as he left the scene, Gonen said. 

 

Gonen said the motive of the attack appeared to be a personal dispute. The attacker's main target appeared 

to be the university dean, who was not in his office when the gunman arrived, he added. 

 

He said the gunman, who was studying for a doctor's degree, had been under investigation at the university 

after he accused a number of staff members of being followers of U.S.-based cleric Fethullah Gulen, 

whom Turkey blames for a failed coup in 2016. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Pot shops call for state’s help 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/after-a-string-of-robberies-pot-shops-call-for-states-

help/727885863  

GIST Three pot stores were broken into within the last week in the Puget Sound area -- the latest, happened 

Thursday morning in Tacoma.  

 

Have a Heart’s Greenwood location in Seattle got robbed again on Friday. Now, it’s calling for lawmakers 

to do something. They want more help from the state to get out of being a cash-based business. 

 

Robbers go for both cash and marijuana products. Shops say there would be a simple way to get rid of half 

the incentive - if they had access to banks and shoppers could just use their credit cards.  

  

Right now, transactions with customers, paying vendors, and employees – it’s all still cash for pot shops. 

 

“Would-be crooks and thieves view our shops and other shops as fish in a barrel,” said Marcelo Ramirez 

of Have a Heart.  

 

Its Greenwood location was robbed Friday by three men who rammed their door down with a car and 

filled duffel bags full of products.  

 

An attempted robbery happened at the Highway 7 Recreational Marijuana Store Thursday morning, and 

there was a burglary at Port Orchard’s Kitsap Cannabis Wednesday.  

 

“It is on the rise for sure,” Ramirez said.  

 

Have a Heart says it has five locations in the Seattle area. But among three of their stores, they’ve been 

robbed more than 10 times.  

 

Their loss? About a quarter-million dollars. And with no liability insurance offered to the industry, the loss 

is all out of pocket.  

 

“It’s kind of sad,” Ramirez said. “If this happened to a liquor store, we wouldn’t be having this 

conversation,” he said.  

 

Pot stores say they have generated a lot of money for the state, but say they don’t feel like they have the 

support of lawmakers. 
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The state earned nearly $315 million dollars from a 37 percent excise tax on pot product sales in 2017. 

Marijuana shops also pay the 10 percent sales tax that goes to both the state and county.  

 

Have a Heart says it’s contributing a great deal to Washington’s economy and it's time for the state to step 

up.  

 

Ramirez says all the cash is an unnecessary risk. He wants something like a state-run credit union, an 

option that California lawmakers are looking into. 

 

“There needs to be some sort of netting that helps us maintain a level of safety,” Ramirez said.  

 

Lawmakers say they are trying. 

 

State Senator Mark Mullet (D-WA District 5) chairs the Financial Institutions and Insurance Committee 

for the Senate. 

 

“My goal is to figure out how every retail marijuana shop or processing shop or growing shop has access 

to banking services,” Mullet said.  

 State legislators passed a bill last session that says Washington State won’t go after any banks or credit 

unions for working with the legal cannabis industry. But he says with the Trump administration, taking 

that further is a challenge. 

 

“Everything is really frustrating. It’s not safe for our communities and it’s not good for our tax base, and I 

don’t see anybody wining from having this business be predominately cash,” Mullet said.  

 

The WA Liquor and Cannabis Board says its representatives just returned from a trip to D.C. to speak with 

congress about the many challenges of being a cash-based business. Mullet and the LCB say a big step 

toward making banking services available to pot shops would be getting marijuana reclassified, so it’s no 

longer a “Schedule 1” drug – currently the same category as heroin.  

 

KIRO7 also reached out to U.S. Rep. Denny Heck (D-WA 10th District) who is on the House Financial 

Services Committee.  

 

His office says Heck has been working for the past three sessions to get a “Safe Banking Act” passed, 

where banks would be exempt for working with legal pot shops. His office is hopeful there will be another 

chance to get that passed in 2019, and bring another level of safety for stores in the marijuana business. 

 

The Seattle Police Department says its responded to four robberies/burglaries in the city so far this year, 

and there does seem to be an uptick – but it also points out there are more pot shops entering the market. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 London crime wave: 6 stabbings 90min. 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/nation-now/london-crime-wave-shock-as-six-teenagers-stabbed-

in-90-minutes/465-8c974ef3-094a-43bd-83be-6f224bf7d177  

GIST LONDON — Shocked residents of the British capital are calling for an end to a surge in violence that has 

now seen six teenagers stabbed in the space of 90 minutes. 

 

The incidents came days after London's murder rate surpassed New York City's for the first time. At least 

55 people have been killed in London in 2018, over 30 of them in stabbings. 

 

Police in the Tower Hamlets borough of east London said Thursday that two 15-year-old boys were taken 

to the hospital with serious injuries after they were stabbed at about 6 p.m. local time Thursday. A 16-

year-old who was treated for minor knife injuries was arrested for conspiracy to commit grievous bodily 
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harm, and another male was arrested on suspicion of attempted murder, police said.  

 

In a separate incident in the Newham borough of east London, police said three juveniles were arrested 

after a 13-year-old boy was stabbed. The victim is in serious but stable condition. 

 

Elsewhere in the city, a teenager was taken to hospital when he was stabbed in Ealing Broadway, west 

London, and a 15-year-old boy was stabbed in Westferry, east London, but suffered no serious injury. 

 

Also Thursday, a crowd gathered to commemorate stabbing victims at a train station in the east London 

area of Hackney, near the scene of the fatal stabbing Wednesday of Israel Ogunsola, 18. 

 

Local youth worker Janette Collins, 58, told the London Evening Standard: "We need to stop this. 

Everybody keeps asking the same question, but the answers are in the young people. We the organisations 

are only trying to come out, to come together, and we are here to talk to young people and try to stop the 

violence." 

 

David Lammy, the opposition Labour Party’s member of Parliament for the Tottenham area of north 

London, accused Prime Minister Theresa May and Home Secretary Amber Rudd, both of the ruling 

Conservative Party, of failing to act on the rising murder rate. He said four young people have been killed 

in his area since Christmas. 

 

The number of police officers in England and Wales has fallen by 21,500 as part of a government drive to 

cut spending since May became home secretary in 2010. May became prime minister in 2016. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Gang violence rattles Burien 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/gang-violence-rattles-burien-residents-ask-for-help/281-

535797219  

GIST The shooting deaths of two teenagers more than a week ago has Burien residents looking for help and 

answers from King County leaders and sheriff's deputies. 

 

Eveona Cortez, 19, and a 13-year-old girl were murdered in the 13700 block of Ambaum Boulevard SW 

on Wednesday, March 28. No arrests have been made yet. 

 

According to the King County Sheriff's Office, the shooting appears to be gang-related and that rattles 

people who live and work here, especially because the victims are so young. 

 

Dee Thoman works steps away from where the shooting happened. Now a memorial marks the spot, and 

serves as a daily reminder for her. 

 

"I just couldn't believe it when I heard it, that they were so young. That is just not right," said Thoman. 

 

Liz Giba with the North Highline Unincorporated Area Council, included the topic of gang violence and 

the impact on youth in the group's monthly meeting on Thursday night. 

 

"It very much brought it home because that is something we have been trying to tell our elected officials 

for years," said Giba. 

 

Giba says the neighborhoods in Burien and White Center need more attention from County leaders. She 

claims part of the problem is fair housing laws are not enforced, and kids are raised in unhealthy 

neighborhoods.  

 

"I think there is a concentration of poverty in those neighborhoods that do not have opportunities for their 

young people," said Giba. 
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In response to the teens' deaths, the City of Burien is inviting the community to a town hall discussion on 

Monday night. The focus will be on how to engage youth and prevent future violence. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Bellingham cop charged w/abuse 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/05/bellingham-cop-charged-with-repeatedly-abusing-woman-since-late-

2016/  

GIST BELLINGHAM, Wash. (AP) — A Bellingham police officer is facing a total of 16 charges related to the 

alleged repeated abuse of a woman. 

 

The Bellingham Herald reports 33-year-old Brooks Laughlin of Everson was arrested March 27. 

Additional charges were filed Wednesday in Whatcom County Superior Court. 

 

Charging documents say Laughlin is charged with multiple counts of assault, tampering with a witness, 

harassment, violating a no-contact order, one count of stalking and one count of criminal trespass. 

 

Documents say Laughlin has been abusing the woman, who is known to him, since September 2016. 

Documents say he became increasingly physically aggressive toward the woman and beat her in the head, 

face and body. 

 

He’s currently in Skagit County Jail on $200,000 bail. 

 

Laughlin has been with the police department for 13 years. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Arrest in Calif. store explosive device 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/05/explosive-device-detonates-in-california-sams-club-suspect-

in-custody.html  

GIST Authorities in California have a suspect in custody after an explosive device detonated inside of a Sam's 

Club in California on Thursday afternoon. 

 

Hugo Gonzalez, 49, of Fontana, was identified as the man suspected of detonating the device, the Ontario 

Police Department tweeted, noting it's believed he acted alone and a motive remains unclear. 

 

Law enforcement was dispatched to the Sam's Club store in Ontario after it was reported around 2 p.m. 

that someone heard a "popping sound," KABC reported. 

 

"Responded to a possible fire structure at [Sam's Club]," the Ontario Police Department tweeted earlier 

Thursday. "It has been determined the suspect detonated a small explosive device in the store." 

 

A follow-up tweet stated, "There appears to be no structural damage or any injuries at this point," and 

noted that "All employees and customers are accounted for." 

 

Miles from the store, Gonzalez was pulled over and detained, police said. Within his car, investigators 

found "[additional] materials" that were "similar to those used in the devices" found inside Sam's Club. 

 

Police are now investigating an apartment in Fontana, "which is believed to be associated w/Gonzalez." 
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SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/thousands-convictions-tainted-rogue-lab-chemist-

tossed-54267392?   

GIST A judge on Massachusetts' highest court has ordered the dismissal of thousands of cases tainted by a 

former chemist who authorities say was high almost every day she worked at a state drug lab for eight 

years. 

 

The American Civil Liberties Union of Massachusetts and the state's public defender agency say more 

than 11,000 convictions in nearly 7,700 cases are being tossed. 

 

Prosecutors agreed to dismiss the cases tainted by Sonja Farak, who pleaded guilty in 2014 to stealing 

drugs from the lab. 

 

The ACLU and Committee for Public Counsel Services also are asking the court to throw out thousands of 

other cases potentially impacted by the rogue chemist. 

 

Farak's case is separate from another Massachusetts drug lab scandal that resulted in the dismissal of some 

21,000 convictions last year. 
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HEADLINE 04/06 Ex-SKorea leader gets 24yr prison term 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/south-korean-leader-park-due-corruption-verdict-

54273612?   

GIST Former South Korean President Park Geun-hye was formally convicted and sentenced to 24 years in 

prison on Friday, a year after she was driven from office and arrested over a corruption scandal that saw 

months of massive street rallies calling for her ouster. 

 

The conviction, which she can appeal, is the latest hit in a dramatic fall for South Korea's first female 

president. Once seen as the darling of South Korean conservatives, she was dubbed "Queen of Elections" 

by local media for her track record of leading her party to victory in tight races and still has a small group 

of fierce supporters who regularly stage rallies calling for her release. 

 

Park maintains she's a victim of "political revenge" and has been refusing to attend court sessions since 

October. She didn't attend Friday's verdict, citing a sickness that wasn't specified publicly. 

 

In a nationally televised verdict, the Seoul Central District Court convicted Park of bribery, extortion, 

abuse of power and other charges. "It's inevitable that the defendant should be held strictly responsible for 

her crimes, if only to prevent the unfortunate event of (a president) abusing the power given by the people 

and causing chaos in state affairs," chief judge Kim Se-yun said. 

 

Along with the prison sentence, Park was also fined 18 billion won ($16.8 million), Kim said. 

 

Both Park and the prosecutors have one week to appeal. Park has previously maintained her innocence; 

prosecutors in February demanded a 30-year prison term. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Some in caravan won’t stop in Mexico 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/05/americas/caravan-mexico-migrants/index.html  

GIST Puebla, Mexico (CNN)The caravan of Central American migrants going through Mexico to the US border 

isn't ending. Instead, its participants will disperse into smaller groups after reaching Mexico City. 

 

While some will stay in Mexico to try to get refugee status there, others will continue north to the US 

border. 

 

Organizers of the caravan estimate that some 200 or so people will proceed all the way to the US border in 

the coming days, although the number could be higher. Last year, about 150 went all the way to the 

border, they said. 

 

Pueblo Sin Fronteras caravan or People Without Borders has organized the event for years. The caravan 

has always dispersed into separate, smaller groups at some point along the journey. What has been striking 

is that this year's event has the largest number of people ever, with more than 1,100. 

 

Poverty, violence and political unrest in their home countries forced them to make the journey, migrants 

say. Many are from Honduras, where organized crime fuels widespread violence and protesters recently 

took to the streets after a contested election. 

 

Those who seek a new life in the US often present themselves at ports of entry and are taken into custody. 

While they rarely succeed in winning asylum, their cases can take years to make their way through the 

backlogged system. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 FEMA ‘blunt’ new message to public 

SOURCE https://federalnewsradio.com/management/2018/04/fema-has-a-blunt-new-message-it-wont-be-

there-for-every-future-disaster/  

GIST Last year’s severe hurricanes and wildfires were devastating and historic, but they did prompt some good 

at the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 

 

FEMA took advantage of a dire situation and piloted in the field in Texas, Florida, the U.S. Virgin Islands 

and Puerto Rico several new innovative ways to streamline its work — and change its strategic plan for 

the next four years. 

 

“FEMA is not a first responder,” Daniel Kaniewski, the agency’s deputy administrator, said in a speech 

Wednesday at George Washington University’s Center for Cyber and Homeland Security. “We are going 
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to be very blunt with the American public about what FEMA can and can’t do, about what the federal 

government can and can’t do, and I hope state and local governments take this forward as well.” 

 

FEMA, can’t, for example, manage and lead emergency response efforts for every single disaster. 

 

“FEMA will continue to fund the recovery for smaller disasters, but increasingly, we will be looking for 

state and local governments to manage those programs,” Kaniewski said. “I will assert, maybe that’s a 

high goal. It depends on what state or what community you’re talking about — whether or not they can 

step up and manage those programs.” 

 

To that end, FEMA wants to help states reach a point where they can successfully take on some of this 

work on their own. It wants to foster a “culture of preparedness” and spread those messages as part of a 

new national campaign, Kaniewski said. 

 

FEMA is hosting disaster planning seminars for its other federal partners, Kaniewski said. The Health and 

Human Services and Transportation Departments lent a hand in Texas, Florida and Puerto Rico. 

 

The Surge Capacity Force, which the Homeland Security Department originally piloted and expanded to 

other cabinet-level agencies, is one example. DHS last fall sourced employees from 15 other agencies to 

help with translating or registering disaster survivors for assistance. 

 

“Thank you to the federal workforce who stepped up to the plate and volunteered for that mission,” said 

Kaniewski, who described his experience meeting a NASA employee who spoke with confidence about 

his disaster relief work in Puerto Rico. 

 

It’s also speaking about current disaster assistance programs in a new way. They’re “federally supported, 

state managed and locally executed recovery programs,” Kaniewski said. 

 

The agency instead wants to focus its attention and resources on the truly catastrophic events — like 

Hurricanes Harvey and Maria. When Harvey hit in Texas last August, FEMA already had personnel 

deployed in 32 other disasters across the country. 

 

Simplifying FEMA’s recovery programs is another strategic goal for the agency. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 W. Va. fusion center marks 10yr. service 

SOURCE http://www.fayettetribune.com/news/w-va-intelligence-fusion-center-honored-for-th-

anniversary/article_c33a5c76-36aa-11e8-9a50-2be359041c5b.html  

GIST CHARLESTON — It helps police locate killers and unmask multi-state crime rings. 

 

It thwarts human traffickers and aids keeping crowds safe at Bridge Day, the National Scout jamboree and 

other events. 

 

And on March 17, the W.Va. Intelligence Fusion Center marked its first decade of service. 

 

Governor Jim Justice has honored the Fusion Center for its 10th anniversary with a proclamation, 

presented March 16 to Director Jessica Griffith by Deputy Chief of Staff Ann Urling. 

 

The Fusion Center was formed on March 17, 2008 to apply a bitter lesson from Sept. 11. As a result, an 

array of local, state and federal law enforcement and public safety agencies as well as private sector 

partners now share information, resources and expertise. This approach harnesses their respective 

strengths to prevent, detect, investigate and respond to all hazards — including but not limited to terrorist 

and criminal activity. 
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Also taking part in the ceremony at the Governor’s Mansion were U.S. Sen. Joe Manchin, who was 

governor when the Fusion Center began, and Secretary of State Mac Warner, who has enlisted the center 

in his mission to defend digital democracy. 

 

“The West Virginia Intelligence Fusion Center is extremely proud of the dedicated service by its men and 

women both past and present,” Governor Justice wrote. “During the past decade, the Fusion Center has 

been nationally recognized countless times for its accomplishments.” 

 

Governor Justice also signed an Executive Order last month declaring, for the first time, the Fusion Center 

to be a criminal justice entity — a critical designation under federal law that enhances its capabilities. 

 

The analysts and specialists who staff the Fusion Center routinely provide effective, behind-the-scenes 

assistance both in the Mountain State and across the country. The center’s numerous successes including 

locating the killers of a North Carolina couple as they drove through West Virginia, and a Putnam County 

homicide suspect after he had fled to a Boston suburb; linking a bogus check to a multi-state fraud ring 

targeting casinos; and educating everyone from law enforcement to hairdressers on how to spot would-be 

human traffickers and their victims. 

 

Recent achievements include helping law enforcement identify more than 70 persons of interest and 

multiple drug trafficking operatives to aid the fight against the opioid crisis and resulting crime in 

Huntington. 

 

The Fusion Center’s well-honed skill sets and high-tech tools play similarly critical roles in preventing or 

avoiding hazards. It helps conduct pre-event threat and security assessments and then provides on-site 

support for all manner of gatherings, from the Greenbrier Classic and this winter’s congressional retreat at 

the resort to Bridge Day and the jamborees hosted at the Summit Bechtel Reserve. 

 

Much of this assistance occurs below-the-radar and without fanfare. But the Fusion Center’s contributions 

to public safety and homeland security have still been recognized by numerous organizations and partners, 

including the U.S. attorneys for both of West Virginia’s federal court districts and the International 

Association of Special Investigation Units. 

 

Director Griffith, a veteran analyst for the office, became just the second person to earn that title last 

month. She succeeded Thom Kirk, whose hiring in 2008 marked the center’s creation. Kirk was also 

honored at Friday’s ceremony, and remains Deputy Secretary and General Counsel of the W.Va. 

Department of Military Affairs and Public Safety. The Fusion Center is part of WV DMAPS. 

 

“During its 10-year history, the Fusion Center has accomplished so much behind the scenes,” said 

DMAPS Secretary Jeff Sandy. “The Fusion Center concept is simple in its purpose of protecting 

Americans from domestic and international threats to our way of life, but complex in its methods to 

achieve those goals. The citizens of West Virginia owe it a world of thanks.” 
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HEADLINE 04/04 For Puerto Rico hurricane season looms 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/in-puerto-ricos-last-mile-power-is-still-elusive-as-next-

hurricane-season-looms/2018/04/04/00dc0cb4-1e69-11e8-b2d9-

08e748f892c0_story.html?utm_term=.8511e9bbac35  

GIST CAYEY, Puerto Rico — Norma Ramos and Helga Marrero stood outside, chatting, as a Thursday 

afternoon dusk diluted the last bits of blue sky and sunshine in La Merced. 

 

Nearly every cement-block house along their meandering mountain road flickered to life as indoor lighting 

flashed on. A girl ran through the barrio and yelled, “Luz!” Power had returned. But the electrification 

only went as far as the bakery on the corner, where the linemen piled into bucket trucks and called it a day. 
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For Ramos and Marrero, one more long-suffering day. Who knew how much longer it would be until they, 

too, could rejoice at flipping a switch? 

 

“Sunday,” Ramos said, reaching for a flashlight. “They promised we’d have electricity by Sunday. I guess 

I can wait. I’ve waited this long.” 

 

The neighbors belong to a community along Puerto Rico’s “last mile,” the cluster of communities marking 

Hurricane Maria’s destructive path across difficult and isolated terrain, from the island’s southeast corner 

through the central mountains and out the northwest coast. They are among the last people on the island 

still without power, more than six months after the storm. 

 

The hurricane knocked down the frail power grid that distributes wattage from generation plants in the 

south across transmission towers spread like dominoes along the peaks of the island’s mountains. The 

local public utility, which struggled to maintain normalcy in good times, has been trying alongside the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to restore electrical service since September. 

 

It has been a wearisome operation tainted by allegations of corruption and coordination, meltdowns, and 

the cacophony of politics, experts say. Many residents report that having been without power for so long 

has led them to lose faith in the state-owned power company and, ultimately, the island’s government. 

 

“There has been no sense of urgency,” said Josian Santiago, the mayor of Comerio, whose town still has 

outages in its more isolated sections; some might never have their municipal power restored and will have 

to resort to alternatives. “The problem is not that we don’t have a lightbulb to turn on or a refrigerator to 

cool. . . . They are torturing the people.” 

 

Left out of those statistics: More than 1,200 FEMA-provided generators are still the primary source of 

power for most of the island’s hospitals, more than two dozen police and fire stations, correctional 

facilities, and water pumps throughout Puerto Rico. 

 

For every electric meter that fires back to life, there also is the fear — inevitable, at this point — that it 

will go dead again because of a substation fire, a transformer explosion or a snapped line. In mid-

February, an explosion at a power plant plunged nearly 1 million people into darkness around San Juan, 

and rolling blackouts are common. 

 

And another hurricane season looms just months away. 

 

Crews are working against the clock to shore up a dilapidated system that took way longer to repair than 

anyone expected, and their work is largely returning the grid to its prior state, which everyone knows 

couldn’t handle a big storm. 

 

“It’s going to fall again,” said Aníbal Díaz Collazo, a Puerto Rican politician representing Cayey, in the 

central mountains about 30 miles south of San Juan. “There will be new cables and new poles but no 

significant infrastructure improvements for a system that has already proven too weak to withstand.” 

 

PREPA’s chief of technical operations, Carlos Alvarado, said the utility is working to improve 

construction standards and is making changes that will help the power grid be more resilient. It could take 

a decade to completely harden the system, he said. 

 

“The way the authority’s system was designed does not make it apt to withstand another Category 5 

storm,” Alvarado said. “But we are studying how we can improve it. We have been mitigating by 

installing metal poles, higher-quality cables and relocating certain lines and cutting down vegetation.” 

 

For many Puerto Ricans and their political leaders, the haphazard nature of the repairs has been puzzling at 

times and infuriating at others. They have demanded answers about the plan for power restoration and 

have been told they will have better information soon. PREPA just recently started giving mayors maps 

and timelines of its work schedule. 
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Federal officials asked the Army Corps of Engineers in late September to lead a temporary power-

restoration mission — a job it previously had never done — and took control over contracting companies 

and ordering materials for work with which they had little experience. 

 

In the early days of the island-wide blackout, PREPA did not activate the mutual-aid agreements that 

would have brought equipment and thousands of public-utility workers from the mainland United States 

onto the island quickly to begin the work. Instead, it sought help from a private contractor, Whitefish 

Energy, which promised to act quickly and efficiently, even if its going hourly rates were much higher 

than what linemen would normally receive. 

 

The bulk of the workers from outside Puerto Rico did not start on the job until November — two months 

after the storm — according to contracting documents obtained by The Washington Post. Whitefish, a 

small Montana firm with little documented experience, was awarded a $300 million contract that drew 

scrutiny in part because of its size. The no-bid contract was canceled, and PREPA’s executive director was 

removed. 

 

To Puerto Ricans, it looked like chaos, a confusing hodgepodge of work that resulted in one neighborhood 

street getting its power back while the next block, a few hundred yards away, remained dark. 

 

PREPA was officially in charge of setting the priorities for restoration. A unified command met in San 

Juan with Carlos Torres, the governor’s appointee to coordinate the mission, along with the Energy 

Department, engineering corps leaders and FEMA, which worked to assign specific lines to each crew. 

But power struggles, finger-pointing and a lack of trust hampered the pace and direction of the operation. 

 

“Yes, it can be messy, and yes, partners can have arguments about a problem, but you needed this 

complement of forces,” said Col. Jason A. Kirk, who is leading the corps in Puerto Rico. He then cited 

Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower: “Coalitions are not the most efficient, but in the long term it is the most 

effective.” 

 

Contractors and industry experts observing the power mission in Puerto Rico said in interviews that it was 

unclear who was in charge, leading to confusion and citizen reports of crews waiting around for 

assessments or for a line to be de-energized, or for tools to show up. 

 

Mayors grew increasingly frustrated as they saw protests develop in their communities, and they had no 

information to help ease tensions. Municipal leaders stormed out of a meeting with PREPA and 

government officials in late February when they didn’t receive the detailed plan of action they were 

seeking. 

 

Examples of the chaos were abundant. Jesús Colón Berlingeri, the mayor of Orocovis, said he once 

learned from PREPA’s Twitter account that the public utility was sending four brigades to his town. When 

the mayor called the power company’s main office to find out where they were, he was told the real 

presence in town was just a driver and one worker, but they were nowhere to be found. 

 

“We are the ones who have to answer to the people,” said Colón, whose criticism earned him a rebuke by 

text message from Gov. Ricardo Rosselló. “We don’t believe them.” 

 

The governor has been critical of the corps from the start. As his administration was pummeled by the 

Whitefish scandal and calls from Congress to investigate other PREPA contracts, Rosselló lashed out. 

Echoed by members of his administration, he accused the corps of moving too slowly. 

 

“I don’t see the urgency,” Rosselló said during a news conference on Feb. 28 following a meeting with 

island mayors, the corps and PREPA. “Today was the day the Army Corps of Engineers was supposed to 

give account for the work they’ve done. It was also supposed to be an opportunity for the mayors to 

express their concerns. I share those concerns and join in their demands for urgency so that the necessary 

materials and brigades can be assigned to restore the power grid.” 
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Alvarado, PREPA’s chief of technical operations, said the utility has improved its communication 

procedures, and days after Colón’s comments, top officials met privately with community leaders to lay 

out when crews would be there. The corps is now providing mayors with maps of the house-level plans for 

line work. 

 

“Let’s see what happens,” Colón said as he emerged from the meeting. 

 

Out in the field, line workers needed conductors, wiring and concrete poles, but they were difficult to 

come by on the island. Many pieces, including customized transformers, had to be shipped in by barge 

from U.S. factories. 

 

The Army corps took control of ordering the estimated 35 million pieces of material to avoid competition 

and duplication. Officials relied on PREPA and contractors to tell them what was needed, and the corps 

submitted orders through the Defense Department. 

 

But a supply crunch among mainland manufacturers left crews in Puerto Rico waiting for weeks for barges 

to arrive with new wires, poles and custom parts. 

 

The governor and his surrogates publicly blamed the corps for delays and material shortages that kept 

brigades from repairs. Contractors had to buy electrical tape from local hardware stores, cables strewn 

across the ground were recycled on the fly, and workers pieced together transformers with parts salvaged 

from broken ones. 

 

Amid the shortage, the corps confiscated previously undisclosed equipment sitting in a PREPA warehouse, 

causing some locals to call it a raid. The utility declined to explain the unused materials, noting that a 

Puerto Rico Department of Justice investigation found no violations of law on the part of the public utility 

regarding its storage of materials. 

 

The corps’ largest contractor, Fluor, is leaving the island while restoration efforts are still incomplete. 

People close to the Puerto Rican government and involved in power restoration on the island said Fluor’s 

exit is tied to slow performance. Lines given to Fluor’s contractors in the east and southeast of the island 

have been reassigned. 

 

“There were expectations created that have not been completely fulfilled,” Alvarado said about the corps 

and its contractors. 

 

The Texas-based global contractor said the scarcity of needed materials was a “limiting factor” but noted 

that Fluor restored power to more than 232,000 customers since October. Demobilization is a “normal part 

of the life cycle” when reaching the end of a government contract, the company said in a statement. 

 

Puerto Rico’s geography made the restoration work daunting, contractors said. Road access to 

transmission towers often was nonexistent, overgrown with trees, or too narrow or rocky to support large 

work trucks. Workers were unaccustomed to the terrain, weather and topographical diversity. 

 

“If we were working an ice storm in New England, we expect a certain type of terrain,” said Aaron 

Strickland, an executive with another corps contractor, PowerSecure. “In Texas and Florida, you’re in flat 

land. But in Puerto Rico, you had flat lands, mountains, hills, swamps and everything in between.” 

 

He noted one accident as emblematic of the issue: While contractors were working on power restoration, a 

road caved in, sending their truck down a steep embankment. While there were no injuries, the linemen 

were shaken — and knew they faced similar conditions elsewhere in the mountains. 

 

“It pushes our limits just about every way you can look at pushing worker limits,” Strickland said. 

 

The conditions of PREPA’s electrical grid before the storm hit magnified the difficulty afterward, said 
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FEMA deputy regional administrator Ahsha Tribble. It was clear from the outset that to fix Puerto Rico’s 

long-term energy problems, simply restoring what existed before the storm would not be good enough. 

 

But the engineering corps and FEMA have little wiggle room within federal regulations — specifically the 

Stafford Act, which directs federal agencies to restore what existed to its pre-disaster condition — to 

harden PREPA’s entire system to be more resilient. When possible, authorities have used steel or concrete 

poles to replace wooden ones. Lines that hadn’t been serviced in years were reinforced. New towers in 

some cases replaced those brittle from decades of rust. 

 

The restoration will not modernize the technology into a smart-grid system that could allow authorities to 

more easily monitor and distribute power, nor will it create microgrids that could power regions 

individually if one part of the system fails. PREPA’s power grid uses few renewable energy sources, and 

outdated power plant machinery will not see design enhancements. 

 

“I want to get Puerto Rico to the point where it says, ‘Bring it on!’ to future storms,” FEMA’s federal 

coordinating officer, Michael Byrne, told contractors in late February. 

 

PREPA, which is bankrupt, had fallen behind in modernizing its grid, especially in terms of infrastructure. 

The system’s reliance on fossil fuels and an outdated design gave Puerto Rico’s system a reputation for 

poor efficiency, low reliability and high costs, according to Lisa Donahue, who was hired to restructure 

PREPA between 2014 and 2017 and testified about the issue before Congress. 

 

Tribble said FEMA is working with a commission of industry experts and engineers to redesign the 

electrical grid from a 1950s centralized distribution system to one that includes regional microgrids and 

renewable energies. Changes to the law after Hurricane Sandy gave the agency some flexibility to fund 

projects that build more resilient infrastructure rather than just replace what was damaged. 

 

But those funds are part of a fairly new program through the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development that are tied to fixed-cost estimates for each project; if costs are any higher than the 

estimates developed by the federal government, the jurisdiction must foot the bill — something Puerto 

Rico cannot afford. 

 

In an effort to move forward, Rosselló is selling off some of PREPA’s assets and is privatizing parts of its 

operation. It is a plan demonized by the governor’s critics and union members who say there is no 

guarantee that a private company will run the system more efficiently. They also fear that customer rates 

would increase and that transparency would worsen. The governor’s allies see PREPA as an outdated 

monopoly and bloated bureaucracy that offers poor service and is plagued by corruption; they view 

privatization as the best solution. 

 

PREPA has a new executive director, industry veteran Walter Higgins, who came out of retirement after 

running a power company in Bermuda. 

 

“We have a real opportunity here, not just to restore power but to eventually deliver lower-cost, reliable 

power for all the citizens of Puerto Rico,” Higgins said in a statement. 

 

There are still vast stretches of the island where there are no signs of improvement and the desperation is 

palpable. 

 

During his daily radio program, host Luis Francisco Ojeda takes call after call from sobbing and angry 

residents reporting which barrios still have outages despite public pronouncements from PREPA that 

power has been restored. 

 

“I don’t know where they got 10 percent?” said Carlos Collazo, a resident of Yabucoa who regularly 

listens to Ojeda’s show. “People from all over still don’t have power. I’m an accountant, and I don't 

understand how they do their numbers.” 
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In Collazo’s community, the water pumps are powered by generators the mayor bought from a local 

businessman. A main road has power, but the surrounding neighborhoods don’t. Residents have protested 

by candlelight. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 What’s behind US-China trade fight? 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/abb3a62ad3e84209b5a9a67baf5e2297/AP-News-Guide:-What's-behind-the-US-

China-trade-fight  

GIST WASHINGTON (AP) — The United States and China, the world’s two largest economies, have roiled 

financial markets and fueled fears of a protracted trade war by threatening tariffs this week on each other’s 

goods. 

 

The United States on Tuesday said it would impose 25 percent duties on $50 billion of imports from 

China, and China quickly retaliated by listing $50 billion of products that it could hit with its own 25 

percent tariffs. Earlier in the week, Beijing announced separate import duties on $3 billion of U.S. goods 

in response to the Trump administration’s duties on all steel and aluminum imports, including from China. 

 

U.S. officials sought to downplay the threat of a broader trade dispute, saying a negotiated outcome is still 

possible. Even so, economists warned that the tit-for-tat moves bear the hallmarks of a classic trade rift 

that could escalate. 

 

“The seeds of a more serious conflict are there,” said Adam Slater, lead economist at Oxford Economics, a 

consulting firm. 

 

Some of the largest American brands, from Apple to Boeing to Kentucky Fried Chicken, are increasingly 

intertwined with the Chinese market. They either sell billions of dollars of goods there or make some of 

their products in China, or both. 

 

So h did we get here, and what might the impact be?: 

__ 

 

WHY DID THIS DISPUTE BLOW UP? 

 

President Donald Trump says Beijing is violating its free-trade commitments by pressuring foreign 

companies to hand over technology to potential Chinese competitors in exchange for market access. 

 

A U.S. trade official said Wednesday that the administration was moved by concerns that China is 

increasing its use of unfair trade practices, expanding them from industries such as steel to high-tech 

industries where U.S. companies dominate. 

 

A key irritant is Beijing’s long-range industry plan, dubbed “Made in China 2025.” It calls for establishing 

Chinese global leadership in electric cars, robotics and other fields. Foreign companies complain that the 

initiative will limit or outright block their access to those industries. 

 

Trump has also pledged to narrow the U.S. trade deficit with China, which Washington estimated at 

$337.2 billion last year, a record for any country. 

__ 

 

WILL U.S. CONSUMERS END UP PAYING MORE? 

 

Not yet. The United States plans to impose tariffs on mostly machinery and high-tech goods typically 

purchased by businesses. The duties would mostly steer clear of the billions of dollars of consumer goods 

that the U.S. imports from China, such as iPhones, toys, and shoes. Only about one-tenth of China’s goods 

exports to the United States would be affected. 
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Still, economists say many companies might try to pass their extra costs from the tariffs onto consumers. 

Prices would rise, though likely only slightly. Kathy Bostjancic, an economist at Oxford Economics, 

estimates they could raise inflation by just one-tenth of a percentage point. 

__ 

 

WILL THE DISPUTE HURT U.S. ECONOMY? 

 

The steps taken so far shouldn’t have much of an impact. Only about 2.5 percent of all U.S. imports are 

affected by the tariffs. And imports from all countries amount to just 15 percent of the economy. 

 

Mark Zandi, chief economist at Moody’s Analytics, estimates that the tariffs threatened so far could slice 

U.S. growth by just one or two-tenths of a percentage point this year. 

 

“So far, at least, this is relatively minor,” he said. “It’s going to take a lot to derail this economy.” 

 

Still, specific industries would feel some pain if threats of higher tariffs are carried out. China is the top 

overseas market for U.S. soybeans. And China has included soybeans on its list of 106 products that would 

be hit by retaliatory tariffs. 

 

Automakers such as Tesla, BMW and Mercedes-Benz would also be hit. BMW exports 89,000 cars a year 

from the U.S. to China, while Mercedes-Benz sends 65,000 cars, according to analysts at Sanford C. 

Bernstein. Tesla expects to sell about 15 percent of its Model S and Model X cars in China this year. 

__ 

 

WHAT WILL LIKELY HAPPEN NEXT? 

 

So far, no tariffs have actually been imposed. And some U.S. officials say they’re at least partly intended 

as a negotiating ploy. U.S. officials say they’ll hold hearings on the administration’s proposed target list of 

1,300 products in mid-May and haven’t set a deadline for when the tariffs would take effect. 

 

Nor has China set a date for imposing tariffs on the 106 products it has targeted. 

 

“It will be a couple months before tariffs on either side would go into effect and be implemented, and 

we’re hopeful that China will do the right thing,” White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders 

said. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Koreas begin preparatory talks for summit 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/eadba8403f194b058ad20a13685437bc/Koreas-begin-preparatory-talks-to-set-

up-Kim-Moon-summit  

GIST SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — The rival Koreas on Thursday began preparatory talks to set up a summit 

later this month between North Korean leader Kim Jong Un and South Korean President Moon Jae-in 

amid a global diplomatic push to resolve tensions over the North’s nuclear program. 

 

The meeting of working-level officials at the border village of Panmunjom was to discuss security, 

protocol and media coverage issues for the April 27 summit. 

 

The Koreas after a high-level meeting last week agreed on the date of the summit. South Korean officials 

have said the summit will be focused on disarming North Korea of nuclear weapons, although the North 

hasn’t officially confirmed this through its state-run media. 

 

A summit between Kim and President Donald Trump is anticipated by the end of May. 
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It may take more than one meeting for the Koreas to work out the details of the summit that will take place 

on the South Korea-controlled side of Panmunjom. The Koreas would need to agree on how Kim would 

arrive at the venue, including whether he would cross the military demarcation line that bisects the Koreas 

by foot in a symbolic gesture. The Koreas also need to determine how many times he and Moon would 

meet on that day and also whether parts of their meeting would be broadcast on live television. 

 

The Koreas have held only two summits since the 1950-53 Korean War. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 France: students, medics protest reforms 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/da425e75efe044d9ae9e7c3dd8c22d5b/New-French-unrest:-Students,-medics-

protest-Macron-reforms  

GIST ROUEN, France (AP) — Students and medical workers are facing off against riot police in a protest over 

reforms by President Emmanuel Macron’s government. 

 

The protest is taking place Thursday outside a hospital in the Normandy city of Rouen, where Macron is 

visiting a unit dedicated to children with autism. 

 

Medical workers brandished union flags and banners decrying “Hospital Hell” to express anger over cuts 

to the public health care system. 

 

Local students also joined the protest. Students have been blocking some campuses around France in 

recent weeks to protest plans to allow selection at public universities, and other changes. 

 

The protest comes after two days of crippling strikes on the state railway network. Macron’s efforts to 

overhaul the French economy are meeting increasing resistance. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Opioid addiction costs employers $2.6B 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/e48ad7f479384ef38cb362f949ce789b/Opioid-addiction-costs-employers-$2.6B-a-

year-for-care  

GIST A new report shows large employers spent $2.6 billion to treat opioid addiction and overdoses in 2016, an 

eightfold increase since 2004. More than half went to treat employees’ children. 

 

The analysis released Thursday by the nonpartisan Kaiser Family Foundation finds such spending cost 

companies and workers about $26 per enrollee in 2016. 

 

Employers have been limiting insurance coverage of opioids because of concerns about addiction. The 

report finds spending on opioid prescriptions falling 27 percent from a peak in 2009. 

 

Researchers analyzed insurance claims from employers with more than 1,000 workers. Most are self-

insured, meaning they assume the financial risk. 

 

Workers share the costs. Steve Wojcik of the National Business Group on Health says for every $5 

increase, employers typically cover $4 and pass $1 to workers. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Wanted: big city school superintendents 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/the-report/articles/2018-04-04/big-cities-struggle-to-fill-school-

superintendent-positions  
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GIST LOS ANGELES, Washington, Houston, Las Vegas, Oklahoma City and Seattle are just a handful of the 

big cities looking to fill one of the most important jobs on their payroll – that of the school superintendent. 

 

Also on the hunt: Columbus, Ohio; Newark, New Jersey; Jackson, Mississippi; Raleigh, North Carolina; 

and Jacksonville, Florida. Until last month, New York City and Boston were also in the market. 

 

The annual school superintendent hunting season is open, and as usual, about a dozen cities are jockeying 

to woo an ever-shrinking pool of qualified candidates for a demanding job that requires one part 

managerial skills, one part political savvy and one part education-policy acumen for a tenure that, on 

average, lasts barely more than three years. 

 

"These jobs are difficult. They take a real toll on people," says Michael Casserly, executive director of the 

Council of the Great City Schools, a coalition of the country's largest urban public school systems. "They 

are extremely demanding and whoever takes them has precious little in the way of personal and family 

time." 

 

The number of openings, while striking, isn't out of the normal range. At one point in 2014, for example, 

more than 20 big city school superintendent openings were up for grabs. What's unusual this year, 

however, is the high-profile nature of many of them, including three of the top 10 biggest school districts 

in the country, and two, Washington and Newark, where the politics of education reform efforts often 

make national headlines. 

 

Moreover, the openings come at a critical time for many of the cities, nearly all of which are grappling 

with funding issues, major achievement gaps between students of color and their white peers, a seemingly 

never-ending pipeline of low-performing schools, and, like every school district in the country, next school 

year they'll be operating new accountability systems and faced with new reporting requirements, thanks to 

the final stage of implementation of the federal K-12 law, the Every Student Succeeds Act. 

 

"There's not very many positions either in the public or private sector where you have this unusual stew of 

race and religion and income and language needs with everyone struggling over the one thing they care 

about the most, which is their children," Casserly says. "So it makes the balancing act and the political 

demands, plus the demands for results, more acute than almost any other CEO-like position in any field 

one can imagine." 

 

Research from AASA, the School Superintendents Association, shows, for example, that when asked what 

chases people away from superintendent jobs, 76 percent of superintendents reported inadequate state and 

local funding, 68 percent reported job stress, another 50 percent reported excessive time requirements, and 

48 percent reported the intrusion of federal regulations. 

 

Of course some cities come with more baggage than others: Houston is still recovering from last year's 

hurricane season, D.C. is still in free fall after its recent graduation rate scandal, and Los Angeles 

continues its roiling debate over the future of charter schools in the city. 

 

So who is attracted to a job where the failure rate soars above that of even incremental success? 

 

Turns out, a shrinking number of people. Big-city superintendent positions, which used to draw anywhere 

from 50 to 100 applicants, are now lucky to receive 10 to 20, Casserly says. 

 

That's one of the reasons for an ever-revolving cast of characters that tend to leapfrog from city to city. 

New York City, for example, recently stole Richard Carranza away from Houston Independent School 

District, leaving the hurricane-handicapped city with its opening. Prior to Houston, Carranza was head of 

schools in San Francisco, and before that was superintendent of the northwest region of Clark County 

schools, which includes Las Vegas. 

 

But when it comes to the anatomy of a successful big-city school superintendent, there are some qualities 

they tend to have in common. 
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For starters, candidates must have some grounding in education policy – something that in decades past 

wasn't as much of a requirement as managerial skills – and also be open to a mix of policy solutions. Any 

candidate with roots in the city is a plus, though not necessary, and prioritizing community input is a must. 

Candidates must also be politically savvy, able to cull the support of city government, the school board as 

well as community organizations, all while taking heat for any district misstep, big or small. 

 

In short, it's the balancing act of all balancing acts. 

 

"The superintendent shouldn't come into any city as a man on horseback with a complete solution, nor 

should they come in as someone to hold the lid on and keep everyone from fighting," says Paull Hill, 

founder of the Center on Reinventing Public Education and professor at the University of Washington. 

 

Also of top importance is a superintendent's ability to build a strong coalition to support his or her plans 

for the district. 

 

"We can think about the urban superintendents as a political operator – someone who builds coalitions 

across sectors, including the city government, but also with foundations and universities, and someone 

who wants to open up the K-12 system to the best the city can offer," says Hill, who points to places like 

Cleveland, Denver and Indianapolis as cities where superintendents have been doing just that. 

 

"They have to start building a constituency that's outside the orbit of a union and a school board," he says. 

"That doesn't mean you defy them. That means you have people on your side in addition to them." 

 

Robert McCord, professor in residence at AASA, where he conducts research on superintendents for the 

association, underscores the value in recruiting educators who have a track record being successful 

principals. 

 

"The line is very, very direct and if you create a cadre of really well qualified principals, you will create a 

pool of well qualified superintendents," says McCord, who worked for more than 30 years in Clark County 

Nevada and has been a headhunter and consultant on superintendent hiring for years. "Without doing the 

first one you cannot get the second one." 

 

He also emphasized the importance of hiring someone who has spent a lot of time in the classroom and is 

seen as an instructional leader. 

 

"You can hire a politically savvy individual, you can hire a great finance individual who can put the 

numbers together, you can hire someone who can run referenda and such, but if you really want to get the 

heart of the institution, people in the public and we in the business should never lose focus on the fact that 

the individual needs to be an instructional leader." 

 

Perhaps even more important than the qualifications of the candidate, however, is an agreement among the 

school board about the direction in which they want a superintendent to take the city's schools. 

 

"I think what's more important is that the board of education pick a superintendent whose vision for the 

future is aligned with theirs so that there isn't a surprise when a new superintendent comes on board what it 

is he or she is going to do," says Casserly, whose organization represents the majority of cities that are 

currently seeking a superintendent. 

 

"Sometimes that really undermines the tenure of superintendents when the board hasn't been clear with 

itself about where it is they want to take the school district," he says. "Then the board and superintendent 

sooner rather than later look up at one another and say, 'Gee, this is not what I had in mind.'" 

 

To be sure, big-city school superintendents are paid handsomely. In 2014, the salaries of superintendents 

at cities that are part of the Council for the Great City Schools ranged from $99,000 to $339,000, in 

addition to platinum health care, pensions, life insurance and other related benefits. Most superintendents 
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of the biggest school districts clear $300,000 easily, with the job of helming New York City schools 

drawing upward of $500,000. 

 

"Anybody who gets into this knows full well that the demands are extremely high," Casserly says. "The 

context in which you do this job now is probably more difficult now than it's ever been. It does give some 

people pause." 
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HEADLINE 04/04 DHS: illegal immigration up 200% 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/4/illegal-immigration-200-percent-march-along-

us-mex/  

GIST Illegal immigration across the southwest border surged 200 percent in March compared to the same month 

last year, according to Homeland Security statistics released late Wednesday that back up White House’s 

claims that things are quickly deteriorating on the border. 

 

The year-over-year surge is by far the largest in the records, which date back to 2011, and it could be a 

signal that the Senate’s debate on legalizing illegal immigrants earlier this year has sparked a new wave of 

migration. 

 

The Border Patrol and officers at the ports of entry nabbed 50,308 people in March — up from less than 

37,000 in February, and three times the 16,588 people apprehended in March 2017, when President 

Trump’s tough enforcement talk had sparked a major drop in illegal immigration attempts. 

 

That drop only lasted a few months and since last summer the numbers have been steadily increasing 

again, reaching back to levels not seen since the middle of the illegal immigration surge during the Obama 

administration. 

 

The numbers were released just as Mr. Trump was signing an order deploying National Guard troops to 

the southwest border to assist in enforcement. The government couldn’t yet say how many troops were 

being sent, what their duties would be, nor how much it would cost — though Homeland Security 

Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen said they could be deployed as early as Wednesday night. 

 

According to the new numbers, the Border Patrol caught 37,393 illegal immigrants in March. Customs and 

Border Protection Officers, who man the ports of entry, encountered another 12,915 people who showed 

up without permission to enter. 

 

Those numbers are considered a rough yardstick for the overall flow of illegal traffic, so increases in the 

number of people caught signals an increase in overall illegal immigration. 

 

Analysts say that migration is seasonal, so comparisons to the same time in previous years gives the best 

sense for where things are headed. 

 

Particularly troubling for officials was a major jump in the number of illegal immigrants traveling as 

families. Nearly 9,000 were nabbed by the Border Patrol and another 5,100 were stopped at ports of entry. 

By contrast, in March 2017 the Border Patrol caught just 1,125 immigrants traveling as families, and the 

officers at the ports of entry stopped just 768. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Seattle mayor wants congestion tolling 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/946087/report-seattle-mayor-wants-road-tolls-by-end-of-first-term/  

GIST Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan wants to implement congestion pricing in the city by 2021. 
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The Seattle Times first reported the city will create a plan based on a study of downtown neighborhoods. 

Results from the study could be released this year. 

 

A press release sent less than an hour after the Times story published online said Durkan will announce 

“bold short- and long-term steps that the City will take to advance towards its greenhouse gas reduction 

goals to reach its commitment to the Paris Climate Agreement.” Part of that plan is the development of a 

“congestion pricing strategy,” the mayor’s office confirmed. The press release only mentions easing 

mobility “through the downtown core.” 

 

The city will do what Durkan called “deep outreach” as it works to create a policy around congestion 

pricing. During a press conference mid-morning on Wednesday, Durkan said it will not be “top-down 

government.”  

 

Prior to her election, Durkan and mayoral candidate Cary Moon said the city should consider congestion 

pricing. Durkan said the city will need a “range” of solutions to deal with the current traffic problem. 

 

In an interview with KIRO Radio last year, Durkan said the city needs a “more holistic way” to get traffic 

flowing. That holistic approach, according to Durkan, includes staggered start times for large employers, 

to incentivize carpooling, and encouraging the use of public transportation. 

 

On Tuesday, April 3, Durkan’s office posted a blog titled “Ahead of Mega Gridlock Expected Downtown, 

Mayor Jenny Durkan Commits to Additional Actions to Lessen Impact on Commuters and Businesses.” 

The post does not mention congestion pricing. However, it does point to the need to reduce traffic as mega 

projects also lead to “mega gridlock.” 

 

Citing the 2017 Center City Modesplit Survey, Durkan’s office says transit use has increased in the last 

seven years in downtown during the morning commute. As did walking, biking, and rideshares. 

Meanwhile, there are approximately 4,500 fewer single-occupancy vehicles in the city. 

 

It’s unclear what form of congestion pricing the mayor will push for. That may all depend on the study. 

Durkan told the Times the money generated from tolling the city’s roads would be pumped back into 

public transit. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 New Seattle public schools superintendent 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/946733/ex-montana-education-leader-picked-as-seattle-superintendent/  

GIST HELENA, Mont. (AP) — Montana’s former Superintendent of Public Instruction Denise Juneau has been 

selected as the next superintendent of Seattle Public Schools. 

 

The Independent Record reports that Juneau was selected Wednesday night. She was one of the three 

finalists Seattle’s school board interviewed for the job. 

 

Juneau will manage a district of nearly 54,000 students. She oversaw about 150,000 students in Montana. 

 

Juneau will be responsible for closing large achievement gaps and coping with a significant budget 

shortfall. But until that happens, Juneau told the public she is prepared to have tough conversations about 

where to put limited resources. 

 

The Seattle Times reported that Juneau will be the school district’s fifth superintendent in 10 years and is 

expected to earn around $300,000. 
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SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/why-oregon-didnt-warn-washington-about-child-welfare-issues-

with-hart-family/281-535180981  

GIST Before Jennifer Hart drove her family’s SUV off of a California cliff, killing her wife, Sarah, and at least 

three of their six children, there were several child welfare complaints against the mothers with allegations 

ranging from withholding food as a punishment to beating one of their daughters with a belt. 

 

The family moved from Minnesota, to Oregon, and then to Washington. In each state, either neighbors or 

teachers reported possible child abuse and authorities investigated the complaints. 

 

But when the Harts left Oregon and moved to Washington less than a year ago, Oregon never told 

Washington officials about the issues. And when the Harts moved to Oregon from Minnesota, it’s likely 

that state didn’t report anything amiss, either. 

 

Information about specific child welfare cases is difficult to come by because much of the information is 

protected under privacy laws as the cases involve minors. 

 

But in general, Oregon’s Department of Human Services explained when they would, and would not, 

report child welfare concerns to other states. 

 

“If a case is closed and a family moves, the Department of Human Services would not notify the other 

state as we don’t track families once cases are closed," said Christine Stone, spokeswoman for DHS. 

 

Stone said if the family moves when a case is still open, Oregon would notify the other state if there were 

child safety issues that officials believe still need to be addressed. 

 

“If the assessment were closing and children were determined safe in our state, a new report to the other 

state would not likely need to occur,” she said. 

 

In addition, there is no national database for child welfare cases, so one state can’t search any kind of 

master database to find out whether a family has a history of alleged abuse. 

 

States are required to keep a database of child welfare reports, but states don’t have access to each other’s 

databases.  

 

Stone said other states will sometimes reach out when they open a new child welfare case. 

 

“It is common for Oregon as well as other states to request Child Protective Services information on 

families when they have an open assessment/open case and there is reason to believe they resided in 

another state,” she said. 

 

A domestic abuse case involving Sarah Hart in 2011 was closed before she moved from Minnesota to 

Oregon. 

 

Another child welfare complaint was filed by a neighbor in Oregon against the Harts in 2013 but the 

neighbor said she was told that Oregon officials determined there was not enough evidence to make a case. 

Because of this, Oregon would not have notified Washington state of any child welfare concerns when the 

Harts moved in 2017. 

 

The Hart’s neighbors in Washington reported the family to Washington state’s Child Protective Services 

on March 23, 2018. After CPS visited the home, the family left for California. 

 

Sarah, Jennifer and three of their children were found dead at the base of a cliff three days later. The Hart’s 

three other children are missing and presumed dead. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Seattle police new inspector general 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/tucson-police-official-tapped-for-key-oversight-

job-in-seattle-police-department/  

GIST After a 10-month nationwide hunt, the Tucson Police Department’s longtime legal adviser has been 

nominated to serve as the Seattle Police Department’s first civilian inspector general, Councilmember M. 

Lorena González and the search committee who chose her announced Wednesday. 

 

The selection of Lisa Judge, who has held the Tucson post for 20 years, is subject to confirmation by the 

City Council. 

 

If confirmed, Judge will oversee an office created as part of historic police-accountability legislation 

passed by the council last year. 

 

The office is viewed as having a critical role in sustaining federally mandated, court-ordered reforms to 

address excessive force and biased policing under the city’s 2012 consent decree with the U.S. Justice 

Department. 

 

The inspector general will provide broad oversight of the management, practices and policies of the Police 

Department and the Office of Police Accountability, which conducts internal investigations. 

 

In Tucson, Judge’s duties “put her on the forefront of many issues that communities in Seattle face today, 

including innovations in interactions with people suffering with mental illness or in crisis,” according to a 

news release on her nomination. 

 

She also oversaw officers as they put a priority on treatment over incarceration in a department with a 

Critical Incident Review Board and Force Review Board built around transparency and community 

participation, the release said. 

 

In accepting this position, Judge said, “This is a very exciting time for law-enforcement reform, and this 

endeavor provides an important opportunity to do work of real value in furtherance of that reform. I am 

eager to work for the community of Seattle, and I look forward to a fruitful partnership with the 

Community Police Commission, the Office of Police Accountability, and the Seattle Police Department 

that is equal parts respect, trust, and healthy skepticism.” 

 

González, who heads the council committee overseeing public safety, and Mayor Jenny Durkan cited the 

importance of the position as the city enters a two-year period where it must show its court-approved 

compliance with the federal reforms is locked in place. 

 

“Ms. Judge has a background in police reform, an understanding of police culture and policing, a 

commitment to procedural justice and an articulated vision on how accountability and community 

coexist,” González said. 

 

Judge is Latina and identifies as a member of the LGBTQ community, according to the news release. She 

will appear at 9:30 a.m. on April 25 before González’s Gender Equity, Safe Communities, New Americans 

and Education committee to begin her confirmation process in council chambers. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Turkey secretly snatches wanted nationals 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/05/turkish-spy-agency-has-snatched-80-people-from-18-

countries.html  

GIST ANKARA, Turkey –  Turkish Deputy Prime Minister Bekir Bozdag says Turkey's intelligence agency has 

snatched at least 80 Turkish nationals wanted for their alleged links to the 2016 failed coup, in operations 

in 18 countries. 
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Bozdag's comments during a television interview Thursday came after Turkey secretly arranged the 

deportation from Kosovo of six Turkish men accused of supporting the coup attempt, sparking the 

dismissal of Kosovo's interior minister and intelligence chief and criticism from human rights groups. 

 

Bozdag did not name the countries. He said such operations would continue. 

 

Turkey accuses U.S-based cleric Fethullah Gulen of masterminding the 2016 failed coup. Gulen denies the 

accusation. Those deported from Kosovo worked in schools and clinics supported by Gulen's movement. 

 

Turkey has arrested more than 38,000 people for links to Gulen and fired some 110,000 public servants. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Israel airstrike near Gaza border kills 1 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/05/israeli-airstrike-on-gaza-border-kills-palestinian.html  

GIST JERUSALEM –  Health officials in the Gaza Strip say a Palestinian man was killed in an Israeli airstrike 

near the Gaza-Israel border. 

 

The Israeli military says its aircraft targeted an "armed terrorist adjacent to the security fence" in the 

northern part of the coastal territory on Thursday. The Gaza Health Ministry confirmed the man's death but 

did not immediately release his identity. 

 

Also, a Palestinian wounded in the mass protest along the border last week died of his wounds on 

Thursday. 

 

The two fatalities raise the number of Palestinians killed by Israeli fire in Gaza since last Friday to 21. 

 

The Israeli military is on high alert as more mass demonstrations are expected along the border on Friday. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Pentagon looking to expand border duties 

SOURCE https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2018/04/04/dod-looking-at-ways-to-expand-

border-duties/  

GIST The Pentagon is looking at ways it can fulfill President Donald Trump’s request to have the military guard 

the U.S.-Mexico border, spokesman Dana White said. 

 

“There are a number of ways the Department of Defense is already supporting the [Department of 

Homeland Security] border security mission,” White said. “We are still in consultation with the White 

House about ways we can expand that support.” 

 

As it has become apparent that Congress was not going to give Trump the full funding he has requested to 

build a border wall, the president has looked to the military to fill the gap. 

 

Last week Trump suggested on Twitter that the Pentagon could spend some of its just-signed 2018 budget 

to help pay for the wall, which is estimated to cost about $25 billion. 

 

Then on Monday, Trump said he’d spoken to Defense Secretary Jim Mattis about how the military could 

further support the wall beyond funding. 

 

“I’ve been speaking with General Mattis. We’re going to be doing things militarily,” Trump said. “Until 

we can have a wall and proper security, we’re going to be guarding our border with the military. That’s a 

big step. We really haven’t done that before, or certainly not very much before.” 
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A defense official who spoke on the condition of not being identified suggested that one possibility is that 

National Guard forces could be used to secure the border as they did in the 2006 to 2008 Operation Just 

Cause, but the official had no additional details beyond that. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Calif. DMV: 1M illegals w/licenses 

SOURCE http://www.sacbee.com/news/politics-government/capitol-alert/article207939584.html  

GIST More than 1 million undocumented immigrants have received driver's licenses, the California Department 

of Motor Vehicles announced Wednesday. 

 

Assembly Bill 60, authored by then-Assemblyman Luis Alejo in 2013, required California DMV offices to 

issue driver's licenses to undocumented immigrants as long as they can prove their identity and residence 

within the state. The law has led to 1,001,000 undocumented immigrants receiving licenses as of March 31 

but doesn't give the licensees carte blanche to drive outside of California or fly across state or federal 

borders. 

 

"Immigrants are getting tested, licensed and insured and this is making our roads safer for everyone," said 

Alejo, now a Monterey County supervisor, in a prepared statement. "Today, we see the law working the 

way it was intended to and has dramatically improved the lives of a million immigrants and their families." 

 

Twelve states plus Washington, D.C., and Puerto Rico allow undocumented immigrants to obtain driver's 

licenses. Undocumented immigrants were free to receive driver's licenses anywhere in the U.S. until 1993, 

when California became the first state to restrict access and 45 others followed suit. 

 

In 2015, the first year the law took effect, approximately 605,000 undocumented immigrants received 

licenses. Fewer people applied after an initial spike, and the DMV now issues about 10,000 AB 60 

licenses statewide per month. 

 

A study published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences showed hit-and-run accidents 

dropped in California after AB 60 went into effect, and had no discernible impact on the total number of 

crashes or auto-related fatalities in the state. The California Research Bureau's required January 2018 

report found no AB 60 license holders had filed complaints with state agencies alleging discrimination 

related to their license ownership. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Russia pushes back accusations at UN 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russia-pushes-back-at-united-nations-against-poisoning-

accusations-sergei-skripal/  

GIST UNITED NATIONS -- At the United Nations on Thursday, Russia will be pushing back after the U.K. 

accused Moscow of using a nerve agent to poison a former spy and his daughter in Britain last month. 

Russia called for an open meeting Thursday afternoon of the U.N. Security Council to refute the poisoning 

allegations. 

 

Requesting the meeting, Russia's ambassador to the U.N. Vassily Nebenzia wrote to the Security Council 

president, saying the use of chemical weapons by anyone anywhere is "inadmissible and must be 

investigated and punished." 

 

Russia's requested meeting Thursday takes place one week before the results of tests of samples collected 

from individuals exposed to a nerve agent in Salisbury are expected to be sent to the UN's Secretariat by 

the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW). 

 

On the basis of the investigation, the U.N. Secretariat will produce a report, Ahmet Üzümcü, the Director-
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General of the OPCW said. 

 

The OPCW report comes after Russia and the U.K. traded barbs this week Wednesday at the 

Organization's meeting in The Hague in which Moscow accused British and U.S. secret services of being 

responsible for the poisoning of the former Russian spy.  

 

In addition to the samples collected from Sergei Skripal and his daughter, samples were also collected 

from a third individual – a police official – reportedly exposed to the chemical. 

 

Russia's ambassador said the meeting was called on the basis of a letter sent by British Prime Minister 

Theresa May, which states that the British government believes that it is "highly likely" that the Russian 

Federation was responsible for this attack. 

 

"The United Kingdom police have conducted a thorough investigation, which has identified that the 

chemical that was used in Salisbury was a specific nerve agent from a class of chemical warfare agents 

known as novichok. These were originally developed by the Soviet Union, and then inherited by the 

Russian Federation," the letter stated. 

 

According to Russia's state television, RT, Russia's U.N. Ambassador was prompted to request the 

meeting after the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office deleted a March 22 tweet in which it claimed 

experts at their chemical weapons laboratory confirmed the substance that allegedly poisoned the former 

Russian spy and his daughter was military-grade nerve agent produced in Russia. 

 

Russian officials, including its Foreign Minister, have said that Russia had nothing to do with the 

poisoning of the former Russian spy in Britain. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Britain: nerve agent source found 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/sergei-skripal-poisoning-britain-believes-it-has-found-russian-lab-

that-made-nerve-agent-salisbury/  

GIST British security forces believe they have found the Russian lab that made the nerve agent novichok, which 

was used in the attack on ex-spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter in Salisbury on March 4, the Times of 

London reported Wednesday. Security sources told the London newspaper that while they are not 100 

percent certain, they have a "high degree of confidence in the location." 

 

A government source told the Times that security forces "knew pretty much by the time of the first Cobra 

[the emergency co-ordination briefing that took place the same week] that it was overwhelmingly likely to 

come from Russia."  

 

Security sources told the Times they believe Russians conducted tests to see whether novichok could be 

used for assassinations. 

 

The international chemical weapons watchdog on Wednesday rejected Russia's call for a joint 

investigation into the Salisbury poisoning. But Russia said the number of countries that abstained from the 

vote suggested many have doubts about Britain's allegations that Moscow was behind the attack and now 

plans to take its denials of involvement to the U.N. Security Council. 

 

Britain said Russia's proposal for a joint investigation received only six votes at a special session of the 

executive council of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. The council has 

representatives from 41 countries. 

 

Russia requested the session in The Hague, Netherlands, to push its repeated rejection of Britain's claim 

that Moscow orchestrated the poisonings of Sergei Skripal and his daughter, Yulia. The British 

government has invited experts from OPCW to help identify the substance that sickened the Skripals on 
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March 4. 

 

"The purpose of Russia's ludicrous proposal at The Hague was clear - to undermine the independent, 

impartial work of the international chemical weapons watchdog," British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson 

said in a statement. 

 

Russia's OPCW envoy Alexander Shulgin said the 17 abstentions from Wednesday's vote meant "more 

than half of the members of the executive council refused to support the U.S. and U.K. position." 

 

The United States and more than two dozen British allies have expelled more than 150 Russian diplomats 

in a show of solidarity over the attack. Moscow has responded in kind. 

 

Russia's U.N. ambassador called for an open meeting Thursday of the U.N. Security Council about the 

case. Ambassador Vassily Nebenzia made the request at the end of his speech Wednesday to a council 

meeting on chemical weapons in Syria. 

 

Russia requested the Security Council meeting because it shares the principle that the use of chemical 

weapons "is not acceptable and must be investigated and perpetrators punished," Nebenzia said. 

 

Kuwait's U.N. ambassador, Mansour Al-Otaibi, told reporters the meeting is scheduled at 3 p.m. EDT 

Thursday. 

 

At the special meeting in The Hague, Russia and Britain traded accusations of duplicity and 

untrustworthiness. 

 

The British envoy said that a joint investigation, as proposed by Russia, would force "a victim to engage 

the likely perpetrator." 

 

"To do so would be perverse," acting U.K. Permanent Representative John Foggo said, adding that 

Moscow's demand showed "disdain." 

 

But Russia complained that Britain's work with the agency has lacked transparency. 

 

"Russia, as well as other states that are members of the executive committee, have been pushed aside from 

this investigation," Shulgin told reporters. 

 

"They tell us that they can inform us of the results of this investigation ... only with the good will of Great 

Britain," Shulgin said. "But, knowing how our so-called partners have conducted themselves, we are not 

going to count on their good will." 

 

The United States and many of Britain's European allies have supported the U.K. in assigning blame for 

the poisonings to Russia. Moscow has worked strenuously to undermine the allegation and pressured 

Britain to provide evidence backing its claim that Russia was responsible. 

 

A spokeswoman for the Russian Foreign Ministry said Wednesday that Britain needed to provide 

information about the pets that lived in Sergei Skripal's house in Salisbury, England. 

 

Wednesday that Russia has reliable information that there were pets in the Salisbury residence of Sergei 

Skripal. 

 

"Where are the pets? What is their condition?" ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova said. "This is 

about living creatures, and if a toxic chemical agent was indeed used in their house, these living creatures 

should have been hurt." 

 

The chief of Britain's defense research lab, the Porton Down laboratory, acknowledged Tuesday it has not 

been able to pinpoint the precise source of the nerve agent. 
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Gary Aitkenhead said scientists there identified the substance used on Sergei and Yulia Skripal as a 

Soviet-developed nerve agent known as Novichok. But he added "it's not our job to say where that was 

actually manufactured." 

 

The British government says it relied on a combination of scientific analysis and other intelligence to 

conclude that the nerve agent came from Russia. 

 

Britain is standing by its assessment, but the Foreign Office on Wednesday deleted a tweet from last 

month saying Porton Down scientists had identified the substance as "made in Russia." 

 

Still, Russian President Vladimir Putin had quickly seized on Aitkenhead's comments as proof that British 

accusations against Russia were baseless. He noted that at least 20 other nations now have the capacity to 

produce Novichok. 

 

Asked Wednesday if Russia expects an apology from Britain, Putin said "we are not expecting anything 

like that." 

 

"We are just expecting reason to prevail so that international relations don't sustain damage like what we 

have seen recently," he said after a summit in Ankara, Turkey. 

 

"This not only concerns the assassination attempt on Skripal, but also all other aspects of international 

relations," he said. "We need to work within the framework of sound political processes, founded on 

fundamental norms of international law, and this will make the world a more stable and predictable place." 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Sagging school funding fuels protests 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-education-funding-analysis/sagging-school-funding-fuels-u-

s-teacher-protests-idUSKCN1HB35W  

GIST CHICAGO (Reuters) - U.S. teacher demonstrations are likely to spread as more educators hit the streets to 

take on states that they claim are choosing tax cuts over the education of students in elementary and 

secondary public schools. 

 

Protests have erupted in states with some of the lowest teacher salaries in the nation, leading to multi-day 

job actions in a few states. 

 

Educator unrest began in West Virginia, where teachers ended a nine-day strike last month after the state 

approved a 5 percent pay hike. 

 

This week, massive teacher protests closed schools in Oklahoma. 

 

American Federation of Teachers President Randi Weingarten said the demonstrations, which have so far 

taken place in right-to-work states with weak labor laws, underscore how fed up teachers have become 

over the deprivation caused by inadequate funding due to tax cuts. 

 

Meanwhile, teacher unrest is growing in Arizona. 

 

Median teacher salaries in the Grand Canyon state are among the lowest in the nation, leading to a 

retention problem. A report last year by the Morrison Institute for Public Policy at Arizona State 

University found that almost a quarter of teachers hired between 2013 and 2015 were no longer teaching 

after a year, while 42 percent of teachers hired in 2013 lasted no more than three years. 

 

Dan Hunting, a senior policy analyst at the institute, said taxes in Arizona as a percentage of the economy 

have been reduced by about a third since the early 1990s, resulting in less state money for schools. 
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“It’s going to take a while for us to get out of this. There’s not going to be a magic bullet,” Hunting said. 

 

The common thread in all three states is tax cuts that were undertaken in the years before and after the 

Great Recession, according to Michael Leachman, director of state fiscal research at the Center on Budget 

and Policy Priorities. The group describes itself as a nonpartisan research institute. 

 

“Teacher compensation is the biggest part of school budgets,” he said. “If you cut the revenue that’s 

available to spend on schools it makes it hard to pay for qualified teachers.” 

 

On a national basis, 47 percent of funding for public schools comes from states, with 45 percent raised 

locally and 8 percent coming from the federal government, Leachman said. In more than half of the states, 

per-pupil funding from state and local sources from 2008 through 2015 was below 2008 levels. 

 

Leachman said problems could be brewing in the low-teacher pay states of North Carolina and 

Mississippi. 

 

For example, North Carolina is projecting budget shortfalls topping $1 billion starting in fiscal 2020 as 

income tax cuts are phased in, according to a July five-year forecast. 

 

When state funding falls, some mostly poorer school districts are unable to make up the difference, leading 

to inequities among districts. 

 

Funding inequities have fueled lawsuits in 46 states over the last 45 years, according to Michael Rebell, 

who heads the Center for Educational Equity at Columbia University’s Teachers College, which tracks 

school funding litigation. He said districts and other plaintiffs that have sued states have prevailed 60 

percent of the time. 

 

To remedy those cases, states tend to hold rich districts harmless and give poor districts a bigger funding 

increase, he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Media: China will never back down 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china/china-says-it-never-backs-down-in-the-face-of-

threats-after-trade-salvos-with-u-s-idUSKCN1HC0S2?il=0  

GIST BEIJING (Reuters) - China has never surrendered to external pressure and it will win any trade war with 

the United States, the nation’s state media stressed in a series of editorials and columns in the hours after 

the world’s two top economies targeted each other with steep tariffs. 

 

While China’a Ambassador to the United States Cui Tiankai stressed in comments to reporters in 

Washington that Beijing’s preference was to resolve the trade dispute through negotiations, Beijing’s 

official mouthpieces were taking a more belligerent line. 

 

The ruling Communist Party’s People’s Daily newspaper said Beijing’s quick counter-move had caught 

the Americans off guard. 

 

“Within 24 hours of the U.S. publishing its list, China drew its sword, and with the same strength and to 

the same scale, counterattacked quickly, fiercely and with determination,” the paper said in a commentary 

on Thursday. 

 

“The confidence to know that [China] will win the trade war comes from the scale of [China’s] consumer 

market,” the paper said, noting that China’s market potential is incomparable to other economies. 

 

Many American consumer product and industrial companies see the Chinese market as a big source for 
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future growth given the continued rise in the number of people joining both the middle class and the 

wealthier levels of Chinese society. 

 

The United States’ proposed list of $50 billion in duties on Chinese goods is aimed at forcing Beijing to 

address what Washington says is deeply entrenched theft of U.S. intellectual property and forced 

technology transfer from U.S. companies. 

 

China hit back within hours with its own threatened tariffs on U.S. imports including soybeans, planes, 

cars, whiskey and chemicals. 

 

The official Xinhua news agency said late on Wednesday that the U.S. tariffs proposal would cost the 

United States “dearly”. 

 

“China will not be afraid or back down if a trade war is unavoidable. The country has never surrendered to 

external pressure, and it will not surrender this time either,” Xinhua said. 

 

The apparent determination not to retreat is at the polar opposite of comments by White House National 

Economic Council Director Larry Kudlow, who told Fox News Channel on Wednesday: “I believe that the 

Chinese will back down and will play ball.” 

 

“China’s counter tariffs are a spectacular way of standing up to America’s bullying tactics, not only for 

itself, but for other countries threatened by the United States’ new trade policies,” the nationalist Global 

Times said in an editorial on Thursday. 

 

While Beijing’s claims that Washington is the aggressor and spurring global protectionism, China’s 

trading partners for years have complained that it abuses WTO rules, and practices unfair industrial 

policies at home that lock foreign companies out of crucial sectors with the intent of creating domestic 

champions. 

 

China has repeatedly pledged that it would open up sectors such as financial services, including promises 

to the Trump administration last year that it would give “full and prompt market access” to U.S. payment 

network operators. 

 

But despite a 2012 WTO ruling that China was discriminating against foreign payment card companies, no 

U.S. firm has yet been granted a license. 

 

Trump has said in speeches that the United States will no longer let China take advantage of it on trade, 

and bipartisan support has been steadily building in Washington to address what are seen as Chinese 

abuses. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Amazon to open Spheres twice month 

SOURCE https://www.geekwire.com/2018/amazon-open-spheres-public-twice-month-turning-new-leaf-seattle-

landmark/  

GIST The Amazon Spheres have proven to be a hit with employees of the tech giant, who have enjoyed 

exclusive access to the glass orbs — designed specifically for them as a unique office space in downtown 

Seattle — since CEO Jeff Bezos officially opened them on Jan. 29. Now the public will get a closer look 

at what’s going on inside the plant-filled structures. 

 

Amazon is opening the Spheres to visitors on two Saturdays per month. Just like the workers who stroll 

the walkways, sit beside the waterfalls, stare up at the 4,000-square-foot living wall or down from the 55-

foot-high treetops, the general public will be allowed unguided access. 

 

This is a change from Amazon’s original plan, which was to allow curious plant lovers and architecture 
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geeks an inside look only on official campus HQ tours. That was a tough pill to swallow for Seattleites 

who had seen the dramatic domes take shape between the company’s Doppler and Day 1 office towers and 

figured they would be able to just walk right in. 

 

A visitor center located on Seventh Avenue at the base of the Spheres, called Understory, teases non-

Amazonians with limited access and a museum-style exhibit — but no view of the 40,000 plants in their 

tropical environment, dashing the hopes of people who thought they were getting full access. 

 

Amazon certainly didn’t want its new employee space, featuring a delicate ecosystem, to be overrun in the 

early going. Even employees had to use a reservation system when the structures opened. John Schoettler, 

Amazon’s vice president of global real estate and facilities, told GeekWire before the Spheres opened 

about the vision for who would get inside. 

 

“There’s an amazing teaching moment here, and we envision being able to open these Spheres to the 

public occasionally for field trips and for educational purposes with different schools and universities,” 

Schoettler said. “This is our office space, and we don’t invite the public into any of the towers. This is just 

an alternative working space for our employees.” 

 

But a couple months into the process, the plants are thriving and Amazon is ready for more visitors. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Wild ride becomes new normal US stocks 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-04/stocks-wild-ride-the-new-normal-as-trump-

agenda-roils-markets  

GIST Stunned by the about-face in U.S. stocks? Get used to it. 

 

The S&P 500 Index roared back from a 1.5 percent plunge at the open to close higher, marking the sixth 

intraday reversal of at least 1 percent since January. That equals the total of the past two years, when 

stocks went virtually straight up on rising optimism in the economy. 

 

Investors have been whipsawed by Washington’s changing policy priorities following President Donald 

Trump’s legislative wins on traditional pro-business policies like tax cuts. The administration’s now 

pushing protectionist proposals that are less eagerly supported by many corporate leaders, while the 

president ratchets up attacks on individual companies. The result is a market that’s grown increasingly 

reactive to tweets. 

 

“This is very much headline driven,” said Quincy Krosby, chief market strategist at Prudential Financial 

Inc. “You can see how -- absent something that the market can focus on squarely, such as earnings -- the 

market is vulnerable to headlines, both for moving higher and moving lower.” 

 

Wednesday’s turnaround had everything to do with trade talk. U.S. investors awoke to a 2 percent drop in 

S&P 500 futures after China issued a rapid response to American tariff proposals. By midmorning, 

officials from China and the Trump administration were leaving the door open to a negotiated solution that 

would avoid levies, which wouldn’t take effect for months. 

 

Stocks got a boost when National Economic Council Director Larry Kudlow suggested on Fox Business 

that Trump’s bluster was part of a negotiating strategy to win better trade terms. He call the list of tariffs 

“a first step.” 

 

“Investors are trying to come to terms with the understanding that the market is not going to go up in 

straight line forever,” said James Gaul, a portfolio manager at Boston Advisors LLC, which oversees 

about $5.1 billion. “There are changes coming, whether it’s in monetary policy, trade policy or regulation, 

some of which have unknown element to it.” 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Thousands march to ‘keep dream going’ 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/martin-luther-king-march-memphis-civil-

rights/2018/04/04/id/852652/  

GIST With thoughts on the past and eyes to the future, thousands marched and sang civil rights songs 

Wednesday to honor the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., the "apostle of nonviolence" silenced by an assassin 

50 years ago. 

 

At events ranging from a jubilant concert to a solemn wreath-laying, admirers across the country took time 

to both reflect on King's legacy and discuss how his example can apply to racial and economic divides still 

plaguing society. 

 

Among the largest gatherings was a march through the Mississippi River city where the civil rights leader 

was shot dead on a motel balcony in 1968. Memphis police estimated a crowd of about 10,000. 

 

The Rev. James Lawson, who invited King to Memphis 50 years ago to assist with a strike by underpaid 

sanitation workers, helped lead the march and said more progress is needed toward King's goal of equality 

for all. 

 

"I'm still anxious and frustrated," said Lawson, his black hair turned gray. "The task is unfinished." 

 

Speaking in King's hometown of Atlanta, the Rev. Bernice King recalled her father as a great orator whose 

message of peaceful protest was still vital decades later. 

 

"We decided to start this day remembering the apostle of nonviolence," she said during a ceremony to 

award a prize named for her father. 

 

As painful as losing her father was, she said she wouldn't change history. 

 

"Actually, I'm glad that everything happened the way that it happened because I can't imagine the world 

that we live in without the contributions of Martin Luther King Jr. and Coretta Scott King and the sacrifice 

that they made," she said. 

 

Before the Memphis march, the rapper Common and pop singer Sheila E had the crowd dancing and 

bobbing their heads. Then, as the march began, people locked arms or held signs as they chanted and sang 

songs such as "We Shall Overcome." 

 

"We know what he worked hard for, we know what he died for, so we just want to keep the dream going," 

said Dixie Spencer, who came to the march from nearby Hardeman County, where she's an NAACP 

leader. "We just want to make sure that we don't lose the gains that we have made." 

 

Martin Luther King III addressed marchers at the end of their route, focusing on the triple evils of poverty, 

racism and war. "There's something wrong in our nation where a minimum of 48 million people are living 

in poverty. That's unacceptable. We must do better. America should be embarrassed about having people 

living in poverty." 

 

In the evening, ringing bells marked the moment King was gunned down at age 39. Members of King's 

family pulled a rope together to ring a bell 39 times at the pool surrounding the Atlanta crypt of King and 

his wife. The family then laid a wreath of multicolored flowers in front of the crypt. The crowd gathered 

outside Memphis' old Lorraine Motel fell silent as the bell began to ring there. A red and white wreath was 

placed on the balcony where King had been standing when he was shot. 

 

Small-time criminal James Earl Ray pleaded guilty to the killing and quickly recanted, claiming he was set 

up. The conviction stood, and Ray died in prison in 1998. 
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Marking the anniversary of the assassination, President Donald Trump issued a proclamation in honor of 

the slain leader, saying: "In remembrance of his profound and inspirational virtues, we look to do as Dr. 

King did while this world was privileged enough to still have him." 

 

The president has been the target of veiled criticism by some speakers at King commemorations in recent 

days as they complained of fraught race relations and other divisions since he was elected. 

 

Observances marking King's death were planned coast-to-coast. In New York, the Dance Theatre of 

Harlem planned an evening performance in his honor. Another march was scheduled in Yakima, 

Washington. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Puerto Rico sues Pharma for opioid crisis 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/puerto-rico-sues-purdue-pharma-opioid-crisis-

54239884?   

GIST Puerto Rico's Justice Department has filed a lawsuit against Purdue Pharma accusing the drugmaker of 

causing an opioid crisis in the U.S. territory. 

 

Officials said Wednesday that they are seeking to hold the company responsible for all government costs 

incurred as a result of the damage opioids have caused. The suit also accuses the company of 

misrepresenting the risk of abuse and addiction, among other things. 

 

The lawsuit says that opioid distribution more than doubled in Puerto Rico from 1999 to 2013 and that 

1,661 fatal overdoses were reported from January 2007 to March 2016. 

 

A Purdue Pharma spokesman denies the allegations and says the company is collaborating to solve the 

abuse crisis. 

 

Dozens of states, cities and counties in the U.S. mainland have filed similar lawsuits. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Lebanon seeks funds to aid economy 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/lebanon-seeks-funds-troubled-economy-paris-

conference-54248765?   

GIST Lebanon hopes to secure billions of dollars for infrastructure this week at an international donor 

conference in Paris, as it grapples with low growth and soaring debt. 

 

Some 50 countries and international organizations are expected at the CEDRE (Cedar) conference that 

begins Friday, where Beirut will request up to $22 billion for an eight to 12 year investment program. 

Lebanon hopes an influx of cash will help revive the economy, which has been hammered by political 

unrest and spillover from the war in neighboring Syria. 

 

Lebanon is home to some 1.2 million refugees, accounting for nearly a quarter of its population. The civil 

war next door has also hindered land exports to Jordan, Iraq and oil-rich Gulf nations. 

 

From 2007 until 2010, Lebanon's economy grew at an average of 9 percent annually. But it hit a major 

downturn in 2011, when a political crisis brought down the government and the Syrian uprising stoked 

unrest among Lebanese factions. 

 

Since then, growth has averaged a mere 1.5 percent, according to government estimates, and rampant 

corruption has hollowed out infrastructure and basic services. Nearly three decades after the end of the 

1975-1990 civil war, Lebanon still experiences frequent cutoffs of water and electricity. With public 
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transport networks virtually non-existent, its aging roads are clogged with traffic. Chronic problems with 

waste management have sparked mass protests in recent years. 

 

"Lebanon currently is facing major economic challenges, and these challenges range from budgetary 

problems to balance of payment to growth to unemployment," said Nadim Munla, senior adviser to Prime 

Minister Saad Hariri. 

 

"It has been characterized by many as a very difficult time," with some calling it a "doomsday scenario," 

he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 NYPD cops fatally shot man holding pipe 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/police-shoot-kill-man-pointed-pipe/story?   

GIST A man with a pipe was fatally shot in New York today by officers who believed he was pointing a gun, 

police said.  

 

At just before 5 p.m., the New York Police Department received multiple 911 calls about a man described 

as "pointing what is described as a silver firearm at people on the street," Chief of Department Terence 

Monahan said in a statement, noting that three different callers said the man had a gun.  

 

Officers responded to the corner of Utica Avenue and Montgomery Street in Brooklyn, Monahan said, 

where they found a man who matched the suspect's description.  

 

As officers approached him, the man "took a two-handed shooting stance," pointing the object he was 

holding at the officers, Monahan said. The officers opened fire, hitting the suspect.  

 

They "immediately" called an ambulance and administered aid to the man, Monahan said. The suspect was 

then transported to a local hospital, where he was pronounced dead. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Military: 3rd aviation accident 48hrs 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/pilot-condition-unknown-16-crash-nevada/story?   

GIST A pilot with the U.S. Air Force's elite Thunderbirds flight-demonstration team died Wednesday when the 

pilot's F-16 crashed near Nellis Air Force Base outside Las Vegas.  

 

The Thunderbirds pilot died during a routine training flight at the Nevada Test and Training Range around 

10:30 a.m., the Air Force confirmed in a statement.  

 

The Air Force is not yet identifying the pilot so his family can be notified, according to the statement, 

which added that "an investigation is being conducted into the cause of the mishap."  

 

The Thunderbirds have canceled their appearance at this weekend's "March Field Air & Space Expo" at 

March Air Reserve Base in California, and "it is unknown how this accident will impact the remainder of 

the 2018 Thunderbirds Season," according to the statement. 

 

Wednesday's crash was the third aviation incident for the U.S. military in the last 48 hours.  

 

On Tuesday, a Marine Corps Harrier crashed shortly after takeoff near the runway at Camp Lemonnier in 

Djibouti. The pilot ejected to safety.  

 

That same day, a Marine Corps CH-53E Super Stallion helicopter crashed near El Centro, California. All 

four crew members on board were killed, the Marine Corps said.  
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This latest crash in Nevada follows a string of incidents at or near Nellis Air Force Base.  

 

In January, an aircraft was required to abort its takeoff and subsequently caught fire. No personnel were 

harmed.  

 

In September, a pilot was killed during a crash at the Nevada Test and Training Range.  

 

On June 2, 2016, a Thunderbirds jet crashed outside of Colorado Springs, Colorado, following a flyover at 

the Air Force's commencement exercises. The pilot ejected to safety. A later investigation revealed that the 

F-16 crashed because of an equipment malfunction.  

 

That incident occurred the same day that 32-year-old Jeff Kuss, a member of with the Navy's elite Blue 

Angels team, crashed his F/A-18 and died while preparing for an airshow in Tennessee. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 National Guard to southern border 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/trump-signs-proclamation-ordering-national-guard-southern-

border/story?id=54242454&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Speaking at the White House Wednesday to follow up on President Donald Trump's surprise 

announcement that he would order the military to help secure the southern border, Homeland Security 

Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen refused to detail the size, scope or cost of a planned deployment of National 

Guard troops, but said it was hoped they could be deployed "immediately" – as early as Wednesday night. 

 

Wednesday evening, a senior administration official said the president had signed a proclamation 

authorizing the National Guard to assist the border patrol. 

 

While the president could order active duty military personnel or federalized National Guard troops to 

assist with border security operations, they would not be allowed to carry out law enforcement duties like 

detaining migrants crossing the border illegally. 

 

"The Department of Defense and the Department of Homeland Security have been directed to work 

together with our governors to deploy the National Guard to our southwest border, to assist the Border 

Patrol," Nielsen said.  

 

She said the administration hopes the deployment of the National Guard will begin immediately and 

Trump officials are in touch and coordinating with governors in impacted states. She also said that the 

U.S. has also been in touch with Mexico about the decision and that Mexicans “understand and respect our 

national sovereignty.”  

 

President George W. Bush in 2006 and President Barack Obama in 2010 also sent thousands of National 

Guard troops to assist with border operations, primarily in administrative and surveillance roles, in order to 

free up Customs & Border Protection personnel to focus on enforcement. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 US floats talks after China retaliates 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china/u-s-floats-talks-after-china-strikes-back-in-

trade-fight-idUSKCN1HB0G6?il=0  

GIST WASHINGTON/BEIJING (Reuters) - President Donald Trump’s administration said on Wednesday talks 

with Beijing could resolve an escalating U.S.-China trade fight after China retaliated against U.S. 

proposals to slap tariffs on $50 billion in Chinese goods by targeting key American imports with similar 

duties. 
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Just 11 hours after the Trump administration proposed 25 percent tariffs on some 1,300 Chinese industrial, 

technology, transport and medical products, China responded with a list of similar duties on key American 

imports including soybeans, planes, cars, beef and chemicals. 

 

Global stock markets, fearful of a trade war between the world’s two economic superpowers, were shaken 

by the salvos between China and the United States but have since regained some lost ground. 

 

Trump, who contends his predecessors served the United States badly in trade matters, rejected the notion 

that the tit-for-tat moves amounted to a trade war. 

 

“We are not in a trade war with China that war was lost many years ago by the foolish, or incompetent, 

people who represented the U.S.,” he wrote on Twitter. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Supporters radical Pakistan cleric rally 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/hundreds-stage-sit-supporting-radical-pakistani-

cleric-54230257?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST About a thousand supporters of a radical Pakistani cleric have staged a sit-in in Lahore after a court 

declared him a fugitive over violent rallies in Islamabad last year, in which five people were killed. 

 

Wednesday's sit-in was organized by Khadim Hussain Rizvi, a controversial cleric who led rallies in 

Islamabad in November, forcing the then law minister to quit over an omitted reference to Islam's Prophet 

Muhammad in a parliamentary bill. 

 

That protest disrupted life in Islamabad for three weeks and ended with an accord with the government 

following clashes with police. 

 

Authorities then assured Rizvi that action would be taken against those responsible for mistakes in the bill. 

 

Now, an Islamabad court now wants Rizvi to be tried for provoking the violence. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Russia launches 3-day Baltic naval drills 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-launches-day-baltic-maneuvers-

54231466?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Russian navy has launched drills in the Baltic Sea that have raised worries in NATO member Latvia. 

 

The Russian Defense Ministry said the three-day exercises that started Wednesday will involve the firing 

of live ammunition at sea and air targets. 

 

Shipborne helicopters will also conduct training flights and practice searching for enemy submarines. 

Three corvettes and a frigate are taking part. 

 

Latvia's Defense Ministry has summoned Russia's military attache to demand details of the drills. 

 

In a statement last week after learning of the plan, it said the maneuvers would disrupt sea transport 

civilian flights and that the exercises are "perceived as provocative and can be considered a display of 

power." 

 

Relations between Russia and NATO have deteriorated in recent years over the conflict in Ukraine and 

other issues. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Greece: vigilant against enemy Turkey 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/greek-minister-country-vigilant-enemy-turkey-

54230402?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Greece's defense minister described Turkey on Wednesday as an "enemy that continues to provoke us" and 

said he had ordered the deployment of more military personnel to islands in the eastern Aegean Sea. 

 

Defense Minister Panos Kammenos said 7,000 service members were being moved to the islands and a 

border area in northeast Greece amid a spike in tension between the two NATO allies. 

 

"If they have the guts, let them dare to challenge one inch of our territory," Kammenos said while 

attending a reservist exercise on the island of Ikaria. "The Greeks, united, will crush them." 

 

There was no immediate comment from Turkish officials. 

 

Greece and Turkey remain at odds over air and sea boundaries in the Aegean Sea, as well as oil and gas 

drilling off the coast of nearby Cyprus, which has been divided into ethically Greek and Turkish sides for 

decades. 

 

The March 1 arrest of two Greek soldiers who strayed into Turkish territory while on a border patrol has 

further strained relations between the two countries. The soldiers remain detained in a Turkish prison. 

 

"What is needed is the vigilance of the entire Greek people in facing an opponent, an enemy that continues 

to provoke us," Kammenos said. "We are not frightened or brought to our knees by their provocations, 

their threats, and their insults. They make us stronger." 
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HEADLINE 04/04 OPCW rebuffs Russia probe request 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-points-finger-uk-us-agencies-poisoning-

54224593?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST An international chemical weapons watchdog rebuffed Russia's request Wednesday to join Britain's 

investigation of the nerve-agent poisonings of an ex-spy and his daughter in England. Undeterred, 

Moscow next plans to take its denials of involvement to the U.N. Security Council. 

 

Britain said Russia's proposal for a joint investigation received only six votes at a special session of the 

executive council of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. The council has 

representatives from 41 countries. 

 

Russia requested the Wednesday session in The Hague, Netherlands, to push its repeated rejection of 

Britain's allegation that Moscow was behind the March 4 poisonings of Sergei Skripal and his daughter, 

Yulia. The British government has invited experts from OPCW to help identify the substance that sickened 

the Skripals. 

 

"The purpose of Russia's ludicrous proposal at The Hague was clear — to undermine the independent, 

impartial work of the international chemical weapons watchdog," British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson 

said in a statement. 

 

Seeking a different international stage, Russia's U.N. ambassador called for an open meeting of the U.N. 

Security Council Thursday on the case that has chilled relations between Moscow and the West. 

Ambassador Vassily Nebenzia made the request at the end of his speech Wednesday to a council meeting 

on chemical weapons in Syria. 
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Nebenzia said Russia requested the council meeting because it shares the principle that the use of chemical 

weapons anywhere "is not acceptable and must be investigated and perpetrators punished, and that 

impunity is unacceptable." 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Mossad: 100% Iran seeks nuke bomb 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mossad-chief-100-percent-iran-seeks-nuclear-bomb-

54237189?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The head of Israel's Mossad intelligence agency is "100 percent certain" that Iran remains committed to 

developing a nuclear bomb and believes the international community must change or scrap its nuclear deal 

with the Islamic Republic. 

 

Yossi Cohen, who leads the shadowy spy agency, has been holding discussions about the Iranian nuclear 

program and delivered his assessment in a recent closed meeting with senior officials, according to a 

person who attended the meeting. 

 

Cohen called the nuclear deal a "terrible mistake," saying it allows Iran to keep key elements of its nuclear 

program intact and will remove other restraints in a few years. 

 

"Then Iran will be able to enrich enough uranium for an arsenal of nuclear bombs," Cohen said, according 

to the meeting participant, who spoke on condition of anonymity because he was discussing a classified 

security matter. 

 

Cohen also criticized the decision to lift sanctions on Iran, saying it has resulted in "significantly 

increased" aggression by Iran, and noted Iran's continued development of long-range ballistic missiles. 

 

"As head of the Mossad, I am 100 percent certain that Iran has never abandoned its military nuclear vision 

for a single instant. This deal enables Iran to achieve that vision," Cohen said. "That is why I believe the 

deal must be completely changed or scrapped. The failure to do so would be a grave threat to Israel's 

security." 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Experts: NYC vulnerable moderate quake 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5577117/New-York-overdue-earthquake-destroy-6-000-

buildings.html  

GIST New York City could be hit with a $39 billion in damage with 30 million tons of debris clogging the 

streets if a long-overdue earthquake hit. 

 

The city of 8.5 million people is not thought of as a tremor hot spot, but the five boroughs are riddled with 

fault lines that could bring dozens of buildings down. 

 

Because the city is so dense and littered with thousands of tall buildings, even a 5.0 magnitude earthquake 

nearby would cause such damage, experts fear. 

 

New York statistically gets a quake like that every 100 years and the last one was in 1884 - making it well 

overdue for another.   

 

The city also statistically gets a 6.0 about every 670 years, and a 7.0 about every 3,400 years, both of 

which would do massive damage. 

 

If a 7.0 magnitude quake hit, more than 6,000 older unreinforced masonry buildings would almost 

certainly crumble in a huge disaster. 
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The biggest fault line runs down 125th Street all the way from New Jersey to the East River running past 

Central Park and into Roosevelt Island. 

 

The Dyckman Street Fault runs from Inwood over to Morris Heights in the Bronx with the Mosholu 

Parkway Fault farther north. 

 

The long East River Fault runs down the western side of Central Park before turning at 32nd Street and 

heading to the East River. 

 

Some of these were big enough to alter the course of the Hudson River when the last Ice Age defrosted 

thousands of years ago.  

 

They are complemented by dozens of others making up a 'brittle grid' under the streets of Manhattan and 

the other boroughs. 

 

Nearby bigger faults in other states could also have their own earthquakes that could radiate shocks into 

New York through its faults. 

 

The biggest danger is the thousands of older buildings not subject to stringent anti-earthquake codes from 

1995 onwards. 

 

Even a moderate quake would shake them enough to dislodge bricks and masonry, littering the streets and 

preventing emergency services from bringing help. 

 

A 5.0 or higher could see many of those buildings come down like a house of cards, destroying homes and 

trapping people in the rubble. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 More Americans avoiding the doctor 

SOURCE https://www.marketwatch.com/story/why-americans-are-avoiding-the-doctor-2018-04-04  

GIST Between a third and a half of people age 45 to 59 and a quarter of those 60+ went without needed health 

care in the past year due to its cost, according to a troubling new survey from the West Health Institute and 

NORC at the University of Chicago. 

 

“We were surprised by the magnitude of the findings,” said Dr. Zia Agha, chief medical officer at the 

West Health Institute, a nonprofit applied medical research organization based in San Diego. “And 80% of 

the people we surveyed had health insurance, so just having insurance does not make you immune to 

health care costs.” 

 

The researchers at West Health Institute and NORC at the University of Chicago (a nonpartisan research 

institution) interviewed 1,302 adults. Their findings were released at the American Society on Aging’s 

2018 Aging in America conference in San Francisco. 

 

Age 45 to 59 skipping health care 

Specifically, the survey found these results for people age 45 to 59 (members of Generation X and 

boomers) as a result of health care costs: 

 

• 49% didn’t go to the doctor last year when they were sick or injured 

• 45% skipped a recommended medical test or treatment 

• 43% didn’t go to a dentist when they needed treatment 

• 40% went without a routine physical or other preventive health care 

• 30% didn’t fill a prescription or took less than the prescribed dose of medicine 
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Age 60+ skipping health care 

The percentages were less dramatic for people 60 + (boomers aged 60 to 72 and Americans older than 72) 

— perhaps partly because those 65 and older have Medicare. But they are still concerning: 

 

• 30% didn’t go to a dentist last year when they needed treatment 

• 27% went without a routine physical or other preventive health care 

• 25% didn’t fill a prescription or took less than the prescribed dose of medicine 

• 25% skipped a recommended medical test or treatment 

• 24% didn’t go to the doctor when they were sick or injured 

 

Younger Americans were even more likely to go without health care due to costs last year, the survey 

found. 

 

“The younger generations have lower savings, are less financially stable and are more likely to be not 

insured or underinsured,” said Agha. “As you get older, you understand the importance of health care 

more and you’re more likely to seek care.” 

 

A problem that spans all ages 

But, Agha added, the survey’s findings show that “this problem spans all ages. It’s not an old person 

problem or a young person problem.” 

 

Given how much boomers and Gen Xers realize the importance of taking care of their health and their 

greater financial wherewithal to do so, it’s especially striking that so many are letting their health go. 

 

But it’s also understandable, given ever-rising health care costs. 

 

In Kaiser Health Foundation polls, since 2015, a growing percentage of the public has said they’ve had a 

difficult time affording medical costs. Last year, 37% reported having trouble affording health insurance 

premiums, up from 27% in 2015; 43% had trouble affording deductibles, up from 34% and 31% had 

trouble affording copays for doctor visits and prescription drugs, up from 24%. 

 

And the West Health Institute survey found that most Americans don’t feel they’re getting a good value 

for their health care dollars. 

 

The danger for older Americans’ health 

Agha worries that forgoing medical appointments, treatments and prescriptions could lead to worsening 

health outcomes in the future. 

 

“I can’t tell you what will happen to these particular 1,300 people. But as a physician I know that one of 

the largest problems we face is the burden of chronic diseases like hypertension and diabetes. For those, 

early detection and intervention is where medical science can help the most,” he said. By letting such 

diseases go untreated or undertreated, Agha added, “those problems become much more magnified and 

can lead to heart disease, kidney failure and a risk for getting a stroke.” 

 

Overall, 53% of survey respondents say they had at least one of the following situations due to health care 

costs in the past year: they depleted their savings; they racked up credit card debt; they had to decide 

between paying medical bills and basic necessities or they couldn’t save any money. 

 

Lack of health cost transparency 

The survey also found that, overall, 54% of Americans say they received a medical bill in the past year 

that they thought was covered by insurance and 53% got one where the amount they owed was higher than 

expected. 

 

Speaking at the American Society on Aging’s 2018 Aging in America conference Monday, Agha 

attributed those findings, in part, to a lack of price transparency and a lack of health care competition.” He 

said: “Combine those two and most consumers don’t have choices. We need to figure out how to let 
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choices flourish.” 

 

In my interview with Agha before the conference, he explained: “As a health care consumer, you have 

very little information about the cost of care and the choices you should be making that will impact costs. 

The transparency issue is a huge problem in driving the cost of health care up.” 

 

Health care prices are much easier to get and compare in many other countries, according to experts at the 

recent West Health Institute 2018 Healthcare Costs Innovation Summit in Washington, D.C., that Next 

Avenue reporter Holly Lawrence covered. 

 

“There are prices on walls in doctors’ offices in France. In Australia, people are entitled to binding 

estimates before they go in for elective surgery,” Dr. Elisabeth Rosenthal, editor in chief of Kaiser Health 

News, said at that summit. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Silicon Valley grapples w/security 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-04/silicon-valley-grapples-with-security-risks-

after-youtube-shooting  

GIST A shooting outside the offices of YouTube on Tuesday prompted an outpouring of support from fellow 

technology workers, as well as a sense of dread over whether other corporate headquarters in Silicon 

Valley were vulnerable to similar attacks. 

 

YouTube’s campus in San Bruno, California, where three people were injured by gunfire, is laid out much 

like other tech offices nearby. It consists of a group of buildings within close proximity, spread across a 

suburban area. There’s outdoor seating and grassy pastures inviting colleagues to congregate. Visitors and 

employees can wander freely together in the vicinity, and security guards typically stay at desks inside the 

buildings. 

 

“Companies invest in security but purposefully keep physical security measures discreet because the vibe 

is casual and relaxed,” said Joe Sullivan, the former chief security officer at Uber Technologies Inc. and 

Facebook Inc. who’s now an independent consultant. “Leaders want to stay connected with their teams, 

generally choosing less visible security than you would see in traditional finance or media companies.” 

 

A woman -- identified by police as Nasim Aghdam -- shot and injured at least three people before killing 

herself. She was found at the scene and appeared to be dead of “a self-inflicted” gunshot wound, San 

Bruno Police Chief Ed Barberini said at a press conference Tuesday. No motive was given for the 

shooting. 

 

In an American age where shooting rampages have become increasingly common, openness can work 

against companies, said Jeff Harp, a retired agent at the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation in San 

Francisco who consults for technology companies. While employees are required to badge into buildings, 

access to many outdoor areas is generally accessible to all. 

 

The episode could prompt executives to tighten security, Harp said. “Companies are going to be asking 

themselves, ‘Maybe our guard services need to be where they pull into the parking lot.’ 

 

The modern tech office park is modeled after a college campus. At Google and Facebook, employees walk 

or ride bikes between meetings. Executives take pride in showing off their architecture to the public. 

Facebook has a Frank Gehry-designed building with a garden roof where employees can walk along a 

half-mile track, and YouTube has a red slide connecting its second and third floors that can accommodate 

three people at a time. Alphabet Inc., YouTube’s parent company, is working on a giant terrarium-like 

campus spanning more than 60 acres. 

 

Visitors are tolerated and sometimes welcomed. Tourists regularly stop to pose for photos in front of the 
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large thumbs-up sign in front of the Facebook campus or the Android statues at Google. 

 

Even as shootings have mushroomed across the U.S., gun violence at work is rare, especially in Silicon 

Valley. A decade ago, a man who was fired from Santa Clara, California, chipmaker SiPort killed three 

people, including the chief executive officer and a human resources manager. 

 

Harp, the security consultant, said companies watch every incident closely. “We always learn something 

you should be doing better.” 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Migrant caravan in Mexico abandons plan 

SOURCE https://www.afp.com/en/news/826/migrant-caravan-abandons-plan-travel-us-border-doc-13p1ry3  

GIST A caravan of Central American migrants whose trek across Mexico infuriated President Donald Trump has 

decided not to travel to the US border, leaders said Tuesday. 

 

"We will wrap up our work in Mexico City," said Irineo Mujica, the head of the migrant advocacy group 

People Without Borders (Pueblo sin Fronteras). 

 

"We have support teams at the border if there are people who need assistance there, but they would have to 

travel on their own," he told AFP in the town of Matias Romero, in the southern Mexican state of Oaxaca. 

 

The just over 1,000 migrants who currently make up the caravan -- many traveling in families of up to 20 

people -- have been camped in the southern town since the weekend, deciding their next move in the face 

of daily attacks from Trump. 

 

The Republican president vowed to send the US military to secure the border and threatened to axe the 

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) if Mexico did not stop the caravan. 

 

The caravan is in fact a yearly event whose goal is more to raise awareness about the plight of migrants 

than to reach the United States -- though some participants have traveled to the border in the past. 

 

Mujica said this year's caravan was so large it would have been dangerous to travel to the border by train-

hopping. 

 

"There are too many children -- 450 in all. There are lots of babies. Hopping the train, as we did in the 

past, would have been crazy," he said. 

 

The caravan now plans to travel to the central city of Puebla for a conference, then on to Mexico City for a 

series of demonstrations -- and end its journey there. 

 

The group, mainly Hondurans, also includes Salvadorans, Guatemalans and Nicaraguans, mostly fleeing 

the brutal gang violence that has made Central America home to some of the highest murder rates in the 

world. 

 

Organizers say Mexican immigration authorities are working with the migrants to get them papers to stay 

in Mexico. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Once a target, always a target 

SOURCE https://www.zdnet.com/article/once-a-target-always-a-target-if-youre-hit-by-hackers-youre-likely-
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to-be-hit-again/  

GIST If you're unlucky enough to fall victim to hackers, you're likely to fall victim to a similar cyber-attack or 

data breach in the months following the initial problem. 

 

According to the newly-released FireEye M-Trends annual report for 2018, 56 percent of organisations 

that were targets of a significant attack in the last year and a half were targeted a second time in that 

period. That figure is up from 38 percent in 2013. 

 

Almost half of those who fell victim to an additional attack (49 percent) were successfully attacked within 

the first 12 months following the initial incident and 86 percent of those who fell victim to additional 

'significant' attacks were found to have more than one unique attacker active in their networks and 

systems. 

 

While falling victim to repeated attacks is a problem for organisations around the world, those in the Asia-

Pacific region are far more likely to succumb to this threat: FireEye found that 91 percent of APAC 

organisations fell victim to another attack, compared with 44 percent of organisations in the Americas and 

47 percent in Europe and the Middle East. 

 

One of the key reasons for breached organisations falling victim to additional attacks is that hacking 

groups are keen to finish the work they've started, even if they've been discovered in the network. 

 

"Attackers rarely randomly target organisations; once the reconnaissance has been conducted on a target 

the attacker will want to complete their attack. For nation-state actors, they will be tasked with gaining 

access or regaining access if it has been lost," Stuart McKenzie, VP of Mandiant at FireEye, told ZDNet. 

 

But the second attack isn't necessarily going to be anything to do with the original hackers -- it could be a 

separate attack by a different hacking group eager to take advantage of what they perceive to be a weak 

target. 

 

According to analysis in the report, organisations in the high-tech, communications and education sectors 

are viewed as the most valuable for attackers to attempt to breach, and could therefore have multiple 

groups within the network at any one time. That's especially the case if the organisation is known to have 

previously suffered a breach. 

 

"Unfortunately, if you've been breached, our statistics show that you are much more likely to be attacked 

and suffer another breach. If you have not taken steps to enhance your security posture, you are taking a 

significant risk," said the report. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Cyberattack behind police car shortage 

SOURCE http://www.fox5atlanta.com/news/apd-cruiser-shortage-may-be-due-to-cyberattack-on-city  

GIST ATLANTA - Police supervisors in Atlanta are scrambling to find vehicles to put officers in for service. A 

car shortage developed as a result of a slowdown at the city shop responsible for parts and repairs. 

 

What caused the slowdown is the hacking of computers at City Hall. The shop computers are still down. 

Workers there have to make other arrangements to secure the car parts. 

 

The problem got so bad in the Buckhead zone that some officers were put on a foot beat. Usually, that step 

is taken at holiday time to show presence around the shopping centers. 

 

The shrinking number of working cruisers is also acute in southeast Zone 3. 

 

The director of the police union in Atlanta said the situation has to be corrected very soon. Vince 

Champion said foot beats cannot be a replacement for squad cars positioned all over the city for the 
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quickest response. 

 

However, Carlos Campos, a department spokesperson, said citizens can rely on the 911 dispatch system. 

He said the law enforcement work is getting done despite the City Hall hack. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Atlanta continues cyberattack recovery 

SOURCE http://www.govtech.com/security/Nearly-Two-Weeks-Post-Cyberattack-Atlanta-Continues-Its-

Recovery.html  

GIST Its major emergency response systems were unaffected by a ransomware cyberattack that shuttered many 

computers at city hall, but some areas of Atlanta municipal government are still recovering from the 

March 22 breach, which made national news. 

 

To date, officials have not publicly discussed the origin of the attack. And the FBI, U.S. Secret Service and 

Department of Homeland Security have all assisted the city’s incident response team, as have units from 

Microsoft, Cisco and security solutions provider Secureworks. 

 

Service at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport, the nation’s busiest airport, was never 

disrupted, Nikki Forman, press secretary in Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms’ office, said via email. 

 

The airport’s Wi-Fi, which “was voluntarily disabled out of an abundance of precaution,” Forman said, 

was restored on April 2 according to the airport’s Twitter account. 

 

Similarly, “Atlanta Police Department’s ability to respond to 911 calls and emergencies has not been 

impacted,” the press secretary said. 

 

“We temporarily returned to handwritten incident reports but have begun using our incident report 

database, allowing officers to resume filing incident reports electronically. Additionally officers are able to 

take out arrest warrants and check for outstanding warrants,” Forman said. 

 

“I want to be clear that for many services, telephone and paper options were always available and not 

simply the default due to the cyberattack,” Forman added. 

 

City hall employees “have been instructed to turn on their computers,” the press secretary said, declining 

comment on the extent to which computers and electronic archives remain affected “as this is an ongoing 

investigation.” According to a news release, city hall computers and printers were first activated again on 

March 27, roughly five days after the attack. 

 

Forman also declined to discuss the attack’s origin or type, whether officials have paid a ransom demand 

believed to be around $50,000, and how the city’s short-term cybersecurity posture has changed since the 

attack. 

 

Asked via email how the city would update or strengthen its longer-term cybersecurity position, Forman 

referred to the mayor's March 26 press conference. During that event, Bottoms indicated “everything” 

could be on the table, with respect to the city’s restoration of its infrastructure. 

 

“I think what we see is that more work remains to be done with our digital infrastructure in the city of 

Atlanta. Certainly this has sped things up,” said the mayor, who characterized the breach as “much bigger 

than a ransomware attack.” 

 

“This is an attack on our government, which means it’s an attack on all of us. We need to make sure we’re 

doing all we need to do to keep secure,” Bottoms added. 

 

Elsewhere across Atlanta’s spectrum of city services, the city announced on March 30 that the Atlanta 
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Municipal Court was still unable to process online or in-person ticket payments, and Failure to Appear 

walk-in Court “will not resume until systems are restored.” 

 

The city’s online business license payment and renewal platforms were also inaccessible as of March 30, 

as was the portal used to create an electronic version of a business license. Businesses were given until 

April 20 to pay for their business licenses without penalty. 

 

Online and telephone water and sewer bill payments were unavailable as of March 30, but its departments 

of Watershed Management and Finance were able to accept water and sewer bill, and business license 

payments in person at city hall. No late fees will be levied until all payment options and billing cycles are 

restored. 

 

New water meter sales, which had been interrupted, were resumed by cash payment. Similarly some 

Department of City Planning processes, including inspection assignments, could be “slower than normal,” 

but were fully operational the city said and employment applications had resumed at the Department of 

Human Resources. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Gas pipeline network vulnerable 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/04/business/energy-environment/pipeline-cyberattack.html  

GIST HOUSTON — A cyberattack on a shared data network forced four of the nation’s natural-gas pipeline 

operators to temporarily shut down computer communications with their customers over the last week. 

 

No gas service was interrupted, the companies said, and the interruption of customer transactions was 

merely a precaution. It was unclear whether any customer data was stolen. 

 

The attack highlighted the potential vulnerability of the nation’s energy system, cyberexperts say. Beyond 

consumer and business data — energy companies possess much proprietary information about their 

holdings, trading strategies and exploration and production technologies — the increasing dependence of 

pipeline infrastructure on digital systems makes them a particularly ripe target. Control valves, pressure 

monitors and other equipment connected to wireless networks are vital to daily functions of everything 

from refineries to oil wells. 

 

With nearly 2.5 million miles of oil, gas and chemical pipelines crisscrossing the country, intrusions into 

control systems could do more than disrupt deliveries, said Andrew R. Lee, a cybersecurity expert at the 

law firm Jones Walker in New Orleans. The risks include “explosions, spills, or fires, which easily will 

threaten human life, property and the environment,” he said. 

 

Nothing close to that kind of disaster happened this time. But the pipeline industry leaders Oneok; Energy 

Transfer Partners; Boardwalk Pipeline Partners; and Eastern Shore Natural Gas, a Chesapeake Utilities 

subsidiary, all reported communications system interruptions. 

 

The attack’s target appears to have been Latitude Technologies, a Texas-based provider of electronic data-

sharing between pipeline companies and their gas producer and utility customers. The company handles 

the critical computer communications of gas storage facilities, as well as sales contracts and shipment 

scheduling. 

 

Chris Bronk, a cybersecurity expert at the University of Houston, said such attacks on the gas marketing 

communications hub is a way to gather intelligence on the entire gas industry. 

 

“If I compromise their operations, I can see all the buyers and sellers,” he said. “If I can persistently be in 

their network I can issue fake transactions.” In that way, Mr. Bronk added, hackers could potentially 

jumble gas shipments, and even cause electricity production outages. 
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Latitude Technologies, a unit of Energy Services Group, declined to discuss the disruption in detail. In a 

statement, it said, “We do not believe any customer data was compromised.” 

 

The Department of Homeland Security was investigating the attack, and no suspect has been publicly 

identified. But the attack came shortly after the department and the F.B.I. issued a report alleging that 

Russia was taking aim at the electric grid and other critical infrastructure with cyber probes. 

 

The House Committee on Science, Space and Technology released a staff report this month that described 

Russian efforts to influence American energy markets and energy policy through inflammatory posts on 

social media. The motivation for such efforts appeared to be the increase in exports of liquefied natural gas 

from the United States, a challenge to Russian dominance in European markets. 

 

Cybercriminals, frequently suspected of working for foreign governments, have been increasingly active 

in the energy sector in recent years. Last fall, hackers penetrated safety systems of a petrochemical plant in 

Saudi Arabia, the latest in a spate of increasingly sophisticated attacks on the kingdom’s energy 

infrastructure. An attack on Ukraine’s grid in 2015 led to extensive blackouts. 

 

American gas pipeline companies were targeted in 2012, although the damage was believed to have been 

limited. Employees of several pipeline companies have been targets of spear-phishing attacks — efforts to 

lure them to click on email attachments containing malicious code. 

 

The Trump administration has announced that it is establishing an office within the Department of Energy 

to shore up cybersecurity for critical infrastructure like nuclear plants, refineries and pipelines. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Facebook: ‘malicious actors’ took data 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-switch/wp/2018/04/04/facebook-said-the-personal-data-

of-most-its-2-billion-users-has-been-collected-and-shared-with-outsiders/?utm_term=.39b3c0ac1ac3  

GIST Facebook said Wednesday that “malicious actors” took advantage of search tools on its platform, making 

it possible for them to discover the identities and collect information on most of its 2 billion users 

worldwide. 

 

The revelation came amid rising acknowledgement by Facebook about its struggles to control the data it 

gathers on users. Among the announcements Wednesday was that Cambridge Analytica, a political 

consultancy hired by President Trump and other Republicans, had improperly gathered detailed Facebook 

information on 87 million people, of whom 71 million were Americans. 

 

But the abuse of Facebook’s search tools -- now disabled -- happened far more broadly and over the 

course of several years, with few Facebook users likely escaping the scam, company officials 

acknowledged. 

 

The scam started when malicious hackers harvested email addresses and phone numbers on the so-called 

“Dark Web,” where criminals post information stolen from data breaches over the years. Then the hackers 

used automated computer programs to feed the numbers and addresses into Facebook’s “search” box, 

allowing them to discover the full names of people affiliated with the phone numbers or addresses, along 

with whatever Facebook profile information they chose to make public, often including their profile 

photos and hometown. 

 

“We built this feature, and it’s very useful. There were a lot of people using it up until we shut it down 

today,” Chief Executive Mark Zuckerberg said in a call with reporters Wednesday. 

 

Facebook said in a blog post Wednesday, “Given the scale and sophistication of the activity we’ve seen, 

we believe most people on Facebook could have had their public profile scraped.” 
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Facebook users could have blocked this search function, which was turned on by default, by tweaking 

their settings to restrict finding their identities by using phone numbers or email addresses. But research 

has consistently shown that users of online platforms rarely adjust default privacy settings and often fail to 

understand what information they are sharing. 

 

Hackers also abused Facebook’s account recovery function, by pretending to be legitimate users who had 

forgotten account details. Facebook’s recovery system served up names, profile pictures and links to the 

public profiles themselves. This tool could also be blocked in privacy settings. 

 

Names, phone numbers, email addresses and other personal information amount to critical starter kits for 

identity theft and other malicious online activity, experts on Internet crime say. The Facebook hack 

allowed bad actors to tie raw data to people’s real identities and build fuller profiles of them. 

 

Privacy experts had issued warnings that the phone number and email address lookip tool left Facebook 

users’ data exposed. 

 

Facebook didn’t disclose who the malicious actors are, how the data might have been used, or exactly how 

many people were affected. 

 

The revelations about the privacy mishaps come at a perilous time for Facebook, which since last month 

has wrestled with the fallout of how the data of tens of millions of Americans ended up in the hands of 

Cambridge Analytica. Those reports have spurred investigations in the United States and Europe and sent 

the company’s stock price tumbling. 

 

The news quickly reverberated on Capitol Hill, where lawmakers are set to grill Zuckerberg at a series of 

hearings next week.  

 

“The more we learn, the clearer it is that this was an avalanche of privacy violations that strike at the core 

of one of our most precious American values – the right to privacy,” said Sen. Ed Markey (D-Mass.), who 

serves on the Senate Commerce Committee, which has called on Zuckerberg to testify at a hearing next 

week. 

 

Perhaps the most urgent question for Facebook is whether its practices ran afoul of a settlement it brokered 

with the Federal Trade Commission in 2011 in response to previous controversies over its handling of user 

data. 

 

At the time, the FTC faulted Facebook for misrepresenting the privacy protections it afforded its users and 

required the company to maintain a comprehensive privacy policy and ask permission before sharing user 

data in new ways. Violating the terms could result in many millions of dollars of fines. 

 

The FTC said last week that it would open a new investigation in light of the Cambridge Analytica news, 

and Wedneday’s revelations are likely to complicate the legal situation, said David Vladeck, a former FTC 

director of consumer protection who oversaw the 2011 consent decree. 

 

“This is a company that is, in my view, likely grossly out of compliance with the FTC consent decree,” 

said Vladeck, now a Georgetown University Law professor. “I don’t think that after these revelations they 

have any defense at all.” He called the numbers “just staggering.” 

 

The data Cambridge Analytica obtained relied on different techniques and was more detailed and 

extensive than what the hackers collected using Facebook’s search functions. The Cambridge Analytica 

data set included user names, hometowns, work and educational histories, religious affiliations and 

Facebook “likes” of users and their friends, among other data. Other users affected were in countries 

including the Philippines, Indonesia, U.K., Canada and Mexico. 

 

Facebook said it banned Cambridge Analytica last month because the data firm improperly obtained 

profile information. 
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Personal data on users and their Facebook friends was easily and widely available to developers of apps 

before 2015. 

 

Facebook in March declined to say how much user data went to Cambridge Analytica, saying only that 

270,000 people had responded to a survey app created by the researcher in 2014. The researcher was able 

to gather information on the friends of the respondents without their permission, vastly expanding the 

scope of his data. That researcher then passed the information on to Cambridge Analytica. 

 

Facebook declined to say at the time how many other users may have had their data collected in the 

process. A Cambridge Analytica whistleblower, former researcher Christopher Wylie, said last month the 

real number of affected people was at least 50 million. 

 

Wylie tweeted on Wednesday afternoon that Cambridge Analytica could have obtained even more than 87 

million profiles. “Could be more tbh,” he wrote, using an abbreviation for “to be honest.” 

 

Cambridge Analytica on Wednesday responded to Facebook’s announcement by saying that it had 

licensed data on 30 million users, and deleted it upon Facebook's request. It has denied any wrongdoing in 

collecting or using Facebook data. 

 

Cambridge Analytica was funded by a multimillion-dollar investment by hedge-fund billionaire Robert 

Mercer and headed by his daughter, Rebekah Mercer, who was the company’s president, according to 

documents provided by Wylie. Serving as vice president was conservative strategist Stephen K. Bannon, 

who also was the head of Breitbart News. He has since left both jobs and also his post as top White House 

adviser to Trump. 

 

With its moves over the past week, Facebook is embarking on a major shift in its relationship with third-

party app developers that have used Facebook’s vast network to expand their businesses. What was largely 

an automated process will now involve developers agreeing to “strict requirements,” the company said in 

its blog post Wednesday. The 2015 policy change curtailed developers’ abilities to access data about 

people’s friends networks but left open many loopholes that the company tightened on Wednesday. 

 

“This latest revelation is extremely troubling and shows that Facebook still has a lot of work to do to 

determine how big this breach actually is,” said Rep. Frank Pallone Jr. (D-N.J.), the top Democrat on the 

House Energy and Commerce Committee, which will hear from Zuckerberg next Wednesday. 

 

“I’m deeply concerned that Facebook only addresses concerns on its platform when it becomes a public 

crisis, and that is simply not the way you run a company that is used by over 2 billion people,” he said. 

 

Facebook announced plans on Wednesday to add new restrictions to how app developers, data brokers and 

other third parties can gain access to this data, the latest steps in a years-long process to improve its 

damaged reputation as a steward of the personal privacy of its users. 

 

Developers who in the past could get access to people’s relationship status, calendar events, private 

Facebook posts, and much more data, will now be cut off from access or be required to endure a much 

stricter process for obtaining the information, Facebook said. 

 

Until Wednesday, apps that let people input a Facebook event into their calendar could also automatically 

import lists of all the people who attended that event, Facebook said. Administrators of private groups, 

some of which have tens of thousands of members, could also let apps scrape the Facebook posts and 

profiles of members of that group. App developers who want this access will now have to prove their 

activities benefit the group. Facebook will now need to approve tools that businesses use to operate 

Facebook pages. A business that uses an app to help it respond quickly to customer messages, for 

example, will not be able to do so automatically. Developers’ access to Instagram will also be severely 

restricted. 
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Facebook is now banning apps from accessing users’ information about their religious or political views, 

relationship status, education, work history, fitness activity, book reading habits, music listening and news 

reading activity, video watching and games. Data brokers and businesses collect this type of information to 

build profiles of their customers’ tastes. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Cyber security: keeping safe, up to date 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/cyber-security-developments-keeping-safe-up-to-date/  

GIST Cyber security is the backbone any online businesses – Here are some quick tips to keep yourself informed 

about the latest threats surrounding your business. 

 

Within a standard nine to five working day, it’s said that there are almost two million data records lost or 

stolen. Cybercrime has become something of an epidemic in recent years – and it’s no exaggeration to say 

that everyone is at risk.  

 

Hackers operate in an increasingly complex way and are happy to target small businesses and individuals, 

who are most likely to be vulnerable to attack. The nature of the threat changes as technology advances 

and so the only way to stay safe is to stay up to date. 

 

But that’s easier said than done, right? How do you keep up to date with the latest cybersecurity 

developments? 

 

Follow the news 
When it comes to cyber security, ignorance is not bliss – it’s a recipe for disaster. It’s imperative that you 

identify and follow a news feed that you can trust. By doing so, you can keep on top of any fresh threats 

that have emerged, learn lessons from other cyber attacks and pick up the latest tips and advice from 

influencers and experts in this field.  

 

News from this sector really shouldn’t be seen as the preserve of IT specialists – the scale and nature of 

the threat suggest that this should be of interest to everyone. There’s a burgeoning band of podcasts 

available on the subject for people who prefer to digest content in this way too. 

 

Bring up the ‘security question’ 
If you think that installing an anti-virus program is enough, then you’re mistaken. Don’t just presume that 

you’re safe because you have this because this is merely the first line of defense to root out attacks. By 

adopting a safety first mindset you can ensure that the way you handle your data is less risky. 

 

Whether it’s securing your Wi-Fi network at home, managing and updating your passwords on a regular 

basis or the way you collect, collate and analyze data through the point of sale software at work, 

continually ask yourself ‘is this safe?’ Just as ignorance isn’t bliss, complacency could prove your 

undoing. Place ‘security’ high on the list of credentials to consider when buying new software or 

hardware, don’t just go for the cheapest option. 

 

Training 
Even the experts are constantly having to refresh their understanding of the threat posed by cyber attacks. 

It pays to search out training opportunities, especially if you’re a business. You are, after all, only as safe 

as the people operating your software and systems and you don’t want to put the security of your business 

in the hands of someone who is unsure about what they are doing. Individuals and businesses alike can 

find free learning materials on Cybrary to help plug any knowledge gaps they have. 

 

It’s good to talk 
Cyber attacks are incredibly common – but people don’t often enough talk about their experiences.  

Perhaps you’re afraid or embarrassed to have been caught out? There’s no need to be. In fact, talking with 

friends and colleagues could really help you to stay safe. Pass on tips about new apps, good software, neat 
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tips and tricks and any new cyber attack tactics you have come across and you can help to do your own bit 

to combat the criminals. 

 

By keeping up to speed with security news, refreshing your training, sharing tips and tricks and adopting a 

safety first attitude you’ll give yourself the best possible chance of staying on top of cyber security 

developments and, best of all, safe. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Claim: 20,000 new software flaws 2017 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/flexera-20000-new-software-flaws/  

GIST The number of new software vulnerabilities discovered by Flexera in 2017 reached nearly 20,000 – an all-

time high. 

 

The firm’s Secunia Research division monitors more than 55,000 applications, appliances and operating 

systems to gain valuable insight into the level of potential risk organizations are exposing themselves to. 

 

Its Vulnerability Review 2018 revealed an increase in software flaws of 14% – up from 17,147 in 2016 to 

19,954 last year. Some 17% were rated as “highly critical,” although this figure was largely unchanged 

from the previous year. 

 

As per the previous year, the primary attack vector used to trigger a vulnerability was via a remote 

network (55%), followed by a local network (32%). 

 

The good news for firms is that avoiding attacks which exploit these vulnerabilities is possible, as patches 

were available for 86% on the day of disclosure. In fact, zero-day threats are increasingly rare: just 14 of 

the 19,954 known vulnerabilities in 2017 were zero-days, a 40% decrease from 2016. 

 

However, organizations are not making the most of available intelligence on vulnerabilities, which would 

help them prioritize which ones to patch, the report claimed. 

 

In addition, deficiencies in operational processes can create major disruptions when big breaches hit the 

headlines. 

 

“There’s no question based on this year’s results, the risks remain high,” said Kasper Lindgaard, director 

of research and security at Flexera. “As the potential for breaches expands, the pressure is on executives to 

increase vigilance through better operational processes – instead of reacting to risks that hit media 

headlines and cause disruption. The Equifax breach and WannaCry attacks taught us that.” 

 

He added that the gap between identifying and fixing vulnerable applications must close. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 EMEA attack dwell time hits 175days 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/emea-dwell-time-hits-175-days/  

GIST EMEA organizations take around 2.5 months longer to spot hackers inside their networks than the global 

average, but are getting better at discovering breaches internally, according to FireEye. 

 

The security vendor’s annual M-Trends report put the global median dwell time at 101 days, growing to 

175 days for EMEA, but standing at just 75.5 days in the Americas. 

 

Dwell time is important as the longer an adversary is inside an organization’s network, the more 

information they could lift, the deeper into private systems they could penetrate and the more expensive 

the eventual clean-up and remediation may be. 
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On the plus side, global organizations are getting better at finding the attackers themselves, rather than 

being notified by law enforcement or another party. 

 

Globally the median dwell time for internally discovered incidents was 57.5 days, dropping to 42.5 days in 

the Americas and just 24.5 days in EMEA. 

 

Stuart McKenzie, vice-president of Mandiant at FireEye, claimed the growth in EMEA median dwell time 

of 40% from the previous year was disappointing, especially given the imminent arrival of the General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which mandates that organizations get better at spotting and 

preventing breaches. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 UK businesses open to IoT attacks 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/27m-uk-businesses-wide-open-iot/  

GIST About 2.7 million businesses in the UK are leaving themselves vulnerable to internet of things (IoT) 

hacks. 

 

ForeScout worked with CensusWide to conduct an independent survey of 500 CIOs and IT 

decisionmakers to see how prepared they are for IoT cybersecurity and the results were concerning: 47% 

admitted to not updating default passwords on all IoT devices when they are added to corporate networks; 

15% admitted to not keeping security patches up to date. 

 

With 5.7 million registered businesses in the UK, that means nearly 2.7 million are still leaving obvious 

vulnerabilities in the system for bad actors to exploit. 

 

Making matters worse, UK businesses have a blind spot when it comes to the number of devices 

connected to their network. Only 54% of respondents had total confidence that they have full visibility and 

can identify every device on their network. 

 

The visibility challenge for business is only set to increase, with 40% of respondents stating that they are 

planning to increase their operational technology (OT) spend on connected devices. However, 72% IT 

managers are concerned about the security implications of adding additional OT devices to their 

company's network. 

 

“The convergence between IT and OT is where businesses are looking to drive some major efficiency 

gains in 2018, but it makes the challenge of knowing exactly what devices are on your network that much 

harder,” explained Myles Bray, vice president of EMEA at ForeScout.  

 

“IoT has expanded the attack surface considerably for all firms, and without basic security hygiene it is 

easy for bad actors to gain a foothold and then move laterally on a network to reach high-value assets and 

cause business disruption. With GDPR just around the corner businesses need to act now.” 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Breaches increasingly found internally 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/breaches-increasingly-discovered-internally-mandiant  

GIST Organizations are getting increasingly better at discovering data breaches on their own, with more than 

60% of intrusions in 2017 detected internally, according to FireEye-owned Mandiant. 

 

The company’s M-Trends report for 2018 shows that the global median time for internal detection dropped 

to 57.5 days in 2017, compared to 80 days in the previous year. Of the total number of breaches 

investigated by Mandiant last year, 62% were discovered internally, up from 53% in 2016. 

 

On the other hand, it still took roughly the same amount of time for organizations to learn that their 
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systems had been compromised. The global median dwell time in 2017 – the median time from the first 

evidence of a hack to detection – was 101 days, compared to 99 days in 2016. 

 

Companies in the Americas had the shortest median dwell time (75.5 days), while organizations in the 

APAC region had the longest dwell time (nearly 500 days). 

 

Data collected by Mandiant in 2013 showed that more than one-third of organizations had been attacked 

again after the initial incident had been remediated. More recent data, specifically from the past 19 

months, showed that 56% of Mandiant customers were targeted again by either the same group or one with 

similar motivation. 

 

In cases where investigators discovered at least one type of significant activity (e.g. compromised 

accounts, data theft, lateral movement), the targeted organization was successfully attacked again within 

one year. Organizations that experienced more than one type of significant activity were attacked by more 

than one threat actor. 

 

Again, the highest percentage of companies attacked multiple times and by multiple threat groups was in 

the APAC region – more than double compared to the Americas and the EMEA region. 

 

When it comes to the most targeted industries, companies in the financial and high-tech sectors recorded 

the highest number of significant attacks, while the high-tech, telecommunications and education sectors 

were hit by the highest number of different hacker groups. 

 

Last year, FireEye assigned names to four state-sponsored threat groups, including the Vietnam-linked 

APT32 (OceanLotus), and the Iran-linked APT33, APT34 (OilRig), and APT35 (NewsBeef, Newscaster 

and Charming Kitten). 
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HEADLINE 04/04 NKorea hackers behind online casino attack 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/north-korean-hackers-behind-online-casino-attack-report  

GIST The infamous North Korean hacking group known as Lazarus is responsible for attacking an online casino 

in Central America, along with various other targets, ESET says. 

 

The Lazarus Group has been active since at least 2009 and is said to be associated with a large number of 

major cyber-attacks, including the $81 million cyber heist from Bangladesh's account at the New York 

Federal Reserve Bank.  

 

Said to be the most serious threat against banks, the group has shown increased interest in crypto-

currencies and has recently updated its arsenal of tools. 

 

ESET now reports that an attack on an online casino in Central America and assaults on various other 

targets last year are the doings of this group. The attackers used a similar toolset in all incidents, including 

the KillDisk wiping tool. 

 

Also referred to as Hidden Cobra, the Lazarus Group is said to be backed by the North Korean 

government. The hackers use a broad range of custom tools, but also leverage various projects that are 

either available from GitHub or provided commercially. 

 

In the attack against an online casino in Central America, the hackers used various tools alongside the 

destructive KillDisk disk-wiper. Almost all of the malicious tools were designed to run as a Windows 

service and require administrator privileges for that, meaning that the attackers expected such privileges, 

ESET points out.  

 

Detected as NukeSped, one of the tools is a TCP backdoor. The malware dynamically resolves the 
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required DLL names during initial execution, and also constructs dynamically the procedure names of 

Windows APIs. The backdoor listens to a specific port that it ensures is not blocked by the firewall. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Cryptomix ransomware gets face lift 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/cryptomix-ransomware-receives-face-lift/article/756120/  

GIST The malicious actors behind Cryptomix ransomware have pushed out a new variant, with the primary 

change being the inclusion of a new extension and minor alterations to the contact info and ransom note. 

 

Bleeping Computer, with a hat tip to MalwareHunterTeam for making the initial discovery, noted the new 

variant attaches a .MOLE66 extension to all encrypted files, however the encryption methodology remains 

the same. There is also no known decryptor at this time so victims must either pay the ransom or use their 

backup files to restore the impacted system. 

 

There is also a new email address, alpha2018a@aol.com, that the victim can use to contact the attacker 

and pay the ransom, and the note itself is now labeled _HELP_INSTRUCTIONS_.TXT and appears as a 

notepad document. 

 

The people behind this ransomware campaign appear intent on keeping their malware fresh, as two month 

ago they rolled out a similar update changing the extension and contact emails. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 DHS: unauthorized foreign Stingrays D.C. 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/dhs-acknowledged-the-use-of-foreign-cell-site-simulators-in-near-

capital/article/756273/  

GIST The United States government for the first time publicly acknowledged the existence of what appear to be 

stingray devices used by a foreign intelligence service in the U.S. capital region. 

 

U.S. Senator Ron Wyden wrote a letter to the Department of Homeland Security in November 2017 

requesting information about the use of unauthorized foreign cell-site simulators, aka stingrays, in the area.  

 

On March 26, 2018, Christopher C. Krebs, DHS Senior Official Performing the Duties of the Under 

Secretary, responded acknowledging that the agency had “observed anomalous activity in the National 

Capital Region (NCR) that appears to be consistent with International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) 

catchers.” 

 

The DHS went on to say the agency has not validated or attributed the activity to any specific entities or 

devices and that the information was reported to unnamed “federal partners” at the time it was observed.  

 

When questioned on whether or not the DHS has the technical capability to detect foreign stingray 

devices, Krebs told Sen. Wyden that the DHS doesn't have the capability and would require additional 

funding to obtain such capability.  

 

An anonymous DHS official told the Associated Press the unauthorized stingray activity was detected 

during a 90-day trial begining in January 2017 with equipment from ESD America, a Las Vegas-based 

DHS contractor.  

 

This isn't the first time legislators have raised concerns about the use of stingray devices near the capital. 

In 2014 researchers conducted public sweeps that found suspected unauthorized devices near the White 

House, the Supreme Court, the Commerce Department and the Pentagon and other high profile buildings. 

 

Krebs also said that the DHS is aware of rogue stingray activity outside the NCR and that the agency also 
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doesn't have the technical capabilities to detect 4G/LTE IMSI catchers which are currently being openly 

advertised by surveillance technology companies.  

 

“To support such a capability, DHS would require funding to procure, deploy, operate and maintain the 

capability, which includes the costs of hardware, software, and labor,” even though malicious use of the 

devices may threaten U.S. national and economic security, Krebs said. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Rarog cryptominer flies under the radar 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/named-after-a-slavic-mythology-fire-demon-the-malware-is-

primarily-used-to-mine-monero-but-has-other-capabilities-as-well/article/756298/  

GIST A relatively unknown cryptomining malware dubbed “Rarog” is giving cybercriminals an affordable way 

for entry level players to enter the field. 

 

Named after a Slavic mythological fire demon, the malware is primarily used to mine Monero, but also has 

the capability to mine other currencies. To accomplish these tasks it employs several botnet techniques, 

such as, downloading and executing other malware, levying DDoS attacks against others, and being able 

to auto update itself, according to an April 4, 2018 blog post. 

 

Rarog also provides mining statistics to users, configures various processor loads for the running the 

miner, has the ability to infect USB devices, and can load additional DLLs onto a victim. 

 

The malware was first noticed on different Russian-speaking criminal underground forums in June 2017 

and is sold for 6,000 Rubles, or roughly $104 at today's exchange rate.  

 

Researchers identified 2,500 unique Raroq samples, connecting to 161 different command and control 

(C2) servers and confirmed over 166,000 Rarog-related infections worldwide, the majority of which were 

in the Philippines, Russia, and Indonesia. 

 

The malware also offers a guest administration panel to allow potential buyers the chance to “test drive” 

the malware by interacting with its interface.  

 

Researchers linked the malware to the twitter handles “arsenkooo135” and “foxovsky” and tied one of the 

handles to a Github repository that hosts various other malware families. Researchers said the evidence 

point to these two handles as the individuals behind the threat. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Flaw leaves Cisco switches vulnerable 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2018/04/cisco-switches-hacking.html  

GIST Security researchers at Embedi have disclosed a critical vulnerability in Cisco IOS Software and Cisco 

IOS XE Software that could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to execute arbitrary code, take full 

control over the vulnerable network equipment and intercept traffic. 

 

 The stack-based buffer overflow vulnerability (CVE-2018-0171) resides due to improper validation of 

packet data in Smart Install Client, a plug-and-play configuration and image-management feature that 

helps administrators to deploy (client) network switches easily. 

 

Embedi has published technical details and Proof-of-Concept (PoC) code after Cisco today released patch 

updates to address this remote code execution vulnerability, which has been given a base Common 

Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) score of 9.8 (critical). 

 

 Researchers found a total of 8.5 million devices with the vulnerable port open on the Internet, leaving 
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approximately 250,000 unpatched devices open to hackers. 

 

 To exploit this vulnerability, an attacker needs to send a crafted Smart Install message to an affected 

device on TCP port 4786, which is opened by default. 

 

"To be more precise, the buffer overflow takes place in the function 

smi_ibc_handle_ibd_init_discovery_msg" and "because the size of the data copied to a fixed-size buffer is 

not checked, the size and data are taken directly from the network packet and are controlled by an 

attacker," Cisco explain in its advisory. 

 

The vulnerability can also result in a denial-of-service condition (watchdog crash) by triggering indefinite 

loop on the affected devices. 

 

 Researchers demonstrated the vulnerability at a conference in Hong Kong after reporting it to Cisco in 

May 2017. 

 

The vulnerability was tested on Catalyst 4500 Supervisor Engines, Cisco Catalyst 3850 Series Switches, 

and Cisco Catalyst 2960 Series Switches devices, as well as all devices that fall into the Smart Install 

Client type are potentially vulnerable, including: 

 

•Catalyst 4500 Supervisor Engines 

•Catalyst 3850 Series 

•Catalyst 3750 Series 

•Catalyst 3650 Series 

•Catalyst 3560 Series 

•Catalyst 2960 Series 

•Catalyst 2975 Series 

•IE 2000 

•IE 3000 

•IE 3010 

•IE 4000 

•IE 4010 

•IE 5000 

•SM-ES2 SKUs 

•SM-ES3 SKUs 

•NME-16ES-1G-P 

•SM-X-ES3 SKUs 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Iran as ‘new China’ hacking threat 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/perimeter/iran-the-new-china-as-a-pervasive-nation-state-hacking-

threat/d/d-id/1331450  

GIST Of the four new advanced persistent threat (APT) groups christened by FireEye last year, three were out of 

Iran. 

 

Mandiant, the incident response services arm of FireEye, witnessed a major increase in nation-state 

hacking activity by Iranian attackers in 2017, especially on the cyber espionage side of things. Iranian 

groups now are maintaining and keeping a foothold in victim organizations for months and sometimes 

years, demonstrating their sophistication, according to Mandiant's newly published M Trends Report on its 

incident investigations in 2017. 

 

"In a way, it felt like Iran was the new China," notes Charles Carmakal, a vice president at Mandiant. 

"There were so many Chinese threat actors in operations [in previous years], it felt like everyone had at 

least one Chinese actor" attacking them, he notes. 
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This time, it was Iran, which was one of the most prolific and pervasive nation states last year, he says. "In 

2017, it felt like Iran was all over the place." 

 

Security researchers and incident responders from various organizations have been well aware of Iran's 

increasing sophistication and expansion of its cyber operations. It's come a long way from its 

unsophisticated yet effective distributed-denial-of-service (DDoS) hacktivist-style attack MO that came to 

a head in late 2011 through 2013, when a DDoS campaign crippled US bank networks. The DDoS 

campaign hit a crescendo in September of 2012, in some cases reaching 140-gigabits-per-second of 

unwanted data traffic to the banks’ networks, resulting in hundreds of thousands of banking customers 

unable to access their bank accounts online. The attacks cost victims tens of millions of dollars. 

 

"When I first started tracking Iran groups in 2012, it felt like we were dealing with a bunch of amateurs 

with no real technical capability. They could have been confused with Anonymous … their weapon of 

choice was DDoS," Carmakal says. "Today, they’ve figured out how to organize, fund, and develop tools 

and are very successful in their offensive operations." 

 

Adam Meyers, vice president of intelligence at CrowdStrike, says it's not so much that Iran is employing 

more sophisticated cyberattack weapons: they are just more savvy in how they employ them. "It's the 

sophistication around their tradecraft, methodologies, and operations," he says. "Their weapons are not 

that much more advanced. It's the way they use them [now]." 

 

Iranian attackers in 2012 deployed the data-destruction Shamoon attacks on two Middle East targets 

including Saudi Aramco, which was the first signs of a more aggressive and evolving Iranian threat, he 

says. Today, the geopolitical cloud of questions over whether the US will continue the Iranian nuclear deal 

or reinstitute sanctions against Iran could ultimately elicit more destructive attacks against US financial 

organizations if things don't go Iran's way. "If they want to hurt us, they want to go after financial" 

institutions, Meyers says. 

 

Mandiant now considers Iran nation-state groups on par with other nation-states in terms of the pace and 

scale of their attacks, including employing Web server attacks that gather multiple victims. "Rather than 

relying on publicly available malware and utilities, they develop and deploy custom malware. When they 

are not carrying out destructive attacks against their targets, they are conducting espionage and stealing 

data like professionals," according to the M Trends Report. 

 

Carmakal says it's known that some Iranian groups have access to Western organizations, so the US could 

be next in line as a target of a destructive-type attack from Iran.  

 

That's something that Tom Kellermann, chief cybersecurity officer at Carbon Black, is predicting to occur 

in the wake of the Trump administration's tough rhetoric and possible policy changes against Iran. "Iran 

and North Korea never had true A teams," he says, but Iran's operations have evolved and could well be 

turned on US targets in the near-term. 

 

Iran's destructive bent is where it's very different from Chinese APTs, which typically focus on cyber 

espionage and stealing intellectual property. 

 

Mandiant investigated a security incident targeting an energy company early last year that illustrated Iran's 

more strategic cyber espionage capabilities. APT35 – aka Newscaster and newly added to Mandiant's list 

of APT groups – was the culprit. APT35 typically gathers intel from US and Middle Eastern military, as 

well as diplomatic, government, media, energy, defense industrial base, engineering, business services, 

and telecommunications sector targets. 

 

In the energy company attack, APT35 infected the target via a spear phishing email with a link to a phony 

resume that was hosted on a compromised, but legitimate website. The resume was infected with the 

PUPYRAT backdoor, and the attackers dropped a custom backdoor called BROKEYOLK onto the 

compromised system that allowed the attackers to use the victim's VPN credentials to log into their 
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company systems. In all, APT35 stole credentials from 500 systems in the victim's network. 

 

That was all APT35 needed to read emails and steal data on Middle East organizations that they later 

targeted in data-destruction attacks, according to Mandiant. 

 

"Like Chinese [APTs], they stole gigabytes of data," Carmakal says. It wasn't clear why they stole some of 

the information, however, he says. 

 

In addition to APT35, Mandiant also named two other Iranian threat groups officially last year, APT33 

and APT34, plus one out of Vietnam, APT32 aka Ocean Lotus. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 White House emails poorly protected 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/endpoint/authentication/report-white-house-email-domains-poorly-

protected-from-fraud/d/d-id/1331454  

GIST If you want to stop email-based phishing, the Domain Message Authentication Reporting & Conformance 

(DMARC) protocol is a recognized tool for the job. According to DMARC.org it's a tool being used by 

nearly 200,000 organizations to secure their email. But according to a report from the Global Cyber 

Alliance, it's a tool that's not being used very effectively by the White House. 

 

The Alliance surveyed the domains under the control of the Executive Office of the President (EOP) and 

found that only one - Max.gov - has implemented the protocol at the highest level, which protects most 

completely against delivery of spoofed email. Seven other domains, including whitehouse.gov and 

eop.gov have implemented the protocol at the lowest level, which includes only monitoring. 

 

The other 18 domains under the office's control have not implemented any level of DMARC at all. This 

could be important for those in government and the general public because these government domains are 

frequent choices for spoofed addresses in phishing campaigns. 

 

Last year, the US Department of Homeland Security mandated that all federal agencies implement 

DMARC. The Global Cyber Alliance report indicates that not all agencies have embraced the mandate. 

The private sector has not fully embraced DMARC, either: A recent survey by Agari Data shows that only 

8% of businesses have implemented the protocol. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Misconfigured clouds compromised 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/cloud/misconfigured-clouds-compromise-424--more-records-in-

2017/d/d-id/1331457  

GIST Insider mistakes like networked backup incidents and misconfigured cloud servers caused nearly 70% of 

all compromised records in 2017, according to new data from IBM X-Force. These types of incidents 

affected 424% more records last year than the year prior, they report. 

 

It wasn't all bad news from the IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Index, which pulls insights on data from 

millions of endpoints across hundreds of countries. Researchers found 2.9 billion records were reported 

breached, nearly 25% less than the 4B reported in 2016. Frequently targeted industries saw a decline in 

attacks (18%) and security incidents (22%) since 2016, a drop that can be primarily attributed to a decline 

in Shellshock attacks throughout 2017. 

 

Hackers aren't slowing down but they are changing their strategies, researchers say, swapping data 

breaches for ransomware. Instead of compromising large amounts of data, they decided it was more 

lucrative to lock down data access and demand ransom in return. 
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"Attackers are pretty much following the money," says Paul Griswold, director of strategy and product 

management at IBM X-Force. The shift to ransomware "wasn't super surprising," he says, since 

ransomware can be more profitable than stealing data. This idea extends to attacks like WannaCry and 

NotPetya, where the goal was seemingly destruction, not financial gain. 

 

"Chances are, those guys were being paid by somebody," says Griswold of these attacks. While they didn't 

profit from the ransomware directly, he anticipates the threat actors didn't launch global ransomware 

campaigns "just for fun." They still earned money for the attacks. 

 

The most common class of attack vector between 2016-2017 was injection attacks, which accounted for 

79% of malicious activty on enterprise networks - nearly double what it was last year. Researchers say the 

reason injection attacks increased is because both botnet-based command injection local file inclusion 

attacks and command injection attacks used embedded coin-mining tools. 

 

Still Foggy on Cloud Configuration  

 

Businesses struggle to properly configure cloud servers, and cybercriminals know it. Inadvertent mistakes 

are costing companies big-time as attackers discover and target misconfigured cloud environments, IBM 

researchers report, and poorly configured systems were responsible for exposing more than 2 billion 

records that X-Force tracked in 2017. 

 

Cloud misconfigurations are split into three categories: misconfigured cloud databases, which caused 

566.4M breached records, publicly accessible cloud storage (345.8M), and improperly secured rsync 

backups or open Internet-connected network area storage devices (393.4M). 

 

"I think this just goes to show the inexperience in doing that," says Griswold of moving to the cloud. 

"Chances are with on-prem, people understand how the data is stored and how the server is configured 

because they're the ones who did it … with cloud, it's a little bit different." 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Delta: credit card hack data breach 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/security/delta-cyberattack-may-have-exposed-credit-card-details-

n862856  

GIST Delta Air Lines said Wednesday that some of its customers' payment information may have been breached 

in a cyberattack last fall. 

 

The airline said the incident involved (24)7.ai, a chat-services provider used by Delta and other 

companies. 

 

Delta says only "a small subset" of customers were affected, with payment information exposed from Sept. 

26 to Oct. 12. It says no other personal details about customers, such as their passport, security or 

frequent-flyer account information, was affected. 

 

The Atlanta-based airline says (24)7.ai informed it of the breach last week. Delta brought in federal law 

enforcement and forensic teams and confirmed that the unauthorized access was cut off by October. 

 

Delta says it will make sure customers aren't held responsible if their payment cards were used 

fraudulently. It will launch a website Thursday to update customers. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 How YouTube creators get paid 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2018/04/04/how-youtube-creators-get-paid-ads-and-why-
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some-have-been-angry/485032002/  

GIST A shooting at YouTube's headquarters in California has sparked questions about recent changes the video 

service made to how its creators get paid. 

 

Authorities have identified the suspect as Nasim Aghdam, 39, accused of shooting three people before 

apparently taking her own life. 

 

Police say Aghdam's apparent motive for the shooting was frustration with the policies and practices of 

YouTube. Social media posts made by Aghdam, along with comments made by her father, suggest the 

shooter was "angry" because YouTube had stopped paying her for videos. 

 

Although YouTube does not directly pay its content creators, users can make money through ads that run 

on their video or subscriptions collected by YouTube Red premium service. However, recent policy 

changes have rankled many creators. 

 

Here's a breakdown of how YouTube creators can make money: 

 

What is monetization? 
For YouTube, it's a way for creators to make money off their videos. YouTube hosts a Partners Program 

where creators earn money from ads appearing on their videos or Red subscriptions. The ads run through 

AdSense, Google's platform for serving ads to websites including YouTube. 

 

For its bigger names, making a living through YouTube can prove lucrative. According to Forbes, the 

highest-paid YouTube star, Daniel Middleton, raked in $16.5 million in income last year thanks to his 

channel DanTDM. 

 

What are the changes users seem upset about? 
Last April, YouTube updated its Partners Program to no longer serve ads on videos until a channel reaches 

10,000 lifetime views. It also revealed work on a review process for new members of the program. The 

change was made in response to tactics such as channels taking original videos and uploading them again 

to rake in ad money. 

 

"We want creators of all sizes to find opportunity on YouTube, and we believe this new application 

process will help ensure creator revenue continues to grow and end up in the right hands," Ariel Bardin, 

YouTube's vice president of product management, said in a blog post last April. 

 

In January, YouTube boosted those thresholds to 4,000 hours of watch time over the last 12 months and 

1,000 subscribers. As of Feb. 20, any channels below these requirements could no longer make money 

through ads. 

 

Why did YouTube make these changes? 
Major advertisers including AT&T and Verizon started pulling their business from YouTube in March 

2017 after discovering their ads were appearing on offensive or extremist videos. YouTube parent 

company Google said it would start an "extensive review" of its ad policies. Last August, YouTube said it 

was working more quickly to pull terrorist content from its site.  

 

What did this mean for YouTube creators? 
If you were an established YouTube star with millions of followers, the policy didn't change things. But 

smaller channels on the edges of YouTube's thresholds were shut out, as this Guardian piece from January 

details. 

 

Although YouTube acknowledged in January a significant number of channels would be affected by the 

change, it said 99% of affected channels were making less than $100 per year in the last year. 

 

Those changes arrived as it weathered controversy surrounding one of its biggest names, Logan Paul. In 

February, the vlogger saw ads on his channel suspended temporarily after uploading a video of him 
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shocking a rat with a taser.  
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HEADLINE 04/04 Twitter cracks down fake news accounts 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/twitter-cracks-accounts-accused-spreading-false-youtube-shooting/story?   

GIST Multiple Twitter accounts appear to have been suspended or curtailed in the wake of Tuesday’s shooting at 

YouTube headquarters in San Bruno, California.  

 

The actions come amid continued concerns over the online spread of false information that occurs on 

social media around shootings and other major news events, much of which involves the naming of false 

suspects.  

 

On Tuesday, BuzzFeed reporter Jane Lytvynenko identified numerous tweets purporting to identify the 

assailant in the YouTube shooting, which left four people injured. Many of the tweets, Lytvynenko 

pointed out, resurfaced false claims from previous mass casualty incidents; one even misidentified the 

shooter as Lytvynenko herself. 

 

An ABC News analysis shows 19 of the 34 disputed tweets Lytvynenko found have been deleted, while 11 

of the accounts appear to have been suspended.  

 

Law enforcement identified the suspect as 39-year-old Nasim Aghdam, who was found dead at the scene 

of an apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound. On Wednesday, San Bruno officials said her motive was 

believed to be dissatisfaction over YouTube’s practices and policies.  

 

Less than two hours after the shooting was first reported on Tuesday, Twitter tweeted that it was reacting 

to the spread of false information.  

 

“We are also aware of attempts by some people to deceive others with misinformation around this 

tragedy,” Twitter said. “We are tracking this and are taking action on anything that violates our rules.” 

 

Requiring tweet deletion “is the approach we take during situations where misnaming someone could put 

those individuals in harm's way,” a Twitter spokesperson told ABC News. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Judge: Massachusetts can sue Equifax 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-equifax-cyber/massachusetts-can-sue-equifax-over-data-breach-

judge-rules-idUSKCN1HB2QQ  

GIST BOSTON (Reuters) - Massachusetts can move forward with a lawsuit accusing credit reporting firm 

Equifax Inc (EFX.N) of failing to safeguard its databases or provide prompt notice of a breach that 

exposed the personal data of 147 million people, a state court judge has ruled. 

 

Suffolk County Superior Court Judge Kenneth Salinger in Boston, in a decision made public on 

Wednesday, denied a motion by Equifax to dismiss a lawsuit that Massachusetts Attorney General Maura 

Healey filed in September after the breach was disclosed. 

 

Salinger wrote that the lawsuit stated a plausible claim that Equifax breached its legal duties to address all 

reasonably foreseeable risks to its data security and to implement reasonably up-to-date fixes to its 

software. 

 

The lawsuit alleged that Equifax knew or should have known by March 2017 that a serious security 

vulnerability existed in computer code that the company used in its systems but failed to patch or upgrade 

its software to eliminate it. 
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The lawsuit is one of several legal challenges facing Equifax related to the data breach. It also faces class 

action lawsuits, investigations by more than 40 state attorneys general and a probe by the U.S. Federal 

Trade Commission. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Facebook: 87M users in data scandal 

SOURCE https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/04/facebook-updates-the-number-of-users-impacted-by-cambridge-

analytica-leak-to-87-million-.html  

GIST Facebook raised the number of users whose information was improperly shared with Cambridge Analytica 

to 87 million Wednesday, up from previous estimates of 50 million. 

 

Facebook issued the updated number in a lengthy post by CTO Mike Schroepfer about its privacy changes, 

which include restricting third party app access and deleting phone call and text information that's over a 

year old. 

 

Facebook also said it's ending a feature that lets users search for a profile using a phone number or 

personal email, and suggested that bad actors have abused the ability and taken information from personal 

profiles as a result. 

 

"Given the scale and sophistication of the activity we've seen, we believe most people on Facebook could 

have had their public profile scraped in this way," Schroepfer said in the post. "So we have now disabled 

this feature." 

 

Cambridge Analytica was accused of improperly gaining access to personal information of Facebook 

users, spurring legal probes and changes to Facebook's privacy policies. 

 

Media reports last month alleged a UK-based researcher collected the data from Facebook users when just 

270,000 users downloaded a psychology quiz app that requested access to their personal data. 

 

Facebook's policies regarding third party apps at the time allowed apps to request the data of users who 

downloaded the apps and those users' friends, impacting a much larger swath of people. 

 

Facebook has said since that it ended that practice years ago. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 The ISIS files 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/04/04/world/middleeast/isis-documents-mosul-iraq.html  

GIST On five trips to battle-scarred Iraq, journalists for The New York Times scoured old Islamic State offices, 

gathering thousands of files abandoned by the militants as their ‘caliphate’ crumbled. 

  

MOSUL, Iraq — Weeks after the militants seized the city, as fighters roamed the streets and religious 

extremists rewrote the laws, an order rang out from the loudspeakers of local mosques. 

 

Public servants, the speakers blared, were to report to their former offices. 

 

To make sure every government worker got the message, the militants followed up with phone calls to 

supervisors. When one tried to beg off, citing a back injury, he was told: “If you don’t show up, we’ll 

come and break your back ourselves.” 
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The phone call reached Muhammad Nasser Hamoud, a 19-year-veteran of the Iraqi Directorate of 

Agriculture, behind the locked gate of his home, where he was hiding with his family. Terrified but unsure 

what else to do, he and his colleagues trudged back to their six-story office complex decorated with 

posters of seed hybrids. 

 

They arrived to find chairs lined up in neat rows, as if for a lecture. 

 

The commander who strode in sat facing the room, his leg splayed out so that everyone could see the 

pistol holstered to his thigh. For a moment, the only sounds were the hurried prayers of the civil servants 

mumbling under their breath. 

 

Their fears proved unfounded. Though he spoke in a menacing tone, the commander had a surprisingly 

tame request: Resume your jobs immediately, he told them. A sign-in sheet would be placed at the 

entrance to each department. Those who failed to show up would be punished. 

 

Meetings like this one occurred throughout the territory controlled by the Islamic State in 2014. Soon 

municipal employees were back fixing potholes, painting crosswalks, repairing power lines and overseeing 

payroll. 

 

“We had no choice but to go back to work,” said Mr. Hamoud. “We did the same job as before. Except we 

were now serving a terrorist group.” 

 

The disheveled fighters who burst out of the desert more than three years ago founded a state that was 

acknowledged by no one except themselves. And yet for nearly three years, the Islamic State controlled a 

stretch of land that at one point was the size of Britain, with a population estimated at 12 million people.  

 

At its peak, it included a 100-mile coastline in Libya, a section of Nigeria’s lawless forests and a city in 

the Philippines, as well as colonies in at least 13 other countries. By far the largest city under their rule 

was Mosul. 

 

Nearly all of that territory has now been lost, but what the militants left behind helps answer the troubling 

question of their longevity: How did a group whose spectacles of violence galvanized the world against it 

hold onto so much land for so long? 

 

Part of the answer can be found in more than 15,000 pages of internal Islamic State documents I recovered 

during five trips to Iraq over more than a year. 

 

The documents were pulled from the drawers of the desks behind which the militants once sat, from the 

shelves of their police stations, from the floors of their courts, from the lockers of their training camps and 

from the homes of their emirs, including this record detailing the jailing of a 14-year-old boy for goofing 

around during prayer. 

 

The New York Times worked with outside experts to verify their authenticity, and a team of journalists 

spent 15 months translating and analyzing them page by page. 

 

Individually, each piece of paper documents a single, routine interaction: A land transfer between 

neighbors. The sale of a ton of wheat. A fine for improper dress. 

 

But taken together, the documents in the trove reveal the inner workings of a complex system of 

government. They show that the group, if only for a finite amount of time, realized its dream: to establish 

its own state, a theocracy they considered a caliphate, run according to their strict interpretation of Islam. 

 

The world knows the Islamic State for its brutality, but the militants did not rule by the sword alone. They 

wielded power through two complementary tools: brutality and bureaucracy. 

 

ISIS built a state of administrative efficiency that collected taxes and picked up the garbage. It ran a 
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marriage office that oversaw medical examinations to ensure that couples could have children. It issued 

birth certificates — printed on Islamic State stationery — to babies born under the caliphate’s black flag. It 

even ran its own D.M.V. 

 

The documents and interviews with dozens of people who lived under their rule show that the group at 

times offered better services and proved itself more capable than the government it had replaced. 

 

They also suggest that the militants learned from mistakes the United States made in 2003 after it invaded 

Iraq, including the decision to purge members of Saddam Hussein’s ruling party from their positions and 

bar them from future employment. That decree succeeded in erasing the Baathist state, but also gutted the 

country’s civil institutions, creating the power vacuum that groups like ISIS rushed to fill. 

 

A little more than a decade later, after seizing huge tracts of Iraq and Syria, the militants tried a different 

tactic. They built their state on the back of the one that existed before, absorbing the administrative know-

how of its hundreds of government cadres. An examination of how the group governed reveals a pattern of 

collaboration between the militants and the civilians under their yoke. 

 

One of the keys to their success was their diversified revenue stream. The group drew its income from so 

many strands of the economy that airstrikes alone were not enough to cripple it. 

 

Ledgers, receipt books and monthly budgets describe how the militants monetized every inch of territory 

they conquered, taxing every bushel of wheat, every liter of sheep’s milk and every watermelon sold at 

markets they controlled. From agriculture alone, they reaped hundreds of millions of dollars. Contrary to 

popular perception, the group was self-financed, not dependent on external donors. 

 

More surprisingly, the documents provide further evidence that the tax revenue the Islamic State earned 

far outstripped income from oil sales. It was daily commerce and agriculture — not petroleum — that 

powered the economy of the caliphate. 

 

The United States-led coalition, trying to eject the Islamic State from the region, tried in vain to strangle 

the group by bombing its oil installations. It’s much harder to bomb a barley field. It was not until last 

summer that the militants abandoned Mosul, after a battle so intense that it was compared to the worst 

combat of World War II. 

 

While the militants’ state eventually crumbled, its blueprint remains for others to use. 

 

“We dismiss the Islamic State as savage. It is savage. We dismiss it as barbaric. It is barbaric. But at the 

same time these people realized the need to maintain institutions,” said Fawaz A. Gerges, author of “ISIS: 

A History.” 

 

“The Islamic State’s capacity to govern is really as dangerous as their combatants,” he said. 

 

Land for the Taking 

The day after the meeting, Mr. Hamoud, a Sunni, returned to work and found that his department was now 

staffed 100 percent by Sunnis, the sect of Islam practiced by the militants. The Shia and Christian 

colleagues who previously shared his office had all fled. 

 

For a while, Mr. Hamoud and the employees he supervised at the agriculture department went on much as 

they had before. Even the stationery they used was the same, though they were instructed to use a marker 

to cover up the Iraqi government’s logo. 

 

But the long-bearded men who now oversaw Mr. Hamoud’s department had come with a plan, and they 

slowly began to enact it. 

 

For generations, jihadists had dreamed of establishing a caliphate. Osama bin Laden frequently spoke of it 

and his affiliates experimented with governing in the dunes of Mali, in the badlands of Yemen and in 
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pockets of Iraq. Their goal was to recreate the society that existed over a millennium ago during the time 

of the Prophet Muhammad. 

 

In Mosul, what had been called the Directorate of Agriculture was renamed Diwan al-Zera’a, which can be 

translated as the Ministry of Agriculture. The term “diwan” harks back to the seventh-century rule of one 

of the earliest caliphs. 

 

ISIS printed new letterhead that showed it had branded at least 14 administrative offices with “diwan,” 

renaming familiar ones like education and health. Then it opened diwans for things that people had not 

heard of: something called the hisba, which they soon learned was the feared morality police; another 

diwan for the pillaging of antiquities; yet another dedicated to “war spoils.” 

 

What began as a cosmetic change in Mr. Hamoud’s office soon turned into a wholesale transformation. 

 

The militants sent female employees home for good and closed the day care center. They shuttered the 

office’s legal department, saying disputes would now be handled according to God’s law alone. 

 

And they did away with one of the department’s daily duties — checking an apparatus, placed outside, to 

measure precipitation. Rain, they said, was a gift from Allah — and who were they to measure his gift? 

 

Employees were also told they could no longer shave, and they had to make sure the leg of their trousers 

did not reach the ankle. 

 

Glossy pamphlets, like the one below, pinpointed the spot on the calf where the hem of the garb worn by 

the companions of the Prophet around 1,400 years ago was said to have reached. 

 

Eventually, the 57-year-old Hamoud, who wears his hair in a comb-over and prides himself on his 

professional appearance, stopped buying razors. He took out the slacks he wore to work and asked his wife 

to trim off 5 centimeters. 

 

But the biggest change came five months into the group’s rule, and it turned the hundreds of employees 

who had reluctantly returned to work into direct accomplices of the Islamic State. The change involved the 

very department Mr. Hamoud headed, which was responsible for renting government-owned land to 

farmers. 

 

To increase revenue, the militants ordered the agriculture department to speed up the process for renting 

land, streamlining a weekslong application into something that could be accomplished in an afternoon. 

 

That was just the beginning. 

 

It was then that government workers got word that they should begin renting out property that had never 

belonged to the government. The instructions were laid out in a 27-page manual emblazoned with the 

phrase “The Caliphate on the Path of Prophecy.” The handbook outlined the group’s plans for seizing 

property from the religious groups it had expelled and using it as the seed capital of the caliphate. 

 

“Confiscation,” the manual says, will be applied to the property of every single “Shia, apostate, Christian, 

Nusayri and Yazidi based on a lawful order issued directly by the Ministry of the Judiciary.” 

 

Islamic State members are exclusively Sunni and see themselves as the only true believers. Mr. Hamoud’s 

office was instructed to make a comprehensive list of the properties owned by non-Sunnis — and to seize 

them for redistribution. 

 

The confiscation didn’t stop at the land and homes of the families they chased out. An entire ministry was 

set up to collect and reallocate beds, tables, bookshelves — even the forks the militants took from the 

houses they seized. They called it the Ministry of War Spoils. 
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It was housed in a stone-faced building in western Mosul that was hit by an airstrike in the battle to retake 

the city. The ensuing fire consumed the structure and blackened its walls. But the charred shapes left 

behind still told a story. Each room served as a warehouse for ordinary household objects: kerosene 

heaters in one; cooking ranges in another; a jumble of air coolers and water tanks in yet another. 

 

The few papers that did not burn up showed how objects seized from the religious groups they had chased 

out were offered as rewards to ISIS fighters. 

 

“Please kindly approve the request of the family of the late Brother Durayd Salih Khalaf,” says one letter 

written on the letterhead of the Islamic State’s Prisoners and Martyrs Affairs Authority. The request was 

for a stove and a washing machine. A note scribbled at the bottom says: “To be provided with a plasma 

TV and stove only.” 

 

Another application from the General Telecommunications Authority requested, among other things, 

clothes hangers. 

 

The Islamic State’s promise of taking care of its own, including free housing for foreign recruits, was one 

of the draws of the caliphate. 

 

“I’m in Mosul and it’s really the top here,” Kahina el-Hadra, a young Frenchwoman who joined the group 

in 2015, wrote in an email that year to her secondary school teacher, according to a transcript contained in 

a report by the Paris Criminal Brigade, which was obtained by The Times. 

 

“I have an apartment that is fully furnished,” Ms. Hadra gushed. “I pay no rent nor even electricity or 

water lol. It’s the good life!!! I didn’t buy so much as a single fork.” 

 

When her concerned teacher wrote back that the apartment had probably been stolen from another family, 

she shot back: “Serves them right, dirty Shia!!!” 

 

Ms. Hadra, according to police records, was the pregnant wife of one of the suicide bombers who blew 

himself up in the packed Bataclan concert hall during the Paris attacks of 2015. 

 

The Paper Trail 

I got into the habit of digging through the trash left behind by terrorists in 2013, when I was reporting on 

Al Qaeda in Mali. Locals pointed out buildings the group had occupied in the deserts of Timbuktu. 

Beneath overturned furniture and in abandoned filing cabinets, I found letters the militants had hand-

carried across the dunes that spelled out their vision of jihad. 

 

Those documents revealed the inner workings of Al Qaeda, and years later I wanted to investigate the 

Islamic State in the same way. 

 

When the coalition forces moved to take Mosul back from the militants in late 2016, I rushed to Iraq. For 

three weeks, I tried — and failed — to find any documents. Day after day, my team negotiated access to 

buildings painted with the Islamic State logo, only to find desk drawers jutting out and hard drives ripped 

out. 

 

Then, the day before my return flight, we met a man who remembered seeing stacks of paper inside the 

provincial headquarters of the Islamic State’s Ministry of Agriculture in a small village called Omar Khan, 

25 miles southeast of the city. The next day we traveled to the town, no more than a speck on the map of 

the Nineveh Plains, and entered House No. 47. 

 

My heart sank as we pushed open the door and saw the closets been flung open — a clear sign that the 

place had already been cleared. 

 

But on the way out, I stopped at what seemed to be an outhouse. When we opened the door, we saw piles 

of yellow folders cinched together with twine and stacked on the floor. 
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We pulled one out, laid it open in the sun — and there was the unmistakable black banner of the Islamic 

State, the flag they claim was flown by the Prophet himself. 

 

Folder after folder, 273 in all, identified plots of land owned by farmers who belonged to one of the faiths 

banned by the group. Each yellow sleeve contained the handwritten request of a Sunni applying to 

confiscate the property. 

 

Doing so involved a step-by-step process, beginning with a report by a surveyor, who mapped the plot, 

noted important topographical features and researched the property’s ownership. Once it was determined 

that the land was owned by one of the targeted groups, it was classified as property of the Islamic State. 

Then a contract was drawn up spelling out that the tenant could neither sublet the land nor modify it 

without the group’s permission. 

 

The outhouse discovery taught me to stay off the beaten track. I learned to read the landscape for clues, 

starting with باقية — “baqiya” — the first word of the Islamic State slogan. It can be translated as “will 

remain,” and marked the buildings the group occupied, invoking its claim that the Islamic State will 

endure. 

 

Once we confirmed that a building had been occupied by the group, we lifted up the mattresses and pulled 

back the headboards of beds. We riffled through the closets, opened kitchen cupboards, followed the stairs 

to the roof and scanned the grounds. 

 

The danger of land mines and booby-traps hung over our team. In one villa, we found a collection of 

records — but could search only one set of rooms after security forces discovered an unexploded bomb. 

 

Because the buildings were near the front lines, Iraqi security forces nearly always accompanied our team. 

They led the way and gave permission to take the documents. In time, the troops escorting us became our 

sources and they, in turn, shared what they found, augmenting our cache by hundreds of records. 

 

The Times asked six analysts to examine portions of the trove, including Aymenn Jawad al-Tamimi, who 

maintains his own archive of Islamic State documents and has written a primer on how to identify 

fraudulent ones; Mara Revkin, a Yale scholar who has made repeated trips to Mosul to study the group’s 

administration; and a team of analysts at West Point’s Combating Terrorism Center who analyzed the 

records found in Bin Laden’s hide-out in Pakistan. 

 

They deemed the records to be original, based on the markings, logos and stamps, as well as the names of 

government offices. The terminology and design were consistent with those found on documents issued by 

the group in other parts of the caliphate, including as far afield as Libya. 

 

As lease after lease was translated back in New York, the same signature inked at the bottom of numerous 

contracts kept reappearing: “Chief Technical Supervisor, Mahmoud Ismael Salim, Supervisor of Land.” 

 

On my first trip back to Iraq, I showed the leases to a local police officer. He recognized the angular 

signature and offered to escort me to the home of the ISIS bureaucrat. 

 

The officer shrugged when asked why a man who had taken part in the group’s organized land theft had 

not been arrested. His men were overwhelmed investigating those who had fought and killed on behalf of 

the terrorist group, he said. They didn’t have time to also go after the hundreds of civil servants who had 

worked in the Islamic State’s administration. 

 

Hours later, the man whose signature appeared on the lease for farmland seized from a Christian priest, on 

the contract for the orchards taken from a monastery, and on the deed for land stolen from a Shia family 

allowed us into his modest home. 

 

The only decoration in his living room was a broken clock whose hand trembled between 10:43 and 10:44. 
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A stooped man with thick glasses, the 63-year-old Salim was visibly nervous. He explained that he had 

spent years overseeing the provincial office of the government of Iraq’s Directorate of Agriculture, where 

he reported to Mr. Hamoud, whom we contacted for the first time a few days later. 

 

Mr. Salim acknowledged that it was his signature on the leases. But speaking haltingly, he claimed to have 

been forcibly conscripted into the bureaucracy of the terrorist state. 

 

“They took our files and started going through them, searching which of the properties belong to Shia, 

which of them belong to apostates, which of them are people who had left the caliphate,” he said. 

 

He described informants phoning in the addresses of Shias and Christians. 

 

Sunnis who were too poor to pay the rent upfront were offered a sharecropping agreement with the Islamic 

State, allowing them to take possession of the stolen land in return for one-third of the future harvest. 

 

On busy days, a line snaked around his office building, made up of Sunni farmers, many of them resentful 

of their treatment at the hands of a Shia-led Iraqi government. In the same compound where we found the 

stacks of yellow folders, Mr. Salim received men he knew, whose children had played with his. They came 

to steal the land of other men they all knew — whose children had also grown up alongside theirs. 

 

With the stroke of his pen, farmers lost their ancestors’ cropland, their sons were robbed of their 

inheritance and the wealth of entire families, built up over generations, was wiped out. 

 

“These are relationships we built over decades, from the time of my father, and my father’s father,” Mr. 

Salim said, pleading for understanding. “These were my brothers, but we were forced to do it.” 

 

A Clean Sweep 

As 2014 blurred into 2015 and Mr. Hamoud and his colleagues helped keep the machinery of government 

running, Islamic State soldiers set out to remake every aspect of life in the city — starting with the role of 

women. 

 

Billboards went up showing an image of a woman fully veiled. The militants commandeered a textile 

factory, which began manufacturing bales of regulation-length female clothing. Soon thousands of niqab 

sets were delivered to the market, and women who didn’t cover up began to be fined. 

 

Mr. Hamoud, who is known as “Abu Sara,” or Father of Sara, gave in and bought a niqab for his daughter. 

 

As he walked to and from work, Mr. Hamoud began taking side streets to dodge the frequent executions 

that were being carried out in traffic circles and public squares. In one, a teenage girl accused of adultery 

was dragged out of a minivan and forced to her knees. Then a stone slab was dropped onto her head. On a 

bridge, the bodies of people accused of being spies swung from the railing. 

 

But on the same thoroughfares, Mr. Hamoud noticed something that filled him with shame: The streets 

were visibly cleaner than they had been when the Iraqi government was in charge. 

 

Omar Bilal Younes, a 42-year-old truck driver whose occupation allowed him to crisscross the caliphate, 

noticed the same improvement. “Garbage collection was No. 1 under ISIS,” he said, flashing a thumbs-up 

sign. 

 

The street sweepers hadn’t changed. What had was that the militants imposed a discipline that had been 

lacking, said a half-dozen sanitation employees who worked under ISIS and who were interviewed in three 

towns after the group was forced out. 

 

“The only thing I could do during the time of government rule is to give a worker a one-day suspension 

without pay,” said Salim Ali Sultan, who oversaw garbage collection both for the Iraqi government and 
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later for the Islamic State in the northern Iraqi town of Tel Kaif. “Under ISIS, they could be imprisoned.” 

 

Residents also said that their taps were less likely to run dry, the sewers less likely to overflow and 

potholes fixed more quickly under the militants, even though there were now near-daily airstrikes. 

 

Then one day, residents of Mosul saw earthmovers heading toward a neighborhood called the Industrial 

Area in the eastern half of the city. Laborers were seen paving a new blacktop road that would eventually 

run for roughly one mile, connecting two areas of the city and reducing congestion. 

 

The new highway was called “Caliphate Way.” 

 

The new government did not concern itself only with administrative matters. For morality, as for 

everything else, there was a bureaucracy. 

 

Citizens stopped in the street by the hisba, the morality police, and accused of an offense were ordered to 

hand over their IDs in return for a “confiscation receipt.” The ID was taken to the group’s office, where 

residents were forced to appear and face judgment. Religious specialists weighed the crime, filling out a 

form. 

 

Afterward, the offender was made to sign another form: “I, the undersigned, pledge not to cut or trim my 

beard again,” said one. “If I do that again, I will be subject to all kinds of punishments that the Hisba 

Center may take against me.” 

 

The zeal with which the Islamic State policed the population is reflected in the 87 prison transfer records 

they abandoned in one of their police stations. Citizens were thrown into jail for a litany of obscure crimes, 

including eyebrow plucking, inappropriate haircuts, raising pigeons, playing dominoes, playing cards, 

playing music and smoking the hookah. 

 

In early 2016, Mr. Hamoud’s daughter Sara ran out for a quick errand without covering her eyes. 

 

She was spotted by an officer from the morality police. Before she could explain, he smashed his fist into 

her eye. 

 

From then on, her father forbade her to leave the house, except to drive to the hospital for the 

appointments that followed the assault, which left her with vision loss, the family said. 

 

With change sweeping the region, residents were forced to make fraught choices, among them: Stay or 

leave, rebel or accommodate. 

 

Mr. Hamoud decided to try to escape. He and his eldest son, 28-year-old Omar, had set aside over $30,000 

to buy a new home. The morning of their planned departure, Omar withdrew all but around $1,000 from 

the bank account. 

 

Not even two hours later, a unit of masked fighters banged down the family’s front door. One of them was 

holding the bank slip Omar had signed. 

 

“Try this again and we’ll kill every last one of you,” the militants warned. 

 

The Money Machine 

On the western banks of the Tigris River, in a pulverized building, I found an abandoned briefcase. 

 

The documents that spilled out revealed that the briefcase belonged to Yasir Issa Hassan, a young 

professional whose photo identification shows a balding man with a large, aquiline nose. He was the 

administrator of the Trade Division inside the Islamic State Ministry of Agriculture. 

 

The group’s outsize ambitions and its robust bureaucracy hinged on its ability to generate funds. Bulging 
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with accounting forms, budget projections and receipts, as well as two CD-ROMs containing spreadsheets, 

the briefcase shed light on the scope of the organization’s revenue machine and offered a blueprint for how 

it worked. 

 

The financial reports tallied over $19 million in transactions involving agriculture alone. 

 

The documents describe how it made money at every step in the supply chain: Before a single seed of 

grain, for example, was sown, the group collected rent for the fields it had confiscated. Then, when the 

crops were ready to be threshed, it collected a harvest tax. 

 

It did not stop there. 

 

The trucks that transported the grain paid highway tolls. The grain was stored in silos, which the militants 

controlled, and they made money when the grain was sold to mills, which they also controlled. The mills 

ground the grain into flour, which the group sold to traders. 

 

Then the bags of flour were loaded onto trucks, which traversed the caliphate, paying more tolls. It was 

sold to supermarkets and shops, which were also taxed. So were the consumers who bought the finished 

product. 

 

In a single 24-hour period in 2015, one of the spreadsheets in the briefcase shows, the Islamic State 

collected $1.9 million from the sale of barley and wheat. 

 

Another table shows that the militants earned over $3 million in three months from gross flour sales in just 

three locations in Mosul. 

 

The organization appeared intent on making money off every last grain — even crops that were damaged. 

 

On just one day, according to another statement, it took in over $14,000 from wheat described as having 

been scorched in a bombing, and $2,300 from the sale of spoiled lentils and chickpeas. It also took in over 

$23,000 from grain that had been scraped off the bottom of a tank, according to one spreadsheet. 

 

The Islamic State’s tax arm reached into every facet of life in Mosul. Households in Iraq were taxed 2,000 

dinars per month (less than $2) for garbage collection, 10,000 dinars (about $8) for each 10 amperes of 

electricity, and another 10,000 for municipal water. 

 

Businesses wishing to install a landline paid a 15,000-dinar (about $12) installation fee to the group’s 

telecommunications office, followed by a 5,000-dinar monthly maintenance fee. 

 

Municipal offices charged for marriage licenses and birth certificates. 

 

But perhaps the most lucrative tax was a religious tax known as zakat, which is considered one of the five 

pillars of Islam. It is calculated at 2.5 percent of an individual’s assets, and up to 10 percent for 

agricultural production, according to Ms. Revkin, the Yale researcher. While some of these fees had been 

charged by the Iraqi and Syrian governments, the mandatory asset tax was a new development. 

 

Ordinarily in Islamic practice, the zakat is a tithe used to help the poor. In the Islamic State’s 

interpretation, an act of charity became a mandatory payment, and while some of the funds collected were 

used to help needy families, the Ministry of Zakat and Charities acted more like a version of the Internal 

Revenue Service. 

 

Most accounts of how the Islamic State became the richest terrorist group in the world focus on its black-

market oil sales, which at one point brought in as much as $2 million per week, according to some 

estimates. Yet records recovered in Syria by Mr. Tamimi and analyzed by Ms. Revkin show that the ratio 

of money earned from taxes versus oil stood at 6:1. 
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Despite hundreds of airstrikes that left the caliphate pocked with craters, the group’s economy continued 

to function, fed by streams of revenue that could not be bombed under international norms: the civilians 

under their rule, their commercial activity and the dirt under their feet. 

 

According to estimates from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, the land that 

the militants seized was Iraq’s most fertile, and at the group’s height, the fields that were harvested 

accounted for 40 percent of the country’s annual wheat production and more than half of its barley crop. In 

Syria, the group at one point controlled as much as 80 percent of the country’s cotton crop, according to a 

study by the Paris-based Center for the Analysis of Terrorism. 

 

It all added up to astonishing sums, as much as $800 million in annual tax revenue, according to the study. 

 

Still, the group’s ambition of running a state meant it also had large bills. 

 

On a single day in the summer of 2016, the owner of the briefcase handed over $150,000 to one of the 

group’s accountants to pay for the transport of wheat from one town to another, according to one financial 

report. 

 

In a two-week period the same year, he paid over $16,000 to the Islamic State trade division in the Dijlah 

district and $14,000 to the one in Kirkuk. He gave an $8,400 cash advance to the group’s Hawija office, 

$16,800 to the land department and $8,400 to the Islamic State province straddling the Euphrates River. 

 

Tax collection continued until the very end. At least 100 documents labeled “Daily Gross Revenue” that 

showed incoming cash were dated November 2016, a month after the start of the coalition’s push to take 

back the city. 

 

Even as tanks were rolling in and taking surrounding neighborhoods, the trade division continued to make 

money, pocketing $70,000 in a single sale. 

 

After ISIS 

One day in late 2016, a flier decorated with the Iraqi flag floated down onto the Hamoud family’s home. 

 

The agricultural department official and his extended family were hunkered down inside the living room, 

sitting elbow-to-elbow on an L-shaped couch, he recalls. By then, the militants had banned both 

cellphones and satellite dishes. They were cut off from the world. 

 

The flier was one of millions dropped over Mosul warning the population to take cover. The military 

assault was about to begin. 

 

“Could this really be happening?” Mr. Hamoud wondered. Then he used a lighter to incinerate the flier. 

 

The fighters whose plans of building a state had been met with ridicule proved surprisingly good at it. It 

took nine months to wrest Mosul from the militants’ grip, a slog that one senior American general said was 

the most difficult battle he had witnessed in 35 years. 

 

Since then, the militants have lost all but 3 percent of the territory in Iraq and Syria they once held. But 

they clung so tightly to their caliphate that block after city block was leveled during the battle to take back 

cities and towns. Thousands of people have lost their homes. New mass graves are being discovered every 

month. One of them contains the remains of four of Mr. Hamoud’s cousins. 

 

His daughter Sara now wears thick glasses to correct her vision, which has been blurry since the day she 

was punched by the hisba. Even through her compromised eyesight, she can see the mountain of trash 

rising in the empty lot across from her family’s home. 

 

Few have anything good to say about their old rulers — unless prodded to talk about the services they 

provided. 
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“We have to be honest,” Mr. Hamoud said. “It was much cleaner under ISIS.” 

 

Though the militants are gone, reminders of the Islamic State and their particular style of governance 

remain. 

 

In the northern town of Tel Kaif, for example, residents recall how the militants conscripted a committee 

of electrical engineers to fix an overloaded power grid. They installed new circuit breakers, and for the 

first time, residents who had been accustomed to at most six hours of electricity a day could now reliably 

turn on lights. 

 

In early 2017, Iraqi soldiers reclaimed the town, and were welcomed as heroes. But then they disconnected 

the Islamic State circuit breakers — and the power failures resumed. 

 

“If the government was to go back to the system that ISIS put in place, we would go so far as to kiss their 

foreheads,” Mr. Younes, the truck driver, said at the time. 

 

Within a few months, the government did just that. 

 

The irony that it had taken a terrorist group to fix one of the town’s longstanding grievances was not lost 

on its citizens. 

 

“Although they were not recognized as a state or a country,” said one shopkeeper, Ahmed Ramzi Salim, 

“they acted like one.” 
Return to 
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HEADLINE 04/04 ISIS militants renew loyalty pledge 

SOURCE https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-mideast-crisis-islamic-state/islamic-state-militants-renew-loyalty-

pledge-to-caliph-baghdadi-idUKKCN1HB1XK  

GIST BAGHDAD (Reuters) - Islamic State militants have restated their loyalty to the group’s leader Abu Bakr 

al-Baghdadi, in what is believed to be their first public pledge of allegiance to him since his “caliphate” in 

Syria and Iraq collapsed last year. 

 

The group continues to carry out bombings, ambushes and assassinations in both countries, as well as in 

Libya. However, Baghdadi’s whereabouts have been unknown since the cross-border “caliphate” he 

declared in 2014 disintegrated with the fall of Mosul and Raqqa, its strongholds in Iraq and Syria 

respectively. 

  

“To infuriate and terrorise the infidels, we renew our pledge of loyalty to the commander of the faithful 

and the caliph of the Muslims, the mujahid sheikh Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi al-Hussaini al-Qurashi may god 

preserve him,” militants said in a statement posted on their social media groups. 

 

Hisham al-Hashimi, who advises several governments including Iraq’s on Islamic State affairs, said this 

was the first known pledge of loyalty to Baghdadi since Iraqi forces recaptured Mosul in July and an 

alliance of Kurdish and Arab militias took Raqqa in November, in both cases backed by a U.S.-led 

coalition. 

 

There have been conflicting reports over whether Baghdadi, an Iraqi, is still alive. 

 

However, Hashimi told Reuters that he was believed to be hiding in the vast desert area that straddles the 

Syria-Iraq border, 

 

U.S. airstrikes killed most of his top lieutenants, including Islamic State’s “war minister” Abu Omar al-

Shishani, “governor of the Iraqi region” Abu Muslim al-Turkmani, group spokesman Abu Mohammed al-
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Adnani and “governor for Syria” Abu Ali al-Anbari. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Inside the Google of counter-terrorism 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-05/once-snubbed-by-fbi-europol-is-now-google-

of-counter-terrorism  

GIST Shortly after taking over Europol a decade ago, former British MI5 officer Rob Wainwright met with then-

FBI Director Robert Mueller to pitch the idea of sharing data, figuring he couldn’t turn the European 

Union’s budding criminal-intelligence service into a global force without America’s help. 

 

Mueller wasn’t interested, so the Welshman says he winged it. 

 

“If the FBI doesn’t engage here with their equivalents, the leading lights of the police world in Europe, 

then you’re a second-rater basically,” Wainwright said in his corner office at Europol’s headquarters in 

The Hague, a state-of-the-art complex with bulletproof windows. “I had to do something about that.” 

 

Milking cooperation accords with hundreds of other agencies across Europe and abroad, Wainwright, 

who’s stepping down in May, has turned Europol into a transnational clearing house for information on 

terrorism, trafficking, laundering and hacking that now has 38 U.S. attaches—including four from the FBI. 

Often confused with Interpol, which operates more like the United Nations, Europol has a bigger budget, 

more staff and arguably greater impact than its better-known cousin. 

 

In the last year, Europol has worked with U.S. officials to take down two of the dark web’s largest bazaars, 

the result of an elaborate sting that Wainwright announced in Washington alongside U.S. Attorney 

General Jeff Sessions. Europol and the FBI have also helped arrest 900 people linked to a global pedophile 

ring and, just two weeks ago, assisted Spanish authorities in capturing the Ukrainian who allegedly 

masterminded a malware scheme that stole 1 billion euros ($1.2 billion), including by hijacking ATMs 

across Europe. 

 

But it’s Wainwright’s obsession with expanding a kind of in-house Google for terrorism that paved the 

way for greater cooperation with U.S. law enforcement. Recruited by MI5 after graduating from the 

London School of Economics in the 1980s, the affable and fit 50 year-old said learning the art of counter-

terrorism at a time when Irish nationalists were still bombing English towns taught him an invaluable 

lesson: always work to maximize your knowledge. 

 

When he was named executive director in 2009, Europol’s database of suspected terrorists and their 

networks held fewer than 6,000 “objects,” a term that refers to everything from names and addresses to 

phone numbers and license plates. Now it contains more than half a million, including more than 46,000 

individuals. 

 

“Europol was not really prominent in our minds seven or eight years ago, but Rob’s ability to make people 

aware of its capabilities has made it relevant,” said Kumar Kibble, the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security’s lead representative in The Hague. “It’s taken on a momentum of its own. He’s been a 

visionary.” 

 

Wainwright said Europol’s reputational arrival came hours after the attacks on Paris in November 2015, 

when teams of gunmen and suicide bombers killed more than 130 people at six different locations. Europe 

had never seen an assault like that and the French were desperate for leads, so they asked Europol to join 

the probe and arrange assistance from Washington. 

 

“It takes events and live cases like that to really break the mold of what your reputation is,” Wainwright, 

who stands 6’5 (1.96 meters), said after a late-night flight from Bulgaria, where he was awarded the 

Foreign Ministry’s highest honor. “And from that, they said, ‘Ok, well what else can you do?”’ 
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Europol, which doesn’t have arrest powers, has played a key role in major terrorism investigations since, 

including the bombing of American singer Ariana Grande’s concert in Manchester, England, last May. 

The agency, which has a staff of about 1,200 and a budget of 123 million euros, was formally founded in 

1999 to combat the most sophisticated criminal networks, a mandate that now includes coordinating the 

cyberdefenses of the bloc’s 28 members. 

 

The agency is currently helping with probes into the Wannacry ransomware attack that crippled parts of 

Britain’s National Health Service and NotPetya, which caused two companies losses of about $300 

million. While not surprising to Europol’s cybercrime sleuths, Wainwright said these and other digital 

assaults, including Russia’s alleged burrowing into the U.S. electric grid, have served as belated wake-up 

calls in capitals throughout Europe. 

 

“We recognized there was a gap in our collective systems,” he said. Each country already has a team ready 

to respond to major cyber incidents “and now we’re trying to network them across Europe in a more 

effective way.” 

 

Wainwright, who will help run Deloitte LLP’s cybersecurity unit later this year, pointed to a recent series 

of bank heists as a prime example of the ever-expanding arsenal of tech weaponry that criminal groups are 

continuously deploying. 

 

A gang that’s been active since at least 2013, first in conjunction with mafia in Russia and then in 

Moldova, infected more than 100 financial institutions in Moscow and around the globe with malware 

called Carbanak and Cobalt that allowed the criminals to manipulate payment systems and commandeer 

cash machines. 

 

All over Central and Eastern Europe, he said mules would show up at ATMs in the middle of the night and 

fill up suitcases with bills that spewed out at designated times. Then they’d move down the street to the 

next machine and do it again a few minutes later. 

 

It was a “brilliant, Hollywood-type scene,” he said, “probably the most advanced form of social 

engineering that we’ve seen.” 

 

As the Europol chief prepares to pivot to the private sector after fighting crime on behalf of the public for 

28 years, he’d like to say that he’s helped make Europe a safer place, but that would be naively optimistic. 

 

In the last year, 18 months, there’s been “a perceptible trend towards a blending of state-actor capability 

with the criminal community,” Wainwright said without elaboration. “It’s therefore becoming a more 

dangerous game.” 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Yemen fear: deadly attacks target clerics 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/fear-grips-yemens-aden-deadly-attacks-target-

clerics-54248489?   

GIST A spate of deadly drive-by shootings targeting Muslim clerics and preachers has sparked panic and fear in 

Yemen's southern port city of Aden, prompting some imams to quit and abandon their mosques while 

dozens have fled the country. 

 

The killings have also brought attention to a rivalry that has emerged in Aden as yet another layer to 

Yemen's complex civil war. 

 

Since 2015, the conflict has pitted a Saudi-led coalition of mostly Arab states against the country's Shiite 

rebels, known as Houthis, who control much of northern Yemen and its capital, Sanaa. The coalition is 

fighting to restore Yemen's internationally recognized President Abed-Rabbo Mansour Hadi to power. 
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The United Arab Emirates joined the war as a key partner in the coalition, sending forces to southern 

Yemen and managing to carve out a zone of influence across the region. The UAE has set up heavily-

armed militias in a challenge to forces loyal to Hadi, who has been in self-imposed exile in Saudi Arabia 

for most of the past two years. 

 

In several instances, UAE-trained militiamen, some operating under the umbrella of the Southern 

Transitional Council — which many see as a secessionist force fighting for an independent Southern 

Yemen — have engaged in deadly clashes with Hadi's forces. The UAE has also been linked to secret 

prisons where terror suspects are tortured and held without trial, a charge the Emiratis deny. 

 

The Gulf Arab state also holds deep enmity toward Hadi's top ally in the south, the Muslim Brotherhood 

branch in Yemen, known as the Islah party. 

 

Many of the slain clerics belonged to the Islah party. In most cases, they were shot by gunmen while 

leaving their mosques after Friday prayers, or outside their homes. 

 

A tally by The Associated Press shows that at least 25 clerics, preachers, and religious scholars have been 

gunned down since 2016 in Aden and the southern provinces, with over 15 killed in the past six months 

alone. 

 

The slayings have stoked anger against the UAE in Aden. Recently, graffiti saying, "Down with the UAE 

occupation" surfaced in the streets. On Tuesday, a joint statement by 12 political parties and movements 

denounced the "evil hands behind the assassinations" of the clerics. It said those killed are all supporters of 

Hadi's government. 

 

Minister of Religious Endowment Ahmed Attiya said the killings are "systematic" and that over 50 clerics 

have left Yemen so far, fleeing to countries such as Egypt and Jordan. 

 

"If this continues, we will ask the clerics to stay home and stop going to mosques," he said from Riyadh. 

 

Hadi's government, which operates mostly out of exile with only a few ministers on the ground in Aden, 

has denounced the slayings as "desperate attempts by terrorist elements and outlaws" against Yemen's 

legitimate government. 

 

No group has claimed responsibility for the killings. Security authorities in Aden would only say that they 

are investigating and that they have rounded some suspects. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Afghan airstrikes hit school graduation 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/children-feared-dead-afghan-airstrikes-targeting-taliban-

kill-dozens-n862651  

GIST KABUL, Afghanistan — Dozens of Afghan civilians, including children, were feared dead Wednesday 

after government airstrikes hit a religious school graduation in the north of the country, witnesses told 

NBC News. 

 

In the hours after Monday’s bombing, the Afghan Ministry of Defense insisted that the strikes had 

exclusively targeted senior Taliban insurgents plotting an attack on the military, before conceding the next 

day that civilians had died. 

 

There are conflicting accounts as to casualty numbers, and the volatility of the region — much of which is 

held or contested by the insurgent group — makes independent reporting difficult. 

 

However, attendees of the event that included families from the area said they had seen dozens of fatalities 

in the aftermath of the bombing. A chef who had been working at the ceremony told NBC News that he 
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had been preparing food for 2,000 people. 

 

Describing the attack in the Dasht-e-Archi district of Kunduz, another witness, Qari Abdul Rahim, told 

NBC News that he had been sitting in the third row when aircraft appeared overhead. 

 

“I looked to the sky and saw smoke under the aircraft, and I dropped myself to the ground and managed to 

escape the building,” he said in a phone call. 

 

“I managed to get close to the building later on," he added. "I saw a lot of dead bodies, including children, 

on the road. While they were trying to escape, they were all hit." 

 

Footage and photographs released by the Taliban purported to show dead and injured children being 

buried or carried away from the rubble on stretchers. The Taliban, which has a history of exaggerating its 

battlefield victories and underplaying its defeats, insisted none of their forces had been present at the 

ceremony. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 US warns Syria on chemical weapons 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/chemical-weapons-nikki-haley-united-states-united-nations-syria/  

GIST Despite pleas, sanctions, international condemnation and even a recent U.S. airstrike, the international 

community has been unable to stop the use of chemical weapons against civilians in Syria. During a 

meeting at the U.N. Wednesday, Ambassador Nikki Haley was clear where the U.S. places the blame.  

 

"The Assad regime continued using chemical weapons against the Syrian people," she said. "One member 

of this council shielded the Assad regime from any consequences, and then blocked us from renewing the 

Joint Investigative Mechanism (JIM). Our consensus broke down."  

 

After the attack, a UN-OPCW report concluded that the "leadership panel is confident that the Syrian Arab 

Republic is responsible for the release of sarin at Khan Shaykhun." 

 

The frustration at the council, particularly in light of the poisoning attack in Britain, took a new turn: 

accountability for the attacks. 

 

"The OPCW-United Nations JIM was created for this purpose, but regrettably, its mandate was not 

renewed," Thomas Markram, director and deputy to the High Representative for Disarmament Affairs, 

told the council while referring to the veto by Russia. "While allegations of the use of chemical weapons 

have not stopped, consideration of a mechanism for accountability has apparently slowed, if not come to a 

standstill. The Secretary-General and the High Representative for Disarmament Affairs have repeatedly 

underlined the need to avoid impunity to ensure that those responsible for the use of chemical weapons are 

identified and held responsible." 

 

"Perpetrators of such crimes must be held accountable. We cannot accept impunity," added Sweden's 

alternative Ambassador Carl Skau. 

 

The threats of prosecution come as the Syrian government is making strides in the battle in Syria. Syrian 

forces have reclaimed parts of eastern Ghouta and President Trump has indicated a possible withdrawal of 

the 2,000 troops on the ground, which includes U.S. special forces and the waging of air strikes. 

 

Lama Fakih, deputy Middle East director at Human Rights Watch lamented the lack of action by saying in 

part: "One year after the horrific sarin attack on Khan Sheikhoun, neither the UN Security Council nor the 

Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons has acted to uphold the prohibition against 

chemical weapon attacks." 

 

Markram told the Council that "efforts have continued toward the destruction of the two remaining 
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chemical weapons production facilities, by the Syrian Arab Republic."  

 

"Destruction of these facilities, which will be verified by the OPCW, is expected to be completed within 

two to three months from the start of destruction," Markram said.  

 

At the council meeting, Haley brought Dr. Mamoun Morad who is the doctor that was on duty in Khan 

Sheikhoun last year and was featured in a "60 Minutes" broadcast. 

 

Last month, Haley warned that Washington "remains prepared to act if we must." On Wednesday, she 

issued a new warning. 

 

"Even as the Security Council has remained deadlocked, some have stood up to demand accountability for 

the use of chemical weapons," Haley said. "The General Assembly overwhelmingly approved the creation 

of the International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism on crimes committed in Syria, which is 

collecting evidence for future prosecutions." 

 

French Ambassador Francois Delattre added to the warning by saying in part: "Let us not be mistaken, the 

use of chemical weapons brings to the fore the threat to the international nonproliferation regime." 
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HEADLINE 04/04 US to withdraw from Syria ‘in months’? 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/dni-dan-coats-says-decision-on-u-s-troop-withdrawal-from-syria-

has-been-made/  

GIST Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats said Wednesday morning that a decision was made Tuesday 

about U.S. troops in Syria and whether they will be withdrawn, CBS News' Mary Walsh reports, and he 

said that a statement would be released shortly.  

 

But soon after Coats made the remark, White House press secretary Sarah Sanders issued a statement that 

said nothing about troop removal from Syria. Nor did it offer a timeline. 

 

"The military mission to eradicate ISIS in Syria is coming to a rapid end, with ISIS being almost 

completely destroyed," the statement said. "The United States and our partners remain committed to 

eliminating the small ISIS presence in Syria that our forces have not already eradicated. We will continue 

to consult with our allies and friends regarding future plans. We expect countries in the region and beyond, 

plus the United Nations, to work toward peace and ensure that ISIS never re-emerges." 

 

CBS News "Face the Nation" anchor Margaret Brennan reports that at the all-hands-on-deck Syria meeting 

Tuesday, President Trump was seized by the idea of a complete U.S. military withdrawal from Syria. He 

had said earlier in the day that he would decide "very quickly" whether to remove troops from Syria, 

declaring that their primary mission had been to defeat the Islamic State insurgents, and "we've almost 

completed that task." 

 

Despite the opposition of Defense Secretary Jim Mattis and Joint Chiefs Chairman Joseph Dunford, as 

well as his entire national security team, Mr. Trump said he wants to completely pull out of Syria within 

"months." Brennan reports that Dunford and Mattis tried to intervene, and when Mattis said that this would 

be an inadequate amount of time to complete the mission, he was told the decision had been made. The 

president also does not want to continue the U.S. stabilization efforts and believes the Saudis will for the 

bill for efforts to de-mine and clear the areas liberated from ISIS. Those efforts also include restoring 

water, power and other infrastructure. 

 

Mr. Trump did not seem to be convinced by arguments that a rapid withdrawal will result in handing the 

territory over to Iran and Russia or that ISIS has not been dealt an "enduring defeat." He was complaining 

that the U.S. is doing it all and needs to get out. 
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The Syria meeting did not provide the clarity the State Department was looking for on Friday's decision by 

the White House to halt $200 million funding for U.S. reconstruction efforts in Syria, CBS News' Kylie 

Atwood reports, based on her conversations with three State Department officials. The projects to restore 

essential services for Syrians -- including de-mining -- will continue only until the 2017 money runs out, 

which should be in a matter of weeks.  

 

Mr. Trump has said that he wants other countries to foot the bill for reconstruction and stabilization 

efforts, but no other country or body has yet officially agreed. The State Department is not part of those 

discussions at this time. They are being led by Trump. Before Tuesday's meeting, the State Department 

tried to remind the Pentagon ahead of the White House meeting that the stabilization programs often create 

a safer environment for U.S. boots on the ground. The fact that these programs were not a focal part of the 

discussion indicates that the military had its own fight to consider -- Mattis focused on making the case for 

giving military operations more time in Syria, which Mr. Trump is resisting. 

 

Before former Secretary of State Rex Tillerson left office, he gave a speech laying out the administration's 

Syria policy. That included a commitment to staying in Syria until the fight against ISIS is finished. He 

also described efforts to take on Iran in the region, as a whole. He warned that "disengagement from Syria 

would provide Iran a golden opportunity to further strengthen its position in Syria. Mr. Trump was said not 

to have receive that open-ended speech well.   

 

President Trump has asked Saudi Arabia to contribute more money to the efforts on the ground in Syria, 

though there is no formal commitment on that yet. A Saudi official told CBS News that, as of March 2018, 

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has donated nearly $820 million to support Syria since the inception of the 

Syrian civil war. This aid has been in the form of food and water security, sanitation projects, emergency 

relief, shelters for displaced Syrians, education, among others, and has been distributed in a concentrated 

manner across various locations, including: Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, and Turkey." 

 

The Pentagon is also not convinced that the fight against ISIS is over. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Egypt jails 35 for life on terror charges 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/egypt-sentences-35-life-terror-charges-

54225524?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Egypt on Wednesday sentenced 35 alleged Muslim Brotherhood members to life in prison for allegedly 

forming "terrorist cells" to attack security forces and state institutions. 

 

The Sohag Criminal Court in central Egypt sentenced another 155 defendants to three to 15 years on 

similar charges, including plotting to kill public figures and security officials, and joining an outlawed 

group, a reference to the Brotherhood. The verdict can be appealed, and 124 suspects who remain at large 

will be re-tried once they are apprehended. 

 

Also on Wednesday, an Egyptian military court sentenced four suspected Muslim Brotherhood members 

to life imprisonment on terror-related charges, a defense lawyer said. Two of the suspects were sentenced 

in absentia and they will be re-tried once they are apprehended, Khaled el-Masry told The Associated 

Press. 

 

The court sentenced two others to 10 years each and acquitted 13, he said. The charges include plotting 

militant attacks against the security personnel and bombing malls in Cairo in addition to belonging to the 

Muslim Brotherhood group, he said. 

 

The Brotherhood won a series of free elections after Egypt's 2011 uprising, and a senior Brotherhood 

figure, Mohammed Morsi, was elected president in 2012. A year later, the military overthrew Morsi amid 

mass protests against his rule. Authorities have since branded the Brotherhood a terrorist organization. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 US forces in Syria set up new positions 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-forces-syria-setting-front-line-positions-

54236331?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A week ago, there was just a single house where U.S. soldiers had hoisted an American flag on a hill not 

far from a tense front line in Syria. 

 

On Wednesday, there was a growing fortified position with a perimeter of large sand barriers and barbed 

wire, a new watch tower and a half-dozen armored vehicles. 

 

Even as U.S. President Donald Trump spoke of pulling out of Syria "very soon," an Associated Press team 

saw American forces setting up front-line positions outside the strategic northern town of Manbij, west of 

the Euphrates River. 

 

The area is the scene of a tense standoff. U.S.-backed Kurdish-led forces who hold Manbij are facing off 

against Turkish-backed Syrian fighters. 

 

Turkey has vowed to retake Manbij and other Kurdish-held territory along the Syrian-Turkish border; the 

U.S. troops stationed here are a key reason why they are holding back. 

 

The U.S.-led coalition in Syria said last week that there were no U.S. bases in the area and that U.S. 

patrols were not fixed in one place. 

 

In response to an AP query, Pentagon spokesman Eric Pahon said the coalition cannot discuss specific 

movements and locations of forces in Syria. 

 

He said that commanders are delegated the authority and the responsibility to position people and 

resources needed to accomplish the mission and to protect themselves. 

 

"Occasional modifications to force size would therefore be normal," Pahon said in an email. 

 

The AP team, which was escorted by Kurdish fighters, saw that the new U.S. outpost was a work in 

progress. 

 

A half-dozen armored vehicles sat on opposite sides of the outpost, each with a soldier on watch. A couple 

of soldiers at one end plowed the ground to lay sandbags, while another group worked out at the other end. 

Inside an observation post atop a roof, a soldier scanned the horizon through binoculars. A forklift was 

parked near some wooden planks, indicating more work remains to be done. 

 

The outpost was clearly visible from a main road, with civilians and a mosque nearby. 

 

A front-line commander in Manbij and a member of the Manbij Military Council, the joint Kurdish-Arab 

body leading the U.S.-allied forces here, said the post went up a week ago. 

 

"We are 1 kilometer from (the village of) Datat, the front line. There is a new U.S. position constructed 

here. It has been here for seven or eight days here," said the commander, who spoke on condition of 

anonymity in line with the Kurdish-led force's regulations but goes by the nom de guerre of Ali Manbij. 

 

Previously, the U.S. forces only patrolled the front line and kept one position near Manbij, but now more 

forces are expected at the new post, the local commander said. 

 

"Before, it was only patrols. Now it is better," he said. "It is to protect the area and to ensure that there is 

no attack from Turkey or from the mercenaries in the area." 
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A Kurdish official on the site said more such posts are expected to be built along the more than 50-

kilometer front line with Turkey-backed Syrian fighters. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Turkey: oust Kurds from northern Syria  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/leaders-russia-iran-turkey-meet-syria-

54223537?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said Wednesday that his military "won't stop" trying to oust 

Syrian Kurdish fighters from northern Syria, as he met with the leaders of Russia and Iran for talks on 

trying to resolve the conflict. 

 

The three countries, which have teamed up to work for a Syria settlement despite their differences, 

reaffirmed their commitment to Syria's territorial integrity and the continuation of local cease-fires. They 

called on the international community to provide more aid for war-ravaged Syria. 

 

Erdogan, President Vladimir Putin of Russia and Iranian President Hassan Rouhani were holding their 

second summit to discuss Syria's future since attending a similar meeting in Sochi, Russia, in November. 

Russia and Iran have provided crucial support to President Bashar Assad's forces, while Turkey has 

backed the rebels seeking to overthrow him. 

 

Speaking at a joint news conference, Erdogan said Turkish troops, which last month took control of the 

northwestern Kurdish enclave of Afrin, would move eastward into Manbij and other areas controlled by 

the U.S.-backed militia, the Peoples' Protection Units, or YPG, which Turkey considers to be terrorists. 

 

"I say here once again that we will not stop until we have made safe all areas controlled by the (YPG), 

starting with Manbij," Erdogan said. 

 

He stressed that Turkey's fight against the YPG would not distract from efforts to eliminate the remnants 

of Islamic State group from the country. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 NKorea missile ‘soon to reach UK’ 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-43648259  

GIST North Korea will almost certainly be able to reach UK shores with an intercontinental ballistic missile 

within six to 18 months, MPs have said. 

 

However, the Commons' Defence Select Committee report said there was as yet no evidence that North 

Korea could arm these missiles with nuclear warheads. 

 

MPs, who have been investigating the threat posed by North Korea, added that such a strike seemed 

"highly unlikely". 

 

They described the country's ruler, Kim Jong-un, as "ruthless but rational". 

 

He was "ruthless, like other Communist dictators before him, but he is rational" and could be "dissuaded 

from the use of nuclear weapons, by means of a policy of deterrence and containment", the report said. 

 

North Korea has carried out six nuclear tests, and has a ballistic missile that experts believe could put the 

whole of the US in striking range. In doing so, Pyongyang said it had achieved its mission of becoming a 

nuclear state. 
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However, last month, after months of mutual hostility, Mr Kim was said to be "committed to 

denuclearisation" as he and US President Donald Trump agreed to talks, in an unprecedented move. 

 

Despite the developments, the MPs' report said North Korea was unlikely to abandon its weapon 

programme and would achieve its goal of posing a nuclear threat to its opponents soon. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Oregon gov. will not deploy Nat’l Guard 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/4/kate-brown-defy-trump-if-oregon-national-

guard-ord/  

GIST The Democratic governor of Oregon said Wednesday that she will refuse to send National Guard forces to 

guard the border with Mexico. 

 

Gov. Kate Brown even trolled President Trump, tagging his “RealDonaldTrump” handle in the tweets in 

which she said her state’s units will not participate in his border-security plan. 

 

“If @realDonaldTrump asks me to deploy Oregon Guard troops to the Mexico border, I’ll say no. As 

Commander of Oregon’s Guard, I’m deeply troubled by Trump’s plan to militarize our border,” she wrote 

on Twitter. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Big crack: East Africa splitting in two? 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/05/africa/crack-africa-rift-valley-continent-splitting-two/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A large crack, stretching several kilometres, made a sudden appearance recently in south-western 

Kenya. 

 

The tear, which continues to grow, caused part of the Nairobi-Narok highway to collapse and was 

accompanied by seismic activity in the area. 

 

The Earth is an ever-changing planet, even though in some respects change might be almost unnoticeable 

to us. Plate tectonics is a good example of this. But every now and again something dramatic happens and 

leads to renewed questions about the African continent splitting in two. 

 

The Earth's lithosphere (formed by the crust and the upper part of the mantle) is broken up into a number 

of tectonic plates. 

 

These plates are not static, but move relative to each other at varying speeds, "gliding" over a viscous 

asthenosphere. 

 

Exactly what mechanism or mechanisms are behind their movement is still debated, but are likely to 

include convection currents within the asthenosphere and the forces generated at the boundaries between 

plates. 

 

These forces do not simply move the plates around, they can also cause plates to rupture, forming a rift 

and potentially leading to the creation of new plate boundaries. The East African Rift system is an 

example of where this is currently happening. 

 

The East African Rift Valley stretches over 3,000km from the Gulf of Aden in the north towards 

Zimbabwe in the south, splitting the African plate into two unequal parts: the Somali and Nubian plates. 

 

Activity along the eastern branch of the rift valley, running along Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania, became 
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evident when the large crack suddenly appeared in south-western Kenya. 

 

When the lithosphere is subject to a horizontal extensional force it will stretch, becoming thinner. 

Eventually, it will rupture, leading to the formation of a rift valley. 

 

This process is accompanied by surface manifestations along the rift valley in the form of volcanism and 

seismic activity. Rifts are the initial stage of a continental break-up and, if successful, can lead to the 

formation of a new ocean basin. 

 

An example of a place on Earth where this has happened is the South Atlantic ocean, which resulted from 

the break up of South America and Africa around 138m years ago -- ever noticed how their coastlines 

match like pieces of the same puzzle? 

 

The East African Rift is unique in that it allows us to observe different stages of rifting along its length. To 

the south, where the rift is young, extension rates are low and faulting occurs over a wide area. Volcanism 

and seismicity are limited. 

 

Towards the Afar region, however, the entire rift valley floor is covered with volcanic rocks. This suggests 

that, in this area, the lithosphere has thinned almost to the point of complete break up. 

 

When this happens, a new ocean will begin forming by the solidification of magma in the space created by 

the broken-up plates. Eventually, over a period of tens of millions of years, seafloor spreading will 

progress along the entire length of the rift. 

 

The ocean will flood in and, as a result, the African continent will become smaller and there will be a large 

island in the Indian Ocean composed of parts of Ethiopia and Somalia, including the Horn of Africa. 

 

Dramatic events, such as sudden motorway-splitting faults or large catastrophic earthquakes may give 

continental rifting a sense of urgency but, most of the time, it goes about splitting Africa without anybody 

even noticing. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Why female shooters are rare 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/04/health/female-shooters-youtube/index.html  

GIST (CNN)As the investigation continues into why a female shooter opened fire at YouTube headquarters, data 

show that it's rare for women to carry out such shootings -- making Tuesday's incident unusual. 

 

The shooting unfolded at the San Bruno, California, company premises when a woman shot and injured 

three people, and then apparently took her own life, officials said. 

 

She appeared to have killed herself with a handgun, San Bruno Police Chief Ed Barberini said. The 

woman has been identified as Nasim Najafi Aghdam, a 39-year-old from San Diego, California. 

 

The motive remains unclear. 

 

Women are rarely behind active shooting incidents, according to data from an FBI study. 

 

The FBI examined active shooter incidents, defined as "an individual engaging in killing or attempting to 

kill people in a confined and populated area" in the United States. Nine of the 220 incidents that had been 

identified by the FBI (about 4%) had female shooters, according to the FBI list from 2000 to 2016. 

 

The women in those shootings were usually armed with handguns and opened fire inside colleges, 

businesses, their current or former workplaces, according to the list. 
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The latest incident at YouTube may not qualify as a mass shooting or murder as three of the victims are 

hospitalized with injuries. 

 

But in general, there are less female shooters when it comes to firearm homicides, said Adam Lankford, 

criminal justice professor at the University of Alabama. 

 

FBI data from 2016 showed that 7.6% murder offenders in 2016 were female. 

 

"Research shows that basically males commit more homicides than females, regardless of the subtype of 

homicide," Lankford said. 

 

When it comes to mass shootings, there isn't one accepted definition. The Gun Violence Archive, which 

compiles data, defines it as an incident in which an offender shoots or kills four or more people. And the 

Congressional Research Service's defines it as when the perpetrator kills four or more people, selecting 

victims randomly and attacks in a public place. 

 

But in those incidents, female mass shooters are rare. 

 

"Men commit the overwhelming majority of mass shootings for basically the same reasons they commit 

most violent crimes," Dewey G. Cornell, a licensed forensic clinical psychologist and director of the 

Virginia Youth Violence Project at the University of Virginia, wrote in an email to CNN on Tuesday 

night. 

 

"Men tend to be more violent than women because of a complex interaction of evolutionary and psycho-

social factors. Men tend to be more aggressive and less inhibited by empathy, and men in distress seem to 

be less willing to turn to others for help," he wrote. 

 

None of the perpetrators behind the 28 mass attacks in 2017 were female, according to a report by the US 

Secret Service. 

 

A study led by Lankford, published in the journal Violence and Victims, looked at 292 public mass 

shooters worldwide from 1966 to 2012 and found that only one of those was female. 

 

When asked why women are rarely mass shooters, Lankford said: "We can't really answer that question of 

differences between male and female offenders because we don't have enough female offenders. The 

problem, or the good news, is we don't have enough female offenders for a statically significant sample." 

 

But there have been cases where women have carried out deadly mass shootings. 

 

A married couple, Syed Rizwan Farook, and his wife, Tashfeen Malik massacred 14 people at a holiday 

party in 2015 in San Bernardino, California. Farook had worked with the San Bernardino County health 

department, which was hosting the party when the attack took place. They were both killed in a shootout 

with police. 

 

On January 30, 2006, Jennifer San Marco visited her former place of employment, a postal distribution 

center in Goleta, California, and fatally shot six employees after killing a one-time neighbor. 

 

She then killed herself. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Retiring with $1M nest egg is enough? 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/will-1-million-be-enough-in-retirement/  

GIST When talking about saving for retirement, we're often told that a $1 million nest egg is the magic number 

to aim for. But depending on where you live as a senior, $1 million may not get you very far. 
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GOBankingRates analyzed the buying power of $1 million across all 50 states and found that it might last 

for less than 12 years in retirement, or it might last upward of 26 years, depending on your zip code. It 

pays to review this data because it could not only inform your decision on where to retire, but also prompt 

you to boost your savings efforts during your working years. 

 

Where $1 million won't get you very far 

Those states that tend to have the highest cost of living in general are also the least retiree-friendly, 

monetarily speaking. In Hawaii, for example, a $1 million nest egg will last just 11 years and 11 months 

on average when you factor in costs such as housing and groceries, which are higher there than in any 

other state in the nation. 

 

Meanwhile, a $1 million nest egg will typically last for 16 years and five months in California and 17 

years in Alaska. Chalk it up to high housing prices for the former and high food and consumer goods costs 

for the latter. 

 

Moving over to the East Coast, we find that a $1 million nest egg in New York will last for 17 years and 

one month on average, mostly due to outrageous housing costs. And retirees won't fare much better in 

Massachusetts, where $1 million will last 17 years and four months for the typical retiree. 

 

Where $1 million will last much longer 

On the other hand, a $1 million nest egg will serve you pretty well in Mississippi, where you'll get a good 

26 years and 4 months of covered expenses out of that sum. In Arkansas, $1 million will enable the 

average senior to cover living expenses for 25 years and six months, and in Oklahoma, that sum will last 

for 25 years and two months. 

 

If you don't mind the cold, you'll do pretty well with a $1 million savings balance in Michigan. That sum 

will last the typical senior for a full 25 years. The same holds true for retirees who choose to settle down in 

Tennessee. 

 

Make sure your savings last 

If you're intent on retiring comfortably (which you should be), you can take certain steps to ensure that 

your savings hold up, regardless of where you live. For one thing, save more. There's no rule stating that 

once you hit the $1 million threshold, it's time to stop, so aim to max out your IRA or 401(k) during the 

latter part of your working years, even if you have saved nicely to date.  

 

Those 50 and over can contribute up to $6,500 a year to an IRA and $24,500 a year to a 401(k). Max out 

the latter for just five years, and you'll boost your nest egg by $122,500 without factoring in investment 

performance. 

 

Once you've established your nest egg, you'll want to keep it invested smartly to ensure an appropriate 

amount of growth during retirement. To this end, resist the urge to dump your stocks the minute you stop 

working. Holding stocks as a senior will allow your savings to grow even once you're no longer actively 

contributing, thus allowing that money to last longer. 

 

But don't go crazy with stocks, either. If the market takes a major dip and you're forced to sell investments 

at a loss because you need the money, you'll risk running out of it later in life. Rather, aim for a relatively 

equal distribution of stocks and bonds during your earlier retirement years, and gradually shift away from 

stocks over time. 

 

Finally, if you are going to retire in a more expensive state, you may need to get creative about generating 

extra income as a senior since your nest egg itself will only get you so far. Thankfully, you have plenty of 

options in this regard. You can try renting out a portion of your home, monetizing a hobby or consulting 

part-time in your former field, to name just a few. 

 

Knowing how well your savings will hold up can help you make smart decisions about where to retire. 
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That said, don't give up on living out your dream just because your ideal locale is pricier than some of its 

counterparts. If you've always wanted to retire in Hawaii, you may have other means of generating income 

that allow you to live there comfortably, even if you've only amassed $1 million to date.  

 

The key is to be informed as well as flexible in your approach to spending and earning money. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Experts: sin taxes worth the effort 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/taxing-sodas-junk-food-tobacco-works-task-force-

argues-n862816  

GIST Taxing junk food, sodas, tobacco and other unhealthy products work to cut both disease and the cost to 

society and are well worth the effort, experts argued on Wednesday. 

 

A global analysis of such “sin” taxes show they discourage people from smoking and from eating and 

drinking unhealthy foods, and raise money to help fight and treat the diseases they cause. 

 

And, contrary to popular belief, these taxes do not disproportionately hurt the poor, the experts found. 

 

“Taxes are an underused instrument for the prevention of premature death and disease because they can 

discourage consumption of products like tobacco, alcohol, and sugary beverages that contribute to 

cardiovascular disease, cancers, diabetes, mental health problems, and injuries,” wrote Larry Summers, 

a former treasury secretary and an emeritus professor at Harvard University. 

 

“Tobacco and alcohol taxes consistently raise prices, reduce consumption, and save lives, while 

generating additional revenues to support public services,” Summers added in a commentary on the 

study, published in the Lancet Medical Journal. 

 

Several U.S. cities have tried to tax or otherwise limit sodas and other sugary drinks. The American 

Beverage Association has succeeded in taking Philadelphia’s tax to the Pennsylvania state supreme 

court. San Francisco, Oakland, and Boulder, Colorado as well as other cities have small, one to two-

cent per ounce taxes. 

 

Studies show the taxes work to reduce consumption. Tobacco taxes are less controversial than taxes on 

foods and drink, but sugary drinks and junk food have been shown to cause cancer, heart disease, 

stroke, diabetes and other so-called non-communicable diseases, which are also the biggest killers 

globally. 

 

An argument against the taxes is that they hit poorer people harder, but Louis Niessen of the Johns 

Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and colleagues reviewed dozens of studies and found the 

argument does not hold up. 

 

“The poor, with already shorter life expectancies and bearing the brunt of undernutrition, malnutrition, 

childhood diseases, major infections, and pregnancy-related conditions, are the most likely to be 

affected by non-communicable diseases,” Niessen said in a statement. 

 

“Compared with richer households, people with lower incomes get sick more often and die earlier from 

consuming tobacco, alcohol, and non-essential energy dense foods,” Summers added. 

 

And, the researchers said the evidence shows that richer people spend more on alcohol, soft drinks and 

snacks than do the poor. 

 

The World Health Organization said in 2016 that a 20 percent price increase could reduce consumption 

of sweet drinks by the same proportion. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Missionaries spread Christianity to NKorea 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/missionaries-border-spread-christianity-north-

korea-54248253?   

GIST To the North Koreans gathered beneath a crucifix in an apartment in this northeastern Chinese border 

region, she is known as "mom." She feeds them, gives them a place to stay and, on occasion, money. 

 

In return, the 69-year-old Korean-Chinese woman asks them to study the Bible, pray and sing hymns. She 

also has a more ambitious, and potentially dangerous, goal: She wants the most trusted of her converts to 

return to North Korea and spread Christianity there. 

 

Along the North Korean border, dozens of such missionaries are engaged in work that puts them and their 

North Korean converts in danger. Most are South Koreans, but others, like the woman, are ethnic Koreans 

whose families have lived in China for generations. In recent years, 10 such front-line missionaries and 

pastors have died mysteriously, according to the Rev. Kim Kyou Ho, head of the Seoul-based Chosen 

People Network, a Christian group that runs a memorial hall in the South Korean capital for the victims. 

North Korea is suspected in all those deaths. 

 

Hundreds of other missionaries have been imprisoned or expelled by China, which bans foreigners from 

proselytizing. 

 

It is perilous work. Li Baiguang, a Chinese human rights lawyer whose work defending Christian pastors 

and farmers had prompted repeated death threats, died on Feb. 26, hours after being admitted to a Chinese 

military hospital for what his relatives described as a minor stomach ailment. 

 

The case has prompted calls for an independent investigation from Amnesty International and the 

Washington-based National Endowment for Democracy, which noted Li had been "detained and 

physically attacked many times" for his work and cited reports he had recently appeared to be in good 

health. 

 

The Korean-Chinese woman said she is monitored by both North Korean and Chinese authorities, yet, 

despite the risks, has carried out 20 years of missionary work with North Koreans, mostly women who are 

in China legally after being granted visas to visit relatives living there. 

 

"I always pray and I'm with God, so I'm not worried," said the woman, who despite that assertion asked 

that her name not be published because of safety concerns for herself, her family and the North Koreans to 

whom she ministers. 

 

She lives so close to North Korea that it is common to see women doing laundry on the other side of the 

Yalu River or workers riding bicycles past rundown North Korean buildings just a stone's throw away. 

 

The border missionaries provide their North Korean visitors with room and board, and those escaping with 

places to hide. In return, they ask them to memorize the Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed and other 

prayers. Some of the most trusted converts return home to North Korea and covertly share what they've 

learned, sometimes carrying Bibles. 

 

It's almost impossible to determine what happens when those North Koreans return home to evangelize. 

From the outside, there is no indication that Christianity has grown in any serious manner in the North in 

recent years, let alone that it's helping shake North Korean leader Kim Jong Un's power. 

 

The North accuses South Korea's spy agency of using missionaries to gather information about North 

Korea's secretive nuclear program and other sensitive topics, as well as to smuggle propaganda materials 

via leaflets, CDs and USB sticks, and to build underground churches to undermine Kim's leadership — 

allegations the Seoul government strongly denies. 

 

At least two South Korean pastors are detained in the North on such charges. 
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Officially, North Korea says it guarantees freedom of religion to its 24 million people. But in reality, 

people involved in Bible distribution, secret prayer services and underground church networks are 

imprisoned or executed, according to activists and defectors. The North has five government-sanctioned 

churches in Pyongyang, but critics say they are showpiece facilities opened only for foreign visitors. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Sumo uproar w/female first responders 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/sumo-uproar-women-responders-ordered-ring-

54247915?   

GIST The head of Japan's sumo association has apologized over an incident in which women first responders 

were asked to get out of the ring as they attempted to revive an official who collapsed. 

 

In sumo's tradition, the ring is considered sacred and women are prohibited from entering. 

 

That posed a problem Wednesday when Ryozo Tatami, the 67-year-old mayor of Maizuru in northern 

Kyoto, collapsed during a ring-top speech. Two women, apparently medical experts, rushed in and started 

performing first aid as several male sumo officials surrounding the mayor looked on. 

 

When two more women rose to the ring trying to join the first aid effort, announcements demanded the 

women get out of the ring. 

 

"Ladies, please get off the ring," a sumo referee said, determinedly. "Only gentlemen go up." 

 

Footage posted on social media triggered outrage, with many criticizing sumo officials and saying they 

were choosing tradition over life. 

 

Sumo chief Nobuyoshi Hakkaku called the announcement inappropriate and apologized late Wednesday, 

while thanking the women for working to save the mayor. 

 

In a statement, Hakkaku said the announcement was made by an official who panicked after seeing the 

women in the ring, but never touched on the divisive tradition. 

 

"It was an inappropriate response in a life-threatening situation," Hakkaku said. 

 

The mayor, who had an acute cerebral hemorrhage, survived and was in stable condition Thursday after 

receiving emergency surgery at a hospital, city officials said. 

 

The footage posted on YouTube was shown on major Japanese networks and other media as the news 

topped headlines Thursday. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 NFL player credited in flagging threat 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/england-patriots-receiver-lauded-flagging-school-shooting-

threat/story?id=54239920  

GIST The New England Patriots' Julian Edelman, known for his quick feet on the turf, is now being praised for 

his quick thinking off the field, which may have thwarted another school shooting.  

 

In March, an Instagram user notified the NFL wide receiver of a comment posted to Edelman's Instagram 

account, threatening to shoot up a school.  

 

"Dude," the Instagram user said. "There is a kid in your comment section says he [is] going to shoot up a 
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school, I think you should alert the authority." 

 

Edelman immediately reached out to his assistant in Boston, who reportedly pored over comments in 

search of the post. She eventually found it. The post said: "I'm going to shoot my school up watch the 

news."  

 

According to The New York Times, Edelman said he was moved to do something in the wake of the 

Parkland school shooting in Florida.  

 

"With the emotions of what happened, and I have a kid now, I said, 'Holy Toledo, what is going on?'" he 

told the Times.  

 

His assistant then reached out to the police in Boston.  

 

"Boston PD reached out to our department. Our on-duty supervisors immediately started looking into the 

information that was provided," said Capt. Joe Platzer of the Port Huron Police Department in Michigan. 

"We take these threats very seriously. We look into them very thoroughly. Like we tell everybody, if you 

see something, if you hear something, say something." 

 

According to Platzer, police traced the message back to a 14-year-old boy in Port Huron, Michigan. He 

said the teen was brought in for questioning and admitted to writing the threat.  

 

Police also said they found two rifles in the teen's home that belonged to his mother.  

 

The teen, whom police have not identified, was arrested and charged with making a false report of a threat 

of terrorism, which is a four-year felony in the state.  

 

According to Platzer, Port Huron detectives spoke to Edelman and credited him with bringing the threat 

forward. Without Edelman's reaction to the alarming social media post, police said, it's likely they would 

not have known about the threat.  

 

According to authorities, 79 percent of mass casualty attacks last year came with warning signs that were 

either missed or ignored. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Unlikely anthem of teachers’ movement 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/were-not-gonna-take-it-twisted-sister-hit-becomes-unlikely-anthem-

of-teachers-movement/  

GIST A day after 36,000 Oklahoma teachers took part in a massive walkout demanding higher pay and an 

increase in school funding, the music teachers among them picked up their instruments and blasted out an 

unlikely anthem: "We're Not Gonna Take It" by Twisted Sister.  

 

"If I didn't have a second job, I'd be on food stamps," Rae Lovelace, a single mom and a third-grade 

teacher at Leedey Public Schools in northwest Oklahoma told CBS News. She works 30 to 40 hours a 

week at a second job teaching online courses for a charter school, and she isn't alone. 

 

Inside the state capitol on Tuesday, hundreds of teachers booed as members of the Oklahoma House 

adjourned without taking up Senate-approved revenue-raising measures for public school classrooms. And 

outside, protesters let their brass instruments do the talking. 

 

Thanks to its catchy and direct refrain, teachers in Kentucky, New Jersey, West Virginia and Pennsylvania 

have also taken up the metal anthem as a sort of rallying cry over the past several months, prompting 

Twisted Sister frontman Dee Snider to tweet about the peculiarity of the song choice. 
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"While I totally support underpaid teacher's cause, it is kind of weird that a song that was on the "Filthy 

15" is now every oppressed groups battlecry," the singer wrote on Twitter. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Fire in Moscow shopping mall kills 1 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/fire-moscow-shopping-mall-kills-person-injures-

54226858  

GIST Russian officials say a fire in a Moscow shopping center has killed one person and injured six. 

 

Ilya Denisov, head of the Emergency Situations Ministry's Moscow branch, said the fire Wednesday at a 

shopping center in an eastern Moscow district killed an employee and left six firefighters injured. Denisov 

said the employee went in the opposite direction from the emergency exit and suffocated. 

 

Authorities did not give the cause but said the fire started in a storage area on the top floor. 

 

The fire happened just a week after a fire in a Siberian shopping mall claimed 64 lives, shocking the 

nation. 

 

Authorities vowed to step up fire safety, and stores and offices across Russia began conducting fire drills 

and checking fire-fighting equipment. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 ‘Significant health breach’ CO hospital 

SOURCE http://denver.cbslocal.com/2018/04/04/sterilization-breach-porter-hospital/  

GIST DENVER (CBS4)– A sterilization breach at Porter Adventist Hospital could have impacted an unknown 

number of patients. The investigation centers around people who had orthopedic or spine surgery over an 

18-month period and could be at risk for Hepatitis B or HIV. 

 

The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment is investigating what it calls a “significant 

health breach” at Porter Adventist Hospital in Denver. 

 

Dr. Larry Wolk with the health department told CBS4 that the organization is working with the hospital to 

notify people who had orthopedic or spine surgery there between July 21, 2016 and Feb. 20, 2018. 

 

The infection control breach may have put some orthopedic or spine surgery patients at risk for surgical 

site infections or for Hepatitis B, Hepatitis C or HIV. 

 

Wolk said in a statement, “The process for cleaning surgical instruments following orthopedic and spine 

surgeries was found to be inadequate, which may have compromised the sterilization of the instruments.” 

 

When CBS4’s Jamie Leary asked how wide spread the health breach is, a health department spokesperson 

said it was “significant.” No specific numbers of patients at risk was provided. The hospital mailed letters 

on April 4 to patients who may have been put at risk. 

 

The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment was notified of the breach on Feb. 21. The 

department conducted an on-site survey of the infection control practices at the hospital the next day. A 

disease control investigation is ongoing. 

 

Health officials with the state last visited the hospital on March 28 and determined that the current 

infection-control practices meet standards. 
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Top of page 

HEADLINE 04/04 ACLU sues in Calif. jailhouse informants 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/aclu-sues-over-california-jailhouse-informant-scandal/  

GIST SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — The American Civil Liberties Union has filed a lawsuit over the jailhouse 

informant scandal that has upended more than a dozen criminal cases in Southern California. 

 

The suit announced Wednesday claims the Orange County district attorney’s office and the sheriff’s 

department engaged in an elaborate scheme to violate defendants’ constitutional rights through a secret 

network of jailhouse snitches. 

 

The complaint also claims that the district attorney’s office illegally withheld information about the 

informants from defense attorneys. 

 

The allegations led to mass killer Scott Dekraai avoiding the death penalty. 

 

District Attorney Tony Rackauckas and Sheriff Sandra Hutchens have denied systemic misuse of jailhouse 

informants. 

 

A DA’s office statement says it hasn’t been served with the lawsuit but says use of informants has been 

consistently upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Extradited Russian hacker tries to escape 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-04/u-s-says-russian-suspect-in-linkedin-hack-

tried-to-escape  

GIST A Russian citizen accused of hacking LinkedIn and Dropbox was supposed to have a bail hearing 

Wednesday before a U.S. judge, but plans went sideways after prosecutors said he tried to escape. 

 

Yevgeniy Nikulin, 30, appeared in San Francisco federal court wearing shackles after being extradited last 

week from the Czech Republic over objections from Russian officials who sought him on separate 

charges. 

 

Nikulin had been ordered March 30 to undergo a medical evaluation. Marshals who supervised him in 

custody described his behavior as defiant, including physical confrontation and an attempt to escape, a 

prosecutor said in court Wednesday. 

 

The Russian was indicted on multiple counts of computer-enabled fraud and identity theft stemming from 

cyber-attacks on LinkedIn, Dropbox and Formspring, a San Francisco-based social networking company, 

in 2012 and 2013. He faces a lengthy prison term if convicted. 

 

His public defender told the judge that “an innocent defendant has the right to be treated with respect and 

dignity.” Nikulin’s bail hearing was postponed until later this month. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Feds: pot homes linked w/China criminals 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/60e9e35eeb81482b85acce911a582266/US-seizes-pot-growing-houses-tied-to-

China-based-criminals  

GIST SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — Hundreds of federal and local law enforcement agents have seized 

roughly 100 Northern California houses purchased with money wired to the United States by a Chinese-
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based crime organization and used to grow massive amounts of marijuana illegally, authorities said 

Wednesday. 

 

The raids culminated a monthslong investigation focusing on dozens of Chinese nationals who bought 

homes in seven counties. Most of the buyers were in the country legally and were not arrested as 

authorities investigate if they were indebted to the gang and forced into the work, U.S. Attorney McGregor 

Scott said. 

 

Much of the pot was shipped to Georgia, Illinois, New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania through Atlanta, 

Chicago and New York City, he said. The drug is legal in California but requires permits to grow and can’t 

be sent across state lines. It is still banned by the U.S. government. 

 

Black-market pot-growing houses have proliferated in the inland California region where authorities 

carried out the raids, and many of them were traced to Chinese criminal organizations from the San 

Francisco Bay Area in the mid-2000s, Scott said. The high number of grow houses in the area may be 

because of low property prices compared with the Bay Area and the state’s large Chinese population, the 

prosecutor said. 

 

Scott called the recent crackdown “a game-changer” that may have cost the criminal organization 

“hundreds of millions of dollars” in lost drug profits and the money it spent on the homes. 

 

“It hits the criminals right where it counts — in the pocketbook,” he said. 

 

Authorities tracked at least 125 wire transfers totaling $6.3 million from Fujian Province in China, all just 

below the $50,000 limit imposed by the Chinese government. 

 

Officials are trying to learn if the homebuyers are what Scott called “indentured servants” — indebted to 

the Chinese gang and brought to the United States to buy and tend the grow houses. Many speak only 

Mandarin Chinese. 

 

“We’re treating them as victims” who may have been “forced or coerced” to work in what can be toxic 

environments, FBI Special Agent in Charge Sean Ragan said. 

 

The buyers generally used the same Sacramento real estate agents, borrowed from private lenders instead 

of traditional banks, and used straw buyers who purchased the properties on behalf of the real owners. 

 

The U.S. crackdown comes as California is months into creating the world’s largest legal marijuana 

market amid uncertainty about whether the U.S. government will try to shut it down. 

 

More than 500 officers, including SWAT teams, fanned out over two days to search and seize 81 houses 

and two real estate businesses. Another 25 houses were raided previously. 

 

They seized more than 61,000 marijuana plants, 200 kilograms (440 pounds) of processed marijuana, at 

least $100,000 in cash and 15 firearms, including one that had been stolen. 

 

The U.S. Department of Justice said it was one of the largest residential forfeiture operations ever. 

Prosecutors will now ask judges to transfer ownership of the houses to the U.S. government to resell while 

they track the enterprise back to its roots, Scott said. 

 

Most of the suburban houses were valued at $300,000 to $700,000, though some were in rural areas and 

some in more upscale neighborhoods. 

 

U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions said in a statement that transnational criminal organizations are “a 

blight on our communities, bringing dangerous drugs to our streets and trying to impose a false 

sovereignty over our neighborhoods.” 
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The Chinese consulate general’s office in San Francisco did not respond to multiple requests for comment. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Mosque bombing suspects indicted 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/2123f101c5a7425c8ac597bacf725cc3/Mosque-bombing-suspects-indicted-on-

weapons-charges  

GIST URBANA, Ill. (AP) — A federal grand jury in central Illinois has indicted three men suspected of 

bombing a Minnesota mosque on a charge of possessing a machine gun. A fourth man not linked to the 

bombing was also indicted. 

 

Forty-seven-year-old Michael Hari, 29-year-old Michael McWhorter, 22-year-old Joe Morris and 18-year-

old Ellis Mack were arrested on March 13 on the weapons charge. On the same day, Hari, McWorter and 

Morris, all of Clarence, Illinois, were charged in Minnesota with bombing the Dar al Farooq Islamic 

Center in Bloomington last August. The explosion caused fire damage, but no injuries. 

 

Wednesday’s indictment alleges the four men possessed a machine gun from October 2017 through Feb. 

27, 2018. 

 

U.S. attorney spokeswoman Sharon Paul says the dates of their initial appearances on the indictment have 

yet to be determined. It wasn’t immediately known if the four have attorneys to comment on their behalf. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Scientist in smuggling plot jailed 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/4/chinese-national-sentenced-121-months-

stealing-gen/  

GIST A Chinese scientist was sentenced to 121 months in federal prison Wednesday for conspiring to steal 

genetically-modified rice seeds from a Kansas research facility, the Justice Department said. 

 

Weiqian Zhang, 51, a Chinese national and U.S. legal permanent resident living in Manhattan, Kansas, 

was convicted on Feb. 15, 2017, of one count of conspiracy to commit interstate transportation of stolen 

property and one count of interstate transportation of stolen property. 

 

Zhang, who worked as a rice breeder at Ventria Bioscience in Junction City, Kansas. The company 

develops genetically programmed rice for use in medicine and therapeutics. 

 

During his time at Ventria, Zhang stole hundreds of the company’s rice seeds and stored them at his 

residence, according to court documents. Zhang had planned to give the seeds to a Chinese crop research 

institute, prosecutors allege. Members of that research institute meet Zhang at his Kansas residence in the 

summer of 2013. 

 

On August 7, 2013, U.S. Customs and Border Protection officers found Ventria rice seeds in the luggage 

of the research institute members as they prepared to return to China, the Justice Department said. 

 

“Weiqiang Zhang betrayed his employer by unlawfully providing its proprietary rice seeds to 

representatives of a Chinese crop institute,” said acting Assistant Attorney General John Cronan. “Today’s 

sentence demonstrates the significant consequences awaiting those who would steal trade secrets from 

American companies. The Criminal Division and its law enforcement partners will continue to work 

closely with companies like Ventria to protect American intellectual property — which is essential to our 

economy and way of life—against all threats both foreign and domestic.” 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Lakewood: man tries to run over cop 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article207972104.html  

GIST A Lakewood police officer had pulled a man over early Tuesday along Tacoma Mall Boulevard when a 

65-year-old Tacoma man ran across the street toward the officer, waving his hands and screaming at the 

officer before stopping in the middle of the road. 

 

The officer told the man that he needed to get out of the street, then returned to the first man’s car to 

continue with his traffic stop. 

 

Moments later, the 65-year-old got into his minivan, gunned the engine and attempted to run down the 

officer before leading him on a chase through two cities, Pierce County prosecutors say. 

 

The 65-year-old was arraigned Wednesday afternoon in Pierce County Superior Court on charges of 

attempted first-degree assault and eluding police. Court Commissioner Meagan Foley set the man’s bail at 

$500,000 and ordered him to resolve pending warrants in Grays Harbor County, Tacoma and Bonney Lake 

before being released. 

 

The man had pleaded guilty to harassment in Pierce County Superior Court in September 2017 and 

received a suspended 364-day jail sentence. He has been arraigned three times since then for failing to 

comply with the terms of the suspended sentence, which was revoked March 16. 

 

Once he was handcuffed, read his Miranda rights and placed in the back of the patrol car, the man started 

yelling that he hated the police officer for ruining his life two weeks before the incident, but he kept using 

the wrong officer’s name. He started praying that the officer would drop dead in the car. 

 

The officer had never seen the man before. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 FBI: more packages tied to Everett man 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/fbi-has-found-additional-packages-tied-to-everett-man-total-at-18  

GIST SEATTLE, Wash. -- The FBI says it has found additional packages likely tied to an Everett man charged 

with shipment of explosives and that the total number of packages stands at 18. 

 

An FBI spokeswoman in Seattle said the additional packages "appear similar to those allegedly mailed by" 

Thanh Cong Phan. Phan, 43, was arrested last week and accused of sending packages to government 

offices and military installations. Last week, the count of packages tied to him had reached 13. 

 

Court documents say several of the packages were tested and found to have small amounts of black 

explosive powder. There have been no reports that any of the packages exploded. 

 

The additional packages were safely recovered and more work needs to be done to establish a definite 

connection to Phan, the FBI said. 

 

The packages were sent to government facilities. 

 

The FBI said it doesn't have any information that there are other packages in the mail. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Bellingham: cache guns, bombs in home 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/search-uncovers-makeshift-bombs-guns-at-felons-home-in-

bellingham  

GIST BELLINGHAM, Wash. -- Investigators discovered a cache of guns, ammunition and three makeshift 
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explosive devices at the Bellingham home of a convicted felon who is a suspect in a drive-by shooting last 

month, the Whatcom County Sheriff's Office said. 

 

The suspect, Robert K. Chase, has been in jail since he and an accused accomplice were arrested on March 

7 following the shooting that nearly wounded a 17-year-old boy, the Bellingham Herald reported. Chase 

has pleaded not guilty.  

 

During the investigation, detectives learned there might be illegal guns and explosives at Chase's home in 

the 2600 block of Cagey Road. 

 

A search warrant served Tuesday morning uncovered three explosive devices -- two described as a 

makeshift grenade and a third that was a dual-triggered bomb containing pellets and large screws, police 

said. Bomb squad technicians destroyed the explosive devices. 

 

In addition, investigators found two rifles, a handgun, parts and tools used to make fully automatic guns, 

additional bomb making materials, and thousands of rounds of ammunition. 

 

Deputies say state and federal prosecutors are now considering additional charges against Chase, who as a 

convicted felon is prohibited from owning guns. For now, he remains held on charges related to the drive-

by shooting. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Federal Way standoff ends; suspect dead 

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/local/komo/article/12-hour-standoff-over-with-suspect-shot-dead-by-

12807169.php  

GIST A man who barricaded himself inside a Federal Way home has died after exchanging gunfire with police 

Wednesday night. 

 

The gunfire came after a nearly 12-hour standoff with the man. 

 

It all began just after 11:30 a.m. when officers were called to a hit-and-run crash near Military Road South 

and South 282nd Street. 

 

Witnesses said after the crash a man driving one of the vehicles ran into a nearby home in the 28100 block 

of 28th Avenue South. 

 

"The guy is barricaded in our house and now the SWAT team is here so we don't know anything more than 

that but we're more importantly worried about our cat," said Julie Hocking, who owns the home. "My 

sister's cat is in the house and we don't care about anything else, he can do whatever else he wants." 

 

Investigators said the man barricaded himself inside and refused to come out. 

 

Police said no one else was inside the home at the time. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Sheriff: SUV crash no longer accident 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/04/us/hart-family-search/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The mysterious California seaside crash in which at least five members of a family were killed is 

being labeled a crime by the man heading up the investigation. 

 

Mendocino County Sheriff Tom Allman told HLN's "Crime & Justice with Ashleigh Banfield" on 

Wednesday that Jennifer Hart was driving her family's SUV when it went over a California cliff last week. 
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The sheriff said Jennifer Hart and spouse Sarah Hart were found dead wearing seat belts, but three 

children found near the vehicle had not been belted in. 

 

"I'm to the point where I no longer am calling this an accident; I'm calling it a crime," Allman told HLN. 

 

The sheriff said investigators were also looking at a cell phone found near the accident scene on the 

Northern California coast. 

 

The bodies of Jennifer and Sarah Hart were found on March 26 inside the family's SUV, which had 

crashed at the rocky shoreline below a cliff. The bodies of three of their children -- Markis, 19, Jeremiah, 

14, and Abigail, 14 -- were found nearby. 

 

But their three other children -- Devonte, 15, Hannah, 16, and Sierra, 12 -- are missing, officials said. 

 

A large-scale search and rescue operation for the three missing children continued Wednesday, with about 

80 people combing the surrounding area. 

 

A tip led authorities to have divers search the water near the coastline about 30 or 40 miles south of the 

scene, but Allman said there was nothing yet to report from the search there. 

 

Earlier Wednesday, the California Highway Patrol released a photo of Jennifer Hart shopping at a grocery 

store a day before her family's SUV plunged off a cliff. 

 

Police also released a fuller timeline of the Hart family's movements before the fatal crash. The Hart 

family was in and around the Newport, Oregon area around 8:15 a.m. on March 24, and officials believe 

they then drove south along US 101 until they reached Leggett, California. 

 

The family then traveled south along state Route 1 until they reached Fort Bragg around 8 p.m. that night, 

and remained there for about a day, police said. California Highway Patrol released an image from 

surveillance cameras of Jennifer Hart at a Safeway in Fort Bragg on the morning of March 25. 

 

Police had earlier said that several facts led them to believe the crash may have been intentional. 

 

"At this point in our investigation, that is the direction we are going," said Greg Baarts of the California 

Highway Patrol's Northern Division. 

 

There were no skid marks in the area leading up to the fatal crash. 

 

And there were no witnesses to help guide police on what happened. The SUV was discovered only after a 

passerby saw the mangled wreckage at the foot of the cliff. 

 

Data from the vehicle's software air bag module suggests the car had stopped at the scenic highway 

outcrop overlooking the cliff and then accelerated off the road, Baarts said. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Police: YouTube shooter ‘cooperative’ 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/04/04/youtube-shooting-suspect-nasim-

aghdam/484699002/  

GIST Eleven hours before Nasim Aghdam launched a terrifying attack at YouTube's California headquarters, 

police found her sleeping in her car about 30 miles away — a "calm and cooperative" woman during a 20-

minute interaction.  

 

A few hours later, she would practice shooting at a gun range. And then she opened fire on people after 
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decades of commitment to animal rights and veganism. 

 

Wednesday brought those stunning revelations as federal investigators searched houses connected with the 

Iranian-born Aghdam and tried to piece together the final hours of someone apparently filled with fury at 

the popular video-sharing service. The incident prompted YouTube officials to boost security at their 

offices worldwide. 

 

Aghdam, 39, killed herself after shooting three people at the San Bruno campus on Tuesday afternoon, 

sending thousands of tech workers fleeing and shocking Silicon Valley. Police say the only connection 

they can find between Aghdam and YouTube is her anger that the service had recently changed how she 

was compensated for posting videos. 

 

Aghdam, an animal rights activist, posted a mishmash of workout videos, rants against animal cruelty and 

vegan cooking tips online. Her father told police she was upset because she felt YouTube was making it 

harder for her to earn money via advertising on her videos. 

 

“They only care for personal short term profits and do anything to reach their goals…” Aghdam posted on 

her website. “There is no free speech in the real world and you will be suppressed for telling the truth that 

is not supported by the system.” 

 

The ongoing investigation aims to understand Aghdam's motivations and actions, including how and 

where she acquired the 9mm handgun used in the shooting, and her movements and social media posts in 

the days before the attack. 

 

Aghdam described herself on her Instagram account as "Athlete Artist Comedian Poet Model Singer Host 

Actor Director Producer," and the videos she made mix satire, glamour shots and dark humor to rail 

against authority, capitalism and popular culture. She posted videos in English, Turkish and Farsi.  

 

Wednesday, police in the town of Mountain View, Calif., disclosed that officers there  found Aghdam 

sleeping in her car the night before the shooting, contacting her at the request of her parents. Mountain 

View is about 30 miles south of San Bruno, and Aghdam in a conversation at approximately 1:40 a.m. told 

officers she was looking for work in the area.  

 

Because she didn't appear to be a danger to herself or others, Mountain View police left her alone: "At no 

point during our roughly 20-minute interaction with her did she mention anything about YouTube, if she 

was upset with them, or that she had planned to harm herself or others. Throughout our entire interaction 

with her, she was calm and cooperative." 

 

Eleven hours later, police said, Aghdam walked into the YouTube building and opened fire. Three people 

were shot and a fourth suffered an ankle injury while fleeing, San Bruno Police Chief Ed Barberini said. 

He told reporters on Wednesday that Aghdam visited a local gun range on Tuesday morning and that she 

gained access to the YouTube campus through a parking garage. In a statement, YouTube officials said 

Aghdam never actually entered the building itself. 

 

Police said there was no evidence she knew the victims or that individuals were specifically targeted. 

“Whether that rises to the level of terrorism will be determined over the next few weeks,” Barberini added. 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Motive: YouTube shooter’s videos 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/youtube-shooters-bizarre-videos-key-suspected-

motive-54248523?   

GIST The woman whom police say shot three people at YouTube's headquarters was prolific at producing 

videos and posting them online, many of them bizarre such as a clip in which she removes a revealing 

purple dress to expose fake breasts with the message, "Don't Trust Your Eyes." 
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In others, Nasim Aghdam exercises, promotes animal rights and explains the vegan diet, often in elaborate 

costumes or carrying a rabbit. 

 

The videos have become central to the motive authorities have settled on for the shooting: Aghdam's anger 

with the policies of YouTube — the world's biggest online video website. 

 

Nasim Aghdam, who was in her late 30s, posted the videos under the online name Nasime Sabz, and a 

website in that name decried YouTube's policies, saying the company was trying to "suppress" content 

creators. 

 

"Youtube filtered my channels to keep them from getting views!" one of the messages said. "There is no 

equal growth opportunity on YOUTUBE or any other video sharing site, your channel will grow if they 

want to!!!!!" 

 

People who post on YouTube can receive money from advertisements that accompany their videos, but the 

company "de-monetizes" some channels for reasons including inappropriate material or having fewer than 

1,000 subscribers. 

 

YouTube had no comment about any actions related to Aghdam's videos. 

 

Nasim Aghdam also ran a Farsi-language public channel on the messaging app Telegram, which had 6,000 

followers. Telegram reportedly has some 40 million users in Iran. In one post she says, "Internet 

crackdown and filtering is increasing in the West." 

 

Police who found Nasim Aghdam sleeping in her car early Tuesday in the city of Mountain View about 25 

miles (40 kilometers) from YouTube headquarters said she was calm and said nothing about being angry 

with YouTube or having any plans to harm others or herself. 

 

"It was a very normal conversation. There was nothing in her behavior that suggested anything unusual," 

said Mountain View Police Chief Max Bosel. 

 

Later that day, Aghdam went to a gun range before walking through a parking garage into a courtyard at 

YouTube's campus south of San Francisco, where she opened fire with a handgun and wounded three 

people, police said. She then killed herself. 

 

Two women wounded in the shooting were released Wednesday from a San Francisco hospital. The third 

victim, a 36-year-old man, was upgraded from critical to serious condition. 

 

The suspect's father, Ismail Aghdam, told the Bay Area News Group he warned police the day before the 

attack that his daughter was upset with how YouTube handled her videos and might be planning to go to 

its offices. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Florida police arrest ‘fake veteran’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/man-arrested-pretending-veteran-claimed-earned-20-

medals/story?id=54232971  

GIST A Florida man who posed as a U.S. military veteran and claimed to have earned more than 20 medals and 

badges has been arrested, according to police.  

 

Port St. Lucie Police had been investigating 46-year-old Edward Louis Liroff for three weeks before they 

arrested him after he allegedly tried to apply for a job using a fraudulent DD214 form, a certificate of 

release from active duty, said Master Sgt. Frank Sabol.  
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On March 8, Liroff applied for a code compliance officer position with the City of Port St. Lucie, Sabol 

said. The city's assistant director of neighborhood services then contacted Port St. Lucie Officer Joseph 

Byrne -- a military veteran -- to help review the form.  

 

Byrne began an investigation into Liroff after noting several irregularities in the form, Sabol said.  

 

On the form, Liroff stated that he served in the U.S. military from 1988 to 2004 and listed that he was the 

recipient of more than 20 medals and badges, included the Distinguished Service Medal, the Silver Star 

Medal, the Purple Heart Medal and the Air Medal for Valor, according to authorities.  

 

As a result of the investigation, Byrne discovered that Liroff had never served in the U.S. military, Sabol 

said. In addition, Byrne discovered that Liroff had been receiving treatment from the Veteran's 

Administration and had fraudulently obtained a Florida driver's license with a veteran designation and a 

Purple Heart vehicle registration, Sabol said.  

 

The DD214 form claiming veteran's preference Liroff submitted with his job application was also 

determined to be fake, according to authorities.  

 

Liroff was arrested on Wednesday after Byrne presented his findings to the Florida State Attorney's 

Office. He has been charged with uttering a forged instrument, unlawful use of uniforms, medals or 

insignia and fraudulently obtaining a driver's license, jail records show. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Looter during hurricane sentenced 20yrs 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/looter-20-years-stealing-5k-tvs-cigarettes-hurricane/story?   

GIST A man has been sentenced to 20 years in prison for looting over $5,000 worth of TVs and cigarettes during 

Hurricane Harvey.  

 

Thomas Gamelin, 38, was arrested and charged with burglary of a building after a Houston police unit was 

driving by a Walmart on Aug. 29, four days after Harvey roared ashore in Texas as a Category 4 storm. 

The storm hovered over Houston for days, dumping record-breaking rainfall on the city.  

 

Officers saw Gamelin carrying a television out of the store. He was also captured on the store’s 

surveillance cameras.  

 

“Our city was in the midst of the worst natural disaster in its history, and the defendant saw that as the 

perfect opportunity to take advantage and try to make a profit,” Assistant District Attorney Joshua Raygor 

said in a statement. “While so many people were coming together to help others, Thomas Gamelin was off 

on his own looting.” 
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HEADLINE 04/05 Arrested: woman’s 7th DUI in 7 states 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/woman-arrested-7th-dui-7th-state/story?   

GIST Authorities are calling a Minnesota woman "one of the worst DUI offenders in the United States" after her 

seventh arrest in as many states.  

 

Police in Riverside, Illinois, arrested Tasha Lynn Schleicher, 41, of New Hope, Minnesota, April 2 and 

charged her with two counts of felony aggravated drunk driving, two counts of misdemeanor drunk 

driving, not having vehicle insurance, driving with a revoked license and transportation of open alcohol 

while driving.  

 

Schleicher had 11 prior arrests, all of which were DUI-related, the Riverside Police Department said in a 

statement. She had three active warrants from multiple states.  
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Schleicher’s 11 children all have been taken away by the State of Minnesota, Riverside Police Chief 

Thomas Weitzel said.  

 

"This is one of the worse DUI offenders we have ever dealt with," Weitzel said. "I've classified her as one 

of the worst DUI offenders in the United States." 

 

Previously, Schleicher had been arrested for driving under the influence in Kentucky, Wisconsin, Indiana, 

California, Oregon and Minnesota. Her outstanding warrants were from Nebraska, Idaho and Oregon.  

 

"When she was arrested in a state, she would just not show up in court unless she was held in custody," 

Weitzel said. "That's one of the reasons for so many outstanding warrants." 
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HEADLINE 04/04 DOJ sues Bosnia war criminals 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/04/04/Justice-Dept-sues-Bosnia-war-criminals-to-strip-US-

citizenship/4801522863588/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_us&utm_medium=3  

GIST April 4 (UPI) -- The Justice Department filed lawsuits Wednesday against two convicted Bosnian war 

criminals, who it says fraudulently gained naturalized U.S. citizenship. 

 

According to the lawsuits, Edin Dzeko, 46, and Sammy Rasema Yetisen, 45, were part of an elite unit of 

the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

 

U.S. officials said during the Bosnian war in the 1990s, the two killed civilians and prisoners of war due to 

their religion and ethnicity, concealed their crimes and fraudulently obtained refugee status and eventual 

naturalized U.S. citizenship. 

 

The lawsuits say Dzeko and Yetisen participated in the April 16, 1993, Trusina massacre, an attack that 

killed 22 unarmed civilians. The attackers targeted Bosnian-Croats because of their Christian religion and 

Croat ethnicity. 

 

A Bosnian court found that Dzeko and Yetisen played key roles in the massacre and were both part of a 

firing squad that also executed six unarmed prisoners of war and civilians. 

 

To make sure they all died, Yetisen shot them repeatedly -- while Dzeko killed a crippled elderly man and 

shot his wife because she wouldn't stop crying, according to the lawsuits. 

 

"Dzeko and Yetisen concealed and affirmatively misrepresented their criminal history, military service, 

and persecutory acts throughout their immigration proceedings," the department said. "Such benefits 

would have been denied had immigration authorities known about the defendants' roles in the Trusina 

massacre." 

 

U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions said the United States will not be a safe haven for war criminals. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Police: YouTube shooter at gun range  

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/youtube-shooting-officials-update-san-bruno-california-

headquarters-suspect-nasim-najafi-aghdam-live-updates-today-4-4-2018/  

GIST SAN BRUNO, Calif. -- A Southern California woman went to a gun range Tuesday prior to opening fire at 

the YouTube campus, injuring three people before allegedly killing herself, authorities said Wednesday. 

San Bruno Police Chief Ed Barberini gave an update Wednesday following the shooting at the sprawling 

headquarters in San Bruno, California. 
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San Bruno police identified the suspect late Tuesday as Nasim Najafi Aghdam, 39. She was found dead at 

the scene from what authorities believe is a self-inflicted gunshot wound. Three people were transported to 

local hospitals with gunshot wounds. 

 

Barberini said the motive appears to be that Aghdam was upset with the "policies and practices" of 

YouTube, but they are continuing to investigate. In several videos posted to the platform, Aghdam accused 

YouTube of censoring her and expressed anger to the company. 

 

Barberini told reporters Aghdam went to a "local" gun range before the shooting, but didn't name the 

facility.  Aghdam legally purchased and owned the handgun with which she opened fire on a campus patio 

while workers were eating lunch, according to police. 

 

Aghdam is believed to have accessed the building by a parking garage after parking her car at an adjacent 

business, Barberini said. Police are still working to determine the level of security in the location where 

she entered the campus. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Iran: supporter Sufi leader faces death 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/report-supporter-sufi-leader-sentenced-death-

54235447?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Iran's semi-official ISNA news agency is reporting that a supporter of a Sufi Islam leader who rammed a 

bus into a group of policemen, killing three and injuring 30 before being arrested, has been sentenced to 

death. 

 

The incident in Tehran took place during February clashes between the Sufi leader's followers and police. 

 

Mohammad Salas testified during hearings in March that he had no intention of killing the policemen but 

was trying to flee the clashes. 

 

Sufi leader Nourali Tabandeh's supporters had rallied near his residence fearing he would be arrested, 

despite police assurances he would not. 

 

Iran's clerically overseen government frowns on Sufism, the mystical strain of Islam. Many conservatives 

view it as a deviation from the faith. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Cameroon: 18 seized hostages freed 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/cameroon-security-forces-free-18-hostages-

separatists-54226860?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Cameroon security forces have freed 18 hostages, including 12 European tourists, who had been seized by 

separatists fighting for the independence of English-speaking regions, the government said Wednesday. 

 

Seven Swiss and five Italian hostages were freed Monday in Manyu in the southwest after heavy 

exchanges of gunfire, said spokesman Issa Tchiroma Bakary. Residents helped the military locate the 

hostages, whose vehicle had been seized while they were visiting a lake in the region several days earlier, 

he said. 

 

"Many hostage-takers were neutralized," he said. 

 

Six municipal counsellors in Cameroon's northwest who were kidnapped by separatists also have been 

freed, the spokesman said. 
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Separatists had warned the council members not to vote in March 25 senatorial elections, saying that 

English-speaking parts of Cameroon were now an independent state called Ambazonia and would not 

accept any election organized by a foreign country. 

 

Tchiroma said at least a dozen other people, including two senior state officials, are still being held 

hostage by the separatists. 

 

The tensions in Cameroon started in 2016 when English teachers and lawyers went on strike against the 

use of the French language. Violence has intensified in Anglophone regions since then. Hundreds of 

people, including 30 policemen and soldiers, have been killed this year, the government said. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Claim: DHS profiled leftist protesters 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/wearing-black-feds-say-you-may-be-an-anarchist-newly-released-

documents-show  

GIST Counterprotesters at white supremacist rallies risk being characterized as “anarchist extremists,” even if 

they have nothing to do with the movement, Department of Homeland Security documents show. 

 

A September 2016 DHS report describes law enforcement action during clashes between white 

supremacists and antifascists (commonly known as “antifa”). The report, obtained by the government 

transparency nonprofit Property of the People and shared with The Daily Beast, reveals how the Obama 

DHS profiled leftist protesters. Just months after the report’s release, the Trump Justice Department would 

use similar, overbroad profiles to prosecute hundreds of people who protested at President Donald 

Trump’s inauguration ceremony. 

 

The DHS report highlights “two violent clashes in 2016 in Sacramento and Anaheim between anarchist 

extremists and lawfully protesting white supremacists at legally permitted rallies.” 

 

The report uses those cases to describe how law enforcement might target future “anarchist extremists” 

who protest at white supremacist rallies. But the agency’s description of “anarchist extremists” is dubious 

and suggests the DHS might be conflating multiple distinct social movements. 

 

Anarchists want to abolish the government. Some anarchists also participate in the antifacist movement, 

although the latter also includes leftists and liberals who support support the idea of a state. 

 

The report’s guide to “symbols often associated with anti-racist anarchist extremists” includes an “A” in a 

circle (a popular anarchist symbol), but also images associated with the broader leftist movement. One 

symbol, three downward arrows in a circle, originated in 1930s Germany among opponents to the Nazi 

party. Originally designed to plaster over swastikas, the symbol has become common among antifacists 

and other anti-Trump protesters. Another antifascist symbol in the report is a pair of flags: one black in 

reference to the anarchist movement, and another red to symbolize other leftist affiliations. The list of 

symbols also includes a crossed-out swastika, and the “Good Night White Pride” symbol: the silhouette of 

a man kicking a Nazi. 

 

The report also includes a list of “potential indicators of planned violence” that law enforcement can use to 

“justify increased suspicion” of counterprotesters. The list includes things like carrying knives, but also 

innocuous activity like wearing dark clothing or bandanas, scouting a marching route in advance, and 

carpooling to a demonstration—actions that could apply to a wide swath of protesters. 

 

The DHS’ inclusion of generalized behavior is “troubling and consistent with what we’ve seen of the FBI 

targeting and surveilling environmentalists, civil rights activists, and lumping them together based on a 

few incidents,” Vera Eidelman, a Brennan fellow at the ACLU’s Speech, Privacy, and Technology Project 
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told The Daily Beast. “There’s a tendency to sweep up a huge group of people who might not even share 

an ideology.  

 

“The carpooling example is particularly interesting because all people are doing is pooling resources. You 

could argue that going with friends is part of the appeal,” Eidelman said, adding that the scrutiny might 

chill political activism by large groups. 

 

Already, sweeping definition of left-wing extremism has had real consequences. On Jan. 20, 2017, three 

months after the DHS report’s publication, D.C. police arrested hundreds of people at a protest outside 

Trump’s inauguration. Prosecutors initially pressed charges against 200 people, accusing them of 

conspiring to riot based on evidence as thin as the defendants allegedly walking with a group or wearing 

dark clothing. 

 

Six defendants were later found not guilty on all charges in December. The U.S. attorney’s office 

subsequently dropped charges against 129 other defendants but is still pushing charges against 59 people, 

including a journalist who was arrested while covering the anti-Trump protests, and an activist who was 

arrested at his home after the protests. He previously told The Daily Beast he wasn’t even at the 

demonstrations when the mass arrests occurred. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Report: 11.8M enrolled in 2018 ACA 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/nearly-12-million-people-enrolled-in-2018-

health-coverage-under-the-aca/2018/04/03/247d3496-377c-11e8-8fd2-

49fe3c675a89_story.html?utm_term=.d004a65cb83a  

GIST A total of 11.8 million Americans signed up for Affordable Care Act health insurance for 2018, a drop of 

just 400,000 from the previous year despite widespread predictions that enrollment would plummet amid 

political and insurance industry turbulence surrounding the law. 

 

The final figures, released Tuesday by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, show that the 

proportion of first-time customers for this year dipped slightly, from 31 percent to 27 percent, while the 

high proportion qualifying for government subsidies that help consumers afford their insurance premiums 

stayed level at 83 percent. 

 

The enrollment total in the new federal report is identical to that from a compilation issued in February by 

an outside group, the National Academy for State Health Policy. 

 

In an uncharacteristic move, CMS Administrator Seema Verma announced the fifth-year tally in a series 

of tweets shortly before the report was issued late Tuesday afternoon. The tweets were a blend of praise 

for what she called “the most cost-effective and successful open enrollment to date” and the Trump 

administration’s characteristic naysaying about the marketplaces that were created by the sprawling 2010 

health-care law it has been seeking to dismantle. 

 

Verma noted that, without taking subsidies into account, the average monthly premium for 2018 health 

plans was $621, or 30 percent more than last year’s average of $476. But the data show that customers 

with incomes too high to be eligible for a subsidy tended to choose less expensive health plans, averaging 

$522 per month. 

 

A greater share of the 2018 customers picked the lowest tier of coverage, known as bronze plans, 

compared with the year before. 

 

The federal report also shows that 70 percent of customers had incomes between the federal poverty level 

and 250 percent of that — roughly the same as a year ago. This is the group that previously qualified for 

less expensive deductibles and other lower out-of-pocket expenses because of cost-sharing reduction 

subsidies to ACA insurers — payments that President Trump ended last fall. 
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The report makes clear that all of the enrollment drop occurred in the 39 states that rely on the federal 

insurance marketplace and HealthCare.gov. In states operating their own marketplaces under the law, 

enrollment was flat. 

 

ACA proponents reacted to Tuesday’s statistics by saying they provide fresh evidence that Americans 

want the insurance the law’s marketplaces offer, which is intended for people who cannot get access to 

affordable health benefits through a job. 

 

Josh Peck, co-founder of the pro-ACA group Get America Covered, said, “While enrollment remained 

steady because of high consumer satisfaction and more affordable premiums for those who qualify for tax 

credits, enrollment would have outpaced previous years’ if the administration had focused on signing 

people up instead of derailing open-enrollment efforts.” 
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HEADLINE 04/04 China imposes tariffs on 106 US products 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/china-fires-back-at-trump-with-tariffs-on-106-

us-products-including-soybeans-cars/2018/04/04/338134f4-37d8-11e8-b57c-

9445cc4dfa5e_story.html?utm_term=.18f7661f4e98  

GIST BEIJING — China responded to Trump’s latest trade move by announcing tariffs on 106 U.S. products, 

including soybeans, airplanes and cars, in the latest escalation of what risks becoming a tit-for-tat trade 

war between the world’s two largest economies.  

 

The plan, which was announced Wednesday, would see China slap 25 percent levies on a range of U.S. 

goods worth about $50 billion dollars. Though China said the timing depends on U.S. moves, the news is 

likely to have an impact on markets, including the soybean market.  

 

The announcement came just a day after the White House unveiled plans for tariffs on $50 billion in 

Chinese imports across 1,300 categories, targeting 25 percent levies on Chinese goods ranging from 

electronics, aerospace and machinery to phones, shoes and furniture.  

 

Though a Chinese response was widely expected, the speed of the announcement came as a surprise, 

deepening fears of a rapid escalation that could hurt both sides.  

 

The targeting of U.S. soybean exports by China could have a major political impact stateside. Soybeans 

are the top U.S. agricultural export to China and U.S. soybean farmers and their allies fought hard to 

prevent tariffs.  

 

In late March, the U.S. announced steel and aluminum tariffs that would penalize China to the tune of 

about $3 billion a year. On Monday, China returned fire by imposing similar measures on $3 billion 

dollars worth of U.S. pork, fruit and other items.  

 

Then, on Tuesday, the White House went ahead with tariffs that target manufacturing technology, arguing 

that Chinese trade practices have unfairly hurt U.S. business. China vowed a swift response — and 

followed through. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Supervised injection sites a solution? 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/healthiest-communities/articles/2018-04-03/as-donald-trump-calls-

for-war-on-drugs-a-push-for-safe-injection-sites  

GIST AMID A PRESIDENTIAL call for ominous commercials and increased use of the death penalty to curb 

the U.S. opioid crisis, areas around the country are toying with a different idea to stop the deadly scourge: 
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letting people use drugs freely, but under supervision. 

 

The notion of so-called safe injection or consumption sites butts heads with what critics of President 

Donald Trump's recently announced plan to battle the epidemic consider a return to the "war on drugs" 

policies of the past. Such facilities allow people to use previously obtained drugs like heroin in a sterile 

environment under the supervision of medical professionals or trained staff, who would be available to 

educate on safe drug use, administer the counteracting drug naloxone in the event of an overdose and offer 

access to treatment or other social services if requested.  

 

The Per Capita Cost of Opioid Crisis 

 

Approximately 100 of these types of legally sanctioned sites exist around the world, with the first 

established in Bern, Switzerland, in 1986. Vancouver's Insite, which opened in 2003, was the first 

sanctioned supervised injection facility in North America. 

 

While none exist in the U.S., officials in places like San Francisco; Seattle; Philadelphia; New York City; 

Portland, Maine; and Ithaca, New York, all have considered opening or allowing one, despite the threat of 

likely legal action by the federal government. 

 

In January, Philadelphia officials announced the city would encourage private-sector development of 

consumption sites by nonprofits or medical organizations, and since have met with residents in 

neighborhoods that could host the sites – such as Kensington and Fox Chase – to discuss concerns about 

them. They have not announced a date for when a site might open. 

 

Across the country, officials in Seattle and King County, Washington, approved the opening of two sites – 

including one in the city itself – more than a year ago and allocated $1.3 million in budget funding to help 

them do so. They, too, have faced opposition and are stuck on picking a location. 

 

Another front-runner to be first in the country is San Francisco, where safe-use facilities could open as 

soon as this summer. They may be backed initially by private funding to avoid liability issues. 

 

"We are still working out legal and siting issues and are not in a position to announce locations or partner 

organizations yet," Rachael Kagan, a spokeswoman for the San Francisco Department of Public Health, 

tells U.S. News. 

 

On average, 115 Americans die each day from an opioid overdose, according to the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention. Studies have said safe injection sites mitigate risky drug behavior, reduce the 

frequency of overdoses, curb the spread of HIV and viral hepatitis, do not increase drug use or local crime 

and have the potential to save millions of dollars in the U.S. public health sector. 

 

Proponents say the sites are proven tools that hold enormous potential for battling opioid abuse in the U.S. 

And they contend a return to a "war on drugs" strategy – initially touched off by President Richard Nixon 

in the 1970s, taken up by President Ronald Reagan in the 1980s, and recently revisited by Trump and 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions – will only deepen a punitive mentality that has proved ineffective in the 

past. 

 

"There is something fundamentally wrong with the way that we approach drug policy [in] that, number 

one, this has been a problem for so long, and number two, that we keep pretending that it's a new problem, 

which also has been going on for 100 years or more," says David Herzberg, an associate professor of 

history at the University at Buffalo-State University of New York, who's working on a book about the 

history of addiction to pharmaceuticals in the U.S. 

 

While government officials and critics have argued safe injection sites could encourage increased drug use 

and expose populations to more drug activity, Herzberg says drugs are already around, and the sites 

instead would provide safety and potential help for drug users while moving their activities out of the 

public eye. 
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"It provides them with contact with people who know stuff about drugs, and if they want help, they're 

seeing someone every day – it's not like they wanted help on Thursday, and, you know, by next Tuesday 

when they saw somebody, that moment was over," Herzberg says. "They stay in contact with people who 

care about their lives, and if opportunities to help them get better come up, then they get to take them – 

that's awesome." 

 

Shilo Murphy, an activist behind the push for a Seattle injection site, says there have been "zero deaths in 

any consumption room in the entire world in all 30 years they've been in operation." 

 

"On top of that, there've been hundreds of thousands of people referred to detoxing treatment and 

services," says Murphy, founder of Urban Survivors Union and The People's Harm Reduction Alliance. 

"They're not moralistic enough for people, but they are incredibly successful." 

 

However, Dr. Jay Butler, chief medical officer in the Alaska Department of Health and Social Services, 

says he's unsure if the evidence surrounding safe injection sites shows an actual, overall shift toward 

decreasing drug use and increasing treatment access. 

 

Notably, Canada is grappling with a fentanyl-fueled opioid crisis of its own, and British Columbia – home 

to Vancouver and the Insite facility – has seen a spike in illicit-drug overdose deaths from approximately 

500 in 2015 to nearly 1,000 in 2016 and more than 1,400 last year. Vancouver police also say around 200 

potential overdose deaths were reversed at five safe consumption sites in a roughly two-month period from 

the end of 2016 to early 2017. 

 

"It's definitely a harm-reduction tool. Is it ready for prime time? I'm not sure. We've talked a lot with our 

colleagues in Vancouver. What I haven't seen from Vancouver is data that it's making an impact [on its 

drug use epidemic], and I really struggle with that," Butler says. 

 

"It's intriguing in terms of doing something to save lives, but … it's a tourniquet," he continues. "A 

gunshot wound to the leg, you put a tourniquet on it, but you don't then walk away and say, 'Hey, good 

luck with that.' You get people into definitive care. We're talking about things that will save lives, but 

they're not solving that person's problem, much less the larger public health issue." 

 

Aside from the debate over their effectiveness, the sites would appear to run afoul of federal law. A 

portion of U.S. Code known as the "crack house statute" makes it illegal to "knowingly open or maintain 

... any place" for the use of a controlled substance. Clients using the clinic also would be testing the federal 

prohibition on illicit drug possession. 

 

"It's enabling and continuing people to use, and with all the fentanyl that's in the region right now, there is 

no safe way to use fentanyl, period. There just isn't," says Patrick Trainor, a spokesman for the Drug 

Enforcement Agency's Philadelphia Division. "To say that these safe injection sites are a way to use safely 

is not something that we agree with." 

 

Trainor says he also remains unconvinced that supervised injection sites would result in a big push for 

people who use drugs to enter treatment, especially if they're only on-site for a limited period of time. 

 

"To think that they're going to be engaged in that time period is just not a realistic thing in our experience," 

Trainor says. 

 

Other federal authorities have come out against the potential sites as well. The U.S. Attorney's Office for 

the District of Vermont, for example, warned local advocates late last year that opening the sites would 

expose users, site workers and overseers to criminal charges, and could result in "federal forfeiture" of the 

venues themselves. 

 

"Such facilities would also threaten to undercut existing and future prevention initiatives by sending 

exactly the wrong message to children in Vermont: the government will help you use heroin," a statement 
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from the office said. "It is a crime, not only to use illicit narcotics, but to manage and maintain sites on 

which such drugs are used and distributed." 

 

Still, Urban Survivors Union's Murphy contends there's no silver bullet for solving the opioid crisis, but 

that safe consumption sites are a piece of the puzzle that means fewer people dying from fatal overdoses. 

With medically trained staff on hand, people can continue to use drugs until they may be ready to seek 

treatment, at which point they'd have the opportunity and access to do so immediately, rather than having 

to wait days or weeks. 

 

"The idea that we would choose not to use a piece of the puzzle has always surprised me," Murphy says. 

 

He also says he's not afraid of the likely legal battles looming over opening such a site, predicting the fight 

eventually will go all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 China threatens ‘same strength’ US tariffs 

SOURCE http://time.com/5227148/china-us-tariff-trade-response/?xid=homepage  

GIST (BEIJING) — China on Wednesday vowed to take measures of the “same strength” in response to a U.S. 

tariff hike on $50 billion worth of Chinese goods in a spiraling dispute over technology policy that has 

fueled fears it might set back a global economic recovery. 

 

The Commerce Ministry said it would immediately file a challenge the U.S. move in the World Trade 

Organization. 

 

“At the same time, we are preparing to take measures of the same strength and same scope against U.S. 

goods,” said a ministry statement. “These measures will be announced shortly.” 

 

Chinese officials have given no indication what U.S. goods might be targeted but businesspeople and 

economists have cited Boeing jetliners and soybeans as possible targets. 

 

The dispute has fueled fears it might set back the global recovery if other governments are prompted to 

raise their own import barriers. 

 

The U.S. Trade Representative’s Office said it took the action in response to Chinese policies that “coerce 

American companies into transferring their technology and intellectual property to domestic Chinese 

enterprises.” 

 

On Monday, Beijing announced a tariff hike on a $3 billion list of U.S. goods including pork, apples and 

steel pipe in response a higher American import duties on steel and aluminum. 

 

The U.S. tariff hike on steel and aluminum has little impact on China but the latest duties will be far more 

sensitive because they target what Chinese leaders see as important future industries including telecoms 

and medical technology. 

 

The Chinese measures announced Monday raised tariffs on pork, aluminum scrap and some other products 

by 25%. A 15% tariff was imposed on apples, almonds and some other goods. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Tariffs on China electronic imports? 

SOURCE http://time.com/5227104/trump-tariffs-50-billion-chinese-electronics-imports/?xid=homepage  

GIST WASHINGTON (AP) — The Trump administration on Tuesday escalated its aggressive actions on trade 

by proposing 25 percent tariffs on $50 billion in Chinese imports to protest Beijing’s alleged theft of 

American technology. 
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The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative issued a list targeting 1,300 Chinese products, including 

industrial robots and telecommunications equipment. The suggested tariffs wouldn’t take effect right way: 

A public comment period will last until May 11, and a hearing on the tariffs is set for May 15. Companies 

and consumers will have the opportunity to lobby to have some products taken off the list or have others 

added. 

 

The latest U.S. move risks heightening trade tensions with China, which on Monday had slapped taxes on 

$3 billion in U.S. products in response to earlier U.S. tariffs on steel and aluminum imports. 

 

“China’s going to be compelled to lash back,” warned Philip Levy, a senior fellow at the Chicago Council 

on Global Affairs and an economic adviser to President George W. Bush. 

 

Indeed, China immediately threatened to retaliate against the new U.S. tariffs, which target the high-tech 

industries that Beijing has been nurturing, from advanced manufacturing and aerospace to information 

technology and robotics. 

 

Early Wednesday in Beijing, China’s Commerce Ministry said it “strongly condemns and firmly opposes” 

the proposed U.S. tariffs and warned of retaliatory action. 

 

“We will prepare equal measures for U.S. products with the same scale” according to regulations in 

Chinese trade law, a ministry spokesman said in comments carried by the official Xinhua News Agency. 

 

The U.S. sanctions are intended to punish China for using strong-arm tactics in its drive to become a 

global technology power. These include pressuring American companies to share technology to gain 

access to the Chinese market, forcing U.S. firms to license their technology in China on unfavorable terms 

and even hacking into U.S. companies’ computers to steal trade secrets. 

 

The administration sought to draw up the list of targeted Chinese goods in a way that might limit the 

impact of the tariffs — a tax on imports — on American consumers while hitting Chinese imports that 

benefit from Beijing’s sharp-elbowed tech policies. But some critics that American will end up being hurt. 

 

“If you’re hitting $50 billion in trade, you’re inevitably going to hurt somebody, and somebody is going to 

complain,” said Rod Hunter, a former economic official at the National Security Council and now a 

partner at Baker & McKenzie LLP. 

 

Even representatives of American business, which have complained for years that China has pilfered U.S. 

technology and discriminated against U.S. companies, were critical of the administration’s latest action. 

 

“Unilateral tariffs may do more harm than good and do little to address the problems in China’s 

(intellectual property) and tech transfer policies,” said John Frisbie, president of the U.S.-China Business 

Council. 

 

Even some technology groups contending directly with Chinese competition expressed misgivings. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Russia warns: NATO crossed ‘red line’ 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/3/russia-claims-nato-has-crossed-red-line-

boosting-e/  

GIST NATO has recently crossed a “red line” and aggravated relations with Russia by bolstering its air defenses 

in Eastern Europe, according to Russian officials. 

 

“NATO countries are trying to find a balance between defense and dialogue, but they have crossed a red 

line,” Russian deputy foreign minister Alexander Grushko told the state-run RIA Novosti news agency on 
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Tuesday in Moscow. 

 

In the past week, Russian military operatives have conducted ballistic missile and interceptor missile test-

launches in response to reports that NATO is conducing a major military build-up along its borders. 

 

“Not only in politics, but also in the field of military development, NATO began resorting to Cold War 

schemes that should have been left in the past,” Mr. Grushko said. 

 

Relations between the Kremlin and the West have soured dramatically ever since a nerve-agent attack last 

month on former Russian spy, Sergei Skripal, in Britain last month — which British intelligence has 

blamed on Moscow. 

 

Last week, NATO joined a wave of countries and groups expelling Russian diplomats in response to the 

attacks, expelling seven Russian diplomats. Overall more than 20 countries expelled a total of more than 

150 Russian diplomats, including 60 kicked out by the U.S. 

 

Russia denounced the actions as “boorish” and retaliated by expelling a roughly equal number of Western 

diplomats. 

 

On the NATO defense front — alongside last week’s expulsions — reports also emerged from Warsaw 

that its officials had agreed to purchase $4.75 billion worth of Patriot missile defense systems from the 

U.S.. 

 

“There is no justification for NATO’s military building up near the borders of Russia,” Mr. Grushko told 

Pravda on Tuesday. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 IG: ATF not adequately tracking weapons 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/2/atf-not-adequately-tracking-weapons-ig-report-

says/  

GIST The ATF’s inadequate record-keeping policies creates a risk of ammunition, explosives and less-lethal 

devices such as smoke canisters being lost or stolen without the bureau knowing, according to a report 

released Monday by the Justice Department’s inspector general. 

 

In fact, the poor record-keeping has already resulted in 23 firearms issued to agents being either lost or 

stolen between 2014 and 2017, the inspector general reported. 

 

A total of 26 weapons were reported lost, stolen or missing, although three of them disappeared during 

shipment and thus were not the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives’ fault, the inspector 

general said. One of those three weapons was used in a crime. 

 

Of the 26 missing firearms, 15 would eventually be recovered, according to the report. 

 

However, that number of guns lost during that three-year period actually represents a “substantial 

improvement” over what a similar report uncovered in 2008, said Michael Horowitz, the Justice 

Department’s inspector-general. 

 

Marino Vidoli, assistant director of office field operations for the ATF, said in a letter to Mr. Horowitz that 

the bureau concurs with his recommendations. 

 

A survey of 13 ATF field offices found inconsistent or lacking records for munitions and explosives, and 

also found mixing different types of ammunition on tracking records, the report said. 

 

The field offices underestimated total ammunition by nearly 31,000 rounds in just those 13 office — a 
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number likely many times greater nationwide across the ATF’s roughly 275 field offices, the report said. 

 

Mr. Horowitz said the lack of proper record-keeping, despite the lower number of missing guns, is still 

troubling because audits in 2002 and 2008 raised similar concerns that led to new ATF storage policies. 

 

“Our findings are particularly concerning because prior audits identified similar issues and recommended 

corrective actions,” he said. 

 

The ATF field offices surveyed were not following ammunition storage protocols, the report said. 

Specifically, six ATF locations were missing ammunition records from periods ranging between 15 and 38 

months over the past four years. The Nashville field office did not begin using the required ammunition 

records until OIG investigators asked for copies before their site visit. 

 

Furthermore, 11 of the 13 ATF sites audited found that officials had not consistently documented additions 

or withdrawals on ammunition records. For example, the Cheyenne, Wyoming, office cataloged 1,800 

rounds of 5.56-caliber rifle ammunition on July 7, 2014. The next entry, dated Oct. 1, 2014, shows a 

balance of 900 rounds, but no records documented what happened to the other 900 rounds of ammunition. 

 

The inspector general blamed the inventory discrepancy on misinterpretation of ATF policy. For example, 

field office officials said some of the inventory discrepancies occurred because the ATF requires offices to 

only account for full cases of ammunition. Thus, once a case is opened, the entire case is removed from 

the records regardless of how many rounds are in that case. But the inspector general said the requirement 

to count full cases of ammunition applies only to biannual ATF-wide property inventories. 

 

Although the inspector general found that the ATF had strong physical control of its explosives, it 

identified two types of explosives at the bureau’s National Center for Explosive Training and Research 

that had incorrect balances, according to the report. The discrepancies were because ATF officials relied 

upon the quantities handwritten on the outside of the explosive box rather than the counting the actual 

amount inside. 

 

“As a result, ATF cannot provide evidence that the explosives were not lost or stolen either prior to or 

after the donated explosives were received,” the report said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 DACA program grows after restart order 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/3/daca-program-grows-after-judges-ordered-

restart/  

GIST More than 64,000 illegal immigrant Dreamers have applied to renew their status under the Obama-era 

DACA program since a federal judge ordered the Trump administration to restart the program, the 

government said in new numbers released Tuesday. 

 

About half of them have already been approved, with the others pending, according to the data from U.S. 

Citizenship and Immigration Services. 

 

All told, nearly 694,000 people were being protected from deportation under the Deferred Action for 

Childhood Arrivals program as of last week. 

 

The numbers suggest significant interest in the program, which President Trump tried to cancel last year, 

announcing a six-month phaseout he hoped would pressure Congress to come up with a more permanent 

solution for the Dreamers. 

 

But a federal judge in California, followed by another judge in New York, ruled the phaseout illegal, 

saying Homeland Security cut too many corners. Both judges ordered Mr. Trump to restart the program by 

allowing those who had been protected before to apply for renewals — though no first-time applications 
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are allowed. 

 

Immigrant-rights groups had grappled with how to approach the renewal process, with many Dreamers 

wary of engaging with the Trump administration at this point. 

 

DACA grants a two-year amnesty from deportation and allows Dreamers to get work permits, which then 

allow them to get Social Security cards, apply for driver’s licenses and access some taxpayer benefits. 

 

President Obama announced the DACA program in 2012, and since then nearly 815,000 people have been 

approved. Of those, some have found other more permanent legal status, while others have left the country 

or dropped out of the program, and several thousand were kicked out for criminal behavior — leaving 

694,000 people covered as of March 31. 

 

The chaos of the phaseout and the judges’ subsequent restart has complicated matters, and left Dreamers 

scrambling. 

 

Some 2,200 Dreamers are slated to have their DACA status expire this month. Of those, 1,020 have 

renewal applications pending. For May, 7,010 people could lose status — and 2,680 have applied for 

renewal. 

 

Those who have renewal applications pending are safe from deportation even if they haven’t been 

officially reapproved, the government says. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Military to guard border until wall is up? 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/3/trump-says-hell-guard-mexican-border-

military/  

GIST President Trump said Tuesday that he will deploy the U.S. military to the Mexican border to plug security 

gaps until his border wall is completed and that his increasingly tough talk has already forced Mexican 

officials to break up the massive caravan of migrants who were en route to the U.S. 

 

“Until we can have a wall and proper security, we’re going to be guarding our border with the military. 

That’s a big step. We really haven’t done that before, or certainly not very much before,” the president 

said with Defense Secretary James Mattis at his side. 

 

The White House later elaborated on Mr. Trump’s plans, saying he envisions “mobilization of the National 

Guard” — though what tasks they would perform remains unclear. 

 

His demand for the military to assist on the border surprised Mexico, which lodged an official demand for 

more details, but said it would not welcome whatever he had in mind. 

 

Officials said Mr. Trump, who last week floated the idea of using Pentagon money to fund construction of 

the border wall, explored his plans in a Tuesday afternoon meeting with Mr. Mattis, Homeland Security 

Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen and Gen. Joseph F. Dunford, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

 

The president’s ire has been stoked over the past week as the “Viacrucis Migrantes” caravan, consisting of 

perhaps 1,500 migrants from Central America, makes its way across Mexico intent on reaching the U.S. 

 

The caravan is a symbol of flaccid U.S. laws and weak enforcement by Mexico, Mr. Trump said. Unless 

Mexico does more to divert the caravan, he said, he will cancel the North American Free Trade Agreement 

and take other steps to punish Latin American nations. 

 

The Mexican government responded late Monday. It said it wouldn’t be bullied but insisted that it was 

working to handle the caravan. 
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Mexican officials said in a statement that the caravan’s participants were in the country illegally and some 

400 had been deported. Mexico also said it was reaching out to screen others in the caravan and offer some 

of them refugee status, which would allow them to remain in Mexico. 

 

Still, reports on the ground in Mexico this week suggested that the Mexican government’s intervention 

was having an effect and the caravan was losing steam. Some splinter groups said they would try to reach 

the U.S., and others were planning to pursue humanitarian visas in Mexico. 

 

The president, in his appearances Tuesday, also cut the size of his planned border wall, saying he 

envisions “700 to 800 miles of the 2,000-mile stretch” covered by a wall when all is said and done. 

 

That is down from the 900-mile maximum Mr. Trump suggested in July and is less than the 1,000 miles of 

barrier that the Homeland Security Department requested in a report to Congress this year laying out $25 

billion in border security needs. 

 

The land border, which stretches 1,954 miles, currently has 354 miles that are protected by pedestrian 

fencing and another 300 miles with vehicle barriers, which can hinder cars and trucks but not people and 

wildlife. 

 

Much of that fencing was erected during the past decade, when President George W. Bush deployed the 

National Guard to do a massive round of fence-building and to plug gaps in surveillance and intelligence 

gathering while the Border Patrol staffed up. 

 

It’s not clear whether that is how Mr. Trump envisions using the military this time. 

 

Mexico seemed surprised by the president’s declaration Tuesday and asked the Trump administration for 

clarity on its military plans. 

 

“It’s certainly not something the Mexican government welcomes,” Geronimo Gutierrez, Mexico’s 

ambassador to the U.S., told CNN. 

 

Under the Posse Comitatus Act, signed into law in 1878, U.S. troops are severely restricted in what actions 

they can take on U.S. soil. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 DNR supports ‘Dreamer’ firefighters 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/news-columns-blogs/matt-driscoll/article207690624.html  

GIST Most people run away from fires. 

 

Noe Vazquez decided to run toward them. 

 

In 2016 Vazquez, a 20-year-old "Dreamer" from Tonasket — a small town of just over 1,000 residents 

near Washington’s northern border — began what he hoped would be a career with the state Department 

of Natural Resources wildland firefighting team. 

 

What Vazquez couldn’t have realized at the time was that only a year later that career would be 

jeopardized after his DACA status was rescinded. Eventually, Vazquez found himself hundreds of miles 

from home, detained at Tacoma’s Northwest Detention Center and facing the very real prospect of 

deportation to a country he's never known. 

 

Amidst an increasingly contentious national DACA debate, something very unusual happened next — the 

state Department of Natural Resources stepped up and went to bat for Vazquez and the thousands of 

Dreamers just like him. 
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“When I read about Noe’s story, it really sort of put a face on this issue as we watch the debate about 

DACA,” said Public Lands Commissioner Hilary Franz. “It was absolutely critical that I share this story.” 

 

That’s why in early March she called a press conference to highlight Vazquez’s plight. Together with 

Vazquez’s legal team from Colectiva Legal and the Washington Immigrant Solidarity Network, Franz 

gathered in front of TV cameras and a contingent of journalists in an attempt to explain what was at stake 

not just for Vazquez but for the state’s largely volunteer wildland firefighting team. 

 

Franz’s office brought the issue to the attention of U.S. Senator Murray, who dispatched a representative 

to the press conference. 

 

“For a lands commissioner, this was a pretty extraordinary step to take,” a DNR spokesman said bluntly. 

 

Considering the highly politicized and partisan immigration debate, taking a high-profile stance in support 

of Dreamers didn’t come without risks for Franz and the agency she leads. Tasked with managing more 

than 3 million acres of land, it would have been easier, and certainly far simpler, for DNR to stay silent. 

 

According to Franz, the decision to speak up was an uncomplicated one. 

 

Vazquez isn’t the only Dreamer on DNR’s wildland firefighting team, she said, and each are important, 

valued members of a team that makes significant sacrifices each year to keep the state safe. 

 

Franz said DNR must recruit more than 500 seasonal firefighters each season to help battle blazes across 

the state. Dreamers like Vazquez often bring a skillset to the job — including the ability to communicate 

important information to rural, Spanish-speaking communities — that’s essential to success. 

 

Vazquez — thanks to his year of experience fighting wildfires in 2016 — had already proven to be up to 

the job. 

 

“The reality is we need more people who are willing to put their lives on the line and be brave and strong 

and have the kind of work ethic and commitment … that we see in Noe,” Franz said. 

 

After spending three weeks in Tacoma, Vazquez was released on bond while his case proceeded. Luckily, 

two weeks ago, his DACA status was renewed — thanks in part to the legal assistance he received. 

 

The good news is Vazquez is once again free to live without fear and free to get back to fighting fires. 

 

At least for now. 

 

That’s because on Easter President Donald Trump took to Twitter to deliver his latest incendiary and 

somewhat incoherent immigration rant, further stoking the DACA debate and — once again — putting the 

future of Dreamers at risk. 

 

“NO MORE DACA DEAL!” the commander-in-chief declared in his typical all caps, no-nuance style. 

 

When I saw the news, I couldn’t help but think of Vazquez. I thought about the contributions he’s made 

and the impact he hopes to have for his small, rural community. 

 

“(Dreamers are) trying to do something for our communities and trying to be someone for this country,” 

Vazquez said. “I’m just hoping that a permanent solution gets put into place and something gets worked 

out.” 
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SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/945886/civil-rights-complaint-filed-in-mans-deportation-case/  

GIST VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) — A civil rights complaint has been filed on behalf of a Vancouver man, 

alleging that a U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement officer eavesdropped on a courthouse 

conversation between the man and his defense attorney. 

 

The Columbian reports that the Seattle-based Northwest Immigrant Rights Project filed the complaint on 

Tuesday with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties. 

 

It accuses the officer of violating Jorge Luis Acebal-Coria’s attorney-client privilege. In addition to the 

complaint, Northwest Immigrant Rights Project filed a motion with the U.S. Immigration Court in Tacoma 

to dismiss Acebal-Coria’s deportation case. 

 

Lori Haley, Immigration and Customs Enforcement spokeswoman for the Western Region, declined to 

comment on the pending litigation. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 SEA installs automated screening lanes 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/945574/security-changes-sea-tac-airport/  

GIST Sea-Tac Airport says new technology at one of its checkpoints will help move travelers through security 

faster. 

 

Automated Screening Lanes were installed at checkpoint 5 at the north end of the airport terminal last 

week, just in time for spring break travel. The change is expected to free up Transportation Security 

Administration agents to focus more on potential threats and less on arbitrary tasks like moving bins 

around. 

 

“This investment by the Port of Seattle is about improving the customer experience, security and 

efficiency – all goals to serve our travelers better,” said Lance Lyttle, Managing Director of Sea-Tac 

Airport.  

 

Sea-Tac released a video to prepare travelers for the changes. Most notable improvement: bigger bins that 

put themselves away. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 China tells NKorea: appreciates efforts 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-missiles-china/china-tells-north-korea-it-

appreciates-its-efforts-on-denuclearization-idUSKCN1HA0GH  

GIST BEIJING (Reuters) - China appreciates North Korea’s “important efforts” to ease tension on the Korean 

peninsula, senior Chinese diplomat Wang Yi told the North’s foreign minister on Tuesday, hours after he 

called on all sides to stay focused on talks. 

 

China has traditionally been secretive North Korea’s closest ally, though ties had been frayed by North 

Korean leader Kim Jong Un’s pursuit of nuclear weapons and missiles and Beijing’s backing of tough 

U.N. sanctions in response.  

 

But in late March Beijing vowed to uphold its friendship with its isolated neighbor and won a pledge from 

Kim to denuclearize the peninsula during a meeting with President Xi Jinping. 

 

China’s Foreign Ministry gave only hours notice that Wang, a State Councillor and China’s Foreign 

Minister, would meet North Korean Foreign Minister Ri Yong Ho.  

 

Wang told Ri that Xi and Kim had reached an important consensus on achieving a peaceful resolution to 
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the peninsula nuclear issue during Kim’s visit to Beijing, his first known trip outside North Korea since he 

assumed power in 2011.  

 

“China appreciates North Korea’s position working toward denuclearization of the peninsula and its 

important efforts to ease the situation on the peninsula, and supports meetings between the leaders of the 

North and South and between the North and the United States,” Wang said, according to a Chinese 

Foreign Ministry statement.  

 

The ministry cited Ri as saying that North Korea would “maintain close strategic communications” with 

China on peninsula-related issues, and that the Kim-Xi meeting was an “important juncture” in the 

development of bilateral relations. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 China notifies WTO: retaliatory tariffs 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china/china-formally-notifies-the-wto-of-retaliatory-

tariffs-against-u-s-idUSKCN1HA1YV  

GIST GENEVA (Reuters) - China has notified the World Trade Organization it is imposing $611.5 million 

worth of retaliatory tariffs on $2.75 billion worth of U.S. imports including pork, nuts and ethanol in 

response to U.S. duties on aluminum and steel, a WTO document showed. 

 

The document, dated last Thursday but posted only after the Easter public holidays, came after China said 

late on Sunday it has increased tariffs by up to 25 percent on 128 U.S. products, escalating a dispute 

between the world’s biggest economies.  

 

China has fulfilled its legal duty to notify the WTO and other member states of its retaliatory measures. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Avalanche forecasters in uphill battle 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/04/avalanche-forecasters-grapple-deadly-season  

GIST On the morning of Monday, Feb. 26, Jeremy Allyn got the kind of call he dreads. An avalanche had killed 

two teenagers in Snoqualmie Pass the day before. As a professional observer with the Northwest 

Avalanche Center, Allyn and a co-worker were tapped to investigate the cause of the fatal slide. 

 

They arrived at the Alpental Valley parking lot just as the ambulance was pulling out with the bodies of 

18-year-old Niko Suokko and 17-year-old Declin Ervan, both of Bellevue, who were asphyxiated by a 

crushing quantity of snow that buried them on a steep area known as the Snow Lake Divide. 

 

After a debriefing from the search-and-rescue team, the pair skied two miles into the valley to the 

avalanche site. Like a forensic team investigating a crime scene or a plane crash, they snapped photos and 

gathered technical information about the avalanche’s depth and the snowpack on which it slid. The 

accident report was published last week. 

 

The tail end of winter made for a tragic season in the Cascades, one that has claimed multiple lives and 

stretched the Northwest Avalanche Center thin at a time when it is aiming, over the long term, to see 

everybody come home safely from a day in the mountains. The Feb. 26 incident was the first of a string of 

deadly local avalanches over the last month, with snowshoers, skiers and snowmobilers among the victims 

in three consecutive weekends of fatalities. 

 

Altogether, Washington is responsible for seven of the 19 avalanche deaths in the U.S. so far this season, 

more than any other state. That startling statistic has cast a spotlight on the Northwest Avalanche Center 

(NWAC), the nation’s second oldest, which operates out of the National Weather Service station in 

Seattle’s Sand Point.  
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Even though snow on the ground outside the office window is rare, the center, which is under the auspices 

of the U.S. Forest Service, employs three meteorologists and two avalanche specialists to produce daily 

forecasts during the winter season and periodic forecasts in the spring for the Cascades, Olympics and Mt. 

Hood. 

 

Some people start their day with a quick scan of a favorite weather app, but for the legions of Northwest 

residents who recreate in our snowy mountains, reading the avalanche forecast on the NWAC app is a 

regular ritual from mid-November until the end of May — and it has far more life-or-death consequences 

than the day’s chance of rain. 

 

NWAC has been vigilant in advising backcountry skiers, snowshoers and snowmobilers about an elevated 

risk of avalanches for most of the winter, but not everyone has adequately heeded those warnings. 

 

The forecast combines a host of information from meteorological satellites, 25 remote weather stations at 

key mountain locations, updates from the Washington Department of Transportation crews that clear 

mountain passes and reports from ski resorts and national park rangers. 

 

The center’s forecasts have become ever more important as winter backcountry travel grows. At weekend 

information booths this winter at popular trailheads, center staff counted 400 people traveling into the 

Alpental Valley backcountry on a single sunny weekend day, part of some 2,000 backcountry users they 

counted over 10 visits. Website traffic to the center’s forecasts have grown about 3 percent annually. 

 

In the pre-dawn hours, the avalanche center’s Allyn, 49, saddles up his pick-up truck with ski gear like he 

does roughly three times a week each winter to make the reverse commute from his Green Lake home to 

the mountains. 

 

Allyn has worked in Washington’s outdoor industry since he moved here from Massachusetts to study at 

the University of Puget Sound in the late 1980s. He took a year off from college to ski patrol at Crystal, 

then worked his way into mountain guiding. A climbing accident in Canada that broke both his feet ended 

his guiding career, but he found a niche in avalanche education — teaching courses on how to identify and 

avoid avalanche hazards — and eventually, in professional observation. He works as a carpenter in the off-

season, but hopes to return to NWAC full-time next winter. 

 

Allyn’s field observations are essential to the forecast’s mix, and last week he took a routine trip to the 

backcountry near Crystal Mountain ski resort. Responsible for the central and southern Cascades, 

including Snoqualmie Pass, Mt. Rainier, and White Pass, some reports of skier-triggered avalanches — 

with no burials — had piqued his interest to check out conditions firsthand. 

 

The bumper-to-bumper headlights on I-5 North soon melded into the strip mall detritus of Auburn, which 

gave way to Enumclaw horse country. Outside of Greenwater, the rain turned to light snow and blanketed 

the evergreens with a white sheen. 

 

“I’m pretty tired right now, to be honest,” Allyn, who has the taciturn nature of someone who spends a lot 

of solitary time in the mountains, admitted on the way. “The last month has been quite busy and we’ve had 

a lot of near-misses and a number of avalanche fatalities. The combination of physical, mental and 

emotional fatigue is definitely setting in.” 

 

The day before, Allyn had attended two celebrations of life in the same day: one for Suokko and another 

for his girlfriend’s co-worker, who perished in the Methow Valley slide. After the heavy load this season, 

the avalanche center is looking to put a trauma and grief counselor on retainer for future incidents. 

 

But there was still a job to do, and Allyn was on the trail using alpine touring skis with climbing skins 

even before Crystal’s lifts began operating for the day. Over the course of four hours, Allyn explored the 

weekend’s avalanches in Bullion Basin, where two crowns, the clearly visible line left on the snow when a 

slope slides, stood out with ski tracks running above and below. 
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Equipped with a pack stocked with avalanche observation gear, Allyn picked two spots to dig four-feet 

deep pits. Allyn has the lean build one would expect from someone who climbs mountains for a living, 

and he had the pit dug and shaved to a clean surface in minutes — one suspects he’d be handy to dig out a 

buried car — revealing a snow profile like a sedimentary rock or tree-ring growth: a cross-section that 

reveals change over time. 

 

Thin lines running horizontally indicated rain storms over the last few months of winter weather that were 

buried in the snowpack. On the surface, skiers might know these as rain crusts that make for bad skiing. 

Once buried, these so-called “weak layers” might not hold when skiers or a snowmobile glide on top of 

them, causing the entire snowpack above to slide. 

 

In 30 years of mountain travel, Allyn has never been caught in an avalanche that buried him — setting off 

small, controlled avalanches is sometimes part of the job — though he says he did help rescue a guiding 

client once in British Columbia’s Valhalla Mountains. 

 

Using the shovel to tap the snow and see its reaction to pressure, it took three tries and maximum force to 

get a foot-deep cube of snow to slide off the most recent rain crust — a good sign the fresh powder was 

bonding well to the snowpack beneath it, at least at this elevation and aspect. 

 

The day’s field work completed, Allyn transitioned into downhill mode and zipped down the face of Blue 

Bell Knoll, a slope already laced with s-marks from the weekend’s backcountry ski crowd — the kind that 

depend on NWAC’s forecasts to make decisions about how to balance avalanche risk with good-quality 

skiing. 

 

And by mid-afternoon, camped out at an Enumclaw coffee shop, Allyn filed his daily report so that the 

forecasters back at Sand Point could add it to the list of data points that would inform the next day’s 

forecast. 

 

While the idea of getting paid to traipse around the mountains might sound appealing to aspiring ski bums, 

Allyn must be out there even in frigid cold or soaking rain. Over the course of a season, especially one 

with multiple avalanche investigations, that routine takes its toll. 

 

Although Allyn mostly sticks to the technical language of his craft, regularly using phrases like “party 

members,” “uphill mode,” and “mitigate your hazard,” he does get a bit more personal. He admits that the 

life-and-death decisions that result from his contribution to the forecast are “constantly” on his mind. 

 

“Last year was the first time I was doing a lot of incident reporting and wrapping my brain around the 

human side of what can happen,” he said. “Interviewing loved ones and partners and fully investigating 

these incidents, you can’t help but look at them from a perspective of, hey, this could be my friends or my 

partners, or me.”  

 

The avalanche center has grown considerably from its humble roots as a University of Washington project 

that issued its first avalanche advisory in 1975. While the Forest Service pays for the office-based staff’s 

$360,000 annual cost, nonprofit Friends of the Northwest Avalanche Center raises another $480,000 from 

corporate and individual donations to pay for the team of eight professional observers, half in Seattle and 

half in outposts like Bellingham, Mt. Hood, Leavenworth and the Methow Valley.  

 

NWAC has a robust social media presence and runs a series of avalanche awareness lectures at REI for 

first-timers as well as continuing education talks for backcountry users who have already taken the 

industry-standard level-one course.  

 

Despite its blizzard of outreach, the center is up against a factor perhaps just as dangerous as a touchy 

snowpack: human desire. 

 

“We’ve still got a long way to go in terms of how we get people to change their behavior,” Scott Schell, 
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executive director of the nonprofit side, said, describing an ideal risk candidate as “the person who works 

five days a week sitting behind a computer who’s dreaming of getting outside on the weekend and skiing 

that line they’ve read about on the forums.” 

 

This season’s deaths have been a setback on the road to the avalanche industry’s goal of no fatalities by 

2025, but Schell is heartened by long-term trends. 

 

“Fatal accidents have been pretty flat over last 20 years, and at the same time it’s safe to assume that 

backcountry use in the U.S. has increased somewhere around tenfold,” he said. 

 

Although a 1910 Stevens Pass avalanche was the deadliest in U.S. history, Washington’s high share of 

avalanche fatalities this season is a recent historical anomaly. Alaska, Colorado, and Montana all have had 

more avalanche accident reports and fatalities, while Utah is about on par with Washington, according to 

the Avalanche Accident Database, whose records date back to the 1998-1999 season. 

 

Schell attributes this year’s exceptional number of deaths to “an unusual snowpack” that featured what in 

avalanche-speak are called “deep persistent weak layers,” or places buried way down in the snowpack that, 

while unlikely to trigger a slide, will lead to a catastrophic avalanche if they do. Investigations fingered 

those layers as the likely culprit in most of the fatal avalanches over the last month, although Allyn 

stressed the goal of investigations is not to assign blame but rather to educate and contribute to the 

industry’s collective knowledge on snow science.  

 

Convincing local skiers, snowshoers and snowmobilers to heed the danger has been the cardinal challenge 

of the 2017-2018 winter season, Schell said. 

 

“As an avy center that’s where we have a lot of progress to make,” Schell said, calling it an “uphill battle,” 

just like the slog his team’s observers make every winter day. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 States sue to stop citizenship question 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/3/ny-16-other-states-sue-stop-citizenship-question/  

GIST New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman filed a lawsuit Tuesday challenging the Trump 

administration’s decision to ask about citizenship on the 2020 census, saying the question will ruin the 

upcoming count, violating the Constitution’s demand for an accurate count. 

 

The challenge, joined by attorneys general from 16 states and attorneys from big cities such as 

Philadelphia, San Francisco and D.C., says that immigrants — both legal and illegal — and others will be 

scared away from taking part in the 2020 count because they don’t want to answer their citizenship status. 

 

That, the challengers said, will skew the census, undercutting the Constitution’s requirement of an “actual 

Enumeration” of the whole population every decade. 

 

The citizenship question has become the latest explosive dividing line in immigration and race under 

President Trump, with the full array of anti-Trump organizations lining up to oppose the 2020 census 

decision. 

 

That was on display Tuesday in New York, where Democratic lawmakers and immigrant-rights groups 

staged a rally to announce the lawsuit. 

 

“Are you ready to do this fight? Are you ready to take on Trump,” said Steven Choi, executive director of 

the New York Immigrant Community. 

 

Asking about citizenship used to be standard on the full decennial census up through the middle of the 

20th century. It was then shifted to the census “long form,” which went to about one in six households 
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during the decennial count. 

 

The long form has now been discontinued and instead the census relies on the American Community 

Survey, which is sent to between 1 and 2 percent of households each year, for citizenship estimates. 

 

Mr. Schneiderman said those estimates are good enough for government work, and there’s no good reason 

to ask about the question of everyone. 

 

“Decade after decade, census officials have said very clearly that simply asking about immigration status 

would create an environment of fear and mistrust in immigrant communities, communities of color,” he 

said. 

 

He also said procedurally the Trump administration added the question in without putting it through the 

full array of tests that are usually required before any new questions are added. 

 

The crux of the legal battle is likely to turn on what the Constitution requires when it demands the 

government conduct an “actual Enumeration” every decade. 

 

The Constitution says the count is used to apportion congressional districts between the states, but in 

reality the information is used for much more, including drawing the district lines for Congress and state 

legislatures, and for doling out hundreds of billions of dollars in federal cash assistance foe education, 

infrastructure and other needs. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 City removes Confederate name streets 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/confederate-names-removed-from-residential-street-signs-

hollywood-florida/  

GIST HOLLYWOOD, Fla. -- The names of Confederate generals are being removed from street signs in one 

Florida city. The Hollywood city commission voted in August to remove the names of Robert E. Lee, 

Nathan Bedford Forrest and John Bell Hood from residential streets. 

 

In a Sun Sentinel report, officials said about half the signs have been replaced so far. The rest should be 

replaced by the end of April. 

 

The streets were renamed Freedom, Hope and Liberty. Mayor Josh Levy said the new signs display a 

message that is "a lot better than the message the prior names were sending."  

 

Laurie Schecter was one of the residents who petitioned for the sign changes in 2017. She said the new 

names "better represent the character of our city and the people who live here."  

 

The debate over Confederate street names, statues and other symbols is being conducted in several 

communities around the nation.   
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HEADLINE 04/03 Israel PM retracts migrant resettlement 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/israel-s-netanyahu-changes-his-mind-migrant-resettlement-

plan-n862266  

GIST JERUSALEM — Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on Tuesday he was canceling an 

agreement with the U.N. refugee agency to relocate thousands of African migrants, bowing to right-wing 

pressure to scrap the deal. 

 

The pact would have given thousands of other migrants the right to stay in Israel. 
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Hours after announcing the arrangement on Monday, Netanyahu posted on his Facebook page that he was 

putting its implementation on hold until a further review. 

 

He then declared the agreement dead at a meeting on Tuesday with representatives of residents of south 

Tel Aviv, a poor area that has attracted the largest migrant community. Many of its inhabitants want the 

Africans out. 

 

"I have listened carefully to the many comments on the agreement. As a result, and after I again weighed 

the advantages and disadvantages, I decided to cancel the deal," a statement from the prime minister's 

office quoted Netanyahu as saying at the session. 

 

The fate of about 37,000 Africans in Israel has posed a moral dilemma for a state founded as a haven for 

Jews from persecution and a national home. 

 

The right-wing government has been under pressure from its nationalist voter base to expel the migrants. It 

had been moving ahead with plans to deport many of them to Rwanda when Israel's Supreme Court 

intervened and froze such deportations in March. 

 

According to the agreement with the U.N. refugee agency that Netanyahu outlined on Monday, about 

16,250 African migrants, most of them from Eritrea and Sudan, would have been relocated to Western 

nations. 

 

"Despite legal restraints and international difficulties that are piling up, we will continue to act with 

determination to explore all of the options at our disposal to remove the infiltrators," Netanyahu said in the 

statement on Tuesday. 

 

Netanyahu's backtrack was largely seen in Israel as an attempt to appease his voter base and keep its 

support at a time of political uncertainty. 

 

Since 2005, around 64,000 Africans have entered Israel illegally over its border with Egypt, although 

thousands have since left. A fence Israel has built over the past few years along the frontier has largely 

stemmed the flow. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Another Calif. city sues sanctuary law 

SOURCE http://losangeles.cbslocal.com/2018/04/02/huntington-beach-sanctuary-city-status/  

GIST HUNTINGTON BEACH (CBSLA) — Another Orange County city is joining the fight against sanctuary 

city status. 

 

The Huntington Beach City Council voted 6 to 1 to sue the state over SB 54 — the Senate bill that would 

protect undocumented immigrants by limiting the cooperation between local police and ICE agents. 

 

More than 100 people were at the meeting to tell the council they wanted to join the Orange County 

lawsuit, just days after Los Alamitos became the first city in Orange County to leave their sanctuary city 

status behind. 

 

Congressman Dana Rohrabacher could barely be heard over the hecklers. 

 

“I am very proud of the USA,” said Rohrabacher. “I would suggest that those who advocate for sanctuary 

states are betraying the American people.” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 N.C. ‘disturbing’ police videos released 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/02/us/asheville-police-body-camera/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The city of Asheville, North Carolina, released "disturbing, difficult to watch" videos from nine 

body-worn cameras related to the beating and tasing of a man who was suspected by police of jaywalking, 

the city said. 

 

One video from an officer on the scene shows Asheville police officer Christopher Hickman wrap his arms 

around the man's neck from behind as police attempt to subdue him. 

 

The footage provides greater insight into the August 2017 arrest of Johnnie Jermaine Rush, the man 

Asheville police arrested for jaywalking. 

 

Hickman, 31, was removed from patrol duty a day after the incident. He resigned from the department in 

January, the same day that he was to be terminated, according to a timeline of the case released by the city 

council. 

 

Video of the arrest recorded by Hickman's body camera was published by the Asheville Citizen-Times on 

February 28, setting off outrage in the western North Carolina city. The newspaper has not revealed how it 

obtained the video. 

 

Hickman was taken into custody on March 8 and charged with one count each of assault by strangulation, 

assault inflicting serious injury and communicating threats, the city said. 

 

"Christopher Hickman served the City of Asheville for 10 years and received numerous commendations," 

Thomas Amburgey, an attorney for Hickman, said in a statement. "It's unfortunate that so many 

individuals have rushed to judge my client. I am confident that when a fair and impartial jury hears the 

whole story that Mr. Hickman will be acquitted. Any notion that my client had any criminal intent to harm 

Mr. Rush is without basis." 

 

The city on Monday also released video recorded a little more than an hour after Rush's arrest, in which 

he, Hickman and an officer in training can be heard candidly discussing the incident as they are standing 

outside a hospital. 

 

"No disrespect with you sir, I understand that I ran and whatnot, but you didn't have to keep punching me 

and choking me," Rush said. 

 

"Yeah, I did," Officer Hickman said. "Because you never complied with my order." 

 

Rush said he wasn't able to comply and put his hands behind his back because he was on the ground being 

choked. 

 

"I didn't start choking you until after I probably punched you ten times," Hickman responded. 

 

In another of the videos taken after the use of force, Hickman speaks to a supervisor, Sgt. Lisa Taube, on 

the scene and admits to using the taser to punch the man in the face several times. 

 

"I hit him in the face as if it was a club like three times. That was effective," Hickman says. "That's what 

happened to his left side, I punched him in the face with it about as hard as I could." 

 

A Buncombe County Superior Court Judge granted the City of Asheville's petition to release the video, 

which was made public Monday at 2 p.m. 

 

In an open letter from the Asheville City Council, Interim City Manager Cathy Ball and Police Chief 

Tammy Hooper said the videos were being released in the interest of transparency. 

 

"This incident has created a loss of trust within the community, particularly among people of color. The 
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City of Asheville understands that there is substantial work to do to restore the public's trust," they said in 

a statement. 

 

Rush initially was charged with second-degree trespassing and resisting a public officer. He filed a 

complaint with police the day he was arrested alleging Hickman used excessive force. 

 

Chief Hooper watched the body camera footage and ordered Hickman off the street and told him to turn in 

his badge and gun, according to a timeline from the city. 

 

The district attorney and Asheville police agreed to dismiss the charges against Rush in September after 

watching the body camera footage, according to documents from the City Council. 

 

The actions of Hickman's supervisor, Sgt. Taube, have also drawn criticism. Department policy requires 

the supervisor in a use of force incident to conduct a preliminary investigation and collect supplemental 

documents from all parties. 

 

In video from her body camera, Taube can be seen arriving at the scene, speaking to Hickman and 

listening to his side of the story. She then goes to speak to Rush in the back of a police vehicle. 

 

As Rush tells his version of events and says that he was hit in the face and choked, she repeatedly 

interrupts him and disagrees with him. 

 

"You were in the wrong. You were told by an officer (you're) under arrest," she said. "You resisted and did 

not comply and ran away." 

 

Later, she speaks with a woman who identifies herself as the mother of Rush's son. Taube tells her that 

Rush was being arrested for resisting arrest and trespassing, and suggests he may also receive charges for 

being "intoxicated" and disruptive. 

 

The woman says she just saw Rush and that he didn't have anything to drink. 

 

"Well, he's intoxicated on something," Taube says. 

 

Sgt. Taube received disciplinary action for "poor performance," the city of Asheville said on its website, 

and was ordered to undergo remedial training in connection with the incident. 

 

Rondell Lance, the president of the Fraternal Order of Police Lodge in Asheville, told CNN that the videos 

showed that Taube acted properly and appropriately given the situation. 

 

She was disciplined because she did not watch the body camera video that night or the next morning, 

Lance said. Her decision not to watch the videos was just an error in thinking and was not made with bad 

intentions, he said. 

 

"There wasn't (anything) that she tried to hide or cover up," he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Hurricane outlook: near normal season 

SOURCE https://www.accuweather.com/en/weather-news/2018-atlantic-hurricane-outlook-4-us-impacts-

predicted-amid-another-active-season/70004533  

GIST After a devastating hurricane season for the United States in 2017, forecasters are predicting a near normal 

to slightly above-normal year with between 12 to 15 tropical storms. 

 

Of those storms, 6 to 8 are forecast to become hurricanes and 3 to 5 are forecast to become major 

hurricanes.  
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“Last year we had 17 tropical storms. This year may not be quite as active, but still probably normal to 

slightly above normal,” AccuWeather Atlantic Hurricane Expert Dan Kottlowski said.  

 

Similar to last year, sea surface temperatures are expected to remain warmer than normal across most of 

the basin and normal to above normal over the main developmental region, where more than 85 percent of 

all tropical storms form. 

 

“Right now, we are in a weakening La Niña pattern, but the climate pattern is expected to go into what’s 

called a neutral pattern, which promotes near-normal wind shear,” Kottlowski said.  

 

This should limit tropical development. 

 

“The thing that’s causing the balance to tip in one direction [this year] is that sea surface temperatures are 

warmer than normal,” he said. 

 

Warm water creates more favorable conditions for tropical development. 

 

While last year brought six impacts to the United States, including Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, this 

year is more likely to result in three or four. 

 

According to Kottlowski, conditions are ripe for early season development in the Gulf of Mexico due the 

warm water already in place in that part of the Atlantic basin. 

 

As for the rest of the season, historical records and the projected pattern suggest the area from Houston to 

Florida and up through the Outer Banks of North Carolina will be more favorable for direct impacts from 

tropical storms and hurricanes. 

 

“Anywhere else along the coast, everybody should still be vigilant and prepare for a possible direct 

impact,” Kottlowski said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Council: 20% drivers w/out insurance 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/consumer/nearly-20-percent-of-drivers-in-washington-dont-have-

insurance  

GIST A lot of people drive around without insurance. It’s about 17 percent of the motorists in Washington, 

according to the latest report from the Insurance Research Council. That means we are the seventh worst 

state in the country for uninsured drivers. 

 

"You can buy coverage to protect yourself and those in your vehicle from others on the road who are not 

carrying enough liability insurance or who may not have any insurance at all,” said Kenton Brine, 

president of the NW Insurance Council. “That coverage is called Uninsured Motorist coverage or 

Underinsured Motorists coverage." 

 

While it's against the law to drive without insurance, uninsured motorist coverage and underinsured 

motorist coverage are optional in Washington. Insurance companies must offer you this coverage, but you 

can decline it. 

 

So, what happens if you do that? 

 

"If you were hit by an uninsured driver or someone who doesn't have enough coverage to pay for your 

damages or injuries, that is going to end up being on you and come out of your own pocket to pay for 

damages to your vehicles or injuries to passengers or yourself while you're in your car,” Brine said. 
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The Northwest Insurance Council tells me the cost of adding uninsured and underinsured motorist 

coverage to a policy is typically between 5-10 percent of your annual premium. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Triple wave of wet weather to Seattle 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/weather/blog/triple-wave-of-wet-weather-headed-to-seattle/281-

534895765  

GIST A warm front moved into western Washington overnight, and it brought rain for Wednesday. The rain 

arrived along the coast and parts of the Southwest Interior Tuesday night, and continued to spread inland 

through the night. 

 

The rain, while not very heavy, will be with us much of the day. Much of western Washington is looking 

at between 0.25 - 0.5” of rain. The showers taper late Wednesday afternoon. 

 

Soon as this first system exits, another is quick on its heels. A second frontal system brings more wet 

weather Thursday. After a brief break Friday, yet another system arrives over the weekend. This stretch of 

wet weather will likely continue into next week. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Seattle sues census citizenship question 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/seattle-among-6-cities-suing-trump-

administration-over-census-citizenship-question/  

GIST Seattle and Washington state are among six cities and 17 states suing to block President Donald Trump’s 

administration from demanding citizenship information in the 2020 U.S. census. 

 

Washington, D.C., and the U.S. Conference of Mayors are also part of the lawsuit filed Tuesday in federal 

court in New York. 

 

New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman is leading the effort, accusing the Trump administration 

of violating the Enumeration Clause of the U.S. Constitution. 

 

In a statement, Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan called the administration’s plan an unreasonable, unjust and 

unconstitutional attempt to “stifle democracy, strip our community of much-needed resources and 

undercount communities of color and immigrants.” 

 

Demanding citizenship information would likely depress census participation among immigrants, causing 

a population undercount that would disproportionately harm states and cities with large immigrant 

communities, Durkan said. 

 

“In the last decade, Seattle’s population has skyrocketed, which is why it’s critical the upcoming census 

provides accurate and fair representation,” she said. 

 

“Without an accurate count, Seattle could lose billions of dollars of federal investments in housing, 

schools, and hospitals, and other critical federal resources.” 
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HEADLINE 04/04 MLK assassination still clouded mystery 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/04/04/MLK-assassination-still-clouded-with-mystery-

after-50-years/3871522767459/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=2  

GIST April 4 (UPI) -- Despite growing threats on his life, Martin Luther King Jr. had committed to going to 
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Memphis. 

 

There, he wanted to march with striking minority sanitation workers. Before the trip was over, the civil 

rights leader was dead and one of the most controversial -- and mysterious -- cases in U.S. history began. 

 

Raised in Georgia, King became a Baptist minister at 18 and would spend the next two decades building a 

civil rights legacy recognized the world over. His national crusade, though, was abruptly cut short 50 years 

ago, on April 4, 1968. 

 

In the decades since his death, King's assassination has been pored over perhaps more than any case other 

than the shooting of President John F. Kennedy. Examinations and re-examinations of King's death have 

been done at local and congressional levels, and conspiracy theories are nearly as common as those 

surrounding Kennedy. 

 

The shooting 

 

King arrived in Memphis on April 3, 1968, after his flight was delayed by a bomb threat. That evening, he 

gave the final speech of his life -- in which his words later seemed prophetic. 

 

"I don't know what will happen now. We've got some difficult days ahead. But it doesn't matter with me 

now. Because I've been to the mountaintop," he said. "Like anybody, I would like to live a long life. ... But 

I'm not concerned about that now. I just want to do God's will. And He's allowed me to go up to the 

mountain. And I've looked over. And I've seen the promised land. 

 

"I may not get there with you, but I want you to know tonight, that we, as a people, will get to the 

promised land. And so I'm happy, tonight. I'm not worried about anything. I'm not fearing any man." 

 

Because King's visit to Memphis had been well advertised, it was no secret that he was staying at the 

Lorraine Motel. James Earl Ray, who at one time confessed to being the assassin, changed his residence 

on April 4 -- police said in order to be closer to King's motel. At a rooming house, he checks into room 

No. 8 under the name John Willard. 

 

After purchasing a pair of binoculars, Ray returns to his room -- where police said he kept an eye on 

King's balcony. At 6:01 p.m., King emerged from the room with a few associates and a single shot rang 

out. The 39-year-old civil rights leader was struck in the head and thrown violently backward as members 

of his entourage, immortalized in a now-famous photograph, pointed toward the area they heard the shot 

come from -- Ray's rooming house. 

 

"Martin Luther King took his cross on his shoulder over at the Lorraine Motel, and there he was crucified," 

the Rev. Ralph Abernathy said in 1968. 

 

The escape 

 

According to the official version of events, Ray immediately packed up his belongings and fled the 

rooming house -- wrapping the rifle and a few other items in a blanket. After exiting to the street, he 

panicked when he spotted a police car and dumped the bundle of evidence on the sidewalk in front of the 

Canipe Amusement Co.offices. He hopped into his white Ford Mustang and took off. 

 

Ray was identified as the shooter by two witnesses in the Canipe office and a resident of the rooming 

house who'd seen the gunman flee in the moments after the gunshot. 

 

Within an hour, Ray had driven to Mississippi, then went on to Alabama and finally, Georgia. He then 

ditches the Mustang and takes a Greyhound bus to Michigan before slipping across the U.S.-Canadian 

border. 

 

It wasn't until June 8 that the 40-year-old suspect was ultimately tracked down in Britain, where he was 
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arrested at London's Heathrow Airport attempting to board a flight to Belgium. Authorities said using 

multiple aliases, Ray's final destination was to be Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), a segregated country of 

Africa where he believed he would be a celebrated mercenary for killing King. He was extradited to the 

United States. 

 

The trial and 'Raoul' 

 

After firing his original attorney, Ray is represented at trial by famed defense lawyer Percy Foreman -- 

who convinces the accused gunman that an acquittal is impossible. Ray opts to plead guilty to the King 

assassination. He is sentenced to 99 years in Tennessee's Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary. 

 

Three days later, Ray abruptly recants his guilty plea and claims he was merely a pawn in a grand 

conspiracy to kill King -- and that a shadowy figure named "Raoul" pulled the strings. 

 

According to Ray, he first met Raoul months before the shooting in Memphis as a means to obtain 

Canadian immigration papers. He said from that point forward, he participated in a number of criminal 

enterprises with the mastermind that took him across the United States. In April, he said, he was instructed 

by Raoul to buy a 30-06 rifle -- and the Mustang -- and told to rent the room adjacent to the Lorraine 

Motel. 

 

Ray would claim for the rest of his life that he was actually miles away from the scene when King was 

shot, although no one has ever been able to corroborate his alibi. Raoul, he said, disappeared after the 

assassination. 

 

The investigations 

 

Memphis police and the FBI concluded that Ray was responsible for killing King, although some argue 

federal authorities didn't conduct an adequate conspiracy investigation. With Ray's guilty plea, many 

investigators felt the case didn't need to be examined further. 

 

In 1976, eight years after King's death and Ray's repeated denials, the case received a second look by a 

congressional committee that convened to investigate the assassinations of King and Kennedy -- largely 

due to public doubts and significant elements of conspiracy in both cases. 

 

Another element of suspicion among the general public was added by the FBI's taking the lead in the 

investigation. Former bureau director J. Edgar Hoover had previously made efforts to compromise King's 

crusade and his involvement in the probe had a direct impact on the public's questioning of whether the 

FBI could be impartial. Hoover once called King the "most notorious liar in the United States." 

 

While the House panel was most noted for its work on the Kennedy killing, it concluded that it was likely 

King died as the result of a conspiracy. However, investigators noted the conspiracy most likely involved 

Ray's brothers, not the U.S. government, as some theories alleged. 

 

Ray testified before the committee and again told panel members he'd only been a puppet for the 

mysterious Raoul. While most experts have dismissed the existence of a Raoul, it was ultimately learned 

that the FBI in 1968 had followed up on a potential lead for such a figure -- stemming from a phone call 

Ray received while staying in Los Angeles before King's death from a man who identified himself as "J.C. 

Hardin." The bureau even went so far as to commission a composite sketch of Hardin, but dropped the 

pursuit after Ray pleaded guilty. 

 

The Justice Department has doubted the existence of anyone named Raoul in the case. 

 

Some materials from the FBI's 1968 investigation remain classified, and sealed, until 2027. An effort to 

get the documents released via Congress failed in 2010. 

 

Ray's appeals 
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Ray spent three decades attempting to get a new trial in King's assassination, but was ultimately 

unsuccessful. He was, however, able to persuade a number of people -- including members of the King 

family and the pastor's former lawyer -- that he was railroaded. 

 

Several members of the King family -- including his widow, Coretta Scott King, and sons Martin Luther 

King III and Dexter King -- believe Ray was not the shooter. 

 

"The evidence pointed away from Mr. Ray," she said in 1999. "He was not the person we felt that really 

actually killed him." 

 

The attorney, William Pepper, wrote multiple books on the assassination and argued that a conspiracy 

involving the U.S. government, the Pentagon and the U.S. intelligence community had a hand in the 

shooting -- largely because they wanted to "silence King's growing criticism of the Vietnam War and his 

anti-poverty campaign." 

 

"We've basically solved the case, telling people how it happened and why it happened," Pepper told the 

Detroit Metro Times last month. 

 

Threats against King's life had increased substantially in the months and years preceding his death, as 

many segregationists viewed him as a prominent enemy. 

 

"He caused more strife in this country than anyone I can think of," Eugene Bull Connor, the former police 

commissioner in Birmingham, Ala., told UPI in 1968. 

 

Ray attempted multiple times to escape from prison and was attacked during a 1981 riot. 

 

He ultimately died in prison in 1998 at age 70 after serving nearly 30 years of his 99-year sentence. To this 

day, the most incriminating evidence that argues for his guilt are his fingerprints on both the 30-06 rifle 

that killed King and the binoculars. 

 

King's legacy 

 

A half-century after his death, King remains one of the most celebrated civil rights leaders in U.S. history. 

Endless city streets and buildings have been renamed in his honor, and the Lorraine Motel -- where he 

spent his final day -- is now the National Civil Rights Museum, which opened in 1991. 

 

"Let's pledge our best efforts to protect the advances that we have inherited and make real the legacy that 

has been entrusted to each of us," former U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder told Memphis' Commercial 

Appeal this week. "That is our charge, and this is our moment." 

 

Despite the threats on his life, King continued to preach peaceful protest -- a hallmark Abernathy and 

others who picked up his mantle adopted in the years that followed. 

 

King is perhaps best known for the 1963 speech he delivered on the National Mall in Washington, D.C., -- 

in which he proclaimed, "I have a dream." The speech followed the civil rights March on Washington. 

 

"We are still marching," Holder said. "We are still striving. And we are still calling on our nation's leaders 

to act with a sense of justice, compassion and common humanity." 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Russia: West fomenting new Cold War 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/04/russian-officials-accuse-west-fomenting-new-cold-

war.html  
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GIST MOSCOW –  Top Russian defense and security officials are accusing the West of fomenting a new Cold 

War in a bid to retain waning influence in global affairs. 

 

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu says NATO is using "the non-existent Russian threat to 

methodically boost its military potential" and beef up its forces near Russia's borders. 

 

Speaking at a security conference Wednesday, Shoigu said Moscow will respond to NATO's moves by 

strengthening its defense capabilities to "ensure military security of Russia and its allies." 

 

Russia-West relations have sunk to their lowest level since the Cold War following Moscow's 2014 

annexation of Crimea and support for separatists in eastern Ukraine. Tensions further escalated this month 

after the poisoning of an ex-Russian spy in Britain, leading to mass diplomats' expulsions by the West and 

Russia. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Renewed commitment to MLK’s legacy 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/04/resilience-resolve-and-renewed-commitment-to-mlks-

legacy.html  

GIST MEMPHIS, Tenn. –  Half a century ago, the enthusiastic crowd eager to hear from the Rev. Martin Luther 

King Jr. roused him from his bed at the Lorraine Motel across town in a thunderstorm to Memphis' Mason 

Temple Church of God in Christ. 

 

King's words rang anew during the program before his youngest child, Bernice King, addressed the 

audience. Calling her older brother, Martin Luther King III, to join her in the pulpit, she discussed the 

difficulty of publicly mourning their father — a man hated during his lifetime, now beloved around the 

world. 

 

"It's important to see two of the children who lost their daddy 50 years ago to an assassin's bullet," said 

Bernice King, now 55. "But we kept going. Keep all of us in prayer as we continue the grieving process 

for a parent that we've had yet to bury." 

 

As the world prepares to mark the 50th anniversary of King's murder, the milestone coincides with a 

resurgence of white supremacy, the continued shootings of unarmed black men and a parade of 

discouraging statistics on the lack of progress among black Americans on issues from housing to education 

to wealth. But rather than despair, the resounding message repeated in the building was one of resilience, 

resolve, and a renewed commitment to King's legacy and unfinished work. 

 

Just as it was on King's last night in Memphis, the forecast Tuesday called for a storm to again rattle the 

church walls, evoking the memory of King's pronouncement that he had "been to the mountaintop," his 

thunderous remarks were outdone only by the evening's weather. 

 

With an enthusiastic crowd filling Memphis' Mason Temple Church of God in Christ, the atmosphere was 

heavy with nostalgia Tuesday for the evening 50 years ago that the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. gave his 

final speech. 

 

A gospel singer led a rousing rendition of "Lift Every Voice and Sing," and the gathering took on the air of 

a mass meeting, as if the crowd could again will King from his hotel bed across town. It was in this 

sanctuary that he delivered his famous "Mountaintop" speech the night before he was assassinated. The 

commemoration was part of a week of events celebrating King's legacy. 

 

Lee Saunders, a national labor leader, recounted how that night in 1968, King made an unplanned 

appearance to deliver the famous speech without notes after his aides saw how passionate the crowd was: 

"There was one man they wanted to hear from." 
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But Saunders stressed that the purpose of the week's commemorations was not just to look to the past. 

 

"Dr. King's work — our work — isn't done. We must still struggle; we must still sacrifice. We must still 

educate and organize and mobilize. That's why we're here in Memphis. Not just to honor our history, but 

to seize our future," he said. 

 

Saunders was among the first speakers, taking the pulpit just after a video message from former President 

Barack Obama. 

 

"As long as we're still trying, Dr. King's soul is still rejoicing," Obama said on the video. 

 

Some of the sanitation workers who participated with King in a 1968 strike sat in the front row and were 

treated like celebrities, with audience members stopping to take photos with them before the event started. 

Contemporaries of King's including the Rev. Jesse Jackson were also in attendance. 

 

The commemoration of the "Mountaintop" speech followed an announcement earlier in the day by civil 

rights leaders who are reviving an economic justice campaign first planned by King. The organizers of a 

new Poor People's Campaign are planning 40 days of marches, sit-ins and other peaceful protests. 

 

"This first 40 days is not the end; it's the launch," said the Rev. William Barber of North Carolina, one of 

the co-chairs of the revived campaign. "You will see simultaneous moral direct action. You will see 

simultaneous training of people to prepare for a season of massive voter mobilization." 

 

Starting May 14, clergy, union members and other activists will take part in the events in about 30 states, 

targeting Congress and state legislatures. Then, on June 23, organizers plan a large rally in Washington — 

similar to what King had envisioned. The original Poor People's Campaign was carried out in 1968 after 

King's death by other civil rights leaders. 

 

King had envisioned the Poor People's Campaign in Washington as a way to speak out against economic 

injustice, as he shifted his focus from civil rights to human rights. But before he could finish those plans, 

he came to Memphis in 1968 to support a strike by black sanitation workers who were tired of dealing 

with low pay and dangerous working conditions. 

 

King led a march in Memphis that turned violent on March 28, and he went back home to Atlanta. Seeking 

to prove that non-violent protests still worked, King vowed to lead a peaceful march and returned to 

Memphis days later. 

 

The civil rights leader was standing on the balcony of the old Lorraine Motel when he was shot on April 4, 

1968. He died at a hospital at age 39. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 EMS-police gap in Austin bombing case? 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/04/austin-bomber-may-have-benefited-from-ems-police-

communication-mishap-officials-say.html  

GIST Addressing a communication breakdown that may have tipped off the Austin, Texas, bomber last month, 

emergency medical personnel on Tuesday announced changes in how they'll work with local police. 

 

The suspected communication mishap occurred March 20, the day before authorities closed in on Mark 

Conditt, who blew himself up after attacks that left two people dead and several others injured. 

 

Officials said two medics from the Pflugerville, Texas, Fire Department knocked on the door of Conditt’s 

home, despite a team of officers staking out the site, waiting to arrest him, the Austin American-Statesman 

reported. 
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The medics were supposed be on standby in case something went wrong, as cops planned to approach the 

home around 4 p.m. that day, when the suspect was supposed to return home, the newspaper reported. 

 

Instead, a roommate of Conditt answered the door and told the medics no one needed assistance in the 

house. 

 

Police were irate that the medics had compromised their surveillance work, according to the paper. 

 

EMS officials said they have established a new system when it comes to working with officers during 

sensitive arrests and searches to avoid another misstep. 

 

Meanwhile, interim Austin police Chief Brian Manley told FOX 7 on Tuesday that in hindsight, he 

regretted having called the bomber “a challenged young man” and apologized for a member of his team 

making public comments claiming the first bombing victim may have created and accidentally detonated 

the device himself. 

 

“Those were comments that, if you have to investigate something, fine, but that's just not something that 

you put out publicly,” Manley said. 

 

The interim chief praised the works of his officers, and all the agencies that assisted in what he said “was 

the most complex case” of his career. 

 

“The partnership amongst the agencies that may not always get along was tremendous. Egos were left at 

the door, titles were left at the door, agencies were left at the door and everybody worked together to keep 

Austin safe,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 France rail workers 3mo. rolling walkout 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/europe/france-rail-strikes-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Rail workers across France have gone on strike for the first day of a three-month rolling walkout, 

the latest and potentially biggest battle over labor laws in the country since President Emmanuel Macron 

took office last May promising to transform the jobs market. 

 

Train services have been severely disrupted, with around 87% of high-speed trains and 80% of regional 

services canceled Tuesday, according to SNCF, France's state-owned rail company. 

 

Eurostar services were also affected, with one in four services from Paris canceled. High-speed Thalys 

trains towards Belgium and the Netherlands were operating almost as normal, but there were no services 

towards Switzerland, Spain or Italy. 

 

Tuesday's walkout -- dubbed "Black Tuesday" by the French media -- comes less than two weeks after a 

nationwide strike across the public and transport sectors as workers protested the government's proposed 

labor overhauls, including the plans to open the SNCF to competition. 

 

Unions have called for the "strongest possible" strike to protest proposed reforms that they believe would 

lead to the privatization of the railways, and to call for higher wages and an end to precarious jobs. The 

government said there were no plans to privatize SNCF, which is 45 billion euros ($56 billion) in debt, 

according to Reuters. 

 

"We're striking for several reasons, but at the top of the list is the government wanting to open up the 

service to competition," the spokesman for rail union Sud Rail, Eric Santinelli, told CNN. "They don't 

want to do it in a progressive manner, they want to do it in an accelerated manner." 

 

Both sides have made it clear that they will not concede, and each sees the strikes as a test of their resolve 
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and credibility. The government believes it is acting with a mandate for change, but the unions have 

always succeeded in making the government back down. 

 

The walkout, which began at 7 p.m. local time Monday and will end at 8 a.m. Thursday, is the first of 18 

two-day walkouts planned before the end of June. The next is scheduled for April 8-9. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Britain: joint Russia probe ‘perverse’ 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-russia-chemicalweapons/britain-russian-proposal-for-

joint-salisbury-probe-perverse-idUSKCN1HB12I  

GIST THE HAGUE (Reuters) - The British delegation to the global chemical weapons body on Wednesday 

dismissed a Russian proposal for a joint U.K.-Russian investigation into the Salisbury poisoning of former 

spy Sergei Skripal as “perverse”. 

 

“Is it a diversionary tactic, and yet more disinformation designed to evade the questions the Russians 

authorities must answer,” the U.K. delegation said in a tweet during a special meeting at the Organisation 

for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Mexico screens migrant caravan 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-immigration-caravan/mexico-vets-and-disperses-central-

american-migrant-caravan-idUSKCN1HA2D0  

GIST MATIAS ROMERO, Mexico (Reuters) - Mexican officials on Tuesday screened a dwindling group of 

hundreds of largely Central American migrants who are moving through Mexico toward the United States, 

seeking to break up the “caravan” that has drawn the ire of U.S. President Donald Trump. 

 

Trump, doubling down on his tough stance against illegal immigration, has railed against those making 

their way from the Guatemala-Mexico border in the past 10 days. 

 

Trump repeated threats to torpedo the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which underpins 

much of Mexico’s foreign trade, and said he wanted to send troops to the U.S. border to stop illegal 

immigrants until a long-promised border wall is built. 

 

In response, the Mexican government has said the migrants are being vetted to determine whether they 

have a right to stay, or would be returned to their countries of origin. 

 

Hundreds of men, women and children from Central America were stuck on Tuesday in the town of 

Matias Romero in the poor southern Mexican state of Oaxaca awaiting clarification of their legal status 

after officials began registering them. 

 

Confused and frustrated by paperwork, many were uncertain what lay in store, and desperate for 

information. 

 

“What was the point of all this then if they don’t let us stay?” Elizabeth Avalos, 23, a migrant from El 

Salvador who was traveling with two children, said angrily. “There’s no food, my children haven’t eaten 

since yesterday.” 

 

Hundreds of people camped out overnight in a park near the town’s train station, with shoes and bags 

strewn about. 

 

Around them, Mexican migration officials with notepads and pens took basic information from the 

migrants, asking for names, nationalities, dates of birth and proof of identity. 
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The caravan was organized by U.S-based advocacy group Pueblo Sin Fronteras, which seeks to draw 

attention to the rights of migrants and provide them with aid. The Mexican government says the caravan, 

which like others travels by road, rail and on foot, has been organized every year since 2010. 

 

Honduran Carlos Ricardo Ellis Garcia clutched a handwritten list of names belonging to more than 100 

people who joined the caravan in the southern border town of Tapachula, where it began on March 25, 

reaching a peak of around 1,500 people. 

 

But by Tuesday the number was down to about 1,100, according to Pueblo Sin Fronteras spokeswoman 

Gina Garibo. 

 

Many had broken off from the group, eager to move on more quickly, she said. Many others aimed to stay 

in Mexico because they had family ties there or planned to work, Garibo said. 

 

“Now they’re separating these groups,” Ellis Garcia said, referring to an estimated 300 people who split 

from the caravan on Monday. “I don’t know what’s the deal, we have no answers.” 

 

Advocacy groups told Reuters dozens of people left the caravan and traveled to the crime-ridden eastern 

state of Veracruz, where they were met by migration officials and police. 

 

The government said on Monday evening around 400 people in the caravan had already been sent back to 

their home countries. 

 

Geronimo Gutierrez, Mexico’s ambassador to the United States, told CNN that Mexican authorities were 

“looking at the status of the individuals so we can proceed either with a repatriation process” or offer 

humanitarian relief. That could include granting asylum or humanitarian visas. 

 

Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala are among the most violent and impoverished countries in the 

Americas, prompting many people to leave in search of a better life. 

 

In a country where millions of people have friends or relatives who have migrated legally or illegally to 

the United States, many Mexicans harbor sympathy for the Central Americans. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Inside Russia’s Seattle consulate 

SOURCE https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2018/03/29/what-really-went-on-at-russias-seattle-

consulate-217761  

GIST Among the 27 countries that have retaliated for what is believed to be a Kremlin-ordered chemical-weapon 

attack on an ex-Russian intelligence officer and his daughter in Britain earlier this month, the United 

States took by far the most dramatic steps: ousting 60 diplomats in total, including 15 suspected 

intelligence operatives based at Russia’s United Nations Mission alone—the most significant action of its 

type since the Reagan administration. (The move prompted Russia, on Thursday, to announce the 

expulsion of 60 U.S. diplomats and the closure of the U.S. consulate in Saint Petersburg.) But it was the 

Trump administration’s announcement of the shuttering of Russia’s consulate in Seattle that turned heads. 

Why Seattle? What was going on there? Would the closure matter? 

 

While Seattle is an important city for Russian intelligence collection efforts domestically, its consulate’s 

profile has generally been quieter than San Francisco’s or New York’s, according to two former U.S. 

intelligence officials who asked to remain anonymous but have knowledge of Russian activities in these 

areas. But the closure of the consulate is noteworthy nonetheless: Along with the administration’s 

shuttering of the San Francisco consulate in 2017, Russia will now lack a diplomatic facility west of 

Houston, or any diplomatic presence on the West Coast for the first time since 1971. Russian intelligence 

officers—at least those under diplomatic cover—will no longer operate in easy proximity to America’s 
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two great tech capitals. Indeed, at least in Seattle, suspected Russia spies have already been caught 

attempting to infiltrate local tech companies. 

 

“Certainly, there were enough issues that were important to the Russians in Seattle—the naval bases, 

Microsoft, Boeing, Amazon,” says John Sipher, a former CIA officer who worked closely with the FBI on 

counterespionage issues. “There was always nervousness within the national security agencies that the 

sheer number of ethnic Russians in these industries was something the Russians could take advantage of. I 

don’t know if closing Seattle was a strategic choice; nonetheless, the concentration of high-tech and 

military resources makes it a sensible target.” 

 

After the closure of the Russian consulate in San Francisco, former senior U.S. intel officials told me that 

facility had, for decades, functioned as the primary hub for Russian intelligence-gathering in the Western 

United States. It featured key classified communications systems, and was a crucial collection center in 

Russia’s long-running effort to map out America’s fiber-optic cable network. 

 

One of the two anonymous former intelligence officials I spoke with called Seattle a top-five U.S. city for 

Russian counterintelligence work, but a “smaller operation” than San Francisco. Seattle did not have the 

same type of communications facilities as San Francisco, the two former officials said. In fact, Russian 

diplomats used to regularly drive a van with protected diplomatic information from San Francisco to 

Seattle, said a second official, though the frequency of those trips decreased over time, when U.S. officials 

suspected the Russians had begun to move their communications to encrypted channels online. 

 

Still, the Seattle area has some rich espionage targets. Firms like Boeing and Microsoft have long been of 

interest to Russian operatives, the former intel officials said. So have the many military bases in the area, 

including, pre-eminently, Naval Base Kitsap, located just across the Puget Sound from Seattle and home to 

eight nuclear-armed submarines. Administration officials have openly cited the Seattle consulate’s 

proximity to Boeing, and sensitive military bases, as reasons for its closure. 

 

Because there is a seven-hour float from Kitsap to these nuclear-armed submarines’ dive point, the two 

former officials said, there are numerous opportunities to track the subs’ movements—a longstanding 

concern for U.S. intelligence and military officials. Knowing when a submarine is headed out to sea or 

how many submarines are running patrols at a given time, and potentially identifying new technologies on 

these vessels, are all valuable pieces of intelligence, these officials said. Moreover, U.S. intel officials have 

worried that in a worst-case-scenario—actual armed hostilities between the two countries—information 

gleaned from Russian operatives in the Pacific Northwest could be used to identify “choke points.” For 

instance, they might know the ideal places to fire a rocket-propelled grenade at a fishing boat in a narrow 

channel, which could prevent military vessels from deploying. 

 

In the past, suspected intel operatives based at Russia’s Seattle consulate were observed engaging in the 

same sorts of behavior as their counterparts in San Francisco, the two former intel officials said, including 

tracking down potential fiber-optic nodes (as part of Russia’s long-term effort to map where data were 

being transferred), or Cold War-era intelligence-collection sites, in Northwestern forests. U.S. officials 

also believed Russian operatives were traveling to remote beaches in the area in order to “signal,” or 

cryptically transmit and receive data, with interlocutors offshore. (There was a specific beach in Oregon 

these individuals would favor, the two former officials said.) 

 

More recently, however, these activities appeared to die down, these individuals said, an event one of the 

former intel officials attributes to Edward Snowden’s 2013 disclosures, which some in the intelligence 

community believe led Russia to overhaul its strategies for domestic intelligence-gathering. Generally, this 

person said, Seattle seemed like a “proving ground” for junior Russian intelligence officers, a place to 

send less-experienced operatives to acclimate them to the United States. After Snowden, U.S. intel 

officials started seeing more “travelers” in the Seattle area—suspected intelligence operatives working 

under both diplomatic and nonofficial cover—flying in remotely to meet with individuals, the two former 

officials said. 

 

The biggest Russia-related concern in Seattle was “cyber-related activities,” which were separate from the 
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consulate, the two former officials said—including those of the local Kaspersky Labs affiliate. In July 

2017, U.S. officials banned Moscow-based Kaspersky, which produces anti-virus software, from being 

used on any government computers, over fears about the company’s connections to Russian intelligence. 

U.S. counterintelligence officials were concerned that Kaspersky was being used as a tool for Russian 

covert communications, the two former officials said, and were also examining whether individuals 

affiliated with Kaspersky were actual engaging in cyber-espionage domestically. “As a private company, 

Kaspersky Lab does not have inappropriate ties to any government, including Russia, and the company has 

never helped, nor will help, any government in the world with its cyber espionage efforts,” a spokesperson 

for Kaspersky said. “The U.S. government actions against Kaspersky Lab lack sufficient basis, are 

unconstitutional, have been taken without any evidence of wrongdoing by the company, and rely upon 

subjective, non-technical public sources, such as uncorroborated and often anonymously sourced media 

reports, related claims, and rumors, which is why the company has challenged the validity of these actions 

in federal court.“ 

 

“Was Kaspersky looking at Microsoft or Boeing as opportunities to exploit? Was it just business 

development? Or were they actually engaged in trying to penetrate these enterprises?” asked one of the 

former officials. “The suspicions on Kaspersky have pretty much been borne out … when you look at the 

recent U.S. government decision, and what has been publicly reported on what the Israelis have been able 

to find out.” In 2017 the New York Times reported that Israeli intelligence had hacked into a Russian 

espionage operation, observing Russian operatives using back doors in Kaspersky software to scan for, 

and purloin, U.S. intelligence documents. 

 

Russia’s interest in Microsoft is also well-documented. In 2010, U.S. officials deported Alexey 

Karetnikov, a 23-year-old Russian national, from the Seattle area, where he had been working at Microsoft 

as a software tester. U.S. officials believed he was actually a Russian intelligence officer, and linked him 

to the ring of 10 “illegals”—Russian deep-cover operatives who had been living in the United States—that 

U.S. officials had arrested and deported earlier that year. Two of those undercover operatives, Michael 

Zottoli and Patricia Mills (whose real names are Mikhail Kutsik and Natalia Pereverzeva), had lived in 

Seattle for years, even starting a family there. In Seattle, Kutsik worked at a telecommunications firm, and 

both operatives took finance classes at the University of Washington. In a 2017 article in Seattle Met 

Magazine, Kutsik and Pereverzeva’s former investments professor said he believed the Russians were 

interested in his class because many of his students went on to work for Amazon, Boeing or Microsoft. 

Kutsik, Pereverzeva and Karetnikov were not known to have been coordinating their activities with the 

Seattle consulate, one of the former officials said. 

 

Even as Russian espionage continues to migrate outside consular facilities—to travelers, and individuals 

working locally under nonofficial cover—it is “no coincidence” that both shuttered diplomatic outposts 

were on the West Coast, said one of the former officials. No matter when—or if—these two consulates are 

reopened, Russian interest in the West Coast is likely to continue far into the foreseeable future. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Effects, dangers of K2 synthetic marijuana 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/spotlighting-effects-dangers-k2-synthetic-

marijuana/story?id=54206649  

GIST It’s called K2, synthetic marijuana, and it has caused a cluster of deaths in Chicago.  

 
The Chicago Tribune reported three arrests over Easter weekend after large amounts of K2 being sold at a 

convenience store were discovered to be contaminated with a toxic compound used as rat poison.  

 

Between March 10 and April 2, 56 people have been hospitalized in Illinois, all related to K2, the Tribune 

reported. Two have died.  

 

Here's what you need to know:  
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What is synthetic marijuana?  
Contrary to what many think, synthetic marijuana is not one drug, and it is very different from 

tetrahydrocannabinol (aka THC, the main compound in natural marijuana). Synthetic marijuana is a 

“designer drug,” a chemical engineered to create the same effects as an illegal drug, but one that is 

different enough to avoid drug laws.  

 

Synthetic cannabinoids (substances mimicking marijuana) work on the same brain receptors as THC, but 

can bind to the receptor up to 100 times more tightly than THC. Most were actually developed for research 

purposes so that scientists could better understand the role of THC receptors in the brain. Unlike 

marijuana, they have no reported potential for medical use. Eighty-four new synthetic cannabinoids were 

identified by the National Forensic Laboratory Information System in 2015 alone (for comparison, there 

were only two in 2009). These chemicals, all vastly different from each other, do not cause identical 

responses in the brain.  

 

A synthetic marijuana chemical is most often sprayed onto a mix of plant materials so that it can be 

smoked. The chemicals can also be mixed into a liquid for vaping with e-cigarettes or added directly to 

herbal tea or foods. According to the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), this manufacturing and 

packaging happens “without pharmaceutical-grade chemical purity standards” and “ignoring any control 

mechanisms to prevent contamination or to ensure a consistent, uniform concentration of the powerful and 

dangerous drug in each package.”  

 

Why do people use synthetic marijuana?  
People use synthetic cannabinoids for many reasons: easy access, lower cost or the promise of a more 

intense high than they get with marijuana. Many hope that use of synthetic marijuana will avoid a positive 

urine drug test since many of the chemicals used to make the drugs are not known to the DEA.  

 

In fact, the makers of synthetic marijuana are constantly tweaking the structures of their chemicals to 

avoid being recognized by the government as an illegal substance and to prevent scientists from 

developing a drug test for their compound.  

 

Most are made in Asia and smuggled into the U.S., branded as something else. According to the Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), “There are no standards for making, packaging, or selling 

synthetic cannabinoid chemicals. That means that two packets of a brand-named product may have 

completely different chemicals.”  

 

Despite all this, cannabinoids are marketed to unwitting buyers as safe and legal alternatives to marijuana. 

The CDC says that these drugs “are distributed worldwide under countless trade names and packaged in 

colorful wrappers designed to appeal to teens, young adults, and first-time drug users.”  

 

They are labeled as “natural” compounds based on the plants inside -- even though the active ingredient is 

a factory-made chemical. Because they have never earned approval from the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA), cannabinoids are sold as “herbal products,” “incense,” or “potpourri” to disguise 

their real use. Most packages are marked with “not for human consumption” -- not because the makers 

don’t want human to use them, but so that the company cannot be held at fault for problems associated 

with smoking or eating the drug.  

 

So, are these substances actually legal?  
Based on major concerns about the danger of these products, the DEA and local agencies are attempting to 

keep up with drugmakers to ban every known synthetic marijuana substance, but it’s tough to stay on top 

of all the compounds. As of 2017, 26 cannabinoids were listed as Schedule 1 controlled substances (the 

most severely restricted substances), though there are likely hundreds more being sold.  

 

What are the effects of synthetic pot on the body?  
The effects of these drugs are highly unpredictable, as the actual chemical in the package is widely 

different and may even change from batch to batch. Many buyers experience different effects than 

intended.  
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First and foremost, these are “psychoactive” substances, which cause an altered mental perception of the 

world. This high can be associated with irritability, confusion, sleepiness, dizziness and inability to 

concentrate. At worst, they cause hallucinations (fives times more often than THC), suicidal thoughts and 

violent behavior. They are also far more likely than marijuana to cause other symptoms like vomiting and 

muscle breakdown. They can lead to heart problems such as fast heart rate, high blood pressure and even 

heart attacks. There have been reports of rapid and complete kidney failure related to specific strains of 

synthetic marijuana. In 2018 so far (through March), Poison Control Centers have received 462 calls 

concerning symptoms related to these drugs. In 2015, there were 7,762 total calls, the highest year on 

record. Of the people who call poison control or come to the emergency department for problems related 

to synthetic cannabinoids each year, approximately 1 in 100 die from these events.  

 

Unlike marijuana, synthetic cannabinoids are addictive and regular users report feeling intense withdrawal 

symptoms when they stop using.  

 

What else is in the package?  
Another highly concerning feature of synthetic cannabinoids: These drugs are frequently contaminated 

with other drugs, and buyers have no idea what may be in the packet. The most common contaminating 

drug is another designer drug, in a drug class called “cathinones.”  

 

Just as synthetic cannabinoids are designed to mimic THC, cathinones are designed to mimic the effects of 

cocaine or methamphetamines. Their effects are just as unpredictable and dangerous. When sold by 

themselves, they are sold as “bath salts” or “plant food” in order to use the label “not for human 

consumption.” This class of medications most commonly cause confusion, agitation, aggressive and self-

harming behavior. They can also lead to fast heart rate, high blood pressure, muscle breakdown, kidney 

failure and death.  

 

What about the Chicago cases?  
The contaminating substance in the recently reported cluster of illnesses is brodifacoum. This is the first 

time that this substance has been reported in synthetic marijuana, but it has previously been reported to be 

mixed with other drugs of abuse to make their effects last longer.  

 

Brodifacoum is a rat poison. It is made from the more commonly known rat poison, Coumadin (or 

warfarin), whose name you may recognize, since, in small doses, it’s used as a medically prescribed blood 

thinner. Warfarin and brodifacoum interfere with the body’s natural clotting factors and can cause life-

threatening bleeding.  

 

Brodifacoum is known as a “superwarfarin,” which means that its effects on the body last a long time and 

are very difficult to reverse. Bleeding can occur from any part of the body: Several of the recent cases 

reported bleeding from the eyes and ears, and deaths occurred due to unstoppable internal bleeding.  

 

Take-home message  
Though they are sold as safe, legal alternatives to marijuana (and a way to avoid getting caught using 

drugs), synthetic cannabinoids are a different class of chemicals completely.  

 

They are unpredictable and highly dangerous on their own -- and can be contaminated with even more 

toxic and unreported chemicals, making this a hazardous trend that will likely be marked with more 

reports of deadly events in the future. In addition, know that there is no standardization in the labels or 

packets, no guarantee what is inside and no idea, if you take a synthetic cannabinoid, what will happen to 

you.  
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HEADLINE 04/04 Long-hidden toxic waste endangers Serbia 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/long-hidden-toxic-waste-endangers-serbias-health-
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eu-54224590?   

GIST Dozens of rusty barrels and plastic tubs filled with a dark, oily liquid cluttered a muddy yard where 

chickens roamed. More brimming containers packed a wooden barn. 

 

The property in northern Serbia, located next to farmland and a railway line, stored about 100 tons of 

likely hazardous waste altogether, the country's environmental protection ministry said. Authorities found 

it last month, along with another big batch cemented into the walls of a nearby brick factory. 

 

A string of similar discoveries has triggered alarms in Serbia, where masses of poorly secured industrial 

waste are believed to have been dumped or hidden and could pose long-term environmental and public 

health dangers. 

 

The situation arising from decades of neglect, corruption and economic decay is "dramatic," Serbian 

Environmental Protection Minister Goran Trivan said. 

 

"People actually buried hazardous waste in their own yards as if it were some kind of hidden treasure," 

Trivan said in an interview with The Associated Press. "This has to stop." 

 

The problem has come into focus as Serbia and other Balkan nations move closer to joining the European 

Union, a step that ultimately will require their environmental protection standards to be in line with those 

in existing EU member countries. Such reforms could take the EU candidates years to achieve. 

 

Hazardous waste must be exported from Serbia to places such as Austria, Romania and Switzerland 

because the country does not have its own processing facilities. The shipments are costly, so some 

manufacturers and waste-management companies get rid of production residues improperly. 

 

The concern about concealed pollutants results from simple math, Trivan said. The country generates 

some 130,000 to 220,000 tons of hazardous waste every year, and while part of it is either exported or 

stored properly inside Serbia, a chunk remains unaccounted for, he said. 

 

"So, where is it?" Trivan said. "Figures tell us that we could be dealing with serious quantities, possibly 

thousands of tons." 

 

The way to handle the problem would be to step up government oversight and to introduce harsher 

sentences for offenders while encouraging private investments in waste management, Trivan said. 

 

The ministry has teamed up with the state security agency, the prosecutor's office and police to locate as 

much dumped waste as soon as possible. A public campaign urges citizens to report sites where they 

suspect toxic materials might be stored. 

 

Andjelka Mihajlov, an environmental scientist on the Serbian government team working to revise the 

country's laws to be in line with EU membership, said the potential damage that hidden toxic hazards pose 

to the country's people and environment cannot be estimated. It depends on factors such as the type of 

substances and where and how they were stowed. 

 

"If not handled properly, hazardous waste poses a serious concern for public health," said Mihajlov, who 

served briefly as Serbia's environment minister. 

 

Authorities say that out of the more than a hundred companies registered in Serbia to handle hazardous 

waste, only about a dozen followed proper labeling, storage and disposal regulations. Instead, many waste 

management firms pocket the money companies pay them and abandon loads that were supposed to be 

shipped abroad somewhere in Serbia. 

 

Officials suspect that was the case with the barrels and plastic tubs found on the property in the town of 

Pancevo in mid-March. A business named Eko 21 had been hired to deal with production waste disposed 

of the containers in an inhabited area without fences or any other safeguards to keep the population safe. 
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Residents of a village near the Serbian capital, Belgrade, were warned not to use their wells after dozens of 

barrels of toxic waste containing carcinogenic benzene were found buried in Obrenovac. The property 

owner was arrested and faces a prison term of up to five years if convicted of illegally storing dangerous 

substances. 

 

Trivan said unreported waste could have been seeping into the ground for years at a number of as-yet 

unknown locations, polluting the surrounding water and land. 

 

"I am astonished by the level of negligence toward our own lives," he lamented. 

 

Serbia also has unaddressed environmental problems with its waste water; all Serbian cities and many 

factories dump it straight into rivers. Air quality, drinking water safety and pollution from mines and 

power plans are worries as well. 

 

Trivan acknowledged that his country is lagging at least 25 to 30 years behind in environmental protection, 

but is optimistic it will steer its way clear. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Russia: US, UK staged poisoning 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-points-finger-uk-us-agencies-poisoning-

54224593?   

GIST Russia's spymaster says the poisoning of an ex-Russian spy and his daughter in Britain was staged by U.K. 

and U.S. intelligence agencies. 

 

Sergei Naryshkin, director of Russia's Foreign Intelligence Service, the top KGB successor agency, said 

the March 4 poisoning of Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia was a "grotesque provocation rudely 

staged by the British and U.S. intelligence agencies." 

 

Speaking Wednesday at an international security conference organized by the Russian Defense Ministry, 

Naryshkin said the poisoning was the latest U.S. effort to undermine Russia and was akin to its practices 

during the Cold War. 

 

Britain has blamed Russia for the nerve agent attack, an accusation that Russia has vehemently denied. 

Consequently, relations between the West and Russia are at their lowest ebb since the Cold War. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Marine helicopter crash in Calif. 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/feared-dead-marine-helicopter-crash-california/story?   

GIST Four crew members are presumed dead after a Marine helicopter crashed on Tuesday during a training 

mission in Southern California, the military said.  

 

Officials said the CH-53E Super Stallion crashed around 2:35 p.m. Tuesday near El Centro, not far from 

the U.S.-Mexico border. The helicopter belonged to the 3rd Marine Aircraft Wing in San Diego.  

 

The Marine Corps said it would withhold the identities of the deceased for 24 hours until next-of-kin 

notifications were complete.  

 

"Four crew members were aboard the aircraft. The status of all four is presumed dead pending positive 

identification," the Marines said in a statement.  

 

The Naval Air Facility in El Centro sent its condolences to those impacted by the tragedy early 
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Wednesday in a Facebook post. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Recall: Stella Artois beer bottles 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/03/Stella-recalls-some-beer-bottles-with-

possible-pieces-of-

glass/9001522782485/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_int&utm_medium=4  

GIST April 3 (UPI) -- Stella Artois is recalling some of its beer bottles in the United States and Canada over 

concerns the containers may include shards of glass. 

 

The voluntary recall applies to 11.2-ounce bottles of Stella Artois beer, the Belgian brand said in a release 

Monday. 

 

The company said "a glass packaging flaw ... may cause a small piece of glass to break off and possibly 

fall into the beer." Stella Artois said a third party produced the bottles. 

 

The company said the recall affects less than 1 percent of its glass battles sold in North America annually. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 States vow to defend auto fuel efficiency 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-epa-autos/u-s-states-vow-to-defend-auto-fuel-efficiency-

standards-idUSKCN1HA2DI?il=0  

GIST WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Nearly a dozen U.S. states and Washington D.C. on Tuesday promised to 

defend federal automobile efficiency standards against a rollback proposed this week by Scott Pruitt, the 

embattled head of the Environmental Protection Agency. 

 

“All Americans ... deserve to enjoy fuel-efficient, low-emission cars and light trucks that save money on 

gas, improve our health and support American jobs,” the attorneys general from 11 states said in a 

statement responding to Pruitt’s proposal on Monday to ease the Obama-era standards. 

 

The standards called for roughly doubling by 2025 the average fuel efficiency of new vehicles sold in the 

United States to about 50 miles (80 km) per gallon. Proponents say they help spur innovation in clean 

technologies and cut emissions of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide. 

 

California has long been allowed by an EPA waiver to impose stricter standards than Washington does on 

vehicle emissions of some pollutants. And 12 other states follow California’s lead on cleaner cars. 

 

The attorneys general, from states including New York, Iowa and Massachusetts, said they would 

challenge a rollback in court. California Attorney General Xavier Becerra has already threatened to sue in 

defense of the standards. 

 

The statement, also signed by more than 50 mayors from around the country, said automakers have been 

making progress in meeting the national standards and that compliance costs have been lower than 

projected. 

 

Auto industry executives have not publicly sought specific reductions in the requirements negotiated with 

the Obama administration in 2011 as part of a bailout deal. But they have urged Pruitt and President 

Donald Trump to revise the standards so it becomes easier and less costly to meet the targets. 

 

Pruitt defended his decision at EPA headquarters on Tuesday. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 FDA orders mandatory kratom recall 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/fda-forces-mandatory-recall-kratom-says-it-s-first-

n862481  

GIST The Food and Drug Administration ordered the mandatory recall Tuesday of kratom products distributed 

by one company that may be contaminated with salmonella. 

 

The FDA said it’s the first time it has used its mandatory recall power for a food product after first trying 

to get the company to voluntarily take the products back. The agency has been criticized for years by 

consumer advocates and some members of Congress who say it moves too slowly to recall potentially 

contaminated foods. 

 

Kratom is a plant supplement sold to treat pain, to help people stop using opioids or as a stimulant. The 

FDA has been warning against its use in general and later issued a large voluntary recall notice after some 

samples were found to be contaminated with salmonella and sickened 87 people. 

 

“As of April 2, 2018, the FDA and state partners have tested multiple kratom products, and 26 different 

products were positive for Salmonella,” it said. 

 

Tuesday’s mandatory recall affects Triangle Pharmanaturals, which bills itself as a consultant and 

packager of supplement products. 

 

“The agency took this action after the company failed to cooperate with the FDA’s request to conduct a 

voluntary recall,” the FDA said in a statement. 

 

“This is the first time the agency has issued a mandatory recall order to protect Americans from 

contaminated food products.” 

 

Two samples of products made by Triangle and sold in Oregon tested positive for salmonella, the FDA 

said. 

 

“The FDA is advising consumers to discard the products that are part of the mandatory recall, which 

include, but are not limited to: Raw Form Organics Maeng Da Kratom Emerald Green, Raw Form 

Organics Maeng Da Kratom Ivory White, and Raw Form Organics Maeng Da Kratom Ruby Red,” it said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Russia demands thorough poisoning probe 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/sergei-skripal-russia-nerve-agent-poisoning-investigation-vladimir-

putin/  

GIST MOSCOW -- Russian President Vladimir Putin says Moscow wants a thorough probe into the poisoning 

of an ex-Russian spy in Britain and will demand to be part of it. Putin, speaking Tuesday in Ankara 

following talks with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, cited the head of Britain's defense 

laboratory who said that its scientists have not identified the precise source of the nerve agent used to 

attack former double agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter. 

 

Putin said, given the lack of precise information about the agent's origin, "the speed at which the anti-

Russian campaign has been launched causes bewilderment." 

 

Britain and its allies have blamed Russia for the poisoning, which Russia has vehemently denied. Western 

countries and Russia have expelled more than 150 diplomats each in the dispute, with relations between 

the U.S. and Russia declining to the lowest level in decades. 

 

Putin said the type of the nerve agent used in the March 4 poisoning could be made in some 20 nations.   
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Skripal was imprisoned in Russia after he sold secrets to British intelligence. He was released in a 2010 

spy swap and moved to Britain.  

 

The Russian Foreign Ministry said Wednesday that British special services could have been behind the 

poisoning. British officials have previously rejected such Russian claims as nonsense. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Israel vows tough response to protests 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-defense-minister-vows-tough-response-gaza-

protests-54198452?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Israel's defense minister said Tuesday that the military will not change its tough response to Hamas-led 

mass protests near Gaza's border with Israel, warning that those who approach the border are putting their 

lives at risk. 

 

Avigdor Lieberman spoke near Gaza, where 18 Palestinians were killed by Israeli fire Friday, the first day 

of what Hamas says will be six weeks of intermittent border protests against a stifling blockade of the 

territory. 

 

On Tuesday, a 25-year-old Gaza man was killed by Israeli fire as he threw stones in the area of the border 

fence, Gaza's Health Ministry said. 

 

Lieberman's comments raised the possibility of more bloodshed this Friday, when another mass protest is 

expected. 

 

The international group Human Rights Watch accused Lieberman and other senior Israeli officials 

Tuesday of unlawfully calling for the use of live fire against Palestinian protesters who posed no imminent 

threat to life. 

 

Last Friday, thousands of Palestinians marched near the border fence between Israel and Gaza, many 

gathering around tent encampments set up several hundred meters (yards) from the frontier. Smaller 

groups moved closer to the fence, throwing stones, hurling firebombs or burning tires. Israeli troops were 

lined up on the other side of the fence, including snipers perched on high earth embankments overlooking 

Gaza. 

 

Palestinian health officials have said 18 Palestinians were killed that day, including 13 involved in the 

mass protest, making it the bloodiest day in Gaza since the 2014 war between Israel and the Islamic 

militant group Hamas. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Dominica: hurricane recovery progress 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/tourists-exports-return-storm-hit-island-dominica-

54207056?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The small Caribbean island of Dominica is making progress toward recovery after a devastating blow from 

last year's Hurricane Maria, the country's prime minister said Tuesday. 

 

Prime Minister Roosevelt Skerrit said the country has exported the first crops harvested since Maria roared 

across Dominica as a fierce Category 5 on Sept. 18 and that tourism is recovering with the return of cruise 

ships and the re-opening of hotels on the mountainous island in the eastern Caribbean. 

 

He also said water has now been fully restored to all communities in Dominica and that many homes are 

being rebuilt. The country has received about $400 million in assistance from the World Bank, the 

European Union and other international institutions. 
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Skerrit said the island needs about $1 billion to rebuild and prepare for future storms. 

 

"We are much better than yesterday," the prime minister said in an interview on the sidelines of a disaster-

recovery workshop in Miami organized by the Clinton Foundation. "We have a long way to go because we 

are going to build back better and that takes time." 

 

Hurricane Maria struck Dominica with sustained winds of about 160 mph, killing at least 31 people and 

damaging 90 percent of homes on the island of about 74,000 people. Skeritt, who had to flee his own 

home when it was damaged in the storm, said about 5,000 houses need to be rebuilt still and 20,000 

require repairs. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 UN: attack in CAR killed peacekeeper 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/peacekeeper-killed-11-hurt-car-attack-

54206918?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Mostly Christian militias attacked a U.N. peacekeeping base in the Central African Republic early 

Tuesday, and in an exchange of fire that lasted several hours one peacekeeper was killed and 11 others 

were injured, the United Nations said. 

 

U.N. spokesman Stephane Dujarric said the attack by the anti-Balaka militias took place at a temporary 

U.N. peacekeeping base in Tagbara, about 60 miles northeast of the central mining town of Bambari. The 

mission said 22 anti-Balaka fighters died in the clash. 

 

He said the U.N. peacekeeping mission sent reinforcements to the base, and he strongly condemned the 

attack. 

 

Separately, Dujarric said, the U.N. mission reported that it later discovered the bodies of 21 civilians, 

including four women and four children, in Tagbara. 

 

Dujarric said U.N. peacekeepers were informed Monday evening that a rebel group known as the UPC had 

detained 23 people in Tagbara, including 13 women and three children. He said they were released 

peacefully to U.N. peacekeepers and spent the night at the temporary base to ensure their safety. 

 

In another incident, Dujarric said, U.N. peacekeepers and CAR forces launched a joint operation on 

Saturday and rescued 15 people who had been taken hostage by the Lord's Resistance Army rebel group 

led by Joseph Kony, who is wanted by the International Criminal Court for war crimes. 

 

The LRA has wreaked havoc in Central Africa over the years in violent rampages that include the 

abduction of children. It has taken boys who are then forced to become fighters and girls who become sex 

slaves, one of the reasons the group has gained international attention in recent times. 

 

Dujarric said the U.N. mission condemned the UPC and LRA incidents as well. 

 

The Central African Republic has faced deadly interreligious and intercommunal fighting since 2013, 

when predominantly Muslim Seleka rebels seized power in the capital, Bangui. Mostly Christian anti-

Balaka militias fought back, resulting in thousands of people killed and hundreds of thousands displaced. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Russia: UK must apologize 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-chemical-weapons-watchdog-meet-spy-case-

54203293?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  
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GIST The Latest on the poisoning of a former Russian spy in Britain (all times local): 

 

11 p.m. 

 

The Kremlin says Britain will have to apologize for unfounded accusations against Russia over the 

poisoning of an ex-spy. 

 

Speaking Tuesday in Ankara, Russian President Vladimir Putin cited the head of Britain's defense 

laboratory who said that its scientists couldn't identify the precise source of the nerve agent used to attack 

former double agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter. 

 

Putin's spokesman Dmitry Peskov told reporters that Britain will have to apologize to Russia for its "mad 

accusations" that "have no foundation whatsoever." Peskov says that London will have to account for its 

claims before its allies, who have evicted scores of Russian diplomats in a show of solidarity. 

 

Britain blames Russia for the March 4 attack on Skripal and his daughter, a claim that Moscow denies. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 China minister: visit to Russia a ‘signal’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/chinas-defense-chief-moscow-trip-signal-us-

54205721  

GIST China's new defense minister says his visit to Russia is a signal to the United States about the increasingly 

close military ties between Moscow and Beijing. 

 

The unusually bold statement Tuesday by Gen. Wei Fenghe at the start of his talks with Russian Defense 

Minister Sergei Shoigu reflected the growing military cooperation between the two former Communist 

rivals. 

 

Speaking in Moscow, Wei emphasized that he chose Russia for his first trip abroad since becoming the 

international face of China's military last month to "show the world a high level of development of our 

bilateral relations and firm determination of our armed forces to strengthen strategic cooperation." 

 

Wei added he would attend a security conference Wednesday hosted by the Russian Defense Ministry to 

"let the Americans know about the close ties between the armed forces of China and Russia." 

 

Shoigu said Wei's visit "underlines a special character of relations between Russia and China," adding that 

it will help further deepen ties between the two militaries. 

 

Moscow and Beijing have forged what they described as a "strategic partnership," expressing their shared 

opposition to the "unipolar" world — the term they use to describe perceived U.S. global domination. 

 

As part of their burgeoning military cooperation, Moscow and Beijing have conducted joint military 

maneuvers, including exercises in the South China Sea and last summer's joint navy drills in the Baltics. 

 

The Baltic exercise marked the first time that China had flexed its military muscle in a region where 

tensions between Russia and NATO have escalated following Moscow's 2014 annexation of Crimea. 

 

In December, the Russian and Chinese militaries held missile defense drills intended to practice a joint 

response to missile threats from other countries. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Teachers seize Oklahoma capitol bldg.  
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/thousands-teachers-seize-oklahoma-capitol-building-demand-

education/story?id=54201499  

GIST Thousands of determined and boisterous Oklahoma teachers seized every floor of their state capitol 

building Tuesday vowing not to leave until lawmakers loosen the purse strings on education funding. 

 

In a show of force, educators stayed out of classrooms throughout the state for a second day and said in 

unison that they will continue their walkout until the Republican-dominated legislature substantially 

boosts money for school resources. 

 

"We'll be back on Wednesday!" chanted the teachers. 

 

Many of them were holding signs reading, "Let's Start Funding" and "Fund our Future." 

 

"I'm hearing that we have more people today than we had yesterday," Katherine Bishop, vice president of 

the Oklahoma Education Association told the crowd to loud cheers. "I just heard that people in the House 

can hear us. We need to be even louder." 

 

There were so many people waiting to get into the capitol to speak with lawmakers that officials have 

occasionally declared the building at capacity and temporarily shut the doors. 

 

Thousands more teachers stood outside the capital as buses filled with educators who kept pouring in from 

across the state. 

 

The massive classroom walkout caused school districts across the state -- including those in the largest 

cities of Oklahoma City, Tulsa and Norman -- to cancel classes for a second day. 

 

Bishop implored to the crowd to skip school for at least the remainder of the week to keep the protest 

going. 

 

The teachers are demanding that Republican Gov. Mary Fallin and the state legislature restore funding for 

education programs and supplies they say have been drastically slashed over the last decade. 

 

Most of the Oklahoma teachers walked out of classrooms across the state to attend the rally in Oklahoma 

City. Many said they were frustrated with the lack of resources in their schools, and some said they were 

teaching students about science and technology with textbooks from the 1990s. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Some police returning military vehicles 

SOURCE https://www.militarytimes.com/news/2018/04/02/some-wisconsin-police-are-returning-military-

vehicles/  

GIST MADISON, Wis. — Some Wisconsin police are returning mine-resistant vehicles on loan from the 

Defense Department and replacing them with smaller, armored emergency vehicles they say are more 

appropriate for law enforcement. 

 

The Defense Department has transferred excess military equipment and armored vehicles to law 

enforcement agencies through the Law Enforcement Support Office. 

 

Police departments in Superior and Madison plan to return their vehicles to the program, Wisconsin Public 

Radio reported. They may eventually be transferred to other law enforcement agencies. 

 

Mine-resistant ambush protected vehicles are designed to be used by the U.S. military and are able to 

withstand attacks from improvised explosive devises. 

 

The vehicles have drawn criticism regarding the militarization of police. 
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“I heard from citizens that they didn’t view it as an appropriate piece of equipment for the Police 

Department — that they thought we were overdoing things when we had that type of vehicle out,” said 

Superior Police Chief Nick Alexander. 

 

The community perception combined with maintenance issues prompted the department to seek other 

options, he said. The Superior City Council recently approved the purchase of a smaller emergency 

operations vehicle. 

 

The mine-resistant vehicle doesn’t meet the Madison Police Department’s law enforcement needs, said 

Madison Assistant Police Chief Victor Wahl. 

 

“It’s really designed to take a small number of troops, sort of seal them up inside and then drive through a 

hostile area and allow them to survive if there’s small arms fire or improvised explosive devices that they 

drive over,” he said. “Stuff that civilian police use armored vehicles for, it needs a lot more capacity to 

carry people, easier access to get in and out. It needs to be a little bit more nimble and flexible for 

maneuverability.” 

 

The vehicle is large, heavy and difficult to maintain, he said. 

 

“The MRAP we got from the military, but you can’t go down to the auto parts store and get spare parts for 

it,” Wahl said. “As things break down or as there’s issues with it, it becomes more and more challenging 

to keep it up and running and maintain it.” 

 

There are 36 mine-resistant vehicles in the state, said a spokeswoman with Wisconsin Emergency 

Management. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 DHS: rogue tracking devices in D.C. 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/d716aac4ad744b4cae3c6b13dce12d7e  

GIST For the first time, the U.S. government has publicly acknowledged the existence in Washington of what 

appear to be rogue devices that foreign spies and criminals could be using to track individual cellphones 

and intercept calls and messages. 

 

The use of what are known as cellphone-site simulators by foreign powers has long been a concern, but 

American intelligence and law enforcement agencies — which use such eavesdropping equipment 

themselves — have been silent on the issue until now. 

 

In a March 26 letter to Oregon Sen. Ron Wyden, the Department of Homeland Security acknowledged that 

last year it identified suspected unauthorized cell-site simulators in the nation’s capital. The agency said it 

had not determined the type of devices in use or who might have been operating them. Nor did it say how 

many it detected or where. 

 

The agency’s response, obtained by The Associated Press from Wyden’s office, suggests little has been 

done about such equipment, known popularly as Stingrays after a brand common among U.S. police 

departments. The Federal Communications Commission, which regulates the nation’s airwaves, formed a 

task force on the subject four years ago, but it never produced a report and no longer meets regularly. 

 

The devices work by tricking mobile devices into locking onto them instead of legitimate cell towers, 

revealing the exact location of a particular cellphone. More sophisticated versions can eavesdrop on calls 

by forcing phones to step down to older, unencrypted 2G wireless technology. Some attempt to plant 

malware. 

 

They can cost anywhere from $1,000 to about $200,000. They are commonly the size of a briefcase; some 
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are as small as a cellphone. They can be placed in a car next to a government building. The most powerful 

can be deployed in low-flying aircraft. 

 

Thousands of members of the military, the NSA, the CIA, the FBI and the rest of the national-security 

apparatus live and work in the Washington area. The surveillance-savvy among them encrypt their phone 

and data communications and employ electronic countermeasures. But unsuspecting citizens could fall 

prey. 

 

Wyden, a Democrat, wrote DHS in November requesting information about unauthorized use of the cell-

site simulators. 

 

The reply from DHS official Christopher Krebs noted that DHS had observed “anomalous activity” 

consistent with Stingrays in the Washington area. A DHS official who spoke on condition of anonymity 

because the letter has not been publicly released added that the devices were detected in a 90-day trial that 

began in January 2017 with equipment from a Las Vegas-based DHS contractor, ESD America . 

 

Krebs, the top official in the department’s National Protection and Programs Directorate, noted in the letter 

that DHS lacks the equipment and funding to detect Stingrays even though their use by foreign 

governments “may threaten U.S. national and economic security.” The department did report its findings 

to “federal partners” Krebs did not name. That presumably includes the FBI. 

 

The CEO of ESD America, Les Goldsmith, said his company has a relationship with DHS but would not 

comment further. 

 

Legislators have been raising alarms about the use of Stingrays in the capital since at least 2014, when 

Goldsmith and other security-company researchers conducted public sweeps that located suspected 

unauthorized devices near the White House, the Supreme Court, the Commerce Department and the 

Pentagon, among other locations. 

 

The executive branch, however, has shied away from even discussing the subject. 

 

Aaron Turner, president of the mobile security consultancy Integricell, was among the experts who 

conducted the 2014 sweeps, in part to try to drum up business. Little has changed since, he said. 

 

Like other major world capitals, he said, Washington is awash in unauthorized interception devices. 

Foreign embassies have free rein because they are on sovereign soil. 

 

Every embassy “worth their salt” has a cell tower simulator installed, Turner said. They use them “to track 

interesting people that come toward their embassies.” The Russians’ equipment is so powerful it can track 

targets a mile away, he said. 

 

Shutting down rogue Stingrays is an expensive proposition that would require wireless network upgrades 

the industry has been loath to pay for, security experts say. It could also lead to conflict with U.S. 

intelligence and law enforcement. 

 

In addition to federal agencies, police departments use them in at least 25 states and the District of 

Columbia, according to the American Civil Liberties Union. 

 

Wyden said in a statement Tuesday that “leaving security to the phone companies has proven to be 

disastrous.” He added that the FCC has refused to hold the industry accountable “despite repeated 

warnings and clear evidence that our phone networks are being exploited by foreign governments and 

hackers.” 

 

After the 2014 news reports about Stingrays in Washington, Rep. Alan Grayson, D-Fla, wrote the FCC in 

alarm. In a reply, then-FCC chairman Tom Wheeler said the agency had created a task force to combat 

illicit and unauthorized use of the devices. In that letter, the FCC did not say it had identified such use 
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itself, but cited media reports of the security sweeps. 

 

That task force appears to have accomplished little. A former adviser to Wheeler, Gigi Sohn, said there 

was no political will to tackle the issue against opposition from the intelligence community and local 

police forces that were using the devices “willy-nilly.” 

 

“To the extent that there is a major problem here, it’s largely due to the FCC not doing its job,” said Laura 

Moy of the Center on Privacy and Technology at Georgetown University. The agency, she said, should be 

requiring wireless carriers to protect their networks from such security threats and “ensuring that anyone 

transmitting over licensed spectrum actually has a license to do it.” 

 

FCC spokesman Neil Grace, however, said the agency’s only role is “certifying” such devices to ensure 

they don’t interfere with other wireless communications, much the way it does with phones and Wi-Fi 

routers. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Europe air traffic control system failure 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5573959/Up-half-flights-Europe-face-delays-EU-air-traffic-

control-computer-failure.html  

GIST Up to half of all flights in Europe face delays today after a Europe-wide air traffic control system failed. 

 

Eurocontrol, which runs the system, said that a technical problem means that as many as half a million 

passengers could be affected, disrupting travellers who went away for the Easter weekend.  

 

'Today 29,500 flights were expected in the European network. Approximately half of those could have 

some delay as a result of the system outage,' Eurocontrol said. The agency said the system would be back 

up and running tomorrow.  

 

London's Gatwick Airport said seven or eight flights an hour were being delayed as a result and told 

passengers to check with their airlines. 

 

Eurocontrol - which covers 41 countries including all 28 EU nations plus others in Europe including 

Ukraine, Turkey and Norway - said it hoped to have the system back up and running by tomorrow. 

 

The cause had been identified, it said, without saying what it was. The agency said 'contingency 

procedures' were in place to stop the system becoming overloaded but that these would be lifted later this 

evening.  

 

Eurocontrol added that flight plans from before 11.26am BST were 'lost' and asked airlines to refile them. 

 

How does Eurocontrol's Enhanced Tactical Flow Management System work? 

Eurocontrol's Enhanced Tactical Flow Management System compares demand for flights in a particular 

area with the available capacity. 

 

The system pulls together data such as flight plans, taxiing time, and flight position from numerous 

sources in multiple countries and collates them. 

 

It can then track planes in real time to manage the number of planes in the air to make sure it doesn't get 

too crowded. 

 

Precise monitoring prevents the carefully balanced system from being thrown out by planes with delayed 

departures or arrivals. 

 

Planes can then be herded into departure and landing slots at airports to keep the thousands of flights in 
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Europe flowing smoothly. 

 

ETFMS also helps plan flight schedules up to a week in advance to help airlines and air traffic controllers 

plan each day down to the minute.  

 

The agency said it was a 'technical fault' and that the system had not been hacked, saying they were now 

'in recovery mode'.  

 

Some 59 per cent of departing flights at Gatwick were delayed between 3pm and 4pm, according to airline 

data company FlightStats.  

 

Gatwick said it anticipated traffic would be back to normal later this evening. 

 

A spokesperson for Gatwick said: 'Following a failure of Eurocontrol's Enhanced Tactical Flow 

Management System (ETFMS), and associated flight plan system, some flights in and out of London 

Gatwick are experiencing delays. 

 

'Passengers are advised to check with their airline for the latest information on flights and we apologise for 

any inconvenience that this may cause passengers.' 

 

Several airports across the continent warned of problems, with Amsterdam's Schiphol saying that the 

'system failure' at Eurocontrol could have 'possible consequences' for departures. 

 

The breakdown comes a day after the Easter holidays when many travellers are on the move around 

Europe, and as commuters across France faced disruption from a massive rail strike in protest at President 

Emmanuel Macron's reforms. 

 

The disruption comes as flights at the UK's two busiest airports could be hit with delays over the next three 

weeks as air traffic controllers introduce new technology. 

 

Both Heathrow and Gatwick will suffer disruption as Nats (National Air Traffic Services) replaces paper 

flight information strips with a digital system at its control centre in Swanwick, Hampshire.   
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HEADLINE 04/03 UN: world’s worst humanitarian crisis 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/middleeast/yemen-worlds-worst-humanitarian-crisis-un-

intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The war in Yemen is now the world's worst humanitarian crisis, with more than 22 million people -

- three-quarters of the population -- in desperate need of aid and protection,United Nations Secretary 

General Antonio Guterres said. 

 

As the conflict enters its fourth year, millions are without access to clean drinking water and the country is 

at high risk of a cholera epidemic, Guterre said at a donor conference in Geneva on Tuesday. 

 

He said over 8 million people in the country "did not know where they will obtain their next meal," and 

that "every ten minutes, a child under five dies of preventable causes." 

 

With many struggling to support their families, child marriage rates have also risen. "Nearly two-thirds of 

girls are married before the age of 18, and many before they are 15," said Guterres. 

 

More than half of the required funds needed for the UN's humanitarian response plan -- $2.96 billion -- 

have not been met, Guterres told the conference. 

 

However he added that Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates have already provided $930 million 
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for the UN's plan, and had pledged to secure an additional $500 million for the region. 

 

Since March 2015, neighboring Saudi Arabia has been leading a coalition of Gulf states against Houthi 

rebels in Northern Yemen, after the rebels drove out the US-backed and pro-Saudi government. 

 

Often called the "forgotten war" amid Western media focus on Syria, Yemen's situation is now 

catastrophic, with "nearly half of all children aged between six months and 5 years old chronically 

malnourished," according to Guterres. 

 

Both sides of the conflict have used food as a weapon of war, but the crisis is caused primarily by a brutal 

air, land and sea blockade imposed by a Saudi Arabia-led coalition. 

 

In principle, the coalition says the purpose of the blockade is to stop Iranian weapons from entering 

Yemen to supply the Houthi rebels who are in control of much of the north, including the capital Sanaa. 

But in practice, it has also cut the amount of desperately needed food, medicine and fuel getting into the 

country, according to aid groups. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Florida cities sue state over gun laws  

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/us/south-florida-cities-sue-state-over-gun-regulation/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Ten South Florida cities have filed a lawsuit challenging a law that gives the state of Florida the 

authority to regulate firearms and imposes strict penalties on local officials who pass their own gun laws. 

 

In announcing the lawsuit Monday, the mayors of some of those cities said constituents demanded action 

after the February 14 massacre of 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland near 

Fort Lauderdale. 

 

"We get phone calls every day, 'What are you going to do?' " MIramar Mayor Wayne Messam said at a 

news conference. 

 

"This is about doing the right thing," Weston Mayor Daniel Stermer said. "If not now, when? If this 

tragedy wasn't enough in our own backyard, what has to happen to have something change?" 

 

The lawsuit was filed Monday in Leon County Circuit Court in Tallahassee, the state capital. Ten cities 

and 31 local officials joined the suit. The municipalities are Weston, Cutler Bay, Lauderhill, Miami Beach, 

Miami Gardens, Miramar, Pinecrest, Pompano Beach, South Miami and Coral Gables. Parkland is not a 

plaintiff. 

 

Gov. Rick Scott's office said Tuesday it was reviewing the lawsuit but had no further comment. State 

Attorney General Pam Bondi's office said it had not been served yet. 

 

The state law passed in 1987 says that "the Legislature hereby declares that it is occupying the whole field 

of regulation of firearms and ammunition ... to the exclusion of all existing and future county, city, town or 

municipal ordinances." 

 

Penalties were added in 2011. Municipal leaders who pass gun laws could be removed from office, fined 

up to $5,000 and sued personally for damages, said Jamie Cole, city attorney for the city of Weston and 

the lead attorney for the cities in the lawsuit. If they were sued, the local officials could not use public 

funds in their legal defense, Cole said. 

 

"The Legislature's stated intent in imposing these penalties was to chill and deter local governments from 

taking any action at all that might affect firearms," the lawsuit says. 

 

The mayors said they want the power to regulate guns in public spaces in their cities. Messam noted that 
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Miramar recently opened a 5,000-seat amphitheater but cannot prohibit people from bring guns inside. 

 

"In my own City Hall, somebody can walk in with a concealed weapon, and there's legally nothing I can 

do about it, nothing," Miami Beach Mayor Dan Gelber said. 

 

Coral Gables considered a firearms regulation in February but got an email from an unnamed "guns rights 

organization" that threatened legal action if the law passed, the lawsuit says. The city backed off, the suit 

says. 

 

Some groups in Florida like the gun law, saying it creates uniformity and eliminates confusion. 

 

"Counties with 25 cities, it would be impossible to enforce" different ordinances, Mike Adkinson, 

president of the Florida Sheriffs Association, said in February. "It would be confusing." He's also the 

sheriff of Walton County, Florida. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Live Chat widgets leak employee info 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/live-chat-widgets-leak-employee-details-from-

high-profile-companies/  

GIST At least two live chat widgets used on hundreds of high-profile sites are leaking the personal details of 

company employees. 

 

The vulnerable widgets are used on sites managed by Google, Verizon, Spring, Bank of America, PayPal, 

Orange, Sony, Tesla, Bitdefender, Kaspersky Lab, Disney, and many others. 

 

The leak occurs when an attacker engages in a live chat session with a support staffer. According to 

Project Insecurity researchers Cody Zacharias and Kane Gamble, the widgets leak information on the 

support staffer, such as his real name, company email address, employee ID, support center name, 

location, supervisor name, supervisor ID, or software used by the employee. 

 

These details vary from company to company, depending on how each business has set up its support 

widgets, and for some, no information may leak. 

 

Bleeping Computer was able to confirm the leak on several sites, albeit not all we tested were exposing 

employee data. We will not name the sites where the live chat widgets leaked employee data, for security 

reasons. 

 

"The type of information being exposed is everything a person would need to successfully perform social 

engineering attacks against the company by using an employee's real information such as their full name, 

employee ID and supervisor's name to impersonate them," Zacharias and Gamble said. 

 

"This could lead to somebody gaining access to employee tools and even allow them to gain a foothold in 

the internal network," the researcher added. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 NCCIC growth helps tackle cyber issues 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/federal-pages/dhs/nccic-growth-helps-tackle-most-serious-and-enduring-

strategic-risks-to-us/  

GIST The National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center utilized “some innovative 

enhancements” to its information technology and operational technology assessment capabilities to expand 
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the size of its teams and breadth of services, the DHS agency said in a report reviewing fiscal year 2017. 

 

Teams found the most frequently identified enterprise system vulnerabilities to be susceptibility to email 

phishing, poor password practices, poor patch management, and improper configuration. The most 

frequently identified control system vulnerabilities were boundary protection — pegged as “the single 

most prevalent area of concern, continuing a four-year trend” — along with identification and 

authentication of legitimate system users and allocation of resources. 

 

The report outlined the NCCIC response to the WannaCry ransomware attack beginning in May 2017. 

“Due in part to the coordinated and sustained counteraction by NCCIC and its domestic and foreign 

partners, WannaCry had limited impact on U.S. CI,” the agency said, noting coordination with more than 

40 IT and cybersecurity companies to convey what NCCIC knew. 

 

“As part of its mission to protect federal departments and agencies, NCCIC also led Cybersecurity 

Coordination, Assessment, and Response (C-CAR) meetings to share actionable information about the 

threats. C-CARs are a critical complement to NCCIC’s technical alerts and follow a standard protocol,” 

the report continues. “This protocol enables DHS to convey information to CISOs and request action from 

federal departments and agencies to gain awareness of potentially affected systems across the Federal 

Government. Recognizing that not all users would be able to install patches immediately, NCCIC also 

shared additional mitigation guidance to assist government and private sector network defenders.” 

 

In FY17, NCCIC led DHS planning and coordination for Cyber Guard, an annual two-week exercise 

headed by the Department of Defense U.S. Cyber Command and co-sponsored by DHS and the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI). 

 

Cyber Guard 2017 included experts from over 100 organizations, including the Federal Government, state 

governments, industry, academia, and international allies. 

 

“Misuse of, threats to, and malicious attacks on these systems pose some of the most serious and enduring 

strategic risks to the United States. The increasing frequency and scale of malicious cyber activity 

threatens us all,” said Assistant Secretary for Cybersecurity and Communications Jeanette Manfra. “As 

more devices connect to the Internet, the threat landscape broadens and compounds the challenge for 

security practitioners.” 

 

Manfra added that in FY17 NCCIC “streamlined its product portfolio, further integrated core functions 

and capabilities, and improved services to customers in a number of important ways.” 

 

“We continue to explore ways to enrich cyber threat indicator data and leverage analytics and automation 

to improve the information we deliver to customers. We are also helping customers improve readiness and 

technical expertise by enhancing our training and exercise capabilities,” she added. “These and other 

enhancements—together with the growing strength and breadth of our global partnerships—will help to 

ensure that the NCCIC continues to arm our customers with the critical information products, services, and 

capabilities they require.” 

 

In FY18, NCCIC will lead all aspects of Cyber Storm, a national-level exercise occurring every two years 

that will focus on the Critical Manufacturing and Transportation Sectors with participation from the 

Information Technology and Communications Sectors; law enforcement, defense, and intelligence 

agencies; state and local governments; and 

international partners. 

 

Goals for FY18 including building the NCCIC workforce, expanding exercises and training, supporting 

election infrastructure, realigning operations to better serve customers, expanding incident response 

capacity, and enriching data and automating cybersecurity. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Hackers targeted Singapore universities 

SOURCE http://www.tnp.sg/news/singapore/iranian-hackers-targeted-singapore-universities  

GIST Four Singapore universities were attacked by an Iranian hacking syndicate that is believed to have pilfered 

more than 31 terabytes of academic data and intellectual property from varsities across the world. 

 

There was a breach of 52 staff accounts across Nanyang Technological University (NTU), National 

University of Singapore (NUS), Singapore Management University and Singapore University of 

Technology and Design, said the Cyber Security Agency (CSA) of Singapore and Ministry of Education 

(MOE) yesterday. 

 

The nine Iranians allegedly responsible have been charged in the US for attempting to hack into 144 US 

and 176 foreign universities across 21 countries - including those in Singapore - at the behest of the 

Iranian government, the US Department of Justice said in a March 23 statement. 

 

The CSA said it received information on the breach in the user accounts of the local universities last week 

and alerted the MOE and the institutions. 

 

"The universities have stepped up their vigilance and users have been advised to change their passwords 

immediately," the agencies told The Straits Times. 

 

The CSA also said the incident did not appear to be linked to last year's cyber attacks on the NUS and 

NTU networks, and "at this time" there was no evidence that sensitive information had been breached. 

 

Among the accounts affected were those of faculty members. The four universities said measures such as 

resetting of passwords and scanning of affected computers were carried out following the alert. 

 

Internal investigations are also ongoing as the institutes continue to work with the authorities on the 

matter. 

 

Charges against the Iranians, which were made public on March 23, include several counts of identity 

theft, fraud and conspiracy to commit computer intrusions. 

 

The group is also accused of being linked to the Mabna Institute, an Iran-based company that has 

conducted a coordinated campaign of cyber intrusions into computer systems since 2013, the US 

Department of Justice said in a statement. 

 

Data from all fields of research and academic disciplines, such as science and technology, engineering, 

medical and social sciences, were targeted in what US court papers termed the "University Hacking 

Campaign". 

 

The campaign, which took place from 2013 to 2017, targeted over 100,000 accounts of professors 

worldwide. About half of those targeted were at US-based universities. 

 

About 8,000 professor accounts worldwide were compromised, of which 3,768 belonged to academics in 

US-based universities, said the court papers. 

 

The data and compromised account details were then allegedly used to benefit the Iranian government, 

specifically the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, and other Iranian customers, including Iran-based 

universities, the US Justice Department said. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Israel websites targeted in cyberattack 

SOURCE http://www.jpost.com/Arab-Israeli-Conflict/Major-Israeli-websites-targeted-in-large-anti-Israel-

cyberattack-547834  
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GIST More than a dozen major Israeli websites were the target of an anti-Israel cyberattack on Tuesday evening, 

seemingly in response to clashes between the IDF and Gazan protesters last weekend. 

 

Websites belonging to Israeli hospitals, local authorities, Israel Opera, Israel Teachers' Union and the 

Israeli Defense Forces Widow & Orphans organization were among those targeted by a hacker known as 

DarkCoder or Th3Falcon.  

 

Affected websites temporarily displayed a full-screen image from clashes on the Gaza border on Friday, 

accompanied by Arabic music and the messages "Jerusalem is the capital of Palestine" and "Al Aqsa is a 

red line." Most of the websites were taken offline shortly after the attack. 

 

The hacker wrote on Twitter that the attack was part of a coordinated effort by anti-Israel groups to 

sabotage Israeli websites known as OpIsrael, which forms part of a wider collective of hackers called 

Anonymous. 

 

Initiated in April 2013, OpIsrael is an annual effort to hack key Israeli websites and leak information in 

protest at alleged Israeli treatment of Palestinians, intended to correspond with Israel's Holocaust 

Remembrance Day. Major hacking attempts are often met by pro-Israel hackers targeting Arab 

government websites.  

 

Previous targets of cyberattacks include Israel's Holocaust remembrance center Yad Vashem and the 

Ministry of Education. 

 

The perpetrator of Tuesday's hacking act attacked social media users who sought to report his Twitter 

account, writing, "Message to some Zionists: you can't stop me by reporting my account even if my twitter 

got blocked this won't stop me. "Stand up for what you believe in even if it means standing alone"." 

 

In July 2017, the same hacker attacked Israel's left-wing Meretz party's website amid rising tensions over 

the installment of metal detectors at Jerusalem's Temple Mount following a deadly terror attack at the 

religious site.  

 

"Alquds (Jerusalem) is ours. It will never be yours," said the hacker's message on the party's website. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Facebook to remove Russia-linked pages 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/3/facebook-to-remove-over-270-russia-linked-

pages-ac/  

GIST Mark Zuckerberg on Tuesday announced that Facebook will remove “more than 270 pages and accounts” 

operated by a Russian organization called the Internet Research Agency. 

 

In a blog post the firm’s embattled CEO said, “Most of our actions against the IRA to date have been to 

prevent them from interfering in foreign elections. This update is about taking down their pages targeting 

people living in Russia. This Russian agency has repeatedly acted deceptively and tried to manipulate 

people in the US, Europe, and Russia — and we don’t want them on Facebook anywhere in the world.” 

 

Earlier this year, as part of special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into Russian meddling in the 

2016 U.S. presidential election, a federal grand jury indicted 13 Russian nationals and three Russian 

entities — including the IRA — of operating Eastern European and Russian troll farms and waging 

“information warfare” against the U.S. 

 

Since the 2016 poll, which featured waves of Russian propaganda flooding America’s unregulated social 

media platforms, including Twitter and Google, Facebook has come under increasing pressure too better 

regulate its online ads and newsfeeds to prevent the spread of misinformation. 
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Initially, Mr. Zuckerberg dismissed the notion that his social media platform had been manipulated by 

foreign agents to influence the 2016 vote. 

 

But last month another controversy engulfed the firm after news broke about its ties to Cambridge 

Analytica — a data analysis firm hired by the 2016 Trump campaign and accused of exploiting the 

personal information of millions of Facebook users without their permission. 

 

Since that scandal broke, Facebook’s stock has dropped almost 20 percent and lost the company roughly 

$80 billion in market value. 

 

Mr. Zuckerberg is scheduled to appear before Capitol Hill lawmakers next week to defend Facebook and 

has recently been on a major damage control publicity blitz. 

 

Earlier this year he admitted social media is awash in “sensationalism, misinformation and polarization.” 

 

On Tuesday, Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg added that the firm’s efforts to address the IRA would 

continue. Last year the firm shuttered 470 fake accounts it suspected of being connected to the shadowy 

outfit. 

 

“The IRA has a history of targeting people with deceptive content and it has no place on Facebook 

anywhere in the world,” Ms. Sandberg said on Tuesday in a blog post. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Grindr shares users’ HIV status 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/gay-dating-app-grindr-user-hiv-location-data/  

GIST Grindr shared personal, HIV and geolocation-related data with two of its third-party contractors without 

informing users. 

 

As a way to make relationships safer, the gay flirting application Grindr allows users to share information 

about whether or not they are infected with HIV and the date of the last test. This data is extremely 

sensitive and private and serves to only inform future potential partners, but it turned out that Grindr was 

sharing this with two third-party contractors to optimize its algorithm. 

 

This was revealed by a security researcher Antoine Pultier who works for a Norway based NGO Sintef. In 

a conversation with BuzzFeed, Pultier said that Grindr saved the data of over 3.6 million daily users and 

passed it on to Localytics and Apptimize, two of its third-party contractors.  

   

According to Pultier, the shared data contained users’ HIV information, phone numbers, email addresses 

and geolocation making it not only easier for them to identify but locate them in real time. What’s worse is 

that some of the data was not even encrypted. 

 

In response to the allegations, chief technology officer at Grindr Scott Chen justified the practice of 

sharing data and wrote a blog post stating that data sharing with Localytics and Apptimize follows 

industry standards to “test and validate” app. He also claimed that the data was never sold to anyone. 

 

The company also vows not to share HIV data with anyone outside the company. In a conversation with 

CNNMoney, the company said that “it has already deleted HIV data from Apptimize, and is in the process 

of removing it from Localytics.” 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Fake WhatsApp riskware in copycatting 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/fake-whatsapp-riskware-copycatting/  
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GIST An Android app dubbed WhatsApp Plus has been unmasked as a variant of 

Android/PUP.Riskware.Wtaspin.GB, which steals information, photos, phone numbers and so on from a 

mobile phone.  

 

Fake WhatsApp riskware, usually found in third-party app stores, dates back to mid-2017. However, the 

newest version is notable in that its pathology indicates a copycat phenomenon occurring among malware 

developers. 

 

The malware, once installed, tells users that their app is out of date and offers a download link. Once 

clicked, users are taken to a webpage written entirely in Arabic. The page calls the app “Watts Plus Plus 

WhatsApp” and purports to be developed by someone named Abu. 

 

Looking into the code, researcher Nathan Collier at Malwarebytes found that while it has abilities to hide 

itself in various ways – “very spy-like behavior,” he said – it’s the same incriminating 

Android/PUP.Riskware.Wtaspin.GB code found within the receivers, services and activities of existing 

fake WhatsApp APKs. 

 

“The only difference of the aforementioned version from above is the code points to the Arabic webpage 

to update,” Collier explained. “After analyzing several different versions of PUP.Riskware.Wtaspin.GB, it 

appears all have different URLs from which to update. Thus, everyone is just copycatting the original 

source code and adding their own update website.” 

 

The original author of the riskware is unlikely to be the Arabic developer, Abu, he added. 

 

“The code of this riskware is complex,” Collier said. “The webpage of the developer claiming to be owner 

– not so complex. Although I won’t completely rule out the possibility, let’s just say I am skeptical.” 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Poll: critical infrastructure unprepared 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/majority-of-critical/  

GIST Nearly 60% of executives at critical infrastructure operators polled in a recent survey said they lack 

appropriate controls to protect their environments from security threats. 

 

While organizations have made significant investments to secure their IT infrastructures, they have not 

fully addressed threats to operational technology (OT) environments: 57 out of 100 executives from 

various critical infrastructure organizations surveyed by Indegy said they are not confident that their 

enterprise nor other infrastructure companies are in control of OT security. 

 

The poll also underscores the lack of preparedness in key sectors, including energy, utilities and 

manufacturing. For instance, 35% of respondents said they have little visibility into the current state of 

security within their environment, while 23% reported they have no visibility. Meanwhile, 63% said that 

insider threats and misconfigurations are the biggest security risks they currently face. 

 

“We have been tracking the escalation in cyber-threat activity specifically targeting critical infrastructures 

for some time,” says Barak Perelman, CEO of Indegy. “As the recent joint DHS/FBI CERT Technical 

Alert illustrates, adversaries have compromised facilities across the US to conduct reconnaissance and 

likely develop ‘red button’ capability for future attacks.” 

 

The two agencies issued a joint alert saying that Russian government cyber-actors are actively targeting 

organizations in the US energy, nuclear, commercial facilities, water, aviation, government and critical 

manufacturing sectors. They characterized the activity as a “multi-stage intrusion campaign,” where the 

hackers first targeted peripheral organizations such as trusted third-party suppliers with less-secure 

networks and through them gain remote access into energy-sector networks. 
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The good news is that in tandem with this, 44% of all respondents indicated that their organizations plan to 

increase spending for industrial control system (ICS) security measures in the next 12–24 months. About a 

third (29%) reported that they were not sure. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Gas pipeline firms affected by cyberattack 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/several-us-gas-pipeline-firms-affected-cyberattack  

GIST Several natural gas pipeline operators in the United States have been affected by a cyberattack that hit a 

third-party communications system, but the incident does not appear to have impacted operational 

technology. 

 

Energy Transfer Partners was the first pipeline company to report problems with its Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) system due to a cyberattack that targeted Energy Services Group, specifically the 

company’s Latitude Technologies unit. 

 

EDI is a platform used by businesses to exchange documents such as purchase orders and invoices. In the 

case of energy firms, the system is used to encrypt, decrypt, translate, and track key energy transactions. 

Latitude says it provides EDI and other technology services to more than 100 natural gas pipelines, storage 

facilities, utilities, law firms, and energy marketers across the U.S.US gas pipeline companies hit by 

cyberattack 

 

Bloomberg reported that the incident also affected Boardwalk Pipeline Partners, Chesapeake Utilities 

Corp.’s Eastern Shore Natural Gas, and ONEOK, Inc. However, ONEOK clarified that its decision to 

disable the third-party EDI service was a “purely precautionary step.” 

 

“There were no operational interruptions on ONEOK's natural gas pipelines,” the company stated. 

“Affected customers have been advised to use one of the alternative methods of communications available 

to them for gas scheduling purposes.” 

 

Few details are known about the cyberattack, but Latitude did tell Bloomberg that it did not believe any 

customer data had been compromised and no other systems appeared to have been impacted. A status 

update provided by Latitude on its website on Tuesday informed customers that the initial restoration of 

EDI services had been completed and the company had been working on increasing performance. 

 

SecurityWeek has reached out to Latitude Technologies and Energy Services Group for more information 

about the attack and will update this article if they respond. 

 

“This looks like a financially-motivated cyberattack, likely by cybercriminals, but we've seen in the past 

that cybercriminals often collaborate with nation-states and share hacking tools with each other,” said Phil 

Neray, VP of Industrial Cybersecurity at CyberX, a critical infrastructure and industrial cybersecurity firm 

based in Boston. “It's easy to imagine a ransomware attack that uses nation-state tools to hijack 

ICS/SCADA systems and hold the pipeline hostage for millions of dollars per day.” 

 

Bryan Singer, director of Security Services at IOActive, has described some worst-case scenarios that 

could result from attacks targeting pipeline operators. 

 

“A lot of pipelines have 24-48 hour capacity within the pipelines. If hackers find a way to poison the 

product, you could have downstream impact for months or more. You could have gas compressors or lift 

stations where there’s a fire or explosion, and where you have to scramble to cap the ends before the fire 

spreads out. If it’s an oil rig, it could certainly be tougher to contain,” Singer told SecurityWeek. 

 

“Hackers can cause some intermediate problems at first, but if they have access long enough, there’s a 

possibility that airports could go down (they often rely on fuel delivered directly) and gas stations could 

run out of gas. If they’re able to maintain an attack for a couple days, there can be very large downstream 
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impact. We’re mostly out of winter, but if we don’t have power, we’re in need of that heat,” he added. 

 

Back in 2012, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) warned that malicious actors had been 

targeting the natural gas industry. While critical infrastructure operators in general have since become 

more aware of the risks posed by cyberattacks, many organizations are still unprepared. 

 

In the case of the oil and gas industry in the United States, a study commissioned last year by German 

engineering giant Siemens showed that this sector is largely unprepared to address cybersecurity risks in 

operational technology (OT) environments. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 CareFirst exposed in phishing attack 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/information-on-6800-carefirst-members-exposed-in-phishing-

attack/article/755772/  

GIST CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield said one of its employees recently fell victim to a phishing attack that led 

to thousands of its members' personal information being exposed.  

 

How many victims? CareFirst believes about 6,800 of its members may have been involved. 

 

What type of information? Member names, identification numbers, dates of birth, and in limited cases 

(eight individuals) Social Security numbers. No medical or financial information was compromised. 

 

What happened? CareFirst determined on March 12 that a staffer fell victim to a phishing scam that led 

to the compromise of the employee's email account. This account was then used to send emails to 

individuals not associated with CareFirst. Since the criminals had access to the email account, they could 

have gained access to member data, the company said. 

 

What was the response? The phishing email has been analyzed by CareFirst's and a third-party's security 

teams. CareFirst claims there is no evidence that the email contained malware and that no other suspicious 

activity was detected on the company's systems. There was also no sign that any data had been removed or 

accessed, but as an extra precautionary measure CareFirst will offer two years of free credit monitoring 

and identity theft protection to those affected. Potentially affected members will be contacted directly by 

CareFirst with information about enrolling in the protections being offered. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Evolving exploit builder kit: ThreatKit 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/evolving-exploit-builder-kit-threadkit-used-for-rat-and-banking-

trojan-campaigns/article/755975/  

GIST Researchers from Proofpoint last week revealed a new exploit builder kit that has been used by the 

sophisticated Cobalt Gang cybercriminal group, as well as other attackers who have used it to spread 

malware including banking trojans and remote access trojans. 

 

Dubbed ThreadKit, the kit has evolved several times since it its activity was first identified in June 2017, 

according to a Proofpoint blog post detailing the various changes. The most recent iteration, seen in the 

wild in February and March 2018, includes exploits for the use-after-free Adobe Flash Player bug CVE-

2018-4878 and the Microsoft Office remote code execution flaws CVE-2018-0802 and CVE-2017-8570. 

Proofpoint reports recently observing a  "large spike" in email campaigns featuring ThreadKit-generated 

Office attachments exploiting these two added Microsoft bugs, as well as a third, CVE-2017-11882, a 

memory corruption vulnerability that was added last November. 

 

According to Proofpoint, ThreadKit bears similarities to the Microsoft Word Intruder (WMI) kit, yet is its 

own distinct entity. The kit offers users the ability to track infection statistics and is associated with the 
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banking malwares Trickbot and Chthonic and the RATs FormBook and Loki Bot. 

 

Initial clues to Threadkit's existence emerged last summer when Proofpoint researchers saw a forum 

advertising the toolset. At the time, the kit exploited the Windows arbitrary code execution vulnerability 

CVE-2017-0199 in order to download and execute an HTA file. This file introduced a decoy doc and 

malicious VBScript that would extract and run the embedded downloader Smoke Loader, which 

subsequently produced Trickbot. 

 

Then in October, a new build of the kit added an exploit for the Microsoft .NET Framework RCE bug 

CVE-2017-8759. One month later, CVE-2017-11882 was added. 

 

"Document exploit builder kits like ThreadKit enable even low-skilled threat actors to take advantage of 

the latest vulnerabilities to distribute malware," state blog post authors and Proofpoint researchers "Axel 

F" and Matthew Mesa. "Organizations and individuals can mitigate the risk from ThreadKit and other 

document exploit-based attacks by ensuring that clients are patched for the latest vulnerabilities in 

Microsoft office and other applications. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Magento sites hacked: malicious scripts 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/over-1-000-magento-stores-hacked-to-steal-card-

data-run-cryptojacking-scripts/  

GIST Security researchers say they've identified at last 1,000 Magento sites that have been hacked by 

cybercriminals and infected with malicious scripts that steal payment card details or are used as staging 

points in the delivery of other malware. 

 

"The Magento sites are being compromised through brute-force attacks using common and known default 

Magento credentials," Flashpoint researchers say. 

 

"Brute-force attacks such as these are simplified when admins fail to change the credentials upon 

installation of the platform," researchers add. "Attackers, meanwhile, can build simple automated scripts 

loaded with known credentials to facilitate access of the panels." 

 

Once attackers gain access to these sites, researchers say they've observed three main patterns of malicious 

activities. 

 

The most common practice is to insert malicious code in Magento core files, code that logs payment card 

information entered inside the checkout process. Such malware is named a card scraper, and users should 

expect to find one on any e-commerce store that looks to have missed a few updates. 

 

Second, attackers also deploy cryptojacking scripts that mine Monero on the computers of store visitors, a 

practice that has become quite common these days, across all sites, not just Magento stores. 

 

Last but not least, hackers also use these compromised Magento stores to redirect some of the infected 

sites' visitors to malicious sites that attempt to trick users into downloading and installing malware on their 

computers. According to cases investigated by Flashpoint researchers, the most prevalent tactic was to 

redirect users to sites offering phony Adobe Flash Player update packages, which would infect users with 

the AZORult infostealers. 

 

According to researchers, the vast majority of these 1,000+ compromised sites were in the education and 

healthcare sectors, with the vast majority of compromised sites hosted on servers located in UE and the 

US. 

 

Security experts believe that the sites they discovered are only a small sample of all the compromised 

Magento stores. 
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Flashpoint says that besides Magento, threat intelligence gathered from entry-level and top-tier Deep & 

Dark Web forums suggests that cybercriminals are also very interested in other e-commerce platforms, not 

just Magento, such as OpenCart and Powerfront CMS. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 New Monero-mining Android malware 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/new-monero-mining-android-malware-discovered  

GIST A newly discovered malware family attempts to leverage the (limited) computing power of Android 

devices to mine for Monero crypto-currency, Trend Micro warns. 

 

Dubbed HiddenMiner, the malware was developed with self-protection and persistence mechanisms that 

allow it to hide itself from the unwitting user and to abuse the Device Administrator feature to perform its 

nefarious activities.  

 

The main issue with this threat, however, is the fact that it has no switch, controller, or optimizer in its 

code, meaning that it essentially continuously mines for Monero until all of the device’s resources are 

depleted. Because of that, the malware can cause the infected devices to overheat and potentially fail, 

Trend Micro's researchers point out.  

 

HiddenMiner is used in an active campaign that has resulted in its operators already making several 

thousands of dollars as of last week (based on the known Monero mining pools and wallets connected to 

the malware).  

 

HiddenMiner, Trend Micro says, is somehow similar to the Loapi Monero-mining Android malware, 

which has been previously observed causing a device’s battery to bloat. Furthermore, both Loapi and 

HiddenMiner use a similar technique to lock the device screen after revoking device administration 

permissions. 

 

The new threat spreads via third-party application marketplaces and has been observed impacting only 

users in India and China so far. However, the security researchers say it might spread beyond these two 

countries as well. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 New malware records calls, steals data 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2018/04/android-spying-trojan.html  

GIST Security researchers at Cisco Talos have uncovered variants of a new Android Trojan that are being 

distributed in the wild disguising as a fake anti-virus application, dubbed "Naver Defender." 

 

 Dubbed KevDroid, the malware is a remote administration tool (RAT) designed to steal sensitive 

information from compromised Android devices, as well as capable of recording phone calls. 

 

 Talos researchers published Monday technical details about two recent variants of KevDroid detected in 

the wild, following the initial discovery of the Trojan by South Korean cybersecurity firm ESTsecurity 

two weeks ago. 

 

 Though researchers haven't attributed the malware to any hacking or state-sponsored group, South Korean 

media have linked KevDroid with North Korea state-sponsored cyber espionage hacking group "Group 

123," primarily known for targeting South Korean targets. 

 

 The most recent variant of KevDroid malware, detected in March this year, has the following capabilities: 

 

•record phone calls & audio 
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•steal web history and files 

•gain root access 

•steal call logs, SMS, emails 

•collect device' location at every 10 seconds 

•collect a list of installed applications 

 

Malware uses an open source library, available on GitHub, to gain the ability to record incoming and 

outgoing calls from the compromised Android device. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Michigan: ransomware possession illegal 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/new-michigan-law-makes-possession-of-

ransomware-illegal/  

GIST On Monday, Michigan Governor Rick Snyder signed two bills into law that criminalize the possession of 

ransomware "with the intent to introduce it into a computer or computer network without authorization" 

and punish offenders with a three-year prison sentence, respectively. 

 

Legislators initially sought a ten years prison sentence, but this was knocked down to three years in 

subsequent deliberations. 

 

According to the new bill, if a suspected cybercriminal is arrested and ransomware is found on his 

computer, the suspect would end up in prison, even if he didn't get to infect any victims. This, in theory, 

should make it easier for state authorities to go after suspected ransomware developers, affiliates, and 

others involved in Ransomware-as-a-Service operations. 

 

Just like most crimes, investigators must prove "intent to use" before charging someone with ransomware 

possession, which is now a felony. 

 

Michigan legislators weren't absurd —unlike their Georgia fellows— and left room for security experts to 

possess ransomware for research purposes. 

 

According to FBI statistics, there were over 1,300 ransomware incidents reported in the state of Michigan 

last year, with damages estimated at around $2.6 million. 

 

"Cybercrime and tough measures to combat it is a rapidly evolving effort, and it’s integral our law 

enforcement agencies have the tools to identify, prevent and penalize it," Gov. Snyder said on Monday. 

 

Both bills passed with the same vote tallies, 103 to 3 in the House, and 34 to 0 in the Michigan Senate. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Hackers targeted 911 call centers 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/hackers-have-taken-down-dozens-911-centers-why-it-so-

n862206  

GIST When news broke last week of a hacking attack on Baltimore’s 911 system, Chad Howard felt a rush of 

nightmarish memories. 

  

Howard, the information technology manager for Henry County, Tennessee, faced a similar intrusion in 

June 2016, in one of the country’s first so-called ransomware attacks on a 911 call center. The hackers 

shut down the center’s computerized dispatch system and demanded more than $2,000 in bitcoin to turn it 

back on. Refusing payment, Howard’s staff tracked emergency calls with pencil and paper for three days 

as the system was rebuilt. 

 

“It basically brought us to our knees,” Howard recalled. 
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Nearly two years later, the March 25 ransomware attack on Baltimore served as another reminder that 

America’s emergency-response networks remain dangerously vulnerable to criminals bent on crippling the 

country’s critical infrastructure ─ either for money, or something more nefarious. 

 

There have been 184 cyberattacks on public safety agencies and local governments in the past 24 months, 

according to a compilation of publicly reported incidents by the cybersecurity firm SecuLore Solutions. 

That includes Atlanta, which fell victim to a ransomware attack a couple days before the one on Baltimore, 

scrambling the operations of many agencies, but not the 911 system. 

 

911 centers have been directly or indirectly attacked in 42 of the 184 cases on SecuLore’s list, the 

company says. Two dozen involved ransomware attacks, in which hackers use a virus to remotely seize 

control of a computer system and hold it hostage for payment. 

 

Most of the other attacks involve “denial of service,” in which centers are immobilized by a flood of 

automated bogus calls. One of the first occurred in October 2016, when Meetkumar Desai, then 18, of 

Arizona, distributed a computer bug on Twitter that overwhelmed 911 centers in 12 states. The 

motivations for such attacks are often less about the money than doing damage — sometimes as a form of 

protest, as when the “hacktivist” group Anonymous took down Baltimore’s city website after the death of 

Freddie Gray while in police custody, experts say. Desai reportedly told authorities he meant his attack 

more as a prank. 

 

“911 is the perfect [target] because it can’t afford to be down,” said Tim Lorello, SecuLore’s president and 

CEO. 

 

This is how 911 works: When someone dials for help ─ typically from a mobile phone ─ the call gets 

routed from a cell tower to a 911 center, where a “telecommunicator” answers the phone and gathers basic 

information. The telecommunicator enters that information into a computer-aided dispatch system, where 

a dispatcher picks it up and coordinates a response from firefighters, police officers or ambulances. 

 

This 911 system relies on redundancy, meaning that call centers that are taken out of service by a hacking 

attack can work around the disruption by shutting down the computer-aided dispatch system and sharing 

information person-to-person, or by sending calls to a nearby center. But depending on the type of attack 

and a 911 center’s resources, those disruptions can make it more difficult for people to reach someone in 

case of an emergency. A July 2017 investigation by Scripps News on the vulnerabilities of 911 systems 

noted the case of a 6-month-old Dallas boy who died after his babysitter’s 911 calls were delayed during 

an apparent denial-of-service attack. 

 

J.J. Guy, chief technology officer at the cybersecurity firm Jask, said that the spread of ransomware attacks 

on public safety agencies and other key government operations shows the potential for cyberterrorists to 

target the country’s critical infrastructure. 

 

Last month, the Department of Homeland Security outlined in a report how Russian hackers have gained 

access to American power plants. The hackers did not cause service interruptions, but the fact that they 

could gain access at all is troubling to security experts. 

 

“To date, if you don’t have credit cards or lots of personal information, attackers had little motivation and 

thus you were mostly safe,” Guy said in an email. “This will change those dynamics. Manufacturing, 

logistics, etc — any field with an operations mindset that loses money when ‘the line is down’ will be 

targeted.” 

 

The attack on Baltimore was discovered March 25, after a morning breach of its computer-aided dispatch 

system, officials said. The city’s cybersecurity unit took the system down, forcing support staff to pass 911 

calls to dispatchers using paper rather than electronically. Call-center operations returned to normal early 

the next day, officials said. Investigators later determined that the intrusion was an attempted ransomware 

attack, but “no ransom was demanded or paid,” a city spokesman James Bentley said. He declined to 
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explain further, saying that “could compromise the investigation.” 

 

Most ransomware cases end similarly, with governments refusing to pay hackers, choosing instead to 

switch to a more primitive version of 911 services while they rebuild their systems. Governments have 

caved at times, however, although officials decline to say much about those incidents, out of concern that 

it will encourage more attacks. 

 

Another problem with the current 911 system is that it doesn’t accommodate the ways people 

communicate in the modern world ─ through texts, photos, videos, etc. That is why the 911 industry is 

pushing telecommunication companies and state and local governments to adopt what it calls Next 

Generation 911, which allows callers to send data through approved telecommunications carriers and 

internet service providers (while still taking calls from landlines). 

 

Adoption of Next Generation 911 has been slow and costly, said Brian Fontes, CEO of the National 

Emergency Number Association, or NENA. A tiny fraction of America is on Next Generation 911; the 

short list includes Maine and Vermont, with Indiana, Washington state’s King County and part of Texas 

getting close, Fontes said. 

 

The Next Generation 911 systems will have advanced security baked into their foundations, including the 

ability to instantly identify suspicious activity, immediately shut down in response to intrusions, and 

simultaneously move incoming calls to other centers in a way that is undetectable to someone dialing for 

help, officials say. 

 

But the increased connectivity also opens the modern systems to new potential modes of attack, experts 

say. No matter how sophisticated a defense, all it takes is one overlooked vulnerability to let hackers in, 

experts say. 

 

That makes it essential to develop sophisticated defense systems run by in-house cybersecurity teams, they 

say. 

 

In Baltimore’s case, the ransomware attack was discovered and repelled by Baltimore City Information 

Technology, which maintains defenses across the local government. It determined that the hackers had 

found access after a technician troubleshooting the computer-aided dispatch system made a change to a 

firewall and mistakenly left an opening, the city’s chief information officer, Frank Johnson, said in a 

statement. The FBI is now helping the city investigate. 

 

Howard, in Tennessee, knows how his attacker obtained access to the 911 center — by finding a weak 

password left by a deceased former system administrator. The FBI told him it looked as if the attack came 

from Russia. But he still isn’t sure. 

 

Howard cleaned and rebuilt his system, but struggles to maintain patches for his outdated CAD system. 

“It’s been a nightmare,” he said. 

 

No one has been caught or prosecuted in the Tennessee or Baltimore attack. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 YouTube shooting fake news rampant 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/youtube-shooting-fake-news-hoaxes-social-media/  

GIST Even before police secured YouTube's headquarters after a shooting there Tuesday, social media was 

flooded with a familiar scourge: Fake news. Police say three victims in the shooting in San Bruno, 

California, were transported for emergency treatment and the suspected female shooter was found dead 

from what they believe was a self-inflicted gunshot wound. The headquarters has been evacuated and 

law enforcement officers are continuing to investigate. 
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But on Twitter, various accounts claimed to know much more about the incident and its perpetrator 

than law enforcement. Many were passed over, but some still managed to attract dozens of interactions. 

 

Twitter responded Tuesday saying it was "tracking" the accounts and "taking action on anything that 

violates our rules"… 

 

That didn't stop someone who rebooted a common hoax that actor Sam Hyde was the shooter, a 

frequent accusation following shootings. The post included a photo of Hyde carrying an assault 

weapon.  

 

Some of those tweets have since been removed. Another bogus claim was that YouTuber Matt Jarbo is 

behind the shooting… 

 

False flag conspirators reemerged in their corner of Twitter to make their familiar claims about crisis 

actors participating in the shooting. 

 

YouTube itself, which has been subject to widespread criticism for surfacing conspiratorial videos in 

the wake of tragedies, was promoting verified media sources through the early waves of reports. 

  

On Reddit, subreddits known for incubating conspiracies that spread to other networks linked the 

shooting as a "false flag" to be "anti-gun" or positing that the suspect was wearing a hijab and 

resembled prominent Women's March co-chair Linda Sarsour.  

 

On Gab, a social network that has become a haven for extremist and conspiratorial threads, speculation 

familiar to anyone following the rise of fake news emerged: That a description of the suspect that was 

deleted appeared to be the same as early descriptions of Parkland shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz.   

 

CNET's Facebook account was subjected to comments promoting fake news before they were 

removed, echoing a refrain that Parkland shooting survivor and activist David Hogg was in some way 

involved. 

 

Every major social network has its own challenges with disinformation. They've enacted series of 

algorithmic and structural changes in order to combat its spread. Just as Tuesday's shooting raged, 

Facebook said it was scrubbing more than 270 pages linked to a Russian troll farm.   
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HEADLINE 04/03 Shooting captured on Facebook Live 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/facebook-live-captures-man-shot-woman-playing-gun/story?id=54207093  

GIST A shooting captured on Facebook Live has left a man in critical condition.  

 

Police in Houston, Texas, are investigating an apparently accidental shooting that occurred when three 

people sitting in a car were “playing with two pistols,” early Sunday, according to a press release. A 

woman in the vehicle accidentally discharged one weapon, striking the victim in the head, the release said.  

 

ABC station KTRK said the victim can be heard saying, “You're making me nervous," in the Facebook 

Live video.  

 

Video shows the woman hold a gun up to the camera, load the weapon and point it toward the victim. The 

gun discharges and the man goes still.  

 

The woman in the incident has been identified by Houston police as Cassandra Damper, 25.  

 

Officers responding to the shooting detained Damper, who allegedly tried to destroy evidence, police said.  

 

“While detained, Damper attempted to destroy the evidence by wiping off any gunshot residue that may 

have been present,” Houston police said in the release. 
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Damper has been charged with tampering/fabricating of evidence, according to the release.  

 

A grand jury will investigate any further charges related to the shooting, the release said.  

 

Another person was questioned at the scene, the release said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Bitcoin’s rise as dramatic as fall 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/after-meteoric-rise-bitcoins-fall-is-as-nearly-dramatic/  

GIST Bitcoin may have climbed on Monday while major U.S. stock indexes were tumbling, but don't think the 

debate over the cryptocurrency is any closer to being resolved. After all, bitcoin prices -- whose 

stratospheric rise made some rich and confounded many professional money managers -- have plummeted 

to earth in recent weeks. However, that's not keeping the digital currency's proponents from swearing their 

side is winning. 

 

The skeptics just point to the overall price plunge. After peaking near $20,000 in December, it has further 

slid from $11,520 on March 5 to around $6,986 on Monday afternoon, according to CoinDesk's Bitcoin 

Price Index. Rivals to bitcoin in the cryptocurrency market such as ethereum, ripple and bitcoin cash have 

also been crushed. 

 

According to GMO co-founder Jeremy Grantham, who correctly predicted the market downturns in 2000 

and 2007, bitcoin is a speculative bubble that's bursting. He recently told his clients in a letter that it "may 

well crash and burn even before the broad market peaks." 

 

Of course, bitcoin's fans -- and they are legion -- see better times ahead in 2018. 

 

"I talk to hedge funds, high net-worth individuals, even commodity speculators," Bill Barhydt, CEO of 

Abra, a cryptocurrency startup backed by American Express (AXP), told Business Insider. "They look at 

the volatility in the crypto markets and they see it as a huge opportunity. Once that happens, all hell will 

break loose." 

 

Speaking to Bloomberg recently, LDJ Capital head David Drake declared that after a "long, cold winter," 

bitcoin prices would reach $30,000 by year-end. He invests in initial coin offerings (ICOs), a process for 

launching new digital currencies similar to initial public offerings for stocks, which regulators have argued 

is a haven for scammers. Google (GOOG) and Facebook (FB) have both decided not to accept ICO ads. 

 

Whether bitcoin will regain the $20,000 level (never mind hit $30,000) or will dwindle to irrelevance 

remains unknowable -- but that won't stop the arguments from both sides any time soon. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 FBI: easy to buy opioids on darknet 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/opioid-fentanyl-darknet-drugs-fbi/  

GIST WASHINGTON -- His moniker was "DARKKING22," and authorities say he offered a cornucopia of 

illicit drugs through the click of a mouse. But it was his ads on a hidden website for pure fentanyl, the 

powerful painkiller driving a record number of overdose deaths across the U.S., that caught FBI agents' 

attention. 

 

They bought some, and days later it arrived in a small, clear, plastic bag complete with a thank-you card -- 

a sign of how easy it is to buy drugs on the so-called darknet.  

 

The dealer did not stay anonymous for long. Federal authorities say "DARKKING22" was 28-year-old 

Antoin Austin, of Euclid, Ohio. His arrest last week is among the first by a new team of federal agents, 
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computer experts and analysts tasked with fighting the kind of online opioid trafficking that law 

enforcement officials say can be more persistent and vexing than more traditional trafficking by cartels. 

 

Frustrating authorities in their pursuit of online dealers is the anonymity in which they work. Buyers 

access stores through secret web browsers and make purchases using encrypted channels, code names and 

virtual currency such as bitcoin. 

 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions said darknet vendors are "pouring fuel on the fire of the national drug 

epidemic" and this year doubled the number of federal agents working on those cases. It's part of the 

Trump administration's tough approach to the drug crisis that has focused on harsh punishments for 

dealers. Critics say the overall strategy resembles a return to failed drug-war tactics and that the record 

$4.6 billion included in the spending plan the president signed last month is not nearly enough to establish 

the kind of treatment system needed to reverse the crisis. 

 

But there's bipartisan agreement that more resources and new restrictions are needed to stem the stream of 

opioids entering the U.S. from overseas, especially China, and into households through the U.S. mail. 

 

Darknet marketplaces are thriving, even after authorities in recent years dismantled two of the most 

notorious, the Silk Road and AlphaBay, where hundreds of thousands of customers bought not just illegal 

drugs but weapons, malware and counterfeit and stolen identification. Authorities on the new task force, 

the Joint Criminal Opioid Darknet Enforcement team, in this case targeted the vendors who sell illicit 

fentanyl by mail. 

 

"It's not enough simply to take the sites down," Acting Deputy Assistant Attorney General Richard 

Downing said. "Vendors look for another opportunity, another site, another place where they can go and 

sell their drugs and guns." 

 

In its first operation, the team arrested Austin and seven others and seized weapons, computer equipment 

and more than 2,000 lethal doses of the deadly drug. Investigators uncovered 19 overdose deaths they 

believe are connected to fentanyl purchased online. 

 

Agents in Pittsburgh, for example, have found drug gangs that traditionally peddled narcotics smuggled 

from beyond the southern border are now also selling drugs from China online, said Shawn A. Brokos, a 

supervisory special agent there. Buyers sometimes turn to the dark web for drugs to then deal on the street. 

 

"A lot of them start on a smaller level and then they see how lucrative this can be and they keep 

expanding," she said. 

 

Investigators from several agencies made a list of "targets," not just the fentanyl peddling vendors, but 

buyers and users, then set out to contact them, building on existing intelligence. They spoke to more than 

160 people, getting a clearer picture of the landscape, said Kyle Rau, of the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. 

 

"They share their secrets, they share their tradecraft," said Emily Odom, chief of the FBI's Hi-Tech 

Organized Crime Unit. "They're working together, so we have to do a better job working together as well." 
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Top of page 

HEADLINE 04/04 Expert: age of jihadist drone arrived 

SOURCE https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/drones-are-the-new-jihadist-terror-weapons-says-us-

security-expert-a3805201.html  

GIST Britain must prepare to face the threat of Islamic State terrorists using drones to attack buildings and other 

landmark targets, a security expert will warn in a book published next month.  
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Nicholas Grossman said that IS had already used drones packed with explosives in Syria and that no terror 

group had done more to exploit the new technology.  

 

He said options for protecting against the danger included using electrical repulsion systems.  

 

But he warned that if the use of drones for commercial deliveries and other purposes becomes more 

common it will become increasingly difficult to stop terrorists using drones to destructive effect.   

 

There are already concerns about the potential risk that such devices could pose to aircraft if they stray into 

flight paths, and the possibility that out-of-control drones could injure people. But in his book Drones and 

Terrorism, Mr Grossman, an academic from the University of Illinois, warns that the “age of the drone 

terrorist” has arrived, with IS and other extremist groups already using them for attacks in conflicts 

overseas.  

 

He says the technology is likely to be exploited further to mount attacks in Western cities. “As drones 

become more commonplace in cities, they will become less conspicuous, making it easier for a terrorist to 

case or attack a target,” he writes.  

 

“Electronically repelling drones from restricted airspace, or forcing them to land, would protect 

landmarks, airports, government buildings or other potential targets … [but] of course someone will find a 

way around any anti-drone technology. 

 

“Perhaps the biggest danger is to airports. If a terrorist could fly a drone into a jet engine during take-off or 

landing, they could inflict mass casualties.” 

 

The warning echoes similar comments by former Scotland Yard counter-terrorism chief Richard Walton. 

He told the Standard last month that vigilance was needed about potential attacks using drones because 

“there are very few methodologies used by terrorist organisations in their war zones that don’t at some 

stage come over here”.  

 

Mr Walton added that both IS and al-Qaeda, which had not gone away, remained “globally networked 

organisations” capable of organising attacks. 

 

A recent report by the London Assembly suggested that the “controlled use of drones should be explored” 

in planning for the future transport needs of the capital. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Terrorists, criminals and governance 

SOURCE https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/04/terrorism-governance-religion/556817/  

GIST The Taliban claims to adhere to a strict interpretation of Islamic law, but that didn’t stop them from 

learning to love the poppy. The Islamic State developed an unforgiving set of laws to govern its caliphate, 

even as it engaged in widespread smuggling of antiquities and the synthetic drug Captagon. The 

Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (the FARC) were once puritanically anti-drugs but turned 

wholeheartedly to supporting the cocaine economy following their Eighth Party Congress in 1982. This 

isn’t necessarily surprising. Despite initial protestations, militant groups often engage in criminal 

operations—drugs, trafficking, and smuggling—to fund their activities. 

 

But crime is not their primary calling—they also seek to govern. These groups may be despicable but they 

can also be rational, calculating, and sometimes surprisingly effective, outperforming existing 

governments. Yet this fundamental point is often lost on policymakers. 

 

The Trump administration has made a lot of noise about defeating groups like the Islamic State, but it has 

said little about how to prevent them from reemerging in the future. In fairness, President Trump is only 

building on the “counterterrorism first” policy of his predecessor, President Obama. And the Trump 
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administration’s hard line on illegal drugs coming from Mexico—setting aside the issue of the border 

wall—has echoes in that of previous Republican and Democratic administrations. But what if the true 

cause of instability isn’t terrorism or crime but the absence of effective governance? 

 

How the Taliban and the Islamic State (and even some organized crime organizations) think about 

governance is shaped and, in some cases, driven by ideological and religious motivations. Latin America 

offers an intriguing contrast. There are, of course, violent actors in Latin America—quite a lot of them. 

Countries like Mexico have seen Middle East-like levels of violence. Some of the most brutal tactics of al-

Qaeda in Iraq in the 2000s, such as beheadings, were also used by Mexican drug cartels like Los Zetas. 

But tactics and the willingness to kill aside, much of the violence in Latin America is of a different kind, 

with religion and ideology playing a declining role. 

  

In Latin America during the Cold War, Marxism was invoked by left-wing insurgents, as was nationalism 

by right-wing militias, in their attempts to seize control of the state. But with successful democratic 

transitions throughout the continent, states largely appropriated socialist demands by legalizing leftist 

parties and pushing a new brand of redistributive economics. The collapse of the Soviet Union and the 

moderation of socialist parties in countries made demands for a radically different political order seem 

unappealing (or unnecessary) to the vast majority of citizens. 

 

Meanwhile, secularization and declining levels of religious observance throughout Latin America meant a 

receding political role for Catholicism. In Michoacán, Mexico, one exception has been the criminal group 

La Familia Michoacana, which has made extensive use of Christian imagery. In 2009, before the state 

fought back, the group reportedly had influence over (or extorted anyway) perhaps as many as 180,000 gas 

stations, truck shops, street markets, movie theaters, and businesses. 

 

While some members of La Familia genuinely subscribed to the evangelically influenced, albeit distorted, 

religious practices, Christianity mainly functioned as a frame to justify their rule. References to a 

Christianity “purer” than that of the Catholic Church were meant to cement the group’s legitimacy with 

the local population. Christian ideology was also used to prevent defections to rival criminal groups or 

collaboration with state authorities by ensuring absolute obedience. La Familia also imposed certain mores 

of personal conduct—including, ironically, a ban on the use of drugs by cartel members. 

 

In these cases, however, Christianity did not have much bearing on the content of governance. La Familia 

did not, for example, seek to impose any particular religious conduct on local populations. By contrast, in 

the case of the Islamic State, religion provided much more than mere justification; it informed the whole 

approach to governance, including an elaborate network of legal institutions. 

 

In Latin America, the slow disappearance of genuine Marxist alternatives led elected leaders to 

deemphasize state coercion for resolving disputes or conducting politics. Unlike the Middle East, Latin 

America has experienced no interstate war since 1995, no international terrorist attacks since 1994, and no 

proliferation of weapons of mass destruction since 1945. There are no longer successful separatist or 

irredentist armed groups. No major political party based on religion has come close to having an electoral 

majority in the last two decades. 

 

The Colombian peace process that began in 2010—featuring the once-avowedly Marxist FARC—reflects 

the general trend toward addressing ideological differences within state institutions that began with the 

democratic transitions of the 1970s and 1980s. The decline of religious politics coupled with the 

integration of socialist ideology into mainstream politics has had major implications for violent conflict: 

Today, armed groups have virtually no alternative popular ideologies upon which to credibly draw. 

 

The closest substitute, which does not quite rise to the level of ideology in the traditional sense, is loyalty 

toward a gang, militia, or criminal organization, offering an alternative basis for social solidarity. For its 

part, the United States, since the end of the Cold War, has helped reduce ideological tensions by choosing 

not to intervene directly, by and large, in the region or pick partners on the basis of ideology. 

 

But even in the absence of clear ideological and religious motivations, some nonstate actors still play 
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important governance roles across Latin America. Where state presence is weak, this is inevitable. But 

even where states are not weak, governments may simply decide that the cost of establishing a state 

presence outweighs the benefits. Even wealthy countries like the United States, Germany, and France lack 

full control in pockets of territory—inner cities, refugee camps, migrant communities, or banlieues. 

Alienated minority communities may be reluctant to cooperate with authorities, increasing the cost of 

maintaining a state presence. But just because the state isn’t interested in providing governance doesn’t 

mean no one will. 

 

Which leads us back to a basic theme: People seek out governance from whoever can deliver it, and if the 

state cannot, they’ll find somebody else to do the job. In the Middle East and Asia, religion and ideology 

matter, but, beyond making a concerted effort to understand how Islam influences politics, there’s little the 

United States can do to influence Islam’s evolution (it’s challenging enough for Muslim countries). What 

it can do is focus on the things it does know about and the things it can influence—and perhaps even 

change. 

 

To put it more simply, its governing ideology aside, the Islamic State would not have been able to govern 

large swathes of Syria and Iraq if there had been a legitimate, responsive state there already governing. 

Within the broad category of “governance,” there is a common thread that sticks out across regions, 

religions, and cultures: the demand for justice, even if it is of the “rough and ready” variety. Order and 

security are what residents demand most, at least at first. Even when local orders are brutal, they can offer 

the swift and predictable dispute resolution that populations crave. 

 

In Afghanistan, conflicts over land and water and tribal feuds have escalated after the end of the Taliban 

regime as a result of weak institutional rule and power usurpation. The post-Taliban formal courts have not 

been able to stop or resolve such conflicts. Worse, the courts became corrupt and themselves a tool of land 

expropriation, something that worsened during the presidency of Hamid Karzai. The Taliban has moved to 

fill the gap by providing free mediation of tribal, criminal, and personal disputes. Afghans report a great 

degree of satisfaction with Taliban verdicts, unlike those of the official justice system, where petitioners 

often have to pay considerable bribes. 

 

The Taliban’s code of conduct—the so-called Taliban La’iha—is designed both to maintain control of the 

Taliban rank-and-file and to limit the emergence of rogue elements. The Quetta Shura of the Taliban, one 

of its key leadership groups now based in Quetta, Pakistan, has even established teams to travel throughout 

Afghanistan and uncover complaints from local populations against the Taliban—about corruption, 

brutality, or other mistreatment. It has also distributed phone numbers throughout the country for reporting 

abuses. How much the local population trusts this reporting system and actually experiences any redress of 

grievances varies considerably, of course. In practice, the population is intimidated and abused by Taliban 

fighters and officials. Still, it says something that the Taliban feels it stands to gain from establishing and 

advertising such a system in the first place. 

 

 

Similarly, the Islamic State went about building a distinctive legal order, allowing it to justify violence, 

regulate economic transactions, and reduce crime and corruption. In short order, with the international 

community paying little attention, it set up fairly elaborate institutional structures, oriented around 

interlocking sharia courts, binding fatwas, and detailed tax codes. This was what Yale University’s 

Andrew March and Mara Revkin term “scrupulous legality.” Distinguishing itself in governance terms 

was not particularly difficult, since the bar was so low; the other choices were the chaotic rule of other 

rebel groups consumed by infighting, the mass murder of the Assad regime, or the sectarianism of the Iraqi 

government and Shia militias. 

 

In Latin America, various criminal groups maintain control of neighborhoods with a mix of coercion and 

public services, similar in many ways to the Taliban or the Islamic State, although not on the same scale. 

For example, in the favelas of Rio de Janeiro, gangs such as Primeiro Comando da Capital regulate 

criminal activity with a so-called “criminal constitution,” which sets limits on what members of one gang 

can do to another or to the local population. Gangs also sponsor the development of public spaces such as 

plazas and sport facilities—they have even improved water delivery in one Rio favela. They help pay for 
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the medical expenses of residents who run into trouble or provide small-scale loans to those who cannot 

make ends meet. Prison-based gangs, particularly in countries where they have achieved national influence 

such as Brazil and El Salvador, are also in the business of governance. They regulate and make predictable 

the otherwise brutal conditions in overcrowded jails. 

 

Meanwhile, Mexico’s Sinaloa Cartel, long led by the notorious Joaquín “El Chapo” Guzmán, has provided 

handouts to local schools, clinics, and churches; built soccer stadiums; and sponsored fiestas. The cartel’s 

“governance,” including levying illegal taxes—extortion—was predictable and restrained compared to 

other criminal groups, at least prior to El Chapo’s extradition to the United States in 2017. During her 

fieldwork in Tijuana 2011 and 2013, one of the authors was repeatedly told by business operators that 

while all of the local criminal groups extort businesses, the Sinaloa Cartel’s taxes were by far the most 

tolerable. 

 

Organized crime organizations sometimes even integrate into local civil society and politics. In Medellín, 

Colombia, local paramilitary organizations and gangs would join neighborhood civil society groups and 

serve on community boards. Social workers in Medellin reported that residents would turn to the dominant 

criminal organization to settle disputes or to deal with petty crime because local inhabitants prefer swift (if 

sometimes violent) resolution of problems over prolonged and uncertain interactions with the police and 

the courts. In Brazil, politicians seeking to be elected frequently need to bargain for permission to enter 

neighborhoods controlled by gangs or militias, which provides another avenue by which organized crime 

can shape politics and society. 

 

Whether in the Middle East, Latin America, or elsewhere, the question of how international actors can 

improve governance in places they don’t quite understand is always a difficult one. Good governance—or 

even good enough governance—isn’t easy. At times, it can seem like a stand-in for the heroically 

impossible, requiring Marshall Plan-style ambition, visionary leadership, and massive financial resources. 

But there is such thing as realistic governance goals—realistic in that they might require billions of dollars, 

a modest amount for the United States, but more importantly political will along with feasible timelines. 

Most of all, though, they require a change of attitude. 

 

The difficult, often tragic experiences of the United States and the international community in Iraq and 

Afghanistan have produced resignation and exhaustion. Far from wanting to promote state-building and 

good governance, many officials call for a hands-off approach beyond the occasional remote killing of 

terrorists. Or, if a military intervention is in fact necessary, they call for handing over the responsibilities 

of governance to local powerbrokers as quickly as possible. Yet this is exactly why such limited 

interventions produce such limited, disappointing, and even disastrous results. And this is why armed 

nonstate actors remain a persistent threat—not simply because they are violent or because not enough of 

them are killed, but because they provide public goods as well as public bads.   
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HEADLINE 04/04 Claim: Indonesia ISIS leader identified  

SOURCE https://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/bombmaker-names-aman-abdurrahman-as-isis-

leader-in-indonesia/news-story/18d3cb98e47e01c5ae7053405656b566  

GIST A convicted Indonesian bomb maker who claims to have been radicalised by listening to secretly-recorded 

sermons by jailed cleric Aman Abdurrahman told a Jakarta court he believed the firebrand Islamist was 

Islamic State’s leader in Indonesia. 

 

Kurnia Widodo, who served four years in prison over a failed suicide bombing in the west Java city of 

Bandung, told the South Jakarta district court he was inspired to use his background in chemical 

engineering to become a bomb maker after listening to lectures delivered by Aman down a phone line 

from prison and broadcast over loudspeakers at a Bandung mosque. 

 

His plan to assist in the 2010 suicide bombing attack was foiled and Kurnia was arrested and sentenced to 

six years in Cipinang, a high security prison off the coast of Java, where Aman was then serving a nine-
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year sentence for aiding a militant training camp. 

 

The 46-year-old cleric, said to be the key ideologue for militant groups that make up Indonesia’s ISIS-

inspired Jamaah Ansharut Daulah (JAD), is now facing a possible death sentence on charges of inciting 

others to commit terror attacks in Indonesia, including the January 2016 central Jakarta attack in which 

eight people were killed. 

 

Kurnia testified yesterday that Aman was still preaching to his followers from Cipinang jail in 2011 when 

he shared a prison cell block with the cleric, though by then he was “no longer following Aman’s 

teaching”. 

 

“I stopped believing police (were) infidels,” he said. 

 

But, he added; “My friends referred to Aman as the ISIS leader of Indonesia. I believed them, because his 

teaching served as a reference to all ISIS supporters in Indonesia and his words are seen as instructions.” 

 

Aman was shifted to Indonesia’s maximum security Nusakambangan prison in 2015, where many of the 

country’s death row prisoners are held. 

 

It was in Nusakambangan that Kurnia said he understood Aman convinced Abu Bakar Bashir, the ageing 

cleric and spiritual leader of the Jemaah Islamiah militant group behind the deadly Bali bombings, to 

pledge allegiance to ISIS. 

 

“That’s what I learned from my colleagues. It was widely discussed on jihadist WhatsApp groups. Abu 

(Bakar Bashir) wouldn’t have abandoned the JAT (Jamaah Ansharut Tauhid, a militant group Bashir 

founded) and pledged allegiance to ISIS. Abu must have been influenced by someone else. And the person 

influencing him was Aman Abdurrahman,” Kurnia said. 

 

But Aman yesterday dismissed Kurnia’s testimony, insisting he had never met Abu Bakar Bashir and was 

not an ISIS leader. 

 

“How can you say that I am an ISIS leader? I am not an ISIS chief. If you say people use me as reference, 

then yes,” he said. 

 

“But I am not their leader.” 

 

Aman was rearrested in August last year just days before he was scheduled to be released after serving out 

his time for his first conviction. He has since been placed in isolated cells at several police headquarters 

for fear he may radicalise more people and incite further attacks. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Iraq troops kill senior ISIS leader 

SOURCE https://www.iraqinews.com/iraq-war/iraqi-troops-kill-senior-islamic-state-leader-seven-aides-in-

diyala/  

GIST Baghdad (Iraqinews.com) – Iraqi security forces launched on Wednesday a military operation to hunt for 

dormant Islamic State (IS) militants in Diyala governorate, managing to kill a senior leader along with 

seven of his aides, security sources were quoted as saying. 

 

“Acting upon accurate intelligence reports, Iraqi troops killed Abu Nabil al-Iraqi, the mastermind of 

several terrorist attacks launched by Islamic State, and seven of his aides in a military operation in 

northeastern Diyala,” Shafaq News quoted the sources as saying. 

 

Al-Iraqi, according to the sources, was in charge of “providing the militant group with financial and 

logistic support to target security forces in Diyala.” 
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In January 2015, Iraqi forces announced liberation of Diyala province from Islamic State extremist 

militants who proclaimed an “Islamic Caliphate” in Iraq and Syria in 2014. 

 

The province has seen months of fighting between Iraqi troops and IS militants especially in the Jalawla 

and Saadiyah areas in the province’s north and areas near the town of Muqdadiyah. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Israel: attack on navy ship foiled 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/04/israel-says-it-thwarted-gaza-militant-attack-on-navy-

ship.html  

GIST JERUSALEM –  Israel's Shin Bet security service says it has arrested 10 Palestinians suspected of 

planning an attack against a navy ship off the Gaza coast. 

 

The cell's alleged leader was being indicted Wednesday. The Shin Bet says Amin Jamaa's interrogation 

revealed a plan to send a decoy boat that would distract the navy ship, after which a rocket would be fired 

at it and militants would then try to abduct wounded soldiers on board as bargaining chips for future 

prisoner swaps. 

 

The Shin Bet identified the men as members of the Islamic Jihad militant group. 

 

The disclosure follows mass protests along the Israel-Gaza border last Friday in which 18 Palestinians 

were killed. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 US considering pullout of Syria? 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-syria/trump-seeks-syria-pullout-as-advisers-warn-of-hard-

work-ahead-idUSKCN1HA2DA  

GIST WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. President Donald Trump said on Tuesday he wanted to “get out” of 

Syria but offered no timetable, as his advisers warned of the hard work left to defeat Islamic State and 

stabilize areas recaptured from the hardline militant group. 

 

Trump told a news conference the United States would “not rest until ISIS is gone,” using an acronym for 

the militant group. But he also suggested that victory was imminent. 

 

The Pentagon and State Department have held that a longer term U.S. effort would be needed to ensure 

that Islamic State’s defeat is a lasting one. 

 

“It’s time,” Trump told reporters, when asked if he was inclined to withdraw U.S. forces. 

 

“We were very successful against (Islamic State). We’ll be successful against anybody militarily. But 

sometimes it’s time to come back home, and we’re thinking about that very seriously.” 

 

The United States is waging near-daily air strikes in Syria and has deployed about 2,000 troops on the 

ground, including U.S. special operations forces whose advising has helped Kurdish militia and other 

U.S.-backed fighters capture territory from Islamic State. 

 

U.S. Army General Joseph Votel, who oversees U.S. troops in the Middle East as the head of Central 

Command, estimated on Tuesday that more than 90 percent of the group’s territory in Syria had been 

taken back from the militants since 2014. 

 

Trump estimated the percentage of territory recaptured in Iraq and Syria at “almost 100 percent,” a figure 
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that U.S. officials say is correct - it is about 98 percent - but does not highlight the work left in Syria. 

 

The big hurdle, in the U.S. military’s view, is seizing Islamic State-held territory around the Syrian town 

of Abu Kamal. 

 

That effort that has been slowed as U.S.-backed Kurdish fighters shift their focus away from Islamic State 

toward a Turkish offensive against Kurdish allies elsewhere in Syria’s complex, multi-pronged civil war, 

now in its eighth year. 

 

Brett McGurk, the special U.S. envoy for the global coalition against Islamic State, speaking alongside 

Votel at an event in Washington on Tuesday, said the U.S. fight against Islamic State was not over. 

 

“We are in Syria to fight ISIS. That is our mission and our mission isn’t over and we are going to complete 

that mission,” McGurk said. 

 

Experts were divided about the significance of Trump’s simultaneous musings about withdrawal and his 

assurance that the United States will not depart until Islamic State is defeated. 

 

The militant group is widely expected to revert to guerilla tactics once the last remnants of its once self-

styled “caliphate” are captured by U.S.-backed forces. 

 

Jon Alterman at the Center for Strategic and International Studies think-tank, said a precipitous U.S. 

withdrawal would undermine U.S. leverage in talks to end Syria’s civil war. 

 

Experts warn an abrupt U.S. withdrawal could benefit Russia and Iran, U.S. rivals who could extend their 

influence in Syria. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Iraq grapples pre-election Iran influence 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iraq-grapples-iranian-influence-ahead-elections-

54223229?   

GIST Iran's influence is looming large as Iraqis prepare to head to the polls for parliamentary elections in May, 

with many in the country worried that Tehran may be looking to strengthen its political grip on Baghdad 

through the ballot box. 

 

Iranian support and military advisers helped Baghdad's Shiite-led government beat back the Islamic State 

group. But with IS militants now largely defeated militarily, Iran's expanding influence has emerged as 

one of Iraq's most divisive issues ahead of the balloting. 

 

That influence has sown fear among Iraq's disenchanted minority Sunnis, who bore the brunt of the war's 

destruction, and has also caused concern in Washington. Despite tensions between the United States and 

Iran, both remain key allies of Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi's government. 

 

U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis last month accused Iran of "mucking around" in Iraq's upcoming 

elections, telling reporters the U.S. has what he called "worrisome evidence" that Iran is funneling "not an 

insignificant amount of money" into Iraq to try to sway votes. Baghdad rejected the accusation. 

 

Government spokesman Saad al-Hadithi stressed that the use of foreign money in domestic politics "is 

illegal and unconstitutional." 

 

"The government is taking great efforts to hold free and fair elections and prevent the manipulation of 

election results," he said. 

 

Both Iran and Iraq are Shiite-majority counties and share deep economic and cultural ties — as well as a 
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1,500-kilometer (900-mile) border. 

 

The two countries fought a devastating war in the 1980s that left hundreds of thousands dead. But Iranian 

influence in Iraq has steadily grown since the 2003 U.S.-led invasion that toppled Iraqi dictator Saddam 

Hussein, marking the start of a prolonged period of sectarian division, extremist violence and political 

strife. 

 

Under Saddam, many of Iraq's Shiite political elite spent years in exile in Iran. Since Saddam's ouster, 

Iraqi markets have been stocked with Iranian goods and millions of Iranian pilgrims descend on Iraq each 

year to visit holy shrines in the cities of Samarra, Baghdad, Najaf and Karbala. 

 

When entire divisions of Iraq's military disintegrated following the fall of the city of Mosul to IS in the 

summer of 2014, Iranian influence soared. 

 

Weeks before the U.S. began a bombing campaign against IS, Iranian advisers and support for Iraqi Shiite 

militias, which became known as Popular Mobilization Units, helped halt IS' advance, which came 

dangerously close to Baghdad. From then on, the militias became instrumental in the battle against IS. 

 

More than 500 members of the paramilitary forces or political figures associated with the militias are now 

running for parliament. 

 

Ahmed al-Asadi is one of the candidates with strong paramilitary ties. An elected member of parliament 

from Baghdad and former spokesman for the PMU, al-Asadi cut his ties with the force before launching 

his re-election bid — a formality required by a governing body overseeing the May vote. 

 

"Iran is the ally of the powerful forces that supported Iraq against terrorism," he said, dismissing concerns 

that Tehran plays a destabilizing role in Iraq. 

 

But other Iraqi politicians worry that if a large number of men like al-Asadi win seats in parliament, Iraq 

will be even more beholden to its eastern neighbor. 

 

Saleh al-Mutlaq, a longtime Iraqi politician and former deputy prime minister, said he expects candidates 

with ties to the Shiite militias to do well in upcoming elections. 

 

"These elections will be disastrous for this country," he said. "The PMU will be a key player in the 

political process and this will give Iran a role and a word in forming the government and in choosing a 

prime minister." 

 

Iran is not the only one trying to influence the May vote, said Joost Hiltermann, a longtime Iraq researcher 

with the International Crisis Group. 

 

"Everybody is trying to buy or gain influence, anybody who has a stake in Iraq that is, whether they do it 

with money or intimidation or other kinds of incentives," he said. "Ever since there have been elections in 

2005, there's been meddling." 

 

The future of American forces in Iraq hinges in large part on who becomes Iraq's next prime minister and 

who gets to lead the country's most powerful ministries. 

 

While the Shiite militias racked up several early victories against IS, it was U.S.-led coalition airstrikes 

that allowed Iraqi forces to retake urban areas. Iraq remains deeply dependent on U.S. military aid, 

training and intelligence sharing. 

 

While al-Abadi, who is seeking re-election with his recently formed Victory Alliance party, has said he is 

open to long-term American training programs for Iraqi forces, some of his opponents have taken a much 

harder line, describing any U.S. forces in Iraq as occupiers. 
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The U.S. still has more than 5,000 troops in Iraq, supporting its fight against remaining pockets of IS, most 

significantly along Iraq's volatile border with Syria, in western Anbar province and around the city of 

Kirkuk — areas that have seen an uptick in militant activity. 

 

"I'm not going to speculate on anything that could or would happen," coalition spokesman Col. Ryan 

Dillon said when asked if there is concern that a change in government could affect the U.S.-led coalition's 

presence in Iraq. 

 

"We are here at the invitation of the government of Iraq to support their operation to defeat Daesh, and 

we'll continue to do so as long as we are invited," he said, referring to IS by an Arabic acronym. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 France police database flags 78,000  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/france-puts-78000-security-threats-vast-police-

database-54224059?   

GIST France has flagged more than 78,000 people as security threats in a database intended to let European 

police share information on the continent's most dangerous residents — more than all other European 

countries put together — according to an analysis by The Associated Press. 

 

A German parliamentarian, Andrej Hunko, was the first to raise the alarm about potential misuse of the 

Schengen Information System database in a question to his country's Interior Ministry about "discreet 

checks" — secret international checks on people considered a threat to national security or public safety. 

He questioned whether and why different countries seemed to apply very different criteria. 

 

"The increase in alerts cannot be explained by the threat of Islamist terrorism alone. Europol reports a 

four-digit number of confirmed foreign fighters, yet the increase of SIS alerts in 2017 is several times 

that," Hunko said in a statement late last month when he released the Interior Ministry response to his 

query. 

 

That response included a spreadsheet detailing for the first time how many discreet checks each European 

country had flagged up last year — more than 134,000 in all. 

 

"This could mean that families and contacts of these individuals are also being secretly monitored. It is 

also possible that the measure is being used on a large scale for combatting other criminal activity," Hunko 

said. 

 

The number of French police entries "indicates a misuse" of the system intended to monitor dangerous 

criminals, he added. 

 

The Schengen database — which is separate to the Europol database and far more widely used — forms 

the backbone of European security, allowing police, judicial authorities and other law enforcement to 

immediately check whether a person is wanted or missing, or a car is stolen, or a firearm is legal, for 

example. The database was checked 5 billion times in 2017 alone, according to the director of the EU-

LISA agency, Krum Garkov. 

 

But a relatively unknown provision in European law allows countries to flag people for the "discreet 

checks" — allowing law enforcement in one country to notify counterparts elsewhere of a person's 

location and activities. Use of the system — intended for individuals who pose a threat to national security 

or public safety — has expanded enormously since Islamic State extremists attacked Paris and Brussels in 

2015 and 2016, from 69,475 in 2015 to 134,662 last year, according to data from EU-LISA and Germany. 

 

If someone is flagged for a discreet check, their name will come up for any law enforcement official who 

has stopped them anywhere in Europe — whether trying to cross an external border or running a red light. 

In the entry, the requesting country can ask for a subsequent action, ranging from simply reporting back 
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their location, vehicle, and traveling companions to detaining them immediately for arrest. 

 

Discreet checks, unlike arrest warrants, expire after a year, although Garkov said countries are notified of 

pending expirations and can renew them at will. 

 

But vast disparities in its use by individual countries raise questions about both the effectiveness of the 

tools and the criteria countries are using to enter people into the system. With 78,619 entries by 2017, 

France makes up 60 percent of the discreet check database. Britain, with nearly the same population and 

16,991 people flagged, comes in a distant second. Germany, Europe's most populous country, had 4,285 

people flagged last year, according to the Interior Ministry data. 

 

To put the French number in perspective, the country's intelligence chief, Laurent Nunez, said late last 

year that France had recorded 18,000 people as suspected extremists, and considered 4,000 of those to be 

highly dangerous. The Interior Ministry did not respond to requests to comment about the criteria for 

discreet checks. CNIL, the government data protection agency, said the 78,000 entries covered every 

person that France wanted flagged for any reason. 

 

Like the U.S. "no fly list," people can only learn by inference whether they are flagged for a discreet 

check. 

 

"People are not informed about the existence of this alert, which makes sense. But at the same there needs 

to be a proportionality assessment," said Niovi Vavoula, a legal scholar at Queen Mary University of 

London who studies the use of the database. "If certain member states are introducing alerts en masse to 

the system, this needs to be flagged as a problem." 
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HEADLINE 04/03 US mulls changes to Syria policy 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/u-s-mulls-changes-to-syria-policy-after-trump-says-u-s-will-leave-

syria-soon/  

GIST President Trump's declaration last week that the U.S. will get out of Syria "soon" came just a day before 

the administration halted $200 million in U.S.-led reconstruction efforts. The pair of announcements set 

off alarm bells within the U.S. government and among allies who are worried Washington's commitment 

to Syria may be wavering. 

 

Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-South Carolina, said on "Fox News Sunday" this weekend that pulling out of 

Syria would be the "single worst decision" that Mr. Trump could make. European government officials 

agreed. 

 

"This is not the moment to give up on Syria," explained one European government official. "After Mosul, 

some said it is all over for ISIS. Well, no it is not. If you were to walk away now, we think there is a real 

risk that things could go back over time to how they were. You can't do this work from afar." 

 

A lot depends on a White House meeting on Tuesday, which will take a close look at the Trump 

administration's Syria policy. Mr. Trump wants other countries, such as Saudi Arabia, to play a greater 

role and pick up a bigger portion of the bill in Syria. European countries admit that they have to do more 

to help out in Syria, as displaced Syrians will in many cases wind up as refugees in Europe. 

 

Countries involved in the global coalition to defeat ISIS in Syria and Iraq have said they are not expecting 

a quick and dramatic U.S. exit. But they are wary of the Trump administration's sudden decision to halt 

support for stabilization efforts. 

 

These U.S. efforts, led by the State Department and USAID, are focused on the essentials in the war-

ravaged lands: removing landmines, supporting the opening of hospitals and schools, enabling the flow of 

water and turning on electricity. 
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Over the last six months, the U.S. sent additional diplomats to Syria to work with partners on the ground to 

facilitate these programs, though the U.S. diplomatic presence in the country remains at under a dozen 

people. State Department officials explained that Acting Secretary of State John Sullivan would attend the 

meeting on Tuesday in an attempt to protect the stabilization efforts and renew funding. 

 

State Department officials know that Trump is more likely to listen to Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis 

than other officials in the room. So before Tuesday's meeting, the diplomats reminded the Defense 

Department that stabilization efforts also include programs like clearing out IEDs. Their argument was 

simple: those programs don't just make it possible for Syrians to return home -- they also protect U.S. 

forces on the ground from deadly explosions.  

 

The State Department was shocked by the administration's decision to halt the stabilization funding. Some 

officials were told that the pause came after Trump read news articles about the U.S. role in Syria. 

 

"I cannot picture that within six months that U.S. will be out of Syria. At least not responsibly," said a U.S. 

government official. "More Syrians will die if the U.S leaves," said another official. 

 

Yet with the ouster of Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and the imminent departure of National Security 

Adviser H.R. McMaster, there are fewer voices calling for the U.S. to remain committed to Syria. 

 

"The U.S. is now re-litigating its policy on Syria," explained a European government official. "The table 

was set to stay and the tablecloth got pulled out with Tillerson and McMaster leaving. The plan that they 

shepherded through may be dead." 

 

Earlier this year, Tillerson declared that stabilization initiatives in areas that have been liberated from ISIS 

"are essential" to creating conditions for normal life and for preventing ISIS from re-emerging. 

 

"Terrorists thrive under conditions that allow them to peddle their warped and hateful messages to 

vulnerable people in conflict-stricken areas. Our stabilization efforts will help those people turn away from 

the prospect of terrorism and toward integration in their local communities," Tillerson said. 

 

It is now unclear whether those stabilization efforts will continue. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Remains US hostages found in Syria? 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/human-remains-recovered-search-us-hostages-killed-

isis/story?id=54208210  

GIST The FBI is conducting painstaking DNA tests on a batch of human remains which could be those of 

American hostages killed in ISIS captivity, after agents and U.S. commandos recently unearthed them 

from liberated areas in Syria, ABC News has learned. 

 

It may be months before testing at the FBI Laboratory in Quantico, Va., determines whether any are those 

of Americans or other westerners executed by ISIS or killed while held hostage, officials and family 

members said. 

 

The successful recovery of human remains gives hope to American families eager to lay their loved ones 

to rest at home -- even as they are urging the U.S. government to bring to justice two captured ISIS guards 

who helped U.S. authorities pinpoint the Syrian grave sites where remains were recovered. 

 

Several officials told ABC News that a decision still has not been made on what to do with the pair of 

Londoners captured by allied Kurdish YPG fighters in January, Alexanda Kotey and El Shafee Elsheikh, 

who according to the U.S. Department of State were half of the British terror quartet their captives called 

"the Beatles." 
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The families reminded officials, according to sources present at the meeting, of an Obama Presidential 

Policy Directive issued four months after Kayla Mueller's death in 2015 (which has not been rescinded) 

emphasizing the prosecution of hostage-takers. 

 

"The United States shall diligently seek to ensure that hostage-takers of U.S. nationals are arrested, 

prosecuted, and punished through a due process criminal justice system in the United States or abroad for 

crimes related to the hostage-taking," the directive states. 

 

The U.K., which revoked the citizenship of all four "Beatles" including Mohammed Emwazi, the ISIS 

executioner dubbed "Jihadi John" by the media, has also objected to the men facing anything but a civilian 

trial, several sources said. Emwazi was killed in a CIA drone strike in Raqqa, Syria, in 2016 and Aine 

Davis, the fourth alleged “Beatle,” was captured in Turkey. 

 

"The Brits are not in support of the death penalty and Guantanamo but that was not a threat or demand to 

not help," one counterterrorism official said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Russia, Turkey, Iran Syrian challenge 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/middleeast/syria-russia-iran-turkey-talks-analysis-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Despite the eagerness to declare it ebbing, Syria's war is unlikely to get closer to its end simply 

because Vladimir Putin, Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Hassan Rouhani are meeting in Ankara this week. 

 

Yes, these leaders represent the three largest foreign military forces operating now inside Syria, excluding 

the US, whose commander-in-chief said late last week that America would soon be letting "others" take 

care of Syria. But Russia, Turkey and Iran meet without the contribution of a reasonably important factor 

in this ghastly experiment in human cruelty: Syrians. 

 

You can argue that the regime in Damascus will do what Tehran or Moscow tells it to. But the prospect of 

Russia, Turkey and Iran agreeing what a new status quo inside Syria should look like is a short-term 

stopgap at best, and one that overlooks the underlying and unresolved causes of the war. 

 

The accepted premise of this trilateral solution is that Iran and Russia are content that the regime has full 

access to the coast and a clear channel all the way to the Iraqi capital Baghdad -- through which Tehran 

can slowly harass Israel and dominate the region, and Moscow can retain an airbase on the Mediterranean. 

 

Turkey is meant to be happy as its proxies control the area west of the Euphrates Rivers along to Idlib, and 

provide a space for Sunni militants to create their own communities into which millions of Syrian refugees 

currently in Turkey might return. 

 

The unspoken annex to this is that the Americans retain adequate firepower and influence in the northeast 

for the area to remain a de facto Syria-Kurdish enclave for the years to come. 

 

Yet already the short-term flaws to this solution are emerging. Ankara has its sights on harassing Manbij, 

just across to the west of the Euphrates, which is currently held by Syrian Kurds with American backing. 

And the regime is also eyeing the most populated area in the northwest, where Turkey has large influence: 

Idlib. It is to Idlib that the Syrian Sunni rebels of Ghouta, Aleppo and elsewhere have fled, along with tens 

of thousands of civilians. 

 

These are just the short-term problems. The longer-term ones are even harder to solve. 

 

Essentially, this supposed trilateral arrangement fails to deal with the underlying demographic and 

sectarian issues that began the war in the first place. 
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Syria's Sunnis rose up against a predominantly Shia regime in 2012. These Sunnis still lack proper 

representation or a functional homeland. They are squeezed into a tiny pocket of the northwest, and 

outside Syria's borders into Turkey and Jordan, with many in Lebanon too. 

 

Keeping this disenfranchised, beleaguered and under-resourced population in the rubble, tents and rural 

flatlands of Idlib won't reduce the influence of extremists in their midst -- it will amplify it. 

 

There are two things you can count on in the months ahead: that Russia and the regime will bombard Idlib 

and its thousands of civilians, and that the Sunni rebel militants who take shelter in it will respond as 

extremely as they can. Both sides will continue to do what they have done before. 

 

Secondly, Syria's Kurds, thanks to the near-defeat of ISIS in Syria, control an outsized chunk of the 

northeast now. Everything east of the Euphrates River was not exclusively Kurdish before ISIS and is not 

entirely so now, but the Syrian Democratic Forces are the unwavering authority there. 

 

If the US leaves, as President Donald Trump has said is likely, then the Syrian Kurds will have to either 

forge a deal of coexistence with the Syrian regime or go it alone, potentially against both Turkish and 

regime forces. 

 

Yes, the Iran- and Russia-backed Shia regime has solidified its control over the territory it wants, but the 

majority of the country -- the Sunnis of Syria -- has not settled the question of where they will live and 

who will rule them. That started this, and must be resolved if it is to end. 

 

Finally, Syria's three dominant forces -- Turkish-backed rebels, US-backed Syrian Kurds and the regime 

supported by Iran and Russia -- have backers with totally opposed agendas. Turkey wants to defeat the 

Kurds. The regime wants to defeat the rebels Turkey is backing, and keep the US out. And the US wants to 

defeat Iranian and regime ambitions in the region, while also keeping Russia in check. 

 

Russia, Iran and Turkey can smile for the cameras in Ankara, but they still walk on Syria's broken glass. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Claim: Putin behind trolling abroad 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/putin-pays-over-100000-troll-russias-opponents-abroad-hacked-emails-

reveal-869699  

GIST Russian President Vladimir Putin has been paying hundreds of thousands of dollars to trolls, hackers and 

paid protesters to sow dissent and quell anti-Russian sentiment in foreign countries, according to a trove of 

leaked emails from Kremlin-linked figures. 

 

The emails were released by the hacker group the Ukrainian Cyber Alliance, which was responsible for the 

so-called Surkov leaks, over a gigabyte of hacked emails allegedly taken from Putin’s close political 

adviser and senior Kremlin official Vladislav Surkov in 2016.  

 

The new set of leaked emails was analyzed by Bob Seely, a Conservative Parliament member in Great 

Britain and an expert on Russian warfare. Seely told the British newspaper The Times that the emails 

revealed a “shopping list of subversion,” including hacking, propaganda, and staged protests. 

 

The Kremlin was prepared to pay between $100 and $300 for email hacking. But trolling political 

opponents on social media and collecting personal data on individuals thought to be Kremlin opponents 

was valued at around $130,500, according to the emails. Plans were also outlined to promote historical and 

philosophical ideas in line with the Kremlin’s worldview, and to send trained athletes to agitate at rallies 

and bribe the media to cover the events. The Kremlin was willing to pay $19,200 for a month of rallies 

with 100 participants and three organizers. 
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The emails demonstrate Russia used these tactics in Ukraine, where Moscow supports pro-Russian 

separatists. The emails allegedly belong to Surkov’s deputy Inal Ardzinba and to a leader of Ukraine’s 

Communist Party, which advocates closer ties with Russia. But experts warn that the Kremlin is using 

similar tactics in the U.S. and the European Union. 

 

The Kremlin has claimed that the Surkov leaks are fake and that Ardzinba has never been involved in 

spreading propaganda in Ukraine. Researchers, however, said that the previous set of Surkov leaks were 

authentic, and this latest dump of emails is probably real as well. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 DHS: mobile snooping devices in D.C. 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/politics/dhs-stingrays-washington-dc/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN)The Department of Homeland Security has confirmed that it has detected evidence of 

mobile snooping devices around Washington, DC. 

 

The devices could be the work of foreign governments or entities, however, DHS hasn't determined their 

origin, the agency said in a letter. At issue are what are known alternatively as Stingrays, IMSI catchers or 

cell-site simulators. The devices essentially act as fake cellphone towers, and as mobile devices connect to 

them, the devices are able to snoop on the traffic that goes through. 

 

Responding to an inquiry from Democratic Sen. Ron Wyden of Oregon, DHS top infrastructure and 

cybersecurity official Christopher Krebs confirmed that DHS has detected activity consistent with such 

devices. Law enforcement in the US does use such techniques as well, though courts have been 

scrutinizing that. 

 

DHS "has observed anomalous activity in the National Capital Region (NCR) that appears to be consistent 

with International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) catchers," Krebs wrote. "NPPD has not validated or 

attributed such activity to specific entities or devices. This information was reported to our federal partners 

at the time it was observed." 

 

Krebs was responding to a question from Wyden as to whether DHS had evidence of foreign IMSI 

catchers operating in the DC area, but Krebs repeatedly declined to attribute the activity to any entity in 

particular. 

 

He did say the use of Stingrays "by malicious actors to track and monitor cellular users is unlawful and 

threatens the security of communications, resulting in safety, economic and privacy risks," but he said 

DHS would need more resources to develop an ongoing ability to detect the use of the devices. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Hawaii problem: too low unemployment 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/c83bd5c9d3f04901a39b3c9113389866/What's-wrong-with-very-low-

unemployment?-Hawaii-knows  

GIST HONOLULU (AP) — Are there downsides to a low unemployment rate? In Hawaii, which has the United 

States’ lowest jobless rate at a minuscule 2.1 percent, the answer is yes. 

 

Employers are frustrated by their inability to find workers. And unfilled jobs may be slowing the state’s 

economic growth. 

 

A low unemployment rate is certainly better than a high one. And many employers are responding to the 

worker shortage by offering higher pay. 
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Still, Hawaii’s experience serves as a cautionary tale for the nation as a whole: Low unemployment can 

mask underlying problems. Nationwide, the jobless rate is at a 17-year low of 4.1 percent, and economists 

forecast it could drop another half-point by next year. That would bring the rate to a half-century low. 

 

U.S. employers are already complaining about their struggles to find qualified employees. The number of 

open jobs nationwide reached the highest level on record in January. 

 

Like the rest of the country, Hawaii has an aging population, and its unemployment rate has been held 

down in part by retiring baby boomers. 

 

The state also has unique challenges, such as an economy long dominated by tourism. Many of Hawaii’s 

available jobs are in the service sector and don’t pay enough to cover the state’s high housing costs. And 

economists say Hawaii’s ongoing economic sluggishness could make it harder for the state to pay its 

public pension obligations in the future, and fund highways and other expensive infrastructure. 

 

U.S. Rep. Colleen Hanabusa, a Democrat, cited the deceptively rosy jobless rate when she launched her 

campaign challenging a sitting governor from her own party in this year’s election. 

 

“We cannot wait as more and more of our young people, discouraged by the future they see for themselves 

here, leave Hawaii in hopes for better opportunities on the mainland,” Hanabusa said in January. A recent 

poll conducted for the Honolulu Star-Advertiser gave her a 20-percentage point lead over Gov. David Ige 

in the August primary. 

 

Hanabusa was pointing to a trend reflected in census data: People are moving away from Hawaii even as 

employers here clamor for workers. 

 

Last year, the state suffered a net loss of more than 1,000 people. On Oahu, home to Honolulu and major 

military installations like Pearl Harbor, the population declined an average of 11 people per day. The 

median price of an Oahu home tops $770,000. 

 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 47 percent of Hawaii’s residents spend more than a third of their 

monthly income on rent. That’s greater than any other state. About one-quarter of renters put half of their 

income toward housing. 

 

The personnel squeeze is forcing employers to offer incentives to attract workers. 

 

Maui Divers Jewelry, a retailer in the old whaling town of Lahaina, offers employees extra money to cover 

the cost of driving to its stores from Maui’s bigger cities. 

 

Star of Honolulu Cruises and Events has raised the hourly wage for servers on its boat cruises to $12 from 

$10. 

 

“They can be picky now, I feel like. The ball is in their court,” Sheridan Andres, the company’s human 

resources manager, said of job applicants. Star of Honolulu is also advertising for kitchen staff, boat 

maintenance workers, bus drivers and supervisors. 

 

Hawaii Pacific Health, one of the state’s largest health care providers, is pursuing a pilot program to train 

medical assistants at five public high schools so they’ll be ready to walk into jobs when they graduate. The 

company has 7,000 employees, along with 44 openings for medical assistants and more than 400 openings 

overall. 

 

The demand for labor is driven by a tourism surge that brought a record 9.4 million visitors to the islands 

last year. Strong hiring and income gains in the Western U.S. mean more Americans can make the trip. 

And Japan and Canada, where most of the state’s overseas visitors come from, also are experiencing solid 

growth. 
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That’s led to an increase in low-paying hotel and restaurant jobs, which accounted for 60 percent of 

Hawaii’s job growth in 2017, according to data compiled by Moody’s Analytics. Hotels and restaurants 

employ about one of every five workers in the state, double the proportion in the rest of the U.S. 

 

Adam Kamins, a senior economist at Moody’s Analytics, says the state has had little success in luring 

better-paying tech jobs from western states such as California or Washington, because of high housing and 

business costs. Tech firms are instead moving to cheaper states such as Utah, Colorado and Idaho. 

 

An economy with an unemployment rate as low as Hawaii’s should be growing about 3 percent a year, 

said Eugene Tian, the state’s chief economist. Instead, it’s growing at about 1.5 percent. 

 

“We don’t have enough housing. We don’t have enough trained labor. That’s limiting the growth,” Tian 

said. “They are connected.” 

 

Paul Brewbaker, an economist with consulting firm TZ Economics, said Hawaii’s growth rate has lagged 

the nation’s for the past decade. On average, Hawaii’s economy has grown just 1.6 percent per year 

compared with the national average of 2.1 percent since 2009. 

 

On a per-capita basis, gross domestic product in Hawaii was one-third higher than the national average 40 

years ago, Brewbaker said. It’s now the same. The trend could have profound consequences for Hawaii in 

the long term. 

 

“Where do we go from here? If we’re on this road, how do we pay for the public employee retirement 

system? If we’re on this road, will we ever be able to build another freeway, not to mention a mass transit 

system?” Brewbaker said. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Indonesia declares emergency in oil spill 

SOURCE http://time.com/5227209/indonesia-oil-spill-borneo-emergency/?xid=homepage  

GIST Indonesia declared a state of emergency Tuesday after a deadly oil spill off the coast of the island of 

Borneo continued to spread, the BBC reports. 

 

At least four people were killed and hundreds of local residents say they have experienced health problems 

since the spill was reported early Saturday near the port city of Balikpapan in Indonesia’s East Kalimantan 

province. 

 

The slick, which now covers an area of seven sq. mi., also threatens fishing waters off the tropical island. 

 

Authorities managed to extinguish the flames after the oil spill caught fire over the weekend, Agence 

France-Presse reports. 

 

“The fire was quite big, about two kilometers [1.2 miles] high. It can be seen from Balikpapan city and the 

smell was all over the place,” a senior official with East Borneo’s search and rescue agency told AFP. 

 

The cause of the spill, which occurred near a refinery operated by the state-owned oil and gas company 

Pertamina, is not yet known. Pertamina has denied responsibility for the disaster, according to the BBC. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Skagit Co. ‘poop smart’ campaign 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/tech/science/environment/poop-happens-so-skagit-county-wants-you-

to-poop-smart/281-534659734  

GIST Karen DuBose is a modest woman with a humble job in Skagit County government. "I'm the poop finder," 
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she says with a laugh.  

 

Karen's job is making your business her business. Karen is in charge of stopping the problem of pollution 

in Puget Sound that comes from... poop.  

 

It finds its way into Puget Sound in all kids of ways -- dogs, farms, failing septic systems -- even hikers 

and fishermen. Excrement routinely contaminates the waters of Samish Bay, making it unsafe for 

swimming and fishing.  

 

It's a very serious problem that Karen is taking on by tapping into everyone's inner 5-year-old. 

 

"Poop is funny," she says. "We all have an inner 5-year-old who thinks that poop is hilarious." 

 

With that, Skagit County is launching a scatologically-centered public awareness and social media 

campaign called Poop Smart.  

  

Through cute little cartoons, poopie emojis, and of course a hashtag #PoopSmart, the county is offering 

tips, tools and financial help to people who need to clean up their act. 

 

"Your dog's poop may not seem like a lot, but there are thousands of dogs in Skagit County," says Karen. 

"There's a hundred and some thousand people in Skagit county. All those tiny sources add up to a big 

pollution problem." 

 

Karen hopes bringing a bit of levity and bathroom humor to an otherwise uncomfortable subject will 

convince people to make a change. 

 

"Poop happens," she says. "Join the movement!"  

 

The site goes on: 

 

"You may think it’s much a-doo about nothing, but it may lead to a variety of problems – for your family’s 

health and for the health of our fishing and shellfish harvesting areas. Read on to help prevent a Revenge 

of the Turds situation," the site reads. 

 

The site contains tips for how to dispose of fecal matter when you're out enjoying the outdoors, if you own 

a property with a septic system, if you own a small farm with livestock, or if you simply have pets. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Bellevue PD probes detective’s ‘inaction’ 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/the-officer-still-did-nothing-bellevue-police-

investigate-detectives-alleged-inaction-during-hate-crime/  

GIST A veteran Bellevue police detective is the subject of an internal investigation for allegedly walking away 

and failing to intervene as a white man hurled racial slurs and threatened violence against African-

American bus riders at the Bellevue Transit Center in January, according to Bellevue’s police chief and 

King County prosecutors. 

 

The man suspected of yelling the threats has been identified as Robert Panera, a 53-year-old transient who 

has been charged with malicious harassment, the state’s hate-crime statute, court records show. A $25,000 

warrant has been issued for his arrest. 

 

Charging documents identify the officer as “Det. Lindquist,” who was working an off-duty job at a nearby 

construction site and was approached for help by the alleged victim, a 32-year-old black man. 

 

Based on a LinkedIn page and a news account of a 2017 police awards ceremony, it appears the officer in 
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question is Detective Jim Lindquist, who has been a Bellevue police officer for 31 years. 

 

Bellevue Police Chief Steve Mylett would not confirm the name of the officer, but acknowledged there is 

an internal investigation involving a member of the police department’s detectives bureau. 

 

“All we have right now is an allegation. Until we get to the bottom of it, he’ll continue to do his job,” 

Mylett said of the detective. 

 

The investigation into the detective’s conduct is still in its early stages, said Mylett, who will eventually 

receive a recommendation from the detective’s chain of command and decide if the officer should be 

disciplined. 

 

According to charging documents, the alleged victim turned over videos of the incident to police that he 

recorded on his cellphone, and his account was corroborated by two witnesses. 

 

State law defines malicious harassment — a felony commonly referred to as a hate crime — as 

intentionally injuring, damaging property or threatening someone because of his or her perception of the 

victim’s race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, or mental, physical or 

sensory handicap. 

 

The incident at the downtown Bellevue Transit Center happened around 2:30 p.m. on Jan. 23. 

 

Panera, the suspect, called 911 to report he was being attacked at the transit center, at 10850 N.E. Sixth 

St., and three officers responded, charging papers say. They spoke with Panera and an older black man, 

but the officers “were unable to develop probable cause for a crime that involved the two.” 

 

The officers also spoke with Lindquist, the detective, who provided clothing descriptions and pointed out 

another male who had boarded a bus, the charges say. 

 

According to Mylett and charging papers, Lindquist didn’t mention anything to the responding patrol 

officers about threats or racial slurs. One officer filed an informational report but took no further action, 

the charges say. 

 

A short time later, the alleged victim called Bellevue police to report the incident and a police captain took 

his statement, charging papers say. 

 

The alleged victim said he had been waiting for a bus at the transit center and witnessed a disturbance 

between Panera and the older black man, then saw Panera call 911 and heard him claim to have been 

attacked, even though Panera had been the aggressor, the charges say. 

 

When the alleged victim confronted Panera about his claim, Panera turned his attention on him. Panera 

yelled at him, followed him around the transit center and made threats of violence while repeatedly using 

expletives and racial slurs, the charges say. 

 

The alleged victim “hurriedly walked to the east side of the transit center and contacted a police officer, 

later identified as Detective Lindquist,” and asked him for help, say the charges. 

 

Lindquist, who had been working as a flagger at a nearby construction site, walked over to where the two 

men were and Panera continued to yell slurs “at persons of color even though Lindquist was present,” the 

victim later said, according to the charges. 

 

At one point, the alleged victim was so afraid of Panera that he hid behind Lindquist as Panera yelled and 

lunged at him before Panera abruptly walked away, say the charges. According to the charges, the alleged 

victim “felt so unsafe that he boarded the first available bus” and called 911 from home. 

 

One witness told police Panera walked down a line of people waiting for a bus and “singled out each 
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African American, pointed at them” and yelled racial slurs, the statement says. 

 

She told police the last rider to be accosted was the alleged victim, who sought help from an officer. But 

the officer said something to the effect of, “This happens all the time” before walking away, the charges 

say. 

 

A second woman also told police the officer “did nothing” and looked bored or exasperated during the 

incident, according to charging papers. 

 

She “felt duty-bound to inform the officer that he had witnessed a hate crime under state law,” the charges 

say. “The officer still did nothing.” 

 

When the alleged victim asked for the officer’s name and badge number, the “officer turned, walked away 

and muttered something indistinguishable,” the witness said, according to the charges. 

 

The captain and two other officers involved in the investigation agreed Panera threatened the alleged 

victim due to Panera’s perception of the man’s race, and that the alleged victim feared for his safety and 

believed Panera intended to harm him, the charges say. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 SEA facility: costs up, behind schedule 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/business/boeing-aerospace/sea-tacs-new-international-facility-is-

running-over-budget-and-behind-schedule/  

GIST The expected cost of the new International Arrivals Facility at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport has 

swelled since last August by a further $40 million and now stands at $830 million, or 21 percent higher 

than originally estimated, according to a memo prepared by the Port of Seattle. 

 

In addition, officials announced at a Port Commissioners meeting this past week that the project is running 

five months late and is now not expected to open until February 2020. 

 

The original adjusted estimate of the project’s cost was $684 million. According to a list of the added costs 

in the Port’s memo, the largest budget-busting items — $86 million out of the total $146 million overrun 

— were attributed to contractor Clark Construction initially underestimating its design costs, failing to 

design to the adjusted budget and misjudging airport building-code requirements. 

 

Ralph Graves, the Port’s senior director for Capital Development, told the commissioners that Clark 

consistently fell short in performance reviews for more than two years. 

 

David Brush, the Port’s IAF program leader, told Bowman that “we did raise holy hell with the senior 

managers” at Clark. 

 

Clark representatives did not attend the meeting and could not be reached for comment late Tuesday. 

 

When Port officials presented a memo on the cost increase and delay at the meeting this past week, 

Commissioners Peter Steinbrueck and Stephanie Bowman expressed their concern. 

 

“The budget and time schedule have been moving and shifting quite dramatically,” Steinbrueck said. “It’s 

a moving target.” 

 

And Bowman called out last year’s commission president, Tom Albro — “our point person on the IAF” — 

for lack of oversight. Albro is no longer on the commission. 

 

“We’re going to be digging deep into this and expecting a lot more information, much more than has been 

requested over the last year,” Bowman told the port officials. “Expect to be here frequently.” 
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The new International Arrivals Facility (IAF) — a 450,000-square-foot add-on to the current Concourse A 

in the main terminal building — will double peak international arrival capacity to 2,600 passengers per 

hour, according to the Port. 

 

Arriving international passengers will walk along a new 900-foot-long aerial walkway, 85 feet above the 

existing airplane taxiway, from the south satellite over the top of Concourse A to the IAF. 

  

Some 80 percent of the cost of the IAF will come from the federal fees of $4.50 per ticket that are tacked 

onto every passenger’s ticket at all U.S. airports. The remainder of the IAF budget is covered by the Port 

using funds such as fees levied from the parking garage, airport concessions and taxis, Port spokesman 

Perry Cooper said. 

 

In 2015, the original estimated cost of the IAF was just $608 million, though later some additions to the 

plan later bumped it up to $684 million. 

 

In January 2016, the Port authorized Clark Construction to begin design work. 

 

By mid-2017, according to the staff memo, Clark’s design had exceeded the target budget by 

approximately $100 million. And that August, when construction commenced, hazardous polychlorinated 

biphenyls (PCBs) were discovered on the construction site that required $4 million in remediation and 

caused three months of delay. 

 

The increased cost of building materials and labor in the frenzied Seattle construction market also added 

some $14 million to the project’s cost. 

 

Finally, in late 2017, when the design was nearing completion, certain project specifications were changed 

late in the process, which caused additional costs and further delay. 

 

A final “guaranteed maximum price” still has not been determined, the staff memo states, while 

forecasting the new ceiling of $830 million. 

 

As for the delay, the Port staff project team and Clark are “exploring measures that could accelerate the 

remaining work in order to deliver it as close as possible to the original September 2019 date.” 

 

However, the memo warns that “such acceleration would further increase costs.” 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Police investigate livestream shootings 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/teens-shooting-death-detroit-livestreamed-instagram-

54202190?   

GIST Police are investigating accidental shootings in Detroit and Houston that were livestreamed on social 

media and that left a teenager dead and a man on life support. 

 

Detroit police say two 18-year-olds were live on Instagram Saturday night showing money and a gun 

when one of them shot the other in the back of the head, killing him. Police say the teen who fired the gun 

told investigators he accidentally put his finger on the trigger and that the rifle discharged. He was taken 

into custody. 

 

The victim died before paramedics arrived at the home, which is on Detroit's northwest side.  

 

Police haven't released the names of the shooter or the victim. 

 

In Houston, a 25-year-old woman shot a male acquaintance early Sunday while waving a handgun inside 
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of a parked car. The shooting, which police are treating as accidental, was streamed on Facebook live. 

 

The victim, identified by family members as Devyn Holmes, was sitting in the car when he was hit. He 

was hospitalized but is brain dead and on life support, authorities said. 

 

In the video, Cassandra Damper can be seen waving the handgun while Holmes tells her, "Hey man, you're 

making me nervous." 

 

An unidentified third person in the vehicle, a man, is heard saying, "She got no clip bud," a reference to 

the lack of an ammunition clip in the gun. But seconds later, the gun fires, hitting Holmes on the side of 

his head. A gun without an ammunition clip can still fire if there was a bullet in the gun's chamber, though 

police are still investigating and haven't said that was the case in Holmes' shooting. 

 

Damper has been charged with tampering/fabricating evidence. Authorities say she tried to wipe off any 

gunshot residue she might have had on her hands. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 European grid fixes clock-slowing lag 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/spring-forward-european-grid-fixes-lag-slowed-

clocks-54198904?   

GIST One excuse fewer for being late: electricity grid operators in Europe have fixed a glitch that had slowed 

down countless clocks across the continent for months. 

 

The problem started earlier this year after a dispute between Serbia and Kosovo resulted in energy being 

diverted from the local grid. That triggered a domino effect , reducing the electric frequency across the 25-

country network that stretches from Portugal to Poland, and Greece to Germany. 

 

Because many radio alarms, oven clocks and devices used to program heating systems keep time with the 

help of the grid frequency, they were slowed down by several minutes since January. 

 

The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity said Tuesday that its members 

added energy into the system over the course of March to bring the frequency back to its target average of 

50 Hertz. 

 

"One of the effects is notably that the digital clocks geared by electric frequency are now back on time," 

said spokeswoman Claire Camus. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Study: 36% college students lack food 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/04/03/Study-36-percent-of-college-students-lack-food-

secure-housing/7971522778275/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_us&utm_medium=2  

GIST April 3 (UPI) -- More than one-third of U.S. university students do not have enough to eat and lack a 

secure home, according to a new survey Tuesday by researchers at Temple University and the Wisconsin 

HOPE Lab. 

 

The survey focused on 43,000 students at 66 institutions in 20 states and Washington, D.C. Included in the 

survey are students from 4-year universities and community colleges during 30 days preceding the survey. 

 

The findings show the basic needs -- food and housing -- of 36 percent of university students are not being 

met. Numbers among community college students are higher, with 42 percent lacking food and 46 lacking 

housing. 
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The research also found 9 percent of university students and 12 percent of community college students 

were homeless at one point during the last year. 

 

Rates of food and housing insecurity were higher among students who worked longer hours, the report 

said. 

 

Researchers blame increased college costs, insufficient aid packages and more low-income students 

enrolling in college, who often find campus grants do not cover all their expenses. 

 

The report also found other disparities. For example, more than 60 percent of former foster youth were 

both food and housing insecure, and 24 percent had experienced homelessness during the last year. 

 

Students who identify themselves as non-binary, homosexual or bisexual were over-represented among 

students who lacked food or housing security. 

 

The report also found African-American and Native American students were much more likely than non-

Hispanic white or Asian students to experience trouble. 

 

To help with the growing problem, student-led food drives have been created, many of which are part of 

the College and University Food Bank Alliance. The National Student Campaign Against Hunger and 

Homelessness and the Student Government Resource Center also are focusing on student hunger, and offer 

toolkits and support in partnership with CUFBA. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Thrill-seekers hiding 24hrs in stores 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/wheres-your-teen-sleeping-check-chuck-e-cheese-then-walmart-

1522769632  

GIST Have you ever wanted to camp overnight in a big-box store or fast-food restaurant, hiding out among the 

shelves and perhaps using rolls of paper towels as pillows? Didn’t think so. 

 

Apparently short of actual adventures, teens and 20-somethings are sneaking into chain stores and 

restaurants, including McDonald’s, Walmart , Chuck E. Cheese’s and IKEA, staying all night and posting 

videos online as evidence. A YouTube search for 24-hour overnight challenges turns up 1.6 million 

results. 

 

A closer examination of the phenomenon reveals something thrill-seekers didn’t expect—spending 

extended periods inside an empty chain store can be really, really dull. 

 

Michael Manfre, who is 19, said he and his friends have done several overnight challenges since late 2016. 

For one, they stayed all night in a McDonald’s on the Jersey Shore, figuring it would be a blast to have the 

place to themselves. As employees closed up for the night, the friends hid in the colorful crawling tubes in 

the indoor playground. 

 

“It looked weird to have older kids hanging out in the play area,” he said  “but we pulled it off.” 

 

After the initial thrill of escaping detection, they passed the time by going down the small slide, flipping 

water bottles and filming themselves whispering in the dark. They tried to sleep—Mr. Manfre in a toy car. 

 

“It was very uncomfortable,” he said. ”We tried to make the best of it." 

 

Young people boast of holding the overnight challenges in trampoline parks, bowling alleys, home 

improvement stores and supermarkets, too. Companies mostly seem perplexed. 

 

“We appreciate that people are interested in IKEA and want to create fun experiences with us,” said a U.S. 
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spokeswoman for Inter IKEA Systems BV. “We cannot guarantee safety in our stores after closing hours 

and that’s why we do not allow this kind of activity. ” McDonald’s declined to comment. 

 

A Walmart Inc. spokesman said the company has been “dealing with this” for more than a year, with the 

teens “mainly hiding out in the toilet paper section, trying to meet their challenge.” 

 

If spotted, they are asked to leave, he said. “We’re familiar with the incidents and obviously don’t condone 

the behavior.” 

 

The craze appears to go back to 2016, when Belgian youngsters hid inside an IKEA after it closed and 

then posted the video online. The fad soon spread to the U.K., where a boy slept overnight in an IKEA 

furniture store, worrying his family, who didn’t know where he was. 

 

South Yorkshire Police flagged the phenomenon in a February Facebook post, warning about a “recent 

increase in young people sharing and taking part in the latest internet trend known as the “24 hour 

challenge.” The goal, they reported, was “to hide and build forts in large stores and warehouses overnight, 

before sneaking out the next morning.” 

 

Mr. Manfre, who passed the uneventful night at the New Jersey McDonald’s, said a separate attempted 

sleepover at a Walmart proved more thrilling when an employee discovered his fort, which he made out of 

packages of toilet paper. The employee lightly “punched the fort” and Mr. Manfre was told to leave, he 

says. 

 

“A lot of these places are definitely locking down now,” he added, “because it’s such a viral trend.” 

 

A spokeswoman for Chuck E. Cheese’s, another target for the overnight challenges, suggested the pranks 

are inside jobs—with the culprits getting assistance from friends who work at the pizza restaurants. 

 

“Some of our cast members may have gotten in trouble for helping,” said spokeswoman Christelle Dupont. 

“We had our audit team look at the footage.” 

 

The footage showed it’s not all that much fun for teens to spend endless hours in a pizza parlor designed 

for small children. 

 

The security film that caught one incident at Chuck E. Cheese’s last year, Ms. Dupont said, showed that 

the thrill-seekers arrived at the end of the night, played some games and shot some video—and then 

slipped out before the doors were locked. 

 

“They were not spending 24 hours in our location,” she said, though the video they posted online made it 

look as though they had. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 ‘Nightmare’ antibiotic resistant bacteria 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/health/nightmare-bacteria-cdc-vital-signs/index.html  

GIST (CNN)More than 200 rare antibiotic-resistant genes were found in "nightmare" bacteria tested in 2017, 

according to a Vital Signs report released Tuesday by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

 

"I was surprised by the numbers we found," said Dr. Anne Schuchat, principal deputy director of the CDC. 

The report focused on the new and highly resistant germs that have yet to spread widely. Still, a variety of 

resistant germs can be found in every state. 

 

"Two million Americans get infections from antibiotic resistance, and 23,000 die from those infections 

each year," Schuchat said. 
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Testing 5,776 isolates of antibiotic-resistant germs from hospitals and nursing homes, the CDC found that 

about one in four had a gene that helped spread its resistance, while 221 contained an "especially rare 

resistance gene," she said. 

 

During followup screening, nearly one in every 10 contacts also tested positive, "meaning the unusual 

resistance had spread to other patients and could have continued spreading if left undetected," Schuchat 

said. It is unknown how frequently "asymptomatic carriers" spread the disease to uninfected people, she 

noted. 

 

"This wasn't just a problem in one or two states," Schuchat said, adding that the 221 rare genes were found 

in isolates gathered in 27 states from infection samples that included pneumonia, bloodstream infections 

and urinary tract infections. 

 

Because this was the first year of testing for rare genes, the CDC does not have trend data, she said, but 

she hopes this won't be the "beginning of an inevitable march upwards." 

 

The new report highlights the work of the CDC's Antibiotic Resistance Laboratory Network, formed in 

2016 to help detect antibiotic resistance in health care, food and the community. 

 

In 1988, health officials in the United States learned that some germs within one family of bacteria, 

Enterobacteriaceae, could produce an enzyme capable of breaking down common antibiotics. By 2001, the 

germs had begun to evolve, becoming more resistant to carbapenems and other antibiotic drugs. These 

carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae, or CRE -- dubbed "nightmare bacteria" by the CDC -- spread 

rapidly in the US and around the globe. 

 

Today, the CDC promotes an aggressive "containment strategy" that includes rapid detection tests and 

screening for reducing the spread of antibiotic resistance. 

 

"CDC estimates show that even if only 20% effective, the containment strategy can reduce the number of 

nightmare bacteria cases by 76% over three years in one area," Schuchat said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 India quickly shelves ‘fake news’ rule 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/asia/india-fake-news-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The Indian government is shelving a rule to punish journalists for publishing "fake news" just 48 

hours after its introduction. 

 

The proposed order would have given the government the authority to strip individuals and media 

organizations of their accreditation -- which is needed to go to government functions and makes access to 

government offices easier -- if they received a complaint of reporting so-called fake news, a term that was 

not specifically defined. 

 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government said the measure was meant to help stop the spread of 

misinformation throughout the country, but critics swiftly condemned it as an attack on free speech in the 

world's most populous democracy. 

 

"Make no mistake: (T)his is a breathtaking assault on mainstream media," Shekhar Gupta, one of India's 

most prominent journalists, tweeted to his nearly 2 million followers. He is the editor-in-chief of ThePrint, 

an Indian website focusing on politics and policy. 

 

A spokesman for Modi's office confirmed the Indian leader ordered the rule be pulled. 

 

Smriti Irani, India's minister of information and broadcasting, said Tuesday the now-removed order had 

generated debate and that media organizations could work with the government to fight what she called 
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"the menace of 'fake news.' " 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Mystery continues SUV Calif. cliff crash 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/us/family-suv-pacific-coast-crash-search-warrant-

affidavit/index.html  

GIST (CNN)As the search continued Tuesday for three siblings and questions mounted over how the rest of their 

family ended up dead at the bottom of a California cliff, investigators hope a laptop and iPad yield clues, 

an affidavit shows. 

 

Police seized the devices from the Woodland, Washington, home of Jennifer and Sarah Hart, on Thursday, 

according to court documents related to the search warrant. 

 

In the affidavit requesting the search warrant, a Clark County, Washington, sheriff's deputy says he is 

seeking evidence that will shed light on what happened to the family. That evidence could include travel 

itineraries, bank records, phone records, credit card receipts, hotel receipts or "handwritten or typed 

journals or notes related to travel, care for the children and or suicide note/s." 

 

It adds that the California Highway Patrol's investigators believe "a felony has been committed." 

 

The bodies of the mothers, both 38, were discovered inside their overturned SUV near a remote stretch of 

Highway 1 in Northern California on March 26. Jennifer Hart was in the driver's seat, according to the 

search warrant affidavit. 

 

Emergency responders found the bodies of three of their six adopted children -- Markis, 19, and Jeremiah 

and Abigail, both 14 -- outside the car, which landed upside down on the rocky shoreline below the cliff. 

Evidence from the scene and data retrieved from the car has led investigators to believe Jennifer Hart may 

have intentionally drove the SUV off the cliff. 

 

Their other children -- Hannah, 16, Devonte, 15, and Sierra, 12 -- are missing. Nobody reported seeing the 

crash. 

 

Though a police news release says the California Highway Patrol and Mendocino County Sheriff's Office 

are continuing an "active search" for the missing children, the search warrant affidavit says they, too, may 

have been in the SUV. 

 

The kids "have not been located and it is feared that they may have also been involved in the collision and 

presumed deceased," the affidavit says. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Sanctions busting scheme aided Iran 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/billion-dollar-sanctions-busting-scheme-

aided-iran-documents-show/2018/04/03/37be988a-3356-11e8-94fa-

32d48460b955_story.html?utm_term=.dc04d97c49ec  

GIST MANAMA, Bahrain — Investigators have uncovered evidence of a multibillion-dollar corruption scheme 

by a Persian Gulf bank that secretly helped Iran evade sanctions for more than a decade, according to 

documents filed in a legal dispute. 

 

Records from a Bahraini government audit reveal that the now-closed Future Bank — a joint venture 

partly owned by two of Iran’s largest lenders — routinely altered financial documents to mask illicit trade 
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between Iran and dozens of foreign partners, the documents show. 

 

The bank allegedly concealed at least $7 billion of transactions between 2004 and 2015, a time when many 

Iranian banks were barred by sanctions from accessing international financial markets, the records show. 

 

Auditors also discovered hundreds of bank accounts tied to individuals convicted of crimes including 

money laundering and terrorism financing, as well as phantom loans provided to companies that operate as 

fronts for Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, according to confidential court filings obtained by 

The Washington Post. 

 

Bahraini officials likened the bank to a Trojan horse operating inside the tiny Persian Gulf country, 

allowing Iran to buy and sell billions of dollars’ worth of goods in defiance of international sanctions 

intended to punish Tehran over its nuclear program and support for terrorist groups. 

 

Bahrain, in the papers submitted in February before an international arbitration court in the Netherlands, 

accused Future Bank officials of a “vast range of illicit conduct” with numerous foreign partners, adding 

that the activities uncovered so far are probably only the “tip of the iceberg” because many transactions 

appear to have been cleverly concealed. 

 

“Bahrain has never faced violations of this magnitude,” the kingdom asserted in a written summation to 

the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague. “The ramifications rising from Future Bank’s systemic 

malfeasance cannot be overestimated.” 

 

Neither Future Bank nor Iran’s mission at the United Nations responded to written requests for comment. 

 

Future Bank, established in 2004 as a joint venture between Bahrain’s Ahli United Bank and Iran’s Bank 

Melli and Bank Saderat, had previously been accused of helping Iran skirt trade restrictions, allegations 

that led U.S. and European officials to blacklist the bank and ban it from using the international electronic 

payment messaging system known as SWIFT. Ahli Bank placed its shares of Future Bank’s stock in a 

blind trust in 2008. 

 

The new accusations stem from an intensive investigation that began after Bahraini regulators formally 

closed the bank in 2015. The closure prompted Future Bank’s two Iranian shareholders to file a complaint 

in The Hague accusing Bahrain of improperly shutting down the bank and demanding the return of frozen 

assets. 

 

In response, Bahrain submitted hundreds of pages of audit findings that paint a portrait of a financial 

institution that operated mainly with “the aim of concealment,” the documents state, giving Iranian 

companies secret access to the foreign markets and the international monetary system. 

 

The audit “revealed crimes and violations of Bahraini and international law of massive proportions,” 

Bahraini Foreign Minister Khalid bin Ahmed al-Khalifa said in a written statement to The Post. He said 

that criminal proceedings were underway in Bahrain and that the results of the investigation were being 

shared with other capitals, because they will “also be of concern to the international community.” 

 

Among the practices cited in the report was a systematic use of “wire-stripping,” the deliberate removal or 

changing of identifying information when transferring money between banks. Auditors said they 

discovered more than 4,500 instances of wire-stripping by bank officials to conceal Iran’s role as the 

sender or recipient of funds. 

 

The amount of money known to have changed hands in those transactions totals $4.7 billion, but the true 

sum is likely to be far greater, Bahraini officials say. Some transactions appear to have been subjected to 

multiple instances of wire-stripping at different banks, one Bahraini official said, “like layers of an onion, 

with the originator deeply concealed.” 

 

In hundreds of cases, bank transfers were accompanied by specific instructions to avoid references to Iran 
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or Iranian banking codes. 

 

“Do not mentioned [sic] our bank name, BIC code ref. no., in any message routed through U.S.A. and do 

not route through New York,” Future Bank officials were instructed in one message from Iran’s Bank 

Melli. 

 

Other banks, including some in the West, have famously engaged in wire-stripping to conceal payments to 

countries under international sanctions. In 2010, the Obama administration slapped a $298 million fine on 

the British banking giant Barclays for using wire-stripping to hide $500 million of financial transactions 

with Iran. 

 

In addition to the amount accounted for by wire-stripping, the Bahraini bank concealed $2.7 billion in 

Iranian transactions using an informal alternative to the SWIFT system that is difficult to trace, documents 

show. The audit also identified thousands of transactions that directly violated international sanctions 

against Iran, as well as more than 10,000 infractions of Bahraini banking and money-laundering laws, 

government officials allege. Among the violations cited were 260 instances in which the bank opened 

accounts for individuals convicted of financial crimes such as money laundering and supporting terrorist 

causes. 

 

According to former U.S. officials familiar with the case, the findings are troubling because they suggest 

ongoing deceptive behavior by banking officials at a time when Future Bank was under intense scrutiny by 

U.S. and Bahraini government agencies. 

 

“If you’re engaging in wire-stripping, you’re hiding the nature of transactions from regulators, and 

possibly even from the bank itself,” said Matthew Levitt, a former Treasury Department counterterrorism 

official and director of the Stein Program on Counterterrorism and Intelligence at the Washington Institute 

for Near East Policy. “It becomes difficult to know what funds might be going to support activities such as 

terrorism, or Iran’s nuclear or military establishment.” 

 

Future Bank’s founding as an Iranian-Bahraini venture in 2004 occurred when Bahraini leaders were 

seeking to mend strained relations between the tiny gulf kingdom and Iran, its vastly larger neighbor to the 

north. Bahrain’s majority-Shiite population has close cultural and religious ties to Iran, but the kingdom’s 

Sunni ruling family has closely aligned itself with the Saudi-based Gulf Cooperation Council. 

 

The two Iranian shareholders, Bank Melli and Bank Saderat, have been accused by U.S. officials of 

helping finance Iran’s nuclear program and what they say is its international terrorism network. 

 

Since 2011, the Bahraini government has struggled to contain a Shiite resistance movement that includes 

peaceful dissenters as well as violent extremists armed with weapons that independent investigators have 

traced to Iran. Bahrain has repeatedly accused Iran of fomenting violence against the country’s monarchy, 

but its actions to stifle opposition groups have led to international criticism over alleged human rights 

violations. 

 

One of the more controversial allegations in the Future Bank case involves a Shiite cleric with close ties to 

opposition movements. Bahraini officials criticized Future Bank for allowing the cleric, Isa Qassim, to 

make cash deposits totaling millions of dollars over several years, and directing some of the money to a 

charity Bahraini officials have linked to terrorism. U.S. investigators say much of Qassim’s cash appears 

to consist of tithes and alms collected from worshipers under a Shiite tradition known as khums. 

 

“This is a politically sensitive area, and it is difficult to find hard proof of terrorist financing,” said one 

former U.S. official familiar with the investigation. “We share the concern over the fact that it involves 

millions of dollars being moved around in a way that is not at all transparent.” 
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SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/healthiest-communities/articles/2018-04-02/elder-abuse-rises-in-san-

diego-county  

GIST SAN DIEGO — TERRIFIC weather, welcoming beaches and a famous zoo have earned San Diego a 

reputation for family fun. 

 

It's also among the safest big cities in the country, crows San Diego County District Attorney Summer 

Stephan, with its crime rate at a 49-year low and its homicide rate at its lowest ever. And San Diego 

County's above-average score in public safety – based on homicide and crime rates, deadly vehicle crashes 

and other data from recent years – helped it crack U.S. News' ranking of America's top 500 Healthiest 

Communities, a project that assessed some 3,000 communities across the U.S. on a range of factors tied to 

residents' overall health. 

 

In March, however, Stephan's office launched a new initiative to go after a scourge of elder abuse – a 

category of illicit activity that includes physical assault and financial crime, and is often perpetrated by 

caretakers and even the victims' children. It's been on the increase in San Diego County, which 

encompasses the city of San Diego and is home to some 3 million people, and is bound to become more of 

a national problem as the baby boomer generation ages. 

  

In the last five years, Stephan says, the county has seen a 37 percent rise in crimes against seniors. Her 

office in response has compiled a "blueprint" designed to better protect seniors – defined in the document 

as those 65 and older – and, when necessary, prosecute their abusers more effectively. 

 

The effort also focuses on dependent adults, or those younger than 65 who may have restrictive physical or 

mental limitations. Stephan believes it ultimately will prove valuable nationwide, since across the country 

at least $2.9 billion is believed to be stolen from seniors annually, according to a 2011 report. 

 

While the blueprint is the first document of its kind produced by the county, Stephan says it wouldn't have 

been possible without many years of focus on crimes against the elderly and other vulnerable populations 

– such as children and victims of human trafficking – in which an "integrated and wide-ranging system" is 

needed to promote public safety. The district attorney's office established an elder abuse unit in 1996, and 

the county reportedly sees approximately 9,000 cases of elder and dependent adult abuse each year. 

 

Stephan says the blueprint aspires to broaden understanding of how to better recognize and investigate 

abusive situations, given that victims of elder abuse often suffer from dementia and can be too ashamed of 

getting duped to talk about what happened with authorities. 

 

And one reason elder abuse can be so pervasive is that police aren't necessarily trained in how best to 

address these kinds of crime. "A lot of police officers don't investigate these cases," says Paul Greenwood, 

a San Diego County deputy district attorney who built the elder abuse unit and prosecuted such cases for 

more than 20 years before retiring in March. 

 

Police may assume, for example, that an 87-year-old with dementia isn't capable of being a credible 

witness in court. 

 

"When there's an allegation of financial exploitation … cops will say, 'That's a civil matter, we're not going 

to deal with that,'" Greenwood says. The blueprint offers recommendations for interviewing victims with 

Alzheimer's disease or otherwise diminished mental capacity, such as documenting nonverbal reactions 

and trying to conduct interviews in the morning, when dementia patients are less likely to "sundown," or 

become more confused. 

 

The document also provides a recommended list of questions for victims of financial abuse, as well as 

victims of physical abuse or neglect. The idea is to help make victims more comfortable speaking up, but 

also to help investigators recognize common forms of elder abuse. 

 

In addition to prosecutors, police and other traditional law enforcement personnel, Stephan adds that 

protecting older people from abuse can mean coordinating with social services organizations, health care 
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providers and even bank tellers and notary publics. 

 

"People are signing off [on] homes without anyone checking as to whether they really are in their right 

minds," she says. 

 

Since police can't be everywhere, Stephan says a crucial element of preventing financial abuse is to help 

bank tellers recognize when a customer is withdrawing more money than usual, or if someone seems to be 

monitoring him or her. 

 

"The oldest trick in the book is to tell a senior that they need to withdraw this money because they actually 

owe a very large electric bill, and if they don't get the money out immediately to be given, their lights are 

going to be turned off," she says. "We need that clerk to be the eyes and ears, to be the upstander instead 

of the bystander." 

 

Stephan says in 2016, the county also saw 780 incidents of violent crimes against seniors. "Those are 

violent incidents of homicide, sexual assault, physical assault on seniors, forms of torture of our seniors – 

so that's the part that just breaks your heart to see that," she says. 

 

These types of crimes include the occasional random attack, but it's much more common for seniors to be 

victimized by people they trust, including their caretakers and children. 

 

"Many times we've seen, sadly, that the abuser is an older son of a female widow," Stephan says. "That 

son is addicted to drugs. The most common is methamphetamine because it causes violent tendencies, and 

that son is taking care of the mother, but it also turns into huge abuse." 

 

Elderly abuse schemes can be more elaborate as well. 

 

In July, a couple in the wealthy San Diego County community of Fairbanks Ranch pleaded guilty to three 

counts of elderly financial abuse and one of grand theft. William Phillips and his wife Lisa Sidney 

swindled about $2.5 million from at least a dozen seniors, convincing them to invest their savings in nearly 

worthless gemstones. 

 

Phillips won victims over with his charm and persistence on the phone. Greenwood says his office has 

recovered about $1.1 million for them, but hundreds of thousands of dollars remains missing. 

 

After pleading guilty, Phillips has begun to serve a four-year prison sentence. Greenwood says Sidney will 

have to serve a 365-day sentence after he is released. 

 

In the meantime, she's been taking care of her elderly mother. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Miss. private prison: bad things happen 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/03/us/mississippi-private-prison-

abuse.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=first-

column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news  

GIST JACKSON, Miss. — On the witness stand and under pressure, Frank Shaw, the warden of the East 

Mississippi Correctional Facility, could not guarantee that the prison was capable of performing its most 

basic function. 

 

Asked if the guards were supposed to keep inmates in their cells, he said, wearily, “They do their best.” 

 

According to evidence and testimony at a federal civil rights trial, far worse things were happening at the 

prison than inmates strolling around during a lockdown: A mentally ill man on suicide watch hanged 

himself, gang members were allowed to beat other prisoners, and those whose cries for medical attention 
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were ignored resorted to setting fires in their cells. 

 

So many shackled men have recounted instances of extraordinary violence and neglect in the prison that 

the judge has complained of exhaustion. 

 

The case, which has received little attention beyond the local news media, provides a rare glimpse into the 

cloistered world of privately operated prisons, at a time when the number of state inmates in private 

facilities is increasing and the Trump administration has indicated that it will expand their use. 

 

Management & Training Corporation, the private company that runs the East Mississippi facility near 

Meridian in Lauderdale County, already operates two federal prisons and more than 20 facilities around 

the nation. 

 

The use of private prisons has long been contentious. A 2016 Justice Department report found that they 

were more violent than government-run institutions for inmates and guards alike, and the Obama 

administration sought to phase out their use on the federal level. Early last year, President Trump’s 

attorney general, Jeff Sessions, reversed the ban. 

 

Several states, including Michigan and Utah, have stopped using private prisons in recent years because of 

security problems. 

 

But more than two dozen other states, including Mississippi, contract with privately managed prison 

companies as a way to reduce costs. Prisons are usually among the most expensive budget items for states. 

 

Since 2000, the number of people housed in privately operated prisons in the nation has increased by 45 

percent, while the total number of prisoners has risen by only about 10 percent, according to an analysis by 

the Sentencing Project. 

 

The genesis of the problems at East Mississippi, according to prisoner advocates, is that the state requires 

private prisons to operate at 10 percent lower cost than state-run facilities. Even at its state-run institutions, 

Mississippi spends significantly less on prisoners than most states, a fact that state officials once boasted 

about. 

 

The federal civil rights lawsuit, filed against the state by the American Civil Liberties Union and the 

Southern Poverty Law Center after years of complaints from inmates, seeks to force wholesale changes at 

the prison. 

 

Testimony has described dangerous conditions, confused lines of oversight and difficulty in attracting and 

retaining qualified staff. 

 

Security staff at East Mississippi earn even less than the $12-an-hour starting wage made by their public 

service counterparts, and private prison guards receive only three weeks of training — less than half the 

training time required of state prison guards. 

 

The state’s contract with Management & Training Corporation is particularly economical. Mississippi 

pays the company just $26 a day — or about $9,500 a year — for each minimum-security inmate. That is 

far less than the $15,000 a year neighboring Alabama spends per inmate, and only 13 percent of what New 

York, which spends more than any other state, pays per inmate. 

 

Called as an expert witness for the Mississippi inmates, Eldon Vail, the former state prisons chief in 

Washington State, told the court that the focus on cutting costs had sent East Mississippi into a downward 

spiral. 

 

“There are not a sufficient number of correctional officers, and most of their problems stem from that 

issue,” he said. 
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Mr. Vail said that with too few guards to maintain order, inmates felt compelled to protect themselves with 

crudely made knives and other weapons, prompting a chain of retaliatory violence. And having too few 

doctors and nurses meant that inmates with mental illnesses were also more likely to act out violently. 

 

Lawyers for the state and representatives of Management & Training say prisons are meant to be tough 

environments, and that East Mississippi is no worse than most others.  

 

“We can say — unequivocally — that the facility is safe, secure, clean, and well run,” Issa Arnita, a 

spokesman for the company, said in a statement released during the trial. “From the warden on down, our 

staff are trained to treat the men in our care with dignity and respect. Our mission is to help these men 

make choices in prison and after they’re released that will lead to a new and successful life in society.” 

 

Trial testimony has presented a radically different picture. 

 

Mr. Shaw, the warden — who works for Management & Training, not for the state — receives incentives 

for staying within budget, but is not penalized when inmates die under questionable circumstances or 

when fires damage the prison. Four prisoners have died this year. 

 

The warden said that he had been unaware of cases in which inmates had been so badly beaten that they 

required hospitalization, and that he had not disciplined guards who failed to ensure that inmates were 

unable to jam door locks and leave their cells. 

 

When Mr. Shaw was asked about the variety of homemade objects used to commit assaults at the prison, 

he was dismissive. “Inmates have weapons,” he said. “It’s a fact of life.” 

 

Mr. Shaw had previously been warden at an Arizona prison operated by Management & Training, where 

there was a riot in 2015. A scathing state report determined the riot was sparked by Management & 

Training’s “culture of disorganization, disengagement and disregard” of “policies and fundamental inmate 

management and security principles.” 

 

At East Mississippi, the prison designated by the state to hold mentally ill inmates, there was a glaring lack 

of oversight of inmate care, according to testimony. Four out of five inmates in the prison receive 

psychiatric medication, but the facility has not had a psychiatrist since November. 

 

The state prison mental health director is not a medical doctor, but a marriage and family therapist. And 

Gloria Perry, who became the prison system’s chief medical officer in 2008, said that she had never been 

to the East Mississippi prison. 

 

Pelicia E. Hall, the commissioner of the state prison system, testified that she may have been unaware of 

many problems at the facility because she did not read weekly performance reports from the state’s own 

monitor. 

 

In the courtroom, the reports were delivered in person: An inmate testified in tears that a female guard had 

mocked him when he tried to report being raped in a cell in January. The guard never informed her 

superiors about the rape. 

 

In an unrelated assault, surveillance video showed an inmate being beaten by other prisoners for 14 

minutes before guards arrived. 

 

Neither the state nor the private prison company has contested the accuracy of the prisoners’ accounts 

heard in court, although lawyers for the state say the stories should be treated with skepticism. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Ferry riders help police catch suspect 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/945885/fellow-ferry-riders-help-police-in-fatal-hit-and-run-case/  
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GIST PORT ORCHARD, Wash. (AP) — Charging documents say a Washington state man accused in a fatal hit 

and run near Port Orchard is known by fellow ferry commuters to be an erratic driver. 

 

The Kitsap Sun reports that 33-year-old Dominic Landric Dixon was charged on Tuesday with felony hit 

and run for the March 22 crash that killed 34-year-old Katherine Phillips as she attempted to pour gas into 

a car stalled on Sedgwick Road. 

 

A Southworth ferry commuter told investigators the day after the crash that she saw a gold Chevrolet 

Impala drive over the road flares while other cars were avoiding them. She said she recognized the car as 

belong to a fellow ferry commuter — Dixon. 

 

Another commuter contacted investigators the day of the crash and told them about an Impala he had 

observed several times driving erratically. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Tacoma gun shop: 8th break-in, 2yrs 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/03/tacoma-gun-shop-broken-into-for-8th-time/  

GIST TACOMA -- Police are investigating a burglary at a gun store near Tacoma Mall -- and it's not the first 

time the shop has been broken into. 

 

The front doors of Quantico Arms & Tactical Supply were bashed in around 5:00 a.m. Tuesday. 

 

Authorities say at least one BB gun was taken, but store employees were still doing inventory to determine 

if anything else was taken. 

 

Four men were seen running from the scene when police arrived. Surveillance video was turned over to 

police. 

 

Owners say the shop has been burglarized eight times in the last two years. They credited the quick 

response time from Tacoma police for preventing more guns from being taken. 

 

Employees say dangerous weapons are stored in a safe to prevent them from getting into the wrong hands. 

 

Damage to the front door will be the biggest expense -- costing thousands to repair. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Pierce Co. record pace murders 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/944694/pierce-county-record-pace-murders/  

GIST Over the first three months of 2018, the murder rate in Pierce County nearly tripled when compared to last 

year, according to county records. 

 

Authorities are at a loss to explain why. 

 

Pierce County Sheriff Paul Pastor said he hopes it is an outlier and that the rate will diminish. 

 

“All of us around here are saying this is a bit of an anomaly,” he said. “Here’s a fact that will take place: 

As we grow in this county — as we approach a million people — we will have spikes like this and they 

will be closer together.” 

 

First reported in the Tacoma News Tribune, the current tally of 23 murders nearly triples the nine 

homicides recorded through the first 81 days of 2017. 

 

That pace, if maintained for the next nine months, would lead to the most violent year in two decades. 
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Pastor said even if the rate drops to normal levels, the county is unlikely to stop at the 2017 total of 38. 

And while this year’s murder rate is high so far, it is unlikely to reach the peak level of 66 murders in 

1992. 

 

The King County murder rate climbed for 2017 after remaining largely steady during four years prior. In 

2017, the county saw 74 homicides compared to 66 in 2016, 67 in 2015 and 63 in 2014. 

 

Both counties are experiencing an economic boom. The violent crime rate, paradoxically, rises during 

those periods, Pastor said. People get displaced, he said, envy builds and tensions rise. 

 

The vast majority of homicides, he said, happen between people who know each other and have a dispute. 

That is the case for nearly every homicide in Pierce County so far. 

 

“None of these murders are random murders,” he said. “There is not somebody loose in the county who is 

preying on county residents. 

 

“(These) are people who know one and other, who have disputes with one and other, or there is an issue of 

mental illness, issues of drugs, but the victims are usually known to the perpetrator.” 
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HEADLINE 04/03 MS-13 member pleads guilty in slaying 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/03/gang-member-pleads-guilty-to-role-in-boston-teens-

slaying.html  

GIST BOSTON –  A member of the violent MS-13 gang has pleaded guilty to his role in the slaying of a 15-

year-old Boston boy who was lured to his death by a fake Facebook page. 

 

Federal prosecutors say 21-year-old Carlos Melara pleaded guilty last week to racketeering conspiracy. 

 

Authorities say the El Salvador national and other gang members engaged in a "catfishing" scheme to 

entice the boy to an East Boston beach in September 2015 by posing as a girl on Facebook who wanted to 

meet him. Melara, pretending to be the girl's friend, picked up the victim on a scooter and drove him to the 

beach, where several gang members stabbed him to death. 

 

Prosecutors say the killing earned Melara promotion within the gang, which has deep Central American 

ties. 

 

He is scheduled to be sentenced July 30. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Report: mass grave found in Mali 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mass-grave-found-central-mali-amnesty-report-

54199283?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A mass grave has been discovered in central Mali just days after arrests by the military as it responds to 

increasing jihadist attacks in the region, Amnesty International said in a new report Tuesday. 

 

Concerns are growing about alleged abuses as Mali's military tries to stop extremism from spreading 

further in the West African nation. 

 

Residents in Dogo village identified six bodies found in the mass grave as people who had been arrested 

on March 22 by the military, the human rights group said, adding that the victims appear to have been 

blindfolded. 
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"Military forces fighting armed groups have also committed crimes under international law including 

extrajudicial killings, enforced disappearances and arbitrary arrests," the group said. 

 

On Feb. 21, military forces arrested and blindfolded nine men in Daresalam, residents told the rights 

group. Two men from the Bambara ethnic group were released but seven Peulh men have not returned. 

 

The United Nations mission in Mali has reported that at least 43 people were victims of enforced 

disappearances by Malian security forces during anti-extremist operations between May and June last 

year. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Arlington probes rock-throwing incidents 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/north-sound-news/police-investigate-rock-throwing-incidents-in-

arlington/726677035  

GIST Arlington Police are investigating a series of incidents that left a trail of broken glass and smashed 

windows in the North Sound.   

 

They say vandals appear to have targeted cars and homes in Arlington, in the streets surrounding the 

intersection of French Avenue and 1st Street. 

 

The results of this were a spree of extreme vandalism that ended with smashed car windows and at least 

one home damaged, according to the spokesperson for the city of Arlington. 

 

Arlington Police say they received five reports from Sunday-to-Monday. 

 

The owner of another vehicle on East 1st Street also had her car damaged. She suspects the vandals hit her 

car repeatedly to make sure it would break. 

 

She found the window shattered but intact -- until she touched it and it shattered. 

 

Kristin Banfield with the city of Arlington says an investigation has opened, and said the string of 

incidents was unusual and dangerous. 

 

 “It’s not acceptable in this community, it's not acceptable in anybody's community," Banfield said. "And 

that's exactly why we want to identify these suspects.” 

 

The spree may have began early Sunday morning before 5 a m, people have discovered the damage since 

then. Banfield said a house was also hit; crimes of extreme inconvenience that can touch anyone, 

anywhere. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Olympia police investigate shooting 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/04/olympia-police-investigating-shooting-that-injured-two-one-man-

believed-shot-in-head/  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. — Police were investigating a shooting in the 200 block of 5th Avenue SE in Olympia 

late Tuesday night. 

 

“More than one person has been injured at the scene,” the police department tweeted. “Detectives are 

investigating.” 

 

The Olympia Fire Department said one of the men had been shot in the head and was in critical condition. 
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There was no information on another injury. 

 

The police released no other details, but tweeted, “No known additional threat to public.” 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Hundreds arrests in FBI dark web probe 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/briefings/daily-news-analysis/dark-web-opiate-investigation-leads-to-

hundreds-of-arrests/  

GIST An FBI operation to target the buying and selling of illegal opiates on the dark web has led to hundreds of 

arrests. 

 

The FBI-led enforcement action last week, named Operation Disarray, is part of a recently launched 

Department of Justice initiative to disrupt the sale of opioids online and was the first operation of its kind 

to occur simultaneously in all 50 states. 

 

Hundreds of FBI agents and federal partners—including personnel from the Drug Enforcement 

Administration, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Internal Revenue Service, Department of Homeland 

Security, and U.S. Postal Inspection Service—conducted searches, made arrests, and carried out “knock 

and talks” with more than 160 individuals known to have bought or sold drugs through the marketplaces. 

Leads from the investigation identified 19 overdose deaths of persons of interest. 

 

Special Agent Chris Brest, who helped organize the effort said: “The point of Operation Disarray is to put 

drug traffickers on notice: Law enforcement is watching when people buy and sell drugs online. For those 

who think the Darknet provides anonymity,” he explained, “you are mistaken.” 

 

Darknet marketplaces resemble legitimate e-commerce sites, complete with shopping carts, thousands of 

products, sales promotions, and customer reviews. But the Darknet sites’ drop-down menus direct 

customers to cocaine, heroin, fentanyl, and other illegal drugs. 

 

The marketplaces are accessed through a type of software that claims to make the buyer and seller 

anonymous. Drug users anywhere in the world can sit in front of a computer screen and, with a click of the 

mouse, buy narcotics without having to risk a face-to-face interaction. 

 

Special Agent Eric Yingling, who specializes in Darknet investigations from the FBI’s Pittsburgh Division 

said: “We see a number of individuals go from consuming to becoming distributors because they’ve 

become comfortable using the marketplaces. Anyone who owns a computer could potentially be involved 

in this type of activity.” 

 

In January 2018, the Department of Justice announced the Joint Criminal Opioid Darknet Enforcement (J-

CODE) team, an FBI-led initiative that brings together a variety of federal agencies to disrupt illicit opioid 

sales online. 

 

As part of the effort, the FBI is training hundreds of agents, as well as local and state law enforcement 

partners, about the increasing use of Darknet marketplaces to facilitate the sale of opiates. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Cops contacted YouTube shooter earlier 

SOURCE https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/03/youtube-shooters-father-says-she-was-angry-at-

company/  

GIST The night before Nasim Aghdam opened fire in a courtyard at YouTube’s headquarters Tuesday afternoon, 

Mountain View police found the San Diego woman sleeping in her car. 
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She had been reported missing by her family in Southern California, and her father Ismail Aghdam told 

police she might be going to YouTube because she “hated” the company. Police called the family at 2 a.m. 

Tuesday to say she’d been found and that everything was “under control,” her father said. 

 

But hours later, his daughter was dead of a self-inflicted gunshot after shooting three people and causing 

an afternoon of terror at YouTube’s headquarters. 

 

In an interview Tuesday night with the Bay Area News Group, Ismail Aghdam said his 38-year-old 

daughter told her family a couple of weeks ago that YouTube had been censoring her videos and stopped 

paying her for her content. “She was angry,” he said in an interview from his Riverside County home. 

 

It wasn’t clear Tuesday night what Mountain View police knew about her history with YouTube. 

 

A police spokeswoman confirmed that officers had found a woman of the same name asleep in a vehicle 

early Tuesday morning in a parking lot. 

 

“Our officers made contact with the woman after the license plate of her vehicle matched that of a missing 

person out of Southern California,” said Mountain View Police spokeswoman Katie Nelson. 

 

“The woman confirmed her identity to us and answered subsequent questions. At the conclusion of our 

discussion, her family was notified that she had been located.” 

 

Ismail Aghdam said his daughter was a vegan activist and animal lover. As a youngster, she would not 

even kill ants that invaded the family home, instead using paper to remove them to the back yard, he said. 

State records show she had once established a charity called Peace Thunder Inc., to “educate people about 

animal cruelty, environmental pollution” and other causes. 

 

“For me, animal rights equal human rights,” Aghdam told the San Diego Union-Tribune at a People for the 

Ethical Treatment of Animals protest in 2009 outside Camp Pendleton. 

 

She told her family that YouTube had stopped paying her for the content she posted to the site, Ismail 

Aghdam said. YouTubers can receive payment for advertisements accompanying their videos, but the 

company “de-monetizes” some channels for various reasons, meaning ads don’t run with them. 

 

Aghdam was prolific on social media, posting videos and photos on Instagram, Facebook, YouTube. Her 

YouTube channel included strange workout video clips, graphic animal abuse videos and vegan cooking 

tutorials. But recent posts show evidence of her growing frustration. 

 

Aghdam’s YouTube, Facebook and Instagram pages were all taken down late Tuesday, but not before 

reporters from this news organization were able to view much of the material. 

 

On a March 18 Instagram post, she railed at YouTube: “All my youtube channels got filtered by youtube 

so my videos hardly get views and it is called “merely relegation.” This is also happening to many other 

channels on youtube. This is the peaceful tactic used on the internet to censor and suppress people who 

speak the truth and are not good for the financial, political … gains of the system and big businesses. I 

recently got filtered on instagram too and maybe its related to youtube and youtube staff asked instagram 

to filter me here too!!?” 

 

On Jan. 28, Aghdam recorded a video of herself lamenting her perceived “discrimination” by YouTube, 

particularly railing on how YouTube determined her ab workout video was too racy and, therefore, filtered 

it. 

 

“I’m being discriminated and filtered on YouTube and I’m not the only one,” the video begins, as 

Aghdam, wearing a black, white and orange long-sleeved shirt and short jet black hair stands in front of a 

background of green and white stars. “They age restricted my ab workout video. A video that has nothing 

bad in it. Nothing sexual.” 
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On one of her many websites, she claims to have at least four YouTube channels, one in English, and then 

others in Farsi and Turkish. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Thailand: largest crystal meth haul 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/04/asia/thai-meth-drug-bust-intl/index.html  

GIST Bangkok, Thailand (CNN)Authorities in Thailand seized hundreds of kilograms of crystal 

methamphetamine Tuesday in the largest haul of its type in the country's history. 

 

Lt. Gen. Sommai Kongvisaisuk, chief of the Narcotics Suppression Bureau, told CNN a truck containing 

788 kilograms (1,740 lb) of the drug, was detained by military and police in Chiang Rai province near the 

Mekong Delta on Tuesday. 

 

Around 10 million amphetamine pills were seized during the same operation. The drugs were hidden 

inside tea bags and packets of fertilizer and Kongvisaisuk said the "14K" criminal syndicate was behind 

the banned substances. 

 

In total, the amount of drugs seized on April 3 had a street value of $55 million, police said. 

 

The haul follows a series of high-profile raids targeting the drug trade in Thailand, which saw thousands of 

kilograms of crystal meth, speed and marijuana seized between March 25 and April 1. 

 

But despite the large seizures the country's drug problem was only growing more serious, Jeremy Douglas, 

Southeast Asia Regional Representative for the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, told CNN. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Women rarely pull trigger mass shootings 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/04/03/youtube-shooting-rare-women-ones-

pulling-trigger-active-shooting-incidents/483753002/  

GIST As YouTube's bright headquarters in Northern California became the epicenter of the latest shooting in the 

U.S. on Tuesday, five words from police at an afternoon news conference stood out: The female suspect is 

dead.    

 

It is rare for women to pull the trigger in workplace and mass shootings. 

 

Of 28 mass attacks analyzed by the Secret Service in 2017, all 28 involved male attackers, the service said 

in a recent report. 

 

In Tuesday's incident, the female suspect died in an apparent suicide after opening fire at the YouTube 

facility in San Bruno, Calif., about 11 miles south of San Francisco, police said. Her motive was still being 

investigated. 

 

One of the most recent cases of a female shooter was that of Tashfeen Malik, 27, the wife of Syed Farook, 

28. Malik helped her husband carry out a deadly rampage in San Bernardino, Calif., on Dec. 2, 2015, when 

the couple burst into a meeting room at the Inland Regional Center, an agency that provides services for 

the developmentally disabled, and gunned down 14 people. 

 

Farook was a U.S.-born citizen of Pakistani descent and worked at the health department; Malik was a 

Pakistani-born lawful permanent resident of the U.S. The couple, who lived in Redlands, fled after the 

assault and later died in a shootout with police.  
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A special report by USA TODAY documents how rare female shooters are: Women are suspects in just 

6% of mass killings in the U.S., according to "Behind the Bloodshed," a USA TODAY analysis. The 

average age of a female mass killing suspect is 33; the youngest is 18, according to the report. That 

compares to men with an average age of 31.  

 

More: 64% of assailants in mass attacks suffered from symptoms of mental illness, Secret Service report 

finds 

 

More: Female suspect dead, 4 injured after shooting at YouTube headquarters in California 

 

In another analysis, only six of 160 shootings from 2000 to 2013 that fit the active shooter definition were 

carried out by females, according to a 2014 study by the FBI and Texas State University. Law enforcement 

officials use the term "active shooter" to describe an individual actively engaged in killing or attempting to 

kill people in a confined and populated area. 

 

Those included: 

 

• Yvonne Hiller, 43, who opened fire on her co-workers at a Kraft Foods Factory in Philadelphia on 

September 2010 shortly after being suspended from her job. Hiller had been escorted from the building but 

returned. Two people were killed and one was wounded. Hiller exchanged gunfire with police but was 

eventually apprehended. 

 

• Biology professor Amy Bishop Anderson, 44, who killed three and wounded three others after opening 

fire in February 2010 at a department meeting at the University of Alabama in Huntsville. Anderson, who 

had been denied tenure at the university almost a year earlier, did not open fire until 30 minutes into the 

meeting. She surrendered to responding officers. 

 

• Latina Williams, 23, who killed two fellow students in a classroom at Louisiana Technical College in 

Baton Rouge in February 2008. She fired six rounds, then reloaded and committed suicide before police 

arrived. 

 

• Former postal worker Jennifer San Marco, 44, who opened fire in January 2006 at the Santa Barbara U.S. 

Postal Processing and Distribution Center in Goleta, Calif. She killed six before turning the gun on herself.  

San Marco, who left the postal service three years before the incident, suffered from mental illness. 

 

• In April 2001, Cathline Repunte, 36, opened fire at the Laidlaw Transit Services maintenance yard in San 

Jose, Calif., killing a fellow school bus driver. At her trial, psychiatrists said Repunte suffered from 

paranoid schizophrenia. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 YouTube shooter ‘hated’ the company 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/youtube-shooter-told-family-members-hated-

company-54224046?cid=clicksource_79_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST A woman who believed she was being suppressed by YouTube and told her family members she "hated" 

the company opened fire at YouTube's headquarters in California, wounding three people before taking 

her own life, police said. 

 

Investigators do not believe Nasim Aghdam specifically targeted the three victims when she pulled out a 

handgun and fired off several rounds in a courtyard at the company's headquarters south of San Francisco 

on Tuesday, police said. 

 

But a law enforcement official with knowledge of the investigation told The Associated Press that 

Aghdam had a longstanding dispute with the company. The official, who spoke on condition of anonymity 

because they were not authorized to discuss the case, said Aghdam used the name "Nasime Sabz" online. 
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A website in that name decried YouTube's policies and said the company was trying to "suppress" content 

creators. 

 

"Youtube filtered my channels to keep them from getting views!" one of the messages on the site said. 

"There is no equal growth opportunity on YOUTUBE or any other video sharing site, your channel will 

grow if they want to!!!!!" 

 

Aghdam "hated" YouTube and was angry that the company stopped paying her for videos she posted on 

the platform, her father, Ismail Aghdam, told the Bay Area News Group. 

 

On Monday, he called police to report his daughter missing after she didn't answer the phone for two days 

and warned officers that she might go to YouTube, he said. 

 

Officers in Mountain View — about 30 miles (48 kilometers) from YouTube's headquarters — found her 

sleeping in her car in a parking lot around 2 a.m. Tuesday but let her go after she refused to answer their 

questions. Aghdam didn't appear to be a threat to herself or others, police spokeswoman Katie Nelson said. 

 

Nelson would not say whether officers had been warned that Aghdam might have been headed to 

YouTube headquarters. 
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HEADLINE 04/04 Suspect YouTube HQ shooting found dead 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/police-respond-active-shooter-youtubes-california-

headquarters/story?id=54211484&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST The suspect in a shooting at YouTube's headquarters in California's Bay Area is believed to be a woman 

found dead from an apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound, police said.  

 

The suspect has been identified as Nasim Najafi Aghdam of San Diego, San Bruno Police Chief Ed 

Barberini told ABC News, confirming earlier reports.  

 

Authorities said they are still searching for a motive. Earlier reports linked the attack to a domestic 

situation, two law enforcement officials told ABC News. The incident did not appear to be terror-related, 

the sources said.  

 

The scene of the incident is being processed for evidence by San Bruno Police as well as the San Mateo 

County Crime Lab. 

 

At least four victims were transported to area hospitals, Barberini said. Three of those victims sustained 

gunshot wounds, while the fourth victim suffered a non-life-threatening injury such as a broken or twisted 

ankle, he said.  

 

Three people were transported to Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital, spokesman Brett Andrew 

told reporters at a press conference.  

 

A 36-year-old male patient was in critical condition, Andrew said. A female victim, 32, was in serious 

condition, and another female victim, 27, was in fair condition, he said earlier on Tuesday.  

 

The victim in critical condition is believed to have been the suspect's intended target, two law enforcement 

sources told ABC News. The other victims were apparently unintended. 

 

The shooting appears to have occurred in a courtyard area on YouTube's campus, Barberini said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Apple watch data leads to murder arrest 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/report-apple-watch-data-leads-to-arrest-in-2016-murder/  

GIST AUSTRALIA - Data collected from an Apple smartwatch helped lead to an arrest in the murder of a 

southern Australian woman, according to testimony heard in court. Earlier this month, police arrested the 

daughter-in-law of Myrna Nilsson, 57, who was found dead in her Adelaide home in 2016, according to 

reports by the Australian Broadcasting Commission. 

 

Prosecutors called the victim's Apple Watch a "foundational piece of evidence" in proving that the 

daughter-in-law lied about her involvement in the beating death, according to the ABC.  

 

Police were first called to the home of Myrna Nilsson in September 2016 after her daughter-in-law, 

Caroline Nilsson, came out of the house "gagged and distressed," according to ABC reporters. Caroline 

reportedly told police that Myrna was followed home by two men, and that the three of them argued 

outside the home.  

 

In her account to police, she did not hear her mother-in-law being murdered because she was hiding in 

another room. Afterwards, she said, the men tied her up. 

 

But prosecutors say she staged the entire break-in and lied to police-- and the watch proves it.  

 

Biometric data recorded by Myrna Nilsson's Apple watch is consistent with her being ambushed as she 

walked into her home just after 6:30 p.m., prosecutor Carmen Matteo said March 29 before the Adelaide 

Magistrates Court. The watch can track the wearer's movement and heart rate, and it reportedly recorded 

the time Nilsson's body showed signs of going into shock and losing consciousness.  

 

"The deceased must have been attacked at around 6:38pm and had certainly died by 6:45 p.m.," Matteo 

said, according to the network. 

 

Caroline Nilsson did not come out of the house until after 10 p.m. 

 

Prosecutors also say there is no DNA evidence to support Caroline Nilsson's version of events. The 

victim's three young grandchildren were reportedly home at the time of the killing, and neighbors said they 

heard screaming. 

 

Nilsson's application for bail has been denied based on the strength of the prosecution's case, the network 

reports.  

 

The case will return to court in June. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Britain to ban ivory sales 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/britain-ban-ivory-sales-stamp-abhorrent-trade-

54198615?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Britain says it will ban the sale of ivory, no matter how old, to help protect the world's elephant 

population. 

 

The government said Tuesday that the ban is the toughest in Europe and will impose a maximum five-year 

prison sentence for offenders. 

 

Environment Secretary Michael Gove says "the abhorrent ivory trade should become a thing of the past." 

 

There will be exceptions for some old musical instruments and for works of art, such as portrait 

miniatures, that are more than a century old. 
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Conservationists say about 20,000 elephants a year are killed for their tusks. David Cowdrey of the 

International Fund for Animal Welfare says the British ban sends "a clear and unequivocal message that 

ivory trade is over and rightly being consigned to the history books." 
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HEADLINE 04/03 UK lab: no ID for source of nerve agent  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/top-russian-diplomat-britain-poisoned-spy-

54198504?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The head of Britain's defense laboratory said Tuesday that its scientists have not identified the precise 

source of the nerve agent that poisoned former Russian spy Sergei Skripal, although it's likely the attack 

was carried out by a "state actor." 

 

Britain blames Russia for the March 4 attack on Skripal and his daughter Yulia, a claim that Moscow 

fiercely denies. 

 

Scientists at the U.K's Porton Down lab have identified the poison as a Soviet-developed type of nerve 

agent known as Novichok, and the British government says the only plausible explanation is that it came 

from Russia. 

 

Porton Down chief executive Gary Aitkenhead said scientists at the lab "have not verified the precise 

source, but we provided the scientific information to the government who have then used a number of 

other sources to piece together the conclusions that they have come to." 

 

"It's our job to provide the scientific evidence that identifies what the particular nerve agent is ... but it's 

not our job to say where that was actually manufactured," he told Sky News. 

 

Aitkenhead said the attack with a highly toxic chemical weapon was "probably only within the capabilities 

of a state actor." 

 

The British government said several pieces of information contributed to its conclusion that the Russian 

government was responsible for the nerve agent attack, including intelligence that Russia had produced 

Novichok within the last decade and had investigated ways of delivering nerve agents for assassination. 

 

Russian officials have claimed the poison may have come from Britain, pointing out that Porton Down 

conducts secret chemical and biological weapons research. 

 

Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Alexander Grushko called the poisoning a "provocation arranged by 

Britain" in order to justify high military spending because "they need a major enemy." 

 

Aitkenhead said there is "no way" the nerve agent could have come from the high-security facility. 

 

"We deal with a number of very toxic substances as part of the work that we do, we've got the highest 

levels of security and controls," he said. 
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DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
Source: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml 
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HEADLINE 04/03 British Muslims defiant in ‘punish day’ 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/04/03/british-muslims-defiant-after-leaflets-call-

punish-muslim-day/480878002/  

GIST LONDON —  British Muslims were defiant Tuesday after anonymous leaflets mailed to addresses across 

the country called for April 3 to be a day of violence against Muslims. 

 

Police are investigating after the leaflets referring to "Punish a Muslim Day" were sent to addresses in 

several cities with large Muslim populations, including London and Bradford. 

 

"The campaign has caused serious fear within Muslim communities, especially among Muslim women, 

who often suffer the most from Islamophobia," said the Muslim Council of Britain, which represents a 

number of Islamic organizations, in a statement. 

 

"The Muslim Council of Britain has been urging vigilance but also recognizes the importance of keeping 

calm and carrying on, for those who are able," it added. 

 

WhatsApp messages urged women to hide their hijabs and advised people to make sure their doors are 

locked and how to explain the situation to their children, the Mirror reported. 

 

One of the messages read: "Sisters please be warned that on 3rd April DO NOT GO OUT they have made 

a national punish a muslim day!" according to the Daily Mirror. 

 

The message continued: "This is not a joke its sick plan they have a pointing system where they will b 

giving points nd reporting ona site with vids etc punishments include taking off hijabs...beating up and 

even acid throwing. 

 

"May Allah protect us all.(sic)." 

 

Recorded incidents of hate crime in Britain have leaped since the country voted to leave the European 

Union in a 2016 referendum. Controlling immigration was a major issue during campaigning ahead of the 

vote.  

 

Iman Atta, director of Tell Mama — an independent organisation that records anti-Muslim incidents in the 

United Kingdom — advised people to continue with their normal activities, to be vigilant, not to stay 

indoors and to report any incidents to the organization, the London Evening Standard reported.  

 

#PunishAMuslimDay was trending on Twitter as people voiced their concerns and solidarity… 

 

Meanwhile, West Yorkshire Police in northern England said its officers were investigating a number of 

reports of "potentially malicious communications sent to individuals" in the city of Bradford. 

 

London's Metropolitan Police said it was aware that the leaflets had been circulating in the capital. 

 

"The MPS does not tolerate any form of hate crime. If anyone believes they have been a victim of such an 

offence we would encourage them to report it to police so it can be fully investigated," it said in a 

statement. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 NY braces for viral anti-Muslim campaign 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/punish-muslim-day-new-york-braces-869163  

GIST Police patrols are being stepped up at New York mosques and Islamic centers in response to fears that a 

viral anti-Muslim campaign that originated in the U.K. will spread to the city. 

 

Brooklyn Borough President Eric Adams announced the increased security measures at a meeting Monday 

at the Pakistani American Youth Society in Ditmas Park, the New York Daily News reported. 

 

In March, a letter began circulating in the U.K. that said April 3 had been designated Punish a Muslim 

Day. It laid out a points-based reward system for violence carried out against Muslims, including 50 points 

to “throw acid in the face of a Muslim” and 1000 points to “burn or bomb a mosque.” 

 

As the letter went viral on social media, there were concerns the campaign could spark violence in New 

York. Adams called for it to be countered by a message of tolerance. 

 

“Our message must be just as loud,” Adams said. “Not punish a Muslim, let’s embrace a Muslim, let’s 

embrace a Christian, let’s embrace a person of Jewish faith, let’s embrace the diversity that this city has to 

offer.” 

 

The NYPD's Intelligence Bureau learned of the threat in mid-March after the flyers appeared, Police 

Department spokesman J. Peter Donald told local news site Patch. 

 

"While we have not seen any evidence of this threat gaining traction here, it has generated understandable 

concern," Donald said. 

 

In the U.K., Muslims have been urged to “unite” and “carry on as normal” as the day approaches. 

 

A spokesman for London’s Metropolitan Police told the Evening Standard that though there was no 

“credible information" that anti-Muslim attacks were being planned, police officers remained alert for 

potential incidents. 

 

People from six U.K. communities received the letters, which have been investigated by counterterrorism 

officials. A number of the letters appeared to have been sent from the northern English city of Sheffield, 

police said.  

 

“Are you a sheep like the vast majority of the population?” the letter reads. “Sheep follow orders and are 

easily led. They are allowing the white-majority nations of Europe and north America to become overrun 

by those who would like nothing more than to do us harm and to turn our democracies into sharia-led 

police states.” 

 

One British Muslim activist has called for April 3 to instead to be designated Love Muslim Day to combat 

the letter’s message of hate, with points to be awarded for acts of kindness and charity towards Muslims. 

Under activist Shahab Adris's scheme, 25 points would be won for buying Muslims coffee with cake, 500 

points for fasting with Muslims during Ramadan, and 1,000 points for raising funds to help victims of 

conflict in Iraq or Syria. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Supreme Court shields cop from lawsuit 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/supreme-court-shields-a-police-officer-from-lawsuit-for-

shooting-a-woman-in-her-front-yard/  

GIST WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court on Monday shielded a police officer from being sued for shooting 

an Arizona woman in her front yard, once again making it harder to bring legal action against officers who 

use excessive force, even against an innocent person. 
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With two dissents, the high court tossed out a lawsuit by a Tucson woman who was shot four times outside 

her home because she was seen carrying a large knife. 

 

The ruling — which comes at a time of growing controversy over police shootings nationwide — 

effectively advises courts to rely more heavily on the officer’s view of such incidents, rather than the 

victim’s. 

 

Justices Sonia Sotomayor and Ruth Bader Ginsburg said in dissent the victim did not threaten the police or 

a friend who was standing nearby. This “decision is not just wrong on the law; it also sends an alarming 

signal to law enforcement officers and the public. It tells officers that they can shoot first and think later,” 

Sotomayor wrote. 

 

Civil liberties advocates on the right and the left sharply criticized the ruling. 

 

“Today’s ruling gives yet another green light to officers who use deadly force as a tool of first resort 

instead of last,” said Clark Neily, vice president of the libertarian Cato Institute. “It does so based on a 

legal doctrine — qualified immunity — that the Supreme Court invented out of whole cloth to help create 

a policy of near-zero accountability for law enforcement.” 

 

David Cole, legal director for the American Civil Liberties Union, said officers who use lethal force 

unconstitutionally should be held accountable. “Giving a free pass to officers under these circumstances 

will only exacerbate the problem.” 

 

Since the Civil War, federal law has allowed people to sue government officials, including the police, for 

violating their constitutional rights. But in recent years, the Supreme Court has erected a shield of 

immunity for police and said officers may not be sued unless victims can point to a nearly identical 

shooting that had been deemed unconstitutionally excessive in a previous decision. 

 

Police shootings of unarmed people, many of them African Americans, have sparked protests across the 

country, most recently in Sacramento, California. Often prosecutors have been reluctant to bring criminal 

charges in such cases because they would need to convince an entire jury that the officer was guilty 

beyond a reasonable doubt. 

 

Civil suits that seek damages are in theory easier to win because plaintiffs need only present convincing 

evidence that the officer used unreasonable force. But the high court has repeatedly made it harder for 

victims to bring such claims before a jury.  

 

In an eight-page unsigned opinion in Kisela v. Hughes, the justices did not rule on whether officer Andrew 

Kisela acted reasonably when he used potentially deadly force against Amy Hughes, who was standing in 

her driveway a few feet away from her friend and roommate, Sharon Chadwick. The police had been 

called after a neighbor reported seeing a woman acting strangely and carrying a large knife. 

 

Rather than decide whether Kisela used excessive force, the court instead ruled he could not be sued 

because the victim could not cite a similar case involving a police shooting of a person holding a knife. 

 

“Police officers are entitled to qualified immunity unless existing precedent squarely governs the specific 

facts at issue. … This is far from an obvious case in which any competent officer would have known that 

shooting Hughes to protect Chadwick would violate the 4th Amendment” and its ban on unreasonable 

seizures, the court said Monday. 

 

The decision reversed the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, which had allowed the woman’s lawsuit to go 

before a jury. 

 

In recent months, legal scholars and the Cato Institute have joined civil rights lawyers in criticizing the 

court’s approach to police shootings. University of Chicago law professor William Baude, a former clerk 
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for Chief Justice John Roberts, has argued the justices invented the doctrine of “qualified immunity” in the 

1980s and have steadily expanded it to block suits in cases of excessive force. 

 

In her dissent, Sotomayor quoted a law review article by Judge Stephen Reinhardt from Los Angeles, who 

died last week. “Nearly all of the Supreme Court’s qualified immunity cases come out the same way — by 

finding immunity for the officials,” Reinhardt wrote in 2015. 

 

Three years ago, the justices tossed out a lawsuit brought by a mentally ill San Francisco woman shot five 

times by officers who pushed their way into her private room. They said they shot her because she was 

holding a bread knife. 

 

The Tucson shooting took place a few blocks from the University of Arizona campus. Police were called 

to “check welfare” after a neighbor called about a woman who was acting erratically and brandishing a 

knife. Three officers, including Kisela, arrived and saw a woman, later identified as Hughes, leave the 

house and walk toward Chadwick. She was carrying a knife. A chain-link fence prevented the officers 

from approaching, but they called out to Hughes to drop the knife. 

 

She ignored them and came within 6 feet of Chadwick. The other woman was calm and said there was no 

threat. But Kisela then fired four shots, striking Hughes. She was handcuffed, and taken to a hospital. She 

recovered from her injuries and sued Kisela for an unreasonable seizure and an excessive use of force. 

 

The 9th Circuit appeals court said that while some key facts are in dispute, a “rational jury could find that 

(Hughes) had a constitutional right to walk down her driveway holding a knife without being shot.” 

 

Lawyers for Arizona appealed and said the suit should be dismissed. “Qualified immunity exists to protect 

the public from unwarranted timidity on the part of public officials,” they said. 

 

The justices agreed and ruled Kisela was entitled to immunity. 

 

Sotomayor said the majority had revised the facts to favor the officer. Hughes “held a kitchen knife down 

at her side with the blade facing away from Chadwick. Hughes was nowhere near the officers, had 

committed no illegal act, was suspected of no crime, and did not raise the knife in the direction of 

Chadwick or anyone else,” she wrote. Two officers kept talking, but “without giving a warning that he 

would open fire, he (Kisela) shot Hughes four times, leaving her seriously wounded. If this account of 

Kisela’s conduct sounds unreasonable, that is because it was,” Sotomayor said. 

 

She said the court’s “one-sided approach to qualified immunity transforms the doctrine into an absolute 

shield for law enforcement officers, gutting the deterrent effect of the 4th Amendment.” 

 

Erwin Chemerinsky, dean of the University of California, Berkeley Law School, said Monday’s decision 

is part of a trend. “In case after case involving excessive police force, the Supreme Court is finding for the 

police and keeping juries from ever being able to decide if the police acted impermissibly. This contributes 

significantly to the difficulties in holding police accountable,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Martin Luther King’s voice lives on 

SOURCE https://patch.com/georgia/atlanta/50-years-after-bullet-mlks-voice-lives  

GIST ATLANTA, GA — On the evening of April 4, 1968, an assassin's bullet ended the life of 39-year-old 

civil-rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. at the Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tennessee. On Wednesday, 

fifty years later, a new generation will gather to remember a man whose message of equality and 

nonviolence could never be silenced. 

 

A Nobel Peace Prize winner and the first president of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, King 

led the 1955 Montgomery bus boycott and the 1963 March on Washington. His "Letter From a 
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Birmingham Jail" and "I Have A Dream" speech remain iconic civil-rights documents. 

 

In countries around the world, bells will toll 39 times at 6:01 p.m. Wednesday (when King was shot) in 

remembrance. At the King Center campus in downtown Atlanta, family members of the civil rights legend 

will place wreaths on the crypts of King and his late wife, Coretta Scott King.  

 

During their first joint interview in more than a decade, Bernice King and her brothers, Dexter and Martin, 

recently told CBS News they still relive the trauma of their father's assassination. The brothers saw the 

fatal shooting while watching television. 

 

"Even to this day, when I see a breaking news flash I have PTSD," Dexter King said. "You see your father 

being shot on television, and that's very, very traumatic." 

 

Older brother Martin said he remembered his mother saying, "Your dad has gone home to live with God." 

 

In Atlanta, where King preached as pastor of Ebenezer Baptist Church, the Martin Luther King, Jr. Center 

for Nonviolent Social Change has a full slate of events scheduled to mark the day. 

 

"Today, we remember my father's death, but most importantly, we must remember the purpose and power 

of his life," the center's CEO, Bernice A. King, said in a news release. "Although this day is challenging 

for our family and for many around the world, I encourage you to hope today and to hope always ... . Our 

family encourages you to not be angered by my father's death; be bolstered by his teachings and awakened 

by his work." 

 

A day before he was murdered, King arrived in Memphis to help lead a peaceful protest march by the 

city's striking sanitation workers that was set for April 5. While there, he delivered his "I've Been to the 

Mountaintop" speech, which referenced death and fear. 

 

"We've got some difficult days ahead. But it really doesn't matter with me now, because I've been to the 

mountaintop. And I don't mind. Like anybody, I would like to live—a long life; longevity has its place. 

But I'm not concerned about that now. I just want to do God's will. And He's allowed me to go up to the 

mountain," King said. "And I've looked over. And I've seen the Promised Land. I may not get there with 

you. But I want you to know tonight, that we, as a people, will get to the Promised Land. So I'm happy, 

tonight. I'm not worried about anything. I'm not fearing any man." 

 

The next evening, April 4, a white supremacist named James Earl Ray fatally shot the father of four with a 

high-powered rifle from the window of a rooming house across the street from King's motel. 

 

As the country grappled with a deadly white supremacist march in Virginia last summer, Atlanta unveiled 

a statue of King at the Georgia State Capitol. The King family was on hand for the event, which came as 

much of the nation, especially the South, debated the import of monuments and markers. The issue has 

simmered for years, but it boiled over with the tragic clashes in Charlottesville. 

 

King's daughter Bernice spoke at the event, saying that "now is the time to make justice a reality for all of 

God's children." 

 

King's impact has endured over the decades despite his never having held political office. And while some 

observers say it is easy for today's leaders to claim they would have supported King, his words ring as true 

today as they did in the 1960s. 

 

In his last Sunday sermon, King called on good people to speak out against injustice instead of remaining 

on the sidelines. His words still ring true in an era of gun-violence, marches, police-shooting protests and 

#MeToo. 

 

"Human progress never rolls in on the wheels of inevitability," King told a largely white congregation at 

Washington National Cathedral. "It comes through the tireless efforts and the persistent work of dedicated 
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individuals who are willing to be co-workers with God." 

 

He went on to condemn "the appalling silence and indifference of the good people who sit around and say, 

'Wait on time.'" 

 

When tempers frayed and flared, King urged patience. 

 

One of King's most memorable quotes, from his book "Strength to Love" that was first published in 1963, 

continues to ring true: 

 

"Returning hate for hate multiplies hate, adding deeper darkness to a night already devoid of stars. 

Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do 

that. Hate multiplies hate, violence multiplies violence, and toughness multiplies toughness in a 

descending spiral of destruction." 

 

King's three surviving children have made headlines for court battles over two of their father's most famed 

possessions. His sons Martin and Dexter have been at odds with their sister Bernice over whether to sell 

their father's Bible and Nobel Prize. The siblings were in court several years ago seeking legal right to the 

artifacts. One historian accused them of being motivated by greed. 

 

King's Bible was last seen in public when President Barack Obama used it in early 2013 while taking the 

oath of office at his second inauguration, according to Associated Press. Former President Jimmy Carter 

has urged the siblings to remove themselves from the business of running their father's estate, which they 

said they plan to do. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Saudi crown prince: triangle of evil 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/irans-leader-worse-hitler-and-wants-spread-islam-america-says-saudi-

prince-869194  

GIST The heir to the Saudi throne has lambasted Iran, saying its Supreme Leader is the first side of a “triangle of 

evil” along with the Muslim Brotherhood and extremist Islamist groups like Isis. 

 

In an echo of former U.S. president George W. Bush’s 2002 reference to Iran’s supposed role in an “axis 

of evil,” Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman told The Atlantic that Ayatollah Ali Khamenei was akin to 

Hitler and headed a regime that wanted to spread “extremist Shiite ideology.” 

 

The crown prince added that if Tehran got its way, “the hidden Imam will come back again and he will 

rule the whole world from Iran and spread Islam even to America,” referring to the final savior of 

humankind according to Iran’s Twelver Shia faith. 

 

He said: “The second part of the triangle is the Muslim Brotherhood, which is another extremist 

organization. They want to use the democratic system to rule countries and build shadow caliphates 

everywhere… And the other part is the terrorists, al-Qaeda, ISIS, that want to do everything with force. 

 

“I believe that the Iranian supreme leader makes Hitler look good. But the supreme leader is trying to 

conquer the world. He believes he owns the world. They are both evil guys. He is the Hitler of the Middle 

East,” he added. 

 

The wide-ranging interview will be seen as the latest move by the royal to present a different image of his 

country. In November he ordered a crackdown on businessmen and officials accused of corruption, which 

has reportedly recovered 100 billion dollars in financial settlements, although critics said it was a purge of 

his rivals to consolidate power. 

 

The crown prince insists his country is part of a group of moderate Muslim nations which include Jordan, 
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Oman, Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates which are, in his view, countries based on the founding 

principles of the United Nations whose values are at odds with those of the “evil triangle.” 

 

But Salman puzzled his interviewer when he denied that Wahhabism, the austere fundamentalist strand of 

Islam which is the bedrock of the country, even existed in Saudi Arabia. 

 

“No one can define Wahhabism. There is no Wahhabism. We don’t believe we have Wahhabism. We 

believe we have, in Saudi Arabia, Sunni and Shiite. We believe we have within Sunni Islam four schools 

of thought,” he said, adding that Shiites held many positions of power in government and society. 

 

He said he has no religious objections to the right of Israel to exist, and that his concerns were solely about 

the fate of the holy mosque in Jerusalem and the rights of the Palestinian people. 

 

“I believe that each people, anywhere, has a right to live in their peaceful nation. I believe the Palestinians 

and the Israelis have the right to have their own land. But we have to have a peace agreement to assure the 

stability for everyone and to have normal relations. 

 

"We have religious concerns about the fate of the holy mosque in Jerusalem and about the rights of the 

Palestinian people. This is what we have. We don’t have any objection against any other people. 

 

"Our country doesn’t have a problem with Jews. Our Prophet Muhammad married a Jewish woman. Not 

just a friend—he married her. Our prophet, his neighbors were Jewish. You will find a lot of Jews in Saudi 

Arabia coming from America, coming from Europe. There are no problems between Christian and 

Muslims and Jews. We have problems like you would find anywhere in the world, among some people. 

But the normal sort of problems," said the crown prince. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 State’s firearm records months behind 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/states-firearms-records-months-behind/  

GIST OLYMPIA — Had lawmakers passed new rules governing sales of semiautomatic rifles, it could have 

been months — if not years — before details of any transactions made it into a state firearms database 

relied upon by law enforcement officers. 

 

That’s because the database, which now only deals with handguns, lacks information on the make, model, 

serial number and caliber of weapons sold dating back to early 2015. 

 

The backlog reached 478,006 pistol transfer records at the end of February, according to the state 

Department of Licensing, which maintains the database. 

 

As it has grown from 106,000 in November 2013 to 327,000 in September 2016, agency officials have 

asked the Legislature for money to hire extra staff to catch up. Lawmakers didn’t come through. 

 

This year the agency didn’t ask and, ironically, lawmakers did allot $382,000 in the supplemental state 

budget to tackle the problem. 

 

It happened after Democratic senators learned a suite of gun-related bills they were pushing would, if 

enacted, put further strain on the department’s ability to ensure all the data is up to date. 

 

In particular, there was concern about a bill that would have raised the age for purchasing a semiautomatic 

rifle and required background checks on buyers. It would have mandated, for the first time, that 

information from semiautomatic rifle sales be put in the database. 

 

“I explained that if you add another type of weapon to the database, I don’t think it can handle it,” recalled 

Beau Perschbacher, the agency’s legislative and policy director. 
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It wasn’t a hard sell. 

 

“We thought let’s take care of the backlog and clear the way” for the bills, said Sen. Christine Rolfes, D-

Bainbridge Island, chairwoman of the Senate Ways and Means Committee and the chamber’s chief budget 

writer. 

 

With extra funding secured, the next step is figuring out how it should be best spent. 

 

A year ago, agency leaders talked of hiring a data-entry firm to do the work and predicted the backlog — 

which was roughly 150,000 fewer records — could be erased in six months. 

 

They may not follow that course now. Department officials want to switch to a new system and are finding 

out about different options. They could settle on something in 2019. They want to understand how efforts 

to clear the backlog might, or might not, align with any transition. 

 

“We are still working on what will be the most effective way to use those dollars to alleviate the problem,” 

said Stephanie Sams, a policy and legislative analyst for the agency. 

 

In Washington, the Department of Licensing is tasked with collecting data from sales of handguns by 

licensed firearms dealers and getting those details into the database. 

 

It also inputs information from the courts and law enforcement agencies on people obtaining or renewing a 

concealed pistol license and those who are ineligible to possess a firearm due to a court order or because 

they are deemed mentally unfit. Agency officials say this specific information is current in the database. 

 

It’s been difficult keeping up with gun sale records. 

 

In its 2017 budget request, the department said it receives 240,000 records per year of firearm sales and 

licenses. Of those, 85 percent are submitted on paper and must be entered manually into the database. 

 

What concerns agency leaders about the backlog is the potential safety risk of law enforcement officers 

who are not getting a complete picture of what firearms a person may have purchased. 

 

For example, if a person who is not supposed to possess a firearm bought one at some point in the recent 

past, the database would be the place to find out. That wouldn’t happen, though, if the record of the sale is 

stuck in the backlog. 

 

In last year’s budget request, agency officials made their concerns pretty blunt. 

 

“Law enforcement officers’ inability to electronically access pistol sale and transfer information on a CPL 

(concealed pistol license) holder deemed by the courts to be ineligible to possess a firearm presents a risk 

to public safety,” read the request. 

 

And they cautioned in that same request, the backlog poses a risk “of misinforming, delaying, or 

impeding” law enforcement agencies in the course of their work. 

 

They use this system a lot. Officers from city, county, state and federal law enforcement agencies will 

check it more than 2 million times a year, agency officials estimate. 

 

It is seen as a good starting point for an officer when they have to track a firearm for investigation, said 

Steve Strachan, executive director of the Washington Association of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs. And when 

a stolen firearm is recovered, the serial number can be punched in to find the legal owner to whom it can 

be returned, he said. 

 

But it is not their only option. The federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives manages 
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the National Tracing Center which law enforcement officers can use for investigating the source of 

weapons made in the United States or overseas. 

 

That’s important because with so many missing records in the state system, officers know it is not always 

going to be useful, Strachan said. 

 

“The fact that it’s been so far behind is a concern,” he said. “Any time a database is more robust and more 

accurate and up-to-date is good for law enforcement.” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 EPA scraps fuel efficiency rules 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/2/scott-pruitt-epa-chief-scraps-obama-era-fuel-

effic/  

GIST In a move that could upend the U.S. auto industry and spark a bitter legal fight with states such as 

California, the Trump administration said Monday that it will scrap Obama-era fuel economy standards 

and effectively cancel the looming requirement that all vehicle fleets average more than 50 miles per 

gallon by 2025. 

 

Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt said the program, known as Corporate 

Average Fuel Economy, or CAFE standards, fell victim to politics during the Obama administration as 

officials sought to take dramatic action against climate change. 

 

He said his predecessors at the EPA rushed through rules governing fuel economy for model years 2022 

through 2025 without fully understanding their potential consequences, and that it’s now clear those rules 

simply aren’t realistic. 

 

The decision represents a major defeat for green groups and other backers of the program, which was one 

of the most sweeping and lasting environmental actions of the prior administration. 

 

“The Obama administration’s determination was wrong,” Mr. Pruitt said in a statement. “Obama’s EPA … 

made assumptions about the standards that didn’t comport with reality, and set the standards too high.” 

 

The announcement also marks a turning point for how the government handles fuel economy for cars and 

light trucks, and could slow what had been a steady climb toward more efficient vehicles on U.S. roads. 

Car manufacturers, though, insist that cleaner cars will continue to roll off assembly lines. 

 

The current iteration of the CAFE program began with 2012 models and was the result of intense 

negotiations between the Obama administration and automakers. Although the benchmarks will remain in 

effect through 2021, the next phase — in which all automakers would have had to ensure that their 

vehicles averaged about 54.5 mpg — was seen as the most difficult to achieve. 

 

Supporters said it would result in a dramatic reduction in harmful tailpipe emissions. Critics argued that it 

was a misguided federal mandate that pushed consumers toward electric cars or other vehicles that they 

couldn’t afford or simply didn’t want. 

 

Auto industry groups praised the about-face and vowed to work with Mr. Pruitt to rewrite the standards in 

a more realistic way. The EPA chief said he intends to immediately begin work on a replacement program, 

though it’s unclear when or if such a plan will materialize. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 SDOT workers complain bias, favoritism 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/04/city-transportation-workers-complain-gender-bias-favoritism  
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GIST Employees of the Seattle Department of Transportation perceive a workplace that discriminates against 

women, plays favoritism in hiring, limits opportunities for voicing concern and lacks communication 

between management, according to the results of an internal focus group study. 

 

The results were sent to the department’s employees last Monday and were provided to Crosscut by an 

employee. 

 

In an email to staff, Goran Sparrman, the acting director of the department, acknowledged the feedback 

and pledged the department, which has some 750 employees and a budget of more than $500 million, 

would do better. 

 

“Going forward we want to make it clear that favoritism and discrimination are not acceptable behaviors 

within the department,” he wrote. “As an example, we heard strong feedback that many women inside 

SDOT do not feel they are treated as equitably as men or given the same level of professional respect. This 

is not acceptable. We need to ensure that employees feel they do have a voice in SDOT, and that they will 

not experience retaliation for speaking up. Indeed, we want to encourage a culture where employees are 

comfortable raising issues and contributing ideas." 

 

A spokesperson for the department said Sparrman did not wish to comment further.  

 

In recent months, employees across the City of Seattle have voiced concerns about their workplace 

environment. Mayor Jenny Durkan and the Seattle City Council have pledged to revisit dated harassment 

policies. They have also formed an inter-departmental team to address other issues that have been raised 

by employees across the city, particularly in City Light and Human Resources. 

 

The examination of SDOT’s internal climate began in the third quarter of 2017, according to Marcus 

Scott, a consultant with PeopleFirm, the company that conducted the work with the department’s 

employees. (Scott Kubly was still the director of the department at that time.) 

 

Much of the perceived lack of equity was reported by women workers. 

 

“I feel like what I say isn't heard unless a man says it,” said one respondent. “That just isn’t right.” 

 

Another complained about feeling objectified. “I've given up wearing skirts to work,” this person said. 

“When I wore a skirt, men would ask me about my exercise regimen.” 

 

More broadly, employees felt that promotion only went to those who knew the right people. One person 

accused leadership of “cronyism.” 

 

In the face of the perceived favoritism, workers said there were few positive avenues for voicing concern. 

Speaking out, some believed, would lead to negative consequences.  

 

“I know firsthand the field workers will not talk up because they are scared of retaliation,” said one 

employee. 

 

“Voicing an opinion has a certain degree of fear that is instilled,” said another. “It is that sort of ‘don’t you 

forget you’re replaceable’ attitude.” 

 

Leadership took heavy blame for rewarding friends and not fostering an open or communicative 

department. According to the results of the focus groups, employees perceived from leadership a my-way-

or-the-highway mentality and a lack of trust in employees. 

 

“A lot of people seem to want the authority and title of being a leader but not the responsibility that comes 

with it,” said one person. 

 

“We have directors yelling and cussing at people and when you defend yourself you get reprimanded,” 
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said another. 

 

One respondent pleaded: “Managers, please put more trust into your employees. We know more than you 

think we do, give us a chance.”  

 

There were some positive pieces of the results, namely that employees seem to genuinely believe in the 

work at SDOT. Participants praised their colleagues and said people do work hard.   

 

“My career (it’s not just a job) is in transportation,” said one person. “We're here because of a sense of 

service.” 

 

In an email to employees, Sparrman said he wanted to involve employees in a collaborative process to 

create an action plan. “Sharing these findings and continuing the conversations about them is an important 

first step.  

 

“I’m determined that we make the most of this opportunity to address the issues we face.” 

 

Several employees told Crosscut they’re hopeful that Durkan will back up her pledges to address the city’s 

workplace environment with action.  

 

Durkan has yet to announce steps for hiring a permanent director of SDOT. Several weeks after Durkan 

took office, Kubly resigned — not fired, exactly, but not asked to remain either.  

 

In an email, Durkan spokesperson Stephanie Formas said Sparrman is conducting a “thorough evaluation 

of SDOT and the City’s transportation system,” including “on project delivery, organizational structure, 

culture, and day-to-day operations.”  

 

When that is complete in the coming weeks, Durkan will begin the process for finding a permanent 

director. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Everett appeals bikini barista case 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/944853/everett-files-federal-court-appeal-in-bikini-barista-case/  

GIST EVERETT, Wash. (AP) — Lawyers for the city of Everett have filed a brief in the 9th U.S. Circuit Court 

of Appeals asking for a temporary ban on a dress code for bikini baristas to be lifted. 

 

The Daily Herald reported Monday that lawyers contend U.S. District Court Judge Marsha Pechman erred 

in ruling that it was unconstitutional for the city to require coffee stand employees to cover up at work. 

 

The 66-page brief argues that the judge was wrong in suggesting that the rules were vague in describing 

what body parts can’t be on display. They also said the judge failed to consider evidence that the stands 

are adult-oriented businesses with associated crime problems. 

 

The city wants to require such workers to at minimum dress in tank tops and shorts. 

 

Bikini stand owners and their employees argued the dress code puts their civil rights at risk. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Apple, cherry industry wary trade war 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/944684/washingtons-apple-and-cherry-industry-wary-of-trade-war/  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) — Cherry and apple growers in Washington state are worried their exports to 

China will be hurt by a trade war that escalated on Monday when that country raised import duties on a $3 

billion list of products. 
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China buys Washington-grown cherries, apples and pears, which are all included in the trade dispute. 

 

Kate Woods, a vice president of the Northwest Horticultural Council in Yakima, Washington, says they 

hope the issue is resolved before cherry harvest begins in June. 

 

The council handles international trade issues for the agriculture industries in Washington, Oregon and 

Idaho. 

 

China is the top export market for Washington cherries, buying 2.9 million cases worth $127 million per 

year. 

 

China also bought about $50 million worth of apples and $1.5 million worth of pears from Washington 

last year. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Seattle eyes massive parking changes 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/944893/seattle-parking-changes/  

GIST Tenants without cars won’t have to pay for parking spots in their building after the Seattle City Council 

passed on Monday legislation that allows unbundling in leases, among other changes. 

 

The changes outlined in Council Bill 119221 (approved by the council 7-1), would require the unbundling 

of parking space rental from multi-family dwellings and lease agreements in new and existing structures 

with 10 dwelling units or more. Tenants would have the option to refuse a parking space, which would 

mean paying less for rent. The legislation would also allow building owners to make parking available for 

public use. 

 

Councilmember Mike O’Brien says there’s actually plenty of parking in Seattle. 

 

“We have lots of off-street parking that costs people money that they’re choosing not to use,” O’Brien 

said. “The shortage is not a shortage of parking. It’s a shortage of free on-street parking in our congested 

neighborhoods.” 

 

A parking study done by King County Metro found that 30-35 percent of parking in existing buildings 

goes unused. The changes would allow flexibility in deciding how much parking to include in 

development projects in areas with frequent transit. 

 

The City of Seattle says the legislation would enact several parking suggestions to improve housing 

affordability and neighborhood livability. 

 

“We know that an over supply of cheap parking has a negative impact on Seattle – it increases driving and 

traffic congestion, increases our carbon footprint, and makes housing more expensive,” Councilmember 

Rob Johnson said in a news release following the vote. 

 

The Seattle Times reports that new apartments came with an average of 1.5 parking spots in 2004. That 

number dropped to 0.6 spots in 2017. Supporters say that allowing developers to eliminate parking 

altogether would lower the cost of construction and thus, lower the cost of rent. Ultimately, no parking 

would establish a cheaper cost of living. 

 

“People who cannot afford a car or choose not to own a car should not have to pay anything for parking,” 

Donald Shoup, author of The High Cost of Free Parking, said in a news release. “If drivers don’t pay for 

their parking, someone else has to pay for it, and that someone is everyone. But a city where everyone 

happily pays for everyone else’s free parking is a fool’s paradise.” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Turkey, Russia ties growing closer 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/turkey-russia-deepen-ties-amid-troubled-relations-

west-54171413?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Ties between Russia and Turkey are growing closer than ever, as Russia runs into widespread diplomatic 

fallout from the poisoned spy scandal and Turkey's relations with its Western allies worsens over human 

rights issues and its military operations against Kurdish militia in Syria. 

 

Russian President Vladimir Putin heads back to Turkey on Tuesday, joining Turkish President Recep 

Tayyip Erdogan at a symbolic ground-breaking ceremony for a Russian-made nuclear power plant being 

built on Turkey's Mediterranean coast at Akkuyu. On Wednesday, Putin, Erdogan and Iranian President 

Hassan Rouhani are expected to hold a summit in the Turkish capital of Ankara to discuss Syria's future. 

 

Turkey and Russia have put aside their traditional rivalries and differences on regional issues to forge 

strong economic ties. In December, they finalized an agreement for Turkey to purchase Russia's long-

range S-400 missile defense system, a deal that raised eyebrows among some of Turkey's NATO allies. 

Aside from the power plant, the two countries are also building the "Turkstream" pipeline to transport 

Russian gas to Turkey. 

 

"Turkish-Russian relations are in a better mood compared with two years before . both parties are working 

together," said Mitat Celikpala, a professor of international relations at Istanbul's Kadir Has University. 

 

"They managed to compartmentalize issues," Celikpala said, citing Turkish and Russian divisions, 

including over the divided island of Cyprus and Russia's 2014 annexation of Crimea. "If you set aside all 

those issues . they are good partners for the resolution of immediate interests." 

 

Their warming relations come as ties between European Union nations and Turkey have become 

increasingly testy. 

 

Turkey's EU membership talks have stalled and many EU countries have voiced concerns over the Turkish 

government's growing authoritarian turn and its crackdown on rights and freedoms, especially following 

an attempted coup in 2016 that Turkey blames on a?U.S.-based Islamic cleric. 

 

Turkey in turn, accuses EU countries of supporting Kurdish rebels as well as the alleged perpetrators of 

the 2016 failed coup. 

 

Turkey's relations with the United States have fared even worse, with Turkey accusing Washington of 

harboring the cleric, Fethullah Gulen, and backing Syrian Kurdish militia that Turkey considers to be 

terrorists. 

 

Last week, Turkey announced it would not be following NATO and EU allies in ousting Russian 

diplomats in response to the poisoning in Britain of a former Russian spy. Britain has accused Russia of 

being behind the?nerve agent attack on former double agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter, prompting 

nearly two dozen nations to expel over 150?Russian diplomats. Russia has responded by expelling a 

similar number of envoys. 

 

Turkey condemned the nerve agent attack on British soil without naming Russia, adding that it enjoyed 

"positive" relations with Moscow. 

 

"Just because some countries took a step based on an allegation, we don't have to take the same step," 

Erdogan said. 

 

Putin and Erdogan have met several times in the past year and regularly speak on the phone. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Puerto Rico gov. defies federal board 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/puerto-rico-gov-defies-board-rejects-reform-

pension-54172920?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Puerto Rico's governor is defying the federal control board overseeing the island's troubled finances. 

 

Ricardo Rossello says he will submit a fiscal plan to the board on Thursday that will not contain any 

layoffs, reductions in pensions or a labor reform. 

 

The announcement late Sunday defies the board's demands that the U.S. territory implement a labor reform 

and a 10 percent cut to a pension system facing nearly $50 billion in liabilities. 

 

A board spokesman did not immediately respond to a request for comment. 

 

Public Affairs Secretary Ramon Rosario told NotiUno radio station on Monday that the board cannot 

impose public policy in Puerto Rico and asked members to reach a consensus with the island's 

government. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Inspirational quotes Martin Luther King Jr 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/martin-luther-king-jr-10-inspirational-quotes/story?id=54097261  

GIST Martin Luther King Jr., whose assassination was 50 years ago this week, was known for his soaring 

oratory as well as his leadership of the U.S. civil rights movement.  

 

Here are some inspirational quotes from the minister and civil rights leader who was gunned down in 

Memphis on April 4, 1968:  

 

1. "Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere."  (Letter from Birmingham City Jail) 

 

2. "If a man hasn't discovered something he will die for, he isn't fit to live.”  (Preview of the “Dream” at 

Detroit March)  

 

3. “As long as there is poverty in this world, no man can be totally rich even if he has a billion dollars.”  

(“The American Dream”)  

 

4. "Negroes of the United States, following the people of India, have demonstrated that nonviolence is not 

sterile passivity, but a powerful moral force…"  (Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech)  

 

5. “Civilization and violence are antithetical concepts.”  (Nobel Prize Acceptance Speech)  

 

6. “Everybody can be great ... because anybody can serve. You don’t have to have a college degree to 

serve. You don’t have to make your subject and verb agree to serve. You only need a heart...”  (“The 

Drum Major Instinct,” Ebenezer Baptist Church)  

 

7. “We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever 

affects one directly, affects all indirectly.”  (Letter from Birmingham City Jail)  

 

8. “We must use time creatively, in the knowledge that the time is always ripe to do right.”  (Letter from 

Birmingham City Jail)  

 

9. “Somewhere we must come to see that human progress never rolls in on the wheels of inevitability. It 

comes through the tireless efforts and persistent work of dedicated individuals...”  (Oberlin College 

Commencement)  
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10. “Mankind must put an end to war or war will put an end to mankind.”  (Oberlin College 

commencement) 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Seattle schools wary ‘punish Muslim day’ 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/seattle-schools-to-have-increased-security-tuesday-over-social-

media-post/726058692  

GIST Seattle Public Schools is warning parents that it will have extra security at its schools on Tuesday as a 

result of a social media post called “Punish a Muslim Day.” 

 

The campaign started in the United Kingdom and has gone viral.  

 

School officials sent a letter to parents on Monday warning about the post and that it would have increased 

security.  

  

The letter said:  

 

“Dear families,  

  

In recent weeks, a social media post from the United Kingdom began promoting April 3 as “Harm a 

Muslim” Day. Social media can spread messages quickly, and some of SPS students are talking about this. 

While this activity seems to be focused in Europe, in an abundance of caution, there will be increased 

security at schools. If you hear of something, please contact the district Safety & Security office at 206-

252-0510 or call 9-1-1 if it is an emergency. As a school system, we will do everything  we can to make 

sure our students are safe while in our care. Anyone who feels unsafe or targeted for any reason should 

immediately contact a trusted adult. Harassment of any kind is not, and will not, be tolerated in Seattle 

Public Schools. 

 

Thank you. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Seattle’s rodent problem getting worse? 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/02/rat-city-is-seattles-rodent-problem-getting-worse/  

GIST SEATTLE -- Rats. They’re every city’s dirty little secret, and Seattle is no exception. 

 

“There’s a lot more than people would like to think,” said Don Pace, an inspector for Seattle & King 

County Public Health’s Rodent Prevention Program. 

 

Exactly how many live in the region? Pace said there’s no way to count, but “it’s a lot.” 

 

“I’d say we’re outnumbered,” said Chris Pape, a Seattle & King County Public Health inspector in-

training who previously worked for a local pest control company.  

 

According to Orkin’s annual survey, Seattle is the ninth rattiest city in the country, and some say it’s 

getting worse. 

 

“I’m extremely busy,” said Eric Oland, better known as “the rodent guy.” 

 

Oland owns Puget Sound Rodent Exclusion Specialist and has been ridding homes of rats for 20 years. 

These days, he has more business than he can handle. “It's pretty much constantly ringing off the hook.” 
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The question is: Is the rodent population growing along with the city? 

 

“I think certainly people are being more vocal,” said Oland. 

 

Pest control specialists and King County health inspectors agree: There aren’t more rats, just more 

sightings and more people calling to complain. Two things that may be contributing to the issue are 

demolition and new construction. 

 

“Anytime you disturb the environment, they're going to scatter,” said Pace. 

 

Pace added that sometimes tearing down an old home can push not only the human residents out but the 

rat residents as well. That’s why ever since January 2017, the city of Seattle no longer issues demolition 

permits unless the applicant includes a plan for rat eradication.  

 

The King County Health Department is also doing its part to contain the rodent problem by baiting the 

sewers, but they admit they are not trying to kill all the rats. 

 

“They’ve been here longer than we’ve been here --  to expect to get rid of them is impossible,” said Pace. 

  

Oland said he gets the most calls from residents living in Seattle neighborhoods north of the cut. That 

includes Ballard, Fremont, the U-district, Wallingford and north Seattle. Oland goes as far as to say that at 

some point, every home in Seattle will have a rat problem. 

 

“They all have rats,” said Oland. “They think as long as they don’t see them, then they’re not in the living 

space, but they’ll be thriving in the attic space or in the crawlspace.” 

 

A covered home and consistent food supply are the keys to keeping rats around older homes; those that 

have holes, rock walls and greenery are a rats’ paradise. 

 

There are a few things you can do to keep the rats out: don’t leave bird or pet food out, keep your trash 

neat, tend to your compost but most of all, don’t ignore the problem. If you think you have rats, call 

someone because the problem can only get worse. 

 

“It doesn’t take long to have them get seriously out of control,” said Oland. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 OIG critical FBI handling polygraphs 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/briefings/government-reports-and-summaries/oig-fbis-handling-of-

unresolved-polygraph-results-may-cause-security-vulnerabilities/  

GIST The OIG has found that the way the FBI handles unresolved employee polygraph results may lead to 

security and operational vulnerabilities. 

 

DoJ Inspector General Michael E. Horowitz announced that a classified report examining the FBI’s 

handling of polygraph results in applicant and employee examinations has been submitted to Congress, 

DOJ leadership, and the FBI. The report focuses on the FBI’s process for investigating and addressing 

“unresolved results,” or results that found alleged deception or use of countermeasures by the applicant or 

employee. 

 

A public, unclassified summary of the report’s findings has been released, which found that investigations 

and adjudications of unresolved results in employee polygraph examinations were often lengthy, taking an 

average of 357 days. The report also highlighted that the FBI allowed certain employees who were unable 

to pass multiple polygraph examinations to retain access to highly sensitive information. As a result, some 

employees were allowed to retain access to sensitive information, systems, and spaces for extended 

periods of time without the risk assessments that FBI policy requires — potentially posing a security risk. 
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In addition, FBI personnel conducting investigations in response to unresolved employee polygraph 

examinations did not always share information regarding alleged employee conduct with the FBI office 

responsible for investigating employee misconduct or with the OIG and the FBI did not fully document or 

centralize its record keeping of polygraph case information, including, at times, information explaining the 

test results. Finally, in a sample of 12 cases, the OIG  found that that the FBI did follow its policy of not 

offering employment to applicants whose initial polygraph or retest examination results were unresolved. 

 

The classified report makes eight recommendations for the FBI to improve the timeliness, consistency, and 

thoroughness of investigations and adjudications of unresolved polygraph results; to improve the 

identification and handling of derogatory information developed during polygraph examinations and AIU 

investigations; and to improve the documentation, tracking, and record keeping of unresolved polygraph 

results. 

 

“It’s essential that the FBI address, promptly and completely, the vulnerabilities and other issues we 

identified,” said DoJ Inspector General Michael Horowitz. “To address the risk areas, our classified report 

made eight recommendations to the FBI, and the FBI agreed with all of them. ” 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Anti-Semitism serious concern Europe 

SOURCE http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20180403-european-antisemitism-trends-to-watch-in-

9-countries-in-2018  

GIST Anti-Semitism is once again a serious concern in Europe. Incidents are rising in several countries. Violent 

attacks, assaults and vandalism against the French Jewish community are making headlines nearly every 

day. Earlier this week, Jews in the United Kingdom took to the streets to protest deep-seated anti-Semitism 

in the Labor Party and the failure of political leaders on the left, including Labor Party leader Jeremy 

Corbyn, to adequately address their concerns. 

 

ADL says that an ADL’s international affairs team recently visited six European capitals including Paris, 

Berlin, Stockholm, Brussels, Budapest, and Rome to meet with Jewish community leaders and government 

officials to discuss concerns about rising anti-Semitism on the continent. They shared ADL’s best 

practices for confronting anti-Semitism, as well as information and data on rising anti-Semitic incidents in 

the United States. 

 

Here’s ADL’s assessment of the current situation in nine European countries: 

 

France 

The French Jewish community of almost 500,000 lives in a state of constant insecurity, despite their 

government’s good-faith efforts to address anti-Semitic violence. The recent murder of Mireille Knoll, an 

85 year-old Holocaust survivor, was the 11th anti-Semitic murder in France over the past twelve years, a 

stark contrast to the absence of such crimes in the prior three decades. Frequent assaults on Jews – on 

average, twice per week – also drive their sense of insecurity. In early February, ADL met in Paris with 

officials in the prime minister’s office, responsible for coordinating the government’s efforts against anti-

Semitism and racism, to discuss ADL’s work on cyberhate, a problem the French government has 

identified as a major factor in radicalization. We also met with the head of the Jewish community’s 

security group to discuss extremism in France and offered our assistance of ADL experts. 

 

Germany 

German Jews are worried about anti-Semitism among the new migrant and refugee population, many from 

Syria and Iraq, and by the rise of the far-right Alternative for Germany (AfD) party, which now holds 13 

percent of the parliament and is the third largest party. In March, ADL met in Berlin with organizations 

that monitor and combat anti-Semitism in Muslim communities and on the far-right and with senior 

government officials whose work directly impacts the Jewish community and integration of new 

immigrants. Recent incidents include the anti-Semitic bullying of Jewish schoolgirl in Berlin by her 

Muslim classmates. 
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Poland 

In our public statements and private conversations with Polish officials, ADL has condemned the outbreak 

of anti-Semitic rhetoric on Poland, following the adoption of a libel law on Polish involvement in the 

Holocaust. The Polish Jewish community took the extraordinary step on 19 February to issue an open 

letter, saying “Polish Jews do not feel safe in Poland” due to “the current wave of anti-Semitism [which] 

arose in response to” the libel law. 

 

Sweden 

Synagogues were targeted after President Trump announced U.S. recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s 

capital, with Molotov cocktails thrown at the Gothenburg synagogue and an anti-Semitic demonstration 

held in front of the Malmo synagogue. Together with Swedish Jewish community representatives, ADL 

met with the Swedish Police Authority in February to discuss training their officers about extremism. 

 

U.K. 

For the first time in years, British Jewish leaders felt compelled to call a public demonstration to protest 

the constant stream of anti-Semitic incidents in the Labor Party and the failure of its leader, Jeremy 

Corbyn, to address anti-Semitism seriously. Their “Enough is Enough” event was widely covered in 

British media, and jump-started a serious public conversation about the problem. 

 

Hungary 

The Hungarian Jewish community of almost 100,000 has experienced only a few anti-Semitic assaults in 

recent years, but is concerned about the political atmosphere. Over the past months, leading up to the 8 

April election, political campaigns have featured the Jewish financier George Soros as an enemy of the 

state, intent on flooding Hungary with Muslim immigrants. While the billboards and posters do not feature 

overt anti-Semitic images, Jewish community leaders worry that the campaign appeals to anti-Semitic 

sentiment in the Hungarian public. Hungary scored poorly in ADL’s Global 100 survey of anti-Semitic 

attitudes with a score of 41 percent, compared to 9 percent in the United States and 25 percent on average 

in the European Union. In March, ADL met Jewish community leaders, extremism researchers, and U.S. 

Embassy officials. ADL made a direct request to a senior official in the prime minister’s office to cease 

campaigns that feature George Soros. 

 

Iceland and Denmark 

The right to circumcise Jewish newborn boys is under threat in Iceland and Denmark. While Iceland is 

home to just a hundred or so Jews, ADL is deeply concerned that a circumcision ban there could set a 

precedent in Europe, especially for Denmark, home to 6,000 Jews, where a public petition in parliament is 

gaining signatures and public support for a ban is around 80 percent. ADL submitted a strong letter to the 

Icelandic Parliament, warning that a ban would not only infringe on religious freedom, but also make 

Iceland a darling of neo-Nazis and other anti-Semitic bigots, who would see that decision as a step to 

making Iceland judenrein, free of Jews. 

 

Russia 

Following the tragic fire at a shopping mall in Siberia that killed 64 people on 25 March, anti-Semitic 

posts began to appear on Russian social media, suggesting that Jews were responsible and murdered the 

victims to get blood for Passover matzah,a classic blood libel. Using our social media search capabilities, 

ADL says it was able to assess the prevalence of these anti-Semitic posts across multiple platforms and 

reassure Russian Jewish leaders of the limited presence on Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, and VK (a 

popular Russian platform similar to Facebook). This came on the heels of remarks by President Vladimir 

Putin suggesting that Jews and other minorities may have been behind the meddling in the 2016 U.S. 

elections. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Panel: change deadly force inquests 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/history-of-transparency-king-county-panel-
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recommends-overhaul-of-police-deadly-force-inquests/  

GIST A King County committee is calling for significant changes in the way inquests into the police use of 

deadly force are conducted, including giving jurors the option of suggesting ways to prevent fatal 

confrontations. 

 

In an 89-page report, the six-member review committee recommended that county judges and prosecutors 

no longer oversee inquests and that they be replaced with hearing examiners and staff attorneys. 

 

Jurors also should be given the opportunity to hear summary statements from various attorneys, including 

those representing the families of those killed by police. The move would add an element of debate to a 

narrow process that has been seen by some as biased toward law enforcement. 

 

Inquests should continue to focus on fact-finding, but with a clear message that jurors should not affix 

fault on police or the person killed — a definition that has been somewhat lost in the process as people 

look for a verdict. 

 

But inquests should not serve as a “passive consumer” of the underlying investigation into the death, but 

as “robust, probing and public review mechanism,” the committee said in a report submitted to King 

County Executive Dow Constantine over the weekend. 

 

Constantine, who formed the committee in December to examine how the county conducts inquests into 

shooting deaths and other fatalities at the hands of police, was to unveil the panel’s key proposals during 

his state of the county speech Monday morning. But the speech was canceled when demonstrators 

protesting construction of a new county youth jail disrupted the event. 

 

Constantine plans to review the report and seek public comment before making any changes to the inquest 

process. 

 

Declaring that families, law enforcement and the community need to know the facts, Constantine said he 

will craft a directive that provides the “greatest opportunity to understand what happened in these tragic 

circumstances, and help ensure future inquests — and the incidents that make them necessary — are as 

rare as we can possibly make them.” 

 

In January, several pending inquests were temporarily halted — and no new inquests were to be ordered 

— until the review committee completed its work. 

 

And, in the same month, the Metropolitan King County Council dealt with one issue when it unanimously 

adopted legislation to provide publicly funded legal representation during inquest proceedings to families 

of those killed — something police officers have been routinely provided. 

 

In a statement responding to the report, Corey Guilmette, an attorney at the Public Defender Association, 

said, “The Inquest Review Committee has rightfully highlighted the widespread community concern that 

the current inquest process is one sided in favor of law enforcement, and too narrow in scope to answer the 

most important community questions in the aftermath of police killings.” 

 

He commended the committee for its hard work, saying it incorporated many key reforms identified by 

community leaders that will “create a fairer and more meaningful inquest process.” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Instagram effect? Area hikers doubled 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/data/instagram-effect-number-of-seattle-area-hikers-has-

doubled-in-less-than-10-years-data-show/  

GIST Let me tell you about my most recent hiking adventure. 
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It was a sunny, warm Sunday in late summer, and my friends and I decided to hit Snow Lake, a popular 

spot less than an hour’s drive from Seattle. We probably left a little later in the morning than we should 

have, and trying to find parking was not unlike Capitol Hill on a Saturday night. The trail was jampacked, 

a steady stream of people and dogs all the way up and all the way down — not quite the escape from 

crowded city life we’d hoped for. 

 

I suspect a lot of folks around here can relate. 

 

More than 940,000 adults who live in the Seattle area say they’ve been hiking in the past 12 months — 

double the number from 2008, according to survey data from market-research firm Nielsen. 

 

Part of the reason there are so many more hikers here is the same reason that traffic is so much worse these 

days — there’s just a lot more people living here. But that’s not the whole story. 

 

In fact, the increase in the number of hikers is seven times greater than our population growth over the past 

decade. 

 

Hiking has always been popular in Seattle, for obvious reasons. But right now, hiking is having its 

moment. 

 

In 2008, less than a quarter of local adults said they hiked, according to Nielsen. Last year, it was 41 

percent. 

 

That ranks Seattle third for hiking among the 75 largest metro areas included in the survey. Salt Lake City 

is No. 1, with 43 percent of adults saying they hike. Portland comes in second, by just a fraction ahead of 

Seattle. 

 

The place where hiking is least popular? Miami, by a fairly wide margin. It’s not that you can’t hike in 

Florida, which has more than 5,000 miles of trails. But if you’ve ever wondered how many people would 

choose to trek through the Everglades, fighting off mosquitoes, rather than hang out at the beach — well, 

here’s your answer: 4 percent. That’s how many Miami adults have been on a hike in the past 12 months. 

 

The data show that hiking has grown in popularity pretty much everywhere over the past decade — even 

in Miami, a bit — but the increase here in Seattle has easily outpaced the national average. 

 

“Any hike within an hour, an hour and a half of Seattle has seen significant increase,” said Kindra Ramos, 

director of communications and outreach for the Washington Trails Association (WTA). “Folks are 

looking (for hikes) in that 3- to 6-mile range. That’s a lot of what’s off the I-90 corridor.” 

 

Ramos says there’s been a surge in visitors to the WTA’s website, and in the number of folks leaving trip 

reports, which are kind of like Yelp reviews for hikes. 

 

What’s driving the increase? 

 

For the most part, millennials. 

 

According to Nielsen, there’s been a significant shift in the age demographics of hikers in the U.S. In 

2008, adults age 35-49 had the highest rate of participation in the activity. Not anymore. Nationally, 

interest in hiking has doubled among those 18-34, surging from a participation rate of 15 percent in 2008 

to 30 percent last year. This change has shaved more than three years off the median age of the American 

hiker (it’s now 38). 

 

It seems likely that Seattle’s hiking boom is related to the influx of young newcomers to this area — and 

well over half of millennial-age residents here say they’ve been hiking in the past 12 months, according to 

the data. 
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Some people point to the 2012 best-selling memoir “Wild” by Cheryl Strayed (and the subsequent movie), 

about the author’s cathartic, 1,100-mile trek on the Pacific Crest Trail, as sparking a new interest in hiking 

among young people. 

 

And then there’s the Instagram effect. 

 

Maybe you felt a twinge of jealousy seeing your friends’ awesome hiking photos on social media. The 

next thing you know, you’re on the mountain, taking your own awesome photos — and, naturally, sharing 

them on social media. 

 

Nielsen data show that people who hike are 43 percent more likely than average to have used Instagram in 

the past 30 days. 

 

Ramos thinks it’s because folks need that outdoors “fix” now more than ever. 

 

“As our lives get busier and busier, and more and more technology-reliant,” she said, “the call of the 

mountains is even stronger.” 

 

While the influx of new hikers presents some challenges in terms of overcrowding and trail maintenance, 

Ramos believes the positives outweigh the negatives. 

 

“There are places where we need to be thoughtful, and where the crowds do have an impact. But are there 

too many people out hiking?” she said. 

 

“N0. I think it’s an opportunity — an opportunity to inspire more people to become advocates for these 

places.” 

 

Ramos points out that hiking’s surge in popularity also represents an economic opportunity. The outdoor-

recreation industry is booming across the country, and particularly so in Washington. 

 

“And it’s a chance to invest in local communities,” she said. “Those gateway communities — Darrington, 

Winthrop, Trout Lake — those places where people stop before they start their next adventure.” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Russia consulate in Seattle closes 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/u-s-state-department-officials-stand-guard-outside-

closed-russian-consulate-in-seattle/  

GIST The mood on the 25th floor of One Union Square was subdued compared to the flurry of activity that 

enveloped the downtown Seattle office last week. 

 

Monday was the deadline for the Russian Consulate to close in Seattle. Security officers from the U.S. 

State Department stood guard outside the office suite, which was the last Russian Consulate on the West 

Coast. A sign with orange writing behind officers, in the entry of the consulate, read “Closed.” 

 

A State Department spokesperson said personnel accredited to the Seattle consulate, including the Consul 

General, have to transfer to another U.S. mission or leave the country and that the office space and 

residence can no longer be used. “The Russian government will no longer be able to use the properties for 

diplomatic consular purposes. We will follow our standard procedures and fulfill our responsibilities 

appropriately,” the spokesman said. 

 

Last Thursday, the unmistakable sound of moving, packing tape being stretched across boxes, emanated 

from behind the window where visitors to the consulate were greeted. A man working at the consulate on 

Thursday told a reporter, “Sorry sir. There is nothing I can say. Just regular moving of boxes.” 
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The consulate and the consulate residence in Madison Park were ordered closed by the Trump 

administration in retaliation for Russia’s alleged use of a nerve agent to poison a former Russian 

intelligence agent and his daughter in Britain. The United States expelled 60 Russian diplomats and closed 

Russia’s Seattle operation, which the White House identified as an outpost for intelligence agents. 

 

Russia responded by closing the U.S. Consulate in St. Petersburg and expelling 60 U.S. diplomats. 

 

A former special agent in charge of the FBI Seattle office told The Seattle Times that consulates can be 

used to run covert activities and that the Seattle area has some tempting targets, such as Naval Base Kitsap 

with its fleet of Trident submarines and companies like Boeing and Microsoft. 

 

On Thursday, packed boxes were being ferried down from the 25th floor to the loading dock and into a 

mid-sized moving van. On Monday, the loading dock was occupied by delivery trucks. Other than the 

security officers standing guard, there is little trace left of the Russians. The only external remnant of the 

consulate was the sign designating reserved street parking on Sixth Avenue for consulate vehicles. Last 

week the spot was occupied by a black van with black tinted windows and consulate plates. 

 

The parking space was empty Monday. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 UN: Papua New Guinea still needs aid 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/04/02/UN-ships-food-to-Papua-New-Guinea-

says-270K-still-need-aid-after-

quake/2271522687895/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=lh&utm_medium=9  

GIST April 2 (UPI) -- More than one month after a 7.5-magnitude earthquake killed more than 160 people in 

Papua New Guinea, the World Food Program said some 270,000 people still require humanitarian 

assistance. 

 

The U.N. agency said Monday it airlifted 80 metric tons of nutrient-dense biscuits to the Pacific island -- 

enough to feed about 60,000 people. 

 

Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al-Maktoum, vice president and prime minster of the United Arab 

Emirates, provided the plane for the food delivery, WFP said. 

 

"More than 60 percent of [U.N. Humanitarian Response Depot] transports originate from Dubai. This 

makes Dubai WFP's largest humanitarian hub in the world, thanks to the excellent logistical facilities and 

ongoing Government support," said Stefano Peveri, head of UNHRD in Dubai. 

 

Before the earthquake hit February 26, Papua New Guinea was already experiencing food scarcity. About 

60,000 people were "severely food insecure" before the temblor, the WFP said. 

 

"The earthquake and its aftershocks have further impacted people in the most vulnerable areas of the 

country, destroying root crops and vegetable gardens; the primary food sources in the affected area," a 

release from the agency said. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 NYC heaviest April snowfall in 36yrs 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/04/02/NYC-sees-heaviest-April-snowfall-in-36-

years/1221522693337/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=1  

GIST April 2 (UPI) -- New York City woke up Monday morning to its largest April snowfall since 1982, 

accumulating more than half a foot in some areas, meteorologists said. 
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Parts of the Bronx and Grammercy Park in Manhattan saw more than 6 inches of snow as of late morning 

Monday. The highest snowfall totals of more than 7 inches were in New York's Nassau and Westchester 

counties, New Jersey's Essex and Bergen counties, and Connecticut's Fairfield and New Haven counties, 

the National Weather Service said. 

 

The snowfall didn't quite measure up to the accumulations seen during the region's four nor'easter storms 

this winter, but the totals were unusual for the month of April. The last time New York City had this much 

snow in April was in 1982, when there was about 10 inches of accumulation. 

 

The rare April snowfall meant the New York Yankees had to postpone the team's opening home game 

against the Tampa Bay Rays. The league rescheduled the game for Tuesday afternoon, when there was 

expected to be a 90 percent chance of rain with a low of 40 degrees and high of 42 degrees. 

 

FlightAware flight tracking website said flights into and out of LaGuardia, Newart and John F. Kennedy 

airports had the highest percent of cancelations and delays Monday. Accumulatively, about 175 flights 

were canceled and nearly 600 were delayed as of 4:15 p.m. 

 

JFK International Airport tweeted that most delays were 15 minutes or less as of 1:30 p.m. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Fla. students question new security measures 

SOURCE http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/parkland/florida-school-shooting/fl-florida-school-

shooting-clear-backpacks-20180330-story.html  

GIST Marjory Stoneman Douglas High created a new environment Monday, with clear backpacks, bag searches, 

I.D. lanyards, police officers at every entrance and a student body skeptical that any of it will make them 

safer. 

 

District officials say Stoneman Douglas, the site of a Feb. 14 shooting that killed 17, is serving as a pilot 

for possible district-wide security changes. Some schools already have more cops on campus, and dozens 

are now armed with AR-15 rifles. The district says it’s expediting plans to provide fencing and gates at 

about 100 schools. 

 

The district limited the number of places students could enter Stoneman Douglas in the morning to four, 

with guards stationed at each spot. Metal-detecting wands weren’t being used Monday but are being 

considered, officials said. 

 

“This is still being explored by the district. No decision or date has been set for the use of metal-detection 

wands,” district spokeswoman Cathleen Brennan said. 

 

The new precautions didn’t prevent the school from receiving an emailed bomb threat Monday, which the 

Broward Sheriff’s Office determined to be unfounded. 

 

“The BSO bomb squad responded and swept the school with negative results,” Sheriff’s Office 

spokeswoman Keyla Concepcion said. “Additional deputies were placed on campus as a precaution. The 

investigation is ongoing.” 

 

The school district said the students were not evacuated. 

 

On Monday, the first day back from Spring Break, administrators handed out clear backpacks — the only 

ones allowed at the school for the time being, officials say. The school confiscated non-clear backpacks, 

returning them to students at the end of the day. Band instruments and sports equipment were left with 

teachers and coaches. 

 

Students were also given lanyards to hold photo identification cards, which they’ll be required to wear at 
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all times. 

 

Are clear backpacks at Stoneman Douglas an effective deterrent? Are they a privacy issue? 

Some students compared their school to an airport, others to a prison. Few voiced support for the changes. 

 

“Do you want me to take my shoes off when I walk into school as well?” tweeted Carly Novell, a senior at 

the school and editor of the Eagle Eye student newspaper. 

 

Ariana Lopez, a junior at the school tweeted, “First member of my family to be in prison — oh wait. I'm in 

school, sorry, can't tell the difference without my glasses.” 

 

On Monday morning, many students entered the campus carrying plastic grocery bags containing their 

books and other belongings. Students reported a number of bag searches by school officials. 

 

"Got my brown paper lunch bag checked today while walking to class. Lady saw my sandwich and figured 

it wasn’t a threat,” tweeted Christy Ma, an Eagle Eye editor. 

 

No backpacks 

Returning to school after spring break on Monday, April 2, 2018, students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

High School carry their items in plastic bags instead of traditional backpacks. (Joe Cavaretta/Sun Sentinel) 

The police presence was heavy Monday and will remain so at least until the end of the school year, 

officials say. Gov. Rick Scott is providing up to eight Florida Highway Patrol officers to guard the school, 

and extra Broward Sheriff’s deputies and district police officers are also stationed there. 

 

The backpacks were donated by Walmart and the Broward Education Foundation. Many students posted 

photos of them on Twitter, along with sarcastic comments. 

 

One student complained about the smell of her bag, comparing it to “the inflatable pool toys when they’re 

immediate taken out of the box.” Another said the bags are bound to get mixed up when everyone has the 

same one. 

 

Student activist Jaclyn Corin accessorized her bag with buttons that said, “Vote,” “March for Our Lives,” 

and “MSDStrong.” 

 

“They should’ve been given to a school that actually needs the supplies,” she tweeted. “But since we’re 

stuck with them, I decided to make the most out of the situation & decorate!” 

 

Delaney Tarr, who has been a leader in the student movement to fight for tighter gun laws, tweeted, 

“Starting off the last quarter of senior year right, with a good ol’ violation of privacy!” 

 

Kyrah Simon, a 17-year-old junior, questioned the benefits of the clear backpacks. 

 

“I think it’s the illusion of security, and it’s not going to accomplish anything, except make students feel 

like their privacy is being violated,” Simon told the South Florida Sun Sentinel Monday. 

 

Holden Kasky, 16, a ninth-grader with autism and the brother of student activist Cameron Kasky, hand-

wrote a letter to Superintendent Robert Runcie asking the district to reconsider the backpack rule. He said 

it makes his fellow students uncomfortable, particularly girls who may carry feminine products. 

 

“I don’t want people to feel uncomfortable or judged,” he wrote in the letter his father Jeff posted on 

Twitter. “If you really want to bring a weapon to school, you’ll [still] be able to hide it.” 

 

Runcie responded to Holden, “we will continue to re-evaluate and make changes based on experience and 

feedback from you and other students.” 

 

Runcie told the Sun Sentinel the clear backpacks are “an initial measure, not a permanent one.” 
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He said the district may allow other backpacks after the district sees how well the wands work. The district 

is preparing a security assessment of all schools as part of a grant application to receive state dollars, he 

said. 

 

Many students and parents have been on edge in the past few weeks. 

 

In addition to the shooting, there have been a string of other incidents at the school, including a student 

making a threat on social media, two students being arrested for bringing knives to school and the brother 

of killer Nikolas Cruz being arrested for trespassing on the campus. 

 

The new policies are an attempt to balance convenience and privacy with safety and security, Stoneman 

Douglas Principal Ty Thompson wrote in a weekend memo to parents. He said these policies may be 

facing some adjustment in the coming weeks. 

 

“It is very difficult to balance both convenience/privacy with safety/security; if there is more of one, the 

other often suffers, but I will do my best to balance the two,” he wrote. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 DOJ sues Calif. over sales federal land 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-sues-california-over-sales-of-u-s-lands/  

GIST The Justice Department is suing California over its attempt to block the sale of federal lands within the 

state's borders, CBS News' Paula Reid reports. Fearing that President Trump and the GOP-majority 

Congress would move to sell off federal lands, California enacted a law in October seeking to penalize 

anyone who attempts to transfer federal lands.  

 

The California law gives the state the first right to buy federal lands, to arrange for a specific buyer, as 

well as the ability to block the sale, donation or exchange of federal lands by the federal government or to 

any other person or entity. The Justice Department is calling this another "extreme" law passed by 

California and argues the U.S. Constitution empowers the federal government to determine when lands are 

sold. 

 

The federal government owns about 640 million acres of land in the U.S. (28 percent of all land). Most of 

those acres are in the western U.S. The federal government owns around 46 percent of the land in 

California. 

 

The U.S. government says California's law, which took effect Jan. 1, is delaying land sales — even for 

projects that have been in the works for years — and is depressing their value. The auction of 1.7 acres 

owned by the U.S. Postal Service was suspended when nobody bid, and a developer looking to purchase 

property at the now-closed Naval Air Station Alameda has requested a delay, the lawsuit contends. 

 

The lawsuit also cites the sale of Army property east of San Francisco, which the state declined to 

purchase. The State Lands Commission has requested information about a planned property sale in Santa 

Barbara County to decide whether to buy first, according to the lawsuit. 

 

California Democrats welcomed the latest fight and vowed to defend the law. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 China ready for proportionate response 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china-tariffs-response/china-ready-for-proportionate-

response-to-u-s-tariffs-envoy-idUSKCN1HA0DM  

GIST BEIJING (Reuters) - China will take counter-measures of the “same proportion” and scale if the United 
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States imposes further tariffs on Chinese goods, China’s ambassador to Washington said, amid growing 

fears of an impending trade war. 

 

Cui Tiankai made the comments ahead of what is expected to be the announcement this week of U.S. 

tariffs on $50 billion to $60 billion in Chinese imports following an investigation under Section 301 of the 

1974 U.S. Trade Act. 

 

“If they do, we will certainly take countermeasures of the same proportion, and the same scale, same 

intensity,” Cui said in an interview posted on the website of China Global Television Network (CGTN) 

and broadcast on state television on Tuesday. 

 

The U.S. tariffs are expected to target products benefiting from Beijing’s “Made in China 2025” industrial 

development program, although it may be more than two months before the import curbs take effect, U.S. 

officials have said. 

 

China on Sunday announced tariffs on $3 billion in imports of U.S. food and other goods in response to 

U.S. tariffs on imports of aluminum and steel, a skirmish that investors fear is a prelude to a broader trade 

war. 

 

The Section 301 investigation initiated by U.S. President Donald Trump is focused on accusations of theft 

of intellectual property and forced technology transfer by China, charges Beijing denies. 

 

Cui said China has been bolstering its protection of intellectual property rights. 

 

“China has been strengthening its efforts and strengthening our legal system on this particular issue, and 

we are making good progress,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Health officials alarm on gabapentin 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/americas-heroin-epidemic/health-officials-are-sounding-alarm-

drug-gabapentin-it-s-not-n861111  

GIST It’s fast becoming the go-to drug for addicts in search of a stronger high — and it is not even an opioid. 

 

Gabapentin, a purportedly nonaddictive painkiller primarily used to treat shingles and control seizures, has 

landed on the radar of beleaguered health officials and law enforcement already battling the deadly opioid 

epidemic that has ripped through the Rust Belt and claimed thousands of lives across the country. 

 

Kentucky last year became the first state to classify gabapentin as a controlled substance after the drug 

showed up in a third of the state’s fatal overdoses in 2016, as The Louisville Courier Journal first reported. 

 

And police in Ohio have reported a dramatic rise in the abuse of gabapentin, better known by brand names 

like Neurontin, Gralise or Horizant. There have already been reports of 300 milligram pills being sold on 

the street for as little as 75 cents apiece in the college town of Athens, Ohio. 

 

“We started hearing from pharmacists about people trying to get early refills,” Van Ingram, executive 

director of the Kentucky Office of Drug Control Policy, told NBC News. “That is usually a sign that 

something is being abused. “ 

 

So Kentucky lawmakers classified gabapentin as a Schedule 5 drug, meaning that every time it is sold it 

will be “reported to our prescription monitoring program,” Ingram said. “We’ll be looking at that data.” 

 

What makes Kentucky’s move all the more unusual is that gabapentin has the seal of approval from the 

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as a nonopioid treatment for chronic pain. In fact, it has 

been seen as a safe alternative to addictive opioid painkillers. 
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“I don’t want to declare war on gabapentin,” said Ingram. “I think it’s a good drug. But when it’s being 

used in conjunction with other drugs or alcohol there may be a problem.” 

 

That’s because gabapentin is, in the parlance of the drug abuse experts, a “potentiate.” That means it can 

make already dangerous drugs like fentanyl or heroin even more lethal. 

 

“This means that when the drugs interact in the human body, they each increase the effects caused by the 

other drug,” the informational website Addict Help reported. “For alcohol, this means that the alcoholic 

high is stronger and kicks in with less alcohol. It also means, for both drugs, that unfortunate side effects 

common with these drugs are equally heightened.” 

 

So is the danger. A Canadian study published last year, which tracked patients in Ontario from August 

1997 to December 2013 who had been prescribed both opioids and gabapentin for pain, found a 

“substantial increase in the risk of opioid-related death.” 

 

“Clinicians should consider carefully whether to continue prescribing this combination of products and, 

when the combination is deemed necessary, should closely monitor their patients and adjust opioid dose 

accordingly,” the researchers concluded. 

 

How did gabapentin become such the problem? The same way opioids did — through over-prescription, 

said Dr. James Patrick Murphy, a pain specialist based in Louisville. 

 

“It got prescribed so much that everybody taking an opioid for chronic pain was also taking gabapentin,” 

said Murphy. “People have a tendency to want to abuse anything that is mind-altering and a lot of time it is 

what is readily available to them." 

 

The fact is gabapentin “is not really that strong of a drug and relatively safe,” Murphy said. It is also a 

cousin to the nongeneric pain medications like Lyrica, sales of which have reportedly tripled in recent 

years. 

 

“But some people will take a valium with opioids and some people will take a handful of gabapentin,” 

Murphy said. “The sad thing for patients who do well on gabapentin is that this will make physicians less 

likely to prescribe gabapentin.” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Airplanes collide at Indiana airport 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/airplanes-collide-indiana-airport-killing-two-n862251  

GIST Two firefighters were killed Monday when their single-engine airplane collided with a jet on an airport 

runway in Marion, Indiana, officials said. 

 

The firefighters were identified as Kyle Hibst and David Wittkamper of Pipe Creek Township Fire 

Department, north of Indianapolis, according to a statement from Madison County Emergency 

Management and Homeland Security. 

 

Jim McKinney, president of the Marion Municipal Airport Board, said the firefighters' Cessna 150 split in 

half after the collision, ejecting one of the men. He died on impact, according to a doctor who witnessed 

the collision, McKinney said. 

 

McKinney said the Cessna 150, which was taking off, collided with the larger plane, a Cessna 525 

CitationJet which was landing at Marion Municipal Airport, between Indianapolis and Fort Wayne. He 

said the pilot of the Cessna 150 either did not see the jet or thought that it had cleared the runway and that 

it was safe to take off. 
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In a statement, the Federal Aviation Administration, or FAA, said the smaller plane struck the tail of the 

jet — which was carrying five people — shortly after 5 p.m. The agency said that the airport does not have 

an air traffic control tower and that pilots are expected to announce their intentions over radio. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Wall St. shares take a plunge 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/finance/markets/stocks-dow-wall-street/2018/04/02/id/852023/  

GIST Wall Street shares plunged on Monday as investors fled technology stocks amid resurgent trade war 

worries, with key indexes trading below their 200-day moving averages and the S&P 500 closing below 

that pivotal technical level for the first time since Britain's vote to leave the European Union in June 2016. 

 

The first trading day of the second quarter began with a broad selloff concentrated in the technology and 

consumer discretionary sectors, as losses by Amazon.com, Tesla and Microsoft, among others, took center 

stage from retaliatory trade measures China unveiled on Sunday. 

 

"It’s more complicated than just a tech selloff. What's hurting everything is that the S&P went through its 

200-day moving average," said Brian Battle, director of trading at Performance Trust Capital Partners in 

Chicago. "That attracts momentum sellers and they don't care what the fundamentals are." 

 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average fell 458.92 points, or 1.9 percent, to 23,644.19 after dipping below its 

200-day moving average. The S&P 500 fell 58.99 points, or 2.23 percent, to 2,581.88 and the Nasdaq 

Composite dropped 193.33 points, or 2.74 percent, to 6,870.12. 

 

Amazon.com was the biggest drag on the S&P 500, down 5.2 percent, as President Donald Trump 

continued his twitter attacks on the online retailer. 

 

All 11 major sectors of the S&P 500 closed lower, with the biggest losses seen by the consumer 

discretionary and technology indexes, which were down 2.8 percent and 2.5 percent, respectively. 

 

The tech-heavy Nasdaq was dragged lower by Microsoft , Intel, Apple Inc, Facebook and Alphabet. 

 

Shares of Tesla Inc ended the day down 5.1 percent after the company was reported to be making 2,000 

Model 3s per week, missing its 2,500 target. 

 

The electric automaker's losses extend last week's near 14-percent decline as investigations of a fatal 

California crash and a Moody's credit downgrade weighed on the stock. 

 

Health insurer Humana Inc's shares closed up 4.4 percent on news it was in talks with Walmart to expand 

their partnership or possibly be acquired by the retailer . Walmart stock fell 3.8 percent. 

 

U.S. Treasury yields fell to two-month lows as investors fled sliding stocks for safety ahead of Friday's 

closely watched jobs report. 

 

Declining issues outnumbered advancing ones on the NYSE by a 4.17-to-1 ratio; on Nasdaq, a 4.14-to-1 

ratio favored decliners. 

 

Volume on U.S. exchanges was 7.71 billion shares, compared to the 7.29 billion average over the last 20 

trading days. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Saudi crown prince ‘recognizes’ Israel 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/world/middleeast/la-fg-saudi-israel-20180402-story.html  
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GIST Saudi Arabia's young crown prince said in an interview published Monday that Israelis, alongside 

Palestinians, "have the right to have their own land," seemingly opening the door to the possibility of an 

eventual normalization of ties with Israel. 

 

Mohammed bin Salman, the 32-year-old heir to the Saudi throne, told the Atlantic magazine that any 

Mideast peace agreement would need to address the fate of Islam's third-holiest site, which is located in 

Jerusalem, and ensure "the rights of the Palestinian people." Even so, his comments appeared to mark a 

break with the public posture adopted by most Arab leaders. 

 

Two Arab countries, Jordan and Egypt, have peace treaties with Israel, but most Arab countries, including 

Saudi Arabia, do not recognize Israel. However, there have been recent signs of a warming between Israel 

and the conservative kingdom, whose aging monarch, King Salman, has already handed many leadership 

responsibilities over to the crown prince. 

 

The Trump administration has pinned hopes on Saudi Arabia as a key interlocutor in any Mideast peace 

accord. Mohammed is currently on a U.S. visit that's focused on attracting investment and presenting 

himself as a reformist who has pushed for social changes such as granting Saudi women the right to drive. 

 

The young crown prince is close to President Trump's son-in-law, Jared Kushner, and a bitter Saudi rivalry 

with Iran's government dovetails neatly with Trump's own hawkish views on Tehran. 

 

Critics are mistrustful of Mohammed, however, painting a recent anti-corruption drive by the crown prince 

as a thinly veiled power grab meant to sideline royal rivals and force wealthy business leaders to sign over 

billions of dollars in assets. 

 

In the Atlantic interview, Mohammed was asked whether he believed that the Jewish people had the right 

to a nation-state in at least part of their ancestral homeland. 

 

"I believe the Palestinians and the Israelis have the right to have their own land," he replied. "But we have 

to have a peace agreement to assure the stability for everyone and to have normal relations." 

 

Referring to the contested plateau in Jerusalem's Old City revered by Jews as the Temple Mount and by 

Muslims as the Noble Sanctuary, the crown prince said Saudi Arabia had "religious concerns about the 

fate of the holy mosque in Jerusalem and the rights of the Palestinian people." 

 

But he added, "We don't have any objection against any other people." 

 

Although Trump has said he regards Mideast peace as "the ultimate deal," the rift between Israel and the 

Palestinians has widened during his tenure to date. Palestinians were infuriated by Trump's declaration that 

the United States recognized Jerusalem as Israel's capital — seemingly dismissing a Palestinian claim to 

part of the city as the capital of their future state. 

 

Saudi Arabia was among the many states across the Muslim world that denounced the Trump 

administration's stance on the holy city. 

 

Mohammed, in the interview, suggested that shared economic interests might be a powerful driver of 

normalization efforts with Israel. 

 

"Israel is a big economy compared to their size, and it's a growing economy," he said. "Of course there are 

a lot of interests we share with Israel, and if there is peace, there would be a lot of interest between Israel 

and the Gulf Cooperation Council countries and countries like Egypt and Jordan." 

 

Saudi Arabia's position, like most other Arab states, has long been that there can be no ties with Israel until 

it cedes territory captured in the 1967 Middle East war to make way for a Palestinian state. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 DOJ metrics on immigration judges 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/politics/us-immigration-judges/2018/04/02/id/852159/  

GIST The Trump administration has introduced production quotas for immigration judges in an effort to reduce 

enormous court backlogs, drawing criticism from some that decisions may be unfairly rushed. 

 

The Justice Department's Executive Office for Immigration Review said judges must complete 700 cases a 

year to earn a satisfactory grade. The standards, which take effect Oct. 1, include six other measures 

indicating how much time judges should spend on different types of cases and court motions. 

 

The move, while significant, didn't come as a surprise. Attorney General Jeff Sessions, who oversees 

immigration courts, has sought major changes to unclog the courts as a sharp increase in deportation 

arrests under President Donald Trump has pushed the court backlog above 650,000 cases. In December, 

Sessions wrote judges that performance measures would aid in "the efficient and timely completion of 

cases and motions" while maintaining fairness. 

 

James McHenry, director of the Executive Office for Immigration Review, used similar language in an 

email Friday that details the new measures for the department's approximately 350 immigration judges. 

 

"Using metrics to evaluate performance is neither novel nor unique to (the Executive Office for 

Immigration Review)," McHenry wrote. "The purpose of implementing these metrics is to encourage 

efficient and effective case management while preserving immigration judge discretion and due process." 

 

The Associated Press obtained a copy of McHenry's memo and performance plan, whose contents were 

first reported by The Wall Street Journal. 

 

The measures are highly specific. A judge who completes more than 560 cases a year but fewer than 700 

"needs improvement." Deciding fewer than 560 cases a year is deemed unsatisfactory. 

 

The Justice Department said Monday that judges complete an average of 678 cases a year. 

 

Under one benchmark, judges must rule the same day on every plea by asylum seekers to pass an initial 

threshold of establishing "credible" or "reasonable" fear to earn a satisfactory mark, unless the Homeland 

Security Department is responsible for them failing to show. Anything less than 80 percent is considered 

unsatisfactory. 

 

The National Immigration Judges Association, which represents the judges in collective bargaining 

agreements, did not immediately respond to a request for comment. 

 

Laura Lynch, senior policy counsel for the American Immigration Lawyers Association, said immigration 

attorneys were deeply concerned that cases will be "rushed through" to meet arbitrary measures. 

 

"Subjecting judges to numerical goals undermines one of the core principles of our judicial system, which 

is really a fair day in court," she said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Migrant caravan takes break in Mexico 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/migrant-caravan-raising-concerns-us-takes-break-

mexico-54193526  

GIST A big caravan of Central American migrants that has stirred up concerns in the U.S., including drawing 

tweets from President Donald Trump, has halted its march for a rest at a sports field in southern Mexico. 

 

The U.S. leader warned about "caravans" of migrants heading to the U.S., and others questioned whether 

the caravan of approximately 1,100 people was moving across Mexico toward its northern border with the 
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intent of crossing into the United States. 

 

On Monday, the mass of mostly Hondurans that had been walking along roadsides and train tracks stopped 

in Oaxaca state at the field, where they are getting advice on filing for transit or humanitarian visas in 

Mexico. Many took refuge from the hot afternoon sun by resting in the stands under the awning. As night 

fell, the migrants, many with children, lit fires to cook their meager rations. 

 

A group of a couple hundred men did break off from the march Sunday, hopping a freight train north 

probably with hopes of trying to enter the U.S. But the rest seemed unlikely to move again until 

Wednesday or Thursday, and they probably would take buses to the last scheduled stop for the caravan, a 

migrant rights symposium in central Puebla state. 

 

Irineo Mujica, director of Pueblo Sin Fronteras, the activist group behind the annual symbolic event 

designed to draw attention to the plight of migrants, said the caravan would continue only to Puebla 

southeast of Mexico City, "but not in a massive way." 

 

After the symposium, some migrants might go to Mexico's capital, where it is easier to make an asylum 

claim. Mujica said about 300 to 400 say they have relatives living in Mexico and so may consider staying 

here at least temporarily. 

 

There were reports Mexican officials were seeking to end the caravan, but it was for all intents and 

purposes over anyway. The participants were never equipped to march en masse to the U.S. border or 

anywhere near it. 

 

The "Stations of the Cross" caravans have been held annually in southern Mexico for about 10 years. They 

began as short processions of migrants, some dressed in biblical garb and carrying crosses, as an Easter-

season protest against the kidnappings, extortion, beatings and killings suffered by many Central American 

migrants as they cross Mexico. 

 

The organized portions of the caravans usually have not gone much farther north than the Gulf coast state 

of Veracruz, although some participants have then gone off by bus or truck to the U.S. border, moving as 

individuals or in small groups. 

 

This year's event seems to have gotten more notice in the U.S., and Trump has sent some angry tweets that 

raised hackles in Mexico. 

 

"Mexico is doing very little, if not NOTHING, at stopping people from flowing into Mexico through their 

Southern Border, and then into the U.S. They laugh at our dumb immigration laws. They must stop the big 

drug and people flows, or I will stop their cash cow, NAFTA. NEED WALL!" Trump wrote in one. "With 

all of the money they make from the U.S., hopefully they will stop people from coming through their 

country and into ours." 

 

Mexico's interior secretary, Alfonso Navarrete Prida, rejected such pressure. 

 

"We will act with complete sovereignty in enforcing our laws," he said Monday. "Of course we will act ... 

to enforce our immigration laws, with no pressure whatsoever from any country whatsoever." 

 

In a statement late Monday, Mexico's government said about 400 participants in the caravan had already 

been sent back to their home countries. "Under no circumstances does the Mexican government promote 

irregular migration," the Interior Ministry statement said. 

 

But it added that Mexico considers the annual caravans to be "a public demonstration that seeks to call 

attention to the migration phenomenon and the importance of respecting the rights of Central Americans." 

The U.S. government has been kept fully informed of the situation, it said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 India’s new rule to control ‘fake news’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/india-government-issues-sweeping-rule-control-fake-

news-54195750?   

GIST India's government has issued a sweeping new order allowing reporters' press credentials to be suspended 

simply for an accusation of spreading "fake news." 

 

The Ministry of Information and Broadcasting said in a statement late Monday that the accreditation of 

any journalist who "created and/or propagated the fake news" would be suspended until an inquiry is 

completed. 

 

The statement, which doesn't define fake news or say who can make a complaint, says anyone found to be 

peddling fake news would lose their government accreditation for six months in the first case, one year in 

the second case and permanently if it happens again. 

 

The inquiries will be conducted by groups that include journalists, media owners and sometimes 

politicians. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Argentine drought hits farmers hard 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/argentine-drought-hits-farmers-hard-undermining-

economy-54193491?   

GIST Jorge Josifovich is silent and downcast as he walks under the pounding sun in one of Argentina's most 

fertile agricultural regions, staring at soy crops parched by the country's worst drought in years. 

 

The drought, which began in November, has caused big losses, reduced expectations of economic growth 

and raised concerns among farmers, government officials and experts in the world's third-largest exporter 

of soybean and corn. 

 

"It's dramatic," said Josifovich, a farmer and agricultural engineer who provides advice to growers. He 

picked up soy seeds from a plant that stands at about half its normal height. 

 

"Not only is there the physical loss of grain yield, but there's also the loss of quality, which lowers the 

product's final price." 

 

That's a blow to Argentina, where farming is the economy's main engine, and high or low prices for soy 

and other commodities can either help sustain or bust government investment plans. 

 

President Mauricio Macri was counting on a near-record soy crop this year to boost economic growth to 

3.5 percent in 2018. Instead, what is expected to be the poorest harvest in at least a decade has already cut 

growth forecasts by up to a percentage point. 

 

Argentina's famed meat and dairy industries, which depend on corn and soymeal for animal feed, are 

facing more than $600 million in losses, according to the exchange. The drought has also hurt the poultry 

and pork sectors as well as the silos that store grain and the trucking and shipping companies that transport 

it. 

 

"You'll have less beef and a problem with (a rise) in prices," Ezequiel de Freijo, chief economist at the 

Argentine Rural Society, said about the outlook for next year. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 French strike causes railway chaos 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/french-strikes-railway-chaos-challenge-macron-

54196626?   

GIST A major French railway strike has brought the country's famed high-speed trains to a halt, leaving 

passengers stranded and posing the biggest test so far for President Emmanuel Macron's economic 

strategy. 

 

The SNCF national rail authority says about 12 percent of trains are running Tuesday, in the first of a 

series of strikes set to last three months. 

 

Passengers are packing platforms or hitching rides on traffic-clogged roads and sharing travel tips online. 

 

Traffic is also disrupted on Eurostar lines to Britain and trains to Germany, though most trains are running 

as usual. 

 

Rail workers are protesting government plans to eliminate worker protections. It's part of Macron's broader 

plans to make France more globally competitive. 

 

Strikes and protest actions Tuesday are also hitting Air France flights, garbage collection and universities. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Oklahoma, Kentucky teachers protest  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/thousands-teachers-students-converge-oklahoma-kentucky-capitals-

labor/story?id=54174751  

GIST Braving chilly weather, tens of thousands of public school teachers in Kentucky and Oklahoma converged 

on their state capitals today demanding higher wages and better classroom resources.  

 

Teachers in the two red states, both run by Republican governors and Republican-dominated legislatures, 

said they're fed up with persistent cuts in education funding. Many of the demonstrators Monday wore red 

T-shirt reading "I Support Public Schools," in solidarity with the nationwide #RedForEd grass-roots 

movement started online.  

 

The Oklahoma teachers plan to continue the classroom walkout on Tuesday at the state capitol, prompting 

the Oklahoma City, Tulsa and other districts to cancel school for a second day.  

 

Thousands of teachers and supporters in Kentucky joined outside the Kentucky Education Association 

headquarters in Frankfort around 9 a.m., many fuming over their state legislature's decision to overhaul 

their pension plan without any say from them. 

 

"We're putting them on notice today that if they don't pass a budget that protects public services of 

Kentucky, if they don't pass a budget that provides adequate funding for the schools in the 

Commonwealth, then we're going to vote them out," Stephanie Winkler, president of Kentucky Education 

Association and a fourth-grade teacher from Madison County, Kentucky, told the crowd before leading a 

march from the union's headquarters around the capitol building.  

 

The teachers, most of them on their first day of spring break, were joined in a show of solidarity by 

members of other public-employee unions, including those representing firefighters, police, plumbers and 

pipe fitters. 

 

Meanwhile, thousands of Oklahoma teachers and education advocates staged a classroom walkout and 

converged on the state capitol in Oklahoma City to call on lawmakers, including Gov. Mary Fallin, to 

restore funding for education programs and supplies they say have been drastically slashed over the last 

decade.  

 

Most of the Oklahoma teachers walked out of classrooms across the state to attend the rally in Oklahoma 
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City. Many said they were frustrated with the lack of resources in their schools, and some said they were 

teaching students about science and technology with textbooks from the 1990s.  

 

The Oklahoma protest came after Fallin signed legislation Thursday granting teachers annual pay raises 

averaging $6,100, the largest in state history. Oklahoma teachers had been making an average of $45,276 a 

year, among the lowest for educators nationwide, according to a 2017 report by the National Education 

Association. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Russian cyber spy admits intel sharing? 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/politics-government/article207724239.html  

GIST WASHINGTON - A senior leader in Russia’s spy agency, wanted by the FBI and suspected to be linked to 

Russian meddling in the 2016 U.S. election, has agreed to plead partially guilty to sharing information 

with foreign intelligence, according to a Russian media report. 

 

The Russian news site RBC reported Monday that Dmitry Dokuchaev, a major in the FSB intelligence 

service, has admitted that he indirectly transferred information to foreign intelligence, presumably the 

United States. RBC, citing two anonymous sources, said that Dokuchaev insisted it amounted to informal 

information-sharing about activities of cybercriminals who did not work for Russia. 

 

That’s at odds with a report from another Russian news outlet last year, which said that one of the 

individuals about whom Dokuchaev shared information was alleged Russian hacker Yevgeniy Nikulin. On 

Friday, it became public that the United States had succeeded in its attempt to extradite Nikulin from the 

Czech Republic – an effort bitterly fought by Moscow. Nikulin faces charges in California for allegedly 

hacking the databases of LinkedIn, Dropbox and Formspring in 2012. 

 

Dokuchaev, 34, once a high-ranking official in the FSB’s unit that investigates cybercrime, is also the 

target of an arrest warrant in the U.S. The FBI accused him in February 2017 of directing and facilitating 

criminal hackers who stole user information on 500 million Yahoo accounts. 

 

How exactly Nikulin and Dokuchaev fit into Russia’s efforts to interfere in the U.S. presidential election is 

not completely clear. The FSB is known to tolerate cybercriminals because it can piggyback off their illicit 

behaviors. U.S. intelligence believes the high-profile hacks of U.S. tech-firm databases allowed Russia to 

mine hundreds of millions of user accounts for personal information on election officials and U.S. political 

activists. This data could be used to try to enter secure websites or hypothetically to gather compromising 

information. 

 

Importantly, Dokuchaev’s signed pre-trial agreement reported by RBC means evidence collected against 

him might not be made public and he could receive a lighter sentence if convicted. The Kremlin has said 

little publicly about Dokuchaev, and his alleged ties to accused hackers has provoked speculation of 

involvement in U.S. election meddling. 

 

Dokuchaev and his boss, the cybercrime unit’s deputy director Sergey Mikhailov, were arrested on treason 

charges and reportedly led out of FSB headquarters with sacks over their heads in December 2016 — but 

that wasn’t revealed until shortly after the release of the so-called Trump dossier, a collection of business-

intelligence memos compiled by former British spy Christopher Steele that alleged collusion between 

Russia and members of the Trump campaign team. 

 

That explosive document, published in full on Jan. 10, 2017, by the news site BuzzFeed, led to 

congressional investigations and was in part the basis for the appointment of former FBI Director Robert 

Mueller III as special counsel to investigate possible collusion. Earlier this year, Mueller brought charges 

against 13 alleged Russian intelligence officials, accusing them of attempting to undermine confidence in 
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U.S. election results. 

 

Adding to the intrigue of that period, Gen. Oleg Erovinkin, a former FSB leader, was found dead in the 

back seat of his car on Dec. 26, 2016. His death later sparked speculation that he might have been 

somehow involved in sharing information that made it into the dossier. 

 

The next public hearing in Dokuchaev’s case is expected on Wednesday, RBC reported. A lawyer for 

Mikhailov, also facing treason charges, told RBC his client was not admitting guilt. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Russia: extradition may hurt Czech ties 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-czech-usa-russia-ministry/russia-says-czech-extradition-of-

alleged-hacker-to-usa-may-hurt-ties-idUSKCN1H90XK  

GIST MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia’s Foreign Ministry said on Monday that the Czech Republic’s extradition to 

the United States of Yevgeny Nikulin, a Russian charged with hacking U.S. tech companies, appeared to 

be aimed at damaging ties between Moscow and Prague. 

 

Nikulin, 30, was arrested in Prague in 2016. He was extradited to the United States last week, where he 

pleaded not guilty to charges that he hacked into the systems of three U.S. technology firms, potentially 

compromising the personal details of at least 100 million users, including on LinkedIn. 

 

“We regard Prague’s decision as a conscious, politically-motivated step by the Czech side aimed at 

undermining the constructive basis of bilateral cooperation,” the ministry said in a statement. It said it 

would take all necessary measures to ensure Nikulin’s rights are respected. 

 

LinkedIn, owned by Microsoft Corp, has said the case was related to a breach that might have 

compromised the information of 100 million users or more. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Lessons from Atlanta cyber extortion 

SOURCE https://www.forbes.com/sites/dantedisparte/2018/04/02/cities-held-for-ransom-lessons-from-atlantas-

cyber-extortion/#370cd2245996  

GIST Time has run out on the city of Atlanta to respond to cyber extortionists who have successfully crippled 

several critical systems across the city. From first responders like the police department, which has been 

prevented from using certain databases, to the judicial system, city-wide payment processing for traffic 

fines and other areas, many citizen services in Atlanta were taken offline by a sophisticated ransomware 

attack. Meanwhile public servants have been relegated to switching back to analog carrying out paper-

based work to maintain the semblance of business as usual in the bustling city. The cyber criminals who 

perpetrated this attack demanded payment of $51,000 in bitcoin, lest Atlanta face wider repercussions 

from this exploit, such as the deletion of critical data, crippling of systems, among other possible 

consequences. Whether Atlanta paid the cyber ransom or not, cities are in the crosshairs of cyber and other 

man-made risks posing serious threats to national security. 

 

Atlanta joins a growing number of municipal, state and government-level targets to fall prey to an 

increasingly complex cyber threat environment. Just as a heating and cooling vendor served as the 

backdoor to Target’s breach, cities may very well be a backdoor to broader cyber vulnerabilities affecting 

U.S. national security. In short, our lawmakers and governments are not immune to a risk that evolves 

according to Moore’s Law – a painful lesson Atlanta’s public servants learned during an arduous recovery. 

All too often, cyber criminals who seek monetary gains from their ransomware attacks exploit so called 

soft targets, which makes many government agencies easy prey. This is so due to the lack of 

synchronization of critical systems, harmonization among the numerous third parties’ states rely on to 

render their services, as well as the difficulty in attracting high-demand cybersecurity professionals who 
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can make a more lucrative career in the private sector. It does not help that governments, like private 

enterprises, do not typically treat cyber risk like an enterprise-wide threat, but rather consign it to cash-

strapped and ill-equipped IT departments and vendors. 

 

City and government cyber resilience is not aided by the placebo effect that cybersecurity technologies and 

“safe brands” can create. These blindsides conspire to make the public sector particularly vulnerable to 

cyber threats. Add in the effect of human errors, indifference and deliberate actions (“between the 

keyboard and the chair” risks) and hardening the information systems of an entity as complex as a city 

comes into focus. All the more so as government transparency, public accountability and digital 

transformation are highly sought-after goals. The increasing reliance in cities on connected devices to 

measure everything from traffic flows to water levels and issuing fines through ubiquitous speed cameras, 

creates an enormous and highly vulnerable attack subsurface. The internet of things (IoT) has opened a 

veritable Pandora’s box of cyber threats that even well-heeled private entities are struggling to contain. 

Cities will be hard-pressed to get ahead of self-sovereign cyber threats, as well as making the absolute 

amount of cybersecurity spend a proxy for safety. Many city leaders may come to rue the day they 

connected every citizen service to the internet, without thinking through the potential for unintended 

consequences. 

 

Mercifully Atlanta’s cyber-attack had a financial motive and or a path to negotiation. Similar exploits 

aimed at proving a political point or sowing panic, such as cyber terrorism or an act of cyber warfare, are 

much harder to respond to and recover from. This highlights the reality that cyber risk is more of a 

continuity of government threat than a matter of privacy and the provision of basic citizen services. In 

Atlanta’s case, how many months could a city go on under the presumption of business as usual if its 

critical systems were taken down? Cyber risk is all too often conflated with a breach of privacy and citizen 

or customer trust, when in reality it is a business continuity threat. Because many cities rely on private 

sector cybersecurity consultants to “harden their systems,” they often take a similar tack as private 

enterprises. Namely, hardening databases that store so called “crown jewels,” such as health records, 

citizen information, tax records, among others. A veritable arms race of cybersecurity spending primarily 

benefits consultants and technologies, yet many vulnerabilities remain, the human element is often 

forgotten, and no panaceas exist. 

 

While citizen services are vital, especially when it comes to the provision of essential government 

services, in the priority list of where to place cybersecurity resources, continuity of government comes 

first. This much is true at the state level and continuity of government begins with the state house, critical 

infrastructure, first responders, such as police, fire departments, emergency medical care and finally the 

provision of basic citizen services. By this measure, cities like Atlanta must begin reframing the 

economics of cyber threats from a value at risk lens, rather than a cost of remediation or notification 

approach, which is the dominant model in cyber risk management. By looking at the economic value at 

risk in Atlanta, or the share of the city’s GDP exposed to cyber threats, $2.62 billion could be eradicated 

due to this faceless and infinitely patient threat according to the Lloyd’s City Risk Index. Indeed, cyber-

attacks are highlighted as the third most consequential threat to the city of Atlanta, a rank held for North 

American cities, where more than $93 billion in economic output is at risk. The second and third order 

effects of cyber threats can hobble the global economy. 

 

Combining city and state requirements to maintain a balanced budget, the measure of economic value at 

risk together with the reality that taxpayers are the first line of financial defense, makes a compelling case 

for pooling “blended” risk capital into government cyber risk transfer approaches. Structures that 

recognize cyber threats (even when monetary demands are relatively small) as potential catastrophic losses 

can help shield limited public coffers from the economic consequences of these risks. Indeed, Lloyd’s 

research shows that for every 1% increase in insurance penetration, there is a corresponding 22% decrease 

in the share of risk borne by taxpayers. Cyber risks unlike property damage, which tends to be a finite and 

easily calculated economic exposure, can cause incalculable harm. Therefore, when it comes to cyber 

threats, prevention is much better than cure. In short, even if you are fully insured, a cyber threat will be 

painful. 

 

Just as the great city of Atlanta has a fire brigade to save lives and limit property damage, cities and indeed 
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countries, must consider creating cyber fire brigades as a common good and not as a service spared for 

those who pay the most money. Cyber threats exploit weak links to get at more desirable or lucrative 

targets. Therefore, approaches that view cyber threats from the lens of collective defense can go a long 

way in improving overall resilience. Atlanta’s ransomware woes should serve as a wakeup call to all cities 

and government entities that cyber threats have not only come of age, the next time around the motive may 

not be monetary. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 London chief: 99% crooks escape cyber 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5570959/Just-one-100-crimes-web-ends-conviction.html  

GIST Only one in ten cases of cyber crime is investigated by police and 99 per cent of crooks escape justice, 

shocking statistics revealed last night. 

 

It came as the country’s top anti-fraud cop, City of London police commissioner Ian Dyson, conceded: 

‘We cannot arrest our way out of this problem.’ 

 

Mr Dyson said the explosion in fraud and cyber crime means it is impossible to haul all the culprits before 

the courts, adding: ‘You are more likely to have money taken from you online than you are in the street.’ 

 

The officer, who has been a victim of card fraud, also said some online scams were so simple to set up, he 

questioned why criminals would bother to rob a bank. 

 

He believes the scale of the problem is so vast, the national reporting system ‘couldn’t cope’ if the banks 

passed on all of their fraud reports to police. 

 

Describing cyber crime as an ‘industry’, Mr Dyson said his officers had to be honest with victims about 

the chances of culprits being caught: ‘From the very start we are managing expectations, but equally what 

we don’t want is a mindset that says there is no point in reporting to us because we are not going to do 

anything.’ 

 

Mr Dyson spoke out as the new figures show there were 735,098 frauds and cyber crimes reported across 

the UK in the 12 months to March 2017. But in the same period, just 71,133 reports – less than 10 per cent 

– were investigated. The figures show that 8,214 people were prosecuted, representing just 1 per cent of 

cases. 

 

Asked if the public should accept that in the majority of cases fraudsters won’t brought to justice, Mr 

Dyson said: ‘I think that’s the case now, but it’s a subtle message. I would want people to report it, but to 

understand that it’s more about saying you can’t enforce your way out of this problem. 

 

In the past year the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau run by Mr Dyson’s force shut down 170,856 bank 

accounts, websites and phone lines associated with fraud. He said the public tended to lose their ‘common 

sense hackles’ when they go online and the number of victims will continue to rise as more of our business 

is done online. 

 

The commissioner revealed that he fell victim to fraudsters three years ago: ‘Someone spent Christmas in 

a Travelodge on my credit card then tried to renew their car insurance and that was a big chunk of money 

so the bank alerted me.’ 

 

He said the police will always need more resources to tackle cyber crime, but the solution was not to haul 

officers off the beat to hunt for online offenders, adding: ‘When it happened to me, I was a bit p***ed off 

that someone had used my bank account, to be honest. 

 

‘But would I vote to say I want to see less officers patrolling the area because of that? 
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‘I’m not sure… there is a balance to be had.’   
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HEADLINE 04/02 Grid hacking exercise reveals shortfall 

SOURCE https://www.cyberscoop.com/electric-grid-hacking-exercise-reveals-shortfalls-security-clearance-

shortage/  

GIST As foreign hackers continue to probe the U.S. grid for weaknesses, a cyber exercise for the North 

American energy sector has shown that many utility personnel still lack access to the classified 

information needed to stay on top of the threat. 

 

Not enough utility employees had the clearances needed to share threat information for a serious 

cyberattack scenario rehearsed during the exercise, according to a report published Friday by regulator 

North American Electric Reliability Corp. (NERC). 

 

“Government should plan to quickly declassify information that utilities need to prevent or respond to 

attacks,” the report states. 

 

During the two-day exercise, which took place in November, government officials and utility executives 

worked together to respond to simulated “cyber and physical attacks” against control systems and 

generation and transmission facilities “that caused widespread and prolonged power outages,” the report 

notes. 

 

Energy industry officials have long urged the U.S. government to expedite the clearance process for 

private sector operators. Last year, American Gas Association CEO Dave McCurdy told lawmakers that 

his industry was in pressing need of actionable cyberthreat information. 

 

This fourth iteration of the biennial “GridEx” exercise convened a record 6,500 people from 450 

organizations, including electricity transmission authorities and academics. As hackers have grown bolder 

in attacking the industrial control systems (ICS) that underpin the grid in places like Ukraine, observers 

credit GridEx with sharpening the North American grid’s defenses. 

 

“GridEx does a great job in finding new areas to explore and focus on rather than a rinse-and-repeat sort of 

mentality,” Ben Miller, director of threat operations for ICS security firm Dragos, told CyberScoop. 

 

The most recent GridEx included new pre-exercise training, dubbed Move 0, that focused on the 

reconnaissance hackers carry out before an attack. “Attacks don’t occur in minutes but instead weeks or 

months and Move 0 helped illustrate this to the attendees,” Miller said. 

 

Such reconnaissance techniques have been on display in an ongoing hacking campaign targeting the U.S. 

energy sector that the Department of Homeland Security has attributed to Russian government actors. 

DHS warned last month that the hackers had used spear-phishing and watering-hole attacks to collect 

information on ICS. 

 

The NERC report on GridEx found other areas for improvement. Twenty-two percent of participants said 

the exercise didn’t effectively test utilities’ communication plans with groups like law enforcement and 

state officials – a crucial point of contact in the event of serious hacking incident. In the 2015 cyberattack 

of the Ukrainian power grid, hackers cut power for at least 225,000 customers but also hit the power 

company’s customer call center, hampering the recovery process. 

 

The NERC report also floated the possibility of the electric industry’s cyber-threat sharing hub, known as 

E-ISAC, adding a “common operating picture” to give utilities a clearer view of overall grid security. 

 

Energy officials in Europe and elsewhere also are increasingly carrying out more complex cyber exercises 

to try to keep pace with hacking operations. Last October, Swedish nuclear plant employees drilled for a 
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range of attacks, including one based on the 2015 hack of the Ukrainian grid. It was the most technically 

sophisticated exercise in which the UN’s nuclear watchdog has participated. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Energy firm: pipeline data cyberattack 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-02/energy-transfer-says-cyber-attack-shut-

pipeline-data-system  

GIST A cyber attack that hobbled the electronic communication system used by a major U.S. pipeline network 

has been overcome. 

 

Energy Transfer Partners LP was confident that, after 6 p.m. New York time on Monday, files could safely 

be exchanged through the EDI platform provided by third-party Energy Services Group LLC, the pipeline 

company said in a notice. Earlier in the day, it reported a shutdown of the system because of an attack, 

while saying there was no effect on the flow of natural gas. 

 

The EDI system conducts business through a computer-to-computer exchange of documents with 

customers. Though it’s not clear who was responsible for the attack, it comes after U.S. officials warned in 

March that Russian hackers are conducting a broad assault on the nation’s electric grid and other targets. 

Last month, Atlanta’s municipal government was hobbled for several days by a ransomware attack. 

 

Energy Transfer, run by billionaire Kelcy Warren, isn’t the only pipeline company using EDI. Other 

operators with similar systems include Kinder Morgan Inc. and Tallgrass Energy Partners LP, according to 

their websites. Representatives for Kinder and Tallgrass said the companies’ systems weren’t affected. 

 

Boardwalk Pipeline Partners LP also had an EDI outage, though it didn’t provide the cause. 

 

The attack didn’t impact operations otherwise and no data was compromised, Vicki Granado, an Energy 

Transfer spokeswoman, said earlier. 

 

The company’s wide network of pipeline units includes Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co., Transwestern 

Pipeline Co. and Rover Pipeline LLC. 

 

The Panhandle natural gas pipeline network includes four large-diameter pipelines stretching from the 

Anadarko Basin of Texas and Oklahoma into several midwestern states. The Trunkline system, which 

extends from the Gulf Coast into the Southeast and Midwest, and the Sea Robin system in the Gulf of 

Mexico are also part of the Panhandle network. 

 

The Transwestern pipeline system connects gas supplies in the Rockies and the Permian Basin of West 

Texas and New Mexico to customers in California, Arizona and Nevada. The Rover pipeline, also 

controlled by Energy Transfer, is designed to transport gas from West Virginia and Ohio to markets in the 

Midwest and Canada. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Phishing scam hits Italy soccer club 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/phishing-scam-italian-football-club-scammed/  

GIST An Italian football club Lazio has been scammed as the club sent out an outstanding transfer bill of €2 

million ($2,460,840) to a fraudster’s bank account. The club was tricked by email fraudsters, who claimed 

to be representing a team negotiating for the release of funds that the Italian club owed for a player’s 

transfer. 

   

Serie A team from the Lazio club released funds after receiving an email, which apparently looked 

legitimate. The email was supposedly sent by representatives of Dutch club Feyenoord. In the email, the 
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sender demanded final payment of a player’s transfer that occurred in 2014. It is clear that the fraudsters 

knew about the details of this deal. In this deal, defender Stefan de Vrij was transferred to Lazio from 

Feyenoord. 

 

Italian newspaper II Tempo reports that fraudsters tricked Lazio club’s accountants into releasing the 

outstanding balance and transfer the money to the bank account they provided details of. However, when 

inquired, Feyenoord denied any such communication carried out by any of its staff members. Furthermore, 

the Dutch club clarified that it never even received the funds. 

 

Prosecutors state that the money trail has been tracked and that it has been transferred to a Dutch bank 

account but it does not belong to Feyenoord. 

 

However, it shows the caliber of cybercriminals and the innovativeness that they have achieved over time 

as they come up with one unique strategy after another. This particular incident is a clear example of how 

lucrative phish scams can be. Especially if cybercrooks are aware of such high-profile deals involving 

large sums of cash transferred through banks. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Pirate site 123movies shuts down 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/streaming-site-123movies-shut-down-and-its-alterntives/  

GIST On March 19th, the world’s most popular pirate streaming website 123movies which is also known as 

123movieshub and GoMovies announced that it is shutting down its operation, meaning that it will be no 

longer available. 

 

The news came as a shock to the fans who witnessed an unusual message on the site’s homepage urging 

them to “respect” the filmmakers by paying for their content including movies and TV shows rather than 

pirating them. 

   

“We’ve been providing links to movies and shows for years. Now it’s time to say goodbye. Thank you for 

being our friends and thanks for staying with us that long,” the message stated. “PS: Please pay for the 

movies/shows, that’s what we should do to show our respect to people behind the movies/shows.” 

 

According to reports, authorities were aware that the site was being operated from Vietnam while 

123movies itself was listed as “the world’s most popular illegal site” by the Motion Picture Association of 

America (MPAA), a United States-based association that represents the six major Hollywood studios. 

 

In a statement on March 15th, 2018 just days before 123movies announced it was shutting down, the 

executive vice president & chief of Global Content Protection Van Voorn had said that “Right now, the 

most popular illegal site in the world, 123movies.to (at this point), is operated from Vietnam, and has 98 

million visitors a month.” 

 

“There are more services like this [123movies] – sites that are not helpful for local legitimate businesses,” 

added Voorn, who is working with the Office of the Police Investigation Agency (C44) to tackle the issue. 

 

Why 123movies shut down? 

 

123movies fans are still struggling to understand why the pirating streaming giant suddenly announced 

shutting down. However, according to a recent report from TorrentFreak in March last year US 

Ambassador to Vietnam Ted Osius asked the country’s government for a crackdown against pirate website 

including 123movies and it could be the result of the meeting that year that 123movies has been confined 

history. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Boxing match w/hundreds illegal streams 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/joshua-vs-parker-boxing-match/  

GIST The highly anticipated world-title boxing match between Anthony Joshua and Joseph Parker on Saturday 

night – in which Joshua triumphed to capture a bevy of titles – saw hundreds of pirated streams as fans 

found ways to tune in online or without paying the pay-per-view fee. 

 

Content security specialist Irdeto identified 339 streams that illegally redistributed the fight. Aside from 

the theft of intellectual property and the revenue lost, many of the streams were lower quality that put 

consumers at risk of a poor viewing experience and missing key moments during the fight. 

 

Social media was again found to have been a major vehicle for illegal streams, with 207 pirate streams 

detected using multiple social media channels, including Facebook, YouTube, Periscope and Twitch, 

reaching approximately 225,804 viewers. 

 

Pirates also took advantage of illicit streaming plugins for Kodi, the popular media player, with 71 streams 

identified on that platform. 

 

Further, pirates often create professional-looking websites and services to fool users into thinking their 

illegal content offering is legitimate. They tend to use popular e-commerce sites to proactively advertise 

their services to consumers, despite those sites explicitly banning the sale of illegal streaming devices. 

Irdeto identified 180 advertisements for illicit streaming devices offering Joshua vs. Parker on e-commerce 

websites, including eBay and Gumtree, in just one day in the week leading up to the fight. 

 

“High-profile live sporting events like this are major targets for criminals looking to profit from illegal 

streams,” said Rory O’Connor, senior vice president of cybersecurity services at Irdeto. “Content owners 

and rights holders can combine state-of-the-art anti-piracy technology, proactive services and 

comprehensive cybercrime business intelligence services to shut down streams in real time and protect 

their content investments.” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Equifax sent erroneous letters to victims 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/the-credit-reporting-agency-sent-the-wrong-letters-to-some-

victims/article/755226/  

GIST During the aftermath of the massive data breach which compromised the data of nearly 150 million 

consumers, Equifax notified some people using inaccurate letters. 

 

The company confirmed a "small percentage" of those affected were sent erroneous notification letters 

some of which contained the correct address but wrong name, according to CNBC. 

 

"We recently initiated this notification process by mail and have learned that a very small percentage of 

the notifications were sent to the wrong addresses due to the complex nature of determining the best 

address match to a consumer and, in some cases, mailing addresses on record may be out-of-date or 

incorrect," Equifax said in a statement to the publication. 

 

The credit reporting agency refused to say exactly how many wrong letters were sent out however, the 

firm did stressed that the notification letters didn't contain sensitive information or credit data.  

 

Last month the firm announced the breach was worse than initially expected upping the sum of those 

affected from 143 million to 147.9 million. The latest revelation has left some to suspect there may be 

more negative news to come from the firm. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 njRAT upgraded w/ransomware 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/the-trojan-was-first-spotted-in-2013-and-has-remained-one-of-the-

most-prevalent-malware-families-using-multiple-net-obfuscation-tools/article/755647/  

GIST The njRAT, also known as Bladabindi, has been upgraded to push Lime Ransomware and a bitcoin wallet 

stealer. 

 

This old time trojan was first spotted in 2013 and has remained one of the most prevalent malware families 

using multiple .NET obfuscation tools that make detection difficult for antivirus solutions and that hinder 

analysis by security researchers, according to an April 1 Zscaler blog post.  

 

The malware was developed using the Microsoft .NET framework and uses multiple .NET obfuscation 

tools to make detection difficult for antivirus solutions and that hinder analysis by security researchers. 

 

The malware also uses dynamic DNS for command-and-control (C2) servers and communicates using a 

custom TCP protocol over a configurable port the blog said. 

 

Deepen Desai, Zscaler's senior director for security research and operations told SC Media the source of 

the malware is unclear, but that researchers know the payload is being served from a server in Australia 

that is hosting a compromised site. 

 

Seventy percent of the users affected were in South America, while the remaining 30 percent were in 

North America. The new RAT variant added ransomware and bitcoin wallet stealing features which appear 

to contradict each other in practice.  

 

“This is an interesting development, especially the ransomware feature, given that RATs by nature operate 

in stealth,” Desai said. “Ransomware on the other hand will reveal the infection.” 

 

Desai added the, author is taking a shortcut by stealing existing wallets, but it said he wouldn't be surprised 

if the author also adds support for mining bitcoins on the compromised system in a future variants . 
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HEADLINE 04/02 DOD extends bug bounty program 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/hack-the-defense-travel-system-dod-extends-

its-bug-bounty-program/d/d-id/1331428  

GIST The US Department of Defense and HackerOne have announced a new DoD bug bounty program, "Hack 

the DTS," which will let vetted white-hat hackers take aim at the Defense Travel System, an enterprise 

platform used by millions of employees to book work-related travel. 

 

This is the fifth bug bounty challenge the two have created since 2016, when the inaugural Hack the 

Pentagon program let participants hunt for vulnerabilities in DoD websites, applications, and networks. 

Hack the DTS opened registration on April 1, 2018 and will conclude on April 29. 

 

"The scale of users, volume of travel booked, and sensitive information it is responsible for maintaining 

makes DTS both a compelling asset for researcher and a priority for DoD to harden its security," says 

Reina Staley, chief of staff and co-founder at Defense Digital Service, who says this program will have the 

same execution as earlier ones but "inevitably yield unique findings." 

 

Eligible participants must be US taxpayers and either citizens of, or eligible to work in, the United 

Kingdom, Canada, Australia, or New Zealand. Proof of citizenship is required to register. 

 

Active US military members and contractors can join the challenge if they're eligible but can't receive 

financial rewards. Anyone who submits a vulnerability report must undergo a security and criminal 

background check before they are rewarded for their findings, HackerOne reports. 
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While the DoD's initial bug bounty initiative first took security experts by surprise, the DoD's bug bounty 

programs launched with HackerOne have proven a valuable resource for finding and addressing 

vulnerabilities. More than 3,000 flaws have been resolved since the 2016 launch of Hack the Pentagon, 

with ensuing programs leading to more flaws discovered and larger bounties. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Twitter updates reporting guidelines 

SOURCE http://www.zdnet.com/article/twitter-updates-reporting-guidelines-to-include-people-with-

disabilities/  

GIST Twitter has updated its reporting form to include content that targets people with disabilities, the social 

networking giant announced on Monday. 

 

"It is against our rules to directly attack or threaten someone based on their protected category, including 

disability," Twitter said. "You asked us to clarify this in our reporting flow, and we've updated it to be 

more specific." 

 

Twitter's report page now includes "disability" as an example of a tweet that "Directs hate against a 

protected category" along with race, religion, gender, and orientation, having previously been omitted.  

 

The update follows calls from disability advocate Natalie Weaver for Twitter to include hate against 

people with disabilities as a category in their violation reporting. Weaver had originally reported a tweet 

that used a photo of her daughter, who has Rett syndrome, to promote eugenics, according to The Mighty. 

 

Twitter had initially refused to take down the tweet before eventually doing so and deleting the offending 

account, The Mighty reported. 

 

Twitter had told a reporter that it didn't initially include hate towards disabled people in its violation 

reporting tool "because there wasn't enough space", according to Weaver, before finally making the 

changes on Monday. 

 

Twitter said in December that it would enforce new rules going forward to "reduce hateful conduct and 

abusive behaviour" on its platform.  

   

These include new rules on violence and physical harm, including a crackdown on accounts that "affiliate 

with organisations that use or promote violence" or content that "glorifies violence or the perpetrators of a 

violent act". 

 

It also includes rules against behaviour that threatens other people "on the basis of their group 

characteristics", including violent threats or multiple slurs, epithets, racist or sexist tropes, or content that 

"incites fear or reduces someone to less than human". 

 

Hateful imagery such as symbols or logos with the purpose of promoting hostility and malice against 

others "based on race, religion, disability, sexual orientation or ethnicity/national origin" was also made 

"sensitive imagery" under its media policy. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Tor Project discontinues Tor Messenger 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/software/tor-project-discontinues-tor-messenger-after-

only-25-years/  

GIST The Tor Project announced today plans to discontinue Tor Messenger, the organization's security-hardened 

instant messaging application. 
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Tor developers cited a multitude of reasons for their decision today, all containing valid reasons, in 

hindsight. 

 

Tor Messenger launched in late 2015 

 

The Tor Project launched Tor Messenger in October 2015, as an alternative to the multitude of IM clients 

that were available on the market, at the time. 

 

The main attraction point was that Tor Messenger would ship with Off-the-Record (OTR) Messaging 

enabled by default and would exchange all messages via the Tor network. In layman terms, this meant that 

all messages would be automatically encrypted and travel over a secure network like Tor, keeping private 

conversations safe from prying eyes. 

 

At the time of launch, Tor developers admitted that Tor Messenger wasn't 100% secure, as it was still built 

on a client-server architecture that allowed servers to log IM metadata, even if the server wasn't able to 

view the content of the messages. 

 

Back then, the Tor team said they were looking into alternatives to this architectural model flaw, which 

would arrive in future versions. 

 

Tor team encountered problems after problems 

 

But eleven beta versions later, Tor Messenger development ground to a halt and the Tor team didn't even 

manage to ship even a single stable version. 

 

Probably the biggest issue that led Tor developers to drop Tor Messenger developers was that Mozilla 

stopped working on Instantbird, the IM client at the base of Tor Messenger. 

 

While Mozilla chose to integrate Instantbird's chat features into Thunderbird, the Tor team didn't have the 

resources to continue the development of a separate IM client or rebase Tor Messenger on anything else. 

 

Even if it could have extracted the chat features from the Thunderbird codebase, Tor devs would still have 

needed a GUI component for their IM client, something they didn't have the resources to cover. 

 

But this wasn't the only issue. Tor developers also weren't able to address the client-server architecture 

problem they promised to fix. This meant servers would still be able to log messages sent between Tor 

Messenger clients. 

 

All of this was only exacerbated by the fact that funds were never plentiful for the development team. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Android Trojan steals IM clients data 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/android-trojan-steals-data-from-facebook-

messenger-skype-other-im-clients/  

GIST Security researchers have found a new Android malware strain that has been designed to steal data from 

mobile instant messaging clients. 

 

This new trojan is quite simple in its design, researcher from cyber-security firm Trustlook said in a report 

published on Monday. 

 

Trojan has only a handful of features 

 

The trojan has only a few abilities. The first is to gain boot persistence by unpacking code from an infected 

app's resources. The code will attempt to modify the "/system/etc/install-recovery.sh" file, which if 
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successful, would allow the malware execute with every boot. 

 

Second, the malware can extract data from the following Android IM clients, data that it will later upload 

to a remote server. The malware retrieves the IP of this server from a local configuration file. 

 

 Facebook Messenger 

 Skype 

 Telegram 

 Twitter 

 WeChat 

 Weibo 

 Viber 

 Line 

 Coco 

 BeeTalk 

 Momo 

 Voxer Walkie Talkie Messenger 

 Gruveo Magic Call 

 TalkBox Voice Messenger 

 

Researchers spotted the malware inside a Chinese app named Cloud Module (in Chinese), with the 

package name com.android.boxa. 

 

Simple features, but advanced evasion techniques 

 

Trustlook researchers say that despite the singular focus on stealing IM data, the malware uses a few 

advanced evasion techniques. For example, the malware uses anti-emulator and debugger detection 

techniques to evade dynamic analysis, and also hides strings inside its source code to thwart lackadaisical 

code reversing attempts. 

 

It is strange that Android malware only comes with one single functionality, that to extract and exfiltrate 

IM data. A theory for this design choice would be that attackers are collecting private conversations, 

images, and videos, in an attempt to identify sensitive data that they could later leverage in extortion 

attempts, especially against high-profile victims. 

 

Researchers have not shared any info on the malware's distribution methods, but taking into account that 

the malware has a Chinese name and that there's no Play Store in China, the malware's authors may be 

distributing the malicious app via third-party stores and links on Android app forums. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Report: Panera site leaked for months 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/04/02/Panera-website-leaked-customer-info-for-months-

report-says/6711522723207/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_us&utm_medium=3  

GIST April 2 (UPI) -- Millions of customer records stored on Panera's website were leaked over a period of eight 

months, cybersecurity analysts said Monday. 

 

The leaked customer records on PaneraBread.com include names, email and physical addresses, birthdays 

and the last four digits of the customer's credit card number, Krebs On Security reported. 

 

The fast food chain allows customers to place orders on its website at approximately 2,100 locations 

around the country. 

 

Krebs On Security said security researcher Dylan Houlihan first discovered the breach and notified Mike 

Gustavison, Panera's director of information security about the breach on August 2, 2017. 
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However, eight months after that warning, the customer records were still being leaked. 

 

"The flaw never disappeared," Houlihan told Krebs on Security. "I checked on it every month or so 

because I was pissed." 

 

Panera said it is investigating the breach and said the report of millions of customers exposed is false and 

the number is "fewer than 10,000." 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Fringe websites attacking Parkland teens 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/mainstream-pundits-apologize-fringe-sites-cash-attacking-

parkland-teens-n862191  

GIST One of the most notorious internet purveyors of conspiracy theories and debunked science has launched an 

entire website dedicated to attacking a single person: David Hogg, who survived the school shooting in 

Parkland, Florida. 

 

The people behind Natural News, who publish stories about the dangers of tap water and vaccinations, 

launched a new hub eight days ago called HoggWatch.com. The website is populated almost entirely with 

content from Natural News founder Mike Adams and senior writer J.D. Heyes. 

 

Fringe websites have ridiculed the surviving teens from February’s shooting in Marjory Stoneman 

Douglas High School as they’ve spurred nationwide anti-gun protests in the last month. Hogg and 

classmate Emma Gonzalez have been the subject of high-profile conspiracy theories in the aftermath of the 

shooting — some even pushed by celebrities like Roseanne Barr and Frank Stallone. 

 

Criticism of Parkland students has been met with its own counterattacks, including from the students 

themselves. Fox News host Laura Ingraham lost several major advertisers and apologized after attacking 

Hogg. But on the fringe parts of the internet, attacking Hogg remains a popular — if not lucrative — 

endeavor. On Monday, Hoggwatch pushed users to Natural News’ sprawling network of sites, where 

Adams sells dietary supplements, water defluoridation devices and doomsday preparation materials. 

 

An article that was crossposted on both HoggWatch and Natural News received several call-outs on 

Monday from Alex Jones, whose InfoWars website also makes money from similar ads. Gateway Pundit, 

whose articles appear on Hoggwatch, have devoted much of their website’s coverage to criticizing Hogg’s 

media appearances since the shooting. 

 

Every article on HoggWatch is about Hogg or refers to him in some way. HoggWatch hammers home 

many of the same conspiracy theories and inflammatory political talking points pushed by Natural News 

and InfoWars, but uses the Parkland student as a central antagonist. 

 

Adams, whose flagship site Natural News was banned from YouTube in March, penned an article titled 

"Hogg Hitler! YouTube puts warning on hilarious David Hogg spoof video.” Several articles attack CNN, 

and other articles warn of an impending civil war. 

 

The Hoggwatch article about atrizine links out to Pesticides.news, which sells breath sprays and other 

supplements through Natural News’ store. 

 

The site’s article feeds are hosted on a Natural News subsite, AlternativeNews.com, and shares a Disqus 

comment section with Natural News. 

 

Natural News claims on its website that it is "affiliated with the 501(c)3 nonprofit known as the Consumer 

Wellness Center.” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Report: IT background checks waived 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/ig-democrats-waive-background-checks/2018/04/02/id/852125/  

GIST Nearly 50 House Democrats waived background checks for Pakistani IT aides accused of hacking 

Congressional data, according to an inspector general report. 

 

The report comes nearly a year after Rep. Debbie Wasserman-Schultz, D-Fla., continued to employ a 

former House IT Aide who was arrested on bank fraud charges. Imran Awan was tossed off the House 

network nearly five months before Wasserman-Schultz fired him for reportedly staling data and emails 

from Congress. 

 

House security policy requires mandatory background checks but includes a technical loophole that allows 

other members to vouch for them, according to investigative reporter Luke Rosiak. 

 

"It was as casual as that before you turn over the passwords that give these guys access to all the emails to 

members of Congress and every file on their hard drives and all their staffer's hard drives," Rosiak said to 

Fox Business' Maria Bartiromo on "Mornings with Maria." 

 

"As a result they gave these guys access to everything," he said, "And the [House Inspector General] 

determined that they were funneling data to the House network." 

 

Awan served as a tech aide in Congress for 13 years, and managed to help get jobs for brothers Abid and 

Jamal, wife Hina Alvi and friend Rao Abbas. All five were making close to $165,000 a year. A 

background check on him would have found several red flags, including a $1.1 million bankruptcy, six 

lawsuits against him or one of his companies and at least three misdemeanors. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 ISIS gaining ground in Bangladesh? 

SOURCE http://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ani/global-concerns-over-islamic-forces-gaining-

ground-in-bangladesh-118040300460_1.html  

GIST As Bangladesh gears up for the general elections to be held in December this year, the Islamic forces in 

the country have started gaining ground. 

 

The Khalida Zia-led Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP), in alliance with Jamaat-e-Islami and other 

Islamic fundamentalist groups, are making attempts to root out the Sheikh Hasina-led Awami League. 

 

Experts believe that the Jamaat-e-Islami has committed war crimes during the 1971 Liberation War and 

killed three million people in the name of Islam. 

 

Around 500,000 women were reportedly violated by the Pakistan Army and their collaborators 

 

Shahriar Kabir, a Dhaka-based journalist and human rights activist, said, "The rise of Islamic militancy, 

terrorism in the name of Islam that is being perpetrated by the Jamaat-e-Islami and the Hifazat-e-Islam, 

and backed by the BNP, one of the largest political parties of Bangladesh. Because of the BNP, the 

Jamaat-e-Islami and the Hifazat-e-Islam as well as other fundamentalist and extremist groups have become 

so violent and we have see their violence starting from February 2013. 

 

Experts sitting offshore are also concerned over the growing alliance of the BNP and Islamic 

fundamentalists as they believe the perpetrators of 1971 are still stronger than pro-liberation forces. 
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Rohan Gunaratna, an international terrorism expert based in Singapore said, "The Jamaat-e-Islami 

ideology has formed the sea bed, the foundation for the emergence of extremist and terrorist groups in 

Bangladesh. If not for the Jamaat-e-Islami, so many people would not have been radicalised and we have 

seen the emergence of JMB (Jamaatul Mujahideen Bangladesh), HuJI-B, the Harkat-ul-Jihad-al Islami 

Bangladesh and a number of other groups." 

 

The rise of Islamic forces in Bangladesh not only affects the common people in the country, but also raises 

concerns for the fragile neighbourhood 

 

BNP-Jamaat-led coalition governments in the past had provided shelter, funds and training to secessionist 

insurgent groups of north eastern India. 

 

A BNP return to power would mean New Delhi facing a hostile government in Dhaka as it would again 

allow anti-India groups to gain ground on Bangladesh soil. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 US: Pakistan group an ‘alias’ for terror 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-pakistan-usa/u-s-designates-pakistan-group-an-alias-for-

militants-on-terrorist-list-idUSKCN1HA0SC  

GIST ISLAMABAD (Reuters) - The United States has placed a Pakistani political group called the Milli Muslim 

League (MML) on its list of foreign terrorist organisations, saying it was merely an alias for a militant 

group blamed for a bloody 2008 attack in India. 

 

The Milli Muslim League is controlled by Islamist leader Hafiz Saeed, who has a $10 million U.S. bounty 

on his head. The group shot to prominence after fielding a candidate in a September 2017 by-election to 

fill a seat vacated by deposed prime minister Nawaz Sharif. 

 

Saeed is the founder of Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), or Army of the Pure, which is also on the U.S. terrorist list 

and blamed by the United States and India for a four-day militant attack on the Indian city of Mumbai in 

2008 in which 166 people were killed. 

 

Saeed has repeatedly denied involvement in the attack. 

 

The U.S. State Department said the Milli Muslim League alias had been added to the LeT’s designations 

as a terrorist group. 

 

“These designations seek to deny LeT the resources it needs to plan and carry out further terrorist attacks,” 

the State Department said in a statement. 

 

“Make no mistake: whatever LeT chooses to call itself, it remains a violent terrorist group. The United 

States supports all efforts to ensure that LeT does not have a political voice until it gives up violence as a 

tool of influence,” it added. 

 

Pakistan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs did not immediately respond to request for comment. 

 

Saeed was placed under house arrest in January 2017 after years of living freely in Pakistan but a court 

ordered his release in November 2017. 

 

India welcomed the U.S. decision saying Pakistan has failed to crack down on militants. 

 

“Terrorist individuals and entities are allowed to change names and continue to operate freely from 

territory under Pakistan’s control,” an Indian foreign office spokesman said in New Delhi. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Russia: Syrian rebels evacuate stronghold 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/40c4e6af6d334ce0a8870b5bae511b99/Russia-says-1,100-have-evacuated-rebel-

stronghold-Ghouta  

GIST MOSCOW (AP) — The Russian military says 1,100 Syrian rebels and their family members have 

evacuated from a stronghold in the Damascus suburbs in the past 24 hours. 

 

The town of Douma was one of the earliest hubs of the uprising against President Bashar Assad in 2011 

and home to the Army of Islam, the largest rebel group in the eastern Ghouta suburbs of the Syrian capital. 

 

The Russian Defense Ministry said in a statement Tuesday that 24 buses in the past 24 hours have taken 

more than 1,100 rebels and their families to the rebel-held north of Syria. The evacuation began Monday. 

 

The deal struck between the group and the Russian military marks the end of a weeks-long push by the 

Syrian government to consolidate its control of the suburbs. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Syria: largest rebel group evacuating 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/largest-syrian-rebel-group-starts-leaving-damascus-

enclave-54170816?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The most powerful Syrian rebel faction on the fringes of Damascus began abandoning its stronghold in the 

once rebel-held enclave of eastern Ghouta on Monday, opening the way for government forces to secure 

full control of the area, after seven years of revolt. 

 

The first fighters from the Army of Islam left the town of Douma around midday as part of an evacuation 

deal that will hand the town to the Syrian government, reported the state SANA news agency. 

 

The rebels were headed to Jarablus, a town in northern Syria where control of the territory is shared 

between Syrian rebels and Turkish forces. 

 

The Syrian government dispatched more than 50 buses to Douma to take the rebels out, SANA reported. 

By mid-afternoon, eight buses had departed, with 448 people aboard — rebel fighters and their family 

members. 

 

There was no immediate comment from the Army of Islam. The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for 

Human Rights, which monitors the civil war through a network of activists on the ground, also reported 

the evacuation. 

 

Rami Abdurrahman, the Observatory's director, said some factions within the Army of Islam oppose 

evacuating and surrendering Douma to the government of President Bashar Assad. 

 

The deal over Douma would mark the end of a weeks-long push by Assad's forces to consolidate their 

control over eastern Ghouta, just outside the capital. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Yemen: Saudi-led airstrike kills 14 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/group-criticizes-yemen-rebel-missile-attacks-saudi-

arabia-54170626?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST An airstrike by the Saudi-led coalition near Yemen's Red Sea port of Hodeida killed at least 14 people on 

Monday, according to a senior health official. 
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The airstrike hit a compound housing displaced people in the town of al-Hami, according to Walid al-

Emmad, the deputy health minister. He says at least eight women and five girls were among those killed. 

 

The Saudi-led coalition has been at war with Iran-allied Houthi rebels for more than three years, a conflict 

that has killed more than 10,000 people and devastated the Arab world's poorest country. Saudi-led 

airstrikes have killed thousands of civilians and destroyed hospitals, schools and markets. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Afghan official: airstrike kills 30 Taliban 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-official-48-schoolgirls-sickened-poisoning-

54170991?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST An Afghan official says an airstrike on a Taliban training camp in northern Afghanistan killed more than 

30 insurgents and wounded many more on Monday, while the Taliban said the airstrike hit a religious 

school during a graduation ceremony, killing dozens of civilians. 

 

It was not immediately possible to reconcile the conflicting accounts. A number of children were being 

treated for wounds at a local hospital, indicating civilians were in the area. 

 

Defense Ministry spokesman Mohammad Radmanish said that the airstrike in the Dashti Archi district of 

Kunduz province killed more than 30 Taliban fighters, including nine commanders, updating an earlier 

toll. "I can confirm that a Taliban training center was bombed and no civilians were present," he said. 

 

He said a large number of fighters had gathered in the area, where they wanted to hold a military parade. 

 

The Taliban said in a statement that the airstrike hit a madrasa, or Islamic religious school, killing and 

wounding more than 100 clerics, religious students and other civilians. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Pakistan: gunmen kill 9 in attacks 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/pakistan-sentences-10-death-including-singers-

killer-54175677?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Gunmen riding on motorcycles carried out two separate attacks in the Pakistani city of Quetta on Monday, 

killing five Muslims in one shooting and four members of a Christian family in the other, police said. 

 

Abdul Qadeer, a local police chief, said the attacks were apparently unrelated. It was unclear who was 

behind the attacks in Quetta, which is home to ethnic Baluch separatists as well as Islamic militants. 

 

Earlier Monday, Pakistan's army chief Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa confirmed death sentences for 10 

convicted militants, including the killer of a well-known Sufi singer, according to a military statement. 

 

The military courts found the "terrorists" guilty of taking part in separate attacks that killed 62 people, it 

said. 

 

The trials are closed to the public, but defendants are allowed to hire lawyers. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Iraq: more bodies from mass grave 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iraq-identifies-bodies-mass-grave-tikrit-

54180704?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Iraqi authorities say they have found the remains of another 158 people in a mass grave outside the city of 
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Tikrit, where the Islamic State group is believed to have massacred hundreds of captured soldiers when it 

rampaged across the country in the summer of 2014. 

 

Iraq's forensic department said Monday it has identified a total of 1,153 bodies from the grave. 

 

IS captured an estimated 1,700 soldiers after seizing Tikrit in 2014. The soldiers were trying to flee from 

nearby Camp Speicher, a former U.S. base just outside the northern city. 

 

IS later circulated graphic images of gunmen shooting the soldiers dead after forcing them to lie face-

down in a shallow ditch. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Afghan official: airstrike kills civilians 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/03/afghan-official-5-civilians-killed-in-airstrike-on-

taliban.html  

GIST KABUL, Afghanistan –  An Afghan official says at least five civilians and 35 insurgents have been killed 

in an airstrike by Afghan forces in northern Kunduz province. 

 

Nematullah Temori, spokesman for the provincial governor in Kunduz, said Tuesday that 55 civilians 

were wounded in the attack a day earlier in Dashti Archi district. He said a government delegation is 

investigating the incident. 

 

Defense Ministry spokesman Mohammad Radmanish earlier said the airstrike targeted Taliban fighters 

and killed more than 30 of them, including nine commanders. He said large number of fighters had 

gathered in the area to hold a military parade. 

 

The Taliban said in a statement that the airstrike hit a madrassa, or Islamic religious school, killing and 

wounding more than 100 clerics, religious students and other civilians. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 FBI atypical terror case comes to close 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/02/atypical-terror-case-comes-to-close-with-20-year-

sentence.html  

GIST BALTIMORE –  It was July 2015 when the FBI, scrambling to contain a surge in Islamic State group 

propaganda, first visited an Egyptian-American newspaper deliveryman in Maryland. 

 

Agents needed to ask Mohamed Elshinawy why his phone number had surfaced in an investigation 

involving ISIS extremists and how he came to receive a $1,000 Western Union transaction from Egypt. 

 

During hours of questioning, Elshinawy first suggested the money was from his mother. Next he said it 

was for an iPhone purchase for a friend. After being reminded it was a crime to lie to federal agents, he 

proceeded to tell a whole new story — that he had indeed received money from the Islamic State but that 

he was actually scamming the group instead of planning an attack. 

 

It was a pivotal moment in a months-long FBI investigation. Elshinawy was sentenced Friday to 20 years 

in prison on terrorism-related charges. 

 

The investigation stretched from a modest townhome northeast of Baltimore across multiple continents, 

unveiled a shadowy network of illicit payments and shell companies, and revealed a direct link to an ISIS 

hacker killed in Syria just before Elshinawy's arrest. It also had a chilling twist: Officials say that among 

the roughly 150 IS-linked cases U.S. authorities have brought since 2014, this is the only prosecution 

they're aware of in which money was transmitted from IS group operatives abroad to someone in the U.S. 
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Law enforcement officials involved in the case spoke to The Associated Press about it in detail, recounting 

a high-intensity investigation that required constant surveillance, the scouring of money transfers and 

concern that funds sent to Elshinawy would fund an attack. 

 

Brian Nadeau, a Baltimore FBI assistant special agent in charge, said the case raised a lot of red flags. 

 

"Why is the money coming this way? Who is this person? What level are they at?" he said. The FBI, he 

said, "can't let someone who's receiving ISIS money be out running around. Who knows if we're in the 

middle of it, the beginning of it, the end, and what their plan is?" 

 

Elshinawy's lawyers didn't return messages seeking comment, but they have argued that his social media 

and other communications — such as his claim that he was an ISIS soldier and was committed to violent 

jihad — were protected by the First Amendment, were not directed by the Islamic State and were merely 

aspirational. 

 

Under a plea agreement, Elshinawy admitted conspiring with the IS group, but he defended himself at his 

sentencing hearing, saying, "I am not a terrorist," according to the Baltimore Sun. 

 

It's not clear how close Elshinawy came to an attack, though FBI officials said they believed the threat of 

violence was real. Elshinawy's lawyers said in a sentencing memorandum that he was provided little to no 

specific direction, though Elshinawy told authorities he was given multiple options for violence, including 

a suicide bombing, and images of individuals who were potential targets, court papers say. 

 

The Islamic State generally doesn't need to fund attacks in the U.S. given the inexpensive nature of the 

violence it advocates and its reliance on social media to motivate followers. But officials believe jihadists 

exploited a personal connection: a childhood friend of Elshinawy's from Egypt who joined the Islamic 

State in Syria, communicated with him on social media and encouraged him to pledge allegiance to the 

group. 

 

His technological know-how and skill in covering his electronic tracks — he used encrypted 

communications applications and proxy servers — likely made Elshinawy a natural conduit, officials said. 

 

Elshinawy received nearly $9,000 in money transfers, including through PayPal accounts, and used the 

funds for phones, a laptop and a virtual private network for communication with militants overseas. The 

funds, disguised as money for printers, were routed through a web of wire transfers. Much of it came from 

a United Kingdom-based IT company run by Siful Sujan, an IS computer hacker killed in December 2015 

airstrikes in Syria. 

 

"I think they thought they were going to just have a run-of-the-mill ISIS case, and when they peeled back 

the onion, they realized that (Elshinawy) was a key node," said Seamus Hughes, deputy director of George 

Washington University's Program on Extremism, who has written about the case. 

 

The FBI's first interview with Elshinawy came weeks after an attempted rampage at a Prophet Mohammed 

cartoon contest in Texas and one day after shootings at military facilities in Tennessee. 

 

Officials say he deflected questions about the money transfer with answers they knew were untruthful. At 

one point he pulled out an iPhone to display a Facebook conversation in Arabic. The English translation he 

provided was clearly improvised, an FBI official said. 

 

After several hours, he admitted under pressure to receiving the money from the Islamic State but said he 

was scamming the group because he never intended to commit violence, officials said. He said that his 

cleverness should be rewarded and that he should be hired by the FBI to help untangle the IS money 

network, officials say. 

 

The interviews continued over several weeks, and the results from search warrants and subpoenas yielded 
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insights that alarmed officials further. 

 

Elshinawy had pledged allegiance to the Islamic State group in February 2015 and, in conversations with 

his friend, pronounced himself ready for jihad and asked for advice in bomb-making, court papers say. 

 

He responded to the unrest in Baltimore that followed the death of Freddie Gray by praising violence 

against police. And, the FBI says, he attempted to recruit a brother in Saudi Arabia to join the Islamic 

State. 

 

Elshinawy has been in custody since his December 2015 arrest. 

 

Agents searching his home found a box of articles about IS attacks. His laptop held an image of a severed 

head next to an IS flag, and he accessed on his phone images of government buildings in Baltimore that 

officials believe were potential targets. 

 

"If this turned out to be successful," said Hughes, "it would be a whole different way of looking at ISIS 

external operations in the U.S." 
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HEADLINE 04/03 ISIS claims killing Pakistani Christians 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/asia/pakistan-isis-christian-family-killed-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)ISIS has claimed responsibility for an attack which killed four Christians in Pakistan's Balochistan 

province on Easter Monday. 

 

An Islamic State press statement released on Tuesday said that a "covert unit" of ISIS militants "managed 

to target a number of the combatant Christians." 

 

The statement adds that the militants "shot them with a pistol, which resulted in the killing of four of them, 

and all praise is due to Allah" 

 

The shooting, which targeted a single family, occurred in the western city of Quetta, the provincial capital. 

Armed men opened fire at a rickshaw carrying the family of three who were returning home from a bazaar 

at around 6:45 p.m. (9.45 a.m. ET) local time. The men fled on a motorcycle. 

 

All the victims, including the rickshaw driver, were members of the local Christian community, police 

officer Muhammad Anwar told CNN. 

 

The terror group has claimed responsibility but so far has not offered evidence of its involvement. The city 

has seen a rise in attacks by militants including ISIS-affiliated groups. 

 

Pakistan's Christian minority has often been targeted by militants. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Kashmir violence tempting for ISIS? 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/03/asia/violence-kashmir-isis-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Indian-administered Kashmir is again in the grip of deadly violence, following a series of raids by 

Indian security forces against militant groups Sunday. 

 

At least twenty people have been killed, including 13 militants, and several civilians who took to the 

streets to protest the army operations. 

 

For more than two decades several domestic militant groups, demanding either independence for Kashmir 
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or for the area to become part of Pakistan, have fought Indian security forces. Now, into this volatile mix 

comes a new, potentially more significant threat: al Qaeda and ISIS. 

 

Powerful recruitment tool 

ISIS first declared its intention to move into Kashmir in 2016, describing it as part of its Khorasan 

province. But only in the past few months have there been the first signs of activity there. 

 

In February, ISIS claimed the killing of a police officer in Kashmir's capital, Srinagar, through a Telegram 

channel called 'Kashmir Villayah.' State police chief Shesh Paul Vaid said the attack was a "cause of 

worry," telling Indian network NDTV that though there didn't seem to be a substantial presence of ISIS in 

the region, the attack could have been driven by ISIS ideology. 

 

It was the second ISIS claim in Kashmir in three months. In November, the Qaraar media outlet claiming 

to represent the "mujahideen of the Islamic Caliphate in the gateway of India" posted a photograph of a 

militant who was killed in an attack in Srinagar that left a policeman dead. At his funeral, the militant's 

body was wrapped in an ISIS flag. 

 

Officials in New Delhi have flatly denied that ISIS exists in Kashmir; Vaid also asserted it had no 

"substantial" presence in the region. But there is concern that ISIS' ideology may attract militant Kashmiri 

youth. Amira Jadoon of the Combating Terrorism Center at West Point says that "unlike their predecessors 

of the 1990s, this generation is educated and highly active on social media, a powerful recruitment tool for 

the Islamic State." 

 

Militant cells in Kashmir benefit from widespread support among young Kashmiri men. On several 

occasions in recent months, hundreds of them have pelted security forces with stones in an effort to shield 

militants. The situation has been exacerbated by the lack of any political progress on Kashmir's future. 

 

Jihadi networks 

Two Pakistan-based groups - Lashkar-e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed -- have long been the main jihadi 

networks in Kashmir, and they are viscerally opposed to ISIS. No surprise, perhaps, that the pro-ISIS 

media outlet al-Qaraar has urged Muslims to abandon these groups and wage "pure jihad" under its 

banner, while describing Pakistan as an "enemy of Islam." 

 

ISIS may find it difficult to challenge the Pakistan-based groups because -- in the eyes of the US and other 

western governments -- they enjoy the support of Pakistani military intelligence. 

 

US Director of National Intelligence Daniel Coats told Congress in March that "militant groups supported 

by Islamabad will continue to take advantage of their safe haven in Pakistan to plan and conduct attacks in 

India and Afghanistan." 

 

Additionally, Kashmiri militancy has been focused on liberating the region from Indian rule; it hasn't had 

much time for global jihad. 

 

Jadoon says the possibility that ISIS can "inspire a sufficiently large number of young Kashmiris to 

stimulate an entire new wave of jihad in Jammu and Kashmir seems unlikely, at least in the short term."  

 

But the region is potentially attractive to ISIS, with a large community of radicalized youth, mountainous 

territory, and a long-established insurgency that could potentially be co-opted. 

 

Now that it has lost virtually all its territory in Iraq and Syria, ISIS is looking for areas in which to 

regenerate, from the Philippines to Pakistan to west Africa (as well as inside Iraq). 

 

It has established a presence in Afghanistan, and across the border in the Pakistani province of 

Balochistan. On Monday, it claimed responsibility for murdering four Christians in the Balochi capital, 

Quetta. 
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Preventing ISIS from establishing a foothold in the region would be one of the very few things on which 

India and Pakistan could agree. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 US: ‘kill or capture ISIS member’ mission 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/02/politics/us-british-soldiers-killed-syria-isis-kill-mission/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The US and British soldiers killed in an improvised explosive devise blast in Manbij, Syria, last 

week were on a classified mission to "kill or capture a known ISIS member" according to Pentagon 

spokesman Major Adrian Rankine-Galloway. The US military is releasing few details about the mission 

that killed Master Sgt. Jonathan J. Dunbar and UK soldier Sgt. Matt Tonroe. 

 

They were killed and five other troops were wounded in a March 30 IED blast. The US military has not 

said if the IED was in a building, a vehicle or buried in the road. The troops were out of their vehicles at 

the time of the explosion, according to a US official. There is also no word on whether the target was 

found and captured or killed. 

 

One indicator of the sensitivity of the mission is Dunbar was identified publicly by the Army only as being 

"assigned to Headquarters, U.S. Army Special Operations Command, Fort Bragg, N.C." That specific 

language has been used in the past when troops killed in action have actually been part of the Army's elite 

Delta Force, a counterterrorism unit that is not publicly identified. 

 

Another US official confirmed to CNN that Dunbar was assigned to Delta. Delta Force and the Naval 

Special Warfare Development Group -- popularly known as Seal Team Six -- are among the so-called Tier 

One units that specialize in high-risk counterterrorism and hostage rescue missions that are rarely 

acknowledged. Special operations forces have been in the Manbij area recently looking for high-value 

ISIS operatives that may have fled to the area the US official said. 

 

The US maintains about 2,000 US troops in Syria, who mostly work with local allies fighting ISIS in 

Syria. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 FBI oldest forensic case 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/02/science/mummy-head-fbi-dna.html  

GIST In 1915, a team of American archaeologists excavating the ancient Egyptian necropolis of Deir el-Bersha 

blasted into a hidden tomb. Inside the cramped limestone chamber, they were greeted by a gruesome sight: 

a mummy’s severed head perched on a cedar coffin. 

 

The room, which the researchers labeled Tomb 10A, was the final resting place for a governor named 

Djehutynakht (pronounced “juh-HOO-tuh-knocked”) and his wife. At some point during the couple’s 

4,000-year-long slumber, grave robbers ransacked their burial chamber and plundered its gold and jewels. 

The looters tossed a headless, limbless mummified torso into a corner before attempting to set the room on 

fire to cover their tracks. 

 

The archaeologists went on to recover painted coffins and wooden figurines that survived the raid and sent 

them to the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston in 1921. Most of the collection stayed in storage until 2009 

when the museum exhibited them. Though the torso remained in Egypt, the decapitated head became the 

star of the showcase. With its painted-on eyebrows, somber expression and wavy brown hair peeking 

through its tattered bandages, the mummy’s noggin brought viewers face-to-face with a mystery.  

 

“The head had been found on the governor’s coffin but we were never sure if it was his head or her head,” 
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said Rita Freed, a curator at the museum. 

 

The museum staff concluded only a DNA test would determine whether they had put Mr. or Mrs. 

Djehutynakht on display. 

 

“The problem was that at the time in 2009 there had been no successful extraction of DNA from a mummy 

that was 4,000-years-old,” said Dr. Freed.  

 

Egyptian mummies pose a unique challenge because the desert’s scorching climate rapidly degrades DNA. 

Earlier attempts at obtaining their ancient DNA either failed or produced results contaminated by modern 

DNA. To crack the case, the museum turned to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.  

 

The F.B.I. had never before worked on a specimen so old. If its scientists could extract genetic material 

from the 4,000-year-old mummy, they would add a powerful DNA collecting technique to their forensics 

arsenal and also unlock a new way of deciphering Egypt’s ancient past. 

 

“I honestly didn’t expect it to work because at the time there was this belief that it was not possible to get 

DNA from ancient Egyptian remains,” said Odile Loreille a forensic scientist at the F.B.I. But in the 

journal Genes in March, Dr. Loreille and her colleagues reported that they had retrieved ancient DNA 

from the head. And after more than a century of uncertainty, the mystery of the mummy’s identity had 

been laid to rest.  

 

What lies in Tomb 10A 

 

Governor Djehutynakht and his wife, Lady Djehutynakht, are believed to have lived around 2000 B.C. 

during Egypt’s Middle Kingdom. They ruled a province of Upper Egypt. Though the walls in their tomb 

were bare, the coffins were embellished with beautiful hieroglyphics of the afterlife. 

 

“His coffin is a classic masterpiece of Middle Kingdom art,” said Marleen De Meyer, assistant director for 

archaeology and Egyptology at the Netherlands-Flemish Institute in Cairo, who re-entered the tomb in 

2009. “It has elements of a rare kind of realism.” 

 

The team that discovered Djehutynakht’s desecrated chamber more than a century ago was led by 

archaeologists George Reisner and Hanford Lyman Story. As they explored the cliffs of Deir el-Bersha, 

which is about 180 miles south of Cairo on the east bank of the Nile, they uncovered a 30-foot burial shaft 

beneath boulders. With the help of dynamite, they entered the tomb. 

 

In their original reports the archaeologists said the dismembered body parts belonged to a woman, 

presumably Lady Djehutynakht. Dr. De Meyer suspected the head belonged to the governor and not his 

wife. 

 

Missing facial bones 

 

As Dr. Freed, the museum curator prepared the items from Tomb 10A for exhibition in 2005, she reached 

out to Massachusetts General Hospital. Its CT scan revealed the head was missing cheek bones and part of 

its jaw hinge — features that may have potentially provided insight into the mummy’s sex. 

 

“From the outside you could not tell that the mummy had been so internally tinkered with,” said Dr. Rajiv 

Gupta, a neuroradiologist at Massachusetts General. “All the muscles that are involved in chewing and 

closing the mouth, the attachment sites of those muscles had been taken out.” 

 

They now had another mystery: Why did the mummy have these facial mutilations? 

 

Along with Dr. Paul Chapman, a neurosurgeon at the hospital, Dr. Gupta hypothesized that they might be 

part of an ancient Egyptian mummification practice known as the “Opening of the Mouth Ceremony.” The 

ritual was performed so the deceased could eat, drink and breathe in the afterlife. 
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“It’s a very specific cut they made,” said Dr. Gupta, referring to the surgical removal of part of the 

mandible. “There’s a precision to it which is what we were surprised by. Someone was actually doing 

coronoidectomy 4,000 years ago.” 

 

Some doctors and Egyptologists doubted that ancient Egyptians could perform that complex operation 

with primitive tools. 

 

To show it was possible, Dr. Gupta, Dr. Chapman and an oral and maxillofacial surgeon performed the 

bone removal on two cadavers using a chisel and mallet. They drove the chisel between the lips and gums 

behind the wisdom teeth, and were able to remove the same bones missing in the mummified skull. 

 

Still, the question of the mummy’s identity lingered. 

 

Tooth raiders 

 

The doctors and museum staff determined their best chance of retrieving DNA would be by extracting the 

mummy’s molar. “The core of the tooth was where the money was,” Dr. Chapman said. Teeth often act as 

tiny genetic time capsules. Researchers have used them to tell the tales of our prehistoric human cousins 

called Denisovans, as well as to provide insight into the medical history of long dead people. 

 

“The advantage we had is that we had a hole in the neck because the head had been torn off,” said Dr. 

Chapman. 

 

They snaked a long scope with a camera into the back of the mouth. The first tooth they targeted would 

not budge, so Dr. Fabio Nunes, who was then a molecular biologist at Massachusetts General, switched to 

a different molar. Sweating, he clamped down with dental forceps, gave it a few wiggles, then a few twists 

and “pop” — it was free. 

 

“My main concern was: Don’t drop it, don’t drop it, don’t drop it,” he said. After he successfully 

maneuvered out from the neck, the room exhaled and gazed upon their prize. 

 

“This looked like an absolutely cavity free, perfectly preserved tooth,” Dr. Freed said. “I thought maybe it 

was Mrs. Djehutynakht who had died in childbirth. Total speculation.” 

 

The F.B.I. ’s oldest forensic case 

 

For several years, other teams of scientists tried fruitlessly to get DNA from the molar. Then the crown of 

the tooth came to Dr. Loreille at the F.B.I. ’s lab in Quantico, Va., in 2016. 

 

Dr. Loreille had joined the F.B.I. after 20 years of studying ancient DNA. Previously, she had extracted 

genetic material from a 130,000-year-old cave bear, and worked on cases to identify unknown Korean War 

victims, a two-year old child who drowned on the Titanic and two of the Romanov children who were 

murdered during the Russian Revolution (though she was unable to confirm if one was the famed 

Anastasia). 

 

In the F.B.I.’s clean lab, Dr. Loreille drilled into the tooth’s core and collected a tiny bit of powder. She 

then dissolved the tooth dust to make a DNA library that allowed her to amplify the amount of DNA she 

was working with, like a copy machine, and bring it up to detectable levels. 

 

To determine whether what she had extracted was ancient DNA or contamination from modern people, 

she analyzed how damaged the sample was. It showed signs of heavy damage, confirmation that she was 

studying the mummy’s genetic material. 

 

She plugged her data into computer software that analyzed the ratio of chromosomes in the sample. “When 

you have a female you have more reads on X. When you have a male you have X and Y,” she said. 
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The program spit out “male.” 

 

Dr. Loreille discovered the mummified severed head had indeed belong to Governor Djehutynakht. And in 

doing so she had help establish that ancient Egyptian DNA could be extracted from mummies.  

 

“It’s one of the Holy Grails of ancient DNA to collect good data from Egyptian mummies,” said Pontus 

Skoglund, a geneticist at The Francis Crick Institute in London who helped confirm the accuracy of the 

finding while he was a researcher at Harvard. “It was very exciting to see that Odile got something that 

looked like it could be authentic ancient DNA.” 

 

Unraveling the mummy’s genetic history 

 

Dr. Loreille’s examination also showed that Governor Djehutynakht’s DNA carried clues to another 

mystery. For centuries archaeologists and historians have debated the origins of the ancient Egyptians and 

how closely related they were to modern people living in North Africa. To the researchers’ surprise, the 

governor’s mitochondrial DNA indicated his ancestry on his mother’s side, or haplogroup, was Eurasian. 

 

“No one will ever believe us,” Dr. Loreille recalled telling her colleague Jodi Irwin. “There’s a European 

haplogroup in an ancient mummy.” 

 

Dr. Irwin, the supervisory biologist at the F.B.I.’s DNA support unit, had similar concerns. To verify the 

results they sent a portion of the tooth to a Harvard lab, and then to the Department of Homeland Security, 

for further sequencing. 

 

Then last year as the F.B.I. scientists worked to confirm their results, another group affiliated with the Max 

Planck Institute for the Science of Human History in Germany reported the first successful extraction of 

ancient DNA from Egyptian mummies. Their results showed that their ancient Egyptian samples were 

closer to modern Middle Eastern and European samples than to modern Egyptians, who have more sub-

Saharan African ancestry. 

 

“It was at the same time ‘Dang! We’re not first,’” Dr. Loreille said. “But also we’re happy to see they had 

this Eurasian ancestry.” 

 

Alexander Peltzer, a population geneticist at the Planck Institute and an author on the first Egyptian 

mummy DNA paper, said Dr. Loreille’s genetic findings fit well with what his team had found. 

 

“Of course, one has to be careful to deduce too much from single genomes and only two locations,” he 

said. 

 

Dr. Irwin also expressed caution with how the public interprets her team’s results, saying that 

mitochondrial DNA provides, “just a very small glimpse into somebody’s ancestry.” 

  

Future ancient DNA work will provide insight into how diverse populations moved and mixed in Egypt 

millenniums ago, according to Verena Schünemann, a paleogeneticist at the University of Zurich in 

Switzerland who led the Egyptian mummy DNA study that was published before the F.B.I.’s. 

 

Obtaining mummified samples for genetic sequencing may prove difficult for researchers outside of Egypt 

as the country’s government has barred foreign researchers from taking artifacts and ancient human 

remains out of the country since 1983. Many investigations will instead rely on museum samples, like 

Djehutynakht’s decapitated head. 

 

In addition to helping lay groundwork for future exploration of ancient Egypt’s migration history, Dr. 

Loreille and her team’s work may prove beneficial to F.B.I. forensic efforts. 

 

“We are testing techniques that may in the future help them work on remains that are highly degraded, like 
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in the desert or that are burned,” she said. 

 

But for the Egyptologists and medical professionals enthralled by Tomb 10A, the biggest prize was finally 

solving the mystery of the mummified head. 

 

“You almost feel like it’s a child, like you just identified the gender of a baby,” Dr. Nunes said. “It is a 

boy!” 

 

Dr. Freed agreed. “We now know that we have the governor himself,” she said. “We already show the 

head at the museum, but now we’ll have to change the label!” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Antarctica coastal glaciers in retreat 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2018/04/02/an-alarming-10-percent-

of-antarcticas-coastal-glaciers-are-in-retreat-scientists-find/?utm_term=.3a4936a86206  

GIST Antarctica’s ocean-front glaciers are retreating, according a new satellite survey that raises additional 

concerns about the massive continent’s potential contribution to rising sea levels. 

 

Antarctica, which contains enough ice to raise the oceans by about 200 feet, is a continent of ice that flows 

outward to the ocean at numerous large glaciers. These mostly submerged glaciers rest deep on the 

seafloor at a point called the “grounding line,” where ocean, ice and bedrock meet. 

 

But at 10.7 percent of these glaciers, the ice masses are moving at a significant speed back toward the 

center of the continent as they melt from below, often because of the incursion of warm ocean water, 

which causes the grounding line to retreat. Only about 1.9 percent of glaciers were growing at a significant 

speed, suggesting a net retreat. 

 

And the more glaciers are retreating, the more one worries about sea-level rise. Retreating grounding lines 

can expose more ice to the ocean, allowing it to flow outward more rapidly. 

 

The research used satellite techniques to infer changes to glacier grounding lines based on changes in the 

height of the glacier’s surface. Scanning one-third of Antarctica’s marine-based glaciers along a roughly 

10,000-mile stretch of coastline, the work presents a more comprehensive look than other studies of 

Antarctic glaciers, which have tended to focus on grounding lines in just one key region. 

 

“We were able to quantify more or less all around Antarctica,” said Hannes Konrad, the lead author of the 

research. Konrad works at the University of Leeds in Britain, along with a number of co-authors of the 

study. Other authors worked at University College London. 

 

The research found that from 2010 through 2016, about 80 square miles per year of ice is being lifted off 

of the seafloor and going afloat as grounding lines retreat. That’s about four times the size of Manhattan 

every year. 

 

At the same time, the 10.7 percent of Antarctic grounding lines were retreating at a rate faster than 25 

meters per year, which the study takes as a benchmark because that rate of retreat is believed to have 

occurred at the end of the last ice age. Just 1.9 percent of Antarctic grounding lines were advancing faster 

than 25 meters per year. 

 

The sea-level implications of the research are troubling, if not direct — researchers cannot precisely 

quantify sea-level rise just based on the retreat of grounding lines, although they are certainly related. 

 

“We find that 10 percent of the Antarctica ice sheet significantly retreating, but we can’t somehow 

extrapolate sea level rates that come from that,” Konrad said. “But to say 10 percent of Antarctica, this 

massive ice body, is retreating, still should be some sign of warning. It’s large.” 
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A key factor driving the retreat of Antarctic grounding lines is the incursion of warm, deep ocean water 

which melts glaciers at their bases and causes the grounding line to retreat. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 IRS audits fewest tax returns in 15yrs 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/2/irs-tax-return-audit-rate-lowest-15-years/  

GIST The IRS is auditing fewer tax returns than at any other time in the past 15 years as the agency struggles 

with what it says is a shrinking budget and pressure from Congress to be less zealous in enforcement. 

 

Just six out of every 1,000 individual taxpayers faced an audit last year, the government said in the latest 

IRS Data Book released last week, marking the lowest rate since 2002. 

 

Analysts said that is unlikely to change this year, as the April 17 deadline for this year’s filing season 

nears and as the IRS grapples with endemic budget cuts and the strain of having to administer the new tax 

law. 

 

Some taxpayer advocates cheered the news, saying it’s time the IRS was brought to heel after years of 

excesses, including targeting tea party groups for illegal scrutiny and making tax-filing season tougher 

than it had to be as a protest against budget cuts. 

 

“It should be a healthy sign if they’re auditing less,” said Grover Norquist, president of Americans for Tax 

Reform. “I would very much like to live in a world where the IRS doesn’t have to do too much auditing 

because the tax code is simple enough for people to understand.” 

 

But the agency’s defenders said having a working IRS is critical to collecting money owed to the 

government — particularly after Congress made the job even more complicated with the passage in 

December of the $1.5 trillion tax cut legislation. 

 

“You’ve got this depleted workforce, they’re auditing fewer people, and now here comes this tax law that 

invites all kind of rampant tax sheltering, and they provide no additional money,” said Chuck Marr, 

director of federal tax policy at the left-leaning Center on Budget and Policy Priorities. 

 

The IRS has been begging for more resources to conduct enforcement, but the Republican-led Congress 

has been reluctant to allocate the money. 

 

Former IRS Commissioner John Koskinen has estimated that the agency leaves up to $8 billion per year in 

legitimately owed taxes on the table because of a lack of resources for enforcement. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Protesters build longhouse at PSE HQ 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article207740454.html  

GIST Protesters of a liquefied natural gas plant being built on Tacoma's Tideflats gathered outside Puget Sound 

Energy's headquarters in Bellevue on Monday and did a little building of their own. 

 

KOMO News reports that protesters built a small replica of a Native American longhouse directly outside 

the entrance to PSE's headquarters on Monday morning. 

 

The longhouse was built without permits, protesters told KOMO, though they told KOMO they've applied 

for permits with the city of Bellevue. 

 

The demonstration was a dig at PSE, which was issued a notice of violation by the Puget Sound Clean Air 

Agency last April for “failure to obtain a notice of construction approval prior to construction, installation, 
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establishment or modification of a source,” according to a letter the agency sent PSE. 

Never miss a local story. 

 

"This is how it feels when your consent is taken from you — we’re building without permission on PSE 

property, just as PSE is doing on our land," Puyallup Tribe member Dakota Case told KOMO. "But ours is 

a peaceful symbolic gesture, not a bullying, dangerous, and profit-taking one." 

 

The Puyallup Tribal Council and individual members have said the tribe was not consulted about the 

project, which they say is being built on ancestral tidelands, and have argued that consultation is an 

important part of the Puyallup Land Claims Settlement of 1990. The land where the plant is being built is 

owned by the Port of Tacoma. 

 

PSE spokesman Grant Ringel said the company supports the rights of the protesters to express their 

opinions. He said the protesters arrived about 8 a.m. and left about 10:30 a.m. 

 

"The only issue we had with this protest was that it created a safety issue because it blocked people from 

getting into the building to do their jobs from the street entrance, and blocked people from exiting the 

building through that entrance," Ringel said. 

 

Puyallup Tribal Council member James Rideout said Monday the tribe continues to be concerned about 

the plant's construction. 

 

"The liquid natural gas plant that is currently being constructed on Tacoma's waterfront is dangerous, and 

construction should be stopped until proper permits have been completed," Rideout said. "We deserve to 

fully understand all risks associated with this project." 

 

When completed, the facility would produce 250,000 gallons of LNG a day. A storage tank at the plant 

would hold 8 million gallons of LNG. Most of that would be sold to customers, including the shipping 

company TOTE Maritime. PSE also plans to use the tank’s contents as a backup supply for high-demand 

gas days. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Israel: deal reached to settle migrants 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-deal-reached-resettle-african-migrants-west-

54172444?   

GIST Israel said Monday it has reached an agreement with the United Nations to scrap its contested plans to 

deport African asylum seekers and will resettle many of them in Western countries instead. 

 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's office said the "unprecedented understandings" with the U.N. 

refugee agency would send more than 16,000 migrants to various Western countries that are willing to 

absorb them. It said the new deal would be implemented in three stages over five years, with many of 

those remaining in Israel integrated and granted official status. 

 

Netanyahu and his interior minister, Arieh Deri, announced the deal at a joint press conference. 

 

The deal lifts the threat of a forced expulsion to unnamed African destinations, widely believed to be 

Rwanda and Uganda, with whom Israel had reached a secret agreement. Israel had planned to begin the 

mass deportations on April 1. 

 

Netanyahu said the plan was canceled after it became clear that the "third country" could not handle the 

absorptions. Migrants who had earlier agreed to return to Africa had reported abuses and broken promises 

after arriving in Rwanda. In some cases, their travel papers were confiscated or they were quickly sent to 

Uganda. 
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"From the moment in the past few weeks that it became clear that the third country as an option doesn't 

exist, we basically entered a trap where all of them would remain," he said. He described Monday's 

compromise as the best available option. 

 

Shlomo Mor-Yosef, a senior official at Israel's Interior Ministry, said migrants would be absorbed 

throughout the European Union, as well as in Canada and the United States. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Seattle probes $23M streetcar deficit 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/city-to-launch-investigation-into-seattle-streetcars-23-million-

deficit  

GIST SEATTLE - Construction of the Seattle Streetcar extension has been put on a six moth hold by Mayor 

Jenny Durkan.  

 

Now comes details of an investigation into ‘who knew what when’ at Seattle’s Department of 

Transportation regarding a $23 million deficit in the project. 

 

The city’s budget director, Ben Noble, said a third party consultant should be selected within the week to 

investigate how officials in the department could have seriously underestimated the capital costs of the 1.2 

mile project - which will link up the South Lake Union Streetcar to the First Hill line, which terminates in 

Pioneer Square. 

 

The investigation will look into project performance assumptions as well as operating costs.  

 

Metro, the operator of the streetcar, has said the city underestimated operating costs of the entire line by 

almost 50 percent. 

 

“We want to make sure all the risks associated with this project are appropriately priced, at this point I 

don't have confidence that they are," SDOT interim Director Goran Sparrman told city council members 

on Monday. 

 

“Right now we are looking at a $23 million deficit and clearly that's resources the project doesn't have,” 

said Sparrman. 

 

The capital costs for the project are projected to be $165,763.932. But, federal and local funds committed 

to the project are $142,600,000 leaving the city $23,163.932 short. 

 

 

Noble provided new estimates to the council that showed a six month delay in the project could cost the 

city nearly $13 million, if the council and the mayor decided to restart it. 

 

“Whenever you are talking about misstatements or incorrect information, that's huge, let’s stop the project 

and get to the bottom of it,” said City Council President Bruce Harrell. 

 

When council members tried to ask Sparrman the ‘who knew what when’ type of questions, City Attorney 

Pete Holmes advised city officials not to answer in a public session, because of potential issues with 

contractors committed to the project. 

 

City Council President Bruce Harrell said he’s fully committed to a transparent investigation. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 ‘State of county’ address canceled 
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SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/seattlenews/article/State-of-County-address-canceled-by-youth-

12799794.php  

GIST Opponents of the under-construction youth detention center in Seattle continued their efforts to shut the 

project down, forcing the cancellation of a major speech from King County Executive Dow Constantine 

on Monday. 

 

Constantine was set to give his "State of the County" address Monday at 11 a.m. at the Burien Library, but 

a group of protesters from European Dissent, which identifies itself as a "network of white anti-racist 

organizers," forced the cancellation of the speech. 

 

The speech will instead be distributed via video on the county's website, according to Constantine's office.  

 

A video posted to the European Dissent Facebook page showed protesters standing behind a lectern 

holding a sign reading "People's moratorium, stop the youth jail" as city and county officials milled 

around. 

 

In the video, activist Olivia Smith asked Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan for comment on the "No Youth Jail" 

movement. Durkan talked about the need to provide social services to youth. 

 

"We have to make sure opportunity is present from the time they are born," Durkan said. "We've got to get 

good prenatal care. We've got to get good pre-K. We've got to make sure that there is a schools-to-

opportunity pipeline. That is the No. 1 thing we have to do, and as mayor I'm going to work on ways to do 

that." 

 

When pressed to comment on the legal status of the Children and Family Justice Center, Durkan walked 

away. 

 

Smith then asked King County Councilmember Larry Gossett if it was unwise for the county to continue 

building the facility after a state Court of Appeals ruled that Proposition 1, the 2012 levy that provided 

funding for the $210 million project, included imprecise language in the ballot title that jeopardized the 

county's ability to collect property taxes for the project. 

 

"No, because We've continued to build things that have been challenged before," Gossett said. "The most 

important thing is that the voters voted for it." 

 

Gossett declined to speculate on where funds for the detention center might come from if the state 

Supreme Court does not reverse the appellate court decision. King County petitioned the state's highest 

court to review the decision in December, but there's not yet been any indication whether it would take up 

the case. 

 

After settling down attendees (except for the demonstrators holding the banner) sat quietly for roughly 15 

minutes until Constantine's Director of Communications Alex Fryer informed the crowd that "the state of 

the county was delivered and recorded earlier today" and would be available online later on Monday. 

 

Monday's demonstration was the latest in a series of recent actions from "youth jail" opponents. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Mystery lingers in Calif. SUV crash 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/02/us/family-suv-pacific-coast-crash-what-we-know/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A family's SUV found upside down at the bottom of a cliff near a remote stretch of highway on the 

Northern California coast. Five bodies recovered, including three teens. Questions surrounding whether 

the vehicle was deliberately driven off the road. 

 

The deaths of Jennifer and Sarah Hart, both 38, and their children -- Markis, 19, and Jeremiah and Abigail, 
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both 14 -- are indeed a mystery. The couple's other children -- Hannah, 16, Devonte, 15, and Sierra, 12 -- 

are still missing. Investigators aren't certain whether they were in the SUV when it tumbled into the sea. 

 

Here is what we know about the Hart family, and the fatal crash last week: 

The children 

The children were adopted in Texas in 2006 and 2009, according to Tiffani Butler, a spokeswoman for the 

Texas Department of Family and Protective Services. 

 

Butler couldn't immediately say if both women or just one of them legally adopted the six children. 

 

Siblings Abigail, Hannah and Markis were adopted first, in September 2006, in Colorado County, 

according to Butler. Sierra, Jeremiah and Devonte, also siblings, were adopted in February 2009 in Harris 

County. Out-of-state adoptions are not uncommon, according to Butler. 

 

Devonte, who is black, earned national attention when a touching photo of him went viral in 2014. 

 

In the photo, tears streamed down his face as he embraced a white police officer in the middle of a 

Portland, Oregon, demonstration over a grand jury's decision not to indict Ferguson police officer Darren 

Wilson in the fatal shooting of Michael Brown. 

 

Devonte had been holding a sign offering "Free Hugs." 

 

The fatal crash 

The SUV plunged 100 feet into the water from a flat, gravel-covered outcrop where travelers stop to 

admire the view, walk their dog and stretch their legs, according to Mendocino County Sheriff Tom 

Allman. 

 

The bodies of Jennifer and Sarah Hart were found inside the overturned SUV on March 26, the Mendocino 

County Sheriff's Office said. Emergency responders recovered the bodies of Markis, Jeremiah and Abigail 

outside the SUV. Scattered belongings, including a purse, were found nearby. 

 

Investigators found no skid marks or brake marks. 

 

A passerby happened to notice the vehicle but nobody reported seeing the crash, so authorities don't know 

when or how it happened. 

 

On Sunday, police said preliminary information suggested the SUV may have been intentionally driven off 

the edge of the cliff. 

 

There is "every indication" that Hannah, Devonte and Sierra were riding in the SUV, too, but it's also 

possible they were left behind with friends, Allman said. 

 

Authorities are still searching for the three children. 

 

The Hart family 

Jennifer and Sarah Hart once lived in Minnesota, where Sarah Hart pleaded guilty to misdemeanor 

domestic assault involving one of the children in 2010, according to court records from Douglas County, 

Minnesota. 

 

The child had told an elementary school teacher of pain in her stomach and back, which was discovered to 

be caused by bruises. Sarah Hart told police she had spanked the child over the edge of the bathtub 

because of the child's behavior. She was sentenced to community service and one year of probation. 

 

About 10 months ago, the Harts moved into their home in Woodland in Washington state, said neighbor 

Bruce DeKalb. He said the family was "very private." 
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Another neighbor, Bill Groener, said the children were home-schooled and kept inside most of the time. 

Zippy Lomax, a friend of the couple, told CNN affiliate KOIN: "Jen and Sarah really were the kind of 

parents that I think the world desperately needs." 

 

Neighbor's suspicions 

DeKalb told HLN last week that Devonte and one of his sisters had said they were being mistreated. He 

recalled two disturbing encounters he had with the children. 

 

"One of the girls came to the door at 1:30 in the morning and said that she needed help and the parents 

were not treating her properly, and (she) wanted us to protect her," DeKalb said. "We ended up getting her 

back to her parents ... and then I went over there the next morning and just checked on things, and 

everything seemed normal, and we let it go from there." 

 

DeKalb said he and his wife also encountered Devonte, the one child he saw doing outside chores, such as 

taking the garbage bins to and from the street. 

 

"About a week ago, he (Devonte) started coming over asking for food and saying that they were taking 

meals away from him due to punishment," DeKalb told HLN. "And it started out as one time a day and 

escalated up to three times a day, until a week went by and we decided that we needed to get professional 

help." 

 

DeKalb said he called Child Protective Services on March 23, and they arrived just after Jennifer Hart 

came home from work. But she didn't answer the door. 

 

Sarah Hart came home soon after, DeKalb said. By the next morning, the family and their vehicle were 

gone. 

 

Child Protective Services tried to visit the family twice more -- on March 26 and March 27 -- but had no 

success, according to the Washington State Department of Social and Health Services. The agency was 

trying to get in touch after the "now deceased children were identified as potential victims of alleged abuse 

or neglect," according to a statement from the Washington State Department of Social and Health 

Services. The department said it had no history with the Hart family. 

 

On March 29, Clark County, Washington, sheriff's deputies executed a search warrant at the family's 

Woodland home, looking for any evidence in the missing persons case, Sgt. Brent Waddell said then. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Medical pot reduces opioid abuse? 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/medical-marijuana-may-reduce-opioid-use-little-

n862101  

GIST Making medical marijuana available might help reduce opioid prescriptions, researchers reported Monday. 

 

They found states that legalized the medical use of marijuana saw small reductions in opioid prescriptions 

for Medicare and Medicaid patients. 

 

Since opioid prescriptions are considered to be a major driver of the opioid abuse epidemic, the 

researchers said, medical marijuana laws could be a part of the solution. 

 

“State implementation of medical marijuana laws was associated with a 5.88 percent lower rate of opioid 

prescribing,” wrote Hefei Wen of the University of Kentucky College of Public Health and Jason 

Hockenberry of the Emory University Rollins School of Public Health. 

 

“Marijuana is one of the potential non-opioid alternatives that can relieve pain at a relatively lower risk of 

addiction and virtually no risk of overdose,” they wrote in one of two reports published in the Journal of 
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the American Medical Association’s JAMA Internal Medicine. 

 

The researchers looked at the prescription records of people using Medicaid and also Medicare Part D – 

the prescription add-on plan for Medicare recipients. 

 

In the Medicare study, Wen and colleagues found that states with medical marijuana laws had a more than 

8 percent reduction in opioid prescriptions compared to states with no such laws. 

 

“We found that overall opioid prescribing in Part D was lower when states permit access to medical 

cannabis,” they wrote. 

 

“Prescriptions filled for all opioids decreased by 2.11 million daily doses per year from an average of 

23.08 million daily doses per year when a state instituted any medical cannabis law,” they added. 

 

“Prescriptions for all opioids decreased by 3.742 million daily doses per year when medical cannabis 

dispensaries opened.” 

 

State and federal officials are looking for ways to reduce opioid deaths and to reduce the overuse of opioid 

prescriptions. 

 

The National Center for Health Statistics says 63,600 people died of drug overdoses in 2016. 

 

Opioids killed or helped kill 42,249 people in 2016, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says. 

Opioid overdose deaths were five times higher in 2016 than in 1999. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 North Atlantic right whales face extinction 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/whales-fade-movement-spawned-hope-54194139  

GIST Regina Asmutis-Silvia, a biologist who has dedicated her career to saving right whales, is cleaning out a 

file cabinet from the early 1990s, and the documents inside tell a familiar story — the whales are dying 

from collisions with ships and entanglements in commercial fishing gear, and the species might not 

survive. 

 

Fast forward through a quarter-century of crawl-paced progress, and it's all happening again. 

 

"It's a little scary to think if we hadn't been working on this all these years, would they have been relegated 

to history instead of Cape Cod Bay?" said Asmutis-Silvia, of Plymouth, Massachusetts-based Whale and 

Dolphin Conservation. "We're standing on the cliff and going, 'It matters, they're still here, they're still 

something to fight for'." 

 

Despite eight decades of conservation efforts, North Atlantic right whales are facing a new crisis. The 

threat of extinction within a generation looms, and the movement to preserve the whales is trying to come 

up with new solutions. 

 

The whales are one of the rarest marine mammals in the world, numbering about 450. The 100,000-pound 

animals have been even closer to the brink of extinction before, and the effort to save them galvanized one 

of the most visible wildlife conservation movements in U.S. history. 

 

But the population's falling again because of poor reproduction coupled with high mortality from ship 

strikes and entanglement. Scientists, environmentalists, whale watch captains and animal lovers of all 

stripes are rallying to renew interest in saving right whales, but many admit to feeling close to defeated. 

 

Charles "Stormy" Mayo, director of the right whale ecology program at the Center for Coastal Studies in 

Provincetown, and other scientists have said the species could be extinct as soon as 2041. Mayo, a ninth 
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generation resident of Cape Cod whose ancestors harpooned whales in the 18th and 19th centuries, now 

leads expeditions to find the animals and try to learn how to save them. 

 

"There's a fair amount of sadness, dealing with these creatures. They are on the brink of extinction now, 

and their future is truly in doubt," he said. "I don't think any of us are discouraged, but many of us are 

fearful. I certainly am." 

 

The decline of right whales dates back to the whaling era of centuries ago, when they were targeted as the 

"right" whale to hunt because they were slow and floated when killed. They were harvested for their oil 

and meat, and might have dwindled to double digits until international protections took hold in 1935. 

 

Preserving the whales became an international cause, championed by environmentalists, scientists and the 

U.S. government, and their population grew to about 275 in 1990 and 500 around 2010. But then things 

changed. 

 

Scientists are still trying to figure out why the whales have lost about 10 percent of their population in just 

eight years, but one hypothesis places blame on the warming of the Atlantic Ocean. The whales migrate 

from Georgia and Florida to New England and Canada every year, seeking food. They are aided by a 

complex system of protected areas, shipping regulations and commercial fishing restrictions that try to 

ensure safe passage as they gorge on copepods, crustaceans the size of a flea. 

 

But as waters have warmed, the tiny organisms they need to survive appear to be moving, and the whales 

are following, sometimes putting themselves in harm's way, said Mark Baumgartner, a scientist with 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. They also just aren't eating enough, he said. 

 

"The whales are moving around a lot more and they are not finding food," he told fishermen at the Maine 

Fishermen's Forum in early March. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Seattle purse snatching teens arrested 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/teens-arrested-following-purse-snatching-incident-in-seattle-

police-say/725805790  

GIST SEATTLE - Seattle police officers arrested three teens following a purse-snatching incident in the 

International District Sunday afternoon, officials said. 

 

Police said three teens approached a couple around 5:30 p.m. Sunday in the 1200 block of South King 

Street, and one of the teens took the woman's purse before running away with the group. 

 

Responding officers found the three teens attempting to scale a fence in the 1200 block of South Lane 

Street. The teens stopped when they were told to do so by officers, and police took the group into custody 

without incident.  

 

Police said they found a purse that contained an identification card of the victim 10 feet from where the 

suspects were taken into custody.  

 

While searching the suspects, police said they found additional identification cards and debit cards that 

belonged to the victim.  

 

Three suspects -- two 15-year-olds and one 16-year-old suspect -- were booked into the King County 

Youth Services Center on investigation of robbery, according to police. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Illinois: synthetic pot deaths, arrests 

SOURCE http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-met-update-synthetic-outbreak-investigation-20180402-

story.html  

GIST State health officials have now linked two deaths and dozens of illnesses to synthetic marijuana known as 

K2, while authorities on Monday said they found a large amount of synthetic pot laced with a toxic 

substance often used in rat poison being sold at a West Side convenience store. 

 

Fouad Masoud, owner of King Mini Mart at 1303 S. Kedzie Ave. in Lawndale, and two of his employees, 

Jamil Abdelrahman Jad Allah and Adil Khan Mohammed, could face 20 years in prison after an 

undercover officer bought K2 branded with names that included “Blue Giant,” “Crazy Monkey” and 

“Matrix” from the workers, according to a federal complaint. 

 

The investigation leading to the arrests began last week after Illinois State Police gave Chicago police 

information about someone who had experienced adverse side effects after using synthetic pot purchased 

at King Mini Mart. An undercover officer was sent into the store and bought synthetic pot. 

 

After the undercover buy, the CPD’s Vice Control License Section Unit conducted a search of the store 

with the two employees behind the counter, and officers found several packages of K2 on Jad Allah and 

1,920 grams of the substance in a bucket behind the store. 

 

Tests on the synthetic pot seized from the mini mart determined it contained toxic brodifacoum, a poison 

used in rodent control, the complaint said. In the recent outbreak associated with synthetic pot, nine people 

tested positive for brodifacoum, officials said. 

 

Jad Allah, 44, of Justice, and Mohammed, 44, of Chicago, were arrested Sunday. That evening, an 

unnamed witness told Masoud about Jad Allah’s arrest, according to the complaint. Shortly after, police on 

a stake out at Masoud’s townhouse saw him leaving with a large grocery bag with $280,000 inside, 

according to the complaint. Masoud, 48, also was arrested. Police searched his home and recovered 2,900 

grams of suspected synthetic cannabis labeled “Purple Giant,” the complaint said. 

 

State and local health officials issued a warning last week about a new symptom of synthetic pot — 

excessive bleeding from the eyes and ears. Those symptoms are associated with brodifacoum. 

 

Over the weekend, the Illinois Department of Public Health announced that one person had died after 

using synthetic pot. On Monday, the state agency announced that a second person had died. Both victims 

were men in their 20s, the agency said. 

 

Of those sickened, nearly half were in the Peoria area, and more than 20 were in the Chicago area. 

Generally, those who became ill after using the drug were hospitalized for internal bleeding as well as 

blood coming from the ears, eyes and mouth. 

 

The Peoria County coroner’s office was still investigating the death of a 22-year-old man who died 

Thursday morning and was being counted by the state health department as one of the fatalities in the 

outbreak. The cause and manner of the man’s death were pending results from toxicology tests that could 

take 20 to 30 days to complete, said Jamie Harwood, the Peoria County coroner. 

 

The man reportedly had used K2 before he was hospitalized for severe internal bleeding, Harwood said. 

 

The second death that could be linked to the outbreak is being investigated by officials in west suburban 

Kane County. Other than the victim being a man in his 20s, information about the death was not 

immediately available. 

 

In total, 56 people have been hospitalized in Illinois since March 10, according to the state health 

department. 
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Of that total, 17 people have been hospitalized in Chicago and five others elsewhere in Cook County, 

according to the health department. At least 14 people have been hospitalized in Peoria County. In 

adjoining Tazewell County, 12 people have been hospitalized, state officials said. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 E-DUI emphasis patrol in state 2 weeks 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/944520/e-dui-emphasis-patrol-in-effect-across-state-for-two-weeks/  

GIST Starting Monday, law enforcement agencies across Washington began watching more intently for drivers 

using electronics while driving. 

 

The Washington Traffic Safety Commission announced extra statewide patrols that will focus on 

distracted driving from April 2 to 14.  

 

Over 150 agencies will be participating in the crackdown, which will emphasize the state’s new E-DUI 

law.  

 

If drivers are caught holding a cellphone, watching videos, using a tablet or holding any handheld 

electronic device, they will be subject to a $136 ticket for the first offense. It also includes those stopped in 

traffic or at a stoplight. 

 

Drivers who receive a second E-DUI citation within five years will be fined $234.  

 

Also it’s important to note that information on all cellphone infractions will be made available to insurance 

companies, meaning premiums could increase for those who are caught breaking the law. 

 

The commission said cellphone use while driving increases the risk of crashing by three times. 

 

The law does allow for hands-free use of a device or operating a mounted device with just a single touch. 

 

Since the E-DUI law began in July of last year, there have been nearly 1,500 drivers ticketed each month 

in the state, the commission said. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 ‘Affluenza teen’ released from jail 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/affluenza-teen-ethan-couch-expected-released-

jail/story?id=54130494&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Ethan Couch, the young Texas man at the center of the so-called affluenza case, was released from jail this 

morning.  

 

Couch, now 20, was sentenced to two years in Tarrant County jail after violating his probation conditions 

for a 2013 fatal drunk-driving accident that killed four people and injured several others.  

 

His case gained national attention when a psychologist involved in the case said then-16-year-old Couch 

was a product of "affluenza" -- a term he used to describe Couch's irresponsible lifestyle associated with 

his affluent upbringing. Couch had a blood-alcohol level three times the legal limit on the night of the 

crash. 

 

After leaving the Tarrant County jail this morning, Couch was sent to meet with probation officers in a 

separate building.  

 

"[Couch] will now serve the remaining six years of his period of community supervision under the terms 

and conditions imposed by the court," his lawyers, Scott Brown and Reagan Wynn, said in a statement to 

ABC News. "From the beginning, Ethan has admitted his conduct, accepted responsibility for his actions, 
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and felt true remorse for the terrible consequences of those actions.  

 

"Now, nearly five years after this horrific event, Ethan does not wish to draw attention to himself and 

requests privacy so he may focus on successfully completing his community supervision and going 

forward as a law-abiding citizen," the lawyers' statement said. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Growing concern South King Co. violence 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/02/government-leaders-community-work-to-stem-violence-in-south-king-

county/  

GIST BURIEN, Wash. – King County leaders are concerned with what appears to be a growing violence 

problem lurking in the southern portion of the county. 

 

The latest incident happened just five days ago as two teenage girls were killed in a shooting outside an 

apartment building. 

 

Elizabeth Juarez, 13, and Eveona Cortez, 19, were both shot and killed near the Alturas apartment 

complex on Wednesday night. 

 

Police say so far they have no suspects but believe it was gang-related. 

 

On Monday Q13 News heard for the very first time from high-level county officials about the violence - 

and what community members are doing to take back their streets. 

 

“This terrible tragedy with two teenage girls being gunned down in this community cannot go 

unanswered,” said King County Executive Dow Constantine. 

 

Elizabeth’s sister Mary says she was a young, amazing girl who got caught up with a street gang. 

 

“Her being affiliated and involved with all that made her feel like she needed to be tougher,” she said. 

 

Gang shootings have happened before in south King County and Constantine says the most difficult 

struggle is keeping young people out of that kind of life in the first place. 

 

“That is a pattern we have seen before and quite recently, where there is a shooting and one in retaliation 

and it goes on indefinitely,” he said. “That requires police officers to stop and it requires a functional 

criminal justice system to be able to keep people safe, keep them from harming others, the interventions 

are critical, figuring out how to get these kids out of that life and on track is critical.” 

 

“Everybody in the city is just appalled by this,” said Burien resident Rob Halpin. “We’re shocked and 

certainly scared, a number of us, and we feel terrible for the families involved.” 

 

Halpin and his online group Localists.org hopes to make a difference where they can. 

 

He says neighbors are now cataloging locations of possible graffiti, and they’re working on plans to help 

private property owners cover up tags in an effort to take back their neighborhoods. 

 

“A lot of the tags seems to have a common theme and we’d like to make sure whoever is making these 

tags knows our neighborhoods aren’t going to take it,” he said. 

 

Burien residents spoke out at a City Council meeting Monday night. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Man charged setting fire to police car 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/lets-both-burn-in-hell-man-accused-of-setting-fire-

to-seattle-police-car-as-he-was-being-driven-to-jail/  

GIST Seattle police say a man who was being driven to jail set fire to the patrol car and yelled to the officer 

behind the wheel, ”Let’s both burn in hell!” 

 

Nickolas Osborne, a 24-year-old Seattle man, was charged last week with first-degree malicious mischief 

for allegedly causing extensive damage to the patrol car by using a lighter to ignite the headliner of the 

vehicle last month. Neither Osborne or the officer who was driving were injured. 

 

Osborne was arrested March 24 for allegedly harassing people at Lincoln Park in West Seattle and 

threatening them with a stick, according to charging papers. 

 

He was placed in the back seat of the patrol car, with his hands cuffed behind his back and the seat belt 

secured across his front, say the charges. About nine minutes into the ride to the King County Jail on 

northbound Interstate 5, “Osborne slipped his handcuffed hands to the front of his body, unbuckled his 

seat belt and began violently kicking the rear driver side window,” charging papers say. 

 

The officer radioed ahead, asking for assistance from jail staff and requesting a backup officer meet him at 

the jail, the charges say. 

 

Osborne stopped kicking the window. The patrol car’s interior camera captured him bending down and 

picking something up from the floor, which turned out to be a lighter, the charges say. 

 

He flicked the lighter on and tried to set the seat belt on fire, but when the belt failed to ignite, Osborne 

held the lighter up to the vehicle’s headliner, according to the charges. 

 

“Within seconds the ceiling area caught fire and Osborne was heard yelling out, ‘There we go! Let’s both 

burn in hell!’” say the charges. 

 

The officer rolled down the rear windows to vent the smoke and flames. He then broadcast over his police 

radio that a fire had started in his vehicle and he pulled over on the James Street offramp, where other 

officers helped remove Osborne from the burning patrol car and then put out the flames, the charges say. 

 

A piece of burning insulation fell on Osborne’s pant leg, but officers immediately extinguished the flames 

and he was unhurt, say charging papers. 

 

He was driven the rest of the way to the jail in an ambulance. 

 

In addition to the malicious mischief charge filed in Superior Court, Osborne has also been charged with 

misdemeanor harassment in Seattle Municipal Court, jail records show. He remains jailed in lieu of 

$10,000 bail. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Calif. upholds DNA collection w/arrest 

SOURCE http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/california/la-me-ln-dna-supreme-court-20180402-

story.html  

GIST For years civil libertarians hoped to end California’s practice of taking DNA from people arrested on 

suspicion of a felony and storing that genetic information in an offender database — regardless of whether 

the suspects were later acquitted or had their charges dropped. 

 

That fight for more protective rules in the government’s DNA collection suffered a major setback Monday 

when the California Supreme Court let stand a provision of a 2004 voter initiative that said any adult 

arrested or charged with a felony must give up his or her DNA. 
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On a 4-3 vote, the state’s highest court refused to throw out that part of the Proposition 69, which has led 

to the storing of DNA profiles of tens of thousands of people arrested but never charged or convicted. 

 

A majority of states collects DNA from arrestees, and the U.S. Supreme Court has approved the practice. 

Privacy advocates, though, argued that California’s law was more invasive than rules in other places. 

 

Justice Leondra R. Kruger, an appointee of Gov. Jerry Brown, wrote Monday’s ruling, a victory for 

prosecutors. The court’s three more conservative justices joined her. 

 

Brown’s two other judges on the state high court and a Democratic appointee on an appeals court 

dissented. 

 

Kruger stressed the majority ruling was narrow and applied only to the facts of the case before the court. 

She said the DNA program for arrestees could still be challenged by someone else at a later date. 

 

“We recognize that the DNA Act may raise additional constitutional questions that will require resolution 

in other cases,” she wrote. 

 

The more liberal justices wanted the court to use the opportunity to strike down a DNA program they said 

affects thousands of innocent people each year, and disproportionately African Americans. 

 

Of the 200,000 to 300,000 people arrested in California annually on suspicion of a felony, about a third are 

either acquitted or never formally charged. 

 

Yet the genetic profiles of the vast majority of them remain in a DNA offender database and can be 

combed by law enforcement to search for suspects in crimes. 

 

“The fact that felony arrests of African Americans disproportionately result in no charges or dropped 

charges means that African Americans are disproportionately represented among the thousands of DNA 

profiles that the state has no legal basis for retaining,” Justice Goodwin Liu wrote in one of Monday’s 

dissents. 

 

By allowing for the retention of DNA profiles of people not even charged with a crime, “it is not that far a 

step for the state to collect and retain DNA from law-abiding people in general,” Liu wrote. 

 

Monday’s majority decision overturned a 2014 ruling by a San Francisco appeals court that found the 

DNA collection program for arrestees violated California’s Constitution. 

 

That ruling prompted state lawmakers to pass a bill, signed by Brown, to limit the arrestee DNA 

provisions in the event that the state Supreme Court also agreed they were unconstitutional. 

 

Because Monday’s ruling did not upend Proposition 69’s requirements, the protections for innocent 

arrestees added in the new law will not now take effect. 

 

Michael T. Risher, senior staff attorney for the American Civil Liberties Union Foundation of Northern 

California, called the decision disappointing. 

 

“This maintains the status quo, at least for the time being,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 South Africa miners killed in bus attack 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-safrica-union-violence/six-workers-at-south-african-platinum-

mine-killed-in-bus-attack-idUSKCN1HA0Y5  
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GIST JOHANNESBURG (Reuters) - Six miners were killed when unknown attackers threw a petrol bomb at a 

bus transporting them to the Modikwa platinum mine in north east South Africa, the National Union of 

Mineworkers (NUM) said on Tuesday. 

 

The attack took place late on Monday night. Modikwa is operated by African Rainbow Minerals and 

Anglo American Platinum. 

 

“Six workers were burned beyond recognition and the other workers had to escape through windows. We 

also do not know what is the motive of the attack,” Phillip Mankge, the NUM’s North East Regional 

Secretary, said in a statement. 

 

Africa Rainbow Minerals and police could not immediately be reached for comment. Several workers 

were also injured, Mankge said in the statement. 

 

South Africa is the world’s top platinum producer and its platinum belt has been rocked by periodic bouts 

of violence and labor unrest in recent years with local communities demanding more jobs or more benefits 

from the industry. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 India: violence erupts w/caste order 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/violence-erupts-india-lowest-caste-protests-supreme-court-

order-n862091  

GIST NEW DELHI — Unrest took hold of several parts of northern and central India on Monday as thousands 

of Dalits, members of Hinduism's lowest caste, protested an order from the country's top court that they 

say dilutes legal safeguards put in place for their marginalized community. 

 

Caste prejudice is endemic in Hindu-majority India, even though the constitution outlaws the practice and 

has made it a crime punishable by up to a year in prison. 

 

The law also states that anyone accused of a caste-related crime can face immediate arrest. However, last 

month the Supreme Court ruled that in order to prevent misuse of the law, government officers accused of 

flouting it can be arrested only after their supervisors sign off on an inquiry. 

 

Dalit groups say that the law is already poorly enforced, with abysmally low conviction rates, and that the 

top court's order dilutes it further. Several groups called for a nationwide protest on Monday demanding 

that the top court review its order. 

 

As protests spread across the states of Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh, India's law 

minister, Ravi Shankar Prasad, told reporters that the federal government would petition the court seeking 

a review. 

 

The Dalits are lowest in Hinduism's caste hierarchy and for centuries were marginalized and forced to 

perform only certain jobs considered menial by other castes. These included skinning dead animal 

carcasses and cleaning toilets. They were not allowed into temples or permitted to study religious texts. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 DEA crackdown nets arrests, licenses 

SOURCE https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/dea-surge-drug-diversion-investigations-leads-28-arrests-and-147-

revoked-registrations  

GIST For 45 days in February and March, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration surged its enforcement 

and administrative resources to identify and investigate prescribers and pharmacies that dispensed 

disproportionately large amounts of drugs. The ultimate goal of the surge was remediating or removing 
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those whose actions perpetuate the controlled prescription drug crisis in America, particularly opioid 

drugs.    

 

During that period, the DEA surged the efforts of special agents, diversion investigators, and intelligence 

research specialists to analyze 80 million transaction reports from DEA-registered manufacturers and 

distributors, as well as reports submitted on suspicious orders and drug thefts and information shared by 

federal partners, such as the Department of Health and Human Services. This resulted in the development 

of 366 leads to DEA field offices, 188 of which (51 percent) resulted in active investigations by DEA’s 22 

field divisions. 

 

The culmination of those investigations was 28 arrests, 54 other enforcement actions including search 

warrants and administrative inspection warrants, and 283 administrative actions of other types. These 

additional actions included scheduled inspections, letters of admonition, memoranda of 

agreement/understanding, surrenders for cause of DEA registrations, orders to show cause, and immediate 

suspension orders (the immediate revocation of registrations). 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Fort Worth PD investigates arrest video 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/fort-worth-arrest-black-man-video/2018/04/02/id/852135/  

GIST The Fort Worth Police Department is investigating a weekend arrest in which a white officer was caught 

on video kneeling on a black man's back and punching him while a black officer kneed him. 

 

In the 50-second video of Saturday's arrest posted on Facebook by the Next Generation Action Network, 

which organizes demonstrations against police abuse, two Fort Worth police officers can be seen 

restraining Forrest Curry as he lies face-down in the street. A white officer kneels on Curry's back and 

repeatedly punches him as he cries, "Why the f--- are you punching me? Why?" A black officer next to 

Curry knees him repeatedly in his side. 

 

Police Chief Joel Fitzgerald said in a statement Sunday that the officers were responding to a call for 

backup from fire department personnel, who told the officers that Curry "appeared to be intoxicated and 

had attempted to assault them." 

 

It took three officers and one supervisor about five minutes to subdue Curry, Fitzgerald said. 

 

Curry, 35, was booked into Tarrant County Corrections Center on charges of resisting officers and evading 

arrest. Jail records showed that Curry was being held Monday on a $2,250 bond. 

 

One of his attorneys, L. Chris Stewart of Atlanta, said Curry has a history of seizures and had one 

Saturday while walking that caused him to collapse in the street. 

 

When Fort Worth emergency medical staff arrived in response to a call for help, Curry came to and, 

disoriented, took off running. 

 

"It's just sad that in a medical emergency, (police) couldn't have been more patient or understanding," 

Stewart said. 

 

It is the latest in a string of confrontations that have raised questions about the Fort Worth Police 

Department's use of force policies. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Thailand seizes $29M drugs; 11 arrests 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/thailand-finds-29m-drugs-arrests-11-week-
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54194964?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Thai authorities say they have seized drugs worth about $29 million and arrested 11 people in recent days 

as narcotics case surge in the country. 

 

The drugs included amphetamine pills, marijuana, ketamine and ice seized in 11 unconnected cases since 

March 25. The haul displayed Tuesday at the Narcotics Suppression Division outside Bangkok was spread 

along a row of tables about 15 meters long (49 feet). 

 

The total was estimated to be worth 890 million baht ($29 million), with the largest single haul being 700 

kilograms (1,500 pounds) of ice, or crystal methamphetamine recovered March 28. 

 

They also seized nearly 1,800,000 pills of yaba, which is a local caffeine-methamphetamine mix, 1,380 

kilograms (3,000 pounds) of marijuana, and smaller quantities of cocaine, ecstasy pills, ketamine and other 

drugs combinations. 

 

Thai police have dealt with more than 1,000 drug cases since October, compared to about 450 in the 

previous one-year period. 

 

The most recent was Monday, when officers arrested a Thai woman returning from Ethiopia with 50 

containers of cocaine concealed inside her body. 

 

The 11 recent arrests include a Malaysian and a Tanzanian. 
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HEADLINE 04/03 Corner of Spain battles drug smuggling 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/corner-spain-struggle-staunch-drug-smuggling-

54196795?   

GIST Faces hidden by masks and hoods, a group of 40 men emerge from the darkness of beach-front houses and 

step into the sand as a state-of-the-art speedboat approaches the shore. They frantically unload dozens of 

plastic-wrapped burlap bundles, each containing 30 kilograms (66 pounds) of Moroccan hashish. 

 

In little over two minutes, most of the cargo has filled two full-size SUVs. All seats but the drivers' have 

been removed. The lights are off and the windows have been darkened with black spray. 

 

Then, somebody yells: "Cut it! Cut it!" 

 

As fast as they came, the SUVs speed away and the smugglers find shelter in the narrow streets of the La 

Atunara fishing neighborhood. The boat vanishes into the night, still holding half of its cargo. When a 

patrol car arrives seconds later, all that remains is the sound of the waves. 

 

Another night, another chapter in the battle between Spanish authorities and the crime gangs who have 

turned this neglected town in the shadow of the Rock of Gibraltar into a key European entry point for 

Moroccan cannabis resin. 

 

"Right now, we are losing this battle," said Francisco Mena, leader of Nexos, a federation of local 

community action groups that offer rehab for drug addicts. "Trafficking can't be stopped with the human 

resources and material means that we have in place at the moment." 

 

He insisted the war could still be won. But such optimism flies in the face of the brazen drug operations 

witnessed by Associated Press journalists, and of the very words of drug chieftains who agreed to rare 

interviews. 

 

One of the area's most notorious "narcos" insisted that the illicit trade is here to stay. 
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"Trafficking has always existed, and it always will. If not here, it will move elsewhere along the coast," 

said the gang leader, who like others spoke on condition that they not be named because they feared 

prosecution. "If drug trafficking didn't end in Colombia with death penalties and extraditions to the United 

States, nobody will end it here." 

 

Half a dozen trafficking ring members and their leaders pointed to the 30 percent provincial jobless rate in 

the Cadiz province, the highest in the country, as a fuel for their criminal activity. They claimed that 

shipping drugs is a way of life in this forgotten corner, justifying it as a "necessary bad" that feeds 

hundreds of families directly, and thousands more indirectly. 

 

"Many of us are fathers. We need to take food home," said another gangster who asked to be identified as 

Pepe. "If we couldn't provide for our children this way, another kind of violence would come." 

 

Three dozen clans are believed to be working in Campo de Gibraltar, a county of 268,000 that cradles the 

Bay of Algeciras. On a clear day, the contours of the coast of Morocco, the world's top producer of 

hashish, are visible across a busy shipping waterway at the mouth of the Mediterranean, just 30 kilometers 

(less than 19 miles) away. 

 

A new generation of bolder gangsters is challenging underfunded law enforcement agencies, as local 

families watch their teenagers lured into a life of easy money. 

 

"The national government needs to do more, and not only when the media's attention is here," said Mena. 

"When the state disappears, what appears is impunity." 

 

——— 

 

Criminals that in the past dropped their few hundred kilograms of cargo in the sea as soon as they came 

across a customs surveillance boat are now ready to defend their bigger, bulkier shipments. 

 

The RIBs, or rigid-hulled inflatable boats known as "rubbers," are partially to blame. With three, four and 

even five 350-horsepower engines, they can ship an average cargo of 1 to 3 tons of hashish in over one 

hour from northern Moroccan shores. A trafficker told the AP he held the local record: 178 stashes, or 5.3 

tons, in a single shipment. 

 

Car chases at high-speeds and personal threats to judges, prosecutors and underpaid, short-handed officers 

have now become common. 

 

On land and at sea, traffickers use shuttle vehicles — SUVs or rubbers without cargo whose function is to 

mislead authorities and, increasingly, ram patrol cars and boats. 

 

So far, casualties have been higher on the traffickers' side. Two years ago, four traffickers died when a 

patrol vessel sailed over their rubber, prompting angry protests against the authorities. 

 

According to police investigators and drug traffickers themselves, the uptick in violence is also related to 

inter-gang burglaries of drug cargo from beaches or from hundreds of "kindergartens" — storage spaces, 

often in local homes. These "vuelcos" are often the work of outsiders, the sources said, frequently gangs 

from Eastern Europe. 

 

"The earlier generation had a respect for police uniform but there is now a new generation that has an 

absolute contempt for authority," says Juan Franco, the mayor of La Linea, "My worry is that these guys 

are armed and so far, they are not using them against civil guard or police agents, but that's the next step." 

 

Fears that civilians could also be caught in the crossfire reached a height last month when a group of drug 

traffickers stormed the emergency ward in La Linea's public hospital. The assailants freed Samuel Crespo, 

a top aide and nephew to Los Castanitas, two brothers who run the town's most influential drug clans. 
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Police say there were at least 20 attackers, armed with sticks and knives. Witnesses have disputed the 

official account, saying a handful of unarmed youngsters took Crespo away with little resistance from their 

two custodians. The attacked policemen said using their guns inside the busy emergency ward would have 

escalated things. 

 

The events hit a nerve in La Linea, a town of 63,000. "How can a handful of young criminals be so bold to 

act with such impunity in broad daylight?" asks Mena, the activist. "Why were there only two policemen 

guarding a prominent gangster? And why didn't they have any other means to stop the attackers?" 

 

Outrage increased when news emerged that the fugitive was taken in a jet ski across the Strait of Gibraltar 

for treatment in a private clinic in northern Morocco. A police investigation led to the arrests of two of 

those involved in the attack, in addition to one person that was detained on the spot at the hospital. 

 

Crespo himself is now back in Spain according to his aides' account. He remains at large. 

 

A week after the attack, the country's Interior Minister descended on the town with an entourage of 

bodyguards and special police forces. Juan Ignacio Zoido's visit was timed to announce a police operation 

that led to the arrest of 16 people, members of a sophisticated gang that had installed radar to monitor 

patrol boats. Police found it under rooftop solar panels in a waterfront house. They also snatched 4 tons of 

hashish, 17 vehicles and four firearms. 

 

Zoido promised crime squads and additional security measures for the county over coming months. 

 

That same morning, a 90-minute drive away, men in hoods entered a guarded compound and stole a 

speedboat that had been confiscated and held in evidence, along with a truck to pull it. 

 

——— 

 

The Cadiz province, which at its southernmost tip only 14 kilometers (8.6 miles) away from North Africa, 

already amounts for 40 percent of the drugs entering Spain, according to Interior Ministry figures. 

 

Hashish is arriving on these beaches at the pace of seven to 20 loaded rubbers per day, according to 

calculations by police and traffickers. A Civil Guard operation last year dismantled a network that used 

dangerous night helicopter journeys to fly drugs into hideouts further inland. 

 

The county is also a main entry point for cocaine, Europe's second most popular drug according to the 

region's Monitoring Center for Drugs and Drug Addictions. It makes its way concealed in containers and 

merchant ships docking in Algeciras, across the bay from La Linea. 

 

Some of the smuggled drugs are consumed south of the Pyrenees, but most of it —up to 90 percent, by 

some police accounts— travels on land to France, Italy and the Netherlands, which plays a central role as a 

regional distribution hub, according to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Pa. police: ammo, gun found after threat 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/ammunition-gun-found-student-threatened-shoot-school-police/story?   

GIST Over 1,600 rounds of ammunition and a semiautomatic firearm were found after a student was arrested for 

threatening to shoot up a Pennsylvania school, officials said Monday.  

 

An Tso Sun, an exchange student from Taiwan, was arrested last week and charged with terrorist threats 

with the intent to terrorize another, according to Upper Darby Police.  

 

Police Superintendent Michael Chitwood said Sun bought the parts for the firearm online and “put it 

together” himself.  
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“It was a weapon capable of firing,” Chitwood said. 

 

Among the recovered ammunition were 225 rounds of 12-gauge shotgun ammunition; 663 rounds of 9mm 

ammunition; 295 rounds of AR-15 ammunition; and 425 rounds of AK-47 ammunition, according to 

Chitwood.  

 

On the day of his arrest, Sun’s host mother, who has not yet been identified, allegedly packed up the 

ammunition and the weapon, and gave them to another person, Chitwood said.  

 

“She went back to the house and loads all the ammo and the gun into a black bag. She then takes that to 

another person at another location,” Chitwood said, “She didn’t give it to the police.”  

 

Investigators recovered the objects last Thursday after receiving a tip. Chitwood did not say where they 

found them.  

 

The host mother has not been charged. 

 

Last week, Sun was arrested after he told a fellow student at Bonner Prendergast Catholic High School to 

“not come to school on May 1” because he “was going to shoot up the school," according to Chitwood. 

That student told school officials, and police were notified.  

 

Sun allegedly told the student he was “kidding.”  

 

Prior to uncovering the ammunition and firearm, officials found a number of items in Sun’s bedroom 

including: a military-style ballistic vest; a high-powered crossbow with scope and light; arrows; 29 rounds 

of 9mm ammunition; a strangling device; a "military" ski mask; and ear protectors for firing.  

 

“When you add it all together, it’s a major concern,” Chitwood said. 
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Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources/InFOCUS  
is a situational awareness report published daily by the Washington State Fusion 

Center. 
   

If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
  

  

DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 
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determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
Source: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml 
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Subject:             Daily on Defense: US left out of crucial Syria talks ... Delta mission near Manbij ...
Senators challenge Trump on wall funding ... Experts dispute Mattis' transgender study

Washington Examiner’s Daily On Defense Newsletter View this as website

Follow us on Twitter
ADVERTISEMENT

TURKEY, RUSSIA, IRAN PLOT SYRIA’S FUTURE: Russian President Vladimir Putin is in Turkey today
for a two-day visit in which he’ll meet not only with Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan but also
with Iranian President Hassan Rouhani.

Putin arrives in the driver’s seat after Russia just arranged an evacuation of 1,100 Syrian rebels and
their family members from a stronghold in the suburbs of Damascus, a move that will allow the
government of Bashar Assad to consolidate control in the eastern Ghouta area of the Syrian capital.

The visit underscores the continental drift of Turkey, a NATO ally, toward Moscow and Tehran, both
strategic adversaries of the U.S. Along with discussions about the future of Syria, Putin is scheduled to
launch the first unit of Turkey’s Akkuyu nuclear power station, which was funded by Russia. It also
demonstrates how Putin has been able to sideline the U.S. in Syria

SYRIA WINNING, U.S. LOSING: Last month, U.S. Central Commander Gen. Joseph Votel told the
Senate Armed Services Committee that the U.S has been outmaneuvered in Syria by Putin. “Is it too
strong a statement to say that, with Russia and Iran's help, Assad has won the civil war in Syria?” asked
Sen. Lindsey Graham. “I do not think that is too strong of a statement,” Votel replied.

The U.S. military has strict orders to stay out of the Syrian civil war and remain laser-focused on
defeating the Islamic State. As Votel pointed out in previous congressional testimony, countering Iran or
Russia is not one of the coalition’s missions. "Moscow plays both arsonist and firefighter, fueling
tensions among all parties in Syria ... then serving as an arbiter to resolve disputes, attempting to
undermine and weaken each party's bargaining positions."

FUMBLING ON THE 2-YARD LINE: Turkey, Iran and Russia are discussing who will control what in
Syria, as President Trump has very publicly expressed his frustration with the complex war zone and
signaled his intent to leave “very soon” and “let the other people take care of it now.”

A National Security Council meeting on Syria is set for today, but Trump’s threat to cut and run is
causing deep frustration that’s bordering on anger among U.S. commanders, and undercutting the
crucial alliance with the Kurds who have been vanquishing ISIS on the ground. That’s according to an
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NBC report, which is said to be based on private conversations with more than a half-dozen senior
officials. "We’re on the two-yard line. We could literally fall into the end zone. We’re that close to total
victory, to wiping out the ISIS caliphate in Syria,” one U.S. special forces commander told NBC. “We’re
that close and now it’s coming apart.”

The biggest factor forestalling the final death blow for ISIS is Turkey’s offensive into the Kurdish enclave
of Afrin in northwest Syria that began in late January, a move that prompted the Kurdish elements of the
U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces to leave the ISIS fight and head home to fight the Turks.

DELTA FORCE MISSION: The U.S. and its coalition partners continue to do what they can to keep
ISIS, which is down to about 3,000 fighters, from using the confusion to reconstitute. The U.S. military
confirmed that Master Sgt. Jonathan Dunbar — identified by sources as a member of Army’s elite Delta
Force — was killed on a mission targeting an ISIS leader near Manbij.

“Coalition forces, in an advise, assist and accompany capacity with our partners, were conducting a
mission to kill or capture a known ISIS member when they were struck by an improvised explosive
device,” said Col. Ryan Dillon, a spokesman for the U.S.-led anti-ISIS coalition.

The U.S. has since sent reinforcements to bolster the small number U.S. troops in Manbij, the Pentagon
confirmed yesterday.

PUTIN’S WHITE HOUSE INVITE: Trump is considering hosting Putin at the White House later this
year, but nothing has been scheduled yet. "As the President himself confirmed on March 20, hours after
his last call with President Putin, the two had discussed a bilateral meeting in the 'not-too-distant future'
at a number of potential venues, including the White House," spokesman Raj Shah said in a statement.

Meanwhile, escalating tensions between the U.S. and Russia and the political hurdles Trump faces at
home are making it increasingly difficult for Trump to achieve his campaign goal of warmer relations
between Washington and Moscow, writes Sarah Westwood.

Good Tuesday morning and welcome to Jamie McIntyre’s Daily on Defense, compiled by Washington
Examiner National Security Senior Writer Jamie McIntyre (@jamiejmcintyre), National Security Writer
Travis J. Tritten (@travis_tritten) and Senior Editor David Brown (@dave_brown24). Email us here for
tips, suggestions, calendar items and anything else. If a friend sent this to you and you’d like to sign up,
click here. If signing up doesn’t work, shoot us an email and we’ll add you to our list. And be sure to
follow us on Twitter @dailyondefense.

ADVERTISEMENT

HAPPENING TODAY — VOTEL TALKS IRAQ, SYRIA: The U.S. Institute of Peace holds a keynote
panel discussion at 1:30 p.m. on the future of the fight against the Islamic State group in Iraq and Syria
with Votel; Stephen Hadley, the principal foreign policy adviser to President George W. Bush; Brett
McGurk, the special envoy for the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS; and Ambassador Mark Green, the
administrator for the U.S. Agency for International Development. The institute will also hold panels
through the late morning with Iraqi and Kurdish officials as well as foreign policy experts.

PENTAGON’S WALL FUNDING AUTHORITY CHALLENGED: The Pentagon has “no legal authority” to
fund Trump’s proposed wall along the southern border with Mexico, two Democratic senators told
Defense Secretary Jim Mattis on Monday. Sens. Jack Reed, the top Democrat on the Armed Services
Committee, and Dick Durbin, the ranking member on the Senate Appropriations defense subcommittee,
wrote a letter telling Mattis their conclusion and asked the secretary to respond with his own
assessment. “We conclude that the Department of Defense has no legal authority, with or without a
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reprogramming request, to use appropriated funds for the construction of a border wall,” they wrote.

Trump floated the idea in a tweet last month for the military to pay for the border wall, which is
estimated to cost about $25 billion, and the Pentagon confirmed last week that Mattis discussed it with
the president. The senators said any funding shift would have to go to similar military purposes and any
transfer would have to be for higher priority military requirements. Funding in 2006 and 2008 for the
National Guard to assist the Department of Homeland Security on building roads and fences along the
border required a presidential budget amendment request and a specific appropriation by Congress.
That process “indicated that the Department of Defense had no inherent legal authority to use
appropriations for those more limited purposes at the time the president made the request,” they told
Mattis.

EXPERTS DISPUTE MATTIS TRANSGENDER STUDY: Two leading associations of psychiatrists and
psychologists say the Pentagon is misrepresenting the effectiveness of treatment for transgender
people in its new personnel policy proposal. Mattis’ 44-page review of existing research concluded that
the scientific evidence is at best “unclear” for treatment of gender dysphoria, the condition of being
unhappy in your current gender.

“That’s really not true and it’s certainly not true among the actual experts who treat these people,” said
Dr. Jack Drescher, a psychiatrist and psychoanalyst who is a distinguished fellow at the American
Psychiatric Association. “We shouldn’t assume just because somebody has a psychiatric diagnosis that
they are not able to function and there is no reason to believe, based on what we know of people who
have gotten treatment for their gender dysphoria, that they are any different. If people get treatment for
their gender dysphoria, then they are doing fine.”

The association denounced the Pentagon plan as discriminatory last week. The American
Psychological Association, which also called it discriminatory, said it was “alarmed by the administration
’s misuse of psychological science” as a basis to bar transgender service. “It’s hard to see how they got
to the conclusion they got to except by basically already prejudicially knowing the conclusion they
wanted to reach and just spinning out a story to support and justify that conclusion,” said Clinton
Anderson, the director of the Office on Sexual Orientation and Gender Diversity at the American
Psychological Association.

MATTIS REVIEW LEAVES OUT CONTEXT: The panel put together by Mattis and its 44-page review
acknowledge “serious differences of opinion on this issue, even among military professionals,” but at
times downplay or omit context from a variety of recent transgender studies cited. See our examination
of the cited research here.

SUPPORTERS LAUD A CONSISTENT, JUSTIFIED POLICY: The proposed policy remains just a
recommendation for now and is being blocked by four federal lawsuits. Tom Spoehr, director of the
Center for National Defense at the Heritage Foundation, has called it a common-sense move that is
“completely consistent” with other military recruitment policies. “In recruiting offices across the country,
recruiters and doctors discriminate every day about who comes into the military,” said Spoehr, a retired
Army lieutenant general. “There is all kinds of discrimination going on in recruiting, and it’s all lawful,
and it’s all for an easily justifiable purpose.”

Mattis’ review of the existing research was a ray of hope that the military is going to discard the Obama-
era open service policy and politicized views of transgender service, said Elaine Donnelly, founder and
president of the Center for Military Readiness, a group that advocates for right-wing conservative
policies. “The information about all the studies that discredit the transgender claims about their so-
called medically necessary treatments, which really don’t cure underlying problems at all, that’s new
and a welcome addition to the public debate,” said Donnelly, who has examined the study.

THE QUIET WAR GRINDS ON: U.S. Africa Command announced yesterday that five suspected
terrorists were killed in Somalia over the weekend when a missile fired from a U.S. drone hit their
vehicle. It’s the latest report from the front lines of a war that few Americans are paying attention to, but
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where some 500 U.S. troops, including special operations commandos, are working with the Somali
military to battle al-Shabaab, the al Qaeda affiliate.

Every couple of weeks, AFRICOM announces the deaths of a small number of al-Shabaab fighters.
Last month, two were killed and three were wounded in a drone strike. In February, the U.S. announced
it killed nine suspected terrorists in three separate strikes.

FLAWED IRAN NUKE DEAL: The Foundation for Defense of Democracies is out with a new analysis of
one of the major flaws of the Iran nuclear deal that Trump is considering ripping up next month. Former
Israeli acting national security adviser Brig. Gen. Jacob Nagel argues the current inspection regime is
inadequate and should be strengthened by granting the International Atomic Energy Agency “anywhere,
anytime” access to all Iranian civilian and military sites.

MORE CERTAINTY ON NERVE AGENT ATTACK: British authorities investigating the poisoning of
former Russian spy Sergei Skripal on U.K. soil believe the sophistication of the chemical attack
demonstrates that it was likely approved by the Kremlin, a source briefed on the investigation told CNN
on Monday.

Those examining the scene said the placement of the nerve agent on Skripal’s door is proof of Russian
government-level sophistication, and therefore it is assumed the attack was approved by the highest
level of the Russian government.

BUNKER MENTALITY: A new book claims the White House has a massive secret bunker beneath its
north lawn for doomsday scenarios, while staffers battle a more immediate menace — insects — with
pressurized salt guns. The bunker, built during the Obama administration, was toured by members of
Trump’s staff last year, author Ronald Kessler wrote in The Trump White House: Changing the Rules of
the Game, which was released Monday.

Kessler, a former Washington Post reporter and author of several books on the Secret Service and
national security, wrote that the facility is large enough to fit the White House workforce indefinitely. “At
least five stories deep, the bunker, which was completed near the end of President Obama’s tenure,
can house the staff of the entire West Wing indefinitely in the event of a weapons of mass destruction
attack,” Kessler wrote. “After Trump became president, top staffers toured the bunker, whose existence
is classified.”

THE RUNDOWN

Defense One: Could Trump Actually Use Military Funding for His Border Wall?

Daily Beast: U.S. Downplays its War Games in Korea

38 North: Please Go, But Not Quite Yet: The Question of US Troops in South Korea

Foreign Policy: Will the Real Trump Russia Policy Please Stand Up?

Reuters: Afghan Air Strike Against Taliban Causes Dozens Of Casualties: Officials

Defense News: Short-Range Air Defense battalions will grow in both Army’s active force and National
Guard

Task and Purpose: SOCOM Accidentally Bought Way, Way Too Much Combat Gear

AFP: Drone footage shows destruction in Syria's Douma

Business Insider: This crazy photo shows the power of the Carl Gustaf M4 bazooka
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South China Morning Post: China-Built Carrier Set To Make Sea Trial This Month

Task and Purpose: One Of The Navy’s Newest Warships Is Coming Home After 3 Months Stranded In
Canada

Marine Corps Times: Marines ‘not at the point of contact’ in Afghanistan

New York Times: Sermons and Shouted Insults: How Erdogan Keeps Turkey Spellbound

The New Yorker: A Saudi Prince’s Quest to Remake the Middle East

War on the Rocks: The Emigrant Sisters Return: The Growing Role of the Islamic State’s Women

New York Times: How a Photographer Got a Rare Shot of James Mattis

USNI News: It’s Always 1700 Somewhere: Jimmy Buffett Presented Navy Civilian Award

Calendar

TUESDAY | APRIL 3

10 a.m. 2301 Constitution Ave. NW. Iraq and Syria: Views from the U.S. Administration, Military
Leaders and the Region with Gen. Joseph Votel, CENTCOM Commander, Stephen Hadley, and Brett
McGurk, Special Presidential Envoy for the Global Coalition to Counter ISIS. usip.org

WEDNESDAY | APRIL 4

8 a.m. 2401 M St. NW. Defense Writers Group breakfast with Director of National Intelligence Dan
Coats.

8 a.m. 2101 Wilson Blvd. Health Affairs Breakfast featuring Kenneth Bertram, the Principal Assistant for
Acquisition for the US Army Medical Research and Materiel Command. ndia.org

4:30 p.m. 1030 15th St. NW. Big Small Companies: How Size Matters in Defense Contracting.
atlanticcouncil.org

THURSDAY | APRIL 5

10 a.m. 1775 Massachusetts Ave. NW. Autonomous weapons and international law with introduction by
Pauline Krikke, Mayor of the Hague. brookings.edu

12 p.m. 1201 Pennsylvania Ave. NW. The Future of the JCPOA: Implications for the U.S., Its Allies, and
Adversaries. hudson.org

2 p.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. The Humanitarian Crisis in Yemen. csis.org

5 p.m. 1779 Massachusetts Ave. NW.  “Meddling—How to Win Friends and Influence People: Ivan
Maisky, Soviet Ambassador in London, 1932-43,” a presentation by Gabriel Gorodetsky and a
conversation with Strobe Talbott. carnegieendowment.org

6:30 p.m. 1777 F St. NW. Foreign Affairs Issue Launch: Letting Go: Trump, America, and the World. cfr.
org

FRIDAY | APRIL 6
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10 a.m. 1300 Pennsylvania Ave. NW. Book discussion of “The Kremlinologist: Llewellyn E. Thompson,
America's Man in Cold-War Moscow” with authors Jenny Thompson and Sherry Thompson.
wilsoncenter.org

10 a.m. 1775 Massachusetts Ave. NW. Seeking solutions for Somalia. brookings.edu

10:30 a.m. 1030 15th Street NW. Iran’s Sunnis Resist Extremism, But for How Long? atlanticcouncil.org

MONDAY | APRIL 9

9 a.m. 201 Waterfront St. Opening day of Sea-Air-Space, the Navy League’s global maritime
exposition. seaairspace.org

10:30 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. The Russian Way of Warfare. csis.org

12:30 p.m. 1777 F St. NW. U.S.-North Korea Relations: Any Progress on Nonproliferation Efforts? A
discussion with Victor Cha and retired Adm. Mike Mullen, former Joint Chiefs chairman. cfr.org

TUESDAY | APRIL 10

7 a.m. 6715 Commerce St. 2018 Ground Robotics Capabilities Conference and Exhibition. ndia.org

9 a.m. 201 Waterfront St. Sea-Air-Space, the Navy League’s global maritime exposition with Adm. Paul
Zukunft, Commandant of the Coast Guard, and others. seaairspace.org

ADVERTISEMENT

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"We’re on the two-yard line. We could literally fall into the end zone. We’re that close to total victory, to
wiping out the ISIS caliphate in Syria. We’re that close and now it’s coming apart.”
An unidentified U.S. special operations commander in Syria, speaking to NBC News.
Access the Daily on Defense archives here
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HEADLINE 04/02 Q&A: US, SKorea war drills 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/0e5dcfc5661a48e590f8b42aa56b5022/Q&A:-Things-to-know-about-US-South-

Korea-war-drills  

GIST SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — Another spring on the Korean Peninsula, another round of war games by 

the U.S. and South Korean militaries. 

 

This week’s drills, however, will feature a new and unusually low-key approach, with the allies resisting 

bringing in their big guns, and the North, for the time being, avoiding its usual belligerent propaganda 

against exercises that it claims are an invasion rehearsal. 

 

The reason for this departure? There’s interest in Washington and Seoul in nurturing a diplomatic outreach 

by North Korea’s young leader, Kim Jong Un, after months of weapons tests and threats of nuclear war by 

the North. 

 

On Sunday, the first day of this year’s drills, instead of vowing to destroy Seoul, Kim attended a concert in 

Pyongyang of visiting South Korean pop singers, clapping his hands and asking for more such 

performances. 

 

Some questions and answers about this year’s drills, which come ahead of two separate historic summits 

between Kim and his South Korean and U.S. counterparts: 

 

___ 

 

Q: Are the drills really more low-key than in past years? 

 

A: Yes, they are. 

 

This year’s exercises were postponed because of the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics, where the Koreas 

worked out a series of rapprochement steps, including parading together behind a single flag during the 

opening ceremony and fielding a unified women’s hockey team. 
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Seoul and Washington both publicly say the training this time will be similar to previous years. But South 

Korean defense officials say there are no immediate plans to bring in U.S. aircraft carriers, powerful 

bombers or other strategic assets that have been deployed in and around the Korean Peninsula during past 

drills. The North loathes such American weapons. 

 

The two sets of drills, one field-training and the other computer-simulated, typically run for two months, 

but this year’s exercises are scheduled to last for just one month. The allies also have no immediate plans 

to publicize the training, according to Seoul’s Defense Ministry. 

 

___ 

 

Q: How will North Korea react to this year’s drills? 

 

A: North Korea’s state media haven’t said anything about the drills so far. Even if there is some criticism 

later, it will likely be milder than past warlike rhetoric, which often saw daily threats to launch nuclear 

strikes on Seoul and Washington or void the armistice that ended the 1950-53 Korean War. 

 

 

Kim told visiting South Korean officials last month that he “understands” the drills will take place and 

expressed hope that they’ll be modified once the situation on the peninsula stabilizes, according to the 

South Korean government. 

 

While diplomacy holds, it’s also unlikely that North Korea will test any weapons, as it has during past 

drills. Such tests could endanger the North’s outreach and crush the current rapprochement. 

 

South Korea’s Defense Ministry said Monday that it hadn’t detected any suspicious activities by the North 

Korean military. 

 

___ 

 

Q: What’s next after the drills? 

 

A: Kim’s planned meeting with South Korean President Moon Jae-in on April 27 comes around the time 

the U.S.-South Korean drills end. 

 

The meeting will be the third-ever inter-Korean summit since the Koreas’ 1945 division. It is crucial 

because it may offer insight about what nuclear disarmament steps Kim could offer, and what concessions 

the allies might be willing to provide. 

 

It is unlikely that Kim will completely give up his nukes. Only last year he claimed to have functional 

nuclear missiles targeting the entire U.S. mainland, though foreign experts believe the North still hasn’t 

perfected such missiles. Kim’s dictator father and grandfather long aspired to have such power. 

 

During Kim’s visit to China last week, his first overseas trip since taking office in 2011, he indicated that 

he prefers step-by-step, not immediate, disarmament-for-aid deals with the United States and South Korea. 

This could spell trouble because some hard-line U.S. officials want the North to take immediate, complete 

disarmament steps so as not to repeat past negotiations in which the North was seen as winning badly 

needed aid while covertly continuing its bomb program. 

 

Kim and President Donald Trump plan to meet in May, but the exact date and location of their meeting 

haven’t been announced. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 UK cities facing ‘punish a Muslim day’  
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SOURCE https://www.thenational.ae/world/europe/punish-a-muslim-day-uk-cities-stand-together-in-the-face-

of-islamophobic-threat-1.717770  

GIST Communities across the UK are bracing themselves for Punish a Muslim Day after letters were sent out 

calling for violence against Muslims on April 3. 

 

Last month, letters were circulated by post in major cities and on social media suggesting ways to hurt 

people and awarding points for certain “punishments”. 

 

The letters, which are being investigated by British counter-terrorism police, appear to be in response to 

ISIL-inspired attacks, four of which took place in the UK in 2017. 

 

"They have hurt you. They have made your loved ones suffer. They have caused you pain and heartache. 

What are you going to about it?" read one of the letters which was circulated online. 

 

The Saudi Embassy in London said it had been in contact with the British authorities about the contents of 

the letter and advised its citizens in the UK to exercise caution and vigilance. 

 

In the city of Leicester, where Muslims make up 20 per cent of the population, fears of attacks are high. 

Last week, Paul Moore, 21, was sentenced to a minimum of 20 years in prison for attempted murder after 

he attacked a woman and a 12-year-old girl wearing Islamic clothing. 

 

Leicestershire Police have said they will be ready to take action on April 3 if Muslims feel threatened. 

 

“We have operational plans in place should anything happen on what will hopefully be an ordinary day,” 

Chief Constable Simon Cole said last week. 

 

“It is particularly distasteful and unpleasant and I almost don’t want to talk about it in case of dignifying it 

and making it something it isn’t.” 

 

“We take hate crime seriously, and I hope the conviction and sentence of Paul Moore yesterday proves 

that.” 

 

In February, Darren Osborne, a 48-year-old, was sentenced to life imprisonment for attacking worshippers 

outside Finsbury Park Mosque in London last year. Osborne killed one man and injured 12 others after he 

drove a van into pedestrians outside the mosque who had attended nighttime prayers during Ramadan. A 

handwritten note was found in the van, which referred to Muslims as “feral” and lambasted London’s 

Muslim mayor, Sadiq Khan. 

 

Metropolitan Police said they were aware of concerns following the Punish a Muslim Day letters but that 

there was no credible information to suggest criminal activity would take place. 

 

However, the Met urged anyone with any information about hate crime to contact them immediately. 

 

The National Police Chiefs Association released a statement on Thursday about the letters, assuring the 

public that threats were being taken seriously and that it had taken measures to stop people becoming 

victims of crime. 

 

Meanwhile, community leaders across the country have called for unity in the face of the threat. 

 

In Nottingham, one of the cities where letters were circulated, 28 Muslim groups endorsed a statement 

asking citizens “to make a conscious effort to counter such hate by supporting the Muslim community on 

April 3”. 

 

"An attack on any part of our community is an attack on us all. Our vision like everyone else, is to live in a 

society that is compassionate, kind and committed to justice and peace,” the statement read. 
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In Leicester, a community group has organised an event in defiance of Punish a Muslim Day. 

 

St Matthew's Big Local will be holding a day of celebration for Muslims and non-Muslims alike on April 

3, with activities including story-telling, face painting and a walking bus march. 

 

St Matthew's wrote on Twitter: “We are bringing our community together on Tuesday as our diversity is 

our strength.” 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Analysis: blacks left out high-paying jobs 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/76ba3a042b454d0b8f5341f37490c6cc/AP-analysis:-Blacks-largely-left-out-

among-high-paying-jobs  

GIST BOSTON (AP) — Jonathan Garland’s fascination with architecture started early: He spent much of his 

childhood designing Lego houses and gazing at Boston buildings on rides with his father away from their 

largely minority neighborhood. 

 

But when Garland looked around at his architectural college, he didn’t see many who looked like him — 

there were few black faces in classroom seats, and fewer teaching skills or giving lectures. 

 

“If you do something simple like Google ‘architects’ and you go to the images tab, you’re primarily going 

to see white males,” said Garland, 35, who’s worked at Boston and New York architectural firms. “That’s 

the image, that’s the brand, that’s the look of an architect.” 

 

 

And that’s not uncommon in other lucrative fields, 50 years after the Rev. Martin Luther King — a leader 

in the fight for equal-employment opportunities — was assassinated. 

 

An Associated Press analysis of government data has found that black workers are chronically 

underrepresented compared with whites in high-salary jobs in technology, business, life sciences, and 

architecture and engineering, among other areas. Instead, many black workers find jobs in low-wage, less-

prestigious fields where they’re overrepresented, such as food service or preparation, building 

maintenance and office work, the AP analysis found. 

 

In one of his final speeches, King described the “Other America,” where unemployment and 

underemployment created a “fatigue of despair” for African-Americans. Despite economic progress for 

blacks in areas such as incomes and graduation rates, some experts say many African-Americans remain 

part of this “Other America” — with little hope of attaining top professional jobs, thanks to systemic yet 

subtle racism. 

 

The AP analysis found that a white worker had a far better chance than a black one of holding a job in the 

11 categories with the highest median annual salaries, as listed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The ratio 

of white-to-black workers is about 10-to-1 in management, 8-to-1 in computers and mathematics, 12-to-1 

in law, and 7-to-1 in education — compared with a ratio of 5.5 white workers for every black one in all 

jobs nationally. The top five high-paying fields have a median income range of $65,000 to $100,000, 

compared with $36,000 for all occupations nationwide. 

 

In Boston — a hub for technology and innovation, and home to prestigious universities — white workers 

outnumber black ones by about 27-to-1 in computer- and mathematics-related professions, compared with 

the overall ratio of 9.5-to-1 for workers in the city. Overall, Boston’s ratio of white-to-black workers is 

wider than that of the nation in six of the top 10 high-income fields. 

 

Boston — where King had deep ties, earning his doctorate and meeting his wife — has a history of racial 

discord. Eight years after King’s assassination, at the height of turbulent school desegregation, a Pulitzer 

Prize-winning photograph from an anti-busing rally at City Hall showed a white man attacking a black 
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bystander with an American flag. 

 

The young victim was Theodore Landsmark. He’s now 71, a lawyer, an architect and director of 

Northeastern University’s Dukakis Center for Urban and Regional Policy. 

 

The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. addresses civil rights marchers on Boston Common on April 23, 1965. 

 

He said “structural discrimination” is the overarching cause of disproportionate race representation in 

high-paying fields. Landsmark and others say gains are elusive for myriad reasons: Substandard schools in 

low-income neighborhoods. White-dominated office cliques. Boardrooms that prefer familiarity to 

diversity. Discriminatory hiring practices. Companies that claim a lack of qualified candidates but have no 

programs to train minority talent. 

 

Some also say investors are more likely to support white startups. When Rica Elysee — a lifelong Boston 

resident who grew up in predominantly black neighborhoods — brought her idea of an online platform 

linking beauty professionals with customers for in-home appointments to investors, she was shunned, she 

said. 

 

“They said I didn’t belong in the program, that they couldn’t identify with it because they weren’t black,” 

said Elysee, 32, who initially marketed BeautyLynk to black women like herself. “I remember crying 

pretty harshly. They couldn’t relate to what I was doing.” 

 

Some even advised her to move out of Boston, which had a booming innovation economy but was “not 

encouraging minorities in the tech space,” she said. Three years later, Elysee said BeautyLynk is slowly 

growing but still needs capital. 

 

Most American metro areas are like Boston, with AP’s analysis showing that racial disparities in 

employment are indifferent to geography and politics. California’s Silicon Valley struggles to achieve 

diversity in computer fields. In Seattle, home to Amazon, whites outnumber blacks nearly 28-to-1 in 

computer- and math-related fields. Financial powerhouse New York has a 3-to-1 ratio of white-to-black 

workers in all occupations, but nearly 6-to-1 in business and finance. Hollywood shows inequality in 

entertainment, with almost nine whites for every black worker. 

 

In Atlanta, King’s hometown, the proportional representation of black-to-white workers is close to even in 

many fields. Many reasons are cited. Atlanta has historically black colleges and universities such as King’s 

alma mater, Morehouse; the first black mayor, Maynard Jackson, pressed for policies helping black 

professionals after his 1973 election; and events like the 1996 Olympics opened doors for entrepreneurs of 

all races. 

 

Atlanta is an exception. For nearly all of the past half-century, black unemployment nationally has hovered 

at about twice that of whites. 

 

In Boston, Democratic Mayor Marty Walsh said in a recent speech that the city is addressing the issue and 

is committed to placing 20,000 low-income residents in “good-paying jobs” by 2022. 

 

Landsmark said stronger role models may be a solution. As Boston Architectural College’s president, he 

mentored Garland. They discussed race issues in the professional world — as when Garland, trying to land 

jobs in his neighborhood, realized many people who looked like him were unfamiliar with the very 

concept of architecture. He once had to explain to a homeowner who wanted his roof reframed: “I’m not a 

builder, I’m an architect.” 

 

Today, Garland speaks at high schools and works at the DREAM Collaborative, which focuses on projects 

in low-income neighborhoods. 

 

“I know the barriers exist in other folks’ minds, and I have to disprove that,” he said. “I keep myself 

focused on the issues.” 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Fear: JUUL craze getting teens addicted 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/1/juul-smoking-craze-sparks-teen-nicotine-

addiction-/  

GIST It’s the latest smoking craze that has teenagers buzzing on social media — and public health officials 

warning of a new nicotine-addicted generation. 

 

“People JUUL at parties, JUUL when they’re driving — it’s a social thing. They’re JUULing all the time,” 

said C., 17, who said some students at her high school use the popular electronic cigarette in class. 

 

Similar to vaping, JUUL is a brand-name e-cigarette that has outpaced its competition thanks to its sleek, 

discreet shape — many compare it to the size and look of a thumb drive — and its unique vaping formula 

of flavored nicotine and salt. 

 

Its battery can be recharged on a laptop within one hour, and its liquid-filled cartridges come in flavors — 

cool mint, creme brulee, fruit medley — that anti-smoking advocates say target teens. 

 

Juul’s website, which asks users if they are 21 or older before allowing access, says the device is not for 

teens or anyone who has never smoked. It is intended only as an alternative for cigarette smokers who 

have had little success in quitting smoking, the company says. 

 

“The entire conception, premise, operations, mission of the company is to eliminate cigarettes and get 

adult smokers to switch to our vapor product,” said company spokeswoman Christine Castro. 

 

“It is not intended to be discreet. It was not designed to look like a flash drive,” Ms. Castro said. “It was 

designed specifically and intentionally to help smokers switch.” 

 

Still, on Twitter, Instagram and other online forums, young people have put up funny posts about using, 

losing or being addicted to their JUULs. Some post videos of themselves in classrooms or locker rooms 

using their JUULs and playing with the smoke. 

 

The problem has become widespread at their co-ed, religious school in New York, and administrators have 

listed it on announcements of banned substances, “no smoking, no drinking, no vaping,” said the two 

students, who asked not to be identified for fear of reprisals. 

 

“But vaping isn’t JUULing,” C. said. “JUULing is more intense.” 

 

That intensity is the rush of nicotine into the system from the company’s unique liquid formula. At 5 

percent nicotine per volume, one JUUL cartridge, or pod, is the equivalent to a pack of cigarettes. 

 

“We’re very concerned about JUUL because it has become such a popular product among young people 

very, very rapidly,” said Robin Koval, CEO of the Truth Initiative, a nonprofit youth anti-smoking 

organization. 

 

According to internal research by the Truth Initiative, a survey of teenagers found that a significant 

percentage using JUULs said they were “unaware or unsure that the product contains nicotine.” 

 

“We know that nicotine has effects on young people’s cognitive development. If you become addicted to 

nicotine at a younger age, it makes you more susceptible to other addictions later on. It makes it harder to 

quit nicotine, whether that’s from an e-cigarette-type product or combustible product,” Ms. Koval said. 

 

Among teenagers, anti-smoking campaigns and tighter restrictions on cigarette sales have helped curb 

cigarette use to a historic low of 4.2 percent among high school seniors in 2017, compared with a peak of 
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24.6 percent in 1997, according to the National Institutes of Health’s Monitoring the Future Survey. 

 

Yet applause by health officials and advocates is tempered by a rise in vaping popularity. In its first survey 

of the subject, it found that nearly one-third of 12th-graders reported using some kind of vaping device. 

The majority said they vaped “just liquid,” followed by nicotine and marijuana. 

 

The JUUL company says on its website that it sells only to adults 21 and older, uses verification tools to 

prevent underage purchases and has a youth prevention section with an email contact to address concerns. 

 

“Kids should not use any nicotine product including ours and we’re working very hard to make headway 

on that,” said Ms. Castro. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 China: 128 US products w/steep tariffs 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/apr/1/china-announces-128-tariffs-us-meat-fruit-

other-pr/  

GIST China slapped a heavy tariff Monday on U.S. meat, fruits, wine and other products, saying it was a 

retaliation against President Trump’s import tax on steel and aluminum. 

 

Beijing had warned the U.S. that the tariffs were coming after the Trump administration announced a 

regime of new tariffs, first on steel and aluminum and then on Chinese high-tech. 

 

China’s Ministry of Commerce said the U.S. had “seriously violated” the principles of non-discrimination 

under World Trade Organization rules. It said the U.S. also had damaged China’s interests. 

 

“China’s suspension of some of its obligations to the United States is its legitimate right as a member of 

the World Trade Organization,” the ministry said in a statement. 

 

Beijing, which has insisted it wants to avoid a trade war, also called for more negotiations to resolve 

disputes between the world’s two largest economies. 

 

The Trump administration had said to expect retaliation, but said that Beijing’s unfair trade practices and 

theft of intellectual property warranted tariffs and other strict measures. 

 

China’s new tariffs hit 128 U.S. products worth a total of $3 billion in trade, including a 25 percent tax on 

frozen pork and scrap aluminum, and a 15 percent tax on food commodities such as nuts, fruit and wine. 

 

The retaliation also included a 15 percent increase in duties on rolled steel bars. 

 

The tit-for-tat tariffs smacked of the trade war the U.S. business leaders and investors feared when the 

Trump administration began enacting get-tough policies on Beijing. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Regional park and rides high demand 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/03/puget-sound-region-grows-park-and-rides-fill  

GIST The Mountlake Terrace park and ride’s crowding reflects the challenges of meeting demand as the region 

continues to grow and more people look to transit for less stressful and more environmentally responsible 

commuting options. A 2009 rebuild nearly tripled the parking capacity at the park and ride, which is 

owned by Snohomish County’s Community Transit. But now, the garage is again bursting at the seams.  

 

All across the region, these free first-come, first-serve park-and-ride lots are in high demand. According to 

data collected by the Puget Sound Regional Council in 2017, almost a third of park-and-ride lots in the 
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region have an occupancy rate of 90 percent or higher on weekdays. Sound Transit estimates more than 

half of the 37 park-and-ride lots the agency operates have more than a 90 percent occupancy rate, 12 of 

which are completely full most weekdays. 

 

“Build more parking” is one of the most common requests Sound Transit receives as its light rail system 

expands into the sprawling suburbs, where culs-de-sac built for automobiles dominate the landscape. 

 

“Many Sound Transit customers have few reasonably available alternatives for accessing Sound Transit 

services besides driving and parking a private vehicle,” Kimberly Reason, a spokesperson for Sound 

Transit, wrote in an email. “In some cases, lack of available parking ... will be a limiting factor for access 

to the transit system.” 

 

But adding more free parking doesn’t come cheap. Rising property values and soaring construction costs 

have pushed the price for a future Kent park-and-ride lot at over $100,000 per stall. 

 

To some, that’s a pricey subsidy when it only benefits about a third of Sound Transit customers. 

 

And others, including Seattle City Councilmember Rob Johnson, see parking lots as an unwise use of land 

adjacent to transit. 

 

“As a [Sound Transit] board member, I spend a lot of time encouraging my fellow board members to think 

about the millions of dollars being spent in their neighborhoods to build structured parking garages and 

[to] think differently about how they might want that money to be spent on things like buses, bikes or 

housing,” Johnson said. 

 

He said Seattle has a longstanding policy of discouraging park and rides in the city, “because we are of the 

belief we should be building more housing near our transit [instead of] parking lots.” 

 

But his fellow board member, Redmond Mayor John Marchione, says that parking is needed in suburban 

cities because of insufficient bus service. “The further away you get from the center of the system, the 

more parking you need,” he said. 

 

“In Redmond, we are focused on both bike and pedestrian access but we also have parking planned for our 

station that’s further east,” Marchione said. He said many people will drive in from Sammamish, Duvall or 

elsewhere to board light rail.  

 

The first-mile/last-mile dilemma 

 

Making that first connection from home to transit is one of the biggest hurdles potential riders must clear 

— an obstacle known to transportation planners as the first-mile/last-mile dilemma. Many suburban 

residents don’t live within walking or biking distance of a bus stop, and even if they did, many 

jurisdictions lack the adequate infrastructure to ensure those are safe travel options. 

 

“The reason we have parking investments in our plans is because, through the community process, that’s 

what folks in those communities told us that they need to access and use our system,” said Matt Shelden, 

Sound Transit’s director of planning and innovation. 

 

According to Sound Transit, about a third of riders across the agency’s system use the park-and-ride lots, 

of which the vast majority are solo drivers. The rest walk, bike, carpool, take a feeder bus or get dropped 

off. 

 

The Sound Transit 3 plan — approved by voters in 2016 — adds some 10,000 new parking spaces, which 

is estimated to cost nearly $700 million, or roughly $69,000 per space to build. This will increase the 

number of park-and-ride spaces Sound Transit owns or leases by 64 percent, from 15,832 to nearly 26,000. 

 

Transportation Choices Coalition (TCC), a transportation advocacy group that works to expand transit 
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options, agrees with Sound Transit that many suburban riders lack other options besides driving to access 

transit. But TCC doesn’t see building more parking as the answer to the first-mile/last-mile dilemma. 

 

Hester Serebrin, the policy director at TCC, in an email suggested there were better ways to spend money 

on transit, instead of earmarking it for parking. She said, for instance, “if officials focused development 

efforts on transit-oriented development — housing and employment centers around those now-suburban 

stations — all of a sudden more taxpayers in the Sound Transit district [will] have more access to transit, 

in more affordable and sustainable ways.” 

 

Sound Transit is wrestling with rising project costs that have delayed the opening of the Lynnwood Link 

Extension, an 8.5-mile expansion that will run from Northgate to Lynnwood, with two stops in Shoreline 

and one in Mountlake Terrace. One suggestion to keep the project on time and under budget is to first 

eliminate new parking from the plan. 

 

But “if parking is not provided where it is really needed, it is going to have a dampening effect on 

ridership,” Sound Transit’s Shelden said. And that will mean more cars on I-5. 

 

If parking is going to be expanded, TCC’s Serebrin would rather Sound Transit lease existing parking 

rather than build new parking; build shared parking with other new development in the area; or build 

parking in a flexible way so it could be converted to other uses in the future. The advocacy group also 

wants transit agencies to begin charging a daily price for parking. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 ‘Ricky’s Law’ goes into effect 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/long-awaited-rickys-law-goes-into-effect-in-

washington/281-109557738  

GIST A new law took effect April 1, 2018 aimed at helping people fighting addiction. Ricky's Law is named 

after suicide survivor Ricky Garcia. He believes he could have been helped sooner if Washington had 

involuntary commitment.  

 

The new law allows someone to be involuntarily committed if they are deemed at-risk of harming 

themselves. The law also designates nine facilities for involuntary commitment. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Easter snow brings cold start to April 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/easter-snow-brings-cold-start-to-april/281-534086827  

GIST Easter brought with it some interesting weather. Definitely not the sunny and 60-degree weather we saw 

on Saturday. Sunday's wintry conditions will push into the first week of April. 

 

The cold front that brought Sunday's rain and wind moved through bringing much cooler air and dropped 

overnight temps into the mid-to-upper 30s.A wet snowflake can't be ruled out Monday morning around 

1,000 feet. Luckily, there isn't much moisture left so little to no accumulation is expected. 

 

The next issue is in the mountains (central Cascades) where a Winter Weather Advisory is in effect until 5 

a.m. Monday. The National Weather Service says snow accumulations up to three inches are expected 

Monday morning. Travel through the passes could be tricky, so check with WSDOT before heading out.  

 

Although Monday will start out a bit cooler, with a few lingering showers, the sun returns by the 

afternoon. Tuesday looks nice with lots of sunshine and slightly warmer temps. Rainy, but warmer, 

weather is expected mid-to-late week. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Smoking, vaping illegal Redmond parks 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/01/smoking-vaping-is-now-illegal-in-redmond-parks/  

GIST REDMOND, Wash. — You can’t smoke or vape in any Redmond park or trail. The new park rule went 

into effective March 31. 

 

City officials said they made the rule after an extensive public outreach effort focused on addressing 

criminal and civil behaviors in city parks. 

 

This is the first change the city made to its park rules in 24 years. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Wild ride behind crown prince visit to US 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-02/a-wild-ride-behind-the-scenes-as-saudi-

crown-prince-does-america  

GIST The phone call came at 8 p.m. from the Saudi royal court: Come to The Plaza, immediately. 

 

We journalists rushed over to the Manhattan hotel, but it was almost three hours before anything 

happened. And when it did -- when Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman and Masayoshi Son, Softbank’s 

chief executive officer, wordlessly signed papers and declared that a “huge step in human history” had 

been taken -- we had no idea what they were talking about. As the prince left, Son stood still for several 

long seconds before taking questions. 

 

“What just happened?” I ventured. 

 

The public signing of a Saudi plan to build a $200 billion solar facility was indeed historic. If successful, it 

will be the world’s largest solar-energy installation by a factor of 100. But no one told us what was going 

on as we sat on the floor (no chairs). It was just another day -- or night -- in the chaotic life of the hundreds 

of officials, business figures and communications consultants who are trailing the heir to the Saudi throne 

around the world as he tries to drum up investment and boost his country’s image. He’s in the middle of a 

three-week U.S. visit. After Washington, Boston and New York, the delegation headed to the West Coast 

for meetings with Microsoft founder Bill Gates and the heads of Amazon, Apple, Google and Uber. 

 

Visa Rush 

The trip got off to a madcap start when the Saudis applied at the last minute for more than 500 U.S. visas, 

according to a person familiar with the matter. As organizers weighed whether to allow media access to a 

gala dinner in Washington, I was invited, dis-invited and then re-invited. 

 

At least three government entities, along with outside firms, are involved in coordinating press coverage of 

the visit but information has been scarce. Journalists gleaned the outline of the prince’s schedule -– when 

he would travel to different cities, who would accompany him and whom he would meet –- through 

rumors and anonymous sources. 

 

Part of the tension appears to be over how much to publicize -- and how much change the Saudi public can 

handle. While in New York, Prince Mohammed met with U.S. Zionist leaders, including from the 

Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations and the American Jewish Committee. 

But the participants were sworn to secrecy. Meanwhile, another meeting he held in New York, with 

religious figures including Roman Catholic clergy and two rabbis, was heralded by the Saudi embassy as 

inter-religious dialogue that “emphasized the common bond among all people, particularly people of 

faith.” 

 

Asked about the unannounced meeting, one Saudi government representative didn’t respond while a 

second referred back to the press release about the interfaith gathering without further comment. 
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Glazed Eyes 

The prince is in a hurry to remake the once fiercely closed-off Islamic kingdom, diversifying its economy 

away from oil and loosening social restrictions even as he tightens his political grip over the authoritarian 

state. He’s famous for working long hours and late nights, as the glazed eyes of the employees arranging 

his trip can attest. He’d barely finished official visits to Egypt and the U.K. when he jetted to Washington. 

 

Some chaos is inevitable on a trip of such scale. But it’s also a symptom of the growing pains Saudi 

Arabia is going through as its secretive government pledges more transparency -- crucial in the lead-up to 

the initial public offering of as much as 5 percent of state oil company Saudi Aramco. For a society that 

has long valued discretion, a road show promoting openness is a bit of an alien concept. 

 

The Saudi government has undeniably opened up during the past few years, issuing a slew of visas for 

foreign journalists and appointing spokesmen where none existed. In New York, Prince Mohammed met 

with reporters and editors at the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal, albeit mostly off the record. 

 

“We have committed to increasing the level of transparency and accountability,” said Husameddin 

AlMadani, head of Saudi Arabia’s National Center for Performance Management, a government agency 

that measures progress on the targets set by the prince. “It helps investors. It helps think tanks and 

researchers.” 

 

How that will play out is far from clear as officials lurch between traditional silence and promises of 

openness. The result is often a bizarre blend, a kind of twilight zone where something -- it’s just not 

always clear what -- is being announced. That’s what happened last week at the Plaza at midnight. As 

quickly as it started, the event was over. Reporters were left to meander past the closed bar and dishes of 

Saudi dates, observing a handful of delegates working into the morning hours. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Statues offensive Native Americans next? 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-native-american-statue-removal-20180401-story.html  

GIST Over the decades, this quiet coastal hamlet has earned a reputation as one of the most liberal places in the 

nation. Arcata was the first U.S. city to ban the sale of genetically modified foods, the first to elect a 

majority Green Party city council and one of the first to tacitly allow marijuana farming before pot was 

legal. 

 

Now it's on the verge of another first. 

 

No other city has taken down a monument to a president for his misdeeds. But Arcata is poised to do just 

that. The target is an 8½-foot bronze likeness of William McKinley, who was president at the turn of the 

last century and stands accused of directing the slaughter of Native peoples in the U.S. and abroad. 

 

"Put a rope around its neck and pull it down," Chris Peters shouted at a recent rally held at the statue, 

which has adorned the central square for more than a century. 

 

Peters, who heads the Arcata-based Seventh Generation Fund for Indigenous People, called McKinley a 

proponent of "settler colonialism" that "savaged, raped and killed." 

 

A presidential statue would be the most significant casualty in an emerging movement to remove 

monuments honoring people who helped lead what Native groups describe as a centuries-long war against 

their very existence. 

 

The push follows the rapid fall of Confederate memorials across the South in a victory for activists who 

view them as celebrating slavery. In the nearly eight months since white supremacists marched in central 

Virginia to protest the removal of a Robert E. Lee statue, cities across the country have yanked dozens of 

Confederate monuments. Black politicians and activists have been among the strongest supporters of the 
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removals. 

 

This time, it's tribal activists taking charge, and it's the West and California in particular leading the way. 

The state is home to the largest Native American population in the country and more than 100 federally 

recognized tribes. 

 

In February, San Francisco officials said they planned to remove a prominent downtown monument 

depicting a defeated Native American at the feet of a vaquero and a Spanish missionary. In March, the San 

Jose City Council booted a statue of Christopher Columbus from the lobby of City Hall. 

 

Other states are joining the movement. The city of Kalamazoo, Mich., said last month it would take down 

a park monument of a Native American in a headdress kneeling before a westward-facing pioneer. In 

Alcalde, N.M., and El Paso, statues of the conquistador Juan de Oñate have become subjects of renewed 

debate. 

 

In Baltimore, a city councilman has vowed to replace a smashed Columbus monument with something that 

better reflects "current-day values." 

 

In Arcata, a city of about 17,000 about two hours south of the Oregon state line, a long-simmering debate 

over McKinley caught fire after Charlottesville. Area tribes and activists launched a petition campaign and 

descended on City Hall. The protesters said they couldn't watch Confederate monuments fall without 

thinking of their own statue. 

 

By the winter, the plaza played host to regular protests. McKinley became a symbol of Arcata's sins 

against Natives and, by extension, other races too, forcing the city to confront some of its embarrassing 

history. In 1886, for example, Arcata passed a law calling for the "total expulsion of the Chinese." 

 

McKinley also became a target for anger at President Trump, who has stoked racial tensions with his 

comments — including his continued insistence that there were "very fine people" among the white 

supremacists who rallied in Charlottesville. 

 

One Arcata resident was so incensed over McKinley that he protested 26 days straight on the plaza. He 

held a sign that read, "This Christmas, give the gift of not supporting racism and murder. Remove the 

statue." 

 

The debate culminated in February during a long and anger-filled City Council meeting, when dozens of 

residents packed City Hall to testify on both sides of the issue. In the end, the council voted 4 to 1 to get 

rid of the statue. 

 

"Is there a difference between honoring McKinley and Robert E. Lee?" the mayor, Sofia Pereira, who was 

part the majority, said in a recent interview. "They both represent historical pain." 

 

The land that is now Arcata was once inhabited by the Wiyot Tribe. Then in the 1850s the logging boom 

began — and pioneers seeking wealth began rapidly grabbing tribal lands. In 1860, settlers massacred 

dozens of Wiyots, whom tribe members still mourn today. Wiyot children were commonly abducted and 

forced into servitude. 

 

McKinley, a Republican who was president from 1897 until his assassination in 1901, never set foot in the 

region. But after his death dozens of memorials to him popped up across the nation. 

 

In Honolulu, there's McKinley High School. In Philadelphia, a McKinley statue stands in front of City 

Hall. Chicago has McKinley Park neighborhood, with a statue of the president at the entrance to its main 

park. 

 

The highest mountain in North America, Alaska's Mt. Denali, was named Mt. McKinley until it was 

officially returned to his original name in 2015. Unlike other sites, the mountain got its name before 
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McKinley died. 

 

Just north of Arcata is an unincorporated area called McKinleyville. 

 

The McKinley statue has been in Arcata Plaza since 1906, when a local businessman commissioned and 

gifted it to the city to honor "the first modern president." 

 

The city eventually grew into a haven for hippies from the Bay Area who sought a quieter life and cheaper 

land. Marijuana growers flocked to the area, as did activists who enrolled at Humboldt State University for 

its environmental and Native American studies programs. 

 

But the statue remained as a vestige of a more conservative past. Locals embraced the president as a 

mascot, dressing him as a lumberjack, and placing bunny ears on his head for Easter. Pranksters have been 

known to put condoms on his outstretched fingers and stuff cheese in his ears. 

 

Local tribes long resented the statue but remained silent on the matter, figuring there was little chance it 

would ever come down. 

 

"The Native people here have avoided that square for years," said Ted Hernandez, chairman of the 620-

member Wiyot Tribe, which is based on a reservation about 20 miles south of the city. "Why do we have 

this man standing in this square where they used to sell our children?" 

 

Hernandez's tribe is one of more than a dozen whose members showed up in Arcata or sent letters of 

protest over the months against McKinley. 

 

Bernadette Smith, who recently drove four hours north from the Manchester Band of Pomo Indians 

rancheria to protest the monument, described getting rid of the statue as "bigger than just a small victory 

for our community." 

 

"What happened is going to inspire Natives across America," she said. Smith, 31, said the win in Arcata 

spurred her to launch a campaign to rename the Garcia River that divides her tribe's land back to its 

original name of P'da Hau. 

 

The McKinley statue also has its supporters. Dozens showed up at City Hall in February to make their case 

before the vote. They came again in March when the City Council briefly floated the idea of opening up 

the statue debate to a citywide vote. 

 

David LaRue, an Arcata resident for the last 22 years, started a Facebook group called "Let the people vote 

on our McKinley statue" and is now gathering signatures for ballot initiative to do just that. 

 

He said that unlike Confederate leaders whose monuments are no longer widely accepted, McKinley 

fought for the Union in the Civil War. LaRue also pointed out that McKinley defied the norms of his time 

in appointing several African Americans to federal posts. 

 

"Certainly by today's standards, he had different ways of looking at things," he said. "But looking at 

Abraham Lincoln by today's standards, you could also say he was a horrible racist." 

 

The debate has also divided families. 

 

Former Arcata Mayor Bob Ornelas, who has lived in the city since 1979, said tearing down McKinley 

would take away from the city's culture. He said he couldn't imagine the square, home to the Saturday 

farmers market and nearly every major city festival, without the McKinley statue there. 

 

"I don't read much into it," said Ornelas, who is Mexican American. "It's not Robert E. Lee. If it was 

somebody who is known to fight their cousins for the right to have a slave, I would be offended. But 

during his time he got pushed around by a Congress that was hungry for ... expanding the American 
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empire." 

  

He sees things differently than his wife, a councilwoman who was mayor last year when the push to 

remove the statue resurged. 

 

"We are in a small northern part of Northern California where Native people are active in our lives daily," 

Susan Ornelas said. "It's not just a lost thought. McKinley didn't back Native Americans at all. He backed 

the Curtis Act, which took away Native rights on a lot of land. Natives were so misused in that era. He 

didn't really directly hurt them locally but he did through federal laws." 

 

Susan Ornelas suggested allowing residents to vote on the statue's fate before taking back that proposal. 

 

For now, the former president stands in Arcata with his days numbered. The city estimates it will take 

eight months before he's gone. California law requires a lengthy environmental review, a process that is 

expected to bring the total cost of removal to $65,000. Anti-statue activists say they will raise the money. 

 

A veterans hall seven blocks away has offered to house the president. 

 

Other monuments protested by Native peoples are also getting private caretakers. The Columbus statue in 

San Jose was moved to the hall of the Italian American Heritage Foundation, where the group said it will 

be enclosed as protection from vandalism. 

 

In San Francisco, the city has considered moving the "Early Days" statue to a museum, though a legal 

challenge has kept it up for the time being. 

 

Another Columbus statue — the most widely seen in the world — appears to be staying put. It stands 76 

feet high at the center of Columbus Circle in Manhattan. 

 

After the Charlottesville violence, New York Mayor Bill de Blasio vowed to examine all "symbols of 

hate." While the city decided Columbus would stay, the mayor promised "new historical markers" near the 

monument to contextualize it as well as a new monument honoring "indigenous peoples." 

 

Pereira, the Arcata mayor, said simply adding context to the McKinley monument would amount to too 

little, too late. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Tourists to Puerto Rico boost recovery 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/puerto-rico-crisis/puerto-rico-tourists-boost-recovery-though-

some-still-remain-dark-n861866  

GIST SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico — The music blared from the lobby at the San Juan Marriott Resort & Stellaris 

Casino — which was finally packed with tourists and not just emergency workers. 

 

For months, this hotel and others on the island catered to FEMA contractors and National Guard members. 

It was among the few that didn't lose power in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria, when the hotel scrambled 

to maintain industrial backup generators as the island’s economy ground to a halt. 

 

"I'm very happy that the island is open for business,” said Jose Gonzalez-Espinosa, the Marriott’s general 

manager. 

 

It is an island finding its rhythm again. 

 

More than six months after the Category 4 hurricane ravaged Puerto Rico, tourists are slowly returning and 

the U.S. territory’s economic engine is sputtering to life. 
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Outside the capital city, however, several mountain communities are still desperate for power, supplies and 

attention. Though some damaged resorts will still be closed for months, more than 85 percent of the 

island’s hotels are back up and running. The industry is critical for the long-term recovery here. 

 

Meanwhile, the Carnival cruise ship Fascination — which carries more than 2,000 passengers and departs 

from San Juan to tour the Caribbean — is sold out. 

 

Tourism officials are hoping for almost 2 million cruise passengers over the next year — pumping a 

quarter billion dollars into the local economy. 

 

In Old San Juan, business is booming again. Coffee shops are packed and reservations are hard to snag at 

Marmalade, a high-end restaurant where the roof collapsed during Maria. 

 

“I think the best thing that people can do is come and not donate your money but let us serve you,” said 

Peter Schintler, the executive chef. 

 

Still, other parts of the island continue to struggle. In southeastern Puerto Rico, blue tarps and splintered 

power poles still litter neighborhoods in Yabucoa, where the monster hurricane first made landfall. 

 

Six months after the storm, the town’s mayor, Rafael Surillo, said that 70 percent of its residents were still 

without power. He told NBC News he was furious with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ recent 

decision to scale back resources. 

 

Col. Jason Kirk said that relief effort has brought “unprecedented” logistical challenges. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 More protests planned for Sacramento 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/04/01/easter-sunday-calm-after-tense-night-when-

sheriffs-suv-hits-acgiviproester-stephon-clark-vigil-sacra/476610002/  

GIST SAN FRANCISCO — More events are planned for this week in Sacramento as the city continues to deal 

with outrage over the death of Stephon Clark, an unarmed black man who was killed by police on March 

18. 

 

Sunday was calm after a tense interaction during a peaceful vigil Saturday evening in which a sheriff's 

SUV struck a protester. 

 

"Be on the look out" for upcoming rallies and protests, the Sacramento Black Lives Matter group said on 

its Facebook page Sunday. 

 

"We will continue to demand justice for not just Stephon, but for all lives that have been unjustly taken at 

the hands of law enforcement," it said. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Orange Co. fights Calif. sanctuary law 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/california-orange-county-sanctuary-law/2018/04/01/id/851916/  

GIST California and its Democratic-controlled Legislature have built a reputation for leading resistance against 

the Trump administration's immigration crackdown. 

 

But at the local level, there's a backlash brewing. 

 

On Tuesday, the Orange County Board of Supervisors voted to condemn the state's sanctuary law and join 

a U.S. Justice Department lawsuit that contends it's unconstitutional. 
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The law, Senate Bill 54, limits police cooperation with federal immigration authorities. It's a capstone of 

the effort by Gov. Jerry Brown, legislators and mayors of the largest cities in the state to resist stepped-up 

efforts to deport people in the country illegally and to stop President Donald Trump from building a wall 

along the U.S. border with Mexico. 

 

The Justice Department welcomed Orange County's decision and Trump blasted the state's law on Twitter. 

 

"My Administration stands in solidarity with the brave citizens in Orange County defending their rights 

against California's illegal and unconstitutional Sanctuary policies," he posted Wednesday. 

 

Orange County, home to 3.2 million people, including hundreds of thousands of immigrants, has seen its 

decades-long reputation as a conservative GOP base erode in recent years. Hillary Clinton won more votes 

than Trump in the county in the 2016 election. 

 

But on Tuesday its all-Republican Board of Supervisors voted 4-0 to join the federal lawsuit filed earlier 

this month against SB 54 and two other pro-immigrant state laws. 

 

Supervisor Michelle Steel, an immigrant from South Korea, told the crowd that fixing the country's 

immigration system will take time. 

 

"Along the way, law enforcement should absolutely cooperate fully within the constraints of federal law," 

she said. 

 

About a dozen people holding American flags and signs reading "Support Our Constitution" cheered the 

board's actions. 

 

"We cannot have all the states with different immigration laws. It just doesn't make sense," Doris 

Matyasovich told the board. "Our constitutional republic depends on following the rule of law." 

 

Immigrant advocates, however, felt the supervisors had taken a step back in the county where, according 

to the U.S. Census Bureau, nearly a third of the residents are immigrants. 

 

"History tells us that we will win. So I will be able to look in my children's and grandchildren's eyes and 

tell them I was on the right side of history," Bethany Anderson of Fullerton told supervisors. "Will you be 

able to do that?" 

 

State Sen. Kevin de Leon, a Los Angeles Democrat who wrote the state's law, called the decision a "pretty 

sad use of taxpayer resources." 

 

"This kind of obsessive immigrant bashing is embarrassing to the county and its residents, and seems 

designed to court the approval of a racist President and his cronies," he said in a statement. 

 

The move highlights longstanding divisions over immigration in California. For years, some local 

governments have sought to help federal immigration agents pick up inmates from their jails to prevent 

them from being released back into their communities, while others have tried to keep their distance to 

encourage immigrant residents to trust police enough to come forward to report crimes. 

 

In Orange County, leaders of the small city of Los Alamitos recently voted for an ordinance to exempt 

itself from the state's law while leaders in the county seat of Santa Ana — a self-declared immigrant 

sanctuary — will consider filing an amicus brief to support California in federal court. 

 

The county also moved this week to improve communication with federal immigration agents by 

publishing the release dates of inmates online. The Sheriff's Department used to screen inmates in the 

county's jails to help Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents identify those subject to deportation 

but had to stop when the state law passed. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 China space lab burns up reentry 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/defunct-chinese-space-lab-forecast-enter-atlantic-

54167092?cid=clicksource_79_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST China's defunct Tiangong 1 space station mostly burned up on re-entry into the atmosphere Monday over 

the central South Pacific, Chinese space authorities said. 

 

The experimental space laboratory re-entered around 8:15 a.m. Beijing time, the China Manned Space 

Engineering Office said. 

 

Scientists monitoring the craft's disintegrating orbit had forecast the craft would mostly burn up and would 

pose only the slightest of risks to people. Analysis from the Beijing Aerospace Control Center showed it 

had mostly burned up. 

 

Brad Tucker, an astrophysicist at Australian National University, said that Tiangong 1's re-entry was 

"mostly successful" and that it would have been better if the space station had not been spinning toward 

Earth. 

 

"It could have been better, obviously, if it wasn't tumbling, but it landed in the Southern Pacific Ocean, 

and that's kind of where you hope it would land," Tucker said. 

 

"It's been tumbling and spinning for a while, which means that when it really starts to come down it's less 

predictable about what happens to it," Tucker said. He likened it to an airplane landing, saying it's more 

difficult to predict where a plane that is "shaking around and moving" will land than one that is smoothly 

descending. 

 

Launched in 2011, Tiangong 1 was China's first space station, serving as an experimental platform for 

bigger projects, such as the Tiangong 2 launched in September 2016 and a future permanent Chinese space 

station. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Russia queries OPCW for info spy case 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/expelled-russian-diplomats-return-us-amid-spy-

dispute-54158222  

GIST The Russian Foreign Ministry asked the international agency that monitors chemical weapons for 

information Sunday about the investigation of the poisoning of a former Russian spy and his daughter in 

England. 

 

A list of questions submitted to the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons includes what 

sort of assistance Britain requested from the watchdog agency and which sampling procedures were used 

to collect the substance that sickened Sergei Skripal and his daughter, Yulia. 

 

OPCW representatives were among a group of experts Britain asked to analyze the chemical agent 

involved in the poisonings. Britain claims it was the Soviet-manufactured nerve agent Novichok and has 

said Russia is likely responsible, which Moscow adamantly denies.  

 

The Foreign Ministry's request came on the same day that Russian diplomats and their families returned to 

Moscow on two planes after being expelled from the United States, part of the international fallout from 

the March 4 attack on the Skripals. 

 

Russia consistently has complained that Britain has not provided evidence to back up its claim of Russian 
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involvement or that the poison that afflicted the Skripals was a Russia-developed nerve agent. 

 

The Russian Foreign Ministry also submitted questions to British and French authorities on Saturday. The 

ministry did not say what actions Russia might take if the parties do not answer the questions or provide 

partial responses. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Strike, security clampdown shuts Kashmir 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/kashmir-shut-strike-security-day-deadly-fighting-

54170394   

GIST A security clampdown and a strike sponsored by separatists fighting against Indian rule Monday shut most 

of Indian-administered Kashmir a day after deadly protests and fierce fighting killed 16 combatants and 

four civilians. 

 

Armed police and paramilitary soldiers in riot gear fanned out across the region Monday and are patrolling 

streets in anticipation of anti-India protests and clashes. 

 

Authorities have also clamped a curfew in the old parts of the disputed region's main city of Srinagar, the 

urban center of protests and clashes against Indian rule. 

 

Shops and businesses closed in other areas where no security restrictions were in place. Separatist leaders 

who challenge India's sovereignty over Kashmir have called for a shutdown on Monday against the 

killings. 

 

Authorities shut schools and colleges and canceled university exams in an attempt to stop protests by 

students. They also stopped train services and cut cellphone internet services in the most restive towns, 

and reduced connection speeds in other parts of the Kashmir Valley, a common government practice 

aimed to calm tensions and prevent anti-India demonstrations from being organized. 

 

Troops laid steel barricades and coiled razor wire on roads and intersections to cut off neighborhoods as 

authorities anticipated widespread protests. 

 

At least 13 rebels and three Indian army soldiers were killed in Sunday's fighting in three gunbattles in the 

southern Kashmir where new-age rebels have revived militancy and challenged New Delhi's rule with 

guns and effective use of social media. 

 

As the fighting raged, massive anti-India protests erupted in several parts of Indian-controlled Kashmir 

and at least four civilians were killed and dozens injured in the latest round of anti-India protests. 

 

In recent years, Kashmiris, mainly youths, have displayed open solidarity with anti-India rebels and sought 

to protect them by engaging troops in street clashes during military operations against the militants. The 

protests have persisted despite the Indian army chief warning recently that tough action would be taken 

against stone-throwers during counterinsurgency operations. 

 

Nuclear-armed India and Pakistan each administer part of Kashmir, but both claim it in its entirety. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Deportation plan sparks protests Israel 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/plan-deport-20000-asylum-seekers-sparks-protests-

fear/story?id=54097368&cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Thousands of Israelis have taken to the streets of Tel Aviv to protest a new deportation initiative by 

Benjamin Netanyahu, which calls for the deportation of 20,000 African Eritrean and Sudanese asylum 
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seekers -- whom the prime minister has called "infiltrators" and illegal economic migrants.  

 

The vast majority of them crossed illegally into Israel between 2006 and 2014.  

 

The movement against the deportations has drawn a vocal minority, including Israelis who have compared 

what the Africans are facing to the plight of the Jews during the Holocaust. 

 

The deportation plan calls for the removal of single male African asylum seekers who have illegally 

crossed into Israel from Egypt's Sinai desert. They have a choice: take $3,500 and a plane ticket and leave 

voluntarily, or face jail and forced deportation.  

 

The policy was supposed to take effect Sunday, but Israel's High Court froze the plan until April 9 after 

asylum seekers filed a petition, questioning its legality. 

 

Much of the controversy surrounds the plan to deport the asylum seekers to Rwanda and Uganda. 

 

The deportation plan is not without its supporters, however. In fact, according to a poll by the Israeli 

Democracy Institute, 66 percent of Israelis support deportation.  

 

And Education Minister Naftali Bennett recently tweeted, “The government must not fold in the face of 

the campaign to keep the illegal job infiltrators in Israel. Otherwise we will become the employment office 

for the world." 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Spring snowstorm heads to Northeast 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/spring-snowstorm-headed-northeast-5th-major-storm-march/story?   

GIST After pounding the Midwest, a spring storm is getting ready to hit the Northeast early Monday -- the fifth 

major storm since March to barrel through the region.  

 

By around 3 a.m., Scranton, Pennsylvania and Hartford, Connecticut, will be blanketed by about 1 to 4 

inches of a slushy mix of rain and snow.  

 

Some parts of the Northeast could see as much as 4 to 6 inches as well, making many highways and 

roadways perilously icy and slick. 

 

Conditions are expected to worsen by sunrise on Monday as the night's dose of slush turns into heavy, wet 

snow in cities like Philadelphia and New York City.  

 

Some airports, including New York's John F. Kennedy International, LaGuardia and Newark, are already 

bracing for the weather situation. Delta Airlines and JetBlue has issued a travel waiver for some 

passengers set to fly out of or into those hubs.  

 

By mid-afternoon, the sun is expected to peek through the clouds, the snow should recede and the 

temperature will surge back to less shivering mid-40s.  

 

The storm is the fifth major one to hit the Northeast in as many weeks, following four nor'easters since the 

beginning of March. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Teachers to rally in Kentucky, Oklahoma 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/tens-thousands-teachers-planning-massive-rallies-classroom-

walkouts/story?id=54161538&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  
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GIST Tens of thousands of public school teachers in Kentucky and Oklahoma plan to attend rallies on Monday 

at their state capitols in what they hope will be the latest display of muscle by the nation's educators 

demanding higher wages and better classroom resources.  

 

The double demonstrations come less than a month after West Virginia teachers went on a nine-day strike 

that ended with the governor there signing legislation giving them a 5 percent pay hike -- their first raise in 

four years. 

 

"What happened in West Virginia is inspiring for sure," Charles Main, spokesman for the Kentucky 

Education Association, told ABC News Sunday.  

 

The planned rallies also come on the heels of one on Wednesday in which 2,500 teachers in Arizona -- 

who are demanding a 20 percent raise -- demonstrated at the state's capitol in Phoenix. Gov. Doug Ducey 

didn't directly address the teachers' demands, but noted that the state already gave teachers a 4.3 percent 

raise from 2016 to 2017.  

 

On Monday, thousands of teachers and supporters in Kentucky are expected to descend on the state capitol 

in Frankfort to demand Gov. Matt Bevin veto a bill that overhauls their pension plan, which they say was 

forged by lawmakers in secret backroom deals.  

 

Meanwhile, thousands of Oklahoma teachers and advocates for better education are poised to stage a 

classroom walkout and converge on the state capitol in Oklahoma City to call on lawmakers, including 

Gov. Mary Fallin, to restore funding for education programs and supplies they say have been drastically 

slashed over the last decade. 

 

The Oklahoma protest comes after Fallin signed legislation Thursday granting teachers annual pay raises 

averaging $6,100, the largest in state history. Oklahoma teachers had been making an average of $45,276 a 

year, among the lowest wages for educators in the country, according to a 2017 report by the National 

Education Association.  

 

While teachers in Oklahoma say they appreciate the pay raise, they are upset that state lawmakers 

shortchanged their students by slating only $50 million for education programs and supplies.  

 

Alicia Priest, president of the Oklahoma Education Association, said the union had asked that teachers' pay 

be raised by $10,000 annually and that funding for education be boosted by $200 million over the next 

three years. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Homeless man sues Portland in shooting 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/homeless-man-sues-city-for-13-million-after-getting-shot-by-

portland-police-03-31-2018  

GIST PORTLAND, Ore. — A homeless man who was shot by Portland police has filed a $1.3 million lawsuit 

against the city. 

 

The incident happened in February of last year in the 2100 block of Southeast Lafayette Street. 

 

Police responded to a report of a potentially suicidal person. 

 

They say a replica handgun fell out of the vehicle Don Perkins was living in. When Perkins reached for it, 

police shot him in the stomach and arm. 

 

The lawsuit claims the two officers who responded to the incident were not properly trained to deal with 

the situation. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Army eyes more adviser brigades 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/with-1st-sfab-deployed-army-looks-to-build-more-adviser-brigades-

1.519734  

GIST WASHINGTON — Building on what was merely a concept at the beginning of 2017, the Army hopes to 

boast five brigades of conventional soldiers hand-selected and specially trained to advise indigenous 

partner forces by the end of next year. Army officials say the service is seeking to quickly build its 

Security Force Assistance Brigades, units designed to shoulder the bulk of the Pentagon’s train, advise and 

assist missions throughout the world. That is why the Army is seeking funding to build three SFABs — it 

has begun assembling two — in fiscal year 2019, according to the service’s budget request sent last month 

to Congress. 

 

The Army’s goal is to build six SFABs, five in the active-duty Army and one in the National Guard. The 

service is considering building two division headquarters to manage the brigades, Army officials said. 

“My view right now is that with regard to irregular warfare, we’re going to be engaged in that 

indefinitely,” Army Secretary Mark Esper told Stars and Stripes in an interview last month. “There will 

always be a need to help build allied or partnered forces, so [the SFABs] can take on that mission. Which 

is far better than us doing it with our combat brigades’ soldiers.” 

 

The Army for decades has worked to train partner forces to fight. In recent wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, 

the Army has often pulled apart its traditional combat brigades to build small training-and-advising units 

for that mission. The problem, Esper said, is that has meant those brigades were not focused on their 

primary charge — training to fight. 

 

With the new SFAB units focused on the Army’s train, advise and assist responsibilities, it should free the 

service’s 58 brigade combat teams to concentrate on preparing for potential full-spectrum combat 

operations — the kind of fighting they would face in a near-peer war against an adversary such as Russia, 

China, North Korea or Iran, Esper said. 

 

The Army is still ironing out how the SFABs fit into the service’s model, including where it will station 

units. 

 

SFABs are unlikely to focus simply on advising partner forces in combat, Esper said. Instead they are 

likely to be used to help train allies across the globe, perhaps in areas like South Korea, Eastern Europe, 

Africa and South America. 

 

Much will be learned from the 1st Security Force Assistance Brigade’s current deployment to Afghanistan, 

he said. The Fort Benning, Ga., unit arrived there early this month, charged with advising Afghan troops 

close to the front lines in the 16-year fight against the Taliban. 

 

“Anytime you get to stand up a brand new organization is exciting,” said Army Col. Scott Jackson, the 

commander of 1st SFAB. “Anytime you get to stand up something built like this one is, is even more 

exciting. To say you’re breaking ground on something is phenomenal for everybody in this organization.” 

 

The unit that began taking shape last summer has already started passing on lessons learned to the 2nd 

Security Force Assistance Brigade, which the Army began building at Fort Bragg in North Carolina in 

January. 

 

The 1st SFAB will learn much more about the proper way to operate as it works in Afghanistan, Jackson 

said. 

 

The security force assistance brigades are the brainchild of Gen. Mark Milley, the Army’s chief of staff, 

who has long contended privately that the Army would need teams of soldiers to train partner forces 

outside of the special operations community. 
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Milley, a Green Beret, has insisted that while similar to the traditional role of Special Forces, the SFAB 

concept does not infringe on their responsibilities. 

 

“In today’s world, we think the mission profile of train, advise, assist exceeds the capacity of Special 

Forces — who are running at a very, very high op tempo,” Milley told lawmakers March 15. “So, Special 

Forces is primarily now — not exclusively, but primarily — training and advising host nation special 

operations.” 

 

The SFABs, meanwhile, will focus on training partners’ conventional forces — those who conduct 

traditional ground operations. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Malala returns for first visit to hometown 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/03/31/Nobel-laureate-Malala-visits-hometown-

for-first-time-since-attack/6061522519949/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=lh&utm_medium=2  

GIST March 31 (UPI) -- Nobel Peace Prize winner Malala Yousafzai was happy to return to her hometown, 

Mingora, Pakistan, Saturday, her first time back since a Taliban attack in 2012. 

 

Yousafzai, 20, visited her old school and home in Mingora, located in the Swat valley area of Pakistan. 

 

"My first visit to Swat valley after 5 and half years since the attack. I have felt so happy. I am proud of my 

land and culture, Yousafzai wrote in the school's guestbook, CNN reported. 

 

Yousafzai became the youngest person to receive the Nobel Prize at age 17 in 2014 for her work to 

advocate for girls' right to education. The last time she was home she suffered a bullet wound to her head 

from a Taliban gunman. 

 

Yousafzai still faces some critics of her advocacy work for girls' education in Pakistan. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Governor quits over Russia mall fire 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-43610306  

GIST The long-serving governor of the Russian region where a shopping mall fire left dozens of people dead has 

resigned. 

 

Aman Tuleyev said stepping aside from governing Kemerovo was "the right, conscious and only true 

decision" following the disaster. 

 

He announced the move in a video address posted on the regional administration's website. 

 

Last month's fire killed more than 60 people, most of them children. 

 

Thousands of people protested in the aftermath of the tragedy over alleged safety failings at the Winter 

Cherry mall. 

 

Investigators say the fire alarm was broken and exits were blocked - and that security guards, who were 

supposed to help with any emergency evacuation, were among the first to flee when the fire broke out. 

 

Many children became victims because they were using entertainment facilities at the top of the mall, 

including a cinema whose doors are said to have been locked. 

 

Investigators are looking at whether the fire could have been started by an electrical short-circuit or arson 
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in the children's play area. 

 

President Vladimir Putin - who visited Kemerovo in the wake of the fire - blamed "criminal negligence" 

for the blaze. 

 

Mr Tuleyev - whose niece was reportedly killed in the fire - had been governor of the coal-mining region 

since 1997, AFP news agency reports. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 US, SKorea begin military exercises 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/04/01/us-south-korea-begin-military-exercises-after-olympics-

delay.html  

GIST The United States and South Korea are resuming joint military exercises Sunday on the Korean Peninsula 

after a hiatus because of the 2018 Winter Olympic Games. 

 

Approximately 300,000 South Korean soldiers will be joined by more than 11,500 U.S. troops for a 

monthlong operation dubbed Foal Eagle, Yonhap News Agency reported. 

 

The annual joint exercises between the two nations usually begin in late February or early March, and last 

for two months. This year the exercises were pushed back and condensed because of the Olympics, which 

were held Feb. 9-25 in Pyeongchang, South Korea. 

 

The United States agreed to the change so as not to provoke North Korea, which sent athletes, artists and a 

government delegation to the Games. 

 

South Korean President Moon Jae-in reportedly requested the military rescheduling prior to the event. 

 

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un has long viewed the annual military exercises as a provocation. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Mukilteo teens ‘never again’ at rally 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/mukilteo-teens-say-never-again-at-rally-to-end-gun-

violence/281-533867186  

GIST A week after thousands of people marched to push for an end to gun violence, a community gathers for 

their own event. The issue hits close to home in Mukilteo, where three teenagers were shot and killed at a 

party in 2016. 

 

The rally was called “Never Again: Mukilteo” and was organized by teens. They took center stage at the 

event, which included poems and music. 

 

“Kids are more invested in this issue now because of what we've experienced as a school with lockdowns, 

with friends we've lost," said Ketta Davis. 

 

Several took the stage to talk about how gun violence impacted their lives and the changes they want to 

see. Paul Kramer, the father of Will Kramer who was shot at that party in 2016, spoke to the group about 

his frustrations and hope. 

 

“When there's another shooting, the wounds get reactivated, retraumatized so to speak. It's sad that this 

continues,” he said. 

 

Kramer said the teens’ energy and enthusiasm for change give him hope they can reduce the likelihood 

that other families and communities will face the same tragedy. 
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“It's sad that we haven't been able to do it, that's the job of the adults to make the changes when they need 

to take place, and we haven't gotten it done," said Kramer. 

 

The teens encouraged voter registration and said it's time to get rid of politicians who don't support their 

agenda. State Senator Marco Liias says he believes they will take on some of the issues in their next 

session. 

 

"The issue of assault weapons should they be legal at all? And if they are, what are the background checks 

and age restrictions? What about high capacity magazines? What about a waiting period?" he said. 

 

Students put painted hands on a bench they’re working on as a memorial to Jake, Anna, and Jordan, who 

died in the shooting. They hope a more lasting memorial will be a change in the law that prevents families 

from dealing with this in the future. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Anti-India protests erupt in Kashmir 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/anti-india-protests-erupt-kashmir-troops-kill-rebels-

54157117?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Deadly protests against Indian rule erupted in several parts of Indian-controlled Kashmir on Sunday 

following the killings of at least eight rebels in fighting with government forces, officials said. 

 

The new round of anti-India protests and clashes, which led to the killing of at least one civilian, comes 

after Indian troops launched deadly counterinsurgency operations targeting mainly the southern parts of 

Kashmir, where new-age rebels have revived militancy and challenged New Delhi's rule with guns and 

effective use of social media. 

 

The gunbattles in southern Kashmir began overnight after government forces raided two villages following 

a tip that rebels were hiding there and came under fire, police said. 

 

Police said the militants tried to escape from a security cordon while firing their guns and grenades but 

were killed in the ensuing fighting. 

 

Seven militants, including some commanders, were killed in the Shopian area, while one rebel was killed 

and another captured in Anantnag early Sunday, said top police officer S.P. Vaid. 

 

Police said a third gunbattle also erupted in Shopian, where several rebels were trapped. 

 

No rebel group fighting against Indian rule immediately issued any statement about Sunday's fighting. 

 

As the fighting raged, anti-India protests erupted in several villages in southern Kashmir in solidarity with 

the rebels. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Gaza protests shrink as funerals held 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/middleeast/gaza-protests-and-funerals/index.html  

GIST Gaza (CNN)Hundreds of Palestinians marched Saturday in Gaza along the border with Israel, as funerals 

were held for protesters killed the day before in confrontations with Israeli forces. 

 

The protests were much smaller than on Friday, when thousands of Palestinians massed along the border 

in what was supposed to be a peaceful demonstration called the March of Return. Israeli forces fired upon 

marchers it said participated in violence, killing 17 people and injuring more than 1,400 others in the 
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deadliest day in Gaza since the 2014 war.  
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HEADLINE 04/01 US blocks UN inquiry Gaza violence 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/middleeast/gaza-protests-un-intl/index.html  

GIST Gaza (CNN)The US blocked a United Nations Security Council statement Saturday morning, which called 

for an independent inquiry into Friday's violence in Gaza that left at least 17 Palestinians dead and more 

than 1,400 injured, two UN diplomats tell CNN. 

 

Following Friday's escalated confrontations, Kuwait drafted a statement asking the Security Council to 

take action. 

 

It is unclear if other countries would have also objected, UN diplomats tell CNN. If one country objects, 

then the statement cannot be adopted. 

 

But Israel's UN Ambassador Danny Danon lodged a complaint with the United Nations Security Council 

for holding an emergency session on the first night of Passover -- a major Jewish holiday -- according to a 

statement released by Israel's UN Mission on Sunday. 

 

Danon claimed Kuwait intentionally called for the session as Israel's UN Mission was observing Passover, 

thus barring their participation while they observed a religious holiday. 

 

He said the move "exploited procedural rules" and is "antithetical to the spirit of the UN," according to the 

Israeli Mission statement. 

 

UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres had called for the independent inquiry into Friday's violence. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Sacramento sheriff vehicle hits protester 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/01/us/stephon-clark-protests/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A bystander video shows the moment a demonstrator was hit by a Sacramento Sheriff's deputy's 

vehicle Saturday night as people protested the shooting death of Stephon Clark. 

 

The collision happened during a vigil as a woman carrying a "Stephon Clark Rest in Power" sign walked 

in front of a sheriff's vehicle and motioned the driver to stop, according to a video from the National 

Lawyers Guild Legal Observers obtained by CNN. 

 

The deputy then drove away, said Guy Danilowitz, a legal observer who recorded the video. 

 

"The vehicle accelerated and struck her, accelerated very fast and struck her violently and she fell to the 

ground," Danilowitz said. 

 

"It was a very fast acceleration, not the way you would move with people around," he added. 

 

About eight seconds before the collision, a deputy inside the sheriff's SUV could be heard on a 

loudspeaker repeatedly telling protesters to "back away from my car." 

 

The California Highway Patrol said it is investigating a collision involving a Sacramento County Sheriff's 

vehicle and "a pedestrian." 

 

A spokesman with the California Highway Patrol would not confirm whether the woman was a protester 

or if the incident was a hit and run. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Russia hunting defectors in America? 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/russian-defectors-america-putin-russia-threat-skripal-868013  

GIST They get lonely. They miss their friends and family left behind in Russia. And so, despite the danger of 

exposing themselves to Kremlin retribution, Russian defectors hiding abroad make phone calls or send 

emails back to relatives in the motherland. 

 

And when they do, the Kremlin is listening.   

 

“It’s easy to find us, if they are really determined,” one defector in the U.S. tells Newsweek.  Phone calls 

and emails make it easy for Russian eavesdroppers to locate them. A visit from a relative back home 

makes it even easier. Agents can just trail them to a defector’s doorstep. 

 

Some U.S. security sources say there has been an uptick in Russian activity here over the past two years. 

Suspected Russian agents have been spotted cruising the neighborhoods of some defectors protected by 

CIA security teams, they say.  The FBI and CIA have been ”bringing people out of retirement, people who 

worked against the Russians in the 1990s,” to cope with the the challenge, the defector said, speaking 

anonymously out of fears for his personal safety. 

 

The CIA declined to comment. The FBI did not respond to questions about Russian activity in America. 

 

The March 4 nerve-agent attack on Sergei Skripal, a former Russian spy for British intelligence, in a 

shopping mall in Salisbury, England has U.S. counterintelligence agencies on edge. 

 

“Everyone’s been on high alert since the Skripal poisoning,” Michelle Van Cleave, head of the National 

Counterintelligence Executive under President George W. Bush, tells Newsweek. On Thursday, another 

former Russian double agent in the U.K, Boris Karpichkov, reported that he’d been warned last month that 

Kremlin agents were coming for him, too. “Be careful, look around, something is probably going to 

happen,” an old comrade told him in mid-February, according to NBC News. "It's very serious, and you 

are not alone." 

 

Skripal and his daughter, Yulia, were assaulted with Novichok, a lethal chemical agent invented by Soviet-

era biowarfare engineers in the 1980s. A policeman who came to their aid was also infected. Skripal 

remains in critical condition; his daughter, who had recently left Russia to visit her father in England, is 

“recovering rapidly,” authorities said. 

 

A similar attack is not unthinkable here, CIA veterans with long histories with Moscow tell Newsweek. 

 

"I've heard nothing along those lines, but it's very plausible.,” former CIA analyst and Russia specialist 

Mark Stout says. “Even without the recent events I'd be concerned.” The Russians, he said, “largely got 

out of this business in the mid-1970s,” but with the rise of Vladimir Putin to power in the 1990s they got 

back into “tracking down and hunting defectors.” 

 

“I would certainly not rule out” an attempt on a defector’s life here, says Daniel Hoffman, a 30-year CIA 

veteran who spent five years on duty in Russia. "Putin has demonstrated there are no limits to the methods 

he would use to target Russia's ‘main enemy’ and our allies." 

 

“The Russians have always sought to locate Russian defectors in the U.S. and Britain, and attempt to lure 

them back to Russia if possible,” fellow CIA veteran and Russia hand John Sipher told Newsweek. Their 

message: “all is forgiven.” Few believe it. Only one defector is known publicly to have returned home and 

lived to tell about it: Vitaly Yurchenko, who in 1985 changed his mind, apologized to his CIA minder in a 

Georgetown pub, walked out the door and up the street to what was then the Soviet embassy. The Russians 

made propaganda hay out of his turnaround, probably to encourage other re-defections. 
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The recent string of events suggests Russia has abandoned the carrot for the stick. “The attack on Skripal 

should be ringing alarm bells for all NATO member countries, including the United States, that something 

like that could happen here,” says Hoffman. “We can assume that there has been a recent step-up in 

activity” here, Sipher says, “given the events in the U.K.” 

 

Led by British Prime Minister Theresa May, European leaders responded furiously to the Skripal attack, 

expelling scores of suspected Russian spies working under official diplomatic cover in their countries. 

President Donald Trump, as is his fashion, declined to join the Europeans in their harsh criticism of the 

Kremlin, but the administration booted 60 Russian diplomats from the U.S.—48 from its Washington, 

D.C. embassy and 12 from the Russian mission to the United Nations—and shuttered the Russian 

consulate in Seattle. Moscow responded in kind, expelling 58 U.S. diplomats and closing the American 

consulate in St. Petersberg. 

 

Moscow rejected any responsibility for the attack on Skripal—and at least some spy veterans raised 

questions about it, too. The Russian defector who spoke with Newsweek called it an amateuristic job, 

“very unprofessional,” not only because it failed to kill its target but inevitably pointed a finger at the 

Kremlin. A top Russian assassin, he said, would have avoided a public attack and used a poison dust 

delivered via, say, a mailed letter that killed its victim “three days after” being inhaled, obscuring its 

source and the perpetrator. He also pointed Newsweek to a recent Russian documentary film alleging that 

quantities of Novichok, the nerve agent fingered in the Skripal attack, had been stolen from the Russian 

lab. 

 

And why Skripal, the defector asked? The former GRU officer had been unmasked as a British mole years 

earlier and squeezed dry under interrogation before being released in a trade for 10 Russian spies arrested 

in the U.S. in 2010. “He had no more secrets with him,” the defector says. “He was no threat to Russia. 

There was no reason to punish him any more.” More likely, he says, some former GRU comrades whom 

Skripal betrayed to British intelligence were taking revenge, using “idiots” in the Russian mob to carry out 

the “amateuristic” hit.   

 

The Russian ambassador to the U.S., Anatoly Antonov, said much the same. “He spent five years in 

Russian jail. So it was enough time for us to know everything that he knew," the ambassador told NBC 

News. "Why we should make revenge?” 

 

That’s easy, Hoffman says. “Putin wanted to whip up his electorate with anti-western rhetoric” before the 

March 18 elections.  And he was assured of “an intense reaction” over Skripal from May, who was home 

secretary in 2006 when another defector, Alexander Litvinenko, was fatally poisoned by plutonium. The 

expulsions, Hoffman said, allowed Putin to “portray Russia as a besieged fortress, which only he could 

defend.” 

 

The Kremlin has a long history of none-too-subtle assassinations, its critics point out. A Russian agent 

murdered former revolutionary Leon Trotsky with an ice pick to the head in Mexico in August 1940. Six 

months later, an outspoken Russian defector, Walter Krivitsky,  was found in a pool of blood in his room 

in a Washington, D.C. hotel. The official investigation, unaware he was on a Soviet hit list, concluded he 

committed suicide. 

 

Likewise last year in Washington, D.C. police officially concluded that Putin’s former media chief, 

Mikhail Lesin, died of blunt-force injuries to the head, neck, and torso from falls during a in November 

2015 drinking binge. But “everyone thinks he was whacked and that Putin or the Kremlin were behind it,” 

an FBI agent recently told Buzzfeed. In February, the news site also surfaced evidence implicating Russia 

“in 14 suspicious deaths on British soil that the U.K. government had largely ignored.” 

 

The Lesin affair, says  former FBI intelligence analyst Aaron Arnold, “could be a good test to see if they 

could get away with it—a litmus test to see how far people would let them go.” 

 

In January, Democrats on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee issued a report warning that the long, 

deadly arm of Russian intelligence might well reach into the United States and take somebody out. “The 
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trail of mysterious deaths, all of which happened to people who possessed information that the Kremlin 

did not want made public, should not be ignored by Western countries on the assumption that they are safe 

from these extreme measures,” it said.   

 

Putin said as much after the FBI rounded up Anna Chapman and nine other deep-cover Russian “illegals” 

here in 2010. Whoever betrayed them would suffer: "It always ends badly for traitors,” he said. “As a rule, 

their end comes from drink or drugs, lying in the gutter. And for what?" 

 

The defector Newsweek spoke with is fatalistic about his chances of living peacefully into old age here. 

 

“I know it’s going to happen to me sooner or later,” he said on the phone as a baby cried in the 

background. “All I can do is renew my life insurance. If they send a professional, I’m done.” 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Saudi crown prince quiet visit to Seattle 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/northwest/saudi-arabias-crown-prince-quietly-visits-boeing-in-everett/  

GIST SEATTLE — The crown prince of Saudi Arabia was in town Friday and Saturday on a very secretive visit 

amid tight security. 

 

Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s private VIP 747 jumbo jet, inbound from New York, landed at 

Paine Field in Everett just after 2 p.m. Friday for a tour of Boeing — his first West Coast stop on a three-

week U.S. trip to refashion the image of Saudi Arabia in the eyes of Americans. 

 

After a tour of the widebody jet plant that built his airplane, the 32-year-old crown prince looked on as 

Boeing Chairman and Chief Executive Dennis Muilenburg signed a memorandum of agreement to set up a 

$450 million joint venture in Saudi Arabia that will provide maintenance and repair support for the 

kingdom’s military aircraft. 

 

The crown prince’s final itinerary and plans in Seattle were not announced. 

 

In an advance draft itinerary obtained by The Seattle Times, meetings were also penciled in with Amazon 

and Microsoft executives, with Bill Gates and with former U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates, who lives 

in the state. 

 

However, Saturday morning meetings listed on the advance agenda with Washington state’s governor and 

Seattle’s mayor aren’t happening — both politely declined the Saudi meeting requests, on the grounds 

they are busy that morning. 

 

On Friday morning, the Fairmont Olympic Hotel in downtown Seattle, home for the day to a large Saudi 

royal court delegation, though not the crown prince himself, was surrounded by black Chevy Suburbans 

with government license plates and Seattle police vehicles. 

 

Inside the hotel entrance, visitors entered through an airport-style baggage-screening machine to find the 

lobby swarming with Saudi and American security personnel. A couple of bomb-sniffing dogs lounged on 

the thick carpet. 

 

The whereabouts of the crown prince himself, and even where his 747 would land, were not disclosed in 

advance. 

 

The crown prince, effectively the power behind the throne held by his father, is here to rebrand the image 

of the desert kingdom that’s best known for its vast oil wealth and adherence to a strict fundamentalist 

brand of Sunni Islam, and to discuss a diversification of its economy away from oil. 

 

The crown prince presents himself as a liberalizing modern, reforming and opening up the claustrophobic 
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kingdom and in particular allowing more freedom to women. 

 

He just lifted a 35-year-long ban on cinemas and allowed Saudi women for the first time to attend mixed-

gender public entertainments such as soccer games 

 

And in a plan dubbed Saudi Vision 2030, he has declared his intention to make Saudi Arabia “a global 

investment powerhouse.” 

 

That’s the reason for meeting with so many corporate leaders while in the U.S. 

 

Coinciding with his visit, multiple media accounts report that a 97-page glossy magazine promoting the 

crown prince has turned up on shelves in unlikely parts of the U.S., such as a Walmart in rural New 

Hampshire. 

 

Entirely free of ads, the advertorial-style magazine is published by American Media, the Florida-based 

tabloid publisher headed by President Donald Trump’s friend David Pecker. 

 

The agreement announced in Everett on Friday will form a joint venture between Boeing and state-owned 

Saudi Arabian Military Industries (SAMI) that will become the sole provider of maintenance support for 

the Saudi air force’s fleet of military jets. 

 

Boeing also agreed to transfer the technological know-how required to install weaponry on these aircraft 

as well as localize the supply chain for spare parts. 

 

The idea is to build up local expertise within Saudi Arabia, furthering the crown prince’s Vision 2030 

plan. The agreement will create 6,000 jobs in Saudi Arabia, Boeing said. 

 

In a news release, H.E. Ahmed Al-Khateeb, chairman of SAMI, said the joint venture with Boeing will 

help build “a strong autonomous military-industries ecosystem in the Kingdom.” 

 

The joint venture was part of the package of U.S. defense deals touted last May during Trump’s state visit 

to Saudi Arabia. Boeing CEO Muilenburg accompanied the president on that trip. 

 

The crown prince’s planned meeting with Bill Gates is likely intended to add some philanthropic luster to 

his image. Last fall, Gates met with the crown prince in Riyadh, where the two announced a $10 million 

initiative to empower young people. 

 

Some in Seattle are critical of the welcome that business interests have laid on for the crown prince and in 

particular of any military support offered for Saudi Arabia as it wages a bloody proxy war in Yemen 

against forces aligned with Iran. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 SEA international wait times getting worse 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/sea-tac-international-arrival-wait-times-are-getting-worse-but-

relief-is-on-the-way/724529811  

GIST At midday, almost every day, Sea-Tac Airport's passport control is jammed. 

 

Airline schedules mean many planes from overseas arrive at nearly the same time. 

 

"We are over capacity for that time of day," said Mark Wilkerson, Seattle Area port director for U.S. 

Customs and Border Protection. 

 

Luggage carousels for customs in the 43-year-old facility are so overcrowded, the airport pays workers 

just to move bags to make room. 
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Miguel Vilar flew in from Paris, and had to wait in a crowded corridor before even reaching passport 

control. 

 

The airport holds people in a hallway between the gate and passport control to manage congestion. 

 

Last year, the airport said the average wait -- just in the hallway -- was 25 minutes. 

 

So far this year, it's averaging 27 minutes. 

 

"What can a person think about that after a 10-hour flight?" Vilar said. "I just want to take my luggage and 

go home." 

 

Sometimes, passengers are held on arriving planes, either on the tarmac or the gate, if there's not enough 

space. 

 

Port officials said Norwegian and Virgin Atlantic planes now don't even go to gates to offload passengers, 

and load them directly onto buses instead. 

 

Wilkerson said he even if he had more agents, they wouldn't be able to move passengers any faster through 

Sea-Tac's cramped space. 

 

"We're very hopeful for the future and leaving this 40-plus-year-old international facility behind," said 

Charles Goedken, terminal operations manager for Sea-Tac Airport. 

 

The Port of Seattle says a new international arrivals facility costing nearly $800 million will solve the 

problem by nearly doubling the number of international-capable gates and creating a 450,000-square-foot 

facility for Customs and Border Protection, compared to the 80,000 current square feet. 

 

"A lot of the lines we see at Sea-Tac today will basically go away," Wilkerson said. 

 

Customs and Border Protection is expected to offer biometric technology at the new facility to help move 

passengers through faster.  

 

The new arrivals facility is under construction and expected to open late in 2019. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Squatter complaints on rise in Seattle 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/squatter-complaints-on-the-rise-in-seattle/724544347  

GIST More than 18 months after KIRO 7 first went along with a new Seattle task force focused on squatters and 

vacant property issues, numbers show that complaints are on the rise. 

 

According to the city’s Department of Construction and Inspections, in 2015, there were 354 vacant 

building complaints. In 2016, the year the task force launched, there 419. In 2017, there were 439. 

 

Most recently, neighbors have complained about squatters who have taken up residence in the parking lot 

of a closed Sam’s Club on Aurora Avenue. They said they’ve found garbage in the lot and also around the 

neighborhood. 

 

“Condom wrappers, condoms, needle caps, needles, broken glass pipes and things of that nature,” 

neighbor Bliss Moore said. “It's not very cool. If they would just clean up their mess…. Then I wouldn’t 

feel so hesitant about having them in the ‘hood.'” 

 

“The city launched this new task force. Why is this problem getting worse?” KIRO 7 reporter Linzi 
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Sheldon asked Faith Lumsden, the city code compliance director. 

 

“Well, we are seeing a lot of people breaking into vacant buildings seeking shelter,” Lumsden said. 

She said the city is growing and so is redevelopment. 

 

Addressing problem properties can be like playing Whack-a-Mole. 

 

“We are doing better at keeping vacant buildings from becoming really, really horrible,” she said. “We see 

it, we fix it, it shifts to some other building.” 

 

Squatting isn't just against the law. 

 

When KIRO 7 went along with the city's task force in 2016, police and fire officials explained the houses 

can be dangerous for first responders: some squatters have even set booby traps. 

 

But the task force has had successes. Examples include a problematic Wallingford site owned by 

developer Robert Hardy that had several fires. A neighbor sent KIRO 7 a photo on Friday showing a brand 

new structure going up. 

 

And after squatters moved into a foreclosed house on MLK Jr. Way South in South Seattle, the city 

cleaned it up, boarded it up, and sent bills to the mortgage company. 

 

Changes in the city code last fall, Lumsden said, have been “very, very helpful.” One allows speedier 

demolition of sites with two unauthorized entries and a memo from first responders about the dangers. 

 

The other enables the city to bill the site’s owner not just for securing the site with things like fencing and 

plywood, but also for cleaning up the outside. Garbage, Lumsden said, can be a signal to other squatters 

that a building is vacant. 

 

“Now we can clean up the whole nuisance,” she said. “We don’t have to just board it up but leave a yard 

filled with trash and overgrown weeds.” 

 

Lumsden only has two inspectors and they are not full-time. 

 

“Do you need more inspectors?” KIRO 7 reporter Linzi Sheldon asked. 

 

“I always need more inspectors,” she said. “I’m pretty sure I’m not supposed to say that on television but 

yes, indeed, we need more inspectors. Of course we do.” 

 

“When you see the numbers going up, is that frustrating?” Sheldon asked. 

 

“Is it better reporting [of problems]? Is it ever going to stop? I don't think so,” Lumsden said. “I think 

we’ll see this as long as Seattle keeps growing.” 

 

She said the city is trying to work with developers and nonprofits to see if they can have tenants or 

caretakers in properties longer while permits are going through. This, she said, will reduce the time they 

are vacant and vulnerable to squatters. 

 

Lumsden said the city is also considering increasing the minimum standards for securing a building—

perhaps, she said, requiring owners to use sturdy plexiglass, which is very difficult for squatters to remove, 

as opposed to plywood. 

 

She said anyone who currently owns a vacant home or building needs to understand the risks. 

 

“People need to know that having a vacant property, especially a vacant house, is dangerous,” she said. 

“It’s going to—sooner or later—invite someone to break in.” 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Some Seattle recycling heads to landfills 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/some-seattle-recycling-heads-to-landfills-amid-new-rules-

from-china/281-533718269  

GIST Some recycled material from Seattle is now ending up in landfills as a result of new recycling restrictions 

from China, The Seattle Times first reported Thursday. 

 

China only wants recyclables that are empty, clean and dry. So at the beginning of this year, China started 

cracking down. The Washington Refuse and Recycling Association says China banned the import of 24 

varieties of solid waste and recyclables and imposed a new 0.5% contaminant limit. 

 

KING 5 reported in October that the new policy was coming and businesses, like The Recycling Depot, 

were bracing for the impact. 

 

Friday, we went back to The Recycling Depot, where manager Joe Salvatore said they were preparing to 

close the Rainer Avenue location. 

 

"We've been here for 38 years," said Salvatore. "Recycling has changed. We just can't make the profit that 

we need to stay open." 

 

Customers still arrive with truckloads of cardboard, but the cash isn't coming in like it use to. 

 

"I've got just two employees left. I've let everybody else go," said Salvatore. 

 

He says the closure, that's likely imminent, has a lot to do with China. The rules there are making it harder 

to run the business, according to Salvatore. 

 

"China is a big player in the world of recycling, and boy, when they make a move as dramatic as this one 

has been, it affects the entire world," he said. 

 

"In Washington, some communities are diverting recyclables to landfills to prevent public health and fire 

code issues," said Brad Lovaas, WRRA Executive Director. "It's not safe to store large quantities of 

recyclables inside for fire code reasons and not feasible to store them outside due to our wet climate." 

 

Since China is the largest consumer of recyclables in the world, the ban has driven prices way down. 

 

"If I can't pay my customers a good amount of money to bring it in to me, then its not worth it for them to 

pick it up," said Salvatore. "We've been here a long time and people just depend on this place to bring their 

stuff. It is going to be a shame if we have to shut down." 
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HEADLINE 03/31 April: National Sex Assault Awareness 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2018/03/31/donald-trump-sexual-assault-

awareness-prevention-month-april/475350002/  

GIST President Trump, who faces sexual misconduct accusations from numerous women, on Friday declared 

April as National Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention Month. 

 

"Sexual assault crimes remain tragically common in our society, and offenders too often evade 

accountability," Trump's presidential proclamation read. 

 

Since 2001, the U.S. has observed April as sexual assault awareness month, with some advocates holding 
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events to mark the month since the 1990s, according to the National Sexual Violence Resource Center. 

Both former president Barack Obama and Trump previously used presidential proclamations to raise 

awareness for the issue in April. 

 

Since Trump last designated the month in April 2017, a national reckoning around sexual assault and 

harassment has occurred with the #MeToo movement. According to a USA TODAY survey, 94% of 

women in the entertainment industry say they experienced some form of sexual harassment or assault 

during their careers in Hollywood, where the movement first started. 

 

"We must respond to sexual assault by identifying and holding perpetrators accountable. Too often, 

however, the victims of assault remain silent," Trump's 2018 proclamation continued. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 CDC: flu season continuing decline 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Health_News/2018/03/31/CDC-Flu-season-continuing-its-

decline/9291522503445/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_hn&utm_medium=13  

GIST SATURDAY, March 31, 2018 -- Spring continues to take the bite out of this year's brutal flu season, 

new numbers show. 

 

For starters: yet another drop was seen in doctor visits, and less severe strains of influenza are 

becoming ever more dominant. 

 

But hospitalizations for the flu are still a problem, and there have been additional pediatric deaths, the 

latest federal numbers show. 

 

For the seventh week in a row, there was a decrease in the number of doctor visits for flu-like illness, 

the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported Friday. 

 

As of March 24, the CDC said, 2.5 percent of patient visits to doctors were for the flu, down from 2.7 

percent of patient visits the week before. 

 

And, as health officials predicted, cases of less severe influenza B infections continue to be more 

common than cases of more severe influenza A infections. 

 

For the week ending March 24, influenza B infections accounted for 58 percent of cases, while 

influenza A infections accounted for 42 percent. For the entire season so far, influenza A strains have 

been responsible for 70 percent of all cases, the CDC report noted. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 UN peacekeeping mission Liberia ends 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/03/30/UN-ends-peacekeeping-mission-in-Liberia-

after-15-years/2831522436008/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_int&utm_medium=4  

GIST March 30 (UPI) -- U.N. Secretary-General António Guterres congratulated the government of Liberia for 

turning "the page on crisis and conflict" as the United Nations ended its mission in the west African nation 

Friday. 

 

U.N. peacekeepers departed Liberia after nearly 15 years in the wake of two deadly civil wars. 

 

"The secretary-general congratulates the people and government of Liberia for their determination to turn 

the page on crisis and conflict," a statement on behalf of Guterres said. "He commends the government's 

continued efforts to ensure sustained peace and sustainable development in Liberia." 

 

U.N. peacekeeping troops entered the country in October 2003 at the end of the second Liberian civil war 
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between a rebel group in the north, one in the south and the government of former President Charles 

Taylor. 

 

The first Liberian civil war, from 1989 to 1997, left about 250,000 people dead and the second claimed 

nearly 300,000 lives. After the second war, conflict remained. 

 

"The secretary-general expresses his profound respect to the memory of the 202 peacekeepers who lost 

their lives in the service of peace during the nearly 15 years the mission was deployed in Liberia. He 

expresses his gratitude to all troop- and police-contributing countries," the U.N. statement said. 

 

Guterres said U.N. officials would remain in Liberia in order to support the government in reforms and 

establishing peace. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Israel fires warning shots at Gaza border 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-israel-palestinians-protests/israeli-troops-wound-13-on-gaza-

border-day-after-deadly-protest-idUSKBN1H70AU  

GIST GAZA (Reuters) - Israeli troops fired warning shots toward Palestinian youths gathered at the Gaza-Israel 

border on Saturday, wounding 13 people, health officials said. 

 

Tension remained high in the area a day after deadly violence broke out in one of the biggest Palestinian 

demonstrations there in years. 

 

An Israeli military spokesman said he was checking the details of Saturday’s unrest. 

 

On Friday at least 15 Palestinians were killed by Israeli security forces confronting protesters, some of 

whom the military said had opened fire, rolled burning tires and hurled rocks and fire bombs toward troops 

across the border. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Autopsy results fuel more Calif. protests 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-california-police/autopsy-of-california-black-man-shot-by-police-

fuels-more-protests-idUSKBN1H707K  

GIST SACRAMENTO, Calif. (Reuters) - About 200 demonstrators squared off with police in riot gear overnight 

in California’s capital and more protests were planned for Saturday after an autopsy on Stephon Clark 

contradicted the police account of the shooting of the unarmed black man by officers. 

 

Waving signs and chanting Clark’s name in unison, the protesters gathered at city hall before marching 

into the Old Sacramento part of the city, filled with bars, restaurants and tourists. 

 

Protesters, some with megaphones and black masks covering their faces, shouted “Shoot us down, we shut 

you down”, along with expletives directed at the police. 

 

More than 80 police and California Highway Patrol officers in riot gear blocked protesters from marching 

onto a highway. There were no arrests, the Sacramento Bee reported. 

 

Clark’s death two weeks ago was the most recent in a string of fatal shootings of black men by police that 

have triggered protests across the United States and fueled a national debate about bias in the American 

criminal justice system. 

 

The latest demonstrations were touched off by a new private autopsy on Clark that showed that none of the 

eight bullets that hit him struck him in the front, contradicting the police version of events, a lawyer for the 
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deceased’s family said on Friday. 

 

Clark was shot six times in the back, once in the side and once in the leg, the autopsy found. 
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HEADLINE 03/21 UK plays down search of Russia plane 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-43606085  

GIST The UK has rejected a complaint from Russia over a search of one of its aircraft at London's Heathrow 

Airport, as a row over the poisoning of a former Russian spy deepens. 

 

The British government described the search of the Aeroflot plane on Friday as "routine" after Russia 

suggested it was "illegal". 

 

Aeroflot flight SU2582 landed at Heathrow on Friday at 15:40 local time. 

 

A man identified by Russian TV as pilot Vitaly Mitrofanov said he was confined to his cockpit by a team 

with a sniffer dog. 

 

The Border Force officers inspected the plane for up to three minutes before leaving with a "thank you", 

he added. 

 

The pilot maintains they "gave no reasons" for the inspection, and he was not allowed to "observe their 

actions" or accompany them in their work. 

 

"If there is no explanation, the Russian side will deem the actions towards our plane as illegal and also 

reserve the right to take similar action against British airlines," Russia's ministry of transport said in a 

statement. 

 

Russian foreign ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova dubbed the search a "provocation" so the British 

government could "save its face in any possible way". 

 

UK Security Minister Ben Wallace said in a statement that it was "routine for Border Force to search 

aircraft to protect the UK from organised crime and from those who attempt to bring harmful substances 

like drugs or firearms into the country". 

 

He added: "Once these checks were carried out the plane was allowed to carry on with its onward 

journey." 

 

Former chief executive of the UK Border Agency Rob Whiteman said intelligence would have been a 

factor. 

 

"This incident with the Aeroflot flight at Heathrow being searched would have been a routine security 

search which the security services would have undertaken acting on intelligence," he told the BBC. 

 

"These searches are routine - they don't happen every day, but they do happen fairly regularly." 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Armed French officers spark Italy row 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-43606225  

GIST Armed French customs officers have provoked widespread anger by entering a migrant clinic over the 

border in Italy. 

 

Five officers forced one individual to undergo a urine test at the facility west of the city of Turin on Friday 
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evening, Italian reports say. 

 

The premises is located about 1km (0.6 miles) inside the Italian border. 

 

Political figures in Italy, which has received over 600,000 migrants in the last four years, condemned the 

move. 

 

The French ambassador, Christian Masset, was called into the Italian foreign ministry in Rome on 

Saturday to explain what had happened. 

 

"French border agents entered - armed - the clinic run in Bardonecchia, forcing a migrant to a urine test 

and intimidating our doctor and the mediators and lawyers," the medical organisation which operates a 

clinic at the premises, Rainbow for Africa, said. 

 

The organisation said the actions of the French officers "seriously interfered" with the work of non-

governmental organisations (NGOs) in Italian institutions. 

 

It added that the French border was becoming "increasingly militarised" and called for a change in 

France's strict policy in rejecting migrants. 

 

However, the French government responded by saying they had asked for permission to enter the centre 

and were allowed in. They said a team of French customs officers on board a train travelling into Italy 

suspected a Nigerian train passenger with Italian residency of carrying drugs. 

 

French customs officials were allowed to use the station at Bardonecchia under a bi-national agreement, it 

said. 

 

Bardonecchia mayor Francesco Avato said he was "very upset" by the news, adding that the French 

officers "had no right" to go into the property. 

 

Former Italian Prime Minister Enrico Letta said the incident was "yet another mistake on the issue of 

migrants". 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Russian ambassador: ‘toxic’ US relations 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/u-s-russian-relations-worst-ambassador-antonov-can-

remember-n861391  

GIST Russia's ambassador to the United States has told the "Today" show that he can't remember a period of 

worse relations between Washington and Moscow, after both countries expelled dozens of diplomats 

following the poisoning of a former Russian spy. 

 

In an exclusive interview with Savannah Guthrie broadcast Friday, Anatoly Antonov also reiterated 

Russia's denials that it meddled in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, saying it was "impossible to 

imagine" that the Kremlin was responsible. 

 

Special counsel Robert Mueller's indictment of 13 Russian nationals on suspicion of interfering in the vote 

was, according to the ambassador, "not a proof" of responsibility. 

 

"It seems to me that atmosphere in Washington is poisoned — it's a toxic atmosphere," he said. "It 

depends upon us to decide whether we are in Cold War or not. But ... I don't remember such [a] bad shape 

of our relations." 

 

He added that "there is great mistrust between the United States and Russia" at present. 
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"Today Russia's responsible for everything, even for bad weather," he said. "It's high time for us to stop 

blaming each other. It's high time for us to start a real conversation about real problems." 
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HEADLINE 03/30 ‘Teddy Bear Patrol’ seeks donations 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/life/heartwarming/teddy-bear-patrol-police-given-bears-to-comfort-

children/281-533681917  

GIST A Lake Forest Park Police Officer handed a stuffed animal to a child amid an Amber Alert earlier this 

week. In an act of compassion, police officers and first responders are giving children toys to cope with 

traumatic incidents. 

 

Departments throughout Northwest Washington have this program in place as a part of an annual Bartell 

Drugs drive for the stuffed animals. In partnership with WARM 106.9 FM, the “Teddy Bear Patrol” 

campaign runs April 1 through 28 and is in its 29th year of operation. 

 

Stores in King, Snohomish, and Pierce counties are designated locations for teddy bear donations. The 

drug stores are also sponsoring a matching bear program in which they’ll match each customer’s purchase 

of an official “Bartell Bear” for $8 and they will donate the second bear to the campaign. 

 

Last year’s drive saw more than 15,000 bears donated to the cause. The stores are accepting donations 

through April 28 and are asking for bears to longer than 12 inches. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Seattle mayor halts streetcar project 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/seattle-mayor-halts-streetcar-project-cites-rising-costs/281-

533650829  

GIST The Seattle streetcar project, the "Center City Connector", is dead, for now. The project is now estimated 

at $200 million. 

 

On Friday afternoon, Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan announced in a statement the immediate halt of the 

streetcar, citing rising costs. The project was previously estimated at $177 million. 

 

The mayor's office says the project is facing a $23 million shortfall driven by "increased design 

expenditures, escalating construction costs, and errors in estimating the full cost of the streetcar vehicles." 

 

Durkan's decision comes a week after ordering an independent review of the costs related to the Center 

City Connector, according to a release. 

 

"The City of Seattle has a critical obligation to spend taxpayer dollars wisely and an equal obligation to 

transparency,” said Mayor Durkan. 

 

Last week, Seattle City Council member Lisa Herbold expressed her concern for the project and called for 

a pause on the multi-million dollar project. 

 

Following the mayor's announcement, Herbold released a statement Friday that read in part, “This step is 

necessary to ensure that the independent review ordered by the Mayor is meaningful. Had work proceeded 

as scheduled-especially in awarding a construction contract- it would be more difficult to integrate the 

results of the independent review, or delay or stop the project." 

 

Durkan joins the City Attorney's Office to investigate the project's management. 

 

Senior Deputy Mayor Mike Fong says the project will not move forward until all reviews and 
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investigations are complete, issues surrounding costs are resolved, and the city can determine if additional 

financial resources are necessary. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Milwaukee responds lead level reports 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/milwaukee-parents-concerned-lead-levels-after-troubling-report/  

GIST Parents in Milwaukee say city leaders aren't doing enough to protect their kids from lead. While the 

national average for lead poisoning is about three percent, more than 11 percent of Milwaukee's children in 

2016 suffered from it. Wisconsin health officials are reviewing Milwaukee's lead prevention program after 

several reports highlighted deficiencies in keeping lead away from kids. 

 

Milwaukee's mayor said lead from paint is the city's primary concern, since lead-based paint is in at least 

100,000 homes. Some residents are also worried about lead pipes, even though the water is treated to keep 

the lead out, reports CBS News' Adriana Diaz. One of those residents is Aminah Al-Mujaahid, who 

painstakingly prepares water for her family, filtering it pitcher by pitcher. 

 

Last year her youngest son Shu'aib had a blood lead level of 11.4 – more than double what is considered 

lead poisoning. Lead can affect IQ, and Aminah and her husband Nazir believe it's stunted their five-year-

old son's brain development. 

 

"In my assessment he's operating more on a three, three-and-a-half-year-old level," he said. "I'll say 'hey 

what's your name' or 'how old are you'….He'll look at you, he'll look at you like he's trying to decipher and 

figure it out." 

 

Milwaukee health officials say lead from paint poses the greatest risk to local families, but the Al-

Mujaahid's believe it's in their water after recently learning they have lead service lines, which supply 

water to their home. The city says its water meets federal lead standards and it's treated to prevent lead 

from leaching from the pipes.  

 

Improperly treated water in Flint, Michigan, caused widespread lead contamination there three years ago. 

Up to 10 million homes nationwide still have lead service lines, even though Congress banned lead 

plumbing supplies more than 30 years ago. About 74,000 are in Milwaukee, where the city has a program 

to split the cost of replacing lead pipes with homeowners but so far only one percent has been done. 

 

"Any time they touch the water, it's alarming for me because I'm thinking about the exposure, their lives 

are important to us and….But it's difficult to see the city, not care," Aminah said. 

 

The Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program doesn't have records of investigating about 100 

addresses where kids blood lead levels reached 20 or higher. Health officials also don't know if 4,500 

families received follow-up letters with children's lead test results.  

 

"Well, a big part of this we don't know the answer to," Milwaukee Mayor Tom Barrett said. "I was told by 

my staff, that we did not have the documentation that established with certainty that all the kids had 

received this letter. That was enough for me to say, well then we're gonna send out another reminder." 

 

Wisconsin congresswoman Gwen Moore wants the federal government to investigate and has raised 

concerns over the funding and effectiveness of Milwaukee's lead removal programs. 

 

"The problem is devastating," Moore said. "It's really important to have this independent audit done by the 

Centers for Disease Control." 

 

Mayor Barrett is not against the idea of an audit by the CDC. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Israel: will respond if violence continues 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/fcb59618f063452c9c701aab8538dbe1/Israel-says-it-will-expand-response-if-

Gaza-clashes-go-on  

GIST GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) — Israel will target militant groups inside Gaza if violence along the 

territory’s border with Israel drags on, the chief military spokesman warned on Saturday, a day after 

thousands of Palestinians staged protests near the border fence. 

 

The mass marches were largely led by Gaza’s ruling Hamas group and touted as the launch of a six-week-

long protest campaign against a stifling decade-old blockade of the territory. 

 

Protests are to culminate in a large border march on May 15, the 70th anniversary of Israel founding. The 

date is mourned by Palestinians as their “nakba,“or catastrophe, when hundreds of thousands were 

uprooted in the 1948 Mideast war over Israel’s creation. 

 

Palestinian health officials said 15 Palestinians were killed by Israeli fire and more than 750 hit by live 

rounds, making Friday the bloodiest day in Gaza since the 2014 cross-border war between Israel and 

Hamas. 

 

It appears unlikely protests will continue at such a scale, with larger turnouts expected after Friday noon 

prayers, the highlight of the Muslim religious week. 

 

On Saturday, several dozen Palestinians approached the border fence in an area east of Gaza City, but 

stopped about 200 meters before the barrier. 

 

An Associated Press reporter saw two men who walked closer to the fence get shot in the legs by Israeli 

soldiers, in separate incidents about 15 minutes apart. 

 

Medics at the scene said both were shot by live rounds. In all, at least 10 Palestinians were wounded by 

live fire Saturday, health officials said. 

 

In Friday’s confrontations, large crowds had gathered near the fence, with smaller groups of protesters 

rushing forward, throwing stones and burning tires. 

 

Israeli troops responded with live fire and rubber-coated steel pellets, while drones dropped tear gas from 

above. Soldiers with rifles were perched on high earthen embankments overlooking the scene. 

 

Israel’s military initially claimed Friday that “thousands of Palestinians are rioting in six locations 

throughout the Gaza Strip, rolling burning tires and hurling stones.” Video released by the army did not 

back such a description. 

 

On Saturday, the chief army spokesman, Brig. Gen. Ronen Manelis, said that while thousands of 

Palestinians approached the border Friday, those engaged in stone-throwing were in the hundreds. 

 

Manelis denied soldiers used excessive force, saying those killed by Israeli troops were men between the 

ages of 18 and 30 who were involved in violence and belonged to militant factions. 

 

Protest organizers have said mass marches would continue until the day of the “nakba,” an anniversary 

with particular resonance in Gaza where the vast majority of 2 million residents are descendants of 

refugees. The day, May 15, will this year also coincide with the start of the Muslim holy month of 

Ramadan. 

 

Manelis reiterated Saturday that Israel “will not allow a massive breach of the fence into Israeli territory.” 

 

He said that Hamas and other Gaza militant groups are using protests as a cover for staging attacks. If 

violence continues, “we will not be able to continue limiting our activity to the fence area and will act 
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against these terror organizations in other places too,” he said. 

 

The border protests were seen as a new attempt by Hamas to break the border blockade, imposed by Israel 

and Egypt after the Islamic militant group seized Gaza from forces loyal to its rival, Palestinian President 

Mahmoud Abbas, in 2007. The continued closure has made it increasingly difficult for Hamas to govern. 

 

The large turnout of marchers in the dangerous border zone also seemed to signal desperation among Gaza 

residents. 

 

Life in the coastal strip has deteriorated further in recent months, with rising unemployment, grinding 

poverty and daily blackouts that last for hours. 

 

The prospect of more protests and Palestinian casualties in coming weeks could also place Israel on the 

defensive. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Palestinians prepare for fresh protests 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5564717/Palestinians-prepare-fresh-protests-funerals-

begin-16-people-killed-clashes.html  

GIST Palestinians are preparing for further protests after 16 people were killed in the Gaza's bloodiest day in 

years.   

 

Protesters are returning to a tent city near the Israel-Palestine border to resume a demonstration planned to 

last six weeks.  

 

Funerals for those who were killed saw mourners chanted 'revenge' while holding Palestinian flags. 

 

Israel has defended its soldiers who yesterday opened fire on Palestinians who had strayed from the tent 

city protest. 

 

Tens of thousands of demonstrators descended on the site as Israeli troops approached the heavily fortified 

fence and cut off the Gaza strip.   

 

Military chiefs said Israeli soldiers began shooting when troops were bombarded with stones and 

firebombs. 

 

They also claimed Palestinians tried to damage fencing and infiltrate Israel and that protesters opened fire 

on Israeli soldiers along the border. 

 

But Palestinian officials have accused Israel of disproportionate force, while human rights groups 

questioned Israel's use of live fire. 

 

UN chief Antonio Guterres called for an 'independent and transparent investigation.' 

 

More than 1,400 protesters were also wounded - 758 of them by live fire. 

 

Others were injured by rubber bullets and tear gas inhalation, according to the Gazan health ministry. 

 

Israel has not reported any casualties among its troops.  

 

Palestinian president Mahmud Abbas has declared a day of national mourning and said Israel is fully 

responsible for the deaths. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Teacher unrest keeps spreading 

SOURCE http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2018/03/red-state-teacher-unrest-just-keeps-spreading.html  

GIST Eight Kentucky school districts — including those in Louisville and Lexington — are closed today as 

teachers stay home to protest the GOP legislature’s destructive “reforms” of their pension system. 

Oklahoma teachers are planning to strike on Monday despite winning a $6,100 pay raise. And Arizona 

teachers rallied at the state capital on Wednesday and are threatening to strike if their demands for major 

pay raises and restoration of education funding cuts are not met. 

 

As this wave of unrest among teachers spreads nationally, it’s clear it has been inspired by the nine-day 

strike that won West Virginia teachers (and other state employees) a pay raise earlier this month. But 

there’s something more fundamental going on than copycat protests. We’re seeing a teacher-led backlash 

against years, and even decades, of Republican efforts at the state level to cut taxes and starve public 

investments. This is very clear in Oklahoma, where a quick pay raise the legislature passed this week is 

deemed by teachers to have missed the larger point: 

 

“While this is major progress, this investment alone will not undo a decade of neglect. There is still work 

to do to get this legislature to invest more in our classrooms. And that work will continue Monday, when 

educators descend on the capitol,” Alicia Priest, president of the Oklahoma Education Association, said in 

a Facebook video Wednesday. 

 

The pay-raise bill signed by Governor Mary Fallin yesterday brought in $447 million in new revenues 

from higher taxes on cigarettes and oil-production facilities. But the teachers are demanding $3.3 billion 

“to restore millions of dollars in school funding that have been cut in the past decade,” as Vox reports. 

 

Similarly, in Arizona the teacher protests are not just about teacher pay, though they are among the lowest 

paid in the country. Their demands are much broader, as the Washington Post notes: 

 

Teachers, who organized a grassroots campaign on social media, are demanding a 20 percent raise and 

restoration of school funding to 2008 levels, before the Great Recession struck, according to the Arizona 

Republic. They are also asking state lawmakers to stop cutting taxes until Arizona’s per-student spending 

reaches the national average. 

 

Asking Republican legislators to “stop cutting taxes” is a demand many of its objects would consider 

outrageous, even unnatural. But this collision is a reminder that GOP claims that tax cuts at the state as 

well as the federal level would pay for themselves by generating sustained economic growth have once 

again proved faulty, with public education being the primary victim of chronic budget shortfalls. 

 

While Republican pols in Arizona and Oklahoma, like their counterparts in West Virginia, are 

backpedaling furiously and trying to prevent or resolve strikes, the conflict may go too deep for an easy 

resolution. In Arizona, for example, the Republican governor and legislature are engaged in a radical 

experiment in “portable” education funding giving parents unprecedented freedom to use public dollars for 

private schools (led, as it happens, by the GOP candidate in a congressional special election next month) 

that could pose an existential threat to public education in the state. In Kentucky, teacher grievances are 

mostly focused on the pursuit by Republican governor Matt Bevin and the GOP legislature of another big 

conservative cause: public pension “reform,” which in this case meant serious reductions in benefits and a 

complete revocation of teacher pension security. That the “reform” was whipped through the legislature 

suddenly after being attached to a sewer regulation bill did not improve its aroma. 

 

Perhaps the current wave of teacher protests and strikes will subside as the school year ends. But more 

likely, it will spill over into the election season this fall, when 36 governorships and most of the national 

state legislatures are up for grabs. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Gaza protests: 16 killed, 1,400+ injured 

SOURCE http://www.jpost.com/Arab-Israeli-Conflict/LIVE-COVERAGE-Multiple-dead-and-hundreds-hurt-

as-Palestinians-clash-with-IDF-on-Gaza-Border-547534  

GIST PA leader Mahmoud Abbas said on Friday that Israel is responsible for the deaths of Gazan protesters who 

participated in the Friday riots near the border fence. 

 

''The marches today prove that the Palestinian people will not aid any plan that wishes to close the lid on 

the Palestinian issue'', he said. 

 

''Jerusalem will remain Arab,'' said Abbas. 

 

The US decision to recognize Jerusalem as the Israeli capital angered many in the Arab and Muslim world, 

leading some Palestinians to argue that the US may no longer be a suitable peace negotiator between 

Israelis and Palestinians. 

 

21:50 Hamas spokesperson claims 16 dead after riots  

 

Sixteen Palestinians died as a result of taking part in the Friday riots at the border fence near the Gaza 

strip, said Ashraf al-Qidra, a spokesman for the Hamas-run Health Ministry In Gaza. 

 

He also stated that 1,416 protesters had been injured. 

 

The IDF stated that over 30,000 people had taken part in the riots and that the IDF snipers used live 

ammunition only in cases when the fence was about to be breached or when IDF troops were about to be 

shot at. 

 

Two terrorists had been spotted and neutralized by IDF forces near the border fence on Seder night during 

Friday evening. 

 

Saturday had been declared a day of national mourning by the Palestinian Authority to honor the protesters 

who died.  

 

21:24 Abbas declares day of national mourning in the PA  

 

PA leader Mahmoud Abbas declared Saturday to be a day of national mourning following the deaths of 12 

Palestinian protesters during the Land Day riots that took place at the border fence on Friday.  

 

More than a thousand Palestinians were injured as the IDF soldiers used tear gas fired by drones and 

sniper fire to prevent terrorists from breaching the fence or firing on Israeli troops. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Russia expels more foreign diplomats 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/30/europe/russia-diplomats-retaliation-intl/index.html  

GIST Moscow (CNN)Russia ordered the expulsion of diplomats from at least 23 countries Friday, as a 

reciprocal move after those countries expelled Russian diplomats in solidarity with the United Kingdom 

over the poisoning of a former Russian double agent. 

 

More than 20 countries announced this week that they would expel Russian diplomats in support of 

Britain, which blames Moscow for the March 4 nerve agent attack against Sergei Skripal and his daughter, 

Yulia Skripal, on British soil. Russia denies involvement. 

 

According to Russia's state-run Sputnik news outlet, Russia has now expelled the following: 13 Ukrainian, 

four Canadian, four Polish, four German, three Lithuanian, three Czech, three Moldovan, two Italian, two 

Dutch, two Spanish and two Danish diplomats. 
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Also expelled are one Finn, one Latvian, one Swede, one Norwegian, one Romanian, one Croatian and one 

Irish diplomat, as well as an Estonian military attache. 

 

Moscow reserved the right to respond to Belgium, Hungary, Montenegro and Georgia with regard to their 

actions over the Skripal case, Sputnik said. 

 

The wave of expulsions comes a day after Russia announced that it would expel 60 US diplomats and 

close the US consulate in St. Petersburg in retaliation for a similar step by Washington, which said 

Monday it would be expelling 60 Russian diplomats and closing the Russian consulate in Seattle. 

 

"This message from Moscow is not surprising," German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas said in response to 

the expulsion of German envoys. "We had not taken the decision to expel the Russian diplomats lightly. 

Our reaction in the case of Skripal was necessary and appropriate as a political signal." 

 

Maas said the decision was made in solidarity with Britain and because Russia had "refused to give any 

clarification" on the matter. "Nevertheless, even in the current situation, we remain committed to dialogue 

with Russia and will work for European security and a constructive future for relations between our 

countries," he said. 

 

Russia's state-run Tass news agency reported that Russia had also demanded that Britain reduce the 

number of staff in its Moscow embassy to match the number of Russian diplomats remaining in London. 

 

UK Prime Minister Theresa May ordered the expulsion of 23 Russian diplomats on March 14, describing 

them as "undeclared intelligence officers." Russia in turn ordered 23 British diplomats to leave Moscow 

and closed the UK Consulate in St. Petersburg. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Russia tells UK more diplomats to leave 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/europe/uk-russia-spy--intl/index.html  

GIST Moscow (CNN)The UK will be expected to cut around 50 personnel from its diplomatic missions in 

Russia as relations between the two nations deteriorate further following the poisoning of a former Russian 

spy and his daughter in England. 

 

Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova told CNN on Saturday that the number was 

calculated to ensure the two nations achieve parity in how many staff members they have working at their 

diplomatic missions. 

 

Moscow initially expelled 23 British diplomats after 23 Russian diplomats were told to leave the UK. 

Russia is now insisting that more leave so the staff will be the same size in the countries' respective 

embassies. 

 

More than 25 countries announced this week that they would expel Russian diplomats in support of 

Britain, which blames Moscow for the March 4 nerve agent attack against Sergei Skripal and his daughter, 

Yulia, in the southern English city of Salisbury. Russia denies involvement. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 UN calls for inquiry into Gaza violence 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/middleeast/gaza-protests-un-intl/index.html  

GIST Gaza (CNN)UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres has called for an independent inquiry into Friday's 

violence in Gaza that left at least 17 Palestinians dead and more than 1,400 injured. 

 

Guterres made his comments late Friday before an emergency UN Security Council meeting to address the 
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issue. UN spokesman Farhan Haq relayed his statement to the media. 

 

"This tragedy underlines the urgency of revitalizing the peace process aiming at creating the conditions for 

a return to meaningful negotiations for a peaceful solution that will allow Palestinians and Israelis to live 

side by side peacefully and in security," Guterres was reported as saying. 

 

Funerals are being held Saturday for those killed when thousands of Palestinians marched to Gaza's border 

with Israel a day earlier. 

 

The first in a series of protests planned through mid-May, Friday marked Land Day, when Palestinian land 

was confiscated by Israel in 1976. 

 

The day quickly turned into the bloodiest day in Gaza since the 2014 war as Palestinian protesters and 

Israeli military clashed along the fence. 

 

In northern Gaza, CNN witnessed at least two dozen people being taken away by ambulances in a half-

hour span Friday as protests started across Gaza. CNN also saw a small number of protesters throwing 

rocks. People were injured by live rounds, rubber bullets and tear gas. The majority were young men -- 

one woman was among the injured. 

 

A spokesman for the Palestinian Ministry of Health told CNN that doctors were already running out of 

essential emergency medicine and blood for transfusions due to the high number of injured. 

 

In an article on its website, the United Nations reported that Tayé-Brook Zerihoun, the deputy UN political 

affairs chief, told Friday's Security Council meeting that around 30,000 people participated in and around 

the March at various locations in Gaza. 

 

Soon after the demonstrations started, the UN report said, "The situation turned deadly in several spots." 

"Some of the casualties were reportedly the result of live ammunition used by Israeli security forces during 

the March. Other casualties followed armed clashes between Palestinians and Israeli security forces, 

including the shelling of a Hamas observation point," the United Nations said. 

 

"Reports indicate that most of the demonstrators stayed well away from the border fence and were not 

violent," the United Nations reported Zerihoun as saying. 

 

"However, there are also reports that some protesters engaged in stone-throwing and violent behavior; 

some reportedly carrying weapons," Zerihoun said. 

 

He reportedly told the Security Council that Israeli security forces said that militants tried to get through 

the fence in attempt to plant explosives. 

 

In a briefing Saturday, IDF spokesman Brig. Gen. Ronen Manelis said there had been three attempts at 

throwing projectiles, including live fire and Molotov cocktails at Israeli soldiers across the fence. 

 

However, there appears to be a disparity in the number of Palestinians injured by live bullets. Manelis said 

only "a few scores were hit by live ammunition," while the Palestinian Ministry of Health in Gaza said 758 

people were injured. 

 

Manelis said the protests were organized by Hamas, the militant political group that controls Gaza, adding 

that if these continue IDF will "hit targets deep inside Gaza." 

 

Manelis said that most killed in Gaza were known as "terror activists," known to Israel by name and 

affiliation. He did not elaborate further regarding identities of those killed. 

 

Confrontations further escalated late Friday. Israeli fighter jets targeted three Hamas sites after an IDF 

position was shot at in northern Gaza, according to an IDF statement. Tank fire also targeted the three sites 
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following an exchange of fire. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Pittsburgh public safety drones 

SOURCE http://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/2018/03/30/pittsburgh-public-safety-drones-surveillance-concerns/  

GIST PITTSBURGH (KDKA) — Drones will be on duty in Pittsburgh this summer. 

 

The city’s Public Safety Department is getting two high-tech drones to assist police and firefighters. 

 

It’s state-of-the-art technology that can go where police, firefighters and paramedics can’t without the risk 

to life and limb. 

 

“It’s much safer and much cheaper to use technology than put a police officer or firefighter in jeopardy,” 

Pittsburgh Public Safety Director Wendell Hissrich said. 

 

The two public safety drones are set to arrive in the next two weeks and will become their eye in the sky at 

fires, search and rescue operations or active shooter situations. To that end, each is tricked out with three 

high-def, tilt-and-zoom cameras as well as thermal imaging — and that makes some people nervous. 

 

While the department says drones won’t be used as an investigation tool, the director of the American 

Civil Liberties Union in Pittsburgh, Vic Walczak, has concerns about their surveillance capabilities, 

especially by law enforcement. 

 

“They could be flying a drone outside here while we’re talking and they’re looking in the window,” 

Walczak said. “This is a significant expansion of the police department’s ability to invade people’s 

privacy.” 

 

“That’s not the intent here. The intent is for a public safety response, whether it’s a hazardous materials 

situation, a SWAT situation where we might have an active shooter or a fire situation,” Hissrich said. “It’s 

not used for surveillance.” 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Claim: cops shot unarmed man in back 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/stephon-clark-shot-times-times-back-independent-

autopsy/story?id=54122396&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Stephon Clark, the unarmed black man who was fatally shot by police in his grandmother's backyard, was 

struck eight times -- including six bullets in the back, according to a private autopsy commissioned by the 

family.  

 

Civil Rights Attorney Benjamin Crump, who is representing Clark's family, released the independent 

autopsy report at a news conference Friday.  

 

Dr. Bennet Omalu, who was the first doctor to discover chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), 

conducted the autopsy. Omalu, who brought awareness to the issue of concussions and brain trauma to the 

NFL, was depicted film "Concussion," in which Will Smith played him in the leading role.  

 

"He was shot in the back six times. The seventh gunshot wound was slightly to the side of his body but to 

the back of the side of his body," Omalu said during the news conference. "Each one of these bullets 

independently possessed a fatal capacity." 

 

Crump, meanwhile, said the family autopsy proved Clark wasn't running toward police.  
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"The narrative that had been put forth was that they had to open fire because he was charging at them," 

Crump told reporters. "Well, obviously, based on Dr. Omalu's findings in the family's autopsy, it suggests 

all the bullets were from behind." 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Officer who shot Alton Sterling fired 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/police-officer-shot-alton-sterling-fired-baton-rouge/story?id=54134701  

GIST Officer Blane Salamoni, who shot Alton Sterling, has been fired from the police department, Baton Rouge 

Police Chief Murphy Paul announced Friday.  

 

Paul said he came to his decision "based on the actions of the officers" in the incident.  

 

"These actions were not minor deviations from policy, as they contributed to the outcome to the death of 

another human being," he said.  

 

Salamoni had been on administrative leave before the decision was made, Paul said. His last day as a 

Baton Rouge police officer was today.  

 

The other officer involved in the shooting -- Howie Lake II -- will be suspended without pay for three 

days, Paul said.  

 

The police department also released body camera and surveillance footage from the shooting.  

 

Body camera footage shows an officer approaching Sterling. The officer then instructs Sterling to put his 

hands on a car "right quick" before grabbing Sterling’s wrist and forcing it onto a hood of a nearby sedan. 

Meanwhile, Sterling asks multiple times what he did.  

 

The camera captures the commotion that ensues, and a stun gun is heard going off in the background.  

 

Once Sterling is on the ground, someone yells that he "has a gun."  

 

In another body camera video -- from the second officer’s perspective – the officer says to Sterling, "Put 

your hands on the car or I’m a shoot you in your f------ head, you understand me?" as he pushes Sterling 

onto the hood of the car and points a gun at him.  

 

“Alright, hold up, hold up, man," Sterling says as he struggles under the officer’s weight. "You’re hurting 

my arm."  

 

One officer then instructs the other to Tase Sterling, and the same commotion follows.  

 

Cellphone video of the shooting had been released in the past. Video shows the fatal shooting of Alton 

Sterling during a confrontation with police officers outside the store in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 

 

Sterling, a 37-year-old black man, was shot and killed on July 5, 2016, after being confronted by a pair of 

white police officers -- Salamoni and Lake -- outside Baton Rouge’s Triple S Convenience Store. His 

death prompted protests across the country over police brutality.  

 

Paul said the Sterling family has the department’s prayers and that he hopes the announcement brings 

“some closure” to them.  

 

Going forward, the department is going to ensure that officers get the “proper training” to ensure another 

“incident” does not occur.  

 

In a press conference Friday, Paul urged members of the community to adhere to commands by police 
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officers.  

 

"Treat our police officers with the respect that their positions deserve, and I assure you that the men and 

women of the Baton Rouge Police Department will reciprocate that gesture," Paul said. "Please stop 

resisting. Stop running. When a police officer gives you directions, listen." 

 

Now that the decision regarding the officers’ employment at the department has been made and the 

investigation concluded, healing can begin, Paul said, adding that the "cloud" of Sterling’s death had been 

hanging over the community for "too long."  

 

“We’re gonna allow our community to heal, and we’re gonna allow our police officers to heal,” he said.  

 

Louisiana Attorney General Jeff Landry announced Tuesday that the two officers involved in Sterling’s 

shooting wouldn't face charges in the case. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Deadly year for police? 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/2018-deadly-year-cops/story?id=53859585  

GIST A troubling increase 

 

While officers die in traffic-related incidents more than any other situation, this year, the deaths of officers 

by guns has climbed to a "troubling" number.  

 

From Jan. 1 to March 30, 2017, 10 on-duty officers were shot dead. From Jan. 1 to March 30 of this year, 

20 on-duty officers were shot dead.  

 

"I do worry about these firearm-related deaths," Steve Groeninger, senior director of communications and 

marketing at the National Law Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund, told ABC News. "It's troubling."  

 

"It’s too soon to know if it’s a trend," Groeninger added. "As [the second quarter] plays out and we receive 

data forms from departments who lost an officer this year, we’ll be able to better assess and quantify."  

 

In 2017, 46 on-duty officers were killed by guns, according to the National Law Enforcement Officers 

Memorial Fund. The year before, it was 67, and in 2015, it was 43.  

 

If this year's pattern continues at its current rate, 2018 could see 80 on-duty police deaths from gun 

violence.  

 

Former FBI agent and ABC News contributor Steve Gomez called the increase from 2017 to 2018 

"disturbing."  

 

"This is a trend that we are seeing with regard to people acting out, people not having self-control, 

especially when dealing with law enforcement officers. I think it's a symptom of both that lack of control 

and complying with law enforcement and we are now seeing more people who have [behavioral and 

mental problems] and they have access to firearms," Gomez said. "That's a deadly combination."  

 

"This has been the deadliest year for law enforcement in many, many years [so far]," said former Dallas 

police chief and ABC News contributor David Brown. While the trend appears to be on the rise this year, 

Brown said, he added that overall it hasn’t reached the peaks of the 1970s, '80s and '90s.  

 

Officers in small towns are just at risk as officers in cities, Brown said. A police officer in urban Pomona, 

California, and an officer in rural Clinton, Missouri, were both shot dead this month.  

 

An especially a big fear now is police ambushes, which Brown said are increasing. The uptick has led to 
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more officers being told to wait for cover and not quickly rush in as often when responding to crisis calls, 

he said.  

 

"There's always a high degree of alert among law enforcement professionals," Groenginer said. "They 

never know what could be around the corner. They never know when they could be targeted just because 

they are in a uniform."  

 

Police applications on the decline 

 

"One of the most concerning things is not a lot of people are wanting to be police officers" due to police 

criticism and heightened dangers, Brown said.  

 

Gomez agreed. He said one official told him departments are "struggling to get qualified candidates to 

apply" and Gomez thinks it's partly because of what he calls the "Ferguson effect."  

 

In 2014, a white police officer fatally shot an African-American teen in Ferguson, Missouri, sparking 

large-scale protests.  

 

Gomez said Ferguson and similar police shootings have since "continued to impact the perception of law 

enforcement."  

 

"Potential candidates entering into law enforcement feel that they don't have the support of the public and 

of government officials," Gomez said.  

 

Jonathan Thompson, executive director of the National Sheriffs' Association (NSA), said that five years 

ago, there were 100 applicants for every vacancy. Today, that number is down to the low 60s, he said.  

 

Last year, 34-year-old New York City police officer Miosotis Familia was gunned down while she was 

sitting in her marked police command vehicle, writing in her memo book.  

 

One day after the shooting, the NYPD police commissioner reassured hundreds of recruits at their 

swearing-in ceremony that they had "absolutely" made the right career choice.  

 

"The work of officer Miosotis Familia is not finished," NYPD Commissioner James O'Neill said, telling 

the recruits that it is their job as cops to finish it.  

 

'The profession is on edge' 

 

What's likely contributing to the increase in deadly shootings is some officers are now hesitant to use force 

in dangerous situations because they feel they no longer have support from the public and the government, 

Gomez said.  

 

"If you're hesitant in using force, especially deadly force, then you are putting yourself at a disadvantage in 

a dangerous situation," Gomez said.  

 

According to The Washington Post's database cataloging fatal police-involved shootings, 264 people have 

been shot and killed by police so far this year. In 2017, 987 people were fatally shot by police, and as of 

last week, there have been four fewer shootings this year than at the same time last year.  

 

Brown said he thinks there's a decrease in trust of the government and thus a decrease in trust of law 

enforcement as well.  

 

"I sense a lot of anger" within officers around the country, Brown said.  

 

Many officers feel they can only trust themselves and their partners, Brown said, "and that is not the 

sentiment you want for a public servant."  
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"I'm really concerned that the 'us against them' mentality will take over, which is not healthy for delivering 

the best police service."  

 

"The profession is on edge," he said, "and that is when you make mistakes and overreact."  
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Cyber Awareness 
Top of page  

HEADLINE 03/30 Cyberattacks ‘cash-strapped’ local govt. 

SOURCE https://www.denverpost.com/2018/03/30/cdot-cyberattack-local-government-preparation/  

GIST ATLANTA  — Atlanta police officers initially had to write reports by hand. Residents still can’t pay water 

bills online. Municipal court dates are being reset. All are fallout from a ransomware attack last week that 

hobbled the city’s invisible infrastructure. 

 

Another ransomware attack hit Baltimore’s 911 dispatch system over the weekend, prompting a roughly 

17-hour shutdown of automated emergency dispatching. The Colorado Department of Transportation 

suffered two attacks just over a month ago. And the North Carolina county that’s home to Charlotte totally 

rebuilt its system after a December attack. 

 

For cash-strapped local governments, paying for robust protection against the invisible menace of a 

cyberattack can be a hard sell. But cyberattacks continue to proliferate, and experts say preparation and 

strong defensive measures are necessary to avoid the crippling effects. 

 

“As elected officials, it’s often quite easy for us to focus on the things that people see because, at the end 

of the day, our residents are our customers,” Atlanta Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms said at a news 

conference Monday. “But we have to really make sure that we continue to focus on the things that people 

can’t see, and digital infrastructure is very important.” 

 

Although it’s vital to make sure systems are up to date and have the latest patches, malware evolves so 

quickly that experts also stress the importance of comprehensive backups and a quick response when an 

attack does happen. 

 

“I don’t think any security is flawless,” said Craig McCullough, a vice president at security firm 

Commvault. “I always approach it from the standpoint of it’s not a matter of if but when, and when it 

happens, are you prepared? Are you going to be able to get your data back?” 

 

Governments, public agencies and companies need to know what data they have and make sure it’s backed 

up. Software and hardware can be replaced, but data is much more difficult, McCullough said. 

 

A quick response can help minimize the damage, said Dmitri Alperovitch, chief technology officer of 

security firm Crowdstrike. If a threat is detected immediately after it enters the network — for example, 

when someone clicks on a link in a phishing email or through a vulnerable server — it might be possible 

to stop before it spreads beyond the initially infected computer, he said. 

 

Atlanta officials won’t say whether they’ll pay the $51,000 ransom, though Bottoms has said all options 

are on the table. Mike Cote, president of Secureworks, a security firm hired by Atlanta, has said they know 

who’s behind the attack but aren’t releasing that information. 

 

Cybersecurity experts say the attack is consistent with the SamSam group, which is known as a 

sophisticated attacker and negotiator, said Jake Williams, founder of security firm Rendition Infosec. 

 

Unlike other ransomware that might raise alarms upon infection, SamSam compromises machines without 

immediately locking up their files. That access is then used to spread through the network “before they 
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press the encrypt button,” Williams said. 

 

“They put you into an extreme pain point position where paying is actually an attractive option,” Williams 

said 

 

He said he regularly tells clients they must make a business decision on whether to pay. He acknowledges 

that can be more difficult for governments, whose rules might block them from spending public funds on 

extortion. 

 

Although Atlanta’s critical physical infrastructure — including the city’s airport, emergency response 

systems and water safety and treatment — were not directly affected, other departments are operating 

manually and some services have been suspended. Nuisances at first, issues caused by the outages could 

have compounded effects if they persist. 

 

The mayor has been cautious, declining to give a timeline for when things might be up and running again 

after the cyberattack announced March 22. She has repeatedly said the investigation and recovery is “a 

marathon, not a sprint,” and her focus is on making sure the city’s network is safe moving forward. 

 

But the road could be long. 

 

The Colorado Department of Transportation was hit by a SamSam attack on Feb. 21 and again on March 

1, and it was back to 80 percent functionality by Thursday said Deborah Blyth, the state’s chief 

information security officer. Luckily, they had strong backups so they didn’t even think about paying the 

ransom, she said. 

 

In the weeks since the attack, they’ve implemented two-factor authentication for remote access and 

accelerated the implementation of other security measures that were already planned. 

 

In Mecklenberg County, N.C., where Charlotte is located, it took a little more than 60 days for things to 

return to normal after a ransomware attack that began with a phishing email in December. 

 

County officials didn’t pay the ransom after consulting with federal authorities and realizing their data was 

backed up so they didn’t need to pay to get it back, County manager Dena Diorio said. But the process was 

still tedious as they had to essentially rebuild the system. 

 

The county has taken steps to prevent another attack, including making its email system more secure and 

limiting employees’ internet access. And they have more expensive plans — segmenting their data and 

moving to a cloud-based system — that will take about two years to implement, Diorio said. 

 

Remembering the scary early days, Diorio had advice for her counterparts in Atlanta: “All I can say is: 

Don’t panic and stay focused.” 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Email scams costing businesses billions 

SOURCE https://www.wvnews.com/statejournal/law/email-scams-costing-medium--to-small-sized-businesses-

billions/article_b0e63460-020e-572a-b144-bb6c2c276b1a.html  

GIST FAIRMONT — Thieves looking for new ways to get their hands on your money are using emails to target 

small- to mid-sized companies. 

 

The FBI says since 2013, when it began tracking so-called “business email compromise” scams, 

“organized crime groups have targeted large and small companies and organizations in every U.S. state 

and more than 100 countries around the world — from nonprofits and well-known corporations to 

churches and school systems.” 
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As of January 2017, the FBI said losses were in the $3 billion range “and climbing.” 

 

Methods vary, but the so called, “cyber-thieves” typically identify and target employees who have access 

to company finances — then try to trick them into wiring money to bank accounts they think belong to 

trusted customers or business partners. The accounts, however, are controlled by the cyber-thieves. 

 

Eric Huber, vice president of International and Strategic Initiatives at the National White Collar Crime 

Center in Fairmont, said the cyber-criminals typically study their victims, figuring out who in an 

organization is responsible for paying vendors and even the tone of their electronic interactions with 

bosses. 

 

That person may they get an email appearing to be from the CEO telling them he or she is, for instance, 

boarding a plane and needs the unwitting employee to quickly and quietly wire money to some obscure 

destination in, say, Poland. 

 

He said the thieves are banking on the employee following orders — not asking questions, sending the 

money and keeping quiet about it long enough for them to get their hands on it. 

 

“It’s one of the big trends,” Huber said. “Bad guys used to spend a lot of time trying to hack into small- 

and medium-sized business computers to steal banking credentials, then use them to steal money from 

firms. They’ll still do that, but what they’ve discovered is that it’s easier just to ask for money. So, they’ll 

either do research for open source intelligence or compromise someone’s email, read it and then pretend to 

be the CEO or a senior executive.” 

 

He said the cyber-thieves will “see how (the organization) communicates, who sends wires...and craft it to 

look like the email came from inside the organization, or in some cases they’ll take over the email.” 

 

The thieves are banking on the employee following orders—not asking questions, sending the money as 

instructed and keeping quiet about it long enough for them to get their hands on it, he said. 

 

advertisement 

Huber said nowadays, employees need to take the time to verify the legitimacy of those kinds of requests 

before they hit the send button. He said medium-sized and smaller businesses tend to be targeted because 

they “don’t have as much money to throw at protecting infrastructure. They may not have anyone devoted 

to informational security or if they do, that person is probably overwhelmed.” 

 

“They don’t have the resources to protect themselves,” he adds. “That’s the reason they’re targeting small- 

and medium-sized businesses for this sort of compromise—it’s (less believable) that the CEO of a Fortune 

500 company would say ‘send this wire,’ but with small- to medium-sized businesses, it’s believable.” 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Atlanta still locked-out of files 

SOURCE https://gizmodo.com/the-city-of-atlanta-is-still-locked-out-files-over-a-we-1824242001  

GIST City officials in Atlanta, Georgia are still trying to recover 10 days after a ransomware attack on municipal 

computer systems hit at least five out of 13 departments, knocking out some city services and forcing 

others to revert to paper records. 

 

Per Reuters, over a week has passed since the SamSam ransomware began spreading throughout city 

computer systems, with a $51,000 ransom payment demanded by the hackers going unpaid. While the 

recovery began last week, large stretches of computer systems remain encrypted by the attackers. Three 

city council members were sharing a single old laptop over the weekend as they tried to reconstruct 

records, with councilman Howard Shook telling the news agency the situation was “extraordinarily 

frustrating.” 
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According to the Reuters report, numerous local officials have found their file systems corrupted, with tags 

like “weapologize” and “imsorry” appended to document titles. Though the ransomware was not able to 

corrupt everything—just eight out of 18 computers in the auditors’ office were affected, for example—it 

sounds like much of the information may be unrecoverable: 

 

“Everything on my hard drive is gone,” City Auditor Amanda Noble said in her office housed in Atlanta 

City Hall’s ornate tower. 

 

City officials have not disclosed the extent to which servers for backing up information on PCs were 

corrupted or what kind of information they think is unrecoverable without paying the ransom. 

 

Atlanta police returned to taking written case notes and have lost access to some investigative databases, 

department spokesman Carlos Campos told Reuters. He declined to discuss the contents of the affected 

files. 

 

The SamSam ransomware is particularly advanced and “infiltrates by exploiting vulnerabilities or 

guessing weak passwords in a target’s public-facing systems,” then uses techniques like the Mimikatz 

password recovery tool to seize control of the rest of a network, according to Wired. That means attackers 

don’t need to launch social engineering attacks or trick users into running malware for it to spread, and 

SamSam can easily spread via “remote desktop protocols, Java-based web servers, File Transfer Protocol 

servers, and other public network components.” 

 

The city was just beginning to implement some of the recommendations of a cybersecurity audit released 

in January that found “the large number of severe and critical vulnerabilities identified has existed for so 

long the organizations responsible have essentially become complacent and no longer take action,” per 

CBS. The audit said that “departments tasked with dealing with the thousands of vulnerabilities do not 

have enough time or tools to properly analyze and treat the systems,” leading to a “significant level of 

preventable risk exposure to the city.” 

 

“Ransomware is dumb,” Parameter Security founder Dave Chronister told Wired. “Even a sophisticated 

version like this has to rely on automation to work. Ransomware relies on someone not implementing 

basic security tenets... Not to be harsh, but looking at this their security strategy must be pretty bad.” 

 

The FBI and Department of Homeland Security are assisting Atlanta officials, but it’s not clear to what 

extent they can help. As Reuters noted, the FBI “typically discourages ransomware victims from paying 

up,” but former DHS official Mark Weatherford said that might have been one of the few options for 

Atlanta to avoid so much hassle. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Data breach Saks Fifth Ave, Lord & Taylor 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/f48940efeb834144adac1b7473d2c272/Data-breach-hits-Saks-Fifth-Avenue,-

Lord-&-Taylor-stores  

GIST A data breach at department store chains Saks Fifth Avenue, Saks Off Fifth and Lord & Taylor has 

compromised the personal information of customers who shopped at the stores. 

 

The chains’ parent company, Canada-based Hudson’s Bay Co., announced the breach of its store payment 

systems on Sunday. The company said it was investigating and taking steps to contain the attack. 

 

The disclosure came after New York-based security firm Gemini Advisory LLC revealed on Sunday that a 

hacking group known as JokerStash or Fin7 began boasting on dark websites last week that it was putting 

up for sale up to 5 million stolen credit and debit cards. The hackers named their stash BIGBADABOOM-

2. While the extent of its holdings remains unclear, about 125,000 records were immediately released for 

sale. 
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The security firm confirmed with several banks that many of the compromised records came from Saks 

and Lord & Taylor customers. 

 

Hudson’s Bay said in a statement that it “deeply regrets any inconvenience or concern this may cause,” but 

it hasn’t said how many Saks or Lord & Taylor stores or customers were affected. The company said 

there’s no indication that the breach affected its online shopping websites or other brands, including the 

Home Outfitters chain or Hudson’s Bay stores in Canada. 

 

The company said customers won’t be liable for fraudulent charges. It plans to offer free credit monitoring 

and other identity protection services. 

 

There is evidence that the breach began about a year ago, said Dmitry Chorine, Gemini Advisory’s co-

founder and chief technology officer. He said the prolific hacking group has previously targeted major 

hotel and restaurant chains. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Europe plans fake news crackdown 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/europe-plans-fake-news-crackdown-on-social-media-

companies?ref=home  

GIST The European Commission—worried that next year’s European elections could be vulnerable to 

conspiracy theories, fake news and doctored videos—is eying new powers to crack down on social media 

companies which spread ‘disinformation.’  

 

In the wake of the Cambridge Analytica data-harvesting scandal which rocked Facebook, Julian King, the 

European commissioner for security, wrote in a letter obtained by the Financial Times that there must be a 

"clear game plan" on how to deal with social media giants during election periods.  

 

“It is clear that the cyber-security threat we are facing is changing from one primarily targeting systems to 

one that is also increasingly about deploying cyber means to manipulate behavior, deepen societal divides, 

subvert our democratic systems and raise questions about our democratic institutions," he wrote.  

 

The letter adds that the alleged “psychometric targeting activities” of data analysis companies such as 

Cambridge Analytica are just a “preview of the profoundly disturbing effects such disinformation could 

have on the functioning of liberal democracies." 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Animal abuse site hacked; users exposed 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/animal-abuse-website-hacked-users-exposed/  

GIST An animal abuse website or otherwise called a “bestiality” platform (whose name will not be shared here) 

has been hacked and as a result, personal details of over 3,000 registered users have been leaked and 

exposed online. 

 

The hack was identified by Troy Hunt, founder of HaveIbeenpwned and according to him, personal details 

of 3,200 users have been exposed including email addresses, passwords stored as bcrypt hashes, date of 

birth and most importantly IP addresses. 

   

On the other hand, Hunt also provided a set of leaked data to Motherboard who has confirmed that the 

leaked data is linked to the animal abuse forum and noted that there are hundreds of private messages 

containing conversations between site users. 

 

“Regardless of what you’re into in your personal time, this incident serves as a reminder that anything you 

do online may one day be leaked publicly,” Hunt told Motherboard. 
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Laws affecting animal abuse or zoophilic activities vary across different countries and other sub-national 

jurisdictions. However, as of February 10th, 2018, in the United States, 45 states, and 2 territories ban such 

activities with animals. 

 

It is unclear if the targeted site is operated from the United States or the leaked accounts belonged to the 

users in the States. Nevertheless, should authorities decide to look into the matter, tracking users could be 

an easy task since their IP addresses are part of the leaked data. 

 

Previously, the online hacktivist group Anonymous targeted animal abuse sites under the banner of 

operation #OpBEAST in which two websites were compromised and one was completely deleted by the 

hacktivist group. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 India power billing system ransomware 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/hackers-demand-ransom-indian-power-billing-records/  

GIST The AMR system (automatic meter reading system) of Uttar Haryana Bijli Vitran Nigam (UHBVN) 

(Haryana power utilities) in Panchkula, India became a victim of cyber-attack by unknown hackers last 

week. 

 

The New Indian Express (TNIE) reports that hackers stole billing data from UHBVN computer systems 

and are demanding 1 Crore Indian rupee ($153,800) in Bitcoin from the state government for decrypting 

the files and restoring access to the AMR system. 

   

The case has already been filed in Sector 5 Police Station of Panchkula under several sections of the 

Indian Penal Code and the IT Act but TNIE hasn’t named the sections in its report. 

 

 UHBVN, one of the two power discoms in Haryana, monitors electricity billing of nine Haryana districts. 

The hack attack occurred on 21 March at exactly 17 minutes past midnight. Hackers uploaded a ransom 

message on the UHBVN head office computers. 

 

According to TNIE, On 22 March, when the computers were turned on, the ransom message got displayed 

on the screens narrating the demands of the hackers. Soon after the attack was identified, concerned 

officials, IT and cyber-security experts collectively conducted full system study and found that the 

database was encrypted.  

 

The attacked ARM system was installed, operated and managed by Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS). 

It was installed in 2011 and since then the electricity billings of the 9 districts namely Ambala, Karnal, 

Kaithal, Kurukshetra, Panchkula, Panipat, Sonepat, Rohtak and Yamunanagar were managed by this 

system. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 College students turn to cryptomining 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/college-kids-turn-to-cryptomining/  

GIST The higher-education landscape has become a fertile field for growing crypto-mining revenue. College 

students are crypto-mining from their dorm rooms, while outside actors are targeting their online activities 

for web-based attacks. 

 

According to Vectra’s 2018 RSA Conference Edition of its Attacker Behavior Industry Report, higher 

education is a prime arena given that students are usually not protected by universities’ open networks. 

These same students also do their own crypto-mining, because they get free electricity. 

 

“Students are more likely to perform crypto-mining personally as they don’t pay for power, the primary 
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cost of crypto-mining,” said Chris Morales, head of security analytics at Vectra. “Universities also have 

high-bandwidth capacity networks with a large volume of easy targets, especially as students are more 

likely to use untrusted sites (like illegal movies, music and software) hosting crypto-mining malware.” 

 

The report, which analyzed traffic and collected metadata from more than 4.5 million devices and 

workloads from customer cloud, data-center and enterprise environments, found that 60% of 

cryptocurrency mining detections occurred in higher education, followed by entertainment and leisure 

(6%), financial services (3%), technology (3%) and healthcare (2%). Mining overall has surged with the 

rising price of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Monero and Ethereum. 

 

Colleges and universities aren’t just over-indexing in crypto-mining. The highest volume of attacker 

behaviors per industry were in higher education (3,715 detections per 10,000 devices) followed by 

engineering (2,918 detections per 10,000 devices). 

 

“Students are exceedingly intelligent and very enterprising,” said Daniel Basile, executive director of the 

Security Operations Center (SOC) at Texas A&M University. “This is a time that many of them are 

working with new technologies, and it is not surprising that they utilizing their machines for 

cryptocurrency mining. However, there is also a large increase in websites that will crypto-jack your PC 

while you are on their website. This new trend of mining Bitcoin for revenue instead of ads can directly 

affect students. With the increase in online video streaming resources, this creates a large amount of 

cryptocurrency mining.” 
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HEADLINE 03/29 ‘Fauxpersky’ malware via USB drives 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/fauxpersky-credential-stealer-spreads-usb-drives  

GIST A recently discovered credential stealing malware is masquerading as Kaspersky Antivirus and spreading 

via infected USB drives, according to threat detection firm Cybereason. 

 

Dubbed Fauxpersky, the keylogger was written in AutoIT or AutoHotKey, which are simple tools to write 

small programs for various automation tasks on Windows. AHK can be used to write code to send 

keystrokes to other applications, and to create a ‘compiled’ exe with their code in it. 

 

On systems infected with Fauxpersky, the security researchers discovered four dropped files, each named 

similarly to Windows system files: Explorers.exe, Spoolsvc.exe, Svhost.exe, and Taskhosts.exe.  

 

Once executed, the malware gathers a list of drives on the machine and starts replicating itself to them, 

which allows it to spread to any of the connected external drives.  

 

Furthermore, the keylogger renames the external drives to match its naming scheme. Specifically, the 

drive’s new name would include its original name, its size, and the string “(Secured by Kaspersky Internet 

Security 2017)”.The malware also creates an autorun.inf file to point to a batch script. 

 

“This malware is by no means advanced or even very stealthy. Its authors didn’t put any effort into 

changing even the most trivial things, such as the AHK icon that’s attached to the file. However, this 

malware is highly efficient at infecting USB drives and collecting data from the keylogger, exfiltrating it 

through Google Forms and depositing it in the attacker’s inbox,” Cybereason concludes. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Arrests Italy, Romania in phishing scam 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/20-arrested-italy-and-romania-spear-phishing-scam  

GIST Authorities this week arrested 20 individuals in Italy and Romania for their role in a banking phishing 

scam that defrauded bank customers of €1 million ($1.23 million). 
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The arrests were the result of a two-year long cybercrime investigation conducted by the Romanian 

National Police and the Italian National Police, with support from Europol, the Joint Cybercrime Action 

Taskforce (J-CAT), and Eurojust. 

 

The arrests were made on March 28, following a series of coordinated raids. 9 of the individuals were 

arrested in Romania and 11 in Italy. The Romanian Police raided 3 houses, while the Italian authorities 

conducted 10 home and computer searches.  

 

The hackers, Europol reveals, engaged in a banking fraud scheme that netted €1 million from hundreds of 

customers of 2 major banking institutions.  

 

The group, mainly comprised of Italian nationals, sent spear phishing emails impersonating tax authorities 

to victims, in an attempt to harvest their online banking credentials. 

 

Unlike common phishing scams, where millions of generic emails are sent to potential victims, spear 

phishing emails are highly personalized, featuring content that makes them appear as coming from a 

reputable source, such as the bank.  

 

Since 2016, the investigators have been tracking the manner in which the arrested individuals have been 

using the stolen online banking credentials to log into their victims’ accounts and transfer funds to the 

attacker-controlled accounts.  

 

Next, they would withdraw the funds from Automated Teller Machines (ATMs) in Romania, using 

credit/debit cards linked to the criminal accounts. 

 

The highly organized hackers pursued their criminal activities using encrypted chat applications. They also 

used intimidating and punitive methods towards affiliates and competitors to establish power, Europol 

says.  

 

Furthermore, authorities suspect the group of money laundering, as well as drug and human trafficking, 

prostitution, and participation in a criminal organization. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Malware attacks leverage Office docs 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/malware-attacks-leveraging-ms-word-documents-grew-by-33-in-

q4/article/754927/  

GIST Amidst a major rise in zero-day malware attacks in Q4 2017, researchers have observed how hackers are 

increasingly using Microsoft Office documents as carriers to deliver malicious payloads in enterprise 

systems while using phishing techniques to trick employees into downloading and opening malicious 

attachments in emails. 

 

The latest Internet Security Report released by WatchGuard Technologies has revealed how hackers are 

increasingly exploiting issues within the Microsoft Office standard to execute code and to inject powerful 

malware into enterprise systems.  

 

In fact, 'macro-less malware' attacks or Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) attacks featured in the firm's list 

of top-ten malware attack types for the firm time and also grew by 33 percent compared to the previous 

quarter. Two other hacking techniques that leveraged Microsoft Office weaknesses also featured in the list 

for the first time. 

 

Commenting on the report's findings, Andy Norton, director of threat intelligence at Lastline, told SC 

Magazine UK that it is quite difficult nowadays for employees to detect if a Microsoft Word document is 

malicious or not as cyber-criminals are using new techniques to weaponise such documents.  
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"The attacks abuse features in MS Office documents such DDE or Scriptlets. The ruse is often "this 

document is protected, enable editing to view content". So, in a percentage of cases, the user enables 

editing and in doing so starts the infection chain.   

 

Corey Nachreiner, chief technology officer at WatchGuard Technologies, said that the report has reiterated 

how cyber-criminals are continuing to leverage sophisticated, evasive attacks and resourceful malware 

delivery schemes to steal valuable data. 

 

"Although these criminal tactics may vary over time, we can be certain that this broad trend will persist, so 

the risks have never been greater for small and midsize organisations with less IT and security resources," 

he said. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Fin7 behind sale 5M credit bank cards 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/jokerstash-fin7-syndicate-posts-sale-of-5m-credit-bank-cards-likely-

stolen-from-saks-lord-taylor/article/755180/  

GIST The five million stolen credit and debit cards offered for sale starting March 28 by a JokerStash hacking 

syndicate known as Fin7 likely came from records stolen from Saks Fifth Avenue and Lord & Taylor 

customers between 2017 until their release last month. 

 

“Based on the analysis of the available data, the entire network of Lord & Taylor and 83 Saks Fifth 

Avenue locations have been compromised” and the majority of cards were “obtained from New York and 

New Jersey locations,” according to a Gemini advisory, which said around 125,000 records were for sale 

with the remainder of the cache, advertised on the dark web as BIGBADABOOM-2, expected to roll out 

in the coming months. 

 

Gemini expressed “a high level of confidence” that the stolen cards came that victims of the attack are 

Saks Fifth Avenue, its discount outlet Saks Fifth Avenue OFF 5TH, and Lord & Taylor Stores, all 

operated by Hudson's Bay Company (HBC), a Canadian firm. 

 

Fin7 has successfully hacked hotel chains like Trump Hotels and Omni Hotels & Resorts, as well as 

retailers like Whole Foods, Jason's Deli and Chipotle. The group last year also launched spearphishing 

campaigns targeting Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings using a fileless attack framework. 

 

“This incident shows once again merchants still need to protect themselves against POS system infiltration 

attacks targeting cardholder data. A multi-layer security strategy is necessary,” including segmenting POS 

networks and upping monitoring and threat detection capabilities, said Mark Cline, vice president at 

Netsurion. “If nothing else, dwell time of such an attack would be reduced to hours or days. After all, the 

report is that this attack has persisted for almost a year, just as we have seen in previous massive card 

breaches.” 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Accused Russian hacker extradited to US 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/accused-linkedin-dropbox-hacker-appears-in-us-

court-after-diplomatic-battle/d/d-id/1331413  

GIST Yevgeniy Nikulin, the Russian hacker accused of being responsible for breaching DropBox and the 2012 

LinkedIn attack that saw 117 million passwords stolen, has been extradited to the US in a process that has 

implications for the larger relationship between the US and Russia. 

 

Detained in the Czech Republic since October 2016, Nikulin had requested asylum there after warrants for 

his arrest were issued by both Russia and the US. The Czech government denied his bid for asylum and 

turned him over the US where he appeared in a federal courtroom on Friday morning. 
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During his initial court appearance in San Francisco, Nikulin's attorney told the judge that his client has 

severe medical issues that require immediate attention. A medical evaluation has been ordered by the 

court. 

 

Russia's government has expressed its displeasure with the decision to turn him over to the US, saying that 

the Czech government reached its conclusion without considering all the available facts. 

 

According to a report on CNN, the Czech minister of justice made the decision after considering the 

seriousness of the charges leveled by the US and Russia and the two countries' intensity of desire to 

extradite and prosecute Nikulin. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Software bug massive telephony outage 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/software/software-bug-behind-biggest-telephony-outage-

in-us-history/  

GIST A software bug in a telecom provider's phone number blacklisting system caused the largest telephony 

outage in US history, according to a report released by the US Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) at the start of the month. 

 

The telco is Level 3, now part of CenturyLink, and the outage took place on October 4, 2016. 

 

Software sees empty field as wildcard selector 

 

According to the FCC's investigation, the outage began after a Level 3 employee entered phone numbers 

suspected of malicious activity in the company's network management software. 

 

The employee wanted to block incoming phone calls from these numbers and had entered each number in 

fields provided by the software's GUI. 

 

The problem arose when the Level 3 technician left a field empty, without entering a number. 

Unbeknownst to the employee, the buggy software didn't ignore the empty field, like most software does, 

but instead viewed the empty space as a "wildcard" character. 

 

As soon as the technician submitted his input, Level 3's network began blocking all telephone calls. 

 

Level 3 telephony network goes down for 84 minutes 

 

The event had massive repercussions, affecting the entire US. For 84 minutes between 10:06 and 11:30 

AM Eastern Daylight Time (EDT), Level 3's network blocked all calls, a massive number of 111 million 

calls, 109 million of which where VoIP-based. 

 

Approximately 29.4 million VoIP users and around 2.3 million wireless users were affected. 

 

FCC said the event had "nationwide impact" and called it "the largest [outage] reported in the Federal 

Communications Commission’s Network Outage Reporting System (NORS)" history. 

 

Calls to 911 were also blocked, but due to the emergency system's redundancy, only 15 of 117 calls failed 

to connect to a public safety answering point (PSAP). 

 

The outage could have been more prolonged if Level 3 didn't have systems in place that alerted operators 

of abnormal activity. FCC says Level 3 became aware of the incident four minutes after it started. 

 

FCC blames software supplier 
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"The technician was unaware of the consequences of leaving a field in the network management software 

blank," the FCC concluded in its report, absolving the employee and company of guilt. "Level 3 personnel 

had not previously observed or experienced this behavior in their network management software. 

According to Level 3, this was the first time that anti-fraud operations in network equipment caused an 

outage." 

 

The FCC report also mentions that Level 3 used "vendor-supplied network management software," but did 

not name the supplier. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Subaru deploys facial recognition 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/technology/subaru-deploys-facial-recognition-to-detect-

driver-fatigue/  

GIST Subaru has become the first car maker to deploy facial recognition inside a vehicle for the purpose of 

detecting driver fatigue. 

 

The feature, named DriverFocus, is part of the EyeSight Driver Assist Technology that will come with the 

fifth generation of Subaru Forester SUVs, which debuted last week at the New York International Auto 

Show. 

 

"DriverFocus is a driver monitoring system that uses facial recognition software to identify signs of driver 

fatigue or driver distraction," Subaru said in a press release. "DriverFocus works with Subaru's award-

winning EyeSight Driver Assist Technology to reduce the chance of an accident." 

 

EyeSight is a powerful technology, supporting features like pre-collision braking, adaptive cruise control, 

lane sway warnings, and lane-keep assist. 

 

This means that if DriverFocus detects that the driver dozing off or moving his gaze away from the road 

for too much time, it automatically enables EyeSight Driver Assist to stop the vehicle. 

 

Facial recognition will not be used to start cars 

 

DriverFocus is the first fatigue detection system deployed in a consumer car. Scientists have been working 

on fatigue detection systems for many years, but only at a theoretical level. 

 

For example, scientists from the Indian Institute of Technology proposed last year a system that reads the 

position of a driver's eyes and mouth to detect common signs of fatigue, such as yawning, head nodding, 

frequent blinking, and more. 

 

Their system relied on a video camera installed in the car. Currently, Subaru hasn't revealed how exactly 

DriverFocus works but said the system wasn't designed to authenticate drivers and start a car's engine. 

 

Nonetheless, the system can distinguish between up to five drivers and remember presets for seat position, 

climate, multifunction display, and more. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 AutoHotKey for building malware 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/autohotkey-malware-is-now-a-thing/  

GIST AutoHotKey has now become one of the most trendy technologies for building malware, according to 

several reports put out by cyber-security firms and insights Bleeping Computer received from malware 

experts. 
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AutoHotKey, or AHK, is an open-source scripting language developed for the Microsoft Windows 

operating system back in 2003. 

 

AHK was born when its creator tried and failed to add support for keyboard shortcuts (hotkeys) in AutoIt, 

a similar Windows scripting language. 

 

The failed attempt to improve the older AutoIt language spurred the AHK creator to put together a new 

scripting engine that later became AutoHotKey and, which, over the next several years developed into a 

behemoth on the Windows scripting landscape. 

 

Besides original support for remapping keyboard shortcuts, AutoHotKey is now a powerful system that 

can now interact with the local filesystem, monitor or close programs, set up scheduled tasks, but also 

automate repetitive operations inside third-party software. 

 

Furthermore, the AHK scripting language uses a simple syntax that even non-technical users can 

understand. 

 

Because of these features, over the years, AutoHotKey became the prime technology used for the creation 

of aimbots and other game cheating tools. But in recent months, the language has also started catching on 

with some malware developers, as well. 

 

A first report highlighting the rising number of AHK-based malware came from the security research team 

at Ixia, who found AHK malware samples distributing cryptocurrency miners and a clipboard hijacker 

towards the end of February. 

 

Ixia's findings were doubled this month when another cyber-security firm, Cybereason, published a similar 

report on another AHK-based malware strain the company discovered and named Fauxpersky because it 

tried to imitate a Kaspersky antivirus. 

 

But these aren't the only malware strains researchers spotted, and the list of AHK malware is getting larger 

by the day. 

 

"We are still finding fresh and new samples, both in their content and their structure," Gabriel Cirlig, a 

security researcher at Ixia told Bleeping Computer in a private conversation. 

 

"Every day we find the same clipbankers/droppers/keyloggers that only have minor changes done to their 

code as well as samples that even employ complex obfuscation techniques and file structure," Cirlig said. 

"Even as we speak the list is growing faster and faster." 

 

And these malware families are evolving in terms of complexity. For example, Cybereason researchers 

Amit Serper and Chris Black described Fauxpersky as a very simplistic and unconvincing threat. 

 

"This malware is by no means advanced or even very stealthy," Serper and Black wrote in their report. "Its 

authors didn’t put any effort into changing even the most trivial things, such as the AHK icon that’s 

attached to the file." 

 

But Cirlig says newer malware strains discovered in recent days are far more advanced, showing that 

crooks are slowly learning how to utilize AHK for more and more complex tasks. 

 

"The latest that we found, and we're still analyzing, is the first one to use five different obfuscation 

functions that intertwine each other," Cirlig said. 

 

The trend is clear, and that's that malware authors are increasingly looking at AHK when it comes to 

choosing the language for their next malware. 
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HEADLINE 03/27 Claim: Atlanta compromised in April 2017 

SOURCE https://www.renditioninfosec.com/2018/03/atlanta-government-was-compromised-in-april-2017-

well-before-last-weeks-ransomware-attack/  

GIST Last Thursday, the City Of Atlanta suffered outages from a ransomware attack. During the press 

conference (recorded here), city officials indicated that they were invested in cyber security. They noted 

that they were working with state and federal law enforcement to resolve the incident and had even been in 

contact with the Secret Service. Officials noted that this type of attack (and outage) were happening to 

many organizations. Officials attempted to convey that despite adopting cyber security best practices, the 

City of Atlanta was victimized. This prompts the question “Was the City of Atlanta following cyber 

security best practices?” 

 

Though little is known about the internals of the city’s cyber security posture, we quickly learned that the 

city had exposed remote desktop protocol (RDP) to the Internet with no multi-factor authentication*. This 

is extremely important because if attackers get a valid username and password combination, they can 

directly access your information systems if no multi-factor authentication is in place. 

 

*Full disclosure: We’re a little biased on the need for multi-factor authentication, Rendition Infosec 

installs and monitors multi-factor authentication solutions, click here to learn more. 

 

Cybersecurity Hygiene 
Leaving RDP open to the Internet is bad, but leaving SMB (windows file sharing, or Server Message 

Block) open to the Internet is much worse. Most readers probably remember the WannaCry ransomware 

campaign that shut down services at the UK’s National Health Service and elsewhere in May 2017. These 

attacks were powered by the leaked NSA (allegedly) exploit EternalBlue. In June, the same leaked exploit 

was used with the NotPetya attacks to target Ukrainian businesses (though impacts were felt 

worldwide).  The EternalBlue exploit targets the SMB service on unpatched computers. 

 

Twitter user “Huy” noted that after the announcement of the ransomware attack that a number of 

computers apparently owned by the City of Atlanta had SMB exposed to the Internet. This is obviously a 

departure from best practices. However, it should be noted that just because SMB or RDP is exposed to 

the Internet, this doesn’t necessarily mean that these machines were compromised by attackers.  It is 

indicative of a poor overall cybersecurity posture. 

 

When EternalBlue was released into the wild in April 2017, Rendition Infosec realized that this exploit 

was going to be a big deal. The vulnerability (MS17-010) was patched in March, 2017. But we know that 

many organizations don’t patch for 30-60 days or more. Further, those who are exposing services like 

SMB to the Internet are already displaying substandard cybersecurity hygiene, making it less likely that 

they’ll be patching in anything approaching a timely manner. 

 

To understand patterns of exploitation, Rendition began scanning for machines that were exposing SMB to 

the Internet. For each machine we discovered that was exposing this service, we sent a special “ping” 

command to communicate with the DoublePulsar malware that is temporarily installed when a computer is 

compromised with the EternalBlue exploit. When the DoublePulsar malware is present, the ping command 

returns a special response. Using this response, we can conclusively determine which machines have been 

compromised. With DoublePulsar running on a compromised machine, any attacker can upload malware 

to the machine and execute it with system privileges (no further exploitation or authentication is required). 

 

Because of ethical and legal concerns, Rendition did not attempt to interact any further with machines that 

were discovered to be running DoublePulsar. However, we can say that those machines were 

compromised for some reason by some third party. In most incident response cases we’ve worked at 

Rendition involving EternalBlue and DoublePulsar, these tools are just used to install end-stage malware 

(such as ransomware) on the compromised machines. 

 

It’s also important to note that the DoublePulsar malware disappears when a machine is rebooted. This 
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means that our scan data is very likely incomplete. Any positive scan results should be considered an 

absolute indication of compromise. However, the absence of scan results does not necessarily indicate that 

no compromise occurred (it just means we didn’t see it). A more thorough investigation (typically referred 

to as threat hunting) should be conducted if you have any suspicion of compromise. 

 

Rendition performed a number of scans in late April and the first few days of May. Of course we notified 

our clients of any of their IP’s and hostnames discovered in the scan data. However, the magnitude of the 

scan data prohibited reaching out to everyone compromised. Our largest scan indicated that more than 

148k machines were compromised – the raw number of results simply precluded us from contacting each 

victim individually.  We were discussing with legal counsel how to best communicate vulnerability data 

when WannaCry hit in mid May 2017. After WannaCry, we decided to shelve the idea of reaching out to 

victims, figuring most had also been hit with WannaCry (and we’re not ambulance chasers). However, 

given the events in Atlanta, we’re now seeing that this data is relevant even now and we’re dusting off our 

data set. 

 

The City of Atlanta Had Five Systems Compromised in April 2017 
Our scan data indicates that the City Of Atlanta had the following five systems fully compromised in April 

2017: 

65.82.136.163 atlantaga.gov 

65.82.136.220 webmail10.atlantaga.gov 

65.82.136.164 atlantaga.gov 

65.82.136.35 atlantaga.gov 

65.82.136.79 ditweb.atlantaga.gov 

 

Note that DNS names were resolved at the time of scans and rely on correct DNS PTR records to be 

supplied by atltantaga.gov’s DNS server. Of these systems, the webmail10.atlantaga.gov server is 

probably the most concerning since an attacker could conceivably download all email (given the superuser 

privileges obtained with EternalBlue). 

 

This scan data conclusively shows that the City of Atlanta was not patching its Internet facing hosts more 

than a month after *critical* patches were released my Microsoft. Microsoft released patches on March 14, 

2017. Our scan data shows these hosts being vulnerable (and compromised by unknown attackers) on 

dates spanning from April 23, 2017 to May 1, 2017. After doing some searching for statements from the 

City or Atlanta, we can’t find any indication that they were aware of this compromise at all. We reached 

out to let them know that they were previously compromised before this was posted publicly. 

 

It’s further worth noting that our scan data only includes machines that had SMB exposed to the 

Internet.  We know that public facing machines tend to receive patches (especially those labeled as critical 

with publicly available exploits) before the rest of the network. There are an unknown number of machines 

in the City of Atlanta’s internal network that were likely also unpatched at the time we performed our 

scans. In our experience, it is generally safe to infer overall cyber security hygiene from a representative 

sample like what we have.  

 

Even if we don’t infer overall hygiene, the fact remains that the City of Atlanta couldn’t be bothered to 

patch at least five Internet facing servers for more than a month in April 2017 – even when there was a 

publicly available exploit. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Atlanta struggles to recover cyberattack 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-cyber-atlanta/with-paper-and-phones-atlanta-struggles-to-

recover-from-cyber-attack-idUSKBN1H70R0  

GIST ATLANTA (Reuters) - Atlanta’s top officials holed up in their offices on Saturday as they worked to 

restore critical systems knocked out by a nine-day-old cyber attack that plunged the Southeastern U.S. 

metropolis into technological chaos and forced some city workers to revert to paper. 
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On an Easter and Passover holiday weekend, city officials labored in preparation for the workweek to 

come. 

 

Police and other public servants have spent the past week trying to piece together their digital work lives, 

recreating audit spreadsheets and conducting business on mobile phones in response to one of the most 

devastating “ransomware” virus attacks to hit an American city. 

 

Three city council staffers have been sharing a single clunky personal laptop brought in after cyber 

extortionists attacked Atlanta’s computer network with a virus that scrambled data and still prevents 

access to critical systems. 

 

“It’s extraordinarily frustrating,” said Councilman Howard Shook, whose office lost 16 years of digital 

records. 

 

One compromised city computer seen by Reuters showed multiple corrupted documents with 

“weapologize” and “imsorry” added to file names. 

 

Ransomware attacks have surged in recent years as cyber extortionists moved from attacking individual 

computers to large organizations, including businesses, healthcare organizations and government agencies. 

Previous high-profile attacks have shut down factories, prompted hospitals to turn away patients and 

forced local emergency dispatch systems to move to manual operations. 

 

Ransomware typically corrupts data and does not steal it. The city of Atlanta has said it does not believe 

private residents’ information is in the hands of hackers, but they do not know for sure. 

 

City officials have declined to discuss the extent of damage beyond disclosed outages that have shut down 

some services at municipal offices, including courts and the water department. 

 

Nearly 6 million people live in the Atlanta metropolitan area. The Georgia city itself is home to more than 

450,000 people, according to the latest data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

 

City officials told Reuters that police files and financial documents were rendered inaccessible by 

unknown hackers who demanded $51,000 worth of bitcoin to provide digital keys to unlock scrambled 

files. 

 

“Everything on my hard drive is gone,” City Auditor Amanda Noble said in her office housed in Atlanta 

City Hall’s ornate tower. 

 

City officials have not disclosed the extent to which servers for backing up information on PCs were 

corrupted or what kind of information they think is unrecoverable without paying the ransom. 

 

Noble discovered the disarray on March 22 when she turned on her computer to discover that files could 

not be opened after being encrypted by a powerful computer virus known as SamSam that renamed them 

with gibberish. 

 

“I said, ‘This is wrong,’” she recalled. 

 

City officials then quickly entered her office and told her to shut down the computer before warning the 

rest of the building. 

 

Noble is working on a personal laptop and using her smartphone to search for details of current projects 

mentioned in emails stored on that device. 

 

Not all computers were compromised. Ten of 18 machines in the auditing office were not affected, Noble 

said. 
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OLD-SCHOOL ANALOG 

 

Atlanta police returned to taking written case notes and have lost access to some investigative databases, 

department spokesman Carlos Campos told Reuters. He declined to discuss the contents of the affected 

files. 

 

“Our data management teams are working diligently to restore normal operations and functionalities to 

these systems and hope to be back online in the very near future,” he said. By the weekend, he added, 

officers were returning to digital police reports. 

 

Meanwhile, some city employees complained they have been left in the dark, unsure when it is safe to turn 

on their computers. 

 

“We don’t know anything,” said one frustrated employee as she left for a lunch break on Friday. 

 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, which is helping Atlanta respond, typically discourages ransomware 

victims from paying up. 

 

FBI officials could not immediately be reached for comment. A Department of Homeland Security 

spokesman confirmed the agency is helping Atlanta respond to the attack, but declined to comment 

further. 

 

Hackers typically walk away when ransoms are not paid, said Mark Weatherford, a former senior DHS 

cyber official. 

 

Weatherford, who previously served as California’s chief information security officer, said the situation 

might have been resolved with little pain if the city had quickly made that payment. 

 

“The longer it goes, the worse it gets,” he said. “This could turn out to be really bad if they never get their 

data back.” 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Judge dismisses Pulse shooting lawsuit 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/us/pulse-nightclub-lawsuit/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A Michigan judge on Friday dismissed a lawsuit by more than a dozen families of the Pulse 

nightclub shooting victims against social media companies. 

 

The lawsuit, filed in December 2016, accused Facebook, Twitter and YouTube (owned by Google) of 

knowing that ISIS recruited members online and doing nothing to stop it. Because the Pulse gunman, 

Omar Mateen, was able to view extremist propaganda on these social sites, the lawsuit said they were 

civilly liable. The complaint demanded a trial by jury. 

 

"Without ... Twitter, Facebook, and Google (YouTube), the explosive growth of (Islamic State in Iraq and 

Syria) over the last few years into the most feared terrorist group in the world would not have been 

possible," the complaint reads. 

 

CNN has reached out to Facebook, Twitter and Google, but has not received a response. 

 

The judge said there was no evidence that anything Mateen viewed online directly led to the June 2016 

attack at Pulse nightclub in Orlando. 

 

The attorney for the families, Keith Altman, said his clients will appeal. 
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"We are not surprised that the law is unsettled in the terms of holding social media companies accountable. 

We will absolutely appeal," Altman said. "We feel the judge didn't see the case in the right way and will 

continue to fight. We have just as much resolve as we did before." 

 

The dismissal of the lawsuit came the same day a jury acquitted Mateen's wife, Noor Salman. The Pulse 

victims' families did not have comment on Salman's acquittal, Altman said. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Under Armour: MyFitnessPal data breach 

SOURCE http://time.com/5222015/how-to-change-myfitnesspal-password/?xid=homepage  

GIST Under Armour notified users of its MyFitnessPal app of a security breach affecting 150 million users on 

Thursday. 

 

Under Armour learned on March 25 that “an unauthorized party acquired data associated with 

MyFitnessPal user accounts in late February 2018,” the company said in a release. Four days later, Under 

Armour contacted MyFitnessPal users through email and the app’s messaging system. The company is 

requiring users to change their passwords and recommended they do so as soon as possible. 

 

Users’ usernames, email addresses and passwords were affected, but Under Armour says no payment 

information was affected by the data breach because it is collected and processed separately. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 How to minimize tracking online 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/how-youre-tracked-online-facebook-google-amazon-uber-what-you-

can-do-about-it/  

GIST NEW YORK -- Though Facebook gets the attention because of a recent data privacy scandal, the social 

network is far from alone in collecting massive amounts of data on you to help marketers sell you stuff. 

Google, for one, also does extensive tracking to power its advertising engines.  

 

Web developer Dylan Curran posted a thread on Twitter last weekend that quickly went viral. He tweeted, 

"Want to freak yourself out? I'm gonna show just how much of your information the likes of Facebook and 

Google store about you without you even realising it." 

 

In his series of tweets and an opinion piece in The Guardian, Curran -- who told CBSN he "was basically a 

nobody before this exploded" -- outlined the information Google stores on users, ranging from users' 

location to app usage to their YouTube history. He similarly highlighted Facebook's collection of personal 

information, saying the social media giant "has reams and reams of data on you, too." 

 

And many other websites and apps run ads sold by Facebook and Google and exchange data with them. 

Beyond that, plenty of services including Uber and Amazon keep detailed histories on you.  

 

Here are some of the ways to block or minimize such tracking -- but they come with trade-offs. 

 

Tracking IDs 
Websites have long used unique IDs in "cookies" -- data files stored in your browser -- to know it's you 

when you return a week later. Cookies also let advertising networks run by the likes of Facebook and 

Google connect you as you visit multiple websites. Phones and tablets have a device advertising ID that 

apps can use to track you.  

 

• Combating this: You can reset the cookie ID by clearing cookies periodically. Most browsers also 

have a private mode to limit tracking through cookies, though it's not foolproof. Companies can 

still link you if you've signed in, for instance. As for the device ID, you can reset that or tell 
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advertisers not to target ads through the phone's settings. Many browsers also let you install add-

ons that block ad trackers. Notable add-ons include Ghostery or the Electronic Frontier 

Foundation's Privacy Badger.  

 

• The trade-offs: You'll still get ads, just not targeted ones. And clearing cookies makes your 

browser forget who you are, so you'll have to sign back into any site that was saving your login. 

Tracker blockers can sometimes prevent websites from displaying or working properly.  

 

Location Services 
Many apps need your location to work. Mapping apps, for instance, can't tell you when to turn without 

knowing where you are. Video services typically have rights only in certain countries and need to verify 

your location. But location can be used for much more. Google, for instance, keeps a fairly detailed 

account of your whereabouts through a feature called Timeline.  

 

• Combating this: You can turn off location services in the phone's settings, though for apps to work 

property, it's better to turn them off for specific services that don't really need them. As for 

Timeline, you can pause or delete location history in Google settings.  

 

• The trade-offs: Some apps won't work without your location. Others, such as weather apps, will 

require you enter your location manually. And you might miss out on recommendations such as 

better commuting routes via apps like Waze.  

 

Signing In 
Signing into an online account gives services a sure-fire way of tracking you. Facebook won't work at all 

without an account; Google merely works better with one. And you'll generally need an account with any 

service that charges you, although sometimes you can sign in with your Facebook or Google ID instead.  

 

• Combating this: Resist creating an account or signing whenever you can -- such as when you're 

merely browsing rather than buying. Avoid using Facebook or Google IDs whenever possible, as 

those companies could then track you. You can also use a different email address for each account 

to frustrate efforts to connect you across services, although it can be a major pain.  

 

• The trade-offs: Some services require signing in, and creating accounts on each service means 

more passwords to remember (though you might consider using a password manager). Whatever 

you do, don't reuse the same passwords across service; that makes them easy to hack.  

 

IP Address 
The Internet Protocol address lists where your phone or computer lives on the internet; it's how you get 

messages and load websites. But IP addresses can also help companies remember who you are and link the 

various devices you use, since most homes use a single IP address for the whole network. Databases can 

also map IP addresses to physical locations.  

 

• Combating this: You can mask your IP address by using a secure intermediary. VPN services, 

common in corporate settings, will route your traffic through a separate IP address; a secure web 

browser called Tor automatically sends traffic through multiple third parties. You still need to 

avoid signing in.  

 

• The trade-offs: Tor can slow down performance, particularly with high-data tasks such as video. 

And with VPNs, you need to trust the VPN operator, whether that's your boss or a private service.  
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HEADLINE 03/30 US to tie visas w/social media accounts 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/us-visa-seekers-disclose-social-media-153100492.html  

GIST Washington (AFP) - Travelers to the United States will soon have to submit their social media identities, 
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previous telephone numbers and email addresses, a measure that could touch 10 million people per year. 

 

According to a State Department plan published Friday, visa seekers -- whether visitors or would-be 

immigrants -- will be presented with a list of social media platforms. 

 

Applicants will be required to identify which they use and provide "any identifiers used by applicants for 

those platforms during the five years preceding the date of application." 

 

"Other questions seek five years of previously used telephone numbers, email addresses, and international 

travel," the notice, published in the Federal Register, revealed. 

 

When these new rules were first suggested last year as part of what US President Donald Trump has called 

"extreme vetting" of would-be visitors, civil liberties groups sounded the alarm about privacy. 

 

But officials say they could identify potential extremists, such as one of the attackers in the December 

2015 San Bernadino shooting -- who got a visa despite allegedly advocating "jihad" on social media. 

 

The measures apply both to the DS-260 "Immigrant Visa and Alien Registration Form" and the DS-160 

"Application for Nonimmigrant Visa." 

 

In the last fiscal year, 559,536 people applied for US immigrant visas and 9,681,913 for various forms of 

visitor visa. Friday's announced measures will not touch diplomatic or official travelers. 
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Top of page 

HEADLINE 04/01 Somalia: Al-Shabaab attack kills dozens 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/01/al-shabaab-attack-kills-ugandan-soldiers-in-

somalia  

GIST Dozens of Ugandan soldiers are thought to have been killed when Islamist extremists attacked their base 

on Sunday in the latest of a series of bloody strikes against peacekeepers in Somalia. 

 

Local officials told the Guardian that as many as 46 Ugandan troops, part of the 22,000-strong regional 

force in Somalia, died in the attack by the al-Qaida affiliated al-Shabaab movement in the town of 

Bulamarer, 80 miles south-west of the capital, Mogadishu, at around 9am local time. 

 

Ugandan officials have said only four soldiers were killed in the attack, which was repulsed with heavy 

casualties among the extremists. 

 

Such attacks are designed to hasten the departure of Amisom, the military and policing coalition under the 

authority of the African Union, which has been fighting al-Shabaab for more than a decade. 

 

Al-Shabaab, which once controlled much of Somalia, wants to topple the western-backed government in 

Mogadishu. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 US-based ISIS plotter sentenced 20yrs 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-43613255  

GIST A businessman who accepted payments from Cardiff firms to fund a terrorist attack in the US has been 

sentenced to 20 years in prison. 

 

Mohammed Elshinawy, 33, admitted accepting overseas payments to plan and help carry out a so-called 
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Islamic State attack, at a court in Maryland. 

 

FBI documents revealed Pontypridd businessman Siful Sujan financed IS plots across the Atlantic. He 

died in a US-led air strike near Raqqah in December 2015. 

 

Bangladesh-born Sujan, 31, left Wales in July 2014 for Syria, where he became a computer hacker for IS. 

Following his death, a Pentagon spokesman was quoted as saying "ISIL [another name for IS] has lost a 

key link between networks". 

 

Sujan allegedly used some of his south Wales companies to send military-grade surveillance equipment to 

Spain and to an address in Turkey close to the Syrian border, and to transfer funding to an IS supporter in 

the US. 

 

FBI documents revealing the links were released following a court case in Baltimore, Maryland, in August 

2017. 

 

Elshinawy, 33, previously pleaded guilty to accepting payments from overseas to plan and help carry out a 

terrorist attack in the US, as well as three other terrorism-related charges. 

 

Information published on the Maryland Attorney's website on 30 March, states that between February and 

December 2015, he conspired with others to provide material and resources to IS, including personnel, 

communication and financial services. 

 

The attorney's office said Elshinawy described himself as a "soldier, committed to making violent jihad" 

and he received £6,207 (US$8,700) from a UK-based company, believed to belong to Sujan, to fund a 

terrorist attack. 

 

He was sentenced to 20 years in prison followed by 15 years of supervised release. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Iraq: ‘ISIS slaughterer’ killed 

SOURCE https://aawsat.com/english/home/article/1224591/iraqi-forces-kill-‘isis-slaughterer’-anbar-desert  

GIST Iraqi forces announced on Sunday that they killed Abou Taha al-Tunsi, also known as the “ISIS 

Slaughterer,” one of the terror group’s most notorious members. 

 

The terrorist and nine of his companions were killed in a security operation in Iraq’s Anbar province, 

revealed intelligence sources. 

 

The operation was initially launched after information was received that the terrorists were in the area and 

they were preparing to carry out attacks against security forces, they added. 

 

The forces discovered during their raid secret tunnels that the group was using in the Anbar desert. There, 

they confiscated weapons, narcotic pills and liquor. 

 

The operation in Anbar is part of a larger operation the armed forces are carrying out in the desert, where 

hundreds of ISIS members are still located. 

 

Head of the Iraq Sahwa Conference Sheikh Ahmed Abou Risha told Asharq Al-Awsat that in wake of 

battles to liberate areas that were seized by ISIS in 2014, the terrorists chose to flee instead of fighting the 

incoming forces. 

 

They consequently fled to the desert, he explained, where they remain. 

 

“ISIS used to fiercely fight in regions it could not escape from,” he added. 
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The Anbar desert is vast and it still feeds several other regions with ISIS cells that are carrying out various 

attacks using new methods, such as ambushes, said Abou Risha. 

 

Iraqi security expert Abou Fadel Raghif told Asharq Al-Awsat that regardless of Abou Taha al-Tunsi’s 

death, “the truth is clear that 95 percent of the major ISIS leaderships have not engaged in battle, but chose 

to hide in various regions, including beyond Iraq.” 

 

“None of these figures have been arrested,” he stressed. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Nigeria: Boko Haram attack kills 15 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nigeria-security/suspected-boko-haram-militants-kill-15-in-

nigerias-maiduguri-emergency-services-idUSKCN1H90L2  

GIST MAIDUGURI, Nigeria (Reuters) - A suspected Boko Haram attack in the northeast Nigerian city of 

Maiduguri killed 15 people and wounded 68, an emergency agency official said on Monday, in the biggest 

strike since the government said it was in talks with the Islamist group. 

 

Maiduguri is the epicenter of the nine-year conflict with Boko Haram that has killed more than 20,000 

people. 

 

President Muhammadu Buhari has prioritized improving security and previously said the group, which is 

trying establish an Islamic State and split into two factions in 2016, had been defeated. 

 

The gun attack took place on Sunday night in Bale Shuwari, a settlement near army barracks on the edge 

of Maiduguri’s inner city, military sources said. 

 

“Sixty-eight were injured and 15 innocent people were killed,” said Bello Dambatta, chairman of the rapid 

response team for the State Emergency Management Agency (SEMA). 

 

It is the most significant attack on the city since the government said last week it was is in talks with the 

insurgents with the aim of securing a permanent ceasefire. 

 

The government has not disclosed which elements of Boko Haram it is in discussions with, and neither 

was it clear which faction carried out Sunday’s attack. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Taliban have gone high-tech 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/01/world/asia/taliban-night-

vision.html?hp&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=first-

column-region&region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news  

GIST WASHINGTON — Once described as an ill-equipped band of insurgents, the Taliban are increasingly 

attacking security forces across Afghanistan using night-vision goggles and lasers that United States 

military officials said were either stolen from Afghan and international troops or bought on the black 

market. 

 

The devices allow the Taliban to maneuver on forces under the cover of darkness as they track the 

whirling blades of coalition helicopters, the infrared lasers on American rifles, or even the bedtime 

movements of local police officers. 

 

With this new battlefield visibility, the Taliban more than doubled nighttime attacks from 2014 to 2017, 

according to one United States military official who described internal Pentagon data on the condition of 
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anonymity. The number of Afghans who were wounded or killed during nighttime attacks during that 

period nearly tripled. 

 

That has forced American commanders to rethink the limited access they give Afghan security forces to 

the night-vision devices. Commanders now worry that denying the expensive equipment to those forces 

puts them at a technological disadvantage, with potentially lethal consequences. 

 

For years, American commanders have been reluctant to give night-vision equipment to rank-and-file 

Afghan soldiers and police officers out of concern of widespread corruption among those forces. The 

devices — headsets and infrared lasers — are usually given only to elite Afghan commandos and police 

special mission units, according to American military officials. 

 

As some of this equipment falls into Taliban hands, the militants are joining a larger trend, said David W. 

Barno, a retired lieutenant general who led the war effort in Afghanistan from 2003 to 2005. Advanced 

equipment, such as drones and precision weapons, is being seized by other extremist groups in other 

global conflict zones, he said. 

 

“It’s going to be a problem,” Mr. Barno said, “and it’s going to change how we operate.” 

 

With the spread of the devices, infantry units on patrols have been told not to use certain marking devices 

that can be seen only by night-vision equipment. Helicopter crews have been made distinctly aware that 

their aircraft are no longer cloaked by darkness. 

 

In one case last November, Taliban fighters wearing night-vision goggles attacked a police outpost in 

Farah Province, in western Afghanistan. By the time the predawn assault was over, eight Afghan officers 

lay dead in their beds, Haji Abdul Rahman Aka, the elder of the province’s Pule Regi area, said at the 

time. Only one Afghan officer survived. 

 

The frequency and ferocity of the nighttime Taliban attacks are linked to attempts by Afghan forces, based 

in small checkpoints across the country, to hold territory that has been wrested away from the militants. 

 

Previously unreported documents, obtained by The New York Times, underline concerns about the 

Taliban’s growing sophistication on the battlefield after 16 years of war — and American commanders’ 

efforts to stunt it. 

 

The documents show that the American military has begun to send older models of night-vision hardware 

to regular Afghan Army units. Those headsets cost an estimated $3,000 each, officials said. 

 

One of the first batches of night-vision equipment for conventional units in southern Afghanistan, part of a 

monthslong pilot program, was sent to the embattled 215th Corps in Helmand Province in the spring of 

2016. 

 

Only 161 of the 210 devices were returned, according to the military documents obtained by The Times, 

and the equipment was not effectively used, in part because the forces were not properly trained to use it. 

 

Afghan troops said the missing devices were reported as “battle losses,” but could not support that claim 

with any proof or records to explain where or when they were left behind, according to the documents. 

 

At the time, the commander of the 215th Corps was Maj. Gen. M. Moein Faqir. He was later arrested on 

sweeping corruption charges that included misuse of food money meant for his troops. 

 

Last year, and with better results, night-vision equipment was sent to the 205th Corps, located around 

Kandahar, the military documents showed. 

 

Five devices were lost between July and December, when the program ended, according to the documents. 

Over the summer and fall, the Afghan National Army suffered 15 percent fewer casualties around 
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Kandahar than it had during the same period in 2016. 

 

The documents credited the night-vision equipment for the marked reduction, concluding that the devices 

are “becoming an integral part of base defense plans.” The American military is now planning to equip the 

unit with roughly 2,500 night-vision goggles as part of what the documents described as a concept for a 

“permanent program.” 

 

Despite those measured successes, it remains unclear if the American military will give the devices to the 

rest of the Afghan Army. 

 

The American military headquarters in Kabul has said it equips only Special Operations units in the 

Afghan Army and police forces with night-vision technology. 

 

Capt. Tom Gresback, a spokesman for United States forces in Afghanistan, declined to comment on the 

plans to distribute the devices to the Afghan National Army, as outlined in the military documents. He said 

American commanders would provide Afghan national defense and security forces “with the resources 

necessary to promote security throughout Afghanistan.” 

 

But some American advisers closer to the ground fight are already trying to get the technology for their 

Afghan counterparts, according to a United States official. He said that would require a decision made 

through the leadership in Kabul and the Pentagon to allow American commanders to distribute the devices 

to even more Afghan security forces. 

 

With the night-vision devices, Taliban fighters have been able to approach Afghan bases nearly undetected 

before attacking. 

 

Initially, such ambushes were attributed to Taliban forces known as “Red Units” located in Afghanistan’s 

southern provinces. But over the last year, the night-vision devices have frequently turned up in the 

country’s north and east, according to two American military officials, signaling a widespread distribution 

into other groups of Taliban fighters. 

 

Those officials said the Taliban were using both tightly controlled American-made devices and gear that is 

widely available for purchase. In some cases, American officials said, the equipment was left on the 

battlefield by United States or Afghan troops, including those who were killed in action. 

 

In others, Afghan soldiers are believed to have sold the devices to the extremists. 

 

That was disputed by Gen. Dawlat Waziri, who until recently served as spokesman for the Afghan 

Ministry of Defense. He said all night-vision equipment provided to Afghan troops by the American 

military had been “accounted for.” 

 

“No case of night vision sold by our soldiers to the Taliban has been reported,” General Waziri said. 

 

Zabihullah Mujahid, a spokesman for the Taliban, said fighters obtained night-vision devices after 

attacking Afghan bases or capturing members of the Afghan security forces. 

 

Rank-and-file Afghan police officers are particularly under threat by increasing numbers of deadly 

nighttime attacks, said one of the American military officials. Those units are spread farther into sparsely 

populated areas across Afghanistan than are army soldiers. 

 

Officers with the Afghan National Police, especially in the south, have been making desperate requests for 

the equipment for months, the official said. The police are part of the Ministry of Interior, which is 

suspected of rampant corruption. 

 

In Helmand Province, Marine Corps advisers are helping a request by the 505th Zone of the Afghan 

National Police to receive night-vision devices, Col. C.J. Douglas, the head of the Marines’ police 
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advising component there, said in an email. 

 

It is unclear if the Afghan police unit will get them. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Syria: rebels leaving last-held town 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/small-number-rebels-start-leave-syrias-douma-

54158154?   

GIST A rebel faction trapped by government forces outside the Syrian capital agreed to evacuate to northern 

Syria on Sunday as reports swirled of a larger agreement that would have the government retake full 

control of the eastern Ghouta region after seven years of revolt. 

 

Fighters from the Faylaq al-Rahman group left Douma on buses sent by the Syrian government to the 

rebel-held province of Idlib, SANA state news agency reported. Some 1,300 fighters, activists, and 

civilians signed up to leave the town, according to the Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights 

monitoring group. 

 

It was the first organized evacuation of fighters from Douma, one of the earliest centers of the anti-

government demonstrations that swept through the country in 2011. Security forces responded by putting 

the town and other suburbs around Damascus under siege, bombing hospitals and residential areas, and 

blocking the entry of food and medical relief.  

 

Douma is a stronghold of the powerful Army of Islam rebel group. The town is one of the last around the 

capital to hold out against the government. 

 

Later Sunday, a media outlet linked to the Syrian military reported that the Army of Islam also agreed to 

leave to north Syria, effectively transferring control of Douma to Damascus. 

 

The deal would mark the end of a weeks-long push by the government to consolidate its control of the 

eastern Ghouta region just outside the capital. 

 

Fighters from the Army of Islam would evacuate to Jarablus, a town in the northern Aleppo province that 

is shared between rebel and Turkish control. Turkey, with support from rebels, is running its own military 

operations against a U.S.-backed Kurdish party that controls territory along the frontier. 

 

A local council for Douma would be formed with the approval of the central government, said the 

government-linked Central Military Media outlet. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Syria: final evacuation deal reached 

SOURCE https://www.afp.com/en/news/205/final-evacuation-deal-reached-syrias-ghouta-doc-13j2kl2  

GIST A final deal has been reached for fighters and civilians to leave the last opposition-held pocket of Eastern 

Ghouta, a monitor said Sunday, paving the way for Syria's regime to retake the onetime rebel enclave near 

Damascus. 

 

The deal brokered by regime ally Russia would see fighters with the Jaish al-Islam rebel faction leave 

Ghouta's main town of Douma for opposition-held territory in northern Syria, the Syrian Observatory for 

Human Rights said. 

 

There was no immediate confirmation from the rebels, but pro-regime newspaper Al-Watan quoted 

"diplomatic sources" as saying the agreement would see fighters give up heavy weapons and leave Douma 

for northern Syria. 
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The retaking of Eastern Ghouta would mark a major milestone in President Bashar al-Assad's efforts to 

regain control of territory seized by rebel factions during Syria's seven-year civil war. 

 

Backed by Russia, Assad's forces have scored a series of victories over rebel forces in recent years, often 

through campaigns of siege, aerial bombardment and ground offensives that have drawn widespread 

international condemnation. 

 

The Observatory, a Britain-based monitoring group, said Sunday's deal provides for Jaish al-Islam fighters 

and their families, as well as civilians who want, to be evacuated to rebel-held areas in the northern 

province of Aleppo. 

 

It will also see Russian military police enter the town and government institutions return to the area, the 

monitor said. 

 

Regime forces had already retaken more than 95 percent of Eastern Ghouta in a six-week air and ground 

blitz that forced tens of thousands from their homes. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Syria army declares victory 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/state-tv-towns-syrias-ghouta-cleared-rebels-

54144500  

GIST The Syrian army declared victory in eastern Ghouta Saturday after opposition fighters evacuated from 

most of the area near the capital except for the town of Douma where negotiations are still underway for 

rebels there to leave or face an all-out government offensive. 

 

The government has given rebels in Douma — the area's largest town and stronghold of the powerful 

Army of Islam rebel group — an ultimatum to agree on leaving by late Saturday. Some pro-government 

new websites reported that the army is massing troops around Douma, adding that the ultimatum may be 

extended until Sunday. 

 

The army statement came shortly after another group of opposition fighters and their relatives left southern 

and western parts of eastern Ghouta Saturday afternoon, bringing President Bashar Assad's forces a step 

closer to eliminating threats from insurgents groups nearby. 

 

State TV said 38 buses left the towns of Zamalka, Ein Tarma, Arbeen and Jobar taking more than 1,700 

rebels and civilians to the northwestern rebel-held province of Idlib. The channel said troops entered the 

towns and raised the national flag in Arbeen's main square. 

 

"The importance of this victory lies in restoring security and stability to the city of Damascus and its 

surrounding areas after the suffering of its civilians from the crimes of terrorists over several years," said 

the army statement, read on TV by Brig. Gen. Ali Mayhoub. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Egypt: Sinai militants kill 2 soldiers 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/egypt-soldiers-killed-sinai-

54157726?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Egypt's military says two soldiers have been killed in the last week in the northern Sinai Peninsula, where 

it is battling an Islamic State-led insurgency. 

 

The statement issued Sunday said another two soldiers were wounded, and that six militants were killed. 
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The military said more than 500 suspected militants and criminals have been arrested. It said troops had 

dismantled more than 160 explosive devices. 

 

It was not possible to confirm the military's claims as access to the northern Sinai is heavily restricted. 

 

At least 22 troops have been killed since early February, when Egypt launched a wide-scale operation 

against Islamic extremists. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Volatile: US, Turkey on opposing sides 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/middle-east/at-volatile-syrian-front-line-us-turkey-on-opposing-sides-

1.519784  

GIST HALAWANJI, Syria -- Perched on a green hilltop, Kurdish and Arab fighters face a tense front line 

separating them from Turkish-backed forces in this part of northern Syria. Behind them, American troops 

drive up and down the roads. Their aim: Make their presence known to prevent bursts of gunfire from 

spiraling into a battle. 

 

Down the hill and across a stream are the rival forces: Syrian opposition fighters. They have taken 

positions on a crossroads in the village of Halawanji and on rooftops with views up to the hill. Beyond 

them, on another hill, Turkish troops have a base, ready to back up their allies if needed. 

 

This front line threatens to ignite at any time, with the militaries of two NATO members on opposing 

sides. The crowded terrain has become more combustible as Turkey ever more loudly threatens to push 

through these lines to attack the nearby Kurdish-Arab town of Manbij and other Kurdish-run towns further 

east. The presence of the Americans is a main obstacle preventing them from doing so. 

 

Further hiking tensions, a roadside bomb in Manbij late Thursday killed two coalition personnel, an 

American and a Briton. Kurdish officials accuse Turkey and its allies of carrying out acts of violence in 

the town to sow instability, including several recent smaller bombings, protests and an attempted 

assassination attempt on a Kurdish official - although there is also the possibility Islamic State group 

militants are behind the violence. 

 

Manbij is highly strategic: the main town on westernmost edge of the stretch of Syrian territory held by the 

U.S.-backed Syrian Kurds, running along the border with Turkey. Mixed Kurdish-Arab Syrian forces 

liberated Manbij from the rule of the Islamic State group in 2016 with help from the U.S.-led coalition. 

But Kurdish control of the town infuriated Turkey, which views the main U.S. Kurdish ally, the YPG 

militia, as "terrorists" linked to Kurdish insurgents on its own soil. 

 

U.S. troops first deployed in the area about 16 months ago, after Turkish-backed Syrian forces advanced 

on areas near Manbij, in a race for control of territories as IS militants collapsed. The deployment 

prevented repeated clashes between the two rival forces. 

 

The U.S-backed Syrian fighters at Halwanji say their Turkish-backed rivals downhill increasingly open 

fire on them, trying to provoke a fight and create a pretext for an incursion. One commander said it 

happens as often as three times a week. Another said the "provocations" increased after Turkish troops and 

their allies successfully captured another town further west, Afrin, from the YPG. The commanders say 

their forces do not respond to the fire. 

 

On Thursday, one commander, Abu Ali Nejm, said U.S. troops have increased their presence "in a 

noticeable way" in the area in recent days to prevent an eruption of violence, following the capture of 

Afrin, Turkey's threats and a recent build-up of Turkish troops and their allies. 

 

"They have become part of the front line to reassure the people in Manbij and the military forces and to 

raise morale," said Abu Ali, who uses his nom de guerre and is a leading member of the Manbij Military 
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Council, the joint Kurdish-Arab body leading the U.S.-allied forces here. 

 

U.S. Col. Ryan Dillon, of the U.S-led coalition, said there were no new U.S. bases in the area. "Our patrols 

move around. They are not static," he said. "The purpose of our forces is to prevent the reemergence of (IS 

militants)" and prevent "any type of incursion from any other group in the area." 

 

Turkey and the United States have held talks aimed at defusing the standoff, with a round set for Friday in 

Washington. But a solution remains unclear: Turkey says the YPG power across northern Syria is a threat, 

and President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has vowed to roll back the Kurdish fighters, starting from Manbij all 

the way to the Iraqi border. On Friday, Erdogan angrily lashed out at French President Emmanuel Macron 

for meeting with Kurdish officials and offering to mediate. Erdogan said he would not negotiate with 

"terrorists" and brusquely said Macron was "over his head." 

 

Meanwhile, at Halwanji, Abu Ali said the Turkish-backed fighters fired on his forces Thursday, using 

heavy machine guns and small arms. His troops did not respond, in accordance with orders, and instead 

reported the incident to U.S. troops nearby, he said. 

 

"We inform, and they come to the front and see for themselves. They have their own contacts or 

coordination with the Turkish forces, something they don't have to tell us about," he said, adding that when 

the rival side sees the Americans they don't fire. 

 

A team of Associated Press reporters arrived to the scene soon after the incident. A convoy of U.S troops 

was seen on the road. All was quiet and all sides returned to their positions. But as the AP team drove 

away, new shooting rang out in the distance. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Military seeks Afghanistan progress  

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/middle-east/in-afghanistan-us-military-sprints-to-prove-it-can-

reverse-insurgent-tide-1.519789  

GIST BAGRAM AIR BASE, Afghanistan - The U.S. military is racing to demonstrate it is making progress in 

Afghanistan during a critical period that will test President Donald Trump's strategy and, potentially, 

political support for the war. 

 

Military leaders say the arrival of new troops and aircraft, along with a renewed mission to advise local 

operations more closely, will help reverse a Taliban resurgence that has exposed the fragility of the long 

American project in Afghanistan. 

 

"This is not another year of the same thing we've been doing for 17 years," Gen. Joseph Dunford Jr., 

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said during a tour of military facilities across Afghanistan last week. 

"This is a fundamentally different approach." 

 

With an increased U.S. force of about 15,000, focused largely on efforts to ensure Afghan troops can 

launch offensives against the Taliban, Dunford said that "the right people at the right level with the right 

training" are in place ahead of the 2018 fighting season, a sentiment repeated by other commanders. 

 

Yet looming over the battlefield push are questions about how long support can be sustained, given 

skepticism in Europe about an open-ended military effort and ambivalence from Trump about involvement 

in foreign wars. 

 

The stepped-up campaign comes as the architect of Trump's Afghanistan strategy, national security adviser 

H.R. McMaster, prepares to exit the White House. His successor, John Bolton, may be a less ardent 

proponent of a muscular U.S. campaign. 

 

Ronald ENeumann, who served as U.S. ambassador to Afghanistan under President George W. Bush, said 
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the questions swirling in Western capitals were impossible for U.S. commanders to ignore. "That's what's 

driving the sense of speed" in large part, he said. "They don't know how much firmness we have in our 

own project." 

 

In a sign of the renewed Pentagon focus on Afghanistan, Dunford's tour was one of several high-level 

visits in recent weeks, including stops by Defense Secretary Jim Mattis and Gen. Joseph Votel, who heads 

U.S. Central Command. 

 

Over four days, generals and advisers traveling with Dunford fanned out across the country to gather 

information on the readiness of Afghan forces and their foreign advisers. 

 

Officials said Afghan forces are demonstrating an improved ability to employ their own air power - with 

newly trained pilots, combat-ready helicopters and small-scale drones - and are coordinating maneuvers 

with the army, police and elite commandos. 

 

If sustained, it would be a major change from the period following the end of U.S. combat operations in 

2014, when once-secure districts fell to the Taliban and Afghan forces made desperate appeals for 

American air power, then limited by a smaller U.S. force and a narrower mission. The message from 

Washington during those years was, in some officials' rueful characterization, "Don't lose." 

 

Now, with a re-energized air campaign and new advisory units placed with Afghan army battalions, U.S. 

officials are trying to build confidence among local units. 

 

As an example of the kind of momentum Pentagon leaders hope will break the cycle of dependence on 

foreign forces, U.S. advisers described a recent operation to clear Taliban forces from a district of 

Laghman province, to the east of Kabul. 

 

Aided by intelligence gathered by Afghanistan's spy agency, local commandos conducted raids in narrow 

valleys abutting the Alingar River that officials said the Taliban used to launch attacks on Afghan 

checkpoints and lob rockets or artillery at nearby bases. Then Afghan police and army troops from the 

201st Corps pushed into the area, backed by U.S. and Afghan aircraft. 

 

When the operation was over, the provincial governor arrived in the area in an attempt to cement 

government control. 

 

But the Taliban has a stronger grip in southern strongholds, vast parts of which remain no-go zones for 

security forces. 

 

In an echo of previous years, U.S. Marines in Helmand province are advising the Afghan army's 215th 

Corps as it seeks to clear roads around towns and cities that are hotbeds for insurgent activity. 

 

While U.S. advisers report growing autonomy among Afghan units, they acknowledge that many areas 

will remain outside government's grip for the foreseeable future. 

 

Operations in the south are "now based on what the Afghan army wants to do, where do they really think 

they need to have security," said Lt. Col. Ryan Benson, a Marine adviser at Camp Shorab. "They know 

what they can hold, and they know what's less important." 

 

A key aspect of the strategy centers on the newly formed Security Force Assistance Brigade, which will 

advise battalion-level units and, sometimes, accompany them into the field. Pentagon leaders say the 

Obama administration's decision to end the practice of embedding advisers with lower-level Afghan army 

units, part of its plan to extricate the United States from the war, set the stage for the Taliban comeback 

after 2014. 

 

Dunford said the Afghan government is gradually gaining ground, expanding its control of populated areas 

from 64 percent late last year to close to 70 percent today. The government hopes to add 10 percent more 
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this year, he said. 

 

Whether Afghanistan can hold parliamentary elections without major violence will help Pentagon officials 

gauge the strategy's success in coming months, as will the number of Afghan military casualties. While the 

Afghan government does not disclose exact figures, U.S. officials say combat losses remain in the 

thousands each year. 

 

Officials also hope to see a payoff from changes initiated by Afghan President Ashraf Ghani, including a 

plan to retire thousands of politically connected senior officers. Until recently, U.S. officials like to say, 

the average age of corps commanders exceeded Afghanistan's life expectancy by a decade. 

 

Some experts remain skeptical the new approach can succeed where President Barack Obama's 2010-2011 

surge, with far more troops, could not. 

 

The Afghan forces would have to became "so capable and lethal" that they could defeat the Taliban in 

battles with little help, said retired Lt. Gen. David Barno, who commanded U.S. and NATO forces in 

Afghanistan from 2003 to 2005. "I am not optimistic we are going to see that happen anytime soon." 

 

Gen. John Nicholson Jr., commander of international forces in Afghanistan, said the strategy includes 

pressing Pakistan to shut down Taliban safe havens and squeezing the Taliban diplomatically after a recent 

peace initiative put forward by Ghani. 

 

In more emphatic terms than ever before, military leaders are calling for a negotiated end to the war. The 

new urgency reflects an awareness of the Taliban's ability to regenerate and an acknowledgment that the 

United States and NATO are unlikely to provide high levels of resources indefinitely. 

 

"The No. 1 metric is how are we doing toward reconciliation," Nicholson told reporters during Dunford's 

visit. 

 

While there have been episodic efforts to foster peace talks since 2001, the prospect of negotiations with a 

group responsible for killing thousands of Americans has been met with resistance at the Pentagon in the 

past. 

 

Now, in a twist, the new push for peace lacks equal high-level support outside the military. In January, 

Trump rejected talking to the Taliban after a bloody suicide attack. The State Department, which has led 

reconciliation efforts in the past, has not appointed a senior official to work on that subject and recently 

laid off the few staff members involved. 

 

Military leaders are also seeking to get more lower-level fighters to lay down their arms. Such efforts have 

taken place previously without recruiting a critical mass of fighters. 

 

David Sedney, a top Pentagon official for Afghanistan during the Obama administration and now a senior 

fellow at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, said important Taliban figures in Pakistan 

continue to believe that military victory is possible. 

 

"However, among Taliban fighters in Afghanistan, the growing disillusionment with those Pakistan-based 

leaders is fueling a rising interest in peace," he said. "It is too soon to say whether this will result in peace 

talks this year, but the possibility exists where it did not a year ago." 

 

Adding urgency to the complicated U.S. mission is the unpredictability of a commander in chief who 

acknowledged as he unveiled his plan to redouble the Afghanistan effort that his original instinct had been 

withdrawal. 

 

"I share the American people's frustration . . . over a foreign policy that has spent too much time, energy, 

money and, most importantly, lives," Trump said last year. 
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It's not yet clear how Trump's ambivalence will be affected by the arrival of Bolton, who has voiced 

distrust in nation-building overseas and appears more focused on North Korea and Iran than Afghanistan. 

 

Andrew Wilder, an Afghanistan scholar at the U.S. Institute for Peace, said that signaling continuity in 

U.S. plans would be crucial. "With the new leadership, it's important to be messaging that the strategy 

remains in place and the U.S. is committed to it, or its biggest advantage, which is that it's not time-based, 

is lost," he said. 

 

Reassuring European nations is equally important. While several NATO nations recently announced 

increased troop levels, there are signs of growing resistance. 

 

Ian Lesser, vice president of the German Marshall Fund, a think tank, said NATO leaders were 

increasingly focused on threats from a resurgent Russia and terrorism groups on Europe's eastern and 

southern borders. Adding to that, low public support for Afghanistan means that "the political pressure is 

definitely on," he said. 

 

"The fact that allies were able to make modest new investments reflects the fact that they didn't want to get 

off on the wrong foot with the United States," Lesser said. But he added, "For different reasons all around 

the alliance, people are going to have an increasingly hard time justifying this as an open-ended 

commitment." 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Syria: most eastern enclave regained 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-ghouta/syrian-army-command-says-it-has-

regained-most-of-eastern-ghouta-idUSKBN1H70IX  

GIST AMMAN (Reuters) - The Syrian army command said on Saturday it had regained most of the towns and 

villages in eastern Ghouta and was pressing its military operations in the last rebel bastion of Douma. 

 

In a televised statement, the Syrian army spokesman said the weeks-long military campaign had now 

brought security to the Syrian capital Damascus and also secured its main links to other parts of the 

country, stretching north and all the way to the Iraqi border to the east. 

 

The army command said military operations were continuing in the outskirts of the city of Douma, 

controlled by the Jaish al-Islam rebel group, the last patch of eastern Ghouta still held by insurgents. 

 

Douma’s fall would seal the rebels’ worst defeat since 2016, driving them from their last big stronghold 

near the capital, and would also carry potent symbolism. The town was the main center of street protests in 

the Damascus suburbs against President Bashar al-Assad’s rule that ignited the conflict seven years ago. 

 

The army said hundreds of rebels had been killed in the ferocious offensive. The opposition says a 

relentless air campaign was waged in which where the army used napalm, chlorine and incendiary bombs 

to demoralize rebels by targeting civilian areas. 

 

The rebels say the indiscriminate bombing forced them to capitulate and agree to surrender deals that force 

them either to make peace or leave to rebel held areas after weeks of bombing and sieges that prevented 

food from reaching the enclaves. 

 

The Syrian army has repeatedly said regaining control over rebel-held suburbs would stop rocket attacks 

on the capital. 
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SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/31/jury-convinced-noor-salman-knew-pulse-nightclub-attack-

but-had-no-option-but-to-acquit-foreman-says.html  

GIST The jury foreman in the concluded trial of Noor Salman -- widow of Pulse nightclub gunman Omar 

Mateen – said jurors were “convinced” she knew of the attack beforehand, but had “no option but to return 

a verdict of not guilty.” 

 

In a statement provided to the Orlando Sentinel, the juror -- who requested to remain anonymous -- said “a 

verdict of not guilty did NOT mean that we thought Noor Salman was unaware of what Omar Mateen was 

planning to do,” rather that the jury was “not tasked with deciding if she was aware of a potential attack." 

 

“On the contrary we were convinced she did know,” the statement continued. “She may not have known 

what day, or what location, but she knew.” 

 

Mateen killed 49 people and wounded 58 others at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Fla., on June 12, 2016, 

before he was killed by police. 

 

Salman avoided a potential life sentence Friday after she was found not guilty on charges of obstruction 

and aiding and abetting by attempting to provide material support to a terrorist organization – a 

controversial decision that left survivors frustrated and angry. 

 

Such negative reactions to the verdict prompted the jury foremen to issue the statement to the newspaper. 

 

“I felt compelled to at least clarify several misconceptions,” expressing “sympathy to family and friends of 

the victims of this senseless tragedy,” the foreman said. 

 

“I understand the desire to hold someone accountable for this heinous act of violence. Omar Mateen is 

dead. He cannot be punished,” the statement read. “It is only logical the world would look next to Noor 

Salman.” 

 

The juror also acknowledged “there were several significant inconsistencies with the written summaries of 

her statements,” as the FBI did not record its interviews with Salaman following the attack, according to 

the paper. 

 

However, the statement credited both the prosecution and defense for “an excellent job presenting their 

case.” 

 

“The bottom line is that, based on the letter of the law, and the detailed instructions provided by the court, 

we were presented with no option but to return a verdict of not guilty,” the statement read. 

 

Salman did not testify in her defense. 
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SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/president-donald-trump-freezes-200-million-in-funds-earmarked-

for-syria-recovery/  

GIST President Trump's administration has frozen $200 million earmarked for Syria recovery efforts, CBS 

News' Margaret Brennan and Kylie Atwood confirmed. The development comes after Mr. Trump said this 

week the U.S. will be pulling out of Syria "very soon." 

 

Atwood reports the decision was relayed to the State Department Friday in a call that White House chief 

of staff John Kelly made to Deputy Secretary of State John Sullivan. There is some recovery funding that 

will continue for the next few weeks, but all future money is on hold.  

 

The money -- to have been spent by the State Department for infrastructure projects like power, water and 
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roads -- had been announced by fired Secretary of State Rex Tillerson at an aid conference last month in 

Kuwait. 

 

The State Department has been asked to provide the White House with more information on the Syria 

recovery funding, Atwood reports -- such as specific projects to be laid out. Mr. Trump wants other 

countries to step up to the plate, and do and pay more. The freeze does not impact Department of Defense 

operations.  

 

Brennan reports the president has it in his mind that he wants to get out of Syria, but also told Turkish 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Friday that the U.S. is not done fighting the Islamic State of Iraq and 

Syria (ISIS). In short, Brennan reports, the president's remarks -- and this freeze -- contradict policy that 

had been in place under Tillerson.  

 

Meanwhile, U.S. Central Command and the State Department are scheduled to host an event Tuesday 

about rebuilding Syria and Iraq after ISIS. Secretary of Defense James Mattis, Brennan reports, has been 

consistent that the military needs to gradually, and not suddenly, hand matters off to diplomats. Mr. 

Trump's pivot also makes the fate of Syrian president Bashar al Assad unclear.  

 

Mr. Trump described his intent to get out of Syria in a speech to union workers Thursday in Ohio -- a 

speech that was billed as an infrastructure plan pitch. 

 

"Things are changing, folks," Mr. Trump told the crowd. "But now is the time to rebuild our country, to 

take care of our people, and to fight for our great American workers for a change. ... We'll be coming out 

of Syria, like, very soon. Let the other people take care of it now. Very soon. Very soon, we're coming out. 

We're going to have 100 percent of the caliphate, as they call it -- sometimes referred to as 'land.' We're 

taking it all back quickly. Quickly. But we're going to be coming out of there real soon. We're going to get 

back to our country, where we belong, where we want to be." 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syrian-official-roadside-bomb-explodes-tense-

manbij-town-54117901?   

GIST A roadside bomb in northern Syria killed two coalition personnel, an American and a Briton, and wounded 

five others in a rare attack since the U.S.-led coalition sent troops into the war-torn country, the U.S. and 

British militaries and a U.S. defense official said Friday. 

 

The military did not say where the attack took place or give the nationalities of the other casualties but it 

came hours after a local Syrian official said that a roadside bomb exploded in the tense, mixed Arab-

Kurdish town of Manbij that is not far from the border with Turkey. 

 

Manbij is under threat of a Turkish military operation. Ankara says Syrian Kurdish militiamen it views as 

"terrorists" and an extension of Kurdish insurgents inside Turkey are in control of the town. 

 

The U.S. military statement said the attack happened Thursday night and that the wounded were being 

evacuated for further medical treatment. The statement said details were being withheld pending further 

investigation. 

 

A Department of Defense official in Washington said one of the two killed was an American service 

member and the other was of another nationality. 

 

No other information about the deceased American was immediately available. The official spoke on 

condition of anonymity because details had not yet been publicly released. 

 

A U.K. defense ministry spokesman said the British armed forces member was killed during an operation 
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against the Islamic State group. The spokesman added that an improvised explosive device killed the 

service member who was embedded with U.S. forces on Thursday. 

 

No details on the casualty's service branch, unit or gender were immediately provided. 

 

The U.S. military member killed was the fourth American who has died in Syria since the U.S. began 

attacking Islamic State militants there in September 2014, according to the Pentagon's Defense Casualty 

Analysis System. 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/notorious-members-revoking-uk-citizenship-unfair-

54126797  

GIST Two British militants believed to have been part of an Islamic State group cell notorious for beheading 

hostages in Syria were unapologetic in their first interview since their capture, denouncing the U.S. and 

Britain as "hypocrites" who will not give them a fair trial. 

 

The men, along with two other British jihadis, allegedly made up the IS cell nicknamed "The Beatles" by 

surviving captives because of their English accents. 

 

The nickname belied the cell's brutality. In 2014 and 2015, it held more than 20 Western hostages in Syria 

and tortured many of them. It beheaded seven American, British and Japanese journalists and aid workers 

and a group of Syrian soldiers, boasting of the butchery in videos released to the world.  

 

Speaking to The Associated Press at a Kurdish security center, the two men, El Shafee Elsheikh and 

Alexanda Amon Kotey, repeatedly refused to address allegations they were part of the cell — clearly 

having a future trial in mind. They complained that they could "disappear" after Britain reportedly revoked 

their citizenship. 

 

They were captured in January in eastern Syria by the Kurdish-led, U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces 

amid the collapse of IS. Their detention has set off a debate in the U.S. and Europe over how to prosecute 

their citizens who joined IS — as the Kurds pressure the West to take them back to relieve overcrowding 

in prisons. 

 

The two said the killings of the captives were a mistake — but for tactical reasons. 

 

Many in IS "would have disagreed" with the killings "on the grounds that there is probably more benefit in 

them being political prisoners," Kotey said. 

 

"I didn't see any benefit (in killing them). It was something that was regrettable." He also blamed Western 

governments for failing to negotiate, noting that some hostages were released for ransoms. 

 

Elsheikh said the killings were a "mistake" and might not have been justified. But, he said, they were in 

retaliation for killings of civilians by the U.S.-led coalition fighting IS. He said the militants shouldn't have 

initially threatened to kill the hostages because then they had to go ahead with it or else "your credibility 

may go." 

 

The beheadings, often carried out on camera, horrified the world soon after IS took over much of Iraq and 

Syria in 2014. The group also committed widescale atrocities including massacring thousands of Iraqi 

troops and civilians and taking sex slaves. 

 

The leader of the cell, Mohammed Emwazi, was dubbed "Jihadi John" in the British media after he 

appeared, masked, in the videos, sometimes performing the butchery. He was killed in a U.S.-led coalition 

drone strike in 2015 in the Syrian city of Raqqa, the de facto IS capital. Another member, Aine Lesley 
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Davis, was arrested in Turkey and convicted there in 2017, sentenced to seven years in prison. 

 

Elsheikh, whose family came to Britain from Sudan when he was a child, was a mechanic from White City 

in west London. 

 

He traveled to Syria in 2012, initially joining al-Qaida's branch before moving on to IS, according to the 

U.S. State Department's listing of the two men for terrorism sanctions. It said he "earned a reputation for 

waterboarding, mock executions and crucifixions while serving as an (IS) jailer." 

 

Kotey, who is of Ghanaian and Greek-Cypriot descent and converted to Islam in his 20s, is from London's 

Paddington neighborhood. 

 

Serving in the IS cell as a guard, he "likely engaged in the group's executions and exceptionally cruel 

torture methods," the State Department said. It also said he was an IS recruiter who brought other Britons 

into the group. 

 

Elsheikh and Kotey spoke to the AP at a Kurdish security building in the town of Kobani, where they were 

brought, initially in handcuffs and face covers that were removed. They appeared to speak openly with no 

signs of duress and were friendly with SDF security who came in and out of the room. 

 

They were both initially confrontational but over the interview became more conversational. Kotey often 

cracked jokes — when asked whether IS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi was alive, he joked that some 

people thought Elvis never died and Tupac Shakur is still alive. Elsheikh was straightlaced and reserved, 

referring more often to Islamic texts. 

 

They were unrepentant about belonging to IS — though they said they did not agree with everything it did. 

Kotey said he did not think suicide bombings were permissible in Islam. Elsheikh said IS's killing of a 

captured Jordanian pilot by burning him alive in a cage was "atrocious." 

 

But they seemed dismissive of the idea that IS was egregious in brutality. 

 

"I am not here to justify or shun every act IS did," Elsheikh said, arguing that nationals of a country can't 

be held responsible for crimes by the state. 

 

The U.S. has been pressing for the home countries of foreign jihadis in Iraq and Syria to take their 

nationals for trial. Britain's defense secretary has said they should not be allowed back into the country. 

Former captives of the cell and families of its victims have called on Elsheikh and Kotey to be given a fair 

trial, whether in the United States or Britain, arguing that locking them away in a a facility like 

Guantanamo Bay would only fuel further radicalism. 

 

Kurdish officials complain they are being left to deal with the IS legacy, including overburdened prisons 

full of militants, including foreign fighters whose home countries don't want to take them back. 

 

Elsheikh and Kotey are held in an undisclosed location. Kotey said he shares a cell with 70 others, all but 

four of them Syrians, and that they are sleeping like "sardines, literally head to toe, head to toe." Despite 

the overcrowding, he said, they get fresh air, play games and have classes. 

 

Kotey said the U.S. and Britain were not upholding their own laws of due process. "Where are they now or 

are they just applicable when they suit you?" he said. "It just looks very hypocritical, double standards." 

 

The two denounced as "illegal" the British government's reported decision in February to strip them of 

citizenship. The decision was widely reported in British media, though officials have not confirmed or 

denied it, citing privacy rules. 

 

The revocation exposes them to "rendition and torture," Elsheikh said. 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/pulse-nightclub-shooters-wife-found-

guilty/story?id=54122947&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Noor Salman, the wife of Pulse nightclub shooter Omar Mateen, was declared not guilty on all counts 

Friday morning.  

 

She faced charges of obstruction and providing material support to a terrorist organization. She faced life 

in prison if convicted.  

 

"The family is elated," said Susan Clary, a family spokeswoman, outside of court after the verdict. "Noor 

can go home now to her son ... resume her life and try to pick up the pieces from two years in jail." 

 

Prosecutors and defense attorneys painted radically different pictures of Salman over the course of the 

trial: on the one hand, helping her husband prepare for the attack and on the other, an abused woman who 

"married a monster." 

 

John Mina, the chief of the Orlando Police Department, released a statement following the verdict, saying 

he believes in the criminal justice system and is thankful for the hard work of the jurors, attorneys and the 

FBI involved in the case.  

 

"Nothing can erase the pain we all feel about the senseless and brutal murders of 49 of our neighbors, 

friends, family members and loved ones," Mina said in the statement.  

 

"Our community is strong, and the men and women of the Orlando Police Department stand ready to put 

themselves in harm's way to protect our residents and visitors," he said.  

 

However, Orange County Sheriff Jerry Demings said he was "disappointed."  

 

"I am disappointed in the outcome of the trial and know that the victims and/or their families are more 

disappointed," Demings said in a statement. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 India: car crash ‘causes’ hotel collapse 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/01/at-least-10-killed-after-car-crash-causes-hotel-

collapse-in-india  

GIST A four-storey rickety hotel building collapsed in central India, killing at least 10 people and injuring 

another three, police said Sunday. 

 

Rescuers working through the night with sledgehammers and chainsaws pulled alive 10 people from the 

debris of the building that came crashing down in Indore, a city in Madhya Pradesh state, on Saturday 

night, said police officer Sanju Kamle. 

 

Up to five people may still be trapped under the rubble, said Nishant Warwade, the district collector. 

 

The Times of India newspaper said the dilapidated building collapsed after a car smashed its front portion. 

 

The hotel with 25 rooms was located in the commercial hub of Indore, close to railway and bus stations. 

Indore is nearly 900 kilometres (560 miles) south of New Delhi. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Military families w/deportation issues 

SOURCE https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2018/04/01/as-many-as-11800-military-families-

face-deportation-issues-group-says/  

GIST As many as 11,800 currently serving in the U.S. military are dealing with a spouse or family member who 

is facing deportation, a national immigration advocacy group announced Friday. 

 

No previous estimate, official or unofficial, has been available on just how many of the 1 million married 

military members currently on active duty, National Guard or Reserve status may be dealing with the 

stress of having a spouse, dependent or parent deported. 

 

It’s also not a number that can be easily checked, or verified, because neither DoD, the Department of 

Homeland Security nor U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement tracks military status in immigration 

proceedings. 

 

American Families United, a non-profit immigration advocacy group, calculated the estimate using 2011 

U.S. Census statistics, which found that 6.3 percent of the 129 million married Americans are married to 

foreign-born spouses. The Pew Research Center found that one in four of those foreign-born spouses are in 

the country illegally. About 75 percent of that population comes from countries like Mexico, where if they 

entered illegally, they have a harder time obtaining legal status, as opposed to a person from Europe who 

might have overstayed a visa, said American Families United President Randall Emery. 

 

“So we derived the total of military (active and reserves) married to people with inadmissibility-type 

immigration issues by taking the total (1 million), multiplying by the national percentage of foreign-born 

(6.3 percent, so 63,000 current U.S. military are married to immigrants), and then the 25 percent of the 

total which have problems with immigration law: 15,750. Of that, Pew’s data indicates 75 percent are from 

sources characterized by entry without inspection and similar issues, that would be about 11,800,” Emery 

said.  

 

While it may not be exact, AFU generated the military estimate to “create awareness and get some of these 

legislators who say they support the military to actually act on it” and recognize that this is a bigger 

military problem than previously thought, said Nancy Kuznetsov, the group’s military liaison. 

 

While the active duty members themselves are protected — because in order to enlist a service member 

has to show proof that they are in the country legally — their undocumented spouses are not. 

 

An earlier “parole in place” program that was previously championed by Vice President Mike Pence to 

give relief to military families is no longer being utilized due to stricter enforcement of deportation 

proceedings under Trump. 

 

That’s meant more military families calling the group for assistance, Emery said. 

 

“Recently, we’ve seen an increase in cases of both active-duty personnel and veterans who have been 

failed by immigration law,” Emery said. “These estimates give us perspective on the problem.” 

 

When asked, neither DoD, DHS nor ICE could say how many military families are facing deportation 

proceedings, because it’s not data they track or report, 

 

While an ICE official said the agency “respects the service and sacrifice of those in military service, and is 

very deliberate in its review of cases involving U.S. military veterans,” the agency does not track military 

status in its removal statistics, the official said. 

 

ICE referred queries on how many military families were facing removal proceedings to the Department of 

Justice’s Executive Office for Immigration Review. 
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But that court “does not track military status among respondents or their spouses,” when prosecuting 

immigration cases, said spokesman Devin O’Malley, so there’s no way to know how many military family 

members were among those persons removed last year. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 NKorea Kim attends K-pop concert 

SOURCE http://time.com/5223877/kim-jong-un-k-pop-stars/?xid=homepage  

GIST (SEOUL) — South Korean media say North Korean leader Kim Jong Un has watched a rare performance 

by South Korean pop stars visiting Pyongyang. 

 

A South Korean artistic group including K-pop singers flew to Pyongyang on Saturday for performances 

in the North Korean capital amid thawing ties between the rivals. The leaders of the Koreas are to meet at 

a border village on April 27. 

 

South Korean media pool reports from Pyongyang say Kim and his wife, Ri Sol Ju, watched Sunday’s 

performance by the South Korean group. 

 

The reports say Kim clapped his hands during the performance at the East Pyongyang Grand Theater. Kim 

shook hands with South Korean performers and took a group photo with them after their performance. 

 

It hadn’t been known whether Kim would attend the performance. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 First sperm whale seen inland waters 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/944256/first-sperm-whale-recorded-in-washington-state-inland-waters/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — The Pacific Whale Watch Association says it has recorded its first sighting of a sperm 

whale in inland waters in Washington state. 

 

KOMO-TV reported Sunday that the association says its members captured photos and hydrophone audio 

of the whale — the first of its kind seen by whale watching tours in the Salish Sea. 

 

The photos were captured in the Haro Strait just off Turn Point on Stuart Island in the San Juan Islands. 

 

The whale was named Yukusam when it first appeared in Johnstone Strait in British Columbia in February 

2018. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 San Diego unique approach to homeless 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/mar/29/san-diego-homelessness-big-tents  

GIST Bob McElroy strode through the busy entrance of the vast, gleaming-white tent, greeting people right and 

left. The prominent homeless services provider calls the new structure, located on the outskirts of 

downtown San Diego, “the Rolls-Royce of tents”. 

 

It is double-insulated and has wifi. And it is the sunny seaside destination’s millionaire-funded attempt to 

get a grip on an emergency that sees thousands of homeless people sleep on its streets every night.  

 

The industrial-sized tent holds 324 people in neatly spaced, numbered bunks. People can bring their pets, 

and 70 dogs also live in the shelter. It offers a bed and services – from healthcare to employment 

assistance to showers and laundry – while people wait for a place of their own. In appearance, it evokes a 

military installation or a refugee camp. 
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“You come in here with nothing and they provide everything,” said Sylvia Saliman, 58.  

 

Saliman sat on her top bunk with Daisy, her American blue nose pitbull, who was napping after a long 

walk. Saliman said she had been homeless for 16 months and in the shelter for two. She said she’d lost 

everything except her dog. Thanks to the tent, “I’m doing great right now,” she said. 

 

Cities throughout the western and southern US, such as San Diego, face a dilemma: they are grappling 

with visible, intransigent street homelessness, and the supply of affordable housing is meager and 

increasing only slowly. This tent, along with two others built by the city, fills the gap – it is known as a 

“bridge” shelter. 

 

Officials from California cities large and small, including Los Angeles, San Francisco, Fresno and Oxnard, 

have come to tour the structures. The Fresno city council member Steve Brandau brought a group to San 

Diego in February and said a huge tent could be the solution for his city’s shortage of about 150 beds. “We 

like the San Diego structure,” he said, “the feel of it, the types of services provided.” 

 

It is not the first time San Diego has housed people in large tents. For nearly three decades, two such 

structures, one for veterans and one for adults, went up during winter months. But that program was 

scrapped in 2015. 

 

“In the communities where they’re solving homelessness, they’re not doing it with tents,” the then city 

council member Todd Gloria told the San Diego Union-Tribune. 

 

A spike in homelessness, especially downtown, and, last year, a deadly outbreak of hepatitis A that killed 

20 people and had the city washing its sidewalks in bleach, forced city leaders to reconsider. Two wealthy 

San Diego businessmen, Dan Shea, a restaurateur, and Peter Seidler, managing partner of the San Diego 

Padres baseball team, told Mayor Kevin Faulconer they would put up $1.5m for new tents if the city 

would fund the operations for at least two years. 

 

Shea and Seidler say they represented a larger San Diego business community frustrated by a lack of 

action on the part of elected officials. It will take years to build the necessary housing, Shea said in an 

interview with KPBS radio. “Do we just leave those people on the street for five years, seven years, 10 

years waiting for housing to be built?” 

 

Beds are prioritized for people with mental or physical disabilities who qualify for housing subsidies. They 

are also available for people who just need a few months of respite to get back on their feet. Everyone in 

the shelter is paired with a housing “navigator” whose job is to find appropriate housing as quickly as 

possible. Altogether, the three tents have almost 700 beds. 

 

“Without this, can you imagine how hard it is to find a client on the streets?” said Amy Gonyeau, chief 

operating officer for Alpha Project, the service provider that runs the tent for adults. “Now we know where 

they are – well, at least 700 of them.” 

 

The goal is for providers to move about two-thirds of shelter residents into permanent housing within four 

months, yet early data shows meeting this goal might prove challenging. During its first four months of 

operation, 44 people from the largest tent, with its capacity of more than 300, moved into permanent 

housing. Another 15 exited to other programs or moved in with family or friends. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Claim: World Cup drone attack plot 

SOURCE https://www.mirror.co.uk/sport/football/news/isis-planning-terror-attacks-using-12285487  

GIST ISIS terrorists are preparing for attacks at the World Cup in Russia using drones, it has been claimed. 

 

Sick propaganda has been shared a number of times implying the terror group will target the tournament 
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due to take place in June. 

 

Now chilling images have been shared on the messaging app Telegram which reportedly show 

preparations for attacks. 

 

They show drones being armed with grenades, missiles and mortars that can be dropped on targets. 

 

Weaponised drones are already being used by ISIS fighters in Syria and Iraq. 

 

They are the cheap kind normally used by filmmakers and hobbyists, but with deadly bombs attached. 

 

It comes after ISIS supporters previously spread images of a terrorist brandishing a sub machine gun and a 

bomb, with the Volgograd Arena in Southern Russia in the background. 

 

England are set to play one of their World Cup matches at the stadium. 

 

The words 'Wait for Us' are underneath the sinister figure. 

 

The stadium will host Gareth Southgate's side when they face Tunisia on June 18. 

 

Although Volgograd is not an area which the Home Office advises football fans not to visit, it has urged 

supporters travelling to watch the tournament to see travel advice before travelling. 

 

The image, shared throughout pro-ISIS channels on the encrypted messaging application Telegram, 

featured an excerpt of a Quranic verse manipulated by the ISIS followers to urge fellow jihadis to take 

every opportunity to conduct deadly attacks in the U.S. and Russia. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Source: Kremlin approved spy poisoning 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/02/europe/skripal-poisoning-uk-kremlin-approval-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)British authorities examining the poisoning of former Russian spy Sergei Skripal believe the daring 

placement of the nerve agent on his door shows a sophistication that likely had the approval of the 

Kremlin, a source briefed on the investigation has confirmed to CNN. 

 

Skripal, 66, and his daughter Yulia, 33, were poisoned on March 4 after being exposed to what the British 

government says was a military-grade nerve agent. 

 

British officials believe an attack of this type could only be carried out by a person (or more than one 

person) with key training involving Novichok, the substance used in the attack. 

 

There are doubts that rogue agents could have carried out the attack without approval from the top levels 

of Russian government. 

 

The New York Times first reported this latest theory regarding responsibility. 

 

Last week, Russia again denied any involvement in the poisoning, with Russian Foreign Minister 

spokeswoman Maria Zakharova accusing the UK government of seeking to "bring about a totally absurd 

situation." 

 

The UK government has long pointed fingers at Russia for the March 4 nerve agent attack against the 

former double agent and his daughter on British soil. 

 

In a speech before parliament one week after the attack, British Prime Minister Theresa May said it was 

"highly likely" that the attack constituted "an unlawful use of force by the Russian state against the United 
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Kingdom." 

 

Officials believe this type of nerve agent attack is also meant to send a strong warning to Russian 

dissidents in the West, the source said. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Police probe if SUV crash ‘intentional’ 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/02/us/family-suv-pacific-coast-crash/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A family's SUV found at the bottom of a California cliff last week may have been deliberately 

driven off the road, police told media Sunday. 

 

The bodies of Jennifer and Sarah Hart, both 38, were discovered inside their overturned SUV near a 

remote stretch of Highway 1 in Northern California last Monday. Emergency responders found the bodies 

of three of their six children -- Markis, 19, and Jeremiah and Abigail, both 14 -- outside the car. 

 

Their other children -- Hannah, 16, Devonte, 15, and Sierra, 12 -- are missing. Nobody reported seeing the 

crash, so authorities don't know exactly when or how it happened and it is unclear whether the three 

missing children were in the SUV when it fell 100 feet into the sea. 

 

Police said that preliminary information suggested the car may have been intentionally driven straight off 

the edge of the cliff. 

 

Data from the vehicle's air bag module and software indicated that the car had stopped at the pull out and 

then accelerated off the road, said Greg Baarts, acting assistant chief of the California Highway Patrol's 

Northern Division. 

 

"At this point in our investigation, that is the direction we are going," Baarts said. 

 

Preliminary data from the car suggested that there had been approximately 70 feet of continuous 

acceleration from the last moment the brakes were applied before the SUV went over and hit the ocean 

floor, Baarts said. 

 

There was also no evidence to suggest the car had been driving at an angle when it left the road, he said. 

Baarts stressed that investigators were still verifying the information, but that authorities believed that a 

felony had been committed. 
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HEADLINE 04/02 What happens for lying on census? 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/are-you-citizen-here-s-what-happens-if-you-lie-

n861841  

GIST Article I, Section 2, of the Constitution requires the enumeration of people in the U.S. every 10 years for 

the purpose of apportioning congressional representatives. 

 

The "Census Clause" also requires that representatives be apportioned among the states "according to their 

respective Numbers." Section 2 of the 14th Amendment further provides that House representatives "shall 

be apportioned among the several States according to their respective numbers, counting the whole 

number of persons in each State." The Census Act of 1790 provides for the enumeration of the "inhabitants 

of the United States." 

 

Federal law requires that the secretary of commerce take a census of "population" — not citizens — and 

the same law authorizes the secretary to "obtain such other census information as necessary." 
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The Constitution says "persons" — not "citizens" or "green card holders." That's why the Trump 

administration's move to include a citizenship question on the census is meeting such intense opposition; 

there are concerns that it will deter participation and lead to an inaccurate population count. 

 

Federal law provides that anyone who refuses to answer or willfully neglects to answer any of the 

questions in connection with any census or survey shall be fined a maximum of $100, or a maximum of 

$500 if the person gives false information. 

 

In theory, noncitizens should not fear answering census questions. Surveys are mailed to addresses, rather 

than to specific individuals. Not including individual names on the address label is meant to protect the 

confidentiality of the participating households. 

 

Additionally, federal law provides immunity for persons who give answers to census questions. 

Information furnished cannot be "used to the detriment of the persons to whom such information relates." 

Census reports may not be admitted as evidence or used in any action or proceeding, without consent. 

 

These laws are designed to deter someone from refusing to answer questions on the census claiming a 

Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. 

 

Practically speaking, though, anyone who is concerned about their legal status may not want to volunteer 

this to the same federal government that could deport them. It's hardly a sentiment limited only to 

noncitizens. In past enumerations, some Republican leaders have all but encouraged open defiance of the 

law. 

 

Then-Sen. Trent Lott, a Mississippi Republican, once advised constituents to fill out "the basic census 

information" but added that if they felt "their privacy is being invaded by those (additional) questions, they 

(could) choose not to answer those questions." 

 

And George W. Bush, then a candidate for president, said he "(understood) why people don't want to give 

over that information to the government." 

 

Prosecutions for failure to participate in the census are rare; most significant court cases dealing with these 

crimes date back to the 1970s. 

 

The perceived risk of answering remains greater than the virtually nonexistent risk of not answering 

because the Justice Department is not likely to start prosecuting offenders for refusing to answer. 

 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions has indicated that illegal immigration will be a priority for the DOJ under 

his command, but going after noncitizens who refuse to answer census questions, motivated by fear of 

being removed from the country, would contradict the overall message the census is trying to send: It is 

here to count you, not to hurt you. Plus, courts have indicated in the past that purposeful discrimination by 

census authorities can give rise to a defense of selective prosecution. 

 

Ultimately, the refusal to answer census questions is a federal crime, but not really. 

 

Some categories of federal criminal statutes are heavily enforced. Drug crimes and immigration crimes 

make up over 50 percent of the federal prosecution caseload. 

 

Then there are those federal crimes that are technically crimes, but not really. For example, it's a federal 

crime for a peanut dealer to refuse to tell the government how many peanuts he has. It's also a federal 

crime to mail a package of dead bees without writing "DEAD BEES" on every side of the box, using black 

letters at least an inch tall. 

 

There are a lot of federal crimes. Not all of them are enforced. Refusing to answer the census or lying on it 

will likely remain in that second category — a crime, but not really. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 UK uses doctors’ info to find migrants 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/medical-ethics-uk-data-doctors-find-migrants-54157725  

GIST To track down people in Britain who may have broken immigration rules, the government is turning to a 

new and controversial source of information: doctors. 

 

Doctors who work with refugees and asylum-seekers have described the move as a major breach of 

medical ethics, saying it isn't up to physicians to enforce immigration rules. 

 

In letters recently made public, politicians sparred with immigration officials over a data-sharing 

agreement quietly signed in 2016 that gives the government access to personal information collected by 

the country's family doctors. Medical details are excluded.  

 

A parliamentary health committee condemned the situation as "unacceptable," calling for the agreement to 

be suspended. 

 

But Britain's immigration department has dismissed those concerns, arguing that such data sharing allows 

the U.K. to remove people "who might pose a danger to the public." 

 

Medical workers back the health committee's viewpoint. 

 

"We understand the government has a job to do, but going into health records to get patient information is 

not OK," said Lucy Jones, director of programs at Doctors of the World U.K. "The idea that any patient 

information is being shared with a government body immediately breaks their trust in a doctor-patient 

relationship." 

 

Several leading medical organizations, including the Royal College of General Practitioners, Public Health 

England and the General Medical Council, have all slammed the data-sharing deal, saying it could worsen 

the health of vulnerable people and drive disease outbreaks underground, hurting health care for all. 

 

Dr. Kitty Worthing, a London-based doctor with the group Docs Not Cops, said "the cornerstone of the 

doctor-patient relationship is confidentiality and this data-sharing is a direct breach of that." She said when 

she's advised people that their personal information could be shared with immigration officials "their 

reaction is always fear." 

 

Elsewhere in Europe, many countries have a strict firewall that stops information gathered by health 

services from being disclosed to other government agencies. Germany's data protection office said 

regulations prohibit any blanket sharing of such information. In France, no data obtained by doctors is 

shared with the Interior Ministry. 

 

Some health experts said it was critical that some types of health care are available to everyone in the 

U.K., regardless of their immigration status. 

 

"With HIV treatment, it makes much more sense to treat everybody with HIV, because treatment lowers 

the level of virus in your blood so you can't pass it on," said Kat Smithson of the National AIDS Trust. "If 

people are not diagnosed because they're not accessing health care, they're not aware they're living with 

HIV, which means they're far more likely to pass it on to somebody else." 

 

The British government, however, says protecting its borders outweighs those concerns. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 SUV cliff plunge: ‘felony committed’ 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/04/01/death-plunge-vehicles-speedometer-pinned-at-90-mph-
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authorities-say.html  

GIST The speedometer of a Washington state family’s SUV was “pinned” at 90 mph when the vehicle was 

found Monday afternoon, crushed along the rocks of a Northern California shoreline, court documents say. 

 

Authorities included the information in an affidavit for a search warrant for the home of Jennifer and Sarah 

Hart, adoptive parents of six children -- all of whom are believed to have perished when the vehicle 

plunged off the Pacific Coast Highway, Fox 12 Oregon reported. 

 

The two women and three of the children were found dead at the crash site Monday, but it was unclear 

how much time had elapsed between the accident and the discovery. 

 

Three other children are missing and may have been carried out to sea, authorities have said. 

 

The family had been living in Oregon until last year when they moved to Woodland, Wash. 

 

Meanwhile, law enforcement officers believe "a felony has been committed" in the case, the court 

documents say. 

 

The exact nature of the suspected felony was not known, but according to the documents, "Based upon the 

California Highway Patrol investigation, it is their belief ‘a felony has been committed,’” Fox 12 Oregon 

reported. 

 

However, authorities maintain there’s no evidence to suggest the crash was intentional, the Oregonian 

reported. 

 

The court documents indicate that CHP investigators found no “acceleration marks, tire friction marks or 

braking furrow marks” at the scene, and there was no evidence the car collided with the embankment as it 

“traversed towards the tidal zone below,” Fox 12 reported. 

 

According to the Oregonian, friends’ depictions and social media posts of the Hart family are at odds with 

police records. 

 

According to accounts of the family’s neighbors in Washington state, one child had shown up at a 

neighbor’s doorstep alleging abuse while another had asked neighbors for food because it was supposedly 

being withheld as punishment. 

 

Another child reportedly told police that Sarah Hart had hit her repeatedly with a closed fist and put her in 

a cold bath. According to the Oregonian, Hart pleaded guilty to the abuse in April 2011 and was sentenced 

to a year of probation. In another July 2013 incident, authorities responded to a call at the family’s 

residence. 

 

Days before the fatal crash, the Washington State Department of Social and Health Services opened a case 

into the family because the children had been identified as “potential victims of alleged abuse or neglect,” 

the Oregonian reported. The agency had attempted to contact the family but they had reportedly left home 

that day. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Doubts w/Hanford plant reopening 2022 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/doubts-raised-that-massive-hanford-plant-could-open-by-

2022/281-533730951  

GIST The U.S. Department of Energy has doubts that a massive nuclear waste treatment plant at the Hanford 

Nuclear Reservation can open by a 2022 deadline. 

 

But the agency has not notified the state of Washington that legal deadlines for the project are at risk. 
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Instead, the Tri-City Herald reports the agency has directed contractor Bechtel National to improve its 

performance. 

 

Bechtel is building the $17 billion plant intended to turn liquid nuclear wastes into glass-like logs for 

burial. The project has been plagued by safety and design issues. 

 

Hanford is located near Richland and for decades made plutonium for nuclear weapons. The site contains a 

huge volume of radioactive wastes. 

 

Bechtel's contract requires it to start treating radioactive waste by 2022. Construction on the plant started 

in 2002. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Cancer experts, studies: coffee is safe 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/health/2018/03/30/cancer-experts-say-coffee-is-safe-despite-californias-

new-warning-label-requirement.html  

GIST A California court judge’s ruling ordering coffee companies to put cancer warning labels on their products 

is not changing the minds of scientists and health professionals who say there is no credible evidence to 

warrant the dramatic move. 

 

Some say that despite any well-meaning intention that may have prompted the ruling by Superior Court 

Judge Elihu Berle on Wednesday, it could end up unnecessarily confusing and even frightening people. 

 

Many studies tying a chemical, acrylamide – which is formed when coffee beans are roasted – to cancer 

were conducted using animals who were given quantities much larger than a human would consume, J. 

Leonard Lichtenfeld, the deputy chief medical officer for the American Cancer Society, told Fox News. 

 

“The substance is present in many of our foods, not just coffee,” said Lichtenfeld, who has worked in 

oncology for decades. “There was a minor scare about it being in French fries, and foods that are cooked 

in higher temperatures. Demonstrating a direct cause to cancer is very difficult. You always have to put a 

[suspected] risk into perspective.” 

 

“I’m going to come right back and say we have other areas we need to put more attention to,” he said. 

“Smoking and obesity are some of those [risky] areas.” 

 

A judge recently ruled that coffee sellers in California must post warnings that coffee may pose a cancer 

risk. But coffee is not the only item the state has imposed restrictions on. Proposition 65 requires 

businesses to provide a warning about exposures to hundreds of harmful chemicals in our food. 

 

The Council for Education and Research on Toxics, a nonprofit group, sued Starbucks and about 90 other 

companies, including grocery stores and retail shops, under a state law that requires warnings on a wide 

range of chemicals that can cause cancer. One of those chemicals is acrylamide, present in coffee. 

 

The Metzger Law Group, which filed the suit, says on its website: "Acrylamide is an industrial carcinogen 

which, in recent years, has unfortunately been recognized as a substantial constituent of many foods we 

eat." 

 

"In 2002, Swedish researchers published an important study showing that potatoes and certain other foods 

heated at high temperatures contain very high levels of acrylamide," it added. "The highest levels of the 

carcinogen were found in french fries and potato chips, but high levels of acrylamide have also been found 

in cereals, breads, and coffee." 

 

The coffee industry had claimed the chemical was present at harmless levels and should be exempt from 
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the law because it results naturally from the cooking process necessary to make the beans flavorful. 

 

The ruling came despite eased concerns in recent years about the possible dangers of coffee, with some 

studies finding health benefits. 

 

In 2016, the International Agency for Research on Cancer — the cancer agency of the World Health 

Organization — moved coffee off its “possible carcinogen” list. 

 

Studies indicate coffee is unlikely to cause breast, prostate or pancreatic cancer, and it seems to lower the 

risks for liver and uterine cancers, the agency said. Evidence is inadequate to determine its effect on 

dozens of other cancer types. 

 

Kathryn M. Wilson, a cancer epidemiologist at Harvard University who has studied the impact of 

acrylamide on human, told the newspaper: "I think the evidence that acrylamide makes a difference for 

human cancer risk is pretty weak…It's a lot more helpful to look at coffee as a food." 

 

She noted, for instance, that coffee is a source of antioxidants, and has been shown in credible studies to 

have significant benefits, such as reducing the likelihood of liver cancer and Type 2 diabetes. 

 

Critics of the lawsuit and, now, ruling, say it feeds further into California’s penchant for regulations over 

what they say are trivial and even questionable issues. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Olympics: NKorea in 2020, 2022 Games 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/ioc-chief-says-north-korea-committed-tokyo-2020-olympic-

games-n861691  

GIST PYONGYANG, North Korea — International Olympic Committee President Thomas Bach met with Kim 

Jong Un in Pyongyang on Friday and said the North Korean leader is committed to having his country 

participate in the 2020 Tokyo Summer Olympics and the Beijing Winter Games in 2022. 

 

"We had a very fruitful meeting where it became clear that the supreme leader has a clear vision of the role 

that sport can play in a society with regard to education, with regard to health," Bach said after the two met 

on Friday for a 30-minute formal meeting followed by a 45 minutes of casual conversation while watching 

a football match at Pyongyang's May Day Stadium. 

 

He added that Kim told him the North's participation in the Pyeongchang games and marching together 

with South Korean athletes were an "important contribution to a peaceful dialogue." 

 

Bach, who also met with North Korea's sports minister, said he received a commitment from the county's 

National Olympic Committee to participate in Tokyo in 2020 and Beijing in 2022, along with competing 

in the respective youth Olympic Games. 

 

"This commitment has been fully supported by the supreme leader Kim Jong Un in a meeting we had this 

afternoon," he said. "He explained that sport is a pillar in his policy for the future development of the 

Democratic People's Republic of Korea." 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Illinois officials warn synthetic pot users 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/illinois-reports-rash-severe-bleeding-among-

synthetic-pot-users-n861596  

GIST Illinois public health officials are warning users of synthetic pot about the ultimate buzz kill — a rash of 

cases of severe bleeding that are believed to be linked to contaminated drugs. 
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As of Friday, 32 cases have been reported across the state since the outbreak began on March 7, half of 

which were in the Chicago metropolitan area, according to the Illinois Department of Public Health. 

 

The agency warns that authorities have not traced the source of the contamination, and affected users have 

reported obtaining their synthetic cannabinoids from friends, dealers and even convenience stores. 

 

"Synthetic cannabinoids have become popular because users often believe that it's legal and safe, but that's 

just not the case," department spokeswoman Melaney Arnold told NBC News. The narcotics are often 

marketed as K2 or Spice. 

 

"They're certainly not safe, and in many cases they're actually banned." 

 

Arnold said symptoms of the outbreak have included severe bloody noses, coughing up blood, bleeding 

gums and blood in urine. 

 

While the synthetic drugs are dubbed "cannabinoids" because they affect the same brain cell receptors as 

marijuana, they are actually potentially made up of hundreds of chemicals — many of which can be toxic. 

 

In three of the patients tested, traces of brodifacoum, a chemical used in rat poison, have been found, said 

Arnold. 

 

“This bleeding is not expected, at least in such a significant population so quickly,” Dr. Melissa 

Millewich, an emergency room physician at Advocate Good Samaritan Hospital in Downers Grove, 

Illinois, told The Chicago Tribune. 

 

But she added that users of synthetic pot have been treated at the hospital in previous cases for kidney 

failure and psychosis. 

 

“People don’t realize how dangerous this is,” said Millewich. 

 

The Department of Public Health is urging any users in the state experiencing abnormal bleeding to seek 

medical treatment immediately and to avoid using any synthetic cannabinoids bought in the last month. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Undersea cables target for sabotage? 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/c2e7621bda224e2db2f8c654c9203a09/Could-enemies-sabotage-undersea-cables-

linking-the-world  

GIST WASHINGTON (AP) — Russian ships are skulking around underwater communications cables, causing 

the U.S. and its allies to worry the Kremlin might be taking information warfare to new depths. 

 

Is Moscow interested in cutting or tapping the cables? Does it want the West to worry it might? Is there a 

more innocent explanation? Unsurprisingly, Russia isn’t saying. 

 

But whatever Moscow’s intentions, U.S. and Western officials are increasingly troubled by their rival’s 

interest in the 400 fiber-optic cables that carry most of world’s calls, emails and texts, as well as $10 

trillion worth of daily financial transactions. 

 

“We’ve seen activity in the Russian navy, and particularly undersea in their submarine activity, that we 

haven’t seen since the ’80s,” Gen. Curtis Scaparrotti, commander of the U.S. European Command, told 

Congress this month. 

 

Without undersea cables, a bank in Asian countries couldn’t send money to Saudi Arabia to pay for oil. 

U.S. military leaders would struggle to communicate with troops fighting extremists in Afghanistan and 
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the Middle East. A student in Europe wouldn’t be able to Skype his parents in the United States. 

 

All this information is transmitted along tiny glass fibers encased in undersea cables that, in some cases, 

are little bigger than a garden hose. All told, there are 620,000 miles of fiber-optic cable running under the 

sea, enough to loop around the earth nearly 25 times. 

 

Most lines are owned by private telecommunications companies, including giants like Google and 

Microsoft. Their locations are easily identified on public maps, with swirling lines that look like spaghetti. 

While cutting one cable might have limited impact, severing several simultaneously or at choke points 

could cause a major outage. 

 

The Russians “are doing their homework and, in the event of a crisis or conflict with them, they might do 

rotten things to us,” said Michael Kofman, a Russian military expert at nonprofit research group CNA 

Corp. 

 

It’s not Moscow’s warfighting ships and submarines that are making NATO and U.S. officials uneasy. It’s 

Russia’s Main Directorate of Deep Sea Research, whose specialized surface ships, submarines, underwater 

drones and mini subs conduct reconnaissance, underwater salvage and other work. 

 

One ship run by the directorate is the Yantar. It’s a modest, 354-foot oceanographic vessel that holds a 

crew of about 60. It most recently was off South America’s coast helping Argentina search for a lost 

submarine. 

 

Parlamentskaya Gazeta, the Russian parliament’s publication, last October said the Yantar has equipment 

“designed for deep-sea tracking” and “connecting to top-secret communication cables.” The publication 

said that in September 2015, the Yantar was near Kings Bay, Georgia, home to a U.S. submarine base, 

“collecting information about the equipment on American submarines, including underwater sensors and 

the unified (U.S. military) information network.” Rossiya, a Russian state TV network, has said the Yantar 

can not only connect to top-secret cables, but could cut them and “jam underwater sensors with a special 

system.” 

 

Russia’s Defense Ministry did not respond to a request for comment. 

 

There is no hard evidence that the ship is engaged in nefarious activity, said Steffan Watkins, an 

information technology security consultant in Canada tracking the ship. But he wonders what the ship is 

doing when it’s stopped over critical cables or when its Automatic Identification System tracking 

transponder isn’t on. 

 

Of the Yantar’s crew, he said: “I don’t think these are the actual guys who are doing any sabotage. I think 

they’re laying the groundwork for future operations.” 

 

Members of Congress are wondering, too. 

 

The Yantar’s movements have previously raised eyebrows. 

 

On Oct. 18, 2016, a Syrian telecom company ordered emergency maintenance to repair a cable in the 

Mediterranean that provides internet connectivity to several countries, including Syria, Libya and 

Lebanon. The Yantar arrived in the area the day before the four-day maintenance began. It left two days 

before the maintenance ended. It’s unknown what work it did while there. 

 

Watkins described another episode on Nov. 5, 2016, when a submarine cable linking Persian Gulf nations 

experienced outages in Iran. Hours later, the Yantar left Oman and headed to an area about 60 miles west 

of the Iranian port city of Bushehr, where the cable runs ashore. Connectivity was restored just hours 

before the Yantar arrived on Nov. 9. The boat stayed stationary over the site for several more days. 

 

Despite the relatively few publicly known incidents of sabotage, most outages are due to accidents. 
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Two hundred or so cable-related outages take place each year. Most occur when ship anchors snap cables 

or commercial fishing equipment snags the lines. Others break during tsunamis, earthquakes and other 

natural disasters. 

 

But even accidental cuts can harm U.S. military operations. 

 

In 2008 in Iraq, unmanned U.S. surveillance flights nearly screeched to a halt one day at Balad Air Base 

not because of enemy mortar attacks or dusty winds. An anchor had snagged a cable hundreds of miles 

away from the base, situated in the “Sunni Triangle” northwest of Baghdad. 

 

The severed cable had linked controllers based in the United States with unmanned aircraft flying 

intelligence, surveillance and recognizance missions for coalition forces in the skies over Iraq, explained 

Ret. Air Force Col. Dave Lujan of Hampton, Virginia. 

 

“Say you’re operating a remote-controlled car and all of a sudden you can’t control it,” said Lujan, who 

was deputy commander of the 332nd Expeditionary Operations Group at the base when the little-

publicized outage lasted for two to three days. “That’s a big impact,” he said, describing how U.S. pilots 

had to fly the missions instead. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Study: plastic swallowed w/every meal 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5563435/How-swallow-114-pieces-plastic-meal.html   

GIST We could be swallowing more than 100 tiny plastic particles with every main meal, a shocking study 

reveals. 

 

The plastic, which can come from soft furnishings and synthetic fabrics, gets into household dust which 

falls on plates and is consumed. 

 

UK scientists made the discovery after putting Petri dishes containing sticky dust traps on the table next to 

dinner plates in three homes at meal times. 

 

Up to 14 pieces of plastic were found in the Petri dishes at the end of a 20-minute meal – the equivalent of 

114 plastic fibres falling on the average dinner plate given their much larger size. 

 

The scientists, from Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh, concluded that the average person swallows up 

to 68,415 potentially dangerous plastic fibres a year simply through sitting down to eat.  

 

The study confirms the alarming spread of plastic in the air which was recently uncovered by the Daily 

Mail. 

 

An investigation by this newspaper, which has run a longstanding Turn The Tide on Plastic campaign, 

revealed earlier this month that fillets of fresh fish from open counters at major supermarkets contain up to 

139 pieces of plastic for every 240g.  

 

The particles were too large to have passed from the gut into the flesh of the fish so the University of 

Portsmouth scientists who oversaw our investigation believe the plastics came from airborne 

contamination. 

 

Experts warn that ingesting plastic particles can damage lungs, poison kidneys and interfere with 

hormones. 

 

It had previously been thought the risk to human health was largely from eating fish polluted by plastic 

waste in the oceans. But the Edinburgh scientists set out to compare plastic fibres found in mussels with 
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the amount in the average household meal. 

 

They found fewer than two microplastics in each mussel, which could be linked to the marine 

environment, and conclude that the average person can expect to consume 100 plastic particles a year 

through eating the shellfish.  

 

But they will ingest anything from 13,731 to 68,415 fibres in a year during meals because of household 

dust. 

 

Dr Ted Henry, senior author of the study and professor of environmental toxicology at Heriot-Watt 

University, said: ‘These results may be surprising to some people who may expect the plastic fibres in 

seafood to be higher than those in household dust. 

 

‘We do not know where these fibres come from, but it is likely to be inside the home and the wider 

environment.’ 

 

The plastic fibres found in the home-cooked meals did not come from the food or the cooking 

environment, but household dust, the authors believe. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Dalai Lama caught in middle India, China 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/30/asia/india-tibet-china-dalai-lama-intl/index.html  

GIST New Delhi (CNN)Is India distancing itself from the Tibetan exile community six decades after the Dalai 

Lama fled to the country? 

 

That's the question many are asking after celebrations to mark the 60th anniversary of the spiritual leader's 

arrival in India have been moved or canceled, as Beijing and New Delhi seek to reboot ties in the wake of 

a tense year in bilateral relations. 

 

From March 31, Tibetans in India are holding a year-long "Thank You India" event as a prelude to 

celebrating the Dalai Lama's time in the country and to show gratitude to the Indian government and its 

people for their support of Tibetan refugees. 

 

But what should have been a moment of joy has been overshadowed by a flurry of speculation about the 

future of the exiled Tibetan community -- and especially the freedom they have enjoyed in India since the 

late 1950s. 

 

"It looks like the Government of India is changing its policy," said Claude Apri, an India-based expert on 

Tibet and author of several books on Tibetan issues. 

 

After an unsuccessful revolt against the Chinese occupation of Tibet, the 14th Dalai Lama, Tibet's spiritual 

leader, fled the capital Lhasa in secret. 

 

He crossed into India on March 31, 1959 and has made India his home ever since. 

 

A living god-like figure for millions of Buddhists, India officially calls him "the most esteemed and 

honored guest of India." China accuses of him of being a "a wolf in monk's robes," engaged in "anti-China 

separatist activities under the cloak of religion with the aim of breaking Tibet away from China." 

 

In early March, news emerged that the Indian Foreign Secretary penned a classified advisory asking senior 

leaders and government officials to refrain from attending events planned by exiled Tibetans in India. 

The note reportedly said the events, in March and April, came at a "very sensitive time in the context of 

India's relations with China." 
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A week later, the Tibetan Central Administration -- the government in exile -- decided to move a major 

cultural event that was originally planned to be held in the Indian capital New Delhi with a speech by the 

Dalai Lama, to Dharamsala, where the exiled community is based. 

 

A Dalai Lama-led inter-faith prayer ceremony was also scrapped, the Tibetan Central Administration said, 

as was the Seventh World Parliamentarians Convention on Tibet that was meant to be held on April 26-28 

in Delhi. 

 

The Tibetan Parliament-in-exile, the organizers of the convention, declined to give a reason for the 

cancellation of the high-profile event. 

 

Sonam Dagpo, a spokesman for the Tibetan Central Administration said that there has been no direct 

communication from the Indian authorities and that the plans were changed out of respect to the Indian 

government's position. 

 

"Once we (heard about the note), we decided to shift the venue," he said. "There are no ill feelings. If you 

weigh what the Indian government has done for us, that is far more than this." 

 

The Indian foreign ministry issued a statement this month saying there is no change in India's position, and 

that "His Holiness is accorded all freedom to carry out his religious activities in India." 

 

Recent statements from Beijing and Delhi show the two governments are seeking to mend ties after a 

turbulent year in bilateral relations. 

 

Last year, troops from both countries were involved in a months-long border standoff in Doklam, up in the 

Himalayas near Bhutan. 

 

India boycotted China's flagship summit in Beijing last May on its Belt and Road Initiative, an ambitious 

global trade plan. The Dalai Lama's visit in April to the northeastern Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh -- a 

territory that China claims as its own -- also sparked diplomatic tensions between Beijing and New Delhi. 

 

At a press conference last month, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said the two countries leaders "have 

developed a strategic vision for the future of our relations: the Chinese 'dragon' and the Indian 'elephant' 

must not fight each other, but dance with each other." 

 

India's Foreign Secretary Vijay Gokhale visited Beijing in February, where he said both sides noted the 

need to "address differences on the basis of mutual respect and sensitivity to each other's concerns, 

interests and aspirations." 

 

Manoj Joshi, a fellow at the Observer Research Foundation, said India is keen to keep ties balanced, 

especially with China growing closer to rival Pakistan. 

 

Tibetans may be the big losers if India and China do mend things up, said Tshering Chonzom Bhutia, 

associate fellow at the Institute of Chinese Studies in New Delhi. 

 

"If policymakers in India continue to be guided by the perception that serving up the Tibet issue on the 

diplomatic plate to China is the most efficient way to improve India-China relations, then we can 

anticipate more restrictions on Tibetan activities in India," she said. 

 

Against the backdrop of China's rising dominance in India's neighboring countries, Tibet is a minor issue 

for Delhi, said Tsering Shakya, a Tibet scholar and research chair at the University of British Columbia in 

Canada. 

 

"India is sensing Tibet's appeal in the West is declining," Shakya said, freeing Delhi to play to Beijing's 

feelings on the issue. 
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Adding to all this uncertainty is the confusion of what happens after the Dalai Lama dies. 

 

In 2011, in a move to democratize the system of government, the Dalai Lama gave up his political and 

administrative powers and chose to remain as just a spiritual leader, but he is still far and away the 

community's most influential figure. 

 

The 82-year-old recently decided to cut down on his travels citing age and exhaustion. It remains unclear 

who will be the next Dalai Lama, how that person will be picked, or whether there will be another Dalai 

Lama. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Judge: coffee requires cancer warning 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/california-judge-rules-coffee-requires-cancer-warning-

54117433?cid=clicksource_26_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Scientists haven't rendered a verdict on whether coffee is good or bad for you but a California judge has. 

He says coffee sellers in the state should have to post cancer warnings. 

 

The culprit is a chemical produced in the bean roasting process that is a known carcinogen and has been at 

the heart of an eight-year legal struggle between a tiny nonprofit group and Big Coffee. 

 

The Council for Education and Research on Toxics wanted the coffee industry to remove acrylamide from 

its processing — like potato chip makers did when it sued them years ago — or disclose the danger in 

ominous warning signs or labels. The industry, led by Starbucks Corp., said the level of the chemical in 

coffee isn't harmful and any risks are outweighed by benefits. 

 

Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Elihu Berle said Wednesday that the coffee makers hadn't presented the 

proper grounds at trial to prevail. 

 

"While plaintiff offered evidence that consumption of coffee increases the risk of harm to the fetus, to 

infants, to children and to adults, defendants' medical and epidemiology experts testified that they had no 

opinion on causation," Berle wrote in his proposed ruling. "Defendants failed to satisfy their burden of 

proving ... that consumption of coffee confers a benefit to human health." 

 

The suit was brought against Starbucks and 90 companies under a controversial law passed by California 

voters in 1986 that has been credited with culling cancer-causing chemicals from myriad products and also 

criticized for leading to quick settlement shakedowns. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Police stepping up E-DUI patrols 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/04/01/put-down-that-phone-police-stepping-up-e-dui-patrols-in-april/  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. — Tempted to grab your cellphone while behind the wheel? Don’t! 

 

Beginning Monday, over 150 extra law enforcement agencies will be looking for distracted drivers. The 

statewide initiative goes through April 14, according to the Washington Traffic Safety Commission. 

 

Under the "Driving Under the Influence of Electronics” (E-DUI) law, drivers may not hold cell phones or 

watch videos while they are driving, stopped in traffic, or at a stop light. This includes tablets, laptops, 

games, or any hand-held electronic devices. The law restricts hands-free use to a single touch. 

 

“Our goal is to raise public awareness about the dangers of distracted driving,” said Erika Mascorro, 
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program manager for Washington Traffic Safety Commission. “Research shows that drivers are three 

times more likely to crash when talking on the phone, and 23 times more likely to crash when entering 

information into their phone.” 

 

A statewide survey of Washington drivers found that 96 percent agree that using a cell phone while 

driving is dangerous, 88 percent said they don’t check social media while driving and most said they do 

not read incoming texts. Only one percent felt comfortable being a passenger in a car with a driver who 

was texting. 

 

Nearly 1,500 drivers have been ticketed each month since Washington’s new E-DUI law began in July 

2017. The first E-DUI ticket will cost drivers $136. If the driver incurs a second ticket within five years, 

the fine increases to $234. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Miami: drive by shooting kills 4yr-old 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/police-4-year-old-fatally-shot-in-miami-drive-by-

shooting/  

GIST MIAMI (AP) — Police say a 4-year-old girl was fatally shot in a drive-by shooting in Miami. 

 

In a statement, police spokesman Michael Vega said officers were called to Miami’s Liberty Square 

housing complex Saturday morning about a child that had been shot. 

 

The 4-year-old had already been taken to a hospital by her mother by the time officers arrived. Vega said 

the girl died at the hospital. 

 

Police said another child and an adult were injured at the scene by shattered glass. 

 

Vega said a male suspect who fled the scene later turned himself in at a police station. 

 

Police have not released the names of either the girl or the suspect. 

 

Vega said the motive for the shooting remained unclear. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Austin PD bomb squad grueling toll 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/austin-bombings-put-police-squad-under-emotional-

strain/  

GIST AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — After a 16-hour workday investigating the Austin bombings, police Lt. Courtney 

Renfro arrived home to find Amazon packages on his doorstep. 

 

Renfro paused, even though he had ordered the packages himself. 

 

Members of the Austin police bomb squad investigated a series of explosions that killed two people and 

injured several others over a three-week period. They also dealt with the grueling toll of chasing thousands 

of reports of suspicious packages, and trying to locate a suspected bomber who turned out to have no 

criminal history. 

 

Renfro told the Austin American-Statesman that the series of attacks left him “in utter shock that this was 

happening in our city.” 

 

“I have always told the guys to be prepared, but something told me it’s never going to happen in little 

Austin,” he said. 
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As the bombings were occurring, bomb technicians responded to more calls during one key week than 

they had the entire year before. One day, Renfro said he found a fellow officer, Cpl. Jesse Carrillo, 

sleeping on the floor of his office. 

 

“They were sleeping in their cars, sleeping in their offices, getting an hour here or there,” Renfro said. 

 

Every explosion generated many more calls to police about suspicious packages or offering leads on the 

bomber. 

 

“When a blast would happen, we would all have to respond,” Carrillo said. “Just as things would slow 

down, there would be another explosion.” 

 

Beginning on March 2, police say 23-year-old Mark Anthony Conditt planted bombs in different parts of 

Austin, killing two people and severely wounding four others.  

 

Authorities say he began by placing explosives in packages left overnight on doorsteps, killing 39-year-old 

Anthony Stephan House and 17-year-old musician Draylen Mason. He then rigged an explosive to a 

tripwire along a public trail, injuring two young men who crossed it. Finally, he sent two parcels with 

bombs via FedEx, one of which exploded and injured a worker at a distribution center near San Antonio. 

 

Investigators say Conditt used one of his own devices to blow himself up as authorities approached his 

SUV before dawn on March 21. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Anatomy bomb investigation: ATF lab 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/01/us/atf-bomb-lab-beltsville.html  

GIST BELTSVILLE, Md. — About an hour outside Washington, tucked in a cinder-block building run by the 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, orderly piles of charred and twisted matter are 

spread across a secure laboratory. 

 

Inside is evidence from Austin, Tex., where Mark Conditt, 23, terrorized the city for three weeks in March 

by setting off a half- dozen homemade explosives before blowing himself up. 

 

The collections in the Maryland lab look more suited to a landfill than to a secure government facility. 

Though law enforcement officials would not discuss specifics or allow photographs of evidence, each 

jumble would be tested and prodded, with technicians hoping to unlock insight into Mr. Conditt and the 

small but active group of people like him: America’s domestic bombers. 

 

Evidence from hundreds of domestic bombing cases passes through A.T.F. labs every year. A few, like the 

one in Austin, attract widespread attention. The majority prompt no headlines: husbands trying to kill 

wives with amateur car bombs, rival motorcycle gangs lobbing improvised explosive devices, a 

mischievous student who accidentally blows up a mailbox. 

 

“Each explosive investigation is going to be different,” said Matt Farr, section chief of the DNA analysis 

division at the laboratory here. “It’s very scene- and device-specific.” 

 

Few domestic bombings are the same. Deconstructing them requires a combination of logistical skill — 

physically analyzing explosives and their components — and creative psychology, involving analysis of 

the motivation and patterns of the bombers. And the digital age has made it increasingly easy to 

experiment with amateur devices. 

 

“There’s a lot of information available on the internet now,” said Doug Klapec, the chief of the arson and 

explosive division in Beltsville. “People used to have to go to the library and check out ‘Anarchist 
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Cookbook.’” 

 

In the post-9/11 era, the notion of bombings has become almost inextricably linked to Islamic extremist 

terrorism, which the F.B.I. investigates. But the majority of bombings in the United States bear no nexus 

to Islamic terrorism. The evidence in those cases is sent to Beltsville, or one of its two sister labs, in 

Atlanta and Walnut Creek, Calif. 

 

Since 1886, the A.T.F.’s laboratory division has been spread across those three places. Its modest staff 

includes chemists, forensic biologists and scientists who analyze evidence each year from thousands of 

fires, explosions and other crimes. In 2017, A.T.F. labs helped close 314 explosives cases. 

 

“I don’t know that there’s a better bomb lab in the country,” Brad A. Galvan, a former A.T.F. agent who 

ran the bureau’s explosives unit in San Diego until 2017, said of Beltsville. 

 

To go from a blast site to Beltsville or a similar facility, a deactivated bomb — or parts of it — is 

transported to one of the A.T.F. labs. Stored at the facilities in bunkers, the samples can be road maps to 

suspects. 

 

“We’re going to dissect that device down to its lowest common denominator,” Mr. Galvan said. “Anything 

that’s used and recovered, we’re going to try and identify. It’s very manpower-intensive.” 

 

Each piece, down to the type of tape used to hold a bomb together, helps build a profile of the suspect. 

Shrapnel types, a certain kind of PVC piping, spit on the back of a stamp — any could lead to the right 

security footage or hardware store. 

 

“Sometimes these areas are remote enough that you’ve only got one Lowe’s or one Home Depot in the 

whole area,” Mr. Klapec said. 

 

In one instance, Mr. Klapec said, investigators found a suspect through DNA that his girlfriend had left on 

the cork of a wine bottle. The bottle had been filled with gasoline and put into a gift basket, which 

detonated when handled. 

 

“It’s only limited by your imagination and the size of the container you want to put it into,” Mr. Galvan 

said of improvised bombs. 

 

Pipe bombs remain the typical case, Mr. Klapec said. Most bombings use what is called a low explosive, 

something like black powder, instead of a high explosive like dynamite. Most are one-offs aimed at 

specific targets, not serial bombings. 

 

The macabre mentality of multiple bombings can be gripping, Mr. Klapec said. 

 

“Most serial bombers take their time,” he said. “There’s a lot of psychological components.” 

 

Crucial to catching a bomber like Mr. Conditt is finding a pattern. 

 

“As you do more and more things in a bomb, you create more and more of a signature,” Mr. Klapec said. 

 

The A.T.F. maintains a database known as the Bomb Arson Tracking System, or BATS, where every 

detail of every domestic bomb in the United States is supposed to be logged. It can help investigators 

connect cases committed by the same person, even years apart. 

 

Historically given limited resources, the A.T.F. has at times struggled to keep up with the volume of 

requests that enter its lab system. 

 

“We have so much work that we have to turn some cases away,” Mr. Klapec said. 
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Current and former agents and officials at the agency lament its political handicaps — as the broker of the 

country’s gun regulations, it has been hamstrung by the powerful gun lobby — and the A.T.F.’s tendency 

to work in the shadow of bigger agencies like the F.B.I., which has its own bomb division. 

 

A memorandum of understanding between the two agencies, brokered by the Justice Department, helps 

guide jurisdiction of bombing investigations. But those guidelines have pitfalls. 

 

“The biggest time we butt heads is when you have domestic terrorism. What really is that?” said Mr. 

Klapec, noting the debate that emerged about whether Mr. Conditt should be considered a domestic 

terrorist. “Is everything domestic terrorism?” 

 

Law enforcement officials have said Mr. Conditt should not be labeled a terrorist because he did not 

appear to be motivated by hate. 

 

But for the city terrorized by him, Mr. Conditt’s actions qualify. “There is no mistaking the fear these 

attacks inflicted on an entire city,” the editorial board of The Austin American-Statesman wrote the 

morning after he killed himself. “That makes this terrorism.” 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Police: fatal shooting near Seattle Center 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/944044/police-investigate-fatal-shooting-near-seattle-center/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — Police are investigating a fatal shooting near Seattle Center. 

 

Authorities say witnesses called 911 just after 2:10 a.m. Sunday to report gunshots in the Lower Queen 

Anne neighborhood. Officers found a 21-year-old man shot in the head and provided first aid until medics 

arrived and pronounced him dead. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 French police arrest driver aiming car 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/france-car-attack-soldiers-varces-allieres-et-risset-barracks-isere-

manhunt/  

GIST PARIS -- A man shouted death threats from his car window at several groups of French soldiers out for a 

Thursday morning jog in the French Alps, then tried to run two of them over, a military spokesman said. 

Col. Benoit Brulot, a French Army spokesman, said the driver circled the military barracks in Varces-

Allieres-et-Risset, in the southeastern Isere region, shouting at groups of soldiers. He returned later and 

tried to hit the two soldiers with his car before making a quick getaway. 

 

The National Police said in a brief statement on Twitter that an individual had been arrested in connection 

with the incident in the city of Grenoble, not far from Varces-Allieres-et-Risset. The police said they were 

not treating the incident as terrorism yet, but the motivation remained unclear. 

 

Brulot said that none of the soldiers, from the 27th Mountain Infantry Brigade, was injured. 

 

Security sources told French news agency AFP that the suspect shouted threats at the soldiers in both 

French and Arabic before returning to take aim at them with his car. AFP said the man was driving a car 

with false license plates when he drove at the soldiers. 

 

Authorities were on high alert as the incident occurred one week after an Islamic extremist shot at police 

returning from a jog in southern France, before taking hostages in a supermarket in an attack that claimed 

four lives. 

 

Brulot said several of the soldiers were questioned Thursday morning by gendarmes in nearby Grenoble. 
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The motives for the attempted attack were unclear. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Parkland shooter brother gets probation 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/alleged-parkland-shooters-brother-gets-probation-for-trespassing-

at-marjory-stoneman-douglas/  

GIST FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. — The brother of the suspected Florida high school gunman pleaded no 

contest Thursday to trespassing on the campus where the deadly rampage occurred and was sentenced to 

time served and six months of probation. 

 

Circuit Judge Melinda Kirsch Brown also ordered Zachary Cruz, 18, to enroll in therapy, wear an ankle 

bracelet and said he cannot possess firearms or ammunition. The judge also said Zachary Cruz must be 

tested to make sure he isn't consuming drugs or alcohol and must stay at least 1 mile from Marjory 

Stoneman Douglas High School during probation. He can never visit the school again and must not contact 

any victims or their families. 

 

He was arrested March 19 after police found him skateboarding at Stoneman Douglas after school, 33 days 

after his 19-year-old brother, Nikolas Cruz, killed 17 students and staff members and wounded 17 others 

during a Valentine's Day shooting. Broward sheriff's deputies say Zachary Cruz had told him not to come 

on campus, but his attorney, Joseph Kimok, denied that. 

 

Zachary Cruz had spent the last 10 days in custody on $500,000 bond ordered by a different judge. The 

typical bond in Broward County for trespassing, a second-degree misdemeanor, is $25. 

 

But this was not a typical trespassing case. Cruz, shackled at the wrists and ankles and wearing a tan 

prison jumpsuit, was led into court by six deputies Thursday as numerous reporters and TV cameras 

looked on. 

 

Prosecutor Sarahnell Murphy announced a plea deal had been reached, the conditions were read and the 

judge asked if he understood. He softly replied, "Yes, ma'am." After the judge accepted his plea and 

pronounced sentence, Kimok read an apology from Cruz, saying he was sorry if he scared anyone by 

visiting the school. 

 

After the hearing, Kimok called Zachary Cruz's 10-day detention on $500,000 bond on a trespassing 

charge "immoral and unconstitutional." He said there is no doubt that was done simply because of who his 

brother is. He said no one else would have been arrested. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 When govt. lies about you in court 

SOURCE http://www.weeklystandard.com/the-firestarter-what-happens-when-the-government-lies-about-

you-in-court/article/2012095  

GIST Is there a hole in our justice system where corruption is allowed to fester? Yes. 

 

Sixty years ago, John Leo Brady was tried for murder in a Maryland court. Brady never denied helping to 

plan a robbery with his accomplice, Donald Boblit, but insisted that Boblit had pulled the trigger when the 

scheme went awry. Brady's lawyer argued that his client should therefore be sentenced to life in prison, not 

death. The jury disagreed and voted to execute him. It was only after Boblit himself was convicted and 

sentenced to death that Brady's lawyer learned that the prosecutor had intentionally kept hidden Boblit's 

admission to the crime. 

 

Ruling on Brady's appeal, the Maryland Court of Appeals agreed that the suppression of exculpatory 

evidence was a 14th Amendment due-process violation, and remanded the case to the trial court on the 
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question of punishment. In 1963, the Supreme Court affirmed in Brady v. Maryland that exculpatory 

evidence withheld from the defense by the prosecution violates constitutional protections. Ever since then 

"Brady violations" have resulted in sanctions against prosecutors and police, as well as overturned 

criminal convictions. 

 

But what happens when the government withholds exculpatory evidence during the prosecution of a civil 

lawsuit against an individual or company? Nothing, apparently. 

 

With Brady deemed to apply only to criminal cases, no specific case law punishes a government lawyer 

for failing to disclose evidence that would've been helpful to a civil defendant. If there were, then last year 

the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals might not have denied a motion by Sierra Pacific Industries, a California 

forest products company, to set aside a consequential settlement it had made in 2012 with the U.S. 

Department of Justice. For that matter, if there had been a civil equivalent of Brady, there probably 

wouldn't have been a settlement in the first place. 

 

* * * 

 

In 2009, the Justice Department's Eastern District of California filed a lawsuit against Sierra Pacific 

Industries (and some minor defendants) for damages stemming from a 2007 forest fire in California's 

Sierra Nevadas. The fire burned about 65,000 acres of forest, most of them national lands. The suit was 

based on an origin-and-cause report filed by Joshua White, an investigator from the California Department 

of Forestry and Fire Protection (Cal Fire), that claimed a tractor operated by SPI's logging subcontractor 

had struck a rock, generating a spark that ignited some forest duff and then turned into a conflagration. 

 

California filed a separate suit against SPI but signed a joint prosecution agreement with DOJ, allowing 

the two government agencies to prepare cooperatively. The only substantial difference between the two 

suits was the amount they sought in damages. The state of California wanted about $10 million. The feds 

wanted nearly a $1 billion. Which seemed excessive, since the total value of the land was about $25 

million and the costs of fighting the fire were less than $10 million. The outsized damages were just the 

first sign that something was very wrong with the government's case. 

 

Sierra Pacific Industries sounds like a big, faceless corporation, but in reality it's a family-owned company, 

founded more than six decades ago as a tiny sawmill by Archie Aldis "Red" Emmerson, who'd survived a 

truly Dickensian childhood by outworking everyone around him. Now one of the country's most successful 

lumber suppliers, SPI fought back as if its future was at stake. Because it was. 

 

Over the course of nearly three years of discovery, Emmerson's lawyers in Sacramento deposed witnesses 

and produced evidence that comprehensively dismantled the investigator's report. They found that White 

and his counterpart from the United States Forest Service had failed to follow established investigative 

protocols, fabricated inculpatory evidence, hid exculpatory evidence, invented both a false theory of the 

fire and a false ignition point for the fire, lied under oath, and intentionally disregarded the possible 

involvement of a young man named Ryan Bauer, who started volunteering unsolicited alibis and 

statements which turned out to be contradicted by facts and subsequent statements. 

 

Whether or not Bauer had had anything to do with the fire, the circumstantial evidence of his involvement 

appeared so compelling that SPI's lead attorney, William Warne, planned to put him on the stand as a 

dramatic symbol of the government's flawed investigation. That Cal Fire's White had deliberately ignored 

Bauer would underscore for the jury how poorly he had done his job—unless, that is, his job had been to 

target a deep-pocketed company instead of someone the state would be on the hook for incarcerating. 

(There was also a known arsonist in the area at the time of the fire. White ignored him, too.) 

 

But just before trial, Assistant United States Attorney Kelli Taylor filed motions warranting to the court 

that there was not a "shred of physical evidence" to suggest another party might have been liable, and 

asked the court to preclude SPI from turning the trial into an "arson witch hunt." Judge Kimberly Mueller 

assented. SPI would not, she ruled, be allowed "to argue that someone else started the fire." 
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Now Red Emmerson faced a stark choice. Where victory once seemed certain, the odds had fallen to about 

50-50—not good enough to risk possibly losing his company. Reluctantly, he and his sons George and 

Mark, who now ran SPI, agreed in July 2012 to transfer 22,500 acres of California forest owned by SPI to 

the United States Forest Service, and pay $50 million. The DOJ valued the settlement at $122.5 million 

and celebrated it as the "largest ever received by the United States for damages caused by a wildfire." 

 

Emmerson explained that what made the decision to settle somewhat easier was knowing he would still 

get his day in court, as long as the California judge didn't issue a similar ruling. 

 

Warne and his team were prepping for that trial when he got a call from Ryan Bauer's father, Edwin, who 

"wanted to gloat," Warne says, "about the settlement." Then Bauer mentioned "the bribe." 

 

"What are you talking about?" Warne asked. 

 

In late spring of 2012, officials from the Justice Department went to serve a subpoena on Bauer's father, 

Edwin. During the encounter, Edwin claimed that Warne had approached the Bauers' attorney and offered 

them money in exchange for Ryan Bauer admitting to starting the fire. Edwin claimed that his attorney had 

presented this offer to the Bauers and that the Bauers had refused it. 

 

The DOJ investigators immediately contacted the Bauers' lawyer—but he denied that any such thing had 

happened, and proved it to their satisfaction. This lawyer later told Warne he'd naturally assumed Warne 

had been informed about the Bauers' allegation. But he hadn't been. No one from DOJ ever mentioned it to 

the defense, or the court. 

 

Warne was shocked but not surprised. After all, AUSA Taylor hadn't dropped the suit even after seeing it 

was based on a dishonest investigation. Now she had withheld knowledge of a false accusation made by a 

percipient witness, too. 

 

The disclosure would have contradicted Taylor's assertion that there was not a "shred" of evidence 

pointing to anyone else, and presumably would have inclined Judge Mueller to allow the defense to put 

Bauer on the stand. In which case, the federal trial would have proceeded. And given what soon happened 

in California, the verdict can be reasonably supposed. 

 

Scheduled for July 2013, the California trial never took place. After reading hundreds of pages of motions, 

Superior Court Judge Leslie Nichols dismissed the lawsuit, calling it "corrupt and tainted," and ordered 

Cal Fire to pay the defendants $32 million (the largest discovery sanction ever ordered by a judge against a 

government agency) for its "egregious and reprehensible conduct." 

 

While the state ruling didn't affect the federal suit, Judge Nichols's finding of pervasive misconduct 

confirmed the defendants' belief that the prosecutors had perpetrated a "fraud on the court," for which 

there was ample precedent to set aside the settlement. 

 

Warne filed a motion with the district court, which dismissed it, then appealed to the 9th Circuit, which 

ruled "the district court correctly concluded that Brady does not generally apply in civil proceedings . . . 

the government did not have a specific duty to disclose the false bribe information, beyond its standard 

discovery obligations." 

 

Of course, those standard discovery obligations had also applied to Brady's prosecutor in 1958, and yet the 

Supreme Court decided 7-2 that such obligations would be honored more diligently if the prosecution 

faced sanctions for failing to abide by an inscription carved into the walls of the Department of Justice, as 

quoted by Justice William O. Douglas in his Brady opinion: "The United States wins its point whenever 

justice is done its citizens in the courts." 

 

By that reasoning, it is nothing less than an injustice that "courts" doesn't refer also to civil courts. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 ICE arrests farmworkers sparking fears 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-farmworkers-ice-20180316-htmlstory.html  

GIST Jesus Aceves was driving three of his fellow farmworkers to the tomato fields in the early-morning 

darkness when he saw lights flash behind him. 

 

ICE agents pulled him over and asked for his license, registration and insurance and, most forebodingly, 

whether the men were in the United States legally. 

 

Aceves and his passengers were taken to an immigrant detention facility. But none of them had been the 

target of Immigration and Customs Enforcement. 

 

Three of the men had no criminal records. The most serious blots on the 44-year-old Aceves’ record were 

several convictions — the most recent in 2012 — for driving without a license. 

 

That morning, an ICE spokesman said, agents went to a Kern County residence where they thought an 

immigration target lived. One of the men who got into Aceves’ car matched that person’s description, he 

said. The ICE agents followed. 

 

The arrests were part of a larger sweep in California’s agricultural heartland that has sent fear through the 

Central Valley, where for generations, immigrants here — both legally and illegally — have picked crops. 

In some fields, almost all of the foreign workers are in the country without legal status. 

 

While many immigrants have been on edge since President Trump vowed a crackdown on illegal 

immigration, the recent sweeps have been particularly concerning because they included the arrests of 

people not specifically targeted by ICE. 

 

The concern extends to farmers, who fear more sweeps will drive away labor at a time when some are 

struggling to get enough workers to pick the crops. 

 

Manuel Cunha Jr., president of Nisei Farmers League, which represents agricultural employers and their 

workers throughout the state, said farmers are worried about losing trusted workers. He said the 

increasingly tense relationship between the Trump administration and California, which declared itself a 

“sanctuary state,” has upped the anxiety. 

 

“They’re not going to be replaced by American workers,” Cunha said. “Don’t punish the businesses. 

We’re not the ones that came up with the sanctuary state.” 

 

In the February sweep across the Central Valley, 232 people were arrested. Of those, 180 were either 

convicted criminals, had been issued a final order of removal or had been previously removed from the 

U.S. and returned illegally. 

 

The United Farm Workers of America identified at least 26 farmworkers arrested in Kern, Tulare and 

Madera counties, most of them stopped before dawn on their way to work. 

 

ICE Director Thomas Homan has said that immigrants who have entered the U.S. illegally “should be 

afraid.” 

 

He warned that California’s so-called sanctuary policies, which limit the cooperation between local and 

federal law enforcement, give the agency no choice but to make arrests in neighborhoods and at work 

sites. That leads to the arrests of other immigrants in the country illegally who are not intended targets, he 

said. 

 

“This is a prime example of how sanctuary policies, which have pushed ICE out of jails, force our officers 

to conduct more enforcement in the community — which poses increased risks for law enforcement and 

the public,” Homan said in a statement to The Times. “It also increases the likelihood that ICE will 
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encounter other illegal aliens who previously weren’t on our radar. It is nonsensical to demand that ICE 

solely focus on criminals, while simultaneously preventing ICE from arresting criminal aliens inside the 

secure confines of local jails.” 

 

Win Eaton, an attorney in Bakersfield, is representing some of the detained farmworkers in immigration 

court. 

 

“It’s just terrible that these people are going to be used as pawns,” he said. 

 

Dozens of workers have fled since immigration agents began checking employee records at San Joaquin 

Valley farms. ICE said 77 businesses — in the jurisdiction that includes Northern California, Hawaii, 

Guam and Saipan — were served with employment authorization audit notices in January. 

 

Farmers have struggled in recent years with labor shortages. A summer 2017 survey by the California 

Farm Bureau Federation showed that 55% of responding farmers experienced shortages, with problems 

most acute among those whose crops require intensive hand labor, such as tree fruits and grapes. 

 

Phil Martin, professor emeritus of agricultural and resource economics at UC Davis, said while that’s true, 

it would take a huge, targeted immigration operation to really put a dent in the agricultural industry. That’s 

because production requires so many workers and the industry is using more and more people from a 

temporary guestworker program. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 London murder rate overtakes NYC 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5566689/London-murder-rate-overtakes-New-York-time-

including-11-killings-just-16-days.html  

GIST London's murder rate has overtaken New York City's for the first time ever as the twelfth person has been 

killed in just 19 days. 

 

February marked the first month in history books that London had more murders than the American city 

with a total of 15 homicides. Out of the 15 killed, nine were aged 30 or younger. 

 

In March, there were 22 murders, which is likely to match if not beat out New York's numbers. 

 

The murder epidemic continued on Sunday when a man in his twenties was fatally stabbed after leaving a 

bar in Wandsworth, marking the 12th person to be murdered in London in 19 days.    

 

According to a report by the Sunday Times, New York City's murder statistics have decreased by 87 per 

cent since the 1990s.  

 

Meanwhile, London's rate has grown by nearly 40 per cent in just three years, not including deaths caused 

by terrorist attacks.  

 

Although New York last year had nearly double the number of murders than London, experts are 

concerned the gap is steadily closing.   

 

Officials are concerned about the uptick in fatal stabbings, fearing there is a dangerous surge in knife 

crime. 

 

Last year there was a total of 80 fatal stabbings in the capital - the most in almost a decade. And official 

figures show that 2017 was the worst year for knife deaths among young people since at least 2002. 

 

Forty-six people aged 25 or under were stabbed to death in London, up by 21 compared with the previous 

year, according to police figures. 
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The victim's death comes as London's murder rates have overtaken New York City 's numbers for the first 

time ever.  

 

The man's death on Sunday marks the 12th murder in London in 19 days. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Virginia: university bomb threat arrest 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/marymount-university-evacuated-after-bomb-threat-student-in-

custody-2018-03-31/  

GIST The campus at Marymount University in Arlington, Virginia, has reopened after authorities investigated a 

bomb threat made on social media. One student was taken into custody Sunday, and police said there was 

no evidence that a bomb was on campus. 

 

The university was evacuated Sunday morning, with those on campus asked to go across the street. The 

university was on Easter break during the incident. 

 

Canine units with the Arlington County Police Department swept the campus as a precaution, but it was 

later reopened and the community was cleared to return. 

 

"We want to express our sincere appreciation to the law enforcement officers who responded promptly to 

protect the safety of our campus community," Eric Hols, the university's director of campus safety, said in 

a statement. "We will continue to cooperate fully as their investigation continues." 

 

The Arlington County Police Department reminded the community that while it was April Fool's Day, 

threats of violence are not a joke. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Chicago police: drop in violent crimes 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/violent-crimes-drop-fewer-shootings-chicago-police-2018/  

GIST CHICAGO -- New numbers released by the Chicago Police Department show a big drop in violent crimes 

across the city, CBS Chicago reports. This March had 17 percent fewer shootings than March 2017. 

 

Overall since the beginning of the year, shootings are down 25 percent from this time last year. 

 

According to Chicago Police, murders are down 22 percent. 

 

And total citywide crime is down 15 percent this year. 

 

The department says 1,900 guns have been taken off the streets. 

 

Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson released a statement that says in part "our work is far from 

over. We will continue our hiring plan and identify ways we can integrate technology into the crime fight." 
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HEADLINE 04/02 Atlanta: drive-by shooting kills 3yr-old 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/three-year-old-killed-in-drive-by-shooting-just-outside-atlanta-

dekalb-county/  

GIST ATLANTA -- Police near Atlanta are investigating after a three-year-old boy was shot and killed late 

Sunday night, reports CBS Atlanta affiliate WGCL-TV. The child's mother said a grey Dodge Charger 
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pulled up to her vehicle at a stop light just before midnight, and the driver showed what she thought was a 

paintball gun. 

 

She told police she heard a pop, but drove on. 

 

"She heard a real gunshot. She didn't think anything of it," DeKalb County Police Chief James Conroy told 

the station. 

 

The suspect fled the scene, and the mother drove on, then noticed her child wasn't breathing. The boy was 

transported to a hospital, where he was later pronounced dead. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 Mexico: prison riot fire kills 7 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/police-die-quell-prison-riot-mexico-54160759?   

GIST Six police officers died Sunday from smoke inhalation after prisoners started a fire while resisting an 

effort to transfer dangerous inmates out of a prison in Mexico's Gulf coast state of Veracruz, authorities 

said. 

 

Veracruz Gov. Miguel Angel Yunes said a seventh person died but it was unclear if he was an inmate or 

prison guard. 

 

Yunes said four "highly dangerous" inmates had been helping run criminal networks in the area around the 

La Toma prison in the town of Amatlan de los Reyes, so officials had decided to transfer them to a 

maximum-security federal prison.  

 

Yunes did not name the criminal gang involved, but the area was long dominated by Zetas cartel. 

 

When local police, in support of state police, went into the prison to get the four inmates for transfer, they 

were apparently ambushed by prisoners, who blocked their escape and lit a fire that suffocated six officers, 

the governor said. 

 

"The six police officers were attacked and were enclosed in an area with no exit. The inmates started a fire, 

and with the smoke, they caused the asphyxiation and death of the six police officers," Yunes said. 

 

The seventh dead man was not wearing a uniform, and could have been an inmate or guard, Yunes said. 

His body was being examined. 

 

Seven inmates were injured, two seriously, and 15 police officers were hospitalized, one with serious 

injuries, authorities said. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Group: transgender killed; 7th this year 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/30/us/transgender-woman-killed-baton-rouge.html  

GIST A young black transgender woman was shot dead in a Louisiana motel this week, becoming at least the 

seventh transgender woman known to have been killed in the United States this year, rights advocates said. 

 

The woman, Amia Tyrae, 28, was killed Monday at about 1:15 a.m. at a motel on Airline Highway, 

according to the Baton Rouge Police Department. 

 

Dr. William Clark, the East Baton Rouge Parish coroner, ruled Ms. Tyrae’s death a homicide, caused by a 

gunshot wound to the chest. 

 

The Police Department said Friday night that Dedrick Butler, 22, of Denham Springs, La., had been 
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arrested in the killing. He was charged with second-degree murder, possession of a firearm by a convicted 

felon, and possession of a firearm with an obliterated serial number. 

   

Between 25 to 28 transgender people were reported killed in the United States last year, the highest 

number in at least a decade, according to a report by the Human Rights Campaign and the Trans People of 

Color Coalition. The violence disproportionately affects transgender women of color. 

 

The killing of Ms. Tyrae came less than a month after the shooting death of another transgender woman, 

Phylicia Mitchell, 46, outside her apartment in Cleveland on Feb. 23. Transgender women were also killed 

in New Mexico, Florida, New York, Massachusetts and California this year, according to data compiled by 

Glaad. 
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HEADLINE 04/01 UCF police chief: prevented disaster 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/31/us/florida-chinese-student-guns-deported/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A Chinese college student who made no threats but had alarmed a roommate and a friend with his 

behavior and bought two semiautomatic rifles will be deported for an unrelated visa issue, University of 

Central Florida police said Thursday. 

 

Police at the Orlando school said they were first alerted by a campus official in late January that Wenliang 

Sun, 26, was a "student of concern," UCF police Chief Richard Beary said. 

 

Campus police received information that Sun had altered his appearance and his behavior was changing, 

the chief said. They contacted the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives and were told 

Sun owned an AR-15-style rifle and ammunition. 

 

"We know that in today's world that a person in distress who owns a high-powered firearm, we just cannot 

ignore that," Beary said. "We have a duty and an obligation to make sure our people are safe." 

 

There was "red flag after red flag," that something bad would happen, he added. 

 

Those red flags, the chief said, included Sun being uncommunicative with others and not leaving his room, 

dying his hair blond, paying for a fast expensive car with cash, and referring to one of his guns as a "sniper 

rifle." 

 

Beary said Sun also went to a gun range to practice with his rifle and also wouldn't return calls from 

authorities when they tried to notify him his immigration status was subject to change. 

 

But the chief acknowledged there were no comments in interviews or in reviews of his electronic devices 

that Sun was planning to harm anyone. 

 

"That's the interesting thing in this case, there were no specific threats. Reiterating that, there were no 

threats," Beary said. 

 

The chief said the red flags looked at separately might not mean much but when all of them were 

considered collectively they were concerning. 

 

"I think there was a disaster about to happen and we stopped it," the chief said. 

 

Sun is at a US Immigration and Customs Enforcement holding facility in Macclenny, Florida, according to 

ICE. 

 

"Under normal circumstances, it probably would not have moved that quickly," an official with Homeland 

Security said. "He probably would've been placed on notice, and we would have issued him a notice to 
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appear, indicating that he would need to go before an immigration judge in order to deal with his status, or 

lack thereof." 

 

The official said he didn't know when Sun would be deported. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Monroe police raid pawn shop 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/nw-gold-buyers-pawn-shop-raided-by-police/  

GIST MONROE — On a billiards table in the center of the pawn shop’s back room, police pulled up a white 

sheet to reveal enough probiotics, Claritin and pregnancy tests to stock a pharmacy aisle. 

 

Cardboard boxes full of pills, from Allegra to Zyrtec, lined the walls of the store. Many still had QFC tags. 

 

Monroe police believe the owner of NW Gold Buyers knew he’d been fencing thousands of dollars in 

shoplifted goods online over the past two years. 

 

On Friday morning, a half-dozen officers raided the business in a strip mall on Highway 99, the climax of 

a two-year investigation that led officers from the owner’s defunct pawn shop in Monroe to his new 

storefront near Lynnwood. 

 

Police dumped a mound of Flonase bottles onto the floor in a back room, sifting through them for signs 

that they were obviously stolen. 

 

“Whoa!” an officer said. “The fair market value is $2,500 for that box.” 

 

At first they expected to be in the store all day, making an exhaustive inventory. Once they saw the scope 

of the task, they decided to bring all of the merchandise back to the police station, to add it up later. They 

picked things off shelves, off the pool table and out of the moving boxes. 

 

Online ads say NW Gold Buyers will pay “top dollar” for jewelry, coins, watches and silver. Search 

warrant papers say the owner was, in reality, often offering 12 to 20 percent of retail value for razors, 

medications and other items that could be concealed and stolen en mass from legitimate stores. Customers 

showed up to sell, not to buy. The merchandise was kept behind a locked door. The business had a core of 

about 20 people who would sell goods, officer Nathan Erdmann said. 

 

“It was all a front,” Erdmann said. “At the other one, he actually had stuff for sale up front, but that wasn’t 

what this business was about.” 

 

The case began because of a missing vacuum cleaner. Theft prevention workers at a hardware store 

reported the possible theft in January 2016, and relayed that a new pawn shop in Monroe might be taking 

stolen goods. Erdmann studied security video from the vacuum case. He recognized the suspect as an 

often-homeless heroin user. He checked an online database and noticed “odd transactions that were not 

typical of items that would be purchased by a pawn shop,” according to the search warrant affidavit. 

 

Rogaine, Nicorette, teeth-whitening kits, electric toothbrushes as well as memory supplements, allergy 

medication, routers and electric razors were standard fare. Other local businesses reported a spike in thefts 

of health and beauty products. 

 

Hints that a large-scale investigation was under way can be found in 2-year-old arrest reports. One Monroe 

man, then 29, admitted in 2016 to stealing electric razors to pawn so he could buy heroin. He’d made 59 

transactions for more than $7,600 at One Stop Pawn Shop over three months. He told officers he typically 

received 30 percent the product’s worth, indicating his theft total during that time was about $22,000. 

 

Police worked closely with local businesses, enlisted undercover officers from other agencies, interviewed 
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theft suspects and used confidential informants during the course of the investigation. Thieves told police 

they were making a beeline to the One Stop Pawn Shop. 

 

Police believe the goods were sold online, on Amazon or eBay. 

 

One Stop Pawn was closing in the fall of 2016, when Erdmann paid the owner a visit. Near the end of the 

chat, Erdmann shared his suspicions. 

 

“I told him that the stores in Monroe were cleaned out of many of the items that he was buying because 

there was so much theft,” he wrote, in the affidavit for the search warrant that was served Friday. “I told 

him that if he was not already closing down his business I would be coming after him and find some way 

to charge him, because no reasonable person could look at the things he was buying and not know (they 

were) stolen … I asked if that made sense, and he acknowledged that it did.” 

 

Even after the business was shuttered, Erdmann kept a watchful eye. He learned that the suspect would 

meet at night in and around Lynnwood with people wanting to sell bags of stolen goods. 

 

A confidential informant reported being given specific lists of items to steal, including Prevagen, Viviscal, 

Crest 3D Luxe and Alli, an over-the-counter weight loss pill. 

 

In February 2017, the new business was registered in a triangular strip mall on Highway 99, between 

Everett and Lynnwood. 

 

Video surveillance showed people waiting in parking lots late at night for the pawn shop owner to drive up 

in a Mercedes to conduct business. 

 

One confidential informant told police the owner was getting nervous, inquiring about any possible 

connection to Monroe and saying he’d heard there might be a rat. 

 

Police noticed an extremely high volume of traffic into the store by a small number of people. One man 

made 85 sales since October 2017. A woman had more than 90 transactions during the same period. In the 

online database, almost all of the transactions were listed as gift cards. 

 

The suspect “has a common practice of entering transactions as the purchase of a gift card or multiple gift 

cards, when it is obvious that a large amount of unknown items is actually brought in,” Erdmann wrote. 

“Additionally, the frequency with which the same people routinely visit the store, taking bags and bags of 

items in on an almost daily basis, and sometimes twice in a day, would lead any reasonable person to 

question whether the items were legitimately obtained.” 

 

Police believe the store had taken in about $428,000 in revenue. 

 

Outside the store, officers handcuffed the owner, 22, and booked him into the Snohomish County Jail for 

investigation of attempted trafficking in stolen property. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Bellevue: teen arrested in mosque fire 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/941490/bellevue-police-arrest-teen-in-fire-at-vacant-mosque/  

GIST BELLEVUE, Wash. (AP) — Bellevue police say they’ve arrested a teenager they suspect of having started 

a fire at a vacant mosque. 

 

The Islamic Center of Eastside was closed after having been previously damaged in a January 2017 arson. 

It was burned again on March 21, and police said traffic camera footage showed a group of five people 

running from the building moments before the fire. 
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The Bellevue Police Department said in a news release Thursday that school resource officers recognized 

them. Investigators located them on Tuesday and brought them in for questioning. One of the five, an 18-

year-old, was identified as the primary suspect and booked into the King County Jail for investigation of 

first-degree arson. 

 

Investigators say there is no indication the fire was a hate crime or bias-related. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Arrests in casino loansharking probe  

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/two-arrested-in-loansharking-money-laundering-probe-at-tuwkila-

casino  

GIST TUKWILA, Wash. -- The Washington State Gambling commission says an employee of the Macau 

Casino in Tukwila made high-interest loans of cash and chips to 100 customers and fellow employees for 

at least $300,000. 

 

The same casino worker also laundered $1.5 million through the casino, the Gambling Commission said. 

The amount is 10 times the worker's reported annual income, the commission said. The source of the 

money is under investigation. 

 

As a result of the investigation, the worker, a 45-year-old woman, and her 27-year-old boyfriend were 

arrested earlier this month and booked into jail. 

 

The gambling commission also suspended the license of the general manager of the casino. The manager, 

a 48-year-old man from Federal Way, knew about the money laundering and loansharking but didn't report 

the activity, the Gambling Commission says. 

 

Complaints had come to the Gambling Commission and Tukwila Police Department in the last two years 

about loansharking and money laundering at the casino. 

 

The investigation showed the employee was loaning cash and chips, then charging what the commission 

called "exorbitant interest rates." In some case, the interest rates were 10 times the maximum amount state 

law allows. 

 

The worker targeted people who had gambling problems. Many made minimum wage and had a hard time 

covering the monthly or weekly interest of 10 to 15 percent on the loans, the Gambling Commission said. 

 

The worker and her boyfriend and others "utilized fear tactics and threatened violence in order to collect 

on debts." 

 

Search warrants at the woman's home turned up a luxury vehicle, jewelry, big-screen TVs, high-end 

handbags and numerous smartphones, tablets and gaming platforms in the original packaging, the 

Gambling Commission said. 

 

Agents also seized more than $45,000 in cash.  
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HEADLINE 03/30 Arrest in Seattle home invasion 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/arrest-in-seattle-home-invasion-that-left-elderly-woman-

shot-2-still-at-large/281-533717000  

GIST Seattle police have arrested one suspect wanted in connection with a home invasion robbery and the 

shooting of an elderly woman earlier this month. Two additional suspects are still on the loose. 
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Police arrested the 23-year-old man Friday afternoon, according to an SPD Blotter post. 

 

Detectives spotted the suspect at a gas station near the 500 block of S Dearborn Street. 

 

On March 6, an elderly couple on Renton Avenue S. had just arrived home from the store when police say 

two suspects walked up and asked for directions. 

 

The woman was shot. She was also pistol-whipped in the head by the suspects. The two teenage suspects 

ran off with the woman's purse with $60 inside. 

 

A neighbor's surveillance camera captured a grainy photo of a red Kia Spectra. 

 

A few days later, a patrol officer found the Kia parked in a parking lot on the 9400 block of Rainier 

Avenue South. Another surveillance camera captured footage of the suspects climbing into a late model, 

silver Toyota Corolla Hybrid. 

 

One suspect is described as a light-skinned black male in his late teens, 6 feet tall, wearing a white jacket 

and white pants and armed with a black handgun. A second suspect is described as a light-skinned black 

teen, 5 feet 6 inches tall, skinny, wearing a blue jacket and dark pants. He had a mustache at the time of 

the attack. (It's not yet known which suspect was arrested.) 

 

Seattle police believe a third suspect was driving the getaway car. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 ‘Palm Sunday Massacre’ gunman freed 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/31/palm-sunday-massacre-gunman-who-killed-10-people-in-

1984-discreetly-released-from-prison.html  

GIST The gunman behind the 1984 “Palm Sunday Massacre” that left 10 people dead and was considered one of 

New York City’s largest mass shootings in decades was quietly released from prison in January. 

 

Christopher Thomas, 68, was released from Shawangunk Correctional Facility on Jan. 5 and is believed to 

be residing in Queens, NY, the New York Post reported. He was released after serving about two-thirds of 

his 50-year maximum sentence, good behavior and fulfilling other criteria, a New York State Department 

of Corrections spokesperson said. 

 

“The parole board did not let him out,” the spokesperson said. “He had five appearances before the parole 

board and was denied every time. He doesn’t need board approval because he served two-thirds.” 

 

Thomas was convicted of manslaughter and sentenced to 25 to 50 years in 1985, following the massacre. 

He was able to avoid a murder rap because it was determined his heavy cocaine usage “contributed to his 

actions,” the New York Post reported. 

 

A sole motive for the slaying was never determined. 

 

On Palm Sunday in 1984, Thomas shot and killed 10 people in an apartment in Brooklyn. Thomas was 

embroiled in a dispute with the apartment owner, convicted drug dealer Enrique Bermudez. The victims of 

the slaying were Bermudez’s pregnant wife, another adult woman, and eight children.  

 

One person survived the shooting, a toddler named Christina Rivera who was adopted by a police officer 

who was at the scene of the slayings, The New York Times reported. 

 

Ray Kellly, the former commissioner of the New York Police Department [NYPD] said Thomas’ “heinous 

crime warranted the maximum penalty.” 
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Retired NYPD Lt. Herbert Hohmann told the New York Post that Thomas does not deserve to be free. 

 

“He doesn’t deserve to be on the street. He killed poor, innocent children,’’ Hohmann said. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Probing allegations Syrian war crimes 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/investigators-quietly-probe-allegations-syrian-war-crimes-

n858641  

GIST In a drab office building in a European capital amid the sound of humming document scanners, a team of 

human rights lawyers is hard at work processing thousands of documents that they say link the Syrian 

government to war crimes. 

 

The papers point to an unmistakable conclusion, according to those leading the effort: The government of 

Syria's President Bashar al-Assad has violated the international rules of war through attacks on civilians, 

torture, rape, and the use of chemical weapons, among other crimes. 

 

“We have stronger evidence than we had for any past conflicts, any past tribunals, any past international 

justice efforts,” said Chris Engels, deputy director of the Commission for International Justice and 

Accountability, which has been documenting human rights abuses by Syrian officials since the start of the 

civil war in 2011. 

 

According to CIJA adviser Stephen Rapp, the Syrian government meticulously documented its treatment 

of thousands of detainees — a product of its large bureaucracy. As a result, thousands of leaked photos 

mean prosecutors have far stronger evidence of war crimes than what existed to convict the Nazis at 

Nuremberg, said Rapp, the former U.S. ambassador-at-large for war crimes issues under President Barack 

Obama. 

 

The documents amassed so far form a “paper trail of war crimes” noteworthy for their specificity, 

according to Engels, who requested NBC News not reveal the location of the group's office out of concern 

for investigators’ safety and the security of the evidence. The documents are stored in a vault. 

 

The group's 140-person staff is made up of lawyers, investigators, and translators. That includes more than 

40 "document hunters" in Syria whose mission is to extract material produced by the regime, authorizing 

the detention, torture, and execution of people for suspected anti-government activity. 

 

Documents identify who in the regime signed off on what, who was targeted, and why. In some cases 

where the documents indicate that a prisoner admitted to participating in anti-regime activity, CIJA 

tracked down the accused, who later said their confessions were extracted through torture. 

 

The organization was founded by Bill Wiley, a Canadian former war crimes investigator, as news reports 

began surfacing of widespread abuses by the Assad regime in 2011. It receives funding from Western 

countries, including the British and Canadian governments, to carry out its work. 

 

Added to the trove of documents is vital visual evidence: roughly 50,000 photos shot between the start of 

the war in 2011 and 2013, cataloging more than 6,700 victims of torture by pro-regime forces. They were 

taken by a forensic photographer known by the pseudonym Caesar who worked for the Syrian military and 

smuggled them out of the country on hard drives in 2013. 

 

Assad has disputed the veracity of the photos, but Human Rights Watch called the images authentic. The 

New York-based group confirmed the identity of 27 victims in the photos through interview with relatives, 

while former prisoners and defectors have corroborated the widespread torture in government prisons. In a 

separate analysis, the FBI confirmed a portion of the photo trove as authentic. So did a U.N. report. 

 

Caesar’s photos show emaciated corpses, many stripped naked, arrayed on the ground — some with 
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gouged-out eyes, bloodied genitals, and severed fingers. Many show signs of bruises, burn marks, and 

gashes covering discolored skin. 

 

Other investigators and activists have also collected testimony, images and videos documenting atrocities 

committed by all sides during Syria's war, a U.N. quasi-prosecutorial body has said. The team announced 

Monday that it is preparing case files and has engaged with war crimes investigative units of different 

countries including in Europe, whose courts can exercise universal jurisdiction to prosecute. 

 

CIJA’s goal is to prove government officials’ individual criminal culpability, from the highest echelons in 

Damascus down to the provincial level. The Syrian government's formalized command-and-control 

structure, as well as its careful record-keeping, make that work easier. 

 

The Syrian government is “process driven,” Engels said. Directives — even those authorizing torture — 

were documented “to make sure that everyone does what they're supposed to be doing.” 

 

CIJA’s work is logistically difficult and comes with significant risks. Over the course of the war, where 

rebels seized regime territory, CIJA’s document hunters entered abandoned government facilities and 

extracted material — USBs, computer hard drives, reams of paper — that might contain evidence of war 

crimes. 

 

Next they had to safely store the material, and when possible, smuggle it through checkpoints and out of 

Syria. Engels says no one directly employed by CIJA was ever killed in the process, but people who 

worked closely with the team were. 

 

Once the documents are ferried out of Syria, the rest of the CIJA team sifts through them to build cases for 

future criminal prosecutions. 

 

Despite what CIJA and other investigators consider to be clear and overwhelming evidence of war crimes 

by Assad's government, the regime remains more firmly entrenched than at any other point in the war due 

in large part to the support of Russia, Iran and Iran-backed Lebanese militia Hezbollah. 

 

Now a concern among human rights lawyers pursuing a case against Assad's government is that victims of 

the regime will never see officials held to account. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Violence threatens Mexico tourism 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/03/31/mexico-tourist-fears-violence-cancun-los-

cabos/471115002/  

GIST PLAYA DEL CARMEN, Mexico — Tourists taking the ferry from this tourist town to the island of 

Cozumel now walk down a wharf lined with police, heavily armed soldiers and bomb-sniffing dogs. 

 

Those safeguards came after a Feb. 21 explosion ripped through one of the ferries, injuring 24 people, 

including five Americans. Explosives were later found on another ferry owned by the same company.   

 

“It’s something that makes you feel safer,” Roberto Cintrón, president of the Cancún hotel owners’ 

association, said about the soldiers and security after a recent ferry ride to Cozumel. “It’s the complete 

opposite situation of the insecurity many people think of.” 

 

Numerous reports about crime and tourist tragedies have made recent headlines as the violence plaguing 

this country erupts in cities popular with foreign visitors. 

 

Incidents causing concern in Cancún and outlying Quintana Roo state range from bars allegedly serving 

adulterated liquor to unsuspecting tourists to police targeting visitors in rental cars for bribes. 
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A vacationing Iowa family of four was found dead March 23 in a condo in Tulum on the Caribbean coast. 

Authorities suspect the cause was a gas leak from a faulty water heater  

 

Violence in resort cities such as Cancún, Playa del Carmen (in Quintana Roo state) and Los Cabos 

resembles the rest of the country, but it threatens Mexico’s lucrative tourism industry. 

 

“The common thread in Los Cabos and Quintana Roo is the public security system had been totally 

dismantled,” said Francisco Rivas, director of the National Citizen Observatory, which monitors security 

issues in Mexico. “There were prosecutor's offices that didn't investigate and police that couldn't prevent 

or react to crime.”  

 

Analysts offer a variety of explanations for the rising crime across Mexico, from drug cartels to the U.S. 

opioid crisis prompting cartels to switch from growing marijuana to producing heroin. 

 

Mexico had the most murders on record in 2017, with 29,158 homicides. The homicide rate in the first two 

months of 2018 was already up 21% over the same period last year. 

 

The U.S. State Department in January issued a strict travel advisory for five Mexican states, including 

Guerrero, home to Acapulco and Ixtapa. The “do not travel to” advisory put the states of Sinaloa, Colima, 

Michoacán, Guerrero and Tamaulipas (on the Texas border) on the same level as war-torn countries like 

Syria. 

 

Mexico’s Tourism Secretariat said the advisory was based on crime statistics and atrocities “not related to 

incidents that directly affected foreign visitors.” 

 

The secretariat noted the list did not include Mexico's five biggest tourist destinations: Cancún, the Mayan 

Riviera, Los Cabos, Puerto Vallarta-Riviera Nayarit and Mexico City. 

 

The U.S. government closed its consular agency here in Playa del Carmen in early March, citing a security 

threat after the ferry explosion, but service has since resumed.  Mexican authorities said the explosion was 

unrelated to organized crime. 

 

Cintrón, the hotelier, said violence strikes overwhelmingly in areas not visited by tourists. Hotel 

occupancy hovers at 83%, roughly the same as the same time last year, he said. 

 

“This is not happening in tourist areas,” Cintrón said. “There have been cases, we can’t deny that” in the 

tourist areas, he added, “But it’s something very targeted” and not putting tourists at risk. 

 

Mexico welcomed nearly 40 million foreign visitors in 2017, and tourism accounts for 8% of the country’s 

GDP. Tourist hotspots also attract millions of Mexicans seeking jobs.  

 

“There’s lots of work here ...… and it pays better,” said Fabiola López, a waitress who moved to Playa del 

Carmen from Chiapas, Mexico’s poorest state. “I was able to buy a house.” 

 

Tourists often ask about security, said Israel Uribe, a concierge in Playa del Carmen. After a shootout on 

the tourist strip here in early 2017, his bosses instructed him, “Don’t say anything” when asked about 

security. 

 

Some in this region support the U.S. tourist advisory, saying that's the only way the Mexican government 

will take security issues seriously.  

 

“This is something that will open our government’s eyes, that the threat here is real," said Daniel 

Villaseñor Pérez, a lawyer and community activist in Cancún. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 China: gangs smuggled $80M via drones 

SOURCE http://money.cnn.com/2018/03/30/technology/drone-iphones-smugglers-china/index.html  

GIST Smugglers in China are going high-tech. 

 

Chinese authorities busted a criminal ring that allegedly used drones to smuggle almost $80 million worth 

of Apple (AAPL) iPhones and other smartphones, according to state media. 

 

Chinese customs officials told state media the suspects illegally transported up to 15,000 devices per night 

across the border from Hong Kong to the neighboring city of Shenzhen. 

 

Authorities said the gang used drones to suspend two, 200 meter-long cables between buildings on either 

side of the border. Bags carrying smartphones were attached to the cables and then pulled over to 

Shenzhen. 

 

Customs officers said it was the first case they had encountered where drones were used to smuggle goods, 

according to state media. The bust was made in February as part of a joint operation between authorities in 

the two cities. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Maryland: 6 suspected MS-13 indicted 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/federal-jury-indicts-alleged-ms-13-members-

maryland-54127115  

GIST A federal grand jury in Maryland has indicted six alleged members of a violent street gang that's been a 

prime Trump administration target. 

 

Six defendants — ranging in age from 19 to 22 — were charged in a nine-count indictment unsealed this 

week. The alleged members of MS-13, a gang with deep Central American ties, are charged with murder, 

conspiracy and racketeering. 

 

The men, all living in Annapolis, were detained on federal or state criminal charges and their initial court 

appearances have not yet taken place, according to prosecutors. Their immigration status was not 

immediately clear.  

 

The latest indictments come roughly two weeks after a MS-13 member from another Maryland community 

was convicted in a federal racketeering conspiracy. Raul Ernesto Landaverde Giron of Silver Spring, just 

outside of Washington D.C., was found guilty of murder in aid of racketeering and faces a mandatory 

sentence of life in prison. 

 

Following that conviction, U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions said Maryland has "suffered terribly" 

because of the "uniquely barbaric" gang's criminal activities. 

 

In charges announced Thursday, Juan Carlos Sandoval Rodriguez, 20, is accused of luring a victim to a 

park in Annapolis, where he and other alleged MS-13 members and associates murdered him. Prosecutors 

believe the March 2016 killing was motivated by a desire to enhance or maintain rank within the gang or 

gain status as a member. 

 

In October 2016, four defendants allegedly attempted to murder two others in Annapolis, largely by 

stabbing the victims repeatedly. 

 

Last year, Sessions designated MS-13 as a "priority" for the Department of Justice's Organized Crime 

Drug Enforcement Task Force. That designation directs prosecutors to pursue all legal avenues to target 

the gang and lets local police agencies tap into federal money to help pay for gang-related investigations. 

 

MS-13, or the Mara Salvatrucha, is believed by federal prosecutors to have thousands of members 
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nationwide, primarily immigrants from Central America. It emerged in the 1980s from a stronghold in Los 

Angeles. But its true rise began after members were deported back to El Salvador in the 1990s. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Calif. gov. pardons men facing deportation 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/california-governor-pardons-men-facing-

deportation-54136644  

GIST California Gov. Jerry Brown on Friday pardoned five ex-convicts facing deportation, including two whose 

families fled the Khmer Rouge regime in Cambodia four decades ago. 

 

The pardons don't automatically stop deportation proceedings, but eliminate the state convictions federal 

authorities based their deportation decisions on. That gives the men's lawyers strong legal arguments 

before immigration judges to try to prevent the deportations. 

 

"The pardon does provide enormous benefit to immigrants facing deportation," said Anoop Prasad, an 

immigration staff attorney at Asian Law Caucus.  

 

Brown's intervention for the men — among 56 pardoned — marked the Democratic governor's third 

consecutive pardon round in which he intervened on behalf of immigrants who were deported or faced 

deportation because of criminal convictions. Brown has accused the administration of President Donald 

Trump of "basically going to war" with California over immigration policy. 

 

Brown last year signed sanctuary legislation limiting state and local cooperation with federal enforcement 

of immigration laws. U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions responded with a Department of Justice lawsuit 

seeking to invalidate three state laws protecting residents living in the country without documentation. 

 

Those pardoned Friday included Sokha Chhan and Phann Pheach, both of whom face deportation to 

Cambodia, a country ruled in the 1970s by the genocidal Khmer Rouge. Chhan was convicted of two 

counts of misdemeanor domestic violence in 2002 and served 364 days in jail. 

 

Pheach was convicted of possessing drugs and obstructing a police officer in 2005 and served six months 

in jail. His wife said he is in federal custody. 

 

Also pardoned was Daniel Maher, who was convicted in 1995 of kidnapping, robbery and being a felon in 

possession of a firearm and served five years in prison. Maher is facing deportation to China. 

 

Chhan, Pheach and Maher hold permanent U.S. residency but had exhausted all legal avenues to fight 

deportation, making Brown's pardons for them their last hope to stay in the U.S., Prasad said. 

 

"This is a life-changing, enormous event," he said. 

 

Also pardoned while facing deportation were Daniel Mena and Francisco Acevedo Alaniz, but their home 

countries were not immediately known. Mena was convicted in 2003 of possessing illegal drugs. Alaniz 

served five months in prison for a 1997 auto theft conviction. 

 

Brown on Friday also commuted the sentences of 14 others convicted of crimes. 

 

The governor is a former Jesuit seminarian and traditionally issues pardons close to major Christian 

holidays. Easter falls on Sunday. 

 

California's longest-serving governor has now issued 1,519 pardons, including 404 during his first two 

terms as governor from 1975 to 1983. 
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HEADLINE 03/30 Kentucky: cop killer suspect dead 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/kentucky-police-officer-gunned-suspected-cop-

impersonator/story?id=54122297  

GIST An off-duty police officer in a close-knit Kentucky community was gunned down on March 29 by a man 

who allegedly was pretending to be a cop.  

 

Here is what we know about the shooting, the manhunt and the slain officer.  

 

At about 5:10 p.m. Thursday, Hopkinsville police officer Phillip Meacham was off-duty and in his 

personal car but responding to a "potential criminal situation" when he was pulled over by a man 

pretending to be a police officer, according to police and the mayor of Hopkinsville.  

 

"Shortly after that" Meacham was shot, the Hopkinsville police said.  

 

The suspected gunman, 34-year-old James DeCoursey of Hopkinsville, fled on foot and stole a pickup 

truck, the Kentucky State Police said.  

 

Meacham, a married father of two, died at a hospital, authorities said.  

 

In the middle of the night, authorities zeroed in on the stolen truck in a restaurant parking lot in 

Clarksville, Tennessee, a city just across the border from Kentucky that's about 30 miles south of 

Hopkinsville.  

 

At about the same time, a call came in to police from a hotel across the street, reporting that a man who 

looked like the suspect was there asking for a cigarette, the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation said.  

 

Authorities were headed toward the hotel when two Montgomery County Sheriff's deputies and a U.S. 

Marshal came across DeCoursey walking across the street back toward the restaurant, the TBI said.  

 

It appeared DeCoursey "ignored repeated commands and the situation escalated," resulting in the officers 

firing at DeCoursey and killing him, the TBI said.  

 

No law enforcement officers were injured in that shooting, the TBI said. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Escaped ICE detainee caught in Chicago 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/prisoner-escaped-ice-custody-jfk-airport-captured-

chicago/story?id=54143321  

GIST The prisoner who escaped from immigration officials at John F. Kennedy International Airport earlier this 

week was captured halfway across the country on Friday.  

 

An Immigration and Customs Enforcement official confirmed Mohamadou Lamine Mbacke was taken 

into custody in Chicago Friday afternoon. Chicago ABC station WLS reported Mbacke was found while at 

a Starbucks at about 1:30 p.m.  

 

Mbacke, 31, was spotted by undercover officers at the coffee shop, according to a witness.  

 

"All of a sudden see seven cops kind of running from the outside into the inside, and they kinda huddled 

around him. There wasn't any fuss or anything, it was just they all exchanged words with him, they got the 

handcuffs, and they left in like a group huddle," Zimbo Gessert, a Starbucks employee, told WLS.  

 

Mbacke was being deported to his native Senegal on Tuesday night when he bailed from Terminal 4 at 

JFK Airport at about 8:30 p.m. According to ICE, surveillance footage showed Mbacke hailing a cab and 
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driving off.  

 

The prisoner was with officials at JFK while waiting for a connecting flight from Detroit to Dakar. New 

York ABC station WABC, citing sources, said the officials had turned to get him food when he took off.  

 

It is not clear how he got to Chicago. 
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HEADLINE 03/31 Texas: woman gets 5yrs for illegal vote 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/texas-woman-sentenced-years-prison-illegally-voting-2016/story?   

GIST A trip to her local polling place may have earned a Texas woman five years behind bars.  

 

Crystal Mason was sentenced to five years in prison this week after she voted in the 2016 election while 

on parole, according to Dallas ABC affiliate WFAA. Mason was on parole after serving time for a federal 

tax crime, her lawyer said.  

 

"She had a good faith belief she could vote legally and she did so," Mason's attorney Warrent St. John told 

WFAA.  

 

The 43-year-old Mason says she had no idea she was committing a crime. Mason voted in Tarrant County, 

just west of Dallas.  

 

"She testified this week in court that she was never told by the federal judge she couldn't vote," St. John 

said. "She was never told by halfway house folks she couldn't vote."  

 

Mason did not want to speak when reached by WFAA, but she told The Dallas Morning News she "didn't 

even want to vote."  

 

Texas law states it is illegal for a felon to vote while serving their sentence, including while on parole.  

 

"Our society is built on personal responsibility," Tarrant County District Attorney Sharen Wilson said in a 

statement given to WFAA. "There were multiple safeguards in place to keep Crystal Mason from breaking 

the law, but she still made that choice."  

 

Mason has already appealed the conviction, WFAA reported. 
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FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
Source: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Audit: Portland police still w/gang list 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/audit-finds-portland-police-maintain-list-of-gang-

members/  

GIST PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Portland police still maintain an informal list of active gang members despite 

discontinuing a formal gang designation practice following criticism from community advocates last year, 

according to a city audit. 

 

Portland auditors were examining the operations of the police bureau’s Gang Enforcement Team when 

they discovered that it has kept the list since 2015, The Oregonian/OregonLive reported Wednesday. 

 

The list that’s posted on the bureau’s intranet is not supervised and does not include a method for notifying 

subjects on it, auditors said. The list contains information of about 30 people, including their names, 

addresses, gang affiliations and details on their probation or supervision. 

 

The list is used to provide investigators with potential leads, ultimately aiming to prevent victimization 

and violence, said Sgt. Pete Simpson, a bureau spokesman. 

 

“The purpose is to identify people who have demonstrated that they are at risk for being involved in gang-

related violence, based on recent involvement in such incidents,” Simpson said. 

 

The bureau ended a gang designation system last fall after about two decades of operation. Under that 

system, officers were required to record evidence that people met criteria to be on the list. Police also had 

to notify people on the list and provide an opportunity for them to appeal the designation. 

 

City Auditor Mary Hull Caballero said police need supervision over the active list, noting the 1994 ruling 

by a federal judge that prohibited Portland police from designating gang members without due process. 

 

Police Chief Danielle Outlaw said guidelines for the list will be drafted by July. The guidelines are 

expected to cover how police identify people for the list and how its information is used. 

 

“As a police agency, we remain committed to transparency and are willing to always pursue enhancements 

that benefit the bureau’s efforts in ensuring public safety in our service of the Portland community,” 

Outlaw said in a statement. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Activists urge no settlement w/police claim 

SOURCE https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2018/03/28/25968058/activists-urge-city-not-to-settle-police-

officers-defamation-claim-against-kshama-sawant  
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GIST The two Seattle police officers who fatally shot Che Taylor and later sued City Council Member Kshama 

Sawant for defamation withdrew their lawsuit in January. 

 

But officers Michael Spaulding and Scott Miller are still asking for damages over remarks Sawant made to 

win in 2016, alleging the council member defamed them when she called Taylor’s death a “brutal murder” 

involving “racial profiling.” Neither officer was charged for the shooting after a fact-finding inquest found 

they both feared for their lives before Taylor’s death. 

 

Last month, the officers filed a claim with the City of Seattle for an unspecified amount of damages over 

the same allegations. And this time, they want to settle the case out of court. Attorney Daniel Brown sent a 

letter to Council President Bruce Harrell on February 2 requesting mediation of the claims, rather than a 

court case, “in the hopes of resolving what would otherwise be a very public and costly dispute.” The city 

has until April 2 to respond to the claim, after which the officers would have the option of pursuing 

another lawsuit. Brown did not respond to a request for comment. 

 

Activists gathered at the steps of City Hall today to pressure officials not to pay the officers damages for 

their defamation claim. Andre Taylor, the brother of Che Taylor, said settling would set a dangerous 

precedent. 

 

“We cannot afford for Seattle to cave into the demands of officers’ hurt feelings,” Taylor said. "They 

weren’t injured. No one physically harmed them. My brother was physically harmed and killed." 

 

Emerson Johnson, an organizer leading the effort known as the Kshama Sawant Solidarity Campaign, 

pointed out that the officers’ original lawsuit stated that they “do not want one red cent of public money.” 

 

Other community activists who spoke in support of Sawant included former mayoral candidate Nikkita 

Oliver, the Democratic Socialist of America's Shaun Scott, and Jenn Kaplan, Seattle chapter president of 

the National Lawyers Guild. Sawant also spoke during the rally, but did not address the case, citing her 

lawyer’s advice. 

 

Free speech lawyers told Stranger reporter Heidi Groover in August that neither case stood a good chance 

of prevailing. 

 

Before the two officers dropped their lawsuit earlier this year, the City of Seattle agreed to represent 

Sawant over her comments about the Che Taylor shooting. That’s in addition to representing Sawant in a 

separate defamation case stemming from her calling the landlord Carl Haglund a “slumlord.” Lawyers for 

the city estimated that it may spend more than $300,000 defending Sawant in the two cases. 

 

A spokesperson for the office of Finance and Administrative Services, which oversees claims against the 

city, did not immediately respond to request for comment. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 ACE Walla Walla deploy Puerto Rico 

SOURCE http://www.union-bulletin.com/local_columnists/etcetera/corps-of-engineers-deploys-aid-to-puerto-

rico/article_06687ece-32aa-11e8-8d0a-2b6c36c33ecc.html  

GIST Humanitarian work continues in Puerto Rico, where 19 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Walla Walla 

District employees deployed this past week to support Federal Emergency Management Agency’s 

hurricane-recovery efforts. 

 

Hurricane Maria ravaged Dominica and Puerto Rico between Sept. 16-Oct. 2, doing an estimated $91.6 

billion in damage, according to 60 sources for an article on Wikipedia. 

 

The work after 183 days on March 22 includes 99.9 percent completed temporary blue roof installs on 

59,469 eligible structures; 96 percent temporary emergency power with 2,057 tasks complete out of 2,149 
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total sites; 96 percent completed debris management for 21 out of 55 municipalities completed and 3.75 

million cubic yards out of 3.9 million cubic yards assigned.  

 

Most customers in the island’s regions are seeing 93.4 percent restoration to their power as the grid is 

repaired, except for Caguas, which stood at 73 percent customers with power. 

 

Fifteen of the Walla Walla District Corps volunteers deployed with its temporary emergency power 

response team to support FEMA’s nonfederal generator operations and maintenance mission. Four 

volunteered to provide support to FEMA’s power grid restoration mission. 

 

District emergency management officials added that a safety and occupational health specialist deployed 

to support FEMA’s California wildfire recovery mission in Sonoma County in the wake of the October 

fires; and two engineers with expertise in cost estimation are providing reach-back support to FEMA 

missions from their offices in the District Headquarters in Walla Walla. 

 

The volunteers come from duty locations around the District, including Walla Walla Headquarters; Ice 

Harbor Lock and Dam near Burbank; McNary Lock and Dam near Umatilla; Little Goose Lock and Dam 

near Starbuck; Lower Monumental Lock and Dam near Kahlotus; Dworshak Dam and Reservoir near 

Ahsahka, Idaho; and Lucky Peak Dam and Lake near Boise. 

 

While deployed, volunteers are serving in such roles as contract specialist, area officer and mission liaison, 

and safety and quality assurance specialists, mission managers, electrical engineers and electricians.  

 

In addition to having the technical knowledge and skills needed for a specific deployment position, 

employee-volunteers must have their supervisor’s permission to deploy, meet FEMA and Corps training 

requirements and complete a medical screening to be approved to go. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 State studying preparedness priorities  

SOURCE http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2018/mar/29/state-studying-priorities-to-prepare-for-killer-qu/  

GIST Washington will spend about $1.4 million in the next 15 months to start determining the top priorities for 

protecting institutions and buildings against a major earthquake or tsunami. 

 

They are looming catastrophes the state can anticipate, but not predict. 

 

Or as Gov. Jay Inslee put it Wednesday during a meeting of state and local officials, it’s something you 

know is going to happen sometime: “It’s like the Mariners winning the World Series. You just don’t know 

what year it’s going to be.” 

 

Historically, the Cascadia Subduction Zone of the Pacific Coast has had a catastrophic quake every 200 to 

600 years, and the last one was 318 years ago. 

 

“That puts us right in the middle of the window,” said Robert Ezelle, director of the state Emergency 

Management Division. 

 

The state’s entire Pacific Coast, which has about 200,000 people during the tourist season, is a tsunami 

zone, he said. It also has schools on the lowlands that aren’t built with shelters to be above the waves, and 

would be difficult to evacuate to higher ground. 

 

A Cascadia quake of 9.0 magnitude, and the following tsunami, would likely do the most damage. It’s 

estimated at $49 billion in Washington alone, Ezelle said, with recovery taking years. 

 

But other geologic faults on both sides of the state have the potential for significant destruction, 

particularly for buildings that aren’t built to current standards. Those faults pose a significant risk too, 
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Ezelle said. Over the next 50 years, there’s an 80 percent chance of a destructive quake in one of those 

faults, compared with a 10 to 20 percent probability of a Cascadia Subduction Zone quake. 

 

Among the buildings most at risk would be unreinforced masonry buildings, or URMs, where ceilings and 

floors can collapse and the exteriors could fall on pedestrians or into the street, blocking traffic. An 

estimated 185,000 buildings could be vulnerable, including many historic buildings throughout the state 

that haven’t been updated. 

 

Again, schools are a problem. 

 

The state has 200 school buildings within a mile of a geologic fault, said Corina Forson, chief hazard 

geologist for the Department of Natural Resources. It has 214 in high to moderate liquefaction zones, 

where the ground can “liquefy” in the tremors of a major quake. 

 

The money from the capital budget is going to fix those problems. Retrofitting a single school can cost 

millions of dollars, said Alicia Henderson, superintendent of the Aberdeen School District. Her district has 

several schools in the tsunami zone. 

 

The $1.4 million will be spent to understand the scope of the problem and set priorities for where the state 

can best spend money in the future to prepare for quakes that will come sometime. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Japan opens talks w/NKorea 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/japan-opens-talks-with-north-korea-1522304420  

GIST TOKYO—Japan said it has begun talks with North Korea through its embassy in Beijing, a sign that 

Tokyo doesn’t want to be left on the sidelines in the recent flurry of diplomacy. 

 

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un visited Beijing this week for talks with Chinese President Xi Jinping. 

Mr. Kim is also set to meet South Korean President Moon Jae-in in April, followed by a planned summit 

with President Donald Trump. 

 

On Thursday, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s top aide, Chief Cabinet Secretary Yoshihide Suga, said that 

Tokyo-Pyongyang talks have begun through the two countries’ embassies in Beijing as well as through 

“various means.” He declined to give details. 

 

That followed a phone call March 16 in which Mr. Abe told Mr. Moon that Tokyo wanted to talk to North 

Korea. 

 

Mr. Suga disclosed the talks when asked about a report in Japan’s Asahi newspaper that North Korea’s 

ruling party told party cadres a summit meeting between Messrs. Kim and Abe might take place in early 

June in Pyongyang. The Asahi said the association of North Korean residents in Japan, known as 

Chongryon, was serving as an intermediary for the Japan-North Korea talks, a role it has often played in 

the past. 

 

A Chongryon spokesman said the story was “not worth commenting on.” 

 

Asked about a possible summit between North Korea and Japan, China Foreign Ministry spokesman Lu 

Kang didn’t respond directly but said Beijing hopes that such interactions will proceed smoothly and 

bolster regional peace and stability. 

 

Japan shares the concerns of its main ally, the U.S., about North Korea’s development of missiles and 

nuclear weapons. Tokyo also wants to raise with Pyongyang the issue of Japanese abducted by North 

Korea in the 1970s and 1980s. 
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Speaking in Parliament on Wednesday, Mr. Abe acknowledged in response to a question that Japan could 

be left behind in the diplomatic rush and that the abductee issue—which he called “the most important 

item for Japan”—could get ignored. To prevent that, he said he would convey Japan’s views at an April 

meeting in Washington with Mr. Trump. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 NBA game w/heavy police presence 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/d4e5e3b79b414bd68fefdb27c8f2289d/The-Latest:-Police-will-protect-NBA-

game-from-protesters  

GIST SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) — The Latest on the fatal shooting of an unarmed man in Sacramento, 

California (all times local): 

 

8:10 p.m. 

 

The Sacramento Kings say there will be a heavy police presence to keep protesters from blocking fans 

from entering the team’s arena for a third time. 

 

Demonstrators upset by the fatal shooting of an unarmed black man by police in California’s capital earlier 

this month twice prevented thousands of fans from entering Golden 1 Center. Team members and owners 

supported the protest at another game, with members donning warm-up T-shirts honoring 22-year-old 

Stephon Clark. 

 

His funeral is Thursday at a Sacramento church. 

 

The team warned Wednesday night that they and Sacramento police are committed to avoiding another 

disruption for fans at Thursday night’s game with the Indiana Pacers. 

 

That will include a significant police presence around the arena, with security and ticket checks at the 

outskirts of the team’s property. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 More armed security officers in schools 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/8609138b5c2a43588658c58ea83af887/Study:-Armed-security-officers-are-on-

the-rise-in-US-schools  

GIST WASHINGTON (AP) — Armed security officers are becoming more prevalent at America’s schools, 

according to a federal study released Thursday amid a heated debate over whether teachers and other 

school officials should carry guns. 

 

Armed officers were present at least once a week in 43 percent of all public schools during the 2015-16 

school year, compared with 31 percent of schools a decade before, according to data from a survey 

conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics. 

 

Last month’s mass shooting at a Florida high school put renewed focus on the role of armed school 

security guards, after a video showed that a sheriff’s deputy at the school approached but did not enter the 

building where the attack was taking place. 

 

The study came out a day after Education Secretary Betsy DeVos kicked off a federal school safety panel. 

DeVos has said that schools should have the option to arm teachers. She’s being criticized by teachers’ 

unions for not including educators, students and experts in the panel, which consists only of her and three 

other Cabinet secretaries. 

 

The percentage of schools with a security guard, a school resource officer or other sworn law enforcement 
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officer on campus at least once a week has gone up from 42 percent in 2005-06 to 57 percent a decade 

later. While security at schools of all grade levels increased, the shift is clearer among elementary schools, 

where the share with security staff has gone from 26 percent to 45 percent in the same time period. 

 

“There has been an increase in security staff in school over the last 10 years and it’s more pronounced at 

the primary school level,” said Lauren Musu-Gillette, lead author of the report. 

 

Experts, however, are divided on whether putting such officers on school campuses will make the schools 

safer or frighten children and lead to more arrests. 

 

School resource officers are sworn law enforcement personnel who have been trained to work in schools. 

Their duties include controlling outside traffic, patrolling the school, maintaining discipline, identifying 

problems and mentoring at-risk students, teaching law-related classes and serving as liaisons between 

schools and police. The school security study released Thursday includes school resource officers, other 

sworn law enforcement and additional security staff. 

 

Ronald Stephens, executive director of the National School Safety Council, agrees, saying that trained 

officers carrying weapons can help prevent a shooting inside the school and deter a possible shooter from 

entering. 

 

“It sends the signal that the school is being watched and that the care and supervision of children is an 

important priority,” Stephens said. 

 

Others have questions. 

 

A 2013 congressional report found that the available research “draws conflicting conclusions about 

whether SRO programs are effective at reducing school violence.” 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Neighbors reported family before crash 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/cbb50639639b41a29cf6a07bd81c056b/The-Latest:-6-kids-believed-to-be-in-

SUV-that-went-off-

cliff?utm_campaign=SocialFlow&utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=APWestRegion  

GIST MENDOCINO, Calif. (AP) — The Latest on a family who died when their SUV plunged off a cliff in 

California (all times local): 

 

5:35 p.m. 

 

A Washington state couple who lived next door to a family whose SUV plunged off a California cliff say 

they called authorities because they were concerned that one of the children was going hungry. 

 

Bruce and Dana DeKalb said Wednesday that they called child welfare officials Friday after becoming 

concerned that one of the children, Devonte Hart, had been coming to their house too often in the past 

week asking for food. 

 

Devonte gained widespread attention when he was photographed hugging a white officer during a 2014 

protest over a fatal police shooting of a black man. 

 

Property records show married couple Jennifer and Sarah Hart and their children bought the two-story 

home in Woodland, Washington, on two acres with a fenced pasture in May 2017. 

 

The DeKalbs recounted a night three months after the family moved in when one of the girls rang their 

doorbell at 1:30 a.m. 
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Bruce DeKalb says she “was at our door in a blanket saying we needed to protect her. She said that they 

were abusing her.” 

 

 

___ 

 

5 p.m. 

 

Authorities in Northern California say they believe all six children from a family were in a vehicle that 

plunged off a coastal cliff. 

 

Mendocino County Sheriff Tom Allmon told reporters Wednesday that only three bodies of the children 

have been recovered. Their parents also died Monday. 

 

He says specialized crash investigators are studying the scene for clues, but it’s very curious because there 

were no skid or brake marks. But Allmon says there’s no reason to believe the crash was a deliberate act. 

 

The sheriff appealed for the public’s help in retracing where the family had been in recent days. 

 

Allmon says a passer-by called 911 about the crash, but investigators don’t know exactly when the SUV 

plunged into the ocean. He says “an entire family vanished and perished during this tragedy.” 

 

 

___ 

 

3:50 p.m. 

 

One of three children who is missing after their siblings and parents were killed when their SUV plunged 

off a California cliff had gained fame when a picture of him hugging a white police officer during a protest 

went viral. 

 

Fifteen-year-old Devonte Hart, who is black, was photographed during a 2014 protest in Portland, Oregon, 

over a grand jury’s decision not to indict a police officer in the shooting of a black man in Missouri. 

 

Authorities say two women and three children were killed Monday when their SUV fell 100 feet from a 

cliff along Pacific Coast Highway in Mendocino County. 

 

At the Portland rally Hart stood crying out of sadness over the events in Ferguson. He was holding a “Free 

Hugs” sign. 

 

A Portland policeman saw his sign and asked if he could have a hug. The photo showed an emotional 

Devante embracing the officer. 

 

___ 

 

3:20 p.m. 

 

A woman who died when her family plunged off a Northern California cliff in an SUV pleaded guilty to a 

domestic assault charge in Minnesota in 2011. 

 

Online court records say Sarah Hart’s plea in Douglas County, Minnesota, also led to the dismissal of a 

charge of malicious punishment of a child. No other details were immediately available. 

 

The California Highway Patrol says she and another woman died along with their three children when 

their vehicle went off a cliff Monday. Their three other children are missing, and searchers are scouring 

the region. 
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___ 

 

2 p.m. 

 

Authorities say they’re searching for three children who are unaccounted for after their siblings and 

parents plunged off a Northern California cliff. 

 

The California Highway Patrol said Wednesday that 19-year-old Markis Hart, 14-year-old Jeremiah Hart 

and 14-year-old Abigail Hart died along with their parents, Jennifer and Sarah Hart. 

 

Their SUV plunged 100 feet from the Pacific Coast Highway onto rocks in the ocean Monday. 

 

Highway patrol says the couple’s three other children haven’t been found and searchers are scouring the 

region. They’re using boats, aircraft and unmanned drones to look for 16-year-old Hannah Hart, 15-year-

old Devonte Hart and 12-year-old Sierra Hart. 

 

The family lived in Woodland, Washington, a suburb of Portland, Oregon. 

 

California authorities say the family appeared to be on a short road trip because many belongings 

remained in the home along with chickens and a pet. 

 

___ 

 

1:40 p.m. 

 

Authorities say child welfare officials in Washington state had recently visited the home of two women 

who died along with three children when their vehicle plunged off a cliff in Northern California. 

 

The California Highway Patrol identified the adult victims Wednesday as Jennifer Hart and Sarah Hart, 

both 39. The agency says their SUV was driving Monday on the Pacific Coast Highway when it pulled 

into a dirt turnout and continued driving off the cliff. 

 

Clark County sheriff’s Sgt. Brent Waddell told The Associated Press that the family lived in Woodland, 

Washington, and recently had a visit from Child Protective Services. 

 

He says the sheriff’s office later entered the house and found no obvious signs of trouble or violence. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Diabetes: most expensive health condition 

SOURCE https://health.usnews.com/health-care/for-better/articles/2018-03-28/diabetes-our-nations-most-

expensive-health-condition  

GIST The statistics are staggering: 1 in 11 Americans has diabetes; nearly 1 in every 2 adults has diabetes or 

prediabetes; and more than 300 million work days are lost to the economy due to diabetes. Diabetes is a 

disease that requires rigorous self-management and additional health care services and tools, and its heavy 

economic burden threatens the American economy. 

 

As detailed in the American Diabetes Association's new "Economic Costs of Diabetes in the U.S. in 2017" 

report, 1 in every 4 health care dollars spent in 2017 (24 percent) was for the care of people with diabetes, 

and 1 of every 7 health care dollars (14 percent) can be attributed directly to care for diabetes. In 2017, 

$327 billion was spent on diagnosed diabetes. During our March 22 audience with Sens. Susan Collins and 

Jeanne Shaheen to release the report, it was clear the report's results sound the alarm bell once again about 

the devastating fiscal impact of diabetes on our nation: $237 billion in direct medical costs and $90 billion 

in reduced productivity; plus, diabetes resulted in 277,000 premature deaths. 
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According to a 2016 report in the Journal of the American Medical Association, at $327 billion annually, 

diabetes exceeds the costs of the other top five health care costs: cardiovascular diseases ($231 billion); 

other noncommunicable diseases ($192 billion); mental and substance abuse disorders ($188 billion); 

musculoskeletal diseases ($184 billion); and injuries ($168 billion). 

 

In 2017, America spent $327 billion on both direct and indirect expenses for diagnosed diabetes. These 

costs are passed to each one of us, regardless of whether or not we have diabetes. Each of us contributes to 

covering these costs in the form of higher health insurance premiums, additional taxes, reduced earnings 

and reduced standard of living. 

 

Since the 1990s, research advances resulting in reduced morbidity and mortality are impressive, and we 

have significantly improved the care and outcomes for people with diabetes – the vast majority of whom 

are living longer, healthier lives with diabetes. However, our research advances are tempered by the fact 

that the overall global burden of the disease is projected to increase by 48 percent by 2045. In the U.S., 

another individual is newly diagnosed with diabetes every 21 seconds (4,110 people today). And diabetes 

is the seventh leading cause of death in America, killing more people than AIDS and breast cancer 

combined. 

 

We must heed the warnings of the scientific evidence before us – diabetes is our nation's most expensive 

health condition. We must take action to reduce both the incidence and prevalence of diabetes, thereby 

reducing its costs. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 America is on the move again 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/articles/2018-03-28/america-is-on-the-move-again-and-

this-is-where-theyre-going  

GIST No, Texas. Everyone doesn't want to move there, despite population trends showing that six of the 10 

fastest-growing counties in the country are in the Lone Star State. Same goes for you, Arizona. Sure, 

you're growing, but not at the rate you were prior to the Great Recession. And California? You're only 

getting bigger at a faster rate than the national average because of immigration. You're actually losing 

more residents than you're gaining from migration from other states. 

 

U.S. Census numbers released recently show a shift in America's population to the Sunbelt, with states 

such as Texas, Utah, Florida, Colorado and Nevada showing double-digit growth in population from July 

2010 to July 2017, with Southern and Western states such as Arizona, California, Georgia and the 

Carolinas growing at a rate faster than the 5.3 percent national average. But a closer look at the numbers 

indicates that the trends are more nuanced than a simple shift from the post-industrial Northeast and 

Midwest to warmer climes, demographers say. 

 

True, "the biggest-gaining metro areas are in the Sunbelt. But in many of these areas, the gains this year 

are not as big as they were in last year's (Census report)," says William Frey, a demographer with the 

Brookings Institution. "A lot of these places did not do very well during the recession" and are just picking 

up now, he says. 

 

People move for myriad reasons, experts note. The job market is a key driver, with people (especially 

more mobile younger workers) gravitating to places where they can find work. Housing costs both attract 

and repel would-be residents. And retirement has older people looking at places to spend their golden 

years – often in sunnier states, but in recreation-friendly areas like Bozeman, Montana (one of the fastest-

growing micropolitan (smaller metro) areas in the country, from July 2016-17) or parts of outdoorsy New 

England. 

 

What's affecting all of those categories now, population analysts say, is the end of the Great Recession. 

Young people, burdened with student debt and unable to find jobs tended to stay put during the economic 
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downturn (perhaps very local, as in their parents' basements). But now they are able to move for job 

opportunities, notes Kenneth Johnson, senior demographer at the Carsey School of Public Policy and 

professor of sociology at the University of New Hampshire. Retirees were also economically hamstrung, 

their 401(k)s suffering and with little ability to get a part-time job to supplement their retirement incomes. 

 

The booming economy and strong housing market has released that pent-up demand, Johnson says. The 

current trends "reflect the start of a return to the migration patterns that were common before the Great 

Recession. The flow to the South had been fairly noticeable prior to the recession, and slowed down" 

during it, he explains. 

 

"That kind of frozen-up migration that wasn't happening during the recession is making people, especially 

millennials, much more footloose than they were before," Frey says. "They may be spreading out a bit to 

other parts of the country more than they were before." 

 

The result? For the one-year period ending July 2017, six Texas counties (Harris, Tarrant, Bexar, Dallas, 

Denton and Collin) were among the top-10 population gainers in numeric terms, according to the Census 

bureau. Maricopa County, Arizona, Clark County, Nevada, and Riverside County, California, took the first 

three spots, while King County, Washington, came in fourth. In terms of percentage growth, Texas 

dominates again, with three counties Comal (second), Hays (fourth) and Kendall (fifth) making the top 10. 

Counties in Virginia, Florida, Georgia and Utah made up the rest of the leaders in percentage growth. 

 

Longer-term, trends indicate a move to the South and West as well. Statewide, Texas grew by 12.1 percent 

from 2008-17, while during that period Nevada expanded by 10.9 percent; Utah, by 11.8 percent; 

Colorado, by 11.1 percent; Arizona, by 9.5 percent, North Carolina, by 7.3 percent and South Carolina, by 

8.4 percent. 

 

Meanwhile, states like New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Michigan are growing more slowly than the 5.3 

percent U.S. average (Illinois has actually lost population in absolute terms), part of a long-term trend 

reflecting the decline of the old industrial and manufacturing economies that long dominated the 

Northeast-Midwest region. 

 

But it's not accurate to conclude that the population is flocking to the Sunbelt, experts say. Arizona, for 

example, is getting more populous (Maricopa County, where Phoenix is located, added the biggest number 

of resident from July 2016-July 2017, and Phoenix last year overtook Philadelphia as the nation's fifth-

largest city). But growth in the state has not rebounded to the levels it was in the 1990s and early 2000s, 

says Tom Rex, associate director of the Center for Competitiveness and Prosperity Research at Arizona 

State University and an expert on Arizona demographics. 

 

"What we are seeing here in the Phoenix area is a fair number of people moving here of retirement age, but 

not as many as you'd expect given the huge number of potential" retirees, Rex says. Meanwhile, the region 

is not attracting as many young people, since there aren't as many new jobs as there once was, he adds. 

Rex attributes that to the state's poor record on education (U.S. News' Best States ranking put Arizona at 

43rd place in education), which leaves businesses with a less-prepared workforce. 

 

The Coming Keystone of the South 

Other states in the region, too, are not growing as much as they did pre-recession and are adding residents 

for different reasons. The nation's most populous state, California, continues to grow at a better-than-

average rate (5.9 percent from 2008-17) despite its high housing costs. But it's because of new people from 

other nations, says Texas State Demographer Lloyd Potter. California is losing more residents than it is 

gaining from domestic migration, and is only growing because of immigration, Potter says. 

 

And Texas? Chalk it up to big families. About half of Texas's growth comes from the fact that births well 

outnumbered deaths during that period, Potter says. "Texas is a pretty young state, in terms of our age 

structure, and we're also a minority-majority state," meaning bigger families, Potter explains. "And so the 

result is, we have a pretty healthy natural increase" in the population. 
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Both Hispanics and African-Americans in the United States have higher birth rates than white Americans, 

according to the Pew Research Center. "When you look at Texas and see how much we're growing, it's not 

as simple as everyone moving here from other states," Potter says. 

 

Still, the population shifts will mean more than bragging rights for the Sunbelt if the trends continue. The 

2020 Census will decide how many congressional districts – as well as electoral votes, in the presidential 

election – each state will receive. And that, demographers note, is where the Sunbelt can flex its most 

powerful muscle. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Clark family wants action, not sympathy 

SOURCE http://time.com/5218459/stephon-clark-sacramento-shooting-family-funeral/?xid=homepage  

GIST (SACRAMENTO, Calif.) — A blinding national spotlight is shining on the family of Stephon Clark, the 

22-year-old unarmed black man killed by Sacramento police last week. 

 

“You don’t know what it’s like until you experience it,” Clark’s uncle, Curtis Gordon, told The Associated 

Press in an interview Tuesday. “You can see it on TV, it’s totally OK to deal with those realities when it’s 

just through a television and they’re not in your home. It’s different now.” 

 

Television cameras and national media were there Monday for a news conference where Gordon supported 

Clark’s grandmother, who sobbed uncontrollably as she recounted the shooting and asked why something 

significantly less lethal than a barrage of 20 bullets could not have been used by police. 

 

They were there Tuesday morning when the city’s first black police chief pleaded for calm after more than 

a week of unrest and later in the day when Clark’s brother and supporters disrupted a City Council 

meeting and then demonstrators for a second time blocked thousands of NBA fans from entering the arena 

for the hometown Kings game. 

 

They will be there Wednesday for Clark’s wake and on Thursday when the Rev. Al Sharpton plans to give 

the eulogy at Clark’s funeral. 

 

For all the angst and raw emotions, grieving and weary family members are skeptical that any substantive 

change will result before the next young black man dies from police gunfire and siphons away the national 

media and banner headlines. 

 

“So we appreciate the conversation, but conversation without implementation of some true reformation 

means nothing,” Gordon said. “It brought us to this moment, but what about tomorrow? What about next 

week? 

 

“You know, sadly, I have no confidence in America and the fact that I will probably hear another story 

sometime this year of an innocent life lost over excessive police force. It’s so common, you’re numb to it.” 

 

Clark was killed March 18 when two Sacramento police officers responding to a report of someone 

breaking car windows fatally shot him in his grandparents’ backyard. Police say they believe Clark was 

the suspect and he ran when a police helicopter responded, then did not obey officers’ orders. 

 

Police say they thought Clark was holding a gun when he moved toward them, but he was found only with 

a cellphone. 

 

The California attorney general’s office on Tuesday joined the investigation, a move Sacramento Police 

Chief Daniel Hahn said he hopes will bring “faith and transparency” to a case that he said has as sparked 

“extremely high emotions, anger and hurt in our city.” 

 

Attorney General Xavier Becerra’s office will provide oversight of the investigation and conduct a review 
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of the police department’s policies and use-of-force training. The decision of whether to bring criminal 

charges against the officers involved remains with District Attorney Anne Marie Schubert, although 

Becerra said his office could also bring charges. 

 

Clark’s family is skeptical that the investigation will provide appropriate results, Gordon said. 

 

“It’s all talk at this point,” he said. “Show me.” 

 

African-Americans have been dealing with implicit and explicit bias for centuries, Gordon said. Many 

factors play a role but he said one necessity is for police forces to do a better job weeding out those who 

should not be officers. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Calif. officials: can share info w/DHS 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/28/california-sanctuary-law-exception-police-can-

shar/  

GIST California officials issued new guidance Wednesday making clear state and local police can — and should 

— share information about illegal immigrants with the federal Homeland Security Department, in what 

amounts to a major exception to the state’s new sanctuary laws. 

 

Police and sheriff’s departments are still banned from asking about someone’s immigration status and 

cannot hold illegal immigrants at the request of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement. But in 

instances where they do have information on legal status they are required to share it, as required by 

federal law, the new guidance says. 

 

“This provision does not prohibit inquiries into an individual’s immigration status to immigration 

authorities, or exchanging immigration status information with any other federal, state, or local 

government entity,” Kevin Gardner, the chief of the state Department of Justice’s law enforcement 

division, wrote in two new memos. 

 

The new guidance also seems to give Orange County the go-ahead for its new policy, where the sheriff is 

now posting the release dates of all of its jail inmates online. Since the information is publicly available, 

Orange County can also flag it for ICE, analysts said. 

 

And the guidance says state and local cops can respond to calls for assistance from federal immigration 

officials, as long as there’s some state law that’s also being policed at the time. 

 

That new caveat could help smooth out some early problems that have arisen with local police refusing to 

respond to drunken drivers or highway chases the Border Patrol has called in. 

 

“In these limited circumstances, a California law enforcement officer may assist any law enforcement 

official, even if those officials are engaged in immigration enforcement, but only when the California law 

enforcement officer is enforcing state law,” Mr. Gardner wrote — though he warned that shouldn’t be 

used as a loophole to enforce broader immigration laws. 

 

Beyond those exceptions, the guidance does rule out much of the cooperation that used to exist between 

federal immigration authorities and state and local cops. 

 

California deputies and officers cannot participate in joint task forces that involve immigration 

enforcement — which could end some anti-gang efforts — nor can they take part in the 287(g) program 

that would deputize them to help identify and oust illegal immigrants. 

 

State Sen. Kevin de Leon, who was a driving force behind the sanctuary law, known as SB54, said the new 

guidance should deflate some of the arguments against the policy. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Judge tosses Seattle landlord law 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/940813/seattle-landlord-law-fails-court/  

GIST A controversial City of Seattle ordinance that required landlords to rent to the first qualified applicant was 

overturned in King County Superior Court Wednesday. 

 

Judge Suzanne Parisien ruled that the measure amounted to an “uncompensated taking” by government 

because it eliminated a property owner’s discretion to choose a renter. 

 

The judge, in granting the plaintiffs’ request for summary judgement, noted that while the city council-

approved ordinance had a worthwhile goal of thwarting renter-discrimination, it didn’t “directly and 

materially advance the city’s interest in preventing discrimination because it precludes the use of landlord 

discretion.” 

 

Pacific Legal Foundation attorney Ethan Blevins, who represented a group of landlords opposing the rule, 

hailed the ruling as a victory for small landlords. 

 

“Today’s ruling is a major victory for property rights and our clients, who can once again make basic 

judgment calls over who will live on their property,” he said. “A landlord isn’t just a convenience store 

where customers come and go within minutes. They have long-term relationships with their tenants, and 

they deserve the chance to decide who those tenants will be.” 

 

“The court’s ruling today is a major relief for Seattle’s small landlords who just want to protect their 

investment and decide who they are comfortable renting to,” Blevins said. 

 

John Schochet, spokesman for Seattle City Attorney Pete Holmes, said the city is “disappointed” in the 

ruling and that it will decide whether or not to appeal in coming days. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Low funding school quake assessments  

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/940602/school-earthquake-assessment-funding/  

GIST The chance of a Nisqually-size earthquake striking the Pacific Northwest is around 86 percent in the next 

50 years. 

 

There’s a 10-20 percent chance Cascadia event that will cause an earthquake of magnitude 8.7 or higher in 

next 50 years. 

 

On Wednesday, March 28, Gov. Inslee was told by experts that 72 percent of Washington’s K-12 public 

schools are at “high or very high seismic risk.” About 200 are within 1 mile of an active fault. 

 

The good news is the Legislature recently approved $1.2 million to assess school building safety. 

 

But Inslee wanted to know when the assessment is complete, will the state know what are the most 

vulnerable school buildings? 

 

The answer is no. 

 

“We will be in a position to start doing that,” Inslee was told. “We really need to look at a larger sample 

size in order to make that and have a really educated estimate for the whole entire state. We’ll be closer to 

making that estimate, but with only 220 school buildings of over 4,000 school buildings, we really can’t 

say for certain what that means for the entire state. So I think we’re going to need another few years before 

we make a meaningful extrapolation.” 
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The state will need $10 million to $15 million just to complete the preliminary assessment of school 

buildings. That work won’t be complete for 10 to 20 years at the rate it’s currently funded, according to 

information presented to the governor. 

 

A comprehensive assessment of all public school buildings would cost $50 million to $75 million. At the 

current funding rate, that work wouldn’t be complete for at least 100 years. 

 

Of course, the more funding the faster the work. 

 

However, locally funded projects are happening. Seattle, for example, has done a comprehensive 

engineering assessment of more than 100 school buildings. The cost to retrofit them ranges from $4,500 to 

more than $7 million. 

 

Unfortunately, not all areas are as wealthy as Seattle. 

 

Earlier this week, a new study was released that found a magnitude 9.0 earthquake could cause up to a 60-

foot wave that would hit several coastal communities and even flow into Aberdeen. 

 

There are 37 school campuses within tsunami zones, according to state officials. For school districts such 

as Aberdeen, the need for additional funding for capital projects is real, but not an easy ask. 

 

Earthquake expert Lucy Jones was in Seattle last week to discuss Los Angeles’ Resilience by Design 

program. She told GeekWire that California’s San Andreas Fault has a worse worst-case scenario going 

for it than a Cascadia quake in Washington. However, the Cascadia threat is likely underestimated, even 

with all the hype around it. 

 

At least in the next decade the state will know what schools it should have reinforced for the “Big One.” 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Australia passes critical infrastructure bill 

SOURCE http://www.zdnet.com/article/government-passes-critical-infrastructure-national-security-bill/  

GIST Australia's Parliament has passed the Security of Critical Infrastructure Bill in what the government called 

a bid to protect the electricity, gas, ports, and water sectors from "foreign involvement" that could lead to 

espionage, sabotage, and coercion, and giving ministers the power to direct companies to conduct risk 

mitigation actions. 

 

The legislation [PDF] was designed for the purpose of increasing the federal government's capacity to 

manage national security risks arising as a result of offshore and overseas involvement and control over 

infrastructure. 

 

According to a statement by Minister for Home Affairs Peter Dutton, while foreign involvement has "an 

important and beneficial role in supporting our national economic growth", it opens up Australia's 

infrastructure to more risk. 

 

"This legislation establishes a register of Australia's highest-risk critical infrastructure assets, including 

information on asset ownership, access, and control," Dutton said on Thursday. 

 

"It introduces a ministerial directions power that allows the government to take action where a risk cannot 

otherwise be mitigated which will significantly enhance the Critical Infrastructure Centre's capacity to 

assess and manage complex risks." 

 

The latter power will be used to "seek information and issue directions to owners and operators of critical 

assets in the high-risk sectors when a there is a risk that is prejudicial to security that cannot otherwise be 
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mitigated", the revised explanatory memorandum [PDF] explains. 

 

Under s32(2), the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) can provide advice to the minister 

in the form of a security assessment, with the minister then able to "direct critical infrastructure owners or 

operators to do or not do a certain thing to mitigate a risk that has been identified as prejudicial to 

security".  

   

Such directions would be based on addressing any security risks set out by the ASIO's adverse security 

assessment. 

 

However, s32(3)(c) provides that the minister not give directions unless "an adverse security assessment in 

respect of the entity has been given to the minister for the purposes of this section". 

 

"The 'last resort' directions power could be used to direct asset owners and operators to undertake or 

refrain from certain actions," Finance Minister Mathias Cormann said during the Bill's second reading 

speech. 

 

"Importantly, this power is limited to instances where: There is a risk identified which is prejudicial to 

security; through collaboration, the owner or operator does not or cannot implement mitigations to address 

the risk; and there are no existing regulatory frameworks that can be used to enforce mitigations." 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Judge dismisses travel ban challenge 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/28/judge-dismisses-class-action-challenge-travel-

ban/  

GIST A federal judge in Washington who had been a thorn in the side of the Trump administration reversed 

course Tuesday and ruled she could not force the State Department to grant visa lottery approvals to 

would-be immigrants from Iran and Yemen. 

 

The complicated case doesn’t directly challenge President Trump’s travel ban, but it does deliver a rare 

lower-court legal victory on one aspect of the ban, which has restricted visits and immigration from a 

number of majority-Muslim nations. 

 

Judge Tanya Chutkan ruled that the government had managed to run out the clock on would-be 

immigrants from Yemen and Iran, and there is no longer anything she can do to preserve their pathway to 

immigration. 

 

“There is no longer any meaningful relief this court can provide. Therefore, it must dismiss this case as 

moot,” she wrote. 

 

The case had been at the nexus of two controversial policies: Mr. Trump’s travel ban and the diversity visa 

lottery, which doles out immigration passes based on chance. 

 

The plaintiffs — citizens of Iran and Yemen — managed to win the lottery in fiscal year 2017, meaning 

their names were picked out of millions of people who entered for some of the 50,000 slots. 

 

But before they had a chance to finish the process Mr. Trump imposed his travel ban, which in its original 

form denied entry to people from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Syria, Sudan and Yemen. 

 

The lottery winners argued their spots should be preserved so they could claim them once the ban expired 

or was ruled illegal. And for a time, Judge Chutkan sided with them, ordering the government to hold open 

spots. 

 

But after Mr. Trump released a third — and current — version of the travel ban, the Supreme Court 
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dismissed challenges against the previous versions without ruling on the legality. 

 

Judge Chutkan said that without a final ruling of illegality from the justices, and with the new fiscal year 

2018 already begun, she no longer had the power anymore to order the State Department to admit people 

who’d won in the 2017 lottery. 

 

“Given the Supreme Court’s decision to moot the challenges to the Executive Order and its decision not to 

rule on the legality of the Executive Order, events have “outrun the controversy,” she wrote. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Aging Seattle based cutter faces repairs 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/aging-seattle-based-coast-guard-cutter-getting-much-needed-

repairs  

GIST SEATTLE - Our country's only heavy ice breaker has made its way back home to Seattle for yearly 

maintenance.  

 

But these days, it spends far more time being worked on, than at sea.  

 

While the mighty hull of the Polar Star is still able to cut through up to 20 feet of ice -- crews said the 

insides are showing their 45 years. 

 

"It's extremely hard to keep the aging ship active," said Commanding Officer Michael Davanzo.  

 

He said while they were able to fulfill their resupply mission of the McMurcdo Research Station in 

Antarctica, and clear a path for other ships, it almost didn't happen. 

 

"So this year, we were in the middle of cutting the ice channel and two of our shaft seals leaked and we 

had flooding in our engine room," said Davanzo.  

 

Davanzo said the vibrations are taking their toll on the ship. He said breaking ice is like driving on a 

rumble strip. 

 

"If you could just imaging doing that 24 hours a day for a 30-day period at a time," Davanzo said. 

 

Lt. Spencer Ross' job is to fix everything that rattles loose.  

 

But that's easier said than done, with parts that haven't been made for decades. 

 

"Switches, resisters, voltage traps, all designed in the 60s and 70s when the ship was build," said Ross. "If 

one component goes bad in the switchboard, there's no 'Control F' function to figure out where this 

component is and what it is." 

 

They even had to purchase one fuse from the last remaining source: Ebay. 

 

The Polar Star is the last remaining heavy ice breaker in the Coast Guard's fleet.  

 

Its sister ship was in even worse shape and is now just used for parts. 

 

Davanzo said a new ship is critical, and not just for science. 

 

"But we're also down there for national sovereignty, a presence in the Pacific, and we do search and rescue 

and law enforcement as well," he said. 

 

The Polar Star is now going to dry dock. 
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"It's like a scavenger hunt looking for any cracked brackets and degraded piping so we can try to fix it 

before it happens," said Ross.  

 

There, it will be worked on every day between now and the end of November, so it will be able to try and 

make the voyage again next year. 

 

Just days ago, KOMO News talked with Washington Democratic Sen. Maria Cantwell, who said they 

were able to include funding for a new ship in this year's budget.  

 

But it will still take several years to complete.  

 

"That is what we think we need at a minimum. We think we probably need more, because the arctic is 

going to become a very big path for lots of activity," said Cantwell. 

 

The Coast Guard does have other smaller ice breakers, but they can't do the same work as the Polar Star. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 State testing pay-by-mile program 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/state-kicks-off-test-of-pay-by-mile-program/723311460  

GIST The state formally kicked off a yearlong test of a road-usage charge, which might someday replace the gas 

tax as a way to pay for roads. 

 

KIRO 7 producer Katelin Wangberg signed up to join the pilot project, and is one of 2,000 drivers now 

reporting their mileage. 

 

Wangberg chose a device that plugs into her car. 

  

"It's a little thing, you plug it in and you forget about it and it tracks everything," Wangberg said. 

 Using GPS, it records everywhere she drives. 

 

"I'll be honest, I didn't really care" about the tracking, Wangberg said. 

 

People more concerned about privacy can choose a reporting method without GPS and log odometer 

readings in person or by smart phone. 

 

On Tuesday, state officials kicked off the pilot program testing a possible replacement for the gas tax, 

which is becoming less reliable for funding roads as cars grow more efficient. 

 

"It is time for a change, we actually have a flattening of the gas tax revenue," said State Rep. Judy 

Clibborn (D-Mercer Island). 

 

A road usage charge has skeptics, like State Rep. Ed Orcutt (R-Kalama), who is from a rural area where 

people need to drive long distances. 

 

"I'm concerned about this approach, I'm concerned about the impact on my constituents," he said. 

 Katelin Wangberg has a small, fuel-efficient car. 

 

For the first 462 miles of the test, the app she's using calculated a road-usage charge of about two cents a 

mile would have cost her $11.03, compared to the $7.74 she's now paying in gas taxes. 

 "I did not expect that I would be paying more for the road tax than I would be paying for the gas tax," 

Wangberg said. 

 

Consultants running the test program say the average car in Washington gets 22 miles per gallon, and that 
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drivers who get better mileage would pay more under a road-usage charge. 

 

After the test, a report will go to lawmakers in 2020, who will decide whether to actually implement a pay-

by-mile system. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Study: 72% schools high risk from quakes 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/disaster/72-percent-of-schools-at-high-risk-from-quakes-in-

washington/281-532980773  

GIST An estimated 72 percent of schools are rated at 'high' or 'very high' risk from earthquakes so governor Jay 

Inslee sat down with his resilience cabinet on Wednesday to tackle the issue.  

 

Geologists say they're vulnerable because of their proximity to the state's network of earthquake faults. 

Those faults range from the massive Cascadia Subduction Zone, which runs for hundreds of miles off the 

Washington, Oregon, Northern California and British Columbia, Canada coast lines and expected to 

unleash a tsunami on the scale of the one that hit northeastern Japan in 2011. Then there is the Seattle 

Fault which runs across Bainbridge island, past the southern edge of downtown Seattle to the Cascades. 

The South Whidbey Island Fault, and newer fault discoveries in the eastern half of the state. 

 

This past legislative session saw $1.2 million passed to begin assessing the ability of school buildings to 

stand up to earthquakes. In an Update on Washington State School Seismic Safety Awareness, the authors 

say the state's 1,1 million students study in some 9,000 perpanent and portable school buildings. Of those 

schools, only 232 have been built since 2004, when building codes for quakes were upgraded. Some 37 

school campuses housing some 9,000 students are located in tsunami inundation zones.  

 

That initial $1.2 million is designed to assess about 220 of the most vulnerable buildings. But at that 

funding level it could take a century or more to do a full assessment for all school buildings in the state. 

 

While control of schools is primarily at the local level, the state's Office of the Superintend of Public 

Instruction says it has obtained $748,419 in FEMA grant money along with another $300,000 state match, 

to create an earthquake mitigation program for schools that face natural hazards. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Stocks reboot after tech problems, losses 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-global-markets/stocks-reboot-after-tech-problems-first-

quarter-losses-loom-idUSKBN1H500Z  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - Stock markets and other riskier assets steadied on Thursday as investors dusted 

themselves down after a woeful week for the tech sector, readying for what was set to be the first 

quarterly drop in global equities in two years. 

 

Banks and consumer stocks helped Europe’s main bourses 0.2-0.4 percent higher as the region built on 

a positive session for Asia’s heavyweight Nikkei, Hang Seng and Chinese markets. 

 

For currencies traders, the dollar steadied too after a stronger-than-expected revision to Q4 growth data 

and hopes a nuclear standoff with North Korea has been averted gave it its largest daily gain in six 

months on Wednesday.  

 

The tentative return of risk appetite and upcoming German inflation data also cooled safety plays like 

Bunds. 

 

Benchmark yields - which move inversely to prices - on German government bonds crept back above 

0.5 percent having been on a sharp slide for most of the month. Spanish yields meanwhile saw their 
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biggest monthly fall since mid-2016.  

 

The 10-year U.S. Treasury yield was at 2.773 percent after touching a near two-month low of 2.743 

percent overnight amid the strains on Wall Street. 

 

“I think most of these markets are staring at the 200-day moving average on the S&P 500 to see if it 

breaks,” said Societe Generale’s Kit Juckes. 

 

“We will see if German CPI numbers (due at 1200 GMT) surprise on the upside... but I think if there is 

going to be another surprise in Q2 it will be yen strength again.” 

 

Wall Street futures were pointing to a marginally higher open.  
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HEADLINE 03/29 China warns US on trade ‘Pandora Box’ 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-usa-trade/china-warns-u-s-not-to-open-pandoras-box-

unleash-trade-ills-on-world-idUSKBN1H504C  

GIST BEIJING (Reuters) - China warned the United States on Thursday not to open Pandora’s Box and spark a 

flurry of protectionist practices across the globe, even as Beijing pointed to U.S. goods that it could target 

in a deepening Sino-U.S. trade dispute. 

 

China could target a broad range of U.S. businesses from agriculture to aircraft, autos, semiconductors and 

even services if the trade conflict escalates, the official China Daily newspaper said in an editorial on 

Thursday. 

 

President Donald Trump’s move last week to slap up to $60 billion in tariffs on some Chinese imports has 

since provoked a warning from Beijing that it could retaliate with duties of up to $3 billion of U.S. 

imports. 

 

China’s biggest U.S. imports are aircraft and related equipment, soybeans and autos, with the total bill 

about $40 billion last year. 

 

“The malicious practices of the United States are like opening Pandora’s Box, and there is a danger of 

triggering a chain reaction that will spread the virus of trade protectionism across the globe,” a commerce 

ministry spokesman said. 

 

The official line from China continues to be stern even as Beijing says it is all for dialogue and 

negotiations. The feedback from U.S. and Chinese officials on the nature and extent of trade talks remains 

mixed, media reports show. 

 

The Financial Times reported only on Monday that China had offered to buy more U.S. micro-chips and 

move more quickly to finalize rules allowing foreign firms to take majority stakes in Chinese securities 

firms, citing people briefed on the negotiations. 

 

Chinese customs data shows the U.S. accounted for just $2.6 billion, or 1 percent, of China’s total 

semiconductor imports last year by value, with suppliers in South Korea, Taiwan and Japan commanding a 

bigger share. 

 

But a source in the U.S. semiconductor industry said U.S. companies have slightly more than 50 percent of 

China’s market for chips, though export data doesn’t reflect that because much of the product is sent off-

shore for low value added processing. 

 

The source said the U.S. semiconductor industry had not asked the Trump administration to urge China to 

buy more U.S. chips and had been told by senior U.S. officials that the U.S. government had not made 

such a request to Beijing. 
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“We don’t need China to buy more chips,” the source said, adding that U.S. industry was concerned about 

being targeted by Chinese non-tariff barriers. 

 

“It’s more about (Chinese) subsidies, IP protection, and cyber rules,” the source said, referring to concerns 

over Chinese retaliation. 

 

China has long said it would like to import more U.S. high-tech goods, including high-end chips, but has 

been stymied by U.S. export controls set on national security grounds. 

 

China’s commerce ministry said on Thursday the U.S. approach to trade could trigger a domino effect and 

U.S. trade protectionism will only hurt U.S. consumers. 

 

While China hopes the U.S. will resolve trade conflicts with China through dialogue, it will take all 

possible steps to protect its interests, ministry spokesman Gao Feng told a regular briefing in Beijing. 

 

“Negotiations must be equal, and China will not accept any consultation under unilateral coercion,” Gao 

said. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Embattled VA secretary fired; replaced 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/trump-replaces-embattled-va-secretary-personal-

physician-n859496  

GIST WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump ousted Secretary of Veterans Affairs David Shulkin 

Wednesday, announcing his intent to nominate the White House physician, Admiral Ronny Jackson, to fill 

the post and ending weeks of speculation about when the embattled cabinet official would leave the 

administration. 

 

Trump tweeted a confirmation of the news, which was first reported by Reuters. In a statement, the 

president described Jackson as "highly trained and qualified and as a service member himself." Trump also 

thanked Shulkin for his service and the "many great things we did together at Veterans Affairs." 

 

Jackson has been a White House physician to both presidents Trump and Barack Obama. Undersecretary 

of Defense for Personnel and Readiness Robert Wilkie will serve as interim secretary until Jackson is 

confirmed by the Senate, Trump said in a follow-up tweet. 

 

Shulkin's departure comes amid a spate of other high level administration exits over the past month — 

including the secretary of state, national security adviser, top economic adviser, and communications 

director. 

 

Shulkin, who served as undersecretary in charge of the veterans’ health system during the Obama 

administration, clashed with Trump political appointees who surrounded him at the VA. Some of the 

tension arose from a central policy dispute: The Trump appointees, both within the VA and at the White 

House, want to see the VA transition to subsidizing private health care for veterans, while Shulkin resisted 

those efforts. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Experts opine NKorea Kim visit China 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/kim-jong-un-met-china-s-president-xi-what-does-n860731  

GIST Kim Jong Un’s long, slow train journey from Pyongyang to Beijing was an attempt for the dictator and his 

host to gain leverage ahead of the North Korean leader’s summit with President Donald Trump, according 

to experts. 
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Kim’s trip to meet with the country’s oldest and only real ally has been shrouded in mystery. Little is 

known about what was discussed between the two leaders other than an official statement published 

through China’s state-run media. 

 

His departure from China also came one day before the date for the first inter-Korean summit in 11 years 

was announced. Kim will meet with South Korean President Moon Jae-in on April 27, officials confirmed 

Thursday. 

 

“It seems China was not comfortable with the idea of Kim meeting with Moon and Trump before having 

ever met with Xi,” said Paul Haenle,who served as China affairs director for the National Security Council 

under George W. Bush and Barack Obama. 

 

From a North Korean perspective, it may also have made sense to shore up their sometimes fractious 

relationship with Beijing ahead of any U.S. meeting, Haenle added. 

 

“Kim may have felt he had secured some leverage against Xi having independently secured summits with 

Trump and Moon," said Haenle, who is now director of the Carnegie–Tsinghua Center for Global Policy 

in Beijing. "He’ll now feel more confident knowing where things stand with Beijing heading into those 

same meetings.” 

 

Kim's visit comes just weeks after China's rubber-stamp parliament voted to abolish term limits, 

effectively allowing President Xi Jinping to rule the superpower indefinitely. It also comes amid 

heightened tensions between Beijing and Washington over trade, with Trump announcing new tariffs on 

imported steel and aluminium from China earlier this month. 

 

Cristina Varriale, a research analyst specializing in proliferation and nuclear policy at the London-based 

Royal United Services Institute, told NBC News this week's visit could help ensure China plays a much 

more active role in any denuclearization agreement. 

 

“With the recent engagement between North and South Korea and the South Koreans going to the U.S. it 

started to look very much like a tri-lateral initiative between those three countries," she said. "By pulling 

China back into it, North Korea are balancing it out again and having their patron back on their side as part 

of this process.” 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Sacramento mobilizes to make #LastOne 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/sacramento-determined-stephon-clark-s-death-not-be-

vain-n861016  

GIST SACRAMENTO — They didn’t know Stephon Clark, but they came anyway Wednesday from all around 

this capital city, and parts beyond. They came because they said the 22-year-old could have been their 

brother, or son or grandson and they wanted to try to make sure that the way he died — unarmed and 

innocent, as far as they could tell — will never happen again. 

 

While Clark’s girlfriend and two young sons watched over his body for hours at BOSS Church on the 

south side of town, strangers shared a grief they said belongs not only to their city but to all of America. 

 

On their way in and out of the wake, the mourners raised tough questions: about other tactics the police 

might have tried, about warnings they said did not come, about another recent deadly police shooting of 

another unarmed black man in their city and about why some of the country’s mass murderers come away 

from police encounters better than Clark did. 

 

"I’m so tired, so tired. I just don’t want to see this no more," said Cynthia Brown, who recently retired 

after 32 years as an executive assistant in the state Franchise Tax Board. Brown said she never knew Clark 
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but came to the vigil to tell anyone who would listen that things had to change. 

 

She had vented on Facebook the night before and invented a hashtag — #StephonClarkLastOne. "Please 

let him be the last one," Brown told a reporter. "He has to be the last one." 

 

Joining Clark outside the church not far from the the Gardens neighborhood where Clark died on March 

18 were many others who felt the same way and who realized that made them not so different than the 

teens from Parkland, Florida, who have made it a crusade to make the mass killing at Marjorie Stoneman 

Douglas high school a true turning point. 

 

“Everything has an ending. This has to be an ending," said Rahim Wasi, "60-something," who is an 

employment training instructor for the state of California. 

 

Many of them wondered why the police couldn’t have used a taser, or a beanbag gun, or simply backed off 

and surrounded the yard where they found him. Didn’t they have a helicopter looking down? Was there 

truly a danger, if all police were looking for was a car burglar? 

 

"I mean, you can taze him, or get around him or throw a net on him. Something," said Wasi. "But instead 

you shoot him. The training is to shoot him. Why not just disable him? 

 

"There has to be a better way," Wasi said. 

 

Police shooting of unarmed black men have been a cause celebre nationally for years, most famously in 

Ferguson, Missouri, after the 2014 police shooting of Michael Brown. People in Sacramento’s poor, 

minority neighborhoods recall an even more recent deadly confrontation. In July, 2016, police shot and 

killed a 51-year-old black man with a history of mental disabilities. 

 

Joseph Mann was taken down by 14 bullets, including those fired by an officer who had once been 

stripped of his weapon because of alcohol and domestic abuse allegations, the Sacramento Bee reported. 

The two officers involved in the shooting left the police force late last year, though they were not 

prosecuted. 

 

Cynthia Brown said she strains for what to tell her own grandsons, 23, 15 and 10 years old. Perhaps they 

should always have their phones in a pouch, never having them in hand, where they might be mistaken for 

a gun. Or maybe they should throw themselves to the ground, their hands outstretched, any time the police 

stop them. 

 

"They are perceiving all our young men as one type of person — thuggish, gun-toting, disrespectful," said 

Brown. "And every black kid is not a thug. They are not gun-toting. A lot of our black children have love, 

respect and compassion." 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Report: VA missed background checks 

SOURCE https://www.militarytimes.com/veterans/2018/03/28/report-va-missed-background-checks-for-

thousands-of-employees/  

GIST WASHINGTON — Veterans Affairs officials employed more than 6,000 workers — many with access to 

patients and sensitive personal information — without performing proper background checks, according to 

a new inspector general investigation released this week. 

 

The news comes just months after the watchdog found that department leaders consistently failed to report 

potentially dangerous medical providers to outside health systems, a problem which raised patient safety 

issues not just for veterans but for the public as a whole. 

 

The new report from the inspector general found that mandatory background checks, mandated under 
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federal rules within 14 days of employment, were not handled properly in about 6 percent of new VA hires 

over a five-year period. 

 

In one case, a registered nurse at an Ohio VA facility worked for 1,452 days before a proper background 

investigation was begun. 

 

“VA lacks assurance that the (Veterans Health Administration) workforce is properly vetted and 

appropriate for providing health care to the nation’s veterans,” the report stated. “In addition, initiating 

background investigations in a timely manner is critical to mitigate the risk to VHA and ensure that 

unsuitable staff may be removed during the probationary employment period.” 

 

Investigators blamed the problem on a lack of oversight and mismanagement at the department’s 

Operations, Security, and Preparedness office, noting that “the absence of adequate oversight controls by 

OSP and VHA permitted these delinquencies to remain undetected for many years.” 

 

Department leaders said they are already working on fixes for the problem. 

 

OSP officials in a statement to the inspector general said they have a target of reducing delinquent 

background checks to under 2,500 by this October, and a full review of current processes by September. 

 

But investigators warned that more needs to be done to provide full confidence that VA employees are 

properly vetted to provide care and handle veterans’ personal medical information. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 NAACP sues census citizenship question 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/politics/naacp-lawsuit-trump-administration-2020-

census/2018/03/28/id/851363/  

GIST The NAACP on Wednesday sued the Trump administration over concerns the 2020 census will not 

accurately count African-Americans and other people of color, resulting in less federal funding for 

minority communities, The Hill reports. 

 

The lawsuit, filed in conjunction with Prince George's County in Maryland, comes the same week 

Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross announced that the 2020 census will include a question about 

citizenship status in order to "provide census block level citizenship voting age population data that are not 

currently available from government survey data." The citizenship question was asked on most decennial 

census forms until 1950, and has been asked on the yearly American Community Survey form. 

 

"The census must not serve as a mechanism for diluting the political power of African-American 

communities and depriving them of their fair share of federal resources for an entire decade," said Derrick 

Johnson, the NAACP president and CEO. "We are prepared to fight against any plan that effectively turns 

the census into another form of voter suppression and economic disempowerment in our communities." 

 

California Attorney General Xavier Becerra and New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman also filed 

lawsuits challenging the inclusion of the citizenship question. 

 

"When the Census Bureau undercounts my community, we lose political power, and fewer of our federal 

tax dollars end up coming home to fix our roads, run our schools, and fund our federal programs," said 

Brian Ross, president of the NAACP's Prince George's County Branch and a plaintiff in the case. "We felt 

these effects in the aftermath of the 2010 census, and all signs indicate that the 2020 Census will be even 

worse." 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Russian spies in the Northwest 
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SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/state/article207177809.html#storylink=latest_side  

GIST Wanted — FBI recruits for a career in surveillance. Must be comfortable tailing subjects by foot, vehicle 

or on public transportation, use electronic equipment, and work nights and weekends as necessary. 

 

The online job post at fbijobs.gov gives a glimpse into the shadowy world of espionage that continues to 

unfold between the United States and Russia. The Trump administration cited the risk of such clandestine 

activities in its decision Monday to close the Russian Consulate in Seattle. 

 

The Cold War spy craft that was the stuff of John le Carré thrillers may have taken a back seat in the 

popular imagination in the age of post-9/11 terrorism, but for FBI agents trying to identify Russian 

consular staff who are using their positions as cover for intelligence gathering, the work never stopped, 

and it may have intensified amid growing tensions between Moscow and the West. 

 

“It’s no secret that consulates serve as a potential platform for covert activities,” said Charles Mandigo, a 

former special agent in charge of the FBI Seattle office, “just as consulate personnel and embassy staff 

provide the country with the opportunity to insert a spy onto U.S. soil.” 

 

Seattle has everything to attract espionage interests from Russia, or any number of other countries, he said. 

 

“Think about it. There’s Boeing, which runs all kinds of black operations,” said Mandigo, referring to the 

giant defense contractor’s secret work with the Pentagon. “There’s the University of Washington, which 

gets all kinds of government contracts. There’s Microsoft. There’s proximity from a military point of 

view, particularly Bangor.” 

 

Naval Base Kitsap, near Bremerton, includes the submarine base at Bangor, home to the West Coast fleet 

of Trident submarines, part of America’s triad of land-, air- and sea-based nuclear arsenal. It’s estimated 

that within the past decade, up to a quarter of the country’s nearly 10,000 nuclear weapons have been 

stored there. 

 

David Major, a former FBI agent involved in counterintelligence, estimates that a third of a Russian 

Consulate’s staff may be involved in intelligence work. Major is president of CI Centre, which is involved 

in counterintelligence training and education. 

 

Tracking when Russian officials come and go from work, when they retire for the night, and who their 

friends are can be labor-intensive work. 

 

“It can take a long time to identify somebody,” Major said. “You want to know everything you can about 

this person to paint a picture of them.” 

 

A senior Trump administration official did not cite any specific incident of Seattle-based espionage linked 

to this week’s orders but said the actions, which included the expulsion of dozens of Russian diplomats, 

were part of a broader effort to “degrade” the Russian capability to spy. 

 

The closure of the Seattle consulate — which leaves only three remaining in the country, none on the West 

Coast — is part of a broader response in the West to allegations that the Kremlin was involved in the 

nerve-agent poisoning of a former Russian spy and his daughter in Salisbury, England. 

 

“There will be a response” 

 

The closure and expulsions were condemned by Russian government officials, who are expected to 

announce retaliatory measures. They say that diplomatic staff being expelled have worked in space, 

science, trade, culture and other areas. 

 

“Truth will always prevail. We shall not be provoked into an emotional outburst. But there will be a 

response,” declared the Russian ambassador, Anatoly Antonov, in a statement posed on the embassy 

website. 
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The decision to close the consulate has also received pushback from some Americans. They point out that 

the U.S. and Russia both use diplomatic installations for intelligence gathering, and that in this era of 

frosty relations, it is important to keep consulates, and lines of communications, open. 

 

“We regret that the interests of U.S. businesses and private citizens are being jeopardized in a political ‘tit-

for-tat’ exchange between the governments,” wrote Derek Norberg, president of the Washington-based 

Council for U.S.-Russia Relations, in a letter to State Department officials after last year’s announcement 

of the closing of the Russian Consulate in San Francisco. He is drafting a similar letter of protest about the 

closing of the Seattle consulate. 

 

Spying subs 

 

Russian espionage interest in Washington state stretches back for decades — long before the 1992 opening 

of the Seattle consulate. 

 

In 1987, even amid the glasnost thaw, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer broke a story that Soviet submarines 

— using intelligence garnered from the spy ring formed by John Walker — had penetrated the Strait of 

Juan de Fuca through the 1980s. Walker served many years in the U.S. Navy, and the leaked information 

helped Russians slip past U.S. anti-sub defenses. 

 

A decade later, in 1998, Jack Daly, then a Navy lieutenant and intelligence officer, was dispatched on a 

Canadian helicopter to take surveillance photographs of a Russian cargo ship in the Strait of Juan de Fuca 

that was suspected of spying on the Trident submarines. He says the ship fired a laser that singed his 

retinas. He sued in U.S. District Court over the laser attack and his injury, but in 2002, a jury rejected his 

claim. 

 

As Russian President Boris Yeltsin took power in the 1990s, there was lots of talk of democracy in Russia, 

and many U.S. officials thought espionage would ebb. “We wanted our peace dividend, and didn’t want to 

worry about this anymore,” said Major, who added that the spying did not end and the FBI fought to 

continue support for counterintelligence as the new consulate opened in Seattle in 1992. 

 

Ayn Dietrich-Williams, FBI spokeswoman in Seattle, declined to comment on FBI surveillance operations 

in the Puget Sound region. She said the FBI does not disclose the numbers of employees at the Seattle 

field office because it fluctuates. 

 

Mandigo, who served 29 years in the FBI until his retirement in 2003, said the bureau has remained 

fiercely protective of its role in counterespionage, as there aren’t other law-enforcement agencies assigned 

to the task. He said the Seattle “active” counterintelligence division survived the shifting priorities within 

the bureau in the wake of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. 

 

Mandigo’s leadership of the Seattle FBI office included nominal oversight of agents, technicians and 

others assigned to foreign counterintelligence. But Mandigo explained that he had very little to do with 

these operations because they were supervised and directed out of FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C., 

or from New York. 

 

In addition to keeping track of Russians, some of this FBI work also involved debriefing Americans who 

traveled to Russia. 

 

One Washington businessman with work that takes him to Russia said he repeatedly has been approached 

by FBI officials who want to understand what he does. They don’t ask him to conduct espionage but want 

him to report any criminal activity he sees, said the businessman, who requested anonymity due to the 

sensitivity of those contacts. 

 

FBI agents also may be involved in sting operations that target Americans trying to sell secrets. 
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In 2017, Gregory Allen Justice, a 49-year-old Boeing engineer from Culver City, Calif., pleaded guilty in 

U.S. District Court in California to charges of attempted economic espionage. He tried to sell documents 

to an undercover agent he believed to be a Russian intelligence officer in a case developed out of the FBI 

office in Los Angeles. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 China space lab hurtling toward Earth 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/chinas-defunct-space-lab-hurtling-earth-entry-

54088824  

GIST China's defunct and reportedly out-of-control Tiangong 1 space station is expected to re-enter Earth's 

atmosphere sometime this weekend. It poses only a slight risk to people and property on the ground, since 

most of the bus-size, 8.5-ton vehicle is expected to burn up on re-entry, although space agencies don't 

know exactly when or where that will happen. 

 

Below are some questions and answers about the station, its re-entry and the past and future of China's 

ambitious space program. 

 

——— 

 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN AND HOW GREAT IS THE DANGER? 

 

The European Space Agency predicts the station will re-enter the atmosphere between Saturday morning 

and Sunday afternoon — an estimate it calls "highly variable," likely because the ever-changing shape of 

the upper atmosphere affects the speed of objects falling into it. 

 

The Chinese space agency's latest estimate puts re-entry between Saturday and Wednesday. 

 

Western space experts say they believe China has lost control of the station. China's chief space laboratory 

designer Zhu Zongpeng has denied Tiangong was out of control, but hasn't provided specifics on what, if 

anything, China is doing to guide the craft's re-entry. 

 

Based on Tiangong 1's orbit, it will come to earth somewhere between 42.7 degrees of latitude north and 

42.7 degrees south, or roughly somewhere over most of the United States, China, Africa, Southern Europe, 

Australia and South America. Out of range are Russia, Canada and northern Europe. 

 

Based on its size, only about 10 percent of the spacecraft will likely survive being burned up on re-entry, 

mainly its heavier components such as its engines. The chances of anyone person on earth being hit by 

debris is considered less than one in a trillion. 

 

——— 

 

HOW COMMON IS MAN-MADE SPACE DEBRIS? 

 

Debris from satellites, space launches and the International Space Station enters the atmosphere every few 

months, but only one person is known to have been hit by any of it: American woman Lottie Williams, 

who was struck but not injured by a falling piece of a U.S. Delta II rocket while exercising in an 

Oklahoma park in 1997. 

 

Most famously, America's 77-ton Skylab crashed through the atmosphere in 1979, spreading pieces of 

wreckage near the southwestern Australia city of Perth, which fined the U.S. $400 for littering. 

 

The breakup on re-entry of the Columbia space shuttle in 2003 killed all seven astronauts and sent more 

than 80,000 pieces of debris raining down on a large swath of the southern United States. No one on the 

ground was injured. 
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In 2011, NASA's Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite was considered to pose a slight risk to the public 

when it came down to earth 20 years after its launching. Debris from the 6-ton satellite ended up falling 

into the Pacific Ocean, causing no damage. 

 

China's own space program raised major concerns after it used a missile to destroy an out-of-service 

Chinese satellite in 2007, creating a large and potentially dangerous cloud of debris. 

 

——— 

 

WHAT IS TIANGONG 1 AND WHAT WAS IT USED FOR? 

 

Launched in 2011, Tiangong 1 was China's first space station, serving as an experimental platform for 

bigger projects such as the Tiangong 2 launched in September 2016 and a future permanent Chinese space 

station. 

 

The station, whose name translates as "Heavenly Palace," played host to two crewed missions that 

included China's first female astronauts and served as a test platform for perfecting docking procedures 

and other operations. Its last crew departed in 2013 and contact with it was cut in 2016. Since then it has 

been orbiting gradually closer and closer to Earth on its own while being monitored. 

 

The station had two modules, one for its solar panels and engines, and one for a pair of astronauts to live in 

and conduct experiments. A third astronaut slept in the Shenzhou spaceships that docked with the station, 

which also contained facilities for personal hygiene and food preparation. 

 

——— 

 

HOW ADVANCED IS CHINA'S SPACE PROGRAM? 

 

Since China conducted its first crewed mission in 2003 — becoming only the third country after Russia 

and the U.S. to do so — it has taken on increasingly ambitious projects, including staging a spacewalk and 

landing its Jade Rabbit rover on the moon. 

 

China now operates the Tiangong 2 precursor space station facility, while the permanent station's 20-ton 

core module is due to be launched this year. The completed 60-ton station is set to come into full service in 

2022 and operate for at least a decade. 

 

China was excluded from the 420-ton International Space Station mainly due to U.S. legislation barring 

such cooperation and concerns over the Chinese space program's strong military connections. China's 

space program remains highly secretive and some experts have complained that a lack of information 

about Tiangong 1's design has made it harder to predict what might happen upon its re-entry. 

 

A mission to land another rover on Mars and bring back samples is set to launch in 2020. China also plans 

to become the first country to soft-land a probe on the far side of the moon. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Anger over deadly Venezuela jail riot, fire 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/angry-families-demand-facts-deadly-venezuela-jail-

riot-54087923  

GIST Distraught families are clamoring for information about detained relatives following a fire that Venezuela's 

chief prosecutor says killed 68 people when it swept through the cells of the state police station. 

 

Angry relatives fought with police outside the facility Wednesday after being unable to get any 

information on casualties from Wednesday's fire, which townspeople said erupted after a disturbance 
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involving detainees. Officers used tear gas to disperse the crowd, and local officials would confirm only 

that there were fatalities. 

 

Late Wednesday, Attorney General Tarek William Saab said on his official Twitter account that 68 people 

were dead and nearly all of them were prisoners. He said the dead included two women who were staying 

overnight at the station, but he didn't provide any further details. 

 

Saab said four prosecutors had been named to determine what happened at the state police headquarters in 

Valencia, a town in Carabobo state about 100 miles (160 kilometers) west of Caracas. 

 

It was one of the worst jail disasters in Venezuela, where human rights groups complain about poor 

conditions in prisons and jails. A fire at a prison in the western state of Zulia killed more than 100 inmates 

in 1994. 

 

A Window to Freedom, a nonprofit group that monitors conditions at Venezuela's jails and prisons, said 

preliminary but unconfirmed information indicated the riot began when an armed detainee shot an officer 

in the leg. Shortly after that a fire broke out, with flames growing quickly as the blaze spread to mattresses 

in the cells, it said. Rescuers apparently had to break a hole through a wall to free some of the prisoners 

inside. 

 

Photos shared by the group showed prisoners being taken out on stretchers, their limbs frozen in awkward 

positions as skin peeled off. 

 

Carlos Nieto Palma, director of A Window to Freedom, said officials should be held accountable for 

failing to address the poor conditions in police station jails. The group said overcrowding has become 

common throughout Venezuela, with detainees being kept long past customary brief holding periods 

before being let go or sent to larger jails to await trial. 

 

"It's grave and alarming," Nieto Palma said. "What happened today in Carabobo is a sign of that." 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Seoul: Koreas summit April 27th  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/rival-koreas-begin-high-level-talks-meant-set-

54085645?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST North Korean leader Kim Jong Un will meet South Korean President Moon Jae-in at a border village on 

April 27, the South announced Thursday after the nations agreed on a rare summit that could prove 

significant in global efforts to resolve a decades-long standoff over the North's nuclear program. 

 

The announcement was made after officials met at the border village of Panmunjom. The Koreas plan to 

hold another preparatory meeting on April 4 to discuss protocol, security and media coverage issues, 

according to a joint statement released by the countries. 

 

The leaders of the two Koreas have held talks only twice since the 1950-53 Korean War, in 2000 and 

2007, under previous liberal governments in Seoul. The Korean Peninsula was divided in 1945 into a U.S.-

dominated south and Soviet-backed north, three years before the Koreas each became sovereign nations. 

 

Seoul's Unification Minister Cho Myoung-gyon, one of the three South Korean participants in Thursday's 

talks, told reporters beforehand that setting up discussions between the leaders on ways to rid the North of 

its nuclear weapons would be a critical point. 

 

Cho after the meeting told South Korean reporters there was a "sufficient exchange of opinions" on the 

agendas of the summit, but didn't provide a clear answer on whether the discussions included the nuclear 

issue. 
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"Both sides agreed to prepare for (the summit) in a way that would allow sincere and heartfelt discussions 

(between the leaders). If there's a need, we decided to continue discussions on the summit agendas through 

follow-up high level meetings in April," Cho said. 

 

"Both sides will continue working level discussions (on the agendas) while focusing on the issues 

surrounding the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula, the stabilization of peace and the development 

relations between the South and North." 

 

When asked whether such issues would shape the discussions between Kim and Moon, Cho said "yes." 

 

The North's three delegates were led by Ri Son Gwon, chairman of a state agency that deals with inter-

Korean affairs. The countries earlier this month reached an agreement for a summit on the southern side of 

the border village. Thursday's meeting was held to determine the date and other issues. 

 

Ri after the meeting hailed the agreement over the summit he said provides "immense expectations and 

new hope for the entire nation that desires for peace on the Korean Peninsula." He called for officials from 

both countries to do their best to "perfectly secure the historic meeting between the leaders." 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Fed orders Puerto Rico pension cuts 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/28/board-orders-pension-cuts-studies-puerto-rico-wage-

increase.html  

GIST SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico –  A federal control board overseeing Puerto Rico's finances is demanding cuts 

to the island's crumbling public pension system and says it will consider raising the minimum wage if 

certain conditions are met. 

 

The demands were outlined in various letters sent Wednesday to Gov. Ricardo Rossello. He has repeatedly 

rejected imposing a 10 percent cut to pensions of more than $1,000 a month and is seeking to increase the 

minimum wage from $7.25 an hour to $8.25 by 2021. 

 

The board also stated that mandatory vacation and sick leave should be immediately reduced to 14 days a 

year, and that a Christmas bonus should be made voluntary by 2019 as part of a proposed labor reform that 

Puerto Ricans have widely rejected. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 US limits UN peacekeeping costs to 25% 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/28/us-wont-pay-over-25-percent-un-peacekeeping-

anymore.html  

GIST UNITED NATIONS –  The United States is saying it will no longer shoulder more than a quarter of the 

multibillion-dollar costs of the United Nations' peacekeeping operations. 

 

U.S. Ambassador Nikki Haley said so Wednesday at a Security Council debate on peacekeeping reform. 

 

The U.S. is the biggest contributor to the U.N.'s 15 peacekeeping missions worldwide. Washington is 

paying about 28.5 percent of this year's $7.3 billion peacekeeping budget. 

 

President Donald Trump's administration has complained before that the budget and the U.S. share are too 

high. At Washington's urging, the current budget is $570 million below last year's. 

 

Haley said the U.S. will work to make sure cuts in its portion are done "in a fair and sensible manner that 

protects UN peacekeeping." 
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The General Assembly sets the budget and respective contributions by vote. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Pressure builds on Russia w/expulsions 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/kremlin-vows-respond-diplomatic-expulsions-

54063237?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Pressure increased Wednesday on Moscow over the poisoning of a former Russian double agent in Britain 

as more Russian diplomats were being expelled or recalled. Russia says it will respond to the moves, but a 

senior diplomat said there is no hurry to retaliate. 

 

Russia denies Britain's accusation that it was behind the March 4 nerve agent attack on Sergei Skripal and 

his daughter in the city of Salisbury. Both remain in critical condition. 

 

Skripal was imprisoned in Russia before being sent to Britain in a 2010 spy swap. 

 

More than 20 nations have announced the expulsion of more than 150 Russian diplomats in the dispute, 

including 60 by the United States. Britain expelled 23 and Russia retaliated with the same number, but it 

has not responded to the other moves. 

 

Montenegro on Wednesday announced it would expel a Russian diplomat. Slovakia and Malta said they 

would recall their ambassadors from Russia. 

 

Russia's Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov said Moscow is in "no rush" to retaliate. 

 

He told the RIA Novosti state news agency that Russia is "thoughtfully and thoroughly" considering its 

response. Separately, he was quoted by the Interfax news agency as saying the expulsions were directed by 

London and Washington, adding that other nations succumbed to their pressure. He added that "all options 

are on the table" regarding Russia's response. 

 

President Vladimir Putin's spokesman, Dmitry Peskov, told reporters that Russia's response would come 

soon and that it will be "timely and will suit the interests of Russia." 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Ecuador cuts Assange embassy internet 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ecuador-cutting-off-wikileaks-founders-

communications-54072450?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Ecuador's government said Wednesday it has cut off WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange's internet 

connection at the nation's London embassy after his recent activity on social media decrying the arrest of a 

Catalan separatist politician. 

 

In a statement, officials said Assange's recent posts "put at risk" the good relations Ecuador maintains with 

nations throughout Europe and had decided as of Tuesday to suspend his internet access "in order to 

prevent any potential harm." 

 

Assange has since gone silent on social media. 

 

Ecuador granted Assange asylum in the South American nation's London embassy in 2012, where he has 

remained cooped up ever since. Ecuador has repeatedly tried to find a solution that would allow Assange 

to leave without the threat of arrest, but with no success. He remains wanted in Britain for jumping bail 

and also fears a possible U.S. extradition request based on his leaking of classified State Department 

documents. 
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Relations between Assange and his host nation have often grown prickly. 

 

Ecuador suspended his internet access in 2016 after a WikiLeaks dump targeting Hillary Clinton's 

presidential campaign. And while former President Rafael Correa hailed Assange's work, the South 

American country's current head of state has called him a hacker and warned him not to meddle in politics. 

 

As part of an agreement allowing him to stay at Ecuador's embassy, Assange is forbidden from sending 

any messages that would interfere with the country's diplomatic relations other nations. 

 

"He violated that agreement," said Maria Fernanda Espinosa, Ecuador's minister of foreign affairs. 

 

She added that Ecuador's government would be sending of a group of diplomats to meet with Assange's 

legal team in London next week while also continuing a dialogue with British officials on how to resolve 

"an inherited problem." 
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HEADLINE 03/28 UK: ex-spy likely poisoned at home 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-russia-britain-poisoned-spy-54063397  

GIST British police say they believe a Russian ex-spy and his daughter first came into contact with a military-

grade nerve agent at their front door. 

 

Deputy Assistant Commissioner Dean Haydon says in a statement Wednesday police are now focusing 

their investigation in and around Sergei Skripal's home. 

 

London's Metropolitan Police say they have "identified the highest concentration of the nerve agent, to-

date, as being on the front door of the address." 

 

The revelation is significant because it's the first time police have offered any suggestion about where the 

Skripals were poisoned. Police have also searched a variety of sites around Salisbury, including a pub, a 

restaurant and a cemetery. 

 

Britain blames Russia for the poisoning, triggering a diplomatic dispute between Moscow and Western 

countries. Moscow vehemently denies any involvement. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Allegations of FBI surveillance abuses 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/28/politics/doj-inspector-general-fbi-surveillance-abuses/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN)The Justice Department's internal watchdog announced Wednesday it has launched a 

probe into the department and the FBI's handling of warrant applications under the Foreign Intelligence 

Surveillance Act. 

 

The review by Inspector General Michael Horowitz came after requests from Attorney General Jeff 

Sessions and members of Congress, the IG's office said. 

 

For weeks, President Donald Trump and his allies on Capitol Hill have pointed to the House Intelligence 

Committee's controversial memo -- the so-called Nunes Memo -- slamming how the FBI obtained a FISA 

warrant to monitor Trump foreign policy aide Carter Page to argue that the nation's top law enforcement 

agency is politically biased. The memo claims the FBI failed to adequately inform the judge who approved 

the warrant that it relied, in part, on opposition research funded by the Democratic National Committee 

and Clinton's campaign. 

 

The IG "will review information that was known to the DOJ and the FBI at the time the applications were 

filed from or about an alleged FBI confidential source," Horowitz's office said. The investigation will also 
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"review the DOJ's and FBI's relationship and communications with the alleged source as they relate to the 

(Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court) applications." 

 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions told reporters last month that Horowitz's office was looking at whether the 

FBI handled the FISA warrant on Page properly -- prompting Trump to lash out on Twitter and causing 

Sessions to respond with a rare statement defending his "integrity and honor." 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Hawaii: state targeted in phishing attacks 

SOURCE http://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/story/37824382/state-agencies-victim-of-cyber-attacks-over-the-

weekend  

GIST HONOLULU (HawaiiNewsNow) - So-called "phishing attacks" targeted state computers over the holiday 

weekend, officials confirm. 

 

The attacks came just days after a major international sweep of Iranians who sought to hack into Hawaii 

state computers. 

 

The first phishing attack happened Saturday when an employee from the Department of Agriculture 

clicked on a corrupted link.   

 

A warning from the state's IT office was sent out to workers reminding them not to open links without 

investigating first. 

 

But then on Monday, a state holiday, an employee with the state Department of Human Services did it, 

too.  

 

The state's chief IT security officer, Vincent Hoang, said both times alarms went off immediately and they 

were able to limit the damage to just the affected employees' inboxes. Hoang said they believe the two 

cases are connected and the emails come from the same source.  

 

However, Hoang doesn't know if they are connected to a sweeping federal indictment last week of nine 

Iranians. 

 

"The timing is very coincidental and quite honestly, I don't know if we'd be able to answer one way or the 

other," he said. 

 

Hawaii was listed as a target of the Iranian group that went after state and university systems all over the 

world.  

 

Former Honolulu Police Department cyber crimes expert Chris Duque said if this past weekend's incidents 

are not part of that group, it could be copycats who saw Hawaii as easily compromised. 

 

"They'll try and test the waters," he said. 

 

Cyber crimes are difficult to trace since most of the emails originate overseas. 

 

Hoang said the state's security in place helps defend against millions of individual attacks every year, but 

every once in awhile one will get through.  

 

He admits that two in one weekend is alarming, though, and said the state depends on employees to be the 

last line of defense. 
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"We can throw a lot of technology at it but at the end of the day, the best defense is relying on our users by 

educating them," he said. 

 

Hoang added that the state conducts mock cyber attacks sending out fake links to see how many state 

workers click on them. He said they have had positive results with only a relatively small group falling for 

the test scam.  

 

He added the two attacks did not penetrate the state's internal system so no resident information was 

compromised. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 NKorea suspected in bitcoin heist 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/north-korea-is-suspected-in-bitcoin-heist-1522303177  

GIST SEOUL—Investigators in South Korea are looking into North Korea’s possible involvement in a heist 

from a bitcoin exchange that collapsed here on Tuesday, according to people familiar with the situation, as 

the sanctions-choked regime develops new ways to raise money. 

 

The investigation into the hack of Seoul-based exchange Youbit, led by South Korean law enforcement 

and a state cybersecurity agency, is still in its infancy and a review of the malware code could take weeks, 

the people said. 

 

But the people said there were telltale signs and historical evidence that North Korea was behind the 

Youbit attack. North Korean hackers in April targeted the same cryptocurrency exchange, operating under 

a different name, several of the people said. Yapian, the company that operates Youbit, suspended trading 

and filed for bankruptcy after Tuesday’s hack. 

 

The bitcoin heist follows similar suspected Pyongyang-directed offensives against other South Korean 

cryptocurrency exchanges—and an increasing number of attempts to steal from individual investors. 

 

On Tuesday, the White House said North Korea directed this year’s WannaCry ransomware attack, which 

locked digital files and demanded bitcoin payment for their release. 

 

South Korean police and the Korea Internet & Security Agency said they had begun an investigation into 

the Youbit hack but were still determining the scope of the situation. 

 

A North Korean cyber army of 7,000 hackers around the world has shifted tactics over the past two years 

to become more motivated by financial gain, pilfering from banks and, more recently, focusing on 

cryptocurrencies, according to cybersecurity researchers. North Korea has denied involvement in the 

hacking incidents. 

 

Bitcoin is a virtual currency, but very few people use it to actually pay for things because of transaction 

fees and its rising value. WSJ's Thomas Di Fonzo takes to the streets of New York to try to spend bitcoin 

at brick-and-mortar establishments. 

 

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un has a critical need for funds as his regime advances its nuclear-weapons 

program in the face of tightened economic sanctions. 

 

“North Korea is an ideal country to use hacking and financial tools like bitcoin,” said Troy Stangarone, a 

senior director at the Korea Economic Institute in Washington. “They’re experimenting with ways to earn 

back lost money from sanctions.” 

 

The bitcoin craze has created a unique opportunity, as a rush of new investors bet on a market they had 

barely heard of until recently, said Ryan Kalember, a senior vice president at Proofpoint Inc., a 

cybersecurity firm that published a recent report detailing Pyongyang’s bitcoin campaigns. 
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“Much of the cryptocurrency system is highly vulnerable,” Mr. Kalember said. “Because this world is 

moving so fast and now it’s so lucrative, it’s really exactly what a cybercriminal” is looking for. 

 

Pyongyang’s cyberwarfare capabilities first drew global attention for the hack of Sony Pictures 

Entertainment in 2014, when the regime’s cyber goals were more focused on obtaining military 

information, destabilizing networks or intimidating opponents. 

 

North Korea has turned in recent years to increasingly sophisticated financial warfare. 

 

North Korea was blamed for last year’s cybertheft of $81 million from Bangladesh’s central bank, 

followed by a $60 million theft this year from a Taiwanese bank. Cybersecurity researchers say North 

Korea was involved in other attacks in Mexico, Poland, India and the U.K. 

 

The hackers have executed scams such as planting viruses into South Korean ATMs or point-of-sale 

devices to steal personal information, according to researchers. South Korean government groups and 

agencies withstand 1.5 million daily North Korean hacking attempts, law-enforcement and intelligence 

officials said. 

 

Pyongyang’s bitcoin interest has taken root more recently. North Korea targeted three cryptocurrency 

exchanges in South Korea between April and October, people familiar with that investigation said. That 

includes an April attack on a predecessor to Youbit, then known as Yapizon. 

 

Steve Lim, chief strategy officer at the Coinone exchange, doesn’t think the Youbit incident alone will 

dramatically curb bitcoin interest. “People will shrug it off in a few months’ time, as long as there aren’t 

any more of these kinds of incidents,” he said. 

 

Yapian said the security breach caused it to lose 17% of its total assets, but didn’t specify the financial 

value of the losses. The value of the heist is difficult to determine as exchanges aren’t required to provide 

information about their operations beyond registering their business when they first open. 

 

On Dec. 1, Youbit purchased a one-year cyberinsurance policy from DB Insurance Co., a South Korean 

firm, with damage coverage up to about $2.8 million. 

 

A spokesman at DB Insurance said Youbit hasn’t filed a claim. Youbit has up to three years to do so. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Claim: most FTSE 100 firms fail to share  

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/ftse-100-firms-fail-to-share/  

GIST Most FTSE 100 companies are not being transparent with their board or the wider public about security 

strategy, according to new Deloitte research. 

 

The global consultancy analyzed reporting practices on cyber-risk covering all FTSE 100 annual reports in 

the year ending 30 September 2017. 

 

It found that just 21% disclosed that they provide cybersecurity updates to the board on a regular, monthly 

to bi-annual, basis. Even fewer (20%) disclosed details of specific cyber-risk testing, such as ethical 

hacking, designed to find vulnerabilities in their IT systems. 

 

The research revealed that FTSE 100 firms are either under-investing in cybersecurity or failing to be 

transparent about their efforts, which could be a missed opportunity to reassure investors and customers 

they understand the online threat. 

 

Organizations must focus their efforts on analyzing the business for any weaknesses which could be 
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exposing them to hackers, argued Pete Banham, cyber-resilience expert at Mimecast. 

 

“It has never been more imperative for businesses to implement a cyber resilience strategy,” he added. 

“This should include strong methods of protection, combined with a reliable archive and recovery strategy 

for data that will ensure uninterrupted access and use of vital systems like email in the event of a breach.” 

 

The opacity in reporting highlighted by Deloitte will need to change when the GDPR lands in May, 

according to the firm’s head of cyber risk services, Phill Everson. 

 

“As we see GDPR regulations introduced from May 25 this year this becomes even more important as 

they require regulators to be notified within 72 hours of a breach,” he explained. “In preparation, 

companies will be looking at their processes for delivering security updates to the right people in a timely 

manner. However, with just two months to go to GDPR, our analysis shows there is still some work to 

do.” 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Dismal state cybersecurity in aviation 

SOURCE http://www.computerweekly.com/news/252437816/Most-airports-not-protected-from-cyber-threats  

GIST The chairman of the Israel Airports Authority paints a dismal picture of the state of cyber security in 

aviation, and offers advice on what can be done to avert the next disaster. 

 

The heightened focus on airport security started well over 40 years ago after Israeli forces had freed 

hostages from a hijacked aircraft in a major attack, according to Eliezer Marum, chairman of the Israel 

Airports Authority. 

 

Today, the airport is equipped with sophisticated physical security systems and intelligent security units to 

fend off growing threats that have also become increasingly cyber in nature. 

 

“We must assume that the threat is imminent,” Marum said at CyberTech Asia 2018 in Singapore, noting 

that there are sophisticated, trained terrorists who are plotting attacks against airports, including 

interconnected airport IT systems, to hit the news headlines. 

 

Adding to the challenge is the reality that unlike military systems, IT systems at airports cannot be isolated 

from the internet as passengers and airport employees depend on them to facilitate travel and airport 

operations, said Marum, a retired vice admiral and former commander of the Israeli Navy. 

 

As more airport operators such as Singapore’s Changi Airport Group start to offer fully automated 

passenger experiences, Marum said the impact of a cyber attack will be even more severe, to the extent of 

paralysing entire terminals. 

 

Despite the risks, Marum said most aviation regulations only address physical security, not cyber security. 

“There’s almost nothing on cyber, apart from some guidelines here and there,” he said. “If I paralyse your 

screening systems to allow bad things to pass, your airport will be exposed to big physical security 

threats.” 

 

Speaking from his experience and without revealing loopholes in airport IT systems for security reasons, 

Marum said most of the world’s airports are vulnerable to cyber attacks. “They have many physical 

security people, but they’re not protected in cyber,” he said. 

 

To address this, Marum said the Israel Airports Authority is considering establishing and leading a cyber 

association of airport operators to draft new security standards for airports. 

 

Meanwhile, Marum offered some advice on securing aviation systems. He said airports must recognise 

potential threats, integrate physical and cyber security, as well as adopt security measures like a hurdle 
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race – that is, to place more obstacles in the way of threat actors who are more likely to give up after 

repeated failures to compromise a system. 

 

International cooperation is also key, so that threat intelligence can be shared between airport operators 

and intelligence agencies to avert the next major terrorist attack, which Marum said is likely to be bigger 

than the 9-11 attack on the US. “You will not see the enemy, who will be sitting somewhere in an air-

conditioned room ready to attack and surprise you,” he warned. 

 

According to a recent survey, nearly 70% of cyber security leaders in the Asia-Pacific region believe a 

major attack affecting critical infrastructure across multiple countries will happen in the next two years. 

 

However, the respondents were not confident of their ability to deal with looming threats. More than half 

of them said the lack of funds and security staff had hampered their ability to fight threats. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 FBI tackles ‘going dark’ dilemma 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/28/fbi-revamping-plan-tackling-going-dark-

encryption-/  

GIST The FBI plans to create a new unit within the bureau’s Operational Technology Division (OTD) aimed at 

better addressing the worsening “Going Dark” dilemma that’s hindered criminal investigators’ ability to 

access digital evidence stored on encrypted devices. 

 

An internal FBI audit involving the 2015 terrorist attack in San Bernardino, California, found that federal 

investigators are revamping the way they pursue access data off encrypted devices including smartphones 

and computers, according to a Justice Department Office of the Inspector General’s report released 

Tuesday. 

 

“During the course of our inquiry, we were informed that the FBI intends to add a new section in OTD to 

consolidate resources to address the ‘Going Dark’ problem and improve coordination between the units 

that work on computer and mobile devices,” the report states. 

 

“We believe that such efforts to improve communication and coordination are worthwhile, and should help 

to avoid some of the disconnects we found occurred in this very important and high profile investigation,” 

the report said. 

 

While authorities have wrestled for years with accessing data off encrypted devices, the issue took center 

stage following the December 2015 attack in San Bernardino when federal investigators found themselves 

unable to glean evidence from an Apple iPhone belonging to slain suspect Syed Farook. The FBI sued 

Apple in federal court in hopes of compelling the company’s complete assistance, but relented after 

receiving the assistance of a third-party security firm. 

 

The inspector general “found that inadequate communication and coordination within OTD caused a delay 

in engaging all relevant OTD personnel in the search for a technical solution to the Farook iPhone 

problem, as well as the outside party that ultimately developed the method that unlocked the phone, issues 

that we learned the FBI has since taken steps to address,” the report said. 

 

Based in Quantico, Virginia, the OTD “develops and deploys technology-based solutions to enable and 

enhance the FBI’s intelligence, national security and law enforcement operations,” according to the FBI’s 

website. 

 

“Counter-encryption” is a primary function of the OTD’s digital forensics team, according to the website. 

 

The FBI pointed to its response to the inspector general report when asked Wednesday for further details 

about the new OTD division. 
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“FBI/OTD has realigned mission areas for several Units in preparation for a larger reorganization,” the 

agency said. 

 

Federal investigations have increasingly been stymied in recent years by strong, hard-to-crack encryption 

used to protect data on devices like iPhone and Google Android phones, among others. 

 

The FBI was unable to access data from 7,775 digital devices during fiscal 2017, constituting more than 

half of the total devices lawfully seized by federal investigators during that span, FBI Director Christopher 

Wray said in January. 

 

“While the FBI and law enforcement happen to be on the front lines of this problem, this is an urgent 

public safety issue for all of us,” Mr. Wray said. “Because as horrifying as 7,800 in one year sounds, it’s 

going to be a lot worse in just a couple of years if we don’t find a responsible solution.” 

 

A 2017 report published by the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office found that the number of locked 

smartphones lawfully seized by local prosecutors surged nearly tenfold in recent years, from 78 in 2014 to 

702 in the first 10 months of 2017, including 466 locked Apple iPhones and 236 locked devices running 

Google’s Android operating system. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 iPhone camera app flaw goes phishing 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/iphone-camera-app-flaw-takes-users-to-phishing-sites/  

GIST Last week it was reported that there were a bunch of malware-infected QR reader apps on Play Store 

which was downloaded half a million time. Now, Infosec’s security researcher Roman Mueller has 

identified a flaw in the way iOS camera application manages QR codes; the flaw leads to redirecting users 

to malicious destinations.  

 

The vulnerability is present in the app’s automatic QR code scanning function. It results in displaying a 

URL that can lead the unsuspecting user to unauthentic and even infected websites. 

   

Mueller proved his findings with an example where the QR code scanned by the iPhone’s camera app 

displayed a link that redirected to Facebook.com through Safari browser but the user was redirected to 

Mueller’s own website (https://infosec.rm-it.de/).  

 

It must be noted that with iOS 11, Apple Inc. introduced the brand new feature of a built-in camera app. 

The app allowed users to scan QR codes and access links or other types of content. Through this new 

feature, users of iPhone were no longer required to install a third-party app for scanning of QR codes. 

 

Mueller stated that it only took few minutes’ time to identify a way to construct a QR code that displays a 

harmless looking domain in the notification but actually leads the user to a completely different and 

somewhat unsecure destination in Safari browser. He further asserted that this is a grave vulnerability as it 

opens a plethora of opportunities for cybercrooks; they can lead users to phishing sites or link containing 

malicious exploit. 

  

Apple was notified about the vulnerability by Mueller on December 23, 2017, but the company hasn’t yet 

fixed it. Considering the time elapsed since the date of notifying Apple, Mueller thought it was the right 

time to publicly disclose the flaw. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Legal depts. struggle w/GDPR role 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/legal-departments-struggle-with/  
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GIST The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is set to take effect on May 25, and research suggests 

that while businesses are busy scrambling to fill data protection officer (DPO) vacancies, other areas of the 

organization, especially the legal department, could be taken by surprise. 

 

According to accounting and advisory firm BDO, about half (48%) of legal team respondents in a recent 

survey claim GDPR is not applicable to their organization. Given that any US or foreign company that 

deals with EU citizens’ personal data – the definitions of which are not entirely clear – will be subject to 

the GDPR’s stringent requirements, that perception is likely not in line with reality. 

 

“It behooves every organization – whether they touch EU personal data or not – to regularly review how 

information is used and managed to maximize its value and minimize risk,” said Karen Schuler, BDO 

National Information Governance practice leader. “GDPR is just the catalyst for a higher standard of data 

privacy and protection to which every company should aspire.” 

 

This confusion comes as digital assets increasingly become corporate counsels’ purview: Among 

respondents whose organizations have a defined information governance program, 42% of those programs 

are led by legal, surpassed only by the CIO (47%). 

 

At the same time, legal officers’ cyber-responsibilities continue to expand: 73% of respondents believe 

their boards are more involved in cybersecurity than they were 12 months ago. About a third (34%) of the 

counsel surveyed say their organizations will increase cyber-investment by 10% or more in the next 12 

months. 

 

The survey also uncovered that, to keep pace with mounting digital risks, almost half (46%) of senior 

counsel plan to increase their investment in information governance in the next 12 months.   

 

“Ultimately, today’s corporate counsel must take a holistic view of their organization’s digital risk profile 

– assessing risk based on data flows, cross-functional interdependencies and global operations – and play a 

proactive, rather than reactive, role in risk-based strategic planning,” said Stephanie Giammarco, partner 

and BDO Technology & Business Transformation Services practice leader. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Big business of bad bots 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/big-business-bad-bots  

GIST Bad bots are big news largely because of the FBI investigation into Russia's involvement in the 2016 

presidential election. But bad bots are a bigger problem than automated tweeting: 42.2% of all website 

traffic comes from bots; and 21.8% of it is down to bad bots. 

 

Distil Networks' 2018 Bad Bot Report, based on an analysis of hundreds of billions of bad bot requests, 

shows that bad bot traffic increased by 9.5% in 2017. Bad bots differ from good bots, whose traffic also 

increased by 8.8% to 20.4%. It means that only -- on average -- 57.8% of visiting traffic comes from a 

genuine human being interested in the website content. 

 

Good bots are those that all websites require. They include the search engine page indexing bots from 

Google and Bing, and they bring humans to the site. Bad bots, however, are secretive and nefarious. They 

come from outright criminals and commercial competitors; and their purpose is to detract and/or steal from 

the website. 

 

Distil highlights eight different bad bot functions: price scraping, content scraping, account takeover, 

account creation, credit card fraud, denial of service, gift card balance checking, and denial of inventory. 

They fall into three primary categories: competitive, organized criminal, and nuisance.  

 

Price scraping and content scraping are generally competitor attacks. Price scraping allows competitors to 

maintain price levels slightly lower to score more highly in search engine rankings. Content scraping is 
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simply the theft of proprietary content to augment another site's own content. 

 

Account takeover bots are automated attempts at illegal log-ins. They can deliver brute-force attacks 

cycling through the most popular passwords to see if one of them works, or they can use the process 

known as credential stuffing.  

 

Distil reports a 300% increase in credential stuffing bad bots in the weeks following a new major 

credential theft. This involves the automatic application of stolen passwords on different websites. "Here," 

notes the report, "bot operators make two assumptions. The first is that people reuse their credentials on 

many websites. The second is that newly stolen credentials are more likely to still be active. This is why 

businesses should anticipate bad bots running those credentials against their website after every breach." 

 

Account creation bad bots simply generate vast numbers of new accounts -- for example, on Twitter -- to 

spam out messages or amplify propaganda. 

 

Credit card fraud bots test out credit card numbers, trying to identify missing information -- such as the 

expiry date and the CVV. 

 

The denial of service bad bot can be either competitive or nuisance. It can be used to reduce the 

performance of a competitor, or to disrupt the service of a small website either because of a grudge, or 

simply because it is possible. It can be effected either from a small number of attacking IP addresses, or 

from a larger number of rotating addresses. Automated defenses often fail because the number of accesses 

from each IP address is below the warning threshold before it moves to other addresses, while manual 

whack-a-mole IP blocking simply cannot keep up. 

 

Gift card balance checking bots are used to steal money from gift card accounts that contain a balance. 

 

'Denial of inventory' is a relatively new competitor attack prompted by the growth of ecommerce. In this 

attack, bots place stock items in online shopping baskets, taking them out stock lists. If the item is no 

longer available, then visiting human buyers will go elsewhere to make the purchase. 

 

Bad bots are a difficult problem. Many website owners are not aware of them, while common defenses 

have little effect. Geo-blocking, for example, is only somewhat effective. Many sites block all Russian 

traffic. While this will inevitably include some bad bot traffic, it may also exclude some genuine human 

traffic. Russia is, however, the most blocked country. 

 

In reality, the greatest source of bad bot traffic is the U.S. (although the operators may be elsewhere). 

According to Distil, 45.2% of all bad bot traffic originates in the United States (China is second, but way 

down with just 10.5%). This is because nobody, anywhere in the world, is likely to block all traffic coming 

from the U.S. 

 

"This year bots took over public conversation, as the FBI continues its investigation into Russia's 

involvement in the 2016 U.S. presidential election and new legislation made way for stricter regulations," 

said Tiffany Olson Jones, CEO of Distil Networks. "Yet, as awareness grows, bot traffic and sophistication 

continue to escalate at an alarming rate. Despite bad bot awareness being at an all-time high, this year's 

Bad Bot Report illustrates that no industry is immune to automated threats and constant vigilance is 

required in order to thwart attacks of this kind." 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Flaw exposes Drupal websites to attack 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/drupalgeddon-critical-flaw-exposes-million-drupal-websites-attacks  

GIST All versions of the Drupal content management system are affected by a highly critical vulnerability that 

can be easily exploited to take complete control of affected websites in what may turn out to be 

Drupalgeddon 2.0. 
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While analyzing the security of Drupal, Jasper Mattsson discovered a serious remote code execution flaw 

that impacts versions 6, 7 and 8. This represents more than one million websites that can be hacked by a 

remote and unauthenticated attacker. 

 

The security hole, tracked as CVE-2018-7600 and assigned a risk score of 21/25, can be exploited simply 

by accessing a page on the targeted Drupal website. Once exploited, it gives the attacker full control over a 

site, including access to non-public data and the possibility to delete or modify system data, Drupal 

developers warned. 

 

The vulnerability has been patched with the release of Drupal 7.58, 8.5.1, 8.3.9 and 8.4.6. While Drupal 6 

has reached end of life and it’s not supported since February 2016, a fix has still been developed due to the 

severity of the flaw and the high risk of exploitation. 

 

Besides updating their installations to the latest version, users can protect their websites against attacks by 

making some changes to the site’s configuration. However, the required changes are “drastic.” 

 

“There are several solutions, but they are all based on the idea of not serving the vulnerable Drupal pages 

to visitors. Temporarily replacing your Drupal site with a static HTML page is an effective mitigation. For 

staging or development sites you could disable the site or turn on a ‘Basic Auth’ password to prevent 

access to the site,” Drupal developers said. 

 

Cloudflare also announced that it has pushed out a rule to its Web Application Firewall (WAF) to block 

potential attacks. 

 

While no technical details have been made public, Drupal believes that exploits targeting the vulnerability 

will be created within hours or days, which is why it alerted users of the flaw and an upcoming patch one 

week in advance. This appears to have been a good strategy, but many websites may still remain 

vulnerable for extended periods of time. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Grindr flaws spill personal info, location 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/grindr-flaws-spill-personal-info-on-users-reveals-

locations/article/754486/  

GIST Security flaws in Grindr can expose the personal information and location of its three million or so users. 

 

An app developer discovered the vulnerabilities when creating the C*ckblocked website that lets users 

find out who blocked them on the dating app, according to a report from NBC News.  

 

After users logged in to the website using their Grindr names and passwords, developer Trever Faden, 

CEO of Atlas Lane, could access private user data, including their emails, location and unread messages, 

through a loophole eerily similar to the one that allowed Cambridge Analytica to collect the data of 50 

million unwitting Facebook users. 

 

“One could, without too much difficulty or even a huge amount of technological skill, easily pinpoint a 

user's exact location," NBC cited Faden as saying.   
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HEADLINE 03/28 Destructive, false flag attacks to escalate 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/destructive-and-false-flag-cyberattacks-to-

escalate/d/d-id/1331390  

GIST Olympic Destroyer. NotPetya. Bad Rabbit. OilRig. These disruptive and in most cases destructive 
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cyberattacks were just the beginning. 

 

Geopolitical tensions typically map with an uptick in nation-state cyberattacks, and security experts are 

gearing up for more aggressive and damaging attacks to ensue against the US and its allies in the near-

term, including crafted false flag operations that follow the strategy of the recent Olympic Destroyer attack 

on the 2018 Winter Olympics network. 

 

As US political discord escalates with Russia, Iran, North Korea, and even China, there will be expected 

cyberattack responses, but those attacks may not all entail the traditional, stealthy cyber espionage. Experts 

say the Trump administration's recent sanctions and deportation of Russian diplomats residing in the US 

will likely precipitate more aggressive responses in the form of Russian hacking operations. And some of 

those could be crafted to appear as the handiwork of other nation-state actors. 

 

A shift in Russia's M.O. against the US infamously began in 2016 with the hacks of the Democratic 

National Committee (DNC), Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC), and Hillary 

Clinton campaign manager John Podesta's email account, all of which were punctuated with data dumps 

via WikiLeaks, DC Leaks, and Guccifer 2.0. 

 

US companies Merck and Federal Express were believed to be collateral damage from the NotPetya attack 

Russia forged last year against Ukrainian targets, posing as a ransomware attack but instead wiping data 

from hard drives at infected sites. But such attacks may well become more direct in the near future, experts 

believe. 

 

Security experts worry that Russia will continue to ratchet up more aggressive cyberattacks against the US 

- likely posing as other nations and attack groups for plausible deniability - especially given the success of 

recent destructive attack campaigns like NotPetya. Not to mention the successful chaos caused by Russia's 

election-meddling operation during the 2016 US presidential election. 

 

That doesn't mean Russia or any other nation-state could or would cause a massive power grid outage in 

the US, however. Instead, US financial services and transportation networks could be next in line for 

disruption via nation-state actors, experts say. 

 

Vikram Thakur, senior manager on Symantec's security response team, says Olympic Destroyer scratched 

the surface for cloak-and-dagger attacks. "We think the future is going to get even more complicated with 

actors relying more and more on false flags, in some cases, throwing another group [under] the bus from 

an attribution standpoint." 

 

"To say the waters are muddied would be such an understatement," he says. Not only are some nations 

teaming up outside of cyber, but others are happy to pilfer from one another's cyber domains as well: 

"We're aware of groups happy to steal others' information and sit on their command and control server. 

We're aware of false flag operations." 

 

But Tom Kellermann, chief cybersecurity officer at Carbon Black, expects more nefarious activity out of 

Russia, and possibly from Iran and North Korea, against the US. He expects some regimes to team up in 

the long term to target the US and other Western allies/NATO in cyberspace. For example, the nomination 

of CIA director Mike Pompeo – who has criticized the Iran nuclear deal – as the new US Secretary of 

State to replace Rex Tillerson, could spark online retaliation from Iran, he says. 

 

"You're going to see a dramatic escalation of Iranian cyberattacks against US infrastructure" that follow 

White House and State Department rhetoric, he says. Iran already has dramatically improved its 

cyberattack capabilities, he says, and he believes it's learning from Russia's tactics. "They're all using the 

same playbook" now, he says, with similar "kill chain" methods in their attacks and payloads. 

 

Kellermann says he believes Russia is providing North Korea and Iran with the technologies and tactics to 

advance their attacks. It may not be direct coordination, but there's some element of technology transfer 

from Russia to those nations, he maintains. 
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The Iranian OilRig attackers, for instance, have advanced in their ability to mask lateral movement within 

a targeted organization, he notes, and they have adopted methods similar to Russia's Fancy Bear group, 

including an AppLocker bypass exploit, indirect code execution, and the increasingly popular file-less 

malware method where legitimate system tools are used against victims rather than custom malware.  

 

This move away from custom malware to so-called file-less malware also complicates attribution and 

helps embolden false-flag operations. "[Custom malware] was one of the primary methods for identifying 

certain groups in the past. Without that, it becomes difficult to determine who the perpetrator might be," 

Symantec's Thakur says. 

 

That doesn't mean attribution is dead. "It's becoming a lot more challenging. But in the end they are still 

humans and even if they write scripts in PowerShell or JavaScript or PHP, at the end of the day they will 

reuse code and are lazy. That helps us" identify them, he says. 

 

North Korea's Hidden Cobra, believed to be behind the sophisticated attacks bank members of the SWIFT 

network, also is maturing fast. "The M.O. they use against the financial sector reminds me of the M.O. of 

Russian cybercriminals," says Kellermann. Their custom Trojan development aside, they employed similar 

communications methods, including a custom binary protocol to beacon back to the C2 servers over TCP 

port 8080, 8088, and their use of SSL, he says, as well as when they overwrote the ServiceDLL in the 

Windows registry. 

 

Thakur says his team at Symantec hasn't seen much cooperation among different nations to date. Multiple 

hacking teams from a particular nation, such as Iran, will work in tandem in an attack campaign, splitting 

up different stages of the attack. "I don't think different countries are going to collaborate on malware or 

on different active campaigns. Most are very nationalistic, or have ambitions for intellectual property" 

theft, he says. 

 

One high-profile exception, of course, was Stuxnet. Although neither the US nor Israeli governments ever 

took credit for the hack that sabotaged uranium centrifuges in Iran, experts who studied the attacks pointed 

to fingerprints from both nations' intelligence agencies. 

 

CrowdStrike vice president of intelligence Adam Meyers says he hasn't seen much overlap of nation-state 

groups working together, but points to nations such as Iran modeling some of their techniques after 

Russian ones. Take Iran's initial dabbling with destructive attacks via the Shamoon campaign, which hit a 

couple of targets. 

 

"It was a shot across the bow," Meyers says. But starting in 2016, Iran waged a series of destructive 

cyberattacks targeting the Saudi government and infrastructure and business, he notes. "That was for 

maximum impact and psychological impact on the people of Saudi Arabia," he says. "It's what Russia has 

been doing against Ukraine for seven years." 

 

Meyers believes the issue is more about Iran's cyberweapon capability improving and maturing – likely 

inspired by Russia's. 

 

Symantec's Thakur says the likelihood of the number of destructive cyberattacks against the US and others 

increasing in the coming months is "more realistic" now than ever. "It's more about the motivation by 

threat actors working on behalf of certain countries that will reach the threshold where they would more 

often cause destruction to someone's network," he says. "There are a lot of factions. It's fair to assume 

some might get more reckless." 

 

But that doesn't mean widespread critical infrastructure damage. "That doomsday scenario isn't fair. It's 

extremely unlikely we would face a situation of a widescale blackout across the country," Thakur says. "If 

anything, there are small pockets of the country that don't have the redundancy or rollover, who might be 

at elevated risk of cyberattacks and some kinetic" threat, he says. 
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Even with the recent confirmation by the federal government that Russia's DragonFly  hacking team is 

well embedded in US power companies and other industrial networks, there's a silver lining, he says. 

"Today our infrastructure in the US is in a much better place than a year ago" security-wise, he says. 

 

In the runup to a possible meeting between Kim Jong-Un and Donald Trump, meantime, North Korean 

hacking teams will likely escalate their attacks. "They want to get intel around the US strategy," notes 

CrowdStrike's Meyers. "And leading up to those meetings, there is increasing pressure on the US 

government and POTUS to maintain a hard line on sanctions against North Korea … So [North Korea] 

may step up their criminal operations," especially on the lucrative cryptocurrency mining attacks, he says. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Android cryptojacker can brick phones 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/mobile/new-android-cryptojacker-can-brick-phones/d/d-id/1331398  

GIST A little CPU power can go a long way in a criminal application. That was the lesson of the Mirai botnet 

and now also a lesson being applied by a new cryptojacker mining Monero user the power of the Android 

phone. 

 

Researchers at Trend Micro recently discovered ANDROIDOS_HIDDENMINER, a piece of malware that 

embeds itself in an Android device, obfuscates its presence, and proceeds to use the device CPU to mine 

Monero, a cryptocurrency that has gained favor with criminals because of its anonymous, untraceable 

nature. 

 

Researchers have seen an increase in cryptojacking in 2018 as cybercriminals turn to malware that seems 

more reliable than ransomware and less likely to draw the immediate attention of law enforcement. 

Cryptojackers have begun using delivery mechanisms like EternalBlue to plant themselves on systems, 

indicating that the same sort of criminal organizations that were banking on ransomware have now turned 

to the less aggressive cryptojackers for revenue. 

 

Like other cryptojackers, ANDROIDOS_HIDDENMINER is far from benign. The demands that 

cryptocurrency mining places on a CPU are so great that the CPU can overheat causing the device to lock, 

fail, and be permanently damaged. Similar malware such as Laopi has been known to cause heat-related 

battery swelling to the point that the phone case actually bubbled and buckled, according to one report. 

 

ANDROIDOS_HIDDENMINER is currently being delivered through a fake Google Play update app. So 

far, it has been available to users in China and India, though the Trend Micro researchers note  that there's 

no technical reason that the malware couldn't enter other markets, and that they fully expect to see spread 

to other geographies in the future. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Boeing confirms malware attack 

SOURCE http://www.zdnet.com/article/boeing-confirms-malware-attack-downplays-production-impact/  

GIST After reports emerged on Wednesday afternoon that Boeing had found itself the latest victim of the 

WannaCry ransomware attack, the company issued a statement to explain that its cybersecurity operations 

centre had merely detected a "limited intrusion" of malware that had affected a small number of its 

systems. 

 

Although ZDNet has reached out to Boeing for comment, a statement issued to sister site CNET 

downplays the concerns over the company's production impact. 

 

"A number of articles on a malware disruption are overstated and inaccurate," Linda Mills, vice president 

of Boeing commercial airplanes communications, told CNET. 

 

"Our cybersecurity operations center detected a limited intrusion of malware that affected a small number 
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of systems. Remediations were applied and this is not a production or delivery issue." 

 

Claims Boeing had been struck by the virus that caused global panic when it spread last year were made 

after the company's commercial airplane chief engineer Mike VanderWel distributed a memo to staff that 

called for "all hands on deck". 

 

"It is metastasizing rapidly out of North Charleston and I just heard 777 (automated spar assembly tools) 

may have gone down," the Seattle Times reported VanderWel as writing in the memo. He reportedly 

added that he was concerned the virus would hit equipment used in functional tests of planes ready to roll 

out and potentially "spread to airplane software". 

 

The WannaCry ransomware, labelled the biggest challenge of 2017, saw ransomware spread with the help 

of a leaked NSA exploit and infect over 300,000 PCs at major organisations around the globe. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Boeing deals w/suspected ransomware 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/boeing-is-dealing-with-a-suspected-wannacry-

ransomware-outbreak/  

GIST In a baffling turn of events, computers at Boeing have allegedly been infected with the WannaCry 

Ransomware. According to the Seattle Times, a memo was sent out by a Boeing employee that states that 

systems have been affected and that their were concerns the ransomware would "spread to airplane 

software". 

 

The Seattle Times reports that this memo was sent out by Mike VanderWel, chief engineer at Boeing 

Commercial Airplane production engineering, that states: 

 

“It is metastasizing rapidly out of North Charleston and I just heard 777 (automated spar assembly tools) 

may have gone down,” VanderWel wrote, adding that he’s concerned the virus will hit equipment used in 

functional tests of airplanes ready to roll out and potentially “spread to airplane software.” 

 

While WannaCry is still spotted occasionally trying to spread, for the most part this ransomware was 

effectively stopped by security researcher Marcus "MalwareTech" Hutchins registered a domain that acted 

as a kill switch for the ransomware component. 

 

That is why it is so baffling that almost a year later, with all the patches that were released, almost all AV 

software detecting it, and all the media attention that WannaCry generated that Boeing would become 

infected with this ransomware in 2018. 

 

At this time, the ransomware has not been 100% confirmed as WannaCry and it could very well be an 

imitation as we have seen those released in the past. If anyone works for Boeing and can share a 

screenshot or a sample, it could be readily confirmed if this was the original Wannacry. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Facebook hit w/class-action lawsuit 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/28/facebook-users-sue-over-feature-collected-

call-and/  

GIST Facebook was sued in federal court Tuesday for quietly scraping the call and text data of account holders 

who used its Android smartphone apps, adding fresh litigation to the embattled social network’s growing 

list of legal woes. 

 

Brought on behalf of Facebook users Anthony Williams, Tyoka Brumfield and Wendy Burnett, the 22-

page class action complaint filed in San Francisco federal court alleges the world’s largest social network 
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violated consumer protection and privacy laws by siphoning phone data from Android users who ran older 

versions of its Messenger and Lite apps. 

 

The apps scraped “years worth of call and text data, including whether each call was ‘Incoming,’ 

‘Outgoing’ or ‘Missed,’ the date and time of each call, the number dialed, the individual called and the 

duration of each call,” attorney L. Timothy Fisher wrote in the complaint. 

 

“These data are then sent to Facebook and incorporated into the company’s trove of User Data, which in 

turn are monetized for advertising purposes,” the lawsuit alleges. 

 

“In all reasonable probability,” Mr. Fisher wrote, plaintiffs “would not have installed or used the Facebook 

Messenger app, or would have used it on materially different terms, had [they] known the truth about the 

app’s practice of scraping call and text logs.” 

 

The lawsuit seeks class action status on behalf of all affected Facebook users and requests unspecified 

compensatory, statutory and punitive damages. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Northern Irish parliament cyberattack 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/northern-irish-parliament-hit-by-brute-force-attack/  

GIST The email service at the Northern Ireland Parliament, Stormont has been hit by a brute force attack 

allowing unknown attackers to access email accounts of several members. 

 

According to an internal email seen by the BBC, Members of the NI Parliament have been notified that the 

attack was an external source trying to access assembly mailboxes with numerous password attempts. 

   

Although the compromised accounts were disabled by Stormont’s IT department, staff have been told to 

change their passwords and remain vigilant. The cyber attack is being investigated by the National Cyber 

Security Centre. 

 

However, the attack came days after it was revealed that APT15 hacking group who are associated with 

Chinese intelligence had allegedly hacked a UK government contractor and stole military secrets from its 

computers. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Siemens warns of critical vulnerabilities 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/critical-flaws-found-siemens-telecontrol-building-automation-

products  

GIST Siemens informed customers this week that critical vulnerabilities have been found in some of its 

telecontrol and building automation products, and revealed that some SIMATIC systems are affected by a 

high severity flaw. 

 

One advisory published by the company describes several critical and high severity flaws affecting 

Siveillance and Desigo building automation products. The security holes exist due to the use of a 

vulnerable version of a Gemalto license management system (LMS). 

 

The bugs affect Gemalto Sentinel LDK and they can be exploited for remote code execution and denial-of-

service (DoS) attacks. 

 

The vulnerabilities were discovered by researchers at Kaspersky Lab and disclosed in January. The 

security firm warned at the time that millions of industrial and corporate systems may be exposed to 

remote attacks due to their use of the vulnerable Gemalto product. 
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Siemens warned at the time that more than a dozen versions of the SIMATIC WinCC Add-On were 

affected. The company has now informed customers that some of its building automation products are 

impacted as well, including Siveillance Identity and SiteIQ Analytics, and Desigo XWP, CC, ABT, 

Configuration Manager, and Annual Shading. 

 

The German industrial giant has advised customers to update the LMS to version 2.1 SP4 (2.1.681) or 

newer in order to address the vulnerabilities. 

 

A separate advisory published by Siemens this week informs customers of a critical vulnerability affecting 

TIM 1531 IRC, a communication module launched by the company nearly a year ago. The module 

connects remote stations based on SIMATIC controllers to a telecontrol control center through the Sinaut 

ST7 protocol. 

 

“A remote attacker with network access to port 80/tcp or port 443/tcp could perform administrative 

operations on the device without prior authentication. Successful exploitation could allow to cause a 

denial-of-service, or read and manipulate data as well as configuration settings of the affected device,” 

Siemens explained. 

 

The company said there had been no evidence of exploitation when it published its advisory on Tuesday. 

 

A third advisory published by Siemens this week describes a high severity flaw discovered by external 

researchers in SIMATIC PCS 7, SIMATIC WinCC, SIMATIC WinCC Runtime Professional, and 

SIMATIC NET PC products. 

 

The vulnerability allows an attacker to cause a DoS condition on the impacted products by sending 

specially crafted messages to their RPC service. Patches or mitigations have been made available by 

Siemens for each of the affected systems. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 NY medical practice exposes records 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/unsecured-ny-medical-practice-server-exposes-42000-

records/article/754284/  

GIST A Long Island, N.Y., medical practice left an exposed port normally used for remote synchronization open 

exposing at least 42,000 medical records.  

 

UpGuard Director of Cyber Risk Research Chris Vickery found that port 873, normally used for remote 

synchronization and moving data between devices, on a server belong to the medical practice of Cohen 

Bergman Klepper Romano Mds PC open and configured for global access allowing anyone who knew the 

server's IP address to find the data. A secure server would only allow access from select IP addresses, 

UpGuard wrote. 

 

The flaw allowed the patient names, Social Security numbers, ethnicity, insurance information, dates of 

birth, phone numbers and insurance information of the Huntington, N.Y. practice to be exposed. In 

addition, physician's personal information to include Social Security numbers and more than three million 

of the doctor's notes on their patients along with emails were also left unprotected, UpGuard said. 

 

The unsecured server was found on January 25, 2018 and secured on March 19. 

 

“Beyond the obvious sensitivity of any exposure of an individual's medical background, the leak of patient 

- and doctor - Social Security numbers, in association with personal details like home address, insurance 

information, and date of birth, provide ample ammunition for fraudsters. Armed with the contact 

information for patients, and the knowledge of which doctor's office they go to, malicious actors could 

also socially engineer exposed individuals, posing as a representative of the physicians to further extract 
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sensitive information,” UpGuard reported. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Lizard Squad member sentenced 3mo. 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/lizard-squad-member-zachary-buchta-receives-three-month-

sentence/article/754287/  

GIST One of the founders of the notorious hacking group Lizard Squad and PoodleCorp was sentenced to three 

months in prison after having plead guilty to one count of conspiracy to commit damage to a protected 

computer. 

 

Zachary Buchta, 20, pleaded guilty in December in the Northern District Court for the District of Illinois 

to the charge and also agreed to pay a $350,000 fine. The charge carried a potential sentence of 10 years in 

prison, but the amount of time to be served was reduced due to Buchta's willingness to work with 

prosecutors, according to court documents. 

 

Lizard Squad was best known for knocking the gaming sites Xbox Live and PlayStation Network offline 

on Christmas Day in 2014 with DoS attacks and then hacking Taylor Swift's social media accounts the 

following year. The group also stole payment card information and sold their hacking services.  

 

Buchta's most visible role with the group, which was comprised of an international group of men several 

of whom have been arrested in their countries, was to applaud Lizard Squad's activity and troll law 

enforcement as they tried to bring down the gang.  

 

His online handle was @fbiarelosers and he promoted these illegal activities through a variety of Twitter 

accounts, including “@pein,” “@fbiarelosers,” “@xotehpoodle,” and “@PoodleCorp,” the sentencing 

document stated.  

 

“By tweeting messages such as “Arrest us” and “You can't arrest a lizard” (and using the moniker 

“@fbiarelosers”), defendant encouraged others to believe such computer crimes could be committed with 

impunity,” the court document stated. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Hajime botnet makes a comeback 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/hajime-botnet-makes-a-comeback-with-massive-

scan-for-mikrotik-routers/  

GIST If you've been following the infosec Twitter community for the last few days, you couldn't ignore the 

constant talk about the massive scans currently taking place online, carried out by a Hajime IoT botnet 

looking to mass-infect unpatched MikroTik devices. 

 

All of the hoopla started on Sunday, March 25, when suspicious scans for port 8291 popped up out of the 

blue on everyone's honeypots. 

 

The scans only continued in the following days, showing no sign of abating, and attracting attention from 

security researchers from all over the globe. 

 

The attention was warranted as the scans weren't something small, and continued at an intensive rate. The 

first to spot the scans were researchers from Qihoo 360's Netlab team, who said today this Hajime botnet 

performed over 860,000 scans in the last three days, albeit they couldn't tell how many of these scans were 

also successful infections. 

 

The exploit attackers were trying to use was a vulnerability known as "Chimay Red," a bug that affects 

MikroTik RouterOS firmware 6.38.4 and earlier, and allows attackers to execute code and take over the 
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device. 

 

This is the same flaw that was included in the WikiLeaks "Vault 7" leak of alleged CIA hacking tools, and 

the same flaw that some jokesters used during the past year to deface MikroTik routers by changing 

hostnames of vulnerable devices to all sorts of expressions that included the word "hacked." 

 

But this time around, attackers didn't joke around and they installed the Hajime bot, a strain of IoT 

malware known primarily for building giant botnets, with the last one reaching over 300,000 devices in the 

spring of 2017. 

 

It is worth mentioning that in the past, the Hajime IoT botnet was never used for massive DDoS attacks, 

and its existence was a mystery for many researchers, as the botnet only gathered infected devices but 

almost never did anything with them (except scan for other vulnerable devices). 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Some VPN providers leak customers’ data 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/many-vpn-providers-leak-customers-ip-address-

via-webrtc-bug/  

GIST Around 20% of today's top VPN solutions are leaking the customer's IP address via a WebRTC bug 

known since January 2015, and which apparently some VPN providers have never heard of. 

 

The discovery belongs to Paolo Stagno, a security researcher who goes by the pseudonym of VoidSec, and 

who recently audited 83 VPN apps on this old WebRTC IP leak. 

 

Stagno says he found that 17 VPN clients were leaking the user's IP address while surfing the web via a 

browser. 

 

The researcher published his results in a Google Docs spreadsheet. The audit list is incomplete because 

Stagno didn't have the financial resources to test all commercial VPN clients. 

 

The researcher is now asking the community to test their own VPN clients and send him the results. For 

this, he set up a demo web page that users must access in their browser with their VPN client enabled. The 

code running on this page is also available on GitHub, if users want to test the leak locally, without 

exposing their IP on somebody else's server. 

 

Stagno's code is based on the WebRTC bug discovered in January 2015 by security researcher Daniel 

Roesler. Back then, Roesler found that WebRTC STUN servers, which intermediate WebRTC 

connections, will keep records of the user's public IP address, along with his private IP address, if the 

client is behind-NAT network, proxy, or VPN client. 

 

The problem was that STUN servers would disclose this information to websites that had already 

negotiated an WebRTC connection with a user's browser. 

 

Since then, many advertisers and law enforcement agencies have used this WebRTC-related bug to acquire 

a site's visitor's IP address. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 World Backup Day: saving your data 

SOURCE https://www.welivesecurity.com/2018/03/28/world-backup-day-saving-day-saving-data/  

GIST World Backup Day, celebrated annually on March 31, is a timely reminder of the importance of taking 

effective measures that can make all the difference when a data loss incident strikes. It is also a good time 

to pause and reflect on the rising tide of threats that organizations, notably those operating in critical 
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industries, face in cyberspace. 

 

It is a safe bet to say that Hippocrates didn’t expect the wisdom of the oath named after him to extend 

nicely to cybersecurity one day. And yet, thousands of years later, many security practitioners will 

probably swear by one of the dicta contained in modern versions of the physicians’ pledge, namely that 

“prevention is preferable to cure”. 

 

Nevertheless, as threats are constantly evolving and become more pervasive, incident response and 

recovery are increasingly jostling for the attention of organizations’ cyber-defenders. Indeed, the threat 

landscape gives a sense that security ills are sometimes well-nigh unavoidable. Given our reliance on 

technology, having a plan for how to respond when the chips are down has never been more important. 

 

In information security, best practices in preparations for a possible emergency include implementing a 

robust plan for data backup and recovery. World Backup Day, celebrated since 2011, helps raise 

awareness of the fact that a data loss event can cost people and organizations dearly. The causes of such 

incidents clearly run the gamut and include a hardware or system failure, a human error, a malicious 

insider, and a cyberattack. 

 

To be sure, there is also the possibility of a physical disaster. However, compared to, say, fire or flood, 

cyber-incidents – especially of a malicious bent – pose a range of specific challenges for both detection 

and recovery. To begin with, it may not even be immediately obvious that something is amiss. Also, the 

actual extent of the damage or the timing of the intrusion may not be immediately apparent. The risk of a 

contagion spreading to other systems is yet another of a number of challenges that cybersecurity incidents 

bring. 

 

Whatever the cause of the incident, an organization needs to restore the lifeblood of its operations – its 

mission-critical data – in order to begin a recovery. The journey to restoring the organization’s vital 

functions begins with a pre-purchased ticket, which in this case is a robust backup of its data. 

 

Indeed, reconstituting lost or corrupted data, especially business-critical data, can be a matter of survival 

for any business. In critical infrastructure, the stakes are particularly high. For services that are essential 

for the functioning of entire societies, even short-term disruptions can have particularly dire ramifications. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Electronic medical records carry risks 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Health_News/2018/03/28/Electronic-medical-records-carry-some-risks-study-

says/8981522261254/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=lh&utm_medium=6  

GIST WEDNESDAY, March 28, 2018 -- Advances in medical technology sometimes come with drawbacks, 

and in the case of electronic health records, a new study suggests these systems occasionally put patients at 

risk. 

 

"There's no question that electronic health records have clear benefits for clinicians and patients, and can 

improve the care process," said senior author Raj Ratwani. He is director of the MedStar Health National 

Center for Human Factors in Healthcare in Washington, D.C. 

 

"However, nearly all health care systems have adopted an [electronic health record system] and this 

technology has introduced some new risks to patient safety, as our study has shown," Ratwani said in a 

MedStar news release. 

 

The analysis of more than 1.7 million reports from the Pennsylvania Patient Safety Authority and another 

mid-Atlantic health system found 557 cases of possible patient harm in which problems using electronic 

record systems were a factor. 

 

"Our view is that even one patient harm event that stems from electronic health record usability issues is 
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unacceptable," Ratwani said. 

 

Trouble spots include data entry, alerts and interoperability, or the ability of computer systems or software 

to exchange and make use of information. The usability issues affected placement of prescription orders 

and medication administration. 

 

Examples of the problems cited include: 

• Order placement: A doctor put a medication order in the system while a surgery patient was in 

recovery, then left the hospital. Though the orders looked complete, they were not activated. 

• Alerts: Even though a patient's drug allergy was listed in the record, the system failed to issue an 

alert about the allergy. 

 

"These are solvable issues, and we are committed to improving electronic health record usability and 

patient safety," Ratwani said. 

 

The study was published March 27 in the Journal of the American Medical Association. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Reddit unplugs bitcoin payments 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/reddit-unplugs-bitcoin-payments/  

GIST Reddit, one of bitcoin's first adopters, is no longer accepting payments in the digital currency.  

 

A favored hangout for fans of cryptocurrencies, the social media platform in recent days disengaged the 

option to use bitcoin to purchase a premium membership due to snags in the system and because of a 

decision by Coinbase, a digital-assets exchange, to discontinue its merchant product in favor of a new 

platform.  

 

Reddit users began commenting on Friday that the only payment options for the membership program 

were limited to credit cards and PayPal, without the previous choice of bitcoin. 

 

Asked for confirmation, Reddit spokesperson Leigh Ann Benicewicz in an email directed CBS 

MoneyWatch to a comment from a Reddit administrator addressing the change.  

 

"Yup that's right. The upcoming Coinbase change, combined with some bugs around the Bitcoin payment 

option that were affecting purchases for certain users, led us to remove Bitcoin as a payment option," 

wrote a Reddit board administrator with the user name emoney04. 

 

"We're going to take a look at demand and watch the progression of Coinbase Commerce before making a 

decision on whether to reenable," the Reddit administrator also wrote. 

 

Coinbase plans to release a service, called Coinbase Commerce, for merchants to take bitcoin, bitcoin 

cash, ethereum and litecoin payments and deposit them in their own digital wallet, the San Francisco 

company said in a blog post last month. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Tweet on Facebook, Google data goes viral 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/web-developer-dylan-curran-thread-on-info-that-facebook-and-

google-store-goes-viral/  

GIST Web developer Dylan Curran posted a thread on Twitter over the weekend that quickly went viral. He 

tweeted, "Want to freak yourself out? I'm gonna show just how much of your information the likes of 

Facebook and Google store about you without you even realising it." 
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In his series of tweets and an opinion piece in The Guardian, Curran, who told CBSN on Wednesday that 

he "was basically a nobody before this exploded," outlined the information Google stores on users, ranging 

from users' location to app usage to their YouTube history. 

 

He similarly highlighted Facebook's collection of personal information, saying the social media giant "has 

reams and reams of data on you, too." 

 

"This includes every message you've ever sent or been sent, every file you've ever sent or been sent, all the 

contacts in your phone, and all the audio messages you've ever sent or been sent," he wrote in The 

Guardian. 

 

Speaking on CBSN Wednesday from Ireland, he noted "there are settings to opt out of [Facebook and 

Google's] data collection," but "not a lot of people have realized that's there."  

 

He also said that consumers have given up so much data voluntarily that "for the current generation and 

maybe all generations, so millennials and up, the damage is a little bit done." Facebook and Google "have 

enough information on us to create an advertising profile for the rest of our lives, and it's enough 

information that can be used against us, for the rest of our lives."  

 

"I'm not saying that they will, just that that information does exist," he added.  

 

Curran said Google had the equivalent of about 3 million Word documents worth of information stored 

about him, including every Google search he had made since 2009. He said Facebook stored another 

roughly 400,000 documents worth of information. 

 

The first tweet in his thread has been retweeted more than 146,000 times since Saturday. It has received 

more than 228,000 likes.  

 

Ex-NSA contractor Edward Snowden called it "an exquisite breakdown using real-life examples of how 

@Facebook and @Google exploited your trust to quietly create a decade-long dossier of your most private 

activities."  

 

The interest in Curran's thread comes amid a slew of questions -- and heightened concerns -- about data 

privacy following revelations about Cambridge Analytica, the consulting firm accused of harvesting data 

on as many as 50 million unwitting Facebook users through a personality quiz app. Facebook has 

apologized for the incident and announced changes to its privacy policy. 

 

Curran said the response and attention he's received in the wake of his tweets have made him think "that 

there's something going on on a larger scale with the population, where people just don't understand what 

these products are doing and the potential damage that can happen in the future from just freely using 

them." 

 

A Google spokesperson said in a statement to CBS News that "in order to make the privacy choices that 

are right for them, it's essential that people can understand and control their Google data. Over the years, 

we've developed tools like My Account expressly for this purpose, and we'd encourage everyone to review 

it regularly."   

 

Facebook users can also review information about their data and contacts via Facebook's help 

section, here and here. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Malaysia: central bank foils cyberattack 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-malaysia-cenbank-cybersecurity-incide/malaysias-central-bank-

says-foiled-attempts-at-unauthorized-fund-transfers-idUSKBN1H50YF  
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GIST KUALA LUMPUR (Reuters) - Malaysia’s central bank said on Thursday it had detected and foiled an 

attempted cyber attack and efforts to transfer funds without authorization using falsified SWIFT messages. 

 

Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) did not suffer any financial loss in the incident, which occurred on 

Tuesday, it said in a statement. 

 

The bank did not say in the statement if the messages came via the SWIFT global payments network and 

did not immediately respond to requests for more details on the falsified messages. 

 

“All unauthorized transactions were stopped through prompt action in strong collaboration with SWIFT, 

other central banks and financial institutions,” BNM said. 

 

The attempt at BNM is the latest in a series of cyber attacks on financial institutions. 

 

Unidentified hackers stole $81 million from Bangladesh Bank’s account at the New York Fed in February 

2016, using fraudulent orders on the SWIFT payments system. In February, the Russian central bank said 

unknown hackers stole 339.5 million rubles from a Russian bank last year in an attack using the SWIFT 

system. 

 

The Malaysian central bank said there was no disruption to other payment and settlement systems the 

central bank operates, and that it has taken additional safeguards to protect its stakeholders. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 India govt. sends notice to Facebook 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/india-sends-notice-facebook-alleged-data-breach-

54088576?cid=clicksource_79_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST India's government has sent a notice to Facebook asking whether the personal data of Indian voters and 

users has been compromised by U.K.-based Cambridge Analytica or any other downstream entity. 

 

A similar notice was dispatched to Cambridge Analytica last week following media reports that it had 

misused data to profile Indians and influence their elections. The government set a Saturday deadline for 

Cambridge Analytica and April 7 for Facebook to respond to its inquiry. 

 

Facebook is facing unprecedented scrutiny following reports that the data mining firm used ill-gotten data 

from tens of millions of its users to try to influence elections. 

 

India's Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology said in a statement late Wednesday that 

Facebook has its largest footprint in India in terms of its user base and sought to know "what proactive 

measures it is taking to ensure the safety, security and privacy of such large user data and to prevent its 

misuse by any third party." 

 

The governing Bharatiya Janata Party and the main opposition Congress Party have accused each other of 

utilizing the services of the British company, but denied any link with it. Cambridge Analytica's allegedly 

unauthorized harvesting of Facebook data and a series of leaks linked to India's biometric database has 

refocused public attention on digital privacy in the country. 

 

Digital law experts say Indian regulations offered particularly weak safeguards against data breach. 

 

The Indian government's notice to Facebook sought to know "whether Facebook or its related or 

downstream agencies utilizing Facebook's data have previously been engaged by any entities to 

manipulate the Indian electoral process." 

 

"If any such downstream entity misused data from Facebook, what is the protection available to the data 

subject?" it asked. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Westminster attack: efficient investigation 

SOURCE https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/westminster-attack-khalid-masood-jihadi-manifesto-

report-details-message-whatsapp-a8278616.html  

GIST Details of a jihadi manifesto sent by the Westminster attacker on WhatsApp minutes before launching the 

atrocity have been revealed in a report that probed why police arrested a dozen potential suspects and then 

set them free. 

 

Khalid Masood placed a photo of himself on the front page of the document, which was entitled “Jihad” 

and included extracts from the Quran and other Islamic sources that he claimed to support violence. 

 

A report by the Independent Reviewer of Legislation detailed how police traced the contacts who received 

Masood’s final message to launch a wave of arrests across the country, starting in Birmingham. 

 

Max Hill QC said investigators initially believed Masood had sent the document to “specific individuals 

who may be of interest, but it quickly transpired to the police that a large number of individuals received 

this message and it wasn’t targeted at specific associates”. 

 

The Independent understands that the document did not include a pledge of allegiance to Isis, which 

claimed responsibility for the Westminster attack in a statement describing Masood as a “soldier of the 

Islamic State”. 

 

Intelligence investigations found he had researched Isis online, alongside methods of attack using knives 

and vehicles favoured by its followers, but the discovery raises the prospect that the terrorist group issued 

its claim opportunistically and without proof of his support. 

 

Masood had been known to security services since 2004, over his links with al-Qaeda supporters and 

Anjem Choudary’s banned Islamist network, but was not under active investigation at the time of the 

attack. 

 

A review by Mr Hill’s predecessor found that neither MI5 nor the police had any reason to anticipate the 

attack, concluding that Masood was “a long way from the top of anyone’s grid”. 

 

The 52-year-old Muslim convert was shot dead after killing five pedestrians on Westminster Bridge with 

his car and stabbing PC Keith Palmer to death outside Parliament. 

 

The rampage on 22 March 2017 lasted just 82 seconds but left 29 other victims injured, becoming the first 

terror attack claimed by Isis in the UK. 

 

A report into the ensuing police investigation said counter-terror officers launched a “fast-moving” probe 

that initially relied on just the items found in the crashed hire car. 

 

Masood’s phone was locked but notifications showed the content of recent messages, while financial 

information revealed that he had stayed at a hotel in Brighton on the previous night. 

 

The premises were searched, as was a hostel in Birmingham and the homes of friends and relatives in the 

city and London. 

 

Police arrested 12 people in total – eight men and four women aged between 20 and 58 – but all were later 

released without charge. 
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The sweep contributed to a record number of terror arrests recorded in the UK last year, when the 

Westminster attack was the first of five atrocities to strike London and Manchester. 

 

Mr Hill found “no major fault” with the investigation but made four recommendations for police to 

improve practices. 

 

“I considered very hard the fact that 12 people were arrested and detained but none were charged, but I 

reached the conclusion that this was an efficient investigation, and a reasoned and proportionate use of the 

relevant terrorism legislation,” he told The Independent. 

  

Those arrested in the wake of the attack included Masood’s ex-wife, who had two young children with the 

attacker. 

 

In a statement released through police, she said she was “saddened and shocked” by his attack, 

condemning his actions. 

 

Notifications on the terrorist’s phone showed she had tried to call him on the day of the attack, when she 

contacted police identifying him as the attacker. 

 

“She stated in interview that she received a text message from Masood with a pdf named ‘Jihad’,” the 

report said. 

 

“When she saw the incident on Twitter she was worried he might be involved and tried several times to get 

a hold of him.” 

 

The woman cooperated fully with police and passed on details of Masood’s other associates. 

 

Among them was a 58-year-old man who had also tried to call the attacker and was due to travel abroad 

with him “imminently”, sparking suspicion that he was complicit in the attack. 

 

He was “initially not forthcoming as to the full extent of his relationship with Masood”, claiming he had 

only met him weeks before and complained about his arrest and the impact on his children. 

 

One of Masood’s relatives, a 27-year-old man, was also arrested after he refused to hand police his phone 

because he needed it for work. 

 

Officers uncovered messages the man sent to Masood two hours after the attack reading: “I will take care 

of her inshallah [God willing]. Ameen. Please give us a call when possible”, and then minutes later:  “May 

Allah grant you peace and honour Ameen.” 

 

Later the same evening, he texted Masood saying he had visited his home: “Khalid... called you and no 

answer..what is going on? We just knocked for you but no answer.” 

 

The report said the man fully cooperated with police and denied knowledge of the attack, describing 

himself as a strict Muslim but “ignores the situation in Syria as he finds it too depressing”. 

  

Another man, a 30-year-old associate of Masood was arrested after police found out he had received 

religious instruction from the terrorist had was “becoming more extreme and talking about jihad”.  

 

Call data showed he had been in contact with Masood in the days and weeks leading up to the attack, and 

had visited Westminster for unclear purposes earlier in March. 

 

He refused to answer questions in his first police interview on the advice of a solicitor, but later told 

investigators he met Masood at a gym, describing him as a “mentor who assisted him with his separation 

and child access issues”.  
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The man said he had not seen the terrorist for some time before the attack and knew nothing about it. 

 

Four Hungarians who lived at an address where Masood was a former tenant were arrested, but did not 

know him. 

 

Nor did a man and woman in their 20s living in a homeless hostel, which they moved into hours before 

being arrested. 

 

Police also detained a Saudi Arabian married couple who were in a “professional relationship” with 

Masood through his teaching work. 

 

Financial records showed the wife paid a total of £2,100 into Masood’s bank account in the two months 

before the attack with the reference “friend”, but they told police the payments were for “educational work 

completed”. 

 

In total, police seized 584 pieces of potential evidence, including 256 electronic devices. 

 

The evidence will be considered in ongoing inquests into the deaths of Masood and his five victims, 

British mother Aysha Frade, Romanian architect  Andreea Cristea, pensioner Leslie Rhodes, American 

tourist Kurt Cochran and PC Palmer. 

 

Mr Hill said police had fully accepted the findings of his report, which called on officers to give “greater 

thought” to transporting detainees hundreds of miles from the place of arrest, as was seen following the 

Westminster attack. 

 

The lawyer, who has himself prosecuted several high-profile terror cases involving Isis and other groups, 

called on authorities to consider making it possible to release people arrested under the Terrorism Act on 

bail, make sure detainees are given their rights as soon as possible and review training on how people are 

questioned on their religion. 

 

“None of them are major criticisms but they present learning opportunities,” Mr Hill said. 

 

“I wanted to present as much information on the public as possible on Masood and his plans. 

 

“There little public information as to what process follows when people are arrested on suspicion terror 

offences… it’s at the heart of this country’s response to terrorism and there’s a right to understand what 

police and individuals in their charge go through.” 

 

Amber Rudd, the Home Secretary, said she would carefully consider the report’s recommendations and 

respond formally in due course. 

 

It was published the day after an independent review into the emergency services’ response to the 

Manchester attack in May exposed failings by the fire service, which did not respond to the bombing for 

two hours after “poor communication” with police. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 US almost struck Russians again Syria 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/us-wanted-attack-russians-syria-again-moscow-stepped-mattis-says-

864666  

GIST Defense Secretary James Mattis revealed Tuesday that U.S. forces nearly bombed Russians fighting on 

behalf of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad sometime in the past week, but a call with Moscow's own 

armed forces defused the situation. 

 

Mattis said he believed Russian military officials when they said they were not giving orders to private 
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Russian citizens battling the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) and rebel groups as part of a coalition of 

pro-Syrian government militias. Following an incident last month, in which the U.S.-led coalition against 

ISIS killed a large number of these pro-Assad fighters, including Russians, Mattis said another clash was 

recently avoided after Marine Corps General Joseph Dunford, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

contacted Russia's top military leader, Army General Valery Gerasimov, via a deconfliction hotline. 

 

"There were other Russian elements like this moving across the deconfliction line, which is the river, as 

you know, into an area that we'd agreed with the Russians they could operate in, as they had allowed us to 

operate basically to the west of the river, up at Tabqa and around Raqqa.  We'd agreed for them being 

slightly east of the river at Deir Ezzor," Mattis told reporters at the Pentagon. 

 

"These were forces moving into more advanced positions, too close. Deconfliction discussions between 

our chairman and his Russian counterpart, General Gerasimov [took place] and those elements fell back. 

So we have also drawn off slightly in order to maintain a deconfliction between the elements there," he 

continued. 

 

"So it looks like, this time, it was resolved through the deconfliction communication line. It did not, you 

know, go into harm's way, as it did there a month ago," he added. 

 

The battleground in eastern Syria has only grown more complex as the U.S.-led, mostly Kurdish Syrian 

Democratic Forces and the Russia-backed Syrian military fought two separate campaigns to destroy ISIS. 

As the Syrian military, backed by various pro-government militias—many of which were supported by 

Iran—and Russian warplanes, retook Deir Ezzor city and the border town of Al-Bukamal, they declared 

victory over ISIS and reclaimed the region for Assad. 

 

On the other side of the Euphrates River, however, the Syrian Democratic Forces maintained control of 

lucrative oil fields. The Kurdish leadership had reportedly entered into preliminary talks with the Syrian 

government to negotiate the return of these sites in exchange for greater autonomy across majority-

Kurdish northern Syria, but two major developments have upset the dynamics of eastern Syria. 

 

First, Turkey protested to a U.S. plan to establish a Syrian Democratic Forces border force. Turkish 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan threatened to crush the U.S.-backed Kurdish "terror army" he accused of 

being linked to the banned Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) that has waged a decades-long separatist 

guerrilla war in Turkey. Turkey rallied its rebel, once-CIA-backed Free Syrian Army allies in January to 

take the Kurd-held town of Afrin and Kurdish fighters have left the U.S.-led coalition frontlines in eastern 

Syria to resist the spreading Turkish invasion alongside pro-Syrian government forces as part of a deal 

with Assad. 

 

Not long after, the mostly Arab faction of the Syrian Democratic Forces in eastern Syria said they had 

come under attack by pro-Syrian government forces. The U.S.-led coalition responded with massive force, 

killing up to 100 pro-Assad fighters, including at least dozens of Russian citizens—many of which were 

reportedly operating as part of private military companies. 

 

Russia stated it had no control over Russian nationals working outside the military, but blamed the U.S. 

for provoking the attack and denied coalition claims that the U.S. had contacted Russian military officials 

before, during and after the attack. A U.S. drone killed more pro-Syrian government forces in a Russian 

tank days later. 

 

While the degree to which Gerasimov was able to influence irregular Russian fighters on the ground was 

unclear, the elite general issued a direct warning that the U.S. military must not place his troops in danger. 

As negotiations over the evacuation of civilians and rebels from the insurgent-held districts outside of 

Damascus accompanied a violent Syrian air campaign earlier this month, U.S. ambassador to the United 

Nations Nikki Haley warned that "the United States remains prepared to act" in response to reports of 

chemical weapons and civilian casualties. 

 

Russia has denied its Syrian ally's involvement in chemical weapons attacks, including an alleged sarin gas 
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attack last April that convinced President Donald Trump to launch airstrikes at a Syrian air base, a move 

Russia argued threatened the lives of its personnel. In response to Haley's renewed threat against the 

Syrian military, Gerasimov said he would "take retaliatory measures to target both the missiles and their 

delivery vehicles" if Russian lives were put in harm's way. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Somber spring in Kashmir Valley 

SOURCE http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/sombre-spring-in-kashmir-valley-as-six-youth-

go-missing/article23375205.ece  

GIST Photos of three of them with weapons in hand surface online; those not found include a university student 

and a head constable’s son. 

 

Security agencies in Kashmir are alarmed as six youth had gone missing in the Valley in March. Photos of 

three of them with weapons in hand surfaced online in the past few days, raising suspicion that they have 

joined militancy. 

 

One of those missing is a student of the University of Kashmir and another is a policeman’s son. Protests 

broke out on the university campus on Wednesday, demanding the whereabouts of Sameer Ahmad Dar, a 

Department of Earth Sciences student, be revealed. The students say Dar has been missing since March 19 

after leaving home at Kakpora in Pulwama. 

 

“The university has written to the Director-General of Police and requested him to ascertain the student’s 

whereabouts. We request the agitating students to maintain calm and cooperate till the police ascertain the 

facts,” a university official said. 

 

A senior police official told The Hindu that an investigation had failed to establish that Dar had links with 

the militants, but they could not rule out the possibility. 

 

At Kawa Mohallah in Khanyar of Old City here, Mymoona Jan, mother of Fahad Mushtaq Waza, 18, 

known as Faid, appealed to her son to “quit militancy”. Faid went on a religious programme on March 23 

and on Tuesday, his gun-wielding pictures were splashed on social media sites. He allegedly joined the 

Lashkar-e-Taiba and took the name Abu Usama. 

 

“He [Waza] betrayed, and lied to, me. He said he would be back by Monday after finishing a religious 

programme. I appeal to him to return now,” Ms. Jan said. 

 

In Kupwara, the police have declared Junaid Ahmad Wani (25) of Tikkipora “missing”. “The matter is 

under investigation. We cannot conclude that Wani has joined militancy,” a senior police official said. 

 

Bilal Ahmad Shah (25), also from Kupwara, allegedly joined the militant ranks on March 20. He had been 

missing for three weeks and was seen carrying an AK 47 rifle in a photo posted online recently, showing 

that he has joined the Hizbul Mujahideen. 

 

Another youth who announced his alleged association with militants on social media is Abid Maqbool 

Bhat, son of a head constable at Tral in Pulwama, He is said to have joined the Jasih-e-Muhammad. 

 

Junaid Ahmad Khan, son of the newly appointed Tehreek-e-Hurriyat chairman Muhammad Ashraf Sehrai, 

joined the Hizb. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Victory declared; US, Turkey remain 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/iraq-syria-win-wars-against-isis-us-turkey-will-not-leave-862653  
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GIST Iraq and Syria have declared victory over the Islamic State militant group (ISIS), an international jihadi 

network whose presence in the Middle East drew in multiple local and international forces against it. 

However, months after Baghdad and Damascus both pronounced the militants' self-styled caliphate dead, 

the U.S. and Turkey have fought on in spite of calls to withdraw their forces. 

 

While the U.S. has argued its indefinite military presence was necessary in both countries to prevent the 

resurgence of Islamist groups, Turkey has used the opportunity to launch a new campaign against Kurdish 

militias supported by the Pentagon but considered terrorist organizations by Ankara. As Turkish forces 

launched new attacks on Iraqi and Syrian Kurdish fighters combatting the remnants of ISIS, both countries 

have attempted to reduce or completely expel Turkey. 

 

In a press conference Tuesday, Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi assured reporters that the Iraqi 

military was "in complete control of all of Iraq’s borders" and that the government had "a timetable for the 

reduction of the number of foreign troops in Iraq." 

 

In neighboring Syria, where only Russia and Iran were considered legitimate foreign allies, an official 

Foreign and Expatriates Ministry statement issued Monday renewed "the demand for the immediate and 

unconditional withdrawal of the Turkish occupation forces from Syrian territory." 

 

On Tuesday, Syrian ambassador to the United Nations Bashar al-Jaafari condemned "attacks directed 

against the sovereignty, safety and territorial integrity of Syria" by the U.S.-led coalition, Turkey and 

Israel, according to the ruling Baath Party's official newspaper. 

 

The Kurds are a Middle Eastern ethnic minority that claim parts of Iran, Iraq, Syria and Turkey as their 

ancestral homeland and have alleged political oppression by the majority communities in all four 

countries. Iraqi and Syrian Kurds have since taken advantage of unrest in their home nations to challenge 

the dominance of their mostly Arab central governments. 

 

ISIS formed out of a merger of jihadi groups, including Al-Qaeda in Iraq, in the wake of the 2003 U.S. 

invasion and overthrow of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein, a member of Iraq's Sunni Muslim minority 

and opponent both of the fellow Baathist government in neighboring Syria and of the Kurdish ambitions at 

home. As ISIS took half of Iraq and Syria in 2014, a U.S.-led coalition began bombing it, while also 

supporting Kurdish forces on the ground in these countries. 

 

The U.S.'s 2015 decision to establish the mostly Kurdish Syrian Democratic Forces angered Turkey, which 

linked Syrian Kurdish militias such as the People's Protection Units (YPG) to the militant Kurdistan 

Workers' Party (PKK) at home. With ISIS mostly defeated in Syria, thanks to campaigns by the U.S.-led 

coalition and its Syrian Democratic Forces allies, as well as the Syrian military supported by Russia and 

Iran, Turkey launched a new offensive against U.S.-backed Kurds in the northwestern region of Afrin in 

January and successfully took the city earlier this month, 

 

The campaign has caused major friction between Turkey and the U.S., which has refused to withdraw 

Special Forces operating alongside Kurds in the northern city of Manbij, one of at least six Syrian and 

Iraqi cities located along Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan's warpath. The U.S. has also declined 

support for Kurds leaving the battle against ISIS in the east to enter into a deal with Syrian President 

Bashar al-Assad, whom the U.S. has attempted to overthrow since the beginning of Syria’s seven-year 

civil war. 

 

As Assad's government reclaimed most of the territory lost to rebels and jihadis, he and his Russian and 

Iranian allies have called on the U.S. to withdraw. But the Trump administration has declined to offer any 

timetables as to when or if it planned to withdraw U.S. forces. 

 

Jennifer Cafarella, a senior intelligence planner at the Institute for the Study of War, told Newsweek that 

"the U.S. needs to be prepared to defend its positions in Syria and Iraq with force." She noted that "Russia, 

Iran and Assad seek to expel the U.S. from Syria and have attacked U.S. and partnered forces on numerous 

occasions" since President Donald Trump ordered a cruise missile strike against a Syrian air base in the 
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aftermath of what the U.S. said was a chemical weapons attack perpetrated by the Syrian military in the 

rebel-held province of Idlib last April. 

 

In Afrin, the rebel Free Syrian Army, once backed by the CIA, has planted Turkish flags, signaling a 

potentially long-term presence for Ankara as it eyes the nearby town of Tel Rifaat, which reportedly was 

recently transferred from Syrian Democratic Forces to Syrian government control. The U.S.-led coalition 

said officials acknowledged "the departure of some SDF forces from the Middle Euphrates River Valley 

and continue to point out the potential costs of any distraction from the Defeat-ISIS fight" in a statement 

sent to Newsweek earlier this month. 

 

Turkish airstrikes have also hit Kurdish militia targets in northern Iraq, where Ankara also felt vulnerable 

to PKK infiltration. Unlike Assad, Abadi has attempted to maintain a working relationship with Turkey, 

mostly due to its alliance with the U.S., which entered its 15th consecutive year operating in Iraq earlier 

this month. A number of local politicians have become increasingly vocal in their opposition to Turkish 

and U.S. military presence, however, and Abadi assured journalists on Tuesday that he told Turkish 

Foreign Minister Binali Yildirim that Iraqi forces could handle Kurdish militant activity in northern Iraq. 

 

Iraqi Foreign Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari also told his Turkish counterpart earlier this week that Turkey 

should withdraw from the city of Bashiqa. In addition to growing anger over the Turkish military presence 

in Iraq, Abadi has faced increased pressure to push for the U.S. to exit the country from the powerful, 

influential collective of Iran-backed Shiite Muslim militias known as the Popular Mobilization Forces. 

 

This large paramilitary force was assembled in 2014 and fought alongside both Iraqi and Syrian troops to 

defeat ISIS. Earlier this month, they were made an official part of Iraq's armed forces. As Abadi prepared 

for elections later this year, the mostly Shiite Muslim force—which also included many Sunni Muslims, 

Yazidi Christians and other communities—has urged him to expedite the withdrawal of U.S. forces, 

threatening to wage a new conflict if they did not leave. 

 

"The Iranians may be preparing to escalate against U.S. forces in Iraq in an attempt to expel them, as 

well," Cafarella told Newsweek. 

 

"Iranian proxies are campaigning for Iraq’s upcoming elections on a platform of resisting U.S. 

'occupation.' Iran’s proxies likely submitted a recent resolution that passed the vote in Iraqi parliament that 

demands a timeline on the full withdrawal of coalition forces. Iran likely seeks to gain an Iran-friendly 

prime minister after the election, enabling it to eject the U.S. politically," she added. 

 

Earlier this month, the U.S.-led coalition told Newsweek in a separate statement that "as invited guests in 

Iraq, we work closely with the government of Iraq and its security forces" and that the coalition was 

"committed to the lasting defeat of Daesh [the Arabic-language acronym for ISIS] in Iraq and Syria." 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Gunmen attack central Mali hotel 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/29/gunmen-attack-central-mali-hotel-kill-1-and-hurt-2-

others.html  

GIST BAMAKO, Mali –  A government official in Mali says gunmen killed one person and wounded two others 

in an attack on a hotel frequented by aid workers and businessmen in central Bandjagara city. 

 

Interior security spokesman Amadou Sangho says four gunmen entered the Hotel la Falaise late 

Wednesday, opening fire on a soldier standing guard. He fired back but was killed. Two civilians, 

including a hotel employee, were wounded. 

 

The attack comes days after Prime Minister Soumeylou Boubeye Maiga visited Bandjagara, promising to 

defeat Islamic extremists. 
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No group has claimed responsibility for the attack, though jihadists have increasingly carried out attacks in 

central and northern Mali. It is the first such attack in Bandjagara. 

 

The Dogon region once was a major tourist site, but jihadist violence since 2012 has reduced visits. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Pakistan PM: terrorism eliminated 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/malala-yousafzai-pakistan-shahid-khaqan-abbasi-imran-khan-

taliban-defeated/  

GIST ISLAMABAD -- Nobel Peace Prize winner Malala Yousafzai returned to her native Pakistan early 

Thursday for the first time since she was shot in 2012 by Taliban militants angered at her championing of 

education for girls. Tight security greeted the now-20-year-old university student upon her arrival at 

Benazir Bhutto International Airport. 

 

Local television showed her with her parents in the lounge at the airport before leaving in a convoy of 

nearly 15 vehicles, many of them occupied by heavily armed police. 

 

Hours after her arrival, Yousafzai met with Pakistan Prime Minister Shahid Khaqan Abbasi, who praised 

her and said he was happy to welcome her back to Pakistan, where he said terrorism has been eliminated. 

 

Yousafzai said she was excited to be back. With tears in her eyes, she recalled having to leave the country 

for treatment when she was shot. At a ceremony at Abbasi's office, the university student said she had 

always thought about returning to Pakistan. 

 

"It is now actually happening and I am here," she said, vowing to continue to campaign for the education 

of girls. 

 

Her return had been shrouded in secrecy and it wasn't immediately clear how long she would be in the city 

or whether she planned to travel to her hometown of Mingora, where the shooting occurred. 

 

Local television channels have been showing her return to Pakistan with some replaying the horror of her 

shooting and the rush to get her treatment. 

 

Pakistani officials say they captured several suspects after the attack on Yousafzai, but the head of the 

Taliban in Pakistan, Mullah Fazlullah, is still on the run and believed to be hiding in neighboring 

Afghanistan. 

 

Fazlullah's spokesman, Mohammad Khurasani, earlier this month said Fazlullah's son was among 21 "holy 

warriors" killed by missiles fired by a U.S. drone at a seminary in Afghanistan. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Judge rejects motion to dismiss 9/11 suit 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/judge-rejects-saudi-arabias-attempt-toss-911-

lawsuits-54084366?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A judge on Wednesday rejected Saudi Arabia's motion to end a New York lawsuit seeking to hold it 

responsible in the Sept. 11 attacks. 

 

In dismissing the motion, U.S. District Judge George Daniels said the plaintiffs' allegations met the 

requirements for the court to assume jurisdiction under the Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act. 

 

Congress passed the act in 2016 over then-President Barack Obama's veto, allowing the claims to go 

forward against Saudi Arabia after they were rejected once in the courts. 
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"This is really a historic day for the families," said Sean Carter, attorney for the plaintiffs. "The families 

have been trying for many years to have an opportunity for the Saudi government to answer on the merits." 

 

A message seeking comment from lawyers representing the Saudi government was not immediately 

returned. 

 

Daniels had previously rejected arguments that Saudi Arabia backed the hijackers. In Wednesday's ruling, 

he also dismissed claims against two Saudi banks and a construction company with ties to Osama bin 

Laden, saying he lacked jurisdiction. 

 

Hundreds of victims' relatives and injured survivors, along with injured corporations, sued the Saudi 

government in 2003, saying its employees knowingly assisted hijackers who carried out the attacks and 

fueled al-Qaida's development into a terrorist organization by funding charities that supported the group. 

 

Fifteen of the 19 attackers were Saudis. The U.S. investigated some Saudi diplomats and others with Saudi 

government ties who knew hijackers after they arrived in the U.S., according to now-declassified 

documents. 

 

The 9/11 Commission report found "no evidence that the Saudi government as an institution or senior 

Saudi officials individually funded" the attacks al-Qaida masterminded, but the commission also noted 

"the likelihood" that Saudi-government-sponsored charities did. 

 

The Saudi government has long denied any involvement in the attacks. 

 

At a hearing in January, attorney Michael Kellogg, arguing for Saudi Arabia, cited the report repeatedly, 

along with the findings of probes by the FBI and CIA. 

 

"All rejected Saudi Arabia was responsible," he said. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Militant leader, bin Laden ally, roams free 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/militant-leader-bin-laden-ally-roams-freely-

pakistan-54088127?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST He is crisscrossing Pakistan championing a fatwa, or Islamic religious decree, forbidding militant violence 

inside the country. But the mere fact that Fazlur Rehman Khalil, veteran leader of an organization 

designated as a terror group by the U.S., is free has experts questioning Pakistan's willingness to fight 

extremism. 

 

Khalil, once a close friend of the late al-Qaida chief Osama bin Laden, co-founded Harakat-ul-

Mujahedeen, a group accused by India of attacking its forces in the Kashmir region and by the U.S. of 

training militants and carrying out attacks in Afghanistan. The group has undergone several name changes 

over time and is now known as Ansar-ul Ummah. 

 

But authorities have left him alone. At his home on the outskirts of the capital, Islamabad, the gates are 

protected by a burly, bushy bearded guard whose automatic rifle is always at his side. Khalil's madrassa, or 

religious school, named for Khalid bin Al-Waleed, one of the most prominent early Muslim commanders 

leading the conquest of Iraq and Syria in the 7th century, occupies a sprawling compound next door in the 

middle of a crowded market. 

 

In an interview with The Associated Press, Khalil denied the accusations against his group and he 

applauded the fatwa, which he joined other Sunni and Shiite religious scholars in writing, denouncing 

militant violence in Pakistan as against Islam. The fatwa, issued in January, is the first such decree issued 

by such a broad range of scholars in Pakistan. 
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"Terrorism, suicide attacks, blasts, and killing of innocent people are forbidden in Pakistan, in accordance 

with Sharia (Islamic law)," Khalil said, dressed in a starched white traditional shalwar kameez and looking 

relaxed on the manicured lush green lawn of his compound. 

 

"Religious scholars belonging to different schools of thought are unanimous on the issue and are against 

terrorism." 

 

Afghanistan has criticized the fatwa because it is specific to Pakistan. Khalil said Afghan President Ashraf 

Ghani should call Islamic scholars in his country together to issue a fatwa of their own. He offered to go to 

Kabul to help craft the fatwa. 

 

"If Ghani does this we will support his initiative. We wish he would do it. If Afghans sit with us we will 

support them," he said. 

 

Since the beginning of the year Pakistan has come under relentless pressure from the United States to 

crack down on militants, particularly the Haqqani network, it says has found safe havens in Pakistan. 

While Islamabad denies organized havens, it says insurgents move around among the 1.5 million Afghan 

refugees still living in Pakistan. 

 

U.S. President Donald Trump in a blistering New Year's day tweet accused Pakistan of "lies and deceit" 

and later suspended hundreds of millions of dollars in military aid. 

 

The 55-year-old Khalil's stature in the militant hierarchy has waned since the late 1990s, when he signed 

on to bin Laden's fatwa ordering the faithful to attack U.S. interests wherever they found them. 

 

Still, his organization's publications are used to raise money and have exhorted the faithful to fight in 

Afghanistan, where the Afghan National Army, backed by the U.S.-led coalition, is struggling against a 

resurgent Taliban. 

 

That sort of fundraising has contributed to the likelihood that Pakistan will be placed on a so called 'gray 

list" of countries doing too little to stop terrorism when the Financial Action Task Force, an inter-

government group trying to stem terror financing, meets in June. 

 

The U.S. State Department in 2014 said Khalil's group still runs training camps in eastern Afghanistan. In 

2016, Indian security forces said they arrested five Harakat members on its side of the disputed Kashmir 

region, allegedly planning attacks on Indian dignitaries. 

 

"This is someone who had close and direct ties to Osama Bin Laden, and is very plugged in to the militant 

networks of South Asia," said Michael Kugelman, deputy director of the Asia Program at the U.S.-based 

Wilson Center. "Even if he's not making much noise, he shouldn't be taken lightly." 

 

Khalil dismissed U.S. criticism of Pakistan for allowing militant leaders to roam free. 

 

"Whether America likes it or doesn't like it makes no difference to me. I am Pakistani. We have courts. We 

are not U.S. slaves," he said. 

 

"If Pakistan has any charges of terrorism they can summon us. I am ready to go to court. The U.S. is not 

interested in courts, it is pressing for extra-judicial actions," he said. 

 

Khalil called U.S. policy confused and contradictory. He dismissed suggestions that the Haqqani network, 

which the U.S. has declared a terrorist group, is separate from the Taliban, which has not been declared a 

terrorist group to leave open the possibility of future negotiations. 

 

"You can't separate the two. ... Taliban and Haqqanis are the same," he said. "Sirajuddin Haqqani is the 

Number 2 in the Taliban. How can you separate the two?" 
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Khalil, like many militants in south and southeast Asia, traces his career back to Afghanistan during the 

Soviet Union's occupation in the 1980s. Then he fought on the side of the United States, which backed the 

mujahedeen — or, as President Ronald Reagan called them, "freedom fighters." Today, many have joined 

the Afghan Taliban. 

 

Khalil said U.S. intelligence trained him on the sophisticated U.S. Stinger anti-aircraft missiles that 

historians say turned the tide of the war. The Soviets withdrew in 1989. 

 

"I have fought with the Americans in Afghanistan," he said. "But I haven't gone to Kashmir for a single 

day." 

 

Analysts say Pakistan's policy of allowing militants their freedom is mostly motivated by its concerns 

about India, against whom it has fought three wars, two of them over Kashmir. 

 

Pakistan also repeatedly reminds the United States and its critics that it has lost thousands of soldiers — 

more than the U.S. and NATO combined in Afghanistan —— fighting militants on its territory. It says 

U.S. criticism is unfair and an attempt to put its own failures in Afghanistan on the shoulders of Pakistan. 

 

"Pakistan has certainly taken aggressive action against some militant groups" said Seth Jones, director of 

Transnational threats Project at the U.S.-based Center for Strategic and International Studies. 

 

But its intelligence agencies "continue to use some militants as a tool of foreign policy in countries like 

Afghanistan and India." 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Philippines: extremist leader surrenders 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/filipino-extremist-blamed-bombings-killings-

surrenders-54087823?   

GIST A senior commander of the Abu Sayyaf extremist group blamed for bombings and kidnappings has 

surrendered in the south, the defense chief said Thursday, expressing hope it would bring the "eventual 

collapse" of a key militant stronghold. 

 

Nurhassan Jamiri surrendered with 13 of his men to army forces in southern Basilan province Wednesday. 

They handed over 10 assault rifles and a large cache of ammunition and were undergoing questioning, 

military officials said. 

 

Defense Secretary Delfin Lorenzana said that Jamiri's surrender, which came after negotiations with 

authorities, "will hopefully bring the eventual collapse of the Abu Sayyaf group in Basilan," the birthplace 

of the small but violent group, "and bring justice to the death of thousands of soldiers." 

 

Emerging in the late 1980s as an offshoot of the decades-long Muslim separatist rebellion in the south, the 

Abu Sayyaf lost its top commanders early in combat and descended into a bloody path toward terrorism 

and criminality. 

 

The United States and the Philippines have blacklisted the Abu Sayyaf as a terrorist organization. 

 

Jamiri has been blamed for years of bloody attacks, including a 2007 ambush in largely Muslim Basilan 

that killed 24 Philippine marines, several of whom were beheaded. His group has given sanctuary to other 

Abu Sayyaf militants behind piracy and kidnappings, including of Vietnamese sailors in recent years, the 

military said. 

 

His group has also carried out bombings in the Basilan cities of Isabela and Lamitan and the southern port 

city of Zamboanga across the Basilan Strait, along with ransom kidnappings and extortion, military 
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officials said. 

 

Military officials did not say if Jamiri and his men would be prosecuted for the bloody attacks. 

 

Last month, Malaysian security officials suspected that Jamiri was killed with two other gunmen in a 

firefight in a plantation in the east coast of the Malaysian state of Sabah. But Philippine military officials 

said the militant was in Basilan at the time. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Italy: arrests 2016 Berlin Christmas attack 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/italian-police-arrest-linked-berlin-christmas-

attacker-54088825?   

GIST Italian police say they have arrested five people connected to Anis Amri, the Tunisian who carried out the 

2016 Berlin Christmas market truck attack and was later killed in a shootout with police in Italy. 

 

In a tweet Thursday, police said one of the five was believed to have procured the fake Italian identity 

papers that allowed Amri, a failed asylum-seeker, to move around Europe. 

 

Amri killed 12 people when he hijacked a truck and drove it into a crowded Berlin Christmas market on 

Dec. 19, 2016. The attack was later claimed by the Islamic State group. Using fake documents, he fled to 

Italy and died in a shootout with police near Milan four days later. 

 

The arrests were the latest in a marked uptick in recent police operations targeting suspected extremists. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 UK: ISIS-inspired teacher gets 25yrs 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/28/isis-inspired-british-teacher-gets-25-years-in-prison-for-

attempting-to-recruit-army-children.html  

GIST A British teacher was sentenced to prison for a minimum of 25 years Tuesday after he was convicted of 

trying to recruit students to carry out Islamic State-inspired attacks across London. 

 

Umar Haque, 25, was accused of radicalizing some 110 children at two schools and a mosque making 

them re-enact deadly attacks on London and role-play attacks on police officers; he even exposed the 

children to gruesome videos of beheadings, Reuters reported. 

 

“The children were paralyzed by fear of Haque, who they understood to have connections to terrorists and 

who essentially told them that a violent fate would befall them if they told anyone what he was doing,” 

said Dean Haydon, the head of Metropolitan Police’s Counterterrorism Command. 

 

Haydon said a “number of exercise books” were recovered from Haque’s home and it was “evident from 

his notes that his plan was a long-term one.” 

 

“[Haque] intended to execute his plan years later, by which time he anticipated he would have trained and 

acquired an army of soldiers, including children,” he said. 

 

Haydon said Haque planned to “create an army of children” that would help carry out attacks at “multiple 

sites using multiple weapons.” 

 

“He tried and he did, we believe, radicalize vulnerable children from the ages of 11 to 14,” Haydon said. 

 

Prosecutors said Haque wanted to use the “army” to attack Big Ben, soldiers who guard Queen Elizabeth 

II and shopping centers. 
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Police believe Haque was radicalized through the internet and was inspired by last year’s attack on the 

Westminster Bridge that killed four people. 

 

Haque lacked qualifications for academic positions, however, police said he became employed under the 

guise of teaching Islamic studies, Reuters reported. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Bombing near aid office in Somalia 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/hurt-bomb-explodes-aid-office-somalia-

54072063?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Somali police say at least three people are wounded after a bomb attached to their vehicle exploded near 

the office of the International Committee of the Red Cross in the capital, Mogadishu. 

 

Officer Abdifitah Ahmed confirms that the bomb went off shortly after the three left in the vehicle from a 

parking lot next to the ICRC office on Wednesday. 

 

The ICRC says it is "shocked and deeply troubled" that one of its staffers was hurt. 

 

The police officer says one victim is in critical condition while the other two are lightly wounded. 

 

The Somalia-based extremist group al-Shabab, which is linked to al-Qaida, often targets high-profile areas 

of the capital. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Strike kills high-ranking AQ member 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/us-strike-kills-high-ranking-al-qaeda-

member/story?id=54072709&cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST An American military strike in Libya over the weekend that killed a high-ranking al-Qaeda member 

marked a notable expansion in the U.S. campaign there. 

 

While previous airstrikes inside Libya have targeted ISIS, the latest strike was the first to go after the al-

Qaeda affiliate called al-Qaeda in the Lands of the Islamic Maghreb, or AQIM. 

 

Saturday's strike near Ubari in the country's southwest, killed two al-Qaeda terrorists, including Musa Abu 

Dawud, a high-ranking AQIM official who trained recruits inside Libya for attack operations in the region, 

U.S. Africa Command confirmed in a statement on Wednesday. 

 

"[Dawud] provided critical logistics support, funding and weapons to AQIM, enabling the terrorist group 

to threaten and attack U.S. and Western interests in the region," AFRICOM said. 

 

The U.S. assessed no civilians to be have been killed in the strike, which was done in coordination with 

the U.S.-backed Libyan Government of National Accord. 

 

The strike was only the second conducted by the U.S. military in Libya this year. In 2017, seven airstrikes 

were conducted — all against ISIS targets, AFRICOM told ABC News. 

 

"We’re not going to discuss any future operations," AFRICOM said in an email. "That said, we have 

repeatedly stated that the U.S. will take all appropriate and effective measures to protect the United States, 

defend its partners and interests, and deny safe haven to terrorist groups." 

 

AQIM, which operates in the greater African Maghreb and Sahel regions, took advantage of the security 
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vacuum left in Libya after the fall of former leader Muammar Gaddafi in 2011. 

 

U.S. intelligence found individuals affiliated with the group planned the attacks against the U.S. consulate 

in Benghazi, Libya that killed U.S. Ambassador Christopher Stevens in 2012. 

 

This past year, the group conducted major attacks in Mali and Burkina Faso. 

 

"Al-Qa’ida and other terrorist groups, such as ISIS, have taken advantage of under-governed spaces in 

Libya to establish sanctuaries for plotting, inspiring, and directing terror attacks; recruiting and facilitating 

the movement of foreign terrorist fighters, and raising and moving funds to support their operations," 

AFRICOM said in a statement. 

 

"Left unaddressed, these organizations could continue to inflict casualties on the civilian populations and 

security forces, and plot attacks against U.S. citizens and allied interests in the region," it continued. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Pulse nightclub shooter target: Disney 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/pulse-nightclub-shooter-intended-attack-disney-world-

prosecutors-say-n860786  

GIST ORLANDO, Fla. — The Orlando nightclub shooter intended to attack Disney World's shopping and 

entertainment complex by hiding a gun in a stroller but became spooked by police and instead chose the 

gay club as his target, prosecutors said Wednesday. 

 

Prosecutors revealed the details during their closing arguments in the trial of Noor Salman, the widow of 

Pulse nightclub shooter Omar Mateen. 

 

Salman, 31, is accused of aiding her husband in the attack that killed 49 people in 2016. She is charged 

with obstruction and providing material support to a terrorist organization. 

 

"The defendant's steps don't have to equal to her husband," Assistant U.S. Attorney Sara Sweeney told 

jurors. 

 

Defense attorneys have described Salman as a simple woman with a low IQ who was abused by her 

husband, and who didn't know of his plans because he concealed much of his life from her. They will 

present their closing arguments later Wednesday. 

 

Sweeney said Salman didn't know that Mateen was going to the Pulse nightclub on the night of the attack 

— she thought he was at Disney World. They two had visited Disney in the days before the attack, 

according to one of her statements to federal authorities. 

 

"The target of that terrorist attack was not the Pulse nightclub," Sweeney said. "The target of the attack 

was Disney." 

 

Sweeney showed a video of the Disney Springs complex that captured Mateen walking near the House of 

Blues club in the hours before the Pulse attack. In it, he looks behind him at police officers standing 

nearby. 

 

"He had to choose a new target," she said. 

 

Sweeney also said that Mateen had bought a baby stroller and doll at Walmart on June 11 — the day 

before the attack — and had a plan to hide a gun in the stroller while going to Disney. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Military airstrikes against AQ in Libya 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/28/politics/us-airstrike-al-qaeda-libya/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN)The US military conducted its first airstrike against al Qaeda in Libya Saturday, killing 

one of the group's leaders, according to US Africa Command, which oversees US military operations in 

the region. 

 

"This is the first precision airstrike the US has conducted against al Qaeda," Africa Command 

spokesperson Robyn Mack told CNN. 

 

Africa Command said in a statement Wednesday that the strike, which took place near Ubari, Libya, killed 

"two al Qaeda terrorists, including Musa Abu Dawud, a high ranking al-Qa'ida in the Lands of the Islamic 

Maghreb (AQIM) official." 

 

AQIM is the local al Qaeda affiliate in North Africa. 

 

"Dawud trained AQIM recruits in Libya for attack operations in the region. He provided critical logistics 

support, funding and weapons to AQIM, enabling the terrorist group to threaten and attack US and 

Western interests in the region," the statement added. 

 

The statement said the strike was "conducted in coordination with the Libyan Government of National 

Accord" and that the US military assesses that no civilians were killed. 

 

The US has carried out a series of airstrikes targeting ISIS in Libya, a country beset by internal divisions 

and conflict following the ousting of Libyan dictator Moammar Gadhafi in 2011. 

 

US aircraft carried out over 500 airstrikes against ISIS in the coastal city of Sirte after the terror group 

seized control of the city, helping to drive ISIS out by the end of 2016. The US has carried out additional 

strikes against ISIS in remote areas of the Libyan Desert. 

 

"It's very very hard to plan some kind of operation that has a large effect when you have two to three guys 

in the Libyan desert," a Africa Command official told CNN last month. 

 

"It's not an ideal solution but we're keeping them degraded," the official added. 

 

However, this is the first time the US has specifically targeted the local al Qaeda affiliate in Libya, though 

US forces have targeted operatives with links to the group. AQIM also has a presence in neighboring 

Algeria and other North African countries like Mali. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 IRS auditing fewer Americans 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-irs-is-auditing-a-lot-fewer-americans-1522315800  

GIST The percentage of individuals receiving tax audits declined for the sixth consecutive year in 2017 to reach 

the lowest level since 2002, further showing the effect of budget cuts at the Internal Revenue Service. 

 

The IRS, which has lost nearly one-third of its enforcement staffers since the 2010 peak, audited 0.62% of 

individual returns in the fiscal year that ended Sept. 30, according to data to be released Thursday. The 

audit of about 1 in 160 individual returns in 2017 is down from 1 in 90 in 2010, the peak year in the past 

decade. 

 

The audit rate declined most for high-income households, even though the Treasury inspector general said 

over two years ago that these earners should be an enforcement priority for the IRS. In 2017, the IRS 
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audited 4.37% of returns with income of $1 million and higher, less than half of the 9.55% audit rate of 

such returns in 2015. It marked the lowest rate of audits for that income group since 2004, when the data 

was first released. 

 

The audit rate for other income groups also declined, but not as much. For taxpayers earning less than 

$200,000, the percentage of returns audited dropped to 0.59% in 2017 from 0.76% in 2015. 

 

Andy Mattson, a certified public accountant at Moss Adams LLP in Silicon Valley with many wealthy 

clients, said he has noticed the decline in audits of high earners. “We get far more state audits of our 

clients than IRS audits,” he said. 

 

In 2017, IRS funding was $11.2 billion, down nearly 8% from its high in 2010, although the number of 

individual returns grew nearly 5% over the same period. In the past, the IRS has said that it can generate 

about $4 to $6 in tax revenue for every additional dollar it receives. For fiscal year 2018, the IRS’s funding 

rises slightly, to $11.4 billion. 

 

Revenue from individual income taxes is the single largest source of federal receipts and has been growing 

as a percentage of the total. In fiscal year 2017, it accounted for nearly 48% of federal revenue compared 

with 45% a decade earlier. The revenue from corporate taxes accounted for 9% of total revenue in 2017, 

according to data released by the Joint Committee on Taxation. 

 

Business audits declined in 2017 for the second consecutive year. The audit rate for all businesses dropped 

to 0.44% in 2017 from 0.71% in 2012, the peak for the decade. The only category of businesses for which 

audits didn’t drop in 2017 was partnerships. Their audit rate was 0.38% for both 2016 and 2017. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Alt-Right is self-destructing? 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/less-than-a-year-after-charlottesville-the-alt-right-is-self-

destructing?ref=home  

GIST Some have turned federal informant. Others are facing prison time. More are named in looming lawsuits. 

All of them are fighting. 

 

Last summer, the American alt-right was presenting itself as a threatening, unified front, gaining national 

attention with a deadly rally in Charlottesville, Virginia. The collection of far-right and white nationalist 

groups proclaimed victory after President Donald Trump hesitated to directly condemn them and instead 

blamed “both sides” and the “alt left” for the violence. But less than a year after Charlottesville, the alt-

right is splintering in dramatic fashion as its leaders turn on each other or quit altogether. 

 

Matthew Heimbach’s arrest in a March trailer park brawl with members of his neo-Nazi group—some of 

whom he was allegedly screwing—felt like a too-obvious metaphor. Heimbach was the head of the 

Traditionalist Worker Party, a youth-focused white supremacist group that floated to the front of media 

coverage and hate rallies in the run-up to Donald Trump’s election. 

 

But by March, Heimbach and the TWP had spent the previous months embroiled in a series of online spats 

with other alt-right factions. On March 14, police in his Indiana hometown arrested Heimbach after he 

allegedly assaulted TWP spokesperson Matthew Parrott during a fight over their wives, both of whom 

Heimbach was allegedly sleeping with. Heimbach’s wife is Parrott’s stepdaughter. 

 

The high-profile bust was an accelerant in what had been a slow-burning feud among the alt-right. Heidi 

Beirich, director of the Southern Poverty Law Center’s Intelligence Project, said the schism started after 

Unite the Right, a white supremacist rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, last August. The rally turned deadly 

after a man affiliated with a white supremacist group plowed a car into a crowd of counterprotesters, 

killing one and injuring more. 
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“I think the splintering started there, but I have to say what happened in the last couple weeks has been at a 

much higher level,” Beirich told The Daily Beast on Wednesday. 

 

Threats from the far-right are by no means over. The SPLC recently released a map documenting 954 hate 

groups in the U.S., a rise in 20 percent since 2014. In a January report, the Anti-Defamation League found 

that white supremacists had killed 18 people in 2017. 

 

But the alt-right has had a bad month. In recent weeks, as Beirich described, prominent white supremacist 

Richard Spencer has dropped a lawsuit against Kent State University and canceled his speaking tour, after 

anti-fascist protesters opposed him at every stop. “Antifa is winning,” Spencer conceded in a video. Days 

earlier, Kyle Bristow, an alt-right lawyer who has represented Spencer, announced he was quitting the 

movement after the Detroit Free Press wrote an article critical of him. 

 

Heimbach was arrested days after Spencer canceled his tour. 

 

“The implosion of the Traditionalist Worker Party, it’s not exactly as though that was planned in some 

way, but it’s a spectacular implosion of a key player in this universe,” Beirich said of the alt-right’s 

terrible two weeks. 

 

Even the TWP’s diehards say its prospects are bleak. 

 

“There is no way for us to continue on with the TWP branding after what happened,” Tony Hovater, a 

TWP leader, wrote on Gab, a social media platform popular among the alt-right. In November, Hovater 

was the subject of an arguably sympathetic New York Times profile. Now he was on Gab discussing his 

plans to start a new organization after Heimbach’s arrest, which was “without a doubt a shameful” 

incident, he wrote. (Journalist Elizabeth King noted on Twitter that the TWP may have rebranded or 

splintered into something called the Nationalist Initiative.) 

 

“I have no comment,” Parrott, the former TWP spokesperson whose wife allegedly slept with Heimbach, 

told The Daily Beast on Wednesday. “I am no longer involved in the movement, and I have no stake in all 

the stupid shit going on in it.” 

 

He’s not the only one headed to the exits over infighting. 

 

Earlier in March—after Bristow quit the movement, but before Spencer canceled his college tour—

Heimbach and the TWP acted as a security force for Spencer outside a speech to a handful of people at 

Michigan State University. They scrapped with counterprotesters, resulting in at least a dozen arrests—

including that of Greg Conte, director of operations for an alt-right group, HuffPost reported. 

 

The physical brawl turned into a Twitter feud between Spencer and Patrick Casey, the executive director 

of white supremacist group Identity Evropa. Identity Evropa participated in the violent clashes at 

Charlottesville. But after the deadly rally, and two leadership changes (leader Nathan Damigo quit after 

Charlottesville, and his successor Eli Mosely quit to join a Spencer-affiliated group before it was revealed 

that Mosely lied about serving in the Iraq War) Identity Evropa promoted Casey to its head and attempted 

to rebrand itself as clean-cut. 

 

On Twitter, two days after the TWP got in a brawl while acting as Spencer’s security force, Identity 

Evropa claimed to be “explicitly non-violent” and “peacefully effecting cultural change.” In a press-

friendly, but largely meaningless semantic ploy, the group denied being a white supremacist organization. 

 

Spencer interpreted the tweet as an attack. In a tweet of his own, Spencer said he was “baffled and shocked 

at the behavior” of Casey, and accused him of expelling Identity Evropa members who had supported 

Spencer during the brawl outside Michigan State University. 

 

The spat was the latest over the alt-right’s “optics,” a divisive subject among the movement. The Unite the 

Right rally was so toxic for the alt-right’s image that some members started arguing that in-person protests 
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were bad publicity for the cause. 

 

Currently “the biggest divide is between people who believe in online activism versus real-world 

activism.” Beirich said. After Charlottesville, Daily Stormer founder “Andrew Anglin, for example, posted 

things criticizing in-real-life protests… When PayPal and Facebook started banning accounts, he was 

pointing out that ‘these aren’t good things for us, taking to the streets isn’t necessarily positive, the optics 

were bad.’” 

 

Anglin is currently on the run and claims to be in Cambodia while he attempts to avoid a lawsuit by a 

Jewish woman whose address and phone number he posted online after she argued with Spencer’s mother. 

Anglin encouraged readers on his neo-Nazi website The Daily Stormer to call the woman and visit her 

home, unleashing a campaign of harassment against her. 

 

An opposing alt-right movement accuses people like Anglin of “optics-cucking,” a reference to a porn 

genre in which a man watches another man have sex with his wife. (The term was in vogue with the alt-

right long before Parrott stood on a box outside a trailer to watch Heimbach have sex with Parrott’s wife, 

according to a police report in the incident.) The anti-optics crowd accuses the pro-optics faction of trying 

to splinter the movement. 

 

Among the optics-skeptical is Chris Cantwell, a white supremacist who featured prominently in a Vice 

documentary on the Unite the Right rally, and who later became a meme when he cried on camera. Since 

Charlottesville, Cantwell has produced a podcast, which ran on The Daily Stormer until Anglin allegedly 

removed it without telling Cantwell earlier this month. 

 

“As far as I can tell, that’s what’s going on and they’re just throwing barbs back and forth over it,” Beirich 

said. “I think there’s also a lot of, maybe ‘professional’ is the wrong word, but professional jealousies 

here. Cantwell’s blog or podcast gets more popular, that pisses off other members of the alt-right who 

want to be center-stage.” 

 

On Gab, Cantwell alleged a conspiracy. 

 

“I found out that new content was not being syndicated to [The Daily Stormer] when somebody asked 

about it in my Gab mentions. So I can’t say with any certainty what the motivation was,” Cantwell wrote 

last week. He suggested that the removal of his show and the flood of negative news about the TWP, in 

which he is not involved, was part of an effort to discredit the alt-right. 

 

“I smell subversion,” he wrote. 

 

Hovater, the remaining TWP leader who called Heimbach’s arrest “shameful,” shared the post. Cantwell’s 

attack on The Daily Stormer soon landed him in trouble with other members of the alt-right, when one of 

the blog’s contributors revealed that Cantwell was an FBI informant. 

 

Andrew Auernheimer, a Daily Stormer contributor and hacker best known by his screen name “Weev,” 

posted screenshots of a conversation with Cantwell, in which Cantwell admitted to reporting members of 

Philadelphia ARA (anti-racist action groups) to authorities. 

 

“I talked to cops too. gonna talk to the feds soon most likely,” Cantwell told Weev in the undated 

conversation, which references Cantwell’s pending felony case for alleged illegal use of tear gas at the 

Charlottesville rally. “I’m going after Philly ARA. Not throwing our people under the bus. We weren’t the 

bad guys last August, and Charlottesville is ignoring that fact. The feds want to bust Antifa and I’m keen 

to help them.” 

 

Weev replied that “if you hadn’t talked to cops and media in the first place and had gotten scarce you 

wouldn’t be facing 40 years in prison.” 

 

After Weev posted the screenshots, Cantwell confirmed their authenticity in a blog post of his own titled 
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“I Am A Federal Informant,” in which he attacked Weev as “a Jew in a foreign country” in reference to 

rumors that the neo-Nazi blogger is actually of Jewish ancestry. Cantwell also confirmed that his attorney 

had spoken with the FBI. The admission set off a fresh volley of criticism from alt-righters who are 

opposed to communicating with law enforcement. 

 

Cantwell has good reason to try to deflect blame onto anti-fascist protesters. In addition to his pending 

criminal charges, he is named in two civil lawsuits against Unite the Right rioters. (He is only a defendant 

in one of the cases.) Between them, the lawsuits also name Spencer, the TWP, Identity Evropa, and the 

League of the South, the latter of which signed an agreement Monday not to host any future armed protests 

in Charlottesville. 

 

Beirich said the two lawsuits “will probably drive some other people to abandon the movement. They just 

don’t want to get caught up in the legal fees.” 

 

In her extensive time tracking the far-right, Beirich has seen other similar movements grow and implode. 

She drew a parallel between the alt-right and the National Alliance, a neo-Nazi group that, until the early 

2000s, “was the biggest neo-Nazi group in America. It was the main player.” 

 

But when the National Alliance’s leader William Pierce died in 2002, the group turned on itself. 

 

“Within a very short period of time, the whole group was essentially decimated. One year after Pierce was 

dead, that group was done and had splintered into a whole bunch of factions,” Beirich said. “That was the 

case where a leader died, and I imagine Heimbach’s downfall is almost a death to the Traditionalist 

Worker Party.” 

 

Under the pressure of lawsuits, jail time, scandal, and shame, she imagines some current alt-righters will 

simply slink away, if they haven’t already. 

 

“I’m sure we’re going to lose some people and we’re going to have some fighting over the crumbs that are 

left.” 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Bonney Lake crash and UFO mystery 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/940224/bonney-lake-crash-ufo-mystery/  

GIST On the evening of Wednesday, April 1, 1959, an Air Force C-118 – that’s the military version of a DC-6 

airliner – was on a training exercise. It was doing “touch and go” landings at McChord Air Force Base, or 

what’s now JBLM, taking off and landing, and then flying around the nearby countryside. 

 

At about 8:12 p.m. that night, the tower at McChord asked the pilots of the C-118 to delay their next return 

to the runway because several fighter planes were landing. The C-118 headed east toward Bonney Lake to 

fly in a holding pattern. 

 

It was about five minutes later when something went terribly wrong. The C-118 went down. 

 

And within a few days, some people were blaming a UFO. Some still aren’t sure what exactly happened. 

 

The crash site 

 

Lee Corbin is a retired military and airline pilot who for many years has been researching the story of what 

happened to the C-118. Last Friday, Corbin led a reporter on a hike to a wooded area not far from 

Highway 410, during an unusual bout of springtime snow. 

 

The woods where Corbin walked are in Pierce County near Bonney Lake, south of Highway 410, and not 

far from the growing “master planned community” called Tehaleh. Corbin had parked his truck off the 
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side of the road, near a dead end that will one day connect the east and west halves of the development, 

and then walked up a gentle slope and onto a woodsy plateau. 

 

“At the time this happened, and this is where the UFO controversy comes in, is supposedly the [pilot] 

made a radio call saying ‘We’ve hit something or something has hit us,’” Corbin said, leading the way 

along an old logging or fire road leftover from when the land belonged to Weyerhaeuser. 

 

“[And] you don’t find [mention of that] in any of the accident reports, interestingly enough, but several 

newspapers carried that story,” Corbin said. 

 

That quote mentioned by Corbin – with the pilots reporting some kind of collision – was attributed to 

Colonel Robert E. Booth, commander of the 1705th Air Transport Group. It appeared in the Seattle Times 

on April 2, 1959. 

 

What had happened, it was later reported by the Air Force, was that the pilot and co-pilot thought the 

tower at McChord was tracking the plane’s altitude, and the tower thought the pilot and co-pilot were 

tracking their own altitude. 

 

It was dark, and there weren’t many houses or lights in that area in those days. As it turned out, the plane 

was flying too low to clear a place called “Spar Pole Hill” near Orting. The right wing of the C-118 struck 

the treetops there. The wing was badly damaged, and it caught fire, but the plane kept flying. 

 

Six or so miles north of Spar Pole Hill, the damage from striking the trees proved to be too much. 

 

“The right wing peels off the airplane, and about this same time the co-pilot makes a radio call saying 

‘This is it,’ because they know they’re going in,” Corbin said. 

 

The pilot was later credited with somehow steering the plane clear of the homes and businesses in and 

around downtown Orting. 

 

“So the airplane loses its wing, rolls inverted, then just basically noses in right here,” Corbin said, pointing 

to a wooded area, dense with underbrush and 50-foot tall evergreens. 

 

The plane crashed and exploded, and a huge fire consumed much of the wreckage and was still smoldering 

the next day. At the crash site on Friday, Lee Corbin easily found pieces of the wreckage – small chunks 

of thick and twisted aluminum, some with rivets still attached – just sitting on the forest floor. 

 

All four men aboard the plane died in the fiery crash, including 1st Lieutenant Robert Roy Dimick, the 

pilot; 1st Lieutenant Thomas E. Lasater, co-pilot; and Technical Sergeant Guy J. Cunningham and Staff 

Sergeant Arthur T. Foote, both flight engineers.  

 

Corbin has researched military aviation accidents around the Northwest, and he lives not too far from the 

site of the C-118 crash. He’d ultimately like to see some kind of monument to the crew of the C-118, 

maybe when the Tehaleh development reaches this, so far, relatively untouched piece of land. 

 

Corbin has also been in touch with the developers and asked them to keep him apprised when work is set 

to begin in the area near where the C-118 crashed, so that he can help keep a lookout for artifacts that 

might turn up during any tree removal or excavation. 

 

What actually caused the crash? Officially, the Air Force cited “operator error” and “supervisory error” in 

the downing of the C-118, pointing to the confusion over who was keeping track of the plane’s altitude. 

 

But in addition to the crash that night, a series of sonic booms had been heard and felt around much of the 

Puget Sound, and a series of odd and seemingly inexplicable lights had been witnessed near Bonney Lake. 

This, combined with the news that the pilot had reported that they might’ve hit something, helped spawn 

theories that the crash was caused by a collision with a UFO. 
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These theories were collected and written about by a Seattle firefighter named Bob Gribble. Gribble was a 

pioneer in the amateur scientific study of UFOs – and sharing of information – going back to the 1950s. 

He’s in his 90s now, and reportedly suffering from dementia. 

 

Gribble is best known in the UFO community for founding the National UFO Reporting Center and UFO 

hotline in Seattle in the 1970s. When Gribble stepped down from running the hotline, a UW fisheries 

school graduate named Peter Davenport volunteered to take over.  

 

Davenport had witnessed a UFO as a small child with his family in St. Louis back in the 1950s, and he 

wrote about UFOs for a local paper in New Hampshire as a teenager. 

 

In July 1994, Davenport heard that Bob Gribble was thinking of closing down the hotline. So he called 

him up. 

 

“We talked, and before I knew it, Bob said, ‘Would you like the hotline?’ He said, ‘If you’d like it, it’s 

yours,’” Davenport said by telephone late last week. 

 

“I accepted the responsibility for the hotline in that conversation,” Davenport said. “There are many times 

when I wished I’d turned my back on the generous offer and not accepted it, because it has resulted in tens 

of thousands of hours of work, very interesting work in many instances, but work nevertheless.” 

 

Davenport calls the hotline “work,” but it’s more of a volunteer project or labor of scientific love. 

 

“Most of the expenses are met by me, out of my savings, in order to keep the process going. It’s a measure 

of my dedication to the field, but I’m convinced that we are being visited, frequently visited, by these 

objects we call UFOs,” Davenport said. 

 

“The US government, is trying to convince people that it’s all a hoax and a fiction, but I don’t believe so,” 

Davenport said. “And I think it’s extremely important . . . that the American people know the truth about 

the UFO phenomenon.” 

 

Peter Davenport was based in Seattle for more than 20 years and only recently moved his residence – and 

the hotline – to Eastern Washington. He’s heard as a guest, discussing recent UFO reports almost every 

week on “Coast to Coast AM,” broadcast nightly at 10pm on KIRO Radio. 

 

As for the Bonney Lake crash, it’s not as famous as the time when Kenneth Arnold coined the term “flying 

saucer” near Mount Rainier in 1947 or the Maury Island Incident in the same year, but Peter Davenport 

had heard of it. 

 

“I think Bob Gribble did mention this case to me once before,” Davenport said. “What triggered my 

memory was the fact that the plane appeared to have been pressed down vertically to earth rather than 

hitting, striking the earth at a slant angle.” 

 

Gribble published an article in May 1959 in a publication called “A.P.R.O. Bulletin” – short for “Aerial 

Phenomena Research Organization.” Gribble’s piece detailed his investigations into the Bonney Lake 

crash. He described the odd sounds and lights that many witnesses had reported that evening, and what he 

described as the “silencing” of local officials in Orting – by the military – about what had really happened 

on the night of April 1, 1959. 

 

UFO mystery years later 

 

Nearly 60 years later, it doesn’t really help clear things up much to see that the crash investigation report 

prepared back then by the US Air Force still has about two pages of text redacted—even though Lee 

Corbin has tried for years to get the full report and has been denied multiple times. 
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All those details aside, it’s fascinating to hear Peter Davenport describe the big-picture, scientific and non-

sensationalized national approach that Bob Gribble took to studying UFOs, from right here in Seattle. 

 

“He set up the National UFO Reporting Center and the Aerial Phenomena Research Group, and he also 

formed a telephone hotline which is the hotline I run today,” Davenport said. “It’s been in continuous 

operation since October of 1974.” Gribble, Davenport says, also did mass mailings of information about 

the hotline to law enforcement agencies around the country, to make sure word got out that there was a 

place to call to report UFO sightings. 

 

As it turns out, Bob Gribble was just one of several nationally influential people in this area who compiled 

information and studied UFOs for decades.  

 

Dr. Marilyn Childs and her late husband Laurence Childs moved to Seattle in 1971 and were the first 

husband-and-wife team of UFO investigators. They were part of a local chapter of group called the Mutual 

UFO Network, or “MUFON” for short. 

 

“What we did was, we kept the metaphysical part out of MUFON,” Childs said earlier this week. “There’s 

a lot of us who do believe in this stuff, but we want to keep it strictly scientific . . . because if it’s going to 

[be taken seriously], we’re going to have to do that.” 

 

“So we concentrated on mainly education and scientific research, and we trained our people,” many of 

whom were engineers from Boeing and Fluke, Childs said.  

 

The various groups also got along with each other, and the members of different organizations attended 

each other’s meetings and were supportive of their groups’ respective activities. 

 

Marilyn Childs says this was unusual compared to what she heard about or saw in other parts of the 

country. 

 

“I haven’t ever heard of anybody working together like we all did,” Childs said. “But we just loved each 

other and nobody was on a big ego trip, and it just worked out perfectly.” 

 

The earlier era described by Childs sounds downright idyllic, and it also seems to have changed somewhat 

in recent years. 

 

Meanwhile, Peter Davenport is not sure about who’s going to take over the hotline when he retires. He’s 

also not sure about what will happen to the decades of UFO reports that he and Bob collected. Aside from 

their value to UFO researchers, these records likely say much about broad aspects of American culture and 

the human psyche. 

 

“I’ve approached the University of Washington to inquire whether they’d like to have my records, and 

they expressed disinterest,” Davenport said. “The library said, ‘Because we don’t have courses in the 

subject, we’re not interested in having the archives.’ Which makes sense, I guess. I might just burn it. 

There’s very little good that the archives would do if people are not going to pay attention . . . I don’t 

know what to do about it. I don’t have a solution to that problem.” 

 

Davenport may also write a book about his experiences, but he says it likely won’t be strictly about UFOs. 

 

“It will be about the peculiar facets of human psychology that I’ve been witness to as a UFO investigator,” 

Davenport said. “People do and say and believe strange things, some of which are true, most of which, in 

my opinion, are probably not true.”  

 

“But it’s hard to know for sure.” 
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HEADLINE 03/28 No more tax payer funded govt. portraits 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/28/trump-signs-law-banning-tax-dollars-

portraits/  

GIST Remember Ed Schaefer? You should — you paid $30,500 for his hand-painted portrait. 

 

How about Steve Preston? His official government portrait cost you $19,500. 

 

But the days of taxpayers paying for oil paintings of government officials, obscure or memorable, are 

gone. 

 

President Trump signed a law Tuesday prohibiting the use of government funds to pay for oil portraits of 

the president, vice president, Cabinet members and lawmakers. The portraits, an old tradition in 

Washington, can often cost $20,000-$40,000. 

 

The measure was first introduced in Congress in 2013, after reports that federal agencies spent more than 

$400,000 on portraits displayed in government buildings, often in secure locations not open to the public. 

 

The Obama administration was guilty of the vanity practice, often as high-level officials were on their way 

out. The Environmental Protection Agency spent nearly $40,000 on a portrait of Administrator Lisa 

Jackson, $41,200 for a painting of Air Force Secretary Michael Donley, and $22,500 for a 3-by-4-foot 

portrait of Agriculture Secretary Thomas Vilsack. 

 

The Washington Times reported in 2012 that the Obama administration paid out at least $180,000 for 

official portraits in the previous year. 

 

The George W. Bush administration also indulged in the Washington tradition, spending more than 

$40,000 on a painting of former Attorney General John Ashcroft. 

 

Mr. Schaefer, a former Bush administration Agriculture secretary, also was immortalized in oil paint. So 

was Mr. Preston, who served as secretary of Housing and Urban Development for only seven months in 

the waning days of the Bush administration. 

 

The current law, known as the EGO Act (Eliminating Government-Funded Oil-Painting), was introduced 

in January 2017 by Republican Sens. Bill Cassidy of Louisiana and Ron Johnson of Wisconsin, and 

Democratic Sens. Claire McCaskill of Missouri and Deb Fischer of Nebraska. 

 

“When America is trillions of dollars in debt, we should take every reasonable measure to reduce the 

burden passed on to our children and grandchildren,” Mr. Cassidy said at the time. “Tax dollars should go 

to building roads and improving schools — not oil paintings that very few people ever see or care about.” 

 

Portraits of former President Barack Obama and former first lady Michelle Obama, costing about 

$500,000, were commissioned by the Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery, which unveiled the 

paintings last month. 

 

The White House Historical Association also has commissioned portraits of presidents with private 

donations. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 China facial recognition for jaywalkers 

SOURCE https://www.fastcompany.com/40550856/china-is-using-ai-and-facial-recognition-to-fine-jaywalkers-

via-text  

GIST Traffic authorities in the Chinese city of Shenzhen have teamed up with an AI firm named Intellifusion to 

carry out the rather dystopian policing, reports the South China Morning Post.  
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Already traffic police in the city have been using Intellifusion software and cameras to identify passing 

jaywalkers and project their faces and identifying information on large screens located near intersections 

for all to see, but now Intellifusion is taking its surveillance a step further.  

 

The company is partnering with social media platforms including WeChat and Sina Weibo and local 

mobile phone carriers so it can text jaywalkers the second they offend. Police will also have the option of 

delivering a ticket and fine on the spot for people who are picked up by the AI system for repeat offenses. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Bellingham Police Dept. under scrutiny 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/bellingham-police-dept-under-fire-after-three-officers-arrested-in-

nearly-two-years  

GIST BELLINGHAM, Wash. - For Bellingham Police Chief David Doll it’s a question of what to do next. 

 

Three officers arrested in nearly two years – one fired, one facing trial and the third in jail after being 

accused of violent crimes. 

 

“I’m crushed. I want our community to know that we are a professional law enforcement organization,” 

Doll said in an interview with KOMO Wednesday. “It’s not easy.” 

 

Late Monday night Doll received the latest call – Cpl. Brooks Laughlin was being sought by nearby 

Everson police for allegedly violating a domestic violence no-contact order. 

 

“It’s awful. It’s awful as a police chief,” Doll said. “I know I’m the one who is going to hold them 

accountable.” 

 

The victim, said Everson Police Chief Daniel MacPhee, said Laughlin contacted her almost daily since the 

no contact order was signed and Laughlin was charged with criminal trespass last month. 

 

“He agreed to turn himself in to the Bellingham Police Department,” MacPhee said about Laughlin. 

 

On Wednesday, Laughlin was ordered held in lieu of $200,000 bail. The judge said she was denying the 

defense attorney’s request for a reduced bail amount because she feared Laughlin’s release would be a 

danger to community safety. 

 

The deputy prosecutor told the judge the victim was worried Laughlin wouldn’t stop harassing her. 

 

“One of her fears is Brooks was tracking her and trying to find her whereabouts,” he said. “She’s 

concerned Brooks is at the point where feels he has he has nothing to lose.” 

 

Laughlin’s attorney countered in court that his client is “not a danger to the community.” 

 

Doll, a longtime Bellingham officer who has only been chief for a few months, said he can’t recall another 

time there have been so many officers facing criminal allegations in his city. 

 

He said he has spoken to community groups, even posted a plea on Facebook, asking people to trust 

officers. 

 

“Know that we will hold our people accountable for things that they do,” Doll said. 

 

Doll said the Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office is investigating Laughlin’s case. A private attorney is 

reviewing the department’s adherence to city policies as well, he said. 

 

Laughlin’s arrest follows the arrest of Bellingham Officer Sukhdev Dhaliwal. He was charged with assault 
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and harassment last year after allegedly beating up a man in Blaine, according to police. 

 

Doll said Dhaliwal he remains on administrative leave and is pending trial. 

 

Last fall Officer Jacob Esparza pleaded guilty to domestic violence harassment for assaulting his ex-wife. 

He has been fired, Doll said. 

 

“I’m hoping it’s a string of bad luck,” Doll said. “We are looking at systems that we can put into place so 

if there are people who are experiencing issues of domestic violence we can make it easier for them to 

reach out for help.” 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Colorado rise in rabid skunks 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/great-outdoors/2018/03/29/colorado-seeing-rise-in-rabid-skunks.html  

GIST The state of Colorado has seen what’s been described as an “unprecedented” increase in rabid skunks. 

 

So far in 2018, 23 skunks have tested positive for rabies across El Paso County, with similar problems 

elsewhere in the state, the Colorado Springs Gazette reported. 

 

Denver has seen 45 rabid skunks this year, the newspaper reported. 

 

“It's kind of a cyclic thing that occurs; we happen to be in an up-cycle," Robyn Weber, an El Paso County 

Public Health epidemiologist, told the newspaper. “One of the big concerns is that we have a lot of people 

and a lot of pets in these areas where we're testing positive.” 

 

Warmer-than-average winter weather and a rising skunk population in the state are considered to be 

factors, state and county health officials say. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Electric ferries coming to Washington? 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/electric-ferries-could-be-coming-to-washington/281-

532970269  

GIST Toyota Prius cars are a pretty common sight on Washington streets and highways, and prototypes exist for 

electric trucks and airplanes. Electric-powered ferries could be next. 

 

Part of the 2018 state transportation budget recently signed by Gov. Jay Inslee includes funds to look into 

converting some of the ferry fleet, reports Northwest News Network. 

 

The Legislature gave $600,000 to Washington State Ferries to explore converting three of the ferries from 

diesel to hybrid electric propulsion. The three ferries being proposed for conversation are the Tacoma, 

Wenatchee, and Puyallup, which serve the Bainbridge and Edmonds-Kingston runs. 

 

“We’ve done pre-design studies already to look at the vessels, terminals and the charging of the vessels,” 

Matt von Ruden, Director of Vessels with Washington State Ferries told Northwest News Network. “So 

we’re ready now to move forward to actually engage industry on the solution.” 

 

Ruden says massive banks of batteries would be installed below the deck of the three largest vessels of the 

fleet. Ruden says technology has advanced where battery power alone could propel a jumbo ferry across 

the Puget Sound. Some converted ferries, however, would still have backup diesel generators on board. 

 

A WSF spokesperson said we could potentially start riding electric-powered ferries in five years. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Dangerous drug trend: wasping 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/dangerous-drug-trend-called-wasping-combines-

meth/story?id=54068422&cid=clicksource_26_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The term “wasping” may not sound familiar, but first responders are learning about the emerging trend. 

 

The concerning new drug practice is an abuse of the active components in insect killer, most commonly 

wasp killer spray, to achieve a high. Abused in combination with methamphetamines or used as a meth 

substitute, it has been reported by users to generate a “rush,” feelings of déjà vu and a hallucinatory sense 

of smell. Users either spray the liquid onto the methamphetamine or crystallize the liquid using hot metal 

sheets, allowing the finished product to be inhaled or injected. 

 

Extreme physical responses to wasping have been reported in some cases. But because this practice is 

relatively new, it remains to be seen how toxic or deadly it will be on a large scale. 

 

How can an insect killer get someone high? The active ingredient in pesticides is a class of molecules 

known as pyrethroids, which penetrate the insect’s nervous system. In insects, pyrethroids stun and then 

kill. In humans, they block normal nerve signaling, causing abnormal sensation and, in the worst cases, 

seizures or even paralysis. 

 

The substance also causes over-activation of the sympathetic nervous system, often referred to as the 

“fight or flight” response, which can lead to excitability, heart racing and difficulty breathing. 

 

Pyrethroids are toxins that can be deadly, either through respiratory failure or paralysis. Other side effects 

that have been described are headache, nausea, incoordination, tremors, facial flushing and swelling and 

burning and itching sensations. 

 

The concern over people preparing and intentionally inhaling the drug is also tied to its known warnings -- 

the drug is most dangerous when inhaled. Working with the insect killer can lead to severe illness in 

approximately 4 to 14 percent of cases. On rare occasion, it can lead to death, which has been reported to 

occur in people with pre-existing lung conditions such as asthma. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Israel army nabs Gaza infiltrators 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israeli-army-nabs-gaza-infiltrators-ahead-mass-

protests-54089126?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Israeli military says it has caught two Palestinians from Gaza who sneaked into Israel carrying knives. 

 

Thursday's incident is the fifth such infiltration in as many days and raises concern ahead of mass protests 

Palestinians are planning Friday along the Israel-Gaza border. 

 

Earlier this week, three Gazans with grenades made it about 20 kilometers (12.5 miles) onto Israel before 

they were caught. No one was harmed in the infiltrations but they set off great worry in southern Israeli 

communities already fearful that militants have dug underground tunnels they could use to enter Israel to 

carry out attacks. 

 

Gaza's Hamas rulers are urging residents to gather near the fence and march toward Israeli positions. The 

Israeli military is warning it will take extreme measures if the border is breeched. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Increased activity at NKorea nuke site 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ahead-trump-summit-activity-north-korea-nuke-

site-54062730  

GIST Increased activity at a North Korean nuclear site has once again caught the attention of analysts and 

renewed concerns about the complexities of denuclearization talks as President Donald Trump prepares for 

a summit with Kim Jong Un in the coming weeks. 

 

Satellite imagery taken last month suggests the North has begun preliminary testing of an experimental 

light water reactor and possibly brought another reactor online at its Yongbyon Nuclear Research Center. 

 

Both could be used to produce the fissile materials needed for nuclear bombs. 

 

The findings come at a particularly sensitive time. Trump and Kim are planning to meet by May, 

according to officials, and denuclearization will likely be the biggest topic on their agenda if they do meet. 

North Korea tested its biggest nuclear device to date last September. Pyongyang claims it was an H-bomb. 

 

While the North hasn't conducted any tests since, or test-launched any long-range missiles since Nov. 28, 

the heightened activity at the Yongbyon complex could be ominous. 

 

According to an analysis in Jane's Intelligence Review published earlier this month, a testing program is 

now underway at the experimental reactor, which means it could become operational with "little warning 

later in 2018 or in 2019." It said the preliminary testing follows increased activity throughout 2017. 

 

The reactor was completed five years ago and is primarily designed to generate electricity for civilian use. 

But it could also be used to produce plutonium or tritium. 

 

The Jane's report cautioned that without international inspections it's impossible to tell for sure if it's being 

used to produce civilian electricity or weapons-grade material for bombs. The reactor has been linked to 

the local electricity grid and is believed to be potentially able to power a city of about 50,000 if operated at 

full capacity. 

 

"Further monitoring of the type and cadence of activity at the site is likely to reveal clues about North 

Korea's ultimate intentions," the Jane's report concluded. 

 

In a separate report posted on 38 North, a website that specializes in North Korea news and analysis, 

experts said they have detected activity at another reactor in the Yongbyon complex, which is located 

north of Pyongyang, that could be an even bigger concern. 

 

Imagery of Yongbyon's 5-megawatt reactor suggests it was brought into operation very recently. The 

website said that would mean "North Korea has resumed production of plutonium presumably for its 

nuclear weapons program." 

 

It said commercially available satellite imagery of the reactor revealed steam vapor plumes emanating 

from the generator hall, along with river ice melt near the reactor. Additionally, North Korean technicians 

might have stepped up efforts to conceal signs of the reactor's operations, "making monitoring efforts more 

difficult going forward." 

 

The March 5 report added that a military tent camp has been set up at Yongbyon, possibly for troops doing 

construction or providing enhanced security. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Pilots report close encounter UFO 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/pilots-report-close-encounters-ufo-arizona-passed-

us/story?id=54067123&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Two pilots on different aircraft reported having close encounters with a mysterious object flying high 
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above Arizona last month, according to the Federal Aviation Administration. 

 

The sightings occurred within minutes of each other on the afternoon of Feb. 24, some 40,000 feet above 

southern Arizona near the New Mexico border. ABC News obtained the audio recording of the 

conversation between the pilots and the Albuquerque Air Route Traffic Control Center, released by the 

FAA. 

 

The news comes amid a series of reports of military pilots coming into contact with what they believed to 

be UFOs and the disclosure of a secret, but now-defunct Pentagon program to track such incidents. 

 

The controller was unable to verify that any other aircraft was in the area at the time of the reported 

sightings, according to a spokesperson for the FAA. 

 

"We have a close working relationship with a number of other agencies and safely handle military aircraft 

and civilian aircraft of all types in that area every day, including high-altitude weather balloons," the 

spokesperson told ABC News in an email Wednesday. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 China challenges US Navy at sea 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/28/asia/south-china-sea-drills-liaoning-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)In a move surely intended to put Washington on notice China's military has put on a show of force 

in the South China Sea, new satellite images show, with drills at sea and in the air to reinforce its claims in 

the contested region. 

 

Analysts said the images, provided by Planet Labs Inc and date-stamped March 26, showed China's only 

operational aircraft carrier, the Liaoning, accompanied by dozens of other vessels in the South China Sea, 

just south of the Chinese island province of Hainan. 

 

While the aircraft carrier has visited the South China Sea before, it was unusual to see such a large number 

of Chinese naval vessels training together in the area, Collin Koh, research fellow at the S. Rajaratnam 

School of International Studies' Maritime Security Program, told CNN. 

 

"I would say this is the new normal and this will not be a one-off show of force," he said. 

 

China said Friday that it would conduct live-fire military drills in the South China Sea at an undisclosed 

future date, adding they weren't "targeted toward any specific country or aim," state media reported. The 

Global Times, a state-run tabloid, said the Liaoning would likely take part. 

 

However, it wasn't clear if the photos were of the drills announced last week. The Chinese military has not 

released any official information on the Liaoning's movements. 

 

The carrier group is only the latest in a series of military maneuvers by the Chinese government in March. 

Images on Chinese state media showed armored amphibious vehicles training in the waters of the South 

China Sea on Monday and Tuesday. On Sunday, China's state media announced air force exercises had 

been carried out over the South China Sea and the West Pacific. 

 

On March 21, the Liaoning aircraft carrier sailed through the Taiwan Strait towards the South China Sea, 

according to Taiwan's Defense Ministry. 

 

A US State Department official told CNN the United States was concerned about China's lack of 

transparency around its military exercises and "associated strategic intentions." 

 

Koh said the flurry of military activity was the result of a newly-empowered Chinese President Xi Jinping 

following through on his plans for the country's armed forces. 
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"This show of force is not just to symbolize that China is ready to fight ... There is a lot more resolute 

determination on the part of China to push the military to much greater degrees of readiness," he said. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Huge Texas drug bust: 43 indicted 

SOURCE https://www.statesman.com/news/local/new-details-indicted-for-role-central-texas-based-drug-

ring/Ebmpz6aaaRyBZtPlKZb47N/  

GIST Federal and local authorities on Wednesday arrested 18 people who they say are part of a Central-Texas-

based international drug ring that was distributing cocaine, methamphetamine and heroin. 

 

The arrests come as part of a federal grand jury indictment against 43 people for charges including 

conspiracy to possess with intent to distribute cocaine, methamphetamine and heroin and money 

laundering, the Drug Enforcement Administration said. 

 

DEA special agent in charge Will Glaspy called it one of the most significant drug busts in the state’s 

history, if not the largest ever. 

 

According to the DEA, the drug ring has ties to the La Familia cartel in Michoacán, Mexico and was 

operating its distribution center out of a North Austin mechanic shop called J&J Auto Services and also 

had a large drug processing lab located in Central Texas. 

 

More than 300 law enforcement from several Central Texas agencies assisted in the year-long 

investigation, seizing as much as 147 pounds of crystal meth, 56 gallons of liquid methamphetamine, 62 

pounds of cocaine, 13 pounds of heroin and $400,000 in currency, the DEA said. 

 

Fourteen of those who have been arrested are from Austin, two are from Pflugerville and two are from 

Leander, records show. If found guilty, they face between 20 years and life in prison, the DEA said. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 US, Mexico new maritime front in drug war 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/9ffa13d422934b8d879d35c786b3b4a0/AP-Exclusive:-US,-Mexico-open-new-

maritime-front-in-drug-war  

GIST SAN DIEGO (AP) — The U.S. and Mexican governments are sparring over immigration and trade, but 

the two countries are joining forces on the high seas like never before to go after drug smugglers. 

 

The United States, Mexico and Colombia will target drug smugglers off South America’s Pacific coast in 

an operation that is scheduled to begin Sunday and last for the foreseeable future, Coast Guard officials 

told The Associated Press. 

 

U.S. Coast Guard Adm. Paul F. Zukunft teased the idea during a recent defense conference in San Diego, 

saying the United States “can’t do it alone.” 

 

“It’s no secret we are besieged with the flow of drugs from Latin America to the United States,” he said. 

 

U.S. and Mexican forces have routinely worked together at sea, but the latest effort “marks a significant 

step in terms of information sharing, collaboration and cooperation between the United States, Mexico and 

other partner nations,” according to the Coast Guard. 

 

The Americans and Mexicans will exchange intelligence more freely than in the past, which could mean 
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sharing information on well-traveled routes for drug smugglers or preferred paths for specific smuggling 

organizations, Coast Guard spokeswoman Alana Miller said. 

 

They will also board the other country’s vessels to view operations and gain expertise, Miller said. In 

2015, three members of the Mexican navy boarded a Coast Guard vessel during a port call in Huatulco, 

Mexico, but this operation calls for more frequent exchanges, and they will be at sea. 

 

The operation will last “for the foreseeable future as long as it’s working for everyone,” Miller said. “It’s 

sort of open-ended.” 

 

Traffickers over the years have increasingly turned to the sea to move their illegal goods, traversing an 

area off South America that is so big, the continental United States could be dropped inside. Smugglers 

routinely move cocaine out of countries like Colombia to Central America and Mexico via fishing boats, 

skiffs, commercial cargo ships — even homemade submarines. 

 

The operation comes after five years of record seizures by the Coast Guard. But U.S. officials say because 

of limited resources, the U.S. military’s smallest service still catches only about 25 percent of illegal 

shipments in the Pacific. 

 

Even so, the Coast Guard annually seizes three times the amount of cocaine confiscated at the U.S.-

Mexico border. Yet ocean smuggling has not grabbed lawmakers’ attention like the flow of drugs across 

the nearly 2,000-mile-long (3,200-kilometer-long) land border, where the Trump administration wants to 

spend billions to build a continuous wall. 

 

As much as 20 percent of the cocaine moving through South America ends up in the United States, and 

most of it lands first in Mexico from seafaring smugglers. The hope is boats will be stopped before their 

shipments are loaded onto Mexican trucks that fan out on various routes bound for the U.S. border, 

authorities said. Large boats can cart 20 tons (18 metric tons) of cocaine or more. 

 

Mexico has historically been among the Latin American countries that are most reluctant to join operations 

with the U.S., which can be traced back to the Mexican-American War that was fought 170 years ago. The 

United States cannot open military bases in Mexico, and U.S. officials, for instance, cannot venture into 

Mexican waters without prior permission, even if they are chasing drug vessels. 

 

The Coast Guard now stops its pursuit and alerts Mexican authorities if suspicious boats cross into their 

territorial waters. 

 

It’s unclear whether this new cooperation will affect those restrictions. 

 

Treaties with nations such as Colombia have allowed U.S. authorities more latitude, such as permitting 

Coast Guard officers to board Colombian-flagged ships. U.S. officials have touted Colombia’s joint anti-

drug efforts as a model for the region. 

 

The U.S. and Mexican military relationship has strengthened since the two nations signed the 2008 Merida 

Initiative to work together in the drug war. There have been more cross-border trainings, especially with 

the Mexican Navy, which is considered less corrupt than the Mexican Army and has raised its profile with 

the captures and killings of drug bosses. 

 

The combined operation was planned in a series of meetings over the past year. The maritime services 

signed letters of intent to work together to fight organized crime while respecting each country’s 

sovereignty and territorial waters. 

 

David Shirk, associate professor of political science at the University of San Diego, said the operation falls 

in line with Trump’s vow to go after the “bad hombres,” while President Enrique Pena Nieto has 

recognized organized crime is so severe that Mexico needs help. 
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“With more walled-off sections of the border, we’ve seen drug trafficking organizations literally go 

underground or offshore,” he said. 

 

Last year, the Coast Guard seized more than 455,000 pounds (206,000 kilograms) of cocaine worth more 

than $6 billion and brought more than 600 suspected traffickers back to the United States for prosecution. 

The Coast Guard has been criticized for holding suspects on ships where they cannot easily access 

lawyers. Shirk said joint operations could lead “to serious violations of suspects’ rights at sea and possible 

human rights violations in the process.” 

 

Coast Guard officials say they respect suspects’ rights. Where suspects will be sent with the three 

countries participating in the operation will be decided on a case-by-case basis. 

 

U.S. military officials have been reluctant to openly discuss details of the cooperation with their Mexican 

counterparts, sensitive to the Mexican public’s historical view and recent barbs between the two 

presidents. 

 

Jorge Chabat, a political scientist at the Center for Economic Research and Teaching in Mexico City, said 

he doubts the combined operation will get much negative reaction from a Mexican public tired of drug 

violence. 

 

“The more insecurity we have, the less nationalism we have in Mexico,” he said. 

 

Ultimately, he doubts the joint operation will make much difference. 

 

“This is something they have to do to maintain drug trafficking at the same level, and not allow it to 

grow,” he said. “That’s the most you can do. You can’t just surrender.” 
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HEADLINE 03/28 ‘Lie and try’ gun prosecutions 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/28/officials-charge-eight-rhode-island-suspects-

alleg/  

GIST Federal and state prosecutors announced charges Wednesday against eight Rhode Island residents who 

they said lied on their background checks in order to buy guns, marking the latest prosecutions as the 

Trump administration steps up efforts to enforce gun laws already on the books. 

 

In at least some of the cases the buyers were “straw purchasers,” getting guns that they would then pass on 

to other individuals who were unable to buy or possess firearms themselves. In one of the cases the person 

was accused of lying about his marijuana use when buying firearms. 

 

These kinds of cases, dubbed “lie and try,” have launched to the forefront after recent high-profile 

shootings. 

 

“Stemming the flow of illegal firearms into our neighborhoods by keeping them out of the hands of those 

who either purchase them illegally or are prohibited by law from possessing them is a top priority of this 

office and of our law enforcement partners,” said U.S. Attorney Stephen G. Dambruch. 

 

Rhode Island federal and state prosecutors have charged five people in federal complaints with making 

false statements during purchases of firearms: Molyka Preap, 31, and Darien Young, 23, both of 

Providence, Ademola Kayode Jr., 25, of Warwick, Lucilo Mena, 56, of Cranston, and Tarriek Gill, 24, of 

Cumberland. 

 

Three people — Brian Luna, 22, Alex Cuevas-Polanco, 20, and Daniel Carides, 22, all of Providence — 

have been arrested on state firearms and drug charges. 
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In the case of Mr. Mena, authorities say he bought one 9 mm pistol knowing he was going to resell it, but 

didn’t say that on his purchase form. The gun was later recovered during an investigation into a shooting 

in Boston last summer. 

 

It’s a federal crime for someone lie on a background check form to try to hide past criminal or mental 

issues that would bar him from buying a gun, or to hide a straw purchase. 

 

Earlier this month, Attorney General Jeff Sessions urged U.S. Attorneys across the country to swiftly and 

aggressively prosecute people who “lie and try” to buy guns, after the Obama administration oversaw a 

broad decline in gun-related prosecutions. 

 

The number of prosecuted cases arising based on denials through the National Instant Criminal 

Background Check System (NICS) was “extremely low” compared to other gun crimes, according to a 

2016 Justice Department inspector general report. 

 

From 2008 to 2015, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) referred 509 cases to 

U.S. attorneys and 254 of those were accepted for prosecution, the report said. 

 

But in 2003 alone, 166 subjects were accepted for prosecution consideration, it said. 

 

Prosecutions from U.S. Attorneys were most frequent when “aggravated circumstances” existed in 

addition to a false “no” on a gun buy application form, the report said. 

 

Gun-related prosecutions have gotten renewed interest in the wake of last month’s Parkland, Florida, 

shooting that killed 17 students and faculty at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Guilty plea for threats against mosque 

SOURCE https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/missouri-man-pleads-guilty-hate-crimes-making-threats-against-

augusta-mosque  

GIST On March 26, 2018, Preston Q. Howard, 49, of Wright City, Missouri, entered a guilty plea before Chief 

United States District Court Judge J. Randal Hall, to three charges of Obstruction of Persons in the Free 

Exercise of Religious Beliefs, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 247(a)(2).  He faces up to 20 years in prison 

without the possibility of parole for each offense, and is subject to a sentencing enhancement because he 

chose his victims based on their religion, classifying his actions as hate crimes.  

 

According to information presented at the March 26 hearing, between June 22, 2017 and August 8, 2017, 

Howard made numerous telephone calls to the Islamic Society of Augusta, during which he threatened to 

“kill,” “bomb,” “shoot,” “behead,” “slaughter,” “execute,” “light on fire,” and “murder” members of the 

mosque, to “hunt down” and “zone in” on Muslims, and to “blow up the mosque.” At the hearing, Howard 

admitted committing these acts and obstructing or attempting to obstruct the mosque members’ free 

exercise of their religious beliefs.  Howard remains in federal custody pending his sentencing hearing, 

which has not yet been scheduled. 

 

“All people, regardless of where they worship or which religion they belong to, are entitled to live free 

from the threat of violence and discrimination,” said Acting Assistant Attorney General John Gore of the 

Civil Rights Division. “Howard’s threatening and hateful calls were criminal and unlawful. The 

Department of Justice will continue to hold anyone who commits hate crimes accountable under the law.”  

 

“Those who perpetrate hate crimes by making abhorrent and venomous threats against members of our 

community in violation of federal law will be held accountable! We continue to work with our law 

enforcement partners to identify and bring to justice those who terrorize our citizens,” said U.S. Attorney 

Bobby L. Christine for the Southern District of Georgia 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Better port security thru global training 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/maritime-security/building-better-port-security-

through-global-training-spot-illicit-cargo/  

GIST Port control units trained under a U.S.-backed initiative to boost interdiction of illegal good in shipping 

containers intercepted 45.5 tons of cocaine in Latin America and the Caribbean last year, the UN said in a 

recently released annual summary report. 

 

The United Nations’ Office on Drugs and Crime Container Control Programme offers training “to build 

capacity in countries seeking to improve risk management, supply chain security and trade facilitation in 

sea, land and airports in order to prevent the crossborder movement of illicit goods.” Four dozen countries 

participate with operational CCP programs while another seven have initiated CCP activities. The United 

States and the European Union are among the program’s international donors. 

 

UN Security Council Resolution 1540 “establishes legally binding obligations to develop and enforce 

appropriate legal and regulatory measures against the proliferation of chemical, biological, radiological, 

and nuclear weapons and their means of delivery.” Thus, CCP has developed advanced, three-phase 

training programs focusing on cross-border transport and the “control of imports, exports and transit of 

commodities subject to licensing or authorization, namely strategic trade controls on weapons of mass 

destruction, dual-use goods, and CBRNE materials.” 

 

The program reported that after initiating Strategic Trade and Export Control Training (STEC training) in 

the third quarter of 2016 they “saw immediate positive seizure results,” and as a result “will increase … 

focus on this training module in the coming years.” STEC training is focused on several regions “at high 

risk for trafficking in strategic materials and dual-use goods,” including in Latin America, South Asia, 

Southeast Asia, and Southeastern Europe. 

 

This specialized training is conducted by the UN with the sponsorship of the Export Control and Related 

Border Security (EXBS) Program at the U.S. State Department. 

 

To tackle the “complex and dangerous activity, often transnational and organized in nature” of illegal 

fishing, CCP and the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD) joined forces to 

strengthen customs agencies to better detect and prevent fisheries crime. Their FishNET training program 

launched in March 2017 with the first specialized three-day course in Chittagong, Bangladesh, centered on 

“international and national frameworks, methods, monitoring, control and surveillance.” 

 

Another concern in cargo security has been intercepting looted and trafficked cultural property, with the 

UNODC calling it “an urgent issue in recent years,” especially due to ISIS and al-Qaeda getting in on the 

illicit trade in stolen artifacts to “provide crucial income” to fund their nefarious activities. 

 

In response, CCP is developing specialized training including “advanced cultural property identification 

training, which will provide specialized knowledge for region-specific types of cultural property and 

methods to detect shipments containing such goods, as well as study tours to benchmark ports.” Training 

in Jordan is planned this year and may later extend into Latin America and Southeast Asia. 

 

The UN report noted that air cargo is “at high risk of exploitation by organized criminal groups and 

terrorist organizations that exploit weak, ineffective and inconsistent border controls at airports,” as 

evidenced by the 2010 printer bombs that originated as air freight in Yemen and went through several 

airports before being discovered in Britain. CCP-Air was developed to apply methodology used for land 

and seaport cargo screening training to air freight and “prevent the misuse of the international air transport 

system by establishing inter-agency units at airports” while contributing “to terrorism prevention through 

supporting civil aviation implementation of flight safety procedures in the screening of cargo.” 

 

As far as seizure levels from trained units, the UNODC says that by the third quarter of last year CCP port 

control units had seized more than 200 tons of cocaine since the program’s inception and throughout 2017 
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“also made significant seizures of drugs, precursor chemicals, IPR goods and protected wildlife” including 

more than 1.5 tons of cannabis in a trio of Southeastern Europe seizures and 12 tons of ammonium nitrate, 

typically used to make explosive devices, in Afghanistan. 

 

Units in Latin America and the Caribbean also participated in the two-week international “Sports Bag” 

operation that netted more than 7 tons of cocaine. 

 

“Across all regions and countries PCU seizures have included a wide range of controlled goods, including 

IPR goods, illegal timber, falsified medicines, cigarettes and alcohol, incorrectly declared and under-

valuated goods,” said the UN report. “For the first time, after specialized training on fisheries crime was 

delivered, two illegal fishing-related seizures have been made in Ghana and Maldives.” 

 

Last September, the CCP also launched its “Chemical check-I” operation with Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, 

Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan to prevent trafficking of chemicals 

and associated substances through international supply chains. The op focused on “proper verification and 

identification of all chemicals/substances entering Afghanistan, either directly or transiting through other 

countries towards Afghanistan, as well as cargo that could potentially be re-exported to Afghanistan” and 

“interception of smuggled consignments of substances.” 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Smugglers swipe ‘nicest’ boats out Fla. 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/federal-pages/dhs/uscg/smugglers-swiping-nicest-boats-out-florida-docks-

driveways/  

GIST Florida boat owners are being warned to secure their vessels after an uptick in boat thefts believed to be 

linked to international drug and human smuggling rings. 

 

Instead of just being swiped from docks and stripped of the motor and other parts, boat owners are 

learning from the Coast Guard that their vessels are gone and bound for Mexico to be used for nefarious 

purposes. 

 

The boat thieves usually come at night and are favoring twin or triple engine boats at least 30 feet long, 

reported Tampa Bay’s News Channel 8. In some cases, boats have been stolen from owners’ driveways. 

 

“They don’t go after the little ones and they don’t go after the old ones, they go after the nicest ones they 

can find that are not secured,” said Longboat Key Police Chief Pete Cumming. 

 

Law enforcement agencies across the state are teaming up to confront the spike in thefts, News Channel 8 

reported. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 KCSO: teen girls shot, killed in Burien 

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/local/komo/article/2-women-injured-in-drive-by-shooting-in-Burien-

12789841.php  

GIST BURIEN, Washington -- King County sheriff's deputies are investigating after two teen girls were killed in 

a shooting in Burien on Wednesday night. 

 

Deputies were called to an apartment complex near Ambaum Boulevard Southwest and Southwest 139th 

Street just after 9:30 p.m. for reports of shots fired. 

 

When they arrived, they described a chaotic scene with people running around. Both victims were found 

with gunshot wounds. 
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Detectives believe it started as some sort of fight in the parking lot outside the building. 

 

Both victims were rushed in critical condition to Harborview Medical Center, where they both later died. 

 

Detectives said they are talking with witnesses but don't yet have a motive or any suspect descriptions. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Libya: gunmen abduct mayor of capital 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/29/gunmen-abduct-mayor-libyan-capital-from-his-

home.html  

GIST BENGHAZI, Libya –  Libyan officials say gunmen have abducted the mayor of the capital after storming 

his home. 

 

The municipality for central Tripoli said it suspended operations on Thursday in protest against the 

abduction of Abdul-Raouf Hassan Bitlmal the previous night. It called on the U.N.-backed government in 

Tripoli to make every effort to secure his release. 

 

The Interior Ministry said a search is underway, without providing further details. 

 

Libya descended into chaos following a 2011 uprising that toppled and killed longtime dictator Moammar 

Gadhafi. The country is now split between rival governments in the east and the west, each backed by an 

array of militias. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Parkland shooting suspect lots of fan mail 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/29/parkland-suspect-nikolas-cruz-showered-with-fan-mail-

donations-report.html  

GIST Lovestruck groupies from around the country are showering the Parkland, Fla., gunman Nikolas Cruz with 

fan mail, including sexually provocative photos and donations, according to a Wednesday report. 

 

One 18-year-old from Texas purportedly professed her love to Cruz in a March 15 letter adorned with 

smiley faces and hand-drawn hearts, South Florida's Sun-Sentinel reported. 

 

"When I saw your picture on the television, something attracted me to you," the letter said. "Your eyes are 

beautiful and the freckles on your face make you so handsome." 

 

The missive flatly concludes: “I’m really skinny and have 34C sized breasts.”  

 

Another Texas woman reportedly sent a bizzare handwritten love note less than a week after Cruz gunned 

down 17 people Feb. 14 at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. 

 

"I reserve the right to care about you, Nikolas!" read the unsolicited declaration. 

 

A Chicago woman reportedly sent Cruz numerous suggestive photos, including one in which she slurps a 

Popsicle while wearing a bikini, and another in which she shows off her backside for the camera. 

 

Cruz, who jail officials say has received nearly $800 in donations to his prison commissary account since 

the shooting, has also caught the eye of some members of his own sex. 

 

A New Yorker with a bushy moustache sent Cruz a card featuring a cat and a photo of himself sitting in a 

white 1992 Nissan convertible, according to the Sun-Sentinel. 
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At least for now, though, the mass murderer's suitors are pining at the wind. Jail officials, who screen all 

letters to inmates, said Cruz has not seen the letters, and remains on suicide watch. 

 

As a matter of policy, authorities seize letters that contain obscene material, privileged communications, or 

threats to public safety. 

 

“We read a few religious ones to him that extended wishes for his soul and to come to God,” Broward 

County Public Defender Howard Finkelstein told the Sun-Sentinel, “but we have not and will not read him 

the fan letters or share the photos of scantily-clad teenage girls.” 

 

Finkelstein added that he's "never seen this many letters to a defendant" in his 40 years as a public 

defender. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 Paris rally for murdered Holocaust survivor 

SOURCE http://www.france24.com/en/20180329-france-paris-rally-murdered-holocaust-survivor-mireille-

knoll-jewish-anti-semitism  

GIST The mood was sombre yet indignant as thousands marched in Paris on Wednesday in memory of Mireille 

Knoll, 85, who was found dead on Friday after what police suspect was a robbery and murder motivated 

by anti-Semitism. 

 

Knoll – who as a nine-year-old child escaped deportation to Auschwitz in the notorious 1942 Vel d’Hiv 

roundup – was found dead at her home in Paris’s 11th arrondissement (district) on March 23, with 11 stab 

wounds. Her apartment had been set on fire after the attack and her body was severely burnt. 

 

“I’m here to express my sadness,” one demonstrator, Algerian-French poet Abder Zegout, told FRANCE 

24. “It’s odious that someone could do this and not leave an old lady to live her last years in peace. This 

has to stop.” 

 

Indeed, there was a strong feeling of anger as well as sorrow at the march. “Ne touche pas mon pote” 

(“Don’t touch my friend”), read cardboard cut-outs of hands held aloft by numerous demonstrators. 

Several banners bearing the insignia of the UEJF (Union of French Jewish Students) said: “In France, 

grandmothers are killed because they are Jewish.” 

 

The murder of Knoll is the latest in a string of anti-Semitic killings in France that have caused increasing 

alarm in the country’s Jewish community. 

 

“Since 2000, there’s been a rise in anti-Semitism in France,” said Robert Ejnas, executive director of 

CRIF, an umbrella organisation of French Jewish groups that organised Wednesday’s rally. 

 

“This has been expressed through violence, especially through the deaths of 11 people for the only reason 

being that they were Jewish,” Ejnas told FRANCE 24. “There was Ilan Halimi in 2006, the Toulouse 

killings in 2012, the kosher supermarket in 2015, Sara Halimi last year, and now Mrs. Knoll.” 
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HEADLINE 03/29 French police hunt swerving car driver 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-france-security/french-police-hunt-man-who-drove-car-at-

soldiers-idUSKBN1H50XX  

GIST LYON, France (Reuters) - French police were hunting a man who had appeared to drive his car at a group 

of soldiers jogging outside their base in the foothills of the Alps on Thursday, authorities said. 

 

It was not clear if the driver had sought to run down the 10-strong group from the 93rd Mountain Artillery 
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regiment or simply scare them, a spokesman for the local prefecture said. 

 

The incident caused alarm in a country on edge after an Islamic State loyalist went on a rampage in 

southern France last Friday, killing four people in the first militant attack since President Emmanuel 

Macron lifted a state of emergency. 

 

“We don’t know if it was an involuntary action, an act to try to scare the soldiers, or a deliberate gesture,” 

the spokesman said. 

 

No one was injured in the incident, which took place in Varces-Allieres-et-Risset, a small town south of 

Grenoble. 

 

The mayor said school children were being kept indoors while the driver remained at large, local media 

reported. 

 

A source close to the investigation said the driver’s motivations were unclear, but that the incident was 

being taken seriously. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Seattle ‘Amber Alert’ ends in arrests 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/crime/boy-in-amber-alert-dramatically-rescued-in-seattle-2-

men-arrested/281-532888858  

GIST A boy who was the subject of an Amber Alert out of Lake Forest Park Wednesday afternoon was rescued 

and two men, one believed to be his father, were taken into custody after police boxed in their car in 

Seattle. The arrest happened at about 2 p.m. 

 

Police said the 5-year-old boy was taken from a residence by his father, Taraille Chesney about 11 a.m. 

 

The incident started when operators received a 911 call from the residence and heard an argument taking 

place. Then the call ended abruptly according to Lake Forest Park Police Chief Stephen Sutton. When 

officers arrived, they saw the suspect's car speed away from the scene recklessly. Officers gave chase but 

Chesney got away. 

 

"Chesney is well know and is a violent offender," said Sutton. While on the loose, Sutton said Chesney 

was involved in multiple crashes. 

 

Officers put out an Amber Alert about two and a half hours after the abduction. Sutton said it took that 

long to make sure the case met the criteria of an Amber Alert. 

 

After the abduction, police say Chesney parked a silver Mercedes at a gas station off East Marginal Way 

in Seattle. A young boy followed behind him into the store. He bought food for the child, then went to fill 

up, but backed into another car. After talking with the other driver, the gas station manager came out. The 

manager says Chesney told him his sick son was with him and he had to go. Then Chesney drove away. 

 

Within 45 minutes, tips came in and police located the car in Seattle. 

 

After a short chase, police cornered and surrounded the car at NE 63rd Street and 15th Avenue NE near 

Roosevelt High School. As police had their guns drawn, one man got out of the car and was taken into 

custody. 

 

During the chase, Sutton said Chesney tried to ram a Seattle police officer and that he appeared to be 

intoxicated. 

 

Officers pulled the boy from the car moments later. He was later seen sitting on the trunk of a police car 
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with an officer, holding what appeared to be a stuffed animal. Sutton said many officer carry comfort 

Teddy bears for cases like this. 

 

The boy was taken to Children's Hospital, checked out and released to the custody of the state. Sutton said 

the boy is a ward of the state but his grandmother has access rights. 

 

Chesney will face multiple charges, Sutton said, including child endangerment, custodial interference and 

DUI. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 DOJ charges ex-FBI agent for ‘media leaks’ 

SOURCE http://www.startribune.com/justice-dept-charges-minnesota-fbi-agent-for-leaking-secret-document-

to-news-outlet/478203203/  

GIST A former Minneapolis FBI agent who sought to expose what he called “systemic biases” within the bureau 

has been charged after allegedly leaking secret documents to a national news reporter, according to federal 

criminal charges filed in Minnesota this week. 

 

The charges, filed by prosecutors for the Justice Department’s National Security Division, are the first to 

come in Minnesota since Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced a broad crackdown on government 

leaks last year. 

 

A two-page felony information, a charging document that typically signals an imminent guilty plea, 

outlines two counts filed against Terry James Albury of unlawfully disclosing and retaining national 

defense information. 

 

Albury is accused of sharing a document on assessing confidential human sources — otherwise referred to 

as informants — and a document “relating to threats posed by certain individuals from a particular Middle 

Eastern country” with a reporter for a national media organization. 

 

The second count charged against Albury alleged that he failed to turn over a document “relating to the 

use of an online platform for recruitment by a specific terrorist group” last year. 

 

The charges do not name the reporter or news organization but allege that Albury possessed and shared the 

information between February 2016 and Jan. 31, 2017 — the same date that the Intercept published an 

entry to its “FBI’s Secret Rules” series on how the bureau assesses potential informants. 

 

The report drew upon a secret document obtained by the Intercept that has the same publication date 

described in the charges against Albury. 

 

In a statement Wednesday, attorneys JaneAnne Murray and Joshua Dratel said Albury would be taking 

responsibility for the charges, while also hinting at his motivations. 

 

“Terry Albury served the U.S. with distinction both here at home and abroad in Iraq,” the statement read. 

“He accepts full responsibility for the conduct set forth in the Information. We would like to add that as 

the only African-American FBI field agent in Minnesota, Mr. Albury’s actions were driven by a 

conscientious commitment to long-term national security and addressing the well-documented systemic 

biases within the FBI.” 

 

The FBI in Minneapolis and Justice Department both declined to comment on the charges on Wednesday. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Drug trafficking ring bust: 20 charged 
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SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article207199514.html  

GIST Federal agents from the Drug Enforcement Administration lowered the boom Wednesday on a drug-

trafficking ring supplying methamphetamine and heroin to King, Pierce and Thurston counties. 

 

Agents arrested 16 people, including Seattle resident Derrick Donnell Taylor-Nairn, 32, believed to be the 

ringleader. Search warrants served in Tacoma, Seattle, Auburn, Fife, Renton, Bonney Lake and Tumwater 

yielded more than a dozen firearms and 11 pounds of heroin. 

 

“I commend the strong partnership between federal, state and local law enforcement that led to charges 

against twenty defendants responsible for pumping the misery of methamphetamine into south King 

County and beyond,” U.S. Attorney Annette L. Hayes said. 

 

U.S. Attorneys filed charges against 20 people in connection with the case. They were scheduled to appear 

Wednesday in U.S. District Court in Tacoma. The list of defendants includes residents of Bonney Lake, 

Fife, Tacoma, Puyallup, Auburn and Tumwater. 

   

The arrests reflect a collaboration among multiple agencies, including the Tahoma Narcotics Enforcement 

team (TNET) and the Puyallup Police Department. 

 

“Our partnership reveals the strength of federal and local agencies working together to make our 

communities safer,” Puyallup Police Chief Scott Engle said. 

 

Court records show an additional charge against a Seattle man accused of being a “straw buyer” and 

attempting to acquire a gun illegally for Taylor-Nairn, who wanted to pass the weapon to one of his 

enforcers. Both men were prohibited from buying guns themselves, according to court records. 

 

The straw buyer, a 49-year-old man, tried to purchase a gun known generically as a “Draco” and favored 

for its threatening look. 

 

“Because these firearms resemble short-barrelled assault rifles, they are intimidating in appearance, 

thereby making them popular among street gangs and organized crime groups,” according to court 

documents. 

 

Court records indicate that investigators used wiretaps to track Taylor-Nairns’ calls in September and 

October 2017, which revealed the plan to purchase the Draco for Taylor-Nairns’ associate. The trail led to 

a gun store in Federal Way. The alleged buyer ultimately tried and failed to make the purchase while under 

surveillance.  
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HEADLINE 03/28 Fla. officials: boy wanted to ‘kill kids’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/13-year-told-investigators-wanted-school-shooter-

officials/story?id=54067824  

GIST A 13-year-old boy who was taken into custody under Florida's Baker Act allegedly told investigators that 

he wanted to become the "next school shooter."  

 

The teen was taken into custody early Saturday after a woman called 911 to report a "young man" who 

was barefoot and passed out drunk on the sidewalk in the city of Davenport, the Polk County Sheriff's 

Office said in a press release.  

 

He was "falling everywhere," "nodding out" and had "bruises all over him," a woman said in the 911 call 

obtained by ABC Orlando affiliate WFTV.  

 

After the boy was taken to a local hospital, he allegedly made alarming statements to investigators that 

prompted them to investigate further and take him in for an involuntary mental health evaluation under 
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Florida's Baker Act. 

 

The teen allegedly told Polk County sheriff's deputies that "he wanted to die and see God" and that "he 

wanted to kill a lot of kids," according to a press release.  

 

The 13-year-old also said that he wanted to "shoot up" Westside K-8 School in Osceola County, from 

which he was expelled from last month, because he wanted to be the "next school shooter," the sheriff's 

office said.  

 

The boy said that he wanted to commit the killings because some of the children at the school "snitched" 

on him and got him expelled. He also said that he was expelled and charged with threatening a student 

from the school because the student "tried him."  

 

The teen also claimed that he buried a handgun in his neighbor's backyard because he didn't want his 

mother to know that he had one, but no gun was found, according to the press release. 

 

The boy told investigators at the hospital that he had drunk an entire bottle of liquor from his parents' 

liquor cabinet as well as taken a bunch of "happy pills."  

 

The teen had threatened to bring a knife to school and kill another teen, according to the press release. He 

was expelled from the school in February for making similar statements and for "written threats to kill." 

The Osceola County Sheriff's Office also took him into custody under the Baker Act at the time of his 

expulsion. 

 

During a search of the teen's home, detectives found images of Nikolas Cruz, the 19-year-old accused in 

the Parkland, Florida, school shooting, as well as images from the 1999 shooting at Columbine High 

School in Colorado on his Playstation, the sheriff's office said.  

 

Eric Harris, whose son attends Westside K-8 School, told WFTV that "you have to take a threat very 

seriously," even if the student tries to pass it off as a joke.  

 

"They gotta learn they can't joke like that," Harris said. 

 

ABC News is not identifying the teen because he is a minor. He was charged in Polk County for 

aggravated stalking as a result of the most recent incident. 
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HEADLINE 03/29 NYC: Black Lives Matter protest arrests 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/11-arrested-black-lives-matter-protest-york/story?   

GIST At least 11 people were arrested, most for disorderly conduct, during a Black Lives Matter protest in New 

York City Wednesday night as hundreds gathered to express their anger over the recent death of Stephon 

Clark.  

 

The protesters marched from Columbus Circle to Times Square, approximately 15 to 20 blocks, according 

to ABC station WABC-New York. Social media videos of the march showed at least one police officer 

leaping over a barricade to make an arrest.  

 

Clark, 22, was killed in Sacramento on March 18 when two police officers shot at him 20 times as he 

stood in his grandmother's backyard holding a cellphone.  

 

Police were responding to a 911 call that a suspect allegedly was breaking car windows and hiding in a 

yard nearby. According to body-cam footage, the officers thought Clark may have been holding a toolbar 

or some other form of weapon.  
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The Rev. Al Sharpton is expected to deliver the eulogy at Clark's funeral Thursday in Sacramento. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Study: ‘ACLU effect’ Chicago crime rise 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/28/aclu-effect-is-to-blame-for-chicagos-sharp-rise-in-crime-

study-says.html  

GIST The American Civil Liberties Union is to blame for a spike in bloodshed on the troubled streets of Chicago 

– that is the conclusion of a new study released by the University of Utah. 

 

You may remember the shooting of Laquan McDonald. Dramatic video of a Chicago police officer 

shooting him 16 times was released in 2015. What followed was massive street demonstrations and 

strained discussion about ethnic profiling by police. Particular attention was paid to police officers 

stopping young black men and checking them for weapons. 

 

An agreement was reached between the Chicago Police Department and the ACLU and, by 2016, a plan 

was implemented requiring street cops to fill out contact cards with enhanced detail explaining why 

individuals were stopped. The cards have 70 entries, some in essay form. 

 

Authors of the study claim the paperwork takes 15 to 20 minutes to complete and has discouraged police 

from stopping suspicious people and checking them for weapons. 

 

About 100,000 stops were recorded for all of 2016, an 82 percent decrease from 600,000 the previous 

year. For the same time period, gun violence spiked – 754 people were killed in Chicago, a 58 percent 

increase from 480 the previous year. The study concludes Chicago endured 1,100 additional shootings 

from the previous year. 

 

“Criminals on the streets of Chicago became more emboldened to carry guns. The deterrent effect 

decreased,” said Paul Cassell, one of two authors of the study. “When there are more guns on the street 

being carried by criminals, the predictable result is an increase in gun-related crimes.” 

 

The ACLU argues that the study is flawed, that the authors simply looked at a couple of developments on 

a timeline and jumped to the conclusion that one caused the other. 

 

“It’s junk science,” said Karen Sheley, a lawyer with the ACLU. “It makes the claim that the math it uses 

can show one thing caused another. When people who understand social science know the most it can 

show is correlation that two things might have happened at the same time.” 

 

The ACLU also argues that the report disregards other factors, like anger on the street over the McDonald 

shooting and the appearance that police falsified their reports following the shooting. 

 

Cassell defends that he did look at factors like anger and mistrust of police, even the opioid epidemic. The 

study concludes that the anomaly is what he calls the ACLU effect; the administrative burden placed on 

street cops making them reluctant to police pro-actively. That, he claimed, loosened the scrutiny on 

criminals and resulted in bloodshed. 

 

“We have a collection of data,” Cassell said, “that comes together to make it clear that causation exists 

here.” 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Quebec mosque shooter pleads guilty 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/quebec-mosque-shooting-suspect-mind-pleads-

guilty-54069044?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  
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GIST The man accused in the slayings of six men at a Quebec City mosque asked for forgiveness Wednesday 

after changing his mind and pleading guilty. 

 

Alexandre Bissonnette faced six charges of first-degree murder and six of attempted murder. More than 50 

people were at the Islamic Cultural Centre in January last year when the shooting began during evening 

prayers. Six men aged between 39 and 60 were killed. 

 

"Every minute of my existence I bitterly regret what I did, the lives I have destroyed, the pain and 

suffering I have caused to so many people, without forgetting the members of my own family," Alexandre 

Bissonnette said as he read out a letter in court. "I am ashamed of what I did." 

 

Bissonnette, 28, spoke to the court shortly after a judge accepted his guilty pleas. Many people in the 

courtroom burst out sobbing and held hands as the judge confirmed the guilty pleas. 

 

He originally pleaded not guilty to the 12 charges Monday morning but that afternoon announced he 

wanted to plead guilty. 

 

Superior Court Justice Francois Huot refused to accept the pleas Monday pending a psychiatric assessment 

of the accused to ensure he fully understood the consequences of his decision. Huot placed a publication 

ban on Monday afternoon's proceedings but agreed Wednesday to accept the 12 guilty pleas. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 UK police: new arrest 2015 jewel heist 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/uk-police-make-arrest-major-2015-jewel-heist-

54073498?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST London police have made a new arrest in the 2015 Hatton Garden jewel heist, one of the largest burglaries 

in English history. 

 

Police said Wednesday that a 57-year-old man was taken into custody the day before on suspicion of 

burglary after a search of his home in the Islington neighborhood of London. The man has not been 

identified or charged. Police say a number of items were seized during the search. 

 

The Hatton Garden gang of mostly elderly men drilled through a concrete vault wall in London's diamond 

district over the Easter holiday in April 2015 and ransacked more than 70 safe deposit boxes. Prosecutors 

say they stole cash, jewelry and gold worth more than 14 million pounds from the vaults. 

 

Six men have been convicted in the theft. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Mexico: arrests in killing of journalist 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mexico-arrests-suspects-killing-journalist-

54074907?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Prosecutors in Mexico said Wednesday they have arrested six suspects in the January killing of a journalist 

in the border city of Nuevo Laredo. 

 

The Jan. 13 stabbing of Carlos Dominguez Rodriguez may have been related to his journalistic work but 

was not related to organized crime, said prosecutors in the northern state of Tamaulipas. 

 

"The results up to this time indicate a probable link between these events and the exercise of freedom of 

expression," the federal attorney general's office said in a statement. 

 

Located across from Laredo, Texas, Nuevo Laredo is dominated by the Northeast cartel and has been the 
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scene of recent shootouts. 

 

State prosecutor Irving Barrios said the motives were still under investigation, but that Dominguez 

Rodriguez didn't write about organized crime topics. 

 

Barrios said three of the six suspects "worked in the information industry, but we are still checking 

whether they were working journalists." 

 

Officials refused to release the names of the suspects, citing Mexican law which prohibits publicly 

incriminating people until they are found guilty. 

 

Nor did prosecutors explain why the suspects — who local media reported worked as independent 

journalists — would have wanted to kill Dominguez Rodriguez, or why the killing was so brutal. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Penn. police: arrest for school threat 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/exchange-student-arrested-pennsylvania-allegedly-threatening-shoot-

high/story?id=54070076&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST An 18-year-old exchange student from Taiwan was arrested Tuesday night for allegedly "threatening to 

shoot up" a Pennsylvania high school, local police said this morning. 

 

According to the Upper Darby Police, the suspect, An Tso Sun, had items a slew of items in his home 

including: a military-style ballistic vest; high-powered crossbow with scope and light; arrows; 29 rounds 

of 9mm ammunition; a strangling device; a "military" ski mask; and ear protectors for firing. 

 

Authorities also found a school-issued iPad that allegedly showed Sun was searching weapons like AK-

47s and AR-15s, said Michael Chitwood, superintendent of Upper Darby Police. 

 

Sun allegedly told a fellow student at Bonner Prendergast Catholic High School to “not come to school on 

May 1” because he “was going to shoot up the school," Chitwood said at a news conference today. Sun 

then allegedly told the classmate he was “kidding,” Chitwood said. 

 

The classmate also said Sun asked how to purchase a gun, Chitwood said. 

 

That student went to school officials, who notified Upper Darby Police, Chitwood said. It was not 

immediately clear if Sun had a lawyer. 

 

Sun was charged with terrorist threats with the intent to terrorize another. He was arraigned Tuesday night 

and held without bail pending a psychological evaluation, authorities said. 

 

The teen is on a student visa that was issued in July 2017 and expires in July 2022, authorities said today. 

Federal authorities have been contacted. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 San Francisco: driver mows down 5 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/hit-and-run-altercation-several-injured-san-francisco-today-2018-

03-28/  

GIST SAN FRANCISCO -- Five people have been struck by a car in San Francisco in a hit-and-run incident, 

police say. One victim has since died, according to a hospital spokesman. CBS San Francisco reports that 

police spokeswoman Giselle Linnane said the incident happened at around 10:24 a.m. in the city's 

Dogpatch neighborhood. 
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The driver of a vehicle got into a physical altercation with five people and struck all five with his car, 

Linnane said. 

 

The Associated Press reports that three of the victims were in serious condition and the fourth was in fair 

condition, according to Brent Andrew of the San Francisco General Hospital. He didn't get into the details 

of the nature of their injuries. 

 

A witness who chose to remain anonymous said it was a dispute between a driver of a van and four or five 

people on the street which led to the driver getting out of his van and chasing after the people with an ax or 

a hatchet. The witness said the people were able to disarm the man and chase him back to his van, where 

he then got back in the vehicle and drove onto the sidewalk and into the group at high speed. 

 

The driver fled the scene and the five victims were taken to the hospital, with four of the victims in life-

threatening condition, police said. 

 

Another witness told CBS San Francisco that the incident may have been how a "turf discussion" ended. 

 

Officials held a press briefing to say it was an isolated incident and that the public is not at risk. 
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HEADLINE 03/28 Immigration raid Arizona: 34 detained 

SOURCE https://ca.news.yahoo.com/u-officials-detain-over-30-people-phoenix-immigration-144603087.html  

GIST (Reuters) - Thirty-four people said to be illegal immigrants were in custody on Wednesday after federal 

agents raided a "drop house" in Phoenix suspected of being a part of a human smuggling operation, U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officials said. 

 

The raid late on Tuesday was precipitated by a tip that a "local residence contained a large group of 

suspected undocumented aliens," Lauren Mack, a spokeswoman for ICE, said in a statement. 

 

The information led agents with ICE Homeland Security Investigations to "dismantle a human smuggling 

drop house," she said. 

 

"Federal agents discovered 34 undocumented aliens inside the residence. The group included 27 

Guatemalan nationals, 5 Mexican nationals and 2 Honduran nationals," Mack said. 

 

All 34 were detained for violations associated with the failed human smuggling operation and processed 

for removal. "The investigation into the smuggling activity is ongoing," Mack said. 
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FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  
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HEADLINE 03/26 Daniels interview on television 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/25/politics/60-minutes-stormy-daniels-interview-main/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN)In her first extended television news interview since the news of her alleged 2006 

affair with Donald Trump emerged, adult film actress Stormy Daniels declined to discuss whether she had 

evidence of the affair and said that she was threatened to stay silent about it. 

 

Risking hefty fines for violating a $130,000 hush agreement, Daniels detailed what she said was the only 

time she and Trump had sex -- saying she spanked Trump with a magazine and that Trump had compared 

her to his daughter Ivanka. 

 

She also said she was threatened in Las Vegas in 2011 after attempting to sell her story of the alleged 

affair. 

 

The "60 Minutes" interview with Anderson Cooper is the most detailed televised account Daniels, whose 

real name is Stephanie Clifford, has so far offered of the affair she says she had with Trump. She also said 

Trump told her he and wife Melania, who had just given birth to their son, Barron, slept in separate rooms. 

 

Daniels didn't reveal evidence of the alleged affair with Trump, but continued to hint that she isn't yet 

revealing all she has. 

 

Asked if she has videos, pictures, emails or text messages that corroborate the affair, Daniels said, "I can't 

answer that right now." 

 

The threat, she said in an interview with CBS's "60 Minutes," came weeks after she'd agreed in May 2011 

to sell the story of her affair to a magazine for $15,000. The magazine backed out of the agreement after 

Trump's lawyer Michael Cohen threatened to sue, two former employees of the magazine told "60 

Minutes." Daniels said she never received the money. The White House has denied the affair happened. 

 

Daniels said she was in a parking lot preparing to go into a fitness class, and was pulling her infant 

daughter's car seat and diaper bag out of her vehicle. 

 

"And a guy walked up on me and said to me, 'Leave Trump alone. Forget the story,'" Daniels said. "And 

then he leaned around and looked at my daughter and said, 'That's a beautiful little girl. It'd be a shame if 
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something happened to her mom.' And then he was gone." 

 

Asked if she took it as a direct threat, Daniels said: "Absolutely." 

 

"I was rattled," she said. "I remember going into the workout class. And my hands are shaking so much, I 

was afraid I was going to drop her." 

 

Daniels didn't offer evidence that the approach she detailed had taken place. She said she never saw the 

man again. 

 

"If I did, I would know it right away," she said. "100%. Even now, all these years later. If he walked in this 

door right now, I would instantly know." 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Spokane ‘Patriot’ event ended peaceful 

SOURCE http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2018/mar/25/spokane-keeps-its-peace-as-patriot-prayer-leader-

j/#/0  

GIST Fears of a confrontation were dispelled Sunday as political rallies for and against a conservative U.S. 

Senate candidate – whose staged events have drawn violent altercations in the past – went off without 

incident. 

 

Joey Gibson, the Vancouver, Washington-based leader of the controversial Patriot Prayer group who 

recently announced his candidacy against Sen. Maria Cantwell, held a small rally in Spokane Valley’s 

Centerplace Event Center, where a group of about 40 people peacefully gathered to hear talking points on 

his platform. 

 

At City Hall in downtown Spokane, several left-leaning groups held counterprotests, drawing about 50 

people to march and rally outside on a chilly spring afternoon. Organizers said they made the decision not 

to protest at Gibson’s event so as to not risk a violent confrontation. 

 

“I want to inspire Washington state,” Gibson told the crowd seated in a small room in the event center’s 

second floor. “To inspire people to believe in yourselves. It doesn’t matter who you are.” 

 

On hand were several deputies with the Spokane County Sheriff’s Office. David Machado, Gibson’s head 

of security, said he made it a point to call for extra security, given the candidate’s history with clashes 

erupting at his rallies. 

 

In Portland, Seattle and Berkeley, California, Gibson and Patriot Prayer have drawn the presence of alt-

right members and white supremacists, including the group Identity Evropa, which has claimed credit for 

the recent round of racist flyers posted in downtown Spokane and around area colleges. 

 

In response to these past appearances, members of Antifa, anti-fascists and anarchists have attended as 

well, and clashes have broken out as a result. 

 

Jeremy Christian, the Portland man charged in the stabbing deaths of two men on the MAX train in 

December 2017, had a brief affiliation with Patriot Prayer. Christian allegedly screamed racist slurs at a 

pair of teenage girls (one wearing a hijab), and stabbed two men to death, injuring another, when the men 

attempted to protect the teens. 

 

Gibson disavowed him after the Portland attack. Gibson did not, however, cancel a pro-Trump rally 

scheduled in the city the following week, and when it occurred, it drew a massive counterprotest. Several 

assaults were reported, and Portland police made 14 arrests, confiscating bricks, hammers, bats and sticks. 

 

Gibson told the Spokane crowd he’s been maced a handful of times, and so has his staff. 
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Gibson has repeatedly criticized the rhetoric of various white-supremacist groups that have been drawn to 

his rallies, but continues to push for an extreme position on freedom of speech. At rallies in the past, and 

again on Sunday, Gibson reiterated that he believes the First Amendment is under attack by the left. 

 

“There’s a battle going on for people’s minds,” he said. “And free speech is at the front line of this battle.” 

 

At City Hall in Spokane, Joan Braune, a lecturer at Gonzaga and member of the Spokane Democratic 

Socialists of America, helped organize the counterprotest. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Stock market worst week in 2yrs 

SOURCE http://time.com/5213656/trade-war-stock-market-slump/?xid=homepage  

GIST Stocks around the world plunged Friday as investors feared that a trade conflict between the U.S. and 

China, the biggest economies in the world, would escalate. A second day of big losses pushed U.S. stocks 

to their worst week in two years. 

 

Investors fear that if China responds in kind to sanctions on $60 billion worth of Chinese imports the 

White House announced on Thursday, it will be a first step toward a full-blown trade war that could 

damage the global economy and slash profits at big U.S. exporters like Apple and Boeing. 

 

The market’s two biggest sectors slumped the most. Technology stocks have made enormous gains over 

the past year, but since they do so much business outside the U.S., investors see them as particularly 

vulnerable in a trade dispute. The sector dropped 7.9 percent this week. 

 

Banks also fell sharply. Amid the trade-war rumblings, investors fled to the safety of bonds and drove 

down yields, a potential negative for bank profits. That marked a reversal from earlier in the week, when 

banks rose as the Federal Reserve raised interest rates. 

 

It wound up being the worst week for U.S. indexes since January 2016. The S&P 500 index sank 6 

percent. Among notable decliners was Facebook, which lost 13.9 percent, or $68 billion in value, as 

outrage mounted over its handling of user data. That’s about as much as the company was worth in in 

2012, the year of its initial public offering. 

 

Stocks sagged at the start of this month after tariffs on aluminum and steel were announced, but they 

quickly recovered as the administration said the tariffs wouldn’t be as severe as they first looked. The 

losses this week were worse, and investors are hoping for hints the sanctions on China are more of a 

negotiating tactic. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Pakistan officials seek border wall 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/25/donald-trump-border-wall-calls-echo-

pakistan/  

GIST NORTH WAZIRISTAN, Pakistan — The Trump administration and national security officials in Pakistan 

don’t see eye to eye on issues these days — save, perhaps, for one. 

 

Mr. Trump’s desire for a border wall is finding a distinct echo thousands of miles away in Islamabad, 

where top military leaders often cite the U.S. president’s case for walling off the nation’s southern border 

with Mexico to defend Pakistan’s efforts to seal its porous border territories with Afghanistan. 

 

“Why is the U.S. looking at a border wall in Mexico? Because you need it. We need it in Pakistan as 

well,” Maj. Gen. Nadeem Ahmed Anjum, inspector general of Pakistan’s Frontier Corps for Balochistan 
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province, said of the drive to erect a fence along the contested border with Afghanistan. 

 

“It is the simplest solution in the history of the world,” he said. 

 

Pakistani forces have begun lining the nearly 500 miles of its shared border with Afghanistan with chain-

link fence and concertina wire, initially focused on cutting off access across the rugged terrain in North 

Waziristan. 

 

The move has outraged the Kabul government, which has never recognized the Durand Line as the official 

border. 

 

Standing on the parapets of Fort Kitton-2, one of several large Pakistani forts along the “zero line” 

between North Waziristan and Afghanistan’s Khost province, an observer can pick out long strands of 

shimmering metal and barbed wire crisscrossing the various peaks and valleys up to the horizon. 

 

Troops from Pakistan’s Tochi Scouts, the Frontier Corps unit guarding the North Waziristan line, man 

small mud-brick outposts spaced evenly along the border fence. Pakistan’s 7th Army Division jointly 

patrols the volatile border regions in Pakistan’s Federally Administered Tribal Areas, including North 

Waziristan. 

 

Islamabad plans to have the country’s entire 515-mile border with Afghanistan sealed off by next year, 

said Gen. Nadeem, head of the Frontier Corps’ Chaman Scouts. The Scouts are responsible for a majority 

of the Afghan-Pakistani border belt that cuts between Pakistan’s Balochistan province. “In three years, we 

will be able to completely seal this border,” he said during an interview at his headquarters in Chaman. 

 

Gen. Nadeem made his comments days before Mr. Trump’s first visit to California as president this month 

to inspect prototypes for his proposed border wall with Mexico. The promise to build a wall was a staple 

of Mr. Trump’s campaign speeches in 2016 and remains the linchpin of the administration’s immigration 

and border policy, despite congressional resistance to financing the estimated $25 billion project. 

 

“We have a lousy wall over here now, but at least it stops 90, 95 percent,” Mr. Trump said of illegal border 

crossings. “When we put up the real wall, we’re going to stop 99 percent. Maybe more than that.” 

 

But officials in the government of Afghan President Ashraf Ghani say a wall likely won’t work and won’t 

address the deeper problem of Islamabad’s treatment of militants within its territory. 

 

A border wall is a ridiculous approach to the problem of extremist violence, Afghan National Security 

Adviser Mohammad Hanif Atmar told reporters Thursday on a visit to Washington. 

 

“The terrorists cannot be walled off,” he said a breakfast roundtable at the Afghan Embassy. “You cannot 

stop the extremists with a wall or a chain-link fence.” 

 

In Pakistan, the issue driving a border barrier with Afghanistan is not illegal immigration but terrorism and 

Kabul’s supposed ineffectiveness to control Islamist extremists from crossing the border and creating 

havoc in both Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

 

Afghanistan’s southern and eastern provinces, long seen as safe havens for insurgents who can operate on 

both sides of the border, were the last areas handed over to Afghan security forces when U.S. and NATO 

troops transitioned to an advisory role at the end of 2014 under President Obama. 

 

Pakistan has fielded just over 1,100 posts along the nearly 500 miles bordering Afghanistan’s southeastern 

provinces, which traditionally have been the sites of some of the toughest fighting, said Maj. Gen. Azhar 

Ali Shah, head of all 7th Division forces in North Waziristan. 

 

By comparison, Afghan forces have fielded only 145 border posts along the same stretch of territory, 

roughly a 7-1 ratio, Gen. Azhar said, which has allowed extremists to flourish in the borderlands. 
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Pakistan said in December that it had completed 92 percent of the border wall and hoped to finish it by the 

end of this year. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 ‘March for our lives’ fills Tacoma streets 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article206711404.html  

GIST Renee Lloyd stood on the porch of her Tacoma home and clapped as more than 1,000 people marched 

down South 9th Street holding signs and chanting, "Guns in schools have got to go." 

 

"I love this," she said. "I love that we are doing this here and if we are doing this in every major city, 

hopefully it helps out." 

 

There were 838 "March for Our Lives" gun violence protests scheduled nationwide Saturday morning. 

Tacoma's march started and finished at People's Park and covered about 1.3 miles. 

 

Courtney Stoker and Kassandra Withrow were impressed with the size of the turnout. "The organization 

ability of these kids is phenomenal to see," Withrow said. "It's not easy to do."  

   

Stoker and Withrow want to see "sensible gun legislation." Withrow said that last year a friend of theirs 

bought a gun and later that day used it to kill herself. 

 

"My hope is that lawmakers will put our lives before guns and the NRA," Stoker said. "It seems ridiculous 

that we feel like we need to protest and say things like 'Protect kids, not guns.'" 

 

Other than occasional comments from passersby, there did not appear to be a guns rights presence at the 

march. 

 

C.J. Mercado watched the march pass his South 9th Street home and felt conflicted by what he saw. 

 

Mercado said he "basically grew up with a gun in his hand," loves hunting and has taught his children how 

to safely use guns. 

 

"I support their right to stand up for their believes," Mercado said of the marchers, "but at the same time 

the whole gun control thin is a gray area to me. I feel like we need to teach (children) about guns." 

 

He turned to his young son and asked, "Where do you point your gun?" The boy replied, "Up or down." 

"And never at a person," Mercado added. 

 

"I think it is more the video games that people play these days," Mercado said. "'Grand Theft Auto' and all 

these killing and shooting games where they kill mass people online and laugh about it. They (children) 

are totally desensitized." 

 

Saturday morning's march, was the second nationwide gun violence protest in less than two weeks. 

Students staged a school walkout March 14. The protests are a response to the Feb. 14 shooting at Marjory 

Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, that left 17 people dead.  

 

When the march arrived back at People's Park, several students spoke to the crowd. Mei Yun Loya, a 17-

year-old Stadium High senior, urged marchers to vote for legislators who support stricter gun laws. She 

said she has already registered and will be of legal voting age by November's mid-term elections. 

 

The rally concluded with chants of "Vote them out." 

 

"I want people to know that we mean this," Loya said after the rally. "This is not just one march." 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Northwest Detention Center operator sues 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/937704/immigration-detention-center-operator-sues-city-of-tacoma/  

GIST TACOMA, Wash. (AP) — The private company that runs the Northwest Detention Center is suing the city 

of Tacoma over an ordinance passed last month that restricts the facility from expanding. 

 

Florida-based GEO Group sued in federal court Thursday, saying that while Tacoma’s ordinance purports 

to be about land use control, it’s meant to ban federal immigration detention facilities such as the 

Northwest Detention Center because of the city’s political disagreement with current federal immigration 

policy. 

 

GEO Group is a for-profit company that runs the immigration detention center in Tacoma on contract with 

U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement. 

 

The company is asking the court to invalidate the ordinance. 

 

The News Tribune reports that Tacoma Deputy City Attorney Steve Victor says the ordinance was meant 

to protect economically valuable land in the port of Tacoma from encroachment by non-industrial uses, 

including detention and correctional facilities. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 More explosives sniffing dogs at SEA 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/938115/more-explosives-sniffing-dogs-now-at-sea-tac-airport/  

GIST TSA is doubling the number of explosive sniffing dogs at Sea-Tac Airport, just in time for the busiest 

travel season of the year. 

 

The number of these specially trained dogs at Sea-Tac was just five, but Port of Seattle officials said they 

need at least 10 dogs.  And Saturday the feds came through. 

 

Everyone coming through Sea-Tac airport during peak travel times knows getting through security can 

seem daunting, but the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is beefing up its arsenal with some 

additional four-legged workers to speed up wait times. 

 

“The TSA is introducing additional passenger-screening K-9s into Sea-Tac,” said Sen. Maria Cantwell, 

(D) WA. 

 

Washington’s junior senator made the announcement flanked by Sea-Tac and Port of Seattle officials. 

 

Cantwell said she had to make the case to officials in Washington D.C. about just how critical these 

explosives-trained dogs are.”Our booming economy has led this airport to grow faster over the last five 

years than any other large airport in the country,” Cantwell said. 

 

And that growth has come at the cost of much longer security lines. These dogs are trained to sniff out 

explosives before a traveler ever gets to the screening line. Five dogs were pressed into service a few 

months ago. Now five more dogs are joining the team. 

 

“You saw the line move much more rapidly when one of those TSA-trained dogs are helping move it 

along,” said Courtney Gregoire, Port of Seattle Commission President. 

 

And that was greeted with cheers from many travelers. 

 

“I love it, absolutely,” said Helene Reczka, a traveler from New Jersey.  “It makes you feel safer. More 
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security, the better it is.” 

 

But the dogs frightened others. 

 

“For a family going on a vacation, didn’t expect it,” said Rebecca Orth of Bonney Lake. “And the dog was 

circling us. We have like nothing. It was a little tough.” 

 

Gregoire says they plan to put up signs to let travelers know they could be sniffed by these explosives-

trained dogs. 

 

Anyone who is allergic or frightened of dogs or is traveling with a pet, can skip the K-9 sniffing line, but it 

might mean more time getting through security. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Technology trade war with China looms 

SOURCE http://www.zdnet.com/article/trump-fires-starting-gun-on-technology-trade-war-with-china/  

GIST Technology is front and centre of the looming trade war between Washington and Beijing, as United 

States President Donald Trump initiated the process of installing tariffs on a number of Chinese products, 

restricting Chinese investment in "industries and technology deemed important" to US interests, and taking 

China to the World Trade Organization (WTO) for discriminatory technology licensing practices. 

 

In a Presidential Memorandum signed on Thursday, Trump said an investigation by United States Trade 

Representative Robert Lighthizer concluded that China uses foreign ownership restrictions to require 

technology transfer from US companies to Chinese organisations, as well as conducting espionage to 

acquire intellectual property and confidential business information. 

 

Additionally, the memorandum said China "directs and facilitates" investment and acquisitions of US 

companies for technology transfer purposes according to Beijing's plans, and lowers the ability of US 

companies to license technology to Chinese firms at proper market rates. 

 

As a consequence, Trump has directed Lighthizer to publish a list of products to have tariffs imposed upon 

them within the next 15 days, and to "pursue dispute settlement" at the WTO over China's technology 

licensing practices. The president has also directed Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin to address 

investment concerns.  

 

"We have a trade deficit, depending on the way you calculate, of $504 billion, now some people would say 

it is really $375 billion," Trump said on Thursday. "Many different ways of looking at it, but any way you 

look at it, it is the largest deficit of any country in the history of our world -- it's out of control." 

 

The president claimed intellectual property theft is costing America in the order of hundreds of billions of 

dollars each year, and the tariffs could hit $60 billion worth of Chinese imports to America. 

   

"We are doing things for this country that should have been done for many, many years -- we've had this 

abuse by many other countries and groups of countries that were put together in order to take advantage of 

the United States, and we don't want that to happen, we're not going to let that happen," Trump said. 

 

"Frankly, it's going to make us a much stronger, much richer nation." 

 

Lighthizer added that the US has 44 million workers involved in "high-technology areas" and that 

technology would be the "the backbone of the future" for the American economy. 

 

On Friday, China announced a list of US goods including pork, apples, and steel pipe that it says may be 

hit with higher import duties in response to Trump's tariff hike on steel and aluminium. 
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The Chinese Commerce Ministry called on Washington to negotiate a settlement as soon as possible, but 

set no deadline. 

 

A ministry statement said the higher US tariffs "seriously undermine" the global trading system. 

 

"The Chinese side urges the US side to resolve the concerns of the Chinese side as soon as possible," the 

ministry said. It appealed for dialogue "to avoid damage to overall Chinese-US cooperation". 

 

Goods targeted for possible higher Chinese tariffs include wine, apples, and ethanol, which would hit 

agricultural areas where voters supported Trump in the 2016 presidential election. 

 

The ministry said China bought about $1 billion worth of those goods last year. They would be hit with a 

15 percent tariff increase, mirroring the US duty hike of 15 percent on aluminium. 

 

A second group of products targeted for a possible 25 percent tariff, mirroring the higher American charge 

on steel, includes pork and aluminium scrap, according to the ministry. 

 

In September 2015, the two countries signed an agreement ostensibly to prevent economic espionage from 

being conducted online, which was subsequently claimed to be breached the very next day. 

 

Over recent months, the United States has stepped up its rhetoric against China, particularly in the realm of 

technology. 

 

In February, the heads of the CIA, FBI, NSA, and the director of national intelligence to the Senate 

Intelligence Committee recommended that Americans not use products from Huawei and ZTE. 

 

Earlier this month, Trump issued an order sinking Broadcom's proposed takeover of Qualcomm, saying 

there was "credible evidence" the deal would hurt the national security of the United States. 

 

At the time, the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States said that if Broadcom succeeded in 

its plans, it could weaken Qualcomm and allow China to have greater influence over standards such as 5G. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Gov. boosts oil safety measures 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/935898/gov-jay-inslee-signs-bill-to-boost-oil-safety-measures/  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — Washington Gov. Jay Inslee has signed a measure that aims to boost safety 

around the transportation of oil in the state. 

 

The new law, signed Friday, extends the state’s oil barrel tax to pipelines. That tax pays for spill response 

and prevention measures and currently applies to oil received by train or vessels. 

 

The measure also directs state regulators to address the risks of certain types of oil that sink or submerge 

as well as to study ways to reduce oil risks in Puget Sound. The new law also sets up an annual forum for 

the state to work with Canadian agencies on issues related to reducing oil spill risk and navigational safety. 

 

Starting in mid-2019, the first $200,000 collected by the tax will be allocated to the National Guard for oil 

spill training and cleanup every year. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Recall: Milo’s Kitchen dog treats 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/03/25/recall-milos-kitchen-dog-treats-may-contain-elevated-levels-of-

thyroid-hormone/  
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GIST The company that sells Milo’s Kitchen® dog treats has issued a voluntary recall of two flavors because the 

products may contain elevated levels of beef thyroid hormone. 

 

• Milo’s Kitchen Steak Grillers / Steak Grillers Recipe with Angus Steak  

• Milo’s Kitchen Grilled Burger Bites with Sweet Potato and Bacon 

 

So far, three illnesses have been reported to the FDA prompting J.M. Smucker Company to announce the 

recall. 

 

Dogs consuming high levels of beef thyroid hormone may be extra thirsty and urinate frequently. They 

may also experience weight loss, increased heart rate and restlessness. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Hate crimes rise prompts safety workshop 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/03/25/rising-hate-crimes-in-seattle-prompts-workshop-for-womens-safety/  

GIST SEATTLE – Hate crimes in Seattle is why more than a dozen women attended a workshop called “Hijabs 

and Harassment” in West Seattle. They say wearing a hijab as part of their religion makes them a target for 

harassment. 

 

"For my mother and my sisters that cover, you see that they are Muslim walking down the street, so 

they’re an easier target than myself who chooses not to cover or Muslim men who don’t have outward 

signs of their faith,” said Nimco Bulale, education program manager at One America. 

 

Bulale, who was born in Somalia, left her home country after the civil war moving to Uganda then to 

America when she was six years old. She now teaches fellow Somali women how to protect themselves. 

 

Bulale says Muslim women are feeling a heightened sense of anxiety with more negative rhetoric around 

Muslims since President Trump took office.  

 

"We don’t know what our right, we don’t know what to do,” said Farhiya Mohamed, executive director of 

the Somali Family Safety Taskforce. She says many women in her community have come to her asking 

what to do if someone yells a racial slur while they’re at a bus stop or physically attacks them because 

they’re wearing a hijab, so she decided it was time to put together an educational workshop to address 

those concerns. 

 

"2017 was our highest year rate for incidents against all groups,” said detective Elizabeth Wareing, the 

bias crimes coordinator of the Seattle Police Department. 

 

Wareing says police means different things to people of different cultures, she is emphasizing that the 

Seattle police department is here to help women and anyone affected by a hate crime. She is teaching these 

women how to report a crime, why that’s important, how the dispatch system works and what to expect 

when a police officer arrives to their call. 

 

“I want to make sure they know what SPD officers is help, not persecution or embarrassment or something 

negative they may have faced at their home country,” said Wareing. 

 

She says unlike problems like property crime, hate crimes are more challenging to solve using traditional 

methods.  

 

“We can throw more officers at the area or change our patrol patterns and it changes the patterns of 

incident, like for property crimes, but with bias crimes, we’ve noticed they happen all over the city at time 

frames that are random,” said Wareing. 

 

She says it’s critical for these women and anyone affected by hate crimes to report them because she says 
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if police don’t know it’s happening they can’t act to mitigate it. 

 

The city shows 418 incidents of bias crime in 2017 for all groups, with downtown Seattle, Capitol Hill and 

Northgate seeing the highest numbers by neighborhood. 

 

This group of women says they want to learn how to work with police to help make them feel safer. 

 

“America is my second home,” said Sofya Omar, one participant who says people avoid her on a bus 

because she is wearing a hijab and she’s too fearful to go out at night because she may get harassed. 

 

"I wish the larger community would know that we too are here seeking opportunity and a better life just 

like everyone else,” said Bulale. 
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HEADLINE 03/26 Philippines to patrol disputed shoals 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/26/philippines-to-patrol-disputed-shoal-despite-china-

protest.html  

GIST CAVITE, Philippines –  The Philippine defense chief says the military will continue its aerial patrols of a 

Chinese-held shoal near the South China Sea despite protests from Beijing over the flights, especially 

using Japanese-donated aircraft. 

 

When asked if the Philippine military will stop the surveillance of Scarborough Shoal following the 

protests from Beijing, Defense Secretary Delfin Lorenzana said Monday the flights will continue because 

the area is within the Philippines' exclusive economic zone, giving the country internationally recognized 

sovereign rights. 

 

A Philippine official said China raised concerns over the patrols, including one that used a Japanese-

donated TC-90 plane, when Chinese and Philippine officials met to discuss their territorial disputes in 

Manila last month. 

 

Japan turned over the last three of five TC-90 aircraft to the Philippines on Monday. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Thousands register to vote at ‘March’ 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/march-our-lives-pushes-expand-voter-rolls-across-country-

n859756  

GIST At many of the March for Our Lives events across the United States on Saturday, speakers reminded the 

hundreds of thousands of people in attendance that there was an important way they could push for gun 

reform: register to vote and go to the polls. 

 

According to many of the student speakers at the Washington rally, voting is the only way to pressure 

politicians to propose legislation that would meet the movement's demands, which include universal 

background checks and bans on assault weapons and high-capacity ammunition magazines. 

 

“Let’s take this to our local legislators and let’s take this to midterm elections," said David Hogg, one of 

the survivors of the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, who helped organize the march. 

"Because without the persistent heat, without the persistence of voters and Americans everywhere getting 

out to every election, democracy will not flourish.” 

 

HeadCount, a nonpartisan organization that registers young voters at concerts, partnered with the students 

behind March for Our Lives and sent close to 1,000 volunteers to register marchers at Saturday’s crowd in 

Washington, which numbered 800,000 people, according to organizers. 
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HeadCount spokesman Aaron Ghitelman said volunteers, who were dressed in neon yellow or neon green 

shirts, were coming back with 10 to 20 filled-out voter forms each. And the young people who filled out 

those forms are from all over the country. 

 

“That’s a really invigorating number,” Ghitelman said of the Washington returns. “I mean, damn that’s 

awesome.” 

 

HeadCount also sent volunteers to the many other marches that occurred throughout the country, and 

several other organizations also worked to register students, parents and teachers at the massive 

demonstrations. 

 

As of Sunday, Ghitelman said they had registered approximately 4,800 people across the country. 

 

Diane Burrows, a vice president of the League of Women Voters in New York, said her group had trained 

and sent out 45 volunteers into the city’s march on Saturday. Each carried a clipboard and 10 registration 

forms, and several of them had come back to their headquarters for more. 

 

Burrows said on Sunday they had registered more than 150 voters in New York alone — 74 had birthdays 

in 1999 or 2000 — but about half the volunteers had not yet turned in their registration forms and were 

expected to bring them in next week. 

 

“The engagement has really increased and I think it’s an awareness,” said Burrows. “People are really 

understanding the power of the vote and that’s what’s really motivating a lot of them. They’re figuring out 

the importance and power of civic engagement.” 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Gas prices rise; expected continue rising  

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/gas-prices-rise/2018/03/25/id/850688/  

GIST The average U.S. price of regular-grade gasoline shot up 7 cents a gallon over the past two weeks to $2.66. 

 

Industry analyst Trilby Lundberg said Sunday the increase was driven primarily by rising crude oil prices. 

 

Lundberg says she expects prices to continue to rise over the next few weeks. 

 

The increase brings the price of gas to 32 cents a gallon higher than it was at this time last year. 

 

The highest average price in the contiguous 48 states was $3.54 in the San Francisco Bay area. The lowest 

was $2.22 in St. Louis. 

 

The average price for diesel fuel rose a penny, to $3.01. 
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HEADLINE 03/26 Russian official: 64 dead in mall fire 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-fire-kemerovo/death-toll-in-russian-shopping-mall-fire-

reaches-64-minister-idUSKBN1H10PG  

GIST MOSCOW (Reuters) - The death toll from a fire at a shopping mall in the Russian city of Kemerovo has 

reached 64 people, Russian Emergencies Minister Vladimir Puchkov said on Monday. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 ‘March’ in all 50 states 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/50-us-states-participated-march-lives/story?   

GIST Hundreds of thousands of energized protesters rallied in all 50 states and in Washington, D.C., in the 

March for Our Lives demanding action toward ending gun violence in the U.S.  

 

The marches Saturday came a little more than a month after the Valentine's Day school rampage in 

Parkland, Florida, that killed 17 students and teachers.  

 

The largest turnout was in the nation's capital, but solidarity was shown nationwide with protesters from 

toddlers to grandparents joining to echo the call of Parkland's high school students that "enough is 

enough."  

 

From bullseyes printed on kids' T-shirts in Alaska to "fists in the air!" rallying cries in Alabama, here are 

some of the sights and sounds from the day. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 NBA players protest fatal police shooting 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/unarmed-man-fatally-shot-police-honored-nba-game/story?id=54005259  

GIST The Sacramento Kings took the home floor Sunday and donned T-shirts honoring the unarmed 22-year-old 

who was shot and killed by police last week.  

 

On the front of the shirts read "ACCOUNTABILITY. WE ARE ONE." On the back, there was a hashtag -

- #StephonClark -- the name of the man who was killed March 18 in his grandmother's backyard.  

 

During a first-quarter timeout, a unified public service announcement from players from the Kings and the 

opposing team, the Boston Celtics, played on the JumboTron at Gold 1 Center in Sacramento.  

 

In it, the players, over soft music, deliver various messages over the 30-second clip: "There must be 

accountability."  

 

"We won't shut up and dribble."  

 

"These tragedies have to stop." 

 

Clark was killed after officers responded to a 911 call of a man in a hoodie breaking car windows and 

hiding in a backyard in the 7500 block of 29th Street.  

 

When the officers encountered Clark there, according to released body cam footage, they believed Clark 

was in possession of a "toolbar," according to police accounts.  

 

Officers said Clark motioned toward them and one of them can be heard yelling: "Show me your hands... 

Gun, gun, gun."  

 

After both officers fired 20 shots, fatally wounding Clark, investigators recovered a cell phone near Clark's 

body but no weapons.  

 

Since the shooting, protestors have taken to the streets to call for change. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Thousands Seattle ‘March’ demand action 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/we-are-taking-action-at-seattles-march-for-our-

lives-thousands-demand-stricter-gun-laws/  

GIST There have been two lockdowns at Nabrath Sheriff’s high school in Sammamish since last month’s 
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shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. 

 

Sheriff’s school has added security measures and begun enforcing ones that had lapsed — doors that used 

to be open at Eastlake High are now closed, classrooms are locked and all visitors need badges. 

 

Going to school feels subtly different, the 15-year-old sophomore said. The shooting at Parkland has made 

her newly conscious of a threat that’s been there all along. 

 

“Every time I walk in a classroom I’m looking for a place I could hide,” Sheriff said. “I deserve to go to 

school and feel safe.” 

 

Sheriff was at Seattle’s Cal Anderson Park on Saturday for the local March For Our Lives, joining 

thousands of others to march through downtown in a student-led protest demanding stricter gun laws in 

Washington and across the country. 

 

Seattle’s march was one of hundreds worldwide held alongside the main event in Washington, D.C., where 

hundreds of thousands of people packed into the nation’s capital to hear 20 children and teenagers speak 

about the effect of gun violence on their lives. Among them were survivors of the Parkland shooting, 

which left 17 people dead. 

 

The Parkland massacre was by no means the first, nor was it the deadliest, school shooting in U.S. history. 

But the outcry this time is unmatched, students said, in part because of the voices of the Parkland student 

activists who have used social media to recount their experiences, call out lawmakers and plan events such 

as Saturday’s march. 

 

Seeing those students on stage at rallies after the Feb. 14 shooting was impactful, said Rhiannon 

Rasaretnam, 17, a Tahoma High senior and march organizer. On Saturday, Rasaretnam was the one on 

stage. 

 

“Now we are taking action to ensure that the next generation doesn’t have to grow up with active shooter 

drills and faced with the reality that they and their classmates could be killed,” she said. 

 

While the energy of protest marches can sometimes fizzle into inaction, the student organizers have 

specific legislative goals in mind: universal background checks. Ending the effective ban on federally 

funded research into gun violence. Banning the sale of semi-automatic rifles. Raising the legal age to own 

a gun in Washington state, from 18 to 21. 

 

Speakers and demonstrators emphasized that gun violence affects young people beyond school and that, 

while Parkland may be considered the tipping point for some, “others have been at that tipping point for 

years,” Rasaretnam said. Representatives from the group Youth 4 Peace read names of young people killed 

by guns in Washington state and placed flowers in a pile after each name was read. 

 

Dozens of volunteers fanned out along the march route, armed with clipboards to register potential voters. 

The importance of voting was a focus of the speakers and the organizers. The eight members of the march 

planning team signed voter-registration forms on stage, then held them up as the crowd cheered. Ingraham 

High senior and march organizer Catherine Zhu called the ballots “symbols of youth power.” 

 

“This is a youth-led effort and I want to be here to empower them,” said Patricia Murray, 23, who was 

signing up voters. “Voting is one of the best ways we’re able to make systematic change.” 

 

And the youth, whether they can vote in this election or not, are coming. 

 

“Some of us can vote in 2018, most of us can vote in 2020 and all of us can vote in 2022,” one speaker 

said. “We need to show our representatives that if they oppose us we will vote them out.” 

 

While much of the focus was on congressional inaction, some demonstrators looked to the state level as 
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well. 

 

“We live in a time when anyone who is 18 is able to go into a store, buy a gun and shoot other people, 

which is completely ridiculous.” said Sabreen Tuku, a 15-year-old freshman at Issaquah High School. 

“Start in Washington and then have other states follow, that’s going to be the most effective way for it to 

happen.” 

 

But even in reliably blue Washington, such changes have been few and far between. 

 

The Washington state Legislature recently banned bump stocks, which allow semi-automatic guns to fire 

nearly as rapidly as a machine gun. 

 

But efforts to pass more substantial gun laws — a ban on assault-style weapons, raising the age limit to 

buy such weapons and a ban on high-capacity magazines — stalled in the Democratic-controlled 

Legislature. 

 

Attorney General Bob Ferguson, a Democrat who has been pushing since 2016 for a ban on assault-style 

weapons, noted that Florida’s Republican-controlled Legislature recently raised the age for all gun 

purchases to 21. 

 

“Our Legislature did nothing,” Ferguson said, impugning his own party. “It is outrageous, it is 

unacceptable that our elected officials, in our state, in our home, will not listen.” 

 

He added: “I think they’re going to start listening now, because of each and every one of you.” 

 

Democratic Gov. Jay Inslee, in an interview after his speech at Seattle Center, said, “This is the start of an 

awakening of this generation that can help this state realize a new vision.” 
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HEADLINE 03/24 CDC: doctor visits for flu down 6th week 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Health_News/2018/03/24/CDC-Doctor-visits-for-flu-symptoms-down-for-6th-

week-in-a-row/9771521902945/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_hn&utm_medium=15  

GIST SATURDAY, March 24, 2018 -- It's been a particularly tough flu season, but spring -- and real relief -- 

may be near, new numbers show.  

 

The flu season continues to wind down, with yet another drop seen in doctor visits and less severe strains 

of influenza becoming ever more dominant. 

 

But hospitalizations for the flu are still a problem, and there have been additional pediatric deaths, the 

latest data shows. 

 

For the sixth week in a row, there was a decrease in the number of doctor visits for flu-like illness, the U.S. 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported Friday. 

 

As of March 17, the CDC said, 2.7 percent of patient visits to doctors were for the flu, down from 3.3 

percent of patient visits the week before. 

 

And, as health officials predicted, cases of less severe influenza B infections continue to be more common 

than cases of more severe influenza A infections. 

 

For the week ending March 17, influenza B infections accounted for 57.5 percent of cases, while influenza 

A infections accounted for 42.5 percent. For the entire season so far, influenza A strains have been 

responsible for 75.6 percent of all cases, the CDC report noted. 
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Meanwhile, flu-linked hospitalization rates continued to rise -- from 89.9 per 100,000 people for the week 

ending March 10, to 93.5 per 100,000 people for the week ending March 17, the CDC data showed. 

 

Pediatric flu deaths are also still increasing slightly, with an additional five deaths reported for the week 

ending March 17. That brings the season's total to 133. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 NKorea criticizes South’s plan 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/03/25/North-Korea-criticizes-South-Koreas-

plans-for-more-jets-missiles/8841521961111/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=1  

GIST SEOUL, March 25 (UPI) -- Pyongyang criticized South Korea's plans to acquire more fighter jets and air-

to-surface missiles to scale up its weapons capacity against the North, amid efforts to ease tensions on the 

Korean Peninsula. 

 

Following reports last week that 170 Taurus missiles were delivered to the South this month, as agreed in 

2016, with 90 additional missiles expected to be acquired from 2019 to 2020. 

 

The German air-to-surface missiles can target North Korea's major weapons development facilities 

including the main nuclear test site of Punggye-ri and the Sohae missile launch site. 

 

North Koea's propaganda outlet Uriminzokkiri slammed the move to acquire extra Taurus missiles, 

warning the South not to "take actions that hinder the atmosphere for improving [inter-Korean] relations." 

 

"Its purchase of weapons targeting the same [Korean] people and continuing its frenzied schmes for 

military conflict is like smiling on the outside while sharpening the sword of provocation on the inside," it 

said Saturday. 

 

A column in the North's regime paper Rodong Sinmun on Sunday also stressed that "negotiations and 

maneuvers for war cannot coincide." 

 

The daily blasted Seoul's decision to deploy F-35A stealth fighter jets as well as the extra purchase of 

Taurus missiles, deeming such moves as "open provocations against the negotiating party" and a 

"dangerous move that counters the mood for reconciliation and unity." 

 

The South Korean military is set to unveil its first F-35A fighter jets this week but is expected to keep the 

ceremony low key amid efforts to improve inter-Korean relations and hold talks on denuclearizing the 

North, Yonhap reported. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 China air force drills in disputed sea 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-defence/china-air-force-drills-again-in-south-china-sea-

western-pacific-idUSKBN1H103L  

GIST BEIJING (Reuters) - China’s air force has held another round of drills in the disputed South China Sea and 

the Western Pacific after passing though Japan’s southern islands, the air force said on Sunday, calling 

such exercises the best preparation for war. 

 

China is in the midst of an ambitious military modernization program overseen by President Xi Jinping 

with a heavy focus on its air force and navy, from building stealth fighters to adding aircraft carriers.  

 

China insists it has no hostile intent, but its sabre-rattling in the busy South China Sea waterway, and 

around Taiwan, has touched a nerve in the region and in Washington.  
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In a statement, the air force said H-6K bombers and Su-30 and Su-35 fighters, among other aircraft, 

carried out combat patrols over the South China Sea and exercises in the Western Pacific after passing 

over the Miyako Strait, which lies between two southern Japanese islands.  

 

It did not say when the exercises took place nor specify the parts of the South China Sea or the Western 

Pacific.  

 

In a “freedom of navigation” operation on Friday, a U.S. Navy destroyer came within 12 nautical miles of 

an artificial island China has built in the South China Sea, provoking condemnation from China, which 

claims most of the strategic waterway.  

 

Sending Su-35 fighters over the South China Sea aims to help increase the air force’s ability to fight far 

out at sea, the air force said in the statement on its microblog.  

 

Flying across the Miyako Strait, which also sits to the northeast of the self-ruled island of Taiwan that 

China claims as its own, accorded with international law and practice, it added.  

 

“Air Force exercises are rehearsals for future wars and are the most direct preparation for combat,” it said. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Russia shopping mall fire kills 4 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-43531684  

GIST At least four people, three of them children, have been killed and dozens injured in a fire at a shopping 

centre in Siberia, media reports say. 

 

The blaze started on the fourth floor of the Winter Cherry building in the city of Kemerovo, according to 

Russia's Sputnik news site. 

 

Video posted on social media showed smoke billowing from windows as fire crews worked to evacuate 

the property. 

 

People were also seen jumping from windows to escape the flames on Sunday. 

 

Initial reports said that four children had died, but this was later corrected to three children and a woman. 

 

A representative of Russia's Investigative Committee, Svetlana Petrenko, said that 26 people had sought 

treatment or had been taken to hospital. 

 

The fire started in part of the building that contains an entertainment complex and a cinema, local media 

reported, raising concerns that more children may have been trapped. 

 

The cause of the blaze is not yet known but authorities have launched an investigation into the incident, 

Sputnik added. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Data show dramatic change in politics 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/first-read/after-20-years-data-show-dramatic-changes-party-

alignment-n859821  

GIST In 2018, it’s essentially a given to say that the Democratic and Republican parties represent two different 

Americas. But a new set of data this week shows some of the most significant gaps between the two major 

parties are growing wider. 
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The study of political partisanship from the Pew Research Center compares registered voters who self-

identified as Republicans and Democrats in 1997 and 2017 and finds both are being affected by changes in 

the nation overall, but at very different rates. The net effect is that the two parties are in some ways headed 

in very different directions – demographically and culturally. 

 

Take racial and ethnic diversity as a measure. 

 

Of course, the data show the United States has grown more diverse since 1997. Among all voters in the 

Pew data, the percentage of white, non-Hispanic registered voters has dropped 14 points, to 69 percent in 

2017 from 83 percent in 1997. But the numbers look very different for Democrats and Republicans. 

 

The GOP has seen a smaller 9-point decline in the share of its voters who are white and non-Hispanic to 

83 percent in 2017 from 92 percent in 1997. But the Democrats have seen a much steeper 16-point in the 

share of its voters who are white, to 59 percent from 75 percent in 1997. 

 

As a result, the divide between the parties on the percentage of members who are white is wider now than 

it was then. 

 

Age is another marker. The Pew data show the country is graying. In 2017, 50 percent of the registered 

voters their surveyed were older than 50. That number was up 10 points from 1997 when the figure was 40 

percent. But the data show the Republicans are graying much faster than the Democrats. 

 

In 2017, 57 percent of Republicans were age 50 or older, that age group made up only 39 percent of the 

party in 1997 – an increase of 16 points. Democrats have gotten grayer as well, but only by 5 percentage 

points – 47 percent now, versus 42 percent 20 years ago. 

 

The partisan changes in college education rates are breathtaking. On the whole, more U.S. voters in the 

Pew data have a college degree than 20 years ago. The figure was 33 percent in 2017, up 8 points from 

1997, when the number was 25 percent. But at the party level, the shift has been one-sided. 

 

Among self-identified Democrats, the number of college-educated voters has climbed 15 points, to 39 

percent, since 1997. But among Republicans, the number of college-educated voters is unchanged at 28 

percent. This is a big shift. In 1997, Republicans were more likely to hold a college degree than 

Democrats. The figures are now reversed. 

 

And on the often contentious issue of religion, the parties are moving further apart. In national terms, the 

percentage of registered voters with no religious affiliation is growing while the share of white evangelical 

Christians declines. 

 

Again, this is true at the party-level as well, but the rates of change are dramatically different. 

 

The percentage of Democrats with no religious affiliation climbed 24 points between 1997 and 2017. A 

third of Democrats, 33 percent, now claim no religious affiliation. With Republicans the increase was only 

8 points. Only 13 percent of Republicans claim no religious affiliation today. 

 

With white evangelical Christians, the differences are reversed. 

 

The percentage of white Republican voters calling themselves evangelical Christians has declined ever so 

slightly since 1997, only 1 point to 33 percent. But among Democrats the white evangelical Christian drop 

has been much steeper, a 12-point drop to just 7 percent of all party voters. 

 

In sum, the United States has changed a lot in the last 20 years and the nation’s two major political parties 

haven’t been immune to those changes. But the different rates of change among the Democrats and 

Republicans mean that the parties are, in many ways, growing ever further apart. 

 

On all the measures listed here, the Democrats and Republicans look less similar than they did 20 years 
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ago, even as the two parties are generally moving in the same direction. 

 

And, to be clear, this is not merely an exercise in bean counting. The splits outlined here – race, age, 

education, religious adherence – are tied to deeper cultural and socio-economic differences that 

consistently appear in policy debates on a range of topics. 

 

In that way, these numbers are not just a tallying of party differences, they are numeric evidence for why 

compromise has become so scarce in Washington, and why it is only growing harder to find. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 How many attended ‘March’? 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/march-for-our-lives-crowd-size-estimated-200000-people-attended-

d-c-march/  

GIST More than 200,000 people attended the March for Our Lives demonstration in Washington D.C. on 

Saturday, according to Digital Design & Imaging Service Inc (DDIS). The Virginia-based firm uses a 

proprietary method for calculating crowd size using aerial photos. 

 

The peak crowd size was 202,796 people, with a margin of error of 15 percent, the firm said. The crowd 

reached its largest size at 1 p.m., according to the company's estimates.  

 

The organizers put the total number of attendees at closer to 800,000. The largest single-day demonstration 

in U.S. history was the 2017 Women's March, with a crowd size of 440,000 people, according to DDIS' 

estimates.  

 

In addition to the massive march in Washington, an estimated 800 other marches were held across the 

country, including one in Parkland, Florida, where the movement was born following the shooting at 

Stoneman Douglas High School in February. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Marysville first responders stretched thin 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/03/23/marysvilles-exploding-population-stretches-emergency-responders-to-

breaking-point/  

GIST MARYSVILLE, Wash. - Marysville doubled in size between 2006-2016, jumping from 32,000 people to 

65,000. 

 

That kind of increase affects everything from housing and traffic to infrastructure. It also puts a strain on 

those who are sworn to serve and protect. 

 

Back in 2009, the Marysville fire department responded to 10,000 calls. Last year they responded to more 

than 15,000 – a 47 percent increase, that’s seen average daily calls jump from 29 to 42, even as the number 

of firefighters on duty has remained the same. 

 

“We are currently spending out of our reserve just to keep up with the amount of calls that we run and 

sustain a good service,” said battalion chief Aaron Soper. 

 

“We are so lean there is nothing that can be cut out. We rely every day on mutual aid - mutual aid is when 

other departments come in and help us run our calls. Mutual aid was never intended for everyday events. It 

was a big event where you are overwhelmed and can’t provide the service.” 

 

The question, of course, is how to pay for it. The city says something could be on a ballot by the end of the 

year. 
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“We will always do the best we can with what we have,” Soper said. “Of course we would like more 

funding and more manpower to protect our citizens.” 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Small counter-protests amid ‘March’ 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/march-for-our-lives-rallies-small-counter-demonstrations/  

GIST WASHINGTON -- Small counter-demonstrations were taking place Saturday in cities across the country 

as hundreds of thousands of teenagers and their supporters rallied under the banner "March for Our Lives" 

in the nation's capital -- and nationwide -- in support of gun control. 

 

About 30 gun-rights supporters staged a counter-demonstration in front of the FBI headquarters in 

Washington, D.C., standing quietly with signs such as "Armed Victims Live Longer" and "Stop Violating 

Civil Rights." 

 

In Boston, a group of about 100 counter-protesters began Saturday morning on the steps of the State 

House and moved onto Boston Common, CBS Boston reports. Counter-protesters and opposing activists 

shouted at one another. Police stepped in between the groups to keep the peace.  

 

When the counter-protesters moved to Boston Common, police officers on bicycles formed a perimeter 

around them to prevent any potential clashes. 

 

In Salt Lake City, a pro-gun rally was taking place Saturday. CBS affiliate KUTV reports gun rights 

advocates arrived at the Utah State Capitol. They chanted "freedom!" as they marched. 

 

The rally is called "March Before Our Lives" -- a counter-protest to the rally pressing for gun legislation. 

KUTV reports Utah Gun Exchange was holding the counter-demonstration. 

 

In Texas, Fort Worth police formed a protective circle Saturday morning around two counter-protesters 

using a microphone to disrupt the city's "March for Our Lives" event as it was about to get underway, J.D. 

Miles with CBS DFW reported. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Students rally against gun violence 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/march-for-our-lives-huge-crowds-gather-for-rally-against-

gun-violence-in-nations-capital/2018/03/24/4121b100-2f7d-11e8-b0b0-

f706877db618_story.html?utm_term=.285aba0f558e  

GIST Hundreds of thousands of demonstrators gathered in the nation’s capital and cities across the U.S. 

Saturday to demand action against gun violence, the latest and most visible show of force by a student-led 

political movement born in the wake of a deadly school shooting in Parkland, Fla. 

 

Led by students from Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, where a shooter’s rampage last month left 

17 dead, the teens who took the stage at the March for Our Lives in downtown Washington called for 

Congress to enact stricter gun controls in response to the nation’s relentless, two-decade stretch of campus 

shootings. Hundreds of sister protests were taking place in cities across the United States, including 

Philadelphia, New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.  

 

Although the D.C. march was bankrolled by left-leaning celebrities including Oprah Winfrey and George 

and Amal Clooney, students who survived the Parkland shooting, students directly affected by gun 

violence have been its faces. Their unequivocal message on Saturday: The inaction that has repeatedly 

characterized federal lawmakers’ response to school massacres and everyday gun violence would no 

longer be tolerated. 
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“To the leaders, skeptics and cynics who told us to sit down, stay silent and wait your turn, welcome to the 

revolution,” Cameron Kasky, a Stoneman Douglas High student, said to a standing-room only crowd that 

packed at least 10 blocks of Pennsylvania Avenue. “Either represent the people or get out. Stand for us or 

beware. The voters are coming.” 

 

About 20 speakers — all of them kids or teens — spoke to a striking diverse crowd that included students 

from every background: black and white, rich and poor, suburban and inner-city.  

 

A huge crowd is expected for what is billed as a youth-led movement spearheaded by student survivors of 

school shootings. Many D.C.-area families, businesses and organizations are lending their support, and 

“sibling marches” are planned nationwide.  

   

Together, they sang along to Miley Cyrus and Ariana Grande, shed tears during a chorus of “Happy 

Birthday” to a Parkland victim and chanted “Enough is enough!” as one of the movement’s leaders, Emma 

Gonzalez, stood silently on the stage.  

 

One of the rally’s most emotional speeches was delivered by Zion Kelly, a senior at Thurgood Marshall 

Academy in Washington DC, whose twin brother Zaire was shot and killed by a robber in September. 

Choking back tears before a rapt crowd, Kelly described the close bond he had with his brother. 

 

“From the time we were born we shared everything. I spent time with him every day because we went to 

the same schools, shared the same friends and we even shared the same room,” he said. “I’m here to 

represent the hundreds of thousands of students who live everyday in constant paranoia and fear on their 

way to and from school.” 

 

Because many of the demonstrators were children, authorities in the nation’s capital said they were taking 

extra security precautions. 

 

Nearly 200 people have died in school shootings since the 1999 massacre at Columbine High School in 

Colorado, which left 13 dead and inaugurated a relentless two-decade stretch of campus gun violence. 

During that period, more than 187,000 students attending at least 193 primary or secondary schools have 

experienced a shooting on campus during school hours, according to a Washington Post analysis. 

 

Organizers had hoped for a crowd of half a million in Washington. Police did not provide crowd estimates, 

though by 1 p.m. about 207,000 people had ridden Metro, officials said. That was more than three times 

normal Saturday ridership, although it did not approach the 470,000 people who used the system by 1 p.m. 

for the Women’s March last year. 

 

More than 800 events were scheduled to take place around the world Saturday, according to March for 

Our Lives organizers. Beyond major cities, they included rallies in Las Vegas, where a gunman killed 58 

people at a country music festival last year; in Parkland, Fla., home to Stoneman Douglas; and in 

Jonesboro, Ark., where the community is marking the 20th anniversary of a middle school shooting that 

left four students and a teacher dead. 

 

Survivors or relatives of those killed in other mass shootings were also at the march in Washington, 

including some from Columbine, Sandy Hook and Marysville Pilchuck High School in Washington state, 

where four were fatally shot in 2014. 

 

By mid-afternoon Saturday the rallies had proceeded peacefully, with small and scattered counter-protests 

by opponents of stricter gun control. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Thousands protest Israel deportation plan 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/thousands-africans-protest-israeli-deportation-plan-

53988047?   
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GIST Thousands of African asylum seekers and their local supporters are protesting against an Israeli plan to 

deport them. 

 

The Israeli government says the migrants have to leave the country for an unnamed African destination in 

exchange for $3,500 and a plane ticket, or they will be incarcerated indefinitely. 

 

The Africans, nearly all from dictatorial Eritrea and war-torn Sudan, say they feel great appreciation for 

Israel, coupled with dread over the looming expulsions. 

 

Israel considers the vast majority of the nearly 40,000 migrants to be job seekers and says it has no legal 

obligation to keep them. Critics have called the government plan unethical and a stain on Israel's image as 

a refuge for Jewish migrants. 

 

Organizers say some 15,000 gathered in front of Tel Aviv City Hall Saturday. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 EU vows ‘more steps’ against Russia 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/23/eu-vows-more-steps-against-russia-as-shockwaves-from-

spy-poisoning-continue-to-be-felt-throughout-europe.html  

GIST The European Union vowed Friday to take "more steps" against Moscow over the poisoning of a former 

spy and his daughter in Britain in an incident that has rapidly heightened tensions between the two world 

superpowers. 

 

European Council President Donald Tusk said Friday that the 28-nation group will recall its ambassador 

from Moscow for consultations and that "more steps are expected at a national level" by Monday. 

 

"I think it is clear that Russia is challenging the values we share as Europeans, and it is right that we are 

standing together in defense of those values,” British Prime Minister Theresa May said following a 

summit dinner where she shared information about why Britain is convinced Moscow was behind the 

March 4 attack. 

 

The UK has already expelled 23 Russian diplomats and their families, and Moscow responded by 

expelling 23 British diplomats, who are expected to return to the UK on Friday. 

 

Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar said his country will conduct a security assessment of Russian 

diplomats with a view to possibly expelling those who are not legitimate. 

 

"We will make that decision, I would say, in the early part of next week," he said. 

 

Danish Prime Minister Lars Lokke Rasmussen also says his country will consider "whether we should take 

unilateral steps." 

 

Dalia Grybauskaite, president of Lithuania, said that "from the beginning of next week, a lot of countries, 

we will go for our national measures." 

 

The EU added Friday it was highly likely that Russia was behind the nerve-agent attack – which left 

Sergei Skripal, 66, and his 33-year-old daughter Yulia in critical condition -- and could see no other 

plausible explanation for it. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Canada politicians in pipeline protest 

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/local/politics/article/Connelly-Members-of-Canada-s-parliament-busted-
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12777585.php  

GIST Two members of Canada's House of Commons were arrested Friday in a protest against the giant Kinder 

Morgan pipeline, which would create an oil port just east of Vancouver and send 34 tankers a month 

through waters shared by the U.S. and Canada. 

 

They are the latest of about 100 protesters detained for violating an exclusion zone around offices of the 

Texas company building the pipeline. 

 

"Non-violent civil disobedience is the moral obligation of the climate-aware, responsible citizen," said MP 

Elizabeth May, leader of Canada's Green Party, who represents a riding (district) on the Saanich Peninsula 

north of Victoria. 

 

The Houston-based Kinder Morgan pipeline builder plans to triple the volume of the existing Trans-

Mountain Pipeline, which carries bitumen crude oil from Alberta's tar stands across British Columbia to 

Burnaby, B.C. 

 

The pipeline -- approved by the government of Canada's Prime Minister Justin Trudeau -- would have the 

capacity of 890,000 barrels of oil a day.  The oil would be shipped out through the Haro Strait, which 

separates Canada's Gulf Islands from the U.S. San Juan Islands, and the Strait of Juan de Fuca. 

 

The pipeline is opposed by both B.C. Premier John Horgan and Washington Gov. Jay Inslee, and by First 

Nations groups in Canada.  Opponents fear the catastrophic consequences of an oil spill in the Salish Sea. 

 

The British Columbia Supreme Court has put a buffer around Kinder Morgan's base of operations, where 

demonstrators are not permitted. 

 

May and Kennedy Stewart marched behind a banner reading: "Trudeau:  Climate Leaders Don't Build 

Pipelines." 

 

The Kinder Morgan project has damaged Trudeau's image as a champion of climate-change response.  The 

prime minister's party holds 17 British Columbia seats in the House of Commons, almost all of them from 

Vancouver.  An election is slated for next year. 

 

"Canadians have the constitutional right to peaceful protest especially when governments abuse their 

powers," Stewart told the protest.  "During the last election, Justin Trudeau said that 'while governments 

grant permits . . . only communities can grant permission. 

 

"I am here to help amplify the voices of my constituents who do not grant permission for this pipeline." 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Pierce Co. focus on tribal relations 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/pierce-county-puts-focus-on-tribal-relations/281-531505970  

GIST Respecting government-to-government relations with Native American tribes is at the center of a renewed 

effort in Pierce County. 

 

Pierce County Executive Bruce Dammeier recognized Puyallup Tribal Councilmember Tim Reynon 

during his State of the County address this week. 

 

“It's very important that we work together and have that open line of communication," said Reynon, "We 

all have important needs and important interests that we have to respect.” 

 

Reynon said when people think of Native Americans, they often think about the cultural side. While that is 

important, he says it’s also imperative to recognize Native American tribes as sovereign nations. 
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"I think there's a lot of people that don't really recognize that tribes are governments. We govern 

ourselves," said Reynon. 

 

Economic development may be one of the most visible forces on the Puyallup Reservation with the 

construction of a new casino underway. 

 

"We contribute millions of millions of dollars to the county economy... to the city’s economy,” said 

Reynon. He says it's important that county and city governments recognize that. 

 

This year, Pierce County hired its first tribal liaison, Sarah Coleen Sotomish, from the Quinault tribe. 

"We're going to respect the tribes and we're going to go out and talk to them when we implement laws, 

policies and procedures that would impact the tribe it's land or it's tribal members." 

 

The goal is foster respect and iron out differences. 

 

"We are living in the same place and we have similar interests, but we are also bumping up against each 

other and we need to figure out how to live together." 
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HEADLINE 03/23 First responders PTSD compensation 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/law-will-give-first-responders-ptsd-benefits/281-531411691  

GIST Crystal Murphy loved helping people. 

 

That’s why she became a Lacey firefighter/EMT. 

 

“She was passionate about her job,” said wife Heather Murphy, “but that’s hard when your passion is at 

odds with taking care of your own health.” 

 

Crystal Murphy committed suicide last December. 

 

Heather Murphy said Crystal had been struggling with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) after nearly 

a decade of stressful, everyday work. 

 

“The irregular sleep cycle, sleep deprivation, and the traumatic calls. There were a few in particular, really 

traumatic calls that just stuck with her,” said Murphy. 

 

She said Crystal knew she had PTSD and started seeing a psychologist about it, but she was reluctant to 

come forward at work because of the stigma and a fear of losing her job. 

 

Under a state law signed by Governor Jay Inslee Friday, the Department of Labor and Industries can now 

pay worker’s compensation claims for first responders who suffer PTSD from their work experiences. 

 

In the past, those claims were denied unless the illness could be attributed to a single incident, said 

Michael White, legislative liaison for the Washington State Council of Fire Fighters. 

 

“I think this allows for firefighters and cops to be fixed when our job breaks us,” said White. 

 

Murphy was standing next to the governor when he signed the bill. 

 

She said Crystal was with her. 

 

“I was wearing her union necklace,” said Murphy. “I think she’d be so proud of everyone’s work… to 

make sure there are no more Crystals.” 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Outrage over military transgender ban 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-transgender-military-ban-gop-silent-democrats-and-lgbt-

groups-outraged/  

GIST President Trump released an order Friday night banning most transgender troops from serving in the 

military except under "limited circumstances," following up on his calls last year to ban transgender 

individuals from serving.  

 

The White House said retaining troops with a history or diagnosis of "gender dysphoria" — those who 

may require substantial medical treatment — "presents considerable risk to military effectiveness and 

lethality." 

 

Mr. Trump surprised the Pentagon's leadership in a 2017 tweet when he declared he would reverse an 

Obama-era plan to allow transgender individuals to serve openly. His push for the ban has been blocked 

by several legal challenges, and four federal courts have ruled against the ban. The Pentagon responded by 

allowing those serving to stay in the military, and began allowing transgender individuals to enlist 

beginning Jan. 1. 

 

"This new policy will enable the military to apply well-established mental and physical health standards - 

including those regarding the use of medical drugs - equally to all individuals who want to join and fight 

for the best military force the world has ever seen," White House Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders 

said Friday. 

 

The new policy was promptly assailed by congressional Democrats and civil rights groups. House 

Democratic leader Nancy Pelosi tweeted, "No one with the strength & bravery to serve in the U.S. military 

should be turned away because of who they are. This hateful ban is purpose-built to humiliate our brave 

transgender members of the military who serve with honor & dignity." 

 

Democrats on the House Armed Service Committee said that the president's decision is "vicious, 

inhumane and utterly wrong," and they pointed out, "There are scores of transgender men and women 

serving in the military right now, under a policy that had already been established & vetted by DOD and 

validated by the courts." 

 

The Human Rights Campaign, the nation's largest LGBT civil rights organization, accused the Trump 

administration of pushing "anti-transgender prejudices onto the military." 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Obesity element grows in adults 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/obesity-epidemic-grows-adults-levels-off-youth/story?id=53974864  

GIST The U.S. is big, and getting bigger. Since the 1980s, American adults’ obesity is at epidemic proportions, 

and there does not seem to be an end in sight. 

 

Rates of obesity in those younger leveled off between 2005 and 2014, but a recent report in JAMA wanted 

to know if there has been any change. 

 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention looked at data from the National Health and 

Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), which takes various measures of the health and nutrition of 

children and adults in the U.S., using interviews and physical exams. 

 

Body Mass Index (BMI) measures from almost 30,000 adults and 17,000 young people tell the story 

between 2007 and 2016. 

 

On BMI measurements: Adults are obese when their BMI is over 30; severe obesity is any BMI over 40. A 
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normal BMI ranges between 18.5 and 24.9. In those under 20 years old, obesity is measured against what 

is normal for one's age -- obesity is greater than the 95th percentile, while severe obesity is at or above 120 

percent of the 95th percentile. 

 

The CDC results were mixed: in the young, the prevalence of obesity was 16.8 percent in 2007; it was 

18.5 percent 10 years later. 

 

There were no significant differences when looking at age or gender, but that’s still nearly 2 out of every 

10 kids weighing in as obese. Our youth aren’t in the clear just yet. 

 

For adults, it was a more stark story: obesity increased from 33.7 percent to 39.6 percent over 10 years -- it 

stood out most in women, and in adults over 40. That’s a shocking 2 out of 5 adults. 

 

Severely obese adults went from 5.7 percent to 7.7 percent, showing up the most in adults from age 20 to 

59. 

 

Americans, it seems, may not realize that these trends increase risk for all types of disease, from heart 

attack, stroke, and diabetes to many forms of cancer. 

 

And although we are seeing a potential plateau of obesity cases in our kids, we continue to hear about 

them being diagnosed with high blood pressure and diabetes, requiring medication management -- for 

diseases we often associate with adults. 

 

Although the report did not give any recommendations about these results, it is telling that the obesity 

epidemic isn’t losing its heft. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Bolivians demand access to sea 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/bolivians-demand-access-sea-nationwide-parades-

53970704  

GIST Bolivians staged demonstrations across the country on Friday to demand sea access for their landlocked 

country. 

 

Bolivia lost its only seacoast to neighboring Chile during a war from 1879 to 1883 and the nation has 

demanded ocean access for generations. But Chile says the issue was settled once and for all in a 1904 

treaty. 

 

Demonstrators flooded the streets of La Paz and other cities across Bolivia waving national flags and 

holding banners. It came at a time when the International Court of Justice is considering Bolivia's request 

to order Chile to negotiate access. 

 

President Evo Morales asked Chile's government on Friday to find a resolution for the benefit of future 

generations. 

 

"Let's not leave pending problems for our children and instead look for mutually beneficial solutions ... 

that can close the wounds of the past," Morales said in a speech in the Bolivian capital. 

 

Morales recently said that he's prepared to discuss options with neighboring Chile for gaining access to the 

Pacific, but he argues that powerful forces in Chile do not want talks. 

 

Chilean government spokeswoman Cecilia Perez said Friday that "Bolivia has no right to the Chilean sea 

or its territory." Chile's representative in The Hague, Claudio Grossman, said that Chile "will continue on 

the path of diplomacy, but does not feel judicially obliged." 
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The court's final and binding decision is expected to take months. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Puerto Rico rejects pension cut plan 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/puerto-rico-rejects-pension-cuts-sought-federal-

board-53973860?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Puerto Rico government officials said Friday they will not bow to demands from a federal control board 

overseeing the island's finances that they implement cuts to a struggling public pension system as part of 

an upcoming fiscal plan to help pull the U.S. territory out of an economic crisis. 

 

Gov. Ricardo Rossello told reporters the biggest disagreement between his administration and the board is 

over a proposed average 10 percent cut to pensions of more than $1,000 a month paid by a system facing 

nearly $50 billion in liabilities. 

 

Christian Sobrino, the governor's representative to the board, defended the government's revised fiscal 

plan and said it would generate a $5.5 billion surplus in upcoming years and help reverse the economic 

slump while avoiding the elimination of vacation or sick days and reductions in maternity leave, among 

other things he said the board has proposed. 

 

"We're not talking about business as usual here in Puerto Rico," Sobrino said. "The fiscal plan recognizes 

the island's fiscal and demographic spiral. If we don't stop it, the game is over. Puerto Rico will be a 

footnote in the history of the Caribbean." 

 

The board had been expected to vote on the revised fiscal plan Monday, but it announced Friday that it 

was postponing the vote, without providing a new date. The board has the power to implement its own 

measures if it disagrees with those proposed by the government. 

 

Sobrino warned that the board is considering some measures which would have a detrimental effect on an 

island mired in an 11-year-old recession as it struggles to rebound from Hurricane Maria and restructure a 

portion of its $73 billion public debt. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 China tells US: will defend interests 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/chinas-economic-czar-tells-us-beijing-defend-

interests-53979319?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST China's newly appointed economic czar told U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin on Saturday that 

Beijing is ready to defend its interests after President Donald Trump announced plans to slap tariffs on 

nearly $50 billion in Chinese imports. 

 

Vice Premier Liu He told Mnuchin in a phone call that the order Trump signed Thursday violates 

international trade rules, China's official Xinhua News Agency reported. 

 

The White House says the planned tariffs are aimed at punishing Beijing for allegedly stealing American 

technology and pressuring U.S. companies to hand it over. 

 

Xinhua cited Liu as saying that China is "ready and capable of defending its national interest and hopes 

both sides will remain rational." 

 

China said Friday that it planned to raise tariffs on a $3 billion list of U.S. goods, including pork, apples 

and steel pipes in response to the steel and aluminum duties earlier announced by Trump. 

 

The Chinese move appeared to be a warning shot aimed at increasing domestic U.S. pressure on Trump by 
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making clear which exporters, including farm areas that voted for the president in 2016, might be hurt. 

 

On Friday, American farmers from hog producers in Iowa to apple growers in Washington state and 

winemakers in California expressed deep disappointment over being put in the middle of a potential trade 

war with China by the president many of them helped elect. 

 

China's Commerce Ministry said Beijing was considering a tariff increase of 25 percent on pork and 

aluminum scrap, mirroring Trump's 25 percent charge on steel. A second list of goods, including wine, 

apples, ethanol and stainless steel pipe, would be charged 15 percent, mirroring Trump's tariff hike on 

aluminum. 

 

Overall, the nation's farmers shipped nearly $20 billion of goods to China in 2017. The American pork 

industry sent $1.1 billion in products, making China the No. 3 market for U.S. pork. 

 

"No one wins in these tit-for-tat trade disputes, least of all the farmers and the consumers," said National 

Pork Producers Council President Jim Heimerl, a pig farmer from Johnstown, Ohio. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Turkey Erdogan: anti-war youth terrorists 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/turkeys-president-refers-anti-war-students-

terrorists-53982970  

GIST Turkey's president has criticized anti-war students at a top university, calling them terrorists following a 

fight there. 

 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan said Saturday that "communist, traitor youth" tried to mess up a student stand 

opened by "religious, nationalist, local youth" at the public Bogazici University. Erdogan announced an 

investigation and said "we won't give these terrorist youth the right to study at these universities." 

 

On Monday, a group of students opened a stand distributing sweets dubbed "Afrin delight" to 

commemorate fallen soldiers in Turkey's cross-border operation in Syria. Another group protested against 

them, holding anti-war banners. 

 

Turkey's official Anadolu Agency said a fight broke out and 12 people were later detained. 

 

Turkey hasn't tolerated criticism of its military offensive to oust a Syrian Kurdish militia that it considers a 

terror group. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 ‘March for Our Lives’ goes global 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/march-lives-takes-place-world-london-

berlin/story?id=53982310  

GIST March for Our Lives is anchored by the main event in Washington, D.C., but hundreds of satellite marches 

are also taking place Saturday in cities across the country and around the globe.  

 

There were more than 800 so-called "sibling marches" planned worldwide for this weekend in support of 

the students, teachers, parents and other members of the public converging in Washington, D.C., on 

Saturday to rally for gun control and school-safety measures in the wake of last month's shooting in a 

Florida high school.  

 

Each sibling march is an independent, student-led initiative, according to the March for Our Lives official 

website.  
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The main protest was organized by students of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, 

Florida, where a gunman killed 17 people and injured others on Valentine's Day. The accused shooter, 19-

year-old Nikolas Cruz, was a former student at the school and was armed with an AR-15-style rifle he had 

legally purchased a year ago, authorities said.  

 

Now, students around the country -- and their allies around the world -- are calling on American 

lawmakers to make schools safer and pass stricter gun-control laws, such as by prohibiting the sale of 

high-capacity magazines and banning the high-powered, highly-lethal assault-style weapons often used in 

mass shootings.  

 

As thousands of people began to gather in the U.S. capital Saturday morning, other marches were already 

underway in cities abroad, including London, Paris, Rome, Berlin and Sydney. 

 

Outside the newly-built U.S. embassy in London, a young child participating in the March for Our Lives 

there held a sign that read, "Love is greater than FEAR." A minute of silence was held in honor of the 

victims of the Feb. 14 school shooting in Florida.  

 

One of the London event's organizers from Amnesty International told Sky News how he admires the 

strength and courage of the shooting survivors in the U.S.  

 

"They have come together at a very difficult time and raised their voices and really taken control of the 

narrative around gun control in the USA," he said. 

 

March for Our Lives participants in Paris issued a poignant, rallying cry for gun control, with chants 

reminiscent of the Vietnam War protests.  

 

American and international students wielding loudspeakers amassed near the U.S. Embassy in Rome. 

Some held banners reading, "Protect People, Not Guns," "Enough is Enough" and "Dress Codes Are More 

Regulated Than Guns."  

 

American citizen Katelin Meffert participated in the March for Our Lives in Berlin. Meffert, who's 

originally from Michigan, told ABC News she's expecting her first child in May and will eventually return 

home to the United States, at which point she hopes lawmakers will have enacted tougher gun-control 

laws.  

 

"As an American abroad living in a country where I don’t feel fear, I see the benefit of creating common 

sense legislation that keeps people safe," Meffert said.  

 

Australians participating in the March for Our Lives in Sydney read out the names and ages of the victims 

of the Florida school shooting. 

 

March for Our Lives organizers explain on the official website that they support the constitutional right of 

law-abiding U.S. citizens to bear arms, but say the recent surge of mass shootings, particularly at schools, 

calls for an honest discussion about guns. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Seoul: NKorea accepts high-level talks 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/23/asia/koreas-talks/index.html  

GIST Seoul, South Korea (CNN) — South Korea said Saturday that North Korea has accepted its proposal to 

hold high-level inter-Korean talks next week. 

 

In a statement, South Korea's Unification Ministry said the talks are planned for Thursday. 

 

The talks were first proposed by South Korea to be held in the Panmunjom truce village in the Korean 
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Demilitarized Zone. 

 

North Korea said it will be represented by a three-member delegation led by Ri Son Kwon, chairman of 

the Peaceful Reunification of the Fatherland Committee. 

 

South Korea stated earlier that its three-member delegation will be led by Unification Minister Cho 

Myoung-gyon. 

 

The announcement came a day after South Korean President Moon Jae-in teased the possibility of another 

meeting, this one among the United States, North Korea and South Korea. 

 

Moon said negotiations are continuing ahead of the "historic talks" planned for next month with North 

Korean dictator Kim Jong Un. He's expected to meet with Kim in April, the first time the North Korean 

leader has publicly met with a foreign head of state. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 ‘March for our rights’ rallies pop up 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/march-rights-rallies-pop-dc-utah-montana/story?   

GIST Streets in Washington D.C. to Los Angeles became seas of protest on Saturday, led by hundreds of 

thousands of emboldened children, students, parents, and teachers in the "March for Our Lives" event 

pushing to end gun violence. 

 

But on the same day of these rallies, counter-protests took place with a central message of their own: 

protect the Second Amendment. 

 

In D.C., the pro-gun rally was surrounded by local cops and participants waved giant American flags. 

 

The 10 to 15 protesters may have been outnumbered, but they were vocal. 

 

Calling themselves "The Patriot Picket: Defenders of Liberty and the Second Amendment" the protesters 

stood on Pennsylvania Avenue in the middle of hundreds of thousands of March for Our Lives 

participants. 

 

Patriot Picket founder Jeff Hulbert told ABC that they thought it was important to come to the march and 

exercise their right to free speech and advocate for gun rights. 

 

Hulbert said there is actually a unified message on both sides, and that is to make schools safer. 

 

In Salt Lake City, chants of "Bill of Rights" were repeated as marchers, mostly older men garbed in black 

or camouflage, waved American flags. 

 

And as police whizzed by on a scooter or stood at a post on a street corner, the sparse crowd of pro-gun 

marchers yelled "Thank you!" and "Thank you, officer for keeping us safe!" 

 

When the crowd encountered a young man with blue-dyed hair one asked him to join them: "Come with us 

for your freedom," the protester said. "You'll be free to keep your blue hair." 

 

In Helena, Montana, not far from a local March forOur Lives protest, as many as 300 ontanans convened 

for a March for our Guns rally. 

 

State Representative Seth Berglee said he was glad he was there. 

 

He said that while the event was called "March for our Guns," it just as easily could have been called 

"March for our Rights." 
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"It was just get together and reiterate what we believe in," Berglee, a 32-year-old reserve policeman and 

former soldier. 

 

He said that what started as a memorial quickly turned into a march trying to tread into gun rights. 

 

"We're all against gun violence. Nobody wants to see kids die," he said. "It comes down to solutions and in 

my perspective, we're marching for something but we want Montanans to know we haven't had a major 

school shooting for years and so it's not a major issue here." 

 

Rather, Berglee would like to see armed security guards and school buildings get modernized before guns 

and legal gun owners are forced to relinquish certain guns or rights. 

 

In the end, he agrees with memorializing the Parkland victims, but added, "Gun rights are important." 
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HEADLINE 03/24 ‘March’ organizers pulled off revolution 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/march-lives-organizers-pulled-off-revolution-washington-

analysis/story?id=53993159  

GIST The organizers of the March for Our Lives rally managed a nearly impossible feat Saturday: they put on an 

event in the nation’s capital that felt raw, authentic and pure.  

 

There were no signs from corporate sponsors. No time wasted on thank yous or acknowledgments. No 

politicians or career activists held a microphone -- with the exception of a few of the performers, hardly 

anyone over the age of 18 did.  

 

If anyone mentioned President Trump by name it was fleeting.  

 

While the students onstage called for political action and begged the crowd to register to vote, they did not 

align their message with one party. In a city paralyzed with partisanship there was no talk of red or blue 

teams.  

 

Instead, the students called themselves “the revolution,” and said the entire system was broken and 

corrupt. 

 

Perhaps those students were able to talk unencumbered, simply presenting themselves as young people in 

America, because the biggest donors to the event were wealthy individuals -- Hollywood celebrity-types -- 

who did not ask for much in return.  

 

Sure, some companies and organizations sponsored buses and hotel rooms to get people to the march, but 

the folks in the crowd were quick to say it was a grassroots movement, those role model students from 

Stoneman Douglas High School, and their own experiences that inspired them to come to town.  

 

Hundreds of D.C. residents reportedly offered beds and couches to the visitors and marchers.  

 

Still, events of that scale and professionalism, at the steps of the U.S. Congress, with international press, 

A-list stars and security and infrastructure for a crowd stretching dozen of city blocks, do not appear out of 

thin air.  

 

Normally, in fact, they take months to plan. 

 

Remarkably, it has only been 37 days since the deadly shooting in Parkland, Florida.  

 

While the organizers made the poignant and powerful decision to limit the program to exclusively student 
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voices, it took a very savvy team of political operatives to pull off the event.  

 

Backstage, a team of seasoned Democrats, who have put on presidential inaugurations, campaigns and 

conventions in the past, saw the day through. Some of the same people who were backstage at The 

Women’s March again played an essential role this weekend.  

 

The chief of staff for Saturday’s March for Our Lives event worked for the Obama administration. Now 

her Twitter handle describes her as an “organizing mercenary.”  

 

Many of these top-tier staffers were called in just the final days to make the event happen.  

 

The fact that that sort of organizing muscle was present should not take away from what the students 

themselves accomplished. If anything, it demonstrates that people at the highest levels are listening, 

wanting to help, and moving pieces in a city that is often so slow to react, in order to amplify their 

message.  

 

It also reveals that at least someone inside these new, youth-led organizations calling for gun safety reform 

has a keen sense of what they need and what they don't. 

 

While it may take Washington insiders to build press risers and handle park police, American students’ 

outrage, vulnerability and exposure to violence has been enough to bring star-studded talent, millions of 

dollars and hundreds of thousands of protesters to this cause.  

 

The leaders of this particular movement now have been smart and perceptive enough to decide their 

demands should be tall and their community should be wide, diverse and all-inclusive.  

 

With their voting power yet to be realized, it seemed, at least Saturday, that they did. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Hundreds of thousands decry guns 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/8f1ed175286a40eb9086e0d6588f1924/Tens-of-thousands-gather-nationwide-to-

march-for-gun-control  

GIST WASHINGTON (AP) — Summoned to action by student survivors of the Florida school shooting, 

hundreds of thousands of teenagers and their supporters rallied in the nation’s capital and cities across 

America on Saturday to press for gun control in one of the biggest youth protests since the Vietnam era. 

 

“If you listen real close, you can hear the people in power shaking,” David Hogg, a survivor who has 

emerged as one of the student leaders of the movement, told the roaring crowd of demonstrators at the 

March for Our Lives rally in Washington. 

 

He warned: “We will get rid of these public servants who only care about the gun lobby.” 

 

Chanting “Vote them out!” and bearing signs reading “We Are the Change,” ″No More Silence” and 

“Keep NRA Money Out of Politics,” hundreds of thousands of protesters packed Pennsylvania Avenue 

between the Capitol and the White House. 

 

Large rallies with crowds estimated in the tens of thousands in some cases also unfolded in such cities as 

Boston; New York; Los Angeles; Chicago; Houston; Phoenix; Fort Worth, Texas; Minneapolis; and 

Parkland, Florida, the site of the Feb. 14 attack at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School that left 17 

people dead. 

 

Tens of thousands swarmed into the nation’s capital to march for gun control and ignite political activism 

among the young. Teenage marchers are pledging to vote in November for candidates that will listen to 

their cries for gun control. (March 24) 
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Protesters denounced the National Rifle Association and its allies and complained that they are scared of 

getting shot in school and tired of inaction by grown-ups after one mass shooting after another. 

 

They called for such measures as a ban on high-capacity magazines and assault-type rifles like the one 

used by the Florida killer, tighter background checks and school security, and a raising of the age to buy 

guns. 

 

Organizers of the big rally in the nation’s capital hoped their protest would match in numbers and spirit 

last year’s women’s march, which far exceeded predictions of 300,000 demonstrators. 

 

“We will continue to fight for our dead friends,” Delaney Tarr, another survivor of the Florida tragedy, 

declared from the stage. The crowd roared with approval as she laid down the students’ central demand: a 

ban on “weapons of war” for all but warriors. 

 

The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.’s 9-year-old granddaughter Yolanda Renee King gave a rousing speech at 

the Washington rally, drawing from the civil rights leader’s most famous words. 

 

“I have a dream that enough is enough,” she said. “That this should be a gun-free world. Period.” 

 

In Parkland, the police presence was heavy as more than 20,000 people filled a park near the school, 

chanting slogans such as “Enough is enough” and carrying signs that read “Why do your guns matter more 

than our lives?” and “Our ballots will stop bullets.” 

 

Since the bloodshed in Florida, students have tapped into a current of gun control sentiment that has been 

building for years — yet still faces a powerful foe in the NRA and its supporters. 

 

Organizers hope the passions of the crowds and the under-18 roster of speakers will translate into a tipping 

point starting with the midterm congressional elections this fall. In addition to pushing for tighter gun 

laws, the students have been working to register young people to vote. 

 

Polls indicate public opinion in the U.S. may be shifting on the issue. 

 

A new poll conducted by The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research found that 69 

percent of Americans think gun laws in the U.S. should be tightened. That is up from 61 percent in 2016 

and 55 percent in 2013. 

 

Overall, 90 percent of Democrats, 50 percent of Republicans and 54 percent of gun owners now favor 

stricter gun laws. 

 

At the same time, the poll found that nearly half of Americans do not expect elected officials to take 

action. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Rural hospital closures increasing 

SOURCE https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/23/rural-hospital-closures-force-towns-to-take-action.html  

GIST The rates of rural hospital closures are the highest seen in the last few decades, according to the North 

Carolina Rural Health Research Program, a group which tracks rural hospital closures throughout the 

United States. There has been a total of 83 hospital closures from January 2010 to January 2018 in rural 

areas across the United States, the NC RHRP's data showed. 

 

Hospital closures often hit rural communities hard economically, Mark Holmes, director of the North 

Carolina Rural Health Research and Policy Analysis Center, told CNBC. They also leave a void of 

emergency medical services, causing residents to travel sometimes 10 to 25 miles further to meet their 
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critical health-care needs, he said. 

 

When Pioneer Community Hospital announced that it was closing last September after financial struggles, 

some residents had to travel as much as three to four hours to receive their health-care needs, Debbie 

Foley, director of economic development for Patrick County, told CNBC. 

 

Foley said the hospital's parent company, Mississippi-based Pioneer Health Services, had "financially 

mismanaged them" and the hospital eventually had to file for bankruptcy protection in 2016. The Stuart 

hospital "was profitable prior to the cost put down from the corporate level," Foley said. 

 

Mark Holmes at NC RHRP told CNBC that the reasons for hospital closures vary for every community. 

But one factor can include social demographics: Rural populations are often older, sicker and poorer than 

urban populations, he said. 

 

Other factors include decreased demand for inpatient services, consolidation in the health-care space, and a 

state's decision of whether to expand Medicaid, said Holmes, also a health policy and management 

professor at the University of North Carolina. 

 

Hospital closures have been ticking up since the Great Recession, the research group said, but have slowed 

slightly in the last few years. 

 

"Our working hypothesis is that it is the reverse of low-hanging fruit that has gone rotten," George Pink, 

the NC RHRP's deputy director, told CNBC. "The hospitals that were weak have finally succumbed and 

now we're moving in an area of hospitals that were hanging on for longer." 

 

Closures can also impact communities in ways besides economics and health. Like sports teams can often 

function as a source of pride for major metropolitan areas, "hospitals can serve a similar role for rural 

towns," Holmes said. "We have a certain self-value because we have a hospital in town." 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Trump tightens screws on Putin 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-25/trump-tightens-screws-on-putin-but-says-he-

wants-to-get-along  

GIST President Donald Trump is poised to take his most aggressive actions yet against Russia on Monday, when 

he’s likely to announce the expulsion of dozens of diplomats in response to the nerve-gas attack on a 

former Russian spy living in the U.K. 

 

The move, all but certain to provoke retaliation by President Vladimir Putin’s government, comes as 

Trump has tried to maintain at least the semblance of a constructive relationship with the Russian leader. 

 

But the expulsions will align Trump with European allies who feel threatened by Russia and have had a 

turbulent relationship with the U.S. president, including U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May and German 

Chancellor Angela Merkel. Several European countries are expected to announce their own expulsions of 

Russian diplomats in concert with the U.S. 

 

While U.S. policy toward Russia has gradually grown more strident in recent months, the president’s 

critics say he has been slow to respond to Putin’s provocations. Some have drawn a connection to Special 

Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation of possible collusion between Trump’s 2016 campaign and the 

Russian government as well as Trump’s past business relationships with Russian figures. 

 

‘Good Thing’ 

Trump has denied any campaign collusion and as recently as Wednesday advocated for an amicable 

relationship with Russia. “Getting along with Russia (and others) is a good thing, not a bad thing,” he said 

on Twitter. 
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The U.S. considers the diplomats it plans to expel to be spies, carrying out intelligence activities under 

cover as embassy staff, one person familiar with the matter said. Trump’s action would follow a similar 

move by May, who ordered 23 Russians that she said were spies to leave Britain over the attack on the 

former Russian spy, Sergei Skripal, and his daughter. 

 

“The United States stands firmly with the United Kingdom in condemning Russia’s outrageous action,” 

White House Deputy Press Secretary Raj Shah said in a statement on Saturday. “The president is always 

considering options to hold Russia accountable in response to its malign activities.” 

 

But Putin has proven expert at exploiting even the slightest divisions among Western allies, and Trump is 

concerned that European capitals may not follow through on promises to tighten the screws on the 

Kremlin. The president regards Germany, in particular, as wobbly because of its dependence on Russian 

fuel supplies. 

 

All of the people who discussed the president’s deliberations asked not to be identified. Kremlin 

spokesman Dmitry Peskov declined to comment. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Russian attacks energy grid spark alarm 

SOURCE http://thehill.com/policy/cybersecurity/380033-russian-attacks-on-energy-grid-spark-alarm  

GIST Revelations about Russian cyberattacks on the U.S. energy grid are sparking new fears in Washington 

about the growing threat to the energy sector. 

 

The developments have some officials worried that Moscow or another nation state could execute a 

disruptive cyberattack targeting the U.S. power grid. 

 

"The next December 7 won't be airplanes and torpedoes coming at Pearl Harbor, it's going to be triggered 

with an attack on our energy grid with rolling blackouts and chaos," Rep. Don Bacon (R-Neb.), a member 

of the Homeland Security Committee, said this week.  

 

Officials with the Department of Homeland Security and FBI revealed last week that Russian hackers have 

staged cyberattacks against the energy sector and other critical infrastructure since 2016. They linked a 

coordinated hacking campaign the security community had been tracking for months to the Russian 

government. 

 

Officials issued a public alert describing how hackers penetrated commercial entities on the fringes of the 

energy sector to compromise their intended victims. They were ultimately able to gain access to 

information on industrial control systems, technology used to power critical services like electric power 

and water. 

 

In one case, hackers remotely accessed a Human Machine Interface, a device used by individuals to 

operate large industrial control systems – signaling they could have shut off power. 

 

"They were on machines that were on the operational network that had the control panel not only 

monitoring but also control for systems that were generating power, generating electricity," Eric Chien, 

technical director at cybersecurity firm Symantec, said. 

 

Lawmakers and other officials in Washington have sounded the alarm about potential cyber threats to the 

energy grid over the last year, after attacks took down power in parts of Ukraine in 2015 and 2016. 

Moscow is suspected in both attacks. 
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Newly identified strains of malware targeting industrial control systems--which are highly rare--have 

underscored the threat. Last June, researchers released details on the malware linked to the 2016 attack in 

Ukraine. And in December, security firms identified malware targeting safety systems manufactured by 

Schneider Electric that shut down operations at an unknown industrial plant in the Middle East. 

 

Experts note that the decentralized nature of the U.S. power grid--which is itself comprised of many small 

grids--means that it would take several simultaneous cyberattacks to take down power across a wide swath 

of the country. 

 

But the latest revelations of Russian attacks spurred new concerns about the ability of hackers to breach 

power systems and other critical infrastructure, which are largely owned and operated by private 

companies. 

 

"I am very much concerned, not only [about] Russia but any enemy, domestic enemy or foreign enemy," 

Rep. Bobby Rush (D-Ill.), who sits on the Energy and Commerce Committee, told The Hill. "Our energy 

sector is very vulnerable to invasive attacks." 

 

The alert issued last week suggests that the Russians were collecting intelligence on control systems that 

could ultimately be used to stage disruptive or destructive attacks, should a motivation arise. 

 

Those threats have been noticed at the Department of Energy, which last month announced plans to create 

a new office devoted to cybersecurity and energy security. The department's cyber funds would get a boost 

under President Trump's proposed fiscal 2019 budget, amid cuts to other programs. 

 

In recent months, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), which sets mandatory standards 

for grid operators, has also proposed a series of new rules governing cybersecurity and cyber incident 

reporting. 

 

Energy Secretary Rick Perry addressed the Russian cyberattacks on Thursday during a Senate Armed 

Services Committee hearing. Perry assured lawmakers the Trump administration was taking steps to stop 

attacks on the grid, though he refused to go into detail in a public setting. 

 

"We're making, I think, every effort to protect the electrical grid from those types of attacks," Perry said. 

 

When asked by Sen. Richard Blumenthal (D-Conn.) if the attacks were an act of war, Perry said he would 

"tend to agree." 

 

Protecting the grid requires the Energy Department to coordinate with private companies in the energy 

sector and the Department of Homeland Security, which is responsible for protecting critical infrastructure 

from cyber and physical threats.    

 

Rep. John Ratcliffe (R-Texas), who heads the Homeland Security subcommittee focused on cyber, told 

The Hill that his panel would examine the Russian attacks as part of its oversight role. Still, he expressed 

confidence that Homeland Security is responding adequately to the threat, citing the cyber expertise of 

Kirstjen Nielsen, the department's new secretary. 

 

"We're constantly following up when we get reports like that," Ratcliffe said. 

 

"The Department of Homeland Security has never had more cyber expertise than it has right now," 

Ratcliffe added. "For all of the concerns about Russian meddling into our election and more generally into 

our critical infrastructure, we're better equipped to deal with it than we've been at any point in the past." 

 

Rep. Fred Upton (R-Mich.), chairman of the House Energy and Commerce subcommittee on energy, in an 

interview said he plans to make cybersecurity a big focus of an upcoming April 12 hearing with Perry. 

 

The Russian grid attacks have widely been viewed in the context of Moscow's interference in the 2016 
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presidential election. The Trump administration disclosed the energy sector attacks when unveiling new 

sanctions on Moscow for meddling in the election and executing the global "notPetya" malware attack last 

summer. 

 

Still, the threat to the energy sector extends beyond Moscow.  

 

On Friday, U.S. officials indicted and sanctioned nine Iranian hackers for breaching hundreds of 

universities and other organizations to steal information on behalf of Iran's government and for financial 

gain. 

 

One of their targets, officials said, was the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 

 

"That is the agency that regulates the interstate transmission of electricity, natural gas, and oil," Geoffrey 

Berman, U.S. attorney for the southern district of New York, said Friday. 

 

"That agency has details of some of this country's most sensitive infrastructure." 
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HEADLINE 03/26 Cyberattack continues havoc on Atlanta 

SOURCE http://www.cbs46.com/story/37806583/cyberattack-continues-to-wreak-havoc-on-city-of-atlanta  

GIST ATLANTA (CBS46) - As a new work week begins, many are wondering if Atlanta is back to full speed 

following a cyberattack on the city's computer systems last week. 

 

It all depends on the department. Some departments were not affected at all by the cyberattack while 

employees in others are still not able to turn on their computers. 

 

The fire and police departments were not affected at all by the ransomware attack. The same goes for the 

housing authority and Hartsfield Jackson International Airport, although the airport has suspended its wi-fi 

services, just in case. 

 

But other departments have been forced to conduct businesses the old-fashioned way, by using pen and 

paper. 

 

For example, if you have an issue with trash pickup, traffic signals and potholes, you'll have to resolve it 

over the phone. Also, the city jail is having to process inmates manually. 

 

CBS46 spoke with cyber security expert Alex Defreese and he says it's malicious software that takes over 

a computer or a system and encrypts it. 

 

"So that you can't access the contents unless you have the key," says Defreese. "And then they take that 

key and they ship it back to their servers and they hold the information and the systems and the drives and 

whatever ransom until you either manage to revert from a backup or pay them however much they're 

asking for it."  

 

City officials have not said if they'll pay the ransom but questions are circling as to how this data breech 

happened. 

 

The FBI is investigating. 
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7b17-536c-832b-39355f90db04.html  

GIST GENEVA — Finger Lakes Health officials confirmed Friday that a payment was made following the 

“ransomware” attack that disabled some electronic systems for close to a week. 

 

Lara Turbide, Finger Lakes Health’s vice president of community services, said the agency continues to 

bring systems back online after the cyber attack. She added that FL Health officials appreciate the 

community, patients, residents, family members and employees for their patience during the incident. 

 

“Our employees and medical staff are the heart of Finger Lakes Health,” Dr. Jose Acevedo, Finger Lakes 

Health’s president and CEO, said in a media statement. “We are very grateful to and proud of our 

incredible employees and medical staff’s efforts to serve our patients, residents and community.” 

 

The attack likely took place late last Saturday (March 17) night. Specific systems were encrypted by an 

unknown entity demanding payment to gain access to the systems. 

 

Turbide said computers and other electronic systems were shut down “for our own protection” within an 

hour of Finger Lakes Health being notified of the attack. Since then, the agency has been working with IT 

security professionals — both internal and external — to resolve the issue. 

 

Turbide said Finger Lakes Health’s information services team has been working around the clock and 

bringing systems back online in a step-wise approach. Email, internet, the majority of phone line access 

and several other electronic systems have been restored. 

 

“We are continuing to use our downtime paper procedures, which we have in place and utilize for 

situations including weather emergencies, power outages or other situations in which we have limited 

electronic access,” she said. “This underscores the reason that we regularly conduct downtime procedure 

drills which proved useful in our response preparedness.” 

 

Turbide said Finger Lakes Health has final confirmation from security experts that no patient, resident or 

employee data was compromised. 

 

“We have confirmation there was no unauthorized acquisition of protected health information or 

personally identifiable information,” she said. 

 

The FBI continues to investigate. Turbide said Finger Lakes Health has kept the FBI apprised of its work, 

including a decision to leverage the agency’s insurance carrier to make a payment to accelerate the 

recovery process. 

 

Turbide has repeatedly declined to say how much ransom was demanded. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Legal: unlock phones w/deceased prints 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/us-police-unlock-iphones/  

GIST According to a report by Forbes, separate sources close to local and federal police investigations in New 

York and Ohio said it is now relatively common for fingerprints of the deceased to be depressed on the 

scanner of Apple iPhone devices, which have been wrapped up in increasingly powerful encryption over 

recent years. 

 

The article highlights that “once a person is deceased, they no longer have a privacy interest in their dead 

body.” This means that while some might consider it unethical, it is legal for the police to use this 

technique to gather evidence. 

 

For instance, the technique has been used in overdose cases, said one source. In such instances, the 

victim's phone could contain information leading directly to the dealer. 
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Forbes also reported that the police are now looking at how they could use Apple’s Face ID facial 

recognition technology, which was introduced on the iPhone X. 

 

Marc Rogers, researcher and head of information security at Cloudflare, told Forbes he'd been poking at 

Face ID in recent months and had discovered it didn't appear to require the visage of a living person to 

work. Whilst Face ID is supposed to use your attention in combination with natural eye movement, so fake 

or non-moving eyes can't unlock devices, Rogers found that the tech can be fooled simply using photos of 

open eyes. That was something also verified by Vietnamese researchers when they claimed to have 

bypassed Face ID with specially-created masks in November 2017, said Rogers. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Facebook collected data off smartphones 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/technology/facebook-collected-call-and-sms-metadata-

from-some-users-smartphones/  

GIST Several Facebook users who downloaded an archive of their Facebook data in the wake of the Facebook-

Cambridge Analytica scandal discovered this week that the social network's mobile applications have been 

recording —in some cases— much more information than most people were expecting. 

 

Logged information includes data on all phone calls made on the phone, the start time o each call, its 

duration, and the contact's name. The Facebook app did not log phone calls to and from numbers not saved 

in the phone's address book. 

 

The app also gathered information on all sent or received SMS messages to contact list entries. Facebook 

did not record the SMS' actual text. 

 
The phone and SMS scraping behavior was confirmed earlier today by several users on Twitter, Reddit, 

and HackerNews, but also by this reporter, and an ArsTechnica journalist. In truth, we were all 

rediscovering something that Zimperium Android security expert Simone Margaritelli had found in 

January 2017, and detailed in a blog post on Medium (in Italian). 

 

The reason why only now people have noticed this issue is because of the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica 

privacy scandal that erupted last weekend, and after which many users decided to deactivate or delete their 

Facebook profiles. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Trickbot banking malware has new trick 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/trickbot-banking-malware-has-new-trick-up-its-sleeve/article/753255/  

GIST Security reserachers have discovered that the Trickbot malware has been updated with you capabilities to 

evade detection and lock victim's computers. 

 

The malware, first discovered in 2016, targets customers of major banks. According to a blog post by 

researchers at Webroot, the updated Trickbot has "continually undergone updates and changes in attempts 

to stay one step ahead of defenders”. 

 

Researchers said that they observed a module (tabDll32 / tabDll64) being downloaded by TrickBot that 

has not been seen in the wild before this time. The malware is still, however, uses the MS17-010 

Eternalblue vulnerability.  

 

The new module named spreader_x86.dll, exports four functions like the other TrickBot modules.  

 

“The file has an abnormally large rdata section which proves to be quite interesting because it contains two 
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additional files intended to be used by spreader_x86.dll. The spreader module contains an additional 

executable SsExecutor_x86.exe and an additional module screenLocker_x86.dll,” said researchers. 

 

According to Jason Davison, Webroot's advanced threat research analyst, the module 

screenLocker_x86.dll attempts to lock a user's machine. 

 

“Similarly, to the other TrickBot modules, this module was written in Delphi. This is the first time 

TrickBot has shown any attempt at “locking” the victims machine,” he said. 

 

He added that if the TrickBot developers are attempting to complete this locking functionality, this 

generates interesting speculation around the group's business model.  

 

“Locking a victim's computer before you are able to steal their banking credentials alerts the victim that 

they are infected, thus limiting the potential for credit card or bank theft. However, extorting victims to 

unlock their computer is a much simpler monetisation scheme,” he said. 

 

He said it was notable that this locking functionality is only deployed after lateral movement, meaning that 

it would be used to primarily target unpatched corporate networks. 

 

Andy Norton, director of threat intelligence at Lastline, told SC Media UK that it's not just financial 

institutions that are targeted, it is the customers of financial institutions and the finance function that are 

always targeted. “The reason is again, that the bad guys are closer to the money. The side effect of having 

multiple payloads in order to maximise the chance of making money, is that, from a behavioural analysis 

alerting perspective these threats light up like a Christmas tree. Adding Dynamic or behavioural analysis 

to an organisations defence in depth strategy, will protect organisations from this type of threat,” he said. 

 

Matt Walmsley, EMEA director at Vectra, told SC Media UK that Trickbot's use of a network worm 

means it is spreading like wildfire across vulnerable systems. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Github: 4M vulnerabilities in repositories 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/in-2017-the-code-sharing-site-started-vulnerability-scanning-for-

known-common-vulnerabilities-and-exposures-in-ruby-and-javascript-libraries/article/753460/  

GIST Github announced the discovery of more than 4 million vulnerabilities located in 500,000 plus 

repositories.  

 

In 2017, the code sharing site started vulnerability scanning for known Common Vulnerabilities and 

Exposures in its Ruby and JavaScript libraries, according to a March 21 blog post. The libraries are 

operated through the company's Dependency Graph which matches the code against the vulnerabilities. 

 

Shortly after the program was launched, Github said 450,000 of the identified flaws had been resolved by 

Dec. 1, 2017 and its rate of vulnerabilities resolved in the first seven days of detection has been about 30 

percent. 

 

“Additionally, 15 percent of alerts are dismissed within seven days—that means nearly half of all alerts are 

responded to within a week,” the company said. “Of the remaining alerts that are unaddressed or 

unresolved, the majority belong to repositories that have not had a contribution in the last 90 days.” 

 

The company is seeing maintainers patching vulnerabilities in fewer than seven days for almost all 

repositories with recent contributions. Github emphasized that it never publicly discloses identified 

vulnerabilities for any repository and that it detects vulnerable dependencies in public repositories by 

default.  Owners and admins of these repositories have the option to opt into vulnerability detection for the 

repository. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 New leak hits India national ID database 

SOURCE http://www.zdnet.com/article/another-data-leak-hits-india-aadhaar-biometric-database/  

GIST India's national ID database has been hit by yet another major security lapse. 

 

Known as Aadhaar, the government ID database is packed with identity and biometric information -- like 

fingerprints and iris scans -- on more than 1.1 billion registered Indian citizens, official figures show.  

 

Anyone in the database can use their data -- or their thumbprint -- to open a bank account, buy a cellular 

SIM card, enroll in utilities, and even receive state aid or financial assistance. Even companies, like 

Amazon and Uber, can tap into the Aadhaar database to identify their customers.  

 

Enrolling in the database isn't mandatory, but Indian citizens who aren't subscribed are unable to access 

even basic government services. Other countries are set to follow India's lead. 

 

But the system has been dogged with security problems -- including, according to India's Tribune, a data 

breach. India's ruling Bharatiya Janata political party later called the report "fake news." 

 

Now, the database is leaking information on every Aadhaar holder, a security researcher has told ZDNet. 

 

A data leak on a system run by a state-owned utility company can allow anyone to download private 

information on all Aadhaar holders, exposing their names, their unique 12-digit identity numbers, and 

information about services they are connected to, such as their bank details and other private information. 

 

Karan Saini, a New Delhi-based security researcher who found the vulnerable endpoint, said that anyone 

with an Aadhaar number is affected.  

   

Yet the Indian authorities have done nothing to fix the flaw. ZDNet spent more than a month trying to 

contact the Indian authorities, but nobody responded to our repeated emails. 

 

We later contacted the Indian Consulate in New York and alerted Devi Prasad Misra, consul for trade and 

customs. Over two weeks, this issue was explained in detail, and we responded to many follow-up 

questions. A week passed, and the vulnerability was still not fixed. At the start of this week, we told the 

consul that we would publish our story on Friday and requested comment from the Indian government. 

 

The consul did not respond to that last email. At the time of publishing, the affected system is still online 

and vulnerable. For that reason, we're withholding specific details about the vulnerability until it's fixed. 

(Once it has been fixed, we will update the story with additional details.) 
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HEADLINE 03/23 CLOUD Act passes; hidden in budget bill 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/government/us-congress-passes-cloud-act-hidden-in-

budget-spending-bill/  

GIST The United States Congress passed late last night a $1.3 trillion budget spending bill that also contained a 

piece of legislation that allows internal and foreign law enforcement access to user data stored online 

without a search warrant or probable cause. 

 

The legislation is the Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data Act (CLOUD Act), a bill proposed in mid-

February, this year (S. 2383 and H.R. 4943). 

 

Lawmakers use toddler trick to pass controversial bill 

 

US officials never discussed the bill, but merely appended it to the Omnibus budget spending bill (page 
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2201) they introduced in Congress on Wednesday night. 

 

The budget bill was deemed a priority and officials were almost forced to approve it in its current form to 

avoid a complete US government shutdown starting next week. 

 

The budget bill passed a day later, Thursday, with a 256-167 vote in the House of Representatives, and a 

65-32 vote on the Senate floor, including with the embedded CLOUD Act that got zero discussion, 

feedback, or modifications from regulators. 

 

What is the CLOUD Act? 

 

The unaltered and now official CLOUD Act effectively gets rid of the need for search warrants and 

probable cause for grabbing a US citizen's data stored online. 

 

US police only need to point the finger at some account, and tech companies must abide and provide all 

the needed details, regardless if the data is stored in the US or overseas. 

 

Further, the bill recognizes foreign law enforcement and allows the US President to sign data-sharing 

agreements with other countries without congressional oversight. The CLOUD Act will then allow foreign 

law enforcement to require data on their own citizens stored in the US, also without obtaining a warrant or 

proving probable cause. 

 

Privacy groups like the Electronic Frontier Foundation argue that in the US' hunt for criminals located in 

other countries, it might enter data-sharing agreements with countries known for human rights abuses and 

allow autocratic regimes easy access to their own citizen's data. Since there's no more need for a foreign 

law enforcement agency to obtain US warrants or prove probable cause, this opens the door wide open to 

political abuses. 

 

But these data-sharing agreements might be a poisoned pill that could be employed for espionage and 

intelligence gathering as well. For example, foreign law enforcement could request data from their own 

citizens engaging in communications with US citizens. Tech companies will then be required to pass over 

that foreign citizens' entire communications, including his messages exchanged with the US person, 

potentially exposing details that an intelligence agency will consider valuable. 

 

EFF: There was no need to backdoor the Fourth Amendment 

 

Nonetheless, giving law enforcement access to data stored overseas could have been done by preserving 

the need for search warrants and proving probable cause, and without backdooring the Fourth 

Amendment, as EFF experts bluntly put it. 

 

The reason why the CLOUD Act was proposed in the first place was to end any future litigations like the 

one put forward by Microsoft five years ago when it fought a US police's request to access a US citizen's 

data stored on a server in Ireland. 

 

Regulators also argued the CLOUD Act will help with fighting terrorism, albeit its most important impact 

will be in going after ordinary criminals, like fraudsters, hackers, scammers, and more. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 US charges 9 Iranian ‘hackers for hire’ 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/us-charges-nine-iranians-with-hacking-over-300-

universities/  

GIST US authorities have charged nine Iranian hackers with cyber-attacks against 144 US universities, 176 

universities in 21 foreign countries, and 47 US and foreign companies active in various private sectors. 
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The nine Iranians acted as a group and US officials said they were "hackers-for-hire or affiliates of the 

Mabna Institute, an Iran-based company that, since at least 2013, conducted a coordinated campaign of 

cyber intrusions," at the behest of Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), one of the country's 

intelligence agencies. 

 

Officials said the group targeted the email accounts of more than 100,000 professors from all over the 

world, and appear to have successfully compromised 8,000 email accounts for professors at US 

universities. 

 

Hackers then used access to these accounts to search internal networks for data, which they exfiltrated 

back to Iran. Some of the stolen data and login credentials into the hacked institutions ended up for sale on 

Megapaper.ir (Megapaper) and Gigapaper.ir (Gigapaper), two websites operated by a company controlled 

by one of the nine suspects. 

 

The Mabna hackers, as some officials called them in a press conference today, were responsible for the 

theft of "more than 31.5 terabytes of academic data and intellectual property from universities, and email 

accounts of employees at private sector companies, government agencies, and non-governmental 

organizations." 

 

Investigators estimated the value of the stolen intellectual property at around $3.4 billion. 

 

Answering questions from the press during a joint press conference, US officials declined to say if any of 

the stolen intellectual property has ended up in the hands of the Iranian government, academics, or other 

entities. 

 

The US Department of Justice has filed official charges, and the FBI has added the nine suspected hackers 

to its list of Most Wanted cyber-criminals. 

 

The US Treasury Department has blocked any assets associated with the nine hackers and forbade any US 

citizen or entity in engaging in business dealings with the nine. 

 

The sanctions also include the Magna Institute and Behzad Mesri, a hacker the US charged last year on 

accusations of hacking and trying to extort HBO. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Rapid ransomware 2.0 released 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/rapid-20-ransomware-released-will-not-encrypt-

data-on-pcs-with-russian-locale/  

GIST Precisely two months on the day since the release of its first version, the group behind the Rapid 

ransomware strain has released v2.0 today. 

 

This new version has not suffered any major modifications compared to its previous release, but small 

changes have occurred. 

 

The biggest is the addition of a code routine that detects the user's PC locale settings before launching 

encryption operations. If the user has locale settings set to Russian, the ransomware will not encrypt files. 

 

Second, the ransomware now adds a randomly generated string as the file extension at the end of 

encrypted files. Version 1.0 used ".rapid", which allowed victims to easily detect what ransomware strain 

had infected their PCs. 

 

But users now can detect they've been infected with Rapid 2.0 because the ransom note says so right at the 

top. The ransom note also uses different wording, compared to v1.0, and a subsequent updated version that 

was deployed in fake IRS malspam campaign. 
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Rapid 2.0 still relies on asking victims to get in contact with the ransomware's operators via email. This 

version uses supp1decr@cock.li and supp2decr@cock.li as contact addresses. 

 

First spotted by security researcher MalwareHunter, Rapid 2.0 seems to have been released into the wild 

by accident, as the ransomware's source code was not packed and included debug messages that helped 

researchers quickly analyze its source code. The AVCrypt ransomware, also spotted for the first time 

today, was also not packed, revealing its secrets to researchers in a similar manner. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Hackers infect Linux servers w/miner 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/hackers-infect-linux-servers-with-monero-miner-

via-5-year-old-vulnerability/  

GIST A hacker group has made nearly $75,000 by installing a Monero miner on Linux servers after exploiting a 

five-year-old vulnerability in the Cacti "Network Weathermap" plugin. 

 

Experts from US security firm Trend Micro said they found evidence connecting these attacks to past 

attacks on Jenkins servers —during which a hacker group made around $3 million installing a Moner 

miner on Jenkins installations by exploiting the CVE-2017-1000353 vulnerability. 

 

This time around, attackers leveraged CVE-2013-2618, a vulnerability in Cacti, a PHP-based open-source 

network monitoring and graphing tool, and more specifically in its Network Weathermap plugin, 

responsible for visualizing network activity. 

 

Just like in the previous attacks, hackers exploited the flaw to gain code execution ability on the 

underlying servers, where they downloaded and installed a customized version of XMRig, a legitimate 

Monero mining software. 

 

Attackers also modified the local cron jobs to trigger a "watchd0g" Bash script every three minutes, a 

script that checked to see if the Monero miner was still active and restarted XMRig's process whenever it 

was down. 

 

Attackers made approximately 320 XMR ($75,000) using this simple mode of operation. All infected 

servers were running Linux, and most of the victims were located in Japan (12%), China (10%), Taiwan 

(10%), and the US (9%). 
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HEADLINE 03/25 US grants foreign police access to data 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/03/25/congress-gives-police-other-countries-

easier-access-u-s-data-raising-privacy-concerns/452782002/  

GIST WASHINGTON —  Police in other countries will be able to get emails and other electronic 

communication more easily from their own citizens and from Americans under a bill that Congress stuffed 

inside the massive $1.3 trillion spending deal passed this week. 

 

Supporters say the bill, dubbed the CLOUD Act, will simplify the process for the U.S. government and its 

allies to get evidence of serious crimes and terrorist threats when that evidence is stored on a server in 

another country. 

 

Under current law, Internet providers can stop police agencies from gaining access to their own citizens' 

emails if those emails are stored in a foreign nation. Microsoft alone stores data on about 1 million servers 

in 40 countries. 
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"The CLOUD Act can save lives, preserve international relations, empower law enforcement, and ensure 

justice for citizens," said James Scott, senior fellow at the Institute for Critical Infrastructure Technology. 

 

But opponents, including civil liberty and privacy rights groups, said the law could make it easier for 

nations with human rights abuses to spy on dissidents and collect data on Americans who communicate 

with foreign nationals. 

 

"Tucked away in the omnibus spending bill is a provision that allows Trump, and any future president, to 

share Americans' private emails and other information with countries he personally likes," said Sen. Ron 

Wyden, D-Ore. "That means he can strike deals with Russia or Turkey with nearly zero congressional 

involvement and no oversight by U.S. courts." 

 

In a letter to Congress, the American Civil Liberties Union, the Electronic Frontier Foundation, Human 

Rights Watch and other civil liberties groups said the CLOUD Act allows foreign governments to wiretap 

on American soil using standards that don't comply with U.S. law and gives the executive branch the 

power to enter into agreements with other nations without congressional approval. 

 

The 24 groups said the law also would permit foreign police agencies to get information about people in 

the U.S. without having to follow the search and seizure rules imposed by the U.S. Constitution, and 

possibly give foreign governments access to information they could use to torture their critics. 

 

"We believe the CLOUD Act undermines privacy and other human rights, as well as important democratic 

safeguards," the letter says. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 NY man pleads guilty to ‘sextortion’ 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/25/man-pleads-guilty-to-sextortion-blackmailing-women-to-

provide-lewd-photos.html  

GIST A 22-year-old New York man pleaded guilty last week to threatening more than 30 women with posting 

"revenge porn" photos, prosecutors said. 

 

Joseph Iorio, 21, of Holtsville, a New York City suburb, was arrested last July on charges relating to an 

alleged “sextortion” scheme, the New York Post reported. 

 

Prosecutors say Iorio moderated a website's chat room, which featured explicit photos of women that had 

been submitted by men and boys, Newsday reported. Iorio would not allow clients to view the raciest 

material submitted by others until they disclosed names and contact information for the women in the 

photos the clients submitted. 

 

Iorio would then contact the women, and threaten to share the racy photos in his possession -- unless the 

women provided him with even more lurid shots, the report said. 

 

“We can only imagine the type of fear, isolation and desperation that these women must feel when they 

receive a message showing that someone they don’t know has an image of them naked or performing a sex 

act,” Suffolk County District Attorney Timothy Sini said Friday in a statement. He likened Iorio’s actions 

to “a modern form of sexual torture.”   

 

According to the Post, the DA’s office was first notified of Iorio’s alleged scheme in July 2017. A 

subsequent investigation revealed evidence that Iorio had uploaded the explicit images to an online forum 

along with the women's personal information. 

 

If convicted, Iorio faces five years in prison, Sini said. His sentencing is scheduled for May 2. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Craigslist closes personals section in US 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/craigslist-closes-personals-sections-in-u-s/  

GIST SAN FRANCISCO -- Americans looking for love or companionship on Craigslist can't make a 

connection. The classified ads site on Friday has taken its personals section offline in the United States. 

 

The action comes after the U.S. Senate on Wednesday passed an anti-sex trafficking bill that could hold 

the website and others responsible for illegal activity if it becomes law. The company says the Fight 

Online Sex Trafficking Act seeks to subject websites to criminal and civil liability. 

 

A message on the site says any tool or service can be misused and the company hopes it can bring them 

back "some day." Craigslist closed by saying: "To the millions of spouses, partners, and couples who met 

through craigslist, we wish you every happiness!" 

 

A message seeking comment from Craigslist was not immediately returned. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Atlanta mayor: massive inconvenience 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/atlanta-cyberattack-massive-inconvenience-city-mayor/story?   

GIST Atlanta officials are reassuring the public that operations will continue as normal as they deal with a 

cyberattack on the city's systems.  

 

While most of the city’s websites are working normally, a number of web pages that customers use to pay 

bills began to be affected Thursday morning. Access to court information was also affected.  

 

Whoever is behind the attack is asking for a $50,000 ransom.  

 

As the city struggled to contain the spread of the attack, city officials have been forced to take down web 

pages in other departments and literally unplug city computers. Some city workers aren’t even receiving 

email.  

 

Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms said that her office is working with the FBI.  

 

“We are continuing to work with our federal partners and other stakeholders who continue to advise us on 

how best to navigate and approach this,” Bottoms said. 

 

City leaders stress that there have been no impacts to police, water service, 911 and Atlanta’s Hartsfield 

International Airport. The city, they point out, was built before computers. As a protective measure, Wi-Fi 

at the airport has been turned off. Security wait time signs and flight information signs may not be accurate 

as a result, officials cautioned.  

 

The greatest impacts appear to be at municipal court and the city detention center -- with computers down, 

many taken down protectively, city employees are having to manually admit inmates, handle tickets and 

warrants. The city court currently cannot validate warrants or process ticket payments online or in person.  

 

Customers will not be penalized for late payments, the city said.  

 

The city government isn’t getting specific about who the demands are from, what kind of data has been 

stolen and what’s being held hostage, but it’s clear that city’s systems have been severely compromised.  

 

Bottoms did not say Friday whether the city planned to pay the $50,000 ransom, but already city council 

members are promising her millions if she needs to build a new secure system from the ground up. She 

referenced similar ransom attacks on corporations, and on other government agencies in Colorado and 

North Carolina.  
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“What we know is that someone is in our system, and that there is a weakness there,” Bottoms said.  

 

“It is absolutely not what we wanted to have happened in the city of Atlanta. But to the extent that there 

are changes and upgrades that we need to make to our system, we need to do it now.”  

 

She added: “This is a massive inconvenience to the city.” 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Video games turn teens into millionaires 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/capital/story/20180323-how-video-games-make-some-teens-millionaires  

GIST Alex Balfanz is an 18-year-old student at Duke University in North Carolina. Every day he has lectures or 

seminars, followed by assignments. Like many students his age, he devotes a couple of hours per day, and 

many more at weekends, to video games. 

 

But he’s not just playing them – he’s making them. And making a lot of money doing it. 

 

“In the 10 months that Jailbreak has been released, it has already yielded seven figure profits,” Balfanz 

says of his cops-and-robbers adventure game released last year. A few weeks ago, it was played for the 

billionth time. 

 

Balfanz is just one of thousands of young gaming entrepreneurs in their teens or twenties making money in 

an industry that made $36 billion last year. 

 

It's offering new ways to make a living that didn’t exist 10 or even five years ago, even within the games 

industry. 

 

Another 18-year-old student, Andrew Bereza, is the creator of Miner’s Haven and Azure Mines, two 

games he made over the last two years for Roblox, a kids-focused platform that allows children to build 

their own games and publish them online – it's the same platform that houses Balfanz’s Jailbreak. 

 

“While I’m not in the annual millions like a couple of my colleagues have recently hit, I’ve been steadily 

earning six figures every year since I started,” he says. 

 

He is using his earnings to pay for university, where he is studying computer science. 

 

If he didn’t have a platform to distribute his games, “I don’t know how I ever would have been able to 

afford college or the ability to do full-time game development”, he says. 

 

Today, thanks to online sales platforms like the App Store, Steam or Roblox, anyone with the right idea 

and some development nous can reach more than a billion people. 

 

But while the technology and ecosystem to reach this vast customer base has only appeared in the last 

decade, the DIY mentality of young app developers is nothing new: it’s actually not too different from 

wannabe rock stars starting bands in their garages in the 1970s, or aspiring directors filming home movies 

on a VHS camcorder in the 1980s. 

 

“With creative industries, that’s always been the case, particularly in young people,” says Roger Altizer, 

co-founder of the entertainment arts and engineering programme at the University of Utah. He says that 

young people have always come up with creative expressions and have tried to monetise them. 

 

With video games specifically, Altizer points out that in the 1980s, young designers made their own video 

games, stored them on floppy disks and put them in plastic bags, then sold them physically at stores, 

capturing a certain entrepreneurial spirit. 
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Today? We have indie games like Flappy Bird that become worldwide sensations, achieving overnight 

success. However, there are now so many being published, it’s becoming an ever-more crowded market. 

 

Still, the idea of possible success in this field fuels dreams. 

 

A relatively new way of making money is by playing video games – and getting strangers on the internet 

to watch you do it. 

 

“Let’s Play” videos, in which an online personality films themselves playing a video game as they add 

colour commentary for viewers, is a trend that grew so popular, it eventually led to a new platform, Twitch 

– an entire site devoted to streaming videos of other people playing video games. It is now one of the most 

popular websites on the internet globally, and was bought by Amazon in 2014 for nearly $1 billion. 

 

Being a streamer on a place like Twitch requires entrepreneurial skills, scrappiness and a tolerance for risk. 

 

Elspeth Eastman, a Twitch streamer with 103,000 followers, says that after university she spent $2,000 on 

a new computer to try her hand at streaming. Today, she says she makes a living doing what she loves full-

time. 

 

“Right now, I’m sitting in a room that’s 90% wires and computers,” Eastman says over the phone from her 

filming studio. “It’s absolutely your own business. You have to do everything at once: you’re the lights 

guy, and you’re also the person on stage.” 

 

Eventually, it can lead to advertising partnerships, or paid subscriptions, with a cut of the funds going to 

the streamers. But for a lot of newer streamers, it’s asking for donations from subscribers. It takes a while 

to get enough viewers to be able to monetise. 

 

“This patronage model where people would sponsor artists is very common,” Altizer says. 

 

Eastman and another streamer, who goes by Valkyrae who has 200,000 followers and has had a full-time 

job streaming for three years, point to the importance of networking and self-promoting yourself on social 

media, or filming videos with streamers who have more subscribers than you. 

 

And like DIY app development, the community-centred nature of streaming can also drive a greater good. 

Valkyrae mentions a charity stream that she participated in last Christmas that raised $8,700 in six hours 

for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. 

 

“One of my subscribers had cancer and he needed surgery,” she says. “And we raised enough money for 

his surgery, which was like $8,000. You can help people financially – I’m helping my mum financially 

because of all this extra income I’m getting.” 

 

But perhaps the most ambitious – and lucrative – avenue to success that didn’t exist in the mainstream a 

decade ago is the rise of the professional video game player. Many of these people are in their 20s or 

younger. 

 

The sport is estimated to attract 600 million viewers and be worth £1 billion ($1.4bn) by 2020. The 

International Olympics Committee is even thinking about adding it to the official roster of events. 

 

Sumail Hassan is the youngest gamer to win $1 million in eSports winnings. He’s made more than $2.5 

million playing Dota, an online multiplayer game. He calls it a full-time job. 

 

“ESports have only gotten bigger since my career started in 2015,” Hassan says. He’s 19 now but has been 

gaming since he was seven. “I knew video games were the thing I was best at and so went pro.” 

 

Whether it’s eSports, streaming or developing indie video games out of your bedroom, the games industry 
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has evolved rapidly over the last couple of decades, and many of these new career paths were born 

alongside the growth of the internet. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 France: IEDs found in market attack 

SOURCE http://time.com/5214027/france-terrorist-attack-supermarket/?xid=homepage  

GIST (TREBES, France) — A French judicial official says three homemade explosive devices have been found 

in the supermarket in southern France that was the site of a deadly attack by a man calling himself “a 

soldier” of the Islamic State group. 

 

Also found were a 7.65-caliber handgun and a hunting knife, the official said on Saturday. He wasn’t 

authorized to speak publicly about an ongoing investigation. 

 

The supermarket in Trebes was the site of an hours-long attack Friday that killed four people. The 25-year-

old Moroccan-born attacker was himself killed when special police stormed the market. 

 

It wasn’t clear whether the knife and handgun found were the weapons he wielded when entering the 

supermarket. 

 

French police searching the home of the man found notes referring to the Islamic State group that appeared 

to be a final testament, the official said. 

 

Also found in the search of the home were a computer and telephone, the official said Saturday, a day after 

the attack. 

 

Police searched the home of Moroccan-born Redouane Lakdim, 25, after Friday’s attack that killed four 

people — two in a supermarket near the southern city of Carcassonne where the attacker was killed in an 

assault. The fourth victim, a gendarme who stood in for a female hostage and was shot, died early 

Saturday. 

 

The official says there apparently was no mention in the notes of the attack plans. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Canadian in Mich. charged with terrorism 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/federal-pages/doj/canadian-man-charged-superseding-indictment-terror-

transcending-national-boundaries/  

GIST Amor M. Ftouhi, 50, of Montreal, Canada, who was previously indicted in July 2017 for charges relating 

to an attack on a Bishop Airport officer in Flint, Mich., was charged Wenesday with an additional offense 

of committing an act of terrorism transcending national boundaries. 

 

According to court records, Ftouhi entered the United States from Canada for the purpose of killing 

government personnel in the United States. Before entering the United States on June 16, 2017, while in 

Canada, Ftouhi conducted online research of American gun laws and for gun shows in Michigan. Ftouhi 

subsequently traveled to Michigan where he was unsuccessful in purchasing a gun and purchased a knife 

instead. On June 20, 2017, Ftouhi walked up to the victim, who is a lieutenant with the Bishop Airport 

Authority and was in full uniform, and stabbed the police officer in the neck with a knife. Ftouhi 

referenced killings in Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan, and yelled “Allahu Akbar.” After his arrest, Ftouhi told 

law enforcement that he was a “soldier of Allah” and subscribed to the ideology of al-Qaeda and Osama 

bin Laden. 
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Ftouhi will be arraigned on the new indictment in federal court in Flint. He faces a statutory maximum 

sentence of life in prison. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Yemen rebels missile barrage at Saudis 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/saudi-arabia-yemen-rebels/2018/03/25/id/850718/  

GIST DUBAI, United Arab Emirates — Yemen's Shiite rebels fired a barrage of ballistic missiles targeting 

Saudi Arabia late Sunday on the third anniversary of a kingdom-led war in Yemen, with fragments of one 

missile over Riyadh killing one person and wounding two. 

 

The casualties were the first in Saudi Arabia's capital since the Saudi-led war in Yemen began in March 

2015, though previous rockets fired by the Yemeni rebels have caused deaths in other parts of the 

kingdom. 

 

The rebels known as Houthis said they launched a missile attack targeting Riyadh's King Khalid 

International Airport and other sites, again showing their ability to strike deep into the neighboring 

kingdom amid the stalemated war in Yemen, the Arab world's poorest country. 

 

The barrage likely will spark new criticism of Iran's role in the conflict as well, as the Houthis identified 

some of the missiles fired as a type that the United Nations and the West say comes from Tehran. 

 

The Saudi military said it intercepted seven ballistic missiles fired by the Houthis at the kingdom, three of 

them targeting Riyadh, two targeting Jazan and one apiece targeting Najran and Khamis Mushait. 

 

The Saudi-owned satellite news channel Al Arabiya aired footage that it said showed Patriot missile 

batteries firing at the incoming Houthi missiles. Online videos showed what appeared to be a missile 

fuselage lying on a street in Riyadh. 

 

One Egyptian national was killed and two other Egyptians suffered wounds when a fragment of a missile 

over Riyadh fell on a residential neighborhood, the state-run Saudi Press Agency said. 

 

Houthi ballistic missiles have increased in range over time, with the first one targeting Riyadh fired on 

May 19, 2017, according to the United Nations. A Nov. 4 launch previously targeted King Khalid 

International Airport, showing the missiles had a range of over 1,000 kilometers (620 miles). 

 

The Nov. 4 attack saw the Saudi-led coalition escalate its attacks. It wasn't immediately clear how the 

coalition would react to Sunday's attack, though the barrage marks some 90 Houthi ballistic missile 

launches targeting Saudi Arabia. 

 

Al Masirah, a Houthi-run satellite news channel, identified some of the missiles fired as the Burkan, or 

Volcano, missile. The United Nations, Western countries and the Saudi-led military coalition fighting in 

Yemen all say the Burkan mirrors characteristics of an Iranian Qiam ballistic missile. They say that 

suggests Tehran either shared the technology or smuggled disassembled missiles to the Houthis who then 

rebuilt them. 

 

Iran long has denied supplying arms to the Houthis, though a growing body of evidence contradicts their 

claim. 
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HEADLINE 03/26 Group: Yemen bombs show Iran influence 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/report-bombs-disguised-rocks-yemen-show-iranian-

aid-54009253?   
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GIST Roadside bombs disguised as rocks in Yemen bear similarities to others used by Hezbollah in southern 

Lebanon and by insurgents in Iraq and Bahrain, suggesting at the least an Iranian influence in their 

manufacture, a watchdog group said on Monday. 

 

The report by Conflict Armament Research comes as the West and United Nations researchers accuse Iran 

of supplying arms to Yemen's Shiite rebels known as Houthis, who have held the country's capital since 

September 2014. 

 

Those weapons allegedly included ballistic missiles used to target Saudi Arabia, which leads a military 

coalition of Arab nations backed by the United States that is stuck in a stalemate war with the Houthis. A 

barrage of Houthi missile fire late on Sunday killed one person in the Saudi capital, Riyadh, and wounded 

two others. 

 

Iran has long denied supplying arms to the Houthis, and its mission to the United Nations is dismissing the 

new report. Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif has derided such weapons research as 

"fabricating evidence." 

 

The report is just the latest sign of how the conflict in Yemen, the Arab world's poorest country where 

over 10,000 people have been killed, has changed from a civil war to a proxy fight among Mideast rivals. 

The Saudi-led war there turned three years old on Sunday. 

 

"What we're hoping this does is make plausible deniability not very plausible," said Tim Michetti, head of 

regional operations for Conflict Armament Research. "You can't really deny this anymore once the 

components these things are made with are traced to Iranian distributors." 

 

Michetti's organization, an independent watchdog group that receives funding from the United Arab 

Emirates, Germany and the European Union to research weaponry recovered in Yemen, said it examined a 

fake rock bomb in January near Mokha, some 250 kilometers (150 miles) southwest of the capital, Sanaa. 

 

The fiberglass-encased bomb, packed with explosives, could be armed by radio and triggered by an 

infrared beam, the group said. It said there were three varieties, including anti-personnel mines and so-

called explosively formed projectiles, which can penetrate armored vehicles and were used with lethal 

effect against U.S. troops following the 2003 invasion of Iraq. 

 

Electrical circuitry in the bombs mirrored those manufactured by militants in Bahrain, while the bombs 

bore markings suggesting one workshop mass-produced the explosives, the report said. Such bombs, 

however, have yet to be used in Bahrain, an island kingdom off Saudi Arabia in the midst of a crackdown 

on all dissent. 

 

Investigators also found a type of Chinese-manufactured wire covering used in other Iranian materiel, the 

report said. 

 

It said independent experts also examined the explosives. Those experts said that "construction indicates 

that the bomb maker had a degree of knowledge in constructing devices that resembled, and possibly 

functioned in a manner similar to (explosively formed projectile bombs) that have been forensically tied to 

Iran and Hezbollah," the report said. 

 

Alireza Miryousefi, a spokesman for Iran's mission to the United Nations, dismissed the report, saying the 

Houthis had no need for such weapons as they control stockpiles of arms purchased under former Yemeni 

President Ali Abdullah Saleh. The Houthis killed Saleh, their one-time ally, in December. 
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54009910?   

GIST A French judicial official says the partner of the Islamist extremist who carried out an attack last week in 

southern France was, like him, known to police as radicalized. 

 

The 18-year-old woman was still being detained Monday by police for questioning in the case, as well as a 

17-year-old friend of gunman Radouane Lakdim, the official said. He was speaking anonymously to 

discuss the ongoing investigation. 

 

Lakdim was known to police for drug-dealing, and since 2014 had been on the so-called "Fiche S" list, a 

government register of individuals suspected of being radicalized but who have yet to perform acts of 

terrorism. 

 

Four people were killed in a carjacking and the supermarket attack Friday near the city of Carcassonne. 

 

Lakdim was killed by police who stormed the supermarket. 
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HEADLINE 03/26 Egypt: militants killed in raid 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-polls-open-egypts-presidential-election-

54009876?   

GIST The Latest on Egypt's presidential election (all times local): 

 

9:35 a.m. 

 

Egypt's Interior Ministry says it has killed six militants believed to be involved in a weekend bombing in 

the coastal city of Alexandria that killed two policemen. 

 

The statement late on Sunday said the militants belonged to the Hasm movement and were killed in a raid 

on their hideout in Beheira province. 

 

The Alexandria blast occurred when an explosive device that was placed under a car detonated as the city's 

security chief's convoy was driving by in Saturday. He was unharmed. 

 

No group has claimed responsibility for the attack. 

 

The bombing came just ahead of Egypt's presidential election tha got underway on Monday. President 

Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi faces no serious challenge in the vote. 

 

Authorities consider Hasm, which routinely targets security personnel, to be a splinter group of the 

outlawed Muslim Brotherhood group. Militant attacks have surged in Egypt since the military's 2013 

ouster of an elected Islamist president, Mohammed Morsi. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Russia denies aiding Afghan Taliban 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-afghanistan-russia/russia-denies-aiding-afghan-taliban-in-wake-

of-u-s-generals-comments-idUSKBN1H1064  

GIST KABUL (Reuters) - Russia has rejected comments by NATO’s top commander in Afghanistan that it has 

been supporting and even supplying weapons to the Taliban, in a clash of words that underlines growing 

tension over Moscow’s involvement in the conflict. 

 

In an interview with the BBC last week, General John Nicholson said that Russia had been acting to 

undermine U.S. efforts in Afghanistan despite shared interests in fighting terrorism and narcotics, with 
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indications that Moscow was providing financial support and even arms.  

 

“We’ve had weapons brought to this headquarters and given to us by Afghan leaders and said this was 

given by the Russians to the Taliban,” he said.  

 

A statement from the Russian embassy in Kabul dismissed the comments as “idle gossip”, repeating 

previous denials by Russian officials.  

 

“Once again, we insist that such statements are absolutely baseless and appeal to officials not to talk 

nonsense,” the embassy said.  

 

U.S. commanders, including Nicholson, have said on several occasions over the past year that Russia may 

be supplying arms to the Taliban although no confirmed evidence has so far been made public.  

 

However, Nicholson’s comments were unusually blunt and came in a context of growing tensions between 

NATO members and Moscow over the case of Sergei Skripal, a former intelligence agent found poisoned 

with a rare nerve agent in Britain.  

 

Russian officials have said that their limited contacts with the Taliban were aimed at encouraging peace 

talks and ensuring the safety of Russian citizens. Moscow has offered to help coordinate peace talks in 

Afghanistan.  

 

Taliban officials have told Reuters that the group has had significant contacts with Moscow since at least 

2007, adding that Russian involvement did not extend beyond “moral and political support”. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Nigeria claims talks w/Boko Haram 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-nigeria-security/nigeria-says-talking-to-boko-haram-about-

possible-ceasefire-idUSKBN1H10OK?il=0   

GIST ABUJA (Reuters) - Nigeria’s government is in talks with Islamist militant group Boko Haram about a 

possible ceasefire and the talks have been going on for some time, Information Minister Lai Mohammed 

said on Sunday. 

 

It is the first time in years the government has said it was talking to Boko Haram about a ceasefire. 

President Muhammadu Buhari’s government has previously said it was willing to hold talks with the 

group but has given no details.  

 

Boko Haram has waged an insurgency in northeast Nigeria and neighboring countries since 2009 and aims 

to create an Islamic state. Tens of thousands of people have been killed, more than 2 million displaced and 

thousands abducted. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Car bomb near Somalia parliament 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/25/car-bomb-near-parliament-in-somali-capital-kills-at-

least-4-police-say.html  

GIST A car bomb exploded near Somalia's parliament headquarters in the capital, Mogadishu, killing at least 

four people along with the driver, police said Sunday, with several others injured. 

 

A huge cloud of smoke could be seen billowing over the area dotted with security checkpoints erected 

along a road leading to the presidential palace, whose main gate is just 200 meters (yards) from the blast 

site. The checkpoint also is close to the interior ministry. 
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The car bomb was detonated at a checkpoint after soldiers intercepted and stopped a suspicious vehicle, 

senior police Capt. Mohamed Hussein told The Associated Press. Those dead included two soldiers, he 

said, while many of the nearly 10 people wounded are rickshaw drivers. 

 

A few hours earlier, another car bomb outside the capital killed one person plus the driver, police said. 

Officer Mohamed Abdi told the AP that the explosion occurred after soldiers arrived at the scene to 

inspect the "suspicious" car which had become stuck on a sandy road in the Sinka Dheer area. 

 

The car bombings come three days after at least 14 people were killed and 10 others wounded in a car 

bomb blast near the Weheliye hotel on the busy Makka Almukarramah road. 

 

Mogadishu is often a target of attacks by the Somalia-based extremist group al-Shabab, the deadliest 

Islamic extremist group in Africa. A truck bombing in October killed 512 people in the country's deadliest-

ever attack. Only a few attacks since 9/11 have killed more people. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 US: drone strike in Libya kills terrorists 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/25/drone-strike-in-libya-kills-2-terrorists-us-africa-

command-says.html  

GIST Two “terrorists” were killed on Saturday after the U.S. military launched a drone strike in Libya, a U.S. 

official told Fox News. 

 

The U.S. Africa Command said in a statement that no civilians were killed in Saturday’s strike.    

 

“In coordination with the Libyan Government of National Accord (GNA), U.S. forces conducted a 

precision airstrike near Ubari, Libya, on March 24, killing two terrorists,” the U.S. Africa Command said 

in a statement. 

 

“The United States will not relent in its mission to degrade, disrupt, and destroy terrorist organizations and 

bring stability to the region. We are committed to maintaining pressure on the terror network and 

preventing terrorists from establishing safe haven,” the statement added. 

 

Saturday’s drone strike was the second one in Libya this year. There were seven drone strikes launched in 

2017. In 2016, the U.S. military carried out nearly 500 airstrikes against an ISIS enclave in the coastal city 

of Sirte. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Car bomb Afghan sports stadium kills 13 

SOURCE https://nation.com.pk/24-Mar-2018/afghan-car-bomb-kills-13-wrestling-fans?show=756  

GIST KABUL : A car packed with explosives blew up outside a sports stadium in Afghanistan’s restive south on 

Friday, killing at least 13 people and wounding dozens more, officials said, capping a bloody week in the 

war-torn country. 

 

The suicide attack happened in Lashkar Gah, the capital of opium poppy-rich Helmand province, as 

spectators were leaving a wrestling match at the stadium, provincial governor spokesman Omar Zwak told 

AFP. 

 

There was no immediate claim of responsibility for the attack, which Zwak said killed at least 13 people 

and wounded 45 others, including children. Helmand police spokesman Salam Afghan had earlier given a 

lower toll of 10 dead and 35 wounded. Afghan officials often give conflicting figures in the wake of 

attacks. 
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“The suicide bomber detonated his car bomb as spectators were leaving the stadium,” Zwak said. “The 

bomber wanted to go inside the stadium but he was identified by the police and he detonated himself.” 

 

Local officials were at the match, which witnesses said had been held as part of celebrations for Nawrooz, 

the Persian new year holiday that some fundamentalist Muslims consider un-Islamic. 

 

President Ashraf Ghani, whose government has been lambasted for its inability to protect ordinary 

Afghans, condemned the attack against “innocent people”, according to a statement. 

 

Helmand is largely controlled by the Taliban, which is under growing pressure to take up Ghani’s offer of 

peace talks to end the 16-year war. So far the Taliban, Afghanistan’s largest militant group, has given only 

a muted response. 

 

The attack caps a bloody few days in Afghanistan as Taliban and Islamic State militants ramp up attacks 

even before the official start of the spring fighting season. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Malaysia: arrests foil militant plot 

SOURCE http://news.kuwaittimes.net/website/malaysia-arrests-7-men-with-islamic-state-militant-group-links/  

GIST KUALA LUMPUR: Malaysian police have arrested seven men with links to the Islamic State militant 

group who were planning attacks on non-Muslim places of worship and other targets, authorities said 

yesterday. The Muslim-majority country has been on high alert since gunmen allied with Islamic State (IS) 

carried out a series of attacks in Jakarta, the capital of neighboring Indonesia, in January 2016. 

 

Six Malaysians were arrested in Johor state, north of Singapore, while a seventh, a Filipino member of the 

IS-linked Abu Sayyaf group, was detained in the eastern state of Sabah, in multiple operations between 

Feb. 27 and Mar. 15, Inspector-General of Police Mohamad Fuzi Harun said in a statement. He said the six 

detained in Johor were members of an IS cell and included a 37-year-old technician who recruited new 

militants and was believed to be the mastermind of planned attacks on non-Muslim places of worship in 

the state’s capital. 

 

A second suspect was a security guard who served as the cell’s advisor and ensured members kept their 

activities secret. A third man was tasked with buying firearms from a neighboring country and identifying 

targets for attacks, he said. “All of them planned to escape to a neighboring country and seek shelter from 

members of a militant group there after successfully carrying out the plan,” Muhamad Fuzi said, without 

naming the country. 

 

Authorities arrested three other members of the same cell in follow-up operations, including a 25-year-old 

restaurant worker who had been ordered to kidnap and kill police personnel. Police also detained a 31-

year-old Philippine national in Sabah, on Borneo Island, who was said to be a trusted lieutenant to Abu 

Sayyaf group leader Furuji Indama and has links to Malaysian militant Mahmud Ahmad, Mohamad Fuzi 

said. 

 

The man, wanted by the Philippines for his involvement in a a kidnap-for-ransom syndicate, was also an 

expert in making improvised explosive devices. Mohamad Fuzi said the suspect had planned to carry out 

several attacks in Sabah and was responsible for making the state a safe haven for terror groups from the 

Philippines. Malaysia has arrested hundreds of people over the past few years for suspected links to 

militant groups. A grenade attack on a bar on the outskirts of the Malaysian capital, Kuala Lumpur, in June 

2016 wounded eight people. Islamic State claimed responsibility for the attack, the first such strike on 

Malaysian soil 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/turkish-army-allies-total-control-syrias-afrin-

53987757?   

GIST The Turkish army and Syrian opposition fighters it backs have "total control" of the Kurdish enclave of 

Afrin in northern Syria, according to the country's official news agency on Saturday, nearly a week after 

they captured the main town that carries the same name. 

 

Anadolu news agency said the Turkish military was continuing its sweep for mines and explosives to 

allow Afrin's resident's to return, following airstrikes and clashes with Syrian Kurdish forces. 

 

Associated Press journalists on a press tour organized by the Turkish government Saturday passed through 

the northwestern town of Jinderes en route to central Afrin. 

 

Jinderes, captured by Turkey and allied Syrian opposition fighters, was the scene of heavy street clashes 

earlier in March. The AP saw a widely destroyed and empty town. 

 

Turkey launched a ground and air offensive on Jan. 20 codenamed Olive Branch to oust the main Syrian 

Kurdish militia known as the People's Protection Units, or YPG, from Afrin. Turkey considers the YPG a 

terror group and an extension of Kurdish rebels waging an insurgency within its own borders. 

 

Syrian Kurdish officials and the country's state media said the Turkish offensive displaced more than 

200,000 people from their homes. 

 

In Afrin's town center, captured Sunday, allied Syrian forces patrolled the streets as Turkish tanks and 

armored personnel carriers drove past. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 France: gun-wielding extremist kills 3 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/france-hostage-situation-redouane-lakdim-trebes-grocery-store-

2018-03-23-latest/  

GIST TREBES, France -- A gun-wielding extremist went on a rampage Friday in a quiet corner of southern 

France, killing three people as he hijacked a car, opened fire on police and took hostages in a supermarket, 

where panicked shoppers hid in a meat locker or ran through the aisles. After an hours-long standoff, the 

25-year-old attacker was killed as elite police forces stormed the market.  

 

They were aided by a heroic police officer who had offered himself up in a hostage swap and suffered life-

threatening wounds as a result -- one of 16 people injured in the day's violence. 

 

The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) claimed responsibility for the attack near Carcassonne, a 

medieval city beloved by tourists, and the town of Trebes. It was the deadliest attack in France since 

Emmanuel Macron became president last May. 

 

The officer who volunteered to take the place a female hostage was identified as Col. Arnaud Beltrame. 

He managed to surreptitiously leave his cellphone on so that police outside could hear what was going on 

inside the supermarket. Officials said once they heard shots inside the market they decided to storm it. 

 

A police official who was not authorized to be publicly identified confirmed the officer's identity to The 

Associated Press. 

 

"He saved lives," Macron said. 

 

Macron said investigators will focus on establishing how the gunman, identified by prosecutors as 

Moroccan-born Redouane Lakdim, got his weapon, and how he became radicalized. 

 

CBS News correspondent Elizabeth Palmer reported that if, as it appeared, Friday's attack was the work of 
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a lone gunman with little or no help from any coordinated terror cell, it may not prompt a change in 

France's already heightened security posture. 

 

On Friday night, authorities searched a vehicle and a building in central Carcassonne. 

 

Lakdim was known to police for petty crime and drug-dealing. But he was also under surveillance and 

since 2014 was on the so-called "Fiche S" list, a government register of individuals suspected of being 

radicalized but who have yet to perform acts of terrorism. 

 

Despite this, Paris prosecutor Francois Molins there was "no warning sign" that Lakdim would carry out 

an extremist attack. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Egypt: car bomb in Alexandria kills 1 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/egypt-interior-ministry-explosion-alexandria-kills-

53982059?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A bomb placed under a nearby car exploded Saturday in the coastal city of Alexandria as the city security 

chief's convoy passed by, killing at least one policeman and wounding four others, the Interior Ministry 

said. 

 

Local media reports said Gen. Mostafa al-Nimr survived the explosion and he was seen on a local TV 

channel in good condition while inspecting the area of the blast shortly after it took place. No group 

immediately claimed responsibility for the explosion, which happened in the vicinity of a police station in 

the central district of Roshdi. 

 

The attack came just days ahead of Egypt's presidential election, in which President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi 

is virtually certain to be re-elected. It also comes during a massive security operation involving land, sea 

and air forces in areas covering north and central Sinai and parts of Egypt's Nile Delta and the Western 

Desert, along the porous border with Libya. 

 

The Interior Ministry said the explosive device had been placed under a car and it exploded as the convoy 

passed by. 

 

State-run MENA news agency said the public prosecutor ordered an investigation into the incident. 

 

Egypt has for years been struggling to contain an Islamic insurgency spearheaded by a local affiliate of the 

extremist Islamic State group in the turbulent Sinai region but attacks on the mainland have also occurred. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 France: ISIS notes in home of attacker 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-french-officer-mom-surprised-courage-

53981434?   

GIST The Latest on the extremist attack in southern France (all times local): 

 

4:25 p.m. 

 

A judicial official says French police searching the home of the man responsible for a deadly rampage in 

southern France have found notes referring to the Islamic State group that appeared to be a final testament. 

 

Also found in the search of the home were a computer and telephone, the official said Saturday, a day after 

the attack. He was not authorized to discuss an ongoing investigation and couldn't be named. 
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Police searched the home of Moroccan-born Redouane Lakdim, 25, after Friday's attack that killed four 

people — two in a supermarket near the southern city of Carcassonne where the attacker was killed in an 

assault. The fourth victim, a gendarme who stood in for a female hostage and was shot, died early 

Saturday. 

 

The official says there apparently was no mention in the notes of the attack plans. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 France: ‘hero’ officer dies in terror attack  

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/24/europe/france-trebes-officer-dead/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — A police officer who swapped places with a female hostage during an attack by an ISIS 

supporter on a supermarket in southern France has died of his wounds, French authorities said.  

 

Lt. Col. Arnaud Beltrame, 45, was shot in the neck Friday after offering to take the place of a woman in an 

gunman's assault on the Super U supermarket in Trèbes.  

 

The attacker, Radouane Lakdim, 26, a Moroccan-born French national, was a petty criminal already on the 

radar of French police for his links to radical Salafist networks, authorities said.  

 

When he burst into the supermarket Friday, he shouted he was a soldier from ISIS, witnesses said, before 

opening fire and killing a worker and a customer. He was shot dead by police on the scene. 

 

"Lt. Col. Arnaud Beltrame died in the service of the nation to which he had already contributed so much," 

French President Emmanuel Macron said in a statement. "By giving his life to end the murderous escapade 

of a jihadist terrorist, he died a hero." 

 

Interior Minister Gérard Collomb announced the officer's death Saturday, which raised the number of 

victims in the gunman's rampage to four.  

 

The attacker killed two other people and wounded more than a dozen others in the supermarket raid. 

Before then, he had killed another person Friday while stealing a car.  

 

"France will never forget his heroism, his bravery, his sacrifice," Collomb said on Twitter. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Suicide bombers attack Afghan mosque 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/bomb-inside-afghan-shiite-mosque-kills-wounds-

53998377?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Two suicide bombers attacked a Shiite mosque in Afghanistan's western Herat province on Sunday, killing 

one person and wounding seven others in an attack claimed by the Islamic State group. 

 

Police spokesman Abdul Ahad Walizada said the toll may rise from Sunday's attack. He said both bombers 

tried to enter the mosque but one was shot dead by guards before making it inside. 

 

IS claimed the attack in a brief statement carried by its Aamaq news agency. The Sunni extremist group 

has frequently targeted Afghanistan's Shiite minority, which it views as apostates. 

 

An Islamic State suicide bomber targeted a group of Shiites marking the Persian new year in Afghanistan's 

capital last week, killing more than 30 people. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Syria rebels exit second enclave pocket 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syrian-rebels-exit-pocket-eastern-ghouta-

53998548?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Hundreds of Syrian rebels and civilians were bussed out of a second pocket of the besieged eastern Ghouta 

suburbs of Damascus on Sunday after rebels agreed to leave several towns and villages after years of siege 

and weeks of heavy bombardment. 

 

Close to 900 people were evacuated from the southernmost of three eastern Ghouta pockets on Sunday, 

according to state-affiliated al-Ikhbariya TV, following some 1,000 fighters, family members, and other 

civilians who departed late Saturday, as reported by the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. 

 

They left in a fleet of buses, including the lime-green municipal buses, that have come to symbolize defeat 

for the Syrian opposition, and the steady rearrangement of Syria's population as the government takes back 

control of cities around the country. 

 

Fighters dressed in fatigues slumped in their seats, hiding their faces from the news cameras on the road, 

and children peered out the windows. 

 

The evacuation is modeled on others in which rebels have surrendered swathes of territory around the 

capital and other major cities after years of siege and bombardment at the hands of President Bashar 

Assad's forces. They have been helpless against the government's overwhelming artillery and air power, 

boosted with support from Iran's Revolutionary Guard and Russia's air force. 

 

Rebels began evacuating another pocket of eastern Ghouta on Thursday. Some 7,000 people left the town 

of Harasta, bound for the rebel-held Idlib province in northern Syria. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 State wolf population surge slows 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/03/25/washingtons-wolf-population-surge-slows-worrying-advocates/  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash.  — Growth in Washington’s gray wolf population slowed dramatically last year, 

raising concerns from an environmental group that says the state should stop killing wolves that prey on 

livestock. 

 

At the end of 2017, Washington was home to at least 122 wolves, 22 packs and 14 successful breeding 

pairs, the state Department of Fish and Wildlife said in a report released last week. 

 

That’s the highest the population has been since annual surveys started in 2008, the agency said. However, 

last year’s count was up just 6 percent from the minimum of 115 wolves — with 20 packs and 10 breeding 

pairs — reported at the end of 2016. 

 

By contrast, wolf populations grew at a rate of around 30 percent per year the previous decade. 

 

“The sharp departure from wolf number increases in past years is cause for serious concern,” said Amaroq 

Weiss, wolf advocate at the Center for Biological Diversity. “While population growth hasn’t stopped 

entirely, these modest numbers clearly indicate the state should not kill any more wolves.” 

 

Wolves are rebounding in several Western states after being wiped out in the continental U.S. in all but a 

slice of Minnesota. But their return has brought contentious discussions among conservationists, ranchers, 

hunters and others about how the animals should be managed. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Orange snow hit parts of Europe 

SOURCE http://time.com/5214941/orange-snow-europe/?xid=homepage  

GIST A rare phenomenon that occurs just once about every five years is turning the snow orange in eastern 

Europe. 

 

The orange snow is a result of sand storms from the Sahara Desert mixing with rain and snow, according 

to the BBC. 

 

People have taken to social media to post photos of the orange-tinted snow, which is falling in countries 

like Russia, Ukraine, Bulgaria and Romania. Skiers posted photos of the colored snow at a resort near 

Sochi, Russia. 

 

Steven Keates, a meteorologist who works for the U.K.’s national weather service, known as the Met 

Office, told The Independent that the orange snow is caused by sand being lifted up into the upper layers 

of the atmosphere and spreading out due to the wind and weather patterns. 

 

“There has been a lot of lifted sand or dust originating from North Africa and the Sahara, from sand storms 

which have formed in the desert,” he explained to the U.K. newspaper. “Looking at satellite imagery from 

Nasa, it shows a lot of sand and dust in the atmosphere drifting across the Mediterranean. When it rains or 

snows, it drags down whatever is up there, if there is sand in the atmosphere.” 

 

Keates also said the orange snow phenomenon has previously been seen in other regions around the world. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Homicides, suicides rise in Pierce Co. 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article206598744.html  

GIST Law enforcement leaders can’t point to a single cause, but they feel the trend.  

   

“We have had a really hard spike. Our people have been worked very hard,” said county Sheriff Paul 

Pastor. “Why the spike, I don’t know. Parents killing kids, kids killing parents. I don’t expect we will be 

having those challenges constantly through the year, but we’ll probably have a fairly high year in 

homicide.” 

 

The year 2017 saw 38 homicides — an average year in historical terms, according to figures compiled by 

The News Tribune and verified with the Pierce County Medical Examiner and the state Department of 

Health. 

 

This year’s early surge sets an ominous pace. Law enforcement observers tend to think it’s an anomaly 

even as they cross their fingers.  

 

“Even when crime trends down, there can be spikes,” said Pierce County Prosecutor Mark Lindquist, who 

pointed to an overall downward trend in felony referrals to his office when compared to last year.  

 

“I think the current spike in homicides could be an anomaly, or it could be violence feeding on itself, 

compounded by drugs and mental health issues,” Lindquist added. “Either way, we do our jobs, reduce 

crime through accountability, and try to keep the community safe. Our drug court and mental health court, 

for example, are designed to address these issues before they escalate.” 

 

Forecasting crime statistics is anything but a precise venture, but one approach involves regression to the 

mean. In other words, assume homicide trends for the rest of the year subside to average numbers. 

 

In that scenario, the county would still see 53 homicides, a number the area hasn’t approached since 1998, 

when 52 homicides were recorded. That figure would still fall below the watermark of 66, set in 1992, 
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largely driven by crime rates in Tacoma. 

 

The city has seen its share of slayings already this year: Taxi driver Robert “Big Dave” Crall was fatally 

shot on March 15. A 19-year-old man suspected in a series of recent robberies has been charged with first-

degree murder in the case. Before that, police responded to a pair of stabbing deaths. One killed a 15-year-

old boy. 

 

A separate shooting incident, deemed accidental by prosecutors, led to the death of 63-year-old Rhonda 

Randle, fatally shot by her son, who mistook her for an intruder. 

 

Ask Tacoma Police spokeswoman Loretta Cool what accounts for the homicide uptick, and she points to a 

mixture of factors, including national events such as mass shootings. When she speaks to community 

groups about criminal justice, she's sometimes asked what she would fix with a magic wand. Her answer: 

kill the internet, and stop the flow of instant information and knee-jerk reaction.  

 

“I think it’s kind of a confluence of things that are going on,” she said. “The political environment that 

people are bombarding all social media with. Everything is negative. We’ve had a tremendous amount of 

violent acts. People have been inundated with the idea that shooting is the answer.  

 

“People have come out of the recession and some are recovering, but many people are not. People truly 

did lose their jobs, lose their houses and are not able to get them back. I think what we’re seeing overall is 

that homicide is, at this moment in time, an acceptable way to handle things.” 

 

The number of killings adds a layer of despair to a separate and starker trend: the rising rate of suicide, 

which has climbed steadily since the Great Recession and continues upward, drawing additional 

momentum from the opioid epidemic. 

 

State and local statistics tracking suicides tend to lag, since causes of death are more difficult to determine. 

Pierce County counted 173 suicides in 2016, according to the Department of Health. The number is a 

record: the highest in county history, and the peak of an upward line that has risen steadily since 2008. 

 

“We’re getting two or three a day,” said Medical Examiner Thomas Clark. He can’t explain the trend, 

though he leans on “apocryphal knowledge” that suggests suicides rise in times of economic stress. 

 

More practically, Clark can’t be precise about the latest suicide numbers. The sheer volume contributes to 

a backlog.  

 

“The problem isn’t that we don’t track them, it’s getting them out,” he said. 

 

Tracking suicides is a complicated task because the cause isn’t always clear. If people end their lives with 

firearms, determining the cause is comparatively simple. Add drugs and overdoses to the mix, and answers 

become elusive. 

 

Like his counterparts throughout the state, Clark must rely on toxicology tests from the Washington State 

Patrol Crime Laboratory, which faces its own backlog. Clark is still waiting on results from 2017 deaths, 

and he can’t begin to count 2018. 

 

Crime lab manager Brianna Peterson confirmed the backlog but said the primary driver of delay is an 

increased number of tests related to drunken driving cases. Such tests might take as little as two weeks, but 

that still represents time.  

 

When it comes to assessing deaths related to possible drug overdoses, the process lengthens. 

 

“Drug cases take longer,” Peterson said. “Once drugs are present, it might take four to eight weeks. We 

can’t just do one test that might detect every drug that might be present. We have to do multiple tests 

sometimes in order to detect the drugs that are there.” 
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Regardless of circumstances, unnatural deaths require a response and initial investigation from law 

enforcement. When homicides come in bunches, first responders feel the stress.  

 

“We go to all the suicides,” said sheriff’s spokesman Ed Troyer. “We go to all the death investigations. 

Suicides are jumping, and suicides of young people are jumping.” 

 

Troyer sees the same detectives responding to scene after scene. Deputies and police officers sometimes 

rely on grim humor to cope with such incidents, but it doesn’t always work. A March 13 triple homicide in 

Spanaway was one such example: a 29-year-old man despondent over his failing marriage shot his wife 

and two young children to death before turning his gun on himself. 

 

“It wears on people, especially when there’s kids involved,” Troyer said. “A lot of these deputies have 

kids of their own. When it’s kids, they’re very quiet, talking to each other very somberly.” 

 

Surveying the overall trends and pondering prevention, Sheriff Pastor returns to a familiar topic: 

personnel. He regularly notes that unincorporated Pierce County rank as the state’s second-largest city in 

terms of population, while adding that the number of deputies falls short of the need. 

 

“We’re a growing county,” Pastor said. “We’re going to have 1 million people in the next six or seven 

years. What are we doing about it now?” 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Underfunded public pensions persist 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-financial-crisis2008-municipals-pensi/battered-by-great-

recession-underfunded-public-pensions-to-persist-idUSKBN1H20EG  

GIST CHICAGO (Reuters) - Ten years on from the financial crisis, many U.S. state and local public pension 

systems are still the worse for wear. 

 

Investment returns have been uneven and funding levels have yet to recover. Many pension funds have 

meanwhile attempted to boost returns by loading up on alternative investments to levels unheard of a 

decade earlier. 

 

“Some just cannot grow their way out of it. We have had several years of stellar (stock market) returns and 

it barely improved the underfunding situation,” said Mikhail Foux, municipal credit analyst at Barclays in 

New York. 

 

The benchmark S&P 500 U.S. stock index has tripled in the past nine years, driven in part by 

unprecedented zero interest rate policies and massive monetary stimulus from central banks around the 

globe aimed at combating the deepest recession in a generation. 

 

But pension returns struggled to match the broad market, and recent wobbles in U.S. equities have fed 

fears of another downturn. 

 

“Now what happens when markets are falling 10 to 15 percent?” Foux asked. 

 

In 2007, a year before the crisis began, the median funded level was 92 percent for state retirement and 97 

percent for local plans, according to Wilshire Funding Studies. That fell to 68 percent for states and 72 

percent for local governments by 2016, the most recent data. 

 

A lower funded ratio indicates the overall soundness of a pension fund is weaker and more money is 

required to meet future obligations. 

 

Persistently low post-crisis interest rates meant pension funds could no longer depend to the same degree 
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on fixed income to help meet withdrawal demands of an aging pensioner population. 

 

“When the crisis hit, it exposed the kind of precarious nature of the status of plans,” said Jean-Pierre 

Aubry, state and local research director at Boston College’s Center for Retirement Research. 

 

Even with U.S. rates inching higher since 2016 and stocks mounting record highs, pensions still struggled 

to generate consistent returns. 

 

The number of active public sector workers per retiree has been falling. That ratio declined to 1.42 in 2016 

from 2.43 in 2001, according to a November 2017 National Association of State Retirement 

Administrators (NASRA) Public Fund Survey. That can boost pension costs when combined with a poorly 

funded plan. 

 

The sharp economic downturn that accompanied the 2007-2009 financial crisis weighed on core tax 

revenue, leading governments to pursue an unprecedented amount of reform measures to shore up 

pensions by boosting contributions and cutting benefits. 

 

“Just as these pension funds required higher contributions as a result of the market decline, the plan 

sponsors were less able to pay those higher contributions,” said Keith Brainard, NASRA’s research 

director. 

 

That prompted retirement systems to turn to riskier alternative investments such as hedge funds, private 

equity, real estate and commodities to pad returns. 

 

U.S. public pension funds became the biggest risk-takers among pension funds internationally, according 

to one academic study updated in February 2017. 

 

Alternative investment allocations jumped to 24 percent in 2015 from 9 percent in 2005, according the 

Center for Retirement Research. 

 

“We know for the most part that alternatives have not been the panacea since the financial crisis,” Aubry, 

noting that hedge funds and commodities have underperformed equities during that period. 

 

Public pension funds’ assumed rates of investment return have trended lower since the crisis. If a plan’s 

returns fall below that expected rate, government sponsors need to make up for the loss. 

 

But public plans in general have tended to lag private-sector pension plans in lowering those discount 

rates, according to data cited by New York’s Rockefeller Institute of Government last year. 

 

Between 1993 and 2012, as 10-year U.S Treasury yields fell by 4.3 percentage points, large private-sector 

U.S. plans reduced their discount rates to 4.4 percent from 8.2 percent. 

 

For large public plans for funding purposes, the rate only fell from 7.8 percent to 7.7 percent in the same 

period, according to the institute’s report. 

 

In the years since the crisis it has proven difficult for some governments to modify retirement benefits, and 

legal wranglings are ongoing. 

 

Legal or political constraints have stymied changes in states like Illinois, Kentucky and New Jersey, where 

contributions have lagged actuarially required levels for decades. 

 

Lawsuits filed against more than 40 state and local governments since 2008 contested pension changes on 

constitutional grounds, according to the Laura and John Arnold Foundation, which tracks the litigation. 

 

Courts in 13 states have upheld reductions in cost-of-living adjustments (COLA) for retirees’ pension 

payments, but have struck reductions down in four. 
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In California, long-standing judicial rulings prohibiting the state and local governments from reducing 

benefits will be tested in three lawsuits before the state supreme court, according to Stuart Buck, the 

Arnold Foundation’s vice president of research. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 NKorea slows down nuke operations 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/03/25/North-Korea-slows-down-operations-at-

main-nuclear-test-site/4221521958971/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=lh&utm_medium=1  

GIST SEOUL, March 25 (UPI) -- North Korea appears to have slowed down operations at its main nuclear site 

of Punggyeri, ahead of leader Kim Jong Un's upcoming summits on denuclearization with South Korea 

and the United States. 

 

North Korea tracker 38th North cited satellite imagery from March 17 which showed there hadn't been 

new tunneling activities at the West Portal of the nuclear site. 

 

It also noted the lack of mining carts or personnel in the same area. 

 

Calling this an "important development," the commentary says the latest imagery compares with those 

from early March where there were signs of continued tunneling excavations which began September last 

year, shortly after the North's sixth underground nuclear test. 

 

Up until March 2, spoil pile had been growing as well as frequency of mining carts and personnel moving 

around in the area. 

 

A small group of personnel that was previously sighted in the nuclear site's Main Administration Area was 

also nowhere to be seen, although this may be due to seasonal factors, 38 North said. 

 

The apparent slowdown of tunneling activities came after North Korea's landmark decision to hold talks 

with Seoul and Washington. 

 

In a meeting with Seoul envoys in early March, Kim Jong Un also said he would freeze nuclear weapons 

development during the talks. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 China space station to hit Earth soon 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/science/2018/03/25/chinas-space-station-expected-to-hit-earth-soon-

possibly-in-europe.html  

GIST A space station launched by China – which it reportedly lost track of – is expected plummet to Earth on or 

near April Fool’s Day. 

 

The Tiangong-1 stopped responding to China’s commands 2016, according to Space.com. Scientists have 

since anticipated the space station returning to Earth as a manmade meteorite, but are unsure where it will 

land. 

 

In recent months, scientists have had a better approximation of where the station may land. According to 

the Washington Post, they’ve warned that Spain, Portugal, France and Greece may see the 19,000-pound 

meteorite plummet within their borders. 

 

Scientists say the Tiangong-1 is currently spinning around Earth at 17,500 mph, which amounts to a trip 

around the planet every 90 minutes. As the station descends closer to Earth and gains momentum, the 

thicker air will cause friction to surround the craft in superheated plasma, the Post reported. 
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Depending on the time of day and location, the nonprofit research firm Aerospace says, the returning 

station may be visible for “up to a minute or more.” 

 

There is reportedly a slight chance the falling debris will hit somebody. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Vanishing Arctic ice link to Nor-easters 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/how-vanishing-arctic-ice-may-set-stage-extreme-nor-

easters-n858886  

GIST The amount of ice formed in the Arctic was near an all-time low over the winter that just concluded, 

scientists announced Friday — part of a warming phenomenon that some experts believe has increased the 

likelihood of severe weather like the recent Nor’easters. 

 

Sea ice is believed to have reached its maximum extent over the Arctic Ocean on March 17, at 5.59 

million square miles. That is the second lowest in the 39 years that satellite images have helped make 

measurements, slightly ahead of last year's total. The four lowest seasonal totals for Arctic ice have all 

come in the last four years. 

 

“This again shows the absolute urgency of what is happening to the planet’s climate system," said Rafe 

Pomerance, chairman of Arctic 21, a network of climate scientists and environmental advocates. “The 

globe is in a state of rapid transformation, and no place is clearer than the Arctic, where the sea ice loss is 

very fast and seemingly inexorable.” 

 

The extent of sea ice is tracked closely by researchers and is being connected by some scientists to unusual 

weather hundreds of miles to the south, including drought in California and big snowfalls along the East 

Coast. These researchers say that although it would be wrong to cite warming as the cause of any single 

weather event, the likelihood of extreme weather has increased as temperatures in the Arctic jump up. 

 

Other scientists cautioned against putting too much focus on Arctic warming, saying other factors are 

contributing to changing weather patterns in the lower latitudes. Both sides agree that more research is 

needed into the connection between warming in the far north and weather elsewhere. 

 

Temperatures in the Arctic have increased about twice as fast as they have in the rest of the globe over the 

past 25 years, an increase of seven degrees Fahrenheit, or more, in some areas. Less white ice on the 

Earth's surface means that less of the sun’s heat is reflected back into space. That exacerbates the warming 

pattern and, in a vicious cycle, melts even more ice. 

 

The scientific consensus is that the higher temperatures all over Earth have created secondary effects, like 

rapid sea level rise, more intense heat waves and a shifting in the ranges of some animals. As much as one-

quarter of the globe's warming has been linked to the loss of sea ice. 

 

Researchers six years ago first suggested another profound impact: warming in the Arctic contributes to 

extreme weather events in the Northern Hemisphere. The theory goes like this: Warmer Arctic air is closer 

to the temperature in the lower latitudes, thereby weakening the atmospheric barrier that previously kept 

the jet stream flowing in a relatively straight line. The river of air that speeds west to east around the globe 

now meanders north and south. The peaks and troughs in this "wavier" path drive weather on Earth. And 

because the unleashed jet stream moves more slowly, weather systems tend to linger. 

 

“There are some very clear signals emerging from the noise, and one of them is this tendency for warm 

west, cold east in North America and very cold winters recently,” said Jennifer Francis, a Rutgers 

University research professor who co-authored one of the first papers connecting Arctic warming to jet 

stream upheaval. “It’s all a very consistent story, and there is no reason to think it’s going to go back to 

normal, maybe ever.” 
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As weather systems linger, then move on, only to stall again, they create a kind of “weather whiplash,” 

said Francis, who noted that Boston had record high temperatures in late February before flipping to the 

string of Nor’easters that dominated the last month. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 UN report: Earth losing plants, animals 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/united-nations-reports-lonelier-planet-with-fewer-plants-animals-

biodiversity/  

GIST WASHINGTON -- Earth is losing plants, animals and clean water at a dramatic rate, according to four 

new United Nations scientific reports that provide the most comprehensive and localized look at the state 

of biodiversity. Scientists meeting in Colombia issued four regional reports Friday on how well animal and 

plants are doing in the Americas; Europe and Central Asia; Africa; and the Asia-Pacific area. 

 

Their conclusion after three years of study: Nowhere is doing well. 

 

The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem was about more than just 

critters, said study team chairman Robert Watson. It is about keeping Earth livable for humans, because 

we rely on biodiversity for food, clean water and public health, the prominent British and U.S. scientist 

said. 

 

"This is undermining well-being across the planet, threatening us long-term on food and water," Watson 

said in an interview. 

 

Scientists pointed to this week's death of the last male northern white rhino in Africa, severe declines in 

the numbers of elephants, tigers and pangolins, but said those are only the most visible and charismatic of 

species that are in trouble. 

 

What's happening is a side effect of the world getting wealthier and more crowded with people, Watson 

said. Humans need more food, more clean water, more energy and more land. And the way society has 

tried to achieve that has cut down on biodiversity, he said. 

 

Crucial habitat has been cut apart, alien species have invaded places, chemicals have hurt plants and 

animals, wetlands and mangroves that clean up pollution are disappearing, and the world's waters are 

overfished, he said. 

 

Man-made climate change is getting worse, and global warming will soon hurt biodiversity as much as all 

the other problems combined, Watson said. 

 

"We keep making choices to borrow from the future to live well today," said Jake Rice, Canada's chief 

government scientist for fisheries and oceans, who co-chaired the Americas report. 

 

Duke University conservationist Stuart Pimm, who wasn't part of the study team, said the reports make 

sense and are based on well-established scientific data: "Are things pretty dire? Yes." 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Massive floating island of plastic growing 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/great-pacific-garbage-patch-massive-floating-island-

plastic/story?id=53962147&cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST A massive floating island of plastic between California and Hawaii is growing rapidly and is now three 

times the size of France, a new study finds.  
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The giant accumulation of plastic called the Great Pacific Garbage Patch contains at least 79,000 tons 

discarded plastic, covering an area of about 617,800 square miles (1.6 million square kilometers), 

according to a study published Thursday in Scientific Reports.  

 

That is three times the area of France and more than twice the size of Texas.  

 

The study's authors further said, "Our results suggest that ocean plastic pollution within the Great Pacific 

Garbage Patch is increasing exponentially." 
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HEADLINE 03/23 ‘Last ditch’ plan: arm students w/stones  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/students-armed-stones-ditch-plan-ward-off-school/story?id=53961564  

GIST A Pennsylvania school district has stocked its classrooms with stones as a "last-ditch" to fight off potential 

school shooters, according to the superintendent.  

 

Every elementary, middle and high school classroom in the Blue Mountain School District has a 5-gallon 

bucket full of river stones -- smooth, landscaping stones -- in the closet for students to throw at any armed 

intruder, district superintendent David Helsel told ABC News today.  

 

Blue Mountain School District, which is about 90 miles northwest of Philadelphia, has about 2,700 

students, he said. 

 

"We've been trying to be proactive just in case," the superintendent said.  

 

"We wanted to provide some type of last response to an intruder," Helsel said, "rather than crawling under 

a desk and getting shot."  

 

The news of Helsel's stone policy -- which he said he implemented last fall -- started circulating after he 

mentioned it while testifying to the state House Education Committee last week in Harrisburg. 

 

But the stones are the last-ditch response, Helsel stressed. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Mount Etna ‘slowly moving to the sea’ 

SOURCE https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/03/24/mount-etna-slowly-sliding-towards-mediterranean-

sea/  

GIST Mount Etna, Europe’s largest and most active volcano, is slowly sliding towards the Mediterranean Sea, 

scientists have observed.  

 

The entire 3,350m (11,000ft) stratovolcano, located on the east coast of the Italian island of Sicily, is 

currently moving downslope at an average rate of 14 mm per year - or 1.4 metres over 100 years. 

 

Experts have warned the sliding could eventually lead to greater risk of large scale slope failure, which 

could trigger landslides, however researchers at The Open University emphasised there is currently no sign 

of that happening. 

 

Dr John Murray, lead author of the paper published in the Bulletin of Volcanology, stressed the minute 

movement currently posed no danger to life, but warned that monitoring the volcano for more significant 

changes was crucial. 

 

“At the moment there is no cause for concern from the sliding of the volcano towards the sea, the 

movement is just too small,” Dr Murray told The Telegraph. “However, the possibility of things changing 
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in the future needs to be taken seriously, so it is important to keep monitoring the movement.” 

 

The UK-led team, who monitored the changes using GPS technology placed around the mountain, found 

the sliding is lubricated by the weak sediments beneath Etna and the slope of the basement. 

 

Dr Murray, who has been working for 49 years studying the active volcanoes of Mount Etna, said if a 

sector collapse were to occur, the results could be “catastrophic”. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Venezuela tackles world’s worst inflation 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/03/23/venezuela-hopes-to-tackle-the-

worlds-worst-inflation-by-deleting-zeros-from-its-currency/  

GIST CARACAS, Venezuela — Economic pledges may be par for the course in election campaigns, but in 

hyperinflationary Venezuela, the candidates' dueling promises are going further, with the incumbent 

vowing to lop a few zeros off the currency, while his main challenger calls for the adoption of the U.S. 

dollar. 

 

President Nicolás Maduro late Thursday briefly outlined his monetary rescue plan. In a country where a 

dozen eggs can cost 250,000 bolivars ($5) amid worsening inflation, he would chop three zeros off the 

currency — arguably bringing the price for those eggs down to 250. 

 

“I ask you all for your prayers and support for the success of the monetary reconversion,” Maduro said in a 

televised event Thursday night. 

 

The move came as Henri Falcon — a former governor running against Maduro in elections set for May — 

is proposing a far more radical fix. He wants to follow the path of countries such as Ecuador and Panama 

by dollarizing the Venezuelan economy. Doing so, he says, would prevent the printing of new bills — 

instantly constraining inflation. 

 

Socialist Venezuela is going through a crisis that has left people struggling to pay for food and find 

medicines. Prices are being influenced by a black-market exchange rate that rises by the day and is 

currently five times the nearly inaccessible official rate. 

 

Customers are standing in hours-long lines at banks to take out a daily limit, set so low that it barely 

covers the price of a cup of coffee. Larger transactions are done by bank card or transfer — although some 

vendors are charging double for electronic payments. 

 

Maduro’s redenomination plan was met with serious skepticism by critics and analysts, who say that the 

impact on hyperinflation would be minimal — and that the plan would be confusing. By June 2, under 

Maduro’s plan, new bolivars with lower denominations would be circulated — but old ones, with 

denominations as high as 100,000, would remain valid. It would leave vendors charging two prices — one 

for old bills, the other for the redenominated bolivar. 

 

Salaries too would be redenominated — so little would change in terms of buying power. 

 

Economists say simply chopping zeros off the bolivar notes is unlikely to halt hyperinflation, since the 

government would still be printing reams of cash. In addition, the forces that have sent prices soaring, 

including food and medical scarcities, would remain in place. In fact, some Venezuelan business owners 

have already started eliminating three zeros from prices, simply because they're too long to fit in printed 

receipts. 

 

“Taking out three zeros doesn’t in any way solve any of the causes of hyperinflation,” said Jean Paul 

Leidenz, senior economist at Caracas-based Ecoanalitica. “It’s just a cosmetic fix that won’t work.” 
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Maduro’s announcement is just his latest attempt to control runaway inflation: He has already launched a 

new cryptocurrency, the petro. An executive order by President Trump, however, has banned U.S. 

transactions in the petro, which U.S. officials have dubbed “a scam.” Few see the petro as a genuine 

solution — and Maduro’s new redenomination plan appears to be a tactical admission that the government 

is seeking another answer. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 When did clowns become scary? 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/533cac182c5841659222fd99f9d00a83/No-laughing-matter:-When-exactly-did-

clowns-become-scary?  

GIST NEW YORK (AP) — His nose was round and bright red, his face as white as a sheet. His mouth was 

surrounded by an exaggerated smear of red makeup and his arched eyebrows hung ridiculously high on his 

forehead. 

 

Such was the daily uniform of Bozo the Clown, who entertained kids for decades when TV was in its 

infancy. It’s also a uniform that for many now seems grotesque and sinister. 

 

The death of longtime Bozo performer Frank Avruch this week triggered both feelings — warm memories 

from some and a shiver of fear from others who associate clowns more with the film “It.” 

 

Which begs the question: When exactly did clowns go from birthday-party goofy to downright sinister? 

Well, hold onto your really big shoes — experts are divided. 

 

David Carlyon, author, playwright and a former clown with Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus 

in the 1970s, argues that the fear of clowns — known officially as coulrophobia — is a relatively new 

phenomenon, born from the counter-culture 1960s and emerging as a popular force in the 1980s. 

 

“There is no ancient fear of clowns,” he said. “It wasn’t like there was this panic rippling through Madison 

Square Garden as I walked up through the seats. Not at all.” 

 

Carlyon said clowns were considered sweet and funny for two centuries until an inevitable backlash that 

included Stephen King’s hit novel “It,” the film “Poltergeist,” Heath Ledger’s white-faced maniac Joker, 

the misanthrope Krusty the Clown from “The Simpsons,” the shock band Insane Clown Posse and Homey 

D. Clown from “In Living Color.” 

 

“Anything that gets that much glorification and is sentimentalized within an inch of its life invites 

someone to snark at it,” said Carlyon, who recently discovered the cover of a National Lampoon from 

1979 with a girl cowering in fear of a malevolent clown. 

 

“There’s nothing in any available evidence that kids were afraid of clowns in the ’40s, the ’50s, the ’60s, 

the ’70s,” he said. “Who said that about Red Skelton?” 

 

Not so fast, argues Benjamin Radford, an author and editor at Skeptical Inquirer magazine who literally 

wrote the book on the subject, 2016′s “Bad Clowns.” Not to throw a pie in anyone’s face, but he argues 

that evil clowns have always been among us. 

 

“It’s a mistake to ask when clowns turned bad because historically they were never really good. They’ve 

always had this deeply ambiguous character,” he said. 

 

“Sometimes they’re good; sometimes they’re bad. Sometimes they’re making you laugh. Other times, 

they’re laughing at your expense.” 

 

Radford traces bad clowns all the way to ancient Greece and connects them to court jesters and the 

Harlequin figure. He notes that Punch, an evil puppet who frequently smacks his partner Judy with a stick, 
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made his first appearance in London in the 1500s. “You have this mass-murdering, baby-killing clown 

that’s beloved by Britons everywhere of all ages,” he said. 

 

Clowns in America had their roots in circuses and they were at first meant to amuse adults, but clowning 

history took a detour in the 1950s and ’60s when the squeaky-clean Bozo and Ronald McDonald became 

the “quintessentially American default clowns” for kids, Radford said. 

 

The more sinister clown waited patiently for his day to shine. “Stephen King didn’t invent the evil clown. 

That was long before his time. But what he did was turn the coin over, if you will,” Radford said. 

 

Even if there’s debate on the issue, Radford paid homage to Avruch, the first nationally syndicated 

incarnation of the iconic Bozo. Without virtuous clowns like him to lay the foundation, the bad ones make 

no sense. 

 

“The fact is that we need both bad and good clowns because without the good clowns like Bozo, there’s no 

contrast, there’s no tension to make the evil or scary clowns entertaining or interesting,” Radford said. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Saudis open airspace to Israel flight 

SOURCE https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/saudi-arabia-israel-airspace-riyadh-tel-

aviv-flight-air-india-iran-flight-times-airlines-a8269891.html  

GIST Saudi Arabia opened its airspace for the first time to a commercial flight to Israel with the inauguration of 

an Air India route between New Delhi and Tel Aviv. 

 

Flight 139 landed at Tel Aviv’s Ben Gurion Airport after a seven-and-a-half hour journey, marking a 

diplomatic shift for Riyadh that Israel says was fuelled by shared concern over Iranian influence in the 

region. 

 

“This is a really historic day that follows two years of very, very intensive work,” Israeli tourism minister 

Yariv Levin said, adding that using Saudi airspace cut travel time to India by around two hours and would 

reduce ticket prices. 

 

Saudi Arabia – birthplace of Islam and home to its holiest shrines – does not recognise Israel. 

 

Riyadh has not formally confirmed granting the Air India plane overflight rights. While the move ended a 

70-year-old ban on planes flying to or from Israel through Saudi airspace, there is no indication that it will 

be applied for any Israeli airline. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Mexico: Iowa family found dead 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2018/03/23/police-confirm-iowa-family-of-

four-found-dead-in-mexico-condo/?utm_term=.37ba33f46420&wpisrc=nl_most&wpmm=1  

GIST Kevin and Amy Sharp informed their family members in Iowa that they had arrived safely at their vacation 

condominium in Tulum, Mexico. That was on March 15. 

 

So when their family didn’t hear from them on Thursday — a day after they were to have arrived in St. 

Louis — they became worried. 

 

“If you have any information (last contacted, resources, or ANYTHING!) contact the family ASAP!” said 

Ashli Peterson, a relative of the Sharps, in a Facebook post late Thursday night that was shared hundreds 

of thousands of times.  

 

On Friday afternoon, Peterson posted an update. 
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“Please respect the family at this time as they go through the grieving process,” she wrote. “Thank you for 

all the posts, shares, and kind words.” 

 

Kevin Wayne Sharp, 41, his wife, Amy Marie Sharp, 38, and their children Sterling Wayne Sharp, 12, and 

Adrianna Marie Sharp, 7, were found dead in the Tulum condominium where they had been vacationing, 

police confirmed Friday. The family had been reported missing by their immediate family members early 

Friday morning to police in Creston, Iowa, which is located about 70 miles southwest of Des Moines. 

 

The Sharps had planned to return home Wednesday, family members said. 

 

Police quickly made contact with the U.S. State Department, Creston police said in a statement. A welfare 

check at the condominium where the family was believed to be staying led to the discovery of the four 

bodies. 

 

It is not immediately clear what led to the Sharp family’s deaths, but Creston police chief Paul Ver Meer 

told KCCI that there were no signs of trauma. 

 

This was the Sharp family’s second trip to Mexico. They left the United States for Cancun on March 14, 

then rented a car and drove to Tulum, where they were renting a condo, according to Amy Sharp’s sister 

Renee Hoyt, who spoke with the Creston News Advertiser. 

 

The family had planned to meet up with some friends at a water park, Amy Sharp’s cousin, Jana Weland, 

told ABC News. 

 

But “they never showed up at that water park to meet them,” Weland said. 

 

In fact, the Sharps’ family members hadn’t heard anything from Kevin or Amy since the day they arrived 

to Mexico. 

 

It was also unusual for the family not to post photos of their vacation to social media, because “last year 

they shared pictures about every day,” Weland said. 

 

About a week later, on Thursday night, the family had a sinking feeling that something wasn’t right. The 

Sharps were supposed to return to the United States about 2:45 p.m. Wednesday from Cancun and arrive 

in St. Louis at about 6 p.m., family members said. 

 

The Sharps’ family members decided to wait for the last flight from Cancun to St. Louis to arrive on 

Thursday in case the Sharps had just planned to stay an extra day, Weland told ABC News. 

 

“I guess we were all kind of hoping for the best,” she said. 

 

Then, the family tracked Kevin Sharp’s phone using Apple’s Find my iPhone app. It pinged in Mexico, 

Hoyt told the Creston News Advertiser. The phone had not moved from its location since Thursday 

morning. 

 

The family’s mysterious deaths come amid increased travel warnings to Quintana Roo state, which is 

home to Tulum — a popular destination for those looking to explore Mayan ruins or snorkel in limestone 

sinkholes. The State Department issued a Level 2 advisory to those traveling to Quintana Roo on March 

16, meaning visitors should be cautious because of increased crime there. Department officials cited a 

spike in Quintana Roo’s homicide rate since 2016. 

 

Last month, the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel published an investigation that identified more than 150 

reports from travelers who said they blacked out or became violently ill after having just one or two drinks 

at dozens of Mexican resorts in Cancun, Playa del Carmen, Puerta Vallarta and Los Cabos. It’s unclear 

whether those tourists were deliberately drugged or became random victims of tainted alcohol, according 
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to the investigation. 

 

Autopsies on the Sharps are being performed in Mexico. Local Mexican authorities have taken over the 

investigation, according to the State Department. The Mexican Tourism Board said in a statement obtained 

by CBS that “preliminary reports from local officials conclude that there were no signs of violence or 

struggle.” 

 

Paulina Chávez Alonzo, a spokeswoman for the Mexican Embassy in Washington D.C., told NBC News 

that the government offered its “deepest condolences to the family and friends of the Sharps.” 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Mexico: Iowa family inhaled toxic gas 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/25/us/iowa-family-dead-mexico/index.html  

GIST (CNN)An Iowa couple and their two children died from inhaling toxic gas while vacationing in Mexico, 

local authorities said. 

 

The bodies of Kevin Wayne Sharp; his wife, Amy Marie Sharp; their son, Sterling, 12; and daughter 

Adrianna, 7, were discovered Friday at a rental condominium in the beach town of Tulum. 

 

The family had been dead for about 36 to 48 hours, the Quintana Roo prosecutor's office said Saturday. 

Autopsies showed they suffocated after inhaling toxic gases, but it's unclear what type of gas led to their 

deaths, the prosecutor's office added. 

 

There were no signs of foul play or suicide, officials said. 

 

Investigators ruled out a possible robbery because they did not see evidence of a disturbance inside the 

condo. 

 

Photos released by Mexican officials show crews and firefighters wearing masks while checking a gas 

stove in the condo. 

 

They performed "physical inspection of the room's gas installation" and are expected to release a technical 

report at a later date. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Rio’s poor hail military ‘stop and search’ 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/stop-and-search-this-poor-community-in-rio-

says-yes-please/2018/03/25/df38e4e8-2b73-11e8-8dc9-

3b51e028b845_story.html?utm_term=.483ab0d232f2  

GIST RIO DE JANEIRO — To quell a burst of carjackings, supermarket lootings and murders, military troops 

rolled into this tropical metropolis last month heading straight for the slums. They set up checkpoints and 

sent armed patrols to root out criminals, searching everyone from children to grandmothers.  

 

The military campaign, the first of its scale since Brazil’s return to democracy in the 1980s, brought an 

outcry from human rights groups. Had this happened in the United States or Europe, some argued, lawsuits 

would have been filed. Communities would have rebelled. 

 

But in Latin America’s largest nation — where security has emerged as the No. 1 issue amid a surge of 

urban violence — an extraordinary thing happened. Rather than view the move as an invasion, violence-

weary residents of the favelas, or shantytowns, hailed it as a liberation. 
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“They want to check my ID? Fine!” said Magna Oliveira, 50, who runs a van-rental business in Vila 

Kennedy, a favela founded in the 1960s with the aid of U.S. funds disbursed by President John F. 

Kennedy’s government. One of Rio’s most violent slums, it is now the epicenter of the military takeover 

of the state’s security. 

 

“Here, here,” she said, pretending to take multiple ID cards out of her pocket. “Check them. Please! I only 

wish I had more IDs for them to check. Everything has changed since they arrived. I feel free.” 

 

The response here illustrates a national reality: Brazilians want security — and are backing heavy-handed 

tactics to get it. 

 

To the chagrin of critics, but cheers from much of the public, one of those tactics is deploying the military 

to fight crime. In February 2017, the armed forces took over security in Espirito Santo state after 62 people 

were killed during the first three days of a police strike. The military also assumed control of security in 

the state of Rio Grande do Norte after it ran out of cash to pay police salaries. 

 

There are indications the deployments may not be working — crime in the state of Rio, for instance, has 

continued to worsen despite the military takeover of security. Yet, as this troubled country of 208 million 

people hurtles toward presidential elections in October, calls for a firmer hand are growing. 

 

“Fear of violence has reached such high levels that the population is crying for help,” said Renato Sérgio 

de Lima, president of the Brazilian Forum on Public Security, a think tank that studies violence. “It’s a 

demand for order that almost always brings risks of authoritarianism if you don’t have solid democratic 

institutions.” 

 

In Rio, the showcase city of the 2016 Olympics Games is now a distant memory.  

 

Crime has exploded, with a toxic mix of corrupt police officers, feuding drug dealers and gang warfare 

fueling the surge. The city is also floundering because of a massive nationwide corruption scandal and 

lower energy prices that hit one of its primary economic engines: the national oil giant, Petrobras.  

 

With acute budget shortfalls looming, police officers are no longer being paid overtime, and many are 

owed back wages. Roughly 50 percent of police vehicles don’t work. The force lost 2,000 officers last 

year, more than three times the normal attrition rate. 

 

Last year, homicides reached an eight-year high of 6,731, according to government figures. Car thefts rose 

by 30.3 percent year-on-year. Nearly 400 schools have had to cancel classes because of violence.  

 

The military has been called to help with security in the city more than a dozen times in recent years. But 

past interventions were mostly limited to special events, such as the Olympics and the World Cup, or to 

operations in specific neighborhoods. This time, the military has been charged with overseeing security for 

the whole surrounding state — Brazil’s most densely populated, with 16.5 million inhabitants. The armed 

forces have been ordered to both deploy troops and take command of the state’s police force. Current 

plans have the military presiding over the state’s security at least through December. 

 

Roughly 1,400 troops arrived a month ago. In the initial phase, soldiers stopped and searched thousands of 

people entering the west Rio slum, photographing their IDs and running their names through police 

databases for outstanding criminal warrants.  

 

There are no statistics available on the total number of arrests by the military thus far. Some people have 

been detained simply for disrespecting the military. 

 

The aggressive stop-and-search patrols, however, lasted only a few weeks — part of what the military 

called a blitz to gain a grip on the favela. Military officials insist they have succeeded in driving out at 

least some of the traffickers who controlled the area. In a sign of progress,  city authorities who were 
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previously too afraid to enter the slum recently held a citizens’ fair where residents lined up for yellow 

fever vaccinations, ID registrations and even to enroll for military service.  

 

“It’s about bringing normalcy here,” said Col. Carlos Cinelli, a military spokesman. 

 

Many residents say the problem isn’t too much military presence — it’s too little of it.  

 

Each day, the troops arrive at 6 a.m. and depart at 5 p.m. While their presence has brought a rare 

tranquility to the daylight hours, residents say, at night, the drug traffickers return and the cycle of 

violence resumes. 

 

Theoretically, the military is leaving the favela under the control of police at night — and taking special 

precautions to weed out corrupt officers who are as much responsible for the violence here, residents say, 

as the traffickers. 

 

But that plan doesn’t seem to be working. 

 

Military officials themselves say it is unrealistic to think they could entirely fix the problem of entrenched 

urban violence — a problem that may require vast amounts of investment to boost education, fight poverty 

and offer the kinds of social services that troops cannot provide. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Attempted robbery ends in shootout 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article206707004.html  

GIST Three men were hospitalized Saturday morning when an attempted robbery ended with a shootout between 

the suspects and the residents, Tacoma Police spokeswoman Loretta Cool said. 

 

The owner of a home on the 3600 block of South Ainsworth Avenue armed himself with a handgun after 

noticing two intruders near his garage on his surveillance cameras at about 12:30 a.m., Cool said. He and 

his roommate confronted the alleged intruders. 

 

During the encounter the residents reportedly sprayed one suspect with bear spray and struck the other in 

the head with a baseball bat. One of the suspects then fired a gun at the victims, hitting one of them, Cool 

said. One of the residents then reportedly returned fire and hit one of the suspects. 

 

The two suspects were transported to a hospital to be treated for their injuries. The suspect's gun wound 

was considered life-threatening.  

 

The resident who was shot also was transported to the hospital. His injuries were considered serious but 

not life-threatening, Cool said. 

 

The incident is under investigation. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Charge: made hoax calls to Coast Guard 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/936220/oregon-man-accused-of-making-hoax-calls-to-coast-guard/  

GIST PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — Authorities arrested an Oregon man accused of making hoax distress calls to 

the U.S. Coast Guard in 2016. 

 

The defendant — 35-year-old Bud Burkleo of Warrenton — pleaded not guilty Friday at the federal 

courthouse in Portland. 

 

U.S. Magistrate Judge John V. Acosta set a May 29 trial date and granted Burkleo pretrial release. 
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An indictment unsealed Friday alleges Burkleo made four calls that led the Coast Guard to needlessly 

dispatch personnel. He’s also accused of lying to federal investigators.  

 

The Coast Guard Sector Columbia River command center received dozens of false mayday calls in 2016. 

The agency released recordings of a few of them late that year in hopes of getting a tip from the public. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 WSP: string of hit-and-runs 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/state-patrol-calls-on-public-to-help-after-string-of-hit-and-runs  

GIST TUKWILA, Wash. -- Since March 11, there have been at least seven very serious hit-and-run incidents in 

Western Washington where someone has been critically hurt or killed.  

 

On Sunday, a plea from Washington State Patrol.  

 

"We don't know the reasons that people are failing to stop at collision scenes," trooper Heather Axtman 

told KOMO News. "...we need witnesses to help in order to solve those collisions." 

 

Saturday night a pick up truck hit a 48-year-old man walking south on state Route 105 at Logan Road in 

Pacific County.  

 

The truck then fled the scene and the victim is recovering at a local hospital.  

 

Two days earlier on Thursday in Port Orchard, a 34-year-old ferry worker Katie Phillips was killed while 

helping a driver stranded on the side of the road.  

 

Thanks to tips from ferry employees and passengers, investigators now have found the suspected hit-and-

run car, but not the driver.  

 

"A hit-and-run with serious bodily injury or death is a felony," Axtman said.  

 

On that same day on March 22, King County Sheriff's Office said a white cargo-style van with a roof rack 

hit and critically injured a man in Tukwila in the 13000 block of Military Road South.  

 

On March 18, a hit-and-run crash happened in the heart of downtown Tacoma.  

 

Police are looking for the driver spotted on surveillance video speeding away.  

 

The victim was a newlywed who was struck in the middle of a crosswalk at 11th and Broadway.  

 

In Everett, a motorcyclist was seriously hurt March 20 on the Interstate 5 overpass at 112th Street 

Southeast.  

 

Troopers said the hit-and-run car is a gray Dodge Stratus with extensive front-end damage.  

 

State Patrol is pleading with witnesses, or even people who are involved in the hit-and-run collisions, to 

help relay critical information about suspect drivers.  

 

"License plate is the biggest thing," Axtman said. "Even if you could get us a few numbers or letters on 

that license plate. Most of the time we are able to solve that case." 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Coke bottler: Mexican city too dangerous 
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SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-23/this-mexican-city-is-so-dangerous-that-coke-

femsa-is-pulling-out  

GIST Altamirano in the southwestern state of Guerrero in Mexico is so dangerous that Coca-Cola Femsa is 

leaving. 

 

Citing two months of harassment of workers by local criminal groups and the lack of an effective police 

response, the country’s largest bottler said it’s indefinitely closing its distribution operations there starting 

Friday, affecting about 160 jobs. 

 

“The lack of conditions to efficiently and safely operate in this part of Guerrero and the recent, unjustified 

aggression to one of our collaborators led the company to this decision,” Coke Femsa said in a statement. 

Employees had received threats and the company’s facilities had been affected. 

 

The company didn’t elaborate beyond the statement. 

 

At least two mayors of towns in Guerrero have been gunned down recently. The wave of violence 

coincides with record homicides across Mexico. Last October was the deadliest month of the century, 

according to data from the Interior Minister. 

 

The company closed another facility in Guerrero in 2014 amid threats to delivery workers. 

 

Fomento Economico Mexicano SAB, better known as Femsa, owns 47 percent of Coke Femsa, according 

to the company’s website. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Mexico: coordinated ambushes 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ambush-mexican-marines-kill-wound-12-border-

city-54005821?   

GIST A Mexican marine and four suspected gunmen were killed during a coordinated series of ambushes against 

marine patrols in a northern Mexico border city, authorities reported Sunday. 

 

The attacks late Saturday and early Sunday left a total of 12 marines wounded. 

 

Authorities said marines were ambushed three separate times in Nuevo Laredo, a city across the border 

from Laredo, Texas. 

 

Marines returned fire and killed one gunman in the first attack, but suffered three wounded. 

 

Another patrol was sent to help the wounded when it also came under fire; that ambush killed one marine 

and wounded several others. 

 

A third patrol was ambushed just outside the marine base as it responded to the first two attacks. In that 

shootout, three gunmen were killed. 

 

Mexico's navy said in a statement that the gunmen had fake Marine uniforms and Marine markings on 

their vehicles. 

 

Nuevo Laredo is dominated by the Northeast Cartel, an offshoot of the Zetas cartel. 
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HEADLINE 03/26 Mozambique: car veers into crowd; kills 23 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/23-killed-car-hits-party-goers-mozambique-
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54009249?   

GIST Mozambican media say 23 people were killed when a vehicle veered into a crowd attending a party in the 

capital of the southern African nation. 

 

Radio Mocambique says the vehicle was traveling at high speed when it hit the crowd early Sunday in 

Maputo. The radio station describes it as an accident. 

 

A senior police official Paulo Langa says the driver of the vehicle ignored a police order to stop just before 

hitting the party-goers beside a pedestrian bridge on a main road. 

 

Radio Mocambique quotes Langa as saying the driver died. 

 

An investigation is underway. 
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HEADLINE 03/26 Man w/armor, gun arrested train station 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/man-wearing-body-armor-carrying-loaded-gun-arrested/story?   

GIST Police in Chicago arrested a man wearing body armor and carrying a loaded gun at the city's Union Station 

on Friday.  

 

The Cook County state attorney's office told Chicago ABC station WLS that Isaiah Malailua, a native of 

California, was charged with unlawful use of a weapon/body armor.  

 

Malailua, 21, was allegedly carrying a loaded 9 mm pistol, wearing a bulletproof vest and had a duffel bag 

filled with SWAT equipment, WLS reported. 

 

A spokesperson for the Cook County state attorney's office told WLS they believe the SWAT gear was 

stolen from the New York Police Department.  

 

"We are aware of the incident and are working with authorities in Chicago," the NYPD said in a statement. 

"The investigation is ongoing."  

 

The suspect is being held on $100,000 bond and is next due in court on Friday. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Kansas waterpark operators indicted 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/03/23/kansas-waterpark-operators-indicted-criminal-

charges-childs-death/454932002/  

GIST Operators of a Kansas waterslide were so infatuated with building the world's tallest ride that they ignored 

serious safety issues that led to the decapitation of a 10-year-old boy and at least a dozen injuries to others, 

according to a grand jury indictment unsealed Friday. 

 

The indictment charges the operator of Schlitterbahn Waterpark in Kansas City, along with its director 

Tyler Austin Miles, with involuntary manslaughter, endangering children, and a host of other criminal 

offenses. 

 

Killed in the August 7, 2016 accident on the Verruckt waterslide was Caleb Schwab, the son of Kansas 

Rep. Scott Schwab. The raft he was in went airborne, hitting a pole and netting designed to keep riders 

from being thrown from the ride. 

 

"The death of (Caleb) appeared at first to be an isolated and unforeseeable incident until whistleblowers 

from within Schlitterbahn's own ranks came forward and revealed that Shlitterbahn officials had covered 
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up similar incidents in the past," said the indictment, filed in Wyandotte County, Kansas. 

 

The indictment says that a company co-owner, Jeffrey Wayne Henry, was the designer of the Verruckt, 

despite the fact that he "possesses no technical or engineering credentials" and is a high-school dropout. 

 

A video shows that Caleb Schwab was obeying all rider instructions when his raft went airborne and killed 

him, and also severely injured two adult women in the same raft, according to the indictment. Caleb was 

sitting in the front of the raft. 

 

"Experts in the field of amusement ride design and safety examined Verruckt and found physical evidence 

which indicated that other rafts had gone airborne and collided with the overhead hoops and netting before 

the fatality," the indictment alleged. "These experts noted that Verruckt's design violated nearly all 

aspects" of longstanding industry safety standards. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Germany FM condemns anti-Semitism 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/25/german-foreign-minister-condemns-anti-semitism-at-

schools.html  

GIST BERLIN –  Germany's foreign minister has sharply condemned rising anti-Semitism at schools following 

a new case at an elementary school in Berlin. 

 

Heiko Maas told daily Bild on Sunday that, "if a child is threatened in anti-Semitic ways, that's shameful 

and unbearable. We have to counter any kind of anti-Semitism decisively." 

 

Daily paper Berliner Zeitung reported earlier this week that a Jewish girl was abused at a Berlin 

elementary school by Muslim immigrant children "because she doesn't believe in Allah," and that in the 

past she had also received death threats. 

 

Anti-Semitic incidents at schools across Germany have risen in recent years and led to some Jewish 

students leaving public schools for private schools. 

 

Maas, who is currently on a visit to Israel, is known as a strong advocate of minority rights. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Ohio: Texas trio $1M fentanyl bust 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/25/1m-in-fentanyl-seized-from-texas-trio-plotting-to-mail-

drugs-back-from-ohio-authorities-say.html  

GIST Three Texans were arrested in Ohio last week after an investigation yielded evidence that they had 

attempted to mail a large quantity of fentanyl back to Texas, authorities said. 

 

According to U.S. Attorney Justin Herdman of the Northern District of Ohio, it was enough fentanyl "to 

kill everyone in Toledo several times over." 

 

One kilogram of the opioid was seized at a Toledo post office, and another half-kilo and $8,500 in cash 

were seized at a motel room where the trio were staying, the Toledo Blade reported. 

 

The drugs had an estimated total street value of about $1 million, authorities said. 

 

Fentanyl is “a dangerous synthetic opioid with deadly consequences for users and those in law 

enforcement,” Steve Francis, special agent in charge of the U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

homeland security investigations office in Detroit, told the Blade. 
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The investigation began Monday after authorities learned that three "suspicious" people had checked in to 

two rooms at a Red Roof Inn in Toledo, the Dallas Morning News reported. 

 

On Monday and Tuesday, police reportedly watched three individuals – identified as Darrius Lonzo 

Lewis, 29; Anthony Ray Robinson, 32; and Barbara Nykitta Wilson, 21 – leaving and entering the rooms. 

 

Authorities said they watched Robinson and Wilson drive in separate cars to a post office Tuesday. 

Robinson reportedly entered the post office with a package, while Wilson returned a rental car before 

going back to the hotel in Robinson’s car, the Dallas Morning News reported.   

 

After obtaining a search warrant, police found the drugs and cash and arrested the suspects. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Austin bomber calls self ‘psychopath’ 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/25/us/austin-bombings-investigation/index.html  

GIST Austin, Texas (CNN) — Days after the Austin bomber blew himself up as police closed in, investigators 

are no closer to answering the question nearly everyone in the community is asking: Why? 

 

Investigators searching for a potential motive are relying on Mark Anthony Conditt's own words from a 

25-minute recording he made hours before he was confronted by a SWAT team early Wednesday. 

 

In the cellphone recording, Conditt, 23, refers to himself as a "psychopath" and shows no contrition for 

carrying out a nearly three-week-long bombing spree that left two people dead and spread fear across the 

city. 

 

"Why would someone do such a senseless act of random violence? To many of us it doesn't make a whole 

lot of sense," Texas Rep. Michael McCaul said Saturday. "All we really have at this point in time ... are his 

own words from his confession tape where he describes himself as a psychopath, apparently expressing no 

remorse for the killings that he committed.  

 

"It's hard to imagine someone whose mind is so sick that they could commit bombings like this and feel 

absolutely no remorse," McCaul said. 

 

Both McCaul and Austin Police Chief Brian Manley said Conditt does not address race in the recording, 

but authorities have not ruled anything out as the investigation continues.  

 

The two victims in the bombings were African-American and the first three bombings were carried out in 

a largely minority area of Austin, prompting fears of a racially motivated killer. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Texas home nurse eyed in other deaths 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/23/texas-home-nurse-reportedly-in-us-illegally-and-facing-

murder-charge-now-being-eyed-in-other-deaths.html  

GIST A home health care nurse who reportedly is in the U.S. illegally and is accused of smothering an 81-year-

old Texas woman to death may have more victims, police said Friday. 

 

Billy Kipkorir Chemirmir, 45, was taken into custody Tuesday after Lu Thi Harris was found dead from 

homicidal violence in her Dallas home, police said. A source told FOX 4 News that she was found with a 

pillow nearby and her makeup was smeared, and that Chemirmir worked as a home health care nurse. 

 

Authorities said Friday that they are looking into Chemirmir's medical background and Dallas Police will 

analyze 750 unattended elderly female deaths in the area since 2010 to see if he is connected to any of 
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them. 

 

Police have also set up a 24-hour tip line for the case. 

 

“This is terribly disturbing," said Plano Police Chief Gregory W. Rushin. 

 

Rushin's department started tracking Chemirmir after another family reportedly became suspicious that he 

was stealing from a relative that he was seeing. While following him on Tuesday, officers saw Chemirmir 

discard a jewelry box and found jewelry, cash and a set of keys on him. They also found a piece of paper 

that they traced back to Harris’ home. 

 

Two other possible victims have come forward and told police that he tried to sit on their chest and 

smother them with a pillow, according to FOX 4 News. 

 

Chemirmir is currently being held in in Dallas County Jail on a $1 million bond and is facing a capital 

murder charge in Harris’ death. 

 

Records show Chemirmir is in the U.S. illegally and has an immigration hold on him, according to Fox 4. 

Two Kenyan news websites reported that he hails from the African country. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Seattle man admits NJ armed robbery  

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/local/crime/article/Seattle-man-charged-in-4-deaths-admits-to-armed-

12778328.php  

GIST A 33-year-old Seattle man who allegedly killed four people as retribution for U.S. policies in the Middle 

East pleaded guilty Friday to two charges related to armed robbery in New Jersey. 

 

Ali Muhammad Brown pleaded guilty to first-degree robbery and second-degree unlawful possession of a 

handgun in New Jersey Superior Court on Friday, according to the Asbury Park (N.J.) Press. 

 

Brown robbed a Washington, D.C., man outside a Point Pleasant Beach, N.J. cafe on June 29, 2014, four 

days after he allegedly killed a 19-year-old college student near Newark, N.J. 

 

Authorities say Brown was on the lam from a trio of killings in the Seattle area. He has been charged with 

the deaths of two men in the Leschi neighborhood on June 1, 2014 and the shooting death of another man 

on April 27, 2014 in Skyway. 

 

Investigative records filed in King County Superior Court indicate that Brown told King County and 

Seattle detectives in Essex County, New Jersey, that he was following his Muslim faith by killing people 

in retaliation for the United States' policies regarding Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan. 

 

"(If a) man sees evil then he must take action against that evil," Brown said, according to court records. 

 

The crime for which Brown pleaded guilty Friday was his undoing. He fled the scene with the victim's 

wallet and car keys but couldn't operate the vehicle because he didn't know how to drive a stick shift, 

police said. But, they added, he left behind a fingerprint and was later apprehended after another alleged 

robbery while in possession of the gun linked to the four killings. 

 

Brown was convicted in that later robbery and is serving a 35-year sentence for that crime. 

 

He is currently on trial for the New Jersey killing, after which he will await extradition for the Seattle-area 

slayings. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 NYPD neighborhood policing program 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/nypd-community-policing-lower-crime/  

GIST In 2017, New York City saw some of its lowest violent crime numbers in decades. The nation's largest city 

police department reported historic reductions in crime last year, including the first time the number of 

shooting incidents fell below 800 and the number of murders below 300 — the city's lowest per-capita 

murder rate in almost 70 years. Other reductions were seen in the number of robberies and burglaries in 

the city. 

 

With those benchmarks in mind, the NYPD now faces the challenges of sustaining, and attempting to 

surpass, that progress in 2018. The police force kicked off the year with some key internal promotions 

including the appointment of Rodney Harrison as Chief of Patrol. At the core of their approach to crime 

reduction is a concept called neighborhood policing. 

 

"We have more police officers on the streets who are in the process of building relationships," said 

Harrison. "Having that shared responsibility with the residents of the city of New York, that's a great way 

of being able to maintain violence at a low level." 

 

That concept of "shared responsibility" is often reiterated by NYPD Commissioner James O'Neill. In order 

to build a sense of unity, the NYPD is training neighborhood coordination officers through the 

Neighborhood Policing Program to deepen community relationships and make cops accessible to 

residents, not just in times of distress but as an integral part of their daily lives. 

 

Officers John Buchanan and Robert Bramble are neighborhood coordination officers at the 79th Precinct, 

focusing on the people and issues of their Brooklyn community. 

 

"The policing module is changing the way the community and police interact," said Buchanan. "It's taking 

officers that are generally scattered throughout the precinct everyday and assigning them to the same areas 

consistently so that if they have an issue, a problem in that area, that they're aware of it and they respond.... 

A person doesn't have to re-explain their problem over and over. It provides a sense of consistency for the 

officer and person knowing who's gonna show up when they call 911." 

 

Modern technology also helps make them more accessible. All 36,000 officers in the department have 

cellphones and many use them as ways to be contacted by their local residents. 

 

"Have you ever had a personal issue like if you had an ailment you had to go see a doctor? You always go 

see the same doctor," said Chief Harrison. "Well, it's kind of the same thing now. You have police officers 

in your neighborhood that are always assigned to you and you have access to them and you'll be able to 

call them when you need them and you'll be able to email them and there's always dialogue going back 

and forth." 

 

This focus on developing more meaningful connections with neighborhood residents comes amid a tense 

time in modern policing. Individual cases of police brutality — often caught on video and circulated on 

social media — have fueled public outrage and heightened scrutiny of the actions of police officers. 

 

Tracie Keesee, PhD, is the Deputy Commissioner of Equity and Inclusion at the NYPD and formerly 

served as the Deputy Commissioner of Training. In addition to her leadership and work with the NYPD, 

Keesee also has a doctorate in human and intercultural communications. In her thesis she focused on racial 

profiling and the interactions "through the car window" between law enforcement and members of the 

African-American community. That deep understanding of the complex societal dynamics shines through 

in her work.   

 

"You'll hear a lot of conversations around unconscious bias or implicit bias, and so we're human," said 

Keesee of the officer's perspective. "With the person on the other side of that window — the driver, 

African-American, male — you're coming with a history of interactions with law enforcement hoping that 

it will go well, that you have everything you need for that interaction." 
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But some in the community say the reality has yet to live up to the promise.  

 

Terrell J. Starr is a senior reporter for The Root and a resident of Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn, one of the 

neighborhoods patrolled by neighborhood coordination officers like Buchanan and Bramble. Starr argues 

that policing is inherently an adversarial role and putting more police officers into an area can actually 

increase tension with community members, especially minorities. 

 

"The average young black male in New York City, they're not engaging with police officers at that level. 

The only time they're engaged with a police officer is normally in handcuffs," said Starr. 

 

He remains troubled by how easily police encounters can escalate into the use of deadly force — and 

dismayed by the justifications that are often given when that happens. 

 

"That's all it takes for a police officer to shoot you or to attack or to apply force: 'I felt.' That's something 

that Trayvon Martin's mother said when she was talking about policing, 'I felt.' And I hope that a black 

cop, or even a Latino cop when they look at me, they're not going to have that 'I felt' something or 'I fear 

for my life,'" said Starr. 

 

Starr's skepticism also comes from a belief among some residents that cops, even if diverse, have more of 

a loyalty to their uniform than to the community — considering themselves "blue" before any other color. 

 

But police departments nationwide have come under fire for a perceived lack of accountability in the tense 

atmosphere surrounding police brutality and the use of force in disputed circumstances. 

 

"The problem comes in when a police officer engages in egregious activity and they're not held 

accountable, that's something that has not been touched at all. That's not an NYPD issue, that's not even a 

state of New York issue, that's an America issue," said Marc Morial, the president of the National Urban 

League and former mayor of New Orleans. 

 

Lack of accountability is also a key concern for Starr. 

 

"I don't think we need more contact with police, I think we need less — and more accountability," he said. 

 

The NYPD's training programs aim to address situations that could escalate to violence and prevent the 

situation from ever reaching the point of an unnecessary fatality. 

 

By putting officers into high-pressure simulations before sending them into the field, the NYPD hopes to 

prepare officers for difficult situations, such as dealing with someone with mental health issues. 

 

"We do the best that we can to have officers understand that some of these things you can control and 

some of them will happen so fast that you will have to do and react in a way that you might not find 

yourself normally doing. And I think that it's important, though, for us to find that balance to make sure 

they understand the dangers of the job," said Keesee. 

 

By focusing on programs that increase community relations and diversity in the force, the NYPD hopes to 

rebuild some of the trust between city residents and law enforcement.  

 

The NYPD is not the first big city police department to turn to a neighborhood policing strategy. In the 

1990s, New Orleans saw a 60 percent drop in violent crime after the mayor at the time, Marc Morial, 

implemented a combination of community policing and community-oriented development programs. 

Morial recounted that they went from being a city with one of the highest number of FBI complaints for 

police brutality and misconduct to having just a handful per year. 

 

Morial called the NYPD's efforts "an ambitious and worthwhile undertaking," but emphasized, "time will 

tell" if it's fully successful. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Spain charges Catalan leaders w/rebellion 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/spain-wraps-judicial-probe-catalan-secession-

attempt-53956842?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A Spanish Supreme Court judge charged 13 Catalan separatist politicians with rebellion Friday for their 

attempts to make the region independent of Spain, dealing a heavy blow to the secessionist movement with 

an indictment that could put its political elite behind bars for decades. 

 

Judge Pablo Llarena ordered five of the Catalan politicians who answered a court summons Friday to be 

held without bail. Another of the summoned politicians, the ERC party's Marta Rovira, did not heed the 

order and announced in a letter that she was fleeing the country to live "in exile." Spanish media reported 

that she went to Switzerland. 

 

The judge also ordered that European and international arrest warrants be issued for six fugitive Catalan 

politicians, including former regional president Carles Puigdemont and Rovira. Two other Catalan 

politicians are already in jail. 

 

The charges of rebellion stem from an illegal independence declaration by the Catalan parliament last 

October. Rebellion is punishable with up to 30 years in prison. 

 

Spanish courts sought Puigdemont's extradition from Brussels last year but canceled that petition amid 

concerns that Belgium might send him back but restrict the crimes with which he could be charged. 

 

The jailings Friday are likely to cause outrage in Catalonia, where many supporters describe the Catalan 

officials in custody as "political prisoners." The pro-independence civil society group ANC called for 

marches late Friday in towns across the region. 

 

The separatist movement in Catalonia, a wealthy region of 7.5 million in northeast Spain, has ignited 

Spain's biggest constitutional crisis in decades. The indictment Friday appeared to scotch hopes of 

breaking the political deadlock and installing a new Catalan government any time soon. 
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HEADLINE 03/24 Protests in Sacramento grow unruly 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/protests-sacramento-over-unarmed-mans-death-grow-unruly-

stephon-clark/  

GIST SACRAMENTO, Calif. -- Demonstrators broke at least one car window, doused a bystander with drinks, 

and blocked busy downtown Sacramento thoroughfares in a second day of protests over the fatal officer-

involved shooting of an unarmed black man. The Sacramento Bee reports Friday's protests grew unruly 

and sometimes violent. 

 

About 200 protesters confronted drivers in traffic, breaking the rear window of one car as it made its way 

through the throng. 

 

One video shows a protester jumping on an SUV's hood and the vehicle starting to drive off with him on 

top. The man jumped off, and the SUV sped away. 

 

The California Highway Patrol blocked ramps to Interstate 5 from protesters trying to disrupt traffic for a 

second day. 

 

Police fatally shot 22-year-old Stephon Alonzo Clark in the darkened backyard of his grandparents' home. 

He was shot while holding a cellphone that police said they thought was a gun, CBS News' John 
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Blackstone reported. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Driver identified in Travis AFB crash 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/23/us/travis-air-force-base-security-breach/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — The man who died after the vehicle he drove onto Travis Air Force Base in Northern California 

caught fire has been identified, the FBI said Friday. 

 

Hafiz Kazi, 51, had lived in the United States since 1993 and was a legal resident, FBI Special Agent Sean 

Ragan said at a news conference. He was originally from India. 

 

Authorities have not announced a motive but the security breach does not appear at this point to be 

terrorism-related, Ragan said.  

 

"We don't have any nexus to terrorism at this point," he said. 

 

However, agents are searching his phones and social media for any possible connections. Kazi apparently 

lived in the San Francisco area and had worked as a cab driver, Ragan said. 

 

Ragan said a Kia minivan drove through the main gate at the base about 7 p.m. Wednesday. It looked like 

there were flames inside the vehicle, he said. 

 

The vehicle veered, crashed and started burning, Ragan said. By the time first responders broke through 

the locked doors, Kazi was dead, Ragan said.  

 

No shots were fired, he said. An autopsy is pending.  

 

Investigators discovered five propane tanks, three phones, gas cans, several lighters and a gym bag inside 

the car, Ragan said. 

 

"The investigation is ongoing and there are no current known threats to the base or community," the base 

said. " The main gate has reopened and all other facilities are operating as normal." 

 

Travis Air Force Base is home to 10,000 military personnel and is a major hub for logistics and military 

cargo in the Pacific. It's the largest military aerial port in the United States and includes facilities for airlift 

and aerial refueling.  

 

The base is located in Solano County and is midway between Sacramento and San Francisco. 
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HEADLINE 03/25 Germany arrests ex-Catalan leader 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/fugitive-catalan-leader-held-police-germany-

53998737?  

GIST Carles Puigdemont, the fugitive ex-leader of Catalonia and ardent separatist, was arrested Sunday by 

German police on an international warrant as he tried to enter the country from Denmark. 

 

The Spanish government told The Associated Press it had received "official confirmation from German 

authorities of the arrest" of Puigdemont in response to the warrant issued by Spain's Supreme Court. 

 

Police in the northern German state of Schleswig-Holstein said highway police arrested Puigdemont on 

Sunday morning near the A7 highway that leads into Germany. 
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His lawyer, Jaume Alonso-Cuevillas, said Puigdemont was on his way back to Belgium where he has been 

staying since fleeing Spain following a failed bid by his regional government in October to declare 

independence from Spain. 

 

A Spanish Supreme Court judge reactivated an international arrest warrant for Puigdemont on Friday 

when he was visiting Finland. Arrest warrants have also been issued for five other fugitive Catalan 

separatists. 

 

Spain was plunged into its worst political crisis in three decades when Puigdemont's government flouted a 

court ban and held an ad-hoc referendum on independence for the northeastern region in October. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Who counted the votes in Russia? 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/03/23/who-counted-the-votes-in-

russia-we-checked/?utm_term=.485dec5958ee  

GIST On March 18, 2018, Russians reelected President Vladimir Putin by a huge margin. Official reports say 

that 67 percent of voters went to the polls and that 76 percent of those supported the incumbent. This result 

comes as zero surprise, and media coverage has focused on the lack of true opposition candidates and 

allegations of ballot-stuffing. 

 

But there is more to this story. About 800,000 poll workers at more than 95,000 polling stations across 

Russia delivered basic administrative services for this election. This army of street-level bureaucrats 

verified voter identities, issued/counted the ballots and established the voting tallies at each precinct. 

 

How did Sunday’s election look, behind the scenes? We tend to assume that poll workers, whether they 

are in South Dakota or the Northern Caucasus, are professional and independent. Put simply, we expect 

poll workers to leave aside their political biases and ensure that voting takes place according to fair and 

impartial procedures. 

  

And we tend to believe that polling commissions — whose job is to organize and manage elections 

properly — should include representatives of different parties. This makes for balanced monitoring and 

control, which helps diminish voting manipulation and election fraud. 

 

Russia’s elections do not look impartial 

 

On the basis of data about poll workers that we collected and analyzed, a number of reasons exist to be 

doubtful that Russia’s election commissions were balanced and unbiased. We spent several months 

monitoring the composition of precinct commissions before the 2018 election. We used official data 

disclosed by the Central Election Commission of the Russian Federation. 

 

We considered poll workers’ names, their positions as commissioners (head, deputy head, secretary, 

regular member), and what type of organization nominated them to the commission. Here is what we 

found: 

 

1. Many poll workers probably came under pressure to manipulate the voting process and voting tallies. 

Russia’s political parties, gatherings of voters and civic organizations nominated about 385,000, 355,000 

and 65,000 poll workers, respectively. These figures tell little about the exact political affiliations of poll 

workers, but they shed light on mechanisms for recruiting commissioners. And the “gatherings of voters” 

is the most voluminous and electorally sensitive mechanism of poll workers’ mobilization. 

 

The vast majority (nearly two-thirds) of the 355,000 poll workers from this category were recruited from 

their workplaces. Many are “bjudgetniki” (from the word “budget”) — workers who get their salaries from 

the state. Thus, teachers, local bureaucrats and administrators, service members and workers at state 

enterprises are particularly vulnerable to administrative resource, a form of political coercion. 
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This means their bosses — higher-ranking school administrators and bureaucrats, heads of enterprises and 

commanders — can either push them to commit illegal actions, electoral manipulations or fraud. Or they 

can calm poll workers who see these actions at their precincts and might think about reporting the 

irregularities. 

 

2. Putin supporters occupied 1 in 3 electoral commission head positions. More than 60 political parties 

recruited 385,000 poll workers. And the vast majority of the electoral commissioners were nominated by 

political parties that got seats in the December 2016 Duma elections. 

 

Among them, the governing United Russia party and ally Just Russia both supported the candidacy of 

Putin in 2018. These parties control a combined 37.5 percent of party-nominated commissioners. Heads of 

commissions, in particular, possess more powers, influence and discretion than regular poll workers: 

Whoever has control over the commissions’ officers also has more control over the commission in general. 

 

And this is exactly what we observed in the selection of Russia’s commission heads. More than 38,000 of 

these heads were recruited from the gatherings of the voters’ nominees, which means a large portion of 

them are, therefore, more vulnerable to administrative pressure, mainly at their workplaces. An additional 

28,000 commission heads were recruited from United Russia, which, by itself, controls twice as many 

commission heads as all other parties combined. 

 

What does this mean on the ground? Basically, every third head of a polling station commission in Russia 

was nominated by United Russia, which backed Vladimir Putin. 

 

3. A closer look at Crimea’s poll workers shows many newcomers. This was the first time that voters in 

Crimea cast ballots in a Russian presidential election since Russia occupied the peninsula in 2014. In our 

analysis, we compared the composition of poll workers in Crimea for the 2018 election with the poll 

workers from the last election, held in 2012 under Ukrainian rule. 

 

We found that fewer than 20 percent of the 2012 poll workers were signed up to work in 2018. This 

suggests that the new regime has extensively substituted new poll workers for previous election 

administration personnel. Considering the absolute number of people needed — more than 14,000 

commissioners — the Russian administration in Crimea seemed to set up an efficient system to recruit poll 

workers. 

 

What do all of these findings suggest, then? Taken together, they paint a picture of the many ways that the 

Russian regime can control what happens on election day. By filling election commissions with poll 

workers who depend on the state for their livelihoods, integrating representatives from the parties that 

actively backed the Putin regime, and controlling officer positions — mainly heads of the commissions — 

the story seems straightforward. 

 

In Russia, the regime does pay close attention to those “who count the votes.” 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Congress just averted govt. shutdown 

SOURCE http://time.com/5212173/congress-shutdown-budget-1-3-trillion/?xid=homepage  

GIST (WASHINGTON) — Congress gave final approval Friday to a giant $1.3 trillion spending bill that ends 

the budget battles for now, but only after late obstacles skirted close to another shutdown as conservatives 

objected to big outlays on Democratic priorities at a time when Republicans control the House, Senate and 

White House. 

 

Senate passage shortly after midnight averted a third federal shutdown this year, an outcome both parties 

wanted to avoid. But in crafting a sweeping deal that busts budget caps, they’ve stirred conservative 

opposition and set the contours for the next funding fight ahead of the midterm elections. 
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The House easily approved the measure Thursday, 256-167, a bipartisan tally that underscored the 

popularity of the compromise, which funds the government through September. It beefs up military and 

domestic programs, delivering federal funds to every corner of the country. 

 

But action stalled in the Senate, as conservatives ran the clock in protest. Then, an unusual glitch arose 

when Sen. James Risch, R-Idaho, wanted to remove a provision to rename a forest in his home state after 

the late Cecil Andrus, a four-term Democratic governor. 

 

At one point, Sen. Bob Corker, R-Tenn., stepped forward to declare the entire late-night scene “ridiculous. 

It’s juvenile.” 

 

Once the opponents relented, the Senate began voting, clearing the package by a 65-32 vote a full day 

before Friday’s midnight deadline to fund the government. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 School shooting generation #NeverAgain 

SOURCE http://time.com/longform/never-again-movement/?xid=homepage  

GIST It’s lunchtime on a Tuesday, and the kids are piling into a pizzeria booth in Coral Springs, Fla., to plot a 

revolution. “The adults know that we’re cleaning up their mess,” says Cameron Kasky, an 11th-grader at 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, who started the #NeverAgain movement to curb gun violence 

three weeks earlier in his living room. “It’s like they’re saying, ‘I’m sorry I made this mess,’” adds 

buzzcut senior Emma González, “while continuing to spill soda on the floor.” 

 

Kasky and González are sitting with two more of the movement’s leaders, Alex Wind and Jaclyn Corin. 

Except they’re not sitting, exactly. They’re crouching diagonally on the seat and leaning back on one 

another’s knees in order to devour their calzones while maintaining as much physical contact as possible. 

Corin throws a crouton into González’s mouth. Kasky uses Corin’s knees as a pillow. The conversation 

turns from their fellow organizer David Hogg (“So laser-focused,” González says, that “he could make his 

body get pregnant if he wanted to”) to the conspiracy theory that they’re actors being paid by shadowy 

donors (prompting Kasky to ask why his credit card was recently declined at McDonald’s) to their prolific 

trolling of the NRA. They agree that the gun lobby’s spokeswoman, Dana Loesch, is “very hot but kind of 

scary,” as González puts it. 

 

The pizza joint is a few hundred yards away from the school where 17 of their peers and teachers were 

murdered a month ago. At 2:21 p.m. on Valentine’s Day, according to authorities, 19-year-old Nikolas 

Cruz, a former student, entered the freshman building armed with an AR-15 and opened fire into four 

classrooms on the first floor. Corin had just delivered carnations to the building to raise funds for junior 

prom; she had handed one flower to a girl who was shot minutes later. After the fire alarm went off during 

his AP environmental science class, Hogg took a video of students crouching inside a tiny classroom to 

hide from the shooter. The video went viral, landing him a recurring spot on the cable-TV circuit. The next 

day, Kasky invited Wind and Corin over to his house to plan a march for gun reform. Together, they 

started the #NeverAgain hashtag on Twitter. 

 

Most of these kids cannot vote, order a beer, make a hotel reservation or afford a pizza without pooling 

some of their allowance. On the surface, they’re not so different from previous generations of idealistic 

teenagers who set out to change the world, only to find it is not so easy. Yet over the past month, these 

students have become the central organizers of what may turn out to be the most powerful grassroots gun-

reform movement in nearly two decades. For much of the rest of the country, numbed and depressed by 

repeated mass shootings, the question has become, Can these kids actually do it? 

 

No one thinks it will be easy. Gun violence in America is one of those problems that can feel truly 

hopeless. The U.S. has only 4.4% of the world’s population, yet it accounts for roughly 42% of the world’s 

guns, according to the comprehensive 2007 Small Arms Survey. And roughly 31% of the world’s mass 

shooters are American, according to a University of Alabama study. Even as mass-shooting deaths mount, 
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our Second Amendment has made gun rights a third-rail issue: roughly 90% of Americans agree on 

“common-sense” solutions like universal background checks, yet absolutists stand in the way of any 

meaningful action. 

 

After Adam Lanza killed 20 first-graders and six staff members at a Connecticut elementary school in 

December 2012, politicians tried to tackle the issue. President Obama issued Executive Orders to 

strengthen the background-check system and study gun violence, and several states tightened gun 

restrictions. Yet Congress failed to pass a modest bipartisan bill to close loopholes for gun sales. In the 

five years since, a familiar pattern has emerged. Every month or so, a killer shoots innocent people at 

random. There is a brief period of mourning. Democrats offer feeble pleas for new gun limits; Republicans 

offer “thoughts and prayers.” No substantial laws are passed, and the nation moves on. This was the 

response when Omar Mateen killed 49 people at an Orlando nightclub in 2016; when Stephen Paddock 

massacred 58 people at a Las Vegas concert last October; when Devin Patrick Kelley killed 26 people in a 

Sutherland Springs, Texas, church in November. 

 

But in the days after the Parkland shooting, something different happened. The Parkland kids, at once 

tearful and cutting, publicly called out the NRA’s influence on national politics, and shamed the leaders 

they considered responsible for the nation’s lax gun laws. (Privately, they have dubbed Florida Governor 

Rick Scott “Voldemort” and called Senator Marco Rubio some names that are unprintable.) Their voices 

quickly went viral. González had no Twitter account before the shooting—11 days later, she had more 

followers than the NRA. They called for specific changes like a renewed assault-weapons ban, universal 

background checks and digitized gun—ownership records. 

 

Perhaps most important, the Parkland kids painted the NRA and their allies as the mortal enemies of the 

roughly 50 million schoolkids growing up in what Kasky calls “the mass-shooting generation.” They took 

the mantle of “personal protection” from the gun lobby, while reframing the larger gun debate along 

generational lines. 

 

And so news that was once met with sad resignation now drives teenagers to march in the streets. On 

March 14, nearly a million kids across the country left class for the National School Walkout to protest the 

school-shooting epidemic. Support for stronger gun regulations spiked to 68% after the shooting, up from 

60% last November, according to a Politico/Morning Consult survey. Public support for the NRA is down 

to 37%, according to a WSJ/NBC poll, the first time since 2000 that the organization has been viewed 

more negatively than positively. Companies from Delta Airlines to Hertz to MetLife cut ties with the 

NRA. Dick’s Sporting Goods announced it would stop carrying assault weapons. Florida, known for its 

historically soft gun policies, passed a bill March 9 that bans bump stocks, imposes a waiting period, raises 

the minimum age to buy a weapon and allows cops to take guns from mentally disturbed people. Sixty-

seven NRA-endorsed Republicans voted for the bill, and the gun-friendly GOP Governor Scott signed it. 

 

How a movement catches fire is always a mystery, but the Parkland kids seem matched for this moment. 

They’re young enough to be victimized by a school shooting, but old enough to shape the aftermath. Like 

many teenagers, they’re at a peculiar stage in their lives where they feel at once vulnerable and invincible, 

highly social yet impervious to the etiquette expected from adults. Their bombastic style mirrors President 

Trump’s: they call their enemies names and hurl sick burns at politicians and lobbyists as if they’re 

shouting across the locker room. 

 

None of which means they’ll actually succeed, and the kids are not entirely naive about their chances. 

They know the GOP-controlled Congress is unlikely to pass meaningful new gun laws. Although Trump 

briefly signaled support for strengthening background checks, he quickly abandoned that position. Nor do 

the Parkland kids speak for everyone, by a long shot: polls show that young people as a whole do not 

necessarily favor stricter gun laws than their parents. Which means the kids face the same question as the 

movements before them: If this government doesn’t respond to their demands, did their movement make a 

difference? 

 

The first big test will come on March 24 with the student-led March for Our Lives, which already has 

registered more than 800 demonstrations in all 50 states and on six continents. (“Sorry, Antarctica, y’all 
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are gonna get shot,” Kasky quips.) The organizers plan to allow only young speakers to address the 

Washington march, and only artists under 24 can submit official poster designs. The march is meant to 

expand voter registration among like-minded members of the school-shooting generation: the kids that 

grew up post-Columbine, who huddled behind barricades during active-shooter drills and learned to tape 

construction paper over classroom windows. 

 

From there, the Parkland kids plan to make gun reform the central issue for young voters in the midterms. 

“We’re going to show these politicians that we’re coming for them,” says Hogg. Kasky is more ambitious. 

“The world failed us,” he says, “and we’re here to make a new one that’s going to be easier on the next 

generation. If you’re against that, then get out.” 

 

The youth revolt is being planned in a donated office space in a strip mall, next to a mediocre deli in a 

small town near Parkland. To get inside the three windowless rooms where the #NeverAgain movement is 

headquartered, you have to knock three times on a locked glass door and then loudly identify yourself so 

the kids are sure you’re not an armed stalker. (They have received death threats.) Inside the lair, there are 

boxes of March for Our Lives T-shirts and a bust of Robert F. Kennedy next to whiteboards with 

schedules of conference calls. On one wall there’s a collage of mail that runs the gamut from encouraging 

to obscene. (An excerpt from one letter, sent to 17-year-old Parkland organizer Delaney Tarr: “Shut the f-

ck up, you stupid f-cking c-nt.”) On another there’s a map of the U.S. where the teens have labeled the 

hundreds of sibling marches. A broom closet near the back bears a sheet of notebook paper that says 

Cameron Kasky’s office, directly across from a tiny bathroom labeled Cameron Kasky’s other office. 

 

Everything crackles with a sense of ferocious optimism. It feels like the last rehearsal of a high school 

musical, halftime at state championships, the final days of senior year. The kids stream in and out on no 

particular schedule, tumble to the floor to read their fan mail, twirl around on chairs while composing 

tweets and crowd into a tiny conference room for calls with reporters or lawmakers. One day, they spent 

an afternoon making a video mocking NRA spokeswoman Loesch (they call her “the woman from the 

SuperBeets commercial” after digging up an old spot she did for a beet-juice product). Another day, they 

met with Representative Ted Deutch, a Florida Democrat who represents Parkland in Congress. There’s a 

sense that anything can happen in this little corner of the teenage universe, because all kinds of things can. 

 

Gun politics have vexed adult organizers for decades, but so far the Parkland teens have had striking 

successes. Even though the kids are disappointed in the Florida bill (“It’s like they tried to take a big step 

forward and then tripped,” Hogg says), it’s still the first significant piece of gun legislation to come out of 

the Florida legislature in at least 20 years. The March 14 school walkouts, organized by Women’s March 

youth groups, surpassed the 750,000 protesters who flooded the Washington Mall for the Million Mom 

March in 2000 in what was then the largest gun-safety protest in U.S. history. “This youth movement is 

unprecedented,” says Kris Brown, co-president of the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence, which 

was formed by the organizations behind the 2000 march. “What’s different here is that the children who 

are impacted are older, and they are able to give voice in a way that could not happen before.” 

 

The #NeverAgain organizers built a movement with the skills they learned in high school. Hogg, an 

aspiring journalist who studies TV production at Stoneman Douglas, has anointed himself the movement’s 

“press secretary.” Corin, the bubbly junior class president who did a 50-page term paper on gun control 

last year, organized roughly 100 students to travel to Tallahassee to lobby the state legislature. Kasky and 

Wind, both drama kids, have given some of the most emotional testimony about the shooting and their 

dead classmates. González gave a speech about the NRA’s influence that was informed by an AP 

government lesson on special-interest groups. 

 

The kids are social-media natives who have used Twitter to stir up the same kind of fervor Trump does. If 

the President can mock his enemies, they reason, then why can’t high school students? “People always 

say, ‘Get off your phones,’ but social media is our weapon,” says Corin. “Without it, the movement 

wouldn’t have spread this fast.” 

 

Teens have always had a unique talent for humiliation, and social media only sharpens their knives. If the 

Parkland kids were targeting their classmates instead of powerful lobbyists or Senators, their taunts could 
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be mistaken for bullying. But going up against the NRA, they’re like mouthy Davids slinging stones at 

Goliath. “They’re using Twitter as a means to ridicule, to dismiss, to brush past the usual criticisms and 

just say, ‘These people are full of it,’” says Robert Spitzer, a professor of political science at SUNY 

Cortland who has written five books on gun policy. “The door for this has been opened by Donald Trump 

himself.” 

 

As teenagers who survived a school shooting, they’re politically hard to hit: if the NRA or the GOP fight 

back, they are attacking young victims of a tragedy. One GOP candidate for the Maine house of 

representatives who called González a “skinhead lesbian” on Twitter faced so much online backlash that 

he dropped out of the race. 

 

The students have had plenty of help. They’ve raised more than $4 million from small donors on the 

crowdfunding site GoFundMe, plus a couple million more from celebrities like George and Amal 

Clooney, Steven Spielberg and Oprah Winfrey. A top Hollywood PR firm is assisting with press requests 

pro bono, and Women’s March organizer Deena Katz is volunteering as a consultant on the march. The 

gun-reform advocacy group Everytown for Gun Safety, backed by billionaire former New York City 

mayor Michael Bloomberg, has given out more than $1 million in grants to local organizers planning 

sibling marches around the country, and the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun Violence is sending busloads 

of kids to Washington, D.C. Democratic megadonor Tom Steyer pledged $1 million to gun-safety groups’ 

efforts to register more high school students to vote. “Our biggest problem is that we’re getting too much 

help,” says Corin. 

 

They know that other youth campaigns against gun violence, including those led by black activists in 

urban communities, have not gotten the same financial support or media attention. “We came from an 

affluent area, and we’re mostly white, and we have to use that privilege,” says Tarr. The kids say they are 

trying to correct the imbalance. A letter from the Dream Defenders, a racial-justice group formed after the 

killing of Trayvon Martin, is hanging on the office wall. And in early March, the teens invited young 

activists from the Peace Warriors, a Chicago anti-violence group, to Parkland to discuss coordinating their 

efforts. “We’re fighting for the same thing,” says Arieyanna Williams, a high school senior from Chicago 

who has been working with the Peace Warriors since sophomore year. “We found our voice in Parkland. 

We didn’t really have it here.” 

 

Inside the office, there is no adult supervision beyond Matt Deitsch and Kaylyn Pipitone, two 20-year-old 

college students and recent Stoneman Douglas alums who help with things that only adults can do, like 

signing contracts and insurance forms and paperwork for their 501(c)(4). “We want the grownups we need 

in this, and nothing more,” says Kasky. “We only have people doing the things that as 17-year-olds we 

cannot.” At an early #NeverAgain meeting, parents asked how they could help, recalls Alex Wind’s 

mother. 

 

The answer came back: “Order pizza.” 

 

The March for Our Lives almost certainly won’t lead to major gun legislation in Congress this year. But 

the Parkland teens are taking the long view. To them, this movement is as much about mobilizing young 

voters as it is about gun violence. The voter-registration group HeadCount plans to dispatch roughly 5,000 

volunteers to sign up young voters at U.S. marches. The Parkland kids say their goal is for 4 out of 5 

young people to vote in November’s midterm elections. “Either have the politicians pass legislation or set 

them up to be voted out,” Kasky says. “It’s a win-win.” If only it were that simple. Only 39% of voters 

between 18 and 20 voted in the 2016 election, according to the Center for Information & Research on 

Civic Learning and Engagement at Tufts University, and only 14% of voters that age showed up to cast a 

ballot in the 2014 midterms. Previous turnout drives have not had much success.Not all young people vote 

Democratic, either. While Trump has a historically low approval rating among millennials (only 6% 

strongly approve of him, while 46% strongly disapprove), almost a third of millennials lean Republican, 

according to a Pew survey. Only 49% of 18-to-29-year-olds favored a renewed assault-weapons ban in a 

2015 Pew survey, while more than half of respondents of other age groups did support a ban. 

 

They envision a youth political movement that will address many of the other issues affecting the youngest 
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Americans. Hogg says he would like to have a youth demonstration every year on March 24, harnessing 

the power of teenage anger to demand action on everything from campaign-finance reform to net 

neutrality to climate change. But even if none of this works—even if they never pass comprehensive gun 

reform, and net neutrality fails, and Citizens United endures, and climate-change legislation stalls—

today’s teenage rebels will become tomorrow’s establishment leaders, informed by the experience that 

may already be shaping the gun debate. 

 

And that, says Hogg, is the bottom line for politicians who side with the NRA. “You’re gonna be smeared 

in the textbooks. Your legacy is gone,” he says. “If you don’t stand up with us now, you’ll be standing 

against us.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Census: people, jobs, housing costs up 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/business/article206326214.html  

GIST Last year, enough people arrived in Pierce, King and Snohomish counties to fill Cheney Stadium nearly 10 

times over. 

 

From April 2016 through April 2017, the population of the Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue area grew by more 

than 64,000 people, according to data released Thursday by the U.S. Census Bureau. 

 

The three-county area was the sixth-fastest growing metro area in the country, topped only by Dallas, 

Houston, Atlanta, Phoenix and Washington, D.C., areas, the Census Bureau says. 

 

The population numbers account for births and deaths, with the primary driver for growth being people 

who came here from other places. 

 

King County accounted for more than half of the increase, with nearly 33,000 more people living there 

than the previous year. The county saw the sixth-highest growth nationally in the number of people who 

moved there. 

 

Pierce County’s growth was 26th nationally, with a little over 17,000 more people here in 2017 than the 

prior year. That’s more than 46 people moving to Pierce County or being born here each day. 

 

Last year also saw job growth throughout the region. 

 

According to figures from the Puget Sound Regional Council, Seattle experienced 3 percent job growth in 

2017. Pierce County was at 2 percent. 

 

Since 2010, the region has added nearly 370,000 jobs. 

 

All of this puts more pressure on transportation systems and is driving up housing costs throughout the 

region. 

 

Rents in the area remain among the fastest-growing nationwide, according to real estate data website 

Zillow. Median rent in Seattle is $2,200 a month, a nearly 5 percent increase from the previous year. 

 

The pace of rent increases in Tacoma is stunning compared to national figures, where median rents 

increased nearly 3 percent to $1,445 per month nationwide. 

 

Tacoma’s rents rose by 9 percent in a year, with typical rents hitting $1,600 a month. 

 

If you’re looking for affordable housing, there’s more bad news: Zillow says a third fewer homes are on 

the market in Tacoma now than last year, when inventories hit a record low. 
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Median home values in Tacoma rose 14 percent in a year, to a median of $279,600, according to Zillow. 

(The company’s algorithm values all homes, not just those that sell.) 

 

It’s already difficult to find a place to rent in some parts of Tacoma. Now Zillow says renters are staying in 

place longer for a variety of reasons: Those who want to buy can’t find a home, or if they want to move, 

it’s hard to find another apartment or rental home. 

 

“Searching for the ‘right’ home has become a drawn-out affair, and rising prices require more savings for a 

down payment,” Zillow senior economist Aaron Terrazas said in a news release. 

 

“Were it not for strong new apartment construction over the past half-decade, rental appreciation would be 

even stronger than it is now.” 

 

Still, builders are not keeping pace with people moving here. 

 

Construction firms have said they can’t hire skilled laborers fast enough, and the state predicts hundreds 

more construction jobs will be needed in the coming years to fill the demand. 

 

As such, people have been venturing to areas farther from urban job centers, adding to rapid growth in 

smaller Western Washington communities. 

 

The new census data noted that Shelton and Centralia were among the largest-gaining metropolitan areas 

in the United States — defined as urban areas with core populations of at least 10,000 but fewer than 

50,000. 

 

The two towns were ranked No. 9 and 10, respectively, on the latest Census Bureau list. Shelton’s 

population grew by 1,587 to 63,710; Centralia grew by 1,570 to 78,200. 

 

The latest data track with trends seen last year of more people looking beyond Seattle to areas such as 

Mason County. 

 

Kristy Buck, managing broker with John L. Scott’s Shelton office, told The News Tribune in September 

that its waterfront was “drawing people from Seattle, Tacoma and California.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Teen wins Tacoma PD, mall lawsuit 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article206484374.html  

GIST The teen thrown to the ground by an off-duty Tacoma police officer working security at the Tacoma Mall 

were awarded more than half a million dollars Thursday in federal court. 

 

Monique Tillman and her brother, Eric Branch, sued Officer Jared Williams and the city of Tacoma in 

U.S. District Court in Tacoma, alleging that Williams’ conduct while attempting to detain the two on May 

24, 2014, in the mall parking lot was assaultive and excessive. A jury found their claims to be true and 

awarded them $550,000, attorney Rick Friedman said. 

 

“Monique and Eric are just looking forward to putting this behind them and getting on with their lives,” 

Friedman said. “I think it was important for them to stand up for their civil rights and not take this lying 

down, but they also don’t want to hold any grudges moving forward.” 

 

A call and email seeking comment from the city of Tacoma were not immediately returned. 

  

Security footage captured Williams throwing Tillman to the ground by her hair after she and Branch were 

bicycling through the mall parking lot. Williams was in his Tacoma police cruiser and in uniform when he 

turned on the car’s lights and pulled them over without seeing them commit a crime. 
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Tillman asked why she had been pulled over, and Williams said she had caused a disturbance and was 

going to trespass her from mall property, meaning she could be arrested if she returned. Tillman asked 

again why she had been pulled over, and then tried to bike away. 

 

As she rode away, Williams pulled her to the ground, then slammed her to the pavement and used his 

Taser on her.  

 

Williams remains employed as an officer with the Tacoma Police Department, spokeswoman Loretta Cool 

said Thursday.  
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HEADLINE 03/22 ACLU decries CBP raids Greyhound buses 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/03/aclu-objects-immigration-raids-greyhound-buses  

GIST The American Civil Liberties Union in Washington and other states have issued a letter asking that 

Greyhound Lines stop allowing U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) agents to routinely board its 

buses to question passengers about their immigration status. 

 

The ACLU and other advocates argue the raids, which customs agents have conducted on an increasing 

basis since the election of President Donald Trump — including here in Washington state near the 

Canadian border — violate passengers’ Fourth Amendment rights. Those rights protect against 

“unreasonable searches and seizures.”   

 

“These intrusive encounters often evince a blatant disregard for passengers’ constitutional rights and have 

even resulted in CBP agents removing passengers from buses and arresting them,” reads the letter sent on 

Wednesday to Dave Leach, president and chief executive officer of Greyhound Lines, Inc. based in Dallas, 

Texas. 

 

“Greyhound is in the business of transporting its passengers safely from place to place. It should not be in 

the business of subjecting its passengers to intimidating interrogations, suspicionless searches, warrantless 

arrests, and the threat of deportation.” 

 

Greyhound confirmed that it had received the letter and said it planned to respond.  

 

“We understand their concerns and those of our customers with regard to this matter,” Greyhound said in a 

statement provided to Crosscut. “However, Greyhound is required to comply with the law. We are aware 

that routine transportation checks not only affect our operations, but our customers’ travel experience, and 

will continue to do everything legally possible to minimize any negative experiences.” 

 

“Greyhound has opened a dialogue with the Border Patrol to see if there is anything that can be done to 

balance the enforcement of federal law with the dignity and privacy of our valued customers.” 

 

ACLU and other advocates argue Greyhound is not legally obligated to cooperate with Customs and 

Border Protection because as a business it, too, is protected under the Fourth Amendment. 

 

Under the law, officials are allowed to conduct warrantless searches as long as they’re near the border. 

“Case law seems to suggest within 100 air miles just about anything is fair game,” said Stephen I. 

Vladeck, a professor of law at the University of Texas. (According to The New York Times, a "measure to 

limit that distance to 25 miles passed the Senate in 2013 but was rejected by the House; it was proposed 

after Senator Patrick J. Leahy, Democrat of Vermont, was stopped by the Border Patrol at an immigration 

checkpoint.") 

 

The U.S. Department of Justice adopted the regulations establishing officials' ability to operate without a 

warrant close to the border in 1953. Two Supreme Court cases in the 1970s — Almeida-Sanchez v. United 
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States and United States v. Martinez-Fuerte — generally upheld the new regulations, Vladeck explained. 

Yet both Vladeck and the ACLU point out that, legally, officials must still have either probable cause or 

consent to conduct the searches — even without a warrant. 

 

In fact, in 2013, the ACLU of Washington and the Northwest Immigrant Rights Project announced a 

settlement in a case that challenged the Border Patrol’s practice of stopping vehicles and interrogating 

passengers on the Olympic Peninsula. As part of the settlement, the agency acknowledged that vehicle 

stops away from the border must be based on reasonable suspicion and promised to give agents additional 

training in Fourth Amendment protections. 

 

Matt Adams, legal director of Northwest Immigrant Rights Project, said at the time: "This agreement 

confirms that Border Patrol can’t pull over a vehicle because of the driver’s race or ethnicity or simply 

because the person lives in proximity to the border." 

 

In its March letter, the ACLU argues Border Patrol has fallen back on regularly interrogating passengers 

without probable cause and singling out individuals "because of the color of their skin or because they 

have a foreign accent.”  

 

According to U.S. Customs and Border Protection records obtained through a Freedom of Information Act 

request by the University of Washington’s Center for Human Rights that were shared with Crosscut, 

agents who board Greyhound buses often stay at the front of the bus “near the driver's area to leave the 

aisle open to anyone who wished to freely enter or exit the bus."  

 

“I went to the back of the bus and, in the English language[,] began to ask each passenger as to his or her 

citizenship,” the description of a Greyhound search in a CBP document goes on to read. “When I 

questioned each passenger, I stood at the rear of seat in which the passenger was sitting to allow him or her 

to depart from the bus if they wished to do so.” 

 

Vladeck said the U.S. Supreme Court would likely be uncomfortable with the way those searches are 

being conducted. Agents make it clear they’ve given passengers the ability to leave the bus because 

otherwise they would be legally obligated to read them their Miranda Rights, which would include a 

statement about how they have the right to remain silent, Vladeck explained. With the way searches are 

conducted now, passengers have the right to remain silent when questioned but often aren't aware of the 

fact. 

 

And even if passengers were aware of their rights, Adams of NWIRP asks: “What are they going to do, get 

off and lose out on their bus trip?” 

 

"It just defies common sense to say oh, yes, they have the opportunity to walk away," Adams said.  

 

According to the 856 pages of CBP documents obtained by the UW’s Center for Human Rights, CBP has 

been routinely conducting Greyhound searches in Washington state. But information on exactly where the 

agents are boarding buses has been redacted in the documents.  

 

According to CPB records from the first half of last year, from January 2017 to May 2017, the agency 

conducted Greyhound searches at least seven times, which averages to more than once a month. According 

to one news report, in 2017 alone, CBP agents took into custody at least 34 people in the Spokane area. 

 

Angelina Godoy, director of the UW's Center for Human Rights, has filed an appeal challenging the 

redactions. According to Godoy, the agency had initially claimed it had no records pertaining to searches 

in Washington state. Customs and Border Protection also promised to respond to the Center's latest appeal 

by Feb. 9 but has not done so.  

 

When asked directly, a spokesperson for CBP, which is an arm of the Department of Homeland Security, 

would not provide statistics on how often, or where, it questions passengers. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 WA phases out Atlantic salmon farming 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/934759/washington-state-phases-out-atlantic-salmon-farming/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — Washington state is phasing out marine farming of Atlantic salmon and other 

nonnative fish under legislation signed by Gov. Jay Inslee. 

 

Inslee signed the measure Thursday but vetoed a section of the bill he said wasn’t needed to implement the 

bill. 

 

Net pens have operated in state waters for several decades but the practice came under heavy criticism 

after thousands of nonnative fish escaped into waterways last summer. 

 

Inslee has said the risks, while low, are unacceptable given how much money and effort the state spends to 

restore wild Pacific salmon runs. 

 

The bill sponsored by Rep. Kristine Lytton would end state leases and permits for operations that grow 

nonnative finfish in state waters when current leases expire in 2022. 

 

It targets Canada’s Cooke Aquaculture Pacific, which the state fined $332,000 for the Aug. 19 net pen 

collapse. Cooke, the largest producer of farmed Atlantic salmon in the U.S., currently holds two leases 

with the state. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Regional Eastside bikeshare begins May 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/932691/bellevue-eastside-bikeshare-begins-may/  

GIST One thing is clear after the Bellevue City Council discussed its emerging bikeshare program this week: 

officials are grateful Seattle went first before an Eastside bikeshare could be launched. 

 

“I drive around Seattle quite a bit … I think we have something to show us how not to do things,” said 

Bellevue Councilmember John Stokes. “But this is something that has worked in a lot of cities … we’re 

innovating and we’re willing to go out and make things happen and work together.” 

 

The Bellevue council discussed a proposed bikeshare pilot similar to Seattle’s on Monday, March 19. 

Seattle’s pilot has become a guinea pig for cities like Bellevue to develop their own, slightly tweaked 

program. For example, Bellevue will be the only city in America to launch an entirely electric bikeshare 

system, according to Clifford Chirls, a member of Bellevue’s transportation commission. 

 

“We didn’t want to see the situation that many of us have seen with bikes all over the place in Seattle, and 

many that have arrived on our shores,” Chirls said, noting one lesson learned from Seattle. “We were 

concerned about clutter.” 

 

Chirls wasn’t alone with that sentiment as the Eastside bikeshare was discussed. 

 

“I appreciate the fact we’ve already learned some lessons from Seattle,” Councilmember Jared 

Nieuwenhuis said. “Waiting for a full report from Seattle might not benefit us that much from some of the 

things I’ve seen. Limiting the eBikes makes a lot of sense … I think we may get more use of the bikes if 

they are eBikes with our terrain and our hills.” 

 

Eastside bikeshare 

 

Bellevue is among a handful of Eastside bikeshare programs. Bellevue Transportation Director Dave Berg 

informed the council that Kirkland and Redmond will allow bikeshare operators in their cities beginning in 

May. 
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Bothell has already created a bikeshare program of its own. Limebike is currently up and running there. 

 

“Both Redmond and Kirkland are targeting a launch and permitting bikeshare in May of this year; this 

dockless type of bikeshare,” Berg said. “You’ve probably already seen these bikes in Bellevue. You see 

them all over the place, throughout the region, whether they are permitted or not. So we are trying to stay 

ahead of this with a permitting process.” 

 

Bellevue will accept applications from bikeshare operators in April. And like Redmond and Kirkland, it 

will allow companies to launch onto its streets in May. Bellevue will evaluate how well the program is 

operating in September and again in February 2019. The city council will revisit the experiment next 

March. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Oso community fundraising for memorial 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/934814/fundraising-oso-mudslide-memorial/  

GIST It was four years ago today that a huge hill came crashing down on a neighborhood near Oso, killing 43 

people. 

 

“It is very difficult, still,” said Tom Pszonka at the site of the slide. “And I imagine it will never go away.”  

 

On a Saturday morning, a wall of mud swallowed up the Steelhead Haven neighborhood, destroying 49 

homes. Family members of those who were lost and Snohomish County leaders announced Thursday that 

a fundraising effort is underway for a memorial at the slide site. The memorial will honor those killed, the 

survivors, and the first responders who sifted through the debris for weeks. 

 

“I think it’s first and foremost for the families,” said Snohomish County Emergency Management Director 

Jason Biermann. “It’s to memorialize their loss and to have a place where they can come and have some 

peace. I think it’s humbling that they have chosen to have an area of it that is dedicated to the first 

responders.” 

 

Supporters say the memorial will also serve as a way to teach about what happened. 

 

“There were people who were very invested in the work, emotionally, physically, and mentally,” 

Biermann said. “There was a lot of work and a lot of people who were out here and it certainly established 

some strong bonds that will last forever.” 

 

 “The first time we saw it, we were overwhelmed. We were all crying looking at it,” Karen Pszonka said at 

the slide site. “I think to be able to walk around there and see all this, it will make the site feel a lot better 

and look a lot better. 
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You can donate to the memorial effort at www.slidememorial.com. 

 

HEADLINE 03/22 Strikes in France disrupt air, rail services 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/strikes-in-france-disrupt-rail-air-service-in-opening-

shot-against-macrons-labor-plans/2018/03/22/ba0b1abe-8a69-4729-90c9-

bd94d839f60c_story.html?utm_term=.60243c314873  

GIST PARIS — Railway workers and air traffic controllers led strikes across France on Thursday, opening a 

bitter showdown over labor overhauls sought by French President Emmanuel Macron. 

 

The strikes — which disrupted travel across the country — signal a critical test for Macron as his 

government seeks to challenge France’s tightly controlled public-sector labor markets in attempts to 
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stimulate a stagnant economy. 

 

Macron, a 40-year-old former investment banker, faced only minimal resistance to the first wave of 

workplace changes last fall, and unemployment figures have already begun to drop. 

 

But France’s powerful public sector, which employs more than 5 million people, is putting its foot down 

against the next stage: proposals to cut 120,000 public-sector jobs, hire more contract workers and slash 

budgets across the board. 

 

Rail workers planned to go for the jugular with a new type of “rolling” protest: a two-day strike every 

three days, a major upheaval to a transport system that handles millions of passengers every day. 

 

Many high-speed trains — including the renowned high-speed TGV service — were canceled between 

Paris and other French cities in Thursday’s opening salvo. Commuter train service within the capital was 

also suspended. 

 

Meanwhile, the Eurostar, connecting Paris with London, canceled some runs through the English Channel 

tunnel, and many short-haul flights at the Paris-area airports of Orly, Beauvais and Charles de Gaulle were 

grounded. 

 

Teachers and other workers also joined the strike. 

 

Elisabeth Borne, Macron’s transport minister, defended the labor plans as crucial to ensure the strength 

and survival of France’s state-owned railway company. 

 

“This is a necessary, indispensable reform,” Borne said, appearing on France’s BFM TV on Thursday. 

“My hope is not a test of strength; my hope is for negotiations.” 

 

So far, Macron has been spared the kind of devastating strikes that have unraveled previous French 

governments. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 US moves toward tariffs China goods 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/trump-moves-to-crack-down-on-china-trade-

with-50-billion-in-tariffs-on-imported-products/2018/03/22/c09309e8-2de3-11e8-8ad6-

fbc50284fce8_story.html?utm_term=.864dace1ad05  

GIST President Trump took the first steps toward imposing tariffs on $60 billion in Chinese goods and limiting 

China’s ability to invest in the U.S. technology industry Thursday, saying the moves were a response to 

Beijing’s history of forcing U.S. companies to surrender their trade secrets to do business in China. 

 

The president directed U.S. Trade Representative Robert E. Lighthizer to announce within 15 days a 

proposed list of products to be hit with tariff increases. After a public comment period, the final list, 

designed to target Chinese products that benefited from improper access to U.S. technology, will be made 

public. 

 

“We’re doing things for this country that should have been done for many, many years,” the president said 

before signing a memorandum setting in motion the trade actions. 

 

The president blamed China for the loss of 60,000 factories and 6 million jobs, a number that most 

economists say blends the impact on U.S. employment of both Chinese competition and automation. 

 

Trump said that unfair Chinese trade practices are responsible for the yawning U.S. trade deficit with 

China, which has reached a record $375 billion on his watch. 
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“Anyway you look at it, it’s the largest of any country in the history of our world,” the president said. “It’s 

out of control.” 

 

The White House expects the new taxes, which could reach up to 1,300 specific imports, will have a 

“minimal impact” upon consumers. But markets were down sharply Thursday morning in anticipation of 

the move and many business groups voiced opposition. 

 

“There is no way to impose $50 billion in tariffs on Chinese imports without it having a negative impact 

on American consumers. Make no mistake, these tariffs may be aimed at China, but the bill will be 

charged to American consumers who will pay more at the checkout for the items they shop for every day,” 

said Hun Quach, vice president for international trade at the retail Industry Leaders Association. 

 

The president described the actions against China as part of a broader reappraisal of U.S. global 

relationships, featuring a willingness to use tariff threats to force concessions from U.S. trading partners. 

 

“We will end up negotiating these things rather than fighting over them,” Commerce Secretary Wilbur 

Ross said, in an apparent reference to fears of a trade war. 

 

The president also alluded to political calculations, saying that voter concerns over economic losses from 

bad trade deals was “maybe one of the main reasons” he won the White House. 

 

“The era of economic surrender is over,” added Vice President Michael Pence. 

 

But the trade moves drew fire from the conservative National Taxpayers Union’s Bryan Riley, who called 

the proposed China tariffs “self-destructive and reckless.” 

 

Under the measures targeting Beijing announced Thursday, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin will draw 

up new investment restrictions to address concerns about Chinese investors, including state-sponsored 

investment funds, acquiring American companies to gain access to their technology. 

 

“The end objective of this is to get China to modify its unfair trading practices,” said Everett Eissenstat, 

deputy assistant to the president for international economic affairs. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Seattle ‘March for Our Lives’ to draw 50K 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/03/when-lockdowns-are-normal-teens-say-its-time-march  

GIST For Rhiannon Rasaretnam, it’s the future of her little sister, Dylan. For Emilia Allard, it’s the life of her 

four younger sisters, and one in particular: Charlotte. For Katalia Alexander, it’s the all-too-real potential 

that she could have lost her best friend a month ago in what mercifully turned out to be a false alarm. 

  

The high school seniors know all too well that a school shooting could still happen to them. Just as easily 

and abruptly and tragically as it happened in Parkland, Fla., last month or in Newtown, Conn., six years 

ago. 

 

They’ve prepared for years with “active shooter” drills and lockdowns that have been a routine part of 

their upbringing in a post-Columbine world. They’ve grown to somewhat shrug off mass shootings with 

the same desensitized apathy as much of the rest of the country. But, this time inspired by the Parkland 

students, they say: No more. 

 

On Saturday, these teenage students-turned-activists from metro Seattle will join the worldwide March For 

Our Lives. They’re taking a stand to give their siblings and friends and younger classmates a different 

future. 

 

“I have a little sister in the sixth grade, so she still has six more years in the school system,” Rasaretnam 
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said of Dylan. “I don’t want her to be growing up in this society where gun culture is normalized, and she 

has to go into these active shooter drills and be afraid when she’s going to school in the morning. 

 

“I just want to change our society to the point where all these young students growing up don’t have to go 

through the same process that my peers and I did,” she said. 

 

March For Our Lives originated with the teenage activists from Parkland who are convening a primary 

march in Washington, D.C. Simultaneously around the globe, some 800 sister marches — including 

Seattle’s and several others around the Puget Sound area — will also call for politicians to change laws to 

improve school safety, stop mass shootings and end gun violence. 

 

Seattle’s march is anticipated to draw around 50,000 people as it winds through downtown, from Cal 

Anderson Park on Capitol Hill to Seattle Center, beginning at 10 a.m. 

 

“My biggest long-term goal would be to not have this march be a singular day where we all go out and 

scream about gun control because that’s not enough,” said Allard, an 18-year-old senior at Seattle’s 

Ballard High School. She and Rasaretnam are lead organizers of Saturday’s Seattle march. “We need more 

than that. We need to start having these conversations about sensible gun control but then actually doing 

things to implement that.” 

 

Just this week, Rasaretnam, 17, participated in a lockdown drill at Tahoma High School in Maple Valley. 

The senior said it’s natural to talk about school shootings “with our parents, with our teachers, with our 

friends … because, of course, we have to know how to defend ourselves if a school shooter comes in.” 

 

Such conversations and the routine drills, she said, are her generation’s “normal.” 

 

But lately, Rasaretnam says she’s been struck by the cruel reality of lockdown drills: “It’s just really hard 

when we’re having these conversations about how to position ourselves in a way that most students won’t 

be hit. But we all know that it’s inevitable that some kids would be shot and even killed” if a shooter broke 

through the classroom door. 

 

“As a high schooler, it gives me the chills and I can’t imagine what these elementary and middle school 

kids are thinking” as they practice the same drills, she said. 

 

For Allard, last month’s tragedy in Parkland sparked a painfully real topic of conversation with her mother 

— what might happen if her younger sister, Charlotte, was in a school that was under fire. 

 

Charlotte is autistic. Because of that, said Allard, “she can’t just stay quiet and she can’t just hide in the 

back of the room. I mean, she can’t do it.”   

 

 “Just coming to terms with the barriers that would be stacked against my own sister if she were to be in a 

school shooting,” Allard continued, “I just realized that — obviously, I care about Charlotte a lot; she’s 

my sister — but I also care about the other 25 kids in that room that she would be putting at risk. She’d be 

putting herself at risk. And it’s not her fault and she shouldn’t be in those situations.” 

 

In the days after Parkland, both Allard and Rasaretnam created social media pages for a Seattle March For 

Our Lives.  They quickly teamed up and brought together dozens of student volunteers from Seattle and its 

suburbs. 

 

The students started a GoFundMe page to raise $60,000 for portable bathrooms, police barricades, staging 

and other costs associated with putting on Saturday’s Seattle march. As of mid-afternoon Wednesday, they 

had raised more than $28,000. 

 

They’ve also been taking donations at collection boxes at Cupcake Royale locations around Seattle. 

 

Saturday’s march, said Rasaretnam, marks the start of a “huge movement” of youth activism that extends 
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beyond gun control. “Racism, sexism, the environment. I think this is a catalyst for all of these students to 

realize that they do have an impact, they do have a voice.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Milestones I-5 project in Tacoma 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/933415/milestones-on-the-horizon-for-i-5-project-in-tacoma/  

GIST Four years of work remains, but drivers will soon to start to see the fruits of 17 years of construction on I-5 

through Tacoma. 

 

The new northbound Puyallup River Bridge should open to all drivers in May. That is a huge step forward 

for the HOV widening project. But it’s not the only change. 

 

The horrible, temporary, collector-distributor lane on southbound I-5 that forces drivers to leave the 

freeway about two miles before the actual exit to Highway 16 will go away in a few weeks. 

 

“They have just a little bit of work left to pour that concrete and get those lanes striped, and then they are 

going to remove the barrier and return all southbound I-5 back to its almost original configuration,” Cara 

Mitchell with the Washington State Department of Transportation said. “All of the ramps have been 

rebuilt, and they have been realigned.” 

 

Before you start celebrating too hard, Mitchell said one of the most-hated lane configurations will return. 

The ramp from eastbound 16 to northbound I-5 is going to be reduced to one lane again.   

 

“We know this wasn’t very popular before,” Mitchell said, “but we really have no other way to access the 

work zone unless we reduce that ramp.”   

 

That change will happen in early April. It will remain that way until August.  

 

Construction continues to move along on the new dedicated HOV to HOV ramps from I-5 to Highway 16. 

Overnight closures on Tacoma Way began this week as workers began moving girders around.  

 

Work to rebuild the McKinley overpass continues too.  

 

Next year, construction will begin on the new southbound Puyallup River Bridge. That work will take 

several years to complete.  

 

Construction on this entire HOV project is set to finish in 2022. The projects began in 2001. 
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HEADLINE 03/21 Oregon in path of falling space station 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/oregon-in-path-of-chinese-space-station-on-collision-course-with-

earth  

GIST EUGENE, Ore. - A Chinese space station could reenter the Earth's atmosphere over Oregon in the next 

two weeks, according to experts in the field of space debris. 

 

China lost control of the Tiangong-1, the country told the United Nations in 2016. 

 

The space station will make an uncontrolled reentry into the Earth's atmosphere on April 1, 2018, plus or 

minus 4 days, according to The Aerospace Corporation of El Segundo, California. 

 

Aerospace says the space station will crash to Earth between 43 degrees north and 43 degrees south, 

roughly two-thirds of the planet's surface. 
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For reference, Roseburg sits at 43.2165 degrees north. 

 

Medford is at 42.3265 degrees north - within the reentry window. 

 

Debris is more likely to land in regions towards the extremes of that range, which includes Southern 

Oregon and all of California, according to Aerospace. Those areas are denoted in yellow in the map above. 

 

Most of the space station will burn up upon reentry. 

 

"Hydrazine, a highly toxic and corrosive substance, may survive reentry on pieces of space debris," 

Aerospace notes. 

 

Overall, the debris poses little risk to the Earth, Aerospace says. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 ‘March for Our Lives’ events western WA 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/list-march-for-our-lives-events-around-western-

washington/281-531131942  

GIST Marches to protest gun violence are planned across America for Saturday, March 24. More than a half-

million people are expected to attend the main "March For Our Lives" event in Washington D.C., 

organized by students after the mass shooting at a high school in Parkland, Florida.  

 

Hundreds of similar events are scheduled around the country on Saturday, including several in Western 

Washington.  

 

Seattle – 10 a.m. – Cal Anderson Park to KeyArena  

Tacoma – 10 a.m. – People's Park  

Langley - 10 a.m. - Cascade Bluff 

Marysville - 11 a.m. - Asbery Athletic Field 

Olympia – 11 a.m. – State Capitol to Sylvester Park 

North Bend - 11 a.m. - North Bend Way to Bendigo Blvd.  

Vashon - 11 a.m. - Vashon H.S. to Town Center 

Auburn - 12 p.m. - Homewood Terrace  

Mount Vernon - 12 p.m. - Mount Vernon H.S.  

Silverdale - 12 p.m. Kitsap Mall 

Everett – 1 p.m. – Snohomish County Courthouse 
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HEADLINE 03/23 IAFC: fire chiefs’ legislative priorities 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/law-enforcement-and-public-safety/fire-chiefs-

legislative-priorities-include-repealing-requirement-t-band-spectrum-auction/  

GIST The International Association of Fire Chiefs unveiled its legislative priorities for the years, starting with 

working to increase funding for the U.S. Fire Administration in FY 2019 in order to see it funded at $50 

million. This increase will help USFA improve classes and training at the National Fire Academy. 

 

IAFC will also continue to ask Congress to fund the AFG and SAFER Grant programs at the FY 2011 

amount of $405 million, restore funding for the Urban Search and Rescue program and protect funding for 

homeland security grant programs, like the Urban Areas Security Initiative and the State Homeland 

Security Grant Program. 

 

“When Congress established FirstNet, it also mandated that the Federal Communications Committee 
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(FCC) auction public-safety spectrum in the T-Band (470-512 MHz) by February 2021. Local public-

safety organizations that use T-Band spectrum would have to clear this spectrum within two years of the 

auction,” IAFC said. “The problem with this requirement is that it would affect communications in 11 

major metro areas, including New York City, the Washington, DC area, Boston, Chicago and Los 

Angeles. For example, the T-Band spectrum was used as the interoperable communications channel in 

Boston during the response to the Patriots’ Day bombing in 2013. In addition, the cost of migrating these 

jurisdictions would be catastrophic ($5.9 billion), even though some jurisdictions would have no other 

spectrum to migrate to.” 

 

Thus, the fire chiefs association is among affected organizations asking Congress to repeal the requirement 

that this T-Band spectrum be auctioned. 

 

The IAFC will also be urging the Senate to pass the Firefighter Cancer Registry Act and will urge 

Congress to pass the Volunteer Responder Incentive Act (H.R. 1550/S. 1238), which would exempt, from 

federal taxation, any property tax benefits and up to $600 in any other state and local benefits that are 

given to local volunteer firefighters. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 White House declares new war on drugs 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/law-enforcement-and-public-safety/white-house-

declares-new-war-drugs-stop-escalating-opioid-crisis/  

GIST The White House this week announced a plan to stem drug supply and demand fueling the opioid crisis, 

with Attorney General Jeff Sessions telling law enforcement officers that “this administration will not 

stand back as addiction shatters our families and devastates our communities.” 

 

Sessions cited the sobering statistics of America’s opioid crisis during his Thursday speech in Tallahassee: 

64,000 Americans died from drug overdoses in 2016, “the highest drug death toll and the fastest increase 

in that death toll in American history.” 

 

“That’s the equivalent of the entire city of Daytona Beach dying from drug overdoses in a single year,” he 

said. “Preliminary data show another — but what appears to be a smaller — increase for 2017. Amazingly, 

for Americans under the age of 50, drug overdoses are now the leading cause of death.” 

 

Of those 2016 overdose deaths, 42,000 were attributed to opioids. 

 

“We are experiencing death rates the likes of which we have never seen before. By the time I have finished 

speaking, another American will have died of an opioid overdose,” Sessions said. “…By the time this 

speech is over, another baby will be born in the United States who is physically dependent on opioids.” 

 

The initiative framework released by the White House aims to “address factors fueling the opioid crisis, 

including over-prescription, illicit drug supplies, and insufficient access to evidence-based treatment, 

primary prevention, and recovery support services.” 

 

President Trump’s Opioid Initiative, the White House said, will “reduce drug demand through education, 

awareness, and preventing over-prescription,” “cut off the flow of illicit drugs across our borders and 

within communities,” and “save lives now by expanding opportunities for proven treatments for opioid 

and other drug addictions.” 

 

The administration wants to support research and development “for a vaccine to prevent opioid addiction 

and non-addictive pain management options” and “cut nationwide opioid prescription fills by one-third 

within three years.” The plan also advocates border security to cut down drug smuggling and vows to 

“require advance electronic data for 90 percent of all international mail shipments (with goods) and 

consignment shipments within three years, in order for the Department of Homeland Security to flag high-

risk shipments.” 
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The Department of Justice Prescription Interdiction and Litigation Task Force will “expand the DOJ 

Opioid Fraud and Abuse Detection Unit’s efforts to prosecute corrupt or criminally negligent doctors, 

pharmacies, and distributors” and “aggressively deploy appropriate criminal and civil actions to hold 

opioid manufacturers accountable for any unlawful practices.” 

 

Furthermore, the White House vows to “work to ensure first responders are supplied with naloxone, a 

lifesaving medication used to reverse overdoses” and “leverage federal funding opportunities to state and 

local jurisdictions to incentivize and improve nationwide overdose tracking systems that will help 

resources to be rapidly deployed to hard-hit areas.” The plan would also support more “evidence-based 

addiction treatment” and screen federal inmates for opioid addiction. 

 

Sessions said his DOJ task force will “consider assisting with ongoing state and local government lawsuits 

against opioid manufacturers.” 

 

He announced that the DEA “will surge 250 task force officers — and dozens more analysts — to places 

across America where the opioid crisis is at its worst.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Report: air getting cleaner around ports 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/environment/you-can-breathe-cleaner-around-puget-

sound-ports-report-finds/  

GIST The air is generally getting cleaner around Puget Sound ports, which over the decades have been a 

significant source of pollutants that increase the risk of respiratory problems and cancer. 

 

A new report finds that seven different air pollutants declined by amounts ranging from 9 to 97 percent in 

2016 compared to 2011. 

 

The improvements result from a mix of voluntary investments in greening port operations and new 

regulations that require lower emissions and cleaner fuels, according to a report scheduled for release 

Thursday by the Puget Sound Maritime Air Forum. 

 

But those efforts, over the past five years, didn’t do much to change greenhouse-gas emissions — mainly 

carbon dioxide. These fossil-fuel emissions, which scientists say are driving climate change, have declined 

by 1 percent since 2011. 

 

The report covers a broad area, tracking pollutants in the U.S. portion of the international airshed formed 

by the Puget Sound and Georgia Basin. 

 

The reports uses models — rather than air monitors — to estimate emissions from a range of sources 

including cargo ships, harbor and recreational vessels, port equipment and trucks that deliver and take 

away freight. 

 

The report is developed by a partnership of ports, government agencies and businesses. It notes that the air 

has benefitted from International Maritime Organization regulations that took effect in 2015 requiring 

cargo ships to use lower-sulfur fuels within 200 miles of the U.S. coasts. 

 

That is the main reason emissions of sulfur dioxide, a pollutant that can make breathing more difficult and 

aggravate asthma, plummeted by 96 percent between 2011 and 2016 in the study area. 

 

Those rules also helped drive down emissions of particulates, which can damage the lungs and heart. 

Three different types of this pollution each declined by at least 60 percent, according to the estimates in 

the study. 
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Environmental Protection Agency regulation also has played a role in improving the port’s air quality. 

During the past two decades, the agency has required dramatic changes to truck, train and ship engines and 

fuel sources as more information revealed the significant health dangers associated with diesel exhaust. 

 

In 2007, after a two-year study outlined just how dirty Puget Sound’s marine-transportation system was, 

the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency and the ports of Seattle, Tacoma and Everett, helped by EPA grants, 

set out to make reductions faster than required by law. 

 

One part of that effort has been to increase the use of electricity. Two of Seattle’s three cruise-ship 

terminals, for example, are outfitted with plug-ins to electric grid, so the vessels don’t have to generate 

power by idling while moored. 

 

The new study shows one pollutant — carbon monoxide — bucked the downward trend, increasing by 9 

percent from 2011 to 2016. That was largely due to an increase in activity by recreational boats and harbor 

vessels, according to Graham VanderSchelden, environmental project manager for The Northwest Seaport 

Alliance. 

 

The strong maritime activity also makes it hard to achieve big reductions in greenhouse gases, according 

to Paul Meyer, a Seattle port official. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Seattle ‘March’ organizers demand change 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/seattles-march-for-our-lives-organizers-demand-

concrete-political-change-to-end-gun-violence/  

GIST Senior Rhiannon Rasaretnam didn’t know what to expect last Wednesday morning at Tahoma High 

School in Maple Valley, as a wave of demonstrations swept the nation in protest of gun laws the country’s 

young people say threaten their lives. 

 

But then 150 of her peers left class — far more than she thought would join her. 

 

“The biggest criticism was that it wasn’t accomplishing anything, or that kids just wanted to leave school,” 

said Rasaretnam, 17, of the National School Walkout demonstrations. “But when you participate, it 

inspires you to move forward. It shows how much we’re able to do.” 

 

Now she’s hoping that the energy she saw at her school last week translates to Saturday’s March For Our 

Lives, which she and other students throughout the Seattle area have spent a month planning. 

 

Those students have been brought together by a common goal: ending gun violence. They feel inspired by 

the momentum from March 17 school walkouts, and they hope it continues after the march. 

 

“We hope that this is not just one moment,” said Catherine Zhu, 18, a senior at Ingraham High School and 

a lead march coordinator. “We want concrete political change.” 

 

The march in Seattle is one of hundreds planned alongside the main event in Washington, D.C., in the 

wake of the shooting in Parkland, Florida, where 17 people were killed at their school. The march is set to 

begin at Cal Anderson Park at 10 a.m. with speeches, followed by a walk at 11 a.m. to Seattle Center. A 

second round of speeches and performances will start at 12 p.m. at Seattle Center. 

 

Nearly 10,000 people have replied on the event’s Facebook page that they’ll be attending. Elected 

officials, including Gov. Jay Inslee and Attorney General Bob Ferguson, are expected to speak. Singer-

songwriter Brandi Carlile is expected to perform on a Seattle Center stage, as will students who have been 

directly affected by gun violence. Commuters should expect traffic delays in downtown Seattle and 

organizers are encouraging participants to take public transportation. Rideshare company Lyft is offering 

free rides to the rally at Cal Anderson Park. 
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March organizers have specific demands, including raising the age allowed to buy assault weapons to 21 

and banning the sale of high-capacity magazines. They want politicians to listen to them. And the 

politicians who don’t? 

 

“We aren’t afraid to push them out” of office in the November election, said Ballard High School senior 

Emilia Allard, 17, a march organizer. The importance of voting will be a focus of Seattle’s march; 

volunteers will be at booths and throughout the crowd with information about how to register to vote. 

 

“The 18-21 voter turnout is historically low,” said Rasaretnam, of Tahoma High. “We want to flip that. 

We want to stay engaged and active.” 

 

Last week, Zhu joined her Ingraham classmates and students from Lakeside as they lined an Interstate 5 

overpass, chanting and holding signs. Allard walked out with Ballard students and then went to a larger 

rally at the University of Washington. Rasaretnam gathered in her school’s commons area. 

 

Throughout the past month, they’ve juggled school, extracurricular activities and jobs, along with planning 

an event for thousands of people. Earlier this week, they sat around a long table at Cupcake Royale on 

Capitol Hill, working on finalizing the speaker schedule and making sure all 400 volunteers are accounted 

for. Talks about gun laws were mixed in with stories about homework — and laughs when someone made 

a mess while eating her cupcake, decorated with the March For Our Lives logo. 

 

For them, any gun legislation that comes will likely be too late for their school careers, they say. 

 

But they’re not thinking of themselves. They’re thinking of their younger siblings, friends and classmates. 

 

“We almost have no other choice (but to march),” said Allard, who has four younger siblings. “It literally 

is that — a march for our lives.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Saudi crown prince to visit Seattle Mar. 30th  

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/business/boeing-aerospace/saudi-crown-prince-both-a-reformer-and-

an-autocrat-will-visit-seattle/  

GIST Mohammed bin Salman, the Crown Prince and effective ruler of Saudi Arabia, will visit Seattle on March 

30, with expected stops to meet with Bill Gates and to tour Boeing’s widebody jet plant in Everett, said 

people with knowledge of the plans. 

 

He’s expected to leave the next day for California, though no details of the stop in the area have yet been 

confirmed, according to two people familiar with the planning. 

 

The 32-year-old prince, who typically travels with a huge entourage aboard a Saudi Royal VIP Boeing 747 

jumbo jet, has jolted the politics of the Middle East, presenting himself as both a liberalizing modern and 

at the same time a military strongman. 

 

On the one hand, he just lifted a 35-year ban on cinemas and allowed Saudi women for the first time to 

attend mixed-gender public entertainments such as soccer games. 

 

On the other, he has aggressively confronted Iran, his Sunni kingdom’s Shia rival, through proxy wars 

playing out in Syria and in Yemen, where his Air Force is conducting intense aerial bombing to suppress a 

Shia uprising. 

 

President Donald Trump welcomed Prince Mohammed to the White House on Tuesday at the beginning of 

a U.S. tour lasting almost three weeks, aimed at strengthening both foreign policy and economic ties with 

the U.S. 
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The emphasis of the first week of the visit was on gathering support in Washington, D.C., for the U.S.-

Saudi political and military axis now aligned against Iran. 

 

In that struggle for Middle East dominance, Trump has sided definitively with the Saudis. 

 

The Seattle stop is the first on a West Coast swing that will switch the focus mostly to business 

relationships. 

 

On this leg of the trip, the prince, who aims to diversify Saudi Arabia’s economy and make it less 

dependent on oil revenue, will visit Seattle, San Francisco, Silicon Valley and Los Angeles. 

 

The Saudi Embassy said he’ll meet with “philanthropic organizations, technology and defense companies, 

and entertainment conglomerates, including meetings at Google, Apple and Lockheed Martin.” 

 

Bloomberg News added Amazon to that list, though it’s unclear if that meeting will be in Seattle. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 State, local income, property taxes at high 

SOURCE https://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/terence-p-jeffrey/state-and-local-income-sales-and-property-

taxes-hit-records-2017  

GIST (CNSNews.com) - Real state and local income, sales and property taxes all hit records in 2017, according 

to data released this week by the Census Bureau. 

 

State and local governments collected a record $404,509,000,000 in individual income taxes in 2017, 

according to the Census Bureau. Before 2017, the greatest level of individual income tax revenues 

collected by state and local governments occurred in 2015, when those governments collected 

$399,933,270,000 in individual income taxes (in constant 2017 dollars converted using the Bureau of 

Labor Statistics inflation calculator). 

 

State and local governments also collected a record $386,153,000,000 in general sales and gross receipts 

taxes in 2017. Prior to that, the largest state and local general sales and gross receipt tax collections took 

place in 2015, when state and local governments collected $385,904,260,000 in those taxes (in constant 

2017 dollars). 

 

At the same time, state and local governments collected a record $573,064,000,000 in property taxes in 

2017. Before 2017, the largest property tax collections took place in 2016, when state and local 

governments collected $551,936,350,000 in property taxes (in constant 2017 dollars). 

 

Property taxes also hit a record in 2017 on a per capita basis. During the year, the record $573,064,000,000 

in property taxes that state and local governments collected from property owners equaled $1,759 per each 

of the 325,719,178 men, women and children in the United States. 

 

Per capita state and local income taxes peaked in 2015 at approximately $1,246 and per capita state and 

local general sales and gross receipts taxes peaked in 2006 at approximately $1,214. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 EU confirms Brexit transition stance 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-tusk/eu-leaders-confirm-brexit-transition-offer-joint-

trade-line-idUSKBN1GZ16G  

GIST BRUSSELS (Reuters) - European Union leaders formally adopted on Friday their joint negotiating stance 

on a future trade relationship with Britain after it leaves the bloc, said the chairman of the summit, Donald 
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Tusk. 

 

That comes together with an offer of a 21-month transition period to help business adapt after Brexit, due 

in March 2019. 

 

The coup for British Prime Minister Theresa May comes at the expense of another fudge over how to 

avoid an Irish border. 

 

Both sides say that, after Brexit, they do not want to go back to border checks between the Republic of 

Ireland and Northern Ireland - as was the case during decades of violence in the British province. 

 

Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar highlighted the EU stance that the transition would only become final 

as part of a broader deal between bloc and London, which means they have to settle on all outstanding 

issues - including the Irish border - first. 

 

“As Ireland, we’re not under particular time pressure, we’re not the ones who are leaving so we are not 

under time pressure in that regard,” Varadkar told reporters. “Nothing is agreed until everything is 

agreed.” 

 

Under pressure from the EU and determined to get the interim transition deal to ease business concerns 

about the practical effects of Brexit, London agreed that its final agreement with the bloc would include an 

emergency backstop for Ireland. 

 

For the EU that would mean to go on treating Northern Ireland as if it remained inside the bloc’s customs 

union even after the end of transition period at the end of 2020. 

 

May, who says Britain will also be leaving the EU’s single market and the customs union, has strongly 

rejected that. But the two sides agreed some sort of emergency solution will be there to avoid an Irish 

border if everything else fails. 

 

“If we can have an agreement on the terms backstop or an alternative to the backstop before June, that’s 

something we would very much welcome,” Varadkar said. 

 

The Brexit schedule assumes the bloc and London would agree on the divorce deal, the transition and a 

framework for their future relationship in the summer so that the 27 EU leaders could endorse it at their 

summit in October and take back to their national capitals for ratification, hopefully early next year and 

before the Brexit date. 

 

The bloc’s Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier said the new deal with Britain, talks on which are due to start 

next month, “will have to respect the principles and the identity of the EU and our single market”. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Navy destroyer sails near disputed islands 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-china-southchinasea/exclusive-u-s-warship-sails-near-

disputed-islands-in-south-china-sea-officials-say-idUSKBN1GZ0VY  

GIST WASHINGTON (Reuters) - A U.S. Navy destroyer carried out a “freedom of navigation” operation on 

Friday, coming within 12 nautical miles of an artificial island built by China in the South China Sea, U.S. 

officials told Reuters, a move likely to anger Beijing. 

 

Friday’s operation was the latest attempt to counter what Washington sees as Beijing’s efforts to limit 

freedom of navigation in the strategic waters. 

 

The officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the USS Mustin traveled close to Mischief Reef in 

the Spratly Islands and carried out maneuvering operations. China has territorial disputes with its 
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neighbors over the area. 

 

Neither China’s Foreign nor Defence Ministries immediately responded to a request for comment. 

 

In the past, Beijing has reacted angrily to such moves, saying they are provocative. 

 

The U.S. military has a longstanding position that its operations are carried out throughout the world, 

including in areas claimed by allies, and they are separate from political considerations. 

 

However, the latest operation, the first since January, comes just a day after U.S. President Donald Trump 

lit a slow-burning fuse when he signed a presidential memorandum that will target up to $60 billion in 

Chinese goods with tariffs, but only after a 30-day consultation period that starts once a list is published. 

 

The United States has criticized China’s construction of islands and build-up of military facilities in the 

sea, and is concerned they could be used to restrict free nautical movement. 

 

China’s claims in the South China Sea, through which about $5 trillion in ship-borne trade passes each 

year, are contested by Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam. The U.S. military put 

countering China and Russia at the center of a new national defense strategy recently unveiled. 

 

China’s navy will carry out combat drills in the South China Sea, the military’s official newspaper said on 

Friday, describing the move as part of regular annual exercises. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Europeans eye Russian expulsions 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-russia-eu/europeans-eye-russian-expulsions-over-uk-spy-

attack-idUSKBN1GZ166  

GIST BRUSSELS (Reuters) - Several European governments moved closer on Friday to expelling Russian 

diplomats in a show of support for Britain, which ordered out 23 “undeclared intelligence agents” after a 

nerve agent attack on a former Russian spy. 

 

In a boost for Prime Minister Theresa May, the European Union as a whole agreed late on Thursday to pin 

the blame on Moscow for the attack, which a judge in England said may have left Sergei Skripal and his 

daughter brain damaged. 

 

That hardened up previous EU language on the issue as French President Emmanuel Macron and others 

helped May overcome hesitation on the part of some of Moscow’s friendlier states, some of whom 

questioned how definitive Britain’s evidence is. 

 

In a symbolic move that displayed unity of purpose, the bloc also recalled the EU ambassador to Russia 

for consultations — a conventional form of diplomatic protest. 

 

And in a sign that nations were prepared to go further to punish Russia, which denies any involvement in 

the attack, several EU leaders said on Friday they were considering expelling diplomats. 

 

“What we will now consider in the coming days is whether we want to take individual action relating to 

Russian diplomats in Ireland,” Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar told reporters as he arrived at the second 

day of an EU summit in Brussels. 

 

“So we would have to do a security assessment just like they (Britain) did ... We’re not going to randomly 

expel people.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Local leaders react to China tariffs 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/politics/china-retaliation-to-tariffs-worries-washington-state-

leaders/281-531170640  

GIST Washington leaders are expressing bipartisan concern to President Donald Trump’s announcement of 

tariffs on Chinese goods, a move triggering fears of a potential trade war between the countries with 

the two biggest economies. 

 

Washington state, among the most trade dependent states in the nation, also counts China as its largest 

trading partner for both imports and exports. Last year, Washington exported more than $18 billion in 

goods to China, according to U.S. trade data, with airplanes and wheat among the top exports. 

 

“I am concerned about the impact the Trump administration’s tariffs on Chinese imports will have on our 

businesses and consumers,” said Governor Jay Inslee in a statement to KING 5. 

 

President Trump, meanwhile, blasted the country’s trade imbalance with China and says the measures are 

designed to punish China for theft of American companies’ intellectual property. 

 

"We're gonna get it taken care of, and frankly, it's gonna make us a much stronger, much richer nation," 

President Trump said Thursday. 

 

“The issue of Chinese piracy is a real issue, and we need to deal with it, but I don't think this is going to 

accomplish that objective,” said former Republican gubernatorial candidate Bill Bryant, whose firm 

Bryant Christie works with U.S. exporters. “You're going to raise the price on cell phones, tennis shoes. 

The American consumer is going to pay a higher price.” 

 

The U.S. Trade Representative’s office will release a list within 15 days of proposed products that could 

face the higher tariffs.  

 

Experts caution it’s too early to know the full scope of potential impact, but Bryant and others worry about 

retaliation. 

 

“China is not going to take this lying down,” said Bryant. “They’re going to retaliate, and so yeah, if 

you’re exporting airplanes, or you’re exporting wheat, apples or seafood, any number of manufactured 

technology products, you should be concerned.” 

 

China’s embassy in a statement late Thursday only intensified fears, reading in part, “China is not afraid of 

and will not recoil from a trade war. 

 

“China would fight to the end to defend its own legitimate interests with all necessary measures,” the 

statement continued. 

 

By Thursday evening in the United States, China’s commerce ministry proposed a list of 128 U.S. 

products that could become potential retaliation targets, including pork, wine, fresh fruit, steel and 

recycled aluminum goods. 

 

“This is how trade wars begin, and the effects for Washington are real. We export more per capita than any 

other state, and therefore stand to lose the most in the event of a trade war,” said Lt. Governor Cyrus 

Habib in a statement Thursday. 

 

“Particularly concerning are the 15% tariffs on fruit and wine, two critical Washington state 

commodities,” Habib continued referencing the proposed reciprocal tariffs announced by China. 

 

Former Washington Governor Gary Locke, who also served as U.S. Ambassador to China, fears what it 

might mean for Boeing, which he says exports one-third of its planes to China. 

 

"A lot of those orders that are going to Chinese airlines will be given to Airbus. And so we're going to see 
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a long term decline in the sales of Boeing airplanes which means less workers which means less jobs in the 

Puget Sound area," Locke said. 

 

Bill Bryant also worries about the ancillary impact to port and transportation jobs if tariffs result in a 

decline in trade. 

 

“We need to deal with Chinese piracy but we need to do it in a way that actually targets the problem, not 

imposes harm on people in Washington state, and certainly not in a way that costs people in Washington 

state their jobs,” he said. 

 

More reaction to Thursday’s announcement: 

 

Rep. Dave Reichert, R-Washington, chairman of subcommittee on trade: 
“I share the same goal of protecting the technology and intellectual property of American companies, but 

we must pursue a strategy that targets the problem and protects American families and workers. A strategy 

that doesn’t put an end to the problem, but harms American families and businesses, is not the right 

answer. A successful strategy requires a narrow approach and a global partnership to address China’s 

unfair practices. If we don’t apply the right remedy, it is Americans who will bear the brunt, not China,” 

Reichert said in a statement. 

 

Senator Maria Cantwell, D-Washington 
“I want a more sophisticated approach to address trade disputes with China,” Cantwell said in a tweet. “I 

get that a kind of stomp-your-feet approach makes some people feel good, but in the integrated economy 

that we already have, it’s more complex.” 

 

Paul Guppy of the Washington Policy Center 
“The U.S. and Washington state gain from trade with other countries, but if trade deals aren’t fair they 

need to be re-balanced. If research shows China is taking advantage of U.S. firms, or using business 

partnerships to steal U.S. technology, Trumps tariff policy sends a positive signal that should lead to a 

negotiate solution, but he should carry the policy so far that it sparks a trade war with one of our largest 

trading partners,” said Guppy. 

 

Dr. Richard Ellings of the National Bureau of Asian Research and executive director of the IP 

Commission: 
"The administration is acting to protect American interests in the face of coordinated political and 

commercial pressure from China to take the intellectual property of American companies and force their 

transfer of technology," said Dr. Ellings. "Our system must respond as an integrated whole to this 

challenge, and so charging the secretary of the Treasury to limit Chinese investment in the U.S. economy 

where it runs counter to American national security interests is a good first step." 

 

Brian Kelly, Economics Professor at Seattle University, previously worked for U.S. Department of 

Commerce 
"China does pressure companies to give up their intellectual property and this is a problem. But this needs 

to be addressed as a team effort with our allies in direct, forceful negotiation. Going straight to retaliation - 

the tariffs - will not cause China to change its behavior. In doing so, we give up one of our negotiating 

levers, just as we did in withdrawing from the TPP, without getting anything from China in return," said 

Kelly. 

 

"In my experience, China retaliates. I think that they will wait to see what the White House ends up 

actually proposing. Perhaps, like the steel and aluminum tariffs, the actual policy will be watered down a 

lot, which China may view as a sufficient victory. But if the tariffs are as substantial as promised, I think 

that China will try to hit the us in areas where it has leverage, such as agriculture or services," Kelly 

continued. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Help wanted: teachers, police, even mayors 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/03/22/teachers-police-local-government-jobs-

recruiting-retainment-stress/425752002/  

GIST On Saturday, tens of thousands of students are expected to join March for Our Lives protests against gun 

violence. Many teachers will join them — and in some cases, former teachers.  

 

"I'll be there" at the Washington, D.C., march, said Rowan Langford, who used to teach at a school where 

fights broke out often. "The idea that we should add guns to that is mind boggling to me." 

 

Langford is opposed to the idea of arming teachers, which President Trump proposed after a gunman left 

17 dead at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Fla. 

 

Among the dead was Scott Beigel, a social studies teacher credited with saving student lives. Such actions 

have led teachers across the country — who may have entered the field simply to share a love of chemistry 

or history — now to grapple with thoughts like those of police or firefighters: Will they put their lives on 

the line? 

 

"Nobody walks into teaching to martyr themselves," said Randi Weingarten, president of the American 

Federation of Teachers. "But people believe that they protect kids, and that is part and parcel of what we 

do." Though she said she hasn't seen anyone avoid teaching specifically because of shootings, it's a 

stressor that makes the job harder. "Teachers have become first responders for everything in a child's life." 

 

It was the many other stressors that drove out 23-year-old Langford. 

 

Within three weeks of the 2016-2017 school year, Langford says she was the sole Algebra II teacher at 

D.C.'s Ballou High School after another quit. 

 

"I knew that it was going to be hard," Langford said. "I just wasn't fully prepared to be thrown into that as 

much as I was." The job was stressful, and she faced "chaos" in her classroom. 

 

Just after winter break, Langford put in her two weeks notice. Now a data analyst at a consulting firm, 

Langford said she felt guilty for six months after quitting, but her new job is less stressful. 

 

Langford's case isn't unique, and teachers are not alone. Around the USA, jobs that are essential to civil 

society are struggling to attract new recruits and retain veteran professionals due to high stress, increased 

public scrutiny and, in some cases, low pay.  

 

Education: More than 40 states face teacher shortages, and 100,000 classrooms are filled with people not 

qualified to teach the subject they’re assigned, said Linda Darling-Hammond, president of the non-profit, 

non-partisan Learning Policy Institute. 

 

The number of educators who said their mental health was “not good” for seven or more of the past 30 

days rose to 58% in 2017, compared to just 34% two years earlier, according to a survey by the American 

Federation of Teachers. 

 

Local government: About half of mayoral elections from 2000 to 2016 in six states featured only one 

candidate, according to an analysis by Rice University’s Center for Local Elections in American Politics. 

 

Law enforcement: Police departments around the United States have reported shortages in the past five 

years — including major cities, such as Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Los Angeles, Houston and Palo 

Alto, Calif. However, tracking national data on police officer recruitment is a challenge, said Jim 

Bueermann, president of the Police Foundation, a D.C.-based non-profit that seeks to support police forces 

nationwide through its research. 

 

Chief Jeff Hadley of Chatham County Police Department is trying to build his police department from 

scratch.  
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After sharing a force for more than 10 years, Georgia’s Savannah-Chatham Metropolitan Police 

Department split back into two departments. Hadley's seen interest from experienced officers in higher 

ranking roles, but his challenge has been finding recruits for patrol duty. Starting salary for a new recruit is 

roughly $35,000, more than $20,000 less than the U.S. median household income in 2016.  

 

In some cases, there just aren’t qualified candidates due to past felony convictions or drug use. Some flunk 

polygraph tests. Others don’t complete the lengthy background investigation form. 

 

The entire process can take up to three to six months, which weeds out people who need a job 

immediately, said Hadley, who also recruited officers when he was head of the public safety department in 

Kalamazoo, Mich. 

 

To get 20 good applicants, it can take 200, he said. 

 

Bueermann, who also worked 33 years in the Redlands, Calif., Police Department, said police departments 

need to have intentional recruitment processes. Police-work can be dangerous and hours can be long and 

irregular. Having the authority to use deadly force makes policing unique. 

 

“You just don't see that in any other job,” Bueermann said. 

 

In a 2017 Pew survey of nearly 8,000 officers, 86% said high-profile fatal incidents between black citizens 

and police officers have made their jobs more challenging and 93% said the incidents have increased their 

concerns about their own safety. 

 

“If that's the imagery you see all the time, it might be very difficult for you to consider policing as a 

potential occupation,” Bueermann said of young people considering the career. “I don't think that there 

aren't enough people, it's that there aren't enough of the right people 

 

Robert Congdon wanted to retire after 22 years in office, but no one stepped up. The first selectman of 

Preston, Conn., announced two years before the November 2017 election that he’d be stepping down. 

 

Congdon, 69, is now in his 23rd year as the small rural town’s chief executive, a role he compares to 

running a small business. 

 

Preston is governed by a board of selectman, which sets the town's policy agenda, and a town meeting, 

which acts as a legislative body. When Congdon started this role, dozens would attend each meeting. Now, 

maybe 20 people show up each year, he said. 

 

"What got lost is the discussion" on why decisions are made, Cogdon said, and "we're not a better place 

because of it." 

 

Similar to policing, social media has changed how elected officials work and how citizens interact with 

them  

 

"When I first took my job 23 years ago, I would get 30 to 40 to 50 phone calls a day, and you actually 

talked to somebody who had a concern or issue. Today you receive 150 emails," Congdon said. Being first 

selectman “was the most rewarding job I ever had — and it’s still very rewarding — but it was much more 

rewarding when you were dealing with people rather than Facebook or Twitter.” 

 

On top of dealing with angry citizens, many local elected roles receive little to no pay, especially in small 

towns, said Rice University political science professor Melissa Marschall. 

 

When she studied mayoral elections in California, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota and Virginia, 

more than 70% of contests in small towns were unopposed. 
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“It's kind of volunteerism that takes a lot of time and energy,” Marschall said. “You don't hear from 

constituents when they're happy.” 

 

Low pay and job insecurity may have contributed to no candidate rising to take Congdon's seat, the first 

selectman said. While he thinks it’s important for young people to get involved in local politics, the role of 

first selectman comes with sacrifices he said he wouldn’t recommend even his own children make. 

 

When Congdon entered office, he had two specific goals that he said he feels he’s accomplished: forming 

a strong relationship with a growing casino industry near his town and repurposing an abandoned mental 

health hospital to help fuel economic development in the area.  

 

“You make your decisions based on what you think is best for the greatest good,” Congdon said of local 

office. While many people are “disenchanted” with politics at the national level, Congdon said the ability 

to accomplish specific goals could attract new people to local roles. 

 

“It's not all partisan politics at the local level,” Marschall agreed. After the 2016 election, Marchall said 

she saw a slight uptick in candidates in the six states she studied. While it’s not clear whether the increase 

will be sustained, it could be an indication of renewed interest. 

 

Teachers, too, have seen recent positive change. 

 

Teacher compensation gained national attention in recent weeks after educators from all 55 counties in 

West Virginia went on strike to protest their low pay. After nine school days, the strike ended with a deal 

to give all state employees a 5% raise and stop health insurance premiums raises. 

 

What’s needed is “to make sure teachers are armed with their voice now more than ever before,” said 

Weingarten, whose group's West Virginia chapter represented teachers. “There will always be people who 

want to teach because of a calling.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Israeli tourists to US becomes easier 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/us-tourist-visas-israelis/2018/03/22/id/850272/  

GIST Visiting the United States has just become one step easier for Israelis. 

 

The American embassy has dropped its requirement that Israeli citizens seeking to renew their U.S. tourist 

visas submit to an in-person interview. 

 

The American embassy in Israel has dropped a key requirement for some Israeli visa-seekers, making it 

easier for Israeli tourists to visit the United States, the Israeli media network Arutz Sheva reports. 

 

According to the embassy, any Israeli citizen who currently holds a valid tourist visa or a visa which 

expired within the last 12 months and was over the age of 14 when he or she received the last visa is 

eligible for the new visa renewal process. 

 

No interview is required for those eligible, and the application can be completed without travelling to 

either the U.S. embassy or consulate. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 EU backs Britain in blaming Russia 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/european-union-supports-britain-blame/2018/03/22/id/850298/  

GIST European Union leaders backed Britain on Thursday in blaming Moscow over a nerve agent attack on a 

former Russian spy in England, raising the possibility of additional retaliatory steps by European 

countries. 
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The solid show of support from the EU, at a time when Britain is grappling with its departure from the 

bloc, will boost Prime Minister Theresa May, who has been asking other nations to match her decision to 

expel Russians over the attack. 

 

In what will form the basis of a formal statement later on Thursday, the chairman of the EU leaders' 

summit, Donald Tusk, said on Twitter that the bloc "agrees with U.K. government that [it is] highly likely 

Russia is responsible for the Salisbury attack and that there is no other plausible explanation." 

 

May accused Russia of the first known offensive use of a nerve toxin in Europe since World War Two 

after Sergei Skripal, a former Russian double agent, and his daughter were found unconscious in the city 

of Salisbury on March 4. 

 

The attack has sparked tit-for-tat retaliatory action, with May's decision to expel 23 Russian "undeclared 

intelligence officials" followed by similar measures from Moscow, including the closure of Britain's 

cultural centre in Russia's second city of St Petersburg. 

 

Over a dinner of lamb, May called on EU leaders to work together to confront the challenge Russia 

presented, saying that the attack in Salisbury was "part of a wider pattern of behavior" by a country to 

thwart international norms. 

 

"Russia staged a brazen and reckless attack against the United Kingdom," May told reporters in Brussels. 

"It's clear that the Russian threat does not respect borders and indeed the incident in Salisbury was a 

pattern of Russian aggression against Europe and its near neighbors." 

 

In the early days after the attack, May won the support of French President Emmanuel Macron, German 

Chancellor Angela Merkel and U.S. President Donald Trump when they said they shared Britain's 

assessment of Russian culpability. 

 

But in Brussels, May had to convince more dovish states including Greece, Hungary and Bulgaria, that 

they should blame Russia squarely over the attack. 

 

Tusk's statement means they had been convinced, opening the way for EU leaders to discuss future 

"coordinated action". Lithuanian President Dalia Grybauskaite said she was ready to expel Russian spies 

and diplomats said Poland could do so too. 

 

Both had held off to see who else would join. 

 

Slovakia's new prime minister, Peter Pellegrini, said he wanted "constructive dialogue" with Russia 

despite the poisoning of the Skripals, who British authorities say have been critically ill since the attack by 

a Soviet-designed, military-grade nerve agent called Novichok. 

 

May has also asked fellow European leaders to step up intelligence cooperation to start going after Russian 

spy networks, diplomats said. 

 

"Britain says there are these networks that organise such things like Salisbury, that these networks exist 

across our borders and that it would be good to go after them together," a senior EU diplomat said. 

 

Another diplomat said: "There is movement among several willing states to do something together in 

reaction to Skripal." The person added this would be done by states individually, so as not to press more 

reluctant EU member states too hard. 

 

Russia has offered several different motives to explain the attack on the Skripals, who may have been left 

brain-damaged, and absolve Moscow of responsibility — something London labels disinformation and 

distraction. 
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On Thursday, Moscow's ambassador to London, Vladimir Yakovenko, said that, had Novichok been used, 

the Skripals would have died and he rebuked British Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson for comparing 

Russia's hosting of the soccer World Cup this summer with Nazi Germany's hosting of the Olympics in 

1936. 

 

In Moscow, President Vladimir Putin discussed Britain's "unfriendly and provocative" policy at a session 

of the national security council, RIA news agency quoted the Kremlin as saying. 

 

Ties between Russia and the West plummeted over Moscow's 2014 annexation of Crimea and support for 

rebels in eastern Ukraine. Both have triggered rounds of EU sanctions. 

 

A British official stressed that Britain was not seeking regime change in Russia, but that "Russia has 

shown itself as a strategic enemy, not a strategic partner." 
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HEADLINE 03/22 US to sell $1B in arms to Saudi Arabia 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/politics/us-saudi-arabia-the-latest-arms-sale/2018/03/22/id/850284/  

GIST The Trump administration is signing off on selling more than $1 billion in arms to Saudi Arabia as Crown 

Prince Mohammed bin Salman visits the United States. 

 

The State Department says the administration told Congress on Thursday that it plans to approve the sale. 

Lawmakers will have 30 days to act if they want to try to stop it. 

 

The package includes up to about 6,700 U.S.-built anti-tank missiles. Raytheon Co. makes the missiles. 

 

Other items include support, maintenance and spare parts for American tanks, helicopters and other 

equipment already in Saudi Arabia's arsenal. 

 

Prince Mohammed met Tuesday with President Donald Trump as he started his three-week U.S. tour. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 China: $3B US goods for possible retaliation 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/china-hike-tariffs-us-pork-aluminum-goods-

53956078  

GIST China announced a $3 billion list of U.S. goods for possible retaliation in a tariff dispute with President 

Donald Trump and girded for a bigger battle over technology policy as financial markets sank on fears of 

disruption to global commerce. 

 

The Commerce Ministry said higher duties on pork, apples, steel pipe and other goods would offset 

Chinese losses due to Trump's tariff hike on steel and aluminum imports. It urged Washington to negotiate 

a settlement but set no deadline. 

 

In a separate dispute with potentially bigger consequences, the ministry criticized Trump's decision 

Thursday to approve a possible tariff hike on Chinese goods worth up to $60 billion over Beijing's 

technology policy. It gave no indication of a possible response but the foreign ministry said Beijing will 

take "all necessary measures" to protect its interests. 

 

Financial markets sank on concern the escalating tensions might disrupt the biggest global trading 

relationship or lead other nations to raise import barriers. 

 

U.S. stocks sank. In Asia, Tokyo's benchmark tumbled by an unusually large 4.6 percent while the 

Shanghai Composite index fell 4.5 percent. 
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The dollar dipped to 104.85 yen as investors shifted into the Japanese currency, which is viewed as a "safe 

haven" from risk. 

 

China's response Friday appeared to be aimed at increasing domestic U.S. pressure on Trump by making 

clear which exporters, including farm areas that voted for him in 2016, might be hurt. 

 

"Beijing is extending an olive branch and urging the U.S. to resolve trade disputes through dialogue rather 

than tariffs," said economist Vishnu Varathan of Mizuho Bank in a report. "Nevertheless, the first volley 

of shots and retaliatory response has been set off." 

 

The Commerce Ministry said Friday's list was linked to Trump's steel and aluminum tariffs , but 

companies already were looking ahead to potential disruption from the bigger squabble over American 

complaints Beijing steals or forces companies to hand over technology. 

 

The list made no mention of jetliners, soybeans or other products that are the biggest U.S. exports to China 

by value and that the American Chamber of Commerce in China said might be targets. That leaves Beijing 

options to take more drastic steps. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Pakistan celebrates National Day 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/pakistan-celebrates-national-day-military-parade-

53955374?   

GIST Pakistanis celebrated on Friday their National Day with a military parade in the capital, Islamabad, 

showcasing short- and long-range missiles, tanks, jets, drones and other hardware. Troops, including 

female soldiers, marched past a stand with political and military leaders. 

 

Thousands chanted "Long Live Pakistan" as Pakistani air force jets flew over, showing off the country's air 

power, and paratroopers jumped out of helicopters. 

 

Pakistan air force has been critical to the military's offensive against militant hideous in the tribal regions 

bordering Afghanistan. The military has claimed success in routing militants, but violent attacks have has 

continued. 

 

As part of security measures in Islamabad, authorities suspended mobile phone services during the parade, 

presumably as a precaution against homemade bombs being triggered remotely by cell phones. 

 

Pakistani President Mamnoon Hussain used the occasion to promise to defeat militants who have killed 

thousands of people in attacks over the past decade. In a televised speech, he also criticized neighboring 

India for what he called human rights violations in the disputed Himalayan region of Kashmir. 

 

Pakistan and India have tensed relations and they have fought two of their three wars over Kashmir. 

 

Authorities blocked some roads in Islamabad during the parade, considered a main event in the day's 

festivities. Later on Friday, 141 Pakistanis and foreigners are to be honored for outstanding services and 

achievements, as part of the celebrations. 

 

This year, Cuba's late ruler Fidel Castro is to be honored, in gratitude for sending Cuban doctors to 

Pakistan in the 2005 earthquake that killed 75,000 people. 

 

Pakistani right activist Asma Jahangir, who died last month in Lahore and often criticized the military's 

interference in civilian affairs, will also be honored. Her family will receive her award. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Mudslides, floods threaten Southern Calif. 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/mudslides-flash-floods-threaten-southern-california-months-

deadly/story?   

GIST Heavy rain has Southern California on alert for flash flooding and mudslides today, two months after 

deadly mudslides in Montecito.  

 

Rainfall totals are expected to mostly range from 2 to 5 inches across coastal and valley areas and 4 to 8 

inches across foothills and coastal slopes. But the top rain total has been in San Luis Obispo County, 

which has seen 9.5 inches  

 

As of 11 a.m. local time, Santa Barbara had seen 2.7 inches of rain and Montecito 2.5 inches. 

 

Rainfall rates could be as high as an inch an hour, potentially causing mudslides and rockslides. 

 

In Santa Barbara County, 30,000 people were told to evacuate, including residents of Montecito. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 National security adviser resigning 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/gen-hr-mcmaster-resigning-national-security-

adviser/story?id=53948256  

GIST President Donald Trump and National Security Adviser Gen. H.R. McMaster mutually agreed that the 

three-star general and Iraq war veteran will leave the Trump administration, the White House confirmed 

on Thursday.  

 

He will be replaced by former United Nations ambassador John Bolton — the third person to take on the 

role during the current administration.  

 

“After thirty-four years of service to our nation, I am requesting retirement from the U.S. Army effective 

this summer after which I will leave public service. Throughout my career it has been my greatest 

privilege to serve alongside extraordinary servicemembers and dedicated civilians," McMaster said in a 

statement adding. "I am thankful to President Donald J. Trump for the opportunity to serve him and our 

nation as national security advisor.”  

 

Trump lauded McMaster's service saying "I thank General McMaster and his family for their service and 

wish them the very best.” 

 

McMaster's departure in early 2018 had been planned and expected, especially as Trump re-tools his team 

ahead of historic talks with North Korea, sources with direct knowledge told ABC News.  

 

He was seen as adding a steady and intellectual voice to Trump’s security team, but the president chafed at 

his style and disposition in Oval Office briefings, the sources said. He also clashed with former Trump 

advisor Steve Bannon and other top military brass, including Defense Secretary Jim Mattis.  

 

He was also reportedly unable to keep the president's attention in complex briefings, correcting him when 

he doesn't want to be corrected, and seen as a lecturer, the sources said.  

 

Three months on the job, the New York Times reported that Trump described McMaster as "a pain" and 

complained he talked too much.  

 

Just last month, following new indictments targeting Russian cyber operatives, Trump publicly rebuked 

McMaster, tweeting the general forgot to mention that results of the 2016 election were not impacted or 

changed by the Russians - something the indictment never said.  
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McMaster also broke with Trump on several issues.  

 

He has urged continuation of the Iran nuclear deal; opposes the label “radical Islamic terrorism;” supports 

free trade deals with key allies like South Korea, and forcefully protested the racially charged violence in 

Charlottesville.  

 

After reports surfaced that Trump revealed highly classified info to the Russians in an Oval Office meeting 

in May 2017, McMaster vigorously defended the president in an ad hoc press conference outside the West 

Wing.  

 

He remains on active duty as a Lieutenant General in the US Army (3-star). The Pentagon has considered 

giving McMaster a fourth star and new assignment in the military. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Dow tanks amid fears China trade war 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/dow-tanks-700-points-amid-fears-china-trade/story?   

GIST The Dow Jones Industrial Average plunged more than 700 points today amid Wall Street fears of a 

potential trade war with China sparked by punishing tariffs announced by President Donald Trump.  

 

At the closing bell at the New York Stock Exchange, the Dow finished the day down 724 points to 23,957.  

 

The other major indexes also tanked. The S&P 500 fell 68 points to 2,643, while the Nasdaq plunged 178 

to 7,168. 

 

The market tumble came shortly after Trump announced his plans for tariffs on up to $60 billion annually 

in Chinese imports. The move by the White House was designed as retaliation for Beijing’s violation of 

U.S. intellectual property outlined in an administration report.  

 

Trump signed a presidential memorandum directing the U.S. Trade Representative to publish a proposed 

list of products in 15 days along with an intended tariff increase, after which the list will be opened up for 

public comment.  

 

The president said he’s spoken to China's President Xi Jinping about the actions and that he continues to 

have “tremendous respect” for him.  

 

On Tuesday, Chinese Premier Li Keqiang sent a warning to the White House to "act rationally" to avoid 

disrupting trade over steel and technology.  

 

"No one will emerge a winner from a trade war," Li said at an annual news conference held during the 

meeting of China's ceremonial legislature. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Young activists to ‘March for Our Lives’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/young-activists-descend-washington-tomorrow-march-

lives/story?id=53850670  

GIST Tens of thousands of young people are set to descend on the nation's capital tomorrow for March for Our 

Lives, an event organized by the student survivors of the Feb. 14 mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman 

Douglas High School in Florida that killed 17 people.  

 

The student participants are marching "to demand that their lives and safety become a priority and that we 

end gun violence and mass shootings in our schools today," according to the event website.  
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"In the tragic wake of the seventeen lives brutally cut short in Florida, politicians are telling us that now is 

not the time to talk about guns. March for Our Lives believes the time is now," the event said. 

 

The march extends beyond Washington, D.C.: Over 800 sister marches are registered touching every part 

of the nation, from Hawaii to Alaska, and from Texas to Maine. Sister marches have even spread 

throughout the world, from Canada to Iceland, from Spain to Israel, and India to Hong Kong.  

 

"It just shows that the youth are the future," Stoneman Douglas survivor Alex Wind told "Good Morning 

America" on Monday. "One day we're going to have a president from our generation, and we're trying to 

make the change before that happens."  

 

"I just think young voices everywhere, they're just as equal as any other voice," another survivor, Ryan 

Deitsch, added on "GMA." "In this country, we have the freedom to say whatever we want and we have to 

use that to the best of our ability to be able to spread messages that we have to spread to make the world a 

better place." 

 

Concerned parents are also participating.  

 

Rebecca Boldrick, the mother of Stoneman Douglas student David Hogg, told ABC News, "As a mother 

and a teacher I am marching because our schools need to return to being the sanctuaries they should be. I 

don't want there to be any more senseless mass killings by assault rifles. I want to protect every American 

in school -- and in public." 

 

Celebrities including Oprah Winfrey and Steven Spielberg have donated to March for Our Lives. George 

and Amal Clooney, who are among the A-listers who donated, also said they will participate in the march, 

which begins at noon EST Saturday.  

 

Ariana Grande, Demi Lovato, Common, Jennifer Hudson and Vic Mensa will perform at the event. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Protest in fatal shooting unarmed man 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/demonstrators-protest-fatal-shooting-unarmed-man-sacramento/story?   

GIST Demonstrators in Sacramento, California, gathered Thursday evening to protest the death of 22-year-old 

Stephon Clark, who was killed in his grandmother's backyard over the weekend after two police officers 

fired 20 shots at him.  

 

A crowd of people went to Sacramento's City Hall, chanting phrases like "Stand up, fight back" and "No 

justice, no peace." The march then moved to Interstate 5, which was shut down as a result, before 

demonstrators blocked the entrance to Golden 1 Center, delaying a Sacramento Kings game there. The 

game eventually got underway, but with few spectators as the doors to the arena were locked.  

 

Black Lives Matter Sacramento is hosting the demonstration, according to the Facebook event titled "Turn 

Up - for [Stephon] Clark!"  

 

"We are tired of Sacramento law enforcement killing us!" the event description reads. "We are tired of 

talking and meeting and sitting trying to convince our elected officials that there needs to be change!" 

 

Police released body camera footage from the shooting on Wednesday night as well as thermal-imaging 

video from a Sacramento Sheriff's Department helicopter, which shows Clark running from a neighbor's 

yard and onto his grandmother's property.  

 

After police are seen running down a driveway after Clark and taking cover at the edge of the building, 

they yell several times for Clark to stop and show them his hands before several shots are fired. 
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Chopper video shows Clark moving toward the officers before the shooting, but it is unclear whether his 

arms were extended.  

 

Organizers wrote on the event page that they waited until the video was released to schedule a protest.  

 

In a press conference Thursday afternoon, Sacramento Mayor Darrell Steinberg praised the city's efforts to 

remain transparent by releasing the video but also said "it is not fair" to "render a judgment on the 

specifics in this case until more facts are known that explain what we all saw in the video."  

 

Steinberg also encouraged the community to make sure voices heard, emphasizing his desire to make sure 

this kind of death never happens again. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 FDNY firefighter dies on blazing film set 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/fdny-firefighter-dies-fighting-blaze-harlem-set-ed/story?id=53956170  

GIST A New York City firefighter died late Thursday battling a blaze on the Harlem set of a film starring Ed 

Norton and Bruce Willis.  

 

Michael Davidson, 37, a 15-year veteran, was separated from his unit while fighting the five-alarm fire 

and later found unconscious, FDNY Commissioner Dan Nigro said at a press conference early Friday 

morning.  

 

Two other firefighters suffered serious burns and three civilians experienced minor injuries, Nigro said.  

 

Officials do not yet know what caused the fire, which has been extinguished. 

 

Norton reportedly was at the scene of the fire, which sparked around 11 p.m. He wrote the screenplay for 

"Motherless Brooklyn," which is based on a Jonathan Lethem novel. Filming was not occurring at the time 

of the fire. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Pop up ads help distribute botnets 

SOURCE https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/pop-up-ads-and-over-a-hundred-sites-

are-helping-distribute-botnets-cryptocurrency-miners-and-ransomware/  

GIST The Trend Micro Cyber Safety Solutions team has been tracking a potentially unwanted app (PUA) 

distribution campaign that installs PUA software downloaders. During our research, we found that some of 

these distributors started pushing malware along with PUAs in late 2017. In this post we focus on one of 

the older PUA software downloaders called ICLoader (also called FusionCore and detected by Trend 

Micro as PUA_ICLOADER). Different reports identified it as a PUA software downloader because it 

installed adware or unwanted software. 

 

Like most threats, ICLoader evolved and adapted to the current landscape. In 2017, it began pushing 

various botnets, cryptocurrency miners, and the new emerging GandCrab ransomware (detected by Trend 

Micro as RANSOM_GANDCRAB.A). Pop-up ads were used to distribute the malware on file sharing 

websites and over a hundred fake software sharing websites — all of which are still live (at the time of 

writing). The distributors of ICLoader seem to be targeting users who are actively looking for specific 

software since even the pop-up ads are hosted on sites that supposedly share software. 

 

The distribution campaign 
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While tracking the campaign, we found three sources distributing ICLoader. As mentioned above, one 

distribution method involves using pop-up ads on free file sharing service websites — a known avenue for 

distributing unwanted applications and malware. These file sharing websites allow users to upload their 

file and share a download link with other people. Pop-up advertisements appear when people click the 

download buttons on their page. 

 

ICLoader uses these pop-up ads as lures for installation. When users click the download button, a pop-up 

ad opens on a new window with malicious links that lead to the ICLoader download page. 

 

Users are led to believe that these are real files from the sharing website. Clicking on the link installs 

ICLoader, which can drop malware or unwanted apps onto the victim’s device. 

 

The second distribution vector is fake software sharing websites. One group has made 117 of these sites, 

each one sharing hundreds of cracked software. The sites list detailed descriptions of software and have 

‘free download’ buttons to the cracked versions at the bottom of the page. We found that these download 

links all connect to servers that redirect users to download different PUA downloader software, mainly 

ICLoader. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Atlanta officials warn: data compromise 

SOURCE https://www.myajc.com/news/crime--law/atlanta-officials-warn-cyber-attack-may-compromise-

sensitive-data/afZLYCO14WySObFATzKXRP/  

GIST City of Atlanta officials are struggling to determine how much sensitive information may have been 

compromised in a Thursday cyber attack. 

 

They urged employees to check their bank accounts to make sure their financial information had not been 

accessed and said that anyone who had conducted transactions with the city could be at risk. 

 

“Because we don’t know, I think it would be appropriate for the public just to be vigilant in checking their 

accounts and making sure their credit agencies have also been notified,” Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms 

said at a Thursday press conference. 

 

The city has also received demands that it pay a ransom of an unspecified amount, officials confirmed. But 

officials had yet to make a determination if it would pay the ransom. 

 

“We can’t speak to that right now,” Bottoms said. “We will be looking for guidance, specifically from our 

federal partners.” 

 

The FBI, the Department of Homeland Security and the Secret Service had been called on for advice. 

 

For years, the FBI has warned that the use of ransomware — malicious software that threatens to block 

access to data or to publish it unless the infected organization pays a ransom — is a fast growing criminal 

enterprise. 

 

Organizations often don’t learn they have been infected until they can’t access their data or until computer 

messages appear demanding a ransom payment in exchange for a decryption key, according to the FBI’s 

website. 

 

The messages include instructions on paying the ransom, usually in the form of bitcoins — a crypto 

currency that allows for anonymous transactions online. 

 

Both Davidson County North Carolina and the Colorado Department of Transportation suffered 

ransomware attacks last month. 
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The city’s Department of Atlanta Information Management at 5:40 a.m. Thursday learned of outages of 

various internal and customer applications “including some applications customers use to pay bills or 

access court related information,” said Richard Cox, the city’s interim Chief of Operations. 

 

Cox called it a “ransomware cyber attack.” 

 

The public safety department, water services and the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport 

operated without incident, Cox said. 

 

Cox said the city would offer employees additional resources to help them protect their information in 

coming days. 

 

Bottoms said that the city’s municipal courts should be open on Friday. 

 

Atlanta Police Chief Erika Shields said that her department’s emergency response system had not been 

affected at all. 

 

Shields said that officers had reverted to writing reports on paper out of an abundance of caution, but that 

as far as she knew the police departments computer systems were still operational. 

 

Shields insisted that earlier reports attributed to a department memo that warned that payroll might be 

disrupted were not true. 

 

“We did not put out a memo,” Shields said. “I can’t control what is said. I’m deferring to experts here who 

said, ‘It won’t be affected.’ And I believe them.” 

 

Bottoms also said that city’s 8,000 employees would be paid on Friday. 

 

“I’ll be signing 8,000 checks today if necessary,” Bottoms said. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Financial fallout from data breaches 

SOURCE https://www.govinfosecurity.com/financial-fallout-from-data-breaches-a-10734  

GIST Recent financial reports from three healthcare sector organizations that suffered cyberattacks demonstrate 

how costly data breaches can be to not-for-profit healthcare providers and for-profit companies alike. 

 

For example, a new auditor report for Arizona-based Banner Health acknowledges that anticipated federal 

fines resulting from a 2016 breach incident, and a pending lawsuit, could impact the not-for-profit Arizona 

healthcare system's financial performance. 

 

Similarly, recent 2017 fiscal year-end filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission by 

medical transcription vendor software vendor Nuance and pharmaceutical giant Merck reveal the financial 

effect on each of those organizations of the NotPetya ransomware attacks last June that disrupted their 

operations. 

 

The financial impact from cyberattacks on all these organizations offers a powerful lesson for others, says 

privacy attorney Adam Greene of the law firm Davis Wright Tremaine. 

 

"Healthcare entities have historically lagged behind many other industries with respect to how much 

budget is spent on information security," he says. "But the last few years have really highlighted the 

substantial damage that information security breaches can cause, demonstrating a much higher return on 

investment for robust information security controls." 

 

Banner Health Breach 
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A consolidated financial statement report for 2016 and 2017 issued on March 16 by the consultancy Ernst 

& Young about Banner Health notes that it's facing a consolidated class action lawsuit as well as an 

investigation by the Department of Health and Human Services related to a 2016 data breach. 

 

The auditor report states that Banner Health expects potential "negative findings" from the breach 

investigation by HHS' Office for Civil Rights as well as a possible fine. 

 

"The OCR investigation is still active, and OCR has indicated that initial Banner responses with respect to 

its past security assessment activities are inadequate," the report says. "Although Banner has supplemented 

its initial responses, Banner anticipates it may receive negative findings with respect to information 

technology security program and that a fine may be assessed against Banner." 

 

The report notes that the class action lawsuit against Banner - which represents the consolidation of nine 

lawsuits - seeks damages and other remedies on behalf of individuals impacted by the breach. The report 

notes that Banner intends to vigorously defend itself against the suit and expects a "substantial portion of 

the potential exposure from the cyberattack and litigation" will be covered by its cyber risk insurance 

policy. "The extent of potential liability has not yet been settled," it notes. 

 

The Ernst & Young report notes that a forensics investigation into the Banner breach determined that the 

organization's computer systems that process credit cards in food and beverage outlets at some locations 

were accessed by unauthorized users resulting in the copying of about 21,000 credit cards numbers. The 

attackers also gained access to a number of Banner servers containing other information of 3.7 million 

Banner patients and healthcare providers. 

 

In a statement provided to Information Security Media Group, Banner says that after it reported the August 

2016 cyberattack, OCR opened an initial investigation in November 2016, which is progressing. "Banner 

provided all of the information the OCR requested, and has fully cooperated in the investigation," the 

statement says. 

 

"Over the last 16 months, Banner has participated in an ongoing dialogue with the OCR to ensure they 

were highly informed about the advances we are making in our information security program to help 

protect against future intrusions," the statement notes. 

 

OCR declined to comment, saying it doesn't discuss current or potential investigations. 

 

Privacy attorney David Holtzman, vice president of consulting firm CynergisTek, notes that the SEC 

recently issued guidance greatly expanding the responsibilities of public companies to disclose obligations 

related to cybersecurity risks and incidents. 

 

"This new guidance applies to disclosures in registration statements and periodic reports filed by publicly 

traded companies," he says. But some not-for-profit organizations, such as Banner Health, apparently are 

choosing to follow the guidance as well, he points out. 

 

Nuance's Financial Impact 

Cyberattacks have also taken a financial toll on Nuance and Merck. 

 

In Nuance's 10K filings with the SEC for fiscal 2017 ended Sept. 30, the Waltham, Mass.-based company 

says its revenue and operating results for fiscal year 2017 were negatively impacted by the NotPetya 

malware incident. 

 

"For fiscal year 2017, we estimate that we lost approximately $68 million in revenues, primarily in our 

healthcare segment, due to the service disruption and the reserves we established for customer refund 

credits," the company reports. 

 

"Additionally, we incurred incremental costs of approximately $24 million for fiscal year 2017 as a result 

of our remediation and restoration efforts, as well as incremental amortization expenses." 
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Nuance says in the filing that it's evaluating its insurance coverage to determine the amount, if any, of the 

malware incident losses that are recoverable under the company's policies. 

 

Additionally, as a result of the ransomware attack, Nuance reports to the SEC it incurred capital 

expenditures of approximately $13 million related to upgrading its existing technology infrastructures 

during the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2017. 

 

Impact on Merck 

In its 10-K filing with the SEC for its fiscal year 2017, which ended on Dec. 31, Merck says that the June 

27, 2017, network attack involving NotPetya led to a disruption of the company's worldwide operations, 

including manufacturing, research and sales operations. 

 

"Due to the cyberattack, the company was unable to fulfill orders for certain products in certain markets, 

which had an unfavorable effect on sales in 2017 of approximately $260 million," Merck says in the filing. 

<.p> 

 

In addition, the company says it recorded other related expenses totaling $285 million in 2017, net of 

insurance recoveries of approximately $45 million. 

 

But the impact on Merck will linger into 2018, the company warns. 

 

"Due to a residual backlog of orders, the company anticipates that in 2018 sales will be unfavorably 

affected in certain markets by approximately $200 million from the cyberattack. Merck does not expect a 

significant impairment to the value of intangible assets related to marketed products or inventories as a 

result of the cyberattack." 

 

The company notes that it has insurance coverage insuring against costs resulting from cyberattacks and 

has received proceeds. "However, there may be disputes with the insurers about the availability of the 

insurance coverage for claims related to this incident," Merck says in the filing. 

 

Sales Affected 

Merck also notes that the temporary production shutdown as a result of the cyberattack also contributed to 

the company's inability to meet higher than expected demand for vaccine Gardasil 9, which resulted in 

Merck's decision to borrow doses of Gardasil 9 from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

Pediatric Vaccine Stockpile. 

 

"The company subsequently replenished a portion of the borrowed doses in 2017. The net effect of the 

borrowing and subsequent partial replenishment was a reduction in sales of $125 million in 2017," 

according to the SEC filing. 

 

Merck says it has implemented a variety of measures to further enhance its systems to guard against 

similar attacks and taking steps to enhance the company's resiliency following a cyberattack. 

 

"The objective of these efforts is not only to protect against future cyberattacks, but also to improve the 

speed of the company's recovery from such attacks and enable continued business operations to the 

greatest extent possible during any recovery period," the company says. 

 

Insurance Benefits 

Banner, Nuance and Merck each appear hopeful that their cyber insurance policies can potentially help 

cover some of the expenses related to cyberattacks. 

 

"The importance of cyber insurance cannot be understated," attorney Greene notes. "Because the cyber 

market is relatively new, insurance policies aren't as standardized. They should typically cover regulatory 

investigations and regulator settlements or fines, but each policy must be carefully reviewed on this point, 

including whether there are specific sub-limits." 
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The attorney emphasizes: "It's very important that information security staff are involved in the cyber 

insurance process, so that an organization does not fill out an insurance application inaccurately regarding 

what safeguards are in place, potentially leading to coverage issues later should an incident occur." 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Europe power plants brace for attacks 

SOURCE https://www.forbes.com/sites/davekeating/2018/03/22/european-power-plants-brace-for-russian-

hack-attacks/#cdc20db72261  

GIST Last week, the U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team warned that Russia had hacked into a number 

of public and private companies in the energy sector, including power plants. The targeted plants were in 

both the United States and Europe, they said. 

 

As alarming as the news was, it left many more questions than answers – particularly because the report 

did not specify which plants had been affected. 

 

It’s unclear at this stage whether more specific information has been handed over to European 

governments by the Americans. A spokesperson for the European Commission, the European Union’s 

executive, told me that while they cannot reveal the details of what information has been passed on from 

the American authorities, they are “cooperating very closely with the U.S. counterparts.” 

 

However, a European national government source says many countries are still in the dark about what 

plants might have been affected, and if any intelligence has been passed on to specific EU member states, 

it isn’t being shared. 

 

The Times, a British newspaper, reported this week that the manager of the UK’s national electricity grid 

has been put on alert by the government, told to boost its security amid fears of a Russian cyber-attack. 

 

The warning went out to electricity, gas and water firms as well as a nuclear power plant, according to the 

paper, citing national security officials at the country’s National Cyber Security Centre. Hospitals also 

received warnings. 

 

The warning comes as tensions between London and Moscow heat up after a nerve-agent attack in 

England that the government blames on Russia. Russia has denied being involved. 

 

Concern about the potential of state-sponsored cyber attacks has been growing for some time. But with 

global tensions rising, the anxiety has suddenly become acute. 

 

“The atmosphere around these types of attacks is ratcheting up as global tensions, and global 

interconnectivity, rise,” says Chris Day, an expert with cybersecurity firm Cyxtera. “Ukraine’s power grid 

was successfully infiltrated in 2015 and 2016, so it’s not surprising that other countries are in the 

crosshairs. This is a real and present danger requiring immediate action.” 

 

“Power companies should employ all offense and defence-oriented tools at their disposal.” 

 

European response 

 

According to the current EU cyber incident regulations, preparedness for and responses to an attack 

against critical energy infrastructure is the responsibility of national European governments rather than the 

European Union. But the EU has set up a voluntary information sharing mechanism called the Computer 

Incident Response Teams. 

 

Under EU law, energy providers must adopt specific security measures to prevent network and 

information security incidents. And they must report any incidents that could impact energy supply. 
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National governments are currently putting together detailed risk preparedness plans for an electricity 

crisis, which takes into account the possibility of a cyber attack. 

 

“We’ve put in place a cyber diplomacy toolbox for malicious cyber activities by state and non-state 

actors,” Nathalie Vandystadt, a spokesperson for the European Commission, told Forbes. “The framework 

is expected to encourage cooperation, facilitate mitigation of threats, and influence the behaviour of 

potential aggressors in the long term.” But these frameworks are still in development, having only recently 

become EU law. 

 

What power plants can do 

 

While these coordinated plans are coming into place, Day says there are specific things energy utilities 

should be doing at a minimum to protect themselves from cyber attacks. 

 

“Test the security of devices and applications and review architecture and source code,” he says. “Assess 

the security of networks and systems, searching for unpatched vulnerabilities and inadequate protection of 

system information.” 

 

He also recommends conducting adversary simulation, which can model an advanced persistent threat 

from inside the infrastructure and evaluate how the security team will react. 

 

Additionally, a software defined perimeter, which only grants access a one-to-one connection based on the 

context the user presents, can stop unauthorized access to network resources. 

 

The details of the potential risk to European plants detected by the US government are still unclear. But 

the subject may come up today at a summit of European national leaders in Brussels, where Russia, 

relations with the United States and the EU’s energy union are all on the agenda. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 The Pirate Bay down again third time 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/the-pirate-bay-is-down-for-3rd-time-in-a-week/  

GIST Another day, another disappointing news for The Pirate Bay users – Today for the third time in 5 days The 

Pirate Bay domain has gone offline. 

 

Currently, those visiting the site can see “Error 522 Connection timed out” message generated by 

Cloudflare since The Pirate Bay uses its CDN and DDoS protection service. 

 

According to Cloudflare’s Michelle Zatlyn, Error 522 means that the service was unable to reach the 

origin web server at all. It could be so because the server was overloaded or down, its firewall was 

blocking requests or misconfiguration with IP and DNS addresses. 

   

The online service outage watchdog Is It Down Right Now noted that the domain went offline at 16:09:26 

UTC. This means it has been over an hour that the domain is offline forcing visitors to find its alternatives. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Honeypot: database wiped out 13sec. 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/hackers-left-ransom-note-after-wipingout-mongodb-in-13-seconds/  

GIST For the last couple of years, hackers have been exploiting unprotected MongoDB based servers to steal 

data and hold the exposed databases for ransom. In order to raise awareness, hackers leaked 36 million 

records of internal data collected from several vulnerable servers. 

 

The seriousness of the matter can be understood by the fact that in July of 2015 John Matherly of Shodan, 

the world’s first search engine for the Internet of Things (IoT devices) revealed that there are over 30,000 
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unprotected MongoDB databases exposed for public access. 

 

Now, to determine and measure the depth of attacks against MongoDB, the IT security researchers from 

German firm Kromtech conducted an experiment in which they purposely left a MongoDB database 

exposed to the public and kept an eye on the incoming connections. 

   

This practice is called as honeypot which is a security mechanism set to detect and counteract attempts at 

unauthorized use of information systems. 

 

According to Kromtech’s blog post, the honeypot database contained 30GB of fake data. Little did they 

know, it took only three hours for hackers to identify the database before wiping out its data in just 13 

seconds and leaving a ransom note demanding 0.2 Bitcoin. 

 

Here it is noteworthy that in January 2017, hackers held several MongoDB databases for ransom and 

demanded 0.2 Bitcoin in return. It is unclear if the hackers who took over the honeypot database are part of 

the same group. However, according to Kromtech’s Chief Communication Officer Bob Diachenko, the 

attack on their database has been traced back to China. 

 

The researchers are certain that only an automated script can complete such task within 13 seconds. 

 

“The attacker first connects to our database, then drops the databases to delete them, drops the Journals to 

erase their tracks, creates a database called Warning with Readme collection and the Solution Record, then 

drops the Journals again to cover their tracks. This was all completed in just thirteen seconds, leading to 

the conclusion that this was the work of an automated script,” noted Kromtech researchers. 

  

The researchers are advising users to secure their database since exposed MongoDB servers are still at 

risk. Another important aspect of ransom attacks against MongoDB is that hackers are simply deleting the 

database therefore even if victim pays them off, their data will never be returned. Therefore, keep a back 

up of your data and never pay ransom in such cases. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Report: cyber-terrorism top threat by 2020 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/cyberterrorism-top-threat-by-2020/  

GIST Nation-state–led cyber-terrorism will be a top threat by 2020 – and every organization should prepare. 

 

That’s the word from the Information Security Forum (ISF)’s latest Threat Horizon 2020 report, which 

postulates that terrorist groups, organized criminals, hacktivists and hackers working in various 

collaborations and configurations to increasingly weaponize the cyber-domain, launching attacks on 

critical national infrastructure that cause widespread destruction and chaos. Further, their activities will 

take no account of land barriers or legislation. 

 

With power, communications and logistics systems down, organisations will lose the basic building blocks 

needed for doing business; heating, air conditioning, lighting, transport, information, communication and a 

safe working environment will no longer be taken for granted. 

 

“Over the next two years, business leaders will face regular and complex decisions about protecting their 

critical information and systems. Existing solutions that have been relied upon for years will be exposed as 

inadequate,” said Steve Durbin, managing director, ISF. “Only organizations that understand this rapidly 

changing and complex environment will remain firm and unshakable. Those that are unprepared and 

incapable of responding quickly will crumble as they defend against an onslaught of potent, day-to-day 

cyber-attacks.” 

 

Aside from the doomsday-like prediction, the report also predicts that technology will outpace controls. 

Capabilities that seemed impossible only a short time ago will develop extremely quickly, aiding those 
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who see them coming and hindering those who don’t. Developments in smart technology will create new 

possibilities for organizations of all kinds – but they will also create opportunities for attackers and 

adversaries by reducing the effectiveness of existing controls. Previously well-protected information will 

become vulnerable. 

 

Also, according to the ISF, pressure will skew judgement. Existing controls and methods of managing 

information risk will be put under severe stress by an avalanche of new technologies, regulations and 

pressures on employees. Organizations that have a good record of securing information will be at risk of 

complacency, judging that the way they have always done things will continue to work in the future – a 

dangerous attitude to take. 

 

“Over the coming years, the very foundations of today’s digital world will shake – violently,” Durbin said. 

Innovative and determined attackers, along with seismic changes to the way organizations conduct their 

operations, will combine to threaten even the strongest establishments. Only those with robust preparations 

will stand tall.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Iran-linked hackers adopt new methods 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/iran-linked-hackers-adopt-new-data-exfiltration-methods  

GIST An Iran-linked cyber-espionage group has been using new malware and data exfiltration techniques in 

recent attacks, security firm Nyotron has discovered. 

 

The threat actor, known as OilRig, has been active since 2015, mainly targeting United States and Middle 

Eastern organizations in the financial and government industries. The group has been already observed 

using multiple tools and adopting new exploits fast, as well as switching to new Trojans in recent attacks.  

 

Nyotron now says that OilRig has used roughly 20 different tools it its latest campaign, including off-the-

shelf, dual-purpose utilities and previously unseen malware. In addition to data exfiltration, the group has 

been heavily focused on bypassing network-level security products to establish a foothold into targeted 

environments. 

 

Since November 2017, the notorious Iran-linked threat group has been targeting various organizations in 

the Middle East with evolved tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs), including the abuse of Google 

Drive and SmartFile for command and control (C&C) purposes, Nyotron’s report (PDF) reveals.  

 

After compromising a targeted network (phishing emails are likely used to steal login credentials), the 

group downloads necessary tools from public file sharing services such as Dropbox, Degoo, Files.fm, and 

File.ac, and from an attacker-controlled server.  

 

The hackers used Windows shares to transfer tools to endpoints that did not have an Internet connection or 

had downloads blocked by firewalls. They also used web shells to upload and execute files on 

compromised servers.  

 

For the attacks, the hacker(s) built a sophisticated Remote Access Trojan (RAT) that uses Google Drive 

for C&C purposes and which is deployed on the target systems as a file named Service.exe. The malware 

registers as a service to achieve persistence, receives commands from the attacker’s account on Google 

Drive, and sends files to it. 

 

With no anti-virus programs in VirusTotal detecting the RAT, multiple organizations appear to have been 

compromised by the malware. The account used to control the malware was created in August 2015, but 

wasn’t used until recently. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Report: cybercrime-as-a-service costs 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/you-can-ddos-organization-just-10-hour-cybercrime-report  

GIST The cost of having an organization targeted by a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack for an hour is 

as low as $10, cybersecurity firm Armor says. 

 

The low cost of launching such attacks results from the proliferation of cybercrime-as-a-service, one of the 

most profitable business models adopted by cybercriminals over the past years. It allows criminals-

wannabe to employ the resources of established cybercriminals for their nefarious purposes, including 

malware distribution, DDoS-ing, spam, and more.  

 

All that miscreants have to do is to access underground markets or forums and hire the desired cybercrime 

service to conduct the malicious actions for them. And while the incurred financial losses total billions or 

even more for affected organizations, the price of hiring such a service is highly affordable to anyone.  

 

According to Armor’s The Black Market Report: A Look into the Dark Web (PDF), anyone can DDoS an 

organization for only $10 an hour or $200 per day. Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) access for a system 

for three months costs only $35.  

 

The data was collected through the analysis of dozens of online underground markets and forums during 

the fourth quarter of 2017 and reveals a slight increase in prices compared to a couple of years ago. 

Considering how powerful DDoS attacks have become lately, however, the cost of launching an attack 

remains incredibly low. 

 

DDoS-for-hire services, however, are only one example of how cheap cybercrime services are on the dark 

web. The Disdain exploit kit could be rented for $80 a day, $500 a week or $1,400 a month, Armor has 

discovered. A botnet capable of webinject and other nefarious actions was available at $750 or $1,200 a 

month, with support available at an extra $100 or $150 a month. 

 

“When source code is offered, there is a trend toward offloading risk by selling malware or exploit code to 

someone else and then selling support as well. In the spirit of helping others, some sellers have taken to 

hawking hacker tutorials and known exploits in bundles at relatively low cost, most likely to low-skill 

hackers known as script kiddies,” the security firm says.  

 

Armor's researchers found a Microsoft Office exploit builder targeting the CVE-2017-0199 vulnerability 

available at $1,000. A banking Trojan license, on the other hand, was available at $3,000 to $5,000, while 

a remote access Trojan was seen selling for $200.  

 

On underground forums, buyers can also find code-signing certificates (a Class 3 code-signing certificate 

was selling for $400, while an Extended Validation (EV) certificate was offered for $2,500), account 

hacking programs (for as low as $12.99), WordPress exploits (at $100), password stealers ($50), Android 

malware loader ($1,500), ATM skimmers ($700 - $1,500), and various other tools as well.  

 

Credit card skimmers and magnetic stripe readers were found selling for as little as $700 and $450, 

respectively. Credit card data is available for purchase as well, with prices starting as low as $7 for US 

Visa cards.  

 

Card numbers sold with additional identifying information are a bit more expensive: $18 vs $10-$12 at the 

same vendor. Customers looking to verify the bank information number (BIN) may be charged as much as 

$15 for the operation, Armor has discovered. American Express and Discover card numbers were 

available at $12 to $17 with BIN verification.  

 

The cost of credit card information was also influenced by the credit limit on the card: one with a $10,000 

limit was available at $800, while another with a $15,000 limit was $1,000. Access to bank accounts too is 

priced in line with the available balance, ranging from $200 to $1,000 for accounts at Wells Fargo, 

JPMorgan Chase and Bank of America with balances between $3,000 and $15,000. 
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PayPal accounts were also available for sale: $200 for a verified PayPal account with a balance of $3,000. 

Furthermore, the researchers found U.K. bank accounts up for sale, priced at 300 and 400 GBP, for 

accounts at Lloyds Bank with balances of 3,000 GBP and 5,000 GBP, respectively. 

 

“Buying access to an account, however, is only part of a successful heist. From there, the buyer needs to 

be able to get their hands on the money. To accomplish this, cybercriminals traditionally have turned to 

money mules. Their role is to receive the funds from the compromised account, after which, they will be 

often tasked with transferring that money to another account overseas in exchange for a commission,” 

Armor notes.  

 

The security researchers discovered that one can buy all kinds of compromised accounts on the dark web, 

not only finance-related accounts. One vendor offered 1,000 Instagram accounts for a price of $15, 2,500 

for $25, 5,000 for $40 and 10,000 for $60. Another said they would hack into accounts for Facebook, 

Netflix, Twitter and other services for as low as $12.99. 

 

Personally identifiable information (PII) and counterfeit documents are also available on underground 

markets and forums. The price for U.S. PII (name, address, phone number, SSN, DOB, bank account data, 

employment history, credit history, criminal history) was of $40 - $200, while U.S. green cards, driver’s 

license, Insurance, and Passport Visas (bundled) would cost $2,000.  

 

Other data being sold on the dark web that attackers can turn into profit includes airline and hotel rewards 

points. A Southwest Airlines rewards account with at least 50,000 miles was being sold for $98.88, while a 

large international hotel chain rewards points account with at least 50,000 points was available at $74.99.  

 

“Whether you are a small business owner, an enterprise executive or a private individual using a computer 

from the comfort of your home, there are attackers who are interested in your data. As long as these 

markets continue to thrive, cyberattacks will remain a constant threat, making it vital business leaders arm 

their security teams with the resources they need to keep information secure,” Armor concludes. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Study: malware from piracy sites 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/study-malware-counts-higher-on-computers-whose-users-visited-

piracy-sites/article/753135/  

GIST Each time a user doubles the amount of time he spends visiting illegal torrent and streaming websites, the 

malware count on his machine jumps another 20 percent, according to an academic paper released earlier 

this month. 

 

The report, by Carnegie Mellon University researcher Rahul Telang, is an attempt at quantifying the 

impact of illegal content websites on cybersecurity, following a year-long study of 253 users' online 

activities throughout all of 2016. 

 

Based on data collected by sensors, 174 out of the 253 studied users visited an illegal site at least once, and 

were found to have an average of 1.4 malware files on their machines, or 1.5 when factoring in adware. In 

contrast, users who did not use the illegal sites had an average of only 0.7 malware files on their devices -- 

although when factoring in adware, they had a considerably higher count of 1.4. 

 

"Doubling the amount of time spent (a 100% increase) on infringing sites increases the number of malware 

count by almost 0.05 units," Telang wrote in his report. "While this number may look small, the mean 

number of malware count on a user machine is 0.24 per month. So a 0.05 increase translates to a 20 

percent increase in malware count due to infringing alone." 

 

Further extrapolating his results (albeit from a small sample size), Telang also determined that users who 

visited pirate sites were actually less likely to install anti-malware software as a precaution. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Cryptominers target Linux servers 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/hackers-exploit-old-flaw-to-turn-linux-servers-into-cryptocurrency-

miners/article/753144/  

GIST The malicious actors who installed and ran a cryptocurrency mining operation on hacked Tesla ASW 

servers and Jenkins servers is now targeting servers running Linux and has so far generated more than 

$74,000 in Monero. 

 

The new campaign uses the legitimate, open-source XMRig cryptominer in conjunction with exploiting 

the old vulnerability CVE-2013-2618, which is found in Cacti's Network Weathermap plug-in, according 

to a Trend Micro Cyber Safety Solutions Team report. The vulnerability is a cross-site scripting 

vulnerability in editor.php in Network Weathermap before 0.97b and allows remote attackers to inject 

arbitrary web script or HTML via the map_title parameter. 

 

This active campaign is hitting targets primarily in active campaign, primarily affecting Japan, Taiwan, 

China, the U.S., and India.  

 

“As to why they're exploiting an old security flaw: Network Weathermap only has two publicly reported 

vulnerabilities so far, both from June 2014. It's possible these attackers are taking advantage not only of a 

security flaw for which an exploit is readily available but also of patch lag that occurs in organizations that 

use the open-source tool” the team wrote. 

 

Trend Micro was able to trace the activity back to two usernames associated with two Monero wallets 

where $74,677 has been deposited as of March 21. However, Trend's team noted that the people behind 

this campaign have made in excess of $3 million when the Tesla hack and Jenkins server vulnerability 

exploitation are included. In each of these cases XMRig was also used. 

 

The attackers do need to look for targets with a very specific set up in order to be successful. 

 

This includes having a web server running Linux (x86-64) and the server has to be publicly accessible. 

The Cacti plug-in has to be present and implemented with the Plugin Architecture working and an 

outdated Network Weathermap (0.97a and prior), the web server should not require authentication and 

finally the web server should be running with root permissions. 

 

The Trend researchers could understand why the first two issues might be present, but “why would one 

want to share network data publicly (Cacti)? Is the web server really being run as root?”   

 

They theorized that the server operator might have this set up in place in order might make it easier to 

monitor the servers, through say a basic browser bookmark, but it also makes it easier for any threat actors 

to find and gain access. 

 

Because turning a Linux server into a mining operation does require that an older vulnerability be left 

unpatched the best way to protect against such an attack is to keep systems updated with the latest patches, 

Trend suggested. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Guccifer 2.0 is Russian GRU operative 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/misstep-reveals-guccifer-20-as-russian-gru-operative/article/753229/  

GIST Guccifer 2.0 apparently forgot to activate a virtual private network during communications, allowing U.S. 

investigators to identify the hacker as an intelligence agent at Russia's GRU. 

 

They were able to peg the hacker from his Moscow IP address, which appeared in a U.S. social media 

company's logs, according to a report from the Daily Beast.  
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Guccifer 2.0 emerged in 2016 as a counterpoint to the narrative that Russia had hacked the Democrat 

National Committee (DNC), claiming to be the “lone hacker” behind the attack. President Trump adviser 

Roger Stone claimed to have communicated directly on Twitter with the self-proclaimed Romanian 

hacktivist.  

 

Stone's seemingly prior knowledge that the emails of Hillary Clinton's campaign manager John Podesta 

would be leaked landed him before the House Intelligence Committee last September where he refused to 

answer questions around his interactions with WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, who released the emails 

in a steady drip throughout the 2016 presidential campaign. 

 

At the time, Stone claimed in a pre-hearing statement that he had “no involvement in the alleged activities 

that are within the publicly stated scope of this committee's investigation -- collusion with the Russian 

state to affect the outcome of the 2016 election." 

 

The report said that Special Counsel Robert Mueller has taken the reins in the Guccifer 2.0 investigation. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Using web injects to steal cryptocurrency 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/criminals-using-web-injects-to-steal-

cryptocurrency/d/d-id/1331350  

GIST Criminals have deployed a variety of tactics in recent months to try and profit from the cryptocurrency 

boom. 

 

One of them is the use of Web injects to intercept and modify traffic between user browsers and 

cryptocurrency sites in order to steal coins from victims and transfer it to accounts held by criminals. 

 

Third-party risk management firm SecurityScorecard says it has seen recent evidence of threat actors using 

Web injects to target cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase and Bitcoin wallet Blockchain.info. Tens of 

thousands of bots can run the Web injects to steal cryptocurrency, making them a potent threat for 

investors and exchanges, according to SecurityScorecard. 

 

A Web inject is basically code for injecting malicious content into a Web page before the page is rendered 

on a user's browser. This work by intercepting and modifying traffic between a Web server and user 

browser in such a manner that the victim typically does not notice anything amiss. 

 

Web injects can be used to add or delete content on the Web pages that a victim sees. For instance, a Web 

inject can be used to add a field in the login screen for capturing the PIN a user might use to access his or 

her bank account, or it can be used to delete warnings that a user might normally see when viewing a 

particular Web page. Web injects typically have been used to steal credentials for accessing bank accounts, 

but recently have begun to play a role in cryptocurrency heists as well. 

 

Bot masters can readily buy the Web injects for Coinbase and Blockchain.info and distribute them to 

infected computers in a botnet, says Doina Cosovan, malware researcher at SecurityScorecard. The 

malware installed on those infected computers receive the Web injects and inject them in the Coinbase and 

Blockchain.info websites if a user happens to visit either site. 

 

These Web injects are provided as a service, so different malware families can use them. Cosovan says. 

"We noticed Zeus and Ramnit in particular, but these are simply examples we observed. Any other bot 

master controlling bots infected with a malware family which has capabilities to inject code in websites 

can buy and use these Web injects on their bots," she notes. 

 

The Web inject for Coinbase that SecurityScorecard discovered is designed to change the settings on a 

victim's account in order to enable digital coin transfers without requiring the user's confirmation. When a 
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user tries to log in to his or her Coinbase account, the injected JavaScript content first disables the "Enter" 

key for the email and password fields so the user has to actually click on the "Submit" button in order to 

submit the form, according to SecurityScorecard. 

 

It also creates a new button that has mostly the same attributes as the original button, and a few additional 

malicious ones. It then adds the rogue "Submit" button on top of the original sign-in button so that the 

victim clicks on the malicious button rather than the original. The ultimate goal is to capture the victim's 

multifactor authentication information and then using it to change account settings so further transactions 

can be carried out without requiring the user's approval. 

 

"Once this change is made, the injected content can start making transactions without the need to authorize 

them with [two-factor authentication]," Cosovan says. "Even more, the user's access to the settings is 

blocked, so that he can't enable the two-factor authentication for transactions," she adds. 

 

The Blockchain.info Web inject has somewhat similar functionality but in this case is designed to steal 

from a user's Bitcoin wallet and transfer the digital currency to accounts held by threat actors. As a final 

touch, the Web inject presents the user with a "Service Unavailable" notice after stealing the 

cryptocurrency, thereby delaying the victim's ability to detect the theft, SecurityScorecard said. 

 

The use of Web injects in cryptocurrency theft is one of many tactics that cybercriminals are employing to 

profit from the surging interest in Bitcoin, Monero, and other cryptocurrencies worldwide. Even as 

defenders have adapted their tactics to deal with threats, criminals have come up with new ways around 

them. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Best Buy dumps Huawei smartphones 

SOURCE http://www.zdnet.com/article/best-buy-dumps-huawei-what-trade-war-fallout-hits-the-tech-sector-

next/  

GIST Best Buy will stop selling Huawei smartphones in a move that may highlight how an escalating trade war 

is going to hit technology vendors. 

 
CNET's Roger Cheng reported that Best Buy will end the sale of Huawei smartphones in the weeks ahead. 

Huawei already has been shut out by U.S. wireless carriers.  

 

On the surface, Best Buy's move isn't all that surprising. Consider: 

• China-U.S. trade is becoming a larger issue with tariffs being launched on a bevy of goods. 

• Huawei has been flagged as a security concern by the U.S. government. Citing risks but no 

evidence, US intel chiefs warn against using Huawei, ZTE phones | Huawei: National security 

concerns not a blank cheque for public policy decisions 

• Huawei has been a lightning rod in the U.S. for its power on networking infrastructure as well as 

mobile devices. 

• Brands are wary of being caught in the vortex of President Trump tweets and political issues. 

 

From the Best Buy side of the equation, ditching Huawei makes business sense. The sales of Huawei's 

unlocked devices simply weren't enough to outweigh the potential risks.  

 

On the Huawei side of the fence, the Best Buy move is devastating from a distribution perspective. But it's 

worth pondering a few other wrinkles, including: 

• Huawei has never had a foothold in the U.S. on the enterprise or consumer side of the business. 

Losing out on the U.S. isn't that big of a loss considering that Huawei was never a player. 

• Huawei's approach would likely be well received in the Android ecosystem 

• The game for Huawei is being dominant in the rest of the world on devices as well as networking 

and smart city deployments. Huawei has succeeded in emerging markets relative to U.S. rivals.  

• Via the passive aggressive U.S. ban on Huawei devices, the company may actually see a boost in 
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interest. In the U.S., a device like the Mate 10 may be seen as cooler simply because of the lack of 

availability. Demand abroad could also improve where Huawei is available. It's doubtful, Huawei 

would have a marketing line like "banned in the U.S.," but you get the gist. 

 

Perhaps the broader question is what happens to other companies with China ties as trade tensions 

escalate. Will Lenovo have issues? What about those Apple devices manufactured in China? Huawei may 

or may not be a security threat, but it doesn't take much to play out more tech industry issues ahead. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 GhostMiner advanced techniques net $200 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/ghostminer-uses-fileless-techniques-removes-

other-miners-but-makes-only-200/  

GIST Security researchers from Minerva Labs have discovered a new strain of cryptocurrency-mining malware 

that uses PowerShell code to obtain fileless execution, and scans and stops the process of other miners that 

might be running on the same infected host. 

 

But in spite of all these highly advanced techniques, this coinminer strain —codenamed GhostMiner by 

researchers— has failed to earn any substantial revenue for its creators. 

 

Experts say that after a three-week-long campaign, GhostMiner only racked up 1.03 Monero, which is 

worth only around $200, at the time of writing. 

 

This is peanuts compared to other coinmining crews who managed to rack up tens or hundreds of 

thousands, with one crew making nearly $3 million. 

 

But while GhostMiner appears to be a resounding failure in terms of operational success, the malware is 

certainly not a technical fiasco. 

 

For starters, this appears to be the first fileless cryptocurrency miner malware strain detected. The fileless 

technique has become quite popular with malware in recent years, allowing them to run malicious code 

directly from memory, without leaving files on disk, hence fewer artifacts that classic antivirus engines 

could detect. 

 

Further, GhostMiner also employs another advanced technique, of hunting competing miners and shutting 

down their processes. The technique isn't new, as it's been used by another nondescript coinminer strain, 

but this shows that GhostScript's author has put a lot more thought into assembling his code than most 

other crooks. 

 

As for targeting, GhostMiner can infect systems running MSSQL, phpMyAdmin, and Oracle WebLogic 

servers. But according to Minerva Labs experts, only the WebLogic infection system was active when they 

analyzed the recent campaign. 

 

Researchers say GhostMiner would scan random IPs for WebLogic servers, use the CVE-2017-10271 

exploit to gain a foothold on a new victim's system, and run two PowerShell scripts to launch into its 

fileless operational mode, from where it downloads its coinmining component and the self-protection 

mechanism. 

 

GhostMiner isn't the first or only coinminer that targets WebLogic servers, as two separate campaigns 

were detected active earlier this year [1, 2], with one of them earning more than $226,000 in revenue. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 CoinMiner campaigns move to the cloud 
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SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/coinminer-campaigns-move-to-the-cloud-via-

docker-kubernetes/  

GIST After becoming a scourge inside browsers, on desktops, and on servers, cryptocurrency-mining malware is 

now invading the cloud, and it appears to be quite successful. 

 

Several reports during the past month suggest malware authors are now actively looking to gain access to 

Docker and Kubernetes systems, two types of applications that are the basic building blocks of many of 

today's cloud computing services. 

 

The role of these two tools is to help developers roll out containerized/virtualized apps or even entire 

server setups whenever a company's infrastructure needs more processing power to handle traffic spikes or 

extra computing tasks. 

 

As such, if a hacker manages to gain access to these systems, they not only have the keys to a company's 

entire kingdom but also access to vast computational power. 

 

And based on recent reports, it appears that a vast majority of these recent hacks of cloud infrastructure are 

now focusing on using this enormous computational power to mine cryptocurrency for the attackers. 

 

And attacks aren't stopping. Just today, security researcher Robbie Wiggins spotted a cluster of 48 nodes 

where two hackers were fighting over server resources. 

 

All in all, these attacks are just part of a bigger picture that started to take shape last year when 

ransomware operations slowed down, and crooks migrated towards cryptocurrency mining. 

 

Past campaigns targeted almost any known type of technology (databases, browsers, CMSs, CRMs, etc.), 

and it was to be expected that at one point or another, hackers would look toward the cloud for running 

hidden cryptocurrency mining scripts. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Atlanta hit by ransomware cyberattack 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/city-of-atlanta-it-systems-hit-by-samsam-

ransomware/  

GIST The Mayor of Atlanta, Georgia has confirmed today in a press conference that several local government 

systems are currently down due to a ransomware infection. 

 

City officials said the ransomware infection took root earlier today, at around 5:40 AM, local time. 

 

Richard Cox, the City of Atlanta's new Chief Operations Officer, said the infection affected several 

internal and customer-facing applications, such as the online systems that residents used to pay city bills or 

access court documents. 

 

Cox, who is in his first week on the job, said that the infection did not affect the critical infrastructure such 

as the city's water services, the local airport, and the public safety system. 

 

Cox and his team are working with the FBI and DHS agents, but also with incident response teams from 

Cisco and Microsoft. Investigators are still assessing the damage and validating the infection's impact on 

city systems. 

 

Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms expects city departments to open tomorrow, but operate without IT support. 

 

Asked if the city plans to pay the ransom note, Mayor Bottoms said "We can't speak to that right now. We 

will be looking for guidance from specifically our federal partners." 
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Not all IT infrastructure were affected because the city was in the process of moving some systems to 

cloud services, and those were not affected. 

 

According to 11Alive, a local TV station, the infection was caused by the SamSam ransomware, a strain 

that's been very active at the start of this year, and had previously also infected the Colorado Department 

of Transportation. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 User Facebook data $5.20 on dark web 

SOURCE https://www.marketwatch.com/story/spooked-by-the-facebook-privacy-violations-this-is-how-much-

your-personal-data-is-worth-on-the-dark-web-2018-03-20  

GIST Perhaps this is the most depressing aspect of the recent privacy violations on Facebook FB, -1.61% : The 

most important parts of your identity can be sold online for just a few dollars. 

 

Consumers have to spend hours of their time — and, sometimes, their own money — when they find out 

their driver’s license, Facebook “likes” or Social Security number have been exposed to hackers. But those 

who sell them are making only petty cash. 

 

That’s according to a new report from the content marketing agency Fractl, which analyzed all the fraud-

related listings on three large “dark web” marketplaces — Dream, Point and Wall Street Market — over 

several days last month. 

 

The “dark web” is part of the internet that people can only access by using special software. To create this 

report, Fractl accessed the dark web through the browser Tor. People buy other risky or illegal substances 

on the dark web, including drugs, pirated content like movies or music and materials that help with scams, 

including credit-card “skimmers.” 

 

Facebook logins can be sold for $5.20 each because they allow criminals to have access to personal data 

that could potentially let them hack into more of an individual’s accounts. The credentials to a PayPal 

PYPL, -2.04%   account with a relatively high balance can be sold on the dark web for $247 on average, 

the report found. 

 

One’s entire online identity, including personal identification numbers and hacked financial accounts, can 

be sold for only about $1,200 on the dark web, Fractl found. 

 

That’s because so much personal information may already available to hackers, after repeated data 

breaches across a range of industries. It comes down to supply and demand, said Adam Levin, the founder 

of the security firm CyberScout and the author of “Swiped.” Hackers want to grab personal information 

and sell it as fast as they can, so they can move on, he said. 

 

“With 5.3 billion records released due to accidents and 2.6 billion records released due to hacking last 

year, personal information is becoming cheap,” said Rick McElroy, a security strategist at the security firm 

Carbon Black. 

 

Wealthier individuals are more valuable to criminals, and those without money are worth less, said Al 

Pascual, a senior vice president and research director at the security firm Javelin. But the more information 

hackers have, the more valuable the data. 

 

“A college student with not a lot of money in the bank might be worth $50,” Pascual said. “If you’re near 

retirement, with a fat retirement account and plenty of money in the bank, you’ll be worth more.” 

 

Voter data are also vulnerable and valuable during election season, Pascual said. There are more attempts 

to compromise voter records in the run-up to elections, including attacks against registrars’ offices. 

Electronic voting machines can also be compromised, he said. 
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Type of account Average price log-in goes for on dark web 

• PayPal $247 

• Costco $5 

• ASOS (clothing) $2 

• Airbnb $8 

• Uber $7 

• T-Mobile $10.51 

• DHL $10.40 

• Facebook $5.20 

• Gmail $1 

• Grubhub $9 

 

Logins for food delivery websites such as Grubhub can be sold for about $9 because they allow criminals 

to fraudulently order expensive food and alcohol. 

 

And a login for the lodging site Airbnb can be sold for about $8 because it opens up “a world of scams,” 

Fractl said. Fraudsters have changed hosts’ payment details to steal their earnings, or have been able to 

assume the identities of well-reviewed guests in order to book their own stays. Airbnb has updated its 

security measures in the last year to combat fraud. 
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HEADLINE 03/21 Revelations of open secrets 

SOURCE https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/cambridge-analytica-facebook-and-the-revelations-of-

open-secrets  

GIST What are we to make of the revelations published over the weekend, in the Observer and the Times, that 

Cambridge Analytica, the data-analytics and messaging company financed, in part, by the conservative 

billionaire Robert Mercer, used tens of millions of ill-gotten Facebook profiles to create algorithms aimed 

at “breaking” American democracy? 

 

First, that these were not really revelations at all. Reporters from the Guardian, The New Yorker, The New 

York Review of Books, Das Magazin, and the Intercept have been reporting these facts for years.  

 

We knew as early as December, 2015, for instance, that Facebook data obtained without users’ knowledge 

was being exploited by Cambridge Analytica on behalf of Senator Ted Cruz, who at that time was 

Mercer’s preferred candidate in the Republican Presidential primaries. Later, when the Mercer family, 

along with Steve Bannon, came to support Donald Trump, it was no secret that they brought with them 

Cambridge Analytica, a firm that boasted of being able to parse and influence the electorate through 

“psychographic” algorithms derived from that data. After Trump won, Alexander Nix, the head of 

Cambridge Analytica, crowed that the company’s psychographic algorithms had carried the day. (He later 

retracted that, then reaffirmed it.) 

 

The millions of Facebook accounts in question—as the reporter Mattathias Schwartz pointed out last 

March—were mostly culled from the friend networks of people who clicked on a cute personality quiz on 

the site. A significant number of the initial test takers, starting in around 2014, were paid freelancers 

recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk marketplace by a British research company called GSR. 

They and others who took the quiz likely did not know that they were giving GSR permission to access 

their Facebook friends’ profiles. If Facebook officials were not aware of this at the time, when GSR sold 

this data to Cambridge Analytica, they certainly knew it by January, 2017, when the Swiss researchers 

Hannes Grassegger and Mikael Krogerus published “The Data That Turned the World Upside Down,” a 

detailed account of how C.A.’s psychological modelling was used by the Trump campaign. (The Guardian 

recently quoted a former Facebook employee in charge of data security explaining that he “always 

assumed there was something of a black market” for data obtained by third-party companies such as GSR, 

and that when he brought this up to his bosses he was discouraged from investigating too deeply. “Do you 
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really want to see what you’ll find?” he says a Facebook executive told him.) 

 

When Facebook finally acknowledged that Cambridge Analytica was using Facebook data it had obtained 

surreptitiously, the company’s response was not to alert its users or audit its partners or engage in any sort 

of meaningful reform. Rather, it sent a polite request to Cambridge Analytica asking it to delete the GSR-

sourced material, some of which, according to the Times, remains on the company’s servers. 

 

This weekend’s reports about Facebook and Cambridge Analytica did introduce us to Christopher Wylie, a 

twenty-eight-year-old Canadian coder and data scientist, who conceived and helped construct C.A.’s 

psychographic tools. For at least a year, it seems, Wylie had been feeding information to Carole 

Cadwalladr and her team at the Guardian and its sister paper, the Observer. Now he is out of the shadows. 

In a thirteen-minute video posted on the Guardian’s Web site on Saturday, Wylie details the story of the 

creation and deployment of “the weapon” that he and Nix sold to Bannon, and then to Mercer, to fight 

their “culture war.” It was in those early days of 2014, Wylie says, that he and Bannon began testing 

slogans like “drain the swamp” and “the deep state” and “build the wall,” and found a surprising number 

of Americans who responded strongly to them. All they needed was a candidate to parrot them. Cambridge 

Analytica promised that psychographics could not only target people as voters but also as personalities. 

“We would know what kind of messaging you’d be susceptible to and where you are going to consume it 

and how many times we are going to have to touch you with it to change how you think about something,” 

Wylie told the Guardian. “Web sites will be created. Blogs will be created—whatever we think this target 

profile will be receptive to. See it, click it, and go down the rabbit hole until they start to think something 

different.” The goal was to break society. “It is only when you break it can you remodel the pieces into 

your vision of a new society.” As one former executive of Mercer’s hedge fund told The New Yorker’s 

Jane Mayer, last year, “He wants it to all fall down.” 

 

Perhaps the most telling revelation from the recent reporting—aside from the U.K.’s Channel 4 catching 

Alexander Nix on camera explaining how his company could supply beautiful Ukrainian women to entrap 

politicians—is that Cambridge Analytica is essentially a shell company created by the British firm 

Strategic Communications Laboratories. During the 2016 campaign, according to Cadwalladr, C.A. was 

staffed primarily by non-U.S. citizens, in possible violation of American campaign-finance laws. This 

included the contractors the firm brought to Austin, Texas, to work with Trump’s digital team there. 

 

“We were really speaking directly to the voters in a number of states,” one former C.A. employee, who 

worked with a number of non-U.S. citizens or green-card holders, told the Guardian. Cadwalladr writes, 

“It is understood that some were working on tourist visas. Another ex-employee claimed that they had 

been provided with letters to give to US border control officials where needed, stating that they would not 

be working” in the United States. And, she points out, Bannon, Nix, and Rebekah Mercer (Robert’s 

daughter) knew that this was illegal. Their counsel, who happened to work at Rudolph Giuliani’s law firm, 

let them know in a memo written in July, 2014. 

 

These Cambridge Analytica contractors worked with Trump’s digital team, headed by Brad Parscale and 

Jared Kushner. Alongside all of them were Facebook employees who were embedded with the Trump 

campaign to help them use Facebook’s various tools most effectively—including the so-called “dark 

posts,” used to dissuade African-Americans from showing up to vote. Did any of them know that the data 

that Cambridge Analytica was using to target voters, craft ads and blog posts, and determine Trump’s 

travel schedule came from millions of American Facebook members whose data had been taken without 

consent and sold for a million dollars—what Cadwalladr is calling a massive data “breach”? Maybe, or 

maybe not—and it hardly matters. For more than a year, Cadwalladr has done yeoman work, reporting on 

the nihilism of Bannon and the Mercers, the cravenness of Nix, and connecting the dots between them and 

Trump and Facebook. But those millions of Facebook profiles do not in fact constitute a breach: they were 

obtained legally. Nobody hacked Facebook—nor would they have had to—because the business model of 

Facebook is predicated on mining the personal details of its two billion users. In a statement on 

Wednesday, Mark Zuckerberg could only chalk the whole saga up to “a breach of trust between Kogan, 

Cambridge Analytica and Facebook.” The company is aided in maintaining this position by privacy 

policies that are as obscure as they are lax. As a consequence, Facebook created the conditions for millions 

of Americans to become unwitting cogs in the effort to get Trump elected. 
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Christopher Wylie knew all this, and he watched what he now calls his “grossly unethical experiment” 

unfold in real time. It is, he says, “something that I regret.” So now he’s blown the whistle and, in turn, 

Facebook has suspended his account. The company may have shot the messenger, but, even so, his 

message has been heard loud and clear, in Parliament (where Nix, who has now been suspended by 

Cambridge Analytica, will be called back to explain what appear to be the lies he told there last month, 

during hearings on fake news), in Congress (where Nix and possibly Zuckerberg will also be called to 

account), on the front page of newspapers around the world, and on Twitter (where the hashtags “Where’s 

Zuck?” and “DeleteFacebook” have been trending). Wylie’s words have also reverberated on Wall Street, 

where, in the first two hours of trading after his video confession (and the news that he had supplied e-

mails and documents to American and British authorities), Facebook stock lost thirty billion dollars in 

value. It is now down by sixty billion dollars. It would not be wrong to call this payback. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Ransomware out; cryptojacking in 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/ransomware-out-cryptojacking-in/  

GIST Cryptojacking attacks exploded by 8,500% in 2017 resulting from the sudden increase in cryptocurrency 

values. According to research released by Symantec, UK ranked as the fifth highest country worldwide, 

with a staggering 44,000% increase in coin-miner detections. 

 

With a low barrier to entry – only requiring a couple lines of code to operate – cyber-criminals are 

harnessing stolen processing power and cloud CPU usage from consumers and enterprises to mine 

cryptocurrency. Coin-miners can slow devices, overheat batteries, and in some cases, render devices 

unusable. For enterprise organizations, coin-miners can put corporate networks at risk of shutdown and 

inflate cloud CPU usage, adding cost. 

 

Symantec also found a 600% increase in overall IoT attacks in 2017, which means that cyber-criminals 

could exploit the connected nature of these devices to mine en masse. 

 

“Attackers could be co-opting your phone, computer or IoT device to use them for profit,” said Darren 

Thomson, CTO and VP EMEA, Symantec. “People need to expand their defences or they will pay the 

price for someone else using their device.” 

 

The Annual Threat Report also showed that while ransomware was still being used in 2017, there were 

fewer ransomware families and lower ransom demands. Symantec outlined in its report that “many cyber-

criminals may have shifted their focus to coin mining as an alternative to cash in while cryptocurrency 

values are high” and that “some online banking threats have also experienced a renaissance as established 

ransomware groups have attempted to diversify.” 

 

Last year, the average ransom demand dropped to $522, less than half the average of the year prior. While 

the number of ransomware variants increased by 46%, indicating the established criminal groups are still 

quite productive, the number of ransomware families dropped, suggesting they are innovating less and 

may have shifted their focus to new, higher value targets. 

 

The report analyzed data from the Symantec Global Intelligence Network, which tracks over 700,000 

global adversaries, records events from 98 million attack sensors worldwide and monitors threat activities 

in over 157 countries and territories. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Netflix public bug bounty program 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/netflix-launches-public-bug-bounty-program  

GIST Netflix announced on Wednesday the launch of a public bug bounty program with rewards of up to 

$15,000, and Dropbox has made some changes to its vulnerability disclosure policy, promising not to sue 
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researchers. 

 

Netflix has had a vulnerability disclosure policy for the past 5 years and a private bug bounty program 

since September 2016. The company has now decided to make its bug bounty initiative public through the 

Bugcrowd platform. 

 

Its vulnerability disclosure policy and private bug bounty have helped Netflix patch 190 vulnerabilities. 

The private program started with 100 of Bugcrowd’s top researchers, but more than 700 white hat hackers 

were later invited in preparation for the public program. 

 

Researchers can earn between $100 and $15,000 for flaws affecting one of several Netflix domains and the 

mobile applications for iOS and Android. The company claims the highest reward paid out to date is 

$15,000 for a critical security hole. 

 

The types of vulnerabilities that can be submitted include cross-site scripting (XSS), cross-site request 

forgery (CSRF), SQL injection, authentication and authorization, data exposure, remote code execution, 

redirection, business logic, MSL protocol, and mobile API issues. Netflix says it acknowledges 

vulnerability reports, on average, in less than 3 days. 

 

“Engineers at Netflix have a high degree of ownership for the security of their products and this helps us 

address reports quickly,” Netflix said in a blog post. “Our security engineers also have the autonomy and 

freedom to make reward decisions quickly based on the reward matrix and bug severity. This ultimately 

helps create an efficient and seamless experience for researchers which is important for engagement in the 

program.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Supply chain cyberattacks surged 200% 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/supply-chain-cyberattacks-surged-200--in-2017/d/d-

id/1331337  

GIST Major software update compromises occurred at least once a month last year as attackers adopted this 

more stealthy and efficient way to reach their targets – compared to just three such attacks per year 

previously. 

 

That 200% increase in such supply chain attacks only accounts for breaches in 2017 that were reported 

publicly, so the actual rate of these attacks could be even higher, according to new cyber threat data from 

Symantec's annual "Internet Security Threat Report," published today. 

 

These are attacks where hackers hijack the software update process and replace it with malicious code; the 

most high-profile of these incidents last year was NotPetya, where Russian hackers compromised a 

Ukrainian accounting vendor's software as a way to spread malware to its targets. 

 

"All of a sudden this is a huge issue," says Kevin Haley, director of Symantec Security Response. "This is 

something organizations really need to be concerned about. It's not just some on-offs." 

 

Supply chain attacks were one of the main trends cited by Crowdstrike in its annual threat report as well. 

In additon to NotPetya, there were attacks on Avast's CCleaner and the HandBrake media player software 

for Apple Mac machines, notes Adam Meyers, vice president of intelligence at Crowdstrike. Attackers can 

target victims via plugins and other software updates, he says.  

 

"It used to be that we talked about the hardware supply chain" being at risk, Meyers says. "Now you get 

updates via an app store that will validate as much as possible" but still can be corrupted or abuse 

permissions, he says. 

 

It's tough to defend against supply chain attacks because patching software with the latest releases is a best 
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security practice. "You can't stop" patching, but organizations should start looking at their supply chain 

vendors and be sure they are protecting them," Symantec's Haley says.  

 

Behavior monitoring is another way to track any suspicious activity with an application update, but app 

vendors also need controls to catch any unauthorized changes in their update systems and processes, 

Symantec advises. 

 

The spike in supply chain attacks coincided last year with a drop in zero-day attacks detected by 

Symantec. It's getting harder to find - and less appealing to burn – expensive zero-day vulnerabilities in an 

attack. Just under 30% of the 140 cyber threat groups Symantec tracks that wage targeted attacks have ever 

used an 0day in an attack. It's all part of the trend of sophisticated attackers employing legitimate tools and 

applications on their victims' networks to stay camouflaged for the long haul. 

 

Targeted cyberattacks increased by 10% last year, with some 90% of the attacks purely for intelligence-

gathering, including spying, information-stealing, and surveillance. Most of the attackers here are nation-

state sponsored groups. About 10% of targeted attack groups wage disruptive attacks on their victims. 

Another 9% are doing so for financial gain, and spear phishing is the main initial attack vector (71%) in all 

targeted attacks. 

 

Symantec has discovered an average of three new targeted attack groups per year, it says, and the most 

active ones hit an average of 42 organizations in the past three years. Researchers at Symantec identified 

29 new such groups this past year. "And those are only the ones we know about," Haley says. 

 

The US unsurprisingly is the most attacked, with nearly 30% of all targeted attack incidents. 
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HEADLINE 03/21 Ex-employee visits cloud, steals data 

SOURCE https://www.csoonline.com/article/3265109/security/former-employee-visits-cloud-and-steals-

company-data.html  

GIST Employees aren’t always going to be employees, and therefore you must have in place a mechanism to 

address what happens when someone is no longer a member of the company team. The circumstances of a 

person's departure may affect the manner and means in which you act, but the result needs to be the same: 

full and complete termination of access to company information. Any employee who departs is no longer a 

trusted insider. 

 

This is called off-boarding, and without a comprehensive off-boarding process, you risk being exploited 

by a malevolent former employee. Former employees whose access is not terminated can attempt to access 

data from which they should now be excluded. 

 

This is precisely what occurred to the Transformations Autism Treatment Center (TACT), in Bartlett, 

Tenn. One of its employees, a behavioral analyst, Jeffrey Luke, was terminated. The TACT did what many 

companies do: It terminated his access to sensitive data and changed the email address authorized to 

access its data. In this case, the TACT kept its patient records in the cloud, specifically the Google Drive 

version of cloud storage. The steps it took were consistent with what one would expect from an entity that 

falls under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). 

 

All looked good until the following month, when the TACT noticed that information on 300 current and 

past clients of TACT had been accessed. The executive director of the TACT, speaking to the Commercial 

Appeal, explained how TACT noticed files had been moved, and immediately called the police, who 

brought in the FBI.  

 

The IP address that was used in the compromise of the email address was traced to Luke’s residence, 

according to the Department of Justice. The subsequent search of Luke’s residence found that he had on 

his computer patient records, forms and templates, as well as records from a former employer, Behavioral 
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and Counseling Services (BCS) in Somerville, Tenn. The BCS data also contained patient data.  

 

Luke went on to plead guilty to the crime and was sentenced this month to 30 months' imprisonment and 

three years' supervised release, and he was ordered to pay approximately $15,000 in restitution. 

 

Luke, though he entered a guilty plea, appealed his sentence on March 14, to the U.S. Court of Appeals for 

the Sixth Circuit. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Facebook widening crisis over user data 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/ap-news-guide-facebooks-widening-crisis-user-data-

53956220  

GIST Facebook is facing the most serious crisis in its 14-year history as it deals with fallout from a major leak of 

user data to political consultants associated with the 2016 Trump campaign. 

 

Here's a look at the scandal and what it means. 

 

WHAT'S GOING ON? 

 

The U.K.-based data-mining firm Cambridge Analytica has been accused of lifting the Facebook profiles 

of more than 50 million users without their permission in order to manipulate elections. A former 

employee of the firm, Christopher Wylie, played a role in that action, and later told his story to journalists. 

 

The crisis has renewed questions about Facebook's ability to protect the privacy of its users while also 

exploiting their personal details to fuel its lucrative advertising business. It has also deepened concerns 

about the social media network's ability to avoid being exploited to spread propaganda and sway elections. 

 

Authorities in both the U.S. and the U.K. are investigating both Facebook and Cambridge Analytica. 

Facebook shares have fallen and some users are contemplating deleting their accounts. 

 

——— 

 

WHAT DID CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA DO? 

 

Wylie says the firm sought Facebook information in order to build psychological profiles on a large 

portion of the U.S. electorate. He said the company was able to amass the database quickly with the help 

of an academic, Aleksander Kogan, who developed a Facebook app called "This is Your Digital Life" that 

appeared to be a personality test. 

 

That app vacuumed up information from users who gave the app permission to access their accounts ... as 

well as additional data from their Facebook friends, 

 

Kogan paid about 200,000 people to take part; tens of millions of their friends were also caught in the data 

dragnet. 

 

——— 

 

HOW DID CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA RESPOND? 

 

Cambridge Analytica has denied wrongdoing, and the firm said it deleted any data it received from Kogan 

and denied using any Facebook data in its political work. Facebook, however, said it recently learned from 

journalists that Cambridge Analytica may have kept some of the data, spurring an investigation. 

 

Kogan said he has been scapegoated by both Cambridge and Facebook. He says the data firm approached 
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him for the project and assured him that everything he did was legal. 

 

——— 

 

WHAT'S THE CONNECTION TO THE TRUMP CAMPAIGN? 

 

Federal election records show that the Trump campaign paid Cambridge Analytica roughly $6 million. But 

the campaign has denied using the firm's data, saying it relied on the Republic National Committee for its 

voter information. 

 

Cambridge Analytica was backed by the conservative billionaire Richard Mercer, a hedge fund manager 

who supported the Trump campaign. At one point, the firm's vice president was Stephen Bannon, who 

later became Trump's campaign chairman and White House adviser. 

 

Trump's former national security adviser, Michael Flynn, disclosed an advisory role with Cambridge 

Analytica last August. But the firm's parent company, Strategic Communication Laboratories, later said 

that position never materialized. The company has surfaced in the U.S. probes into Russian interference in 

the 2016 presidential election. Special counsel Robert Mueller has requested that the firm turn over the 

emails of any employees who worked on the campaign, according to a Wall Street Journal report. 

 

Wylie, the whistleblower who worked for Cambridge from 2013 to 2015, said his team spoke to 

Americans in focus groups to identify deep-seated concerns and tested ways to tap into those fears through 

social media. He claims the slogans they developed later became the catchphrases of the Trump campaign, 

including "drain the swamp" and "build the wall." 

 

Cambridge Analytica CEO Alexander Nix was caught bragging about the firm's pivotal role in the Trump 

campaign on a sting video from the U.K.'s Channel 4. He said Cambridge handled "all the data, all the 

analytics, all the targeting" for the campaign. 

 

——— 

 

WHY ARE PEOPLE MAD AT FACEBOOK? 

 

The Cambridge Analytics fiasco appears to have crystallized the anxiety many people feel about 

Facebook's enormous sway over daily life and its massive data trove. 

 

A sell-off in Facebook shares reflects fear that the social network may face new regulations that could hurt 

profits — or that advertisers and users will sour on it. 

 

A U.K. parliamentary media committee is investigating how Facebook uses data, and has summoned CEO 

Mark Zuckerberg to testify. Various U.S. congressional committees are also seeking answers, although 

Democrats and Republicans have disagreed on what steps to take. Privacy advocates have asked the 

Federal Trade Commission to investigate as well. 

 

The hashtag #deletefacebook has been trending. Brian Acton, the co-founder of WhatsApp, which was 

acquired by Facebook four years ago for $19 billion, has joined the cause. But there are no signs, so far, 

that users — or advertisers — are abandoning Facebook in droves. 

 

——— 

 

HOW IS FACEBOOK ADDRESSING THE CRISIS? 

 

After five days of silence, Zuckerberg released a Facebook post admitting mistakes and outlining steps to 

protect user data. He followed up with rare media appearances where he apologized for a breach of trust. 

 

Facebook's response, however, is limited to a narrow range of technical changes that will further limit the 
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data apps can collect and lead to audits of apps that exhibit troubling behavior. 

 

Zuckerberg also emphasized steps the company has already taken, including reducing access outside apps 

had to user data in 2014. That came too late to stop Cambridge. The company said nothing about 

overhauling its data collection policies or taking steps to prevent the unauthorized political use of 

Facebook data. 

 

Facebook suspended Cambridge over allegations that it kept the improperly obtained user data. It has also 

suspended the access of Kogan and Wylie, as well as Cambridge's parent company, SCL. 
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Terror Conditions 
Top of page 

HEADLINE 03/22 Possible attempted attack Travis AFB 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/travis-air-force-base-gate-possible-attack-new-details/  

GIST TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. -- A car loaded with propane tanks ran through the main gate at 

Travis Air Force Base in northern California on Wednesday night. Military personnel ran up to the burning 

car that exploded in flame after breaching the security gates. 

 

In video posted on an Air Force forum on Facebook, firefighters are seen attempting to put out the flames. 

 

Law enforcement sources say the car carried propane tanks and the driver deliberately ignited the fire. He 

died inside the car, which drove off the road into a ditch. There are no reports of shots fired during the 

incident. The driver has been identified by law enforcement but not been named. 

 

Since he ignited himself, investigators are treating this as an act of terrorism. The FBI has joined the Air 

Force in the investigation.  

 

Travis Air Force Base is a main military air cargo and transport terminal on the West Coast, supporting 

operations across the Pacific.  It's home to some 7,000 active U.S. Air Force military personnel. 

 

The main gate at Travis was closed for 12 hours after the incident and officials say there is no known 

threat to the base or the community. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 France: ISIS gunman opens fire in market 

SOURCE https://www.thelocal.fr/20180323/breaking-news-shooting-hostage-taking-at-supermarket-in-

southern-france  

GIST At least one person was believed to have been killed when a gunman claiming allegiance to the Islamic 

State group opened fire and took hostages at a supermarket in southwest France on Friday. French 

prosecutors are treating the incident as a terror attack. 

 

Main Info 

 

• Gunman opens fire and takes hostages in supermarket in Trèbes near Carcassonne 

• Unconfirmed reports that at least one person was killed 

• Supermarket gunman claims links to Isis 

• Gunman now alone in supermarket with member of French security forces, latest reports say 

• Earlier incident saw same gunman open fire on police who were jogging 

• One officer left injured, but not critical 

• Gunman reported as a Moroccan national 
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• At least one person was believed to have been killed after a gunman claiming allegiance to the 

Islamic State group opened fire and took hostages at a supermarket in the Aude department in 

southwest France on Friday. 

 

In Trèbes, a picturesque medieval town of around 5,000 people, the man "entered the Super U supermarket 

at around 11:15 am and shots were heard," a source told AFP on condition of anonymity. 

 

A witness who was in the supermarket at the time of the incident told France Info: "A man shouted and 

fired a number of times. I saw a fridge door, I asked people to come and get in. There were ten of us and 

we stayed there for an hour. There were more shots and we went out the back door. (...) He shouted 

'Allahu...something', I did not see him." 

  

French Prime Minister Edouard Philippe described the ongoing incident as a "serious situation" while 

Interior Minister Gerard Collomb announced he was heading immediately to Trèbes. 

Reports claim at least one person was killed while some French media reported there were two victims in 

the supermarket believed to have been killed. 

 

"We unfortunately presume one person has been killed, but we cannot bring a doctor on site to check," 

Jean-Valery Lettermann, the regional police chief. 

 

The gunman claimed allegiance to the Islamic State group, the local prosecutor's office said.  

 

According to French newspaper Le Depeche du Midi, the gunman was about 30-years-old, was armed 

with knives and one or more grenades and several reports stated that he spoke of wanting to "avenge 

Syria". 

 

He is believed to be a Moroccan national, according to French press reports and was known to intelligence 

services for having been radicalized. 

 

It has been reported that he has demanded for the release of Salah Abdeslam, the only surviving suspect of 

the 2015 Paris attacks, who is in jail in France. 

 

The latest reports say the gunman was alone inside the supermarket along with a member of France's 

security forces. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Britain targets terror recruiters 

SOURCE http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-03/23/c_137058161.htm  

GIST LONDON, March 22 (Xinhua) -- British Home Secretary Amber Rudd on Thursday pledged a new drive 

against extremist recruiters as families and friends of terror victims marked the anniversary of last year's 

Islamic State-inspired attack on Westminster Bridge near British Parliament. 

 

Rudd vowed that Britain will "not be defeated" by terrorism, saying action would be taken against both 

Islamist and far-right radicalizers seeking to spread hatred and violence. 

 

One aim will be to counter attempts by Islamic State to "foster a grievance narrative" by making Muslims 

in Britain feel under attack, she said, adding that there will be also renewed efforts to stop "racists" 

exploiting Islamist murders to justify retaliatory "acts of cruelty and hatred." 

 

Rudd, who attended a special service in memory of the five victims of the attack last year at the St Mary 

Undercroft Chapel in Parliament, said that all forms of terror needed to be stamped out. 

 

"Islamists and far-right terrorists share one thing in common -- they are united through their adherence to 

hate. We need to respond by stamping out those recruiters in the first place," she said. 
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Five people were killed on March 22, 2017 after Khalid Masood drove his car at people on Westminster 

Bridge before stabbing PC Palmer in the Palace of Westminster. 

 

Three people were killed outright on the bridge and one died later in hospital. 

 

Victims' families and friends, politicians and police were among those who marked the anniversary by 

commemorating people killed or injured a Westminster and the terror atrocities which followed. 

 

The following month, 22 people were killed in the Manchester arena suicide bombing, eight died in the 

London Bridge attack, and a man was killed when Darren Osborne rammed a van into a crowd a Finsbury 

Park mosque. 

 

There was also a botched attempt to bomb a subway station at Parsons Green in London, which injured 30 

people. 

 

In a signed article published by the Evening Standard newspaper, Rudd said "We need to respond by 

stamping out those recruiters, whether it is an Islamist terrorist disseminating material that inspires and 

instructs how to carry out an attack, or a racist who uses Westminster to provide justification for further 

acts of cruelty and hatred." 

 

"We cannot only deal with those who have been already been drawn into terrorist activity," she wrote. 

"We need to intervene earlier and stop people being radicalized in the first place." 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Belgium deals w/returning jihadist fighters 

SOURCE http://www.brusselstimes.com/brussels/10756/how-belgium-deals-with-returning-jihadist-fighters  

GIST Two years after the terrorist attacks in Brussels, Belgium has learned some hard-won lessons and is doing 

relatively well in dealing with the threat of returning fighters. But there is still a risk of radicalization in 

Belgian prisons and the integration of released prisoners in society is a major challenge. 

 

According to researchers Rik Coolsaet and Tomas Renard at the Brussels-based Egmont Institute, Belgium 

was the first European country which already in 2012 warned other countries that radicalized youngsters 

had started travelling in growing numbers to join terrorist organisations.  

 

The federal counterterrorism centre has defined about 500 people from Belgium as foreign terrorist 

fighters. Out of them more than 400 people actually reached Syria and Iraq and 80 % among them were 

young men between 20 and 30. This made Belgium the country with the highest ratio of terrorist fighters 

in Europe. 

 

Since then, and after the defeat of the Islamic State, Belgian authorities have sought to craft a coherent 

response to the threat of returning fighters. According to the authors, the return rate up to now is about 30 

%, with fighters having returned in different waves. About half of those still left in combat zones are 

assumed to have been killed. 

 

However, about 150 Belgian fighters are still thought to be alive – some of them prisoners in Iraq and 

Syria – and a number of these could still return. There are also about 130 Belgian children, mostly born 

there, who will return sooner or later. 

 

Definition of terrorist activities 

 

A multi-agency approach involving a broad range of actors among intelligence, enforcement, and social 

services has been developed and put down on paper in recent years. 
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Furthermore, the Belgian penal code was revised in 2015 as regards the definition of a terrorist crime. 

Travelling to join a terrorist organisation abroad, providing or receiving terrorist training or funding a 

terrorist organisation abroad are now considered terrorist crimes. 

 

Anyone returning from the battle fields in Syria and Iraq now faces pre-trial detention and a three–five-

year (and sometimes longer) prison sentence. In January 2018, there were 100 foreign terrorist fighters, of 

which 44 were returnees, in Belgium’s 32 prisons.  

 

In jail, most of them are spread among the general prison population with individual security measures and 

monitoring, as well as constant assessment of radicalization behaviour by trained staff and special units. 

This poses a dilemma for the prison authorities since radicalized detainees can influence other prisoners.  

 

Dispersal or separation 

 

According to the authors, the preferred regime in Belgium is dispersal among the general prison 

population. However, dangerous individuals are screened by the prison administration’s so-called 

CellExtremism unit and can be separated from other inmates though not kept isolated. The prisons of 

Hasselt and Ittre have 20 places each for such cases but only 22 places were used in January 2018. 

 

Inmates are offered tailor-made disengagement programmes and probation measures to facilitate their 

return to society. Security services and local agencies receive information from the prison authorities to 

ensure continued monitoring and adequate counselling. But they caution that this is still work in progress, 

and there are still several weaknesses.  

 

Prisons, for instance, are still breeding grounds for extremist ideologies. Although the majority of 

detainees are not religiously radicalized, CellExtremism is currently monitoring 237 detainees. It is 

estimated that a significant proportion of returnees might leave prison without leaving violent extremism 

behind.  

 

“The transition to post-prison life remains one of the most challenging dimensions of the Belgian response 

to returnees,” according to the researchers. 

 

Crime-terror nexus in Belgium 

 

Another worrying problem is the connections between criminality and terrorism. In Belgium, like 

elsewhere, the authorities have witnessed criminals joining terror groups in Syria. There are also 

documented interactions between terrorist networks and criminal ones, for instance to acquire weapons or 

falsified identity documents.  

 

An on-going study by two British researchers, Peter Neumann and Rajan Basra, aims at mapping the links 

between criminality and terrorism in all EU member states. The first results for Belgium and Luxembourg 

were presented last week at the Egmont Institute.  

 

According to the writers, criminals and terrorists are often recruited from the same pool of people, not the 

least in prisons. A few charismatic persons managed to recruit hundreds of fighters in Belgium. 

Approximately half or more of those recruited had a criminal background. They see jihadism as a kind of 

redemption and justify crimes against “non-believers” as a means to fund terrorism. 

 

Asked about the role of religion in the radicalisation of criminals, Neuman replied that a distinction should 

be made between religious knowledge, which almost is non-existent among them, and a new-born 

religious identity.  

 

“Radicalisation isn’t a crime,” said a Brussels prosecutor. “We have to respect the rules of the game once a 

detainee is released and cannot limit his freedom. In Belgium we have chosen the right direction by 

focusing on local structures and task forces that can intervene at the first sign of violent extremism.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 US blacklists mystery Frenchman 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/wires/afp/article-5533345/US-blacklists-mystery-French-chemical-

terrorist.html  

GIST The United States on Thursday identified a Frenchman it says provided chemical weapons to the Islamic 

State group and whose name, previously unreported, came as a surprise to French experts. 

 

US officials described Joe Asperman as being born in the Cannes region of southern France between 1986 

and 1988 and as "a senior chemical weapons expert" for the IS group in Syria. 

 

He has now been listed as a "Specially Designated Global Terrorist," placing him under US sanctions with 

notorious militants that Washington believes pose a threat outside their immediate battlefield. 

 

But they provided few details and French officials and experts alike said they had never heard the name of 

a suspect who does not appear to have attracted the attention of Paris authorities. 

 

"Asperman oversaw chemical operations production within Syria for ISIS and the deployment of these 

chemical weapons at the battlefront," the US State Department said, announcing the designation. 

 

Along with Bashar al-Assad's Damascus regime, the Islamic State group has also been accused of 

deploying chemical attacks in Syria, where it is one of the factions in the long-running civil war. 

 

Although hundreds of French fighters are known to have travelled to the Middle East to fight with jihadist 

groups -- and Cannes has been a French recruiting ground -- Asperman's name was not widely known. 

 

Several French experts, including Jean-Charles Brisard of the Center for the Analysis of Terrorism, 

confirmed to AFP the name had not previously been known as a suspect. 

 

And on Twitter, former French intelligence officer Claude Moniquet, now of the European Strategic 

Intelligence and Security Center," said it had "never, until today, circulated publicly." 

 

Several other French suspects have been placed on the US "global terrorist" list, including bomb-maker 

Ahmad Alkhald, jihadist recruiter Omar Diaby and alleged IS executioner Maxime Hauchard. 

 

US citizens and residents are forbidden from doing business with SDGTs, and any assets they hold in 

areas under US jurisdiction are forfeit. 

 

The designation also serves as a warning to law enforcement worldwide to be on the look-out for the 

suspects, and is a sign that US intelligence deems the individual or group an important target. 

 

"This designation seeks to deny Asperman the resources he needs to plan and carry out further terrorist 

attacks," the statement said. 

 

But US officials told AFP that they could reveal no more information about the mysterious Asperman, and 

it was not clear whether the designation would have any immediate impact on his operations. 

 

In addition to Asperman, the State Department also designated the Katibat al-Imam al-Bukhari, an armed 

group it describes as an Al Qaeda ally and "the largest Uzbek fighting force in Syria." 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Iran: US created ISIS to destabilize region 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/us-created-isis-distract-world-israel-iran-defeated-it-khamenei-says-
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857359  

GIST Iran's supreme leader criticized U.S. involvement in the Middle East, accusing it of sponsoring 

organizations such as the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) that were responsible for destabilizing the 

region. 

 

Speaking to a large audience gathered at the Shrine of Imam Reza in the northeastern city of Mashhad on 

Wednesday, Iranian Ayatollah Ali Khamenei wished Iranians and celebrants around the world a happy 

Nowruz—the Persian New Year—and called on citizens to invest in the local economy by purchasing 

domestically produced goods. He also took the opportunity to condemn an alleged conspiracy by the U.S. 

and its ally, Israel, which Iran has accused of illegally annexing Palestinian land. 

 

"The Islamic Republic could diffuse the United States' plan for the region. What was America's plan? The 

plan was to create venomous, evil, and destructive groups, such as ISIS, to divert nations' attention from 

the occupying Zionist regime and not to let them think about the Zionist regime. This is the plan we could 

defuse," Khamenei said. 

 

"They claim they were involved in the destruction of ISIS. This is a lie. The policy of the U.S. is to keep 

ISIS, but under their own thumb. Of course, ISIS, and other such groups, are easy to create for the U.S., 

but difficult to handle. They want to keep calling the shots with ISIS. Beside the fact that the U.S. is not 

able to make the region secure," he added. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Blast outside Somalia hotel kills 6 

SOURCE http://www.news.com.au/world/breaking-news/six-killed-in-blast-outside-somalia-hotel/news-

story/542b81847d8b67704838605795931a74  

GIST At least six people were killed and 22 injured when an explosion went off outside a busy hotel in Somalia's 

capital, followed by gunfire, police and rescue services say. 

 

Al Qaeda-linked al Shabaab militants claimed responsibility. The group carries out frequent bombings and 

other attacks in Mogadishu in a campaign to topple Somalia's Western-backed federal government. 

 

"The death toll has risen to six and the number of injured people to 22," said Abdikadir Abdirahman, 

director of Amin ambulances, on Thursday. 

 

Al Shabaab's military operation spokesman said his group had carried out the attack. 

 

"We are behind the blast. We killed ten people including soldiers and officers," he said. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Rebels begin evacuating Syria enclave 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/22/middleeast/syrian-eastern-ghouta-fighters-deal-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Hundreds of rebel fighters began leaving the Syrian enclave of Eastern Ghouta on Thursday, forced 

out after weeks of heavy aerial bombardment that has caused more than 1,500 deaths. 

 

Eastern Ghouta, on the outskirts of the capital Damascus, is one of Syria's last significant rebel-held areas 

and the latest target of regime forces, who have besieged the territory. The Syrian regime is continuing 

with a sweeping campaign to flush rebel fighters from key parts of the country with the backing of their 

powerful ally Russia and its warplanes. 

 

Fighters belonging to the group Ahrar Al-Sham agreed to leave the Eastern Ghouta town of Harasta in a 

deal with the regime and Russia's support. Syria and Russia have agreed to provide them safe passage, and 

allowed them to take their weapons and families with them. 
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As many as 1,500 fighters and 6,000 of their family members are expected leave Harasta, according to Al-

Manar, a Lebanese television station affiliated with the regime-allied armed group Hezbollah. Syrian state 

news agency SANA reported that more than 500 people on 20 buses had left by early afternoon. 

 

Thirteen men held by armed groups in the town were also released earlier in the day as part of the deal, 

Syrian state TV reported. 

 

Ahrar Al-Sham is one of three main rebel groups in Eastern Ghouta. The regime offensive on Eastern 

Ghouta has split the enclave into three pockets, and Thursday's evacuation would essentially return power 

to the regime over the smallest of these pockets around Harasta. 

 

There is no indication that the other two armed rebel groups have struck similar deals, but the agreement 

puts pressure on them to leave. 

 

A spokesman for Ahrar al-Sham, Omran Mohammad, confirmed the agreement and said that fighters had 

begun leaving Thursday and were allowed to take their weapons and families. 

 

It wasn't immediately clear where they would go, but previous similar deals have bussed rebels to Idlib, 

the only province fully controlled by rebel groups. 

 

Idlib is also being bombarded by the regime. On Wednesday, 20 people, including 16 children, were killed 

in Idlib's countryside, according to the White Helmets rescue group and the activist Idlib Media Center. 
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HEADLINE 03/21 Belgium: 3 attacks prevented since 2017 

SOURCE https://en.trend.az/world/europe/2875886.html  

GIST Belgian special services have prevented three potential terrorist attacks since the beginning of 2017, Eric 

Jacobs, the head of the Federal Judicial Police (PJF) in Brussels, said on Wednesday, Sputnik reported. 

 

Belgium's terror alert level has remained at the third out of the four existing terror alert levels since the 

March 2016 attacks. The fourth level of alert was in effect for only three days after the bombings at the 

Brussels airport and underground that month. 

 

"Given the fact that the enemy is no longer so structured now, it is very difficult to talk about a thwarted 

attack. I will rather say that since early 2017, we had three sensitive cases," Jacobs told La Libre Belgique 

on Wednesday. 

 

According to Jacobs, special services are currently managing more than 1,000 cases related to terrorism. 

  

"This indicator has decreased, but we must remain vigilant, since the number of radicals, however, has not 

decreased… Last year, 45 percent of all PJF staff were engaged in [counterterrorism affairs]. Now, this 

figure is little under 30 percent," Jacobs added. 

 

On March 22, 2016, two explosions hit the Brussels airport, with a third detonating inside a train carriage 

at the Maalbeek metro station half an hour after the airport attack. A total of 32 people were killed, and 

over 300 more were injured. Daesh terrorist group claimed responsibility for the attacks. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Police: UK ‘less hostile for terrorists’ 

SOURCE https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/westminster-attack-uk-terrorists-counter-

terror-police-isis-manchester-parsons-green-attacks-a8267061.html  
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GIST Extremists were able to launch a barrage of attacks in the UK because it was a “less hostile place for 

terrorists” in 2017, the head of counter-terror policing has admitted. 

 

Metropolitan Police Assistant Commissioner Neil Basu, who took over the post from Mark Rowley this 

month, said security services had “raised the bar” since the Westminster attack triggered four months of 

bloodshed. 

 

“To say that there would not be another attack would be foolish,” he told The Independent. “But I am 

optimistic – I think we have an incredible machine in this country.” 

 

It is a year since Islamist extremist Khalid Masood ploughed his car into pedestrians on Westminster 

Bridge, killing four victims before running towards Parliament and stabbing a police officer to death. 

 

Masood, a Muslim convert with a history of violent crime, was known to MI5 for links to Islamist 

networks but was not under active investigation or considered an imminent threat. 

 

His rampage was the first attack claimed by Isis in Britain, shaking the country that had previously been 

spared the massacres carried out in France, Belgium and elsewhere. 

 

The assault was followed by the Manchester bombing on 22 May and the London Bridge attack on 3 June, 

both claimed by Isis, and the far-right Finsbury Park attack on 19 June. 

 

The attacks killed a total of 36 victims, injuring hundreds, and saw all perpetrators apart from Finsbury 

Park attacker Darren Osborne die. 

 

Melissa Cochran, whose husband Kurt was killed in the Westminster attack, said she was thinking of other 

victims of the “terrible day”. 

 

“We all miss Kurt very much and speak of him often,” she added. “While I continue to grieve for my 

husband and all the victims of that day, I strive to move ahead and focus on my recovery, as well as 

honouring Kurt’s life by advocating love, forgiveness and peace.” 

 

Inquests into the deaths of Mr Cochran, an American tourist, British mother Aysha Frade, Romanian 

architect Andreea Cristea, pensioner Leslie Rhodes and PC Keith Palmer are due to start in September. 

 

Patrick Maguire, a lawyer representing injured victims on behalf of Slater and Gordon, said Masood had 

changed their lives forever with his “despicable act of evil”. 

 

“Many still face a daily struggle with their physical injuries that are unlikely to ever properly heal,” he 

added. 

 

“But what has blighted all of their lives are the mental scars from the horrors they experienced. The 

anniversary of this terrible day should be used to remember those who lost their lives and support those 

who survived with their recovery.  

 

“We look forward to the inquest, when questions about how this atrocity was ever allowed to happen will 

hopefully be answered.” 

  

Since the Westminster attack, a further 14 plots – 10 from Islamists and four by extreme the right wing – 

have been foiled, and terror arrests are averaging more than one a day. 

 

But the UK threat level remains at “severe”, meaning an attack is deemed highly likely, and the risk from 

both jihadi and far-right extremists continues to rise. 

 

Mr Basu said police had worked to “break the momentum” of attacks, sparking successful efforts to 

disrupt fresh plots in the latter part of 2017. 
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“People saw the bar had been lowered in this country and it was a less hostile place for terrorists,” he 

added. “I think we raised that bar again.” 

 

The head of national counter-terror policing said the tempo of plots had increased to an unprecedented 

rate. “It is possible for attacks to get through, and we’ve seen that in the speed people are radicalised, the 

speed of which they plan and the speed they commit the crime,” he added. 

 

“It’s becoming harder to stop these things.” 

 

Mr Basu cited changes including online radicalisation and encrypted communications among the 

challenges, after calling for members of the public to provide real-world information on suspicious 

behaviour, which he said remains a “valuable part of the jigsaw”. 

 

A review by David Anderson QC, the former Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation, found 

security services missed opportunities to stop the Manchester and London Bridge attacks. But he 

concluded that neither MI5 nor the police had any reason to anticipate the Westminster attack. 

 

“You’re looking at someone [Masood] who is such a long way from the top of anyone’s grid that, frankly, 

it’s a bit difficult to see how they would have been easily stopped, whatever agencies had done,” Mr 

Anderson said in December. 

 

His review did not cover the Finsbury Park attack or Parsons Green bombing, in which a homemade 

device partly exploded on a District Line train in September. 

 

Ahmed Hassan, an Iraqi teenager who told immigration officials he underwent Isis training in his home 

country, had been reported to Prevent on at least two occasions. An internal probe into potential failings is 

ongoing. 

 

“We are always concerned if we haven’t joined all of the dots,” Mr Basu said.  

 

“Over the course of the last five years 23 plots have been disrupted, all of which saved lives. We are good 

at this, we can always be better.” 

 

The senior officer said it was a “prime objective” to have online propaganda removed using the Counter-

Terrorism Internet Referral Unit and by working with social media companies. 

 

And where potential extremists are caught viewing terrorist posts, police want to “take earlier action”. 

 

“We want to act as soon as possible,” Mr Basu said. “Sometimes that may stop more serious offences 

being detected, but we won’t take risks with public safety.” 

 

But he suggested that current punishments available for lower-level terror offences, like dissemination of 

terrorist publications and collecting information useful to someone planning an attack, are not sufficiently 

“robust”. 

 

Many such cases see convicted terrorists imprisoned for fewer than five years, if at all, and the Parole 

Board raised concerns they could be further radicalised inside jail. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Iraq condemns Turkey attack on Kurds 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/23/baghdad-condemns-turkish-attacks-on-kurds-in-

northern-iraq.html  

GIST BAGHDAD –  Iraq's Foreign Ministry has condemned Turkey's attacks on what Ankara suspected were 
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Kurdish rebel camps in northern Iraq, along the countries' shared border. 

 

The ministry describes the attacks as "violations" that led to the death of a number of civilians in a 

statement released late on Thursday. 

 

Turkey's state-run news agency said Turkish jets launched the attacks after drones detected militants 

preparing to launch an attack against Turkey. Anadolu Agency said the operation reportedly "neutralized" 

nine militants. 

 

Turkey regularly targets the outlawed Kurdistan Workers' Party, or PKK, in northern Iraq, where they 

maintain bases. 

 

Turkey and its allies consider the group a terrorist organization. 

 

Turkey said this week its military may mount an offensive against the PKK in Iraq's Sinjar region if the 

Iraqi government doesn't act against the group. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Lone captive schoolgirl refused to convert 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/lone-nigerian-schoolgirl-still-captive-refused-to-convert-for-boko-

haram/  

GIST LAGOS, Nigeria -- The mother of the only Nigerian schoolgirl still in Boko Haram captivity after the 

extremists released 104 classmates said Thursday her daughter was blocked from boarding the vehicle to 

freedom and told to convert to Islam. Fifteen-year-old Leah refused, Rebecca Sharibu told The Associated 

Press.  

 

"She was about to board the vehicle that was to bring them back. Then Boko Haram said she should 

convert," the mother said.  

 

"Her friends said they tried to convince her but she said she will not convert to Islam. Boko Haram said 

since she will not convert to Islam she should remain behind. That was how they left her. She is alone."  

 

Leah Sharibu asked her departing Muslim classmates to pray for her. 

 

CBS News' Debora Patta said similar cases have been seen before. In the kidnapping of the Chibok girls 

several years ago, "some of them did refuse to renounce their Christianity, they refused to wear Muslim 

attire, to chant Muslim prayers, as was shown over and over again in those 'proof of life' videos," Patta 

said. 

 

President Muhammadu Buhari confirmed that Sharibu was the only schoolgirl still held by Boko Haram 

after the extraordinary release of the girls on Wednesday and vowed that she "will not be abandoned."    

 

Buhari, himself a Muslim, said "true followers of Islam all over the world respect the injunction that there 

is no compulsion in religion." He added that he looked forward to meeting with the girls who were freed.  

 

The president's statement had no word on the five girls still unaccounted for. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Claim: Philippine airstrikes routed militants 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/freed-filipino-priest-airstrikes-routed-extremists-

53956555?   

GIST A Filipino Roman Catholic priest who was held by Islamic State group-linked militants last year says 
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airstrikes gave the military the crucial edge in crushing a siege by the extremists. 

 

The Rev. Teresito Soganub said Friday that his captors forced him and other hostages to gather explosive 

powder, which the militants turned into improvised bombs during his harrowing 116-day captivity in 

southern Marawi city. He says he constantly feared being killed in "the next hour or next minute" amid a 

barrage of airstrikes and artillery fire. 

 

Troops rescued Soganub in September before ending the siege, which left more than 1,100 combatants and 

civilians dead. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Group: Syria airstrikes kill 37 in town 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/activists-hours-cease-fire-37-killed-syrian-town-

53956624?   

GIST Syrian rescuers and a war monitoring group say 37 people were killed in airstrikes in a town in the eastern 

Ghouta region near the capital, Damascus, just hours before a cease-fire went into effect after midnight. 

 

The rebel group Faylaq al-Rahman, one of at least three operating in the sprawling region, says intense 

government attacks targeted the area it controls on Thursday. 

 

Rescuers, known as White Helmets, say the casualties were from an airstrike that hit an underground 

shelter in the town of Arbeen. 

 

Rebel spokesman Wael Oweilan said Friday negotiations with Russia will follow to allow for the 

evacuation of civilians from the area. 

 

A similar deal with another rebel group, Ahrar al-Sham, led to the evacuation of hundreds of fighters and 

civilians from Harasta, an eastern Ghouta town. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Benton-Franklin Co. judges sue clerk 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/934499/benton-franklin-county-judges-sue-clerk-to-keep-paper-files/  

GIST PASCO, Wash. (AP) — All seven judges from the Benton-Franklin County Superior Court have sued the 

Franklin County court clerk, alleging he has failed to follow a court rule to keep paper files of court cases. 

 

KONA-AM reports that the lawsuit filed in Franklin County Wednesday alleges Clerk Michael Killian, 

who is elected, has refused to follow the court’s direction. 

 

The lawsuit says Killian told the court he would begin operating a paperless court records system earlier 

this year. In January, the court passed a local rule directing clerks to maintain paper files for all court cases 

until it can ensure that a paperless system will serve the community. 

 

Superior Court Judge Alex Ekstrom says he believes judge have the authority to order clerks to maintain 

paper files. 

 

Killian said the county has been on an electronic system that is used statewide and allows judges to access 

all files from wherever they are. 

 

He estimates that the paperless system saves taxpayers about $20,000 per year. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Feds slam foster-care group homes 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/935034/feds-slam-foster-care-group-homes-after-surprise-visits/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — An audit report by federal officials says that unannounced visits in 2016 to 20 foster-

care group homes in Washington revealed that every one of them failed to meet at least one state licensing 

requirement. 

 

The Seattle Times reports the audit report released Thursday by the U.S. Office of Inspector General 

shows that none of the homes fully complied with medical-safety requirements. 

 

Nearly all of them failed to meet one or more environmental-, space- or equipment-safety standards. 

 

In addition, 16 of the group homes had employees working who had failed to complete or pass required 

background checks; 11 didn’t meet food-safety standards; and seven facilities ran afoul of fire-safety or 

emergency-practices requirements. 

 

Officials with Washington’s Department of Social and Health Services, which oversees foster care in this 

state, have agreed with the audit’s findings, have implemented some recommendations and plan to soon 

adopt the others. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Great Pacific Garbage Patch ‘expanding’ 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2018/03/22/plastic-within-the-great-

pacific-garbage-patch-is-increasing-exponentially-scientists-find/?utm_term=.8e374b70c7fe  

GIST Seventy-nine thousand tons of plastic debris, in the form of 1.8 trillion pieces, now occupy an area three 

times the size of France in the Pacific Ocean between California and Hawaii, a scientific team reported on 

Thursday. 

 

The amount of plastic found in this area, known as the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, is “increasing 

exponentially,” according to the surveyors, who used two planes and 18 boats to assess the ocean 

pollution. 

 

“We wanted to have a clear, precise picture of what the patch looked like,” said Laurent Lebreton, the lead 

oceanographer for the Ocean Cleanup Foundation and the lead author of the study. 

 

The Garbage Patch has been described before. But this new survey estimates that the mass of plastic 

contained there is four to 16 times larger than previously supposed, and it is continuing to accumulate 

because of ocean currents and careless humans both onshore and offshore. 

 

The “patch” is not an island or a single mass, leading some scientists to object to the name (which the 

current study uses). Instead, it’s a large area with high volumes of plastics, one in which concentrations 

increase markedly as you move toward its center. The debris ranges from tiny flecks to enormous 

discarded fishing nets, which make up 46 percent of the material, the study found. 

 

The study was led by the Ocean Cleanup Foundation and researchers at institutions in New Zealand, the 

United States, Britain, France, Germany and Denmark, who published the findings in the journal Scientific 

Reports. 

 

There’s a key distinction between the mass of plastic within the patch increasing — which it is — and the 

overall size of the patch, which does not seem to be changing. Rather, it’s just that trash within the patch 

seems to be accumulating, or growing more dense. 

 

The plastic is probably mostly coming from Pacific countries, Lebreton said. But it could be coming from 
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anywhere since plastic now travels across the entirety of the ocean and has even shown up in Arctic 

waters, where very few humans live. That suggests the plastic traveled there from elsewhere, riding the 

ocean currents. 

 

Some of the debris probably also came from the 2011 tsunami that devastated Japan and washed large 

amounts of waste back out to sea, the study said. 

 

The location of the patch is in a zone of slack currents where debris arrives and then lingers, increasing in 

the calm waters. 

 

The study finds that, based on prior examinations dating back to the 1970s, the amount of plastic in the 

patch is steadily growing as more flows in than flows out — saying that plastic levels are “increasing 

exponentially.” 

 

“We think there’s more and more plastic basically accumulating in this area,” Lebreton said. 

 

The most striking aspect of the findings — and perhaps the most damaging — was the large volume of 

fishing nets or “ghostnets,” said Chelsea Rochman, an assistant professor at the University of Toronto who 

studies marine plastic but was not part of the current study. 

 

“This suggests we might be underestimating how much fishing debris is floating in the oceans,” she said in 

an emailed comment. “Entanglement and smothering from nets is one of the most detrimental observed 

effects we see in nature.” 

 

The fact that the plastic content of the Patch is increasing is consistent with research that has been 

conducted on land, showing that waste volumes entering the ocean are large and increasing, said Jenna 

Jambeck, an environmental engineer at the University of Georgia who has studied plastic waste processes. 

 

In a 2015 study, Jambeck found that humans are filling the oceans with an estimated 8 million tons of 

plastic every year, and that is expected to increase 22 percent by 2025. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Gov. EO w/‘unintended consequences’ 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/933920/inslee-immigration-order-consequences/  

GIST An executive order signed by Washington Governor Jay Inslee aims to draw a line between local police 

and federal immigration enforcement. It’s proving to make things difficult for officers. 

 

“I think everybody has the same goal,” Steve Strachan told Dori Monson. “We want to keep truly bad, 

violent guys from doing bad things. But there’s a lot of unintended consequences as we move along. I 

would say the governor’s office has been open-minded about this. They understand it. They want to work 

together to find ways to fix this.” 

 

Strachan is executive director of the Washington Association of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs. He’s pointing 

out a flaw in an executive order signed by Inslee in February 2017. The order counters Trump 

administration immigration policies. State agencies are not allowed to share information that could lead to 

the discovery of a person’s immigration status. But it has proven to be difficult as state agencies try to 

work together. 

 

“State resources cannot be used, by his order, for immigration enforcement,” Strachan said. “What’s been 

going on since; state agencies like the department of licensing have been trying to comply with the 

governor’s order as best they can. But it’s a complicated issue.” 

 

“These different databases are connected because they should be,” he said. “When we work with folks like 

the FBI, we need to know what everyone else is doing and have good information. So it’s led to 
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unintended consequences and I think that’s what we are seeing now.” 

 

For example, the Washington State Department of Licensing told police it would no longer provide them 

social security numbers. That information could be used for immigration enforcement. However, that 

information is also used for gun control regulations and other protections. 

 

“This change with social security means that it will be more difficult to do background checks for pistol 

transfers, conceal permits, and the important one is for protective orders … things like domestic violence,” 

Strachan said. 

 

“One of our chiefs mentioned to me that ‘We don’t do immigration enforcement, we understand that … 

but we have other important enforcement to do,’” he said. “We have to be mindful of how these decisions 

… affect the ability to do enforcement that has nothing to do with immigration.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Fewer foreign-born tech workers in state? 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/934053/will-washington-begin-to-see-fewer-foreign-born-tech-workers/  

GIST Uncertainty over President Trump’s protectionist policies on immigration coupled with an increasingly 

difficult federal screening process appears to be leading to a decline in skilled worker visa applications in 

Washington state. 

 

According to interviews with employers and immigration attorneys who write the petitions for so-called 

H1B Visas, some local employers might have begun to lose faith in the long-term prospects in the U.S for 

legal, foreign-born workers. 

 

Washington employers are among the heaviest users of the visas nationally with 25,000 H1B employees 

statewide. 

 

Megan Vogel, an immigration attorney with Dave Wright Tremaine, said with the opening date for next 

year’s applications coming up on April 2, she’s seeing a surprising decline in worker visa interest when 

compared to previous years. 

 

“People are seeing much more prevalent denials and tougher requests for evidence on petitions that were 

filed so employers just might be a little gun shy right now to proceed with even trying,” she said. 

 

“It’s been a really tough year in the H1B world.” 

 

This is, in part, the intended effect of the president’s “Buy American, Hire American” agenda. From trade 

tariffs to new barriers for legal immigration and guest-worker employment, the Trump Administration has 

made a concerted push to narrow the flow of products and employees from other countries. 

 

And this is felt acutely by the local companies that use H1B visas which are defined as, “non-immigrant 

visa which allows U.S. employers to temporarily employ foreign professionals in specialty occupations for 

three years, extendable to six years,” according to the MyVisaJobs.com website. 

 

Popular among technology companies, the skilled worker visa historically has been used by employers 

seeking workers with skills not easily found domestically. Most of the 25,000 H1B workers in Washington 

are employed in tech companies, with Microsoft and Amazon leading the way. 

 

Critics have claimed tech companies have used the visa to expand the labor pool and drive down wages – 

something tech companies strongly deny. For states with more than 1,000 H1B workers, Washington state 

has the highest average H1B salary at $107,000. 

 

Employers say that while the federal government hasn’t lowered the cap on H1Bs – something that might 
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attract unwanted political attention – the US Citizen and Immigration Services department has strongly 

stepped up “requests for evidence” to slow or even stop the process. 

 

“We are definitely seeing more of those requests,” Vogel said. 

 

One local tech company employee who deals with helping to secure H1Bs, said the restrictions are a by-

product of the Trump administration’s misunderstanding of foreign-born, non-citizen workers. 

 

“In the tech industry, it’s often more expensive to hire from other countries when you factor everything in, 

legal services, moving costs, employee retention,” said the worker who asked to remain anonymous out of 

fear of reprisals. “We hire American when we find qualified applicants. And we use H1Bs when we don’t. 

 

“And all of it grows the economy. It’s good for the U.S.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 UN: last 3yrs hottest on record 

SOURCE http://news.trust.org/item/20180322000132-95pr9/  

GIST OSLO, March 22 (Reuters) - The past three years were the hottest on record and heat waves in Australia, 

freak Arctic warmth and water shortages in Cape Town are extending harmful weather extremes in 2018, 

the United Nations said on Thursday. 

 

Atlantic hurricanes and monsoon floods in India contributed to make 2017 the most costly year on record 

for severe weather and climate events, the U.N.'s World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) wrote in its 

annual report on the global climate. 

 

"The start of 2018 has continued where 2017 left off – with extreme weather claiming lives and destroying 

livelihoods," WMO Secretary-General Petteri Taalas wrote in the report. 

 

The study confirmed a provisional finding that 2016 was the warmest year in records dating back to the 

19th century, with 2017 and 2015 tied for second place in a warming trend the WMO blames on man-

made emissions of greenhouse gases. 

 

Last year was the hottest year without an extra boost from an El Nino event that releases heat from the 

Pacific Ocean. 

 

Talaas said unusually high temperatures in the Arctic in 2018 contrasted with bitter winter storms in 

Europe and North America. 

 

Also so far in 2018, "Australia and Argentina suffered extreme heat waves, whilst drought continued in 

Kenya and Somalia, and the South African city of Cape Town struggled with acute water shortages," he 

said. 

 

The report said that German reinsurer Munich Re estimated total disaster losses from weather and climate-

related events in 2017 at $320 billion, a record after adjustment for inflation. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 DOL: 32,000 car owners owe $15 fee 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/over-32000-car-owners-to-get-15-uncollected-fee-

notice/281-531151717  

GIST If you recently brought your car from out-of-state to Washington, get ready to pay up. 

 

Over 32,000 car owners will be receiving a letter from the Washington Department of Licensing asking 
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them to pay a $15 fee that wasn't collected due to a processing error. 

 

The cars would have been brought between December 2016 and August 2017 and should have been 

assessed a $15 Out of State Vehicle Check fee at the time they titled their vehicle in Washington state. 

 

The error resulted in about $491,000 in uncollected fees, which are required by law to help fund highway 

safety programs. 

 

Drivers need to pay the $15 before their next renewal and can pay in-person at a vehicle licensing office or 

online at dol.wa.gov. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Hurricane Harvey’s toxic impact 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/hurricane-harveys-toxic-impact-deeper-than-public-told/  

GIST HOUSTON — A toxic onslaught from the nation's petrochemical hub was largely overshadowed by the 

record-shattering deluge of Hurricane Harvey as residents and first responders struggled to save lives and 

property. 

 

More than a half-year after floodwaters swamped America's fourth-largest city, the extent of this 

environmental assault is beginning to surface, while questions about the long-term consequences for 

human health remain unanswered. 

 

County, state and federal records pieced together by The Associated Press and The Houston Chronicle 

reveal a far more widespread toxic impact than authorities publicly reported after the storm slammed into 

the Texas coast in late August and then stalled over the Houston area. 

 

Some 500 chemical plants, 10 refineries and more than 6,670 miles of intertwined oil, gas and chemical 

pipelines line the nation's largest energy corridor. 

 

Nearly half a billion gallons of industrial wastewater mixed with storm water surged out of just one 

chemical plant in Baytown, east of Houston on the upper shores of Galveston Bay. 

 

Benzene, vinyl chloride, butadiene and other known human carcinogens were among the dozens of tons of 

industrial toxins released into surrounding neighborhoods and waterways following Harvey's torrential 

rains. 

 

In all, reporters catalogued more than 100 Harvey-related toxic releases — on land, in water and in the air. 

Most were never publicized, and in the case of two of the biggest ones, the extent or potential toxicity of 

the releases was initially understated. 

 

Only a handful of the industrial spills have been investigated by federal regulators, reporters found. 

 

Texas regulators say they have investigated 89 incidents, but have yet to announce any enforcement 

actions. 

 

Testing by state and federal regulators of soil and water for contaminants was largely limited to Superfund 

toxic waste sites. 

 

Based on widespread air monitoring, including flyovers, officials repeatedly assured the public that post-

Harvey air pollution posed no health threat. But the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency official in 

charge now says these general assessments did not necessarily reflect local "hotspots" with potential risk 

to people. 

 

Regulators alerted the public to dangers from just two, well-publicized toxic disasters: the Arkema 
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chemical plant northeast of Houston that exploded and burned for days, and a nearby dioxin-laden federal 

Superfund site whose protective cap was damaged by the raging San Jacinto River. 

 

Samuel Coleman, who was the EPA's acting regional administrator during Harvey, said the priority in the 

immediate aftermath was "addressing any environmental harms as quickly as possible as opposed to 

making announcements about what the problem was." 

 

In hindsight, he said, it might not have been a bad idea to inform the public about the worst of "dozens of 

spills." 

 

Local officials say the state's industry-friendly approach has weakened efforts by the city of Houston and 

surrounding Harris County to build cases against and force cleanup by the companies, many of them 

repeat environmental offenders. 

 

"The public will probably never know the extent of what happened to the environment after Harvey. But 

the individual companies of course know," said Rock Owens, supervising environmental attorney for 

Harris County, home to Houston and 4.7 million residents. 

 

The amount of post-Harvey government testing contrasts sharply with what happened after two other 

major Gulf Coast hurricanes. After Hurricane Ike hit Texas in 2008, state regulators collected 85 sediment 

samples to measure the contamination; more than a dozen violations were identified and cleanups were 

carried out, according to a state review. 

 

In Louisiana after Hurricane Katrina's floodwaters ravaged New Orleans in 2005, the EPA and Louisiana 

officials examined about 1,800 soil samples over 10 months, EPA records showed. 

 

"Now the response is completely different," said Scott Frickel, an environmental sociologist formerly at 

Tulane University in New Orleans. 

 

Frickel, now at Brown University, called the Harvey response "unconscionable" given Houston's 

exponentially larger industrial footprint. 

 

Reporters covered some environmental crises as they happened, such as AP's exclusive on the flooding of 

toxic waste sites and the Chronicle's Arkema warnings before fires broke out. But the sheer quantity of 

spills was impossible to document in real time. 

 

Academic researchers are now trying to fill in the gaps in environmental monitoring, helped by grants 

from the National Science Foundation and National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences. One 

project, a Harvey-related public health registry for Houston, was funded just this month but is not yet 

underway. 

 

"People are left in a state of limbo of not knowing if they were exposed or not — or if they were, what the 

implications are for their health," said Dr. Nicole Lurie, who oversaw federal public health responses to 

the Superstorm Sandy and Deepwater Horizon disasters while at the U.S. Department of Health and 

Human Services. 

 

Scientists say the paucity of data also could hamstring efforts to prepare for and mitigate damage from 

future violent weather events that climatologists predict will happen with increasing frequency. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Airlines balk at new lost bag rules 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-23/airlines-balk-at-new-rules-over-lost-bags  

GIST A federal rule change about how airlines count the luggage they lose has pitted Southwest Airlines Co., the 

“bags fly free” carrier, against its two larger rivals, which tend to charge for the privilege of using the 
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cargo hold. 

 

For decades, an airline’s lost-bag rate has been calculated by dividing the number of people it flies by the 

number of bags reported missing. Starting next year, the U.S. Department of Transportation plans to 

change the lost-bag rate arithmetic, replacing passenger counts with bag totals and requiring airlines to 

tally every checked bag they accept, including those at the gate, transferred from other carriers and the 

“valet” bags left on a jetway because the overhead bins were too stuffed. 

 

To comply, U.S. airlines will have to improve their counting systems to achieve an accurate sum of the 

hundreds of millions of bags they fly each year. The rule change is likely to alter airlines’ monthly 

performance rankings against each other (although it won’t affect the tally of bags they lose, since that’s 

based on customers reports.) 

 

Last year, the dozen largest U.S. carriers misplaced 2.46 bags per 1,000 passengers, an improvement from 

2.7 bags per 1,000 in 2016. Overall passenger numbers at the 12 rose by 21.2 million, to 652.2 million, in 

2017. The DOT sees the new method for calculating mishandled baggage rates as more accurate. 

 

American Airlines Group Inc. and United Continental Holdings Inc. contend the new rule would cost the 

industry more than $16 million to comply. Southwest, which flies more domestic passengers than any U.S. 

carrier and favors the change, told the DOT it could equip 600 of its gates with technology to track gate-

checked bags for less than $3 million. In an earlier round of comments on the proposal, Delta Air Lines 

Inc. also opposed the measure, arguing that compliance would cost $10.9 million, along with passenger 

delays and inconvenience. 

 

American and United are also curious as to why Uncle Sam even tracks lost bags, given that Congress 

deregulated the industry 40 years ago. “No party has convincingly demonstrated that the government has a 

legitimate role in a deregulated industry of requiring airlines to report this service metric,” the two giants 

wrote Feb. 21 in a joint letter to the agency. Moreover, neither the government nor anyone else has been 

able to show “any quantifiable, or even unquantifiable, public benefits” from having such a measure, 

American and United wrote.  

 

The industry’s divergence of opinion stems largely from the $25-and-higher baggage fees that have 

become an integral component of U.S. airline profits—except at Southwest. 

 

No one flies more bags than Southwest, in part because the carrier allows passengers to check two for free. 

This also means the carrier ends up with the most lost bag reports. Meanwhile, passengers who fly with its 

rivals—desperate to avoid those fees—try to scoot past the gate agent. When they fail, the items end up in 

baggage—and not always tallied. 

 

“Right now, the metric is out of date and highly misleading,” Leslie Abbott, a senior attorney for 

Southwest, said in an interview Wednesday. “It compares two numbers that are unrelated to each other.” 

 

Under the new rule, airlines also must start tracking and reporting mishandled wheelchairs and scooters. 

American and United haven’t objected to that mandate. 

 

“They do not have as many checked bags as Southwest Airlines.” 

 

“We don’t oppose monthly operational metrics on Mishandled Baggage Reports,” Meghan Ludtke, 

managing director of regulatory affairs for American Airlines. “We support a consistent industry standard 

that puts all carriers on a level playing field and gives consumers the ability to make a true comparison.” 

 

Dallas-based Southwest is also opposing its larger peers’ efforts to squelch a DOT rule that would require 

airlines to report mishandled baggage, as well as on-time performance and denied-boarding, of flights 

operated by their domestic code-share partners. For example, if American flies a route on which Alaska 

Air Group Inc. has sold tickets, or vice-versa, it has to report any of these shortcomings. Southwest 

currently has no such flights. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Secret plot to reverse Brexit 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-03-23/inside-the-secret-plot-to-reverse-brexit  

GIST Early every Wednesday morning, 15 people leave their homes and travel separately to a secret location in 

central London, where, over cups of Indian-style filter coffee and plates of cookies, they plot to stop 

Brexit. Those who gather, bleary-eyed, in the meeting room are a mix of women and men, old and young. 

They include politicians and activists, both professional and little-known, though their identities haven’t 

been formally released. The one thing that unites them is opposition to Theresa May’s plan for Britain to 

make a clean break from the European Union. 

 

Their aim: engineer a new referendum so the British people can reconsider Brexit before it’s too late. “I do 

not want to see Brexit happen. I think it will destroy the futures of the next generation in this country,” 

says Chuka Umunna, the charismatic, 39-year-old member of Parliament who chairs the weekly gathering. 

“But it‘s not about what I think—and shouting ‘Stop Brexit’ is not a political strategy. I want the people to 

get a vote.” 

 

For the first time, people in the anti-Brexit movement in the U.K. are getting organized. That’s because, 

for the first time, they believe they can win. Ever since May lost her majority in Parliament after a 

catastrophic gamble on an early election last June, it’s been clear that she is in a weak position to lead the 

country through withdrawal from the EU. For six months after her election failure, she held her ruling 

Conservative Party together and managed to navigate the first phase of Brexit negotiations, albeit only 

after agreeing to pay the other 27 member states a 40 billion-pound ($56.4 billion) divorce bill. 

 

Then came her first defeat. On Dec. 13, 11 members of May’s Tory party defied her orders and overturned 

the government’s will in a key vote in Parliament. The rebels ensured that lawmakers will get a binding 

vote on whether to accept or reject May’s final Brexit deal once negotiations with the EU end later this 

year. Put simply, this means that May must get an agreement that is good enough to please her own 

lawmakers, and that she cannot simply impose her policy on the country. 

 

It is this make-or-break vote in Parliament—which is likely to come around October this year—that the 

Brexit resistance is now targeting. By lobbying legislators, they hope to block May’s deal, bring about a 

new referendum, or perhaps trigger a new national election. The pro-EU alliance that Umunna chairs—

which includes Brexit rebels in Parliament and thousands of activists around the country—played a crucial 

role behind the scenes in inflicting the defeat on May. 

 

Speaking in his exposed-wood and glass office overlooking the Palace of Westminster, Umunna says that 

campaigners across the country targeted different members of Parliament in the run-up to the December 

vote to persuade them to back the rebellion. They got “an avalanche of emails and hundreds of visits” to 

their offices, he says.  

 

Increasingly, the public and politicians alike can see the dangers of Brexit and are changing their attitude 

as the economic risks become clear, he says. A recent leak of government analysis showed how Brexit will 

reduce growth by as much as 5 percentage points over 15 years if there’s a free-trade deal, or 8 points if 

there’s no deal at all. The most-affected areas are likely to be some of those that voted heavily to leave the 

EU. “It terrified some people what it was saying was going to happen in their communities,” Umunna 

says. “If it does happen, and they are still the members of Parliament, they won’t be forgiven.” 

 

Umunna is always immaculately dressed, a slick media performer who briefly stood for the leadership of 

his Labour party in 2015, before what he called “the added level of pressure” prompted him to pull out of 

the race. (It was ultimately won by socialist firebrand Jeremy Corbyn). Until recently, he’s been careful to 

keep quiet about the work of his Grassroots Coordinating Group, as the committee is unfashionably 

known. He won’t say where or exactly when they meet, because he doesn’t want the gatherings to be 

mobbed by photographers and reporters. 
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Away from prying camera lenses, Umunna and his fellow Brexit rebels have been seeking the help of 

European leaders for their mission. On Jan. 15, he joined senior members of the Conservative party, 

including Anna Soubry, a former business minister, and Dominic Grieve, who served as the U.K.’s Tory 

attorney general (before masterminding May’s December defeat), to visit the EU’s chief Brexit negotiator, 

Michel Barnier, in Brussels. They’ve met senior officials in other EU institutions, European foreign 

ministers, and ambassadors from the bloc’s remaining 27 member states—even the heads of foreign 

governments. Some involved privately confide that the access to senior EU politicians has been 

“extraordinary.”  

 

The high-level contact is paying off. While EU officials know they must tread lightly to avoid appearing to 

meddle in British affairs, they are privately feeding valuable intelligence on the unfolding negotiations to 

their British allies. On March 6, a day before the EU published its draft plan for the next phase of Brexit 

negotiations, Umunna was in his office, focusing on the future trade deal with the U.K. He told Bloomberg 

reporters something that not even the British government officially knew at that point: that the EU would 

make clear in its document that its offer of a limited trade deal, with poor access for services such as 

banks, could be improved—if May backs down on her own strict “red lines.” 

 

The prime minister has laid down hard rules for the talks. She wants to leave the single market, the 

customs union, and the direct jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice, as well as to end the free 

migration of people. But Umunna’s information proved accurate. When the bloc published its guidelines 

the following day, they said that if May’s position “evolves” and she backs down on these issues, the EU 

will be willing to consider making a better offer. 

 

The EU’s controversial gambit became known as the “evolution clause.” It was seen as an attempt to pry 

open divisions among U.K. strategists, a temptation to water down May’s hard-line stance. To some of the 

more paranoid anti-EU campaigners in the U.K., Umunna’s prior knowledge of the clause will serve as 

evidence of an international conspiracy against Brexit. 

 

May’s defeat in December was a turning point for politicians in Europe, too. For many EU officials in 

Brussels and European capitals, Brexit had seemed inevitable. Their only hope was to limit the damage 

that the split would do and try to find a way to plug the 10 billion-euro hole in the bloc’s annual budget 

that the U.K.’s exit will leave. All that changed after May lost the vote in Parliament. “They recognize that 

Theresa May does not necessarily have a mandate for her negotiating position,’’ Umunna says. “They are 

very aware that actually, she isn’t in the driving seat of this. It is Parliament that will be in the driving 

seat.” 

 

Since the start of the year, European leaders have lined up to tell Britain that it is free to change its mind. 

If May—or a different prime minister—were to write to European Council President Donald Tusk to say 

Brexit is off, the EU would welcome the country back into the club without hesitation, they say. While the 

EU continues to take the hardest line in the negotiations, officials have made clear privately that they will 

agree to pause the Brexit process to allow time for a new referendum, perhaps even another election if 

necessary, according to Umunna. “If a crisis is precipitated and there were a general election, or a new 

national poll, we would be granted the time to do that,” he says. 

 

Six of the 10 groups that send representatives to join Umunna’s Wednesday morning coffee meetings have 

now moved into the same offices at Milbank Tower, a 10-minute walk from Parliament. This shared 

space—along with the weekly gatherings—makes it easier for the separate groups to brainstorm, decide on 

the best media lines to use, and coordinate their campaign strategy and activities. “We’ve got six months 

to change the game and get a people’s vote on the Brexit deal,” says Eloise Todd, chief executive of Best 

for Britain, one of the groups in Umunna’s weekly meeting. Partly because it accepts large donations, 

including 400,000 pounds from billionaire investor George Soros, Best for Britain has found itself the 

target of right-wing newspapers that campaigned for the U.K. to leave the EU. 

 

Todd reckons the press attacks backfired and fueled a surge of interest in—and donations to—her 

campaign. She puts the odds of engineering a new referendum at “50/50.” Her team has already trained 

2,000 activists in street-campaigning techniques and aims to prepare an additional 1,000 by the end of 
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April. Digital operations are also getting the funding and resources they will need for a massive “Remain” 

campaign designed to build support over the summer for a referendum on May’s exit deal. Many in the 

movement believe that only a new public vote would have the political legitimacy to halt Brexit. 

 

The public is warming to the idea of having the final say on the Brexit deal, says James McGrory, 

executive director of Open Britain. With more than 500,000 supporters, his is the largest group attending 

Umunna's weekly meetings. “This is not a slam dunk, either with the public or Parliament,” McGrory says. 

“People will holler and say, ‘How dare you?’ but what is absolutely critical is that the democratic 

argument is on our side.” 

 

The campaign against May's version of Brexit faces huge challenges. There is no clear evidence that a new 

referendum would deliver a different result. In order to bring about a second national vote—against May’s 

wishes—Umunna and company will need to persuade enough Conservative politicians to defy their leader 

on an issue that could bring down her government. They must also convince the main opposition Labour 

Party to back their cause. At the moment, Corbyn does not support a new referendum, though he hasn't 

ruled it out in the future. Umunna believes that Labour’s leadership could be persuaded, “particularly if 

they feel it can bring a general election closer.” 

 

Nevertheless, the first task for the campaign groups is to make more noise in the run-up to the 

Parliamentary vote on May’s Brexit deal in October. “There is a weird silence that has befallen our 

country,” says Todd. “Businesses have persuaded themselves that they are Brexiting and they need to 

shore up their political capital. But it would be much better for businesses to speak truth to power.” 

 

When it comes time for the fight, Umunna is confident the pro-EU side will be ready. The disparate 

groups now working together have learned from the insurgent campaign that Brexit backers fought to take 

Britain out of the EU. “There is a role-reversal now,” he says. “We are not the establishment any more.” 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Manhole blasts during Manhattan rush hour 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/manhole-blasts-rattle-lower-manhattan-rush-hour/story?id=53949102  

GIST Two manhole explosions rattled lower Manhattan this afternoon during the rush hour commute.  

 

At around 4:30 p.m., the New York City Fire Department was alerted to a loud explosion with smoke in 

Manhattan's financial district, officials told ABC News.  

 

Roughly half an hour later, a second manhole exploded.  

 

One person experienced non-life threatening injuries and was transported to Bellevue Hospital for 

treatment.  

 

Firefighters evacuated two buildings due to high carbon monoxide levels. One building lost electrical 

service.  

 

Utility company Con Edison told ABC News that following snowstorms, salt on the streets and sidewalks 

can find its way underground and corrode equipment, leading to potential manhole fires.  

 

The cause of the explosions is under investigation. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Bumped airline passenger $10,000 voucher 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/bumped-united-passenger-walks-10000-voucher/story?id=53956077  

GIST A United Airlines passenger bumped from a flight on walking away with a travel voucher isn't terribly 

surprising -- except that hers was worth $10,000.  
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For Allison Preiss, a communications director from Washington who began tweeting Thursday morning 

from Dulles International Airport after she was asked to deboard, her travel experience ended much better 

than it began.  

 

"Well," she later told ABC News, "I can say it was the best flight delay ever."  

 

United oversold the flight and asked Preiss, the lowest-fair passenger, to deboard. Thus began her 

tweetstorm:  

 

"United is offering $1K in travel credit for an oversold flight. If nobody bites, they will kick off the lowest 

fare passenger by pulling them out of the boarding line. For a flight that THEY oversold. Unreal."  

 

"I AM THE LOWEST FARE PASSENGER."  

 

"They are kicking me off this flight."  

 

"They can’t board me on this plane because there is a broken seat."  

 

“.@united IS THE WORST.”  

 

"United tried to get me to sign a document that says I volunteered my seat on this plane when I was 

involuntarily denied boarding. Sketchy af."  

 

"On the upside, I wasn't physically dragged off the plane and my dog wasn't killed on board, so I’ve got 

that going for me ... which is nice.”  

 

"They really do not want to give me cash. They just offered me $10,000 in travel credit. TEN 

THOUSAND."  

 

Preiss posted a photo of the voucher on Twitter with the comment, "This is how badly United didn't want 

to give me cash."  

 

She added: "I also got two $10 meal vouchers. I am going to go INSANE at Pizza Hut."  

 

United raised its payment cap to $10,000 last year after a passenger was literally dragged off a flight.  

 

In a statement obtained by ABC News, United confirmed Preiss' account and that the flight was oversold.  

 

"Yes," the airline said, "we issued this voucher per our policy." 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Seattle-to-Nashville pot pipeline? 

SOURCE https://patch.com/tennessee/nashville/there-seattle-nashville-plane-based-pot-pipeline  

GIST NASHVILLE, TN -- It appears there may be a Seattle-to-Nashville pot pipeline after another man was 

arrested with marijuana in his baggage at the airport in nearly identical circumstances to an incident earlier 

this week. 

 

Drug Enforcement Administration agents in Seattle alerted Nashville airport detectives that someone had 

checked two bags on an Alaska Airlines flight but did not board the plane. 

 

Once the plane landed at BNA, detectives say they saw Willie James Wilson, 50, stand near the luggage 
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carousel and pick up the orphan baggage. Officers approached Wilson, telling him a K-9 had detected 

drugs in the bags and Wilson allowed a search, according to an affidavit. 

 

Inside the bags: 40 pounds of marijuana in 40 vacuum-sealed bags. Wilson reportedly told detectives he 

was paid $1,500 to pick up the bags. He is charged with possession of a controlled substance. 

 

Earlier this week, a 27-year-old man reportedly admitted to being a "marijuana courier" after police found 

25 pounds of pot in 25 vacuum-sealed bags in his luggage, also on a Seattle-to-Nashville Alaska Airlines 

flight. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Austin bombings not labeled ‘terrorism’ 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/22/us/terrorism-definition-trnd/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A man terrifies a city for weeks, detonating explosive devices that kill two people. Then, when 

cornered by police, he blows himself up with one of his bombs. The acts of a terrorist in some Middle 

Eastern nation? No, the acts of a "very challenged young man" in Texas. 

 

But when a man in a rented truck mows down people on a busy bicycle path near the World Trade Center -

- killing eight people -- the attack is almost immediately called an act of terror. 

 

Why are some violent acts labeled terrorism and others not? And does it even matter? 

 

What's terrorism? 

It's understandable that last fall's New York truck attack was called terrorism. The suspect, Sayfullo 

Habibullaevic Saipov, said he was inspired by ISIS, and other ISIS sympathizers have used vehicle-

ramming attacks overseas to terrify and kill scores of people in recent years. It was the deadliest terror 

attack in New York since 9/11. 

 

But people in Austin, Texas, were also terrified over the past three weeks as 23-year-old Mark Anthony 

Conditt unleashed a wave of deadly bombings. Authorities won't call what Conditt did terrorism, 

especially since a 25-minute confession video found on his cell phone doesn't shed light on his motive. 

 

"He does not at all mention anything about terrorism, nor does he mention anything about hate," Austin 

police Chief Brian Manley said. "But, instead, it is the outcry of a very challenged young man talking 

about challenges in his personal life that led him to this point." 

 

That characterization of Conditt's actions -- that this was just the work of a troubled young man -- angers 

some people, who say violent acts by people of color are treated as terrorism, while those perpetrated by 

whites are downplayed as byproduct of troubled minds. 

 

So why aren't the Austin bombings being called acts of terror? 

Part of the confusion stems from the fact that the world has never really settled on a standard definition of 

"terrorism." The US Code of Federal Regulations defines it as "the unlawful use of force and violence 

against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment 

thereof, in furtherance of political or social objectives." 

 

But it is not a standalone criminal charge. 

 

"There is not a domestic terrorism crime as such," FBI Director Christopher Wray said in a Senate hearing 

in September. "We in the FBI refer to domestic terrorism as a category, but it's more of a way in which we 

allocate which agents, which squad is going to work on it." 

 

So once again, it all comes down to motive. Was there a political or ideological agenda behind the attack? 

In another example, from March 2017, a white man named James Harris Jackson is accused of stabbing to 
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death a black man in New York, saying he did so as a "practice" run for more killings of black people. 

Jackson was charged with murder in the second degree as a hate crime. 

 

But Jackson also faces a terrorism charge in the case -- murder as an act of terrorism in the first and second 

degrees. 

 

According to police, Jackson, a Baltimore resident, said he traveled to New York because it is the media 

capital of the world and he wanted to make a statement. 

 

That was enough to convince Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus R. Vance Jr. that Jackson should be 

charged with terrorism. 

 

"James Jackson prowled the streets of New York for three days in search of a black person to assassinate 

in order to launch a campaign of terrorism against our Manhattan community and the values we celebrate," 

Vance said. 

 

What's not terrorism? 

Some attacks, at first glance, seem like they should be labeled terrorism. But they're not. 

 

In October, Stephen Paddock smashed two windows on an upper floor at the Mandalay Bay Resort and 

Casino in Las Vegas and fired on thousands of people at a country music festival below. He killed 58 

people in the worst mass shooting in modern American history. But neither President Donald Trump nor 

investigators called the massacre an act of terror. 

 

Trump described Paddock as a "sick man, demented man" but did not answer reporters' questions at the 

White House about whether he committed an act of domestic terror. 

 

"We have to establish what his motivation was first," Clark County Sheriff Joseph Lombardo said at the 

time. The investigation, which is ongoing, has so far not discovered a motive for Paddock's violent 

rampage. 

 

Think back to Dylann Roof and the killing of nine people at historically black Emanuel African Methodist 

Episcopal Church in Charleston, South Carolina, in June 2015. Roof, a white supremacist, said he killed 

the nine attendees of a Bible study at the church because he wanted to start a race war. He was convicted 

of hate crimes and sentenced to death but never charged with terrorism. 

 

That's despite an outcry from many who said what Roof did was, in their eyes, the textbook definition of 

terrorism. In an CNN Digital opinion piece, CNN national security analyst Peter Bergen wondered what 

the United States would have called the attack if Roof had been a Muslim. 

 

"But do the thought experiment: If this attack on the church in Charleston had been conducted by a 

Muslim man shouting 'Allahu Akbar,' what is already a big news story would have become even bigger, as 

it would appear to fit so well into the political and media narrative that Muslim militants are the major 

terrorist problem in the United States," Bergen wrote. 

 

His comments get at what some observers have been saying for years -- some acts of violence are only 

labeled terrorism if the attacker is dark-skinned and Muslim. 

 

"There's a danger that we only use the word 'terrorism' to refer to a particular racial profile of perpetrator," 

said Andrew Mumford with the Center for Conflict, Security and Terrorism. "The Charleston example is a 

really important one ... Sometimes (the label) terrorism is not used when the nationality of the perpetrator 

does not fit conventional stereotypes." 

 

Does it matter what you call it? 

There are legal distinctions to calling an act of violence a hate crime or terrorism. And because labeling 

something as terrorism has legal ramifications, it is not applied lightly. 
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Federal officials work with a very specific definition of when something is an act of domestic terrorism. 

It has to have three characteristics: an act that takes place in the United States, that's dangerous to human 

life, and is intended to intimidate civilians or affect government policy by "mass destruction, assassination 

or kidnapping." 

 

Consider the Fort Hood, Texas, shooting in 2009. To the victims at the military base, it was an act of terror 

when Maj. Nidal Hassan opened fire on his fellow service members, killing 13 people. But again, even 

though the attack met some of the criteria, federal authorities never used the terrorism label. Avoiding the 

label made it easier for them to pursue the death penalty. 

 

At the end of the day, does it really matter if something is or isn't labeled a hate crime or an act of terror? 

The pain and anguish felt by the survivors of such violence and the victims' families is just as unbearable -

- no matter what you call it. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Corruption scandal w/3 Peru presidents 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/the-corruption-scandal-thats-ensnared-not-

one-but-three-peruvian-presidents/2018/03/22/7d15a75a-2c50-11e8-8dc9-

3b51e028b845_story.html?utm_term=.647380358d0b  

GIST LIMA, Peru — A day after tendering his resignation, Pedro Pablo Kuczynski, the third Peruvian president 

to fall victim to Latin America’s rumbling corruption mega-scandal, appeared to be facing increasing legal 

jeopardy. 

 

According to local reports, prosecutors have requested that Kuczynski be barred from leaving the country 

until they finalize their investigations into his dealings with the Brazilian construction company Odebrecht 

SA, which has admitted paying about $800 million in bribes to win public contracts in a dozen countries, 

mostly in Latin America. 

 

The move marks yet another humiliation for the 79-year-old center-right economist, whose surprise 

election in July 2016 was widely hailed as an advance for Peruvian governance. Elected in part on his 

promises to tackle rampant corruption, the Oxford- and Princeton-educated former senior World Bank 

official was regarded as a distinguished technocrat unconnected from most of Peru’s unpopular political 

class. 

 

But his downfall, over allegations of using his government contacts to lobby for Odebrecht in the past — 

including indirectly receiving six-figure payments for work reportedly carried out during a previous stint 

as economy minister — appears to have left Peru’s democracy in a more fragile state than ever.  

 

Kuczynski has said he is innocent, having placed a “Chinese wall” between his public work and his 

consulting firm, and said that the payments were for work done by business partners of which he was 

unaware. That explanation hasn’t convinced many Peruvians. 

 

Kuczynski had been facing an impeachment vote Thursday on allegations of “permanent moral 

incapacity,” which he was expected to lose. But lawmakers instead debated Kuczynski's resignation. They 

appeared likely to accept his resignation letter on Friday, rather than having an impeachment trial. 

 

Odebrecht is at the center of what has become Latin America’s biggest corruption scandal, with politicians 

across the region facing allegations of graft. Almost no major political figure in Peru has escaped the 

crisis. In recent weeks, Odebrecht executives have testified about undeclared campaign funding to various 

presidential candidates, including $1.2 million for the 2011 presidential run of Keiko Fujimori, the leader 

of the opposition Popular Force. 

 

Some analysts are now comparing Peru’s plight with that of Brazil’s, where the Odebrecht scandal has 
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tarnished virtually the entire political class and left the country with an unelected and unpopular chief 

executive after the 2016 impeachment of former president Dilma Rousseff. 

 

Kuczynski’s successor, Vice President Martín Vizcarra, was due to be sworn in to the top job on Friday 

and faces the urgent task of forming a cabinet just three weeks before Lima hosts the Summit of the 

Americas, to be attended by President Trump and other Western Hemisphere leaders. The meeting’s 

theme, proposed by Kuczynski’s administration, is “democratic governance against corruption.” 

 

A mild-mannered former regional governor who has been serving as Peru’s ambassador to Canada, 

Vizcarra was reported to have fallen out with the president y after the lobbying revelations. 

 

Despite leaving office with an 81 percent disapproval rating, Kuczynski was just about as unpopular as the 

Congress that forced him out. Its disapproval rating is 82 percent, according to a new survey by polling 

firm GFK, an indication of how generalized corruption, and the Odebrecht scandal in particular, have 

ravaged Peruvians’ faith in their elected leaders. Nearly half the electorate wants an immediate general 

election, according to polls. 

 

One previous president of Peru, Ollanta Humala, is in pretrial detention for allegedly receiving illegal 

campaign funding from Odebrecht, Latin America’s largest engineering firm, while another, Alejandro 

Toledo, a former visiting lecturer at Stanford University, is fighting extradition from the United States on 

charges that he took millions of dollars in bribes. They both deny wrongdoing. 

 

In court in New York, Odebrecht and an affiliate agreed in 2016 to pay a $3.5 billion fine, thought to be a 

global record in a graft case, for paying bribes in various countries to get contracts. The United States 

claimed jurisdiction because some of the bribes flowed through its financial system. 

 

Here in Peru, Kuczynski is hardly the only politician who has been seriously damaged in the last few days. 

Keiko Fujimori’s estranged younger brother, Kenji, is facing expulsion from Congress after being caught 

on video apparently offering kickbacks to legislators in return for voting against impeachment. 

 

He and nine other lawmakers had split from Popular Force in December after breaking with the party 

during a previous impeachment vote. Three days after they saved Kuczynski’s political career, the 

president pardoned Alberto Fujimori, the 1990s strongman president serving a jail sentence for 

embezzlement and serious human rights violations. That move is said to have infuriated Keiko, who has 

opposed her father’s liberation, which threatened to harm her own presidential ambitions. 

 

The video of Kenji Fujimori was taped clandestinely by a lawmaker loyal to his sister. For many 

Peruvians, the surreptitious recording brought back painful memories of the corruption and blackmail 

techniques used by the Fujimori regime two decades ago. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Austin bomber audio ‘confession’ 

SOURCE https://www.mystatesman.com/news/crime--law/austin-bombing-suspect-recording-wish-were-

sorry-but-not/ymCRWQQSGfwSeqsKbye2xJ/  

GIST The man who killed two people and wounded five others with a series of bomb attacks in the Austin area 

left an audio recording for police that includes a haunting revelation about himself. 

 

“I wish I were sorry but I am not,” Mark Conditt said in the cell phone recording, according to sources 

familiar with his statements. He described himself as a “psychopath” and said he feels as though he has 

been disturbed since childhood. 

 

Conditt also promised that he would go inside a crowded McDonald’s to blow himself up if he thought 

authorities were closing in on him, according to law enforcement sources briefed on the contents of the 

audio. The sources declined to be identified because they are not authorized to speak about the recording, 
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which police are using as evidence in the case. 

 

Interim Police Chief Brian Manley confirmed the existence of the audio in a news conference Wednesday, 

but provided limited details about its specifics. He called it a “confession.” 

 

Police say Conditt, 23, detonated a bomb inside his car as officers closed in on him along Interstate 35. He 

had a laptop computer with him that was destroyed in the blast, but officials say they think it may have 

contained other recordings. 

 

According to the sources, he began his 28-minute statement, which was recorded after 9 p.m. on Tuesday, 

saying “it’s me again” and blamed himself for helping investigators find him by going into a FedEx store 

on Brodie Lane in Sunset Valley to mail two explosive devices, one of which blew up at a transfer facility 

in Schertz. 

 

That decision, Conditt realized, allowed him to be captured on video cameras inside the store and for 

outside cameras to snap photographs of his license plate, which authorities used to learn his identity. 

 

Conditt also acknowledged that he recognized his actions left family members without loved ones, and 

caused permanent injuries to other victims, including an elderly woman, but said little else about them. 

 

The sources also repeated what Manley said at the news conference: That Conditt gave no hint about how 

or why he chose the targets of the bomb attacks. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Hunt for Austin bomber frustrated police 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/us/articles/2018-03-23/hunt-for-austin-bomber-frustrated-police-

before-breakthrough  

GIST AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — After the first package exploded on an Austin doorstep, police assured the public 

that there was no wider threat, no signs of terrorism. The idea of a serial bomber striking random strangers 

never came up. 

 

The March 2 blast killed Anthony Stephan House, a 39-year-old man with a background in finance and an 

8-year-old daughter. Investigators didn't rule out that House may have mishandled homemade explosives. 

 

Hours later, in an interrogation room, detectives told one of House's neighbors their main theory: The 

deadly package was retaliation, maybe from a drug cartel, for a raid days earlier that seized more than 

$300,000 and 30 pounds of pot. The cartel just got the address wrong. 

 

"They're saying, 'Who's trying to blow you up?' They're trying to do the whole thing, 'Help us help you, 

because they're not going to miss again,'" said Mark McCrimmon, an Austin attorney who represents the 

neighbor. 

 

It wouldn't be the last wrong lead in the three-week search that eventually led to Mark Anthony Conditt, an 

unemployed community college dropout who blew himself up Wednesday as officers closed in. 

 

The manhunt intensified after more explosions in the weeks that followed House's death. By the time the 

suspect too was dead, his bombs had killed two people, badly wound four others and unnerved the Texas 

capital. 

 

On Thursday, authorities gave no indication they were any closer to understanding why Conditt did it. 

Austin Police Chief Brian Manley said the bomber left behind a 25-minute cellphone recording that 

amounted to a confession but revealed no clear motive. 

 

It's one last mystery in a case that police struggled to crack. More than 500 federal agents swarmed Austin 
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in what Rep. Michael McCaul, chairman of the House Homeland Security Committee, called the nation's 

largest bombing manhunt since the 2013 Boston Marathon attacks. 

 

The trail to Conditt included many dead ends among more than 500 phoned-in tips. There were theories 

that didn't pan out and surveillance cameras that failed to record a glimpse of the suspect. 

 

"They got a lot of calls," McCaul said of investigators, "but not a lot of credible leads." 

 

Early miscalculations stoked frustration in the neighborhoods where the second and third bombings went 

off on March 12. 

 

Because police initially believed House's death was an isolated attack, they did not warn Austin residents 

about suspicious deliveries before another package killed 17-year-old Draylen Mason and wounded his 

mother. Mason and House were both black and related to prominent Austin families, which led police to 

consider whether they were dealing with a hate crime. 

 

"They didn't consider all the alternatives, and it came back to bite us," said Nelson Linder, president of the 

Austin chapter of the NAACP. 

 

When the third bomb wounded a 75-year-old Hispanic woman, investigators wondered whether it was 

actually intended for a neighbor, Erica Mason, who has the same last name as the slain teenager. 

 

Erica Mason, who is white, said she told police she had no connection to Draylen Mason's family. Police 

now think the shared name was just a coincidence. 

 

Even after three bombings, investigators were still unsure whether they were dealing with a single 

attacker. "We're not calling it a serial bomber," Manley told reporters on March 12. 

 

A week later, they were. 

 

By then, police had urged residents to report any strange packages. The warning flooded 911 operators 

with more than 1,000 calls. Six days after Mason's death, authorities increased the pot of reward money to 

$115,000 and tried a new tactic to draw the bomber out: a news conference that included a direct appeal 

for him to get in touch. Hours later, another explosion seemed to be his answer. 

 

The fourth blast, triggered by a tripwire attached to a "children at play" sign that Conditt purchased at 

Home Depot, was the first on the city's more affluent west side. The new location dampened earlier 

theories about who the bomber was targeting. 

 

After a fifth explosion Monday at a FedEx processing center outside San Antonio, authorities finally got 

their big break. 

 

Conditt had been careful to avoid cameras before entering a FedEx store in southwest Austin disguised in 

a blond wig and gloves, said McCaul, who called it the bomber's "fatal mistake." 

 

Surveillance at the store also captured a license plate linked to Conditt, which in turn gave authorities a 

cellphone number they could track. 

 

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said police were able to monitor Conditt and his movements for about 24 hours 

before his death. The cellphone number tied Conditt to bombing sites around Austin, but McCaul said 

Conditt had eluded authorities by powering off the phone for long stretches. 

 

By Tuesday night, police began closing in on Conditt's home in suburban Pflugerville. They finally found 

him early Wednesday at a hotel north of Austin, and officers prepared to move in for an arrest. When the 

suspect's sport utility vehicle began to drive away, they followed. 
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Conditt drove into a ditch on the side of the road, and SWAT officers approached, banging on his window. 

That's when he ended his life by setting off one of his own devices inside the vehicle. 

 

Police found him because he turned his phone back on, McCaul said. 

 

"He turned it on. It pinged, and then the chase ensued," he said. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Canadian drug smuggler pleads guilty  

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/934799/canadian-who-ran-airborne-drug-smuggling-ring-pleads-guilty/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — A Canadian man who spent nearly a decade fighting his extradition to the U.S. for 

running a helicopter-based drug-smuggling ring has pleaded guilty. 

 

Colin Hugh Martin, formerly of Malakwa, British Columbia, entered the plea Thursday in U.S. District 

Court in Seattle to a conspiracy charge. The U.S. Attorney’s Office said it would recommend no more than 

10 years when he is sentenced in June. 

 

The 46-year-old admitted he headed a drug ring that flew marijuana and MDMA south into Washington 

state and cocaine north into Canada. One of his pilots, Sam Lindsay-Brown, killed himself in the Spokane 

County Jail after flying into a law-enforcement set-up in 2009. 

 

In an interview with the Associated Press that year, Martin said he became involved in the drug trade after 

watching his best friend get killed in a logging accident and seeing the region’s logging industry dry up. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Ex-Seattle cop jailed in pot smuggling 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/935081/former-seattle-cop-gets-6-years-for-pot-smuggling-operation/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — A former Seattle police officer has been sentenced to six years in prison for his role in 

smuggling hundreds of pounds of marijuana to Baltimore. 

 

The U.S. Attorney’s Office says 44-year-old Alex Chapackdee was sentenced Thursday. 

 

Chapackdee, who spent 16 years on the force, resigned shortly after his arrest last May. He pleaded guilty 

in November to conspiracy to distribute marijuana and conspiracy to commit money laundering. 

 

According to his plea agreement, Chapackdee conspired with his brother-in-law, Tuan Van Le, of Maple 

Valley, Washington, and two others to transport the drugs and launder the proceeds. He made multiple 

cross-country trips in 2016. 

 

Investigators said after a confidential source reported that Le had been paying Chapackdee $10,000 a 

month to keep an eye on marijuana grow houses and to provide him with information about law-

enforcement activities. 

 

Le was sentenced to 14 years in prison. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Man evaded police 25yrs faces justice 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/935409/man-who-evaded-police-for-25-years-guilty-of-manslaughter/  

GIST EPHRATA, Wash. (AP) — A man who evaded authorities for 25 years has been found guilty by a Grant 

County jury of manslaughter in connection with the 1991 death of Barbara J. Kipp. 
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The Columbia Basin Herald reported Thursday that 66-year-old Arnolfo Bravo had also faced second-

degree murder, but the jury found him not guilty on that charge. 

 

Kipp was found dead Oct. 1, 1991, by her roommate. Court documents say people associated with Kipp 

told police she was planning on breaking up with Bravo. 

 

Bravo acknowledged to a detective that he stole items out of Kipp’s house, as well as her vehicle, but he 

did not admit to killing her. Warrants were issued for Bravo’s arrest after the interview, but he was able to 

avoid authorities until his November 2016 arrest in Texas. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Las Vegas gunman’s final moments 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/22/us/las-vegas-shooting-stephen-paddock.html  

GIST Sometimes we see him as other hotel guests would have seen him: as the tall gambler intent on the video 

poker machine across the casino floor, or as the customer standing in line in front of you at the gift shop, 

buying snacks, or as the guy you briefly glance at as he waits for you to get off the elevator — polite, 

unhurried, unmemorable. 

 

Sometimes we see him as the employees would have seen him, as the casually dressed V.I.P. with the 

many suitcases who jokes with bellhops, chats with valets and gives out tips along with handshakes. And 

sometimes we see him as only the surveillance cameras saw him — riding the elevator alone. 

 

Within a few days, he would use the arsenal he had moved upstairs in those suitcases to shoot and kill 58 

people from his 32nd-floor suite at the Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino in Las Vegas. 

 

These were Stephen Paddock’s final movements in the days before he opened fire from his hotel suite on 

Oct. 1: an apparently relaxed solo vacation that, as surveillance footage obtained by The New York Times 

from MGM Resorts makes clear, was actually the methodically planned prelude to a massacre. 

 

Rarely are investigators or the public able to track the preparations of a mass gunman in such molecular 

detail. Yet for all the material the footage offers about the who, the what, the where, the when and the 

how, we are no closer to the why. 

 

Watching the footage, nearly six months later, is a kind of compulsive ghost-hunting. In the antiseptic 

stare of the surveillance camera, even the most ordinary interactions are deformed, made weird only by 

what we know now. It is unnerving because it ends in the deadliest mass shooting in modern American 

history. It is unnerving because even with his every movement laid out, the grotesquely composed 

protagonist of this film gives away nothing. 

 

The faces of hotel guests and staff are blurred to preserve their privacy, reducing them to smudges that 

crisscross the screen at random. Mr. Paddock is the only person who appears throughout, the Waldo whose 

distinctive frame and faintly lopsided gait our eyes quickly learn to seek out in every frame. The clips 

begin when he appears and end after he leaves. The other people are little more than a backdrop. 

 

Except that some of them may become his victims. And some are already his unwitting accomplices. 

 

Over and over in the clips, Mr. Paddock is seen leaving the Mandalay Bay for his home in Mesquite, 

returning with a dark minivan loaded with suitcases. Over and over, valets take his keys; over and over, 

bellhops stack his luggage on gold carts, helping him transport at least 21 bags over the course of seven 

days. As they take the service elevator upstairs, Mr. Paddock chats with them. He cracks a joke. He tips.  

 

They have no idea that the suitcases they are so conscientiously carrying are full of guns and ammunition. 

 

Mandalay Bay employees are virtually the only people with whom Mr. Paddock interacts in the 
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surveillance footage. He checks in at the V.I.P. desk, eats alone at the resort’s sushi restaurant, makes 

snack runs to the gift shop and gambles at the high-stakes video poker machines. Casino hosts greet him as 

a regular. Security cameras capture him with arms aloft, celebrating a $1,000 win. 

 

But his movements are otherwise sedate, deliberate, unobtrusive, so much so that when he raises a hand to 

scratch his face in the elevator at one point, the extra movement registers as significant, even sinister. 

 

Toward the end of the footage, two guests carrying shiny plastic inner tubes get off the elevator, padding 

out in flip-flops. Mr. Paddock pauses to let them off, then gets on. 

 

It is the afternoon of Sept. 30. They seem to be on their way to the pool. He is on his way upstairs, where 

his guns await 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Catching stoned drivers isn’t so easy 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-marijuana-dui-20180322-story.html  

GIST The man San Diego Police Officer John Perdue pulled over in the Hillcrest neighborhood late last year did 

not hesitate to admit the smell wafting from his car was marijuana. 

 

After the driver said he not only smoked pot recently but did it on a regular basis, Perdue ran him through 

several field sobriety tests. The man passed them all without a stumble. 

 

In the case of a drunk driver, a breathalyzer could have confirmed whether a person was impaired by 

alcohol. But there isn't such a device for marijuana. 

 

Faced with a driver who confessed to habitually smoking marijuana but no proof the man was impaired at 

the moment, Perdue decided to let him go. 

 

After the legalization of recreational pot in California, law firms specializing in DUI stepped up warnings 

to marijuana users about being busted. Signs along freeways also have warned drivers that being high on 

marijuana can get them arrested. A bill proposed in the state Senate last month calls for a one-year driving 

suspension for any motorist under 21 caught with marijuana in his or her system. 

 

But as Perdue's stop in the waning months of 2017 shows, policing marijuana-induced DUIs isn't as easy 

as arresting and prosecuting drunk drivers. And with Proposition 64 now in full effect, police across 

California are more concerned than ever about stoned drivers taking to the state's streets and freeways. 

 

Unlike Washington — which also made recreational pot use legal — California has not established a "per 

se" level, such as a 0.08% blood-alcohol level, that would make a person legally too stoned to drive. 

 

Lt. Rob Sharpe, who works for the Washington State Patrol's impaired driving unit, said he believes 

establishing a legal limit for pot is a necessity. 

 

"If I don't know how much marijuana I can consume and safely drive, how can I be held to a standard that 

it's unsafe to drive?" he asked. 

  

Absent a standard, the final decision on whether an arrested driver was impaired will rest with a judge or 

jury. 

 

California, like other states that have legalized marijuana, now relies on drug recognition experts — police 

officers trained during a two-week course to conduct cognitive tests and notice other physical signs of 

drug-related impairment during a motor vehicle stop — to make the initial determination that a driver is 

intoxicated. 
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Law enforcement officials said they believe these experts are more than capable of determining 

impairment, even without an objective standard. In addition to those experts, the California Highway 

Patrol has trained thousands of officers through its Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement 

program, according to Sgt. Glen Glaser of the agency's impaired driving unit. 

 

"They do a 12-step examination. It goes from having the subject perform a field sobriety test, but we also 

evaluate their physical signs, take their blood pressure several times, take their pulse," Glaser said. "It's a 

very thorough exam." 

 

Glaser said the CHP has no interest in conducting sweeping arrests. 

 

"We want them arresting people who are impaired," he said. "Those are the people we want to remove off 

the roadways. We don't want someone who just has the presence of THC." 

 

But cannabis entrepreneur Virgil Grant said that's not good enough. 

 

Although he wants to ensure that people don't get behind the wheel if they've ingested too much 

marijuana, Grant is concerned that the lack of an objective intoxication standard could lead to racial 

profiling in motor vehicle stops. 

 

"As a black man in America, I think that's a no-brainer," Grant said. "If we left everything up to law 

enforcement in our community, we would be getting locked up at even more alarming rates." 

 

San Diego police have been using two Dräger DrugTest 5000 machines during DUI checkpoints since 

March 2017. Although the devices can detect the presence of the psychoactive compound THC — which 

shows if a person has used marijuana recently — in a person's saliva, they cannot tell if a person is 

impaired. 

 

The CHP does not have the devices, and the Los Angeles Police Department is not currently using them in 

the field. 

 

Blood remains the forensic standard to measure intoxication in California, but it may take as long as two 

hours after a traffic stop to get the driver's blood drawn. Nearly 70% of the psychoactive THC in a person's 

bloodstream might vanish within an hour, according to Glaser, and that lag time could weaken a DUI case. 

 

"The critical time element in any DUI case, whether marijuana or any other intoxicant, is the driver's 

condition at the time of driving," said attorney Darren Kavinoky, whose firm specializes in defending DUI 

cases. "If you're talking about a test a couple of hours later, you have some inherent difficulties." 

 

Some cannabis users may be taking advantage of this state of flux, he added, especially because its effects 

are less obvious than effects produced by alcohol. 

 

"They're more readily masked through Visine and breath mints," Kavinoky said. "You may not pick up on 

it, especially in the case of experienced marijuana users." 

 

In the absence of more accurate testing, police officers have to make a judgment call to determine if 

someone is driving high. 

 

"There's a lot of subjectivity on the officers, and it puts a lot of pressure on them, in that moment, to 

determine what to do without having any forensic evidence to prove it," said Lou Shapiro, a Los Angeles 

criminal defense attorney and member of the National College for DUI Defense. 

 

It's also unlikely that a drug recognition expert can be present each time an officer is concerned about a 

marijuana-impaired driver. The CHP has increased the number of courses it offers to train such officers 

since the passage of Proposition 64, but there are only 1,549 qualified drug recognition experts across 

California, according to CHP records. 
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As of December 2016, more than 26 million people held drivers licenses in the state, according to the 

Department of Motor Vehicles. 

  

Drivers in Washington, where recreational marijuana became legal in December 2012, are presumed to be 

impaired if they have more than 5 nanograms of THC per milliliter in their bloodstream. 

 

Statistics show that the number of fatal crashes involving people with marijuana in their system increased 

steadily from 2013 through 2016, although the data do not clarify whether or not the person was impaired 

at the time of the crash. The data track people who had carboxy-THC in their system, which can build up 

from repeated use, rather than psychoactive THC. 

 

Recreational marijuana became legal in Colorado in January 2014. The number of marijuana-related 

crashes reported to the Colorado State Patrol has remained relatively static since 2014, records show. 

 

The question of whether California should establish an impairment standard similar to Washington's has 

split marijuana advocates and attorneys. 

 

Paul Armentano, a California-based deputy director for the National Organization for the Reform of 

Marijuana Laws, believes establishing a hard cap for intoxication would fly in the face of accepted 

science. 

 

"Peak drug effects lag behind peak drug blood levels," he said. "We don't have that with alcohol, 

fortunately. Peak blood-alcohol content corresponds with peak impairment of performance." 

 

A study published by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration last year also suggests there is 

little correlation between THC levels and driver impairment. 

  

Shapiro believes the lack of a uniform standard could open the door for unnecessary arrests and fear-

driven plea deals. In Los Angeles, Shapiro said, he has seen a number of clients arrested on suspicion of 

impaired driving this year who almost immediately pleaded guilty to a lesser crime for fear of an effect on 

their license. 

 

"You never know what a jury is going to do," he said. "They actually end up suffering a criminal 

conviction. It's not a DUI, but it does affect their public record, and they are put on probation. The status 

quo is really unacceptable, and it's unfair to the average recreational user… . The state has to come up with 

some kind of law and/or technology to clear up all this ambiguity." 

 

Calaveras County Sheriff Rick DiBasilio said California should have had a system in place before 

legalizing recreational marijuana. 

 

"We can say the person crossed the double yellow line or he was lethargic or failed the field sobriety test, 

but it falls on the court to decide if the officer did their job correctly," he said. "We're back to the 

proverbial cart before the horse." 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Britain: teen arrested for school threats 

SOURCE https://www.thesun.co.uk/legal-removal/5852726/teenager-arrested-over-bomb-hoax-that-closed-

more-than-400-schools/  

GIST A TEENAGER has been arrested over a bomb hoax that saw more than 400 schools in England closed. 

 

The 19-year-old was held in Watford, Hertfordshire, after a chilling ransom note was emailed to schools 

on Monday. 
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A National Crime Agency spokesman said: “Hertfordshire police officers, working as part of an NCA-led 

investigation, arrested a 19-year-old man in Watford on suspicion of blackmail and making malicious 

communications relating to the hoax bomb threat that closed hundreds of UK schools this week. 

 

“We understand parents’ and teachers’ concerns but stress there was no credible threat to the emails 

schools received. However we are taking the communications extremely seriously. 

 

“As this is now a live investigation we are unable to comment further.” 

 

Schools in the North East, London, Bristol and Humberside received messages claiming an explosive had 

been placed on the grounds. 

 

The messages went on to say the bombs would go off unless a cash payment was sent. 

 

Up to 24,000 threatening emails were sent with parents told to pick their children up as schools across 

England were evacuated. 

 

Humberside Police said 400 schools were affected across the country. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Man stole semi, crashed into JBLM 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/man-who-crashed-stolen-semi-into-jblm-pleads-not-guilty  

GIST JOINT BASE LEWIS-McCHORD, Wash. -- A man who police say was high on meth in search of "better 

dope" when he crashed a stolen semi-truck onto the Joint Base Lewis-McChord base pleaded not guilty in 

court Thursday. 

 

Michael Thompson, 37, is facing charges of auto theft and driving without a license. 

 

Prosecutors say Thompson's wild ride began Tuesday evening when after he had "bad dope from 

Olympia", his car ran out of gas in Tacoma while in search of "better dope." 

 

He wandered into a Bates Technical College parking lot and stole one of their semi trucks for his 

continued quest, officials said. 

 

The problem (among many others)? He had never driven a semi truck before. Thompson told investigators 

he had trouble working the brakes and began losing control. He eventually careened through the yard of a 

home on 138th Street South and smashed into a fence thinking it would slow him down, he told police. 

 

It didn't. 

 

Thompson would eventually crash through two more fences -- then finally a fence that established the 

perimeter of the military base, investigators said. 

 

The semi finally stopped near an airstrip where as bad timing would have it, Special Forces military 

exercises were under way. Thompson made his way across a runway and was nearly struck by a plane, 

then saw four paratroopers fall from a plane flying over the base, police said. Thompson told detectives 

that in his drug-induced haze, he realized he had left his wallet in the truck and feared they were all 

coming to get him. 

 

Meanwhile, the property owner who had the semi truck plow through his yard called 911 and deputies 

followed the trail of destruction to the semi. They found the forgotten wallet, identifying the driver as an 

Olympia man who was wanted on a felony warrant out of Idaho. 

 

Military officers and a police dog eventually tracked Thompson down as he was trying to break into a fuel 
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depot and he was arrested. 

 

"It just doesn't seem like something you could actually script," said Det. Ed Troyer with the Pierce County 

Sheriff's Department, "because it's something that seems made up. But it wasn't." 

 

Thompson is now being held on $25,000 bail. Bates says it's looking into why the keys were left inside the 

semi. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Burien: standoff w/bank robber ends 

SOURCE https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/deputies-in-standoff-with-suspected-bank-robber-in-

burien/720159845  

GIST BURIEN, Wash. - A 19-year-old suspect is in the King County Jail after deputies say he robbed a 

KeyBank in White Center and then threw a bag of money over the railing of a Burien apartment building. 

 

 Khalid Mohamed appeared to smile as he was led by deputies to a waiting officer’s car. The SWAT team 

had surrounded the Gateway Lanai apartment complex and was approaching the unit in which he was 

hiding when he surrendered Thursday afternoon. 

 

Deputies are also investigating whether Mohamed is a suspect in other robberies in the area. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Everett police search for pickpocket group 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/police-seek-well-traveled-pickpockets-after-thefts-here/  

GIST EVERETT — Everett police are searching for a group of pickpockets suspected of an “extremely large 

and organized” theft ring that has nabbed wallets from unsuspecting customers across the country. 

 

Store security footage of the suspects was released Thursday by Everett police. Along with still images 

and video, detectives listed nine cases that appear to be connected in Snohomish and King counties. Many 

of those occurred at Panera Bread or Trader Joe’s, where victims were distracted by someone else who 

was part of the scheme. 

 

The incidents include: 

 

• On Dec. 9, thieves stole wallets at a Panera in Lynnwood and another location of the same chain in 

Woodinville. The same day, a thief took a purse at an Italian restaurant in Bellevue. 

 

• Around 2:30 p.m. Jan. 3, a wallet was stolen from a Panera in Factoria, with the thieves spending about 

$4,000 at a Best Buy. 

 

• Around 1:15 p.m. Feb. 2, a thief stole a wallet at a Trader’s Joe’s on Everett Mall Way. 

 

• Around 2 p.m. Feb. 19, another wallet was stolen at a Panera in Bellevue. 

 

• Around noon March 7, a thief bumped into a woman at a Panera on Everett Mall Way. She later noticed 

her wallet was gone and found that about $14,000 had been spent at Best Buy and Bed Bath & Beyond. 

Security footage showed multiple people using her credit cards. The same afternoon, a woman was 

approached by a stranger who asked her questions. After the conversation, she realized her wallet had been 

taken. Almost immediately, $3,200 in gift cards were bought at a local Target. 

 

• On the afternoon of March 14, a wallet was stolen from a Panera Bread in Bellevue. 
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Suspects used the wallets to buy merchandise from Apple, Nordstrom and Target, or gift cards at retail 

stores. 

 

Local detectives are working with police across the country, from the Pacific Northwest to New York and 

Florida, to piece together the case. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Mistakenly released early; sues rearrest 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/washington-state-prisoner-mistakenly-released-

early-sues-over-re-arrest/  

GIST A man who was released early from a Washington state prison due to a software glitch is suing the 

Department of Corrections, saying his rearrest three years later to serve the remaining time was illegal and 

upended the life he had painstakingly rebuilt. 

 

Orlando Wright was released in 2012, 76 days early, from his eight-year term for robbery. He was one of 

more than 3,000 inmates released prematurely due to the coding error, which lasted from 2002 to 2015. 

 

State authorities discovered the problem in 2012, but fixes were repeatedly delayed before the department 

notified Gov. Jay Inslee in late 2015. Amid a public outcry, the department rearrested some offenders it 

had released early. 

 

Among them was Wright, who says by then he had obtained an apartment, a car and a job at a car wash; 

enrolled in a welding program at a technical school; and had a baby daughter, whom he saw regularly. 

When he was released again in April 2016, that was all gone. He wandered the streets of Seattle for nearly 

two weeks, homeless. 

 

“Seventy-six days: It’s just long enough to lose everything,” he said. 

 

Spokesman Jeremy Barclay said the department does not comment on pending litigation. 

 

According to a department report, officials reviewed more than 1,500 releases dating to 2011 and 

determined that 116 offenders should be rearrested. Authorities decided not to rearrest more than 1,000 

others, under a state Supreme Court decision that held prisoners mistakenly released are entitled to credit 

for time spent at liberty if they don’t “abscond legal obligations.” 

 

It’s not clear why officials targeted Wright, but it is possible they declined to credit the time he spent in the 

community because he had supervision violations, including drinking alcohol and failing to report, in the 

months after his release. He later completed alcohol treatment, and in early 2015 — a year before he was 

rearrested — his community corrections officer notified King County Superior Court that Wright had 

“successfully completed his DOC supervision.” 

 

The department has faced claims from the families of two people killed by prisoners freed early, settling 

one for $3.25 million. Barclay said he was not aware of other lawsuits brought by a rearrested offender. 

 

Several employees were demoted over the scandal. Four others resigned, including Corrections Secretary 

Dan Pacholke, who had only become chief in October 2015 and brought the issue to the governor’s 

attention. Lawmakers also passed reforms designed to avoid future problems. 

 

In his complaint, filed March 16 in U.S. District Court in Seattle, Wright, 37, seeks damages for wrongful 

arrest and constitutional violations. His maximum sentence date had expired, and officials had no authority 

to return him to prison over a mistake they had made and known about for three years, the complaint says. 

 

Nevertheless, they rearrested him. Instead of obtaining a warrant from a court, they issued a “secretary’s 

warrant” claiming he had escaped from custody or work-release — something his lawyer, Tiffany 
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Cartwright, called “completely unauthorized.” 

 

Further, he should have been credited for time in the community because — despite having some missteps 

— he completed his supervision and thus did not “abscond legal obligations,” she said. 

 

“They knew the whole time they were releasing people early,” Cartwright said. “They let people go out 

and start to reintegrate and rebuild their lives, and when it became public, they wanted to make a big show 

and round everybody up.” 

 

Wright served his sentence for robbing a man at an ATM, at gunpoint, of $300. 
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HEADLINE 03/23 Army: standoff w/barricaded man ends 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/23/army-says-standoff-with-barricaded-man-has-

concluded.html  

GIST ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, Md. –  Army officials say an incident involving a man who 

barricaded himself inside a home on a U.S. Army installation has been resolved after a 17-hour standoff. 

 

People living on four streets surrounding the home had to spend the night elsewhere as a precautionary 

measure. 

 

The Aberdeen Proving Ground has long been a place where the U.S. military tests its bombs, although in 

recent years it has diversified into a "megabase" where all sorts of military technology is evaluated. 

 

APG spokesman David Patterson says the man was alone in the home when a concerned relative called 

Thursday morning saying he'd locked himself inside. 

 

The installation tweeted early Friday that the incident "has concluded," without providing any more 

details. 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Alabama to execute 1989 mail bomber 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/alabama-to-execute-convicted-mail-bomber-nearly-30-years-after-

crimes/  

GIST BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Judge Robert S. Vance was at his kitchen table on Dec. 16, 1989, when he 

opened a package that had been mailed to his home. The bomb hidden inside exploded with brutal force, 

killing Vance instantly and severely injuring his wife. 

 

Two days later, a similar device killed an attorney in Georgia. Two other mail bombs were later 

intercepted and defused, one at a federal courthouse in Atlanta and the other at an NAACP office in 

Jacksonville, Florida. 

 

The bombings created a wave of terror across the South. Now, nearly 30 years later, Alabama is preparing 

to execute the man convicted in Vance's killing, Walter Leroy Moody Jr. of Rex, Georgia. Moody is set 

for lethal injection next month. 

 

The long-delayed resolution to the old crime comes as Texas officials grapple with a deadly spate of 

bombings over three weeks that ended Wednesday when the suspect blew himself up. 

 

The complex investigation that led to Moody's prosecution is a reflection of how difficult it can be to get 

to the bottom of sporadic bombings like the ones in Texas. And it is also a testament to the lingering 

effects that such a crime can have. 
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Tom Thurman, who retired from the FBI's crime laboratory after handling cases including the Vance 

assassination, said bombings are "more complicated in many aspects" than other crimes. 

 

"On the investigative side it's so different from other crimes that involve personal contact," he said. "An 

individual is there to stab, hit or shoot somebody ... and a lot of times law enforcement is fortune to have 

someone who was there. In most bombing cases, the person who sets the device or sends it is not there. 

They've got some anonymity." 

 

Vance's son, Robert Vance Jr., said he is thankful Moody is in prison, and he feels for the victims in 

Texas, where two people were killed and four were badly injured by package bombs. 

 

"I've been in the place of the families down in the Austin area going through this. It's just so frustrating 

because you don't know who is responsible or why," said Vance, now a Democratic state court judge 

seeking the office of chief justice of the Alabama Supreme Court. 

 

Moody has always maintained his innocence. Agents arrested him in July 1990 after what leaders called 

one of the largest federal investigations ever. 

 

Robert S. Vance was a member of the Atlanta-based 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, and prosecutors 

alleged Moody targeted him out of anger at the 11th Circuit's refusal to overturn a conviction that blocked 

Moody, who had attended law school, from ever practicing law. 

 

The bomb that killed Robert E. Robinson, a black civil rights attorney from Savannah, Georgia, was meant 

to cast suspicion on the Ku Klux Klan, as was the bomb sent to the NAACP office, authorities said. 

 

By reconstructing the two bombs that killed Vance and Robinson and disarming the two others, 

investigators determined they were wrapped in nearly identical packages and mailed using the same kind 

of stamps. There were also similarities between the materials used in the bombs, including improvised 

detonators and wiring methods, Thurman said. 

 

It's the same with any bombing case, Thurman said: Investigators have to consider a multitude of factors, 

starting with the components of the device. In Moody's case, the bomb was manufactured in a way that led 

back to its maker, he said. 

 

After Vance's death, officials retrieved an intact bomb from the courthouse that housed 11th Circuit judges 

in Atlanta. Forensic chemist Lloyd Erwin of the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 

Explosives recognized a unique element of its construction from a previous case: The ends of the pipe 

bomb were made of flat, welded pieces of metal rather than the screw caps most commonly used. 

 

That tidbit led investigators to Moody, who had been convicted in a 1972 case involving a bomb with flat, 

welded end pieces. 

 

Moody's former wife testified that she purchased bomb-making materials at his direction, and evidence 

linked Moody to a manual typewriter with a misplaced "a″ that experts said had been used to write a letter 

claiming responsibility for the bombs. One letter talked about a "declaration of war" against the judiciary 

and complained about the 11th Circuit's "callous disregard for justice," court documents show. 

 

A prosecution team led by Louis Freeh, who later became FBI director, convinced a federal jury that 

Moody was to blame for the bombing wave, and a judge sentenced him to seven life sentences plus 400 

years in August 1991. 

 

Moody was convicted on a state capital murder charge in 1996 in Vance's killing, and he has been on 

death row since 1997. Now 82, he is the oldest inmate awaiting execution in Alabama. 

 

The Alabama Supreme Court has set Moody's lethal injection for April 19, but Moody has sent a letter to 
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Vance's son and others claiming he is the innocent victim of a government conspiracy. A federal defender 

has asked a federal court to block the execution, arguing the state can't execute Moody because he's 

technically in federal custody. A judge has not yet ruled. 

 

Vance said he feels peace "that justice has been done" in his father's case, and he doesn't plan to witness 

Moody's execution. But every new bombing, like the string of blasts in Texas, dredges up old feelings. 

 

"Usually these days I get up and don't really think about what happened 30 years ago," Vance said. "But 

when you see that in the media, you go back to December 1989." 
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HEADLINE 03/22 Parents of bombing suspect ‘devastated’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/parents-austin-serial-bombing-suspect-devastated-families-

neighbors/story?   

GIST The parents of the man police say was responsible for a string of bombings in Texas are "devastated for 

the other families," neighbors told ABC News.  

 

Jeff and Nancy Reep said the Conditts told them they had no idea their son, Mark Conditt, was the suspect 

in the serial bombings until a reporter knocked on their door asking for comment before dawn Wednesday.  

 

"They were shell-shocked," Nancy Reep told ABC News. "They're devastated for the other families."  

 

"Now, they're grieving their son," she added. "What he did was horrible and they know that too, but still, 

he's their son." 

 

Conditt's family said in a statement to ABC News that they "are devastated and broken at the news that our 

family member could be involved in such an awful way."  

 

"We had no idea of the darkness that Mark must have been in," the family continued in their statement. 

"Our family is a normal family in every way. We love, and we pray and, we try to inspire and serve others. 

Right now our prayers are for those families who have lost loved ones, for those impacted in any way, and 

for the soul of our Mark. We are grieving, and we are in shock. Please respect our privacy as we deal with 

this terrible, terrible knowledge and try to support each other at this time." 

 

"Mark was just a kid. He was quiet and very intelligent," Nancy Reep told ABC News. "They were good 

parents. They were involved parents. They did so much for their children. There’s no rhyme or reason as 

to why this happened."  

 

"As far as we’re concerned as neighbors, you know, you’ve got a great family living next door to you, 

you’ve got kids that were brought up and interacted with your children like any normal family would do," 

her husband, Jeff Reep, added. 
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Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources/InFOCUS  
is a situational awareness report published daily by the Washington State Fusion 

Center. 
   

If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
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DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
Source: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml 
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International National Regional and Local 

Events, 
Opportunities  
Go to articles 

03/19 After Sep. Mexico quake: homeless camps 
03/19 Putin win mandate for nationalist policies 
03/19 Seoul: North committed denuclearization 
03/19 Germany urges Putin to improve ties 
03/19 Death toll Manila hotel fire rises 
03/18 Australian wildfires raze dozens of homes 
03/18 Sweden talks to NKorea about detainees 
03/18 Africa’s only female president to resign 
03/18 Russia: UK lab possible poison source 
03/18 China’s bad ‘social credit’ punishment 
03/18 Germany: NKorea rockets can reach 
03/18 Israel: new Hamas tunnel destroyed 
03/18 India: Pakistan shelling kills family 
03/18 Moscow’s secret military labs 
03/17 China reappoints president for life 
03/17 Russia expels 23 British diplomats 
03/17 Countries reject Russia poison claim 
03/17 UK: Russia in ‘flagrant’ breach of law 
03/16 Russia to expand American ‘blacklist’ 
03/16 Russian president Vladimir Putin 
03/16 Venezuela begins power rationing 
03/16 UK defense site center of controversy 
   

03/19 Austin explosion injures 2; 4th in month 
03/19 Trains collide, derail in Ky.; 4 injured 
03/19 Storm system severe weather South 
03/18 ‘March for our lives’: #NeverAgain 
03/18 Russia ambassador vows retaliation  
03/18 COPS grant program budget slashed 
03/18 Forecast: fourth nor’easter in 3 weeks 
03/18 Weakness in Calif. emergency planning? 
03/18 Dot plot: understanding next Fed forecast 
03/17 Record-breaking St Patrick Day spending 
03/17 Violence on healthcare workers common 
03/17 FIU aware bridge crack before collapse 
03/17 Before collapse, cracks seen in bridge 
03/17 Probe: deaths in auto air bag failures 
03/17 Kansas: 100+ wildfires, 16,800 acres 
03/17 AG fires FBI deputy director 
03/16 China angry over US-Taiwan travel bill 
03/16 Speed limit boost not slowing down 
03/16 CDC: 17B binge drinks in a year 

03/18 Kayak activists protest pipeline, tankers 
03/18 Policing groups helped pass new law 
03/17 Ex-deputies sue Pierce Co. Sheriff’s Dept. 
03/17 Salmonella outbreak linked to kratom 
03/16 Local students get detention for walkout 
03/16 Schools opposite approach on doors 
03/16 No charges in I-5 road rage shooting 
03/16 B.C. backs high-speed rail study 
03/16 Seattle HSD director resigns 
03/16 ABC bridges in Washington 
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Awareness 
Go to articles 

03/19 Cybercriminals launder up to $200B year 
03/18 UK energy system at-risk from Russia 
03/17 The Pirate Bay is down again 
03/16 China-linked group targets maritime 
03/16 GandCrab ransomware finds new shell 

03/19 Facebook confirms misuse of data 
03/17 New, unusual cryptominer distribution 
03/17 Struggling w/human side of fake news 
03/17 Claim: Facebook aware of data ‘breach’ 
03/17 Senior citizens facing new online scams 
03/17 Social media weaponized; data harvested 
03/16 Feds: Russia hack didn’t compromise grid 
03/16 Russian hackers target power, water 
03/16 Puppy scams litter the internet 
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Conditions 
Go to articles 

03/19 Egypt battles militants in Sinai 
03/19 Group: Turkish-allied militia looting 
03/19 Somalia: senior Al-Shabaab surrenders 
03/19 Afghan officials: motorbikes bombs kill 4 
03/18 Pakistan claims rebirth in tribal regions 
03/18 Boko Haram Dapchi girls taunts Nigeria 
03/18 Turkey takes control of Syria enclave 
03/18 Israel: ‘mapping’ potential terrorists 
03/18 Taliban attack kills 5 Afghan police 
03/17 Violence claims more lives in Syria 
   

03/18 Man saved hundreds during 9/11 dies 
03/18 Man convicted in attack on US soldiers 
03/16 Military: 7 killed in Iraq helicopter crash 
03/16 Claim: CIA ‘kill teams’ target terrorists 

 

Suspicious, 
Unusual 
Go to articles 

03/18 UK: nerve agent in car vent system 
03/18 NKorea diplomat to Finland for talks 
03/17 Claim: UK cops at risk from Kremlin 
03/16 Police: dead friend Putin critic strangled 

03/18 Austin bombings ‘meant to send message’ 
03/17 United diverts flight; 3rd dog incident 
03/17 FBI at Civil War site for ‘lost gold’? 
03/16 Austin package bombings mystery 
03/16 Sheriff pocketed $750K from food fund 
   

03/18 Claim: Seattle ‘hotbed’ for foreign spying 
03/16 DOE questions safety w/Hanford project 
03/16 Metro: SDOT misleading cost information 

Crime, 
Criminals 
Go to articles 

03/19 Turkey embassy in Denmark firebombed 
03/18 Britain: car rams into nightclub; 13 hurt 
03/18 Israel: Palestinian stabber shot dead 
03/17 NKorea ‘pirate tactics’ for illicit trade 
03/17 Albania busts immigration crime rings 
03/16 Israel: 2 killed in car ramming attack 
03/16 UN: 84 activists Colombia killed last year 
03/16 France: huge wine fraud scam uncovered 

03/18 Arrest in SXSW concert bomb threat 
03/17 Deadly toll L.A. County illegal street racing 
03/17 Jail: multi-state ATM skimming schemers 
03/17 Indiana: fake Wounded Warrior bust 
03/17 Hate crimes in Texas underreported 
03/17 Tip leads to arrest, weapons cache 
03/16 Missouri: 241yr prison term for teen 
03/16 Settlement after police dismissed ‘hoax’ 
03/16 IRS: 1.2M cases identity fraud by illegals 

03/17 Man shot in Seattle Central District 
03/17 Man shot trying to get in patrol vehicle 
03/15 Man accused in $500K+ gift card scam 
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9-13 Apr 
2018 

LEIU/IALEIA Training 
Event 

Marriott Hotel, 700 West Convention 
Way 
Anaheim, CA 92801 (714) 750-8000 

http://www.ialeia.org/2018_conference.php  
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HEADLINE 03/19 Germany urges Putin to improve ties 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-russian-authorities-punish-ballot-stuffing-

53845081?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Germany's president is urging Vladimir Putin to use the occasion of his re-election as Russian president to 

push for a normalization of relations with Germany and Western Europe. 

 

Frank-Walter Steinmeier congratulated Putin on his victory in a statement Monday. 

 

Steinmeier says Russia and Germany have enjoyed a "traditionally close relationship based upon a wide 

and solid foundation" and have worked since the Cold War's end for a "lasting, cooperative peaceful order 

on our continent." 

 

But, he says, "we are worryingly far away from that goal today. Mistrust, rearmament and a climate of 

insecurity contribute to instability." 

 

Steinmeier says he hopes "we'll be able to counteract the estrangement of our continent and between the 

people of Russia and Germany, and that you will use your new term in office for this purpose." 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Storm system w/severe weather South 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/large-storm-system-bring-severe-weather-south-east/story?id=53845929  

GIST A large storm system is moving through the Great Plains on Monday morning bringing unsettled weather 

from the Dakotas all the way to the southeastern United States. 

 

Yesterday, more than three dozen damaging storm reports were made, most of them in east-central Texas 

where hail was larger than a baseball. There were also two reported tornadoes in the Texas panhandle and 

winds of 60 mph or greater in eastern Texas. 

 

On the northern side of the storm, heavy snow fell around Denver, with anywhere from 5 to 10 inches 

overnight in the metro area. 

 

The storm system is moving east Monday, and is now stretching from the Northern Plains to the Gulf 

Coast. To the north, snow is falling in the Dakotas while tornado warnings have been issued for part of the 

Florida panhandle. 

 

The storm system will move further east Monday afternoon, and will pick up moisture from the Gulf of 

Mexico. Severe storms will break out from Jacksonville, Florida, to Atlanta; Birmingham, Alabama; and 

into Nashville, Tennessee. 

 

The biggest threat will be huge damaging hail, tornadoes and wind. Flash flooding is also possible. 
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The biggest threat for tornadoes will be from Nashville to Birmingham and just west of Atlanta this 

afternoon and evening. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Policing groups helped pass new law 

SOURCE http://kuow.org/post/washington-policing-groups-joined-critics-pass-new-state-law  

GIST Marilyn Covarrubias said there are still a lot of things she doesn’t understand about why her son Daniel 

died in an encounter with Lakewood police officers in 2015. Like why the officers mistook his cell phone 

for a gun, why they didn’t seek medical help sooner after the shooting, and why they acted so quickly. 

 

“They need to learn how to ascertain what is actually happening. Before they go into ‘kill’ mode,” 

Covarrubias said. 

 

Covarrubias campaigned for Initiative 940, which was sponsored by the group De-Escalate Washington. 

But she said she’s happy with the compromise bill that brought some law enforcement groups onboard as 

well.  It requires new training for law enforcement officers, makes it easier to prosecute officers for 

negligent shootings, and mandates independent investigations of shootings by police.   

 

“I want something good to come out of this,” she said. “I want to stop seeing people die. Because every 

time I see people die unnecessarily, needlessly, it brings all of the pain back.” 

 

The Seattle Police Officers Guild called Initiative 940 “anti-cop,” saying it would make it easier to 

prosecute police for political reasons. 

 

But Sue Rahr, executive director of the state’s Criminal Justice Training Commission, said the public and 

law enforcement turned out to have many issues in common. 

 

“As the initiative was gaining momentum there was certainly a perception about it being very anti-cop,” 

Rahr said. “Because a lot of the people who supported I-940, there were people who said some pretty 

inflammatory things. But at the end of the day, many of the people in that group I worked with and we had 

the same goal, and that is to reduce deadly encounters.” 

 

Rahr said they have almost two years to implement new trainings under the law, but she hopes to get them 

up and running sooner. Another factor in the law would be Tim Eyman’s lawsuit. He wants a judge to put 

the initiative and the compromise language on the November ballot. 

 

Rahr’s police academy already trains new police recruits in concepts like de-escalating violent 

confrontations. But until this law, she says they weren’t able to train all the officers already on the job 

across the state   

 

“That part of the legislation is very good news,” she said. “This is important training. Now we have 

funding and capacity to actually do that training.” 

 

Rahr said she’s also responsible for assembling stakeholders to weigh in on the new law. And for figuring 

out how to conduct independent investigations when someone dies at the hands of law enforcement.   

 

“That’s going to be an area where we’re going to have to do a lot of groundwork and create something that 

doesn’t currently exist,” she said, adding that the interagency team used in Snohomish County is one well-

regarded model. 

 

The new law changes the threshold for prosecuting officers for negligent deaths. Critics said the old 

standard, which required a showing of “malice” by the officer, made prosecution nearly impossible. Now 

the standard will be whether the officer acted as any “reasonable” officer would have. Rahr says that’s 

already the standard they use in their police training.   
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“I personally am glad that the word ‘malice’ was removed,” she said, “because I think removing that word 

does a lot to reassure the public, and we’re starting to rebuild the trust of people that were concerned about 

having that malice standard there.” 

 

Law enforcement groups did not support Initiative 940 as proposed by De-Escalate Washington, but many 

did support the final compromise. 

 

James McMahan, the policy director for WA Association of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs, said the 

negotiations resulted in real dialogue. “We started something new where both sides of an emotional and 

polarizing issue began to truly listen to each other. And we want to build on that,” he said. 

 

The law emphasizes the need for police officers to provide first aid to shooting victims, as soon as the 

scene is secure. 

 

“I think the big point that I-940 was trying to make in that section was, when somebody needs help don’t 

just stand there,” McMahan said. “And I have every confidence that in the vast majority of cases where 

this would be applicable law our officers don’t just stand there, they provide help to those who need help.” 

 

Rahr said Eyman’s lawsuit has not affected plans to implement the law so far. However, a hearing in the 

case has been scheduled for April 20 in Thurston County. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Weakness in Calif. emergency planning? 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-emergency-alerts-california-20180318-story.html  

GIST A reckoning on public preparedness long in the making is underway in California after a year that saw 

unprecedented death, destruction and loss from disasters set off by extreme weather. 

 

Though California has long experienced natural disasters tied to weather, the last year recorded a 

staggering human toll — more than 40 dead in wine country fires and more than 20 in Santa Barbara 

County mudslides. 

 

The disasters revealed gaping holes in the state's county-controlled warning systems — a mix of services 

from multiple vendors, subscriber programs with low participation rates, outdated landline lists, and a 

federal cellphone alert system so imprecise some emergency managers are afraid to use it. Public warnings 

failed to reach most of those in harm's way, or understated the risk. 

 

California emergency managers have released a critical review faulting Sonoma County emergency 

managers for failing to use all means possible to warn residents in October's deadly fire siege. Evacuation 

orders went to only a fraction of the residents in limited areas, and managers quickly lost track of the fast-

moving blazes, leaving entire communities in the dark about their danger. 

 

But they warn that the weaknesses found in Sonoma County are not unique, and it is time for the state to 

wade into what has historically been a local matter. 

 

"Some are better. Some are worse," said Mark Ghilarducci, director of the Office of Emergency Services, 

the state's disaster agency. "We have seen a lot of inconsistencies." 

 

State Sen. Mike McGuire (D-Healdsburg), whose wine country district was hit hard by the October fires, 

is pushing legislation that would mandate up-to-date warning systems. And Senate Democrat Hannah-Beth 

Jackson, from fire- and mud-ravaged Santa Barbara County, promises a bill that would override state 

privacy laws to automatically enroll residents in emergency notification systems, leaving it to residents to 

opt out. 
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"We have to do a statewide movement on preparedness, response and recovery," said James Gore, Sonoma 

County's chairman. "We don't have to be quaking in our boots that Armageddon is coming, but what we do 

have to do is get on our toes and manage into our future." 

 

The county last month received an independent report from the state Office of Emergency Services that 

found its ability to alert and warn its constituents before and during October's deadly firestorm was 

"uncoordinated and included gaps, overlaps and redundancies," exacerbated because administrators at the 

central emergency management center were cut off from commanders on the fire lines, and were unaware 

of how quickly the danger was spreading, and where. 

 

"During the early hours of the disaster, the county lacked reliable, timely and coordinated situational 

awareness as to the scale, size and scope of the fire's growth, character, and movement," the report stated. 

Among significant changes Ghilarducci seeks is giving incident commanders a greater role in alerting the 

public. 

 

But most of the state review is focused on Sonoma County's failure — as fires swept over mountain ridges 

in the middle of the night and into sleeping suburbs — to use the national Wireless Emergency Alert 

system to broadcast loud warnings to every cellphone in reach of a tower. Sonoma Emergency Manager 

Chris Helgren, who was removed from the job days before release of the critical state review, said he was 

afraid a mass alert would trigger mass evacuations and block the narrow roads that firefighters needed to 

access. 

 

Other disaster-struck counties also opted to not send mass cellphone warnings and relied instead on private 

vendor systems. In addition, The Times found, public warnings were delayed or underplayed. In 

Mendocino County, dispatchers held up alerts for a supervisor to drive in from home to eyeball the fires 

firsthand, and public warning sirens at a volunteer fire station were never sounded. In Napa County, only a 

small percentage of the population was registered to received the county's warnings, and firefighters went 

door-to-door trying to wake sleeping residents. In Santa Barbara County, emergency managers ignored the 

danger shown on their own in-house risk maps and told residents living in high-danger zones they were 

only under a voluntary "watch." 

 

Public anger over the failures has charged the debate. 

 

"People didn't die from the smoke. People didn't die from the fire. People died because they didn't know 

something was coming," said Joseph Solis, a former 911 dispatch employee and police officer in 

Sebastopol. A friend and his daughter died in the Sonoma County fires. Solis' brother and family barely 

escaped, and they lost their home. 

  

The state review said Sonoma County officials decided long before the fires not to trust the WEA system, 

even as they agreed to pay $14,500 for a private vendor to add WEA capability to the county's automated 

phone dialing system. 

 

Without explicitly naming Helgren, the state report and Ghilarducci blamed Sonoma County emergency 

management for failing to keep up with technical improvements to the cellphone alert system and accused 

it of relying on private vendors for information on the alert system's capabilities. 

 

"This was a misconception, I guess I would say, on the part of the policymakers and the leaders there, that 

it wasn't worth, from their opinion at the time, of investing in the effort to incorporate [the national alerts] 

into their system," Ghilarducci said. 

 

However, he and other state officials were unable to cite the specific advancements to those systems. 

Requirements for increased message length and precise targeting of who gets those messages are not 

mandated to take place before 2019. Even then, coverage will be incomplete. Lobbyists for the cellphone 

carriers succeeded in persuading the Federal Communications Commission to relax the proposed rule to 

cover "100% of the target area" rather than 100% of the cell devices in that area, and to delay the rollout of 

Spanish-language alerts. 
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In the interim, emergency managers can request a targeted alert, but carriers can to default to a county-

wide blast, a loophole that FCC records show was requested by lobbyists for the cellphone industry. 

Earlier this year, Sonoma County officials joined emergency managers across the country, and in 

California, voicing their concern. 

 

"Improvements to WEA have yet to be enacted by the FCC and wireless carriers to render the system more 

practical.…" Sonoma County Board of Supervisors Chair Shirlee Zane wrote to the FCC on behalf of the 

county. "We need to be able to utilize WEA to alert only those who may be impacted to avoid the negative 

consequences of over-alerting people who are not the intended audience." 

 

Sonoma County used its vendor services to send calls to a small population of residents who had registered 

in advance for warnings, as well as to landline numbers provided by telephone companies. The phone lists 

turned out to be outdated. 

 

A Times analysis of the first warnings shows those calls reached less than 10% of the households in peril 

— and less than a third of even those calls were answered. 

 

"Every year that landline [list] gets smaller," said Robert Lewin, director of Santa Barbara County's Office 

of Emergency Management. 

 

Lewin also distrusts the WEA system and hesitated before using it in January when a once-in-200-year 

storm cell bore down on Montecito and dissolved the hillsides into a river of mud, debris and boulders, 

killing at least 21 people. 

 

Authorities sent only one WEA message during the debris flow — just before 4 a.m. — because they were 

concerned about how well it could target a specific area and its effectiveness given its limited message 

length. 

 

In a letter to the FCC dated Jan. 4, Lewin criticized the federally backed tools that operate under the 

Integrated Public Alert & Warning System as "seriously deficient." 

 

The county instead relied on its subscription-based program in the days and hours ahead of the storm to 

send out information via thousands of texts, email and robocalls. 

 

But the limited reach of those warnings and their failure to instill urgency in residents has other agencies 

looking inward to see if what they have in place is enough. 

 

At the state level, Office of Emergency Services officials will look to fill what they call "unintentional 

gaps" in public warnings, said Kelly Huston, deputy director of crisis communications for the agency. The 

decision marks a change for an office that previously left public warnings to the locals. 

 

"We're going to be checking with the counties to be more sure they have capabilities to issue the alerts 

they need. The whole thing has raised up the issue statewide," Huston said. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Moscow’s secret military labs 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/poisoning-of-russian-ex-spy-puts-

spotlight-on-moscows-secret-military-labs/2018/03/18/9968efb6-2962-11e8-b79d-

f3d931db7f68_story.html?utm_term=.ea7a58f6b4d9  

GIST During his last run for the presidency, in 2012, Russian leader Vladimir Putin startled U.S. military experts 

with a mysterious pledge to develop novel kinds of weapons to counter the West’s technological edge. 

Armies of the future, he said, would need weapons “based on new physical principles” including “genetic” 

and “psychophysical” science. 
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“Such high-tech weapons systems will be comparable in effect to nuclear weapons,” Putin said in an essay 

published in Rossiyskaya Gazeta, the Russian government’s newspaper of record, “but will be more 

‘acceptable’ in terms of political and military ideology.” 

 

Exactly what Putin meant — and how any “genetic” weapon could square with international treaties 

outlawing chemical and biological warfare — remains uncertain. But what is now clear is that Putin’s 

words unleashed a wave of activity across a complex of heavily guarded military and civilian laboratories 

in Russia. 

 

Since the start of Putin’s second term, a construction boom has been underway at more than two dozen 

institutes that were once part of the Soviet Union’s biological and chemical weapons establishment, 

according to Russian documents and photos compiled by independent researchers. That expansion, which 

includes multiple new or refurbished testing facilities, is particularly apparent at secret Defense Ministry 

laboratories that have long drawn the suspicions of U.S. officials over possible arms-treaty violations. 

 

Russian officials insist that the research in government-run labs is purely defensive and perfectly legal. 

But the effort has come under increased scrutiny in the wake of allegations of Moscow’s involvement in 

the poisoning of a former Russian spy and his daughter in Britain. Both were sickened by exposure to 

Novichok, a kind of highly lethal nerve agent uniquely developed by Russian military scientists years ago. 

 

“The big question is, why are they doing this?” said Raymond Zilinskas, a chemical and biological 

weapons expert with the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies in Monterey, Calif. In a newly 

released book, “Biosecurity in Putin’s Russia,” Zilinskas and co-author Philippe Mauger analyze hundreds 

of contract documents and other records that show a surge in Russian research interest in subjects ranging 

from genetically modified pathogens to nonlethal chemical weapons used for crowd control. 

 

The analysis also tracks a simultaneous rise in sensationalist Russian claims that the United States is itself 

pursuing offensive biological weapons. Reports posted on state-sponsored news sites and amplified over 

social media have accused U.S. scientists of being behind recent outbreaks of the Zika virus as well as the 

Ebola epidemic in West Africa that began in 2014. In each instance, U.S. federal agencies marshaled a 

sizable response to counter or contain the outbreaks. 

 

Such baseless claims could be viewed as part of a deliberate effort to “explain to their own people why 

they need to do this research,” Zilinskas said in an interview. 

 

A spokeswoman for Russia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs declined to answer written questions but 

forwarded a March 13 statement by Vassily A. Nebenzia, Russia’s ambassador to the United Nations. 

Nebenzia denied any involvement by the Kremlin in the March 4 nerve-agent attack and suggested that it 

was the United States and Britain, not Russia, that were continuing to conduct illegal research to create 

“new toxic substances.” 

 

The research by Zilinskas and Mauger appears to bear out long-held concerns by the State Department, 

which has sharply criticized Russia in recent years over a lack of transparency in its military-related 

biological and chemical research. Since 2012, State Department officials have issued a series of reports 

faulting Moscow for refusing to open its military research laboratories to outside inspectors, and for failing 

to provide proof that it destroyed the highly lethal arsenals created by Red Army scientists in the years 

before the Soviet Union’s collapse. 

 

Thomas Countryman, an assistant secretary of state for international security and arms control during the 

Obama administration, said that even before Putin, U.S. officials questioned whether the Kremlin had 

owned up to its past “fully and transparently.” But over the past six years, official distrust has grown as 

Moscow has embraced a more aggressive foreign policy that includes intimidation of Russia’s neighbors 

and an unabashed support for a Syrian dictator who uses nerve agents to kill his own people. 

 

“Moscow’s full-throated defense of Syrian use of chemical weapons — and, especially, its apparent use of 
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chemical agents in targeted assassinations — only add to the concerns,” Countryman said. 

 

When the Soviet Union was dismantled in 1991, the Russian Federation became the heir to history’s most 

dangerous arsenal of chemical and biological weapons. 

 

During the Cold War, Soviet leaders spent vast sums to create weaponized versions of 11 different 

pathogens — including the microbes that cause anthrax, smallpox and the plague — while also 

experimenting with genetically altered strains. They created new classes of chemical toxins, such as 

Novichok, reportedly used in the attempted assassination of former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his 

daughter, Yulia, in Salisbury, England. 

 

A fourth-generation nerve agent more deadly than VX, Novichok is the stuff of legend. Russia denies that 

it ever researched or manufactured such nerve agents, but it arrested a former Soviet weapons scientist on 

charges of divulging state secrets after he published details about Soviet Novichok production in 

newspaper articles and a memoir. 

 

The Soviet program was motivated in part by competition with the United States. Washington maintained 

its own stockpile of nerve agents during the Cold War and manufactured biological weapons until 1969, 

when President Richard M. Nixon dismantled the program. But the Kremlin pressed ahead, convinced that 

the Pentagon was continuing bioweapons research in secret. Finally, in 1992, newly installed Russian 

President Boris Yeltsin acknowledged the existence of the secret program to U.S. officials and reported 

that all Soviet bioweapons had been destroyed. 

 

In the years immediately following the Cold War, securing and dismantling Soviet weapons of mass 

destruction united Americans and Russians in a common cause. The United States helped Russia build 

incinerators for destroying its chemical weapons, and it sponsored programs that paired former Soviet 

bioweapons scientists with Western companies to keep them employed during the country’s economic 

transition. 

 

Such U.S.-Russian technical cooperation began to wane after Putin’s election as president, and it collapsed 

after the Russian strongman won a second term in 2012. Yet, even during the Yeltsin years, Russia refused 

to grant access to key weapons sites, including four biodefense laboratories run by the Russian military 

and perpetually sealed off from outside visitors, former U.S. officials said. 

 

“We were always curious: Were they embarrassed to let us in because of the shape of their labs? Or were 

they hiding something?” said Laura Holgate, a senior adviser to President Barack Obama on preventing 

biological, chemical and nuclear terrorism. 

 

Holgate allowed that Russia’s reluctance also may have reflected a “paranoia about what the U.S. might be 

learning” about the country’s military capabilities. In any case, she said, it became clear over time that 

Putin intended to preserve some Soviet-era capabilities for use in very specific situations. One of these was 

assassination — the killing of the Kremlin’s opponents using methods that were dramatic, yet allowed 

Moscow to plausibly deny culpability. Another was crowd control: the use of controversial “knockout” 

chemicals to incapacitate individuals involved in hostage standoffs and other mass disturbances. 

 

Officials familiar with Russia’s program said the expanded activity at military labs may be partly aimed at 

honing those capabilities, giving Putin a variety of tools for dealing with adversaries while seeking to 

avoid the most flagrant violations of Russia’s treaty obligations. 

 

“That would be in line with behavior that we’ve been seeing for years,” Holgate said. 

 

Whatever the explanation, the buildup is striking. Data collected by Zilinskas and Mauger includes 

contract documents, Russian-language reports and aerial imagery that shed light on a dramatic expansion 

at the four secret Defense Ministry laboratories and numerous government-run civilian research centers 

across the country. 
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At one military complex at Yekaterinburg — the scene of an accidental release of anthrax spores in 1979 

that is said to have killed 100 workers and townspeople — satellite images show clusters of newly built, 

warehouse-size industrial buildings dotting a walled campus. Renovations can be observed in older 

buildings that in Soviet times were factories for mass-producing bacillus anthracis, the bacteria that causes 

anthrax. 

 

At the 33rd Central Research Test Institute at Shikhany — formerly a “closed” Russian military city on the 

Volga River in southwest Russia — records point to a recent spending spree for specialized equipment 

such as freeze-drying machines used in microbial production. Lab officials are shown soliciting bids for 

repairs to a wind tunnel, the type used in testing aerosolized bacteria and viruses, as well as upgrades to an 

area of bermed storage pens that the researchers say are probably intended for open-air testing involving 

explosives. 

 

Wind tunnels and outdoor testing facilities can be used legitimately to develop defenses against biological 

and chemical attacks. Indeed, the Pentagon employs similar equipment at its biodefense research facilities 

in Maryland and Utah. But Zilinskas and Mauger say the Russian expansion invites a higher level of 

scrutiny in light of the explicit calls by Russian leaders for work on novel kinds of weapons, including 

“genetic” ones. 

 

After Putin’s essay in 2012, several senior military officials, including the defense minister at the time, 

Anatoly Serdyukov, publicly endorsed Putin’s appeal for new kinds of weapons and promised to start 

building them, the researchers note. Serdyukov specifically pledged to incorporate “genetic” research in 

creating Russia’s next-generation arsenals. 

 

“We noted the numerous high-level calls for the development of biotechnology-based weapons in Russia, 

without further specification,” Zilinskas and Mauger write. At minimum, the vagueness of such statements 

potentially opens the door for any military official or “ambitious scientist” to lobby for a chance to 

develop a new kind of weapon — with the implicit blessing of top Russian officials, they write. 

 

“When taken in conjunction with the [military’s] apparent support for the development of ‘genetic’ 

weapons, these statements erode normative barriers toward biological weapons in Russia,” the authors say. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Death toll Manila hotel fire rises 

SOURCE http://time.com/5204574/manila-philippines-pavilion-hotel/?xid=homepage  

GIST (MANILA, Philippines) — Firefighters found two more bodies Monday in a hotel-casino gutted by fire 

that sent thick, heavy smoke into the sky over the Philippine capital, raising the death toll to five, officials 

said. 

 

One of several people injured in the blaze at the Manila Pavilion Hotel and Casino was fighting for her life 

in a hospital, Bureau of Fire Protection officials said, adding that all others guests and hotel employees 

have been accounted for. 

 

The bodies of two security camera operators were found after firefighters managed to control the blaze, 

which raged from Sunday morning to early Monday, the officials said. 

 

It was unclear if the fire started in the casino, located on the lower floors, or in a mezzanine area that was 

under renovation. 

 

More than 300 hotel guests, including foreign tourists, and hotel and casino employees had been evacuated 

at the height of the fire, some by helicopter. 

 

Police and firefighters blocked off the areas around the hotel, which lies in the heart of Manila’s Ermita 

tourist and commercial district, to allow dozens of fire trucks to approach and fight the blaze. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Seoul: North committed denuclearization 

SOURCE http://time.com/5204996/us-japan-north-korea-nuclear-talks/?xid=homepage  

GIST (SEOUL, South Korea) — Top U.S., South Korean and Japanese officials discussed how to achieve 

complete denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula during weekend talks ahead of upcoming inter-Korean 

and U.S.-North Korean summits, Seoul said Monday. 

 

Seoul officials who visited Pyongyang recently say North Korean leader Kim Jong Un agreed to hold 

summit talks with South Korean President Moon Jae-in in late April. Seoul says Kim proposed meeting 

with President Donald Trump, and Trump agreed to him by the end of May. 

 

The developments have raised hopes for a potential breakthrough in the North Korean nuclear crisis. But 

many experts say animosities would flare again if the summit meetings fail to produce any progress and 

leave the nuclear issue with few diplomatic options. North Korea has yet to confirm North Korea-U.S. 

summit talks. 

 

U.S. National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster met his South Korean and Japanese counterparts Chung 

Eui-yong and Shotaro Yachi in San Francisco for talks over the weekend on denuclearization and the 

summit talks, South Korea’s presidential office said in a statement. 

 

They agreed to maintain close trilateral cooperation in the next several weeks and shared a view that it’s 

important not to repeat past mistakes, the statement said. It didn’t elaborate but likely refers to criticism 

that North Korea previously used disarmament negotiations as a way to ease outside pressure and win aid 

while all along secretly pressing its weapons development. 

 

Appearing on CBS’ “Face the Nation” aired Sunday, South Korea’s Foreign Minister Kang Kyung-wha 

said Kim has “given his word” he’s committed to denuclearization. “He’s given his word. But the 

significance of his word is, is quite, quite weighty in the sense that this is the first time that the words came 

directly from the North Korean supreme leader himself, and that has never been done before,” she said. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Record-breaking St Patrick Day spending 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/17/sharing-o-the-green-americans-spend-record-

breakin/  

GIST Maybe they’re tired of the winter, or suffering from political fatigue. Whatever the reason, Americans are 

dropping an unprecedented $5.9 billion on St. Patrick’s Day this year according to the National Retail 

Federation. A decade ago, Americans were spending about half that amount. 

 

“The holiday falls on a Saturday this year, so Americans will have more time to splurge a little,” said 

Matthew Shay, president and CEO of the retail group, which expects 149 million adults to celebrate the 

day. 

 

Eight-out-of-10 will wear green, 31 percent plan to make a special dinner and 27 percent will head off to a 

party at a bar or restaurant. A quarter will decorate their house in an Irish theme and 15 percent plan to 

attend a St. Patrick’s Day parade. Nine percent will throw their own party. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 COPS grant program budget slashed 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/18/cops-grants-cut-in-trump-budget/  
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GIST There is little doubt that the COPS grant program, sprung from the 1994 crime bill, helped craft the 

modern approach to community-based policing. The cash was supposed to be a six-year infusion of federal 

taxpayer money to encourage local police and sheriff’s departments to focus on communities by putting 

100,000 more officers on the streets. 

 

Whether it ever reached that goal, analysts said what might be called “peak COPS” has come and gone. 

Consequently, the program, while well-intentioned, lacks the concentrated success it generated in places in 

the late 1990s, according to the Trump administration. 

 

Consequently, President Trump’s budget sent to Congress last month has a proposed throttle-down, with a 

nearly 50 percent cut tucked inside it. 

 

“The Trump administration doesn’t like the community policing approach anyway because it prefers to 

‘hook and book,’” said Peter Scharf, a sociologist who specializes in criminal justice issues at LSU School 

of Public Health in New Orleans. 

 

Authorities in his home city, which grabbed tens of millions of dollars throughout the 1990s under the 

Community Oriented Policing Services program, were able to make a real dent in a calamitous homicide 

rate. 

 

But without sufficient funding and a clear emphasis, the COPS money sprinkled around scores of agencies 

today is less effective, Mr. Scharf said. 

 

Indeed, COPS has lived 18 years past its six-year proposed life cycle and spent considerably more than its 

$8.8 billion initial price tag. In addition, the administration says that overlapping pieces within the Justice 

Department and COPS can be merged and thus save money by streamlining bureaucracy and eliminating 

redundancies. 

 

By putting it all under the Office of Justice Programs umbrella, more than 210 positions will be cut by the 

end of fiscal year 2019, officials said. 

 

“Generally speaking, I would say ‘no’ to things like COPS because policing is a completely local issue,” 

said Jonathan Blanks with the Project on Criminal Justice at the Cato Institute. “But I liked the Obama 

administration’s ‘21st Century Policing’ report and the emphasis on building bridges between the 

community and the police. But it’s not a priority of this administration, and the way the grants work now, 

it simply isn’t something we need.” 

 

State and local law enforcement agencies, however, argue that the U.S. has received a solid bang for its 

buck with COPS and say the money should keep flowing. 

 

“We remain big believers in the adage ‘It if ain’t broke, don’t fix it,’” said Jim Pasco, executive director of 

the Fraternal Order of Police. 

 

As the name suggest, the brunt of COPS was more cops, with grants mandated to provide some — but not 

all — of a law enforcement officer’s salary and benefits. Local revenue was to cover the remainder. 

 

The notion that more police equals less crime grew out of the successful crime fighting strategies of New 

York Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani and the police department put into place there in the 1990s. The 

emphasis shifted from solving crimes to deterrence, and the tactics involved a combination of statistical 

patterns mapped at headquarters and visible cops out of their cars and on the beat in neighborhoods. 

 

New Yorkers called it the “broken windows” strategy — that getting to small problems prevented bigger 

problems later. 

 

But once federal bureaucrats got at it, their English alchemy defined community policing as “a philosophy 

that promotes organizational strategies that support the systemic use of partnerships and problem-solving 
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techniques to proactively address the immediate conditions that give rise to public safety issues such as 

crime, social disorder and fear of crime.” 

 

In 2017, that meant $5 million on an anti-methamphetamine program, more than $3.5 million on the 

Community Policing Development Program, and more than $7.1 million on the Anti-Heroin Task Force, 

which also dealt with opioids, according to Justice Department figures. But the bulk of the money was the 

$98,495,397 spent on the COPS hiring program in fiscal 2017. 

 

Just how effective all this spending has been in reducing crime is hotly debated among social scientists. 

 

One of the COPS program’s sharpest critics was David Muhlhausen, a former scholar at the conservative 

Heritage Foundation. In September 2000, he co-authored a paper that indicted COPS as an expensive 

disappointment. 

 

“At a cost of almost $7.5 billion at the end of FY 2000,” Mr. Muhlhausen and two other scholars wrote, 

“the COPS program represents the federal government’s most significant criminal justice initiative of the 

last decade. However, the COPS program has not fulfilled its goal: Far fewer officers have actually been 

placed on the streets than the more than 100,000 [that] President [Clinton] claims.” 

 

A principal reason for the failure was the use of COPS grants, despite explicit guidelines prohibiting the 

practice, “to supplant money that state and local authorities would have spent otherwise to hire additional 

officers,” the conservative scholars wrote. 

 

The Heritage study criticized COPS on other grounds, too — chiefly the pattern of grants, and for the 

federal government taking over duties properly left to state and local authorities. 

 

“Regrettably, much of the funding has flowed to communities that have a relatively low need for 

additional community policing while areas with more pressing needs have received little or no assistance,” 

they concluded. 

 

Mr. Muhlhausen is now director of the National Institute of Justice, making him one of the bosses of 

COPS, which could be why the Trump administration has sent the program under the knife. 

 

His findings, though, were disputed in a study by the liberal Brookings Institution. In March 2007, two 

scholars credited COPS with contributing to the nationwide decline in violent crime rates. Consequently, 

in an argument that mirrors what supporters offer today, they said cutting the COPS budget would be 

unwise. 

 

“It would be unrealistic to expect crime to continue dropping sharply as it did in the 1990s, but that is no 

reason to undermine the progress brought by successful policies,” they wrote. 

 

Some law enforcement organizations, with many members who supported Mr. Trump in the 2016 

presidential election, are miffed that the administration is proposing broad cuts to a popular program, 

although Mr. Pasco said the FOP remains behind the president and believes he retains trust in community 

policing. 

 

“We’re all trying to get to the same place; we just have a disagreement about the best way to get there,” 

Mr. Pasco said. 

 

Yet even many agencies that received grants struggled to provide descriptions of how the money was 

spent. The Washington Times contacted myriad law enforcement agencies in big cities and smaller 

communities that received grants in fiscal 2017, according to Justice Department records. 

 

The biggest 2017 grants were for $3.125 million, and they went to four agencies: police departments in 

Chicago (for “gun violence”), Houston (“assault”), Miami-Dade County (“gun violence”) and San Antonio 

(“gun violence”). The grants presumably provided some percentage of salary and benefits for what Justice 
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said would be 25 additional officers in the next three years. 

 

In Houston, which already spends a substantial portion of its annual budget on law enforcement, a 

spokeswoman for the force said 25 officers had been added and that the city would assume the full cost in 

three years. This is not the first COPS grant Houston has obtained, she said, and it’s been “a way for us to 

grow the department because we are understaffed to begin with.” 

 

San Antonio’s police did not respond to questions submitted to its public affairs office. Similarly, the 

Kansas City Board of Police Commissioners, which got $1.875 million to hire 15 officers on homicide, did 

not respond to questions or a request for comment. 

 

In some cases, the law enforcement agency has yet to touch the grant money. That’s true in St. Louis, 

where the police are still using a 2014 COPS grant and have not tapped the $1.875 million it received for 

gun violence in 2017, according to a department spokeswoman. The police chief in St. Louis has “no 

historical perspective on COPS funding” and thus declined to comment, the spokeswoman added. 

 

The homicide rate has surged in St. Louis and Kansas City and did not abate in either city in 2017, 

according to crime reports. 

 

Some smaller agencies did offer details on their spending. The St. Tammany Parish Sheriff’s Office in 

Louisiana, for instance, received more than $1 million to deal with assault. While the incidents of 

aggravated assault there rose a modest 2.7 percent in 2017, according to its crime reports, the area north of 

New Orleans is hardly a crime hotbed. 

 

The sheriff’s office used that money to cover some 75 percent of the salary and benefits of 9 deputies it 

retained, a spokeswoman said. The parish was required to come up with another $336,598 to cover its 

portion in the three-year stretch and has agreed to keep the deputies on the payroll for at least 12 months 

after the grant expires, the spokeswoman said. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Speed limit boost not slowing down 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/speed-limit-boosts-show-no-signs-of-slowing-down-1521205200  

GIST Nebraskans who want to put the pedal to the metal may soon be able to floor it—at least on some roads—

with the blessing of the state legislature. 

 

A bill introduced in January, and backed by Gov. Pete Ricketts, would raise the state’s maximum speed 

limit to 80 mph, up from 75. Six other states have an 80-mph maximum. A seventh, Texas, has a top limit 

of 85. 

 

Safety advocates warn that more people die when speed limits rise, but drivers covet faster travel times. In 

a battle of aphorisms, the Need for Speed seems to be trumping Speed Kills. 

 

For the most part, speed limits in the U.S. have gone in a single direction—up. An exception is Montana, 

which had no daytime limit for cars for several years in the 1990s but later set the limit at 75. 

 

Nebraska’s proposed law would permit the speed limit on certain roadways to increase by 5 mph. In some 

cases, that would raise the top speed to 65 or 70 mph. But on parts of Interstate 80, including a 50-mile 

stretch from Omaha to Lincoln, the limit could rise to 80 mph. 

 

Although cutting down on travel time is the major reason given for supporting faster speeds, the savings 

don’t amount to much on most daily trips. 

 

Drivers who maintain a speed of 80 mph over 50 miles would arrive at their destination 2 1/2 minutes 

sooner than if they drove 75 mph the whole way. 
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Those willing to break the limit and hurtle down the highway at, say, 89 mph without slowing down would 

shave around 6 minutes off the trip compared with someone driving 75. 

 

In reality, the savings would likely be less. 

 

Maintaining any rate of speed is harder than it sounds because faster and slower drivers must adjust to one 

another, and the mix is reflected in average highway speeds. 

 

Warning Signs 

While traffic fatalities have been falling overall, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety estimates there 

were nearly 27,000vehicle fatalities since 2000 because of higher speed limits.  

 

“For every 5 mph increase in the speed limit, operating speed goes up 1 to 2 mph on average,” said Ivan 

Cheung, a research analyst at the National Transportation Safety Board. 

 

Saving a few minutes here and there could add up, but it’s not as if the minutes accrue into a usable block 

of time, like deferred vacation days. 

 

So, in the absence of substantial time savings, why raise the limit? 

 

“One excuse is that people go that fast anyway,” said Chuck Farmer, vice president of research for the 

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.  

 

Traditionally, speed limits are set within 5 mph of the speed at which 85% of vehicles travel along a 

roadway in free-flowing traffic. 

 

That guideline dates to the 1940s and is endorsed by the Federal Highway Administration, but the NTSB 

advocates requiring the use of crash statistics and other factors to set speed limits. 

 

In part, that’s because the operating speed of the 85th percentile is a moving target: It increases as speed 

limits climb. 

 

In response, some states choose to go with the flow—again and again. 

 

In 2011, Texas raised the speed limit on a segment of State Highway 130 to 75 mph. The next year, it 

raised it to 80 mph. Soon after, it lifted a portion of the road to 85 mph. 

 

According to estimates by the IIHS, each 5 mph increase in speed limit results in an 8% increase in 

fatalities on interstates and other freeways. 

 

The most convincing evidence is the 55 mph National Maximum Speed Limit set in 1973. Before that, 

speed limits on rural interstates typically ranged from 65 to 75 mph. 

 

The lower speed limit was implemented to save fuel, not lives, but in the first year, the National Research 

Council found that 9,100 fewer people died in motor-vehicle accidents. 

 

The council attributed some of the decrease to economic factors that kept drivers off the road but 

concluded that 3,000 to 5,000 fewer highway deaths occurred because of the lower speed. 

 

In later years, the trend hasn’t been as easy to discern. 

 

After the national limit was fully repealed in 1995, speed limits began to increase, but traffic fatalities did 

not. 

 

Comparing those before-and-after numbers has led some analysts to conclude that higher speeds don’t 
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contribute to more traffic deaths—a finding the IIHS and NTSB reject. 

 

“That’s not the comparison you should make,” Dr. Farmer said. “You need to compare states that raised 

the speed limit to states that did not.” 

 

Safety agencies say safer cars, improved roadways and stricter drunken-driving laws are behind the overall 

decrease in deaths and that even fewer people would have died if speed limits hadn’t increased. 

 

In its latest study, the IIHS compared the effect of all speed-limit increases from 1993 through 2013 in 41 

states and found that 33,000 fewer fatalities would have occurred if there had been no increases. 

 

Nationwide, about 10,000 people die annually in speed-related crashes, yet most drivers seem willing to 

risk it. Why? 

 

Maybe it’s because, as Dan Rather once observed, Americans will put up with anything provided it 

doesn’t block traffic. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 UK defense site center of controversy 

SOURCE https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/inside-porton-down-britains-controversial-12192830  

GIST It is one of Britain's most secretive sites, remaining shrouded in mystery for more than 100 years. 

 

But this week Porton Down found itself at the centre of one of the biggest diplomatic crises the UK has 

faced in recent years. 

 

The top secret defence base in Wiltshire was instrumental in helping identify the nerve agent used to 

poison a former Russian spy in Salisbury. 

 

Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia were poisoned with a weapons grade nerve agent in the city last 

week, leaving them fighting for their lives in hospital. 

 

And, not only have scientists from the specialist laboratory been at the centre of a clean-up operation 

following the attack, but its helped identify Russia as the source of the poison. 

 

The 7,000 acre site, near Salisbury, is one of the UK's most secretive and controversial military research 

facilities and the oldest chemical warfare research installations in the world. 

 

Scientists from Porton were among the first to create biological weapons as well as one of the world's most 

lethal chemical weapons, but now its main purpose is to support the military and help combat terrorism. 

 

Porton Down opened in 1916 as the War Department Experimental Station for testing chemical weapons 

during WW1. 

 

Scientists at the lab researched and developed weapons agents used by the British military during the war 

such as chlorine, mustard gas and phosgene. 

 

After the war the government decided that work should continue at the site and by 1930 it had grown and 

developed into the Chemical Defence Experimental Station. 

 

During WW2 research concentrated on chemical weapons like nitrogen mustard and nerve agents such as 

sarin. 

 

It then led to the development of CS - or tear gas- and VX nerve agent in 1952, one of the most lethal 

substances ever created which results in a painful death. 
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The base was later named the Chemical Defence Experimental Establishment. 

 

Chemical weapons were tested on site. Scientists built cannisters full of poison gas that could be released 

by a timer and they also filled shells with it and released them at targets. 

 

But many of the shells failed to explode meaning the fields are still full of the active chemical agents. 

 

Now Porton concentrates on devising defensive measures against gas attacks after its chemical and 

biological weapons programme was closed down in the 1950s. 

 

On the government's website it says: "To help develop effective medical countermeasures and to test 

systems, we produce very small quantities of chemical and biological agents. 

 

"They are stored securely and disposed of safely." 

 

Since 1916 more than 20,000 people have taken part in studies at the base. 

 

Porton Down's experiments on humans have been widely criticised as it is alleged some human 'guinea 

pigs' were duped into taking part in tests. 

 

Tests were carried out on servicemen to try and determine the effects of nerve agents on humans - with 

one recorded death due to a nerve gas experiment. 

 

Leading Aircraftman Ronald Maddison died aged 20 in 1953 after taking part in sarin nerve agent toxicity 

tests. 

 

During the tests sarin was dripped onto his arm through two layers of cloth. He died shortly after and an 

inquest in 2004 returned a verdict of unlawful killing. 

 

There are still concerns that the tests have damaged the long-term health of many of the subjects. 

 

From 1945 to 1989 the base exposed more than 3,400 people to nerve gas - testing more human subjects 

with the chemical than anywhere else in the world. 

 

Tests included going into gas chambers, repeated exposure, mental performance tests and tests on bare 

skin. 

 

Subjects were monitored to see how their performance would be effected and what psychological impact it 

had on them. 

 

Other tests included the impact nerve gas had on different parts of the body such as hearing and sight. 

 

The government says that "without their involvement we could not have developed the highly effective 

protective clothing and medical countermeasures that our armed forces rely on". 

 

Adding: "We still carry out trials with human volunteers to make protective equipment easier to wear and 

to develop better training procedures. 

 

"These trials comply with all nationally and internationally accepted ethical standards." 

 

Some of the equipment includes better gas masks and the creation of lighter, more bullet-proof body 

armour. 

 

And speaking of the death of Maddison it said it was a "tragic and regrettable incident". 
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It said: "He is the only member of the UK Armed Forces to have died as the direct result of participation in 

experimental tests carried out at Porton Down on behalf of the Ministry of Defence." 

 

Animal testing is also carried out. 

 

Viruses 

Initial samples of the Ebola virus were sent to the Porton Down lab in 1976. 

 

The lab now allegedly contains samples of some of the world's most aggressive diseases including Ebola, 

anthrax and the plague. 

 

Between 1953 and 1976 a number of aerial release trials were carried out to help the government 

understand how a biological attack might spread across the UK. 

 

The government said: "Given the international situation at the time these trials were conducted in secret." 

 

And added: "The information obtained from these trials has been and still is vital to the defence of the 

UK." 

 

Two separate and independent reviews concluded the trials did not have any adverse health effects on the 

UK population. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 China’s bad ‘social credit’ punishment 

SOURCE http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/asia/china-social-credit-barred-flights-trains-president-

xi-jinping-national-development-reform-a8260941.html  

GIST China said it will begin applying its so-called social credit system to flights and trains and stop people who 

have committed misdeeds from taking such transport for up to a year. 

 

People who would be put on the restricted lists included those found to have committed acts like spreading 

false information about terrorism and causing trouble on flights, as well as those who used expired tickets 

or smoked on trains, according to two statements issued on the National Development and Reform 

Commission’s website on Friday. 

 

Those found to have committed financial wrongdoings, such as employers who failed to pay social 

insurance or people who have failed to pay fines, would also face these restrictions, said the statements 

which were dated 2 March. 

 

It added that the rules would come into effect on 1 May. 

 

The move is in line with President’s Xi Jinping’s plan to construct a social credit system based on the 

principle of “once untrustworthy, always restricted,” said one of the notices which was signed by eight 

ministries, including the country’s aviation regulator and the Supreme People’s Court. 

 

China has flagged plans to roll out a system that will allow government bodies to share information on its 

citizens’ trustworthiness and issue penalties based on a so-called social credit score. 

 

However, there are signs that the use of social credit scoring on domestic transport could have started 

years ago. In early 2017, the country’s Supreme People’s Court said during a press conference that 6.15 

million Chinese citizens had been banned from taking flights for social misdeeds. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Forecast: fourth nor’easter in 3 weeks 
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SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/18/us/us-noreaster-weather/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Spring begins Tuesday, but winter isn't ready to retire just yet. 

 

A low-pressure system moving across the Southeast on Sunday and Monday is expected to develop into 

yet another nor'easter beginning Tuesday, according to CNN meteorologist Jenn Varian. This incoming 

storm, which will bring rain and snow across the mid-Atlantic and Northeast, will be the fourth storm to 

ravage the East Coast in three weeks. 

 

The system is still far enough out that models are still highly uncertain of the exact location of the storm, 

Varian said. 

 

"If the storm remains too far east off of the coast, then it will not reach Boston/other New England coastal 

cities," Varian said. "Snowfall accumulations at this time are with very low confidence." 

 

For now, the storm is looking to directly impact the mid-Atlantic, CNN meteorologist Haley Brink said. 

Washington is expected to get 4 to 6 inches of snow starting Tuesday, while southern New England is 

forecast to get 2 to 4 inches. 

 

The National Weather Service said the storm could bring accumulating snow to coastal Massachusetts on 

Wednesday night into Thursday morning, along with wind gusts as high as 50 mph. The weather service 

also said the eastern coast of Massachusetts may be vulnerable to flooding early Thursday morning. Tides 

in Boston are forecast around 10.5 feet, Brink said. 

 

New England is still reeling from last week's storm, which the weather service declared a blizzard. Before 

that, a storm dropped heavy, wet snow in areas west of Interstate 95 and left one person dead in New York 

state. 

 

On March 2, a nor'easter that morphed into a "bomb cyclone" slammed much of the Northeast with heavy 

snow and rain, hurricane-force wind gusts and significant coastal flooding. The storm left six people dead 

from falling trees, and about 900,000 people lost power. 

 

Nor'easters aren't uncommon for New England during this time of year, Varian said. They can occur any 

time of year, but they're strongest from September to April. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Russia ambassador vows retaliation on US 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/russian-ambassador-vows-retaliation-after-u-s-sanctions/  

GIST As a steady stream of voters shuffled into the Russian embassy in Washington, D.C., to vote in the 

Russian presidential election, Russian Ambassador Anatoly Antonov stood outside and spoke with CBS 

News about the sanctions against Russia announced last week. He warned that the new sanctions, over 

Russian meddling in the U.S. election, will prompt retaliatory measures by the Kremlin. 

 

"If somebody sticks you, hits you, what will be your retaliation?" said Antonov to CBS News. "Of course 

there will be -- there will be retaliation." 

 

Antonov said he has sent proposals to the Kremlin laying out options for retaliation. He wouldn't share the 

details, but indicated that a decision is coming. 

 

"It will not be wise for me to reveal all my cables," expalined Antonov. 

 

Last year, Antonov claimed that there was no proof that Russia had interfered in the election. Antonov's 

assertive tone on Sunday matched that of Russia's Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov who said that 

Russia would expand its "black list" of American citizens who can't visit or do business in Russia.  
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"From the very beginning, we use the principle of parity on the number of people included in sanction 

lists. So we will expand our 'black list' with another group of Americans," Ryabkov said Friday, according 

to Russia's state-run media. 

 

Antonov was, however, less forthcoming when he spoke to a group of reporters after he had cast his own 

ballot inside the embassy. Because it's Election Day in Russia, Antonov said he wasn't talking about 

sanctions Sunday.   

 

"It is a holiday in the Russian federation. That is why we don't want to speak about sanctions," said 

Antonov. "It is not appropriate today, today to speak about sanctions." 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Trains collide, derail in Ky.; 4 injured 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/georgetown-kentucky-trains-collide-derail-people-injured-

evacuations-fire/  

GIST GEORGETOWN, Ky. -- Four people were injured when two trains collided and derailed late Sunday night 

in Georgetown, Kentucky, officials said. 

 

A call came in at 11:14 p.m. to report the crash, Lt. Jessica Bowman, spokeswoman for the Lexington Fire 

Department, told The Associated Press early Monday morning. 

 

Residents were evacuated "out of an abundance of caution," Bowman said, because a substance had spilled 

during the crash and ignited a fire. Bowman said she could not confirm what the substance was but once 

officials determined there was no safety risks, residents were allowed to return home. 

 

CBS Lexington, Kentucky affiliate WKYT-TV reports diesel fuel leaked -- but it wasn't clear if that was 

the only substance that did. 

 

Bowman said the identities of the four injured and their conditions were not known. 

 

Police are still investigating what caused the crash. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Kayak activists protest pipeline, tankers 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/seattle/kayak-activists-in-seattle-protest-oil-pipeline-

tanker-project/281-529663142  

GIST A flotilla of kayak activists took to the waters of Seattle's Elliott Bay Sunday, calling for better safety 

regulations of oil barges in the Salish Sea and to block the Kinder Morgan's Puget Sound oil pipeline 

through Washington state. 

 

About 30 "kayaktivists" with the group Mosquito Fleet surrounded a large oil barge near the Port of 

Seattle and held a large banner that read "Stop Kinder Morgan." 

 

The group called the company's transportation of "tar sands" crude oil through Washington's waters 

"reckless," and called attention to the threat posed by their Trans Mountain Pipeline and Tanker Project. 

The group claims 900,000 barrels of crude oil would be delivered from Alberta to British Columbia daily, 

resulting in a 700% increase in oil tanker traffic through the Salish Sea to refiners in Washington state, 

California and overseas. The project has sparked opposition from groups on both sides of the U.S.-Canada 

border, including the First Nations community. 

 

“We refuse to let Kinder Morgan turn our Salish Sea into a fossil fuel super-highway. Their operations are 

already unacceptably dangerous. The last thing we need is to make matters 700% worse. Such a massive 
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increase in oil tanker traffic would not only jeopardize communities in BC, but in Washington as well. 

Kinder Morgan is a threat to us all,” said Zara Greene with the Mosquito Fleet. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Dot plot: understanding next Fed forecast 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-19/do-you-dot-plot-understanding-the-next-fed-

forecast-quicktake  

GIST It’s probably the most closely scrutinized scatter chart in world financial markets. Every three months 

since January 2012, the Federal Reserve has sent analysts scurrying by updating its "dot plot," which has 

become the de facto monetary policy forecast of the U.S. central bank -- whether the Fed wants it to be or 

not. It’s also an important source of clues to dissent within the Fed’s policy-making committee, even if it 

can be as cryptic as it is crucial. The big question about the Fed’s next dot plot, to be released Wednesday, 

is whether it will suggest four rate increases this year, instead of the median forecast in December for 

three. 

 

1. What is plotted on the dot plot? 

It’s a chart showing estimates of what the federal funds rate, the short-term interest rate controlled by the 

Fed, should be. Members of the rate-setting Federal Open Market Committee each assign a dot for what 

they view as the midpoint of the rate’s appropriate range at the end of each of the next three years and over 

the longer run. Investors focus on the median dot. As many as 19 monetary policy makers -- the seven Fed 

governors in Washington and the presidents of the 12 regional banks -- can contribute a dot. (Of late, there 

have only been 16 as there are three vacancies.) 

 

2. Where does the dot plot stand now? 

The latest dot plot, released after the FOMC’s December meeting, shows the federal funds rate rising 

gradually to a range of 3 percent to 3.25 percent by the end of 2020, from its current range of 1.25 percent 

to 1.5 percent. 

 

3. What good is a projection of the fed funds rate? 

The dot plot was invented in late 2011, at a time when Fed officials were considering how to prepare 

markets for the shift they hoped to make away from the unprecedented array of monetary support 

measures they’d put in place after the financial crisis. The Fed chairman at the time, Ben Bernanke, and 

Janet Yellen, who served as Bernanke’s deputy before a four-year stint as chair that ended last month, saw 

the dot plot as a way of giving markets a look into the Fed’s thinking beyond any immediate decision-

making. FOMC statements focus mainly on current economic conditions and the immediate interest-rate 

target, though they’d evolved somewhat since the crisis and by December 2011 were offering investors 

forward guidance that rates would be held exceptionally low “at least through mid-2013.” 

 

4. Why does it matter?  

When the dot plot shifts, it can send a powerful message to investors on whether the U.S. central bank 

expects to speed up or slow down its planned tightening of monetary policy. It also creates a benchmark 

that can be used to highlight differences between the Fed’s official view and that of the financial markets. 

The central bank has been consistently more upbeat about its ability to lift inflation and, therefore, interest 

rates, than investors, though that gap narrowed during 2017 as economic growth picked up. 

 

5. Can I tell which Fed official offered which dot? 

No. The dot plot carries no names, so there’s no way to tell, say, which estimate was offered by the Fed 

chair (though analysts have their suspicions). The anonymous nature of the dot plot is one reason it has 

critics as well as fans. 

 

6. What else do dot plot detractors say? 

Maybe the biggest beefs are that the projections don’t reflect a commitment by the FOMC to act and that 

they aren’t an official consensus forecast, which would be a more powerful signal. (Fed staff explored 

hammering out a consensus dot, but officials decided that it would be too hard to get agreement among so 
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many officials with such disparate views.) Each individual member may base his or her forecast on a 

different economic model or set of assumptions, which means there’s no consistency in how the dots are 

generated and no sense of the thinking behind them. Further complicating things, of the 12 regional Fed 

presidents, only five are voting members of the FOMC in any given year. That raises questions over how 

well the dots accurately reflect longer-term FOMC intentions. 

 

7. What have Fed leaders said about the dots? 

During her time as chair, Yellen’s view of the dot plot shifted between hot and not. In March 2014, at her 

first FOMC press conference as chair, she said, “one should not look to the dot plot, so to speak, as the 

primary way in which the Committee wants to or is speaking about policy to the public at large.” That was 

in response to a question asking her to explain an upward shift in the dot plot showing that more than half 

of Fed officials expected rates, which were still near zero, to be at 1 percent or above by the end of 2015. 

Fast forward two years. Global financial markets were in turmoil and Fed officials had just trimmed their 

forecast for the number of rate hikes that year to two from four in their previous dot plot. Rather than 

distancing herself from the downgrade, Yellen told reporters that the shift in dots “largely reflects a 

somewhat slower projected path for global growth” and a tightening in credit conditions. 

 

8. Is the dot plot here to stay? 

It’s possible. Jerome Powell, who took over from Yellen as chair in February, criticized the quarterly 

forecasts while he was a Fed governor in a speech in February 2016 that highlighted a number of these 

issues. As chairman, he’ll have a chance to do something about it, under any review of Fed 

communication strategy that he decides to undertake. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Australian wildfires raze dozens homes 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/australian-wildfires-raze-dozens-homes-kill-

livestock-53842689  

GIST Wildfires razed dozens of homes in southeast Australia, cut power to thousands more and killed livestock, 

but most of the weekend blazes had been contained by Monday. There have been no reports of serious 

injury, officials said. 

 

The worst-hit town was Tathra on the south coast of New South Wales state where more than 70 homes 

and businesses had been severely damaged or destroyed by a fire that started in woods around midday on 

Sunday, Rural Fire Service Commissioner Shane Fitzsimmons said. 

 

In neighboring Victoria state, up to 18 homes had been destroyed over the weekend by three fires and 

40,000 homes lost power, Emergency Management Commissioner Craig Lapsley said. Sheep and cattle 

losses had yet to be assessed. 

 

Some of Tathra's evacuated residents would be able to return to their homes on Monday, as emergency 

workers restore power to the devastated area, Fitzsimmons said. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Putin win mandate for nationalist policies 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/putins-huge-victory-deflates-divides-russian-

opposition-53844407  

GIST Russian President Vladimir Putin won a fourth presidential term with nearly 77 percent of the vote — his 

highest score ever and a massive mandate to pursue his nationalist, assertive policies for another six years 

in power. 

 

Near-final results released Monday showed that the other seven candidates were far behind Putin in 

Sunday's voting. 
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Observers reported widespread ballot stuffing and unprecedented pressure on Russians to vote, but that is 

unlikely to seriously damage Putin given his popularity and his tight control over Russian politics. 

 

With 99.8 percent of the vote counted, the Central Election Commission said Monday that communist 

Pavel Grudinin came in a distant second with 11.8 percent. Third was ultranationalist Vladimir 

Zhirinovsky with 5.6 percent. The only candidate to openly criticize Putin during the campaign, liberal TV 

star Ksenia Sobchak, won just 1.6 percent. 

 

Putin's most serious rival, opposition leader Alexei Navalny, was barred from the race. 

 

The electoral commission said official turnout was 67 percent, but the figure was thrown into question by 

images circulating online of ballot stuffing and nationwide accounts of workers being coerced to vote. 

 

Putin has never faced a serious threat to his rule since he came to power on the eve of the new millennium. 

He won 53 percent of the vote in the 2000 presidential election, 71 percent in 2004 and 63 percent in 2012. 

 

The massive victory gives Putin new confidence to stand up to the West. 

 

The election was such a foregone conclusion that Putin gave only a perfunctory victory speech and said 

nothing about what he will do for his country. 

 

"We are bound for success," he said, to crowds near the Kremlin chanting "Russia! Russia!" 

 

Putin's victory puts his opponents in a tough spot. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 After Sep. Mexico quake: homeless camps 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/months-mexico-quake-camp-homes-53843206  

GIST Under a patchwork shelter of overlapping tarps and repurposed vinyl advertisements, several dozen 

residents of 18 Independence Street pack cheek by jowl into donated tents in the street near their building, 

which was damaged in the Sept. 19 earthquake. 

 

Six months after the temblor, improvised camps like this one erected by displaced residents are among the 

most visible signs that not everyone has moved on from the earthquake that killed 228 people in Mexico 

City and 141 more elsewhere. 

 

Mexico City Reconstruction Commissioner Edgar Oswaldo Tungui Rodriguez said there are 27 such 

camps around the capital, but denied that people were living in any of them. Rather, he said, quake victims 

had just posted guards to watch over their property. 

 

Camps visited by Associated Press journalists offered a different reality. 

 

Maria Patricia Rodriguez Gonzalez has been living under tarps on the sidewalk near the Independence 

Street building with her 13-year-old son and 27-year old daughter for the past six months. 

 

The residents are still allowed to enter the building, but nobody risks staying there. 

 

The bedroom floor in Rodriguez's apartment has sunk since the earthquake. The ceiling sags and plaster 

has fallen from the walls. Afraid to use the bathroom there, she heats water on a gas burner under the tarps 

and manages a sort of bath inside a portable toilet on the sidewalk. 

 

At first, Rodriguez and other residents say, there was a lot of solidarity in the neighborhood. Some 

neighbors let them use their bathrooms and shared food after the magnitude 7.1 quake. But as the days 
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turned to weeks and then to months, sentiments shifted. 

 

People have stolen the gas tanks they use to heat food. Cars have come close to driving through the camp. 

Some neighbors have stopped speaking to them, others hurl insults. 

 

"It makes us sad that people insult us without knowing the reality we are living," Rodriguez said. "We're 

not here because we want to be. We're here out of necessity." 

 

Displaced residents received 3,000 pesos ($160) each month for the first three months from the 

government. The idea was that they would rent apartments elsewhere. But residents say that was not 

enough to rent apartments in their neighborhood and they fear that without their presence, looters will 

clear out their possessions. Many residents had lived in the building's 37 units for more than 30 years. 

 

Tungui, the reconstruction commissioner, said in written responses to questions that city officials so far 

have determined what to do with 757 structures out of 911 on a list of damaged buildings compiled by an 

emergency committee. Some will be demolished, others repaired or reinforced. So far the city has 

demolished 28 buildings and is currently working on 15 others, he said. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Austin explosion injures 2; 4th in month 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/explosion-austin-men-injured-

authorities/story?id=53841032&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Hours after Austin's police chief urged the suspect in recent bombings to turn themselves in, local and 

federal emergency units responded to another explosion in which two more people were injured, 

authorities and sources said 

 

The Austin-Travis Country EMS tweeted Sunday night that there was a "critical incident" at Dawn Song 

Drive in Austin and medics were on their way to treat two males in their 20s with serious injuries.  

 

"We do believe, based on what we've seen, that this was a bomb," Austin Police Chief Brian Manley said 

at a 1:30 a.m. local time press conference.  

 

According to St. David’s South Austin Medical Center, the two victims were taken there for treatment and 

are in good condition. 

 

"We are working on the belief that this is related to the other bomb incidents that have happened in our 

community," Manley said.  

 

A law enforcement source tells ABC News it will take some time to determine whether the explosion -- at 

about 8:30 p.m. local time Sunday night -- is linked to the earlier bombings. Officials will have to wait 

until morning to see if the devices were similarly built.  

 

The three bombings this month, over an 11-day period, killed two people and injured two others. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Salmonella outbreak linked to kratom 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/plant-stimulant-kratom-linked-to-salmonella-outbreak-

in-washington-state/  

GIST A nationwide Salmonella outbreak linked to the plant stimulant kratom has sickened a Spokane County 

man, according to the Washington State Department of Health. 

 

Nationally, the outbreak has sickened 87 people in 35 states, according to the Centers for Disease Control 
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and Prevention (CDC). 

 

Kratom is typically taken as a supplement for its stimulant and opioid-substitute properties. Supplements 

are not regulated or safety tested by any consumer-safety agency in the U.S. 

 

To date, the CDC has not identified a single manufacturer or source of the illness and is recommending 

people stop consuming kratom to avoid becoming sick. 

 

In Washington, 10 people have been sickened with salmonella in King, Benton, Clark, Lewis, Pierce, 

Stevens, Spokane, Walla Walla and Whatcom counties. Four have been hospitalized. 

 

The Spokane County man sickened was in his 60s and was not hospitalized, the health department said. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Ex-deputies sue Pierce Co. Sheriff Dept. 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article205612084.html  

GIST Two former Pierce County sheriff’s deputies allege the agency tried to cover up how a man who killed his 

wife and then himself got access to the gun used in the violence. 

 

They also say the Sheriff’s Department used threats, violence and “fabricated charges” to retaliate against 

them for trying to bring attention to the issue, according to a lawsuit they filed against the county. 

 

The Sheriff’s Department refuted those allegations and said the information the former deputies allege was 

covered up is documented in police reports. 

 

“This is one that we’ll go all the way to the mat on if we need to, and we’re considering counter lawsuits,” 

sheriff’s spokesman Ed Troyer said Friday. 

 

Deputies Daniel Bray and Joey Tracy seek unspecified damages in their lawsuit, which accuses the county 

of wrongful termination, emotional distress, malicious prosecution, defamation and invasion of privacy. 

 

They joined the Sheriff’s Department in 2012 and were working for the agency’s Foothills detatchment 

when they responded to the homicide-suicide April 17, 2015. 

 

Their complaint, filed March 12 in Pierce County Superior Court, gives this account of what followed: 

 

They learned 40-year-old David Annas fatally shot his wife, shot and injured her friend, then killed 

himself at the Annas’ Prairie Ridge home. 

 

His wife, 33-year-old Regina Annas, filed for a restraining order earlier that day. She wrote in court papers 

that her husband got upset when she said she wanted to leave him and that she feared he would hurt her. 

 

While investigating, Bray and Tracy discovered that other deputies had served the protection order hours 

before the shooting and that one of them allegedly had handed Annas his loaded gun as he gathered his 

things. That gun was the weapon he used in the shooting. 

 

Bray and Tracy told supervisors about the violation, and allege that they were told to keep quiet. 

 

When the former deputies refused to drop it, they say the Sheriff’s Department started to target and harass 

them. 

 

Sheriff’s spokesman Troyer said that’s not true and that the information about the gun was documented in 

police reports from the incident. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Russia: UK lab possible poison source 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-43446312  

GIST Russia's EU ambassador has suggested a UK research laboratory could be the source of the nerve agent 

used in the attack on an ex-spy and his daughter. 

 

Vladimir Chizhov told the BBC's Andrew Marr Show Russia had "nothing to do" with the poisoning in 

Salisbury of Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia. 

 

He said Russia did not stockpile the poison and that the Porton Down lab was only eight miles (12km) 

from the city. 

 

UK Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson described the claims as "satirical". 

 

Retired military intelligence officer Mr Skripal, 66, and Yulia, 33, remain critically ill in hospital after 

being found slumped on a bench in Salisbury city centre on 4 March. 

 

UK Prime Minister Theresa May has told MPs that Porton Down - Britain's military research base - 

identified the substance used as being part of a group of military-grade nerve agents known as Novichok 

developed by the Soviet Union. 

 

Mr Johnson told the Marr Show that Russia's reaction to the incident "was not the response of a country 

that really believes itself to be innocent". 

 

He said the UK had evidence that Russia, within the last 10 years, had been developing and stockpiling 

Novichok, as well as investigating the delivery of nerve agents for the purpose of assassination. 

 

He also said experts from the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) would 

arrive in the UK on Monday to test samples of the nerve agent. 

 

The results are expected to take a "minimum of two weeks", the Foreign Office added. 

 

Mr Chizhov, when asked how the nerve agent came to be used in Salisbury, said: "When you have a nerve 

agent or whatever, you check it against certain samples that you retain in your laboratories. 

 

"And Porton Down, as we now all know, is the largest military facility in the United Kingdom that has 

been dealing with chemical weapons research. 

 

"And it's actually only eight miles from Salisbury." 
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HEADLINE 03/18 March for our lives: #NeverAgain 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/march-lives-neveragain-event/story?id=53767650  

GIST Students, teachers, parents and their allies will converge on the nation's capital next weekend to rally for 

gun control and school safety measures in the wake of last month's shooting in a Florida high school.  

 

Thousands of people from across the country are expected to participate in the "March for Our Lives," 

organized by students of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, where a gunman 

killed 17 people and injured others on Valentine's Day. The accused shooter, 19-year-old Nikolas Cruz, 

was a former student at the school and was armed with an AR-15-style rifle he had legally purchased a 

year ago, authorities said.  

 

Now, students around the country -- using the slogan "Never Again" -- are calling on lawmakers to make 
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schools safer and enact tougher gun control laws, such as prohibiting the sale of high-capacity magazines 

and banning the high-powered, highly-lethal assault-style weapons often used in mass shootings. 

 

Here's everything you need to know about the upcoming "March for Our Lives."  

 

When is the march? 

 

"March for Our Lives" will begin at noon ET on Saturday, more than five weeks after the deadly school 

shooting.  

 

There have been other events in support of the shooting survivors, including a National School Walkout on 

March 14 that lasted for 17 minutes to honor those killed a month earlier in Parkland and to protest gun 

violence across the country. 

 

Where is the march? 

 

The main "March for Our Lives" event will take place in Washington, D.C., beginning on Pennsylvania 

Avenue between 3rd Street NW and 12th Street NW.  

 

But there are hundreds of satellite marches, or "sibling marches," planned for the same day around the 

world. Each sibling march is an independent, student-led initiative, according to the "March for Our Lives" 

official website.  

 

There are sibling marches planned in cities including Los Angeles, Chicago, New York City, Boston, 

Ottawa, Buenos Aires, Madrid, Paris, Dublin, London, Berlin, Stockholm, Rome, Tel Aviv, Mumbai, 

Hong Kong, Tokyo and Sydney, to name just a few. 

 

Who's supporting the event? 

 

Countless people, including a number of celebrities, have voiced their support for the march by 

announcing their plans to participate or donating to the movement's GoFundMe page, which has raised 

over $3.3 million in just 24 days. Half of the funds raised via the crowdfunding platform will go toward 

the March for Our Lives Action Fund, which will cover expenses associated with the March 24 event in 

Washington, D.C.  

 

The other half will be given to the victims and their families of the Feb. 14 school shooting via the 

Broward Education Foundation.  

 

Actor George Clooney and his wife, Amal, a human rights lawyer, gave $500,000 to "March for Our 

Lives" and said their family will be at the event in Washington, D.C. 

 

Media mogul Oprah Winfrey announced via Twitter that she will match the Clooneys' donation. She 

tweeted, "George and Amal, I couldn’t agree with you more. I am joining forces with you and will match 

your $500,000 donation to ‘March For Our Lives.’ These inspiring young people remind me of the 

Freedom Riders of the 60s who also said we’ve had ENOUGH and our voices will be heard."  

 

Many celebrities, including singers Harry Styles, Mariah Carey and Justin Bieber, have also shown their 

support by signing a petition created by the "March for Our Lives" organizers that calls for action to end 

gun violence and protect schools. 

 

Why are people marching? 

 

The "March for Our Lives" organizers explain on the official website that they support the constitutional 

right of law-abiding U.S. citizens to bear arms, but the recent surge of mass shootings, particularly at 

schools, calls for an honest discussion about guns.  
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So students, teachers and their supporters will take to the streets because they "will no longer risk their 

lives waiting for someone else to take action to stop the epidemic of mass school shootings that has 

become all too familiar," the organizers say.  

 

"Not one more. We cannot allow one more child to be shot at school. We cannot allow one more teacher to 

make a choice to jump in front of a firing assault rifle to save the lives of students," the organizers say in 

their online mission statement. "In the tragic wake of the seventeen lives brutally cut short in Florida, 

politicians are telling us that now is not the time to talk about guns. March For Our Lives believes the time 

is now." 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Germany: NKorea rockets can reach 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/german-spy-agency-said-north-korean-rockets-reach-124230807--

finance.html  

GIST BERLIN (Reuters) - North Korean rockets can now be fitted with nuclear weapons and could reach 

Germany and central Europe, a top official with Germany's foreign intelligence agency told lawmakers 

this week, according to a report in the Bild am Sonntag newspaper. 

 

BND Deputy Director Ole Diehl told lawmakers during a closed-door meeting that the assessment was 

"certain," the newspaper reported, citing participants in the briefing. 

 

At the same time, Diehl said the agency viewed talks between North and South Korea as a positive sign. 

 

No comment was immediately available from the BND.  

 

North Korea is pursuing its nuclear and missile programmes in defiance of U.N. Security Council 

sanctions and has made no secret of its plans to develop a missile capable of hitting the U.S. mainland. 

 

It defends the programmes as a necessary deterrent against perceived plans for invasion by the United 

States, which stations 28,500 troops in South Korea, a legacy of the Korean war. The United States denies 

such plans. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Africa’s only female president to resign 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/18/africa/president-ameenah-gurib-fakim-credit-card/index.html  

GIST Lagos, Nigeria (CNN) — The president of Mauritius will resign this week over claims she used a credit 

card provided to her by an NGO for personal expenses, her lawyer said.  

 

Ameenah Gurib-Fakim, Africa's only female head of state, submitted her resignation for the "stability of 

the country," her lawyer, Yousouf Mohammed, said in an interview with local news agency ION.  

 

Mohammed added she would leave office on March 23. She's been president since 2015. 

 

The president was left fighting for her political career after local media published a report that she had paid 

for personal expenses on a credit card given to her by the London-based charity Planet Earth Institute 

(PEI) in 2016.  

 

Gurib-Fakim was accused of spending up to $26,000 on jewelery and clothing using a credit card provided 

by the NGO, which was founded by an Angolan banker with business interests in Mauritius. 

 

A statement released Friday by the president's office explained that she had inadvertently used the credit 

card given to her by the Planet Earth Institute because she had a similar card and immediately repaid the 
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money to the PEI when the error was discovered. Gurib-Fakim was appointed to the PEI board in 2015, 

but resigned two years later in 2017. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Sweden talks w/NKorea about detainees 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/18/asia/north-korea-us-prisoners/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — Sweden is helping negotiate the release of three Americans held captive in North Korea, sources 

with knowledge of the negotiations tell CNN.  

 

American citizens Kim Hak-song, Kim Sang-duk, and Kim Dong Chul are being held by North Korean 

government. 

 

North Korean Foreign Minister Ri Yong Ho is in Stockholm for talks with his Swedish counterpart. 

Sources tell CNN that Sweden "engaged heavily" in the issue of the American detainees, and since 

Sweden is a protective power for the US, it also represents the country's interest in all talks with North 

Korea.  

 

"Any movement on the issue of these detainees would be a huge deal for the US," one source with 

knowledge of negotiations said, adding that Sweden did not issue any ultimatum during the weekend talks; 

rather, they brought it up as something that would "move things in the right direction".  

 

Sources said the issue has been at the center of discussions for some time, both at previous low-level 

meetings and during North Korean Deputy Foreign Minister Han Song Ryol's visit to Sweden in January. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 FIU aware bridge crack before collapse 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-florida-bridge/florida-school-aware-of-bridge-crack-before-

collapse-that-killed-six-idUSKCN1GT0KG  

GIST MIAMI (Reuters) - Engineers and state and university officials met hours before a new pedestrian bridge 

collapsed in southern Florida, killing six people, but concluded a crack in the structure was not a safety 

concern, Florida International University said on Saturday. 

 

The meeting on Thursday involved FIGG, which is the private contractor for the overall bridge design, the 

school, Florida Department of Transportation officials and Munilla Construction Management, which 

installed the $14.2 million bridge. 

 

A FIGG engineer “concluded there were no safety concerns and the crack did not compromise the 

structural integrity of the bridge,” the university said in a statement. 

 

About three hours after the meeting ended, the 950-ton bridge collapsed, crushing vehicles stopped at a 

traffic light on the eight-lane roadway below. 

 

Six people died, including five whose bodies were recovered on Saturday as workers pulled out vehicles 

from the rubble, officials said. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Violence on healthcare workers common 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/veterans-hospital-killings-spotlight-problem-violence-

against-health-care-workers-n855931  

GIST The man's complaint seemed straightforward: He had come to the emergency room last June at Harrington 
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Hospital in Southbridge, Massachusetts, for wrist pain that wouldn't quit. 

 

The 24-year-old patient seemed anxious. But he didn't present any signs of being dangerous — red flags 

that nurse Elise Wilson had come to recognize over the course of her four-decade career. She had spent 35 

years in the ER, where nurses encounter violence from patients or patients' relatives "almost on a daily 

basis," she said. 

 

Wilson started entering the patient's vital information into a computer in a triage room. When she turned 

around, he was looming over her with a knife. 

 

"The first thing he did was punch me in the head," Wilson, 66, said. 

 

From there, a normal day at work turned into a fight for survival as Wilson got stabbed in her neck, then 

nearly a dozen times in her arm. With the other arm, Wilson grabbed her nurses' clogs and banged them on 

the floor to catch other hospital employees' attention and screamed. 

 

Nearly 10 months later, Wilson still hasn't recovered from the stabbing and cannot return to work. (The 

man accused of stabbing her, Conor O’Regan, has schizophrenia, has been deemed unfit for trial and is in 

a psychiatric facility.) 

 

But her resolve to protect other health care workers is stronger than ever — especially after the killing last 

week of three staff members at a Yountville, California, treatment facility by a troubled veteran. 

 

Health care workers face an alarmingly high rate of serious workplace violence, which is on average four 

times more common in health care than in other private industries, according to the Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration. 

 

The World Health Organization estimates that up to 38 percent of health workers throughout the globe 

suffer physical violence at some point in their careers. And the American Nurses Association, which 

represents 3 million nurses in the U.S., reports that 1 in 4 nurses has been assaulted at work. 

 

There have been high-profile incidents in recent years: the Utah nurse whose rough arrest after she refused 

to draw an unconscious patient's blood was caught on video; a Boston surgeon who was fatally shot by a 

patient's son. 

 

But health care workers say they deal with other violence on a regular basis, like being kicked, pushed, hit, 

spit on, and verbally abused. 

 

"We work with people with histories of violence who may be delirious, have dementia, be under the 

influence of drugs, and we also work very close to them, almost intimately, and often we're alone when 

we're working with our patients," said Seun Ross, the director of nursing practice and work environment at 

the American Nurses Association. "I think that all of those aid in the profession's propensity to being 

exposed by violence." 

 

Yet despite the frequency with which the incidents happen, there are no federal regulations that protect 

health care professionals from workplace violence — only some scattered state laws. While OSHA has 

offered voluntary guidelines for keeping health care workers safe for more than two decades, they don't 

require that hospitals or other health care centers implement them. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Countries reject Russia nerve agent claim 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-russia-expels-23-uk-diplomats-spy-spat-

53815926  

GIST The Czech Republic, Slovakia and Sweden are all rejecting a suggestion by a Russian spokeswoman that 
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the nerve agent which poisoned a former Russian double agent and his daughter might have originated in 

their countries. 

 

The claim was made Saturday by Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova, who told 

Russia-24 television that the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Britain or Sweden were likely sources of the nerve 

agent. 

 

Swedish Foreign Minister Margot Wallstrom tweeted that she "forcefully rejects (the) unacceptable and 

unfounded allegation" adding that "Russia should answer UK questions instead." 

 

Czech Foreign Minister Martin Stropnicky called it an "absurd accusation." 

 

Britain blames Russia for the nerve-agent attack on Sergei Skripal and his daughter, who were found 

unconscious March 4 in the English city of Salisbury and remain in critical condition. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 India: Pakistan shelling kills family 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/india-pakistan-shelling-kills-family-members-

kashmir-53830363?  

GIST Five members of a family were killed and at least eight other people injured Sunday in cross-border 

shelling between Indian and Pakistani soldiers in disputed Kashmir, officials said, as the two rivals 

traded blame for initiating the violence. 

 

The five were killed after a shell fired by Pakistani soldiers hit their home in the Poonch region of 

India-controlled Kashmir along the militarized Line of Control that divides the Himalayan territory 

between the two nuclear-armed neighbors, said S.P. Vaid, the region's police chief. 

 

A police statement said the dead included a 35-year-old man and his 32-year-old wife, and three of 

their children — two young boys and a teenage boy. Two of the couple's daughters, one 7 and the other 

12, were among the injured. 

 

Local residents said the family had gathered in their kitchen for breakfast when a shell hit their home. 

 

Vaid said authorities were evacuating civilians from the area amid shelling and firing. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Israel: new Hamas tunnel destroyed 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-destroys-hamas-tunnel-network-gaza-

53831315?   

GIST The Israeli military says it has destroyed a Gaza tunnel built by the Hamas militant group. 

 

Military spokesman Lt. Col. Jonathan Conricus says Sunday the new tunnel was intended to connect to an 

old tunnel that Israel partially destroyed. He says Israel has been following Hamas' progress for some time 

and has rendered the whole network unusable. 

 

Conricus called the tunnel construction a "futile effort" by the Islamic militants and a waste of resources 

that could benefit Gaza residents. 

 

Israel has placed a high priority on halting the tunnel threat since Hamas infiltrated Israel during the 2014 

war. It marks the fourth such tunnel Israel has destroyed over the past four months. 

 

The operation followed Israeli airstrikes against Hamas targets in Gaza over the weekend after explosions 

along the border. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Probe: deaths in air bag failures 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-probes-deaths-hyundai-kia-cars-air-bags-

53817855  

GIST Air bags in some Hyundai and Kia cars failed to inflate in crashes and four people are dead. Now the U.S. 

government's road safety agency wants to know why. 

 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration says it's investigating problems that affect an 

estimated 425,000 cars made by the Korean automakers. The agency also is looking into whether the same 

problem could happen in vehicles made by other companies. 

 

In documents posted on its website Saturday, the safety agency says the probe covers 2011 Hyundai 

Sonata midsize cars and 2012 and 2013 Kia Forte compacts. The agency says it has reports of six front-

end crashes with significant damage to the cars. Four people died and six were injured. 

 

The problem has been traced to electrical circuit shorts in air bag control computers made by parts supplier 

ZF-TRW. NHTSA now wants to know if other automakers used the same computer. 

 

On Feb. 27, Hyundai recalled nearly 155,000 Sonatas due to air bag failures, which the company blamed 

on the short circuits. Hyundai's sister automaker Kia, which sells similar vehicles, has yet to issue a recall. 

 

In a statement Saturday, Kia said that it has not confirmed any air bag non-deployments in its 2002-2013 

Kia Forte models arising from "the potential chip issue." The company said it will work with NHTSA 

investigators. 

 

"Kia will act promptly to conduct a safety recall, if it determines that a recall would be appropriate," the 

company said. 

 

But a consumer complaint cited in NHTSA's investigation documents said Kia was informed of a crash 

near Oakland in which air bags failed to deploy and a passenger was killed. 

 

In October 2015, the complainant told NHTSA that a 2012 Forte was involved in a serious front-end crash 

that occurred in July 2013. A passenger was killed and the driver was injured. According to the complaint, 

Kia was notified, the air bag computer was tested and it was "found not to be working." 

 

People who complain to the NHTSA are not identified in its database. It was unclear whether the agency 

verified the complainant's statement. A message was left Saturday for agency spokeswomen. 

 

Kia spokesman James Bell said he could not comment beyond the company's statement. 

 

In addition, no deaths or injuries were disclosed in Hyundai's recall documents, which were posted by 

NHTSA in early March. 

 

Hyundai spokesman Jim Trainor says the problem occurred in rare high-speed head-on collisions that were 

offset from the center of the vehicles. "It's very unusual to have that kind of collision," he said Saturday. 

 

Dealers will consider offering loaner cars to owners until the problem can be repaired, he said. "We 

certainly would do everything we can to help our customers," Trainor said. 

 

Hyundai said in a statement that the air bag control circuitry was damaged in three crashes and a fourth 

crash is under investigation. 

 

ZF-TRW said in a statement that it is prevented by confidentiality agreements from identifying other 
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automakers who bought its air bag control computers. The company said it is working with customers and 

supports the NHTSA investigation. 

 

According to NHTSA, Hyundai investigated and found the problem was "electrical overstress" in the 

computers. The company didn't have a fix developed at the time but said it was investigating the problem 

with ZF-TRW. Hyundai does not yet have a fix for the problem but said it expects the Sonata recall to start 

April 20. The problem also can stop the seat belts from tightening before a crash. 

 

In the documents, NHTSA said it understands that the Kia Fortes under investigation use similar air bag 

control computers made by ZF-TRW. The agency noted a 2016 recall involving more than 1.4 million Fiat 

Chrysler cars and SUVs that had a similar problem causing the air bags not to deploy. Agency documents 

show those vehicles had air bag computers made by ZF-TRW. 

 

The agency says it will evaluate the scope of Hyundai's recall, confirm Kia's use of the same or similar air 

bag control computers and look into the cause. It also will investigate whether "any other vehicle 

manufacturers used the same or similar" ZF-TRW computers and whether there have been any similar air 

bag failures. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Local students w/detention for walkout 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article205586419.html  

GIST Angry phone calls from around the country poured into the Orting High office on Friday morning. 

 

Orting High announced Thursday that 62 students would get detention after walking out of class on 

Wednesday during a nationwide student call for stronger gun-control legislation. The punishment didn’t sit 

well with some people. 

 

But by the time most of the conversations were over, said principal Cliff Fries, they parted on positive 

terms. 

 

“I think people just wanted to make sure that because we are a conservative small town that this didn’t 

have anything to do with political views,” Fries said. “And it doesn’t. ... My job as a principal is that you 

can’t tell my political views by the punishment I hand out.”  

   

Fries said he spoke to civics classes and student leaders in advance of the walkout and stressed the 

importance of civil disobedience. But he also pointed out that these actions come with consequences. 

 

The 45-minute detention is the standard punishment for truancy “whether you’re walking out or going to 

your car to get a candy bar,” Fries said. Fries plans to speak to students about the importance of civil 

disobedience during the March 26 detention. 

 

Most, but not all, of the students facing detention took part in the walkout, Fries said. He said no students 

took part in pro-gun protests but said they would have faced the same punishment. 

 

Some parents expressed concern that the detention was not made clear until the day after the protest, 

KIRO-TV reported. 

 

A Feb. 22 post on the school district’s Facebook page stated that the district was aware of the planned 

walkouts but did not state that participants would be punished. “As a result of the tragedy in Florida, some 

students across the country are planning to participate in a peaceful protest (walkout),” the post read. 

“While this is not a school-sponsored activity, as educators we seek to find ways to educate our students 

around these activities. Our school rules are designed to support learning and keep students safe, so our 

school leaders will clearly identify and communicate parameters to ensure this. We encourage families to 

discuss these events at home. If you have questions, please contact your child's school administration.” 
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Fries said he spoke with officials from many other schools. He said larger schools may have wanted to 

take similar action, but that it may have been unrealistic to coordinate detention for such a large number of 

students. About 8 percent of Orting High’s 800 students participated in the walkout.  
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HEADLINE 03/16 Schools opposite approach on doors 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/schools-take-opposite-approaches-on-locking-classroom-doors  

GIST ARLINGTON, Wash. - They come standard in every school building, but in the debate over campus 

safety, districts are split on whether or not to use the locks on classroom doors. 

 

Arlington Public Schools locks the perimeter doors, but not the ones for each classroom. However, in the 

Kent School District, teachers were just told this week that all doors must be latched shut. 

 

“Today, yesterday and Wednesday, it was official. We had all of our doors locked all day,” said Spencer 

McLaughlin, a senior at Kentwood High School. 

 

At first, McLaughlin said the new policy in Kent seemed like a good idea and he felt safer. Then he 

considered the students who routinely step out of class to go to the bathroom or visit the office, and what 

that would mean if a shooter was in the building. 

 

“No one wants to be that kid who gets left out in the hallway,” McLaughlin said. 

 

On the other side is Gregg Winter, whose son attends middle school in Arlington. 

 

“Lock the doors. It's just as simple as that," Winter said. 

 

Arlington school officials said locked classroom doors would create too many disruptions as students try 

to come and go while teachers present their lessons. Instead, the district monitors the main entrance and 

locks the perimeter doors. 

 

Winter said while that may be the policy, in practice he sees people using multiple entry points. 

 

“If we're going to secure the building, secure it, have one entrance,” Winter said. “Then the interior locks 

aren’t that big of a deal." 

 

McLaughlin is undecided on locked doors. He said what got left out during the change is an explanation to 

students about how to respond if they are caught on the wrong side of the door. 

 

“I'd like to see, maybe even a day or two, try to train kids and teach them what to do,” McLaughlin said. 

 

Arlington school officials said they will be unveiling several new security changes in the coming weeks. 

The district had hoped to invest in surveillance systems and "hardened" entryways, but in February voters 

shot down the bond that would have paid for it. 

 

Now the district will focus on new practices that could achieve the same safety goals using existing 

resources. They said the changes could be in place before the end of April. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 ABC bridges in Washington 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/washington-bridges-built-with-same-technique-as-florida-tragedy-

bridge/717127640  
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GIST BELLEVUE, Wash. - The pedestrian bridge that collapsed at Florida International University was 

prefabricated nearby then moved into place above a roadway. The whole process is called Accelerated 

Bridge Construction. 

 

The technique is hardly novel. In 2003, the Washington Department of Transportation moved the prebuilt 

expansion of Bellevue's Northeast Eighth over I-405 into place. The highway was closed for a weekend 

instead of the 15 months it would have taken to construct the bridge in the conventional manner.  

  

“The big thing is speed, what we're trying to do is to be able to construct our projects and get the facility 

open to the public as quickly as possible,” said State Bridge Engineer Mark Gaines in an interview with 

KIRO-7. 

 

He was involved when the I-5 Bridge over the Skagit River was quickly replaced using accelerated bridge 

construction techniques. 

 

“We do not sacrifice safety. We are very careful about that. We work very collaboratively with the 

contractor to make sure any safety issue is addressed very quickly. Typically, we do an inspection on our 

projects every two years." 

 

Gaines doesn't know what went wrong in Florida. But we asked him about the risk of a similar tragedy in 

our state. 

 

“From my perspective the risk is very low. Again, we're not compromising safety at all when we use 

accelerated bridge construction. We're making sure that it meets all the same safety standards we would 

have if we were building the bridge in place.” 

 

The companies involved in leading the Florida bridge construction project have apparently not done any 

projects for the Washington Department of Transportation. 

 

Florida International University maintains a research center for Accelerated Bridge Construction. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 No charges in I-5 road rage shooting 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/no-charges-filed-after-man-killed-in-apparent-road-rage-shooting-

on-i-5/717152012  

GIST Pierce County Prosecutor's Office announced Friday that no charges will be filed in connection with a 

deadly road rage confrontation on I-5 near Milton, Washington. in February.  

 

Aubrey Tayler Bowlin shot Bruce W. Jones on the side of I-5 on Feb. 8, 2018, but prosecutors say, "Ms. 

Bowlin acted in self-defense and, given the evidence, the prosecutor's office cannot prove otherwise." 

Click here to read our original story.  

 

The prosecutor's office says that according to witnesses the incident began when Jones boxed Bowlin, who 

was riding a motorcycle, "into a location she could not drive away from. After exiting his (Jones) vehicle, 

he (Jones) aggressively approached her (Bowlin) on the shoulder of Interstate 5." 

 

The prosecutor's office then says that a fight that followed was started by Jones, and that at some point 

during the altercation, "Bowlin head-butted Jones, who then drove Bowlin's head into the jersey barrier 

before taking her to the ground. Bowlin shot Jones once in the chest when he attempted to climb on top of 

her."  

 

"This is another reminder to everyone to keep a cool head on our roads," prosecutor Mark Lindquist said. 

"Nothing good is going to come from physically confronting another driver." 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Seattle HSD director resigns 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/homeless/seattle-human-services-director-catherine-

lester-who-oversaw-homelessness-response-is-stepping-down/  

GIST Catherine Lester, one of the chief architects of Seattle’s response to the region’s homelessness crisis, is 

stepping down, becoming the second high-level person involved in the effort to resign in recent months. 

 

Mayor Jenny Durkan announced the resignation in a statement Friday, saying Lester was leaving Seattle 

for Toronto to care for her parents. Her last day on the job will be May 1. 

 

“As many of you know, my family is very important to me,” Lester said in the statement. “And so, it was 

family that motivated my decision to return home to Toronto to be closer to my parents.” 

   

Lester has led the city’s Human Services Department (HSD) since 2015, when former Seattle Mayor Ed 

Murray and King County Executive Dow Constantine declared a “state of emergency” over homelessness. 

 

Her departure comes at a critical time in the region’s efforts to tackle homelessness. Seattle’s 

homelessness problem has only become more visible over the course of Lester’s tenure, with city officials 

struggling to find effective strategies for dealing with illegal encampments, perpetually filled shelters and 

an affordable-housing crunch that is only growing worse. 

 

Her announcement is three months after Mark Putnam stepped down as the head of All Home, King 

County’s coordinating agency for homeless services. 

 

The two officials’ departures come as their respective departments are putting the final touches on policy 

shifts authorities say are needed to slow the steady increases in the numbers of people living on the streets. 

 

As director, Lester oversaw an overhaul of the city’s approach, culminating late last year when her 

department conducted the first competitive rebidding process for homeless services in a decade. Lester 

also led a push to shift from the city’s old model, which emphasized basic survival services for the 

homeless, to providing wraparound case management services focused on getting them into permanent 

housing. 

 

As part of the strategy shift, the city is projecting it can house 7,400 homeless people by the end of 2018, 

more than double the previous year’s goal. However, achieving those numbers has proved difficult, with a 

limited supply of affordable housing in the city and many enhanced shelters still not fully on line. 

 

What Lester’s departure means for the future of the city’s homelessness policies is unclear. Human 

Services Deputy Director Jason Johnson will serve as interim director, effective May 2, Durkan said in the 

statement. He has been with the department for the last three years. 

 

“Catherine’s tenacity and laserlike focus on results have helped victims of domestic violence, Seattle’s 

youth, vulnerable seniors and tens of thousands of people experiencing homelessness — her leadership 

and compassion will be missed,” said Durkan. “She leads a department that is addressing our city’s most 

urgent challenge, and following her departure, I know Jason will continue HSD’s important work to move 

people out of tents, shelters and transitional housing into permanent homes.” 

 

Durkan said she will make a decision about a permanent replacement following recommendations from 

One Table, a regional task force focused on the homelessness problem. 

 

In addition to homelessness, the Human Services Department oversees and funds services for people with 

disabilities, those experiencing sexual assault and domestic violence, and low-income families. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 B.C. backs high-speed rail study 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/929357/b-c-backs-high-speed-rail-study/  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — A study looking at high-speed rail connecting Vancouver, B.C. to Seattle and 

Portland is getting funding from the government of British Columbia. 

 

Premier John Horgan was joined by Gov. Jay Inslee during Friday’s announcement that B.C. will 

contribute $300,000 toward the study that will build upon an economic analysis released by Washington 

state last month. That previous report estimated that a high-speed corridor link could create up to 200,000 

jobs for B.C. and U.S. workers, and generate billions of dollars in economic benefits. 

 

According to a news release from Inslee’s office, the new study will look at factors such as ridership 

levels, system development, delivery methods and financing. 

 

Up to $1.2 million in funding for the new study has been approved by the Washington Legislature. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Kansas: 100+ wildfires, 16,800 acres 

SOURCE http://www.kansas.com/news/local/article205658224.html  

GIST The Kansas Division of Emergency Management has tracked more than 100 wildfires in the state from 

Wednesday to Friday — mostly in the south central region.  

 

Those fires have burned an estimated 16,800 acres. As of Friday night, there was one active fire and five 

that were under control, a news release from KDEM said.  

 

No deaths have been reported due to fires, but one person was treated for smoke inhalation and two 

firefighters have been treated for minor burns.  

 

The State Emergency Operations Center in Topeka will remain staffed through the weekend. There is 

moderate to extreme fire danger across the state.  

   

An elevated fire weather condition remains in effect for far southwest Kansas as humidity falls to 20 to 25 

percent Saturday afternoon with winds increasing to 15 to 20 mph, according to the National Weather 

Service in Wichita. 

 

There's a significant risk for fire weather on Sunday and an elevated risk through Tuesday.  

 

Kansas Army National Guard Black Hawks with Bambi buckets will remain on standby through the 

weekend to assist local jurisdictions with aerial fire suppression. Each bucket can disperse 660 gallons of 

water over the fire.  

 

Additional aerial support will be provided by Nebraska National Guard through the Emergency 

Management Assistance Compact. Two Black Hawk helicopters from Nebraska will arrive Saturday 

morning, the release said.  

 

Local disaster declarations have been made by Barber, Butler, Kiowa, Labette, McPherson, Montgomery, 

Reno, and Rice counties.  

 

Grass fires and heavy smoke led to the closure of the Kansas Turnpike in the Flint Hills on Friday 

afternoon. Flames had jumped over the turnpike in two locations near El Dorado, authorities said. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Russian president Vladimir Putin 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/03/09/what-you-didnt-know-russian-president-

putin/408913002/  

GIST Vladimir Putin, Russia's longest serving leader since Josef Stalin, seeks a fourth term as president in this 

Sunday's election. 

 

Putin is a former KGB spy who earned a Ph.D. in economics and has a judo blackbelt. His tough-guy 

image is well known because he invited government photographers to tag along as he rode on horseback 

while shirtless, treated a tranquilized tiger and a polar bear, and flew in an ultralight with migratory birds.  

 

But here a few things you might not know about the Russian leader: 

 

Putin is fabulously wealthy  

According to Russia's Central Election Commission, Putin earned $860,000 between 2011 and 2016. But 

estimates of his net worth range from $40 billion to $200 billion. The latter estimate would make Putin, a 

life-long public servant, more than twice as wealthy as Microsoft-founder Bill Gates, who holds the title as 

the world's richest human. 

 

How did it happen? As a KGB spy during the Soviet era, Putin maintained ties to organized crime, 

according to Karen Dawisha, author of Putin's Kleptocracy; Who Owns Russia? As president, he steers 

government contracts and the sale of state-owned enterprises to businessmen who support his rule and 

present him with valuable gifts, Dawisha wrote in 2014. 

 

The judo schtick might be just that 
Putin has practiced some form of martial arts since he was 14, first with a Russian form called sambo and 

then switched to judo, according to his official biography and interviews. He told NPR in 2001 that he 

considered the sport a type of philosophy that he has practiced his entire adult life. 

 

Legal analyst Benjamin Wittes of Lawfare blog says that while there are lots of photos of Putin warming 

up and throwing opponents, they seem to be willing participants. 

 

“Putin is fraud martial artist,” Wittes wrote on Facebook. “He only fights people who are in his power, and 

they are all taking falls for him.” 

 

Putin used his martial arts prowess to earn good pay as a movie stuntman in the 1970s, according to a 

December report in the Russian Dozhd news site. 

 

Putin’s judo buddies are really, really rich 
Several members of Putin’s Yawara-Neva judo club in St. Petersburg became extraordinarily wealthy or 

powerful since Putin rose to power. They include Putin’s former sparring partner, Arkady Rotenberg, 

worth $3.1 billion, his brother Boris ($1.2 billion), oil trader Gennady Timchenko ($16.4 billion) and 

Vasily Shestakov. Shestakov, president of the International Sambo Federation who got his start as a judo 

trainer, is the only member who does not appear in the Forbes list of Russian billionaires. 

 

Putin’s dissertation included 'extensive plagiarism' 
Putin in 1996 earned a post-graduate degree that is a rough equivalent of a Ph.D. at the St. Petersburg 

Mining Institute, though he never attended that school, according to a 2006 presentation by analysts Igor 

Danchenko and Clifford Gaddy at the Brookings Institution think tank in Washington, D.C. 

 

His dissertation was on the investment in large-scale natural resource extraction, like oil and gas, to 

“restore Russia’s great power status.” Pages of it were largely copied from a 1982 American business 

school text book called Strategic Planning and Policy, Gaddy said. 

 

Dark stories surround his rise  
As prime minister in 1999, Putin was alleged to have been behind a string of apartment bombings that 

killed 300 residents and were officially blamed on Chechen separatists, according to Alexander 
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Litvinenko, a former FSB officer and whistleblower who fled to Britain. Putin denied the allegations, 

which Litvinenko wrote in a 2001 book Blowing Up Russia. The bombings provided the rationale for a 

military campaign in Chechnya that coincided with Putin's first run for the presidency. 

 

Putin's war in Chechnya employed a scorched-earth policy that left thousands of dead Chechens. Human 

rights violations were exposed by Russian reporter Anna Politkovskaya. 

 

Several of his critics and opponents died in brutal ways 
Politkovskaya was shot to death at the entrance to her apartment building in Moscow in October 

2006. Litvinenko was poisoned to death in London with a rare radioactive isotope, polonium-210, the next 

month. At least three other people who investigated or worked to expose their findings about the apartment 

bombings were murdered. And opposition leader Boris Nemtsov was shot to death in 2015, while strolling 

near the Kremlin with his girlfriend after dinner. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 UK: Russia in ‘flagrant’ breach of law 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/russia-theresa-may-uk-britain/2018/03/17/id/849222/  

GIST Prime Minister Theresa May says Britain "will consider our next steps in the coming days alongside our 

allies and partners" in a dispute with Russia over the nerve agent poisoning of a former spy on British soil. 

 

May says the March 4 attack on Sergei Skripal is a "flagrant breach of international law and the chemical 

weapons convention." 

 

May spoke after Moscow announced the expulsion of 23 British diplomats, in response to the U.K.'s 

decision to boot out the same number of Russian embassy staff. 

 

May told a Conservative Party meeting in London Saturday that Britain had expected the Russian move. 

 

May has said the Russian state is responsible for the attack on Skripal and his daughter Yulia. Russia 

denies responsibility. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 China angry over US-Taiwan travel bill 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-taiwan-china/trump-signs-u-s-taiwan-travel-bill-angering-

china-idUSKCN1GS2SN  

GIST WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. President Donald Trump on Friday signed legislation that encourages the 

United States to send senior officials to Taiwan to meet Taiwanese counterparts and vice versa, angering 

China, which views the self-ruled island as a wayward province. 

 

The bill, which is non-binding, would have gone into effect on Saturday morning, even if Trump had not 

signed it, said the White House. 

 

The move adds to strains between the two countries over trade, as Trump has enacted tariffs and called for 

China to reduce its huge trade imbalance with the United States, even while Washington has leaned on 

Beijing to help resolve tensions with North Korea. 

 

Earlier on Friday, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Lu Kang reiterated that Beijing was opposed to 

the legislation and urged the United States to abide by the “one China” policy, that stipulates that Taiwan 

is part of China, and cease official exchanges with Taiwan. 

 

In a statement after Trump’s signing of the bill, the Chinese embassy said clauses of the legislation 

“severely violate the one-China principle, the political foundation of the China-U.S. relationship”. 
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“China is strongly dissatisfied with that and firmly opposes it,” the statement said, adding that the United 

States should “stop pursuing any official ties with Taiwan or improving its current relations with Taiwan 

in any substantive way.” 

 

Taiwan’s Foreign Ministry expressed its thanks for the “friendly move” by the Trump administration, 

saying the government would continue to deepen its cooperation and partnership with the United States at 

all levels. 

 

The United States does not have formal ties with Taiwan but is required by law to help it with self-defense 

and is the island’s primary source of weapons. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 CDC: 17B binge drinks in a year 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/americans-binge-drink-17-billion-alcoholic-drinks-a-year-cdc/  

GIST A new report from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention offers some striking findings on 

Americans' drinking habits. The study focuses on binge drinking and finds that U.S. adults consumed an 

astounding 17.5 billion binge drinks in 2015. That works out to nearly 470 binge drinks a year for each of 

the 37.4 million people who reported alcohol binges. 

 

Binge drinking is defined as consuming five or more alcoholic beverages for men, or four or more drinks 

for women, within about two hours. 

 

Researchers found that about 1 in 6 U.S. adults reported binge drinking an average of about once a week, 

consuming an average of seven drinks per binge.  

 

"This study shows that binge drinkers are consuming a huge number of drinks per year, greatly increasing 

their chances of harming themselves and others," study co-author Dr. Robert Brewer, lead researcher in 

CDC's alcohol program, said in a statement. "The findings also show the importance of taking a 

comprehensive approach to prevent binge drinking, focusing on reducing both the number of times people 

binge drink and the amount they drink when they binge." 

 

While binge drinking was more common among younger adults age 18 to 34, more than half of the binge 

drinks consumed over the study period were by adults age 35 and older. 

 

Binge drinking was also much more common in men than women, with 4 out of 5 binge drinks consumed 

by males. 

 

Geographically, binge drinkers consumed the most alcohol in Arkansas, Mississippi, Kentucky, and 

Hawaii, and the least in Washington, D.C., New Jersey, New York, and Washington state. 

 

Finally, binge drinking was more common in lower income households and among people with lower 

educational levels. 

 

The CDC warns of the dangers of binge drinking, including the increased likelihood of dangerous driving 

and risky sexual behavior. Excessive alcohol use is also associated with a higher risk of serious health 

problems such as cancer, heart disease, and liver failure. 

 

According to the CDC, 88,000 deaths are directly attributed to alcohol use each year and half of those are 

due to binge drinking. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 China reappoints president for life 
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SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/xi-jinping-reappointed-as-president-with-no-term-limits/  

GIST BEIJING -- Xi Jinping was reappointed Saturday as China's president with no limit on the number of 

terms he can serve. The National People's Congress, China's rubber-stamp legislature, also appointed close 

Xi ally Wang Qishan to the formerly ceremonial post of vice president. 

 

At the Great Hall of the People, Xi, Wang and other officials took turns stepping to the lectern to place 

their left hands on the constitution and raise their right fists as they delivered an oath swearing loyalty to 

the constitution, the motherland and the people. 

 

Xi, 64, is considered the most powerful Chinese leader since Mao Zedong and last Sunday was given the 

right to continue in office indefinitely after the legislature scrapped term limits for the president and vice 

president.  

 

Chinese officials defended the move saying it would bring the presidency in-line with Xi's other two main 

positons of head of the ruling Communist Party and commander of the armed forces.  

 

Critics say the move overturning a push to institutionalize China's ruling practices dating from 1982 will 

likely lead to increased political repression and possible infighting among party factions seeking to 

promote their own candidates within the closed system. 

 

Xi took office as president in 2013 and hasn't said how many additional five-year terms he intends to 

serve. State media has said the removal of term limits will not alter conditions for retirement or create a 

president in perpetuity, but has offered no details. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Venezuela begins power rationing 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/venezuela-begins-power-rationing-drought-causes-severe-outages-

193846729.html  

GIST SAN CRISTOBAL, Venezuela (Reuters) - Venezuela imposed electricity rationing this week in six 

western states, as the crisis-hit country's creaky power grid suffered from a drought that has reduced water 

levels in key reservoirs needed to run hydroelectric power generators. 

 

The four-hour formal outages began on Thursday. But many residents scoffed at the announcement, wryly 

noting that they have been suffering far more extended blackouts during the last week. 

 

"We have spent 14 hours without electricity today. And yesterday electricity came and went: for six hours 

we had no power," said Ligthia Marrero, 50, in the western state of San Cristobal, noting that her fridge 

had been damaged by the frequent interruptions. 

 

Crumbling infrastructure and lack of investments have hit Venezuela's power supply for years. Now, the 

situation has been exacerbated by dwindling rains. 

 

In the worst-hit western cities, business has all but ground to a halt at a time when the OPEC nation of 30 

million is already suffering hyperinflation and a profound recession. Many Venezuelans are unable to eat 

properly on salaries of just a couple of dollars per month at the black market rate, sparking malnutrition, 

emigration and frequent sights of Venezuelans digging through trash or begging in front of supermarkets. 

 

Maybelin Mendoza, a cashier at a bakery in Tachira state, said business has been further hit because points 

of sale stop working during blackouts - just as Venezuelans are chronically short of cash due to 

hyperinflation. 

 

"Of a possible 1,100 megawatts, we are only generating 150 right now," Energy Minister Luis Motta told 

reporters referring to the Fabricio Ojeda dam, in the western Andean state of Merida. 
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Capital city Caracas and other major cities have not been hit by rationing yet. Two years ago, rationing 

there lasted five months when a drought hit the Guri dam, the country's largest hydroelectric dam. 

 

But because of the economic crisis, Venezuela has reduced electricity consumption to about 14,000 

megawatts at peak hours, according to engineer and former electricity executive Miguel Lara. Two years 

ago, state-run Corpoelec put the figure at 16,000 megawatts. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Russia to expand American ‘blacklist’ 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/16/politics/russia-us-sanctions-response-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — Russia will expand its own "blacklist" of Americans in response to new US sanctions 

announced by the Trump administration, a Russian minister said Friday. 

 

The Trump administration confirmed Thursday it was enacting the new sanctions on Russia, including 

individuals indicted last month by special counsel Robert Mueller, in a sweeping new effort to punish 

Moscow for its attempts to interfere in the 2016 US election. 

 

Russia will use "the principle of parity" as it responds, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov 

said Friday, as quoted by state news agency RIA Novosti. Additional measures are not ruled out, he added.  

 

He also said that the retaliatory measures Russia will take are not the preference of Moscow. 

 

Ryabkov appeared slightly to soften the blow by adding that Russia did not want to close the window of 

dialogue with the US or the possibility of stabilizing bilateral relations.  

 

"It is also worth thinking about that, destroying Russian-American relations," said Ryabkov. "These 

politicians play with fire, because they simultaneously undermine global stability." 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Russia expels 23 British diplomats 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/17/europe/russia-uk-spy-attack-diplomats-intl/index.html  

GIST Moscow (CNN) — Russia's Foreign Ministry ordered the expulsion of 23 British diplomats from Russia 

on Saturday in a tit-for-tat response to Britain's decision to expel Russian envoys in connection with the 

poisoning of a former Russian double agent and his daughter on British soil. 

 

The ministry also declared it was closing the British Consulate General in St. Petersburg and the British 

Council in Russia, in a step beyond the measures taken by Britain. The British Council is a cultural 

institute with artistic, language and educational programs. 

 

The British diplomats have a week to leave, the Russian Foreign Ministry said, adding that its actions 

came "in response to the provocative actions of the British side and groundless accusations" against Russia 

over the Salisbury attack. 

 

"The British side is warned that in case of further unfriendly actions against Russia, the Russian side 

reserves the right to take further retaliatory measures," the ministry said. 

 

The United Kingdom's ambassador to Moscow, Laurie Bristow, was summoned to the ministry on 

Saturday morning to be told of Moscow's decision. The British Embassy in Moscow told CNN it had been 

given a list of 23 specific individuals that were to be expelled from Russia. 

 

Relations between the two nations have deteriorated rapidly since the March 4 nerve agent attack on 

Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia in the English city of Salisbury. The pair remain critically ill in the 

hospital. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 AG fires FBI deputy director 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/16/politics/andrew-mccabe-fired/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — Attorney General Jeff Sessions fired former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe late Friday, 

less than two days shy of his retirement, ending the career of an official who had risen to serve as second-

in-command at the bureau.  

 

McCabe had more recently been regularly taunted by President Donald Trump and besieged by 

accusations that he had misled internal investigators at the Justice Department. 

 

In a blistering statement Friday night, McCabe said his firing is part of a larger effort to discredit the FBI 

and the special counsel's investigation. 

 

"This attack on my credibility is one part of a larger effort not just to slander me personally, but to taint the 

FBI, law enforcement, and intelligence professionals more generally," McCabe said. "It is part of this 

Administration's ongoing war on the FBI and the efforts of the Special Counsel investigation, which 

continue to this day. Their persistence in this campaign only highlights the importance of the Special 

Counsel's work." 

 

McCabe had been expected to retire this Sunday, on his 50th birthday, when he would have become 

eligible to receive early retirement benefits.  

 

But Friday's termination could place a portion of his anticipated pension, earned after more than two 

decades of service, in significant jeopardy. 

 

The origin of his dramatic fall stems from an internal review conducted by Justice Department Inspector 

General Michael Horowitz. That report -- the details of which have not been publicly released -- is said to 

conclude that McCabe misled investigators about his role in directing other officials at the FBI to speak to 

The Wall Street Journal about his involvement in a public corruption investigation into the Clinton 

Foundation, according to a source briefed on it. 

 

CNN reported on Wednesday that the findings in Horowitz's report on McCabe were referred to the FBI's 

Office of Professional Responsibility, staffed with career officials, who recommended McCabe's 

termination. McCabe, accompanied by his lawyer, tried making a last-ditch effort Thursday to avoid the 

firing, meeting with officials at the deputy attorney general's office at the Justice Department for several 

hours while Sessions was traveling, but to no avail. 

 

"After an extensive and fair investigation and according to Department of Justice procedure, the 

Department's Office of the Inspector General (OIG) provided its report on allegations of misconduct by 

Andrew McCabe to the FBI's Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR)," Sessions said in a statement 

late Friday. "The FBI's OPR then reviewed the report and underlying documents and issued a disciplinary 

proposal recommending the dismissal of Mr. McCabe. Both the OIG and FBI OPR reports concluded that 

Mr. McCabe had made an unauthorized disclosure to the news media and lacked candor − including under 

oath − on multiple occasions." 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Before collapse, cracks seen in bridge 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/16/us/bridge-collapse-florida/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — An engineer for the company that designed a pedestrian bridge that collapsed Thursday, killing 

at least six people, left a voice mail two days earlier for a Florida Department of Transportation employee 

advising there was "some cracking that's been observed on the north end of the span." 
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The state employee was out on assignment Tuesday and didn't hear the voice mail from W. Denney Pate of 

FIGG Bridge Engineers until he returned to the office Friday, the DOT said. 

 

Pate's voice mail said the design company didn't see any safety concerns on the project near Florida 

International University but that the cracking was not a good development and would have to be repaired. 

 

The news came as the National Transportation Safety Board disclosed that construction crews were 

working on diagonal beams on the north end of a future pedestrian bridge when the structure collapsed.  

 

The NTSB investigator in charge, Robert Accetta, said Friday night it was too early to tell whether the 

bridge failed at the point construction workers were applying post-tensioning force to strengthen the 

beams. 

 

When asked about the cracking, Accetta said: "I would have to say that a crack in the bridge does not 

necessarily mean that it is unsafe." 

 

FIGG said it was working with the construction team to figure out why the bridge fell. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Cybercriminals launder up to $200B year 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/cybercriminals-launder-up-to-$200b-in-profit-per-

year/d/d-id/1331298  

GIST Cybercriminals launder an estimated $80-200 billion in illegal profit each year, which amounts to 8-10% 

of all illegal proceeds laundered around the world. Virtual currencies are the most common tool used for 

money laundering - but Bitcoin isn't quite as trendy among hackers. 

 

The data comes from Into the Web of Profit, an independent academic study sponsored by Bromium and 

conducted by Dr. Mike McGuire, senior lecturer in Criminology at Surrey University in England. It's a 

nine-month study into the macroeconomics of cybercrime and how cybercriminals "cash out" the funds 

they generate through illegal activity. 

 

With his academic background as a criminologist, Dr. McGuire has a decidedly different approach to 

cybercrime and focuses on how human factors affect behavior. In other words, he explores "not just that 

there are bad guys doing bad things, but the way responses are made." 

 

This study began as a simple question: What do cybercriminals spend their money on? However, it quickly 

evolved as Dr. McGuire discovered what he calls the "cybercrime economy." His research turned into a 

broader study on how money flows around the criminal ecosystem. 

 

"We've got to move beyond this idea that cybercrime is like a business - it's more than that. It's like an 

economy which mirrors the legitimate economy," he explains. "Increasingly, what we're seeing is the 

legitimate economy is feeding off the cybercrime economy." 

 

This economy consists of three parts: how cybercriminals' revenue is generated, where that money goes, 

and what they do with the money when they move it around. Once the flow of money is understood, 

businesses can better determine how to protect themselves. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Senior citizens facing new online scams 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/personalfinance/2018/03/17/more-fraudsters-scamming-
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senior-citizens-through-technology-and-its-costing-them-millions/428406002/  

GIST America’s senior citizens are facing new scams designed to sucker money from them as fraudsters target 

their computers and cell phones, and use social media posts to lend authenticity to bogus kidnapping calls. 

 

While authorities say mail and telemarketing scams remain the biggest rip-offs for older Americans, they 

worry online activity and cell phones leave seniors — and everyone else — more vulnerable. 

 

The Justice Department recently announced its largest-ever sweep of elder fraud cases, involving 250 

defendants worldwide who victimized more than a million Americans, largely targeting or affecting 

seniors to the cost of more than $500 million. The FTC last year recovered about $300 million on behalf of 

victims, and federal prosecutors and state attorneys general are bringing criminal cases following the elder 

fraud sweep. 

 

“Technology has given scammers the ability to reach more people at a lower cost,” said Amy Nofziger, 

who works for the AARP Foundation and teaches elder fraud seminars. “You can reach millions of people 

with one hit of button.” 

 

Overall, scammers extracted an estimated $1 billion from Americans last year, and 70% of reported fraud 

began with a phone call, according to the Federal Trade Commission, which says phone-based scams took 

nearly $300 million from Americans, while online fraud took $141 million and email-based fraud another 

$100 million. 

 

Still, scams involving fake tech support help, online dating and tax refunds are rapidly gaining ground. 

And while federal officials say millennials are twice as likely to be scammed as seniors, they’re less likely 

to lose as much: Consumers in their 70s lost an average of $621, while victims ages 80 and older lost 

nearly $1,100. Millennials, in contrast, lost $400 on average, according to the FTC. 

 

Nofziger and FTC officials said that technology combined with a personal touch is a growing concern. 

Scammers can look up a target’s Facebook page and pretend to be the authorities or a kidnapper in a far-

off place demanding money to release a loved one or head off an impending arrest. Even worse: 

sophisticated online dating scams that target people living alone. That type of scam takes longer to execute 

but can be both financially and emotionally devastating. 

 

Nofziger said she advises people to ignore phone calls unless they know who is calling. Spammers can 

spoof a number so it looks like a neighbor or a local police department, but they rarely leave a message. 

“People really love their phones. And my advice is that if you don’t know who is calling, just don’t pick 

up the phone,” she said. “It’s not a long-lost boyfriend or Oprah calling. It’s just not.” 

 

If a family member or friend has been scammed, remember that yelling at them won't make anything 

better, Nofziger and Vaca said. In most cases, the victim is already embarrassed and ashamed, in addition 

to being out the money. Nofziger said she advises giving a hug, any other support that person might need 

and then helping them report the scam and figuring how not to get victimized again. 

 

No matter what, Nofziger and Vaca said, it's important to remember that anyone can fall victim to a scam 

because crooks are using sophisticated techniques and technology to target you. They said the most 

important thing for people of any age is to remain on guard. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Russian hackers target power, water 

SOURCE http://ens-newswire.com/2018/03/19/russian-hackers-target-u-s-power-water-facilities/  

GIST WASHINGTON, DC, March 16, 2018 (ENS) – Russian government hackers have been targeting U.S. 

government entities as well as organizations in the energy, nuclear, commercial facilities, water, aviation, 

and critical manufacturing sectors for the past two years, according to a joint Technical Alert  issued by 

the Department of Homeland Security and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
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The alert contains indicators of compromise and technical details on the tactics, techniques, and 

procedures used by Russian government cyber actors on compromised victim networks. 

 

Issued Thursday, the alert was the first official confirmation that Russian hackers can control facilities on 

which the majority of Americans rely for basic services. But it was not the first warning. 

 

A report by the computer security company Symantec disclosed in October 2017 that, “The energy sector 

in Europe and North America is being targeted by a new wave of cyber attacks that could provide attackers 

with the means to severely disrupt affected operations.” 

 

“The group behind these attacks is known as Dragonfly. The group has been in operation since at least 

2011 but has re-emerged over the past two years from a quiet period following exposure by Symantec and 

a number of other researchers in 2014. This “Dragonfly 2.0” campaign, which appears to have begun in 

late 2015, shares tactics and tools used in earlier campaigns by the group,” Symantec wrote in its report. 

 

Bloomberg News reported in July 2017 that Russian hackers had breached more than a dozen power plants 

in seven states, an aggressive campaign that has since expanded to dozens of states. 

 

At risk systems are domain controllers, file servers and email servers, the alert warns. 

 

DHS and FBI produced the alert Thursday and updated it today “to educate network defenders to enhance 

their ability to identify and reduce exposure to malicious activity.” 

 

DHS and FBI characterize this activity as “a multi-stage intrusion campaign by Russian government cyber 

actors who targeted small commercial facilities’ networks where they staged malware, conducted spear 

phishing, and gained remote access into energy sector networks.” 

 

After obtaining access, the Russian government cyber actors conducted network reconnaissance and 

collected information relevant to industrial control systems. 

 

Since at least March 2016, Russian government cyber actors, called “threat actors,” have targeted 

government entities and multiple U.S. critical infrastructure sectors, including nuclear power plants. There 

are 61 commercially operating nuclear power plants with 99 nuclear reactors in 30 U.S. states. 

 

DHS used the Lockheed-Martin Cyber Kill Chain model to analyze, discuss, and dissect malicious cyber 

activity. Phases of the model include reconnaissance, weaponization, delivery, exploitation, installation, 

command and control, and actions on the objective. 

 

This campaign identifies two distinct categories of victims – staging and intended targets. The initial 

victims are peripheral organizations such as trusted third-party suppliers with less secure networks, 

referred to as staging targets. 

 

The threat actors used the staging targets’ networks as pivot points and malware repositories when 

targeting their final intended victims. 

 

The FBI and National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center conclude that the ultimate 

objective of the hackers is to compromise organizational networks, the intended targets. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 UK energy system at-risk from Russia 

SOURCE https://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2018/03/18/uks-energy-system-risk-attack-russian-state/  

GIST Britain risks being held to ransom by Russia unless the vulnerable energy system is fortified, the 

Government has been warned amid escalating tensions with Europe’s main gas supplier. 
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As relations with Russia sour, energy infrastructure bosses been told by security officials to bolster their 

defences to guard against a crippling cyber attack on power plants or the national grid. 

 

Industry experts have today responded by warning ministers to address the UK’s growing reliance on 

foreign energy imports, which could allow Russia to use its gas market dominance as a political weapon. 

 

Russia supplies around a third of Europe’s gas, and its record exports are expected to increase. Algy Cluff, 

a North Sea oil veteran whose Cluff Resources firm still operates in the North Sea, warned that Britain 

could “so easily be held to ransom” by Russia. 

 

Mr Cluff called on the Government to prioritise Britain’s own gas resources, both in the North Sea and 

onshore, as part of a growing chorus of pleas for ministers to act. 

 

“The bad weather could prove not the only ‘Beast from the East’ if we get this wrong as a nation,” he said. 

 

Although the UK import relatively little from Russia directly it is still more vulnerable to dramatic market 

price shocks than other European countries after the shutdown of its main gas storage facility at Rough. 

 

Tomas Marzec-Manser, a gas market expert at ICIS, said: “In the next fortnight the Dutch government will 

slash permitted natural gas production at their massive Groningen field. That means Gazprom will fill that 

gap and, like it or not, more Russian gas will come to the British gas market,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 New, unusual cryptominer distribution 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/hackers-hide-monero-cryptominer-in-scarlett-johansson-picture/  

GIST Security researchers have identified a new but unusually distributed Monero cryptominer scam campaign 

involving the face of a popular celebrity. 

 

The IT security researchers at Imperva have discovered a campaign in which hackers have compromised 

PostgreSQL servers to install cryptocurrency mining malware. 

 

The malware is hidden in a picture of well-known Hollywood starlet Scarlett Johansson. The crypto-miner 

aims to mine Monero cryptocoins. 

   

PostgreSQL is a commonly used open source database, which researchers deem more sophisticated than 

MySQL. The malware was discovered in a honeypot, which was part of the StickyDB honeypot project 

from Imperva. 

 

It is worth noting that a honeypot is basically a computer but in this case, it was a database server that is 

configured deliberately to lure hackers. It is just like bait for hackers as they regard it as an easily 

exploitable database but it is actually a hatch. 

 

Imperva researchers used the database to understand common database attacks, and tools and methods 

used by hackers as well as to learn how they obtain access and what they do after compromising a 

database. They were following standard information gathering steps when they identified an unusual 

incident. 

 

Attackers had downloaded an image from a legit file hosting website. The file was a picture of Scarlett 

Johansson. When probed further, they learned that the file contained a hidden binary payload. 

 

Researcher left the database intentionally exposed. Considering that there are nearly 710,000 PostgreSQL 

servers that can be accessed easily from the internet, this is not a very reliable practice though and can 

allow attacks to launch brute-force attacks. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 The Pirate Bay is down again 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/the-pirate-bay-is-down-best-alternatives/  

GIST You are not alone, The Pirate Bay is down for everyone and worse, its dark web domain is also offline for 

more than a month. 

 

Currently, those visiting The Pirate Bay can see an error message generated by Cloudflare since the site 

uses its CDN and DDoS protection services. According to the message:  

 

“This page (The Pirate Bay) is currently offline. However, because the site uses Cloudflare’s Always 

Online™ technology you can continue to surf a snapshot of the site. We will keep checking in the 

background and, as soon as the site comes back, you will automatically be served the live version.” 

   

According to Is It Down Right Now, a service that keeps eye on websites suffering outages, The Pirate 

Bay domain has been suffering service disruption throughout the day. 

 

It is still unclear whether The Pirate Bay is suffering DDoS attacks or the outage is caused by other means 

including technical issues. Previously, The Pirate Bay suffered difficulties when Cogent Communications, 

a multinational internet service provider based in the United States blocked the new IP-addresses of the 

site provided by Cloudflare. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 GandCrab ransomware finds new shell 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/gandcrab-ransomware-finds-a-new/  

GIST Ransomware actors are increasing their development agility week by week, as evidenced by the GandCrab 

ransomware. According to Check Point, this well-known malware has gotten around a free decryption tool 

meant to dull its claws. 

 

GandCrab is distributed on the dark web, is probably Russian in origin and targets mainly English-

speaking countries, according to Check Point researchers. It’s relatively virulent, having infected over 

50,000 victims and extorted an estimated $300,000 to $600,000 in ransom payments. More than 70% of 

victims are in the US and UK. 

 

GandCrab spreads via the RIG and GrandSoft exploit kits, as well as via email spam. However, the secret 

to its propagation success lies in its "franchise" model: The GandCrab Affiliate Program pays participants 

that commit to a set of OPSEC rules 60% to 70% of the ransom revenue in return for full technical 

support. GandCrab has 80 active affiliates, the largest of which has distributed over 700 different samples 

of the malware during the past month, according to Check Point. 

 

That said, GandCrab’s reign of terror looked to be at an end after a joint operation by Romanian police, 

Bitdefender and Europol was able to hack into the malware’s infrastructure, gathering analysis that 

ultimately produced a tool allowing victims to decrypt their files for free.  

 

“The decryption tool exploited a basic flaw in the ransomware code that gave access to the master server, 

enabling recovery of all of the encryption keys used in the malware,” Check Point researchers noted. “It’s 

the equivalent of someone locking you out of your house but leaving a spare key for you under the 

doormat.  With this, it looked like ‘game over’ for GandCrab.” 

 

But it wasn’t to be: Developers behind GandCrab quickly hit back with GandCrab 2, which fixes the 

critical encryption flaw that would have trivially allowed a universal decryptor. 

 

Check Point pointed out that the GandCrab developer team could have fired the web developer and started 
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afresh on a better-protected server; but instead they decided to restart, showcasing unprecedented agility. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 China-linked group targets maritime 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/china-linked-hackers-target-engineering-and-maritime-industries  

GIST A China-related cyberespionage group that has been active for half a decade has increased its attacks on 

engineering and maritime entities over the past months, FireEye reports. 

 

Referred to as Leviathan or TEMP.Periscope, the group has been historically interested in targets 

connected to South China Sea issues, which hasn't changed in the recently observed attacks. Targets 

include research institutes, academic organizations, and private firms in the United States. 

 

“The current campaign is a sharp escalation of detected activity since summer 2017. Like multiple other 

Chinese cyber espionage actors, TEMP.Periscope has recently re-emerged and has been observed 

conducting operations with a revised toolkit,” FireEye says.  

 

Over the years, the group has also shown interest in professional/consulting services, high-tech industry, 

healthcare, and media/publishing. Most of the identified victims were in the United States, with some 

located in Europe and at least one in Hong Kong.  

 

The group’s tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs), as well as its targets, overlap with those associated 

with the group called TEMP.Jumper, which in turn overlaps significantly with the NanHaiShu group.  

 

The recently observed spike in activity also revealed the use of a broad range of malware that other 

suspected Chinese groups also use. These tools include backdoors, reconnaissance tools, file stealers, and 

webshells. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Facebook confirms misuse of data 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/technology/facebook-confirms-gross-misuse-of-user-data-

for-us-election/  

GIST Facebook has confirmed over the weekend reports that an app made by a team of academics had collected 

vasts amounts of user data, who then shared this information with Cambridge Analytica —a commercial 

data analytics firm that allegedly used this info to target US voters in the 2016 Presidential election. 

 

In a statement outlining its version of events, Facebook revealed how University of Cambridge psychology 

lecturer Dr. Aleksandr Kogan had created an app named "thisisyourdigitallife" that he made available to 

users in 2014. 

 

The professor offered the app through an entity named Global Science Research (GSR), which asked users 

to take an online survey for $1 or $2. The app —just like any Facebook app— requested access to the 

user's profile information. 

 

Over 270,000 users gave the app permission to use their personal details for academic research. But 

besides data on the survey taker, the app also harvested information on the users' friends who had not set 

their profile to private. By exploiting this trick, the app harvested data on over 50 million users. 

 

App's data used to target US voters by Trump campaign 

 

But according to a report from last year from The Intercept, Kogan's work on the app was done on behalf 

of Strategic Communication Laboratories (SCL), a military contractor that also owns Cambridge Analytics 

—the data analytics company behind Donald Trump's US presidential campaign. 
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According to Christopher Wylie, one of Kogan's collaborators, the data has been used in the US 

presidential election to profile individuals and target them in such a way to obtain certain responses to 

political messages. 

 

This was done because the app gained access to content liked by the 50 million users, an important detail 

that allowed the data analytics firm to easily classify users based on their lifestyle choices and preferences. 

 

Faceboook discovered the incident in 2015 

 

Facebook said on Friday that it became aware of the data harvesting incident from Facebook users, and 

took steps to make sure the involved parties had deleted the data from their servers. 

 

"When we learned of this violation in 2015, we removed his app from Facebook and demanded 

certifications from Kogan and all parties he had given data to that the information had been destroyed," 

Facebook said. "Cambridge Analytica, Kogan and Wylie all certified to us that they destroyed the data." 

 

But according to Wylie, the data had not been destroyed. The whistleblower provided copies of this data to 

New York Times and Guardian journalists —who on Friday published numerous tell-all stories from 

inside the Cambridge Analytica data harvesting operation [1, 2, 3]. 

 

Facebook has, in the meantime, suspended Cambridge Analytica and SCL Group from the platform, on the 

grounds that they violated the company's terms of service. Facebook is clearly irritated that a professional 

data analytics firm abused an academics license to harvest data on its users. 

 

Facebook's ban hammer also fell on Christopher Wylie Facebook account, something that Wylie was not 

happy about on Sunday. 

 

Cambridge Analytica responded to the Facebook ban on Saturday, claiming they've been misled about the 

data's source by GSR and indirectly by Kogan's team. 

 

"When it subsequently became clear that the data had not been obtained by GSR in line with Facebook’s 

terms of service, Cambridge Analytica deleted all data received from GSR," Cambridge Analytica said. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Struggling w/human side fake news 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/social-media/tech-companies-struggle-human-side-fake-news-

n857426  

GIST Fake news is a human problem. And Silicon Valley is not good at solving human problems. 

 

With tech platforms built to supercharge the sharing of information, tech companies, journalists, and 

academics are scrambling for a solution to the spread of misinformation on the internet. 

 

A study published last week in the academic journal Science provided a stark reminder of the challenge 

posed by misinformation — and why modern technology is making it worse. The study found that it took 

true information on Twitter six times as long as misinformation to reach 1,500 people. 

 

For all the concern about Russian trolls and Twitter bots, the study found that real people remain the 

biggest conduit for fake news. 

 

"You can see the viral chain of this information," said Jeremy Littau, a professor of journalism and 

communication at Lehigh University. "I shared from this person I trust who shared from this person they 

trust...It’s a recipe ripe for exploitation for people who make fake news." 
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So far, nothing has been able to stop this people problem, and Silicon Valley is running out of ideas. In an 

unprecedented move, Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey recently announced the company will start taking outside 

proposals to deal with “collective health, openness, and civility of public conversation, and to hold 

ourselves publicly accountable towards progress.” 

 

Facebook, which has been shown to be an epicenter for the spread of misinformation, has rolled out a 

variety of tools and features. None of them appear to have been successful. Facebook ditched its fake news 

warning flag last December after testing it for one year. 

 

Turns out, those kinds of flags can have the opposite of the intended effect. 

 

"Academic research on correcting misinformation has shown that putting a strong image, like a red flag, 

next to an article may actually entrench deeply held beliefs – the opposite effect to what we intended," 

Tessa Lyons, a Facebook product manager, said in a blog post. 

 

Alex Hardiman, Facebook’s head of news product said during a panel discussion at South by Southwest, 

an annual tech conference, that the company is considering drastic measures. 

 

"As we are making the shift to quality, everything is on the table," she said. 

 

Facebook’s previous approach did not distinguish between news sources and “that was problematic,” she 

said. “"Flattening the news meant you couldn't always tell the difference between something that was 

trusted and credible, versus something fraudulent." 

 

A few days later, Adam Mosseri, the head of Facebook’s Newsfeed product, admitted that people at the 

company are seriously concerned about reports that Facebook played a role in violence against Rohingya 

Muslims in Myanmar. 

 

“We lose some sleep over this,” he said on Slate’s “If Then” podcast. 

 

Twitter is also working on its problems. The company said that it’s figuring out how to boost 

“conversational health” by showing more tweets from reliable news partners. 

 

Those efforts have been mostly cheered, but there is also concern that handing too much authority to tech 

companies could backfire. Most companies tried to take a hands off approach with the information posted 

to their platforms. Now, there’s a question of just how far they’ll go. 

 

"We are all super concerned about these middle spaces,” said Jen Golbeck, a professor at the University of 

Maryland's College of Information Studies. “There's a lot of misinterpretation, taking stuff out of context. 

We want to be really careful about censoring that. We're not interested in creating a truth-only platform 

because who is deciding the truth?" 

 

Tech companies are built to spread information quickly and cheaply, and they’ve gotten very good at that. 

 

But that speed and ease poses a serious problem when it comes to countering misinformation. Golbeck 

said that by the time people read something wrong, the damage is already done. 

 

“Psychological studies have shown that "calling out conspiracy theories with the truth makes people 

believe false stuff more," she said. 

 

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube have taken some action to stop harassment and abuse at the source by 

banning accounts. But when it comes to misinformation, they have been hesitant or slow to take similar 

action. 

 

Even relatively swift responses are lacking. YouTube pulled several videos that claimed Parkland shooting 

survivor David Hogg was a “crisis actor.” By the time the platform took action, the videos had already 
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reached the top of YouTube’s “Trending” section and logged millions of views and had become a talking 

point on the far right. 

 

There have been journalistic approaches by internet entrepreneurs hoping to lend their expertise by 

creating organizations offering a community of news gatekeepers acting as sheriffs on the Wild West of 

the internet. 

 

Jimmy Wales, the co-founder of Wikipedia, is piloting WikiTribune, a reader supported news source that 

allows anyone to fact check or flag something in an article. 

 

"Ads are cheap, competition for clicks is fierce and low quality news sources are everywhere," Wales said 

in a campaign video. "Social media, where most people get their news these days, is literally designed to 

show us what we want to see, to confirm our biases and to keep us clicking at all costs. It fundamentally 

breaks the news, and the truth is, on the internet, no one is guarding the gate." 

 

Steve Brill, a media entrepreneur who founded American Lawyer and Court TV, and Gordon Crovitz, a 

media executive, announced their NewsGuard venture earlier this month. 

 

“Our goal is to help solve this problem now by using human beings—trained, experienced journalists—

who will operate under a transparent, accountable process to apply basic common sense to a growing 

scourge that clearly cannot be solved by algorithms,” Brill said in a statement. 

 

While humans spreading fake news is a problem and every effort to stop it may have the best of intentions, 

perhaps the most worthwhile effort, experts suggest, is teaching a new generation about news literacy. 

 

"The issue really becomes one... of social literacy and teaching people how to evaluate sources," Golbeck 

said. "If you look at elementary and high school, it's something we're not doing a great job of yet." 

 

Littau said news literacy is one of the "greatest generational challenges" people need to address. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Claim: Facebook aware of data ‘breach’ 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cambridge-analytica-facebook-knew-for-two-years-no-action-taken/  

GIST Facebook knew for two years that a data firm harvested data from more than 50 million profiles of U.S. 

voters without their permission but did nothing to protect its users, Guardian reporter Carole Cadwalladr 

told CBSN on Saturday. Cadwalladr said Facebook threatened to sue in a bid to prevent The Guardian 

publishing an exposé on the data harvesting. She believes Facebook didn't inform users of the misuse of 

data because it wasn't in the company's best interest. The Guardian story, based on interviews with 

whistleblower Chris Wylie who worked for the firm, published online on Saturday. 

 

"This continual pattern that we've seen with Facebook -- trying to shut the story down, finally when it has 

no choice, acknowledge it. They've just really got to do better," she said. 

 

"What we desperately need is for Facebook to finally open up and be as honest and transparent as it can be 

about the way that their platform was used and manipulated during the U.S. presidential elections, during 

Brexit in the U.K.," Cadwalladr said, adding that Facebook continually tried to prevent her story from 

being published. 

 

In a statement released late on Friday, Facebook acknowledged that it learned it had been "lied to" about 

Cambridge Analytica and an affiliate's activities in 2015, more than two years before suspending the firm 

from its platform, but did not alert users at the time. Facebook insisted there was no breach of their system. 

 

After speaking with the U.K. Information Commissioner's Office, which promotes the protection of 

private information, Cadwalladr said it is clear "this is a data breach." 
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"Facebook has just turned around and blamed a third party," Cadwalladr said. "We are clear this is a data 

breach, and Facebook's denials in the face of it -- their claim that it's not a data breach because nobody 

hacked into their system -- well, failing to secure your own data, failing to see how it's being used ... that 

falls within the definition of a data breach. Accept it, Facebook. Own it." 

 

"In a way it's even more damning that [Cambridge Analytica] got all of this data from Facebook without it 

being a breach," Wired editor-in-chief and CBS News contributor Nick Thompson said on CBSN. 

 

"It didn't work because somebody hacked in and broke stuff," Thompson added. "It worked because 

Facebook has built the craziest most invasive advertising model in the history of the world and someone 

took advantage of it." 

 

Since it was a violation of Facebook's terms of services, Thompson said he's not sure what government 

agency would be tasked with regulating the platform to prevent a recurrence in the political sphere. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Social media weaponized; data harvested 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/17/us/politics/cambridge-analytica-trump-campaign.html  

GIST LONDON — As the upstart voter-profiling company Cambridge Analytica prepared to wade into the 2014 

American midterm elections, it had a problem. 

 

The firm had secured a $15 million investment from Robert Mercer, the wealthy Republican donor, and 

wooed his political adviser, Stephen K. Bannon, with the promise of tools that could identify the 

personalities of American voters and influence their behavior. But it did not have the data to make its new 

products work. 

 

So the firm harvested private information from the Facebook profiles of more than 50 million users 

without their permission, according to former Cambridge employees, associates and documents, making it 

one of the largest data leaks in the social network’s history. The breach allowed the company to exploit the 

private social media activity of a huge swath of the American electorate, developing techniques that 

underpinned its work on President Trump’s campaign in 2016. 

 

An examination by The New York Times and The Observer of London reveals how Cambridge 

Analytica’s drive to bring to market a potentially powerful new weapon put the firm — and wealthy 

conservative investors seeking to reshape politics — under scrutiny from investigators and lawmakers on 

both sides of the Atlantic. 

 

Christopher Wylie, who helped found Cambridge and worked there until late 2014, said of its leaders: 

“Rules don’t matter for them. For them, this is a war, and it’s all fair.” 

 

Details of Cambridge’s acquisition and use of Facebook data have surfaced in several accounts since the 

business began working on the 2016 campaign, setting off a furious debate about the merits of the firm’s 

so-called psychographic modeling techniques. 

 

But the full scale of the data leak involving Americans has not been previously disclosed — and 

Facebook, until now, has not acknowledged it. Interviews with a half-dozen former employees and 

contractors, and a review of the firm’s emails and documents, have revealed that Cambridge not only 

relied on the private Facebook data but still possesses most or all of the trove. 

 

Cambridge paid to acquire the personal information through an outside researcher who, Facebook says, 

claimed to be collecting it for academic purposes. 

 

During a week of inquiries from The Times, Facebook downplayed the scope of the leak and questioned 
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whether any of the data still remained out of its control. But on Friday, the company posted a statement 

expressing alarm and promising to take action. 

 

“This was a scam — and a fraud,” Paul Grewal, a vice president and deputy general counsel at the social 

network, said in a statement to The Times earlier on Friday. He added that the company was suspending 

Cambridge Analytica, Mr. Wylie and the researcher, Aleksandr Kogan, a Russian-American academic, 

from Facebook. “We will take whatever steps are required to see that the data in question is deleted once 

and for all — and take action against all offending parties,” Mr. Grewal said. 

 

Alexander Nix, the chief executive of Cambridge Analytica, and other officials had repeatedly denied 

obtaining or using Facebook data, most recently during a parliamentary hearing last month. But in a 

statement to The Times, the company acknowledged that it had acquired the data, though it blamed Mr. 

Kogan for violating Facebook’s rules and said it had deleted the information as soon as it learned of the 

problem two years ago. 

 

In Britain, Cambridge Analytica is facing intertwined investigations by Parliament and government 

regulators into allegations that it performed illegal work on the “Brexit” campaign. The country has strict 

privacy laws, and its information commissioner announced on Saturday that she was looking into whether 

the Facebook data was “illegally acquired and used.” 

 

In the United States, Mr. Mercer’s daughter, Rebekah, a board member, Mr. Bannon and Mr. Nix received 

warnings from their lawyer that it was illegal to employ foreigners in political campaigns, according to 

company documents and former employees. 

 

Congressional investigators have questioned Mr. Nix about the company’s role in the Trump campaign. 

And the Justice Department’s special counsel, Robert S. Mueller III, has demanded the emails of 

Cambridge Analytica employees who worked for the Trump team as part of his investigation into Russian 

interference in the election. 

 

While the substance of Mr. Mueller’s interest is a closely guarded secret, documents viewed by The Times 

indicate that the firm’s British affiliate claims to have worked in Russia and Ukraine. And the WikiLeaks 

founder, Julian Assange, disclosed in October that Mr. Nix had reached out to him during the campaign in 

hopes of obtaining private emails belonging to Mr. Trump’s Democratic opponent, Hillary Clinton. 

 

The documents also raise new questions about Facebook, which is already grappling with intense criticism 

over the spread of Russian propaganda and fake news. The data Cambridge collected from profiles, a 

portion of which was viewed by The Times, included details on users’ identities, friend networks and 

“likes.” Only a tiny fraction of the users had agreed to release their information to a third party. 

 

“Protecting people’s information is at the heart of everything we do,” Mr. Grewal said. “No systems were 

infiltrated, and no passwords or sensitive pieces of information were stolen or hacked.” 

 

Still, he added, “it’s a serious abuse of our rules.” 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Puppy scams litter the internet 

SOURCE http://www.kansas.com/news/local/article205492564.html  

GIST National Puppy Day, March 23, may not be a red-letter holiday on any of our calendars but millions of 

Americans seem to be in love with its subject.  

 

The Better Business Bureau warns that if you have a case of puppy love and it was prompted by a picture 

seen in an online ad, beware: Odds are that puppy is fictional. Experts say up to 80% of sponsored online 

pet advertisements may be fake.  
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Scammers, often but not always from overseas, know how cute puppy pictures can tug on the heartstrings. 

For several years they have used photos taken from other online sources to lure animal lovers into sending 

them money. Once they have hooked a victim, the requests for more and more money continue. 

 

A BBB investigation found that the scams usually come from Cameroon in West Africa. With the help of 

their fellow countrymen residing in the U.S., they collect their victims’ money. Fake online ads are placed 

offering the pets at deeply discounted prices. Shipping costs are requested and often a special shipping 

crate is also mentioned as a necessary purchase. Then comes charges for special insurance and shots for 

the animal.  

 

If money continues to be sent, more requests follow. There may be a claim that the pet is stuck at an 

airport and money should be sent for care for them. Eventually the victim realizes they have been 

scammed and stops the process. 

 

Embarrassment and humiliation at having been fooled keeps many from ever even reporting that they have 

been taken in. The FTC estimates that only 10% of those who fall for the scam ever notify authorities 

about their experience.  
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HEADLINE 03/16 Feds: Russia hack didn’t compromise grid 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/us-russian-hack-power-grid/2018/03/16/id/849193/  

GIST A Russian government hacking operation aimed at the U.S. power grid did not compromise operations at 

any of the nation's power plants, federal regulators and the industry said Friday. 

 

Corporate networks at some of the 99 nuclear power plants licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission were affected by the 2017 hack aimed at the energy grid and other infrastructure, but no 

safety, security or emergency preparedness functions were impacted, the NRC said in a statement. 

 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission also said the incident had no operational impacts on interstate 

transmission of electricity. 

 

Even so, government and industry leaders said the attacks underscored the increased threat of electronic 

and computer-based attacks on a range of infrastructure. 

 

Energy Secretary Rick Perry said the prolonged cyberattack "demonstrates exactly why" he is creating an 

Office of Cyber Security and Emergency Response. The new office will consolidate and strengthen efforts 

to "combat the growing nefarious cyber threats we face," Perry said, adding that his department worked 

closely with other federal agencies and energy providers to help ensure that hacking attempts "failed or 

were stopped." 

 

The Trump administration accused Moscow on Thursday of an elaborate plot to penetrate America's 

electric grid, factories, water supply and even air travel through cyber hacking. 

 

U.S. national security officials said the FBI, Department of Homeland Security and intelligence agencies 

determined Russian intelligence and others were behind a broad range of cyberattacks starting more than a 

year ago. Russian hackers infiltrated the networks that run the basic services Americans rely on each day: 

nuclear power, water and manufacturing plants. 

 

U.S. officials said the hackers chose their targets methodically, obtained access to computer systems, 

conducted "network reconnaissance" and then attempted to cover their tracks by deleting evidence of the 

intrusions. The operation resorted to various methods — including a kind of cyberattack known as spear-

phishing — to try to compromise legitimate user accounts, gather user credentials, and target industrial 

control systems and their networks, officials said. 
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The U.S. government has helped the industries expel the Russians from all systems known to have been 

penetrated, but additional breaches could be discovered, officials said. 

 

The Nuclear Energy Institute, an industry lobbying group, said the Russian hacking campaign targeting 

U.S. infrastructure "demonstrated that America's nuclear plants can withstand a nation-state sponsored 

attack." 

 

U.S. nuclear plants are designed as operational "islands" that are not connected to the internet and other 

networks. Nuclear power provides about 20 percent of the nation's electricity. 

 

The Edison Electric Institute, which represents investor-owned electric companies that provide electricity 

for about 220 million Americans, said the government informed energy grid operators last year of a threat 

targeting them. 

 

"While this incident did not have operational impacts, we have worked across the sector and with 

government partners to ensure the ongoing protection of the grid from this specific threat and from all 

cyber and physical security risks," said Scott Aaronson, the group's vice president of security and 

preparedness. 

 

Sen. Maria Cantwell of Washington state, the top Democrat on the Senate Energy Committee, criticized 

the "belated response" by the Trump administration to Russian cyber threats and urged "a robust and 

aggressive strategy to protect our critical infrastructure." 

 

Calling cyber security "an issue that keeps me up at night," Cantwell said the grid and its infrastructure are 

"under attack from the Russians and other foreign actors. If we don't make the necessary investments ... 

our enemies could succeed in causing a blackout that harms our economy." 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Afghan officials: motorbikes bombs kill 4 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-officials-bombs-attached-motorbikes-kill-

people-53846329?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Afghan officials say bombs attached to motorcycles have killed four people in separate attacks. 

 

One struck outside a sports stadium in eastern Nangarhar province, killing three on Monday. Akramuddin, 

a provincial police official, says the explosion occurred as former warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar was 

holding a rally at the stadium in Jalalabad, the province' capital. 

 

Akramuddin, who like many Afghans uses only one name, says the blast took place as the rally ended. Ten 

people were wounded. 

 

Hekmatyar, previously a declared terrorist by the United States, signed a peace deal with President Ashraf 

Ghani in 2017 and was removed from the list. 

 

The second motorcycle bomb exploded in western Herat province. Spokesman Jelani Farhad says one 

person was killed and seven were wounded. 

 

No groups have taken responsibility for the attacks. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Boko Haram Dapchi girls taunts Nigeria 
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SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/18/world/africa/boko-haram-dapchi-girls-nigeria.html  

GIST DAPCHI, Nigeria — When he heard the gunfire, the guard ran outside the all-girls boarding school and 

saw camouflaged vehicles barreling toward the gate. Thinking they were Nigerian military troops, he 

rushed toward them. 

 

“Have you heard the gunshots?” Ali Gambo, 70, the unarmed guard, asked the men inside the truck. 

“What’s happening?” 

 

Three men dressed in army fatigues and turbans jumped down from the vehicles, threw Mr. Gambo to the 

ground and pointed a gun at his head. 

 

“We are Boko Haram,” Mr. Gambo recalled him saying. “We are here for your students.” 

 

Hours of chaos and confusion followed as the militants stormed the campus last month, firing into the air. 

Students and teachers at the Dapchi school in northern Nigeria ran for their lives. 

 

The gunmen gathered up 110 girls, some as young as 11, dragged them into their trucks and sped away, 

leaving girls’ sandals and flip-flops scattered across the schoolyard in their wake. 

 

President Muhammadu Buhari has declared Boko Haram, the Islamist extremist group, defeated time and 

again. But the militants’ attack on the Dapchi school has left anguished parents and community members 

asking how such a kidnapping could happen again, not even four years after another mass abduction of 

schoolgirls shocked the world. 

 

But even as the president says he intends to negotiate for their release, the kidnappings are threatening to 

become a major issue in next year’s presidential election. 

 

In April 2014, Boko Haram kidnapped nearly 300 girls from another northern secondary school, in 

Chibok. Dozens were released last year through government negotiations, and a few have escaped. But 

nearly four years later, more than 100 are still being held. 

 

Goodluck Jonathan, who was president at the time of the Chibok kidnapping, was widely criticized for not 

immediately acting to find the students, and government officials had vowed nothing like that would ever 

happen again. 

 

Nigeria’s war with the Islamist militants is entering its ninth year, having swept up scores of victims who 

lost their homes, their children and their lives to brutal violence that spilled across the nation’s borders. 

Villages have been burned, children have been kidnapped and conscripted into fighting, women and girls 

have been raped, and teenagers have been forcibly strapped with explosives to carry out suicide bombings. 

 

Not long ago, it seemed as if the Nigerian military was making progress against the extremists, who want 

to create a religious state of their own. Soldiers regained territory controlled by Boko Haram and captured 

or killed fighters whose capabilities became so weak that they could no longer pull off complicated 

operations. The group splintered amid infighting. 

 

But in the past few months, Boko Haram has raged back, attacking military convoys and outposts and 

dispatching a steady stream of suicide bombers to attack checkpoints and crowds. In December, a faction 

that has pledged allegiance to the Islamic State engaged in a firefight with the American military carrying 

out training exercises in neighboring Niger. Eleven militants were killed, including two wearing suicide 

vests. 

 

President Buhari, who pledged to crush the militants, visited Dapchi on Wednesday to set up a committee 

to look into the kidnappings in an attempt to soothe outraged critics who accuse federal officials of being 

slow to respond. 

 

“There will be no rest till the last girl, whether from Chibok and Dapchi, is released,” Mr. Buhari said in a 
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statement. “The girls, like all our citizens, must enjoy unhindered freedom and pursue their legitimate 

aspirations.” 

 

This past week, the president had also assured Rex W. Tillerson, the United States secretary of state before 

he was fired, that the government was “trying to be careful” by pursuing negotiations with militants to 

bring back the Dapchi girls and the rest of the Chibok students. 

 

Gen. Thomas D. Waldhauser, head of the United States Africa Command, told a congressional committee 

this month that Nigeria had asked for intelligence and other support to help find all the missing girls. He 

said the Dapchi students were most likely taken by a faction of militants that had pledged allegiance to the 

Islamic State, and he called Boko Haram “one of the most deplorable organizations on the planet.” 

 

In recent months, President Buhari has suffered embarrassing setbacks. 

 

This month, a Boko Haram attack killed security forces and humanitarian workers at a camp for displaced 

workers in Rann that Nigerian military jets accidentally bombed last year, killing dozens. A few months 

ago, militants kidnapped a group of policewomen and a team of university professors who were on an oil 

exploration trip. The government recently negotiated for their release. 

 

Last year, officials bargained to free dozens of students taken from the Chibok school, paying millions of 

dollars in ransom and exchanging several Boko Haram commanders as part of a hostage swap, according 

to negotiators. Many Nigerians questioned the wisdom of paying ransom to militants who may view 

abductions as a reliable revenue source. 

 

In Dapchi, parents, teachers, students and residents recalled the night that Boko Haram arrived, the first 

major security incident there since the war began. Aliyu Musa Mabu, the school’s vice principal, had just 

finished serving meals to students and was heading to the mosque when he heard the first gunshot. It must 

be nothing, he said he thought to himself, and settled in to pray. Then he heard another shot. 

 

He raced outside and saw two military trucks and a pickup armed with an antiaircraft gun. Men were 

crammed inside, wearing turbans and military fatigues. They were heading toward the school. 

 

By the time Mr. Mabu caught up with them, chaos had unfolded. According to witness accounts, girls 

were running everywhere, some scaling the fence to get free. Militants pulled some down and told others 

they were soldiers, guiding the girls into their vehicles saying they would protect them. In the confusion, 

many of the girls believed them and scrambled over one another to get inside the men’s trucks. 

 

Militants who saw one student, Hafsat Lawan, 17, and her friends hurrying over the fence beckoned them 

to come for safety. The girls started toward the fighters but, Ms. Lawan later said, became suspicious of 

their turbans and sandals and their use of the local language, which is often unfamiliar to soldiers recruited 

from across the country. She fled. 

 

“The sad thing is some of the students ran to them — including my younger sister,” said Ms. Lawan, 

whose 14-year-old sister is presumed to be among the hostages. 

 

As the trucks headed outside town, witnesses said, some of the girls appeared to be tied up with their own 

clothing. They heard the screams as the vehicles sped away. 

 

Afterward, an eerie silence fell over the area. Not long after, many of the girls who had been hiding in the 

bush started to trickle back to the school. But tallying the missing was complicated. Some girls, like 

Fatima, spent the entire night in the countryside, too terrified to return. Some fled straight to their family 

farms, far from the reach of cellular networks. Hours after the kidnapping, school officials found girls still 

hiding in toilets, classrooms and other buildings on the campus. 

 

In the days immediately after the attack, the police denied an abduction had taken place. Then a state 

official announced that the girls had been rescued. Elated parents rushed to the school as the governor’s 
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convoy rolled into town with vehicles they presumed were carrying their daughters. Instead, the governor 

announced he had been mistaken; the girls were still missing. He apologized. Parents rioted. 

 

Residents have since learned that a military checkpoint at the entrance to town had been dismantled not 

long before the kidnapping, when soldiers left to pursue Boko Haram near the Nigerien border. Dapchi 

employs a police force, but on the night of the attack, the commander was out of town. 

 

“They came and did their operation uninterrupted and left,” said Hadiza Jibo, the school matron. “This is 

something that would have been averted if military presence was visible in the town. It’s really traumatic, 

honestly.” 

 

The military and the president have sought to reassure Nigerians that they are looking for the girls. But 

Mr. Buhari recently angered residents by traveling to a lavish wedding before heading to Dapchi to 

sympathize with the missing girls’ families. 

 

Even the girls who escaped are traumatized, he said, and some are afraid to return to school. Several public 

figures in Nigeria have said the kidnapping reflects poorly on the government. 

 

“We are spending billions trying to encourage girls to go to school, only to allow them be abducted by 

terrorists,” said Atiku Abubakar, a former vice president who is likely to run for president in 2019. “I 

condemn these abductions, and I urge the federal government to take firm action to ensure that it would 

never reoccur in Nigeria.” 

 

As the election approaches, calls are growing from both the president’s critics and one-time supporters for 

him not to seek a second term in office. Some rivals are using the Dapchi kidnapping to build their case, 

and a fringe element has even accused the president of orchestrating the kidnappings so that he could 

emerge heroic by negotiating the girls’ release. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Man convicted in attack on US soldiers 

SOURCE https://americansecuritytoday.com/man-convicted-making-bomb-parts-kill-american-soldiers-iraq/  

GIST On Friday, Ahmed Alahmedalabdaloklah, a Syrian national who had been living in Iraq, was convicted by 

a jury, following a six-week trial, of conspiring and supporting the 1920s Revolutionary Brigades, an 

insurgent group that planted road-side bombs to attack and kill American soldiers in Iraq. 

 

A jury convicted Alahmedalabdaloklah on the following charges: 

• Conspiracy to Use a Weapon of Mass Destruction 

• Conspiring to Maliciously Damage or Destroy United States Property by Means of an Explosive 

• Aiding and Abetting Other Persons to Possess a Destructive Device in Furtherance of a Crime of 

Violence, and 

• Conspiracy to Possess a Destructive Device in Furtherance of a Crime of Violence 

 

Alahmedalabdaloklah’s sentencing is set for June 5, 2018 before District Judge Roslyn O. Silver. 

 

Assistant Attorney General for National Security John C. Demers, Elizabeth A. Strange, First Assistant 

United States Attorney for the District of Arizona, and Michael Deleon, Special Agent in Charge, Federal 

Bureau of Investigation, Phoenix Field Office, made the announcement. 

 

“Alahmedalabdaloklah conspired with a violent Iraqi insurgent group to kill American soldiers in Iraq,” 

said First Assistant Strange. 

 

“Today’s verdict underscores our commitment to use every available resource to bring justice to American 

soldiers who were killed or injured by such terrorist acts. 
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“I commend the FBI and the prosecution team for their tremendous efforts in securing this conviction.” 

 

“The FBI’s highest priority is preventing acts; both in the United States and abroad,” said Phoenix FBI 

Special Agent in Charge Michael DeLeon. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Israel: ‘mapping’ potential terrorists 

SOURCE https://worldisraelnews.com/idf-adopts-techniques-for-mapping-potential-terrorists/  

GIST The Israel Defense Forces is developing new sophisticated techniques, including extensive psychological 

profiling, in an effort to prevent “lone wolf” terror attacks, the Hebrew language daily Makor Rishon 

reported on Sunday. 

 

According to the report, intelligence services in IDF Central Command have adopted a process of 

“mapping” potential terrorists. This allows the IDF to preempt possible attacks as well as capture terrorists 

who have already committed them. 

 

A senior officer involved in the program told Makor Rishon, “In this work we search for direct 

connections to terror or attempts to create connections like this. An index system classifies who is likely to 

get involved in terror. Bottom line, we thwart dozens of attacks before they are carried out thanks to 

intelligence work and operational actions.” 

  

The main problem, however, is attacks committed by those with no previous connection to terrorism or 

terrorist organizations. 

 

The IDF is seeking to combat this problem through the psychological profiling. Another officer involved 

in the project explained, “To understand who their friends are, who influences them, what their 

psychological state is, and even signs they leave in the field, can teach us about their intentions.” 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Somalia: senior Al-Shabaab surrenders 

SOURCE http://hornobserver.com/articles/775/Senior-terrorist-militant-surrenders-to-Somali-National-

Army-SONNA  

GIST MOGADISHU, Somalia: Senior terrorist militant Commander of Al-Shabaab on Sunday surrendered to 

Somali National Army in Baidoa town, southwest Somalia, SONNA reported.  

 

Somali National Army Commander at 60th Division, Ismail Khalif Shire told Somali National News 

Agency that they would welcome any that denounces extremist ideology and joins peace process. 

 

” Al-Shabaab commander for big terrorist explosions and training, Addow Moalim Isak surrendered to us 

today, he is with us now”, Mr. Shire said. 

 

” We have witnessed mass killings to civilians ruthlessly and I many others decided to defect and 

surrender to the Government and I regret that”, Addow, the surrendered militant said. 

 

The Somali Army Commander said that this militant was in charge in for big explosions and training, 

saying he operated in Bay, Bakool, Gedo, lower Jubba and Benadir regions. 

 

The group fighters laying down the army and coming to Somali National Army increased in this region in 

the latest three months now. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Pakistan claims rebirth in tribal regions 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/18/pakistan-ousts-terrorists-rebuilds-border-

region/  

GIST MIRAN SHAH, Pakistan — Clean, safe and secure. 

 

These are the supposed hallmarks of Pakistani tribal border regions touted by Islamabad, an image paid for 

with blood and treasure in a two-year campaign to clear North Waziristan’s provincial capital from groups 

such as the Pakistani Taliban and notorious Haqqani network. 

 

But the new schools, homes and markets with their glistening coats of paint and freshly poured concrete 

mask a seeming ghost town. 

 

Few residents of the largest city in North Waziristan rarely venture into the heart of the city center — the 

site of the some of the most intense clashes with radical Islamic militant groups that refuse to go away. 

 

The fighting had become so intense that Pakistan’s military, at the onset of the operation, forcefully 

evacuated thousands of civilians into “temporary displaced persons” camps elsewhere within the border 

region between Afghanistan and Pakistan — known as the Federally Administered Tribal Areas. 

 

From high atop Sarbanki Fort, one of several Pakistani army outposts manned by units from the “Golden 

Arrows” 7th Division, Brig. Gen. Jawad proudly pointed out for a small group of visiting reporters the 

burgeoning skyline of markets, schools, homes and businesses that cover a wide swath of Miran Shah’s 

new city center. 

 

When asked what happened to the homes and businesses that stood in their place before the government 

offensive into North Waziristan, Gen. Jawad replied dispassionately, “They were no more. Wiped away 

clean.” 

 

In the two years since the official end of the North Waziristan operation, Islamabad claims life has slowly 

returned to Miran Shah and the surrounding provinces, despite continuing complaints from the Trump 

administration and the Afghan government that Pakistan is not going enough to root outextremist groups 

that use the border regions as a sanctuary, training base and launching pad for attacks inside Afghanistan. 

 

Maj. Gen. Azhar Ali Shah, head of all 7th Division forces in North Waziristan, said in a briefing that he 

has “taken a back seat” to Pakistani military and civilian-led redevelopment operations in Miran Shah, one 

of the largest cities in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas. 

 

“In this whole area, I do not have any enemies,” he said. 

 

One fresh sign of progress: Pakistan on March 10 announced the reopening of a key Ghulam Khan border 

post between the North Waziristan tribal region and Afghanistan, allowing for trade convoys to pass. The 

crossing was closed for three years after government forces launched a major operation against the 

Pakistani Taliban and foreign militants in the area. 

 

At a low point in Islamabad-Washington relations, President Trump singled out Pakistan as a problem last 

summer in his revised battle plan for Afghanistan. 

 

Gen. Joseph L. Votel, head of Central Command, which oversees the South Asian theater, and Gen. John 

Nicholson, who commands the 14,000-plus U.S. troops stationed in Afghanistan, recently called out 

Pakistan from what the Pentagon said was an insufficient effort in dealing with terrorist groups on its soil. 

 

“Having sanctuary in Pakistan or having support from other actors in the region certainly is an aspect of 

the Taliban’s success here,” Gen. Votel told a March 14 Senate Armed Services Committee hearing in 

Washington. “I cannot tell you that we have seen decisive changes in the areas in which we’re working, 

but I remain very well-engaged with my [Pakistani] partner to ensure that we are moving forward on this.” 
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Radical links 

 

Despite Pakistan’s public pronouncements, many U.S. officials and private analysts contend its powerful 

intelligence services maintain long-standing links to radical Islamist groups as a lever to pressure Kabul 

and as an asset in Islamabad’s rivalry with its greatest strategic challenge: India. 

 

But Gen. Azhar said his country’s contributions and sufferings from the global war on terror, some with 

roots in the U.S.-backed war against the Soviet Union in Afghanistan in the 1980s, have been consistently 

overlooked by Washington and other foreign critics. Over 800 Pakistani soldiers died and 3,500 were 

wounded in the operation to flush out extremist groups from their redoubts in North Waziristan, he said. 

 

“We did not fight the population; we [only] fought the terrorists” he said. 

 

But that success has come at a cost that is evident from a quick survey of the landscape. 

 

Bombed-out plots of land that once housed local businesses lay in tatters, as do mud-brick compounds that 

housed generations of Waziri families. Trash and debris line the newly paved roads that cross the former 

Haqqani stronghold. 

 

Small black placards baking in the sun, erected by 7th Division troops, list the family names of those who 

owned the shops and homes, waiting for them to reclaim their property. 

 

Those who have stuck it out agree with Gen. Azhar’s contention that the most dangerous place on earth 

has turned a corner. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Man saved hundreds during 9/11 dies  

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/03/18/Man-who-helped-save-hundreds-during-911-dies-of-

WTC-related-cancer/9321521425746/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=4  

GIST March 18 (UPI) -- A New York City ferry captain-turned-firefighter who helped hundreds of people 

evacuate from the World Trade Center during the 9/11 attacks died on Friday at the age of 45. 

 

Thomas Phelan died of cancer that he developed from toxic fumes at Ground Zero in the aftermath of the 

terrorist attacks. 

 

Phelan was a captain of the Statue of Liberty ferry at the time of the attacks. When the planes hit the 

towers, he turned the ferry around and took part in the "largest evacuation in NYC history" by taking 

people to the other side of the Hudson River, NYC Fire Wire said in a statement. 

 

"He brought supplies, rescue workers & was a huge part of the operation," NYC Fire Wire said. 

 

Two years later, Phelan joined the New York City Fire Department. 

 

"He would help anyone and everyone any chance he could," wrote Paul Iannizzotto, who worked with 

Phelan at Engine 55, according to the New York Daily News. "I just can't believe this and honestly don't 

understand why it's always the good ones we lose way to early. Always a stand up guy, always doing the 

right thing, and will be sorely missed." 

 

More than 170 FDNY crew members have died of illnesses caught from toxic fumes in the aftermath of 

the 9/11 attacks, according to the Uniformed Firefighters Association of Greater New York. 

 

More than 5,400 people have been diagnosed with cancer related to the 9/11 attacks, according to the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Group: Turkish-allied militia looting 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syria-monitors-turkish-allied-militiamen-looting-

afrin-53844854?   

GIST A Syria war monitoring group says Turkish-allied militiamen are looting the northern Syrian town of Afrin 

after the Turkish military and allied Syrian fighters seized control of it. 

 

The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said Monday the looting began on Sunday, after 

the Turkish and allied Syrian forces marched into the town center and raised their flags there — nearly two 

months after the offensive on the Kurdish enclave started. 

 

The troops faced little resistance from the Kurdish militia, which withdrew, vowing a "new phase" of 

guerrilla tactics against Turkish troops and their allied fighters. 

 

The Observatory, which monitors Syria's war through a network of activists on the ground, described 

extensive looting of shops, homes and cars in Afrin. 

 

It's unclear what Turkey plans after the capture of Afrin. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Egypt battles militants in Sinai 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/egypt-troops-36-islamic-militants-killed-sinai-battle-

53844970?   

GIST Egypt's military says four troops and 36 Islamic militants have died in the past five days of fighting in the 

restive Sinai Peninsula. 

 

Monday's statement says one officer was among the four killed army personnel. It also says that eight 

soldiers were wounded, including two officers. 

 

The military says that it also destroyed 400 hideouts, munition and weapons depots and dismantled 93 

explosive devices during the operation. 

 

It says 345 suspected militants and fleeing criminals have been arrested. 

 

Since Egypt launched the wide-scale operation more than a month ago, 20 troops have been killed. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Taliban attack kills 5 Afghan police 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/taliban-attack-kills-afghan-police-53830568?  

GIST An Afghan official says the Taliban have attacked security positions northwest of the capital, killing at 

least five police. 

 

Mohammed Zaman, the provincial police chief for Ghazni province, says the attack late Saturday set off a 

two-hour gunbattle. 

 

The Taliban have stepped up attacks across Afghanistan since the U.S. and NATO formally concluded 

their combat mission at the end of 2014. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Turkey takes control of Syria enclave 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/report-turkey-backed-forces-push-syrian-town-

afrin-53830986?  

GIST Turkey's president said Sunday that allied Syrian forces have taken "total" control of the town center of 

Afrin, the target of a nearly two-month offensive against a Syrian Kurdish militia, which said the fighting 

was still underway. 

 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said the Turkish flag and the flag of the Syrian opposition fighters has 

been raised in the town, previously controlled by the Kurdish militia known as the People's Defense Units, 

or YPG. 

 

"Many of the terrorists had turned tail and run away already," Erdogan said. 

 

Turkey's military tweeted that its forces are now conducting combing operations to search for land mines 

and explosives. The army tweeted a video showing a soldier holding a Turkish flag and a man waving the 

Syrian opposition flag on the balcony of the district parliament building with a tank stationed on the street. 

 

A Kurdish official, Hadia Yousef, told The Associated Press the YPG fighters have not fled the town, but 

have evacuated the remaining civilians because of "massacres." She said clashes in the town were still 

underway. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Claim: CIA ‘kill teams’ target terrorists 

SOURCE https://www.buzzfeed.com/aramroston/cia-trump-kill-teams-

terrorists?bfsplash&utm_term=.bxOjEQKnG#.qu8Q6VNKR  

GIST The Central Intelligence Agency has been deploying small teams of commandos to kill selected suspected 

terrorists, according to two sources familiar with the program. 

 

The program, which has not been previously disclosed, is coordinated by units from the CIA’s Special 

Activities Center, which oversees the agency’s paramilitary capability, the sources said. 

 

The CIA denied that it has such a program. “Your story is wrong,” said Ryan Trapani, an agency 

spokesperson. 

 

Director Mike Pompeo, who President Trump has just tapped to become secretary of state, has publicly 

said the agency will become more “aggressive” and “vicious” but has not mentioned the new effort to kill 

terrorists. 

 

The two sources said that now CIA commandos are leading squads on missions to kill terrorists on the 

ground. “It’s a small number where it has been kinetic, but it is happening,” said one of the sources, a 

recently retired intelligence official familiar with the program. “Kinetic” is the euphemism often used for 

violent military action. 

 

Both sources said that when Pompeo became director and first pushed for these lethal ground operations, 

there was resistance to this type of program from the military and the National Security Council. Later, 

though, they said, the effort was approved. 

 

“They are getting people on targeting lists,” one of the sources said. “Small teams are locating and killing 

bad guys. That’s what we are doing.” 

 

In 2009, the Obama administration shut down a similar CIA effort to stand up assassination squads. Under 

Obama, killing by unmanned drones surged, and the agency continues to use drones to attack suspected 

terrorists. 
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The Special Activities Center is now led by a former commando at the agency. BuzzFeed News is 

withholding his name at the request of the CIA. Until this spring, he was a senior aide to Pompeo, and 

before that, he served under John Brennan, Pompeo’s predecessor. He was, according to a source who 

knows him, a vocal proponent of more aggressive and audacious operations, and he pushed for the use of 

the SAC to kill terrorists. 

 

Pompeo, according to the two sources, also pushed for the capabilities and the authorization to launch 

lethal ground operations. 

 

The idea of using commandos to kill terrorists, rather than using Predator drones, is not new. 

 

Under Obama, of course, the CIA sent SEALs to Pakistan to kill Osama bin Laden. But sources say this 

tactic was extremely rare, as the Obama administration focused on the use of drones in its counterterror 

efforts. Under Obama, the military’s Joint Special Operations Command did conduct frequent raids in 

Afghanistan and elsewhere, but the CIA was not active, sources say, in the on-the-ground effort. 

 

Under former president Bush, the CIA had turned to Prince, the Blackwater founder, to develop the 

capability to conduct assassinations of terrorists. As BuzzFeed News reported, Pompeo installed a CIA 

official at the White House National Security Council who had once worked on that program. 

 

The Special Activities Center, previously known as the Special Activities Division, houses the CIA’s 

Ground Branch, a group of commandos; the Air Branch, which has intelligence, attack, and transport 

aircraft; and the Maritime Branch. All three branches have been on a recruitment and hiring and 

acquisition binge, according to the two sources familiar with the program. 

 

The Ground Branch, shortened to just “Branch” or “GB,” inside the agency, is made up of elite fighters, 

often taken from the ranks of SEALs, Delta Force, and Marine Special Operations Command. They are 

dubbed Paramilitary Operations Officers, or PMOO, which they pronounce “peemoo.” In the past, they 

were largely seen as support staff, helping case officers on projects, or for training foreign forces. Now 

they are used in direct actions and are operating on their own. 

 

There are only about 100 or so of these fighters, but under Trump the numbers have been growing. 

 

As BuzzFeed News first reported last year, another unconventional counterterrorism tactic the agency 

considered under Pompeo was privatizing some covert operations, intelligence gathering, and even a 

terrorist “rendition” in a Middle Eastern country. This plan, according to a source familiar with the project, 

has faded since news of the effort broke. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Military: 7 killed in Iraq helicopter crash 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/military/u-s-helicopter-crashes-western-iraq-rescue-underway-

n857156  

GIST All seven service members aboard an American military helicopter that crashed in western Iraq late 

Thursday were killed, according to two U.S. military officials. 

 

The crash of the U.S. HH-60 Pave Hawk helicopter does not appear to be a result of enemy activity and 

the incident is under investigation, U.S. Central Command and military officials said. 

 

"All personnel aboard were killed in the crash," said U.S. Army Brig. Gen. Jonathan P. Braga, the director 

of operations for the U.S.-led anti-Islamic State coalition in Iraq and Syria. 

 

The helicopter was used by the Air Force for combat search and rescue, and was in transit from one 

location to another when it went down Thursday afternoon near the town of Qaim, where where the anti-

ISIS coalition has an outpost near the Syrian border. 
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An accompanying U.S. helicopter immediately reported the crash and a quick reaction force comprised of 

Iraqi Security Forces and Coalition members secured the scene, according to a statement from 

CENTCOM. 

 

"While the investigation is still ongoing, there is absolutely no reason to believe this involved enemy 

action," said Col. Thomas Veale, a spokesman for the U.S.-led coalition battling the Islamic State. "All 

indications are this was an accident during a routine troop movement. The Department of Defense will 

release casualty details after next of kin notifications are complete." 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Violence claims more lives in Syria 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-thousands-fleeing-eastern-ghouta-corridor-

53815596  

GIST Government airstrikes on a rebel-held town east of the capital Damascus killed dozens and wounded 

scores on Friday, opposition activists said, as thousands of people left the besieged areas known as eastern 

Ghouta. 

 

The violence near Damascus came as Turkey's military rejected allegations it bombed a hospital in Afrin 

in northwestern Syria, where it's engaged in an offensive against Syrian Kurdish fighters. 

 

The military tweeted aerial footage and photographs of the town's general hospital it said were from 

Saturday morning, showing it was intact. The army said in a statement the Syrian Kurdish People's 

Protection Units or YPG were trying to create a "negative perception" of the Turkish military. 

 

The Observatory said that nearly 200,000 people have fled the region of Afrin over the past days and 

entered government-controlled areas nearby. 

 

Near Damascus, more than 11,000 people left eastern Ghouta on Saturday as government forces stepped 

up an offensive on the rebel enclave, according to Syrian and Russian officials. 

 

The Observatory said 30 people were killed in the Saturday morning airstrike on Zamalka that hit a group 

of people who were trying to flee into government-controlled areas. 

 

The opposition's Syrian Civil Defense said the airstrike killed dozens and wounded scores, adding that 

paramedics are trying to help people. 

 

The Observatory said government forces reached the outskirts of the rebel-held town of Kafr Batna 

marching in from the town of Jibreen that troops captured on Friday. 

 

Tens of thousands of residents from the area known as eastern Ghouta have fled to government-controlled 

districts since Thursday. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Claim: Seattle ‘hotbed’ foreign spying 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/former-fbi-double-agent-living-in-seattle-talks-about-

russias-meddling-with-the-us/281-529699576  

GIST With all the talk about the Russia investigation - and who President Trump might fire next - Former FBI 

double agent Naveed Jamali worries we're losing sight of a bigger problem. 
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"Russia really does see us as their main enemy. It's not the Russian people, per se. But it's Vladimir Putin," 

Jamali told KING 5 News. 

 

Naveed Jamali is the author of "How to Catch a Russian Spy." He believes Russian operatives are active in 

the US, in multiple ways, and says it's important to look at what they're accused of. 

 

Jamali worries not enough Americans are seeing the threat, especially here in Seattle where he believes the 

tech industry is a clear target. He believes it's time for Americans to start paying attention. 

 

"Seattle is a place where the Chinese and the Russians both have consulates. And I will tell you, as a 

matter of practical operations, if you have an embassy - there are going to be people there to spy. There are 

intelligence officers here, so Seattle is becoming a hotbed for this activity." 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Austin bombings ‘meant to send message’  

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/deadly-austin-bombings-were-meant-send-message-police-

chief-says-n857786  

GIST A deadly string of unsolved bombings in Texas this month was "meant to send a message," though Austin 

Police Chief Brian Manley didn't say what that message was during a Sunday news conference. 

 

Manley said that he hoped the bomber was watching and would "reach out to us before anyone else is 

injured or killed." 

 

The plea came as local and federal authorities increased the reward for information leading to a conviction 

in the bombings, which killed two and injured two others earlier this month, to $100,000, Manley said. 

Texas Gov. Greg Abbott was also offering $15,000. 

 

Late Sunday, Austin police were investigating an explosion in a neighborhood in the southwestern part of 

the city. Authorities said that two men in their 20s sustained non-life-threatening injuries and that they 

were still examining a suspicious backpack in the area. 

 

The nature of the explosion wasn't immediately clear, and there was no immediate indication that it was 

connected to the package bombings that killed Stephen House and Draylen Mason. Both men were 

African-American members of the same church, Nelson Linder, the local NAACP chapter president, told 

NBC News last week. 

 

Asked Sunday whether the bombings were racially motivated, Manley said it's possible. 

 

"We don't have any evidence," he said. "What we know for certain is: We have three victims that are 

victims of color, and we have three package bombs that have exploded on the east side of Austin," where 

many of the city's minority residents live. 

 

Brian Jenkins, an analyst with Rand Corp. who has studied bombings, said in an interview that Manley's 

invitation to contact authorities could prove fruitful. 

 

He pointed to the Unabomber, Theodore Kaczynski, who killed three people and injured nearly two dozen 

more during a bombing campaign that lasted two decades, and his "desire to communicate, to have some 

kind of pronouncement or manifesto." 

 

"He made the offer that he'd suspend his campaign if his manifesto was published," Jenkins said. "The 

publication of that ultimately led to him being identified." 
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HEADLINE 03/18 UK: nerve agent in car vent system 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/russian-spys-poisoning-uk-believed-nerve-agent-

car/story?id=53832515  

GIST The Russian ex-spy who along with his daughter was poisoned by a nerve agent in the U.K. may have 

been exposed to the neurotoxin through his car's ventilation system, sources told ABC News.  

 

Former Russian spy Sergey Skripal and his daughter, Yulia, were found slumped over, unconscious on a 

park bench earlier this month in the southern English town of Salisbury. The U.K. has accused Russia of 

bearing responsibility for the March 4 attack, which British officials say involved a military-grade nerve 

agent of a type developed secretly by Russia. 

 

U.K. officials now have a clearer picture of just how the attack was conducted, sources said. They believe 

the toxin was used in a dust-like powdered form and that it circulated through the vents of Skripal's BMW.  

 

Three intelligence officials told ABC News that the Russian military origin and the nature of the 

substance, a “dusty” organophosphate neurotoxin, are clear to them. 

 

“It is a Cold War substance, something they claimed never to have,” one senior intelligence official said of 

Russia to ABC News.  

 

The intelligence officials told ABC News up to 38 individuals in Salisbury have been identified as having 

been affected by the nerve agent but the full impact is still being assessed and more victims sickened by 

the agent are expected to be identified. 

 

U.S. government chemical warfare experts are also working closely with their British counterparts on what 

is a major investigation.  

 

“It's seen here as an attempted murder and premeditated,” rather than an attempt just to sicken Skripal with 

a non-lethal toxin or scare other Russian ex-spies, an intelligence official told ABC News.  

 

Among the more than three dozen sickened by exposure to the agent, most are believed to be suffering 

minimal symptoms in contrast to the hospitalized Skripal, his daughter Yulia and a responding police 

officer. 

 

Another possible clue to the poisoning is that sources told ABC News Skripal was shouting and acting 

incoherently in a restaurant just before he and his daughter collapsed. Such incoherent behavior could be 

consistent with the early stages of exposure to a nerve agent. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 United diverts flight; 3rd dog incident 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/dr-gridlock/wp/2018/03/17/united-flight-had-to-be-diverted-

because-it-accidentally-had-a-dog-onboard/?utm_term=.ce39f1b3f3ae  

GIST United Airlines had an in-flight incident involving a dog. 

 
No, not that one. 

 

Or this one. 

 

Another one. 

 

A United flight from Newark to St. Louis was diverted Thursday after the airline learned it had an 

unauthorized passenger onboard: a dog. The pet was bound for Akron, Ohio, but was mistakenly loaded 

onto the St. Louis flight, company spokeswoman Natalie Noonan told The Washington Post on Saturday. 
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And so the plane followed the dog’s itinerary. Flight 3996 banked toward northeast Ohio after the airline 

“chose the fastest option to reunite the dog with his family,” Noonan said. 

 

Passengers were provided compensation for the delay, Noonan said, but she declined to describe the 

compensation or confirm how many passengers were onboard. CNN reported 33. 

 

Ian Petchenik, a spokesman for the flight-data company Flightradar24, told The Post that the flight 

averages about two hours. This was a four-hour journey, with roughly an hour and a half spent on the 

ground in Akron after diverting near Columbus, he said. 

 

The incident was United’s third dog-related incident this week; fortunately this time, it led to a happier 

conclusion than the first. On Monday, a French bulldog puppy named Kokito suffocated to death in an 

overhead bin, after a flight attendant insisted the owner stow the dog there for a three-hour flight from 

Houston to New York. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Claim: UK cops at risk from Kremlin 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/uk-cops-will-be-at-risk-from-the-kremlin-if-inquiry-takes-them-to-

russia-says-the-detective-who-hunted-litvinenkos-killers?ref=home  

GIST LONDON—As one of Britain’s most senior counterterror investigators, former Detective Inspector Brian 

Tarpey conducted operations at the height of The Troubles in Northern Ireland; followed the trail of 

jihadis to North Africa; entered the notorious Black Beach prison in Equatorial Guinea; and tracked the 

2005 London terrorists all the way back to their lawless training camps in Pakistan. 

 

In all of his investigations, he says he was harmed only once: in Moscow, during the hunt for the killers of 

Alexander Litvinenko. The Russian dissident had died in London after being poisoned with a dose of the 

radioactive isotope polonium-210 that was slipped into a pot of tea. 

 

The Russian authorities said they would help the team from Scotland Yard to run down their leads and 

interview the prime suspects. Instead the detectives encountered obstruction, ultimatums, subterfuge, 

intimidation, a possible body double, and even a case of suspected poisoning. 

 

It was the most difficult foreign assignment of Tarpey’s career. 

 

When he sat opposite a delegation from the Russian prosecutor general’s office at the beginning of the trip 

in December 2006, he had no idea that the rogues’ gallery on the other side of the long table featured some 

of Vladimir Putin’s top enforcers including a future member of the U.S. Treasury’s sanctions list and the 

suspected mastermind of Russia’s alleged pro-Trump influence campaign. 

 

After just a few days of investigation in Moscow, it was obvious to Tarpey that this supposedly 

independent branch of the justice system was being run as a de facto intelligence operation with immense 

power and resources. They weren’t tested at the time, but he’s convinced that he and a colleague were 

given tainted cups of tea inside the prosecutor general’s office, which left them both suffering from 

gastroenteritis-like symptoms. Tarpey began to feel unwell as soon as he left the building. 

 

The very first thing the prosecutors had demanded from the British delegation at the meeting was a quid 

pro quo—we’ll let you interview your witnesses if you help us secure access to an anti-Putin dissident who 

had sought exile in Britain. At each subsequent meeting they would ask for updates on their request to 

question the arch-critic Boris Berezovsky, an oligarch who was once a powerful ally of Vladimir Putin. 

 

“It was a barter. They’d say ‘Yeah we’ll help you, but what about Berezovsky?’ And the long and short of 

it was that their investigator was allowed to come here to the U.K. and interview him,” Tarpey told The 

Daily Beast. 
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The British government has never admitted there was a trade-off to allow access to one of Putin’s most 

hated foes. Some five years after his visit from the Russians, Berezovsky was found dead with a ligature 

around his neck. 

 

An inquest recorded an open verdict, with the coroner admitting that he did not know if this was a suicide 

or an unlawful killing. One of Berezovsky’s friends who most vociferously argued that the oligarch had 

been murdered was Nikolai Glushkov. 

 

This week Glushkov body was found at his London home. He was the former head of the national airline 

Aeroflot, and was wanted in Russia on charges of fraud and embezzlement. His death may have looked 

like yet another suicide by a Russian dissident in England, but this time a pathologist observed that a 

compression to the back of the neck had been fatal.  

 

Thus, Scotland Yard’s SO15 counter terror command opened its second inquiry into the murder or 

attempted murder of a Russian émigré in less than two weeks. Sergei Skripal and his daughter, Yulia, are 

still in the hospital after being poisoned with a Russian nerve agent in the city of Salisbury in south-west 

England. 

 

“It just underlines the arrogance, doesn’t it,” Tarpey said. “In the midst of what’s happening in Salisbury, 

they may have gone and done another one. It’s almost like somebody is out of control. If you were the Mr. 

Big ordering these hits—which somebody obviously is—then you’d think, OK, maybe I’ll lay low a little 

while until Salisbury blows over before taking out the next one. 

 

“For me the second one is almost as scary, if not more scary than the nerve agent. It looks like you’ve got 

professional assassins effectively running around south London cold-bloodedly murdering people and 

setting it up like suicide.” 

 

The Home Office announced last week that it would review 14 cold cases reportedly linked to Russia by 

U.S. intelligence sources—many of them involved apparent suicide. 

 

Either of these Russian murder inquiries could end with another Scotland Yard inquiry in Moscow. 

Investigators may be able to follow traces of the novichok nerve agent used on Skripal in a hunt that’s 

reminiscent of the radioactive breadcrumbs left in the Litvinenko murder. 

 

The molecular signature of the chemical agent has already indicated that this substance was created in a 

Soviet-era covert chemical weapons laboratory. 

 

If another team is dispatched to Russia, Tarpey thinks the detectives would be put at risk. “I have no 

reason to think they wouldn’t be,” he said. “They did it to us, and they’ve come over here and done this 

again.” 
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HEADLINE 03/18 NKorea diplomat to Finland for talks 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/north-korean-diplomat-heads-finland-us-talks-

53831159?  

GIST A senior North Korean diplomat handling North American affairs is heading to Finland for talks with the 

U.S. and South Korea. 

 

South Korea's Yonhap news agency says Choe Kang Il was seen Sunday at a Beijing airport before 

boarding a flight to Finland. The report cites unnamed "diplomatic sources" in Seoul as saying Choe 

would take part in a meeting in Finland with former U.S. diplomats and South Korean security experts. 

 

Choe was in the delegation North Korea sent to last month's Winter Olympics in South Korea. 
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South Korea's Foreign Ministry did not give any details on the talks, but said the gathering would be 

similar to the so-called "Track 2" dialogue that has involved North Korean officials and former U.S. 

officials and experts. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Metro: SDOT misleading cost information 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/929009/seattle-operating-cost-streetcar/  

GIST The Seattle Department of Transportation provided misleading information about the cost to operate an 

expanded streetcar network to the Federal Transit Authority and the city council, according to King 

County Metro.  

 

A document obtained by The Seattle Times outlines a “concerning” situation.  

 

“SDOT appears to have ignored Metro’s estimated labor cost for streetcar O & M by $8 million and 

submitted information to the FTA and to the Seattle City Council that significantly underestimates the 

annual cost of operating the Seattle streetcar system when C3 is added. 

 

“Metro’s Rail Section has communicated to SDOT information that contradicts published information 

about estimated labor costs for Streetcar operations staffing, but neither FTA nor the Seattle Council 

appear to be aware of contradictory information,” the document states.  

 

Essentially, SDOT’s labor cost estimates were much too low. According to the document, SDOT assumed 

it would cost just over $16 million to operate the line. A total of $8.15 million was budgeted for staffing. 

Metro says more staff is needed to meet the expectations put in place by SDOT. It will cost an estimated 

$8 million more to pay for additional staff — raising total operating costs to $24 million.  

 

Metro is concerned because it will be running the system.  

 

It’s yet another black mark for the Center City Connector project that will cost an estimated $177 million. 

It will add a 1.2-mile streetcar tack that connects the line in South Lake Union and First Hill line.  

 

The project broke ground last year. City leaders questioned the project just days before crews began their 

work. The concerns raised then are what sparked the financial report by SDOT that is now in question.  

 

The price tag of $177 million was higher than initial estimates. Funding for the project includes a $75 

million grant from the FTA, about $30 million from City Light for utility relocation, and $45 million from 

the city’s budget through 2020.  

 

Actual ridership numbers are also in question. Currently under-utilized, SDOT projects the streetcar lines 

will get 22,000 riders per day in its first year of expanded service. By 2035, 30,000 riders will ride the 

streetcars. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 FBI at Civil War site for ‘lost gold’? 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/03/17/fbi-went-site-suspected-lost-civil-war-

gold-pennsylvania/434674002/  

GIST A 155-year-old legend about buried federal gold appears to have caught the attention of the FBI. 

 

Dozens of FBI agents, along with Pennsylvania state officials and members of a treasure-hunting group, 

trekked this week to a remote site where local lore has it that a Civil War gold shipment was lost or hidden 

during the 1863 Battle of Gettysburg. 
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The treasure-hunting group Finders Keepers has long insisted it found the gold buried in a state forest at 

Dents Run, about 135 miles (217 kilometers) northeast of Pittsburgh, but said the state wouldn’t allow it to 

dig. 

 

The FBI has refused to say why it was at the site Tuesday, revealing only that it was conducting court-

authorized law enforcement activity. Finders Keepers owner Dennis Parada said Friday he’s under FBI 

orders not to talk. 

 

Historians have cast doubt on the claim that a shipment of gold was lost on its way to the U.S. Mint in 

Philadelphia. 

 

Depending on who’s doing the telling, the shipment had either 26 gold bars or 52 bars, each weighing 50 

pounds (23 kilograms), meaning it would be worth about $27 million or about $55 million today. 

 

In an older post on the Finders Keepers website, Parada said his group found the likely burial site using a 

high-powered metal detector. But he said the state Department of Conservation and Natural Resources has 

refused to allow the group to dig. 

 

A department spokesman said Friday that the group previously asked to excavate the site but elected not to 

pay a required $15,000 bond. The spokesman referred comment on Tuesday’s activity to the FBI. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Police: dead friend Putin critic strangled 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/friend-dead-putin-critic-was-strangled-british-police-say-

n857346  

GIST British police launched a murder investigation Friday after an autopsy revealed that a Russian exile who 

was critical of Vladimir Putin was strangled in his home. 

 

Nikolay Glushkov, whose body was found Monday, died as a result of “compression to the neck,” 

London's Metropolitan Police said in a statement. 

 

Glushkov's death was a eerie echo of his friend Boris Berezovsky, an exiled Russian oligarch and an 

outspoken critic of Putin who was found in 2013 with a rope around his neck — and whose death was 

initially a suspected suicide. It was reclassified as unexplained. 

 

"Boris was strangled," Glushkov said afterward in an interview with The Guardian newspaper. "Either he 

did it himself or with the help of someone. [But] I don't believe it was suicide." 

 

So far, police said, there is no link between the death of Glushkov and "the attempted murders in 

Salisbury, nor any evidence that he was poisoned.” 

 

That was a reference to the attempted assassinations of former Russian double agent Sergei Skripal and his 

daughter Yulia, who were found unconscious last weekend on a bench in the city of Salisbury — and who 

police later said were poisoned with a nerve agent. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 DOE questions safety w/Hanford project 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/hanford/us-demands-proof-steel-is-safe-at-hanford/281-

529405621  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) — The federal government is demanding that the company building a giant 

nuclear waste treatment plant in Washington state provide records proving that the steel used in the nearly 

$17 billion project meets safety standards. 
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The U.S. Department of Energy says in a letter obtained by The Associated Press that records needed to 

ensure that the structural steel used in the project is safe are either missing or of "indeterminate quality." 

 

"This condition is a potentially unrecoverable quality issue," said the letter sent March 6 from the agency's 

Office of River Protection in Richland, Washington, to Bechtel National Inc., which is building the long-

delayed plant to dispose of wastes created in the production of plutonium for nuclear weapons. 

 

The agency gave Bechtel National 14 days to provide proof that work on the project should continue. 

 

The plant is located on the Hanford Nuclear Reservation near Richland, Washington, which for decades 

made most of the plutonium for the nation's nuclear weapons arsenal. The resulting 56 million gallons 

(211 million liters) of radioactive and hazardous wastes are stored in 177 underground tanks, many of 

which are leaking. 

 

The waste treatment plant is designed to turn much of that waste into glass-like logs for burial, a 

technically demanding process. 

 

But construction of the giant plant, which began in 2002, has long been slowed by safety and technical 

issues. 

 

Bechtel National is working on providing the records, spokeswoman Staci West said. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Sheriff pocketed $750K from food fund 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/alabama-sheriff-legally-pocketed-750k-from-inmate-food-funds-

bought-beach-house/  

GIST GADSDEN, Ala. -- An Alabama sheriff legally used more than $750,000 of funds meant to feed inmates 

to purchase a beach house.  Etowah County Sheriff Todd Entrekin told The Birmingham News he follows 

a state law passed before World War II that allows sheriffs to keep "excess" inmate-feeding funds for 

themselves. 

 

Entrekin reported on state ethics forms that he made "more than $250,000" each of the past three years 

through the funds. 

 

The sheriff's annual salary is more than $93,000. He and his wife purchased a four-bedroom house with an 

in-ground pool and canal access in September for $740,000. 

 

Entrekin got a $592,000 mortgage. The home is one of several properties with a total assessed value of 

more than $1.7 million that the couple own together or separately. 

 

In a statement to NPR, Entrekin said the "liberal media has began attacking me for following the letter of 

the law." 

 

This is not the first time the law has made national headlines. In 2009, Greg Bartlett, who was then the 

sheriff of Morgan County, was thrown into his own jail by a federal judge after testimony from inmates 

about inadequate meals, including paper-thin bologna and cold grits. Bartlett testified that he legally kept 

as personal income about $212,000 over three years with surplus meal money but denied that inmates were 

improperly fed. 

 

In January, advocacy groups sued for access to public records to find out how much jail food money is 

given to sheriffs and pocketed. In the lawsuit, the Southern Center for Human Rights and the Alabama 

Appleseed Center for Law and Justice said 49 sheriffs had not complied with the request. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Austin package bombings mystery 

SOURCE https://www.statesman.com/news/for-investigators-race-decode-hidden-message-austin-

bombings/4PaxEkZ4ZrP7qQsCzFbdFI/  

GIST If the package bombs that have killed two Austin residents and seriously injured a third in recent weeks 

turn out to be the work of a single person, he or she will join a tiny but grim fraternity — serial killers 

whose weapon of choice was an incendiary device. 

 

The group is so small that police and psychologist’s efforts to draw meaningful conclusions about its 

members has met with uneven success. An FBI profile of the Unabomber identified him as an uneducated 

man in his 30 or 40s who probably worked menial jobs. But Ted Kaczynski was a 53-year-old hermit who 

held several advanced college degrees. 

 

Even within the minuscule group of deadly serial bombers, there are important distinctions, experts said. 

 

Some of the killers identified by forensic crime researchers selected their targets carefully. Thirty years 

ago, Walter Moody had a bomb delivered to an Atlanta judge he felt was responsible for his misfortunes. 

 

Other killers saw their deadly explosives as a dramatic protest against particular groups, with the 

individual identities of their victims apparently unimportant. In England, David Copeland’s 1999 bombs 

targeted blacks, Asians and gays. 

 

Still, researchers have identified some broad characteristics that police turn to in an effort to identify 

deadly detonators. All have been white men. While they have varied educational attainment, they were of 

above-average intelligence and mechanically inclined. 

 

Almost always, they were furious. 
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HEADLINE 03/19 Turkey embassy in Denmark firebombed 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/19/turkish-embassy-in-denmark-attacked-with-

firebombs.html  

GIST HELSINKI –  Danish police say they are searching at least two people suspected of attacking the Turkish 

embassy in Copenhagen with firebombs. 

 

Henrik Moll, head of Copenhagen police, told reporters Monday that no one was injured in the early 

morning attack that caused minor damage to the exterior of the embassy building. 

 

He said patrolling police officers partly witnessed the incident and saw two people fleeing from the scene. 

A criminal investigation has been launched into the matter. 

 

Danish media reported the bombs were apparently Molotov cocktails. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Arrest in SXSW concert bomb threat 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/18/us/sxsw-bomb-threat/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A bomb threat at South by Southwest on Saturday caused Bud Light to cancel a concert featuring 

The Roots. 
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Austin police arrested Trevor Weldon Ingram, 26, in connection with the threat. He was arrested on 

charges of making a terroristic threat. 

 

The incident began Saturday around 4:30 p.m. when a Live Nation Music representative contacted police 

to report a bomb threat received by email was made to the Fair Market event venue where "Bud Light x 

The Roots & Friends Jam" was scheduled to take place, police said. Officers responded to the location and 

found no explosives. 

 

As a result of the threat, Bud Light canceled the event. The company said in a statement on Twitter that 

"the safety of all fans at SXSW is our most important priority." 

 

SXSW also made a statement on Twitter, apologizing for the inconvenience. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Israel: Palestinian stabber shot dead 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/palestinian-stabs-israeli-jerusalem-shot-dead-police-

53834432?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Israel's Shin Bet security service says a Palestinian has stabbed an Israeli in Jerusalem, seriously wounding 

him. Police said he was shot dead by officers at the scene. 

 

The attack Sunday occurred in Jerusalem's Old City, home to sensitive holy sites sacred to Jews, 

Christians and Muslims. 

 

The Shin Bet said the attacker was from the West Bank city of Nablus. 

 

There has been a spike in violence since President Donald Trump's Dec. 6 recognition of Jerusalem as 

Israel's capital. Palestinians seek east Jerusalem as their future capital and view Trump's decision as siding 

with Israel. 

 

On Friday, a Palestinian killed two Israeli soldiers and badly wounded two others when he drove his car 

into them in the West Bank. 

 

Stabbings and car-ramming have been widely used by Palestinian assailants. 
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HEADLINE 03/18 Britain: car rams into nightclub; 13 hurt 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/13-hurt-car-rams-nightclub-britain-53831887?   

GIST British police say a man who had been kicked out of a nightclub rammed his car into revelers on a dance 

floor, injuring at least 13 people. 

 

The Kent Police force says the 21-year-old has been arrested on suspicion of attempted murder over 

Saturday's crash in Gravesend, 30 miles (48 kilometers) southeast of London. Police say they are not 

treating the incident as terrorism. 

 

Footage posted on social media showed a large car on a dance floor inside a marquee tent at Blake's 

nightclub. On Facebook, the club thanked "the heroic actions of our door team and guests to apprehend the 

individual before further harm was caused." 

 

Police said Sunday that at least 13 people suffered injuries including broken bones but none of the injuries 

is life-threatening. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Man shot in Seattle Central District 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/man-shot-in-central-district-gang-unit-detectives-investigating  

GIST SEATTLE -- Gang unit detectives with the Seattle Police Department are investigating after a man was 

shot in the leg in the Central District on Saturday night. 

 

Police say the shooting took place at 24th Avenue and East Union Street. 

 

The suspect fled before officers arrived. 

 

The Seattle Fire Department said a 43-year-old man was taken to Harborview Medical Center in stable 

condition. 

 

Police say his wounds are not life-threatening. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Indiana: fake Wounded Warrior bust 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/17/four-arrested-in-indiana-for-running-fake-wounded-

warrior-fundraisers-pocketing-money.html  

GIST Four people in Indiana were busted for running fake “Wounded Warrior” fundraisers to raise money for 

veterans but instead pocketing more than $125,000 for themselves. 

 

Police charged James D. Linville, 44, and Joanie Watson, 38, of Clarksville, as well as Thomas A. 

Johnson, 42, and Amy L. Bennett, 40, both of Henryville, with conspiracy to commit wire fraud and 

conspiracy to commit mail fraud. If convicted, the four could face up to 20 years in prison, the Courier-

Journal reported. 

 

Authorities said the four suspects led others to believe they were donating to various causes like the 

Wounded Warrior Project, which “serves veterans and service members who incurred a physical or mental 

injury, illness, or wound, co-incident to their military service,” according to the website.  

 

However, the donations went to the Wounded Warrior Fund Inc. and the Wounded Warrior Foundation 

Inc., which were created by one of the four people, U.S. Attorney Josh J. Minkler said Friday. 

 

The fake organizations claimed donations would go toward military families living in Indiana, Kentucky 

and Ohio. 

 

Officials said the four collected more than $125,000 donations from about 1,000 people and businesses 

who believed they were giving money to the real organization. Instead, the defendants deposited the 

money into fraudulent checking accounts and used it to go shopping for themselves, the indictment stated. 

 

Police said Linville also used the alias Sgt. Bob Davis while Johnson went by Paul Bradley throughout the 

scheme. 

 

The U.S. Secret Service and the Clark County Sheriff’s Department have been investigating the scheme 

for three years. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Deadly toll L.A. County street racing 

SOURCE http://www.stltoday.com/news/national/in-la-county-illegal-street-racing-has-a-deadly-

toll/article_14ae802d-b613-5c70-a861-ad2708ce1d21.html  
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GIST Southern California has long been an epicenter of high-speed car culture. Wild police pursuits dominate 

television newscasts. The “Fast & Furious” film franchise, which many cops blame for hyping street 

racing, was set in Los Angeles. 

 

Police say incidents of street racing are on the rise, driven by popular culture and the use of social media to 

draw contestants and evade authorities. In what racers call “takeovers,” participants use their cars to block 

off streets or freeways to stage races. 

 

In recent years, car clubs from neighboring areas including Orange County and the Inland Empire region 

have begun traveling to Los Angeles to compete against local racing crews, increasing the number of 

dangerous drivers in the county, investigators say. 

 

“We have the locations. We have lots of flat street. We have industrial parks. And the Hollywood 

connection,” said Chief Chris O’Quinn, who leads the California Highway Patrol’s Southern Division in 

L.A. County. “This is the place to be.” 

 

The deadliest year on record was 2007, with 18 fatal crashes. After a period with relatively few recorded 

deaths, the count grew in recent years, with 15 fatalities in 2015, 11 in 2016 and 12 deaths in 2017, the 

Times analysis shows. 

 

The dead were overwhelmingly male and young: More than half were 21 or younger, including two 

children, ages 4 and 8, killed along with their mother. Slightly less than half of the victims — 47 percent 

— were behind the wheel. The rest were either passengers in the speeding vehicles, spectators or people 

simply walking on a sidewalk or driving home. 

 

Deaths have occurred across Los Angeles County, but some places — Long Beach, Santa Clarita, 

industrial zones southeast of downtown and the wide boulevards that stretch across South L.A. and the San 

Fernando Valley — have been trouble spots. 

 

The only statewide agency tracking street racing incidents is the CHP, which has been doing so only since 

2016. From July 2016 to July 2017, the CHP recorded nearly 700 racing incidents in L.A. County. Those 

races involved roughly 17,000 vehicles and 22,000 people, according to the CHP data. The agency did not 

track fatalities. 

 

The Times examined street racing deaths since 2000. Its tally of 179 killed is a conservative estimate, 

because few law enforcement agencies track street racing fatalities and the incidents themselves are 

difficult to classify. 

 

Eric Siguenza, 26, and Wilson Thomas Wong, 50, were killed in February 2015 in an area of Chatsworth 

known as the “Canoga Speedway” while watching a street race with more than 60 others. 

 

Nine months later, three people, including a 15-year-old, were killed in Commerce when a Dodge doing 

doughnuts in the street collided with a Ford, striking spectators. Sheriff’s deputies said more than 100 

vehicles may have been in the area at the time. 

 

Those deaths occurred during takeovers. The potential for danger, authorities said, is high, reinforced by 

drugs, large amounts of cash and other criminal activity. 

 

“When you look at a takeover, you have a very large concentration of people, out of their vehicles, in a 

small area, and again you’ve got that 3,000-pound machine that is semi in control at best,” said Sgt. Jesse 

Garcia, one of the Los Angeles Police Department’s top street racing investigators. “You have the 

potential of a much higher number of victims should that vehicle lose control.” 

 

Racers at takeover scenes have grown more aggressive toward police in recent years as well, said O’Quinn 

of the CHP. Officers once were able to scatter racers with a flash of their cruisers’ lights. Now, some in the 

car scene fight back, either blocking roadways to allow friends to escape or, at times, physically 
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confronting officers. 

 

A fire engine and ambulance responding to a medical emergency near downtown last year came across a 

takeover and were “surrounded by a large group in the hundreds, possibly more,” said Peter Sanders, a 

spokesman for the Los Angeles Fire Department. The crew put out a distress call after some racers leaped 

into the emergency vehicle, Sanders said. 

 

No one was injured, but another ambulance needed to be dispatched to help the subject of the original 

emergency call, who was struggling to breathe. 

 

“That activity placed somebody’s life in danger,” said Capt. Al Lopez of the LAPD’s Central Traffic 

bureau, whose investigators are searching for suspects in that incident. 

 

The takeover scene, police say, has grown stronger in recent years, bolstered by a young population 

hungry for attention on social media. Events can be organized within hours, and locations can be changed 

on the fly. 

 

Instagram “likes” on viral videos of stunts — people performing doughnuts or bouncing lowriders — are 

the new street cred, Garcia said. As much as $20,000 is bet on some illegal drag races. 

 

Tracking the number of street races is difficult. Street racing is not listed as a possible cause on state forms 

that record traffic collisions, so many agencies don’t keep detailed records. Others don’t agree on how to 

define a street race or speed contest. The penal code’s definition is broad and includes races against a 

“clock or timing device.” 

 

At least a dozen officers in the LAPD’s Central Bureau investigate street racing, focusing on organized 

meet-ups because spontaneous racing is nearly impossible to deter. Efforts to place a similar unit in the 

Valley, another racing hot zone, were abandoned for lack of staff, a street racing investigator said. 

 

Los Angeles City Councilman Mitchell Englander, whose district includes a stretch of the San Fernando 

Valley that is infamous for racing, is an outspoken critic of the scene’s culture and the department’s 

response. Three years ago, the city council approved an ordinance he authored that requires the LAPD to 

incorporate a wide array of data regarding street racing into the department’s crime tracking system. After 

a fiery racing-related crash claimed the lives of four young people in Northridge last October, LAPD 

officials admitted during a public hearing that they still weren’t doing so. 

 

“You can’t solve a problem that you don’t measure,” Englander said. 

 

Late last year, the LAPD began tracking fatalities, injuries, crashes and the number of citations related to 

races late last year, said Josh Rubenstein, a department spokesman. The information was added to the 

department’s crime tracking system in January, he said. 

 

The Times’ analysis found that at least 60 people died in crashes related to street racing in the city of Los 

Angeles from 2000 to 2017. Only two other cities in the county — Long Beach and Commerce — saw 

more than 10 deaths during that period. 

 

Neither the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department nor the Long Beach Police Department, two of the 

largest agencies in the region, have officers assigned to the county task force. 

 

County deputies are being trained to recognize vehicles that have been modified for racing, but, Detective 

Christine Ostrander said, “Our deputies are just overworked, understaffed.” 
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GIST Albania police have arrested 39 people in a crackdown on crime rings illegally sending about 1,000 

Albanians to Britain, the United States and Canada. 

 

Police chief Ardi Veliu said Saturday that, after months of an international investigation, authorities have 

identified seven criminal structures in ten countries in Europe and overseas that helped Albanians emigrate 

illegally by "falsifying travel and identity documents of European Union countries." 

 

Each had paid from $9,750 to $30,000 for the forgeries. 

 

In addition to those arrested, 12 people are still at large, including two Bulgarians. Police have also 

confiscated computers, cellphones, vehicles, cash, different documents and weapons in the case. 

 

Fighting organized crime and illegal trafficking remain key challenges for Albania, a NATO member since 

2009 which is hoping to launch EU membership negotiations this year. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Jail: multi-state ATM skimming schemers 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/romanians-sentenced-multistate-atm-skimming-

scheme-53824940?  

GIST Two Romanian nationals convicted in a multistate ATM skimming scheme have been sentenced to prison. 

 

They are part of a group that obtained debit card numbers and PINs from unsuspecting bank customers, 

then made unauthorized withdrawals from victims' bank accounts. 

 

Federal officials say the women installed ATM skimming devices in Massachusetts, Connecticut, New 

York, New Hampshire and South Carolina. 

 

Prosecutors say the money was transferred to parties throughout the U.S., Romania and China. 

 

Twenty-seven-year-old Denisa Bonculescu was sentenced Friday in Massachusetts to 21 months in prison; 

24-year-old Anamaria Margel was sentenced to 16 months. The two will pay more than $70,000 combined 

in restitution and could face deportation. 

 

Attorneys for them couldn't be reached for comment. The women are among seven people who pleaded 

guilty in the scheme in December. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Hate crimes in Texas underreported 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/package-bombings-killed-hate-crimes-state-hate-

crimes/story?id=53769512  

GIST Three package bombings that killed two people and injured two others, all of them African-American or 

Hispanic, in Austin, Texas, may have been motivated by hate, authorities said.  

 

Killed were a 17-year-old boy, an orchestral musician and essay contest winner, and a 39-year-old father, 

both of them African-American. A 75-year-old Hispanic woman was critically injured and an African-

American woman in her 40s was also wounded in the explosions.  

 

“We are not ruling out hate,” Austin Police Chief Brian Manley said in a press conference this week of the 

bombings that occurred in an 11-day span this month. In an interview with ABC News, Manley speculated 

on possible motivations for the crimes: “Is this driven by an ideology? A philosophy? Is it driven by 

hate?”  
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If whoever planted the exploding packages is found to have been motivated by hate, the bombings will be 

part of a larger trend of an increase in hate crimes in the Texas capital. But experts suspect hate crimes 

overall are underreported in Texas, and federal and state data obtained by ABC News show very few 

suspects are ever convicted of hate crimes in the state.  

 

"We don’t know for sure what the motivation is, not until the suspect is caught, questioned and prosecuted 

will we know that," cautioned Ryan Lenz, an investigative writer for the Southern Poverty Law Center, an 

anti-bigotry organization.  

 

But he noted that with all of the package bombings apparently aimed at minority residents, "There is the 

commonality of target."  

 

Reports of hate crimes in Austin rose by 46 percent in 2016, but that is against the relatively small totals of 

13 in 2015 and 19 in 2016, according to the FBI’s annual report on hate crimes. The city has nearly 

950,000 residents.  

 

Statewide in Texas -- the nation’s second-most populous state with about 26.9 million residents -- the total 

number of reported hate crimes in 2016 was just 178, according to the Texas Department of Public 

Safety’s Texas Crime Report.  

 

That fits the trend of roughly 200 hate crimes getting reported each year to law enforcement agencies in 

Texas, according to publicly-available Texas Crime Reports analyzed by ABC News.  

 

But those numbers strike hate-crimes expert Brian Levin as suspiciously low for such a big state.  

 

“Relative to its population, Texas reports fewer hate crimes than other big states,” said Levin, a 

criminologist and attorney who directs the Center for the Study of Hate and Extremism at California State 

University, San Bernardino.  

 

He noted that California -- which with 38.8 million residents is the only state bigger than Texas -- reported 

931 hate crimes in 2016. New York, the nation’s fourth-most populous state with a population of 19.4 

million reported 595 such crimes.  

 

“Something is wrong when Texas, as a state, has fewer hate crimes than some of the major cities in the 

U.S.,” Levin said.  

 

Texas had a rate of 0.7 hate crimes reported for every 100,000 residents, far lower than the rate of 3.1 for 

every 100,000 residents in New York and 2.4 for every 100,000 in California, using 2017 Census 

population figures.  

 

It’s not just Texas. 

 

Levin said law enforcement in Texas could do more to ensure officers recognize and investigate potential 

hate crimes.  

 

Indeed, Texas does not mandate training for police officers on how to investigate potential hate crimes. 

Gretchen Gribsby with the Texas Commission on Law Enforcement confirmed.  

 

In addition, Texas’ geography with its high numbers of people living in rural areas may partially explain 

why there are relatively few reports of hate crimes in the state, said Lenz of the Southern Poverty Law 

Center.  

 

“Less densely populated areas tend to report fewer hate crimes,” Lenz said.  

 

But he said Texas isn't alone in what he said is a general underreporting of such crimes.  
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”Hate crimes are wildly underreported, I mean, horrifically underreported,” Lenz said.  

 

One reason may be that victims of hate crimes may be reluctant to report what happened, he said.  

 

“Hate crimes likely aren’t being reported because victims fear law enforcement may not believe them or 

they may be embarrassed and not report to police at all for fear of putting a target on their home,” Lenz 

said. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Man accused in $500K+ gift card scam 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/man-accused-of-gift-card-scam-in-excess-of-500k/  

GIST LYNNWOOD — Hundreds of thousands of dollars were stolen from Target in a scam by a Snohomish 

County man, who figured out algorithms for the company’s gift cards, according to charges in King 

County Superior Court. 

 

The $500,000-plus fraud case was cracked by a journal found in a stolen car at a Kirkland motel. 

 

It was around 6 a.m. Nov. 28, when a Kirkland police officer found a Subaru with no license plates and 

many purses inside at a motel. A strip of plastic conveniently covered the VIN on the dash. A sloppy paint 

job left spray paint splashed over the tires, according to charging papers. 

 

Nearby, the officer noticed a man smoking, Jeffery Douglas Mann, 28. Mann watched the officer, but told 

him he didn’t know anything about the car. He walked away. 

 

Officers learned the Subaru was stolen a week earlier near Lynnwood. In the car police found burnt tinfoil, 

traces of what looked like crystal meth and more than 150 pieces of mail taken from addresses around 

Everett. Police recovered jail booking paperwork for a woman, 41, and handwritten notes. 

 

“He can get like 100 check digits in literally minutes,” one of the notes said. “Being around him is how 

I’ve always gotten my bomb.com card numbers that he’s gotten from Cali and Colorado and places like 

that.” 

 

A handwritten address book listed info for Jeff Mann, who has ties to Marysville. Letters mentioned going 

to Target stores that hadn’t been “burnt yet,” with a guy named Jeff. Police found gift cards for 

Hotels.com, Costco and the online video gaming service Steam, among other evidence. 

 

One Target receipt documented a purchase of $1,582 that had been paid for with dozens of gift cards. 

 

A registry showed Mann had been staying in a room at the Kirkland motel for a few weeks, and that he’d 

been driving a Volvo with temporary tags. Two days later he was driving the Volvo, with no license 

plates, when Kirkland police pulled him over. Inside the vehicle police could see about 100 gift cards. 

Mann had a fake ID and the tags on the car looked obviously forged, according to the charges. 

 

Mann agreed to talk with police for about an hour and a half — and his story often conflicted, the charges 

say. He told the detective he’d been working in the drywall business, but he couldn’t give details, and 

eventually admitted he hadn’t been employed for a while. 

 

Detectives asked why he went to far away places to avoid “burnt” Targets. He reportedly said the stores 

sometimes got suspicious and denied him when he tried to use too many cards at once. 

 

But he insisted to officers that his “side business” with the gift cards was legitimate. He’d buy cards off 

Paxful.com, a site that converts U.S. dollars to Bitcoin, at a rate of about 50 cents on the dollar, according 

to his explanation in court papers. He’d sell the cards at a profit, 70 cents per dollar. 
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Police confronted him about how suspicious that sounded, because gift cards bought at half price probably 

were stolen. 

 

“Mann claimed to not know that the funds were likely stolen and could not explain why he was being so 

deceptive if he had nothing to hide and was not doing anything illegal,” Kirkland detective Sean Carlson 

wrote in a report. 

 

Mann gave police permission to search the Volvo. Inside they found Target receipts; “dozens and dozens 

of gift cards” from Target, Steam and other businesses; laminating film; printer ink; blank gift card stock; 

and about a dozen grids full of numbers that were partly filled out. 

 

Police suspect he’d been using the grids to figure out the final digits in a series of gift cards. That could 

allow him to check balances and cash out the cards. 

 

Eventually, Mann admitted he and a friend had figured out the algorithm for the barcodes that ran on 

Target cards. He could take a group of barcodes to predict codes on other cards. Those cards would be 

bought and loaded by unsuspecting customers. He could use his profits to buy thousands of dollars in more 

gift cards, for resale online. 

 

Lynnwood police had been notified of a gift card scam linked to Mann as early as July 6. Police wrote an 

overview of what was happening at the Target in Lynnwood, and passed along the case to the U.S. Secret 

Service. 

 

Target released a statement about the case to The Daily Herald on Wednesday. 

 

“Last year, we identified an organized crime ring in the northwest United States that was accessing funds 

from select Target gift cards,” the statement read, in part. “We immediately contacted and began working 

with federal and local law enforcement agencies to investigate.” 

 

Mann was booked into jail Nov. 30. He’s charged with first-degree identity theft, forgery and money 

laundering in King County Superior Court. Police believe Mann is linked to a group that has stolen at least 

$500,000 in Washington state. The charges don’t give details about the fraud ring. 

 

Further investigation revealed the magnitude of the losses for Target — at least $249,000 directly 

attributed to Mann, in Washington, Nevada and Colorado, according to court papers. His bail was set at 

$200,000. 

 

He was supposed to show up for a jail work crew near the end of December but didn’t hook up his 

electronic monitoring equipment, according to the King County Jail. He escaped. 

 

“We haven’t seen him since,” jail Capt. Troy Bacon said. 

 

Snohomish County sheriff’s deputies arrested Mann again Sunday. He was being held in the Snohomish 

County Jail. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Man shot trying to get in patrol vehicle 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/929665/police-man-shot-killed-trying-to-get-into-patrol-vehicle/  

GIST GRAHAM, Wash. (AP) — Authorities in western Washington say a sheriff’s deputy shot and killed a 28-

year-old Spanaway man attempting to get into the deputy’s patrol car. 

 

The Pierce County Sheriff’s Department says the shooting took place not long after a woman called at 

about 9:30 p.m. Friday to report her friend was having a mental breakdown in the middle of the road in an 
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area called Elk Plain. 

 

The caller reported that her friend had a knife and was trying to get into other people’s vehicles. 

 

The sheriff’s department says a deputy arrived and the man refused commands and tried to get into the 

deputy’s vehicle, and the deputy opened fire. 

 

The man died at the scene. His name hasn’t been released. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 IRS: 1.2M cases ID fraud by illegals 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/irs-illegal-immigrants-identity-theft-

fraud/2018/03/16/id/849101/  

GIST The Internal Revenue Services documented over 1.2 million cases of illegal immigrants filing tax returns 

with illegitimate social security numbers in 2017, CNSNews.com reports.  

 

"We identified 1,227,579 electronically filed tax returns, processed in FY 2017 through April 18, 2017, in 

which the Individual Taxpayer Identification Number on the return does not match the Social Security 

Number on the Form W-2," the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration told CNSNews.com 

 

"Note that a Social Security Number may have been used on Form W-2 for more than one of these 

returns." 

 

Between processing years 2011 and 2016, "the IRS placed the employment identity theft marker on 

1,346,485 taxpayer accounts," according to a TIGTA report from last month. 

 

When asked by CNSNews.com how many of these cases "did the IRS refer to federal law enforcement for 

criminal investigation and prosecution? How many did they not refer to law enforcement and why not?" 

 

TIGTA responded: "We do not have this information." 

 

"Over the last few years, IRS-Criminal Investigation prioritized its limited resources pursuing identity 

thieves who stole millions of identities from innocent taxpayers and applied for, and received, tax refunds 

based on those identities," TIGTA added in response to a question about successful prosecutions of 

employment identity theft. 

 

"Additionally, based on how IRS-CI captures case-related information and how prosecutions are based 

(the federal violation utilized), it is not possible to ascertain the exact information for the question 

regarding how many cases the IRS pursued criminally where [Individual Tax Identification Numbers] 

holders utilized another individuals' [Social Security Number]. 

 

"To put it another way, in investigating the type of criminal activity that you inquired, IRS-CI, in addition 

to its traditional criminal tax statutes, would also likely utilize other statutes… which carry a more 

significant impact than the law cited in the 2004 TIGTA report regarding the fraudulent misuse of a social 

security number." 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Settlement after police dismissed ‘hoax’ 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/17/2-5m-settlement-after-police-dismiss-womans-kidnapping-

as-gone-girl-hoax.html  

GIST A couple have reached a $2.5 million settlement with a Northern California city and its police department 

after investigators initially dismissed the woman’s kidnapping as a "Gone Girl" hoax. 
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The term refers to a 2012 novel and 2014 film about a woman who fakes her own abduction. 

 

Police in Vallejo initially discounted a report by Denise Huskins and her boyfriend that a masked intruder 

drugged, kidnapped and sexually assaulted her in 2015. 

 

They realized the couple was telling the truth after a disbarred attorney, Matthew Muller, was implicated 

in another crime and connected to the abduction. He pleaded guilty to the kidnapping and is serving a 40-

year prison term. 

 

Vallejo police apologized after discounting the request for help. The city is about 32 miles northeast of 

San Francisco. 

 

“The conduct plaintiffs allege goes beyond defendants being skeptical, investigating alternate theories, and 

expressing skepticism,” U.S. District Judge Troy Nunley wrote in his 22-page decision, adding that, “A 

reasonable jury could find that defendants engaged in conduct that was extreme and outrageous.” 

 

Muller broke into the couple’s home, tied them up, and drugged them, prosecutors said. He put Huskins in 

the trunk of his car, and held her for two days in his South Lake Tahoe home. Investigators said they found 

videos of Muller sexually assaulting Huskins. 

 

During and after the kidnapping, Muller sent messages to a San Francisco reporter claiming that Huskins 

was abducted by a team of elite criminals. After she was released in Huntington Beach in Southern 

California, Vallejo police called the kidnapping a hoax, the Mercury News of San Jose reported.   

 

Muller was later arrested in connection with an unrelated attempted robbery in the San Francisco Bay 

Area. Authorities said they traced a cellphone to Muller and a subsequent search of a car and home turned 

up evidence connecting him to the Huskins abduction. Huskins sued police, and a judge ruled last year that 

the lawsuit could proceed. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 NKorea ‘pirate tactics’ for illicit trade  

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/north-korea/north-korea-uses-pirate-tactics-earn-millions-sanction-

busting-n856921  

GIST North Korea defied global sanctions to earn nearly $200 million in 2017 from illicit trade in goods like 

coal, oil and arms, in part by borrowing tactics from the golden age of piracy, says the leader of a UN 

panel of experts that issued a report on North Korea Friday. 

 

According to the report, despite four new sets of UN sanctions in 2017, the isolated nation has continued 

to earn hard currency through increasingly evasive shipping practices, like transferring petroleum from 

ship to ship at sea, manipulating locator signals, and changing vessel identifiers in the middle of a journey. 

 

"It's a bit like the pirates of the 18th century," said Hugh Griffiths, leader of the UN Panel of Experts on 

North Korea. "They're renaming the ships. They're disguising their nationality. They're painting false 

names on the ships to suggest that these ships come from other countries." 

 

The report says North Korea "is already flouting the most recent resolutions by exploiting global oil 

supply chains, complicit foreign nationals, offshore company registries, and the international banking 

system." 

 

Griffiths told NBC News that sanctions are working, but the North Koreans are also getting smarter. 

 

Last month, the U.S. Treasury Dept. published a sanctions advisory outlining the types of deceptive 

shipping practices North Korea employs and a list of the 24 tankers capable of executing ship-to-ship 
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transfers of petroleum and other banned items. A number of those tankers feature in the new UN report. 

 

In December, a tanker flying the Sierra Leone flag lingered in the East China Sea alongside a North 

Korean tanker called the Chon Ma San for an illegal ship-to-ship transfer of petroleum products. To avoid 

detection, the Chon Ma San's North Korean flag was painted over and the 3's in its international 

identification number changed to 8's. 

 

This January, a ship-to-ship transfer of petroleum products between the North Korean-flagged tanker Rye 

Song Gang 1 and the Dominica-flagged Yuk Tung took place at night. The panel said the nighttime 

transfer shows North Korea "is adapting its evasion tactics." 

 

Catherine Dill, a senior research associate at the Middlebury Institute of International Studies, agreed with 

the panel's assessment. "Part of the reason we focus on this is because ship-to-ship transfers are so 

dangerous," she said. "You have to have the right conditions. If you have rough seas it can be hazardous 

for the crew." 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Missouri: 241yr prison term for teen 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/missouri-defends-241-year-prison-sentence-for-16-year-old/  

GIST WASHINGTON -- Missouri is defending an extremely long prison sentence for a man who committed 

robbery and other crimes on a single day when he was 16. He won't be eligible for parole until he's 112 

years old. 

     

State Attorney General Josh Hawley says in a U.S. Supreme Court filing that defendant Bobby Bostic's 

241-year sentence for 18 crimes does not violate the Constitution's ban on cruel and unusual punishment. 

Hawley says a 2010 Supreme Court's ruling that outlawed life sentences for people under 18 who didn't 

kill anyone applies only to a sentence for one crime. 

     

The former St. Louis judge who sentenced Bostic disagrees. She now believes the term is unjust and is 

backing Bostic's high-court appeal. There's no timetable for when the justices will decide whether to hear 

his case. 

     

Now 39, Bostic has been in prison for more than 20 years. 

 

State and federal courts around the country have ruled differently about whether young people convicted 

of crimes can be sentenced to prison for terms that the American Civil Liberties Union, representing 

Bostic, said "exceed their life expectancy." 
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HEADLINE 03/16 UN: 84 activists Colombia killed last year 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/84-rights-activists-killed-colombia-year-

53807967?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The United Nations said Friday that 84 human rights activists were killed in Colombia last year as the 

country struggles to contain violence following a 2016 peace deal with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of 

Colombia. 

 

Analysts say the peace deal has led to an overall decrease in homicide rates. But in a report, the United 

Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights said activists and social leaders are still being targeted by 

drug traffickers, right wing death squads and smaller rebel groups. 

 

The report said the FARC's withdrawal from some remote areas of Colombia has set off fierce competition 

among criminal groups to gain control of the former guerrillas' assets, including drug trafficking routes 
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and fields of coca used to make cocaine. 

 

Human rights activists have been caught up in this new power struggle. 

 

"Several of the victims were apparently killed due to their support for policies derived from the (peace) 

agreement, such as the substitution of illegal crops and integral rural reform," the report said. 

 

The U.N. agency called on the Colombian government to provide greater presence in rural areas and 

develop programs that will lure local farmers away from illegal crops. It also urged Colombia to prosecute 

those who attack rights activists. 

 

"While significant progress has been made by the Office of the Attorney General to identify the material 

authors of the crimes, in most cases the intellectual authors have not been identified," the report said. 
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HEADLINE 03/16 France: huge wine fraud scam uncovered 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/french-fraud-body-unveils-huge-cotes-du-rhone-

53796158?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST France's anti-fraud body says it has uncovered a huge scam in which a merchant tried to sell more than 48 

million liters (some 12.7 million gallons) of wine falsely labeled as Cotes-du-Rhone. 

 

The DGCRF said in its annual report Friday that the fraud encompassed the equivalent of 13 Olympic-

sized swimming pools full of wine. 

 

About 20 million liters (5.3 million gallons) of the fake Cotes-du-Rhone were offered for sale between 

2013 and 2016 through the scam, including 1 million liters (264,000 gallons) bearing the prestigious 

Chateauneuf-du-Pape name. Investigators seized a 100,000-liter (26,400-gallon) vat of the latter wine. 

 

The merchant, whose identity wasn't released, was handed preliminary charges of fraud and deception. He 

was freed on a 1 million euro ($1.2 million) bail and banned from working at his company. 
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HEADLINE 03/17 Tip leads to arrest, weapons cache 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/walmart-employee-turns-man-charged-possessing-weapons-

cache/story?id=53816017  

GIST A Walmart employee's tip has led to a large weapons bust near a college campus in upstate New York. 

 

Federal authorities filed charges against Maximilien Reynolds, 19, on Friday for two counts of possession 

of an unregistered destructive device and a silencer, false statement in acquisition of a firearm and a false 

statement in required firearm record. 

 

According to the criminal complaint, a Walmart employee in Ithaca, New York, called police after 

Reynolds allegedly purchased ammunition, camping gear, drill bits, tools, hacksaw blades and knives with 

a gift card. 

 

Ithaca police and two FBI agents responded to Reynolds' apartment, where they encountered his girlfriend, 

who allowed them inside. The complaint alleges the small apartment was "in severe disarray" with random 

piles of clothes, food, laboratory glassware and math formulas written on the windows. The authorities 

also found a bulletproof vest, gas mask and saw knives lying out in the open before the woman alleged to 

be Reynolds' girlfriend ushered them out. 

 

Authorities later returned, voluntarily spoke to investigators and allowed his apartment to be searched, the 
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complaint states. 

 

The FBI found a bullet-resistant vest, military-style clothing, knives, military-style gas mask, MSR-15 

Patrol rifle, ammunition, a homemade silencer and bomb-making materials, including fireworks rigged 

with shrapnel. 

 

The suspect was previously known to authorities, as Reynolds had previously been detained by Ithaca 

police in June 2016 under Section 941 of the New York Mental Hygiene Law, the complaint shows. The 

law allows police officers to take a person into custody and take them to a hospital if they appear mentally 

ill. 

 

Reynolds used to be a student at Cornell University, but was currently taking classes at nearby Tomkins-

Cortland Community College. 

 

"On Thursday, FBI agents arrested Maximilien R. Reynolds following the reported seizure by the City of 

Ithaca Police Department earlier this month of a number of weapons in his possession at his residence in 

the city’s Collegetown neighborhood," Cornell University Police Chief Kathy Zoner said in a statement. 

 

"Cornell University Police is cooperating with IPD and the FBI in this investigation, and all agencies 

continue to work together to promote the safety of Cornell University’s campus and the surrounding 

community. 

 

"Neither Cornell University Police nor the lead law enforcement agencies in this case believe there is a 

threat to the campus or Collegetown." 
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HEADLINE 03/16 Israel: 2 killed in car ramming attack 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/16/middleeast/west-bank-car-ramming-attack-intl/index.html  

GIST Jerusalem (CNN) — Two Israeli soldiers were killed and three more were injured in a car ramming attack 

on Friday afternoon in the northern West Bank, according to the Israeli military and emergency services. 

 

The attack happened at 4:15 p.m. near the settlement of Reihan, about 25 kilometers west of Jenin, the 

military said. 

 

The Palestinian driver was evacuated to an Israeli hospital for treatment, said Israel Defense Forces (IDF) 

spokesman Lt. Col. Jonathan Conricus. The driver is being questioned. 

 

Earlier emergency services said three people had been injured. 

 

Conricus added that the ramming was a deliberate attack by the driver. 

 

The military said the soldiers were securing the routes around the settlement of Mevo Dotan in the 

northern West Bank. 

 

In response to the attack, Israeli Defense Minister Avigdor Liberman tweeted, "We will seek the death 

penalty for the terrorist, the destruction of his home, and punishment for anyone else involved."  

 

"This is terror that is promoted by [President Mahmoud Abbas] and the Palestinian Authority that pays 

money to the families of terrorists. We will stop them," he added.  

 

Israel announced that it would immediately suspend work permits for the driver's entire family, including 

67 employment permits in Israel, 26 trade permits, and four employment permits in communities.  

 

Hamas praised the attack, calling for an "escalation of the Jerusalem Intifada to increase the cost of the 
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occupier." Spokesman Fawzi Barhoom said the attack was "an affirmation of the insistence of the 

Palestinian people to continue the path of the resistance with all its means." Palestinian Islamic Jihad also 

praised the attack, claiming "there is no security and stability for this occupation."  

 

Palestinian Authority officials did not comment on the attack. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Study: ‘Big One’ impact on Portland 

SOURCE https://portlandtribune.com/pt/9-news/389522-280189-offshore-earthquake-will-devastate-portland-

area-much-more-than-scientists-thought  

GIST The "Big One" will devastate Portland even more than scientists previously expected, according to a new 

state geologists' study of how a major earthquake will affect the tri-county area. 

 

The study released Thursday found that a magnitude 9 earthquake centered off the Oregon Coast in the 

Cascadia Subduction Zone would cause tens of thousands of casualties in the Portland area, displace tens 

of thousands of residents from their homes, and cost tens of billions of dollars in building damage. 

 

In Portland alone, the study calculates 119 to 896 immediate deaths from a major Cascadia earthquake, 

depending on when it occurs, plus hundreds to thousands more life-threatening injuries and people 

requiring hospitalization. 

 

Throughout Multnomah County, 302 to 677 buildings are projected to collapse. 

 

"Although damage estimates vary widely throughout the study area, no community will be unharmed," 

concluded study authors John Bauer, William Burns and Ian Madin of the Oregon Department of Geology 

and Mineral Industries. 

 

Though considerably less likely, an earthquake of magnitude 6.8 epicentered in the fault below Portland's 

West Hills would be even more catastrophic locally — causing more than twice the casualties and 

damages — according to their study. That would prove more devastating than an offshore Cascadia 

earthquake for people living within 15 miles of the fault, scientists concluded. 

 

In a major quake centered in the West Hills, as many as 120,000 Multnomah County residents could be 

displaced from their homes, or nearly one in six people. 

 

Recovering from a Cascadia earthquake won't be just a matter of putting out fires and stemming floods. 

There will be region-wide challenges to restore power, bridges and freeways, provide emergency medical 

care and assure food and water can be delivered. It will take months just to inspect homes and other 

damaged buildings to see if they're safe to occupy. Meanwhile, many will have to find other shelter, and 

some work places will have to be closed or relocated. 

 

More sophisticated software, new findings 

 

The new study, while showing more severe impacts than previous estimates, didn't bring any surprises or 

point to any new preparation efforts that haven't been considered before, said Dan Douthit, spokesman for 

the Portland Bureau of Emergency Management. 

 

"We've already been expecting significant damages," Douthit said, "and every year that goes by, we get 

more and more prepared." 

 

Emergency planners still will focus on the region's greatest vulnerabilities, including more than 1,600 

unreinforced masonry buildings in the city of Portland. 

 

"We know that unreinforced masonry buildings are likely to collapse, especially during a Cascadia 

Subduction Zone earthquake," Douthit said. "Those pose an immediate life safety risk for people in them 

and people walking by during an earthquake." 

 

But the new study, using more sophisticated Hazus software developed for the Federal Emergency 
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Management Agency (FEMA), enabled scientists to drill down to damages at the neighborhood level as 

never before. The software is being constantly refined, incorporating real-world experiences from floods 

and earthquakes taking place around the world. 

 

That enabled scientists to calculate the number of deaths, life-threatening injuries and hospitalizations that 

will occur in different neighborhood clusters in Portland and cities around the tri-county area. 

 

Much of the damage from an earthquake depends on its severity and when it occurs. There will be fewer 

people injured if one occurs at night while people are sleeping, as wooden-frame homes are about the 

safest type of building construction during earthquakes. Quakes occurring during the daytime in the rainy 

season, when the soils are wet, will cause the greatest harm. 

 

In the city of Portland, a major Cascadia quake could cause 675 deaths, life-threatening injuries and 

hospitalizations if it occurred during a late night during the summer. If the same quake occurred during the 

day in the rainy season, the number of serious casualties would jump to 4,549, according to the study. 

 

State geologists plan to release a second phase of their study next year, charting the potential impacts to 

Clark County, Washington and Columbia County, Oregon. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 USCG: icebreaker program ‘at risk’ 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/federal-pages/dhs/uscg/icebreaker-program-greatest-risk-uscg-

appropriations-warns-commandant/  

GIST Coast Guard Commandant Adm. Paul Zukunft told Congress on Wednesday that he’s concerned about 

lawmakers gravitating toward flat budgets when the USCG needs money to grow, especially plowing 

forward with the critical icebreaker program. 

 

At a House Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation 

hearing on the fiscal year ’19 budget, Zukunft said the USCG is “working with the administration to 

finalize our long-term major acquisition project,” capital investment plan and unfunded priorities list. 

 

“Many of these were submitted months ago. We continue work with our department, and with the 

administration. We know you need those so you can help us in your endeavors to support the United States 

Coast Guard,” he said. 

 

Conducting one of its “largest responses ever” after a string of devastating hurricanes last year, the Coast 

Guard rescued nearly 12,000 people, Zukunft said, but this “all-hands-on-deck campaign… came at a 

cost.” 

 

“And I thank you and this Congress for the $835 million to address Coast Guard response costs, and 

rebuild damaged infrastructure to modern standards,” he said. “And while so many endured these natural 

disasters, transnational criminal organizations continue to raise havoc in the Western hemisphere.” 

 

Zukunft said that “given our important work in the high latitudes, coupled with an ever-increasing 

assertive Russia and China,” he’s “very pleased” that President Trump’s budget wish list “includes $750 

million for the Polar Ice Breaker Program, as well.” 

 

“Our request for proposals, released just two weeks ago, has energized the U.S. industrial base, and keeps 

us on track. We’re as close as we have ever been in over 40 years to recapitalize our nation’s polar 

icebreaking fleet, and we must keep this momentum going,” the commandant argued. 

 

While progress has been “meaningful and very encouraging,” it is “simply not enough.” 

 

“We need to continue building tomorrow’s Coast Guard. Years of fiscal constraint under Budget Control 
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Act caps have forced funding offsets, and reduced our force structure. Going forward, we require five 

percent annualized growth in our operations and maintenance account, and a minimum of $2 billion in our 

acquisition account,” the commandant said, touting the “small ask for a service that provides great return 

on investment.” 

 

Zukunft replied that he’s “concerned” when he’s asking for a five-year, $2 billion floor “and we’re seeing 

our acquisition budget continue to be funded below that floor — and icebreaking is clearly the biggest 

risk.” 

 

“There’s a $15 million annualized appropriation to keep the Polar Star in service so there is a smooth 

handoff between the Polar Star and the next heavy icebreaker. That gets us right back to the status quo, 

though,” he said. “And we’re still only a nation of one heavy icebreaker, which means we need to continue 

to build out that program of record. We need to provide predictability for our shipbuilders, as well.” 

 

The icebreaker program constitutes “an investment in our industrial base,” too, the commandant noted, 

“built in the United States and with United States steel.” 

 

“So of all our appropriations, this is one at greatest risk and it does concern me. And there is going to be 

tension as we look at how do we fund other priorities within the Department of Homeland Security, and a 

concern that I will pass on to my relief is you may enter another cycle of flatline budgets at a point in time 

where our needs are continuing to grow, particularly in this domain,” Zukunft continued. 

 

“2023 is when we anticipate taking delivery of the first heavy icebreaker. We want to sustain the Polar 

Star for two years beyond that to make sure as we go through sea trials that we’re fully mission ready.” 
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HEADLINE 03/14 EU backs Britain complaints over Russia 

SOURCE http://www.euronews.com/2018/03/14/europe-lends-its-support-to-britain-s-complaints-against-

russia  

GIST The poisoning of a former Russian double agent in Britain will be discussed at next week's summit of 

European Union leaders says European Council President Donald Tusk. Speaking at a joint press 

conference with Finland's prime minister, Tusk said this was no time for division in the west. 

 

"At a time when someone on the outside spreads fake news, meddles in our elections, and attacks people 

on our soil with the use of a nerve agent, the response must not be transatlantic bickering, but transatlantic 

unity," he said, although he criticised President Trump's import tariff plans. 

 

The Salisbury incident has raised concerns in Europe, but also support for Britain. 

 

"This behaviour is part of a pattern: annexation of Crimea, cyber attacks in Estonia and now we see 

chemical weapons being used in Salisbury, part of my constituency. We see the attempted murder of two 

people, a man and his daughter. This is unacceptable behaviour by Russia, it's an attack on the UK and the 

West must make it absolutely clear that this behaviour is absolutely unacceptable," said MEP Ashley Fox. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Snohomish Co. students join walkout 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/students-here-join-thousands-nationwide-to-protest-shootings/  

GIST EVERETT — Thousands of students around Snohomish County walked out of their classes Wednesday 

morning. 

 

Most protested for 17 minutes — 10 to 10:17 a.m. That’s one minute for every person killed in the 

shootings at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Florida. 
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The walkouts at local middle and high schools were part of a national movement exactly one month after 

the attack. 

 

The student-led events were a way to remember those killed, and for young people to demand action on 

gun laws, school safety and mental health care. 

 

Everett High School student Justin Zabel delivered a prepared speech through a megaphone on the front 

steps of the historic campus. Hundreds of students listened in the drizzle. 

 

He had explained the evening before why he felt compelled to speak up. 

 

“When I heard about the Parkland, Florida, high school shooting, it hit me really hard,” he said. “I was 

like, ‘That could have been my high school. That could have been me that was shot. That could have been 

my family that could be grieving.’ And I knew when I had that feeling, it was time to make a stand for our 

safety.” 

 

Zabel worries that bullying motivates some school shooters. He favors laws that make it harder for young 

people to access guns. 

 

On the front lawn, the crowd of Everett students chanted, “We need change! Enough is enough!” 

 

At Scriber Lake High School in Edmonds, the walkout was organized by students, including senior Tyler 

Blanchard. 

 

They oppose the sale of military-grade weapons to civilians, he said. 

 

Some school districts chose to excuse absences for the walkouts, while others said attendance policies and 

classes would continue as normal. 

 

In letters sent to families beforehand, leaders of local districts urged respect for students who chose to 

walk out, and for those who did not. While many students left classes, others chose to remain at their 

desks. 

 

Multiple districts did not allow news media on campus. Marysville was one of them. In October 2014, five 

students were shot, four fatally, at Marysville Pilchuck High School, before the shooter killed himself. 

This year’s senior class were freshmen at the time. 

 

Administrators in Mukilteo also asked reporters to stay off school property, including the fields at Mariner 

High School where students gathered. Just after 10 a.m., roughly 500 students filed out the main doors, 

according to school district estimates. At the same time, nearly 900 students spilled out of nearby Voyager 

Middle School. They walked out to the football field, circled the track and returned to class 17 minutes 

later, all in silence and without an adult having to say anything. 

 

The Mukilteo district has been affected by gun violence. Four Kamiak High School graduates were shot, 

three fatally, at a house party in July 2016. In February, a student at Aces High School was arrested for 

allegedly plotting a mass shooting on the campus. He remains in the Snohomish County Jail, charged with 

attempted murder. 

 

Multiple administrators expressed support for students exercising their freedom of speech, but said they 

could not sanction political messages. 

 

In Sultan, students felt they were being dissuaded from walking out. Some planned to leave the high 

school campus and walk to a gazebo on Main Street. They changed plans Wednesday morning to avoid 

possible discipline. 
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About 30 students marched to the sports stadium, chanting: “Spread love, not hate. We just want to 

graduate.” 
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HEADLINE 03/14 South Sound students join walkout 

SOURCE http://www.theolympian.com/news/local/article205085164.html#wgt=trending  

GIST South Sound students joined others across the country in a 17-minute-long walkout Wednesday morning 

to protest gun violence. 

 

The nationwide protest comes one month after the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in 

Parkland, Florida that left 17 people dead. 

 

Since then, students have pressed legislators to pass stronger gun laws. 

 

Among the local students who participated were those from Timberline, Olympia, Capital and Tumwater 

High Schools; Reeves, Aspire and Reeves middle school; and South Puget Sound Community College. 

 

School administrators in Olympia said last week that students could face unexcused absences if they 

participate. 

 

“(E)vents such as these are student-led events and not school-sponsored activities ...,” the district’s email 

noted. It said that classes will continue on their normal schedule during the walkout. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Snohomish Co. bans safe injection sites 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/snohomish-county-permanently-bans-heroin-injection-sites/  

GIST EVERETT — The Snohomish County Council passed a land-use ordinance Wednesday that would 

permanently ban supervised heroin-injection sites. 

 

The measure passed 4-0. 

 

The restriction was proposed by Councilman Nate Nehring to prevent any government-monitored injection 

sites like one that operates in Vancouver, B.C., and dozens of other locations around the world, where 

government nurses stand watch as drug users shoot up. Officials in King County and Seattle are 

considering opening a couple of sites based on a similar model in the hopes of lowering overdose deaths 

and preventing the spread of diseases. 

 

Council Chairwoman Stephanie Wright said there are no current proposals to establish any drug-

consumption sites in Snohomish County. Wright described the council’s move Wednesday as proactive. 

 

Councilman Brian Sullivan was out sick during Wednesday’s vote. 

 

More than an hour of public comments was dominated by people who opposed supervised drug-use sites 

for fear that they could worsen crime and encourage more substance abuse. They also could create liability 

for the county, if someone were to die of an overdose, they argued. On the other side of the issue, one 

person said the sites should be considered as a possible way to get more drug users into treatment and to 

lower crime. 

 

Snohomish County’s permanent ban follows a moratorium the council enacted in September. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Traffic deaths continue to soar 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/traffic-deaths-continue-to-soar-

despite-cities-pledges-to-get-them-to-zero/2018/03/14/36c57386-26c7-11e8-b79d-

f3d931db7f68_story.html?utm_term=.54c3257ac3b4  

GIST D.C. Mayor Muriel E. Bowser stood in the heart of Union Station on Feb. 20, 2015, and promised to lead 

the nation’s capital into an era free of traffic fatalities. 

 

“We are taking our first step toward realizing a ‘Vision Zero’ where no lives are lost on our streets or at 

our intersections,” said a newly elected Bowser, setting a goal of zero road deaths by 2024. 

 

Instead, the number of traffic fatalities has steadily increased since then, frustrating city officials and 

advocates, and seemingly putting the goal further from reach. 

 

The District is not alone. Data recently released by the Governors Highway Safety Association shows that 

after decades of improvement, the number of victims on the nation’s roads is rising across the country — 

especially among pedestrians. 

 

Traffic fatalities had been declining significantly since the 1970s as a result of safer vehicles, increased 

enforcement of laws on drunken and impaired driving, and a greater use of seat belts. 

 

The trend is a particular setback for cities such as the District and Los Angeles that in recent years have 

pledged a “Vision Zero” approach to reduce fatalities and serious injuries, and are instead seeing their 

numbers rise. 

 

“We don’t want this to be a trend,” said Sam Zimbabwe, a top District Department of Transportation 

official. “We’ve got real concerns that to get to zero we need to drive this number down.” 

 

In Washington, where Vision Zero is one of the mayor’s signature initiatives, there were 30 traffic 

fatalities last year, up from 28 in 2016 and 26 in 2015. Of those killed on D.C. streets last year, 11, or 

nearly 40 percent, were pedestrians. 

 

Los Angeles, which adopted Vision Zero two years ago, fell short of its goal of reducing traffic deaths 20 

percent by 2017. The 3 percent reduction the city experienced wasn’t viewed as much of a success because 

the share of pedestrian victims nearly doubled from 2015. 

 

Even in New York, where Vision Zero has been successful by some measures, several recent fatal 

incidents involving children as young as 1 have ignited protests and demands for safer street design and 

other pedestrian protections. 

 

“The news nationally is not good,” said Jonathan Adkins, executive director of the Governors Highway 

Safety Association, which issued a report last month that estimates about 6,000 pedestrians were killed on 

U.S. roadways last year. That number is basically unchanged from 2016 but represents a nearly 50 percent 

increase since 2009. 

 

Though the upward shift is most striking among pedestrian fatalities, overall traffic deaths also remain at 

an alarmingly high level, authorities say. For the second consecutive year, U.S. road deaths topped 40,000 

last year, according to the National Safety Council. 

 

“The price we are paying for mobility is 40,000 lives each year,” said NSC chief executive Deborah A.P. 

Hersman. “This is a stark reminder that our complacency is killing us. The only acceptable number is 

zero.” 

 

At least 33 U.S. jurisdictions are part of the Vision Zero initiative, modeled after a pioneering Swedish 

program started in 1997, with the aim of eliminating fatalities and serious injuries. To achieve the goal, the 

program uses strategies focused on enforcement, public education, street engineering and data collection. 
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But the increase in fatalities has led critics to question the effectiveness of the program and whether cities 

are doing enough to make streets safer for all road users. 

 

Few are willing to assign a clear cause to the increase in traffic deaths, but research shows alcohol, speed 

and distracted driving remain leading factors. 

 

Studies point to distractions among pedestrians, including texting while walking. The Governors Highway 

Safety Association study found marijuana use also could be a factor, noting that jurisdictions that have 

legalized the drug in recent years, including the District, have seen increases in the number of pedestrian 

deaths. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 US backs up UK on nerve agent attack 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/us-backs-up-uk-on-nerve-agent-attack-russia-is-to-blame?ref=home  

GIST The United States on Wednesday backed up the United Kingdom’s assessment that Russia was behind a 

nerve-agent attack against a former Russian spy in the United Kingdom.  

 

White House press secretary Sarah Sanders said the U.S. also supports the U.K.’s decision to kick out 

Russian diplomats as punishment.  

 

“This latest action by Russia fits into a pattern of behavior in which Russia disregards the international 

rules-based order, undermines the sovereignty and security of countries worldwide, and attempts to 

subvert and discredit Western democratic institutions and processes,” Sanders said in a forceful statement 

condemning the Kremlin. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Students unite from Tumwater to Seattle 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/03/tumwater-seattle-students-unite-gun-walkout  

GIST Absent any school bell to prompt them, thousands of teenagers in schools across Puget Sound left their 

classrooms as the clock struck 10 on Wednesday morning. 

 

Joining some tens of thousands of their peers across the country, the majority of the students walked out to 

send a message to Congress on gun control; others simply to memorialize the 17 people shot and killed at 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida exactly one month ago.  

 

“We are tired of waiting for adults to take action while we continue to suffer and lose our friends, our 

classmates, our teammates and our peers,” said Madison Thomas, a 20-year-old Seattle native who is 

among the 13 young leaders of the Women’s March Youth Empower group, which helped coordinate 

Wednesday’s massive protests across the country. 

 

For most of its participants, the National School Walkout underscored a call for gun reforms, including a 

ban on assault weapons and high-capacity magazines, an expansion of background checks to all gun sales 

and a rejection of proposals to bring more guns into schools, like President Trump’s NRA-approved plan 

to arm school teachers. 

 

In Seattle, students carried the message of gun-control reform with rallies that included an appearance by 

Mayor Jenny Durkan on the University of Washington campus and a visit by Gov. Jay Inslee to Ballard 

High School.  

 

But not all students around the state walked out as a form of political protest. 

 

In one of Puget Sound’s semi-rural, more conservative suburbs, student organizers in Tumwater toed a 

more cautious line, opting for unity over politics. “Our main message is to honor the lives of those who 
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were lost,” said Brad Blackburn, a junior at Tumwater High School. “That could have been anyone. So, 

our main focus is emphasizing school safety.” 

 

Tumwater High School, south of Olympia, draws from the rural parts of Thurston County. Tumwater itself 

is suburban, but students bus in from as far south as Littlerock off I-5’s exit 99. In sharp contrast to the 

progressive tilt of the state capital just 10 minutes north, Trump “Make American Great Again” hats are 

common among its approximately 1,200 students. During an assembly at nearby Bush Middle School last 

Veterans Day, some students flew a Confederate battle flag. 

 

Gun culture here is strong; the Tumwater High School rifle club receives $19,000 a year from the National 

Rifle Association, according to the Associated Press. The club’s website boasts of its NRA support.  

 

Blackburn, a Tumwater native, is the exception more than the norm: He’s Black in a mostly White school, 

pro-gun control in a gun-friendly area, and he knows people talk about him and sometimes scoff at what 

they view as his Second Amendment opposition. But years of speaking his mind have given him a stiff 

backbone and the fortitude to help organize the walkout.  

 

"Over time people have tried to bash me about it. But if you stand your ground, bullies tire,” Blackburn 

said.  

 

Blackburn was lonely once, the feeling compounded by both his skin color and his courage to speak out. 

“When you’re walking down the hallways, you know what people are thinking,” he said. “People don’t 

like what you’re doing. At times, I feel very isolated.”  

 

But he’s found a community in recent years in the school’s Cultural Awareness and Student Activism 

clubs, separate groups but with nearly identical members. It was a place where others who felt isolated 

could meet and celebrate diversity where it may otherwise lack. 

 

It was in these meetings that plans for the walkout first formulated. And as they planned, they faced some 

backlash from other students who saw it as a protest against the Second Amendment. Amiya Bernard, a 

recent California transplant who’s the president of the Cultural Awareness club, insists that was not the 

purpose of Wednesday’s walkout. But regardless, she said, “If you care about this stuff, you might lose 

friends.”  

 

Speaking before the 10 a.m. start of the event, she said that even if no one else showed up, the clubs’ 

walkout would be a voice for students too scared to speak out.  

 

As it turned out, more than 200 students filed out of the school’s front door, gathering behind 17 empty 

chairs placed outside, each one with a picture of someone who was shot dead in Parkland. As they locked 

arms in silence for 17 minutes, students who remained inside the school looked on through the windows.  

 

When the silence finished and students quickly returned to their classrooms — administrators adjusted the 

schedule to allow for the walkout — the organizers were elated, hugging each other, their teachers and 

even the principal, Jeff Broome. Aisha Thomas, a junior, said, “The fact that 200 people came is insane.” 

 

In northeast Seattle, a few thousand students from as many as seven different high schools gathered at 

Roosevelt High School on Wednesday morning, eagerly embracing their megaphone in calling for an end 

to gun violence through gun-control reforms. 

 

Together — shouting chants and holding colorful protest signs — they marched 1.5 miles from the school 

to convene in a massive rally at the University of Washington’s Red Square. 

 

Student organizers didn’t want to just stage the 17-minute walkout as the national movement called for. 

“This deserves more than 17 minutes,” said Zach Heffron, an 18-year-old senior at Nathan Hale High 

School who helped mobilize his peers. 
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In the days after Parkland, Heffron, Roosevelt senior Gabe Rosenbloom and Roosevelt junior Scout 

Smissen led the charge to organize the school walkout — drawing inspiration from the Florida school 

student activists who drew national attention with their #NeverAgain movement. 

 

“It’s always been that this happens and nothing comes from it – we’re numb to it,” Heffron said. “But this 

could be the one that we actually get the momentum on our side, we actually get something done and, as 

students, we raise our voices.” 

 

Rosenbloom, 18, said state and federal lawmakers should take note of the students walking out across 

America, because if the students aren’t at voting age already, they will be soon. “Hear our voice now 

because soon, you work for us!” he said in a speech at the UW rally that capped off their morning protest.  

 

Several students who marched said the Parkland shooting hit home for a simple reason: “Something like 

that could happen at Roosevelt, and the idea of that scares me,” Rosenbloom told Crosscut. “And that 

shouldn’t have to scare me when I’m in a place of learning.” 

 

But the motivations for some marchers and organizers was even more personal. The walkout came just 

days after a Roosevelt High student was hospitalized last weekend after she was shot in a reported act of 

neighborhood gun violence. And in that same neighborhood almost six years ago, five people were shot 

and killed in a mass shooting at Café Racer. 

 

“It was one of the most gruesome Seattle moments,” recalled Smissen, 17, who said she lost a “dear friend 

and a neighbor” in that tragedy. “For me, it’s not why I’m marching, but why wouldn’t I? There’s no 

reason not to be active in a time like this.” 

 

As the crowd of kids flooded off the Roosevelt High football field and down 15th Avenue Northeast, they 

were cheered on and applauded by onlookers. A group of elementary school students from the University 

Cooperative School held up handmade signs and gave the high school students high fives as they marched 

past, one person from an apartment yelling “You rock!” to the crowd and other adults lining the sidewalks 

in visible awe of the students. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 School walkout protests vary in tenor 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/824a04eecb8e4fc0875d9a0be8273c53/From-somber-to-angry,-school-walkout-

protests-vary-in-tenor  

GIST Students hoisted “Stand United” signs. They chanted “″Hey, hey, ho, ho - the NRA has got to go” outside 

the White House. Others put 14 desks and 3 podiums in a circle to honor the students and faculty killed at 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas High. 

 

These scenes played out across the country as students put down their pencils and pens and walked out of 

class to protest gun violence. Activists hoped it would be the biggest demonstration of student activism yet 

in response to last month’s massacre in Florida. 

 

A PERSONAL CONNECTION TO PARKLAND 

 

Students discuss gun violence ahead of a walkout at East Chapel Hill High School. 

 

At East Chapel Hill High School in North Carolina, senior Talia Pomp said one of her best friends attends 

Marjory Stoneman Douglas High and texted her during the rampage last month, leaving an everlasting 

impact on her. 

 

“That personal connection made it like super real for me ... and this has to be the last one,” said Pomp, 

who handed out orange T-shirts with #enough written on them to her classmates. 
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Some of her classmates aligned their desks in a circle to discuss gun violence in America. Above them 

hung an image of Che Guevara, a prominent communist figure in the Cuban Revolution who went on to 

become a guerrilla leader in South America and a universal symbol of revolution. 

 

PARKLAND HIGH - SHARING MORE THAN A NAME 

 

Students hold their cellphones at a rally at Parkland High School outside Allentown, Pa. 

 

Parkland High School outside Allentown, Pennsylvania, shares more than a name with the school in 

Parkland, Florida. 

 

Stoneman Douglass freshman Daniel Duff, who survived the shooting by hiding in a closet but lost seven 

of his friends, is the cousin of Collin and Kyleigh Duff, who go to Parkland High in Pennsylvania. The 

Duff siblings have been selling #parklandforparkland bracelets, raising more than $10,000 for the Florida 

shooting victims. 

 

Daniel Duff described what it was like to live through the shooting in a video that was shown at the rally. 

 

“How many more mass shootings does it have to take for real change?” he said. 

 

PROTEST AND BE PUNISHED? 

 

Students at Carlton J. Kell High School in Cobb County, Ga., sit in their classroom after they were asked 

not to leave by staff. 

 

While some schools encouraged the walkouts and arranged the school day around them, others took a 

stand against the protests and threatened punishment. 

 

At Kell High School in Marietta, just northwest of Atlanta, three of the 1,000-plus students walked out, 

then went back inside after their 17 minutes of protest. The school had said any protesting students would 

be punished, but it didn’t specify the consequences. 

 

Police patrolled outside. A British couple walking their dogs near the school wanted to encourage students, 

but they were threatened with arrest if they did not leave the campus. 

 

About an hour’s drive south, in Whitfield County, Superintendent Judy Gilreath wrote a letter threatening 

disciplinary action for students who walked out, citing concerns about confrontations between students 

over gun rights. And suburban Atlanta’s Cobb County School District, one of the state’s largest systems, 

announced that it does not support the walkouts, but the potential consequences didn’t deter some students. 

 

“Change never happens without backlash,” said Kara Litwin, a senior in Cobb County. 

 

A POEM FOR PARKLAND 

 

Yarmouth High School student Sage Watterson reads a poem she wrote titled “Never Again.” 

 

In Maine, most of the walkout demonstrations were postponed because of school cancellations following a 

snowstorm that dumped up to 20 inches. 

 

But more than 200 students gathered outside Yarmouth High School as snow pelted the crowd to hold a 

moment of silence for the victims. 

 

“This is not politics. This is life, and the loss of it. This is the indisputable fact that every student in 

America goes to school with a bundle of fear tucked into their backpack. It is exhausting,” said Sage 

Watterson, reading from an original poem, “Never Again.” 
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She said she wanted to “grab James Madison by the whig” and tell him that the use of a comma in the 2nd 

Amendment opened the door to gun violence he never could’ve imagined. 

 

“Do not use our forefathers’ words to mop up the blood on library carpets and cafeteria floors,” she said. 

 

HITTING CLOSE TO HOME 

 

A female student was fatally shot at Huffman High School in Birmingham, Alabama, earlier this month, so 

dozens of students walked outside and encircled a flagpole, which was still at half-staff in memory of 17-

year-old Courtlin Arrington. They spent 17 minutes in silence for each of the Parkland deaths, and 1 

minute for their slain classmate. A 17-year-old junior has been charged with manslaughter in Arrington’s 

death. 

 

“We were out there for the Florida victims, as many other schools were, but we were also out there for one 

of our own and I think that was the hardest part,” said senior DeCarlos Bates, 17. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Tens of thousands stage school walkouts 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/00f790b17b2542319cc1fa519259b86b/US-students-stage-school-walkouts-to-

protest-gun-violence  

GIST Warning their futures are being stolen from them, tens of thousands of young people across the U.S. 

walked out of school to demand action on gun violence Wednesday in one of the biggest student protests 

since the Vietnam era. 

 

Braving snow in New England and threats of school discipline in places like Georgia and Ohio, they 

carried signs, chanted slogans against the National Rifle Association and bowed their heads in tribute to 

the 17 dead in the Feb. 14 shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida. 

 

“We’re sick of it,” said Maxwell Nardi, a senior at Douglas S. Freeman High School in Henrico, Virginia, 

just outside Richmond. “We’re going to keep fighting, and we’re not going to stop until Congress finally 

makes resolute changes.” 

 

Across the country and beyond, students were urged to leave class at 10 a.m. local time for 17 minutes — 

one minute for each of the dead in Florida. At some schools, students didn’t walk outside but lined the 

hallways, gathered in gyms and auditoriums or wore orange, the color used by the movement against gun 

violence, or maroon, the school color at Stoneman Douglas. 

 

“I don’t want my mother or my father having to worry about me going to school getting an education and 

then my life is gone,” said Leticia Carroll, a 15-year-old freshman who helped organize a walkout of more 

than 100 students at Groves High School in Beverly Hills, Michigan, outside Detroit. 

 

She added: “We need answers. We need something done.” 

 

Max Poteat, a student leader at North Carolina’s East Chapel Hill High School, said he was struck by the 

emotional weight of the moment. 

 

“I think halfway through it really hit me, and I think everyone around, that these are teenagers just like us 

and that their lives were taken innocently — and that time is needed for change,” he said. 

 

In joining the protests, the students followed the example set by many of the survivors of the Florida 

shooting, who have become activists on gun control, leading rallies, lobbying legislators and giving 

articulate TV interviews. Their efforts helped spur passage last week of a Florida law curbing access to 

assault rifles by young people 
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In Washington, more than 2,000 high-school age protesters observed the 17 minutes of silence by sitting 

on the ground with their backs turned to the White House as a church bell tolled. President Donald Trump 

was in Los Angeles at the time. 

 

Students rally in front of the White House 

 

The protesters carried signs with messages such as “Our Blood/Your Hands” and “Never Again” and 

chanted slogans against the NRA. 

 

Stoneman Douglas High senior David Hogg livestreamed the walkout at the tragedy-stricken school on his 

YouTube channel. Walking amid a mass of people making their way onto the football field, he criticized 

politicians for not taking more action to protect students. 

 

He said the students could not be expected to remain in class when there was work to do to prevent gun 

violence. 

 

“Every one of these individuals could have died that day. I could have died that day,” he said. 

 

A nor’easter that buried Boston in snow and left many schools closed disrupted the protest plans. But 

hundreds of students still gathered at a Boston church before marching to the Statehouse, where they 

planned to lobby lawmakers to pass new gun regulations. 

 

“I feel like there is a certain power in kids standing up for themselves and standing up for their safety,” 

said Esmay Price Jones, 14, a Somerville High School freshman 

 

At other schools, students created symbols to try to represent the tragedy. At Cooper City High, near 

Parkland, students gathered around 14 empty desks and three podiums arranged in a circle outside the 

school, representing the 14 students and three faculty members killed in the shooting. The students then 

released 17 doves from a box. 

 

Some schools applauded students for taking a stand or at least tolerated the walkouts, while others 

threatened discipline. 

 

About 10 students left Ohio’s West Liberty-Salem High School — which witnessed a shooting last year — 

despite a warning they could face detention or more serious discipline. 

 

Police in the Atlanta suburb of Marietta patrolled Kell High, where students were threatened with 

unspecified consequences if they participated. Three students walked out anyway for the 17-minute 

protest. A British couple walking their dogs went to the school to encourage students but were threatened 

with arrest if they did not leave. 

 

The coordinated walkouts were organized by Empower, the youth wing of the Women’s March, which 

brought thousands to Washington last year. It offered the students a list of demands for lawmakers, 

including a ban on assault weapons and mandatory background checks for all gun sales. 

 

The organizers are seeking to keep up the pressure for stricter gun laws despite resistance from the White 

House and little action over the years on Capitol Hill. 

 

After initially endorsing an increase in the minimum age for buying assault weapons to 21, Trump left that 

out of a proposal that calls for a panel study on school safety. 

 

Education Secretary Betsy DeVos had no immediate public comment on the walkout. 

 

Historians said the demonstrations were shaping up to be one of the largest youth protests in decades. 

 

“It seems like it’s going to be the biggest youth-oriented and youth-organized protest movements going 
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back decades, to the early ’70s at least,” said David Farber a history professor at the University of Kansas 

who has studied social change movements. 

 

“Young people are that social media generation, and it’s easy to mobilize them in a way that it probably 

hadn’t been even 10 years ago.” 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Seattle task force pushes for more taxes 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/925685/task-force-employee-hours-tax-seattle/  

GIST A head tax on Seattle businesses may not be enough, according to a task force that is now recommending 

additional taxes on the city’s wealthy residents. 

 

“We therefore believe that the City of Seattle should pass legislation this year to generate $150 million per 

year in new progressive revenue, including an Employee Hours Tax,” the task force states in its report to 

the council. “… wisely invested over the next 10 years, will result in significant and measurable progress 

toward ending the crisis of homelessness and housing insecurity in our city.”  

 

The March 9 report from Seattle’s Progressive Revenue Task Force on Housing and 

Homelessness primarily proposes an employee hours tax — also referred to as a head tax. But it also 

proposes new taxes, including estate and CEO taxes. 

 

Additionally, the task force recommends the city change its approach to the homeless crises. For example, 

providing special RV tags allowing them to park without fear of being ticketed. 

 

The task force notes that cuts could be made to some city spending, such as the criminal justice budget. 

But it concludes that new revenue is the main solution to the homelessness crisis. The task force states that 

“tax burdens should not be increased lightly,” and that the homeless crisis is caused, in part, by Seattle’s 

economic boom. 

 

Employee hours tax 

The task force recommends the city establish an employee hours tax to go into effect Jan. 1, 2019. It 

provides a range of options based on employer size and type. In the end, it aims to raise between $25 

million to $75 million a year. The reports states: 

 

‘Employers that can afford to contribute more should pay more, while employers that cannot afford to 

contribute as much should pay less.’ 

 

Noting that it may not be perfect, the report encourages the council to “not let the perfect be the enemy of 

the good.” 

 

‘Care should be taken not to disproportionately impact POC- and other minority-owned businesses and 

employers, or to speed the process of gentrification and displacement that are already transforming 

business districts as well as residential areas in many neighborhoods where communities of color have 

historically resided.’ 

 

The city would tax employers either with a flat fee per employee or as a percentage of payroll. It also 

suggests the council design the tax to vary depending on business size. The report states that the council 

should design exceptions, such as businesses under a certain revenue threshold. 

 

Other new taxes 

The task force recommends additional taxes to raise beyond the $75 million employee hours tax. It admits 

that the amount it proposes won’t cover the entire housing need, but will be “a solid start” to solving the 

problem through affordable housing programs. 
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‘The city can leverage state and federal funding, but still Seattle must pitch in ~ $170,000 per unit. That 

means we need a total of $3.4 billion, or $340 million per year for 10 years.’ 

 

That $340 million annual need only covers capital costs, not ongoing operations. The task force therefore 

proposes a variety of additional tax strategies beyond an employee hours tax. 

 

• Local Estate Tax: Washington allows a tax on estates after an owner is deceased. The task force 

recommends increasing the estate tax locally by as much as 50 percent. 

• Exceptionally high compensation: A tax on companies that have a CEO-to-worker pay ratio above 

100-to-1. Portland passed a similar pay ratio surtax in 2016. 

• Raise the REET: Seattle could lobby lawmakers in Olympia to get a new real estate excise tax 

authority. This would be a tax on property sales more than $1 million, for example. It is also 

referred to as a mansion tax. 

• The task force asks the council to lobby state lawmakers to give the city the authority to tax: 

second homes; vacant/unoccupied property; and speculative real estate investment activity. 

 

Strategies 

The report also suggests a range of strategies to help combat the homelessness crisis. 

 

Strategies include: 

• A portion of the new revenue could be provided to faith communities in the form of grants. 

• Split employee hours tax revenue by 80-20 percent between affordable housing programs and 

emergency shelters. 

• Construct new shelter options until more affordable housing is available. 

• Support people living in their vehicles: Modify scofflaw rules; make safety lots for off-street 

parking with access to bathrooms and trash pickup; provide waste removal for RVs; payment of 

tickets beyond what vehicle residents can pay; provide repair for vehicles that cannot move; 

provide fuel; assist with insurance and drivers license issues; issue RV tags allowing them to park 

in designated areas without fear of being ticketed. 

• $10 million should be used annually to augment the Veterans, Seniors & Human Services Levy. 

• Support communities of color developing affordable housing. Prioritize projects that help “anchor 

communities of color and assist these organizations in developing internal capacity to conceive, 

design, finance, construct, and manage affordable housing projects.” 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Seattle 14-mile pursuit under investigation 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/926785/police-pursuit-seattle-kent/  

GIST Police involved in an approximate 14-mile chase from South Seattle to Kent are being investigated for 

their use of force in stopping a suspect, KIRO 7 reports. 

 

The chase began around 1:15 p.m. on Tuesday, March 13 in the 4400 block of Fourth Avenue South. 

 

According to the Seattle Police Department, the suspect driving a stolen truck was involved in “multiple 

collisions” before leaving city limits. KIRO 7 footage shows several collisions throughout the pursuit, 

including one that resulted in the driver of another vehicle being taken to the hospital. 

 

The pursuit ended around 2 p.m. in the 5700 block of South 272nd Street. 

 

Now, investigators are looking into whether or not law enforcement involved went too far in stopping the 

suspect, according to KIRO 7. 

 

That will depend on whether police violated pursuit policy. In Seattle, officers cannot pursue a suspect 

without justification that the need to stop a suspect outweighs the risk to the public. Simple traffic 

violations and misdemeanors, for example, are not reasons to start a pursuit, according to the department’s 
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policy. 

 

Officers are expected to end a pursuit when the risk outweighs the need to stop the driver. Factors to end 

the pursuit include location, road conditions, speed, traffic conditions, and more. 

 

During the March 13 pursuit, the suspect took law enforcement through several neighborhoods and a 

school zone. 

 

Whether or not police needed to pursue the suspect has yet to be determined. It’s likely they felt it was 

justified at the time because officers believed the suspect was involved in a weekend shooting. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Recall: Ford Fusion, Lincoln MKZ 

SOURCE http://www.fox5ny.com/news/local-news/ford-recalling-14m-cars-for-loose-steering-wheel-bolts  

GIST (WJBK) - Ford is recalling nearly 1.4 million midsize cars in North America because the steering wheel 

can detach from the steering column and drivers could lose control. 

 

The recall covers certain Ford Fusion and Lincoln MKZ cars from the 2014 through 2018 model years. 

 

Ford says steering wheel bolts can loosen over time. The company says it knows of two crashes and one 

injury caused by the problem. 

 

Dealers will replace the bolts with longer ones that have more aggressive threads and a nylon patch to stop 

them from coming loose. 

 

Just over 1.3 million cars in the U.S. are being recalled. The rest are in Canada and Mexico. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 EU plan for return of illegal migrants 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/14/eu-to-limit-visas-if-countries-refuse-to-take-back-

migrants.html  

GIST BRUSSELS –  The European Union moved Wednesday to speed up the return of unauthorized migrants, 

announcing plans to punish countries that refuse to take back their nationals by restricting visas for their 

diplomats. 

 

While the number of people entering Europe in search of better lives has dropped dramatically over the 

past year, EU countries only send back around half of migrants denied visas, often because the migrants 

have lost or destroyed their ID documents and it's difficult to establish their nationality. Fake ID is also 

often used. 

 

France, for example, is angered that Mali routinely refuses to take back people that Paris insists are from 

there. 

 

Formalizing a threat already made to some African countries by EU member states, the EU's executive 

Commission announced that it has "a new mechanism to trigger stricter conditions for processing visas 

when a partner country does not cooperate sufficiently." 

 

The aim is to target decision-makers by dragging out the application time for diplomatic visas, hiking costs 

or cutting short their stays. 

 

At the same time, the Commission said it plans to make tourism visas more attractive. It would allow for 

earlier applications, electronic visas, and strictly limited stays of one week in one EU country. 
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But the price of visas — already beyond the means of most Africans — would rise from 60 to 80 euros 

($74 to $99), leaving many heading to Europe in search of better lives with little incentive to apply. 

 

"With these changes, we will keep Europe's door open for bone fide travelers but closed for those who 

pose security risks," said EU Migration Commissioner Dimitris Avramopoulos. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Greece rejects Turkey extradition request 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/14/greek-court-rejects-turkish-extradition-request.html  

GIST ATHENS, Greece –  A Greek court has rejected a Turkish extradition request for a young woman who was 

among nine suspected Turkish militants arrested in Athens ahead of an official visit by Turkey's president 

late last year. 

 

The three-member panel of judges ruled Wednesday that 21-year-old Halaz Secer was in danger of being 

tried for issues other than what the extradition request sought her for and that her life could be in danger if 

returned to Turkey. The judges also ruled that some offences she was being sought for, like participating in 

protests and making banners, were not crimes. 

 

The nine were arrested in December for alleged links to the left-wing Revolutionary People's Liberation 

Party-Front, which Turkey, the United States and the European Union consider a terrorist organization. 

She denies the charges. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 UN seeks $540M for Palestinian aid 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/seeks-540-million-palestinian-aide-gaza-

53737918?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The United Nations says about $540 million is needed for humanitarian relief in the Palestinian territories 

in 2018. 

 

Jamie McGoldrick, the top U.N. humanitarian coordinator, said Wednesday that 75 percent of that sum is 

for Gaza, where "a man-made tragedy is unfolding daily." 

 

Gaza has been under an Israeli and Egyptian blockade since the Islamic militant group Hamas took over 

the territory in 2007. The closure along with Hamas' conflicts with Israel and a bitter power struggle with 

the group's bitter rival, the Palestinian Authority in the West Bank, has devastated the economy. 

 

Half the sum is to support emergency projects by UNRWA, the main U.N. agency for Palestinian 

refugees, after Washington slashed its funding this year. 

 

The rest is to fund food, water, health, sanitation, shelter and education projects. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Myanmar: ready for UN help w/Rohingya 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/myanmar-ready-rohingya-return-

53736960?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Senior officials in Myanmar announced Wednesday that they have begun talks with U.N. agencies to see 

how they could assist with the repatriation of Rohingya refugees who fled to Bangladesh to escape 

violence against them. 
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Foreign Ministry Permanent Secretary Myint Thu said the offices of the U.N. High Commissioner for 

Refugees and the U.N. Development Program responded last week with a proposal and concept paper to 

the government's invitation for U.N. involvement, which the government is now studying. 

 

"We considered that the time is now appropriate to invite UNHCR and UNDP to be involved in the 

repatriation and resettlement process, as well as in carrying out activities supporting the livelihoods and 

development for all communities in Rakhine state," Myint Thu said. 

 

Human rights experts believe safety cannot yet be guaranteed for about 700,000 Rohingya Muslims who 

fled the western state of Rakhine to Bangladesh after security forces carried out brutal crackdowns in 

response to attacks by Rohingya insurgents last August. 

 

Antagonism between Rakhine's Buddhist community and Rohingya Muslims led to communal violence in 

2012, forcing at least 140,000 Rohingya from their homes into squalid camps for internally displaced 

people. Most Rohingya are treated as stateless persons with limited rights, and the insurgents drew support 

from the discontented as prejudice against their community grew in overwhelming Buddhist Myanmar. 

 

Stanislav Saling, a U.N. spokesman in Myanmar, confirmed that in response to Myanmar's initiative, the 

U.N. agencies submitted a note proposing how they could help create conditions "for the safe, dignified 

and voluntary return for refugees, in line with international principles." 

 

Neither the U.N. nor the government made public details of the proposal. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Russia: UK expulsion ‘unacceptable’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-russia-rejects-ultimatums-spy-poisoning-

53733585?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Latest on the poisoning of a former Russian spy in England (all times local): 

 

2:10 p.m. 

 

Russia's UK ambassador says Britain's decision to expel some 23 Russian diplomats is hostile and 

unacceptable. 

 

The embassy says in a statement Wednesday that U.K. Ambassador Alexander Yakovenko was summoned 

to the Foreign Office and told of the expulsions. Prime Minister Theresa May announced the measure in 

response to the nerve agent attack on Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia. 

 

May gave the Russians an ultimatum until midnight Tuesday to explain how a nerve agent developed in 

the Soviet era came to be used in the March 4 attack. May responded with a package of diplomatic and 

economic sanctions after she said her request was met with disdain. 

 

Yakovenko says "we consider this hostile action as totally unacceptable, unjustified and shortsighted." 

 

——— 

 

1:30 p.m. 

 

A top Russian soccer figure is brushing off Britain's threat to ask its royal family to stay away from this 

summer's soccer World Cup in Russia. 

 

British Prime Minister Theresa May on Wednesday said Britain's royal family would be asked not to 

attend the tournament, as part of sweeping measures against Russia over the nerve agent attack on former 

Russian agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter in England. 
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Nikolai Simonyan, vice president of the Russian Football Union, was quoted by the Interfax news agency 

as saying "It's not so important that officials wouldn't come, that's their problem. It's important if the team 

comes, and it wants to come." 

 

——— 

 

12:50 p.m. 

 

Britain is expelling 23 Russian diplomats after the nerve agent attack on a former Russian spy — the 

single biggest such expulsion since the Cold War. 

 

Prime Minister Theresa May told the House of Commons on Wednesday that Russia has expressed 

"disdain" for Britain's wish for an explanation into the attempted murder of former spy Sergei Skripal and 

his daughter Yulia. She says that Russia's actions "represent an unlawful use of force." 

 

May said the Russian diplomats have a week to leave Britain. 

 

She also announced a range of economic and diplomatic measures, including a decision to cancel all high-

level bilateral contacts with Russia and to ask the royal family not attend the soccer World Cup in Russia. 

 

Russia has denied responsibility in the March 4 attack on the Skripals. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 UK expels 23 Russian diplomats 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/14/theresa-may-uk-expel-23-russian-diplomats-

over-spy/  

GIST LONDON (AP) — Britain is expelling 23 Russian diplomats after the nerve agent attack on a former 

Russian spy — the single biggest such expulsion since the Cold War. 

 

Prime Minister Theresa May told the House of Commons on Wednesday that Russia has expressed 

“disdain” for Britain’s wish for an explanation into the attempted murder of former spy Sergei Skripal and 

his daughter Yulia. She says that Russia’s actions “represent an unlawful use of force.” 

 

May said the Russian diplomats have a week to leave Britain. 

 

She also announced a range of economic and diplomatic measures, including a decision to cancel all high-

level bilateral contacts with Russia and to ask the royal family not attend the soccer World Cup in Russia. 

 

Russia has denied responsibility in the March 4 attack on the Skripals. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 FBI: should have done more in Parkland 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/14/fbi-says-it-should-have-done-more-run-

parkland-sho/  

GIST The deputy director of the FBI said Wednesday that the bureau should have done more in the run-up to the 

Parkland school shooting last month that claimed the lives of 17 people at Marjory Stoneman Douglas 

High in Florida. 

 

“While we will never know if any such investigative activity would have prevented this tragedy, we 

clearly should have done more,” Deputy Director David Bowdich said in prepared testimony for a Senate 

Judiciary Committee hearing. 
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Mr. Bowdich said the bureau got an email tip on Sept. 25 from a person in Mississippi who said someone 

using the username “Nikolas Cruz” posted on a YouTube page: “Im going to be a professional school 

shooter.” 

 

He said officials interviewed the tipster on Oct. 2, but the lead was closed after searches of FBI databases 

and open sources and a belief that the true identity of the poster could not be determined. 

 

Authorities say Mr. Cruz, 19, used an AR-15-style rifle to kill 17 people at Stoneman Douglas on Feb. 14. 

 

There was a subsequent phone call on Jan. 5 from someone identifying herself as a friend of the Cruz 

family who said the teen had threatened his mother with a rifle, that he wanted to kill people, and that he 

was “going to explode.” 

 

After the call, the FBI operator conducted a search of FBI databases and found the closed lead out of 

Mississippi. She consulted with her supervisor and the matter was closed, and the information wasn’t 

forwarded to a field office for further review, Mr. Bowdich said in his testimony. 

 

Mr. Bowdich said the FBI could have and should have done more in response, and that an internal 

investigation is ongoing. He said they’ve already doubled the number of special agent supervisors assigned 

to review tips received by “non-agent personnel.” 

 

“When we make mistakes, we will not hide them, and we are committed, with your help, to doing 

whatever is necessary to correct our mistakes and prevent tragedies like this one from being repeated,” he 

said. 

 

Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Charles E. Grassley convened the hearing to conduct oversight of 

what happened in the run-up to the shooting and discuss potential legislative responses. 

 

“At all levels, law enforcement must explain what went wrong, why it went wrong, and what steps it is 

taking to make sure these failures never happen again,” Mr. Grassley said as he opened the hearing. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Combat prep: tour of duty in Chicago 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/navy-medics-get-prepared-for-combatwith-tour-of-duty-in-chicago-

1521028800  

GIST CHICAGO— Konrad Poplawski, a 22-year old Navy hospital corpsman, is about to be deployed as a 

battlefield medic with the 2nd Marine Division, which has served in deadly battlegrounds in Iraq and 

Afghanistan. 

 

But first, he is making a pit stop at Cook County’s Stroger Hospital, which the Navy says is among few 

places here in the U.S. that provide experience treating the types of wounds they will inevitably see on the 

battlefield. 

 

For so long “the first time a corpsman got any trauma experience was when they were deployed, and some 

would just freeze up,” said Captain Paul Roach, the U.S. Navy surgeon who heads the program in the 

Great Lakes region. “We don’t want that to happen anymore.” 

 

The Navy is working to formalize a pilot program that has been tested here for three years, rotating newly 

enlisted hospital corpsmen—the combat medics for the Navy and Marines—and those needing a refresher 

while they are back home, for six to eight weeks through Stroger Hospital’s trauma center. The 14-bed 

unit treats over 6,000 trauma patients yearly, many of them with penetrating, life-threatening wounds akin 

to those on the battlefield. 

 

Though Chicago is experiencing a sustained drop in murders since a dramatic spike in 2016, it remains a 
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city where a high number of gunshot victims cycle through the trauma center night after night. 

 

About 30% of patients at Stroger Hospital, on Chicago’s near West Side, are admitted to the trauma ward 

with wounds from firearms, compared with a national average of 4.2% for level 1 trauma centers—

hospitals certified to have the resources to handle multiple victims with penetrating and other serious 

wounds—according to the National Trauma Data Bank. 

 

“The experience here can’t be replicated elsewhere, unless you have a major land invasion,” said Dr. Faran 

Bokhari, who chairs the trauma & burn surgery unit at the hospital. 

 

In many front-line Marine units, immediate medical care for gunshots, explosions or shrapnel comes from 

these corpsmen who mostly are young, new to the service and new to seeing up close the wounds they 

train to treat. The Navy medics, known as hospital corpsmen, typically receive 14 weeks of training in first 

aid and patient care in Fort Sam Houston in Texas after initial boot camp, and then have the option for 

additional training. 

 

The program at Stroger Hospital is part of a new push from the Department of Defense to prioritize 

civilian and military partnerships, specifically budgeted for in last year’s National Defense Authorization 

Act. Navy corpsmen started embedding at Stroger Hospital as part of a pilot program in 2014, but the 

program will be expanded and designated an official training rotation this spring. 

 

“Corpsmen are not routinely exposed to trauma or critically injured patients during their first 

assignments,” said Defense Department spokeswoman Maj. Carla Gleason. This “realistic, hands-on 

trauma training will allow them to hone their skills and increase their readiness.” 

 

In recent days, the group of corpsmen have learned skills including how to scrub in before entering an 

operating theater and how to operate a range of machinery, including suction machines for patients who 

are losing blood. After just two days of training, they fully immersed in the trauma unit’s team of doctors 

and surgeons, expected to help with procedures during the trauma unit’s busiest shift from 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. 

 

Navy corpsmen often operate independently in combat zones, and the immersion helps them learn protocol 

and procedures in a large hospital so they can later replicate that. 

 

“A lot of it is here’s your training, you learn, it gets drilled in into your head—then it’s just go,” said 

Andrew Swain, a 26-year old corpsman who has served as a medic in Iraq. During that deployment, in his 

first “mass-casualty incident,” he and just a handful of other medics had to treat about eight injured at the 

same time, all with traumatic injuries. 

 

A week into their training, the corpsmen have seen multiple patients come in with gaping bullet hole 

wounds, and one with a traumatic injury to the eye after a motorcycle he was working on blew up in his 

face. 

 

For Corpsman Poplawski, who grew up in suburban Michigan, it was his first time seeing anyone with a 

gunshot wound. 

 

The experience “has prepared me to deal with worse things out in the field,” he said. “I’ll be the only one 

out there, so I’ll have to learn from this.” 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Anger over Kent school district layoffs 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/03/14/parents-students-teachers-voice-anger-at-kent-school-district-for-

planned-layoffs/  

GIST KENT, Wash. -- Parents, students and teachers packed a Kent School Board meeting Wednesday night to 

voice anger at the district's plan to cut nine administrator jobs and 127 staff positions. 
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In a marathon public comment session, person after person wanted to know why these cuts are happening 

just weeks after voters approved new levies to fund the district. 

 

"I think if we knew ... you wouldn't have got your money," one parent said, alluding to the levies. "I feel 

like I've been had." 

 

The Kent School District announced in a news release Tuesday that it is eliminating nine administrator 

jobs and 127 staff positions in the 2018-19 school year. It was not immediately clear what positions — 

ranging from teachers to secretaries to librarians — would be eliminated across the district’s 42 schools. 

 

But the teachers' union said it believes as many as 130 of its members may lose their jobs. 

 

“To make these tough decisions, we looked at the entire KSD system,” Superintendent Calvin J. Watts 

said in Tuesday's release. “We looked closely at several factors at the school level including enrollment, 

program needs, student needs, and the unique needs of each school community.” 

 

The cuts are expected to save the district $18 million. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Link to more LNG exports established 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Energy-News/2018/03/15/Link-to-more-US-LNG-exports-

established/4851521105253/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_eng&utm_medium=22  

GIST March 15 (UPI) -- Improvements to a pipeline system in southern Louisiana will help with U.S. efforts to 

get liquefied natural gas to the market, TransCanada said. 

 

The pipeline company said it placed its Cameron Access project into service in Louisiana. The project 

involved overhauls and extensions to an existing network that would feed an export facility slated to start 

operations by the end of next year. 

 

"The completion of Cameron Access creates significant value for our customers by providing additional 

connectivity for their domestically produced natural gas to the high-value U.S. Gulf Coast LNG export 

market," Stanley Chapman III, TransCanada's president of U.S. natural gas pipelines, said in a statement. 

 

The $10 billion Cameron liquefaction project is led by a consortium of Japanese and French companies. 

The first train, a unit that converts gas to its liquid form, will be operational next year for exports. At least 

three trains are envisioned. 

 

U.S. leaders see LNG as a way to add diversification to a global energy sector that depends on a handful of 

major producers, like Russia. With shale natural gas production outpacing demand in some U.S. regions, 

and new infrastructure planned for exporting liquefied natural gas, outgoing U.S. Secretary of State Rex 

Tillerson said late January that Poland, which is almost entirely dependent on Russia, represents "fertile 

ground" for expanded business relations between the two countries. 

 

"U.S. companies have the right products and services to contribute to Poland's energy security," he said. 

 

Polish Oil and Gas Co., known commonly as PGNiG, signed a five-year contract to secure LNG from the 

Sabine Pass terminal in Louisiana, the first mid-term contract of its kind, in November. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Searches, arrests in Catalonia amid probe 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/15/searches-arrests-in-catalonia-amid-widening-probe.html  
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GIST MADRID –  Police in Barcelona have searched the seat of the Catalan regional government as part of a 

widening probe on the funding of last year's banned Catalan referendum on independence from Spain. 

 

A Civil Guard spokesman said agents also arrested a regional official in charge of the Catalan 

government's public campaigns, after raiding his office and home. The official spoke anonymously in line 

with internal rules. 

 

The Civil Guard, acting on the order of a judge, also searched the office of a pro-independence activist 

group, Omnium Cultural, whose former leader was preventively jailed last year on preliminary charges of 

hampering police work to halt the Oct. 1 vote. 

 

The region's separatist leaders unsuccessfully declared independence from Spain in October in violation of 

the nation's Constitution. Polls show Catalans are equally divided on the secession issue. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 NKorea foreign minister visits Sweden 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/03/15/north-korean-foreign-minister-visits-sweden.html  

GIST STOCKHOLM –  North Korea's foreign minister is visiting Sweden, a move that can be seen as a first step 

toward the Scandinavian country hosting a meeting between U.S. President Donald Trump and North 

Korean leader Kim Jong Un. 

 

The Swedish Foreign Ministry says Ri Yong Ho will meet his Swedish counterpart Margot Wallstrom 

during his rare trip abroad Thursday. 

 

The ministry said talks "will focus on Sweden's consular responsibilities as a protecting power for the 

United States, Canada and Australia," but also will also address the security situation on the Korean 

Peninsula." 

 

It added that a statement summarizing the talks will be made available Friday. 

 

Sweden has had diplomatic relations with North Korea since 1973, and is now one of the few western 

countries to have an embassy in Pyongyang. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Northeast to start spring w/snowstorm? 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-14/northeastern-u-s-may-start-spring-with-yet-

another-snowstorm  

GIST Boston and points north of New York City have as much as a 50 percent chance of ushering in the first day 

of spring with some sleet or even snow. 

 

The official March 20 start to the season coincides with forecasts for low-pressure systems to form over 

the Ohio Valley and the mid-Atlantic, with a 30 percent to 50 percent chance of winter weather in the 

Northeast and New England, according to Sean Ryan, a meteorologist with the U.S. Weather Prediction 

Center in College Park, Maryland.  

 

It would be the fourth winter storm to hit the Northeast since March 2 and could add to this month’s tally 

of thousands of grounded flights, millions of power outages and feet of snow from New Jersey to 

Massachusetts. 

 

“As for how much and exactly where, that remains pretty vague at this point,” Ryan said by telephone. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Detroit, Newark, Memphis airport measles 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/03/14/detroit-traveler-measles/425446002/  

GIST Visitors to airports in Detroit; Newark, N.J.; and Memphis may have been exposed to measles after cases 

were confirmed in two international travelers, health officials in two states said Tuesday. 

 

But people who received the measles, mumps and rubella vaccine twice as children are considered 

protected for life, federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention officials said. Others who have not 

been vaccinated or had only one shot could come down with the disease, which can be life threatening. 

 

The specifics: 

 

• Detroit. People who visited the North Terminal at Detroit Metropolitan Airport on the afternoon of 

March 6 likely were exposed to the highly contagious virus, according to the Michigan Department of 

Health and Human Services. Someone infected could develop symptoms as late as next week 

 

• Newark. Passengers in terminals B and C of Newark Liberty International Airport also were exposed and 

could develop symptoms as late as April 2, according to the New Jersey Department of Health. 

 

• Memphis. The young child diagnosed with measles arrived in Newark from Brussels and flew to 

Memphis International Airport that evening, exposing others along the way, New Jersey health officials 

said. 

 

In Detroit, "anyone who was in customs or baggage claim in the airport's North Terminal between 2 and 5 

p.m. (ET) that day should seek medical attention from their primary care provider if they develop 

symptoms of the disease," Michigan health officials said in a news release. 

 

But call the doctor first. A person with measles sitting in a reception area waiting for treatment can 

transmit the disease. 

 

Detroit Metropolitan Airport is a hub for Delta Air Lines in its McNamara Terminal. Various airlines have 

international flights — many based in the North Terminal — that fly to and from Brazil, Canada, China, 

France, Germany, Great Britain, Japan, Jordan, Korea, Mexico and the Netherlands. 

 

Passengers at Newark airport between 12:45 and 9 p.m. Monday could have been exposed to the measles 

virus, New Jersey officials said. It was not immediately known what flight the infected child boarded to 

Memphis and when the youngster arrived, but United does have a 7 p.m. Monday flight to Memphis that 

arrives around 9:10 p.m. CT. 

 

International travelers who arrived in Newark's Terminal B on flights from Amsterdam; Beijing; Bogota; 

Brussels; Cancun, Mexico; Copenhagen; Dublin; Edinburgh; Frankfurt; Geneva; Havana; London; 

Madrid; Manchester, United Kingdom; Lisbon, Portugal; Lomé, Togo; Mexico City; Monrovia, Liberia; 

Munich; Oslo; Panama City, Panama; Paris; Quebec; Reykjavik, Iceland; Santiago, Chile; Shanghai; Tel 

Aviv, Israel; Toronto; and Zurich were potentially exposed. Domestic flights from Atlanta; Cincinnati; 

Detroit; Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Minneapolis; Myrtle Beach, S.C.; Orlando; Raleigh-Durham, N.C.; and Salt 

Lake City also arrived during that time, according to Newark airport's flight list. 

 

Other travelers were exposed as the child made the trek to Terminal C, sat on the flight to Memphis and 

arrived at the airport terminal there.  

 

Measles begins with a "high fever, red eyes, cough, runny nose" and extreme sensitivity to light, according 

to the department. 

 

Not only is measles very contagious — it spreads through a cough or sneeze and even by being in a room 

up to two hours after an infected person has left — children younger than 5 can face serious complications, 

including permanent hearing loss from ear infections; pneumonia, which is a lung infection; or a swelling 
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of the brain called encephalitis. Pregnant women are susceptible to giving birth prematurely or having a 

low-weight baby. 

 

The illness has a 10- to 12-day incubation period. After the earlier symptoms, it develops into a red, raised 

body rash that starts on the head and face before progressing to the rest of the body. 

 

People may be contagious for a few days before symptoms become noticeable, health department officials 

said. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 What’s next after national walkout day? 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/15/us/national-school-walkout-whats-next/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A generation of students raised in the shadow of gun violence is sending a loud and united message 

to lawmakers: Enough is enough. 

 

A month after a gunman killed 17 people at Florida's Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, students 

across the country demanded lawmakers set up measures to prevent another mass shooting. 

 

In an unprecedented show of unity dubbed National Walkout Day, students put down their books and left 

class at 10 a.m. in each time zone for at least 17 minutes -- one for each person killed at the Florida school. 

Some students spelled out the word "Enough" on football fields with their bodies. 

 

"We are tired of being scared to come to school," said Ben Ramirez, a student in Los Angeles. 

 

In some places, students chanted "Hey hey, ho ho! Gun violence has got to go!" In Washington, students 

sat in silence, their backs to the White House. 

 

"Change is coming, change is here and change is here to stay," David Hogg, a Stoneman Douglas student 

who survived the shooting, told CNN's Anderson Cooper. "It shows that we have a national movement of 

young people, future voters ... coming out and standing together with us." 

 

Democratic New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, who lay down on the ground with protesters as part of a 

"die-in," said he was inspired by the student-led movement. 

 

"A new generation is rising, and they're not afraid of the NRA," he later tweeted. "America's students can 

clearly see what the GOP cannot: weak gun laws are at the heart of America's gun violence problem." 

 

Equipped with resolve and social media savvy, the students will gather again on March 24 for an event 

dubbed the March for Our Lives in Washington, where they'll send a message to lawmakers up close. And 

more protests are planned for April 20, the anniversary of the Columbine High School massacre in 

Littleton, Colorado. 

 

"This is not a matter of left versus right. This is a matter of public safety," said Cate Whitman, a junior at 

LaGuardia High School in New York. 

 

"We're all working together, which is something we haven't seen from the adults in a very long time." 

 

While students marched Wednesday, the US House of Representatives passed a bill to fund more security 

at schools. The bill had bipartisan support, but it frustrated many Democrats due to its lack of any gun 

control measures. 

 

"This is a pretense that we are doing something while assuring the NRA that we aren't doing anything," 

said Rep. Steny Hoyer of Maryland, the second ranking Democrat in the House. 
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Last week in Florida, the governor signed a bill named after Marjory Stoneman Douglas High. It raised the 

minimum age to purchase a firearm to 21, and the National Rifle Association quickly filed a lawsuit 

deeming it unconstitutional. 

 

And in Illinois, the state Senate passed a bill that raises the legal age to buy assault weapons to 21. 

 

The NRA reiterated its stance Wednesday, amid the protests. 

 

"I'll control my own guns, thank you," it tweeted, along with a photo of an AR-15-style rifle, the same type 

of weapon used in last month's massacre. 

 

In Parkland, Stoneman Douglas students rose before sunrise Wednesday to place hundreds of pinwheels 

around campus to mark the anniversary. 

 

In a quote hung on a sign near the school, the environmentalist for whom the school is named tells 

students to "be a nuisance when it counts." 

 

The students appear to be heeding that advice. Initially organized by the Women's March youth branch, 

the National Student Walkout on Wednesday demanded three key actions from Congress: 

-- Ban assault weapons; 

-- Require universal background checks before gun sales; 

-- Pass a gun violence restraining order law that would allow courts to disarm people who display warning 

signs of violent behavior. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Families voice input in search SPD chief 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/families-turn-anguish-into-action-voicing-input-in-seattle-

police-chief-search/281-528709865  

GIST As the city of Seattle searches for a police chief, families impacted by officer-involved shootings are 

getting involved in the selection process. Wednesday night, they met with Mayor Jenny Durkan to talk 

about the kind of leader they would like to see for the Seattle Police Department. 

 

Family members of Charleena Lyles, Tommy Le, Daniel Covarrubias, Eugene Nelson, MiChance Gittens, 

and Che Taylor attended the public meeting. The families are all connected by their loss of loved ones in 

officer-involved shootings. 

 

All of the incidents happened in recent years, mostly in the Seattle area. But some of the officer-involved 

shootings occurred in Pierce County. In certain cases, authorities called it justified, but family members 

see it differently. 

 

At Wednesday night's meeting, the focus was on finding Seattle's next police chief. Mayor Durkan listened 

as families shared their experiences with police. 

 

Family members called for more transparency in policing, and the mother of MiChance Gittens said, at 

times, a different approach is needed. 

 

"As far as using deadly force, is it absolutely necessary? Is there another way to de-escalate the situation," 

she asked. 

 

Mayor Durkan said, "It can be a real tough and dangerous job being a police officer, and that is why we 

have to do the cultural shift so when you get to that dangerous situation, the first reflex is not one of fear 

but one of training." 

 

As the city's search continues, families said they want to turn their anguish into action by adding their 
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voices to the conversation about Seattle's next police chief. 

 

There are 25 members on the Mayor's search committee for Seattle's next Police Chief. There will be more 

community meetings before the Mayor selects a Chief. It is a decision she plans to make by June. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 European gun-makers flood the US 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/03/15/european-gun-makers-flood-u-s-

firearms/427188002/  

GIST What links some of the deadliest massacres in U.S. history? 

 

That they were carried out with guns — that are either heavily regulated or banned in Europe — imported 

from Europe or produced by European-owned companies in the US.         

 

The gun used in the June 2016 mass shooting in a gay nightclub in Orlando that left 49 people dead — at 

the time the worst massacre in U.S. history — was a Sig Sauer MCX rifle. SigSauer is owned by 

Germany's Lüke and Ortmeier Holding Gruppe. 

 

Assault-type weapons like these are either banned or heavily regulated in Germany where they can only be 

purchased with a special license. 

 

Guns by Austrian arms maker Glock and Germany's Sig Sauer were used in the December 2012 massacre 

in a Newtown, Conn. elementary school that left 28 people dead — until the recent shooting in Parkland, 

Fla., the worst high school shooting in U.S. history. 

 

A Glock gun was also used in the shooting spree inside a movie theater in Aurora, Colo. in July 2012 in 

which 11 people were killed. 

 

A semiautomatic weapon by the Austrian gun producer again featured in the January 2011 massacre in 

Tucson, Ariz., in which six people were killed and Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords was seriously 

injured. 

 

Guns by Italian manufacturer Beretta were used in the April 2009 shooting in an immigration services 

center that left 14 people dead in Binghamton, N.Y. 

 

A German Walther and an Austrian Glock gun were used in the June 2007 rampage at Virginia Tech 

University that left 33 people dead — also at the time the worst mass shooting in U.S. history. 

 

All guns used in these mass shootings were bought legally in the U.S. 

 

This list of European guns featuring in U.S. massacres is not exhaustive, just exemplary. 

 

European gun-makers have doubled their exports into the U.S. civilian market between 2010 and 2016, 

according to U.S. government data compiled for DW by small arms trade expert Nicholas Marsh of the 

Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO). 

 

In 2010, European-origin guns accounted for two million of the estimated eight million US civilian gun 

market. 

 

In 2016, European-origin guns accounted for four million of an estimated 16 million U.S. civilian gun 

market. 

 

It shows that European gun-makers have kept pace with the market and ratcheted up their sales to 

Americans accordingly. 
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While European gun-makers have doubled their exports into the U.S. firearms market in less than a decade 

in part by marketing guns that are banned or regulated in their home countries to Americans, there has 

been little public knowledge or discussion about the role of European firearms in America's gun violence 

epidemic. "There is no debate about this in Europe really," said Marsh. Similarly, the significant role of 

European guns has also not featured in the U.S. debate about gun violence.      

 

One in every four guns of European origin 

As a consequence, European gun-makers defended their share of the U.S. gun market between 2010 and 

2016, according to PRIO researcher Marsh's analysis of data from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 

Firearms (ATF). 

 

"It was 25.7% then and it is 25.7% now," he said, which means that then as now one out of every four 

guns in the U.S. is of European-origin — with the key difference that the sheer number of European guns 

has doubled from two to four million. 

 

The largest European player in the U.S. market is Austria with more than 1.3 million guns exported in 

2016 compared to 434,374 in 2010. Austria's gun share stems almost entirely from Glock handguns, which 

are some of the best-selling firearms in the U.S. 

 

Croatia comes in second, shipping 574,486 handguns to the U.S. in 2016 compared to 239,021 in 2010, all 

from one company called HS Produkt. 

 

What is interesting about HS Produkt, said Marsh, is that the firm's entire business strategy revolves 

around marketing guns to Americans. "The U.S. market is basically what this company is selling into," he 

said. "So you have a company in Croatia which basically spends its time supplying the U.S. market." 

 

Germany, which exported 473,278 guns to the U.S. in 2016 compared with 266,688 in 2010, ranks third 

among European countries selling into the U.S. civilian market, ahead of Italy and the Czech Republic, 

with sales of more than 300,000 and 100,000 guns, respectively.  

 

But it isn't just Austria, Croatia, Germany or the Czech Republic that flood the U.S. with weapons. More 

than a dozen other European countries also shipped tens of thousands of guns into the U.S., among them 

Belgium (85,039), Finland (56,619), Spain (30,524) and the UK (10,061). 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Wash. moves to protect killer whales 

SOURCE https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/washington-state-directive-aims-endangered-orcas-

53759846?   

GIST With the number of endangered orcas that frequent the inland waters of Washington state at a 30-year low, 

Gov. Jay Inslee on Wednesday directed state agencies to take immediate and longer-term steps to protect 

the struggling killer whales. 

 

The fish-eating mammals that spend time in Puget Sound have struggled for years with a lack of food, 

pollution, noise and disturbances from boat traffic. There are now just 76 of the orcas, down from 98 in 

1995. 

 

Inslee said the orcas are in trouble and called on everyone in the state to do their part. His executive order 

aims to make more salmon available to the whales, give them more space and quieter waters, ensure they 

have clean water to swim in and protect them from potential oil spills. 

 

"The destiny of salmon and orca and we humans are intertwined," the governor said at a news conference 

at the Daybreak Star Cultural Center in Seattle. "As the orca go, so go we." 
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An orca task force forming now will meet for the first time next month and will come up with final 

recommendations by November. 

 

"This is a wake-up call," Suquamish Tribal Chairman Leonard Forsman said, adding, "It's going to take 

some pain. We're going to have to make some sacrifices." 

 

Many have been sounding the alarm for years about the plight of the closely tracked population of 

southern resident killer whales. The federal government listed the orcas as endangered in 2005, and more 

recently identified them as among the most at risk of extinction in the near future. 

 

A baby orca has not been born in the past few years. Half of the calves born during a celebrated baby 

boom several years ago have died. Female orcas also are having pregnancy problems linked to nutritional 

stress brought on by a low supply of chinook salmon, the whales' preferred food, a recent study said. 

 

"We are not too late," said Barry Thom, West Coast regional administrator for NOAA Fisheries. "From a 

biology perspective, there are still enough breeding animals, but we need to act soon." 

 

Whale advocates welcomed the statewide initiative, saying it creates urgency and calls attention to the 

issue. But some also said it was long overdue. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Native American overdose deaths surge 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/native-american-overdose-deaths-surge-opioid-epidemic-

53759812?   

GIST Overdose deaths in Native American communities have skyrocketed in the time the opioid epidemic has 

swept the U.S. and federal officials are looking for solutions. 

 

Native Americans and Alaska Natives saw a fivefold increase in overdose deaths between 1999 and 2015, 

Dr. Michael Toedt told the U.S. Senate Committee on Indian Affairs on Wednesday. 

 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention figures indicate the increase in that period was higher for 

Native Americans than any other group, jumping to roughly 22 deaths for every 100,000 people in 

metropolitan areas and nearly 20 for every 100,000 people in non-metropolitan areas. 

 

But the statistics, while staggering, may represent an undercount for Native Americans and Alaska Natives 

by as much as 35 percent, because death certificates often list them as belonging to another race, said 

Toedt, who is the Indian Health Services' chief medical officer. 

 

The hearing in Washington comes as a growing number of tribes file lawsuits against drug manufacturers 

and distributors, saying they misrepresented addiction risks. 

 

Federal officials said the opioid epidemic is straining tribal resources. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Toys R Us plans to shutter US stores 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/toys-us-planning-liquidate-us-operations-53759982  

GIST Toys R Us appears headed toward shuttering its U.S. operations, spelling an end to a chain known to 

generations of children and parents for its sprawling stores and Geoffrey the giraffe mascot but that fell 

victim to brutal retail-industry trends. 

 

The closing of the company's 700 U.S. stores over the coming months would jeopardize the jobs of some 

30,000 employees. 
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The company's management has told its employees that it will sell or close all of its U.S. stores, according 

to a toy industry analyst who spoke to several employees who were on the call Wednesday. 

 

Jim Silver, a New York-based long-time toy industry expert, said Toys R Us's CEO David Brandon told 

employees the company's plan is to liquidate all of its U.S. stores and after that, it could do a deal with its 

Canadian operation to run some of the U.S. stores. The CEO also told employees that the chain was also 

likely to liquidate its operations in France, Spain, Poland and Australia, according to Silver. 

 

The chain filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection last fall, saddled with $5 billion in debt that hurt its 

attempts to compete as shoppers moved to Amazon and huge chains like Walmart. 

 

It pledged then to stay open, but had weak sales during the critical holiday season as nervous customers 

shied away. In January it announced plans to close about 180 stores over the next couple of months, 

leaving it with about 700 stores. 

 

The company's troubles have affected toy makers Mattel and Hasbro, which are big suppliers to the chain. 

But the likely liquidation will have a bigger impact on smaller toy makers, who rely more on the chain for 

sales. However, many have been trying to diversify in recent months as they worried about the chain's 

survival. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Alarm over global water crisis 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/world-leaders-sound-alarm-over-global-water-crisis/  

GIST UNITED NATIONS -- The World Bank and the U.N. are sounding the alarm over a global water crisis. A 

joint report released Wednesday says that 40 percent of the world's population is affected by water 

scarcity. 

 

The report, based on two years of research, says that 700 million people are at risk of being displaced by 

intense water scarcity by 2030. More than two billion people are compelled to drink unsafe water, and 

more than 4.5 billion people do not have safely managed sanitation services. 

 

"The ecosystems on which life itself is based – our food security, energy sustainability, public health, jobs, 

cities – are all at risk because of how water is managed today," World Bank Group President Jim Yong 

Kim said. 

 

"The world can no longer afford to take water for granted," he said. 

 

The wars of the 21st century may be fought over water, some scientists and policymakers argue, and the 

demand for fresh drinking water to drink and grow food has surged, "60 Minutes" correspondent Lesley 

Stahl reported in 2014, and the problem has only gotten worse. 

 

While presenting the new report, Prime Minister Mark Rutte of the Netherlands said, "We must work to 

tackle global water crises now. There is no other option." 

 

"The innovative solutions of today's creative minds can safeguard the future of generations to come," 

Rutte said. 

 

But, that said, freshwater shortages are increasing. 

 

"The problems of water are many, like more intense droughts caused by climate change, such as the one 

that parts of East Africa is experiencing now," Dan Shepard, an information officer with the U.N. 

Department of Public Information, told CBS News, "And then there is water mismanagement, allocation 

and inadequate infrastructure." 
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South Africa's Cape Town, with water all around it, may be the first major city to run out of it. The city 

has prepared for weeks for "Day Zero," when the taps will be turned off, but authorities have said that 

"Day Zero" may not happen until 2019 thanks to conservation efforts. 

 

As one of the leaders issuing Wednesday's report, South Africa's President Cyril Ramaphosa said, "We 

have a single opportunity, to change the narrative on water, by acting timeously in pursuit of a more 

promising future, in a better world, which should never face the scenario of the last single drop of water." 

 

The U.S. is also trying to cope with shortages, as is Canada, where scientists have warned several areas to 

be on the alert. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Students protest gun violence nationwide 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/students-nationwide-school-walkout-gun-violence-today-2018-03-14-

live-stream-updates/  

GIST Students at thousands of schools across the country walked out of class Wednesday morning to protest gun 

violence. The 17-minute walkout is a tribute to the 17 victims who were fatally shot at Marjory Stoneman 

Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, last month.   

 

According to the Say #Enough website, which compiles the stories of shooting victims and advocates for 

change, there will be more than 3,000 walkouts held in communities coast to coast and in Puerto Rico. 

Students participating in the movement left or were leaving their classes at 10 a.m. in their respective time 

zone. 

 

Students from 28 schools in Washington D.C., Maryland and Virginia marched to Capitol Hill, extending 

their protest, while inside lawmakers grilled officials from the ATF and FBI on how they proposed to 

tackle safety in schools in the wake of the school massacre. They gathered where just the day before, 7,000 

pairs of children's shoes were placed outside Capitol Hill to represent the children killed by guns since 

Sandy Hook.  

 

As a crowd of lawmakers gathered to joing them, the first student speaker, Matt Post, started his speech by 

urging students to refuse compromise measures. "We will not sit in classrooms with armed teachers," Post 

said. "We will not learn in fear." 

 

Post said that students should not settle for anything less than comprehensive gun control reform, and 

urged students and others to vote out legislators who failed to act. Almost immediately after Post's line on 

gun control, the National Rifle Association tweeted out a defiant message in defense of the second 

amendment. 

 

Snapchat's "Snap Map" feature, meanwhile, showed a vast number of walkouts Wednesday, with students 

sharing their experiences at gatherings around the country. At 12pm ET, schools further west, including 

Columbine High School in Colorado, began walking out. None of the current students in Columbine 

would have been born at the time of the notorious mass shooting there, which resulted in 15 deaths in 

April 1999.   

 

In Broward County, Florida, where the Parkland massacre took place, public schools superintendent 

Robert Runcie said students who walk out of class would not be disciplined for leaving. He said teachers 

should make this a "teachable moment." 

 

CBS News correspondent Adriana Diaz reports Stoneman Douglas students walked out to the football 

field. School officials said they want students to exercise their First Amendment rights in a safe 

environment that's supervised by adults.  
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However, some schools across the county, including a group in Pennsylvania, hesitated about participating 

in Wednesday's walkout. 

 

Stoneman Douglas student David Hogg, who has been an outspoken advocate of gun control since the 

shooting, spoke with CBSN about the significance of Wednesday's walkout.  

 

"I'm feeling happy to know that this has stayed in the national media and to know that people are taking 

action," Hogg said. "To know the fact that we all are standing up as Americans is a huge deal to know, and 

it means a lot just that we're coming together and working hard to change this issue." 

 

"The goal here is just to make sure our legislative leaders know that their actions are going to be held 

accountable to them and that there will be ramifications for either what actions they have had or what 

inactions they had," he said before referring to the date that marks two months since the shooting. "How 

many other mass shootings are we going to have to have? ... I'm worried about what's going to happen 

after April 14. That terrifies me." 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Russia: lack of video in poisoning case 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-russia-rejects-ultimatums-spy-poisoning-

53733585?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Latest on the poisoning of a former Russian spy in England (all times local): 

 

7:40 p.m. 

 

The spokeswoman for Russia's Foreign Ministry says one of the many reasons to dismiss Britain's 

accusations against Moscow in the poisoning of a Russian ex-spy and his daughter is a suspicious absence 

of video footage. 

 

Sergei Skripal and his daughter were found poisoned on March 4 in Salisbury. Russia vehemently denies 

involvement and has pointed to a number of possible anomalies. 

 

Maria Zakharova told The Associated Press that the apparent lack of video of the Skripals being poisoned 

is a red flag. 

 

She said that "I will never believe that this person or group of people ... would not be seen after the 

commission of the crime. I will never believe it." 

 

"You have video cameras everywhere!" 

 

Zakharova also reiterated Russian criticism that Britain hasn't followed international procedure in the case 

by not providing Russia information. 

 

She said that "if an emergency occurs in which a chemical, poisonous agent is used, there is an 

accompanying legal mechanism ... it's obligatory to immediately begin a bilateral investigation." 

 

——— 

 

7:35 p.m. 

 

Britain's deputy U.N. ambassador says the government is asking the international chemical weapons 

watchdog to independently verify its analysis that a military-grade nerve agent from the former Soviet 

Union was used to poison an ex-Russian agent accused of spying for the United Kingdom. 

 

Jonathan Allen said that without any alternative explanation from Russian authorities about the nerve 
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agent "we have no choice but to conclude this was a state-sponsored act against the prohibition and use of 

chemical weapons and in defiance of international law." 

 

He said the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons has been informed about the use of the 

nerve agent and the U.N. "are inviting them to independently verify our analysis." He said: "We are 

making every effort to expedite this process." 

 

Allen told reporters before heading into an emergency meeting of the U.N. Security Council called by 

Britain on Wednesday afternoon that "today I'll be calling on my council colleagues to stand with us ... 

against an illegal act, against a very troubling act, and against a reckless and indiscriminate act which puts 

civilian lives at risk." 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Morocco: terrorists, organized crime link 

SOURCE http://northafricapost.com/22701-morocco-warns-connivance-terrorist-organized-crime-groups-

sahel.html  

GIST Morocco is looking carefully to the situation in the Sahel where terrorists are increasingly resorting to 

organized crime and trafficking to fund their activities, head of Morocco’s counterterrorism agency, BCIJ, 

Abdelhak Khiame said. 

 

Speaking to local press, Khiame rang the alarm bell regarding the fallout of the connivance between 

terrorists and organized crime groups on Sahel states, including Algeria. 

 

Past cases of foiled trafficking attempts in Morocco reveal the scale of the terrorist threat fed by organized 

crime in the Sahel, he said. 

 

Although Morocco remains largely insulated from Sahel terrorism, neighboring states such as Algeria and 

Mauritania remain largely prey to terrorist groups such as Al Qaida branch (AQIM). 

 

The BCIJ chief also pointed to the link between Polisario separatists and terrorist groups. He said that 

individuals hailing from the Tindouf camps have on multiple occasions been involved in drug trafficking. 

Some of them have joined the ranks of AQIM. 

 

Last year, a study by the Foundation for Defense of Democracies unveiled said that AQIM has reaped 

around $100 million through ransoms, drug smuggling, taxing locals and donations from around the world. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Hackers hurdle two-factor authentication 

SOURCE https://www.ft.com/content/b7be1c96-1b04-11e8-aaca-4574d7dabfb6  

GIST For years, cyber security experts have been urging users to add a second layer of authentication to their 

accounts, often a code sent by text message to their phone. 

 

But determined hackers are now able to hurdle over this extra measure by spoofing your SIM card, 

intercepting the unencrypted message as it is sent over the network or trying to steal databases filled with 

information about mobile accounts from telecoms operators. 

 

Last year, there were reports of cyber criminals draining bank accounts in Germany after hacking the 

routing system to redirect text messages. The hackers obtained users’ passwords by sending phishing 

emails and then exploited a vulnerability in the signalling network used by different telecoms operators to 

connect calls and messages. 
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In the US, T-Mobile notified hundreds of customers in October that criminals were trying to hijack their 

SIM cards. The hackers had taken advantage of a bug on T-Mobile’s website that allowed them to access 

users’ personal details and wanted to use it to impersonate them and obtain a copy of their SIM cards. 

Rashmi Knowles, Emea chief technology officer for RSA Security, a cyber security company, believes 

using SMS is less secure than other forms of second-factor authentication, such as physical tokens or 

authenticator apps on smartphones. “The two-factor authentication we are all familiar with is meant to be 

something you have and something you know,” she says. 

 

The first factor, a password, is what you have in your head. The second factor is meant to be what you 

have in your device. But SMS does not quite work like that as it is sent from a network to the phone, 

giving a hacker an opportunity to capture it. 

 

One popular hacker technique involves “socially engineering”, in other words, persuading call centre or 

shop staff at telecoms operators to give them an identical SIM. They often pretend to have lost their phone. 

The victim can learn about this quite quickly, as their service is cut off. Other tactics are more high-tech. 

Ms Knowles warns that devices called stingrays can be bought online and set up anywhere mimicking 

mobile phone towers and capturing data from nearby phones. 

 

Andrew Blaich, a senior security researcher at Lookout, a mobile security company, warns that SMS 

messages are never encrypted. “Sending sensitive information over standard text messages is not a great 

idea,” he says. 

 

But the attacks still tend to be targeted, as the hacker must already have the victim’s phone number and the 

first password they use to access their account. Nation-state actors may target political opponents, or 

financially motivated criminals could target wealthy individuals. For many people who might only be 

caught up in mass data breaches, two-factor authentication by text message will make their accounts more 

secure. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 DHS targets cyber risks IT supply chain 

SOURCE https://fedtechmagazine.com/article/2018/03/dhs-targets-cybersecurity-risks-it-supply-chains  

GIST It's much easier to block a cybersecurity threat from getting in the door than to try and track it down once 

it's already inside. 

 

That's why the Homeland Security Department recently launched an initiative to identify and target risks 

in the IT supply chains of government agencies and their contractor partners. The effort also involves 

government contracting leaders from the General Services Administration and counterintelligence 

officials, according to Jeanette Manfra, the assistant secretary for the office of cybersecurity and 

communications at DHS' National Protection and Programs Directorate. 

 

Speaking at a panel discussion on Feb. 14 at the Brookings Institution in Washington, D.C., Manfra said 

DHS wants to close any gaps between agencies and their contracting partners as they address 

cybersecurity risks in their IT equipment. 

 

The initiative, which Manfra said came about via an internal DHS memo earlier this year, is designed to 

give actionable intelligence to users, buyers, manufacturers and sellers of government technology 

products. The goal is to identify risks earlier in the process so that risky IT equipment does not turn into a 

cybersecurity vulnerability inside an agency's walls or network. 

 

DHS is not tackling this problem on its own, Manfra said. The agency is consulting with some industry 

leaders on how they manage supply chain risks, though she declined to name them, Nextgov reports. 

 

DHS and the GSA have given agencies tools to reduce supply chain risks in the past, and the National 
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Institute of Standards and Technology has also offered detailed guidance on the topic. Manfra mentioned 

NIST as a partner in the effort during the panel discussion, according to FCW. 

 

The new program is "a focused effort with dedicated staff," Manfra said, FCW reports. Still, she made 

clear that DHS is working with other agencies on the effort. 

 

"We need to have improved ability for DHS, GSA [and] the intel community to be in a position to help 

inform procurement decisions by the federal government agencies throughout the civilian government," 

Manfra told reporters at the event, according to Federal News Radio. "We're working on building those 

mechanisms and DHS' role in pulling all of that altogether, and also working with industry experts to 

refine what are the supply chain risks that we should be concerned about." 

 

A timeline has not been set for the program to achieve its goals, but Manfra said DHS is considering it 

more of a "potentially enduring function" that serves as a "concerted effort to take all of the potential gaps 

that may be in the federal system or industry and figure out, what is the role of DHS," FCW reports. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Cybercriminals attack Russia banks 

SOURCE https://www.ft.com/content/b813ab48-1b04-11e8-aaca-4574d7dabfb6  

GIST As the investigation into the Kremlin’s alleged interference in the US presidential election continues to 

swirl, Russia has effectively become the poster child for all things cyber crime. 

 

“I believe that President Putin has clearly come to the conclusion there’s little price to pay here and that 

therefore ‘I can continue this activity’,” NSA director Mike Rogers said in a US congressional hearing in 

February. 

 

In Russia, however, the scourge of its hackers is fast becoming a problem for the country’s own 

businesses. 

 

Russia was one of the countries worst affected by the WannaCry attack last year. Even though the US and 

UK have blamed the Kremlin for using the NotPetya attack a few months later to target Ukraine, Russian 

companies such as Rosneft, state-run oil giant, were also affected. 

 

Most vulnerable, however, are Russia’s banks. Hackers used the Cobalt Strike security-testing tool to steal 

more than $17m from more than 240 Russian banks in 2017, according to the central bank. In the past few 

months, hackers used the Swift payment system to steal $6m from an unnamed bank and tried to steal 

nearly $1m from state-owned Globex. 

 

Russia is now keen to change the perception of the country as a hacker’s paradise by showing that it, too, 

is trying to clamp down on cyber threats. 

 

Dmitry Skobelkin, a deputy central bank governor, said last month that the central bank would create an 

information security department. 

 

Those efforts will come on top of the work already being done by state-owned Sberbank, Russia’s largest 

lender. The bank’s size — it is nearly three times as large by assets as its nearest rival and has half of all 

bank deposits in Russia — has made it a prime target for hackers. 

 

“Sberbank gets hit by everything first,” says Ilya Sachkov, founder of Group-IB, a Moscow-based cyber 

security company. “They’re the first line of defence.” 

 

In response, Sberbank has developed a state of the art cyber security centre that monitors the bank’s 

16,000 branches for threats, and successfully repelled the WannaCry virus in May last year. The bank has 

even offered its services to other lenders in an effort to remove weak links in the system. 
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“Little banks can’t afford good security,” says Sergey Golovanov, principal security researcher at 

Kaspersky Labs in Moscow. “Banks don’t have legal reporting requirements and nobody knows what to 

do.” 

 

Sberbank is planning to launch its own cyber risk insurance service this spring. “It’s very complicated and 

very serious,” said Stanislav Kuznetsov, Sberbank’s deputy chairman in charge of cyber security, in 

January, according to the state newswire RIA Novosti. 

 

“It could be a breakthrough for us, when our platform will defend banks and companies from any and all 

attacks.” 

 

Mr Sachkov says Russian hackers have turned to Russian banks in recent years because of the relative ease 

of making off with the proceeds of theft. 

 

“It’s very hard to find a way to turn [stolen money] into cash in the US,” he says. In Russia, by contrast, 

where a third of the economy exists in cash-based “grey zones”, disguising stolen money as cash 

withdrawals is far easier. 

 

The greater prize of hacking financial institutions in the US, nonetheless, still tempts Russian hackers. 

 

Russian banks are targeted because of the relative ease of making off with the proceeds 

 

Last December, Group-IB published a report about a new group called Money Taker, which probably has 

ties to Russian cyber crime and has carried out most of its 20 attacks on banks in the US, with just three in 

Russia. 

 

“Most problems in Russia are from Russia,” Mr Sachkov says. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Attack in Saudi Arabia had deadly goal 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/15/technology/saudi-arabia-hacks-cyberattacks.html  

GIST In August, a petrochemical company with a plant in Saudi Arabia was hit by a new kind of cyberassault. 

The attack was not designed to simply destroy data or shut down the plant, investigators believe. It was 

meant to sabotage the firm’s operations and trigger an explosion. 

 

The attack was a dangerous escalation in international cyberwarfare, as faceless enemies demonstrated 

both the drive and the ability to inflict serious physical damage. And United States government officials, 

their allies and cybersecurity researchers worry that the culprits could replicate it in other countries, since 

thousands of industrial plants all over the world rely on the same American-engineered computer systems 

that were compromised. 

 

Investigators have been tight-lipped about the August attack. They still won’t identify the company or the 

country where it is based and have not identified the culprits. 

 

But the attackers were sophisticated and had plenty of time and resources, an indication that they were 

most likely supported by a government, according to more than a dozen people, including cybersecurity 

experts who have looked into the attack and asked not to be identified because of the confidentiality of the 

continuing investigation. 

  

The assault was the most alarming in a string of cyberattacks on petrochemical plants in Saudi Arabia. In 

January 2017, computers went dark at the National Industrialization Company, Tasnee for short, which is 

one of the few privately owned Saudi petrochemical companies. Computers also crashed 15 miles away at 

Sadara Chemical Company, a joint venture between the oil and chemical giants Saudi Aramco and Dow 
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Chemical. 

 

Within minutes of the attack at Tasnee, the hard drives inside the company’s computers were destroyed 

and their data wiped clean, replaced with an image of Alan Kurdi, the small Syrian child who drowned off 

the coast of Turkey during his family’s attempt to flee that country’s civil war. 

 

The intent of the January attacks, Tasnee officials and researchers at the security company Symantec 

believe, was to inflict lasting damage on the petrochemical companies and send a political message. 

Recovery took months. 

 

Energy experts said the August attack could have been an attempt to complicate Crown Prince Mohammed 

bin Salman’s plans to encourage foreign and domestic private investment to diversify the Saudi economy 

and produce jobs for the country’s growing youth population. 

 

“Not only is it an attack on the private sector, which is being touted to help promote growth in the Saudi 

economy, but it is also focused on the petrochemical sector, which is a core part of the Saudi economy,” 

said Amy Myers Jaffe, an expert on Middle East energy at the Council on Foreign Relations. 

 

Saudi Arabia has cut oil exports in recent years to support global oil prices, a strategy central to its efforts 

to make a potential public offering of shares of government-controlled Saudi Aramco more attractive to 

international investors. The kingdom has tried to compensate for its lost revenue by expanding its 

petrochemical and refining industry. 

 

Some technical details of the attack in August have been previously reported, but this is the first time the 

earlier attacks on Tasnee and other Saudi petrochemical companies have been reported. 

 

Security analysts at Mandiant, a division of the security firm FireEye, are still investigating what happened 

in August, with the help of several companies in the United States that investigate cyberattacks on 

industrial control systems. 

 

A team at Schneider Electric, which made the industrial systems that were targeted, called Triconex safety 

controllers, is also looking into the attack, the people who spoke to The Times said. So are the National 

Security Agency, the F.B.I., the Department of Homeland Security and the Pentagon’s Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency, which has been supporting research into forensic tools designed to assist 

hacking investigations. 

 

All of the investigators believe the attack was most likely intended to cause an explosion that would have 

killed people. In the last few years, explosions at petrochemical plants in China and Mexico — though not 

triggered by hackers — have killed several employees, injured hundreds and forced evacuations of 

surrounding communities. 

 

What worries investigators and intelligence analysts the most is that the attackers compromised 

Schneider’s Triconex controllers, which keep equipment operating safely by performing tasks like 

regulating voltage, pressure and temperatures. Those controllers are used in about 18,000 plants around the 

world, including nuclear and water treatment facilities, oil and gas refineries, and chemical plants. 

 

“If attackers developed a technique against Schneider equipment in Saudi Arabia, they could very well 

deploy the same technique here in the United States,” said James A. Lewis, a cybersecurity expert at the 

Center for Strategic and International Studies, a Washington think tank. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Trans-Alaska pipeline: 22M attacks daily 

SOURCE https://www.ktoo.org/2018/03/14/trans-alaska-pipeline-fights-off-22-million-cyber-attacks-daily/  

GIST The symbol of a well-known caped crusader is taped to the door of a secure room at Alyeska Pipeline 
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Service Company’s Anchorage headquarters. The sign reads: “THE BAT CAVE.” 

 

My guides don’t know why the sign’s there. Maybe it’s the lack of windows. Or maybe it’s because the 

people who work in this room see themselves as undercover crime-fighters, like Batman — because they 

sort of are. This is the office of Alyeska’s cybersecurity team. 

 

The trans-Alaska pipeline has dealt with its share of problems — earthquakes, declining oil flow, even 

gunfire. But today, the pipeline is facing another, more modern threat: cyberattacks. Energy infrastructure 

is a tempting target for hackers, and the trans-Alaska pipeline is no exception. Alyeska, which operates the 

pipeline, now ranks cyberattacks as one of its top three risks. 

 

In the room where part of the pipeline’s cybersecurity team is stationed, Alyeska’s Bill Rosetti points at a 

wall of data flowing down three giant screens hanging above the cubicles. It’s all totally incomprehensible 

to a layperson. But for Rosetti and his staff, weird activity on one of the colorful charts rippling across the 

screens could indicate something serious. 

 

“The idea here is that we are looking for things to be normal,” Rosetti explained. “And anything that’s not 

normal is something that needs to be investigated.” 

 

Rosetti is Alyeska’s chief information officer. He’s in charge of keeping cyberattackers at bay. Rosetti 

takes that job seriously, because the trans-Alaska pipeline is getting hit by cyberattacks all the time — and 

not just a few. 

 

“We see about 22 million attacks a day,” Rosetti said. 

 

And that’s an average. 

 

“It can be six or seven million some days and 45 million the next,” Rosetti said. “I wish I could tell you 

why it changes that way, but I really don’t know.” 

 

Of course, there aren’t millions of people carrying out these attacks individually. These are mass, 

automated attacks, often coming from servers overseas. 

 

Rosetti said so far, none of the cyberattacks have been successful; Alyeska has never been breached. But 

the challenge is growing. Rosetti said the rate of cyberattacks has roughly doubled in the last five years. 

 

So how are hackers going after the trans-Alaska pipeline, and why? Rosetti says they have all kinds of 

goals, and all kinds of techniques. There’s phishing, for example: 

 

“Some are very focused — that’s called spear-phishing — where they’re aimed at our CFO, trying to get 

people to wire them money,” Rosetti said. 

 

And then there are attacks that threaten the trans-Alaska pipeline itself. As the energy industry settles into 

the Internet age, more of its machinery is controlled remotely by computers. If someone manages to 

breach those systems, there could be dangerous real-world consequences. I asked Rosetti what the worst-

case scenario would be if there was a major cyberattack on the trans-Alaska pipeline. 

 

“We think about what the worst case is so we can protect against the worst case. And I don’t want to share 

what that is,” Rosetti said. 

 

Throughout the interview, Rosetti was very vague and careful with his words, because, he said, he didn’t 

want to give hackers any clues. But he did acknowledge that a successful cyberattack could interrupt the 

flow of oil down the pipeline. It could even result in people getting hurt. 

 

The growing cyber threat to pipelines and other infrastructure is worrying the topmost levels of 

government — late last year, the Department of Homeland Security and the FBI issued a warning that 
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sophisticated cyberattackers have targeted the U.S. energy sector, in particular. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Claim: VPN service providers leak data 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/hotspot-shield-purevpn-zenmate-leak-ip-address/  

GIST According to VPN Mentor, a privacy advocate firm which reviews virtual private networks (VPN), after 

an in-depth research, it has been discovered that three VPN service providers with millions of customers 

worldwide are leaking sensitive data such as users’ IP addresses – These VPNs include HotSpot Shield, 

PureVPN, and Zenmate. 

 

What is a VPN used for? 

 

The purpose of using a VPN depends on the situation but mostly people opt-in for VPNs to fight online 

censorship by accessing websites that are blocked by their ISPs while some chose to use VPN for 

anonymity and better privacy. 

   

But what happens when the VPN you thought was protecting your privacy was actually posing a threat to 

it? You can be under government surveillance or malicious organizations, hackers can track your IP 

address and identify your ISP or on a business level, it can allow attackers to carry distributed denial-of-

service (DDoS) attacks. 

 

According to VPN Mentor’s blog post, in order to find vulnerabilities in HotSpot Shield, PureVPN, and 

Zenmate VPN Mentor hired three ethical hackers who after testing concluded all three VPN have been 

leaking IP address of the user, even when a VPN is in use posing a massive privacy threat. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Fortnite gamers warned over hacking 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/fortnite-gamers-account-hacking/  

GIST Several news reports have surfaced of the suspected hacking of player accounts of popular video game 

Fortnite, with some gamers apparently faced with large credit card charges from fraudulent purchases. 

 

Fortnite, available on Xbox One, PlayStation 4, Windows PC and Mac, is a ‘battle royal’ action survival 

game developed by Epic Games in which players collect resources, build fortifications and construct 

weapons and traps to engage in combat against creatures. 

 

In a statement, Epic said: “We are aware of instances where users’ accounts have been compromised using 

well-known hacking techniques. 

 

“Any players who believe their account has been compromised should reach out to our player support 

immediately.” 

 

David Emm, principal security researcher at Kaspersky Lab, said that the gaming industry is becoming an 

increasingly attractive target for cyber-criminals. 

 

“However, many online gamers don’t take precautions to reflect this. According to Kaspersky Lab 

research, just 5% of people selected their gaming account as being one of three that require the strongest 

passwords. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Playboy developing own digital wallet 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/playboy-develops-virtual-currency/  
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GIST Playboy Enterprises is entering the cryptocurrency fray with its own blockchain effort. 

 

The organization behind the men's magazine is integrating the Vice Industry Token (VIT) currency, so that 

online visitors will be able to pay and earn tokens to view Playboy.TV’s original content, as well as 

comment on and vote for best clips. 

 

The online payment wallet will also support a number of cryptocurrencies across the company’s online 

media, digital and casual gaming businesses.  

 

“As the popularity of alternative payment methods continues to grow around the world, along with the 

reach Playboy’s digital platforms, we felt it was important to give our 100 million monthly consumers 

increased payment flexibility,” said Reena Patel, COO of Licensing and Media for Playboy Enterprises.  

 

“This innovation gives the millions of people who enjoy our content, as well as those in the future who 

participate in our casual gaming, [augmented reality] and [virtual reality] platforms, more choices with 

regard to payment and in the case of VIT, an opportunity to be rewarded for engaging with Playboy 

offerings.” 

 

VIT is a decentralized blockchain platform and cryptographic token that rewards viewers for watching 

content, which was launched earlier this year. 

 

Playboy’s digital wallet is expected to be available before the end of the year. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Google to ban cryptocurrency ads 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/google-moves-to-ban-ads-for/  

GIST Following a similar no-quarter approach taken by Facebook, Google plans to ban crypto-related 

advertising starting in June. 

 

The ban includes ads for initial coin offerings (ICOs), wallets and trading advice, across any Google 

platforms. The prohibition will be far ranging: Google’s ad engines place ads on not just its own sites but 

also on third-party outlets. 

 

The concern is that virtual currency speculation has created a boom in the sector, yet the space largely 

lacks regulation and consumer protections. Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Monero and others have also 

been the impetus for various fraud efforts and are at the heart of coin-mining, which has proven to be a 

lucrative new revenue stream for cybercriminals. 

 

"We don't have a crystal ball to know where the future is going to go with cryptocurrencies, but we've seen 

enough consumer harm or potential for consumer harm," Scott Spencer, Google's director of sustainable 

ads, told CNBC. 

 

The change is part of Google’s update to its financial services-related ad policies. The search engine, 

which makes 84% of its revenue from advertising, is no stranger to censoring ads: In a report, it said it 

took down more than 3.2 billion ads in 2017 for violating its policies. That’s nearly double the 1.7 billion 

it removed in 2016. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 ‘HenBox’ Android malware discovered 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/new-%E2%80%9Chenbox%E2%80%9D-android-malware-

discovered  

GIST A newly discovered Android malware family masquerades as various popular applications and can steal a 
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broad range of information from infected devices, Palo Alto Networks warns. 

 

Dubbed HenBox, the malware was observed installing the legitimate versions of apps it poses as to hide its 

presence on compromised devices. The threat is distributed via third-party app stores and mainly targets 

Uyghur, a minority Turkic ethnic group in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in North West China, 

and Xiaomi devices.  

 

On the infected devices, HenBox can steal information from mainstream chat, communication, and social 

media apps. It gathers both personal and device information, can track the device’s location, can access the 

microphone and camera, and harvests outgoing phone numbers with an “86” prefix (the country code for 

the People’s Republic of China).  

 

Palo Alto's researchers discovered nearly 200 HenBox samples, the oldest dating back to 2015, but activity 

occured in the second half of 2017. A small but consistent number of samples has been observed this year 

as well. 

 

The HenBox app had the look and feel of DroidVPN and also contained a legitimate version of the app 

within its APK package as an asset, to hide any malicious behaviors occurring in the background. The 

malware authors even embedded HenBox with the same version of the legitimate DroidVPN variant 

available for download on the third-party store.  

 

DroidVPN, however, is only one example. Other apps were also found, some in other third-party stores. 

One was a Uyghur language keyboard app, while another was masquerading as Android’s Settings app.  

 

A third app was called “Islamawazi,” which is the name of the Turkistan Islamic Party, formerly East 

Turkestan Islamic Party, a purportedly Islamic extremist separatist organization founded by Uyghur 

jihadists. 

 

“These examples, together with the HenBox app placed on a very specific third-party app store, point 

clearly to at least some of the intended targets of these malicious apps being Uyghurs, specifically those 

with interest in or association with terrorist groups,” the researchers note. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Qrypter RAT hits worldwide 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/qrypter-rat-hits-hundreds-organizations-worldwide  

GIST Hundreds of organizations all around the world have been targeted in a series of attacks that leverage the 

Qrypter remote access Trojan (RAT), security firm Forcepoint says. 

 

The malware, often mistaken for the Adwind cross-platform backdoor, has been around for a couple of 

years, and was developed by an underground group called ‘QUA R&D’, which offers a Malware-as-a-

Service (MaaS) platform.  

 

Also known as Qarallax, Quaverse, QRAT, and Qontroller, Forcepoint explains that Qrypter is a Java-

based RAT that leverages TOR-based command and control (C&C) servers. It was first detailed in June 

2016, after being used in an attack targeting individuals applying for a U.S. Visa in Switzerland. 

 

The malware is typically delivered via malicious email campaigns that usually consist of only a few 

hundred messages each. However, Qrypter continues to rise in prominence, and three Qrypter-related 

campaigns observed in February 2018 affected 243 organizations in total, Forcepoint's security researchers 

say.  

 

When executed on a victim’s system, Qrypter drops and runs two VBS files in the %Temp% folder, each 

featuring a random filename. The two scripts are meant to gather information on the firewall and anti-virus 

products installed on the computers.  
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Qrypter is a plugin based backdoor that provides attackers with a broad range of capabilities: remote 

desktop connection, webcam access, file system manipulation, installation of additional files, and task 

manager control.  

 

The RAT is available for rent for a price of $80, payable in PerfectMoney, Bitcoin-Cash, or Bitcoin. 

Interested parties can purchase three months or one-year subscriptions for a discounted price, the security 

researchers discovered. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Bitcoin stealing malware on Download.com 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/eset-researchers-found-three-trojanized-applications-hosted-on-

downloadcnetcom-163th-most-visited-site-in-the-world/article/751114/  

GIST Bitcoin stealing malware that swaps user accounts with that of the attacker was found to be hosted on 

Download.com servers for nearly a year. 

 

ESET researchers found three trojanized applications hosted on download.cnet.com, 163th most visited 

site in the world according to Alexa rankings, and estimated that as of March 13, the attacker managed to 

steal the equivalent of $80,000 USD, according to a recent blog post.  

 

The malware had been hosted on download.com since May 2, 2016 and that it had been downloaded from 

CNET, the original creator of the domain, more than 4,500 times in total, the post said. The malware has 

since been removed, although researchers don't know the exact date of the removal they speculate it may 

have been around March 2017. 

 

Researchers were alerted to the malware after a Reddit user posted how they tried to copy and paste their 

Monero address as usual and was suddenly getting notifications that the address was refused for being 

invalid.  

 

The source of the malware was a trojanized Win32 Disk Imager application downloaded from 

download.com. Upon inspection, researchers learned the malware intercepts wallet addresses that are copy 

and pasted in the clipboard and replaces them with the attackers own hardcoded bitcoin wallet address. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 BitTorrent software update hijacked 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2018/03/windows-malware-hacking.html  

GIST A massive malware outbreak that last week infected nearly half a million computers with cryptocurrency 

mining malware in just a few hours was caused by a backdoored version of popular BitTorrent client 

called MediaGet. 

 

 Dubbed Dofoil (also known as Smoke Loader), the malware was found dropping a cryptocurrency miner 

program as payload on infected Windows computers that mine Electroneum digital coins for attackers 

using victims' CPU cycles. 

 

 Dofoil campaign that hit PCs in Russia, Turkey, and Ukraine on 6th March was discovered by Microsoft 

Windows Defender research department and blocked the attack before it could have done any severe 

damages.  

 

 At the time when Windows Defender researchers detected this attack, they did not mention how the 

malware was delivered to such a massive audience in just 12 hours. 

 

 However, after investigation Microsoft today revealed that the attackers targeted the update mechanism of 
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MediaGet BitTorrent software to push its trojanized version (mediaget.exe) to users' computers. 

 

"A signed mediaget.exe downloads an update.exe program and runs it on the machine to install a new 

mediaget.exe. The new mediaget.exe program has the same functionality as the original but with 

additional backdoor capability," the researchers explain in a blog post published today. 

 

Researchers believe MediaGet that signed update.exe is likely to be a victim of the supply chain attack, 

similar to CCleaner hack that infected over 2.3 million users with the backdoored version of the software 

in September 2017. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Electric utility hit with record fine 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/application-security/electric-utility-hit-with-record-fine-for-

vulnerabilities/d/d-id/1331271  

GIST A record $2.7 million fine has been levied against an electric utility for vulnerabilities in its IT 

infrastructure. 

 

The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) notified the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (FERC) that it has reached a consent agreement with an unnamed electric utility for the fine 

over the exposure of information regarding critical infrastructure for at least 70 days. The exposed 

information includes tidbits like system names and locations, user names, and cryptographic information 

that could be used to decrypt passwords. 

 

All of the information was in a file that was entirely open to the public, with no user name or password 

required for access. In this case, there is no allegation that a breach actually occurred because of the 

vulnerability: the fine is for the vulnerability itself. 

 

The utility's name was redacted from the public version of the NERC notification, though the filing did 

include standard language from consent decrees to the effect of, "we didn't do it the first time and we 

promise not to do it again." 
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HEADLINE 03/14 BlackTDS malware distribution service  

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/new-hosted-service-lowers-barriers-to-

malware-distribution-/d/d-id/1331277  

GIST A newly discovered malware distribution operation that has been advertising its services on underground 

markets since late December 2017 is the latest example of the growing maturation of cybercrime as a 

service. 

 

BlackTDS is a cloud-hosted traffic distribution system (TDS) for distributing malware. Security vendor 

Proofpoint, which has been tracking the service for the past several weeks, describes it as lowering the 

entry barrier for threat actors that want to engage in drive-by attacks. 

 

The service isn't a completely turnkey one, since threat actors must still find a way to drive traffic to 

BlackTDS. "[But] it is otherwise a fairly complete solution, including social engineering for Web-based 

attacks that is fairly simple and inexpensive to configure and use," says Kevin Epstein, vice president of 

threat operations at Proofpoint. 

 

A TDS is designed to take traffic from different sources; filter it based on parameters such as user agent, 

browser, and geography; and then redirect users to various websites, depending on their profile. Malicious 

distribution systems like BlackTDS use the parameters to redirect users of interest to specific malicious 

websites and payloads instead. 
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"For example, an actor might want to send Australian users who click on a malicious link in an email to a 

banking Trojan configured with injects for Australian banks but make sure that everyone else gets 

ransomware," Epstein explains. 

 

The use of traffic distribution systems to distribute malware is not new. As far back as 2011, Symantec 

had reported on cybercriminals using a TDS to distribute exploit kits and malware to targets matching 

specific profiles. In 2016, Forcepoint reported on a threat actor using a malicious TDS dubbed BlackHat-

TDS to redirect users to websites that hosted exploit kits. 

 

As Forcepoint had noted at the time, threat actors running a TDS can set up blacklists of IP ranges to filter 

out traffic from security vendors and Web crawlers while ensuring traffic from ordinary users gets 

redirected to malware and exploits. 

 

What makes BlackTDS different is that it is being delivered as a highly scalable, easy to deploy, and 

relatively inexpensive service. Threat actors can simply drive traffic to BlackTDS using spam, malicious 

advertisements, and other means; set up or provide access to their malware; and then let the service handle 

the rest of the distribution process. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Survey: 26% online constantly; 77% daily 

SOURCE http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/03/14/about-a-quarter-of-americans-report-going-

online-almost-constantly/  

GIST As smartphones and other mobile devices have become more widespread, 26% of American adults now 

report that they go online “almost constantly,” up from 21% in 2015, according to a Pew Research Center 

survey conducted in January 2018. 

 

Overall, 77% of Americans go online on a daily basis. That figure includes the 26% who go online almost 

constantly, as well as 43% who say they go online several times a day and 8% who go online about once a 

day. Some 11% go online several times a week or less often, while 11% of adults say they do not use the 

internet at all. 

 

Adults with mobile connectivity are especially likely to be online a lot. Among mobile internet users – the 

83% of Americans who use the internet at least occasionally using a smartphone, tablet or other mobile 

device – 89% go online daily and 31% go online almost constantly. Among Americans who go online but 

not via a mobile device, by comparison, 54% go online daily and just 5% say they go online almost 

constantly. 

 

Younger adults are at the vanguard of the constantly connected: Roughly four-in-ten 18- to 29-year-olds 

(39%) now go online almost constantly and 49% go online multiple times per day. By comparison, just 8% 

of those 65 and older go online almost constantly and just 30% go online multiple times per day. 

 

Americans ages 30 to 49 are now about as likely as younger adults to use the internet almost constantly 

(36% versus 39%). The share of 30- to 49-year olds who say this has risen 12 percentage points since 

2015. Meanwhile, the share of constantly online Americans ages 50 to 64 has risen from 12% to 17%. 

 

Other demographic groups that report going online frequently include college-educated adults, black 

adults, adults who live in higher-income households and non-rural residents. 

 

Some 34% of adults with a college education or more go online almost constantly (and 92% go online 

daily), compared with 20% of adults with a high school education or less. At the same time, roughly four-

in-ten blacks (37%) report using the internet almost constantly, compared with 30% of Hispanics and 23% 

of whites. The share of blacks who are almost constantly online has risen 14 points since 2015, while the 

share of Hispanics who say this has gone up by 11 points. Among whites, there has been little change. 
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While 35% of adults with an annual household income of $75,000 or more use the internet almost 

constantly (and 91% use it daily), this is true for just 24% of those making less than $30,000. Adults who 

live in urban and suburban areas are more likely to go online almost constantly than those who live in rural 

areas: 32% of adults living in urban areas and 27% living in suburban areas say this, compared with 15% 

of rural residents. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Cryptocurrencies take plunge w/bad news 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/bitcoin-other-cryptocurrencies-plunge-wave-bad-news-

n856821  

GIST The penny dropped for cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin on Wednesday as prices plummeted on bad news 

from Google, international regulators and Congress. 

 

Major cryptocurrencies fell by double-digit percentages on legitimate markets Wednesday after a triple 

whammy of adverse developments: Google announced that it will ban cryptocurrency-related ads, the 

International Monetary Fund called for a worldwide regulatory crackdown on cryptocurrencies, and 

members of Congress clobbered them at a hearing on Wednesday. 

 

Bitcoin dropped by more than 16 percent in 24 hours on the Luxembourg-based Bitstamp exchange, 

falling from $9,346 to $7,831 on Wednesday night. Litecoin, another popular cryptocurrency, lost 13 

percent, settling at $155, and Ethereum plunged by more than 17 percent, to $582. 

 

Without government regulation, cryptocurrencies can fluctuate massively from day to day, and the digital 

mechanisms behind them are regularly hacked by cybercriminals. They're particularly vulnerable to 

manipulation by fraudulent advertising and scam artists, which has put pressure on companies like 

Facebook and Google to take action. 

 

Facebook went first, in January, when it banned "ads that promote financial products and services that are 

frequently associated with misleading or deceptive promotional practices," like initial coin offerings and 

cryptocurrency. 

 

Tuesday, Google followed suit, saying it would also ban cryptocurrency-related ad content beginning in 

June. 

 

Google's news landed as the International Monetary Fund, or IMF — in a paper ominously titled 

"Addressing the Dark Side of the Crypto World" — called on governments to impose "regulatory 

technology and supervisory technology" to "help shut criminals out of the crypto world." 

 

"The same reason crypto-assets — or what some people call crypto-currencies — are so appealing is also 

what makes them dangerous," the agency wrote, citing the decentralization of networks that allow traders 

to remain anonymous. 

 

"The result is a potentially major new vehicle for money laundering and the financing of terrorism," it 

said. And correcting the problems will "require close international cooperation: under a "global" 

framework — words that are poison to many cryptocurrency investors. 

 

Then, on Wednesday, Congress got into the act. At a hearing of the House Financial Services 

subcommittee on markets and securities, members and witnesses colorfully expressed deep skepticism. 

 

Rep. Bill Huizenga, R-Mich., the subcommittee's chairman, derided what he called the "crypto craze," 

promising: "This panel, this Congress is not going to sit by idly with a lack of protection for investors." 

 

Rep. Brad Sherman, D-Calif., was even more blunt, declaring: "Cryptocurrencies are a crock." 
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HEADLINE 03/14 France targets Apple, Google 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/france-targets-apple-google-for-abusive-commercial-practices-

1521031428  

GIST PARIS—France wants to fine Apple Inc. AAPL -0.85% and Google for allegedly taking advantage of 

smaller French software developers, targeting two of the U.S.’s biggest companies, as tensions heat up 

between the two continents after President Donald Trump said he would adopt new tariffs that could hit 

European firms. 

 

The French Finance Ministry said Wednesday it has filed a complaint asking a Paris court to order Apple 

and Google, a unit of Alphabet Inc., GOOGL 0.79% to end “abusive commercial practices” following a 

three-year government investigation into how the Silicon Valley companies treat French start-ups that 

develop and sell applications for mobile phones. Some developers and publishers are unhappy that Apple 

and Google at times take a cut of in-app purchases and get access to more data on their users and 

subscribers than the developers do. 

 

“No matter how powerful Google and Apple may be, they cannot treat our start-ups and developers the 

way they do today,” French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire said on French radio. 

 

“We believe our terms comply with French laws and are looking forward to making our case in court,” a 

Google spokeswoman said. Apple didn’t immediately respond to requests for comment. 

 

The French finance ministry says there’s no connection between taking on tech firms and the U.S.’s new 

tariffs and taxes. 

 

However, France has recently become more vocal about its actions against U.S. firms. A finance ministry 

official said Europe “needs to stand up and defend its own interests.” 

 

The case France announced Wednesday seeks to address a “significant imbalance” in the way Google and 

Apple treat developers, the finance ministry said, adding the government is seeking to fine each company 

two million euros. 

 

“When our developers want to sell their app on Google or Apple, the fees are imposed on them,” Mr. Le 

Maire said. “That’s unacceptable. It’s not the economy we want.” 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Radicalization a problem in Ireland? 

SOURCE http://www.thejournal.ie/radicalisation-in-ireland-3864163-Mar2018/  

GIST HOW BIG A problem is radicalisation in Ireland? That’s something mosques disagree on. 

 

The number of people who have radical or extreme Islamic views here varies from a handful to over 100, 

depending on who you ask. 

 

Shaykh Dr Umar Al-Qadri, an imam based in Blanchardstown and the chair of the Irish Muslim Peace & 

Integration Council, thinks the risk of radicalisation in Ireland is “much smaller when compared to the 

UK” but that Muslim communities here “need to be vigilant”. 

 

Al-Qadri said he believes there are “at least 100 people [in Ireland] that would be supportive to the form or 

understanding of Islam that Daesh (ISIS) adheres to, that all these militants adhere to”. 
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“This support does not necessarily mean that these people are terrorists, it means that they could support 

them, you know, ideologically. They may also support them financially.” 

 

Al-Qadri said these people need to be monitored. 

 

When asked how he arrived at the figure of 100 people, he told us: “I’ve been living here for the past 14 

years. I have a lot of people throughout Ireland who are in contact with me and keep informing me about 

the various different activities that have been happening.” 

 

A spokesperson for An Garda Síochána said the organisation is “monitoring no more than 30 people living 

in this State” in relation to radical views. 

 

“Radicalisation is a concern for An Garda Síochána as it is for all policing and security services, 

particularly after the horrific attacks that have taken place in Europe by people who have been radicalised. 

Our response to radicalisation is based on our analysis of the level of threat from it.” 

 

“The threat level is kept under constant review,” the spokesperson added, stating that gardaí are 

“constantly vigilant for any potential emerging threats” and “in constant contact with our policing and 

security partners across the world, but particularly in Europe, to share information and analysis”. 

 

Al-Qadri said he has reported suspicious activity to gardaí on numerous occasions. 

 

“I am in contact with law enforcement agencies on a regular basis … We exchange information to ensure 

that our country remains a safe country.” 

 

Dr Ali Selim, of the Islamic Cultural Centre of Ireland (ICCI) in Clonskeagh, home of Ireland’s largest 

mosque, disagrees with some of Al-Qadri’s assessments. He’s less concerned with the threat of 

radicalisation in Ireland, saying it’s “not at all” an issue. 

 

He also disputes that in the region of 100 people in Ireland hold radical views. 

 

“I don’t think that’s true, I think the number is smaller. I cast huge doubt over the existence of individuals 

who are having radicalised thoughts in Ireland. Even if you travel outside of Ireland to Muslim countries 

or Arab countries, Ireland has a fantastic reputation, it is known as a friendly country. Muslims living here, 

they enjoy equal rights.” 

 

However, he added that gardaí hold a clinic at the ICCI every Friday, where people can share any concerns 

they have. 

 

Selim said Muslim people in Clonskeagh have been embraced by the wider community and vice versa. He 

said the Muslim population in Ireland would not have grown from about 4,000 in 1991 to over 63,000 in 

the 2016 Census if its members had any problem integrating into Irish society. 

 

“The fact that the members of the Muslim community in Ireland have increased gives a very positive 

indication about the level of harmony and cohesiveness. 

 

“Had the Muslim community not felt comfortable about Ireland, they wouldn’t have rapidly increased … 

The Muslim community, when they arrived in Ireland, they positively contributed to the country that they 

lived in,” Selim told us. 

 

Imam Ibrahim Noonan, who is based in Galway, is concerned about certain speakers preaching in mosques 

around Ireland. He said some of these people are “renowned for their extremism”. 

 

“They have been coming here and they have been lecturing here. I can’t understand how the government 

allowed it. OK, they had British passports, but they’re here. I mean everyone knows it, everyone involved 
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in Islam in Ireland knows they’re here and that they’re spreading their hate here.” 
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HEADLINE 03/14 ‘Neo-Nazi’ convicted terror attack plans 

SOURCE https://www.eveningexpress.co.uk/fp/news/local/north-east-man-connor-ward-convicted-of-

planning-terrorism-attacks2/  

GIST A neo nazi who acquired components for potential bombs and who kept a list of North-east mosque 

addresses is behind bars today after being convicted of planning terror attacks. 

 

Connor Ward, 25, from Banff, had denied breaching the Terrorism Act and faced trial at the High Court in 

Edinburgh charged with conduct which showed his intention to commit acts of terrorism. 

 

The court heard how the fascist acquired an arms cache which included a stun gun, hundreds of knuckle 

dusters, knives and metal bars. 

 

Ward, who was previously jailed for three years in 2012 for possessing an explosive substance, also 

acquired a number of deactivated bullets. 

 

The court heard the ammo could have been reactivated for use in a firearm. 

 

Ward, a former psychiatric patient, claimed he was suffering from mental illness at the time he 

downloaded the documents. 

 

He said that he acquired the files because he believed the world was going to end in 2012 and he wanted to 

survive the apocalypse. 

 

But today, jurors refused to believe Ward’s claims and returned verdicts of guilty to two charges of 

breaching the Terrorism Act 2000 and the Terrorism Act 2006. 

 

Ward is expected to be sentenced at the High Court in Glasgow on April 11. 

 

Detective Chief Superintendent Gerry Mclean, of Police Scotland’s Organised Crime and Counter 

Terrorism Unit, said: “Following Ward’s arrest a vast amount of material was seized by officers who 

invested a significant amount of time into quantifying the scale of Ward’s interest in terrorism. Although 

he operated alone, the weapons, manuals and downloads he possessed had the potential to cause serious 

harm. 

 

“While we may never know the full extent of Ward’s intentions thanks to the early intervention of police, 

we do know that we cannot underestimate the dangerous nature of any behaviour or activity linked to 

terrorism. These acts are very rare, not least in the North-east of Scotland, and while concerted action takes 

place every day alongside our partners to protect the public it is crucial that communities remain vigilant. 

 

“Terrorist-related activity will not be tolerated in any form and if you are intent on trying to harm our 

communities let me be very clear that we will do everything in our power to stop you. This conviction 

today demonstrates that Police Scotland is committed to supporting and reassuring our communities and 

would continue to ask the public to work with us by letting us know any concerns or suspicions they have. 

No piece of information is ever considered too small or insignificant.” 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Europol: terror threat still looms 

SOURCE https://www.euractiv.com/section/defence-and-security/news/terrorist-threat-still-looms-over-

europe-europol-expert-warns/  
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GIST The threat of terrorism “has not diminished and still persists” in Europe, despite the loss of Islamic State 

territories in Syria and Iraq, according to the head of Europol’s Counter Terrorism Centre, Manuel 

Navarrete. EURACTIV’s partner Euroefe reports. 

 

“In Europe, we continue to be very vigilant. The threat is significant and takes many forms. We are talking 

about more than 20 incidents in 2017, from well-planned attacks such as in Barcelona and Manchester to 

less prepared ones”, Navarrete said in an interview at Europol’s headquarters in The Hague (Netherlands). 

 

The colonel from the Guardia Civil (the Spanish police force) has been at the helm of the European 

Counter Terrorism Centre since January 2016, and his department works to “strengthen (the EU’s) 

response to terror”. 

 

According to Europol (which has not yet submitted its annual report), 980 arrests linked to jihadism were 

recorded in Europe last year, slightly below the 1,000 arrests a year earlier. 

 

On the consequences of terrorism, Manuel Navarrete pointed out that “even if the threat persists, the 

number of victims has decreased,” in 2017 there were around “68 deaths” as a result of Islamic attacks in 

Europe, compared to 135 in 2016. 

 

Al Qaeda 

 

International attention is focused on the Islamic State’s (ISIS) loss of territory and loss of its self-

proclaimed “caliphate” in Syria and Iraq, but Manuel Navarrete warned that this does not mean the 

terrorist group Al-Qaeda has disappeared: “the two threats are simultaneous,” he warned. 

 

For this counter terrorism expert, the threat of ISIS “takes various forms, is difficult to establish and has 

many tendencies even abroad”, but it continues to maintain “links, competition and conflicts” with Al-

Qaeda. 

 

“Talking about ISIS and Al-Qaeda as one and the same is wrong. We cannot say that there is collaboration 

between them, but there is a link,” Navarrette stated. 

 

What matters for the security forces is “the way it is manifested in terrorist attacks or actions,” in Europe 

and in the rest of the world. 

 

ISIS has “a trademark, it’s more aggressive and ruthless,” as shown by the propaganda the group 

broadcasts on social media with videos and photos of their crimes. 

 

However, Al-Qaeda, which carried out large-scale terrorist attacks such as on 11 September in New York 

(3,016 deaths) or on 11 March in Madrid (193 deaths), is an “equally aggressive and ruthless group, but 

with a certain degree of sophistication and planning,” said Navarrete. 

 

Nowadays, three sources of terrorist threats can be identified: solitary actors who “go from 0 to 100 in a 

very short time”, Al-Qaeda’s more sophisticated and longer-term plans”, and the complex action system of 

ISIS, he added. 

 

Growing threat outside Syria 

 

The retreat of ISIS in Iraq and Syria “does not reduce the terrorist threat” in Europe, and even increases a 

risk factor: extremists who fought in the “caliphate” and are confronted with the siege of their territory will 

seek to return to the European countries they came from. 

 

“Over the last few years, we were getting ready and preparing for how to deal with this issue. Information 

sharing data has been improving, and police operations are getting better and better and are aligned with 

the fight against terrorism and online propaganda.” 
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Europol, the EU’s law enforcement agency, now concentrates on “the identification, the prevention and 

the pursuit” of those wanting to enter Europe from jihadist groups in the Middle East. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Integrating extremists back into Minnesota 

SOURCE http://kstp.com/news/federal-probation-officer-judge-integrating-extremists-back-society-

minnesota/4826244/  

GIST Minnesota has more jihadists and white supremacists than any state in the country.  

 

That's according to Minnesota's chief federal probation officer and chief federal judge.  

 

There are currently 21 extremists on supervised release in the state. Twelve of them are jihadists. Nine are 

white supremacists. 

 

Four more extremists are scheduled to be released in the next year. That means 25 extremists will be living 

in Minnesota communities. 

 

The increase in extremists coming into the system demanded a strategy or plan that wasn't available 

nationally, chief federal probation officer Kevin Lowry said. 

 

In a rare on-camera interview, Lowry said he had to travel to the United Kingdom and Germany in 

September of 2015 to begin to build a playbook on how to transition terrorists back into society. 

 

He became an expert in what motivates terrorists, what it takes to de-radicalize them and why some may 

never be de-radicalized. 

 

"We picked up programs in Germany and the U.K. because those are countries that are more similar to us 

in economics, diversity, religion, politics," he said. 

 

"I met with a number of service providers and government professionals that are fully tasked with dealing 

with extremist cases. We brought into the United States a number of professionals that would help us and 

train us in risk assessment and intervention strategies that have been tested over 20 years."   

 

The Twin Cities have seen several high-profile terrorist incidents in the last few years, including the 

conviction of nine young Somali men who tried to help ISIS, a 20-year-old man who stabbed two brothers 

at the Mall of America in the name of Jihad last November and a 19-year-old woman accused of arson at 

St. Catherine University this past January. 

 

She told investigators she wanted to help Al Qaeda.  

 

Lowry cannot talk about specific cases because he supervises all terrorists convicted in the Minnesota 

federal court.  He's also had to supervise individuals convicted of involvement in organized crime and 

waves of other kinds of extremists over the years. 

 

But he worries about the growing number of jihadists and white supremacists.   

 

"When you look at somebody who's been radicalized, what you're going to look at is what's their level of 

engagement," he said. "What's their level of intent, what's their level of capability, is there any type of 

mitigating factors that can be incorporated in the rehabilitation."  

 

He said there are some red flags officers look for in radicalized individuals. A green bird often represents 

martyrdom, lions indicate jihad or fighting for a cause. 

 

Lowry said white supremacists are more obvious in their extremist views. 
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"They do what we call flying a flag," he said. "They are always advertising, wearing a certain kind of 

clothing. Black leather boots with pant legs rolled up, Nazi SS emblems, swastikas, lighting bolts, Celtic 

crosses for white pride and 1488 tattoos indicating an allegiance to Hitler. 

 

"They are easy to spot and they want to be spotted."  

 

Lowry said extremists have turned pure religious messages like the Islamic call to prayer "Allahu Akbar," 

meaning God is Great, and the Christian cross, into evil calling cards. 

 

He also said the videos terrorist organizations use for recruiting are highly produced and engaging.  

 

Lowry is training hundreds of probation officers across the country, as well as the Bureau of Prisons, to 

recognize the signs.  

 

But before Lowry sees them, extremists stand in front of federal judges. 

 

Minnesota's Chief Judge of the Federal Courts John Tunheim is one of the foremost experts in the country 

and around the world on terrorist defendants. 

 

The UN invites him to talk about Minnesota's integration of terrorists back into society, which he 

pioneered. And the U.S. State Department sends him around the world to talk to officials in different 

countries about Minnesota's program. 

 

Tunheim saw some of the first extremist cases in Minnesota. He believes all terrorists are not equal, and 

the justice system's one size fits all approach doesn't work well in extremist cases. 

 

"Putting them away in prison where they would get more radicalized as the years go on and radicalize 

other people is not in the best interest of society," Tunheim said. "What's in the best interest of society is to 

bring these people back and make sure they are productive citizens, so that's what we are trying to do."  

 

Tunheim knows he walks a line between prioritizing public safety and an extremist's right to redemption. 

 

He admits there is always the possibility that he'll make a wrong decision. 

 

But it hasn't happened yet.  

 

"Maybe we make a wrong decision," he said. "Hopefully it's a decision made with as much information 

(and) knowledge and training and experience in addressing an area that we haven't had much experience 

addressing. 

 

"All of it is a gamble because you can't always predict the future. Let's see what we can do, let's see if we 

can create better people." 

 

He said extremists who serve their time and go back into their communities to share stories of their wrong 

turns can be powerful when it comes to dissuading other people thinking about the same path. 

 

Better people can better happen when a national strategy is in place, Lowry said.   

 

He said if there's not a way to do what Minnesota is doing across the country, the problem of extremists 

will grow. 

 

"What I'm worrying about is, is something bad going to happen on my watch," he said. "Is something 

going to go wrong? Are one of these cases going to go off the deep end and harm somebody in the 

community?"  
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It keeps him up at night.   
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HEADLINE 03/14 Military cover up in Niger operations? 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/14/world/africa/niger-green-berets-isis-firefight-december.html  

GIST WASHINGTON — Green Berets working with government forces in Niger killed 11 Islamic State 

militants in a firefight in December, the American military acknowledged for the first time on Wednesday. 

The battle occurred two months after four United States soldiers died in an ambush in another part of 

Niger — and after senior commanders had imposed stricter limits on military missions in the West African 

country. 

 

No American or Nigerien forces were harmed in the December gun battle. But the combat — along with at 

least 10 other previously unreported attacks on American troops in West Africa between 2015 and 2017 — 

indicates that the deadly Oct. 4 ambush was not an isolated episode in a nation where the United States is 

building a major drone base. 

 

After the ambush, senior officers at United States Africa Command, which oversees American military 

operations on the continent, imposed additional measures to enhance the safety of troops on missions that 

were designed to train and advise local forces in Niger. 

 

But the missions did not end. 

 

On the morning of Dec. 6, a combined force of Nigerien and American troops “came under fire from a 

formation of violent extremists,” Samantha Reho, a spokeswoman for Africa Command, said in a 

statement to The New York Times on Wednesday. 

 

She said the gun battle killed 11 militants — including two wearing suicide vests — who were believed to 

be affiliated with the Islamic State in West Africa. No American or Nigerien forces were killed or 

wounded, she said. 

 

It was the first time the American military has acknowledged the December firefight, and Ms. Reho gave 

no explanation for the Pentagon’s failure to disclose the episode at the time. 

 

The head of Africa Command, Gen. Thomas D. Waldhauser, did not mention the December battle in 

testimony to Congress this month and only broadly outlined the threats in the region. A senior House 

Republican aide said on Wednesday that lawmakers had been notified about the Dec. 6 attack soon after it 

happened. 

 

Between 2015 and 2017, there were about 10 instances of American troops and local training partners 

being attacked in Niger and elsewhere in West Africa, said Brig. Gen. Donald C. Bolduc, the former 

commander of United States Special Operations in Africa. 

 

Enemy fighters were killed in some of those unreported episodes, General Bolduc said on Wednesday, but 

there were no American casualties.  

 

The existence of the Dec. 6 firefight was referenced in a terse line in an unclassified report the Trump 

administration gave to Congress this week about its legal and policy views on using military force. That 

report, obtained by The Times, mentioned only that a joint American-Nigerien force was attacked by a 

group of presumed Islamic State militants on that date, and returned fire “in self-defense.” 

 

Ms. Reho portrayed the firefight as an act of self-defense after the unit happened to come under attack. 

 

“The purpose of the mission was to set the conditions for future partner-led operations against violent 

extremist organizations in the region,” she said. “There was no aspect of this mission focused on pursuing 
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enemy militants, and the combined force was postured to respond as necessary in case contact with the 

enemy occurred.” 

 

She added: “With that said, our forces do operate in unstable areas and are occasionally exposed to danger 

from enemy forces. When such a situation occurs, our personnel are authorized to respond to threats and 

violence appropriately.” 

 

However, another military official familiar with the Dec. 6 firefight, who spoke on the condition of 

anonymity, offered a different portrayal of the events. 

 

The official said that the Green Berets were assisting Nigerien forces on a multiday operation near Diffa, a 

city in southeastern Niger near the border with Nigeria. It sought to clear the potentially hostile area so that 

Nigerien forces could build a new outpost there. It is unclear if the small base was ever built. 

 

The mission had attracted attention among American forces after the firefight, the official said, because it 

was one of the first major forays into the field in Niger since the Oct. 4 ambush. 

 

The White House only this month approved giving combat pay to American troops deployed to Niger. 

Army soldiers in Niger are still not eligible for certain combat awards — including the Combat Infantry 

Badge and Combat Action Badge — that are highly respected and sometimes can help with promotion. 

The four soldiers who were killed in the Oct. 4 raid were given the awards posthumously, but those troops 

who have fought in Niger have not received them. 

 

Questions about whether the American military, under the Trump administration, is seeking to obscure the 

expanding scope of operations in Africa were raised last week when it was revealed that the United States 

carried out four airstrikes in Libya between September and January that Africa Command failed to 

disclose at the time. The military has said it will acknowledge such missions if asked about them, even if it 

does not affirmatively disclose them in a news release. 

 

The Dec. 6 firefight was the main nugget of new information in the report that the Trump administration 

submitted to Congress this week, and was eagerly awaited by specialists on national security issues related 

to counterterrorism operations. 

 

They hoped it would offer a thorough public explanation of issues — ranging from when the Trump 

administration thinks it can attack other countries without prior permission from Congress, to an 

acknowledgment that President Trump secretly relaxed limits on when the military or the Central 

Intelligence Agency can carry out kill-or-capture operations with drones or commando teams, away from 

conventional battlefields. 

 

But the unclassified portion of the report, which was just over eight pages long, largely consisted of a 

slightly rewritten version of last December’s version of the semiannual War Powers Resolution letter in 

which the executive branch lists deployments abroad. 

 

The unclassified report gave only terse descriptions of certain matters while making no mention of key 

topics like Mr. Trump’s changes to the drone strike rules, suggesting that they were relegated to the 

classified annex the public cannot see. 
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HEADLINE 03/13 Gitmo: prepared for more detainees 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/13/guantanamo-bay-waits-donald-trumps-bad-

dudes/  

GIST On March 14, 2008, Muhammad Rahim al-Afghani, a close aide and “procurement specialist” for Osama 

bin Laden, having been captured by Pakistani authorities and handed over to the CIA, was processed and 

imprisoned at the U.S. detainment site at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 
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Exactly a decade later, al-Afghani remains the last inmate to enter Guantanamo despite President Trump’s 

vow to “load it up with bad dudes.” 

 

The Pentagon has a haul of Islamic State fighters, but it now says it would rather hand them off to other 

countries. 

 

At its height under President George W. Bush, Guantanamo held 750 suspected militants captured in the 

global war on terror. Today, just 41 remain. 

 

U.S. military leaders say they have received no order to kick-start operations at Guantanamo despite Mr. 

Trump’s announcement in his State of the Union address this year directing Defense Secretary James 

Mattis to “re-examine our military detention policy and to keep open the detention facilities at 

Guantanamo Bay” in the next 90 days. 

 

Prison officials say they are ready to take in more detainees. 

 

“We are prepared to receive more should they be directed to us,” Adm. Kurt W. Tidd, who oversees the 

military’s Southern Command that includes Guantanamo, told the Senate Armed Services Committee last 

month. “As of today, we have not been given a warning order that new detainees might be heading in our 

direction, but our responsibility will be to integrate them in effectively.” 

 

The admiral has publicly estimated that the prison site could immediately take in another 24 detainees 

without needing additional guard or processing staff. 

 

But with no prisoners in the pipeline, U.S. commanders say, Washington and its allies are facing a 

growing problem with Islamic State terrorists who have been captured. 

 

“Currently, there are no plans to move anyone to Guantanamo,” Pentagon spokeswoman Dana White said 

this month. 

 

She said Defense Department officials were drafting options for Mr. Mattis on how to handle Islamic State 

terrorists captured by American and coalition forces in Iraq and Syria. One option was transferring some 

of them to Guantanamo. 

 

Kathryn Wheelbarger, the principal deputy assistant defense secretary for international security affairs, 

told reporters last month that Syrian allies of the U.S. were capturing as many as 40 Islamic State militants 

a day. 

 

Mr. Trump and the Pentagon share a concern that Islamic State and al Qaeda fighters who are not securely 

held — in the U.S. or elsewhere — could find their way back to the battlefield. Mr. Trump said that 

happened repeatedly under President Obama. 

 

“These fighters that are able to depart these war zones, are able to take with them experiences and tactics 

that could potentially be applied in other places … are the principal concerns,” Gen. Joseph Votel, U.S. 

Central Command chief, told the House Armed Services Committee this month. 

 

Human rights groups long opposed to Guantanamo also have been energized by Mr. Trump’s 

announcement. Amnesty International in late February issued an “urgent action” alert to its chapters to 

launch a letter-writing campaign to Mr. Mattis and Secretary of State Rex W. Tillerson to encourage them 

not to send any more prisoners to the site. 

 

Ms. White said the Defense Department is still staffing the effort to come up with a new detainee program, 

including mapping the future of Guantanamo. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Teen in Fla. killing was subject FBI probe 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/14/us/florida-teen-fatal-stabbing-muslim/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A Florida teenager accused of stabbing three people -- allegedly because two of them ridiculed his 

Muslim faith -- and who was the subject of an FBI-led investigation over his alleged activities on social 

media relating to terrorism, was about to be arrested on federal charges, local police reports show. 

 

Corey Johnson, of Jupiter, is accused of killing a boy celebrating his 13th birthday Monday at a sleepover 

and wounding a woman and one of her sons with a knife, Palm Beach Gardens interim police Chief Clint 

Shannon said. 

 

"This was not a random act of violence," Shannon said Tuesday. "All persons involved in this incident 

knew each other." 

 

The investigation -- which stretched back to at least January 2017 -- involves Johnson's alleged interest in 

ISIS, social media activity that included watching beheading videos, a threat Johnson allegedly made 

against a school in northern England and his reported fascination with dictators and extremist groups such 

as the Ku Klux Klan, according to reports compiled by Jupiter police. 

 

Palm Beach Gardens investigators said the boy's faith led to Monday's attacks. 

 

Investigators say in a probable cause affidavit that the 17-year-old suspect confessed that he stabbed his 

victims because one made fun of the way he prayed and kissed the ground and because another treated 

celebrities as if they were gods, something Johnson said Muslims don't condone. 

 

Johnson will face charges of first-degree murder and attempted murder, Shannon said. CNN called the 

Palm Beach County State Attorney's Office about Johnson's legal status but the office said "nothing is 

available for public disclosure." 

 

It was unclear whether Johnson had an attorney. 

 

Shannon said Johnson's alleged "violent tendencies" were the subject of a joint investigation, which 

included the FBI, Jupiter police and other local agencies. 

 

According to Jupiter police reports, an FBI agent told a Jupiter investigator on March 5 that federal 

authorities were preparing arrest affidavits for Johnson and that would come "in the next several weeks." 

 

The police reports say in January 2017 a Palm Beach County sheriff's detective contacted Jupiter police 

about Johnson, saying he had reached out to ISIS on the Internet and wanted to join the organization. 

 

The detective said Johnson had allegedly been watching ISIS videos online, including beheadings. In 

March 2017, Johnson denied affiliation with ISIS, police said. 

 

The Palm Beach County Sheriff's Office had gotten involved when the suspect's sister reported him to 

school resource officers, telling them he had hit her in the fall of 2016. She also told school officers that 

her brother was a white supremacist who liked Hitler and supported Oklahoma City bomber Timothy 

McVeigh, who killed 168 people in 1995. 

 

On January 12, 2017, authorities from the FBI, Jupiter police, Palm Beach County schools and the sheriff's 

office met to discuss Johnson. School police said Johnson had a history of making anti-Semitic and anti-

homosexual remarks, according to the Jupiter police report. 

 

After the meeting, the FBI agents told police that they had been contacted by a foreign nation's 

counterintelligence agency and Johnson had threatened a high school in England. The threats caused 100 

students to be removed from school because of fears of a possible attack. 
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Jupiter police interviewed Johnson's mother and grandmother, the report says, on January 19, 2017. The 

grandparents told them Johnson had recently discovered religion and had been studying the Quran. 

 

The investigator relayed the information to the FBI and was told they were monitoring his social media 

accounts. 

 

At some point in the investigation, an FBI agent said the agency didn't want to pursue criminal charges and 

thought a "redirection approach" to the juvenile's behavior would be best, the Jupiter police report says. 

 

The FBI met with Johnson on March 29, 2017, and received his permission to mirror his computer so 

agents could see what he was looking at on the Internet. 

 

Johnson denied an affiliation to ISIS but said he was supportive of militant cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, who 

was killed by a US drone missile in Yemen in 2011, the report from the investigation says. 

 

The agents told him to stop ISIS-related social media posts, but the FBI said he did not do so and during 

the summer of 2017 they began to consider bringing charges against the teen, according to the documents. 

 

Authorities met in late February to talk about possible charges, but the assistant US attorney wanted more 

information from Johnson's social media accounts, the report says. 

 

About two weeks later, the FBI told Jupiter police it was working on the documents needed to arrest 

Johnson, according to the report. It is unclear what charges Johnson would have faced. 

 

CNN called the FBI office in Miami on Wednesday but didn't receive an immediate response. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Russia extends pause in Syria enclave 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-extends-pause-syria-rebel-enclave-damascus-

53763757?   

GIST The Russian military says it has extended a "humanitarian pause" in fighting for two days in a part of 

Syria's embattled eastern Ghouta enclave, just outside of Damascus. 

 

The Russian Defense Ministry says the pause on Thursday and Friday is focused on the town of Douma. It 

claims the pause has allowed growing numbers of civilians to reach safety. 

 

Maj. Gen. Yuri Yevtushenko was quoted by the Interfax news agency as saying 131 people left the area 

through the humanitarian corridor on Wednesday. 

 

Maj. Gen. Vladimir Zolotukhin says some 100 people are expected to be evacuated on Thursday. 

 

Russia ordered the daily humanitarian pauses late last month, but few civilians have left. And activists said 

continued government shelling and airstrikes killed at least 20 civilians on Wednesday eastern Ghouta. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 US concern: NKorea aiding Syria 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/us-north-korea-syria-chemical-weapons/2018/03/14/id/848691/  

GIST The United States is monitoring indications that North Korea is nearing completion of a large underground 

military base in Syria that could be used for nuclear-related work, as well as helping the regime of Bashar 

Assad rebuild its chemical weapons factories, The Washington Free Beacon reported on Wednesday. 

 

Satellite images of the base available on the internet appear to indicate that only a small part of the facility 
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is visible from above ground. 

 

"We are aware of reports regarding possible DPRK [Democratic People's Republic of Korea] assistance to 

Syria to rebuild its chemical weapons capabilities," a State Department official told the Free Beacon. "We 

take these allegations very seriously, and we are working assiduously to prevent the Assad regime from 

obtaining material and equipment to support its chemical weapons program." 

 

The official added that the Trump administration is making efforts to prevent Pyongyang from creating a 

more dangerous situation in Syria. 

 

Last month a United Nations report by experts indicated that North Korea has been sending supplies to 

Syria that could be used to produce chemical weapons, according to CNN. 

 

The U.N. study was released just a few days after the Assad regime was accused of using chlorine gas in 

an attack on Eastern Ghouta, which is near Damascus. 

 

The report also stated that missile experts from Pyongyang visited Syria in 2016 and 2017, after the 

supplies had been sent and that scientists from North Korea may still be operating in Syrian military 

facilities. 

 

These reports have heightened American concerns about Pyongyang at a time when the Trump 

administration is pursuing diplomatic negotiations with North Korea regarding its nuclear weapons 

program. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Focus on anti-Taliban efforts in Kabul 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/top-us-commander-sees-peace-possibilities-

afghanistan-53733912?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Afghan capital is now the main focus of the anti-Taliban fight, with U.S. special forces conducting 

raids in the sprawling city and additional American military advisers arriving to help beleaguered local 

police, the top U.S. commander in Afghanistan said Wednesday. 

 

"We've increased the number of special operations we're doing in and around the city to target the 

networks that are attacking the city," Gen. John Nicholson said in an interview with a small group of 

reporters. "So Kabul is our main effort right now." 

 

He said the Afghan government has replaced the top five police officials in each district inside Kabul as 

part of a plan to more effectively counter the militants. 

 

"This leadership element is key because what we found is many failures at the local level in terms of local 

security," he said, noting that the Taliban in recent months have managed to carry out large attacks with 

high numbers of civilian casualties. 

 

Nicholson said that some members of a newly arrived brigade of U.S. Army advisers are being assigned to 

mentoring Afghan police in Kabul as part of a comprehensive plan for improving security in a city of an 

estimated 5 million residents. 

 

"I'll just be very candid. We have a lot of work to do because this city has grown exponentially over the 

last 15 years" and in a haphazard way that left it vulnerable to movement by insurgents as well as criminal 

groups, Nicholson said. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Suicide bombing east Pakistan kills 9 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/bomb-kills-wounds-20-eastern-pakistan-

53748466?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A suspected suicide bombing near a police checkpoint killed five police and four bystanders and wounded 

27 others on Wednesday near the city of Lahore in eastern Pakistan, police said. 

 

Haider Ashraf, Lahore police chief, said that evidence collected from the scene suggested it was a suicide 

attack. However, investigators and explosives experts were working to ascertain whether the bomb was 

planted near the checkpoint. He said he believes the police were targeted. 

 

The checkpoint is located near a religious group's main congregation place in Raiwind near Lahore, the 

capital of Punjab province. 

 

Ashraf said evidence at the scene suggested a motorcycle was used. 

 

Police said the blast took place after evening prayers and most members of the religious group had exited 

into the street, some making purchases nearby. 

 

Ashraf said many of the wounded were police and three were hospitalized in critical condition. Other 

wounded included members of the Islamic preaching group known as Tablighi Jamaat. 

 

The main country's Taliban group Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan claimed responsibility for the bombing, 

saying it was a suicide attack. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Turkish shelling on enclave intensifies  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syrian-troops-encircle-town-embattled-rebel-

enclave-53733623?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Turkish forces shelled the Kurdish-held northern Syrian town of Afrin on Wednesday killing at least seven 

people, Kurdish forces reported, as government shelling and airstrikes killed at least 20 civilians in the 

besieged eastern Ghouta enclave near the capital Damascus, activists said. 

 

Shells slammed into the heart of Afrin at dusk at intervals just second apart, forcing residents to rush for 

cover, according to video published by the People's Protection Units, known as the YPG. The group is 

being targeted by Turkey as a threat to its national security. 

 

A resident reported a worsening bread shortage as tens of thousands of civilians have flocked to the town 

seeking relief from the advancing forces, shelling, and airstrikes. Azad Mohamed said he waited in line at 

Afrin's only bakery for eight hours for a few loaves of bread. He said some residents were being turned 

away without any. 

 

Afrin is already suffering from water and power shortages after Turkish forces cut supplies from the 

countryside, according to the Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. Turkey has bombed 

several bakeries since launching its offensive on Jan. 20, according to the Observatory. 

 

Thousands of residents had already fled Afrin as the Turkish troops approached, heading toward nearby 

areas controlled by the Syrian government, but hundreds of thousands more remain trapped in the town as 

Turkish forces and supporting Syrian opposition fighters move to completely encircle it. 

 

Turkish airstrikes killed at least eight pro-government militiamen, deployed to help the YPG, south of 

Afrin, according to the Kurdish military group. 

 

A Facebook page of the Nubl and Zahraa villages posted photographs of the eight killed fighters, who 

were from the villages. 
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There was no comment from the Turkish or Syrian government. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Nigeria president vows ‘girls return’ 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/14/africa/nigeria-president-visits-dapchi/index.html  

GIST Lagos, Nigeria (CNN)Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari vowed Wednesday his government will 

never give up until the schoolgirls kidnapped by Boko Haram militants go free. 

 

"There will be no rest till the last girl, whether from Chibok and (or) Dapchi, is released," Buhari said in a 

statement, referring to the towns where the terror group has struck in the past four years. 

 

The Nigerian leader spoke Wednesday while visiting the Government Girls Science Technical College in 

Dapchi, a town in Nigeria's Yobe state where Boko Haram abducted 110 schoolgirls in a February 19 raid. 

It marked his first trip there since last month's attack. 

 

In April 2014, Boko Haram sparked international outrage when it kidnapped 276 girls from a boarding 

school in Chibok, a town in Borno state. More than 100 of these girls remain in captivity, and their 

whereabouts are unknown. 

 

In Dapchi, Buhari met Wednesday with families of the missing girls, saying his administration has 

remained resolute in fighting terrorism and ensuring the students are returned safely. 

 

"We have re-equipped our armed forces, security and intelligence services," Buhari said, adding that 

Nigeria's air force is maintaining aerial surveillance of the area. 

 

Buhari said the government was investigating circumstances that led to the girls' abduction and warned 

that "any agency, person or group found to have been negligent or culpable" would be punished. 

 

He said he is confident that all the missing girls will be rescued or released and returned safely to their 

families. 

 

"The government, under my watch, will continue to maintain normalcy and ensure that incidents of this 

nature are stopped," Buhari said. 
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Suspicious, Unusual 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Study: most bottled water ‘contaminated’ 

SOURCE http://time.com/5200680/microplastic-water-bottle-orb-study/?xid=homepage  

GIST Drinking from a plastic water bottle likely means ingesting microplastic particles, a new study claims, 

prompting fresh concerns — and calls for scientific research — on the possible health implications of 

widespread plastics pollution. 

 

A study carried out on more than 250 water bottles sourced from 11 brands in nine different countries 

revealed that Microplastic contamination was nearly universal, found in more than 90% of the samples. 

 

The study, by journalism organization Orb Media and researchers at the State University of New York at 

Fredonia, found an average of 10.4 microplastic particles about the width of a human hair per liter. That’s 

about twice the level of contamination discovered in the group’s earlier study on the ubiquitous plastic 

contamination in tap water across the globe, with the highest rate found in the U.S. 
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Previous studies have found that a large portion of the microplastic particles found in our oceans, lakes 

and rivers, as well as in fish stomachs, can be traced back to the washing of synthetic clothes. 

 

In the case of bottled water, Orb’s new study indicated contamination was partly the result of plastic 

packaging, and partly the fault of the bottling process. The survey included brands like Aquafina, Dasani, 

Evian, Nestlé and San Pellegrino. 

 

It’s unclear what effect, if any, this consumption of tiny bits of plastics has on human health. As much as 

90% of ingested plastic could pass through a human body, but some of it may end up lodged in the gut, or 

traveling through the lymphatic system, according to research by the European Food Safety Authority. 

 

“We don’t know all the chemicals in plastics, even… There’s so many unknowns here,” Jane Muncke, 

chief scientist at the Zurich-based Food Packaging Forum, told Orb. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 NKorea softening media approach? 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/03/14/North-Korea-skips-derogatory-media-

references-to-Trump/8221521038343/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_int&utm_medium=4  

GIST March 14 (UPI) -- North Korea may be softening its media approach toward U.S. President Donald 

Trump, only months after calling Trump a "dotard" amid a war of words with Washington that followed 

the country's sixth nuclear test last September. 

 

In a sign the Kim Jong Un regime is recognizing Trump's agreement to a summit with the North Korean 

leader, Korean Workers' Party newspaper Rodong Sinmun replaced derogatory terms, like "madman," 

with "American ruler," in an article published Tuesday that criticized U.S. tariffs against imported steel 

and aluminum. 

 

Calling the tariff measures "a trade war launched by the United States," the Rodong stated, "Recently the 

U.S. ruler announced a presidential decree, to place a 25 percent tariff on imported steel products and a 10 

percent tariff on aluminum." 

 

Previous North Korean statements have referred to Trump not only as a madman but also a "lunatic." 

 

The pejoratives were omitted in an article that otherwise seemed typical of North Korean statements 

condemning U.S. policy. 

 

South Korean newspaper JoongAng Daily reported Wednesday North Korea has previously referred to 

Trump as U.S. or American ruler. 

 

But in the context of a news article disparaging U.S. policy, the careful avoidance of insulting Trump is a 

significant shift in language, the JoongAng said. 

 

North Korea media does not issue reports of major events ahead of time, according to defectors who spoke 

to UPI on Monday, and by Wednesday Pyongyang had yet to make references to the U.S.-North Korea 

planned for May. 

 

North Korea did issue a false statement on Wednesday, however, claiming South Koreans are seeking the 

withdrawal of U.S. forces from the peninsula. 

 

"What South Koreans want is an unconditional withdrawal of U.S. troops from the South, an unwelcome 

guest that poses a threat to peace and security on the Korean Peninsula," North Korea stated, according to 

Yonhap. 

 

Pyongyang also condemned ongoing talks on defense cost sharing between Seoul and Washington. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Thurston Co. rescues hundreds animals 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/03/14/hundreds-of-animals-rescued-in-thurston-county-its-one-of-the-worst-

cases-ive-seen/  

GIST THURSTON COUNTY, Wash.  -- Calling it one of the worst cases of animal abuse they've ever seen, 

rescuers from Hooved Animal Rescue and Animal Services are now caring for 23 miniature horses and 

more than 100 other animals found living in horrific conditions in Tenino. 

 

That includes 10 goats, eight dogs, cats, rabbits, pet birds and more than 100 chickens. One dog was found 

lying dead on the property. 

 

The miniature horses were living in muck and mud, some knee-deep with no dry place or shelter to get out 

of the elements. 

 

"We had almost 150 that we moved to a secure location. When we put fresh water down for them, they 

just scrambled for that water. I don't know how long it has been since they had fresh water. It was 

heartbreaking to see that," said Kathy Bailey,  president of Hooved Animal Rescue of Thurston County. 

 

Thurston County Animal Services plans to refer 19 charges for second-degree animal cruelty to the 

prosecutor's office, with more counts possible depending on the outcome of the full investigation. 

 

Q13 News is not naming the owners as they have not been formally charged in court with a crime. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Experts: novichok toxin direct link Russia 

SOURCE http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20180314-french-expert-says-novichok-toxin-is-

clearly-a-direct-link-to-russia  

GIST Novichok, the toxic nerve agent that British authorities believe was used in the near-fatal poisoning of 

former spy and retired Russian military intelligence officer Sergei Skripal, is a powerful substance that is 

exceedingly difficult to manufacture.  

 

This is why a growing number of chemical weapons experts say it is highly likely that only a government 

could have the technology and infrastructure to make it.  

 

And given that the Soviet Union, in the 1980s, was the only state known to have produced it, that has led 

many experts to conclude that Russian intelligence was behind Skripal’s poisoning. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Canned soup fuels NKorea air force? 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/canned-soup-fueling-north-koreas-air-force-

53760439  

GIST Is North Korea's air force selling canned soup and taxi rides to upgrade its runways and airstrips? 

 

Amid the toughest sanctions ever against the North and its nuclear weapons program, there are some 

compelling reasons to believe the answer may well be yes. The story of how — and why — offers some 

insight into how North Korea's economy functions under Kim Jong Un. 

 

There's a fine line between North Korea's military and its private sector. To augment the already huge 

share of the country's limited national resources earmarked for defense, North Korean military units 
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control everything from restaurants to farms to the flagship airline. 

 

Air Koryo is far more than just an airline. 

 

Over the past several years, it has also become one of the country's most recognizable consumer brands. 

 

With only a dozen or so active-use aircraft operating on limited routes to China and the Russian Far East, 

it's hard to imagine it's ever been much of a money-maker for Pyongyang in the conventional, ticket-sales 

sort of way. But it is a symbol of national prestige and serves as a key lifeline to the outside world, 

transporting people and loads and loads of precious — and often not-very-closely-scrutinized — cargo. 

 

Air Koryo runs at least one gas station and car wash in Pyongyang, has its own fleet of taxis and operates 

several retail shops, including a boutique at the airport. At the relatively upscale Potonggang Department 

Store in central Pyongyang, whole aisles are devoted to Air Koryo brand products, from crates of liquor to 

row after row of Coke-like sodas and a half dozen varieties of canned goods, including pheasant soup and 

peaches. 

 

The airline's moves mirror broader shifts in the North Korean economy, which is still socialist and 

technically centrally controlled, but under Kim has shifted rapidly toward capitalist-style 

entrepreneurialism. 

 

At the grassroots level, street vendors and small, bazaar-style markets are common. Higher up, state-run 

enterprises are adapting to become more productive and profitable — quite possibly because the regime, 

pinched by sanctions and shrinking trade possibilities, can't afford to prop them up anymore. 

 

It's not just Air Koryo: Naegohyang, a major producer of cigarettes including the luxury "7.27" brand 

reportedly favored by Kim himself, has begun pushing its own line of sporting goods. They're sold 

alongside Nike, Adidas and other pricey imports at its flagship stores near Pyongyang's diplomatic quarter 

and in the exclusive Scientists' Street district, a neighborhood built to reward the country's scientists and 

technicians. 

 

Air Koryo got a big boost with Kim's decision to completely overhaul the Pyongyang Sunan International 

Airport, which opened a shiny new terminal in 2015. The next year, Air Koryo started its taxi service. The 

Air Koryo soft drink line was launched in 2016. A gas station and car wash followed in 2017. 

 

It's impossible to say how profitable those initiatives have been. But the swelling variety of the goods and 

their ready availability in the capital and elsewhere, is undeniable. 

 

The appearance of a subsidiary company, Korea Hanggong Trading, at recent trade fairs suggests Air 

Koryo may be considering an export business, something of a stretch in the current political climate and 

sanctions aimed at cutting off the North's ability to fund its nuclear program. 

 

Curtis Melvin, a researcher at the US-Korea Institute at Johns Hopkins University and editor of the North 

Korean Economy Watch blog, describes the airline as a "wholly owned subsidiary" of the air force, which 

is using its consumer goods business to help finance reconstruction of its own infrastructure, including 

runway renovations and new revetments at remote highway airfields. 

 

Selling Air Koryo-labelled products made by military factories can help the air force boost revenues 

outside of its official budget allocations, Melvin said. 

 

A new headquarters for Air Koryo has been built near the international airport, he noted. 

 

"For many years, North Korea has tried to turn its subsidy-dependent state-owned enterprises into 

profitable operations that pay 'taxes,'" he said in an email to The Associated Press. "Maybe Air Koryo's 

time has simply come." 
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Air Koryo's connection to the military is not immediately obvious and is often overlooked. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 US: Iran naval forces halt ‘provocations’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-military-official-iran-naval-forces-halt-

provocations-53763358?   

GIST Iranian naval forces appear to have deliberately halted their provocations of U.S. Navy ships in the Persian 

Gulf in recent months, a U.S. military official said Thursday. 

 

According to Navy Cmdr. William Urban, spokesman for U.S. Naval Forces Central Command, there 

have been no "unsafe and unprofessional" actions by Iranian naval forces in the Gulf since August 2017. 

 

Prior to that, Iranian vessels had periodically made high-speed approaches to U.S. ships that were 

considered dangerous provocations. 

 

Urban declined to speculate on the reason for the change. 

 

"It seems like they've absolutely made a conscious decision to give us more space," he said. "That is 

definitely a change in their behavior." 

 

Urban spoke to reporters traveling with U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis, who stopped in Bahrain to 

meet with senior government officials and U.S. military leaders on his way back from Afghanistan. 

 

The last tense encounter between the U.S. Navy and Iranian forces in the Persian Gulf was recorded on 

Aug. 14, 2017, when an unarmed Iranian drone shadowed the USS Nimitz aircraft carrier at night and 

came close enough to F-18 fighter jets to put the lives of American pilots at risk, the Navy said at the time. 

 

For the first eight months of 2017, the Navy recorded 14 instances of what it describes as "unsafe and/or 

unprofessional" interactions with Iranians forces. It recorded 35 in 2016 and 23 in 2015. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Mystery: USS Cyclops missing 100yrs 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/14/more-than-100-years-later-great-mystery-vanished-uss-

cyclops-remains-unsolved.html  

GIST One hundred years ago Wednesday morning, the USS Cyclops, a massive American World War I 

transport ship hailed as a “floating coal mine,” should have been docked in the waters off Baltimore, fresh 

off a journey from Brazil. 

 

But the vessel – reported to be the Navy’s biggest and fastest fuel ship at the time – and the 309 men 

onboard it never pulled into the Chesapeake Bay on March 13, 1918, and its whereabouts to this day 

remain unknown. 

 

“In terms of loss of life and size of ship, it’s probably the last great mystery left unresolved,” James 

Delgado, an underwater explorer, told the Baltimore Sun this week as recent discoveries of historical 

shipwrecks are renewing hopes amongst the scientific community of finally finding the Cyclops. 

 

The 540-foot long and 65-foot wide ship, outfitted with 50-caliber machine guns to help transport doctors 

and supplies to American Expeditionary Forces in France during The Great War, was last seen in 

Barbados on March 4, 1918. 

 

Built in Philadelphia eight years earlier, the USS Cyclops was capable of transporting 12,500 tons of coal 

and could lift two tons of it in single buckets along cables that ran along the ship, leading newspapers to 
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call it a “floating coal mine,” according to the Baltimore Sun. 

 

But on its final journey, the Cyclops was loaded up with 10,000 tons of manganese ore – a denser and 

heavier cargo – and stopped at the Caribbean island for nine days to resupply before vanishing into the 

horizon. 

 

Those back in the U.S. began to take notice as day after day passed without any signs of the ship making 

its way to Maryland. 

 

"COLLIER OVERDUE A MONTH," blared a headline in the New York Times on April 15, 1918, next to 

a list of the hundreds of passengers on board. 

 

"Numerous ships sailed to locate the collier as she was thought to have been sunk by a German 

submarine," the Naval History and Heritage Command says on its website. "Her wreck has never been 

found, and the cause of her loss remains unknown." 

 

Two months after the ship failed to reach Baltimore, Franklin D. Roosevelt, who then was an Assistant 

Navy Secretary, announced the Cyclops and all of its crew were presumed lost at sea, resulting in what 

remains the largest loss of life in Navy history unrelated to combat. 

 

Nothing from the ship has been found. No wreckage, oil slicks or debris. Not even a distress call. And 

speculation has raged throughout history, leading some to claim wild theories involving the Bermuda 

Triangle, giant sea creatures and mutinies. 

 

"One magazine, Literary Digest, speculated that a giant octopus rose from the sea, entwined the ship with 

its tentacles and dragged it to the bottom," the U.S. Naval History and Heritage Command said. "Another 

theory was that the ship suddenly turned turtle in a freak storm, trapping all hands inside." 

 

Navy Secretary Josephus Daniels at the time added that "there has been no more baffling mystery in the 

annals of the Navy than the disappearance last March of the U.S.S. Cyclops.” 

 

“There has not been a trace of the vessel, and long-continued and vigilant search of the entire region 

proved utterly futile," the Baltimore Sun quoted him as saying. 

 

But recent deep sea discoveries of American ships, such as the USS Lexington -- lost at the Battle of Coral 

Sea in 1942 and found last week -- and the USS Ward, found in the Philippines in December, both by an 

expedition crew led by Microsoft co-founder and philanthropist Paul Allen, are giving explorers hope the 

Cyclops could be next. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Europe financial system vulnerable 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-dark-underbelly-of-europes-financial-system-1521065960  

GIST Something is rotten in the European financial system. 

 

The U.K.’s status as a global capital of money laundering is once again back in the spotlight following the 

attempted murder of former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter, which the British government 

has blamed on Russia. The scandal has revived concerns about the U.K.’s remarkable openness to the 

mysteriously amassed fortunes of Russian oligarchs with links to Russian President Vladimir Putin and the 

extraordinary role that U.K.-registered companies have played in some of the biggest money-laundering 

scandals that have surfaced in Europe in recent years. 

 

But the current focus on London follows a string of disturbing stories that has exposed the dark underbelly 
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of the financial system across the continent. 

 

Last October, the leading Maltese investigative journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia —who had been 

investigating high-level corruption in the country—was blown up in a car bomb. In February, Latvia’s 

third largest bank collapsed after the U.S. Treasury accused it of “institutionalized money laundering.” 

Last month, a Slovak investigative journalist and his girlfriend were shot dead in what police say is likely 

to have been revenge for his investigation into alleged links between top Slovak politicians and the Italian 

mafia. 

 

These stories raise uncomfortable questions about the extent to which three eurozone countries have been 

captured by organized crime. The collapse of Latvia’s ABLV Bank is particularly alarming because it was 

supervised directly by the European Central Bank. The fact that ABLV’s alleged money laundering was 

exposed by a U.S. agency rather than a European authority raises doubts about the EU’s ability to police 

its own financial system. ECB President Mario Draghi this week acknowledged that the ECB had suffered 

reputational damage from the ABLV crisis. ABLV has said it isn’t guilty of money laundering. 

 

The truth is that the EU is particularly vulnerable to organized crime and money laundering. It has created 

a single market and single financial system in which capital and people can move freely between member 

states. This has created healthy competition and reduced financing costs for European businesses and 

households. 

 

Yet responsibility for policing that system lies squarely at the national level. The EU has introduced a 

single rule book to cover customer protection and anti-money laundering, but it is up to member states to 

transpose the rules into national law and it is up to domestic agencies to ensure that the law is enforced. 

 

As in the EU migration crisis, where the inability of a few countries properly to manage their own borders 

exposed the entire EU to risks, so the inability of a few countries adequately to manage their financial 

systems exposes the entire European financial system to risk. 

 

The EU is also vulnerable because of the opportunities it offers to money launderers. In some smaller EU 

countries, particularly in the east and south, oligarchs have been able to amass vast fortunes by exploiting 

their connections to the state, whether through privatizations, public money or public procurement. 

 

At the same time, poorly supervised banking systems in EU neighboring countries have offered 

opportunities for theft: for example, more than $1 billion was stolen from three Moldovan banks in 2014 

and at least $5.5 billion disappeared from Ukraine’s Privatbank in 2016. Typically this money then finds 

its way into the EU financial system, where it is legitimized and invested—often in British assets, which 

benefit from U.K. legal protections. 

 

The EU has been trying to tackle these deficiencies in its system. The EU’s fourth anti-money-laundering 

directive came into force last summer—and a fifth is currently on its way, with new measures to close 

down loopholes exposed by the Panama Papers. 

 

Much of the EU effort is focused on promoting transparency about the ultimate ownership of assets and 

ensuring that banks and finance professionals know their customers and report suspicious activity. 

 

But while Brussels has powers to ensure that countries implement the rules—it is currently taking 

infringement action against 20 member states over the latest directive—it has no powers to ensure that 

they enforce them. 

 

At the same time, strict protocols govern what information can be shared between institutions, limiting 

cross-border cooperation. Remarkably, the ECB has no powers to investigate money laundering. 
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SOURCE https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2018/03/native-american-indian-art-fake-forgery-hopi-zuni0/  

GIST High on the Colorado Plateau in northwestern New Mexico, a dusty main road runs through the Pueblo of 

Zuni. Pull over to the side, and someone in threadbare clothing will soon approach your window holding 

out a mysterious little box. In Los Angeles, where I live, such an offering could only mean trouble, and 

you'd be wise to roll up the window and make a quick getaway. But here in the homeland of the Zuni 

people, it's safe to take a look. The box is lined with soft cloth, and in it you'll find an exquisite creation 

this person made with his own hands—a travertine animal carving, silver earrings inlaid with the Zuni sun 

face motif, a corn maiden pendant of carved shell. 

 

The Zuni people rely heavily on hard-won earnings from handmade jewelry and crafts. The tourism 

department of Zuni Pueblo estimates that 80 percent of working adults there make arts and crafts for sale. 

Yet it's getting harder and harder for them to make a living. 

 

For as long as the Zunis and other indigenous artisans have sold their crafts, they've been undercut by 

fakes—nonnatives posing as Indians to sell more of their work, factory made goods sold as handmade. But 

today's fakes include a virtual torrent of knockoffs cheaply manufactured overseas and masquerading as 

genuine Native made—baskets made in Pakistan sold as Navajo, beadwork made in China sold as Plains 

Indian, Hopi katsina dolls cranked out in the Philippines—none more profitable than counterfeit Indian 

jewelry. 

 

The insult isn't just financial. "Our arts and crafts give us a really concrete way to stay connected to our 

culture and our history," says Navajo jeweler Liz Wallace. "All this fake stuff feels like a very deep 

personal attack." 

 

But even though the rampant sale of counterfeits in the Southwest has been widely acknowledged for 

decades—and has ties to organized crime, according to affidavits by federal investigators—only recently 

has the U.S. government taken any serious action to shut down the major operators. Whether the 

crackdown has teeth will be tested in New Mexico on March 27, when Albuquerque jewelry dealer Nael 

Ali is sentenced for fraudulently selling imported jewelry as Native American made. 

 

Ali, the owner of several retail stores in Albuquerque's Old Town district, pleaded guilty on October 18, 

2017, to misrepresenting as Native-made jewelry sourced from two family-run networks he said were 

supplying him with counterfeit jewelry made in the Philippines. These two networks make for the largest 

Native American art fraud conspiracy ever brought to light. 

 

Ali's sentencing is the first in the ongoing federal investigation called Operation Al Zuni, which began in 

March 2012, and is the most extensive ever conducted into Native American art fraud. 

 

The investigation was named Operation Al Zuni after Al Zuni Global Jewelry, a well-known business in 

Gallup, New Mexico, owned by Nashat Khalaf, a Palestinian immigrant and prominent Indian arts dealer. 

Al Zuni, which claims to be the “largest wholesaler of Indian jewelry serving the Southwest since 1977," 

has its storefront in Gallup but also sells at gem and jewelry trade shows where retailers from all over the 

country buy inventory. 

 

Misrepresenting arts and crafts, including jewelry, for sale as Native made when they’re not is a federal 

crime under a law passed in 1935 called the Indian Arts and Crafts Act. The act provides for penalties of 

up to $250,000 and five years in jail for first time offenders, but until now it has rarely been enforced. 

Federal law also requires that “Indian-style” products imported into the United States be permanently 

marked with the country of origin. That law too has been widely flouted. 

 

It has been estimated that the Native American arts and crafts industry brings in more than a billion in 

gross sales annually nationwide. And although many would say that not enough profits have ever reached 

the artists, the sale of handmade jewelry, baskets, pottery, carved figurines, beaded leather, and other crafts 

provide livelihoods for thousands of indigenous people. 

 

According to federal investigators, the two families running counterfeiting networks are both Palestinian, 
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known to law enforcement as the Sterling Coalition and the Aysheh brothers. The Sterling Coalition, the 

larger of the two, operates an importing company in Albuquerque called Sterling Islands, which is owned 

by Nashat Khalaf’s brother, Jawad Khalaf, and niece, Sheda Khalaf. 

 

In affidavits filed in support of 18 search warrants executed in October of 2015, investigators name these 

and other members of the Khalaf family, and associates, as participants in a scheme to import and 

fraudulently sell counterfeit Native American jewelry manufactured in a factory in the Philippines called 

“Fashion Accessories 4 U.” Jawad Khalaf and his son, Nader, have owned the factory since at least 2006. 

None of the Khalafs has been charged yet. 

 

Law enforcement estimates that Sterling Islands has imported into the U.S. contraband jewelry worth 

$11,800,000 in wholesale value between October 2010 and October 2015. According to court records, 

retail buyers and wholesalers would place orders for replicas of particular pieces of genuine jewelry and 

pick them up at Sterling Islands. 

 

The ongoing prosecutions against the alleged fraudsters in New Mexico are sending shockwaves through 

the Indian arts and crafts industry. Nidal Abdeljawad of All Tribes Trading Post, an Indian arts store in the 

Pueblo of Zuni, claims that Nashat Khalaf’s Al Zuni Global Jewelry supplies 90 percent of the retail stores 

in the U.S. that deal in Native art. “If this guy has to close his shop, it will be a disaster for the Native 

Americans,” Abdeljawad says. 

 

The four Aysheh brothers running the other alleged conspiracy—Imad, Nedal, Iyad, and Raed—were 

charged in February 2017. Their trial is scheduled for October of this year. None has yet entered a plea. 

 

The sentencings of Nael Ali and Mohammad Manasra, who have confessed to knowingly dealing in fakes 

from both alleged networks, will test how tough New Mexico judges are willing to be. Manasra isn’t 

facing prison time. But Ali, who pleaded guilty to a felony, faces up to 18 months in prison and could be 

the first person ever to go to jail for violating the Indian Arts and Crafts Act. 

 

Ali's sentencing is scheduled for March 27 in Albuquerque, and prosecutors have requested that the 

sentencing of his co-defendant, Mohammad Manasra, be on the same day so that any Native American 

artisans who wish to be heard by the court won’t have to travel twice. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Arrests Lakewood massage parlor operators 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article205217534.html  

GIST Lakewood police arrested the proprietors of a massage parlor Tuesday after a two-year investigation into 

human trafficking, and seized two sets of body armor and an automatic weapon in the process, according 

to Pierce County prosecutors. 

 

Gig Harbor residents Guang Zheng, 45, and Dan Yu, 37, were arraigned Wednesday in Pierce County 

Superior Court. The Taiwanese nationals each face seven felony charges and seven misdemeanor charges 

of unlawful operation of a licensed business, and their bail was set at $100,000 each. 

 

Prosecutors noted in charging documents that they reserve the right to add charges of promoting 

prostitution, human trafficking and leading organized crime, as well as felony firearms charges. 

 

Officers also served a search warrant at Zheng’s and Yu’s Gig Harbor home, where they found 17 

firearms, silencers and other firearm accessories, and two sets of military-grade sets of body armor. 

Among the firearms is an automatic MP5 9mm gun. The two were arrested. 
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SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/bc-finreg-laundering-detecting/anti-money-laundering-controls-

failing-to-detect-terrorists-cartels-and-sanctioned-states-idUSKCN1GP2NV  

GIST NEW YORK (Thomson Reuters Regulatory Intelligence) - Regulators are holding financial institutions 

responsible for the real-life consequences of anti-money laundering (AML) failures. Firms must 

reconfigure their transaction monitoring programs to identify the emergent, multi-dimensional money 

laundering and terrorism finance methods that are defeating today’s rules-based detection scenarios. 

Adopting an actor-centric hybrid threat finance (HTF) model can cut compliance costs, reduce risk, 

improve regulatory relations, and increase the usefulness of suspicious activity reports (SARs). 

 

Financial institutions are required by the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) to detect and report customers engaged 

in money laundering, fraud, terrorist financing, and sanctions violations. With millions of customers, 

banks have fielded automated transaction monitoring systems, which use money laundering detection 

scenarios known as rules, to alert firms to certain customers for potential violations. Current industry 

detection logic has proven flawed and inefficient at identifying financial crime, resulting in record-

breaking regulatory fines for financial institutions that fail to detect terrorists, drug cartels, and sanctioned 

state actors exploiting the U.S. financial system. 

 

BANKS FOCUSED ON SIMPLE TRANSACTIONAL BEHAVIORS 

 

Banks have spent billions on transaction monitoring systems that scrub their accounts for possible money 

laundering schemes. Detection rules are action-based and target suspicious transaction behaviors, such as 

excessive cash deposits, structured transactions intended to avoid government record-keeping thresholds, 

and rapid money movement through one bank to another. 

 

Customers who violate the detection rules trigger a system-generated alert, which is reviewed by an 

internal investigator. Despite decades and billions of dollars in industry investment, over 95 percent of 

system-generated alerts are closed as “false positives” in the first phase of review, with approximately 98 

percent of alerts never culminating in a suspicious activity report (SAR). 

 

False positives cost the financial industry billions of dollars in wasted investigation time each year but 

more importantly, expose banks to steep fines and reputational damage for failing to identify bad actors 

involved in organized crime, sanctions evasion, or terrorism. Banks can reduce risk by reassessing their 

detection strategies, which presently lack the focus or sophistication to identify illicit source behavior. 

 

REGULATORS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES FOCUSED ON THREAT ACTORS 

 

Unlike fraud, money laundering stems from a precursor criminal act, like extortion, misappropriation of 

funds, or trafficking. As such, most global money laundering is perpetrated by transnational criminal 

organizations (TCOs), rather than individuals. Bank accounts used to launder illicit proceeds may be set up 

for personal or business use, but are most often used to cleanse funds on behalf of a threat organization. As 

one might imagine, different threat groups launder money in different ways. 

 

For this reason, law enforcement agencies (unlike banks) target money laundering purpose; meaning they 

consider both source criminal behavior (e.g. drug trafficking) and illicit organizational membership. When 

a U.S. law enforcement investigation into a crime syndicate or terrorist group identifies suspect bank 

accounts, the Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) issues request for 

information notices (known as 314(a) forms) to those banks. The resulting case investigations often reveal 

that banks failed to detect or investigate these suspicious accounts, leading to increased regulatory scrutiny 

that opens the floodgates to fines and remediation. 

 

THE TOTAL COST OF FAILURE 

 

When bank AML programs neglect detection considerations for money laundering purpose and preceding 

illicit activities, they fail to identify bad actors exploiting the firm. Such failures have caused major 

institutions to incur hundreds of millions, or billions, in regulatory penalties and associated costs. Global 

and retail banks, money service businesses (MSB), digital currency exchanges, and casinos are all at risk 
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of crushing enforcement actions. Financial institutions globally have been fined over $321 billion by 

regulators since 2008 (PDF)(here), with $42 billion in fines in 2016 alone. 

 

Firms incur not only financial loss, but also reputational harm. Regulatory enforcement actions often 

feature specific language indicating that banks aided and abetted terrorism, drug trafficking, and human 

trafficking by failing to detect and report illicit activity. Financial institutions have learned the hard way 

that regulators hold them responsible for the broader outcome of AML failures, not just their program’s 

procedures. Additionally, media outlets are quick to capitalize on negative news about large corporations, 

which can trigger a public relations disaster, especially when amplified by viral social media. 

 

HEZBOLLAH AS HYBRID THREAT FINANCE EXAMPLE 

 

Criminal cartels, hostile states, and terrorist groups today form hybrid threat alliances that extend through 

their finances. In some cases, one single group may be classified as a hybrid threat organization. The 

Lebanese Shiite Islamic group Hezbollah is one such example. 

 

Designated by the U.S. State Department as a terrorist organization, Hezbollah is aligned with the Iranian 

Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), Palestinian Hamas, Yemen’s Houthi rebels, and nearly one-

hundred Shiite militant groups in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, and elswehere. These connected Shiite militant 

groups (Hamas is Sunni) collectively report to Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei. Iran is subject to a 

number of U.S. and international economic sanctions. 

 

Hezbollah has recently become a hot-ticket political issue for U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions, who in 

January 2018 announced the Hezbollah Financing and Narcoterrorism Team (HTNT), an interagency team 

of prosecutors and investigators tasked with targeting Hezbollah's criminal and money laundering 

networks. This announcement followed revelations outlined in a media report alleging the Obama 

administration derailed a Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) program targeting Hezbollah's 

trafficking operations, in order to secure the 2015 Iran nuclear deal. 

 

Sessions has indicated that targeting Hezbollah's money laundering operations will be a primary focus of 

the current administration; an emphasis set to extend to bank regulators. 

 

According to a December 2016 terrorism finance report by the U.S. House of Representatives Financial 

Services Committee, Hezbollah is a hybrid threat organization with a global footprint. With a structure that 

includes a Lebanese political party, conventional military, Iranian terrorist proxy force, and crime 

syndicate, Hezbollah is one of the world's most unique and versatile threat groups. 

 

Hezbollah’s crime syndicate is extremely multi-faceted, with long-held narcotics, human trafficking, and 

counterfeit goods underworld networks throughout the tri-border Area of Latin America, the Middle East, 

North/West Africa, and Asia. 

 

Hezbollah maintains one of the most sophisticated and efficient trade-based money laundering (TBML) 

operations in the world, as evidenced by the 2012 Lebanese Canadian Bank laundering case. Their TBML 

tradecraft is so proficient that they hide drugs and cleanse narcotics proceeds by owning all parts of an 

elaborate global distribution network that falsifies the number of shipments and amount of products 

shipped, while concurrently hiding counterfeit goods among legitimate products. 

 

This double-dipping smuggling and false invoicing operation provides the profit margin Hezbollah needs 

to purchase weapons, tactical kit, and to provide logistical support to their global insurgency operations in 

places like Iraq, Syria, and Yemen. 

 

Hezbollah’s business and money laundering tactics are extremely specific and unique (compared to other 

groups) and require seasoned intelligence practitioners to identify. They use virtually all banking products, 

including international wires, retail services, prepaid products, and money service businesses (MSBs) at 

different operational echelons, ranging from international/strategic to regional, domestic support 

companies (DSC), and at the tactical level. 
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Accordingly, this one organization presents separate enforcement and reputational risks at different levels 

of operation. 

 

Like Hezbollah, other militant groups, drug trafficking organizations (DTOs), human trafficking outfits, 

and hostile nation-state actors are also competent money launderers. They too possess a hierarchical, 

multi-echelon global structure that utilizes numerous controls designed to subvert modern AML detection 

mechanisms. These groups hire professional money launderers with a detailed knowledge of compliance 

that could rival the AML experts working at banks. 

 

Professional money launderers working for global threat organizations launder funds in ways that 

superficially appear entirely legitimate, failing to raise red flags through conventional detection strategies. 

Put simply, these professional criminals are unlikely to make amateur mistakes, such as structuring or 

rapid withdrawal of cash. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 USCG record-breaking cocaine seizures 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/federal-pages/dhs/uscg/record-breaking-cocaine-seizures-by-uscg-amount-

ton-day/  

GIST The Coast Guard broke records last year with its interceptions of cocaine shipments, Commandant Adm. 

Paul Zukunft confirmed to Congress on Wednesday, amounting to 10 times the amount of the drug seized 

via land smuggling. 

 

Testifying before the House Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Coast Guard and 

Maritime Transportation, Zukunft noted among recent USCG accomplishments the seizure of more than 

450,000 pounds of cocaine worth over $6 billion wholesale. 

 

“These efforts often go unsung and we do not want that — we want the Coast Guard to be known for the 

valor of their servicemembers because we know they take risks every day in defense of this nation,” he 

added. 

 

U.S. Virgin Islands Del. Stacey Plaskett (D), noting “the majority of the illegal contraband … is being 

interdicted in the eastern Pacific,” asked the commandant about the “significant drug smuggling” reaching 

the U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico from South America. 

 

The “flow rate” of drugs coming into Puerto Rico has “grown over 30 percent over the last two years,” 

Zukunft said. 

 

“It’s not staying in Puerto Rico; it’s being transshipped elsewhere to include the U.S. Virgin Islands and to 

include the continental United States as well. So we are repurposing resources. All this based on 

intelligence.” 

 

Plaskett asked if the USCG resources are “sufficient” to “address this increasing threat in the area.” 

 

“The U.S. will never get in front of this problem by itself, which is why we need allies… and as many 

ships as we put out there, what we soon run out of is surveillance aircraft, which is why we’re looking and 

experimenting with land-based UAS,” Zukunft replied. “We’ve done a couple prototypes out of Puerto 

Rico as well. We need to look at state-of-the-art sensors to put into these on-demand aerial systems, but 

the intelligence is good. We do not have enough ships or aircraft to be fully effective in this mission.” 

 

Another lawmaker noted to Zukunft that the Coast Guard’s haul was about 10 times the rate of cocaine 

smuggling seizures across U.S. land borders. 

 

“Yeah, where it’s most vulnerable is where it moves in bulk, and that moves predominantly in the 
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maritime domain, way beyond our border,” the commandant said. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Northwestern Univ. lockdown ends 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/grade-point/wp/2018/03/14/northwestern-university-locks-

down-warns-about-gunman-on-campus/?utm_term=.3c3ab0bc9666  

GIST Northwestern University warned people on campus to seek shelter Wednesday because of reports of a 

person with a gun on the Evanston, Ill., campus. 

 

But shortly after 4 p.m., the Evanston Police Department posted on social media there was no evidence of 

a gunman or victim. 

 

On Wednesday evening, the university posted on social media that the scare was the result of a hoax. 

 

But on a day when gun violence was on many people’s minds — students walked out of classes at schools 

across the country, marking the one-month anniversary of the school shooting in Parkland, Fla., that left 

17 dead — the warnings quickly went viral. 

 

A spokesman at the university just north of Chicago did not immediately respond to messages Wednesday, 

but the school alerted the campus community with text messages and warnings on social media. A tweet 

from the university said there was a report of a man with a gun in Engelhart Hall, a dormitory. 

 

Evanston police had warned the public on social media to avoid the area because of a “shots fired” 

investigation, and said the area “is not secure and not safe.” 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Auburn: student arrested w/gun in school  

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/high-school-student-arrested-in-auburn-for-bringing-loaded-gun-

to-school  

GIST AUBURN, Wash. - A high school student in Auburn was arrested on Wednesday for bringing a loaded 

gun to school, according to police. 

 

Kent Police detectives identified the student and alerted Auburn Police and the Auburn School District. 

 

Officers went to the school on Wednesday and found him in possession of a loaded handgun. 

 

The student was taken into custody. 

 

Police did not say which school the student was attending. 

 

Detectives said they believe the student was involved in a drive-by shooting in Kent last month. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Property crimes frustrate small businesses 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/property-crimes-continue-to-frustrate-seattles-small-

businesses/716200898  

GIST A small business owner in Seattle's Fremont neighborhood is fed up after repeated break-ins. Each time, 

burglars took off with thousands of dollars’ worth of tools. 

 

Lebron Castleberry, who owns Castleberry Carpentry, said he was nearly done covering the loss from the 
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first break-in when the second one happened Wednesday morning.  

 

“Smash and grab, typical,” Castleberry said. 

  

“They got $2,500 worth of tools out of it.” 

 

The burglary happened outside his home near NW 44th and 5th Street, close to the Fremont-Ballard line.  

 

He said less than a year and a half ago, thieves broke into his other truck, with a much larger box van. That 

time, he lost $20,000 worth of tools plus damages. 

 

“I was in a real bad spot there,” he said.  

 

Castleberry said he had to replace the steering column, after the thieves had tried to drill into the ignition 

area to try and steal the van.  

 

It didn’t work, but the thieves did get away with most of his tools.  

 

He said he was a just few thousand dollars away from replacing everything, when this latest burglary 

happened. 

 

“You know? It’s like man, come on now!” he said.  

 

A few weeks ago, KIRO7 talked with “Cheese Wizards,” a food truck based not far away in Ballard. That 

business said it has had $15,000 worth of equipment stolen over the past few months. 

 

The owner contacted the city council and Mayor Jenny Durkan’s office for help. Durkin said she will work 

closely with them to take action and "keep our small businesses safe.” 

 

Castleberry isn’t hopeful.  

 

“What are you going to do about it? Well I already know the answer. Nothing,” he said.  

 

He’s been a business owner for 10 years in Seattle but said property crimes make it much harder to 

survive.  

 

“My margins are slim, slim to none sometimes,” Castleberry said. “It is frustrating. There’s certainly a 

solution to it, but it’s not something you can just snap your fingers and make happen. It’s a systemic 

issue.”  

 

For now, he has no plans to leave.  

 

“Persistence is the thing, that’s the key. So that’s what I do, I endeavor to persevere,” he said.  

 

Another case of tools and equipment stolen happened halfway down the block a couple of days ago at a 

new construction site.  

 

Workers the site said thieves broke in and stole everything, even the extension cords. 

 

The Seattle Police Department’s crime map shows in the preceding 24-hours, they received 118 calls to 

911 for property crimes. The number does not include non-emergency calls.  

 

Castleberry said he doesn’t know what the answer is, but believes part of the solution is more support for 

the Seattle Police Department. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Double homicide suspect shot by deputy 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/breaking-double-homicide-suspect-shot-by-sergeant/716259064  

GIST The suspect in a double homicide Wednesday night in Buckley was shot by a Thurston County Sheriff's 

Office sergeant in Tumwater. 

 

Investigators with the Pierce County Sheriff's Office believe the man shot his parents at their home in 

Buckley sometime before 7 p.m. Wednesday. He then fled about an hour to a hotel in Tumwater. 

 

The Pierce County Sheriff's Office let Tumwater officers know the suspect could be heading their way. 

  

Around 1:15 a.m. Thursday, officers spotted the suspect's vehicle in the parking lot of the Comfort Inn at 

1620 74th Avenue Southwest in Tumwater. 

 

Officers called for additional units and a sergeant with the Thurston County Sheriff's Office responded. 

 

Shortly after the sergeant responded, the suspect vehicle tried to flee and drove toward the sergeant.  

 

The sergeant fired three shots, hitting the suspect once. The suspect continued to flee and his vehicle was 

struck by a sheriff's deputy who was just arriving to the scene. 

 

The suspect was taken into custody and is being treated at an area hospital for his injuries. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 Police: Dylann Roof’s sister arrested 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/dylann-roofs-sister-morgan-roof-charged-with-bringing-knife-

marijuana-pepper-spray-to-school/  

GIST COLUMBIA, S.C. -- Deputies say the sister of church shooter Dylann Roof has been arrested for bringing 

drugs, pepper spray and a knife to her South Carolina school. 

 

The Richland County Sheriff's Department told CBS Columbia, S.C. affiliate WLTX-TV that 18-year-old 

Morgan Roof was arrested Wednesday after an administrator at A.C. Flora High School contacted a school 

resource officer. 

 

Roof is charged with marijuana possession and two counts of carrying weapons on school grounds. A 

judge set her bond at $5,000. She was screened for a public defender. She is not allowed to return to the 

school. 

 

Investigators say Roof also posted a Snapchat that alarmed fellow students, but wasn't arrested for it. 

 

School principal Susan Childs posted a letter to parents on the school's Twitter page explaining what 

occurred while students walked out to remember the 17 killed in the Parkland, Florida, Valentine's Day 

school shooting. 

 

Dylaan Roof was convicted of fatally shooting nine African-American parishioners at a Charleston church 

in 2015. He's been sentenced to death. 
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HEADLINE 03/15 ‘Threatening figure’ in mosque bombing? 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/alleged-leader-mosque-bombing-threatening-figure-

53762691  

GIST A former sheriff's deputy and purported ringleader in the bombing of a Minnesota mosque emerges in 
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court documents as a sometimes-threatening figure with anti-government views who also wrote books and 

attracted others into his shadowy group. 

 

Michael Hari, 47, allegedly intended for the attack to scare Muslims into leaving the U.S. He and two 

associates were charged Tuesday with traveling from rural Clarence, Illinois, about 120 miles south of 

Chicago, to carry out the Aug. 5 pipe-bomb assault on the Dar Al-Farooq Islamic Center in Bloomington, 

Minnesota. 

 

The explosion caused a damaging fire just as morning prayers were about to begin, but no one was hurt. 

 

Even before his arrest, the self-described entrepreneur and watermelon farmer had a background that 

included working in law enforcement, floating ideas for a border wall with Mexico, fleeing with his 

daughters to Central America during a custody dispute and suing the federal government for allegedly 

cutting in on his food-safety business. 

 

Court papers say Hari promised his accomplices $18,000 for their participation in the mosque attack. But 

the complaints in the case do not portray him as well off, citing an informant who said Hari frequently 

stayed at his parents' home because he had no running water or electricity. 

 

Hari describes some of his political views in a federal lawsuit he filed last month against the Department 

of Agriculture in which he complains it was cutting in on his food-safety certification business, Equicert. 

 

"The People of the United States have rejected the Marxist doctrine that the government shall own the 

means of production," he wrote. 

 

Under the screen name "Illinois Patriot," Hari posted 19 videos to YouTube in the past two months, most 

of them anti-government monologues delivered in a smooth, matter-of-fact voice. He wears a balaclava 

that obscures all but his eyes. 

 

In a March 11 video titled "A Cry for Liberty," Hari criticizes the Justice Department as "a political 

animal," and calls the government "completely illegitimate." 

 

He spoke to the Chicago Tribune last year for a story on Illinois residents seeking contracts to help build 

the border wall with Mexico championed by President Donald Trump. Hari said he had drafted a $10 

billion construction plan. 

 

In addition to Hari, authorities charged Joe Morris, 22, and Michael McWhorter, 29. All three men live in 

Clarence, a community with a population of just a few dozen people encircled by farm fields. During a 

reporter's visit on Wednesday, at least four homes displayed Confederate flags — one flying high atop a 

flagpole in a front yard. 

 

It isn't clear why the men targeted a mosque in Minnesota, though Al-Farooq had been in the headlines in 

recent years. 

 

A group of young Minnesota men who were convicted of conspiring to travel to Syria to join the Islamic 

State Group had frequented the mosque. A young woman and at least one of the men who successfully got 

to Syria also worshipped there. Mosque leaders were never accused of any wrongdoing. 

 

Hari fled the U.S. in the early 2000s to live in Mexico and then the small South American nation of Belize, 

taking his two teenage daughters with him for fear his ex-wife would gain custody, according to media 

reports of legal proceedings against him after he returned to the U.S. in 2006. He was convicted of child 

abduction and given probation. 

 

The case put Hari on television. 

 

Dr. Phil McGraw of the "Dr. Phil" talk show used an investigator to help track down Hari in Belize, 
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shortly before Hari came back to face charges of abducting his kids. 

 

He wrote a handful of self-published books, including essays on religion. One was titled "Resurgence: 

More than Conquerors." Another was "Beowulf: A Novel of the Norsemen," which was listed as the first 

in a series. 

 

Hari belonged to the Old German Baptist Brethren, a religious sect that shares some beliefs with the 

Amish, although its followers do not spurn modern technology, according to 2006 coverage of his trial 

published in the News-Gazette in Champaign, about 30 miles south of Clarence. 

 

Some of Hari's neighbors told Champaign television station WCIA that Hari frightened them. One 

neighbor said Hari gave her "the heebie-jeebies." 

 

His criminal record includes a charge of assaulting a neighbor who entered his property in July, when he 

allegedly held the man down and pointed a pellet gun at his head. Then in February, the Bureau of 

Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives received an anonymous tip about explosives on that neighbor's 

property. 

 

Authorities found explosives, including a pipe bomb, which McWhorter said he, Hari and Morris planted 

to discredit the neighbor who reported the assault, according to court documents. Hari allegedly called in 

the phony tip. 

 

In a March 10 video, just days before his arrest, Hari went to YouTube again and posted as "Illinois 

Patriot," saying FBI and local law enforcement investigators had "run wild" and were terrorizing Clarence. 

 

He asked "freedom-loving people everywhere to come and help us." 

 

Hari was raised near Champaign and went to graduate school in criminal justice at the University of 

Central Texas, now known as Texas A&M University-Central Texas, where he took courses in security-

related construction, the Tribune reported. 

 

The three men are also suspected in the attempted bombing of an abortion clinic on Nov. 7 in Champaign, 

according to the U.S. attorney's office in Springfield. In that attack, a pipe bomb was thrown inside but 

failed to go off. 

 

A tip in December led authorities to investigate the three men, after a person sent the local sheriff photos 

of guns and bomb-making material inside Hari's parents' home. In January, a second informant told 

authorities that the men had carried out the mosque bombing and the failed clinic attack, according to the 

complaints. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Police: 2 shot in Birmingham hospital 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/shot-birmingham-hospital-suspect-police/story?   

GIST Two people were shot at a hospital in Birmingham, Alabama, this evening, police said.  

 

Police responded to a call of a reported shooting at UAB Highlands Hospital, Birmingham police Lt. Pete 

Williston said in a press conference. They located the two victims and then proceeded to search the 

hospital. 

 

The suspect was found dead of an apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound, Williston said.  

 

There is no additional threat to the public, police said. 

 

The victims were listed as being in critical condition.  
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Further details were not immediately available. 
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HEADLINE 03/14 Austin: 370 suspicious package calls 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/austin-police-receive-370-calls-suspicious-packages-

deadly/story?id=53747381&cid=clicksource_81_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Austin, Texas, residents have taken police warnings to heart, phoning in hundreds of times about 

suspicious packages in the wake of this month’s deadly bombings in the city. 

 

There have been more than 370 suspicious package calls as of 8:30 a.m. today, since the first explosion on 

March 2, according to police. 

 

The calls followed three package bombs that detonated at different residences in the city, killing two and 

injuring two others. 

 

The three bombings took place 11 days apart -- March 2 and then two this Monday -- but police have said 

that they believe they’re related. 

 

Authorities have advised residents to exert caution and call authorities if they see any unexpected or 

suspicious packages near their homes. 

 

Police said they had received 265 calls Tuesday afternoon, followed by an additional 108 calls between 

then and this morning. 

 

Federal and local investigators have been working nonstop to find the suspect or suspects, Austin Police 

Chief Brian Manley told ABC News. 

 

"We are definitely dealing with a suspect or suspects who has some level of skill in making these types of 

devices," Manley said Tuesday. 

 

"The fact they have not only been able to build these bombs, but then travel with them to the target 

location without them exploding either during construction or during deployment, shows that they do have 

a certain level of sophistication and they know what they are doing," he said. 
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Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources/InFOCUS  
is a situational awareness report published daily by the Washington State Fusion 
Center. 
   

If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
  

  

DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 
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with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
Source: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml 
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From:                 Michael Jerome <ss@ishkafarms.com> on
                         behalf of Michael Jerome <ss@ishkafarms.com>
                         <ss@ishkafarms.com>
To:
Cc:

Subject:             Fwd: Purchase Order

Dear Sir,

Reference to the attached PO, kindly arrange delivery ASAP and send your Proforma invoice.

Await your prompt feedback.

With Regards
Michael Jerome

Procurement Officer
International Trade Technologies Ltd.
Tel: +373 22 270534
Mob: +373 68 090331
Email: ss@ishkafarms.com

Date:                 Tue Mar 13 2018 13:00:49 CDT
Attachments:     EMAILS NO YAHOO& BAD ONE - Copy.txt

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5255
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Document ID: 0.7.1175.5255-000001
Owner:                   Michael Jerome <ss@ishkafarms.com> on behalf of Michael Jerome
<ss@ishkafarms.com> <ss@ishkafarms.com>
Filename:               EMAILS NO YAHOO& BAD ONE - Copy.txt
Last Modified:        Tue Mar 13 13:00:49 CDT 2018
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0008@hw0001.com
bhammond.ca@gmail.com
patrickolss@gmail.com
patrickp447@gmail.com
patrickpage6@gmail.com
patrickpalcidus@gmail.com
patrickpaul36@gmail.com
patrickperez1997@gmail.com
patrickpk123@gmail.com
patrickprokopiak@gmail.com
patrickpyro@gmail.com
patrickqamancia@gmail.com
patrickquinn.quinn7@gmail.com
patrickramos121@gmail.com
patrickrandell@gmail.com
patrickreetz@gmail.com
patrickrhahn@gmail.com
patrickrhaynes@gmail.com
patrickrhodes1971@gmail.com
patrickrichards23@gmail.com
patrickrnewsam@gmail.com
patrickrytr@gmail.com
patricks227836@gmail.com
patricksacco1@gmail.com
patrickscafe@gmail.com
patrickschlabs@gmail.com
patrickscottmiller@gmail.com
patrickshaheen@gmail.com
patrickshannon71@gmail.com
patricksilne@gmail.com
patricksingleton25@gmail.com
patricksizemore13@gmail.com
patricksmiley8@gmail.com
patricksmith.phd@gmail.com
patricksmith73@gmail.com
patricksmommiie@gmail.com
patricksonido@gmail.com
patrickspink@gmail.com
patrickstader@gmail.com
patrickster72@gmail.com
patricksundiedalton@gmail.com
patrickt7414@gmail.com
patrickt@unifrax.com
patricktan4@gmail.com
patricktate7@gmail.com
patricktavare01@gmail.com
patricktavare2@gmail.com
patricktaypaychia@gmail.com
patricktcarroll@gmail.com
patrickteicher@gmail.com
patricktest@gmail.com
patrickthecraftyninja@gmail.com
patrickthodge@gmail.com
patrickthomas1973@gmail.com
patrickthomasone@gmail.com
patricktmcdonald@gmail.com
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patricktubay@gmail.com
patrickturner743@gmail.com
patrickv14@gmail.com
patrickval0214@gmail.com
patrickvalant5794@gmail.com
patrickvandewalle@gmail.com
patrickvines@gmail.com
patrickw797@gmail.com
patrickwaddell42@gmail.com
patrickwarnek@gmail.com
patrickwilken28@gmail.com
patrickwinton@gmail.com
patrickwkelley85@gmail.com
patrickwoo@gmail.com
patrickwoods48@gmail.com
patricky6@gmail.com
patrickzhang2004@gmail.com
patrickzmina@gmail.com
patricnovan@mail2world.com
patrico12345@gmail.com
patrik.chovanec@gmail.com
patrik.mensik@seznam.cz
patrik.windsor@gmail.com
patrik706@gmail.com
patrik@imagit.se
patrikadill@gmail.com
patrikwhite@gmail.com
patrina.cheang@gmail.com
patrina.harper@gmail.com
patrinam33@gmail.com
patrinkia@gmail.com
patriot.vanmeter@gmail.com
patriot1088@gmail.com
patriot10@gmail.com
patriot237@mail.ru
patriot32alec@gmail.com
patriot679@gmail.com
patriot7890@gmail.com
patriot@gmail.com
patriotic1rb@gmail.com
patriotma@gmail.com
patriotperry@gmail.com
patriotradja08@gmail.com
patriots20@gmail.com
patriots3266@gmail.com
patriotswereundefeated@gmail.com
patriotws@gmail.com
patrisha1984@gmail.com
patrishahale@gmail.com
patrishamitchell@gmail.com
patrisia1982@gmail.com
patrisiaramos90@gmail.com
patrivas4@gmail.com
patrixiasoba@gmail.com
patrizia-cuggionni@net.com
patrizia.castro64@gmail.com
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patrizia713@gmail.com
patrizia@gmail.com
patriziacipolla@gmail.com
patriziashawn@gmail.com
patrobbins1949@gmail.com
patroberson123@gmail.com
patrodriguez74@gmail.com
patroiv@gmail.com
patron.dh@gmail.com
patron42020@gmail.com
patrondelamora@gmail.com
patronkril@gmail.com
patronrigo@gmail.com
patronsaintofheartach92@gmail.com
patronsaintofmushrooms@ou.edu
patrtaylor1@gmail.com
patruema@gmail.com
patrunnels@gmail.com
patrushka70@gmail.com
patrushkabee@gmail.com
patrusso7@gmail.com
patrut2716@gmail.com
patry2012@gmail.com
patryciaptak@gmail.com
patryk1306@gmail.com
patrykdd99@gmail.com
patrykkin@gmail.com
pats.poo@gmail.com
pats128512@gmail.com
pats67gto@gmail.com
pats@paradise.net.nz
patsanders@gmail.com
patsandip@gmail.com
patsapong4@gmail.com
patsbabe12@gmail.com
patscool@gmail.com
patscorbin@gmail.com
patsduds@gmail.com
patsellers1964@gmail.com
patsfanguy2005@gmail.com
patsgirl311@gmail.com
patshay@mediaone.net
patshea222@gmail.com
patsherman49@gmail.com
patsie.williams@gmail.com
patsing10@gmail.com
patsister99@gmail.com
patskaran95@gmail.com
patske15@gmail.com
patski123@gmail.com
almahmeed@gmail.com
y.aaron38@gmail.com
y.aboutayeb@gmail.com
y.acevedo09@gmail.com
y.acevedo66@gmail.com
y.aktar164@gmail.com
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y.anderson2141@gmail.com
y.andrewkim@gmail.com
y.antemann@gmail.com
y.asrani@gmail.com
y.b.joking@gmail.com
y.bernardez@gmail.com
y.blancaneauex@gmail.com
y.c.provine@gmail.com
y.cano16@gmail.com
y.clark61@gmail.com
info@ehaweb.org
palensky@ieee.org
enquiries@wessex.ac.uk
gfkorr@dechema.de
info@wseas.org
syntres@ath.forthnet.gr
inflammation2007@ics.dk
ialp2007@ics.dk
genera@ifema.es
info@wec-italia.org
congress@fip.org
info@finnexpo.fi
modernpak@zv.hr
radiologycme@med.stanford.edu
info@bvv-moscow.ru
rd-expo@mail.ru
expo@stier.co.il
irncid@neda.net.ir
info@irncid.org
yfzhao@xmu.edu.cn
cicc@ccs-cicc.com
jcpark@jcinter.co.kr
info@seoulairshow.com
cipark@yumc.yonsei.ac.kr
ictma13@ku.edu.np
nisnirs@mail.ru
spedub@spe.org
mita@ee.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
ymats@mech.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
arai@pe.titech.ac.jp
Ti-2007@nta.co.jp
tobe@chem.es.osaka-u.ac.jp
ktakai@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp
mclamarre@iuhpe.org
joel.kapusta@airliquide.com
f.el-hawary@ieee.org
jorge.torres@cenam.mx
l.wolf@ieee.org
j.strock@ieee.org
shiroma@ieee.org
service@astm.org
vita@ieee.org
mercer@cmsworldwide.com
meetings@seg.org
markh@u.washington.edu
mahmoud@arab-diabetes.com
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rachel@conference.co.nz
essam@ceiegypt.org
info@prodomain.info
info@intracto.com
brettbertram@gmail.com
washnfoldexpress@gmail.com
interiorshubhyd@gmail.com
murrowhomedirector@gmail.com
ceif@imsciences.edu.pk
james@timbrell.com
info@egypt.travel
apprendre@mediter.com
support@epik.com
idah0625@gmail.com
viesoft.vierin@gmail.com
ever4one@gmail.com
sftempserver@gmail.com
info@pec.trssrl.com
christianmattisson@gmail.com
Kevin@AllCityAustin.com
tpic823002@pec.istruzione.it
ausbildung@bivteam.de
baumaschinen@bivteam.de
info@padline.de
wefixdit@gmail.com
fundacja@corangelus.org
palvelu@sunglobe.net
gaizka@gaizka.org
swalker@smumn.edu
admission@smumn.edu
tcadmission@smumn.edu
rochester@smumn.edu
info@cascadephilanthropy.org
toyaholmes@gmail.com
piracaia@mursu.org
yangzhenyu199727@163.com
sipsandbytes@gmail.com
sunnyinternational.sales@gmail.com
Bryant.Feld@gmail.com
13807992710@163.com
info@tatilfirsatim.com
rr@iisertvm.ac.in
violswestworkshop@gmail.com
secretaria@ceifar.org
orders@progobo.com
Play@Mattel.com
info@buntun.com
mavogel41@gmail.com
judygardens@gmail.com
trinitygardenssb@gmail.com
tgtmail@trinitybrotherdave.org
hank@hankgoodman.com
kontakt@mana.berlin
pmgmct@gmail.com
info@sandiegohomecare.com
more@Woodbridgeaquaticclub.org
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ellinor@ladenberg.se
contact@kingstoncitydubplates.com
cosmoscat08@gmail.com
more@Artviva.biz
kotake.rina@entcomp.esys.tsukuba.ac.jp
info@hirokenhome.com
ancientegyptblog@gmail.com
elmas.mb@gmail.com
pension.sakura@gmail.com
y-tahara@seinan-gu.ac.jp
db-staff@nic.ad.jp
nimesha82@gmail.com
mp@mpprojects.eu
555533noc@prunk.si
info@tulayanaokulu.com
info@ok.sk
office@franchisepool.org
info@christina-camara.de
Editors@Infoplease.com
scrollexpress@gmail.com
hostmaster@oleane.net
nse@oleane.net
christophe@technopol.net
hostmaster@1und1.de
9lv85s4wyunz@emailprotection.domainnameshop.com
Post@optilux.no
hostmaster@jcloud.no
fjwh723@163.com
proxy@whoisprotectservice.com
wyz@bd001.com
maki@adk-cn.com
good119@126.com
t-ducks@foxmail.com
kumada@inglewood.co.jp
system-admin@beingcorp.co.jp
form@dom.jprs.jp
unison@conversation.jp
domain-admin@dena.jp
mdevils@yandex.ru
technical@iamdn.co.jp
admin@onamae.com
whois@serverqueen.jp
adnanhussainn@gmail.com
gulchuk@list.ru
zhixingstar@163.com
info@rewardsforjustice.net
peter.dahlmann@vdeh.de
jackie.butterfield@iom3.org
hans-juergen.kerkhoff@wvstahl.de
bernie.rickinson@iom3.org
zx@csm.org.cn
szpytko@agh.edu.pl
mick.steeper@primetals.com
jalsop@ipass.com
nakamura@jsndi.or.jp
jilm1951@jilm.or.jp
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jimu@jsms.jp
3rengo@jsrae.or.jp
sead30.info@gmail.com
office@jsces.org
y.matsushita@kci-world.com
pesymp2018@jsme.or.jp
jsm-denken@bunken.co.jp
gakujutsu@jrias.or.jp
jacc-maeyama@mbr.sphere.ne.jp
info@j-neutron.com
taikai27sanka@jie.or.jp
isha2018@grp.tohoku.ac.jp
dd2018@jsme.or.jp
2018isem@gmail.com
alimrb@tut.by
fedeme@fedeme.com
info@diecasting.org.hk
irfs.edu@gmail.com
jfs@jfs.or.jp
kfs@kfs.or.kr
sojuz@mt.net.mk
bill.lovell474@gmail.com
hiph@hiph.com.pl
ferrolag@gmail.com
pakistanfoundryassociation@gmail.com
philmetalcasting@gmail.com
foundryral@mtu-net.ru
foundryral@mail.ru
tami@tami.org.tw
admin@thaifoundry.com
info@tudoksad.org.tr
marina.cabrini@unibg.it
emma.angelini@polito.it
AssociationManagement@microscopy.org
jack.champaigne@electronics-inc.com
karen.cambridge@bindt.org
info@dechema.de
cet@engii.org
conference@corrosion.com.au
achema@dechema.de
csmoffice@csm.org.cn
Lothar.Kallien@htw-aalen.de
face@facealuminium.com
info@dvs-hg.de
registration@spe.org
hans-joachim.wieland@vdeh.de
bettyk@ou.edu
presse@dechema.de
info@stahl-akademie.de
gfkorr@dechema.de
mara.frahne@messe-essen.de
hideo.nakajima@sanken.osaka-u.ac.jp
support@imi.edu.in
ravishankar18292@gmail.com
inrgizagora@gmail.com
mosendez@unaids.org
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hivepicenter@gmail.com
office@euromicro.org
hossamhalfa@cmrdi.sci.eg
dwanders@socrates.berkeley.edu
elkaditraveltours@gmail.com
mktravelmorocco@gmail.com
CharlieFSpeed@gmail.com
johann.kastner@fh-wels.at
talat.imtce@gmail.com
tagungen@dvs-hg.de
info@efcweb.org
icc2014.korea@gmail.com
palensky@ieee.org
info@wseas.org
congress@fip.org
rd-expo@mail.ru
irncid@neda.net.ir
info@irncid.org
yfzhao@xmu.edu.cn
mita@ee.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
arai@pe.titech.ac.jp
tobe@chem.es.osaka-u.ac.jp
ktakai@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp
f.el-hawary@ieee.org
jorge.torres@cenam.mx
mercer@cmsworldwide.com
meetings@seg.org
mahmoud@arab-diabetes.com
accounts@icom-cc.org
secretariat@icom-cc.org
jan-erik.levlin@iki.fi
capst@skku.edu
paul.harris@iom3.org
jbs@agh.edu.pl
paul.mcintyre@iom3.org
cicc@tsinghua.edu.cn
bjh@mail.ntust.edu.tw
iagg@promoleader.com
convegni@unitn.it
aluminium2000@interall.it
msee2013@188.com
sales@acbocallcentre.com
admin@acbocallcentre.com
enquiry@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
GAkhras@cansmart.com
pv.conference@wip-munich.de
amanda.beyer@coatings.de
detlef.von.hofe@dvs-hg.de
achemasia@dechema.de
info@messe-essen.de
Ti-2007@nta.co.jp
koehl@dechema.de
daniel.grove@bindt.org
tagungen@dechema.de
stefan.ritter@psi.ch
cindy.bailey@bindt.org
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info@mrs.org
dorothee.becker@dvs-hg.de
chts@chts.org.cn
wu@dechema.de
marketing@hera.org.nz
exec@hera.org.nz
aca@corrosion.com.au
alberto.lauro@iis.it
franco.lezzi@iis.it
zhf@unife.it
kolloquien@dechema.de
weber-heun@dechema.de
wissensforum@vdi.de
gruss@dechema.de
roemhild@stift-thueringen.de
hofmann@vdi.de
icossar09@sc.kutc.kansai-u.ac.jp
muradov@gubkin.ru
latincorr@gmail.com
sahc2010@tongji.edu.cn
tilman.voegele-ebering@dekra.com
Tina.Zaenssler@saxonia-freiberg.de
sidaf@sidaf.de
info@stahl-online.de
erben@vdi.de
a.tolentino@rmjm.com.ph
abbapersonnel@gmail.com
achernandez@ipams.com
acwater@datelnet.net
AdelineW678@provident.com
adizon@ups.com
admin@icct.edu.ph
admin@ramgoseeds.com
admin@wallem.com.ph
administrator@albargroup.com.ph
administrator@fphc.com
aesteban@pizzahut.com.ph
agendrano@zfp.com
AGuanco@provident.com
aha_mktg@fcpi.net.ph
alcon@globe.com.ph
aleano@abenson.com
alfonco.jasper@ayalaland.com.ph
AlfonsoPerezM681@bnhs.com
Alfredo.Rasay@google.com
alfredoarielleon197@jobsdb.com.ph
almon@philonline.com
Amadeo.Castillo@yoshida.com
amaranth@philonline.com
AmeliaAlamares@provident.com
amie.aranas@questintl.com
amiranda@netvoice.com.ph
ana_coruna@tristateww.com
andrew@goldtech.ph
angeli.angeles@gmail.com
AngelinaSolomoN863@yoshida.com
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Anjanette.Quiling@provident.com
onuevomve@ayalaland.com.ph
anzcham@anzcham.com
aorlanes@gmail.com
apaguirigan@af2100.com
APogata@yoshida.com
archbld@philonline.com.ph
archipel@datelnet.net
Ariel.Lojo@yoshida.com
ArmandoZ182@bnhs.com
armel@ideal.access.ph
arminpatulan@gmail.com
AG@yoshida.com
artscraft@mydestiny.net.ph
ASalvador@google.com
asia_ang@datelnet.net
Asiacer@skynet.net
asiams@edsmail.com.ph
asiamwcn@datelnet.net
asian@skynet.net
asianex1@ultimate.info.com.ph
athuang@rgoc.com.ph
avant@abenson.com
avelasco@mailstation.net
awecaxim@datelnet.net
Baltazar_Castillo@provident.com
barbieatienza@mb.com.ph
bautistav109@accela-inc.com
bbg@philonline.com
bbimktg@datelnet.net
bborja@peoplesupport.com
bcda@bcda.gov.ph
BCM_Navotas@rcbcsavings.com
belen@forefront.com.ph
bench@benchtm.com
benedictpeter.lim@shangri-la.com
bengsoon@skynet.net
benison@globe.com.ph
benjamin_tinoko@colpal.com
bernardino.lautillo@clariant.com
bertrand@ublys.com
bfrancorp@nwave.net
bhsi@mindgate.net
bieney@gmail.com
bm_angeles@rcbc.com
bmagnaye@philonline.com
BonifacioBautista@google.com
boyco14@gmail.com
bpbgutierrez@gmail.com
bryan@waffletime.com
bsm.consult@philonline.com
bsp@prudentialife.com
bts@broline.com
buanv104@outsource2philippines.org
bulletin@mb.com.ph
bygo@skynet.net
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bymelasa@wardhowell.com
c.colombo@targetti.com.ph
C.nilsen@ph.g4s.com
c_paz@ykk.com.ph
c017norella@accela-inc.com
cafex@philonline.com.ph
calibu@mail.irnet.net.ph
Carina_Veloria@spi-bpo.com
carmen.bonagua@jws.com.ph
carmencita.m.alviola@fairchildsemi.com
carolina.pesayco@bir.gov.ph
catscoll@gmail.com
cayabyabjuliet@gmail.com
cbalitaan@hip.ph
cborja@iripple.net
cby@philonline.com
ccbi@netgazer.com.ph
ccrivera@bcda.gov.ph
cdh@quickweb.com.ph
cebu@wallem.com.ph
CeliaSunga@bnhs.com
center.table@philonline.com
cesar.cosep@glenayre.com
cesar.virtusio@dresdner-bank.com
ceuhrd@ceu.edu.ph
chanroni@philonline.com.ph
charlotte.fabian@gmail.com
charnice@skynet.net
charter.international@gmail.com
chelle@orangeandbronze.com
christian.pastre@ap.rhodia.com
christopher@esl-asia.com
chsutter@asmaraspa.com
chuck_olivas@asathk.com
chun-wai.mah@alcatel.com.ph
cibi-info@cibi.net.ph
claire.hernandez@enderuncolleges.com
ClaroRecto@google.com
cmagtira@macroasiacatering.com
cmc@philonline.com
cmci@broline.com
commsense.inc@gmail.com
computingsoc@gmail.com
contact_us@stradcom.net.ph
cordilleracoffee@gmail.com
corporatejobs@peoplesupport.com
Cosep@glenayre.com
craftmill@craftmill.com
creativoices@gmail.com
creba@globe.com.ph
CresencioJr..Rosales@kyoto.com
crispin@starpaper.com.ph
cs@lgtm.com.ph
csd@philonline.com
csicasiano@perotsystems.com
ctc@castalloy.net
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cub@dlsu.edu.ph
customerservice@waffletime.com
cutemama111@gmail.com
cyril.rocke@finacore.com
D101CABASBAS@outsource2philippines.org
dacun@atecphil.com
dadangskie@gmail.com
dallaz@bridgerelo.com
danielafenix@gmail.com
Danilo.Romero@bnhs.com
DANTEB331@ipvg.com
darylabueva@gmail.com
david@davidssalons.com
dcm@strongholdinsurance.com.ph
ddc@aero-pack.com
delumen@skynet.net
DEMETRI.Genobata@google.com
denla@philonline.com
Derbie.Tandog@yoshida.com
Desiree_Alcano@kyoto.com
DexterBryan.Rosado@kyoto.com
dexterton@dexterton.com
dfpayuyo@l-net.net
dhtablante@mapua.edu.ph
dindo.medina@uratex.com.ph
dipangkar@liquigaz.com
dlg@kameraworld.com.ph
dmendoza@macroasiacatering.com
dnlphil@datelnet.net
dpgonzales@firstgas.com.ph
dryclean@ibahn.net
dublet@tri-sys.com
ducusin@unfpa.org
EAlejandrino@provident.com
eastwest@eastwest.com.ph
edd@bdo.com.ph
eddie.gallor@rgcgroup.com.ph
EddiePuno@kyoto.com
edesmerio@loxon.com.ph
Edgardo.Enriquez@kyoto.com
EdgarX696@bnhs.com
Editha_Francisco@google.com
EdmundBangquiaoM153@google.com
Eduardo.CRUZ@provident.com
edwardl@broadcom.com
edwin.rodriguez@dpex.com
edz.aguilar@gmail.com
egarcia@eccp.com
eggie_poblador@ucpbgen.com
ehabayeb@cemex.com.ph
elardop540@ayalaland.com.ph
elcruda@technilink.com.ph
EleonorCabitlasN222@bnhs.com
elgie@globelines.com.ph
EliM.ADM@lifung.com.ph
ElizabethResurreccion@kyoto.com
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elka.ruivivar@raf.ph
elropeta@diwamail.com
eltron@super.net.ph
embu@manila-online.net
emilia@globe.com.ph
emilq@nikken.com.ph
EnriqueAquinoL661@yoshida.com
enzicorp@skynet.net
enzio.ferrera@gmail.com
eomanibog@fastech.com.ph
EricHenry.Tejano@provident.com
ernestdejesus@herbcare.com.ph
ErnestoJimenez@kyoto.com
erwin@gentecgroup.com
Esclavier.Ramos@kyoto.com
Esther.Catambay@yoshida.com
evacom@mailstation.net
evan@hau.edu.ph
evelyn@edataservicesinc.com
eventscircle@gmail.com
eves@cableboss.ph
exide@exidetechnologies.com.ph
export@ipi-phil.com
externalcom@rcbc.com
FABIANJRCanizaresM820@google.com
factory@indophil.com.ph
fal@philonline.com
fb1@skynet.net
fbartolome@saudioger.com
federicoj418@rockwell.com.ph
FeNego@takecareasia.com
ferminct@jupitersystems.com.ph
festo.ph@festo.com
ffdinc@globe.com.ph
fiferrer@ems.com.ph
florante.langi@mblic.com.ph
flushingmeadowsresort@gmail.com
footclan.mail@gmail.com
frabellecs@mindgate.net
franchise@netopia.ph
franchising@redribbonbakeshop.net
FranciscoVytingco@kyoto.com
fujiwara.keita@epc.epson.com.ph
fupenaranda@viventis-search.com
gaabion@gmail.com
galincor@gmail.com
garcialr@dlsu.edu.ph
gdream@surfshop.net.ph
genbuy@philonline.com
general@srmo-law.com
GerryGayetaL906@google.com
GervasioRebalde@google.com
get.cebu@gmail.com
geuel@philonline.com
GEulogio@provident.com
ghie@sophiemartin.com.ph
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gingferrer@gmail.com
glencorp@philonline.com
gmartinez@2100cbi.com
gmlainez@radixsys.com
gpgacorp@skynet.net
gracevalencia@edataservicesinc.com
gracie@broline.com
GREGORIO.E.ROSALES@gnsolutions.ph
grfabian@outsource2philippines.org
GViernes@kyoto.com
gvillar@feu.edu.ph
HartzellGutierrez868@informatics.edu.ph
hazel.go@jollibee.com.ph
hdrone@gmail.com
head@britishschoolmanila.org
Henry.Jamison@kyoto.com
henry417@net.com
HermelindoDiocera@provident.com
Herminio.Gregorio@bnhs.com
hohsys@datelnet.net
homeedition@skynet.net
hr@sysuinc.com.ph
hrd@centurypacific.com.ph
hrd@diamondHotel.com
hrd@philstaff.com.ph
hrmo@bsu.edu.ph
huntalan@hsm.com.ph
HValdez@bnhs.com
ian@campbell.com.ph
igai@philonline.com.ph
ilovebinalot@gmail.com
imagimax2000@gmail.com
imee.iloco@jollibee.com.ph
impact@datelnet.net
ims@skynet.net
inajify@surfsho.net.ph
inch@microwarehouse.com.ph
indentra@netgazer.com.ph
info@aramicoscatering.com
info@candycorner.ph
info@cebufame.com.ph
info@cite.com.ph
info@decocandles.com.ph
info@dnl.com
info@eacomm.com
info@findme.com.ph
info@flyacecorp.com
info@haciendacrafts.com
info@ibaysilvershop.com
info@ics.com.ph
info@idp.com
info@kameraworld.com.ph
info@kusinanikambal.com
info@ledonne.com.ph
info@mercurydrug.com
info@natureslegacy.com
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info@navs.com.ph
info@oakwood.com.ph
info@pbdionisio.com
info@philcomsat.com.ph
info@philflex.com.ph
info@ramgoseeds.com
info@royalcargo.com
info@royalcaribbean.com.ph
info@simplyjewelry.com
info@tamayos.com
info@technilink.com.ph
info@thefarm.ccom.ph
info@totaltranscription.com
info@townsdelight.com
info@trci.com.ph
info@worldexco.com
informaion@nationalbookstore.com.ph
information@centuryPark.com.ph
information@nationalbookstore.com.ph
inkote@rodelgroup.com
INOCENCIOA023@gnsolutions.ph
intl.staff@gmail.com
irbaldo@scnerve.com
jacruz@peoplesupport.com
Jaime.Calimag@bnhs.com
JaimeMadridM325@bnhs.com
JaimeZ981@kyoto.com
jaja@ue.edu.ph
jamecca@philonline.com
janeycutey@gmail.com
jay@fruitgems.com.ph
JBareng@bnhs.com
jcaroa@filstar.com.ph
jduate1@mmm.com
jeepney@unet.net.ph
jeffrey.retuerma@aisc.com.ph
jenny.ducanes@raf.ph
jeremy@millenium.com.ph
JesusPINEDA@bnhs.com
JesusW592@kyoto.com
jeverps@philonline.com
jeyz42023@gmail.com
jfelipe@astramagicsing.com
jguittap@ups.com
JimmyChuaM664@google.com
jimmytang@e-avesco.com
jipi@philonline.com.ph
jjm@col.com.ph
jjmarciano@tcti.ph
jls@catalina.ph
jm@inlis.ph
jmonteagudo@langoganpower.com
jniere@gmail.com
JoannaBARTE@provident.com
jobconnectionsph@gmail.com
joe.mercado@asia.bigfoot.com
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joel@siliconvalley.com.ph
joemarcarlos@gmail.com
joey.cedilla@camarinessur.gov.ph
john_casey@bluecross.com.ph
johncalubtraining@gmail.com
Johnlchoa@skynet.net
joju.quejada@motorola.com
jos.ortega@brandlab.com.ph
Jose.Aguila@provident.com
Jose.Cruz@kyoto.com
jose.romero-salas@tnt.com
jose.viadojr@gmail.com
JoseAgustin.LIWAG@provident.com
JoseAlmaden@kyoto.com
JOSEP450@wardhowell.com
joseph.joey.santos@gmail.com
josephine.ferry@aisc.com.ph
jph@racophil.com
jrryy@pacificsatellite.com
JSahagun@yoshida.com
jsandassociates@gmail.com
jsiybauco@myinsurance.ph
jszmfg@datelnet.net
Juancho.Jocson@google.com
juant.lim@gmail.com
jugro@jugro.com
Julito.Alvarez@bnhs.com
junie@eon.com.ph
junlao@chemrez.com
junlim72@gmail.com
k534ifurung@ayalaland.com.ph
kailash@globenet.com.ph
Karen.Buyco@yoshida.com
karlon@v-link.net
kcpundanera@unioil.com
kennethjao@gmail.com
kgfi@skynet.net
kkho@metadev.com
komatsu.motoharu@eppi.epson.com.ph
kuyarene@gmail.com
Laarni.Alimagno@yoshida.com
ladejesus@manila-online.net
laf@ykk.com.ph
leletv@timezone.com.ph
lennie1611@gmail.com
lia_f@TheApparelCorp.com
lightworks@lightworks.com.ph
liselle.santos@gmail.com
lizadey@gmail.com
LLao@provident.com
loctel@skynet.net
logistics@dainan.com.ph
lolita_cham@sysuinc.com.ph
loremendoza.alto@gmail.com
lorna@ytpi.com
LornaCalvelo@provident.com
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LornaDelosSantosK716@bnhs.com
losar@skynet.net
louie.paningbatan@redribbonbakeshop.com.ph
lozada.grace@gmail.com
LPLaus@clark.com.ph
lriingen@informatics.com.ph
lsbacctg@gmail.com
LTubino@kyoto.com
luciendytioco@philstar.com.ph
Luisito.Pancho@kyoto.com
lurinda_encarnacion@accela-inc.com
lybanez@af2100.com
LynnV664@kyoto.com
ma.luisar001@wardhowell.com
MA.SOCFLORENCIAP240@accela-inc.com
Ma.TeresaGelaga@yoshida.com
maac@mynissan.com.ph
MaCaridadW917@provident.com
MAdriano@bnhs.com
magcasedesign@gmail.com
Magdaleno_DeMesa@provident.com
mails@philkoei.com.ph
MaLourdes.Algecera@provident.com
mamaril@aic.com.ph
management@mtbrains.com
manginasal@gmail.com
manilajobs@peoplesupport.com
mannym@phildansk.com.ph
manpower@omanfil.com
manuel_premacio@ayalaland.com.ph
ManuelZ107@yoshida.com
Marcelo.Palor@provident.com
mariamarmalade@gmail.com
maridablej@dlsu.edu.ph
marie.navarro@macrolite-phil.com
marietta.lorenzo@bir.gov.ph
marilet_penaflor@tlpi.com
Marilyn_OSMA@TGLogistics.net
Mario_Collado@kyoto.com
marioalmanzora@deltavir.com
MarioW950@provident.com
marketing.powermax@gmail.com
marketing@corrocoat.com.ph
marketing@manilaoceanpark.com
marketing@mysafetycenter.com
marketing@newyorklife.ph
marketing@seaoil.com.ph
martinez.romeric@bdo.com.ph
marvinj472@outsource2philippines.org
max.daquil@maxtronix.net
mayya@gsktradeways.com.ph
mburdas@gmail.com
mcken358@gmail.com
mdc@ayalaland.com.ph
mdemoget@philbobbin.ph
MDeTorres@kyoto.com
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mdmpi@marsmandrysdale.com
mdp1rsp@skynet.net
meag99@gmail.com
mel.gaddi@gmail.com
mel_velarde@nextel.com.ph
melserramahfud@gmail.com
MerarieMatoza@google.com
MerlenitaW097@google.com
merlion.learning.systems@gmail.com
mescobar@seaconsultants.com
michael@eon.com.ph
michael_gourlay@aviva-asia.com
mihamlin@teamasia.com
mildred@technilink.com.ph
mindmast@globe.com.ph
mjrubber@philonline.com
mktg@clearex.com.ph
mlcrisostomo@pharmaindustry.com
MMANALO@google.com
mnlcustomerservice@raf.ph
mon@innovatronix.com
mondial@globe.com.ph
mr.markjose@gmail.com
mreyes@totaltranscription.com
msalamatin@hcg.com.ph
msamson@belomed.com
mti@meister.com.ph
mvamponin@mblic.com.ph
myarchangel@gmail.com
Myrna_Galay@provident.com
n.p.linares@ipvg.com
N463YUSE@ayalaland.com.ph
nadet@philonline.com
NAMUCOM017C@peoplesupport.com
nandy@goodsense-juices.com
nardov210@alliancetech.com.ph
nathaniel.ong@gmail.com
NeciasW889@yoshida.com
neil@surfshop.net.ph
NelsonMiranda@kyoto.com
NemesioTinioM343@yoshida.com
NestorX256@provident.com
nickconti@pcgg.gov.ph
Nico.Wohldorf@wohldorf.com
NILO.Posecion@bnhs.com
nina.racelis@gmail.com
nitz.villegas@camarinessur.gov.ph
Noel.Hernandez@provident.com
NOELM112@gnsolutions.ph
noli_cruz@hfsp.com.ph
nonong@clickthecity.com
norman@emurio.com
northlandmc@gmail.com
ocmintl@datelnet.net
Oemintl@datelnet.net
OEspanto@bnhs.com
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olive.ong888@gmail.com
omenchavez@ondeo-nalco.com
operations@crossings.com.ph
orgaphil@skynet.net
OrlandoX459@google.com
Oscar_Garcia@provident.com
OscarTolentino@google.com
palmplaza@Inext.com
palroc@philonline.com
pamatec@pamatec.com.ph
Paquito_Concepcion@ayalaland.com.ph
Parkhot@ParkHotel.com.ph
patrick@starcomm.com.ph
paula.diestro@gmail.com
paulchico@gmail.com
PaulWilsonCALICA@google.com
pax.associated.services@gmail.com
pcmontano@gmail.com
PCV@wallem.com.ph
pdd@megatrade.com.ph
petef@mailstation.net
PetroniloConcepcion@yoshida.com
pfa@nwave.net
pfdexsec@philonline.com
pftqc@apfti.org.ph
phican@nwave.net
phidcozam@gmail.com
phildhrra@gmail.com
philip.chan@ahamcorp.com
pimes@pimes.com.ph
pkierulf@gmail.com
pltiirx@skynet.net
pma@philonline.com
pmart@broline.com
PortiaLavandelo@yoshida.com
pra@nwave.net
primacon@globe.com.ph
primex@quickweb.com.ph
pronexdi@philonline.com.ph
prw@prw.com.ph
psfacets@tri-sys.com
psma@psma.com.ph
pwonders@philonline.com.ph
r.d.valenzuela@envglobal.net
Rachel.Zamora@google.com
ramil.trinidad@veoliawater.com
ramon.galang@lcmoil.com
ramong@ups.com
rapadilla.mincon@gmail.com
raquel.romero@worldexco.com
raymond.rivera@healthway.com.ph
raymundfontillas@ditsi.com.ph
RaymundoSarmiento@google.com
RBebanco@yoshida.com
rbernabe@mme.ph
rdelgado@sdp.shindengen.co.jp
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RDUMLAO@bnhs.com
Rebecca.Remedio@bnhs.com
recristobal@mits-dcl.com.ph
recruit@lead.com.ph
recruitment@jscon.com.ph
RectoTolentinoK855@google.com
research@ipi-phil.com
reservations@europcar.com.ph
Reyanal.rinidad@bnhs.com
reyvillavicencio@gmail.com
rgolaboratory@gmail.com
rhoda.rabiso@raf.ph
Ricardo.RaquinelJr@kyoto.com
ricardo_barican@ucpbgen.com
richard@techengineer.com
rick.santos@cbre.com.ph
ricky_sy@axisglobal.com
Rico.Bolante@provident.com
ricton@broline.com
rimsvcs@datelnet.net
riofil@philonline.com
ritaritz@manila-online.net
rkfranchiseconsultancy@gmail.com
RLunario@provident.com
rmcequip@quickweb.com.ph
rmcola@steelasia.com
rnasi@ocmanila.com.ph
RobertoLim185@wardhowell.com
robin.saunders@misys.com
rockford@ultimate.info.com.ph
rocky_amparo@nextel.com.ph
Rodelio_Olarte@bnhs.com
RoderickBARRETTOK441@bnhs.com
rodp@nesic.com.ph
rommeljuan@gmail.com
rommelmanuelsanjose@gmail.com
ron.arambulo@tdgworld.com
Ronilo.Agne@yoshida.com
rosand261@envglobal.net
RosarioTabijeN689@kyoto.com
RosauroV116@bnhs.com
rose-d@philonline.com
Roselle_Balasabas@provident.com
RosenieFloresN585@provident.com
rosewood@philonline.com.ph
rostam@philonline.com
Rowena.Macario@yoshida.com
ROWENAR001F@envglobal.net
RowenaY099@kyoto.com
rox_pena@tipco.com.ph
Roy.Dallison@ft.com
RSalamanca@kyoto.com
rsdesign@philonline.com.ph
RubenRodriguezN618@provident.com
russalfonso@gmail.com
rvalerio@ac-corporation.com
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s.raina@spitech.com
s.sagun@smp.com.ph
saborromeo@skynet.net
saisbinay@gmail.com
sales@corporategiveaways.com
sales@cravingsgroup.com
sales@hst.com.ph
sales@kcic.com.ph
sales@mpc.com.ph
sales@Roberts.com.ph
sales@teresamarble.com
sales@tiara.com.ph
sales@uniqueinteraction.com
sall.macugay@orangeandbronze.com
SalvadorV969@kyoto.com
samielim@blimsfurniture.com
sanvillamanpower@gmail.com
satorres@globe.com.ph
scala@manila-online.net
seagrass@philonline.com
services@mtbrains.com
sherly.malanos@plan-international.org
sherwin7@globe.com.ph
shoh@manila-online.net
sic@philonline.com
silva@fpfc.com
simonent@philonline.com
skynetops@nwave.net
solo@philonline.com
sonny@edataservicesinc.com
soriano.kit@gmail.com
spa@sanctuario.com.ph
sreeni@eccinternational.com
srphil@sunrider.com.ph
stamm@stamm.com.ph
stanpak@philonline.com
Stephen.Whitworth@Sunley.com.ph
support@contronics.com.ph
susiecruzpr@gmail.com
swaney@hanmail.net
swhotel@oronet.com.ph
sy.tankiang@cvclaw.com
syciplaw@globe.com.ph
t.r.tutanes@outsource2philippines.org
talacambra@viventis-search.com
tanchrissy@gmail.com
team@philonline.com
TeresitaValdellonN823@kyoto.com
thelmags@gmail.com
tokomnl@toko.com.hk
tomeldanrm.ccg@ayaland.com.ph
tonybtlr@gmail.com
torresj473@viventis-search.com
tpdecastro@amaes.edu.ph
transpo@transposales.com.ph
treichler.rm@ibank.com.ph
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trialfa@mindgate.net
trilan_tsdc@Yahoo.com
tristanjovellana@gmail.com
tvillegas@makro.com.ph
uci@datelnet.net
una@manila-online.net
v927vinta@ayalaland.com.ph
vallejos.at@amchem.com.ph
vangie.abella@gmail.com
vangieserrano@undergroundlogic.com
vcdevera@ebaraphilippines.com
ventric@philonline.com.ph
VergelSerranoK657@bnhs.com
vergeon@philonline.com
vickybanares@gmail.com
vico@datelnet.net
VictorinoY498@kyoto.com
Victorio_Alcaraz@yoshida.com
victowers@quickweb.com.ph
vincepadilla@padispoint.com
VirgilioDimaunahan@yoshida.com
virginia@flightshop-ph.com
vspal@zorinsystems.com.ph
watrware@philonline.com
watson@manila-online.net
weavers@datelnet.net
webmaster@rcbc.com
welcome@pagasa.org.ph
Welington.Bacalando@provident.com
wester@lexmark.com
wicker-vine@global.com
wilbert@hwlabs.com
wilcon@v-link.net
Wilfredo_Canquin@bnhs.com
william@icct.edu.ph
william@megasardines.com
WILSONBritania@bnhs.com
winnersfurn@broline.com
wychua@ics.com.ph
yaying@ftcp.ten.fujitsu.com
yayu.javier@avanza.ph
yokohama@mindgate.net
1141fm@netasia.com
33point3@skynet.net
aac-sales@alcantaragroup.com
aarmstrong@peoplesupport.com
accountingjobs.prosearch@gmail.com
add-info@ivantage.ph
advance.insight@gmail.com
ae4@firstmagellan.com
aei@aei.com.ph
ahj@globe.com.ph
ailen.ambrocio@cybersoft.ph
aircon@macortiz.com.ph
anna.h.hr@gmail.com
ANOTHER.BACKUP@GMAIL.COM
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applyasapnow@gmail.com
aqapsinc@gmail.com
ark.lightworks.mail@gmail.com
arly.bernal@tip.toshiba.co.jp
asdetabali@skycable.com
asyadesign.hrd@gmail.com
ayalaseafoods@megasardines.com
belvoir@manila-online.net
berniebq@gmail.com
biosucat@bioresearch.com.ph
bluebonnet.services@gmail.com
brucecrumley@gmail.com
cabanlet@col.com.ph
cabcihr@gmail.com
candice.tiu@gmail.com
career.providerphilippines@gmail.com
career@nexc.com
careerplanners.applicants@gmail.com
careers@bpoglobalconcepts.com
careers@flyingv.com.ph
careers@netdimensions.com
careers@primergrp.com
carenet@globalcareinc.com
carina.rivera@thenetgroup.ph
cathy@teamcreatives.com
cbms.network@gmail.com
cebu_recruit@spi-bpo.com
ceo@e-recruitment.com.ph
charlesbuilders@gmail.com
chings@quickweb.com.ph
chris@wccs.ph
citiplate@gmail.com
comglascoagrecruitment@gmail.com
cristy_logronio-sabado@wvi.org
CVV0217@GMAIL.COM
databank2008@gmail.com
dcastro@peoplesupport.com
dctranscription@gmail.com
ddj.real.estate@gmail.com
dean.cmccorporation@gmail.com
dino_dumato@mits-dcl.com.ph
ditas@aspireit.com.ph
ditching.marygrace@bdo.com.ph
ecihumanresources@gmail.com
edeleon@bnhs.com
edeleon@google.com
edelito.santiago@provident.com
edelossantos@google.com
eden.mendoza@kyoto.com
eden59@google.com
edensayson@provident.com
ederlinadumlaog050@kyoto.com
edeseo@yoshida.com
edgar.ariznabarreta@bnhs.com
edgar.cadiz@kyoto.com
edgar.dechavez@provident.com
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edgar.dugaduga@google.com
edgar_pajarito@bnhs.com
edgar_silva@yoshida.com
edgarcorpuz@kyoto.com
edgardbuenaventura_banzuela@bnhs.com
edgardo.bautista@kyoto.com
edgardo.cruz@google.com
edgardo.lim@yoshida.com
edgardo.muniz@yoshida.com
edgardo.vasquez@yoshida.com
edgardo_alberto@provident.com
edgardo_alsol@provident.com
edgardo_lerios@provident.com
edgardo_lim@kyoto.com
edgardo_roxas@yoshida.com
edgardo36@google.com
edgardocenabre92@bnhs.com
edgardoenriquez@bnhs.com
edgardoesteban00@kyoto.com
edgardofloresk120@google.com
edgardogarcia@bnhs.com
edgardomagsino17@google.com
edgardopilares@provident.com
edgardoreyes@provident.com
edgardosumawayj515@google.com
edgar.orrek936@google.com
edgardow586@yoshida.com
edgardox192@kyoto.com
edgardox700@kyoto.com
edgardozapanta90@provident.com
edgarfuntanilla@yoshida.com
edgargio32@bnhs.com
edgarlito.reyes@kyoto.com
edgarvidamo85@bnhs.com
edgarx376@google.com
edilbert_dungo@provident.com
edilberto.palileo@provident.com
edilberto_camilo@provident.com
edilbertomorenon662@google.com
edilbertopasatiempo82@google.com
edilbertopilapil@yoshida.com
edilbertovirayg508@google.com
edilf_paulino@provident.com
ediokno@yoshida.com
edion_lerin@google.com
edison.david@kyoto.com
edith_macalino@tipco.com.ph
editha.jose@bnhs.com
editha.villacrusis@bnhs.com
editha_bautista@bnhs.com
editha5129@kyoto.com
edithabaria@google.com
edjfrst@gmail.com
edlagonzalesn910@kyoto.com
edmar4806@google.com
edmaramar@yoshida.com
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edmundoabalos@bnhs.com
edmundorodriguez@yoshida.com
edmunomunchua22@bnhs.com
edna_labanza@bnhs.com
edna_mendoza@google.com
ednamendozag076@kyoto.com
ednar.suico@bnhs.com
ednor.miranda@google.com
go@bnhs.com
eduardo.florido@bnhs.com
eduardo.hipolito@google.com
eduardo.salcedo@provident.com
eduardo.uy@provident.com
eduardo_arcega@kyoto.com
eduardo1457@google.com
eduardo1747@yoshida.com
eduardo18@provident.com
eduardo43@provident.com
eduardoalejandrino@provident.com
eduardocapule@kyoto.com
eduardocarreonh788@provident.com
eduardocepriano@bnhs.com
eduardomarcelo@yoshida.com
edward.dizon@provident.com
edward.missiona@yoshida.com
edward_allanigue@kyoto.com
edward2077@kyoto.com
edwarddizon@google.com
edwin.guanzon@provident.com
edwin.legaspi@google.com
edwin.marfil@google.com
edwin.mendoza@bnhs.com
edwin.pangilinan@google.com
edwin_datu@provident.com
edwin_hechanova@yoshida.com
edwin_libornio@bnhs.com
edwin11@yoshida.com
edwin2483@bnhs.com
edwin2513@kyoto.com
edwin3277@google.com
edwin4774@yoshida.com
edwin6483@google.com
edwin73@yoshida.com
edwinanthony.capule@provident.com
edwinanthonycapule@google.com
edwinaseverino@yoshida.com
edwinax713@provident.com
edwinduhaylungsodl675@yoshida.com
edwingarcia@bnhs.com
eestrella@yoshida.com
eforte@provident.com
efren.rosetis@bnhs.com
efrenbatacg356@provident.com
eganaljr.@kyoto.com
egarcia@google.com
egesalta@bnhs.com
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egile@bnhs.com
eguia@yoshida.com
ei.recruitment@gmail.com
ela.comforce@gmail.com
elabayno@kyoto.com
eladiopilar23@google.com
elbert_donting@google.com
eldegardo_canete@google.com
eldridgefrederickaldridge@provident.com
eleanor.romero@bnhs.com
eleanor1953@google.com
ui@yoshida.com
eleonoreausan@google.com
elino_santos@google.com
elinor.corpuz@google.com
eliseo_ducusin@yoshida.com
elisergeraldalcaraz@kyoto.com
elizabeth.deleon@kyoto.com
elizabeth.sibayan@provident.com
elizabeth_castillo@bnhs.com
elizabeth2777@bnhs.com
elizardulay@bnhs.com
elizer76@yoshida.com
elmar1941@kyoto.com
elmer_santiago@yoshida.com
elmer22@yoshida.com
elmercruz55@yoshida.com
elmermurosk140@kyoto.com
elmerx586@google.com
elmo_alforque@support.trendmicro.com
elmor.consolacion@kyoto.com
eloisa.david@yoshida.com
eloisasilva@bnhs.com
eloperio.ypil@kyoto.com
elsa0554@kyoto.com
elvien14@yoshida.com
elvira.canlas@google.com
elvira94@yoshida.com
elyao@jca.edu.ph
elysalmorin@provident.com
emacapagal@google.com
emeraldohernandezd894@bnhs.com
emerenciana.david@bnhs.com
emeritasamson@provident.com
emeritus.yuson@yoshida.com
emeteriojr_singson@provident.com
emiliano.millena@google.com
emilianotanchico@kyoto.com
emiliareyes@kyoto.com
emiliogregorio@provident.com
emilvillavicenciol376@google.com
emma.rovira@google.com
emma.villavicencio@yoshida.com
emma_villavicencio@yoshida.com
emma1302@kyoto.com
emmadomingo01@yoshida.com
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emmamarcelo@yoshida.com
emmanuel.asuncion@kyoto.com
emmanuel.claro@google.com
a@yoshida.com
emmanuel.santiago@provident.com
emmanuel_acosta@yoshida.com
emmanuel_estranero@google.com
emmanuel38@bnhs.com
emmanuelgalang@provident.com
emmanuelgeslani@bnhs.com
emmanuelguevarrag696@kyoto.com
emmanuelocumen@bnhs.com
emmanuelremoe572@bnhs.com
emmanuelvila13@kyoto.com
emmanuely713@google.com
emmanuely888@provident.com
emmanuelyangag966@yoshida.com
emmylou3259@bnhs.com
emmylouamores@kyoto.com
emmylourimbon@yoshida.com
emontano@kyoto.com
employment@medicall.ph
enerio79@gmail.com
enrico.samoy@google.com
enrico_buenaobra@kyoto.com
enrico_cordero@google.com
enricodelacruzm323@kyoto.com
enricoflores73@google.com
enricoruizm805@kyoto.com
enricosamoy@google.com
enricovillanueva@bnhs.com
enrique_alonzo@provident.com
enrique_francisco@google.com
enrique25@yoshida.com
enrique6588@google.com
enriquebautistak025@provident.com
enriquegarcia34@kyoto.com
enriquetabalagtas@bnhs.com
enriquew843@provident.com
enriquex334@provident.com
eodi@bnhs.com
epalo@provident.com
epaparo@bnhs.com
epascual@google.com
ephraim_laxamana@kyoto.com
erealubit@google.com
eric.banlaygas@kyoto.com
eric_daulo@provident.com
eric_placer@provident.com
eric14@provident.com
erickmanuelsilvaiii64@kyoto.com
erlinda77@yoshida.com
erlindaaderes@provident.com
erlindapedrosad856@yoshida.com
ermilandal@google.com
ermitox954@google.com
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ernesto.alejandro@yoshida.com
ernesto.lobo@provident.com
ernesto.suarez@google.com
ernesto_guillermo@yoshida.com
ernesto_lobo@provident.com
ernesto_sarsuelo@bnhs.com
ernesto_suarez@google.com
ernesto0278@yoshida.com
ernestobautistaf068@kyoto.com
ernestolabayno@google.com
ernestolaluonj543@google.com
ernestolobof232@yoshida.com
ernestoodi@kyoto.com
erniebundag496@yoshida.com
erodriguez@bnhs.com
ervinbabala@bnhs.com
erwinrommel63@provident.com
esadiri@kyoto.com
esayson@yoshida.com
esbaltaogroups@gmail.com
escarlet84@google.com
esclavier_ramos@yoshida.com
eseverino@google.com
esilvaiii@kyoto.com
esoniega@bnhs.com
esosa@provident.com
esperanza2985@bnhs.com
estebancesarz145@kyoto.com
estelaaraullo62@bnhs.com
ester5734@kyoto.com
esterbeso@kyoto.com
estrellaranask605@kyoto.com
estrellita.canete@bnhs.com
estrellitay563@kyoto.com
etapat@kyoto.com
etolisora@bnhs.com
eufemia51@yoshida.com
eufronio.boncato@provident.com
eugene_cuarteron@google.com
eugene1631@kyoto.com
eugene78@bnhs.com
eugenia.unsan@bnhs.com
eulogio.loader@bnhs.com
eusebio.bernardo@kyoto.com
eusebio_honrado@kyoto.com
euson@kyoto.com
eutiques.emnace@bnhs.com
evangelina.ravago@yoshida.com
evangelina_bicera@google.com
evangelineignacio@kyoto.com
evangelineuson@yoshida.com
evaristopadillajr.56@google.com
fagong@viventis-search.com
faperez@aspexinc.com.ph
filinvest.recruitment.davao@gmail.com
fina.mesina@gmail.com
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flapid@gmail.com
fontillas@ditsi.com.ph
frammie@gmail.com
FRITZGERARD.CHAN@GMAIL.COM
gasantoyo@7-eleven.com.ph
gdmacaspac@vmvgroup.com
gemmafer06@gmail.com
george@manila-online.net
gertrude.mendoza@gmail.com
getcoolchic@gmail.com
gilbertdonato@gmail.com
gm@hapi.com.ph
gsgmanila@gmail.com
HAGEE@ZUBUK.COM
hgpatnugot@gothong.com
hi-r@unet.net.ph
hiringcopywriter@gmail.com
hr.fsi.phils@gmail.com
hr.onlineapply@gmail.com
hr.promosphere@gmail.com
hr.suzette@gmail.com
hr@mdscsi.com
hr_consultant@onecommerce.com.ph
hra@consultasiaph.com
hrassistant@onecommerce.com.ph
hrd.mnl@tnt.com
hrd@astoriaplaza.com
hrd@flyacecorp.com
hrd@snrshopping.com
hrd@southstardrug.com.ph
hrd@techpoint.com.ph
hrmd@afpslai.com.ph
hrmd@bdo.com.ph
hrmd@so-en.com
iamalexduque@gmail.com
ilink.mp@gmail.com
imoran@peoplesupport.com
irma.alo@anrunlimited.com
isource.admin@gmail.com
jane.mendoza2008@gmail.com
jbd.natividad@gmail.com
jbpanaligan@firstphilec.com
jen.villar@healthway.com.ph
jennalyncelestial@gmail.com
jerilyn@aspireit.com.ph
jlamodia@up.edu.ph
jmslpn@gmail.com
joanna_aguinaldo@support.trendmicro.com
jobs@arab-house.com
jobs@citadel.com.ph
jobs@consultasiaph.com
jobs@megateam.ph
jobs@staffhouse.com
jobsmanila@devex.com
jowee.reyes@pointwest.com.ph
jpcelestial@gmail.com
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jph@sagass.com
kampi1218@gmail.com
kath@aspireit.com.ph
kavelino@ptc.com.ph
kdni.hr@gmail.com
kegonzaga@officetiger.com
Kihtmaine@gmail.com
kraymz@gmail.com
ksjandayan.hrnetwork@gmail.com
lamador@renditiondigital.com.ph
Lenard.Billones@gmail.com
lev@netmarks.com.ph
liezelaqui@gmail.com
liza.tibayan@scahygiene.com.ph
liza1082@globe.com.ph
lmcamus@camus.com.ph
lmvmquijano@gmail.com
lockwell@philippines1.com
loi@siliconvalley.com.ph
lreyes@mits-dcl.com.ph
lutherz@gmail.com
m.robles.prosearch@gmail.com
mail@ceoexecutive.com
mail@ceoexecutive.com.com
maiti@philonline.com
makatiresearch@gmail.com
marfelaagustin@gmail.com
maria.oligo@bfs.com.ph
mariadiaz35@gmail.com
marketing5.pmx@gmail.com
marvfinuliar@gmail.com
mary.ann.ellescas@fairchildsemi.com
may@sound-weavers.com
mcaumeran@dnl.com.ph
merlina_abao@bnhs.com
merlinodichoson@google.com
merlins.siscarl054@bnhs.com
merlitaz155@provident.com
mernigarrido@yoshida.com
mevangelista@bnhs.com
mfalgui@yoshida.com
mfeliciano@peoplesupport.com
mferaren@google.com
mflores@bnhs.com
mfrianela@google.com
mgabriel@yoshida.com
mganados@bnhs.com
mgarcia@bnhs.com
mgaston@kyoto.com
mgonzales@google.com
mhay.sarmiento@kyoto.com
mhubag@kyoto.com
mia_ladanga@google.com
michael.falculan@google.com
michael@plascardcompany.com
michael_panlilio@provident.com
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michael2386@google.com
michaelalbano@provident.com
michaelalconera18@yoshida.com
michaelhansellim@yoshida.com
michellelaguador@provident.com
miendrada_ramos@provident.com
mignacio@google.com
mignon_mari@yoshida.com
migueldimailig@bnhs.com
migueliii.tamba@google.com
miguelu680@provident.com
mikecordova@ahaphil.com
mikedelossantosm551@provident.com
mikogjimenez@gmail.com
mildred.reales@provident.com
mildred_cureg@google.com
minafmartinez@gmail.com
minardo_estrella@google.com
mineja.castillo@kyoto.com
miraflororianza@provident.com
miriamtalensg101@bnhs.com
miss.rhei@gmail.com
mjaneo@yoshida.com
mjiao@bnhs.com
mjumawan@google.com
mlapastora@eclaro.com
mlinde@google.com
mlobaton@bnhs.com
mlozada@bnhs.com
mluga@yoshida.com
mmacapagal@yoshida.com
mmadrid@bnhs.com
mmalanza@yoshida.com
mmariquit@yoshida.com
mmendoza@yoshida.com
mmondido@yoshida.com
mmontoya@bnhs.com
mmurio@google.com
a@kyoto.com
mofiana@yoshida.com
mohan@gendiesel.com
monalisa_balor@provident.com
monalisabalor@google.com
monethlee@bnhs.com
monicameiko_bernal@google.com
monien_garcia@kyoto.com
moniengarcia@kyoto.com
monina1741@yoshida.com
montano.galamay@bnhs.com
mopalalic@kyoto.com
moril_tagunicar@kyoto.com
mpaculan@yoshida.com
mpadilla@provident.com
mramos@yoshida.com
mraymundo@provident.com
mreyes@yoshida.com
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eyes13@peoplesupport.com
mrico@bnhs.com
mrivera@yoshida.com
mrodis@yoshida.com
mroldan@google.com
mrotugal@kyoto.com
mruivivar@provident.com
msalcedo@kyoto.com
msamson@kyoto.com
msantos@yoshida.com
msarmiento@yoshida.com
msayo@yoshida.com
mserrano@provident.com
msianghio@provident.com
msiblag@google.com
msidayen@yoshida.com
msingh@google.com
msoriano@kyoto.com
mtabuzo@kyoto.com
mtanfelix@yoshida.com
mtrinidad@yoshida.com
mvibora@provident.com
mylanymphadavid39@kyoto.com
mylenearnigo39@bnhs.com
myriam_lagarde@google.com
myrna.buenaventura@provident.com
myrna.rotugal@provident.com
myrna_romero@yoshida.com
myrnaabad@bnhs.com
myrnacunanand764@google.com
myrnarivera@google.com
myrnasalcedoj590@bnhs.com
nagir@bnhs.com
nanetteann.mangalindan@kyoto.com
napoleon.baylon@kyoto.com
napoleon_alao@kyoto.com
napoleon40@bnhs.com
napoleon97@bnhs.com
napoleonjr._pamaran@yoshida.com
narciso_gabriel@google.com
narciso_magpayo@yoshida.com
narciso_mantica@google.com
narcisomantican252@kyoto.com
narding.pagdilao@yoshida.com
narevalo@provident.com
narizala@kyoto.com
nataliegerminanda@provident.com
nathalie.francisco@kyoto.com
nathalieflor.dizon@provident.com
nathaniel.mariano@kyoto.com
ncastaneda@provident.com
ndbantayan@firstgas.com.ph
ndelrosario@kyoto.com
neilcayetano@google.com
nelegado@yoshida.com
nellie_mariano@google.com
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nellie_matias@bnhs.com
nelson.gabayan@google.com
nelson.sequitin@gsinc.com
nelson.uy@gmail.com
nelson_polloso@yoshida.com
nelsonarchival86@provident.com
nelsonebdani03@google.com
nelsonpollosoh621@kyoto.com
nelsontejones@kyoto.com
nelsonw591@kyoto.com
nemelo@bnhs.com
nemencio_cruz@provident.com
nemesiotagsa81@bnhs.com
nena32@yoshida.com
nenita.venegas@yoshida.com
nephtali88@google.com
nerissabernaldez@google.com
nerlygonzales@kyoto.com
nespinosa@inquirer.com.ph
nessel_galapon@google.com
nestor.delacruz@google.com
nestor.esmedullar@kyoto.com
nestor_delacruz@yoshida.com
nestorbataller@provident.com
nestorcastaneda@google.com
nestoreborde@kyoto.com
nestorgaffudf608@bnhs.com
nestormatag922@yoshida.com
nestorx699@yoshida.com
nestorx989@provident.com
nestorzitaf200@google.com
nferrer@bnhs.com
nicanor.alcasabas@bnhs.com
nicanor.bundalian@kyoto.com
nicasiow893@google.com
nicolas_pasatiempo@provident.com
nicolojalecog927@bnhs.com
nievesy611@provident.com
nikkivansoriano@gmail.com
nilo.agir@kyoto.com
nilo_posecion@google.com
nimfaolarte29@bnhs.com
nimfavizcarra01@google.com
nina@envisiaonline.com
nina77@bnhs.com
nita87@yoshida.com
njamora@google.com
nlopez@bnhs.com
nmariano@kyoto.com
nmartin@google.com
nmondragon@yoshida.com
nobligacion@kyoto.com
noel.fulgencio@google.com
noel.mutuc@gmail.com
noel.olpot@yoshida.com
noel_camara@yoshida.com
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noel_manalo@yoshida.com
noel0785@kyoto.com
noel2844@google.com
noel3664@bnhs.com
noel63@kyoto.com
noelalmanzor@yoshida.com
noelcabanalann167@kyoto.com
noelemelo@yoshida.com
noeline.geronimo@google.com
noelmondragon@provident.com
noelnatividadl406@kyoto.com
noeltabernilla@provident.com
noemi_garcia@provident.com
noemicuevom350@google.com
nolascoborcel514@google.com
nolinavarro@yoshida.com
noly.gose@provident.com
nonito89@provident.com
norapayumo@google.com
norbertoboyl236@provident.com
norbertojr.y000@provident.com
noreen.palasigui@bnhs.com
norfredo.buison@google.com
norina.minoza@bnhs.com
normabareo@google.com
normandoreyes33@provident.com
normina1374@yoshida.com
normita_donato@bnhs.com
noronan@provident.com
npalara@bnhs.com
nponla@google.com
nrelayo@bnhs.com
ntuquero@bnhs.com
nvaleriano@google.com
nydia08@bnhs.com
ofelia_javellana@kyoto.com
ofelia37@google.com
ohmersimbulanh155@yoshida.com
ole.dumalagan@yoshida.com
olgavictoriaalisangco@google.com
olivianena.barrozo@kyoto.com
olivianena_barrozo@bnhs.com
onesimomartinez09@yoshida.com
oporte@provident.com
orencio_garrote@kyoto.com
orlando_magbaril@yoshida.com
orlando_manikad@kyoto.com
orlandomanikad@bnhs.com
orlandoocsing@provident.com
orlandovillanueva@yoshida.com
orvillebautista62@bnhs.com
orvillev662@kyoto.com
oscar.bataller@google.com
oscar.bernardo@yoshida.com
oscar.magistrado@kyoto.com
oscar.tolentino@google.com
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oscar_delacruz@kyoto.com
oscar65@kyoto.com
oscarcervantes@kyoto.com
oscarmartinez@yoshida.com
osmondo.bonsol@bnhs.com
oswaldo_viado@kyoto.com
otolentino@bnhs.com
owelmorales@gmail.com
pablox751@kyoto.com
pam.delossantos@healthway.com.ph
pamela4105@yoshida.com
parman@parmaninc.com
pastorga@bnhs.com
paternov392@provident.com
patriciaaurora_pegano@bnhs.com
paul_buce@provident.com
paulino.macalalad@google.com
paulinomacalaladd953@yoshida.com
paulinoz615@kyoto.com
paulwilson.calica@yoshida.com
pauxilian@gmail.com
pcalma@kyoto.com
pcruz@yoshida.com
peachiverone1985@yoshida.com
peggy.saquilayan@directwithhotels.com
personnel.enigmatech@gmail.com
phil@eamega.com
planographics@gmail.com
plugue@ptc.com.ph
pmsi.executives@gmail.com
powerman909@gmail.com
primepeoplempc@gmail.com
prince.radioplaynetwork@gmail.com
prodeng@cii.com.ph
psaints312@gmail.com
q2execsearch@gmail.com
reasing@hanstonproperties.com
recruitment.learningresourcesph@gmail.com
recruitment@microsourcing.com
recruitment@pnblife.com
recruitment@scinnova.com.ph
recruitment0208@gmail.com
recruitment069@gmail.com
recruitmentob09@gmail.com
reden.denal@gmail.com
regina.rodriguez@gmail.com
resumes@staffhouse.com
reynald_pisano@provident.com
reynaldo.cruz@provident.com
reynaldo.diaz@kyoto.com
reynaldo.leyson@bnhs.com
reynaldo.mascardo@yoshida.com
reynaldo.roman@bnhs.com
reynaldo.saguinsin@kyoto.com
reynaldo@provident.com
reynaldo@yoshida.com
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reynaldo_dar@google.com
reynaldo_flores@yoshida.com
reynaldo_plasencia@kyoto.com
reynaldo_santiago@provident.com
reynaldo_santos@bnhs.com
reynaldo_sempio@yoshida.com
reynaldo_verceles@bnhs.com
reynaldo13@provident.com
reynaldocasareno38@google.com
reynaldocataga93@provident.com
reynaldocayunda@yoshida.com
reynaldoesmero@bnhs.com
reynaldofloresg792@provident.com
reynaldogaspar@bnhs.com
reynaldogatmaitane744@kyoto.com
reynaldolumaadg382@yoshida.com
reynaldomirraj624@yoshida.com
reynaldoogayae792@yoshida.com
reynaldopangilinan69@provident.com
reynaldopaz@yoshida.com
reynaldoreyes@kyoto.com
reynaldosanjose@provident.com
reynaldosantosf557@yoshida.com
reynaldosobrepena74@kyoto.com
reynaldow942@provident.com
reynalitaz574@bnhs.com
reynato_agapito@bnhs.com
reynatohipolitoj625@kyoto.com
fitzrentzel_arancel@yoshida.com
fitzrentzelarancel@yoshida.com
rflores@yoshida.com
rflorido@google.com
rfugoso@provident.com
rgoddard@provident.com
rgonzales@provident.com
rgonzales@yoshida.com
rhabaradas@yoshida.com
rhenan@psmp.com.ph
rhobertpedrozo@bnhs.com
rhoderick_castro@provident.com
rhoderickenghoy@provident.com
rhontucan@kyoto.com
ric_bernal@kyoto.com
ricardo.gomez@kyoto.com
ricardo.joaquin@kyoto.com
ricardo.morilla@google.com
ricardo_dawang@yoshida.com
ricardo_pedrita@provident.com
ricardo_rodriguez@bnhs.com
ricardo_salazar@yoshida.com
ricardo22@yoshida.com
ricardogarcia@provident.com
ricardolising@kyoto.com
ricardoriveral678@bnhs.com
ricardosalvadorf246@kyoto.com
ricardov709@yoshida.com
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richard.abella@provident.com
richard1859@bnhs.com
richard3399@kyoto.com
richard5354@yoshida.com
richardlapenarichardd.@google.com
richelieufrias@yoshida.com
ricky.santos@kyoto.com
rico_bolante@provident.com
ricoz738@kyoto.com
rinzontoledo@kyoto.com
riomarrichard.ramos@bnhs.com
rison@google.com
ritaolmedoj946@kyoto.com
riverac@dap.edu.ph
rizalde_dechavez@kyoto.com
rizaldow054@provident.com
rizaldy.dongeto@kyoto.com
rizalino_garcia@yoshida.com
rizallosevillah791@yoshida.com
rizaminodelapaz94@provident.com
rizzabalasann672@kyoto.com
rlaput@yoshida.com
rloreno@kyoto.com
rlorenzo@google.com
rlozada@yoshida.com
rluna@kyoto.com
rluyun@provident.com
rmacapagal@yoshida.com
rmadronio@kyoto.com
rmalagueno@provident.com
rmarquez@google.com
rmeren@bnhs.com
rmontallana@bnhs.com
rmontenegro@kyoto.com
rmurbiz@gmail.com
rnario@provident.com
robert.azucena@kyoto.com
robert.domingo@kyoto.com
robert.goldstein@provident.com
robert_pascual@provident.com
robertabarran529@google.com
robertazucena@provident.com
robertbardianoj836@provident.com
robertbrianangelo1977@google.com
robertfrancis4279@bnhs.com
robertinov067@yoshida.com
roberto.hernandez@yoshida.com
roberto.reyes@yoshida.com
roberto_enriquez@kyoto.com
roberto_padua@google.com
roberto_valenciano@bnhs.com
roberto65@kyoto.com
roberto97@kyoto.com
robertodelacruzj164@provident.com
a@google.com
robertolozada@kyoto.com
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robertoparungao@bnhs.com
robertosyf661@yoshida.com
robertoteodoro33@provident.com
robertotoriol020@yoshida.com
robertovalenzuela@yoshida.com
robertsimon96@yoshida.com
robertv585@google.com
robertv896@bnhs.com
robertw297@google.com
robeto.cerdon@bnhs.com
rocampo@kyoto.com
rocel21@provident.com
rocelyn.miparanum@yoshida.com
rocelynmiparanumj054@provident.com
rochelle_nisay@kyoto.com
rodel.cadorniga@bnhs.com
rodel_perea@yoshida.com
rodelio_deguzman@provident.com
rodelioolarteh949@google.com
rodeliou845@bnhs.com
rodelkalalang82@kyoto.com
roderickjohnatienza39@bnhs.com
roderico_javillo@provident.com
rodilbambillae430@google.com
rodney_payumo@google.com
rodolfo.cederia@yoshida.com
rodolfo.dionisio@kyoto.com
rodolfo.martinez@google.com
rodolfo_alvarez@puregold.com
rodolfo_gatdula@bnhs.com
rodolfo_manzanares@google.com
rodolfo_principe@bnhs.com
rodolfo_santos@kyoto.com
rodolfo_vinas@google.com
rodolfoaquinom340@bnhs.com
rodolfobenamerae487@yoshida.com
rodolfochia84@yoshida.com
rodolfomedardoserranojr.@provident.com
rodrigo_osias@bnhs.com
rodrigo_santos@bnhs.com
rodrigo_santos@google.com
rodrigo96@bnhs.com
rodrigogabrielj429@bnhs.com
rodrigopena@bnhs.com
rodrigov670@yoshida.com
rodulfo_paraiso@kyoto.com
rodyard.deguzman@yoshida.com
rodyarddeguzman@kyoto.com
roel0825@bnhs.com
roel4377@kyoto.com
rogelio.co@provident.com
rogelio.vicente@bnhs.com
rogelio.vitocruz@bnhs.com
rogelio_dinio@bnhs.com
rogelio_omila@provident.com
rogelio_vicente@bnhs.com
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rogelio_vitocruz@yoshida.com
rogelio20@yoshida.com
rogelio77@provident.com
rogeliobulandres@provident.com
rogeliofeguro87@provident.com
rogelioramos95@bnhs.com
rogelioy495@yoshida.com
roger_daet@kyoto.com
roger_sarmiento@kyoto.com
rogerjohn.abad@provident.com
rogerregala07@provident.com
rogersarmiento@yoshida.com
rolanabueg@provident.com
rolando.agustin@kyoto.com
rolando.baria@kyoto.com
rolando.gido@kyoto.com
rolando_baria@kyoto.com
rolando_detorres@yoshida.com
rolando_ganzon@bnhs.com
rolando_torres@bnhs.com
rolando31@bnhs.com
rolando70@bnhs.com
rolandoabuel@bnhs.com
rolandocalingof881@bnhs.com
rolandocusin413@provident.com
rolandodayom570@yoshida.com
rolandoedezal707@kyoto.com
rolandoplacides@bnhs.com
rolanx391@provident.com
rolie.marmolejo@google.com
rolly.natividad@kyoto.com
roman3673@yoshida.com
romancitosantiago@provident.com
romarico.grino@yoshida.com
romaricogrino@bnhs.com
romelia.padaca@kyoto.com
romeo.asis@bnhs.com
romeo.gallojr.@bnhs.com
romeo.porca@bnhs.com
romeo.rosarito@provident.com
romeo_aquino@provident.com
romeo_bayona@provident.com
romeo_sta.teresa@provident.com
romeo_tapalla@kyoto.com
romeo_villon@bnhs.com
romeo2148@google.com
romeo26@yoshida.com
romeo63@kyoto.com
romeo83@provident.com
rommel.baligod@worldpartner.com
rosemarielat@globalcareinc.com
rtod@tipco.com.ph
ruby.garcia@ph.yokogawa.com
salagubang.evelyn@bdo.com.ph
sambrosio@cbc.com.ph
sdpaez@gmail.com
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sherylblanco.ferninc@gmail.com
sigrid.subia@leslie.com.ph
snunez.ragapuz@gmail.com
songbird@manila-online.net
stellarryan@gmail.com
tailoredfit@gmail.com
tanaka@sagass.com
theadvertiserhrd@gmail.com
thecalerey@gmail.com
train.apm@gmail.com
tumboconejmdc@ayalaland.com.ph
vcr@ipiphil.com
verna@microprecision.com
vernz.mostrales@peopletalk.com.ph
vicky.guevara@ph.yokogawa.com
vrc.creative@gmail.com
wealthaccess@gmail.com
wgbarcenas@gmail.com
women.hinohino@gmail.com
x3ca.tolentino@rmjm.com.ph
aiball@gmail.com
aibling16@gmail.com
aibrahim@oxfam.org.uk
aic2002@med.cornell.edu
aiccrcog2011@gmail.com
aicfund@gmail.com
aiciarte@gmail.com
aicwolf@gmail.com
aida.gomezpineda@gmail.com
aida.gordillo@gmail.com
aida.pardo@gmail.com
aida@cuda.org
aidacra@gmail.com
aidagill@marker-group.com
aidaia@yandex.ru
aidakhan@gmail.com
aidamaadania@mail2world.com
aidan.oneill@gmail.com
aidan.style@gmail.com
aidan45@gmail.com
aidanandkate@gmail.com
aidanjarn@gmail.com
aidaresendes@remax.net
aidasb0@gmail.com
aidawalters@gmail.com
aide.nparkerloomis@gmail.com
aidelisa@gmail.com
aiden.hendler@gmail.com
aidenlambert@gmail.com
aiderous60@firstchoice-qa.com
aideveiga@gmail.com
aidevel3@gmail.com
aidrees2009@gmail.com
aie.vic@aie.vic.edu.au
aiello.dm@gmail.com
aiello.nick@gmail.com
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aielloj@gmail.com
aig@savvy.com
aigeok@dbs.com.sg
aih001@gmail.com
aihui.lin@gmail.com
aii@pahwa.com
aiibinii1@gmail.com
aikenbeliever@gmail.com
aikenlove@gmail.com
aikido.rod@gmail.com
aikirooster@gmail.com
aikitype@gmail.com
aikman713@gmail.com
aiknewman08@gmail.com
ailarraza@gmail.com
aileen.fontana@gmail.com
aileen.greene@gmail.com
aileen.laqui@gmail.com
aileen.p.nguyen@gmail.com
aileen.urasaki@gmail.com
aileen1203@gmail.com
aileen14@gmail.com
aileen@aileenalbert.com
aileenchan@edinarealty.com
aileenirvine@googlemail.com
aileenkarp@gmail.com
aileenkconnoy@gmail.com
aileenl77@gmail.com
aileenmedico@gmail.com
aileenp@cityfurniture.com
aileenqsabio@gmail.com
aileenw89@gmail.com
ailen.jardines@gmail.com
ailsa.dunlop@gmail.com
ailsa.hill@education.tas.gov.au
ailsabirnie@gmail.com
ailsajclarke@gmail.com
ailsarwhite@gmail.com
ailtsja@gmail.com
aim-secretariat@aim-mutual.org
aim_usa@googlegroups.com
aiman.amir@gmail.com
aimb27@gmail.com
aimbiet@gmail.com
aime711@gmail.com
aimeadows@gmail.com
aimee.a@itransact.com
aimee.alexander@gmail.com
aimee.calitri@gmail.com
aimee.canlas@jdpa.com
aimee.dinnis@gmail.com
aimee.fahey@gmail.com
aimee.garcia28@gmail.com
aimee.grissom@martinmarietta.com
aimee.le@gmail.com
aimee.lorenz@gmail.com
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aimee.maclagger@gmail.com
aimee.morelli@gmail.com
aimee.pdt@gmail.com
aimee.simmons@gmail.com
aimee.sully@erac.com
aimee.switzer@gmail.com
aimee.wilson@gmail.com
aimee.zahora@gmail.com
aimee.ziegler@gmail.com
aimee@infogen.net.nz
aimee_piehl@whirlpool.com
aimeeaimes@gmail.com
aimeeandjason@gmail.com
aimeebeardsley@gmail.com
aimeecopp@gmail.com
aimeedob@gmail.com
aimeefitzpatrick2@gmail.com
aimeegrosso@gmail.com
aimeekhan111@gmail.com
aimeekpotter@gmail.com
aimeely@gmail.com
aimeer4@gmail.com
aimeesafko@gmail.com
aimeeshapiro@gmail.com
aimeesibilia@gmail.com
aimepst@gmail.com
aimetvictoria@gmail.com
aimhai@csufresno.edu
aimhigh747@gmail.com
aimiesmith@gmail.com
aimiez@gmail.com
aimin4heaven@gmail.com
aimless@gmail.com
aimlesswanders@gmail.com
aimmsstar@gmail.com
aimsforgroin@gmail.com
aimtastic@gmail.com
aimzill@gmail.com
ain341@gmail.com
aina.matti@gmail.com
ainasane@gmail.com
ainatgub@gmail.com
aindarjali@gmail.com
aindrelie@gmail.com
ainemarron@gmail.com
ainoraa@gmail.com
ainoumi@gmail.com
ainsley.moloney@gmail.com
ainsliemturk@gmail.com
aintworkin@gmail.com
aintyo@gmail.com
aip@aip.com.au
aipeppers@gmai.com
aippolito@pridestaff.com
air.pumps@gmail.com
air0cmh@ups.com
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air0rzm@ups.com
air1dah@air.ups.com
air1jra@ups.com
air1rrs@ups.com
air2pxp@air.ups.com
air3mcp@ups.com
airaloffice@gmail.com
airamis77@gmail.com
airb330@gmail.com
airbornechick@gmail.com
nbolden@apexmso.com
Rellingsen@ambayhealthnetwork.com
mitchell.r.price@gmail.com
malisa.agard@gmail.com
paula.brantley@brgeneral.org
bearcaffery@gmail.com
renglander@aamc.org
dgkirch@aamc.org
linda.o.morrison@gmail.com
wendiquiles@gmail.com
kschrand@gmail.com
museum@africanart.org
libertyinn@gmail.com
info@zipaviation.com
kscali@emersonresort.com
gblau@onlocationtours.com
jerry@leslielohman.org
sayed.bwheraldsq@gmail.com
laurag@davios.com
esimmons@setaififthavenue.com
info@insideouttours.com
LarryBruton@mail.fm
ccir@ccir.ro
coscc@zajil.net
chargedinfo@charged.com
members@filmlinc.com
jashai@ashcoint.com
karamallam1@gmail.com
carolinefu32@gmail.com
kim@kimhicks.com
dsaavedra@medriteurgentcare.com
lgittens@investbarbados.org
meetings@twst.com
ramon@smallbiztechnology.com
jena.bandini@allenschool.edu
kvansant@bard.edu
tfay@devry.edu
yannid03@gmail.com
kelly.armstrong@flyopenskies.com
nyc@airchina.com
scontegiacomo@bayada.com
christine@goodhomeco.com
info@luludi.net
priamsen@gmail.com
info@studiomanhattan.com
Kirakira1@gmail.com
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liz@postergroup.com
coach.francesca@gmail.com
rich.radice@treehouseconsultinggroup.com
vibhutij@hp2mail.com
georgefaison@faisonfirehouse.org
coo@icncareer.com
elliot@activestaffing.com
glahn.meg@jobcorps.org
jason.blais@ziprecruiter.com
rick@recruitmilitary.com
sbahng@americaworks.com
gcagayat@gmail.com
mcollins@americanefficient.com
pauljdesimone@umecny.com
sammy@atlanticenergyco.com
detectivejudd@gmail.com
wwang.urbantech@gmail.com
michael@eclipseinfo.com
michaeladler@clearchannel.com
paul@motivemarketing.biz
dgifford@nycva.net
carolnewcirc@gmail.com
jerome@narativ.com
pdemby@lagcc.cuny.edu
carol@ccenvironments.com
Glenorovitz@gmail.com
garbuckle@rowechiropractic.com
lferrando@thomaspublishing.com
bruce@brucethompsoncreative.com
bryanmoran2006@gmail.com
christiancoop@gmail.com
info@redfrogevents.com
ingrid.priscilla.w@gmail.com
srawlins@karls.com
contact@edynamic.net
auraindus@gmail.com
benji@kaynelive.com
info@ornatus.us
derek@aistonart.com
info@nycacc.org
edwards@doe.org
info@signatureautony.com
asoni@hosindia.com
docthel@gmail.com
sales@pure-acoustics.com
robin.miller.ppl@gmail.com
RobertAltmannthevoice@gmail.com
tgriesman@docutrend.com
jmr@chimneydesignsolutions.com
info@opencenter.org
pranichealingusa@gmail.com
info@swervefitness.com
joshua@mindovermatternyc.com
rebekahjordaan@gmail.com
dmooney@atlanticmetro.net
info@datagram.com
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pjr.davincifia@gmail.com
bmallin@mallinlaw.com
wkramer@vsaconsulting.com
steverobert15@gmail.com
aktivelearning@gmail.com
olivia@voxburner.com
almurray@gmail.com
info@sunrisepremiums.com
paulnaraine@phototech.com
mario@theproblemsolver.com
rhaar@haarorthopedics.com
esilver@jeans-wear.com
info@heights-kenchi.com
absconstruction92@gmail.com
ajrestoration@gmail.com
nayan.ashnu@gmail.com
gotvcalls@gmail.com
info@ajaxunion.com
officemgr@americanlinerservices.com
info@interexchange.org
vdowney@mountbatten.org
oliver.ferrier@vislogix.com
info@brooklynstitch.com
phil@high-line.com
bmiller@medriteuc.com
Soosisal@gmail.com
info@crownproducts.com
infow@ayzanyc.com
andrewritterman@gmail.com
enewman@baybridgefunding.com
MAHBUB@EXPLORETRADINGCAPITAL.COM
submissions@patriotadvance.com
pquantano@gmail.com
nickm10073@gmail.com
elena@littleduckorganics.com
jerry@healthmattersamerica.com
dmitnick@domainskate.com
smgateways@gmail.com
marie@buncee.com
thirsch@directmachinery.com
jdegennaro@raymourflanigan.com
jgottlieb@abco.co
duvi@parnassahexpo.com
nicole@retailminded.com
baskins@125thstreetbid.com
trusteenyc@gmail.com
chefvtropepe@gmail.com
Uriel@topairsystems.com
tbarrett@encirca.com
altjana@gmail.com
adrienne@khirmaeliazov.com
mark@primohealthsolutions.com
info@flymh.com
keith.peraino@gmail.com
pluscareerpark@gmail.com
francisco.munoz@sqr.com.co
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hashcool1@gmail.com
intercrop_jsa@mail.ru
zhangerqing@gmail.com
DanBartlett36@gmail.com
contact@leloftinteriordecoration.com
heidiinteriors@gmail.com
studio@kimdepoledesign.com
derekdizhihuang@gmail.com
soniagalat@africabv.com
vpicx-baruch@aiesecus.org
yvonne@anchor-international.com
cbarbado@davidyurman.com
dean.leNeve@davidwebb.com
info@danielgershburg.com
Jeffdavisesq@gmail.com
nathan@erlichpc.com
desales888@gmail.com
info@unitedprocess.com
dhenken@eliteny.com
info@finestchauffeurs.com
davekoegel@gmail.com
marciarfoxllc@gmail.com
ida@carodainc.com
info@daleproaudio.com
moving@keymoving.com
lalpert@mcny.org
museumofmotherhood@gmail.com
john@uniquetracks.com
labstarmaker@gmail.com
sage@sagemusic.co
dsacco@pioneercopier.com
neelam.brar@gmail.com
marketing@iconparkingsystems.com
arickard@qualityfragrancegroup.com
jhonyusa@gmail.com
stu@lexicon-nyc.com
ilissa@imillerpr.com
marie@mariesaekipr.com
martin@martinlevypr.com
Ldelly1010@gmail.com
michael@brgnyc.com
pavel@directloft.com
vetabrome@gmail.com
benjamin_maddy@daveandbusters.com
Dsattaur@myinvestorsbank.com
jkivotidis@almabank.com
npiranio@almabank.com
sgjergji@almabank.com
vhouliaras@almabank.com
inhershoesonline@gmail.com
13prince@redflower.com
britany@bootyparlor.com
jeff.klein@maesa.com
lmirrer@nyhistory.org
sugar@vacommoditytraders.com
dhoward@ctamericas.com
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nyfirstsvp@gmail.com
scott@connectmevoice.com
Yazici.ny@gmail.com
kcraig@advocatesny.com
codyb@inwhatlanguage.com
zenbiztravel@gmail.com
mikepiazza@gmail.com
info@aquaazulyacht.com
isabel@leosonsintl.com
selvensam@gmail.com
craig@craigvandenbrulle.com
faina.reinhardt@gmail.com
augustmechanicalcorp@gmail.com
ckay@rxvitamins.com
ehamza@vitanepharma.com
dpankin@acs123.com
info@inajiffy.com
info@nmbc.org
commercial@slembassyusa.org
info@gibraltarstorage.com
majarianvarant@gmail.com
info@greenwichlocksmiths.com
bill@edisonballroom.com
thomasoliversnyc@gmail.com
edward.zhang7@gmail.com
alocher@onlocationtours.com
annab@nyctrip.com
hakan@centralparksightseeing.com
luis@arcol.com
javier.diaz@wingsairhelicopters.com
podiatry401@gmail.com
mschoolman@classictrans.com
cheryle.levine@E-hps.com
michelle.adams@e-hps.com
avi@kymerah.com
siteopen@gmail.com
jcimino@nirvanaspring.com
judith.herbst@americangirl.com
st363usa@lindt.com
kaperik@gmail.com
milliangroup@gmail.com
xiyuanhe.cc@gmail.com
sisson@area-alliance.org
RLavery@whiteplainslinen.com
gfinn@hinewyork.org
info@biztegra.com
mhnny@broadviewnet.net
dthomas@fivehour.com
michael@bonfunspirits.com
mendyrealty@gmail.com
stan@truefilmproduction.com
cleomspa@gmail.com
info@lasercosmetica.com
richard@realprod.com
LocationsEtcGroup@gmail.com
melissaf@amerilist.com
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blackdiamondbrewed@gmail.com
wanettaharvey@gmail.com
laurent.prosper@diplomatie.ht
mgcgny@gmail.com
peraltam@dirco.gov.za
bobgreenberg@gmail.com
jodi@startkts.com
steve@rejuvenationmdnyc.com
anitaskids4@gmail.com
Cindy.saad@national.alpfa.org
Jashabennett@gmail.com
MBryant@achillestrackclub.org
caruffini@phytouniverse.com
info@armourbeauty.com
michelle@inovaprofessional.com
olivier@chantecaille.com
orla@beautysolutionsltd.com
george@vipgts.com
benjohnson3000@gmail.com
lydia@repechage.com
metta@juaraskincare.com
heidi_davidson@mastercard.com
dostrowsky@myinvestorsbank.com
fuzzyannie@gmail.com
homehelperhousekeeping@gmail.com
info@empirecruises.com
samantha@bbkingblues.com
ruth@redesignu.org
roseiavecchia@ups.com
ilancohenmd@gmail.com
candidoa@maninfosys.com
amaridentistry@gmail.com
Info@alluredds.com
isaac.dmd@gmail.com
terry@socialfix.com
ABICCPA@GMAIL.COM
diane.bijou@gmail.com
info@con-vis.com
leslie@camccraecpa.com
cara@fearless-media.com
MitchellSchwartz@clearchannel.com
bldawless@gmail.com
mburks@harryanddavid.com
benhakman@gmail.com
gdg.usa@gmail.com
mehul@shivanigems.com
Stuart@premiergem.com
tidhar@gm-diamonds.com
michellekawka@gmail.com
gilberto@robinsjean.com
admissions.nyc@nyack.edu
jloriega@generalsociety.org
mmitchell@institute2000.org
btravis@plazacollege.edu
daniel.yu@udaeducation.com
dinardir@newschool.edu
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roni@youngengineers.net
brian.moore@windstream.com
Eleni.Androtsakis@hhmlp.com
sfayolle@parkermeridien.com
crushatz@mill-usa.com
solitasohohotel@gmail.com
brock@brockbarrett.biz
ROWENA@MARKLINK.US
alexander.oaa@gmail.com
customercare@trigarinternational.com
chris.sheppard@kennethjaylane.org
lshoichet@tdllp.com
ggarzoni@laseven.com
RAVI@NYCRS.COM
annemleonard@gmail.com
fniang@wpsir.com
nickeysharon@gmail.com
edwin@vitaenyc.com
gchiffriller@necb.com
jgilbert@necommunitybank.com
Judy.ferdinand@fnbli.com
regionaloffice@nbpusa.com
vanschoick.barbara@jobcorps.org
support@jedfoundation.org
jjohnson@wibo.org
stuart@cpaservicesbysf.com
tkrebs@ampcopumps.com
adare@balchem.com
dan_putnam@grainprocessing.com
jeanann.hankins@silliker.com
dustin.cheatham@sterilex.com
smarks@wirebelt.com
BrianE@amalabs.com
contato@beraca.com
babette.pettersen@bio-amber.com
bvichy@biotechmarine.com
ashleyzhuo@bloomagefreda.com
loren@caribnaturalproducts.com
Bnash@carrubba.com
us@chemspeed.com
marie.thadal@coptis.com
sharon@flacktek.net
powell@rosswaxes.com
konnie@hockchemie.com
tomg@icmproducts.com
sales@induchem.com
bbuckwalter@ialonline.com
sales@huanxinchem.com
personalcare@kemin.com
salesandmarketing@lipochemicals.com
thomas@premiacorp.com
marketing@salvona.com
sales@seidlerchem.com
us.seppic@airliquide.com
sales@silverson.com
novecareCC@solvay.com
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jonathan@southern-chemical.com
spc@hpcimedia.com
usa@sudarshan.com
tina.russell@tharprocess.com
hiroaki_kitazawa@toyobo.jp
Anamaria_Tanase@vanhornmetz.com
simone@eq.ufrj.br
bonou@univ-ouaga.bf
rarayaa@ucv.cl
ram@mek.dtu.dk
john-duncan@clear.net.nz
willie.mandeno@opus.co.nz
louisp@corrocoat.co.za
ezzeddine.triki@enit.rnu.tn
casey@pacificsbdc.com
gm@warehousepacific.com
dadatte@agobrien.com.com
fhilton@aisequip.com
jimgrace@cmsinter.net
bbtruck@bbtrucking.com
sally@baileycpa.com
jhoule@billbrownford.com
ssykora@cmactrans.com
Jerry@cmstrucks.com
jeff@certedrive.com
cds@contract-dewatering.com
rarmbruster@coopelev.com
david.coyne@coyneoil.com
gmerkel@daviscartage.com
fstrand@edenfoods.com
dgould@forwardcorp.com
Diane.Blankshain@advocathealth.com
info@emaildownload.org
sirca@sirca.it
loris@itsm.it
info@pessina.it
massimo.cornago@gmail.com
tichyj@rpi.edu
esalek@stle.org
fachausstellungen@vdi.de
s_pytko@uci.agh.edu.pl
mzawisza@simr.pw.edu.pl
info@promaplast.org
pitts.bill@gmail.com
zeno.bisoffi@tropicalmed.eu
anuroopsnair@gmail.com
conf@aace.org
yanev@math.bas.bg
statlab@math.bas.bg
ktsiklak@dent.uoa.gr
tif2@helexpo.gr
antonio.scarfone@polito.it
tif@helexpo.gr
tsimos.conf@gmail.com
tsimos@mail.ariadne-t.gr
ISCB2008@ics.dk
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peter@ics.dk
info@inconnect.ru
xrecsi@usal.es
infoifema@ifema.es
info@finnexpo.fi
nina.nurminen@expomark.fi
spelon@spe.org
pamstroud@forecasters.org
office@technopolmoscow.com
diwt2008@dirf.org
rgvarchive@mtu-net.ru
info@salondulivre.ch
gust@asu.edu
sivaram900@gmail.com
nkn@designcomputing.net
expo@stier.co.il
Aesthetics.jordan@gmail.com
gedmar08@hhu.edu.cn
iceeg.tech@gmail.com
jspan@cc.kuas.edu.tw
yntang@cstam.org.cn
chenjie@cstam.org.cn
ichve2008@cqu.edu.cn
efimenko@maik.ru
sustlf@paran.com
pko@kias.re.kr
ykshin@kfairs.com
josephsuh@coex.co.kr
biomed2008@um.edu.my
tic2008reg@mail.tarc.edu.my
moh.khaled.hamed@gmail.com
tercan@hacettepe.edu.tr
info@securityshow.jp
bio@reedexpo.co.jp
info@micromachine.jp
icim10@list.waseda.jp
info@uniline.com.ar
info@argentinamining.com
kjohnson@aps.org
a.morin@ieee.org
hhizirog@kettering.edu
tking12@uiuc.edu
bob.myers@ieee.org
raid-08-venue@ll.mit.edu
safe@peak.org
cthurman@emcwa.org
p.ramasami@uom.ac.mu
ss08@arrb.com.au
23conf@arrb.com.au
ic4e@vip.163.com
icamr@vip.163.com
iceen@vip.163.com
iceice2012@126.com
zj810515@163.com
info@wgc2012.com
wklein@pcm411.com
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support@pandia.ru
eurocorr@dechema.de
honndorf@dechema.de
info@corrosion.org
info@ArabianGerman.com
rocio@ejkrause.com
info@edelstahl-rostfrei.de
ayami@material.tohoku.ac.jp
kitaoka.hiroshi@iwa.bbiq.jp
isij@gakkai-web.net
ron.beltz@go-throughput.com
contat@foundrygate.com
contact@foundrygate.com
contato@foundrygate.com.br
admin@foundrygate.com
tsuru@mtl.titech.ac.jp
vicerrector.cti@uan.edu.co
pr@issuu.com
partnerships@issuu.com
copyright@issuu.com
feedback@issuu.com
digitalsuccess@issuu.com
contact@issuu.com
neve@atom.uni-frankfurt.de
info@gombithotel.it
presidenza@networkaias.it
nsapia@aiasacademy.it
vcorvino@aiasacademy.it
mcurti@aiasacademy.it
gcrevena@aiasacademy.it
vsanucci@aiasacademy.it
smonti@aiasacademy.it
erossetti@aiasacademy.it
sragnoli@aiasacademy.it
rbianconi@aiasacademy.it
fcaporali@aiasacademy.it
gnicli@aiasacademy.it
odv@aiasacademy.it
formazione@aiasacademy.it
azaffanella@aiasacademy.it
icfaiblre@gmail.com
maharaji2anshu@gmail.com
sdkant@gmail.com
admiss08@gmail.com
priam120@gmail.com
rkrahulkumar502@gmail.com
shubh.pandit03@gmail.com
manumr.bit@gmail.com
sandy.cool1137@gmail.com
doadmissions@gmail.com
mitisbjonline@gmail.com
optimuseduconsultants@gmail.com
abrar.zarifi@gmail.com
nnikita.k@gmail.com
vandanavatss@gamail.com
amankumarcareer@gmail.com
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devjaat18@ibibo.com
rakesh.rabidas1@gmail.com
1989mukesh2006@gmail.com
rawatrahul.680@gmail.com
balajose2007@gmail.com
sureshs2124@gmail.com
niranpatna69@gmail.com
query.tsi@gmail.com
shootschool@gmail.com
chavadavijay30@gmail.com
robertinc.linzer@gmail.com
kamalsinghrawat89@gmail.com
bubuna.rasmi@gmail.com
jangrapawan7@gmail.com
rcragu@gmail.com
swapnil.gatlewar@gmail.com
hariomsngh001@gmail.com
samhitha.nk@gmail.com
ukrainembbs2011@gmail.com
dania.consultant@gmail.com
rajnish.naresh@gmail.com
milkylwin@gmail.com
admissionniet@gmail.com
aleem08software@gmail.com
studyspore@gmail.com
rekha.mishra.mit@gmail.com
rgupta5283@gmail.com
taseer2000@gmail.com
infinitecourses@gmail.com
OADC@orealloy.com
patrick.erestain@gmail.com
Shakouri.ni@gmail.com
Marzieh.rezabeigi@gmail.com
SossaUa@gmail.com
kgs-42@mail.ru
emersonanalyticscoltd@gmail.com
x.zhao@mail.tongji.edu.cn
paul@thermo-calc.com
sales@amerpipe.com
girish@welding-consultant.com
genevaopen2015@iba-suisse.ch
info@academie-ballet.fr
office@wettklettern.at
bookings@thegreenpark.co.uk
cro@fila-wrestling.com
scott@travefy.com
loc@isfnt-12.org
info@fiemmeworldcup.com
cristina.bellante@fiemmeworldcup.com
trm@force.dk
doug.perovic@utoronto.ca
trofeonicolodi@gmail.com
411@pss-corp.com
event@processwork.cz
info@maranellovillage.com
info@divanicorfu.gr
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info@nccer.org
maurizioalbano@excite.it
info@technologytransfer.it
mathieu.lheureux@vallourec.com
herve.barthelemy@airliquide.com
fitaweb@gmail.com
tunisie.judo@planet.tn
info@pztkd.lublin.pl
annela.hendrikson@archimedes.ee
tmi@tmico.ae
sales@programcentrum.hu
rupal@tierratravels.com
kmclintock@stowe.co.uk
info@mmpi.org
jb9v@virginia.edu
ilaria.tonelli@meridianaevents.it
jplin58@tongji.edu.cn
info@popinnhostel.com
infoeden@edenpark.it
alassimatravel.rabat@gmail.com
elaazizvoyages.t@gmail.com
thd2016to@gmail.com
tasnimevoyages@gmail.com
anjoom.voyage@gmail.com
casavoyagetours@gmail.com
kayatoursmorocco@gmail.com
authentik.traveller@gmail.com
cobblestonemorocco@gmail.com
bouguemmaz@gmail.com
ik@postgresql-consulting.com
rand@moz.com
blfarris@EnMast.com
info@walther-praezision.de
ko@vdz-online.de
schaefer@vdi.de
hausberg@vdi.de
info@hightech-ceram.de
tassilo.moritz@ikts.fraunhofer.de
wilhelm@cs.uni-sb.de
siz@stahl-info.de
info@ict.fhg.de
schuetze@dechema.de
doerte.harms@wasserverbandstag.de
bringewski@dwa.de
marita.roloff@allianz.at
pohlmann@item.fraunhofer.de
dmitri.donst@ipt.fraunhofer.de
nettotvm@gmail.com
info@camfordacademy.com
paul@inovar-communications.com
euromat2009@iom3.org
julie@ics.dk
office@efomp.org
conf@heliotopos.net
info@mitos.com.gr
k.colabaugh@ieee.org
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iwcia2011@gmail.com
info@leipziger-messe.de
cmae@vip.163.com
thomas@mpe.mpg.de
ipo@ileaps.org
info@science-forum.ru
dat@mail.ru
immc6.loc@gmail.com
info@aace.org
sech@mag.mff.cuni.cz
wbw@widebaywater.qld.gov.au
chris.loft@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
20james.hansen@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
james.hansen@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
anne.maddern@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
paul.truscott@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
daniel.sanderson@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
rolf.light@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
david.lewis@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
darren.everard@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
denis.chapman@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
stuart.taylor@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
george.seymour@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
gerard.oconnell@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
phil.truscott@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
trevor.mcdonald@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
robert.garland@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
sue.brooks@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
mick.kruger@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
david.dalgleish@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
anne.nioa@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
les.muckan@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
belinda.mcneven@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
barbara.hovard@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
debbie.hawes@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
linda.harris@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
julie.arthur@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
henry@acbocallcentre.com
Vanida.petts@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
project@Howard.in
helpdeskmedia@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
grants@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
widebayrc@gmail.com
hnshah@gmail.com
carlos@quepimquepam.com
gstsupport@cleartax.in
environ.deepak@gmail.com
petja.sairanen@gmail.com
atendimento@seuenxoval.com.br
mazlan.abbas@redtone.com
loopday@loopday.com.br
1mail2itoh3@gmail.com
abgnieto86@gmail.com
servizioclienti@prezzipazzi.it
Learned@Headsets.com
katalogoscolombia@gmail.com
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bgregg@netflix.com
info@cedengineering.com
info@downloademail.info
latishab727@gmail.com
latishabanks0816@gmail.com
latishabush4@gmail.com
latishadeberry@gmail.com
latishahinman@gmail.com
latishajones1472@gmail.com
latishale@gmail.com
latishalittle2000@gmail.com
latishalomax@gmail.com
latisham22@gmail.com
latishamontes@gmail.com
latishanelms@gmail.com
latishap530@gmail.com
latishea@gmail.com
lato108@gmail.com
latoiya323@gmail.com
latonia.holmes@gmail.com
latonia.meisah@gmail.com
latonia1498@gmail.com
latonia27@gmail.com
latoniagrayson78@gmail.com
latoniamayes@sealdynamics.com
latoniamitchell@net.com
latoniastrickland@gmail.com
latonja08@gmail.com
latonsk33@gmail.com
latonya.clayton@gmail.com
latonya.hardy@gmail.com
latonya.holliday@gmail.com
latonya.kimbrough@gmail.com
latonya.martin@argushealth.com
latonya.shy@towne.com
latonya.thornton@everest.edu
latonya.willis.21@gmail.com
latonya.young24@gmail.com
latonya1985@gmail.com
latonya28@gmail.com
latonya407@gmail.com
latonya81@gmail.com
latonya8605@gmail.com
latonyac@gmail.com
latonyacoates2@gmail.com
latonyadab@mail2world.com
latonyaeasonhansen@gmail.com
latonyaedmond@gmail.com
latonyafowler@gmail.com
latonyajhudson@gmail.com
latonyalexus@gmail.com
latonyamalone.malone@gmail.com
latonyamckinney44@gmail.com
latonyaraggs@gmail.com
latonyascott@prepaidlegal.com
latonyasmith1818@gmail.com
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latonyawarlix30@gmail.com
latora.weathers@gmail.com
latoriaallen@gmail.com
latoriadfuller@gmail.com
latoriahorton@gmail.com
latoriatagger@gmail.com
latorideni@gmail.com
latorre.rafael@gmail.com
latosha.elder@gmail.com
latosha.grant75@gmail.com
latosha.johnsoncooke270@gmail.com
latoshaarnold@gmail.com
latoshalpartinbrown@gmail.com
latoshamarie2010@gmail.com
latoshamc@gmail.com
latoshaw1@gmail.com
latouche.natalie@student.oaklandcc.edu
latouyawilliams8@gmail.com
latoya.baber@gmail.com
latoya.boyd@gmail.com
latoya.campbell29@gmail.com
latoya.cheers@gmail.com
latoya.conley@gmail.com
latoya.d.moore@gmail.com
latoya.donize@gmail.com
latoya.ellis1@gmail.com
latoya.jackson@cna.com
latoya.jcksn@gmail.com
latoya.l.mccallum@gmail.com
latoya.lewis12@gmail.com
latoya.m.durham@gmail.com
latoya.mcclellan@gsa.gov
latoya.middlebrooks@nmhs.net
latoya.perry13@gmail.com
latoya.plummer@gmail.com
latoya.purifoy@everest.edu
latoya.r.williams@gmail.com
latoya.roshell@gmail.com
latoya.scotton@gmail.com
latoya.snowden@noaa.gov
latoya.stinnet@mckesson.com
latoya.sumner8@gmail.com
latoya.thomasdickson@gmail.com
latoya.whitehurst@peoples.com
latoya.williams5895@email.bakersfieldcollege.edu
latoya1977@gmail.com
latoya21@yahoohotmail.com
latoya2gdf@gmail.com
latoya3233@gmail.com
latoya4721@gmail.com
latoya603@gmail.com
latoya624@gmail.com
latoya77@gmail.com
latoya@imane.com
latoya@thomas.com
narra.kalpana@gmail.com
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nars_@mail.ru
narsi@tekdynamics.com
narutosasuke.peffley@gmail.com
narzahni.crumbie@gmail.com
nasaoster@gmail.com
nascar884life@gmail.com
nascarbabie20@gmail.com
nascarcraig@gmail.com
nascarfanz66104@gmail.com
nascargirl08@gmail.com
nascarmike196988@gmail.com
nash@i-o.com
nash@tpf.net
nashatas@gmail.com
nashen.moodley@gmail.com
nasher1@free.fr
nashjandl@easynet.ca
nashvillebecky@gmail.com
nashy@onlinegames.com.au
nasim1979@gmail.com
nassim.alemany@gmail.com
nastasia@isisnet.co.kr
nastasija95@gmail.com
nastenok244@gmail.com
nastpj@gmail.com
nastuha182007@ya.ru
nastuha4@mail.ru
nastushka1989@mail.ru
nastya455@gmail.com
naswaney@gmail.com
nasya455@gmail.com
nasyl07@gmail.com
nat-s-77@mail.ru
nat.ansel@free.fr
nat.lavigne@infonie.fr
nat1601@gmail.com
nat84@list.ru
nat@troubadourinc.com
nata79.07@gmail.com
nataadushkiss@gmail.com
natacha.artillon@gmail.com
natacha.garcia.2@gmail.com
natafrost@mail.ru
natahan@list.ru
natahd@gmail.com
natalia.ikonomov@gmail.com
natalia.numa@gmail.com
nataliadiaz.benitez@gmail.com
nataliasimakina@mail.ru
nataliavolikova@mail.ru
natalie.apellaniz@wilkes.edu
natalie.cortez81@gmail.com
natalie.giaimo@gmail.com
natalie.meismer@gmail.com
natalie.pifer@gmail.com
natalie.portman@free.fr
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natalie.salameh@gmail.com
natalie.slade@gmail.com
natalie.vavrasek@gmail.com
natalie.whitley@gmail.com
natalie56@cooltoad.com
natalie82576@gmail.com
nataliecox1@excite.co.uk
natalieg@free.fr
natalieglenn6969@gmail.com
nataliegualy@gmail.com
natalieholleman@gmail.com
nataliejohn@gmail.com
nataliejrandall@gmail.com
nataliek@360hr.com
natalielashes@gmail.com
nataliemself@gmail.com
natalieortiz@gmail.com
nataliesavario@gmail.com
natalieschuldt@gmail.com
nataliestart@gmail.com
natalitnt@yandex.ru
natalochkar@inbox.ru
natalskiy@gmail.com
nataly-20@yandex.ru
nataly_n@infonie.fr
nataly_t@earlink.net
natalya_kas@mail.ru
natalyaleus@gmail.com
natalykkk@mail.ru
natanael@free.fr
natasha.nystrom@gmail.com
natasha.riexinger@gmail.com
natasha.silva7@gmail.com
natasha@ultra.net.au
natasha_sweet@mail.ru
natashablablabla@yandex.ru
natashabranham@gmail.com
natashacoolbeans@gmail.com
natashadobbs@gmail.com
natashag@gmail.com
natashambachmann@gmail.com
natashashelest@gmail.com
natashasnook@gmail.com
natashe4katit@mail.ru
natashka35@yandex.ru
natatun@gmail.com
natayiavia@gmail.com
natayowa@gmail.com
natbrandon@gmail.com
natdalmeida@gmail.com
nate.bergstedt@gmail.com
nate.deneau@gmail.com
nate1@wcnet.com
redscorp@mediaone.net
redskinschic@gmail.com
redsnakehead@gmail.com
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redsox1903@gmail.com
redsoxnation34@gmail.com
redsquirrel@mediaone.net
redstarpoker@e-izhevsk.ru
redtagdiva@gmail.com
redtea27@gmail.com
reduans@sarawaknet.gov.my
redunbar@redunbar.com
redvalley@navajochapters.org
redwan.sadik@gmail.com
redwards54@gmail.com
redwildflowers@gmail.com
redwing@infomagic.com
redwizard6@gmail.com
redwolfmusic@gmail.com
redwyvern2@gmail.com
redzpa@gmail.com
ree.mcmullen@gmail.com
ree1121@gmail.com
reebersue@gmail.com
reebmcd@gmail.com
reece.mark@mbco.com
reed.gibson@malteurop.com
reed.guymon@gmail.com
reed.jeremy@gmail.com
reed.rodriguez@gotmail.com
reed@best.com
reed@flymsy.com
reed@hawaii.edu
reed@ridingthewave.com
reeder.b@gmail.com
reeder@arbbs.net
reeder@saderat-plc.com
reedf@builderstransportation.com
reedlady@gmail.com
reedmichelle113@gmail.com
reedpeterson@gmail.com
reedr@mexicolindobarandgrill.com
reedrealty@mccooknet.com
reedz11@gmail.com
reefyboy@gmail.com
reeganf@gmail.com
reeinvegas@gmail.com
reekey@gmail.com
reeksbad@gmail.com
reel.duane@gmail.com
reelmedia10@gmail.com
reema.menezes@gmail.com
reemaarke@gmail.com
reemmuneef@gmail.com
reems22@gmail.com
reemulla@gmail.com
reemy53@gmail.com
reen@watermanrealty.com
reena@omamservices.com
reena@sina.com.cn
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reenaabhardwaj@gmail.com
reenach28@gmail.com
reenaisma@gmail.com
reenayadav234@gmail.com
reenie62@gmail.com
reenie@vgernet.net
reenugoel@gmail.com
reeper@mediaone.net
reereendale@midtnn.net
rees@reeselectronics.com
reesc@tmahq.com
reese.morrison@gmail.com
reese697@mediaone.net
reese@google.com
reesecrowder9@gmail.com
reesee@doacs.state.fl.us
reeteshruth@gmail.com
reetikaluthra@gmail.com
reeve.halvorson@gmail.com
reevers45@gmail.com
reeves.bernie@metronc.com
reeves.kerri@desoto.k12.mo.us
reeveschev@bamacomm.com
reevesp@shns.com
reevesr@mediaone.net
reevesrob1@gmail.com
reevesthompson@gmail.com
reevs1059@gmail.com
reezad@gmail.com
ref2004dj@gmail.com
ref4miami@gmail.com
ref@warp.fr
refaqua@gmail.com
refdesk@albertus.edu
refdesk@nu.edu
refer@pcc.edu
reference@sawyerfreelibrary.org
reference@wiltonlibrary.org
msmith4184@gmail.com
msmith62384@gmail.com
msmith@best.com
msmith@cicispizza.com
msmith@mail.icomnet.com
msmith@mediquest.org
msmith@rspcavic.org.au
msmith@sbps.net
msmith@standardizedsystems.com
msmith@viatechsys.com
msmith@westvalleyschool.com
msmithson@acsol.net
msmjmsa@gmail.com
msmomo5@gmail.com
msmoniquetriplett2525@gmail.com
msmoonriver2@gmail.com
msmoore60@gmail.com
msmsinclair@gmail.com
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msmsneilio@gmail.com
msmyahoocom@gmail.com
msmyer@gmail.com
msn@jonaschau.com
msnae45@gmail.com
msnapz720@gmail.com
msnc73@gmail.com
msneetie@gmail.com
msneka923@gmail.com
msnekia@gmail.com
msnewbooty8@gmail.com
msnewface@gmail.com
msnider07@gmail.com
msnipple@gmail.com
msniseyg@gmail.com
madelynfoltz@gmail.com
mademancapo@gmail.com
mademoaselle@gmail.com
madetha@gmail.com
madfishmatt@gmail.com
madg@citiz.net
madguy@korea.com
madh@citiz.net
madhanjpalan@gmail.com
madhav.taggarwal@gmail.com
madhavan.kamalakannan@gmail.com
madhavan666@gmail.com
madhavanmaham@gmail.com
madhavi.samala@gmail.com
madhavi@cyberwebglobal.com
madhavi@indusgraniteinc.com
madhavm1@muohio.edu
madhavmalhotra@gmail.com
madhorse@mediaone.net
madhouse@online.sh.cn
madhu.ece@gmail.com
madhu.mutyala@gmail.com
madhu.uae@gmail.com
madhu312@gmail.com
madhu72silvin@gmail.com
madhu@mos.com.np
madhu@paulmovies.com
madhu@royainternational.com
madhucss@gmail.com
madhudhanuka@gmail.com
madhuhba@gmail.com
madhukar.davies@gmail.com
madhukar17aug@gmail.com
madhulacoul@gmail.com
madhulika.jindal@gmail.com
madhumatigilda@gmail.com
madhumitaborah@gmail.com
madhup@mos.com.np
madhur.vyas@gmail.com
madhur@balajisprings.com
madhuraju07@address.com
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madhuri.shri@gmail.com
madhurisgraduate@gmail.com
madhurvansil@gmail.com
madhusudanswain@gmail.com
madhusudhananraju@gmail.com
madhutp@gmail.com
madhuupadhye@gmail.com
madhuvanthi.ramakrishnan@gmail.com
madhvendra.singh@morganstanley.com
madhvendra.singh@ms.com
madhviparekh@gmail.com
madi.jake@gmail.com
madi@citiz.net
madianti1@gmail.com
madicarlo@venezolano.com
madidesiree@gmail.com
madidtyasamudra@gmail.com
madigan903@gmail.com
madigan@googlemail.com
madiglance@gmail.com
madiha.aslam@gmail.com
madiha.kazi@gmail.com
madiha.rk@gmail.com
madihahharun@gmail.com
madilynpayne@gmail.com
madima@ae.wakwak.com
madinahabed200@gmail.com
madinahabed20@gmail.com
madinahabed944@gmail.com
madinahabed955@gmail.com
madinahabed@gmail.com
madingyi@163.com
madis@online.sh.cn
madison1856@gmail.com
madisonartgallery1@gmail.com
madisonartgallery2@gmail.com
madisongeise@gmail.com
madisongraves@graveslumber.com
madisonidk@gmail.com
madisonscarlett@gmail.com
madisonshedd@gmail.com
madisrene@kontsertkoor.ee
madissynjackson@gmail.com
madityaprima@gmail.com
madjazz@mokwon.ac.kr
madjidrachid@gmail.com
madjuny@korea.com
madladams@hotmailo.com
madlan@pc.jaring.my
madlard@blumail.org
madlen0007@interia.pl
madly@online.sh.cn
madlynabutoh@gmail.com
madm1973@gmail.com
madman444@googlemail.com
madman@citiz.net
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madmax@pl.jaring.my
madmaxd@gmail.com
madmike60@gmail.com
madmiles05@gmail.com
madmoon@dreamwiz.com
madness@online.sh.cn
madniqureshi@gmail.com
mado-no-mori-info@impress.co.jp
mado100881@shms-mail.com
mado1958@gmail.com
mado@niji.or.jp
madoka@bea.hi-ho.ne.jp
madoka@fastriver.net
madolyn2000@gmail.com
madomawo@gmail.com
madone@korea.com
madonna48@interia.eu
madonna@northsouthmachinery.com
madonnacochran777@gmail.com
madonnamckenna@gmail.com
madopuyraimond@gmail.com
madosad@gmail.com
madoskin@gmail.com
madoumarone@gmail.com
madox@hkg.odn.ne.jp
madpharaohzdj@gmail.com
madquiqnezz@gmail.com
madrah2003@gmail.com
madrasah@kitakita.com
madraybot@address.com
madrecc03@gmail.com
madrid64@primenet.com
madrid@citiz.net
madridplaza.hotel@gmail.com
madrigal1031@gmail.com
madrigalsunking@gmail.com
madriverkennel@gmail.com
mads.sengewald@gmail.com
madsbilbo@gmail.com
madsen@online.sh.cn
madsencory@gmail.com
madshark@163.com
madsoft@lares.dti.ne.jp
madsumm@gmail.com
madtape@maid.ne.jp
madtomato@korea.com
madu.frank2@gmail.com
maduakonicholas@gmail.com
maduaugusta03@gmail.com
maduemmanuela@gmail.com
madugula307@gmail.com
maduhrr@aliceadsl.fr
madulali@gmail.com
madurairajkumar@gmail.com
madushika@gmail.com
madviy@hotbox.ru
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madwolfie@gmail.com
mady.lake@gmail.com
mady1ndoye@gmail.com
mady@brunet.bn
mady@citiz.net
mady@madygroup.com
madyjaye@gmail.com
madyson420@gmail.com
madysondepasquale@gmail.com
madzia_1604@interia.pl
madziak110@interia.pl
madziarakowalska@gmail.com
madziarenka1986@interia.pl
madziazaw@poczta.fm
madziulla2004@interia.eu
madzraijhanielle@gmail.com
mae.raoof@cowetaschools.net
mae.sch@mail.pf
mae@citiz.net
mae@intermax.net
mae@magnet-therapy.com
mae@mitene.or.jp
mae@nn.iij4u.or.jp
mae@rio-net.com
maeanncunanan@gmail.com
maebashi@iij.ad.jp
maecallow@gmail.com
maecas@gmail.com
maecherelllucas@gmail.com
maed@adwani.com
maeda-ns@atusi.org
maeda2470@mx1.nice.co.jp
maeda@andrometec.com
maeda@brainhearts.com
maeda@cman.co.jp
maeda@e-delico.co.jp
maeda@isl.rdc.toshiba.co.jp
maeda@ism.ac.jp
maeda@jyusgi.jsh.toshiba.co.jp
maeda@kairo.cs.fujitsu.co.jp
maeda@mars.dti.ne.jp
maeda@netalive.co.jp
maeda@obihiro.ac.jp
maeda@olympia.net
maeda@ops.dti.ne.jp
maeda@swany.ne.jp
maeda@toshine.com
maedanobuyasu@gmail.com
maede.mr@gmail.com
maedeh@noavar.com
maedehfouladgar@gmail.com
maedelbarrio@gmail.com
maeedari@gmail.com
maefernandez.fernandez@gmail.com
maegan.dornan@gmail.com
maegan@jordancorp.com
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maeganeverhart@gmail.com
maeganhooper@gmail.com
maegosi@eva.hi-ho.ne.jp
maehara@daikodenshi.co.jp
maehara@i.dendai.ac.jp
maehara@oao.nao.ac.jp
maehori@mediaone.net
maekawa@mtj.biglobe.ne.jp
maekawa@oscar.elec.waseda.ac.jp
maekawa@ours.co.jp
maekawa@satlab.osakac.ac.jp
maekawa_junjun.pickpick1976@ezweb.ne.jp
mael.montarou@gmail.com
maelcaradec@gmail.com
fbiagent009@gmail.com
fbichard@gmail.com
fbiederman@gmail.com
fbigeoff@gmail.com
fbigg@infonie.fr
fbilbao@prodigy.net.mx
fbilgin@gmail.com
fbingham@daair.org
fbisono22@gmail.com
fbk1934@doosa.jo
fbkeithwr08@gmail.com
fbkraus@gmail.com
fblake@mazak.co.uk
fblanco@tractaco.com
fblanco@usb.ve
fblatto@gmail.com
fblendstrup@gmail.com
fblink@gmail.com
fblodgette@gmail.com
fbloodguard@gmail.com
fblount@gmail.com
fbmattathil@gmail.com
fbmondia@gmail.com
fbn@broadviewnet.net
fbnaqshbandi@gmail.com
fbogard@afone.com
fboggs@cruiseplanners.com
fbokyo@gmail.com
fbolivarb@gmail.com
fbondok@gmail.com
fbonhoure@blogfather.net
fbonhoure@computer-giveaway.net
fbonjean@gmail.com
fbonomo@pratt.edu
fborelli7@gmail.com
fborg65@gmail.com
fbosenquet@gmail.com
fboshell@cable.net.co
fbotha0@gmail.com
fboukhorb@gmail.com
fbouldin@gmail.com
fboules@gmail.com
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fboustany@tagi.com
fbowling@dbl.com
fbowmer@gmail.com
fbowser@mail2technician.com
fboywonder@gmail.com
fboza2@gmail.com
fbozyigit@gmail.com
fbprogamer@gmail.com
fbra@sunyit.edu
fbradley@hualapai-nsn.gov
fbrady@mhanation.com
fbranchedor@gmail.com
fbrandies@hedstrom.com
fbrenes.citizens@gmail.com
fbroodryk@gmail.com
fbrooks@movaz.com
fbrown01@gmail.com
fbrown424@gmail.com
fbrown@harding.edu
fbroxmeyer@gmail.com
fbrozovic@gmail.com
fbrs420@gmail.com
fbs@uswestmail.net
fbsalazar@gmail.com
fbshahan@gmail.com
fbsheik@gmail.com
fbsnodgrass@gmail.com
fbsrose@gmail.com
fbsulnd@finaledgedev.com
fbuhiga@gmail.com
fbujanic@fikus.com
fburba@gmail.com
fburden@dors.state.md.us
fburen@free.fr
fburgos2@schools.nyc.gov
fburgoslugo@berklee.net
fburleson4570@gmail.com
fbutcher21@gmail.com
fbutisingh@gmail.com
fbw080ns@google.com
fbyasin1428@gmail.com
fc-me@fendercare.com
fc.johnson3@gmail.com
fc.okpe@gmail.com
fc1413@bris.ac.uk
fc182@columbia.edu
fc2pratt@gmail.com
fc7guni@gmail.com
fc888@pc.jaring.my
fc@fcinternational.com.au
fc_barca_ash@mail.ru
fcag@consultparagon.com
fcakmak1@muhasebat.gov.tr
fcalle@entergy.com
fcallisaya@gmail.com
fcalmet68@gmail.com
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fcamaren@gmail.com
fcanapa@gmail.com
fcanosa74@gmail.com
fcantonm@gmail.com
fcappiello@gmail.com
fcaranic@gmail.com
fcarballar@gmail.com
fcarino50@gmail.com
fcarollo@zingermans.com
fcarr@cio.sc.gov
fcarrington@gmail.com
fcarroll.tom@gmail.com
fcaruso@ci.blaine.mn.us
fcarvajal.gmep@gmail.com
fcasiano@ffex.net
fcassaretto@gmail.com
fcastelluccio@icmib.na.cnr.it
fcastle@bevinco.com
fcastro@hstx.com
fcastro@nuovaomsa.es
fcastrodeza@gmail.com
fcatanza@esboces.org
fcb0723@gmail.com
fcbaaske@gmail.com
fcbfan@seznam.cz
fcbrandao76@gmail.com
fcbruges1891@gmail.com
fccangel2001@gmail.com
fccflooring@gmail.com
fccmario@gmail.com
fcd710@gmail.com
fcdjrock@gmail.com
fcdl@intelnet.net.gt
fcdummy@gmail.com
fce@uswestmail.net
fcebesoy@egetas.com
fcebklbicavkb@activeware.com
fcedeno1@gmail.com
fcellsdeutschlandd@iqpc.co.uk
fcellsdeutschlanddd@iqpc.co.uk
fcenklbjcaekj@activeware.com
fcervantes@fairmontschools.com
fcfa780@163.com
fcfiries@interia.pl
fcg1969@gmail.com
fchenisu@gmail.com
fchevan1@gmail.com
fchief03@loudoun.gov
fchien16@gmail.com
fchingota@chanco.unima.mw
fcho.joanne.rooney@oldham.gov.uk
fchristopher58@gmail.com
ident@mediaone.net
identity.sal@gmail.com
identity5@gmail.com
identityfeatures@gmail.com
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iderjavets@gmail.com
ides@idesindia.com
ideserveit@gmail.com
idesigna@gmail.com
idesignsolution@gmail.com
ideveliswench@gmail.com
idevil@incheon.ac.kr
idf@comail.ru
idfarmart@gmail.com
idfc@ltinet.com
idg10@injersey.com
idgafanymore@gmail.com
idgit27wb@gmail.com
idhoaufklarung@gmail.com
idhreesah@gmail.com
idhrijhw@gmail.com
idi.boina@gmail.com
idiaz@strategicpartners.net
idieh99@gmail.com
idikwujoymaslina@gmail.com
idili001@gmail.com
idilparman@gmail.com
idimmsa@gmail.com
idirect@ibcjapan.co.jp
idislikemormons@gmail.com
iditaandrei@gmail.com
idjlab@ee.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
idk.elizabeth@gmail.com
idkristianto@gmail.com
idkwhyigotthis@gmail.com
idl@sun-inet.or.jp
while@methownet.com
idleimp@gmail.com
idleness@citiz.net
idlorien@gmail.com
idlythreatening@gmail.com
idmain789@gmail.com
idmc@onsetel.co.kr
idmy@citiz.net
idn-cmt@nic.ad.jp
idnarb.rellim@gmail.com
idnom2001@gmail.com
ido@hh.iij4u.or.jp
ido@home.se
ido@indy-net.co.jp
ido@liansoon.com.sg
ido@peter.petra.ac.id
ido@petra.ac.id
idocus@gmail.com
idodarwis@gmail.com
idoforu@chollian.net
idoido@wellgate.co.jp
idokoreuben@gmail.com
idolichter@gmail.com
idolujis@gmail.com
idoma.simon@gmail.com
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idomaica@gmail.com
idomakeup23@gmail.com
idonahu@gmail.com
idonoga@gmail.com
idontcare0901@gmail.com
idontgetit.why@gmail.com
idontgiveacrap911@gmail.com
idonthaveone@zeronet.net
idontknow999@gmail.com
idontpractic.esanteria@gmail.com
idontwantany4@gmail.com
idoottolenghi@gmail.com
idopoliti@gmail.com
idosomech@gmail.com
idowowgold@gmail.com
idowumike@gmail.com
idowuthomas@gmail.com
idpatel1@gmail.com
idpoints@dreamer.com.tw
idragrace@gmail.com
idraisjrab@gmail.com
idream21@korea.com
idreamof@inu.net
idreamofyou2@gmail.com
idrees.gadriwala@gmail.com
idreesjatt@gmail.com
idrew@nelson-bakewell.com
idries.khan@gmail.com
idris.nassereddin@intertecsys.com
idris.s.hafiz@gmail.com
idris.shahpurwala@gmail.com
idrisa69@gmail.com
idrisabdrahman@gmail.com
idrisalgi@gmail.com
idriscox@gmail.com
idrisd94@gmail.com
idrisha@pd.jaring.my
idrismsaleh@gmail.com
idrisssoares@gmail.com
idrisvance@gmail.com
idrivealexus@gmail.com
idrizluma@gmail.com
ids250r@gmail.com
setta_coleman@uss.salvationarmy.org
lyshea.baker@gmail.com
lyshunter@gmail.com
lyssamama19@gmail.com
lyteent@gmail.com
lytelibra@gmail.com
lytemup68@gmail.com
lyteskynlez@gmail.com
lythiadiggs@gmail.com
lytiaakaladyl@gmail.com
lytichiam@gmail.com
lytonia@gmail.com
lyubov.yar@gmail.com
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lyudmilahargrove@gmail.com
lyudmillas@gmail.com
lywalker81@gmail.com
lywirelessjoe@gmail.com
lyxbird@gmail.com
lyz1987429@163.com
lyzk@jdbyrider.com
lyzzstark@gmail.com
lzaspel@gmail.com
lzaworski@gmail.com
lzbin001@163.com
lzbth531@gmail.com
lzdunowski@buffalorock.com
lzelvis9457@google.com
lzheng426@gmail.com
lzhinton@gmail.com
lzkls81@gmail.com
lzphxbird@gmail.com
lzuluaga3@gmail.com
lzumbado@gmail.com
lzvaginyte@gmail.com
lzw_1108@163.com
lzzlyon25@gmail.com
m-1-xa@yandex.ru
m-p@tnn.net
m.100nauta@gmail.com
deansf@gmail.com
m.aboy13@gmail.com
m.abujazia@gmail.com
m.arzola13@gmail.com
m.averykelly@gmail.com
m.bachmanfl@gmail.com
m.bakhtiar4@gmail.com
m.beadlecastorela@7ahoo.com
m.bigsby2010@gmail.com
m.bizzo107@gmail.com
m.box.extreme@gmail.com
m.brooks.boa@gmail.com
m.bundy5@gmail.com
m.bynuminc@gmail.com
m.chase52@gmail.com
m.child14@gmail.com
m.christy317@gmail.com
m.cnick210@gmail.com
m.copeland19@gmail.com
m.crimi7@gmail.com
m.dougkitch@gmail.com
m.e.desjard@gmail.com
m.e.genest@gmail.com
m.e.hickson@gmail.com
m.ehsan.basir@gmail.com
m.escayg@gmail.com
m.eugenio.sf@gmail.com
m.f.aube@gmail.com
m.flintcr.is9858@gmail.com
m.g.b@aggiemail.usu.edu
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m.garcia2015@gmail.com
m.gasca1986@gmail.com
m.gazanfar@gmail.com
m.grant0127@gmail.com
m.griffith24@gmail.com
m.guevara215@gmail.com
m.halith36@gmail.com
m.houston83@gmail.com
m.howell1985@gmail.com
m.hranicka@gmail.com
m.i.kaminski@gmail.com
m.imr.sf@gmail.com
m.inniss@gatewaylimo.com
m.j.chavez85@gmail.com
m.j.schilter@gmail.com
m.j.sweeney64@gmail.com
m.jernigan26@gmail.com
m.kudalkar@gmail.com
m.l.abre01@gmail.com
m.larry57@gmail.com
m.lawrence510@gmail.com
m.long56@my.atlanta.chefs.edu
m.long@callcpc.com
m.m.good85@gmail.com
m.m7733@gmail.com
m.maganaleon@gmail.com
m.mannings@hotmail.com.com
m.marin.n@gmail.com
m.marshall09@gmail.com
m.martincak89@gmail.com
m.matruri@gmail.com
m.mccurdy09@gmail.com
m.mcgwyire@gmail.com
m.megan.meehan@gmail.com
m.mendoza1976@gmail.com
m.merchain@gmail.com
m.mfundishi@gmail.com
m.mhamdy@gmail.com
m.michellemayorga98@gmail.com
m.millien@gmail.com
m.mindy21@gmail.com
m.mongami@gmail.com
m.mquesta844@gmail.com
m.mukhtarov@gmail.com
m.munnu@gmail.com
m.muran@sbcgloball.net
m.murphy.check@gmail.com
m.musni@gmail.com
m.myers200983@gmail.com
m.nguy1970@gmail.com
m.nichelle@gmail.com
m.nickell1@gmail.com
m.nokeo92@gmail.com
m.nrandy1970@gmail.com
m.o.t.ent@gmail.com
m.ob1987@gmail.com
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m.oropeza09@gmail.com
m.owens015@gmail.com
m.patterson116@gmail.com
m.patterson128@gmail.com
m.paul76@gmail.com
m.paulson20@gmail.com
m.perkins@macthrift.com
petrov_mikhail@mail.ru
petroval@awright.net
petrovicr@gmail.com
petrovnikola90@gmail.com
petrovskiyvitaliy6@gmail.com
petrovskym@gmail.com
petrozza@post.cz
petrucci.jeff@gmail.com
petruha221179@mail.ru
petrurbanek@gmail.com
petrus.jason@gmail.com
petruska699@gmail.com
petruskam37@seznam.cz
petruskamike81@gmail.com
petruski6@gmail.com
petruspella@gmail.com
petruvancea@gmail.com
petrwalker@gmail.com
petry@uol.com.co
petryatkinson420@gmail.com
petrychris@gmail.com
pets2008@gmail.com
petsaregreat705@gmail.com
petsateasepetsitting@gmail.com
petsce8689@gmail.com
petsha33@gmail.com
petsherm@gmail.com
petshopsluts-owner@edatel.net.co
petsonk@gmail.com
petsrmyjoy@gmail.com
pettawaycounte@gmail.com
pettei@edatel.net.co
pettengill2010@gmail.com
petter@axesnet.com
pettersen2010@gmail.com
pettersenv@rider.edu
petterson54@gmail.com
pettete82@gmail.com
pettevy01@gmail.com
pettex@gmail.com
petteyred@gmail.com
petti.kylie@gmail.com
petticoatdarling@gmail.com
pettiepettie@gmail.com
pettiesgirl@gmail.com
pettiesk123@gmail.com
pettiford.michael38@gmail.com
pettiford87@gmail.com
pettiforddrh@gmail.com
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pettigenardell@gmail.com
pettigrew84@gmail.com
pettigrewevette@gmail.com
pettihomme.d@gmail.com
pettislisa75@gmail.com
pettit321@gmail.com
pettit8616@gmail.com
pettit@machlink.com
pettratt@gmail.com
pettus667@gmail.com
pettway303@gmail.com
pettwayc39@gmail.com
petty.taj@gmail.com
petty2957@gmail.com
pettyboi86@gmail.com
pettyd11@gmail.com
pettydrama@gmail.com
pettyluv1@gmail.com
pettymaurice@gmail.com
pettysweet.ld@gmail.com
petuaramos@gmail.com
petula.darnley@gmail.com
petulancesp@gmail.com
petulastevenson@gmail.com
petunia662002@gmail.com
petuniapiggy1927@gmail.com
peturhreins@gmail.com
petus7910@gmail.com
pety8191@gmail.com
petya2003@gmail.com
petzoo@gmail.com
peurioles@gmail.com
peurtoreefer@gmail.com
peuryehissong@gmail.com
pevalgo@epm.net.co
pevans644@gmail.com
pevans@gmail.com
pevasquez10311967@gmail.com
pevelasquezv@unal.edu.co
peversole@gmail.com
pevp@epm.net.co
pewee.rich45@gmail.com
pewee212@gmail.com
pewemer@gmail.com
pewidepie@gmail.com
pewiherman@gmail.com
pewing1701@gmail.com
pewooldridge1@gmail.com
pewpewbeepboop@gmail.com
pewske@gmail.com
pexa.anna@gmail.com
pexco@etb.net.co
pexi@ichange.com
pexten@teesa.com
pextopapaws@gmail.com
pey.taheri@gmail.com
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peybray14@gmail.com
peyeyostagno@gmail.com
peyfigura@gmail.com
peyman.iravani@gmail.com
peyman.kordrostami@gmail.com
peyman.leylaj@gmail.com
peyman.pourhakak@gmail.com
peyman.sadrhashemi@gmail.com
peymanra71@gmail.com
peynight@gmail.com
peypa@epm.net.co
peypas@epm.net.co
peypey12@gmail.com
peyroyston@gmail.com
peysmia@gmail.com
peytan.sophia@gmail.com
peytatots@gmail.com
peyton.list98@gmail.com
peyton.m706@gmail.com
peyton.n123@gmail.com
peyton.powell2@gmail.com
peyton101@gmail.com
peyton122309@gmail.com
peyton174120@gmail.com
peyton1787@gmail.com
peyton2416@gmail.com
peyton400@gmail.com
peyton4511@gmail.com
peytonbellkatiecoday@gmail.com
peytonbmartin@gmail.com
peytonbriella@gmail.com
peytoncasey34@gmail.com
peytongoldenstein@gmail.com
peytonhornberger@gmail.com
peytonjohn06@gmail.com
peytonjohn17@gmail.com
peytonjoscelyn@gmail.com
peytonlt1113@gmail.com
peytonmtfootball61@gmail.com
peytonpjccooney@gmail.com
peytonprejean@gmail.com
peytonpresleywren@gmail.com
peytonrea@gmail.com
peytonsodt@gmail.com
peytontim15@gmail.com
peyvandkhademi@gmail.com
peyyttonn@gmail.com
pez345678@gmail.com
pezaleask.pb@gmail.com
pezcookie@gmail.com
pezcore9@gmail.com
pezfres@epm.net.co
pezhe58@gmail.com
pezie.moto@gmail.com
pezmama13@gmail.com
pezman32@gmail.com
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pezo719@gmail.com
pezo819@gmail.com
pezze23@gmail.com
pezzi.victor@calipso.com
pezzi@autonomielocali.it
pezzoni@edatel.net.co
pezzy2084@gmail.com
pezzyone@gmail.com
pezzypapers@gmail.com
pf.shang@gmail.com
pf0@edatel.net.co
pf12064@gmail.com
pf2323@gmail.com
pf37654@gmail.com
pf4luv@gmail.com
pf88flyer@gmail.com
pfabolouspfab@gmail.com
pfagglerock@gmail.com
pfagoora@gmail.com
pfailey34@gmail.com
pfainboim@edatel.net.co
pfainste@edatel.net.co
pfajard@etb.net.co
pfakhourie@gmail.com
pfalbir@cable.net.co
pfalco927@gmail.com
pfalisiewicz@gmail.com
pfallos@gmail.com
pfalzgraf08@gmail.com
pfarfan6@gmail.com
pfarias@edatel.net.co
pfarmer33@gmail.com
pfarms34@gmail.com
pfarnold1@gmail.com
pfarr31573@gmail.com
pfarris78@gmail.com
pfas68@gmail.com
pfats1@gmail.com
pfaulkner1018@gmail.com
pfaustin75@gmail.com
pfaustini@gmail.com
pfauzio@gmail.com
pfawsonjr@gmail.com
pfayco@enred.com
pfayco@metrotel.net.co
pfayne71@gmail.com
pfbaker34@gmail.com
pfboud@gmail.com
pfbtvina@gmail.com
pfbushnell@gmail.com
pfbuster@gmail.com
pfc.lowe@gmail.com
pfc1909@gmail.com
pfc@cable.net.co
pfcain@gmail.com
pfcconrad@gmail.com
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pfccoon@gmail.com
pfcdunc21@gmail.com
pfcferguson@gmail.com
pfcgolden@gmail.com
pfchang69@gmail.com
pfchankins@gmail.com
pfchase1951@gmail.com
pfcheard@gmail.com
pfcjamesbrown@gmail.com
pfcjoncarver@gmail.com
pfckeller22@gmail.com
pfcmylesweston@gmail.com
pfcperry@gmail.com
pfcpritchett@gmail.com
pfcrep1@gmail.com
pfcryan54@gmail.com
pfcsepulveda@gmail.com
pfcsmallwoodsgrl@gmail.com
pfdan33@gmail.com
pfdandk@gmail.com
pfeden5858@gmail.com
pfef181@gmail.com
pfefferbrian2@gmail.com
pfeiffer.diane@gmail.com
pfeil346@mail2alpha.com
pfelix87@gmail.com
pfenavi@cable.net.co
pfenderjohn@gmail.com
pfendsley@gmail.com
pfeng617@gmail.com
pfenning1979@gmail.com
pfenterprises@apexmail.com
pfergnh00@gmail.com
pferguson8030@gmail.com
pferlitto@gmail.com
pferrell52@gmail.com
pferrer0411@gmail.com
pferrette64@gmail.com
pferrier70@gmail.com
pferrisvp@gmail.com
pferrone1@gmail.com
pfezzy@gmail.com
pff4life@gmail.com
pffarrarpaul@gmail.com
pfflowers@gmail.com
pfgpw3@gmail.com
pfhand89@gmail.com
pfhhic@gmail.com
pfichero@gmail.com
pfields@bco.com
pfigueroa010@gmail.com
pfilauri@reymoreno.net.co
pfin2006@gmail.com
pfink1980@gmail.com
pfirman11@gmail.com
pfisher798@gmail.com
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pfistfam4@gmail.com
pfistnerm@gmail.com
pfitz53@gmail.com
pfitzgerald383@gmail.com
pfitzie11@gmail.com
pfj29752@edatel.net.co
pfjust@gmail.com
pfkonstant@gmail.com
pflah4@gmail.com
pflamholtz@gmail.com
pflasterpaul0@gmail.com
pflegeleem@gmail.com
pflikarn@gmail.com
pflo020459@gmail.com
pflor83@gmail.com
pflores052@gmail.com
pflores188@gmail.com
pflores8524@gmail.com
pflorez@bancodebogota.com.co
pflowers18@gmail.com
pflowers1963@gmail.com
pflowers61@gmail.com
pflugervillemom@gmail.com
pflyers40@gmail.com
pflynn011@gmail.com
pflynn117834@gmail.com
pfm33md@gmail.com
pfmallon@gmail.com
pfmana@edatel.net.co
pfmarcela@gmail.com
pfmiller@gmail.com
pfnewheart8@gmail.com
pfo52665@gmail.com
pfoff79@gmail.com
pfoley545@gmail.com
pfolson68@gmail.com
pfontecchio@gmail.com
pfor0820@gmail.com
pfor@cafedecolombia.com
pforai@gmail.com
pford1986@gmail.com
pforero@rtitv.com
pforkbet@gmail.com
pforman94@gmail.com
pfoster2009@gmail.com
pfoust48@gmail.com
pfox1951@gmail.com
pfoxhoven1@gmail.com
pfp5016@gmail.com
pfp925@gmail.com
pfparker77@gmail.com
pfpflanik@gmail.com
pfpford@gmail.com
pfporto@gmail.com
pframsay59@gmail.com
pfran1998@gmail.com
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pfrancis96646@gmail.com
pfrancisco107@gmail.com
pfrancoeur5@gmail.com
pfranklin2322@gmail.com
pfranklin3223@gmail.com
pfranny97@gmail.com
pfraspberry45@gmail.com
pfrazier01605@gmail.com
pfrazier71@gmail.com
pfreader@gmail.com
pfreel.freel@gmail.com
pfregia82@gmail.com
pfregina@gmail.com
pfreitas398@gmail.com
pfrelinghuysen@gmail.com
pfremion@gmail.com
pfrey7576@gmail.com
pfrleta@gmail.com
pfro99@gmail.com
pfrognerpryan@gmail.com
pfs247@gmail.com
pfsdenis19@gmail.com
pfshepherd2010@gmail.com
pfsinger@gmail.com
pfsjr1212@gmail.com
pfsowell@gmail.com
pfspar@gmail.com
pfstewart19@gmail.com
pft@epm.net.co
pftrouble4@gmail.com
pfuatasi@gmail.com
pfukuchi@gmail.com
pfullenkamp03@gmail.com
pfuller003@gmail.com
pfuller1949@gmail.com
pfullr@gmail.com
pfund666@gmail.com
pfunk.miles@gmail.com
pfunk12841@gmail.com
pfunk4ever@gmail.com
pfunk@condor.depaul.edu
pfunkgrape@gmail.com
pfury66@gmail.com
pfuthey@gmail.com
pfuzz954@gmail.com
pfv@pfv.com.co
pfvaldez@gmail.com
pfw32.gm@gmail.com
pfw49j@gmail.com
pfward988@gmail.com
pfwhitecharnc@gmail.com
pg.chan@gmail.com
pg.dancegge@gmail.com
pg.hema@gmail.com
pg.mason95@gmail.com
pg0024@gmail.com
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pg1366.pg@gmail.com
pg13fernandez@gmail.com
pg13star@gmail.com
pg21784@gmail.com
pg3119@gmail.com
pg33766@gmail.com
pg37321@gmail.com
pg39777@gmail.com
pg54grerg@gmail.com
pg863053@gmail.com
pga1778@gmail.com
pga4trp@gmail.com
pgabamonte@gmail.com
pgabbard91@gmail.com
pgabel56@gmail.com
pgabel@gmail.com
pgadberry@gmail.com
pgaddyames@gmail.com
pgadeargentina@edatel.net.co
pgaggar01@gmail.com
pgagnon1979@gmail.com
pgaines14@gmail.com
pgajme@gmail.com
pgalicea@gmail.com
pgalindo3882@gmail.com
pgalizay29@gmail.com
pgallagher12188@gmail.com
pgallagher319@gmail.com
pgallagherct@gmail.com
pgallegos87@gmail.com
pgalloway8@gmail.com
pgalvan100@gmail.com
pgandhishah@gmail.com
pgaprochakos@gmail.com
pgaratoni@gmail.com
pgarbers57@gmail.com
pgarbig@gmail.com
pgarcia2534@gmail.com
pgarcia717@gmail.com
pgarcia777619@gmail.com
pgarcia849@gmail.com
pgarcia@650dialup.com
pgarcia@delina.com
pgarcia@metrotel.net.co
pgarciama09@gmail.com
pgardner2523@gmail.com
pgardner41@gmail.com
pgarrett689@gmail.com
pgarrett@gmail.com
pgarrison2011@gmail.com
pgarver66@gmail.com
pgarvey36@gmail.com
pgarza848@gmail.com
pgaskins52@gmail.com
pgasper37@gmail.com
pgaspie@gmail.com
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pgaston19@gmail.com
pgatling@gmail.com
pgaudet23@gmail.com
pgauthier650@gmail.com
pgavin50@gmail.com
pgavinross66@gmail.com
pgaviria11@gmail.com
pgavutis@gmail.com
pgawde.1983@gmail.com
pgaylegray@gmail.com
pgbcfl@gmail.com
pgberry955@gmail.com
pgblessed1@gmail.com
pgbogota@cable.net.co
pgboy1991@gmail.com
pgcdolan@gmail.com
pgcfrancis@gmail.com
pgcirca@epm.net.co
pgclaw@cable.net.co
pgcleaver@gmail.com
pgcol@cable.net.co
pgcphomeimprovements@gmail.com
pgcribeiro@gmail.com
pgdarrington@gmail.com
pgdaveloze@edatel.net.co
pgdersley@gmail.com
pgdh@edatel.net.co
pgdober@gmail.com
pgdpr@prograph.com
pgdsuccess@gmail.com
pgdville@gmail.com
pge065@gmail.com
pgearlds@gmail.com
pgeb1960@gmail.com
pgecaruso@gmail.com
pgeer218@gmail.com
pgehnrich@gmail.com
pgeiger07@gmail.com
pgeletei@gmail.com
pgenavie@gmail.com
pgenduso@gmail.com
pgeorgia1979@yahoo.gr
pgertner@borchs.com
pgerzani@gmail.com
pgeschke1@gmail.com
pgettys89@gmail.com
pgetzen@gmail.com
pgffencing@gmail.com
pgg1sxg@ups.com
pgg95864@gmail.com
pgggabrielson@gmail.com
pggmatthew@gmail.com
pggoates15@gmail.com
pggraham8423@gmail.com
pggrandmag@gmail.com
pggrout@gmail.com
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pggs0767@gmail.com
pggsmall4@gmail.com
pgguerst@edatel.net.co
pgh@edatel.net.co
pghgirl765@gmail.com
pghildman@gmail.com
pghill17@gmail.com
pghmarino@gmail.com
pghmasonary@gmail.com
pghorpade6@gmail.com
pghorselover04@gmail.com
pghosh3101@gmail.com
pghostgrey927@gmail.com
pghpeterlinn@gmail.com
pghsoup@gmail.com
pghumphrey@gmail.com
pgibbard1@gmail.com
pgibbons0208@gmail.com
pgibson68@gmail.com
pgibson94@gmail.com
pgiedriu@gmail.com
pgiegold.6@gmail.com
pgigante@metrotel.net.co
pgil@epm.net.co
pgil@rufian.com
pgildea1070@gmail.com
pgiles88@gmail.com
pgilj@epm.net.co
pgill05@gmail.com
pgilles436@gmail.com
pgipson69@gmail.com
pgiraldo@epm.net.co
pgirl91.ea@gmail.com
pgish77@gmail.com
pgivaud@edatel.net.co
pgivogri@edatel.net.co
pgivy4523@gmail.com
pgj1nz@gmail.com
pgj333@gmail.com
pgjohnson62@gmail.com
pgjuany@gmail.com
pgk410@gmail.com
pgkapler@gmail.com
pgkbuck@gmail.com
pgkrauss1996@gmail.com
pgkskepperson@gmail.com
pgladson72@gmail.com
pglance@gmail.com
pglanz.kv@gmail.com
pglaros@fulviollp.com
pglaser1953@gmail.com
pglenn1977@gmail.com
pglicker@gmail.com
pglob4@free.fr
pgluchman@gmail.com
pgmarriott@gmail.com
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pgmartin310@gmail.com
pgmcc56@gmail.com
pgmckoy@gmail.com
pgmelton@gmail.com
pgmocha@gmail.com
pgmoneymarket@gmail.com
pgmorrell@gmail.com
pgmurefu@gmail.com
pgnawali@gmail.com
pgnemmi@gmail.com
pgnewlin@gmail.com
pgnydegger@gmail.com
pgodda4737@gmail.com
pgoddess12@gmail.com
pgodoy10@gmail.com
pgodwins@gmail.com
pgogan1234@gmail.com
pgoins02@gmail.com
pgoist@gmail.com
pgokul007@gmail.com
pgold928@gmail.com
pgoldheart@gmail.com
pgomes1987@gmail.com
pgomes407@gmail.com
pgomez188@gmail.com
pgomez908@gmail.com
pgomez@cable.net.co
pgomez@pragma.com.co
pgomez@reymoreno.net.co
pgomez@usb.ve
pgonzales400@gmail.com
pgonzalez624@gmail.com
pgonzalez986@gmail.com
pgonzalperez@gmail.com
pgoolsby1974@gmail.com
pgorav@gmail.com
pgordillo2012@gmail.com
pgordon75@gmail.com
pgorhan@gmail.com
pgorney17@gmail.com
pgortigz86@gmail.com
pgoto55@gmail.com
pgowda520@gmail.com
pgowni7659@gmail.com
pgp981@gmail.com
pgp@pinillagonzalezprieto.com
pgparks7@gmail.com
pgparsons51@gmail.com
pgpattygammage@gmail.com
pgpayne246@gmail.com
pgpgowdy8@gmail.com
pgpimpin13@gmail.com
pgpnrd34@gmail.com
pgprissy5@gmail.com
pgraci6@gmail.com
pgraciano85@gmail.com
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pgrady1954@gmail.com
pgrafious@gmail.com
pgragg232@gmail.com
pgraham.pg.36@gmail.com
pgrahamjisland@gmail.com
pgrala64@gmail.com
pgrant.esq2006@gmail.com
pgrant242@gmail.com
pgraves34@gmail.com
pgray1976@gmail.com
pgrbtlee@gmail.com
pgreavesj@gmail.com
pgreen1789@gmail.com
pgreen184@gmail.com
pgreen194@gmail.com
pgreene1649@gmail.com
pgreenejr@gmail.com
pgreening1966@gmail.com
pgreenspon@gmail.com
pgreenway@gmail.com
pgreer1945@gmail.com
pgreer22@gmail.com
pgrey01@gmail.com
pgriffen69@gmail.com
pgriffin117@gmail.com
pgriffith75@gmail.com
pgrimes13@gmail.com
pgrinstead@gmail.com
pgrip11@gmail.com
pgrobster@gmail.com
pgroofer@gmail.com
pgroves438@gmail.com
pgrumitt@gmail.com
pgrupo@epm.net.co
pgs3532004@gmail.com
pgs50stokes@gmail.com
pgsimpkins@gmail.com
pgsistemas@epm.net.co
pgsmile21@gmail.com
pgstokes@gmail.com
pgsunset@gmail.com
pgswagg22@gmail.com
pgt.ent@gmail.com
pguanziroli@edatel.net.co
pguasch@gmail.com
pguercius@gmail.com
pguerrero.pg@gmail.com
pguerrero1975@gmail.com
pguerrero@epm.net.co
pguess1@edatel.net.co
pguevara9@gmail.com
pguggino@gmail.com
pgulley06@gmail.com
pgunner40@gmail.com
pguntek5@gmail.com
pgunz03@gmail.com
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pguptalaw@gmail.com
pguss24@gmail.com
pgustama@gmail.com
pgutidrrez@gmail.com
pgutierr@edatel.net.co
pgutierrezp@edatel.net.co
pguzman08@gmail.com
pguzman82@edatel.net.co
pgvora@gmail.com
pgvp@epm.net.co
pgw5007@gmail.com
pgwaldon@gmail.com
pgwaterdawg@gmail.com
pgwerts@gmail.com
pgxman.cobbs9@gmail.com
ph.danville@gmail.com
ph.l.briggs03@gmail.com
ph.nguyen2512@gmail.com
ph0kingviet@gmail.com
ph1lthoro27@gmail.com
ph251981@gmail.com
ph324688@gmail.com
ph33r75@gmail.com
ph483446@gmail.com
ph4986@gmail.com
ph50pierre@gmail.com
ph59044@gmail.com
phaa247365@gmail.com
phaasteddie@gmail.com
phabliha.nusaiba.khalid@gmail.com
phabright@gmail.com
phace68@gmail.com
phacedamaddness@gmail.com
phaddix.haddix@gmail.com
phade@qni.com
phadeekt@gmail.com
phadke.ketaki11@gmail.com
phadraautrey@gmail.com
phadrear@gmail.com
phadya25@gmail.com
phaedra1958@gmail.com
phaedrabrothers@gmail.com
phaedraljohnson@gmail.com
phaedrus.one@gmail.com
phaedypoo@gmail.com
phaejj@gmail.com
phaelan01@gmail.com
phagan19@gmail.com
phahn2006@gmail.com
phahxxx55@gmail.com
phaidra1136@gmail.com
phair.lyndsie@gmail.com
phakousonh88@gmail.com
phalaka1224@gmail.com
phalanmk@gmail.com
phale1953@gmail.com
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phalen.dh@gmail.com
phalen8@gmail.com
phaley290@gmail.com
phalishamarie@gmail.com
phall565@gmail.com
phallibu@gmail.com
phallyh1@gmail.com
phalon84@gmail.com
phalonk41@gmail.com
phaltoots@gmail.com
phalync@gmail.com
phalynn.campbell@gmail.com
phalytrin@gmail.com
pham.lily96@gmail.com
pham.taneil@gmail.com
pham.tuanviet94@gmail.com
pham012409@gmail.com
pham0690@gmail.com
pham1215ph@gmail.com
pham4106@gmail.com
pham6660@gmail.com
phama1561@gmail.com
phamanna91@gmail.com
phamb77@gmail.com
phamcenq@gmail.com
phamhai2006@gmail.com
phamhh8@gmail.com
phamilton5286@gmail.com
phaml2006@gmail.com
phamm69@gmail.com
phammond23@gmail.com
phamth23@gmail.com
phamthehoang@gmail.com
phamthulien.hn@gmail.com
phamwto@gmail.com
phan.c.to@gmail.com
phan.tam8@gmail.com
phan.vi.truong@gmail.com
phan615602@gmail.com
phancock916@gmail.com
phancongduc@gmail.com
phanct2000@gmail.com
phandley35@gmail.com
phands@gmail.com
phandy31@gmail.com
phanessthug@gmail.com
phaneuf.guertin@gmail.com
phani.pk@gmail.com
phani243@gmail.com
phaniaps@gmail.com
phaniareti@gmail.com
phanibabu.potluri@gmail.com
phanie787@gmail.com
phanigundu@gmail.com
phanikrishnab@gmail.com
phanikumar.pvd@gmail.com
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phaninaidug@gmail.com
phanipriya.vuyyuri@gmail.com
phanisallu@gmail.com
phanish143@gmail.com
phanjason45@gmail.com
phanl350z@gmail.com
phann712@gmail.com
phanngoc13@gmail.com
phannola@gmail.com
phanny.garrett10@gmail.com
phannye77@gmail.com
phanomslade@gmail.com
phansom7@gmail.com
phanson1@gmail.com
phant0mfr3ak@gmail.com
phantasia96@gmail.com
phantasiasgx@gmail.com
phantasmalphoenix1500@gmail.com
phantasmvision@gmail.com
phantien0829@gmail.com
phantom.drako@gmail.com
phantom.of.memory@gmail.com
phantom09x@gmail.com
phantom103141@gmail.com
phantom24967@gmail.com
phantom2k7@gmail.com
phantom397@gmail.com
phantom62810@gmail.com
phantom809@gmail.com
phantom8232@gmail.com
phantoma2009@gmail.com
phantomblu@gmail.com
phantomchik426@gmail.com
phantomcomm@gmail.com
phantomhitman08@gmail.com
phantomhorse1992@gmail.com
phantomloveneverdies96@gmail.com
phantomluigi@gmail.com
phantommatter@gmail.com
phantomninjasmom@gmail.com
phantomofthelpac@gmail.com
phantomprint4u@gmail.com
phantomworks73@gmail.com
phanya.maxie9@gmail.com
phanzer.ph@gmail.com
phaomeimoses1@gmail.com
phappy@norma.net
pharaoh2013@gmail.com
pharaoh@oanet.com
pharaohgolden@gmail.com
pharaohspriggs@gmail.com
pharaohthefirst@gmail.com
pharden51@gmail.com
pharder@northshore.edu
phardesty1305@gmail.com
phare2626@gmail.com
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phareally@gmail.com
pharenb@gmail.com
pharesc04@gmail.com
phargon88@gmail.com
phariecjones@gmail.com
pharish191@gmail.com
pharlap1.sc@gmail.com
pharmacist@villageapothecary.com
pharmacy562@gmail.com
pharmacytholman@gmail.com
pharmaka@gmail.com
pharmerjack@gmail.com
pharmerkim55@gmail.com
pharmkat1@gmail.com
pharmtechjones@gmail.com
pharo1112@gmail.com
pharoah.castro@gmail.com
pharoahb3@gmail.com
pharoahexodus@gmail.com
pharobj@gmail.com
pharohlove@gmail.com
pharojp19@gmail.com
pharper16@gmail.com
pharper82@gmail.com
pharradfly@gmail.com
pharrams1@gmail.com
pharre48@gmail.com
pharrell00@gmail.com
pharren1226@gmail.com
pharrill@gmail.com
pharrington307@gmail.com
jawbone@gmail.com
old99farm@locallygrown.net
oldabrotha@gmail.com
oldad@lworld.net
oldbag@howardelectricwb.com
oldbastardgary@gmail.com
oldblues@golden.net
oldbooks@virginia.edu
oldcrow@rushcomm.ca
olddigger@gmail.com
olde.sault@gmail.com
olden@u.washington.edu
oldershaww@hdsb.ca
oldestfox@foxmail.com
oldfield@bnr.ca
oldfolks@sptc.net
oldfordd@mun.ca
oldhen@comporium.com
oldhomestead1@gmail.com
oldhorse@126.com
oldlove.80@gmail.com
oldman5150@gmail.com
oldmanwith3kids@address.com
oldpreacher@gmail.com
oldpros@gmail.com
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olds2066@gmail.com
oldscona@epsb.ca
oldsgardening@gmail.com
oldsun@mail.ru
ole.k@home.se
ole@nrtco.net
oleain@gmail.com
oleandersfredheim@gmail.com
oleary.colm@gmail.com
oleary.m@forces.gc.ca
olearyag@pickens.k12.sc.us
olearyg@mun.ca
olearyhs@alltell.net
oleg@math.uu.se
oleg@pacificlandgroup.ca
olegcrew96@gmail.com
olegm@uwaterloo.ca
olegsamus@gmail.com
olek8814@gmail.com
olemanharvey@gmail.com
olena@sfu.ca
olenge21@gmail.com
olenickm@hdsb.ca
oleshenko@inbox.ru
olesolom@gmail.com
oleson@fuller.edu
olewis@sgi.sk.ca
olga.acevedo@gmail.com
olga.bautista@gmail.com
olga.majola@gmail.com
olga.mitchell@gmail.com
olga@cshp.ca
olga@ipac.caltech.edu
olga@nameplanet.net
olga@pisem.net
olgaburke@gmail.com
olgairisnieves@gmail.com
olgajanina@gmail.com
olgakarchyova@gmail.com
olgakovaltchouk@gmail.com
olgalorioz@gmail.com
olganegron@gmail.com
olgasenyk@gmail.com
olgasuberol@gmail.com
olgausedvictoria@gmail.com
olgchurch@olgchurch.org
olgiftoflanguage@gmail.com
olgraymare@gmail.com
olheiser@uwaterloo.ca
oli@paradrenaline.ca
olian@sfu.ca
olibbie@mediaone.net
olichka16@gmail.com
olicmen-off@mail.catholicity.com
olicou@gmail.com
olik36@yandex.ru
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olimagic@primenet.com
olimpiors@finlay.cmw.sld.cu
olin.martin@gmail.com
olin@magensecurity.com
olinick.lorene@gmail.com
olinjtaylor@gmail.com
olinsparks3@gmail.com
olirey@gmail.com
olive2476@gmail.com
olivechencn@gmail.com
oliveira.ales@gmail.com
oliveirapinho@gmail.com
olivelaporte@gmail.com
olivenriquez@gmail.com
oliver.bc.ca.info.guide@gmail.com
oliver.patton@gmail.com
oliver.postlethwaite@bnr.ca
oliver.wj@forces.gc.ca
oliver0457@bellsoutn.net
oliver@dcn.org
oliver@epsb.ca
oliver@mun.ca
oliver@oslhk.com
oliver@sfu.ca
oliveracraig@gmail.com
oliverashton1@gmail.com
oliverbrotski@gmail.com
olivercac@gmail.com
olivercampbell@mediaone.net
oliverdolan@gmail.com
oliverlewis@mediaone.net
oliverm1@winthrop.edu
olivermartin@kmrenterprises.ca
olivern2@winthrop.edu
oliverp@gmail.com
olivert@gmail.com
olivia.aziz@gmail.com
olivia.correa93@gmail.com
olivia.law@stratfordhall.bc.ca
olivia.law@stratfordhall.ca
olivia.nunn@gmail.com
olivia.rebanal@gmail.com
olivia.rejniak@gmail.com
olivia.suemi.lee@gmail.com
olivia.swanson@gmail.com
olivia.to@sjhc.london.on.ca
olivia.troin@gmail.com
olivia@gmail.com
olivia@igl.is
oliviaawilson@gmail.com
oliviaberry@gmail.com
oliviabwolf@gmail.com
oliviagreeneyes@gmail.com
oliviahudson@gmail.com
oliviajohnston17@gmail.com
oliviarpowell@gmail.com
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oliviaseaver@gmail.com
oliviasongz@gmail.com
oliviawaterman@gmail.com
olivier.barre3@libertysurf.fr
olivier.beauverd@gmail.com
olivier.falmagne@assystem.ca
olivier.gies@aist.enst.fr
olivier.hammam@free.fr
olivier.jp@forces.gc.ca
olivier.julie1@aliceadsl.fr
olivier.langendijk@gmail.com
olivier.lemieux@servicesgfe.ca
olivier.lesne@free.fr
olivier.lozachmeur@gmail.com
olivier.masse5@libertysurf.fr
olivier.matte@msp.gouv.qc.ca
olivier.n.vautour.11@gmail.com
olivier.pellerin.1@gmail.com
olivier.raoulduval@free.fr
olivier.ribaux@unil.ch
bigguy@jamroom.net
biggyboy1@gmail.com
bighama@hdsb.ca
bighbusiness@gmail.com
bighead1120@gmail.com
bigidea@paragonrea.com
bigimp@gmail.com
bigj@ran.net
bigjavone@gmail.com
bigjay@videoton.ca
bigjaybds@gmail.com
bigjaydawg169@gmail.com
bigjohn@cbn.on.ca
bigjohnboy31@cheatcc.com
bigjohnson.carl@gmail.com
bigkgaming@gmail.com
bigkuntry89@gmail.com
biglakechar@gmail.com
bigle420@gmail.com
biglib06@gmail.com
biglimo@paradise.net.nz
biglitbo@web-access.net
biglugz1@phatjoes.com
bigmac.barbara@gmail.com
bigmac@u.washington.edu
bigmacc1@gmail.com
bigmamadonna@gmail.com
bigmamaof2@gmail.com
bigmamap3@gmail.com
bigman4you@gmail.com
bigmarkgees@gmail.com
bigmatt@infomagic.com
bigmeat86@gmail.com
bigmike19ster@gmail.com
bigmikeruckus5300@gmail.com
bigmouthdaddy@address.com
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bigmouthdaddy_68@address.com
bign@cherco.net
bignate911@gmail.com
bigneesh2007@gmail.com
bignell@pd.jaring.my
bigneo@gmail.com
bignormj@gmail.com
bigo.of.buckland@gmail.com
bigpeterpikes@gmail.com
bigpoppapickle@gmail.com
bigpretty@gmail.com
bigred4978@address.com
bigred@iolok.com
bigredeyesore@gmail.com
bigrig1@gmail.com
bigrob7455@cmsinter.net
bigrookie148@gmail.com
bigscottsf@gmail.com
bigsexy@100.3thebeat.com
bigsexyguerrero@gmail.com
bigshadow76@sbsglobal.net
bigsky.alexander@gmail.com
bigsky99@gmail.com
bigsmashproductions@gmail.com
bigsmurff@gmail.com
bigstevie.k@gmail.com
bigsupa@gmail.com
bigt48@gmail.com
bigt7126@gmail.com
bigt@surfnetnc.com
bigtits.herrera@gmail.com
bigtoby@gmail.com
bigtrippn@gmail.com
bigtuggy@gmail.com
sidorenco@ukrpost.net
sidqi@muslimkids.com
sidqi@wilnetonline.net
sidrah@muslimkids.com
sidrah@vitamail.com
sidrah@wilnetonline.net
sidsquid@excite.co.uk
sidvausa@gmail.com
sidvixay@mail2pop.com
sidw@best.com
sidwiz@gmail.com
siearra.scott@gmail.com
sieber.christelle@free.fr
sieber03@gmail.com
sieber@backstube.ch
sieclark@gmail.com
siefgsdg@gmail.com
siefken@midiowa.net
siegfried.knoth@gmail.com
siena@scuolaleonardo.com
sienam@gmail.com
siennashyne@gmail.com
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siepacdst@gmail.com
sierra.letters@sierraclub.org
sierra564@gmail.com
sierracharles@gmail.com
sierranobles@bandu.net
sierrasacco@gmail.com
sierrasurfer@gmail.com
siestafiestaagua@gmail.com
siev@tdata.no
siewhwa.wong@gmail.com
sif.saintes@free.fr
sifflet.eddy@free.fr
sifieds@mypid.com
sifuentesa@midland.edu
sifumitch@gmail.com
sify.com@edu.net
sify.com@gmail.com
sig9para@free.fr
sigarch@acm.uiuc.edu
sigart@uiuc.edu
sigcas@uiuc.edu
sigdave@acm.uiuc.edu
sigdeldevraj1607@gmail.com
sigep0359@gmail.com
siggraph.saintmalo@free.fr
sigler.karen@gmail.com
sigmachibu@gmail.com
sigmax8@gmail.com
sigmon2@gmail.com
signature25@address.com
signdexltd@gmail.com
signofmaster@gmail.com
signormagogi@gmail.com
signr@se-iowa.net
signsnow@clarksville.com
signu6@gmail.com
signup@berrywebdesigns.com
signup@gmail.com
sigonceprovence@free.fr
sigops@uiuc.edu
sigurdmoller@gmail.com
sihal.yevhen@rada.gov.ua
siham.fe@gmail.com
siham.massou@gmail.com
siham@muslimkids.com
siham@vitamail.com
sihavong@gmail.com
sihis@intrnet.net
sihoo78@gmail.com
siin-jh@hanmail.net
sikaseraterwas@gmail.com
sikchi@gmail.com
sikes.ashley@gmail.com
sikess@hbastl.com
sikhkaras@gmail.com
sikhumbuzotrevor@gmail.com
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sikkimbhoutan@free.fr
sikkink@iptechs.net
siko@ic.net
sikoraem@staffordschools.net
siksahpuniks@gmail.com
sil@eaze.net
sila7alex@gmail.com
silacre.agnosis@free.fr
silambarasu.m@gmail.com
silarubasha@gmail.com
silence@free.fr
silent.force@gmail.com
silentbob9484@gmail.com
silentchylde@gmail.com
buntute@gmail.com
support@yumpu.com
sasa.novakovic@agromedjimurje.hr
tomislav.tomsic@agromedjimurje.hr
tatjana.kolmanic@agromedjimurje.hr
mihael.francic@agromedjimurje.hr
jelena.glavina@agromedjimurje.hr
nikola.blazon@agromedjimurje.hr
nenad.pahek@agromedjimurje.hr
irena.siladi@agromedjimurje.hr
hgk@hgk.hr
info@klikaj.hr
stanjkof@gmail.com
info@vzz.hr
support@wikiwand.com
podrska@njuskalo.hr
info@poslovna.hr
Irena.Jurcec@irb.hr
info@irb.hr
marketing@germaniasport.hr
novinari@germaniasport.hr
gavella@gavella.hr
info@epsilon.hr
urednistvo@vsrh.hr
marioj101@gmail.com
Info.pl@wiha.com
tomislav.vezmarovic@wiha.com
info.de@wiha.com
redakcija@novilist.hr
portal@novilist.hr
oglasi@novilist.hr
tiskara@novilist.hr
support@webpage-maker.com
alen.hanzek@gmail.com
bozo.soldo@unin.hr
pm.hdlu@gmail.com
hdlu.hr@gmail.com
eric@thehopeorphans.org
rithikamehta1@gmail.com
mo.rami@trmg.co.uk
info@hejkupi.me
wuerth@wuerth.com.hr
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prodaja@italcro.hr
info@haberkorn.hr
zvonimir.rakijasic+404@gmail.com
forum@index.hr
RUKOMET@Index.hr
Registracija@Forum.hr
li@Forum.hr
temu@forum.hr
sport24@24sata.hr
desk@057info.hr
reporter@24sata.hr
redakcija@24sata.hr
oglasi@24sata.hr
marketing@24sata.hr
pretplata@24sata.hr
mirjana.glavak@24sata.hr
marcela.rukavina@24sata.hr
maro.majstorovic@24sata.hr
ljudski_potencijali@24sata.hr
admin@lekkoo.com
hodynko@pinall.ru
singita.serengetihouse@gmail.com
info.PlagiarismSoftware@gmail.com
paul.roberts@standingdog.com
sportsnews8363@gmail.com
followserene@yandex.com
nclkaran@gmail.com
mxmnewhomes@gmail.com
roufusportap@gmail.com
nigeldavidallen@gmail.com
tawiner@wire-container.com
wdrobeapparel@gmail.com
dhaneshacpa@gmail.com
andalousfez@gmail.com
joseiacona@gmail.com
aaautoparts8@gmail.com
localproseo@gmail.com
calmwm.com@gmail.com
seo.redcloud@gmail.com
primeboy1000@gmail.com
vsassociates1@gmail.com
newsletter.croenergo.eu@gmail.com
foscrot.ltd@gmail.com
hvz@hvz.hr
zeljko.popovic@hvz.hr
janez.novak@gmail.com
info@vjezbaonica.hr
anna3shlr@gmail.com
servis@jurcokd.com
galanin@idknet.com
info@jurconsult.ru
da@hgk.hr
a@hgk.hr
zradan@hgk.hr
entsendeplattform@sozialministerium.at
info@hgk.hr
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hgksk@hgk.hr
ajambrecina@hgk.hr
matica@matica.hr
clanstvo@matica.hr
ogranci@matica.hr
odjeli@matica.hr
knjizara@matica.hr
financije@matica.hr
prodaja@matica.hr
urednistvo@matica.hr
urednistvo_shk@matica.hr
urednistvo.shk@matica.hr
vijenac@matica.hr
kolo@matica.hr
hrvatska_revija@matica.hr
hrvatska.revija@matica.hr
pretplata.vijenac@matica.hr
mladi.glazbenici@matica.hr
medijski.susreti@matica.hr
aflesler@gmail.com
chrysb@gmail.com
info@tisoomi.com
imenik@sumari.hr
hsd@sumari.hr
info@transfermakrt.de
seljackasloga.donjadubrava@gmail.com
ttomislav76@gmail.com
ruzicacitus@gmail.com
sajnfranjo@gmail.com
matotekk@gmail.com
velimirinho@gmail.com
VLADIMIR.HORVATDD@GMAIL.COM
zvonar0607@gmail.com
zigasven@gmail.com
medimurec.d@gmail.com
dolenecm99@gmail.com
terezija.lazar@gmail.com
fabicb63@gmail.com
Dragica.pacandi@gmail.com
katicapunc@gmail.com
milica.janjatovic1@gmail.com
slavicaduhovic4@gmail.com
dominik.brljak@gmail.com
karlo.miser@gmail.com
radio@studiom.hr
zeljka@studiom.hr
marketing@studiom.hr
info@studiom.hr
marinko@osmrtnice.hr
marija@osmrtnice.hr
josip.horvat@gmail.com
li@Osmrtnice.hr
marko.markovic@gmail.com
nabava@vzz.hr
enu@vzz.hr
fo@vzz.hr
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ljubica.krizan@vzz.hr
zupan@vzz.hr
robert.vugrin@vzz.hr
tomislav.paljak@vzz.hr
natalija.martincevic@vzz.hr
elnicaivana.golubic-horvat@vzz.hr
ivana.golubic-horvat@vzz.hr
renata.skoko@vzz.hr
biserka.kozulic@vzz.hr
ivana.borovec@vzz.hr
protokol@vzz.hr
snjezana.borovic@vzz.hr
danijela.madjaric@vzz.hr
marijana.bistrovic@vzz.hr
vesna.margetic-slatki@vzz.hr
iva.janezic@vzz.hr
vlasta.zuber@vzz.hr
robert.kelemen@vzz.hr
tomislav.pajtlar@vzz.hr
romina.golub@vzz.hr
rpopovic-kovacic@vzz.hr
ivana.klaric@vzz.hr
vedran.sestak@vzz.hr
jurica.koledic@vzz.hr
anica.veres@vzz.hr
martin.hajdinjak@vzz.hr
mladen.jakopovic@vzz.hr
larisa.krizan@vzz.hr
ivan.biskup@vzz.hr
tomislav.jarmic@vzz.hr
martina.potkonjak@vzz.hr
martina.cus@vzz.hr
marijana.kruhoberec@vzz.hr
petra.martak@vzz.hr
darko.levacic@vzz.hr
ante.klecina@vzz.hr
jelica.rogar@vzz.hr
klaudija.brezovec@vzz.hr
tina.prasnicki@vzz.hr
ina.prasnicki@vzz.hr
anita.strniscak@vzz.hr
marina.ivancevic@vzz.hr
nikolina.novoselec@vzz.hr
brankica.skrnjug@vzz.hr
visnja.vitez@vzz.hr
ana.sambar@vzz.hr
adela.vrtar@vzz.hr
dragutin.vincek@vzz.hr
tanja.banfic@vzz.hr
jasna.vresk@vzz.hr
sladana.miocic@vzz.hr
mario.sacic@vzz.hr
drazenka.biskup@vzz.hr
ivica.nemeti@vzz.hr
nevenka.seset@vzz.hr
drazen.sagi@vzz.hr
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biljana.markovic@vzz.hr
anamarija.kocijan@vzz.hr
zoran.sanjek@vzz.hr
kristina.ljubek@vzz.hr
drazenka.kokot@vzz.hr
radmila.srsan@vzz.hr
ivana.duksi@vzz.hr
natalija.jezek.zenkel@vzz.hr
gordana.bedenicki@vzz.hr
tatjana.ficko@vzz.hr
ljubica.petrinjak@vzz.hr
denis.kotolenko@vzz.hr
goran.koren@vzz.hr
dubravka.horvat-durkan@vzz.hr
matija.ipsa@vzz.hr
drazen.kozulic@vzz.hr
anita.sincic@vzz.hr
slo.an.bival@vzz.hr
antonija.koscak@vzz.hr
tomislav.sokolic@vzz.hr
damir.pizek@vzz.hr
martina.ereiz@vzz.hr
marko.herceg@vzz.hr
vedran.filip@vzz.hr
prosvjeta@vzz.hr
miroslav.hudjek@vzz.hr
sanja.herceg@vzz.hr
aleksandra.cesar@vzz.hr
ladic@vzz.hr
silvija.ladic@vzz.hr
mladen.sinkovic@vzz.hr
renata.makajkefelja@vzz.hr
irena.jovic@vzz.hr
romana.kranjcic@vzz.hr
biserka.tomasek@vzz.hr
lovorka.horvat@vzz.hr
zvjezdana.fulir@vzz.hr
ruza.jelovac@vzz.hr
andrea.sever-cafuk@vzz.hr
mario.bednarek@vzz.hr
darko.majhen@vzz.hr
vera.psag@vzz.hr
vera.biljan@vzz.hr
pdvarazdin@gmail.com
srecko.soic777@gmail.com
marijan.zupanic67@gmail.com
dnevnik@dnevnik.hr
info@companywall.hr
miki9763@gmail.com
info@urvapin.com
info@ave40.com
i2mods@gmail.com
legal@wikiwand.com
press@wikiwand.com
be@infocroatia.net
info@visitcroatia.be
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nl@infocroatia.net
htzmoskva@mail.ru
info@croatia-london.co.uk
superknjizara@superknjizara.hr
ribook@superknjizara.hr
13tango@gmail.com
alera.graphic@gmail.com
objavljuju@Poslovna.hr
kontakt@poslovna.hr
webmaster@irb.hr
Branka.Medved.Rogina@irb.hr
amir.dubravic@irb.hr
Dijana.Tolic@irb.hr
Ivica.Kopriva@irb.hr
Maria.Brbic@irb.hr
Matej.Mihelcic@irb.hr
Matija.Piskorec@irb.hr
Nino.Antulov.Fantulin@irb.hr
Rajko.Horvat@irb.hr
Strahil.Ristov@irb.hr
Tomislav.Lipic@irb.hr
Tomislav.Smuc@irb.hr
abra@irb.hr
Adela.Belinic@irb.hr
Akmaral.Kussayeva@irb.hr
Aleksandar.Maksimovic@irb.hr
aleksandar.visnjevac@irb.hr
aleksandra.marsavelski@irb.hr
Alemka.Hrelja@irb.hr
abjelop@irb.hr
Alen.Krupljanic@irb.hr
alen@irb.hr
Alessio.Maiezza@irb.hr
ahozic@irb.hr
Ana.Ruso@irb.hr
Ana.Cipak@irb.hr
melic@irb.hr
bkeckes@irb.hr
Andrea.Kadovic@irb.hr
Andjelo.Samsarov@irb.hr
Antonela.Maracic@irb.hr
Athanasios.Chatzistavrakidis@irb.hr
Clay.Grewcoe@irb.hr
Danijel.Jurman@irb.hr
Danijel.Pikutic@irb.hr
Davor.Palle@irb.hr
Domagoj.Leljak@irb.hr
Fabio.Franchini@irb.hr
Fabrizio.Nesti@irb.hr
Fech.Scen.Khoo@irb.hr
gorand@irb.hr
Goran.Popara@irb.hr
hrvoje@thphys.irb.hr
Ivor.Loncaric@irb.hr
Kornelija.Passek.Kumericki@irb.hr
larisa@irb.hr
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Mihovil.Bosnar@irb.hr
Oleg.Antipin@irb.hr
plazic@irb.hr
Tajron.Juric@irb.hr
Ugo.Marzolino@irb.hr
Vinko.Zlatic@irb.hr
crljen@irb.hr
iandric@irb.hr
bilic@irb.hr
dadic@irb.hr
guberina@irb.hr
martinis@irb.hr
sokcevic@irb.hr
santic@irb.hr
Moira.Spanovic@irb.hr
Andreja.Gajovic@irb.hr
Ankica.Saric@irb.hr
Boris.Okorn@irb.hr
Branko.Pivac@irb.hr
Daniel.Meljanac@irb.hr
Daniil.Zhivotkov@irb.hr
Dario.Micetic@irb.hr
Davor.Gracin@irb.hr
Davor.Ristic@irb.hr
Domagoj.Belic@irb.hr
Dubravko.Risovic@irb.hr
Goran.Kovacevic@irb.hr
Goran.Stefanic@irb.hr
Hrvoje.Gebavi@irb.hr
Ivana.Kovacevic@irb.hr
Ivana.Fabijanic@irb.hr
Ivana.Panzic@irb.hr
Jasmin.Foric@irb.hr
Jasminka.Popovic@irb.hr
Jordi.Sancho.Parramon@irb.hr
Josko.Erceg@irb.hr
Koraljka.Martinic@irb.hr
Kresimir.Salamon@irb.hr
Kristina.Tomic@irb.hr
Krunoslav.Juraic@irb.hr
Lara.Mikac@irb.hr
Lovro.Basioli@irb.hr
Maja.Buljan@irb.hr
gotic@irb.hr
Mark.Zic@irb.hr
Marko.Karlusic@irb.hr
Martina.Vrankic@irb.hr
ivanda@irb.hr
Milivoj.Plodinec@irb.hr
Nikola.Radic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Nekic@irb.hr
Pavo.Dubcek@irb.hr
Sanja.Brkic@irb.hr
sdomazet@irb.hr
Stefano.Mezzasalma@irb.hr
Tihomir.Car@irb.hr
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Tomislav.Brodar@irb.hr
Uros.Desnica@irb.hr
Vedran.Djerek@irb.hr
Vesna.Blazek@irb.hr
Vesna.Janicki@irb.hr
mohacek@irb.hr
Milko.Jaksic@irb.hr
ljiljana@irb.hr
Andreja.Sironic@irb.hr
Andrey.Starodumov@irb.hr
Andro.Kovacic@irb.hr
Aneliya.Karadzhinova.Ferrer@irb.hr
Anita.Rajtaric@irb.hr
Anton.Radman@irb.hr
Benjamin.Mesic@irb.hr
Biljana.Lakic@irb.hr
Bogomil.Obelic@irb.hr
Budimir.Klicek@irb.hr
Dalibor.Kekez@irb.hr
Damir.Borkovic@irb.hr
Damir.Spanja@irb.hr
Danijela.Tepsic@irb.hr
Davorin.Sudac@irb.hr
Desa.Jelavic@irb.hr
Dinko.Ferencek@irb.hr
Donny.Domagoj.Cosic@irb.hr
igaspar@irb.hr
krajcar@irb.hr
Iva.Bozicevic@irb.hr
Iva.Snidaric@irb.hr
Ivan.Sudic@irb.hr
supek@irb.hr
Ivancica.Bogdanovic.Radovic@irb.hr
ivanka.lovrencic@irb.hr
Ivo.Slaus@irb.hr
Jaakko.Harkonen@irb.hr
Jadranka.Baresic@irb.hr
Jasmina.Obhodjas@irb.hr
josip@irb.hr
Karlo.Nad@irb.hr
Kresimir.Jakovcic@irb.hr
Kreso.Kadija@irb.hr
Ljiljana.Liscevic@irb.hr
marin@irb.hr
Mario.Stipcevic@irb.hr
Marko.Barac@irb.hr
Marko.Kosicek@irb.hr
Martin.Loncaric@irb.hr
Martina.Macefat@irb.hr
Matej.Roguljic@irb.hr
Matti.Kalliokoski@irb.hr
Milan.Vicentijevic@irb.hr
Mile.Zadro@irb.hr
milivoj.uroic@irb.hr
Milorad.Korolija@irb.hr
Nada.Horvatincic@irb.hr
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Natko.Skukan@irb.hr
soic@lnr.irb.hr
Nikola.Vukman@irb.hr
Petra.Colovic@irb.hr
horvat@lei3.irb.hr
Robert.Bagaric@irb.hr
Romana.Popocovski@irb.hr
sasa.ceci@irb.hr
spintar@irb.hr
Stjepko.Fazinic@irb.hr
Suzana.Szilner@irb.hr
Tatjana.Susa@irb.hr
Tea.Mijatovic@irb.hr
Tihomir.Suric@irb.hr
Tonci.Tadic@irb.hr
Valeria.Lotito@irb.hr
Valery.Chmill@irb.hr
Veljko.Grilj@irb.hr
vibor@irb.hr
Victor.Grahek@irb.hr
Vladimir.Farkas@irb.hr
Vuko.Brigljevic@irb.hr
zsiketic@irb.hr
basrak@irb.hr
Zvonko.Kolar@irb.hr
Zeljko.Orlic@irb.hr
Zeljko.Perisa@irb.hr
Borislav.Kovacevic@irb.hr
Lea.Kovacic@irb.hr
Ana.Suncana.Smith@irb.hr
Ante.Bubic@irb.hr
Atidja.Selmani@irb.hr
Bahar.Karadeniz@irb.hr
Biserka.Kojic.Prodic@irb.hr
Biserka.Spoljar@irb.hr
Boris.Rakvin@irb.hr
Bozana.Gizdic@irb.hr
Branka.Dejanovic@irb.hr
Dajana.Barisic@irb.hr
Dalibor.Merunka@irb.hr
dbaric@irb.hr
Darija.Jurasin@irb.hr
Darko.Babic@irb.hr
Dejana.Caric@irb.hr
dzilic@irb.hr
Elizabeta.Stojakovic@irb.hr
Hasan.Muharemovic@irb.hr
Igor.Sabljic@irb.hr
Igor.Sviben@irb.hr
Ina.Erceg@irb.hr
Ines.Despotovic@irb.hr
Irena.Sovic@irb.hr
Ivan.Halasz@irb.hr
Ivan.Kulcsar@irb.hr
Ivan.Ljubic@irb.hr
Ivana.Lescic.Asler@irb.hr
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Ivana.Niksic.Franjic@irb.hr
Jakov.Lovric@irb.hr
Jiangyang.You@irb.hr
Josip.Vlajcevic@irb.hr
Josip-Augustin.Janes@irb.hr
jjurec@irb.hr
Jurica.Novak@irb.hr
Kresimir.Molcanov@irb.hr
Krunoslav.Uzarevic@irb.hr
Ljerka.Zlovolic@irb.hr
Luka.Bilic@irb.hr
Maja.Sikiric@irb.hr
Manda.Curic@irb.hr
luic@irb.hr
Marin.Sapunar@irb.hr
Marina.Ilakovac.Kveder@irb.hr
Marina.Juribasic@irb.hr
Marko.Hanzevacki@irb.hr
Marko.Rozman@irb.hr
Marko.Cvitas@irb.hr
Martina.Tireli@irb.hr
mcvitkov@irb.hr
Momir.Malis@irb.hr
Nadica.Maltar-Strmecki@irb.hr
nadja.doslic@irb.hr
Natasa.Vucemilovic.Alagic@irb.hr
Nives.Ivic@irb.hr
Sasa.Kazazic@irb.hr
Senada.Muratovic@irb.hr
specur@irb.hr
Srecko.Valic@irb.hr
Stipe.Lukin@irb.hr
Suzana.Segota@irb.hr
Tarek.Ayari@irb.hr
Tea.Mihelj@irb.hr
Tomislav.Mrla@irb.hr
Tomislav.Stolar@irb.hr
Valentina.Milasinovic@irb.hr
Vida.Cadez@irb.hr
Vlatka.Vranesa@irb.hr
Zoran.Stefanic@irb.hr
Zeljka.Medven.Korman@irb.hr
Bojan.Macan@irb.hr
knjiznica@irb.hr
Ivana.Pazur@irb.hr
Jadranka.Stojanovski@irb.hr
Karlo.Hrenovic@irb.hr
Kristina.Sajnovic@irb.hr
Lovorka.Caja@irb.hr
Marina.Mayer@irb.hr
Matija.Kovacevic@irb.hr
Mirjana.Mihalic@irb.hr
sofija@irb.hr
Virna.Brumnic@irb.hr
vikic@irb.hr
Margareta.Cvetkovski@irb.hr
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lucic@irb.hr
ivugrin@irb.hr
Marijana.Vinkovic@irb.hr
Nikola.Stambuk@irb.hr
Nikolina.Visic@irb.hr
sroca@irb.hr
smrecki@irb.hr
zmarinic@irb.hr
predstojnik.cim@irb.hr
mrozmar@irb.hr
hrelja@irb.hr
ferencevic@cim.irb.hr
travizi@cim.irb.hr
Andrea.Budisa@irb.hr
Andrej.Jaklin@irb.hr
Bojan.Hamer@irb.hr
Daniel.Lyons@irb.hr
Daniela.Maric@irb.hr
Dario.Devescovi@irb.hr
pavicic-hamer@cim.irb.hr
Drasko.Maros@irb.hr
Enis.Hrustic@irb.hr
Goran.Matosevic@irb.hr
Igor.Jergovic@irb.hr
Ines.Haberle@irb.hr
Ingrid.Ivancic@irb.hr
Ivan.Balkovic@irb.hr
Jasna.Jakovcevic@irb.hr
ivesa@cim.irb.hr
maja@cim.irb.hr
Maja.Levak@irb.hr
Margareta.Buterer@irb.hr
mblazina@irb.hr
marino.korlevic@irb.hr
Marsej.Markovski@irb.hr
pfannkuchen@cim.irb.hr
massimo.devescovi@cim.irb.hr
Milan.Stupar@irb.hr
najdek@cim.irb.hr
mirta@cim.irb.hr
supic@cim.irb.hr
Natasa.Kuzat@irb.hr
Nevenka.Bihari@irb.hr
Paolo.Krelja@irb.hr
ppaliaga@irb.hr
Petra.Buric@irb.hr
Renato.Batel@irb.hr
Robert.Precali@irb.hr
Romina.Kraus@irb.hr
Rudolf.Maric@irb.hr
Tamara.Djakovac@irb.hr
Tina.Silovic@irb.hr
jaksic@cim.irb.hr
Davor.Margetic@irb.hr
lperic@irb.hr
Lidija.Peric@irb.hr
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atomasic@irb.hr
Anamarija.Bris@irb.hr
Anamarija.Miskovic@irb.hr
Andreja.Jakas@irb.hr
alesac@irb.hr
pupacic@emma.irb.hr
Antonela.Simunic@irb.hr
Antonija.Husak@irb.hr
Antonija.Tomic@irb.hr
Barica.Baborsky@irb.hr
Danijel.Glavac@irb.hr
Darko.Kontrec@irb.hr
Davorka.Pevec-Rak@irb.hr
Dijana.Saftic@irb.hr
Ema.Horak@irb.hr
Enidija.Luksa@irb.hr
Ines.Brezak.Pahic@irb.hr
Irena.Stipetic@irb.hr
Iva.Orehovec@irb.hr
iantol@emma.irb.hr
Ivana.Kovacic@irb.hr
Ivanka.Jeric@irb.hr
Ivo.Crnolatac@irb.hr
Ivo.Piantanida@irb.hr
Jasna.Alic@irb.hr
Josipa.Matic@irb.hr
Josipa.Suc@irb.hr
Kata.Majerski@irb.hr
Katarina.Radolovic@irb.hr
Katarina.Zlatic@irb.hr
Kristina.Vlahovcek-Kahlina@irb.hr
frkanec@irb.hr
Leo.Mandic@irb.hr
Lidija.Brkljacic@irb.hr
Lidija.Varga.Defterdarovic@irb.hr
Lidija-Marija.Tumir@irb.hr
Maja.Majeric-Elenkov@irb.hr
Margareta.Sohora@irb.hr
Marija.Renic@irb.hr
Marija.Matkovic@irb.hr
Marijana.Radic@irb.hr
Marin.Roje@irb.hr
Marina.Grabar@irb.hr
Marina.Sekutor@irb.hr
Marko.Tomin@irb.hr
Mateja.Djud@irb.hr
matija.gredicak@irb.hr
mmatovina@irb.hr
Milica.Perc@irb.hr
Mirjana.Cicak@irb.hr
Mirjana.Maksic@irb.hr
zinic@irb.hr
Mladena.Glavas@irb.hr
Natasa.Sijakovic-Vujicic@irb.hr
Nena.Peran@irb.hr
Nikola.Basaric@irb.hr
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Petra.Mance@irb.hr
Renata.Kobetic@irb.hr
Robert.Vianello@irb.hr
Sanja.Tomic@irb.hr
Sara.Matic@irb.hr
Sinisa.Habazin@irb.hr
Tamara.Smidlehner@irb.hr
Tana.Tandaric@irb.hr
Tatjana.Sumanovac-Ramljak@irb.hr
Tomislav.Gregoric@irb.hr
Tomislav.Portada@irb.hr
Trpimir.Ivsic@irb.hr
Visnja.Cicic@irb.hr
Vjekoslav.Strukil@irb.hr
Zoran.Dzolic@irb.hr
Zoran.Glasovac@irb.hr
Zrinka.Karacic@irb.hr
Zeljka.Zakic@irb.hr
Damir.Kralj@irb.hr
vesna@irb.hr
Goran.Miletic@irb.hr
Tatjana.Antonic-Jelic@irb.hr
Zeljka.Knezevic@irb.hr
Andrea.Mogus.Milankovic@irb.hr
Vesna.Picak@irb.hr
Svetozar.Music@irb.hr
Branka.Njegic.Dzakula@irb.hr
berislav.peric@irb.hr
Ana.Santic@irb.hr
Marijana.Sestan@irb.hr
Antun.Drasner@irb.hr
Josip.Bronic@irb.hr
aknezevic@irb.hr
Ruzica.Juric@irb.hr
Rozelindra.Coz-Rakovac@irb.hr
Ernest.Sanders@irb.hr
Sanja.Bosnar@irb.hr
Branka.Mihaljevic@irb.hr
ristic@irb.hr
Nikola.Biliskov@irb.hr
Natalija.Topic.Popovic@irb.hr
Irina.Pucic@irb.hr
Stjepko.Krehula@irb.hr
Ivancica.Strunjak.Perovic@irb.hr
Tanja.Jurkin@irb.hr
Andjela.Pustak@irb.hr
Margita.Jadan@irb.hr
Djurdjica.Brlek@irb.hr
Ivana.Tartaro@irb.hr
Maro.Bujak@irb.hr
Vlatko.Trputec@irb.hr
Iva.Buljan@irb.hr
Ivka.Stefanic@irb.hr
Ana.Palcic@irb.hr
Srecko.Kirin@irb.hr
mnodilo@irb.hr
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Luka.Pavic@irb.hr
Zoran.Kokan@irb.hr
Lidija.Andros@irb.hr
idzeba@irb.hr
Josip.Barisic@irb.hr
Sandi.Orlic@irb.hr
Andreas.Puskaric@irb.hr
Marijan.Marcius@irb.hr
Jasminka.Kontrec@irb.hr
Marija.Majer@irb.hr
Kristina.Sklepic@irb.hr
Lara.Stajner@irb.hr
Zeljka.Petrovic@irb.hr
Igor.Sajko@irb.hr
Sanja.Babic@irb.hr
Helena.Pilski@irb.hr
kmarusic@irb.hr
Lara.Cizmek@irb.hr
Jasmina.Druzic@irb.hr
Nives.Matijakovic@irb.hr
Mladenka.Jurin@irb.hr
Svetozar.Jancic@irb.hr
Sasa.Opacak@irb.hr
Juraj.Nikolic@irb.hr
Lidija.Kanizaj@irb.hr
Natalija.Pantalon.Juraj@irb.hr
Igor.Milanovic@irb.hr
Denis.Vadlja@irb.hr
Davor.Davidovic@irb.hr
Enis.Afgan@irb.hr
ecetinic@irb.hr
Ivan.Grubisic@irb.hr
Jelena.Cubric@irb.hr
Karolj.Skala@irb.hr
Nenad.Katanic@irb.hr
Andreja.Ambriovic.Ristov@irb.hr
mkober@irb.hr
Ana.Dekanic@irb.hr
Ana.Brcko@irb.hr
Ana.Simatovic@irb.hr
Anamaria.Brozovic@irb.hr
Andreja.Mikoc@irb.hr
Anja.Rac@irb.hr
Antonio.Sermek@irb.hr
Barbara.Kuzmic@irb.hr
Blazenka.Dumic@irb.hr
Branka.Bruvo.Madjaric@irb.hr
Branka.Salopek-Sondi@irb.hr
Brankica.Mravinac@irb.hr
Bruna.Plese@irb.hr
Bruno.Polak@irb.hr
dermic@irb.hr
Darko.Heckel@irb.hr
Davor.Nestic@irb.hr
Davor.Zahradka@irb.hr
Dragomira.Majhen@irb.hr
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Dunja.Samec@irb.hr
Dusica.Vujaklija@irb.hr
Durdica.Ugarkovic@irb.hr
Ela.Saric@irb.hr
Eva.Satovic@irb.hr
Evelin.Despot.Slade@irb.hr
Gordana.Mokrovic@irb.hr
hbilandz@irb.hr
Helena.Cetkovic@irb.hr
Hrvoje.Fulgosi@irb.hr
Ida.Linic@irb.hr
Igor.Weber@irb.hr
Iva.Nizic@irb.hr
tolic@irb.hr
isaric@irb.hr
Ivica.Rubelj@irb.hr
stefulj@irb.hr
Jelena.Martincic@irb.hr
Josipa.Pesut@irb.hr
Josipa.Skelin@irb.hr
Juraj.Simunic@irb.hr
Jure.Skejic@irb.hr
Karlo.Katarina@irb.hr
Kruno.Vukusic@irb.hr
Krunoslav.Brcic.Kostic@irb.hr
Ksenija.Zahradka@irb.hr
Lea.Vojta@irb.hr
Lucia.Nanic@irb.hr
Lucija.Horvat@irb.hr
Maja.Kesic@irb.hr
Maja.Marinovic@irb.hr
Mariastefania.Antica@irb.hr
Marija.Kober@irb.hr
msopta@irb.hr
Marina.Leko@irb.hr
Marina.Sutalo@irb.hr
Marko.Sostar@irb.hr
Martina.Pavlek@irb.hr
Matija.Harcet@irb.hr
Mihaela.Jagric@irb.hr
Mirela.Kosinjski@irb.hr
Mirjana.Filipovic@irb.hr
Mirna.Imesek@irb.hr
Miroslav.Plohl@irb.hr
Mladen.Paradzik@irb.hr
Momir.Futo@irb.hr
Monika.Tunjic@irb.hr
Nevenka.Mestrovic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Stojanovic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Vidan@irb.hr
Patrik.Risteski@irb.hr
Petar.Mitrikeski@irb.hr
Petra.Bakovic@irb.hr
Petra.Mikolcevic@irb.hr
Renata.Budja@irb.hr
Sanjica.Jakopec@irb.hr
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Sara.Koska@irb.hr
Silvestar.Beljan@irb.hr
Snjezana.Mihaljevic@irb.hr
Sonja.Lesjak@irb.hr
Tanja.Vojvoda@irb.hr
Tena.Grzan@irb.hr
Tihana.Jelusic@irb.hr
Tina.Simunov@irb.hr
tdomazet@irb.hr
vdunjko@irb.hr
vedrana.filic@irb.hr
Vlatka.Antolovic@irb.hr
Vlatka.Godinic.Mikulcic@irb.hr
Zelimira.Filic@irb.hr
Zeljka.Pezer@irb.hr
Tihomir.Balog@irb.hr
avratar@irb.hr
Ana.Saric@irb.hr
Ana-Matea.Mikecin@irb.hr
Anamaria.Djukic@irb.hr
Andjela.Runje@irb.hr
Ankica.Vrataric@irb.hr
Diana.Trnski@irb.hr
Dubravka.Svob@irb.hr
Emilija.Zivkovic@irb.hr
Filip.Rokic@irb.hr
Goran.Goles@irb.hr
Gordana.Jurinic@irb.hr
Gordana.Nedic@irb.hr
Irena.Martin.Kleiner@irb.hr
Iva.Pesun.Medjimorec@irb.hr
Iva.Skrinjar@irb.hr
Ivan.Sabol@irb.hr
Jasminka.Golubic@irb.hr
jknezev@irb.hr
Josipa.Lazic@irb.hr
Kate.Seselja@irb.hr
Katja.Ester@irb.hr
Koraljka.Gall.Troselj@irb.hr
Kristina.Dominko@irb.hr
Kristina.Vukovic@irb.hr
Ksenija.Bozinovic@irb.hr
Lea.Vidatic@irb.hr
Lidija.Mrakovcic@irb.hr
Lidija.Uzelac@irb.hr
Lucija.Tudor@irb.hr
Magdalena.Grce@irb.hr
mboranic@irb.hr
Maja.Herak-Bosnar@irb.hr
Maja.Jazvinscak@irb.hr
maja.sabol@irb.hr
Marcela.Konjevod@irb.hr
Marija.Cosic@irb.hr
Marija.Pinteric@irb.hr
Marijana.Popovic-Hadzija@irb.hr
Marijeta.Kralj@irb.hr
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Marina.Mars@irb.hr
mcindric@irb.hr
Marko.Marjanovic@irb.hr
Marko.Tomljanovic@irb.hr
Martina.Pehar@irb.hr
Martina.Radic@irb.hr
Matea.Nikolac@irb.hr
mbaus@irb.hr
Morana.Jaganjac@irb.hr
Nathaniel.Edward.Bennett.Saidu@irb.hr
Neda.Slade@irb.hr
npivac@irb.hr
Neven.Zarkovic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Hanzic@irb.hr
Nina.Milutin.Gasperov@irb.hr
Oliver.Vugrek@irb.hr
Pasko.Konjevoda@irb.hr
Petar.Ozretic@irb.hr
Pierre.Mouthuy@irb.hr
Ranko.Stojkovic@irb.hr
Renata.Despotovic@irb.hr
Renata.Novak-Kujundzic@irb.hr
Robert.Beluzic@irb.hr
Sandra.Sobocanec@irb.hr
Sanja.Kapitanovic@irb.hr
Silva.Hecimovic@irb.hr
Sinisa.Ivankovic@irb.hr
Snjezana.Juler@irb.hr
Snjezana.Jurilj@irb.hr
Sonja.Levanat@irb.hr
borovic@irb.hr
Tamara.Cacev@irb.hr
Tanja.Matijevic@irb.hr
tkeckes@irb.hr
Tea.Vukovic@irb.hr
Tina.Catela.Ivkovic@irb.hr
Vesna.Bosnjak@irb.hr
Vesna.Musani@irb.hr
Visnja.Novalic@irb.hr
Visnja.Stepanic@irb.hr
tomaic@irb.hr
Zlatko.Pandzic@irb.hr
uzp@irb.hr
Marijana.Klasnic.Kozar@irb.hr
Danijela.Osredecki@irb.hr
Igor.Persin@irb.hr
ines.cigula@irb.hr
Nives.Novak@irb.hr
Radoslav.Ostermann@irb.hr
Vanja.Komljenovic.Loncar@irb.hr
Visnja.Petera@irb.hr
Zeljko.Uzelac@irb.hr
Marina.Mlakar@irb.hr
Ana.Cvitesic@irb.hr
Ana-Marija.Cindric@irb.hr
Anamarija.Kolda@irb.hr
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Andjela.Bacinic@irb.hr
Armin.Mesic@irb.hr
Blazenka.Gasparovic@irb.hr
Damir.Kapetanovic@irb.hr
Damir.Valic@irb.hr
Dario.Omanovic@irb.hr
dbarisic@irb.hr
Dijana.Jadresko@irb.hr
Dubravka.Mutvar@irb.hr
Dusica.Ivankovic@irb.hr
Djurdjica.Stuparic@irb.hr
Elvira.Bura.Nakic@irb.hr
Goran.Kniewald@irb.hr
Goran.Mihelcic@irb.hr
gorana.karanovic@irb.hr
Ines.Petric@irb.hr
Irena.Ciglenecki-Jusic@irb.hr
ijurina@irb.hr
Irena.Vardic@irb.hr
Iva.Mikac@irb.hr
Ivan.Grabar@irb.hr
Ivan.Mihaljevic@irb.hr
Ivan.Senta@irb.hr
Ivana.Coha@irb.hr
Ivana.Kusan@irb.hr
Ivana.Tucakovic@irb.hr
ivica@irb.hr
Ivica.Ruzic@irb.hr
Ivona.Krizman@irb.hr
Jadranka.Pecar.Ilic@irb.hr
Jakov.Zunic@irb.hr
Jasmin.Padjan@irb.hr
Jasminka.Klanjscek@irb.hr
Jelena.Dautovic@irb.hr
Jelena.Dragojevic@irb.hr
Jelena.Godrijan@irb.hr
Jovica.Loncar@irb.hr
plaza@irb.hr
Katja.Magdic@irb.hr
Lorena.Peric@irb.hr
Maja.Ivanic@irb.hr
ahel@irb.hr
Marijana.Erk@irb.hr
Marta.Popovic@irb.hr
Martina.Furdek@irb.hr
mathieu.dutour@gmail.com
Mavro.Lucic@irb.hr
Milan.Cankovic@irb.hr
Milena.Milakovic@irb.hr
Nadica.Ivosevic.DeNardis@irb.hr
Neda.Vdovic@irb.hr
Nenad.Muhin@irb.hr
Nesrete.Krasnici@irb.hr
Neven.Cukrov@irb.hr
Neven.Matocec@irb.hr
Nevenka.Mikac@irb.hr
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Niko.Bacic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Udikovic@irb.hr
Nusa.Cukrov@irb.hr
Petar.Ujcic@irb.hr
Petra.Kostanjevecki@irb.hr
Petra.Maric@irb.hr
Petra.Vukosav@irb.hr
rkusic@irb.hr
Roko.Zaja@irb.hr
Sanja.Frka@irb.hr
Sasa.Marcinek@irb.hr
Senka.Terzic@irb.hr
Sladjana.Strmecki@irb.hr
Snjezana.Ivinovic@irb.hr
Sonja.Nikolic@irb.hr
francis@irb.hr
Suncana.Gecek@irb.hr
Tarzan.Legovic@irb.hr
Tatjana.Mijosek@irb.hr
Tea.Misic@irb.hr
Tihana.Sesar@irb.hr
Tin.Klanjscek@irb.hr
Tomislav.Bulat@irb.hr
tkardum@irb.hr
Tomislav.Kralj@irb.hr
Tvrtko.Smital@irb.hr
Vera.Zutic@irb.hr
Vlado.Cuculic@irb.hr
Vlatka.Filipovic@irb.hr
ztkalcec@irb.hr
Zdeslav.Zovko@irb.hr
Zoran.Eres@irb.hr
Zrinka.Dragun@irb.hr
Zuzana.Redzovic@irb.hr
zvjesos@irb.hr
Zeljka.Kerous@irb.hr
zgrahek@irb.hr
tz@irb.hr
Dubravka.Cercic.Pesut@irb.hr
Ana.Marija.Horvatin@irb.hr
Iveta.Sekeres@irb.hr
Snjezana.Bebic@irb.hr
Mirna.Benat@irb.hr
Ana.Weber@irb.hr
Gordana.Raguz@irb.hr
Robert.Bernat@irb.hr
Nikola.Pavkovic@irb.hr
David.Smith@irb.hr
Jadranka.Kucan@irb.hr
Hrvoje.Matezovic@irb.hr
avidos@irb.hr
Hrvoje.Novak@irb.hr
Matea.Zubcic@irb.hr
Petra.Buljevic@irb.hr
Ratko.Mileta@irb.hr
anticic@irb.hr
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Marta.Vukovic@irb.hr
Bozena.Cosovic@irb.hr
Leo.Klasinc@irb.hr
aljubic@irb.hr
apercinl@irb.hr
Darija.Cerovski@irb.hr
Ines.Zoric@irb.hr
Jadranka.Tupek@irb.hr
Melita.Loffler@irb.hr
Mirjana.Runtas@irb.hr
Rijana.Mirkovic.Markoc@irb.hr
Sanja.Tomljanovic@irb.hr
Vlasta.Pehar@irb.hr
Zdenka.Luketic@irb.hr
Zdenka.Vuraic@irb.hr
Zeljka.Marinovic@irb.hr
help@irb.hr
more@Androidfreeware.org
ured@os-belica.skole.hr
vsrh@vsrh.hr
informacije@vsrh.hr
sudska.praksa@vsrh.hr
alenbiskupovic@gmail.com
gajinigor@gmail.com
holjenko@unios.hr
info@neckom.com
more@Euromit2014.org
found@tehnoalat.rs
found@youtube.com
found@hindimp3download.net
more@Mobilemaza.net
marketing@telegraf.rs
dragan.pandurov@telegraf.rs
maja@telegraf.rs
bojana.matijevic@telegraf.rs
redakcija@telegraf.rs
dejan.vukelic@telegraf.rs
s.milosevic@telegraf.rs
salejovanovic@telegraf.rs
b.zerajic@telegraf.rs
b.stanojevic@telegraf.rs
marko.ivas@telegraf.rs
n.ivanovski@telegraf.rs
d.stojmenovic@telegraf.rs
m.jovanovic@telegraf.rs
u.jelic@telegraf.rs
i.cicovic@telegraf.rs
j.odabasic@telegraf.rs
j.prosic@telegraf.rs
a.kostic@telegraf.rs
support@telegraf.rs
ios@telegraf.rs
android@telegraf.rs
More@Debenhams.com
summr77@gmail.com
info@hajduk.hr
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hnkhajduk@hajduk.hr
contact@ytcvn.com
iberia@wiha.com
info.nordic@wiha.com
servicecommercial@wiha.fr
info.it@wiha.com
Info.UK@wiha.com
edvisgjini@gmail.com
mark.mumenthaler@wiha.com
dikran.egavian@wiha.com
udo.griesshammer@wiha.com
assire.trading@gmail.com
kurt.huberty@wiha.com
sales@contragent.com
wilfried.hahn@wiha.com
jarlathk@gmail.com
amirallahyari@gmail.com
info@noga.co.jp
sergio.sciberras@cctechnikmalta.com
novica@okov.me
pithagor@magicnet.mn
ernst.hahn@wiha.com
ronald.velderman@wiha.com
info@norgau.com
michal.moczynski@wiha.com
milos.talic@demaxbg.com
info@trc.si
janez.zvab@elektrospoji.si
info@metagroup.com.ua
sumit.chordia@daralmastools.ae
media.novine@gmail.com
pib-extra@pib-extra.hr
office@p-pg.hr
zarko@bukal.hr
info@tkalectrans.hr
dubravko.zorkovic@gmail.com
lj.artner@gsa-metalgroup.com
instalater.sprem@gmail.com
zgradarskatehnika@gmail.com
gordan.vrbanec@v-elin.hr
ruzicpilici@gmail.com
sandranovak66@gmail.com
emaprokes@gmail.com
darko.krikovic@gmail.com
arubaonid@gmail.com
medjimurskagibanica@gmail.com
dragutin.vicanovic@gmail.com
moharic.commerce@gmail.com
medjimurskeslastice@gmail.com
posao@filo.hr
inpirio@inpirio.com
cisok-varazdin@hzz.hr
marina.ostrun@hzz.hr
doo.edilnova@gmail.com
caffemanija@gmail.com
office@leier.com.hr
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sokol.boris@gmail.com
marijapliso75@gmail.com
office.hr@wollsdorf.com
transportibt@gmail.com
interijeriexterijeri@gmail.com
patricija.biskup@gmail.com
horvat.miljenko@gmail.com
dlezaic1@tvz.hr
ljilja@tvz.hr
contact@aplitap.com
natjecaji@fina.hr
martina.barbir@axilis.com
buzovh@gmail.com
jukl.mirko@gmail.com
iva@huki.hr
maja.jancec@ambijenti.hr
info@duvetica.hr
financijsko.planiranje@gmail.com
posao@rbt.hr
borisnovak6@gmail.com
albatros.tefanec72@gmail.com
cakovec.mego@gmail.com
igorzadravec5@gmail.com
lana.tpccroatia@gmail.com
goran.rakic@pib-extra.hr
ivancica.serini@gmail.com
ana.rasadnik@gmail.com
darkoradov@gmail.com
www@www.hr
info@lusdz.hr
info.elpitours@gmail.com
info@island-losinj.com
info@dalmatino-tours.eu
kolodvor@libertasdubrovnik.com
info@chillout-hostel-zagreb.com
discoveryrent@gmail.com
conjard.77@gmail.com
dominik.jav@gmail.com
desk@dnevno.hr
andrea.latinovic@dnevno.hr
ivona.radic@dnevno.hr
snjezana.vuckovic@dnevno.hr
nunukic@hnd.hr
nedzad.fetic@gmail.com
hrvoje.tironi@goal.hr
info@goal.com
pretplata@poslovni.hr
brian@cherne.net
indexoglasi@margon.hr
preciousovia39@gmail.com
marcopandolfo92@gmail.com
lucerna.nekretnine@gmail.com
sergio@eurovilla.hr
eurovilla@eurovilla.hr
info@alea.info
anita.nekretnine@gmail.com
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se@Realitica.com
info@bazzar.hr
indexioglasi@margon.hr
info@njuskalo.hr
info@nekretnine-rijeka.com
info@alfastan2.hr
info@bova.hr
info@m2nekretnine.hr
nadaburum@gmail.com
nasdom22@gmail.com
office@opereta.hr
orbit@orbit-nekretnine.hr
panorama.pula@gmail.com
info@rivalitas.hr
trgostan@trgostan.hr
info@euro-immobilien.hr
kontakt@euro-interijeri.hr
vanja.noving@gmail.com
bajta.nekretnine@gmail.com
doris@bid-nekretnine.hr
mail@kbb.hr
info@men-ars.hr
info@porec-immobilien.hr
info@rost.hr
info@tonina-nekretnine.hr
noidapackersmoversindia@gmail.com
tomicitaltrans@gmail.com
karlovachdz@gmail.com
biserka.gadzo@matulji.hr
osamohorovicic@gmail.com
nk.mune@gmail.com
kkmatulji@gmail.com
pkcrni.macic@gmail.com
lisinaplaninarskodrustvo@gmail.com
triatlon.klub.matulji@gmail.com
ucka.sport@gmail.com
udruga.interinova@gmail.com
likovnaudruga.matulji@gmail.com
udruga.mladimune@gmail.com
sonja.vlah1@gmail.com
udruga.zejane@gmail.com
ucka.matulji@gmail.com
franko.susanj@gmail.com
branka.surina@gmail.com
udruga.foliot@gmail.com
marin.kovo@gmail.com
karmen.karlic@savjetodavna.hr
mia.hdlu@gmail.com
martina.hdlu@gmail.com
galerije.hdlu@gmail.com
vida.hdlu@gmail.com
nika.hdlu@gmail.com
josip.pirsljin@gmail.com
bremza2309@gmail.com
pjenjic9@gmail.com
dubravac.ante@gmail.com
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kresimirboskovic@gmail.com
edvard.buric@gmail.com
luka.medica93@gmail.com
boldin.slavko@gmail.com
kkomarica@gmail.com
brankoljuba94@gmail.com
telisman@irb.hr
info@afoto.hr
eneko@eneko.hr
vjekoslav.knezevic@eneko.hr
contact@chiefexecutive.net
hello@deptagency.com
service@emerce.nl
david.land@gmail.com
DAVID@TULSALANDSCAPE.COM
lmtland@gmail.com
aaabluebonnettroofing@gmail.com
rdavidland@gmail.com
dland1009@gmail.com
ceo@transcendentalsound.net
ceo@transcendsys.net
ceo@transcendtheworld.net
ceo@transcentra.net
ceo@transcepta.net
ceo@transclusions.net
ceo@transcog.net
ceo@transcontinentalconsulting.net
ceo@transcription-usa.net
ceo@transcriptionbuddy.net
ceo@transcriptionpro.net
ceo@transcriptslausd.net
ceo@transcriptslive.net
ceo@transcriptsplus.net
ceo@transcriptx.net
ceo@transcuro.net
ceo@transdevkc.net
ceo@transducersvpg.net
ceo@transendis.net
ceo@transenforen.net
ceo@transexualonline.net
ceo@transexualparis.net
ceo@transfandom.net
ceo@transfans.net
ceo@transfectionkit.net
ceo@transfer-antalya.net
ceo@transfer-failed.net
ceo@transfer724.net
ceo@transfercityusa.net
ceo@transferdweb.net
ceo@transferer.net
ceo@transferet.net
ceo@transferfactor.net
ceo@transferftp.net
ceo@transferir.net
ceo@transfermagic.net
ceo@transfermydomain.net
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ceo@transferpricingeconomics.net
ceo@transferring.net
ceo@transfert-fichiers.net
ceo@transfertek.net
ceo@transfinite.net
ceo@transfleet.net
ceo@transfleetservice.net
ceo@transfleetservices.net
ceo@transflodms.net
ceo@transflosupport.net
ceo@transforcheese.net
ceo@transforesight.net
ceo@transforlike.net
ceo@transform-network.net
ceo@transform2i.net
ceo@transform916.net
ceo@transformagic.net
ceo@transformandrollout.net
ceo@transformaresearch.net
ceo@transformational-church.net
ceo@transformationalchurch.net
ceo@transformationalgiving.net
ceo@transformationalleadershipforum.net
ceo@transformationcoe.net
ceo@transformationenzymes.net
ceo@transformations.net
ceo@transformationsociety.net
ceo@transformationtips.net
ceo@transformativecouplestherapy.net
ceo@transformativeinvesting.net
ceo@transformcomm.net
ceo@transformdesign.net
ceo@transformedicine.net
ceo@transformedwoman.net
ceo@transformercartoon.net
ceo@transformercoolingfan.net
ceo@transformerscartoon.net
ceo@transformersinc.net
ceo@transformersthegame.net
ceo@transformforgood.net
ceo@transformice.net
ceo@transforming-technologies.net
ceo@transformingage.net
ceo@transformingagefoundation.net
ceo@transformingcareathebedside.net
ceo@transformingcareatthebedside.net
ceo@transformingkellogg.net
ceo@transformingskincare.net
ceo@transformingtechhied.net
ceo@transformingthevote.net
ceo@transformingtobacco.net
ceo@transformingworldwide.net
ceo@transformj.net
ceo@transformmagazine.net
ceo@transformmedicine.net
ceo@transformouse.net
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ceo@transformpress.net
ceo@transformthefuture.net
ceo@transformtobacco.net
ceo@transformventures.net
ceo@transformyourbusiness.net
ceo@transforstar.net
ceo@transfused.net
ceo@transfusionmedicineassociates.net
ceo@transgate-eu.net
ceo@transgendercounseling.net
ceo@transgenderhealth.net
ceo@transgendertraining.net
ceo@transglobalalliance.net
ceo@transglobalenergy.net
ceo@transgloballogistic.net
ceo@transhudsongateway.net
ceo@transilwrap.net
ceo@transinfocom.net
ceo@transinteractive.net
ceo@transinvest.net
ceo@transit-web-job.net
ceo@transitadvertisingcompany.net
ceo@transitant.net
ceo@transitattorneys.net
ceo@transitcast.net
ceo@transitcastings.net
ceo@transitemployeesfcu.net
ceo@transitemployeesfederalcreditu.net
ceo@transitemployeesfederalcreditunion.net
ceo@transitemployeesfederalcu.net
ceo@transitentertainment.net
ceo@transitgeneral.net
ceo@transitid.net
ceo@transition10.net
ceo@transitionalfossils.net
ceo@transitioncapitalgroup.net
ceo@transitionplanning.net
ceo@transitionrealty.net
ceo@transitions2016.net
ceo@transitionsandtransformations.net
ceo@transitionslandscape.net
ceo@transitionsofcare.net
ceo@transitionsolution.net
ceo@transitionspecialists.net
info@emailcompanies.net
sbunsen@chiefexecutive.net
events@chiefexecutive.net
cchalk@chiefexecutive.net
aphillips@chiefexecutive.net
jtassa@chiefexecutive.net
pwc123@fakeemail.net
editorial@chiefexecutive.net
wcooper@chiefexecutive.net
mcooper@chiefexecutive.net
jpdonlon@chiefexecutive.net
dbigman@chiefexecutive.net
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jpellet@chiefexecutive.net
pgorman@chiefexecutive.net
lrussowhylly@chiefexecutive.net
pwren@chiefexecutive.net
lcooper@chiefexecutive.net
lirving@chiefexecutive.net
mrichards@chiefexecutive.net
gkallay@chiefexecutive.net
sbudd@chiefexecutive.net
agabriele@chiefexecutive.net
hdewing@chiefexecutive.net
mhaniph@chiefexecutive.net
shallem@chiefexecutive.net
jodowd@chiefexecutive.net
welcome@blauw.com
niekeijsbouts@gmail.com
bgezelle@gmail.com
jbartelds@gmail.com
victoriaemmanuelloan@gmail.com
info@persgroep.nl
enterprise@duedil.com
support@duedil.com
press@duedil.com
poltxt@gmail.com
ContactUsForm@markets.com
info@algotechs.com
seccorp@al-hassan.com
aldhamangroups@gimal.com
customercare.ahe@al-hassan.com
soharindustrialsupplies@gmail.com
ntcoman@gmail.com
sales@fosenergy.com
mycareer@fosenergy.com
fatima@ict.edu.om
admin@ict.edu.om
eddie@ict.edu.om
shiekhtm@ict.edu.om
lyntinio@ict.edu.om
huda@ict.edu.om
webmaster@ict.edu.om
info@sfzco.com
shaukat.insurance@gmail.com
saidmohd007@gmail.com
mmrashu@gmail.com
sohar26840155@gmail.com
Aljabritrading@gmail.com
shahulhameedktdy@gmail.com
alqandeel.insurance@gmail.com
amani.alfaisal@gmail.com
almoiniinsurance@gmail.com
younisvision@gmail.com
albatinahinsurance@gmail.com
jamal.oqic@gmail.com
g.c.c.agent1400@gmail.com
mazayamuscatlive@gmail.com
adil1078@gmail.com
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rashidsalim789@gmail.com
ibnalshirawitrdg@gmail.com
bestwishesagency@gmail.com
fasterztradintl@gmail.com
mathalatalbathana@gmail.com
suncapitalinsurance@gmail.com
hanady.noortakaful@gmail.com
aqeqalwadi@gmail.com
ahmedalshirawi4141@gmail.com
moideen@galaxyoman.com
ahiginsurance@gmail.com
surcorner@gmail.com
altaieinsurance@gmail.com
lamasatmuscat@gmail.com
appleinsuranceoman@gmail.com
sadiq864@gmail.com
aseelinsurance@gmail.com
ahmedsur470@gmail.com
info@YH-Oman.com
amjaadq@gmail.com
shebihabib@gmail.com
stronglinkalmudhaibi@gmail.com
umlora81@gmail.com
ashareekalmumaiaz@gmail.com
wadimuharram@gmail.com
h.alshidi1983@gmail.com
tech.mct2013@gmail.com
azzan212@gmail.com
mazayains@gmail.com
musab.mnr@gmail.com
shahadsoharinsurance@gmail.com
eastsmile1234@gmail.com
mutassim@modbrent.com
rajan.k.cherian08@gmail.com
arkhisutinsurance@gmail.com
alameensis83@gmail.com
alraeiinsurance@gmail.com
mup.insurance@gmail.com
mcaseboman@gmail.com
bader69646@gmail.com
mnr.trd.co@gmail.com
aswarsinaw99@gmail.com
nizwawindow.izki@gmail.com
n.k.albatinah@gmail.com
careers@al-saleh.com
support@advfn.com
transakcyjna@Markets.com
iexone@iex.nl
info@iex.nl
klantenservice@iex.nl
Traffic@al-hassan.com
customercare.ahsg@al-hassan.com
trading@al-hassan.com
info@ofsc.co
muscatdaily@apexmedia.co.om
benoy@apexmedia.co.om
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info@atcoman.co
support@lynkos.com
legal@lynkos.com
feedback@bayt.com
careerservices@bayt.com
salaries@bayt.com
sales@bayt.com
omanmadeguide@gmail.com
seadreammd@gmail.com
gm@oryxmetal.com
systemadmin@oryxmetal.com
info@hyspecengineering.co.uk
info@koller-celle.de
costofliving@gulftalent.com
jumet.oman@gmail.com
cceoman@gmail.com
stajduhar04@gmail.com
cittrijeka@gmail.com
suir.rijeka@gmail.com
marcelo.maric@public.carnet.hr
drustvo.inovatora.osijek@gmail.com
savez@istarskiinovatori.hr
ipc@optinet.hr
udruga.zain@gmail.com
marko.bubas8@gmail.com
jkozar@optinet.hr
drazen.beleta@gmail.com
ruzicka.andrea@gmail.com
kreso.suntesic@croatiaairlines.hr
kreso.plantic@crosco.hr
kreso.blazekovic@ina.hr
kreso.kadija@irb.hr
kreso.puharic@ef.uni-lj.si
edin.kreso@gmail.com
kreso.duric@optinet.hr
info@skymem.com
info@heplast-pipe.hr
midi@midi.hr
ines@konture.eu
damir.petricevic001@gmail.com
ivan.tosic@toska.hr
marko.simonek@zrinskiag.hr
zcrodik@gmail.com
predrag.dukic@optinet.hr
ivan.bulaja07@gmail.com
vesna.raspolic@gmail.com
slavica.bublic@gmail.com
zinka.pazin@gmail.com
daniela.milicevic2@gmail.com
verica.spehar-vrataric@skole.hr
sonja.prelovsek-peros@skole.hr
nada.arsoska@skole.hr
bozica.vujaklija@gmail.com
ivankakljucec@gmail.com
gasparecandrea@gmail.com
ljiljanabehaim@gmail.com
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josip.manduric@skole.hr
mario.koritnik@skole.hr
ivanamaradin@gmail.com
ana.v.mikic@gmail.com
jadranka.dakovic@skole.hr
kresimir.tuk@skole.hr
radovan.knezevic2@gmail.com
mirjana.matenda@gmail.com
gogagali@gmail.com
vjetar1963@gmail.com
vesnamarka@gmail.com
josip.levatic@skole.hr
Vbilic12@gmail.com
ivanuzun80@gmail.com
bruna.dadic@gmail.com
ivana.cupo@gmail.com
jelena.madunic@gmail.com
knjiznica.spinut@gmail.com
ljubinka.jelaska@gmail.com
tanja.josipovic1@gmail.com
martinasabatic@gmail.com
topsyx@gmail.com
jasminasandali8@gmail.com
karin.milotic@gmail.com
lahorka.hb@gmail.com
desa.roguljic@gmail.com
sandra.supe@gmail.com
dubravka.seselj@skole.hr
vesna.cavka@gmail.com
edita.jovanovic@skole.hr
sonja.vrsic@gmail.com
malucija@gmail.com
ivacakarun@gmail.com
ante.cular1@skole.hr
cavlek@optinet.hr
ivonabiocicmandic@gmail.com
ljgoricki@gmail.com
zdenka.brebric@gmail.com
snjezana.kos@skole.hr
marica.jurcic@skole.hr
mbavcevi75@gmail.com
biserkacurcija@gmail.com
dijana.vujcic@gmail.com
gordana.pintar@gmail.com
karmen.holenda@gmail.com
karmen.jardas@gmail.com
miroslavkanisek@gmail.com
stefica.skrlec@gmail.com
krtalic.kristina@gmail.com
info@v-nix.nl
info@top1toysdokkum.nl
info@modelbouwkoopjes.nl
info@speedlane.nl
info@modelbouwdordrecht.nl
ilona@quartel.nl
modelbouwoverloon@gmail.com
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info@rcspeedshop.nl
info@artsandcrafts.nl
info@civo.nl
info@dekwast.nl
jonny.lieberman@motortrend.com
info@chwine.com
bizday@nytimes.com
accessibility@nytimes.com
mllegeorgesand@gmail.com
pr@issuu.com
contact@issuu.com
partnerships@issuu.com
copyright@issuu.com
feedback@issuu.com
digitalsuccess@issuu.com
erik.holmqvist@icm.uu.se
gerhart.wagner@icm.uu.se
reprints@biomedcentral.com
jtort@fmed.edu.uy
bmcevolbiol@biomedcentral.com
info@biomedcentral.com
kenishii@biken.osaka-u.ac.jp
rguerra@iceb.ufop.br
permissions@nature.com
humanneuroscience.editorial.office@frontiersin.org
support@frontiersin.org
waivers@frontiersin.org
info@epicos.com
query@reportbuyer.com
sales@prezi.com
copyright@prezi.com
tais.kraljevic@gmail.com
marko.kraljevic@gmail.com
niki.kraljevic@gmail.com
andrea.kraljevic@gmail.com
kraljevic@gmail.com
alic.chowdhury@gmail.com
indira.alic@gmail.com
alic.epekg.a@gmail.com
alic.e.pekga@gmail.com
alic.ep.ekga@gmail.com
denis.alic@gmail.com
emira.alic.2011@gmail.com
cristianb.alic@gmail.com
ivana.bikic@hakom.hr
bikic.marija@gmail.com
jasna.bikic@gmail.com
laura.antonovic@gmail.com
b.antonovic.alex@gmail.com
matija.antonovic@gmail.com
z.antonovic@seznam.cz
david.antonovic@roschier.com
radana.antonovic@gmail.com
romto@croatiaairlines.hr
skpto@croatiaairlines.hr
vieto@croatiaairlines.hr
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obzor@croatiaairlines.hr
sjjto@croatiaairlines.hr
sputo@croatiaairlines.hr
cargo@croatiaairlines.hr
dbvto@croatiaairlines.hr
parto@croatiaairlines.hr
dbvap@croatiaairlines.hr
fraap@croatiaairlines.hr
zrhto@croatiaairlines.hr
mucap@croatiaairlines.hr
puyto@croatiaairlines.hr
spuap@croatiaairlines.hr
anamarija.jurinjak@croatiaairlines.hr
ana-marija.jurkovic@croatiaairlines.hr
berislav.krstanac@croatiaairlines.hr
bozidar.haljinko@croatiaairlines.hr
branimir.vukovic@croatiaairlines.hr
branka.sremac@croatiaairlines.hr
brunimir.vukovic@croatiaairlines.hr
darko.virovac@croatiaairlines.hr
davor.bujan@croatiaairlines.hr
denis.saric@croatiaairlines.hr
dinka.markusic@croatiaairlines.hr
eleonora.jurela@croatiaairlines.hr
filip.bundalo@croatiaairlines.hr
goran.bjelica@croatiaairlines.hr
goran.vukoja@croatiaairlines.hr
marketing@crosco.hr
mate.simovic@crosco.hr
office.egypt@crosco.hr
zlatko.krupic@crosco.hr
vlado.lescan@crosco.hr
drazen.grgic@crosco.hr
boris.huljev@crosco.hr
maja.zovko@crosco.hr
ivan.borso@crosco.hr
huljev@crosco.hr
thalle@crosco.hr
svaljek@crosco.hr
dcvek@crosco.hr
cljubicic@crosco.hr
boris.hadziskerlev@crosco.hr
zeljko.juric@crosco.hr
predrag.cindric@crosco.hr
igor.vrban@crosco.hr
davor.kolenko@crosco.hr
danko.seletkovic@crosco.hr
career@crosco.hr
dino.knezevic@crosco.hr
sanja.bencak@crosco.hr
blanka.vucak@crosco.hr
bojana.jelincic@crosco.hr
boris.vodenik@crosco.hr
branimir.kesic@crosco.hr
christian.ljubicic@crosco.hr
dario.kompar@crosco.hr
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darko.horvat@crosco.hr
cleo@irb.hr
grzeta@irb.hr
jpopovic@irb.hr
blazina@irb.hr
sanja.tomic@irb.hr
mogus@irb.hr
mihaljev@irb.hr
jadranka.stojanovski@irb.hr
glasovac@irb.hr
fulgosi@irb.hr
tcatela@irb.hr
tcacev@irb.hr
kapitan@irb.hr
amikecin@irb.hr
marijeta.kralj@irb.hr
director@irb.hr
ikopriva@irb.hr
saveta@irb.hr
jpavelic@irb.hr
afrobe@irb.hr
brozovic@irb.hr
kleiner@irb.hr
dmajhen@irb.hr
andrea@irb.hr
fran.supek@irb.hr
osmak@irb.hr
maja.osmak@irb.hr
bzinic@irb.hr
nbasaric@irb.hr
stojkov@irb.hr
miroslav.galic@ephzhb.ba
marinka.galic@gmail.com
gordan.galic@ephzhb.ba
asantostaichi@gmail.com
consulta.natur@gmail.com
mariantonietasilva@gmail.com
cmnazeitao@gmail.com
manuel.p.gomes@gmail.com
ortopdias@gmail.com
indianesa@gmail.com
ivonemarinapereira@gmail.com
portalrosa.terapias@gmail.com
estreladelotus@gmail.com
consultas.terapias@gmail.com
centro.vivamus@gmail.com
bruno.psico@gmail.com
piramivida@gmail.com
monteirofil@gmail.com
mestreviktor@gmail.com
anaguerreiro.ag@gmail.com
anabelavictoria@gmail.com
kuan.holistica@gmail.com
ameliapascoa@gmail.com
apaleotes@gmail.com
luanafoster@gmail.com
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tojoao@gmail.com
conceicao.mateus@gmail.com
a.p.rosa@gmail.com
mariadefatimah57@gmail.com
carla.monica.pedro@gmail.com
escolaportuguesadefengshui@gmail.com
cia.soon@gmail.com
sinisa.blazekovic@gmail.com
katarina.blazekovic@gmail.com
kadija.mcanuff@gmail.com
kadija.baffoeharding@noaa.gov
tadeja.zabkar@ef.uni-lj.si
dusan.mramor@ef.uni-lj.si
urska.vrscaj.vovk@ef.uni-lj.si
mateja.veselica@ef.uni-lj.si
alma.elezovic@ef.uni-lj.si
info@ef.uni-lj.si
balkan.express@ef.uni-lj.si
mitja.cok@ef.uni-lj.si
maja.makovec@ef.uni-lj.si
peter.trkman@ef.uni-lj.si
damir.cibic@ef.uni-lj.si
int.office@ef.uni-lj.si
matej.lahovnik@ef.uni-lj.si
maja.urh@ef.uni-lj.si
irena.ograjensek@ef.uni-lj.si
marko.kosak@ef.uni-lj.si
rcef@ef.uni-lj.si
jana.znidarsic@ef.uni-lj.si
andrej.susjan@ef.uni-lj.si
rok.stritar@ef.uni-lj.si
matej.marinc@ef.uni-lj.si
nevenka.hrovatin@ef.uni-lj.si
janez.malacic@ef.uni-lj.si
joze.sambt@ef.uni-lj.si
mojca.maher.pirc@ef.uni-lj.si
vesna.zabkar@ef.uni-lj.si
barbara.culiberg@ef.uni-lj.si
slavko.merkas@optinet.hr
kata.viduka@optinet.hr
pajo.paksu@optinet.hr
marija.mraz@optinet.hr
ksenija.brlobasic@optinet.hr
apex1@optinet.hr
ivan.cokrlic@optinet.hr
dvrozic@optinet.hr
podacer@optinet.hr
zeljko.duk@optinet.hr
ture@optinet.hr
martin.grad@optinet.hr
maritime.training.centre@optinet.hr
oziris@optinet.hr
bojan.virag@optinet.hr
guerino.zovic@optinet.hr
zeljko.mihalic@optinet.hr
ivo.rizvan@optinet.hr
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danijel.biluskovic@optinet.hr
minipak@optinet.hr
svetozar_duric@beaerospace.com
ljubomir.duric@sita.aero
amra.duric@gmail.com
duric.dubai@gmail.com
sladana.duric@crosco.hr
duric.ines@gmail.com
edin.delic@fulbrightmail.org
edin.mesanovic@telemach.net
gordana.gojkovic@gmail.com
goran.gojkovic@gmail.com
dragan.gojkovic@gmail.com
ivana.gojkovic@logo.rs
info@vemark.com
admin@vemark.com
dmellette@vemark.com
sgrevemeyer@vemark.com
dwynne@vemark.com
rmellette@vemark.com
kreso@melcomp.hr
kreso@mit-software.hr
kreso@elmag.hr
kreso@inbox.ru
marijan.mamic@gmail.com
josip.sicaja1@gmail.com
josip.samardzic@gmail.com
jos.kovac@seznam.cz
von.kovac@gmail.com
b.kovac@flash-global.net
vesna.kovac@hzz.hr
abel.marko@gmail.com
marko.komac@geo-zs.si
marko.farley@gmail.com
santos.marko@gmail.com
kurt.busch@harlandfs.com
juergen.busch@welti-furrer.ch
simon.busch@elka-international.com
siegfried.busch@elka-international.com
robert.e.busch@gmail.com
peter.busch@facewaretech.com
irene.weitz-busch@schweizerfamilie.ch
marko.fabic@gmail.com
brittmarie.fabic@gmail.com
ljekarna.sibenik@gmail.com
miodrag.sobic@gmail.com
miodrag.milovanovic@jcerni.co.rs
miodrag.manich@gmail.com
lukman_at@chem.its.ac.id
nik_lukman@sapuraindustrial.com.my
pinky.lukman@datascrip.co.id
rubby.lukman@bdpindonesia.com
ivan.danev@rotary-bourgas.org
ivan.polesnik@telemach.net
bojan.kos@telemach.net
bojan.niceno@psi.ch
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bojan.pirs@okp.si
melisa.ceric@biosistemi.hr
irena.ceric@gmail.com
ceric.andrade@gmail.com
leius.ceric@free.fr
inscription.colloque.ceric@gmail.com
lejla.ceric@starigrad.ba
mirza.ceric@b2match.com
dubravko.vlasic7@gmail.com
dubravko.petrovic@ina.hr
dubravko.tkalcic@janaf.hr
dakic.dubravko@gmail.com
davorin.voncina@tab.si
davorin.armanda@crosco.hr
davorin.zunko@gmail.com
davorin.sudac@irb.hr
davorin.medakovic@irb.hr
davorin.simunic@gmail.com
davorin.slana@gmail.com
sadar.davorin@gmail.com
davorin@straubimmigration.com
arka.commerce.co@gmail.com
commerce-express@yandex.ru
matt.commerce@gmail.com
commerce.fe1@gmail.com
behso.commerce@gmail.com
dejan.zigon@gmail.com
dejan.dobnik@halder.si
dejan.skenderovic@gmail.com
dejan.matic@zemun.rs
dejan.vujsic@zemun.rs
dejan.romanov@mail.ru
elena.tuksar@gmail.com
mladen.tuksar@gmail.com
franjo.grotenhermen@nova-institut.de
franjo.krcmar@croatiaairlines.hr
franjo.merkac@gmail.com
franjo.juricic.fj@gmail.com
franjo.sente@gmail.com
mtk@mtkhoory.com
mtk@mtk119.com
mtk@hmtmachinetools.com
mtk@noavar.com
mtk@tokre.com
skchiou@ck.tp.edu.tw
hckuo@ck.tp.edu.tw
ckpl@ck.tp.edu.tw
info.croatia@delonghigroup.com
anika.croatia@gmail.com
dentalpantalon.croatia@gmail.com
skn.croatia@gmail.com
croatia-chartering@croatia-chartering.com.com
tomislav.ciceli@gmail.com
tomislav.s@domuscargo.hr
tomislav.basta@srbijagas.com
tomislav.malezija@dbschenker.com
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bukovac.tomislav@gmail.com
mike.nichols.ii@gmail.com
eagle_ii_antivirus_gateway@eagle2.net
ii.cecream@yahoo.com.sg
treca.osnovna.ck@gmail.com
osnovna_skola_sesta@yahoo.co.uk
k-kawazoe@ck.tnc.ne.jp
chimera@ck.tnc.ne.jp
inoue-d@ck.tnc.ne.jp
itari-an@ck.tnc.ne.jp
itokaikan@ck.tnc.ne.jp
jp146@ck.tnc.ne.jp
s-brite@ck.tnc.ne.jp
izu-sougou-k@ck.tnc.ne.jp
fujitoryou@ck.tnc.ne.jp
suzukiyoshi@ck.tnc.ne.jp
h.shiba49@ck.tnc.ne.jp
y-takada@ck.tnc.ne.jp
kano-kenchiku@ck.tnc.ne.jp
motomura@ck.tnc.ne.jp
a-kazuko@ck.tnc.ne.jp
actykk@ck.tnc.ne.jp
wistaria1@ck.tnc.ne.jp
ckrvo@ck.ukrtel.net
katrvo@ck.ukrtel.net
info@ck.ckpfu.org.ua
takada_toshihiro@ck.smbc.co.jp
natalie.blanchard@ollexi.com.au
tahirlodhi@gmail.com
otimofeeva@mperio.ru
service@karger.cn
r.chew@karger.cn
booksforeeurope@gmail.com
sortiment@maudrich.com
custserv@lb.ca
zhaohz@cnpiec.com.cn
info@vikasmedicalbooks.com
licosa@licosa.com
deupress@prodigy.net.mx
v.zhangfan@karger.asia
mizpah@karger.asia
nenad@zmreza.hr
onlineservice@springer.com
customerservice@springer.com
authorhelpdesk@springer.com
webmaster@springer.com
dataprotection@springer.com
website@rankoholic.com
help@moz.com
rolltoheaven@gmail.com
rolly_32@nettaxi.com
rom1367@gmail.com
roma.poorpasha@gmail.com
romainaubry@free.fr
romaine.adams@gsa.gov
roman.fuentes@asu.edu
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roman.paravane@gmail.com
romanas.ivanovas@festo.com
romanben@gmail.com
romano.pj@gmail.com
romara@rjopepc.com
romeo.famularcano@ff.com
romeo.khoshtip@gmail.com
pmusun@gmail.com
pnagasayan@gmail.com
pnaulala@finance.gov.to
pnbulkmail@gmail.com
pndu@infostations.com
pnelson@friend.ly.net
pngocha@gmail.com
pnitka@midamericanprint.com
pnk2935@gmail.com
pnrivera.cpt@leadsomatic.com
pobrien@esu10.org
pocsaie@lab.hu
podamana@mpamcentral.com
podrinjac@gmail.com
poestman@plains.net
poeticsweet@gmail.com
poho110@sohu.com
poisproitwep232@sina.com.cn
pokercat@gmail.com
pokie71@gmail.com
polarexpress2003@gmail.com
polargyrl@gmail.com
polchasa@gmail.com
poletskova@gmail.com
policart@praint.com
swkennedy@gmail.com
swmedina@gmail.com
swnjules@gmail.com
swong39@idt.net
swong@nzn.com.sg
swoodring@sbcglobial.net
swoods@realtor.com
swp7vc@coqui.net
swr@tedata.net.eg
swroberts@usieagles.org
swscanner-owner@swscanner.org
swscanner@swscanner.org
swseow@teambuild.com.sg
swtlacy@ops-netman.net
swtliibch@ops-netman.net
swtluv@ops-netman.net
swtp33@gmail.com
swtpee@gmail.com
swupum@googlemail.com
swyeo@atron.com.sg
swynghed@cebaf.gov
sx@consult-x.com
sxh100@163.com
sxkfv@burgerking.de
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sxpu2004@sina.com
sxqzwjzhangwenju@126.com
sxsw@sxsw.com
sy.sandra@gmail.com
bgoodman@ncsc.dni.us
bgoodson@gmail.com
bgoodwin@gmail.com
bgoodwin@metalsusa.com
bgorden7@gmail.com
bgordon@edgefield.k12.sc.us
bgordon@nasba.org
bgorospe@ictsi.com
bgorton@gmail.com
bgosp@mail.ru
bgould@fiber.net
bgould@gmail.com
bgparab@gmail.com
bgpune@gail.co.in
bgraham@casinternet.net
bgraham@christpres.org
bgraham@jeffpud.org
bgrahn@wave3online.com
bgrajdek@patientcare.com
bgramsey@gmail.com
bgrandaw@inprocorp.com
bgrandberry@gmail.com
bgrant@dysonanddyson.com
bgrater@thedunlopgroup.com
bgrattan@gmail.com
bgraves@talbertmfg.com
bgray2020@gmail.com
bgray24@paradise.net.nz
bgray@deasypenner.com
bgray@mcione.com
bgray@usaid.gov
bgrealestatebroker@gmail.com
bgreen.tile@gmail.com
bgreene8@gmail.com
bgreil@macdiscount.com
bgreyell@ropergreyell.com
bgriffin@cci-msc.com
bgriffin@prudentialgeorgia.com
bgrimes@amports.com
bgrizzle@gmail.com
bgrogan@groganstudios.com
bgroseclose@comsonics.com
bgroteboer@gmail.com
bgrothhal@gmail.com
bgrover56@gmail.com
bgrundmeier@gmail.com
bgs@hbdofcom.gov.cn
bgsabado@transco.ph
bgsbny74@rockfordradio.com
bgsimbu.bgs@gmail.com
bgsticky@gmail.com
bgubert@gmail.com
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bguillermo@pinnacleestate.com
bguitar65@gmail.com
bgunn@datasight.com
bgusa@fdmi.net
bgutherz@gmail.com
bguy4ward@gmail.com
bguy@benrose.org
bgwilcox@gmail.com
bgy1945@gmail.com
bgypsymissy@wmconnecy.com
bgzeal54@gmail.com
bh.conrad@donet.com
bh.hobowars@gmail.com
bh423383@gmail.com
bh559@csufresno.edu
bh@o1.cz
bh_ng@act.crestm.com
bhaas@bobhaasrealtor.com
bhabeck@ihpinc.com
bhackett@mapei.com
bhadani@alkem.com
bhaddox@u-city.k12.mo.us
bhag.dakshinamurthy@gmail.com
bhagabin@trafglaw.com
bhagalram@welspun.com
bhagat@sgpharma.com
bhagavanhk@gmail.com
bhaghani@gmail.com
bhagwantmann@gmail.com
bhagwat.khemnar@rallis.co.in
bhain001@earmyu.com
bhain19@idt.net
bhairav@cbayindia.com
bhakhrisakshar@gmail.com
bhaksatish@gmail.com
bhalchandra.jadhav@gmail.com
bhale@erie.net
bhalerao.radhika@gmail.com
bhall2484@gmail.com
bhall2@entergy.com
bhall69032@gmail.com
bhallaren@gmail.com
bhalsop@gmail.com
bhames24@gmail.com
bhamilto@iuoe324.org
bhammen@cdsgroup.com
bhammond323@gmail.com
bhammons3761@esagelink.com
bhampton@automatedconveyors.com
bhamre@az.com
bhancock@qclaboratories.com
bhandare.vinayak@gmail.com
bhandari.fca@gmail.com
bhandariankit@gmail.com
bhandariswastika@gmail.com
bhandley@dedhamschool.net
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bhandschuh@gmail.com
bhanel@anchorbaypackaging.com
bhanken@intekplastics.com
bhannam@gov.nl.ca
bhanu0879@gmail.com
bhanu5in@gmail.com
bhanu@hyd.hellosoft.com
bhanukenya@gmail.com
bhanukishore.s@gmail.com
bhanukoti@gmail.com
bhanuprasad02@gmail.com
bhanupriyamadana@gmail.com
bhanushaligautam@gmail.com
bharat.101048@gmail.com
bharat.bhatia@motorola.com
bharat.londhe@gmail.com
bharat.mody@akruticity.com
bharat100111@gmail.com
bharat@csufresno.edu
bharat@eindocyber.com
bharat@microsoft.com
bharat@tatamotors.com
bharatacct@gmail.com
bharatbh@gmail.com
bharatesh.ms@gmail.com
bharath1984@gmail.com
bharath@247customer.com
bharath@motorola.com
bharathbme@gmail.com
bharathkashyapm@gmail.com
bharathreddy15021986@gmail.com
bharathsub@gmail.com
bharathy@clear.net.nz
bharatji@gmail.com
bharatjo@gmail.com
bharatsanghavi@peninsula.co.in
bharatsharma83@gmail.com
bharatwaj.iyengar@gmail.com
bharbablu@gmail.com
bhardin@snapper.com
bhardiso@du.edu
bhardwaj59@gmail.com
bhargavabhavna@gmail.com
bhargavi.bt.06@gmail.com
bhargavi14@gmail.com
bhargett@gari.com
bharland@students.plc.wa.edu.au
bharman@communityschool.com
bharold5@gmail.com
bharper@pssinc.com
bharragarra@gmail.com
bharri@gmail.com
bharris@davidson.k12.nc.us
bharris@goggle.com
bharris@panesu.org
bharrison@gmail.com
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bharrison@gormangroup.com
john.conner@students.jsums.edu
john.cooper@carsdirect.com
john.coryell@gmail.com
john.creganiii@gmail.com
john.damtoft@gmail.com
john.deangelis@gmail.com
john.decicco@gmail.com
john.dembecki@dexmedia.com
john.dews@gmail.com
john.dicken@gmail.com
john.diffendal@morries.com
john.dimeglio@franke.com
john.donaldson@hess.com
john.donalson@hess.com
john.dulay@phl.fujixerox.com
john.easton@eastonsweb.com
john.esposito@quebecorworld.com
john.faccone@pss.boeing.com
john.fayos@criticallink.com
john.forsblom@gmail.com
john.frasure@emcmail.maricopa.edu
john.freeborough@gmail.com
john.gabree@gmail.com
john.gabrick@breakwater.net
john.giese@ladwp.com
john.gmpjk@gmail.com
john.goodfellow@gmail.com
john.goulet@gmail.com
john.gregerson0893@gmail.com
john.gulix@gmail.com
john.hale@haledata.com
john.hannan@gmail.com
john.hayward11@gmail.com
john.holtzclaw@sierraclub.org
john.hughes@mclane.com
john.hutchinson@gmail.com
john.iglar@gmail.com
john.insley@gmail.com
john.j.eckenrode@gmail.com
john.jensen.2@gmail.com
john.jetton@waynedqh.com
john.johnferrara.ferrara04@gmail.com
john.johyner.machster@gmail.com
john.k.batzle.1@nd.edu
john.katz@sfmta.com
john.kenfield@gmail.com
john.kenney@gmail.com
john.kritikos@gmail.com
john.l.meyer@gmail.com
john.l.nelson@gmail.com
john.latz@gmail.com
john.law@utoronto.ca
john.leach@icqmail.com
john.lesley@gmail.com
john.levin@johnlevin.com
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john.liepold@gmail.com
john.lim@sanmina-sci.com
john.loh@sanmina-sci.com
john.loh@sanmina.com
john.loman@gmail.com
john.lynoo@gmail.com
john.m.budziszewski@gmail.com
john.m.mruttu@kprl.co.ke
john.m.phan@gmail.com
john.magzilla@gmail.com
john.mancuso@gmail.com
john.manno@summitrealtygrp.com
john.markes@sjhsyr.org
john.mathai@tatatea.co.in
john.mcewan@tag.com
john.mckissack@gmail.com
john.messeter@uksoftware.ltd.uk
john.moffett@gmail.com
john.monette@gmail.com
john.montgomery@drkw.com
john.montgomery@gmail.com
john.moosem@gmail.com
john.morales2@gmail.com
john.morath@petersons.com
john.mullane@gmail.com
john.noble55@gmail.com
john.nur@sbcgloba.net
john.odonoghue4@googlemail.com
john.orfanopoulos@adecco.com
john.p.cogan.1@nd.edu
john.parker@gmail.com
john.passaro@stonybrook.edu
john.pepsi@gmail.com
john.pirtle@ceridian.com
john.pooler@gmail.com
john.prentice@gmail.com
john.qi@epcos.com
john.r.ramos@gmail.com
john.ramsey@msanet.com
john.redpath@gmail.com
john.retia@gmail.com
john.rhein3@gmail.com
john.rhodes@gmail.com
john.roberts@mediaone.net
john.rodriquez@hitmet.com
john.roman@gmail.com
john.russiaky@gmail.com
john.s.french@gmail.com
john.saliba@tdgworld.com
john.sawyers@gmail.com
john.schilling@scala.com
john.shaughnessy@signetbank.com
john.shinners@gmail.com
john.spellacy@gmail.com
john.steindorff@gmail.com
john.stieb@orizonti.com
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john.surles@mediaone.net
john.swisher@pureoil.com
john.t.merritt@gmail.com
john.talbot@lcalink.com
john.tan284@gmail.com
john.thms@gmail.com
john.totty@johnhcarter.com
john.trevino@gmail.com
john.turek@gmail.com
john.vancoller@wits.ac.za
john.venti@redfin.com
john.vongarvisch@clarkconstruction.com
john.walker@mattheyasia.com
john.watkins@gmail.com
john.welge@gmail.com
john.wiencek@gmail.com
john.wisely@gmail.com
john.yezza@gartner.com
john.yohonn@gmail.com
john.youngblood@ci.shreveport.la.us
john.zgaljic@gmail.com
john.ziska8@gmail.com
john012871@gmail.com
john0787@fredonia.edu
john1325@gmail.com
john13atv@gmail.com
john15v5@gmail.com
john1leffler@gmail.com
john2000@yaaho.com
john2004@bga.com
john24@gmail.com
john2crazylegs@gmail.com
john3.5jaf@gmail.com
john316@stepbeyond.com
john3802@gmail.com
john5618431@gmail.com
john5888@freegoa.com
john6720@gmail.com
john67sutton@gmail.com
john@4cire.com
john@aeronav.ca
john@agoldenstitch.com
john@akgen.com
john@amloc.net
john@anewhomeforyou.net
john@aroundthehorn.com
john@ascottravel.com
john@barryburnett.net
john@beanburrito.com
john@beaston.com
john@birchstudios.com
john@blytherealty.com
john@bonnes.com
john@bookcraft.co.uk
john@brehomes.com
john@businesslink.com
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john@cadwell.com
john@carey.com.my
john@castlerock.com
john@century21en.com
john@chapel.com
john@cieply.com
john@ckeyes.com
john@clarey.net
john@cni-usa.com
john@cocula.com
john@commandsoftware.com
john@corporatepr.com
john@crosbydoe.com
john@ctimem.com
john@daily.com
john@davidlawrence.com
john@december.com
john@dftmail.net
john@digaworks.com
john@dohertyrealestategroup.com
john@echonet.com
john@edgeofsleep.com
john@electricpendesign.com
john@eliterlty.com
john@emiratesevents.com
john@event.com
john@force-ten.com
john@fremonttravel.com
john@frisch-cpa.com
john@frod.com
john@georgia-john.com
john@giantsridge.com
john@goggle.com
john@gohomebusiness.com
john@goldenvalleyfarms.com
john@goodspeed.net
john@greble.mailhost.org
john@hatchhomes.com
john@health-vitality.com
john@hotsites.net
john@hugheseng.sol.co.uk
john@hydrovane.com
john@ictinc.com
john@inquo.net
john@issnet.com
john@ivacsp.com
john@jarv.org
john@jblassociates.com
john@jcv.com
john@jjgg.com
john@jlcpa.com
john@johnandsally.net
john@johnchristiani.com
vanessagthomas@gmail.com
vanessainaru@gmail.com
vanessajdelapena@gmail.com
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vanessak2008@gmail.com
vanessakoh28@gmail.com
vanessalovesmike@gmail.com
vanessamichel@gmail.com
vanessamorosco@gmail.com
vanessamtz@gmail.com
vanessaroldan12@gmail.com
vanessasilveira99@gmail.com
vanessavalerioalmeida@gmail.com
vanessavoltolini@gmail.com
vanessayfwang@gmail.com
vanessayu97@gmail.com
vanesska@gmail.com
vanessza120@citromail.hu
vanetsyan@yandex.ru
vanetta.mayers@gmail.com
vaneunet@gmail.com
vanfdav@iit.edu
vanfoxxy@gmail.com
vangelis.moustakas@gmail.com
vangjake@gmail.com
vango80@gmail.com
vangogh@maltanet.net
vangoghround@gmail.com
vangtk@gmail.com
vanhammeruk@gmail.com
vanhelsing45k@gmail.com
vanhendenl@foreign.gov.za
vanhu@seznam.cz
vani.aialeo@gmail.com
vani.gangu@gmail.com
vani.suruvu@gmail.com
vani.thiruvengadam@gmail.com
vani_thiruvengadam@infosys.com
vania.krusteva@gmail.com
vania.vaniafarias@gmail.com
vania.vezenkova@gmail.com
vania_fernandez@ipsd.org
vaniaganeva@gmail.com
vanialadybird@gmail.com
vaniawala@gmail.com
vanibandla@gmail.com
vanice@gmail.com
vaniceron@gmail.com
vanicsek@citromail.hu
vaniecastro@gmail.com
vanila_ice_ice@mail.ru
vanilal21@gmail.com
vanildinho@gmail.com
vanilla.cantu658@gmail.com
vanilla.moonlight@gmail.com
vanilla.sense@gmail.com
vanilla901@gmail.com
vanilla_ice87@mail.ru
vanilla_korissa@mail.ru
vanillacam@gmail.com
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vanillacat1026@gmail.com
vanillafantasies@gmail.com
vanillagirl@free.fr
vanillagodzilla17@gmail.com
vanillasprinkles@gmail.com
vanille@gmail.com
vanillyy@gmail.com
vanilyaster@gmail.com
vanimaluver@gmail.com
vaninakutelas@gmail.com
vaniprathap@gmail.com
vanirajahansen@gmail.com
vanisanthu@gmail.com
vanish1@gmail.com
vanishikawa@gmail.com
vanishingninja@gmail.com
vanishreesingh@gmail.com
vanisque@interia.pl
vanitaeden@gmail.com
vanitalalwani@gmail.com
vanitasaini@gmail.com
vanitate@gmail.com
vanitha.k15@gmail.com
vanithavalli@gmail.com
vanithrama@gmail.com
vanityismurder@gmail.com
vanitysincubus@gmail.com
vanizel@gmail.com
vanizh@mail.ru
vanj0204@gmail.com
vanja.damjanovic@telemach.net
vanja37@gmail.com
vanjaboskovic@gmail.com
vanjaj@spray.se
vanjalima@gmail.com
vanjapet@gmail.com
vanjapf@gmail.com
vanjask@gmail.com
vanjwest@gmail.com
vankat.majki@seznam.cz
vankerckhovenm@gmail.com
vankleerk@gmail.com
vankmaster@gmail.com
vanko76@mail.ru
vankoj@seznam.cz
vankorn2001@gmail.com
vankova8@email.cz
vankrey@gmail.com
vanky07@seznam.cz
vanlaningham.s@gmail.com
vanlent@gmail.com
vanlicht@gmail.com
vanlindt@gmail.com
vanluek2@winthrop.edu
vanmeensel.pieter@gmail.com
vanminde@gmail.com
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vanmoose@gmail.com
vanmous@gmail.com
vanna.singh@gmail.com
vannardini@gmail.com
vannas@gmail.com
vanniarajan@gmail.com
vannorman2@philau.edu
vannorstrand@gmail.com
vannoying@gmail.com
vano-dro@mail.ru
vano3dfx@mail.ru
vano9894@mail.ru
vano9977@mail.ru
vano_ris@mail.ru
vanobigman@inbox.ru
vanokax@gmail.com
vanoorgasmic@gmail.com
vanorton@yandex.ru
vanosskd@muohio.edu
vanotterloo@gmail.com
vanourn@gmail.com
vanoutrive.eddy@gmail.com
vanoverc@gmail.com
vanozdesnet@mail.ru
vanpascual@gmail.com
vanpirenish@gmail.com
vanquishinstyle@gmail.com
vanreet@gmail.com
vanreuar@jmu.edu
vanreuselstellinga@gmail.com
vanrooster@gmail.com
vanryneveldl@tut.ac.za
vans71@gmail.com
vansa43@gmail.com
vansamg@mail.ru
vansan@gmail.com
vanschlieffen@gmail.com
vansciver@gmail.com
vanselm@gmail.com
vansh.gautam@gmail.com
vansharyan1719@gmail.com
vanspeights@gmail.com
vantagecg@patmedia.net
vantager@mail.ru
vantala-@mail.ru
vantanee@gmail.com
vantassellt@gmail.com
vantheman38211@gmail.com
vanthemanravn@gmail.com
vanthielen.stijn@gmail.com
vanthorn@gmail.com
vanthuynh@gmail.com
vantonov@gmail.com
vantonv@gmail.com
vantrang0308@gmail.com
vanwagener@gmail.com
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vanwie@cryptio.net
vanwildr@gmail.com
vanwinkelen@googlemail.com
vanwoerkom.k@gmail.com
vanx00@gmail.com
vanya-raven@ya.ru
vanya6@gmail.com
vanyakvanyak@gmail.com
vanyanadine@gmail.com
vanyatverskih@mail.ru
vanyel@placo.com
vanyiambrus@gmail.com
vanysh.in.dust@gmail.com
vanzutphenlawrd@gmail.com
vaodez@gmail.com
vap-irk@mail.ru
vapaa.elama@gmail.com
vapaubel1@cougars.ccis.edu
vape88@gmail.com
vaperezfa@gmail.com
vapiraino@gmail.com
vapjmp11@gmail.com
vapno78@seznam.cz
vaporizen@gmail.com
vaquero68@gmail.com
vaquerodave@gmail.com
vaquick1@gmail.com
var.seth@gmail.com
var.u.na2000@gmail.com
vara13@gmail.com
vara23@gmail.com
varacolaci@gmail.com
varada.sharma@gmail.com
varadarajan.vivek@gmail.com
varadha.vinod@gmail.com
varadhaganesh@gmail.com
varadharajanc@gmail.com
varadiis@gmail.com
varadjoshi@cooltoad.com
varaev@gmail.com
varaha@javvadi.com
varahn.tet@gmail.com
varamprasad@gmail.com
varan@spray.se
varanophile@gmail.com
varcega@gmail.com
varciniega@gmail.com
vard_82@mail.ru
varda.gottfried@gmail.com
vardhang@gmail.com
vardhangvishnu@gmail.com
vardhanmb@gmail.com
vardi@cs.rice.edu
vardogr@gmail.com
varejki@mail.ru
varela.sarah@gmail.com
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varela99ster@gmail.com
varelaben@gmail.com
varelac@gmail.com
varelajulian@gmail.com
varella.isa@gmail.com
varenikov@gmail.com
vareno@gmail.com
varesz11@citromail.hu
varetax@gmail.com
varevalo@gmail.com
varfer@gmail.com
varga.adam@vipmail.hu
varga.balazs.gy@gmail.com
varga.balint.robert@gmail.com
varga.dani@gmail.com
varga@sgpo.sk
varga@vipmail.hu
vargagreat@gmail.com
vargagyula05@parisat.hu
vargaingrid@vipmail.hu
vargas.jessica3@gmail.com
vargas.samuel@gmail.com
vargasabjan@gmail.com
vargasfacundo@gmail.com
vargasj1979@gmail.com
vargasmontiel@gmail.com
vargazszs@gmail.com
varghese.eallamkunnam@gmail.com
varghese.siju@gmail.com
varghese.tony@gmail.com
varghese10@gmail.com
varghesedani@gmail.com
vargkvinna@gmail.com
vargo.david@gmail.com
vari.lorant@gmail.com
vari.zsolt@gmail.com
varia.makagonova@gmail.com
varia@pdx.edu
varicosewayne@gmail.com
variegate@gmail.com
varigor@tr.ukrtel.net
varija.karampudi@gmail.com
varijotas@gmail.com
varilla444@gmail.com
varillas@gmail.com
varin@keldysh.ru
varinia.radu@gmail.com
various@gmail.com
variousrodentsofunusualsize@gmail.com
varis.rgallart101@gmail.com
varisha.gangadin@gmail.com
varjoaine@gmail.com
varjoao@gmail.com
varjuteater@gmail.com
varkodarko@gmail.com
varlamov68@mail.ru
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varleymichael@gmail.com
varliukas0@gmail.com
varma.minal@gmail.com
varma.vvs@gmail.com
varma26.4.1987@gmail.com
varmer@gmail.com
varnagy.veronika@gmail.com
varnasjohn@gmail.com
varnaxp7@gmail.com
varner.kelly@gmail.com
varnyu82@citromail.hu
varonv@gmail.com
varrano@gmail.com
varresa@gmail.com
varsanyitamas@gmail.com
varsav@gmail.com
varsha.chicago@gmail.com
varsha.royalblood@gmail.com
varsha.welankar@gmail.com
varshaa.shankar@gmail.com
varshakamble20@gmail.com
varshalavender@gmail.com
varshan14@gmail.com
varshasave@gmail.com
varshathatha@gmail.com
varshavenky93@gmail.com
varshini1304@gmail.com
vartapetova@gmail.com
vartiainen.pekka@gmail.com
vartialos@gmail.com
varughese.vinod@gmail.com
varughese@gmail.com
varuhaha@gmail.com
varumpatra@mail.ru
varun.2585@gmail.com
varun.859@gmail.com
varun.8951@gmail.com
vaidya@gmail.com
varun.cool3010@gmail.com
varun.everywhere@gmail.com
varun.gambhir5@gmail.com
varun.garg@gmail.com
varun.iimi@gmail.com
varun.loves.india@gmail.com
varun.malhotra.usa@gmail.com
varun.mentor@gmail.com
varun.sureka@gmail.com
varun.vagish@gmail.com
varun.vibian1@gmail.com
varun.vij@gmail.com
varun007sarin@gmail.com
varun0198@cooltoad.com
varun031089name@gmail.com
varun0911@gmail.com
varun537@gmail.com
varun89yadav@gmail.com
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varuna.jenkins@gmail.com
varuna82lk@gmail.com
varunathapar@gmail.com
varunbbr@gmail.com
varunbhatia123@gmail.com
varuncoldcaliber@gmail.com
varunfreebies@gmail.com
varungt@gmail.com
varunjainmail@gmail.com
varunjethmalani@gmail.com
varunjoshi84@gmail.com
varunk@gmail.com
varunkaushal17@gmail.com
varunkshenoy@gmail.com
varunkum@gmail.com
varunkumaran@gmail.com
varunmanohar@gmail.com
varunmohindra8@gmail.com
varunnathan.23@gmail.com
varunparakkal@gmail.com
varunsagar85@gmail.com
varunsanghavi@gmail.com
varunsharma@gmail.com
varunsifar@gmail.com
varunssaini@gmail.com
varunvaidya@gmail.com
varunvenk@gmail.com
varunvgopal@gmail.com
varunvyasitengg@gmail.com
varunyu8@gmail.com
varvara-x@ya.ru
varvark@yandex.ru
varvocel@gmail.com
vary281090@mail.ru
varzandeh@gmail.com
varzeg@list.ru
varzideh@gmail.com
vas.tem@gmail.com
vas90@mail.ru
vasagritarwow@gmail.com
vasamoah@gmail.com
vasan.86@gmail.com
vasankrithi@gmail.com
vasanth.murugan@gmail.com
vasanth.srivatsan@gmail.com
vasantha.v.raman@gmail.com
vasantham@gmail.com
vasanthi.aharam@gmail.com
vasanthknarayanan@gmail.com
vasanths.81@gmail.com
vasanthslm@gmail.com
vasantiegajadhar@gmail.com
vasantkrishnan@gmail.com
vasarius666@gmail.com
vasasmilan@gmail.com
vasbdc@gmail.com
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vascecto@gmail.com
vasco.mora@gmail.com
vasco.v@gmail.com
vasco.xavier@gmail.com
vasco62@mail.ru
vascoalm@gmail.com
vascodepssn@gmail.com
vascomms@gmail.com
vasconcellosrj@gmail.com
vasconinja@gmail.com
vascovaz@gmail.com
vaseem.dar@gmail.com
vasek-k@mail.ru
vasek.mydlil@gmail.com
vasek134@yandex.ru
vaserqno@gmail.com
vasets@inbox.ru
vasfort@gmail.com
vash882@gmail.com
partnerships@issuu.com
pr@issuu.com
copyright@issuu.com
feedback@issuu.com
contact@issuu.com
digitalsuccess@issuu.com
translations@stratfor.com
oscinfo@rccb.osis.gov
021.hekom@gmail.com
2dbz.music@gmail.com
63406NOVA@GMAIL.COM
79107CELIAH@GMAIL.COM
ADTRESOURCESINC@GMAIL.COM
BILL.E.BUTLER@GMAIL.COM
BWADDLE@CTEQUIP.COM
CARNOLD358@GMAIL.COM
CLARK@ASPHALTEQUIPMENT.US
COLEYOUNGER76@GMAIL.COM
CRAZYHILLBILLY472@GMAIL.COM
DALQAF571@GMAIL.COM
DCARROLL2427@GMAIL.COM
DIAZCARLOS509@GMAIL.COM
DMILLER@EIEQUIPMENT.NET
DRDIESEL@FOLEYENGINES.COM
DRFARM1952@GMAIL.COM
DYELL1950@GMAIL.COM
ELECTRIC8983@GMAIL.COM
EMARTINEZ91860@GMAIL.COM
GECCO1@GMAIL.COM
HAJICONSTRUCTEST@GMAIL.COM
IE@JRMETALCHENNAI.COM
INFO@ALWAFAEQUIPMENT.COM
INFOSINFO70@GMAIL.COM
Igrunee@mail.ru
Info@Thornpower.Co.Ke
JIMF10468@GMAIL.COM
KOMATSUCAT78@GMAIL.COM
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LOGOCONSTRUCTORA@GMAIL.COM
MACHWORX@GMAIL.COM
MANSURGHORI@GMAIL.COM
MDCRUZ08.DC@GMAIL.COM
MEASupport@huawei.com
MICHAELKAYE8@GMAIL.COM
MIKEHORIZON@GMAIL.COM
MOMOASKARI@GMAIL.COM
MSJACK252@GMAIL.COM
MSM8961@GMAIl.COM
NEIL@AMERIGEN.NET
PALAZZOUGUCCIONI@GMAIL.COM
PHUCLONG76@GMAIL.COM
POWERSTRADING@GMAIL.COM
RIZ@MEGAEQUIPMENTS.COM
ROBRENZE@GMAIL.COM
RSSMTCH@GMAIL.COM
Raj@edl.co.ke
SACKSONLOGISTICS@GMAIL.COM
SALE@ALWAFAEQUIPMENT.COM
SHERWANIDUBAI@GMAIL.COM
SSCARZELLA@GMAIL.COM
STAN@SAMSTONEINTL.COM
STEVE@MEGAEQUIPMENTS.COM
STeVe@DICKSON-CA.COM
SYAZE.87@GMAIL.COM
Shahidbooks879@gmail.com
Shen_han@fudan.edu.cn
Supermega.dyfm@gmail.com
Supermega97@gmail.com
THOMKEN.KUPA@GMAIL.COM
TONYMARTIN1962@GMAIL.COM
TPROSS1947@GMAIL.COM
Trimble_Dimensions@Trimble.com
Tutorial@LuLus.com
UAFTABBURKI@GMAIL.COM
VASSILI.SAGA@GMAIL.COM
VPIlOSI3@GMAIl.COM
WERAWLINGS@GMAIL.COM
WWM9050@GMAIL.COM
XKOVACM@GMAIL.COM
YAQINYAS@Y.NET.YE
a.roldan@omnipowerelectric.com
abbonamenti@commercioelettrico.com
abhinesh.gaundan@bondwell.com.fj
adaetiket@gmail.com
adv@netaddiction.it
aeon.mrdja@gmail.com
alatnica.ada@gmail.com
alatnicavertexruma@gmail.com
alexhand@yandex.ru
alfafrigoirig@gmail.com
alkes.megamedika@gmail.com
altas.igor@gmail.com
amacetti@gmail.com
amartinenghi@commercioelettrico.com
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amedica@beotel.net
anitex.socks@gmail.com
anjas.ciloc@gmail.com
app@repubblica.it
aprometada@gmail.com
aquatechsyst@gmail.com
architetto@andreaferraro.it
archivio.storico@intesasanpaolo.com
ardonekretnine@gmail.com
arhitekts021.ns@gmail.com
association@wanlaisheng.com
avondale@lightingworld.co.zw
babysandra.ns@gmail.com
bari@fioresrl.com
belinskaya.vera@gmail.com
beokamen1991@gmail.com
blfarris@EnMast.com
bometaldoo@gmail.com
boneli.beograd@gmail.com
botosltd@gmail.com
brankobaneks@gmail.com
brkicjovica@gmail.com
brvannorden@vassar.edu
bullet-for-you@mail.ru
bundles@bundles.it
caojm@tongji.edu.cn
carabito.edu@gmail.com
carlomagnesi@gmail.com
catania@fioresrl.com
cegoltar@inbox.ru
centardrtasic@gmail.com
cesarsbg@gmail.com
chens@tongji.edu.cn
chindaloinv@gmail.com
clienti@fioresrl.com
coast@dhivehinet.net.mv
codipem@planet.tn
coet@coet.it
cokopak@gmail.com
colic.nina@gmail.com
coloros.doo@gmail.com
commercial@cassisequipements.com
commercial@sodimec.pf
comptoir.sahloul@planet.tn
congo.electricite@yattoo.com
contact@comtradecomputers.com
contact@efus.eu
contact@innosysmm.com
contact@issuu.com
contact@yunetung.pf
coorbeicn@monserrate.org.cn
copyright@issuu.com
cristobal@dabsge.com
crnkovicplast@gmail.com
cse.ftomasso@gmail.com
ctt@cttcomputer.com
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cttcomputer@gmail.com
czexcellence@gmail.com
dadaevaamina.am@gmail.com
dalibor.system@gmail.com
darwin.ns@gmail.com
david@elsoltravel.com
dbrcrime@gmail.com
dcp@hkps.org.hk
de@Repubblica.it
dekorlotus@gmail.com
depe.mgm12ny@gmail.com
dermasztpr@gmail.com
desd@intellisys.co.nz
desk_repubblica.it@repubblica.it
dicosta@dis.uniroma1.it
didarulislam@gmail.com
digitalsuccess@issuu.com
direction@batistock.mg
dndmonter@gmail.com
dobragodinadoo@gmail.com
domacinstvomilojevic@gmail.com
domitape@gmail.com
dpemberton@McCannOnline.com
dragana.bunovic@spectra.rs
drazendjurdjic@gmail.com
drraheem22@gmail.com
drvodim@gmail.com
dsgumoprofil@gmail.com
durvim.dusan@gmail.com
eZRDRTWO@GMAIl.COM
ekonomistelektro@gmail.com
ele0104@gmail.com
electricmega.sales1@gmail.com
elektroizbor@gmail.com
elektroluks.ms@gmail.com
elsalvador@esinsa.com
eltrisi@gmail.com
emersonanalyticscoltd@gmail.com
enertech.sc@gmail.com
entercomple@gmail.com
enterpriseca@huawei.com
equip@wtractor.com
ercfra@gmail.com
eurodom2@gmail.com
eurodomsaloni@gmail.com
eurogardenbecej@gmail.com
euromedik1@gmail.com
euroshop24400@gmail.com
f.k.akademia@gmail.com
fabio.novelli@solvay.com
fankun@bjfu.edu.cn
farmahem@beotel.net
farmcommerc@gmail.com
farmcommercgyuri@gmail.com
farmcommercjanos@gmail.com
farmcommerczoli@gmail.com
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farmcsaba@gmail.com
feedback@issuu.com
fehler@idealo.de
fenikszdravljeas@gmail.com
fernando.avila@sertes.com.mx
fibonadoo@gmail.com
fix3srl@pec.it
flamingosztr@gmail.com
fletout.kg@gmail.com
formaxltd@mail.ru
fortunavendeghaz@gmail.com
francesco.sena@commercioelettrico.com
frigobel2@gmail.com
gaetano.poleti@gmail.com
galeb.internacional@gmail.com
galli500@163.com
gejzer.med@gmail.com
gerry@lightingworld.co.zw
ggg@gggele.it
ghibliplast@gmail.com
giornelli@cesi.it
goldycoclima@gmail.com
goran.cora@gmail.com
groassrbija@gmail.com
gub@viessmann.com
guenther.lugauer@bellequip.at
gulzer@greenpower.com.bd
hainam-panel@hainamswitchboards.com
hank@albancat.com
harald.boehm@bellequip.at
hardy.spoerer@electrotechnam.com
harpet.mv@gmail.com
harpet.subotica@gmail.com
hbetrafindo@gmail.com
hellen.sha@sartorius.com
helmut.haider@bellequip.at
help@megafon.tv
henriquez@rudy.com.sv
heyoufang@tongji.edu.cn
hope.mata10@gmail.com
iecsb@brunet.bn
iemca@igmi.it
iemyangon@gmail.com
ik@postgresql-consulting.com
ilaria.tonelli@meridianaevents.it
impregna.bg@gmail.com
info.strugovi@gmail.com
info@acl.lk
info@admiralhotel.it
info@agrobaza.biz
info@autoalati.rs
info@bellequip.at
info@bpim.be
info@brosmedia.co.rs
info@bsavtomatika.com
info@burgeon.org
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info@caldera.com
info@caleo.rs
info@ceyokaengineering.com
info@cleanheat.co.uk
info@convergent.com.mm
info@cpmilancity.com
info@dunavturist.rs
info@elektrotools.de
info@elektrotresen.de
info@eltec.rs
info@eurosoft-uk.com
info@fioresrl.com
info@goldenpowermate.com
info@hcea.net
info@hotellurentia.com.com
info@kelanicables.com
info@klaus-lehmann.ba
info@laminam.pl
info@madalbal.rs
info@magnumattachments.com
info@maranellovillage.com
info@messar.rs
info@montage.ge
info@naungyoe.com
info@odigledolokomotive.rs
info@pacificprime.com
info@pl-kiosks.com
info@popinnhostel.com
info@ps21.ge
info@riello-ups-belux.be
info@riello-ups.com.au
info@rielloburners.co.jp
info@savema.com
info@sbcl.mu
info@sima.org
info@spanesi.asia
info@thecassettes.com
info@topica.mn
info@tos-ups.si
info@volta.md
info@yubaloni.rs
info@yudin-novikov.ru
ingenieria@csh.com.sv
interspedshop@gmail.com
ipboris@mail.ru
ipuric@gmail.com
itravelplus@gmail.com
jafar@selbn.com
james.ariza@anxor.com
janikomerc@sezampro.rs
jasminacrnjakovic@gmail.com
jcasendino@bindermachinery.com
jelaprom@gmail.com
jens.krone@europe.ups.com
jfpaz@teleworksconsulting.com
juan.mejia@esinsa.com
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juan.rosabal@gruporoel.com
jycha@business.kaist.ac.kr
kaminimilenkovic@gmail.com
kaposta.jeno@gmail.com
kemobrixoil@gmail.com
kiraljene@gmail.com
komelco@nadlanu.com
kovertabg@gmail.com
ksenyava@ya.ru
ktailleman@teeo.fr
ktk@ktkelectric.com
ktkygn@ktkelectric.com
laki.pazova@gmail.com
laserkv@gmail.com
laurent.tron@jaco-sa.com
layth.ahmed@alebtida.com
lazd@viessmann.com
learning@huawei.com
leggierivaleria@gmail.com
leon@gromnet.net
leonardoshirts@gmail.com
lg.mont.ns@gmail.com
litavski.jan@gmail.com
lorena.abrego@rodelag.com
lrodriguez@industronic.com.mx
ltd.lightpoint@gmail.com
luciasancini@gmail.com
lunaleds@gmail.com
m.segda@tieri.bf
m24bpumpa@gmail.com
maditech.jp008@gmail.com
magnetvukovic@gmail.com
mail@idealo.de
mail@studiosantamaria.com
majstormare@gmail.com
malitalentisubotica@gmail.com
mappamondobecej@gmail.com
mario.leitner@bellequip.at
marketing@odigledolokomotive.rs
marketing@temcable.com
markozecevic.tem@gmail.com
markus.schuh@bellequip.at
marmingsloba@gmail.com
martonimre68@gmail.com
matelec@cecagadis.com
matelec@matelecgroup.com
mattiaimba@gmail.com
maurizio.gambini@commercioelettrico.com
maxvit.ns@gmail.com
mazl@tsinghua.edu.cn
mbernard@kuhnequipment.com
medena.sztr@gmail.com
metalomont015@gmail.com
metron@honoris.ro
mfpdoo@gmail.com
mila.rapeny@gmail.com
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milanovicsnn@gmail.com
milbinovisad@gmail.com
milmarkkuhinje@gmail.com
mingzhew@gmail.com
mir.minhaz@gmail.com
mitratzenon@gmail.com
mkamungeremu@tendo.co.zw
mlinarevsan@gmail.com
mmelo@bioen.co.mz
monarh.miroslav@gmail.com
mondline@sezampro.rs
mptropic@gmail.com
mrmgmgmyatthu@gmail.com
mtechd.nilartun@gmail.com
mtechdistribution@gmail.com
multiventns@gmail.com
muzlai.mol@gmail.com
mvorkapic.izs@gmail.com
my.airpay.pb@gmail.com
n_skv@mail.ru
nadlackirasa@gmail.com
naingelectric9@gmail.com
namestaj.milojevic@gmail.com
nancao@gmail.com
napil@selbn.com
navaleria@gmail.com
nba2plast@gmail.com
ndell@agngroup.net
nebojsa.ilkic@gmail.com
nenadarsic74@gmail.com
nhkelectric@gmail.com
nkarbelkar@samansco.com
npostorino@unirc.it
ns.autoluna@gmail.com
nuovahome@repubblica.it
offersdep@alhandasya-electric.com
office@carsystem.co.rs
office@deling.ba
office@interstar.co.rs
office@janikomerc.com.com
office@jankovic-comp.rs
office@mobilsistemi.co.rs
office@mojtransporter.com
office@odigledolokomotive.rs
office@petervari.rs
office@radosavljevic.co.rs
office@rasprodukt.com
office@riello-powersystems.de
office@sakcable.ge
office@starapicerija.com
office@uni.rs
office@vipmobil.net
office@vmc.rs
ogiko2001@gmail.com
omega@omega.mu
operations@issuu.com
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order@qiqi05.com
ossama.hussein@alebtida.com
outlet.leonardoshirts@gmail.com
packardengineeringltd@gmail.com
packpack10@gmail.com
padjenjanja@gmail.com
palbeograd@gmail.com
pandareklame@gmail.com
paolo.simeoni@commercioelettrico.com
partnerprometsu@gmail.com
partnerships@issuu.com
pass@repubblica.it
pavel.kamini@gmail.com
percy.res@gmail.com
perfectstudio2005@gmail.com
petroplast@gmail.com
petrovecad@gmail.com
petsvet024@gmail.com
pguidon@cipac-medical.nc
phe@ifce.org
pizzeria.masters@gmail.com
pks@brunet.bn
pozitivdoo@gmail.com
pr@issuu.com
predragdjsarac@gmail.com
primo@primo-cm.com
princem@solid-wedge.com
print.amd@gmail.com
problemi@repubblica.it
prodaja@interstar.co.rs
profistilns@gmail.com
project@projectweb.it
promostarsu@gmail.com
protectiondogsk9mario@gmail.com
puresteroids@ycphar.com
pyanhlwar.2013@gmail.com
raeltesnc@gmail.com
rafael@power-teck.com
rand@moz.com
redazione@commercioelettrico.com
repubblicatv@repubblica.it
repubblicawww@repubblica.it
restorankosuta@gmail.com
rgutierrez@csufresno.edu
rh@industronic.com.mx
rightstarelectricstore@gmail.com
rjuhoor@corem.re
rkplastdoo@gmail.com
roloas117@gmail.com
roma@fioresrl.com
ros-massiv@yandex.ru
rseretoungou@gmail.com
rubrica.lettere@repubblica.it
rumi.19901984@gmail.com
rws.com@gmail.com
sabrina.digiorgio@generaliasia.com
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safetyline.mv@gmail.com
sales.marketing@silvertigerlighting.com
sales@TSKelectric.com
sales@automore.com
sales@criticalpowersupplies.co.uk
sales@cstechnoelectric.com
sales@electro-serv.lk
sales@industronic.com.mx
sales@temcable.com
salesmetalalati@gmail.com
sanela.hadzic.sik@gmail.com
sarcevicboris@gmail.com
schneider.denco@gmail.com
scott@travefy.com
segreteria_affari_finanza@repubblica.it
selekting@gmail.com
selidbebeogradekspres@gmail.com
service@twnic.net.tw
servizioclienti@repubblica.it
setrema@gbs.cd
shauna.s.ortiz@gmail.com
showroom@inanaenergy.com
sigma.tchad@gmail.com
soe@changilight-myanmar.com
sogame.laspreses@cecagadis.com
sonja.mavrenski@gmail.com
soporte.tecnico@fasor.com.sv
soteme@soteme.com
specijal.elektronik@gmail.com
ssrjela@gmail.com
stampanikita@gmail.com
star.mne@gmail.com
stefano.fiori@repubblica.it
stefanymil@gmail.com
stemixreklame@gmail.com
stolarservisbgd@gmail.com
strvelur@gmail.com
studiobumerang@gmail.com
su@Repubblica.it
subet63@gmail.com
sumikdoo@gmail.com
support@yumpu.com
suq@tongji.edu.cn
susanma2000@sina.com.cn
svetislavt63@gmail.com
swidowsky@ups.com
szalmacsaba1988@gmail.com
taipei@ice.it
tapaigear@gmail.com
tapetarijamaki@gmail.com
technical@solid-wedge.com
technoferum1@gmail.com
technoferum@gmail.com
termingkula@gmail.com
tetmyanmar@gmail.com
thomas.pichler@bellequip.at
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thonierprint@gmail.com
tonermegacentar@gmail.com
tonkolorperlez@gmail.com
totaltrack.es-spa@ups.com
tracnetestere@gmail.com
trend.dragan@gmail.com
trofeonicolodi@gmail.com
trojka024@gmail.com
u044f_n_skv@mail.ru
ufficiovendite@commercioelettrico.com
urbana.ns@gmail.com
usa71@mail.ru
usa@remu.fi
v.borgomeo@repubblica.it
vekohem@gmail.com
ventage@ventagegroup.com
ventas@energiaelectrica.com.mx
ventas@industronic.com.mx
ventas@luxdominicana.com
ventas@multielectrico.com
ventas@nymingenieria.com.do
ventaschh@industronic.com.mx
ventasgdl@industronic.com.mx
ventaslat@industronic.com.com
ventaslat@industronic.com.mx
ventasmer@industronic.com.mx
ventasmx@industronic.com.mx
ventasqro@industronic.com.mx
ventastij@industronic.com.mx
ventastorr@industronic.com.mx
vera.elektrosvet@gmail.com
vicenza@fioresrl.com
victorwong@jo.com.bn
vinarija.antonijevic@gmail.com
vladvitrina@mail.ru
vlanikkraljevo@gmail.com
vocnesadnicegajic@gmail.com
vprevent@gmail.com
wanjawawb@students.uonbi.ac.ke
webshoptechnoferum@gmail.com
wenhaiming@gmail.com
wiking@vozd.net
wireknife4u@gmail.com
xukaiquan@nju.edu.cn
yangshuo@agri.gov.cn
zhenjiu@gmail.com
zhoula@gsm.pku.edu.cn
zizsarl@gmail.com
zlatantejic@gmail.com
zlatnibokal@gmail.com
zlatno.r@gmail.com
zrnicvoj@gmail.com
zunicvalentina@gmail.com
zvesko@tron-inter.net
supertower12@gmail.com
accessibility@nytimes.com
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mysgprop.info@gmail.com
catherine.idealproperty@gmail.com
andrew@luxuryproperty.sg
Qoo10@qoo10.sg
contact@smartbuild.asia
info@interlocksecurity.com.sg
clinton.ngyn@gmail.com
webmaster@newegg.com
promo@e.newegg.com
tonyteo23@gmail.com
sales@aimsg.com
CEDRUS@CEDRUS.HU
sales@dclink.com.ua
support@edasfox.com
webmaster@monsterlabs.co.kr
enquiry@hornington.com
sales@hunglong.vn
sales@intratech.co.in
hartoni.tjua@gmail.com
kisildalur@kisildalur.is
pc@ncix.com
sales@primetechnology-me.com
info@scythe.co.jp
sales@tdsd.co.il
support@fastcorp.co.jp
webmanager@gearsource.com
sales@gearsource.com
news@theindependent.sg
more@straitstimes.com
pazevedo@macaubusiness.com
admin@macaubusiness.com
enquiry@digitalcinema.com.au
clementying.huttons@gmail.com
webmanager@gearsourceeurope.com
inquiries@gearsourceeurope.com
marketing@adi-mps.com
here@cyberpowerpc.com
info@thebkkresidence.com
info@showroom.com.sg
ELITEPROPERTY1388@GMAIL.COM
me@lionelyong.com
info@huttonsgroup.com
angie@thestar.com.my
me@daryllum.com
jeremygan@gmail.com
monikayayang@gmail.com
williamorangepro@gmail.com
owen.greenbay@gmail.com
sari@jualsewaapartemen.com
novy301175@gmail.com
qhdgns@hanmail.net
erikcentgunawan@gmail.com
handi.chandra@gmail.com
aaaintegrate@gmail.com
abtecemail@gmail.com
ekjcheng@acmvtech.com
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aggresso.e@gmail.com
kiansoon@airspecialist.com.sg
awhangseng@airvision.com.sg
airfresh.sales@gmail.com
apecfusion@gmail.com
mail@aricoln.com
general@atc-ind.com.sg
muruganasianeng@gmail.com
nancy.mak@aztech.com
martin.teo@besttechaircon.com
admin.bestar@gmail.com
bsl.building@gmail.com
joycelyn@bxlgroup.com
cktsing@cktthomas.com.sg
lawsuetmui@gmail.com
hcten@ckeh.com.sg
coolfast2007@gmail.com
ctan.coolingpoint@gmail.com
main@draycon.com.sg
azahar@dcfm.com.sg
decon.eng@gmail.com
info@ademcosecurity.com
info@acme-associates.com
xan@beryllus.com.sg
roop@besttech.com.sg
bepl@bondgrp.net
dsphere@datasphere.com.sg
general@apower.com.sg
sales@eunixfire.com
enquiries@fidens.com.sg
kimsan@kimgds.com.sg
cindy@accon.com.sg
bengan@gibauto.com.sg
admin@appengrg.com.sg
benwang@b-mech.com.sg
bintaispore@bintai.com.sg
ccdc_gr@chinaconstruction.com.sg
qingjianinternational@cnqc.com.sg
john.ng@teeintl.com
sudantian@gmail.com
admin@bhcc.com.sg
stella_chin@gtms.com.sg
ws-lam@guthrie-gts.com
nancy@hpconstn.com.sg
yuichul@halla.co.kr
hiaphoe@hiaphoe.com
admin@okh.com.sg
admin@qxyresources.com
mail@seahconst.com.sg
suncity@suncity.com.sg
enquiry@thb.com.sg
tewkimthai@gmail.com
akpl@antarakoh.com.sg
info@abconst.com.sg
enquiries@b19.sg
info@builtforce.com
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chl@chlpl.com.sg
info@chyejoo.com.sg
edcpl1993@gmail.com
yokesan@figtreeprojects.com
mail@genocean.com.sg
qingdaoconstruction@cnqc.com.sg
sctconstruction@gmail.com
sic@sic1986.com
soonloongecpl@gmail.com
stl.con.sg@gmail.com
tangsengineering@gmail.com
allmails@teamsystem.com.sg
info@towner.com.sg
tsf111@tsf.com.sg
vantage@vantage8.com.sg
weewah@tree.com.sg
raveendar@goodlink.sg
eddielim@efepl.com
iwcengpl@gmail.com
jl.4880@gmail.com
hweeli@jireheng.com.sg
jme.engrg@gmail.com
mail.kwconst@gmail.com
hr@ksppl.com.sg
koonsengpteltd@gmail.com
admin@tlsp.com.sg
liantat.stpatrick@gmail.com
mstarsec@gmail.com
mainwell@gmail.com
mstengineer@gmail.com
andygc@newasiame.com
main@pitney.com.sg
promptech.khoa@gmail.com
mailbox@qinda.sg
mailbox@qinly.com
sanyu.bg@gmail.com
contract@sanyu.com.sg
ivan.speedway@gmail.com
starspe@gmail.com
mail@sunstrong-intl.com
henry@sunwake.com.sg
dickson@aerogaz.com
tlsp@tlsp.com.sg
onlyjoreen@gmail.com
ventech@ventech.com.sg
wfengineer@gmail.com
engineering@yewsengheng.com.sg
yongtaiplc@gmail.com
ypp.pteltd@gmail.com
patrick.6sigma@gmail.com
info@3h-ac.com.sg
choi_keng@apower.com.sg
general@21stdecor.com.sg
aaron@jva.com.sg
kumarsing@gmail.com
lynnong89@gmail.com
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a1builder888@gmail.com
aborelpteltd@gmail.com
enquiry@abv.com.sg
amlinks@gmail.com
anha.intl.pl@gmail.com
ansencon@gmail.com
andy@apacpl.com.sg
appliedbnc@gmail.com
info@arkitech.com.sg
info@cityneon.com.sg
soetin@asiametal.com.sg
email@asiastar.com.sg
avercpl@gmail.com
avexis@avexis.com.sg
anna@basicprojects.com.sg
boonleang@gmail.com
peterlai@berjayabuildcon.com
info@beston-ec.com
adm@bianhin.com.sg
bio@biodesign.com.sg
bluestarsingapore@gmail.com
bm.building.civil.engineering@gmail.com
cepl@cepl.com.sg
general@lsk.com.sg
tge@topgear.com.sg
enquiry@atstraffic.com.sg
eme.enterprise@gmail.com
webmaster@neratel.com.sg
tintstation.enquiry@gmail.com
tintsycool@gmail.com
sales@homeclassic.com.sg
sales@magneticscreen.com.sg
colleenwu@consis.com.sg
vp@viplasengrg.com
voltassg@voltas.com
vs@vsmne.com.sg
nys@wintedge.com.sg
unimae882@gmail.com
calvin@vspec.com.sg
specialist@spec-electric.com.sg
speedmaxengineering@gmail.com
simon.sim@steedcs.com
chananthony@stengg.com
loh.sieweng@sunlightgroup.com
soonhockfire@gmail.com
info@soonpoh.com.sg
kelvin_tan@soonyan.com.sg
rensar.engg@gmail.com
william@quantaind.com
propell@propell.com.sg
pentamkt@mypenta.net
fannylee@oakwell.com.sg
koh@mskpacific.com.sg
info@pan.com.sg
sales@macgyver.sg
info@moisiong.com
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info@msrelectrical.com
info@ka.com.sg
ndelectrical.mani9@gmail.com
ck1.npk@gmail.com
office@kilowatts.com.sg
jen@hec.com.sg
sales@federalfire.com
gasengineering@gmail.com
admin@gimtronic.com.sg
mailbox@engtek.com.sg
khs@exceltec.com.sg
falcon.epc@gmail.com
joseph@dkworkz.com
sengcses@gmail.com
ongchyeheng@gmail.com
shirley@comfort.com.sg
cmes@comprehensive.com.sg
info@axisfloin.com
project@b-mech.com.sg
baska@b3engineering.com.sg
bb@bengbeng.com.sg
ivanfonglk@changsing.com.sg
info@apexfiresystems.com
aec@aspeed008.com.sg
derrick5ways@gmail.com
general@aeradiotech.com.sg
agroeservices@gmail.com
yongaircon@gmail.com
khyeo@yspind.com.sg
zensings@gmail.com
zhuengg@gmail.com
henry@wynncorp.com.sg
service@mainland.com.sg
yileng.sg@gmail.com
info@visioncontracts.com.sg
angmps@gmail.com
wcmengrg@gmail.com
weilongengineering@gmail.com
ute@ute.com.sg
unitex.engineering@gmail.com
vcoolengineeringpteltd@gmail.com
gary@sanhoengrg.com.sg
camila@tom.sg
techniques@techniques83.com.sg
things@thingsgroup.com.sg
synchrotech88@gmail.com
yongkk@synergyaircon.com.sg
syntes.sg@gmail.com
info@topdepl.com.sg
tse@tactics.com.sg
daniel@takenaka.com.sg
acmv@southern.com.sg
madeline.ong@steedcs.com
prakasheee1976@gmail.com
sunlitesystems@gmail.com
tanmark@stengg.com
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gavin.low@skf.com
admin@somerville.com.sg
sharkpte@gmail.com
theresa@shinkhai.com
sec-singapore@secsin.com
project@sanyo.sg
scintegrated@scintegrated.com
seeho@seeho.com.sg
agnes@senghak.com.sg
camila@worldtrek.com.sg
republicaircon@gmail.com
bok@richaire.com.sg
psr.engpl@gmail.com
enquiry@puretech.com.sg
winnaung@gmail.com
yee_lim@chcfi.com.sg
admin@qhs.com.sg
quest@quest-tech.com.sg
admin@powerparameters.com.sg
admin@power-link.com.sg
alvin@pristinecool.com
polygoldaircon@gmail.com
mtechasiapteltd@gmail.com
sales@oceanbluemne.com
onggimyong.b.c@gmail.com
pvcengineering@gmail.com
mingwueng@gmail.com
info@munters.com.sg
aloysius.lian@nh.com.sg
nationcool@gmail.com
kelvin.neo@naturalcool.com.sg
esmund.tan@natcool.com
mashonda.cepl@gmail.com
siewmeng@vibropower.com
bh@mci.com.sg
boonhoe@meac.com.sg
seah.kh@megastone.com.sg
info@litewell.com.sg
administrative@lectrixeng.com
lee.tech.engineering@gmail.com
mudu-ler@kowalab.com.sg
lily@lengsvc.com.sg
kaoyi.gc@gmail.com
ericongkl@gmail.com
patrick.tan@aimcorp.com.sg
culmne@cul.com.sg
mh.hoon@delimax.com.sg
sales@eita.com.sg
eurobuilder8@gmail.com
mingyann@eme.sg
admin@flexcity.com.sg
management@first-choice.com.sg
everpowerengg@gmail.com
general@manfield.com.sg
Rachel@oneconsulting-global.com
aspire6@achievegroup.asia
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mail@watelier.com
career@ktcgroup.com.sg
finance@woodwater.com.sg
hr@vansin.com.sg
hr@oesconstruction.com.sg
blessing11@achievegroup.asia
cv@jobster.com.sg
jc@careertrend.com.sg
hr@straitsconstruction.com
admin@crownconstruction.com.sg
caroltia@leekimtah.com
chiang.christine@seamatch.com
sg@seamatchasia.com
mail@ilhaam.com
hridsp@gmail.com
hr-pte@ptcon.com.sg
project@vansin.com.sg
sales@vansin.com.sg
hr@chinarailway11.com.sg
liyana1955@gmail.com
safeisland.sg@gmail.com
recruit@thermal-limitec.com
hr@mottmac.sg
office@axisarch.com.sg
hr@saaarchitects.com.sg
careers@rdca.com.sg
jobrecruit@chinaconstruction.com.sg
hrsales@lamp.com.sg
builder.hr@gmail.com
technicalofc@gmail.com
career@kimsengheng.com.sg
consults@teamdesign.com.sg
whtan@epartner.com.sg
annie@vision-career.com
career@oneconsulting-global.com
hr@unipac.sg
towdesigns@gmail.com
mkpl@mkpl.com.sg
jean_tham@wcs.com.sg
vacancies@chinaconstruction.com.sg
Alvin@tscontr.com
tepconsultants@gmail.com
ivyng@tempserv.com.sg
holeecon@holeegroup.com.sg
officejdn@jandenul.com.sg
hr@nishimatsu.com.sg
info@samwoh.com.sg
sakai@taiseisin.com.sg
hr@wohhup.com
admin@chartworth.sg
mail@englam.com.sg
mainoffice@kimsengheng.com.sg
admin@leychoon.com
aikle@aikleong.com.sg
enquiries@eastmarine.com.sg
hq@guanjoo.com.sg
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yayun3@halla.co.kr
marketing@jel.com.sg
peterlim@poscoenc.com
info@tehcgp.com
info@yengtong.com
johnkeh.avenue@gmail.com
kokpc@gunung.sg
admin@hscpe.com
webmaster@kienta.com
nagamitu.kuwana@okumuragumi.jp
info@singtec.com.sg
swseow@teambuild.com.sg
uspl@unitedspecialists.com
utracon@utracon.com
Frederick@apeco.com.sg
tom@goldenhomekitchen.com
hello@hipflat.com
contact@investvine.com
ssct@war-ensemble.com
admin@gotechark.com
gjmess@gmail.com
shopping.sales@internetbrands.com
mike@avrev.com
info@boomlifts4sale.com
techsupport@rosewill.com
marcorusa@gmail.com
support@oneday.hk
nytnews@nytimes.com
help@nytimes.com
edu@nytimes.com
opt-out@nytimes.com
feedback@nytimes.com
sauls@nytimes.com
letters@nytimes.com
customercare@nytimes.com
books@nytimes.com
nytjobs@nytimes.com
groupsubs@nytimes.com
corporate@nytimes.com
cancel@nytimes.com
copyrights@nytimes.com
xpnation@gmail.com
contactexplore@gmail.com
webeditorsnation@gmail.com
sales@anarkali.com.sg
sales@nexcreations.com.sg
service@thegreenbook.com
collection@Hifishark.com
mobile@businessinsider.com
feedback@businessinsider.com
Outlet@Newegg.com
tammy.tam@scmp.com
brian.rhoads@scmp.com
brett.mckeehan@scmp.com
info@scmp.com
postad@stproperty.sg
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claudette@gearsource.com
marketing@gearsource.com
accounting@gearsource.com
info@gearsource.com
Services@gearsource.com
inquiries@gearsource.com
posted@28Hse.com
general@28hse.com
kumaran@theindependent.sg
Singapore@straitstimes.com
news@straitstimes.com
Americas@straitstimes.com
today@straitstimes.com
Zealand@straitstimes.com
stories@straitstimes.com
Tech@straitstimes.com
mkgsales@sph.com.sg
stshare@sph.com.sg
MALAYSIA@straitstimes.com
1MDB@straitstimes.com
STPinterest@sph.com.sg
nelson.moura@macaunewsagency.com
cecilia.u@macaunewsagency.com
editor.mna@macaunewsagency.com
newsdesk@macaubusinessdaily.com
atish@digitalcinema.com.au
sales@eventbrite.com
press@eventbrite.com
charity@eventbrite.com
orders@eventbrite.com
installments@eventbrite.com
ebhelp@eventbrite.com
nederland@eventbrite.com
nonprofit@eventbrite.nl
myanmarbizconnect2016@gmail.com
msk@ep.ru
verushkinpavel@gmail.com
a.dobrianov@gmail.com
Gifts@Beddinginn.com
sales@gearsourceeurope.com
orders@gearsourceeurope.com
investor@cameoindia.com
bangkok@coconuts.co
vvipdiscount@gmail.com
Johnny@nzxt.com
wesley.ruscher@nzxt.com
cosma.nicolau@nzxt.com
kevin.shih@nzxt.com
help@wordpress.com
quekst@pnl-group.com
dpo@pnl-group.com
jayson.ang@gmail.com
support@huttonsgroup.com
propsafari@gmail.com
rextanym@gmail.com
adelinelimhl@gmail.com
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MARYHUTTONS@GMAIL.COM
dpo@huttonsgroup.com
terencelian@huttonsgroup.com
kenlow.huttons@gmail.com
ryanchoymc@gmail.com
cindyychngsh@gmail.com
fendylee13@gmail.com
davechoymk@gmail.com
brianyee21@gmail.com
terencesoonzm@gmail.com
adriankcwee@gmail.com
HCKENNETHNG@GMAIL.COM
JESSICATANSH@GMAIL.COM
ANGFELICIA78@GMAIL.COM
patrickang.lk@gmail.com
hugo.xpw@gmail.com
DANIELLIMKK@GMAIL.COM
emilytmd@gmail.com
realtytan@gmail.com
rxheng@gmail.com
balaprakash.huttons@gmail.com
ALICIAYSH@GMAIL.COM
desmond.leekw@gmail.com
WAYNETAY888@GMAIL.COM
yychengyingying@gmail.com
marialoh78@gmail.com
ANNIETEO28@GMAIL.COM
oneterence@gmail.com
lynnetyeo@gmail.com
weideng1982@gmail.com
dorrie.tan132@gmail.com
alvin38huttons@gmail.com
tanjennifer09@gmail.com
daniel.limprop@gmail.com
tecaudrey@gmail.com
chuamadeline@gmail.com
allanzenkoh@gmail.com
christinatan.huttons@gmail.com
realtyfrancis@gmail.com
peh.jayden@gmail.com
huttons.caridee@gmail.com
sgpropertyconsultant@gmail.com
phoebehon888@gmail.com
murphy.huttons@gmail.com
bryanongrealestate@gmail.com
eunice3338@gmail.com
JESMONDPROPERTY@GMAIL.COM
karenonghuttons@gmail.com
constancelimmy@gmail.com
kenvun@gmail.com
duqunyeo@gmail.com
jeannie.property@gmail.com
zzhengxin@gmail.com
zavierzhang.biz@gmail.com
alysonsiowpy@gmail.com
wynnhuttons@gmail.com
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wujiale09@gmail.com
propertyofbrendakoh@gmail.com
skythg@gmail.com
reginalimcl@gmail.com
kenny.sgrealtor@gmail.com
judyhuyan@gmail.com
alvintaykongwei@gmail.com
haris.lee168@gmail.com
mokzhentao@gmail.com
tangray1@gmail.com
jennifertan22@gmail.com
valeriecai8585@gmail.com
nigelproperty@gmail.com
hongyekai@gmail.com
megantanhp@gmail.com
huttons.swa@gmail.com
quintino.huttons@gmail.com
KEVINSJF@GMAIL.COM
eugene.trf@gmail.com
jacklbljayjay@gmail.com
pauline.wanyu@gmail.com
waynetsai09@gmail.com
patriciakoh31@gmail.com
ALANJEREMIAH@GMAIL.COM
7oeytan@gmail.com
willi.huttons@gmail.com
jamesjoseb@gmail.com
jamesow.property@gmail.com
anthonynghuttons@gmail.com
TREVORSOON@GMAIL.COM
jaclyntan91@gmail.com
kaydensiowyk@gmail.com
brensoon.huttons@gmail.com
commercial@huttonsgroup.com
retail@huttonsgroup.com
KHOOlynkhoo@sph.com.sg
RASHIWALAkalpana@sph.com.sg
huangjy@sph.com.sg
alvin@huttonsgroup.com
deactivate@cityrealty.com
contact@cityrealty.com
copyright@CityRealty.com
pauline@thestar.com.my
tharmini@thestar.com.my
aisyahs@thestar.com.my
editor@starproperty.my
customerservice@thestar.com.my
jennifer@thechadcarrollgroup.com
alexandrarodriguezrd@gmail.com
jaydyerfit@gmail.com
humberto@sevenrealty.com
info@vip-presale.com
fac-igc@igc.org.uk
abitrigo@infolink.com.br
pafmil@email.com.ph
pgiadmin@plainsgrains.org
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john.taylor@up.ac.za
conf@igc.int
staff@mnshippers.com
info@iaom-mea.com
cclark@namamillers.org
info@ippexpo.org
john@gmail.com
anthonybowlesemail@gmail.com
phhome@mail.ru
pica.ur@gmail.com
voyantazevi05@gmail.com
freeman@steamdb.info
diven.cheong@gmail.com
eugenekoh.aikyang@gmail.com
bk2710@gmail.com
peipei.era@gmail.com
graduates@raschools.org.uk
info@raamerica.org
april.moorhouse@raamerica.org
tiffany.nesbit@raamerica.org
marystuart.baker@raamerica.org
metandry@gmail.com
henryaja777@gmail.com
j.gabrianza.jg@gmail.com
setiono.juwita@gmail.com
Soidewi89@gmail.com
belindalaw.raywhite@gmail.com
maria.m.maily@gmail.com
albertleo86@gmail.com
dewi.ims1411@gmail.com
juliantoalvin88@gmail.com
theambengantenten@gmail.com
tunjung.wicaksono@gmail.com
obasyuni@gmail.com
ch3ry799@gmail.com
Radit.propertybandung@gmail.com
deny.putra29@gmail.com
irwanhm12@gmail.com
wilkyhartady@gmail.com
riahabebi@gmail.com
temy.wijaya@gmail.com
adipurwa1065@gmail.com
hanayazulvikar93@gmail.com
misaelerapeaksatrio@gmail.com
idenk.farida@gmail.com
Imeldaseptama@gmail.com
jon445@gmail.com
handryhan0812@gmail.com
kotabagus@gmail.com
wahyuputra293003@gmail.com
ritanatsir@gmail.com
yogie.sasmitapura@gmail.com
Tjhinfer0276@gmail.com
Rina.propertree@gmail.com
ninda.cityhome@gmail.com
hendradafitrasc@gmail.com
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ftanod07@gmail.com
hws.property@gmail.com
sismeld@gmail.com
Tiaprasetya@gmail.com
Bunga.hadi@gmail.com
lee.min.han1407@gmail.com
Nur.hairin2017@gmail.com
prawoto888@gmail.com
yenbassuracity@gmail.com
Astriinsanoerapeaksatrio@gmail.com
jovan.tophouse@gmail.com
tophousebassura@gmail.com
andrimohamadkodir@gmail.com
musniati.ati20@gmail.com
bembabembi@gmail.com
mrhanzmaxwell@gmail.com
jasonjonathan4@gmail.com
jakartaregatta@gmail.com
tommybw@gmail.com
agnesmarcella7@gmail.com
inproperty23@gmail.com
meity@jualsewaapartemen.com
handri@jualsewaapartemen.com
ediwinarto.lauw@gmail.com
putri.aldenia@gmail.com
julaspisirait@gmail.com
Dedik.firmanzah@gmail.com
t.nurdianto@gmail.com
ortho.atmojo@gmail.com
alexarezz13@gmail.com
faradindasr@gmail.com
putrapadli83@gmail.com
ramadanti.puspita.dewi@gmail.com
fanny23of@gmail.com
wennywachyuni@gmail.com
dhynuradhalia@gmail.com
benigrusnady@gmail.com
liliksusanto@gmail.com
rickyivan38@gmail.com
awantjandra@gmail.com
zhang.agus@gmail.com
maul.the.great@gmail.com
pt.monkeygrip@gmail.com
bazkoro87@gmail.com
kuncoro.widhi@gmail.com
rico89ach@gmail.com
alvin@kr-property.com
Faradillanovy@gmail.com
dea.shanta@gmail.com
tuanggarawan@gmail.com
wijaya.kartika@gmail.com
yulvihendri@gmail.com
marlie.hermawan@gmail.com
yomi.oktavia@gmail.com
stevensuhanny01@gmail.com
dmandagi@gmail.com
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hengkysatria@gmail.com
michael.tanuwidjaja20@gmail.com
irene.alamsutera@gmail.com
zackyrozak020@gmail.com
peter.agenproperty@gmail.com
ruth22377@gmail.com
yuliayovianti@gmail.com
siennysiaul@gmail.com
ralphsuhadi@gmail.com
enanks888@gmail.com
mariana.tanti@gmail.com
verali.pam@gmail.com
linawaty.remax@gmail.com
roosmaniahfatmah@gmail.com
novita.properti@gmail.com
michael.3ric@gmail.com
deviacahyadewi@gmail.com
permata.karya01@gmail.com
ozindoproperty@gmail.com
stanly.ciputra@gmail.com
dpiagustina@gmail.com
chansher2013@gmail.com
Ytedianto@gmail.com
dicky.starr10@gmail.com
wiliam.tirta@gmail.com
kevinmarco110395@gmail.com
henrisontisa@gmail.com
yukoguna8391@gmail.com
cynthia.hartayo@gmail.com
hardipranata@gmail.com
abiwodo@gmail.com
kie.andri@gmail.com
Nurmanh5@gmail.com
admin@skylineproperty.co.id
melyputrydevacto@gmail.com
Correctovero@gmail.com
lili.martini015@gmail.com
Rickayonatan@gmail.com
melinda.ljhpuri@gmail.com
peter.blessed85@gmail.com
megatoproperty@gmail.com
Roy.sky1607@gmail.com
uresidencelippo@gmail.com
indrak323@gmail.com
Frenki.purba@gmail.com
Memett.9494@gmail.com
neni.properti@gmail.com
magimotto@gmail.com
bobbyronald05@gmail.com
christina.nathania16@gmail.com
henrykohe@gmail.com
anugrahpropertindo@gmail.com
Peterhartono1502@gmail.com
linawatytan03@gmail.com
Fauzan.amir29@gmail.com
ambya.raywhitecbd@gmail.com
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biondy.lim@gmail.com
changweny03@gmail.com
linglingkrproperty@gmail.com
propertyeko@gmail.com
deny.promosi@gmail.com
rudy.herfi57@gmail.com
sisie@raywhite.co.id
sylvia9199@gmail.com
alicebloomington@gmail.com
arya.cms83@gmail.com
airlangga.p.p@gmail.com
bynick2810@gmail.com
phillips.fauzi@gmail.com
arif.mjb@gmail.com
jay9ball@gmail.com
mghozali07@gmail.com
n.hayuningsari@gmail.com
rioaliefr@gmail.com
suiwencomfortel@gmail.com
rifat.foresque@gmail.com
yenny.citrapemenang@gmail.com
Aarbaikadewi@gmail.com
boypares74@gmail.com
mutiarapro@gmail.com
luv.monicalim@gmail.com
novikusuma.rwkbm@gmail.com
fksoetanto@gmail.com
karuniamarket@gmail.com
Tan.meiviana80@gmail.com
sonson@kr-property.com
ardha.sugarda@gmail.com
mayalipin@gmail.com
lanyjassin@gmail.com
ipublicist@gmail.com
herzawatiretty@gmail.com
Raditproperty.bandung@gmail.com
rizalsaepulrohman1@gmail.com
cs@indoapartments.com
putraamun@gmail.com
rossi.indrihapsari@gmail.com
firlip@gmail.com
Risnapropertys77@gmail.com
irapurwokinanti@gmail.com
ayucloussy@gmail.com
volturi0501@gmail.com
alfaproperty2903@gmail.com
ekaerapeaksatrio@gmail.com
indahfarrasindo@gmail.com
Rrais123@gmail.com
arni.simarmata@gmail.com
officialgrandkamalalagoon@gmail.com
ayu.amelia88@gmail.com
ditaoktaf@gmail.com
albert.bobet@gmail.com
adaemen18@gmail.com
propertybintaro9029@gmail.com
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salman.baharuddin@gmail.com
hafnisetiadi@gmail.com
febri.astuty@gmail.com
danielerapeaksatrio@gmail.com
mike.propertyinjakarta@gmail.com
anggawijaya1917@gmail.com
aldyindartono@gmail.com
desypardede@gmail.com
amarkodon@gmail.com
yuniamcp@gmail.com
menaraproperti@gmail.com
edward.ptcid@gmail.com
tita.lestari1509@gmail.com
alwiwidianto@gmail.com
gia.herly.hasan@gmail.com
dodhieharyadhie@gmail.com
dodhieharyadhie8@gmail.com
kongoasa@gmail.com
noviantikusuma@raywhiteblokm.com
shofia.diah@gmail.com
hendragunawan19760@gmail.com
een2sky@gmail.com
liechensing@gmail.com
hanida1095@gmail.com
adeproperti2014@gmail.com
halimahtusyadiah791@gmail.com
itey24@gmail.com
in.axsolution@gmail.com
dwijanuarto@gmail.com
dwidjayani@gmail.com
anggunsouvrain@gmail.com
titanita03@gmail.com
hendro.ismanto@gmail.com
Bestallproperty.rent.orsale.yessi@gmail.com
friedam88@gmail.com
perdanabian@gmail.com
risfariz27@gmail.com
bandu.hijrawan@gmail.com
zivaralvaro@gmail.com
djeno19711@gmail.com
jefri.hajrianda@gmail.com
gedeputuyudistira@gmail.com
dindaadindamp@gmail.com
widy.raywhitecbdjkt@gmail.com
elleeproperty@gmail.com
danielodessei@gmail.com
yohanes.back@gmail.com
gunawanalfa09@gmail.com
frengky.setiawan@gmail.com
Bento766hi@gmail.com
martin.bozlee1@gmail.com
ario.tophouse@gmail.com
ardani.risti@gmail.com
fifiyulianti@gmail.com
laudymarcello@gmail.com
nando2525.bintang@gmail.com
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widia.witrasindo@gmail.com
aditia.depe@gmail.com
cassiopia.gb89@gmail.com
16perdana@gmail.com
danisezuary@gmail.com
antoneta.wratu@gmail.com
yayanhb2005@gmail.com
bansouri2010@gmail.com
ibudtz@gmail.com
Jef.rathalos743@gmail.com
tyas.dibyantara@gmail.com
mrharychen78@gmail.com
wandy.tangcity@gmail.com
Billitony@gmail.com
ruddy.erachampion@gmail.com
reny.saraswati@gmail.com
tanodfernando@gmail.com
purnomo.padma@gmail.com
mtadjuddin.noor@gmail.com
herlina.widiartanti@gmail.com
trisantosa@gmail.com
budy.felix@raywhite.co.id
arson.sibarani@gmail.com
indahdewi706@gmail.com
denia.isp@gmail.com
wigra.anggara@gmail.com
Jeasy.store@gmail.com
moi.ichita@gmail.com
budimansiboro@gmail.com
khairunnisa.1921@gmail.com
setiadi.irwans@gmail.com
Nur.aptproperty@gmail.com
maxie.ellia@gmail.com
afh5579@gmail.com
olland80@gmail.com
sashakd8783@gmail.com
carnovus@gmail.com
angraini.reni@gmail.com
LG.BEE77@GMAIL.COM
deacoba@gmail.com
kelynurzaman@gmail.com
ivochumainiah@gmail.com
yayantaryana1985@gmail.com
rakadiatree@gmail.com
ridho.achfada@gmail.com
soldby.cynthiatan@gmail.com
manikyoshua@gmail.com
satrio.fjr@gmail.com
yunitasutantio@gmail.com
bunga.prameswari@gmail.com
miensihombing@gmail.com
xxbrandlongxx@gmail.com
purnama@sakasa.com
ossyber@gmail.com
alexhalim@gmail.com
HelenSiregar97@gmail.com
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snapy4th@gmail.com
ratu.groupinc@gmail.com
guanpin73@gmail.com
helin.saputro@gmail.com
lainlainok@gmail.com
v@valmighty.com
tutijei@gmail.com
Henryproperti@gmail.com
lionh3art@gmail.com
fjt2424@gmail.com
joshuawilly429@gmail.com
a.prasetyo119@gmail.com
detridiputra@gmail.com
marsyaarista@gmail.com
ellysanti0406@gmail.com
f3rrys33@gmail.com
Andre140185@gmail.com
poly4155@gmail.com
pt.eriproperty@gmail.com
stephanie@locateidn.com
suciherlita@gmail.com
johanna@ozindoproperty.com
christian.wiyoto@gmail.com
xlalusukses@gmail.com
etcmail168@gmail.com
GemilangGlobalProperty@gmail.com
vitriequennalka@gmail.com
Victory99pro@gmail.com
Nimas.wulan@gmail.com
joice.merthe@gmail.com
icomodity@gmail.com
aliscita83@gmail.com
susikrist11@gmail.com
jerry.ijoe@gmail.com
Lenhend1406@gmail.com
bonzelaproperty@gmail.com
rphutagaol@gmail.com
bondewi2014@gmail.com
erlinpru2012@gmail.com
megita.oktavia@gmail.com
bonewarta@gmail.com
metaapg@gmail.com
cindowiranata@gmail.com
yomichael87@gmail.com
manggamangga1985@gmail.com
heldytheresia.s@gmail.com
dendywiraharja76@gmail.com
proconproperty@gmail.com
nicho.tan78@gmail.com
jualapartemenkalibata@gmail.com
jualapartemenkalibatacity@gmail.com
Laurenagustina2013@gmail.com
bimoasdani@gmail.com
narifiah@gmail.com
akhwan.maryadi@gmail.com
grandkemala@gmail.com
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utomosan28@gmail.com
m3rryli3@gmail.com
diah.rivai@gmail.com
irfan.aerylovian@gmail.com
alexproperty88@gmail.com
Gldn.pro@gmail.com
loganzhuo@gmail.com
menjualapartemen@yandex.com
esa.pradhana@gmail.com
jualbeliproperty2011@gmail.com
th3property@gmail.com
dpnina.property@gmail.com
ficlair7@gmail.com
kellylinyy2@gmail.com
adrianuspradipta@gmail.com
prabowo24@gmail.com
sprastawa@gmail.com
nandriani296@gmail.com
winaatmajaya.wa4@gmail.com
Halidemus@gmail.com
donny.sulistian@gmail.com
danny.ariyondi@gmail.com
hermawatipoetri@gmail.com
Yudi.district@gmail.com
jeffran.raywhitescbd@gmail.com
meifei.85@gmail.com
leticia.property@gmail.com
mayko.sugianto@gmail.com
ssn189wyndham@gmail.com
charlie@dedicated-it.com
d8property@gmail.com
willysteven8899@gmail.com
riokyphotography@gmail.com
afajar.century21@gmail.com
ivana.megapro@gmail.com
Cahyadimuliagunawan@gmail.com
aditya.budi@gmail.com
hongkowidjaja@gmail.com
rosalia.novianti@gmail.com
chandra.charlie@gmail.com
henryanjaya84@gmail.com
singh.neny@gmail.com
helensand498@gmail.com
morintbn@gmail.com
epicentrum.suites@gmail.com
andy.pram@gmail.com
zano99nuzar@gmail.com
dyogasara@gmail.com
imamtohir2903@gmail.com
stevewirawan@gmail.com
felikaryana@gmail.com
ayaaproperty@gmail.com
benny.tedja2@gmail.com
tedja2@gmail.com
vilely.eka21@gmail.com
dyta.property@gmail.com
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srifebynya@gmail.com
lukman.hasim@gmail.com
ibusamaran@gmail.com
sratnawati6@gmail.com
asni.ruhimat@gmail.com
tonysutomo76@gmail.com
johanaw1969@gmail.com
vallenila.theo@gmail.com
meryhutasoit@gmail.com
yosuadjaya@gmail.com
cherry.francoo@gmail.com
irene.susanto@gmail.com
ifarulian@gmail.com
liubudi@gmail.com
mulyantotarsadireja@gmail.com
pegipoeg@gmail.com
defender7132@gmail.com
chenevergreen1@gmail.com
utami.sri0404@gmail.com
propertyd.one@gmail.com
ivanrey7@gmail.com
daffamoreno21@gmail.com
hari.propertindo@gmail.com
jchutama1705@gmail.com
connieyasha@gmail.com
ntla25henco@gmail.com
febianca.heridani@gmail.com
mira.myrna2@gmail.com
agus.latief@gmail.com
lucan.pierre@gmail.com
ingga20@gmail.com
safaniandita@gmail.com
tony.hermawan@gmail.com
ersty.ibiz@gmail.com
collinsproperty88@gmail.com
fuadhar2a@gmail.com
doenia.eko@gmail.com
lisagoutama2011@gmail.com
jessika.rapi@gmail.com
raraseffe@gmail.com
restog@gmail.com
mariodhani@gmail.com
yanna.christina@gmail.com
iman.kusnadi@gmail.com
handarunirina@gmail.com
thevalley.interiordesign@gmail.com
irsugilie@gmail.com
dily.setiawan@gmail.com
putrawilly99@gmail.com
mfaqih7215@gmail.com
lenni.sunarto@gmail.com
henymarcelia@gmail.com
fauwalk@gmail.com
rezalusiana@gmail.com
eeone08@gmail.com
sjprana@gmail.com
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Rully.zainuddin@gmail.com
dhoni0127@gmail.com
yayiretnosavitri@gmail.com
tiarafebriani0212@gmail.com
merydt@gmail.com
deboralily77@gmail.com
property.m77@gmail.com
leeann77.rw@gmail.com
deasylesdiantari@gmail.com
mulyhamim@gmail.com
tohajujur@gmail.com
rnos02@gmail.com
bramantyo.ppr@gmail.com
Baronprops@gmail.com
sarung.abah@gmail.com
budisarsito25@gmail.com
boykesriadi01@gmail.com
josephmatabarefoot@gmail.com
ryanjauwena@gmail.com
hiresell888@gmail.com
gracia.s388@gmail.com
agi.agenproperti@gmail.com
cesillia@raywhiteblokm.com
limogandul@gmail.com
loly.fauziah@gmail.com
prasetyo119@gmail.com
jatipratama0504@gmail.com
Lopo78@gmail.com
ratih.setyawati101@gmail.com
iwan.darmawan942@gmail.com
aliscita2001@gmail.com
anneproperty99@gmail.com
eko.purnawan2013@gmail.com
Leseveene@gmail.com
drglabrie@gmail.com
Halim.liza@gmail.com
taman.anggrek.realti@gmail.com
jangkrik.property@gmail.com
natasya.eravictoria@gmail.com
sidepropertyagent@gmail.com
christineraywhitecbd@gmail.com
tiwi.property29@gmail.com
melyarna.putri@gmail.com
nellyqueenpro@gmail.com
jessph86@gmail.com
harwindra.nala@gmail.com
victorboris1976@gmail.com
wiella8@gmail.com
dhitoaria@gmail.com
adagaya@gmail.com
nunik8331@gmail.com
willy.nugraha10@gmail.com
jsaprapty@gmail.com
Androidfadil@gmail.com
agder1882@gmail.com
badityas@gmail.com
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susanto.yu@gmail.com
linhusin@gmail.com
Rendyadel90@gmail.com
sherly.erachampion@gmail.com
satrio.cmp@gmail.com
yuliusbastian@gmail.com
lililiemesak@gmail.com
adm.goldenland@gmail.com
krajaba777@gmail.com
ellis.tangcity@gmail.com
soni.tangcity@gmail.com
dewiariyanti.tangcity@gmail.com
ardiansyah.tangcity@gmail.com
lena@jiivaproperty.com
lhenafloreta7@gmail.com
Hkartawidjaja@gmail.com
zenitamirany@gmail.com
arsya981@gmail.com
hari2000jakarta@gmail.com
Rudyf2f@gmail.com
anamarliana166@gmail.com
lea.aalto76@gmail.com
vdholorossa77@gmail.com
maureen@premiereliving.net
christopher@premiereliving.net
rina@premiereliving.net
elfazulham@gmail.com
mettayas12@gmail.com
Thejones.apt@gmail.com
wellproperty77@gmail.com
lilyungu@gmail.com
mona.finti@gmail.com
Syafrildalmi@gmail.com
novriansyah.g@gmail.com
d3wo.internet@gmail.com
rdiankumala@gmail.com
aquila.studios01@gmail.com
accounting@mercindo-autorama.com
ilhamkhalidmail@gmail.com
vella.o@gmail.com
yulifajr@gmail.com
malika.tanzanite@gmail.com
harisdiamondherbal@gmail.com
pejatenparkapartment@gmail.com
gracio.erapeaksatrio@gmail.com
asmaranny.luckyproperties@gmail.com
yunitawong73@gmail.com
rustam22suhadi@gmail.com
emailayutrisna@gmail.com
zulham.mustamin@gmail.com
franceline.ingrid@gmail.com
careers.hoyehsg@gmail.com
groutprotech@gmail.com
shawn@adamphoto.com.sg
cranium.ps@gmail.com
Alvin.tan.zhiwei@gmail.com
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contact@golaysingapore.com
ice8sm@gmail.com
careers@yishion.com.sg
HappyDriverSingapore@gmail.com
Sales@sprmotoring.com
chuanhao.foo@justrecruit.com.sg
HIRING@bgc-group.com
Glenoaks2015@gmail.com
RECRUIT@KYDON.COM.SG
NURSETWINCITYCLINIC@GMAIL.COM
AceEssayService@gmail.com
wellwoodstrading@gmail.com
Thaismartproperty@gmail.com
personalas@pardes.lt
info@pardes.lt
anand.sanjay84@gmail.com
directorguidance@gmail.com
support@prom.ua
support@bigl.ua
query@reportbuyer.com
license@prestashop.com
contact@prestashop.com
content@glassdoor.com
dentalpremium1@gmail.com
support@tawk.to
studiomultiprofessionaleasolo@gmail.com
Distributors@Ultimate-Sock.com
info@sanyleg.com
exports@itamed.com
info@confindustries.it
medical@jdhintl.com
sales@menfis.it
infomocom@mocom.it
vsminfo@villasm.com
info@medonica.com
info@newtom.it
iaexray@iae.it
info@nationalultrasound.com
bkaufmann@arquimed.cl
info@ayriaborna.com
gerrit@mouldmed.co.za
centr@expocentr.ru
gureeva@expocentr.ru
makushkina@expocentr.ru
baldo.pipitone@infomedix.it
riccardo.bonati@infomedix.it
paola@infomedix.it
nadia@infomedix.it
delivery@infodent.com
classified@infomedix.it
condor.medical@gmail.com
bischof@dimetria.de
dcd@directcorporatedesign.co.uk
diszker@diszker.hu
info@osm1816.it
info@ayscanada.com
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content-nl@glassdoor.com
info@msc-uae.net
monic@pdgi.or.id
elizabeth.dimit@gmail.com
tlaczko@dental.hu
t.savai@dental.hu
info@dental.hu
support@owler.com
info@surgitel.com
8853@8853.it
dentalgd@ath.forthnet.gr
sales@dentlight.com
castellini@castellini.com
sternweber@sternweber.com
database@infodent.com
info@erskinedental.com
info@sabilex.com
sale@shenghua-industry.com
dental@kuraray.eu
snava@normon.com
ivivancos@normon.com
export@leaderitalia.it
info@maxsteam.it
info@medixdent.com
info@booool.com
info@jinmedental.com
navadha9@gmail.com
info@qrverona.it
office@tokmet.com
international@suni.com
info@teknedental.com
torvm77@gmail.com
kevin@tribest.cn
shababr@valplast.com
info@wrrayson.com
box@yamahachi-dental.co.jp
info@microbrush.com
infonewstetic@gmail.com
gfdental.it@gmail.com
hypodent@hypodent.sk
sekine@micro-t.jp
swadesh@sagadental.no
info@satoushizai.co.jp
vincenzofiumesrl@vincenzofiume.191.it
info@shenghua-industry.com
baldo.pipitone@infodent.com
paola@infodent.com
riccardo.bonati@infodent.com
nadia@infodent.com
indsec@tn.gov.in
hwaysec@tn.gov.in
finsec@tn.gov.in
indjs@tn.gov.in
gsanthanamias@gmail.com
sguna1406@gmail.com
skk@prom.ua
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pr@prom.ua
hr@prom.ua
nesvitska.t@partner.prom.ua
msystem@partner.prom.ua
ignata86@partner.prom.ua
i.bogdan@partner.prom.ua
3397172+1@partner.prom.ua
m.kramar@partner.prom.ua
3397172@gmail.com
internetprofit.dp@gmail.com
oleg.grodskiy@partner.prom.ua
a.ltv@partner.prom.ua
al.kravchenko@partner.prom.ua
y.zorya@partner.prom.ua
admin@maxeff.biz
gerasimov.a@partner.prom.ua
tiurugorod@partner.prom.ua
v.oleynikov@partner.prom.ua
finist@finist.com.ua
rok@partner.prom.ua
n.pidhid@gmail.com
levchenko@partner.prom.ua
s.kondratenko@partner.tiu.ru
m.sobol@partner.prom.ua
ua1@annika13.com
g.lipovec@partner.prom.ua
bogdanova@partner.prom.ua
s.levchak@partner.prom.ua
shaparenko@partner.prom.ua
register@dontalia.com
info@dental-art.it
dentalx@dentalx.it
info@diamir.it
info@dwssystems.com
informazioni@pamich.it
chimausport@gmail.com
sales@glassdoor.co.uk
sales@glassdoor.com
emea@technavio.com
piccolocart@gmail.com
roberta.franceschini74@gmail.com
elettradaros@gmail.com
gioia.dallagasperina@gmail.com
mariasolecrosato@gmail.com
melissa.finali@gmail.com
mariog.larosa@gmail.com
kanellous@gmail.com
michela.trevisan@gmail.com
clara.chiabotto@gmail.com
biblioteca@comune.grisignano.vi.it
noaleutl@gmail.com
cultura@comune.noale.ve.it
biblioteca@comune.bressanvido.vi.it
cerealialudiveneto@gmail.com
terrafertile@gruppofenderl.org
topinambur@solidarietatv.org
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margherattiva@gmail.com
fattoriasociale@coislha.net
info@anticafarmaciaorlandi.it
info@ausilium.it
d.daville@mlg-consulting.com
info@alchimiaweb.com
EmployerSupport@RegionalHelpWanted.com
sales@StrategyR.com
rsd@strategyr.com
info411@strategyr.com
AskPete@petetheplanner.com
klandrigan@unionleader.com
mwhitfill@ledger.com
press@researchandmarkets.com
russell@internetmarketingcompany.biz
clare@reportlinker.com
info@safegen.com
infowimed1@movigroup.com
vire@vire.it
info@duerasol.de
yukor@yukor.co.jp
longde@longde.com
zebris@zebris.de
haaga@zebris.de
haitai@zhhaitai.com
info@zapp.com
info@vidimsoft.be
info@dirame.com
isaac@silimed.com.br
nancy@silimed.com.br
sdxinghua@163.com
proequip@etb.net.co
polakova@vidia.cz
info@theon.com
spyropoulou@theon.com
nmachlis@micrelmed.com
info@taisiermed.com
khaledalian@spectrum-diagnostics.com
healthcare@truly.com.hk
meditech@meditech.eu
reqiua@meditech.eu
top@topglove.com.my
stanleywong@telepapers.com
info@multifit.co.nz
info@tzora.com
sales@welco.net
ykkim@wooyoungmed.com
info@wittenburgbv.nl
vbmarket@vector-best.ru
husainova@vector-best.ru
trank@uomz.com
yangbum@yangbum.com
peter@speta.org
anthony_payne@jwsprings.com
info.sibir@dometic.se
wiegand@wiegand.ch
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info@wellcaretw.com
export@uzumcu.com.tr
info@turklab.com.tr
michael.waters@wms.co.uk
info@xodusmedical.com
info@vytex.com
sparker@vytex.com
sales@dixtal.com
info@dorner.de
info@dormed.de
jblake@dontechinc.com
zhangni22@126.com
info@wandsworthgroup.com
info@dki.de
info@waeco.de
nuslu@dogsan.com.tr
din-m@mail.ru
info@din.de
info@diasorin.de
medical@delphimedical.com
info@dieckhoff-textil.de
j.heunen@kci-world.com
go@ivam.de
ok@ivam.de
dz@european-hospital.com
kcsby@egc-arcan.com
info@generalproject.com
info@caretium.com
info@telepapers.com
Sales@phoenixdiagnostics.com
info@appliedoptical.in
minhchauvinexad@gmail.com
chaunguyen.vinexad@gmail.com
classified@infodent.com
fwchoong@hovidpharma.com.my
stanley@telepapers.com
yelicon@163.com
customerservice@shethimpex.com
info@idea-medical.com
viocarelife@gmail.com
vichien@deviceinnovation.com
info@kristamedia.com
ulrika@alnimrexpo.com
info.pgpromotion@fr.cmpmedica.com
kheira.benammour@fr.cmpmedica.com
medifest@gmail.com
info@iranfair.com
united.exh@mail.sy
mforcier@jdhintl.com
smaixnerova@bvv.cz
info@finnexpo.fi
miia.hakulinen@finnexpo.fi
minna.nieminen@finnexpo.fi
post@ite-uzbekistan.uz
tihe@ite-uzbekistan.uz
info@amedo-gmbh.com
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info@samed.org.za
zhangming@bj-weal.com
glucoworldindia@gmail.com
vijaysurgical@gmail.com
rinnovatemarketing@gmail.com
hartlg@who.int
hospex@convention.jma.or.jp
sevastyanova@expocentr.ru
tkt1@mediarama.ru
info@samlight.ru
info@uvlrx.com
applemedico@gmail.com
thanes@thanesgroup.com
expo@lmt.kiev.ua
radiol@spr.org.br
infomedix@infomedix.it
alessia.murano@infomedix.it
snsebastiandelaflorida@gmail.com
smax@supermax-brasil.com
database@infomedix.it
medica@uvlrx.com
tech@kcr4u.org
info@ceokos.com
medipharmexpo@vinexad.com.vn
thaituyethuong@vinexad.com.vn
Info@indiamedexpo.in
customer.service@messukeskus.com
OttawaHealthandWellnessExpo@gmail.com
magazine@infomedix.it
sales@matchdeck.com
isma.vp@gmail.com
ratheesh@cemsqatar.com
alomaryhani@gmail.com
qatarmasters@gmail.com
doha@akbargulf.com
frontoffice.electraqatar@gmail.com
info@aryancranes.com
info@mbaqatar.com
info@graceqatar.com
lead@leadconstruction.net
alwatanco.qa@gmail.com
coopqatar@gmail.com
buenographic@gmail.com
dixon@technolab.com.qa
info@qreliance.com
torontopetroleum@gmail.com
info@metcoqatar.com
baliyoorqc@gmail.com
fishnetqatar@gmail.com
asimohammad@qataraviation.com
info.kvibes@gmail.com
business@evosys.co.in
fitout@fitoutwll.com
caterqatar@gmail.com
info@bmcqatar.com
rq@rootsqatar.com
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autolink.qatar@gmail.com
contact@aquamasters.eu
admin.nafalqatar@gmail.com
signetqatar@gmail.com
prismatradingsales@gmail.com
qatarpaquets@gmail.com
tally@inoxqatar.net
emergewll@gmail.com
sameer@alfanetqatar.com
fatima@mbaqatar.com
qatariyaconstructionco@gmail.com
info@alhayagroup.com
info@bkzqatar.com
info@compactqatar.com
wesleyclif25@gmail.com
learnersark@gmail.com
info@micqatar.com
info@utiqatar.com
qatar@stallionglobal.com
ridwanarts@gmail.com
info@chipqatar.com
alhakimwll@gmail.com
info@airlinkqatar.com
trading@itigroupworld.com
silverswangroup@gmail.com
caspianme.org@gmail.com
shopveilart@gmail.com
asimrauf50@gmail.com
meaadsaloon@gmail.com
chicposhlounge@gmail.com
secondhouse.nursery@gmail.com
daffodilsnursery.qa@gmail.com
info@directqatar.com
gul.ftf@qatarliving.com
successsteps1@gmail.com
anfas.hot1@gmail.com
careerql1@gmail.com
hr@secnetonline.com
recruitexpert8@gmail.com
saboohaa1@gmail.com
marketing@qatarliving.com
info@alkhebradriving.com
dohadrivingacademy.sales@gmail.com
reservations.doha@kempinski.com
k108@k108hotel.com
restaurants.marsamalaz@kempinski.com
mountain.knightshc@gmail.com
partystore.qatar@gmail.com
booking@goldenladiesbeauty.com
info@alsialgroup.com
name@yoursite.com
survey@www.survey.walmart.com
expoturkey@medyacity.com.tr
superhero@hmv.me
girishmenon25@gmail.com
yasar.kdm@gmail.com
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feedback@bayt.com
meet@BusyTrade.com
sales@lezon.com
support@indeed.com
Marketing@ims-eg.org
info@markethealth.com
Ebrahim@bahrain.com
salaries@bayt.com
Loss@Well.ca
feelhappy@suddenlyslimmer.net
NeoStrata@Well.ca
Canada@Well.ca
inquiry@gbsaesthetic.com
Clark@Boxing.com
info@signmaxqatar.com
libertytrading@gmail.com
libertytradg@gmail.com
angeladqatar@gmail.com
info.loomi@gmail.com
Swasthiyoga@gmail.com
info@manakeersalon.com
farzana_muhammad@flp.com
Donna@2thecore.net.nz
bbqatarkollection@gmail.com
booking@cleartrip.com
more@debenhams.com
instantly@mrskin.com
blog@mywapblog.com
world@straitstimes.com
info@ansariauditors.com
contact@mazars.qa
info@alhashimiaccounting.com
first.target.co@gmail.com
rooh@suncons.net
buildex22@gmail.com
ALMATERIALSDOHACITY@GMAIL.COM
scorpionqatar55@gmail.com
HOMESTARQATAR@GMAIL.COM
greenpowerqtr@gmail.com
info@dolmen.com.lb
info@mace-qatar.com
info@gemadvertising.com
info@firefly-me.com
advertise@alibinali.com
info@theplanners.com
alsaadgraphics@gmail.com
alankargiftsdoha@gmail.com
seo1@osoolmedia.com
info@fivepointqatar.com
uniquekindergarten2012@gmail.com
youmna@cardiffschooldoha.qa
aamalqatar@gmail.com
wecarenursery2012@gmail.com
futurekidsindoha@gmail.com
happykidsqatar1@gmail.com
bluebellsdoha@gmail.com
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kingswaynursery@gmail.com
sales@rappest.com
7serviceqatar@gmail.com
starpest.qa@gmail.com
mail2chiduku@gmail.com
elhage@sisq.qa
info@asd.edu.qa
enquiry@arenaqatar.com
titusmasterminds07@gmail.com
lancer200170@gmail.com
ranikrishnanpunnadiyil@gmail.com
info@3foldqatar.com
mfecdoha@gmail.com
mmticliffin@gmail.com
muscateducationcenter@gmail.com
info@qac.edu.qa
ug-admission@qatar.cmu.edu
grand25112014@gmail.com
modernelectronicdoha@gmail.com
infoindeedservice@gmail.com
sumonqatar111@gmail.com
ssafras076@gmail.com
weathercondition.co@gmail.com
sales1@unifcome.com
service@cemsqatar.com
qatarfcmanagement@gmail.com
icbrg82@gmail.com
info@comtelqatar.com
edenjose1964@gmail.com
satsathar6@gmail.com
ufokalrayyan@gmail.com
IMAZIMAZ26@GMAIL.COM
sinyansalonqatar@gmail.com
narasalon@gmail.com
golaundryco@gmail.com
worldsilvercontracting@gmail.com
helpnow@qatarmaids.com
tech@laundryman.co
delta.cairo.qa@gmail.com
alihospitalitycleaning@gmail.com
atcpestcontrol@gmail.com
aimsctq@gmail.com
bulhanine.services@gmail.com
menchiservices.hospitality@gmail.com
capitalcleaningwll@gmail.com
hariqhold@gmail.com
fanne0430@gmail.com
pestcontrolreal@gmail.com
bhavin2patel@gmail.com
ppshefeer@gmail.com
florakiteschoolqatar@gmail.com
info@raw-me.com
kaneshandinesh@gmail.com
aziilyes7@gmail.com
greenhealthclinic@gmail.com
info@alrabeeh.qa
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info@teqatar.com
Firozbusiness@Gmail.com
imusman1996@gmail.com
freejob2030@gmail.com
mnlaerotravels@gmail.com
drichard0001@gmail.com
marketing@truthqatar.com
raap100@qatarliving.com
debtrecruit@gmail.com
samiulislam.pc@gmail.com
massagedoha24@gmail.com
moneylender600@gmail.com
IELTS@qac.edu.qa
recruitment@qatarliving.com
jobs@qatarliving.com
office@dailycaffe.qa
papercupqa@gmail.com
absolute.qtr@gmail.com
cvqatar974@gmail.com
sales@azoss.com
zoz.ied+av@googlemail.com
rehman9497@gmail.com
itszamzam@gmail.com
marketing@ahbqatar.com
info@qatarliving.com
Sajidqansari@gmail.com
sellmycar.doha@gmail.com
support@mobilebros.us
help@alacrastore.com
ourdentistglasgow@gmail.com
enquiries@scottishdentistry.com
pf@philipfriel.com
enquiries@peelglendentalcare.co.uk
info@glasgowsmileclinic.com
moodiesburndental@gmail.com
parkheadcrossdentalpractice@gmail.com
info@uniteddentalcare.co.uk
pleanstreetdental@gmail.com
hannigandentalcare@gmail.com
info@g1dental.com
roystondp@gmail.com
citidentalsurgery@gmail.com
info@dentalglasgow.co.uk
info@dentistryonthesquare.co.uk
info@dentistcumbernauld.co.uk
thebikestationstore@gmail.com
info@gallospencetoys.com
goodwoodplazakatunayake@gmail.com
info@onreechhotel.com
ceylonvilla@gmail.com
theeternityinn@gmail.com
sanath1228@gmail.com
kingsgatetransithotel@gmail.com
iglooairport@gmail.com
ishan.udaya@gmail.com
kazzavaairportvilla@gmail.com
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zapatillaslayla@gmail.com
layla.niu@kw.com
edwaynehutton@gmail.com
layla.realtor@gmail.com
laylasantos37@gmail.com
thejudahrealty@gmail.com
laylapollman@gmail.com
layla.alyeldin@gmail.com
laylazargoon@gmail.com
sanantoniobikeshop@gmail.com
social@visitbicycleworld.com
unspokenbikeshop@gmail.com
morgann.lahaie@visitbicycleworld.com
sprocketsbicycleshop@gmail.com
justin@conchobikeshop.com
austinyellowbike@gmail.com
bikebullseye@gmail.com
graham@seventhandpark.com
johnnyfixthatbike@gmail.com
podiumfinish915@gmail.com
clydejamescycles@gmail.com
faithsbikeshop@gmail.com
tom.smallplanetebikes@gmail.com
tailwindbicyclestx@gmail.com
lifebehindbarsbikeshop@gmail.com
hamcycles2@gmail.com
infosatx@velofix.com
nantaporn.lovemilk@gmail.com
dralaylapareta@gmail.com
brian@crossroadbikes.com
transitbikes@gmail.com
redstarbicycles@gmail.com
nataliegoforth@gmail.com
playtrifwtx@gmail.com
sales-frisco@bikemart.com
hunter@velofix.com
info@texascyclewerks.com
buffaloburscustomcycles@gmail.com
bikefarmatx@gmail.com
westendbikeshtx@gmail.com
fivestarbicyclesmc@gmail.com
hillssportshop@gmail.com
cycleworkstx@gmail.com
hunter@bayoucitycycles.com
parksdepartment@arlingtontx.gov
leisureclub@histokeontrenthotel.co.uk
accounts@stokedhottubs.co.nz
jasoncrist10@gmail.com
moderenewbeginnings@gmail.com
reginastokes2016@gmail.com
worthing@hotpodyoga.com
info@propercrisps.co.nz
hola@dogooder.co.nz
info@o2bhealthy.nz
soulaurganic@gmail.com
admin@inhandcommunitycare.com
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info@inhandcommunitycare.com
john.shapter@gmail.com
stephanieprincebeauty@gmail.com
arsc2004@gmail.com
annkilanska@gmail.com
beck@healthforlife.nz
info@nourkrin.co.uk
info@loveandlightshala.com
info@arns.co.uk
sheltonhijama@gmail.com
bluemoonsoultherapies@gmail.com
kejevents15@gmail.com
hrshtagarwal43@gmail.com
Schedules@Footballguys.com
vicek.goel.piet@gmail.com
ravishgupta92@gmail.com
tom.gara@buzzfeed.com
erotic@Literotica.com
online@Sports365.in
info@hydeparkgroup.com
found@e621.net
found@youtube.com
Expansion@gifs.com
info@mannasa.co.za
jobs@mwlc.com
msuinfo@ur.msstate.edu
firstperson@vox.com
Pro@SupplementWarehouse.com
marketing@herbal-boutique.com
Enquiries@wantitall.co.za
Orders@wantitall.co.za
Only@eHam.net
Relief@Well.ca
anmolhindireview@gmail.com
editor@everydayhealthinc.com
beautifulskinforyoutoo@gmail.com
this@patreon.com
callioperos@gmail.com
Server@flamingoland.co.uk
Supplements@Supplements.co.nz
info@mtwholehealth.com
apj@abdulkalam.com
video@YourLust.com
SUPPRESSANT@www.take2daydiet.com
info@thoemmescabinet.com
Frankp@chiro.org
DHSP@ph.lacounty.gov
MRCGRN@eMetabolic.com
preese@sacbee.com
info@powellmetabolics.com
dietcentercincinnati@gmail.com
lois.stack@maine.edu
mayilonesec@gmail.com
here@SupplementCritique.com
free@Musicdumper.com
ROCHESTER-NY@wham1180.com
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rajneesh.ptu@gmail.com
FP@HealthKartPlus.com
Sutra@Well.ca
angie.montemayor@usd480.net
angie.murray@docufileusa.com
angie.nevling@gmail.com
angie.phang@pentamaster.com.my
angie.sigman@gmail.com
angie.strawbridge@gilmerschools.com
angie.tan@liebherr.com
angie.thelen@gmail.com
angie.wilson@gmail.com
angie1183@gmail.com
angie14558@gmail.com
angie191061@googlemail.com
angie21837@gmail.com
angie247@gmail.com
angie@angiecrabtree.com
angie@aztecwasher.com
angie@clarkhatch.com.my
angie@cosmoprof.com.sg
angie@ftcp.ten.fujitsu.com
angie@holidaycity.com
angie@isringhausen.com
angie@itwmeritex.com.my
angie@kohoku.com.my
angie@lkssb.com.my
angie@missouridems.org
angie@terraform.net
angie_frazier666@hotmial.com
angieb716@gmail.com
dgershuny123@gmail.com
dgfotografias@gmail.com
dgharshman@gmail.com
dghenson@sappbrospetro.com
dginger46@gmail.com
dginzl@gmail.com
dgkaylor0@gmail.com
dgladha@gmail.com
dglarae@gmail.com
dgls.michaels@gmail.com
dglshicks434@gmail.com
dglshicks@gmail.com
dglwebstore01@gmail.com
dgoforth@ridgerunners.net
dgold1968@gmail.com
dgonzalez@haywardlumber.com
dgonzo63@gmail.com
dgoodfriend@gmail.com
dgostele@mcfarlandclinic.com
dgotjen@gmail.com
dgouessan@gmail.com
dgoultor70@gmail.com
dgporter821@gmail.com
dgr.rys@gmail.com
dgraham1313@gmail.com
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dgreen.singer@gmail.com
dgriff1485@gmail.com
dgrigoriy@mail.ru
dgrivette@gmail.com
dgryski@uwaterloo.ca
dgstires@gmail.com
dgtimbie@gmail.com
dgtline@gmail.com
dgwgvgjg@ilos.net
dh55734@primenet.com
ganove.junior@radio-freiheit.com
ganove.morphium@prodigy.net.mx
ganove.spectrum@interbusiness.it
ganove.trunkenbold@prodigy.net.mx
ganove.vegas@radio-freiheit.com
ganove.vertex@radio-freiheit.com
ganoveapostel@autonom.biz
ganovedeuteronomium@nsdap.biz
ganoveendlos@interbusiness.it
ganoveglocke@nsdap.biz
ganovegrundbuch@nsdap.biz
ganovemanuskript@radio-freiheit.com
ganovenektar@radio-freiheit.com
ganoverabatt@radio-freiheit.com
gantengidris@gmail.com
gantner.ellen@hunterdonhealthcare.org
gaoun@usj.edu.lb
gaoxin@pd.jaring.my
gap@uswestmail.net
gapagm@gmail.com
gappanna.vinay@gmail.com
gar3th@gmail.com
garadagya@tbzmed.ac.ir
garage-durch@nsdap.biz
garage-extern@radio-freiheit.com
garage-gramm@radio-freiheit.com
garage-kiste@prodigy.net.mx
garage-olivia@radio-freiheit.com
garage.einkauf@prodigy.net.mx
garage.gedanken@nsdap.biz
garage.mode@prodigy.net.mx
garage.wirsing@prodigy.net.mx
garagedatenstruktur@nsdap.biz
garagedreh@radio-freiheit.com
garagefuhrwerk@nsdap.biz
garagegalerie@prodigy.net.mx
garageklar@radio-freiheit.com
garagelinks@prodigy.net.mx
garagemarihuana@radio-freiheit.com
garagemiete@prodigy.net.mx
garagenothing@radio-freiheit.com
garagepfeffer@prodigy.net.mx
garaiff@gmail.com
garant-doors@ibg.net
garao@almoayyedintl.com.bh
garaya@ccss.sa.cr
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garb@uswestmail.net
garbis-art@mail.sy
garcesm@stthom.edu
garcia.francisco@timsamx.com
garcia@pipeway.com
garcia@pobox.com
garcia@uswestmail.net
garcia_asistencia_migratoria@prodigy.net.mx
gard.k@michael-tuerck.de
gard.valderhaug@gmail.com
gard@emirates.net
gard@squ.edu.om
gard@uswestmail.net
gardagaaclub@gmail.com
garden@uswestmail.net
gardener.hrovat@bar.de
gardener@uswestmail.net
gardenjoy@sbcgolbal.net
gardens@mediaone.net
gardenvillage@zajil.net
forogh.hakimzada@gmail.com
forpublicuse@gmail.com
forrest.baker@gmail.com
forrest.jason@gmail.com
forrest.rabideau@gmail.com
forrestapril43@gmail.com
forrestdmd@gmail.com
forrestervirgil@gmail.com
forreststevi@gmail.com
forrestwieder@lehighcounty.org
forsaken4312@gmail.com
forsaken_soldier2001@hotmial.com
forsarav@gmail.com
forsdickjustin@gmail.com
forshey132@gmail.com
forshezy@gmail.com
forsness@gmail.com
forst.dan@gmail.com
forster.keith@gmail.com
forsteremily@gmail.com
forstner.andreas@gmail.com
fortaemarketing@gmail.com
forte781@gmail.com
fortejacob18@gmail.com
fortenick13@gmail.com
fortex9@gmail.com
forthehorde1@gmail.com
forthekidssake2@gmail.com
fortheloveofstyle@gmail.com
forthree07@gmail.com
fortier4@gmail.com
fortin2@gmail.com
fortismarta@gmail.com
fortman.@gmail.com
fortressfilmhouse@gmail.com
fortsontaylor@gmail.com
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fortunateforbes@gmail.com
fortune4tune@gmail.com
fortune5green@gmail.com
fortune5management@gmail.com
fortworthsoldiers@gmail.com
fortyone@gmail.com
fortyrut@gmail.com
fortysixandtwo11@gmail.com
forum.techthat@gmail.com
forw1072@gmail.com
forward.drone1@gmail.com
foryoutoenvy@gmail.com
forzadino@gmail.com
fos25fl@gmail.com
fos277@my.utsa.edu
foshan.ochop@gmail.com
fosheeze@gmail.com
fosheim.49@gmail.com
foskettj@gmail.com
fossettemoorelvn@gmail.com
fossil1981@gmail.com
fossil5000@gmail.com
fossilruins@gmail.com
fostanberry@gmail.com
foster.angelina4@gmail.com
foster.cameron@gmail.com
foster.kai@gmail.com
foster.kendall@gmail.com
foster.lyron@gmail.com
foster.mack@gmail.com
foster.nykki@gmail.com
foster.rachel@gmail.com
foster.shunda@gmail.com
foster.v86@gmail.com
foster.williams89@gmail.com
foster6029@gmail.com
foster788@skins4life.com
foster78@gmail.com
fosteraggie@gmail.com
fosterhappy@gmail.com
fosteringpassion@gmail.com
fosterjam@gmail.com
fosterkid14@gmail.com
fosterlamont9@gmail.com
fosterlatoria@gmail.com
fosterpatron@gmail.com
fosterramone@gmail.com
fosterreneem@gmail.com
fosters@vafb.net
fostonm@cm201u.org
fotep@assembly.state.ny.us
foth2001@gmail.com
fototker2@gmail.com
fouadd@gmail.com
foubarre@gmail.com
fouchc2@gmail.com
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foulgod@gmail.com
foundation207@gmail.com
fountain.patti@gmail.com
fountainxavier18@gmail.com
founyj@gmail.com
four10jen@gmail.com
four20six@gmail.com
fourgot10@gmail.com
fourkidswatson@gmail.com
fournier.rich78@gmail.com
fournier.richard07@gmail.com
fourslj@gmail.com
foursurequality@gmail.com
fourthz@gmail.com
fourtribe@gmail.com
foust@ksok.biz
fowings@jahouston.org
fowldsja@gmail.com
fowlerbe@upmc.edu
fowlerd@gmail.com
fowlerlashun@gmail.com
fowlkes.s@gmail.com
fowlkeslatara@gmail.com
fowlplay.myc@gmail.com
fox.brice@gmail.com
fox.k47@gmail.com
fox.maryjane@gmail.com
fox.zach@gmail.com
fox12658@gmail.com
fox2hot@gmail.com
fox4122@gmail.com
fox5517@gmail.com
fox7606@gmail.com
rollinstoned0@gmail.com
0010058@iub.edu.bd
buntute@gmail.com
support@yumpu.com
info@spekter-zalec.si
sasa.novakovic@agromedjimurje.hr
tomislav.tomsic@agromedjimurje.hr
tatjana.kolmanic@agromedjimurje.hr
mihael.francic@agromedjimurje.hr
jelena.glavina@agromedjimurje.hr
nikola.blazon@agromedjimurje.hr
nenad.pahek@agromedjimurje.hr
irena.siladi@agromedjimurje.hr
hgk@hgk.hr
info@klikaj.hr
stanjkof@gmail.com
info@vzz.hr
support@wikiwand.com
podrska@njuskalo.hr
info@poslovna.hr
Irena.Jurcec@irb.hr
info@irb.hr
marketing@germaniasport.hr
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novinari@germaniasport.hr
gavella@gavella.hr
info@epsilon.hr
urednistvo@vsrh.hr
marioj101@gmail.com
info@prvahnl.hr
Info.pl@wiha.com
tomislav.vezmarovic@wiha.com
info.de@wiha.com
redakcija@novilist.hr
portal@novilist.hr
oglasi@novilist.hr
tiskara@novilist.hr
support@webpage-maker.com
alen.hanzek@gmail.com
bozo.soldo@unin.hr
pm.hdlu@gmail.com
hdlu.hr@gmail.com
eric@thehopeorphans.org
rithikamehta1@gmail.com
mo.rami@trmg.co.uk
info@hejkupi.me
wuerth@wuerth.com.hr
prodaja@italcro.hr
zvonimir.rakijasic+404@gmail.com
forum@index.hr
RUKOMET@Index.hr
sport24@24sata.hr
desk@057info.hr
reporter@24sata.hr
redakcija@24sata.hr
oglasi@24sata.hr
marketing@24sata.hr
pretplata@24sata.hr
mirjana.glavak@24sata.hr
marcela.rukavina@24sata.hr
maro.majstorovic@24sata.hr
ljudski_potencijali@24sata.hr
admin@lekkoo.com
hodynko@pinall.ru
singita.serengetihouse@gmail.com
info.PlagiarismSoftware@gmail.com
paul.roberts@standingdog.com
sportsnews8363@gmail.com
followserene@yandex.com
nclkaran@gmail.com
mxmnewhomes@gmail.com
roufusportap@gmail.com
nigeldavidallen@gmail.com
tawiner@wire-container.com
wdrobeapparel@gmail.com
dhaneshacpa@gmail.com
andalousfez@gmail.com
joseiacona@gmail.com
aaautoparts8@gmail.com
localproseo@gmail.com
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calmwm.com@gmail.com
seo.redcloud@gmail.com
primeboy1000@gmail.com
vsassociates1@gmail.com
newsletter.croenergo.eu@gmail.com
foscrot.ltd@gmail.com
hvz@hvz.hr
zeljko.popovic@hvz.hr
janez.novak@gmail.com
info@vjezbaonica.hr
anna3shlr@gmail.com
servis@jurcokd.com
galanin@idknet.com
info@jurconsult.ru
da@hgk.hr
a@hgk.hr
entsendeplattform@sozialministerium.at
matica@matica.hr
clanstvo@matica.hr
ogranci@matica.hr
odjeli@matica.hr
knjizara@matica.hr
financije@matica.hr
prodaja@matica.hr
urednistvo@matica.hr
urednistvo_shk@matica.hr
urednistvo.shk@matica.hr
vijenac@matica.hr
kolo@matica.hr
hrvatska_revija@matica.hr
hrvatska.revija@matica.hr
pretplata.vijenac@matica.hr
mladi.glazbenici@matica.hr
medijski.susreti@matica.hr
aflesler@gmail.com
chrysb@gmail.com
info@tisoomi.com
imenik@sumari.hr
hsd@sumari.hr
info@transfermakrt.de
seljackasloga.donjadubrava@gmail.com
ttomislav76@gmail.com
ruzicacitus@gmail.com
sajnfranjo@gmail.com
matotekk@gmail.com
velimirinho@gmail.com
VLADIMIR.HORVATDD@GMAIL.COM
zvonar0607@gmail.com
zigasven@gmail.com
medimurec.d@gmail.com
dolenecm99@gmail.com
terezija.lazar@gmail.com
fabicb63@gmail.com
Dragica.pacandi@gmail.com
katicapunc@gmail.com
milica.janjatovic1@gmail.com
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slavicaduhovic4@gmail.com
dominik.brljak@gmail.com
karlo.miser@gmail.com
radio@studiom.hr
zeljka@studiom.hr
marketing@studiom.hr
info@studiom.hr
marinko@osmrtnice.hr
marija@osmrtnice.hr
josip.horvat@gmail.com
li@Osmrtnice.hr
marko.markovic@gmail.com
nabava@vzz.hr
enu@vzz.hr
fo@vzz.hr
ljubica.krizan@vzz.hr
zupan@vzz.hr
robert.vugrin@vzz.hr
tomislav.paljak@vzz.hr
natalija.martincevic@vzz.hr
elnicaivana.golubic-horvat@vzz.hr
ivana.golubic-horvat@vzz.hr
renata.skoko@vzz.hr
biserka.kozulic@vzz.hr
ivana.borovec@vzz.hr
protokol@vzz.hr
snjezana.borovic@vzz.hr
danijela.madjaric@vzz.hr
marijana.bistrovic@vzz.hr
vesna.margetic-slatki@vzz.hr
iva.janezic@vzz.hr
vlasta.zuber@vzz.hr
robert.kelemen@vzz.hr
tomislav.pajtlar@vzz.hr
romina.golub@vzz.hr
rpopovic-kovacic@vzz.hr
ivana.klaric@vzz.hr
vedran.sestak@vzz.hr
jurica.koledic@vzz.hr
anica.veres@vzz.hr
martin.hajdinjak@vzz.hr
mladen.jakopovic@vzz.hr
larisa.krizan@vzz.hr
ivan.biskup@vzz.hr
tomislav.jarmic@vzz.hr
martina.potkonjak@vzz.hr
martina.cus@vzz.hr
marijana.kruhoberec@vzz.hr
petra.martak@vzz.hr
darko.levacic@vzz.hr
ante.klecina@vzz.hr
jelica.rogar@vzz.hr
klaudija.brezovec@vzz.hr
tina.prasnicki@vzz.hr
ina.prasnicki@vzz.hr
anita.strniscak@vzz.hr
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marina.ivancevic@vzz.hr
nikolina.novoselec@vzz.hr
brankica.skrnjug@vzz.hr
visnja.vitez@vzz.hr
ana.sambar@vzz.hr
adela.vrtar@vzz.hr
dragutin.vincek@vzz.hr
tanja.banfic@vzz.hr
jasna.vresk@vzz.hr
sladana.miocic@vzz.hr
mario.sacic@vzz.hr
drazenka.biskup@vzz.hr
ivica.nemeti@vzz.hr
nevenka.seset@vzz.hr
drazen.sagi@vzz.hr
biljana.markovic@vzz.hr
anamarija.kocijan@vzz.hr
zoran.sanjek@vzz.hr
kristina.ljubek@vzz.hr
drazenka.kokot@vzz.hr
radmila.srsan@vzz.hr
ivana.duksi@vzz.hr
natalija.jezek.zenkel@vzz.hr
gordana.bedenicki@vzz.hr
tatjana.ficko@vzz.hr
ljubica.petrinjak@vzz.hr
denis.kotolenko@vzz.hr
goran.koren@vzz.hr
dubravka.horvat-durkan@vzz.hr
matija.ipsa@vzz.hr
drazen.kozulic@vzz.hr
anita.sincic@vzz.hr
slo.an.bival@vzz.hr
antonija.koscak@vzz.hr
tomislav.sokolic@vzz.hr
damir.pizek@vzz.hr
martina.ereiz@vzz.hr
marko.herceg@vzz.hr
vedran.filip@vzz.hr
prosvjeta@vzz.hr
miroslav.hudjek@vzz.hr
sanja.herceg@vzz.hr
aleksandra.cesar@vzz.hr
ladic@vzz.hr
silvija.ladic@vzz.hr
mladen.sinkovic@vzz.hr
renata.makajkefelja@vzz.hr
irena.jovic@vzz.hr
romana.kranjcic@vzz.hr
biserka.tomasek@vzz.hr
lovorka.horvat@vzz.hr
zvjezdana.fulir@vzz.hr
ruza.jelovac@vzz.hr
andrea.sever-cafuk@vzz.hr
mario.bednarek@vzz.hr
darko.majhen@vzz.hr
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vera.psag@vzz.hr
vera.biljan@vzz.hr
pdvarazdin@gmail.com
srecko.soic777@gmail.com
marijan.zupanic67@gmail.com
dnevnik@dnevnik.hr
info@companywall.hr
miki9763@gmail.com
info@urvapin.com
info@ave40.com
i2mods@gmail.com
legal@wikiwand.com
press@wikiwand.com
be@infocroatia.net
info@visitcroatia.be
nl@infocroatia.net
htzmoskva@mail.ru
info@croatia-london.co.uk
superknjizara@superknjizara.hr
ribook@superknjizara.hr
13tango@gmail.com
alera.graphic@gmail.com
objavljuju@Poslovna.hr
kontakt@poslovna.hr
webmaster@irb.hr
Branka.Medved.Rogina@irb.hr
amir.dubravic@irb.hr
Dijana.Tolic@irb.hr
Ivica.Kopriva@irb.hr
Maria.Brbic@irb.hr
Matej.Mihelcic@irb.hr
Matija.Piskorec@irb.hr
Nino.Antulov.Fantulin@irb.hr
Rajko.Horvat@irb.hr
Strahil.Ristov@irb.hr
Tomislav.Lipic@irb.hr
Tomislav.Smuc@irb.hr
abra@irb.hr
Adela.Belinic@irb.hr
Akmaral.Kussayeva@irb.hr
Aleksandar.Maksimovic@irb.hr
aleksandar.visnjevac@irb.hr
aleksandra.marsavelski@irb.hr
Alemka.Hrelja@irb.hr
abjelop@irb.hr
Alen.Krupljanic@irb.hr
alen@irb.hr
Alessio.Maiezza@irb.hr
ahozic@irb.hr
Ana.Ruso@irb.hr
Ana.Cipak@irb.hr
melic@irb.hr
bkeckes@irb.hr
Andrea.Kadovic@irb.hr
Andjelo.Samsarov@irb.hr
Antonela.Maracic@irb.hr
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Athanasios.Chatzistavrakidis@irb.hr
Clay.Grewcoe@irb.hr
Danijel.Jurman@irb.hr
Danijel.Pikutic@irb.hr
Davor.Palle@irb.hr
Domagoj.Leljak@irb.hr
Fabio.Franchini@irb.hr
Fabrizio.Nesti@irb.hr
Fech.Scen.Khoo@irb.hr
gorand@irb.hr
Goran.Popara@irb.hr
hrvoje@thphys.irb.hr
Ivor.Loncaric@irb.hr
Kornelija.Passek.Kumericki@irb.hr
larisa@irb.hr
Mihovil.Bosnar@irb.hr
Oleg.Antipin@irb.hr
plazic@irb.hr
Tajron.Juric@irb.hr
Ugo.Marzolino@irb.hr
Vinko.Zlatic@irb.hr
crljen@irb.hr
iandric@irb.hr
bilic@irb.hr
dadic@irb.hr
guberina@irb.hr
martinis@irb.hr
sokcevic@irb.hr
santic@irb.hr
Moira.Spanovic@irb.hr
Andreja.Gajovic@irb.hr
Ankica.Saric@irb.hr
Boris.Okorn@irb.hr
Branko.Pivac@irb.hr
Daniel.Meljanac@irb.hr
Daniil.Zhivotkov@irb.hr
Dario.Micetic@irb.hr
Davor.Gracin@irb.hr
Davor.Ristic@irb.hr
Domagoj.Belic@irb.hr
Dubravko.Risovic@irb.hr
Goran.Kovacevic@irb.hr
Goran.Stefanic@irb.hr
Hrvoje.Gebavi@irb.hr
Ivana.Kovacevic@irb.hr
Ivana.Fabijanic@irb.hr
Ivana.Panzic@irb.hr
Jasmin.Foric@irb.hr
Jasminka.Popovic@irb.hr
Jordi.Sancho.Parramon@irb.hr
Josko.Erceg@irb.hr
Koraljka.Martinic@irb.hr
Kresimir.Salamon@irb.hr
Kristina.Tomic@irb.hr
Krunoslav.Juraic@irb.hr
Lara.Mikac@irb.hr
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Lovro.Basioli@irb.hr
Maja.Buljan@irb.hr
gotic@irb.hr
Mark.Zic@irb.hr
Marko.Karlusic@irb.hr
Martina.Vrankic@irb.hr
ivanda@irb.hr
Milivoj.Plodinec@irb.hr
Nikola.Radic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Nekic@irb.hr
Pavo.Dubcek@irb.hr
Sanja.Brkic@irb.hr
sdomazet@irb.hr
Stefano.Mezzasalma@irb.hr
Tihomir.Car@irb.hr
Tomislav.Brodar@irb.hr
Uros.Desnica@irb.hr
Vedran.Djerek@irb.hr
Vesna.Blazek@irb.hr
Vesna.Janicki@irb.hr
mohacek@irb.hr
Milko.Jaksic@irb.hr
ljiljana@irb.hr
Andreja.Sironic@irb.hr
Andrey.Starodumov@irb.hr
Andro.Kovacic@irb.hr
Aneliya.Karadzhinova.Ferrer@irb.hr
Anita.Rajtaric@irb.hr
Anton.Radman@irb.hr
Benjamin.Mesic@irb.hr
Biljana.Lakic@irb.hr
Bogomil.Obelic@irb.hr
Budimir.Klicek@irb.hr
Dalibor.Kekez@irb.hr
Damir.Borkovic@irb.hr
Damir.Spanja@irb.hr
Danijela.Tepsic@irb.hr
Davorin.Sudac@irb.hr
Desa.Jelavic@irb.hr
Dinko.Ferencek@irb.hr
Donny.Domagoj.Cosic@irb.hr
igaspar@irb.hr
krajcar@irb.hr
Iva.Bozicevic@irb.hr
Iva.Snidaric@irb.hr
Ivan.Sudic@irb.hr
supek@irb.hr
Ivancica.Bogdanovic.Radovic@irb.hr
ivanka.lovrencic@irb.hr
Ivo.Slaus@irb.hr
Jaakko.Harkonen@irb.hr
Jadranka.Baresic@irb.hr
Jasmina.Obhodjas@irb.hr
josip@irb.hr
Karlo.Nad@irb.hr
Kresimir.Jakovcic@irb.hr
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Kreso.Kadija@irb.hr
Ljiljana.Liscevic@irb.hr
marin@irb.hr
Mario.Stipcevic@irb.hr
Marko.Barac@irb.hr
Marko.Kosicek@irb.hr
Martin.Loncaric@irb.hr
Martina.Macefat@irb.hr
Matej.Roguljic@irb.hr
Matti.Kalliokoski@irb.hr
Milan.Vicentijevic@irb.hr
Mile.Zadro@irb.hr
milivoj.uroic@irb.hr
Milorad.Korolija@irb.hr
Nada.Horvatincic@irb.hr
Natko.Skukan@irb.hr
soic@lnr.irb.hr
Nikola.Vukman@irb.hr
Petra.Colovic@irb.hr
horvat@lei3.irb.hr
Robert.Bagaric@irb.hr
Romana.Popocovski@irb.hr
sasa.ceci@irb.hr
spintar@irb.hr
Stjepko.Fazinic@irb.hr
Suzana.Szilner@irb.hr
Tatjana.Susa@irb.hr
Tea.Mijatovic@irb.hr
Tihomir.Suric@irb.hr
Tonci.Tadic@irb.hr
Valeria.Lotito@irb.hr
Valery.Chmill@irb.hr
Veljko.Grilj@irb.hr
vibor@irb.hr
Victor.Grahek@irb.hr
Vladimir.Farkas@irb.hr
Vuko.Brigljevic@irb.hr
zsiketic@irb.hr
basrak@irb.hr
Zvonko.Kolar@irb.hr
Zeljko.Orlic@irb.hr
Zeljko.Perisa@irb.hr
Borislav.Kovacevic@irb.hr
Lea.Kovacic@irb.hr
Ana.Suncana.Smith@irb.hr
Ante.Bubic@irb.hr
Atidja.Selmani@irb.hr
Bahar.Karadeniz@irb.hr
Biserka.Kojic.Prodic@irb.hr
Biserka.Spoljar@irb.hr
Boris.Rakvin@irb.hr
Bozana.Gizdic@irb.hr
Branka.Dejanovic@irb.hr
Dajana.Barisic@irb.hr
Dalibor.Merunka@irb.hr
dbaric@irb.hr
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Darija.Jurasin@irb.hr
Darko.Babic@irb.hr
Dejana.Caric@irb.hr
dzilic@irb.hr
Elizabeta.Stojakovic@irb.hr
Hasan.Muharemovic@irb.hr
Igor.Sabljic@irb.hr
Igor.Sviben@irb.hr
Ina.Erceg@irb.hr
Ines.Despotovic@irb.hr
Irena.Sovic@irb.hr
Ivan.Halasz@irb.hr
Ivan.Kulcsar@irb.hr
Ivan.Ljubic@irb.hr
Ivana.Lescic.Asler@irb.hr
Ivana.Niksic.Franjic@irb.hr
Jakov.Lovric@irb.hr
Jiangyang.You@irb.hr
Josip.Vlajcevic@irb.hr
Josip-Augustin.Janes@irb.hr
jjurec@irb.hr
Jurica.Novak@irb.hr
Kresimir.Molcanov@irb.hr
Krunoslav.Uzarevic@irb.hr
Ljerka.Zlovolic@irb.hr
Luka.Bilic@irb.hr
Maja.Sikiric@irb.hr
Manda.Curic@irb.hr
luic@irb.hr
Marin.Sapunar@irb.hr
Marina.Ilakovac.Kveder@irb.hr
Marina.Juribasic@irb.hr
Marko.Hanzevacki@irb.hr
Marko.Rozman@irb.hr
Marko.Cvitas@irb.hr
Martina.Tireli@irb.hr
mcvitkov@irb.hr
Momir.Malis@irb.hr
Nadica.Maltar-Strmecki@irb.hr
nadja.doslic@irb.hr
Natasa.Vucemilovic.Alagic@irb.hr
Nives.Ivic@irb.hr
Sasa.Kazazic@irb.hr
Senada.Muratovic@irb.hr
specur@irb.hr
Srecko.Valic@irb.hr
Stipe.Lukin@irb.hr
Suzana.Segota@irb.hr
Tarek.Ayari@irb.hr
Tea.Mihelj@irb.hr
Tomislav.Mrla@irb.hr
Tomislav.Stolar@irb.hr
Valentina.Milasinovic@irb.hr
Vida.Cadez@irb.hr
Vlatka.Vranesa@irb.hr
Zoran.Stefanic@irb.hr
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Zeljka.Medven.Korman@irb.hr
Bojan.Macan@irb.hr
knjiznica@irb.hr
Ivana.Pazur@irb.hr
Jadranka.Stojanovski@irb.hr
Karlo.Hrenovic@irb.hr
Kristina.Sajnovic@irb.hr
Lovorka.Caja@irb.hr
Marina.Mayer@irb.hr
Matija.Kovacevic@irb.hr
Mirjana.Mihalic@irb.hr
sofija@irb.hr
Virna.Brumnic@irb.hr
vikic@irb.hr
Margareta.Cvetkovski@irb.hr
lucic@irb.hr
ivugrin@irb.hr
Marijana.Vinkovic@irb.hr
Nikola.Stambuk@irb.hr
Nikolina.Visic@irb.hr
sroca@irb.hr
smrecki@irb.hr
zmarinic@irb.hr
predstojnik.cim@irb.hr
mrozmar@irb.hr
hrelja@irb.hr
ferencevic@cim.irb.hr
travizi@cim.irb.hr
Andrea.Budisa@irb.hr
Andrej.Jaklin@irb.hr
Bojan.Hamer@irb.hr
Daniel.Lyons@irb.hr
Daniela.Maric@irb.hr
Dario.Devescovi@irb.hr
pavicic-hamer@cim.irb.hr
Drasko.Maros@irb.hr
Enis.Hrustic@irb.hr
Goran.Matosevic@irb.hr
Igor.Jergovic@irb.hr
Ines.Haberle@irb.hr
Ingrid.Ivancic@irb.hr
Ivan.Balkovic@irb.hr
Jasna.Jakovcevic@irb.hr
ivesa@cim.irb.hr
maja@cim.irb.hr
Maja.Levak@irb.hr
Margareta.Buterer@irb.hr
mblazina@irb.hr
marino.korlevic@irb.hr
Marsej.Markovski@irb.hr
pfannkuchen@cim.irb.hr
massimo.devescovi@cim.irb.hr
Milan.Stupar@irb.hr
najdek@cim.irb.hr
mirta@cim.irb.hr
supic@cim.irb.hr
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Natasa.Kuzat@irb.hr
Nevenka.Bihari@irb.hr
Paolo.Krelja@irb.hr
ppaliaga@irb.hr
Petra.Buric@irb.hr
Renato.Batel@irb.hr
Robert.Precali@irb.hr
Romina.Kraus@irb.hr
Rudolf.Maric@irb.hr
Tamara.Djakovac@irb.hr
Tina.Silovic@irb.hr
jaksic@cim.irb.hr
Davor.Margetic@irb.hr
lperic@irb.hr
Lidija.Peric@irb.hr
atomasic@irb.hr
Anamarija.Bris@irb.hr
Anamarija.Miskovic@irb.hr
Andreja.Jakas@irb.hr
alesac@irb.hr
pupacic@emma.irb.hr
Antonela.Simunic@irb.hr
Antonija.Husak@irb.hr
Antonija.Tomic@irb.hr
Barica.Baborsky@irb.hr
Danijel.Glavac@irb.hr
Darko.Kontrec@irb.hr
Davorka.Pevec-Rak@irb.hr
Dijana.Saftic@irb.hr
Ema.Horak@irb.hr
Enidija.Luksa@irb.hr
Ines.Brezak.Pahic@irb.hr
Irena.Stipetic@irb.hr
Iva.Orehovec@irb.hr
iantol@emma.irb.hr
Ivana.Kovacic@irb.hr
Ivanka.Jeric@irb.hr
Ivo.Crnolatac@irb.hr
Ivo.Piantanida@irb.hr
Jasna.Alic@irb.hr
Josipa.Matic@irb.hr
Josipa.Suc@irb.hr
Kata.Majerski@irb.hr
Katarina.Radolovic@irb.hr
Katarina.Zlatic@irb.hr
Kristina.Vlahovcek-Kahlina@irb.hr
frkanec@irb.hr
Leo.Mandic@irb.hr
Lidija.Brkljacic@irb.hr
Lidija.Varga.Defterdarovic@irb.hr
Lidija-Marija.Tumir@irb.hr
Maja.Majeric-Elenkov@irb.hr
Margareta.Sohora@irb.hr
Marija.Renic@irb.hr
Marija.Matkovic@irb.hr
Marijana.Radic@irb.hr
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Marin.Roje@irb.hr
Marina.Grabar@irb.hr
Marina.Sekutor@irb.hr
Marko.Tomin@irb.hr
Mateja.Djud@irb.hr
matija.gredicak@irb.hr
mmatovina@irb.hr
Milica.Perc@irb.hr
Mirjana.Cicak@irb.hr
Mirjana.Maksic@irb.hr
zinic@irb.hr
Mladena.Glavas@irb.hr
Natasa.Sijakovic-Vujicic@irb.hr
Nena.Peran@irb.hr
Nikola.Basaric@irb.hr
Petra.Mance@irb.hr
Renata.Kobetic@irb.hr
Robert.Vianello@irb.hr
Sanja.Tomic@irb.hr
Sara.Matic@irb.hr
Sinisa.Habazin@irb.hr
Tamara.Smidlehner@irb.hr
Tana.Tandaric@irb.hr
Tatjana.Sumanovac-Ramljak@irb.hr
Tomislav.Gregoric@irb.hr
Tomislav.Portada@irb.hr
Trpimir.Ivsic@irb.hr
Visnja.Cicic@irb.hr
Vjekoslav.Strukil@irb.hr
Zoran.Dzolic@irb.hr
Zoran.Glasovac@irb.hr
Zrinka.Karacic@irb.hr
Zeljka.Zakic@irb.hr
Damir.Kralj@irb.hr
vesna@irb.hr
Goran.Miletic@irb.hr
Tatjana.Antonic-Jelic@irb.hr
Zeljka.Knezevic@irb.hr
Andrea.Mogus.Milankovic@irb.hr
Vesna.Picak@irb.hr
Svetozar.Music@irb.hr
Branka.Njegic.Dzakula@irb.hr
berislav.peric@irb.hr
Ana.Santic@irb.hr
Marijana.Sestan@irb.hr
Antun.Drasner@irb.hr
Josip.Bronic@irb.hr
aknezevic@irb.hr
Ruzica.Juric@irb.hr
Rozelindra.Coz-Rakovac@irb.hr
Ernest.Sanders@irb.hr
Sanja.Bosnar@irb.hr
Branka.Mihaljevic@irb.hr
ristic@irb.hr
Nikola.Biliskov@irb.hr
Natalija.Topic.Popovic@irb.hr
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Irina.Pucic@irb.hr
Stjepko.Krehula@irb.hr
Ivancica.Strunjak.Perovic@irb.hr
Tanja.Jurkin@irb.hr
Andjela.Pustak@irb.hr
Margita.Jadan@irb.hr
Djurdjica.Brlek@irb.hr
Ivana.Tartaro@irb.hr
Maro.Bujak@irb.hr
Vlatko.Trputec@irb.hr
Iva.Buljan@irb.hr
Ivka.Stefanic@irb.hr
Ana.Palcic@irb.hr
Srecko.Kirin@irb.hr
mnodilo@irb.hr
Luka.Pavic@irb.hr
Zoran.Kokan@irb.hr
Lidija.Andros@irb.hr
idzeba@irb.hr
Josip.Barisic@irb.hr
Sandi.Orlic@irb.hr
Andreas.Puskaric@irb.hr
Marijan.Marcius@irb.hr
Jasminka.Kontrec@irb.hr
Marija.Majer@irb.hr
Kristina.Sklepic@irb.hr
Lara.Stajner@irb.hr
Zeljka.Petrovic@irb.hr
Igor.Sajko@irb.hr
Sanja.Babic@irb.hr
Helena.Pilski@irb.hr
kmarusic@irb.hr
Lara.Cizmek@irb.hr
Jasmina.Druzic@irb.hr
Nives.Matijakovic@irb.hr
Mladenka.Jurin@irb.hr
Svetozar.Jancic@irb.hr
Sasa.Opacak@irb.hr
Juraj.Nikolic@irb.hr
Lidija.Kanizaj@irb.hr
Natalija.Pantalon.Juraj@irb.hr
Igor.Milanovic@irb.hr
Denis.Vadlja@irb.hr
Davor.Davidovic@irb.hr
Enis.Afgan@irb.hr
ecetinic@irb.hr
Ivan.Grubisic@irb.hr
Jelena.Cubric@irb.hr
Karolj.Skala@irb.hr
Nenad.Katanic@irb.hr
Andreja.Ambriovic.Ristov@irb.hr
mkober@irb.hr
Ana.Dekanic@irb.hr
Ana.Brcko@irb.hr
Ana.Simatovic@irb.hr
Anamaria.Brozovic@irb.hr
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Andreja.Mikoc@irb.hr
Anja.Rac@irb.hr
Antonio.Sermek@irb.hr
Barbara.Kuzmic@irb.hr
Blazenka.Dumic@irb.hr
Branka.Bruvo.Madjaric@irb.hr
Branka.Salopek-Sondi@irb.hr
Brankica.Mravinac@irb.hr
Bruna.Plese@irb.hr
Bruno.Polak@irb.hr
dermic@irb.hr
Darko.Heckel@irb.hr
Davor.Nestic@irb.hr
Davor.Zahradka@irb.hr
Dragomira.Majhen@irb.hr
Dunja.Samec@irb.hr
Dusica.Vujaklija@irb.hr
Durdica.Ugarkovic@irb.hr
Ela.Saric@irb.hr
Eva.Satovic@irb.hr
Evelin.Despot.Slade@irb.hr
Gordana.Mokrovic@irb.hr
hbilandz@irb.hr
Helena.Cetkovic@irb.hr
Hrvoje.Fulgosi@irb.hr
Ida.Linic@irb.hr
Igor.Weber@irb.hr
Iva.Nizic@irb.hr
tolic@irb.hr
isaric@irb.hr
Ivica.Rubelj@irb.hr
stefulj@irb.hr
Jelena.Martincic@irb.hr
Josipa.Pesut@irb.hr
Josipa.Skelin@irb.hr
Juraj.Simunic@irb.hr
Jure.Skejic@irb.hr
Karlo.Katarina@irb.hr
Kruno.Vukusic@irb.hr
Krunoslav.Brcic.Kostic@irb.hr
Ksenija.Zahradka@irb.hr
Lea.Vojta@irb.hr
Lucia.Nanic@irb.hr
Lucija.Horvat@irb.hr
Maja.Kesic@irb.hr
Maja.Marinovic@irb.hr
Mariastefania.Antica@irb.hr
Marija.Kober@irb.hr
msopta@irb.hr
Marina.Leko@irb.hr
Marina.Sutalo@irb.hr
Marko.Sostar@irb.hr
Martina.Pavlek@irb.hr
Matija.Harcet@irb.hr
Mihaela.Jagric@irb.hr
Mirela.Kosinjski@irb.hr
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Mirjana.Filipovic@irb.hr
Mirna.Imesek@irb.hr
Miroslav.Plohl@irb.hr
Mladen.Paradzik@irb.hr
Momir.Futo@irb.hr
Monika.Tunjic@irb.hr
Nevenka.Mestrovic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Stojanovic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Vidan@irb.hr
Patrik.Risteski@irb.hr
Petar.Mitrikeski@irb.hr
Petra.Bakovic@irb.hr
Petra.Mikolcevic@irb.hr
Renata.Budja@irb.hr
Sanjica.Jakopec@irb.hr
Sara.Koska@irb.hr
Silvestar.Beljan@irb.hr
Snjezana.Mihaljevic@irb.hr
Sonja.Lesjak@irb.hr
Tanja.Vojvoda@irb.hr
Tena.Grzan@irb.hr
Tihana.Jelusic@irb.hr
Tina.Simunov@irb.hr
tdomazet@irb.hr
vdunjko@irb.hr
vedrana.filic@irb.hr
Vlatka.Antolovic@irb.hr
Vlatka.Godinic.Mikulcic@irb.hr
Zelimira.Filic@irb.hr
Zeljka.Pezer@irb.hr
Tihomir.Balog@irb.hr
avratar@irb.hr
Ana.Saric@irb.hr
Ana-Matea.Mikecin@irb.hr
Anamaria.Djukic@irb.hr
Andjela.Runje@irb.hr
Ankica.Vrataric@irb.hr
Diana.Trnski@irb.hr
Dubravka.Svob@irb.hr
Emilija.Zivkovic@irb.hr
Filip.Rokic@irb.hr
Goran.Goles@irb.hr
Gordana.Jurinic@irb.hr
Gordana.Nedic@irb.hr
Irena.Martin.Kleiner@irb.hr
Iva.Pesun.Medjimorec@irb.hr
Iva.Skrinjar@irb.hr
Ivan.Sabol@irb.hr
Jasminka.Golubic@irb.hr
jknezev@irb.hr
Josipa.Lazic@irb.hr
Kate.Seselja@irb.hr
Katja.Ester@irb.hr
Koraljka.Gall.Troselj@irb.hr
Kristina.Dominko@irb.hr
Kristina.Vukovic@irb.hr
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Ksenija.Bozinovic@irb.hr
Lea.Vidatic@irb.hr
Lidija.Mrakovcic@irb.hr
Lidija.Uzelac@irb.hr
Lucija.Tudor@irb.hr
Magdalena.Grce@irb.hr
mboranic@irb.hr
Maja.Herak-Bosnar@irb.hr
Maja.Jazvinscak@irb.hr
maja.sabol@irb.hr
Marcela.Konjevod@irb.hr
Marija.Cosic@irb.hr
Marija.Pinteric@irb.hr
Marijana.Popovic-Hadzija@irb.hr
Marijeta.Kralj@irb.hr
Marina.Mars@irb.hr
mcindric@irb.hr
Marko.Marjanovic@irb.hr
Marko.Tomljanovic@irb.hr
Martina.Pehar@irb.hr
Martina.Radic@irb.hr
Matea.Nikolac@irb.hr
mbaus@irb.hr
Morana.Jaganjac@irb.hr
Nathaniel.Edward.Bennett.Saidu@irb.hr
Neda.Slade@irb.hr
npivac@irb.hr
Neven.Zarkovic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Hanzic@irb.hr
Nina.Milutin.Gasperov@irb.hr
Oliver.Vugrek@irb.hr
Pasko.Konjevoda@irb.hr
Petar.Ozretic@irb.hr
Pierre.Mouthuy@irb.hr
Ranko.Stojkovic@irb.hr
Renata.Despotovic@irb.hr
Renata.Novak-Kujundzic@irb.hr
Robert.Beluzic@irb.hr
Sandra.Sobocanec@irb.hr
Sanja.Kapitanovic@irb.hr
Silva.Hecimovic@irb.hr
Sinisa.Ivankovic@irb.hr
Snjezana.Juler@irb.hr
Snjezana.Jurilj@irb.hr
Sonja.Levanat@irb.hr
borovic@irb.hr
Tamara.Cacev@irb.hr
Tanja.Matijevic@irb.hr
tkeckes@irb.hr
Tea.Vukovic@irb.hr
Tina.Catela.Ivkovic@irb.hr
Vesna.Bosnjak@irb.hr
Vesna.Musani@irb.hr
Visnja.Novalic@irb.hr
Visnja.Stepanic@irb.hr
tomaic@irb.hr
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Zlatko.Pandzic@irb.hr
uzp@irb.hr
Marijana.Klasnic.Kozar@irb.hr
Danijela.Osredecki@irb.hr
Igor.Persin@irb.hr
ines.cigula@irb.hr
Nives.Novak@irb.hr
Radoslav.Ostermann@irb.hr
Vanja.Komljenovic.Loncar@irb.hr
Visnja.Petera@irb.hr
Zeljko.Uzelac@irb.hr
Marina.Mlakar@irb.hr
Ana.Cvitesic@irb.hr
Ana-Marija.Cindric@irb.hr
Anamarija.Kolda@irb.hr
Andjela.Bacinic@irb.hr
Armin.Mesic@irb.hr
Blazenka.Gasparovic@irb.hr
Damir.Kapetanovic@irb.hr
Damir.Valic@irb.hr
Dario.Omanovic@irb.hr
dbarisic@irb.hr
Dijana.Jadresko@irb.hr
Dubravka.Mutvar@irb.hr
Dusica.Ivankovic@irb.hr
Djurdjica.Stuparic@irb.hr
Elvira.Bura.Nakic@irb.hr
Goran.Kniewald@irb.hr
Goran.Mihelcic@irb.hr
gorana.karanovic@irb.hr
Ines.Petric@irb.hr
Irena.Ciglenecki-Jusic@irb.hr
ijurina@irb.hr
Irena.Vardic@irb.hr
Iva.Mikac@irb.hr
Ivan.Grabar@irb.hr
Ivan.Mihaljevic@irb.hr
Ivan.Senta@irb.hr
Ivana.Coha@irb.hr
Ivana.Kusan@irb.hr
Ivana.Tucakovic@irb.hr
ivica@irb.hr
Ivica.Ruzic@irb.hr
Ivona.Krizman@irb.hr
Jadranka.Pecar.Ilic@irb.hr
Jakov.Zunic@irb.hr
Jasmin.Padjan@irb.hr
Jasminka.Klanjscek@irb.hr
Jelena.Dautovic@irb.hr
Jelena.Dragojevic@irb.hr
Jelena.Godrijan@irb.hr
Jovica.Loncar@irb.hr
plaza@irb.hr
Katja.Magdic@irb.hr
Lorena.Peric@irb.hr
Maja.Ivanic@irb.hr
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ahel@irb.hr
Marijana.Erk@irb.hr
Marta.Popovic@irb.hr
Martina.Furdek@irb.hr
mathieu.dutour@gmail.com
Mavro.Lucic@irb.hr
Milan.Cankovic@irb.hr
Milena.Milakovic@irb.hr
Nadica.Ivosevic.DeNardis@irb.hr
Neda.Vdovic@irb.hr
Nenad.Muhin@irb.hr
Nesrete.Krasnici@irb.hr
Neven.Cukrov@irb.hr
Neven.Matocec@irb.hr
Nevenka.Mikac@irb.hr
Niko.Bacic@irb.hr
Nikolina.Udikovic@irb.hr
Nusa.Cukrov@irb.hr
Petar.Ujcic@irb.hr
Petra.Kostanjevecki@irb.hr
Petra.Maric@irb.hr
Petra.Vukosav@irb.hr
rkusic@irb.hr
Roko.Zaja@irb.hr
Sanja.Frka@irb.hr
Sasa.Marcinek@irb.hr
Senka.Terzic@irb.hr
Sladjana.Strmecki@irb.hr
Snjezana.Ivinovic@irb.hr
Sonja.Nikolic@irb.hr
francis@irb.hr
Suncana.Gecek@irb.hr
Tarzan.Legovic@irb.hr
Tatjana.Mijosek@irb.hr
Tea.Misic@irb.hr
Tihana.Sesar@irb.hr
Tin.Klanjscek@irb.hr
Tomislav.Bulat@irb.hr
tkardum@irb.hr
Tomislav.Kralj@irb.hr
Tvrtko.Smital@irb.hr
Vera.Zutic@irb.hr
Vlado.Cuculic@irb.hr
Vlatka.Filipovic@irb.hr
ztkalcec@irb.hr
Zdeslav.Zovko@irb.hr
Zoran.Eres@irb.hr
Zrinka.Dragun@irb.hr
Zuzana.Redzovic@irb.hr
zvjesos@irb.hr
Zeljka.Kerous@irb.hr
zgrahek@irb.hr
tz@irb.hr
Dubravka.Cercic.Pesut@irb.hr
Ana.Marija.Horvatin@irb.hr
Iveta.Sekeres@irb.hr
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Snjezana.Bebic@irb.hr
Mirna.Benat@irb.hr
Ana.Weber@irb.hr
Gordana.Raguz@irb.hr
Robert.Bernat@irb.hr
Nikola.Pavkovic@irb.hr
David.Smith@irb.hr
Jadranka.Kucan@irb.hr
Hrvoje.Matezovic@irb.hr
avidos@irb.hr
Hrvoje.Novak@irb.hr
Matea.Zubcic@irb.hr
Petra.Buljevic@irb.hr
Ratko.Mileta@irb.hr
anticic@irb.hr
Marta.Vukovic@irb.hr
Bozena.Cosovic@irb.hr
Leo.Klasinc@irb.hr
aljubic@irb.hr
apercinl@irb.hr
Darija.Cerovski@irb.hr
Ines.Zoric@irb.hr
Jadranka.Tupek@irb.hr
Melita.Loffler@irb.hr
Mirjana.Runtas@irb.hr
Rijana.Mirkovic.Markoc@irb.hr
Sanja.Tomljanovic@irb.hr
Vlasta.Pehar@irb.hr
Zdenka.Luketic@irb.hr
Zdenka.Vuraic@irb.hr
Zeljka.Marinovic@irb.hr
help@irb.hr
brett@sourcedist.com
ured@os-belica.skole.hr
vsrh@vsrh.hr
informacije@vsrh.hr
sudska.praksa@vsrh.hr
alenbiskupovic@gmail.com
gajinigor@gmail.com
holjenko@unios.hr
info@neckom.com
found@tehnoalat.rs
found@youtube.com
marketing@telegraf.rs
dragan.pandurov@telegraf.rs
maja@telegraf.rs
bojana.matijevic@telegraf.rs
redakcija@telegraf.rs
dejan.vukelic@telegraf.rs
s.milosevic@telegraf.rs
salejovanovic@telegraf.rs
b.zerajic@telegraf.rs
b.stanojevic@telegraf.rs
marko.ivas@telegraf.rs
n.ivanovski@telegraf.rs
d.stojmenovic@telegraf.rs
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m.jovanovic@telegraf.rs
u.jelic@telegraf.rs
i.cicovic@telegraf.rs
j.odabasic@telegraf.rs
j.prosic@telegraf.rs
a.kostic@telegraf.rs
support@telegraf.rs
ios@telegraf.rs
android@telegraf.rs
More@Debenhams.com
summr77@gmail.com
info@hajduk.hr
hnkhajduk@hajduk.hr
iberia@wiha.com
info.nordic@wiha.com
info.it@wiha.com
Info.UK@wiha.com
edvisgjini@gmail.com
mark.mumenthaler@wiha.com
dikran.egavian@wiha.com
udo.griesshammer@wiha.com
assire.trading@gmail.com
kurt.huberty@wiha.com
sales@contragent.com
wilfried.hahn@wiha.com
zorex@zorex.hu
jarlathk@gmail.com
amirallahyari@gmail.com
info@noga.co.jp
sergio.sciberras@cctechnikmalta.com
novica@okov.me
pithagor@magicnet.mn
ernst.hahn@wiha.com
ronald.velderman@wiha.com
info@norgau.com
michal.moczynski@wiha.com
milos.talic@demaxbg.com
info@trc.si
janez.zvab@elektrospoji.si
info@metagroup.com.ua
sumit.chordia@daralmastools.ae
media.novine@gmail.com
pib-extra@pib-extra.hr
office@p-pg.hr
zarko@bukal.hr
info@tkalectrans.hr
dubravko.zorkovic@gmail.com
lj.artner@gsa-metalgroup.com
instalater.sprem@gmail.com
zgradarskatehnika@gmail.com
gordan.vrbanec@v-elin.hr
ruzicpilici@gmail.com
sandranovak66@gmail.com
emaprokes@gmail.com
darko.krikovic@gmail.com
arubaonid@gmail.com
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medjimurskagibanica@gmail.com
dragutin.vicanovic@gmail.com
moharic.commerce@gmail.com
medjimurskeslastice@gmail.com
posao@filo.hr
inpirio@inpirio.com
cisok-varazdin@hzz.hr
marina.ostrun@hzz.hr
doo.edilnova@gmail.com
caffemanija@gmail.com
sokol.boris@gmail.com
marijapliso75@gmail.com
office.hr@wollsdorf.com
transportibt@gmail.com
interijeriexterijeri@gmail.com
patricija.biskup@gmail.com
horvat.miljenko@gmail.com
contact@aplitap.com
natjecaji@fina.hr
martina.barbir@axilis.com
buzovh@gmail.com
jukl.mirko@gmail.com
iva@huki.hr
maja.jancec@ambijenti.hr
info@duvetica.hr
financijsko.planiranje@gmail.com
posao@rbt.hr
borisnovak6@gmail.com
albatros.tefanec72@gmail.com
cakovec.mego@gmail.com
igorzadravec5@gmail.com
lana.tpccroatia@gmail.com
goran.rakic@pib-extra.hr
ivancica.serini@gmail.com
ana.rasadnik@gmail.com
darkoradov@gmail.com
www@www.hr
info@lusdz.hr
info.elpitours@gmail.com
info@island-losinj.com
info@dalmatino-tours.eu
kolodvor@libertasdubrovnik.com
info@chillout-hostel-zagreb.com
discoveryrent@gmail.com
conjard.77@gmail.com
dominik.jav@gmail.com
desk@dnevno.hr
andrea.latinovic@dnevno.hr
ivona.radic@dnevno.hr
snjezana.vuckovic@dnevno.hr
nunukic@hnd.hr
nedzad.fetic@gmail.com
hrvoje.tironi@goal.hr
info@goal.com
pretplata@poslovni.hr
brian@cherne.net
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indexoglasi@margon.hr
preciousovia39@gmail.com
marcopandolfo92@gmail.com
lucerna.nekretnine@gmail.com
sergio@eurovilla.hr
eurovilla@eurovilla.hr
info@alea.info
anita.nekretnine@gmail.com
se@Realitica.com
info@bazzar.hr
indexioglasi@margon.hr
info@njuskalo.hr
info@nekretnine-rijeka.com
info@alfastan2.hr
info@bova.hr
info@m2nekretnine.hr
nadaburum@gmail.com
nasdom22@gmail.com
office@opereta.hr
orbit@orbit-nekretnine.hr
panorama.pula@gmail.com
info@rivalitas.hr
trgostan@trgostan.hr
info@euro-immobilien.hr
kontakt@euro-interijeri.hr
vanja.noving@gmail.com
bajta.nekretnine@gmail.com
doris@bid-nekretnine.hr
mail@kbb.hr
info@men-ars.hr
info@porec-immobilien.hr
info@rost.hr
info@tonina-nekretnine.hr
noidapackersmoversindia@gmail.com
tomicitaltrans@gmail.com
karlovachdz@gmail.com
biserka.gadzo@matulji.hr
osamohorovicic@gmail.com
nk.mune@gmail.com
kkmatulji@gmail.com
pkcrni.macic@gmail.com
lisinaplaninarskodrustvo@gmail.com
triatlon.klub.matulji@gmail.com
ucka.sport@gmail.com
udruga.interinova@gmail.com
likovnaudruga.matulji@gmail.com
udruga.mladimune@gmail.com
sonja.vlah1@gmail.com
udruga.zejane@gmail.com
ucka.matulji@gmail.com
franko.susanj@gmail.com
branka.surina@gmail.com
udruga.foliot@gmail.com
marin.kovo@gmail.com
karmen.karlic@savjetodavna.hr
mia.hdlu@gmail.com
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martina.hdlu@gmail.com
galerije.hdlu@gmail.com
vida.hdlu@gmail.com
nika.hdlu@gmail.com
josip.pirsljin@gmail.com
bremza2309@gmail.com
pjenjic9@gmail.com
dubravac.ante@gmail.com
kresimirboskovic@gmail.com
edvard.buric@gmail.com
luka.medica93@gmail.com
boldin.slavko@gmail.com
kkomarica@gmail.com
brankoljuba94@gmail.com
telisman@irb.hr
info@afoto.hr
eneko@eneko.hr
vjekoslav.knezevic@eneko.hr
3472056@whoisprotection.biz
3524454@whoisprotection.biz
More@Debenhams.com
WHOIS@BLUEHOST.COM
bce.tunis@planet.tn
contact@issuu.com
copyright@issuu.com
digitalsuccess@issuu.com
dns-admin@google.com
fantasyfilme@nerdydata.com
feedback@issuu.com
heldercamoes@jaymedacosta.pt
info@oeid.ir
info@prodomain.info
ipadmin@websitewelcome.com
jaymedacosta@jaymedacosta.pt
luncute.com@wix-domains.com
md@oeid.ir
natesh@pst-online.net
office@ccib.ro
omc.info@planet.tn
partnerships@issuu.com
pnewman@paracomp.net
pr@issuu.com
sales@cloudme.bh
support@easyspace.com
wellness@bigster.in
abhishek@siltonrubber.com
acekolkata@ace-cranes.com
acekolkatta@ace-cranes.com
admin@cannonsecurity.co.in
admin@nirmalgroup.co.in
anup@nevatiagroup.com
bhupen@roshnichemicals.com
bryairkolkata@pahwa.com
contact@premurimpex.com
contact@sharmaagrico.com
contact@subadipindustries.com
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crm@utkarshindia.in
cs@yogayog.com
customers@pakrashi-harmonium.com
enquiry@duttengineeredworks.com
enquiry@sanjeevan.co.in
epc@epcfans.com
forw_132906@bsnl.in
goutam@surjaeng.com
heizachem@bsnl.in
idsa@transwaysindia.com
indsup@riemail.com
info.kolkata@cpmcindia.com
info@amcofilter.com
info@bhalotiainternational.com
info@bhogilal.com
info@chemexindia.com
info@diecastings.net
info@eaglewood.com
info@gopaltrading.com
info@holoflex.com
info@hosco.co.in
info@jisgroup.org
info@jointmask.com
info@kunalmicrons.com
info@metravi.com
info@momhospital.org
info@ostadricehuller.com
info@pdsinfotech.com
info@pitambartravels.com
info@polyfoamtanks.com
info@rashmilighting.com
info@rcmricehuller.com
info@ruiachemicals.com
info@sardamagnets.com
info@shankaragencies.com
info@simpletec.org
info@soilenviro.com
info@subhasree.in
info@tts-systematix.com
jcs@jayasoftwares.com
jramnani@vensimal.net
kinggaurav@hoptmail.com
kolkata@mechelonic.in
kolkata@paltech.in
kolkata@samirsupply.com
kolkatab@gsppower.com
mail@weldmansynergic.com
maity@rishitengineering.com
md@airaelectropneumatics.com
natcork@airtelbrodband.in
nezone@nezonesteel.com
punit@steelmetal.co.in
rajesh@arc-it.com
reikolkata@rediffmail.net
sales@bataviabrothers.com
sales@cadillacfilter.com
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sales@diamondflanges.com
sales@secureexp.com
sales@siltonrubber.com
sales@soilenviro.com
sales@udmarketing.com
samit@trinitytradex.com
sepl@seplsecurity.com
sg@gemforgings.com
sib@sibservices.in
soni@sonipower.com
sray@greavesmail.com
switching@avoups.com
thes_1256853@bsnl.in
upsteel@rediffmail.net
verdure@senindia.co.in
vinar_vsa@vinar.in
volvo@udmarketing.com
whki@wockhardthospitals.com
sales@dispotech.it
jeku@abena.dk
sales@supertower.com.sg
secretariat@aimnet.it
0035@hw0001.com
003@rs-head.spb.ru
004@163.com
00649@163.com
007jhm@163.com
00aet@myrealbox.com
00jmk@hanmail.net
010012@126.com
010@sina.cn
01191264264rajiv@tibros.co.in
011maggie@victory9.com.tw
0127@sina.com
012@3mao.cc
013@hxjq.com
017@apresys.com.cn
020jinchuan@163.com
021@jiancezaixian.com
021yssh@163.com
0314fq@163.com
0317lanjing@163.com
0557022@163.com
05_shunfa@Shunfa.cn
07064248259@blumail.org
0722KKK@HANMAIL.NET
085808@sina.com
0930986261@fetnet.net
096@sina.com
0@126.com
10-sites@month.com
101uses@renapur.com
1022@163.com
1110207245@pa18.com
111100231@fade.up.pt
112200@mail.ru
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114@mail.ru
11@sina.com.cn
12-220@mail.ru
123@netsun.com
12500@126.com
13088858996@vip.163.com
13151500270@163.com
13321858523@133sh.com
13332468088@126.com
133371036391333710@163.com
13352455745@163.com
13366015011@163.com
13387868989@126.COM
13390873339@163.com
13409096006@163.com
13426262185@126.com
13433359500@139.com
13451880011@139.com
13500566096@163.com
13501003752@139.com
1350500500@163.com
13510180018@163.com
13512713110@126.com
13528958188@126.com
13552657076@163.com
13553158444@126.com
13583114640@163.com
13584960996@163.com
13585553859@126.com
13601102437@163.com
13601276502@163.com
13601786828@163.com
13602284256@126.com
1360400862@mail.ru
13621634939@139.com
13641581672@163.com
13651770597@139.com
13651932536@163.com
136549@SRI.DUNLOP.CO.JP
13661041837@163.com
13710705910@126.com
13723335872@126.com
13726910390@139.com
13733556099@163.com
13758677511@139.com
13761777043@163.com
13761983030@126.com
13785659621@163.com
13788991907@163.com
13801014459@139.com
13801369521@163.com
13801813929@vip.163.com
13802705804@163.com
13803621236@163.com
13806231975@163.com
1380MIAO@163.COM
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13811281794@163.com
13813711510@163.com
13814216750@126.com
13816996150@126.com
13818816745@139.com
13823144856@vip.163.com
13826952903@vip.163.com
13829110980@vip.163.com
13841298077@163.com
13853415875@163.com
13853528713@163.com
13854341616@126.com
13860220227@139.com
13861050607@163.com
13889898011@126.com
13901105664@139.com
13901662682@139.com
13902125971@126.com
13902913525@139.com
13910521118@139.com
13910913695@163.com
13911617397@163.com
13916662756@139.com
13917480738@163.com
13917653435@163.com
13922828712@139.com
13923305150@139.com
13930160793@163.com
13933066502@163.com
13934586593@163.com
13935632218@163.com
13936661060@126.com
13936683822@139.com
13939838359@163.com
13940862401@139.com
13940985126@163.com
13951168111@163.com
13951720268@163.com
13969952522@163.com
13970827919@139.com
13973088741@vip.163.com
13997276484@163.com
13egorovanastia@mail.ru
148maoxubin@sina.com
15000792249@163.com
15064801735@126.com
15084666466@163.com
15104517021@139.com
15190334233@126.com
15206129527@163.com
15366271259@163.com
15615770360@126.com
15753173329@163.com
15833753578@163.com
15841439221@163.com
15850375885@163.com
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15863906377@163.com
15921283188@139.com
15961682215@163.com
15967576066@163.com
15980898972@163.com
15989323669@163.com
15@sian.com.cn
163valve@163.com
168@mfco.cn
168pen@168pen.com
1699zhengyu@163.com
18250824218@163.com
18610029423@163.com
18618487521@163.com
18653239498@163.com
18735502420@163.com
18737803365@163.com
18905251067@163.com
18919059560@163.com
18964788806@126.com
1933@NewspaperArchive.com
19581230@163.com
1958@163.com
19611jh@sina.com
1984aen@163.com
1988@163.com
1988@bk.ru
1988@china.com
1988@inbox.ru
1988@mail.ru
1988@yahuu.com.cn
198@vip.163.com
1@io.solarmetric.com
1cytra@cytra.co.kr
1hruj29rfer7glrh03nsl2fnrm43eici7n@4ax.com
2-kssh@163.com
2000kalibr@mail.ru
2003.HJH@163.COM
2004bobo@sina.com
2008420@163.com
2008cfa@sina.com
2008tangweifang@163.com
20info@axelspringer.hu
20info@eternalskincare.com
20nautilusjobs@redactive.co.uk
20r.rodriguez@expan.com.ar
2103527@cc.m-kagaku.co.jp
21516097@zju.edu.cn
21516103@zju.edu.cn
21616096@zju.edu.cn
21@163.com
21SEKI@HANMAIL.NET
21trade@vip.163.com
22171588@163.com
22@163.com
25373293@163.com
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25817009@163.com
271282@163.com
273411531@163.com
2763112@163.com
282950057@163.com
28619@mail.ru
290690733@163.com
2Bhashim@emiratesnbd.com
2santi@vithita.com
2simonzh@sina.com
2xrialdi@dreamer.com.tw
322@163.com
3334016@mail.ru
3472056@whoisprotection.biz
351928327@te4xt.attn.net
3524454@whoisprotection.biz
35441311@163.com
35691028@163.com
36365136@163.com
365238108@163.com
367@367net.com
369797857@163.com
380962468495@mail.ru
3@126.com
3@163.com
3df@163.com
3qqsv3qg08ic3ar783rd89jren@domaindiscreet.com
3wyunbao@vip.163.com
3zxbj@163.com
404793618@163.com
404@404.com
41181_1974@mail.ru
44317575@163.com
4551833@163.com
465236853@163.com
46584@163.com
4c0awm2@glf.ch
4gj52ccs540oct@aei.co.uk
4ip.lan@bk.ru
4llmvjvo0citma978l1ilikv5n@domaindiscreet.com
5-dnceE244zYKzVnZ2dnUVZ_uGdnZ2d@mozilla.org
50cnnet@50cnnet.com
51661970@163.com
51670064@163.com
51lunwen@vip.163.com
524295794@163.com
538900@163.com
555552@0936.com
5823024ye@sina.com
583878@mail.ru
5840471@163.com
595120@vip.163.com
5rich@vip.163.com
5ukui@vip.163.com
5zxbj@163.com
600335@163.com
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600638@600638.com
600822@shwuzi.com
6116015n@nc.toho-u.ac.jp
62208945@163.com
6272682cjt@163.com
629@sina.com
63sjb@163.com
65273313@163.com
65598888@zjtongli.com
66119944@163.com
6688jinxing@163.com
67227725@163.com
68168911@vip.163.com
69012834@51uc.com
69699@vip.163.com
699@699.com.cn
7.wia@gvw.ca
71273ymexmoda@une.net.co
725352582@mail.ru
737810454@mail.ru
743fb29b13c28bc5b5d1d3b732811db2@liveauctioneers.desk-mail.com
7567marieshaun@googlemail.com
76d3b34740422df9d9b02b980d6c0d00@kijiji.desk-mail.com
77-311@hanmeil.net
77@dw.com
7899@vip.163.com
793488@163.COM
79534229944@ya.ru
79600657692@mail.ru
7fh0qlj8l@kzd.nl
800002435@b.qq.com
80712591@kck.com.cn
81142@spict.com
81402515@163.COM
8255937@sina.com
84-9-04442099Ccnguyenmailan@vietevent.com.vn
84-9-04442099Cdnguyenmailan@vietevent.com.vn
85@163.com
860315@vip.163.com
866@vip.163.com
8705848@163.com
88582248@163.com
8888@hanmail.net
888@jinlishi.com
888@sujia.cc
89257777@163.com
90272727@csl1010.com
906@ruijianplastic.com
9090huda@hotmil.com
90minutos@codetel.net.do
911MISS@163.COM
92149967@11163.com
92925@sina.com
98071@126.com
99100330@pa18.com
999@aq999.cn
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999@clickinfo.com.cn
99lantu@sina.com
A.Guo@aristoncavi.com
A58438272@163.com
A@126.COM
A@PRTC.NET
AABPHQ@aabp.org
AAGROUP@ZAJIL.NET
AATAA56@mail.ru
ABS-Amer@eagle.org
AD50888043@online.sh.cn
ADS@EQWO.NET
AFRICA_COMPLEX@PARSONLINE.NET
AHLEONG@PD.JARING.MY
AIE_JICA@noavar.com
ALEX@TRANSENERGO.RU
ALICE.LAW@VALMIX.COM
ALISALTD@AHA.RU
ALMIRANTE@CODETEL.NET.DO
ALPHAPACK@163.COM
ANDY@POMHK.COM
APmarketing@mcdermott.com
ARTEXCORP@126.COM
ASAHI-YO@ALTO.OCN.NE.JP
ASD600213@163.com
AVAK@163.COM
AVIONICS@NCINTERNET.NET
Abigail.TOH@solvay.com
Abo_turki3243@hotmil.com
Absp@Absp.org
Adm@iheacn.com
Adrian.Lopezgarciadelomana@systemsbiology.org
Adrienne@Chinaredsun.com
Alexandrik-333@mail.ru
Alexandrine.Cheronet@springer.com
Allan_12000@163.com
Alston.Wu@wgrant.com
Andrea.Lini@uvm.edu
Andres.Padilla@rabobank.com
Andrew.Thompson@noaa.gov
Andy.Duff@rabobank.com
Andy_Lui@126.com
Asia@HaasCNC.com
AsktheSuperintendent@jcschools.us
Atlanta@BearCom.com
Atlantic.Mano@codetel.net.do
AubakirovaH@parlam.kz
Austin@BearCom.com
AxManager@iranigroup.co.il
Aydar@neosar.ru
BACdaBASpert@optigo.net
BANDAI_M@NETBEET.NE.JP
BBEC@bolken.com
BCA@beijingcenterforthearts.com
BEN@AMUZE.CO.UK
BESTWELL@NETFRONT.NET
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BETHELTAMMIE@AIR-EVAC.COM
BOBBY@OXFORD-BLUE.COM
BSFANG1016@126.COM
BZ_brother@163.com
Bainsales@sina.com
BakesR@GOJO.COM
Baolqxingbai@126.com
Baskaran@wayne.edu
Bed@Target.com
Bernhard.Hohlfeld@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
Biju@electra.ae
Bjyj010@163.com
Blog@Blogger.com
Bob.ban@e-bices.org
Bonnie.zhu@atekgroup.com
Boris-Bochkaryov@yandex.ru
Bosang@bosang.com.cn
Boston@BearCom.com
BrianL@IAMovers.org
Bridget.Chudick@jdpa.com
Britt.Parker@noaa.gov
Brittany.R.Hanrahan.11@nd.edu
Brokerage@sicouae.com
Bryant@nytimes.com
Btysyr@163.com
CALVIN@PARADISECOPTERS.COM
CB@XIN.US
CEDRIC@KEYWORLD.NET
CHENXIAO@YZ-CX.COM
CHENYANG628@126.COM
CJ@BERZFLIGHTTRAINING.COM
CK3138999@126.com
CNDStafDevDive@cbsnews.com
CNPINTER1@HKNET.COM
COMEX@DAYTON.COM.AR
CST-Web-Jprs-Info@ml.toshiba.co.jp
CUSTOMERSERVICE@CORVALLISAERO.NET
CUSTOMERSERVICE@OREGONAERO.COM
CUSTOMERSERVICE@SKYSUPPLYUSA.COM
Cai_Qingshan@commerzbank-sha.com
Calculators@Devidts.com
Camaraespanhola@camaraespanhola.org.br
Campaign@AdrianGarcia.com
CareersKSA@EmiratesNBD.com
Cathy@zlpower.com
Certification@scteachers.org
Chantilly@BearCom.com
Charles.White@IAMovers.org
Chicago@BearCom.com
China-kqi@china-kqi.com
China@smwautoblok.cn
Christina_yu_2011@126.com
Christine@joelongthornembe.co.uk
Claire.Till@humboldt.edu
Cnbeebay@cnbeebay.com
Columbus@BearCom.com
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Contributor@Benzinga.com
Cop.Asfalto@codetel.net.do
CostaMesa@BearCom.com
Crystal@health-gym.com
Cum335469@mail.ru
CustomerService@simonandschuster.ca
DAnVlasova@yandex.ru
DHLKB@VIP.163.COM
DHenderson@delsuites.com
DIANNA@EXEC1AVIATION.COM
DLCHENYU2@126.com
DLMPartners@red-gate.co
DON.HEINLEIN@DUNCANAVIATION.COM
DONGGUAN@WELLMAKE.COM.TW
DUREE@ONLINE.SH.CN
DYCOL@AUT.AC.IR
DYHC@hc-garment.com
Dabay@gmlia.com
Dali0811@kmdali.com
Dallas@BearCom.com
Dannyxi2020@126.com
DaveA@wgfiji.com.fj
David.Prichard@metwork.co.uk
Dean625@163.com
Decor@BestNest.com
Deliaz@prettyindustrial.com
Delicatelike-Kate@yandex.ru
Dennis.Lim@motorola.com
Denver@BearCom.com
Derunda1981@sina.com
Detroit@BearCom.com
Dianna.Padilla@sunysb.edu
Do-Mi-Solka.ru@list.ru
DoNotReply@info.michiganbusiness.org
Dra07@mail.ru
ECONDRERAS@FLYPFS.COM
EDEN.ZHAI@EVERGLOW-LTD.COM
EGP@bnu.edu.cn
EMILIOM@DATANDHOME.COM.AR
ENBDREITIR@emiratesnbd.com
ER196@139.com
ERIC@FLYPERFORMANCE.COM
ESLAMI_A@NOAVAR.COM
ESTEBAN.SALTOS@AEROFLYIN.COM
ESYAP@PD.JARING.MY
EU3BS@3bscientific.com
EXPORT1Q@555BF.COM.CN
EXPORT@BETTERALL.CN
EXPT-DEPT@PRO-TECH.COM.TW
Easylife@global.net.mt
Edgar.Martinez@snapon.com
Editor@Asbestos.com
EkbTrauba@mail.ru
EkbTruba@mail.ru
ElaineAH.Tan@stlogs.com
Emets.ok@yandex.ua
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English@eeo.com.cn
Epp.Maaten@vpk.ee
Eric@elinkercontact.com
Erightmier@aerco.com
F3BS@3bscientific.com
FARIMEXCO@HCM.VNN.VN
FB2018@eritrea.be
FBU.Manila@ssa.gov
FELIPEP@21STCENTURYENT.COM
FLIGHTSCHOOL@WISCONSINAVIATION.COM
FRANKFU301@163.com
FSP@yewbio.com
FTC_REZA110@PARSONLINE.NET
Fay.Couceiro@port.ac.uk
Fengyun7407@163.com
Flatware@Target.com
Foundation@tgen.org
Francesca.Demartini@asu.edu
Franciele@cflog.com.br
Frank.wu@365gift.com
Fritz@colibri.cc
FtLauderdale@BearCom.com
Ftoom2fff@hotmil.com
GABE@PROFESSIONALAIR.COM
GAENFRIA@PRTC.NET
GEORGEQIAO@JETLINKINC.COM
GERARDO.TREVINO@AZTECA5.COM
GL_uretim@ravago.com.tr
GSZXN@SINA.COM
Garaman54@mail.ru
Gary.Fones@port.ac.uk
Gdlucksun@163.com
Gene@zmcchina.com
General@unimatech.tw
Graphics@aasafetyinc.com
Greg.brondou@shtrifecta.com
Grigorova-yana@mail.ru
H.Lancee@hszuyd.nl
H13863592750@163.com
HAINANRUIXIN@SINA.COM
HAIWEI@CLEAR.NET.NZ
HAYA.M@BURGERANCH.CO.IL
HELPDOGS@URGENTPODR.ORG
HEMANT@SPARKLEWAY.COM
HG@Lifungsh.com.cn
HHC1388@PD.JARING.MY
HK@CHENGKUO.COM
HOH@IAMovers.org
HOLLYTREE@HKBN.NET
HONGXINEDC@126.COM
HR@BYBO.com.cn
HR@cybex.in
HR@mysqlpub.com
HUIYI20090609@163.COM
HUZG@MAIL.IHEP.AC.CN
HVAC@AGNIONLINE.COM
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HXH@LIXINGCHEM.COM
Haimer@haimer.cn
Hannah.Lister@uvm.edu
Harm.Schroter@ahkr.uib.no
Hassan@gmile.com
Hc_corp@163.com
HectorThen@codetel.net.do
Hein.de.Baar@nioz.nl
Heli.Suvi@vpk.ee
Hello@SouthBayCommunityChurch.com
Herbert.Schmalstieg@Hannover-Stadt.de
Hideyuki.ashina@oekmachine.com
Hncom_kjch@sina.com
Hoffman.Joel@epa.gov
HongjieLL001@sina.com
Hote666@163.com
Hotel@Westfalenhaus.com
Houston@BearCom.com
Ht0309@126.com
Huiyue2008@sina.com
IMPORTS@SPORTSMARKET.COM.SA
INFO@AIRCAREINC.COM
INFO@AIRFLEETTRAINING.COM
INFO@AMERICANWINGSAVIATION.COM
INFO@DREAMFLIGHTSCHOOL.COM
INFO@FAIR-EUROPE.COM
INFO@FLYNFI.COM
INFO@GATEWAY-AVIATION.COM
INFO@HIMPEX.CZ
INFO@IRANWIRE.NET
INFO@J3ENGINEERS.COM
INFO@JasonofBH.com
INFO@KEYLIMEAIR.COM
INFO@KUROKIGOISHI.CO.JP
INFO@METAL-WORKS.CN
INFO@PARAGONFLIGHT.COM
INFO@PBFLIGHT.COM
INFO@PROFILPAS.COM
INFO@ROCKAPETTA.COM
INFO@SISTERSTOURSVN.COM
INFO@SPORTYS.COM
INFO@TAC-CANADA.COM
INFO@TCCINC.COM
INFO@TEAMCARFLAGIRELAND.COM
INFO@THOMASSAIRCRAFTSUPPLIES.COM
INFO@TRANSAEROINC.COM
IR@emiratesnbd.com
IR@ispoptics.com
ISHUNFA@126.COM
ITRFsecretariat@adcommission.gov.au
IWANTTOFLY@BESTINFLIGHT.NET
Iacchei@hawaii.edu
IbrahimS@emiratesbank.com
Igibaeva@parlam.kz
Igsprague@ceibs.edu
Iivianna.Masso@vpk.ee
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Inesbenitez@codetel.net.do
Info.cn@ifm.com
Info@B2Bdata.co
Info@BroadwayTheatreLeague.org
Info@IAMovers.org
Info@NanoPore.com
Info@NewMediaGroup.biz
Info@Santabarbaraseals.com
Info@WebsiteJungle.com
Info@boschrexroth.com.cn
Info@compoundent.com
Info@ditresa.com
Info@ear.com.br
Info@lachmistore.com
Info@mastervolt.kr
Info@norcada.com
Info@sukandiamond.com
InfoSaturnFasteners@acument.com
Inti@barquisimeto.com
Itelcpora@codetel.net.do
Itf@Itf.it
JACK@JSMANA.COM
JAMES.ANDERSON@asu.edu
JBS01@JBSTOYS.COM
JERI.ELSNER@ANCOM.ORG
JHT8800@163.com
JIMEI@JIMEIBAG.COM
JMST@imr.ac.cn
JN_EIC@sfn.org
JN_Features@sfn.org
JOHN@MCAIRAVIATION.COM
JOSEPHYZPAN@SINA.COM.CN
JR@INTZL.COM
JSHEN@TATUNGUSA.COM
Jaap.Damste@nioz.nl
Jack.fa@coral.eu
Jakob.Madsen@monash.edu
James.Whisstock@med.monash.edu.au
James_Hsu@163.com
Jamila.Kenney@IAMovers.org
Janetb@rtiresearch.com
Japan_customerservice@economist.com
Jean-Baptiste.Raina@uts.edu.au
Jeffrey@crossgateadvisors.com
Jenni@ijr.com
Jennifer.Mlinarek@ims-moving.de
Jeremy.Short@ou.edu
Jesson@metakem.cn
Jfioriti@aerco.com
Jinshuo86@126.com
Jitesh@systech.co.in
Jkft@raymondglobal.com
Jnapat@kantana.co.th
Joe@autotechmiami.com
John.Baur@unlv.edu
John.C.Walker.III@morganstanley.com
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John.C.Walker.IV@morganstanley.com
John@vip.163.com
JohnS@vip.163.com
Jp-sales@github.com
Jrgomez@codetel.net.do
Jszm200808@126.com
Judkins@mail.usf.edu
K-yip@163.com
K0032@csu.edu.tw
K59792696@163.com
KAPISUIT@BIGC.CO.TH
KEVIN@LCM.COM.TW
KSHI@NIGLAS.AC.CN
Kadaa@kadaa.com.cn
Karen.redling@besttech2way.com
Katja.Peijnenburg@naturalis.nl
Kay@artKure.com
Keefe@marinelink.com
Ken@taischuh.com.tw
Kensuke_Satou@toshibatec.co.jp
Kevin.Choi@camus-hydronics.com
Kids@HoodaMath.com
Kieryn.KILMINSTER@water.wa.gov.au
Kingwang518@126.com
Kirnizkyu_Vladimer@mail.ru
Klaus.Lackner@asu.edu
Klaus.Meiners@aad.gov.au
Kpm-sale@po.karats.co.jp
Kristaps.Dzenis@hannu-pro.com
Krkmant4@gmil.com
LCRAIG@YINGLINGAVIATION.COM
LIBINGHAN@sdzd.com
LIMTION@163.COM
LINDA-HXL@163.COM
LJCHINA@SH163.NET
LJL626@vip.163.com
LNHSWG@VIP.163.COM
LONNIE@SPECIALTYFLIGHT.COM
LRG@WAROM.COM
LRVkanceliarija@lrv.lt
LSQ@songqiao.com
LTD.jenniferhung.im@lifung.com.tw
Lagerc@hawaii.edu
Laguilar@segrupex.com
Lan.top@163.com
Lars.Tranvik@ebc.uu.se
LasVegas@BearCom.com
LawrenceYounan@turnerdesigns.com
Lbing777@163.com
Lc4c@netease.com
Ldjh1188@126.com
Leiblein@Leiblein.de
LesayAlesay@mail.ru
Li.Wetz@motorola.com
Li328042379@126.com
Liangju@126.com
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Lillian@suichenggd.cn
Linda@davebella.com
Littlefish_yxp@163.com
Liu950712@sina.com
Ln100@163.com
LosAngeles@BearCom.com
Lp@guobangsteel.com
Ltd@gwm.cn
Lucas.morgan@netcomposites.com
Lucazer@163.com
Lucy.jia@mae-group.com
Ludmilla.Morozova-Roche@medchem.umu.se
Luning668@Lnpack.cn
Luoy@istic.ac.cn
Lwh61827@sina.com.cn
Lx@cnena.com
LyndseyB@CornerstoneMoving.com
Lzzj029@126.com
M.I.S@INFONIE.FR
MAIL@MIF.AERO
MAILBOX@CARDISFURNITURE.COM
MANYATA@MANYATA.COM
MASSI.MARI@MARICART.IT
MAURA@AF.TV
MA_LIN@CHINA.COM.CN
MCRedmond@uncc.edu
MEICHEN5668@163.COM
MEL.EDEN@TRUEBELL.CO.UK
MELANIE@AEROTRONICS.COM
MKT@heymoms.cn
MP@Hypepro.tv
MSEVEREN@USAVIATION.AERO
MSpoo-Chupka@mwdh2o.com
MVINTRO@NOGUERAYVINTRO.COM
MXJ930815@SINA.COM
MZFUYUAN@163.COM
MZYCTC@188.COM
Machinery@kanoosa.com
Maher.Zein@atlastelecom.ae
Maka0@yurei.net
Makoto_Kotani@toyobo.jp
Mansoor.Hashimi@sib.ae
MarkI@HA.com
Mark_gmyrek@fwuk.fwc.com
Market-bi@integra.ru
Markus.Hansson@med.lu.se
Martin.Cox@aad.gov.au
Martin.Hui@gv-hk.com
Matthew.Trentman.1@nd.edu
Md.Rabiul.Islam@monash.edu
Merle.Maigret@vpk.ee
Michael.Meyers@biz.state.or.us
Michael.Seki@noaa.gov
Michael.Speck@avl.com
Michael.Stromeyer@dbschenker.com
Mike.Ronan@ehp.qld.gov.au
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Mikko.Heino@uib.no
Milackova00420-73143446-6imilackova@re68.eu
Ministry.info@agm.gov.bz
Mly@POBox.COM
Mobile565@yeah.net
Mohamed.abdel-ghany@guc.edu.eg
Mohamed5641@gotmail.com
Moodyboy003@126.com
More@Debenhams.com
More@etfmatic.com
Morgan.Downing@jcschools.us
Muneerh6462@gmil.com
Murdo@murdoamurrayconsulting.com
N.Fujita@seibushoko.com
NEIL.GLAZER@PILOTMALL.COM
NEPA@WILNETONLINE.NET
NICK@EDENSTAR.CO.UK
NIEJUN@GLOCKRENTAL.COM
NINO@QUINTAX.DK
NOSSSSok@yandex.by
NUFICO@SBM.NET.SA
NYKHK.ML.HKG.IMPCSVC@nykgroup.com
NYKHK.S.HKG.EXPCSVC@nykgroup.com
Name@Bobberinteractive.com
Nandriani@mcdermott.com
Nashville@BearCom.com
Nasty_2000@163.com
Nathan@mail2Musician.com
NewYorkNewJersey@BearCom.com
Nicole.langston@jcschools.us
Noelle.Bowlin@noaa.gov
OFF@ValveMan.com
OLKSHIPPING@163.COM
Oltabai@mail.ru
Omrashid1220@gmil.com
Online@DailyArcade.net
OptOut@HolaConnect.com
Orlando@BearCom.com
PACIFIC@POMHK.COM
PALMER@PALMERBOWLING.COM
PGHL@ProrsumGroup.com
PICC_CZHR@163.com
PIELMER@PIELMER.COM
PMCDONOUGH@MIZZOUAVIATION.COM
POLYSEAT@SANCHARNET.IN
PPC@thealinker.com
PSMITH@TAILWINDFLIGHTCENTER.COM
PSP@pmw.de
Pam.Scott@metrocomm2way.com
Parts@Cooperriverboatyard.com
Pat.Wong@mwv.com
Paul.Maxwell@healthywaterways.org
Paul.Mudroch@tc.gc.ca
Paul_Agris@ncsu.edu
Pauline_Cadena@condordc.com
Peggy.Vi.@health.gov.sc
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Peijnenburg@uva.nl
Penelope.Ajani@uts.edu.au
Peter.Kleinman@ars.usda.gov
Peter.boggild@nanotech.dtu.dk
Pharoah@seznam.cz
Phil@threebranchsupply.com
Philadelphia@BearCom.com
Philibert@AsiaRelocation.com.ph
Policy@academia.edu
Portland@BearCom.com
Postyouth@126.com
President@Mail.ru
Printing8@126.com
Product999@126.com
QCEA2015@163.com
QW@zpec.com
Qamarmahar1502@gmil.com
Qdyichen@yeah.net
Qfxd111@163.com
Qi@tigercnc.net
Qoo10@qoo10.sg
RAYMOND08@126.COM
REGMUEB@PRODIGY.NET.MX
RH.VAGAS@GRUPOESTADO.COM.BR
RH@usikraft.com.br
RHSELECAO@ZODIAC.COM.BR
RINZEN@163.COM
RKL2@columbia.edu
ROB@EDCO.NL
ROLAMONT@FERREMOSA.COM
RUBYG@PO.JARING.MY
Ralph.Cassau@atotech.com
Randall.Kosaki@noaa.gov
Rbrannen@avlgroup.com
Regishka19_17@mail.ru
Register@PinoyExchange.com
Riverside@BearCom.com
Robert_Lamb@brown.edu
Roberto.marques@twice.com.br
Roozz764@gmil.com
Rosemary.Morrow@legos.obs-mip.fr
Rs.@Flipkart.com
Ruslan-salikhov1910@mail.ru
S.Kuehn@scholpp.de
S266s506072@gmil.com
SAIDEBIO@163.com
SALES@ABCCOMPONENTS.COM
SALES@DJGIFTSCO.COM
SALES@FUSLAI.COM
SALES@GOALAR.COM
SALES@HKPURETER.COM
SALES@JBIHELICOPTERS.COM
SALES@PASECONDS.COM
SALES@PHAR-CHEM.COM
SALES@PLANET.COM
SALES@SANGO.COM
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SALES@SHUSTERS.COM
SALES@SPENCERAIRCRAFT.COM
SALES@STYLESLOGISTICS.COM
SALES@tinpak.com
SAMUEL859@163.com
SASHA@OMEN.RU
SAuD4566545@gmeiL.com
SBM@atruesmilefoundation.com
SD-HGBC@126.COM
SDSYSK@163.com
SEDCOPR@COQUI.NET
SERVICE-SPORT@MTU-NET.RU
SERVICE@NETCOC.COM
SHOP@WAYMAN.NET
SHSIEH@TATUNGUSA.COM
SHULU@163.com
SINOTRUK_SARAH@163.COM
SKYPORT@REDBIRDSKYPORT.COM
SMILEEXPORTS@NOW-INDIA.COM
SMILE_HANNAH@126.COM
SNP@seoulin.co.kr
SOCORED@PLANET.TN
SR@BRUNET.BN
SSULLIVAN@ABOVEALLSBA.COM
STAR-BRIDGE@SH163.NET
STARSEAZHANG@126.COM
STORES@AVIONICS.CO.NZ
SUNNY@CSWEAVING.COM
SZ_SANYI@163.COM
Sacramento@BearCom.com
Sae_11@gmil.com
Sales.list@ecryan.com.cn
Sales10@chinatruck.cc
Sales@3bscientific.cn
Sales@InMaricopa.com
Sales@boyuanchem.com
Sales@chap-china.cn
Sales@dbikorea.com
Sales@dishman.net.cn
Sales@embeddedsingapore.com
Sales@highsunpharm.com
Sales@ijresearch.com
Sales@joinature.cn
Sales@kreissoft.com
Sales@nanoclay.net
Sales@sjzlmdz.com
Sales@teo.com.tw
Sales@williamscom.on.ca
Sales@woodliving.nl
Sales@yitian-dental.cn
Sameh.Shaaban@aast.edu
SanDiego@BearCom.com
SanFrancisco@BearCom.com
Sarah.Amiri@noaa.gov
Sb61@wzshengbo.com
Scdd31111@126.com
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Scommercial@smartransgroup.com
Seattle@BearCom.com
Sedinin_pakemon@mail.ru
Serh.@hotmil.com
Server@blog.oliverphillips91.co.uk
Service.sh@fortune-co.com
Service1@cnmould.com
Service@POSGuys.com
Shauna.Murray@uts.edu.au
Shenzy0914@sina.cn
Sianderson@uri.edu
Siddharaj.pant@feedbackinfra.com
Siim.Raie@vpk.ee
Sinopaullee@126.com
Siv.Lauvset@uib.no
Smimazh@parlam.kz
Smith@vip.163.com
So.Kawaguchi@aad.gov.au
Songshq@eco-ev.com
Sports@dw.com
Ss123456789@hotmil.com
SsadnVCPiLMbeqzVnZ2dnUVZ_tajnZ2d@mozilla.org
StPaul@BearCom.com
Stevia@steviacn.com
Sunny-fan@sterlingpumps.com.cn
Support1@vrfms.net
Sven.Lehmann@engelvoelkers.com
Sylvestre.ouedraogo@unclp.org
Szzhesheng@126.com
TADA@BUDO-GU.CO.JP
TAMMY@KOPEK.COM.TW
TD002@TDSHOES.NET
TD@chinateda.com
TEDDY@UNIPAKDESIGNS.COM
TGRECO@CARGOCONTROLINC.COM
THILL@PAS-PAG.COM
THRnews@thr.com
THUI001@126.COM
TIME-COM@PHILONLINE.COM
TJWZKJ@163.COM
TOM.MCCORD@TOMWOODAVIATION.COM
TONEK@VIP.163.COM
TQ@thinkdigit.com
TSU_service@turbo.co.jp
TURANTRANS@mail.ru
TWY_YLY@126.COM
Tan@stlogs.com
Team@thermalspraysolutions.com
Terry.Delarosa@motorola.com
Terry.Head@IAMovers.org
Thai3BS@3BScientific.com
Thierry.Andry@advalvas.be
Thomasnet@ThomasNet.com
Thorsten.Koch@ito-movers.de
Tongli_gearbox@163.com
Tonyli@cnbs.cc
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Transactions@POSGuys.com
Trevor.brown@officeally.com
Ts-qj@163.com
Umurzakov@parlam.kz
UnknownBreaking@yandex.ru
Upkooo__Tropman@mail.ru
VAGAS@TRAINNING.COM.BR
VEEKAY@HKBN.NET
VERKAUF@HPH.CH
VLopezFeliu@energyrecovery.com
Vanessa.olaneta@afm.es
Vassilii.Khachaturov@comverse.com
Vern@bmetool.biz
Vertucci@marinelink.com
Victoria@deepwatergroup.org
Vietnam@JobStreet.vn
Vikusha636@mail.ru
Vitajoy@vitajoy-biotech.com
Vparro@ieee.org
WAF7221@SINA.COM
WAYNE@CHINFA.COM
WESTPALMBEACH-FL@wbzt.com
WINFO@WOLONG.COM
WINNIE@MANYGROUPS.COM
WJHYUNG@yuhs.ac
WLL@guobangsteel.com
WONGCMI@PC.JARING.MY
WRABITOR@PORTCITYAIR.COM
WWWFLTCOM@163.COM
Wahab@elitecity.ae
Wanyan_0224@sina.com
Washington@BearCom.com
Web@ups.com
Weiguang.5098859@163.com
WhitePaper@masterbond.com
William.Kohudic@iamovers.org
William.Watson@noaa.gov
William.skirving@noaa.gov
Wllqjishu@163.com
WolnyG@GOJO.COM
XHIT@kexiong.com
XINYETAOCI@126.COM
Xairul...Dominguez@mail.ru
Xertek1605@yandex.ru
Xyp_syp@126.com
YATAITOY@HANMAIL.NET
YILI@CHINA-SM.BIZ
YKMW@YUNGKONG.COM
YOUHSUNNRAI@YAHOO.CO.JP
YSY811XH@SINA.COM
Yasmin@visuals.co.uk
Ycrusher@126.com
Yizhen.Li@noaa.gov
Yoshimasa_Fukuroi@sin.suminoe.co.jp
Yufei515253@163.com
ZB1201@SINA.COM
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ZGX820@163.com
ZLY997@whweiying.com
ZM@HONKAI.COM
ZQDQ@kesys.cn
Zapadnaja1934@mail.ru
Zbonwl@126.com
Zco@dongxincn.com
Zerojun75@126.com
Zhenhuan.li@faw-vw.com
ZurickDavis@zurickdavis.com
ZzZ_jula_ZzZ@mail.ru
a.alfahad@da.gov.kw
a.artyukhin@fmgspb.ru
a.artyukhov@fmgspb.ru
a.baglai@uva.nl
a.belyakovtsev@mail.ru
a.bochikalov@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
a.byzov@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
a.capasso@transaudiovideo.com
a.castano@aerodom.com
a.diaz@codetel.net.do
a.etzol@cipmedias.com
a.foineau@vdm-reya.com
a.gussinklo@erasmusmc.nl
a.halfar@halfar.com
a.hernandez@tss.gov.do
a.hitchcock@sheffield.ac.uk
a.jahnke@betek.de
a.kan@vocas.com
a.krake@topcasings.nl
a.kuckartz@ping.de
a.kuper@wppg.com
a.lakhani@dusol.ae
a.makhova@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
a.marley@beautyconnectionlimited.com
a.menshchikov@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
a.messon@aerodom.com
a.motors@codetel.net.do
a.n.tyler@stir.ac.uk
a.nithy@primexapparels.com
a.pavlenko@fmgnovo.ru
a.rodionov@fmgnovo.ru
a.rosario@crcltd.com.do
a.sandoval@solidaridad.gov.do
a.skalecki@breining.fayat.com
a.smirnova@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
a.stchastnaya@fmgspb.ru
a.stockmeier@avm.de
a.valdivia7@codetel.net.do
a.westerman@westli-bv.com
a02@ostarts.com
a03@ostarts.com
a1003304349@126.com
a1037798694@126.com
a1048036634@126.com
a1205848502@126.com
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a1262245424@126.com
a1275476554@126.com
a1363090520@126.com
a13901008788@126.com
a1438452823@126.com
a1533290687@126.com
a1595550963@126.com
a1603227460@126.com
a1675820258@126.com
a1695446640@126.com
a1735935946@126.com
a1742706089@126.com
a1897607646@126.com
a3075@126.com
a31788215@126.com
a369@vip.163.com
a3969@163.com
a3@a3.com.tw
a8717019@mail.npust.edu.tw
a@c-c.com
a@m.co.il
a@mail.ru
a_kang@yeah.net
a_khashai@parsonline.net
a_sagitov@mail.ru
a_thorev@mail.ru
a_wakasugi@felissimo.co.jp
a_westerburg@inspectiontech.us
aaa@163.com
aac378@humboldt.edu
aachen@capnetz.de
aadi@aadi-india.org
aaepoffice@aaep.org
aagalaxy@online.sh.cn
aagiman@unimedmarilia.com.br
aagnew@oceannavigator.com
aahmadi@cc.iut.ac.ir
aahuangchenwei@163.com
aaj@geo.tv
aak@aak.or.ke
aalvarez@altadisusa.com
aalves@llorenteycuenca.com
aamt-info@aamt.info
aao@ce.berkeley.edu
aappling@usgs.gov
aapprill@whoi.edu
aarne@avelin.ee
aaron.strong@maine.edu
aaron@classmax.com
aaron@jiemeihome.com
aaron_cimc@163.com
aasa2@kast.or.kr
aaslan@polyplex.com
aasrl@arzeasociados.com
aathira@doodleworldwide.com
ab.comert@myunet.com
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ab495355@ab-insurance.com
ab@bio-smile.cn
abad@abad.com.br
abadfort@abadhotels.com
abahay@massfood.com
abaik@kau.edu.sa
abaksheyev@complex.com
abalmaceda@salfa.cl
abanoor@almajalG4S.com
abasa@codetel.net.do
abau@env.dtu.dk
abc7725779@126.com
abc@huayex.com
abcshanghai06@vip.163.com
abd@elabdgroup.com
abdulla@goldkeys.co.za
abdullahf@emiratesbank.com
abej@jica-bo.org
abestled@163.com
abhishek@valueprospects.in
abiec@abiec.com.br
abierfass@sbg.com.ar
abigail@codetel.net.do
abih@abih.org
abilene.zoo@abilenetx.com
ability@ability.ind.br
abimedina@codetel.net.do
abingdon@middlesbrough.gov.uk
abird@w3.org
ablib@ocln.org
ablum@pressandguide.com
abog.luisrosa@codetel.net.do
abold@energyrecovery.com
abommenel@tami-industries.com
aboud.ibtsam@kibid.com
abourbonnais@whoi.edu
aboysen@uw.edu
abraham_gomez@codetel.net.do
abrahamson@berkeley.edu
abreu.morales@codetel.net.do
abroadsales@kelioil.com
abrpsp@abrpsp.org.br
absgcorrespondences@gc.adventist.org
abt@vip.163.com
abuchan@utk.edu
abuchschachner@arrirental.de
abutler@charlestoncvb.com
abutler@coxohio.com
acacia64@chollian.co.kr
acanto@codetel.net.do
acc.mng@arab-board.org
access@monterofye.com
accessible@academia.edu
accesslog@accesslog.com.br
account@itsolution.gr
account@primrose.co.uk
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account@rsa.org.nz
account@stadlbauer.com.hk
accounting@artisantg.com
accounting@srflooringconcepts.com
accounts@deserv.biz
accounts@eplas.com
accounts@leathersatchel.com
accounts@tastyworks.com
accountsudaipur@westerndrugs.com
ace@lipdrum.com
ace@tidbits.com
acequipment@nexicom.net
acgomez@soficol.com
achats@novatim.com
achiaradia@sciere.com.br
achirica@ttd.net
achow@masterflo.com
acifici@cartoni.com
acigollen@internet.net.do
acjc@acjc.edu.sg
acklamgrange@middlesbrough.gov.uk
acladakis@jcboe.org
acmoraes@oabsp.org.br
acoforja@acoforja.com.br
acolin@jcboe.org
acompanhamento.legislativo@oabsp.org.br
aconf@aconf.org
acortes@transpac.com.mx
acosta.ibert@codetel.net.do
acostarosario@codetel.net.do
acsda@codetel.net.do
acsecomp@codetel.net.do
acsisa@prodigy.net.mx
act-online-publishing@afp.gov.au
actel.cxa@codetel.com
actel.cxa@codetel.net.do
actored-bj@actored.com
ad@ledpan.com
ad@ow.ly
ada@evergreentree.com.hk
ada@sinica.edu.tw
adalah@adalah.org
adalberto.andrade@wilsonsons.com.br
adam.brooks@parliament.tas.gov.au
adam.kessler@monash.edu
adam.milata@fortemix.cz
adam.pridgen@thecoverofnight.com
adam.shelton@evac.com
adam@adamsavage.com
adam@akltg.com
adam@batelnet.bs
adam@evd1.tv
adam@promise.org
adam@williamgee.co.uk
adamdachis.com@toasterdog.com
adamsg@mossmotors.com
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adaniels@aiha.org
adatsang.im@lifung.com.hk
adboyd@eckerd.edu
adccompany@codetel.net.do
adeana@joongbo.com.br
adecintl@codetel.net.do
adel.heenan@noaa.gov
adelborg@jusek.se
adele@adeleferguson.com
adenim@advancedenim.com
adenium@codetel.net.do
adhadhm@163.com
adi368@china.com
adi@kv-yavne.co.il
adi@parlamento.st
adickerson@jcboe.org
adidm@dijitalvarliklar.com.tr
adil@promolankamkt.com
adilson.padilha@adami.com.br
adionne@admedilink.com
aditya_kuber@thinkdigit.com
adk@ce.berkeley.edu
adk@vip.163.com
adlesaint@free.fr
adm.pessoal@odb.com.br
adm@angraex.com.br
adm_348165@whoisprotection.cc
admetal@163.com
admin.ca@codetel.net.do
admin.list@ntn.com.cn
admin@0catch.com
admin@10000hb.com
admin@163.com
admin@1rui.cn
admin@aah.org.uk
admin@abcare.org.au
admin@abhmarine.com
admin@abwh.net
admin@aero.cn
admin@ahcapengetikainganjeng.com
admin@amchamabudhabi.org
admin@amplier-lugsitacapps-fails.com
admin@animemusicvideos.org
admin@atispa.it
admin@beijingcoal.com
admin@bergernepal.com
admin@bmhri.com
admin@carused.jp
admin@ccfl-auto.com
admin@chengdapharm.com
admin@china-ovs.com
admin@cndzys.cc
admin@cspackaging.cn
admin@deiaz.com
admin@edio.com.br
admin@emsscn.com.cn
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admin@eximpulse.com
admin@gnwl.com.cn
admin@h-kitchen.COM
admin@hhlt.com
admin@hnhongxiang.com
admin@ich.org
admin@kibid.com
admin@kololibc.cn
admin@likedoc.org
admin@martinezmarine.com
admin@mossmotors.com
admin@mqworld.com
admin@muumuu-domain.com
admin@nevermindadventure.com
admin@poopflingingmonkeys.com
admin@redjia.com
admin@saudimd.com
admin@skradvocates.com
admin@skryptoteka.pl
admin@snip2code.com
admin@szdingrun.com
admin@tandttrading.com
admin@thevijaypark.in
admin@trrtv.com
admin@tubebbs.com
admin@turbo.net.au
admin@velomania.com.ua
admin@wedding.net
admin@yalinchina.com
admin@ylys88.com
admin@yuexinship.com
admin@yuphengbelt.com
administrativo1@zerbinimedical.com.br
administrativo@acipa.org.br
administrator@clubslovenia.com
adminktm@kansainepal.com.np
admins@arcadaconsult.ru
admintz@sn.apc.org
admission@ku.edu.np
admissions@abtech.edu
admissions@aun.edu.ng
admissions@canacad.ac.jp
admit@fmgspb.ru
admtgc@126.com
adnan.yigit@cembialetti.com
adnan@plogco.com
adojzha@mail.ru
adopt@friend.org
adpglobal@139.com
adrian.botterell@churchillchina.plc.uk
adrian.frey@clubofmozambique.com
adriana.veraesilva@tam.com.br
adrianapl@ciandt.com
adriano.cunha@wilsonsons.com.br
adrianping@tenco.com.my
adrienne.loerzel@noaa.gov
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ads@academia.edu
ads@synnray.com
adsales@condenast.de
adsales@sfn.org
adsense-es@google.com
aduaitu@163.com
adv@cbonds.info
adv@chinashipnews.com.cn
advance@new21.com
advancement@canacad.ac.jp
advantage.ca@codetel.net.do
adventure-in@box.com
advertise@iamovers.org
advertise@plating.org
advertised@newegg.com
advertising@mudah.my
advocacia.publica@oabsp.org.br
ae-asst-hko@testritegroup.com
ae@MSAsafety.com
aeasley@sd163.com
aec@net.sy
aecheverria@transpac.com.mx
aee.dejong@science.ru.nl
aeh029@163.com
ael-goghel@jcboe.org
aelmore@ngs.org
aepublic@codetel.net.do
aero-v@fa2.so-net.ne.jp
aero@aeroengg.com
aeronautica.c@codetel.net.do
aerores2@ohiohills.com
aerospacesjtu@163.com
aerotech@aerotech.com
aesantos@oabsp.org.br
aescarraman@codetel.net.do
aex@aexcom.com
af@promoview.com.br
afadalarna@motkraft.net
afalinkoping@motkraft.net
afb5kg@virginia.edu
afcasper@illinois.edu
afee0@163.com
afgerencia@epm.net.co
afilonov@prodigy.net.mx
afpt@franchise.org.tw
afrese@whoi.edu
africa@stratfor.com
african@illinois.edu
africaonthemove@dw.com
africaprogram@ceibs.edu
afshin@peyban.com
aftersales@designersofas4u.co.uk
aftersales@evac.com
afuema@googlemail.com
afwcogwbill@who.int
afzwy@126.com
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agadir@ads.ma
agalleguillos@qualitypro.cl
agamundi@codetel.net.do
agavinha@arri.de
agazeta@nutecnet.com.br
agebaidu@163.com
agents@elitecity.ae
aget001@thinkdigit.com
agiaritelli@washingtonexaminer.com
agironmccall@jcboe.org
agjt@angang.com.cn
agkeller@haverford.edu
agmascl@saam.cl
agnes@dawnraypharma.com
agnes@hualingxichu.com
agoodman@sd163.com
agoranov@ramapo.edu
agoverseas@ahn-gook.com
agribg@ferrero.com
agris@adrona.lv
agroplazo@cotas.com.bo
agrotehtorg@mail.ru
aguirre@udel.edu
agung@asei.co.id
agus_subarkah@proplastic.biz
agxnhmzl@163.com
ah120@yandex.com
ahakusa@a-hak-is.com
ahankin@marketwatch.com
ahdaoju@163.com
ahdtj666@163.com
ahduanyang@126.com
aheathcote@smm.org
aheston@uw.edu
ahglyy@126.com
ahmed@emporiawholesale.com
ahmed@salimacorp.com
ahmedm@emiratesbank.com
ahmet.hasimoglu@kutahya.bel.tr
ahmet.ozturk@bericap.com
ahs3@debian.org
ahs@ahsadvisory.com
ahsilk@tincaisilk.com
ahussain@afridi-angell.com
aiba@aiba.org.br
aibanez@ineco.org.ar
aid@ehong.com.tw
aie@angelyeast.com
aigpeitao@aigindustries.com.cn
aihsan.ertas@kutahya.bel.tr
aika-li@ams.odn.ne.jp
aileen@chem.sinica.edu.tw
ailiya_neec@126.com
aingalls@uw.edu
ainy.lee@ectuber.com
aip@aip.cz
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aircompressor@electrical8.com
airtac@kavosh.net
ais01@163.com
aisling.blundell@meltwater.com
aiwa68@163.com
aiwa@euro-me.com
aixinfusuo@163.com
ajar@rabs.in
ajay@kanooautos.com
ajbio@163.com
ajd21@sussex.ac.uk
ajdong@tju.edu.cn
ajellop@nbo.emro.who.int
ajeyarajsumargi@nepalsatellite.com.np
ajhunter@eckerd.edu
ajiong@188.com
ajit@globemoving.net
ajit@ldeo.columbia.edu
ajjohnson@ledger-enquirer.com
ajlynch@usgs.gov
ajo@uscs.edu.br
ajones@msmu.edu
ajs@stolaf.edu
ajsherman@powdermetinc.com
ajtacito@tacito.com
ak.leight@noaa.gov
akagi@geo.kyushu-u.ac.jp
akandemir@delfingen.com
akc@castalosa.com
akerans@ieee.org
akggroup@touchtelindia.net
akgupta@kamtechassociates.com
akhamis@kau.edu.sa
akhutchi@unity.ncsu.edu
aki.immonen@golftalma.fi
akizuki@blue.ocn.ne.jp
akm@bavaengineering.com
aknowles@eastgwillimbury.ca
akolic@uwaterloo.ca
akoliopanos@leriva.com
akomcar@mail.ru
akooi@pc.jaring.my
akopyto@ohcow.on.ca
akorreck@msdpt.k12.in.us
akoshy08@schulich.yorku.ca
akoswara@trakindo.co.id
akothari@easterncargo.co.in
akoul04@schulich.yorku.ca
akovalcik@greatpassionplay.com
akozel@atmc.net
akpani@xlri.ac.in
akperry@law.uiuc.edu
akpurwar@bsnl.co.in
akqual@mtaonline.net
akrai@bhu.ac.in
akrama@cbd.ae
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akrawchuk@usudbury.ca
akrawczyk@vsb.bc.ca
akrish@ma-tamar.co.il
akropf@engmail.uwaterloo.ca
akrura@pamho.net
aks0708@rediffmail.co
aks@hau.ernet.in
aks@mbecl.co.in
aksahay@eveready.co.in
akselsen@multinet.no
aksharma@aepcindia.com
aksharma@ncaer.org
akshat@itxindia.com
akshat@mail2indian.com
akshathburman@googlemail.com
akshay.kumar@thapar.edu
akshay.sharma@utibank.co.in
akshayh@clear.net.nz
akshj@aikah.com
aksi@chez.com
aksingh@bnr.ca
aksinha@ewubd.edu
aksmith@arn.net
akspuds@mtaonline.net
akssb@primenet.com
akst@idt.net
akstextengg@redifmail.com
akston@primenet.com
aksucan@istanbul.edu.tr
aksuh@sgic.fi
aksupova@mail.ru
akt.recruitment@borneo.co.id
akt2@sfu.ca
akt@umin.ac.jp
aktau@saimacaspian.com.kz
akte@akte.saudial.com
aktiv@kdtnet.se
aktive@wor.de
aku@kfem.or.kr
aku_slalu@dan.com
akuan@lexmark.com
akuchar@rehabfirst.ca
akuczyns@mtu.edu
akuip@midstatesd.net
akulkarni@vidushiinfotech.com
akumar@ambicasteels.com
akumar@christian-aid.org
akumar@debian.org
akumar@eil.co.in
akumar@utstar.com
akumar@wowcorp.com
akun@zju.edu.cn
akunder@crossfreight.in
akupfers@sfu.ca
akustyk@filharmonia.olsztyn.pl
akustyk@ncpp.opole.pl
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akuten@pd.jaring.my
akuz@cigi.ca
akuzniar@uwaterloo.ca
akv@eil.co.in
akverma@krishnamaruti.com
akverma@macocorporation.com
akverma@thapar.edu
akwan@oanet.com
akwang@swip.ac.cn
akwego@ininewfriendshipcentre.ca
akwego@odawa.on.ca
akwong02@163.com
akyomu@kobe-u.ac.jp
akzamdam@net.sy
al-afaf@mail.sy
al-aiti@net.sy
al-andalous@net.sy
al-bayan@net.sy
al-cham@net.sy
al-charanico@net.sy
al-co@ou.edu
al-fadel@net.sy
al-hurr.co@net.sy
al-iman@net.sy
al-jabi@mail.sy
al-jawad@sbm.net.sa
al-kasswani@mail.sy
al-khaleej@mail.ru
al-kusaibati@mail.sy
al-mahaidi@eng.monash.edu.au
al-majed@emirates.net
al-mefleh@alriyadh-np.com
al-resala@oudagroup.com.eg
al-vefagh@al-vefagh.com
al.enman@gnb.ca
al.french@tkl.ca
al.j.krug@co.benton.or.us
al.lecointe@utoronto.ca
al.mackenzie@lakeheadu.ca
al.mullin@gnb.ca
al.murray@wakm.com
al.nausedas@utoronto.ca
al.pittman@cna.nl.ca
al.saldarriaga@abracol.com
al.shaheedi@gnb.ca
al.thomas@gnb.ca
al.zn1@hotmil.com
al362@freenetcarleton.ca
al3yn_ms@hotmil.com
al7zen200m@hotmil.com
al@aguru4hire.com
al@aircomp.com
al@conexia.ca
al@goldin.ru
al@norgaard.ca
al@rollingout.com
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al@skyhawks.ca
al@sunsethill.ca
al_absy300@hotmil.com
alaa@amt.tv
aladdinziben@163.com
alain.dupr@free.fr
alampis@unal.edu.co
alamtrovo@ufu.br
alan.strong@noaa.gov
alan@parcelfromchina.com
alan@unusual.com.sg
alana.koktaeva@mail.ru
alantic_jkfung@vip.163.com
alarmasnemesis@cable.net.co
alarms@codetel.net.do
alaw@mingleegift.com
alaya7@mail.ru
alaya@chinatrailers.com
alb@pbpes.com
albahar@baharshipping.com
albert.j.hermann@noaa.gov
albert618@163.com
albert@csu.edu.tw
albert@felixrelo.com
alberttrullas@alberttrullas.com
albret@albert-sh.com
alcalad@amk-services.com
alco21@alcocookware.com
alco4@alcocookware.com
alderi@tnn.net
ale_na_gir@mail.ru
aleb@env.dtu.dk
aleck07649@126.com
aleck29427@126.com
aleck46955@126.com
aleck96792@126.com
aleitner@hawaii.edu
alejandraz@dewittmove.com
alejandro.murillo@imo-chile.cl
alekseyb@complex.com
alerts@stratfor.com
ales@astatech.com.cn
alesha.schlueter@jcschools.us
alessandra.nogueira@keyrus.com.br
alessandra.oliveira@sum.inf.br
alessandra.polidoro@bellinatiperez.com.br
alessandro.mannozzi@blissmoving.it
alessandro.pacifici@cartoni.com
alessandro.puliti@eni.co
alex-bx@163.com
alex.cabral@codetel.net.do
alex.jie@smcolor.com.cn
alex.mashar@mail.ru
alex@alphamac.cn
alex@cena.usp.br
alex@cheeky.hk
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alex@inkmaker.cn
alex@proquimin.cl
alex@sit-shanghai.com
alex@syntec.co.uk
alex@thygesentextile.cn
alex@tiandy.com
alex@unifit-electric.com
alex@vicvoyage.com.tw
alex@video4.no
alex_fefelov@inbox.ru
alexa.cho@broadcom.com
alexa.golumbievsckaya@yandex.ru
alexagon@hawaii.edu
alexander.katrycz@liebherr.com
alexander.oetken@leifheit.com
alexander.su@jergensinc.com.cn
alexander@decorrespondent.nl
alexanderl@mossmotors.com
alexandr.st.67@mail.ru
alexandra@arco.com.ru
alexandra@mexpack-relo.com
alexandra@movingservice2000.com
alexandre.ferreira@polimate.com.br
alexandre.truffi@otg.com.br
alexandre@dennova.com.br
alexb@socrates.berkeley.edu
alexgood@udel.edu
alexj@focalcorp.com
alexmoran@spiderp.com
alexpoon@dmsworldwide.com
alexwr@udel.edu
alfasom@alfasom.com
alfeji.kehongo@bollore.com
alfonso.macias@uabc.edu.mx
alfredo_montero@colpal.com
algemenezaken.deltavliegen@KNVvL.nl
alhelal@access.com.eg
ali.ali@suza.ac.tz
ali.gharsallah@fst.rnu.tn
ali.murad@globalpackers.com.com
ali@boudreaultmarine.com
alia.toucomex@planet.tn
alia@dhivehinet.net.mv
aliasgar_pardawala@thinkdigit.com
alice.fothergill@uvm.edu
alice@bitconferences.cn
alice@woodmax.com.tw
alicechan@excelengco.com
alicedingming@163.com
aliceyu@hinco.com.hk
alicia.estevez@listin.com.do
alicia.estevez@listindiario.com
alicia.estevez@listindiario.net
aliciaestevez@listin.com.do
alimar.gregorio@wilsonsons.com.br
alina_adore@mail.ru
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alinares@codetel.net.do
alincka15664@mail.ru
aline.pereira@yeling.com.br
aliraza@gamut-ent.com
aliyah.griffith@my.hamptonu.edu
aliymala@msmu.edu
alki.cn@vip.163.com
all2@seahawk.com.ph
all8@alleights.com.my
alla_zou@foxmail.com
allah.dad@tdap.gov.pk
allan.pereira@wilsonsons.com.br
allan@artechmalta.com
allen.fernandes@stewartindia.com
allen.meng@sence-group.com
allen@amr-relocation.com
allen@ra-comm.com
allendang@163.com
allesha@nzmerchants.co.nz
allgroup@coqui.net
allison.hrycik@uvm.edu
allison.rosner@noaa.gov
allison.staniec@uconn.edu
allo163@163.com
allpts1@allptscomm.com
allstarmx@prodigy.net.mx
allu@ips.ac.cn
alluch@udesa.edu.ar
almaas-training@almaastechnologies.com
almacaribe@codetel.net.do
almelaha@ajsco.com
alnis@alnis.com
alok@akistech.com
alpartis@thundernet.com
alphayun@chol.com
alpida@pd.jaring.my
alpine@csu.edu.tw
alpinesnow@163.com
alrahman@china.com
alsharkawi@ecgsa.com
altagracia_bonilla@codetel.net.do
alter_native@list.ru
alumni@canacad.ac.jp
aluplasi@cmsindustries.it
aluplast@cmsindustries.it
alvarez@ce.berkeley.edu
alvaro.marcelino-9767l@adv.oa.pt
alvaro.ramirez@internet.net.do
alvarocastillo@grupoac.net.gt
alwaysgo@hanmail.net
alwied@uw.edu
alyson@scottoiler.com
alyssa.angell@jcschools.us
alyssa.thomson@bobcats.gcsu.edu
amach@aqua.dtu.dk
amadomarte@codetel.net.do
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amadoui@genoscope.cns.fr
amaguilarislas@alaska.edu
amala@whoi.edu
amanda.brinneman@accelerated-international.com
amanda.gomes@spread.com.br
amanda.netburn@noaa.gov
amanda.schmitz@jcschools.us
amandinemarc@maxperles.com
amartinez@napcodr.com.do
amasia@netviagtor.com
amazoncc@fiercepc.co.uk
amb@romania.kz
ambar.cloth@codetel.net.do
amber.moore@jcschools.us
ambika@acmills.in
ambrus_drc@mail.ru
ambrusga@mail.ru
amcas@aamc.org
amcnichol@whoi.edu
amejia@andestradingcompany.com
amendoza@internet.net.do
amenees@mysmtpmail.com
amer@mail.kaseilights.com
amer_international@mail.ru
amercier@mun.ca
ameregirdo@codetel.net.do
america_sales@biobase.cn
america_sales@biobase.com
americas@eiu.com
americomejia@codetel.net.do
amharic@dw.com
amholder@eckerd.edu
amie@bradleysmoker.com
amiel@besttsoundsystem.com
amigo212wu@163.com
amine.kherbouche@6wind.com
amino@aaa-amino.com
amir3075@mail.ru
amirafoods@amirafoods.com
amit.chawla@ashokaint.com
amit@21stcenturyrelocations.com
amit@pacificinternational.org
amjad@tameer.net
amm@abingtonfriends.net
amministrazione@cogal.it
amooney@whoi.edu
amowles@jsilogistics.com
ampo@ampo.com
amro@gcelogistic.com
amulhern@cga-ontario.org
amy.berendzen@jcschools.us
amy.macfadyen@noaa.gov
amy.rackers@jcschools.us
amy@asianmetal.com
amy@ceramic-dfc.com
amy@diercon.net
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amy@harvestfootwear.com
amy@saftpac.com
amyc@complex.com
amylee378@163.com
amywu@ramiko.com.tw
amyxu@renho-resin.com
an.leluong@hfh.com.vn
an@ac902.com
ana.p.ferreira@boeing.com
ana.robles@codetel.net.do
ana@pineapple-media.com
ana@socialmediahandlers.com
anacatarinaneves-44391l@adv.oa.pt
anaisa@cdicom.com.br
anakad@almabani.co
analysis@alexstewartinternational.com
analysts@stratfor.com
analytic@hawaii.edu
anamcastro@vogue.light-house.pt
anamelo@ics.uminho.pt
anan@cugb.edu.cn
anapa111@yandex.ru
anastasiz@hypeagency.ru
anasth@arab-board.org
and@andty.com
and@treasurer.org
and_ronkin@mail.ru
andent@126.com
anderson@ce.berkeley.edu
andre.simpson@utoronto.ca
andre@softwareradiosystems.com
andrea.caputo@su.se
andrea.g@mktmix.com.br
andrea.muller@euromove.hu
andrea.vieira@aon.com
andrea@buzzpromotions.ca
andrea@officinerigamonti.it
andrea_mastorakis@brown.edu
andreas.kailer@iwm.fraunhofer.de
andreas@kalz.at
andreas@solaronix.com
andreawalzel@miles-fashion.de
andrei-ka.ru@mail.ru
andreia@evonline.marketing
andres@tecnasaweb.com
andresgrullon@codetel.net.do
andressa.gutierrez@infinityit.com.br
andrew.griffith@stonybrook.edu
andrew.hintze@goIWT.com
andrew.jane@lastek.com.au
andrew.meredith@noaa.gov
andrew.morton@domino-wb.co.uk
andrew.shuler@noaa.gov
andrew.sollitt@dominojewellery.com
andrew@adcockexpress.co.uk
andrew@asianmetal.com
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andrew@bnetcentric.co.uk
andrew@chinauhmwpe.com
andrew@storytimeforme.com
andrewchu@dsd.gov.hk
andreza.bittencourt@liebherr.com
andrij-bokoch@mail.ru
androidapps@games2win.com
androik@uri.edu
andromeda.amram@naurugov.nr
androutsos@electroniki.gr
andy.dauhajre@codetel.net.do
andy@andrewfarquharson.co.uk
andy@maxglory.com.tw
andy@samwin.com.hk
andy@sunlik.cc
andy@tyme.com.tw
andy_yipin@foxmail.com
andychun@willbes.com
andyjuhl@ldeo.columbia.edu
andylml@pd.jaring.my
andypoh@palline.com.sg
aneeqa@optimumexports.com
anelson7@hawaii.edu
ang807@163.com
angang-li@u.northwestern.edu
angel.herrera@codetel.net.do
angel@fmh.com.tw
angela.adams@jcschools.us
angela.farris@jcschools.us
angela.mirams@welti-furrer.ch
angela.muench@noaa.gov
angela.pritchard@jcschools.us
angela.spink@admin.co.uk
angela.sturm@jcschools.us
angela.vogts@io-warnemuende.de
angela@2hvalve.com
angela@gate.sinica.edu.tw
angelang@synectics.com.hk
angeleswinnie.mmd@ayalaland.com.ph
angelique.rosa@upr.edu
angelo@friasneto.com.br
angenieux@tccus.com
angiew@commenco.com
angli@ninghua.com.cn
angtshering@asian-trekking.com
angui@anguime.com
angushuang@annwaytools.com.tw
anina@360fashion.net
anish.m@suhailbahwangroup.com
anita.ng@luckyeng.com.hk
anita@kayeco.net
anita_lee@tbimotion.com.tw
anjipsy@163.com
ankai@vip.163.com
ann.bucklin@uconn.edu
anna.lee@spanbio.com
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anna.nydahl@ebc.uu.se
anna.wang@yinxin.cn
anna.zhao@as.omgi.com
anna@decorrespondent.nl
anna@hellaseurope.com.au
anna@hydraulik.com.cn
anna_m78@mail.ru
anna_yang@czglobalapparel.com
annabn@hawaii.edu
annakukla@hydrosprzet.pl
annali55@163.com
annazcm@163.com
anne.savale@worldonline.fr
anne@pop.org
annelieke@decorrespondent.nl
annesaliven@163.com
annidoula@koehn.com
annie.li@kuantong.com
annie.paeldon@aspacphils.com.ph
annie.phan@pwc.com
annie@anniesflorist.cn
annie@everexceed.com
annie@haixiang-group.com
anniecastillo@codetel.net.do
annunziata@marinelink.com
anny@raymondnco.com
anny@sinolubes.com
anorberto@oabsp.org.br
anouska.panton@port.ac.uk
anpfei@163.com
anrainlee@163.com
anrex@anrex.com.hk
ansari@sherbinyforcommerce.com
anshzg@163.com
ansysinfo@ansys.com
antas@hans-zimmer.com
antec@antectool.com
anthony.dunlop@chapmansltd.com
anthony.rodriguez8@upr.edu
anthony_johnson@mail.ru
anthonybalzer@mcgrath.com.au
anthonyr@complex.com
antmark@163.com
anton-doudnik@yandex.ru
anton@asiatrans.com.ph
antonia@brandnewdays.com
antonin.verlet-banide@geo.uu.se
antonino.briguglio@ubd.edu.bn
antonio.gil@listin.com.do
antonio.gil@listindiario.com
antonio.lapa@safetec.com.br
antonio.messineo@unikore.it
antonio.morales@ultracon.com.br
antoniolievori@island.com.br
antoniosanchez@codetel.net.do
antwerp.be@wosupply.com
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anubhav@riddhi.in
anuj@vishalgroup.com
anuja@bol.net.in
anup.chhonkar@yanbusteel.com
anup@abadhotels.com
anuradha@anuradhatimber.com
anuta_studentka@mail.ru
anwen@myjaring.net
anwh@liangtong.com
anwilli5@ncsu.edu
anwin@vip.163.com
anwright@hawaii.edu
anxinmoju@sina.com
anya.smirnowa.99@inbox.ru
anyi@anyii.com
anywear@126.com
anz@cyber.net
aodong@aodongchem.com
aog-hotline@fai.ag
aohengda627@sina.com
aojian@aojiansports.cn
aok@aokheater.com
aokai@oilchemtj.com
aoke@vip.163.com
aolinyy@yeah.net
aolizhengyong@163.com
aolsmlq@sina.com
aoluo@sina.com
aoncu@zafer.com.tr
aonoco@smile.ocn.ne.jp
aonos@smith.edu
aoxinyi@126.com
aozong@163.com
ap.dominicana@codetel.net.do
ap@aluindia.com
ap@braggavionics.com
ap@servicecouncil.com
apapavasiliou@leriva.com
aparisipaya@textil.org
apaytan@ucsc.edu
apeloapharma@apeloa.com
apex@apexhb.de
apex@apexspedition.de
apis@hopelife.cn
apis@xgjyy.com
apisinka96@mail.ru
apizzaro@jcboe.org
aplueddemann@whoi.edu
apmascarillas@prodigy.net.mx
apoblacion@infomed.sld.cu
appic@appic.org
apple0539@126.com
applicant_access@salesforce.com
application@communitymusicworks.org
apply@madnet.cn
apps@unipower-corp.com
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apr@ugnepal.com
apt@apteng.com
apw@apw.cn
aq-huaxing@163.com
aqaindia@aqa.in
aquanel@hanmail.net
aquinn@lastek.com.au
aquino.jose@jce.do
aquinomendez@listindiario.com
aqwszy@163.com
ara24.92@mail.ru
arabie@lecegypt.org
arakelianp@mossmotors.com
aralchina@aliyun.com
aram.friedrich@elichem.co.uk
arambadk@ncsu.edu
arapepco@net.sy
arashidi@elrashidi.com
aratyhq@codetel.net.do
arc@ucsc.edu
arcbrain-sales@arcbrain.jp
ardisrj@uw.edu
are.olsen@gfi.uib.no
argon@argondrugs.com
ariane.cortiano@grupomscelular.com.br
aridella@4wall.com
ariel.guatta@praxisemr.com
ariel@chinatrailers.com
ariel@finance.nsysu.edu.tw
ariela@sodet.biz
arin-contact@google.com
aris@arispro.ru
arizona@arizonamps.hu
arjomands@mossmotors.com
arjunachala@optima-tech.com
arlafoodsamba@mail2consultant.com
arlene2160@126.com
arlyn@challenge.net.ph
arm1205@westminstercollege.edu
arm_autolamp@mail.ru
armada.repdom@codetel.net.do
armani_gorizont@u4group.ru
armani_kld@mail.ru
armbrust@u.washington.edu
armbrust@uw.edu
armero@ce.berkeley.edu
arn@normalkid.com
arobertson@disl.org
arodri@fi.upm.es
arorest@excite.it
arosenwald@mediadc.com
arronjin@163.com
arshad@inetworks.net.pk
art@dare-dare.org
art@udel.edu
artadvisory@ocula.com
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artbt@163.com
artemioet@prodigy.net.mx
artgift_china@126.com
arthur@ataylormoving.com
artscentre@frankston.vic.gov.au
artscrafts@china.com
artur.niewrzedowski@multian.pl
arturkukla@hydrosprzet.pl
arturo.avila@coresaelsalvador.com
artware@teng-ao.com
artwork@digitalcyberstore.com
artyarn@powericaltd.com
aruiz@napcodr.com.do
arun.18703@lpu.co.in
arun@tv-me.com
aryana@nutecnet.com.br
aryung@aryung.co.kr
as5422400@163.com
as@lightequip.de
asabtrdg@zajil.net
asanchez@codetel.net.do
asbhirdetes@axelspringer.hu
ascc@ascc.com.au
aschnet@ncsu.edu
aschultz@warp10.net
aschulze@arrirental.de
ascom.mps@previdencia.gov.br
ascom@aids.gov.br
ascom@ipea.gov.br
ascom@museus.gov.br
asdf@sina.com
asdfg4688@icolud.com
asei@asei.co.id
ases.gerenc@codetel.net.do
asessiz@dicle.edu.tr
asetia@juniper.net
asherwoo@hawaii.edu
ashjames@uw.edu
ashley.dahl@jcschools.us
ashley.elgin@noaa.gov
ashley.hoffman@jcschools.us
ashley.tan@complexnetworks.com
ashley.woods@jcschools.us
ashley@panoxi.com
ashley@vip.163.com
ashleys@complex.com
ashok@hightemp-furnaces.com
asholohov@bk.ru
ashuff@hawaii.edu
asi@asi-team.com
asi@cmsindustries.it
asi@codetel.net.do
asia@eiu.com
asiaep@163.com
asiainos@126.com
asialink@att.net.mx
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asifa@bosemitraco.com
asimigo@codetel.net.do
asimioni@starcutter.com.br
ask.963theblaze@townsquaredigital.com
ask@aedoc.com
ask@redpod.com
ask@sunfung.net
askitg@ias.edu
aslib@testrite.com.tr
asmara_dm@egyptair.com
asmaxv1212@gmil.com
asmi@wow.lk
asoc.barahona@codetel.net.do
asoc.higuamo@codetel.net.do
asocind.norte@codetel.net.do
asocm.ahorros@codetel.net.do
asoto@segrupex.com
aspivak@whoi.edu
asprokush@mail.ru
asrafee@dhivehinet.net.mv
assabsales@163.com
assad@cr-pl.com
assinaturas@light-house.pt
assistant5@avs.dn.ua
assistant@shiningsun.net
assistenz@swd-del.de
associatebrokers@tciway.tc
associateprogram@cbsnews.com
asstmanager@laventanaapartments.com
assttsecy@teaboard.gov.in
astaneh@berkeley.edu
astaphans@cwdom.dm
astaspatagonicas@bariloche.com.ar
asteen1@utk.edu
asthirabi@codetel.net.do
astillero@grandeslagos.com.ar
aston.chale@bollore.com
astrauch@hawaii.edu
astro-photo-bounces@seds.org
astro-photo@seds.org
asuhovic@jcboe.org
asuntos.urbano@codetel.net.do
asuntos.urbanos@codetel.net.do
asuppl@hanyang.ac.kr
asverapa@2014.nhi.edu
at_beijing@netchina.com.cn
atantekin@adanabtu.edu.tr
atarrant@whoi.edu
atawfik@nfcegypt.com
atelierw@free.fr
atendimento.site@magazineluiza.com.br
atendimento1@emfoco.net
atendimento3@fluirpromo.com.br
atendimento@chilli-it.com.br
atendimento@consulplan.com
atendimento@decisaoti.com.br
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atendimento@hometechx.com.br
atendimento@naturafrig.com.br
atendimento@sunsystem.com.br
athadeeth.K267@gmait.com
athomas@ffwhr.com
atiesb@po.jaring.my
atlas@atlasperucorp.com
atmdep@blumail.org
atorres@transpac.com.mx
atp@atpsrl.it
atrk@mail.ru
atsuko.fukunaga@noaa.gov
attorney@co.anoka.mn.us
attorney@law.com
atulit@atulitimpexindia.com
aturchik@ngs.org
atyniguez@msi.upd.edu.ph
au.peyrin@ecoor.fr
aubi@dreamer.com.tw
aucon.adm@aucon.net.br
audio@v-3.de
august@adamcarolla.com
augusto.ferreira@grupomscelular.com.br
augusto.ferreira@mscelular.com.br
augustorodrigues@cpfl.com.br
auosh012312@gmil.com
aurelice.b@integracao.com.br
aurelio@ppe.ufrj.br
auroragroup@auroragroup.com.al
austria@arri.at
ausun@ausunchem.com
authorhelpdesk@springer.com
auto050@mail.ru
autobuses.emy@codetel.net.do
autoesporteexposhow@reedalcantaranews.com.br
automotor@electrical8.com
autotehexport@mail.ru
autowhee@126.com
autumn@holystone.com.tw
avaaz@avaaz.org
avalcarcel@jcboe.org
avargas@estudioav.com
avidaurri@seal-fla.com
avis_lin@bikemania.asia
avisa.sales@codetel.net.do
avislova@hawaii.edu
avllosa@independent.org
avni.gorgulu@ipc.com.tr
avtoklimat@mail.ru
avtorazbor.by@list.ru
avtoskif@mail.ru
avtozenter_minsk@mail.ru
aweo@dsao.com
awilcox@aiha.org
ax_inmoda@mail.ru
axelspringer@axelspringer.hu
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axtmann@fai.ag
ayallab@complex.com
ayamura@ayamura.org
ayankovsky@geol.sc.edu
aydinparlar@spektrotek.com
ayeh3@uw.edu
ayhan.alkoc@eurotab.com.tr
aylmotors@codetel.net.do
ayman@aldarshares.com
ayuda@bancentral.gov.do
ayuksek@istanbul.edu.tr
az63760162@126.com
azad@promolankamkt.com
azellerb@codetel.net.do
azeyrek@tolsa.com
aziz@overseastrade.com
azuma@tryaudiojpn.com
b.apolinar@listin.com.do
b.berendt@soilmec.de
b.hallak@mail.sy
b.lu@n-mtec.co.jp
b.niemann@era-ct.com
b.peguero@codetel.net.do
b.reimers@hausschulenburg.de
b.serpantie@cipmedias.com
b1707@126.com
b2bmarket@ofweek.com
b88530140@mail.ntou.edu.tw
b@n.cz
babassbailly@free.fr
bac@bambootrade.net
bachofera@pmw.de
badarolsen@capnetz.de
badea@badea.org
badruzaman@asei.co.id
bags565@yeah.net
bagsmadeinchina@163.com
bahadir.bahsi@kutahya.bel.tr
bai@chinese-mg.com
baicaishi@126.com
baichaont@126.com
baidonghong@ccpitmsc.org
baiha@sh163.net
baihe0513@126.com
baihuo00027@163.com
baileyk@complex.com
baiqichem@vip.163.com
baird@swirlds.com
baixl@fsspc.com
baiya@wisdem.cn
bajavision@codetel.net.do
bakerlyd@hawaii.edu
balamo@ferouch.cl
balance@mgbwhome.com
balanzas@balcoppan.com.ar
balings@zfree.co.nz
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balint.reczey@canonical.com
balka@reg.avtlg.ru
balluff@balluff.de
balticvalve@jeawin.com
balz.adam@epa.gov
bameena5904271@mail.ru
bana.seifo@akdn.org
bangalore@lexport.in
bangalore_admin@apple.com
banja88@126.com
banquets@breezeresidency.com
banu.benli@tr.abb.com
baobab@lopesan.com
baoda@vip.163.com
baodaa@baoda.com
baode@sutechk.com
baojirptoil@163.com
baoliao@jrj.com.cn
baolihr@126.com
baolin@baolinhg.com
baorong@zjjiarong.com
baoruiliu@nju.edu.cn
baotong033@163.com
baoxian@jrj.com.cn
bapolinar@listin.com.do
barakath@majlan.com
barb@hawaii.edu
barbara.lima@inpresspni.com.br
barbara@vip.163.com
baris@butiksaati.com
bariskurt@dupatech.com.tr
barkerp@mossmotors.com
barnsly@barnsly.ru
baromon2@sh163.net
barons@paradise.net.nz
barrettp@uw.edu
barrphilo@yeah.net
barrrichardblanc@mail2consultant.com
barry.cui@126.com
barskaya@list.ru
bart@sketchfab.com
bart@ucrac1.ucr.edu
bartec@bartec.ae
bartgloudemans@decorrespondent.nl
barueri@oabsp.org.br
basel@capnetz.de
bashir@falconleathers.in
bassam.khoury@sicouae.com
batesli@mglass.com
battery4@vip.163.com
batu777@mail.ru
bauma@neureuter.de
baumagazin@sbm-verlag.de
bava@bavaengineering.com
bavamarine@bavaengineering.com
bavaria@hotelbavaria.com
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bayen@ce.berkeley.edu
bayer@hrubymoving.cz
bbalch@bigelow.org
bbarnes4@mail.usf.edu
bbarone@hawaii.edu
bbhussain2@foxmail.com
bblanco@energy-recovery.com
bbon6@126.com
bbonetti@sciere.com.br
bboone@hudsonalpha.org
bbos@w3.org
bbowler@bigelow.org
bboyxp@163.com
bbrewer@abbaintl.com
bbrito-franco@jcboe.org
bbrito@codetel.net.do
bbtyjc@126.com
bbyl@ncmchem.com
bce.tunis@planet.tn
bcepeda@jcboe.org
bcfy188@163.com
bcgoo@krri.re.kr
bchirico@aiha.org
bclark@umces.edu
bcolver@acschools.org
bcortese@foodexport.org
bcsuji@163.com
bd182@163.com
bdambrosia@jcu.edu
bdennis@internetworkexpert.com
bdhpharm@163.com
bdm@companiessetup.com
bdo@spdb.com.cn
bdxy@xiangyang.com.cn
bdyyjkx@163.com
bdzsb@pku.edu.cn
bea@ce.berkeley.edu
beatriz.diaz-pauli@bio.uib.no
beatriz.santos@blendit.com.br
beatriz.yannicelli@ceaza.cl
beatthat@thinkdigit.com
beaulieu.jake@epa.gov
becky.baltes@noaa.gov
becky.pfenenger@jcschools.us
bee2017@vip.163.com
beets@hawaii.edu
beijing.office@trade.gov
beijing@cozzani.com
beijing@fam-china.com
beijing@gat.bj.cn
beijing@genetimes.com.cn
beijing@hy-lokchina.com
beijing@parkplaza-bj.com
beijing@samputensili.cn
beijing@sino-ita.net
beijing@yorkinstruments.com
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beijing_customerservice@economist.com
beijinglhs@yahuu.com.cn
beijingruoken@163.com
being_sales@beingfoshan.com
beini136119@163.com
belautomaz@mail.ru
belautomedia@mail.ru
belhost@list.ru
belkis.dguez@codetel.net.do
bella1108@163.com
bella@picassoretails.com
belpanorama@mail.ru
belyev25@mail.ru
bem@tobb.org.tr
ben.foxmoore@accelleran.com
ben.zou@beyond-relo.com
ben@1com.com
ben@bgautomation.com.hk
ben@bigreviewtv.com
ben@globalrelocations.co.uk
ben@greenba.com
ben@kayida-bag.com
ben@nostrum.com
benestraight@ctimail.com
bengyexiehui@126.com
benjamin.burpee@maine.edu
benjamin.j.kramer@stonybrook.edu
benjamin.planque@imr.no
benlin@gracenews.com.tw
benmoussa@mpm.gov.ma
benny@jaguar-compressor.com
benoit.delahaye@univ-nantes.fr
benoy@apexmedia.co.om
benson.yang@cemotech.com
benson@felli.com.tw
bento@revalore.com.br
benw@ledger-enquirer.com
berki.felix@listindiario.com
berky.feliz@listindiario.com
berlin@capnetz.de
berltscb@163.com
bernard_lo@cpsl.com.hk
bernardo.vargasangel@noaa.gov
bernardwong@jcflowcontrols.com.sg
berrie@csu.edu.tw
bert@csu.edu.tw
besadmin@kardes.com.tr
beshlyaga@mail.ru
besosyabrazos@codetel.net.do
best.agent2015@yandex.com
best678@sina.com
best@bestfine.com
bestbay@vip.163.com
bestbuyinfo@emailinfo.bestbuy.com
bestoralcare@163.com
besttrip@163.com
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beth.hillis@jcschools.us
beth.isenberg@jcschools.us
bethania.apolinar@listin.com.do
bethanie@hawaii.edu
bethbros@samoa.ws
bethenext@nlsgroup.com.br
betted@126.com
betty.j.moncure@jsums.edu
betty@crichem.com
betty@fusion-tw.com.tw
betty_liu@china.com
bev@kennedyseng.com
bezenith@bezenith.cn
bf-dc@fpt.vn
bf1998@126.com
bfermin@suenna.com
bfhq@bfhq.com.cn
bforster@sju.edu
bfyxzz@163.com
bg@geemultimedia.com.au
bgavagan@light-sources.com
bgh@bjpascal.com
bghchina@mail.online.sh.cn
bgk-1@jetro.go.jp
bgs@hbdofcom.gov.cn
bgs@hhtggs.com
bgshcn@businessnice.com
bgwang@tju.edu.cn
bhametov@foodexport.org
bhan@ncgr.ac.cn
bharchek@raychemrpg.com
bhassett@alaska.edu
bhcode@126.com
bhenning@ngs.org
bhmz@mail.ru
bhosay@jcboe.org
bhsk.2008@163.com
bhu@aqua.dtu.dk
bhubbard@microcure.com
bhwang@ustc.edu.cn
bi.wenting@gleason.com
biaginim@trinitypride.org
bianca@bkprh.com.br
bianshen@vip.163.com
bianwei@aoji.cn
bianwei@sina.com.cn
bibik@marinelink.com
biceia@ccpitbj.org
bichu24@undermusik.com
bika@bika.cc
bikovakrist@mail.ru
bilasa555@hotimail.com
bilgi@cihanelektrik.com.tr
bilgi@medietek.com
bilgi@netavantaj.com
bilgi@zytin.com
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biljana.stankovic@aofi.rs
bill.bailey@trelawny.co.uk
bill.harrison@containerleasinguk.co.uk
bill.peterson@noaa.gov
bill.ridenour@magnumelectronics.com
bill@central.aero
bill@chinawood.com
bill@hztianrui.com
bill@lauerfuneralhome.com
bill@mmdchina.com
bill@yukkee.com.hk
bill_yang@linkpro.com.tw
billchen@hakkalights.com
billing@duoservers.com
billing@namepros.com
billman@codetel.net.do
billwan2002@aliyun.com
billywangbiao@126.com
bing@suryakertas.com
bingfeixiaoqing@163.com
binglin@udel.edu
bingqiang1986@sina.com
binhldt@namkimgroup.vn
bio-sugars@hotmial.com
bioagro@bioagro.com.uy
biochance@126.com
biocides@thorchem.com.cn
biodynamics.s.a@biodynamics.gr
biohimpribor@mail.ru
biolope@163.com
biolxy@163.com
bird55@pie.com.tw
birgitta@burrensmokehouse.ie
birman@birman.co.il
bisbe.keith@epa.gov
bishopjohnschol@gnjumc.org
bitebi@yeah.net
biuro@estradamobilna.pl
biuro@pc-software.com.pl
biuro@pdkw.pl
biuro@perfecta.com.pl
biuro@spektrometria.com.pl
biz@hkwaywell.com
bizinfo@abnote.com.au
bj.csoil@163.com
bj2003dcjc@vip.163.com
bj42288@pa18.com
bj64630789@163.com
bj@bjyx.net.cn
bj_laber@163.com
bjapexdyna@163.com
bjasso@smh.com.mx
bjbeyond@126.com
bjcanny@china-canny.com
bjcj_1089@163.com
bjdingruite@163.com
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bjgrip@126.com
bjhkby@126.com
bjhnzz@126.com
bjhz2001@sina.com
bjjingnian@sohu.com
bjkck@126.com
bjmcph@126.com
bjoern.wissel@uregina.ca
bjorkman@hawaii.edu
bjruilin@163.com
bjszty@sina.com
bjthzq@126.com
bjxlxsb_001@163.com
bjydsy@163.com
bjydx@amada.com.cn
bjzhxdfhb@163.com
bjzk7080@163.com
bjzr_1102@163.com
bk@bnu.edu.cn
bkbusiness@bukwang.com
bkirby@cobraimagingproducts.com
bkph@ai.mit.edu
bkt@lybkt.com
blaine.crocker@jcschools.us
blancobai@126.com
blast0124@hanmail.net
blcclbt@126.com
bldou@dlut.edu.cn
bldzwj@163.com
bleach@ihsansons.com
bleachbot@httrack.com
blehrer@intlecom.com
bleigh@mail.usf.edu
bleiker@prophysics.ch
blg0533@126.com
blgcyx@126.com
blinker-china@163.com
bliwbe6430@126.com
bliwbe7298@126.com
bliwbe8669@126.com
bliwbe9057@126.com
blog@natemat.pl
blog@stimes.cn
bloose@uri.edu
blr@crestlawpartners.com
blue-mt@katch.ne.jp
blueice0765@sina.com
bly@xingfagroup.com
bmasa@kutahya.bel.tr
bmayor@jcboe.org
bmc888@126.com
bmccoy@w3.org
bmcfampract@biomedcentral.com
bmchale@kanawhascales.com
bmchoi@plazahollywood.com.hk
bmcmicrobiol@biomedcentral.com
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bmglaser@126.com
bmhsu@csu.edu.tw
bmlimpex@planet.tn
bmthn@hn.vnn.vn
bmvoss@usgs.gov
bnapier@sifamfo.com
bnbcraft@vip.163.com
bncruz1@asu.edu
bneal@bigelow.org
bnee98@126.com
bnewton@ldeo.columbia.edu
bnominochka@mail.ru
bnurmanov@yandex.ru
bnzhongtian@163.com
boadbrsen@sn.boad.org
boadbrsn@sn.boad.org
boaddbrsen@sn.boad.org
boai@tjboai.cc
boali@15.com
bob@acschina.com
bob@astectubelok.com
bob@rhs.com
boba@ldeo.columbia.edu
bobb@rationalusa.com
bobchen@vip.163.com
bobosales@vip.163.com
boetsch@fai.ag
bogdan.biedrzycki@alexstewartinternational.be
bogdan@elvila.ro
bogonara@daum.net
bokbok@hanmail.net
bolgattypalace@ktdc.com
bolonacz@durum.de
bolysale@126.com
bombelie@codetel.net.do
bonbons@linux-vserver.org
bonet@bonetshanghai.com
boo56boo@gmil.com
boo@rubbersoulinc.com
book@theyellowboats.com
booking@deeempresa.com
booking@faideco.com
bookings@magmalaya.com
boon-leong.lee@serimax.com
borisglyharev@mail.ru
borolo@codetel.net.do
bosenman@vip.163.com
botec@china.com
botewei@126.com
botosanioctavonicescu6@catena.ro
bouchra.errokhssi@monsanto.com
boud.yosr@planet.tn
bouk@pc.jaring.my
bounbee@bounbee.cn
bourassa@coaps.fsu.edu
boyd.deleeuw@colleyms.com
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boyt_tech@163.com
bp@ipm123.com
bpcyhz@163.com
bpdurham@uw.edu
bpeterson@jcboe.org
bpeucker@whoi.edu
bpomalle@uvm.edu
bpqcyw@163.com
bpruetzmann@arrirental.de
bpulaski2@alaska.edu
bq@eshow365.com
bqhuang@xmu.edu.cn
br-xs@vip.126.com
bracatankosic1@teamnet.ws
bradley@sanelijo.org
bradleyc@complex.com
brance@jcboe.org
brandise@nedrac.com
brandon.kendall@informit.com
brandon.nydell@complex.com
brandy.lemelin@jcschools.us
brasil@fastdolphin.com
brasilbraex@btnmail.com.br
brasiliraq@brasiliraq.com.br
brasiloffshore@reedalcantaranews.com.br
bratikin@opta.kiev.ua
bravekid888@163.com
brazil@dprtrading.com
braziliianexporters@btnmail.com.br
breanna.whittemore@maine.edu
brecou@email.tamu.edu
breese@marinelink.com
breguero@cesce.es
brendah@maine.edu
brendan.carter@noaa.gov
brendan.morris@unlv.edu
brent.whelan@jcschools.us
bret@dowlensound.com
brettc@complex.com
brevno_feodosia@mail.ru
brezaee@um.ac.ir
brh010@bucknell.edu
brian.dimento@uconn.edu
brian.limperopulos@iamovers.org
brian.p.omalley@uvm.edu
brian.rhoads@scmp.com
brian.shindorf@jcschools.us
brian@anding.com.tw
brian@cozybit.com
brian@mastergroup.com.cn
brian@mtasales.com.au
brian@scottoiler.com
briank@complex.com
brianm@ctmmixers.com
brianp@scottoiler.com
brichman@edelson.com
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brightyellow@126.com
brisbane@eplas.com
brittney@marineoutfitters.ca
brn@brnint.com
brokerage@emiratesnbd.com
bronck@berwind.com
brookeweigel@uchicago.edu
brookh@uw.edu
brooksgr@eckerd.edu
broses@cmsd.k12.pa.us
brown0044-195-2678800-0044-195-2678801-adrian.brown@wrapfilm.com
bruce.lin@handhasia.com
bruce.liu@ambu-lanc.com
bruce21@163.com
bruce_yan@china.com.cn
brucehai@sinotruk-howo.com
brucey@ushine.com.cn
bruland@ucsc.edu
bruna.oliveira@rwit.com
bruna.oliveira@rwit.com.br
bruno.amado@abf.com.br
bruno@murval.com
bruno@sodet.biz
brunoolinda@edu.unifor.br
brustar@brunet.bn
bryan.wolf@hs-pforzheim.de
bryan.wolf@jcschools.us
bryan_brooks@baylor.edu
bryana@ctmmixers.com
bryantiant@126.com
bsj@naturefabric.co.kr
bsjj_1@163.com
bsk_xiaoshoubu02@163.com
bskowronski@jcboe.org
bss@besttsoundsystem.com
bssysb@126.com
bst@google.com
bstyzk@online.sh.cn
btaylor@gie.net
btbkkk@163.com
bthapa@president.com.np
btjs@vip.163.com
btks@mail.ru
btpan@xinhaimining.net
btphillips@g.harvard.edu
bts8@students.waikato.ac.nz
bttan123@163.com
btupper@bigelow.org
btwining@bigelow.org
bu-nexi@nexi.go.jp
bucharest@ecs.gov.eg
bucuresticaleagrivitei206@catena.ro
bud.hoeft@ieee.org
budd@cardoneintlassoc.net
budusenok@mail.ru
buergerservice@hofburg.at
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bug-guile@gnu.org
bugs@naukrigulf.com
bugzilla-admin@apache.org
buildmat@mahalaxmigroup.com
bulseco.a@husky.neu.edu
bun@exim.go.th
bunge@inpresspni.com.br
bur96@mail.ru
burns0731@yahuu.com.cn
business-datacenter@fujitsu.com
business@china-dongshan.com
business@cumark.com.cn
business@dtjt.com
business@eVget.com
business@en-creative.com
business@hiwin.com.tw
business@hiwin.tw
business@jcptdc.com
business@js-kewei.com
business@likedoc.org
buy168@126.com
buyer-support@gasgoo.com
bvanmooy@whoi.edu
bvolkman@mcw.edu
bvoss@usgs.gov
bwelling@xbill.org
bwy998@163.com
bxc@uw.edu
bxpvc014@163.com
bycybgs@126.com
bygt@bygt.com.cn
byork@washingtonexaminer.com
byost@sn.bbb.org
byqj@medmail.com.cn
byseow@sph.com.sg
bz123@163.com
bzhang@designersedge.com
bzj@yinxin.cn
c.grashoff@topcasings.nl
c.kurz@innocrush.com
c.sanchez@codetel.net.do
c.service@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
c.torres@codetel.net.do
c.tropical@codetel.net.do
c03@ostarts.com
c1234z@163.com
c6a5qq@fdr.jp
c83051@pa18.com
c_ar@sina.com
ca.alvarez@codetel.net.do
cabinetp@tofan.ro
cablemarket@sanew-cable.com
cabletel.cxa@codetel.net.do
cabr_low_carbon@126.com
cabusinessoffice@canacad.ac.jp
caceres@life.illinois.edu
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cacerra@jcboe.org
cad@seitron.it
cadams@hargray.com
cade@ncsu.edu
cadpress@idnovo.com.cn
caemployment@canacad.ac.jp
caeppli@bigelow.org
cai@oudefu.com
caibin351@163.com
caichajin@fe-movac.com
caigou@baren777.com
caihtong@126.com
caijh@tju.edu.cn
caijun@huagang-pharm.com
cailin@xiaomi.com
caires@netmadeira.com
cakeware@163.com
calbhr@calb.cn
caleb@ijr.com
calen.horton@email.ucr.edu
callamedia@hanmail.net
callcenter@ifoerster.com
calvarez@stoneandtile-pr.com
calvin.lacamera@saiee.org.za
calvin@undermusik.com
camarachinesa@camarachinesa.com
camatxu@126.com
cambici@cambici.org.br
camelx@163.com
camerooncdc@mail2cameroon.com
camichaud@my.uri.edu
camie@chauvin-arnoux.com
camila.abranches@einstein.br
camila@portan.com
camillat@hawaii.edu
campus@jcschools.us
campus@lightinthebox.com
can@sdv.com
can_doccenter_hkgna@nykgroup.com
can_doccenter_hkgne@nykgroup.com
can_doccenter_hkgoth@nykgroup.com
canalmarine@aptalaska.net
cancel@rotate.org
cancel@scanguard.com
canciones_traducidas@grupos.ar
candiceli@intco.com.cn
candy@broom-handle.com
candy_xu@hongmao.cc
canmeng@canmeng.com.tw
canomod@canomod.com
cantele@cantele.com.br
canter@kbgroupltd.com
cao.xian@jiandi.net
cao@annapolisroyal.com
caofengkui@126.com
caohua@huaxupharm.com
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caojun198112@163.com
caojun@hstape.cn
caojun@nxmu.edu.cn
caojun_1205@163.com
caojun_1230@163.com
caojun_529712@126.com
caojun_p@sina.com
caowz@cz-toshiba.com
caoyimei@sh-wansheng.com
caoyunsuo2@126.com
capacitor.bbs@openbazaar.net
capebras@infonegocio.net.pe
capinfo@capinfo.com.cn
captaincharliemayer@googlemail.com
capveg@cs.umd.edu
caraw@complex.com
carbonste@126.com
card@affirm.com
card@mgbwhome.com
cardavin@trinity.edu
care@kyra.ae
career@JobStreet.com
career@arri.de
career@civitas.in
career@jmclaw.org
career@zantechnologies.com
careers@emiratesnet.com
careers@flexport.com
careers@hsalegal.com
careers@import.io
careers@kingandpartridge.in
careers@nervora.com
careers@speedextools.com
caribe1@codetel.net.do
caridar9@jywatch.com
carina.bunse@lnu.se
carina33@vip.163.com
carita.lehmusmetsa@evac.com
carl.weaver@iamovers.org
carla.dieguez@tam.com.br
carla.moura@altran.com.br
carlbergs@mossmotors.com
carloalberto.rinaldini@unimore.it
carlos.cancino@pwc.com
carlos.gomez.666@my.csun.edu
carlos.rosolem@quendian.com
carlos@aeswave.com
carlos@colorandgrey.com
carlos_enrique@jce.do
carlospina@codetel.net.do
carlossoto@codetel.net.do
carly@cnoemphone.net
carly@filtermist.com
carmelo.abela@gov.mt
carnicas.ireland@NTLBusiness.com
carol.strano@ovd.com.br
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carol@re-vat.com
carole3@spray.se
caroline.costa@homineinfo.com.br
caroline.domingues@astsconsulting.com.br
caroline.howsley@googlemail.com
caroline@asiaedge.net
caroline@magnatin.co.uk
caroline_rogers@usgs.gov
caroline_sena@compal.com
carolynf@uw.edu
carpatbelazserv@mail.ru
carreiras@wdmcorp.com
carrie.martin@jcschools.us
carrie@pdxmarine.com
carrigee@b-s.com
carrot_323@sina.com
cartoni@cartoni.com
casados@codetel.net.do
caser@gate.sinica.edu.tw
casey_dj@126.com
cashguo@bego.com
casmoot@alaska.edu
casona.dorada@codetel.net.do
cassandra27@mail.ru
cassiano@makesearch.com.br
cassidy@ce.berkeley.edu
castles@dailycamera.com
catfishm@pwrtc.com
catherine.coupland@maine.edu
catherine.legrand@lnu.se
catherine.nguyen@noaa.gov
catherine.wang@ncich.com.cn
cathvolkova@mail.ru
cathy.polly@jcschools.us
cathy0111@foxmail.com
cathy@kaidasy.com
cathychen@henpspring.cn
cathyfang@chinaacmedical.com
cathylin@everfinde.com.tw
cathywang@cumi.murugappa.com
catli.lr@lifung.com.hk
caynee@163.com
cb@boa.eu
cbeebe@hawaii.edu
cbhuang@csu.edu.tw
cbmouw@mtu.edu
cbnelson@geol.sc.edu
cbsrinfo@ucr.edu
cbssports-appletv@cbsinteractive.com
cburgess@gavialliance.org
cbw@hzcx.cn
cbwall@hawaii.edu
cbygonaise@jcboe.org
cbyhygc@163.com
cc77777@fetnet.net
cca@scandinova.dk
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ccanner@126.com
ccastillo@bancosantacruz.com.do
ccecc-travel@ccecc.com.cn
ccernuda@bcamath.org
ccfuller@usgs.gov
ccg@mainone.cn
cch7988@pa18.com
cchen@chem.sinica.edu.tw
cchien3@ucsc.edu
ccho@csu.edu.tw
cchsu@csu.edu.tw
cchugradwtc@mail.fm
cck@gate.sinica.edu.tw
cclarkehopcroft@alaska.edu
ccmadrigal@audiovisualtown.com
ccmart@usp.br
cco@leferguson.com
ccomfort@hawaii.edu
cconley@navigatorpublishing.com
ccontrata@seal-fla.com
ccortina@groupmetro.com
ccrlb@changchai.com
ccrouch@ledger-enquirer.com
ccswww@gate.sinica.edu.tw
cct.china@mattheyasia.com
cctang@qikan.com.cn
cctv@nongyingtv.com.cn
ccw@csu.edu.tw
ccxh850923@163.com
cdanzer@arrirental.de
cdb8g@virginia.edu
cdbesmile@126.com
cdchemical@163.com
cdcqjy@126.com
cdctech@163.com
cdecker@usgs.gov
cderama@alent.com
cdeutsch@uw.edu
cdg_em@163.com
cdnc-technical@cbsr.ucr.edu
cdpengx@mainone.cn
cdpf@dominica.gov.dm
cdsdjx@126.com
cdserver@mainone.cn
cduque@udel.edu
cdurkin@mlml.calstate.edu
cdyxgj@126.com
ceaj@vip.163.com
ceavalos@insa.com.ec
cecilia.ferrarezzi@rmacomunicacao.com.br
ceciliam@izitu.com
ced25@students.uwf.edu
cedail@codetel.net.do
ceddie@vife.com.hk
ceking@uw.edu
celebrate@giftyourorgan.org
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celia@hawaii.edu
celiofs@exitoit.com.br
cellcom@prc.cm
cels65@inbox.ru
cemafer.breisach@cemafer.com
cemdag@cemdag.com
cemp@euro-me.com
cen@hawaii.edu
cenac@codetel.net.do
cendy.li@hzoulifa.com
cengiz.demirkundak@alpmed.com.tr
cenotec@cenotec.com
centcom@pd.jaring.my
centersy@163.com
centr_sluha@mail.ru
central@bombasideal.com
centralpark@secrel.com.br
centralreservations@pridehotel.com
centre@centreherbs.com
centre@cnfr-notaire.org
centroinstrument@mail.ru
centron@centronmedical.com
ceo@ceo.gov.hk
ceo@jjlspk.com
ceo@northbankiq.com
ceo@vk-utam.com
cepea@usp.br
cepex@cepex.com
ceplh@csu.edu.tw
ceramic@188.com
ces@na3pl.com
cesar.lara@internet.net.do
cesar@candidobastos.com
cesare.mattina@free.fr
cesargarcia@codetel.net.do
cesarm2@codetel.net.do
cesarv@msi.upd.edu.ph
cesca@theurbangarden.co.uk
ceshizuixinhao@163.com
cesic@codetel.net.do
cethisa@codetel.net.do
cf@fremlab.se
cf_chan@wsd.gov.hk
cfa048@codetel.net.do
cfaash@163.com
cfaillac@scarletmail.rutgers.edu
cfansuzy@126.com
cferrari@arpae.it
cfg5l@126.com
cfgqc@126.com
cfitzgerald@umces.edu
cfm@portalmedico.org.br
cfmcl@cfmcl.net
cfrzzh@126.com
cftr@mail.rogersdigitalmedia.com
cfuchsm1@u.washington.edu
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cgaynus@g.ucla.edu
cgchk@cgchk.com.hk
cgerman@whoi.edu
cgh@runwing.cn
cgivens@usgs.gov
cgoethel@umces.edu
cgomez@alnap.com.do
cgonzalez@elcaribe.com.do
cgrauer@treesforever.org
cgreen@u.washington.edu
cgscomsa@cgs.com.sa
cgw@mainone.cn
cgwbnvalores@codetel.net.do
cgx116@126.com
ch.0754hifi@163.com
ch.tronche@computer.org
ch09@mail.skgsh.tn.edu.tw
ch21111811@126.com
chad@EastCoastMarineElectronics.com
chair@ce.berkeley.edu
chairil@exim.com.my
chalermpol_n@serendipity.co.th
challenges@grabcad.com
chamshan@126.com
chan@orientalgroup.nl
chandlery@hindsonmarina.com
chandra@exalonpromotion.com
changchunminmetals@163.com
changchunyiji@vip.sohu.com
changfc@mail.nctu.edu.tw
changfs@csu.edu.tw
changhui899@163.com
changkwon.kim@halla.com
changlee2@163.com
changlingufen@126.com
changlonglby@163.com
changqingtex@126.com
changshan@heparin.cn
changshengtyre@vip.163.com
changshuknm@knm-changshu.com.cn
changxingwj@163.com
chans@chem.sinica.edu.tw
chansel@whoi.edu
chantelle.serrell-cooke@dominojewellery.com
chao7099@sina.com
chap@chap-china.cn
chaputm@mossmotors.com
charlene_ren@everspring.com.tw
charles.ho@ft.com
charles.im@kitrading.co.kr
charles.n.bickers@boeing.com
charles.stock@noaa.gov
charles.young@noaa.gov
charles@sitechsmt.com
charlton.wong@aecom.com
charpecl@udel.edu
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charter@fai.ag
chboh@hanyang.ac.kr
chchen@csu.edu.tw
cheahyi@163.com
cheil@bigelow.org
chemaid@online.sh.cn
chemexp@vip.163.com
chemwww@gate.sinica.edu.tw
chen.b.q@lynuc.cn
chen@tju.edu.cn
chen_cherry@zoller-cn.com
chen_hs@mail.etp.ac.cn
chen_yongchang@tss-cn.com
chen_zhancheng@douson.cn
chenchenjck@163.com
chenf@umces.edu
chenfang@hanspark.com.cn
chenfeng852@126.com
chenfeng@chinayanxin.com
chenfuh@mtu.edu
cheng-heow.wong@avagotech.com
chengan@163.com
chengdaoqiang@dalongchains.com
chengdu@globaldoctor.com.au
chengguo888888@163.com
chengkepeng@163.com
chengruida@souhu.com
chengtao_tx@sina.com
chengwx@cec.com.cn
chengxm@sz.tsinghua.edu.cn
chengyan@jiudinghuixin.com
chengyannian@163.com
chengyunqifu@163.com
chenhaijun06@163.com
chenhr@chenhr.com
chenjianyao@mail.sysu.edu.cn
chenjj365@126.com
chenjt88@163.com
chenjuan1226@126.com
chenjun_ct@sina.com
chenk3@kyvas.com
chenkaixing@forwamold.com
chenlan@bnu.edu.cn
chenlei@sn.chinamobile.com
chenling10@yahuu.com.cn
chenlinlin@eishoo.com
chenlix1122@163.com
chenmeirong@chinalion.cn
chennai@trident-hilton.com
chenney_rhan@163.com
chenping_898@126.com
chenqiangyou@sina.com
chenrongguo@aliyun.com
chenshiyu@sh163.net
chent@yangzijiang.com
chenwenhui@cugb.edu.cn
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cheny@mainone.cn
chenyi3650111@163.com
chenyong@lasej.com
chenyu@gate.sinica.edu.tw
cherex@sina.com
cherie@ambianceproducts.com
chernenok2@mail.ru
cherry@songaware.com
cherry_618@163.com
cherryge@goldsun.cn
cherryhxsales@126.com
cheryl.long@jcschools.us
cheryl.woodley@noaa.gov
cheshi@yeah.net
cheshire@trade-secret.co.uk
cheslav.bel@tut.by
cheung@matrix.hk.com
cheungchikeung@noblehouserestaurant.cn
chevron@royalmarinesbands.co.uk
chfoi@chfoic.com
chhccdz@163.com
chi@bamboosupply.net
chi@en-ch.com
chian@famepost.com
chiangcp@csu.edu.tw
chichangmin@126.com
chief.editor@sbc.sc
chief@almotamar.net
chief@jschem.com
chiefmso@126.com
chiehong@sohu.net
chiendd@fpt.com.vn
chiensh@gate.sinica.edu.tw
chientech@163.com
chifeng_hcnc@163.com
chigasaki@mocha.ocn.ne.jp
chihpuchang@linfair.com.tw
chikechang@163.com
child@csu.edu.tw
childers@dca.net
chilee@orivend.com
chilliard@jcboe.org
chimanyip@hkbn.net
china-sales@jofeepump.com
china-yc@126.com
china.coop@163.com
china.huaning@163.com
china333@yandex.ru
china@163.com
china@bcn.com.cn
china@creaform3d.com
china@faro.com
china@georgin.com
china@ggbearings.com
china@kuenling.com
china@odmtech.cn
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china@russianshanghai.com
china@tuthill.com.cn
china@unicell.com.pl
china@wintechno.com.cn
china_cpeia@sina.com
chinaart@vip.163.com
chinacareerforum@disc.co.jp
chinaexpo_yn@163.com
chinaguihetimber@126.com
chinahks@163.com
chinahnf@vip.163.com
chinainflatable@126.com
chinaplas@sh.adsale.com.hk
chinasales@dixonvalve.com.cn
chinashengxing@163.com
chinasunguoyu@126.com
chinatoda816@163.com
chinavalve565@yeah.net
chinawaren@sh163.net
chinaway@hknet.com
chinawisdome@163.com
chinawood@vip.163.com
chinaworks@hanmail.net
chinaycb@163.com
chinaylqx@126.com
chinese@bnu.edu.cn
chinesetea565@yeah.net
ching@csu.edu.tw
ching_feng@163.com
chinhock.oh@oekmachine.com
chintak@supercgs.com
chk889900@ctimail.com
chladik@georgiasouthern.edu
chliao@csu.edu.tw
chline@126.com
chm@csu.edu.tw
chm@eshow365.com
chm@scchuangmei.com
chmq387@163.com
chmti@chmti.com
chnam@moojin.net
cho@durimitec.com
choasss@cj.net
choijess@mattel.com
chojuzan@tkd.att.ne.jp
chokuhan@ohmsha.co.jp
cholmes@life.illinois.edu
choosingli@188.com
chopra@berkeley.edu
chornys@cable.net.co
chpeter@163.com
chr@oildoc.com
chris.chambers@noaa.gov
chris.greening@monash.edu
chris.jeffrey@noaa.gov
chris.k@tencate.com
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chris.lee@alexstewartinternational.kr
chris.long@noaa.gov
chris.tsang@obmghk.com
chris.yip@bel-intl.com
chris@bingosnet.co.uk
chris@heathens.co.nz
chris@jiejingbus.com
chris@kelpls.co.nz
chris@sas.upenn.edu
chris@w3.org
chris_duello@unigroupworldwide.com
chrisbee@uw.edu
chriso@hawaii.edu
chrisolsen@saniflo.com.au
chrisso@goodwill.com.hk
chrissy@jhrack.com
christian.hauser@hauser.lu
christian.jones@noaa.gov
christian.lausan@yunetung.pf
christian.waldeck@hkl-baumaschinen.de
christij@whitman.edu
christin.bennke@io-warnemuende.de
christina.rohrweger@hegemann.de
christina.yanis@jcschools.us
christine.cocquyt@botanicgardenmeise.be
christine@elismail.com.tw
christopher.gobler@stonybrook.edu
christopher.w.brown@noaa.gov
christopher@asianmetal.com
chsmith@aglgemlab.com
chsmith@denverpost.com
chu-en@chu-en.com
chuangnengdongli@sina.com
chuangxincai@163.com
chuankui.teng@ltbar.cn
chuanzhou666777@sina.com
chuck.kristofek@ngc.com
chuck@cn-sanjing.com
chuck@duckworksmagazine.com
chuck@zjyuanpai.com
chuhongyu_610@163.COM
chumphries@oceannavigator.com
chung@vt4c.com
chungtak@chlitina-hk.com
chunkeey@googlemail.com
churst@hurstmarina.com
chuxl@sh163.net
chuyujinghan@163.com
chwang@haverford.edu
chwicn@chwicn.com
chwilliams@ledger-enquirer.com
ci@parlamento.st
cicada1209@126.com
cici@seehog.com
cici@shangyoutools.com
cici@sinosteroids.com
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cie@list.waseda.jp
cietec@cietec.org.br
cilsicmxci@126.com
cindy.zhang@assaabloy.com
cindyhan@ysparts.com
cindyllp@163.com
cinetech@163.com
cinira.yokoo@luandre.com.br
cintia.julia@issam.com.br
cipglobal@163.com
cirigaray@mrree.gub.uy
cisco@163.com
cisco@rosewood.com.hk
ciscoliyang@163.com
cissy.cai@zeiss.com
citex2000@vip.163.com
citrusbr@citrusbr.com
civi.rica@codetel.net.do
civilicad@codetel.net.do
cj419@126.com
cjavier@alnap.com.do
cjb530@sina.com
cjj0909@163.com
cjj@biaopin.com
cjkxaudit@cj.net
cjloureiro@contax.com.br
cjlww007@126.com
cjohnson@whoi.edu
cjordon@agasd.org
cjr.wangxiaoying@vip.163.com
cjrusson@udel.edu
cjs@leisuretron.com
cjustice@cumulus9.com
cjxiaoshou@changjiangev.com
ck002@ck365.cn
ck@sdsassociates.com.my
ckb@kunda.com
ckellogg@usgs.gov
ckj@charlestone.com
ckj@hbci.com
cklee.smg@shintaiho.com
cks@chu.edu.tw
ckuhn@uw.edu
cl.nunes@codetel.net.do
cl672395727@163.com
cl@eshow365.com
cl@sunychem.com
claims@canam.com.cn
claimservices@imcclinics.com
claimssdepartments@googlemail.com
claire.lovegrove@monash.edu
claire.neil@stir.ac.uk
clamborg@ucsc.edu
claracc@direito.uminho.pt
clare@reportlinker.com
clarissa@ibgm.com.br
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clark@mdsg.umd.edu
clark@tcbcorp.com
clarkb@amk-services.com
claude@quantec.co.za
claudia.allen@kattenlaw.com
claudia.delavega@sidel.com
claudia.vasquez@monsanto.com
claudia@cdicom.com.br
claudia@novotempo-rh.com.br
claudia@roiatti.com
claudio.braghini@infoa2.com.br
claudio.sa@conteudo.net
claudio.tula@dcalianzas.com
clave@clavedigital.com
clb86@students.uwf.edu
clchang@mmc.edu.tw
cleangjh@126.com
cleanicehuang@sina.com
cleberharth@docile.com.br
clee@questexasia.com
clenahan@sonicbison.com
clevergirl198096@yandex.ru
clicia.junqueira@fmc.com
clientsupport@adcommission.gov.au
cliffr@reslife.org
clilverd@hawaii.edu
clive@m8mc.co.uk
clkmail@163.com
clleng@pc.jaring.my
clomaglio@complex.com
closburn@ncsu.edu
cloud831025@163.com
cloud@south-sea.com
cloutier@english.upenn.edu
clte56@163.com
club.ph@cma.org.cn
club@execunet.com
cluster@megware.com
clusterstudy@126.com
clyons@hawaii.edu
cm.constructora@codetel.net.do
cm22@hawaii.edu
cm@atron.ca
cmarien.system@codetel.net.do
cmat@cmat.fr
cmc@shamrocktechnologies.com.cn
cme@cmemachine.com
cmemis@mmm.com
cmencc@126.com
cmetz@inner.net
cmhk@cmhk.com
cmies@reifengundlach.de
cmitchell@bigelow.org
cmj@adsale.com.hk
cmlebras@ncsu.edu
cmora@hawaii.edu
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cmouw@uri.edu
cmrich@hawaii.edu
cmservice@kos.forthnet.gr
cmsmcq@w3.org
cmtba_yearbook@126.com
cmuhlfeld@usgs.gov
cmw1957@163.com
cmwang@csu.edu.tw
cn.office@starrag.com
cn.service@mail2.chieftek.com
cn513cn@163.com
cncmade@163.com
cncsydx@163.com
cnctohold@126.com
cndac@cndac.net
cnechtr@cnechtr.com
cneill@whrc.org
cnf@cnec5.com
cnfair@163.com
cnhemp@126.com
cnhometex@vip.163.com
cnhowotruck@163.com
cnicollet@exapro.eu
cnidaria@berkeley.edu
cnjingquan@163.com
cnkopen@changan.net
cnmeter@cnmeter.com
cnmn@cnmn.com.cn
cnpec@126.com
cnpowder@163.com
cnqglt@126.com
cnrijin10@126.com
cnsanway@126.com
cnshibiao@vip.163.com
cntszz@126.com
cnwong@polybrite.com
cnyuming@mainone.cn
coal@hollysys.com
coalalock@kkd.biglobe.ne.jp
coatech2008@126.com
cobranza@importadorasaopaulo.cl
cocacola8@yandex.ru
cocina.diseno@codetel.net.do
coco.kuang@finigate.com
coco@pharmade.com
coco@tirrit.net
cocoab@126.com
codeca@codetel.net.do
coflynn@newae.com
cogarza@csumb.edu
cogeis@cogeis.it
coja@aqua.dtu.dk
coke_unit12@foxmail.com
colberts@hawaii.edu
colej@caryinstitute.org
colin@diagnosticsolutions.ie
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colinbw@hpcimedia.com
colintoogood@bhopal.org
collc@mail.ru
collin.cunningham@sky.com
collins.ken@mail.ru
collinsgoodluck@mail.ua
collinsmrk01@googlemail.com
collscot@illinois.edu
colo@colourspray.com
colombia@colombiaun.org
coloncancer.guide@about.com
color.vision@codetel.net.do
color5@colorbag.net
colourcube2008@163.com
colourliang@126.com
com.com@jobs.it
com.com@rambaudi.it
com.com@sachman.it
com3itf@itf.it
comedica@cable.net.co
comens@sina.com
comercial.vix3@wineventos.com.br
comercial@agmlogistica.com.br
comercial@creatap.cl
comercial@gruposdm.com
comercial@homebrasil.com
comercial@siro.pt
comercial@software.com.ar
comercial@software.com.br
comercial@software.com.co
comercial@software.com.mx
comercial@sqlcore.com.br
comercial@valvulasvs.com
comercial@wb2c.com.br
comercial@webtecnologias.com
comercioexterior@campagnahnos.com.ar
comex@nicrosol.com.br
comissao.eleitoral@oabsp.org.br
comments@wisconsinhotrodradio.com
commerc@imtintermato.it
commercial@labouleobut.com
commercial@nexchem.cn
commercial@primeaviation.kz
commercial@sienerinformatique.com
commerciale@labline.it
commish@slammertour.com
commivepar@mail.ru
communicatie.deltavliegen@KNVvL.nl
communication@eacce.org.ma
community@informit.com
community@popsugar.com
community@sketchfab.com
communityprograms@alexhouse.net
comp.comerciales@codetel.net.do
company@nanocrystals.com
company@sx-company.com
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competitions@scottoiler.com
complaints@tradejini.com
compliance@kobelconet.com
compras_plagosur@prodigy.net.mx
compton.jana@epa.gov
computer74@mail.ru
computers565@yeah.net
computesa.tgv@codetel.net.do
computing@ce.berkeley.edu
computos.crc@codetel.net.do
computos.hppv@codetel.net.do
comunica@nuclep.gov.br
comunicacao@flip.org.br
comunicacaocorporativa@canalrural.com.br
comunicaciones@foscal.com.co
comunidad@nuevoexcelsior.com.mx
conferencias@ejkrause.com
congresspio@mail.fm
conna@knktdg.com
conniecheung@nwse.com.hk
conniedeng@fsantai.com
conoilic@conoilic.com
conrad@waikato.ac.nz
consortiasales@bmj.com
constanza@codetel.net.do
constitucional@oabsp.org.br
consulate@muktishree.com
consulate@nlconsulate.org.np
consultant01@0086rich.com
consultant1@0086rich.com
consulting@volgayachtservice.ru
consumergoods@cotecna.com
consumerinquiry@mgbwhome.com
consumerservice@ferrero.com
contact-atlas-en@cs.jp.fujitsu.com
contact-plm-global@cs.jp.fujitsu.com
contact-us@jobinvietnam.com
contact@aamaadmiparty.org
contact@abrahamstudionyc.com
contact@adevarul.ro
contact@agenceimmo-seychelles.com
contact@alive-jp.com
contact@amaroc-agro.com
contact@an-gene.com
contact@arunaianantha.com
contact@aurogon.com
contact@babycloudhk.com
contact@banlit.ru
contact@bannaya-zastava.ru
contact@banner-khimki.ru
contact@banner-media.ru
contact@bannerbest.ru
contact@bannercity.ru
contact@bannerhost.ru
contact@bannerptz.ru
contact@bannerspb.ru
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contact@bannersprint.ru
contact@banniibum.ru
contact@bannovo.ru
contact@banok.ru
contact@banoka.ru
contact@banonsso.ru
contact@banquet-paradise.ru
contact@bans.ru
contact@bansko-bolgaria.ru
contact@bantec.ru
contact@bantivirus.ru
contact@bantygo.ru
contact@banuti.ru
contact@banya-i-dacha.ru
contact@banya-msk.ru
contact@banya9.ru
contact@banyabox.ru
contact@banyatorg.ru
contact@banyparovozov.ru
contact@banyrukami.ru
contact@banzai-sushi.ru
contact@banzakaz.ru
contact@banzay.ru
contact@banzzai.ru
contact@baobablife.ru
contact@baobabshop.ru
contact@baobao.ru
contact@baofengs.ru
contact@baptist-volga.ru
contact@baptistmedia.ru
contact@baptistsurgut.ru
contact@bar-1.ru
contact@bar-designer.ru
contact@bar-files.ru
contact@bar-go.ru
contact@bar-group.ru
contact@bar-inventory.ru
contact@bar-line.ru
contact@bar-ok.ru
contact@bar-on.ru
contact@bar-reaktor.ru
contact@bar-skazka.ru
contact@bar-tm.ru
contact@bar-us.ru
contact@bar-usvoih.ru
contact@bar-viha.ru
contact@bar100rentgen.ru
contact@bar55.ru
contact@barabakin.ru
contact@baraban16.ru
contact@barabara.ru
contact@barabenga.ru
contact@barablin.ru
contact@barabolenko.ru
contact@barahoev.ru
contact@baraholka.ru
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contact@baraholkaklin.ru
contact@baraholkakomi.ru
contact@baralan.ru
contact@barambaev.ru
contact@baramist.ru
contact@barbiehouse.ru
contact@barbockiny.ru
contact@barboletta.ru
contact@barbook.ru
contact@barbos39.ru
contact@barboshko.ru
contact@barboss-etalon.ru
contact@barbotazh.ru
contact@barbrow.ru
contact@barbyshev.ru
contact@barca-hotel.ru
contact@barca.ru
contact@barcaman.ru
contact@barcc.ru
contact@barcelonadom.ru
contact@barcelonaexcurs.ru
contact@barclay.ru
contact@barclyshoes.ru
contact@barco24.ru
contact@barco67.ru
contact@barcode24.ru
contact@barcoding.ru
contact@bard-kafe.ru
contact@bard-nn.ru
contact@barda-kartofel.ru
contact@bardada.ru
contact@bardahl-ap.ru
contact@bardahl-maslo.ru
contact@bardahloils.ru
contact@bardahlrussia.ru
contact@bardakov.ru
contact@bardan.ru
contact@bardinhotel.ru
contact@bardjo.ru
contact@barella.ru
contact@baremetal.ru
contact@bareno.ru
contact@barents-region.ru
contact@bareoreg.ru
contact@barest.ru
contact@barev.ru
contact@bargas.ru
contact@bargeboard.ru
contact@bargeld.ru
contact@bargoozine.ru
contact@barguzin63.ru
contact@barguzinmuseum.ru
contact@barhantrade.ru
contact@barhmel.ru
contact@barhorosho.ru
contact@baribula.ru
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contact@barice.ru
contact@barikoff.ru
contact@barin.ru
contact@barinn.ru
contact@barinovahotel.ru
contact@barion-spb.ru
contact@barkas-adler.ru
contact@barkas-sochi.ru
contact@barker-shoes.ru
contact@barker-spb.ru
contact@barkland.ru
contact@barkligallery.ru
contact@barklukva.ru
contact@barkom.ru
contact@barkovski.ru
contact@barkraft.ru
contact@bavariperfumes.com
contact@beijingdituo.com
contact@bestmadeco.com
contact@bezelarabia.com
contact@bizarreka.com
contact@calltronics.net
contact@ciee.org
contact@cipmedias.com
contact@comptoirnautique.com
contact@conrad.be
contact@datri.org
contact@divyaimpex.com
contact@downtowngroup.net
contact@drennanco.com
contact@eickhoff-bochum.de
contact@evident.cc
contact@fbrh.co.uk
contact@fbrh.eu
contact@fddiindia.com
contact@gasmet.fi
contact@gen-africa.org
contact@genble.com
contact@gibcom.cn
contact@glomap.com
contact@gpa-export.com
contact@indonesiakreatif.net
contact@internationalmoving.com
contact@itpropartners.jp
contact@jayne.sc
contact@kimfa-tahiti.com
contact@klausscheuringer.com
contact@letsebuy.com
contact@likedoc.org
contact@missioncrun.org
contact@mjustice.dz
contact@o-video.md
contact@o-video.ro
contact@onyx-rewards.com
contact@pm.gov.kw
contact@rl1854.com
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contact@sakaitrade.net
contact@samratremedies.com
contact@samsara-voyages.com
contact@shareslide.org
contact@sirona.cn
contact@slidedocument.org
contact@smconsultant.com
contact@sublue.com
contact@sud-ouest-materiel.fr
contact@tng.ekadharma.com
contact@tropicalstore.sc
contact@trustwe.com
contact@valinor.co.il
contact@wockhardthospitals.com
contact@wraio.cn
contact@wuxchem.com
contact@ygcco.com
contact@ygchurch.com
contact@ygclodge.com
contact@ygcmg.com
contact@ygconstruction.com
contact@ygd8.com
contact@ygdcm.com
contact@ygdco.com
contact@ygdcw.com
contact@ygdk.com
contact@ygdx.com
contact@yge.com
contact@ygea.com
contact@ygeg.com
contact@ygeiainc.com
contact@ygel.com
contact@ygen-edu.com
contact@ygenerations.com
contact@ygenie.com
contact@ygens.com
contact@ygeorgiev.com
contact@yger.com
contact@ygeshop.com
contact@ygetactive.com
contact@ygethio.com
contact@ygexwxx.com
contact@ygfamily.com
contact@ygfclinic.com
contact@ygfco.com
contact@ygfindit.com
contact@ygfw.com
contact@ygg8.com
contact@yggayrimenkul.com
contact@yggco.com
contact@yggdr.com
contact@yggdrasil-tree.com
contact@yggers.com
contact@yggmark.com
contact@yggo.com
contact@yggrec.com
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contact@yggrlanca.com
contact@yggut.com
contact@yggval.com
contact@yggyx.com
contact@ygh-eshop.com
contact@ygh100.com
contact@yghexp.com
contact@yghf.com
contact@yghongyun.com
contact@yghs-soccer.com
contact@ygi-international.com
contact@ygiapolyclinic.com
contact@ygiaportal.com
contact@ygico.com
contact@ygilt.com
contact@yginno.com
contact@ygis.com
contact@ygizktrnyktszaevd6.com
contact@ygjf.com
contact@ygjiaoyu.com
contact@ygjiedai.com
contact@ygjmn.com
contact@ygjo.com
contact@ygjr5370001.com
contact@ygk8.com
contact@ygkb.com
contact@ygkco.com
contact@ygkcw.com
contact@ygkd.com
contact@ygkh.com
contact@ygkids.com
contact@ygkjsj.com
contact@ygkpr.com
contact@ygl-consulting.com
contact@yglabs.com
contact@yglass.com
contact@ygled-china.com
contact@yglegal.com
contact@yglegendary.com
contact@yglforum.com
contact@yglight.com
contact@yglmy.com
contact@ygln.com
contact@yglobal-company.com
contact@yglogistic.com
contact@ygloo.com
contact@ygloves.com
contact@yglsites.com
contact@yglvxingjia.com
contact@yglworld.com
contact@ygm-search.com
contact@ygmakina.com
contact@ygmark.com
contact@yubo-trade.com
contactmedia@arri.de
contacto@eyeonmedia.net
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contacto@presidencia.gob.sv
contactus@abcr.com.au
contactus@etauto.com
contactus@etbrandequity.com
contactus@etcfo.com
contactus@etcio.com
contactus@etciso.in
contactus@etenergyworld.com
contactus@ethealthworld.com
contactus@etmasterclass.com
contactus@etrealty.com
contactus@etretail.com
contactus@ettelecom.com
contactus@ias.edu
contactus@kobesteakhouseusa.com
contactus@seshop.com
contactus@wcshipping.com
containermodularh@126.com
contato@abraex.org.br
contato@agenciaideal.com.br
contato@agrolink.com.br
contato@bougue.com.br
contato@chaid.com.br
contato@dexdesign.com.br
contato@dissenso.com.br
contato@enaf.com.br
contato@exportadoresbrasileiros.com
contato@fabricadeideiasce.com.br
contato@feiranacionaldeartesanato.com.br
contato@invitrobrasil.com.br
contato@japantrade.com.br
contato@lampejos.com.br
contato@makesearch.com.br
contato@makspecas.com.br
contato@mises.org.br
contato@mstecnologia.net
contato@nigeriabrazil.org
contato@omegajeans.com.br
contato@samuelfrancisco.com.br
contato@sitmed.com.br
contato@ssi.safestart.com
contato@symbia.com.br
contato@talentosustentavel.com.br
contato@visionimp.com.br
contato@waba.com.br
contatti@staufen.it
content.chen@163.com
content@atimes.com
contests@golfballs.com
controladoria@acoforja.com.br
cookerware@126.com
coopacreene@codetel.net.do
cooper@ce.berkeley.edu
cooper@umces.edu
cooperservice@veloxmail.com.br
cooperw@ocps.net
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coprez2@southjerseybeadsociety.org
copyright@import.io
coq71698@loapq.com
coralie@w3.org
coramer@pequiven.com
corbett@chellew.net
cordoba@mcabayarea.org
corex@corex.ws
corey@korlighting.com
cori.crider@jcschools.us
corinna.busch@koenecke.de
corinthianesque@mail2millennium.com
corisleung@globalex.com.hk
corit@altura.com
coriwillgrubs@edinarealty.com
corjuela@remax.net
cork@jelinek.com
cork_the_air@address.com
corkie12@chollian.net
corkieodell@odellbrewing.com
corkill@phonewave.net
corkscrew@mail2attitude.com
corky@corkysmarine.com
corkymona@rushcomm.ca
corleon93@mail.ru
corlism@cameron.edu
corliss@crisny.org
cormac@crisny.org
corman@mseb.net
cormicka@mail2world.com
cormier@carcajou.com
cormrealty@loretel.net
corn@nando.com
cornbird@mail2italian.com
cornein@mail2persephone.com
cornelia.waidelich@remax.net
cornelia@nortel.ca
cornell.venable@data-search.com
corners@mail.lcc.edu
cornick@iit.edu
cornified@googlemail.com
cornmaster@mail2nathan.com
cornnutt@csufresno.edu
cornoil@chinacornoil.com
cornsd@ou.edu
cornwallsd@cwjamaica.com
cornwell@umces.edu
corol@mail2monaco.com
corollad@msdlouky.org
corona@mail.ru
corona@onelouds.com
corona@sisal.ws
coronae@mail2freudian.com
coronion@the-mexican.com
coronize@mail2helpdesk.com
coroy6@hardinfitness.com
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corp.angela@sun-mar.com
corp@fitt.ca
corplaw@vinodkothari.com
corporate.recruitment@advancesecurity.co.uk
corporate.relations@domain.com.au
corporate@aakashinstitute.com
corporate@aegcl.co.in
corporate@beximco.net
corporate@educaedu.com
corporate@ellevatenetwork.com
corporate@midlands.com
corporate@neogen.com
corporate@russellrealty.com
corporate@turbo.net.au
corporate@ugnepal.com
corporatecompliance@fossil.com
corporately@nativestar.net
corporatestay@mediaone.net
corporeally@mail2dough.com
corporosity@mail2djibouti.com
corprew@best.com
corpsales@comspeco.com
corr@plunkettcooney.com
correctional@yada-yada.com
correda@opcsfcu.net
correlate@mail2bahrain.com
correll5@yadtel.net
correo@manuelcernuda.net
correo@presidencia.gob.bo
correspond01@bonbon.net
corrine@ndak.net
corrupt@mail2king.com
corsburn@infoave.net
corse@sfu.ca
corselet@mail2vacation.com
corsetry@googlemail.com
cortes@mail.ru
cortex@mail2highschool.com
cortiz@ashland.edu
cortiz@cityofrushville.in.gov
cortiz@corp.idt.net
cortiz@metrocourt.state.nm.us
cortzok@oru.edu
corvar@theonering.net
corwin@crisny.org
corwinjm@muohio.edu
cory.henderso@mannmortgage.com
cory.qu@fmc.com
cory@coryb.com
cory@corymk.com
cory@culbertrealty.com
cory@edgerealtyteam.com
cory@ertw.com
cory@korea.com
cosefi@codetel.net.do
cosmetic@csu.edu.tw
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cosmetic@ksh.com.hk
cosmos@cosmoschem.com
cost@aqua.dtu.dk
costa@ucsc.edu
cotheeka@siriusbroadband.com
cottbus@capnetz.de
cotton07@126.com
coxotec@163.com
cozhackina@yandex.ru
cp3169@163.com
cp8156@mun.ca
cpalm@ei.columbia.edu
cparrish@mun.ca
cpashelka@bayareanewsgroup.com
cpbookshop@po.jaring.my
cpd@uniamerica.br
cpe86@163.com
cpeiaexpo@163.com
cpenn@usgs.gov
cperez@cdn.com.do
cpernas@jcboe.org
cpetitio@jcboe.org
cpfreinds@hknet.com
cplucumt@126.com
cpm@cn-cpm.com
cppc360@163.com
cps608@sina.com
cpt_tools@126.com
cpt_youchaojie@163.com
cpuc@vip.163.com
cq@broker.190.com
cqswgb@126.com
cquiseo@lexmark.com
cr6@omegamepis.com
cr@angenetech.com
crabman@pbrc.hawaii.edu
craig.luo@hmf-china.com
craig.nelson@hawaii.edu
craig.plotnek@nationalexpress.com
craig.stow@noaa.gov
craig.strope@jcschools.us
craig.tobias@uconn.edu
craig.williamson@miamioh.edu
craigsmi@hawaii.edu
cral@asf.toscana.it
crandall@ce.berkeley.edu
crawler-admin@teoma.com
crc.has@hasilvestre.org.br
crckseed@pixi.com
cre999@titan.ocn.ne.jp
cre_bio@163.com
creative@hkem.com
creatividad@codetel.net.do
cremvene@prodigy.net.mx
crest_ting@163.com
crestex@ctm.com.pk
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crgems@crgems.cn
crii@cellrobotics.com
cripy@dglnet.com.br
cristian.bergesse@frra.utn.edu.ar
cristian@abicalcados.com.br
cristiane.catarina@sc.senai.br
cristiano@espindola.imb.br
cristina.bruno@fmach.it
cristina.fougier@upim.it
cristina.petrescu@brafarm.ro
cristina@seikogoya.com.br
cristina@tallamar.com
crodriguez@senasa.gov.do
croman2@uri.edu
crowneplaza.resortshotels@bk.ru
crp_vl@list.ru
crystal@artescorp.com
cs-clb@163.com
cs.fan@ggtg.net
cs.guo@cnhtc.biz
cs@p24av.com
csa@codetel.net.do
csc-sale@cscbearing.cn
csc@bnu.edu.cn
cschina1921@163.com
cschmid@arri.de
cscott-allen@jcboe.org
csd@excel.com
csd@tradejapan.jp
csdl@computer.org
csf@huber-china.com.cn
csh0117@163.com
csh@ponytest.com
cshelp@cauc.ca
cshuler@hawaii.edu
csic@csi-india.org
csic@georgetown.edu
csnhchem@online.sh.cn
csnholiday@csair.com
csr@reality.com
cstglass@126.com
csts@cststour.com.cn
csullivan@ei.columbia.edu
csuny108@163.com
csximenes@google.com
csyh12345@sina.com
csyizhi@vip.163.com
cszh7997@126.com
ct.anthaix@infonegocio.net.pe
ctaxone@sina.com
ctb@ctb.com.cn
ctc@cz-toshiba.com
ctcxjf@cz-toshiba.com
ctislav.fiala@fsv.cvut.cz
ctpmarket@vip.163.com
ctvhr@ctvhr.com
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cucdienanh@fpt.vn
cuhlig@uri.edu
cui@lyhongjun.com
cuihuahe@mail.ru
cuijianyao@goldenchemical.com
cuijinge@shibangcrusher.com
cuijunjie@51component.com
cuisz1223@163.com
cuiyawen@cnchildspeaks.org
culture565@yeah.net
cuong.nguyen@fvhospital.com
curless@hawaii.edu
curran_w@sky.com
curriculo@brasilvagasexecutivas.com.br
curriculo@buildup.com.br
curriculo@cancaonova.com
curriculo@cna.com.br
curriculo@consciencia.com.br
curriculo@fcmsantacasasp.edu.br
curriculo@idj.com.br
curriculo@webgoal.com.br
curriculos@boagenterh.com.br
curriculos@escrilex.com.br
curriculos@schaeffler.com
curriculos@try.com.br
curriculosti@playercom.net
curtis.cash@lacity.org
curtis@hhbcanada.com
cust-service@docsford.com
customer-care@jobinvietnam.com
customer.care@id.g4s.com
customer.service@reifenhauserinc.com
customer@anest-iwata-sh.com
customer@scirp.org
customercare@chinatraveldepot.com
customercare@morellato.com
customercare@tikona.in
customers@stafftraining.co.za
customerservice@aamanet.org
customerservice@allured.com
customerservice@blackstoneind.com
customerservice@clifford-james.co.uk
customerservice@connection.com
customerservice@springer.com
customerservice@visuals.co.uk
customerserviceAU@abs-cbni.com
customerservices@sequel-uk.co.uk
customersupport@theadvertiser.com.au
customsuva.shipping@carpenters.com.fj
custservices@qbssoftware.com
cv8459a@student.american.edu
cv@compromisso.net
cv@editoraguia.com.br
cv@nevir.es
cv@u2d.com.br
cv@vkdubai.com
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cv_conteudo@playercom.net
cvechina@163.com
cw996@163.com
cwang27@mmm.com
cwang@zugamedical.com
cwc@chinakrs.cn
cwells@merritts.uk.com
cwh0607@citiz.net
cwhite@sd163.com
cwiener@schmidtocean.org
cwientjes@puetzgroup.de
cwitkowski@qgenics.com
cx_senko@163.com
cxf@hakusankiko.com.cn
cxgs@vip.163.com
cxh818@126.com
cxhcxh818@126.com
cxhpxz@163.com
cxhr@cxhr.com
cxsygs@online.sh.cn
cxxm@sdcx.com.cn
cy@co2nnsulting.com
cyackulic@usgs.gov
cycle@kingobadge.com
cycle@scottoiler.com
cycling@scottoiler.com
cyclonechen@126.com
cycyl@163.com
cyip@questexasia.com
cyj@gfcc.com.cn
cyj@xianhy.cn
cyjtcrm@sina.com
cylayu@polyauction.com.hk
cym3845@126.com
cyngan@ctimail.com
cynthia.baeta@t-systems.com.br
cynthia@cmtsp.com.sg
cynthia@virage.com.hk
cyq20091230@126.com
cytk@163.com
cyuan@euroturntech.com
cywu@csu.edu.tw
cyzhbjb@126.com
cz11991@126.com
cz_jh@163.com
cze-13@seznam.cz
czfm_richard@vip.163.com
czh@mainone.cn
czhjg@163.com
czhldlz@163.com
czhokong@foxmail.com
czhz008@163.com
czkszx@czkszx.com
czmc@163.com
czqingfa@sh163.net
czsyintl@126.com
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czt@cup.edu.cn
cztgizhaopin2014@163.com
czyj_2003@163.com
d-dante@mail.ru
d-wahl@illinois.edu
d.arelli.b4go2@providenceri.com
d.arendt@securytech.cl
d.baglieri@cert-pa.it
d.dressayre@miffel.com
d.laure@cipmedias.com
d.minister@da.gov.kw
d.robles@codetel.net.do
d.terr@mail.ru
d.toledo@itstaff.it
d023@taipower.com.tw
d162004@edu.kaiyodai.ac.jp
d22981613@163.com
d@0x1.org
da.gepes@hu.usp.br
daaotongxunwjh@163.com
dabruese@colby.edu
dadams@jcboe.org
dadi86708155@163.com
dadi@dadieng.com
dag.aksnes@uib.no
daggett@u.washington.edu
dagonwinwin@myanmar.com.mm
daguiar@llorenteycuenca.com
dahejixie@163.com
daicenfang0613@yahuu.com.cn
daido@daido.com.br
daifengxia@163.com
daijiaojzh@sina.com
daijuchuang@126.com
daishij@126.com
daisy2305@163.com
daisy@leadwaytk.hk
daisyle@vdelta.com.vn
dajin.sales5@vip.163.com
daklin@daklin.com
dale.robinson@noaa.gov
dalford@jcboe.org
daliag@ejkrause.com
daliri@irexco.com
daljeet.singh@thapar.edu
damaspa@certimprese.it
damian.brady@maine.edu
damien.scott@complex.com
damien@sportsfoodsireland.ie
damien@unipharm.cc
damonmay@uw.edu
dan.bearden@noaa.gov
dan.gren@assaabloy.com
dan@funrugs.com
dan@macrumors.com
dan@oceangateyachtbasin.com
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dan@renapur.com
dana.dascalu@cddrelocation.ro
dana.doerhoff@jcschools.us
dana@ideo.com
danang@vietnammedicalpractice.com
danany@redcorp.com
dandan12261@126.com
danh@pbrc.hawaii.edu
dani@signcrafters.com
daniel.ahtoy@free.fr
daniel.bral@colruyt.be
daniel.carta@gsga.com.ar
daniel.e@codetel.net.do
daniel.g.maiello@pwc.com
daniel.herlemann@io-warnemuende.de
daniel.roh@tachyon-corp.com
daniel.saez@pacorini.com
daniel.toledo@imo-chile.cl
daniel.wagner@noaa.gov
daniel.warner@crowley.com
daniel.warner@graduateinstitute.ch
daniel.warner@hattielarlham.org
daniel@coditek.net
daniel@fxcintel.com
daniel@syhandicrafts.com
daniel@totalueberwachung.de
daniela.ticusan@farmacia-alphamed.ro
danieles@hawaii.edu
danieli.ribeiro@cini.com.br
danielle.budden@my.hamptonu.edu
danielle.dupuy@noaa.gov
danielle.radu@mail.utoronto.ca
danielqiao@jebsen.com
danielshay@tcpafdcpa.com
daniila.07@mail.ru
danilo.cirkovic@aofi.rs
danilo.manstretta@unipv.it
dankakolontaeva@mail.ru
danko@public.ua.net
dannir1957@sina.com
danny@redcorp.com
dannytony5885@163.com
danw@ctmmixers.com
danyang001@126.com
danyel@danyel.co.il
daojili@sklec.ecnu.edu.cn
dapejupe@codetel.net.do
dapenghui@163.com
daphne@asianmetal.com
dapingjituan@126.com
darijan.novak@acs.si
darjeman@mail.ru
dark_paska@mail.ru
darlene@bethanycc.ca
darley@oxigenio.com
daron@constant.sc
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darrellj@egintl.com
darren@cvp.com
darren@powerupdigital.marketing
darun@sun-run.cn
darya.suhanova@mail.ru
das4@cetsp.com.br
das9xx@virginia.edu
dasen317@163.com
dashuju@buchang.com
data@hellootrailer.com
data@impexp.com
dave.bierman@dnr.iowa.gov
dave.s@swl.uk.com
dave.safreed@prcdayton.com
dave.schneider@emulex.com
dave@crplymouth.co.uk
dave@for-d.com
dave@logalt.net
dave@morsberger.com
dave@pifke.org
dave@rocksoff.co.uk
dave@tapuska.com
davea@ctmmixers.com
davelamberth@googlemail.com
davem@lamonsgasket.com
daver@microboards.com
daves@metamako.com
david-yangwei1@163.com
david.arellano@intodesign.cn
david.axelrod@hitchcock.org
david.baker@communications.com
david.buck@briloon.org
david.chuang@dahlih.com.tw
david.cowles@wallawalla.edu
david.dai@iac-acoustics.com
david.djipi@free.fr
david.elliott@lifeway.com
david.ho@hawaii.edu
david.kaiser@io-warnemuende.de
david.kimmel@noaa.gov
david.millington@embarcadero.com
david.novak@am.sony.com
david.ramirez@eldiariony.com
david.richardson@noaa.gov
david.witting@noaa.gov
david.zb@163.com
david@advpac.com
david@benelec.com.au
david@funpluscn.com
david@hfdsz.com
david@hsutean.com.tw
david@kikkerland.com
david@lasermoving.com
david@scottoiler.com
david@spider-electronics.com
david@taddong.com
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david@uniontron.com
david@weekly.org
david_vandermeulen@nps.gov
davida@pobox.com
davidchan@ringiertrade.com
davidclark@imarketmarine.com
davidh@crspower.com
davidh@waikato.ac.nz
davidlu@xinlong-holding.com
davidm@chemiplas.com.au
davidm@emiratesbank.com
davidm@usapeec.org
davidortiz@anaqui.com
davidqu0108@126.com
davids@sfei.org
davidt@texyear.com
davidw@ctmmixers.com
davinci@unimilitar.edu.co
davonivea@rtieng.com
davy.so@link-intl.corp.com.hk
dawah@mcabayarea.org
dawei07692570716@126.com
dawn.sees@jcschools.us
dawn2901@sky.com
db8434@hanmail.net
dbabrams@illinois.edu
dbarclay@interstate1.com
dbidolski@arq-bidolski.com
dbonstell@sn.bbb.org
dbottero@cuarepoti.com.ar
dbottjer@hawaii.edu
dbowman@canacad.ac.jp
dbrown@washingtonexaminer.com
dbslz@163.com
dbutman@uw.edu
dbw888888@163.com
dc@nsez.gov.in
dcaz@prodigy.net.mx
dcc@sierratel.sl
dcchatou@126.com
dcg@cyber-gear.com
dchardware@163.com
dcheong@ventureul.com
dchoitram@spe.org
dcko@pusan.ac.kr
dconrey@advancedelectronics.com
dcordero@jcboe.org
dcorona@edcus.com
dcrewi@gyrae.net
dd9888@163.com
ddavis@lk-oilfield.com
ddbc@ufam.edu.br
ddegroot@talon.nl
ddelaeter@portdedunkerque.fr
ddelgado@jcboe.org
ddht1018@sohu.com
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ddoyle@opensystemsmedia.com
ddrapeau@bigelow.org
ddzlsi@163.com
deah@slanemarine.com
deals@forretas.com
dean.smith@protalific.com
dean@bajerdesign.com
dean@mklight-sound.si
dean@siteeventlogistics.com
deanb@ctmmixers.com
deann.branson@jcschools.us
dearjane@countrycurtains.com
dearldh@126.com
debahu@sina.com
debangpmc0012@163.com
debora.machado@bellinatiperez.com.br
debora@amsted-maxion.com.br
debora@solonconsultoria.com.br
deborah_scalfani@mad.uscourts.gov
deborayebra@listin.com.do
debramorrissey@mail2sailor.com
debran@them.com
debrany10977@mail2cry.com
debrao@spokanefalls.edu
debrapinon@nisd.net
debrarubio@texashealth.org
debrarv4@yhayoo.com
debrashinko@mysmtpmail.com
debrat@greatamericancoil.com
debrawaggoner@kw.com
debrich@plateautel.net
debroahblender@mysmtpmail.com
debroahsuh@mysmtpmail.com
debrucema@bowater.com
debs@edvotek.com
debsmith@bcbsal.org
debsmith@cherrful.com
debsot@netstep.net
debswoger@themarket.com
debt@sma.com
debtmngmnttoffice1@googlemail.com
debuysjr@whitman.edu
deby@123net.com
debydeb22@bellsout.net
debyfeeley79@mail2world.com
debyp@totemagencies.com
dec1mrt@ups.com
decayless88@mail.ru
decco71@e-wire.net.au
decelo@googlemail.com
deceptcuddlymike@cte.com
dechang@mailcenter.com.cn
decidetomakemoney.cpt@oneop.com
decus@online.sh.cn
deem_on@mail.ru
deepu@hydrofitgroup.com
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default@computer.org
dehe-tech@vip.163.com
dei007@sina.com
deinterespequiven@pequiven.com
deirdre.bateson@uregina.ca
dejan.vukotic@aofi.rs
dektec@vip.163.com
delaitegs@126.com
delanesl@girassol.com.br
deldredge@jcboe.org
delhioffice@noslar.co.in
delicioustalk_lql@163.com
delihg@126.com
delitebaskets@163.com
deliveries@designersofas4u.co.uk
deltagresgerencia@une.net.co
delzina.goes@uft.edu.br
demoyaabitare@codetel.net.do
denarrow@online.sh.cn
denermakina@denermakina.com
dengdajun@bjmu.edu.cn
dengguodong@maxsine.com
dengping@shangi.biz
dengshanshan@njsteel.com.cn
dengstrom@smm.org
dengxiyunmed@hunnu.edu.cn
dengyajun@vip.163.com
denis-balakirev@inbox.ru
denise.bonato@abmbrasil.org.br
denise@zschongde.cn
deniselee@kenleemed.com
denizhan@istanbul.edu.tr
dennis.apeti@noaa.gov
dennis.bruemmer@jcschools.us
dennis.lei@puhler.com.cn
dennis.perez@upr.edu
dennis@hausco.com.hk
dennis@makingenergy.com
dennis@marina.ca
dennis@qingmeibio.com
dennison@umces.edu
denton@littleguys.com
denver.travis@sju.edu
denzel.victoria@biomedcentral.com
dep@dep.kz
depamu@126.com
depamu@depamu.com
der322@163.com
dereksun@pusaixun.com
dergxb@126.com
derin@bavaengineering.com
derm@arab-board.org
derreck@holdwell.com
derun@derun.com.cn
des.mcmillan@alexstewartagriculture.com
desano@blumail.org
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desenjidian@126.com
desenvolve@ucar.com
deshi@deshi-chem.com
desiccant@shhyco.com
design1@tjdy.com
design@parker3d.com
destek@addax.com.tr
destek@hediyesepeti.com
destek@isimtescil.net
destroy@detro.org
detlef.schulz-bull@io-warnemuende.de
detrasnoticia@codetel.net.do
detronzt@126.com
detz001-905-0119057380672001--0119057386808jonathan@stoneagesales.ca
dev-help@struts.apache.org
dev@jeremias-maerki.ch
dev@tessmer.me
devangv@bol.net.in
devaxa552@mail.ru
deven@miron.com.hk
devinfo@shoeisha.co.jp
dewa@alto.ocn.ne.jp
dewi.murinie@umk.ac.id
dexintang@vip.163.com
deyanira.polanco@listindiario.com
deychem@163.com
deyue@deyuejixie.com
df@somtco.com
dfcxm@ceramic-dfc.com
dfields@bigelow.org
dfjfqc888@163.com
dfmc@dfmc.cc
dfreeland@life-ware.com
dfsl@superope.com
dfurnier@jmsd.org
dfyhczp@163.com
dg_vivian@163.com
dgbendawujin@163.com
dgeca@minsa.gob.ni
dgi@whoi.edu
dgladstone@sd163.com
dglover@whoi.edu
dglynn@ucsc.edu
dgosan@163.com
dgp3@u.washington.edu
dgqxfb@163.com
dgraham@sd163.com
dgrpsefa@codetel.net.do
dgrs@minsa.gob.ni
dgtypc@vip.163.com
dgyhmhc@126.com
dhauptman@jcboe.org
dhealey@providenceri.com
dheap@virtualvillage.com
dheeraj@theseoz.com
dheitmueller@kernellabs.com
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dheitmueller@netilla.com
dhg@lgsinnovations.com
dhggsi001@vip.163.com
dhhujun@126.com
dhjxdzgs@163.com
dhlee@saeki.co.kr
dhmed_shaikh@thinkdigit.com
dho@ceqnep.com.br
dho@propagar.com
dhxiaobhou@sina.com
dhy@zhongtuo.net
dia@carbo.com.tw
diallo@unav.es
diamowlse@126.com
diana.butnariu@orkila.com
diana.vaiciute@jmtc.ku.lt
diannazhao@krschina.com
dianqijishu@126.com
diaosuo360@126.com
diaze@egehaina.com
dicenzol@lhsd.org
dich@gonglichem.com
dick@entec-soundandlight.com
dick@maris.nl
dicky_lam@gap.com
dida@dida.gov.do
didem.kivanc@okan.edu.tr
dieselcen@mail.ru
dighinghing@163.com
digipick@thinkdigit.com
digital@complex.com
digitaldesign@bellroy.com
dilip@sanjaychemindia.com
dimitri@decorrespondent.nl
dinar9401@mail.ru
dinarsu@dinarsu.com.tr
dineshpatel@djkindia.com
dingfengtouzi@126.com
dingjian187@126.com
dingkefeng@zju.edu.cn
dingli@founder.com
dinglin022@sina.com
dingling83@163.com
dingming@bondflex.com
dingravallo@foodexport.org
dino.lampl@avenit.de
dintextile@dingroup.com
diogo.montes@gq.light-house.pt
dip@mid.ru
dippacher@fai.ag
dir_comm@bittime.it
direcaohauer@influx.com.br
direct.orders@marston.co.uk
direction@tesa.pf
director@algimed.by
director@ciae.res.in
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directorgeneral@moph.gov.lb
direito.desportivo@oabsp.org.br
direito.previdenciario@oabsp.org.br
direito.relacoes.consumo@oabsp.org.br
direitomilitar@oabsp.org.br
direqtor@mail.ru
diretoria@ssabrasil.com.br
direzione@monacofiere.com
disama@126.com
display@tradequip.com
ditebolt@vip.163.com
div@div.com.hr
diva@cdicom.com.br
divaamon@hawaii.edu
divcomm@mcmspa.it
diviprecsa@diviprec.com
dj_pipe@163.com
djdw@vip.163.com
djent@murraystate.edu
djimenez@sadlier.com
djlw@zfwx.com
djq2425@sina.com
djuarez@smith.edu
djx@cs.zju.edu.cn
dkadosh@electra.co.il
dkarl@hawaii.edu
dkatcher@jcboe.org
dkbutton@alaska.edu
dkehoe@lotek.com
dkgroot@talon.nl
dkholmes@ledger-enquirer.com
dknappenberger@abelcine.com
dkoweek@carnegiescience.edu
dkt5188@chol.net
dktb@mail.ru
dl-health@vip.163.com
dlandis@asiasourcenow.com
dlbaohe@163.com
dldyfm@163.com
dleddy@paradise.net.nz
dlennarz@registrarcorp.com
dlhurley@ncsu.edu
dliang@umces.edu
dlouhy@egap.cz
dlragha@ncsu.edu
dlrollo@energysolutions.com
dlsbzz@126.com
dlsouna_xn@163.com
dlsunqf@126.com
dlswzp@163.com
dlundy@royalalaskanmovers.com
dly@dlybearing.com
dm-chongqing@300.cn
dm-jiangyin@300.cn
dm-jinan@300.cn
dm-kobe@dmtools.com.cn
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dm-suzhou@300.cn
dm-tangshan@300.cn
dm-xian@300.cn
dm-zhengzhou@300.cn
dm-zibo@300.cn
dm5432@sina.com
dmarc@uw.edu
dmarione-stanton@jcboe.org
dmb122@hanyang.ac.kr
dmccorkle@whoi.edu
dmco@dmco.com.cn
dmeadows@adstactical.com
dmips0321@163.com
dmof@chinachant.com
dmonkhouse@scottchem.biz
dmontgomery@jcboe.org
dmoran@whoi.edu
dmorton@bitfurnace.com
dmshultz@ucsc.edu
dmsith@nomailforme.com
dmtgy@126.com
dmurton@bentalls.co.uk
dmurton@chemiplas.com.au
dnethercot@bradfordwhite.com
dni-iarpa-baa-16-06@iarpa.gov
dnicholson@whoi.edu
dnix@ledger-enquirer.com
dns-admin@google.com
dns@actelion.com
dns@avalon.hr
dns@bridgehead.com.au
dns@edlio.com
dns@turbo.nsk.su
dnsadmin@actewagl.com.au
dnshkltd@dns-hk.com.hk
doafl@csu.edu.tw
dobo@hknet.com
dobua@parliament.go.ug
document@joysungroup.com
documentation.santos@wilsonsons.com.br
doddk@mossmotors.com
doguhan.ertem@namet.com.tr
doingyourbit@dw.com
dokamir@mail.ru
dolson4@hawaii.edu
domain@hontn.com
domain@mainone.cn
domain@purplebricks.co.uk
domain@sudu.cn
domainadmin@datadepot.de
domains@dra.ru
domains@ecorp.com
dominic.scaife@rttasia.com
dompasa@codetel.net.do
domreg@psc.edu
don.broschard@nepconukes.com
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don.jackson@utoronto.ca
don.pierson@ebc.uu.se
donahuem@hawaii.edu
donald@greenspacelive.com
donatto_surratt@nps.gov
dong.huiming@chifin.org
dong.ko@nrlssc.navy.mil
dong19820126@sina.com
dongfeng@ciac.jl.cn
dongfung@netfront.net
donghm@mail.caas.net.cn
donghuf@online.sh.cn
dongjoo.joung@eagles.usm.edu
dongli@zsdongli.cn
donglieli@hanmail.net
dongls@ciac.ac.cn
dongsen958@163.com
dongshengkeji@yeah.net
dongsihui@jxcy.com.cn
dongxint@163.com
dongyinglei1688@sina.com
donna.palmer@bcsemail.org
donna@lydingshengchem.com
donnachina@163.com
donnah@htproducts.com
donnaliang@126.com
donnie@casamotion.com
donnieb@camco.net
donorcare@irusa.org
dons@krschina.com
dooreart@hanmail.net
dorafeliz@126.com
doreen5938@163.com
dorinda@linshipping.com
doris.javier@listindiario.net
doris.pantaleon@listin.com.do
doris.pantaleon@listindiario.com
doris00@uvpia.com
doris@csu.edu.tw
dorist.ra@codetel.net.do
doruk.sazer@bjk.com.tr
dorymrosales@cablelink.com.ph
doscobj@sina.com
dou@haigelei.com
doublestarmachinery@126.com
doucet@ceibs.edu
doug@calibreconcepts.com
doug@downtowndougbrown.com
doug@newoceanmedia.com
doug@sanelijo.org
doug@steelcrestonline.com
dougb@allstardirectories.com
dougb@badderbus.com
dougb@etanindustries.com
dougb@pbclarchitecture.com
dougb@pi-usa.us
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douglas.datwyler@ieee.org
douglas.russell@monash.edu
douglas@homebrasil.com
douruzhuang@sina.com
douxiaoping@163.com
doviedo@ncsu.edu
download-mobile-web@cbsinteractive.com
download@livedownloads.com
downloaded@www.any-video-converter.com
doworld@163.com
dp8223@163.com
dp@avibras.com.br
dpannullo@jcboe.org
dpb@corrigendum.ru
dpereira@atwall.com
dphilbin@sd163.com
dpo@mudah.my
dpreed@reed.com
dpringle@geckojewellery.com
dptoingenieria2@rgcomercial.com
dpurkapile@global-instruments.com
dpwiltsi@ncsu.edu
dqdzg@126.com
dqhengli_dan@163.com
dr.dennisplat@googlemail.com
dr.usman@tdap.gov.pk
dr88@chollian.net
dragan.simovic@hofmann-srbija.com
dragon-sh@vip.citiz.net
dragon@nutra-max.com
dragonco@chollian.net
dragonsea-china@vip.163.com
drbohnen@ncsu.edu
drc@ccir.ro
drcarroll@cartwrightcos.com
drchem@126.com
drchem@neuchatel-chemie.com
dre@smm.org
drepeta@whoi.edu
dresco@dresco.fr
dresden@capnetz.de
dresssupplier@coniefox.com
drew.allen@mq.edu.au
drichardson@dewittmove.com
dricker@sd163.com
driftstone@papadocs.com
drkcrokk@126.com
drkirankang@pau.edu
drobenour@ncsu.edu
drobetahoria18@catena.ro
droescher@festspielhaus.at
droudiat@mailspeed.ru
drpaul.benido@mail.ru
drs@nrao.edu
drsander@stkate.edu
drsantos@codetel.net.do
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drt355y@chol.com
drtundelemoatm2@mail.ru
druiz@bancosantacruz.com.do
drusso@minimoves.com
drybattery@163.com
drzdh@163.com
drzeinab@hu.edu.jo
ds5szd@korea.com
ds944@Tomba.com
ds@htzcon.com
ds_expo@126.com
dsarton@primeaviation.kz
dschwartz@westbend.com
dsh@cnshippingnt.com
dshadoan@sound-image.com
dshooltz@sespoly.com
dshuiyongli@163.com
dsibani@sibani.pf
dsmajor@doctorshosp.com
dsouthwood@jcboe.org
dsr@w3.org
dstanton@jcboe.org
dtan@hcmus.edu.vn
dtapuska@google.com
dthomas@best.com
dthompson@riverparkinc.com
dthornton@jcboe.org
dthuohong@tjdzjt.com
dtlj888@163.com
dtluona@tjdzjt.com
dtmts@126.com
dtrauthwein@marinelink.com
du.@marblerenewal.com.au
duane.gossiaux@noaa.gov
duanlp@bjmu.edu.cn
duanmuyuner@163.com
dubai@fai.ag
dubai@gates.com
dubprog@spe.org
duceta@bahiaprincipe.com
duckette@hereintown.net
duckmyung-co@hanmail.net
ducmanh@pakotek.vn
dudleyjdp@isplanka.lk
duerrchina@vip.163.com
duerst@w3.org
dujiang522@163.com
dujiao210@126.com
dujuan@chinadaily.com.cn
dumei@cssc.net.cn
dunc-ethereal-dev@rcpt.to
dunhuangfeitian58@126.com
duomeilicom@126.com
duping816@163.com
duster_engel@mail.ru
dustin@dustinj.us
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duvaldsonoliveira@sagafortaleza.com.br
duyayu@sino-ge.com
duzwei88@126.com
dv8@pie.com.tw
dvchris@ncsu.edu
dve@ghkj.com
dvilla@alnap.com.do
dvip@copasa.com.br
dvrp@copasa.com.br
dwamato@hawaii.edu
dwclow@usgs.gov
dweb2009@zaw.com.br
dwfish@foxmail.com
dwking@colby.edu
dwldlvb@dxl.info
dwmail@dragonwindhk.com
dwuhkmh@hknet.com
dwzhang@ceno.cn
dx@dd-daxin.com
dxiansheng007@126.com
dxk518@126.com
dxm2974168@163.com
dxzb58@163.com
dy25369097@126.com
dy@rto.co.kr
dyakin@pc.jaring.my
dyblockmachine@126.com
dyhuaan@sina.com
dyjs@dyjs.com
dyjzmkj@126.com
dykz7111@163.com
dylan@obmghk.com
dynas@dynas.com.hk
dyoerger@whoi.edu
dyttj@163.com
dzchanghao@163.com
dzhorizon@163.com
dzjysy@126.com
dzlhgs@126.com
dzt-333@163.com
dzxjjzf@126.com
e.china@codetel.net.do
e.d.barton@iim.csic.es
e.henriquez@leon.com.do
e.informacion@codetel.net.do
e.kuehl@fraport.de
e.lainformacion@codetel.net.do
e.nouel@codetel.net.do
e.perez@codetel.net.do
e.r.hunting@cml.leidenuniv.nl
e.semenova@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
e.suhochev@fmgnovo.ru
e.tumashenko@polycompozit.com
e.vatti@usl9.toscana.it
e.viyella@codetel.net.do
e.zhikharev@fmgspb.ru
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e3bs@3bscientific.com
e5318596@sina.com
e@codetel.net.do
e_gu10@yeah.net
e_zayaz@mail.ru
eac@asu.edu
eac@eacsz.com
eacce@eacce.org.ma
ealenz@hawaii.edu
eam6vf@virginia.edu
eapu@lccq.org.au
easonc@wuxilifepark.com.cn
eastar@eastar-hk.com
eastasia@stratfor.com
eastchinafair@163.com
eastelzer@usgs.gov
easy-home@163.com
easybright@vip.163.com
ebagci@firat.edu.tr
ebags@163.com
eberkenp@ngs.org
ebernasconi@james.com.uy
ebio@sn.boad.org
eblack@whoi.edu
eblanco@blancodecastro.com
eboursales@hkebour.com
ebrault@ucsc.edu
ebreece@aiha.org
ebutera@jcboe.org
ec@whaley.cn
ecco@kanoon.net
ece.isiktekin@kutahya.bel.tr
ece@earth-chain.com.tw
eceledon@grupoeco.cl
echo.li@swissgrandxiamen.com.cn
echrabieh@almabani.co
ecninfo@economist.com
ecnuhxjx@online.sh.cn
eco-schulte@china.com
ecobankci@ecobank.com
ecobankga@ecobank.com
ecobankgh@ecobank.com
ecommerce@gievesandhawkes.com
ecommerce_vn@senseasia.net
econ@electrics.com.au
economiadasaude@epm.br
economy@hawaii.edu
ecowascounsellor.ng@googlemail.com
ecowascounsellor21@googlemail.com
ecowascounsellorfdv1@googlemail.com
ecriocq@163.com
ecs-dev@jakarta.apache.org
ecs-user@jakarta.apache.org
ed.hole@westonbeamor.co.uk
ed.park@ejkrause.com
ed.rutherford@noaa.gov
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ed.wirth@noaa.gov
ed@angraex.com.br
ed@capexil.in
ed@martekmd.com
eddie@cneffect.com
eddie@modernarcinc.com
eddie@ventureheat.com
eddie_ma@126.com
eddieshchew@oceanglass.com
eddychan@wowgame.com.cn
edelong@hawaii.edu
edgar.gladkich@inacon.de
edhan@pacificfly.com
edisonfl@163.com
editor@CBSNews.com
editor@chinadailyusa.com
editor@chinatruck.org
editor@chinatrucks.com
editor@egypttoday.com
editor@eldiariony.com
editor@elmensajero.com
editor@ettech.com
editor@expressadvocate.com.au
editor@hornsbyadvocate.com.au
editor@horseedmedia.net
editor@laopinion.com
editor@laraza.com
editor@mossmotors.com
editor@shipandbunker.com
editor@thestandard.com.hk
editor@thetp.org
editor@thinkdigit.com
editor@tribuneindia.com
editor@womentodaymagazine.com
editorial@worldcoal.com
editorialgym@codetel.net.do
editors@inquirer.net
editors@ofweek.com
edmilson@exportadoresbrasileiros.com
edna@mkmengenharia.com.br
edneia.silva@randstad.com.br
edricli@tencent.com
edro@mek.dtu.dk
edsell@ctmmixers.com
edson.moreira@safetec.com.br
edson@efdesign.com.br
eduardo.navarro@imo-chile.cl
eduardo@quartettocom.com.br
eduardo@vivaresorts.com
eduardocarqueja@infoportugal.pt
eduassistant@aiha.org
education@cusa.canon.com
eduvieira@agenciaideal.com.br
edward.baker@noaa.gov
edward.p.john@snapon.com
edward.smith@nowlegent.com
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edward_huang@tactician.com.tw
edwin.ortiz@complex.com
edwin@anwah.com.cn
edwin@decorrespondent.nl
edwin@mavetju.org
edyta.bonin@mtp.pl
edytakukla@hydrosprzet.pl
eeff@vip.163.com
eeo@eeo.com.cn
eespinosa@afpsiembra.com
efe.biresselioglu@imtlucca.it
eferrer@ucsc.edu
effiexie@126.com
eforti@jardencs.com
efw@efw.cn
eg555@163.com
egberger@colby.edu
egil.karlsbakk@imr.no
egitimtakvimi@bilgeadam.com
egle.favoretto@macropainel.com.br
egnc@egnc.com.cn
egoetze@hawaii.edu
egon@cnegon.com
egonzalez@bancosantacruz.com.do
egscom@yandex.ru
ehko@kopri.re.kr
ehp@estevehuayi.com
eif_sergey@mail.ru
eifb@eifb.ae
eiucustomerservices@eiu.com
ejafarov@terramoving.ru
ejankowska@iopan.gda.pl
ejimenez@damicosistemas.com
ejmitche@uvm.edu
ejohnson@sd163.com
ejyang@kopri.re.kr
ek0780@163.com
ek@gecc.hk
ekim@bluebird.co.kr
ekosa@linhascomunicacao.com.br
ekoumis@jcboe.org
ekowaris@asei.co.id
ekr@rtfm.com
eks@po.jaring.my
eksoo@kiswire.com
ekujawinski@whoi.edu
ekyi@hawaii.edu
el.nacional.@codetel.net.do
el.nacional@codetel.net.do
elaghil@y.net.ye
elaine.luo@hawaii.edu
elaine@boransh.com
elan@teamsat.asia
elc@elc.com.br
elcam@elcam.pl
elcompahinay@ud.ac.ae
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eld6@students.uwf.edu
elec-components@vip.163.com
electronSupplier01@googlemail.com
electronic565@yeah.net
elena.josephidou@gigantus.com.cy
elena.parfiyanovich@mystery.ru
elevma@pd.jaring.my
elewis@jcboe.org
elgazwy30@gimal.com
elhestir@ncsu.edu
eli.ranetescu@adevarulholding.ro
eli@darnelinc.com
eliana.russi@abragames.org
elias.broman@lnu.se
elias.sousa@lafarge.com
eliasquimica@uft.edu.br
eliene.costa@motorolasolutions.com
elin-gzb@elinindia.com
elin.lindehoff@lnu.se
elinorwong@cpching.com
elirish@colby.edu
elis2000@inbox.ru
elisaben.matos@arlss.gov.do
elise@rougebaiser-elise.com
elishawc@hawaii.edu
elisnildatavares@3coracoes.com.br
elite_com@ctimail.com
elitec@163.com
elizabeth.milhollin@jcschools.us
elizabeth.suter@stonybrook.edu
elizabeth.turner@noaa.gov
elizabethval@codetel.net.do
elizandra.cardoso@jaraguaequipamentos.com
elizeu@ecthconsultoria.com
ell@vip.163.com
ellen@yack.com.br
ello4ka_94@bk.ru
elma@woolfeltball.com
elo@iluma.com
elora@clavedigital.com
eloy.simoes@unisul.br
eltel@eltel.katowice.pl
elvanenglish1984@gmai.com
elwadi@tedata.net.eg
elwilly@elwilly.com.cn
elyn.lau@starlake.com.cn
elyoung@hawaii.edu
em8200@mun.ca
email@cut.org.br
email@hotrodcameras.com
email@kanzlei-fischer.com
email@measurementsgroup.com
email@planetarium.com.br
email@vineyardboise.org
emancini@mounts.com
emann@opticalaccess.com
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emanuel.stefanescu@logikair.ro
emariot@cdn.com.do
embadom@codetel.net.do
embaj.chile@codetel.net.do
embjpn@codetel.net.do
emel.gunes@kutahya.bel.tr
emery@vfemail.net
emichael@nd.edu
emigdio.v@codetel.net.do
emil.fridolfsson@lnu.se
emil@wojak.eu
emilio_c_perezin@whirlpool.com
emily.herstoff@stonybrook.edu
emily.roberts@jcschools.us
emily.smail@noaa.gov
emily.stickney@mines.sdsmt.edu
emily@chinatrailers.com
emily@famous-cn.com
emily@nacan.cn
emilyoh@oekmachine.com
emilytian123@126.com
eml@carib-link.net
emma.undeman@su.se
emma.westin@jcschools.us
emmah@chemiplas.com.au
emmah@crockers.co.nz
emmah@mulberry.com
emmah@silverseacruises.com
emmanuelle.deprats@diplomatie.gouv.fr
emmats@u.washington.edu
emmats@uw.edu
emoss@mossmotors.com
emovereyou@emovereyou.com.br
emp@emp-pro.org
empfang@condenast.de
empregos@micropower.com.br
emrah.turan@chryso.com.tr
emsfcjm@163.com
emy0411@126.com
enParadigm@enparadigm.com
enalley@hawaii.edu
enbdsccc@emiratesnbd.com
endo.keiichi@toshiba-machine.co.jp
eneave2013@my.fit.edu
enegi@163.com
enelex@enelex.cz
energia.piisa@codetel.net.do
energy@energypower.com.cn
energynew@mail.ru
enfca@unitednation.org
enfee33@163.com
eng.jubrilmu@googlemail.com
engineering@mef.ae
engineering@sh-beisheng.com
engineshow@163.com
english@c114.net.cn
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engrbillyaghannpc2000@yandex.com
engy.sharopeem@alibinali.com
enorlander@jcboe.org
enorth@umces.edu
enpr@enpr.com.cn
enquiries@ads-global.co.uk
enquiries@albertwaeschle.com
enquiries@asa.org.uk
enquiries@canacad.ac.jp
enquiries@chemiplas.com.au
enquiries@conceptclarity.co.uk
enquiries@designersofas4u.co.uk
enquiries@elixirsigns.com
enquiries@envirosuite.com
enquiries@equusit.co.uk
enquiries@equusleather.co.uk
enquiries@eucalyptusclothing.co.uk
enquiries@in.g4s.com
enquiries@lustyfurniturecompany.com
enquiries@multichoice.co.za
enquiries@spad.gov.my
enquiries@spiderz.com
enquiries@weairsoft.com
enquiry@alankarexports.com
enquiry@apeqprocess.com
enquiry@cassims.org
enquiry@cholantours.com
enquiry@dimitriou.com
enquiry@eastech.com.hk
enquiry@eastermfrs.com
enquiry@ishanindustries.net
enquiry@ismmalaysia.com
enquiry@jairadhesales.com
enquiry@kmlinternational.com
enquiry@microware.com.hk
enquiry@mjresidency.com
enquiry@mvaasia.com
enquiry@myanchorhealth.com
enquiry@singaporeexpats.com
enquiry@tnm-corad.com.cn
enquiry@twindisc.com.cn
enrd@bk.ru
enrico.bertuzzo@unive.it
enrico@apex.ph
ensar@ensartekstil.com
enssi@veritas.se
ent@appledaily.com
ent@arab-board.org
entasmexico@mueblesitalo.com.mx
enuss@hawaii.edu
envirfriend@163.com
eoffshore@163.com
eoin@ampsoundsystems.com
eokado@kenko-tokina.co.jp
eomkss@kovea.co.kr
eopazo@opentradela.com
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eozdemir@kocaeli.edu.tr
epane@jcboe.org
epatterson@sd163.com
epawlak@eng.ucsd.edu
epayan@internet.net.do
ephanie.musat@complex.com
epmbliu@scut.edu.cn
eppie@abilityint.com.hk
equintan@mail.usf.edu
equipment@bauma-gmbh.com
er@arab-board.org
eremeeva@redcube.ru
erg@ibex.ch
eric.anderson@noaa.gov
eric.danner@noaa.gov
eric.davenport@noaa.gov
eric.hu@dihill.com
eric.loke@hld.com
eric.pelletier@genoscope.org
eric.sumardi@raumaster.fi
eric.ward@noaa.gov
eric.ying@chinabrandsgroup.com.cn
eric@asianmetal.com
eric@flow3d.cn
eric@grandcreation.cn
eric@hawpartex.com
eric@jingfull.com.tw
eric@nedrac.com
eric@qiligang.com
eric@w3.org
erica.h.ombres@noaa.gov
erica@decorrespondent.nl
ericc@stonefashion.com.hk
ericju@rcs.com.cn
ericng@plazahollywood.com.hk
ericslivka@macrumors.com
ericsxc@126.com
erik.nordstrom@it.uu.se
erika.davis@jcschools.us
erikej@hawaii.edu
erin.carl@jcschools.us
erin.l.jones@noaa.gov
erinb@ra-comm.com
erincox@hawaii.edu
erincuyler@mail.usf.edu
erinn.richmond@monash.edu
erivera@kingoffans.com
ernie@apple-investor.com
erol@aydinboru.com
eross@productiontec.com
erosselli@eighteensound.it
erpen@erpen.com.tr
erturd@sunbeam.com
erubio@foodexport.org
erus-info@vip.163.com
erwin.hemetsberger@excentric.at
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esabogal@cable.net.co
esamek@oabsp.org.br
esantos@dida.gov.do
esb@eduhq.edu.sc
esben.moland.olsen@imr.no
eschilling@eaglebrass.com
esco@esmachinery.com
esedtb@163.com
esge2010@promoleader.com
esic@gosympatico.ca
esim@esimltd.com
eskane@mtu.edu
eskei@kfairs.com
esmeralda@wfr4u.nl
eso-Williams6064@damailbox.com
esong009@126.com
esosa@kean.edu
essc@cdmc.org.cn
estearns@3glp.com
esteban.delgado@listindiario.com
esteban.ramirez@masisa.com
estebanlombardia@terragene.com.ar
estech@estechpharma.com
estefania.quinones@upr.edu
estelle@anhao-wellness.com
estets@usgs.gov
estudios@cesce.es
etana.padan@mail.huji.ac.il
etang@benchmarkce.com.hk
etco@etco.co.uk
etedm@126.com
ethereal@almaw.com
eti@etielegant.com.hk
etin88@163.com
etnps@pretech.com.sg
etobar@hcuch.cl
etop@exporttop.com
ets.mhmhiri@planet.tn
eu.fondovi@miz.hr
euclides.sora@bellinatiperez.com.br
eugene.exarevsky@dsr-company.com
eugene@sukhodolin.com
eugeneg@complex.com
eugenia.rojas@genesyscostarica.com
eugeniod@codetel.net.do
eumasd@163.com
eunicehuang@126.com
eurazintertrading@mail.ru
euro@hmbusiness.com
eva.liu@shoac.com.cn
eva.sos@africaeuropechallenge.com
evac.buildingbr@evac.com
evac.buildingcn@evac.com
evac.buildingfi@evac.com
evac.buildingfr@evac.com
evac.buildingus@evac.com
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evac.germany@evac.com
evac.marine@evac.com
evac.marineus@evac.com
evac.norway@evac.com
evac.spareparts@evac.com
evac.spareskr@evac.com
evac.technicalsupport@evac.com
evac.warranty@evac.com
evac@sitong.net
evahuang@bund18.com
evalsf@hknet.com
evan.ward@uconn.edu
evan@cfmoto.com.cn
evang3@u.washington.edu
evangelos.spyrakos@stir.ac.uk
evasquez@3m.com
eve@evelace.fi
even.moland@imr.no
event@isra.my
eventos.participe@crasp.com.br
eventos@rolandlatinamerica.com
eventrsvp@aamash.com
events@Fashion101.in
events@navigatorpublishing.com
everhamme@limno.com
everhnb@everhnb.com
evernice525@163.com
eversole@hawaii.edu
everspring@everspring.com.tw
evertop06@evertop.net.cn
evet@163.com
evice916@126.com
evnn@vietnamnet.vn
evtukh_vad@mail.ru
ew.teslya@yandex.ru
ewall@piedmont2way.com
ewgrace@163.com
exair@Euro-me.com
excel-info@163.com
excel.eventos@codetel.net.do
excelljh@163.com
exchange-eb@uva.nl
exco@ceo.gov.hk
exec.assistant-machinery@kanoo.ae
exec2@westgroup.com.cn
execdir@aaee.org
executivos@consultareconsultoria.com.br
exeronchina@exeron.co.kr
exhibit@npe.org
exhibition_jane@163.com
exim@exim.hu
exim@pub.guangzhou.gd.cn
exist@aha.ru
exordiann@reed.co.uk
exotic@uswestmail.net
exoticagardencenter@cablenet.com.ni
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exp-dir@net.sy
expats@blackpoolgazette.co.uk
expeditions@uswestmail.net
expelled@kjd.eu
experience@larryharmon.com
experiencejapan@canacad.ac.jp
experimntl@hotmial.com
expert@gulfinfotech.com
expert@pacific.net
expert@uswestmail.net
expertqd@hillseminars.com
expj@yjjinhui.cn
exploration.audiologiques@hdf.usj.edu.lb
exploration.cardiaques@hdf.usj.edu.lb
explorer@uswestmail.net
explorerst4x4@go-concepts.com
exploring@uswestmail.net
expo-lab@ya.ru
expo@biscomisr.com.eg
expo@ctcte.com
expo@deyerchem.com
expo@pdatradefairs.com
expobento@expobento.com.br
expohxs@126.com
expopue@prodigy.net.mx
export.dep@cal-italy.com
export.salesnn@greenham.co.uk
export.tw@keyarrow.com
export10@ktc.com.cn
export15@sinomould.com
export3@freed.co.uk
export3@gservo.cn
export3@tricocn.com
export@100xcientoargentino.com
export@AP365.com
export@adlin.com.br
export@behranoil.com
export@bettio.it
export@boibrasil.ind.br
export@bosettimarella.it
export@brawnlabs.com
export@caffarel.com
export@casetti.com
export@chinadegold.com
export@cnhtc.asia
export@contactosmontero.com.ar
export@czqhsh.com.cn
export@distrame.fr
export@dlco.tw
export@eurovitrified.com
export@evik.com.cn
export@frattini.it
export@gensci-china.com
export@glove.ir
export@happyland.co.kr
export@healforce.com
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export@hidromek.com.tr
export@honglingauto.com
export@howo.hk
export@huabangmedical.com
export@huijinchem.com
export@jaipan.com
export@jinkang-chem.com
export@jiulongsd.com
export@kshgyy.com
export@lawson-his.co.uk
export@liaoningpharm.com
export@loscerrosdesanjuan.com.uy
export@marmonil.com
export@mst.ir
export@nan-long.com
export@neri.biz
export@nikken-kosakusho.co.jp
export@obamakarna.com.tr
export@ot-sa.com
export@parsoilco.com
export@pumos.ru
export@qilu-pharma.com
export@rajcraft.com
export@researchpharm.com.cn
export@sahravi.com
export@selmi.com.br
export@sinoasco.com
export@sinotruk-howo.com
export@stc-cn.com
export@texjoyper.es
export@tianmapharma.com
export@ugur.com.tr
export@varshagroup.com
export@vomz.ru
export@xinjingchem.com
export@yci.com.tw
export@youngscorp.com
export@zxi.com.cn
exportacao@frigoastra.com.br
exportacao@frigol.com.br
exportdep@shengxue.com
exportdoors@list.ru
exporter@hongbochem.com
exporter@wuhanxhl.com
exportfood@wadigroup.com
exports@adanipharma.com
exports@aerofrt.com
exports@china.com
exports@leochem.com
exports@mintlifesciences.com
exports@mpveneers.com
exports@nilkamal.com
exposure@upcyberdown.org
express.miller@googlemail.com
expressservices@nextgen.net.mt
exprodan@mail.ru
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expromt@utel.net.ua
exra3dlk@ya.ru
exspes@durhamcathedral.co.uk
exstasy@bk.ru
extasy@durhamcathedral.co.uk
extcbs.p@co.chesin.com
extend@963.net
extensions-sms@google.com
external.affairs@jinan.edu.lb
external@egyptmba.com
extes@extes.com
extex@idsc.net.eg
extezi_nv@mail.ru
extezy_89@mail.ru
extra9@mail.ru
extra@foty.ws
extra_3@bk.ru
extracom@inbox.ru
extrafeedback@myoffers.co.uk
extren@extren.hu
ezamora@fresnobee.com
ezanotti@cit.com.br
ezhong@foxmail.com
ezra@mail.ru
f-643gxy@mail.ru
f-hashi@kaiyodai.ac.jp
f.carvalho@brandless.com
f.corona@internet.net.do
f.cortezzi@aptservizi.com
f.dainotto@sogedemeuropacking.com
f.delima@bancentral.gov.do
f.ebner@palfinger.com
f.fermin@codetel.net.do
f.herrera@bancentral.gov.do
f.huang@xinko.com.cn
f.trade@hailian.net
f.valdes@codetel.net.do
f@k-e.info
fabiana.weihmayr@mubea.com
fabiana@scavasin.com.br
fabiana@smartci.com.br
fabianoleitao@santaclara.com.br
fabio.tarabelloni@reloc.it
fabioc@sp.senac.br
fabiola@oabsp.org.br
fabri888@126.com
fabrice.chapelain@lafon.fr
fackrell@hawaii.edu
factory@aslanli.com
factory@treatchemicals.com
factorybrakedrum@lyqipei.com
fadi@transworldjo.com
fady@allos.ca
faf1cg@yahuu.com.cn
fafinsa@yahoo.fr
fagorarrasate@fagorarrasate.com
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faheem@mepco.biz
faheem@softrack.com.pk
faheemmohd17092@gmil.com
faichan@codetel.net.do
fair@lianyuan.com.cn
fairs.amsterdam@dbschenker.com
faisal@batelnet.bs
falcon-o@aha.ru
falecom@fernandosouza.com.br
faleconosco@ipea.gov.br
falink@eumax.cn
falk.eigemann@io-warnemuende.de
fam@arab-board.org
fan@topfan.com.cn
fanfei@shtatler.com
fanfeiluhua@126.com
fanfeng@snstc.com
fangbin1@hzcnc.com
fangcl@igsnrr.ac.cn
fangding6@126.com
fangkun@qihuan.com
fanglei1688@163.com
fangtigeexpo@163.com
fangxm87@163.com
fangyanqing5@163.com
fangyong@dayaexport.com
fanhaoxin520@163.com
fanny@miltonint.com
fanqh@cnlng.com
fanshijx@163.com
fantasyfilme@nerdydata.com
fantomas106@mail.ru
fanxing@cumt.edu.cn
fanyaw@163.com
fanyu@online.sh.cn
fanyubang@126.com
fara@marketing2themax.co.za
farah_dimassi@caretek.com.lb
fareast@pa18.com
farhat.safir@planet.tn
farmry@vip.163.com
fast@federalauto.com.my
fatih.kolgeli@kutahya.bel.tr
fatima@sn.apc.org
fatma.bektas@dssmith.com
fatma.bozkurt@benteler.com
fausto.rosario@codetel.net.do
fax@zzhz.com
faylward@hawaii.edu
fayuanfty@vip.163.com
fb@boa.eu
fbasaheeh@kau.edu.sa
fbatzi@unipi.gr
fbenitto@oleacapital.ma
fcarvalho@incomisa.com.br
fcesbron@uwf.edu
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fchjx@fangchijx.com
fcruz@bginterativa.com.br
fcshu@hknet.com
fctools@fctools.com
fd@nbandi.com
fdcsales@cableonda.net
fdifuntorum@deltawireless.com
fdmj6638@163.com
fdsb@weichai.com
features@activevoice.com
federicosilva@dipla.com
fedexcop@blumail.org
fedor@sina.com.cn
fedpolyado@fedpolyado.org
feedback@120sports.com
feedback@eritrea.be
feedback@gothere.sg
feedback@mooseroots.com
feedback@sawyer.com
feedback@songfacts.com
feedback@tck-cn.com
feely@noaa.gov
fegeh2088@126.com
feice@feice.com
feiliu@buaa.edu.cn
feipuex@163.com
feira@fitcataratas.com
felicia.powell@jcschools.us
felicity.main@pwc.com
felipe.ciprian@listindiario.com
felipe.prince@agrometrika.com.br
felipe@decoracionesverona.cl
felisbela@ics.uminho.pt
felix.fei@utstar.com
felix.martinez@noaa.gov
felix.thiele@ph-mg.de
felixtorres@felixtorresycia.com
felizc@egehaina.com
femarques@uniaoquimica.com.br
feng.hong@jeanbesson.com
feng.li@zimex.com.cn
feng@163.com
feng@csu.edu.tw
fengfeng@jiafeng-china.com
fengjin@cft-gmbh.com.cn
fenglian01@mzfenglian.com
fenglie@genyang.com.cn
fengtian_chemical@163.com
fengweitychu@126.com
fengxxue1984@163.com
fengyouszcn@163.com
fenstek@fenstek.com
feriborcsok@citromail.hu
fernanda.fernandes@fsb.com.br
fernanda.zangalli@jaraguaequipamentos.com
fernanda@acaointegrada.com.br
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fernanda@murayamamaciel.com
fernando.chaguaceda@ebc.uu.se
fernando.figueiredo@target.com
fernando.genao@codetel.net.do
fernando.gonzalez.taboada@noaa.gov
fernando.saavedra@inbolpack.net
fernando@5acts.com.br
ferrero.ceska@ferrero.com
fesshanghai@online.sh.cn
festart@festart.ee
fezia@online.sh.cn
fff@exegin.com
ffranjul@codetel.net.do
ffurnari@eighteensound.it
fginebra@codetel.net.do
fgmayor@asiaworldtransport.com.ph
fgrullon@cdn.com.do
fhaverkamp@communitypro.com
fhysmt@hysmt.cn
fhzy@cn-fenghua.com
fice@163.com
fifi@spachina.com
filip.hamerla@eventroom.pl
filippou@berkeley.edu
filippov_anatolii1997@mail.ru
filkar@filkar.com.tr
filloffice@yeah.net
financ.cofaci@codetel.net.do
finance@china.org.cn
finance@mankindpharma.com
financeiro@fepase.com.br
financeiro@portalredebrasil.com.br
financeiro@visualizeplotagens.com.br
finances@ville.st-hyacinthe.qc.ca
fineyoga@126.com
fion.jia@sagov.org
fiona.warry@monash.edu
fiona@scottoiler.com
fiona_daktra@126.com
fipan@fipan.com.br
fipharm@fipharm.com
fippo@andyet.net
firsov@vselmash.ru
fish@thebridgegroup.net
fisherwang@glschina.com
fishho23@onebb.net
fit@lythampartners.com
fithomas@hawaii.edu
fitz@GRI.MsState.Edu
fixhdd@vip.163.com
fizaltda@etb.net.co
fj-mrkt-soft-contact@dl.jp.fujitsu.com
fjhaveri@bcmcorporation.com
fjk523@163.com
fjkerui@fjkerui.com
fjxiehui@126.com
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fk@terramoving.ru
fkjtygxx@163.com
fksmail@163.com
fkswcc@myjaring.net
fky233@ctimail.com
flack@usna.edu
fladxiku@163.com
flagship@sh163.net
flavia.caldeira@fsb.com.br
flcdmt@126.com
fleuriel@fleuriel.Com
flin@janmartmosaic.com
flipschultz@usgcrp.gov
flitlinks@infocom.co.ug
fliu@arrichina.com
fljx_096@sina.com
fljx_96@sina.com
flk@firlink.com
flora.bi@bahmueller-sh.com
flora@shqinghe.com
florence@amoytop.com
florencia.palacios@consorcio.cl
flow@Import.io
flrtbit@163.com
flyby@flyby.pt
flygt@anadoluflygt.com.tr
flying0002@sina.com
flytosky0831@163.com
fm.2006@163.com
fmaderabeato@codetel.net.do
fmc@mail.frema.com.tw
fmdyj@126.com
fmenn@sande-stahlguss.de
fmgnovo@fmgnovo.ru
fnovak@warning.hu
fobon@126.com
focus@focuscnc.com.tw
foda@ce.berkeley.edu
foden@fudengtrailer.com
fogaren@hawaii.edu
font-li@163.com
fop-dev-help@xml.apache.org
fop-users-help@xmlgraphics.apache.org
fordglory@fordglory.com.hk
forefy@fypharm.com
foreign@zjhuamei.cn
foreign_trade@betterpharma.com
foreignaffairs@dominica.gov.dm
foreignaffairs@mail.fm
foreignlsk@zamnet.zm
foresight@mtu-net.ru
forestwang@kiswire.com
forgoodlovewz@163.com
formasales5@mail.ru
formsdubai@spe.org
formtechnik@sustaplast.de
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fornecedores-site@wownutrition.com.br
forsor@chollian.net
fortuna@topodata.com
forums@androidcentral.com
forydeng@139.com
foshanwell@vip.163.com
foster@ebtnet.net
found@AgriRecruit.ie
found@academia.edu
found@www.souceforge.net
fox0309@126.com
foyfowler@googlemail.com
fozdil@adanabtu.edu.tr
fpagnotta@jcboe.org
fpaul@ceibs.edu
fpavia@ldeo.columbia.edu
fpecoraro@saltonusa.com
fq13@163.com
fql-pcb@sz-jinnuoda.com
fragrancesales@agilexfandf.com
franca.slavec@tmedia.it
france@arri.de
francesco.argiro@blissmoving.it
francine.kath@masp.org.br
francine@cablenet-va.com
francis.wetering@complex.com
francis@purplehouz.com
francisco17@uchicago.edu
francisco@syntonytrade.com
francisdu@fgsbiochem.com
frank.beck@bivteam.de
frank.diktakis@colleyms.com
frank.lee@callawaychemical.com
frank.underwood@jcschools.us
frank@franklarosa.com
frank@link-tech.com.cn
frank@ly-mobi.com
frank@yinjin.com.tw
frank@zjcharming.cn
frankayip@simatelex.com.hk
frankc@amsou.com
frankc@chemiplas.com.au
frankc@vertical.com
frankcab@codetel.net.do
frankie.tam@airsea.com.hk
frankiko@vip.163.com
frankjianghn@163.com
franklahm@googlemail.com
frankqlee@126.com
frantzen@w4g.org
franwu@habor.com
franze@uri.edu
franzinho@actrix.co.nz
franziska.klaeger@io-warnemuende.de
fred@kingnord.com
freda@vn.com.mo
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fredbenedetto@usp.br
fredrik.bengtsson@med.lu.se
free-retin@cream.cn
free-retin@gel.cn
freebox@niko.co.kr
freebuy@vip.163.com
freeman@freight.com.cn
freemansmind09@mail.ru
freestyle_sales@freestyleltd.com
freetype-devel-owner@nongnu.org
freetype-devel@nongnu.org
frenosdavid@codetel.net.do
freytag@dhbw-karlsruhe.de
fric@pusan.ac.kr
fridholm@veritas.se
fridrik@byko.is
friedhelm.maur@yxlon.cn
friedlan@hawaii.edu
frontdesk@oanda.com
frosario@clavedigital.com
frsk01@mods-luggage.com
frt8_shoes@163.com
fruehwirth.karl@lsag.com
fs2003@vantex.com.tw
fscasa@126.com
fsd008@wxfirst.com
fsdengtou@163.com
fsdszg_2008@126.com
fshuilongda@126.com
fsjfjc@126.com
fskowronski@jcboe.org
fsmfish@mail.fm
fsmlinejv@mail.fm
fsmnso@mail.fm
fsstc819@163.com
fsytjc@163.com
ftevents@ft.com
ftoommh865@gmai.com
ftrade@atakcelikkapi.com
ftrade@ruitai.com
fuat.dursun@istanbul.edu.tr
fubaing@sohu.net
fuchida.shigeshi@nies.go.jp
fuda66@126.com
fuda6868@163.com
fudan-mba@163.com
fudiduo_anna@126.com
fudong@tsinghua.org.cn
fufengliu@tju.edu.cn
fugang@baiyyy.com.cn
fugang@bj-linkage.com
fugang@dxzq.net.cn
fugang@phoenixcontact.com.cn
fugang@upc.edu.cn
fugang@yeah.net
fugang_business@vip.163.com
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fujairah@byrnerental.com
fuji.nata@mail.ru
fuji@kankodo.com
fujii@nacelle.co.jp
fukang@fz-antibiotic.com
fukasawa@kusumoto.co.jp
fullyelecselsb@myjaring.net
fund@jrj.com.cn
fung.daniel@eeil.com
funicorn@hkem.com
funs@csu.edu.tw
furgonera@codetel.net.do
furui2000@126.com
furumai@env.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
fushanlai@163.com
fuwu@timescript.cn
fuxh1@126.com
fuxiler@163.com
fuy@asme.org
fuyote@163.com
fuyu0822@163.com
fuyujing@timegroup.com.cn
fuyun_123@hnkeyuan.com
fuyunw@sohu.com
fuzhuang@139.com
fvictorino@codetel.net.do
fw2201@mail2world.com
fwz1@humboldt.edu
fxdata@oanda.com
fy.9@163.com
fyb-n@fyb-bearing.cn
fybo2348@163.com
fyc@huaxingchem.com
fycandle2009@sina.com
fyty99300@163.com
fyuan@maritime-executive.com
fzb01@shanghai.gov.cn
fzm13311672728@163.com
fzubkov@sci.pfu.edu.ru
fzvalve@china-fzv.com
fzyygl@cncol.com
g-annluis@asiaworldtransport.com.ph
g.a@codetel.net.do
g.gettel@unesco-ihe.org
g.hardebeck@storymaker.de
g.llerandi@codetel.net.do
g.mastryukova@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
g.oliveira@wika.com.br
g.r.desnoo@science.leidenuniv.nl
g.w111@aliceadsl.fr
g.w12@aliceadsl.fr
g.w15@aliceadsl.fr
g.w16@aliceadsl.fr
g93285@csu.edu.tw
gabbott@gabbott.com.hk
gabdel-hafez@jcboe.org
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gabor.kohalmi@euromove.hu
gabrar@berkeley.edu
gabriel@austral.com
gabriel@dayton.com.ar
gabriel@lycathtech.com
gabriela.albuquerque@fsb.com.br
gabriele.paolini@gpem.net
gabriella.jordao@navistar.com.br
gabrielle.wittenberger@jcschools.us
gaby.buziek@hofmei.de
gadams@mossmotors.com
gadelfio@eighteensound.it
gagnemaw@uw.edu
gaibandha.4@parliament.gov.bd
gak-129@yandex.ru
gala@cameraitacina.com
gala@hotmil.com
galahk@126.com
galerejnaya@mail.ru
galfonso-nunez@jcboe.org
galip.gultekin@kutahya.bel.tr
gallegosferreteros@prodigy.net.mx
galvanina@galvanina.com
galvas@galvas.it
game@dlshs.org
games@AllFreeGamez.com
gang.liu@noaa.gov
gangchen@uri.edu
gangkangda@163.com
gao62003@yahuu.com.cn
gaochun@bjmu.edu.cn
gaodachina@126.com
gaodi@tip-top.com.cn
gaof@im.ac.cn
gaofengshanyewb@163.com
gaohuixiang@126.com
gaolei8113@126.com
gaomin1985@126.com
gaoming@rix-dl.com
gaoyangzb@163.com
gaoying6868@163.com
gaozhaolian@philorise.cn
gardenartco@vip.163.com
gardila@ardisa.com.co
garepi@parlamento.st
garming@catalyst.net.nz
garwick@ctimail.com
gary.cai@c-p-i.com
gary.verslues@jcschools.us
gary@kbl.com.tw
gary@trustar-pharma.com
garyshu@hi-ti.com
gastankk@126.com
gately@gately.com
gaurav@grandwestend.in
gaute@audioproduksjon.no
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gauthier.roubichou@diplomatie.gouv.fr
gautier@gautiersemences.com
gautran@clearpath.ai
gautran@clearpathrobotics.com
gavin@jhlchem.com
gavinlin@celbattery.com
gavra@hallsys.net
gazarsenal@mail.ru
gaziza_18@mail.ru
gb@gbpharm.com
gbaker-smart@jcboe.org
gbanks3@uncc.edu
gcarlson@kumc.edu
gcates@familymedicinecenter.org
gcc@action98.com
gccho@granite.ae
gcevallo@vector.com.mx
gchez@codetel.net.do
gcobb@imarx.com
gcorrad@ncsu.edu
gd_wwg@163.com
gdadams@mossmotors.com
gdepsales@gdep-sol.co.jp
gdmxj0813@sina.com
gdqevermore@163.com
gdqimei@vip.163.com
gdscsh_328@163.com
gdsgw@163.com
gdsurewell@163.com
gdwilson@basketville.com
gdxsgs@126.com
ge.garcia@codetel.net.do
ge008@126.com
ge@agenciaideal.com.br
gecen@vip.163.com
gechina@sina.com
gee-d@gee-d.com
geir.ottersen@imr.no
geiser@jetivia.com
gelma.lima@planetabrinquedo.com
gemix91@mail.ru
gemjin@kemco.or.kr
gemma.hendry@clockworkremovals.co.uk
gems@pineland.net
genderaffairs@dominica.gov.dm
genebest@163.com
general@arianbc.net
general@fmgshipping.spb.ru
general@jakarta.apache.org
general@wwrchk.com
generalblr@bcglobal.net
generalenquiries@ceibs.edu
genniegao@xiantoptrust.com
gennyyun@163.com
genuwei@163.com
geoff.morrison@fleet4.ca
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geoff.p.murray@nab.com.au
geoff.paisley@ocdsb.ca
geoff.paltser@utoronto.ca
geoff.riordan@uts.edu.au
geoff.shannon@muc.miyachi.com
geoff.smollen@afs-sa.com
geoff.weymss@scotch.vic.edu.au
geoff.wilson@sd72.bc.ca
geoff3@idt.net
geoff@accentpm.ca
geoff@airporthotelguide.com
geoff@beachead.com
geoff@craighead.net
geoff@cygnus-books.co.uk
geoff@deconcept.com
geoff@eppingforest.co.uk
geoff@fielders.net
geoff@frontsidegroup.com
geoff@geoffhamill.com
geoff@geoffregan.ca
geoff@geoffregan.com
geoff@ggoldman.net
geoff@glavitoria.com
geoff@gpcsolutions.net
geoff@greenvillemrrooter.com
geoff@grizzlypt.com
geoff@grocorp.net.au
geoff@hostgod.com
geoff@hybridforge.com
geoff@internetworking.co.uk
geoff@ipatent.co.il
geoff@ithost.co.uk
geoff@kleinman.com
geoff@lukerpropertiesgroup.com
geoff@mail.ru
geoff@matrangola.com
geoff@mylrw.com
geoff@newberryrealty.com
geoff@opinionatedgeek.com
geoff@pageafterpage.com.au
geoff@phola.com
geoff@poop.com
geoff@powernet.co.uk
geoff@ppt.powernet.co.uk
geoff@providentrealestate.net
geoff@ptadaro.com
geoff@quickprint.co.za
geoff@qyo.org.au
geoff@roberts-butchers.co.uk
geoff@rrfdc.on.ca
geoff@s4install.com.au
geoff@sdreams.co.uk
geoff@simdex.org
geoff@socialmediacoach.ca
geoff@solarsideup.co
geoff@sonicstate.com
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geoff@sound.co.uk
geoff@studentsonice.com
geoff@superhumes.com
geoff@tacktracker.com
geoff@thebooxreview.com
geoff@thenewbeat.ca
geoff@theoverclockingstore.co.uk
geoff@thurstonwyatt.com
geoff@tirediscounter.ca
geoff@tradepage.co.za
geoff@uniter.ca
geoff@vw-online.co.uk
geoff@watchdog.com.au
geoff@wowpictures.com.au
geoff@youngadultcancer.ca
geoff_allies@trimble.com
geoff_jackson@toll.com.au
geoff_kelly@uow.edu.au
geoffann@clear.net.nz
geoffb@musecube.com
geoffbailey@gov.nl.ca
geoffcooper@wwdb.org
geoffgreen@ieee.org
geoffhausmann@remax.net
geoffhazelwood@clearchannel.com
geoffjackman@mail.gov.nf.ca
geoffm@headland.co.uk
geoffp@sph.com.sg
geoffq@palletdepot.ca
geoffrey.boyarsky@asu.edu
geoffrey.couser@dhhs.tas.gov.au
geoffrey.cudmore@hct.ac.ae
geoffrey.hodgetts@dfm.queensu.ca
geoffrey.riordan@uts.edu.au
geoffrey14559583.3fbd8@nascarcollectibles.biz
geoffrey14559583.86f85@nascarcollectibles.biz
geoffrey@casi.ca
geoffrey@cuttle.co.uk
geoffrey@dbku.gov.my
geoffrey@euclid.info
geoffrey@locblock.com
geoffrey@mmdchina.com
geoffrey@residentialbrokerage.net
geoffrey@sfu.ca
geoffrey@sns.net
geoffrey@steever.com
geoffrey_dunbar@sfu.ca
geoffreywildman@pulseeng.com
georg.jr.koenigsmann@ito-movers.de
george.bednar@ptcalliance.com
george.gachanja@bollore.com
george@farmachemie.com
george@georgereinemund.com
georgesmith@yeah.net
georgexmcn@163.com
ger.lardner@dcu.ie
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geral@bonaparte.ag
geral@gq.light-house.pt
geral@ift.org.br
gerald@w3.org
geraldo.magella@monsanto.com
gerasimov_kolya@mail.ru
gerencia@eventoskaos.com
gerencia@gandys.com.py
gerencia@latinorganica.com
gerencia@mpdespachos.com.br
gerencia@prodiamco.com
gerencia@saludmorena.com
gergana@newmediagroup.biz
gerhard.gappmeier@ascolab.com
gerit.bruns@amf-bruns.de
german@meridianpro.mx
germano.silva@wb2c.com.br
germanyxie@163.com
gero.decker@signavio.com
gerold.dobler@liebherr.com
gerold@online.sh.cn
gerry@piasc.org
gesa.weyhenmeyer@ebc.uu.se
geschaeftsleitung@unland.de
gesellschaft@tages-anzeiger.ch
gestaodepessoasce@postosaocristovao.com.br
get4478989@korea.com
geta.risnoveanu@g.unibuc.ro
getiantian@ouc.edu.cn
gewenhai@sina.com
gexin@sepia.ocn.ne.jp
gfb@birdandbirdlaw.com
gfb@gfb.pt
gfb@ohiovalleydoor.com
gfb@wom.it
gfb@yabsta.com
gftiecn_tony@163.com
gfu@hitachi.cn
gfzhang615@163.com
ggarcia@deic.uab.cat
ggb@gyjl.com.cn
ggeneral@flexilatina.com
ggentile@jcboe.org
ggexports@zadaphiagroup.com
ggic_2008@sina.com
ggnemmi@lusochimica.it
ggonz@solyred.com
gh@liveaudio.info
gharamti@ucar.edu
ghazian@iei-co.com
ghhmzy@163.com
ghia@crcresearch.com
ghigh@vip.163.com
ghinwab@emiratesbank.com
ghjphb@163.com
gholt@uw.edu
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ghose@knspartners.com
ghosh_sanjoy1@redffmail.com
giacomo.ferrero@ferrero.com
giancarlos.mari@jjmari.net
gianmario.motta@unipv.it
giannini@stolaf.edu
gikeda@instantdx.com
gilheung@gilheung.com
gilles.marcel@gazechim.com
gina@whistlersteel.com
ginobily@126.com
ginostudio@163.com
giridhart@shodhana.com
girl_in_gumshoes@mail.ru
gisela_espinosa@colpal.com
github@DiningPhilosopher.DE
github@tycale.be
giulianofarotti@farotti.com
giunglapietra@163.com
giusi.losi@indena.com
givrex@dataxprs.com.eg
gj@gyjl.com.cn
gjasny@googlemail.com
gjf800405@126.com
gjht55555@163.com
gjjg@sinomach-pi.com
gjjnhb@163.com
gjlyyq@126.com
gjsczl@mail.bnu.edu.cn
gjuarez@illinois.edu
gjyu@csu.edu.tw
gjzruixiang@126.com
gkampjut@mds-it.si
gkang@ceciex.com.br
gkmycx@sina.com
gkoenig@scholpp.de
gl.sek@bremerzh.de
gl@usgs.gov
gl@wzonline.de
gladys.au@nanfung.com
gladys.dyer@digit6.com
gladys@plan-it-india.com
glafontaine@codetel.net.do
glass0086@126.com
glazer@hawaii.edu
gld@gldtztc.com
glehimdjian@aiha.org
glen@t2marcom.com
glenn.forbes@alexstewartagriculture.com
glenn.forbes@alexstewartinternational.com
glenn@freedomsmokeless.com
glenn@mirrorimageinc.com
glennvb@uw.edu
glibert@umces.edu
glint@glint.com.cn
glloyd@jcboe.org
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global@cmtsh.com
globalpurchase@bells.co.in
globaltec@etb.net.co
glondu@debian.org
gloria_wong09040209@126.com
gloriasong1982@163.com
glorysaillogistics@126.com
glow1991@mail.ru
glowmedia@sina.com
glpp322@126.com
gls0331@126.com
gls5398351@163.com
glsanshi@sina.com
glsy888@163.com
glsync@online.sh.cn
glt@sdgelante.com
gltd2007@126.com
gltwfs@163.com
gltxwj@163.com
glulu0705@126.com
glupak-t@mail.ru
glw715@126.com
glwbqg@sina.com
glwbsp@sina.com
glx1021@163.com
glxf_720115@163.com
glykj999@126.com
glyw222@126.com
glyyr1314@sina.com
glyzwyf2008@yeah.net
glz9822@163.com
glzfq917@163.com
glzhongzhou@126.com
glzk007@126.com
glznwbz@163.com
glzzh88@126.com
gm03211@126.com
gm0509@163.com
gm306@sina.com
gm76@mail.ru
gm8716@163.com
gm@horaechina.com
gm@hotelgermanus.org
gm@mayfairshanghai.com
gm@passarge-china.com
gmabcc@163.com
gmadrazo_digemex@prodigy.net.mx
gmajtfk@163.com
gmalik@olympuscap.com
gmalik@stsols.com
gman168369@sina.com
gmanager@sina.com
gmanlapas@mmm.com
gmapes@click1.net
gmartin@sina.com
gmartindale@illinoisalumni.org
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gmartinez@2100cbi.com
gmartinez@mediaone.net
gmascarenhas@paloaltohousingcorp.org
gmax@address.com
gmaxberry@sunwindows.com
gmazmanian@swartzcampbell.com
gmblhello@126.com
gmbtu@pd.jaring.my
gmc369@126.com
gmc@ulink.net
gmccormick@bleakleyrv.com
gmccormick@duplinschools.net
gmccormick@netlabs.net
gmccullough@bistateonline.org
gmcdma2@bol.net.in
gmcgrath@packet.net
gmcgreal@mediaone.net
gmcgregor@patmedia.net
gmch8688@126.com
gmcheong@teambuild.com.sg
gmclear@mcdermott.com
gmcnaughton@sial.com
gmcnw@pd.jaring.my
gmconsul@zamnet.zm
gmcpsl@bol.net.in
gmcraff@u.washington.edu
gmcs-02-07-2009-archer-batch@googlegroups.com
gmdatai@po.jaring.my
gmdf@po.jaring.my
gmdhn@hn.vnn.vn
gmdsales@parry.murugappa.com
gme@hoclkochi.com
gme@po.jaring.my
gmedina@remax.net
gmehrguth@directiveconsulting.com
gmel@bol.net.in
gment@pd.jaring.my
gmf@bol.net.in
gmfinco@bol.net.in
gmfine@genetics.com
gmfrancisco@rgoc.com.ph
gmgsbd@swiss-belhotel.com
gmh-3@163.com
gmh@myrealbox.com
gmh_007114@sina.com
gmi@po.jaring.my
gmilano@vet.unicen.edu.ar
gmit@bol.net.in
gmitco@bol.net.in
gmjy@vip.163.com
gml009@126.com
gml3447@126.com
gml85326@sina.com
gml@gallantt.com
gmlby@163.com
gmlukban@sec.gov.ph
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gmm6184986@sina.com
gmm94@sina.com
gmm@atlasbattery.com.pk
gmmlln@163.com
gmms2@bol.net.in
gmnicole@bol-online.com
gmnp@bol.net.in
gmo@mcwd.gov.ph
gmoffice@bkchmy.po.my
gmoine1@free.fr
gmop@bol.net.in
gmoran@aubuchon.com
gmoulinard@free.fr
gmpc@po.jaring.my
gmpersonnel@psb.org
gmpna@apeda.gov.in
gmport@nalcoindia.co.in
gmpr@saudiairlines.com.sa
gmqc.paper@subburaj.com
gmresorts@avalonresorts.com
gms@gms.com.my
gms@gms.com.sg
gms@po.jaring.my
gms@schucanmanagement.ch
gmsb@pd.jaring.my
gmsecsbtk@swiss-belhotel.com
gmsenal@transco.ph
gmshd@bol.net.in
gmskch@po.jaring.my
gmslao@gmspower.com
gmsn@yandex.ru
gmsoft@tuxicoman.be
gmsri@pd.jaring.my
gmss@bol.net.in
gmswzc@163.com
gmt@al-hassan.com
gmt@liontravel.com
gmt_spb@mail.ru
gmtc@po.jaring.my
gmtd_ambala_har@bsnl.co.in
gmtemp@mail.ru
gmteoh@ntpm.com.my
gmtower@address.com
gmtrade@internetegypt.com
gmtran@hn.vnn.vn
gmtransport@aldrees.com
gmu69@mail.ru
gmuckelvany@address.com
gmuckle@terraprobe.ca
gmufi@accessme.com.jo
gmunn@ecltd.ca
gmurphy@thunderland.com
gmurphy@usgs.gov
gmurray@conduit.ca
gmurray@hiec.on.ca
gmusiowsky@starcatholic.ab.ca
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gmustuk@sikhnet.com
gmv-2005@yandex.ru
gmvani@tmsk.uitm.edu.my
gmvas@bol.net.in
gmvlds@list.ru
gmvn@sancharnet.in
gmw6yy@virginia.edu
gmweld@acrnet.com
gmwmst@yeah.net
gmwork@gharibwalcement.com
gmworks@gharibwalcement.com
gmworldm@126.com
gmwrcc@dri.edu
gmwy_2008@126.com
gmyan@online.sh.cn
gmyard16@copart.com
gmyibm@163.com
gmyler@gov.nl.ca
gmymyh@163.com
gmz_z@rin.ru
gmzhe@126.com
gmzhj@126.com
gmzy1982@126.com
gn13@mail.ru
gn19880315@126.com
gn@east.ru
gnaa@pc.jaring.my
gnacar7811@lunarwobble.com
gnachazel11842@lunarwobble.com
gnachazel3394@lunarwobble.com
gnachbar2@lunarwobble.com
gnachman13100@lunarwobble.com
gnachmias1476@lunarwobble.com
gnachor4866@lunarwobble.com
gnachtrieb12806@lunarwobble.com
gnaclerio2172@lunarwobble.com
gnagency@free.fr
gnagra@vsb.bc.ca
gnamli1@binghamton.edu
gnanak@ummc.edu.my
gnanpra@iit.edu
gnansel@cleaewire.net
gnapier@spaceimaging.com
gnarani@pc.jaring.my
gnasir@mail.ru
gnathan@joeyyap.com
gnatix@163.com
gnatofly88@roketmail.com
gnaturaleza@prodigy.net.mx
gnawaz@ntnw.ca
gnbcyq@163.com
gnc-ysch@hanmail.net
gnc@geoffreycheney.com
gnchrtv@mail.ru
gndrctr@isu.edu
gneh@sina.com
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gneri4643@lunarwobble.com
gneron@ville.dolbeau-mistassini.qc.ca
gneser@freemail.ru
gneufeld@sunrisefoods.ca
gneumann@sd64.bc.ca
gnevens6658@lunarwobble.com
gnevers3226@lunarwobble.com
gneveu4006@lunarwobble.com
gnevie@pd.jaring.my
gnevil1160@lunarwobble.com
gnewsome@ieee.org
gnex@po.jaring.my
gng@rosneft.ru
gngas_mr@mtu-net.ru
gnglcevf@mail.ru
gngm@po.jaring.my
gnh@pc.jaring.my
gni1@yandex.ru
gnibedita@isical.ac.in
gniccoli@uwaterloo.ca
gnicholson@wolfcreek.ab.ca
gnickerson@josiahventure.com
gnielsen@standardtextile.com
gnik@free.fr
gnin4737@lunarwobble.com
gniqil@yeah.net
gnithya@pd.jaring.my
gnivc@yandex.ru
gnlaser@126.com
gnlaser@vip.163.com
gnlkl@po.jaring.my
gnlpg@po.jaring.my
gnm@casinternet.net
gnm@prodigy.net.mx
gnmarket@yankon.com
gnmawar@pd.jaring.my
gnmazlina@fcs.unimas.my
gnmn@pd.jaring.my
gno1980@mail.ru
gnoel@inso.ca
gnokii-users@nongnu.org
gnolasco@sotelco.com.ph
gnollas@mail.ru
gnom777777@mail.ru
gnom@mail.ru
gnom_suhka@mail.ru
gnombmw@mail.ru
gnombuch2004@list.ru
gnome_bin@mail.ru
gnomel@km.ru
gnomiks81@mail.ru
gnoms51@mail.ru
gnomus1986@mail.ru
gnoonan@gtii.com
gnorbury@bondcar.com
gnoto@pc.jaring.my
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gnovacek@nexicom.net
gnoynik_2002@mail.ru
gnpbc@163.com
gnpbu@gnpbu.ru
gnperez@jplengineering.com
gnpprubinumvdu@mail.ru
gnqozbvarf@aport2000.ru
gnr2000@163.com
gnr@pochtamt.ru
gnrl@agi-glaspac.com
gns-123@hotmil.com
gns1400@mail.ru
gns2001@mail.ru
gns@party.on.ca
gnsmith@state.com
gnssun@mail.ru
gnstrutt@mbts.com
gnt@leaap.com
gnt_ufa@mail.ru
gnu-vnimi@yandex.ru
gnu@gnu.org.in
gnu@toad.com
gnugo@gnu.org
gnum@inbox.ru
gnus-77@mail.ru
gnus78@mail.ru
gnuz1@yandex.ru
gnv16@yandex.ru
gnvucqsp@inbox.ru
gnyg@po.jaring.my
gnymj2496@sina.com
gnz_388@163.com
go-as-you-please@bk.ru
go-go-go@mail.ru
go-go5@yandex.ru
go.dima@mail.ru
go.on@mail.ru
go.ueda@mizuho-cb.com
go1000@narod.ru
go112@yandex.ru
go13@yandex.ru
go2turkey@mail.ru
go6h2q@best.com
go77@km.ru
go79@mail.ru
go999li@mail.ru
go@blogger.com
go@corp.mail.ru
go@icstrvl.ru
go@lexi.net
go@lonelyplanet.co.uk
go@mail.ru
go@newmail.ru
go@sfss.ca
go@sunhome.ru
go@szfki.hu
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go@triprific.com
go_sail@torresen.com
go_to_market@branhamgroup.com
go_va@mail.ru
goa-n-ashrams@yandex.ru
goa82@mail.ru
goadorel@aliceadsl.fr
goagirl@mediaone.net
goahead0000@163.com
goal_yc@sina.com
goalboy117@163.com
goalphd777@mediaone.net
gobi@po.jaring.my
gobinath_balan2003@yaho.co.in
gobind.baghasingh@divine.com
gobind.gulati@bptp.com
goblincy@163.com
gobs@pd.jaring.my
gocay@gocay.com.tr
gochapan.j@tsthai.toshiba.co.jp
gocmen@gocmen.com.tr
god-huangkai@126.com
god-yi@163.com
godakrishna@avesthagen.com
godbole@abicor-india.com
godbole@microtechnologies.net
godby1986@163.com
godchapan.j@th.toshiba.co.jp
goddesscandym@address.com
godfrey.poi@lfdis.com
godfrey@pop.jaring.my
godfrey@powerofficesolution.com.my
godfrey@uranustravel.com
godfreyk@webunion.com
godhia@megacomp.com.sg
godillon@libertysurf.fr
godiving@orpheusdive.com
godkiller531@163.com
godly@pd.jaring.my
godlyfriend@freeautobot.com
godmzm@sina.com.cn
godor@godor.cn
godordog@163.com
godslei@address.com
godt@pd.jaring.my
goffice@gpsoman.com
gogorock.key@vip.163.com
gohasenu@gohasen.com
gokhan@habesis.com.tr
goldbangzi@163.com
goldenarrow@online.sh.cn
goldenwaycorp@hn.vnn.vn
golivo@clavedigital.com
gong@csu.edu.tw
gonggaojie@163.com
gongpeng860@126.com
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gongyipinceshi@163.com
goni@goni.com.mx
gonsior@umces.edu
gonzalo@calacoaya.com
gonzalo@dexterity.com.mx
gonzalo@ptravel.com.uy
gonzalo@vago.com.mx
gonzalo@weblex.com.mx
good_20092368@126.com
good_20094205@126.com
good_20098992@126.com
goodluckpet@sina.com
goofyjin@jscable.co.kr
googleanniversary@rcweb.net
goran@visuals.tv
gord@ntacf.com
gordo_mg@gotmail.com
gordon.taylor@stonybrook.edu
gordon@night-ray.com
goswami@killickspharma.com
gotiae@us.panasonic.com
gou@bjvp.com
govoffice@blumail.org
gp@tasty-bake.com
gpan@bakerdaniels.com
gpecora@arcos.com.uy
gpollio@jcboe.org
gportus@fob.cl
gprevi@eighteensound.it
grabowsk@hawaii.edu
grace@cmtsp.com.sg
grace@ecic.com.tw
grace@getbright.com.hk
grace_srt@sina.com
gracenuhan@mail.ru
graceyang@enmart.com.tw
grad@bnu.edu.cn
graeme.mcclennan@manukau.ac.nz
graham.bloice@trihedral.com
graham.stewart@alexstewartinternational.com
graham@aaa-buttons.com
graham@earnshaw.com
gram@alumni.rice.edu
grancom@grancom.com.cn
grand-re2018@gmt.jtb.jp
grandco@vip.163.com
grandsau@grandstores.ae
grantm@con-techinc.com
grantm@ctmmixers.com
grantm@jimsbookkeeping.com.au
grantm@mossmotors.com
grantm@rsa.org.nz
grantm@scottoiler.com
graschem@graschem.pl
graydon-ballback-attorney@law.com
graziella@comunicativaassociados.com.br
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great6@great-performance.com.hk
greater@188.com
greaty@126.com
greditel@elektrosvit.cz
greenbit@greenbit.es
greenhealth@163.com
greenworld-001@163.com
greenyear2@163.com
greg@marineoutfitters.ca
greg@stategas.com
gregg.jacobs@nrlssc.navy.mil
gregory.bielot@emw-wines.com
gregory.dufour@fnapp.fr
grewe@schwenker.de
grieg@hawaii.edu
grimaldi@grimaldi-senegal.com
gritraininginfo@fbrh.co.uk
grochttis@hotetur.com
groffmanp@caryinstitute.org
group-payments-chairs@w3.org
group2010@mail.ru
groupchain@126.com
groups@baseentertainment.com
groveauburn@achliving.com
grudkin@mail.ru
grushki@bk.ru
gsby56@163.com
gscorp@juno.ocn.ne.jp
gscorpio@uvm.edu
gscott@arubanetworks.com
gshan@darong.com
gshetty@al-wajba.com
gshowalt@uw.edu
gsilsbe@umces.edu
gsk@sdhcgyrq.com
gskh366@163.com
gsm.mk@gifushellac.co.jp
gsn888@vip.163.com
gspatwar@ncsu.edu
gspd@avibras.com.br
gsplhk@ctimail.com
gst_tianjin@163.com
gstdir@126.com
gswarr@whoi.edu
gsxzfwzx@163.com
gszap@tu-sofia.bg
gta@codetel.net.do
gtchlorophyll@163.com
gtcorp1@hanmail.net
gterlouw@hawaii.edu
gthumann@batteriesplus.com
gtn84@mail.ru
guangdashusongji@126.com
guangdashusongji@163.com
guangqian.luo@hust.edu.cn
guangzhou@kmischina.com
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guanqi@vip.163.com
guarantees@sep.gov.sa
guariana@codetel.net.do
guarulhos@oabsp.org.br
gucom@mail.ru
guecker@ufsj.edu.br
gueisa@abihpec.org.br
guenji@yamazoe.com.br
guestservices@adlerplanetarium.org
guez@codetel.net.do
guibao@cnguibao.com
guibeijiqi@126.com
guido@china-lutong.net
guidry@hawaii.edu
guilherme.amorim@softex.br
guilherme.menezes@t-systems.com.br
guilherme@gaspar.com.br
guilhermedr@ufmg.br
guillaume@trender.com
guillen@wharton.upenn.edu
guillermogomez@codetel.net.do
gujian001@pa18.com
gulseren.boz@pentaseafood.com
gumotao@vip.163.com
gungor.baser@deu.edu.tr
guofeng@bihiexpo.com
guoguo-hnsy520@163.com
guohaoqiye@vip.citiz.net
guohui010203@163.com
guoling8@163.com
guomaorh@126.com
guoqiangbin@sina.com
guowxy@sina.com
guoxiaofeng@cki.cn
guoximl@126.com
guoyuanvip@163.com
guoyue@dwshanghai.com
guozhong@soco.cn
gurcay.ararat@tr.mahle.com
guronl@mossmotors.com
gurpreet-kpr@pau.edu
gurteg-hort@pau.edu
gustavo.mones@equipo.com.uy
gustavo@interlamp.com.ar
gustavo@soc.haifa.ac.il
guweihua@shrc.com.cn
guy.ellis@alliedpickfordsthailand.com
guy.stukkens@analis.be
guyqiang123@163.com
guzmanto@luther.edu
gvalenzuela@enj.org
gvendrell@icpcalvo.com
gw@samxzcjj.com
gwagner@ecooling.com
gwahr122@hotmil.com
gwbnvalores@codetel.net.do
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gweiss@hawaii.edu
gwen_desantis@patagonia.com
gwenj@hawaii.edu
gwi@gadelius.com
gwoho@um.edu.my
gwzhu@niglas.ac.cn
gx@zijiu-tools.com
gxb@sjpetro.cn
gxchhm@126.com
gxd@gosspharm.com
gxq0606@163.com
gxswtdsc@163.com
gxswtswts@163.com
gxtw4@163.com
gydz1219@126.com
gyf@ntwj.com
gyf_0127@sina.com
gylooo@pa18.com
gym@jssunway.com
gyoumu@negamikogyo.co.jp
gyrc@163.com
gytr@bjgytr.com
gyzlygzz263@sina.com
gzeigler@spgs-ground.com
gzhdg@163.com
gzj625@126.com
gzjfsteel@163.com
gzjs18@163.com
gzlehza@126.com
gzliguoxin@163.com
gzmeixin@163.com
gzpyhp@163.com
gzsenex@163.com
gzto@vip.163.com
gzyqjx@163.com
gzyuetsing@163.com
h-hayashida@senshukai.co.jp
h-kato@mwe.biglobe.ne.jp
h-watanabe@marusan-sangyo.co.jp
h.asadi@khuisf.ac.ir
h.ashrafian@imperial.ac.uk
h.haskamp@haskamp.de
h.haug@storymaker.de
h.herdt@wppg.com
h.hope@wellcome.ac.uk
h.lokhorst@vumc.nl
h.minaya@elnacional.com.do
h.smit@topcasings.nl
h.stern@codetel.net.do
h.sunagawa@spk.co.jp
h323@ramdyne.nl
h66ja@mail.ru
h@163.com
ha-an@vietnammedicalpractice.com
habasit@saudi-steel.com.sa
haddadco@net.sy
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hadi@net.sy
haford@163.com
haguilera@anasac.cl
hahmadi@extron.com
haibao018@163.com
haida@hd-screen.cn
haidong.dai@jrj.com.cn
haihuiye@xmu.edu.cn
haike1512@163.com
hailankeji@sina.com
hailinrom@126.com
hailongli@cugb.edu.cn
hailvb@gmil.com
hainadlz@163.com
haiquchem@163.com
haiwangqd@yeah.net
haiweishukong@163.com
haiwen2002@126.com
haiyan@xmrb.com
haiyan_qd@163.com
haiyongwang@tju.edu.cn
hajo88@sina.com
hakan.kef@kutahya.bel.tr
hakan.selale@de.fag.com
hakang@flormar.com
hakankoca@haskoelektrik.com
haley.grigel@uvm.edu
hallee.meltzer@noaa.gov
halliday.junior@googlemail.com
halls@thevijaypark.in
halvor.knutsen@imr.no
hama@ira.abramov.org
hama@joqr.net
hama@keyaki.cc.u-tokai.ac.jp
hama@perc.gov.sy
hama@prodigy.net.mx
hama@risoe.dtu.dk
hama@uic.com.sy
hama@yamashita-international.co.jp
hamble@marineindustrial.co.uk
hamburg@realogis.de
hamburgind@engelvoelkers.com
hamid.manesh@magtek.com
hammad.shah@solution-mobility.com
hamody1001@hitmail.com
han@csbest.co.kr
han@nichepro.com
hanaf@geol.pmf.hr
hananim115@163.com
hanchuang@126.com
handa@zn8.com
handico_arc@fpt.vn
hanghai601@163.com
hangnga@tcvn.gov.vn
hangseng@vip.163.com
hangxinfs@163.com
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hangxuanyichi@163.com
hangzhou@neworldonline.org
hanhongbin@bjmu.edu.cn
hanil49@hanmail.net
hanjh@skku.edu
hanks@hinote.com.tw
hanlei8198@sina.com
hanlie@ibija.co.za
hanloo@desou.com
hanna@pcimagcn.com
hannes.mezger@ascolab.com
hannes@boehm.org
hannes@juniper.net
hans-peter.fricke@fricke.de
hans.zeger@argedaten.at
hans@eastaudio.se
hans@vip.163.com
hantonpump@163.com
hanxing814@163.com
hanyf@zstu.edu.cn
hanyong@ahxingxing.com
haoquan@rockbits.cn
haosun@haosun.com.cn
happ@vip.163.com
happinessuquo@vip.163.com
happyhlll@126.com
hard-core-dx@hard-core-dx.com
harderj@virginia.edu
hardware@188.com
haresh.joshi@ieee.org
harmonypeds@ncich.com.cn
haroehm@uncg.edu
harris@umces.edu
harrisma@mattel.com
harry@lkgloves.com
hasan.abdullah@bsmrau.edu.bd
haseshin@lily.ocn.ne.jp
hash0xbbffa@yandex.ua
hashim@emiratesnbd.com
hashimr@emiratesnbd.com
hassan.haris@taawon.me
hassan@professionallawyer.me
hastindw@eckerd.edu
hatto@passagen.se
haun@marinelink.com
hausa@dw.com
haydn@purelifestyle.co.za
haytzlis@126.com
haze@hongsengroup.com
hb018@hjmtc.cn
hb6398606@163.com
hb@huangbeng.com
hbasdoffice@asd.com.cn
hbb@lcyw.com
hbbdtanchuangao@163.com
hbbtjdlj@vip.163.com
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hbchengxi@163.com
hbchenqin@126.com
hbcjgroup@163.com
hbfangkun@163.com
hbhsftyy@163.com
hbi@umces.edu
hbkjtj@163.com
hbmorning@foxmail.com
hbs_kj66@sina.com
hbsc@huangbeng.com
hbsghz@163.com
hbsjzzhongqiao@163.com
hbtc888@sina.com
hbtcmining@sina.com
hbweijia@126.com
hbxdyx2006@126.com
hbxg_ls@126.com
hbxlchem@126.com
hbyin@niglas.ac.cn
hc3721@163.com
hcantimony@163.com
hch168@126.com
hch@csu.edu.tw
hclose@hawaii.edu
hcmc@vietnammedicalpractice.com
hcullen@sd163.com
hczd@hczd.cn
hd.jeon@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
hdcocoa@163.com
hdhgcast@126.com
hdjtzzgsjw@163.com
hdkjxy@163.com
hdl@chinamengde.com
hdmc01@fjhada.com
hdpp@vip.163.com
hducklow@ldeo.columbia.edu
hdulaiov@hawaii.edu
hdupreez@pioneerfishing.co.za
hdwangqingg@163.com
hdwychina@163.com
hdxcl@126.com
hdzhangjiali@163.com
hdzzys@163.com
he.luxia@imdmedical.com
he@turnlife.cn
headoffice@altaher.com
headoffice@djstrading.net
headq@apeda.com
headq@apeda.gov.in
headquarter@yekom.com
health@dominica.gov.dm
health@health.gov.az
health_office@canacad.ac.jp
healthpromotion@moph.gov.lb
healthr@healthr.com
heartfelt@highly.cc
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heather.hall@jcschools.us
heather.schoeneberg@jcschools.us
heavyconstruction@myindustrytracker.com
heavycut@163.com
hebe@hebe.hr
hebeiborui@163.com
hebeiliancheng@139.com
hebeitygd@126.com
hechengw@126.com
hector.linares@listindiario.net
hectorj.cruz@listin.com.do
hectorj.cruz@listindiario.com
hedan@mail.ru
hedoffice@braunsberger.at
heduan@hfpress.com
heff@sunland-controls.com
heide.schulz-vogt@io-warnemuende.de
heidhues@dice.hhu.de
heidi@ridolce.com
heidrun.windisch@hhu.de
heike.trappe@uni-rostock.de
heinz.fischer@hofburg.at
heitor.rodrigues@continental-corporation.com
helder@amend.com.br
heldercamoes@jaymedacosta.pt
helen.lau@atotech.com
helen@asianmetal.com
helen@challenge.net.ph
helen@eyevalley.com
helen@litaico.com
helen@yh-cn.com
helenchan@adsale.com.hk
helene.grossman@iowa.gov
helga@ldeo.columbia.edu
helga_64@mail.ru
hello@craft.co
hello@flexport.com
hello@import.io
hello@tameikag.com
hello@toplocalplaces.com
hello@turbo.net.au
hello@worsleytraining.co.uk
hellozhu@163.com
help@ebooks.com
help@friendster.com
help@moj.gov.tt
help@tncshark.com
help@tradejini.com
helpdesk@2x2bet.com
helpdesk@aacc.edu
helpdesk@ukho.gov.uk
helpdeskindia@whirlpool.com
helper@islam-christianity.net
helpmail@chol.com
helppoint@adur-worthing.gov.uk
helw128@163.com
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hemant@dynaleather.com
hemricb@appstate.edu
henanballing@126.com
henanshourui@163.com
hencai@163.com
hendy@admteknologi.com
heng@espunited.net
hengguiyuan@163.com
henghuicn@hhbzj.com
hengji_qd@126.com
hengsheng@citiz.net
hengshuilide@sina.com
hengxing@hxpump.com
hengyuemeiji@126.com
henriksson@avenet.fi
henry.bokuniewicz@stonybrook.edu
henry.santos@codetel.net.do
henry.sun@bsmi.gov.tw
henry@cubictech.com.hk
henry@dutkorea.com
henryp@broadcom.com
henyu08@163.com
hepec@hepec.com.cn
heping@poly-dex.com
herbenia@controllerplus.com.br
herbridge@163.com
here@PlayHub.com
herman.tse@monash.edu
herman@qualipoly.com.tw
hermlesha@126.com
hernandez.raul@codetel.net.do
herobins@hawaii.edu
herthelius@spray.se
herwin@quarantainenet.nl
herzog_amanda@wheatoncollege.edu
hesy@sustc.edu.cn
hexiaohua@vip.163.com
hexinsales@vip.163.com
hexport@vip.163.com
heyu@mail.ru
hezhonggui@vip.163.com
hezuo@cnena.com
hf1758@126.com
hf@huanfachem.com
hfarneli@ucsc.edu
hfchem@hfchem.com
hfchem@vip.163.com
hfflyy@163.com
hffzh@126.com
hfgsxsb@163.com
hfh@bjruifen.com
hfjy169169@163.com
hfredricks@whoi.edu
hfrenzel@uw.edu
hfukuda@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
hfyyh_yyh@126.com
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hgh2007211@163.com
hghy@vip.163.com
hgl860830@163.com
hgonzalez@jcboe.org
hgpeng888@163.com
hgqhzgylwlj@163.com
hgsaikang@163.com
hgtabata@connect.ust.hk
hgurdon@washingtonexaminer.com
hgwm@schgchem.com
hh032@163.com
hh@ft-ru.ru
hhaskar_banik@thinkdigit.com
hhb02041415@163.com
hhbbin1246@126.com
hhh@hhh-fec.com
hhira@mech.saitama-u.ac.jp
hhkjzx001@163.com
hhr@han-hwa.com
hhs@windhoekcc.org.na
hhxlxp@163.com
hi-tech-bishkek@mail.ru
hi_cindylee@126.com
hichnfoods@163.com
hicran@tamaratextile.com
hide@kaiyodai.ac.jp
hideharu-kabayama@pd.uny.co.jp
hideo_takabuchi@gg.nitto.co.jp
higashiyama@stjapan.co.jp
highpharm@highpharm.com
highsmithr@solutionsmfg.com
highstone@netease.com
hiilei@paepaeoheeia.org
hikelova@egap.cz
hilborn.e@epa.gov
hill@umces.edu
himin11@126.com
hinchey.elizabeth@epa.gov
hindone@monsanto.com
hiparty@163.com
hiraoka@hiraoka.com.pe
hire@orbitalsound.co.uk
hiren@dynamicgroup.in
hireshi-hirakochi@toyobo.jp
hiro_noz@nozawa-jp.com
hiroaki_wakuda@enshu.co.jp
hirokawa@m.u-tokyo.ac.jp
hirosaki@timeworld.jp
hirose@bungu.co.jp
hirschk@nursing.upenn.edu
hisan@hisan.com.hk
hisham@dawalibi.com
hisham@gtri.gatech.edu
hisound.tz@vip.163.com
histdoc@da.gov.kw
hitechcables@touchtelindia.net
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hitparade.norwegen@autonom.biz
hitparade.polar@prodigy.net.mx
hitparade.schleuse@prodigy.net.mx
hitparade.schweiz@nsdap.biz
hitparadeclub@nsdap.biz
hitparadeeinmal@nsdap.biz
hitparaderalf@radio-freiheit.com
hitparaderegional@nsdap.biz
hitparadeupgrade@nsdap.biz
hitparadeverkauf@nsdap.biz
hitparadewarum@autonom.biz
hitparadeyankee@radio-freiheit.com
hitparadezerfall@radio-freiheit.com
hitscho@gedlink.com
hitze-fliege@radio-freiheit.com
hitze-gohome@nsdap.biz
hitze-monopoly@nsdap.biz
hitze-rakete@radio-freiheit.com
hitze-schurke@radio-freiheit.com
hitze-tochter@nsdap.biz
hitze-voyeur@radio-freiheit.com
hitze.chronik@prodigy.net.mx
hitze.miniatur@prodigy.net.mx
hitze.mythos@prodigy.net.mx
hitze.streifen@prodigy.net.mx
hitze.strom@prodigy.net.mx
hitze.todes@radio-freiheit.com
hitzedatenstruktur@radio-freiheit.com
hitzefahrt@nsdap.biz
hitzekokain@prodigy.net.mx
hitzeordner@radio-freiheit.com
hitzesurf@radio-freiheit.com
hiv-ausblick@prodigy.net.mx
hiv-brakel@nsdap.biz
hiv-klammer@prodigy.net.mx
hiv-kommando@nsdap.biz
hiv-maiwald@nsdap.biz
hiv-null@nsdap.biz
hiv-tabak@prodigy.net.mx
hiv-unterkunft@radio-freiheit.com
hiv.argon@prodigy.net.mx
hiv.eigelb@nsdap.biz
hiv.geben@prodigy.net.mx
hiv.georg@nsdap.biz
hiv.limes@prodigy.net.mx
hiv.schwarzweiss@nsdap.biz
hivdreh@radio-freiheit.com
hive@world-inc.com
hivgerber@radio-freiheit.com
hivgx@nsdap.biz
hivmemory@prodigy.net.mx
hivnebel@radio-freiheit.com
hivpurple@prodigy.net.mx
hivrekorder@radio-freiheit.com
hivsaat@nsdap.biz
hivsatire@nsdap.biz
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hivweek@nsdap.biz
hivz@xlnz.no
hiwingbusi@126.com
hizhu@korea.com
hjamil@bankrakyat.com.my
hjaviert@coqui.net
hjbainas@126.com
hjbark@daunet.donga.ac.kr
hjbellmann@dvd.com
hjburt@tlo.co.uk
hjbyun@kmtc.co.kr
hjcha@postech.ac.kr
hjchoi@ece.skku.ac.kr
hjczqx04@mcrmail.com
hjd@jinyibei.com.cn
hjdlxq@pa18.com
hjeah@otronix.co.kr
hjedrzejewski@4winds.com
hjefferson@sial.com
hjehren@linuxnewmedia.de
hjemvick@ieee.org
hjennifer.dunbabin@education.tas.gov.au
hjeon@hanyang.ac.kr
hjeong@chodang.ac.kr
hjeroma@jugendumwelt.de
hjerpe.anton@spray.se
hjeun@kriss.re.kr
hjfan-c@online.sh.cn
hjfgfdfd@fgd.com
hjfish@radiotraks.com
hjfkkl@163.com
hjg100@163.com
hjg@domainedirect.co.uk
hjgao@aphy.iphy.ac.cn
hjgfofhsl@nchoicemail.com
hjh@newce.net.cn
hjh@sun.zju.edu.cn
hjheuer@com-design.org
hjhgc888@sina.com
hjhjacky@sina.com
hjhjhhj@google.com
hjhla@126.com
hjhong@mail.npust.edu.tw
hjiang@mcrmail.com
hjianxiong@pbc.gov.cn
hjimerez@exite.com
hjin@hust.edu.cn
hjin@pc.jaring.my
hjixin@126.com
hjke@pteron.org
hjkhor@pc.jaring.my
hjkim72@postech.ac.kr
hjkim@mm.ewha.ac.kr
hjkim@weidong.co.kr
hjkiml2@daewoo.com
hjkj161@sina.com.cn
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hjkqq@send.hu
hjkung@georgiasouthern.edu
hjkxyj@vip.163.com
hjl1687@163.com
hjl4@humboldt.edu
hjl@bao.ac.cn
hjl@sti.com.cn
hjlawyer@163.com
hjlee@kns.kangnam.ac.kr
hjm-bonechina@163.com
hjman@spray.se
hjmi@sina.com
hjn731@china.com
hjoachin@seeo.com
hjohansson@sectra.se
hjohn9@tdn.com.au
hjohn@pd.jaring.my
hjohnson5@verizon.net
hjohnson@cenhud.com
hjohnson@vortopia.com
hjohnsto@sfu.ca
hjohnston@johnstonpress.co.uk
hjohnstone@drmartens.com
hjones@address.com
hjones@fminet.com
hjones@ou.edu
hjonsson@asu.edu
hjoshi@hct.ac.ae
hjost@unb.br
hjoyner@fife.k12.wa.us
hjp2604@sbsglobal.net
hjpark@yu.ac.kr
hjpoe@isainet.com
hjrose@mastgrp.com
hjrundle@firesafeinnovations.com
hjs@cs.umd.edu
hjs@magv.com
hjsb@po.jaring.my
hjschubert@dalkia.de
hjschulz@infodental.de
hjsjxnnj@163.com
hjson@thinkmarine.co.kr
hjsong@postech.edu
hjt@hong-jin.com
hjtay@gdinet.com
hjtjr@knolgoy.net
hjuma@nta.com.jo
hjvwaldrum@centex.net
hjwang@holycon.com
hjxgzt@163.com
hjxls@163.com
hk.hr@misys.com
hk.leung@energizer.com
hk.tan@possehlelectronics.com.my
hk5464@163.com
hk@scout.net
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hk_customerservice@economist.com
hk_leung@mardep.gov.hk
hka@hkaa.com
hkachoogian@jcboe.org
hkangopr@somethingofyourchoice.com
hkarabey@megatest.com
hkault@wpi.edu
hkaya@ku.edu.tr
hkaydok@netbulmail.com
hkazaz@deu.edu.tr
hkbdcw@ddcomain.com
hkbrown@txcyber.com
hkbws@hkbws.org.hk
hkchen@pc.jaring.my
hkchow@pd.jaring.my
hkctu@hkctu.org.hk
hkd@szhkd.com
hkean99@pd.jaring.my
hkentaro@sk9.so-net.ne.jp
hkeum@ocicorp.co.kr
hkft_ono@tama.or.jp
hkg@kbk.net
hkg_docsubmit@nykgroup.com
hkg_docsubmit_asia@nykgroup.com
hkg_newbooking@nykgroup.com
hkgall@gearbulk.com
hkgcc@hkgcc.org.hk
hkgovt@hkstaring.com
hkhkjkj-2005@mail.ru
hkinseth@deja.com
hkjin@pc.jaring.my
hkjkdco@163.com
hklai@rohaseuco.com
hklim@ewins-group.com
hklim@itwin.com.my
hklingler@lindt.com
hklrc@hkreform.gov.hk
hkmmkmk@passagen.se
hkocak@marun.edu.tr
hkoch@buehlermotor.de
hkoerner@int.geo-logistics.com
hkoning@kearch.com
hkoplowitz@cnglocal.com
hkose@ada.com.tr
hkose@linux.ada.com.tr
hkoussa@callucom.com
hkpak@freestart.hu
hkpang@hlm.com.my
hkps@moe.edu.sg
hkraus@pandatel.com
hkreform@doj.gov.hk
hks@hkschem.com
hksen@pc.jaring.my
hkskyp@hanmail.net
hkslim@pc.jaring.my
hkss@moe.edu.sg
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hksunrise@hkbn.net
hksv@163.com
hkt@thailand-travelgateway.com
hktan@puncakniaga.com.my
hktat@bizedge.com
hktextil@sodetel.net.lb
hktssb@pd.jaring.my
hkubilay@deu.edu.tr
hkucuk@marun.edu.tr
hkuranus@163.com
hl.zhang@darfon.com.cn
hleguillerm@sferaco.fr
hlerner@jcboe.org
hlhs.123@163.com
hlinares@elcaribe.com.do
hlio@hawaii.edu
hlister@uvm.edu
hlj@shanghaiyujing.com
hlplastic@163.com
hlt7787@163.com
hlxxzx@126.com
hm01@hm-lighting.com
hm@lachapelle.cn
hmarenco@liderama.com.ar
hmarte@elcaribe.com.do
hmeyer@arri.de
hmh@71999999.net
hmichael@udel.edu
hn-sf@126.com
hn-sf@hn-sf.com
hnbxcs@126.com
hnbyjx@163.com
hncjsyjx@126.com
hndlgy@163.com
hnh69@hanmail.net
hnjmqcs@163.com
hnjscmy@163.com
hnmine@163.com
hnmjxsc@163.com
hnmyhgjt@163.com
hnroad@hnroad.com
hnsytg@126.com
hntydq888@126.com
hnwong@cedd.gov.hk
hnyiquan@126.com
hnylsmb@163.com
hnyu218@sina.com
hobbymagic@sh163.net
hocheckw@163.com
hodopharma@163.com
hogawa@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
holcnb44@126.com
holer@hol-drill.com.tw
holidesign@vip.163.com
holitzki@hawaii.edu
hollube@zdb.de
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holly.watson@jcschools.us
hologram@126.com
homeline@homeline.cn
homer@ciyiproduct.com
homerun@codetel.net.do
homowo@163.com
honcroconsulate@ugnepal.com
hong22269@126.com
hong39885@126.com
hongda1514@sina.com
hongdaosong@hwasunpharm.com
hongfa555@sina.com
hongfeifei3@sina.com
hongfengmtc@163.com
hongfengmtc@sina.com
hongguang760226@126.com
hongjie5848929@163.com
hongkang@hongkang.com
hongkim2571@hanmail.net
hongliheng@aliyun.com
hongliu@hongliu.js.cn
hongplastech@163.com
hongxuelei@126.com
hongyechem@hongyechem.com
honor@honorseiki.com.tw
honour@hawaii.edu
honsea@163.com
honsha@nichido-ind.co.jp
honson@honson-cn.com
hontop2013@126.com
hoogenberg@126.com
hoopoe@eureka.lk
hopen_067@glip.com.cn
hori@jpbs.co.jp
horizon_design@sina.com
horizontrading@email.cz
hornby_liu@126.com
hosseinmaleki@motorola.com
hosting@trijit.com
hostmaster@scripps.com
hotelalankar@alankar.co.in
hotelinfo@goldentulipsharjah.com
hotelswagath@swagathgroups.com
hotlinechina@163.com
hotyangauto@sina.com
houjinhui@weiot.net
houlijun_ecnu@sina.com
houston@boyden.com
houyanli73@163.com
howard@marinelink.com
howard_speedo@vip.163.com
howcome@w3.org
hoyea@hoyea.cn
hp@alleinhalte.fm
hp@emailkostenlos.fm
hp@loginbox.fm
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hp@reiter.fm
hpace@smarthome.com
hpfrommer@hilscher.com
hphpedro@intelnett.com
hplus@zilker.net
hpturbo@hpturbo.com.br
hputnam@hawaii.edu
hputnam@uri.edu
hpz213@126.com
hq@cityvelocity.com
hqmouse@sina.com
hqy@shguzheng.com
hr.exec@muqarram.com
hr19651991@163.com
hr82yy@126.com
hr9228@126.com
hr@aau.ac.ae
hr@aj.com.cn
hr@asianahoteldubai.com
hr@besure.ae
hr@chinadowntown.cn
hr@crlintex.com
hr@czkaidi.cn
hr@czyuxing.com
hr@ecuad.ca
hr@eshow365.com
hr@feidiao.com
hr@gaiahealthcare.ae
hr@gcchina.com.cn
hr@globetools.com
hr@gmesemi.com
hr@huapengfei.com
hr@indiafin.com
hr@ipm123.com
hr@jiudianzu.com
hr@kgame.com.cn
hr@matex.com.cn
hr@mcabayarea.org
hr@mizuho-cb.com
hr@ofweek.com
hr@sdyhjx.cn
hr@shangshang.com
hr@sino-trip.com
hr@snailgame.net
hr@sois.sh.cn
hr@talentz.ae
hr@viamax.com.cn
hr@wanbangauto.com
hr@wh-hw.com
hr_1@embedway.com
hr_1lele@163.com
hr_cz@ninebot.com
hr_ptbs@monsanto.com
hr_saec@126.com
hramirez@jcboe.org
hrbengineer@163.com
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hrbhbb@163.com
hrbhjs@sina.com
hrbjinliang@163.com
hrbwillstar@163.com
hrea@aqua.dtu.dk
hrjaso@163.com
hrjd@tengen.com.cn
hrkangjian@sina.com
hrlm@hrlm.com
hrm@agu.ac.ae
hrpub@cn.festo.com
hrsolutions@adecco.co.in
hrt1@eqchem.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
hrvatska.reception@ferrero.com
hrzp@qhsh.com.cn
hs@3xeng.com
hsaito@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
hsdianqi@163.com
hsge@163.com
hsh3000@126.com
hshfood@sina.com
hsjiang@whoi.edu
hslee0724@paran.com
hslg@po.jaring.my
hsmfksh@163.com
hsong@phoenix-geophysics.com
hsophia@ups.com
hsosik@whoi.edu
hspaldin@hawaii.edu
hsplasticvn@hn.vnn.vn
hstd56@126.com
hsw1462@hanmail.net
hszhouy@163.com
hsztc@126.com
ht13301188866@sina.cn
ht@polarbag.cn
htc_tech@fpt.vn
htcd@chinahuate.com
htcy88@163.com
htdqb@sxht.cn
htgsxian@163.com
html-tidy@w3.org
htory@yandex.ru
hts@htschina.com
htth149@163.com
htz123456@163.com
htzg_sj@163.com
htzhao@tju.edu.cn
hu_zhongyi@163.com
huaankj2000@126.com
huaao77@163.com
huachangpharm@163.com
huada@huada.com.cn
huadongcncxiaoshou@163.com
huadongcy@126.com
huafenginfo@126.com
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huahai-chem@163.com
huahua-flower@163.com
huairui095@sina.com
huakang@huakangsw.com
huam@huam.cc
huameixk@163.com
huan.yang@meach.cn
huanghj@goodflange.com
huangjing@e-bices.org
huangmeimeisz@3onedata.com
huangrong@vip.163.com
huangsimin0@126.com
huangwanshou88@163.com
huangwexing@163.com
huangyu13122860588@163.com
huatongxianlan@126.com
huawang1004000@sina.com
huawei@huaweirubber.com
huawei_01@163.com
huaxibaobiao@163.com
huaxuanfood@163.com
huaye@huaye-china.com
huayuanne@126.com
hubbards@spiceisle.com
hubert@mijona.com
hubner@hubner.com.br
huchun@fecoil.com
huchunxiao224@163.com
hudong@cnena.com
huduangen@china.com
hug86@mail.ru
hugf2009@163.com
hugo_119@163.com
huguoyong@bjlgtx.com
huhao@sany.com.cn
hui.wang@huafamei.com
hui_xq@163.com
huidatoys@vip.163.com
huihui6804971@163.com
huijunliang@leedee.cn
huimaochina@163.com
huiwang@sibs.ac.cn
huixingongye@163.com
huiye@hychair.com
huiye@zju.edu.cn
huiyou_bio@163.com
hujie0909@163.com
hulk@ucsc.edu
hulle@uw.edu
humanbubbleball@yeah.net
humanwell@steroid-chem.com
hun5101@hanmail.net
hunerteknik@hunerteknik.com.tr
hungnt@emin.vn
hunter@betonico.com.br
hunter@uc18office.com
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hunxing@163.com
huoban@yumi.com
huojia68@126.com
huongdt@moit.gov.vn
huqiaowaterman@163.com
huqiuting@126.com
hurryreply@163.com
hutongtour1949@sina.com
hutu@chinahutu.com
huxiaohui230@yahuu.com.cn
huyue1101@126.com
hvservice@act.org
hvsg@aqua.dtu.dk
hw@hw-e.com
hwhite@haverford.edu
hwiens@sapphiresound.ca
hwilliams@ledger-enquirer.com
hwlin_@163.com
hwrltd@googlemail.com
hws-shenzhen@163.com
hwtrek.pulse@hwtrek.com
hwx52@163.com
hx17@hongxiangdg.com
hx205@hongxiangdg.com
hxgscw@126.com
hxmhxm_love@126.com
hxsc@bdluckychem.com
hxsj1778@163.com
hxsn@vip.163.com
hxu@niglas.ac.cn
hxyy@huaxupharm.com
hy01@nbhyjj.com
hy616520@163.com
hy@haiyi21cn.com
hy@imanetinc.com
hyao@hust.edu.cn
hycxbio@126.com
hydekid@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
hydraulik@hydraulik.com.cn
hyem@pd.jaring.my
hyfi@wexten.biz
hyfles@sina.com
hyg@chntool.cn
hykim@skinlovers.co.kr
hylafax-users@hylafax.org
hylee@widin.co.kr
hym287881281@126.com
hypark@dahamexpo.com
hyq@yangzijiang.com
hys0601@163.com
hys2911@126.com
hysf@haiyangsanfeng.com
hysteelball@163.com
hyu@maxentric.com
hyunah@toenta.co.jp
hyunjh@hanyang.ac.kr
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hyzb0018@163.com
hzb@haizb.com
hzbiosea@126.com
hzchangyu@sina.com
hzchjx@163.com
hzdepp@163.com
hzdongjun@hzdjm.com
hze007@163.com
hzgdfs@ecidi.com
hzhou@tellyes.com
hzjk@vip.163.com
hzlgn@126.com
hzrychem@126.com
hzsanda@126.com
hztaotao@163.com
hzy@ukboton.com
i-prado@aiibeauty.com
i.gasparetto@valuesoft.com.br
i.shayda@fmgspb.ru
i.sklyar@fmgnovo.ru
i@163.com
i@yamamotogendai.org
ia@bnu.edu.cn
iabl22tdksuql0ll81ljqib7on7kcsk4og@4ax.com
iac@iac-fruit.com
iacorp@inno-art.com.tw
iam155@163.com
ian.brumby@baesystems.com
ian.c.bostock.rosenzweig@hitchcock.org
ian.craig@up.ac.za
ian.mchugh@monash.edu
ian.pretorius@kcm.co.zm
ianr@flowtech.co.uk
ias-fudan@fudan.edu.cn
iasa@mtn.org
ibal@163.com
ibasagaoglu@tnn.net
ibc@indusbasinco.com
ibrahim@quicklinkaviation.com
ibrahim_lolo@mail.ru
ibrahims@emiratesnbd.com
icaleo@lia.org
icao@idsc.net.eg
icdevice@best.com
ice@163.com
icecream_12@sina.com
iceshenhua@163.com
icesken@163.com
icetour@icetour.co.kr
icherriott@alaska.edu
ichinaenergy@163.com
ichiro@emporio.co.jp
icip@sw-edu.com
ics-syria@net.sy
id-android@googlegroups.com
id@codetel.net.do
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ida@acumen-elect.com
idaliu77@yahuu.com.cn
idcbearing_china@126.com
idil.aslantas@ito.org.tr
idl5569@kxb.biglobe.ne.jp
idl@ihtc-15.org
idmc@alt64.es
idrisbuba249@googlemail.com
idrisbuba60@googlemail.com
idrisbuba869@googlemail.com
ie3000@china.com
ie@china-qiyuan.com
ie@nj-cv.com.cn
ieeetw@ieeegroup.com
ies.wisc@wingroup.com.ph
ietf-http-wg@w3.org
ietlchen@zju.edu.cn
ifmtx1p86@zfe.be
iftchem@163.com
ifx86@accamail.com
igagnon@jcboe.org
igeme@igeme.org.tr
iglesias@helectra.com
ign@du.se
ignaciorodriguez@alfa90.com
igs@ms.gov.cv
iguzman@elcaribe.com.do
ihhwang@postech.ac.kr
ihouse@pd.jaring.my
ihq@bic786.com.kw
iida.kouji@nmiri.city.nagoya.jp
iip@vip.163.com
iitom@utouto.com
ij@w3.org
ijet@vip.163.com
ijlcl@net2bd.com
ikuffner@usgs.gov
ildar@expoz.ru
iletisim@mustafaakinci.com
ilhan@binbircesit.com
ilic@ilic.it
iljing82@163.com
ilya19747474@mail.ru
ima@ranksharp.com.hk
imagen@epm.net.co
imcruzbe@unal.edu.co
imeco@imeco.com
imex7@thienkimcorp.com
imexcel@pd.jaring.my
imm@zeto.pl
impexp@dtpharm.com
impexsur@impexsur.com.ar
import.torres@codetel.net.do
import@alvarak.com
import@jocel.pt
import@plenna.com.br
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import@theroadways.com.pk
import@tradeMAX.eu
import@vainstein-ingenieros.com
import@vhbgroup.com
importaciones@lacasadelmedico.com.py
importados@epm.net.co
importance@Import.io
importdept@yandex.ru
imports@sigmacorporation.com
imprensa@amb.org.br
imprensa@bb.com.br
imprensa@bndes.gov.br
imprensa@cesar.org.br
imprensa@fab.mil.br
imprensa@receita.fazenda.gov.br
imprensa@remax.com.br
imprensa@unisc.br
imsantos@fmrp.usp.br
imselltda@etb.net.co
in-en@163.com
ina@panintnl.com
inalgodon@codetel.net.do
incepal@metrotel.net.co
ind.admin@gargour.com
ind.menicucci@codetel.net.do
inductors-emc.usa@epcos.com
industria.c@codetel.net.do
industriassalcom@prodigy.net.mx
industries@163.com
inespre.comp@codetel.net.do
infant22@163.com
infi@lacotica.com
info-fsh@fischerspindle.cn
info-sweets.renho1231@renhojapan.co.jp
info-tech@nacalai.co.jp
info.adeje@bahia-principe.com
info.br@arinso.com
info.brandindia@ibef.org
info.china@bmj.com
info.de@uniiqueag.com
info.emulslons.cn@celanese.com
info.evaccn@evac.com
info.evacfr@evac.com
info.huette@casagrandegroup.com
info.lbr@liebherr.com
info.lvt@liebherr.com
info.ptm@tmsa.ma
info.tr@3bscientific.com
info.ups.ae@socomec.com
info.waco@waldrich-coburg.de
info06@qdcinderellahair.com
info1@darul-arqam.org.sg
info2@asianmetal.com
info@3bs.jp
info@3bscientific.com
info@3dbio-chem.com
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info@3dbroadcastsales.com
info@3dpt.cn
info@420realproperties.com
info@4vision.cn
info@51efe.com
info@8snap.com
info@9zchem.com
info@ADCOideas.com
info@AbanAirCooler.com
info@BigBangwidth.com
info@DCHouseSmarts.com
info@GCA.aero
info@ImpactProducts.com
info@Lighthouse2001.org
info@SiriusBusiness.com
info@aaa-corp.co.jp
info@aacca.org
info@aachigroup.com
info@aadarsh.com
info@aadc.com.au
info@aahp.nf.ca
info@aalara.com.au
info@aalmir.com
info@aamirliaquat.com
info@aammweb.com
info@aana.com
info@aanhcp.net
info@aapc.com
info@aapiusa.org
info@aapnoghar.com
info@aareydrugs.com
info@aaronsglobal.com
info@aarviencon.com
info@aashe.org
info@aateccorp.com
info@abachem.com
info@abadan-ref.ir
info@abagrilla.com
info@abca.on.ca
info@abcoffice.com
info@abiochem.com
info@ablabs.com
info@abs.edu.kw
info@abstract.it
info@abstractedge.com
info@abtechindustries.com
info@acaterial.com
info@accelgen.com
info@accessargentina.com.ar
info@accesssoft.com.tw
info@ace.com.np
info@acm.ac.uk
info@acml.in
info@acyinc.com
info@ad-ac.ca
info@ad.gov.eg
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info@adbusters.org
info@adf-foods.com
info@adishwarindia.com
info@adityachemicals.co.in
info@admiralhusso.com
info@adocimmarmara.com
info@adorama.com
info@adshipmanagement.com
info@advanced.com
info@advancedpetrochem.com
info@advion.com
info@aeb.it
info@afghanistan-analysts.org
info@afnan-lb.com
info@africanwealthreport.com
info@aftonpharma.com
info@agamatrix.com
info@agentenchina.com
info@ahsa-dev.com.sa
info@aimviz.com
info@airpets.com
info@airwolf3d.com
info@aistex.com
info@ajjsbamboo.com
info@ak-druck.de
info@akdn.org
info@akg-global.com
info@akilagroup.com
info@akshi.gov.al
info@aktifguvenlik.net
info@aktifsepet.com
info@al-abraaj.com
info@al-jazierah.com
info@alamcotton.com
info@alaudio.com.sg
info@alberto-roy.com
info@alcare.co.jp
info@alcommarine.com
info@alexis.co.in
info@alexis.org.in
info@alexmadera.com
info@alfred-holle.de
info@alfredjhemlock.com
info@alft.com
info@algodoneracontinental.com
info@alibaba-norderstedt.de
info@allpe.com
info@allterraecoturismo.com.ar
info@alonsoyalonso.com
info@alray-aam.net
info@alrehmanimpex.com
info@altllkenya.com
info@alyagroup.com
info@alzmetall.de
info@am-rus.ru
info@amada.com.cn
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info@amandino.be
info@amaron-trading.com
info@amc-shanghai.com
info@amcouk.co.uk
info@amcrown.com
info@ameradio.com
info@americana-tour.com.ar
info@americanfumigation.com
info@americantextileexport.com
info@amestekstil.com
info@amgroup.uk.com
info@amperis.com
info@amt.tv
info@amtrading.co.nz
info@anchrom.in
info@anditecnica.com
info@angelique-india.com
info@anki.com.hk
info@ankitind.com
info@annsindia.com
info@anrcraftphils.com
info@antifestival.com
info@anyagift.com
info@anytimefitness.in
info@aoxing-biology.com
info@apache.ie
info@apex-bio.com
info@aplapollo.com
info@apollodiamond.com
info@apollomachinery.com
info@apssupply.com
info@aqmsautomotive.com
info@aquaairlogistics.me
info@aqualabtechnologies.com
info@arab-board.org
info@archerangel.com
info@ardea-arte.pl
info@argedaten.at
info@ariakaman.com
info@ariplastik.com.tr
info@arri.de
info@arrimedical.com
info@artisantg.com
info@arusuvaiusa.com
info@asahikinzoku.co.jp
info@aseb.org
info@asiansaldo.com
info@asltanzania.com
info@asmetec.de
info@asset-map.com
info@atb-motors.cn
info@atlanticcom.net
info@atlanticmarineservices.co.uk
info@atlas-kk.co.jp
info@atnr.pk
info@audioenergy.com
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info@aultinc.com
info@aurochemlaboratories.com
info@aurorand.com
info@aurorashipping.net
info@austech-italy.com
info@auto-gilles.de
info@auto-korrosionsschutz.de
info@autodwg.com
info@automation.de
info@autosfera.lt
info@autouitvoeren.nl
info@autovanschaik.nl
info@avalliance.co.za
info@avecs.co.za
info@aviteh.hr
info@avkom.com
info@avned.nl
info@avonauto.com
info@avsystems.sk
info@avtechelectronics.com
info@awmayer.de
info@axim.co.za
info@ay-trade.com
info@azd.net.cn
info@b24.ae
info@b5srl.com
info@babaotang.com
info@bagnettoverde.it
info@bagsindia.com
info@balluff.com.cn
info@bancentral.gov.do
info@bandex.com.do
info@bandpro.de
info@banopromotec.nl
info@banqueatlantique.net
info@barnsten.com
info@bartekguvenlik.com.tr
info@bat-group.cn
info@batterfly.com
info@bauer.de
info@bb-online.com
info@bba.gr
info@bcarc.com
info@bcpharm.com
info@bcsaudio.com
info@bds.lt
info@beckhoff.com.cn
info@belram.be
info@belram.lu
info@benefittextile.corp.com
info@benlannoy.com
info@benz-tools.de
info@bergernepal.com
info@bero.ch
info@bestowinteriors.com
info@bezsan.com
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info@bharatbook.com
info@bigbassfishingmexico.com
info@bigreviewtv.com
info@bikarexpansionjoints.com
info@bintangsaudara.com.my
info@bioinborn.com
info@bioworks-gmbh.de
info@bj-life-science.com
info@bjehe.com
info@bjhhm.cn
info@blade.ru
info@blenzor.com
info@blichfeld.dk
info@blk.gr
info@blueberrytree.co.uk
info@bluepin.co.th
info@bluesoundsal.com
info@bmes.org
info@boathouse.com
info@bobbio.hu
info@bobbyexports.com
info@bocahistory.org
info@bocamuseum.org
info@bochem.de
info@boea.com
info@boersen-biketotaal.nl
info@boinexpo.com
info@boneng.com
info@bosifil.it
info@boutiquedellibro.com.ar
info@boverio.it
info@bradcokitchen.com
info@brandtnerhof.de
info@brazcanchamber.org
info@breining.fayat.com
info@brilliantidsystems.com
info@broadcast-media.eu
info@broadwater.co.uk
info@bsntechnologies.com
info@bstsci.com
info@btk.com.tw
info@bungarten.com
info@burster.it
info@busquedaviajes.com.ar
info@bvstv.com
info@bvv.cz
info@cafe-expresso.ru
info@cafe-flori.com
info@cafejnet.com
info@cafetheatre.be
info@cafonline.com
info@cahimanshu.co.in
info@cainfotechindia.com
info@caisel.com.ar
info@caissa.cl
info@cakesandbakes.com
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info@calacademy.org
info@calciumadvertising.com
info@calder.it
info@caldera.com
info@caldwelltheatre.com
info@californiaparkhotel.com
info@californiasnow.com
info@californiasunset.de
info@calkinsrealty.com
info@call2connect.co.in
info@calontech.com
info@calseia.org
info@calsensors.com
info@calsoftindia.com
info@calstatestudios.com
info@camarabrasilsv.com
info@camaraitaliana.com.br
info@camen.cn
info@camgear-pro.com
info@campura.com
info@cancofasteners.com
info@capious.com
info@cards-mart.com
info@carecuresurgico.com
info@cargotrolley.com
info@caricatureuae.com
info@carlcroonen.com
info@carlisa.com
info@carloslyra.com.br
info@carmi.com
info@carnex.co.rs
info@carneytechnologies.com
info@carpcoastalmarine.com
info@carused.jp
info@casagrandegroup.com
info@cato-chem.com
info@cavallinogiocattoli.com
info@cd-adapco.com
info@ce.berkeley.edu
info@cedengineering.com
info@celtechonline.co.uk
info@cemcn.org
info@ch-ht.com
info@ch.schunk.com
info@changhongbatteries.com
info@changjiemachine.com
info@chap-china.cn
info@chauvin-arnoux.fr
info@chemik.com
info@chemvon.com
info@chenguanglabs.com
info@chennaitrekkers.org
info@chiempatana.com
info@china-lanxiang.com
info@chinachuck.com
info@chinaforexexpo.com
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info@chinafst.com.cn
info@chinagrain.cn
info@chinahaiqiangchem.com
info@chinajiaxue.com
info@chinastraws.com
info@chinatown.pl
info@chinatrailertruck.com
info@chinatsi.com
info@chingnic.com
info@chiptronicsinc.com
info@chitrapharmamachine.com
info@chizu-sekiyu.com
info@chmcpa.com.hk
info@chnflying.com
info@chtem.com
info@ciancianamyhouse.it
info@cine-source.ca
info@citicwater.com
info@cleanairchoices.org
info@clubtattoo.com
info@cm.gov.nc.tr
info@cmcbooks.co.jp
info@cmf.com.tr
info@cmgs.gov.kw
info@cmi-vietnam.com
info@cmpharma.cn
info@cmsindustries.it
info@cn.burkhardt-weber.net
info@cn.schunk.com
info@cnabm.com
info@cncma.org
info@cnfed.com
info@cnmail.yoke.net
info@cnrood.com
info@co-well.jp
info@coastchristian.org
info@coattest.com
info@cogentech.com.cn
info@cogrichina.com
info@cohrs-hotel.de
info@colibri.cc
info@colombobrasilera.com
info@com-fit.com
info@combimatrix.com
info@comfort.com.tw
info@comp.com.tr
info@companyram.kz
info@complex.com
info@comsoft.ch
info@concurrent.co.jp
info@conquistartravel.com.ar
info@conseil-constitutionnel.dz
info@cookingisfun.ie
info@corpaw.com
info@cortest.com.cn
info@costantinoviajes.com.ar
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info@cpjapantrading.com
info@createbiochem.com
info@creativepro.com.hk
info@creditreform.de
info@creditreform.ro
info@crosswaysfv.org
info@ctholding.net
info@ctsales.ie
info@cubic.co.in
info@custombuiltsurrey.com
info@cutglassstudio.co.uk
info@cybex.in
info@cylod.com
info@czechconsulate.org.np
info@czsdjg.com
info@da-jiu.com
info@da.gov.kw
info@dahmetal.de
info@daishangchem.com
info@dalelektrik.com
info@damg.in
info@danuni.com
info@dataresource.com.au
info@date-up.com
info@datri.org
info@daybiochem.com
info@dbh.co.nz
info@dbsco.co
info@dcspharma.com
info@deafvillageireland.ie
info@deccanhotels.com
info@delax.fi
info@delipace.com
info@deltaev.com
info@demontil.com
info@denizmar.com
info@dentra.gr
info@depa.com
info@depargrup.com
info@derlin.com
info@desano.com
info@design-factory.de
info@designersofas4u.co.uk
info@desiraq.com
info@deva.com.tr
info@dhollandia.be
info@diamondinstitute.net
info@diariodigitalrd.com
info@dieselinjection.cn
info@dionis.md
info@directinsight.co.uk
info@disk.cz
info@distram.it
info@dizayngroup.com
info@djstrading.net
info@djtra.com
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info@dnanotech.com
info@doering-technik.de
info@dogaspor.com.tr
info@dogrular.com.tr
info@dogusdergi.com
info@dominojewellery.com
info@domtransportmalta.com
info@dorland.com.cn
info@dowaksa.com
info@downloademail.info
info@dreamsoft.com.pl
info@drevensek.si
info@drimble.nl
info@drofa.ru
info@ducloslenses.com
info@duragoma.com.ar
info@durlinger.com
info@dypharmchem.com
info@e-allscience.com
info@e-data.com.tr
info@eastcopper.com
info@easternaudio.com
info@eastlink.com.hk
info@eclipsegroup.com
info@ecofinechem.com
info@econpm.cn
info@ecotra.jp
info@ecv-wagner.com
info@eddiesperfume.com
info@edelflex.com
info@edqm.eu
info@eds-europe.net
info@effgen.de
info@efpia.org
info@eghlighting.co.uk
info@eicmation.com
info@eighteensound.it
info@eipsa.es
info@ejot.de
info@ekspresyangin.com.tr
info@elbv.de
info@eleafworld.com
info@electronaval.gr
info@elektramat.nl
info@elitecity.ae
info@ellen-singt.de
info@ellevatenetwork.com
info@emaguae.com
info@email-database.info
info@emailaddressmanager.com
info@emaildatabaselist.info
info@emintelcit.com
info@emirateshospital.ae
info@emit.fr
info@enarxis.eu
info@endo-tech-hamburg.de
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info@energius.be
info@energychinaforum.com
info@ensignenergy.com
info@eppendorf.co.in
info@equineinfoexchange.com
info@erichsen.de
info@ernstreinhardt.de
info@erowa.cn
info@esapuustinen.fi
info@esmarsupplies.com
info@espa.com
info@espeeusa.com
info@essenc.ie
info@eternity-hk.com
info@ethoclereports.com
info@ettrend.com
info@euro-leasing.de
info@eurogastrostar.com
info@euromasterbg.com
info@euromecc.com
info@european-business-connect.de
info@eurosedia.com
info@eurostar-ostrava.cz
info@eventronic.com
info@evergreensgv.org
info@evergreenwebseo.com
info@evermore-tools.com
info@everymachinery.com
info@ewag.com
info@exceltyres.com
info@exhdesign.com
info@exhibitsworld.com
info@eximpulse.com
info@eyoudisplay.com
info@ezotsignal.ru
info@fagorautomation.com.cn
info@fai.ag
info@fakirsons.net
info@falconsystems.com
info@famouswill.com
info@fandachem.com
info@fangxingpharm.com
info@farotti.com
info@fastandfriendlycarwash.com
info@fastlinemedia.com
info@fatima-group.com
info@fbcseattle.org
info@fengruichem.com
info@ferra-tools.de
info@ferreirasearch.co.za
info@ffgeurope.com
info@fialaycia.com.ar
info@fichtner-tontechnik.de
info@fidia.it
info@fietsenfeyswouter.be
info@finance.gov.to
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info@financetalking.com
info@fivestartech.com
info@flexographypress.com
info@flowingocean.com
info@fluorocarbonseals.net
info@fmcg-germany.com
info@focus-motoryachts.com
info@foodexport.org
info@foresta.net
info@forkliftaction.com
info@formatc.be
info@formdrillchina.com
info@formplastyalitim.com
info@forsstrom.com
info@forteza-eu.com
info@fortinet.com
info@forwart.nl
info@foto-konijnenberg.nl
info@fotocare.com
info@framgia.com
info@frandcom.com
info@free.law
info@freedomproperty.com.au
info@freshagency.com
info@fresneltech.com
info@fresteel.com
info@friebe.aero
info@fushenglai.com
info@galerievanlian.com
info@galileoresources.com
info@gallerywebs.com
info@galoresys.com
info@ganeshgroup.com
info@gassensor.com.cn
info@gastrotherm.hu
info@gdchnv.com
info@gdyatian.com
info@gearspect.com
info@gebr-timmerhuis.com
info@gecmediagroup.com
info@geda-major.com.tr
info@gei.co.in
info@gem-trade.jp
info@gemachina.com
info@genesisproducciones.co
info@genetics-jo.com
info@genju.com.cn
info@geolm.com
info@gerber-maschinen.ch
info@germain.com.hk
info@geselectric.com
info@getbright.com.hk
info@ghm-messtechnik.de
info@giantreelaser.com
info@giccgroup.com
info@girlsincwestchester.org
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info@giussanionline.it
info@globalairseas.com
info@globalimebank.com.np
info@globaline.co.jp
info@globalitanalytics.com
info@globalnetmedia.com.au
info@globalstrand.com
info@gloriatrading.com
info@gminform.ru
info@gmtsllc.com
info@gogodutch.com
info@golden-standard.com
info@goldkeys.co.za
info@goma.com.hk
info@good-will.com.hk
info@gorkhabrewery.com
info@gothiacupchina.com
info@gotochem.com
info@grabcad.com
info@grambowsanitaer.de
info@graser-bettwaesche.de
info@grasys.io
info@gravera.lt
info@greenchemintl.com
info@grinding.cn
info@groupreedisha-bd.com
info@guidestockholm.com
info@guihong.com.cn
info@guvenser.com.tr
info@gymspk.cz
info@gzade.com
info@h-h-z.de
info@hacienda.gov.do
info@haffman-tools.com
info@hailhealth.gov.sa
info@haiteck.com
info@hakimsaalim.com
info@halleypark.com
info@hallochem.com
info@hamariweb.com
info@hamasteel.com
info@hambition.com
info@hanhonggroup.com
info@harmonyworld.biz
info@haroun.de
info@hawe.com.cn
info@hawema-haller.de
info@hawers.co.kr
info@hawk-chinachem.com
info@haycreek.org
info@hazmatlink.com
info@hb-sais.com
info@healthychildren.org
info@heartandsoulcandies.com
info@hedefguvenliksistemleri.com
info@hediyefabrikasi.com
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info@hegno.com
info@heico-fasteners.cn
info@hejia-china.com
info@helpinghandstrust.net
info@hengyuanpharm.com
info@heranalisveris.com
info@herbsoul.com
info@herpa.com
info@hertsch.ch
info@hetaudacement.org.np
info@high5tours.com
info@highrun.com
info@highseastechnology.com
info@hill-pharm.com
info@hiller-cn.com
info@himalaya-airlines.com
info@hindustancompressor.com
info@hjws.com
info@hkl-baumaschinen.de
info@hkmilson.com
info@hms.ru
info@hnouya.cn
info@hochbahn.de
info@hollee.net
info@holypharm.com
info@homons.com
info@hongan-med.com
info@hospitalevangelico.com
info@hotelgoldensun.com
info@hottools.de
info@hotwaxmedia.com
info@houseofjames.com
info@hp-bau.de
info@hpc-sol.co.jp
info@hpc-technologies.co.jp
info@hpuchina.com
info@hq.digi.co.jp
info@hr-meditech.com
info@hsaleather.com
info@hszhenhua.com
info@ht-store.com
info@ht-tools.net
info@htwater.net
info@huanachem.com
info@hubologistics.com
info@huiye.cn
info@huppenkothen.com
info@hustlife.com
info@hydrosprzet.pl
info@hymite.com
info@hzyb.com
info@i-seifu.jp
info@iMailer.cn
info@iadeptmarketing.com
info@ibbdublin.com
info@ibfim.com
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info@ice-holland.com
info@idealratings.com
info@idemitsu-ps.com.my
info@identityline.com
info@idreestextile.com
info@iets.vn
info@ifamy.jp
info@ifpma.org
info@ihtc-15.org
info@iicworld.com
info@iidius.com
info@ilabo.sk
info@ilhealthagents.com
info@ilic.hr
info@ilta.org
info@imcclinics.com
info@impactcare.co.in
info@implex.com
info@incoengineering.cz
info@indianessentialoils.com
info@indiecraftparade.com
info@indigod.org
info@infusionpumprepair.com
info@insequent.com
info@int-connection.com
info@intellects.co.th
info@intellihot.com
info@intelway.com.cn
info@intergas.in
info@intermetal.ch
info@internetcont.com
info@interwell-logistics.com
info@intlexpressco.com
info@iseas.com
info@iservice.kiev.ua
info@isoftland.com
info@itttrailer.com
info@itvc-cn.com
info@jaboulet.com
info@jaguarpen.com
info@japantradecar.com
info@jazangmc.org.sa
info@jendee.co.uk
info@jete.com.cn
info@jetfloat.nu
info@jf-natural.com
info@jhma.com.br
info@jiangyuan.com.cn
info@jicec.com.ar
info@jigschemical.com
info@jimsbookkeeping.com.au
info@jingji.biz
info@jingyechem.cn
info@jlresearch.com.au
info@john-tools.com
info@johnclaytonbooks.com
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info@johnhenry.net
info@josephyounes.com
info@jpt-c.jp
info@jtbearings.com
info@jtc-net.com
info@k3p.com
info@kachifo.com
info@kaefer-messuhren.de
info@kafgroup-uae.com
info@kaimac.com.cn
info@karagozlulertekstil.com
info@karishmainternational.com
info@karmaglobal.com
info@kaysonseducation.co.in
info@kda.org.kw
info@kebiotech.com
info@kefengyuan.com
info@kehuapumpparts.com
info@kejiegroup.com
info@kenco-eng.com
info@kentax.com
info@keweitai.com
info@keyandlock.jp
info@kgmteam.com
info@khannapaper.com
info@kingchem.com
info@kingdnarmsa.cn
info@kingdomine.com
info@kingdomway.com
info@kinno.co.jp
info@kisc.co.jp
info@kktcb.org
info@klako.com
info@klinger.fi
info@koashoji.com
info@kobidigital.com
info@kobinerede.com
info@kongkafurniture.com
info@kontinent-spedition.de
info@kooystrapro.nl
info@kpc-hk.com
info@ks-kurim.cz
info@kuka-systems.cn
info@kurt-koenig.de
info@kvhat.com
info@kwunwah.com
info@lagomogott.se
info@lalaessentialoils.com
info@latamcham.org
info@lawsuitloansonline.com
info@lazyyoga.co.uk
info@lcst-cn.org
info@lead.de
info@leaplus.com
info@learntechlib.org
info@leatherspa.com
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info@ledas.com
info@ledpan.com
info@leeham.net
info@leencom.com
info@leifeldms.de
info@lepeplos.com
info@lesmarc.com
info@lightequip.de
info@lightwave.co.in
info@limcoblankets.co.za
info@limingco.com
info@linealibera.lt
info@linkplus.com.tr
info@liugongla.com
info@liveauctioneers.com
info@lkchiralchina.com
info@locking.ca
info@logtek.com.hk
info@lomo.ru
info@lonestaralpha.com
info@longcester.com
info@lordandtaylor.com
info@lukas.com.tr
info@lumbow.com
info@luminovogroup.com
info@lumirama.ca
info@luxtera.com
info@lydow.com
info@lylight.com
info@lypsa.com.ar
info@lzchems.com
info@m8mc.co.uk
info@mac.co.zm
info@macbee.co.jp
info@machautoexpo.com
info@madhulakshmiwood.com
info@madhyamam.com
info@magicsd.com
info@magroup.com.hk
info@mahacollege.com
info@mahajanpaper.com
info@mahavirexpochem.com
info@mahcp.ca
info@mahmoodgroup.com
info@makasenasai.com
info@makolab.pl
info@maksonsgroup.com.bd
info@malerei-grill.de
info@manioscinetools.gr
info@mapperlithography.com
info@marantoni.gr
info@marineoutfitters.ca
info@marinerplus.sk
info@marioweiss-motorrad.de
info@marketinsights-int.com
info@marlintech.com
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info@marmobisa.ch
info@marold.com
info@martinsfontes.com
info@masterlabelspk.com
info@masterlace.com
info@matc.ca
info@materiauxexcell.ca
info@mato.com.cn
info@mawarid.ae
info@maxion.fi
info@maxlabwatches.com
info@maxway-china.com
info@mayartrading.com
info@mayflower-crafts.com
info@mayur.biz
info@mba.qc.ca
info@mbbpalfinger.com
info@mcgroup.co.uk
info@mcraygor.com
info@mdsbikes.be
info@mecca.jp
info@mecshow.com.br
info@mediRay.co.nz
info@medicaldiagnostic.ge
info@medicaps-institute.ac.in
info@medilinkpharma.com
info@meditech.cc
info@meeresaquaristik.de
info@mega-sound.gr
info@megatec-events.de
info@memoriasusbfotografos.com
info@mems.com.my
info@merging.com
info@mesan.de
info@messerli.at
info@metalitechemicals.com
info@metalock.ae
info@metoproassociates.com.hk
info@metta-corp.com
info@mfcorp.biz
info@mfglobal.ca
info@mgassociates.net
info@micare.cn
info@micralyne.com
info@microcosm.com
info@microfabrica.com
info@microsigma.fr
info@mignone-sa.be
info@minarvamachinery.com
info@minasera.com.tr
info@minco.com
info@mincult.gov.ua
info@mindrill.com
info@mindtouch.com
info@mineralprocesscontrol.com.au
info@minhhangco.com
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info@miningtools.com
info@minitmaids.com
info@minoogroup.com
info@minstargroup.com
info@mintel.com
info@minzenmays.com.au
info@missionofnamibia.ch
info@mitchellgroup.net
info@mjbarrettconstructions.co.uk
info@mjustice.dz
info@mjzhanglaw.com
info@mk-schornstein.de
info@mkfire.co.uk
info@mksd.jp
info@mksltd.net
info@mksmedic.com
info@mlecobag.com
info@mmltd.com.hk
info@mmmgroup.com
info@mmv-luelf.de
info@mnmtrade.com
info@mnxsolutions.com
info@mobilitop.com
info@mobiliz.com
info@moeys.gov.kh
info@mofa.go.ug
info@moj.gov.kw
info@molecraft.com
info@momentumtp.com
info@mona.gov.kw
info@montague-gower.com
info@montague-harris.co.uk
info@montecerrao.com
info@monticolor.com
info@mooncuk.com
info@moosecreekcabin.com
info@morarjee.com
info@morganbayzendo.org
info@morris-studio.com
info@motherinc.com.au
info@motianfinechemical.com
info@moto-lita.co.uk
info@motrona.com
info@mouldsandplastics.com
info@mountaincloud.org
info@movietech.co.uk
info@movilleinishowen.com
info@mp.se
info@mpcsystemsltd.co.uk
info@mpmaudio.fr
info@mqworld.com
info@mrc-systems.com
info@mrt.tas.gov.au
info@mrtrally.com.au
info@msales.com
info@msbridaljapan.net
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info@msclawfirm.com
info@msdiglobal.com
info@mse.ie
info@mso.net
info@mspdistributors.co.uk
info@msspal.com
info@mtbco.ca
info@mtc-j.com
info@mts.cn
info@mudchute.org
info@muellerprimaflow.com
info@mukametal.com
info@mulden.de
info@muljimehta.com
info@multi-mach.com
info@multicam-uk.com
info@multitexfilters.com
info@mumnet.com
info@mundiconvenius.pt
info@munothindustries.com
info@munters.it
info@murphytransport.ie
info@murrplastik.com.cn
info@musangsa.org
info@musicalibre.es
info@musicforchange.org
info@musicheart.it
info@musiclink.com.au
info@muvvasai.com
info@mvimarketing.com
info@mx-126.com
info@mxrady.com
info@my-embassy.com
info@my-linux.org
info@mybaby247.com
info@mydk.org
info@mydoo.com
info@myers-and-bowman.toyota.co.uk
info@myersgroup.co.uk
info@mylandpharm.com
info@mypage5.com
info@myscarpets.com
info@mysoresareeudyog.com
info@mysticseaport.org
info@mythefarm.co.uk
info@n17superstore.com
info@nadirco.com
info@naf.co.jp
info@nagel-tbt.com.cn
info@nagina.com
info@nagreeka.com
info@naihoren.jp
info@naildistribution.com
info@nailscorporation.com
info@nakkas.net
info@naksan.com
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info@nalanda.ch
info@nalandawest.org
info@nalden.net
info@nanaudyog.com
info@nandan.biz
info@naniwa-pump.co.jp
info@nanocarrier.co.jp
info@nanocraft.de
info@nanod.net
info@nanoimagingservices.com
info@nanomagnetics-inst.com
info@nanomagnetics.com
info@nanotherapeutics.com
info@nanowebgroup.com
info@nashvillezencenter.org
info@natamak.com
info@nater.nl
info@nateshindia.com
info@nationalhealthcouncil.org
info@natrajmachinery.com
info@natrasanuk.com
info@naturalfood.com
info@naturaltherapypages.com.au
info@navbhan.com
info@naveenalarm.com
info@navyugindia.net
info@nawaengineers.com
info@naylors-abrasives.co.uk
info@ncbtmb.com
info@nccer.org
info@nchiragtravels.com
info@ncoss.org.au
info@ncp.de
info@nctv17.com
info@ndindustrial.com
info@neahpower.com
info@neerjainternational.com
info@neevia.com
info@neftetank.ru
info@nelsonair.com
info@nelsonunit.co.uk
info@nenaandco.com
info@neofoodtech.com
info@neogenindia.com
info@neotecmedical.com
info@nepalgas.com.np
info@netatrans.com.tr
info@netcim.ch
info@netg.se
info@networkadvertising.org
info@nevilleandmore.com
info@newdelhilab.com
info@neweraoverseas.com
info@newgency.com
info@newhorizonsltd.in
info@newjersey.com.hk
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info@newlife-ivf.gr
info@newmexicomep.org
info@newsunpower.com
info@newtek-europe.com
info@newtonit.co.uk
info@newtrading.co.jp
info@newvision-gr.com
info@newyorkstay.com
info@nex-group.ru
info@ngfn.de
info@ngortho.com
info@nhbball.com
info@nibiq.com
info@nicecubedesign.com
info@nicheindiahotels.com
info@nikyang.com
info@nimaidevelopers.com
info@nishansports.com
info@nishat.net
info@nissoamerica.com
info@nitarthainstitute.org
info@nitcotiles.com
info@njchemm.com
info@njewasafaris.com
info@njwedding.com
info@nkf-mt.org.uk
info@nkt-kmc-singapore.org
info@nl-tec.com
info@nlb.si
info@nlfchurch.co.uk
info@noandt.com
info@noblesjet.aero
info@noeldelpilar.com
info@nomaduae.com
info@nominate.com
info@nomorewicks.com
info@nooritravels.com
info@nooteboom.com
info@norchem-pharma.com
info@nordevent.de
info@nordsec.com
info@nordwest-funk.de
info@normanhaynes.co.uk
info@normanpetersen.ws
info@northernautoparts.com
info@northernbrewer.com
info@northvalleymagazine.com
info@noticiassin.com
info@nouminren.ne.jp
info@nova-exhibitions.com
info@novascan.com
info@novidarte.ch
info@npgbd.com
info@nrw-international.de
info@nu.no
info@nuconintl.com
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info@numac.uk.com
info@nuovaidragas.it
info@nutmegchrome.com
info@nuvilla.com
info@nw-marine.com
info@nxgproject.co.uk
info@ny-companies.com
info@nyemaster.com
info@nyinkkanyunyu.com.au
info@oakenterprises.com.au
info@oaregion10.org
info@ob.gov.ki
info@obata-trading.com
info@ocfoundation.org
info@ocr.edu
info@octopus-publishing.co.uk
info@ocula.com
info@odinric.com
info@odinseyeent.com
info@odinwarehousing.com
info@oeid.ir
info@oestefilms.com.ar
info@offshoreservice.de
info@ogopogoresort.com
info@ohana.in
info@ohashi-shokai.co.jp
info@oidemase.or.jp
info@oilmc.com
info@oiplindia.com
info@okinds.com
info@oldengineering.co.uk
info@oldjava.com
info@oliberte.com
info@omaninfo.om
info@omateklab.com
info@omaturi.org
info@omega.com.tr
info@omexey.com.tw
info@omicron.de
info@omnitex.com
info@ompindia.com
info@omri.org
info@omsonsindia.com
info@onceuponabash.com
info@one2onepcsupport.co.uk
info@onecard.ie
info@online-sound.com
info@onlyhearts.co.jp
info@ontariorvda.ca
info@op-china.com
info@opbrothers.com
info@open668.com
info@oppermann-fuss.de
info@opticenergo.ru
info@opticsindia.com
info@orbisdesign.com
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info@orbitequipments.com
info@orbitgalleryspace.com
info@orchidacearesort.com
info@orchidhardware.com
info@oregonpinotcamp.com
info@orgpharma.com
info@orikomix.com
info@ortcom.kz
info@osblitigation.com
info@osgrm.com
info@oshea.co.uk
info@osmantailors.co.uk
info@osminc.com
info@osprey.ie
info@oswalcable.com
info@oswalvalve.com
info@otel2000.com
info@otstores.co.uk
info@otticanet.com
info@ouratlantico.com
info@outofthepits.org
info@ovaginfo.de
info@ovationint.com
info@oxfordlabchem.com
info@oyezsteel.com
info@ozlerplastik.com
info@ozlogs.com.au
info@oztcm.com.au
info@ozture.com
info@ozzle.co.uk
info@p2digital.com
info@pa-plus.com
info@pabcoventry.co.uk
info@pace-sci.com
info@pacesportsmanagement.com
info@pacifichifi.com.au
info@pacifichoteldehradun.in
info@pacificpromos.biz
info@padmaloka.org.uk
info@pagodacables.com
info@pakanco.com
info@pali-beach-resort.com
info@palletcontainerrack.com
info@palletsupplies.ie
info@palmcity.co.nz
info@palmisanolaw.com
info@palmsrvpark.com
info@panamacom.com
info@pandamech.com
info@pandgblacksmiths.co.uk
info@pangborn.com.cn
info@pangenia.com
info@pankajtransport.com
info@pantarei-design.com
info@papadimas.com.gr
info@papillonpapier.com
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info@paplimited.com
info@paracelsus-praxisklinik.de
info@paragoncnc.com
info@paraid.co.uk
info@paramountworld.com
info@parasol.be
info@parasproximity.com
info@parco.com.tw
info@parfionova.ru
info@parikhfabrics.com
info@parisperfumesinc.com
info@pariyatti.org
info@parkettlegerhandwerk.de
info@parkplacehg.com
info@parpisandmichael.com
info@parsianind.com
info@parthoverseas.com
info@parygon.com
info@passportvisasexpress.com
info@pastocine.com.ar
info@patchabilities.com
info@patentfiltration.com
info@patentfla.com
info@pathtochina.com
info@patilgroup.com
info@patisserieangelica.com
info@paulabranco.com
info@paulickreport.com
info@pcc.edu.jm
info@pce-automation.co.uk
info@pclaessen.nl
info@pdengservices.co.uk
info@pea.com
info@peaceinsight.org
info@peacemaker.it
info@peacepk.com
info@pelzerpimsa.com.tr
info@pembina.org
info@pen.net.in
info@penguinaccounts.com.au
info@pentachutian.com
info@pentatravels.com
info@pentek.com
info@peppergang.hu
info@perceptive.com
info@perfectex.com
info@perfectexpo.com
info@perfectknives.net
info@perfume-depot.com
info@perlmortgage.com
info@permaculture.co.uk
info@permaindia.com
info@persiancircle.net
info@perveshimpex.com
info@pesantrenvirtual.com
info@petmetal.com
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info@pfeifer.com.cn
info@pgs-soft.com
info@pharmatec.com
info@pheladelfia.com
info@philjonespuresound.com
info@phoenixcontact.co.za
info@phoenixcontact.ru
info@phoenixlamps.com
info@phoqueencooking.com
info@photonbeard.com
info@photoquip.com
info@phuket-meditation.com
info@phuketgazette.net
info@piccode.com
info@pickcenter.com
info@piefactorymusic.com
info@pier-point.co.uk
info@pierrecarlo.com
info@piezojena.com
info@pii-chicago.com
info@piknikservis.ru
info@pilotindia.com
info@pinbax.com
info@pinlaser.com
info@pinnaclecad.com
info@pinnacledrivingschool.com.au
info@pint.com
info@pioneersenergy.com
info@pioneerweb.net
info@pipetto.co.uk
info@pipnjims.co.uk
info@pitchforkbrand.com
info@pjboner.com
info@planetarypower.com.au
info@planetindiaonline.com
info@planetware.com
info@planningmadesimple.com
info@plasti-form.com
info@platform-3.co.uk
info@platypusaustralia.com
info@plescon.co.uk
info@plywooduk.com
info@pmclindia.com
info@pmgift.com
info@pmisoftware.com
info@pmp-controls.com
info@pneu-draulics.com
info@poa.net.au
info@pocketvisions.co.uk
info@poggen.com
info@pogo.org
info@polatyildiz.com.tr
info@poligratuk.co.uk
info@polimoda.com
info@polisan.com.tr
info@polybag.com.hk
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info@polyfluor.nl
info@polyindia.com
info@polyinsight.com
info@polysealinsulation.com
info@poolfab.com.au
info@poppe.de
info@porcelabobo.com
info@porcher.co.uk
info@portablesplus.com
info@portacabin-india.com
info@portahuts.com
info@porterscpa.com
info@poscoassan.com
info@poshchem.com
info@posichem.de
info@potomackcompany.com
info@powerdive.com
info@powrwheel.com
info@pp-profiles.co.uk
info@pragatiplast.com
info@praxis-reinsdorf.de
info@praxitar.com
info@pre-construct.com
info@precisaitl.cn
info@precise.com
info@premier-refrigeration.com
info@premierpaper.com.tr
info@premierstarch.com
info@premiumpulverisers.com
info@presidency.gov.cy
info@president.al
info@prestigemedical.co.uk
info@preuss-messe.de
info@pricefinder.com.au
info@pricon.co.in
info@pricon.org
info@primasonic.co.in
info@princepatrickhotel.com
info@princetonairport.com
info@princetoninstruments.com
info@principlesforbusiness.com
info@prinho.com
info@printne.co.uk
info@privainternational.com
info@privateseller.ie
info@priyadarshinipark.in
info@pro-sales.co.za
info@proangler.com.au
info@procreditbank.ba
info@prodomain.info
info@productivetechnologies.co.in
info@productsandmore.de
info@proecenergy.com
info@profyemiosinbajo.com
info@proimagenescolombia.com
info@project-report.net
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info@prokino.de
info@proliteindia.com
info@promaxcombustion.com
info@prominentsystems.cz
info@promocine.cl
info@propac.ie
info@propacktechnologies.com
info@properties-guide.com
info@prospecthandling.co.uk
info@prosystem.ru
info@protectimmun.de
info@protekanalitik.com
info@provac.ie
info@psachem.com
info@psd.com.eg
info@psd.sm
info@psgsocks.com
info@psylliumindia.com
info@ptc.org
info@publishingireland.com
info@puhuachina.com
info@pundole.com
info@purbanigroup.com
info@pureattitudelogistics.com
info@purepharma.co.in
info@puretravel.com.au
info@pushpaarts.com
info@pushpsons.com
info@pvipune.com
info@pz.bgcpo.bg
info@q9tech.com
info@qadriintl.com
info@qingdaosuoju.com
info@qmf.net.au
info@qmi-scotland.co.uk
info@qmsadv.com
info@qmusic.com.au
info@quadro.com.ua
info@questors.com
info@quetheb.de
info@quinnindia.com
info@qvmedia.de
info@raastech.com
info@raavelainteriors.com
info@rabten.ch
info@rabten.com
info@racefietsblog.nl
info@racetorque.com.au
info@radarhill.com
info@radhagroups.com
info@radhegroup.com
info@radico.com
info@radiography.com
info@radshield.com
info@raincoast.com
info@rainmaker.co.in
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info@raintree.com.au
info@rajhisteel.com
info@rajka.com
info@ramagewindows.co.uk
info@ramasteel.com
info@ramna.com
info@ramprastha.com
info@ranasaab.com
info@rancelab.com
info@ranchodlaw.com
info@rank-nation.jp
info@rapidcastings.com
info@rapidfix.info
info@rashayan.com
info@rateitall.com
info@rathsallagh.com
info@ratnadeepmetal.com
info@ratnaling.org
info@raunaq.com
info@raunharman.com
info@ravifiretech.com
info@rawlingsbristol.co.uk
info@raymond.com.ar
info@rbirepair.com
info@rclnyc.com
info@rcsindia.co.in
info@rdacreditfix.com.au
info@rdengineers.com
info@rdoverseas.com
info@reach-tech.com
info@reach123.cn
info@readyforinspection.com
info@realisations.net
info@recclub.com
info@record.com.au
info@redcarpetmonday.com
info@redemaco.com
info@redemptionleather.com
info@redeyeusa.com
info@redsongroup.com
info@redzone.com
info@reecon.com.cn
info@reefberry.com
info@reefexplorers.com
info@refaco.com
info@refeedigital.com
info@refeng.com.au
info@reggiesonlinestore.com
info@reichindia.com
info@reitzindia.com
info@reliable-machinery.com
info@reliablehomeimprov.com
info@relychem.in
info@remex.com.hk
info@remgsm.com
info@remotecontrolrecords.com.au
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info@remu.fi
info@renasan.co.uk
info@rentalinrome.com
info@renub.com
info@reptron.com
info@resistor.it
info@respiratory-research.com
info@retezarna.cz
info@retirelaw.com.au
info@retirementconnection.com
info@retortchemicals.com
info@revenantrecords.com
info@review-displays.co.uk
info@reymount.com
info@reynolds-india.com
info@rfbookcpas.com
info@rfdbeaufort.com
info@rfgh.net
info@rfmcars.de
info@rhlprofiles.com
info@rhynofoam.com
info@rhytonstone.com
info@richardsind.com
info@richem.cn
info@richform.com.cn
info@richinternational.com
info@richwater.cn
info@ricksrods.com
info@riddlesbrood.com
info@ridedealsgap.com
info@rightfoundations.com
info@rikkiplastic.com
info@rimamaroun.com
info@rimefoundation.org
info@rimtex.com
info@ringieraxelspringer.hu
info@ritapad.com
info@ritzhotel.in
info@riverdalecolor.com
info@riversportsoutfitters.com
info@rivet-jp.com
info@rjpharm.com
info@rknec.edu
info@rle.de
info@rlkhanna.com
info@rmartinbikes.com
info@rmgindia.com
info@rnbgroup.net
info@rndinfo.com
info@robatech.de
info@rockandtrade.com.ar
info@rockbolting.net
info@roetelmannchina.com
info@rogers-corp.com
info@rolandhotel.com
info@rolland.com.cn
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info@rolltec.com.ar
info@romeolawoffice.com
info@rometalent.com
info@ropovalve.cn
info@rosler.com
info@rossima.ru
info@rotakim.com
info@rotomex.com.tr
info@royalgardenindia.com
info@rs-china.cn
info@rtfmanufacturing.com
info@rtkuntz.com
info@rubbertech.it
info@rubyhall.com
info@rugsinstyle.com
info@rwcch.com
info@saaindia.com
info@sabai-arom.com
info@sabcoart.com
info@sadiqabad.com
info@saeko.com.tw
info@safewareinc.com
info@saharamall.com.sa
info@sahibafabrics.com
info@sahyadristarch.com
info@sallingplast.com
info@samexoverseas.com
info@samiltonhotel.com
info@samuraism.com
info@sangari.ir
info@sanneyekta.com
info@santint.com
info@sarai-shoji.com
info@sarimadsecurity.com
info@sayonamining.com.au
info@sbm-verlag.de
info@scatt.com
info@schaltbau.cn
info@schleifring.cn
info@schneeberger-sh.com
info@schniewindt.cn
info@schoeller-textiles.com
info@schroederchina.net
info@schwarmstedter.de
info@scientifix.com.au
info@scipeptide.com
info@scriptieprijs.be
info@sctsp.com
info@scwhk.com
info@sd-sensor.com
info@sdtools.cn
info@seafarechina.com
info@seair.co.in
info@seajet.com.cn
info@sealantsandtoolsdirect.co.uk
info@sealtex.cn
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info@seeterrassen.de
info@sellhorns-gasthof.de
info@semcopublishing.com
info@seminarathome.be
info@sensicore.com
info@sentezguvenlik.com
info@separations.co.za
info@separationtechnology.co.th
info@serumbiotec.com
info@serv-ch.com
info@servicecouncil.com
info@sesamemotor.com.tw
info@sfcc.com.cn
info@shadiacosmetics.com
info@shanghaiplastic.com
info@shanpar.com
info@shcoop.com.cn
info@shelfoil.com
info@shenyu.biz
info@shetlandcomposites.com
info@shiftdelete.net
info@shinano.com
info@shivaexportsindia.com
info@shorthajj.com
info@shreejipharma.com
info@shreepati.com
info@shtrifecta.com
info@shunde-qd.com
info@shunstone.com
info@shvolant.com
info@sicim.eu
info@siddharthpetro.com
info@siemag-tecberg.cn
info@siemag-tecberg.com
info@siems-fenster.de
info@sigmaminerals.com
info@silworldchemical.com
info@simulat.com.ar
info@sinopharmchem.com
info@sinotrukgroup.com
info@sintrel.ch
info@sirtel.biz
info@siwaveinc.com
info@sixpix.com.br
info@sjzchempharm.com
info@skiplifting.com
info@skipskipskip.co.jp
info@sm-bio.com
info@sm-nbc.com
info@smartmediasolutions.se
info@smets-technology.com
info@sn.bbb.org
info@snip2code.com
info@snowlotusbiotech.com
info@societe-internationale.com
info@softinventive.com
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info@softmap.ru
info@softmart.ua
info@soho-yiming.com
info@solasmarine.com
info@solidogrup.com
info@solitonwave.co.jp
info@sonnett.cn
info@sono-tek.com
info@soph-hamburg.de
info@sound-linear.de
info@sourcejunction.com
info@southbase.cn
info@southchina.com.cn
info@specialityformulations.com
info@spectrumtelecom.ca
info@spk-tools.com
info@spk-tools.com.cn
info@splend.co.jp
info@sportef.com
info@sports-ingredient.com
info@sportsrants.com
info@springboardevents.net
info@sr-spinning.com
info@src.gov.iq
info@ss-hdsolutions.com
info@ssatanzania.com
info@ssdds.org
info@sso.ae
info@stage-global.com
info@stage-usa.nl
info@starlightairline.com
info@starwaypharm.com
info@stateclimate.org
info@statehouse.go.ug
info@stauff.com.cn
info@staycold.co.za
info@steelmarineservice.com
info@stepmedialtd.com
info@stiebel.sh.cn
info@stikkymedia.com
info@storysound.nl
info@stover-strand.de
info@stragen.ch
info@streetsmartbrazil.com
info@studer.com
info@subbifil.it
info@sunland-controls.com
info@sunlightchem.com
info@sunman.com.tr
info@sunnychemicals.com
info@sunshinecheminc.com
info@sunshineextract.com
info@suntropicals.com
info@supanz.at
info@superfinish.ch
info@supertechlimited.com
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info@surface-center.com.cn
info@surromed.com
info@sustaplast.de
info@suyashherbs.com
info@swecon.de
info@sxtianli.cn
info@sydaduo.com
info@symct.com
info@synchemie.com
info@synthlandpharm.com
info@sysmelec.ch
info@systeme-plum.com
info@szbokechem.com
info@tactic.net
info@tadawi.com.sa
info@takeroku.co.jp
info@talentz.net
info@tamshepherdstrickshop.co.uk
info@tassialeathergoods.co.uk
info@tataroglu.com
info@taucherknoth.com
info@tauringroup.com
info@tbb.ee
info@tcg.kz
info@technosound.com.cy
info@tecreal.com
info@teeuwissen.nl
info@telsatco.com
info@templepackaging.co.in
info@texcare.co.in
info@teymurtekstil.com
info@tgifareast.com
info@thaibrush.com
info@thaimassagetogo.com
info@thalesnano.com
info@thamescollege.edu.np
info@thebrando.com
info@thebrazilbusiness.com
info@thejagannath.com
info@thelondonmedicalclinic.com
info@thering-schornsteintechnik.de
info@thielenhaus.cn
info@thinfilmtechnology.com
info@thomasbaker.com
info@tianmao.biz
info@tiaradesign.net
info@tifszim.com
info@tijaria-pipes.com
info@tillc.com
info@timex.com.tr
info@timmey.com
info@tmt-japanautotrading.jp
info@tmwrk.net
info@tndlc.com.cn
info@todai-tsubame.co.jp
info@tohopepharma.com
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info@toneart-shop.de
info@tonystrains.com
info@top-globaltrading.co.jp
info@topcasings.nl
info@torrilana.it
info@tosho-trading.co.jp
info@tosoh.com.cn
info@totalcare.ie
info@toyoshinkyu.ac.jp
info@toytower.com
info@trade-secret.co.uk
info@tradesparq.com
info@trainor.cn
info@tramertas.com
info@transatelectronics.com
info@transferofis.com
info@transpac.com.mx
info@trion-net.co.jp
info@trivenichemical.com
info@trx.my
info@tsengltd.com
info@tsoukasmarine.gr
info@tuccplc.com
info@turbo.ee
info@turbo.es
info@turbobrasil.com.br
info@turbospares.com
info@turk-internet.com
info@turkuaztrade.com
info@tvconnections.eu
info@tygico.com
info@tyrex.cn
info@u-dox.com
info@uba.com.jo
info@udayind.com
info@ugc.jo
info@uicoglobal.com
info@ultra-union.com
info@ultrasonik.com
info@umamarine.com
info@umangboards.com
info@ums.com.kw
info@uni-pharm.com
info@unipartsgroup.com
info@unisoku.co.jp
info@univ-bio.com
info@uptowngreenville.com
info@usosecurity.com
info@utec-ltd.com
info@vacuubrand.de
info@valdersstone.com
info@vanimco.be
info@vanleeuwentweewielers.nl
info@vedaliya.com
info@velbionanotech.com
info@venceremos-gmbh.de
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info@venturehealth.com
info@vertolet.ru
info@via.com.tr
info@vianto.be
info@victoriavn.com
info@videodata.de
info@vinayakalifesciences.com
info@viperbizads.com
info@vishwakala.com
info@viswaatchem.com
info@vitasoy.com
info@vkco.ir
info@voelkel.com
info@vsh-online.com
info@vsrinfratech.in
info@vtcool.com.cn
info@w-m-c.co.uk
info@wadimasila.com
info@wagjag.com
info@waifung.com.hk
info@wakeboardtowers.co.uk
info@waldmeier.ch
info@watsol.net
info@wbtcindia.com
info@wctc.com
info@wealth-mentors.com
info@weareigloo.com
info@webtechengg.com
info@wedmegood.com
info@wei-feng.com.tw
info@wei-guan.com.tw
info@weigong.com
info@welcaststeels.com
info@well-make.com
info@welldon.cn
info@welltechscaffolding.com
info@wesemann.com
info@westcoastin.com
info@wfi.hamburg
info@wfto.com
info@wgc2012.com
info@wh-hw.com
info@whitefieldpapermills.com
info@whitemetalcrafts.com
info@whitesquare.co.uk
info@who.int
info@wickaudio.ch
info@widechemical.com
info@wideplus.com
info@wiek-it.com
info@winmenton.com
info@wintech-italia.com
info@wiscassetbaygallery.com
info@world-transmission.com
info@world-way.net
info@xaimc.com
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info@xcruza.com.ar
info@xhuber.com
info@xin.com.hk
info@xinfupharm.com
info@xing-events.com
info@xinye-chem.com
info@xmfine.com
info@xtrade.com
info@yachtingpagesrefit.com
info@yalcinglobal.com
info@yalovaambalaj.com
info@yanbusteel.com
info@yanuo.com
info@yashfans.com
info@yeco.biz
info@yiki.com.hk
info@yinyuanchem.com
info@yitaipharmatech.com
info@yitianmeng.com
info@ympl.net
info@yoncaiplik.com
info@yongxiang.net
info@yongyi-bio.com
info@youngdigitals.com
info@youngsunpack.com
info@yucelcamialemi.com
info@zaisyo.co.jp
info@zaogkrs.ru
info@zeiss.co.in
info@zeman.cz
info@zierchina.com
info@zivex.si
info@zoller-cn.com
info@zonescorp.com
info@zotec-china.com.cn
info@ztc-handtruck.com
info@zuden.com
info_dgnf@126.com
info_mal@trends-group.com
info_sin@trends-group.com
infobah@ybakanoo.net
infochina@lgcgroup.com
infodesk@cmldir.com
infoep@kanoosa.com
infoep@sag.eu
infoicjr@icjr.or.id
infomation@aslkenya.net
infomgt@skiplifting.com
infor@celticsmed.com
informatica@mdn.gov.py
informaticsefa@codetel.net.do
information@bjmerson.com
information@evactron.com
information@fvhospital.com
information@generali.bg
information@jdpa.com
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information@ycam.jp
informes@clinicasanborja.com.pe
infos@transitalia-cm.net
infosaip@saipequipment.it
infoxiayu@163.com
ing3181@daum.net
inge.mangelschots@diplobel.fed.be
ingrid.ortiz@upr.edu
ingrid@cim.irb.hr
inno@innoproducts.com.hk
inouchi@hawaii.edu
inovagencompserv@gmai.com
inquire@polytop-machine.com
inquire@ruiqianhe.com
inquiries@benelec.com.au
inquiries@dominicavibes.dm
inquiry@bocsci.com
inquiry@caleemod.com
inquiry@clhardware.com.cn
inquiry@genius.com
inquiry@psimc.com.tw
inquiry@supertooling.com
inquiry@thats-it.com.hk
inquiry@yzchem.cn
insec@insec.co.kr
insistonfly@126.com
institut@ehingen.de
institute@thenation.com
instituto@butantan.gov.br
insur@quote.com
insurance@fvhospital.com
insurance@puhuachina.com
insuringhr@sina.com
int.med@arab-board.org
int@kne.gr
integi@integi.com
intel@sequint.nl
inter-tech@zajil.net
inter@generalgroup.com
interbion@interbion.com.ar
intercontrakt@yandex.ru
interespqv@pequiven.com
interested@domainmarket.com
intermoneytaryfundunitlondonuk@googlemail.com
internal-w3c-women@w3.org
international@baptisthealth.net
international@wiseway.com.cn
internships@adpchambers.in
internships@kingandpartridge.in
interrel@egap.cz
intersales@mgsrl.com
intertrade@cable.net.co
interview@ow.ly
intl@lmz.com.cn
intl_div@spk.co.jp
intsales@tmmc.com.ph
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invest@china-gdf.com
invest@ofweek.com
investor@smart-tbk.com
investors@regeneus.com.au
invi@codetel.net.do
invitations@yoreporto.ning.com
inwestorzy@pgs-soft.com
inzaghi0007@163.com
inzerce@penize.cz
ip.cho@indextm.co.kr
ipangilinan@electusdistribution.com.au
ipecom@163.com
ipem@163.com
ipillay@fullsail1.co.za
iptaszynski@jcboe.org
iqr_mahh@126.com
ir@sehi.co.jp
ir@veeva.com
ircop@sina.com
irda-support@actisys.com
ireland@sh163.net
irene.tan@cnt.com.ph
irene@guazzelliconsultores.com.br
irfan@berkeleyuae.com
irie@civil.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp
irinakochka1997@mail.ru
iris@d-f-ind.com.hk
irsi@irsi.net
irving@atashi.com.tw
is@CCFOA.COM
isaacnguyen@oneagency.com.au
isabel.r@codetel.net.do
isabel@333propaganda.com.br
isabelle@decorrespondent.nl
isabelromero@mail.usf.edu
isacchi@finderpompe.com
isaji@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
iscm002@scmfair.com
isdpp1@bnu.edu.cn
ishan@ishan.com.cn
ishaq.tajoodeen@abaxservices.com
ishida@seiden-inc.co.jp
ishida@w3.org
ishraq@tinkerforge.com
isis.sardella@abpa-br.org
isk-me-dept-tokyo@iskra.co.jp
ismail.yasa@kutahya.bel.tr
issojet@issojet.com
issue@broadmedia.hk
it@abcr.com
it@arab-board.org
italeri@italeri.com
italjanka1@yandex.ru
itamar@gilpack.co.il
itfgroup@itf.it
ithelpdesk@altecnic.co.uk
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itkor@mega.ru
itsco@neda.net.ir
itsomasb@pd.jaring.my
ivan.mora@mclogistica.com
ivan@gdyg.com.cn
ivan@tpsheatexchangers.com
ivanmontero@codetel.net.do
ivanng@tradesources.com
iverycheung@188.com
ivonne@u.washington.edu
ivontzina@yandex.ru
ivor.williams@noaa.gov
ivory@hellootrailer.com
ivs76@mail.ru
iwasa@noritake.sh.cn
iwoo@usgs.gov
iwright@stovax.com
iz-print@mail.ru
izhukova@fmgspb.ru
izmir@silganmp.com
izoldamello@engefoto.com.br
izuminka1205@mail.ru
izzyli@bund18.com
j-iwasaki@nishimatsuya.jp
j-nishijima@kohdai.co.jp
j.acosta@codetel.net.do
j.ferreras@codetel.net.do
j.frey@leutert.com
j.goethal@thermobile.us
j.kind@hubrecht.eu
j.kunhardt@codetel.net.do
j.mack@inalfa-roofsystems.cn
j.otto@brimarrelo.com
j.pelletier@codetel.net.do
j.prakash@utwente.nl
j.salcedoborda@unesco-ihe.org
j.stalin@codetel.net.do
j.sutherland@hrwallingford.com
j.system@jcom.home.ne.jp
j.thomann@gew-wilhelmshaven.de
j.v.eyk@metallized.nl
j.vicioso@codetel.net.do
j.yerandi@codetel.net.do
j.yunen@codetel.net.do
j5.dfhq@ttdf.mil.tt
j6.dfhq@ttdf.mil.tt
ja@boa.eu
jaan@ronex.ee
jaap@decorrespondent.nl
jaap@dimensionweld.nl
jab@aag.edu.kw
jabhs@arab-board.org
jabir@bavaengineering.com
jabrams@jcboe.org
jack.crystal@arbitron.com
jack.gian@lamons.com
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jack.h@eximbank.com.tw
jack.lin@wecocbc.com
jack@c-link.com.tw
jack@jinyi.com.cn
jack@outbackchair.com
jack@sinotrukcompany.com
jack_sun408@126.com
jacke@complex.com
jackeikee@aliyun.com
jackiezg@yeah.net
jackson@wongfung.com.hk
jacktyre@163.com
jacky-555@126.com
jacky@asianmetal.com
jacky@chinapantom.com
jacky@elitak.com
jacky@mas-pet.com
jacky@omgl.com.cn
jacky@sundelight.com
jacky@tescoma.com.hk
jacky_chr@163.com
jackyleehk@163.com
jackzhang@picoelec.com
jacob.calvitti@uvm.edu
jacob@csu.edu.tw
jacob@isralux.co.il
jacortesl@unal.edu.co
jacqueline.soares@liebherr.com
jacques.b@casatrade.com
jadelb@163.com
jadlifoods@jadlifoods.net
jadolf@hawaii.edu
jaenisch@wi.mit.edu
jaffee_mu@163.com
jagreger@uw.edu
jaguarie@vip.163.COM
jahson@inventec.com.cn
jai@structural-rig-surveys.com
jaideep.chadha@trizetto.com
jaies18@prodigy.net.mx
jaime@serviciosilimitados.net
jaimearisty@codetel.net.do
jaiwant.fernandes@depa.com
jak@box.com
jake@coastalvanlines.com
jakob@openbsd.org
jakovs@fix.lv
jales@oabsp.org.br
jalexand@umces.edu
jalexander@jcboe.org
jalw@goldolive.com
jameal.samhouri@noaa.gov
james.dasey@dbonner.co.uk
james.farthing@jcschools.us
james.guo@sztaizhou.com
james.hill@enersys.com
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james.meador@noaa.gov
james.meer@mail.ru
james@ly-living.com
james@movecorp.co.uk
james@parkerbusinessforms.com
james@turbo.net.au
james@unisystemsdxb.com
james_schisler@logitech.com
jamesc@dspsrv.com
jamescxj@163.com
jameshly@163.com
jameslizhenhua@sina.com
jameslyz001@163.com
jamesong@maphi.com
jamesv@green.corp.com
jamesv@sjec.ac.in
jamesv@vectron.com.au
jameswqs@163.com
jamesyang@dbaychina.com
jamie@capable.com.hk
jamil.baghdachi@emich.edu
jamilia@net.sy
jaming@kalring.com
jammu@crossvue.com
jamshed@smbasuliman.com
jamshid_8686@mail.ru
jan.bert.schutrops@vopak.com
jan.lyngdam@kuehne-nagal.com
jan.provoost@kvernelandgroup.com
jan.samanek@arnika.org
jan.yperman@uhasselt.be
jan@controlalt.com
jan@mesa-products.com
jana.kraft@uvm.edu
janderson@mediadc.com
jane-840@163.com
jane.doe@alumni.bcm.edu
jane.julian@royalhawaiianmovers.com
jane.li@scmp.com
jane.song@sealedair.com
jane.travlos@jcschools.us
jane@163.com
jane@cn-hl.com
jane@fangdapack.cn
jane@hykox.com
jane@mhnonwoven.com
jane_zen@sina.com
janeli@hybio.com.cn
janessy.frometa@noaa.gov
janet.barclay@uconn.edu
janet.seely@iamovers.org
janetsy@futuristicgroup.com
janette@digitalfilipino.com
janettek@isa-advertising.com
janewong@sina.com
janewton@uw.edu
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janey1023@163.com
janey_shao@163.com
jangelo@ibraco.com.br
janice@atwood.com.sg
janicechang@li-hsing.com
janilin@csu.edu.tw
janis.krievins@hannu-pro.com
janisp@dasautoshippers.com
jankasfu@epsa.com.hk
jannie.pang@testritegroup.com
janp@sharetrackin.com
janthome@luukku.com
japan.info@embarcadero.com
japan@oreilly.co.jp
japancars@royal-trading.jp
jaqueline@euro.inf.br
jaramburo@jardencs.com
jarit@webdirectbrands.com
jarnold@creditman.co.uk
jarone.pinhassi@lnu.se
jarred@uw.edu
jarupatp@exim.go.th
jasist@asis.org
jasmine.saros@maine.edu
jasmineopen555@sina.com
jason-117@163.com
jason.baer@noaa.gov
jason.guo@intrue.com
jason.hahn@complex.com
jason.hoffman@jcschools.us
jason.loo@126.com
jason.stockwell@uvm.edu
jason.zhao@maxrub.com
jason@ijr.com
jason@masker.net
jason_hjs@163.com
jasonji@jsbotanics.com
jasonrt@hawaii.edu
jatabar@codetel.net.do
jathans@jcboe.org
jaugusto@maxionline.com.br
javb@codetel.net.do
javed.afzal@gls.com.pk
javellan@jcboe.org
javier.coll@frigicoll.es
javier.vega@sysingenieria.co
javier@cozybit.com
javon@unitewell.com
jay.pearlman@ieee.org
jay@cellarpro.com
jaymedacosta@jaymedacosta.pt
jaypark@telegraphinc.com
jazlan@scan-associates.net
jazz9319@163.com
jazz@sina.com
jbailey@whoi.edu
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jbattaglini@internationalbattery.com
jbdm@jbjt.com
jbednar@usaid.gov
jbernal@jardencs.com
jbfirsth@aliyun.com
jbicket36@googlemail.com
jbrazer@jcboe.org
jbreems@calbaptist.edu
jbrown45@utk.edu
jbsbkb@mabeltel.coop
jbt1@stir.ac.uk
jburgess@jcboe.org
jburkitt@hawaii.edu
jbutt@macon.com
jbvalmonte@cfsharp.com
jbxyyf@126.com
jc-1027@163.com
jc.lim@upeca.com
jc9966@126.com
jc@my-cna.com
jc@polywayhk.com
jcaffrey@uwf.edu
jcarmine@sd163.com
jcarr@usgs.gov
jcastro@elcaribe.com.do
jccjapan@pixi.com
jccolongaud@georgiasouthern.edu
jcebrian@disl.org
jcfushi021@126.com
jchiariello@jcboe.org
jchsiung@csu.edu.tw
jck808@163.com
jcl@titaniumcranium.com
jcliu@softwarechn.com
jcloutier@centria.ca
jclp9669@126.com
jcolella@jcboe.org
jcollie@uri.edu
jcooper@dasautoshippers.com
jcopenha@typedef.org
jcornejo@mcclatchy.com
jcsenden@ricsen.com
jcxf2@sina.com
jd2977@columbia.edu
jd@energee.co.uk
jdambrisi@fabrifast.com
jdarroll@cvttsi.com
jdavis@aghaircosmetics.com
jdavis@sgmeet.com
jdblomquist@usgs.gov
jdecicco@jcboe.org
jdeming@uw.edu
jdias@grupoassa.com
jdkf@fenxi.cc
jdkinsey@ncsu.edu
jdliu@sia.cn
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jdouiri@technolab.com.tn
jdrake@juniper.net
jdrazen@hawaii.edu
jdrexler@usgs.gov
jdscb205@163.com
jdsharp@mail.usf.edu
jdstockw@uvm.edu
jduda@usgs.gov
jdzmc@vip.163.com
je.bowen@northeastern.edu
je.leclair@aldogroup.com
jean.bruny@bbva.com
jean180@126.com
jeanroad@daum.net
jecloern@usgs.gov
jedi@xmu.edu.cn
jeebtex@mail.sy
jeetu@magicam.co
jefatura@policianacional.gov.do
jeff.lavine@pwc.com
jeff.reynolds@fisher-price.com
jeff@jagreenandco.com
jeff@nanoh2o.net
jeff@snip2code.com
jeffie.lam@scmp.com
jefflai@126.com
jeffrey.hawkes@kemi.uu.se
jeffrey.polovina@noaa.gov
jeffrey@famepost.com
jeffrey@levineonline.com
jeffrey_wessel@whirlpool.com
jegomez@newstetic.com
jeguitiagma@antimir.net
jeime.suarez@listindiario.com
jeimi.suarez@listindiario.com
jelee01@jeleechem.com
jenassief@cwdom.dm
jenea_e91@mail.ru
jengchang@mail.ntou.edu.tw
jengnan@csu.edu.tw
jenna.germer@jcschools.us
jenna.poire@jcschools.us
jenni.stanley@noaa.gov
jennifer.bearden@jcschools.us
jennifer.fisher@noaa.gov
jennifer.gu@kometgroup.com
jennifer.jankowiak@stonybrook.edu
jennifer.questel@uconn.edu
jennifer.rissmiller@jcschools.us
jennifer.weyrauch@motorola.com
jennifer.young@soffront.com
jennifer@csu.edu.tw
jennifer@reifenhauserindia.com
jenny.lo@catchonco.com
jenny.ness@target.com
jenny@spring-tex.com
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jenny@unifair.com
jennybaker06@googlemail.com
jennyk@csu.edu.tw
jennyyang@sinowise.com.hk
jens.ludwig@diy-world.de
jens.steinbach@mdc.com.cn
jens@moduleworks.com
jephtah@flixel.com
jeqsm@sohu.com
jeradedward77@ibibo.com
jeremy.rich@maine.edu
jeremy_venditti@sfu.ca
jeroen@jeroensack.nl
jeroen@wfr4u.nl
jerome.lacipiere@neel.cnrs.fr
jerry.chua@moovaz.com
jerry.miller@fisher-price.com
jerry.yang@eumax.cn
jerry@csu.edu.tw
jerry@infotraffic.cn
jerseycontigo@sjjersey.ec
jesica.waller@maine.edu
jessica-grand@163.com
jessica.griffin@uconn.edu
jessica.lin@yongtaitech.com
jessica.yang@boinexpo.com
jessica@stateelec.com
jessie.cao@hmf-china.com
jessie.mei@xuelei.com.cn
jesus.gomezvelez@nmt.edu
jesus0@codetel.net.do
jesustorrelles@cajebel.com
jet2021@med.cornell.edu
jetcom@hknet.com
jetsales@fai.ag
jetty-announce@lists.sourceforge.net
jetty-discuss@lists.sourceforge.net
jetwell@hkbn.net
jetxsb@126.com
jeunglee@gnu.ac.kr
jf@calvarylahabra.org
jfayad@pycca.com
jfbiddle@udel.edu
jfbinette@jecatechnology.com
jfdai@tju.edu.cn
jfengyu@163.com
jfiore@absurgery.org
jfking@kingsbeads.com
jfmartinez@itla.edu.do
jfreitas@uolinc.com
jfrichte@eckerd.edu
jfuertes@codetel.net.do
jfwang2008@163.com
jfwsh@jebsen.com
jgaltes@energyrecovery.com
jgarciar@ucm.es
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jgatto@geh.nj.k12us.com
jgc@americansouthwest.net
jgesklin@ccm.com
jgiersch@usgs.gov
jglopez@codetel.net.do
jgutierrez@ideateamwork.com
jh14@jin-hong.com.cn
jhafner@hawaii.edu
jhammad@jardencs.com
jharris@fourhorsemen.org
jhbio@sina.com
jhbsales@visuals.tv
jhcohen@udel.edu
jheiss@udel.edu
jhemingway@whoi.edu
jhicks@lwgconsulting.com
jhkjlh@sina.com
jhlarson@usgs.gov
jhlee@luxon.biz
jhmjxsb@126.com
jhoumes@socket.net
jhouse@mitre.org
jhouse@princeville326.org
jhouser@usgs.gov
jhousley@factsonfile.com
jhoward@2hands.com
jhoward@amaonline.com
jhoward@wsscwater.com
jhowe@ions.net
jhowell1@brightlight.com
jhowell@floydboe.net
jhowell@ranbar.com
jhowell@realtyexecutives.com
jhowland@ariel.cs.trinity.edu
jhowman@alliedcg.com
jhp@ewha.ac.kr
jhp@pniinternational.com
jhpark@humaxdigital.com
jhpark@kamco.or.kr
jhpark@kif.re.kr
jhq200449@sina.com
jhq302@126.com
jhriester@discoveryworks.net
jhrncir@icsi.net
jhs@jhuapl.edu
jhsbshpgmgr@brunet.bn
jhshin@lottechilsung.co.kr
jhsulit@ieee.org
jht@xnzy.com.cn
jhua@manrealty.com
jhuang@brcadvisors.com
jhubbard@usd404.org
jhuber@adams.net
jhuber@ecvcinc.com
jhues4307@esagelink.com
jhughe2@entergy.com
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jhughes@seanet.com
jhui2000@icqmail.com
jhui@palettemm.com
jhummert@ezeeweb.com
jhumston@co.greene.oh.us
jhunter@lsi.com
jhunter@mustsellre.net
jhuntington@switchanddata.com
jhupp@gensys.com
jhurd@harding.edu
jhurlburt@aanac.org
jhutch@exclamation-graphics.com
jhva@zilker.net
jhwang@suda.edu.cn
jhwangsheng@163.com
jhwarren@escocorp.com
jhwong@trendmicro.com
jhwoo@kemco.or.kr
jhxu@cellstar.com
jhy3256@sina.com
jhy@nspower.com.cn
jhyang@naveco.com.cn
jhyeom@knfc.co.kr
jhyman@surfbvi.com
jhyu@kidi.or.kr
jhyyg@online.sh.cn
jhzy@dgjhzy.com
ji99hao@oline.sh.cn
ji99hao@online.sh.cn
ji@ioannoulaw.com
jia.wang@noaa.gov
jia.yi.zhang@chn.fujixerox.com
jia@atlasgrouppk.com
jia@jackelhk.com
jiabaoxieli@sina.com
jiachenlee@163.com
jiadian_sz@163.com
jiading@online.sh.cn
jiadong_jian@sina.com
jiahe@online.sh.cn
jiaherb@vip.163.com
jiahua@126.com
jiahua@jiahuachem.com
jiajian@mechhx.com
jiajie111@163.com
jiajinlian@china.com
jiaju_cn@sina.com
jialidong@sina.com
jialin-tian@163.com
jialin_w@sina.com
jialing@jialingyaoye.com
jiaming.zhong@ap.rhodia.com
jiamsak.n@pttchem.com
jian-xin@online.sh.cn
jian.xu@fairchildsemi.com
jian7317@163.com
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jian@sina.com
jianchen.du@ht-era.com
jianchen@swu.edu.cn
jiang@sina.com
jiang_li@festo.com
jiang_lin@hi-p.com.cn
jiangdi860828@sina.com
jiangdong@china.com
jianglianwei@yeah.net
jianglx@zju.edu.cn
jiangma@online.sh.cn
jiangmei@china.com
jiangmenye_hui@sina.com
jiangnan@jiangnan.com.cn
jiangpai6@163.com
jiangshuang@sensors.com.cn
jiangsufangbao@163.com
jiangtm@bayi.com.cn
jiangwb@shec.com.cn
jiangyingxsgg@jxjtc.com
jiangyonghao@sina.com
jiangyuenumber1@163.com
jiangyulang@mail2arizona.com
jianhuiye@zju.edu.cn
jianjin.li@bmmsteel.net
jianjun.zhou@cmchuade.com
jiankang.zhu@valeo.com
jianli@shengjia.com.cn
jianliang.pu@ap.rhodia.com
jianlida@sina.com.cn
jianmiao@utstar.com
jianming.gan@tahota.com
jianming@realsunchem.com
jianshin@orbitingscientific.com
jianxiaobgs@sina.com
jianxing@china-sx.com
jianzhong-he@163.com
jiao@xmu.edu.cn
jiaojiaojiade@126.com
jiaoruiwen1@163.com
jiaoshihai@sina.com
jiaruichang@sina.com
jiashiboo@163.com
jiatu128@163.com
jiaxing328@163.com
jiaxingbaoshi@163.com
jiayajing@163.com
jiayu@jiayu.com.cn
jiayunfang@pa18.com
jibiduan@xmjl.com
jibimed@163.com
jibukj@online.sh.cn
jiburchfield@highland.net
jichuang.xiaoshou@aliyun.com
jidesh@debugit.com
jidiong@ytl.com.my
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jie.dong@panda.cn
jie.wu@skf.com
jie66@sina.com
jie_xiao@colpal.com
jiefan@decorrespondent.nl
jiehe@sina.com
jiejia@sina.com
jiejiang@hitwh.edu.cn
jielock@126.com
jieo70@korea.com
jierui@dljierui.com
jietonda@jietondachem.com
jieunlee@kif.re.kr
jifly@cpomail.net
jig@ldeo.columbia.edu
jigar.shah@skilgroup.co.in
jigdo@xmr3.com
jignesh@gail.co.in
jignesh@indsoft.net
jiguang.shi@clare.cn
jiguang0392@sina.com
jijahpon@rajangport.gov.my
jikisauna@126.com
jikkk@phatjoes.com
jilacuye@cvportal.net
jilanj@works.cmsb.com.my
jilee@online.sh.cn
jili@mtaonline.net
jill.conkright@erac.com
jill.milow@moundsviewschools.org
jill.peters@ps.net
jill@barker-team.com
jill@douglasfruit.com
jim.engler@fisher-price.com
jim.freed@noaa.gov
jim.oliver@serimax.com
jim.wang@boinexpo.com
jim@jschafer.com
jim@microseven.com
jim@prioritycs.net
jim@salago.com
jimc@ctmmixers.com
jimendo@jcoal.or.jp
jimenez.m@danielespinal.com
jimgawel@uw.edu
jimlee668@163.com
jimmy@chasemachinery.com
jimmy@cogitosolutions.com
jimmykf@163.com
jimp@hawaii.edu
jimt@optibike.com
jin.mei@mixel.fr
jina@innsaar.com
jinangefei@163.com
jinanjingdiao@163.com
jinanlongteng@163.com
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jinanyinglun@163.com
jinanzihang@126.com
jincheng@163.com
jinda.tangmananantakul@th.tesco.com
jindf@jindingfstn.com
jinfeng@jfsyjx.com
jing@secco.com.cn
jingboyibiao@163.com
jingcheng@tj-jcmt.com
jingelan9999@yeah.net
jinghe@metro-3d.com
jingke@cell-cn.com
jingkebio@163.com
jingli1016@vip.163.com
jingrui666@163.com
jinguang@jgdental.com
jingweixu71@163.com
jingxiaoying719@163.com
jingying@mecc-hydraulic.com
jinhaili@wxjt.com.cn
jinhuazhe6666@163.com
jinhui@jinhuipharm.com
jinjieco@163.com
jinlili@bjzthm.com
jinminggao@nwsuaf.edu.cn
jinri@chinajinri.com
jinsen@csu.edu.tw
jinshanacd@sina.com
jinshu_sh@163.com
jintaogn@163.com
jinxingyingxiao@126.com
jinyoungjung@kopri.re.kr
jinzhongyeya@126.com
jionechem@126.com
jiqi888@vip.163.com
jirarat@platinumproplastic.com
jiren@csu.edu.tw
jirka@52north.org
jirkal@egap.cz
jirui117@126.com
jishuchu2591@sina.com
jittikarn@itd.or.th
jiuaifeng@163.com
jiulongpu@163.com
jiutai025@126.com
jj.liu@sheffield.ac.uk
jj.xue.han@touchbriefings.com
jj1@orimp.com
jj4@orimp.com
jjamison@renaware.com
jjara@af2100.com
jjdavis@aghaircosmetics.com
jjir@jinjianghotels.com
jjjf@jjjf.cn
jjjtlzj@163.com
jjr@abcdenterprises.com
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jjwang@niglas.ac.cn
jjwhwc@jj-inn.com
jjy0718jjy@163.com
jjzxyy@sina.com
jk1668@sina.com.cn
jkarp@usaid.gov
jkkim90@hanmail.net
jkl_med@sina.com
jks@vip.163.com
jkx@jkzz.com
jl_metals@163.com
jlaforte@tristarnet.com
jlamb@brewerscience.com
jlbraams@cistron.nl
jlc@japanlaser.jp
jle@km.dk
jlee@kias.re.kr
jlehrter@disl.org
jlehrter@southalabama.edu
jlemus@hawaii.edu
jlenters@limno.com
jlgarciaruiz@ccee.ucm.es
jlgraham@usgs.gov
jlj@bjghtimes.com
jljun_925@163.com
jllopiz@whoi.edu
jllu@zju.edu.cn
jlmegjh@126.com
jlmh3277@163.com
jlockyer@smarthome.com
jlpeterson@cartwrightcos.com
jls@ccen.ufal.br
jlth188@163.com
jlundberg@triarqhealth.com
jluo@ucar.edu
jlw724@humboldt.edu
jlzyjck@sina.com
jm-tanjun@163.com
jmacd@cs.berkeley.edu
jmacdon@u.washington.edu
jmack@cieautomotive.cn
jmakela@illinois.edu
jmarte@jcboe.org
jmartinez@bigelow.org
jmasura@u.washington.edu
jmasura@uw.edu
jmathew@arabianpublications.com
jmatty@ringgold.org
jmbarros@comercialhidrocentro.cl
jmcintyre@washingtonexaminer.com
jmdeng@niglas.ac.cn
jmedved@jmedved.com
jmeppley@hawaii.edu
jmfox@jmfox.com
jmglb1688@126.com
jmiller@auroraenergy.com
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jmiller@bayavionicsltd.net
jmitchell@apache.org
jmjinxing@163.com
jmlgarcia@codetel.net.do
jmliu-2008@163.com
jmorales@jcboe.org
jmoss@uwf.edu
jmotoyo@shinshu-u.ac.jp
jmra@codetel.net.do
jmueller@lionprecision.com
jmuralles@intelnett.com
jn8631@163.com
jn@sfn.org
jnaikete@163.com
jndayu@163.com
jndunmu@126.com
jngxh@126.com
jnhlsk@163.com
jnhzjx@163.com
jnmxq@sina.com
jnowakowski@interia.pl
jnpermissions@sfn.org
jnshtdkj@163.com
jnssphhs@163.com
jnwsjrsk2008@126.com
jo@nkuku.com
joachim-pilling@goldkuhle.org
joachim.baumann@wollsdorf.com
joanna.oliver@admin.co.uk
joanna.waniek@io-warnemuende.de
joannafang@sndtrade.com
joanne@transmark.com.my
joansmith@joanie.com
joao@software.com.br
joaquimramalho@tecnerga.pt
job@cic-cairo.com
jobbj@adfaith.com
jobic_cn@126.com
jobs@deringhall.com
jobs@doubleleft.com
jobs@enginemarketing.com.br
jobs@pligus.com
jobsh@adfaith.com
jocelyn@csu.edu.tw
jochan@netflix.com
jodi_kucera@tele-rad.com
jodoco@hanmail.net
joe.battaglia@flosports.tv
joe.hires@jcschools.us
joe.johnson@acalion.org
joe.roy@mcroyresearch.com
joe@macrumors.com
joe@mountainsoft.net
joe@qacafe.com
joeb@barbee-son.com
joeb@behlesbehles.com
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joeb@mvpchurch.org
joeb@showmensleague.org
joeb@whirlwindusa.com
joehessen@online.sh.cn
joel.camilo@onmicron.com
joel.melendez@upr.edu
joel.rotenberg@mattel.com
joel@jimsbookkeeping.com.au
joel_mauricio@colpal.com
joerg.dutz@io-warnemuende.de
joeri@decorrespondent.nl
joeychen@intco.com.cn
joezhai@peakingtech.com
johan@naminternet.com
johanna.fall@imr.no
johanna.lindstrom@glc.se
johanna.sjostedt@biol.lu.se
johanna.sochos@swissqual.com
johannes.alneberg@scilifelab.se
johannesro@met.no
john.beardall@monash.edu
john.benoist@asm.com
john.dunne@noaa.gov
john.hamilton@netaccess-software.com
john.hong@fam.de
john.l.mcnamara@amana.com
john.palamar@palmesis.com
john.ren@tellyes.com
john.wiebe@globe.ca
john.wxq@163.com
john@acornproperties.co.uk
john@bestpaypartners.net
john@digga.co.nz
john@eartec.com
john@metanate.com
john@wellness.com
john_evans@mpelectronics.com
johnb@jimsbookkeeping.com.au
johnchen@doingcom.com
johnchenyu@163.com
johnd@bulbtronics.com
johnhe@vip.163.com
johnhuang@sinoprox.com
johnlong@otaisteel.com
johnlong@toolsteel.net.cn
johnny@tztek.com
johnson.l@eximbank.com.tw
johnson@csu.edu.tw
johnson@super-shape.com
johnsonk@nyphil.org
johnsonmr5@appstate.edu
johnsr26@myuw.net
johnsterling@johnsterling.com
johnwhiting@stikatak.co.uk
johnxlzhang@126.com
johnyfm@126.com
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jojorer@126.com
joke@pa18.com
jolantak@nfosigw.gov.pl
jolie.dupree@jcschools.us
joling321@163.com
jolivero55@uasd.edu.do
jon.hare@noaa.gov
jon.lilley@noaa.gov
jon@buddyallenmgmt.com
jon@oberheide.org
jon_witman@brown.edu
jonathan.rogers@my.hamptonu.edu
jonbray@berkeley.edu
jones@sulexport.com.br
jonestraci@harletonisd.net
jongie@jongienara.co.kr
jonhems@coos.org.sg
jooksantrade@hanmail.net
jorda@sina.com
jorda@tjjorda.com
jordan.snyder@maine.edu
jorge.rubiera@codetel.net.do
jorge.rubiera@rubiera.net
jorge@dorare.com
jorge@fun.com.mx
jorgen@soundforce.se
jorlando@usgs.gov
jorrit@decorrespondent.nl
jose.bernini@codetel.net.do
jose.gomezc@codetel.net.do
jose.minimo@codetel.net.do
jose@blazecomex.com
jose@mestrecafe.com.br
jose@taddong.com
jose@w3.org
josemonegro@codetel.net.do
joseo@ctmmixers.com
joseph.muscat@gov.mt
joseph.ng@pbfa.co.uk
joseph.resing@noaa.gov
joseph.ryan@lsi.com
joseph.stewart@noaa.gov
joseph@igcabrasives.com
joseph@jpctrade.com
josephchan@arthuryung.com.hk
josephine@apex.ph
josepuello@codetel.net.do
josetgomez@diariodigitalrd.com
josh.c@colordreamcosmetics.com
josh.wardini@webmastersjury.com
josh@internationalvanlines.com
joshi@pvipune.com
joshua_d_love@whirlpool.com
josie.carino@zahratalsafa.com
joson@yjkitchen.com
joss@csu.edu.tw
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jossolinski@whoi.edu
jotunaenter@zamtel.zm
joujouu2011@gotmail.com
journey_yusoo@163.com
journo@geelongadvertiser.com.au
jovane@usp.br
jove.zhao@jhsi.biz
joviedo@asociacionmocana.com
joy@aceforum.com.tw
joy@asianmetal.com
joyce.he@sha.hamburgsud.com
joyce.wzp@shenzhoubio.com
joyce_victor@vip.163.com
joys@sandiego.edu
joyshih@hawaii.edu
joyye31@joyye.com
jpage@mywea.net
jpagel@aiha.org
jpagoaga@us.mufg.jp
jparav@unipi.gr
jparraguezp@redpar.cl
jpassy@marketwatch.com
jpaulino@internet.net.do
jpawlowski@google.com
jpgamino@uw.edu
jphelen@actionagainsthunger.org
jphilbin@sd163.com
jpierson@umces.edu
jpk@akienterprises.com
jpk@tianfenghang.com
jpmutton@killarney-linen.com.au
jporras@discapa.com
jpvega@sloan.mit.edu
jq_gongqing@126.com
jqian@bjgmc.com
jqliu@broadcom.com
jqs001@163.com
jr@grupotecplan.com
jr@roysons.com
jradl@clio.uc3m.es
jramstack@smm.org
jrcollins@whoi.edu
jrcui@bjmu.edu.cn
jread@usgs.gov
jrichey@uw.edu
jrickerts@gchope.org
jrinehart@deltawireless.com
jrison@abingtonfriends.net
jrjeng@mail.ncku.edu.tw
jrjhudong@jrj.com.cn
jrjstock@jrj.com.cn
jrobbins@coastalstudies.org
jrobinson@jcboe.org
jrodri3@prodigy.net.mx
jrodriguez@pop.plazalama.com
jroehll@dasautoshippers.com
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jrogala@usgs.gov
jroque-ghisalberti@jcboe.org
jrortiz@ites.upr.edu
jrowland@gavialliance.org
jrpanelo@hawaii.edu
jrwelter@stkate.edu
jrwood@vip.163.com
jryszawy@canacad.ac.jp
js@zijiu-tools.com
jsachs@uw.edu
jsanderman@whrc.org
jsantana@aldoca.com.do
jsaunders@sd163.com
jsb_networksolutions@360works.com
jschaeffer@usgs.gov
jsdtzy@163.com
jsgro@jcu.edu
jsharp@udel.edu
jshearer@4riversequipment.com
jshlxhg@163.com
jsiegel@washingtonexaminer.com
jsinn@vivotech.com
jskim@ciko.com
jskowronski@jcboe.org
jsljc168@163.com
jspark@kopri.re.kr
jsrx@gaoyou.com
jssld@126.com
jsszwxf@163.com
jstcauss@usaid.gov
jsteevens@usgs.gov
jsuero@luresa.com.do
jsuzukizuiko@google.com
jsxsf@jsxs.net.cn
jsy0605@163.com
jszhao@nwu.edu.cn
jt@dgjiateng.com
jtavarez@itla.edu.do
jtay@umces.edu
jtcrawford@usgs.gov
jtd@amepc.org
jtesta@umces.edu
jtgfjytgvjytujykgv@yandex.com
jthomas@metrohmusa.com
jtreadwell@sd163.com
jtrsc@tjjgjt.cn
jtucker@mbl.edu
jtuero@codetel.net.do
ju46@juhooo.com
ju@btdiy.com
juan.rivera@airliquide.com
juanba@codetel.net.do
juanjo@rti.com
juanzi_icecream@163.com
jubao@vip.163.com
jucelia.gazola@cavo.com.br
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judith.stern@io-warnemuende.de
judy@craigavionics.com
judy@skymaster.com.cn
judywang@fz-profit.com
juermei851@126.com
juhong@kaixin-carpet.com
juleyska.vazquez@upr.edu
juli@julisling.com
juli@macrumors.com
julia.galkiewicz@noaa.gov
julia17051995@yandex.ru
julia@thecapitalnetwork.com.au
julia@zhongbaochemical.com
julia_z24@mail.ru
julialeach@yandex.com
julian.weigand@dbschenker.com
julian@northhometextile.com
juliana.anjos@todobpo.com.br
juliana@quartettocom.com.br
julianavr@primeinformatica.com.br
juliao@iamovers.org
julie.granger@uconn.edu
julie.norton@target.com
julie@kyloweigh.com
juliekaplan@trustaltus.com
julio@ijr.com
july@royallifestyle.com.cn
jumars@maine.edu
jumpgongping@163.com
jun@t-yuden.com
juncocj@163.com
junhongbc@pd.jaring.my
junma@online.sh.cn
junwei2332@sina.com.cn
junyezmf@163.com
juridico.minino@codetel.net.do
jurriaan.nolles@volkskrant.nl
jurycp@hawaii.edu
juska@newwave.cz
justin-lxg@163.com
justin.seymour@uts.edu.au
justus@china.com
juxin1782@163.com
jv@lecanon.com
jvalenzu@systemsbiology.org
jvanstan@georgiasouthern.edu
jvargasg@codetel.net.do
jvila@equipson.es
jvillar@saam.cl
jvkchina@126.com
jvrenzg@163.com
jw@jimway.com.cn
jwagner@jcboe.org
jwall@stalite.com
jwaq@hknet.com
jwaterbury@whoi.edu
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jwatts@bayoumarine.com
jwduris@usgs.gov
jwerne@pitt.edu
jwharvey@usgs.gov
jwhelan@jcboe.org
jwj@szamt.com
jwmurphy@hawaii.edu
jwoodward@jcboe.org
jwpark@sgmc.co.kr
jwsmithh@ncsu.edu
jwy@wenyiqingnian.cc
jx@jx-cn.com
jxc_dq@163.com
jxf198443@163.com
jxghsy@163.com
jxhuangmin@163.com
jxj@ahxcgs.com
jxjcjx@163.com
jxjfyy@163.com
jxlxzg@163.com
jxqi@im.ac.cn
jxsentai@vip.163.com
jxxy@tju.edu.cn
jxy@ahtech.com.cn
jxyte@126.com
jy02393994@yahuu.com.cn
jy2933667@163.com
jya740201@korea.com
jyazzani@carmarea.org
jyglb_jt@ccteg.cn
jyh@zjcof.com.cn
jyjjc@jyjjc.com
jyjw@tju.edu.cn
jyjyjy@vip.163.com
jylt@fudan.edu.cn
jyong@ceid.com
jyt566@163.com
jyt@jyt-bj.com
jyxbgs@tsinghua.edu.cn
jyzhang@tju.edu.cn
jzbrake@sina.com
jzhou@kawa.fr
jzill@hawaii.edu
jznyzhb@163.com
jzrbxqb@126.com
k-70165@mail.ru
k-konishi@tsudakoma.co.jp
k-yabuuchi@asahibo.co.jp
k.burki@landestheater.net
k.essmann@der-hafen-vph.com
k.fohlert@ulm.de
k.gander@newsweekgroup.com
k.hjl58vhjshlc@dog.ch
k.irvine@unesco-ihe.org
k.mackenzie@abdn.ac.uk
k@nimd.go.jp
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k_kitahara@chemicaldaily.co.jp
ka.project.team@bk.ru
kaan@anova.com.tr
kabi@mblube.com
kachi@kaiji.com
kadoyasu@creativeyoko.co.jp
kagakushi@bunken.co.jp
kagan@nwf.org
kagi@kennanlock.com
kagiso.shadung@ul.ac.za
kahot@hawaii.edu
kai-lun.tan@serimax.com
kaicheng@ekaicheng.com
kailanbangong@163.com
kailea_carlson@nps.gov
kaileyou@163.com
kailichang@vip.163.com
kaimeigongnu@163.com
kaimuk@hkbn.net
kaiquan@vip.163.com
kairav@chemofarbe.com
kaisheng2006@126.com
kaitedianqi88@126.com
kaixiafu198513@yahuu.com.cn
kaixinmei969@126.com
kaixinrongshi@163.com
kaiyuanxm@163.com
kaka77@126.com
kaka_1224@163.com
kal@meditab.com
kalewis3@smcm.edu
kalichan@i-bright.com
kallyjeans@btnmail.com.br
kamhan@kamhan.com
kamil.kaminski@smcebi.edu.pl
kamillakh@mail.ru
kamol@acis-d.com
kamonp@separationtechnology.co.th
kamransayyed1122@gmil.com
kamtools@kzsmi.ru
kanaoka000@saviortrade.com
kanat.basar@hafele.com.tr
kandrap1994@gmai.com
kanesa@hawaii.edu
kangjc@126.com
kangjs@pau.edu
kao@uniconintl.com
kaplamin@kaplaminambalaj.com
karabetian@mail.sy
karahasan@karahasan.com
karatzenis@fai.ag
karen.boyer@jcschools.us
karen.enloe@jcschools.us
karen.kuang@spachina.com
karen.li@avagotech.com
karen@beingmate.com
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karen@huacomm.com
karen@quanzhong.net
karen@seagullindustries.co.za
karen@turbo.com.my
karence_deng@163.com
karenk@itouchless.net
karenyang_73@163.com
karies013@mail.ru
karin.bryntse@fek.lu.se
karin.ewen@coats.com
karinyalencar@padraogestao.com
karl-hans.hradil@svo.de
karl.lamothe@mail.utoronto.ca
karl@climate-mitigation.com
karos@list.ru
karpenko@vselmash.ru
karylgash.oryngalieva@mail.ru
karyuu311@163.com
kasem@hosting.co.th
kasey.cantwell@noaa.gov
kasmith6@hawaii.edu
kasson@virginia.edu
kasuga@env.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
kate.hubbard@mfwc.org
kate.wall@westonbeamor.co.uk
kateigwt@igwt.by
katelyn.rush@jcschools.us
katemazina@yandex.ru
katharina.kesy@io-warnemuende.de
katharine.shelledy@noaa.gov
katherine.burton@aviator.edu
katherine.calvert@complex.com
katherine.swiney@noaa.gov
kathijo@uw.edu
kathleen.eswine@jcschools.us
kathryn.kring@jcschools.us
kathryn.little@complex.com
kathryn.warner@maine.edu
kathrynho@atal.com.hk
kathy.surface@jcschools.us
kathy@chinasanmiao.com
kathy_burkard@designpac.com
katiechong@plicosahk.com.hk
katrin.attermeyer@ebc.uu.se
katrin.meyer@elv.de
katsumi@seika-di.com
katya_pehenka@mail.ru
katymc@hawaii.edu
katyu5@mail.ru
kaufmann@sandiego.edu
kavi@vasuforms.com
kavinder@mita-india.com
kawachi.masanobu@nies.go.jp
kawahata@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
kay.graetsch@videodata.de
kaylash@btl.mu
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kayodekashif@mail2nigeria.com
kazmi@globalpackers.com
kazresprom@mail.ru
kazuintr@crocus.ocn.ne.jp
kb72@students.uwf.edu
kbahr@hawaii.edu
kbaltzer@disl.org
kbecker@whoi.edu
kbrown@whoi.edu
kbryan@waikato.ac.nz
kbyrd-ethereal@memcpy.com
kc2271@daum.net
kcaliskan@infodif.com
kccheng@goldwell-int.com
kchristenson@optomec.com
kchristoe@aiha.org
kcintl@codetel.net.do
kcooper@polder.com
kcordwood@pasty.com
kcr@hawaii.edu
kcsfeedback@kansascity.com
kcsstcl@126.com
kd-tech@kd-tech.com.cn
kday@jcboe.org
kdeloria@loudspeakers.net
kdharvest@126.com
kdkpm@vip.163.com
kdmj@kdmj.com
kdugas@thermador-groupe.fr
kdwater@126.com
kdyzlixin6789@163.com
keanusb@vip.163.com
kearns.p@husky.neu.edu
kechao66@163.com
kedgerson@ledger-enquirer.com
kedianchen@126.com
keepsmilex@163.com
kefir.shim@mail.ru
kehai163@163.com
kehao88@126.com
kehu@trrtv.com
keikim@mirho.co.kr
keiko-0521-suzu@ezweb.ne.jp
keith.burns@hamiltonbeach.com
keith.chan@lamberti-hk.com
keith.somers@utoronto.ca
keith@biabeag.com
keith@northeastavionics.co.za
keith@xlrope.com
keke2010sky@126.com
kele@ciandt.com
kelinjx8@163.com
kelly.chen@stiebel.sh.cn
kelly.cole@maine.edu
kelly.joyce@target.com
kelly@jesun.com
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kelly@specialife.com.hk
kelly_hoek@tele-rad.com
kellychen@helkamabica.cn
kellym@complex.com
kellyr@complex.com
kellyscissors@126.com
kelvin.kuo@tmkal.com
kelvinchan@magma.hr
kemica@sina.com
keming@vip.163.com
ken.dreger@superiormillwork.com
ken.nicol@dounreay.com
ken@ghknife.com
ken@pmshp.com
ken@prima888.com
kenchan@chunleeeng.com.hk
kendall.chancellor@my.hamptonu.edu
kendall@retaillinks.co.nz
kenichi-abe@doshisha.co.jp
kenichi.sakamoto@minoya.co.jp
kenk@kenk.com.tw
kenk@navigatorpublishing.com
kennan88@126.com
kennedy@energyhub.net
kenny.thomas@jcschools.us
kenny@cspproductions.com.sg
kenny@ngaichin.com.sg
kenny@the-b.org
kennyzeng@gzwins.com
kenp@dasautoshippers.com
kent@dieselpartsworld.com
kent@lanlab.ee
kent@unit.liu.se
kentco@163.com
kentco@kentind.com
kentexpo@eureka.lk
kenton-gifts@foxmail.com
kentsun@126.com
kereyinfo@126.com
keric@can-products.com
kerim.aydin@noaa.gov
kerma@asei.co.id
kermit_witherbee@blm.gov
kerrie_sol@mail.ru
kerry.reardon@noaa.gov
kerry@gowest.ie
kerryp@remax.net
kertmer@erkat.de
ketan@neogenchem.com
ketil.malde@imr.no
ketty.lacerda@talentfour.com.br
ketty@anchorfast.com.tw
kevin.baumer@frontiersin.org
kevin.campbell@stir.ac.uk
kevin.regan@briloon.org
kevin.tan@deliver-consulting.com
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kevin@anthente.net
kevin@caixgo.com.cn
kevin@dlslxd.com.cn
kevin@holystone.com.tw
kevin@hxflexitank.com
kevin@kevinindia.in
kevin@lcliving.com
kevin@rzhm.com
kevin@scottoiler.com
kevin@team108.com
kevin@union-max.com
kevin@yourpro.com.cn
kevin_xinhai@163.com
kevincox@kevincox.ca
kevind@dasautoshippers.com
kevinm@chemiplas.com.au
kevinm@starsupply.ch
kevinm@trustord.com
kevinm@zacks.com
kevinpangjh@sina.com
kexiaonao@163.com
key.acc.mgr@alkafaa.com
keyarrow@keyarrow.com
keychain@key-chain.com
keyray@foxmail.com
kf@cnal.com
kf@egg6.com.cn
kf@xkbot.com
kfe@hawaii.edu
kfg3zx@virginia.edu
kfiles@masergy.com
kfrost@westshorerecreation.ca
kgillihan@meriam.com
kgordon@meditech.com
kh1893@humboldt.edu
kh798@126.com
khaled@eliteestates.ae
khandji@net.sy
khanimpex@inkanpur.com
khasaev@inbox.ru
khayashi@ucsc.edu
kheal@uw.edu
khemphill@kcm.org
khershberger@agasd.org
khhg@vip.163.com
khill@aacinstitute.org
khingkasem.wongsiri@kodak.com
khlebnikova@21wpc.com
khmching@brunet.bn
khondula@sesync.org
khood@usgs.gov
khookahjin@exim.com.my
khowo001@ucr.edu
khsh70@paran.com
khsiau@prosem.com.sg
khwanchai@lightsource.co.th
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ki-takeda@nittsu.co.jp
kic@vip.163.com
kidany@acetar.com
kikapricho@btnmail.com.br
kiki.jenkins@asu.edu
kiki@todaka-oita.jp
kilowood@kilowood.com
kilvio@codetel.net.do
kim.dahlgrenstraat@aces.su.se
kim.min@vollmer.cn
kim@klick.com.au
kim@marinewarehousecenter.com
kim@oceannavigator.com
kim@taisei-kobe.co.jp
kimberly.bittler@boem.gov
kimberly.drainer@jcschools.us
kimberly.roberson@noaa.gov
kimbienbg@hn.vnn.vn
kimchang@hongyunn.com.tw
kimgc@kier.re.kr
kimloan_09@fpt.vn
kimmychan@vitasoy.com
kimpex@net.sy
kimstoute@mgassociates.net
king.liukai@163.com
king.mason@epa.gov
king_stone@vip.163.com
kingarm.ceramics@vip.163.com
kingdomlaw2008@vip.163.com
kingfortune@kingfortune.com.tw
kinglyuan@kinglyuan.com
kingpharm@vip.163.com
kingstarming@163.com
kingtonfood@126.com
kino@wck.wadowice.pl
kinson@wkfe.com.hk
kiosk@decorrespondent.nl
kira.17.87@mail.ru
kiran.chauhan@pwc.com
kirby.bartlett@noaa.gov
kirchgessner.david@epa.gov
kirill.alfaro@mail.ru
kirjaamo@stm.fi
kirk.paisley@solvay.com
kirk@xmliuxiang.com
kiswahili@dw.com
kitiona7@hawaii.edu
kitty90519@163.com
kitty@dragonspiritfe.com
kitty@tecnica.com.hk
kj70n@163.com
kj@vithita.com
kjankowski@usgs.gov
kjm4k@virginia.edu
kjohn@stern.nyu.edu
kjohnson@secureideas.net
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kjohnston@jcboe.org
kjtcgc@126.com
kjy@cumtb.edu.cn
kjyx@163.com
kkcl@karooniknit.com
kkelly@jcboe.org
kken@aqua.dtu.dk
kkgs_2006@163.com
kkk@cnhichi.com
kkk@kkkgroup.com
kkozio@iopan.gda.pl
kktong@dchmsc.com.hk
kl.hruba@seznam.cz
kl00@16.com
kl_wxq@163.com
klaire@murayamamaciel.com
klampron@drpower.com
klankowi@umces.edu
klantenservice@compendiumgeneeskunde.nl
klantenservice@iforex.com
klaus.juergens@io-warnemuende.de
klaus.moeller@hs-pforzheim.de
klbowman@ucsc.edu
klcshen@online.sh.cn
kldudek@asu.edu
klfrank@hawaii.edu
klkjvinsen@126.com
kll1101@163.com
kloftin@usgs.gov
klongnecker@whoi.edu
klyyah@163.com
km@kinmaster.com.br
kmacri@jcboe.org
kmaloney@qsinano.com
kmarsha@uw.edu
kmc3ax@virginia.edu
kmckee@ldeo.columbia.edu
kmckenzie@jcboe.org
kmh@unicorn-bd.com
kmic@krohne-asia.com
kml@kmlseafood.com
kmmeinga@mtu.edu
kmurray@navigatorpublishing.com
knapwurst@tueschen-zimmermann.de
kneely@doctorshospital.com
kneumann@jcboe.org
knightc@mossmotors.com
knoels@emg-pr.com
ko-chung.tsang@pccw.com
ko@weigi-cn.com
kobayashi@my-plando.com
kobrak@escpeurope.eu
kobyasheva01@mail.ru
kocoyle@alaska.edu
koen.spruyt@broadcast-media.eu
kojima@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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koke_2012@163.com
kokonut@omgkpop.com
kokshe_agrostar@mail.ru
kokusaiclinic@tpmmedical.com
komma@komma.org
kommunikacio@axelspringer.hu
kompanets@elg.in.ua
kongloen@yeah.net
konnell@163.com
konrad.karlsson@su.se
konrad.mizzi@gov.mt
konsen-lee@163.com
kontakt@adam.media.pl
kontakt@arborartist.de
kontakt@freddy-leps.de
kontakt@hydrosprzet.pl
kontakt@klaus-peter.at
kontakt@natemat.pl
kopex@kopex.com.pl
kortiz@gemstatecom.com
koshikaw@nies.go.jp
kost_slav3@mail.ru
kosuke.yamamoto@grace-global.co.jp
kovtun.74@mail.ru
kozlovskayamari@inbox.ru
kozlowski@marinelink.com
kozuka@ejkjapan.co.jp
kpaul@marketwatch.com
kpchiang@mail.ntou.edu.tw
kpd@kpdhk.com
kpowell@mmm.com
kps@163.com
kpwick@usgs.gov
kqyehuagan@bjmu.edu.cn
kr-n@n-o.com
kramerKL@hawaii.edu
kranakis@scs.carleton.ca
kreed@jcboe.org
krf007@bucknell.edu
krgross@ncsu.edu
kriangkrai@siamglobal.co.th
krich-noc@nite.com
krishna.warrier@kanoo.ae
krishna@krmef.org
krishnan@alexstewart.com.my
krista.capps@maine.edu
krista.toutant@rheinchemie.com
kristell@cuadrak.com
kristin.hannan@noaa.gov
kristin.scharnweber@ebc.uu.se
kristine@nedrac.com
kristinhead@pme.com
kritsana@sitem.co.th
krius_yw@krius.net
krivencova_1990@mail.ru
krosburg@hawaii.edu
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kruger.dina@epa.gov
kruseb@manson-nw.k12.ia.us
krz.su@mail.ru
ks-info.gb@franke.com
kschillari@jcboe.org
kschulte@ks.uiuc.edu
ksd@inpkorea.com
kseitz@elotouch.com
kselby@asbestos.com
ksggyoo@hanmail.net
kshah3@ncsu.edu
kshita0@kaiyodai.ac.jp
kshoemaker@umassd.edu
ksjx_zb@163.com
kslee@kriss.re.kr
ksovarenko@inbox.ru
kss@kldp.org
kssijia888@163.com
kst@ikaido.com
kstayner@volcano2.com
kstrohmeyer@gowanda.com
ksusha_32b@mail.ru
ksyh@jpeyh.com
ksz@yannpharmachem.com
kszhengdong@163.com
kszztg@163.com
ktk5@students.uwf.edu
ktope@yandex.ru
ktssp4@126.com
kturk@ucsc.edu
kuaiji2200@sina.com
kudela@ucsc.edu
kuemmel.ric@googlemail.com
kunda@kunda.com
kungfu@kungfu.com.hk
kungfustar@sina.com
kuni.teimitsi@naurugov.nr
kunwei@china.com
kuosmanen@pspt.fi
kuraz@teknotel.net
kurisu@env.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
kuroda@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
kushal.roy@stewartindia.com
kusum@bol.net.in
kutlay.badem@monier.com
kuuleir@hawaii.edu
kuwait@agilitylogistics.com
kvanhoutan@mbayaq.org
kvartshkava@mail.ru
kvirgin@life-ware.com
kw.goh@netgear.com
kwabena@google.com
kwalton@foodexport.org
kwerner@engis.com
kwhalen1@haverford.edu
kwj0419@csu.edu.tw
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kwon@kyungyon.co.kr
kwzf@vip.163.com
kxue@niglas.ac.cn
ky0629@sina.com
kyates@usgs.gov
kyau@ieee.org
kyclmp@163.com
kyle.peterson@utoronto.ca
kyle@harenins.com
kylef@ldeo.columbia.edu
kym.jacobson@noaa.gov
kym@gigglingchitree.com
kynchen@nccu.edu.tw
kyrakim@udel.edu
kytrade@codetel.net.do
kyungil@kyungilcorp.com
kyyho@jlworld.com
l-ecole@la-maison.com
l.express@claro.net.do
l.express@codetel.net.do
l.kxbb@163.com
l.shilkova@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
l091128@126.com
l70wmyv8dr@pwkw.cc
la.iberica@codetel.net.do
lab2000@hu.edu.jo
lab@sabbre.com.br
labaya@hawaii.edu
labmaid@heqionline.com
laboquidom@codetel.net.do
laboratory@alexstewartagriculture.com
lacey.gunther@noaa.gov
lad@ut.edu.sa
laibanez@cesce.es
laientech@laien.cn
laifs@laifs.lv
laiyimoxing@163.com
lakeesha.irving@jcschools.us
lalbrecht@marketwatch.com
lalindadj@bk.ru
lalmula@alhasa.gov.sa
lamki@squ.edu.om
lana@renapur.com
lana@smerwick.com.tw
lanbao188@163.com
lanc@squ.edu.om
lance.renoux@noaa.gov
lancelot@codetel.net.do
landee@jeawin.com
landeefitting@jeawin.com
landeeflange@jeawin.com
landshaftltd@mail.ru
landy20@163.com
landys@landys.com
lane.hu@utstar.com
lanenshiye@163.com
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langman2831@sina.com
languages@mei.edu
langyu@m-c.cn
langyue011@163.com
lankelec@163.com
lannerltg@163.com
lanon@lanon.hk
lantai58@163.com
lantong_scyxb@163.com
lanwei24a03@163.com
lanzhoufuquan@163.com
laoxiao45@163.com
lapham@umces.edu
lappme@lappgroup.com
laprevisora@codetel.net.do
lapunya03@mail.ru
laraine2110@icqmail.com
lariane.araujo@futureconterh.com.br
larisawds@mail.ru
larmore74@icqmail.com
larna.garner@jcschools.us
larsch@belunktum.dk
larsen.stefano@googlemail.com
larsonra@eckerd.edu
laser@precitec.cn
lasoco@163.com
lastovicka@amedis.cz
lastthiyears@163.com
latakia@bcs.gov.sy
lateefh@nbk.com
later4343@126.com
latex@padachem.com
latif@ifmi.com.sa
latoyas@complex.com
latyschev_1995@mail.ru
launchpad@markcunningham.ie
laura.apperson@jcschools.us
laura.sumner@vmc.co.uk
laura.villanueva@nioz.nl
laura@cowest.es
laura@tenorcom.com
laurel@berkeley.edu
lauren.ga@inbolpack.net
lauren.kulokas@energy-aware.com
laurencowan@klick.com.au
laurent-yan@worldonline.fr
laurent.carcassonne@tournaire.fr
laurent.deniel@free.fr
laurent.digico@dv2.fr
lavallef@hawaii.edu
law@uokufa.edu.iq
law_021@163.com
lawsonr@schumacherelectric.com
layabozi@layabozi.com
layyad@pal-cell.com
lb0368@163.com
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lbadea@jcboe.org
lbevans@bleacherreport.com
lbinganddadi@usaid.gov
lblblb2ll@mail.ru
lblietz@star-telegram.com
lbm40@mail.ru
lboothe@washingtonexaminer.com
lbq21405@126.com
lbqggg@163.com
lbrd@uchicago.edu
lbshichangbu@163.com
lburke@jcboe.org
lby6351@163.com
lc@lafbank.com
lcancio@codetel.net.do
lcarreon@cibnor.mx
lcarrion@jcboe.org
lcc@csu.edu.tw
lcgarcia@aiha.org
lcgtjx@126.com
lcm0439@126.com
lcm@tayee.com.cn
lconcepcion@edcus.com
lcu.csm@emiratesnbd.com
lcw168@pa18.com
lcy_19790620@163.com
lcyangyuan@163.com
ld@astinn.ru
ld_am@kau.edu.sa
ldeegan@whrc.org
ldiaz@ambrosioparga.cl
ldk1983312@vip.163.com
ldorosh@yandex.ru
ldsl@ldsl.com.cn
ldt158@pa18.com
lduran@ups.com
le.volquez@codetel.net.do
le@hadaf.com
lead1998@126.com
leaf@redsailcutters.com
leandro.rodrigues@destromacro.com.br
leandro.silva@jaraguaequipamentos.com
leandro.souza@cmsw.com.br
learja@163.com
leasing@xin.com.hk
leathersales@wollsdorf.com
lebris@bretagne-international.com
led1980@163.com
ledsales@jayinst.com
lee.karp-boss@maine.edu
lee@china-lutong.com
lee@navigatorpublishing.com
lee_webb@nhusd.k12.ca.us
leebex@163.com
leeck@thermos.com.sg
leefook@pd.jaring.my
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leejiyoung@pusan.ac.kr
leemin@leemin.com.cn
leemyenho@korea.com
leescorp@leescorp.co.kr
leessh@sh163.net
leesun_hr@163.com
legal@autocan.ca
legal@complex.com
legal@gido.co.za
legal@import.io
legal@kidslandchina.com
legal@kwtfire.gov.kw
legal@mediadc.com
legal@wikiwand.com
legaotw@163.com
lehm@hawaii.edu
lehors@w3.org
leighhaslam@wt-trading.com
leila@cinemadobrasil.org.br
leilaeizadkhah79@gmeil.com
leisan141@mail.ru
leito._@mail.ru
leiyalin@cugb.edu.cn
lejuan-carbide@vip.163.com
lela.milosevic@nordsee.com
lemke@fai.ag
lena-k-d@mail.ru
lena.haill@jcschools.us
lena@alpari.vinnica.ua
lena@decorrespondent.nl
lena@lynchemical.com
lena@sinotruk.cc
lenara3@mail.ru
lendon@vip.163.com
lenforbes@forbes4.com
lengguang@lengguang.com
lengliguo2002@163.com
lennart@autotek.se
lenor-auto@mail.ru
lentine.krista@stanfordalumni.org
lenya.gofman.89@mail.ru
leo.egghe@uhasselt.be
leo.yaus@salom.com
leo@gaspard.io
leo@inputel.com
leo@letel.net
leo_wei@126.com
leon@decorrespondent.nl
leon@sls-france.com
leon@uaudio.com
leon@zimele.com
leonard.sacco@gov.mt
leonard@leonard.is
leonardo.maracahipes@ipam.org.br
leonardo@cdicom.com.br
leonardr@lazerware.com
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leonardzhang@smx.cc
leondekorte@decorrespondent.nl
leonli@original-hometex.com
leonshandu@sina.com.cn
leos@nctl.com.hk
leozou@vip.163.com
lera_bystrik@bk.ru
leserservice@newsnet.ch
lesson@163.com
letter@president.gov.ge
letters@egypttoday.com
leus_lu@126.com
leva@intelnet.net.gt
levent.delibas@alexstewartinternational.com
levente.fejervari@exim.hu
levis@cashboxparty.com
lexa@lexa.ru
lexhuang@netease.com
lfasom@alfasom.com
lfhg@lfchemicals.com
lforbes@scribbilib.info
lg_sx@sina.com
lghn@163.com
lgierer@ledger-enquirer.com
lgonzalez@elcaribe.com.do
lgorla@ledger-enquirer.com
lgovoni@jcboe.org
lh@geschwandtner.at
lha@it.su.se
lheu@hawaii.edu
lhglassware@126.com
lhh6770@sina.com
lhhkf@163.com
lhhy-lhhy@163.com
lhmjgs@163.com
lhsunlm@sina.com
lhuang@bcsglobal.com
lhyctd@163.com
lhyh2011@sina.com
lhyin@shmu.edu.cn
li.li@fio.org.cn
li.tokuho@fasco-boeki.co.jp
li13016861782@pa18.com
li13916586356@163.com
li@pen-tsao.com
li@sunloncn.com
liall@126.com
lian-ok@vip.163.com
lianbinghua.0713@foxmail.com
liangchunlinglcl@126.com
liangjun0514@sina.com
liangtaotao@qihuiwang.com
liangxuea@126.com
liangzw@iga.ac.cn
lianie@5st.co.jp
lianjie@engis-china.com
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lianli1208@163.com
lianqiang@lj-machinetool.com
lianxingem@126.com
liao_dengping@126.com
liao_kui@sfcmotor.com
lib_jsb@cuc.edu.cn
libiaodz@126.com
libincas@163.com
libo-sales@163.com
libo@axinternational.se
libonk@126.com
libraries@nbu.edu.sa
library@mei.edu
library@pal-plc.org
library@uokufa.edu.iq
licai@jrj.com.cn
licaliva@163.com
licence@freescale.com
licensing@scfms.sy
licheng@126.com
licheng@163.com
licheng@buaa.edu.cn
licheng@dgnet.net
licheng@engr.mun.ca
licheng@licheng.com.cn
licheng@lichengsy.com
licheng@mun.ca
licheng@smc-igs.com
lichensjz@sina.com
lichi-china@mailcenter.com.cn
lidengmei333@163.com
lido@1982.com
lifenergy@126.com
lifeng@heishanglass.com
lifengyu@smwautoblok.cn
lifeoffice@hideaway-samui.com
lifesaving@acctphilly.org
lifesbiology@126.com
lifescience@invitro.com.au
lifl@sanyoudissan.com
liftsky818@163.com
lig010@126.com
ligang55@bjmu.edu.cn
ligang59@tju.edu.cn
ligd@igsnrr.ac.cn
lightworks@lightworks.com.ph
ligpai@163.com
lihaifei@cylan.com.cn
lihangang@126.com
lihe@mhctools.com
lihua1278@163.com
lihua@mwd.biglobe.ne.jp
lihuiluoyang@163.com
lijian-gd@163.com
lijianblm@163.com
lijianyong96@163.com
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lijiew@vip.163.com
lijing_sial@163.com
lijingya@bnu.edu.cn
lijun5656@sina.com
likar@ovsanuk.com
like@table-cloth.cn
likejun3@163.com
likejun@163.com
lileic@sh163.net
lilfant@lilfant.com
lili1@sinoair.com
lili33859@126.com
lili50972@126.com
lili53659@126.com
lilian.li@focusun.com
lilian@andorinhahiper.com.br
lilian@topjlh.com
lilian_cl@163.com
lilianchen@lesenphants.com.tw
lilianwang@czssjh.com
lilikun89@163.com
lilithy@shenkai.com
lily.ren@szx.hamburgsud.com
lily.wijaya@ptlins.com
lily@asianmetal.com
lily@leadwayic.com.cn
lily@phyhuir.com
lily_he@cnshipping.com
lilycao@xiong-ji.com
lilyshm@163.com
lilysong2009@126.com
lilyyan@tju.edu.cn
liming_friend@163.com
lin.jiajia@epa.gov
lin.yan@tl-oil.com
lina@dau.edu.sa
linb@swu.edu.cn
linber@zamnet.zm
linbiao312@163.com
linda.armstrong@jcschools.us
linda.heckman@jcschools.us
linda.northrup@utoronto.ca
linda7766@126.com
linda@ajzhenda.com
linda@ledjiajie.com
linda@organic-herb.com
linda@tju.edu.cn
lindachen@linktech.cn
lindalee@adsale.com.hk
linde@decorrespondent.nl
linding@lindinglab.org
line.vigier@annefontaine.com
lingard.wu@highkite.cn
lingbin@public.szptt.net.cn
linglan725@126.com
lingling8852@126.com
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lingongbo002@163.com
lingqiang0122@163.com
lingy@ihep.ac.cn
linhuigu@yeah.net
link.kl@seznam.cz
link@ofweek.com
linkejixie@163.com
linkmen@ctimail.com
linoor79@icqmail.com
linpengmeimei@163.com
linsanger@web-maker.com.tw
linyingpa18@pa18.com
lionelshang@chemphars.com
lionstar@vip.163.com
lipen@sina.com
liq60@sany.com.cn
liqi@liputool.com
liqian@hawaii.edu
liqing.jiang@noaa.gov
lir@chinatrucks.com
lirenbin@tidewaytools.com
lirenyou@sina.com
lisa.dierking@jcschools.us
lisa.gilbane@boem.gov
lisa.kunza@sdsmt.edu
lisa.milke@noaa.gov
lisa.walk@jcschools.us
lisa.yang@tnt.com
lisa418@uw.edu
lisa@alltrade.com.tw
lisa@asianmetal.com
lisa@edicorp.com.tw
lisa@hx-shoes.biz
lisa@opentip.com
lisa_roberts@columbiacountyfla.com
lisaalp@163.com
lisamayao@e-bices.org
lisaqin@uvel-cn.com
lise@decorrespondent.nl
lishengping@feininger.cn
lishengzhou@126.com
lishuxian@world-transmission.com
lisongzhao@126.com
lissam@sfei.org
listin.diario@codetel.net.do
listin.redaccion@codetel.net.do
listinsantiago@codetel.net.do
listro@unisar.com
litai@vip.163.com
litansiee@163.com
litao78901@163.com
litao@xinliguang.com
litzow@faralloninstitute.org
liu.h@auskin.com.cn
liu.hua@stauff.com.cn
liu2006@126.com
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liu@utlonline.co.ug
liu@xibi.cn
liuaimin@bjhtty.com.cn
liubing_sha@126.com
liuchengqiang@testmart.cn
liuchi@rkph.com
liufeng_129@sina.com
liufenghua@jmsu.edu.cn
liugenyan@njmu.edu.cn
liugong@liugongaustralia.com
liuhaiping@china-junco.com
liuhangzhou@gse.cn
liuhanli5258@163.com
liuhongwei7733@126.com
liuhui@forsuntools.com
liuj@jlrope.com
liuj@liuyao.com
liujinhongyj@163.com
liujuan@bnu.edu.cn
liujun@eshow365.com
liul@sh.chinamobile.com
liuliangcasic@sina.com
liuqian@haolisen.com
liush@mitutoyo.com.cn
liushengfa@fio.org.cn
liusongwei@SINA.COM
liuweiwei@bestwise.com.cn
liuxiaolu999@pa18.com
liuxiaoyan@fy-ic.com
liuxin1983@xmu.edu.cn
liuxin5945@163.com
liuxing@ydhjd.com
liuxing_9889@163.com
liuxl2006@126.com
liuxuejing@dentistx.com
liuya861013@163.com
liuyanjing@guargum.com.cn
liuying@vogel.com.cn
liuyong@aojoa.cn
liuyx866@163.com
liva@livagrup.com.tr
liviachoi@jackelhk.com
liweizss@126.com
liwenou-1234@163.com
lixinda@yeah.net
lixinghua1li@163.com
lixiuyun1234@yeah.net
liyahua11@126.com
liyan.cd@foxmail.com
liyangui@apower.com.cn
liyaojun@drennanco.com
liyinai2@163.com
liyingchun@cnpc.ocm.cn
liyue83167@163.com
liyujie@dmbest.com.cn
liz@poppyheadconsultancy.com
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lizaiquan@bjmu.edu.cn
lizb@complex.com
lizbeth.davila@upr.edu
lizhan4139068@163.com
lizhao@bjmu.edu.cn
lizhou1985@163.com
liztam57@googlemail.com
lj.chavez@codetel.net.do
lj@lifung.com.hk
ljh9645@126.com
ljhan@ciac.ac.cn
ljj@datsing.com
ljl@hzsunkings.com
ljlt@vip.163.com
ljn@eshow365.com
ljzmr@163.com
lk.leo@bdluckychem.com
lk168@vip.163.com
lkch@ptsn.net.cn
lkipp@whoi.edu
lkk@laikamkee.com
lkl009@126.com
lkmlk@ff.com
lksanyi@126.com
lkshanhe@163.com
lkvgeest@lambert-instruments.com
lkxuebao@snnu.edu.cn
lladah@cicese.mx
llambie@casdfalcons.org
llihua2003@vip.163.com
lljjww16@163.com
lllima@klabin.com.br
llopes@umstudio.com
lloyd@phillynews.com
llp7830@sina.com
llshen@shmu.edu.cn
llubelczyk@bigelow.org
lm@veevii.de
lm_1977@mail.ru
lm_200001@sina.com
lmfitzge@eckerd.edu
lmian68@163.com
lms@proventainternational.com
lmtrdb@163.com
ln@haide-chem.com
ln@simtronics.no
ln_fenxihuayi@sina.com
ln_lnbgt@126.com
lnbxshj@163.com
lncygd@163.com
lnichols@jcboe.org
lnigro@uwf.edu
lnjcxsgs@163.com
lntymj@163.com
lo52d@sina.com
loan@vdelta.com.vn
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located@renapur.com
located@www.slack.com
lock@crux.ocn.ne.jp
loctite9898@126.com
lode@decorrespondent.nl
logan@loganfreight.com
logi@fukumi.co.jp
logistica@facominsac.com.pe
logistics@lasanigroup.com
loh@my.tesco.com
lollipop@pop16.odn.ne.jp
loncityair@enews.londoncityairport.com
longrange28@163.com
longtec2008@163.com
longwall@marco.de
longxin@hbhj.com
longxinjixie2008@sina.com
longyi112233@163.com
longzhi@163.com
lonnie.gonsalves@noaa.gov
lontocvi@us.panasonic.com
lorelei.schwartz@jcschools.us
lorena@condalab.com
lorenzetti@audiosystems.com.br
lori.maberry@jcschools.us
lori.massman@jcschools.us
lorie.rost@jcschools.us
lorinda@aldabra.co.za
lorne.collins@target.com
lorne@mexpack-relo.com
lorriefauro@mail.ru
losberger@online.sh.cn
losina@yandex.com
lotus466@hcm.vnn.vn
louie@aimcorp.com.tw
louisliuyi@126.com
lour578@mail.ru
lovejoy_sx@163.com
loveless@lovelessash.com
lozam@et.afro.who.int
lp820310@163.com
lpace@schmidtocean.org
lpacheco@jcboe.org
lpalmer@jwmiller.com
lpass@savantav.com
lpatricia@cvcouros.com.br
lperedo@cotas.com.bo
lpftc@vip.163.com
lplough@umces.edu
lpngxin@hbhj.com
lpowers@umces.edu
lpracht@uw.edu
lpwang@scbit.org
lqb870916@163.com
lr@longruan.com
lra5vx@virginia.edu
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lra@soldeplata.com
lrclause@cs.uiuc.edu
lrivera@jcboe.org
ls.sistemas@codetel.net.do
ls@rocksound-management.com
lsanford@umces.edu
lsart@163.com
lschacht@bitrode.com
lshnayder@jcboe.org
lsierra@hospimedics.com
lsj@ahxcgs.com
lstortz@adacautomotive.com
lswchn@163.com
lsy2732689@163.com
lsy@eshow365.com
lsz_jsb@yahuu.com.cn
lt_jy2013@163.com
ltavarez@codetel.net.do
ltdsz@ltdsz.com
lterry@source.ltd.uk
ltgao@juniper.net
ltorales@thetrilogygroup.com
ltoth@usgs.gov
ltoutai@avalonimp.co.nz
luana.barreira@todo.com.br
luanne@aqmsautomotive.com
lubyagin.v@mail.ru
luca.giuzzi@unibs.it
luca@coelho.fi
lucasjiang@vipabc.com
lucasm@trinitypride.org
lucelia.guedes@csdvarejo.com.br
lucia.calasso@inpresspni.com.br
lucia.ceroni@chiesi.com.br
lucia@wedar.com.cn
luciana.martinez@eisenmann.com.br
luciano@esferas.com.br
lucid_intl@yahoo.co.jp
luciek@hawaii.edu
lucinda@pinkgeckocreative.com
luckeychao@163.com
luckway@mail.online.sh.cn
lucky@luckytex.com
luckytextile@luckytextilemills.biz
luclima@contax.com.br
lucy.delsarto@tvh.com
lucy.kliethermes@jcschools.us
lucy820@yeah.net
lucy@cmpharm.com
lucy@hongdi-china.com
lucy@ndltrans.com
ludwigpm@jmu.edu
luebeck@capnetz.de
luglis@unimore.it
luhnev.ant@yandex.ru
luis-ramon-reyes@colpal.com
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luis.barrera@seguridad.gob.sv
luis.beiro@listindiario.com
luis.duarte@global.pt
luis@portada.com
luis_ferreras@jce.do
luiscordavac@gamail.com
luisdolci@mktmix.com.br
luismarquez@codetel.net.do
luismira@hltv.org
luisreyes@codetel.net.do
luiz.ecard@fsb.com.br
luiz.tripodi@logup.com.br
luiza@clpromotion.com.br
luize.salles@ibrowse.com.br
luizmaeda@systemplan.com.br
lujiaxiang@bitomart.com
lujie0912@metropolis-mag.com
lukacs.peter@exim.hu
lukangmotorcycle@163.com
lul.ft_ks_o.missyou@ezweb.ne.jp
lulu@undermusik.com
luman.loi@mouser.com
lumi830505@163.com
lumicor@163.com
lumin@shlucki.com
luming_1287@126.com
luminous@pop16.odn.ne.jp
lumos@lihong.com.tw
luncute.com@wix-domains.com
lunis@knowbrainer.com
luo2617082@sina.com
luode88@126.com
luohq@swu.edu.cn
luohui@ylys88.com
luojiaqi800826@163.com
luojiatun@163.com
luojun37@163.com
luowei@xinxx.com
luoxr@shamc.com.cn
luoxr@sohu.com
luoyang20090808@163.com
luoyongchao@163.com
luozhanhua@163.com
lupeihua@sh-ace.com
luqian3335@126.com
luquanzhong_tx@sina.com
luqun@anhuichem.com
lushouguang@126.com
luthai@lttc.com.cn
luther@udel.edu
lutz.grzegorz@pactl.com
luxiaoling80@126.com
luyi816@126.com
luyisimygd@vip.163.com
luyuan763@163.com
luyuandong1958@163.com
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luzbr@une.net.co
luzhang@niglas.ac.cn
luzhouxx@126.com
lv.xuanjing@163.com
lvalentinalvarado@whoi.edu
lvfeng1275@126.com
lvjun@bjmu.edu.cn
lvjw@kanfort.com
lvlinxiashi@163.com
lvsongjun@126.com
lvxiaoyangok@126.com
lvyanfei@126.com
lvyouzhuanjia@126.com
lw@ty-chem.cn
lwaidner@uwf.edu
lwashington@jcboe.org
lweber@whoi.edu
lwestpoint@jcboe.org
lwfbj2004@sina.com.cn
lwhitney@bigelow.org
lwingard@usgs.gov
lwjiang@126.com
lx2367@126.com
lx@sset.cn
lxc_9119@163.com
lxf8503@163.com
lxgx600783@126.com
lxhslmlxh@126.com
lxie@jtk800.com
lxjxedu@163.com
lxn880922@163.com
lxu@whoi.edu
lxz@qinsun.com
ly11012a@ly.gov.tw
ly@fstchem.com
lyakhovych@mail.ru
lyana62@mail.ru
lybk999@163.com
lybov7@inbox.ru
lyboying@163.com
lybst2722@126.com
lyd@pompeseva.com
lydiaping@163.com
lyeve@vip.163.com
lygcosco.yws@163.com
lyhuiyang@vip.163.com
lyj@anja.cn
lylanhai@126.com
lylys@163.com
lym@ctc.ac.cn
lymy@hrblymy.com
lynn.kwak@coex.co.kr
lynn@cnoemphone.net
lynne@loudouncomm.net
lynnette.lee@pakai.com
lyount@launchpnt.com
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lysep@vip.163.com
lyuba2628@mail.ru
lyubov.kholodnyak@mail.ru
lyy150g@163.com
lyzjc_cnpc@vip.163.com
lz-liuderen@163.com
lz@lindianweiye.com
lzbin888@163.com
lzfsty@163.com
lzh@huashan-environ.com
lziolkowski@geol.sc.edu
lzj@yz-super.com
lzjkjy@163.com
lzkjxsb@163.com
lzs_120@163.com
lzsyongheng@163.com
lzwszfjd@163.com
lzx00200@yahuu.com.cn
m-hobo@kanefusa.co.jp
m-oike@okuma.co.jp
m-r@steba.com
m.antipina@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
m.berezin@fmgspb.ru
m.canalda@codetel.net.do
m.cohn@codetel.net.do
m.desastre@codetel.net.do
m.diaz@bancentral.gov.do
m.dobrioglo@fmgnovo.ru
m.dunbabin@qut.edu.au
m.filpo@codetel.net.do
m.guengoer@kehrlioeler.ch
m.h.s.kraak@uva.nl
m.j.j.schrama@cml.leidenuniv.nl
m.jackson@imperial.ac.uk
m.kaiser@kaiser-krane.de
m.klucsarit@kolibri.co.at
m.korizek@farmet.cz
m.lopez@bancentral.gov.do
m.m.akustyk@poczta.fm
m.mcgill@nervecentre.org
m.minchuk@mik.com.ua
m.nejadi@parsonline.net
m.ponomarenko@fmgspb.ru
m.seabaugh@nextechmaterials.com
m.stevens@imperial.ac.uk
m.tarabanova@iwm.ru
m.urbaez@bancentral.gov.do
m.v.prati@im.cnr.it
m.wickel@trendco.de
m13461029561@163.com
m13661628340@163.com
m13713873502@163.com
m_hadidy@promise.com.eg
m_ii@magusworldwide.com
m_ishida@anzen.co.jp
ma6rg@vs2c.com
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maaike@decorrespondent.nl
maaike@demetra.nl
maattanen@iki.fi
mable@motorelectric.com
macavalcanti@theglobalnomads.com.br
mache@layabozi.com
machine4u@yeah.net
machl@sacf.com
machun@126.com
mackwoods@mackwoods.com
mackworld@wow.lk
mada985@zajil.net
madalenamedeiros@rhmobile.com.br
madeline@berkeley.edu
madsen@scancom.net
maevans@usgs.gov
maeve.martin@ashvillemediagroup.com
maevek@complex.com
mafei@synchem.net
magali.celso@closer.com.br
magazine@chinaforge.com.cn
magazine@rikastudios.com
magda22@codetel.net.do
maggie.maguire@ansys.com
maggie@asianmetal.com
maggie@grandviewtex.com
maggie@masam.com.cn
maggie@taifei.net
maggieleehk@ctimail.com
maggieliu@ringiertrade.com
magma@magma.hr
magnoliakasse@listindiario.com
magnus.morth@su.se
magnus.varma@bizzlight.se
maguanying@126.com
mahdi@hawaii.edu
mahesh@khushigroup.net
mahf@shofu.com.cn
mahjoub@net.sy
maidorn@math.uregina.ca
maierde@163.com
mail.68@mail.ru
mail@aaccupqa.org.ph
mail@aastrom.com
mail@assethomes.in
mail@berghaus-verkehrstechnik.de
mail@buchiglas.cn
mail@christophel.com
mail@cometclearing.com
mail@eastern-sources.com.hk
mail@eatingburn.com
mail@ecoroll.de
mail@elgebaly.net
mail@engsoon.com.sg
mail@flottweg.com.cn
mail@incab.ru
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mail@interagroup.org
mail@jennys-trading.com
mail@liveaudio.tv
mail@longsheen.com.hk
mail@mami.com.tn
mail@manoharanphotography.com
mail@minghing.com.hk
mail@novachurch.org
mail@offhighway.co.in
mail@parodontologiehamburg.de
mail@pascalpackaging.gr
mail@peha.com.hk
mail@presidentofnepal.gov.np
mail@royalfoodstuff.com
mail@russian-classics.com
mail@saastower.com
mail@sekarguna.co.id
mail@sgepc.in
mail@simoldes.com
mail@soundmk.ch
mail@sunrudder.com.tw
mail@taegutec.com.cn
mail@tianchengpharma.com
mail@uglemetan.ru
mail@us-tech.com
mail@vishalgroup.com
mail@wastech.com.hk
mail@wehrhahn.de
mail@wopo.tv
mail@zpmc.com
mailbox20@hkconnection.com
mailbox@china.com
mailbox@cyphenlimited.com
mailbox@kundrabansal.com
mailbox@majmudarindia.com
mailbox@ormecon.de
mailme@heramb.net
mainara.machado@espro.org.br
mainfine@vip.163.com
maisieh@shift.sh
maisonchem@126.com
maitech@accessme.com.jo
majahh@dd.pl
majesh.abraham@integromics.com
majesty@pop16.odn.ne.jp
mak@aqua.dtu.dk
makinowataru@m.tohoku.ac.jp
makoto.shimamura@toshiba.co.jp
maksim-litvinyuk@mail.ru
malagin_2018@mail.ru
malecd@us.panasonic.com
malgin@bronsard.ru
mali@tavus.com.tr
maliar@hawaii.edu
mallen@mdsg.umd.edu
mallory.mcgowin@jcschools.us
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malnik80@mail.ru
malsburg@fias.uni-frankfurt.de
malta-un.newyork@gov.mt
malva@codetel.net.do
mamast@usgs.gov
mamc@hawaii.edu
mamiller@usgs.gov
management@arabianpublications.com
management@cicksa.com
management@intersoftsolutions.com
management@mouwasat.com
management@santona.com.hk
manager@brazilianleather.com.br
manager@threshers.com
manager@udtrade.com
managing@unlvrebelyell.com
manaskhatua@iitj.ac.in
mandarin@ilos.net
mandeep.virdee@hbc.com
manderson@computer.org
mandirjx@jmu.edu
mandy.gormley@dominojewellery.com
manesh@aaa-corp.co.jp
manho@pricerite.com.hk
maninyu@seazon-tex.com
manoel.wilson@hydrostec.com.br
manoj@almoayyed.com.bh
mansfield.fung@nonnenmann-gmbh.de
mansour.bashar@basco.com
mantej@codetel.net.do
manuel.fernandez@ottomotores.com.mx
manuel.figueroa@listin.com.do
manuel.semente@bollore.com
manuellovelace@codetel.net.do
manuelr@ctmmixers.com
manufacturers@busytrade.com
manvotruck@163.com
manzano@vocamen.com
manzar@guident.net
manzhuo@ewaii.com
mao@qdget.com
maosheng1@mao-sheng.com
maoshengchem@126.com
maoyunde@126.com
mapucha123@163.com
marc.besseling@nioz.nl
marc.fischer@ebertlang.com
marc.fournier@camptocamp.com
marc.meininghaus@dbschenker.com
marc@petit-huguenin.org
marc@printsourceplus.net
marc@solarmetric.com
marcal.joanilho@singtaonewscorp.com
marcelasilveira@cirvaiha.com
marcelinap@alnap.com.do
marcello.pimentel@nextel.com.br
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marcelo.mendonca@tam.com.br
marcelo.pda@controlinformatica.com.br
marcelo@alimportexport.com.br
marcelo@clicklab.com.br
marcia.avruch@pwc.com
marcia.sankey@jcschools.us
marciakennedy@sky.com
marcio@loudness.com.br
marco.tulio@finitycons.com
marco@weichengco.com
marcom@rajoo.com
marcos.ricci@argenvans.com.ar
marcos.santos@liebherr.com
marcos.stati@libbero.com.br
marcos@emfoco.net
marcos@lm-informatica.com.br
marcus.wallin@geo.uu.se
marcus@conceptwire.com.au
marcus@marcuscom.com
marek.matuszewski@hydrosprzet.pl
marellipumps@marellipumps.com
maren.voss@io-warnemuende.de
marengo1@prodigy.net.mx
maressa@salem.com.br
margaret.kerr@iamovers.org
margoSfila@mail.ru
mari@orb-inc.com
maria.cardonamaldonado@upr.edu
maria.carolina@guazzelliconsultores.com.br
maria.soldevila@listindiario.com
maria.valladares@ceaza.cl
maria.vilas@research.uwa.edu.au
maria17002055@163.com
maria@iopan.gda.pl
maria_mary@163.com
mariabarcenilla@beimad.com.cn
mariabisono@codetel.net.do
mariana.basta@alibinali.com
mariana.erecacho@via-mobilis.com
mariane@controllinecftv.com.br
marianne@macrumors.com
marie.vermeire@crealogos.be
marina8202@163.com
marina@dragonflypr.co.uk
marina@rodeschini.it
marinasitu@163.com
marine-dredging2@langemachinery.com
marino@marino.fi
mario.pica@justcom.it
mario@benzon.it
mariop@antons.com.au
maritimo.portuario@oabsp.org.br
maritzamorillo@listindiario.com
marium@abnetbd.com
marius@visuals.tv
marj@uwaterloo.ca
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marjorie.liberati@uconn.edu
mark.cosico@cnt.com.ph
mark.dopson@lnu.se
mark.eakin@noaa.gov
mark.fleisher@modmed.com
mark.scheuerell@noaa.gov
mark.thomas@domino-wb.co.uk
mark@artflora.co.uk
mark@ifoto.kiev.ua
mark@mgg.co.za
mark@pce-atlanta.com
mark@publishedscholar.com
mark@scottoiler.com
mark_ohnstad@logitech.com
markcheung@manningsasia.com
markcrowe@radiophonewireless.com
market-iot01@four-faith.com
market2@cngearboxes.com
market4@kunda.com
market@amfloco.com
market@broadpharma.com
market@celoxchina.com
market@chemsun.cn
market@cnpilot.com
market@cz-kt.com
market@exportpro.biz
market@heiner-tools.com
market@jonhon.cn
market@lcpumps.com
market@medpep.com
market@neotrident.com
market@ofweek.com
market@one-all.com
market@recare.com.cn
market@safetak.com
market@sino-pigment.com
market@sinopep.com
market@slsteel.com
market@tagene.net
market@taiyuen.com
market@td-pharm.com
market@tjdy.com
market@wanchang.com
market@wenlida.com
market@winjoin.net
market@wuxiworld.com
market@xarlm.com
market@xmzzj.com
market@yitaipharmacy.com
market@yujiacn.com
marketdev@jhoa.net
marketing-site@wownutrition.com.br
marketing.comunicare@ccib.ro
marketing2@grandeurhk.com
marketing2@pumyang.com
marketing@accusoft.com
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marketing@anglochinese.com
marketing@arshine.com.cn
marketing@autotrust.nl
marketing@axxel.biz
marketing@cavendish-kinetics.com
marketing@citizenmetalloys.com
marketing@dal.co.jp
marketing@eighteensound.it
marketing@fzlham.com
marketing@globalventures-india.com
marketing@highe.com.cn
marketing@icomuk.co.uk
marketing@import.io
marketing@layn.com
marketing@marinedigital.com
marketing@mebel-neman.by
marketing@mfl.at
marketing@mirandatools.net
marketing@nanocure.com
marketing@nengyuan.com
marketing@newtech.dp.ua
marketing@pernambucanas.com.br
marketing@primrose.co.uk
marketing@ptc.org
marketing@rajhisteel.com
marketing@remax.com.br
marketing@riohk.com
marketing@sanchina.com.cn
marketing@spencer-air.com
marketing@struchem.com
marketing@taixing.cc
marketing@tecfluid.com
marketing@trekinc.com
marketing@tze.com.cn
marketing@worldpanasia.com
marketing_lumaga@cv-lumaga.com
marketingcolonia@hospitalevangelico.com
marketsdata@ft.com
markfarrington@ups.com
markku.kolkka@iki.fi
markl@autoaide.ca
marko.hiltunen@orkp.net
markus.beck@fehlmann.com
markus@openbsd.org
markz@aiesec.ca
marlene.kaplan@noaa.gov
marliete.pereira@postosaocristovao.com.br
marloes.groeneveld@ebc.uu.se
marnix@decorrespondent.nl
marpestoldo@codetel.net.do
marqusee@berkeley.edu
marsoobian@southernct.edu
marss@126.com
martha@e-allscience.com
martin.kupec@kupson.cz
martin.r.mathieson@googlemail.com
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martin.robinson@clubsonar.co.uk
martin.wolf@ft.com
martin@aaaumbrella.com
martin@bjpxty.com
martin@sebaux.com
martin@vanderwerff.org
martin@voipmonitor.org
martin_r_busche@whirlpool.com
martina.vono@generali.com
martinandco@libertysurf.fr
martinenko44@mail.ru
martink@mossmotors.com
martino.giorgioni@usp.br
martti.kuparinen@iki.fi
martyq@ldeo.columbia.edu
marukoshi@kk-marukoshi.com
marusczak@get.obs-mip.fr
marve@czp-parts.com
mary-ann@freedomproperty.com.au
mary.li@hmf-china.com
mary.scranton@stonybrook.edu
mary688@126.com
mary@mcneel.com
mary@navigatorpublishing.com
maryanka_753@mail.ru
maryannen@21stcenturygroup.com.au
maryherrera1@codetel.net.do
maryjane.bagwell@state.or.us
marylise.hebrard@cnfr-notaire.org
mas.dojiri@lacity.org
masa5008@chive.ocn.ne.jp
maschinenbau@raedlinger.com
mashakoks@mail.ru
maska121717@mail.ru
massimo.pernice@su.se
masszee@ump.edu.my
master1@ktfairs.com
master@dhk-intl.com
master@diarioelprogreso.com
master@egctfresh.com
master@fshaijin.com
master@jiuhuaauto.com
master@lzet.com.cn
master@mmetal.cn
master@newgain.cn
master_liu@scmiec.com
masterchangshupaite@vip.163.com
mat@matws.net
matchling@matchling.com.tw
materialfluss@vuservice.de
mathew.sun@nwp6.com
mathildawang@bisjigang.com
mathur@jana-ksa.com
matias.hees@agraagroindustrial.com.br
matt.carley@hamiltonbeach.com
matt.ramoundos@remindacap.com
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matt@bencookwest.com
matt@ettus.com
matt@scottoiler.com
mattewdong@163.com
matthaeus@butlers.de
matthes@oeko.de
matthew.arnott@asianmetal.com
matthew.d.campbell@noaa.gov
matthew.pilat@baesystems.com
matthew.wong@hld.com
matthew.yeager@jcschools.us
matthew@asianmetal.com
matthew@fermax.co.za
matthew@matthewwoodward.co.uk
matthias.labrenz@io-warnemuende.de
matthieu.coudron@lip6.fr
mattjohnson@whoi.edu
mattmoran@mcgrath.com.au
mattsson@prophysics-sol.se
matutino@la91fm.com
mauriceho@hkbn.net
mauricio.diaz@fiza.co
mauro.manno@pa.ibf.cnr.it
mauro@whoi.edu
mavhikis@msu.ac.zw
mawad@sd163.com
maweiwei0626@163.com
max.glasby@newcrest.com.au
max@todio.com
maxil@arab-board.org
maximenk@hawaii.edu
maxshen@berkeley.edu
maxzhang1979@126.com
may@hightechgz.com
may@ngaichin.com.sg
maya3838@hanmail.net
mayetta@zssxchem.com
maying@weijiegroup.com
mayke@decorrespondent.nl
maylei@yongchengcraft.com
mayoralaulo@mayoral.es
mayue_519@163.com
mayumi.yamashita@coleman.com
mazlumbudak@koster.com.tr
mb5m@dhivehinet.net.mv
mb@totachi.com
mbarone@washingtonexaminer.com
mbassett@csumb.edu
mbatista@shipwcs.com
mbatten@whistlergroup.com
mbaumgartner@whoi.edu
mbc@mobicool.com
mbecker@brsa.com.br
mbelonenko@yandex.ru
mbevand@google.com
mbi@codetel.net.do
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mbilici@kombassan.com.tr
mbo@mbo.no
mbosco@lanetechsales.com
mbouby@lasirena.com.pe
mbowe@wildwings.com
mbp@sourcefrog.net
mbpromo@maltanet.net
mbrady@jcboe.org
mbrahadeesh@trivitron.com
mbtac@hanmail.net
mbuchala@jcboe.org
mbuckley@ou.edu
mburgess@jcboe.org
mbystry@ziggity.com
mc@mineclosure2010.com
mc_kla1t@mail.ru
mcaicedo@jcboe.org
mcalderon@jcboe.org
mcamarillo@pacific.edu
mcarbajal@vivemejor.cl
mcarvalho@ciandt.com
mcbaker@haverford.edu
mcgc08@u.washington.edu
mcgillic@whoi.edu
mcharette@whoi.edu
mchen@csu.edu.tw
mchiu@tatungusa.com
mchristy@ontheflybottle.com
mclane@mclanelabs.com
mcm.direction@planet.tn
mcmullenf@sd-star.com
mcole@trendsinternational.com
mcreedon@jcboe.org
mcs.mail@marclaim.com
mcustode@meridianEMR.com
mcx812@163.com
md@oeid.ir
md@pharmatec.com
md@vasudeva.com
mdbsales2@ybakanoo.net
mdchica@af2100.com
mdejuan@uic.es
mdeoleo.osinca@codetel.net.do
mdihn-fdc@hn.vnn.vn
mdillon@jcboe.org
mdimop@med.uoa.gr
mdj@szanbel.com.cn
mdjcuixd@163.com
mdjfgt@163.com
mdla@hawaii.edu
mdm.asoc@codetel.net.do
mdmccar@ucsc.edu
mdmdragons@mail.ru
mdolanobrien@jcboe.org
mdowning-kunz@usgs.gov
mdriaz@riaztextile.com
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mdsakalu@ncsu.edu
mdtorab@navanacng.com
mdx@mainone.cn
mdx@maione.cn
mdx@mdx.pl
mdx@pku.edu.cn
me@corelab.com
me@moshekaplan.com
me@my.com
me@petrostarvalve.com
me@pop21.odn.ne.jp
measures@hawaii.edu
meatest@meatest.cz
mecinfo@molecularelectronics.com
medakon@medakon.net
mederingtonhagy@uwf.edu
medha.gupta@prgtech.in
media.help@apple.com
media.relations@jdpa.com
media.submit.963theblaze@townsquaredigital.com
media1@msbkk.com
media@advocare.com
media@irusa.org
media@sfn.org
medicalem@medicalem.com
medlund@smm.org
meera_vankipuram@thinkdigit.com
meera_venkipuram@thinkdigit.com
megaa@megaaindianarts.com
megagood@sina.com
megan.walker@jcschools.us
megason@vip.163.com
megavet@megavet.eu
megodeco@online.sh.cn
megumi@ikeriri.ne.jp
mehboob.mazari@americanfumigation.com
mehecojs@mehecojs.com
mehmet.zenci@kutahya.bel.tr
mehmeterdem.ozdogan@kutahya.bel.tr
mehta@mehtaexpo.com
mei122078@163.com
mei@wisdomchem.com
meihong@meihongshoes.com
meinander@cloettafazer.fi
meisifashion@163.com
meixue@vip.126.com
mel@meco-group.com
melanie.brandt@jakobthaler.com
melanie.damour@boem.gov
melanie.loh@maytag.com
melaniedavis@usgs.gov
meley.abdullayeva@mail.ru
melin@kmlinternational.com
melinda@multidev.ro
melissa.neuman@noaa.gov
melissa.simpson@jcschools.us
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melissa.vernon@jcschools.us
melissa.wartman@monash.edu
melon522@163.com
members@canadianvisaexpert.net
memberservices@linkedenergy.net
membership@ellevatenetwork.com
membership@iamovers.org
membership@matchdeck.com
membership@w3.org
memis.ozus@kutahya.bel.tr
mendedan@hawaii.edu
menel2@illinois.edu
mengdeyuan@126.com
mengli1212@126.com
mengm@tju.edu.cn
mengweimin@163.com
mengyuanchina@163.com
mercadeo.v@codetel.net.do
mercedes@ceibs.edu
merch1-hk@billionact.com
merchan@elekeen.com
merchek@mail.ru
meredith@nsi-int.com
meredith_hastings@brown.edu
merry2003@vip.163.com
merturk@reel.com.tr
meryl.storb@msu.montana.edu
mes@mes.rnu.tn
meshkovPP@economy.gov.ru
message.massage@free.fr
messe-muenchen@tradefairs.com
mestoparts@163.com
metin.saglam@bunge.com
metronic@163.com
meudy2015@my.fit.edu
mew_w@sina.com
mexsal@transpac.com.mx
meydan@meydandistic.com
meydan@meydanscissor.com
mez@era-contact.com.tr
mfabian@codetel.net.do
mfaller@cl-int.com
mfe@sauter-asia.com
mferguson@doctorshospital.com
mfg@handepharm.com
mflinn@murraystate.edu
mflorian@codetel.net.do
mflu@hongbao.com
mfoley@usgs.gov
mfranco@jcboe.org
mfurstoss@jcboe.org
mfyx1221@sina.com
mgallo@prtc.net
mghthm@126.com
mgimenez@agilitylogistics.com
mgmnt@ptec.com.ps
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mgoh@nupoly.com
mgomes@freshdelmonte.com
mgoncalves@grupoassa.com
mgorod-ek@mail.ru
mgossman@gpo.gov
mgr.nyc@aaeexpress.us
mgr@castro.co.il
mgraves@napoleonproducts.com
mgsr@mgsr.net
mgt@novocargo.net
mgt@shehwa.co.kr
mgt_madina@mouwasat.com
mguallar@semillasfito.com
mguerra@jcboe.org
mhansen@abbaintl.com
mhaskey@ledger-enquirer.com
mhatta@hawaii.edu
mheckman@hawaii.edu
mhjubail@mouwasat.com
mhm@abacohealthcare.com
mhnetwork@wcinet.com
mhogg@geckojewellery.com
mhpolska@manulihydraulics.com.pl
mhriyadh@mouwasat.com
mhx@jlnickel.com.cn
mhzhaotk@163.com
mi_jun@126.com
mian@goetzmoving.com
miao1536@163.com
mib@mib-biotech.de
micaam@foxmail.com
micaha@ctmmixers.com
micchina@cwst.com
mich423@overback-hk.com
michael.bernhard@bfh.ch
michael.bourke@monash.edu
michael.couty@jcschools.us
michael.ford@noaa.gov
michael.grace@monash.edu
michael.march@kalamediaworks.com
michael.millgate@utoronto.ca
michael.paula@bmvit.gv.at
michael.schrimpf@stonybrook.edu
michael4166@163.com
michael@georgetown.edu
michael@hankslaw.com
michael@heavytransporter.com
michael@readyreport.co.uk
michael@worldtradebrasil.com.br
michael@wrh-housewares.cc
michael_zsm@163.com
michaelluhs@163.com
michaellxj@163.com
michaels@inet.no
michal.gasior@natemat.pl
michal.mankowski@natemat.pl
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michalak@carnegiescience.edu
michel.vandenplas@tvconnections.eu
michel@crew4you.nl
michele.ahlman@clearsounds.com
michelle.fandl@jcschools.us
michelle.fenghe@biomedcentral.com
michelle.hale@port.ac.uk
michelle.lee@mcabayarea.org
michelle.mccrackin@su.se
michelle.mosley@jcschools.us
michelle.rh@bellinatiperez.com.br
michelle.stappert@woodwardbizmedia.com
michelle.tomlinson@noaa.gov
michelle@essenceofliving.com.au
michelle@suntech-intl.com
michelle_hsu@everspring.com.tw
michelle_liu@felixpr.com.cn
michellep@thanedirect.com
michellep@uglog.com
mickael_ma@biocause.net
mickeytang@ctimail.com
mickh@conflow.com
micro@pd.jaring.my
microlab@twspindle.com
microscopy@zeiss.com
microzh@xmu.edu.cn
midilab@codetel.net.do
midlink@spctnet.com
midorin@canacad.ac.jp
mieke@gsa.gov
migovich@mail.ru
miguel.frada@mail.huji.ac.il
miguel.sastre@upr.edu
miguel@asei.co.id
miguel@desarrolloweb.com
miguelfarjat@elniplito.com.mx
mihir@globalallianz.ae
miho_ishida@nta.co.jp
miia.pokkinen@evac.com
mikayla.jones@noaa.gov
mike.billow@sncorp.com
mike.grace@monash.edu
mike.miele@complexnetworks.com
mike.passen@escocorp.com
mike.sandford@hamiltonbeach.com
mike.schaefer@jcschools.us
mike.sheffield@complex.com
mike.west@deirr.com
mike@fortyfourgroup.com
mike@hallzone.net
mike@marineoutfitters.ca
mike@naked-music.com
mike@renapur.com
mike@royalhawaiianmovers.com
mike@w3.org
mike@wollsdorfleather.com.au
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mikeh@pvcgi.com
mikej@sn.apc.org
mikek@surebonder.com
mikep@ctmmixers.com
mikezhou@topseachina.com
miko.viitakoski@specim.fi
milanp@h2hsolutions.com
miles.daniels@noaa.gov
miliczkovaalisa@mail.ru
military@stratfor.com
millyhuang@126.com
miluowujin@163.com
milyaev_b@mail.ru
min_expo@163.com
mincom@telecom.tm
mindu@madison.net.cn
mindy.clesas@target.com
minecork@minecork.com.cn
minemeno@antithetical.org
mineral@irpin.com
mineyot@canacad.ac.jp
ming5769@honmail.com
ming66@pa18.com
ming@kbk.net
mingchi.kuo@kgi.com
minglake@minglake.com.tw
mingxue110@126.com
mingyumould@163.com
minister@da.gov.kw
minister@moi.gov.bd
ministere.Sante@egouv.ci
ministeroffice@moph.gov.lb
minnie_abris@aai.com.ph
minzira13@mail.ru
mira.mijuskovic@glosarij.me
miracle@candw.ky
miranda@viberly.com
mirchina@mail.ru
mireia.bertos.fortis@lnu.se
mirela.murariu@ringier.ro
mirela.popescu@sprinter-distribution.ro
miri-@daum.net
miriam@klako.com
miriam@verorh.com.br
mirim@daum.net
miroshin@pochtamt.ru
mirrors@Horchow.com
miss.abdrahmanov@mail.ru
missblux@googlemail.com
mission@cyprusun.org
mission@nyc.llv.li
mississaugasales@vistek.ca
missy.mann@jcschools.us
mister@misteraqua.biz
mitchel@macrumors.com
mitech567@126.com
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mitsuhiko-yamada@koyo-machine.co.jp
mitsuyuki.takai@n-mtec.co.jp
mitte@arri.de
mityukova@mail.ru
mitzuki@hknet.com
miurato@jcboe.org
miwada@nagasaki-u.ac.jp
mixai.larin@yandex.ru
mixoti@llogin.ru
miyajima@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
mizobuchi@jun.co.jp
mizukami@urban-research.com
mj001115@hkbn.net
mj@nogatools.cn
mj@xianton.com
mjchurch@hawaii.edu
mjcorona@codetel.net.do
mjharke@ldeo.columbia.edu
mjjo@koil.co.kr
mjl@eshow365.com
mjq697@163.com
mjungb@hawaii.edu
mjunjie99@163.com
mk123@trial.com
mk@shunde-qd.com
mkavanaugh@whoi.edu
mkellogg@whoi.edu
mkempnic@ucsc.edu
mkennedy@jardencs.com
mkikuchi@jeol.co.jp
mkmodi@aau.ac.in
mkorpal@agamarvel.com
mkrinsky@jcboe.org
mks@mks.com.tr
mkt002@mileseey.com
mkt@mouldsandplastics.com
mkt@rudchina.com
mkt@scinopharm.com.tw
mkt_dd@mouwasat.com
mktf@cmsindustries.it
mktg.yarns@sintex.co.in
mktg@accuratefeeders.com
ml@fecel.com
mlbcn@foxmail.com
mlcoleman@uchicago.edu
mlederer@myrealbox.com
mlehmann@waikato.ac.nz
mlemieux@aldogroup.com
mlin@aadlp.com
mlomas@bigelow.org
mlondon@dasautoshippers.com
mlong@whoi.edu
mlorenzo@sie.gov.do
mlp5fy@eservices.virginia.edu
mlxazl888@sina.com
mlxu@scbit.org
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mm@rakghaniglassllc.com
mm@vogel.com.cn
mmacedo@whrc.org
mmadalena@btnmail.com.br
mmanning@hawaii.edu
mmansolas@voyatzoglou.gr
mmarks@jcboe.org
mmateo@jcboe.org
mmblair@drhorton.com
mmcallister@ledger-enquirer.com
mmccarthy@fna-group.com
mmcilvin@whoi.edu
mmcorp@f4.dion.ne.jp
mmctamma@bucknell.edu
mmdornbl@usgs.gov
mmelendez-escotto@jcboe.org
mmghj@163.com
mmli@hisyn.cn
mmmccc316@126.com
mmoline@udel.edu
mmondragon@transpac.com.mx
mmontanari@eighteensound.it
mmoore@collabriasoftware.com
mmoore@wellesley.edu
mmorozova@spe.org
mmram14141@hotmil.com
mmt@acemicromatic.net.cn
mnaderi@khuisf.ac.ir
mnesbitt@westafricanbauxite.com
mnof.otb2@gmil.com
mnoguera@jcboe.org
mobeentejani@headway.com.pk
mobin@servilerelocations.com
mobrman@arrirental.de
mocatel@codetel.net.do
moccia@zabovmoccia.it
mod@ncmchem.com
mod_info@mod.gov.kw
modestudio@ectuber.com
modonnell@jcboe.org
moesh@163.com
moez.loulou@planet.tn
mogens.jensen@boacasings.com
mogi@nishikawasangyo.co.jp
mohamadtahay@gmil.com
mohamed.eid@mashreqgroup.com
mohameda@nbo.emro.who.int
mohamedali.toucomex@planet.tn
mohammadalkroud@mouwasat.com
mohammadrigi005@gmil.com
mohammed@hypertech-it.com
mohan@ucar.edu
mohdjaafar@hasil.gov.my
mohsen.banaei@mail.um.ac.ir
moises@comunicativaassociados.com.br
mold@china.com
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molina@ldeo.columbia.edu
moliphant@jumbobag.com
molloy@whirlpool.com
molly.timmers@noaa.gov
molodoymolodoy1995@mail.ru
molpharma@126.com
momand@uri.edu
money@eureka.lk
moneytransfer@oanda.com
monica.almeida@grupomscelular.com.br
monica.almeida@mscelular.com.br
monicagantivar@superior.com.co
monicka.kl@email.cz
monika.nausch@io-warnemuende.de
monika.ruszkowska@natemat.pl
monika.winder@su.se
monique.moreno@disys.com
monique@abiepan.org.br
monsalve_ma@up.edu.pe
montagut@csu.edu.tw
monte.alto@oabsp.org.br
montecristo1@codetel.net.do
mony@cheanglong.com.kh
moojincorp@daum.net
moore2@stolaf.edu
moore@geol.sc.edu
mopishfish@126.com
morad4619880@mail.ru
moramarine@prodigy.net.mx
moraudio@netvisao.pt
more-than@number.com
more@ABCFamily.com
more@Anyap.info
more@Canalplasticscenter.com
more@SPK.PT
more@Streamita.net
more@budurl.com
more@cramdodge.com
more@doritgabay.com
more@hittai.net
more@humorswitch.net
more@i999i.com
more@mostgames.com
more@red-tuba.com
more@searchgovernmentloanoptions.net
more@serenityhealth.com
moregold-hr@163.com
morellana@systemsbiology.org
moretrade@sina.cn
morgan.werdehausen@jcschools.us
morik@nimd.go.jp
morikawa063@ykt.com.cn
moris.toribio@gbh.fr
morisferri@alexstewart.it
moritz.buck@ebc.uu.se
moroz-99@mail.ru
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morris@morrison.com.tw
morrisdickson@ibibo.com
morrisrm@uw.edu
mortezahabibi@aut.ac.ir
mosalam@berkeley.edu
moses.manchi@adaptamed.com
moseszhou@126.com
moshnyanskiy@ugas.ua
mosss@fordav.com
moto-shop@inbox.ru
motonori@shin.do
motorarg@motorarg.com.ar
moty@birman.co.il
mould@china.com
mould@cnmould.com
moumin4@163.com
mountaga.diallo@sogem-omvs.org
mountainchen@163.com
mounts@mounts.com
mourad.drira@planet.tn
moussa.diallo@spsx.com
moyu@csu.edu.tw
mp@legalaxis.net
mpachiadaki@bigelow.org
mpalmer@sesync.org
mpalughi@jcboe.org
mpearsall@truittandwhite.com
mpergament@googlemail.com
mpetrikowski@ruecker.org
mplex18@pd.jaring.my
mprado@danresa.com.br
mpriel@mekorot.co.il
mpsuzuki@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
mptaszek@sd163.com
mptrinh@asu.edu
mpuika@arlec.com.au
mqatif@mouwasat.com
mqk@cnmn.com.cn
mqudameh@accessme.com.jo
mr3389@columbia.edu
mra@uchicago.edu
mrbarrydugan@ibibo.com
mrbill@mrbill.net
mrcranky@myrealbox.com
mrenn@optomec.com
mrice@ledger-enquirer.com
mriedlinger@tillc.com
mriffle@uw.edu
mrivas@jcboe.org
mross@bayareanewsgroup.com
mrowley@epicresins.com
mrp@infonet.com.br
mrudy@royalindustries.com
ms.nika704@mail.ru
ms@2scale.net
ms@just5.com
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ms@ms-uv.com
msahiro.tanabe@toshiba.co.jp
msaikolo@googlemail.com
msaito@whoi.edu
msaitta@jcboe.org
msalvador@tiaxa.asia
msaminsky@whoi.edu
msbettyluo@163.com
mschee@midwestern.edu
msd@vip.163.com
msdepriest@crimson.ua.edu
mshams@khuisf.ac.ir
mshim@affrc.go.jp
mshirrod@westernimage.com
msi@codetel.net.do
msingh@seeo.com
msisonma@ucsc.edu
msj8@sjpacking.com
msoporte@ademusa.com
msoule@whoi.edu
mspaur@terpmail.umd.edu
mspm@mingshing.com.hk
msraut@ncsu.edu
mss@hitachi-chem.com.cn
mstacey@berkeley.edu
mstj@163.com
mstjo@aqua.dtu.dk
mstockma@countryhomeproducts.com
mstryan@cartwrighttrans.com
msvcri@ibmb.csic.es
mt@analizmed.by
mtanak0@kaiyodai.ac.jp
mtauer@mtu.edu
mtc@mtctw.com.tw
mtcoe@whrc.org
mtejada@alexstewart.com.ar
mtejelo@jcboe.org
mtembo@bridgewater.edu
mtestrada@atn.com.ph
mthong@csu.edu.tw
mttop@online.sh.cn
mtwiss@clarkson.edu
mu-b@65535.com
muchang@zzmcmachinery.cn
mudassar.hussain2@dubaiairports.ae
muehlmeyer@fai.ag
muhammad@163.com
muhasebe@karatguc.com
muhasebe@rzkcelik.com
mujingyici@126.com
mukesh@lexport.in
mulheradvogada@oabsp.org.br
multilines@utlonline.co.ug
multiply@mul.cn
multitransportsys@gmai.com
mumumu34@126.com
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munirk@emiratesbank.com
munitrav@dhivehinet.net.mv
murali@swanenviron.com
murat.arik@kutahya.bel.tr
murat.girkin@kutahya.bel.tr
murat.unal@kutahya.bel.tr
murat@formartvitray.com
murrays@canacad.ac.jp
muscatdaily@apexmedia.co.om
musclebeach@vip.163.com
mush@ukm.edu.my
mushir.khan@komli.com
music@homsimusic.net
mussadiq@atco-group.com
musteri.hizmetleri@is.net.tr
musthave@popsugar.com
muth@huameibio.com
muttalip@damlaofset.com.tr
mvidal-casillas@jcboe.org
mvn2002@myrealbox.com
mvoss@sd163.com
mvoza@jcboe.org
mwalters@jardencs.com
mwalters@mediadc.com
mwang@fastfitt.com
mwatchinski@sourcefire.com
mwbarret@ncsu.edu
mweyland@q-lab.com
mwfeedback@marketwatch.com
mwillson@ksmmedia.com
mwtco@whc.net
mxd6721242@163.com
mxl20041119@126.com
mxt@hkaco.com
my_it_life@126.com
myan@seajetsci.com
myang@hauzer.cn
myasmin@cpol.com
mycid@uw.edu
myctk@pd.jaring.my
mydesktop@thinkdigit.com
mydisk4@pa18.com
mydraw@upsideup.pt
myeden77@soundus.co.kr
myg@polishing-ml.com
mymy668@163.com
myoshid@po.jaring.my
myq0315@163.com
myroser@sina.com
mystep@ctimail.com
mystery@mystery.ru
mytrade@changan.net
mywork6@163.com
mz@fischerchem.com
mzban@sina.com
mzj@jm-rubber.com
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n-iwata@kaihara-denim.com
n.krake@topcasings.nl
n.marizan@bancentral.gov.do
n.tretyakova@biosphere-corp.com
n2-asai@hhc.eisai.co.jp
n217777@vip.163.com
nab@wpi.edu
nabiel@spirapower.com
nacco@pd.jaring.my
nacy@ylyato.cn
nada1234@hotmil.com
nadaoka@mei.titech.ac.jp
nadeemb@emiratesbank.com
nadia.wallett@mysoninc.com
nadine.fu@asiafine.com
nadine.zaki@gargour.com
nadya-zubareva@mail.ru
nadya118@mail.ru
naeco4@mail.ru
nafuwang@csu.edu.tw
nagamani@pes.edu
nagao@iij.ad.jp
nagendran@agacollege.in
nahid.00@mail.ru
nahira.hernandez@upr.edu
naive@csu.edu.tw
najdek@cim.irb.hr
najeeb@bavaengineering.com
najiawei@126.com
nakagawa@yamashita-seisaku.co.jp
nakamura-n@mail.dnp.co.jp
nakimaan@kems.net
nakkas@nakkasugur.com
nalin@bol.net.in
name_andriy@bk.ru
namihuju@126.com
namushegian@berkeley.edu
nancy.womack@caraustar.com
nancy@asianmetal.com
nancyln@top-peak.com
nancym.swanson@target.com
nancyzhao@zdsl.com.cn
nandino@jcboe.org
nanhaily@126.com
nanjing@fcmacs.com
nanlikefree@163.com
nanna@aps.org
nanno@taisei-kobe.co.jp
nano@nanoin.com
nano@nanoprobes.com
nanopac@nano-pac.com
nanoscan@mtu-net.ru
nanta.kyuuya@mw.m-kagaku.co.jp
nao@gift-sanko.co.jp
naomi.newton-sherlock@dominojewellery.com
naquind@americanfast.com
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nara@naracorp.com
naresh@mahajanpaper.com
naresh@personnelnetworkgroup.com
narjess@onlinkservices.com
narrissa@hawaii.edu
nary@kh.willbes.com
nasco@net.sy
nasiavn@fpt.vn
nasim@apipk.com
nasrrr635@icolud.com
nassir.omar@bollore.com
nastia-kisa99@mail.ru
nastyuhatimoshenko@mail.ru
nasyitah_abu_bakar@moe.edu.sg
natacha@ringiertrade.com
natali.0601@mail.ru
natalitum2@mail.ru
natally.risseto@estrelaoriente.com.br
natasha.white@noaa.gov
nathalie.riche@free.fr
nathalie@lavieps.com.au
nathan.hawley@noaa.gov
nationalsecurity@dominica.gov.dm
natthakeeraya@entech.co.th
natthira@wattanahospital.net
natucentro@natucentro.com.br
natunewi@usna.edu
naturapark.blau@codetel.net.do
nautilusjobs@redactive.co.uk
navector@188.com
naveed.ashraf@eastwestlifeco.com
navigator@perm.ru
navinderc@rptechindia.com
naya602@vip.163.com
naz@lightnlight.com
nb11811@126.com
nb18@rt-mart.com.tw
nbaliga@systemsbiology.org
nban@ammex.com
nbarron@sustaplast.de
nbbwtx@yeah.net
nbc@northgatebaptist.org
nbecker@cricketco.com
nbelliard@autozama.com
nbf@nbf-group.com
nbgzj2003@163.com
nbhaoliyx@126.com
nbhenry@163.com
nbo@reportlinker.com
nbpllt@126.com
nbsherry518@163.com
nc@cg.life
ncabarrou@hans-zimmer.com
ncche@setonhill.edu
ncdengshu@sina.com
ncdzzbs@163.com
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nce2003@sina.com
ncepu_liyong@163.com
nchahine@mail.sy
nchan@kingoffans.com
ncharlson@jcboe.org
nchroscicki@arri.de
ncjj5784@sina.com
nclchen@163.com
nclj95@163.com
nclp2003@163.com
nclschen@exasia.net
ncluodan@163.com
ncmgz@ncmchem.com
ncmhr1@ncmchem.com
ncmsdm@zajil.net
ncoggins@raleighpediatrics.com
ncolvin@exitelitemd.com
ncouturier@abs.ca
ncoyb@163.com
ncr.syr.brmg@net.sy
ncr.syr@net.sy
ncriecxm@ups.com
ncrissinger@mediaone.net
ncrsyria@mail.sy
ncs@net.sy
ncsayers@medicalert.ca
ncsf@ncsd.k12.ca.us
ncth@emirates.net
ncu@diamond-investments.com
ncwbjj@163.com
ncwblm@163.com
ncwu13318@126.com
ncwz@sina.com
nd@csrcn.ab.ca
nda@fromru.com
ndahmed@agilitylogistics.com
ndam111@hotmil.com
ndarch4@jccomp.com
ndarwhdy@come.to
ndatshi@mail2world.com
ndbember@po.jaring.my
ndctjx@163.com
ndculture@163.com
nddz2006@sina.com
ndejager@usgs.gov
ndeleon@prtc.net
ndemaster@126.com
ndemirel@istanbul.edu.tr
ndgzlt@126.com
ndihr2008@sina.com
ndijkman@projectus.ca
ndinkens0342@esagelink.com
ndirieh@torqsys.com
ndirienzo@jcboe.org
ndkc@163.com
ndl@msc.ca
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ndm_3826696@163.com
ndmingyang@126.com
ndogru@sabah.com.tr
ndornan@hawaii.edu
ndr_record@126.com
ndrong@163.com
nds@nordicds.no
ndsamha@mail.sy
ndshlyh@163.com
ndsouza@uri.edu
nduff@gracehill.org
ndundjer@uwaterloo.ca
nduryea@mediaone.net
ndylau_77@163.com
ndyq1012@126.com
ndzfliu@163.com
ndzl2008@126.com
neal.andrews@zf-uk.com
neal.hirst@standardbank.com
neal.kennedy@coxradio.com
neal.mondschein@rtd-denver.com
neal@nealmillertravel.com
neal@webstrategiesinc.com
neal_cheng@sina.com
nealh@nortel.ca
nealsongsong@163.com
nealzhang@163.com
near99@sina.com
nebbimkielfcdehaooedmemoecaa.jim_donohue@computer.org
nebbimkielfcdehaooedoelgecaa.jim_donohue@computer.org
nebbimkielfcdehaooedoepaebaa.jim_donohue@computer.org
nebbjdhcjlppagkdbaageeklcdaa.steve.sheard@motorola.com
nebedard@vac-acc.gc.ca
nebilo@sabah.com.tr
necanova@coqui.net
neccty@163.com
necdet.utkanlar@asilcelik.com.tr
nechaeva_olya@mail.ru
nechel@yeah.net
necim@amude.com
nedaepour@sci.org.ir
nedal@net.sy
nedved77777@163.com
neelaka@zuhalpackdoha.com
neerajkumarjain@showindia.com
nefertiti.smith@my.hamptonu.edu
negocios.internacionais@oabsp.org.br
neil.plummer@communicateandcontrol.co.uk
neil@cnanotechnology.com
neil_gillespie@dunmore.com
neill@jimsbookkeeping.com.au
nelson-urena@sercitec.com
nelson@cadence.com.br
nelsonimport@nelsonimport.com.br
nelsonlim@jpnelson.com.sg
nemeth.dezso@ppk.elte.hu
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nennstiel@hokusei.ac.jp
neringa@prokapital.lt
nerovnaya_liliya@mail.ru
nese@viessmann.com
nesharm@chemiplas.com.au
nestleconsumerservice@casupport.com
net@skytex.biz
netcca001@163.com
netcobol-global@cs.jp.fujitsu.com
netgao@126.com
neu@neu-craft.com.cn
neukoelln@capnetz.de
newbiotech0384@hanmail.net
newchem@newchemspa.it
newchina@netfront.net
neweratec@126.com
newhirsch@163.com
newhoping@163.com
newhungfat@vip.163.com
newkingltd@126.com
newlandmass2008@163.com
newretailer@modelleisenbahn-muenchen.com
news60uhu8dbbscmq1popf985gr1v4c7ltnqb@4ax.com
news@dominicanewsonline.com
news@innisfailadvocate.com.au
news@ptc.org
news@rupress.org
news@stardailynews.co.kr
newseasons@newseasons.cn
newsfeedback@telegraph.co.uk
newsletter@enews.dreamproducts.com
newsroom@marketwatch.com
newtroic@ctimail.com
nf1138@vip.163.com
nfood@makro.com.ph
nfsc@vip.163.com
ng16888@163.com
ngahcho@pd.jaring.my
ngalante@sentryindustries.com
ngaz@anze.cn
ngg@ngg.hu
nguyenmailan@vietevent.com.vn
nharmon@hawaii.edu
nhashim@afridi-angell.com
nhawco@whoi.edu
nheld@whoi.edu
nhenry@fwgts.com
nhkang@nicecom21.com
nhosein@jcboe.org
nhpvp@nhpvp.com
nhwasale@nhwa-group.com
nhxlgs@163.com
nhyatai@163.com
nhykcj@163.com
niall.fraser@scmp.com
nianlinzhang@163.com
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nibh@env.dtu.dk
nice@alnaba.com
nicepeople@swexpress.com
niceunion@sina.com
nicholas@businessinsider.com
nick.gudzio@colleyms.com
nick.isaac@domino-wb.co.uk
nick.tolimieri@noaa.gov
nick0413@mail2000.com.tw
nick@break-point.net
nick@cubezoo.co.za
nick@evitekhid.com
nick@ngaichin.com.sg
nick@scottoiler.com
nick@thecascade.ca
nick@twosonsaudio.com
nickb@primenet.com
nickf@ontko.com
nickkong@topexpress.com.hk
nicks@complex.com
nicksan62@mail.ru
nickwen@jxnychemical.com
nico@spanbio.com
nicola.collett@iamovers.org
nicola.rebora@cimafoundation.org
nicolaberti@ectuber.com
nicolas.dichtel@6wind.com
nicolas.ducros@alphanov.com
nicolas@separations.co.za
nicolasamadis@codetel.net.do
nicole.dean@my.ccsu.edu
nicole@oceanexplorationtrust.org
nicoletti@nicolettisalotti.it
nicowo@gjysmt.com
nicu.nica@catena.ro
niels@qacafe.com
nietch.christopher@epa.gov
niggulrus@mail.ru
night@csu.edu.tw
nihaal@crescentvalves.com
nihat.helvaci@kutahya.bel.tr
nike@agenciaideal.com.br
nikhil_dhamapurkar@thinkdigit.com
nikitu1618@126.com
nikki.carel@jcschools.us
nikki.martinez@jdpa.com
nikki@yc-elec.com
nikola.tegeltija@aofi.rs
nikolaj.lippmann@morganstanley.com
nilos@nilossh.com
nilphamari4@parliament.gov.bd
nilsolav@imr.no
nimadpars@parsonline.net
nimfa58@mail.ru
niminjun@sinopharm.com
nina.bednarsek@noaa.gov
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ningbofengtian@163.com
nintendo@complex.com
nipponpaint2011@163.com
nirav.shah@einfochips.com
nirav@21stcenturyrelocations.com
nirmal.vora@panvo.com
niroshinie@llfonline.com
nishida@civil.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp
nishino@taisei-kobe.co.jp
nishizawa@emporio.co.jp
nisiwaki@taisei-kobe.co.jp
niti@uhe.co.th
niuelec@126.com
niusujie2005@163.com
niwa@jeol.co.jp
njbestway@188.com
njbiosky@126.com
njcmorandeyra@alexstewart.com.ar
njibis@126.com
njoxykm168@126.com
njqhkp@sina.com
njxr2002@126.com
njxz2007@163.com
njzz_2010@163.com
nkcao@online.sh.cn
nkhalfaoui@sina.com
nlh15@students.uwf.edu
nlyall@jcboe.org
nm@arobs.com
nmalik@mastertex.com
nmeskhidze@ncsu.edu
nmorimoto@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
nmshafee@eureka.lk
nmulligan@gnjumc.org
nmurphy@jcboe.org
nmv_76@mail.ru
nn829@163.com
nnxiaoyue@163.com
no.st@BEUMER.com
no.y@smugmug.com
no_reply@tibco.com
noahc@complex.com
noble@noblehk.com
noc@box.com
nocaro@finlay.cmw.sld.cu
noel@securitycity.co.za
noman.bashir@tdap.gov.pk
noook123@hitmail.com
noor_aisyah_ahmad_sharif@moe.edu.sg
norberg@veritas.se
norteza@agilitylogistics.com
northet@sina.com
norwayreducer@163.com
norzilah@exim.com.my
notifications@instapage.com
nova@novasyseng.com
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novatama@mail.ru
novedades@boletin.desarrolloweb.com
novo@novocargo.net
novotni.anna@hajdurt.hu
now@GolfTrainingAids.com
now@hoodamath.com
nowell@uw.edu
noyan@istanbul.edu.tr
npcm@npgroup.org
npoulton@bigelow.org
nprice@bigelow.org
nprouty@usgs.gov
npuniwai@hawaii.edu
npuxhy@126.com
nquinones@jcboe.org
nrabalais@lumcon.edu
nrecord@bigelow.org
nreyns@sandiego.edu
nroy@selvamandselvam.in
nrtf@163.com
nrwangwei@atmcn.com
nscott@co.rock-island.il.us
nsmiley@usgs.gov
nsoshhy@163.com
nsr@nsr.no
nssl@cyber.com
ntejeda@alnap.com
ntf@contstand.ru
ntgsjd@vip.163.com
ntillotson@murraystate.edu
ntjn2008@126.com
ntrans@ranksitt.com
ntwj8603653@126.com
ntzbyy@163.com
nu_eto_ya.azamat@mail.ru
nuengruethai@vithita.com
nuevodiario@codetel.net.do
nuncap.rd@codetel.net.do
nuogaisi03@126.com
nuosun@nuosun.com
nuriapuig@ccee.ucm.es
nurse@arab-board.org
nutch-agent@lucene.apache.org
nvshorina@yandex.ru
nw@hawaii.edu
nwepcfmj@163.com
nxd080101@sina.com
nxs@nbi.ispkenya.com
nxskl2008@163.com
nxxf321@126.com
nxycm@163.com
nxzlj1965@163.com
ny@sh163.net
nygxzs@126.com
nysj21@163.com
nystart@public.nyptt.ha.cn
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nytweekly@nytimes.com
nytweeklysales@nytimes.com
nyuta.nyashka@mail.ru
nzimov@mail.ru
nzymsc@vip.163.com
o.lopin@fmgspb.ru
o.mavrikios@watera-int.com.com
o6_openchina@online.sh.cn
oa@oajewelry.com
oa@scvjcc.org
oan@vestforsk.no
oasistextile@vip.163.com
obata@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
obchod@autocont.cz
obef@obef.com.tr
obgyn@arab-board.org
observer@Yesware.com
oby091014@126.com
oc2jeune@mail.pf
ocepeda@flexilatina.cl
ochsk@pkmminc.com
ocome168@126.com
octms@163.com
octo@verplant.org
octopus.sk@googlemail.com
ocuevas@jcboe.org
od_90@mail.ru
oda-kk@sk2.aitai.ne.jp
odete.duarte@br.rhodia.com
odisleneadames@codetel.net.do
odonove@aisl.uk.com
oea.df@rfb.gov.br
oejiaju@163.com
oeljas@sec.ee
offcn110@163.com
office.cn@wollsdorf.com
office.hr@wollsdorf.com
office.us@wollsdorf.com
office5522@163.com
office@032c.com
office@aabana.de
office@aacb.asn.au
office@aamt.edu.au
office@alriyadhqatar.com
office@aofi.rs
office@artgroup.ro
office@asco.co.at
office@asd.com.cn
office@audioservice.at
office@binder-co.cn
office@biplus.at
office@ccib.ro
office@centrul-athena.ro
office@chec-tdc.com.cn
office@cmpcn.com
office@daiyin.com
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office@dellee.net
office@gabriel-chemie.com
office@glamour.ro
office@greatabington.cambs.sch.uk
office@hans-freitag.de
office@ilbaseball.com
office@islandsailing.gr
office@jdgb.com.cn
office@jisi.cn
office@marineqatar.com
office@mlal.com.hk
office@murrayplanthire.co.uk
office@pcm.ch
office@powderdevice.com
office@pruftechnik.com.cn
office@ruselprom.ru
office@saacke-china.com
office@sahj.org
office@scubapoolrepair.com
office@shreeindiagum.com
office@taiqing.com.cn
office@thewashingtonsource.com
office@tkbiotech.com.pl
office@tmills.com
office@unicoms.net
office@unitoys.ru
office@wfl.at
offshore601@163.com
oficina@turbo.pt
ogarcia@utm.csic.es
ogasa1@prodigy.net.mx
ogecspa-isd@vip.163.com
oglasi@tmedia.it
oh@dgohjx.com
ohjiacai@oekmachine.com
ohmygod09@163.com
oikeusministerio@om.fi
oilequipcn@sina.com
oillab@oillabuae.com
oip@adm.gov.kg
oirmigob@gobernacion.gob.sv
oiurgvca45hm2v71jnms7du35ndos6cvvo@4ax.com
ojanson@haverford.edu
ok_ok2887@sina.com
okada@civil.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp
okada@wasanbon.co.jp
okbhk@hknet.com
okfan@pa18.com
okia-sales@vip.163.com
okiyama-kyoko@ap-hirota.com
oko@dplast.ru
oksana.servantes@mail.ru
okskhms@hanmail.net
okura-suzhou@okurainc.co.jp
olaf.brandt@basys-bremen.de
olaf.dellwig@io-warnemuende.de
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olcc@prodigy.net.mx
oldnavy@email.oldnavy.com
oleg.terletsky@comverse.com
oleg@get.obs-mip.fr
oleg@iservice.kiev.ua
olgali70@mail.ru
oli@pedigreedatabase.com
olia11041990@mail.ru
oliveagr@sh163.net
oliver@angelinvestmentnetwork.co.uk
oliverhsieh@gate.sinica.edu.tw
olivia@situodagd.com
olivierpatriarca@elemtechnic.fr
oliyahomycat@mail.ru
olmedo.acosta@codetel.net.do
oltan@oltangida.com.tr
olyat1998@mail.ru
omarbarreto@bb.com.br
omc.info@planet.tn
omega@disvent.com
omeier@hawaii.edu
omer.ozcan@kutahya.bel.tr
omxb@163.com
onapres@codetel.net.do
onavie_l_boyce@whirlpool.com
one@muradosmann.com
one@ztdental.com
onigro@hawaii.edu
online.editors@barrons.com
online@MarvelShop.com
online@trademe.co.nz
onlinesales@obmghk.com
onlineservice@springer.com
onlinestore@fossil.co.uk
onlinesupport@cybex.in
onlinesupport@marvel.com
only@WorldofWatches.com
ontactus@advancedmagnetics.com
ooha@163.com
ooker@163.com
oonj@myshorelink.com
oooyxy@163.com
oopium@sina.com
op@opass.cc
op_leader@parliament.gov.bd
openresources@mail.las.ac.cn
openspace@openspace.ca
operations@akilagroup.com
operations@getba.org.nz
opest@wilsonsons.com.br
opetrsa@codetel.net.do
ophthal@arab-board.org
opm@dominica.gov.dm
oportunidades@prasys.com.br
oportunidades@rhanuncio.com.br
ops.chennai@alexstewartindia.com
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ops.delhi@alexstewartindia.com
ops.goa@alexstewartindia.com
ops.kandla@alexstewartindia.com
ops.kolkata@alexstewartindia.com
ops.krishnapatnam@alexstewartindia.com
ops.tuticorin@alexstewartindia.com
ops@fai.ag
optionlogistic@optionlogistic.com.br
oq6oqvong04ehlmdh8btkgo7gqfq90gmt7@4ax.com
or@SlideDocument.Com
oradeadecebal20@catena.ro
oralcare@126.com
orassat@gibcom.cn
order@genetimes.com.cn
orders@abogear.com
orders@designersofas4u.co.uk
orders@dreamsoft.com.pl
orders@marketwatch.com
orders@naturalmat.co.uk
orders@racingradios.com
ordershoes@163.com
orientart1907@163.com
orins_res@163.com
orlando.zelaya@cgcompass.com
orodriguez-cuevas@jcboe.org
orodriguez@jcboe.org
orouxel@hawaii.edu
orsaev2004@mail.ru
ortho.assist@vietnammedicalpractice.com
ortho@arab-board.org
ory@gedimat.be
os@codetel.net.do
oscar@econosur.com.ar
osd06@doochpump.com.cn
osinca@codetel.net.do
osk@exegin.com
oslo@neitileu.no
osmar@b4t.com.br
ososa@hawaii.edu
ossja@codetel.net.do
osstemchina@163.com
ostertag@ce.berkeley.edu
ostrov@52.ru
oswalchina@126.com
otembely@sn.boad.org
otihon@pcs.minsk.by
otik@touchtelindia.net
otosaka.shigeyoshi@jaea.go.jp
ottawasales@vistek.ca
ourit_mail@163.com
out@Souq.com
ouvidoria@acoforja.com.br
ouvidoria@oabsp.org.br
ouyangweixian@haozhihs.com
ova@ovaoluklu.com
ovallesroguez@codetel.net.do
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overseas1@szyifan.net
overseas@blt.com.cn
overseas@cndeep.com
overseas@coex.co.kr
overseas@koreatechnics.com
overseas@overseastrade.com
overseas@woson.com.cn
ovilaphan@bol.gov.la
ovirtual@codetel.net.do
ovs12@samyoung.co.kr
owen_wang@leapton.com
owens@umces.edu
oxana0871@mail.ru
oyvind.breivik@met.no
ozde@ozdeavize.com
ozgul.dogan@wicor.com
ozkilicr@sigmatek.com.tr
ozlem.arslantas@rettigicc.com
p.d.hunter@stir.ac.uk
p.landolfi@bancentral.gov.do
p.lorenzo@codetel.net.do
p.m0u1gv7llv@lhu.ca
p.shevchik@fmgspb.ru
p.sonneveld@erasmusmc.nl
p.stone@merbes-sprimont.be
p.thebault@cipmedias.com
p.vasilyeva@fmgshipping-ekb.ru
p1315@pmi-amt.com.tw
pablo.perez@codetel.net.do
pablo.torres@gjphotels.com
pablo@pacificnutrition.cl
pablobeijing@163.com
pablom.martin@zeroemissions.abengoa.com
pabraham@actinver.com.mx
pace@paceit.net
pacem@virginia.edu
pack1997@163.com
padmak@finexsieves.com
paf@netnod.se
pai@163.com
paige.braun@jcschools.us
paigem4@hawaii.edu
pailu@csu.edu.tw
pajrdg@163.com
pak2000@163.com
pakdus@pakdus.com
pakistan@daraz.pk
pakzad@veritas.se
pal-reno@quik.com
palamon@palamon.com.hk
paldama@reverpass.com
palmital@oabsp.org.br
pam.murray@jcschools.us
pamela.lam@ft.com
pana.papandreou@ims-moving.de
pandaone@pandamech.com
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pangbopzy@163.com
panghan39@163.com
panhuaye@wisdom.hk
pannee@quickpcextreme.com
panpan@digital-care.cn
pansy_ng@shaw.com.sg
panther_choi@igs.com.hk
pantherchoi@hkbn.net
panyl@sunder-tools.com
panynjsh@online.sh.cn
paofong@paofong.com.tw
pap@cntbchem.com
paper@163.com
paper@ihtc-15.org
paperworld@vip.163.com
papodiaz@mejia.arcala.com.do
parazab@codetel.net.do
parenin@parenin.com.tn
partner.channelfeedback@leafgroup.com
parts@irduba.com
parwaiz@unitedbroadcast.com
pascal.forrer@dcswiss.ch
pascal.juif@veoliawater.com
pascale@lieben.nl
pascoa2016@agenciaproeventos.com.br
pascual.campoy@upm.es
pastorinih@dlshs.org
pateltejas@subway.com
patemerson@edinarealty.com
patf@aaita.com
patf@co.hernando.fl.us
patf@nationalfinance.com
patflack@remax.net
patg@wabassoschool.com
patgagnon@minot.com
path@waldinger.com
pathale@casinternet.net
pathan_888@yaho.co.in
pathdinder@cvnc.net
pathill@mccolly.com
pathodiagnose@pathodiagnose.com.br
pathway@mediaone.net
pati1@pettenati.com.br
patie@caloffice.com
patience@decodaquote.com
patiencelechman@mysmtpmail.com
patiencelechuga@mysmtpmail.com
patiencety@mysmtpmail.com
patient@bvrmc.org
patientaccounts@bch.org
patientaccounts@hprc.net
patients@bch.org
patina.mendez@berkeley.edu
patio@artmed.com.br
patioibirite@sada.com.br
patirl@revistacatarina.com.br
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patjo@dcr.net
patking@anthonytravel.com
patlin@buggs.net
patlion@snip.net
patlmoran@weigand.com
patm@meiselwoodhobby.com
patmason@sarasotarealtors.com
patmiller@millertd.com
patmjohnson@edinarealty.com
patmurphy@asi-e.com
patmurphy@skogman.com
patn@mahartool.com
patnivan@mtcnet.net
patofu@patofu.com.br
patologia@desbrava.com.br
patos@ibpex.com.br
patpark@prudentialsd.com
patpie@catt.com
patr@hometown-gmac.com
patr@mi-mls.com
patrcia@fejesp.org.br
patri@patriconsultoria.com.br
patriaflippen@mysmtpmail.com
patriaflippo@mysmtpmail.com
patric@favarental.co.uk
patrice.colbert@thementornetwork.com
patrice.fournier@ifax.com
patrice.hervier@ap.rhodia.com
patrice.peck@idearc.com
patricelechel@mysmtpmail.com
patricelecher@mysmtpmail.com
patriceseaholm@mysmtpmail.com
patricia.andreolli@homineinfo.com.br
patricia.andreolli@infovagas.com
patricia.anttonia@editoraquantum.com.br
patricia.barreiros@tam.com.br
patricia.bonomo@unifesp.br
patricia.braga@nettion.com.br
patricia.brasil@giacometti.com.br
patricia.campos@siemens.com.br
patricia.carvalho@agis.com.br
patricia.carvalho@alellyx.com.br
patricia.carvalho@tam.com.br
patricia.cato@wachovia.co
patricia.chagas@ftd.com.br
patricia.dias@previbanerj.com.br
patricia.dillenburg@executive.tur.br
patricia.domingues@feal.com.br
patricia.durance-sie@sci.monash.edu.au
patricia.f.warren@dhs.state.nj.us
patricia.faria@fsb.com.br
patricia.felicio@progelcone.com
patricia.freire@nextel.com.br
patricia.gomes@abimaq.org.br
patricia.hayasaka@bematech.com.br
patricia.josua@lafarge.com
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patricia.kehde@ravenbookstore.com
patricia.lima@brlabels.com.br
patricia.lima@terphane.com.br
patricia.lopes@engevix.com.br
patricia.magalhaes@informatec.com.br
patricia.malaquias@ituran.com.br
patricia.mara@tegma.com.br
patricia.mariano@splice.com.br
patricia.mejia@caremore.org
patricia.mesquita@fazenda.gov.br
patricia.monteferran@iesa.edu.ve
patricia.nunes@conspira.com.br
patricia.oliveira@metrobrokers.com
patricia.pattison2@tesco.com
patricia.pinho@melisauto.com
patricia.porter@tangischools.org
patricia.rarruda@sp.senac.br
patricia.ribeiro@inpresspni.com.br
patricia.ribeiro@luandre.com.br
patricia.rocha@cellsoft.com.br
patricia.rodrigues@yalelafonte.com.br
patricia.santilli@fsb.com.br
patricia.santos@ftd.com.br
patricia.santos@nextel.com.br
patricia.sarvela@hhcinc.org
patricia.silva@fazenda.gov.br
patricia.silva@vendamais.com.br
patricia.simoes@atento.com.br
patricia.tozzini@abcp.org.br
patricia.trassi@paramount.com.br
patricia.uan@hgp.spdm.org.br
patricia.valim@mann-hummel.com
patricia.ventura@hrhunter.com.br
patricia.wangler@firstcare.org
patricia.warren@mattel.com
patricia.watt@metrobrokers.com
patricia.wolpe@evangelico.org.br
patricia@4capas.com.br
patricia@adelbras.com
patricia@aems.com.br
patricia@agemed.com.br
patricia@aixa.com.br
patricia@apice.com.br
patricia@apolloprinting.com
patricia@ashtar.com.br
patricia@aspectos.com.br
patricia@bios.inf.br
patricia@brasquim.com.br
patricia@budny.com.br
patricia@cafeazul.com.br
patricia@cairu.br
patricia@centraldeconcursos.com.br
patricia@chocolatdujour.com.br
patricia@comercialjimenez.com.br
patricia@cosmoquimica.com.br
patricia@danielscommunications.com
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patricia@delaysla.com
patricia@dimep.com.br
patricia@donaclara.com.br
patricia@editoraquantum.com.br
patricia@emsinet.com
patricia@enxaqueca.com.br
patricia@epavi.com.br
patricia@estacaoglobal.tur.br
patricia@fania.com.br
patricia@fejesp.org.br
patricia@fernandesrodrigues.fnd.br
patricia@ftd.com.br
patricia@giacometti.com.br
patricia@globalviagens.com.br
patricia@highlightnews.com.br
patricia@ibram.org.br
patricia@ipqtecnologia.com.br
patricia@jab.com.br
patricia@jet.com.br
patricia@mapo.com.br
patricia@masteradm.com.br
patricia@mcfile.com.br
patricia@metalway.com.br
patricia@micropower.com.br
patricia@moveispierini.com.br
patricia@mp-ac.com.br
patricia@nucleoad.com.br
patricia@pareschi.com.br
patricia@patriciabuffet.com.br
patricia@rabalais.net
patricia@rondini.com.br
patricia@saturno.com.br
patricia@saudeservice.com.br
patricia@seatrade.com.br
patricia@senadora.gov.br
patricia@sindaspcg.org.br
patricia@spadonigroup.com.br
patricia@starbks.com.br
patricia@tabeliao.com.br
patricia@tecnotextil.com.br
patricia@terramundi.com.br
patricia@trophyhouse.com
patricia@unicon.com.br
patricia@unitedwaybrasil.org.br
patricia@ute.com.br
patricia@verabradley.net
patricia@villagerosa.com.br
patricia@vinicolagiaretta.com.br
patricia@wetigahotel.com.br
patricia_jacomini@mastercard.com
patricia_laporte@conning.com
patriciabrumatti@dgabc.com.br
patriciacosta@dgabc.com.br
patriciacp.bioq@epm.br
patriciad@klabin.com.br
patriciadavis@killebrewrealty.com
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patriciadegidio@edinarealty.com
patriciae@officer.com.br
patriciafernandes.santos@portoseguro.com.br
patriciajackson@texashealth.org
patriciajosephs@keyes.com
patricial@cvale.com.br
patricialopez@aceconsultoria.com.br
patriciam@lemospassos.com.br
patriciam@takenet.com.br
patriciaminelli@takenet.com.br
patriciamiranda@lemospassos.com.br
patriciaoliveira@irani.com.br
patriciaseixas@lagoaminas.com.br
patriciasutherland@edinarealty.com
patriciatrimboli@remax.net
patriciaventura@fiepb.org.br
patriciayancy@caretenders.com
patriciaz@portobello.com.br
patricio.gerencia@lbmviagens.com.br
patricio.vargas@sqm.com
patricio@connectsul.com.br
patricio@creci.org.br
patricio@nordife.com.br
patrick.ballington@lcog.cc
patrick.bleijenbergh@pacorini.com
patrick.deveney@unitedfaith.org
patrick.egidio@rentech.com.br
patrick.fink@hhu.de
patrick.hiller@abacusllc.com
patrick.hoareau@sbc.sc
patrick.l.neville-1@ou.edu
patrick.mulvaney@hamiltonbeach.com
patrick.nielander@tnova.com.br
patrick.pfister@hyposwiss.ch
patrick.roux15@free.fr
patrick.spencer@charterfunding.com
patrick.sullivan@cowetaschools.net
patrick.wang@fieldone-china.com
patrick.weigel@hunziker.com
patrick01@dillondulas.com
patrick34651024.ae8b9@nascarcollectibles.biz
patrick@asianmetal.com
patrick@rhpatrickpestana.com.br
patrick@sixcapital.sg
patrick@szav.com.cn
patrick@toto.com.hk
patrickfu@simatelex.com.hk
patrickp@sharper-i.com
patronaty@natemat.pl
patty.chen@anbaopack.com
patty16800@126.com
paul.blankenship@hamiltonbeach.com
paul.digiacomo@noaa.gov
paul.greenwood@colby.edu
paul.lawson@pes.eu.com
paul.li@mecs.com.hk
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paul.vanham@vanimco.be
paul.wenman@source-asia.net
paul@appl.com.au
paul@bmetool.biz
paul@cogitosolutions.com
paul@ctf.co.uk
paul@landspeed.net
paul@nielsenbeaumont.com
paul@readcorporate.com.au
paul_lau@126.com
paul_smitton@iclp.com.hk
paula.bento@gq.light-house.pt
paula@instalo.com.br
paula@salem.com.br
paulb@esp-net.com
paulb@ietc.ca
paulc@ctmmixers.com
paulcpng@hknet.com
paulina.maksym@smcebi.edu.pl
paulina.plenkiewicz@natemat.pl
paulina@antolinidobrasil.com.br
pauljkhydraulics@163.com
paulkemp@hawaii.edu
paulo.cmartins@sp.senac.br
paulo@dutras.com.br
paulo@mayoral.es
pauloferrasales@casad.com.br
paulopaz@ifto.edu.br
pault@ctmmixers.com
paulw@canacad.ac.jp
paulwang_2011@163.com
paupants@att.net.mx
pavel@vremya.spb.ru
pavica@hawaii.edu
pavlova12@yandex.ru
pawali@163.com
pawan@kripa.ae
pawar.ganesh@mahindra.com
payals@wharton.upenn.edu
payment@asianmetal.com
payment@gearbest.com
paypalaureturns@telusinternational.com
pb-sales@kddi-web.com
pba863223@126.com
pbautista@bandex.com.do
pbeckner@aaeteachers.org
pbrando@whrc.org
pbudhram@jcboe.org
pc.quality@codetel.net.do
pcastillo@jcboe.org
pcd@parlamento.st
pcfurey@stkate.edu
pch@csu.edu.tw
pcolmenares@portan.com
pcs@palaunet.com
pctrsdxb@ial.com
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pd@syw.com.cn
pdenuyl@hawaii.edu
pdeyanira.polanco@listindiario.com
pdharms@cba.ua.edu
pdittoe@cucinapro.com
pdm@kingoffans.com
pdquay@uw.edu
pdragotti@jcboe.org
pe@iki.fi
peacerzheng@valuesourceinc.com
pec@peclimited.com
pechatnik@mail.ru
pechino@ice.it
pedia@arab-board.org
pedidos@telecajas.com
pee@erkkila.org
peggie.tsang@atotech.com
peggy@color-change.com
peggywong@myjaring.net
peihong@ruyiholdings.com
peiqing2323@163.com
pelayo.salinas@fcdarwin.org.ec
pelican@pelicanfreight.co.za
pemberton.adin@epa.gov
penemexport@126.com
peng.ruiyu@jianglong.cn
pengqunwei219@126.com
pengshan3@163.com
pengzhixiong1016@163.com
penningmeester.deltavliegen@KNVvL.nl
penny.vlahos@uconn.edu
peony_card@icbcshcard.cn
pequenosnegocios@pjeventos.com.br
per.arneberg@imr.no
perchatkazp@mail.ru
perezsa@codetel.net.do
perfectright@163.com
periauh@perime.com
perimct@perime.com
permbun@aimadvance.com
permissions@amegroups.com
perran.cook@monash.edu
pers@decorrespondent.nl
personalisation@e-media.fco.gov.uk
perth@eplas.com
pesc_gandara@prodigy.net.mx
pessoal@axpe.com
pesuex@coqui.net
petdes@ecrinternational.com
pete.key@noaa.gov
pete.tan@otennlux.com
pete@sussexvoyages.co.uk
pete@thepetegroup.com
petepan@yeah.net
peter.benthues@rewwer.de
peter.bornschein@googlemail.com
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peter.dykes@chapmansltd.com
peter.eklov@ebc.uu.se
peter.etnoyer@noaa.gov
peter.flanagan@pacificavionics.com.au
peter.harrison@mckesson.com
peter.kende@itaffe.com
peter.kiffney@noaa.gov
peter.knorr@knorr-int.com
peter.mester@uni-bielefeld.de
peter.mieke@gsa.gov
peter.moeller@noaa.gov
peter.moller@cs.lth.se
peter.pei@txpharm.com
peter.ralph@sais.it
peter.riley@morganriley.com.au
peter.smith@englandfencing.org.uk
peter.wonacott@wsj.com
peter@amt.tv
peter@gqacoustics.com
peter@itax.com.au
peter@lekensteyn.nl
peter@liang-fei.com.tw
peter@mainhouses.com
peter@tofle.com
peter@whitmor.com
peter@worlddist.com
peter_e_newell@whirlpool.com
peterh@tourtecheast.com
peterribes@mcgrath.com.au
petitii@prm.md
petra@pbrc.hawaii.edu
petrokh-hb@163.com
petrovam1@yandex.ru
pettalk@pettalk.org.br
pexue@mtu.edu
pfabiano@jcboe.org
pforeman@aasdcat.com
pfoster@citcochile.cl
pg@pgzy.cn
pgallagher@jcboe.org
pgd404@126.com
ph1985623@163.com
ph@xiu-ze.com
phansord@thompson-morgan.com
pharm1@anhuichem.com
pharmaceuticals@sinochem-nb.com
pharmaglass@bormiolirocco.com
pharmgao@tju.edu.cn
pharmgeneral@dh.gov.hk
phatu.mashela@ul.ac.za
phenderson@whoi.edu
phi@remtech.co.kr
phil.hurley@stagesoundservices.co.uk
phil@ravensound.com
philb@akemis.com
philb@sfei.org
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philip.johnston@redactive.co.uk
philip.leslie@wilsonsons.com.br
philip@kyowa.com.ph
philipfeder@paulhastings.com
philipp.braun@io-warnemuende.de
philipp.lange@ito-movers.de
philippe.brodeur@mffp.gouv.qc.ca
philippe.mazeau@swissvoice.net
philippo@hawaii.edu
phill@phill.com.cn
philm@env.dtu.dk
pho@cielonegro.org
phoebe008@163.com
phoebes@kafo.com.tw
phoenix1947@hanmail.net
phoenix430mm@163.com
phoenix@phoenixcontact.com.cn
phoenix@sistemasphoenix.com.mx
phonesmartinc@googlemail.com
phonix88@start.com.au
photo@bhphotovideo.com
photo@iiinshanghai.com
photonics@pi-usa.us
phyunah@toenta.co.jp
piangnapal@ancientcity.com
pichai@hansa-boiler.com
pico.china@picotech.com
picpower@126.com
piel@delmic.com
pierre.nkurunziza@burundi.gov.bi
pierrep@doyon.qc.ca
piet@unisul.br
pieter.van-beek@legos.obs-mip.fr
piezo@mail.ru
pik@sarovarhotels.com
pilar.moreno@listin.com.do
pilegard@udel.edu
pillsbur@uwosh.edu
pilotshop@cae-aviation.com
pinbao@nblilong.com
pinglee1@illinois.edu
pingshanjd@163.com
pingyangmj@163.com
pinjiao@126.com
pintudubey1221983@gimal.com
piotr.jankowski@teletorium.pl
pipe@pck.com.cn
pirojpur.3@parliament.gov.bd
pistolet@billes.com
pitaya@sahamongkolfilm.com
piyawadee@picothai.com
pizza@shaftnet.org
pjensen@bayareanewsgroup.com
pjlam@ucsc.edu
pjm@ll.mit.edu
pjmarron@locoslab.com
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pjones@motioncomputing.com
pjrunfutang@runfutang.com
pjydtx@126.com
pkang@deesonrv.com
pkasper@washingtonexaminer.com
pkreyns@udel.edu
pktsang@mmm.com
pkusumi@ciandt.com
placement@sanantoniopetsalive.org
plan@futaba-chemical.co.jp
plan@sdyhjx.cn
planeta.azul@codetel.net.do
planhapn@aliyun.com
planmeca@planmeca.cn
plantgum@bgrimm.com
plastic@csu.edu.tw
plasticos.flex@codetel.net.do
plastona@hellasnet.gr
plaststar@inbox.ru
platz.michelle@epa.gov
plau@atg.com.hk
playstation@fr.playstation.com
pleasedbead@sina.com
pleats@pleats.com
plenaker@usgs.gov
pliberto@epb.com.ar
plivingstone@nofenergy.co.uk
plkoch@ucsc.edu
plus@pluscreations.org
pm2@matsucobaby.com.tw
pmacarth@iol.unh.edu
pmagee@sunherald.com
pmatrai@bigelow.org
pmcdonough@penncharter.com
pmeyer@swshelby.k12.in.us
pmj8690@163.com
pmoore@hoover.k12.al.us
pmorley@hi-line.org
pmorris@instinctmatters.com
pmoses@mcmillinrealty.com
pmoss@complex.com
pmulcahy@markelcorp.com
pmurphy@sju.edu
pmz-plava@mail.ru
pn04@wattsgolf.com
pnarnold@infoave.net
pndevu@africainvestor.com
pnentermine@mail.ru
pnewman@austincollege.edu
pnewman@paracomp.net
pnichols@masseyservices.com
pniederb@diocese-sacramento.org
pnjmills@prodgy.net
pnlsoffice@pnls.lib.sk.ca
pnoc@lglgold.com
pnykwsqv@somethingofyourchoice.com
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pnykwsqv@ticklish-guys-wanted.com
pnykwyxd@ticklish-guys-wanted.com
po2788@126.com
po3@aurora.ocn.ne.jp
po@d-tech.de
poakwaxesuzi@somethingofyourchoice.com
poalwtrw@ticklish-guys-wanted.com
poberdorf@inlandnet.com
pobgy@hanmail.net
pobr@dtu.dk
pobrecht@ccci.org
pocetti@retailgroup.it
pocran@mysmtpmail.com
podbelski3000@yandex.ru
podcast@zwame.pt
podcasting@wsj.com
podcasts@slate.com
podschung@ada.org
poellau@jufa.eu
poellot@harmreduction.org
poems@2000greetings.com
poestman@plains.net
poety2@chollian.net
pofm@meadowlake.org
pogo.boy@allgaeu.org
pogoda@prodigy.net.mx
pohkwang@pd.jaring.my
pohl@informatik.uni-hildesheim.de
poi-dev@jakarta.apache.org
pointman@vsga.org
points@intercoast.com.au
pointsnorth@fairpoint.net
poison@yawl.com
poisonivy@orwell.net
poiu@poui.com
pojun1314@163.com
pokaplan@unity.ncsu.edu
pokemoha@ya.ru
pokemon@cyberport.net
pokerrun@wone.net
poketo@poketo.com
pokwai@hkh.com.my
pol@indianembassy.org.sa
polamb@twiga.com
polandspring@fairpoint.net
polaris@lobo.net
polarmax@polarmax.com.hk
polaroidtr@icqmail.com
polarpost@paradise.net.nz
polarwolf@poczta.fm
polat@migros.com.tr
polat@polatmakina.com.tr
polat@turktel.net
polata@migros.com.tr
polatkan@ada.com.tr
polcons@access.com.eg
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poldervaart@primesb.nl
pole@zianet.com
poleo@po.jaring.my
polerumi@irantradecentre.com
polfil@polfil.com
polibak@polibak.com.tr
police@cortland.org
police@police.tas.gov.au
policemediarelations@richmondgov.com
polinapolin@polyester.com
polisha.by@mail.ru
polk@statusit.com
polkso@cji.net
pollardn@rider.edu
polly.drake@cvstarr.com
polly.parker@amaonline.com
polly@centex.net
polly@symbio.co.uk
pollyleamer@fairpoint.net
polo@ardmore.com
polorat7@mail.pf
polscott@mtcnet.net
polujanova@tut.by
poly@hnpoly.com
polybiddpt@snfhc.com
polyform@sodetel.net.lb
polyorg@izm.fhg.de
polyship@polyship.com
pompey@nfdc.net
poninski@mvn.net
ponstad@1supply.com
pony@pawsat.com
poo@thefrontallobe.com
pooba@berkeley.edu
pooh-bear@dawkins.ws
pooh2@wctel.net
pooh@blomand.net
poohbear@twinvalley.net
pooiyg@pl.jaring.my
poole@troilus.org
poolersm@ellsouth.net
pools@interpath.com
poonam@nucleussoftware.com
pooner@126.com
pooponyou@youstink.com
poorboi@mail.ru
poordonna@genext.net
poorfolks@fairpoint.net
pop@eradman.com
pop@obrienshowcases.com
pop@siam2.com
popatop@rcsaccess.net
popeye@nru.com.au
popkorn@snip.net
popo123169@sina.com
popova-olga87@yandex.ru
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popp@hawaii.edu
popples@gbso.net
pops@rogier.us
popularopularsa@bbt11.com.ar
porcelainware999@vip.163.com
porcellie@rider.edu
porfiriobryce@mysmtpmail.com
porfiriobugarewicz@mysmtpmail.com
porfiriopaladin@mysmtpmail.com
porfiriopalay@mysmtpmail.com
porfiriopalazzi@mysmtpmail.com
porfiriopalazzola@mysmtpmail.com
porfiriopuccetti@mysmtpmail.com
pori@mysmtpmail.com
porile@optushome.com.au
porio@mysmtpmail.com
pork@ostrich.com.ph
poros@mysmtpmail.com
porras@andrews.edu
porsha@showroomseven.com
portal@rway.ru
portalhelp@ansys.com
portanav@carib-link.net
porten@froglogic.com
porteraverette@mysmtpmail.com
porterbensberg@mysmtpmail.com
porterbenscoter@mysmtpmail.com
porterbenskin@mysmtpmail.com
porterbensley@mysmtpmail.com
porterfamily@gorge.net
porterj@goldsteinandpeck.com
portersteinbaugh@mysmtpmail.com
portiadecorte@mysmtpmail.com
portiaenns@mysmtpmail.com
portiafooks@mysmtpmail.com
portiagatson@mysmtpmail.com
portiaguys@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheck@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheckaman@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheckart@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheckathorn@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheckathorne@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheckbert@mysmtpmail.com
portiahecke@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheckel@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheckendorf@mysmtpmail.com
portiahecker@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheckerman@mysmtpmail.com
portiaheckers@mysmtpmail.com
portiainsko@mysmtpmail.com
portiainson@mysmtpmail.com
portiakitch@mysmtpmail.com
portiakitchel@mysmtpmail.com
portiamenedez@mysmtpmail.com
portiameneely@mysmtpmail.com
portiamenefee@mysmtpmail.com
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portiamenefield@mysmtpmail.com
portiameneley@mysmtpmail.com
portiamenendez@mysmtpmail.com
portiamenes@mysmtpmail.com
portiameneses@mysmtpmail.com
portiamenesez@mysmtpmail.com
portiamercante@mysmtpmail.com
portiamercardo@mysmtpmail.com
portiamerced@mysmtpmail.com
portiz@diverse-llc.com
portlandinfo@ccoffset.com
portoalegre@stecklow.com.br
portside@lists.portside.org
portugues@vivilia.com
portuguese.trans@service.alibaba.com
poryan@poryan.com
porzalli@mysmtpmail.com
possum@omniglobal.net
post@arcticphoto.no
post@autismeforeningen.no
post@chem-base.com
post@decorrespondent.nl
post@feron.ru
post@frontier-drill.com
post@jadaliyya.com
post@njal-hansson.no
post@olh.no
post@piller-online.com
post@sarkoidose.no
post@steenstrom.com
post@t-j.no
post@tegnerforbundet.no
post@tftnorway.com
post@vintagegitar.no
posta@hakanmetal.com.tr
posta@sedo.it
posta@sinanzorca.com.tr
postabortion@sistersoflife.org
postal@tekstar.com
posy@mre.biglobe.ne.jp
potese@guestservices.com
potsindia@bsnl.in
potter.c@lynchburg.edu
potters@dawkins.ws
pottery@greenwichhouse.org
potw@usgo.org
poultry@illinois.edu
pov5@mail.ru
povelika@yandex.ru
powa@arcmediaglobal.com
powder@midrivers.com
powder@valcom-pm.ru
powelec@online.sh.cn
powella2@winthrop.edu
powellb@hawaii.edu
power@coqui.net
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powergate.ops@telecity.com
powergrid@mediaite.com
powern2004@126.com
powerproducts@t-yuden.com
powers@treecareindustry.org
powerslave@comten.com
powtech_yantai@163.com
pozdena@portland.econw.com
pozhang@126.com
ppaliaga@irb.hr
ppappas@ftcnet.net
pparsons@avantgardescientific.com
ppartee@hunton.com
ppascuzzi@ffwplaw.com
ppchem@vip.163.com
ppclerk@midwestinfo.net
ppe@ecdist.com
ppeacock@peoplepc.net
pperalta@cdn.com.do
pperez@bancosantacruz.com.do
pperkins@interpool.com
pperks@bmjgroup.com
ppetitgout@esinc.cc
ppetrait@sas.upenn.edu
pphillips@iagofny.com
ppi@premierproducts.com
ppietila@diorc.org
ppisales@peterpan.com
ppj@virginia.edu
ppjqc@sppmbp.com
ppm@isical.ac.in
ppolach@bredhoff.com
ppopopo@126.com
ppowers@copaken-brooks.com
ppritchard@3dna.net
ppschapter@parents4publicschools.com
pptg@yawei.cc
pqnvice@hjlas.com
pquackenbush@cccnyc.com
pr-lsamp@email.pucpr.edu
pr@cbdslo.org
pr@condenast.de
pr@friscowomensleague.org
pr@fullsail.com
pr@gerb.bg
pr@jacuzzi.com
pr@kellstromdefense.com
pr@liferay.com
pr@onlinkservices.com
pr@salon.com
pr@steelbuildings.ru
pr@transaero.ru
pr@ugspectehnika.ru
pr@veeva.com
pr@weather.com
prabhakar@uasd.in
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prabu.r@epcos.com
practice@csu.edu.tw
practices@youthmindfulness.org
prague@kaeintlmovers.com
pragyan.mallick@gmtsllc.com
prairiedoc@moscow.com
prakash@bartec.ae
pramirez@lmsed.org
pramsay@berkeley.edu
prangarajan@appnomic.com
prasad@hezen.com
prasad@virtuale3d.com
prasanth@doublegemini.com
prater6@cctc.net
pravin.sehgal@target.com
precatorios@oabsp.org.br
preethi_chamikutty@thinkdigit.com
premm@tisi.go.th
prepress@ringiertrade.com
prepscores@bayareanewsgroup.com
prerna.kohli@zeus.firm.in
presidencia@rodriguezdelira.com
president@ateneo.edu
president@blairptsa.org
president@csu.edu.tw
president@el-mouradia.dz
president@gov.mt
president@najah.edu
presidenteprudente@oabsp.org.br
presidentsoffice@dominica.gov.dm
press.relations@broadcom.com
press@Dictionary.com
press@arduino.cc
press@arflex.co.jp
press@bellroy.com
press@blacklane.com
press@despegar.com
press@flexport.com
press@mfa.md
press@nkuku.com
press@panjiva.com
press@researchandmarkets.com
press@statehouse.go.ug
press@wikiwand.com
presse@dechema.de
presse@fuerstenhaus.li
presse@iect.at
pressrelease@firstpost.com
presssecretariat@samoa.ws
prg01@cnprg.com.cn
pricco@eighteensound.it
primassa@aerco.com
princesska9877@mail.ru
principal@aamec.edu.in
print@grabcad.com
pris@pris.com.br
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priscila.hottis@blendit.com.br
priscila.kaefer@enovaservice.com
priscila.morale@mercadolivre.com
prisciladuarte@ihara.com.br
priscilla.carvalho@daju.com.br
privateads@domain.com.au
priyanshi@infinityexpo.in
pro@cbonds.info
pro_dairy@maharashtra.gov.in
pro_time@163.com
problem@iloveAllaah.com
proceso@proceso.com
process-issues@w3.org
processoseletivo@cabal.com.br
prochazka@egap.cz
proconsa2@prodigy.net.mx
prod.caribe@codetel.net.do
production@panafrican-med-journal.com
products@manusakttevabiopharma.in
products@thinkdigit.com
profiltechnik@sustaplast.de
progear@system5.jp
programador@agenciadezessete.com.br
programs@firstworksprov.org
projeto@parxtech.com.br
prolinktech@126.com
promagri@connectcom.com
promal@po.jaring.my
promcentre@inbox.ru
promminsk@mail.ru
promomarketing@prodigy.net.mx
promotion@junhe-china.com
protezionecivile@pec.governo.it
prototype@actech.de
proveedores@aguamarket.com
provent@provent.fr
prozorovmm@mtu-net.ru
prs@durgaenterprises.com
prs@fishdv.ru
prubin@complex.com
przemyslaw.papiernik@telemar.com.pl
ps.minister@moi.gov.bd
ps1@ubmail.com
ps1stcom@163.com
ps60@bk.ru
ps@presidentsoffice.lk
psarak@uow.edu.au
psb@csu.edu.tw
pschwarzhaupt@skywelltrading.com
pschwing@mail.usf.edu
pshih@linkmax.net
psjg35@163.com
psorenson@foodexport.org
psp@putzmeister.de
pst@ipp.ac.cn
psych@arab-board.org
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pta@canacad.ac.jp
ptc18@ptc.org
ptd5@rw.at
ptmled@163.com
ptorres@cable.net.co
public-aria@w3.org
public-bpwg-comments@w3.org
public-owl-comments@w3.org
public-owl-dev@w3.org
public-perma-id@w3.org
public-pwe@w3.org
public-rdf-comments-request@w3.org
public-rdf-comments@w3.org
public-w3c-women-request@w3.org
public-w3c-women@w3.org
public-webapps-request@w3.org
public-webapps@w3.org
public-xml-testsuite@w3.org
public-xmlsec-request@w3.org
public-xmlsec@w3.org
public@huaming.com
public@keyuanpharm.com
publication@isra.my
publicidad.digital@listin.com.do
publicpolicy@brown.edu
publimercadeo@codetel.net.do
pubs@jamestown.org
pufeng@pa18.com
pugang_shanghai@163.com
pumyang@pumyang.com
pur.mgr@alkafaa.com
purchase2@threadsindia.com
purchase@alkafaa.com
purchase@refsynbio.com
purchases@MarvelShop.com
purchasing@DandE.co.uk
purchasing@artisantg.com
purchasing@gbmceramics.com
purchasing@rcscom.com
pusenzhuzhou@163.com
pushanled@sina.com
puskas.andras@exim.hu
pussy-cat78@mail.ru
puvou@china.com
puyou@china.com
pv.conference@wip-munich.de
pvalchev@openbsd.org
pvt@chinapvt.com
pw3c@virginia.edu
pwcleap2012@163.com
pweiss@foodexport.org
pwhittaker@resetelectronics.com
pwider@hknet.com
pwiebe@whoi.edu
pwijne@acm-products.com
pwincker@genoscope.cns.fr
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pws52@sina.com.cn
pxiaoning@hunnu.edu.cn
pxp123@bjmu.edu.cn
pxw@yzfm.com
pxy5577@163.com
pxywcl@sina.com
pyanez@omegaforwarding.com
pybernard@esitpa.fr
pyeole@ncsu.edu
pygtk@daa.com.au
pymexmoda@une.net.co
pypuzhong@126.com
pyxingda@163.com
pyzdw@163.com
pzapata@jcboe.org
pzc668@163.com
q0925@163.com
q2xsyxs@163.com
q7sn22p6jimnn0n5rpuv8grjvbt3t3nqjg@4ax.com
qbr@hzpharm.com
qbxue@sdu.edu.cn
qcgszpc@126.com
qcw0531@163.com
qd.hfb@163.com
qd@phm-huazhong.com
qd@zhongkehai.com
qddrm@126.com
qdestar@163.com
qdgrind@126.com
qdhualeisuji@163.com
qdhuicai@163.com
qdmy126@126.com
qdtianjiu@163.com
qdtxxs@163.com
qdxc@vip.163.com
qdyyue@sina.com
qhb@aibotech.net
qhcai@ihb.ac.cn
qhhdfwb@yeah.net
qianbd0815@163.com
qianchengsteelpipe@126.com
qiangpaoyu@126.com
qianguo@tju.edu.cn
qianhao@nj-jm.com
qianqian2023@163.com
qianwang134@hotmial.com
qida@diveschina.com
qifaju@163.com
qihaidong@163.com
qihongbuyi@vip.163.com
qihuan@qihuan.com
qiji_16@163.com
qili@qili.net.cn
qin@artsbridge.com
qingdaohst@126.com
qingdaots@126.com
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qinlingh2010@sina.com
qinsaiying@c114.net.cn
qiongyin@nbip.net
qiqi20988@163.com
qiqi515@163.com
qiulong.miao@solvay.com
qiuqiuhello@sina.com
qiuxuming879@163.com
qiuyl09@163.com
qiw620@163.com
qixing333@163.com
qiyongze@machine-partner.com
qj@qjsgf.com
qjm@zy-yz.com
qjyjfdf@163.com
qmdqwzg@126.com
qnzymxy@163.com
qqkko@126.com
qqmmkkdd@163.com
qs662@163.com
qsglassware@vip.163.com
qskg1810@163.com
qsli@zju.edu.cn
qtao@mail.shu.edu.cn
qtdc@csu.edu.tw
qtem@fep.up.pt
qtem@list.waseda.jp
qtskuroki@snow.odn.ne.jp
qu-lu999@163.com
qu987118@163.com
qualidade@avibras.com.br
qualinova@qualinova.com.br
quanrenjiankang@163.com
queenaxu123@163.com
queenrjh@chollian.net
quella@mail.ru
quentin.carradec@genoscope.org
quentin.snediker@mysticseaport.org
quentin@shqiantian.com
quentinwang@rock-firm.com
quepasa@elnacional.com.do
quero@cloudnine.com.br
querotrampo@misturacriacao.com
questions@cdata.co.jp
quhaobd@163.com
qujinlong1@126.com
qunliangco@163.com
qunyi1230@sina.com.cn
quoad@online.sh.cn
qupz@netsun.com
qurbanov1993@mail.ru
qutao@irmtouch.com
quyd@sacf.com
quyenhp@viethongtextile.com
qxb8682668@163.com
qztsjx@163.com
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qzwmqhz@126.com
qzxsc@126.com
r-konishi@nptjapan.com
r.bannwart@turbo-separator.ch
r.cairo@internet.net.do
r.fiallo@bancentral.gov.do
r.foerster@gmn.de
r.kuemmel@beckhoff.de
r.luna@codetel.net.do
r.molina@codetel.net.do
r.pafel@marketing-displays.de
r.rodriguez@expan.com.ar
r.senior@codetel.net.do
r.v@olq.org
r.xu@hermann-bilz.de
r7bpncz@332d.com
r83-au@cora.fr
r@m.co.il
raas@raas-corp.com
rabbadash@home.se
rachel.contini@aeromax.com.ph
rachel.foster@su.se
rachel.longan@jcschools.us
rachel@agriland.co.uk
rachel@braziliancontent.com
rachel@colorunn.com
rachel@mashable.com
rachel@whytner.com
rachita.taneja@greenpeace.org
racking6@aceallygroup.com
racz@viapol.com.br
rada@frigorificoxinguara.com.br
radalit@mail.ru
radar@china-lutong.net
radheesh@edcmarine.com
radio@arab-board.org
radiocima@codetel.net.do
radoslav.radev@ficosota.bg
radoslaw.chamielec@hydrosprzet.pl
raedervogel@dsextern.de
raf.roggeman@pacorini.com
rafael.comex@opuspac.com
rafael.cueto@codetel.net.do
rafael.frank@rmacomunicacao.com.br
rafael@compoende.com.br
rafael@laboissiere.net
rafael@unitransinternational.com.br
rafath@salimacorp.com
raghu@nandan.co.in
rain1968@163.com
rain@style-pie.com
rainbow@csu.edu.tw
rainbow@everwincn.com
rainbowzwj@126.com
rainie.tang@blum-novotest.com.cn
rainny@xi-tong.com
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rainylee@csu.edu.tw
raiser@raiserchina.net
raivo.spatar@alexstewart.ee
raj.rengarajan@maha-india.in
raja@vietpak.com
rajacot@ramcotex.com
rajaja@126.com
rajasengupta@berkeley.edu
rajesh@iracc.co
rajesh@petrovisiongroup.com
raju@kbgroupltd.com
ral-colours@ral-ggmbh.com
ralegado@hawaii.edu
ralf.tian@luxensolar.com
ram@albadoor.ae
ram_mohan@thinkdigit.com
ramca@codetel.net.do
ramchari@emiratesbank.com
ramesh.au.in@google.com
ramesharora@kiglassindia.com
ramiro.riquelme@imo-chile.cl
ramon_i_de_leon@codetel.com
ramonca@codetel.net.do
ramongil@pegasusmobile.mobi
ramonrijo@codetel.net.do
ramsey@bakluvit.com
ramy.gamal@systemsdesign.tv
ran.zhao@citiking-machinery.com
ranchang158@126.com
randall.vega@mclogistica.com
randall@envirocern.com
randerson@mcsradio.com
randhospital@gbhs.phabahamas.org
randyg@rasmussenequipment.com
ranfj@maxsin.cn
rangreen@sn.apc.org
ranor@infonet.com.br
rantle-east@vip.163.com
rappe@hawaii.edu
raquel.lugo@listin.com.do
rashidali4u@gimal.com
ravi.d.v@avonsolutions.net
ravi@axeloinc.com
ravi@manikya.com
ray.farley@mysoninc.com
ray@atlasperucorp.com
ray@synergytec.com
rayala@jcboe.org
rayd@thinkrdi.com
raymond.lee@hbc.com
raymond.smith@target.com
raymond3392@163.com
raymond8026@163.com
raymond@tiptopworld.com
rays@ctmmixers.com
raytrading@prodigy.net.mx
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raywmtam@hotmial.com
razak1@blumail.org
rb@rdnoticias.com
rbales@berkeley.edu
rbike.wjian@163.com
rbneum@uw.edu
rborsari@uolinc.com
rbosleman@energyrecovery.com
rbpatro@ncsu.edu
rbundy@whoi.edu
rbzk0452@163.com
rc484@sina.com
rcasanova@animaseg.com.br
rcdk@163.com
rchen@investhk.gov.hk
rchester@jcboe.org
rcjinyuan@126.com
rckj1991@163.com
rcoloretti@edgewise.com.au
rcorfont@cgsd.org
rcsky1@163.com
rd24horas@codetel.net.do
rd@holidayiq.com
rd@orientoxin.com
rdabbasi@afridi-angell.com
rdar@afridi-angell.com
rdelaiglesia@bio.puc.cl
rdlfyx@126.com
rdoursenaud@free.fr
rdowens@drennanco.com
rdrember@alaska.edu
rdty@rutong.com
rdv@rdv.lv
readersletters@thinkdigit.com
reagle@w3.org
realb@helixdp.com
realgourmet@btnmail.com.br
realm@xlsoft.com
rebbaca@126.com
rebeca.werner@hhib.com.br
rebecca.briggs@noaa.gov
rebecca@dragonflypr.co.uk
rebecca@spanbio.com
rec40@students.uwf.edu
recaudaspac@cableonda.net
reception@mgukraine.com
rechtundkonsum@tages-anzeiger.ch
recollins@alaska.edu
recp@chemiplas.co.nz
recruit@argus-p.com
recruiting@evapcochina.com
recruitment@domino-wb.co.uk
recruta@ciser.com.br
recrutamento.selecao@nextel.com.br
recrutamento@anbfarma.com.br
recrutamento@bardella.com.br
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recrutamento@ccminformatica.com.br
recrutamento@germerporcelanas.com.br
recrutamento@granmarquise.com.br
recrutamento@homineinfo.com.br
recrutamento@iguacucelulose.com.br
recrutamento@infovagas.com
recrutamento@klabin.com.br
recrutamento@klinderrh.com.br
recrutamento@labtelecom.com.br
recrutamento@linkworks.com.br
recrutamento@pequenocotolengo.org.br
recrutamento@perfecta.com.br
recrutamento@sinax.com.br
recrutamento@solvo.com.br
recrutamento@trigueirofontes.com.br
recrutamentococa-cola@sorocabarefrescos.com.br
recursos.humanos.sjc@monsanto.com
recursos_humanos@terphane.com.br
recursoshumano@ccef.com.br
recursoshumanos@webtraffic.com.br
recycling@aqsiqgov.com
red@redsunstar.com
redaccio@ara.ad
redaccion@cdn.com.do
redaccionnd@codetel.net.do
redactie@racefietsblog.nl
redakce@penize.cz
redaksi@hminews.com
redaksi@portalkriminal.com
redaktion@billbrookkreis.de
redboyan@163.com
redodobasket@hkbn.net
redwinged@mail.ru
reed@ncmchem.com
reeny@vip.163.com
refard@hotmel.com
reforma@codetel.net.do
regalking@regalking.com.hk
regietek@regietek.com
regina.sanches@rmacomunicacao.com.br
reginald.medina@biomedcentral.com
registered@domainmonster.com
registrar@iift.ac.in
regom@regom.cz
reheman@eng.jkuat.ac.ke
reidenbach@virginia.edu
reinaldo@schconsult.com.br
reinhard.willenbuecher@imag.de
reisingera@caryinstitute.org
reith.still@agcc.co.uk
relacionespublicas@unphu.edu.do
relden@dbestproducts.net
releaseradar@github.com
relocation@appstate.edu
remo@remolacha.net
remple@hawaii.edu
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ren@xjm.cn
rena.fu@kohler-germany.com.cn
rena@rong-tai.cn
renato.lenci@lencico.com
renato.oliveira@software.com.br
renatooliveira@plusoft.com.br
rene@decorrespondent.nl
renee@linsnled.com
renie@smt.org
renya0910@163.com
renya2010811@sina.com
renya595@163.com
renyana@guhringchina.com
renyu-cool@163.com
repair@gmtsllc.com
repairandreproofing@meyermeyer.de
reportphishing@apwg.org
res@163.com
res@papillon.com
rescobar@jcboe.org
research@apm.com.au
research@isra.my
research@ofweek.com
reser@haide-chem.com
reservas@saintandrews.com.br
reservation@cinecityhotels.com
reservation@crowneplazajiangning.com
reservation@grandpalaceyercaud.com
reservation@icbahrain.com
reservation@metropole.co.in
reservation@rameegrandbahrain.com
reservation@royaltulipalrasheed.com
reservation@southerncrest.com
reservation@swissgrandxiamen.com.cn
reservation@theashokahotel.com
reservations-dourovalley@sixsenses.com.com
reservations.ch16@thevijaypark.in
reservations.itcsonar@itchotels.in
reservations.kol@thesonnet.com
reservations@aalia.net
reservations@grandluxehotelsindia.com
reservations@hotelsupreme.in
reservations@radharegent.com
reservations@radissongrt.com
reservations@tridenthotels.com
reservationsbse@swiss-belhotel.com
responses@stratfor.com
resvchennai@theresidency.com
returns@fossil.com
returns@primrose.co.uk
reubenchu@meinhardt.com.hk
revista@adegadeideias.com.br
rex@hkfancyarts.com
rex@vip.163.com
rfederico@jcboe.org
rfhpropmgr@villagegreen.com
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rfilosa@jeadams.com
rforeman@hawaii.edu
rfyazigi@almabani.co
rg_support@hit-inc.jp
rgamble@disl.org
rgates@hawaii.edu
rgawde@umces.edu
rgcampbell@uri.edu
rgconsulting@codetel.net.do
rghxhg@vip.163.com
rgjerde@itwjemco.com
rgoldman@abt.com
rgoldman@mossmotors.com
rgpolanco@codetel.net.do
rgraves@ledger-enquirer.com
rh-sp@calma.com.br
rh.curriculo@liebherr.com
rh.save@saveti.com.br
rh01@tecadi.com.br
rh13@alternativaterceirizacao.com.br
rh2@santacasace.org.br
rh8004@econtabilista.com.br
rh@acoforja.com.br
rh@alfasol.org.br
rh@artit.com.br
rh@autopark.com.br
rh@avibras.com.br
rh@basissistemas.com.br
rh@blendit.com.br
rh@callsystem.inf.br
rh@casadofrango.com.br
rh@cce.com.br
rh@cdicom.com.br
rh@condor.com.br
rh@daido.com.br
rh@doois.com.br
rh@ecore.com.br
rh@enigmasolucoes.com.br
rh@espacoprana.com.br
rh@fbits.com.br
rh@ferasbrasil.com.br
rh@finitycons.com
rh@g2tecnologia.com.br
rh@gam.com.br
rh@goldcell.com.br
rh@grupointellego.com
rh@heller.biz
rh@incomisa.com.br
rh@infobase.com.br
rh@jacris.com.br
rh@jsimoes.com.br
rh@lampadaglobal.com
rh@lellocondominios.com.br
rh@mannala.com.br
rh@masp.org.br
rh@msdevelop.com.br
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rh@na5.com.br
rh@netsar.com.br
rh@nikkey.net
rh@occupare.com.br
rh@okser.com.br
rh@peopleconsulting.com.br
rh@planodigital.com.br
rh@progonos.com
rh@r18.com.br
rh@ricsc.com.br
rh@sambatech.com.br
rh@sanydobrasil.com
rh@schincariol.com.br
rh@sell.com.br
rh@simova.com.br
rh@skysoftware.com.br
rh@soluemba.com.br
rh@solvo.com.br
rh@tecnogroup.com.br
rh@telefutura.com.br
rh@tiviati.com.br
rh@tritone.com.br
rh@vincit.com.br
rh@weavers.com.br
rh@ykp.com.br
rh_midiasocial@refcomunicacao.com.br
rh_tecnico@bugbusters.com.br
rhanna@bh.com.au
rhaquino@jaquinoimoveis.com.br
rhawthorne@sd163.com
rhbr@grupoassa.com
rhdai@fudan.edu.cn
rhe@ncsu.edu
rheol@bjmu.edu.cn
rhile@cheverus.org
rhim127@chollian.net
rhinfoa2@infoa2.com.br
rhirsch@usgs.gov
rhl@nextechmaterials.com
rhma@niglas.ac.cn
rhodiac@us.rhodia.com
rhodium@ferroalloys.net
rhonda@campcompanion.org
rhonda@graygraphics.net
rhong@rhong.com.cn
rhood@umces.edu
rhselecao@valueteam.com.br
rhsp@homineinfo.com.br
rhsp@mjv.com.br
rhuol@uolinc.com
ri@reefindustries.com
ribalet@uw.edu
riberto.balduino@agentetamviagens.com.br
ricardo.cesar@agenciaideal.com.br
ricardo.martins@disys.com
ricardo.ost@brcondos.com.br
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ricardo.rodriguez@argenvans.com.ar
ricardo.santana@listindiario.com
ricardo@antequera.com.ve
ricardodereyes@cable.net.co
rich.aubuchon@jcschools.us
richa@complex.com
richard.grunzke@tu-dresden.de
richard.landtiser@cytec.com
richard.stumpf@noaa.gov
richard@breita.com.tw
richard@iids.com
richard_j_koenes@whirlpool.com
richardbag@126.com
richfrp@126.com
richmond@hawaii.edu
richsource@vip.163.com
rick.wang@samexsys.com
rick@asicusa.com
rickieliu@coronacn.com
rickjones@babacu.com
rickkeil@uw.edu
ricky-yu@litzhitech.com
ricky.zhou@soho-yiming.com
rickyli@czcgl.com.hk
rid.oil@mail.ru
riderlin@163.com
ridlmarc@isu.edu
riduan@asei.co.id
rien@siddharta.nl
rifa.pm@rifa.com.cn
riffy@decorrespondent.nl
rigid@vip.163.com
rikthesh@mepco.biz
rinashengxiaoxia@126.com
ripe-updates@webfusion.com
ripe@corp.free.fr
risa@pipinvestment.com
risheng@bnu.edu.cn
rita.oliveira@homineinfo.com.br
rita.wirtti@abact.com.br
rita@rita.com.vn
ritayurina@mail.ru
ritchiea@hawaii.edu
rizolin@mail.ru
rjax@sina.com
rjc2008@126.com
rjocson@agilitylogistics.com
rjohnson@fuchsiatech.com
rjohnson@geckojewellery.com
rjq@ccpitzj.gov.cn
rjsanchez@anteco.pe
rk_post@sina.com
rkeller@bplittleford.com
rkelvin@hawaii.edu
rkennedy@usgs.gov
rking@atlantacomm.com
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rklange@uw.edu
rkoester@arri.de
rkraus@usgs.gov
rkreiling@usgs.gov
rkrishfield@whoi.edu
rlchawla@centurycomputers.biz
rlgc@codetel.net.do
rlgonzalez@codetel.net.do
rli@polyauction.com.hk
rloga@arn.net
rlogan@arn.net
rlopez@coqui.net
rlouw@sn.apc.org
rlserra@eckerd.edu
rltaylor@arn.net
rlugao@amt.com.br
rlukas@hawaii.edu
rlundeen@uw.edu
rlutz@avalon.net
rlvargas@coqui.net
rlvud@chollian.net
rlwalter@eclipse.net
rlweb@coqui.net
rlwitt@dca.net
rlzy@sdyangguang.cn
rm.colombo@codetel.net.do
rmaarch@coqui.net
rmahone@ledger-enquirer.com
rmaier@aag.org
rmarksteiner@arri.de
rmarohl3@u.washington.edu
rmartin@energyunited.net
rmatula@phillipsclub.com
rmaxwell@avalon.net
rmbabuik@cybrnet.net
rmccaw@cgocable.net
rmcclay@seoclarity.net
rmccoy@dca.net
rmcduffie@ledger-enquirer.com
rmceoin@ahbelo.com
rmcorp@backroads.net
rmdu@mail.issas.ac.cn
rme@btc-skynet.net
rmelillo@eclipse.net
rmeltzer@citenet.net
rmettler@sn.bbb.org
rmi@comwares.net
rminchew@arbbs.net
rmmartin@eatel.net
rmoa@acsol.net
rmoore@datastar.net
rmorley@jcboe.org
rmorrow@delfax.net
rmors@acsol.net
rmr@discovernet.net
rmsecure@coqui.net
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rmsolution20@earchlink.net
rmtp@neolatine.com
rmullin@avalon.net
rmurden@jcboe.org
rmurphy@zefone.com
rmwilliams@acelink.net
rmxcntre@avalon.net
rneman@ciandt.com
rnestor@argo.net
rnewma@cybercom.net
rnewman@cybercom.net
rnorwood@arn.net
rnottke@sd163.com
ro@argo.net
roach@corpse.net
roadhand@arn.net
roadmap@eatel.net
roal@aqua.dtu.dk
roanec1@dca.net
rob.bulloch@crestcom.com
rob@argo.net
rob@aubrey.net
rob@axiscapital.net
rob@bengtson.net
rob@buz.net
rob@cadtech.net
rob@ccms.net
rob@ccsinet.net
rob@citypro.net
rob@cybercom.net
rob@epik.com
rob@protec-inspections.com
rob@weschdirect.co.uk
robb@courtave.net
robbierome@eatel.net
robbiesw@cgocable.net
robbins.cleozier@complex.com
robd@acunet.net
rober@eclipse.net
robert.clark@jcschools.us
robert.foy@noaa.gov
robert.lee@citictel-cpc.com
robert.mason@uconn.edu
robert.pahnke@thelinks.com.cn
robert.r@eximbank.com.tw
robert.stojan@hebe.hr
robert.suter@serv-ch.com
robert.warner@noaa.gov
robert35@coqui.net
robert@cmg.net
robert@connexxion.net
robert@eclipse.net
robert@isoem.com
robert@thistleaccess.com
robert@zenyoo.com
robert_h_ashton_aerotek@whirlpool.com
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robert_smith@thinkdigit.com
roberta.bernardo@homineinfo.com.br
roberta.correia@bunge.com
roberta.machado@inpresspni.com.br
roberta.marchand@icoterminals.com
roberta@direito.net
roberta@iddistudio.com
robertb@aie.net
robertfo@arn.net
roberto@amada.net
roberto@bvstv.com
robertobannion@rcsgroup.com
robertorfalcon@coqui.net
robertos@aircadiz.net
robertst@dlshs.org
robin4526189@163.com
robin@cins.net
robin@ebridge.net
robinham@chollian.net
robinlee@cgocable.net
robinm@cal-net.net
robins@coqui.net
robinson@cybercom.net
robinson@eclipse.net
robinson@exotrope.net
robinswood@circle.net
robison@arn.net
robjones@eaze.net
robk@cssolutions.net
robl@cybercom.net
roblex@coqui.net
roblowe@compsol.net
robot-response@openfind.com.tw
robox@cel-china.com
robr@discovernet.net
robrific@erie.net
roby@wuhao-industry.com
roc@accucomm.net
rocap@u.washington.edu
rocherr@compsol.net
rocis@chollian.net
rock110@aliyun.com
rock@adalek.net
rock@arn.net
rocket@cgocable.net
rockuly@alertus.com
rocky@adalek.net
rocky@arctic.net
rocky@discovernet.net
rockydog@acelink.net
rockylee@longxiang-ltd.com
rockyxu@dfnchina.com
rod@amgi.net
rod@arn.net
rodasale@mafroda.es
rodben@coqui.net
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roddyse@regentvast.com
rodeo@chesapeake.net
roder.ho@126.com
rodney@aquik.net
rodrigo.noffs@copag.com.br
rodrigosrodrigues@edu.unifor.br
rodrigueza@mossmotors.com
rods@cgocable.net
rodweis@enet.net
rodweiss@enet.net
roecogifts@egl.net
roehsle@dca.net
roehsler@dca.net
roel@bouwman.net
roemmele@cgocable.net
roesler@erfurt-online.net
roessler@acunet.net
roessner@eclipse.net
roger@bernheim.org
roger@bojn.net
roger@compuplus.net
roger@coqui.net
roger@cozyhome.net.cn
roger@dahlman.net
roger@shcoop.com.cn
roger_peters@fws.gov
rogerio.camorani@homineinfo.com.br
rogers@ddi.digital.net
rogersc@ddi.digital.net
rogersprague@blazenet.net
rogerw@eclipse.net
rogerwuxi@126.com
roggeman@uic.com
rogue13@anomaly.net
rogue1@anomaly.net
roguimo@roguimo.com.br
rogywang@kairun.com.cn
roh0901@chollian.net
roh9@chollian.net
roho@eaze.net
rohroh@chollian.net
roigbank@coqui.net
roilman12@mail.ru
roj@rojmarine.com
rokelo@eaze.net
rokin@rokin.cn
rokmann@exotrope.net
rol@coqui.net
roland.gerke@bshg.com
roland.keskula@euroland.com
roland@rpdynamics.com
rolando@blanco.net
roled1@chollian.net
rolf.gradinger@uit.no
rolfboll@eclipse.net
rolland@dataworx.net
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rolland@sh163.net
rollie@eclipse.net
rollings2@backroads.net
rolson@chibardun.net
romack@eaze.net
romank@chollian.net
romanova.ne@tplants.com
romanovalex70@mail.ru
romantic@avicom.net
romar@cmsinter.net
romavi@codetel.net.do
rometsch@atterermarketing.de
romsym@romsym.ro
ron-c@arvada.org
ron.lukas@alpha-net.net
ron.tuohimaa@affcom.net
ron@aaa-access.net
ron@bitterroot.net
ron@computekinc.net
ron@csscorp.net
ron@cybernauts.net
ron@rumrill.net
ron_mateas@ea.epson.com
ronald.campbell@us.hilite.com
ronan@coqui.net
roncalli@hawaii.edu
rondoni@calvino.polito.it
rone@bofh.noc.best.net
ronenl@TactGroup.co.il
rong54@sina.com
ronglibao@ronglibao.com.cn
ronglijixie@163.com
ronin@dune.net
ronmore@enet.net
ronmurphy@bandfest.net
ronni@enet.net
ronnie@enet.net
ronnie@schednet.com
ronnie@tec.com.hk
ronp@acelink.net
ronpu@eclipse.net
ronw@coqui.net
ronw@discovernet.net
rony@cybrnet.net
roohan@acmenet.net
roommate@coqui.net
roommateworks@cybercom.net
rooms@rikastudios.com
root@dfone.com.tw
rory@bordertextiles.co.uk
rory@scottoiler.com
rosa.castro@codetel.net.do
rosa@comforsertyres.com
rosaldo@patchamltd.com
rosamper@etb.net.co
rosan@decorrespondent.nl
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rosana.duelli@hcscomp.com.br
rosangela@grupoeci.com.br
rosanna.gonzalez@gasso.com.do
rosanneboyle57@googlemail.com
rose.pimentel@inpresspni.com.br
rose@geometramovers.com.sg
roselu@ringiertrade.com
rosie.alegado@hawaii.edu
rosimarshalle@caryinstitute.org
rosss@complex.com
rossy@ciudadcorazon.com.do
rotallgz0281@sina.com
rotenburg@capnetz.de
roula.inglesi-lotz@up.ac.za
roupaul@hanmail.net
rouven.eller@phae.de
roux@uchicago.edu
rovena@rovenachaves.com.br
rowe@umces.edu
rowena@cj.net
rowland@fields.space.umn.edu
roxana.cornac@glamour.ro
roy.armstrong@upr.edu
roy.tsuda@bishopmuseum.org
roy@global.com.mo
roy@radiophonewireless.com
roy@thingmagic.com
rp@acsl.com.cn
rpayri@mot.upv.es
rpennington@jardencs.com
rperez@bancosantacruz.com.do
rperveen-khokhar@jcboe.org
rpinango@iesa.edu.ve
rposey@jcboe.org
rq@jmrq.com
rq@szrongqiang.com
rqthjx@163.com
rrhopcroft@alaska.edu
rrivkin@mun.ca
rroach@contemporafabrics.com
rrr@rrrdy.com
rrugge@juniper.net
rrw33@hawaii.edu
rs.williams@gladstone.ucsf.edu
rsartorio@galvao.com
rsc-ide@yandex.ru
rschroeder@jcboe.org
rsears@sn.bbb.org
rshutters@whirleydrinkworks.com
rslay@ledger-enquirer.com
rslzg@jsrushi.com
rst@rekasetia.com
rstephensz@bluestarcooking.com
rstriegl@usgs.gov
rsturdivant@mptcorp.com
rsvn@xihotel.com.hk
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rsvp@infonation-asia.com
rt14@rongtatech.com
rtalledo@student.life.edu
rtd_china@126.com
rte@education.illinois.edu
rteichmann@jcboe.org
rterrero@codetel.net.do
rtk-2008@mail.ru
rtk@ahsd.org
rts@vip.163.com
rtvd1@codetel.net.do
ruanrongchao@chinameyer.com
rubaniuk@mail.ru
rubber@hbfengye.com
rubberthread@po.jaring.my
ruben.escribano@imo-chile.cl
ruben.martinez-rubio@carbon-capital.com
ruben.toyota@codetel.net.do
ruben.van.hooidonk@noaa.gov
rubens@usp.br
rubiana.peixoto@fsb.com.br
rudchina@sina.com
rudder@yinglingyanjing.com
rugby@rugbystore.co.uk
rui@moinhoglobo.com
ruibo@sh-rainbow.com
ruidebio@126.com
ruimingtest@163.com
ruipharma08@vip.163.com
ruixia.zhang@qilu-antibiotics.com
rujiayoubao@vip.163.com
rulinxie@163.com
rumba1968@mail.ru
rumish03@sh163.net
rumyet@list.ru
rupani@calltronics.net
rupert@hoogewerf.com
ruriesa@discoverykartikaplaza.com
rus.batin@yandex.ru
rusanovskaya-o.o@mail.ru
ruscasing@mail.ru
rushanhongwei@163.com
rusmed2000@mail.ru
russ@thechaingang.com
russel@appliedinvention.com
russell.brainard@noaa.gov
russell.day@noaa.gov
russia@ccic.com
russo.service@mail.ru
rusty.brainard@noaa.gov
rusty@annapolisboatsales.com
rustyh@sfei.org
ruth.dcosta@greenpeace.org
ruthie.eichholz@jcschools.us
ruthqi@vip.163.com
ruy.jauregui.sandoval@biobase-international.com
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ruzakasarova@email.cz
rv@iberiarecreation.com
rvazanza@up.edu.ph
rviegas@klabin.com.br
rvillarreal@criotec.com.mx
rwang@niglas.ac.cn
rweller@whoi.edu
rwermelink@innobrands.com
rwinstead@jcboe.org
rwoollen@please.noemail.com
rwz666@163.com
ryan.mcfall@jcschools.us
ryan.wallace@stonybrook.edu
ryan@lasermoving.com
ryankeintz@griprocure.com
ryginochka665@mail.ru
rynearson@uri.edu
ryqiao@zju.edu.cn
ryuichi.tanaka@iss.u-tokyo.ac.jp
rz-cutter@163.com
s-hitomi@ueno-shokai.co.jp
s-kim@treasure-t.co.jp
s-maki@uec.ac.jp
s-takeda@nagasaki-u.ac.jp
s.alex08@mail.ru
s.bekkari@rijkzwaan.ma
s.cabral@listin.com.do
s.camacho@bancentral.gov.do
s.frei@bluenoise.de
s.geerken@ping.de
s.h.barmentlo@cml.leidenuniv.nl
s.h.gerez@utwente.nl
s.haefele@lissmac.com
s.horsthuis@topcasings.nl
s.imken@realogis.de
s.kim@terra.co.kr
s.loffice@slmineral.com
s.luger@lugerresearch.com
s.mouini@ventec.ma
s.pape@hasseundsohn.de
s.poleschuk@chemmonitor.com
s.poudevigne@airstar-light.com
s.soto@internet.net.do
s.spagnolo@altay.it
s.tabac@prm.md
s0c@ingersoll-imc.com
s30@csu.edu.tw
s3@spring4mattress.com
s5066@nc3a.nato.int
s722@163.com
s@n-s.com
sBercovici@miami.edu
s_matsueda@chemicaldaily.co.jp
sa88@pa18.com
saara.suominen@nioz.nl
sabb@csu.edu.tw
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sabespalov@mail.ru
sabinacat@mail.ru
sabine.hannemann@haacke-haus.de
sabine.matallanasurget@stir.ac.uk
sabine.voss@skf.com
sabrinavelibek@mail.ru
sac.sorocaba@sonda.com.br
sac@sodresantoro.com.br
sac@vianatureba.com.br
sachin_kalbag@thinkdigit.com
sadler@hawaii.edu
sadovnik@sadovnik.ru
sae.do@codetel.net.do
saeki@simatelex.com.hk
safesrus1@shtc.net
safety@pantaiwan.com.tw
safmh@sn.apc.org
safop@safop.com
sagomez@platco.com.do
sahr@planet.tn
sai-s@shigiya.com.cn
sai@life-do.co.jp
said@civil.uminho.pt
saifu@sfsyjx.com
saigalak@touchtelindia.net
saitou@tsc.u-tokai.ac.jp
saiyang@saiyang.com.cn
sajidl@emiratesbank.ae
sajith@nitc.ac.in
sakabe@cretom.co.jp
sakane@tanu.org
sakin@arrirental.de
saksici@saksici.net
sakurai@amazing-grace.jp
sal@shangjia.com.cn
sala.copias@jaraguaequipamentos.com
salangane815@163.com
salc@lunanmachine.com
salcs@topnc.com.cn
sale-01@insoul.com.cn
sale01@hy-tools.com
sale03@wiremeshdragon.cn
sale1@ywjiahua.com
sale3@0086aok.com
sale3@shyongqing.net
sale@3onedata.com
sale@arker.com.cn
sale@bestpigments.com
sale@bsbm.com.cn
sale@chemexpress.com.cn
sale@chinasaleonline.com
sale@cqhq.cn
sale@dingkang.com.cn
sale@elemix.cn
sale@haoyangpv.com
sale@highair.cn
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sale@hisunpharm.com
sale@hs-patioheater.com
sale@hschain.com.cn
sale@miskmachine.com
sale@oldhamauctions.com
sale@pengchen.com
sale@qoo10.sg
sale@rmi.cz
sale@saikesi.com
sale@sanhe-sk.com
sale@sdhead.com
sale@shhzmc.com
sale@shsany.com
sale@simagchem.com
sale@stonrobot.com
sale@suntem.cn
sale@tj-pacific.com
sale@wrbm.net
sale@wuxijinli.com
sale@yhartware.com
sale@yichaobio.com
sale@yonlon.cn
sale@zjhhmf.com
sale@zzgy168.com
saleh@islam.com
sales-ashiqapalace@orchidinngroup.com
sales-dept@vip.163.com
sales-k@insize.com
sales-sky@techtronics.com.hk
sales-ssc@sato-global.com
sales.ans@ansvietnam.com
sales.bengaluru@systech.co.in
sales.china@garlock.com
sales.director@pandamech.com
sales.li@sensitron.cn
sales.manila.ph@bennettig.com
sales.service@cw-spec.com
sales.spb@3bscientific.com
sales.towers@theresidency.com
sales.wendt@mmm.com
sales002@gdbahe.com
sales006@jiaolutex.com
sales006@kaiteda.com
sales018@sunloncn.com
sales01@dobaz.com
sales01@reteck.com
sales02@dgyuanyao.com
sales02@tamotec.com
sales02@yishi.net.cn
sales03@yishi.net.cn
sales04@feidapen.com
sales04@philex.com.cn
sales04@welldone-tech.com
sales05@helenbags.com
sales05@yishi.net.cn
sales06@veldlion.com
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sales06@yishi.net.cn
sales08@chinatrailertruck.com
sales09@better-power.com
sales0l@wayson.com
sales11@chinatruck.cc
sales11@ucomen.com
sales11@warrior-tools.com
sales12@chinatruck.cc
sales15@chinatruck.cc
sales16@chinatruck.cc
sales16@hengyuanhair.com.cn
sales17@chinatruck.cc
sales19@chinatruck.cc
sales1@aomya.com.cn
sales1@bnf-lighting.com
sales1@brasino.cn
sales1@chinatruck.cc
sales1@combosports.com.cn
sales1@efrtrading.com.mm
sales1@forwardinglogistics.com
sales1@fujiyama-trading.co.jp
sales1@hyubwoo.com
sales1@lottiehome.com
sales1@tianrui-wiremesh.com
sales1@veise.cn
sales1@welltool.com
sales20@chinatruck.cc
sales20@jinglitinbox.com
sales21@chinatruck.cc
sales22@chinatruck.cc
sales23@chinatruck.cc
sales25@chinatruck.cc
sales27@chinatruck.cc
sales28@chinatruck.cc
sales29@chinatruck.cc
sales2@cantontrade.com
sales2@farsports.cn
sales2@hengshunchem.com
sales2@jnsk-motorparts.com.cn
sales2@jssrs.com
sales2@yacya.com
sales30@chinatruck.cc
sales31@chinatruck.cc
sales35@chinatruck.cc
sales3@chinapeek.com
sales3@chinatruck.cc
sales3@cndasion.com
sales3@czbroad.cn
sales3@jinjinpharm.com
sales3@qiwin.com
sales3@sinoproduct.net
sales3@srt-ledlight.com
sales3@vdelta.com.vn
sales4@chinarug.com
sales4@sssto.com
sales4_ipoh@fmmalaysia.com.my
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sales501@hongantr.com
sales5@chinatruck.cc
sales5@uni-star.com.cn
sales6658@126.com
sales6@china-lichang.com
sales6@chinatruck.cc
sales7@qiwin.com
sales805@kesai.com.cn
sales886@chengyu.biz
sales887@chengyu.biz
sales9@fengcase.com
sales@2001tech.com
sales@250free.com
sales@3bsc.com
sales@3dbroadcastsales.com
sales@4vision.cn
sales@51component.com
sales@Big1163sales.com
sales@StaffTraining.co.za
sales@a-godeagle.com
sales@aaabj.com
sales@abbatrading.com
sales@abelcine.com
sales@aberdeentextiles.com
sales@abidallas.com
sales@absorbentsonline.com
sales@abtech-inc.net
sales@acemaybiochem.com
sales@acepillar.com.cn
sales@acetone-solutions.com
sales@acl.cn
sales@acmetex.net
sales@actfast.com
sales@adcockexpress.co.uk
sales@adityaforge.com
sales@advtechind.com
sales@aerotech.com
sales@afmpharm.com
sales@ahook.cn
sales@aigindustries.com.cn
sales@akintekstil.com.tr
sales@alathurexports.com
sales@algysautos.com
sales@aliaeg.com
sales@alinleather.com
sales@alkafaa.com
sales@allmelux.com
sales@alloy-china.com
sales@allychem.com
sales@alphaa.net
sales@alphatech.co.nz
sales@amarequip.com
sales@amazonas-explorer.com
sales@amegroups.com
sales@amerpipe.com
sales@analogtest.co.kr
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sales@analyticalelectronics.in
sales@ancad.com
sales@andeanlifeperu.com
sales@andrewchristian.com
sales@angepharm.com
sales@animalhair.com
sales@anssen.com
sales@apeccnc.com
sales@apexherbex.com
sales@apolloscientific.co.uk
sales@appiqo.com
sales@appsystems.com.sg
sales@apptools.com.sg
sales@arcsoft.com
sales@arguspharms.com
sales@armac.us
sales@armada.us
sales@armadaglobalhealth.us
sales@armadahoffler.us
sales@armadatech.us
sales@arrowaviation.in
sales@arroyoinstruments.com
sales@artisantg.com
sales@artizans.com
sales@artsound.hk
sales@asdinc.com
sales@ashcroft.com.cn
sales@askzad.com
sales@aspacphils.com.ph
sales@aspose.com
sales@asti-usa.com
sales@ata-chung.com.tw
sales@atceramics.com
sales@atg.com.mt
sales@atlantictechnology.com
sales@aura-logistics.com
sales@aurumpharmatech.com
sales@ausunpharm.com
sales@autograph.co
sales@autonics.net
sales@autoparts-gandw.com
sales@avcmarine.com
sales@aviosupport.com
sales@avpro.at
sales@awc-allegiance.com
sales@awtie.com
sales@azaranweb.com
sales@b-techengineering.co.uk
sales@bajajholographics.com
sales@baliso.com
sales@baokaichem.com
sales@bbfcnc.com
sales@bbi.ch
sales@bccindia.com
sales@bchc-china.com
sales@bdpharm.com
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sales@beaverstatedental.com
sales@beezhoney.com
sales@beghellicanada.com
sales@belhoon.com
sales@benniuchem.com
sales@besttoolbars.net
sales@betalinktech.com
sales@bevsinfo.com
sales@bhphotovideo.com
sales@bichain.com
sales@bigbosspalace.com
sales@billion.com
sales@bio-medical.com
sales@biosyn.cn
sales@biotaxu.com
sales@biotend.com
sales@biotst.net
sales@bizcommunity.com
sales@bjbsn.com
sales@blhtech.cn
sales@blt.com.cn
sales@blueport.co.kr
sales@boltzequipment.com
sales@bontecplc.com
sales@bookchemicals.com
sales@bossernet.com
sales@bowman.co.uk
sales@boyaseehot.com
sales@bricotech.com
sales@bridonhangzhou.com
sales@brightfuture.com.cn
sales@broadbentstanley.co.uk
sales@broadwater.co.uk
sales@brush-world.com
sales@btsoftware.com
sales@bulletsound.com
sales@burrensmokehouse.ie
sales@buzzerchina.com
sales@bwtek.com
sales@bytrader.com
sales@c-scoshelters.com
sales@cabrm.com
sales@caco3.cn
sales@cafeneworleans.com
sales@cainochem.com
sales@calscan.net
sales@caltrols.com.pk
sales@candleco.com.au
sales@cantonindia.com
sales@carelife-cn.com
sales@cargotrolley.com
sales@carlavantiggelen.com
sales@carstickers.com
sales@carused.jp
sales@casings.com.cn
sales@ceemfze.ae
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sales@centreo.hk
sales@ceriwholesale.com
sales@chandox-tosun.com
sales@chaoshuai.com
sales@chartkorea.com
sales@chemfuture.com
sales@chemfy.com
sales@chemptc.com
sales@chemsynpharm.com
sales@chemwing.com
sales@chengtaichem.com
sales@chengyipharma.com
sales@china-diatomite.com
sales@china-pvp.com
sales@china-tool.com
sales@chinakosun.com
sales@chinashuntian.com
sales@chinasister.cn
sales@chinaskyrun.com
sales@chinatio2.com
sales@chinatoytoy.com
sales@chinatungsten.com
sales@chineway.com.cn
sales@chiptronicsinc.com
sales@chireach.com
sales@choriway.com
sales@christy-home.com
sales@ciare.com
sales@circuitdiy.com
sales@cisscomachine.com
sales@cloudme.bh
sales@cmbec.com
sales@cmhbelt.com
sales@cnigood.com
sales@cnmec.biz
sales@cntlwire.com
sales@cochinsteeluae.com
sales@cogitosoft.com
sales@cogitosolutions.com
sales@commgroup.com
sales@complex.com
sales@computerage.com.my
sales@comsoft-direct.be
sales@concy.com.cn
sales@conda.hk
sales@conflow.com
sales@conier.com
sales@conlerpharm.com
sales@conrad.at
sales@conrad.ch
sales@conrad.de
sales@consciencepharma.com
sales@controlusa.com
sales@cookcode.com
sales@cosmeticpackaging.cc
sales@cpri.com.cn
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sales@cpscentral.com
sales@craveonline.com
sales@creatall.com
sales@creativefragrances.com
sales@crownironasia.com
sales@cshbelt.com
sales@ctia.com.cn
sales@ctmmixers.com
sales@custchem.com.cn
sales@cvp.com
sales@cxtools.com.cn
sales@czgiant.net
sales@czyangjia.com
sales@da-hui.com
sales@dal.co.jp
sales@darchie.com
sales@dardi.cn
sales@dasautoshippers.com
sales@datatronicsromoland.com
sales@dawopu.com
sales@dcchemicals.com
sales@debyesci.com
sales@decisiondatabases.com
sales@defense-tech.com
sales@deltroninc.com
sales@deluxe-metal.com.cn
sales@demisterpads.com
sales@deponchem.com
sales@dert.cn
sales@devtools.in
sales@dhkchem.com
sales@diasauto.by
sales@dieselinjection.cn
sales@digi-part.com
sales@dionis.md
sales@dmsglobal.net
sales@dolecocn.cn
sales@domen.com.cn
sales@downhole-motor.com
sales@dsw.co.kr
sales@dtpharmachem.com
sales@dvinside.com
sales@dxyer.com
sales@dybiochem.com
sales@eagle-tek.com
sales@eaglobal.com.ph
sales@eastbiopharm.com
sales@eastchinapharm.com
sales@easternbotanicals.cn
sales@ebertlang.com
sales@echaintool.com
sales@ecofinechem.com
sales@ecopowerchem.com
sales@edom.com.tw
sales@eighteensound.it
sales@eitec.cn
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sales@elesa-ganter.com.cn
sales@elestone.com.cn
sales@endoscopia.com
sales@energyrecovery.com
sales@enertec.com
sales@ensky-chemical.com
sales@epcomworld.com
sales@eplas.com
sales@escomsoft.com
sales@esourceglobal.com
sales@eswlab.com
sales@eurodrip.gr
sales@evget.com
sales@evsonline.com
sales@exactmachinery.com
sales@excelpharma.com
sales@eximpulse.com
sales@fabahagia.com
sales@fam.de
sales@fapharm.com
sales@feilong-retop.cn
sales@felb.world
sales@fermax.com.cn
sales@firstpointsoftware.com
sales@fjhuachi.com
sales@flashing.com.hk
sales@fmgnovo.ru
sales@fondas.com.tw
sales@forenergy.com.cn
sales@frontlineexports.com
sales@fshl.com
sales@fssdg.com
sales@fudabiochem.com
sales@fuerxinchem.com
sales@fujicell.net
sales@fulcrum.net.au
sales@gacarfinders.com
sales@gallagherandburk.com
sales@gantiel.com
sales@gaopengpharm.com
sales@gattopard.it
sales@gelbyson.com
sales@gem-uae.com
sales@genchem.cn
sales@gentechsolution.com
sales@geyer-usa.com
sales@ginchan.com.tw
sales@globalintluae.com
sales@gnutti.com
sales@go4mcs.com
sales@goisoman.com
sales@goldenace.cn
sales@goldentulipalhamra.com
sales@goldentulipsharjah.com
sales@goldphoenixpcb.biz
sales@goochandhousego.com
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sales@goro.com.cn
sales@grainprocessing.com
sales@greatglobal.com.cn
sales@greenpathelectricbikes.com
sales@guiyuanchempharm.com
sales@gzdongsu.cn
sales@h3mt.com
sales@haimingrun.com
sales@haisochem.com
sales@handebio.com
sales@handim.cn
sales@hanitech.co.kr
sales@hanrun.com
sales@hansan.net
sales@hapachem.com
sales@hasunny.com
sales@haveycommunications.com
sales@hbhrxy.com
sales@hbmedipharm.com
sales@hc-bios.com
sales@hcpharm.com
sales@hdjhpump.com
sales@healthchems.com
sales@healthwise.com.cn
sales@heat-biochem.com
sales@hellootrailer.com
sales@hengdabio.net
sales@hengdachem.com
sales@hengyingwirecloth.com
sales@herbalpe.com
sales@hetapharm.com
sales@hewit.com
sales@hghxy.com
sales@hicomer.com
sales@hisoar.com
sales@hkaco.com
sales@hktopsky.com
sales@hlmchem.com
sales@hnxcyg.com
sales@hoping.com.cn
sales@hopsonhk.com
sales@houstoncommunications.com
sales@hr-meditech.com
sales@hsrunke.com
sales@huahaipharm.com
sales@huahuichem.com
sales@huaxuchem.com
sales@huazhoupharm.com
sales@huilichemical.com
sales@hydrolate.com
sales@hydrosyscorp.com
sales@hymore.com
sales@hyper-chem.com
sales@hyper-sense.com.tw
sales@hysenpharma.cn
sales@hztools.cn
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sales@icanclave.com
sales@icmaster.com.hk
sales@icut-tooling.com
sales@identisys.com
sales@igeektek.com.au
sales@ilunaasia.com
sales@indismart.in
sales@inetworks.net.pk
sales@infomartgroup.com
sales@ingredientsinc.com
sales@innointl.cn
sales@integratedww.com
sales@intersoftsolutions.com
sales@ionnet.com
sales@ip2location.com
sales@iranhost.com
sales@itlneels.com
sales@ivoicetelecom.com
sales@ja-int.co.uk
sales@janet-trading.com
sales@jaripharm.com
sales@jbsvision.com
sales@jc-valves.net.cn
sales@jcolor.com
sales@jenoautoplex.com
sales@jerrywon.com.cn
sales@jet-cox.co.uk
sales@jh-scooter.com
sales@jh3j.com
sales@jiaerke.com
sales@jiasibiochem.com
sales@jiasichem.com
sales@jiayuangarden.com
sales@jiest.com.cn
sales@jimaytex.com
sales@jindapharm.com
sales@jinhe-chem.com
sales@jinhuili.com
sales@jinjingroup.com
sales@jinquanpharm.com
sales@jinyi.com.cn
sales@jiuli.com
sales@jkbio.com
sales@jm-jiamei.com
sales@jobsdb.com
sales@joinwaypharm.com
sales@jpctrade.com
sales@jsampute.com
sales@jwdonchin.com
sales@jwuk.com
sales@jyoukichem.com
sales@kaitrum.com.tw
sales@kangrong.com
sales@kayindia.com
sales@kccvn.com
sales@keithindustries.com
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sales@kenson.com.sg
sales@kernowfixings.co.uk
sales@keyingchem.com
sales@kichindia.com
sales@king-clutch.com
sales@kinoflo.com
sales@kintang.cc
sales@kintowe.com
sales@kiwicare.co.nz
sales@kmzpharmchem.com
sales@knifesite.com
sales@knitdenim.com
sales@kohan.com.tw
sales@koicomputer.com
sales@kongkiat.com
sales@konypharm.com
sales@koyorad.com.cn
sales@kpt-precision.com
sales@krat.cn
sales@kreativeorganics.com
sales@kyfpharm.com
sales@kyungbangvn.com
sales@laffords.com
sales@laite.com
sales@leadjet.com.cn
sales@leadwaytk.hk
sales@leadwell.com.tw
sales@lean-business.co.uk
sales@leatou.com
sales@leisuretron.com
sales@levachem.com
sales@lewa.cn
sales@lexison.com
sales@lh-biochem.com
sales@lianben.com
sales@lianli.com.cn
sales@lightstick.com.cn
sales@lilychem.com
sales@limapetro.com
sales@lingyunchem.com
sales@link-power.cn
sales@linkpro.com.tw
sales@lintex-apparel.com
sales@lionstek.com
sales@litiantech.com
sales@liuyinbio.com
sales@lm88.com
sales@locatorbiz.com
sales@login.com
sales@logodepot.com
sales@lokosleather.com
sales@lonelyplanet.com.au
sales@longandson.co.uk
sales@longbeachclothing.com
sales@longway.com
sales@longwellelectric.com
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sales@lowrance.co.za
sales@lttleathercare.co.uk
sales@lucky-gems.com
sales@luenhoi.com
sales@luenyick-elec.com
sales@lumbow.com
sales@lumen.it
sales@lumishoreusa.com
sales@lunarpages.com
sales@lunarsun.com.cn
sales@luxlightingllc.com
sales@luxlimousine.com
sales@lycatel.com
sales@lychem.com
sales@lygyaran.com
sales@lynteck.co.uk
sales@lzhg.net
sales@maadiran.com
sales@macbeth.com.au
sales@maccopromotions.com
sales@macma.co.nz
sales@macsense.com.au
sales@madentec.com
sales@madriverbrewing.com
sales@maestro.com.au
sales@mahalakshmiprofiles.in
sales@mail.artmold.com
sales@majortech.com
sales@maltech.net
sales@mancinirealty.com
sales@manex-france.fr
sales@manila-hotel.com.ph
sales@mantagroup.com.hk
sales@mantisdeposition.com
sales@maplesourcing.com
sales@marco.de
sales@marine-products.com
sales@marineindustrial.co.uk
sales@marineoutfitters.ca
sales@martin.be
sales@marushin-web.co.jp
sales@masalta.com.cn
sales@masibus.com
sales@matrixteam.com.cn
sales@matsuohorsense.com
sales@maxicom.us
sales@maximator.cn
sales@mayindustry.com
sales@mayorsmoney.com
sales@mcadamsfloral.com
sales@mclicense.de
sales@meddings.co.uk
sales@mediability.com
sales@mediability.tv
sales@mediking.cn
sales@medmacu.com
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sales@mega-choice.com
sales@megasardines.com
sales@mektronics.com.au
sales@meliebianco.com
sales@melonepharma.com
sales@melray.com
sales@memoncorp.com
sales@meryer.com
sales@mes-fl.com
sales@mesccables.com
sales@mesh-filter.com
sales@mesochem.com
sales@metal-finishing.co.uk
sales@metcor-inc.com
sales@metexcorporation.com
sales@metrotactical.com
sales@metsteel.co.uk
sales@metuae.com
sales@micro-int.com
sales@micromine.com.au
sales@micropowerdirect.com
sales@milde.com.au
sales@milleniumpackaging.in
sales@mindrum.com
sales@mindsmack.com
sales@minsterfinefoods.co.uk
sales@mirical-emblems.com
sales@misa-india.com
sales@mister.net
sales@mitsumipolyseal.com
sales@mkwholesale.co.uk
sales@mline-distribution.com
sales@moff.com
sales@moonsus.com
sales@mooretool.ch
sales@mooretool.com
sales@moriiron.com
sales@morningstar.com.cn
sales@morriganltd.com
sales@mossmotors.com
sales@motormediainc.com
sales@moves4u.com
sales@moxie-tech.com
sales@msgi-sa.com
sales@msiwny.com
sales@msmaustralia.com.au
sales@msomedical.net
sales@mst.ir
sales@mtcom.it
sales@musicnetwork.ch
sales@musicsources.com.cn
sales@mvme.cn
sales@mynatasia.com
sales@myowntuxedo.com
sales@nacelle.co.jp
sales@nakin.com.tw
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sales@namepros.com
sales@nancysports.com
sales@nanhua.com
sales@nautbelts.com
sales@navattagroup.com
sales@navgrahaa.com
sales@nbevergreen.com
sales@nbflo.com
sales@neda.ir
sales@neteltech.com.hk
sales@netgear.com
sales@neuserealty.com
sales@newasiaco.com.hk
sales@newchoice-1.com
sales@neweralivingdeco.com
sales@news-medical.net
sales@newsguy.com
sales@newsunbiochem.com
sales@newtronic.in
sales@newyorknautical.com
sales@nextbyte.com.au
sales@nexus.org
sales@nikefactory.cn
sales@nikotausa.com
sales@nim.com.sg
sales@ninestars.com.cn
sales@nj-hr.com
sales@nj-paradise.com
sales@norac.ca
sales@normac.com
sales@northamfarm.co.uk
sales@northernproducts.com
sales@northwaycom.com
sales@novanat.com
sales@novanb.com
sales@novelties-direct.co.uk
sales@noveltyadv.com
sales@npco.biz
sales@npivovar.cz
sales@ocean-smart.com
sales@oceaniclabs.com
sales@odinlighting.com
sales@oekmachine.com
sales@oemonline.com.sg
sales@ofweek.com
sales@omapharm.com
sales@omegain.com
sales@omendiecasting.com
sales@omesbs.com
sales@omijia.com
sales@omyy.com
sales@ondermetal.com.tr
sales@one.com.vn
sales@onelinkwireless.com
sales@opaye.com
sales@organic-herb.com
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sales@osakicn.com
sales@oulatech.com
sales@outsourcerec.com
sales@pacificat-shirts.com
sales@pacificdecor.com
sales@pacificmarine.com.au
sales@padmaker.com
sales@pagrik.com
sales@pakricevillage.com
sales@palaeographics.com.au
sales@palmco.com
sales@panbrick.ca
sales@pancorp.com
sales@parallax.com
sales@paratera.com
sales@parkplaza-bj.com
sales@pauldecorative.com
sales@pclifecome.com
sales@pearlage.com
sales@pearsonelectronics.com
sales@pedre.com
sales@pegram.ca
sales@peninsuladivers.com
sales@pepcopoms.com
sales@perego.it
sales@performancemag.net
sales@permedi.com
sales@perpetuumsoft.com
sales@persiancircle.net
sales@petcompany.co.uk
sales@peters.hu
sales@petrogasgroup.com
sales@pexuniverse.com
sales@pfmarkey.com
sales@phdcc.com
sales@phoenix-sx.com
sales@photokinachem.com
sales@pianokeyboard.com
sales@pica.com.au
sales@picotech.com
sales@piezojena.com
sales@pin-n-pin.com
sales@pisas-inc.com
sales@piscespumps.co.uk
sales@pitco.com
sales@pjtss.com
sales@planetsox.com
sales@plastemart.com
sales@polarcamping.com
sales@polyester.com
sales@portland.nl
sales@posguys.com
sales@povidone.com.cn
sales@power-first.cn
sales@power-land.com
sales@powerchip.com.au
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sales@powerkingdom.com.cn
sales@pp2g.tv
sales@preciousbamboo.com
sales@predatortools.com
sales@premiertrading.co.uk
sales@prettytomato.cn
sales@priceok.ru
sales@pricon.co.in
sales@primekorea.net
sales@printermaker.com
sales@prmg.com.cn
sales@processregister.com
sales@procommak.com
sales@proeyetech.com
sales@prolectro.com.cn
sales@protel-net.com
sales@psychcentral.com
sales@ptcabling.com
sales@puma-medical.com
sales@pumpseek.com
sales@pumyang.com
sales@purimaxx.com
sales@puyuanchem.com
sales@pyramid.de
sales@qbsd.co.uk
sales@qcgrinder.com
sales@qilei.com
sales@qimingpharm.com
sales@qjchem.com
sales@qpcgil.com
sales@qspharm.com
sales@qualitymobile.com
sales@quayledental.co.uk
sales@quest-comp.com
sales@queue.com.au
sales@quickcoach.com
sales@quiltingmachine.cn
sales@qyhj.com
sales@qynetting.com
sales@qyresearcheurope.com
sales@qyresearchglobal.com
sales@racegear.com.au
sales@rackspace.co.uk
sales@radburg.ro
sales@radcrete.com.au
sales@radioworldcentral.ca
sales@rainshower.com.cn
sales@randolphelectronics.com
sales@rankoussi.com
sales@raymax.co.jp
sales@rccleather.com
sales@recital.com
sales@reco-export.com
sales@redbeijing.com
sales@redstarpictures.com
sales@reflexglass.co.uk
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sales@reflying.com
sales@reliablesecuritas.com
sales@rennotech.com
sales@rentfusion.com
sales@rentgroup.ru
sales@repcaltestequip.com
sales@reserveinteractive.com
sales@resolution.com.au
sales@revotools.com.cn
sales@reynardcorp.com
sales@rfcomponents.com
sales@risqueboutique.com
sales@ritarpower.com
sales@river-wave.net
sales@rjasltd.co.uk
sales@rljchem.com
sales@robertshomes.net
sales@rockbolting.net
sales@rockclimbing.com
sales@rolledalloys.cn
sales@romylace.com
sales@room-net.com
sales@rosengroups.com
sales@rosewachem.com
sales@rotronic.co.uk
sales@royalbowling.com
sales@royalcommunications.com
sales@rps.com.hk
sales@rubran.ch
sales@rugmerchant.co.uk
sales@rumetco.net
sales@ry.com.au
sales@ryanspet.com
sales@s3i.co.uk
sales@safeplace.co.il
sales@safesure.co.in
sales@saiman.co.uk
sales@sambaere.com
sales@samhing.com.hk
sales@saminchemical.ir
sales@sand-le-mere.co.uk
sales@sandat.com
sales@sangaobiochem.com
sales@sanhechem.com
sales@sanherb.com
sales@sanmtech.com
sales@sanyou-chem.com
sales@sauditech.com
sales@savemoreplumbing.com
sales@sb-pharm.com
sales@sbfluorochem.com
sales@schaudtmikrosa.com
sales@scheerbay.com
sales@schulzfe.com.cn
sales@schulzfe.com.sg
sales@sciphar.com
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sales@scorpioinformatics.com
sales@scottmachinery.co.nz
sales@scottoiler.com
sales@scrappymax.com
sales@scseurope.com
sales@sddsystems.com
sales@sdfilters.com
sales@sdkexing.com
sales@seair.co.in
sales@secego.com
sales@securityprinting.ae
sales@seeco.in
sales@selden.co.uk
sales@sempl.com
sales@senex.cn
sales@senke-made.com
sales@servotech.co.nz
sales@setolink.com
sales@settco.com
sales@sevenmech.com
sales@shababnet.com
sales@shafatools.com
sales@shahgems.com
sales@shalimarexport.com
sales@shaxing.com
sales@shengkai.com
sales@shengyuchemical.com
sales@shift4.com
sales@shimi.cn
sales@shine-star.com.cn
sales@shiva.com
sales@shlangao.com
sales@shotcases.com
sales@shreejee.biz
sales@shunkang.com.cn
sales@sierraassembly.com
sales@signum.co.uk
sales@sikkia.com
sales@sillyjokes.co.uk
sales@sino-arabtrade.com
sales@sino-phos.com
sales@sino-produce.com
sales@sino-strong.com.cn
sales@sinobrom.cn
sales@sinofastener.com
sales@sinofoodsupply.com
sales@sinomarineparts.com
sales@sinopep.com
sales@sinotrukcompany.com
sales@siouxfallstwoway.com
sales@sitway.net
sales@sixnet.com.cn
sales@sk-chem.com
sales@sk-sy.com
sales@skgroup.com
sales@sko-online.in
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sales@skyray-instrument.com
sales@slipring.cn
sales@smc-igs.com
sales@smc.co.nz
sales@smileymedia.com
sales@smmcl.com
sales@sms-star.com
sales@softinventive.com
sales@softmy.com
sales@softrack.com.pk
sales@softwarechn.com
sales@sofuoglu.com.tr
sales@solarpanels.cn
sales@soleuae.com
sales@solex.com.au
sales@solidworks.com
sales@somethingunique.com
sales@soniclean.com.au
sales@sonorus.com
sales@sonotechnique.ca
sales@sonphat.com
sales@source-in-china.com
sales@spa-uk.co.uk
sales@sparchem.com
sales@spazzolplastica.it
sales@spcint.com
sales@spec-chem.com
sales@spec-net.com.au
sales@spectra-displays.co.uk
sales@spmarinediesel.com
sales@spsintrad.com
sales@sptools.com.tw
sales@srsfinlay.com
sales@sso.ae
sales@staibinstruments.com
sales@star-su.com.cn
sales@starpoint.cn
sales@starshinepharm.com
sales@stc.ch
sales@stceramic.com
sales@steelasia.com
sales@sterlingrasayan.com
sales@stewartengrg.com
sales@steyr-motors.cn
sales@stilsoncommunications.com
sales@stonejoy.com
sales@stoneyard.com
sales@str.ekadharma.com
sales@strainwell.com
sales@strategyr.com
sales@studiopeople.com
sales@sumip.com
sales@summit-electric.com
sales@sunbeltsoftware.com
sales@sunder-tools.com
sales@sundrella.com
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sales@sunlinelectromech.com
sales@sunlong-hk.com
sales@sunnensh.com
sales@sunnetwork.com.hk
sales@sunnyhope.com
sales@sunnysteel.com
sales@sunnyvox.com
sales@sunpowtech.com
sales@sunrise-chemical.com
sales@suntex.com.sg
sales@sunwaydyes.com
sales@sunwell-chem.com
sales@superhosting.bg
sales@superlifts.com
sales@supertannery.com
sales@supervisionopticals.com
sales@suporpharm.com
sales@supportcomponents.com.au
sales@supremeco.com
sales@supuvalve.com
sales@sural.com
sales@sven.ua
sales@swedausa.com
sales@swissclick.ch
sales@swissinstruments.com
sales@sybf.cn
sales@synblock.com
sales@synnex.com
sales@syntec.co.uk
sales@sysmelec.ch
sales@systech.co.in
sales@syswitch.com
sales@syw.com.cn
sales@szanges.com
sales@szoriental.com
sales@szvipcard.com
sales@tabswear.co.uk
sales@tacklemania.com.au
sales@taepo.com
sales@taidecable.com
sales@tangidyne.com
sales@tappex.co.uk
sales@taubdental.com
sales@taylormarketing.com
sales@tbacomm.com
sales@tdj.com.au
sales@tealthfoshan.com
sales@techtopics.co.uk
sales@televac.com
sales@telkonet.com
sales@telpics.com
sales@tentec.com
sales@terraconsultants.ca
sales@terrazzo-tiles.co.uk
sales@texwinca.com
sales@thaiair.ch
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sales@the-soundfactory.net
sales@thebridalshop.co.nz
sales@thegiantpeach.com
sales@themusiclink.com
sales@therose.bz
sales@thhtools.com
sales@thinkchem.com
sales@thodacon.cn
sales@thomasgear.com
sales@thongsiek.com
sales@thorsonwest.com
sales@thumbike.com
sales@tianda-medical.com
sales@tianhuang.cn
sales@tianrui-wiremesh.com
sales@tianruipharm.com
sales@tietosahko.fi
sales@tig-tesco.com
sales@tighton.com
sales@timenetusa.com
sales@tinbox.cn
sales@tinking.com
sales@tirechanger.com
sales@tmtw.com
sales@tonson.cn
sales@toolbarn.com
sales@tophonest.com
sales@topnc.com.cn
sales@topoilpurifier.com
sales@topwellbio.com
sales@topworkchem.com
sales@touramerica.ie
sales@tower.sitara.com.pk
sales@tpousa.com
sales@tracomfrp.com
sales@tradestead.com
sales@tradetech.co.nz
sales@tradevela.com
sales@tradezx.com
sales@transformers.co.uk
sales@transorfilter.com
sales@transtel.com
sales@tregout.nl
sales@triadelectronic.com
sales@tricolite.com
sales@trophydepot.com
sales@trophymuskegon.com
sales@truck.co.za
sales@tsmp.cn
sales@tsmt.com.cn
sales@tttiles.com
sales@tubemaster.com.cn
sales@tungsten-carbides.com
sales@twamail.com
sales@twowayradioinc.com
sales@twsunin.com
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sales@tzzht.cn
sales@ueaviation.com
sales@uffcorp.com.cn
sales@uggs-n-rugs.com.au
sales@ultratechindia.com
sales@unimed.com.tw
sales@unitedply.com
sales@unitexchemical.com
sales@upc-inc.com
sales@useful-food.com
sales@ustower.com
sales@uvexsports.ch
sales@valencewireless.com
sales@valexeng.com
sales@valmarkme.com
sales@valves.co.uk
sales@vanessaf.ch
sales@vanlong.com
sales@vasc.com.vn
sales@vcch.com
sales@venturawebdesign.com
sales@viblend.com
sales@victordebanke.co.uk
sales@victory-products.com
sales@vidiexco.com
sales@vietproducts.vn
sales@vigven.com
sales@vikjay.com
sales@vingin.com
sales@virdi.com.br
sales@visionfilms.net
sales@vistek.ca
sales@vitaglo.com
sales@vitatree.ca
sales@vivalife.com
sales@viwachina.com
sales@voip-experts.com
sales@volantesystems.com
sales@voltronics.com
sales@voyager-tech.com
sales@vrvsonline.com
sales@vstarcam.com
sales@wanjialistone.com
sales@warsash.com.au
sales@waterflow.co.uk
sales@watsonchem.com
sales@watt.ro
sales@webhibiny.ru
sales@webramz.com
sales@webweaver.com.au
sales@webwizards.com.au
sales@webyog.com
sales@welded-mesh.com
sales@weldspares.co.uk
sales@welltool.com
sales@wens.nl
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sales@wenson.com.tw
sales@westernpetro.net
sales@westmountainradio.com
sales@westyorkssteel.com
sales@wettowel.com.tw
sales@wffine.com
sales@wfg.com.hk
sales@wh-hw.com
sales@whitmores.com
sales@wholesalecalifornia.com
sales@williams-refrigeration.co.uk
sales@williamstruckcentre.co.uk
sales@wilsontool.cn
sales@wilwood.com
sales@wire-mesh-china.com
sales@wire-mesh-fencing.com
sales@wire-meshmachine.com
sales@wire-wiremesh.com
sales@wirelessintegrated.com
sales@wiremesh-jiangtai.com
sales@wiremesh-yld.cn
sales@wiremesh-yuda.com
sales@wiremeshes.org
sales@witel.com
sales@witofly.com
sales@wkm.com.cn
sales@wkmedical.com
sales@wmz-sy.cn
sales@woodpeckerindia.com
sales@wto.com.my
sales@wtosolar.com
sales@wts-photonics.com
sales@wuxifortune.com.cn
sales@wx-gr.com
sales@wx-jinqiu.com
sales@x10time.com
sales@xafangbao.com
sales@xchm.com
sales@xeyecorp.com
sales@xfxb.cn
sales@xiamentungsten.com
sales@xielipharm.com
sales@xin-yuanchem.com
sales@xingxinchem.com
sales@xingyu-chem.com
sales@xinhongyu.com
sales@xinyuanplastic.cn
sales@xjjieda.com
sales@xlsoft.com.cn
sales@xm-chem.com
sales@xm-freego.com.cn
sales@xm-motor.com
sales@xxxblackbookletter.com
sales@y.berger.se
sales@yabang-qhpharm.com
sales@yachtclubsoda.com
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sales@yakoo.com.cn
sales@yaleup.co.uk
sales@yanshan-chem.com
sales@yc-jx.com
sales@ydesigns.com
sales@ydexpandedmetal.com
sales@yessdata.com
sales@yfm-cn.com
sales@yihao-jx.com
sales@yikangchemicals.com
sales@yison-eme.com
sales@yntchina.com
sales@yongfengchemical.com
sales@yongyi-valve.com
sales@youngselectronics.com
sales@yourcompany.com.au
sales@youyichemical.com
sales@yshmc.com.cn
sales@yusheng-wiremesh.com
sales@yzvulcan.com
sales@zechenfitness.com
sales@zga.cn
sales@zhgroup.com.hk
sales@zhongbangst.com
sales@zhongjin.cn
sales@zhuoyelighter.com
sales@zikomosafari.com
sales@zjg-hengfeng.com
sales@zjgxc.cn
sales@zjrfjx.com
sales@zt-bearing.com.cn
sales@ztpharm.com
sales@zuflah.com
sales@zw-pvp.com
sales@zwf6.com
sales@zypharmchem.com
sales_gxdl@163.com
sales_hyd@stypack.com
sales_rep@blumail.org
sales_richard@shulechina.com
sales_support-ml@systena.co.jp
sales_tungying@tungying.com.hk
sales_uzexide@mail.ru
sales_ythaiyuan@126.com
salesasia@ferroxcube.com
salesb@topun.com
salesbsd.elec@al-hassan.com
saleschn@alpineknits.com
salescn@chengyu.biz
salescn@cogitosolutions.com
salescompl@yandex.ru
salesdir@kmaxtv.com
saleseurope@espial.com
salesgenemine@126.com
salesgroup@iforex.com.cy
salesindia@salesindia.com
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salesmanager@companyname.ch
salesmbt03@vip.163.com
salesmbt04@vip.163.com
salesnsupport@wyckoffhybrids.com
salesoffice@3isecurity.it
salesone@creatall.com
salesroma3@wallstreet.it
salesrussia@mail.ru
salessupport@arri.de
salessupv@eritreanairlines.com.er
salesteamj@hingman.com
salesteelpipe@126.com
salestw@cogitosolutions.com
salesuk@calance.com
salesundry@126.com
saleva@list.ru
salex-68@mail.ru
salex-v@mail.ru
salex1950@mail.ru
salex1967.67@mail.ru
salex1971@mail.ru
salex1978@mail.ru
salex2000@list.ru
salex20052@list.ru
salex69@mail.ru
salex71@mail.ru
salex76@mail.ru
salex81@mail.ru
salex87@mail.ru
salexand@esslink.com
salexander@trehel.com
salexins@mentor4inc.com
salexsalex@mail.ru
salford@savonburg.net
salgado126@hotmil.com
saliano@galink.net
salid@hargray.com
salih@crisny.org
salihah@crisny.org
salim@majesticspice.com
salim@prowavemfg.com
salimali@hydrofitgroup.com
salimi@aut.ac.ir
salimo@mysmtpmail.com
salioto@ebuild.com
salioto@fuhrerwholesale.com
salirezaa@noavar.com
saljoghe@noavar.com
salkag@egoist.com
salle_stead@medications4less.net
sallebach@mysmtpmail.com
sallen@ctconsultants.com
sallen@garappraisal.com
sallen@mail2steve.com
sallic@remax.net
sallie.bryant@protective.com
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sallie@abbas.org
sallie_augustine@medications4less.net
sallie_aungerer@medications4less.net
salliem@goeaston.net
sally.imseeh@ehcs-jo.com
sally@sn.apc.org
sallyt@se-group.com
salman@aimviz.com
salman@cicibas.org
saloua@decorrespondent.nl
sam.hayward@virginiahayward.com
sam.kong@jgroup360.com
sam.white@bonniercorp.com
sam644@mail.ru
sam@eluminoustechnologies.com
sam@errno.com
sam@xinxiartware.com
sama@north-east.com
samantha.a@integracao.com.br
samantha@marineoutfitters.ca
samar@jcboe.org
samarhassan@gimal.com
sames_bj@vip.163.com
samhong@cqv.co.kr
sami@m63m.com
samir@vizagsteel.co
saml@arfaoil.com
saml@chemiplas.com.au
saml@martinimplement.com
sammey@senseye.cn
sampan@pd.jaring.my
sample@prodigy.net.mx
samqiu3@163.com
samuel.hylander@lnu.se
samuel.qu@utstar.com
samuels@imr.no
samulislamsagor212@gamail.com
samvel@b24.am
samxiao@artbrand.com.cn
san@muj.biglobe.ne.jp
sanchao2003@vip.163.com
sanco@bol.net.in
sancor@codetel.net.do
sandat@126.com
sandeep-kanchan@googlegroups.com
sandip@aryaaushadhi.com
sandra.bruns@nordmilch.de
sandra.liedtke@nordmilch.de
sandra.lopes@allis.com.br
sandrine.nabet@vencorex.com
sandy.li@scmp.com
sandy@grinding.com.tw
sandy_cau@century-trade.com.cn
sandy_sdqd@163.com
sanfordl@mdteam.com
sangzhao1127@163.com
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sanimpex@mail.sy
saniver@saniver.com
sanjay@fcintertrade.com
sanjeet.roy@avagotech.com
sanjeeva@thevedicvillage.com
sanjorge@celestron.cl
sanjudas@codetel.net.do
sankar.bhattacharya@monash.edu
sankyouariji@s9.dion.ne.jp
sanlisupply@126.com
sanmu518@126.com
sanomat.dar@formin.fi
sanro@ccee.ucm.es
sansone@hawaii.edu
santana@agraagroindustrial.com.br
santehstroykomplekt@yandex.ru
santiago@hawaii.edu
santo@sss.vu
santodomingo@aden.org
santodomingo@efe.com
santosc@egehaina.com
santosh@krmef.org
sanwin@vip.163.com
sanxia@renfu.com.cn
sanxingfeirong@163.com
sanyo@dear.ne.jp
sara.hamilton@pwc.com
sara.zamora@imo-chile.cl
sara_kim@ea.epson.com
sarabalonas@ics.uminho.pt
sarah.chaghrou@evac.com
sarah.morley@noaa.gov
sarah.reynolds@port.ac.uk
sarah.weber@io-warnemuende.de
sarah@themakery.co.uk
sarda@dhaka.net
sardis@csu.edu.tw
sart@dongbusummit.co.kr
sasaki@fcc.ad.jp
sasaki@soft.net.fujitsu.co.jp
sasan.cirkovic@cashsound.com
sascha.lademann@dbschenker.com
saschag@itonet.de
sasha-chen@163.com
sasha@cmtsp.com.sg
sasha_star10@inbox.ru
sasi@bavaengineering.com
sass@sodresantoro.com.br
satnamdhaliwal166@gimal.com
satoco@sk2.aitai.ne.jp
satorrellas@ucm.es
sau@albert.net
sau@mspbs.gov.py
saud@ultrahorizon.com.kw
saul.torres@prodigy.net.mx
saulp@codetel.net.do
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sauter@locoslab.com
savannah.hoff@jcschools.us
savannah.snow@jcschools.us
savin@entelnet.bo
savinontsantos@codetel.net.do
savvas.genitsaris@yahoo.gr
saydut@dicle.edu.tr
sayeedalmas@gmai.com
sayin@sayindokuma.com
sbacho@alteclansing.com
sbaer@bigelow.org
sbailey@usgs.gov
sbarba@atwca.com
sbasu@bmj.com
sbmoran@uri.edu
sbpump@163.com
sbsb_sby@online.sh.cn
sc174@columbia.edu
sc2zhangetong@163.com
sca@ch-sca.com
scaradinetaber@smcm.edu
scarlet@cityshop.com.cn
scarlett@vip.163.com
scat5@163.com
scb1749@126.com
scb@cn-pavilion.com
scc@shanghaicountryclub.com
scchoi@estec.co.kr
sccrown@163.com
schaeffer.blake@epa.gov
schdvd@mail.ru
schiadni@ctimail.com
schifman@sas.upenn.edu
schijf@umces.edu
schlosser@ldeo.columbia.edu
schnittka@mansab.de
scholzt234@googlemail.com
schoppet@mailer.uni-marburg.de
schott@umces.edu
schuette@schuette.de
schulman@home.se
schultz@usna.edu
schvarcz@hawaii.edu
schwengels.paul@epa.gov
sciarroni@asesco.com
scientia@usp.br
scitech@qd-scitech.com
scjs@163.com
scjy_jyb@163.com
scjy_zsb@163.com
sckfk@126.com
sclayton@uw.edu
sclee@kup.co.kr
sclinton@mail.sdsu.edu
sclzrmyy@sina.com
scm@scmgroup.com
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sconsumidor@pronaca.com
scook@canacad.ac.jp
scordo@agro.uba.ar
scott.cruttenden@strainstall.com
scott.heron@noaa.gov
scott.hovis@jcschools.us
scott.vansant@noaa.gov
scott01@ahxz.com.cn
scott02@163.com
scott@asianmetal.com
scott@fireplacepros.com
scott@furneauxriddall.com
scott@renfro.org
scott@weltmarine.com
scottc@complex.com
scottdale@batelnet.bs
scrap@alexstewartinternational.com
scrawford@ipledge.com
screen_cn@126.com
scunder@126.com
scw345@hanmail.net
scwtm@163.com
sd4011015@126.com
sd@baixin-machinery.com
sd_bl@163.com
sd_dxsj@163.com
sdasgupta@electrovaya.com
sdavis@evergladesfoundation.org
sdax28485@163.com
sdbianzhen@126.com
sdccpezl@126.com
sdclkj@vip.163.com
sdeandrea@apple.com
sdelacruz@usgs.gov
sdeleon@promed.com.pa
sdelgado@jcboe.org
sdepg_jrt@bsnl.co.in
sdeweever@jcboe.org
sdfilters@126.com
sdgahg@163.com
sdgdxsgs@126.com
sdgjwt@163.com
sdgxysmm@163.com
sdhlwy163169@sina.com
sdhsshjx@sina.com
sdhung@csu.edu.tw
sdhxcom@163.com
sdhy@hyal.com
sditter@arrirental.de
sdjiushang@126.com
sdjngkwb@126.com
sdjtn@sina.com
sdkaichuang@126.com
sdkshirs@ncsu.edu
sdl@sdl.com.cn
sdlsrjl@163.com
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sdming.lan@163.com
sdmjqgb@163.com
sdmuye@126.com
sdn_app@163.com
sdollar@mrc-hawaii.com
sdoney@whoi.edu
sdryanchen@citiz.net
sds@filasolutions.com
sdshtg@126.com
sdsjyxzx@163.com
sdssn@163.com
sdsypjys@163.com
sdubut@flunch.fr
sduhamel@ldeo.columbia.edu
sdvcan@sdv.com
sdwankel@whoi.edu
sdyhrman@ldeo.columbia.edu
sdykzckj@163.com
sdz1963@126.com
sea_customerservice@economist.com
seagullgz@163.com
seaman1115@163.com
sean.lee@wgrant.com
sean@realryder.com
sean@widecareer.com
sean_anderson34@my.uri.edu
seanmoon@seanmoon.com
seanqiang@126.com
season@cslongwell.com
seastarpump@126.com
seb@smartit.dk
sebastiaan@camalot.nl
sec.gen.office@arab-board.org
secco@ebtnet.net
secdep@mfa.md
secpatrimonio@codetel.net.do
secretariaprivada@mujer.gov.py
secretariat@socialistinternational.org
secretaris.deltavliegen@KNVvL.nl
secretary@aarcmcc.org
secretary@evac.com
sectrabajord@codetel.net.do
securities@capitalwater.cn
security-alerts@yandex-team.ru
security@alcare.co.jp
security@import.io
security@kaggle.com
secy@heavylong.com
see-marketing@eelyecw.com.cn
seed@seed-carbide.com
seekarte@seekarte.de
sefen@csu.edu.tw
segercrantz@marinelink.org
segredipfamiglia@pec.governo.it
segreteria@acquatepelene.com
segun.fakayode@fuoye.edu.ng
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seha@sunman.com.tr
seinlinn@myanmar.com.mm
seiwa@online.sh.cn
sejaumplayer@playercom.net
sejintrg@chol.net
sekineh@gf7.so-net.ne.jp
sekretariat.ap@argopantes.com
selecao@autometal.com.br
selecao@cflex.com.br
selecao@freelife.com.br
selecao@gsoftware.com.br
selecao@gsw.com.br
selecao@plannej.com.br
selecao@potencialpetroleo.com.br
selecao@psiquevp.com.br
selecaopinda@rheal.com.br
selina.sun@cn.miele.com
selina812@163.com
sell_1@163.com
seller@yb-bio.com
selmaleetjph@163.com
selph@hawaii.edu
semeo@xpbio.com
seminariopicplast@teleeventos.com.br
seminariopicplastpp@teleeventos.com.br
sen@dairen.com.sg
sen@sfu.ca
senly@chinasenly.com
sense001@163.com
senselab_admin@mailman.yale.edu
senshan@shenzhoupharma.com
sensitizer@sh163.net
senthil.a@tnau.ac.in
senxin97@126.com
seo3@couponzatak.com
seoe@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
seokhwan.lee@kriss.re.kr
seona.wells@abdn.ac.uk
sepet@sepetmakina.com
sepmmy@online.sh.cn
septianus.ting@commeta.co.id
sera@asianmetal.com
seraney@eckerd.edu
serebr_la@mail.ru
sergei.botvin@yandex.ru
sergevlad@list.ru
sergey@sila-sveta.ru
sergio.derada@nrlssc.navy.mil
sergio@rgmusic.cl
sergiom@ejkrause.com
sergiomeirelles@frigotil.com.br
serials@jptco.co.jp
serproducciones@prodigy.net.mx
sertaozinho@oabsp.org.br
sertle@jcboe.org
server-user-help@james.apache.org
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server-user@james.apache.org
service-center@mpsfilm.com
service-info@bhi.com.cn
service-lighting@arri.de
service.china@wgrant.com
service.usa@rena.com
service1003@anole-hot-runner.com
service123@dakumar.com
service2@peb.it
service6@katalor.com
service@91ymb.com
service@arri.de
service@arrimedical.com
service@ccen.net
service@china7x.com
service@concerning.sh.cn
service@distinctclinic.com
service@duwell.cn
service@e-to-china.net
service@famens.com
service@fang-yuan.com
service@fcgyl.cn
service@fdi.gov.cn
service@golfballs.com
service@gongchang.com
service@gossenmetrawatt.com
service@hacker-gmbh.com
service@hkclinic.com
service@holeeplastics.com.tw
service@hoyainternational.com
service@hrs-global.com
service@ihuiye.cn
service@iksonya.com
service@indh.net
service@intercol.com
service@investorsok.com
service@jaccard.com
service@jht-energy.com
service@jiedainvest.com
service@jikon.cn
service@jrj.com.cn
service@jypm.com.tw
service@kans.cn
service@konglong.net.cn
service@latan.com.tw
service@leofoo.com.tw
service@machinetools.net.tw
service@mlily.com.cn
service@ofweek.com
service@parchn.com
service@parfaite.com.tw
service@powermagazine.cn
service@qdxdf.net
service@reusablebags.com
service@ruiqianhe.com
service@sanew-cable.com
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service@shanghai-electric.com
service@shengshyan.com.tw
service@sinogroupe.com
service@sinotrukgroup.com
service@spiethstorage.com
service@st-nano.com
service@tradesparq.com
service@twevo.com
service@wanfangdata.com.cn
service@wscgroup.com.br
service@xin.com.hk
service@xkxm.com
service@yunho.com
service@zzauto.com.cn
service@zzgy168.com
serviceguess@miriadsa.com.ar
servicentro.p@codetel.net.do
services@chgtex.com
services@jiujiange.com
services@jrj.com.cn
services@smartpass.com.cn
servomotor@electrical8.com
serwis@hydrosprzet.pl
sesu@hdchenguang.com
set.tau@hyd.gov.hk
seterzio@usgs.gov
seth.alexander@cosmicaes.com
setou@affrc.go.jp
sevda.arslan@kutahya.bel.tr
seven@msi-air.com
sevilla3@hawaii.edu
seychelles@avanihotels.com
seyedj@cascade-eng.com
sfacc@online.sh.cn
sfang@weichenglighters.com
sferron@hawaii.edu
sfha@env.dtu.dk
sfm57@vip.163.com
sford@geeky-boy.com
sfrancisco@bancosantacruz.com.do
sg@mobileedge.com
sgallager@whoi.edu
sgao@taggartchina.cn
sgd@sibgeodevice.ru
sgholam@g.clemson.edu
sgjntg6001@sina.com
sgmg@fjsg.com.cn
sgordon@sd163.com
sgpidsmedicalsystems@idsmed.com
sgreiser@arri.de
sgt.madeleineb@foxmail.com
sguillen@asi.com.do
sgy5588@126.com
sh-mtsales@freeson.com.cn
sh-yuhe@sh-yuher.com.cn
sh3210_8809@163.com
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sh@tbmcnc.com
sh@tbmhoist.com
sh@tilo.cn
sh_haipu@126.com
sh_human@126.com
sh_langyao@163.com
sh_tingzhou@sina.cn
sh_yifa@126.com
sh_zhongtuo_robot@163.com
shaabinfo@shaabmc.com
shaanxieying01@vip.163.com
shabela@mail.ru
shackerott@cmi.edu
shaclcnc@163.com
shadhin@shadhin.net
shadlock@oceannavigator.com
shahid@overseastrade.com
shahrest@umces.edu
shahul@bavaengineering.com
shailesh.19105@lpu.co.in
shajee.siddiqui@zodiac.com
shajeer@solasmarine.com
shaley@ldeo.columbia.edu
shallali@wescosa.com
shaman_dv@mail.ru
shamiltd@mail.sy
shamylto@uow.edu.au
shandonghuateng@vip.163.com
shang-pin@188.com
shangguan@itotalmedia.com
shanghai-whc@163.com
shanghai@21pm.com
shanghai@fukuokabank.com.cn
shanghai@gifushellac.co.jp
shanghai@imao.biz
shanghai@metrol-sh.cn
shanghai@pub.zhaopin.com.cn
shanghai@rieckermann.com
shanghai@tradeco.es
shanghai_customerservice@economist.com
shanghai_huapeng@163.com
shanghaikewei@126.com
shanghaizhongmi@163.com
shanghao@163.com
shanghuei@shanghuei.com
shanghyuhan@163.com
shangjia@online.sh.cn
shangshang@shangshang.com
shangxinditie2002@163.com
shanheyf@126.com
shanli12@126.com
shanluco@sina.com
shannon.meseck@noaa.gov
shao.minchao@nbk1560-chn.com.cn
shaoj0312@sina.com
shaoyan@cz-toshiba.com
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shaozitools@sohu.com
sharad@cyber-gear.com
share@abc15.com
shareef@jana-ksa.com
sharing@sharingtechcn.com
sharlynn.koh@monash.edu
sharon.longan@jcschools.us
sharon@shinnfuamerica.com
sharon_yam@biocause.net
sharqie@163.com
sharvil@playground.global
shatata@spctnet.com
shawn.mclaughlin@noaa.gov
shawn@asianmetal.com
shawn@shawnfox.com
shawnxiao@vip.163.com
shayle@hawaii.edu
shbaikai@163.com
shbaoda@vip.163.com
shbiotech@126.com
shbykj@188.com
shchepeng@163.com
shcmqc@163.com
shdalicc@126.com
shdbwl88@126.com
shdcford@vip.163.com
shdgzp@163.com
shdo2012@163.com
shdoni@vip.163.com
shduwen@163.com
shecr@163.com
sheila.brandao@liebherr.com
sheila.christopher@nd.edu
sheila.silva@spread.com.br
shelby.scarbrough@jcschools.us
sheldon@jj-inn.com
shellie.goodin@jcschools.us
shen@chempharm.cn
shen_xufeng@kidslandchina.com
shenderson@capri.co.zw
shengfei@vip.163.com
shengfenghardware@163.com
shengjinxg@163.com
shengtaisales@126.com
shengwu88888@sina.com
shengxingjt@126.com
shengxinjixie@163.com
shengyu@shengyuchemical.com
shengyuangroup@126.com
shenkai@shenkai.com
shenoyv@rediffmail.co
shenqing69@yahuu.com.cn
shentao@hdjh.cn
shenyang@bfjt.com
shenyanglaiyin@163.com
shenzhen@canam.com.cn
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shenzhen@tyconalloy.com
shenzhenlianda@163.com
sheratonpark@itchotels.in
sherenay@renai.cn
sherman@bebedor.com
sherris@decorrespondent.nl
sherry588@163.com
sherylb@complex.com
shfc021@126.com
shfjlw@126.com
shgjc@126.com
shgt5588@163.com
shguangwei@126.com
shguoju2008@126.com
shhandingqf@sina.com
shhexun@163.com
shhk07@126.com
shhongge@163.com
shhppc@online.sh.cn
shi8wg@163.com
shi@tjpengzhan.com
shiang@vip.163.com
shichang@nblilong.com
shichang@shuangshou.com
shicheng126@126.com
shieprsc@163.com
shih@csu.edu.tw
shiju@eliteestates.ae
shijun.yi@trainor.cn
shiliangshi@sioc.ac.cn
shilinhua@holley.cn
shilong_lxd@163.com
shimaa@idsc.net.eg
shimi@hawaii.edu
shinemax2005@163.com
shinichi@itokin.com.hk
shinkh@hanyang.ac.kr
shipa@shipa.org
shipoffshore@sina.cn
shipping@acelogisticsindia.com
shipping@horsfords.com
shiraj.shikhar@oberoihotels.com
shirasawa@takamaz.co.jp
shiraz@theformula.co.za
shirley@bestever.com.cn
shirley@espoir.netfront.net
shirleywan@ieee.org
shiryaev.ak@samgtu.ru
shishir.prakash@exchange4media.com
shiucheunghk@ctimail.com
shiyaojituan_k@sina.com
shjchro@163.com
shjckj2005@126.com
shjminfo@163.com
shjorganpcb@163.com
shjsl@vip.163.com
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shjstlzx@163.com
shjt@shenhuagroup.com.cn
shjt_zhou@jeatan.com
shjx@bearing.cn
shkaijia_hester@126.com
shkangjin@126.com
shkeji88@163.com
shkf@shjingji.com
shkim1778@hanmail.net
shknit@shknit.com
shl@soaltee.com.np
shlcdhm@163.com
shlee@kopri.re.kr
shliangren@126.com
shllhj@qualipoly.com.tw
shlx@lx-mt.com
shmachine@126.com
shmengyin@sina.com
shmet@shmet.com
shmf001@163.com
shminnan@126.com
shmymy668@163.com
shnewstar@163.com
shnoimp3@sh163.net
shop-flacon@bikecom.ru
shop@drvolomdental.hu
shop@lock-hayakawa.com
shop@redemptionleather.com
shop@rikastudios.com
shop@tasmeemgroup.com
shop@thaiware.com
shopping@ybmsisa.co.kr
short@ucw.cz
shosho45034@gmaip.com
shp@bnu.edu.cn
shpat@shpat.com
shpt100@126.com
shqszl@163.com
shrcsw001@163.com
shreeair@shreeair.com
shreefal@paperbatteryco.com
shreeram@shreeramgum.com
shritan@188.com
shrqgmch@163.com
shtianchang@163.com
shtoread@163.com
shtzsy@vip.126.com
shu@ecust-biomed.com
shuaiqiuxiang@yeah.net
shuangf_tony@126.com
shuangyanhuagong2006@126.com
shuchiu@hkbn.net
shuguangbiochem@126.com
shui-yung.l@eximbank.com.tw
shukersm@sedalia.k12.mo.us
shule@shu-le.com
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shulim@getter.co.il
shums@cassims.org
shunsuke@soknet.com.hk
shunyao1380@163.com
shuping226@126.com
shurshilova@inbox.ru
shweirudq@163.com
shwenling@163.com
shxbjgw@163.com
shxclmw@126.com
shxfh@126.com
shxpw@126.com
shxth@126.com
shyczp@sh.tobacco.com.cn
shyhqj@163.com
shyhy2006@126.com
shyinmin@163.com
shykhw@163.com
shyoosung@163.com
shyp@excell.net.cn
shyuanan818@126.com
shyueda@163.com
shz268@sina.com
shzhl123456@163.com
shzhong@tju.edu.cn
shzkb@shzkb.com
shzm-1996@163.com
shzwsj@foxmail.com
shzxfbj@163.com
shzxyi@163.com
shzyidcl@mail.online.sh.cn
shzyyzz@126.com
shzzxx@aliyun.com
sia@rg-meditron.com.ph
sianjia@ejianlong.com
sibil@belikechem.com
sicarhr@126.com
sid.hong@moigen.com
sid@evavo.com
sidatool@126.com
siddhartha@hoaxorfact.com
sidefu@sidefu-china.cn
sidex@sda.or.kr
sidharth@divetechuae.com
sidney.leng@scmp.com
sidney@oneworldtrading.net
sidney@unival.cn
siewkhentan@pd.jaring.my
sigma@sigmacnc.com
sigma@sigmaekkon.it
signking@signking.com.cn
sigrid.van.grinsven@nioz.nl
sihard@163.com
sika.alloy@163.com
sila_stefan@hellasnet.gr
silk_jenny@126.com
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silmaxchina@163.com
silok@silok.com
silver@terhitec.fi
silverstorm@126.com
silvia.almeida@teleperformance.com.br
silvia.bertolin@cmcc.it
silvia.deangeli@cimafoundation.org
silviangel@interya.net.ar
silvieny.nunes@porternovelli.com.br
simba@iffchem.com.cn
simex@simex.it
simjon@psi-soft.co.uk
simon.barber@meraki.net
simon.chiu@wgrant.com
simon.clark@wsj.com
simon.daffern@festivalproducts.co.uk
simon.ng@beltontechnology.com
simon.ohara@alent.com
simon@chinahujiang.com
simon@qtb.biz
simon@showy.com.sg
simon@simametals.net
simon@spotonmarketing.dk
simon@tcsca.com
simon@thencc.com
simonchen2008@163.com
simone.r.alin@noaa.gov
simoneastem@hotmil.com
simonma@ctimail.com
simonme@meikles.co.zw
simontse@plazahollywood.com.hk
simonwong@czcgl.com.hk
sin@noticiassin.com
sina@sinatrader.com.br
sinamax@mail.ru
sinapse@sinapsebiotecnologia.com.br
sindusfarma@sindusfarma.org.br
sineadclarke22@o2.ie
sinfo@turbo.ee
sino1105@dakumar.com
sino1105@sinomould.com
sinochemxu@atchem.net
sinokil@126.com
sinomach_zhb@126.com
sinonsh33@vip.163.com
sinonsh679@sino-purification.com
sinonsh8@163.com
sinopec_hb@163.com
sinoportal@163.com
sinotruck@cnhtc.biz
sinotruck@sinotruck.cc
sinotruk@cnhtc.biz
sinotruk@sinotruks.biz
sinotruk_overseas@126.com
siozawa1@seagreen.ocn.ne.jp
siparis@akferal.com.tr
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sipnakayama@163.com
sirano.dhepaganon@utoronto.ca
siri@env.dtu.dk
siriw@fuzion.co.th
sirlei.scholtze@espro.org.br
sisaabrasives@sina.com
sistema.popular@codetel.net.do
sitar@berkeley.edu
site-comments@w3.org
sites@microandco.fr
sitong@sitong.net
sittaK@g.cofc.edu
siva@lotuscineequipments.com
sj@dpasoundco.dk
sj@honeyair.com.tw
sj@snjinnovation.com
sj_resin@163.com
sjacob@ziongroup.com
sjchenjian@163.com
sjh@eshow365.com
sjha3@ncsu.edu
sjim2006@hanmail.net
sjingyu@pttech.com
sjmdada@163.com
sjnewsroom@newbernsj.com
sjny@geo-show.com
sjordan@bleacherreport.com
sjroyer@hawaii.edu
sjs@servacorp.com
sjtuad@163.com
sjvsvtq@163.com
sjzkrt@163.com
sk@nakedape.net
skabardonis@ce.berkeley.edu
skarl@hawaii.edu
skill@w9.dion.ne.jp
skim@solarmetric.com
skincare-khobar@mouwasat.com
skincare-madinah@mouwasat.com
skincare@mouwasat.com
skip_petrovich@tele-rad.com
skipow@idola.net.id
skjalg.stordal@mediability.com
sklimczak@sd163.com
sklotz@leemagicpen.com
skolska@skolskaknjiga.hr
skook@skook.com.ar
skr-kavkaz@yandex.ru
skwkt@163.com
sky-sbb@163.com
sky746@hanmail.net
skybaoleg@bk.ru
skybj@pangaea.com.cn
skycd@pangaea.com.cn
skymark@hknet.com
skynj@pangaea.com.cn
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skyqd@pangaea.com.cn
skyqz@pangaea.com.cn
skysh@pangaea.com.cn
skysz@pangaea.com.cn
skywh@pangaea.com.cn
skywx@pangaea.com.cn
skyxa@pangaea.com.cn
slach@sd163.com
slaney@whoi.edu
slavaccc@tut.by
slavash@mellanox.com
slbt_emc@126.com
slccltd@163.com
slcms@slcms.com
sldanielson@alaska.edu
slee@gnjumc.org
slevy@hudsonalpha.org
slgj80917000@163.com
slhops@directfn.net
sli@rtsourcing.com.hk
slimlab@planet.tn
slimlee@miraclepharm.com
slinde@nirvanix.com
slipgyj19@adlon.de
slipscombe@kathmandu.com.au
slm202623@sina.com
slo.an.veckalov@avlprojekt.rs
slobodan.veckalov@avlprojekt.rs
slomi14021@gmil.com
slongl@163.com
slopez@usal.es
sls@shanglaw.net
slshang@xmu.edu.cn
slyjsxsb@sina.com
sm-service@intercol.com
smaa@greatgroup.com
smacik@bentworth.k12.pa.us
smalkin@umces.edu
smallshi@163.com
smalltomato@163.com
sman@pusan.ac.kr
smarchese@aiha.org
smartinez@litexfans.com
smartinez@pop.plazalama.com
smartini@arrirental.de
smcarlson@berkeley.edu
smehic@ucsc.edu
smenden@uri.edu
smgj2010@163.com
smgroup@smknitwear.com
smi021@163.com
smiegypt@eim-eg.com
smile801025@126.com
smileto@rmcd.com.au
smoseman@uri.edu
smoya@jcboe.org
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smsc@codetel.net.do
smt@vgersoft.com
smtk2008@126.com
smtw@smtw.com
smuse@nhusd.k12.ca.us
smwensin@oakland.edu
smxzyly1965@16.com
smxzyly1965@163.com
smzt3688@sina.com
sn@sn-v.com
snaa@upm.edu.my
snam@medas.co.kr
snanagara@agilitylogistics.com
snapshop@126.com
snax@shmoo.com
snow@officekubota.com
snug2010@foxmail.com
snyderjs@g.cofc.edu
snzzyxzx@163.com
soadsss@gmil.com
sobetra@infocom.co.ug
social@foodlion.com
social@mcabayarea.org
socialservices@dominica.gov.dm
socmed@adelphi.edu
soco_archery@163.com
socrates_cosme@codetel.net.do
soddu@soddu.com
sodick_li@163.com
sofie.vanparijs@noaa.gov
softtextile@softtextile.biz
sogawa-masahiro@kai-group.com
soh@marketwatch.com
sohail@khawajag.com
sohingshun@kmb.hk
soho01592@sina.com
solasbh@solasmarine.com
solial@eckerd.edu
solicitudes@ampere.cl
solicitudes@ampere.com.mx
soloml@illinois.edu
solveig@gaarsmand.dk
soma-wataru@toyoko-jp.com
sompph@bol.gov.la
sonatew@carib-link.net
sondex@sondex-co.com
song@haixing.net.cn
song_bang@163.com
songchh@lzu.edu.cn
songfuhang@im.ac.cn
songhongjun@fio.org.cn
songhua@baffilchem.com
songhushen@sina.com
songjinda@vip.163.com
songjun3157@163.com
songping250@126.com
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songxg@anchnet.com
songxiang@sh-yufeng.com
songyi@163.com
sonia810@uw.edu
sonia@madesol.com
sonido@mci12.com
sonja.oberbeckmann@io-warnemuende.de
sonke@get.obs-mip.fr
sonney@salcoimpex.com
sonya.spruiell@jcschools.us
soonkepack@sina.cn
sooraj@falcon-mail.com
sooyoung@chungbuk.ac.kr
sophia.li@uposition.com
sophia@foraxiom.com
sophia@toolsteel.net.cn
sophy.xiao@sbpharm.com
soporte@crunchyroll.com
soporteabad@codetel.net.do
soporteusuario1@uasd.edu.do
sornekler@pulcrachem.com
sorrell@fulcrum.net.au
sosoonline@163.com
soulship@sinokor.co.kr
sound1@paran.com
soundprfm@126.com
sourcechina@vip.163.com
sourcing4u@163.com
sourcingservice@188.com
soushincn@163.com
southasiatcs@vnn.vn
sovannaren_adm@keenway.org
sower@sowerchina.com
space-lab@yandex.ru
spacetel@ecoffiz.com
spacy@spacytp.com
sparkyeh@csu.edu.tw
sparo@126.com
spatterson@scottoiler.com
spb@list.ru
spc@spc.com.cn
spca@copasa.com.br
spcg@inspectmypool.com
spctrum@po.jaring.my
speaker@parliament.gov.bd
spedub@spe.org
spencer.carlyle@carlylevanlines.com
spencer@dustlesstools.com
sperling@eol.lk
spetrides@megasound.com.cy
spezialchemie@biesterfeld.com
spf-discuss@v2.listbox.com
spf4@spf4.com
sphillips21@murraystate.edu
sphinxs1988@googlemail.com
spilaks@mail.ru
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spintech@126.com
spkhomes@spkb.net
splash@splash-sea.co.jp
splendid-spl@ctimail.com
spm@spm.gov.cm
spolinski@mieleusa.com
spongebobuz@yandex.ru
sportcommissie.deltavliegen@KNVvL.nl
sports@ledger-enquirer.com
spparker@uvm.edu
spr016@bucknell.edu
spremec@nueraairsolutions.com
sprice@aradiotech.com
springauto@inbox.ru
sq@c-bmc.com.cn
sqscn@163.com
squads@ellevatenetwork.com
squilyh_cn@sina.com
sqywb@xmshiqi.com
sr.oh@sumneeds.com
sraimondo@jcboe.org
sramach6@ncsu.edu
srauschenberg@bigelow.org
srcarter@eckerd.edu
sreid@ou.edu
srobinson@ledger-enquirer.com
srosengard@whoi.edu
srushfeldt@dewittmove.com
ss@joewein.de
ssales@oabsp.org.br
ssamarawick@spe.org
ssantana@hacienda.gov.do
ssch99@163.com
sschiff@uwaterloo.ca
ssdpp@bnu.edu.cn
ssdppjw@bnu.edu.cn
ssf@xinyuchemical.com
ssg@shinshinglass.co.kr
ssg_112@sina.com
ssgs83@126.com
sshah@streamlinemd.com
sshamir@econ.haifa.ac.il
ssharma5@ncsu.edu
sshimada@sunfco.com
sshorts@edcus.com
ssievert@whoi.edu
ssjia168@126.com
sskalen@126.com
sskanitk@ncsu.edu
ssm-legner@online.sh.cn
ssparks@mediadc.com
ssq@simsukian.com
sst@sannopco-sh.com
sstackpoole@usgs.gov
sstauch@bandccomm.com
sswilson@usgs.gov
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ssz2002@mail.ru
stServ@baenebooks.com
sta.teresita@codetel.net.do
stacy.buschman@jcschools.us
staff@nadukete.net
staffan.svard@icm.uu.se
stag@stag.co.uk
staino1@yandex.ru
stakata@kyoto-nishikawa.co.jp
stalowe@stalowemiasto.pl
stankocentr@bk.ru
stankoindo@vahoo.com
stanley.philippe@infotel.com
stapollo@126.com
starplastics@vip.163.com
starsales@gokang.com
start@produktebox.fm
startech@yeah.net
startools@daum.net
stas@istanbul.edu.tr
staslomk@cbmm.lodz.pl
stathisg@avendental.gr
static@howver.com.cn
staunton.ng@chechk.com
stay@chromehotel.in
stay@lillysvalley.com
staylor@canacad.ac.jp
stc@gdshuntai.com
stclmz@126.com
std@minbuza.nl
ste@ste818.com
steakin@ijr.com
steck.uy@steck-servicios.com
stefan.doehla@iis.fraunhofer.de
stefan.enneking@kuehne-nagel.com
stefan.kaierle@ilt.fraunhofer.de
stefan.schouten@nioz.nl
stefan@audio-plus.co.uk
steffemm@jmu.edu
steira@jcboe.org
stelios.kareclas@gigantus.com.cy
steph43@hawaii.edu
stephanie.ayres@maine.edu
stephanie.cheung@matrix.hk.com
stephanie.hufendiek@jcschools.us
stephanie.moore@noaa.gov
stephanie.musat@complex.com
stephanie.sappenfield@jcschools.us
stephen.baines@stonybrook.edu
stephen.russell@alexstewartinternational.com
stephen@banztrading.com
stephen@e-sightway.com
stephen@nationbond.com.hk
stephen@scottoiler.com
stephen@sonicboommedia.com
stephendong@biokitchen.net
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sterre@decorrespondent.nl
sterrero@elcaribe.com.do
steve.ackleson@nrl.navy.mil
steve.bruce@jcschools.us
steve.bruers@benelux-scientific.com
steve.cox@iamovers.org
steve.popst@balazs.com
steve.rohmann@noaa.gov
steve.ruberg@noaa.gov
steve@apple.com
steve@digidescorp.com
steve@halfordhide.com
steve@kitchenresource.com
steve@spk-equip.com
steve_salzman@blm.gov
stevef@fischerequipment.com
steveh@i-i.com
steveh@nordquistsign.com
steveh@shsys.com
steveh@southernmills.com
steven.devenijn@colruyt.be
steven.zhang@cn.imptob.com
steven@cj.net
steven@felixrelo.com
steven@taiyogreenpower.com
stevenkool@rcrochina.com
stewart.mann@wildroosterevents.com
stewc@plus4audio.co.uk
stf@botaichem.com
stg@stggroup.co.il
stig@bjorlykke.org
stjpf03@moravian.edu
stkim@colby.edu
stlouis@sh163.net
stm@stm.dk
stock@600638.com
stock@sypglass.com
stock@xiagong.com
stolichniy.flot@yandex.ru
stolimport@tut.by
stone@ayqxsy.com
stop17-9@mail.ru
stoper@stoper.com.tr
store@lifetributes.com
store@pirates.com.tw
street@163.com
streetcat2010@sina.com
stressline@mediaone.net
stroke@strokeahajournal.org
strongersz@sina.com
struts-user@jakarta.apache.org
sts@fendercare.com
stshih@csu.edu.tw
studentka244@list.ru
studio.september.02@vnlogin.com
sture.hansson@su.se
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stwco@online.sh.cn
stwfgg@vip.163.com
stwilson@hawaii.edu
sty1202happy@sina.com
su@istanbul.edu.tr
subaolin2007@126.com
submissions@nifcalifornia.com
subs_57@oabsp.org.br
subscriptions@rockproducts.com
subscriptions@sfn.org
subversiv@subversiv.nu
suchengyichi@163.com
sudan@sudanmission.org
sue.burt@boacasings.com
sue@hzsfz.com
sue@toy.com
sueli_rh@celplan.com.br
suemc@silkbydesign.co.za
suggestions@inquirer.net
suggs@octonerecords.com
sugisaki@affrc.go.jp
suhai@vip.163.com
suhdys@google.com
suifeng12383@163.com
sujatharaj@ddsl.net
sujin0228@163.com
sukewong@126.com
suko1811@hanmail.net
sulabsa@sulabsa.com
sulichem@suli.com
sulmer@jcboe.org
sumanzor@cicese.edu.mx
sumit@spickglobal.com
summer@canacad.ac.jp
summerschool@proto-type.org
sumod_hajela@thinkdigit.com
sun_naste@snstc.com
sunbee@lequip.co.kr
sunbin9006@yahuu.com.cn
sunboyang@gongchang.cn
sunceng1999@126.com
sunchemical@163.com
suncled@163.com
sundsoft@sundsoft.com
sune@datacentermap.com
sune@faradaymotion.com
suneer@bavaengineering.com
sunfei2008@126.com
sunfengqiang@hbc.net.cn
sunfilter@sunfilter.cn
sunflower@cpvp.com.cn
sunganuma@aliyun.com
sunh_jing@sina.com
sunhaiteng@knd.com.cn
sunhand88@163.com
sunheat@vip.163.com
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sunil.pundlik@tatamotors.com
sunir.parikh@abelloncleanenergy.com
sunita_teresa@126.com
sunkem@sunkem.com
sunking915@shsanjin.com.cn
sunlifeng@zju.edu.cn
sunlight873@163.com
sunny6169@163.com
sunny@dlchemical.com
sunny@firepworld.com
sunny@sunnynutri.com
sunny@wbtkorea.com
sunny_sly@163.com
sunnyw721025@163.com
sunpingping@hanil-qd.com
sunray2000@foxmail.com
sunstarad@163.com
sunview@zsnet.com
sunwangduntz@163.com
sunworld@vip.163.com
sunxiaofei540361@163.com
sunxl077110@163.com
sunxuesong1982@163.com
sunyan@chainrope.com
sunyi586@sina.com
sunyujuan@sinopharm.com
supang@supangmotor.com
supats@advancedigitaltech.com
supentsm@126.com
superalloy@metalink.com.cn
supercako@126.com
superlab@super-lab.com
supersolid7@googlemail.com
suporte@crunchyroll.com
suporte@simplesinformatica.com.br
suporte@sunsystem.com.br
suportepc@comviva.com.br
supply@zarringhazal.com
support-au@google.com
support-be@google.com
support-bg@google.com
support-br@google.com
support-cy@google.com
support-cz@google.com
support-de@google.com
support-dk@google.com
support-ee@google.com
support-es@google.com
support-fi@google.com
support-fr@google.com
support-gb@google.com
support-gr@google.com
support-hr@google.com
support-hu@google.com
support-ie@google.com
support-it@google.com
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support-lt@google.com
support-lu@google.com
support-lv@google.com
support-mt@google.com
support-nl@google.com
support-pl@google.com
support-pt@google.com
support-ro@google.com
support-se@google.com
support-si@google.com
support-sk@google.com
support.japan@avagotech.com
support.ppsrpng@paradigmapps.com
support@abcfamilyplayersupport.com
support@academic.ru
support@accountingsoftware.com.hk
support@agai-jp.com
support@artisantg.com
support@bb-online.com
support@beenverified.com
support@bellroy.com
support@benchmarkemail.com
support@bitmex.com
support@boyahualu.com
support@ce.berkeley.edu
support@chemicalregister.com
support@clubsonar.co.uk
support@cmet.co.kr
support@cnoemphone.net
support@commercialrealestate.com.au
support@crunchyroll.com
support@cybex.in
support@czmx.net
support@domain.com.au
support@easyspace.com
support@exporters.sg
support@fivestarcasino.com
support@freexstyle.com
support@frenet-hibiya.co.jp
support@fujifilm.com.cn
support@gearbest.com
support@gentechsolution.com
support@getyourguide.com
support@godtoolsapp.com
support@grabcad.com
support@haosail.com
support@hilltopgroup.in
support@hoamict.com
support@holaconnect.com
support@ichano.com
support@import.io
support@inmotionhosting.com
support@iss-ms.com
support@jotform.com
support@jpctrade.com
support@kingsolomons.com
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support@marineinsight.com
support@mclicense.de
support@meridian.net.in
support@mydesktop.com.au
support@namepros.com
support@nbctve.zendesk.com
support@needbell.com
support@nominate.com
support@obdautodoctor.com
support@omicron-lab.com
support@owler.com
support@parallax.com
support@partsforscooters.com
support@pedigreedatabase.com
support@printfriendly.com
support@rocro.com
support@scottoiler.com
support@sd163.com
support@seriouseats.com
support@sharetrackin.com
support@showtimeanytime.com
support@sketchfab.com
support@sloyalty.com
support@softinventive.com
support@staleytech.com
support@systoolsgroup.com
support@takara.co.kr
support@tastyworks.com
support@tawk.to
support@templatemela.com
support@teslacoilsw.com
support@tickmill.com
support@tomtop.com
support@tradingeconomics.com
support@triaxes.com
support@vcarsdna.com
support@wayenbio.com
support@web.com.ph
support@webcme.net
support@webyog.com
support@willow.tv
support@yola.com
support_mfg@gstarcad.com
supportfile@yandex.com
supvan@126.com
supvin@zoy-living.com
suqianfeiyang@126.com
suqituan888@163.com
surai@decorrespondent.nl
suraksha@surakshaproducts.com
surg@arab-board.org
suriya.tha@erawantex.co.th
susan.bass@jcschools.us
susan4@pluswealth.cn
susan@coe.berkeley.edu
susan@gdjingyi.com
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susan@snhongda.com
susannahtse@tradesources.com
susanne.neuer@asu.edu
susanportes@codetel.net.do
sushil@leavessupply.com
suxg@jlu.edu.cn
suye@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
suyih@csu.edu.tw
suz@kame.net
suzanne.bird@agcc.co.uk
suzanne.bricker@noaa.gov
suzexiang@126.com
suzhou@alfarobot.com
suzhou@universalchain.com.cn
suzhoujiansheng@126.com
suzi@cnoemphone.net
suzuki@hansoh.cn
sv@its-v.de
svaoffice@ubmail.com
svein.kristiansen@uit.no
sven@open-mesh.com
sventas@tecnoservice.com.py
sverma@heromotors.com
sveta.krot@bk.ru
svetka407@mail.ru
svetograd@bk.ru
svetylja326@mail.ru
svisco@polyplus.com
svockrodt@kcstar.com
sw@hhcc.io
swallow_zy@sina.com.cn
swamimalai@indecohotels.com
swan@postech.ac.kr
sweep101946@googlemail.com
sweetfurniture@126.com
swetunia@bk.ru
swilliams@cuddletime.com
swiss-res@expan.com.ar
swissoptic@swissoptic.com
swjeong127@korea.com
swkfb@126.com
swl@csu.edu.tw
swlhlixs@foxmail.com
swmaco@ctimail.com
swordental@163.com
sws@swscomm.com
swu@webca.com
sxddck@sxddck.com
sxetong@163.com
sxfsmail@126.com
sxhl5012@sina.com
sxht@sxht.cn
sxj_gzp@126.com
sxjafb@163.com
sxjmfxkywz@163.com
sxjw@sxjwgy.com
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sxlhhsexpo@163.com
sxmz@sxmzgy.com
sxsqg@sina.com
sxtdcft@163.com
sxtzmjct@126.com
sxu@taggartchina.cn
sxwiremesh@188.com
sxwrpafb@sina.com
sxy@wealthtools.com.cn
sxzcdq@163.com
sxzhang@capitalnc.com
sxzxy888@163.com
sy6689@126.com
sy_sk@126.com
sy_srxy@126.com
syamcholid@asei.co.id
syartco@126.com
sybaoxin@163.com
sybelle@oabsp.org.br
syc99999@sina.com
sychia@luftec.com
sydney@eplas.com
sydney_clark1@brown.edu
sydow@wiwiss.fu-berlin.de
syed@arab-house.com
syfirstp@163.com
syfjl88@163.com
sygdkj@sina.com
syjrc_xs@163.com
syjskfgs@163.com
syl501915917@163.com
sylco@syl.co.kr
sylvia.keim@uni-rostock.de
sylvia.velez2@upr.edu
sylvie.lacep@afnic.fr
symai@shu.edu.cn
sync@google.com
syndication@condenast.de
syndication@newslifemedia.com.au
syouen@asahibo.com
sypboschmann@codetel.net.do
syrdlwj@sina.com
sysprice@sysprice.com.br
systemsc@xpornet.com
syt.admsis@bancentral.gov.do
sytowel@vip.163.com
sytxjs@aliyun.com
sywheel@163.com
syxingyuan@sina.com
syxy@xyylj.com
syzc@vip.163.com
syzxfb@126.com
sz-haida@163.com
sz17u17u@163.com
szajs888@163.com
szajxq@163.com
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szchenghao111@sina.com
szhao@du.edu
szhmzyd@163.com
szhong@juniper.net
szito@washingtonexaminer.com
szjiangbo@163.com
szjichuan@126.com
szjnht@jncasic.com
szkbk@163.com
szl@hss-cn.com
szlugong@163.com
sznemo001@126.com
sznemo@126.com
szodean@163.com
szos@tut.by
szphcl@163.com
szpinze@126.com
szshenjinyuan@163.com
szv021@163.com
szwm2000@vip.163.com
szwrgt@126.com
szyitianshiji@163.com
szyyb@126.com
szzwyq@126.com
t-systemscarreira@t-systems.com.br
t.diego@iclaro.com.br
t.international@codetel.net.do
t.kolodziej@interia.pl
t.li@uniplan.sh.cn
t.locke@waikato.ac.nz
t.miyake@unido.org
t48@ttfly.com
t@bk.ru
t_morino@aeonpeople.biz
ta@tatec.cn
tabaizm1@cotton.ocn.ne.jp
tac@absatellite.com
tachung@vip.163.com
tadams@ledger-enquirer.com
taets@taets.nl
tafrtxzb@126.com
taggem@mail.ru
taglibs-dev@jakarta.apache.org
taglibs-user@jakarta.apache.org
taha@aaronsglobal.com
tahir@7-cs.com
tahiti-cool@mail.pf
taiana.soares@cavo.com.br
taianhualu@163.com
taichung@bfcoating.com
taidecable@163.com
taidesuji@163.com
taifa@chinahormone.com
taifen@csu.edu.tw
taihuapharm@163.com
taihuaren@vip.163.com
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taijing@tj-taijing.com
taikuangsx@163.com
taikuen@yeah.net
tairyu@littles.net
taixiang@foxmail.com
takao.yamaguchi@moririn.co.jp
takases@mx5.et.tiki.ne.jp
take1@toenta.co.jp
takfatco@vip.163.com
talentattraction@finastra.com
talentos.novos@monsanto.com
talentos@somcdonalds.com.br
taleong@pd.jaring.my
talesa@michaans.com
talia@nomade.fr
talk1234@163.com
talktous@eac.com.br
tallinn@hannu-pro.com
talyta.guimaraes@fato-ti.com.br
tamaha-yamaguchi@g.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
tamaras@cs.sfu.ca
tamayo@cj.net
tambu.mar@codetel.net.do
tamc@tamc.az
tamer@massfood.com
tami@tami.org.tw
tammo.van-lessen@innoq.com
tamselecao@tam.com.br
tancyhcd@163.com
tandendy@126.com
tang@jialeco.com
tang@pa18.com
tang@tnn.com.cn
tang_zm@sina.com
tangang@noyoke.com
tangcangan@163.com
tangjinlian@china-jnbx.com
tangxj69@163.com
tanhuikeke@163.com
tania@linksoft.com.tw
tanimizum@kwansei.ac.jp
tanin@happywindow.com
tanja.schoenhardt@norka.de
tanja.velmer@commerzbank.com
tank.1@nd.edu
tans@amolf.nl
tanyaskurska@mail.ru
taobovk@163.com
taohuajian@chukyo.com.cn
taos006@jin-jiahe.com.cn
taosr-666@163.com
taoy3@126.com
tapank.mondal@jadavpuruniversity.in
tapio.keskinen@luke.fi
tarac@mun.ca
taranu_ruslan@mail.ru
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tarastew@illinois.edu
tarek062@saco-ksa.com
tarik.terzi@eu.averydennison.com
tarik@korkmaz.com.tr
tartrates@fastchemical.cn
tasacohaiphong@hn.vnn.vn
tat_1@163.com
tatagiba@granitozucchi.com.br
tatrai.agnes@bio-science.hu
tatsuo@unisoku.co.jp
taub@uw.edu
taubate@divinofogao.com.br
tavakoli@veritas.se
tavis_schriefer@ideativeinc.com
taxclearance@gov.nl.ca
taylors@dingbro.com
tballantyne@dekaresearch.com
tbammler@u.washington.edu
tbenhorin@uri.edu
tbreeze@mail.fm
tbridgeforth@jcboe.org
tbtcinfo@sina.com
tcarney@washingtonexaminer.com
tcatswkj@163.com
tccoating@126.com
tcgjxwl@163.com
tcgobd@163.com
tchitwood@ledger-enquirer.com
tck@tck-cn.com
tckao@csu.edu.tw
tcl@sxicc.ac.cn
tclement@hawaii.edu
tcorradino@jcboe.org
tcoughlin@mesfoundation.org
tcr@amepc.org
tcraig@fortcherry.org
tcraven@flowerfactoryinc.com
tcwmw@sina.cn
td-maz@mail.ru
tdaniel@enscoplc.com
tdi-office@zd.wakwak.com
tdt@tdt-tanduc.com
tdyflower@163.com
tdyq@163.com
tdzsh@sina.com
team-community-process@w3.org
team@Import.io
team@eego.at
team@leathersatchel.com
team@vertical.world
teamwork@hknet.com
tearesa_l_wegscheid@whirlpool.com
teatro@codetel.net.do
tebc@eximbank.com.tw
tebeng@126.com
tec_348165@whoisprotection.cc
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tecfluid@tecfluid.com
tech.instmesure@planet.tn
tech@bosen-fuji.com
tech@firmbase.cn
tech@scottoiler.com
tech@tastyworks.com
tech_support@ionicfusion.com
techde@scottoiler.com
techinfo@axes.cz
techinfo@rosswaxes.com
technical@scottoiler.com
technicalsupport@chromatechcolors.com
techpark@luxmail.com.com
techserv@univ-bio.com
techsupport@namepros.com
techsupport@sd163.com
tecnoforme@tecnoforme.it
tecnoredessa@codetel.net.do
ted@midg3t.net
ted@mptw.ca
ted@tsbproductions.com.sg
tee403@163.com
teenoo@126.com
teiga.martin@maine.edu
teisha_diallo@projecthospitality.org
tekan@legaldaily.com.cn
telemag@telemag.es
teleoriente@codetel.net.do
telespectateurs@arte.tv
televida@codetel.net.do
telfunkaragoz@kar.com.tr
telsignrh@telsign.com.br
tempaccounting@localvox.com
tencarbide@126.com
tengchang@vip.163.com
tenglianghui@126.com
tengzhou@ji-tian.com
tenio@126.com
tennischanneleverywhere@neulion.com
tenongroup@163.com
tensei_1996@163.com
tepc@telecomepc.in
terada.keita@kobelco.com
terceiro.setor@oabsp.org.br
terence@glume.com
terencechia@pd.jaring.my
teresa.lopes@york.ac.uk
teresa@globalnet.com.hk
terry1986china@vip.163.com
terry@hoten.hk
terry@tipro-international.com
terry@topmarketing.com.tw
terry@tssla.com
terrysteel@163.com
tesla-blatna@mail.ru
tesorier@usgs.gov
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testinst@emona.com.au
tetanpaper@163.com
texhk@163.com
textiles@163.com
tezmar@mail.ru
tfanning@jcboe.org
tfatino@phenixlabel.com.com
tfd@tri-electronics.com
tfeuchtmann@arri.de
tfkxyq@126.com
tfrenfei@163.com
tg1818@126.com
tgcoy@126.com
tgh@amegroups.com
tgiewat@arri.de
tgraves@sd163.com
tgreen@jcboe.org
tguilder@ucsc.edu
th@tianhongsh.com
thai.trans@service.alibaba.com
thaibedding@picasso.co.th
thairapa-k@re.commufa.jp
thais.szpigel@inpresspni.com.br
thaitbt@tisi.go.th
thakurgaon3@parliament.gov.bd
thallesmelo@edu.unifor.br
thanapon@tisi.go.th
thanh@sense.com.vn
thaveechai@tiga.co.th
thawechai@multibax.com
thays.mohr@businesspartners.com.br
theinventor@scottoiler.com
thelocalagents@atrealty.com.au
themonarch@sancharnet.in
theodossiou@hgfsthlm.se
theresa.hattenrath@stonybrook.edu
theresa@orchardviewcolor.com
thermo@csu.edu.tw
thess@asiatrans.com.ph
thestaff@tvtropes.org
thhgsyjx@163.com
thiane_s_loureiro@whirlpool.com
thier_guisse@finetechgroupe.com
thierno.diallo@dpc.com.au
thierry.muller@mqm2001.com
thierry_work@usgs.gov
thindy999@163.com
thinkcell@vip.163.com
thjx-88@163.com
tholzer@mining-media.com
thomas.greig@noaa.gov
thomas.l.hoang@boeing.com
thomas.mueller@wiv-ag.com
thomas.oliver@noaa.gov
thomas.reischer@metadynea.com
thomas.seifert@epcos.com
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thomas.sy@ucr.edu
thomas@asianmetal.com
thomas@elwilly.com.cn
thomas@ghcn.com
thomas@mccarthytransfer.com
thomas@thetime2.com
thomas@thg.com.ph
thomas@vanpek.com
thomasparrott@thanedirect.ca
thomass@cgsm.org
thomass@chemiplas.com.au
thomass@iodine.ucia.gov
thomass@marliz.com
thomass@reunion.com
thomass@yorkwall.com
thornber@uri.edu
thv@po.jaring.my
thyang@csu.edu.tw
thyristor@attachment8.com
thzy@ahthzy.com
tianbeijichuang@163.com
tiandepump@vip.163.com
tianfeng@tianfengchem.com
tianjindl@vip.163.com
tianjinkeletri@yeah.net
tianjinkk@sina.com
tianjinzhangjun@163.com
tianjun.0411@foxmail.com
tiankejx@163.com
tianli@tianli-garments.com
tianlonghuagong@163.com
tianqiaochugui@163.com
tianrun@vip.163.com
tianxy888@163.com
tianyuan_fan@bjmu.edu.cn
tibacn@126.com
tibecoxs@126.com
tid@planet.tn
tidbits-talk@tidbits.com
tiegs@oakland.edu
tiehu@tiehupetro.com
tienchin@csu.edu.tw
tiger_orxan@mail.ru
tigra_net@list.ru
tigres@tigres.de
tigulspb@mail.ru
tim.duval@utoronto.ca
tim.swanson@graduateinstitute.ch
tim2lee@uw.edu
tim817@163.com
tim@csu.edu.tw
tim@decorrespondent.nl
tim@kaoming.com.tw
tim@macrumors.com
tim@ningbomagnetics.com
tim@techmate.co.uk
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tim@ubercn.com
timbl@w3.org
timchenpy@sh163.net
time@timerh.com.br
timely23@clrge.com
timeselite@163.com
timm.reinhardt@hhu.de
timo.teras@iki.fi
timothy.brown@zombal.com
timothy.davis@noaa.gov
timothy.wynne@noaa.gov
timr@probo.com
tims@chemiplas.com.au
tina.harrison@jcschools.us
tina.owens@jcschools.us
tina@miga.com.tw
tina@newphenix.com
tinaa@chemiplas.com.au
tinaa@complex.com
tinaa@oabsp.org.br
tinakc@berkeley.edu
tinaning@qyresearch.com
tiny@kollewin.com
tinyyu@126.com
tiolabiyi@lautech.edu.ng
tips@macrumors.com
tiser@adv.newsltd.com.au
tissuepaper@vip.163.com
titan@126.com
titan@rainho.co.kr
tjbfsp@126.com
tjcoc@tjcoc.com
tjedp@tongji.edu.cn
tjghjn@126.com
tjgswy@163.com
tjhr@spdb.com.cn
tjhsu@csu.edu.tw
tjhyjd@126.com
tjjgjt@126.com
tjjgjt@tjjgjt.cn
tjjgzddt@163.com
tjjung@dio.co.kr
tjko@yu.ac.kr
tjlianghan@126.com
tjmould@vip.163.com
tjnkjt@163.com
tjqzsbdb@163.com
tjsjgzphr@163.com
tjtb2008@126.com
tjwater138@sina.com
tjxianglu@126.com
tjzbdq@163.com
tjzhp18@163.com
tk@aqua.dtu.dk
tk@ibg.uu.se
tkenna@ldeo.columbia.edu
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tkfkd@postech.ac.kr
tkkang@csu.edu.tw
tkrfid@163.com
tl@tlkid.co.kr
tlam@designinc.com.au
tlhlfdyf@126.com
tlhsia@csu.edu.tw
tloher@arrirental.de
tm00tm@yandex.com
tm@tmjj.com
tmcmahon@life-ware.com
tmco@fmail.vnn.vn
tme@tme-benelux.nl
tmgworld@on-nets.com
tmincer@whoi.edu
tminterlining@vip.163.com
tmjj163@163.com
tmolina@jcboe.org
tmroyalt@ncsu.edu
tms-guildfordnewsdesk@trinitymirror.com
tmt@tmt.com.tw
tmtextile@mail.ru
tmtsang@hawaii.edu
tn@plusnet.pl
tnasser@cigafrica.com
tnaziz@ncsu.edu
tneshewat@jcboe.org
tnnguyen@broadcom.com
tnt0706@hotmil.com
to@complex.com
toby@cocohealthcare.com
toccata@citiz.net
tod@todchem.com
today@lightingconnection.com
todd.christenson@noaa.gov
toddn@harrisonconsoles.com
tofty@u.washington.edu
tokia@vip.163.com
tokieno@yandex.ru
tokouchie@ymt.bbiq.jp
tom.cox@uantwerpen.be
tom.kritzell@coopertools.com
tom.wright@wsj.com
tom@amic.com.tw
tom@asianmetal.com
tom@conexia.ca
tom@j-vinegar.com
tom@kednos.com
tom@rawsonstudios.com
tom@verychem.com
tom_ding0125@163.com
tom_gillespie@tele-rad.com
tomas.mendez@listin.com.do
tomas.sipos@syntex.sk
tomas@turbosat.com
tomato_hongfan@126.com
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tomcat-dev@jakarta.apache.org
tomcat-user@jakarta.apache.org
tome@strategicswitch.com
tomlee@tommyconsulting.com
tomlee_cn@163.com
tommaso@salvadoribros.it
tommy.svensson@softcenter.se
tommy@csu.edu.tw
tommy@lrbaggs.com
tomo@crown-trading.com
tompeng@ozzo.com
toms@sodaclub.com
tomwang@fongs.com
ton.theater@augsburg.de
tongchemcherry@yeah.net
tongfeng@tongfengchem.com
tongfu@163.com
tonghuidianji@126.com
tongin@tonginkorea.com
tongjie@tongjie.cn
tonglishiyou@vip.163.com
tonglitech@163.com
tongtong@auto-ccpit.org
tongyanxin@omct.com.au
tonicrays@sina.com
tony.sharpe@cleva.com.au
tony.zhao@ftong.com.cn
tony2008@foxmail.com
tony@flexitank.us
tony@leadertrade.cn
tony@maplinhk.com.hk
tony@mdc.com.cn
tony@mkmorse.com
tony@sjh.com.hk
tony@stategas.com
tony@teem.cn
tony@tonyelc.com
tony@ubtools.com.cn
tony_clowes@nationalparts.com.au
tony_ligiang@colpal.com
tony_wafios@163.com
tonya.ellis@jcschools.us
tonylam@forumappliances.com
tonylee@xenics.co.kr
tonym@complex.com
tonytonychan@hkbn.net
tonywkwu@ctimail.com
toonen@hawaii.edu
topmomo@citiz.net
topran@pries.de
topskytech@126.com
topsmate@mail2000.com.tw
topteam@defoile.com
toptime2008@163.com
torben@hawaii.edu
toree.hamilton@jcschools.us
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torekelias@celtaware.com.br
torino@gilardi.it
torres@tradeprime.com.br
torsten.apitz@proventus-ag.de
totah.6661@gmai.com
tougao@hcxww.gov.cn
toumeh@net.sy
tours4@yetitravels.com
tousu@ooopic.com
towelmys@163.com
townsend14@epm.net.co
toys565@yeah.net
toys@caijianhua.com
tpec@vip.163.com
tphabana@camara.com.cu
tphan@vivotech.com
tpheong@pc.jaring.my
tqecrystal@126.com
tqprthai@tqpr.com
tqueeney@oceannavigator.com
trabalhe@agenciayo.com.br
trabalhe@fazti.com.br
trabalheconosco@csajardins.com.br
tracerco@tracerco.com
traceycaruana@mcgrath.com.au
traceyh@saiee.org.za
tracy0827@163.com
tracy@d-g-g.com
tracy@raderauto.com
tracyjames@126.com
tracyliu@hlweldingflux.com
trade-declaration@censtatd.gov.hk
trade.ankara@foreign.gov.za
trade2@himalayacn.cn
trade5@labthink.cn
trade@YJYUEDAO.com
trade@candorly.com
trade@designersofas4u.co.uk
trade@enmart.com.tw
trade@hulijia.com
trade@senary.com
tradeco@tradeco.es
tradedesk@tastyworks.com
trademax@occn.zaq.ne.jp
tradeone@axel.ocn.ne.jp
trading24.pro@mail.ru
trading@goldsun.cn
trading@hsmnt.com
train@train.dk
training@universities.com
training@w3.org
trakt@kaluga.ru
trampino@jcboe.org
trampo@postdigital.cc
transco@mail.fm
transkor@inbox.ru
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translations@stratfor.com
tranthuhuong@vietevent.com.vn
trauthwein@marinelink.com
travis.briggs@noaa.gov
travis.plume@jcschools.us
travis@sambazon.com
trdiehl@email.wm.edu
tre@ijr.com
treehouseperm@mail.ru
treinamento@companyweb.com.br
trenton.blizzard@taylorguitars.com
tresor@tresortransportes.com.br
trevor@loungefly.com
trg1@mail.ru
trg@sxtrg.com
tri_elite@163.com
tribo@yami.com.br
trindadefernandattrindade@oabsp.org.br
trinitaria@codetel.net.do
trisha@synergytec.com
tristam@hawaii.edu
tristan.horner@whoi.edu
troncoso.caceres@codetel.net.do
troy@texascollegecosmetology.com
troyw@aervoe.com
trszx2012@163.com
trtdw@163.com
truman@tpaudio.com.mx
truxal@u.washington.edu
truxal@uw.edu
ts213myn@163.com
ts@tailift.cn
tsaifs@csu.edu.tw
tsangy@hawaii.edu
tschluter@leroymerlin.fr
tsdyjcc@126.com
tshgryx@163.com
tshtkydq@126.com
tslaowang@bjgastec.com
tsldaoju@163.com
tsliou@csu.edu.tw
tsnien@csu.edu.tw
tspiral@188.com
tspiral_jz@188.com
tssxddqc@126.com
tst@tst-ly.com
tstern@casdfalcons.org
tstsales@mail.taisaw.com
tsu_general@turbo.co.jp
tsu_tcsales@turbo.co.jp
tsuchida@japit.or.jp
tsuji@ens.tut.ac.jp
tsunouma@hknet.com
ttll.mfa@mofa.gov.vn
ttreude@g.ucla.edu
ttwmh707@gamail.com
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tube01@keenergy.cn
tuolima@tuolima.com
tuoman@tuoman.com
tuonglong@tuonglong.com.vn
tuoyang@tuoyang.com
tuqiang@tqtowel.com
turbine-dev-help@jakarta.apache.org
turbo@debian.org
turbo@pd.jaring.my
turbo@turbo.es
turbo@turbo.pt
turbouk@turbo.es
turissd@orc.com
turkey@ithalatihracat.biz
turkish.trans@service.alibaba.com
turkmenavtotrans@mail.ru
turkmeneksport.ves@mail.ru
turkmeneksport@mail.ru
turu@msi-japan.com
tutomu_tago@taishoboseki.co.jp
tutorials@netbeans.org
tuvwxyz@bk.ru
tvclub@comail.ru
tveraart@forces.nl
tvtc@bol.net.in
twachten@udel.edu
twatchai@tulacom.com
twcb2005@sina.com
twdong2001@163.com
twingotw@pearldove.com
twkim@kopri.re.kr
twp01@163.com
txflower@163.com
txk0624@126.com
txwgd001@126.com
ty0210@163.com
ty08@vip.163.com
ty_sun@tyxf.com
tyau@rc2corp.com
tyb@bjhs.cn
tyf@privat-online.net
tyho@gate.sinica.edu.tw
tyhsmachinery@126.com
tyjq@wuxitaiyuan.com
tyjwnc@163.com
tyler.zhou@unifit-electric.com
tyler@parkerinternational.org
tylerw@midstateswireless.com
tysdefu@163.com
tytprimemedia@codetel.net.do
tyurdun@marmara.edu.tr
tywcz123@163.com
tyxtskj@163.com
tz1288user1@126.com
tzgcb218@163.com
tzhang@geol.sc.edu
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tzjhz@163.com
tzjinyu5656@163.com
tztingfeng@163.com
tzuu-wang.h@eximbank.com.tw
u-r@dvd.com
u.witte@abdn.ac.uk
u002Flegal@complex.com
u003Eihhwang@postech.ac.kr
u003Einfo@complex.com
u003Elegal@complex.com
u031701@ftc.com.tw
u3u4club@126.com
u@sina.com.cn
u_chem@163.com
uae@calexgroup.com
uaji2006@163.com
ub@execunet.cn
ubaron@arrirental.de
uboehringer-mai@arri.de
uc@mb9.seikyou.ne.jp
ucan_tg@163.com
uce@rjgodoy.com.ar
udbjcmyve@pa18.com
udo.wolters@pool.de
udoring@longemonthotels.com
ue@apexnet.com.ar
ufuk.demirci@e-data.com.tr
ufuk@masmat.com.tr
ugas@ugas.ua
ugosanso@naplesinternational.it
ugyfelszolgalat@axelspringer.hu
uhchen@csu.edu.tw
ujingogo@paran.com
uk3bs@3bscientific.com
uk@glassworld-online.com
ukenquiries@fossil.com
ukicra@163.com
ukr_kenya@list.ru
ukrainemb@prodigy.net.mx
ukrconsul@fpt.vn
ukrembassy@mail.sy
ullman@udel.edu
ulm@capnetz.de
ulpk@pom.go.id
ulrike.lemke@schlegel.biz
ulumma510@huons.com
ulviqurbanli95@mail.ru
umezawa@nagasaki-u.ac.jp
umfkadm@maine.edu
umit.tulum@kutahya.bel.tr
ummar@mothmir.net
umpeqtv@prodigy.net.mx
undermusik@undermusik.com
unguyen@waikato.ac.nz
unica@codetel.net.do
unico@hkunico.com
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uniformenac@codetel.net.do
unihos_sj@kau.edu.sa
unikino@aha.ru
unikombiz@163.com
unionfilter@china.com
uniontop@uniontop.com
unisulhoje@unisul.br
united@united-mech.net
unitrade@agnionline.com
universal@uic.com
uniware_zeng@china.com
unovet@unovet.com.cn
unshackled@pgm.org
uo@163.com
upeximhanoi@fpt.vn
upjs8@126.com
upkind@upkind.com
upper9@ferderma.co.kr
upport@wikiwand.com
upsoisjjisosd@yandex.com
urala@163.com
urban.zoltan@exim.hu
urbw@aqua.dtu.dk
urena.w@codetel.net.do
uri@w3.org
uro@arab-board.org
uroica6168@126.com
urquhart.erin@epa.gov
ursulao@blanquerna.url.edu
usa@piezojena.com
usapeec@usapeec.org
user@wxstar.com
userss_tang@126.com
usfk@tongin.com
usha.saxena@greenpeace.org
usha@moisturecontrol.co.in
usharani@veerometals.com
usstmba@163.com
ussupport@bmj.com
uwe.stehrenberg@dkib.com
uwe.stehrenberg@drkw.com
uwin011@uwin-china.com
uxcfec@ybku.com
uzbekmazservice@mail.ru
v.bogdan@prm.md
v.gosbell@uow.edu.au
v.poghirca@prm.md
v.polanco@codetel.net.do
v.rivan@crcltd.com.do
v.schink@enterflow.de
vaalco@vaalco.com
vab63@mail.ru
vadomena@alaska.edu
vagaimplantacao@futuranet.com.br
vagas.pcd@sapore.com.br
vagas1@rheal.com.br
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vagas@Keune.com.br
vagas@baked.ag
vagas@computex.com.br
vagas@ebcw.com.br
vagas@grupofortes.com.br
vagas@informaker.com.br
vagas@projetointernet.com.br
vagas@questa.com.br
vagas@servpoli.com.br
vagas@uauline.com.br
vagas@vertitecnologia.com.br
vagas@zaw.com.br
vagasti@lumina1.com.br
vaishali.w@wimco.in
val@fmgspb.ru
valdiney.marcelino@merlindistributor.com
valdirmonteiro@bpmrep.com.br
valentinaskr@gravera.lt
valeria.silva@bsitecnologia.com.br
valeria@rrpcontabilidade.com.br
valin.booker@my.hamptonu.edu
valuedcustomer@kamaainapro.com
valuhous@valuhous.com.hk
valve126@126.com
vandermeym@amdpop.com
vandoren@mst.edu
vanusia@bsca.com.br
vapier@chromium.org
vara69@mail.ru
vardem@vardem.com
vardi@kukl.is
varna@premtours.com
varpu.hyvosaho@terhitec.fi
vartanova.emi@yandex.ru
vasant@anoop.nu
vasconcelos@rabelo.com.br
vasea.tipa@mail.ru
vasin.grisha@mail.ru
vasoto@intelnet.net.gt
vcc@tradingplaces.com
vcho@jcboe.org
vcsinfo@vermeer.com
vdepascu@oberlin.edu
vector@vectorcomm.ca
ved1@profit-russia.ru
vedgcomb@whoi.edu
vegato@muf.biglobe.ne.jp
veichina@163.com
veiligheid.deltavliegen@KNVvL.nl
vekta@mail.ru
vektorplus@mail.ru
velocity-dev@jakarta.apache.org
velocity-user@jakarta.apache.org
velomotoshop@tut.by
vendas.sp@acoforja.com.br
vendas@3bscientific.com
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vendas@agrolink.com.br
vendas@gotaquimica.com.br
vendas@makspecas.com.br
vendas@saldit.com.br
vendas@tintomixer.com.br
vendasrj@acoforja.com.br
vendite.italia@3bscientific.com
vendite.torino@idrosapiens.it
vendors@wedmegood.com
venetia@yoralisa.com
venkat@eid.epson.co.in
ventas.districondor@epm.net.co
ventas@altatecnologiasa.cl
ventas@bombastrief.es
ventas@debamboo.com
ventas@genesyscostarica.com
ventas@multiled.com.ar
ventas@protela.com.co
ventas@sicasa.com.mx
ventas@sistemag.com
ventas@talisman.cl
ventas@unihilo.com.co
ventasaeromar@codetel.net.do
ventasmexico@mueblesitalo.com.mx
ventasq@ivanbohman.com.ec
vento@complex.com
vera.ramos@talentfour.com.br
vera.zhou@metzner-sh.com
verawan@pppi.co.th
verena.pircher@schlegel.biz
veronica@nseauto.com
vervepd@126.com
vestvolgograd@mail.ru
veyongvetl@vip.inhe.net
vfang@sate.com
vfhan@hn.vnn.vn
vgaly@whoi.edu
vgarcia@isosite.com
viapol@viapol.com.br
vibhor@value-prospects.com
vicapply@vic-apply.com.tw
vicatal@codetel.net.do
vicky2210@163.com
vickyxkw@163.com
victor.alari@msi.ttu.ee
victor.ferreras@exonmobil.com
victor.hdez@codetel.net.do
victor@aqmsautomotive.com
victor@asianmetal.com
victor@bebetterdomore.com
victor@dl-goldensource.com
victor@iball.com
victor@ironmaster-group.com
victor@jeweljar.com
victor@touchrev.com
victoria.adams@abingdon.org.uk
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victoria@amicusrecruit.com
victoria@empeehotels.com
victormrdguez@codetel.net.do
victory@victoryvalve.cn
video900ibolshe@mail.ru
video@opta.kiev.ua
vidussi@vidussi.it
vierci@cotas.com.bo
vietainox@fpt.vn
vietmindo-1@fpt.vn
viewmed@163.com
vignesh@camintel.com
vijver@cml.leidenuniv.nl
vika-domnina@mail.ru
vikaknopo4k@mail.ru
viking2000@126.com
ville.skytta@iki.fi
vilnius@hannu-pro.com
vimuliyo@youtele.com
vinacontrolhp@hn.vnn.vn
vincent.jardin@6wind.com
vincent.ngo@egravity.vn
vincent@czsc.cn
vincent@dahuaglass.com
vincent@maxton.com.cn
vincent@velendo.com
vincentlibin@yeah.net
vincentmaymn@mail.ru
vingan@pd.jaring.my
vinicius.amaral@vanzolini.org.br
vinod.ramnath@eil.co.in
vinoddattani@icqmail.com
vinogradov@rustest.spb.ru
vinu@humanrightsinitiative.org
violawong@globalnet.com.hk
violet@baoyuanchem.com
vip0317@126.com
vip16585@163.com
vip@chulhi.com
vip@cuucs.com
vip@gffunds.com.cn
vip@hanslaser.com
vipin@xsplatforms.ae
vipinkj@jiindia.com
vipshichang@126.com
virginialok@cpa.netfront.net
virginie.leroux@veoliawater.com
virus0007@mail.ru
visa@visa.it
vishal@jcinternational.co.in
vishnu@htpldryport.com
vishvesh@jsminfosoft.com
visi@po.jaring.my
visionqu@163.com
vismaya@end2endglobal.com
vitharuch@env.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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vittayen@mcot.net
vitz@korea.com
viv@bdhzty.com
vivanco@prodigy.net.mx
vivancos@ldeo.columbia.edu
vivek@graphicdevices.com
vivi.hou@osd-finechem.com
vivian781210@163.com
vivian@ringiertrade.com
vivian@top-long.cn
viviane.reese@5a.com.br
viviani@hawaii.edu
vivianodeleon@listindiario.com
vivianp@usp.br
viviansteel@163.com
vjshah@conceptcd.com
vkphogat@hau.ernet.in
vlad_56@mail.ru
vlad_karpov5@mail.ru
vn.bautista@bancentral.gov.do
vn.bt.sports@fpt.vn
vne001@alumnos.ucn.cl
vntahonsigaye@ttcanc.org
vobur@mail.ru
voe@volumeoneasia.com
vojta@math.berkeley.edu
vokrd@tut.by
volab@mail.ru
voldham@udel.edu
volkandemir@istanbul.edu.tr
voltrium@voltrium.com.sg
volunteer@free.law
volvogb@163.com
vonberg.ralf@mh-hannover.de
voorzitter.deltavliegen@KNVvL.nl
vorlon@netexpress.net
vorobyev@urfu.ru
vorpa@vorpa.com
voucher@bilgeadam.com
vovjo@yandex.ru
vpatil@usgs.gov
vpinfo@vpk.ee
vs222gh@student.lnu.se
vsanial@whoi.edu
vsesokol_sweta@mail.ru
vsi@uw.edu
vstanec@acsystemsinc.net
vsza@vsza.hu
vtang@illinois.edu
vtf@motorsich.com
vtirelli@inogs.it
vtnk801@126.com
vulcano@orioncarbons.com
vumen@mail.ru
vv@resanta.ru
vvalente@sd163.com
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vyroba@hama.cz
vzavalisheva@mail.ru
vzykov@schmidtocean.org
w.pan@esthepro-labo.com
w.stange@ortlieb.net
w3c-ietf-xmldsig@w3.org
w3c-wai-ua@w3.org
w3t-comm@w3.org
w3t-pr@w3.org
w6016169@163.com
wael27@mail.ru
waeljaber1122@gmai.com
wagner.narde@vindi.com.br
wahab@elitecity.com
wai-eo-editors@w3.org
wai-uaag-editor@w3.org
wai@w3.org
waimaocaopan@126.com
waimaolijing@126.com
wakeel@da.gov.kw
walata@csu.edu.tw
waldo.sarah@epa.gov
wallacer@ripon.edu
walls58@vip.163.com
wallwoodgarden@neemranahotels.com
wallybrooks@usgs.gov
walmonte@cdn.com.do
walter.crockett@ascentialsoftware.com
walter.guo@runtex.com.cn
walter.schuetz@future-carbon.de
walterma@163.com
walterrl@jmu.edu
walters@teamresearchinc.com
waltersd@usgs.gov
waltherc@avella.k12.pa.us
waltw@importerplus.com
wama@163.com
wamp@wamp.com.br
wan@bjmu.edu.cn
wan@famepost.com
wanchentu@gate.sinica.edu.tw
wang26850@163.com
wang@hengyichem.com
wang@idsgroup.com
wang@jchg.com
wang_5337@163.com
wang_peihong_hi@126.com
wangbiha@163.com
wangbin@huarundq.com.cn
wangchangsheng1234@163.com
wangchunli153@sohu.com
wangcong@colorspec.cn
wangcz999@163.com
wangerkuan@126.com
wangfei@amada.com.cn
wanggh@vip.163.com
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wanghonbo@163.com
wanghui@volantchem.com
wangjia888888888@pa18.com
wangjianpeng1980@163.com
wangjin@invt.com.cn
wangjing6668@163.com
wangjun701011@sina.com
wangkai@nbu.edu.cn
wangkui@sio.org.cn
wanglan@365ykt.cn
wanglei@hdmdi.com
wanglf101@163.com
wanglf@pangaea.com.cn
wanglf@tmu.edu.tw
wanglin0526@ksyouji.com
wanglisong@163.com
wanglq@yantaibinglun.com
wangluochun@shiep.edu.cn
wangmeizhen0120@163.com
wangpinghua@shsany.com
wangpq@gucas.ac.cn
wangruiyu0694@163.com
wangshuxu@v-slg.com
wangtwj2000@163.com
wangwei200475@sina.com
wangwei@cuchem.com
wangwy@hangangchem.com
wangx93@sany.com.cn
wangxiaojun@tsugami.com.cn
wangxiaoxi007@163.com
wangxin@stvf.com
wangxuejing_2008@163.com
wangxuexin009@vip.126.com
wangxun@dunan.cn
wangyan_0224@sina.com
wangyaping@huaxing.org
wangyi@juya-cnc.com
wangyu_wywy@163.com
wangyumiao0730@126.com
wangzhangcai@sina.com
wangzhejim@sina.com
wangzheng2006@tju.edu.cn
wangzhi@tsinghua.edu.cn
wangzhufeng1999@126.com
wangzp@huayangchems.com
wanhu05@126.com
wanmu126@126.com
wanny@tchk.com.hk
wanruntengda@163.com
wanzhuojun@vip.126.com
waqas.durrani@meezanbank.com
ward@ward.nu
warom@warom.com
warren.glenn@epa.gov
warren@kumari.net
warrenchan.lr@lifung.com.hk
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waseta@waseta.com
washionwang@sina.com
wasi@waldrich-siegen.de
wasi@waldrichsiegen.de
wasim@mellanox.com
watabe.k@toyo-at.co.jp
watches@taxor.com
watchmovement@126.com
water.treat@163.com
water888@hknet.com
waters.mike@epa.gov
watlas@minimoves.com
way_to_top@mail.ru
wayne.litaker@noaa.gov
waynew@brashers.com
waynew@fun-world.net
waynew@gradkell.com
waynew@mcgrath.com.au
waynew@wildlandsinc.com
wb8122727@163.com
wbarbour@aiha.org
wbq13391372502@163.com
wbygzj@163.com
wcai@udel.edu
wccabc@pc.jaring.my
wccchoi@hanmail.net
wchehab@almabani.co
wchy@foxmail.com
wcy_1986@126.com
wd15904593381@163.com
wdb2971@163.com
wdbhy696@126.com
wdeng5@asu.edu
wdfpaul@163.com
wdgray@scotland.imex.co.uk
wdlingx@163.com
wdmrz001@163.com
wdsggt@163.com
wdw1@csu.edu.tw
wdziekpor@jcboe.org
wealth78@sina.com
weathersk@caryinstitute.org
web-con@ap-com.co.jp
web.orders@mgbwhome.com
web1adm@blumail.org
web@711-shaou.com
web@bio-equip.cn
web@chemm.cn
web@chinagmb.com
web@frankvalve.com
web@greenmap.org
web@liwj.com
web@nb-jinye.com
web@qunhai.net
web@shunchengkongqi.com
web@songsterr.com
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web@thenortheasttoday.com
web@wxgh.com.cn
web@xinpower.cn
webadmin@anapro.com
webdirect_07@mail.ru
webinfo@jamesriverequipment.com
webinquiry6010@kobelco.com
webmailpro@dmz.co.jp
webmaster2@gdut.edu.cn
webmaster@aaps.k12.mi.us
webmaster@aapt.org
webmaster@almabani.co
webmaster@anesl.com
webmaster@antechoil.com.cn
webmaster@archive.li
webmaster@argus.net.cn
webmaster@arri.de
webmaster@b2bage.com
webmaster@chemlabcorp.com
webmaster@chinaammon.com
webmaster@cmsou.com
webmaster@codeproject.com
webmaster@cultureholidays.com
webmaster@df.co.kr
webmaster@esstex.com
webmaster@gl-bz.com
webmaster@hometextile.com
webmaster@hoy.com.do
webmaster@jadechem.com
webmaster@js-chem.com
webmaster@jy-hl.com
webmaster@koreatax.org
webmaster@koyorad.co.jp
webmaster@level7-design.com
webmaster@lishen.com
webmaster@mfa.gov.cn
webmaster@mitrajayamandiri.com
webmaster@nt-jinniu.com
webmaster@palmvillage.in
webmaster@portshanghai.com.cn
webmaster@sanshen.com
webmaster@sh-pushen.com
webmaster@shswsl.com
webmaster@springer.com
webmaster@susweb.org
webmaster@sz.gov.cn
webmaster@testmart.cn
webmaster@the-daily-record.com
webmaster@thermphos.com.cn
webmaster@vip.citiz.net
webmaster@w3.org
webmaster@weeklystandard.com
webmaster@zenithdream.com
webmaster@zsfco.com
webmaster_sh_en@kobelconet.com
webservices@oanda.com
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website@foreign.gov.tt
website@lexmark.com
website@www.floledlightingdesign.com
webstaff@tecnikabel.it
wecare@indiabizclub.com
wedhr@wrdpharm.com
wedsoso@163.com
weflytotti@163.com
wei2242@163.com
wei8411@163.com
wei_gaiping@eriez.com.cn
wei_xianyong@163.com
weichai@ceifan.com
weidong.chen@alexstewartagriculture.com.cn
weifangfang@yadantech.com
weihe702@163.com
weihua@bnu.edu.cn
weijuanyao@bjmu.edu.cn
weina@jzwn.com
weinberg@wi.mit.edu
weiouyw9999@163.com
weirongyiliao@163.com
weiweixu@yeah.net
weiwen.wong@monash.edu
weiyi530@163.com
weizili120126@163.com
weken@wekenchem.com
welcome@peca.ch
welcome@swisloyd.com
welcome@youither.com
wellchem@163.com
welleader@yeah.net
wellness@bigster.in
wells@ieee.org
welschmeyer@mlml.calstate.edu
wen@marineoutfitters.ca
wenben@mail.wb.com.tw
wenbin@inseat.com
wendlije@wauwatosa.k12.wi.us
wendy.berrio@cmcaribe.com
wendy.marquez@codetel.net.do
wendy.w.shi@rrd.com
wendy.wu@shgolly.cn
wendy@li-xin.com
wendy@ly-mobi.com
wendy@spirit-level-hb.com
wendyhuang1026@163.com
wendyzheng@wecocbc.com
wenjie.guo@kocel.com
wenlin.fan@trixell.cn
wenw@dzics.com
wenwuzhao@126.com
wesley.frank@target.com
wesley.moses@nrl.navy.mil
wesleychan@126.com
wesleyv@camco.net
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west.s.a@codetel.net.do
westernpacific@palaunet.com
wfbogota@etb.net.co
wfchanghao@126.com
wfg@china.com
wfhlaaa@163.com
wfl@suzhoupharm.com
wflack@ultratech.com
wfli123@163.com
wfwhscl@163.com
wgh9833@163.com
wghx19@sina.com
wgoold@jcboe.org
wgs@foxmail.com
wh027qx@163.com
wh_insurance@ncich.com.cn
whhnlc@163.com
whhsjc@163.com
whhw_hr@163.com
white.karen@epa.gov
white.owl2013@yandex.ru
whj_812000@yahuu.com.cn
whjiahong@163.com
whli@hongbao.com
whois@netowl.jp
wholesale@leathersatchel.com
wholt2@my.westga.edu
whowell@ledger-enquirer.com
whp@star-chem.com
whs@tut.by
whssm@126.com
whw@meinhardt.com.hk
whwuxin@126.com
whyuhui@163.com
wiegner@hawaii.edu
wigdahl@fredonia.edu
wikash@online.sh.cn
wilby@marineoutfitters.ca
wild_dove@mail.ru
wiley.evans@hakai.org
wilhelm@utk.edu
wilkin.rick@epa.gov
will@artisanbristol.com
will@szn2n.com
willcng@163.com
william.driggers@noaa.gov
william.hernandez@upr.edu
william.p.krug@boeing.com
william.r.pearce@boeing.com
william.smith@Ir.org
william@luxon.biz
william@rorychem.com
william@wilhelm-group.com
williamac@sina.com
williamc@duxexport.com.au
willian.vieira@mrs.com.br
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willson_wong@126.com
willy.hemmingsen@uit.no
willy@elwilly.com.cn
wilson-assistant1@woodsun.com
wilson.lo@skyliance.com.hk
wilson518@163.com
wilson@alexstewart.com.br
wilson@aoxintai.com
wilson@hknomura.com
wilson@winsource-hk.com
wilsonsaleta@codetel.net.do
win6565@126.com
win@com.net
windshan@126.com
wing@yatsuka.com.hk
wing_chan@cohl.com
winni@hoyo.com.cn
winnie2898@vip.126.com
winnie@sunway-inv.com
winon888@163.com
winson@gninspection.com
winstead@ncren.net
winston@trackdatabase.com
winstonfermin@codetel.net.do
wintersg@adssc.org
wireshark-gerrit@eldondev.com
wireshark-shoichi@tanu.org
wireshark@izac.de
wireshark@mavetju.org
wireshark@rueschel.de
wiscloud@163.com
wisdom@wisdommech.com
wisdom@wisdomsino.com
wison@csu.edu.tw
witsh@163.com
witt8081@sina.com
wivl@sn.apc.org
wj@newtang.com
wjeffrey@uwf.edu
wjh@bjyonghua.com
wjohnson@whoi.edu
wjp_60@163.com
wjuanhwl@126.com
wjyaibbmm1314@163.com
wjydqc@163.com
wk@stu.xmu.edu.cn
wko@hawaii.edu
wktrading@wktrading.com.br
wkx@1985mixer.com
wl@gnu.org
wl@wanlongchem.com
wl_europe@163.com
wle358@163.com
wlf1121@126.com
wliabe5405@126.com
wliabe8428@126.com
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wliabe8999@126.com
wlkjscb@163.com
wlv_hardware@126.com
wlwlpp4@163.com
wlywqx@yeah.net
wm@watersmeredith.com
wm@wmndt.com
wmaltz@ecooling.com
wmeier@newsguy.com
wmgs@jizg.com
wmgy@sharingart.cn
wml@zfhr.com
wmp1009@163.com
wmpump@163.com
wmy@csu.edu.tw
wnheater@163.com
wnpp@debian.org
wo.bs@wobse.com
wode@dms-logistik.de
wolfgang.kantner@metadynea.com
wonceratech@woncera.co.kr
wong@rootworks.com.my
wong_de@up.edu.pe
wonga@mossmotors.com
wonjasiontina@wonjasion.com
wonyhi@hanmail.net
woo@itd.nrl.navy.mil
woodking24@woodking24india.com
woodland@umces.edu
woodpecker@glwoodpecker.com
woodward@vip.163.com
woody@mpia.org.hk
woojinha@chol.com
woongbee@woongbee.com
wootichang@163.com
work@arctouch.com
work@ipc88.com
workhjb@163.com
workplace@fujitsu.com
worldliving@w-living.co.kr
worldwide@ottofond.fr
worlead305@163.com
wow@vainl.com
wp@ldbonechina.com
wpc@zjwpc.com
wpf00001@126.com
wplavori@wplavori.com
wpmainland@163.com
wptai@csu.edu.tw
wptshanghai@163.com
wpzeng7310@163.com
wqk@wqflange.com
wqp4022_cn@sina.com
wqtwi5@fgw.ca
wqxzhang@139.com
wrafu@163.com
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wrege@whirlpool.com
wrichardson@usgs.gov
ws8008@126.com
ws_biotech@sina.com
wsanchez@noticiasin.com
wsanford@usgs.gov
wsdumbrella@vip.163.com
wse@csu.edu.tw
wseltzer@w3.org
wshops@wallem.com.cn
wshwzh@xmu.edu.cn
wsjlive@wsj.com
wsjung@postech.ac.kr
wsliao@earth.sinica.edu.tw
wsmoak@apache.org
wsp208@163.com
wss81823@163.com
wstzh999@163.com
wsw0101@126.com
wsy@bjbhsy.com
wtdz3399@sina.com
wtec@wtec.com.cn
wterrell@jcboe.org
wth-168@163.com
wtmirvine@uchicago.edu
wu@crystal.harvard.edu
wu@ecomm.com.br
wu@eecs.berkeley.edu
wu@jiaerke.com
wu@sanyoupharm.com
wu_jie_781029@163.com
wu_jie_781029@sina.com
wuaiyong@126.com
wub@wjss.com.cn
wubincrown@vip.163.com
wuhanfanya@163.com
wuhanjcc@sohu.com
wuhankinglong@188.com
wuhanqing@shhic.com
wuhc@csu.edu.tw
wujinhangyeceshi@163.com
wujw168@163.com
wul@adamslin.com
wuling@z-zkeji.com
wumingliang@yaxumedical.com
wupengfei@wolong.com
wuqihua@sceneryretreats.com
wurchll@jmu.edu
wurm@elastic.co
wushuang@zhengqingchem.com
wusong@163.com
wuwenbin@dlreally.cn
wuwenjing@jielong-pp.com
wuxi@hakusankiko.com.cn
wuyajun75@126.com
wuyan8598@163.com
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wuyh@dehenglaw.com
wuyingying@shanghaidaily.com
wuyp@fudan.edu.cn
wuyq@chinatruck.org
wuyubin@mail2000.com.tw
wuzhanglove1314@163.com
wuzhiyong@whfilter.com
www-dom@w3.org
www-forms-editor@w3.org
www-forms@w3.org
www-i18n-comments@w3.org
www-ql@w3.org
www-style@w3.org
www-validator-css@w3.org
www-validator@w3.org
www.abimed@abimed.org.br
www.adventure-in@box.com
www.bars221221@mail.ru
www.st_ulenka@mail.ru
www3207@sina.com
www@searchengineshome.org
wwweng@hglaser.com
wwwhhhddd@126.com
wwwkyw@hkbn.net
wwwmail.boeing2@boeing.com
wwwtjtqcwcom@163.com
wx@csu.edu.tw
wx@stgmfg.com
wxakl@126.com
wxdk@wxdike.com
wxj-intech@163.com
wxj3535@sina.com
wxjiebo@163.com
wxjq02@wx-jinqiu.com.cn
wxlzc@sina.com
wxq.13@163.com
wxq.love.cool@163.com
wxq@163.com
wxq@bjmu.edu.cn
wxq@fuxiangtextile.cn
wxq@kunda.com
wxq@liankun.cn
wxq@mmsaas.com
wxq@pa18.com
wxq@sacf.com
wxq@tju.edu.cn
wxq@vip.163.com
wxq_09376@yahuu.com.cn
wxq_bf@sina.com
wxq_fd@163.com
wxq_missyou@163.com
wxu15@illinois.edu
wxzd@wxzd.com
wybdfq@sina.cn
wyf5875@vip.163.com
wyhp18@sina.com
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wyj2zry@163.com
wyj@ftjg.com
wymaxs@wymaxs.com
wys1213@163.com
wyscqs@sina.com
wyshenry@163.com
wyx2512364@163.com
wyyingxiao@163.com
wzan0001@163.com
wzcheng@hzjl.shanghai.gov.cn
wzg771107@163.com
wzhang@deliver-consulting.com
wzkyb@126.com
wzp.win@163.com
wzp@ciecc.com.cn
wzp@dcgroup.com.cn
wzp@guo-shi.com
wzp@szwelcome.com
wzp@tunku.uady.mx
wzp@ufsoft.com.cn
wzs@jinhe.com.cn
wzshennong@china.com
wztianlihe@126.com
x.ting@126.com
x1221@sina.com
x6u6h6exxk0@126.com
x@online.sh.cn
xaax18@163.com
xacll5558@sina.com
xadfjdzh@163.com
xadtk@163.com
xahljob@126.com
xaihuo@126.com
xakair@163.com
xakb@vip.163.com
xastcl@foxmail.com
xatz@mining120.com
xavision@163.com
xazpj@163.com
xb@eshow365.com
xbkflweiglj@126.com
xbwy_1998@126.com
xc@bmnc.cn
xcf@tj-house.cn
xclare@ucsc.edu
xcm@yangzhousupermachine.com
xcrxdq@126.com
xcskjj@163.com
xcwenrun@126.com
xcwuxing@126.com
xcxqfj@163.com
xcxqyj@126.com
xdbjtuik043@126.com
xdqqh@shinedhe.com
xdxfiber@163.com
xfan@sta.cuhk.edu.hk
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xfb@tjhexi.gov.cn
xg@cingol.com
xgf@shkundi.com
xghf325.110933@163.com
xgj711110@163.com
xgofwh@163.com
xgxb@sjpetro.com
xgyue@foxmail.com
xh@cofcohb.com
xhc2099@163.com
xhpg@163.com
xhy@well-sun.com.cn
xi0089@163.com
xia.yina@snts.com.cn
xiabengbao@163.com
xiadongjs@163.com
xiai@redmaple.com.cn
xiamei.wang@pharmaxyn.com
xiamen.hanwei@163.com
xiamenshiobaili@163.com
xian@51job.com
xiangchunhua@topnc.com.cn
xianghua@asianmetal.com
xiangjw@hec.com.cn
xiangru@evergoodsrnd.com
xiangsk@bjmu.edu.cn
xiangwei.wang@scmp.com
xianming_wang@chontech.com
xianshi@xian-shi.com
xianzhibang@126.com
xianzhizhou@126.com
xiao.liu@xjbio.com.cn
xiaocuixin@163.com
xiaojian1888@163.com
xiaojian96@126.com
xiaojun@kangdamed.net
xiaolans@sohu.net
xiaolg@fcs-china.com
xiaolin3929595@yahuu.com.cn
xiaoshou.bj@fusheng.com
xiaoshouoffice@163.com
xiaoting197442@sina.com
xiaoxiao.yi@siements.com
xiaoxu2384@163.com
xiaoya_51@163.com
xiaoyaowuyou@126.com
xiaoyex@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
xiaozhang@nwupl.edu.cn
xiapeng3332@163.com
xichiming@163.com
xiebh@hualizh.com
xiegh@cau.edu.cn
xiemin3399@163.com
xieqianwen377@163.com
xieqing_jixie@163.com
xieqingjixie@sohu.com
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xieqj@hunnu.edu.cn
xiesongmeng@polysolar.cn
xiexiaoyu@bj-fanuc.com.cn
xiexiefa@163.com
xiexinzhe@163.com
xieyajing@tcbelec.com
xieyu@juntec.com
xieyuexia321@126.com
xieyutong1986@163.com
xiezhanjun2003@yahuu.com.cn
xilijichuang@126.com
xilingqing@kikuchicolor-sh.com
xin.gao@cteq.com.cn
xinchengyiming@126.com
xinfengmingb_129@126.com
xinfengmoju@163.com
xinfu11@163.com
xinfu@qdxinfu.cn
xingang_li@tju.edu.cn
xinghui@xinghuichem.com
xingrong@vip.163.com
xingshengtimber@vip.163.com
xingshixi@sina.com
xingyuan@sdxingyuan.com
xinhua_cnfin@163.com
xinlin.gao@zeiss.com
xinnuotrade@126.com
xinpenlove@163.com
xinqiaojixie@163.com
xinshugood@126.com
xinweilai99@163.com
xinxibu68@126.com
xinxigl@mail.xjtu.edu.cn
xinyi9@sina.com
xinyuanhuanbao@126.com
xinyuanymzp@sohu.net
xiong@thermapak.com
xiongweili@cccc-drc.com
xiongxuhai@126.com
xishan@188.com
xiubozhanlan@126.com
xixi132000@yahuu.com.cn
xixi88xixi@sina.com
xixiaking08@126.com
xiya908@126.com
xj@dhypharm.com
xjli@bjmu.edu.cn
xjlxt@shengtao.com
xjp333@pa18.com
xjtex@vip.163.com
xjwdg@163.com
xjxie@hongdian.com
xl-dong@163.com
xl@xionglian.com
xlcuiynu@aliyun.com
xlecm@ftca.net
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xlsoft@rikei.co.jp
xltc@vip.163.com
xlyin@ms.giec.ac.cn
xlzeng@tsinghua.edu.cn
xlzhu@sibcb.ac.cn
xm_chen6176@bjmu.edu.cn
xmb_sales@163.com
xmdxs_001@163.com
xmfybj@163.com
xmgwt@hust.edu.cn
xml-editor@w3.org
xmzhao@tju.edu.cn
xn@wkm.com.cn
xnhg@xnchem.com
xnshengfeng@vip.163.com
xoroshko@list.ru
xp5ovpcbidv@126.com
xpediency88@163.com
xpkx1vu3g70@126.com
xq200106@126.com
xqwu@farfavourgroup.com
xqzheng@zju.edu.cn
xrl_zzy@163.com
xrx19780816@163.com
xrzhao@chol.com
xs@chenlong.com
xs@ygpharm.com
xs@ytyufeng.com
xs_gapa@126.com
xsb@bjshuangtai.com
xsc@qdqs.com.cn
xsg1234567@163.com
xsgs505@163.com
xsh@dap.com.cn
xshiyi@126.com
xsjl@Jh-tools.com
xtsbao99@126.com
xtxmd53719@sina.com
xu.liyan@harvechem.com
xu.qin@drkw.com
xu@mjcoating.com
xu_xianyun@126.com
xuainhb@vip.163.com
xuan@udel.edu
xuan_heng@163.com
xuanrun@126.com
xuanshi_mo@163.com
xuanyun@163.com
xuchenwang@ouc.edu.cn
xuchun203@163.com
xuebao@snnu.edu.cn
xueenliu@bjmu.edu.cn
xueling09@126.com
xuelingling200@163.com
xuelongqiye@163.com
xueyan1002@126.com
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xueyang66@126.com
xuezheng_li@hxyj.net.cn
xuezm@sinomatech.com
xufusheng.2007@163.com
xugang818@139.com
xuguiyi@139.com
xuguoqingaqah@126.com
xuhang999@126.com
xuhao600@163.com
xuhuiyi@163.com
xujb7612@sina.com
xujingan@vip.163.com
xujun1975@126.com
xukouya@6d-dental.com
xulei@suruchem.com
xuliang179@126.com
xuliping@drennanco.com
xumi@huahaipharm.com
xumin2203@126.com
xuniankun00@163.com
xuqing@xiaocheben.com
xus@newest.com.cn
xushuo_bnu@163.com
xutai.ljy720@163.com
xutinge@126.com
xuxd@shibei.com
xuxl@cugb.edu.cn
xuxuan0618@126.com
xwl@xwl99.com
xwliu@mail.usf.edu
xwq021@163.com
xxbh_zjm@vip.163.com
xxjlcl@126.com
xxnews@126.com
xxrr88588@163.com
xxrs168@126.com
xxsh@yl1001.com
xxsy@tjxinxing.com
xxxx@163.com
xyc@netsun.com
xycomputer@163.com
xye1984@163.com
xyeuuu@163.com
xyf@china-jiudin.com
xygch2006@126.com
xyh@jsyuehong.com
xykjmarket@163.com
xym@yh-cn.com
xyq091497@163.com
xytjzhaopin@126.com
xyw83161364@sina.com
xywan@imr.ac.cn
xyx@highton.com.cn
xyz@iamhot.in
xyzhengjs@163.com
xzh@163.com
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xzjmkj888@163.com
xzkyxs@126.com
y-egi@sunwell.Jp
y-kosho@jct-co.jp
y-oomori@alps-pharm.co.jp
y.cuevas@bancentral.gov.do
y.ling@acmemfg.com
y.zhou@unesco-ihe.org
y623421@mygale.org
y6600@126.com
y6784@126.com
y695622562@163.com
y6996696@21n.com
y6j@163.com
y7060@163.com
y76566@126.com
y76z03m27@163.com
y780808@163.com
y813kash93@163.com
y821023@126.com
y82142041@126.com
y83@163.com
y85111623@126.com
y860511@163.com
y8x8200cn@126.com
y9218@163.com
y94sanii@kyamk.fi
y962199@126.com
y99103@sina.com
y@customfurniture.com
y@free.fr
y@iki.fi
y@mail.ru
y@mygale.org
y@overcmail.de
y@viewpointusa.com
y_1999@163.com
y_boyko@ck.ukrtel.net
y_daisy@shasft.com
y_djibril@nomade.fr
y_dk888@163.com
y_ebisu@nichilaymagnet.co.jp
y_gu@tripod-tech.com
y_huizi@163.com
y_i__y_i@163.com
y_jian@mygale.org
y_jspioneer@126.com
y_kamada@ronherman.jp
y_li@stp.com.cn
y_meng2776@163.com
y_miracle@163.com
y_mizoguchi@isekyu.co.jp
y_morishige@impack.co.jp
y_nisida@impack.co.jp
y_ono@takasho.co.jp
y_shavdiya@mail.ru
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y_sobolev@mail.ru
y_taguchi@cleanboy.co.jp
y_tanton@tantonyachts.com
y_wang@163.com
y_wenxue@163.com
y_yamakawa@temari-net.or.jp
y_yitong@163.com
y_zhao@tftm.com.cn
ya-er.li@airliquide.com
ya-laska@yandex.ru
ya-yi001@163.com
ya.clopeau@lemel.fr
ya.ping.wu@163.com
ya.tou.tian.shi@163.com
ya.xin1978@163.com
ya.zhao@cn.tesco.com
ya163ya@163.com
ya195708@mygale.org
ya497332084@163.com
ya520@wz163.com
ya779082@163.com
ya8good@163.com
ya9861@chollian.net
ya@hansahk.com
ya_dou_1982@163.com
ya_fly@163.com
ya_gyy@126.com
ya_nan_zhang@yeah.net
ya_ri1223@126.com
ya_s@mail.ru
ya_yu@sinyang.com.cn
yaaeon@sina.com
yaali@prodigy.net.mx
yaali_german@prodigy.net.mx
yaaml001@163.com
yaan835@163.com
yaan99900@mygale.org
yaan@changhong.com
yaanko@126.com
yaanlcm@126.com
yab1977@126.com
yabd@codetel.net.do
yabi@vip.163.com
yabidder@sina.com
yabing80112005@163.com
yabinlee-5110@163.com
yabinnnn@163.com
yablikim@xju.edu.cn
yablunivsky@yandex.ru
yabovip@126.com
yabug@163.com
yabuisson@aliceadsl.fr
yaby114@163.com
yac520@163.com
yac99@163.com
yacai-china@163.com
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yacay@libertysurf.fr
yacha310@163.com
yachao668@163.com
yachengsong@126.com
yachi@mygale.org
yachin668@126.com
yacht.06@stu.xjtu.edu.cn
yacht@email.cz
yacht@free.fr
yacht@mygale.org
yacht@overcmail.de
yachtclub@brunet.bn
yachtservicesri@hinckleyyachtservices.com
yachun1212@163.com
yachuo_furniture@china.com
yacinecolombo@hotmai.fr
yacky80@126.com
yacob.m.ali-2@ou.edu
yacob@ethiopiaonline.net
yacoc@ygl.co.il
yacos@mail.ru
yacosta@mail.sdsu.edu
yada_7788@163.com
yadang006@163.com
yadashoes@vip.163.com
yaddj@126.com
yadiansci@163.com
yahya@gulfinfotech.com
yakibag@163.com
yalin.furniture@163.com
yamadast@163.com
yamagishi.takahiro@nies.go.jp
yamaguchi.haruyo@nies.go.jp
yamamichi@ecology.kyoto-u.ac.jp
yamamuro@k.u-tokyo.ac.jp
yamanaka-hi@nhk-ep.co.jp
yamashiy@ees.hokudai.ac.jp
yamasuan@126.com
yanfen.wu@bioddiag.com
yanfr@vip.163.com
yang-peilin@163.com
yang-xt@oie.com.cn
yang.fenghua@boacasings.com
yang.h@mortgagecentre.com
yang.yujiu@sz.tsinghua.edu.cn
yang186@126.com
yang@163.com
yang@cz-toshiba.com
yang@zonssen.com
yang_peihong@yahuu.com.cn
yanghongxing1976@126.com
yanghua@bjmu.edu.cn
yanghuapan@163.com
yangj@diitech.cn
yangjhua9161@163.com
yangjing@haorixing.com
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yangjingyao@auto-ccpit.org
yangkai616@126.com
yangkang@cumt.edu.cn
yangkcn@139.com
yangke6224@163.com
yangkj@gldaewoo.com
yangku520@126.com
yangkui963@126.com
yangkun018@126.com
yangkun0403@sina.com
yangkun083@126.com
yangkun@163.com
yangkun@moe.edu.cn
yangky2005@sina.com
yangl1121@163.com
yangl92@foxmail.com
yanglaizhe09@163.com
yanglan040825@163.com
yanglan3237253@163.com
yanglan4977@sina.com
yanglancom@163.com
yanglaoxia@sina.com.cn
yanglawyer8@163.com
yanglbxs@mohrss.gov.cn
yangle120@163.com
yangle2088@163.com
yangle999@163.com
yangle@cass.org.cn
yangle_hazz@sina.com
yanglee.112@163.com
yanglego@163.com
yanglei-0708@163.com
yanglei-aurora@163.com
yanglei2987@163.com
yanglei407@126.com
yanglei425@163.com
yanglei50702005@sina.com
yanglei516015@126.com
yanglei518@163.com
yanglei7749@163.com
yanglei777777@163.com
yanglei7876983@163.com
yanglei997@126.com
yanglei@cindamc.com.cn
yanglei_10@163.com
yangleilei0912@126.com
yangleiping88@163.com
yanglele921@126.com
yanglhmail@163.com
yangli-zuikeai@163.com
yangli0417@163.com
yangli0451@126.com
yangli22@163.com
yangli2301@163.com
yangli8798@163.com
yangli920918@sina.com
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yangli924@126.com
yangli987152732@163.com
yangli@yangli-sh.com
yangli_1012@126.com
yangli_yz@sina.com
yanglian0825@126.com
yangliang1746@126.com
yangliang196706@sina.com
yangliang832@163.com
yanglianguanyuan@163.com
yanglianqiang@126.com
yangligong2007@126.com
yanglihua@163.com
yanglijian@163.com
yanglijie910@sina.com
yanglijie91@sina.com
yanglijin19587@163.com
yanglimin681212@sina.com
yanglin00324@163.com
yanglin10@sina.com
yanglin123ok@126.com
yanglin133@163.com
yanglin3515@126.com
yanglin6734@sina.com
yanglin_108@163.com
yanglin_2004@126.com
yanglin_28@sina.com
yanglinailiqian@126.com
yanglindong1818@163.com
yangling-haier@163.com
yangling01313@sina.com
yangling117@163.com
yangling18@163.com
yangling19862006@163.com
yangling586@126.com
yangling5@chinasie.com
yangling@agri.gov.cn
yangling@ustc.edu.cn
yanglingfeng79@126.com
yanglingmonkey@sina.com
yanglingqiang@163.com
yanglingsx@163.com
yanglinjuan90@163.com
yanglinqd@sina.com
yanglinsensheep@163.com
yanglinyu888@163.com
yangliqun@sina.com
yangliren13@126.com
yanglishan@163.com
yanglituan@163.com
yangliu1.9@163.com
yangliu4321.student@sina.com
yangliu7400@sina.com
yangliu929@sina.com
yangliu@gx.chinamobile.com
yangliu_1306@163.com
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yangliuceo@sina.com
yangliuzhong@sina.com
yangliwei@163.com
yanglixiangfengfan@163.com
yanglixyz@163.com
yangliyan520@sina.com
yanglk@mail.cin.gov.cn
yangllll@sina.com
yanglong850524@163.com
yanglonghe88@126.com
yanglq1975@163.com
yanglqcafuc@sina.com
yanglu0726@163.com
yanglu19831110@126.com
yanglu_625@163.com
yangluchao22@126.com
yangluhz@126.com
yanglulu19871029@126.com
yanglumin87@126.com
yangluxin1983@sina.com.cn
yanglve@163.com
yanglx2001@sina.com
yanglx@ec.com.cn
yangm16@163.com
yangmaofu@yeah.net
yangmbgs@mail.csu.edu.cn
yangmei666999@126.com
yangmei@molss.gov.cn
yangmeiid@126.com
yangmeng512@126.com
yangmf@easy-biz.com.cn
yangmh8@163.com
yangmiao575@163.com
yangmiemie_105@163.com
yangmin0205.love@163.com
yangmin0811@126.com
yangmin1840@163.com
yangmin19880320@126.com
yangmin439@163.com
yangmin684@sina.com
yangmin890430@126.com
yangmin@hwcc.gov.cn
yangming0811@126.com
yangming891229@126.com
yangming@hep.com.cn
yangming__1997@163.com
yangming_flying@163.com
yangmingh2008@163.com
yangminghui22@163.com
yangmingjiang123@126.com
yangmingli70928@sina.com
yangmingmei0813@163.com
yangmingnan@126.com
yangmingsheng@agri.gov.cn
yangmingxu2@163.com
yangmingym@126.com
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yangminhua666@126.com
yangminmin1984@126.com
yangminmin@cciip.org.cn
yangmly@126.com
yangmm0120@163.com
yangmo126@163.com
yangmpfc@126.com
yangn@china.org.cn
yangn@clas.ac.cn
yangna@bucea.edu.cn
yangnado@126.com
yangnaizhe_1980@sina.com.cn
yangnan0326@163.com
yangnan@jyb.cn
yangning0769@sina.com
yangning19870501@163.com
yangning19lsb@163.com
yangning310582@sina.com
yangningning820714@163.com
yangon@163.com
yangoyhyhl@sina.com
yangp525@163.com
yangpan520@163.com
yangpei-feng@163.com
yangpei881102@sina.com
yangpeng005@sina.com
yangpeng198612@163.com
yangpeng99611@163.com
yangpeng@mofcom.gov.cn
yangpengfei@gdcd.gov.cn
yangpengwei1022@163.com
yangpiao.love@163.com
yangpin200602@sina.com
yangping010@163.com
yangping0427@126.com
yangping1250@sina.com
yangping3125@163.com
yangping619@sina.com.cn
yangping7442@126.com
yangping_1963@163.com
yangpingkun@163.com
yangpinsulibo@163.com
yangpinxiangce1@163.com
yangpki@sina.com
yangpujia@163.com
yangpy_love@126.com
yangqi1971@sina.com
yangqi313@163.com
yangqi@chd.edu.cn
yangqian0621@sina.com
yangqian100@126.com
yangqian1128@126.com
yangqian8009@163.com
yangqian@lzu.edu.cn
yangqianggaomi@126.com
yangqie_010@163.com
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yangqiguo04@163.com
yangqin167@sina.com
yangqin1986@2008.sina.com
yangqin330@126.com
yangqin5028@126.com
yangqing116@163.com
yangqing6688@126.com
yangqing81@sina.com
yangqing_369@163.com
yangqingcarrot@163.com
yangqinghua1976@126.com
yangqingjun888888@163.com
yangqinglang@126.com
yangqingmao122@sina.com
yangqingpei@sina.com
yangqingye23@163.com
yangqingyu1987@sina.com
yangqinhuanghou@sina.com
yangqinxiang@126.com
yangqiong0410@sina.com
yangqiong881@sina.com
yangqisong2006@126.com
yangqiujiao@126.com
yangqiuyanxyz@sina.com
yangqiuyun@126.com
yangqiwen1986@163.com
yangqiyi815@126.com
yangqsh@snnu.edu.cn
yangqy9999@163.com
yangqz668@126.com
yangrenfa2008@126.com
yangrenlu@126.com
yangrfang@163.com
yangrl@cma.gov.cn
yangrong--@126.com
yangrong1219@126.com
yangrong@126.com
yangrong_1990@sina.com
yangrr0521@sina.com
yangruhui00@163.com
yangrui0320@126.com
yangrui0917@126.com
yangrui12918@163.com
yangrui19860118@sina.com
yangrui3636000@sina.com
yangruiting111@126.com
yangruiye0303@163.com
yangrun1981@163.com
yangrunjiao@126.com
yangrunshu123@sina.com
yangs2@students.westerntc.edu
yangs@cernet.com
yangsai_84@163.com
yangsang@foxmail.com
yangsangmin0656@sina.com
yangsanni@163.com
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yangsanshao@126.com
yangsany@126.com
yangsb1@rising.com.cn
yangsen-007@163.com
yangsen48@126.com
yangsen_3333@163.com
yangsengm@126.com
yangsenpin@163.com
yangsh198687@163.com
yangsha26438026@sina.com
yangshan1983@sina.com
yangshanbingling@sina.com
yangshanli@msa.gov.cn
yangshanroyal@126.com
yangshantian103@126.com
yangshaoyu@126.com
yangsheep629@126.com
yangsheng127@163.com
yangsheng92@126.com
yangsheng@sda.gov.cn
yangsheng_87@sina.com
yangshengjieqq@126.com
yangshengwenty@163.com
yangshengzhong178@163.com
yangshengzhu@163.com
yangshenyuquan@sina.com
yangshigan@126.com
yangshiguanye@163.com
yangshijing2@163.com
yangshijiu999@sina.com
yangshiqiang@126.com
yangshiyizhu@sina.com
yangshizeng235@163.com
yangshk@fulllinks.com
yangshouguo2008@126.com
yangshuai2005@126.com
yangshuang715@163.com
yangshuang727@126.com
yangshuang94914@sina.com
yangshuanghao@163.com
yangshudan@163.com
yangshuling-708@163.com
yangshun@163.com
yangshunli001@126.com
yangshuo132@sina.com
yangshuwen611@sina.com
yangshuyi0302@126.com
yangshuzhen08@126.com
yangsi_1@sina.com
yangsihan@163.com
yangsir2020@163.com
yangsiwei1981@163.com
yangsj01@163.com
yangsj217@126.com
yangsj@ncepu.edu.cn
yangsj@nju.edu.cn
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yangsky_2001@163.com
yangsl@cumt.edu.cn
yangsl@wendu.com
yangsong2005886@sina.com
yangsong993@126.com
yangsonglin2008@sina.com
yangsongtao321@126.com
yangsouth@126.com
yangsq@cass.org.cn
yangsq@jereh.com
yangss@9wee.com
yangssww@163.com
yangstory@163.com
yangsuliangfeng@sina.com
yangsun22@163.com
yangsuo@sina.com
yangt@pmt.net.cn
yangtaishan8@163.com
yangtaiyan1984@163.com
yangtaiyang@126.com
yangtangju@163.com
yangtao.521@163.com
yangtao112002@163.com
yangtao1292@163.com
yangtao2683292@163.com
yangtaochn@sina.com
yangtaok7@126.com
yangtaoking@126.com
yangtaolaohei@163.com
yangtaoyt030@163.com
yangtaozijiyong@163.com
yangte@ocf.berkeley.edu
yangteacher@yeah.net
yangteng104@sina.com
yangtian520@163.com
yangtiandaxiao@163.com
yangtianhao@znfood.com
yangtianhua1982@163.com
yangtianming1989@126.com
yangtianpengwfwt@sina.com
yangtianxiaowu@126.com
yangtianyong@126.com
yangtiefu@sina.com
yangting85866560@126.com
yangtingla@163.com
yangtingting.cy@163.com
yangtingting0501@163.com
yangtingtingkeai@163.com
yangtingyouxiang@163.com
yangtl1010@sina.com
yangtnt@163.com
yangtou2755@sina.com
yangtoyang@163.com
yangtp88@163.com
yangtp@cernet.com
yangts1978@163.com
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yangtt18@126.com
yangtt22@126.com
yangtuanjie@163.com
yangtze1231@126.com
yanguan163@126.com
yanguang_3344@163.com
yanguangshi@163.com
yanguod47@163.com
yanguod@sina.com
yanguoliuxiang@sina.com
yanguoqieliuhen@163.com
yanguotai1@163.com
yangvb@126.com
yangw0115@163.com
yangwangshenqi@126.com
yangwangxingkong8310@sina.com
yangwanju@163.com
yangwanrong7@163.com
yangwawaji@sina.com
yangwch@dlut.edu.cn
yangwei123344@sina.com
yangwei520@163.com
yangwei550630812@126.com
yangwei669@126.com
yangwei8387@163.com
yangwei870317@126.com
yangwei_1121@yeah.net
yangweiangle@163.com
yangweidong8888@sina.com
yangweigirls@163.com
yangweigyk1314@163.com
yangweihualiu@sina.com
yangweiji@163.com
yangweikang@126.com
yangweili7@163.com
yangweilily@126.com
yangweimin517@126.com
yangweisz08@163.com
yangweiyan12345@163.com
yangweiyi_fei@163.com
yangweizixin@126.com
yangwen8521@126.com
yangwen8811@163.com
yangwen915@163.com
yangwenchaosky@126.com
yangwenjie666@163.com
yangwenjing1018@126.com
yangwenjuan110@163.com
yangwennan@163.com
yangwensky@163.com
yangwentao18@126.com
yangwenying@sinoshan.com
yangwh0604@163.com
yangwna@163.com
yangwodelang@163.com
yangwq0832@163.com
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yangws123@163.com
yangwt-0620@163.com
yangwu31@126.com
yangwu@esnai.com
yangwu@snai.edu
yangwucheng@163.com
yangx@cstec.org
yangxb-1983@163.com
yangxd1988@163.com
yangxd4@163.com
yangxd@china.org.cn
yangxh0211_96@sina.com
yangxh@cugb.edu.cn
yangxha@163.com
yangxi0083@163.com
yangxi288@sina.com
yangxi6666@163.com
yangxi982@126.com
yangxi_19880622@163.com
yangxi_9256@sina.com
yangxia618@126.com
yangxianchun0851@126.com
yangxiang147@163.com
yangxiang8605@126.com
yangxiangang9100@163.com
yangxiangheng163@163.com
yangxiangmei123456@163.com
yangxianliang928@163.com
yangxiansheng318@sina.com
yangxiao1014@sina.com
yangxiao1983@126.com
yangxiao2481@sina.com
yangxiao297@163.com
yangxiao520889@163.com
yangxiao6566@126.com
yangxiao796@163.com
yangxiao83218@163.com
yangxiao_1220@sina.com
yangxiao_yx@163.com
yangxiaoan999@163.com
yangxiaobing3@sina.com
yangxiaobo123@163.com
yangxiaodong0614@126.com
yangxiaodong226@126.com
yangxiaodong6212@sina.com
yangxiaofei-123@163.com
yangxiaofei0201@163.com
yangxiaofei6@163.com
yangxiaohe0506@163.com
yangxiaohong111@126.com
yangxiaohui12@sina.com
yangxiaojing22@163.com
yangxiaojuan04@126.com
yangxiaoli6678@126.com
yangxiaoling21232218@126.com
yangxiaolinghu@163.com
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yangxiaolovep@sina.com
yangxiaolwlw@163.com
yangxiaoming@chinalife.com.cn
yangxiaopeng03@163.com
yangxiaopeng@126.com
yangxiaoshun2001@126.com
yangxiaoxia8686@163.com
yangxiaoxiong_75@163.com
yangxiaoyancome@163.com
yangxiaoyuabc@126.com
yangxiaqing1220@126.com
yangxich@126.com
yangximai@sina.com
yangximing88730@sina.com
yangxin-11@126.com
yangxin1330@163.com
yangxin3165@sina.com
yangxin3333@163.com
yangxin778@163.com
yangxin87@126.com
yangxing1115@163.com
yangxing930@126.com
yangxing@rising.com.cn
yangxingbang2008@sina.com
yangxinghou@126.com
yangxinglan2006@163.com
yangxingtai@163.com
yangxingzu@163.com
yangxinl-013@163.com
yangxinmeng@126.com
yangxinpeng666@163.com
yangxinyi9681@126.com
yangxion@163.com
yangxiong@sass.org.cn
yangxiqixiao@163.com
yangxiyue@163.com
yangxizhao@126.com
yangxj8848@163.com
yangxj@bjtu.edu.cn
yangxj@ncu.edu.cn
yangxj@szu.edu.cn
yangxjkm202@sina.com.cn
yangxl_55555@163.com
yangxlnm@126.com
yangxm65@sina.com
yangxn23@126.com
yangxs@rising.com.cn
yangxt198610@163.com
yangxt71@126.com
yangxt@crtvu.edu.cn
yangxu-911@163.com
yangxu0928@126.com
yangxu1011@126.com
yangxu118@126.com
yangxu19731230@163.com
yangxu2564037@163.com
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yangxu5879@126.com
yangxu8866@sina.com
yangxue20060402@163.com
yangxue352765591@126.com
yangxue7239@126.com
yangxue8686@126.com
yangxue_3@163.com
yangxuedong@cnpcint.com
yangxueer1900n@sina.com
yangxuejiao6801@126.com
yangxuejun81@126.com
yangxuejun@126.com
yangxuemei@kdmoney.com
yangxuetao@163.com
yangxuewei20062102@163.com
yangxueweiaini@163.com
yangxuexiang@126.com
yangxuexuan45@163.com
yangxugang123411@163.com
yangxuguang-11@163.com
yangxuhai198600@163.com
yangxuisgod@sina.com
yangxujuan0127@163.com
yangxumumu@163.com
yangxun@netsun.com
yangxuxiao315@sina.com
yangxx@dlut.edu.cn
yangxx@victop.com
yangxxyyxu@sina.com
yangxy1009@sina.com
yangxy79315@sina.com
yangxy@shaet.com
yangxyun@sina.com
yangy2851@126.com
yangy719@sina.com
yangy777@163.com
yangy@163.com
yangy@jzjt.com
yangy@math.pku.edu.cn
yangyadong_01@163.com
yangyage5116@126.com
yangyajie23@sina.com
yangyajies@163.com
yangyajim@163.com
yangyake2092@126.com
yangyakun000@126.com
yangyaling@126.com
yangyamin89@sina.com
yangyan.85@163.com
yangyan.sky@163.com
yangyan0620@126.com
yangyan1214@126.com
yangyan1997625@126.com
yangyan2005@seu.edu.cn
yangyan212@sina.com
yangyan2927@sina.com
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yangyan6111@sina.com
yangyan8819@126.com
yangyananwps2221@126.com
yangyang.525@163.com
yangyang01072068@sina.com
yangyang0133@163.com
yangyang0198@126.com
yangyang0303@126.com
yangyang0346@126.com
yangyang0755@126.com
yangyang0925@126.com
yangyang1003@sina.com
yangyang1016521@126.com
yangyang123@163.com
yangyang1405@163.com
yangyang180404@126.com
yangyang198578@126.com
yangyang19861212@126.com
yangyang2004168@126.com
yangyang2005717@126.com
yangyang200703@sina.com
yangyang2179755@163.com
yangyang2210748@126.com
yangyang22112@163.com
yangyang2590@126.com
yangyang262611@sina.com
yangyang321@sina.com
yangyang37730@126.com
yangyang3906@yeah.net
yangyang520881@sina.com
yangyang6263@163.com
yangyang6816320@163.com
yangyang6908@163.com
yangyang745420@126.com
yangyang781@126.com
yangyang8150068@sina.com
yangyang831218@163.com
yangyang860325@sina.com
yangyang861217@163.com
yangyang8656@126.com
yangyang870530@163.com
yangyang8719@sina.com
yangyang87@126.com
yangyang880410@163.com
yangyang880606@126.com
yangyang@163.com
yangyang@hbu.edu.cn
yangyang@sina.com
yangyang_024x@126.com
yangyang_3184@sina.com
yangyang_nantong@163.com
yangyang_ycy.student@sina.com
yangyangaibingbing@163.com
yangyangaizi@sina.com
yangyangcarol@126.com
yangyangchen12@126.com
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yangyangdeyi775@163.com
yangyangduan@163.com
yangyangfood@126.com
yangyanggoods@163.com
yangyanghappy09@sina.com
yangyanghonest@163.com
yangyangleilei123@sina.com
yangyanglovekiss@163.com
yangyangmiyuki@126.com
yangyangnj@126.com
yangyangt222@126.com
yangyangtaobao8@163.com
yangyangwj@126.com
yangyangxintu@126.com
yangyangzhu2008@126.com
yangyanhong-168@163.com
yangyanhua1977@163.com
yangyanjun63@163.com
yangyanming@126.com
yangyanping@163.com
yangyanqin58@sina.com
yangyanqing11@163.com
yangyanshuyu@126.com
yangyanting315@163.com
yangyantong1912@163.com
yangyanwei237@126.com
yangyaofeng32@126.com
yangyaoyuan@126.com
yangyaqi0902@163.com
yangyasi2@sina.com
yangyaxun1988@163.com
yangyc900703@sina.com
yangyd2588@sina.com
yangydl@163.com
yangye0305@163.com
yangye21573@163.com
yangye861023@126.com
yangyenba@163.com
yangyeqing1994@163.com
yangyeworld@sina.com
yangyi0203@126.com
yangyi0526@163.com
yangyi0707@163.com
yangyi101@163.com
yangyi2005@126.com
yangyi79234@126.com
yangyi87201@163.com
yangyi926@126.com
yangyi_163@126.com
yangyi_166@163.com
yangyi_1991@126.com
yangyi_bbm@163.com
yangyia-1989@163.com
yangyibestguy@126.com
yangyibo0616@sina.com
yangyichao@126.com
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yangyier88@126.com
yangyifeng110@126.com
yangyihome@sina.com
yangyijun1987@sina.com
yangyijun888@126.com
yangyili1014@126.com
yangyiliming@163.com
yangyin50000@sina.com
yangyinan@yeah.net
yangying1217@163.com
yangying19831102@163.com
yangying2188@126.com
yangying@163.com
yangying_35599@163.com
yangyingaall@126.com
yangyingangie@163.com
yangyingjieyyj@163.com
yangyinglili@126.com
yangyinglin@mohrss.gov.cn
yangyingqi007@126.com
yangyingshanghai@sina.com
yangyisheng1977@126.com
yangyitao1234@126.com
yangyitian-wu@126.com
yangyituang@163.com
yangyiwen100@163.com
yangyiwudao@126.com
yangyizi1@sina.com
yangyj19870223@126.com
yangyj50@sina.com
yangyl1690@126.com
yangyl55555@163.com
yangyniu@sina.com
yangyong003366@163.com
yangyong12322@sina.com
yangyong372@126.com
yangyong789@163.com
yangyong826@163.com
yangyong9188@126.com
yangyongmiyavi@sina.com
yangyongn@126.com
yangyongqiang520@163.com
yangyongqq1226@163.com
yangyongsz@163.com
yangyongtao111@163.com
yangyou401@126.com
yangyoungmail@163.com
yangyry@126.com
yangysy.happy@163.com
yangyt75@126.com
yangyu1015@yeah.net
yangyu123451@sina.com
yangyu19832000@126.com
yangyu333.love@163.com
yangyu4015@sina.com
yangyu9870@126.com
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yangyuan19871109@126.com
yangyuan328@163.com
yangyuan@163.com
yangyuanbo58@126.com
yangyuanman123@126.com
yangyuanyuan0222@sina.com
yangyue1111@126.com
yangyue611@126.com
yangyue820628@163.com
yangyue@adtech.com.cn
yangyue_ming@126.com
yangyuehai@sina.com
yangyuehui00000@163.com
yangyufang76@163.com
yangyufei2006@sina.com
yangyugang2330@sina.com
yangyuhong5211@126.com
yangyuhz@163.com
yangyujiu999@126.com
yangyujun110@163.com
yangyulang3368@126.com
yangyumeinu_520@126.com
yangyuming@163.com
yangyun.2010@163.com
yangyun0981@163.com
yangyun211king@163.com
yangyun251@163.com
yangyun4321@163.com
yangyun667@126.com
yangyunhu@yeah.net
yangyunjingstarry@126.com
yangyunpo1986@163.com
yangyunqi1998@163.com
yangyunwei00@sina.com
yangyunyun1102@163.com
yangyunzhou@foxmail.com
yangyusheng@126.com
yangyutao82@126.com
yangyuting0902@126.com
yangyutj@163.com
yangyutong0329@163.com
yangyuyao014@sina.com
yangyvu988@126.com
yangyx1111@163.com
yangyy1002@126.com
yangyy199007@126.com
yangyy@cadg.cn
yangz9@163.com
yangzai-1987@163.com
yangzaidong521@163.com
yangzao2004@163.com
yangzb@cesi.ac.cn
yangzb@rising.com.cn
yangzc6843@126.com
yangzc6@126.com
yangze00@126.com
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yangze1219@163.com
yangze@sina.com
yangzebo2005@163.com
yangzeen@163.com
yangzeyu-yg@163.com
yangzfchina@126.com
yangzh0327@126.com
yangzh3310@126.com
yangzhan222@163.com
yangzhanqiu@163.com
yangzhao01@163.com
yangzhao67@163.com
yangzhe891110@126.com
yangzhen8902@126.com
yangzhen@duniu.com
yangzhen_1989@sina.com
yangzhencaowang@163.com
yangzheng2000@163.com
yangzheng368@126.com
yangzheng921@163.com
yangzheng@126.com
yangzheng@sbsm.gov.cn
yangzhengangaita@126.com
yangzhengduanhui@163.com
yangzhenghuax@163.com
yangzhengmao1974@163.com
yangzhengqiang-6@163.com
yangzhengwen86@163.com
yangzhengxun@163.com
yangzhenhua0208@126.com
yangzhenli2007@163.com
yangzhenlong@sina.com
yangzhenxiang@sina.com
yangzhenyu0008@163.com
yangzhezhou_520@sina.com
yangzhh_1986@163.com
yangzhi3527@163.com
yangzhi576@126.com
yangzhi7343@126.com
yangzhi_swz@163.com
yangzhiaimei@163.com
yangzhibin7753@163.com
yangzhid2006@126.com
yangzhimin09@163.com
yangzhiqinaaaa@126.com
yangzhiwu19@163.com
yangzhiwu285@163.com
yangzhixin315@sina.com
yangzhiyong23@126.com
yangzhlawyer@sina.com
yangzhongsz@126.com
yangzhoubaoxin@163.com
yangzhouscy@126.com
yangzhuangliu@126.com
yangzhuo546300@126.com
yangzhuochen060117@163.com
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yangzhuoshu126@126.com
yangzhw0817@163.com
yangzhyzzz@163.com
yangzi1217@126.com
yangzi2008@126.com
yangzi2149@sina.com
yangzi37116@126.com
yangzi5773@sina.com
yangzi79@sina.com
yangzi_9600@sina.com
yangzie19871106@126.com
yangzihan2005@126.com
yangzijun3119@163.com
yangziming_cool@126.com
yangziqi37@126.com
yangziran8@163.com
yangzitravel@sina.com
yangzixin47@163.com
yangziyi1@sina.com
yangzizhao1234@126.com
yangzlsun@sina.com
yangzm4876@163.com
yangzp19570219@sina.com
yangzp@clas.ac.cn
yangzq2002@163.com
yangzq@mail.nai.edu.cn
yangzrb@sina.com
yangzuopeng520@163.com
yangzx98@163.com
yangzy717@126.com
yangzz1633@163.com
yangzz5098@163.com
yanh420@126.com
yanh@sn.spdb.com.cn
yanhai0321@163.com
yanhai5020@163.com
yanhaibo@cumt.edu.cn
yanhaididai0@126.com
yanhailin.cool@163.com
yanhaisheng27@163.com
yanhaitao1989@126.com
yanhaiyan0905@163.com
yanhan0311@163.com
yanhan13yue@163.com
yanhan198@sina.com
yanhan_0011@163.com
yanhanlu36112@sina.com
yanhanyaqin@sina.com
yanhao0221@163.com
yanhao520@163.com
yanhao@cpush.com
yanhao_qz@163.com
yanhappy520@126.com
yanhb010@126.com
yanhe126@126.com
yanhe8216@163.com
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yanhekanxue@163.com
yanheli197811@126.com
yanheqaz123@163.com
yanhm@126.com
yanhong0068@126.com
yanhong1666@sina.com
yanhong1809@126.com
yanhong@163.com
yanhongguo3508@sina.com
yanhonglei@gmai.com
yanhongyan73@sina.com
yanhou.geng@tju.edu.cn
yanhoutong@126.com
yanhua.susu@163.com
yanhua169@126.com
yanhua1981217@163.com
yanhua6065@126.com
yanhua66688@163.com
yanhua890719@sina.com
yanhuadi@126.com
yanhuajob@163.com
yanhuan02@163.com
yanhuan0715@163.com
yanhuang01@163.com
yanhuasanhou@sina.com
yanhuasanyuesm@163.com
yanhuaslove@163.com
yanhuaunreal@126.com
yanhui.xian@163.com
yanhui0908@126.com
yanhui969@sina.com
yanhui@yeah.net
yanhui@zju.edu.cn
yanhuidong@163.com
yanhuili69@163.com
yanhuiling_513@163.com
yanhuisdu@163.com
yanhuiwen100@126.com
yanhuquan@sina.com
yanhuxia527@163.com
yanhwlu@163.com
yanhy@ctt.cn
yani9988@163.com
yaning19871002@126.com
yaning7928@126.com
yanique.reid001@mymdc.net
yaniyatou@126.com
yanj922@163.com
yanjanfeng@126.com
yanje0@sina.com
yanjessie26@sina.com
yanjh2000@163.com
yanjh@cadg.cn
yanji0430@sina.com
yanjia@hit.edu.cn
yanjiachen1008@126.com
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yanjiale1025@163.com
yanjialiang66@126.com
yanjianguang555@163.com
yanjianjun@126.com
yanjianjun@163.com
yanjianwen888@163.com
yanjianzhaopin@126.com
yanjiapin@163.com
yanjiazhu_1992@126.com
yanjidaku@126.com
yanjie1212@sina.com
yanjie2189@163.com
yanjie314@163.com
yanjie5034@163.com
yanjiebing@163.com
yanjimei@163.com
yanjin100083@sina.com
yanjinbio@163.com
yanjing0510@163.com
yanjing1016@163.com
yanjingbaby@sina.com
yanjingbeerhr@126.com
yanjingbo1971@sina.com
yanjingpaper@126.com
yanjingpu790736@sina.com
yanjingwei1989@126.com
yanjingwenyy@sina.com
yanjingyun@163.com
yanjinhekf@163.com
yanjinlun@163.com
yanjinshenzhou@126.com
yanjinyuan1011@126.com
yanjiu12@126.com
yanjiu818@163.com
yanjiushenghui22@163.com
yanjiushengking@163.com
yanjiushi406@sina.com
yanjiuyu7895@163.com
yanjiuyuanhr@enn.cn
yanjizhong1963@126.com
yanjj05@126.com
yanjuai@163.com
yanjuan1013@sina.com
yanjuan1964@163.com
yanjuan555@sina.com
yanjuemeishao4587@sina.com
yanjueyu2008@126.com
yanjug@163.com
yanjukun@126.com
yanjun.cw@126.com
yanjun.li@51job.com
yanjun029@126.com
yanjun0626@163.com
yanjun27500525@126.com
yanjunqinsunny0610@163.com
yanjunsong@sina.com
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yanjunthebest@sina.com
yanjunxiang@126.com
yank258@sina.com
yank511@126.com
yank@rednet.cn
yanke002@126.com
yankee.yao@chinaready.cn
yankee911@sina.com
yankeli@it168.com
yankenx@126.com
yankexin0111@126.com
yankeyy@netease.com
yankouwshl@126.com
yankow@dellepro.com
yankuai@163.com
yankui@sina.com
yanlingxindi@163.com
yann@diorcet.fr
yanrong@yinghongsucar.com
yanshi@qau.edu.cn
yanshustudio@163.com
yantaijy@163.com
yantaimoshen@163.com
yanwahhong@163.com
yao@voelkel.com
yaohhj@163.com
yaoluto@aliyun.com
yaomaiyumingzhaowo@126.com
yaoming986@126.com
yaominji@shanghaidaily.com
yaoxiong@163.com
yaoyq99@163.com
yara@decorrespondent.nl
yarn@bitratex.com
yaroslav_pasevic@mail.ru
yas4ik_buse4ki@mail.ru
yasmara.mejia@listin.com.do
yatch1.tanaka@toshiba.co.jp
yatch@isl.rdc.toshiba.co.jp
yatin@end2endglobal.com
yatind@avikpharma.com
yattemui@lgceast.com.hk
yau@agritech.pf
yayi-rattan@163.com
yazywzw@126.com
yb19658888@163.com
ybc.yx@163.com
ybf@ujs.edu.cn
ybrito@candw.ag
ybsnw123@163.com
ybt_trade@163.com
yc.chang@longhaocomputer.com
yc999@china.com
yc@creatorchem.com
yc@hitbi.com
ycdstsyq@126.com
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ycf@zys.com.cn
ycgl02@yccreate.com
ycgman@163.com
ycgsales03@yccreate.com
ych8ghcpp@sina.com
ychdgs@sina.com
ychikaraishi@lowtem.hokudai.ac.jp
ychsfgm@126.com
yclh@vip.163.com
yclim@bioshield.kr
ycwang@deou.com
ycyan@kedtek.com
yczhang@niglas.ac.cn
ydcm818@163.com
ydkim@unotel.co.kr
ydli@tju.edu.cn
ydtphq@126.com
ydxtoys1@163.com
ydzhengyan@163.com
yeala.shaked@mail.huji.ac.il
yeecheong08@163.com
yeehon@hkbn.net
yeeto@126.com
yehai1023@163.com
yehailong@honren.com.cn
yelenavlady@mail.ru
yeliao@pop.plazalama.com
yemeniagsa@orienttravels.com
yemin@bjmu.edu.cn
yen.c@eximbank.com.tw
yenan3000@163.com
yennyvaldez@codetel.net.do
yermanossantos@codetel.net.do
yermenossantos@codetel.net.do
yes@codetel.net.do
yes@gammtheatre.org
yespinal@elcaribe.com.do
yestool@yestool.co.kr
yeti@yetitravels.com
yeti@yetitravels.com.np
yetooshamail@163.com
yezhijun3001@126.com
yfaridah@ummc.edu.my
yfatahyah@fcs.unimas.my
yfc@pc.jaring.my
yfchem@yfchem.com
yfd@yfdchem.com
yfdai@xmu.edu.cn
yffhy_ok@126.com
yfhappy@pd.jaring.my
yfhoo@pl.jaring.my
yfk668@126.com
yfk@pl.jaring.my
yfkhong@pc.jaring.my
yfl@pc.jaring.my
yflew@ghl.com
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yfli@ntut.edu.tw
yfmich@barudan.com.my
yfmlee@pd.jaring.my
yfngian@topglove.com.my
yfrancisco@elcaribe.com.do
yfrankb@online.sh.cn
yfshun2@pd.jaring.my
yfsoo@pd.jaring.my
yftsen@innovalues.com
yftzmojian@126.com
yfun@pd.jaring.my
yfunamura@gouin.co.jp
yfw@pc.jaring.my
yfwatch@ctimail.com
yfxu@nju.edu.cn
yfyap@pop.jaring.my
yfyue@pd.jaring.my
yfzcumt@163.com
yg5000@163.com
yg@yuguanggold-lead.com.cn
yg_jiang@chalco.com.cn
yga@letalleyrand.com
ygahn@posri.re.kr
ygarner@westga.edu
ygc5@free.fr
ygfdqwe@sina.com
yggyp@126.com
ygh@pc.jaring.my
yghhaha@126.com
yghu@chemlabcorp.com
yghz11@163.com
yghzzs@163.com
ygi-san@y.net.ye
yginbar@amnesty.org
ygjt@yankon.com
ygk-westpt@sntg.com
ygk@royalselangor.com.my
ygkim@gnu.ac.kr
ygkim@kukdong.co.kr
ygl8340@126.com
yglhy520@sina.com
ygliu163@126.com
ygms@sina.com
ygsl29@sina.com
ygsm885@153.com
ygss@po.jaring.my
ygumrah@turk.net
ygurov@yandex.ru
ygw83@163.com
ygyz79@126.com
ygyzjtzcb@126.com
yh.ding@jhjsjw.com
yh.hsu@welegroup.com
yh.ltd@163.com
yh1038@126.com
yh1@gmyuanhua.com
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yh715@126.com
yh_1224@sina.com
yhan@oci.utoronto.ca
yhao@my-cna.com
yhatravel@pd.jaring.my
yhc521wly@126.com
yhc@cmtsproduct.com
yhc@youngheung.com
yhcc@pd.jaring.my
yhchan@pg.ebx.com
yhchang@pc.jaring.my
yhchieh@pl.jaring.my
yhchim@pc.jaring.my
yhchun@kamco.or.kr
yhczy_720@126.com
yhdeng@utstar.com
yhdtgs@wst.net.cn
yhealy@mediaone.net
yheng@pl.jaring.my
yhernandez@codetel.net.do
yhfff@pd.jaring.my
yhfung@myjaring.net
yhgoh@try-on.biz
yhgoh@ytl.com.my
yhh@po.jaring.my
yhhow@basis.com.my
yhhy@jinke-chitin.com
yhi0919@hanmail.net
yhinoda@fujisash.com.my
yhiomb878@163.com
yhj-ykplc@ykport.com.cn
yhj@sunmy.com
yhjeep@arsa.com.my
yhjeon@kbsi.re.kr
yhjf0792@sina.com
yhjjc@pc.jaring.my
yhjmario@126.com
yhkang7@hanmail.net
yhkang@hi.co.kr
yhkevin@pc.jaring.my
yhkim@taihan.com
yhko1664@cj.net
yhkoh@uiccp.com
yhkong@pc.jaring.my
yhl@astron.com.tw
yhlee@synoedge.com
yhlg@po.jaring.my
yhlgj@126.com
yhli@ne.rsgs.ac.cn
yhlim@adwizard.com.my
yhlim@cj.net
yhllily@yeah.net
yhloon@pc.jaring.my
yhlovedj@126.com
yhm@pl.jaring.my
yhmckw@pc.jaring.my
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yhmyhmug@126.com
yhng@tasco.com.my
yho@pc.jaring.my
yhoilu1@126.com
yhoilu@126.com
yhollie@asiacargo.com.ph
yhoo@pd.jaring.my
yhpark@daewoo.com
yhpark@iflg.com
yhpmsc@hkbn.net
yhq164@126.com
yhr331@126.com
yhr_1986@126.com
yhs@atlas.com.pk
yhseo@mokwon.ac.kr
yhshen@fudan.edu.cn
yhsin@knoc.com.vn
yhsong@cybernet.co.kr
yhsong@flyasiaana.com
yhsw@yamasuan.com
yht@mactool.com
yht@pl.jaring.my
yhtan@fairchildsemi.com
yhteoh@kub.com
yhuan@mail.etonenet.com
yhw19782002@126.com
yhwan@gamma.com.my
yhwong@bhglobal.com.my
yhx_1984@126.com
yhxu@hormel-sh.com
yhxyoyo@126.com
yhy0481@126.com
yhy1963@sina.com
yhy8251@126.com
yhyap@pl.jaring.my
yhyau@um.edu.my
yhymt@126.com
yhyoo@cj.net
yhzhu1965@sina.com
yhzs_88@126.com
yi-zhou@online.sh.cn
yi.chow@motorola.com
yi.kang@spreadtrum.com
yi.xin.wu@avl.com
yi077@sina.com
yi57000283085@yeah.net
yi_tang@festo.com
yian@pl.jaring.my
yian@sonyuplast.com
yiannip@trackfactory.com
yiap@pd.jaring.my
yiaplin@dbsvickers.com
yiau@pl.jaring.my
yibao.zhang@am-inc.com
yibo@hawaii.edu
yicao0601@citiz.net
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yicaoren@sina.com
yicenglou@126.com
yich@pl.jaring.my
yicheng@pc.jaring.my
yichuan.luo@esaote.com.cn
yichuan.yu@biam.ac.cn
yiciy22@sina.com
yidabin@163.com
yidash801@eastyida.com
yideli@sina.com
yidian216@126.com
yidingyu623@126.com
yidisiqiate@sina.com
yiduhonggo@126.com
yie@egwall.com
yiecnewline@tut.by
yiegun@sina.com
yier_li@126.com
yifan5897@sina.com
yifan@yflyw.com
yifang18@126.com
yifanpan@sina.com
yifei725@sina.com
yifeishengwu@126.com
yifen@sina.com
yifi2002@126.com
yigit@yigitler.com
yigoungg@sina.com
yih-hwan.lee@hvbasia.com
yih.hwan.lee@hvbasia.com
yih000@126.com
yihamar@qatarenv.org.qa
yihangii@126.com
yiho@pd.jaring.my
yihongxieye2016@163.com
yihpin@pop.jaring.my
yihu_lee@126.com
yihuakaitian@126.com
yihui.fan@googlemail.com
yihui.luo@gsinc.com
yihui111@126.com
yihyiin.heng@taikogroup.net
yiifee@126.com
yiima@kwb.gov.my
yiiying@danawa.com.my
yijhuaok@online.sh.cn
yijianjazz@sina.com
yijiecheng@126.com
yijoy@126.com
yikh@mokwon.ac.kr
yikim@knfc.co.kr
yikming@pc.jaring.my
yikyong@taisin.com.sg
yilanfushi@126.com
yilba@turk.net
yildiz@yildizcam.com.tr
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yileide2@sina.com
yileide3@sina.com
yili0922@shohu.com
yilin.zhao@motorola.com
yiling0512@126.com
yiling@sh-yiling.com
yilitool@sohu.com
yiliwyz@126.com
yilmar@turk.net
yilmaz.savascin@deu.edu.tr
yilmazb@turk.net
yilsar@turk.net
yilu@sse.com.cn
yimei0991@126.com
yimeilai@126.com
yimfam@pc.jaring.my
yiming.xu@airliquide.com
yiming_shen@aon-cofco.com.cn
yimseng@pc.jaring.my
yimushishan@163.com
yin-xm@163.com
yin.hongping@man-china.com
yin13833481209@sina.com
yin44742308@sina.com
yin_guangrong@126.com
yin_jin@126.com
yin_ming_bobby_yap@my.mufg.jp
yince@126.com
yinchau@pc.jaring.my
yinching@ram.com.my
yinchunli@fuyu.com.cn
yinchunyu0857@sina.com
yinenlai@126.com
yiner816@126.com
yinfah@pop.jaring.my
yinfair@els.edu.my
yinfook@pc.jaring.my
ying.chen@isuntek.com.cn
ying.chen@trw.com
ying.lee@utstar.com
ying.meng@schaeffler.com
ying.sang.ng@monsanto.com
ying07413@2008.sina.com
ying07413@sina.com
ying3348178@126.com
ying9877@126.com
ying@chensound.com
ying@milktee.com.my
ying@pc.jaring.my
ying@shanghaiclap.com
ying_yh@126.com
yingbrown@brunet.bn
yingchen@fudan.edu.cn
yingdong@126.com
yinghailan_1990@126.com
yinghandldx@126.com
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yinghathai@ctvdoll.co.th
yinghong99@sina.com
yinghongk@163.com
yinghua.tan@tcss.ex.toshiba.co.jp
yinghui@pl.jaring.my
yingjiecom@126.com
yingjizhangkong1984@sina.com
yingjuanyang@163.com
yingjun0723@sina.com
yingku2004@126.com
yinglanou0229@sina.com
yinglei@utstar.com
yinglidianqi@126.com
yingmiki728@sina.com
yingpin@my-cna.com
yingroj@asiatech.co.th
yingrui319@sina.com
yingrui5780@sina.com
yings11@126.com
yingtao1130@126.com
yingwenbaichi@sina.com
yingwolf@yeah.net
yingxue0577@sina.com
yingy@idt.net
yingy@pc.jaring.my
yingyang2011@163.com
yingying07413@sina.com
yingying358@163.com
yingying9868@126.com
yingyingaini@126.com
yingyiwoaini@126.com
yingyuywc@126.com
yingze11@126.com
yingzhao_002@126.com
yingzi7281@126.com
yingzi812@sina.com
yingziliang918@sina.com
yingzishixing@sina.com
yinhu8012@sina.com
yinjie@michem.com.cn
yinli@pl.jaring.my
yinmingjiang@sina.com
yinnikuaile9433@sina.com
yinnyen@pl.jaring.my
yinpeng8848@sina.com
yinqiang1555@sina.com
yinsee@126.com
yinsiyuan123@sina.com
yinuodeng@126.com
yinweibs4@163.com
yinweitao@sina.com
yinxi0923@126.com
yinxinhyt@sina.com
yinyanhui@bjmu.edu.cn
yinyinjun@126.com
yinyu@china.com
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yioe8086@126.com
yionchan@163.com
yioyioyi@sina.com
yipianfengye137@126.com
yiping_1114@126.com
yiping_333@126.com
yipkm@online.sh.cn
yipmun@pc.jaring.my
yips@rightbase.com.cn
yiqieflf@126.com
yiranwenfeng@sina.com
yire97wangtangjing@163.com
yiren_01@126.com
yise_wei@sina.com
yisfx@yandex.ru
yishangguanggao@126.com
yisheng2003@126.com
yishine@vip.163.com
yishisl123@126.com
yishubaihe@yeah.net
yism@sina.com
yitai-cn@vip.163.com
yitongfangbao@126.com
yiukee@catering-equipments.com
yiusang@163.com
yiwangqingshen3339@126.com
yiwangqingsheng111@126.com
yiweidan001@sina.com
yiweidan005@sina.com
yiweidan014@sina.com
yiweidan030@sina.com
yiweidan065@sina.com
yiweihuiyuan001@sina.com
yiwenyan3126431@126.com
yiwu27@126.com
yixi_@126.com
yixiao6134@126.com
yixinfurniture@yeah.net
yixing022@126.com
yixing518@126.com
yixuan@pl.jaring.my
yixueqiqi4712@sina.com
yiyang78@sina.com
yiyauo@126.com
yiyi5775@sina.com
yiyiaijia19@126.com
yiyiganggang@sina.com
yiyushan@126.com
yizhesjt@163.com
yizhoujun_a@sina.com
yizi113@126.com
yizjeans@sina.com
yj-hy@163.com
yj1152@126.com
yj911@126.com
yj_trade@126.com
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yjanin@free.fr
yjb4611@126.com
yjb@dicc.com.cn
yjb@lj-pharma.com
yjc@tmtw.com
yjdgv1985@sina.com
yjemin@126.com
yjfjtd@126.com
yjfnt@126.com
yjgf1984@126.com
yjhan1@koil.co.kr
yjhrh@163.com
yjhxkj@126.com
yjing@juniper.net
yjipso@126.com
yjj5012@126.com
yjj8511@163.com
yjl620@126.com
yjl@knchem.com
yjm_sh@126.com
yjmray@126.com
yjmy021@sina.com
yjmyd@sina.com
yjn1993@126.com
yjp1023@sina.com
yjpark@yes01.co.kr
yjping@china.com
yjy@ruyu.com.cn
yjy@zjmtw.com
ykgh1951@163.com
ykhong@taechu.co.kr
ykkim@unimed.co.kr
ykmccl@163.com
ykwenxiu@yeah.net
yl@ylmotor.net
ylb7208439@126.com
yldz8888@163.com
ylk@sinochemsuzhou.com
ylwl@apower.com.cn
ylxwzx@126.com
yly@jiudianph.com
ylzhang@niglas.ac.cn
ym189@columbia.edu
ym520213@yeah.net
ym@tzyunmei.com
ym_cheng@mardep.gov.hk
ymartinez-noto@jcboe.org
ymatos@elcaribe.com.do
ymesb@po.jaring.my
ymx@lecky.com.cn
ymyang@ciac.jl.cn
ynittipat@themonkstudio.com
ynkas-val-13@mail.ru
ynseiki@163.com
yodomain@126.com
yogyuanan@126.com
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yokaha@126.com
yokiyp@126.com
yokohama_office6@nta.co.jp
yon@tacticalsoftware.com
yonghe127@163.com
yonglaiceshidehao@163.com
yongli@yonglibelt.com
yonglida8888@sina.com
yongliu@pku.edu.cn
yongson@vip.163.com
yongsong-chen@163.com
yongxin-88@126.com
yongyinqianbi@126.com
yongylmli@126.com
yongyongzheng@yeah.net
yoon@egoist-inc.com
yoonja.kang@stonybrook.edu
yoshi.hanakame@highrelo.com
yoshimura@aori.u-tokyo.ac.jp
yossi@bdl.co.il
yotsaton@vanson.co.th
youling_he@163.com
young_admin@163.com
youngdo@ydprime.com
youngjn@uw.edu
youngwb@mail.ncku.edu.tw
younichang@163.com
yourstories@china.org.cn
yousef.a@sep.gov.sa
yousef@berkeley.edu
youxianxiari@126.com
yoyo@hkfoam.com
ypabmp@126.com
ypena@arshumano.com
yphung@cedd.gov.hk
ypujols@elcaribe.com.do
yq5647@126.com
yqsheng@koyomix.com
yrhzq@163.com
yrliang@zju.edu.cn
yrm@ihtc-15.org
yschem@163.com
ysh1751@163.com
ysjbook@163.com
ysp@ysp.tw
yspei@bnu.edu.cn
yss-somu@yukiwa.net.cn
ysun@shisu.edu.cn
ysy1124@cj.net
ytanaka@kaiyodai.ac.jp
ytdrkxg01@163.com
ytlz168@sina.com
ytlzl68@sina.com
ytobanyun@126.com
yttfdyt001@163.com
ytyffj@126.com
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yu.martin-usp@vip.163.com
yu8811@vip.163.com
yuan8637@163.com
yuandlcd@126.com
yuangang.99@163.com
yuanliao6@163.com
yuanlikui@126.com
yuanquan@cilinzk.com
yuanshimei@pdm.net.cn
yuanyang@hnyyly.com
yuanzhiliang@126.com
yubaksa@korea.com
yubobo2008@sina.com
yudan810215@163.com
yudian108@163.com
yuebangqiao@163.com
yuegemofuda@sina.com
yueheng@lanpec.com
yuenfunghk@163.com
yueni@lingtuan.com
yuheming@163.com
yujiang@nju.edu.cn
yujinxiang@sina.com
yuki_tang@mail.zhen-o.com.cn
yukiko.senga@sci.toho-u.ac.jp
yukitami.mizuno@toshiba.co.jp
yule.lee@cj.net
yulia.burnaeva@mail.ru
yuliang@dlfesco.com
yuling@cmhk.com
yulixiA@fy-ic.com
yulong@yulongchem.com
yumi003@163.com
yuming@yumingbio.com
yumishen@126.com
yun-kwen@163.com
yun136@163.com
yundong.zheng@jushi.com
yunfeitextile@sina.com
yunus@mmproducts.net
yunwei.zhao@jrj.com.cn
yunxiasu@163.com
yupeijie@126.com
yuriko@designwithpurpose.ca
yusuf@mmmb.in
yusuke-okamoto@mgc.co.jp
yutianchina@yutianchina.com
yuweichu@126.com
yuwen_chau@email.eternal-group.com
yuxiang@sanitary-product.com
yuxinzhaobiao@126.com
yuyuanchun@126.com
yuzhiming@sunraytec.cn
yuzhniy_veter@mail.ru
yuzhu168888@126.com
yvan@dmy.be
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yves@jenkin.com.hk
yvette.daquiz@ft.com
yvonne817@163.com
yvonne@geared.net.au
yw.tung@pypun-kd.com
yw102@dgsjh.cn
yw@bjmu.edu.cn
ywziqi@ziqigy.cn
yxb@yh-cn.com
yxchbwt@126.com
yxjtltz@163.com
yxk.8888@vip.163.com
yxl@yeschem.com
yxlbt@163.com
yxpharmsales@vip.163.com
yxtrade@vip.163.com
yxxm@cqzrtz.net
yxz@hnu.edu.cn
yy3club@126.com
yyb660325@163.com
yyclck@163.com
yyin@usgs.gov
yyl0206@163.com
yys1229@163.com
yytyuan1@sina.com
yyx13723484598@163.com
yyxfb@sina.com
yyzhu@sh163.net
yyzz@vip.163.com
yzbamboo@163.com
yzbesd@sina.com
yzh@glorybioscience.com
yzhjjx@yzhjjx.net
yzhl@hualunchem.com
yzj818@sina.com
yzm680528@163.com
yzshcn@126.com
z.lu@sdu.edu.cn
z13166106106@sina.com
za@hygromatik.de
zabac.dom@codetel.net.do
zabedah@exim.com.my
zach@huatai-biopharm.com
zach@zacharyspear.com
zachary@asianmetal.com
zackariya@cpworldauh.com
zafar@khokhars.com
zaher.alaffouri@sicouae.com
zahurul-chowdhury@techno-textile.com
zain9429@sbtjapan.com
zairong138@163.com
zakariya@regattamaritime.com
zamfohr@zamnet.zm
zanetka.kl@seznam.cz
zanichelli@zanichelli.it
zao62695118@163.com
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zao666661@163.com
zaokou@aliyun.com
zaoli@sdforestwood.com
zatf1026@126.com
zawang@whoi.edu
zb1111@163.com
zba@fibersmithtechnology.com
zbcg218@163.com
zbj_chngb@163.com
zbonmwr@126.com
zbruijie888@163.com
zbvolume@163.com
zbwessptianhe@vip.126.com
zbxyjb@163.com
zc@eshow365.com
zcbangongshi@163.com
zcblaw@vip.163.com
zccc20@sina.com
zccct@zccct.com
zce@zce.com.br
zcjk6846@163.com
zcl_129@yahuu.com.cn
zcllaw@163.com
zclw888@126.com
zcm@ibaby123.cn
zcortez-brito@jcboe.org
zczjscb@126.com
zd@chinazdck.com
zd_dental@163.com
zdjun111@163.com
zdm@8531.cn
zdqy1995@163.com
zds_magic@163.com
ze@townsquaredigital.com
zehm@gz-zehm.com
zehrj@ucsc.edu
zeina@afridi-angell.com
zell@merlinindustries.com
zen_tan@sp.edu.sg
zeneide@transbet.com.br
zeng326@163.com
zeng@bjmu.edu.cn
zengdehui190@126.com
zengy@guilinpharma.com
zengyan@hhh-fec.com
zentrale@uplegger.de
zephyrs@sfei.org
zertuche@uabc.edu.mx
zettynorhana@upm.edu.my
zeyad-dos@hotmil.com
zezo@spnet.net
zfadmin@126.com
zfbxinxi@163.com
zfw_fgy@163.com
zg@sltt.com.cn
zgeng@haverford.edu
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zgf821015@126.com
zggnbj@163.com
zglbh2010@163.com
zgmaoyi@126.com
zgq6385@163.com
zgsyuan@163.com
zgybfzjjh@163.com
zgypgm@163.com
zgzj@zypawo.com
zgzm@chinacoal.com
zh-design@163.com
zh02@zdhie.com
zh_datong@126.com
zhaixao@schaeffler.com
zhang.jianfeng@bondent.net
zhang.ruiyi@weltronics.com
zhang.yan@dlut.edu.cn
zhang001@pa18.com
zhang13563800397@163.com
zhang@badafashion.com
zhang@cgnet.jp
zhang_zhzl@163.com
zhangaidong999@163.com
zhangbeilu@163.com
zhangbeitong125@163.com
zhangcuihua_01@163.com
zhangdemin@nbu.edu.cn
zhanghuajun@nbu.edu.cn
zhangjing5138@sina.com
zhangjinming@sdartinc.com
zhanglei75@sina.com
zhanglei@hanslaser.com
zhanglei@kledm.com
zhangli730331@sina.com
zhanglibei@cybelec.com.cn
zhanglibin@qdio.ac.cn
zhangling@tfzl.com
zhanglivivy@126.com
zhangmin@iwhr.com
zhangmz@cei1958.com
zhangpio@126.com
zhangqiao@ecryan.com.cn
zhangqiuyan@pa18.com
zhangran620@163.com
zhangranran@bnu.edu.cn
zhangshaozong2009@163.com
zhangshigang@yeah.net
zhangshiguang@yeah.net
zhangtongli@ccpitmsc.org
zhangwb1229@163.com
zhangweizmd00@163.com
zhangxf1206@163.com
zhangxhqd@163.com
zhangxi@keyili.com
zhangxiaohu1234@126.com
zhangxj@ankopipe.com
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zhangxy0556@126.com
zhangyan199031@126.com
zhangyh@kinte.com.cn
zhangyu007@bjmu.edu.cn
zhangyu@novick.cn
zhangyu@omaxchina.com
zhangzg@shknit.com
zhanxuemei@szzkty.com
zhao.chun@sino-rich.com.cn
zhao@nbc.dai-ichi-life.co.jp
zhaobing@bjbsn.com
zhaochangbo@china.com
zhaocuiping.3599@163.com
zhaog109@163.com
zhaohang@sino-ge.com
zhaohua.sun@jushi.com
zhaohuang2003@163.com
zhaohuiming045@163.com
zhaojinsong925@163.com
zhaolianghong@weina.com
zhaolinyong@sina.com
zhaomiao@sh-aorun.com
zhaopin@shgenyuan.com
zhaopin@shwineclub.com
zhaopin@sifang.net
zhaopin@tianzetech.com
zhaowb@toaschina.com
zhaowei8525947@163.com
zhaoxia114@smmail.cn
zhaoxian888@126.com
zhaoyj@tju.edu.cn
zhaoyouxuan@supcon.com
zhaoyu0123514@163.com
zhaoyuplc@163.com
zhaozhao@xmu.edu.cn
zhchappy@vip.163.com
zhefengfan@126.com
zhejiang@cbtgc.com
zhello1986@sina.com
zhen.wang@kubota.com
zheng@ciwemb.edu
zhengchao@steviachina.com
zhengcm@sustc.edu.cn
zhengdeqiang8@126.com
zhenghaimifeng@163.com
zhengl@bjmu.edu.cn
zhenglengleng@163.com
zhengxiang.hu@vopak.com
zhengzhenguo@pengtao-group.com
zhengzhou@51job.com
zhengzuan@zhengzuanchina.com
zhenhuachen@126.com
zhenxing0002009@163.com
zhfenginfo@yeah.net
zhg136136@126.com
zhgxcfx@163.com
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zhh@hpwz.com
zhihui9981988@126.com
zhikun.li@dr-tech.com.cn
zhiliangyiyi@163.com
zhimingqi@car-o-liner.cn
zhitao.kang@gtri.gatech.edu
zhiyuan1969@163.com
zhizheng5@163.com
zhj1907@126.com
zhj@psp-cn.com
zhjcqk@126.com
zhjx@cnecme.com
zhle618@163.com
zhni@tju.edu.cn
zhongcd@coscotrading.com.cn
zhonggang_hk@163.com
zhongguoboyi@163.com
zhongguogongmin6787@sina.com
zhongguolvbohui@163.com
zhongjingltd@163.com
zhongjun@shqy163.com
zhongnan@chinadaily.com.cn
zhongnan@zhongnan.net
zhongquan-sh@163.com
zhongshan@zhongshan-chem.com
zhongsheng@zsjyj.cn
zhongweiyang@jebsenindustrial.com
zhongya123@sina.com
zhou618@139.com
zhou@hzgonglian.com
zhouhd12312@sina.com
zhouhj@itp.ac.cn
zhoushaogui@sina.com
zhouxianxi@khj.cn
zhouxueying@vogel.com.cn
zhouy@hometextile.com
zhouyongdongrs@126.com
zhouyuan@fx-jinghua.com
zhrcun@163.com
zht2007@163.com
zhtz@zhtz.net.cn
zhu_ze_min@126.com
zhuaiping329@126.com
zhuang_huitao@douson.cn
zhuanmencheshihao@163.com
zhucong@shmsa.gov.cn
zhuhy@biem.com.cn
zhujilonghu@163.com
zhujue@126.com
zhulei@bnu.edu.cn
zhuokun0727@163.com
zhuqiaosen@163.com
zhuqijet@sh163.net
zhuwawa0402@126.com
zhuxs@126.com
zhuxs@nju.edu.cn
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zhuyafei000@163.com
zhuyq@sumingknitwear.com.cn
zhuzhaizh@vip.163.com
zhw@wuzhicms.com
zhwb163@126.com
zhxiaohongda@pa18.com
zhygsj@126.com
zhzh_yang@163.com
ziad.zabadneh@alexstewartdubai.com
zicaihuagong@126.com
ziga.ogrin@belmet.si
zine.toucomex@planet.tn
zinou@veritas.se
ziosab-don@mail.ru
ziranlog@ziranlog.com.br
ziya.ozaydin@skretting.com
zizhu@zizhu-pharm.com
zj233@126.com
zj_jfl@126.com
zjab123@126.com
zjbhero@126.com
zjg863@163.com
zjgbwuchuntian@126.com
zjgyfzyy@126.com
zjh800@126.com
zjjintang@163.com
zjkdzzt@163.com
zjl@zhongpin.cn
zjlb@zjliubian.com
zjmeixinxsp@126.com
zjmrjx@163.com
zjoulian@163.com
zjp@wensli.com
zjrcjd@sina.com
zjsjx@zjnews.com.cn
zjtykx@sina.com
zjx041@126.com
zjyuanpai@sina.com
zjzhouxiya@163.com
zjzhuoyi@163.com
zjzp09@sina.com
zk@estrada.rybnik.pl
zkcdxsb@163.com
zkdjdkj@163.com
zklkxs126@126.com
zkta@vip.163.com
zkwt100@163.com
zl@dima-tec.com
zlate@stribrne-sperky.cz
zldq8@126.com
zlhj88@163.com
zly@rongkaiherb.com
zly_018@126.com
zlzpwmeng@163.com
zlzqzhang@bjmu.edu.cn
zm-cgw@163.com
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zm600615@163.com
zmdsk@vip.163.com
zmjbgs@163.com
zmksqcc@163.com
zms019@skyhero.us
zmz166@sina.com
zn@eshow365.com
znelson@jcboe.org
znlkj@163.com
zoey@topfashionsale.com
zongming.guo@jrj.com.cn
zongrw@ustc.edu.cn
zonia@codetel.net.do
zoraida.quinones@uregina.ca
zou-kelly@163.com
zou.hua@chinayafei.com
zouxiaohua73@163.com
zouying@163.com
zpeb_sudan@sina.com
zq@e-bices.org
zquinlan@hawaii.edu
zrapti@math.uiuc.edu
zrgang@163.com
zrjsyf@126.com
zrmondsc@colby.edu
zs@ecryan.com.cn
zsb@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
zscoporate@zamilsteel.com
zslinqy@163.com
zsong1@nju.edu.cn
zstlgd@163.com
zstm@163.com
zstruszczyk@jcboe.org
zsy382@163.com
zsygjcm@163.com
ztshjhr@163.com
ztsw0517@163.com
zttkvaga@mtu-net.ru
ztyjjs@sina.com
zuazo@zuazo.net
zulfirasharipova@mail.ru
zulkefli@exim.com.my
zumarraga@prodigy.net.mx
zuochunyang@cohl.com
zuzhirenshibu2012@163.com
zvp5@mail.ru
zvulgaropulos@umces.edu
zwass@fdu.edu
zweiguang0621@163.com
zwf@giet.ac.cn
zwgk@bj.pbc.gov.cn
zwh@iss-ms.com
zwkjwl@163.com
zx12263@pa18.com
zx@jinhe.com.cn
zx@surini.com.cn
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zx@sxmould.com
zx@xdf.cn
zx@zouxin.com
zxb@hgpower.com
zxdjilin@163.com
zxg@oyaricom.com
zxh4579@sina.com
zxl@aykj.net
zxs553@126.com
zxt851017@126.com
zxy@eshow365.com
zy5915@zmcchina.com
zy@zy-toy.com
zydahaoren110@163.com
zyf@gtig3.com
zygl@hua-shi.cn
zyh2168@163.com
zyh33771122@pa18.com
zymlove2008@sina.com
zyq@zjwinsun.com.cn
zyw917@ccmgy.com
zywlrn@163.com
zyxh@mail.nbptt.zj.cn
zyy680@163.com
zyzhangsh@163.com
zyzjby@126.com
zz1012@126.com
zzf115285@163.com
zzgmsh@126.com
zzgsbgs@163.com
zzhtcy@163.com
zzkingtal@126.com
zzkjfzb@163.com
zzklt@163.com
zzm@yzyyhg.com
zzona@hsln.co.kr
zzqvagrant@163.com
zzr28@163.com
zzt1970@163.com
zzx430@xmu.edu.cn
zzyuanyang@126.com
00.271CARIOCAFOOD@PEC.IT
001@JIDA.CC
007@cgpsealing.com
0086motor@163.com
008@jiancezaixian.com
00971-50-7983153meenu@danagroups.com
010-88828000webmaster@china.org.cn
0108csnc@souhu.com
010@3mao.cc
012cnsuda@sina.com.cn
0131guowang.sun@faw-vw.com
01@163.com
021yxsj@163.com
0228info@anbang.net
0283kevin@zjtongling.cn
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02@163.com
03.129VALNERINATARTUFI@PEC.IT
04-8838827chikodi@osest.com
04-8871588mohand@tycoelectronics.com
0419-2123159@163.com
04anged@anged.es
0576-7554118@163.com
0597@163.com
0780hao.j@126.comN2E12www.hao.j.com.cn
0838629@sina.com
08wzq@163.com
100-fun@100-fun.com
1010@163.com
1039065311@qq.com.com
1051m.wiemann@ruralelec.org
105665071@163.com
1070998@bk.ru
11041103@163.com
1122liuzhironglOO@sina.com
114990788@vip.163.com
114@probes.co.kr
116688@163.com
118392czp@sina.com
119lxl@sina.com
11bherz@ruiagf.com
12-12-518@163.com
122523660@disiny.com.cn
1234@163.com
1236bj@163.com
1236lifeng@gmb.co.kr
123goons@163.com
126@126.com
126@163.com
12@163.com
13062706608@163.com
13313189169@vip.163.com
13355957572@163.com
13383230890@163.com
13482905030@139.com
13509837888@163.com
13510304186@126.com
13514469440@163.com
13515664393@163.com
13524403578@163.com
13552150363@139.com
13584531611@163.com
13584686017@163.com
13585588168@163.com
13588488078@139.com
13601298904@163.com
13601627741@139.com
13602696726@139.com
13602801724@139.com
13613886916@163.com
13621015688@163.com
13641779078@163.com
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13661131327@126.com
13661562582@163.com
13661823248@163.com
13664713998@163.com
13665764081@163.com
13666329633@139.com
13666622786@163.com
13666659646@139.com
13671751696@163.com
13676013649@139.com
13701441960@139.com
13703030198@139.com
13703228836@139.com
13705871117@126.com
13706853579@139.com
13709664144@163.com
13710603820@163.com
13710608914@139.com
13710850211@163.com
13757405015clj@cixihuili.com
13758763918@139.com
13760108112@139.com
13770997090@163.com
13776190658@163.com
13776327696@163.com
13776793188@139.com
13799803333@139.com
13801669888@163.com
13803338110@126.com
13809025868@139.COM
13810584235@126.com
13811059225lanhc@china.org.cn
13811738808@126.com
13817852194@163.com
13819143189@139.com
13819157168@139.com
13819926788@139.com
13823671085@139.com
13832778163@163.com
13833092671@139.com
138525-69179@139.com
13855286293@126.com
13858286698@139.com
13901154574@139.com
13904315656@139.com
13904315656@163.com
13905206768@139.com
13905649591@163.com
13906056702@163.com
13906451612@163.com
13906874078@sina.com
13907317711@139.com
13910001266@139.com
13910210275@139.com
13910511850@sina.com
13911598044@163.com
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13913475877@139.com
13915791288@163.com
13916036303@139.com
13916718148@163.com
13925003537@163.com
13925026166@139.com
13925247673@139.com
13925247893@139.com
13928059853@163.com
13932133040@139.com
13932794523@126.com
13941961888@163.com
13950170988@163.com
13957390680@139.com
13957808501@163.com
13958830318@139.com
13958882690@139.com
13958888549@163.com
13961138388@163.com
13969979954lili@163.com
13980607852@163.com
15000101421@163.com
15005455988@163.com
15021784462@126.com
15021980123@139.com
15064003711@163.com
15076575000@139.com
15204324551@163.com
15810258186michael.zhang@rogerscorp.com
15821226389@139.com
15825555256@163.com
15861887896@163.com
15866218766@163.com
15886845@hanmail.net
15888616696@139.com
15903190528@163.com
15916890808@139.com
15919008600@163.com
15921871164@139.com
15967171778@163.com
15989171767@139.com
16.209CONFINISRL@PEC.IT
16338549@sina.com.cn
163sonxi@163.com
163ts_09001@vip.163.com
1674johrson@sambomotors.com
168@sxbelt.com
168sc@163.com
16blm3rn8qhhfbbfcsennqnnd5@domaindiscreet.com
17100195ACMEPRODUZIONI@PEC.IT
17456@126.com
175201@ken.pref.kochi.lg.jp
1759sales@wsioilseal.com.tw
180-6844-9099divin.zhang@wdint.com
180sales@keda-auto.comE6G14www.keda-auto.com
18149776727@163.com
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18221127311@163.com
18321282250@163.com
1840even.lu@amphenol-cz.com
18630210799@163.com
18660000123@163.com
18675523345@163.com
18721093775@163.com
18801103871@163.com
18858135978@126.com
18858619725@139.com
18905151067@163.com
18zhang@vip.163.com
1909@163.com
1935@NewspaperArchive.com
196011683@163.com
1984@163.com
1987@163.com
1@163.com
1@droreth.com
20036-1133202.736.5800info@aspenbsp.org
2008cie@sina.com
2008lessgo@163.com
20090801001c@cqu.edu.cn
201407289@student.uj.ac.za
201610301016@mails.zstu.edu.cn
20202002@163.com
20Wilman.Carrera@quifatex.com
20ac@fidentiis.com
20elt@macmillan.com.br
20help@macmillan.com
20info@fluidlines.co.za
20info@macmillan.co.za
20info@mycom-osi.com
20info@peerlesse.com
20mpa.enquiry@macmillan.com.hk
20palgrave@macmillan.com.au
20rsockanc77@rsoc.ru
20sales01@zimele.com
21cccc@21cccc.com
21csp.com.cn@163.com
2234449@mail.ru
2296info@swjoint.com
23255555@163.com
2348144527381@yandex.com
2359358@163.com
240@youtube.com
247268121@163.com
24@163.com
24hours@kanoo.ae
24hours@kanooshipping.com
25.569CONF_HOLDING@PEC.IT
260-9400jhlee@greencross.com
26113204-887195606-8871957dubai@afridi-angell.com
26266778info@ebi-bearings.com
2638motorparts@china.com
2665wuxiafeng@heda.cn
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2684834@mail.ru
2685531@mail.ru
268603@mail.ru
26868050@163.com
2686973@mail.ru
27.522MAESTRALEBIOMEDICAL@PEC.NET
2766qcwsl@sina.com
28051987@163.com
280682@bk.ru
2848info@archerwang.com
2890minglu_zhang@shanghaigm.com
2893741234@163.com
2982sales@acemarkparts.com
2hongsen@163.com
3030hyahn@hanmail.net
306059LAYTECH@PEC.IT
3080@autospringcome.com
310007suqianqian@zju.edu.cn
3210expo@163.com
321@daffah.com.sa
330108@cib.com.cn
3333yunkai@wst.net.cn
333toys@163.com
33chb@163.com
3445cbb2000@sina.com
348229559@163.com
3533@vip.163.com
3559568@163.com
3598yes-motor@yes-motor.com
365wed@163.com
36BRUFANI@PEC.BRUFANIOFFICINE.COM
38.54466CLEVERLAB@PEC.IT
3888MANNY@zjquanxing.com
391-15-15@mail.ru
3985apple@sdyida.com
3baires@methownet.com
3d-info@ddd.co.jp
3d@cubicfun.com
3dq@bj3dq.com
3excel@3excel.com
3f2fmtug12jmq8unb8uemmtd5a@domaindiscreet.com
3stars@3stars.com.cn
3tv@drei.com
40-30@40-30.com
400@adidas.com
400kf@corpease.net
41ARTARTUFI@PEC.IT
4428596@whoisprotection.biz
456818@163.com
46.635ITALIAN.MADE@PEC.IT
47.683TOMASSINIARREDAMENTI@PEC.IT
486call@hanmail.net
48PEC@PEC.UMBRAPACKAGING.IT
491801@163.com
4dpuzzle@163.com
4info@metalbelt.com
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4life@pec.it
4market@inbox.ru
4randjme@futuretk.com
5000info@cnjec.com
5001azeera@iib-bahrain.com
5007887@mail.ru
5020mmejai@iib-bahrain.com
50654351@163.com
50office@50.sh.cn
5115info@amz-automotors.com
5151sc@163.com
51522992@163.com
51east@darwishholding.com
5391cindy.chen@ssgg.com.cn
54zhengdianxing@163.com
55.369EUROPOLIGRAFICO@PEC.IT
5516elsayu@tencent.com
552114423@163.com
555111888527120@163.com
5555key-radiator@ymlzx.net
55@126.com
5611zhuzz@gangxing.com
5628529@163.com
5655China@gaici.net
56711000@vip.163.com
5682jinjia@china.com
56@163.com
56scvjgb6oj25aobkg3pt9ckc2@domaindiscreet.com
5838liufeng@zlc.com.cn
58899867@163.com
5950wangjin@at.com.cn
5983750@163.com
5@163.com
5help@columbia.edu
600373@jxpp.com
600645online@163.com
600767@winsan.cn
6052-232-1462sales@kofco.com
61199838@163.com
61400719@163.com
62633339@163.com
628yq@163.com
63690370@163.com
64308618@vip.163.com
6477dlyyd2008@126.comE4B15www.yiyuandi.com
65009887master@cnzhongma.com
65217979@163.com
6600ssm6191@chol.com
6605orange.zhou@qorosauto.com
66099773@163.com
6633700@163.com
6666Elaine_wang@lexus.com.cn
6666linyan.lu@schaeffler.com
6666wangwy@tmci.con.cn
6677pangbo@cheshi.com
6687@163.com
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66hm@163.com
66ruian@163.com
6800daohongxl@sina.com
681588@163.com
6817lanyuting@hangsheng.com.cn
6820kr@hanmail.net
68327547@163.com
6883243mgulf@mmm.com
6900-0office@remus.at
69265928@163.com
69301807@163.com
6nan322@163.com
70096@163.com
7088@163.com
718@163.com
7309Chinachangrong@vip.163.comE2E10www.chinachangrong.en.aibaba.com
74479293@mail.ru
7503@sina.com
7583sales@keda-auto.com
768402-790-8126webmaster@ht.co.kr
7715ldm_yxgl@faw.com.cn
7717060@163.com
78764001@163.com
7988sdmwqf@cn.eaglehk.com
7990service@china-loyal.cn
7d8a5530@student.curtin.edu.my
800094847@b.qq.com
8008amyka@aoxinrui.com
801@xingyue.com
8027489@163.com
8069977@hanmail.net
806@163.com
81054409@163.com
81212036@163.com
82-2-5680400yhkim@ys-kr.com
82-2-66750250plk@plk.co.kr
82767555@163.com
828c@kaileimacau.net
83174558@junsd.com
83211074@163.com
8335info@zj-yl.com
83960023@163.com
83981118@126.com
8398master@chinaguanbao.com
85177678@maotaigroup.com
85178678@maotaigroup.com
8555info@silachina.com
8584@sankaku.com.cn
86-1032088721zk2111@sina.com
86-20-38869630zhang1111@nbz.net.cn
86-20-86788286campiuhan@cnautopart.com.cn
86-21-57745500x229masahiro-kiuchi@glb.ntn.co.jp
86-318-5695555Zy13853400034@vip.153.com
86-570-7258838autoone@autoone.cn
86-574-62762222sales@fengmao.com
86-574-88421743cnjuhang@sina.com
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86-575-87626817yao@jinlurubber.com
86-577-55368222info@zjkejin.com
86-577-65355358sale@cnyisen.biz
86-577-65377083hans99c@sina.com
86-577-65390558dubai@lamda.us
86-578-7699998jiunuo@zjjiunuo.com
86-595-28206666888@ubt.hk
86-755-88267640pmccl.cs@cn.petronas.com
86-791-85266000relations@jmc.ocm.cn
86083011@163.COM
8613651757559frank.li@idealec.cn
86562150yu@nbguangya.com
86573-8314357886573-83143688yipeng001@cnyipeng.com
86682677@163.com
86883404@163.com
86meili@sina.com
86pump@163.com
87haifenghl@163.com
8810@kalee.com
88258333@163.com
88825885@163.com
888@ubt.hk
888@yark.com.tw
888@zhongxu.net.cn
88ctv@163.com
89688075@163.com
8999fuao@chinafuao.com
8@126.com
8sales@quarryingtools.com
9000DJ@hanmail.net
9309info@starter-motor.com
9417info@mail.yoke.net
96096166@vip.163.com
9656sale008@cnjxa.com
9668yuki@haituo.cn
966@163.com
96@youtube.com
971-4-2243128sheenuae@emirates.net
97maneb_doneck@mail.ru
9885china@ggbearings.com
98jintai@taihan.com
9999@hblangwei.com
999@163.com
99@163.com
99anfang@163.com
9@163.com
9dikv95d9kiuf8r367u9tmu3vu@domaindiscreet.com
9yusin@yusin.com
A.MENDRINOS@NIREUS.COM
A.Sobhanipour@vachook.com
A00015MEDICENTERGROUP@PECPOSTA.IT
ABNSPAIN@ABNSPAIN.COM
ACCIAIOPROLABINTEFARM@PEC.IT
ACCOUNTS@KAPUGEMS.COM
AChackravarthy@emag.com
AD@doc88.com
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ADM-MGR@dempos.com
ADMIN@CAKY.COM.CN
AG0010@pref.iwate.jp
AHA@NATPEST.COM
AIDWEB@PEC.IT
ALFA@3ALFA.GR
ALintsova@akerke-group.kz
AMYZXF2010@163.COM
ANGELO5306128METALPROGETTISPA@PEC.IT
ANGELOL@ALLSEAS.NET
ANIUMBRIADIGITALE@PEC.IT
ANNATPC@YANDEX.RU
AOteafy@Alfaisal.edu
APCSERVICE@PEC.IT
ARSHAD@ELNITCO.AE
ARTECHNOLOGYSPA@MIAPOSTACERTIFICATA.IT
ARTIGIANI39FGM-SERVICE@PEC.IT
ASoto@sgsproduce.com
AUTO@BAICYX.COM
AVOTRADING@NET.SY
Aaron@monq.com
Abbasshabbir@asiaticme.com
Abdelghani-achour@orkila.dz
Abdeljaouad@isefc.rnu.tn
Abdullaeva@dairyunion.ru
Abel@chembj.com
Abu_dhabi_all@intesasanpaolo.com
Accessories@MooreLarge.co.uk
Adam@AgentBenedict.com
Admin1@fishersmeat.com
Admin@scouting4talent.com
Administration_Dept@namura.co.jp
Africa@ortusglobal.com
Ajith@xlsystech.com
Alex.Jarufe@au.fag.com
Alex_wong@zmc.net
Alexander.Barshev@pilot.ru
Alexandra@claribellondon.com
Alexis.sosa@siaemic.com
Alicewei12@163.com
Allen.tsai@pct.com.tw
Alshabib@gmai.com
Also@IdealAV.com
Amato.Nicoli@silvani.com
Andatoys@163.com
Anderson.wu@oeengine.cn
Andreev_AV2@spb.power-m.ru
Andreu@o-in.me
Andrew.hard@cmwmedia.com
Andrew@diversifiedhf.com
Andrey.Tkachev@pilot.ru
Andrey.Zhdanov@pilot.ru
Anna.Berggren@imcd.se
Antropov_DA@spb.power-m.ru
Arthur.Hernandez@gptindustries.com
Asadhu@forbesmarshall.com
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Ash536@googlemail.com
Asharaf.Muhammed@safe-arabia.com
Ashley@yyjnd.com
Asia-pacific@tanita.co.jp
Autoteile@roko.at
Available@rotometals.com
B06011TECNOGROUP11@PEC.IT
BAGPLASTICS@VIP.163.COM
BARTOCCIG.IPPOLITI@PEC.IT
BARTOLINI.BARTOLINISRL@CERT.TICERTIFICA.IT
BAU_Lenovo@sic.com.mx
BCruse@sgsproduce.com
BD@pmg3d.com
BD@utan.com
BDANGRO.EPH@LNPNEWS.COM
BESTUNITY@126.COM
BEVENWONG@TAITUNG.COM.AU
BFG@beiersdorfchina.com
BIURO@EPIGONSA.PL
BM@doc88.com
BMZRYJT@163.com
BOBO@BOBO7711.COM
BOSSMAX@163.COM
BOZZACASTELLANICONFEZIONI@PEC.IT
BPETRUZZISRL@PEC.IT
BRAMANTECOBLIGHTSRL@PEC.IT
BUFALOROVIANDERSPA@PEC.VIANDER.IT
BUL@AUTOTAAL.NL
Bahrain@elitser-me.com
Baiko_EA@ktz.power-m.ru
Barbara.Martinez@wsj.com
Beingmate@beingmate.com
Belgacem.Draouil@fsb.rnu.tn
Ben.lai@pipo.com.cn
Benelux@Canyon.com
Benjamin.garcia@nimax.mx
Birger.Eriksen@imcd.no
Bob@CNCCookbook.com
Boston@skeenation.com
Breathe@MONQ.com
Brendan@RichCoastRealty.com
Brian.Herbst@Aflglobal.com
Bruno.fernandez@micromeritics.fr
Bryon_Helton@cartermachinery.com
Bukanov_AP@spb.power-m.ru
C.Bajetti@LucchiniRS.it
C2@jnbsports.com
CARDEX@intelnett.com
CARRAINVENGINEERINGSSRL@LAMIAPEC.IT
CARRAROMASCIONIARREDAMENTI@PEC.IT
CCroskell@Collegian.com
CDONO@MENV.COM
CHART@wmmb.org
CHARTERING@CMPSHIPPING.COM
CHEN.YANG22@163.COM
CHIETG@163.COM
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CLARENODIMENSIONEGRAFICA@PEC.IT
CLIENT.Service@vorwerk.fr
CLeighty@palmerholland.com
CN-HBS@vip.163.com
COMHOUSECO@NET.SY
CONTACT@JANSER.FR
CONTACT@NAMESAFE.CO.UK
COO_KIT@BK.RU
CQFJ2005@126.COM
CROCHETING@163.COM
CS@benirbaby.com.cn
CShandler@sgsproduce.com
CUSTOMER.SERVICE@TRADEMARKIA.COM
CWX72439@163.COM
CXCL@vip.163.com
CakeFest@cakephp.org
Callentry@irs-belgium.be
Canada.info@idp.com
Candice@shuoying.com.cn
Candy@bj-chem.com
Capableltd@cnmhtoys.com
Career@elcomponics.com
Careers@Allevents.in
Careers@seps-auh.com
Carm.Fattore@combinedenergy.co.uk
Carolina.aguila@adretail.cl
Catherine@areyjones.com
Cesaro@cesaromacimport.com
Charles_Leis@bramco.com
CheersMachine@126.com
Chelsea@DygertConsultMent.com
Chenab@chenabgroup.com
Cheney@chinaxsj.com
Chesen88@163.com
Chfoic@chfoic.com
China-jinke@163.com
China@alcoco.cn
Chinachangrong@vip.163.com
Chinaseth@furnitureorigins.com
Choir@sh163.net
Chris.coseski@esands.com
Christian@brendel.co.za
Christina.Vgenopoulou@demetriades.com
ChristinaDo@scottchem.biz
Christopher.Denmark@FreshfromFlorida.com
Claims@starrcompanies.com
ClaireP@fastnetfish.com
Clarisse.Durand@developpement-durable.gouv.fr
ClientService@biaxplen.sibur.ru
Cloe.Bouchardy@Fuchs-Movesa.Ch
Colin@bikehaus.com.sg
Congress@RoyanInstitute.org
Conn.aumonde@orange.sn
Consult@WineCaviar.com
Contact@wsinmotion.com
ContactUsForm@markets.com
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Copyright@franklymedia.com
Cs.me@msasafety.com
CustomerRelations@theiia.org
Cyzt999@126.com
D100160@tgsvc.co.kr
D99051@tgsvc.co.kr
DAC@dubaichamber.com
DACHANG@CNDACHANG.COM
DAVIDGUO640812@163.COM
DB688@126.com
DCYRSI@GBA-Inc.com
DL689@vip.153.com
DLS@DLSMAGNET.COM
DMCA@consumeraffairs.com
DMITRY@bakergroup.lv
DONNINISUNERGSOLAR@PCERT.IT
DRAGONBAY01@126.COM
DSALES@JHCOLOURFUL.COM
DSJ@SHCHANGYUN.COM
DSLEE2@tgsvc.co.kr
DUBLIN@TAISALTRADING.COM
DVinayak@emag.com
DX898@163.com
Daeheung@dhcl.co.kr
Danny.denAdel@AFLglobal.com
Darren@lembird.com
David.Nevin@au.fag.com
David.bolici@si.camcom.it
Day@YP.com
Declan@Greycourt-Transport.co.uk
Deepaks@mzmlegal.com
Degtyannikov_AY@power-m.ru
Delene.van.Helmond@inalfa.com
Delhi-vinu@humanrightsinitiative.org
Delivery@Flipkart.com
Delphi@umail.ru
Demum2012@163.com
Dennis.Jennings@ucd.ie
Derrible@Derrible.com
DeyV@poczta.php.pl
Dhaka-1207bangaladesh@cclpworldwide.com
Dick.Binzley@ThompsonHine.com
Ding@leisger.com
Dingning@shfiec.com
DirectSA@mashreq.com
Dliang6688@126.com
Dngo@SkylineBeautySupply.com
DomainMarket.com.@DomainMarket.com
Donghaie@163.com
Doreen_ktmy@sunright.com
Dq@sincere-tools.com
Dr.Tarek.Ahmed@pua.edu.eg
Dragon_richland@163.com
Dung.phantien@veco.vn
DurynichevSA@biaxplen.sibur.ru
E.BARTOLOMEI30-326034COLORIFICIOMARIOTTI@PEC.IT
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EBRUNO@PSI.NET.PA
EDittel@gbm.net
ELopez@gbm.net
EM@WeSell.com
EMEIAsales@lesker.com
ESSHotline@hkex.com.hk
ESSupplier@emiratessteel.com
EXPORT@SANLG-MOTOR.COM.CN
EckhardtPetri@dadebehring.com
Ed@TiogaGardens.com
Editor@TeenInk.com
Eduardo.Villasmil@gptindustries.com
Education@ProZ.com
Elena.Mariani@morganstanley.com
Elisa@liveon.cn
Env-min@net.sy
Erich.Banz@schaeffler.com
Esposito@klevers-italiana.com
Esther.He@gamail.com
Estimation@maxwelldoors.com
Etchepare@charlin.cl
EuiSan@tpage.com
Europe@mesinc.net
Events.NewYork@Drafthouse.com
EventsOffice@wellesley.edu
Evseev_AN@spb.power-m.ru
Export@speedways.co.in
Exportcom@163.com
F.DENARI@EATALY.IT
F4bpf@163.com
FABBRIZIPASSERICERAMICHE@PEC.IT
FAGinfo@schaeffler.com
FDB@FDB.DK
FG@sogetrade.info
FINANCE@NIPPONPAINT.CO.IN
FND_zjy@163.com
FORNACI30MMDIGIORGETTI@PEC.IT
FPSH@fischerprecise.cn
FRANCESCANI111SILAMPG@PEC.IT
FRANK@ACTIONWHEEL.COM.TW
FUSAROLIPIERLUIGI@TICERTIFICA.IT
FXTOYS@VIP.163.COM
Fabricio.Bahamondes@crecic.cl
Fakher@Hookah-Shisha.com
Faoffice@buct.edu.cn
FarosLtd@mail.ru
Fedor@compas.com.ru
FedorovMB@biaxplen.sibur.ru
Forest_king@vip.163.com
Francesco_Lonzino@cimolai.com
Fred@newsunny.nz
Friday@asianmetal.com
G.GIOVANNINI@PLANETARIO-VIAGGI.IT
G.pal@littlecompany.com
GARIBALDI@GARIBALDI.CL
GDHAOYIN@163.COM
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GDYANGJIANG@126.com
GIARDINOBAS.ENG@PEC.IT
GLAMBERTOLOSANI@PEC.IT
GNW@XIAMENGOLDENWAY.COM
GOLDENFOODS@163.COM
GOODCAT9@VIP.163.COM
GOTOBIKE@VIP.163.COM
GRIN74957725841green.nafa@mail.ru
Gazenko_RN@spb.power-m.ru
GearmotorsMarketing@Brother.com
Geir.Kristoffersen@relekta.no
Gene@yzhjcable.com
General.Secretary@bcs.gov.sy
Gesina.howard@ansgsa.com
Gino_712@163.com
Gleaner@NewspaperArchive.com
Global_Public_Relations@adidas.com
Globalnaexchange@iqpc.com
Gold@damasjewelry.com
GoldenArrowHQ@ukpass.org
Gorelnikova_GA@spb.power-m.ru
Guangzhi@asianmetal.com
HABIB@SYNERGIESONLINE.COM
HANIMELIMAKINA@TURK.NET
HAOYU2011919@163.com
HAshok@emag.com
HBRX@163.COM
HBXIEMEI@163.COM
HCQ518@126.COM
HENGCHI@HENGCHI.COM
HIPILE@CHOLLIAN.NET
HR@bassamtrading.com
HUAENFOOD@163.COM
HUANGJI79@SOHU.COM
HUBAOINT@126.com
HXP888888@163.com
HY@doc88.com
HYUNWA8291@CHOLLIAN.NET
Haiyetoys933@163.com
Hakan.Polat@imcd.com.tr
Hans.schnitzer@tugraz.at
Harvey@theodellgroup.com
Helen.wang@hdautopart.com
Helen@rallexcycle.com
Hello@enplug.com
Henderson.Barron@epa.gov
Henry@EKEYELEC.COM
Hero-win@163.com
Hfm79@126.com
Hicocam@Cameroon.co.za
Hongweite@126.com
Howard.zhu@competencechina.com
Hughes@multicolor-pigment.com
I-Lee@wiu.edu
IMPORT@TAMMERTUKKU.FI
INCASYS@tpage.com
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IND.LECREAZIONEMAGLIERIA@PEC.IT
INDUSTRIALE-METALMECCANICAPULSONISRL@PEC.PULSONIGROUP.COM
INDUSTRIALEINTELLISYST@PEC.IT
INFO@AZZOPARDIFISHERIES.COM.MT
INFO@BAKJAM.COM
INFO@CMRCARPENTERIA.COM
INFO@EXTREMESPORTS.COM.KW
INFO@HANINGEBRANDREDSKAP.SE
INFO@HAYATFISH.NL
INFO@INKOMOKO.COM
INFO@INTERFEX.COM
INFO@KREYER.DE
INFO@KUCUKER.COM
INFO@METAREX.IT
INFO@OPEXGROUP.COM
INFO@ORNAGHI.IT
INFO@POZZANIDSP.COM
INFO@REMEZA.COM
INFO@SOLESA.EU
INFO@SR88.COM
INFO@SUPREME-ME.COM
INFO@SWARNSARITA.COM
INFO@UNIAFRICA.ORG
INT.L.SPLIT.GW@PEC.IT
IRIS@FOPCO.COM.TW
ISM@GoBhaarati.in
ISMIRT@yandex.ru
IT....mehta@ssaihq.com
IT@kottmann.eu
ITALIAMILANO@SOHU.COM
ITALIAN-STUDIES@JISCMAIL.AC.UK
Igor.Kulchenko@pilot.ru
Images@IndianAutosBlog.com
Info-TS@ivyschools.com
Info-aichach@menke-agrar.de
Info-soest@menke-agrar.de
Info-tangerhuette@menke-agrar.de
Info.PL@itmgroup.eu
Info.kaohsiung@idp.com
Info.ntco@newtest.com.eg
Info.taipei@idp.com
Info@Arcadie-Sa.Fr
Info@Avsaldature.it
Info@El-Puente.De
Info@Extremedistribution.Gr
Info@Gothinkbaby.com
Info@LiveBedico.com
Info@Morris-Associates.com
Info@Mountech.Ru
Info@OSVE.COM
Info@PyrazineSpecialties.com
Info@Simonlevelt.Com
Info@Wavedistribution.It
Info@WorldNow.com
Info@abhalondon.com
Info@beauty4sales.com
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Info@carmelorganics.in
Info@distell.com
Info@dynamicmarine.net
Info@everyday26.de
Info@firstatlanticbank.com.gh
Info@franklymedia.com
Info@gorace.pro
Info@hengli.com.cn
Info@macindo.com
Info@madelkcycles.com
Info@novagreen.ae
Info@paramountuae.com
Info@promoplustextile.com
Info@quintette.co.th
Info@threehigh.co.jp
Info@tridentsteelengg.com
Info@urbangardennyc.com
InvestorRelations@RayonierAM.com
Investor_relations@whirlpool.com
Ivan.Luksha@pilot.ru
Ivan.ivanov@mail.ru
Ivo.Zhao@hmf-china.com
JACKY66@DADUCENTURY.COM
JAFZ@MUSEUM4U.COM
JANGSOO21@PARAN.COM
JAXJDI@CTIMAIL.COM
JB1119@163.COM
JDM@dan-marine.com
JENNYJI@REGAL-RAPTOR.COM
JGI@jean-goldschmidt.be
JHDING@YEAH.NET
JIAYIFISHERY@163.COM
JIMMY@LONDONDESIGNFAIR.CO.UK
JIULONGFOOD@163.COM
JLLONG@SOHU.COM
JMenendez@sgsproduce.com
JSS@dlami.cn
JULIASHEN@163.COM
JUNE@RICHSEAFOOD.COM
JUNJA28@HANMAIL.NET
JVL_motor@163.com
JWANNER.EPH@LNPNEWS.COM
Jack@enviropak.ws
Jack@lampshouse.com
Jackhu@szhklt.com
Jae@WestCoastScooter.com
Jamesma@tsihkltd.com
JasenBradley@FitnessTogether.com
Jason_1206@163.com
Jdstanfill@midrivers.com
Jemelkova.Barbora@epamail.epa.gov
Jennie.li@tuochengexpo.com
Jeongjin.noh@epp.co.kr
Jhune.santiago@alphadent.com.ph
Jikke.Zijlstra@nos.nl
Jim@worldcargo-log.com
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Jlsp_ajw@sohu.com
Jobs@WSJ.com
John.Gegg@RayonierAM.com
JohnA@bordertechnologies.co.uk
Johnsun@hesanchem.com
Join@groupgets.com
Jonathan.gamble@penthousecarpets.co.uk
Jorge.marino@uptc.edu.co
Julien.p@tribesportgroup.com
K@c.fm
KAM-sh696@KAM-cn.com
KANGLI@GDKANGLI.COM
KEN@SPRINGFOOD.COM.CN
KENCHUNG@SUNHINGHOLDINGS.COM
KEONJONG23@KOREA.COM
KHAMASSI.M@ACRYLAINE.COM.TN
KHFW@shenling.com
KIDELBJ@163.COM
KMEXPORT@KOREA.COM
KOON02@126.COM
KOREA120-11002-330-653402-725-6227khchoi@dltc.co.kr
KOREA135-08002-531-715302-531-7113maumnet@hanil.com
KUNSHANMEGA@VIP.163.COM
Kangjh5842@hisntd.com
Karpov_SN@spb.power-m.ru
Karthik@styleboxindia.com
Katerina.Mensikova@autocont.cz
Katherine.cid@estratec.cl
Kds925@khanchuck.com
Keer0722@163.com
Kenneth.Jackson@Toshibagcs.com
Kevin.lyu@cyclelink.com
Kevin@KDAFitness.com
Klantenservice@hsc.nl
Kleikamp@Seekarte.de
Ko_Tsurumaki@soda.toray.co.jp
Kolkata@tempsens.com
Kolosov_MA@spb.power-m.ru
Kostenkona@rosminzdrav.ru
Kozlova_AA@power-m.ru
Kryspin@crane.cz
Kundenservice@vorwerk.de
Kuzmin_SA@power-m.ru
L.Karami@gattrading.com
L.aucott@abdn.ac.uk
LAM@HKPURETER.COM
LANYO@LANYO.COM
LAWRENCEAU@PM-I.NET
LBN666999@163.com
LEO@KS-HUIZHI.COM
LFMCFENGTIAN@VIP.163.COM
LIFUYING0102@126.COM
LINDA@BIKERSHOP.BIZ
LIYANHUI2010@SINA.CN
LSQB@ZZLSJC.COM
LSvision@lishigroup.com
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LUOYHNB@163.COM
LWJ678@163.COM
Lankamascons@eureka.lk
Laureta.Dibra@moe.gov.al
Lea.atala@sovadom.com
Learned@Headsets.com
Leo@xingcheng.net
Leslie.denicola@ansgsa.com
Lg0310bx@163.com
Lhj@pku.org.cn
Liana.Shayoran@imcd.ru
Liangl8015@163.com
Libin.yin@affoltergroup.ch
Lighting-CS@epoch-optic.com
Lineapelle@Fuorisalone.it
Ling@86chem.cn
Liqiuying926@163.com
Lisa@htpipe.com
Lisboa@grimaldi.pt
Lisnichuk_VS@spb.power-m.ru
Liusha@China-Liusha.com
Lixincpaqdfs@sina.com
London@gulfpetrochem.com
Lorraine@em.co.za
Lothar.grundler@mafa.alfing.de
Lou@rena.com.cn
Loywen@globalsunshinemetal.com
Ltdzhang@arserwood.com
Lucie.gerard@sovadom.com
Lxy3073122@126.com
Lyashenko_EA@tkz.power-m.ru
Lyndon@econotrans.co.za
Lzsy03@Lzsy.com
M-OKADA@SHOKURYU.CO.JP
M.Brachert@ethon.de
M.Dekany@richter.hu
MALLAHTRADING@MAIL.SY
MANAGER.WODEN@A.EHOTELS.COM.AU
MARGHERITAWESTEASTCORPORATION@PEC.IT
MARUIZE2007@163.COM
MARUZEN_KS@SINA.COM
MASTRO@MASTRORAPHAEL.TELECOMPEC.IT
MCharbonneau@goxtechnologies.com
MDeam@powder-solutions.com
MELO-LOC.SEMONTEEAGLEPROJECTS@PEC.IT
METALMECCANICATIBERINA@LEGPEC.IT
MG@boushahrigroup.com
MGT-Conference-2016@msa.eun.eg
MHKHAN@OPEXHKG.COM.HK
MKUTUZOV@MGROUP.DP.UA
MKluth@forcecrossfit.com
MONTECORNEO4506126FORMAT2@PEC.IT
MONTECORNEOUNIVERSITADEISAPORI@PEC.IT
MORONUOVACER@PEC.CNAPERUGIA.IT
MOTOKART@CLARO.NET.DO
MSRASSOL@DM.GOV.AE
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MUKESH@SAAMTEX.COM
MagicalTux@ooKoo.org
Mahesh@timordubai.com
Mail@FootballScoop.com
Mail@Oberste-Beulmann.de
Mail@sessatex.com
Mailbox@guli.com
Mailroom@festo.ir
Mailsupport@neoHarmonics.com
Mamu@ttx-group.com
Management@bassamtrading.com
Marcia@AntiqueTrail.com
Marie-Francoise.Gorwa@tmb.lth.se
Market@camyu.net
Market@lordmed.com
Marla.Calico@gpc.edu
Martin.Mayer@amsler.ch
MashinKLF@eskom.co.za
MediaInquiries@1800Flowers.com
Melnikov_RA@tkz.power-m.ru
Melvina@Yonkers-PAL.org
Membership@ethicalbiotrade.org
Menr@zamnet.zm
Metaalperswerkinfo@bons-evers.nl
Michael.Chen@gptindustries.com
Michele.Caputo@indesit.com
Michele@MHarrisIns.com
Mike.Mikuska@plainsmidstream.com
Mike.stock@primapower.com
Mike@TheOnlyShows.com
Mike@ce2capital.com
Mikhail.Ivkin@pilot.ru
Milos.Grujic@au.fag.com
Mime7906@163.com
Mohamed.Elsaidny@mediatek.com
Morando@orange.sn
More@designnbuy.com
More@tipalti.com
Muwaffaq@tig-tesco.com
Myriam.Redouane@mailmac.net
N.Brizard@sqconsult.com
NAVYUDT@KOREA.COM
NBKEZHEN@163.COM
NERIIDEAUMBRA@PEC.IT
NFO@OGBS.HU
NGubal@nevalab.ru
NOVEMBRE52044ARTSRL@MIAPOSTACERTIFICATA.IT
NUOVOs.n.06053LAFAVORITA@EPEC.IT
Nelson.LEE@sogequip.pf
News@GEMKonnect.com
Nick.r@cyclelink.com
Nssanjaygowda@yahho.co.in
OAscoli@gbm.net
OCR@ed.gov
OF.9korotkovaElenA@mail.ru
OFINJ@organicfoodincubator.com
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OGG@Ghalanos.com.cy
OSVE@Kanoon.net
Office@castlehall.com
Office@shirtshackia.com
Ohki@wattcycling.jp
Oisa@shisu.edu.cn
Olga.Chupakhina@kronostar.com
Oliver.t@cyclelink.com
Olivia9987@sina.com
Operations@stier.es
Order@cogitosoft.com
Ossfloor@Ossfloor.nl
PALAZZOGIUSTIORFINISRL@LAMIAPEC.IT
PAMELAHU@126.COM
PANGYONG@CHINADONGGANG.CN
PAPILLON@PAPILLONEASTERN.COM
PCC@Palisadesny.com
PCJ@EBANG.COM.CN
PD@FZTOSUI.COM
PD@hz-bikes.com
PEKKA.KERANEN@KORJAKUMI.FI
PIEMME@PM-SHOP.COM
PISACANEGEOFOODSSRL@PEC.IT
PLYWOODFRANK@163.COM
PORZIUNCOLAUMBRIAGASSPA@PEC.IT
PROSPORT_ALEX@MAIL.RU
PRakesh@emag.com
PSIKYO@mail.dlut.edu.cn
PTC@narang.com
PYP5256@126.com
Pamela.jiang@iticorp.com.sg
Paschal.Chilakpu@oiltoolsafrica.com
Paul.Furlong@CR-Solar.com
Paul.Wallett@tekla.com
Paul@rementor.com
PaulK@oaklandgroup.com
Paul_hong@techvision.com.cn
Pauline@sandau.edu.cn
Paulng@Pipehanger.Com.Sg
Penco@crisel-instruments.it
Perkin@hauckhkg.com
Petrov_AI@spb.power-m.ru
Philip@cnganen.com
Pinder.Rob@epamail.epa.gov
Plan@wsj.com
Play@Mattel.com
Polimate@polimate.com.br
Pradeepan.vadavathi@kanoo.com
Pramod@ctrltechnologies.com
Presidentsales@atlanticpipe.com
Primkulov.79@mail.ru
Process@Mangan-co.com
Procurement@emiratessteel.com
Procurement@kvernelandgroup.com
ProdctTesting-SH@eurofins.com
Pub123@126.com
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Pubanz_t@us.fag.com
QDLHXXB@163.com
QFT@bristolscientific.com
QIAGEN@interlabservice.ru
Qiang.Sun@Everestbj.com
Qing1025@citiz.net
Quote@valuecoders.com
R.LEE@brapac.pf
RAFFAELLOOT@PEC.BETATEX.COM
RAJRANI@WILNETONLINE.NET
RAMEGESPAC@ACTALISCERTYMAIL.IT
RBARAKETT@ROBERTBARAKETT.COM
RFConnectors@rfindustries.com
RFHWB@RFHWB.DE
ROMANOAMMINISTRAZIONEMARINELLI@PEC.IT
RONALDLKY@SUPREMECENTURY.COM.HK
ROTIFER2@HANMAIL.NET
ROYALINTERIOR@ZYBERWAY.COM
RWerndly@barloworld-equipment.co.uk
Rameez@po-ms.com
Reception.Moscow@indesit.com
Reeves.Rehab@uhs-sa.com
Reina.DeLaCruz@rapak.com
Rela.gao@yunsong.com
Relax@SoggyDollar.com
Renate.Seimair@brenntag.at
Retreats@desroches-island.com
Richard.Robertson@cse-comsource.com
Rob.Burger@ThompsonHine.com
Roberto.cabello@lamb.cl
Robertson.DA3@Forces.gc.ca
Roc_kwt@kems.net
Rod_A@au.fag.com
Rodolfo.paredes@ferreyros.com.pe
Rodrigo@rsumarmol.cl
Roger@GroundworkHV.org
Roh@inoxwirerope.com
Roland.Feit@abalon-hardwood.com
Rosay@oceanwin.co.nz
RossLund@hughesequipment.com
Roy.du@ericelectronics.com
Ruixing-8@163.com
SALES1@CN-KAIRUI.COM
SALES2@CHINATRUCK.CC
SALES@EDAC.COM.SG
SALES@MIKILON.COM
SALES@PACIFIC-TOOL.COM
SALLY-DRAGONBULL@163.COM
SALLY@XINGCHENG.NET
SAMUEL-SUN@163.COM
SANJAYMEHTA@BEST-OASIS.COM
SANLORENZOSPA@PEC.IT
SCARLATTI806121MICROCINEMA@PEC.IT
SDYBLXC@163.com
SEAGLE1818@126.COM
SEASUN@SEASUNTOYS.COM
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SF_8030379@163.COM
SGYOUING@126.COM
SHE@SILIQUE.COM
SHFI@BASIL.OCN.NE.JP
SHUBHNGI.PADHYE@solvay.com
SINOJEWEL@163.COM
SJM6635@163.com
SOPHIA@BLOOMCO.CN
SPSUN.CN@163.COM
SRodriguez@AmbassadorL.com
STERPETECRHACKERS@PEC.IT
SUDGIULIANOTARTUFI@PEC.IT
SUMMER@ZETTLERCN.COM
SUNBINAD@163.COM
SUNSHARE@CHINA.COM
SUPEAK@SUPERPEAK.COM.HK
SUPPORT@LABYRINTH-COMPUTERS.COM
SURAJ@NAGRANIHK.COM
SWEISM@ACCESSME.COM.JO
SWN-YXZX@163.com
SZ83775086@126.com
Sales.admin@btcorp.com.vn
Sales.emma@bnb.com.tw
Sales.iris@bnb.com.tw
Sales.sh@firich.com.tw
Sales013909@showguide.cn
Sales01@hott.net.cn
Sales126@thaiho.com
Sales3@poncho.cn
Sales5@melestar.com
Sales@FarEastBike.com
Sales@KemutecUSA.com
Sales@Lisungroup.com
Sales@MachineVC.com
Sales@PyrazineSpecialties.com
Sales@SoarPay.com
Sales@VC999.com
Sales@blcontrol.com
Sales@cedlfabric.com
Sales@cooppy.com
Sales@epudo.com
Sales@indsupplygate.com
Sales@ivory.co.il
Sales@leeport.com.sg
Sales@pacaids.com
Sales@perceptivebiotech.com
Sales@petra-me.com
Sales@precicon.com.sg
Sales@quadmed.com
Sales@raypcb.com
Sales@rcs-co.com
Sales@vantage-usa.com
Sales@yhwiper.com
SalesEnsign@ensignenergy.com
Samey@samey.is
Sandeep_2297@redifmail.com
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Scm@mbmuae.net
SebastianT@pai.murugappa.com
Sergey.Girsh@pilot.ru
Sergey.Makrushin@pilot.ru
Sergey.Manukhov@netsl.ru
Servers@Packet.net
Service.admin@btcorp.com.vn
Sgy721227@163.com
Sh.Kazemi@ParsianPolytex.com
Shafik@sessatex.com
Shanghai@beckhoff.com.cn
Shehera@siwydenim.com
Shelly@asianmetal.com
Shengyang0626@163.com
Shiling@163.com
Ship_Lenovo@sic.com.mx
Shirley@virginforestplant.com
ShlomoC@ateka.co.il
Shoby.Isaac@mynycb.com
Shomali88753829peyman@afranet.com
Silvia.trejo@nimax.mx
Snow@Xtmsports.Com
Sobehrd.P@seznam.cz
Sonia@ourhappybox.com
Spaincommissioner@cclpworldwide.com
Spe@optosirius.co.jp
Spey-business@china-spey.com
Sputnik2001@mail.ru
Stallia.Parolin@gptindustries.com
Stephan.Buffler@fr.ina.com
Stephen.Zhao@pctgroup.com.cn
Stephen@GraceLoveObey.com
Steve@TiogaGardens.com
Steve_Dupuis@skc.edu
StudentHousing@Wellesley.edu
Stv_metal@cg.ukrtel.net
Sullyvan.h@sportsandtrips.nc
Support@alpha.ae
Support@idaj.cn
Support@idaj.kr
Support@xgody.com
Susana.Burguera@haymarket.com
Susana_Wong@163.com
Suzanne.Chew@tfsbrokers.com
Suzanne@agrainofsand.com
Swapnil.Badkur@schaeffler.com
Sylvia@adhme.net
T-MANABE@SHOKURYU.CO.JP
TADCO@MAIL.PF
TAIFANA@TAIFANA.COM
TAIROKU_YK@AC.AUONE-NET.JP
TAKA-T@K4.DION.NE.JP
TANITR@TAN.COM.TR
TBD@wsj.com
TEC@JRCSC.com
TIM@NOPADOL.COM
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TIWHEEL@163.COM
TLGX66@163.COM
TLarney@h-c-s-group.com
TMLC59@HANMAIL.NET
TOM@NTSOHO.COM
TOMAS@TRADELDA.ES
TRUST@TRUST.COM.JO
TSerruya@a1imports.ca
TShandler@sgsproduce.com
TZWM@ZJTZGM.COM
Taizhoudayi@163.com
Tatiana.Terekhova@brsmeas.org
Terminology@ProZ.com
Teruhiko.Sasaki@inalfa.com
Tgqb-china@163.com
Theodore@MNCosmetics.gr
Thomas.Keane@demetriades.com
Tim.Staddon@parexel.com
Tinglijixie@126.com
Tinkov_AV@spb.power-m.ru
Tobacco@Hookah-Shisha.com
Tomech@163.com
Tours@Bloombus.com
Toys@huaweitoys.com
Triana.aytch@ansgsa.com
Troy_huo@163.com
Tsvetkov_MV@power-m.ru
UFFICIO.AMMINISTRATIVO@PEC.MONELLETTA.IT
ULAC@163.COM
UNNIKRISHNAN@RUSANPHARMA.COM
USinfo@dematic.com
Uae@exporoad.com
Uae@tutoringclub.com
Unitedfish@y.net.ye
UnitekG@tpage.com
Urengoi24@yandex.ru
VAC.CVWM-MVGC.ACC@vac-acc.gc.ca
VENTAS@DIVESCA.COM
VIDAR.MYRER@KVANTEL.NO
VIP@Yiqifei.com
VIVAT@SUCCESS.NET.TH
VIVEKKUMA@thaimail.org
VJSHENOY@STAGINTL.COM
VKrishna@emag.com
Valentina.prevignano@reedexpo.it
VasanthBalaji_GopalaKrishnaRaju@Syntelinc.com
Vasyuk_NV@spb.power-m.ru
Vega_sally@163.com
VeteranPrograms@snapon.com
Veteranendag.KMar@mindef.nl
Vicky@promises-promises.co.uk
Vince.Treonze@Ice-Vip.Com
VinodMenon@tii.murugappa.com
Vivian@asianmetal.com
Vyhledat@Heureka.cz
WAziz@Abahsain.com
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WHN8008@163.COM
WHOIS@HOSTMONSTER.COM
WISHCG125@126.COM
WJDONDON@YAHOO.CO.JP
WMARTIN.EPH@LNPNEWS.COM
WWX123123_123@163.COM
WafaaKawkabani@maliagroup.com
Waikikibeach@lagoon.nc
Wayne@asiamercury.com
Wazni.h@primo-cm.com
Weiyu96@163.com
WelcomeUnit@EUI.eu
Wholesale@VictorianPaperCo.com
Winchester@peterhansford.co.uk
Wj8891@qingdaonews.com
Wqlspj1573@sina.com
XHY200812@163.COM
XU.CHEN@HUALONGINC.COM
Xanda@china-anda.com
Xianword@163.com
Xiayuanhua555@163.com
Xingjigear_hlh@163.com
Xinhui0531@163.com
Xulidan665208@126.com
Y.Sorokin@unido.org
YATIN@SJBROTHERS.COM
YJ@CHINA-YONGJIN.COM
YKZZLXL@163.COM
YMYEUNG@CTIMAIL.COM
YZHANG117@e.ntu.edu.sg
YZY@shenchong.com
Yakovleva_YA@spb.power-m.ru
Yancui67@sina.com
YankWhacker@blaster.com
Yijuzhaopin2015@126.com
Yilongtian777@163.com
Ying-Cheng.Lai@asu.edu
Ylq12345@126.com
YourEmail@Address.com
YuMing@YinSiBaoHu.AliYun.com
YuanL-1960@sina.com
Yzm158@163.com
ZAID@GULFRUBBERFACTORY.COM
ZHANGRUIHAN8820@163.COM
ZHH@ZJSUNTECH.COM
ZHOU_FK@163.COM
ZIYE1970@163.COM
ZJYJ@CHINAYUEJIN.COM
ZP.SHARE-WELL2008@163.COM
ZSRLEE@tgsvc.co.kr
Zahra@exporoad.com
Zaur.Bashirov@socar.az
Zdenek.Vahala@pells.eu
Zdfang@huanfang.com
Zhaosh1@blcu.edu.cn
Zhoubing1225@126.com
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Zhuoyuegufen010@163.com
Zxl200721@sohu.com
a-bike@a-bike.com.cn
a-hyungsub@hanmail.net
a-katano@wb4.so-net.ne.jp
a.agarwal@habitat.net.in
a.allendorf@rolloncorp.com
a.amoussa@tieri.bf
a.arkhipov@mail.ru
a.aubert@altec-equipment.com
a.bachmeier@schattdecor.de
a.barbina@fantoni.it
a.benainessemene@univ-bba.dz
a.boissiere@izipizi.com
a.bompart@rds.net
a.chindris@imc-it.org
a.daeschle@era-contact.de
a.davanzo@kci-world.com
a.debernardi@mtep.it
a.dubinich@stephan-machinery.com
a.exports@touchtelindia.net
a.filipazzi@esco-salt.com
a.germentier@bucci-industries.com
a.grzegorczyk@thomasregout.com
a.hafiane@geo-environnement.com
a.hamed@mycleaner.com
a.hire@hgluk.com
a.jain@datacaredubai.com
a.joodi@alghada-int.com
a.khaled@eqseco.co
a.khanakov@terekas.com
a.latour@wsj.com
a.lee@koelnmesse.cn
a.mackinnon@imperial.ac.uk
a.mariotti@grandemeccanica.com
a.miguel@salams.com
a.mitchell@ape.de
a.mullachery@alyasra.com
a.murray@americangotv.com
a.murray@ranpakeurope.com
a.murray@wsj.com
a.napp@sartori-berger.de
a.naserinezhad@gip-co.ir
a.nelissen@nordenpac.de
a.norio@noriofratelli.com
a.oliveira@pronewtech.pt
a.palmieri@doveconviene.it
a.pradhan@gla.ac.in
a.prekel@autoonline.com
a.rahmoune@univ-bba.dz
a.renzoni@comune.bevagna.pg.it
a.sappia@biotechware.com
a.soukhinine@myequator.ru
a.venturini@lombardaciclo.it
a.vinay@pes.edu
a.voute@rai.nl
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a.wada@parahermosa.co.jp
a.white@magnith.com
a.zurmuehlen@biofrontera.com
a022v@126.com
a0hdw@netdvr.cn
a102057@hanmail.net
a37178@tgsvc.co.kr
a39644@tgsvc.co.kr
a4836006@163.com
a532261436@126.com
a67602829@126.com
a68901029@vip.163.com
a81007@tgsvc.co.kr
a81075@tgsvc.co.kr
a81104@tgsvc.co.kr
a81179@tgsvc.co.kr
a81183@tgsvc.co.kr
a81187@tgsvc.co.kr
a81188@tgsvc.co.kr
a81215@tgsvc.co.kr
a81220@tgsvc.co.kr
a81221@tgsvc.co.kr
a81224@tgsvc.co.kr
a81229@tgsvc.co.kr
a81252@tgsvc.co.kr
a81340@tgsvc.co.kr
a81346@tgsvc.co.kr
a81355@tgsvc.co.kr
a81364@tgsvc.co.kr
a81383@tgsvc.co.kr
a81427@tgsvc.co.kr
a81432@tgsvc.co.kr
a8259@tgsvc.co.kr
a87945298@163.com
a@china.org.cn
a@rosensuniforms.com
aaa-technika@mail.ru
aaa@seatac1.com
aaa@shdld.com
aaamachine@aaamachine.com
aaamdaoud@yahoo.fr
aaas@china.org.cn
aabbatiello@settonfarms.com
aabelson@stralem.com
aabhichem@gla.ac.in
aacipl@aacipl.com
aadadevoh@microwarehouse-gh.com
aadatti.cs@buk.edu.ng
aafud@aafud.com
aagomez@sinteg.com.mx
aahorseranch1@aol.com
aahuja@ccm.com
aak@expocentr.ru
aak@first.com.eg
aalekseeva@richart.ru
aalexander@enterprisecontrols.co.uk
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aalexander@hostgator.com
aalibushara@pcconnection.com
aamir.uddin@prestigegwl.org
aamohd@altecme.ae
aamulti@cable.net.co
aanderson@morgananderson.com
aaron.go@pioneertrucks.ph
aaron.solomon@slmnco.com
aaron.woodruff@enersys.com
aaron@4tembroidery.com
aaron@aaronmarino.com
aaron@cordovas.org
aaron@drivedev.com
aaron@prezes.info
aaron_ye2008@163.com
aaronoffice@163.com
aarratia@arkutec.cl
aaryal@foresightint.com
aasha@bie.co.in
aasheesh.shukla@gla.ac.in
aatammi@sbm.net.sa
aatish.sharma@htlive.com
aau@china.org.cn
ab0006@unifong.com.tw
ab@alobon.com
ab@asheshbrothers.com
abain@animaxent.com
aballing@alliewaymarketing.com
abandanns@roketmail.com
abapat@forbesmarshall.com
abarreda@oppfilmsa.com
abaza@prodigy.net.mx
abbas@globallightllc.com
abbas@speedupgear.com
abbas@systematicsindia.com
abbasazkarimi@schilliger.ch
abbie@harper-beck.com
abbonamenti@editorialedelfino.it
abby@growershipper.com
abby@songlam.com.hk
abbysos@163.com
abc0771@163.com
abc@abc.gob.bo
abc@abcmaritime.com.ua
abc@okun.name
abc@rikang.com
abc@zlhose.com
abcrook@iohk.com
abcsea@airportbrokers.com
abcvn@vnn.vn
abczhouyj@163.com
abdallah.ariss@depa.com
abdallah.mahdhaoui@rns.tn
abdel.muneer@tekla.com
abdelhadi@psu.edu.sa
abdjalil@aswadgroup.com
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abdjalil@um.edu.my
abdo@abdo.com.br
abdul.ahad@tamcogroup.eu
abdul.qadir@icai.org
abdul@bludive.net
abdulla.ates@roche.com
abdulsalam@alcaon.com
abecica@mah.cz
abeck@aegisworld.com
abeer@oncomponents.com
abeer@patriafoods.com
abenmen@uaaan.mx
abergele@manbat.co.uk
abest-pb@163.com
abeurnier@aramine.com
abhai.rai@hcl.in
abhay.chaturvedi@gla.ac.in
abhay@awalightingdesigners.com
abhay@floorndecor.in
abhijeetsingh.chauhan@prestigegwl.org
abhijitgalav@lnmiit.ac.in
abhinav.chandel@gla.ac.in
abhisek@osakainternational.com
abhishek.jaiswal@gla.ac.in
abhishek.kathuria@toradex.com
abhisheksharma@lnmiit.ac.in
abi@maqbit.com
abic@abic.co.jp
abigail.harris@infocusinternational.com
abiola.olanipekun@brsmeas.org
abj@medi-services.com
abl@atlasbattery.com.pk
ablanco@andesphoto.cl
abludena@emp.uc3m.es
abolanos@intelnet.net.gt
abondarev@computerupgradeking.com
aboonz@163.com
abovo@trevispa.com
aboyuan@126.com
abpi@abpi.org.br
abpwz@163.com
abraham@gioman.com
abraham@iimcal.ac.in
abramian@expocentr.ru
abramova@expocentr.ru
abrowngo@nd.edu
abryleva@pagercom.com
absurd@debian.org
abt@lfaudio.com
abucher@emag.com
abucomm@marubenicorp.com
abudhabi.repoffice@intesasanpaolo.com
abudhabi@dewan-architects.com
abudhabi@powermagicnutrition.com
abudhabi@universalhospitals.com
abuilder@big-inc.com
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abuqayyas@abuqayyas.com
abuse@volusion.com
abustelo@conexafoods.com
abw@waggonerranch.com
aby@coastauditing.com
abyssinia@china.org.cn
ac@acsparepart.com
ac@arcticcontainer.fi
ac@etn.se
ac@fidentiis.com
aca.qms@algoa.li
academic@nii.ac.in
academicoffice@lnmiit.ac.in
academy@bella-vita-academy.ch
acangel@sina.com
acannady@dremed.com
acapistran@berriesparadise.com.mx
acarranza@rodassrl.com.ar
acastellan@cannon.ru
acc@acc.md
acc@acme.lt
acc@amhygienics.com
access@bonnaroo.com
accessibility@nytimes.com
accessibility@scribd.com
accessibility@target.com
accessories@sadeca.com
account-reg@accline.it
account.disable@airbnb.com
account.disabled@airbnb.com
account.enable@airbnb.com
account.verify@airbnb.com
account@dharmanandan.com
account@ftdlogistics.co.nz
account@interjewel.net
account@mdd.co.nz
account@pansuriyaimpex.com
accountant@synergynutrition.co.nz
accounting@khomarch.com
accounting@kottmann.eu
accounting@labtechsrl.com
accounting@pgshipping.it
accounting@poynter.org
accounting@sajiunelectric.com
accounts@abinternational.co.nz
accounts@ankitgems.com
accounts@basarworld.com
accounts@baum.co.in
accounts@bhansali.biz
accounts@boezo.co.nz
accounts@chanakyabakery.com
accounts@citycatdyestuffs.com
accounts@crazysales.co.nz
accounts@dhaneradiamonds.com
accounts@dnitin.com
accounts@dnsbikes.com
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accounts@francisalukkas.com
accounts@homebakery.ae
accounts@ics.sc
accounts@imss.co.za
accounts@jainexgroup.com
accounts@karpgroup.com
accounts@khambatigroup.com
accounts@majorventures.net
accounts@musgrave.co.nz
accounts@naveenenterprises.net
accounts@nzhg.co.nz
accounts@nzll.co.nz
accounts@prudence-ae.com
accounts@radixnutrition.com
accounts@siddhidiamonds.com
accounts@sundaramexports.com
accounts@trinityproducts.co.nz
accounts@turnercharles.com
accreditationquestions@wellesley.edu
acct.exim@abadgroup.in
acct@mactz.com
acctg@walkerindustrial.com
accueil.hiabsas@cargotec.com
accueil@belfort-tourisme.com
ace.tz@ace-group.net
ace@c9.io
ace@enginemountings.com
acehk@acemk.com.hk
acemo@acemo.com
acereminati@allfood.com.ar
aces@bsnl.in
acesco@trevivenezuela.com
acesy@tpage.com
acevalve@acevalve.co.kr
achgaa@yandex.ru
achico@vitro.com
achira@floorndecor.in
acho@northernoilfield.com
achumachenko@solidpharma.ru
acifop.libourne@acifop.com
ackasansor@ttnet.net.tr
ackerman@lcs.mit.edu
ackert@execulink.com
acking@126.com
aclapson@sarofim.com
acleani@3bspa.com
aclleer@163.com
acm@acms.ru
acma@acma.in
acme@acmeseals.com
acme@chinaacme.com.cn
acolwell@chromium.org
acolwell@google.com
acomercial@zonafrancabarranquilla.com
acomunicacion@camicon.ec
acorchado@dallasnews.com
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acornille@tire-laine.com
acos.ovar@ramada.pt
acpowerzhang@163.com
acquisti@acifarfisa.it
acquisti@boltpalmese.it
acres_help@epa.gov
acrilnova@acrilnova.com
acronin@wellesley.edu
acropolis_mari@mail.ru
acs@autocomplex.net
acskbb@royalselangor.com.my
acswiecki@swieckient.com
actionimmo@orpi.com
activa-dl@mail.ru
activeal@activeworldnyc.com
activities@sportsbj.com
actoll@actoll.fr
actualite@edilivre.com
acwehunt@siswa.com
ad.factory@hotpackglobal.com
ad.lawyer@163.com
ad.van.rooijen@deruiter.com
ad01@babyhyb.com
ad@dailyexcelsior.com
ad@lltpvc.com
ad@mtmt.com.cn
ad@simcheng.cn
ad@yingjiesheng.com
ada@ada-llc.com
ada@enjoyvote.com
ada@kx-baby.cn
ada@soest.cn
adagdagan@mmm.com
adahua@nichromalloy.com
adam.dean@ewan.co.uk
adam.wais@rolobikes.com
adam.wang@dorou.com
adam@allardresearch.com
adam@biketart.com
adam@curtisinternational.co.uk
adam@emmerich.com
adam@hotchillisource.com
adam@icebloodstock.com
adam@ravenco.eu
adam@simplywallst.com
adamab@pc.jaring.my
adamiak.robert@interia.pl
adamjee@adpower-group.com
adamodar@stern.nyu.edu
adamov@ics.perm.ru
adanelian@cargotrans-global.com
adarsh.sharma@demetertz.com
adatcsales@brunet.bn
adb@basantagro.com
adbelouahed.kerrar@biopharm.dz
adc@adc.fr
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adconrad@ubuntu.com
adcrosario@adcrosario.com.ar
adcscanarabia@zajil.net
adela_dai@barwell-corp.com
adelaide@vipac.com.au
adele@elizabethscarlett.com
adelesac@speedy.com.pe
adelina.metarapi@brsmeas.org
adeline.khoo@travelpharm.co.nz
adelyn_tay@filtersolutions.com.my
ademan@udel.edu
adeveci@hvkk.tsk.tr
adevos@zamnet.zm
adg.pongov14-20@agenziacoesione.gov.it
adillon@columbusmb.com
adirectorio@omegaperu.com.pe
aditi@aditicert.net
aditi@inacto.com
aditya.gautam@gla.ac.in
aditya.goswami@gla.ac.in
aditya.m@safeharvest.co.in
aditya.saxena@gla.ac.in
aditya.srivastava@gla.ac.in
aditya@kasyap.com
adivon888@163.com
adlerj@educ.wits.ac.za
adm-sie@mail.xjtu.edu.cn
adm@adm.sakha.gov.ru
adm@dunsch.com
adm@omshreegroup.com
admec-mum@twgrp.com
admferbog@meico.com.co
admin-it@sharpspring.com
admin.akc@alkaun.com
admin.gat@isfitaly.org
admin.hak@airliquide.com
admin.tav@isfitaly.org
admin1.pushkin@rspb.ru
admin1@everwin-cn.com
admin2@manlyfoods.com
admin87chao@mail.ru
admin@Doktor24.biz
admin@acetech.co.uk
admin@afs-sa.com
admin@alimentariassierramagina.es
admin@alinecable.com
admin@amipl.net
admin@ascania-racing.com
admin@athenaglobal.org
admin@aushine.com.cn
admin@autoland.sc
admin@autotec.com.cn
admin@bartolich.com
admin@batchgeo.com
admin@beijingldtx.com
admin@bicomm.fr
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admin@bigenjoy-inflatable.com
admin@borita.com.cn
admin@bouldersteel.com.au
admin@canar.com.sa
admin@captusllp.com
admin@castofwonders.org
admin@chillysbottles.com
admin@citycollege.ae
admin@cjtek.ch
admin@cn-zh.cn
admin@cnenda.com
admin@cnoubei.com
admin@consarltd.com
admin@coreedgetech.com
admin@cosplay.com
admin@creditparts.cn
admin@croston-engineering.co.uk
admin@cxr.com
admin@davis.net.cn
admin@dede58.com
admin@dlcmt.com.cn
admin@dongyuinfo.com
admin@dumeds.com
admin@dvtpp.ru
admin@ectsoc.org
admin@eelu.edu.eg
admin@exceloverseas.com
admin@fayoum.edu.eg
admin@fe-trading.com
admin@ffwatchco.com
admin@firexuae.com
admin@flc.co.nz
admin@focussoftnet.com
admin@fosrams.com
admin@fyzg2009.com
admin@geoscience-wales.co.uk
admin@gigapan.org
admin@gmsyntex.com
admin@gradeonehoney.co.nz
admin@gswpc.com
admin@guanghonglamp.com
admin@gushu.cn
admin@gvtextile.com
admin@gzfulida.cn
admin@haiyaolaw.com
admin@harrycollection.com
admin@hathey.com
admin@hera.org.nz
admin@hmm-hosokawa.com.my
admin@honglincable.com
admin@hrln.org
admin@huanamei.com
admin@iclbelting.com
admin@iemumbai.com
admin@inalfa.com
admin@ingushetia.ru
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admin@instantcase.com
admin@intaleqlanguages.com
admin@irft.org
admin@ismatrubber.com
admin@isprohosting.com
admin@iss.sc
admin@jialiyb.com.cn
admin@jnzzgj.com
admin@juming.com
admin@kapoorandcompany.com
admin@khanyisabrokers.co.za
admin@kiwicorp.co.nz
admin@ksaimpex.com
admin@lakhanidyestuffs.co.in
admin@legaleyeassociates.com
admin@lenoxparkllc.com
admin@leshark-india.com
admin@livingintentions.com
admin@livingwing.com.my
admin@lljproperty.com
admin@mailam-shaalan.com
admin@mailgunhq.com
admin@marchertire.com
admin@megameasurements.co.za
admin@moryak.com
admin@mountguideschool.com
admin@mprice.net
admin@mykoelectronics.com
admin@mywebsite.com
admin@nankai.edu.cn
admin@navjyoti.org.in
admin@nevelerstud.co.nz
admin@newborndairy.co.nz
admin@newzealandhoneyco.com
admin@nhcc.co.ug
admin@nilsabbas.com
admin@oilrecruiter.net
admin@olivierdolz.com
admin@onamae.com
admin@orgichemie.com
admin@osilan.com.cn
admin@primarytraumacare.org
admin@processchemicals.com.au
admin@prompages.ru
admin@rangiorabakery.com
admin@ravidyeware.com
admin@rawabi.com.sa
admin@reshamsinghgroup.com
admin@salsitasoft.com
admin@sannengcn.com
admin@sclgme.org
admin@scope.me
admin@sixpackshortcuts.com
admin@smitelli.com
admin@sofsol.co.nz
admin@specialty-tech.com.cn
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admin@studionieuwpoort.be
admin@sudexports.com
admin@sudoservice.com
admin@sunrisemetalcoating.com
admin@surgipharm.co.ug
admin@sushilainternational.com
admin@swantaxis.com.au
admin@syn-lube.com.cn
admin@tamimitents.com
admin@technomight.com
admin@tekshapers.com
admin@tes.edu.kw
admin@thermosash.co.nz
admin@tjyakuo.com
admin@torntech.com
admin@tpprb.ru
admin@tracross.com
admin@trainingforce.ua
admin@truebell.org
admin@tubefilter.com
admin@uac.org.lb
admin@unichains.co.uk
admin@unichains.de
admin@unichains.dk
admin@unionchlorine.com
admin@velokiev.com
admin@vichnet.com
admin@vjtanks.com
admin@winwinhrc.com
admin@woodbank.com
admin@worldheart.org
admin@ygcup.com
admin@yijiada.com.cn
admin@youfin.cn
admin@yuanhuichina.com
admin@zaedon.com
admin@zjyouqiang.com
adminarusha@aacomputers.co.tz
adminauh@kanoo.ae
admincbe@vedantaacademy.in
admindept@acgmarine.com
administracija@casaitalia.com.mk
administracion@avehass.com.mx
administracion@brugsa.com.ar
administracion@dalbertlorenz.cl
administracion@higsegeirl.com
administrador@zfcauca.com
administration@airtrans-group.com
administration@analac.cn
administration@elbanadinavigazione.it
administration@lordosbeach.com.cy
administration@oenindia.com
administrator@iadc-brazil.org
adminm@aakashtex.com
adminmirdif@illuminationsworld.com
adminmoshi@aacomputers.co.tz
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admins@al-shuwayer.com
adminspriano@spriano.it
adminuk@vedantaacademy.in
admisi@bakrie.ac.id
admission-CIE@cupl.edu.cn
admission@buaa.edu.cn
admission@cfau.edu.cn
admission@gla.ac.in
admission@hust.edu.cn
admission@iimbg.ac.in
admission@seu.edu.cn
admission@wellesley.edu
admission@yzu.edu.cn
admissionoffice@163.com
admissions@agu.ac.ae
admissions@ais.ae
admissions@biss.com.cn
admissions@britishschool.org.cn
admissions@buid.ac.ae
admissions@cqu.edu.cn
admissions@ibwya.net
admissions@ukuni.net
admissn@mailbox.gxnu.edu.cn
adnan@luckyalloys.com
adokok@126.com
adol@muk.ua
adowling@pennwell.com
adrian@smop.co.uk
adrianaprado@itaueira.com.br
adrianleger@googlemail.com
adriano@scalabros.it
adrita.rahman@kuehne-nagel.com
adroste@tecnicahansa.cl
ads.ssw@kci-world.com
ads@apdnews.com
ads@firstpost.com
ads@pinnacleinstruments.co.za
ads@stackexchange.com
ads@voxlon.com
ads@wikihow.com
adtek@adtek.com.sg
aduarte@dvaccs.com
aduncan@vertical-integration.com
adv@cave-la-romaine.com
adv@exibart.com
adv@farexpo.ru
advanx@fpt.vn
advert@iktissad.com
advertise@researchresearch.com
advertise@slate.com
advertising@TheFirearmBlog.com
advertising@al-watani.com
advertising@dvproductions.be
advertising@fair.bg
advertising@learn2grow.com
advertising@poynter.org
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advertising@shanghaiist.com
advertising@thefinancials.com
advertising@vevo.com
advice@mitchells-online.com
advise47@mail.ru
advising@wellesley.edu
advisor_csf@quartermainesworld.com
advocat73@yandex.ru
advocates@nanavati.co.in
advt@dailyexcelsior.com
ady_wwang@163.com
adyard.abudhabi@interserve-me.com
adyard@adyarduae.com
adywang@163.com
ae-mexico@testritegroup.com
ae.prometal@assaabloy.com
ae@grimm-aerosol.com
aebi@aebi.com
aek_ec@yhoo.in
aekyofull@tae-yang.co.kr
aelnashar@ups.com
aem@aem.org
aem@akkreditert.no
aenter@mail2yemen.com
aep@saidgroup.com
aeprom@mail.ru
aerosols@kgpackaging.com
aes@aesol.com
aes@planet.tn
aescala@cableonda.com
aet@pctiltd.com
af.cruz@hexagon.com.ph
af0755@163.com
af@adlkw.com
af@pe.com.ua
afalahat@seametalltd.com
afalk@prime-trading.com
afarrar@hostgator.com
afatek@afatek.com.tw
afc@afcarillion.ae
afcydm@sina.com
afec@allfavor.com.tw
aferriani@editorialedelfino.it
affiliates@cleverfiles.com
affiliates@scotthermanfitness.com
affinity@prudence-ae.com
affymy@163.com
afi@net.sy
afiedler@emag.com
afleather@afleather.com
afletcher@tycowater.com
afmak@bol-online.com
afoley@walkeremd.com
aforge_dz@vip.163.com
afrawley@epsilon.com
afreitag@patagoniadistribution.com
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afreska@freskalaw.com
africa.sales@enermech.com
africa@inventa.com
africa@library.columbia.edu
afrikafish@orange.sn
afrique.asc@orange.sn
afsat@stanbic.com
aftermarket@accellbisiklet.com.tr
aftermarketsales@cadoil.com
aftersales@tasena-cm.com
afuentes@herramental.com.mx
afvn01@afirstvn.com
ag@starworksgroup.com
agab@cheetahcement.na
agapetv@simbanet.net
agapov.aleksandr@lenta.ru
agarcher48@googlEmail.com
agarrett@dallasnews.com
agata.beniowska@bmwide.pl
agatha@glume.com
agazel@ko-bi.com
agc@entelnet.bo
age@age.com.tr
age@sol.net.sa
agency@augustashipping.com
agency@casadeighinassi.com
agency@ipac-net.jp
agency@outrobrasil.com
agency@uma.od.ua
agent@hirokura.co.jp
agent@morizane.co.jp
agents@educoglobal.com
agents@jsilogistics.com
agenzia@sarottiviaggi.com
aggarwal@astpipes.com
aggie0801@sina.com
aggiew007@126.com
agile-machine@163.com
agileshanghai@googlegroups.com
aginfo@ag.nv.gov
agio@agio-pharma.com
agj@agnijewels.com
agmtools@prtc.net
agness.chaila@lun.aero
agoel@iimcal.ac.in
agonenli@gonpa.com
agra@agramericas.com
agrecol@sentoo.sn
agrexim@fpt.vn
agri@pclworld.net
agri@tntexpo.com
agriexchange@apeda.gov.in
agriintex@codissia.com
agrinava@agrinava.com
agripark@jains.com
agro-master.south@yandex.ru
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agro-mo@mail.ru
agro-resyrs48@mail.ru
agro-tehservis@mail.ru
agro.775@mail.ru
agro@agro-soft.ru
agroactiva@agroactiva.com
agrochem@hifield-ag.com
agrocosco@prodigy.net.mx
agrogazeta@inbox.ru
agrokon@inbox.ru
agromach@126.com
agromehanika-34@yandex.ru
agromil@netsite.com.br
agromir@agromirtorg.ru
agropak@agropak.ru
agroplus48@mail.ru
agropolimer1993@mail.ru
agropolimer@agropolimer1993.ru
agropp@tut.by
agroprod-36@mail.ru
agropromholod@tut.by
agropromsouz@bk.ru
agrored@agroredes.com.ar
agrored@mail.ru
agrosaw@agrosaw.com
agroselmash@inbox.ru
agroservicexpo@yandex.ru
agrotechnika-yug@mail.ru
agrototal@mail.ru
agt@alzouman.com.sa
agtl@alghazitractors.com
agustos@agustos.com
aguzman@magnetron.com.co
ah_jakarta@hartrodt.co.id
ahall@h2hassociates.com
ahalya@tempuslaw.co.in
ahamed.saleem@marcopolofreight.com
ahandelsman@lhai.com
aharon@google.com
ahathaway@ert.net
ahay@adc-engineering.com
ahenne@emag.com
aheslop@brenntag.ca
ahgoodhope@163.com
ahhczx@126.com
ahhuijs@163.com
ahhxjc@163.com
ahhxm@sina.com.cn
ahjb@ahjb.com
ahkargentina@ahkargentina.com.ar
ahkargentina@cadicaa.com.ar
ahl@axsia.com
ahlam@firstselectuae.com
ahmed-alzaabi@umbrella.ae
ahmed.abdelmonsef@b-tech.com.eg
ahmed.emam@sha.org.sa
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ahmed.saleem@environment.gov.mv
ahmed@sensoraccess.co.uk
ahmed@switchgroup-sd.com
ahmedaldairy@tradearabia.com
ahmet@istanbul-plastik.com
ahngtxm@163.com
aholden@jord.com.au
ahosking@technologycompanies.com.ar
ahowes@studley.com
ahpa@ahpa.org
ahsas.goyal@gla.ac.in
ahsj070@163.com
ahura@ahuralogistics.com
ahwkseed1818@163.com
ahwn1999@163.com
ahxco@163.com
ahxhjxf@163.com
aibeiqi@163.com
aibetov@expoconsta.ru
aicep.milan@portugalglobal.pt
aicokencs001@aicoken.com.cn
aics@aldrees.com
aida.cuko@vnuexhibitions.com.cn
aida.sabanadzovic@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
aida@tppkuban.ru
aidepi@aidepi.it
aidsupport.corp@clarislifesciences.com
aiemepd@mepd.ae
aifabru@brunet.bn
aigretech@163.com
aigul200379@mail.ru
aigzhe@163.com
aiibru@brunet.bn
aiii@aireo2.com
aijen@domesticworkers.org
aikaya@163.com
aikta.arya@gla.ac.in
aileen.scheuch@daewoo.com
aileenhe@mbee.co.nz
ailin0918@126.com
aimbest@foxmail.com
aimex@coex.co.kr
aimpts@mail.ru
aims-qatar@aimsgt.com
ainikemilk@163.com
ainurkopbayeva@mail.ru
aipl@adeptimpex.com
air-mia@dsecargo.com
air.transport@caa.gov.qa
aircargo@daviesturner.co.uk
aircargo@intercol.com
aircenter@aircenter.ro
aircharter@huntpalmer.com
airfreight@newbreed.co.uk
airfreight@pif.co.uk
airfreight@shipco.com
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airfren@airfren.com
airkaren@mail.ru
airline.res@cots-freight.com.ph
airmatic@airmatic.es
airpac.rentals@vpplc.com
airport@valex.co.kr
airportcompatibility@boeing.com
airsealand@airsealand-group.com.ar
airsprings_replacement@as.contitech.de
aisco@kems.net
aisha@kuttergroup.com
aishuosample@126.com
aitchessare@googlemail.com
aiteli@163.com
aitlsales@126.com
aiu@aiujewelry.com
aiuto@photosi.com
aiweicmec2005@aliyun.com
aixianwen@foxmail.com
aiyangyangok@126.com
aj@atlasdrilling.com
aj@bometec.com
aj@capcarpetinc.com
aj@dsaexhibition.com
aj@grimm-aerosol.com
ajacob@annsolutions.com
ajain@dcmshriram.com
ajain@polyfibre.in
ajay@gshoe.com
ajay@healthsutra.in
ajay@nii.ac.in
ajay@rusticart.in
ajaygandhi@kunalenterprise.com
aje.desai@cselectric.co.in
ajeetsinghrawat@lnmiit.ac.in
ajeiliezan@fastmailforyou.net
ajeloka@sngpl.com
ajie@sc-qp.com
ajitesh.kumar@gla.ac.in
ajith.babu@ginzaretail.com
ajith@omtinternational.com
ajith@orbitalgrp.com
ajoy@ajoybasu.com
aju@bol.net.in
ajv-php@erkle.org
ak.bhatiya@gla.ac.in
ak@wow-wetwipes.com
akabx@aikah.com
akadar@econceptme.com
akademija@makeupsecrets.lt
akandzi@ohg-genetic.de
akanksha.agrawal@prestigegwl.org
akapoor@rishiroop.com
akarihukk@mail.ru
akash.chander@citrus-solutions.com
akash.dutta@gla.ac.in
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akash.yadav@gla.ac.in
akash@girirajtimber.com
akbservice@km.ru
akbttp@mail.ru
akcan.yildirim@bdpint.com
akelson@tisl.com
akemmsies@rblt.com
akers@orsg.us
akgaur@lnmiit.ac.in
akhakit.shane@biodent.co.th
akhil.p2019@iimbg.ac.in
akhilesh.kumar@gla.ac.in
akhushu@kaplegal.com
akifitness@akigroup.com
akil@maimoontrading.com
akio-takahata@f5.dion.ne.jp
akivon@blackstone-usa.com
akj@isagroasia.com
akkreditert@akkreditert.no
aklac@efspost.com
aklinkov@wellesley.edu
akme2004@bk.ru
akms@akms.org
akobilsky@jeren.com
akochen@latelenovela.com
akohou@cfao.com
akpinar@akpinargroup.com.tr
akram@rasinfotech-dubai.com
akruthi@gypsemna.com
aks@aks.com.tw
aksalecha@lnmiit.ac.in
akshey.kalra@greenpeace.org
aksk@free.fr
aksoid@mail.ru
aksvalves@126.com
aktifreklam@turk.net
akuchment@dallasnews.com
akv@cobe.in
aky@a2mac1.com
al.anding@andingrealty.com
al@coolmenow.com
al@novus-energy.com
al@pinpoint.com.br
al_as82@stu-mail.um.ac.ir
al_asam@tradearabia.com
ala@powertechcontrols.com
alaa.hajjhassan@orkila.com
alaa.haris@ds-sa.me
alaa.haris@taawon.me
alaa@theyummycookie.com
alabar@alabar.co.nz
alabuo@alabuo.co
alacatiwindsurfokulu@alacati.com
alack@lmfab.com
alahlia@alahlia.com
alain.wittig@brsmeas.org
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alam@nii.ac.in
alami@pc.jaring.my
alan.hughes@stateauto.com
alan.kohler@enersys.com
alan.macintosh@carpu.ca
alan.ross@afp.gov.au
alan@chinanordson.com
alan@jhtcl.com
alan@maxtechsales.com
alan@niec.net
alan@pdmats.com
alan_elina@126.com
alang@alecorpinc.com
alanham@waaytv.com
alanhodgkinson@watercorporation.com.au
alank@pobox.com
alantsai.im@lifung.com.tw
alanwanglq@aliyun.com
alarmingmaestro@willex.com
alawtad@emirates.net
albania@teleperformance.com
albavinsa@netvision.es
albaz@zajil.net
albenaa@sbm.net.sa
albert@exustar.com
albert@guitarte.com
albert@implodingsheep.com
albert@okeslighting.com
alberto.fera@cmcra.com
alberto.oliva@brandonferrari.com
alberto.rolla@hammer-partners.com
alberto.trigub@pandi.com.ar
alberto@elmiconstruction.com
alberto@iquilez.com
alberto@promoopcion.com
albertor@urbanstudionyc.com
albertow@unitel.com.bo
albina@pearlcoast.com
albitar@iamb.it
alboayz@alboayz.com
albright@bird.ocn.ne.jp
albstadt@assaabloy.com
alcina@montavit.com
alcom@eureka.lk
alcontw@126.com
aldo.solis@ohminternational.com
aldo@metalworks.191.it
aldoomarabarcaventurao@google.com
aldrees@sbm.net.sa
aleedexporteg@126.com
alejandra@laftrac.cl
alejandro.montero@brsmeas.org
alejandro.sacasa@albavision.tv
alejandro@diferco.com
alejandro@mitunetwork.com
alejandro@opiusly.com.ar
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alejandro@snowboardpatagonia.com
alejandrodelta@deltamedicine.com
aleks.todorovic@aesolutions.com.au
aleksandrs@hydrox.lv
alekseeva@expocentr.ru
alen.v@orbico.ba
ales.de@baumer.com
ales.karny@pcnet.cz
alessa_haddad@tradearabia.com
alessandra.cerretelli@kiepeelectric.com
alessandra.ciccarelli@unicam.it
alessandra.dimaggio@polimoda.com
alessandra.zago@minulamp.com
alessandro.anfossi@intercoins.it
alessandro.lamicela@ebarrito.com
alessandro.nosei@en-eco.com
alessandro.pisoni@miteni.com
alessandro@musement.com
alessandro@poliplastsrl.com
aletti@aletti.it
aleveridge@bam-promo.com
alex.arrigo@nmarrigo.com
alex.bertesi@bertconsulting.com
alex.chai@dapush.com.cn
alex.h.wang@vip.163.com
alex.huber@desktopdoctorsinc.com
alex.inoue@wecocbc.com
alex.kirk@dubizzle.com
alex.ostrouch@googlemail.com
alex.stewart@alexstewartinternational.com
alex@agroexpo.com.ua
alex@alexchrist.com
alex@alexnkate.co.kr
alex@brk.by
alex@clippasales.com
alex@epicurus.ru
alex@firstselectuae.com
alex@freemanwheels.com
alex@gaiabiz.co.kr
alex@getcarjoy.com
alex@gpcchem.com
alex@ifsequity.com
alex@magemore.com
alex@multipointintl.com
alex@multisteps.com.au
alex@odonnellmoonshine.co.uk
alex@outpacelogistics.com
alex@pcwarehouse.com
alex@privatelabelworks.com
alex@rallexcycle.com
alex@shansong.com
alex@tele-satellite.com
alex@tgsmc.com
alex@victortire.com.cn
alex_schangin@inbox.ru
alexa@alexacastle.com
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alexa@stackoverflow.com
alexalex74@mail.ru
alexander.kellner@in2code.de
alexander.mangwiro@brsmeas.org
alexander@leadtone.co.nz
alexander@serax.com
alexander@video4.no
alexandra.stroe@rzb.ro
alexandre@aruzzo.com.br
alexandresun@126.com
alexandru.farcas@grampet.ro
alexbai@leagend.com
alexdolphin@163.com
alexeevs@mail.ru
alexeign@aha.ru
alexey.shumilkov@m-nov.ru
alexey@smscoin.com
alexge@prodigy.net.mx
alexis@islandsafetyproducts.com
alexise@oisa.com.ec
alexjiang_nf@sina.com
alexjiuzhou@163.com
alexkam@lab-test.ru
alexmrr@mail.ru
alexrims@alexrims.com.tw
alexsz@mailcenter.com.cn
alexv@cpwm.ca
alexyan7645@126.com
alez@163.com
alfagroup@net.sy
alfatech@alfatech.com.ua
alfonso.contreras@andreafruitcompany.com
alfonso.valdes@costcontrolpr.com
alfonsoli@tecnologies.com.pe
alfred.goetsch@raiffeisenbank.at
alfred@ericbeare.com
alg@alphalloyds.com
algami.dental@mail.ru
alh@peerlesse.com
alhogailtrd@suhuf.net.sa
ali.bsoul@9tnine.net
ali.elsamra@warbamed.com
ali.h@gbskw.com
ali.islim@kanoo.com
ali@cosmeticatrading.com
ali@ezziarts.in
ali@marketingleader.om
ali@ozdemirmakine.com.tr
ali@packetknife.com
ali@sanadfruit.com
ali@smooze.co.uk
ali@warmagency.com
ali@yellowpower.ae
aliang1573@163.com
aliasgar.f@y.net.ye
aliasger@icai.org
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alibaba@163.com
alibaba@e-sang.net
alibaba@email.alibaba.com
alibaba@net.com
alibaba@service.alibaba.com
alibyoung5@hanmail.net
alice.vork@mail.ru
alice5186@163.com
alice@makeblock.cc
alice@mytech.cc
alice@naturallygrown.org
alice@rolfeandwills.com
aliceidris.toyo@yandex.ru
alichka.87@mail.ru
alicia.weber@driscolls.com
alicia@capemaybrewery.com
alicia@liichau.com
alicja.tkacz@kghm.com
alida@livingdivani.co.za
aligaber.nou@y.net.ye
alik@metrotyre.com
alikovler@list.ru
aliks@list.ru
alimerza@cai.ae
alina@openbox.ro
alinpin@126.com
alisa17-07@mail.ru
alisa@shentamachine.com
alisa@zjsanning.com.cn
alison.aston@assaabloy.com
alison.mcglaulin@bethell.co.uk
alissa@shhuafeihua.com
alissace@zajil.net
alistair.pringle@scotdor.com
aljoher@y.net.ye
aljufailah@zajil.net
alka.agrawal@gla.ac.in
alka.singh@gla.ac.in
alkane@cfao.com
alkap@pat.jspl.com
alkemexports@alkem.com
alkhodariandsons@zajil.net
alkkt@126.com
alkyl@alkylamines.com
all-sport@list.ru
alla.chuvinova@yandex.ru
alla.dzyurich@ite-uzbekistan.uz
alla.natalchenko@russianality.com
allahabad@hrln.org
allan.pino@ptcerna.com
allan@abifoundry.com
allan@macarthurs.net
allanchan@seed-ministries.org
allanrose@prodigy.net.mx
allem.miladi@orkila.tn
allen.tan@luckyfruit.com
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allen@airtrojan.com
allen@boomled.com
allen@gallenbrooks.com
allen@ksonic.com.tw
allen@mario.com.hk
allen@tiansen-wood.com
allen@tvt.net.cn
allenfilters@tradearabia.com
allenmesch@petrostrategies.org
allfoodsa@allfood.com.ar
allgood@exasia.net
alliance@alliance-cycle.cn
allied@paradise.net.nz
alliedexpo@mail.sy
alligator@sparklingzoo.se
allison@spaces.com.tw
allocca@edc.us
alloys@wbrl.co.uk
alloywheel@zjwanji.cn
allsaints@shilpakar.com
allwells@bol-online.com
allwheel@vip.163.com
allyson@affordabletours.com
alm@unitan.net
almahfadi@y.net.ye
almamoura@jonesthegrocer.com
almanar@mail2uae.com
almaty-info@yandex.kz
almaz-grodno@mail.ru
almin.sejmen@bbs.ba
almir.grcic@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
almiracenter@almira-center.com
alo@cfmcorp.com
alobaton@grupodelmex.com
alok.bhardwaj@gla.ac.in
alok.soni@gla.ac.in
alok@atilim.edu.tr
alon@solarpower.co.il
along@iknsh.com
alootah@lootahgroup.com
alopez@albavision.tv
aloy.ray@kwe.com
aloy@ajetec.com
alpanelektrik@turk.net
alpar.denes@greenteamkft.hu
alparnir@alparnir.is
alper@animetal.com.tr
alpha-kogyo@alpha-kogyo.co.jp
alpha@mx21.tiki.ne.jp
alphatrading@daum.net
alpitourworld.morocco@jumbotours.com
alrashidrm@mail2world.com
alrimaya@zaidg.com
alsaa@alsaa.ae
alsaleh@al-saleh.com
alsane@tradearabia.com
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alsaqer@aalitv.edu.sa
alsayafe@alsayafemedical.com
alsefek@suhuf.net.sa
alsh@airliquide.com
alshahba@alabuo.co
alston@boyd2.com
altaertt@net.sy
altenhat@hotmil.com
alterais@zajil.net
althoufeeq@algosaibi.com.sa
altistudi@aab.it
altoled@alto.co.kr
alton3509@163.com
altonchina2@vip.163.com
altstr2006@163.com
altun@emirates.net
altunpar@altunpar.com.tr
altyn_der@2000.kz
alu@akkreditert.no
alumnae@wellesley.edu
alumni@adityatekkali.edu.in
alvaldez@aalpum.org
alvaro.rocha@tn8.tv
alvaro@ayd.com.co
alvarov@karnataka.com.ec
alverca@atlanco.pt
alvin.w@nutrigreen.co.nz
alvin@alvinco.com
alvin@getbusinessontop.com
alvinwang@sunsharebaby.com
alwathba@awnic.com
alwyn.vdmerwe@eskom.co.za
alxw2006@163.com
aly@abm-technologies.com
aly@lansonfuse.com
alyamanybros@y.net.ye
alyans21@yandex.ru
alysha@squarerootcreative.com
alyson@localcounselcollective.com
alyssa@sistc.com.cn
alzabin@alzabinkuwait.com
am.barbette@ccilb.be
am.cnsh@cn.mahle.com
am@cnjingbin.com
am@gordon.com.tw
am@lebensbaum.de
am@sativa.pt
amabassador.europe@cclpworldwide.com
amadison@madisonapproach.com
amahapatra@eia-global.org
amal@halalcertificationarg.com
amala.jayasekara@daff.gov.au
amaldonado@zonafrancabarranquilla.com
amalhotra@tmtlaw.co.in
amalik@hlieblich.com
amalm@emiratesbank.com
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aman.chaurasia@prestigegwl.org
aman.srivastava@gla.ac.in
aman@intercon-shipping.com
amanacommercial@amana.com
amanda.wang@fuburg.com
amanda@btoyz.com
amanda@everymarketmedia.com
amanda@flexible86.com
amanda@grupoamanda.com.ar
amanda@seaviewtraders.co.nz
amann@iiasa.ac.at
amarongiu@babysolutions.ch
amartins@tap.pt
amatthews@miami.edu
amber@ai.locatory.com
ambers@marconet.com
ambfbfc@ambatel.com
ambika.gupta@gla.ac.in
ambrish.gangal@gla.ac.in
ambuj.mishra@gla.ac.in
amdsh@shac.gov.cn
amejia@theos.com.mx
amelie.taoufiq@brsmeas.org
amer@colourzonedecor.com
amer@firstselectuae.com
amerduri@emirates.net
america@spk.co.jp
americantoolgroup@notmail.com
ametastoss@163.com
ameye@biofer.be
amford@china.com
amg@autopal.com
ami-2006@163.com
amica@amica.org.ma
amida.cn@amidachina.cn
amieryang@163.com
amir@parsonline.net
amir@qssbh.com
amirp@luzzatto.co.il
amit.agrawal@gla.ac.in
amit.chaurasia@gla.ac.in
amit.jain@gla.ac.in
amit.kumar@gla.ac.in
amit.mittal@dbcorp.in
amit.saraswat@gla.ac.in
amit@atamfebi.com
amit@naturalremedy.com
amit@petrogulf.org
amit@purecotz.com
amitabh.s2019@iimbg.ac.in
amitdhiman@iimcal.ac.in
amitkumar.kaushik@gla.ac.in
amitkumar.me@gla.ac.in
amitkumar@imagesgroup.in
amitray@sancharnet.in
amitsingh.me@gla.ac.in
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amixncp@emirates.net
amm@aubertinecurrier.com
amma@argus.it
amman.jordan@starwoodhotels.com
ammar@gypsemna.com
ammar@marcabees.com
ammcmcr@sita.gmsmail.com
amministrazione@acmeproduzioni.it
amministrazione@brufaniofficine.com
amministrazione@componentsengine.com
amministrazione@exibart.com
amministrazione@giulianotartufi.it
amministrazione@menmade.it
amministrazione@pec.lab9srl.com
amministrazione@pec.medicusmundi.it
amministrazione@prolabintefarm.com
amministrazione@sunchem.it
amministrazione@unigensteel.com
ammon@ucmo.edu
amohsen@sit.com.sa
amos.liao@e-elements.com
amosey@moseypersico.com
amourgianos@centrale.gr
ampall@ampall.com
ampelair@163.com
amptexno@tut.by
amr.baalbaki@baalbaki-intl.com
amr.el-soueni@ctsegypt.com
amrcsch@126.com
ams3info@hkex.com.hk
amskatsu@dream.com
amsow@cfao.com
amsterdam@graypants.com
amsterdam@relx.com
amsuagz@amsua.com
amsyco@amsyco.com
amt@amtbike.com
amts002@amts.so
amunoz@zonafrancaoccidente.com
amurosakia@yahoo.co.jp
amursirius@vip.163.com
amutallib@bayaninvest.com
amutha.lakshmi@toradex.com
amuthan@raitheng.com
amvalcher@sim2.it
amvillanueva@cepalco.com.ph
amy.chiu@cei-hk.com
amy.chozick@wsj.com
amy.chu@cei-hk.com
amy.liao@accell.com.tw
amy.mayer@biconsultinggroup.com
amy.xu@shtense.com
amy.yang@nzcntrade.co.nz
amy@amylaudesign.com
amy@castlefalls.com
amy@cmpsmarketing.com
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amy@dgshc.com
amy@dragonberryproduce.com
amy@loveparentinguae.com
amy@rijiu.net
amy@shenoyengineers.com
amy_hong@163.com
amyfisher@163.com
amymold@foxmail.com
amyshen@ringiertrade.com
amyzhou@china-frime.com
amzaitoun@uma.com.sa
an5300@hanmail.net
an@dallasnews.com
ana.badel@probarranquilla.org
ana.gerber@ansgsa.com
ana.reyes@go.com.hn
ana.witt@brsmeas.org
ana@centar-marketing.com
ana@en-lights.com
ana@julieta.biz
anaismp@usp.br
analihsa@cablecolor.hn.net
analistadatos@axioma.com.co
analytik@eurofins.de
anand.singh@prestigegwl.org
anand.verma@gla.ac.in
anand@ganapaticellulars.in
anand@naturelandorganics.com
anand@seebagroup.com
ananddavid@aavpartner.com
anandintlgroup@gmil.com
ananieva_ae@mostpp.ru
anant.ram@gla.ac.in
anantha@nitc.ac.in
anasazi@rosewoodhotels.com
anastasiaywa@telpin.com.ar
anatere08@prodigy.net.mx
anava@venture.es
anbe@debian.org
anbolac@sina.cn
ancer1@yandex.ru
ancona@hugotrumpy.it
ancy.kutty@kanoo.com
anddre@ccpitnb.org
anders@holmsen.org
anders@liveworkstudio.com
anderson.india@anallp.com
anderson@inspx.com
andford@lightnation.co.nz
ando@ando.cz
ando@jcoal.or.jp
andre.biyong@budd-pni.com
andre.clemons@linearcontrols.net
andre.mayne@daff.gov.au
andre@cranecontrol.nl
andre@elcamp.net
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andre@nicrinox.ae
andre@sinapsebiotecnologia.com.br
andrea.alfieri@rina.org
andrea.bamacher@deep-nature.at
andrea.belucci@miroglio.com
andrea.cannavicci@cblelectronics.com
andrea.carrascal@zonafrancaibague.com
andrea.eaton@biw.com
andrea.fabbri@civispolska.pl
andrea.harrick@blueantmedia.ca
andrea.kunova@camic.cz
andrea.lechner@brsmeas.org
andrea.molinari@molimac.cl
andrea@eurobikes.com.gt
andrea@iubenda.com
andrea@linita.com
andrea@mangatar.net
andrea_chinello@sugi.com.hk
andreas.afekenstam@home.se
andreas.falth@int.oem.se
andreas.hopf@raiffeisenbank.at
andreas.lestin@aquametro.com
andreas.lubojanski@marchon.ch
andreas.scheuringer@vait.com
andreas.werner@cn.rbinternational.com
andreas.werner@cn.rzb.at
andreas@laboutiquescandinave.com
andreas@nukor.co.za
andreev@expocentr.ru
andreevaav@mostpp.ru
andreevka@expocentr.ru
andrefish@mail.ru
andrei.kutaev@mail.ru
andrei.makarov@puma-energy.com
andrej.herlah@teknol.eu
andrej.hronec@audiopro.cz
andrejs.abele@insight-centre.org
andres@acerbusllc.com
andres@la-inter.com
andreu@onyx-international.com
andreval@pd.jaring.my
andrew.benjamin@clear.net.nz
andrew.ethell@tollgroup.com
andrew.isaac@brsmeas.org
andrew.lumley@redcoatcompany.com
andrew.maffett@mando.biz
andrew.moakes@e-farm.com
andrew.s.ong@rajahtann.com
andrew.w.olson@pjc.com
andrew.wright@haymarket.asia
andrew@bio-h.co.nz
andrew@chemfix.co.uk
andrew@container.co.nz
andrew@cuisine360.co.nz
andrew@dios.ru
andrew@dp-chem.com
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andrew@eitatech.com.sg
andrew@failsafefire.co.za
andrew@gallantparts.com
andrew@garibalditech.com
andrew@greenehouse.com
andrew@ifrltd.co.uk
andrew@metalab.co
andrew@mohantyllc.com
andrew@thomaswoolf.co.za
andrew@webstar.co.za
andrewbrown@amtrade.co.nz
andrewg@farmfreshfinefoods.com
andrewh@aviationmedia.aero
andrewl@shoppersstop.co.in
andrewshuen@lionrockinstitute.org
andrey71210@mail.ru
andrey@dcatering.ru
andreyda@bk.ru
andreygym@yandex.ru
andreyvorobiev@mosreg.ru
android-developers@googlegroups.com
andy.cheng@kenfair.com
andy.clarke@dfdstransport.co.uk
andy.hunt@cyclelink.com
andy.ye@maxviewrealty.com
andy@a3hongkong.com
andy@arisshoe.com.tw
andy@autoenterprises.co.uk
andy@cztrotter.com
andy@easternocean.com.au
andy@go-study.com.tw
andy@hanksugityre.com
andy@htenma.com
andy@industrialplantlubrication.com
andy@neatmeat.com
andy@rackok.com
andy@suttonfern.com
andy@wescco.com
andy_kn@eltonltd.ru
andyboozin@mail.ru
andycurrie@agpak.com
andyjiang@re-start8.com.cn
andylam89@163.com
andyo@oreilly.com
andyworld@myrealbox.com
andyxu588@vip.163.com
aneesh.kumar@gla.ac.in
aneesh@nii.ac.in
aneesya.panicker@gla.ac.in
aneez.ahamed@kanoo.com
anegsa@navegante.com.sv
aneil@servicefoods.co.nz
anesterenko@usaid.gov
aneuhauser@usnews.com
anewandtergmbh@pec.it
anfrage@hg-motorsport.de
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anfragen@eu.pioneer.onkyo.com
ang@163.com
anga@anga.com.pl
angcall@163.com
angel820810@163.com
angel@dyrc.com.cn
angel@newskychem.com
angel@szdr.info
angel@tattoo-angel.ru
angel@valnetinc.com
angel_chan@whirlpool.com
angela.baldonero@returnpath.net
angela.hofmann@sekem.com
angela.liu@bigtoy.com.cn
angela.raguse-foessel@iis.fraunhofer.de
angela.whitney@forumgroup.co.uk
angela.yau@quantumleaphc.com.sg
angela@harrier.co.nz
angela@pasifikatrading.co.nz
angela@spinxdigitalmedia.com
angela@sunbo-hk.com
angela@szgada.com
angelic@rausi.com.mt
angelica.tragni@personaltravelspecialist.info
angelina.branco@anp-tl.org
angeljaramillo@servisilva.com
angelo.dalessio@coral.eu
angelo.silva@socomec.com
angelo@rvv.co.za
angelosante.antonella@minambiente.it
angie@socialchowmarketing.com
angie_gta@163.com
angjie2004@163.com
angr@lists.cs.ucsb.edu
angu@vip.163.com
anguerrero@minambiente.gov.co
angus@praline.com.au
angus@rising98.com.hk
angus_grieve@lembiru.com
anh.luonghong@itec.com.vn
anh_trang@vnn.vn
anhuimssx@sina.com
anice_chan@marlowint.com
anicolini@bunkersp.com
anika.katzfuss@din.de
anikushkina@mail.ru
anil.john@mab.ae
anil@velocitycontrols.com
anil_bhardwaj@vssc.org
anilco@anilcospices.com
aniljain@aceindialegal.com
anilkumar.cvl@gla.ac.in
anilv@almoayyedintl.com.bh
animalfeed@aldahra.com
animationfa@126.com
aniruddh.vijay@gla.ac.in
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anirudh.pradhan@gla.ac.in
anis.hadjhenni@rheolution.com
anis.shiekh@dunyatv.tv
anise.guo@aceharness.com
anish@secure-elect.com
anita.liang@fltnz.com
anita.szilagyi@bhomes.com
anita@windowshoe.com
anjali.bansal@gla.ac.in
anjali.chauhan@prestigegwl.org
anjan.kumar@gla.ac.in
anjana.goel@gla.ac.in
anjana.thomas@indojuris.com
anjani.rai@gla.ac.in
anjiafang@yeah.net
anjishnu@lnmiit.ac.in
anjnee@sp-international.co.uk
anjnkj68@126.com
anju.upadhyay@gla.ac.in
anjum.javariya@universal-legal.com
ankawheel@aliyun.com
anketa@epsilonodessa.com.ua
ankit.jain@gla.ac.in
ankit.saxena@gla.ac.in
ankit.singhal@simcogroup.in
ankit@crazysales.co.nz
ankita.g2018@iimbg.ac.in
ankita.sh@gla.ac.in
ankita.singh@gla.ac.in
ankita.verma@prestigegwl.org
ankita@turquoiseindia.in
ankitavarshney@nii.ac.in
ankitjain@riddhi-siddhi.in
ankur.budhwar@elcomponics.com
ankur.chaturvedi@gla.ac.in
ankur.paliwal@gla.ac.in
ankur.panchal@prestigegwl.org
ankur.prakash@psplegal.org
ankur.sharma@gla.ac.in
ankur@danagroups.com
ankur@maheuae.com
ankurdana@danagroups.com
ankush@carecontainerlines.net
ankzxq168@163.com
anlien99@163.com
anlihr@163.com
anma@anma.com.cn
ann@asianmetal.com
ann@mc.co.th
ann@southernsewing.com
ann@spinmarketing.com
ann@sunlinkcorp.com
anna-glad@yandex.ru
anna.04@126.com
anna.aristova@santonit.ru
anna.gruber@octopusbooks.co.uk
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anna.perbliess@din.de
anna.sandulyak@mail.ru
anna.yakovleva@egger.com
anna0001@blumail.org
anna32jurist@mail.ru
anna@bronzewing.net
anna@gonativeworld.com
anna@imperiatourism.ru
anna@qdlshoes.com
anna@wikihow.com
annalee@kaeserwilson.com
annalisa@imati.cnr.it
annalize@annalizevanzyl.co.za
annamaria.mearini@evolutiontravel.it
annaw@chinafsl.com
anne.bourdy@diplomatie.gouv.fr
anne.pinon@libertysurf.fr
anne@chss.ae
anne@dcwe.fr
anne@edenvalleyorchards.com
anne@greengroveweavers.com
anne@knollyarns.com
anne@pieter-adam.com
anne@theemploymentline.com
annec@annec.com.cn
annelie.blomqvist@compro.se
anneliese.halbartschlager@twister.ag
annette.perry@syncbak.com
annette@msmpd.com
annette@onlyashoes.nl
annette@pendarves.co.nz
annewei21@sina.com
annie-1224-1983@163.com
annie.gabriel@environment.gov.au
annie@2ndtimearound.info
annie@africabeautycorp.com
annie@bitlifesciences.com
annie@nhc-brakes.com
anniecheung.c7@colby.com.hk
anniefeng@oregonscientific.com
anniepack@vip.163.com
annieyql@163.com
anniezhang@hkchcc.com
annina.reimann@wiwo.de
anobs@anobs.hk
anoebauer@usafinance.rbinternational.com
anoop.sharma@natura-lab.com
anoop@gla.ac.in
anoop@marslon.com
anotpprt@yandex.ru
anottpp2012@yandex.ru
anourova@expocentr.ru
anqun0921@126.com
anri.sidamonidze@servisaict.com
ansab@ansab.org
ansab@mos.com.np
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ansar@ebil.co
ansarco@sbm.net.sa
anselmi@anselmi.us
ansheng_team@163.com
anshu.chaudhary@gla.ac.in
anshul.agrawal@gla.ac.in
anshy.singh@gla.ac.in
anson@ansoncorp.com
anson@lps-sh.com
answers@rule.com
anta@eta-ascon.com
antai0771@163.com
ante@antecosmetic.com
anteng@china.com
anthony.n.correra@smithbarney.com
anthony.schembri@mt.rbinternational.com
anthony.schembri@rmb-malta.raiffeisen.at
anthony@jeminiselectrical.com
anthony@pacvestgroup.com
anthony@quarkphotonics.com.au
anthonyg@busbar.co.za
anthonym@epenergy.com
antia@ba14.com
antiabuse@mail.ru
antincendio@aptgroup.it
antiques@gorge.net
anton.fischer@rbinternational.com
anton.fischer@rzb.at
anton@manukaku.com
anton@purelynewzealand.co.nz
antonella.valmorbida@aldaintranet.org
antonikova@expocentr.ru
antonina@fishnews.ru
antonio.concolino@dpixel.it
antonio.kury@alissarflowers.com
antonio.lafiosca@borsadelcredito.it
antonio.sicilia@evolutiontravel.it
antonio@jetsmarivent.com
antonio@lidertime.com
antonio@monreale.co.uk
antonio@promo.se
antonioli@gammsystem.com
antonis@ledracapital.com
antony@albwardydamen.com
antours@brunet.bn
antti.kuusisaari@primapower.com
antunes@soleridobrasil.com.br
anubha@firstselectuae.com
anuj.dahiya@gla.ac.in
anuj.garg@gla.ac.in
anuj.goyal@gla.ac.in
anuj.mangal@gla.ac.in
anuj.vijay@gla.ac.in
anuj@cricwizz.com
anuja.mishra@gla.ac.in
anujgoyal@icai.org
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anupam.johri@in.rbinternational.com
anupam.johri@in.rzb.at
anupam.yadav@gla.ac.in
anupama.mishra@gla.ac.in
anuphap@linkassothai.com
anupparashar@nitco.in
anura@heladiv.com
anuradha.pandey@gla.ac.in
anurag.gaudan@gla.ac.in
anurag.kumar@shrirampolytech.com
anwaruddin.anwar@gla.ac.in
anwarul@alyasra.com
anwry@163.com
anxiu126@126.com
any@kaken.or.jp
anyi@aylj.com
anykimchi@tpage.com
anythingnarrowgauge@googlemail.com
anz.partner@rackspace.com
ao.is@bfa.edu.cn
ao@srecwarangal.ac.in
aoa@aoa.co.kr
aocheng@aocheng.net.cn
aocheng@vip.163.com
aoda@aoyida.com
aogent@ao76.com
aogertoy@126.com
aoheng@aohengcn.com
aohengda627@sina.com.cn
aohuatoys@126.com
aoi.tech.help@axiaoi.com
aojie@xaaj.com
aok@chinaaok.com
aok@hkaok.com
aomai@china.com
aomrottamispa@pec.it
aomy@163.com
aonaer@aonaer.com
aonur@mail.ru
aopu@163.com
aor5@163.com
aoruiqi@163.com
aositeng@126.com
aovite@aovite.com
aowen@ihmadrid.com
aozcan@bce.com.tr
ap.vierci@cotas.com.bo
ap@group-ib.ru
ap@lynxtp.com
ap@nextb.media
ap@tattoo3000.ru
apa@aeolos.com
apac-tldadmin@endurance.com
apac.support@bomgar.com
apache.subscription@googlemail.com
apacheco@zonafrancabarranquilla.com
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apadana@Kavosh.net
apaez@musicco-colombia.com
apai@gpss.com
apajak@hawleylambert.com
apatel@lnmiit.ac.in
apatole@mesinc.net
apcinc@mailcenter.com.cn
apecind@hanmail.net
apedablr@apeda.com
apedablr@apeda.gov.in
apedagwh@apeda.com
apedagwh@apeda.gov.in
apedahyd@apeda.gov.in
apedakol@apeda.com
apedakol@apeda.gov.in
apedamum@apeda.com
apedamum@apeda.gov.in
apeppard@dallasnews.com
apex@ukrpost.ua
apexco@apextools.com
api.nickm@google.com
apikey@donorschoose.org
apinto@igacargo.pt
apinya@ptkwood.com
apires@wellesley.edu
apis6022_cn@sina.com
apitoon@apitoon.com
apiu@gpstrategies.com
aplisens@aplisens.pl
apm@expocentr.ru
apohol@dhivehinet.net.mv
apollo@apollo-battery.com
apollo@apollovehicle.com
apoorva.mandil@prestigegwl.org
apoorva.saxena@gla.ac.in
apoorva@iimcal.ac.in
app@app.no
appaji@appaji.com
apple@kal.com.cn
appleg@marlowint.com
applicant@wellesley.edu
applicom@applicom.net
apply@bjtu.edu.cn
apply@myminifactory.com
appservice@genecraftlabs.com
aprakash@compliancekey.com
aprb@bashkortostan.ru
apress@freshdelmonte.com
aprice@itsi-inc.com
april.guo@cirs-reach.com
april@bboxchina.cn
april@lgma.ca.gov
aprna.tripathi@gla.ac.in
aprot@phys.uoa.gr
apsindore@sancharnet.in
apsingh@riddhi-siddhi.in
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apt@activecctv.cn
apthu@126.com
apu238@yandex.ru
apup@apup.co.kr
apyosi@prodigy.net.mx
apzonecs@msasafety.com
aqian_6868@163.com
aqjk7376@126.com
aquaponicsafrica@zulucom.net
aquaport@aquaport.com.au
aquatech@rai.nl
ar-hrast@ar-hrast.hr
ar.nasirbakir@etablirdesigns.com
ar923@163.com
ara@tkk.att.ne.jp
arabco@net.sy
arabianfood@tradearabia.com
arabic.trans@service.alibaba.com
arabo@zajil.net
arabold@nero.com
arabre@arabre.com.lb
aradhana.dubey@prestigegwl.org
arak@emag.com
aram@fertilemind.net
aramex-trading@tradearabia.com
aramirez@2y2.com.co
arbat@ptitcref.com
arbel.eichbaum@sg.rzb.at
arbind@nasvinet.org
arcade@arcade-paca.com
arceandco1@ecutel.net
arceandco2@ecutel.net
arceandco3@ecutel.net
arcek@arcek.com.tr
arcexports@paradise.net.nz
arch@zajil.net
archana.dixit@gla.ac.in
archi@zajil.net
architettiravenna@awn.it
archives@WSJ.com
archives@wellesley.edu
archivioteatroregio@lacasadellamusica.it
arclima@arclima.com.br
ardid@neediss.com
ardit.skenderi@erbolario.al
arditi@arditi.com
areasistemagroup@areasistema.com
areen.aburaisi@sultan-center.com
areich@seyfarth.com
arenda@polymedia.ru
argemb@idsc.net.eg
argentina@bicon.com
argupta@nitkkr.ac.in
argus-b@mail.ru
ariane@arianetravel.com
aricardo@woohoo.com.br
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ariel.dayao@brsmeas.org
ariel.zhou@topnewtrading.co.nz
arielfin@bluetone.cz
aries@global-logistics.co.uk
ariesauh@ariesgroup.ae
ariesbaku@ariesgroup.ae
ariesgoa@ariesgroup.ae
arieshouston@ariesoffshore.com
ariesmarine@ariesgroup.ae
ariesqatar@ariesgroup.ae
arif@indokom.biz
arifur@agnionline.com
ariley@annerileylaw.com
arin.pospelova@yandex.ru
arin@dcsmanage.com
arin@ramnode.com
arinayuma@sina.com
arionbanki@arionbanki.is
arirangink@korea.com
arisebike@126.com
arisp@arisp.com.br
aristech@chol.com
arjen.nijeboer@agora-europe.org
arjen.vlasman@deruiter.com
arjenseton11@wrs-marine.com
arjun.kumar@gla.ac.in
arjun@konarksoftware.com
arjun_auluck@luxmiinternational.com
arkadiy_sukhanov@mail.ru
arkdavid@korea.com
arkhipov_ni@ktz.power-m.ru
arktur_company@mail.ru
arlan.flores@kanoo.ae
arlancc@163.com
arlen@wonjan.cn
arlene@nseauto.com
armagan@diva.com.tr
arman.kanapyanova@biovitrum.ru
armen@armeniantea.com
armin.haar@adels-contact.de
armin.krnic@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
armves@list.ru
arn@electrovac.com
arn@globalcorporationpk.com
arnab@nii.ac.in
arnaud.guyou@ecocert.com
arnaud.vandenbroucke@economie.fgov.be
arneja@nanakfoods.com
arnis@inos.lv
arnold@arnold.co.il
arnoldb@cpa-bermanco.com
arnolddechina@163.com
arodriguez@arbinternational.es
arolla@specialtiesdirect.com
aroma@aromanz.com
aroma@million.com.pl
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aromachemicals@soda.toray.co.jp
aroosi@aroosii.com
aroots@zajil.net
arora@iiionline.biz
aross@fibermark.com
arpco@arpcosteel.com
arqui300@arqui300.com
arquilla@arquilla.com
arron-he@163.com
arron@fullymax.com
arrow@arrowcorp.com
arry@focusautoparts.com
ars@expocentr.ru
arsalan@propertynetwork.ae
arsarpel@arsarpel.com
arsarpel@arsarpel.it
arsene@teco.com.tw
arsha@diawrks.com
arshad.shakir@alnajim.com
arshinov@abak2000.ru
arshinov_as@ktz.power-m.ru
arspi@arspi.ru
arstrading@list.ru
art@asif-sattar.com
art@delvesco.com
art@milwaukeecrane.com
art_sun200800@163.com
artamonova@expocentr.ru
artex@y.net.ye
arthron@arthron.t-online.hu
arthur.cheng@crsa-china.com
arthur.taiwan@abeltc.com
arthur@williamson.co.za
article@dezeen.com
artistes@lamastrock.com
artistry@bilenky.com
artsound@hknet.com
arturo.herrera@nativotrading.com
arturo.marquez@contento.mx
arturo.trujillo@dekra.com
arun.kaushal@gla.ac.in
arun.kumar@effilor.com
arun@targetinnovations.com
aruna.dhamija@gla.ac.in
arunsrinivas@uhpl.com
arup@tempsens.com
arvind.yadav@gla.ac.in
arvind@afrotrade.net
aryan@l-sinc.com
as.muradyan@mail.ru
as7315@chol.com
as@ascononline.ru
as@can-gas.com
as@estatc.com
as@tropixbike.com
asa.masterman@infrastructure.gov.au
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asacco@someco.com.ar
asack@zajil.net
asacks@designanddirectsource.com
asaco@asacogtc.com
asacoltd@asaco.in
asad.ali@jaffer.com
asaf.maxwell@mail.ru
asahi@asahiline.co.jp
asako77@yeah.net
asal@neda.net.ir
asamarin@viko-msk.ru
asamra@newtonmedia.co.uk
asastds@aip.org
asawarisathaye@voltas.com
asc@bhelhwr.co.in
aschillinger@baldwinsupply.com
ascof@e-century.com.cn
ascon@asconuae.com
ascon_77@mail.ru
ascooils@mail.sy
asd@asdsey.com
asd@pittle.org
asdarchitect@zajil.net
aseanjq@163.com
asegura@zonafrancabogota.com
aselk@dallasnews.com
asen@iimcal.ac.in
aseth@sethassociates.com
asfrol66@mail.ru
ashacel@ashacel.com
asharov@ingos.ru
asheesh.tiwari@gla.ac.in
asheng52@vip.163.com
ashim.khosla@khoslamachines.com
ashima.ahuja@gla.ac.in
ashiq@organicuae.com
ashish.agrawal@gla.ac.in
ashish.b2018@iimbg.ac.in
ashish.chaturvedi@gla.ac.in
ashish.g2018@iimbg.ac.in
ashish.jha@prestigegwl.org
ashish.sharma@gla.ac.in
ashish.singhal@gla.ac.in
ashish.taneja@growxventures.com
ashish@amarbrothers.com
ashish@zenmicrosystems.co.in
ashishk.sharma@gla.ac.in
ashishs.sharma@gla.ac.in
ashishsharma@gla.ac.in
ashleigh.ayers@trademark.vision
ashley.milburn@forces.gc.ca
ashley.nieh@foxmail.com
ashley@poscocapital.com
ashok.dargar@lnmiit.ac.in
ashok.garai@lnmiit.ac.in
ashok.roy@saildsp.co.in
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ashok.sekar@traditionasia.com
ashok@falconmsl.com
ashok@kejriwalgroup.co.in
ashokahocol@heromotors.com
ashokjain@riddhi-siddhi.in
ashraf@dalilalsouk.com
ashu.ha@eureka.lk
ashutosh@emergent-ventures.com
ashutosh@nitkkr.ac.in
ashutosh@tekshapers.com
ashutoshp.singh@gla.ac.in
ashwani.k.sharma@nitkkr.ac.in
ashwin.imports@mrkfoods.in
ashwin@electromec-uae.com
ashwini@indiacp.com
ashworth@ashworth.com
ashybunko@gsedynamics.com
asia-info@oesgroup.com
asia.partner@rackspace.com
asia@cppumps.com
asia@globecore.com
asiadiesel@126.com
asiakaspalvelu@finnexpo.fi
asiamama@asiamama.com.cn
asian@163.com
asian@asianseafoods.net
asiana_sha@126.com
asianmetal@asianmetal.com
asiapac@piller.com
asiasales@walbro.com
asic@almoayyedintl.com.bh
asicer@asicer.com.cn
asif.noorani@mbmuae.net
asif@arcom.com.bd
asilvestre@telecomargentina.us
asim@eco-intl.org
asim@orienttravels.com
asim@volumeyachts.com
asingh1@tekshapers.com
asist@lexelle.com
asistansia@asistansia.ba
asistente@zfsurcolombiana.com
asjalal@gla.ac.in
ask.comicsalliance@townsquaredigital.com
ask@arabiancommodities.com
ask@baiduxy.com
ask@edupac.com.sg
ask@globecore.de
ask@pejaw.com
ask@prompostavka.ru
ask_us@medibank.com.au
askdj@uaa.alaska.edu
askqmf@sina.com
askus@generatorhostels.com
askus@pocketkitchen.in
askus@wellesley.edu
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aslam@nii.ac.in
asmacs2@asmacs.com.sa
asmihhs@agni.com
asms@y.net.ye
asn0571@163.com
asodtac@intelnet.net.gt
asoergel@usnews.com
asok.kumar@dbschenker.com
asolar@commet.cl
asoler@sds.es
asollitto@witlogistics.com
asonbags@188.com
aspen@aspenllc.com
aspire@aspire.cz
aspire@aspire.eu
aspitz@molodspitz.com
asr@asrintl.com
asrar@hhpdme.com
asroad@asroad.org
ass.v.p@abushakra.com
asset@dinamo.kz
assist2@vip.163.com
assistance@cbe.it
assistec@megabras.com.br
assistenza.spid@arubapec.it
assistenza.vendita@ice.it
assistenza@iboxmail.it
asst_mgr@iimbg.ac.in
asst_purchasing@guardian.co.id
aster@shdiqiao.com
astern@milesoil.com
astir@pat.forthnet.gr
astlanda@astlanda.ee
astorre@terravp.com
astrid.g@wmk-secur.com
astrid.wenas@ipmpr.net
astrid@race-angel.com
astudies@nd.edu
asummers@sis-tech.com
asuperbi@exportar.org.ar
asvin.caully@angloafrican.com
at@tabu.it
ataboada@fotonproject.com
atacarnet@dubaichamber.com
atahan@akaylar.com.tr
atahana@cerezpazari.com
atak@fdrfuelpump.com
atamanova@expocentr.ru
atanas.tsvetkov@imcd.at
ataneja@indorama.com
atanujn@gmil.com
atauto@mail.lnpgc.com.cn
ataylor@greyarches.com
atco-1@163.com
atco@atcotw.com
atdint@atd-quartmonde.org
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ateh@ateh.eu
atek-2m@mail.ru
atek@atekmakina.com
atekintl@ctimail.com
atencionalcliente@santander.com.uy
atencionalcliente@solutech.com.pe
atencioncliente@lombardini.it
atendimento@abinam.com.br
atendimento@eshopse.com.br
atendimento@seuenxoval.com.br
ater@turk.net
ates@ate.netfront.net
athar.baig@hialbarsha.com
athath@rug.net
athenahuang@crownluggage.com
atif.khawaja@eu.rhodia.com
atif@abu-samra.com
atifk@enartinteriors.com
atiq.nasib@dubaichamber.com
atj@royalelectricnewyork.com
atl.sales@mcmaster.com
atlab@ariesgroup.ae
atlanco@atlanco.pt
atlanta.djp@djpowers.com
atlantic@agent.mk.ua
atlantic@ath.forthnet.gr
atlantic@atlantic-chart.com.ar
atlantic@atlantic-group.org
atlantic@cfff.ca
atlantic@madd.ca
atlantic@spliethoff.com
atlantis@turk.net
atlasrfg@coqui.net
atle@miraconsulting.no
atletika-tomsk@mail.ru
atm.inc@yandex.com
atmcard14@yandex.com
atom.77@163.com
atomos@motionmedia.com
atorres@meico.com.co
atotech.france@atotech.com
atpp30@mail.ru
atpp@mail.ru
atropos.chen@turbochina.cn
ats98@mail.ru
atsport@atsport.ee
atsushi@jp-nz.com
att@akron.ae
attar.brothers@net.sy
attaroglu@turk.net
atten@gsgcorp.com
attoptoys@163.com
atul.bansal@gla.ac.in
atul.dua@sethdua.com
atul.pandey@gla.ac.in
atul.soni@gla.ac.in
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atul.uttam@gla.ac.in
atul@indusvalley.co.uk
atul@mehtapharma.com
atul@sanghiconsulting.com
atw@atwtc.com
au-csc-energy@veolia.com
au@ausnutria.com
aubu@163.com
aucos@aucos.com.br
audi.kazan@mail.ru
audioae@audioae.lv
audit@aartidrugs.com
augusta@italnoli.it
augustearigenoil@pec.impresesiracusa.it
augusto@comunique.com.do
auh@six.co.ae
auhsupport@gbmme.com
aujan@aujan.com.sa
aumi@aumi.com.vn
aungshein@everseikomm.com
aurelie@eoc-international.com
aurelio@metron-ms.com
auria@karmagroove.com
aurora@aurora.ae
aurum@aurum.com.tw
aus.agri@pclworld.net
auslandsnormen@beuth.de
auson@auson.com
aussina823@126.com
austin@healthelement.co.nz
austin@profabaccess.com
australia@malca-amit.com
australia@piller.com
austria@bicon.com
austria@tech-masters.eu
austria_tpp@mail.ru
auto@egr.com.au
auto@miac.es
auto@whmould.com
auto_sensorweili@foxmail.com
auto_shdy@163.com
autocare@autocareltd.com
autocarlily@126.com
autoclover@korea.com
autoelectronics@dowcorning.com
autohi@autohi.com
autohy@126.com
autoinstruction@mail.ru
autojp@vip.163.com
autolinea@autolinea.com.br
autolinekedoya@yahoo.co.id
automation@bdindustrial.com
automation@festo.at
automationworld@coex.co.kr
automeca@acn.com
automeca@hainet.net
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automechanika@apexgulf.ae
automechanika@messefrankfurt.ru
automobil@dekra.com
automobile@vogel.com.cn
automotive@ingremio.com.pl
autoone@autoone.cn
autopalete@autopalete.lv
autopart.sales@hlic.com.tw
autoparts.cn@foxmail.com
autoparts@belesen.com
autoparts@bener.cn
autoparts@sunrise-ie.com
autopipe@163.com
autopx@126.com
autoreel@autoreel.co.uk
autospare@163.com
autospark@bol.net.in
autosport@alyousuf.com
autosud1@cotas.com.bo
autotec@autotec.com.cn
autotron@163.com
autoventil@verat.net
auw@allsgood.co.nz
auw@bigauw.com
av@emotions.travel
avacomp@eninfinitum.com
avacomputacion@prodigy.net.mx
available@DomainMarket.com
available@IndianAutosBlog.com
avaz@unav.es
avc.jc@126.com
avc@avc.com.mk
avca@avca-africa.org
avdesh.sharma@gla.ac.in
avdsys@aha.ru
aveflor@aveflor.cz
average.finland@krogius.com
avers-simf@ukrpost.ua
averstorg-kiev@avers.odessa.ua
avi@bazltd.com
avial@colocrossing.com
aviation@cedr.com
avillalobos@hlcorp.us
avis@udmlink.ru
avisha@pavanausa.com
avishek.deb@gla.ac.in
aviv@tpage.com
avmsb@po.jaring.my
avnindra@aacipl.com
avnish.sharma@gla.ac.in
avocat@devosdroits.com
avodraska@usaid.gov
avonsp@fowlerwhite.com
avotretour@agencenovabox.com
avs@iki.fi
avsitnikov@adm.gov.yanao.ru
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avsm@av-science.com
avsorokin@rosneft.ru
avtoinstrukcia@mail.ru
avtorgdon@dc.ukrtel.net
avtpp@mail.ru
avxrequests@assentcompliance.zendesk.com
aw2095@163.com
awadhesh.gangwar@srf.com
awadhesh.singh@gla.ac.in
awang898@126.com
award@querdenker.de
awards@isgw.in
awarren@wbmi.com
aweisberg@freemanent.com
awghk@126.com
awhitehouse@osmre.gov
awid_bj@163.com
awild@ds.uri.edu
awild@uri.edu
awilke@usafinance.rbinternational.com
awilla@estudiowilla.com
awmi@talley.com
awood@hunton.com
aww@chatilapublishing.com
axel.summer@rbinternational.com
axel.summer@rzb.at
axi.tech.help@axiaoi.com
axiang236@126.com
axjlqzh@chinaerdos.cn
axxecol@axxecol.com
ayad@algosaibi.com.sa
ayal1217@163.com
ayau@hamburgsud.com
ayaz@richmondpetrochem.com
ayazar@vizyonderi.com.tr
aydinsan@aydinsan.com
ayeatman@netflix.com
aying000111@163.com
aylin@sistemmakina.com
aymeric@badoy.net
ayon@hyurl.com
ayoung@duncan-oil.com
ayrco@tradearabia.com
ayse.akuzum@rapunzel.com.tr
aysipu102@163.com
ayuar@mail.ru
ayub@amin.com.cn
ayub@nii.ac.in
ayuda@nic.mx
azaplatka@mi.gov.pl
azar@faqihient.com
azbuka.ipoteki@vm.ru
azeem@southernpalmskenya.com
azhar@cellabouttown.co.za
azieger@emag.com
aziza@kcci.org.kw
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azizi@rayavin.com
azmsc@zahrawimedical.com
azneftemash@yandex.ru
azovskaya@expocentr.ru
azprint.org@mail.ru
azra.pjanic@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
b.alessandro@bartolini-system.com
b.bos@vanmunstermedia.nl
b.carrano@petrone.it
b.ferguson@chantlerpackaging.com
b.frazier@nsakllc.com
b.gaweda@vinieaffini.pl
b.heynoldt@gauss-gymnasium.de
b.kaiser@leipziger-messe.de
b.kruider@hengstfootwear.com
b.laeremans@procondi.com
b.lewandowska@optopol.com.pl
b.manai@saif-zone.com
b.sahgal@gilfordsecurities.com
b.satyendra@dbcorp.in
b.scognamiglio@petrone.it
b.smits@thomasregout.com
b.sturkenboom@rai.nl
b.veraart@rai.nl
b2bhelpdesk@polar.fi
b2bservice@cccme.org.cn
b32792@zab.att.ne.jp
b@vestagroup.com
ba-gi@bezequint.net
ba@lenovoservis.sk
baa@may.spb.ru
babassalam@free.fr
babrakzai@ucmo.edu
babu.sebastian@plantlipids.com
baburaj.keloth@eo.ae
baby.world@planet.tn
babybelt@sina.com
babycare@babycare.hu
babyjoyfood@163.com
babylock@kk-juki.com
babylove_fs@163.com
babypang229@163.com
babysonly0755@163.com
bac61@columbia.edu
bac@peiker.com
bacinibike@vip.163.com
backbone-m@mail.ru
backfield@dallasnews.com
bacolin@ythaide.cn
badar@liveadmins.com
badavina@hanmail.net
bader@waseet.com
badger@badgermeter.de
badoux@dupuis.com
baekms@intins.co.kr
baekyh@tgsvc.co.kr
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baf@fausett.com
bafinfo@bekaert.com
bag@hubris.net
baghdad@falconog.com
baharom.hamzah@romstargroup.com
bahintapt@bahrain.com
bahlaq@zajil.net
bahrain@pwclogistics.com
bahrainneon@al-alawi.com
baifengzxc@126.com
baijiefutong@126.com
baijing6317@163.com
bailey.marianne@epa.gov
bailing_bg@163.com
bailongzyf@163.com
bainiveco@bain.co.zw
baird@firecite.com
bairkids@126.com
bairuipc@163.com
baishaxitea@163.com
baishiyi1870@126.com
baiyueda@126.com
bajaj@chgarments.com
bajujycb@163.com
bakbudak@uludag.edu.tr
baker@zajil.net
bakucar@bk.ru
balafrej@environnement.gov.ma
balandv@covema.com
balansmatik@balansmatik.com
balberman@tpage.com
balbert@thelaw.tv
balcony_shen@sina.com
balfors@kth.se
balio@boldrocchi.it
ballen@inoex.com
balleraud@lagoon.nc
ballewelt@urcad.org
balraj@geeksource.co.uk
balram@carib-link.net
balticsinfo@kerama-marazzi.com
balu@hornington.com
baly@agni.com
bambach@dechema.de
bambang.trijoyo@cakrainno.com
bambang.udaya@commerzbank.com
bamboo@bamboob.com
bamboofloor@163.com
bamei@vip.163.com
bamprass@bol.co.tz
bamra@jsalaw.com
banco@ichincha.com
banderson@andersoncargo.com
baneg@infostud.com
bang@olas.vn
bangaladesh@cclpworldwide.com
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bangalore.ashram@ssrvm.org
bangalore.east@ssrvm.org
bangalore.north@ssrvm.org
bangalore@bajajgroup.net
bangalore@deistgroup.com
bangalore@interfotoindia.com
bangalore@tempsens.com
bangalore@toradex.com
bangladesh@bicon.com
bangongshi@huashish.com
bangongshi@huidagroups.com
bangzutt@126.com
bankat@ashtechindia.net
banking.frankfurt@misys.com
banlore.mulla@axcess.net.in
banqueting@weltevredenestate.com
bantoni@duncan-oil.com
banwari@lnmiit.ac.in
baobaohao@glgoodbaby.com
baofengseed@163.com
baoguishiyi@126.com
baojianyou@126.com
baojie@163.com
baole@baoletoys.com
baole@vip.163.com
baolifa@vip.163.com
baolinjnkj@126.com
baolong7@126.com
baomanbio@163.com
baopsh@126.com
baoqiao@crbbi.com
baoshan120@126.com
baotai5566@163.com
baoyebo@163.com
baoyi@baoyi.net
baoyues@baoyues.com
baozhu.zuo@linksprite.com
baqirbadami@tamergroup.com
barabas@ucmo.edu
baran.ertas@trade-us.com
barbara.wight@taylorguitars.com
barbara.zoppitelli@evolutiontravel.it
barbara@columbiarav.it
barbara@hipcom.com
barbara@localcounselcollective.com
barbara@monetviaggi.it
barbarah@royalsystems.com
bardhyl.kamberi@tcn.al
bareed@grandstores.ae
barhite@mattel.com
barima.asare@myjoyonline.com
barke@prudence-ae.com
barletta@pianetamondo.it
barmin@tpprb.ru
barnes.eleonora@epa.gov
barrascout@tellamo.net
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barreviv@sadesa.com
barry.j.weisberg@smithbarney.com
barry.needham@ieee.org
barry@beefnw.com
barry@hec.com.tw
barry@mindfulstl.com
barryict@126.com
barryleiba@computer.org
barrymonk@cambricare.com
bart@mediawave.nl
barth@eecs.berkeley.edu
bartosz@biechowski.com
basant.lal@gla.ac.in
basant@tempsens.com
basavaraja.j@savestaherbals.com
basbug@basbug.com.tr
basco@basco.com.tr
base@baia-network.org
basebio@163.com
basededatos@axioma.com.co
baseg@segcl.com.cn
baseljakarta@bcrc-sea.org
bashan@bashan.com.tr
basharat@nesma.com
basheer@aglme.com
basheer@dtdc.com
baso1983@163.com
basra@falconog.com
bastos@bastos.co.kr
bata.kenya@bata.com
bata@big.com.sg
batareya1@mail.ru
bathwal@mos.com.np
batrjephmbx2@zajil.net
battle-jpn@battle-fsd.com
bau@zdb.de
baueruae@emirates.net
baumle@baumle.com.br
baur46@mail.ru
bautec@technoform.de
bavariagewuerz@mail.ru
bayern_messe@126.com
bayleaf@mvh.biglobe.ne.jp
baz-grp@y.net.ye
baz@sbm.net.sa
bazantbrezova@seznam.cz
bazara@y.net.ye
bb@danske-legepladser.dk
bb@lenovoservis.sk
bb@primegears.com
bb_qdg1975@163.com
bbagchi@isibang.ac.in
bbanks@hostgator.com
bbartholomew@oandsassociates.com
bbaruah@kennesaw.edu
bbassi@annovireverberi.it
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bbb888888@139.com
bbcxjl@163.com
bbeatty@ebwllc.com
bbehrouz@niko-negaresh.com
bberman@expo90.com
bbewendy@sina.cn
bbffs@163.com
bbg@batachina.com.cn
bbi@burdock.com
bbiswal@nii.ac.in
bbnz@blochwool.com
bbqbasics@googlemail.com
bbrv@genesi-usa.com
bbulk@hodship.aden.com.ye
bburr@ntia.doc.gov
bbutters@online-computer.com
bbwfish@163.com
bca@hexworldwide.com
bcar.t@ou.edu
bcarter@alm.com
bcb@burdock.com
bcc1985@126.com
bcc@utma.com
bccltscmd@cmpdi.co.in
bccsales@borinquengroup.com
bchen@sina.com
bchen@stkat.com
bchow@investhk.gov.hk
bcid@163.com
bckim@hb-world.com
bclark@clarktransportation.net
bcm@cheerun.cn
bcm@vip.163.com
bcmcn@online.sh.cn
bcollins@ubuntu.com
bcombe@digitallegal.net
bconrad@longboardcapital.com
bcontimpex@ntpp.biz
bcornillaud@1supply.com
bcox@ashrae.org
bcp-moscow@mtu-net.ru
bcuesta@olecom.com
bd2@unioncomputersupplies.com
bd@propharma.ae
bd@ship-crew.com
bd@yp.com
bd_sales@vip.163.com
bdb@forbidden.co.uk
bdd@ctsi.com.ph
bdf@difranza.com
bdhsywb@163.com
bdix@wellesley.edu
bdm-agro@inbox.ru
bdodhia@nbi.ispkenya.com
bdowles@berjeinc.com
bdp@palanigroup.net
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bdrao@fimx.ae
bdsd@bol.net.in
bdsd@bsindustries.org
bdt-agro@mail.ru
bdtongling800@sina.com
bduarte@kwhy.com
bduarte@logicwing.com
bdurning@brookes.ac.uk
bdx@myjaring.net
bea@barbaroassociates.it
beamex.inc@beamex.com
bearcat@acrnet.com
beata.kovacs@hu.ina.com
beatrice.ren@finnord.cn
beatrice.richez@ecoda.org
beatrice@repo-srl.com
beattiep@uw.edu
beaubon@violin.ocn.ne.jp
beauteck@chollian.net
beauty@beautyimage.co.kr
beauty@saga.fi
beautycao17@163.com
bebberson@schonstedt.com
bechem-ural@mail.ru
becker@usgs.gov
beckert@phys.ethz.ch
becky@beckysgraphicdesign.com
beco-storm@abpolly.com
beco@beco.is
becutebaby@163.com
bed88@126.com
bed@bedshopkw.com
bedash@expocentr.ru
bee99@163.com
beegie@oysterbayboatshop.com
beelam@tradesources.com
beepcellular@prtc.net
beeregarden@clear.net.nz
behgam_farayand@parsonline.net
beianjx@163.com
beiben@126.com
beiheng@163.com
beijing.rzb@cn.rzb.at
beijing@51job.com
beijing@aemovers.com.hk
beijing@bencham.org
beijing@dragonfire.com.cn
beijing@freeson.com.cn
beijing@hjunkel.com
beijing@shenglin.net
beijing@whir.net
beijing@xy-group.com
beijingchery@163.com
beijingtech@bjut.edu.cn
beijingzft@163.com
beilexiong888@163.com
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beinspired@optionline.net
beiyoubeiai@163.com
bej@fossberg.is
bekkerg@crcna.org
bel.sayson@lyric.ph
bela.plant@tiberina.cz
belarusugservis@mail.ru
belcher@aimmtechnologies.com
belgaum@vidyalayam.amrita.edu
belgium@bicon.com
belgltpp@mail.ru
belinfosat@tut.by
belita@mail.ru
bellajian@foxmail.com
bellcont_llc@mail.ru
bellking@126.com
bellwu@163.com
belma.sekavic@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
belovamv@expocentr.ru
belt-4@aa-top.com
belwoodexport@bk.ru
bemeshoes@126.com
bemidjipioneer.com@forumcomm.com
ben-zone@vip.163.com
ben.eustace@smithandbyford.com
ben.lee@daewoo.com
ben@carpetcleaningny.com
ben@cnshipping.com
ben@cs.umd.edu
ben@decadent.org.uk
ben@digitalocean.com
ben@hoverbird.com.cn
ben@koonex.com
ben@mattandbensfudge.co.uk
ben@roenari.com
ben@twistlock.com
ben@yextmailings.com
ben@yokuenergy.com
ben_ccj@126.com
bencaoshijia88@163.com
bence.molnar@szecskay.com
benchan@wanlitire.cn
bendi@bendi.cn
benedetta.rossi@cittadicastello.gov.it
benedetto@scalabros.it
benedict.deogratias@halotel.co.tz
benedict.go@pioneertrucks.ph
benedicte.marchand@francetv.fr
benetton@benettonretail.pt
benfroehlich@troyke.com
benho@hexin.com
benhuang281@126.com
benico@prodigy.net.mx
benjamin@tkbend.co.kr
benkockamonika@seznam.cz
benny.giat@reinplas.net
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benny@bol.net.in
benny@lightoscope.net
benny@macronimous.com
benoit.clerjaud@cookinghellas.com
benoit@markify.com
benoy.singh@gla.ac.in
benshen@163.com
bensilva@producemonkey.com
benson.chen@hmf-china.com
benson@hes.com.tw
bensonkwok@126.com
bensonzhu@sina.com
bent-yam@tae-yang.co.kr
bente@diuvita.no
bentec@yandex.ru
benxiflooring@china.com
benyazi@shhbm.com
benz.jiang@miu-international.com
benzhou-iap@benzhougroup.com
berggren@sfu.ca
beringconsult@mail.ru
berlin@exhibitpro.com
berlino@ice.it
berlt168@163.com
bernard.angelvy@bourbon-online.com
bernard.krebs@sofema-groupe.com
bernard.vieille@bv-systemes.fr
bernard@bernardpartners.com
bernard@transmark.com.my
bernardo@90min.com
bernd.trepkau@din.de
bernd@opcom.com
berti@avtechitalia.it
berton@berton.es
bertrand.thibert@cclpworldwide.com
bertschlaska@bertsch.at
bes-info@babcock.co.uk
bes@burdock.com
beserint@turk.net
bessette@cibo.org
bessie@transo.net
bestkf@163.com
bestring@bestring.com.tw
bestuur@asva.nl
bestwill042@163.com
beth.reinhard@wsj.com
bethany.bernatovicz@asisignage.com
betheny@u.washington.edu
bethwell.mnyamana@portsevolution.com
betsy@spayds.com
better@betterservices.org
betterhomes@bhomes.com
betterway@vip.163.com
betty@dgtzzy.com
beugras@nouvelles-matieres-premieres.com
beumer@beumergroup.com
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beverley.shenken@zoomermedia.ca
beyondchem@sina.com
bf@carmen-ev.de
bf@szbaf.com
bf_mmc@inbox.ru
bfe@burdock.com
bfjlgs@163.com
bfjtjgb@163.com
bfm@bj-fanuc.com.cn
bftcs@126.com
bfwsc@center.njtu.edu.cn
bg.ssw@kci-world.com
bg@boushahrigroup.com
bg@lgcstandards.com
bgatcke@gardencitygrowers.com
bggear@126.com
bgomola@barwellmachinery.com
bgprabhu@voltas.com
bgreen2@entergy.com
bgreene@designgraphicsinc.com
bgregg@netflix.com
bgs@andstar.com
bgs@blas.com.cn
bgs@chinateda.com
bgs@fulekeji.com
bgs@gongyou.com
bgsbjjhsw@163.com
bh@epilog.com
bh_im_ex@163.com
bhaag@zoom.com
bhadresh@dodhiagroup.com
bhagat.singh@gla.ac.in
bhagat@sgpharma.com
bhagatsingh.me@gla.ac.in
bhagwan@lnmiit.ac.in
bhamilton@epsilon.com
bhanson@nmu.edu
bhanup@inst.ac.in
bharat.chahar@gla.ac.in
bharat.kakadia@sheetals.net
bharat.sharma@gla.ac.in
bharat.singh@gla.ac.in
bharat@jvgokal.com
bharat@lakhanidyestuffs.co.in
bharat@wealthmanagers.co.in
bharatgr@sancharnet.in
bharavi@lnmiit.ac.in
bhardesty@hardestyhomes.com
bhargav@swisspac.net
bhargavi.v@firmroots.in
bhaskar@hsbpartners.com
bhaskar@iimcal.ac.in
bhaskara@organicmandya.com
bhavanik@vidyanikethan.edu
bhavesh@abgcement.com
bhavesh@adf-foods.com
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bhavna@beejay.com.hk
bhavnagar@bohragroup.net
bhawana.rathore@gla.ac.in
bhe@hhpindo.com
bheile@ieee.org
bhellwig@sportimport.de
bhillin@tex-rex.com
bhills@reinerpump.com
bhilwara@sangamgroup.com
bhjm_buaa@126.com
bhkang@hanbalmasstech.com
bhmd@it88.com.cn
bhn@mci.gouv.ht
bhojraj.jayas@gla.ac.in
bhopal@hrln.org
bhordon@lbelectric.com
bhupendra.saraswat@gla.ac.in
bhupesh.semwal@gla.ac.in
bhx1@cargolord.com
bia@planetaorganico.com.br
bianca.cartin@ginzarestaurants.com
bianchi.uk@cycleurope.com
bianchi@bianchi.com
biax-verkauf@biax.de
bibi007328@aliyun.com
bibi@mpionline.net
bibi@sdlgroupnyc.com
bibik@expocentr.ru
bic@bicchemical.com
bicemare@biceinternational.com
bici@gobikeccs.com
bicycle@hauser.eu
bicycle@merida.com.tw
bicycleinfo@christini.com
bicycleparts@gfbike.com
bid@ha.com
bids@aztechtech.com
bienyh@zajil.net
bigbri@bicyclecafe.com
bigcosmos@hanmail.net
bigfish@castawayflyfishing.net
bigkahuna@mysocalskin.com
bigok@dahkee.com
bigwinds@bigwinds.com
bigwood-tyo@crux.ocn.ne.jp
biju@alsa-g.com
bijuabraham@arinteriors.com
bike@hbshuanglong.com
bike@hebideal.com
bike@jinluncheye.com
bike@oumeiya.com
bike@sgbicycle.com
bikemen@126.com
bikeunion@vip.163.com
biko9517@mocha.ocn.ne.jp
biko@biko.com.uy
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bilal@kebbis.com
biletova_o@holdcable.com
bilgemak@bilgemak.com
bilgi@ambalaj.org.tr
bilgi@cayirova.com.tr
bilgi@eng.com.tr
bilgi@kys.com.tr
bilgi@medikal2000.com.tr
bili@sheng-da.com.cn
bill.amos@jsm.com
bill.carroll@katztvgroup.com
bill.deckard@energydi.com
bill.narotski@epa.state.oh.us
bill.new@newindustries.com
bill.thale@wellscti.com
bill.vanvorst@nationalnet.com
bill@allcruise.com
bill@bestheng.com
bill@bl.co.nz
bill@heronwelder.com
bill@himakecable.com
bill@kargesfineart.com
bill@lee-ding.com.cn
bill@redisleproduce.com
bill@rxautoparts.com
bill@thecaprockgroup.com
bill@topstar.net.cn
bill@trifont.com
bill_lesage@blm.gov
billcummins@hughesequipment.com
billing@dcsmanage.com
billing@domaindiscount24.com
billliu@maxguard-auto.com
billondu@163.com
billtian2008@163.com
billy.salesiii@billytrading.com.hk
billy@doubletarget.com
billyuan@colossusgroup.com
bimecc@bimecc.it
bin88101@126.com
bin@hnlights.com
bin@websitewelcome.com
binchen69@126.com
bindi.dave@wadiaghandy.com
binghamc@mcc.gov
bingles@mateba.net
bingsiliu@tju.edu.cn
binhaibuanbao@sina.com
binhnt@namdomedical.com
bini@effebi-srl.it
binita@bruschambers.com
binladin@sbgpcm.com
binnocenti@bercocompany.com
bint@burdock.com
biochem.biochem@yahoo.es
bioclear@po.jaring.my
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biocontact@biodiagnosticaltda.com
biodiagsa@bio-diagnostico.com
biogaia@naturespan.com
biology_agriculture@ucmo.edu
biology_earth_science@ucmo.edu
biosales@bioanalytica.com
bioscientific@bio-scienti.com
biotech@ice.it
biotek@on.net.mk
biotrade@prodigy.net.mx
bipin@rapidgroup.com
birdjack27@google.com
birgfeld.erin@epa.gov
birgit.mathiaschitz@rbinternational.com
birgit.mathiaschitz@rzb.at
birla3mcs@mmm.com
biroh@daewoo.com
bis_hr@126.com
bisak@zajil.net
biscuitline@126.com
bish@birene.net
bishalp@evosys.co.in
bishoyi@iopb.res.in
bissingen@heyd.de
biswatosh@iimcal.ac.in
bitc@bitckw.com
bithika@legalleague.co.in
biuro@2lm.pl
biuro@bestvac-kobold.pl
biuro@buszek.com
biuro@dinfo.pl
biuro@edvac.pl
biuro@intourpolska.pl
biuro@ppuhjr.com.pl
biyingfang2011@163.com
biz.development@spk.co.jp
biz@5117.com
biz@ifood.tv
bizdev@allevents.in
bizdev@gayot.com
bizon@b95.ru
bj.goodfriend@vip.163.com
bj02@bojiashoes.com
bj1@bonjue.com
bj6312@sina.com
bj@knd.com.cn
bj@rf.hk
bj@tungpotec.com
bj@wjblack.com
bj@xinyitong.net
bj_group@tradearabia.com
bjayaram@scfbio-iitd.res.in
bjcmyzb@163.com
bjexcel@vip.163.com
bjfix2009@aliyun.com
bjgbdq@163.com
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bjglux@163.com
bjhanchi@163.com
bjhengpai@126.com
bjhkjy@163.com
bjjhhy@163.com
bjji@bjji-cuttingtools.com
bjjzhy@163.com
bjl62@163.com
bjlbt@126.com
bjm@thekmagroup.com
bjo@hkex.com.hk
bjoern.voss@lwl.org
bjohnson@indevsystems.com
bjohnsonr@unicartagena.edu.co
bjones@saltonusa.com
bjorn.jebsen@jebsens.no
bjorn.kvile@managenordic.no
bjorn@mork.no
bjpeak@vip.163.com
bjrftools@163.com
bjsales@service.netease.com
bjsbns@126.com
bjshangfeng8885@Sohu.com
bjsswy@126.com
bjt@ttindia.net
bjtwg@139.com
bjweijie@163.com
bjwlgg@163.com
bjwxgroup@163.com
bjxml@126.com
bjygyz@sina.com
bjyichuan@163.com
bjztwl@126.com
bjztwy@126.com
bjzyhc@163.com
bk.parmar@gseclmail.com
bk@bremskerl.de
bk@engsoln.com
bk@whpr.com.cn
bkarra@lumenorconsulting.com
bkaw@sodetel.net.lb
bkazanchy@regentatlantic.com
bkc@jfbd.com
bkeethler@inquisitllc.com
bkeller@aecoi.net
bkennedy@csis.org
bklein@carmanainsworth.org
bkmarket@chutianlaser.com
bkodo@163.com
bkonetski@emag.com
bks_smolyan@mbox.infotel.bg
bkuscher@wellesley.edu
bla@excelcropcare.com
blackhawk-contact@snapon.com
blair.susanna@epa.gov
blake.temple@temple-inc.com
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blamana@jacuzzi.com
blamb@allied-equipment.com
blambert@ascoa.com
blancaster@ltcinternational.com
blank@blanknyc.com
blankets@socosy.co.uk
blaze@italmas.com.mk
blendco@blendco.com
blewis@opensystemsmedia.com
blfarris@EnMast.com
blick@blick.com.tw
blink-dev@chromium.org
blink-reviews@chromium.org
blinx@blinx.com.br
bliu@hitachi.cn
bll3126626@163.com
bln@touchmark.com
blocks-b1491424501103592@craigslist.org
blog@company-corp.com
blogs@sina.com
blom@bionext.nl
bloom@ucmo.edu
bloomingtongaragedoors.biz@whoisprotectservice.net
blowery@usaid.gov
blr@toshniwalbros.com
bls-info@yandex.ru
blt@narod.ru
bltflexitank@126.com
bltvdsl@126.com
blue_snow1983@126.com
bluefeet@stackoverflow.com
bluefish@orange.sn
bluesugi@china.com.cn
blunt@ucmo.edu
blyckert@auroragift.com
bm01@banktijari.com
bm198@bm198.com
bm2@biemmedue.com
bm2@bmgz.net
bm8@amcham.jo
bm@bmanodizzazione.com
bm@bmgroupsrl.com
bm@bmtecnologie.it
bm@competent.kz
bma@bauer.de
bmallick@iopb.res.in
bmartin@boscus.com
bmatha@basics3.com
bmathis@railporttc.com
bmavridis@calderaresources.com
bmc@bosemitraco.com
bmcpublichealth@biomedcentral.com
bmcsy@net.sy
bmkaran@bitmesra.ac.in
bmkolkata@atc.co.in
bmmcneally@amerisafe.com
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bmmetal@chol.com
bmonty@janeiredale.com
bms@akkreditert.no
bms@sass.org.cn
bmtcustomerservice@cdcbus.com.au
bmtl@thecopycatgroup.com
bmtl@twiga.com
bna.ebusiness@bunge.com
bnd@classnk.or.jp
bndt@planet.tn
bneale@broadinstitute.org
bnich@redjacketorchards.com
bnk@piller.co.th
bny@tzbny.com
bo.jia@raling.com
bo@bomet.ca
boai0401@163.com
boakorea@tpage.com
boanvn@ceo.korea.com
bob.clark@afc.alacop.gov
bob.hopwood@turnercharles.com
bob.merritt@ceresturf.com
bob.tung@tw.fag.com
bob.vasily@canadianwollastonite.com
bob@cbmethane.com
bob@hippolight.com
bob@juweishoes.com
bob@kludgebox.com
bob@leathernet.com
bob@rsdltd.co.uk
bob@thecreativealliance.com
bobb@garlockprinting.com
bobbag@mydul.com.cn
bobby@bhansen.com
bobby@longg.com.tw
bobby@sailway.net
bobdai@dap-china.com
bobg@pacmachinery.com
bobjuliet@oonl.com
bobmuise@thefinancials.com
bobow@pd.jaring.my
bobs@sagehill.net
boca163@163.com
boeingmiddleeast@boeing.com
boema-rus@mail.ru
boema@boema.com
boese@boese.com.cn
bofook@chinabhd.com
bogariee@ctimail.com
bogdan@snowpatrol.ro
bogdez@mail.ru
bogorinquiry@bstc-training.com
bogota@figurella.com.co
bogota@kartellflag.com
bohacek@gearspect.com
bohu.chain@163.com
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boldrocchi@boldrocchi.eu
bollanga@afrotainment.us
boloveoo.cq1@163.com
bom.mktg@staricl.com
bombino@bombinoexp.com
bometec@china.com
bomexpo01@163.com
bomichile@bomigroup.com
bonattispa@pec.bonatti-group.com
bonavel@bonavel.com
bondrj@tut.ac.za
bonds@wsj.com
bondsh@163.com
bonnie@hzryqp.com
bonnie@nznutristrong.co.nz
bonnie@philinstrumentscorp.com.ph
bonny@auto1688.com
bonrich@163.com
book2080@vip.163.com
book7@mail.ru
booking@delalune.com
booking@igtrainingcentre.com
booking@pakaadventures.com
bookings@petans.co.uk
bookings@saigonriverexpress.com
bookings@thejumeirahgarden.com
bookorders@who.int
bookpost@professija.ru
books119@arspolona.com.pl
books@shanghaiist.com
boom-baby@list.ru
boou@chinaboou.com
bordignon@bordignon.com
bordignon@bordignon.info
boreyu188@163.com
boris.arshavin@yandex.com
boris@boralex.ru
borja@sohu.com
borla_shanghai@163.com
bornimagotoy@vip.163.com
borrodan@celyeur.com
borunqht@163.com
bosch-catidog@mail.ru
boshi_xlq@aliyun.com
bosj01@bosj.com.cn
boskalis@emirates.net
bosom@baishunpaper.com
bosonbrake@126.com
boss2004@126.com
boss@jingxin.com.cn
boss@truckoff.co.uk
boss@yvhui.cn
bost@bostcr.com
bostavan@bostavan.md
bostjan@spes.si
boston@lysline.no
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bosungsil@tpage.com
botai@vip.163.com
boteli@boteli.com
botora@163.com
bottene@bottene.it
botvich@expocentr.ru
boucherie@la-campagne.fm
boucherie@la-campagne.ws
boutique@cavedarcins.com
boutique@harpebudin.com
bovic@126.com
bowers.wg@forces.gc.ca
box@pinskdrev.by
box@transpiave.it
boxin@loadlockchina.com
boxing@boxr.com.au
boxley@hostgator.com
boyang@boyanglighting.com
boyswu@126.com
boyuanjiche@163.com
boyzcj@sina.com
bozhioa@sina.com
bp@forumsa.gr
bp@group-ib.ru
bpc@burdock.com
bperkins@redcliffrealty.com
bpetrou@fedfin.com
bphoto@126.com
bplab1@mail.ru
bpotter@dwdistribution.us
bq-882@163.com
bqhou@emag-china.com
bquinlan@tuvam.com
brad.oliver@lumenis.com
brad@binbin.cc
brad@bmlhospitalityimports.com.au
brad@bradmccoy.com
brad@leadgenleaders.net
brad@mycnl.com
brad@uservoice.com
bradley@sndsa.co.za
bradnelson@google.com
bradysafety@bradycorp.com
brajazlin@optusnet.com
brakedrum@163.com
brakestar@163.com
branch20@tiwtools.com
branch22@tiwtools.com
branch23@tiwtools.com
branch26@tiwtools.com
branch28@tiwtools.com
branch32@tiwtools.com
brand@ehim.kz
brand@velocityk.ru
brandon@localcounselcollective.com
brandon@rubiconresources.com
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brandonteo@fuji-smt.com.sg
branka.vetmic@teknol.eu
bransen@anime-oz.com
braunstrowman@banana-pancakes.com
brazil@mouser.com
brazil@toradex.com
brcsales@brc.com.sa
brechj@purpleshovel.com
breeding@heste.net
breedyon@cellosports.com
breistan@inbox.ru
brenda@greenwoodlaketaxi.com
brenda@thebstand.com
brenda_rubenstein@brown.edu
brendan.barden@mwtscorp.com
brendan.ford.nzbc@fonterra.com
brendelberger@concept-heidelberg.de
brenden@uaeshelving.com
brendon@aliarclogistics.co.nz
brendon@cyclelogicbikes.com
brenna@enermedica.it
brent.anderson@dekra.com
brent.webster@global.t-bird.edu
brestinterstroy@mail.ru
brett@boof.com
brett@boof.com.test-google-a.com
brett@oryxmidstream.com
brevettiangelasrl@pec.it
brevil@brevil.cz
brewequip@163.com
briach@asainternational.co.uk
brian.davis@ph.fag.com
brian.durrant@lvshipping.com
brian.hack@progressive.co.nz
brian.kelly@rackspace.com
brian.kennedy@uk.rzb.at
brian.killkelley@nativeenergy.com
brian.lewis@iowa.gov
brian.mcelroy@driscolls.com
brian.paulin@enginepower.com
brian.scott@smithbarney.com
brian.stich@accrinet.com
brian.weaver@ice-vip.com
brian@advancedpackaging.co.nz
brian@backbay.com
brian@brianvoss.com
brian@cherne.net
brian@church-int.com
brian@ots-inc.net
brian@oxy-hydrogen.com
brianjohnson@atcjet.net
brianl@larkinlife.com.au
brianr@cotas.com.bo
bridge@bridgelimited.com.hk
bridges@bridgesofcanada.com
briggsj@howrey.com
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bright@brightchoice.co.in
brighton@lush.co.uk
brijendra.singh@gla.ac.in
brillian@idola.net.id
bringaland@googlemail.com
bringel@happykids.com
brink@pc.jaring.my
brisbane@digidirect.com.au
brisbane@vipac.com.au
bristet@wfu.edu
bristol@manbat.co.uk
brittler@echelon.com
brjt@brjt.cn
brk.gupta@gla.ac.in
brmjshs@126.com
brno@lenovoservis.cz
bromm.susan@epa.gov
bronek@bakkerennl.nl
brook.cummings@steamlogistics.com
brooks@spectrum.com.hk
brookzhang@regulus-china.cn
broom@alturnanetworks.com
brophy@labradorcapital.com
brothersplast@mail.sy
brown5871@mail.ru
brperry@brownell.edu
brt@brt.by
bruce.bouwer@jachris.com
bruce.collie@olympic.no
bruce.fletcher@fultonhogan.com.au
bruce.lee08@vip.163.com
bruce.munro@environment-agency.gov.uk
bruce.ventriglia@gartner.com
bruce@fortunaintl.co.nz
bruce@stonecastlefunds.ca
bruce@xmch.cn
bruce@yextlistings.com
brucehua@sina.com
brucezimmerman@ctuir.org
bruna.mg@gcmbrazil.com
brunnbauer@brunnbauer.at
bruno.tumino@technoparts.it
bruno@lorenzishoes.it
bruno@systemsinteractive.ca
brussell@wilburellis.com
brussels@vva.it
brusselsoffice@zv.fraunhofer.de
brvprincipal@bvbchennai.org
bryan.l.callan@boeing.com
bryan.mortimer@solvay.com
bryan.stehler@unlimitedcoaching.com
bryan@cnhyshoes.com
bryan@digitalocean.com
bryan@guentner.net
bryankim@mth.co.kr
bs@bs-autoparts.com
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bs@buyingsources.com
bs@zjboshing.com
bsal_service@apm.sh.cn
bsanado@cinfa.com
bsanji@saiserviceinc.com
bsc@baldwinsupply.com
bshevlin@ncfg.com
bsi@zajil.net
bsiegel@katzgroup.com
bsisa@prodigy.net.mx
bskalny@willowgroupltd.com
bskim@nteksys.com
bslcn920@sina.com
bsmvikram@sanchernet.in
bsn@bsn.go.id
bssstar@163.com
bst-James@zjbst.com
bstpierre@hidglobal.com
bstwybj@126.com
bsuggs@dpsol.com
bsv@tomsktpp.ru
bsy1609@163.com
bsy@baishengyuan.cc
bsy_liangtiehong@126.com
bt-dq88@163.com
bt33@babyfly.net.cn
btb@btbvalve.com
btc@alsayer.org
bthies@curtisswright.com
bthomas@forbesmarshall.com
bthomas@mtmrecognition.com
bti@sancharnet.in
btjdjc@126.com
btks_db@126.com
btltao@boteli.com
btomaso@dallasnews.com
btsxywj@163.com
btx_zhy@126.com
btxdcl@163.com
btzay@163.com
bu5665@163.com
buccom@ctimail.com
buchanan@wfu.edu
buck@allenprograms.com
buckley.katherine@epa.gov
bud.novin@idcg.com
bud.sales@airlogistics.hu
budd.cameroun@budd-pni.com
budd.gabon@budd-pni.com
buddy@hoaxorfact.com
buddy_cheuk@mtelnet.com
budgetjeddah@zajil.net
budjac@rhea.sk
budma@mtp.pl
budoland@budoland.lv
budr@flowmetrix.com
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buechel@163.com
buerkle@buerkle-gmbh.de
buful-lee@163.com
bug@theofficialboard.com
bugs@freegeek.org
buimate@po.jaring.my
bukarest@felbermayr.ro
bukhgalteriyavtpp@mail.ru
bulanceva@expocentr.ru
bulent.verdi@aslholding.com
bulgaria@bicon.com
bulgarien@kottmann.eu
bulut@ckm-kurzwaren.de
bumil@bumil.net
bumpers@188.com
bunderwood@coastalmaritime.com
bunhara@tkg.att.ne.jp
bunker@itcenex.com
bunkers@vilmaoil.com
bupefso@sina.com
burak.darcan@tila.co
buratino-toy@mail.ru
buravleva@omitek.com.ua
bureau@rsb.gov.ae
burhan@rethinkingweb.com
burkhard.daeumich@kuehne-nagel.com
burkule@bol.net.in
burnelli@comune.piegaro.pg.it
burocco@burocco.it
burotpp@mail.ru
burrard.info@srautogroup.com
burritos@banana-pancakes.com
bury@leisurelakesbikes.com
bus@pba.co.uk
busdev@natura-lab.com
busduct@eta-com.co.uk
busduct@etacomcs.com
busi@cn-commutator.com
business.jets@boeing.com
business0086@vip.163.com
business@accamail.com
business@assafrica.it
business@beaufreshmedia.com
business@bigfra.me
business@facts.yt
business@fredungroup.com
business@fzyitai.com
business@globemetalsuae.com
business@goldmatch.cn
business@gtbzj.com
business@hachiuma.co.jp
business@heigel.us
business@hensel-hk.com
business@issuu.com
business@jeromeaceti.com
business@jiajue.com
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business@kbey.cn
business@khaleejtimes.com
business@laurainthekitchen.com
business@maimoon.net
business@mangatar.net
business@mycupcakeaddiction.com
business@orientsupply.com
business@pond5.com
business@sepco.net.cn
business@summit-pet.com
business@termatools.com
business@wengie.com
business@wmvibratingscreen.com
business@zhenqin.com.cn
businessaward@dubaichamber.com
businesstulacci@inbox.ru
businka-rus@mail.ru
butik@pikkori.com
butik@winbergkino.se
butuan@citihardware.com
buxinyuan_yn@126.com
buxiugang@163.com
buy@worldfamoustattooink.com
buyerservice@meiawards.org
buying@kama.co.za
buypump@paran.com
buzon@coramer.com
bvfarbe@farbe.de
bvmgiri@sanchernet.in
bvoss@lhai.com
bvv@kaigo.com.tw
bwallace@lnpnews.com
bweiss@gyros-ag.ch
bwhughesjr@acemalibu.com
bwj@centex.net
bwosgien@esiglobal.com
bwsales1@wire-processor.com
bwson@dongahtire.co.kr
bwuliuxuesheng@sina.com
bww@packetsink.com
bwynkoop@neogen.com
bx977@163.com
bxlqhwb@163.com
bxrddt@163.com
bxy6688@163.com
byf19780713@yaho.com.cn
byj@jabp.com
byjs@baoyegroup.com
byk1973@163.com
byk9898@126.com
byogoch@silk.org
byqadmin@163.com
byron@bigfra.me
byron@dental86.com
byron@gimlink.com
byroo@velobia.fi
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bysgqp@sina.com
bystriav@vscht.cz
bytdzjk@163.com
bytezone@net.sy
byu@mail.sioc.ac.cn
bz768@freenet.toronto.ont.ca
bz@lgcstandards.com
bzbgs@bjexpo.com
bzjc99@126.com
bzywsc@163.com
c.bilogui@africanmodelforests.org
c.bisnar@wkm-global.com
c.burrell@cbsol.co.uk
c.datta@kr.om
c.egger@7-m.com
c.gonzalez-castro@unido.org
c.h@china-lutong.net
c.hasan49@foxmail.com
c.huang@flyway.co.nz
c.jansen-young@rai.nl
c.jones@groupscs.co.uk
c.khatri@eurotechworld.net
c.kim@yumail.ac.kr
c.liu@163.com
c.macfarlane@redew.co.uk
c.marengo@arcosinterior.ru
c.mere@midisciences.com
c.neppel@ieee.org
c.peralta@fastafood.gi
c.ramirez@tanakaservices.com
c.ramundo@leonessa.com
c.reuter87@googlemail.com
c.reynolds@be.steinweg.com
c.sashidhar@itc.in
c.schill@era-contact.de
c.seifert@kronospan.lu
c.stopes@ecoconsultancy.co.uk
c.verhey@kci-world.com
c.wittmann@wittmann-edv.de
c1972@corrientecapital.com
c_dapaah@uop.edu
c_kita@emirates.net
c_magnet@163.com
ca654321@163.com
ca@cdsnedco.com
caaic@163.com
caam@caam.org.cn
caanzar@olivelifesciences.com
cabcd@xmeran.com
cable@spaces.com.tw
cablesales@cables-unlimited.com
cac@slsbikes.com
cacem@atlanco.pt
cadams@howellco.com
cafe_85@163.com
cafexpo@cafexpo.cn
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cagefree@eggs.co.nz
cahek777@mail.ru
cai-jx@jiexiao.com
cai@hpmm.com.cn
caigou@mayer-display.com
caiguangxin@jefferys-lifestyle.com
caijinhui@163.com
cairo@eldibadvocates.com
caitao2659@163.com
caiyi62@126.com
cakraghu@kraghu.com
cala@cala.asso.fr
caleb@koo.org
calendar@shanghaiist.com
calidad@foodsafety.com.ar
callcenter-cciaa-roma@infocamere.it
callcenter.med@alibinali.com
callcenter@51job.com
calonso@columbia.edu
calsun@calsunchina.com
calulo@urqu.pe
calum@cocochocolate.co.uk
calvatis@mail.ru
calvin@brus.us
calvin@calvin.co.th
calvin@southfish.co.nz
calvinyu.lj@lifung.com.hk
cambler@iodesign.com
camboemb@korea.com
camc@camc-auto.com
camci@camci-cm.com
camec@camec.info
camera@unioncameraltd.com
cameron@stthom.edu
camet_sas@yahoo.it
camilla@bblfloor.com
camilla@roachbridge.com
camille.samaha@span-group.com
camimex@hcm.vnn.vn
cammal@camozzi.com.my
cammwz@tcaa.go.tz
campaigns@fsf.org
campbel@163.com
campbikes@vip.126.com
campiyjove@cyjsa.com
campomatic@campomatic.com
campus@doublestar.com.cn
can.gokseven@nantekimya.com
canada.cs@msasafety.com
canadasales@mouser.com
canal9@unitel.com.bo
cancui@zstu.edu.cn
candicecolucci@canbertinc.com
candidatejobsite@ieee.org
candy1955@163.com
candy@bzl-china.com
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candy@siming-china.com
cangshantea@126.com
canmaxgd@canmaxcn.com
canned@163.com
cannon@bbvauk.com
canolaltd@126.com
cao_wenhua@163.com
caobin@gansui.cn
caodp@mail.buct.edu.cn
caolijun@jinchengchem.com
caoshilusdhw@163.com
caoxiang55@126.com
caoxium@163.com
caoy@cfdi.org.cn
cap_ljy@163.com
capco@spctnet.com
capitalinfo@cdcbus.com.au
capotstone@188.com
cappeller@cappeller.it
capresemyo@mail.ru
captcadwallader@gbis.com
cara@caramartin.com
carabuco@artesanosdonbosco-bo.com
caracas@ghella.com
carb@repelectric.net
carbao@126.com
carchau@intelnet.net.gt
carder@ucmo.edu
cardholder@mail.synchronyfinancial.com
cardinal@bioscience.co.nz
cardiosociety@myoffice.ge
cardoza@duaassociates.com
care@babyoye.com
care@cybex.in
care@industrybuying.com
care@nuangle.co.za
care@shropsdesign.co.uk
career@allevents.in
career@goranelegal.com
careers.uae@salams.com
careers@adjlegal.com
careers@al-hamad.com
careers@blsindiavisa-uae.com
careers@bncnetwork.net
careers@capspire.com
careers@emad-uae.com
careers@iischoolabudhabi.com
careers@issuu.com
careers@jindalshadeed.com
careers@lifepharmafze.com
careers@natpest.com
careers@oissg.org
careers@redachem.com
careers@risdubai.com
careers@saraswat.co.in
careers@sashwinikumar.com
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careers@stackoverflow.com
careers@the-aagroup.com
careers@uae.g4s.com
careers@zahrawimedical.com
carena@carena-ci.com
cargo.ops@crsa-china.com
cargo@esffreight.co.uk
cargo@qlsusa.com
carhire@hibiscus.sc
carin.zhang@shtrifecta.com
carinhoso@globo.nl
carl@ccmgroupaus.com
carl@crankbrothers.com
carl@llewellyn.com
carl@themullers.co.uk
carla.valle@brsmeas.org
carlas@car8.net
carlkay@mub.biglobe.ne.jp
carlo.delcarretto@primapower.com
carlo.rega@polito.it
carlo.scaletti@dazzinimacchine.com
carlos-crespo@eipsa.es
carlos.galhardi@vilage.com
carlos.manager@nopulse.pt
carlos.martin-novella@brsmeas.org
carlos@electromeccorp.com
carlos@quepimquepam.com
carlosbecker@comercialbecker.cl
carloscoelho@novatronica.com
carlosh@4sconsult.com
carlosnorthon@ipprotheinternet.com
carlsonp@searo.who.int
carlton_888@126.com
carly.pols@portsevolution.com
carmelton25@163.com
carmeltop5@carmel-intl.com
carmen.dienst@wupperinst.org
carmen.martinez@seijiroyazawaiwai.com
carmen@h52.mx
carmientea@moutoncitrus.co.za
carnelos.federico@maegspa.com
caroch@126.com
carol.petersen@culverfloors.com
carol.yl.li@lfdis.com
carol@SpringBrookRanch.com
carol@asianmetal.com
carol@etacmp.cn
carol@fortune.com.tw
carol@kingoasis.com
carol@steeltc.com
carolaarze@reduno.com.bo
carolee@rmscorp.com
carolina.injoque@unimaq.com.pe
carolina@hola.tv
caroline@localcounselcollective.com
carolwong@as-1.ecoffiz.com
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carolyn@cjlawassociates.com
carolyn@eychenne.me
carolyn@source-china.org
carpenterialellisrl@pec.it
carpetk@163.com
carpos@icarpos.net
carrie.han@hzkkpm.com
carrie.prati@rowancompanies.com
carrie@jskaller.com
carrie@likeable.com
carriehong@vip.163.com
carrieres@laboratoires-genevrier.com
cars@eta-ascon.com
carshow@jblong.com
carshow@pantherbandboosters.com
casablanca@ice.it
casacarolina@codetel.net.do
casarria@twintailsseafood.com
cascentyre2008@126.com
casermeiro@farm.ucm.es
casing@espacking.by
cassandra.lam@clarks.com
cassie@lapaseotes.com
castilloalbaida@maciahoteles.com
casting@kipperman.com
castlej@uw.edu
castleparty@castleparty.com
castromr5@gmai.com
cat@komaes.com
cat@sprint-cass.com.hk
catalfer@catalfer.it
caterham@dpr-motorsport.com
catering@yogurberry.ae
catfly@thecatcradle.com
catherine.blond-gille@safic-alcan.fr
catherine.yacoub@ginzarestaurants.com
catherine@cannawell.co.uk
catherine@londondesignfair.co.uk
catherine@sanbang.cn
catherine@westbornagency.co.uk
catherinem@revco.org
cathy.decaire@levitt-safety.com
cathy.desoto@uni.edu
cathy@barkleytire.com
cathy@chinazhongniu.com
cathy@freedom-foods.com
cathy@galileoresearch.com
cathy@gpcchem.com
cathy@hi-fine.com
cathy@union-uec.com.tw
cathy_dsw@vip.163.com
cathyfeib@vhmedical.com
cathypan@hongshengyuan.com
cathyypchan.hk@lifung.com.hk
cathyzhong@regulus-china.cn
cats@cats.net.cn
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cauie@cau.edu.cn
cause-of-ca@googlegroups.com
cavem@paradise.net.nz
caven@vip.163.com
caves@monmousseau.com
cayenne@czharmonious.com
cb0922@163.com
cb@minimax.az
cb@ultimatelifestyle.co.th
cbaker@ucinyc.com
cballor@dallasnews.com
cbaratau@agripac.com.ec
cbarba@buenavisiontv.com
cbc@cbc-armaturi.ro
cbc@cbccouros.com.br
cbchina@mail.nbptt.zj.cn
cbcin.admin@wecocbc.com
cbcnet@fpt.vn
cbd-ho@cbd.ae
cbe@imcd.dk
cbean@hostgator.com
cbelko@citlink.net
cbm@cbm.com.lb
cbmc@cbmc-cn.com
cbnfgnnn@yandex.com
cbo@cbo.com.tr
cbohlen@sfeic.com
cborgatti@trevispa.com
cbownes@caltex.com.au
cboyle@online.no
cbp@pinellihotels.com
cbpark@philtech21.com
cbs4902@163.com
cbs@summersmfg.com
cbse@podar.net
cbse@thesamhitaacademy.com
cbtpp@mail.ru
cburle@nic.br
cbyang348@126.com
cc@eurobikes.com.gt
cc@tulsilogistics.com
cc@unioncomputersupplies.com
ccadrin@caspencer.ca
ccampbell@annbeha.com
ccardenas@sic.com.mx
ccardona@dallasnews.com
ccarey@cs.umass.edu
ccarpentier@atlanticconcretecutting.com
ccbc@gbs.cd
ccbcsa@sbm.net.sa
ccc@cccwto.com
cccbusiness@chinacables.com
ccd@voltas.com
ccecc-nigeria@ccecc.com.cn
cceccuae@emirates.net
ccf.chibani@planet.tn
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ccf@tiandacycle.com
cchatham@global.thunderbird.edu
cchezhengping@163.com
cchm-2008@163.com
cchongji@163.com
cci@cci-crimea.ru
ccinfo@icclos.com
ccir@mosca.ru
ccitunis@planet.tn
ccjiahua@aliyun.com
ccl@ccl.uk.com
ccl@nls.ac.in
ccmachinery@kanoo.com
ccmed@hkex.com.hk
ccn@ec.com.cn
ccnewbase@126.com
cconstantantino@noteworthy.com
cconsular@consulmex-shanghai.com
ccontreras@intervideo.cl
ccorr@corrdistributors.com
ccortez@rinnovocorp.com
ccosta@cryopak.com
ccpit_adm@126.com
ccpost@ccjo.com
ccr-editor@sigcomm.org
ccr@lpht.com.cn
ccrongdayuan@163.com
ccsh@champion.com.cn
cctv-info@tamron.com.cn
cctv2068@126.com
cctvsales9@fzhongfa.com
ccu@eximlogistics.in
ccv@camintel.com
ccwanganni@yeah.net
ccwgysy2006@163.com
ccxx1957@163.com
ccy@cn-zhenyu.com
ccyurui@126.com
cczhyuan@126.com
cd-rz@163.com
cd3@c-d.com.hk
cd8686@163.com
cdavis@liquidventures.com
cdbgchinaky@163.com
cdc@cdc-qatar.com
cdche@xinhaimining.net
cdclass@vip.163.com
cdcyo@tpage.com
cddn@cddn.net
cdeazevedo@shicryogenics.fr
cdezabala@sgfglobal.com
cdhdk_888@163.com
cdhwrj@163.com
cdi@ccdietc.com
cdinesh@cdinesh.com
cdl029@hanmail.net
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cdlizhuang@163.com
cdm8@163.com
cdmitco@ec.com.cn
cdo@totpp.ru
cdopt@bk.ru
cdsdis@alfa.gov.it
cdtycomone@163.com
cduplessis@kleinkaroo.com
cdweida@163.com
cdzhou@siegco.com
cdzyoffice@163.com
ce01@azneftkimyamash.com
ce@bodensteckdosen.at
ce@breitenbach.de
ce@bst.co.at
ce@carbonzapp.com
ce@cmode.eu
ce@icor.be
ce@pashabank.az
ce@petrochem.az
ce@redhead.ua
ceagle@southspec.com
cecconi@nic.br
cecelia@peaklite.com.cn
cecilia@sspseeds.com
ceciliach88@infonegocio.net.pe
ceciliaweyers@pisem.net
cedro@cedro-sa.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
cehuabu@anjubao.net
cei@cei1958.com
cel2010@med.cornell.edu
celebrate@addisindar.com
celia.debeer@ifm.com
celia329@163.com
celia@sofia-flowers.com
celiayang@126.com
celina@naturalfarm.co.nz
celine.ng@biovitlabs.com
celliers.hn@celliersvn.com
cellophane@126.com
celma@nomade.fr
celso.bulgatti@cbsinteractive.com
cem@baytekin.com.tr
cem@cemoto.cn
cemgormus@suleymangormus.com
cemr@ccre.org
cen@cixihuili.com
centaland-sh-zp@163.com
center@homenetthailand.org
centex@centex.sk
centextho@centurytext.com
centr@expocentr.ru
central@emss.dn.ua
central_america@fwmetals.com
centrala@raiffeisen.ro
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centrala@rzb.ro
centralbnkw@yandex.com
centralino@asst-valleolona.it
centralinoged@gedfc.com
centraltop@centraltop.com.hk
centreland-hr@163.com
centro.add@aptgroup.it
centrostan@mail.ru
century@centurybio.com.cn
ceo@aa-tec.com
ceo@arcanesources.com
ceo@automwheel.com
ceo@cnboqiang.com
ceo@coastsons.com
ceo@custom4.us
ceo@dgmotion.com
ceo@dyb-bearing.com
ceo@farmerindia.com
ceo@gatewaytheschool.in
ceo@ijoycig.com
ceo@innovium.ca
ceo@jiale.com
ceo@kazema.com
ceo@maricson.com
ceo@mastuning.net
ceo@nbeste.com
ceo@nhxinhao.com
ceo@nyea.com
ceo@onlyorganic.co.in
ceo@realvitamins.co.nz
ceo@saobc.co.za
ceo@shreeji.sc
ceo@sk-toys.com
ceo@stk1972.com
ceo@vebnest.com
ceo@xindali.com
cepea2006@sina.com
cepelli@cepelli.it
cepex@minecofin.gov.rw
cepi@kelleneurope.com
ceradex@ceradex.com.tw
ceramex@ceramex.ru
ceramic.finance@maithangroup.com
cergun@tetratek.com.tr
cert-pa@cert-pa.it
certificata@pec.abzsol.com
certification@ecocert.in
certifiedpacking@certifiedpacking.com
cerys@opsgrp.com
cesar.hernandez@investinsantander.co
cesar.moreno@ar.enersys.com
cesar@orozuz.com
cesar_bermundo@sciencestar.ph
cetincelik@nds.k12.tr
ceudaniel@speedy.com.pe
cev@cev.be
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cevin@intermountainbeef.com
ceye.kids@foxmail.com
ceyo@ceyo.com.tr
cfarrando@mediadata.tv
cfcbb@sina.com
cfdi@cfdi.org.cn
cfeng1965@163.com
cfg8181@sina.com
cfgfilm@po.jaring.my
cfi@chemofarbe.com
cfo@innovium.ca
cg-yscx@163.com
cg0083@163.com
cg2261@163.com
cg@hr-learning.com
cgarbisu@neiker.net
cgbo2008@163.com
cgcnt@163.com
cge@cge.com.cn
cggc@cggcintl.com
cggu@phenixcctv.com
cglg@cglg.net
cgmeops@cargogate-me.com
cgoetz@kingston-systems.com
cgpc@cgpc.ir
cgrander@granderind.com
cgyc@vip.163.com
ch-sdx@vip.163.com
ch2010@vip.163.com
ch5743@163.com
ch@163.com
ch@chbaby.com.cn
ch@zmmcu.com
ch_yang@ktm-bikes.com.tw
chaconjl@windsor.com.mx
chad@kchelpdesk.com
chad@zajil.net
chaeklim@tpage.com
chahbaco@mail.sy
chaihongli@126.com
chaika@korwell.co.kr
chairman@apeda.com
chaitanya.vashisth@gla.ac.in
chaiyun@hr-ptc.com
chakeibk@kongu.ac.in
chale@haleventures.com
chalet1@chol.com
challen@u.washington.edu
challsun@163.com
chamber@usacc.org
chambers@menakaguruswamy.com
chamong@snonline.com
chamonix@achacunsoneverest.com
chan_wt@ctimail.com
chance.cn@163.com
chancellor@gla.ac.in
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chancy@pioneermachinesales.com
chandni.bhagat@gla.ac.in
chandox@chandox.com
chandra.p2019@iimbg.ac.in
chandra@cseindia.org
chandran.p@automate.com.sg
chandresh.verma@prestigegwl.org
chang-zhi@vip.163.com
chang.luo@linksprite.com
chang@mail.taya.com.tw
chang@my1004mart.com
chang_damuye@163.com
changbolb@163.com
changchengtongyong@163.com
changchun@51job.com
changdae@tpage.com
changer@changer-china.com
changfa@163.com
changjiajxh@163.com
changjie@changjie.com
changming@gdfscm.com
changqing157@163.com
changquang@online.sh.cn
changrunfa@163.com
changs@changsinter.com
changsha@51job.com
changshajp@126.com
changshaqimei168@163.com
changsj@mail.ncku.edu.tw
changtonga1@126.com
changxingpaper@163.com
changyiwheel-1@163.com
changzhendianqi@126.com
chanminoo@treasureacetravels.com
channel@hidglobal.com
channel@netbraintech.com
channel@rackspace.co.uk
chanpin@bjydq.com
chanxiaw05@163.com
chao-chung_hu@walsin.com
chao.peng@garlock.com
chaohual@126.com
chaohui@vip.163.com
chaonan_anna@163.com
chaoye1688@126.com
chari@fortidm.com
charity@eventbrite.com
charlene@altimetergroup.com
charles.avis@brsmeas.org
charles.e.gallo@googlemail.com
charles.hong@lolworks.co.kr
charles.loftus@asu.edu
charles@bottero.net
charles@linklines.com
charles@packagingsa.co.za
charles@thebidwills.com
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charles_su@163.com
charles_zhang@hkyota.com
charlesbeard@titmex.com
charlesc@tqpr.com
charleston@argents.com
charli@empoweringpumps.com
charlie.rudge@bluw.co.uk
charlie.wight@dowjones.com
charlie@visionquestranch.com
charlotte.kraus@ri.co.at
charlotte@assudamal.com
charlotte@discipleskincare.com
charlotte@manukora.com
charlotte@peppermintgroveaustralia.com
charly@kleissner.com
charmaine.hughes@wallace.co.nz
charming223@163.com
charming@126.com
charohernandez@edecom21.com
charshealim@thefishwharf.com
chart@star-global.co.uk
chartering@alertaplus.si
chartering@compassmarine.gr
chartering@elsharkawymaritime.com
chartering@fierroship.com
chartering@ggbulkshipping.com
chartering@macmar.gr
chartering@teomare.gr
chartering@tfgshipping.com.tr
charts@Monex.com
charul@gla.ac.in
chas99@actrix.co.nz
chateauvieux@nouvelles-matieres-premieres.com
chatura@pureandsure.in
chauhanpau@pau.edu
chawarin@bic-com.com
chaykel@haykelgroup.com
chcns@vip.163.com
che.simpson@austrac.gov.au
chec66@126.com
chec@chec.com.cn
chedipht@ghmhotels.com
cheeming@teowhong.com.sg
cheerwin88@163.com
chel_sport@mail.ru
chelic@chelic.com
chelishev@expocentr.ru
chellberg@juniper.net
chelley@mando.biz
chelseak@hmcfarms.com
cheltenham@leisurelakesbikes.com
chem@chika.co.in
chem_shy@163.com
chemdep@sina.com
chemex@cqinsight.com.cn
chemfine@china.com
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chemica@expocentr.ru
chemical@hesanchem.com
chemicals@kloroxcn.com
chemiko@chol.com
chemistry-2009@yandex.ru
chemistry@brown.edu
chemtech2007@163.com
chen.pz@erowa.cn
chen.yang5@yandex.com
chen661956@163.com
chen@china-sinoway.com
chen@dong-hao.net
chen@gtgbearings.com
chen@lltcable.com
chen@unisources.nl
chenbin628@163.com
chenbin@chtf.com
chenchen@cyclingchina.net
chenf@czjingchi.com
chenfangyan@just.edu.cn
chenfei@bianjiang.com.cn
chenfy@jnp.com.cn
cheng@jinnuotextile.com
cheng_weiwen@163.com
chengbang17@188.com
chengbei2013@whut.edu.cn
chengchun@kstb.com.my
chengdayong@crrcgc.cc
chengdu@51job.com
chengguo3@shoescap.cn
chengguo4@shoescap.cn
chengkang@vip.163.com
chenglimok@gsgcorp.com
chenglin6666@126.com
chengmin926@163.com
chengnizhai@163.com
chengtao@cpifa.org
chengtf@163.com
chenguodong158@163.com
chengxianggoodluck@163.com
chengxionggui@126.com
chengyaohe@skmtc.com
chengyush002@163.com
chenhang@SINOTEXES.COM
chenhongbing@nbu.edu.cn
chenhuan@gzhu.edu.cn
chenjgc@spectrum-cn.com
chenjhui1963@sina.com
chenjia@fteast.com
chenjie1018@163.com
chenjkinte@163.com
chenjun196701@126.com
chenjun@fimmu.com
chenjy-912@vip.163.com
chenkun93636@163.com
chenliben@aovchina.com
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chenlong@shiyouflooring.com
chenlp@cmcw.com.cn
chenlu@tsinghua.edu.cn
chenm@chinadmk.com
chenm@fullhan.com
chenmingfangshui@126.com
chennai@interfotoindia.com
chennai@sivrantraders.com
chennai@tempsens.com
chenp6716@online.sh.cn
chenpual@163.com
chenqw@kdxfilm.com
chenry@cwhassociates.com
chenshengwan123@163.com
chenshuning.m@lcfairs.com
chenting@ciwhap.com
chenweinina@lzu.edu.cn
chenwenyan_2006@163.com
chenxia6303@126.com
chenxiang@crrcgc.cc
chenxiaojun@gzidc.com
chenxm@aoyou.com
chenxu@cnchenxu.com
chenxu@gagnerproducts.com.cn
chenyibin@chinese-trades.com
chenyonghui_1@163.com
chenyu@noahbaby.com
chenyujin@hrbeu.edu.cn
chenyuping@hbjiaheng.net
chenzhiyx@163.com
chenzongjie_gd@163.com
chenzpei@126.com
cheonil@tpage.com
cheorders@sial.com
chepelevaav@biaxplen.sibur.ru
cherifmakram@hardwood-eg.com
cherish@kingwai.com
cherrie@qilipoultrysupplies.com
cherry.mo@vissontech.com
cherry614618@126.com
cherry@highford.co.nz
cherryguyao@163.com
cherryhwang@163.com
cherryl@spectrumed.com.ph
cherryzhq@sina.com
cheryl@northernproducts.com
chesterfield@manbat.co.uk
chetan.gupta@gla.ac.in
chetan@iprattorneys.com
cheungman@ctimail.com
chexpro12@163.com
cheyou@163.com
chfjbzzx@163.com
chgarcia@deltec.com.co
chhftoys@163.com
chi@aotgrp.com
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chiahui@139.com
chiara.grant@dolcegabbana.it
chiaro@renco.it
chiatt@usafinance.rbinternational.com
chic@chic.net.pl
chicago@ice.it
chiena2@kyvas.com
chikata@ntvic.com
chile@bicon.com
chimab@chimab.it
chime@hubert-humphrey.com
china-fisher@netease.com
china-part@163.com
china-supplier@yeah.net
china-zysj@china-zysj.com
china.mxl@vip.163.com
china.office@indexedu.com
china1@sk-toys.com
china@bicon.com
china@bloomandgrow.com.cn
china@brakesystem.cn
china@china.com
china@fkgbearing.com
china@fwmetals.com
china@gaici.net
china@hong-tech.com.cn
china@ieee.org
china@jzsb.com
china@metal-flashlight.com
china@nadatel.com
china@orbea.com
china@ozbear.cn
china@petengineering.com
china@piller.com
china@shuangfeng-china.com
china@sudarshan.com
china@wd-bearing.com
china@weldwiremesh.com
china@zcme.com
china_aier@126.com
china_liqi@163.com
china_pec@163.com
china_yingyi@163.com
chinaahan@sina.com
chinaaobenma@126.com
chinaautojj@126.com
chinababykungfu@163.com
chinabaitu@163.com
chinabrisk@163.com
chinabtl@163.com
chinachance@126.com
chinacico@126.com
chinactw@163.com
chinadollclub@126.com
chinaemb_sc@mfa.gov.cn
chinafengshui@163.com
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chinahg@hgopt.com
chinahuadih@163.com
chinahumo@163.com
chinaip@hurrymedia.com
chinajiaying@163.com
chinakanglong@163.com
chinakawei@163.com
chinakedi@citiz.net
chinakidsexpo@koelnmesse.cn
chinalenaliu@163.com
chinalibaojian88@188.com
chinamingzhu@chinamingzhu.com
chinamission_eupolitic@mfa.gov.cn
chinanexus@126.com
chinanyjs@163.com
chinaparkingorg@163.com
chinaptom@126.com
chinaql@163.com
chinarealm@163.com
chinaru22@vip.163.com
chinarubber@126.com
chinaruilan@sina.com
chinasales@vektek.com
chinasales@walbro.com
chinasms@188.com
chinasunrun@chinasunrun.com
chinasyo@126.com
chinavmf@yeah.net
chinaweizhou@163.com
chinawutong@126.com
chinayake@126.com
chinayucai@chinayucai.com
chinazhangyuxian@163.com
chinazifu@126.com
chinesemdf@163.com
chinglung@126.com
chingshingco@ctimail.com
chinhaur_cn@163.com
chinhpv@vsmarttech.com
chinmayattm@sanchernet.in
chinvidhya@sanchernet.in
chinwoo@citiz.net
chip@tth.com
chipingrixingda@163.com
chirag.bansal@gla.ac.in
chiragpatel@plethico.com
chisato@wintest.co.jp
chishangbaby@163.com
chitty3344@163.com
chiwei@gvitech.com
chiyo@chiyo.com.tw
chj@hbjxwj.com
chl198414@126.com
chland@163.com
chlinrong@163.com
chliu@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
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chloe.yuan@tektino.com
chlongxiang@126.com
chm_lix@ujn.edu.cn
chmc@chinachmc.com
chmod@XXXXXXXXX.com
chn-kt@163.com
chn.design@axcess.net.in
chnbike@mail.online.sh.cn
choate999@sina.com
chocolates@the-chocolatier.co.uk
choedl@usafinance.rbinternational.com
choice@Si.de
cholcombe@fhr-solutions.com
chongqing@51job.com
chongqing@hjunkel.com
choon@chosunref.co.kr
choontaek.park@dskorea.com
chopsticks@vip.163.com
chotaro@tim.hi-ho.ne.jp
chparkr@ph.co.kr
chpf611@163.com
chr.xz@chrmachine.cn
chris.baines@statesidetreatemporium.com
chris.barclay@quadaxvalves.com
chris.calvert@laconicsecurity.com
chris.cochran@rackspace.com
chris.delange@jachris.com
chris.dunn@apexmachine.com
chris.karassik@worldcongress.com
chris.lu@cn.rzb.at
chris.malo@alpa.org
chris.monroe@cbsinteractive.com
chris.mort@siderise.com
chris.nicholson@compasscapital.com
chris.pitre@rowancompanies.com
chris.roe@ksb.com.au
chris.schutte@leongjin.co.za
chris.singleton@allworldfreight.com
chris@bsuinc.com
chris@carrickmore.co.nz
chris@custardsquare.com
chris@deepsix.com
chris@dooyoun.net
chris@elevationwheelcompany.com
chris@firmfinder.net
chris@gtenvfin.com
chris@lemansgokarts.com.au
chris@mackymarine.com
chris@mcmillinautomation.com
chris@nutritiondepot.asia
chris@nwnx.net
chris@ocportal.com
chris@ocproducts.com
chris@omegaseafood.com
chris@prakruti.com
chris@pro-quip.com
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chris@resolutionnyc.com
chris@sablerealty.com
chris@saye.net
chris@sparkpeople.com
chris@stonesfarmsupply.com
chris@vogue-ford.cn
chris@westervelthoney.co.nz
chrisa@hiway.co.uk
chrisa@tacitknowledge.com
chrisbews@survives.com
chrisbonser21@googlemail.com
chrise@adirondackmechanical.com
chrisgeorgiadou@googlemail.com
chrisheller@kw.com
chrislam@fortunegroup.net
chrislee@filtersolutions.com.my
chriss@manrohaydan.com.ky
chrissavage@dwt.com
chrissy.shi@mlwirerope.com
chrissy@stormyleather.com
christa.bulger@tradingtechnologies.com
christa.suter@biorestiftung.ch
christel@eaml.net
christian.daschner@moralt-ag.de
christian.earl@inkerman.com
christian.einhaus@adels-contact.de
christian.kjaernet@kongsberg.com
christian.popowich@codehunterllp.com
christian.schatzer@microtec.eu
christian.voss@sedo.com
christian@dmp-france.com
christian@hanshaenschel.co.jp
christian@nimsky.net
christina.binkley@wsj.com
christina.ling@clarks.com
christina@toyomototire.com
christinayiu@cleverland.netfront.net
christine.rolland@finastra.com
christine.semba@googlemail.com
christine.vargas@vargasassociates.com
christine@afifnet.org
christine@diddywear.com
christineheinen@bio-rad.com
christinema@cpco.com.hk
christineyuen@ewig-ind.com
christoph.krause@wicor.com
christoph@weisensee.ch
christophe.floride@sekem.com
christophe.heleu@egger.com
christophemarine@lagoon.nc
christopher.laham@standardlife.ca
christopher@tokpela.com
christopher@uaeshelving.com
christophergill@lngres.com
christos@travelnewseurope.com
christy@shifeichina.com
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chrset@163.com
chrysalis@access.com.eg
chryschina@163.com
chsn@nitk.ac.in
chsyxx@163.com
chtaiwan@ch-ledmirror.com.tw
chtoys@126.com
chu@capind.com.tw
chuandong@chuandong.net
chuanli_zheng@tianma.cn
chuck@jumis.com
chuckchen@good-tools.com
chucklps@mediaone.net
chucktrading@infiniumcm.com
chufengjin@126.com
chugg@china.com
chujie27@126.com
chun_zhen@163.com
chungi@gate.sinica.edu.tw
chunleilu@163.com
chunliujx@126.com
churchil@stolaf.edu
chuwendan@biomed.tsinghua.edu.cn
chuxuejun01@163.com
chuyusheng@vip.163.com
chxing@xinhaimining.net
chxxk@zju.edu.cn
chycjc@163.com
chywangqiang@163.com
ci@scotsman.dk
ciaaf201306@163.com
ciaoitalia@prodigy.net.mx
cic5@scnu.edu.cn
cice@mail.ccnu.edu.cn
cici.liu@spsx.com.cn
cicilsiptic@cicilsiptic.org
ciclismo@disandina.com
cida@8starentertainment.com
cidtony@lockwooddubai.com
cie@jzmu.edu.cn
cie@mail.cnu.edu.cn
cie@mail.shu.edu.cn
cie@scau.edu.cn
cie@sdu.edu.cn
cilla.w@wnation.net.nz
cimansazan@cimansazan.ir
cimaron52@tgsvc.co.kr
cimbolsrl@cotas.com.bo
cimob@tech-centrum.com
cindy.crouch@du.edu
cindy.kwitchoff@cicentre.com
cindy58@163.com
cindy@apk-technology.com
cindy@bmisupply.com
cindy@chocolatepromises.com
cindy@essencystone.com
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cindy@fushinautoparts.com
cindy@shingmark.com.vn
cindy_chen@wesexpo.com.cn
cindy_shkpack@163.com
cindym@pridebaltimore.com
cinpel@cinpel.it
circulation@theeagle.com
cisarua@smtcglobalinc.com
cisenzcb@126.com
citu@bol.net.in
cityhall@utma.com
civil@brunet.bn
cixi-china@126.com
cixishenghui@163.com
cj@teamintlco.com
cjackson@jacksonweldingsupply.com
cjashanghai@163.com
cjdep@dhu.edu.cn
cjlim@pc.jaring.my
cjpacksl@163.com
cjramirez@minambiente.gov.co
cjunior@bytesystemafrica.com
cjuste@miamiherald.com
cjwatson@ubuntu.com
ck10@mail.KYmco.com
ck@bms-taiwan.com.tw
ck@wapa.cc
cke@cke.dk
cke@koelnmesse.cn
ckedre@cwnet.com
ckee@ostinato.com
ckgs@vip.163.com
ckj133@126.com
ckk@ascentgroup.com
ckmore@apcotex.com
ckoc@emag.com
cky@levelupyourcode.com
ckyliangying@163.com
cl@shtaiming.com
claims.chen@jamesmackintosh.com
claires_ch@126.com
clara.sforna@comune.collazzone.pg.it
clara@sc.usp.br
clark@exemplarfn.com
clark@victorybicyclestudio.com
clarkchen@hzocome.com
clarkfountain@reply.bronto.com
classifieds@khaleejtimes.com
claubach@afridi-angell.com
claude.lefevre@calderys.com
claude.pfauvadel@developpement-durable.gouv.fr
claudia.abias@isitnet.com
claudia.fulgencio@nemus.pt
claudia.laabs@din.de
claudia.penagos@zonafrancaibague.com
claudia.rivera@sensotec.com.ar
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claudia@goyes.it
claudia@multimetalindomurni.com
claudio.nowack@rzb.at
claudio.penaloza@arauco.cl
claudio@fullspeedahead.com
claudio@italasiagroup.com
claudio@marcotec.com
claus.kroggel@vls.fraunhofer.de
claus@saicolivetti.com
clay@lifesongs.com
clayton@yextlistings.com
cle.sales@mcmaster.com
clean@clean.it
cleanairx@tpage.com
cleantec@clt.co.kr
clearingps@hkex.com.hk
clee@rtsourcing.com.hk
clemens_c@fis-services.de
clement.ip@chinahome.hk
clement@ferd-wagner.com.hk
cleocn@online.sh.cn
clibby@mexicanmedical.com
client@fireart.studio
client@ikirezi.biz
client@prompages.ru
client@rem.by
clientes@digitexca.com
clientes@ferreyros.com.pe
clienti@perugiaonline.com
clientservices@billtrust.com
clientservices@localcounselcollective.com
cliff.rhee@glovens.com
cliff.stockton@cigltd.co.uk
cliff@wenbao.org
clifford.l.schmidt@smithbarney.com
clinnig@dew-services.com
clion@clion.cn
clnmasha@163.com
cloudia_c@botmail.com
clowry@usaid.gov
clq77528@163.com
clsy@clsy.net
club-hk@cigarism.com
club@51job.com
club@domain.cn
clubinfo@northadelaidefitness.com
clubs@raymondcarl.com
clukpo@cyclelink.com
clukpw@cyclelink.com
cly@cnbeinei.com
clyde.fitch@stateauto.com
clynch@jesshall.com
clyselle.merine@sovadom.com
cmarinac@figpartners.com
cmarrone@spmgroup.com.ve
cmaurice@hsi-power.com
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cmbahng@mempia.com
cmc@hkf.com
cmccracken@trellismarketing.com
cmcdonald@bicon.com
cmd@cmpdi.co.in
cmecdalian@163.com
cmecgsco@vip.126.com
cmerritt@parishcapital.com
cmg@petec.ru
cminfo.middle_east@carlson-europe.com
cmkong@smsummit.com.sg
cmlall@indiaip.com
cmm@cmm.ee
cmo@c-m-o.it
cmoncayo@asiam.com.cn
cmoomjian@enscoplc.com
cmoore@juniper.net
cmorawski@netflix.com
cmozee@marketwatch.com
cmp-nc@lagoon.nc
cmr@cmrgroup.es
cmsty@163.com
cmt@cmtaviano.it
cmunoz@cesce.es
cmurphy@qatarairways.com.qa
cmzy_527@163.com
cn.sales@primapower.com
cn@163.com
cn@fastace.com
cnaofa@163.com
cnautonews@cnautonews.com
cnb8@163.com
cnc.dongqing@aliyun.com
cnciecsh@sh163.net
cncmti@126.com
cnctcn@163.com
cnds@cnds.cc
cneasylife@vip.163.com
cnec21xf@163.com
cnep@gz-jcar.com
cnesbit@alumni.wfu.edu
cnetia@tpage.com
cnewton@fnainc.net
cnfenglan@163.com
cngeenar@163.com
cnguojun@sina.com
cnheattransfer@cnheattransfer.cn
cnhongtuo@163.com
cnhss_cnhss@126.com
cnhuabao@cnhuabao.com
cnhzdoor@aliyun.com
cnim@163.com
cnjg@vip.163.com
cnjinghuan@126.com
cnjuhang@sina.com
cnlimeng@sina.com
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cnncopy@163.com
cnqite@126.com
cnsales@shining3d.com
cnsanyu@163.com
cnsuda@sina.com.cn
cnsupport@ecvv.com
cnuice@163.com
cnwiec@126.com
cnxingxing9512@sina.com
cnyhcl@163.com
cnyixiong@163.com
cnyongsheng@163.com
cnzhehsh@163.com
cnzhonghan@163.com
co.packing@organicfoodincubator.com
co@cep.unep.org
co@comobjet.fr
co@costraffic.com
co@fpt.vn
co@hn.vnn.vn
co@online-electronics.com
co@smsummit.com.sg
coaching@wanguoqunxing.com
coal@pclworld.net
coatihome@163.com
cochin@rajeshindia.com
cocokidsinc@hanmail.net
cocome@cocomebaby.com
code@ashleyhunt.co.uk
codoshin@szcodos.com.cn
cody.mahrt@ai-engines.com
coe@gla.ac.in
coe@yzu.edu.cn
cohen@looc.org
coie@njau.edu.cn
coil@perfectindustries.com
coimbra@atlanco.pt
coksayar@geomas.com.tr
colah.good@163.com
colchester@barker-hood.co.uk
coldcycle@126.com
coldwell@hanmail.net
cole.duke@syncbak.com
coleparmer@labmo.no
colesirucek@temasek.com.sg
colette@cmc-uk.net
colgatepalmolive@colpal.com
colibri.dev@toradex.com
colin.lee@waimarie.org.nz
colin@comriecroft.com
colin@mfp-online.co.uk
colin_donahoe@ea.epson.com
colinda@188.com
colinw@gdrsport.com
collabs@talltanic.com
colleen@hccadvisors.com
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college35@espace-sciences.org
colombia@bicon.com
colombianosenelexterior@pensionescolombia.com
colormagnet@126.com
colpandi@epm.net.co
com@ngv.ru
comas@comastm.it
combest@126.com
combrokers@kinect.co.nz
combuy01@163.com
comcent@radioinfo.co.nz
comeon508@163.com
comerciaal@ymail.plala.or.jp
comercial@adequim.com
comercial@bikeoffice.es
comercial@boxware.com.br
comercial@exiquim.com
comercial@gumarcris.com
comercial@itise.pt
comercial@pinpoint.com.br
comercial@quimidroga.com
comercial@serdigi.pt
comercial@socifarma.com
comercial@suave.pt
comercial@sumilec.com
comercial@targetware.com.br
comercial@zonafrancaoccidente.com
comercialnaval@sedni.com
comercib@inmot.com.ec
comercioexterior@salvadorlivio.com.uy
comert@access.com.eg
comet85@access.com.eg
comex@camaracr.org
comex@ibramed.com.br
comex@mkquimica.com.br
comfemcnts@orange.sn
comfort@etonassociates.com
comfortone@163.com
comm@arcoglobus.net
comm@stalco.ae
commande@edilivre.com
commencement@wellesley.edu
commend@commend.com.hk
comments@foxnewsinsider.com
comments@turnercharles.com
commerce@biglin.net
commerce@indprocure.com
commerce@kenguru.ru
commercial.dpt@carbench.it
commercial.fr@primapower.com
commercial@atc.com.tn
commercial@blet-mesure.fr
commercial@bonnet-agri.fr
commercial@dunsch.com
commercial@enix-energies.com
commercial@jindalshadeed.com
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commercial@kerildbert.com
commercial@petroazar.com
commercial@sairem.com
commercial@vazinpersia.com
commercial@vectorys.com
commercialdpt@sicimspa.com
commerciale@castaldospa.it
commerciale@comyp.it
commerciale@corali.eu
commerciale@faiautomazioni.it
commerciale@ferramati.it
commerciale@ferramatinternational.com
commerciale@magnith.com
commerciale@mecos.ws
commerciale@okgymmy.it
commerciale@tiessespa.it
commerciale@tttodesco.it
commerciale@yetopen.it
commercialphoto@vistek.ca
commissioner@cclpworldwide.com
commits@ide.netbeans.org
commits@usersguide.netbeans.org
commodore@commodore.ae
commonscell@nls.ac.in
communic@univ-paris-diderot.fr
communication@alenia.it
communication@lurgi.com
communication@streamwide.com
communications.germany@computacenter.com
communications@avnet-memec.eu
communications@emag.com
community@medicusmundi.it
comp_may@engii.org
company@al-hamah.com
company@cocreatyre.com
company@ecosoft.ua
company@favalessa.com
company@quick.jp
company@thecatalystworld.com
competitors.@DomainMarket.com
compi@com-p-i.com
complaint@doc88.com
complex@expocentr.ru
compliance@mailchimp.com
compras.labltda@une.net.co
compras@dielco.net
compras@filtracionyanalisis.com
compras@software.com.br
compuax@prodigy.net.mx
compuexp@prodigy.net.mx
compuserv@tgsvc.co.kr
comtrolperu@infonegocio.net.pe
comunicazione@accredia.it
comunicazione@berengo.com
con-teh@bk.ru
conFederation@cfdt.fr
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conacado.inc@codetel.net.do
conact@Doktor24.biz
conact@studionieuwpoort.be
conceptschool@jljindia.in
concierge@well.com.sg
concord@concordmarine.com
concorde@antareshotels.com
concorde@prodigy.net.mx
concorde@sf6gas.com
conf@igc.int
conference@avca-africa.org
congress@kaliningrad-cci.ru
conmix@conmix.com
connect@bsr.org
connect@ghddi.org
connectme@connectionsdubai.com
connector@heavypower.com.tw
connie@amoykids.com
connie@palumbo.biz
connie@winedrop.com
conniechan@mirabell.com.hk
conrad@mailer.uni-marburg.de
conradchong@sobaxbees.com
conradclc@126.com
consbras@brazilmiami.org
consejo@cgtrabajosocial.es
conservationtrust@ngs.org
construction@coastal.com
consulbel@tut.by
consult@hamza.org
consultas@audical.com.uy
consulting@apjslg.com
consumer@trendmicro.com.cn
consumer@trendmicro.com.hk
consumer@vjsalomone.com
cont_prod1@ntpp.biz
cont_prom2@ntpp.biz
cont_trans@ntpp.biz
contac@le-helles.com
contact-emploi@jeuneafrique.com
contact-italy@email.reddingo.com
contact-japan@email.reddingo.com
contact-nz@email.reddingo.com
contact-redaus@email.reddingo.com
contact-redchf@email.reddingo.com
contact-redusa@email.reddingo.com
contact-sales-suzhou@pulspower.com
contact-uk@email.reddingo.com
contact.coi@gbh.fr
contact.info@rheinchemie.com
contact.uae@airliquide.com
contact.us@consumeraffairs.com
contact.us@insyde.com
contact.us@wordfaire.com
contact@37deux.com
contact@Misys.com
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contact@adarinnovations.com
contact@adpharma.ro
contact@adret-energie.com
contact@adrianahomewares.com
contact@africanairshow.com
contact@agora-tec.fr
contact@aheldistribution.com
contact@alayalegal.com
contact@allevents.in
contact@althea.ma
contact@ama-co.com
contact@amgas.com
contact@angoworld.com
contact@api.com.lb
contact@aqmanager.com
contact@association4charities.org.uk
contact@astrealegal.com
contact@atelier.cn.com
contact@avanitechsolutions.com
contact@axome.com
contact@biesterfeld.com
contact@biometricgroup.com
contact@biosintex.com
contact@boostiv.com
contact@bppmindia.net
contact@braillon.fr
contact@brainbee.com
contact@breakthrough.tv
contact@bruschambers.com
contact@bstrading.net
contact@buhlrasmussen.eu
contact@bullhorn.com
contact@bwuae.com
contact@calameo.com
contact@callumj.com
contact@capelec.fr
contact@cardiowise.com
contact@carnivalinfo.com
contact@carwale.com
contact@cassisequipements.com
contact@cavedelugon.com
contact@chabas-sa.fr
contact@charlattemanutention.fayat.com
contact@chemtradeasia.com
contact@chinaexhibition.com
contact@chinook-leucate.com
contact@citemusique-marseille.com
contact@cleanair.com
contact@cnlist.us
contact@cnlservice.us
contact@cnly.us
contact@cnm8.us
contact@com-ocean.com
contact@concept3000.fr
contact@copraf.com
contact@copyright.co.uk
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contact@corvulca.fr
contact@d3m.fr
contact@dagg.fr
contact@dcr-engineering.com
contact@delphian.com
contact@depa.ae
contact@desautel.fr
contact@difatours.com
contact@dii-desertenergy.org
contact@dpia.fr
contact@dps.in
contact@dunsch-europe.com
contact@dvkulkarni.com
contact@dynaplast.fr
contact@ecobank.com
contact@ejobsgroup.ro
contact@ekoinsaat.com.tr
contact@emphasismarketing.in
contact@enterprisemobility.ae
contact@escil.com
contact@fab21.fr
contact@facts.yt
contact@famag.net
contact@festivalsdusoleil.com
contact@fidgi.fr
contact@filippilegnami.com
contact@floraliesgarden.com
contact@fossil.fr
contact@foxnewsinsider.com
contact@franceequipement.com
contact@frenchtimber.com
contact@gabbarindustries.com
contact@globemetalsuae.com
contact@goumbook.com
contact@groupeasteria.fr
contact@guernet.com
contact@hachettefle.gr
contact@health-fields.com
contact@heitek.com
contact@helpfory.com
contact@hindoostan.com
contact@hrln.org
contact@hydenso.com
contact@hymatom.fr
contact@hypra.fr
contact@icetoolz.com
contact@idcubesystems.com
contact@indianpropertyshow.com
contact@indrion.co.in
contact@inglotcosmetics.com
contact@instep.in
contact@inwide.com
contact@ipf-fip.org
contact@ironstable.com.tw
contact@iwi.co.in
contact@jessagifts.com
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contact@jotwani.com
contact@kettler.de
contact@klspublicschool.org
contact@konoplex.ru
contact@krautli.be
contact@krier-sa.com
contact@kvernelandgroup.com
contact@labelvie.ma
contact@lannerinc.com
contact@lbo.com.tw
contact@ld-gmbh.com
contact@lecomptoirgeneral.com
contact@lescavesduroussillon.com
contact@liptinfor.net
contact@livex.tv
contact@louisetiler.co.uk
contact@mahindrafe.com
contact@makeadiff.in
contact@manutention2001.com
contact@mechatronicsbh.com
contact@meenakshipublicschool.com
contact@meetharmony.com
contact@melanomainternational.org
contact@merz.de
contact@micei.com.mk
contact@minhchauart.com
contact@mockberg.com
contact@moznosti.com.mk
contact@mygoodness.co.in
contact@nbn.com.br
contact@ncdistribution.fr
contact@netvietgroup.com
contact@newyorknext.com
contact@neyco.fr
contact@norevo.de
contact@nova-institut.de
contact@novapharm.fr
contact@numeriphot.com
contact@oakfortressproofreading.com
contact@ocspl.com
contact@opendatasoft.com
contact@openedition.org
contact@orionadvanced.com
contact@osteopathe.com
contact@ouchiepowder.com
contact@ourkidsplacecares.com
contact@oxfordlab.com
contact@panelonline.net
contact@paper-parade.co.uk
contact@papermoonworld.com
contact@parisgallery.com
contact@parvatisolvent.com
contact@pepela.ge
contact@phytec.de
contact@picdumidi.com
contact@planetinc.cn
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contact@popdisplaysusa.com
contact@powersky.com.hk
contact@prestashop.com
contact@prive.fr
contact@prominent.fr
contact@prompttools.com
contact@quincy-data.com
contact@rampiniceramics.com
contact@randobike.ch
contact@rapid3d.co.za
contact@realmagnet.com
contact@resiecom.com
contact@rifox.de
contact@rollytoys.ro
contact@rombiomedica.com
contact@sedo.com
contact@seonid.com
contact@serabimining.com
contact@sheeldiamond.com
contact@sheelgems.com
contact@similarsites.com
contact@sirs.ac.in
contact@skgroup.org
contact@skyfil.cn
contact@smed.com.vn
contact@snb.com.au
contact@sntrustscentralschool.org
contact@solarisimages.com
contact@sonthanh.co
contact@springvalleyfruits.com
contact@srgit.com
contact@steriflow.com
contact@stockover.com
contact@sudarshan.com
contact@sunoneurope.com
contact@symko.fr
contact@t-bull.com
contact@tanemura.com
contact@tangershoes.com
contact@technocolor.org
contact@theatredelaville.com
contact@theinstituteofseven.com
contact@theofficialboard.com
contact@togetherinbahrain.com
contact@tsarvoyages.com
contact@tvh.com
contact@urgenci.net
contact@vamco.com.mv
contact@vedantar.com
contact@venair.com
contact@verone.se
contact@vinarco.com
contact@vpjewel.com
contact@wattethome.com
contact@webapp.fr
contact@wolf-pack.de
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contact@xlcom.biz
contact@yogscast.com
contact@ytcvn.com
contact@zonefranche.com
contact_helsinki@aranchodoc.com
contactbgfi@bgfi.com
contactcenter@gwspirits.com
contactcenter@ieee.org
contactcom.watertech@veolia.com
contactcom@veoliawater.com
contactenos@firmesa.com
contactenos@gilmedica.com
contactenos@microlink.com.co
contactenosGyM@gym.com.pe
contactinquiry@leadingre.com
contacto@acsoja.org.ar
contacto@adrimpexperu.com
contacto@bluefm.com.ar
contacto@ciruderm.info
contacto@compelect.com.co
contacto@email.msd.co.cr
contacto@escuchayvive.com
contacto@gpigroup.cl
contacto@gurego.com.mx
contacto@hardcode.com.ar
contacto@insidetattoo.cl
contacto@jwcia.com
contacto@medcell.cl
contacto@mkr.cl
contacto@nirsa.com
contacto@nolostand.cl
contacto@outbox.design
contacto@pensionescolombia.com
contacto@sumiret.com.co
contacto@tatudemia.com
contacto@tecpipe.com
contacto@terrafirma.cl
contacto@thermomix.com.mx
contacto@vitre-tech.com.mx
contacto@windsorsportsgroup.com
contacto@zonaeventos.com
contactolypsa@lypsa.mx
contactovsg@prodigy.net.mx
contacts@tanneries-haas.com
contactus.australian@news.com.au
contactus.finance@emiratessteel.com
contactus.it@euro.apple.com
contactus@airarabia.com
contactus@amanabuildings.com
contactus@au.ncs-i.com
contactus@bigislandcandies.com
contactus@bncnetwork.net
contactus@depenning.com
contactus@emiratesnbd.com
contactus@greonnaturals.com
contactus@itemlive.com
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contactus@kwalitypolymers.com
contactus@mangalamdrugs.com
contactus@naturallanguages.net
contactus@ogertelecom.com
contactus@rajaniassociates.net
contactus@snb.com.vn
contactus@taopgallery.com
contactus@thebloomingtonacademy.com
containers@rauanheimo.com
containment@unitliner.com
contato3@nilcap.com.br
contato@avgroup.com.br
contato@becomunicacao.com
contato@daxbike.com
contato@embarcados.com.br
contato@fundacim.org.br
contato@tailorit.com.br
contato@woohoo.com.br
contatti@taragreen.it
contecs@hanmail.net
content-nl@glassdoor.com
content@glassdoor.com
content@virtualmarket.fruitlogistica.de
context@oceanrubber.com
conti@conti.sch.sa
continentvremeni@inbox.ru
contract-service@fujichemical.co.jp
contracting@topechelon.com
contracts@howelllabs.com
contracts@slabinc.com
contrada@italianside.com
contrans@contrans.pl
contributorsng@konbini.com
controlgroup@huatai-serv.com
controller.mot@helpcel.com.br
controller.motorola@grupopll.com
controls@gbc-ltd.com
convenience@hanmail.net
convenor@iimbg.ac.in
coo@berkeleyme.com
coo@innovium.ca
coo@olchina.cn
cooby@linkhill.cn
coolautomation@wisana.com
coolshak@pd.jaring.my
cooper@imul.com
coordinator@streetnet.org.za
copacking@organicfoodincubator.com
coprelec@coprelec.cl
copyright@calameo.com
copyright@freenom.com
copyright@mindjolt.com
copyright@prezi.com
copyright@talltanic.com
copyrightagent@usnews.com
copyrightagent@weather.com
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copyrights@ahbelo.com
copyrights@ieee.org
cora-kang@hebeisirius.com
coral@coral.eu
corcos@corcos.com
cordevalle@rosewoodhotels.com
cordiminsa@speedy.com.pe
cordioli@cordioli.com
core-commits@platform.netbeans.org
core58@mail.ru
coremal@coremal.com.br
corey@effim.com
corey_johnson@uncg.edu
corinna.modry@smartwares.eu
corinne.delorme@lne.fr
corinne@madminutemusic.com
corinnesa@intelnet.net.gt
corkscrew@hongtiantools.com
corlien@varibox.com
corne@hagar.co.za
cornplatech@hanmail.net
corp-comm@petrotrin.com
corp@jseng.cn
corp@shipco.com
corp@thesungroup.com
corporate-communications@ieee.org
corporate-communications@springer.com
corporate@101domain.com
corporate@amanabuildings.com
corporate@anb.com.sa
corporate@bdindustrial.com
corporate@berlitz-uae.com
corporate@bridgeway.ae
corporate@fjtco.com
corporate@lombard-media.lu
corporate@nevael.spb.ru
corporate@reebok.com
corporateoffice@akbargulf.com
corporatestaffing@snapon.com
corpsales@gemplers.com
corpsales@pearsontechgroup.com
corrections@theregister.co.uk
corresp@pandi.de
correspondence@dartford-crossing-charge.service.gov.uk
corsomalattietropicali@medicusmundi.it
cos@zeuschem.com
cosh_beijing@163.com
cosivio@who.int
cosma@net.sy
cosmaped@langermann.hu
cosmetica@cosmeticalabs.com
cosmetics-ina@inatrading.jp
cosmetics@fc-cosmetics.com
costec@e-costec.co.kr
costumercare@componentsengine.com
coton@dusud.com
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cotonou@africapandi.com
coudreau@free.fr
counsel@defur.com
courseadmin@bstc-training.com
courtney.richman@globalmedicalmeetings.com
courtney.richman@worldcongress.com
courtney@theaddo.com
courtwright@ucmo.edu
cowie@renesys.com
cows4u@clear.net.nz
cp-muc@cine-project.de
cp4202a@student.american.edu
cp7467@hanmail.net
cp@cp-studio-engineering.it
cp@dianbao.com.cn
cp@jxyinmao.com
cp_sfb@163.com
cpaolic@interlog.com.pe
cpbg@cpce.net
cpby@cpce.net
cpce@cpce.net
cpcz@cpce.net
cpd888@126.com
cpd@cpd-co.com
cpe@nasba.org
cpena@jtsolutions.com
cpenafie@economia.gob.mx
cperez@typsa.es
cpeter@emag.com
cpeterson@harriottcontracting.com
cpg@covcorp.com
cphu@cpce.net
cpi@cpichile.cl
cpk-tn@mail.ru
cpoe_dg@163.com
cpp36@mail.ru
cppl@cpce.net
cppumps@fluxosolutions.com.br
cpress@compupress.gr
cpro@cpce.net
cprussia@CANBERRA.ru
cps033@chinapeptides.com
cpshuangfeng@126.com
cpsk@cpce.net
cpua@cpce.net
cputzel@current.com
cpys01@163.com
cq15@weimapower.com
cq3533@126.com
cq3539@126.com
cqbhgy@126.com
cqcwtw@126.com
cqcwtw@163.com
cqdfshoes@vip.163.com
cqds@vip.163.com
cqftsy@163.com
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cqhbyy@163.com
cqhengtai023@126.com
cqhh@cqcsc.com
cqjzfm@163.com
cqklxp@163.com
cqlingda@163.com
cqlm@cqlummy.com
cqlongrun@163.com
cqnongzi@vip.163.com
cqpingshan@163.com
cqqinyuan@vip.163.com
cqqp489@163.com
cqseed@126.com
cqshanyan@163.com
cqtool@163.COM
cqxw666@126.com
cqxy@cqxingyuan.com
cqyf@cqyifeng.com
cqyihuakeji@163.com
cqysh001@163.com
cr.support@ghchina.net
cr19wlzx@163.com
cr1pt0@yandex.com
cr@christianrenaud.com
cr@trastudio.com
crabtree@al-saleh.com
cracauer@cons.org
crackers@adriennes.com
crad@ict.ac.cn
craftsport@craft.is
craig.silver@standardbank.com
craig@atlasblueinc.com
craig@genufi.com
craig@swanrecruitment.com
craigc@vetwest.com.au
craigme@alyeska-pipeline.com
crater-bay@clear.net.nz
crcc224@126.com
creatadmin@creativegarments.com
createf1@free.fr
creations@shanagar.com
creative100@126.com
credit.rating@dubaichamber.com
credit@puckettmachinery.com
creditco@163.com
creditos@itn.com.pe
creed@blade-energy.com
creinbergen@growthproducts.com
cremades@almendrascremades.com
cresentconsulting@b2gnowuser.com
crestani@crestanisrl.191.it
crew@gmarine.com.ua
crew@l-stream.com.ua
crew@olviamaritime.com
crew@systemar.com.ua
crew@ukrferry.com
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crewing@alka.com.ua
crewing@antama.com
crewing@mdship.biz
cri@cripumps.co.za
crigert@cherbsloeh.com
crimar@omicron.at
cris@apconnections.com
crisis_management_intl@sil.org
cristian.diaz@helico.cl
cristian.eing@sportxperts.cl
cristian.lopez@ortizco.cl
cristian@tecnocyclo.com
cristina.baruffato@ilviaggio.biz
cristina.calota@zoppas.com
cristina.colonnelli@businessclassviaggi.it
cristina.marias@topdiag.com
cristina.mihalka@rzb.ro
cristina@ciquadrocornici.it
cristine.stuermer@mmdesign.eu
crj88@crj88.com
crlandsh_hr@crland.com.cn
crm.ccu@clearship.com
crm@sxytry.com
crnaik@silverlineintl.com
croberts@long-mcquade.com
crosales@dallasnews.com
crosco@sanx.net
crosscounty@sunywcc.edu
crossi@bryangarnier.com
crown588@163.com
crown@crownabstract.com
croy@cormark.com
crrarc@163.com
crrc@crrcgc.cc
cruise.ops@crsa-china.com
cruze@newzealandspring.cn
cryan@wheelhousecommunications.com
cryinfo.mum@crymail.org
cryovac.mkt@sealedair.com
crystal.luo@fanvil.com
crystal@thhilson.com
crystalsi@tgsvc.co.kr
crystalsong@jltely.com
cs-lys@163.com
cs-stp@lacviet.com.vn
cs.ick@ick.co.kr
cs.mia@quickshipping.com
cs.sg@kgi.com
cs.usa@seagull-global.com
cs123123@163.com
cs123@yeah.net
cs@alliedchamp.com
cs@asia-grace.com
cs@bydid.com
cs@excalibur.com.hk
cs@fpigp.com
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cs@get.topica.com
cs@gssit.co.id
cs@istartrade.com
cs@kaisergroup.com.hk
cs@maike.com.hk
cs@naturesbasket.co.in
cs@realminc.in
cs@shiuwingsteel.com
cs@zrgjgroup.com.hk
csamaniego@ecoandino.com
csas@csas.cz
csboc@vip.163.com
csc.bru@cec-kek.be
csc@coolingsystem.co.kr
csc@cscscientific.com
cschmidt@gift-company.com
cscnews@126.com
cscudder@dallasnews.com
csd.row@globalamines.com
csd@sbtjapan.com
csdeng@163.com
csdxb@qabandi.com
cse@cseindia.org
cseca@cseca.net
cseering@alm.com
csen_international@csen.com
cseng@ite.com.sg
csgaglione@regencyecc.com
csgt@china.com
csh8407@allmedicus.com
cshim@kei.re.kr
cshipman@trinidad.net
csilva@consolidada-cientifica.com
csinks@sagefruit.com
cskang@gg.go.kr
cskd008@163.com
cskg0001@cs-kg.com
cslxsos@163.com
csmith@iesf.net
csnyder@chxo.com
cso@barier-uf.net
cso@zhongneng.com
csouth@xistins.com
cspano@trafficmanagement.com
cspanwar@lnmiit.ac.in
cspc@vip.163.com
cspmo@misys.com
csr@g4s.com
csr@levitt-safety.com
csrs@cnshipping.com
cssorders@sial.com
csstqp@163.com
cst@xtnet.com.cn
cstanton@inspectorsonline.co.uk
cstechel@stechel.it
cstpp@mail.ru
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csutton@cormark.com
cswangyi@163.com
csxxm@126.com
csxy1997@126.com
ctc1@etb.net.co
ctc@eboylighting.com
ctc@zjth.com
ctcenter@hainnu.edu.cn
ctclyon@ctcgroupe.com
ctebbutt@fibermark.com
cthelight@lightkinetics.com
cthomson@evron.com
ctl@bol-online.com
ctlights@al-saleh.com
ctm@tiemagroup.com
ctmc-bgs@163.com
ctmcc@ctmcc.com.cn
ctrahan@ashay.com
ctrainor@miamiherald.com
cts@yhcts.com
ctt001@163.com
ctt1001@163.com
cttsai@shadtc.com
ctx@shtaiming.com
cube.bike@seznam.cz
cucar@kibeleyapi.com
cuced@cuced.net
cuichengkui@gsgcorp.com
cuihaiyan110@163.com
cuihong@vip.163.com
cuijunzhe89@163.com
cuit@dtcec.com
culture@ccldv.fr
cun624@163.com
cunderwood@paegroup.com
cunzhengzhang@liangzipower.com
cuong.vuong@iredthermal.com
cuongnt@sytec.com.vn
cuongnv@iseco.vn
cupcakes@lollipopbakery.cn
cupid@kemco.or.kr
cupr@recetox.muni.cz
curacao@curacaocn.com
curaprox@curaprox.sk
curcija@curcijasa.com.ar
curling@curling.lv
curling@fedhielo.com
curling@fisg.it
curling@sports.or.kr
currencies@BuyForexOnline.com
cursos@gestion-360.com
curtis@leafincreek.com
curtlore@infonet.com.br
cust.srvc@kho.btc.com.sa
custom@industrial-bg.com
custom@stoneforest.com
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customer-service@mann-hummel.com
customer.care@smarture.net
customer.complaints@emiratessteel.com
customer.relations@rbinternational.com
customer.service@cdcbus.com.au
customer.service@msasafety.com
customer.service@ocasa.com
customer.service@scotsman-ice.com
customer.service@us.festo.com
customer.support@orbimage.com
customer3.ath@voyatzoglou.gr
customer@duhub.com
customer@eastiger.com
customer@sabatinostore.com
customer@svti.cl
customer@wendell.com.tw
customer_service@bypychina.com
customer_service@h3c.com
customercare-us@kiko-us.zendesk.com
customercare@agricbank.com
customercare@alm.com
customercare@biohorizons.com
customercare@bov.com
customercare@bsahercules.com
customercare@china-yayi.com
customercare@complianceonline.com
customercare@dietspotlight.com
customercare@dubaichamber.com
customercare@joyalukkas.com
customercare@oaks.com.sg
customercare@pharmasure.co.uk
customercare@traveltriangle.com
customerinfo@damanhealth.ae
customers@tradesources.com
customerservice.cn@mattel.com
customerservice.hk@mattel.com
customerservice.id@mattel.com
customerservice.kr@mattel.com
customerservice.my@mattel.com
customerservice.ph@mattel.com
customerservice.sg@mattel.com
customerservice.th@mattel.com
customerservice.tw@mattel.com
customerservice.uae@sealedair.com
customerservice.vn@mattel.com
customerservice@alaskanharvest.com
customerservice@alokozay.com
customerservice@altex-mar.com
customerservice@bab-indonesia.com
customerservice@carrubba.com
customerservice@cosmeticsandtoiletries.com
customerservice@discgolfwholesale.com
customerservice@e-bikes.com.com
customerservice@endlessme.com
customerservice@ezpassva.com
customerservice@gcimagazine.com
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customerservice@gemplers.com
customerservice@gmarabia.com
customerservice@go-bowen.com
customerservice@igc.co.nz
customerservice@isn.com
customerservice@ispe.org
customerservice@jmbrgroup.com
customerservice@jouercosmetics.com
customerservice@law360.com
customerservice@natural-advantage.net
customerservice@newspaperarchive.com
customerservice@petmarket.com
customerservice@qbp.com
customerservice@rallysportdirect.com
customerservice@revolvy.com
customerservice@sinoshield.com
customerservice@uniformsynthetics.com
customerservice@uspackagingandwrapping.com
customerservice@zemenbank.com
customerserviceme@spxflow.com
customerservicerbl@mafcarrefour.com
customerservices@lgcpt.com
customerservicesrmm@mafcarrefour.com
customersupport@jkrintl.com
customersupport@nationalmachinery.com
customersupport@news.com.au
customersupport@rohde-schwarz.com
customerteam@kitmondo.com
customs@gemplers.com
customsclearance@jkgindia.com
custrelations@airvistara.com
custserv@aba.com
custserv@walbro.com
cutdm@163.com
cutieslevi@163.com
cuwjf@126.com
cv@51easyjob.com
cv@dreamsoft-it.com
cv@gms.od.ua
cv@hrcool.com
cv@qedi.co.uk
cvargas@santelca.com
cvc056@163.com
cvcouros@cvcouros.com.br
cvetkov@power-m.rs
cvianna@netflix.com
cvilchec@prattindustries.com
cvitanza@interguia.hn
cvj@cvj.cn
cvri@zamnet.zm
cw-lee@163.com
cwas@solvaira.com
cwb@jingxin.com.cn
cwbzc@126.com
cweaver@anchormarina.com
cwei@vitagermine.cn
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cwelch@simplybakedglutenfree.com
cwelch@welchcapital.com
cwells@amtrade.com.au
cwhong@sybex.com.my
cwilliams@hgenvironmental.com
cwlee@performance.net
cwong@spe.org
cwood@specialised.com
cwt-hrcv@chemaweyaat.com
cwtc@pageonegroup.com
cwxian6@vip.163.com
cx165567@126.com
cx3@cncxjx.com
cxd@kenda.com.cn
cxfanyi@126.com
cxfy@changxingfengye.com
cxh159@163.com
cxh@gsp.cn
cxhuaxing@163.com
cxj3818@sina.com
cxkf@nb-kaifeng.com
cxl-02626@163.com
cxmsk@126.com
cxsl@cnbangcheng.com
cxyykr@vip.163.com
cxyzcy@cxyzcy.cn
cy021@sina.com
cy750624@sina.com
cy@cnchuyang.com
cy@pub.ks.js.cn
cyc@jinsheng-china.com
cycardio@topkinisis.com
cychia@qmaxtest.com
cycle-bay@963.net
cycle@vip.163.com
cyclebay_sh@vip.163.com
cyclebusiness@126.com
cycles-c@jejamescycles.co.uk
cycles-r@jejamescycles.co.uk
cycles@worksman.com
cycleurope@cycleurope.fr
cycling@glorycycles.com
cycling@nescoproduct.com
cyclonesale@vip.163.com
cyf@fsjjic.com
cyfilling_2012@cyfilling.com
cyg-138@163.com
cyglbgs@tongji.edu.cn
cygu@jet21c.com
cyh67@163.com
cyh821122@163.com
cyj@wideharbor.com
cykj2010@yeah.net
cylim@sunrisewines.com.my
cylinder@fmecylinder.com
cylinks@163.com
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cym040429@163.com
cynthia.gu@excelchem.com.cn
cynthia@apteroconnor.com
cynthia@satco.com.ar
cynyhr@163.com
cyoung@reporter-herald.com
cypark99@chol.com
cypr@cypr.com.cn
cyprus@bicon.com
cywsj@mctrade.com.cn
cyz@swaybar.cn
cyzyw@126.com
cz-kpd@163.com
cz.service@primapower.com
cz_xzf@163.com
czcd5483322@163.com
czcdcl@163.com
czchains@czas.cz
czdaywins@163.com
czdy126@126.com
czech@tech-masters.eu
czechrepublic@bicon.com
czgd201503@163.com
czj601@163.com
czjianuofu@126.com
czjinle@163.com
czjmpj@163.com
czjx@163.com
czkf@lihua.com
czm.886@163.com
czqp@vip.zj.com
czszdq@126.com
cztparts@163.com
czts504@126.com
czyjh2008@126.com
czzhu@szu.edu.cn
d.bernard@wsj.com
d.bouchet@tieri.com
d.bullnheimer@bullnheimer.de
d.cortesi@labtechsrl.com
d.devlin@devlinhair.com
d.djokic@brunnbauer.at
d.dudley@aswift.com
d.gallego@tft-complementos.com
d.guex@phpsante.com
d.jones@thomasregout.com
d.krukziener@rai.nl
d.lachaine@lansdowne.com
d.m.lyle@ieee.org
d.mechi@acifirenze.it
d.minelli@labtechsrl.com
d.payette@wwuseychelles.com
d.pronkin@tst-agro.com
d.saric@telic.de
d.sear@kci-world.com
d.senden@thomasregout.com
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d.stephens@appliedccm.com.au
d.wiedemeyer@kci-world.com
d.zabara@kraftwerk.by
d198283@126.com
d623859218@163.com
d6925301@126.com
d774419@idt.net
d93650@tgsvc.co.kr
d98718@tgsvc.co.kr
d98761@tgsvc.co.kr
d99048@tgsvc.co.kr
d99065@tgsvc.co.kr
d99280@tgsvc.co.kr
da@amamed.ru
da@indianhighcommission.com.my
da@younghk.com
daadouche@net.sy
dab@forcetechnology.com
dach@turnitin.com
dacheng@chinaokm.com
dachengdz@163.com
dachengwheel@163.com
dachenkemao@sohu.com
dad@dadsro.sk
daddybaby.service@daddybaby.com
dadi888888@163.com.com
dadimp@bol.net.in
dado.vanpeteghem@duvalunion.com
dae8477@hanmail.net
daeilchem@hanmail.net
daekyum@tgsvc.co.kr
daeryo2@hanmail.net
daesankh@hanmail.net
daeyang@dae-sung.com
daf35@georgetown.edu
dafa@washermotor.com
dafeng1213@163.com
dag139@163.com
dag@f.kth.se
dahechina@sina.Com
daheco@vip.163.com
dahlgrencc@atcjet.net
daifangqi@cncec.com.cn
daihung@hn.vnn.vn
daijian@vip.163.com
daijunzhi2004@163.com
dailoitea@fpt.vn
daimyo@daimyo.com.cn
dairygold@126.com
daisongjian@163.com
daisuke.itoh@nle-jpn.co.jp
daisy.barquin@aspacphils.com.ph
daisy.kwan@hld.com
daisy100@foxmail.com
daisy@nii.ac.in
daiwangguo@163.com
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daixiaoyu007@163.com
dajhaveri@dajhaveri.com
dakfilter@188.com
daki-nip@mail.ru
dakiling@dakiling.com
dakohler@rbplasticsmachinery.com
dale.a.macpherson@boeing.com
dale.m@m-k.com
dale@lefebure.com
dale@quisgroup.com
dale@rpmcat.com
dalerudd@olypen.com
dalian@51job.com
dalianoupai@126.com
dalilu@dalilu.com
dalisdw@163.com
dalishuini@163.com
daljit.singh@tsfshoes.com
dallan@armellini.com
dallasfg92@leonet.it
dalton@caviarcosmetics.com
damaria1987@163.com
damasta@onwebworx.net
damex@mt.net.mk
damian@greyjuicelab.com
damien.hall@environment.gov.au
damient@pc.jaring.my
damir.vecerka@tipteh.rs
dammam@arcoma.com
dammam@areeco.com
dammam@ghazzawigroup.com
dammam@hotpackglobal.com
damodar.reddy@genexenterprises.com
damon@crowntyre.com
damon@sheer.co.za
damr@casamcgregor.com.ni
damundso@qbp.com
dan.bussieres@gnb.ca
dan.hananel@burla.com
dan.stewart@stewartlaw.us
dan.white@spsinc.ca
dan@csirecruiting.com
dan@dnordstrom.com
dan@keeneypr.com
dan@loydfarms.com
dan@semandex.net
dan@stockmarketmentor.com
dan@tiptopshop.com.au
dan_baobaolove@sina.com
dan_parkhurst@ziffdavis.com
dana@existingconditions.com
dana@iibcare.com
danadosaeva@mail.ru
danaja.besnard@go-mice.eu
danasteels@danagroups.com
dandb@email.dandb.com
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dane.groeneveld@talent2.com
daneshwar.sb@nilgiris1905.com
dang@csgvic.com.au
daniel.andersson@imcd.se
daniel.bianconi@piller.com
daniel.gaddis@tlc.state.tx.us
daniel.hernandez@state.co.us
daniel.iang@toradex.com
daniel.kneubuehl@haenni-scales.com
daniel.lord@thestonetreecorporation.com
daniel.needham@ibbotson.com
daniel.r.schmieder@smithbarney.com
daniel.rothenfluh@environment.gov.au
daniel.schneider@ledora.de
daniel.steeg@nova-institut.de
daniel@163.com
daniel@dghuaming.com.cn
daniel@fischerimport.cl
daniel@getcarjoy.com
daniel@karlskogabredband.se
daniel@lohsa.com.ar
daniel@smallchange.se
daniel@softel.jp
daniel@vigex.com
daniela.jimenezparke@rackspace.com
daniela.vorbeck@rzb.at
daniela@ilprogettomerate.it
daniela_altenpohl@barry-callebaut.com
danield@w3.org
daniele@oldsail.net
danielle.mingay@gnb.ca
danielle@boldbeautysupply.com
danielle_magnant@logistikunicorp.com
daniellew@nationaljournal.com
danilo@spes.si
danish.khan@gla.ac.in
danish.shinwari@adamglobal.com
danmark@alsoactebis.com
dann@stayskal.com
danney@wenli.com.cn
danny.warby@turnercharles.com
danny@danli.com
danny@jokerbrand.com
danny@nahil.com.sa
danny@scaffidispaving.com
dannychoi@luckybell.com
dannyklsin@skb.com.my
dannysong2008@163.com
danr@cvisual.com.com
dante.briones@sasonbisolar.com
danvasile@pentest.ro
danyangjianyu@126.com
daohongxl@sina.com
daosport@mail.ru
daosport@tut.by
dapanggongsi@163.com
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dapengbike@163.com
dapengjixie@163.com
daphne@imss.co.za
daqiang004@163.com
daqingqingfa@163.com
daqitong01@163.com
darash@kobianscientific.com
darcy@trueleaf.com
darexchina@163.com
daria@autocomplex.net
darina.liptakova@email.cz
darios@germanboris.com.ar
dariusz.muslewski@mtp.pl
darmstrong@aegisworld.com
darnold@wgroe.com
darongaxle@163.com
darrel_kauffman@kastanet.org
darrell.halse@state.sd.us
darrell@darrellkelley.com
darren.baker@well.uk.com
darren.brown@ccl.uk.com
darren.kong@hmf-china.com
darren.mcdermott@wsj.com
darren@avir.co.za
darren@fsxinc.com
darren@maximusmidlands.co.uk
darren@teleup.com
dartemyev@mail.ru
dartents@emirates.net
darvick@darvick.com.hk
darwafi@zajil.net
darwin@poolwerx.com.au
darya.profitrade@mail.ru
daryl.wakefield@westportyachts.com
das@das-ua.com
dasa@tpage.com
dasari.r2019@iimbg.ac.in
dash@dashinspectorate.com
dashevsky@grainfood.ru
dasteck@dasteck.com
dat@3888.ru
data-plan-api@google.com
datang121@126.com
dataprotection@springer.com
datel@datel.cz
datel@datel.ee
datong@datong.com.cn
dave.helm@motorola.com
dave.kriescher@doigcorp.com
dave.scarr@darlington.gov.uk
dave.schuh@doigcorp.com
dave.white@nacoal.com
dave@ddwire.com
dave@disc-uk.co.uk
dave@fontawesome.io
dave@freightcanllc.com
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dave@laneradecorating.com
dave@shirtshappen.net
daveabney@dlainc.biz
daveattavar@solitairelogistics.co
daveb@em.co.za
daveburwell@greenpipe.com
davel@pinnaclewestern.com
davelieber@dallasnews.com
davem@hiway.co.uk
daventry@leisurelakesbikes.com
daver@automatedrig.com
daviau@cea.assur.org
david.akroyd@landstarmail.com
david.apple@archbrook.com
david.armstrong@wsj.com
david.blattner@safricas.com
david.bowen@biwater.com
david.evers@briloon.org
david.f@valnetinc.com
david.farrar@byzak.co.uk
david.giles@ccl.uk.com
david.haag@tallgrassenergylp.com
david.henriquez@ids-ac.com
david.hester@jdwilliams.co.uk
david.higgon@ccl.uk.com
david.j.linzmeier@smithbarney.com
david.karny@pcnet.cz
david.kerr-munslow@cortus.com
david.kim@fydkr.com
david.li@crsa-china.com
david.liu@pccooler.cn
david.nicole@creoletravelservices.com
david.ogden@brsmeas.org
david.pedraza@containerrepair.com
david.retter@mowlem.com
david.smith@accc.gov.au
david.strock@strockltd.com
david.terrell@puckettmachinery.com
david.thain@uk.rbinternational.com
david.tochterman@iala.com
david.tonge@ibsresearch.com
david.vieira@gocommercialfinance.com
david.vitrano@thebogalusadailynews.com
david.watts@chm.co.uk
david.youle@lbb.de
david3000@163.com
david6591@163.com
david98@china.com
david@awlaser.co.za
david@carterhk.com
david@ccys.com.tw
david@cycltd.com
david@cygnet.be
david@danja.com
david@davidyukon.com
david@dialassociates.com
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david@druna.cz
david@eastarled.com
david@excelautoparts.cn
david@extrinsic.com
david@freshorigins.com
david@gdstour.com
david@gfbtrading.com
david@grant.org.uk
david@grooveleather.com
david@jasa-internacional.com
david@jdwpoultry.com
david@kotakom.com
david@lsdbrand.com
david@medicuba.sld.cu
david@mind-alliance.com
david@nationalpremium.com
david@orijen.co.nz
david@passig.com
david@pnqlighting.com
david@rapidancapital.com
david@rciusa.net
david@signaturefd.com
david@stingrayworldwide.com
david@sun-usb.com
david@superiorprintingpromo.com
david@sutcliffecompany.com
david@szanytek.com
david@teitelbaumdevelopers.com
david@tubularultrasound.com
david@visimaxmedia.com
david_abcd@163.com
david_chang@mail.taya.com.tw
davidbrockerville@gov.nl.ca
davidd@dellonsales.com
davide.geneletti@ing.unitn.it
davidezekiel@nitelci.com
davidh@londondesignfair.co.uk
davidh@sevita.com
davidle@free.fr
davidliberoff@nesher.co.uk
davidlyl@pck.com.cn
davidm@ha.com
davidouthouse@sswap.ca
davidrivera@drproservices.com
davidstone@163.com
davidwang1970@163.com
davinder@lucentbiomed.com
davis.kennethj@epa.gov
davit.xhs@chiefmate.com.cn
davni@dslnim.co.il
davoli@automotiveconsortium.com
davpsgurgaon@touchtelindia.net
davy_everprofit@china.com
dawashi2@central.uh.edu
dawen.sun@ucd.ie
dawn@can.sg
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dawn@nuangle.co.za
dawn@tbsfc.com
dawn_teo@samsonico.com.tw
dawnson@ilsgchina.com
dawsonfurs@callplus.net.nz
daxue@stimes.cn
daydotsonline@daydots.com.au
dayi66@163.com
dayizhiye@163.com
dayna@wpavo.com
dayuanlhw@163.com
dazhongseed@163.com
dazutj@163.com
db.eclats@free.fr
db5408@ebtnet.net
dba@minbuza.nl
dbanks@southernbeech.com
dbarnes@wellesley.edu
dbcorp@diabehbehani.com
dbec_liang@vip.163.com
dbike@163.com
dblee@tpage.com
dbmackie@gldd.com
dbmwilson@zemi.com
dbracco@maniagro.com
dbrambila@crececomputacion.com.mx
dbrewer@ieee.org
dbrewick@enbcolorado.com
dbryant@verticalinfo.com
dbunker@gouldettenberg.com
dburns@mozilla.com
dbutruille@prodigy.net.mx
dbwr@dsbw.org
dbwyyfzx@126.com
dc@doocar.cn
dc_marine@163.com
dcabral@dceffconsult.com
dcastillo@magiar.com.ar
dcchiang@roadbuck.net
dcestarollo@cni.org.br
dcfzq@sina.cn
dch@dch.com.hk
dchiu@we.com.hk
dcknob@sina.com
dclaridge@clear.net.nz
dcleary@etsjobs.com
dcm.ups.fr@socomec.com
dcollins@hostgator.com
dconti@triu.com
dcooper@framesdirect.com
dcox2@mmm.com
dcrf888@163.com
dcrisis@desmondcrisis.com
dcrocker@bbiw.net
dcs@rossi-group.com
dcseigle@aya.yale.edu
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dct.mrc.ae@azadea.com
dctoys@126.com
ddaniels@etlin.com
ddc@vip.163.com
ddcarbon@tpage.com
ddd0421@126.com
ddd909@126.com
dde@tpprt.ru
ddebono@fujifilm.com.mt
ddescarpentries@orbitec.fr
ddeveaux@healthdetail.com
ddgs@marquisenergy.com
ddjcc0415@163.com
ddlshc@online.sh.cn
ddosta@altimed.by
ddr414@163.com
dds@dds.no
ddsain@lnmiit.ac.in
ddss@304.com.cn
ddty303@126.com
de-ss@mail.ru
de-yun@inventec.com.cn
de.info@primapower.com
de@lgcstandards.com
de@opto-engineering.com
deadrock@ieee.org
dealing@xyzq.com.hk
dean.matienzo@lansdownechemicals.com
dean@apt.co
dean@pmdpromo.com
deana@spectraproductions.com
deanlee@safety-inxs.com
deanna.zabawa@corp.lawyer.com
deanna@tracen.com
deanp@ppsf.com
deanresearch@gla.ac.in
deb.ian@worstofall.com
debabrata.ghosh@iimcal.ac.in
debapriya.garabadu@gla.ac.in
debarshideb@nii.ac.in
debasish.sarkar@sailrsp.co.in
debasreedutta@rgcb.res.in
debbie.eustace@acumenonline.com
debbie@dncdoor.com
debbie@profoundproducts.com
debian-bugs@zugschlus.de
debian@kironet.de
debianbugs@freegeek.org
debjani.ghosh@gla.ac.in
deborah.dimiceli@randrealty.com
deborah.lepera@acornfood.com
deborah@hanchaparral.com
deborah@semproniuselectric.com
debuckw@spector.be
deburr@chol.com
dec@cicesfidak.com
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dec@haut.edu.cn
decades@sodetel.net.lb
dececco@dececco.it
dechao@dycymj.com
dechavez.vivian@bdo.com.ph
decin@man-tech.cz
decoland@interia.eu
ded_syb@126.com
dedenimabi@126.com
dee.schur@oasis-open.org
deedee@yesmces.com
deepak.agarwal@gla.ac.in
deepak.das@gla.ac.in
deepak.gaur@gla.ac.in
deepak.kr@gla.ac.in
deepak.kumar@gla.ac.in
deepak.mangal@gla.ac.in
deepak.mittal@gla.ac.in
deepak.nair@lnmiit.ac.in
deepak.sharma@gla.ac.in
deepak.unune@lnmiit.ac.in
deepak.varshney@gla.ac.in
deepak@texstyles.in
deepika.sant@prestigegwl.org
deepti.verma@gla.ac.in
deercarr@peelforestestate.com
degson853@degson.com
deirdre.oshagnessy@exitex.com
deisy@deisymakeup.is
deji@medialab.co.jp
dekhambati@rediffmaill.com
dekomte@dekomte.cz
del@sjalanco.com
delegations@aadexpo.co.za
delesen@delesen.com
delhi@advaniandco.com
delhi@induslaw.com
delhi@interfotoindia.com
delhi@toradex.com
delhi@ukca.in
delhiwood@pdatradefairs.com
deliafood@163.com
deliao@vip.163.com
delibzj@vip.163.com
delifood@163.com
delihengyingtong@sina.com
delin@turk.net
deliqi@163.com
delisme@ms.com
deliverabilityteam@epsilon.com
delixi0591@163.com
dell@gizmodo.com
della@ltxf.cn
delmei@delmei.com.cn
delmer@palomaresources.com
delmore.exp@delmore.in
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delo@msk.tatneft.ru
delo@yug.tatneft.ru
delpbt@jmu.edu
delphine.chaffard@rezoximo.com
delpilar@pnoc-ec.com.ph
delta@deltamedical.sn
deltatrade@deltatrade.fr
delticsteels@mail2world.com
delumeg@essilor.fr
demano@163.com
demarrez@bogk.org
demay@prodigy.net.mx
demet@demetaziz.com
demishina@ilma-sealing.com
demo@trailheadcyclery.com
deng.jj815@foxmail.com
deng@china-sinoway.com
dengchenyangcz@163.com
dengfeng@dengfeng.biz
dengjiejie@gzkit.com.cn
dengjy@launchdigital.net
dengxl@jbu.com.cn
denis.hernandez@bomohsa.com
denis@damourbicycle.com
denis@elcc.ru
denis@sedelsa.com
denis@softcomplex.com
denisb@tstech.uz
denise.howe@supremehealth.co.nz
denise@china-sinoway.com
denise@compu-link.com
denise@nkuku.com
denise@rouleauconsulting.com
denisleo@alattiyamotors.com
denisova@expocentr.ru
denisovivan@sisemazamkov.com
denistry@mari.by
deniz.satir@brenntag.com.tr
denmark@bicon.com
denme@eureka.lk
dennie@hotlongan.com
dennis.ga@forces.gc.ca
dennis.james@falkirk.com
dennis.ramirez@dans.ph
dennis.verkooy@kuehne-nagel.com
dennis@beckcapital.com
dennis@giec.cn
dennis@inps.on.ca
dennis@interair.com.tw
dennis@kelex.com.hk
dennis@legacyproduce.com
dennis@marfsteel.com
dennisp@bogatyr.kz
dennisp@hfscientific.com
dennispadlo@tempco.com
denniss@gottsch.net
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denny@dennymikes.com
denny@firstclub.com.cn
denny_huang@mail.taya.com.tw
denny_yang@hongyufriction.com
dennyfsi@mail.online.sh.cn
dental@thimar.com
dentaltrade@mail.ru
dentistphilip@hanmail.net
dentomed@mt.net.mk
dents@dents.com.au
denv@sentoo.sn
denzil@denzil.com
deon.hendricks@capemedia.co.za
deonv@emiratesbank.ae
dep.comercial@alrica.pt
dep6@focargroup.cn
depa@depa.ae
depengwang@163.com
depinvest@mail.ru
dept_mail@126.com
derek.bird@allianceboots.com
derek.yip@ret.gov.au
derek@donghoo.co.kr
derek@steamboatskiandbike.com
derevo@minskexpo.com
deriform@tnn.net
dermabit@dermabit.com.sa
derran@163.com
derry@unitednude.com
des@des.rs
desheng@chinades.com
desi@desitwist.com
design@cjungil.co.kr
design@topharycn.com
designer_redsea@163.com
designsg@ariesgroup.ae
desiree@pcbpower.co.za
desiree_pine@163.com
desmond.albert@yandex.com
dessa-kutsaeva@yandex.ru
destek@desteklift.com
destek@istecanta.com
destek@vorwerk.com.tr
destek@webarisi.com
detai@vip.163.com
detecta@prodigy.net.mx
detector@detector.net
deuexport@europe.sial.com
deuter@duo-te.com
dev.gautam@gla.ac.in
dev@rsglab.com
deva.chetty@eqtech.co.za
devadewasi@lnmiit.ac.in
devamathab@gardencitycollege.edu
devamathavp@gardencitycollege.edu
devduttsharma@nii.ac.in
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develcheqihua@163.com
devendrakumar.ec@gla.ac.in
devicetree-owner@vger.kernel.org
devicetree@vger.kernel.org
devinder@nii.ac.in
devinexport@163.com
deving@netflix.com
devjnr@commercialireland.com
devjodhpur@tradearabia.com
devtools-reviews@chromium.org
dewan@rkdewanmail.com
deweihe@126.com
dewi@dewi.de
dexteremmons@tumwater.net
deyaa@minutesuae.com
deyun@asiabelts.com
dezi@primaryflowsignal.com
dezign.ua@mail.ru
dezkov@mail.ru
df001@dfpsp.com
df@dwightgroup.com
df@krascci.ru
dfa@ustb.edu.cn
dfam@dfamgc.com
dfb@vip.163.com
dfc@cn-dfc.com
dfcosta@bhb.pt
dfcycle_info@dirtfreak.co.jp
dfdt12@163.com
dfgszhbbj@163.com
dfichter@ckpower.com
dfitzgerald@emag.com
dfjt@163.com
dfjyyanx@163.com
dfleck@dallasnews.com
dflick@dallasnews.com
dflqrmc@163.com
dfraley@fraleyandcompany.com
dfrost@atlasbox.net
dfs_fork@sina.com
dfsy@163.com
dftang@kaijieli.com
dfturbocharger@126.com
dfyj_bj@163.com
dfyonghe@163.com
dg.tipic@planet.tn
dg@gmg-hevecam.com
dg@htpm.com.cn
dg@ianor.dz
dg_longshun@126.com
dgaitan@zonafrancabogota.com
dgarcia@2y2.com.co
dgareau@metaldetectors.com
dgca@net.sy
dgdelingcompany@163.com
dgetmanenko@mail.ru
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dggmz@126.com
dggs1688@163.com
dggyp123@163.com
dghaitunxing@163.com
dghiselin@hartenergy.com
dghm@dghuaming.com.cn
dghtbxg@163.com
dghuamiao@naile-cn.com
dgibbs@gdeb.com
dgiraud@austral.re
dgjiasheng@126.com
dgkapro@163.com
dgmmechsrinagar@jkpcc.com
dgmoe@moe.gov.lb
dgold@goldmachinery.com
dgonzalez@claumon.cl
dgonzalez@execushield.com
dgp_pribrs@sancharnet.in
dgqunhui@163.com
dgraham@paintalaska.com
dgriffin@legalanswerbooks.com
dgroche@163.com
dgrongxing@vip.163.com
dgsales@heda-china.com
dgsc1366@sina.com
dgsmy@163.com
dgstronger@163.com
dgtoys@126.com
dgwczx@163.com
dh@cpli.com
dh@donghoo.co.kr
dh_kang@topdsht.com
dh_maggie@126.com
dhafar@dhafargroup.com
dhagg@sbm.net.sa
dharambir@nii.ac.in
dharmab@iimcal.ac.in
dharmon@tiag.net
dharmpal@lnmiit.ac.in
dhay@tdm-ltd.com
dhb@dhb.com.br
dhbaeb@hanmail.net
dheeraj.kalra@gla.ac.in
dheeresh_mathew@eew.ae
dhenden@luk.es
dherman@mozilla.com
dherrera@freshgarden.com.mx
dhha@kriss.re.kr
dhirendra.yadav@gla.ac.in
dhkim@hallainc.com
dhmz@dhmz.cn
dhodges@medusa.com
dhofmann@parkwaylanesnj.com
dhorn@fastchart.com
dhouston@tartancolor.com
dhp8644@163.com
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dhperrone@bioesanco.com.ar
dhqthzh@163.com
dhruv.vaid@photoquip.com
dhruvinshah@sujatachemicals.com
dhshzl@163.com
dhstgz@126.com
dhsyr@163.com
dhszzb@126.com
dhunter@asiasupplyline.com
dhxiaoshou@sina.com
dhy_xuzy@126.com
dhzy@vip.163.com
di_wu@croton.com.cn
dia.uk@dia33.com
diac.2010@mail.ru
diamonds@shrenuj.com
dian@dian.gov.co
diana-company@diana-company.cz
diana.espinal@adilcorp.com
diana@plyterra.ru
diana@shwanqiu.cn
dianakhaitova@mail.ru
diane.arnold@dhsoha.state.or.us
diane@halspan.com
dianfeng213@163.com
dianira@sni-global.com
dianlinyang@163.com
dianne.bussell@portsevolution.com
dianshe@163.com
dianshengtoys@163.com
diaoyr@bjfu.edu.cn
diaptools@seznam.cz
diarelandalous@abounawas.com.tn
dibartolomeo_d@us.fag.com
dick.pehrson@entexinc.com
dick@hunterpersonnel.com
dickpo@dickpo.com
dickson@spaces.com.tw
dicksonchiu@gatewayapartments.com.hk
did@de.festo.com
didactic@camozzi.ua
didi@beyond190.com
diego.pacheco@ilegra.com
diego.taglioni@u-hopper.com
diegodo@cableonda.net
diero@zj-diero.com
dieter.scheidl@rli.co.at
dieter@zakel.at
difeitalia.abudhabi@smd.difesa.it
difeitalia.pretoria@smd.difesa.it
difeitalia.rabat@smd.difesa.it
dig@depa.com
digital024@tpage.com
digitalaccess@ahbelo.com
digitpadir@pec.digitpa.gov.it
digna.francisco@brsmeas.org
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digo321@163.com
dihk@dihk.com.ua
dijay-jun@hanmail.net
dikai@dikai.com.cn
diliddo@incotecsa.com
dilip.sharma@gla.ac.in
dilsco@emirates.net
dilyara.f@rufavor.ru
dima@expoz.ru
dimap@trustlc.com
dimiter.todorov@scotts.com
dimitrije.stojanovic@veletabak.rs
dimon@atomic-sportscars.com
dimpe@bb.com.br
dine@dinox.com.cn
dinesh.pillai@mahindrassg.com
dinesh.suthar@prestigegwl.org
dinesh@advantec-japan.co.jp
dineshm@cedenco.co.nz
dingding24109938@126.com
dingfeng111@vip.163.com
dingfeng@vip.163.com
dingjianhua213@163.com
dingjie@mail.nankai.edu.cn
dingli0210@163.com
dingroup@dingroup.com
dingsc@gsp.cn
dingt@jeromebio.com
dingxiujuan32@163.com
dingxuran@corp.the9.com
dining@viceroyhotelsandresorts.com
dino@robotsarajevo.com
dintom@yeah.net
dio.dic@mep.gov.cn
dionyssosimports@mail.ru
dipak.gandhi@rocketbatteries.net
dipankar@vsnb.com
dipankar@xlri.ac.in
dipps.558sis.access@pecps.interno.it
dir.gen@airone-seafood.com
dir.generale@pec.aoucagliari.it
dir.mwanza@cbe.ac.tz
dir.tecnica@gentechbio.com
dir_crd@cmpdi.co.in
dir_edn@sinhgad.edu
direccion@pmphides.com
direccion@ucvtv.net
direcciongeneral@petinsa.com.uy
directdoorsne@googlemail.com
direction@biocaledonia.nc
direction@camlait.com
direction@stahlwille.fr
director.NIHSS@health.gov.sc
director.general@tie.go.tz
director@a3.ac.tz
director@abcdubai.com
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director@campkatonim.com
director@cayma.pe
director@indianexport.net
director@jagson.com
director@jtplywood.com
director@labtronic.kz
director@lamda.us
director@milk.by
director@nzdairyandfood.co.nz
director@radico.com
director@usiofindia.org
director@wirelessua.com
director@zfcauca.com
director@zoosklad.by
directorate.international@din.de
directoribm@gla.ac.in
directories@ProZ.com
directoripr@gla.ac.in
directoriqac@gla.ac.in
directoroffice@lnmiit.ac.in
directors@maurimtradersltd.com
direkcija@bh-gas.ba
diretoria@minasul.com.br
direttoreweb@ilgiornale.it
direzione@motia.it
direzione@taddeiingegneria.com
dirk.hillbrand@tecdoc.net
dirk.r.frans@xs4all.nl
dirk@cubebike.be
disa@disaotomotiv.com
disabilityservices@wellesley.edu
disal@jamejam.net
disc@skills-farm.com
discountgraziella@free.fr
discoverysport@mail.ru
disha@rkdewanmail.com
dishah@kdcotton.com
dispatch@imss.co.za
dispetcher@expocentr.ru
distribution@beijing-kids.com
distribution@gpcchem.com
diuu@amtexsystems.com
div55_73@mail.ru
divamusic@free.fr
divanis@divanicaravel.gr
dives@divesbaby.com
divesh.kumar@gla.ac.in
diving@albwardydamen.com
division.normas@inn.cl
divisioneauto@eurotessuti.com
divo@nndivo.ru
divya.gupta@gla.ac.in
divya.khandelwal@prestigegwl.org
divya.maheshwari@prestigegwl.org
divya.singh@gla.ac.in
divyang.rawal@lnmiit.ac.in
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diwakar.agarwal@gla.ac.in
diwakar.bhardwaj@gla.ac.in
dixiang@163.com
diyi888@126.com
diz@inscalepc.com
dj-wxy@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
dj@sowontms.co.kr
djaggers@centier.com
djc@chambos.com
djcorson@rbplasticsmachinery.com
djennings@dallasnews.com
djg@elitefabric.cn
djgarcia@pdi.ucm.es
djj@wca.com
djl@epoint.com.cn
djlchlx@163.com
djmlx@djmillison.com
djmoon@lilfant.com
djodorko@bebesit.cl
djowie@z-company.nl
djudoalania@yandex.ru
djukic@germanpx.com
djzbo@163.com
dk-service@mail.ru
dk-tc@net.sy
dk.sales@kuehne-nagel.com
dk2274@tgsvc.co.kr
dk8201@163.com
dk@dongkangcheye.com
dk@kometinvest.com
dk@procoating.com
dkahn625@hanmail.net
dkahn@hanmail.net
dkeller@elitetechnical.com
dkim@zoint.com
dklong@escocorp.com
dknickerbocker@amerlux.com
dkptseafood@vnn.vn
dkroy@gipcl.com
dksundar@tatachemicals.com
dkv@cci-crimea.ru
dkwood@vip.163.com
dl@zgdlsy.com
dlafleur@hawcomfg.com
dlairedavids@ups.com
dlaplechade@globalmarket.cl
dlb@woho.com.cn
dlc@theagency.com.mx
dlean@masprot.cl
dlee@brickinv.com
dlee@netflix.com
dlgignd@spiceisle.com
dlhussin@gldd.com
dlj_825@163.com
dljx888@163.com
dllm@mengmengcom.com
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dlmgmy@163.com
dloo@hudsoncap.com
dlormel@dmlassocllc.com
dlqianyiliu@163.com
dlty@toyounger.cn
dlukavsky@notes.cz
dlunde@valleymoulding.com
dlurker@deloil.com
dluz@intelnet.net.gt
dlxdl@sh-delixi.com
dlxingjian@163.com
dlxs@china-dlxs.com
dlyang997@126.com
dlyimei@163.com
dlyle@hartenergy.com
dlyyd2008@126.com
dm-WEIFANG@300.cn
dm-changzhou@300.cn
dm-kunming@300.cn
dm-nanjing@300.cn
dm-ningbo@300.cn
dm-sophia@dmtools.com.cn
dm@kanoosa.com
dmacchia@wealth2k.com
dmantis@163.com
dmarkowitz@sunridgefarms.com
dmathieu@clauger.us
dmauer@bnt.com
dmaurer@montanasky.net
dmbike@126.com
dmc-defat@minbuza.nl
dmca@dribbble.com
dmca@dubaiyellowpagesonline.com
dmca@stackexchange.com
dmca@yp.com
dmcginni@osmre.gov
dmcgurn@productiontec.com
dmd-cvd@163.com
dmd@shineray.com
dmeich@scut.edu.cn
dmgj@dm-88.cn
dmiglis@trusupply.com
dmiloloza@hgk.hr
dmitr73@yandex.ru
dmitriy.lomovcev@tularegion.ru
dmitriysn@mail.ru
dmitry.koznev@vorguvara.ee
dmjcgs@163.com
dmk@losenok.com
dml@dubailab.com
dml@lanfredini.it
dmlight@raat.co.kr
dmn@ideacomp.ru
dmoffat@accessvalueservices.com
dmolome@ndb.bw
dmontero@grahamdoddfund.com
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dmontgomery@overwatchservices.com
dms@mills-scofield.com
dmtpp@mail.ru
dmurray@globalfluency.com
dmzybgs@163.com
dna@sitematrix.com
dnaaman@mpgme.com
dnake@dnake.com
dnc@dongnamauto.com
dnelson@lorenzsales.com
dnepr@camozzi.ua
dngan@atg.com.hk
dnicholson@dabhnconsulting.com
dnicolai@ava-cooling.it
dniemack@specialised.com
dnieman@normandeau.com
dnk@dnkcarbonbikes.com
dnmshox@163.com
dnparikh@prasolchem.com
dnpp@mos.ru
dns.jobs@scgplc.com
dns@eeso.com
dnsprotect@126.com
dntp@mail.ru
dnvps.fuj@dnvps.com
doc@nordrandklinik.at
doc@uic.org
docs@httpd.apache.org
dod@interconsult.it
dodo@dynavolt.net
dodo@hornna.com
dodolong@csu.edu.cn
doel@ejyork.com
dogane@korea.com
doite@doite.com.cn
dolanvp@consultancy.com
dolly@focargroup.cn
dolo-china@163.com
dom.green@fellertna.com
dom_meda@mail.ru
domain-contact@digi-rock.com
domain@Doktor24.biz
domain@avaruus.net
domain@chensen.cn
domain@forpsi.com
domain@studionieuwpoort.be
domain@tui.de
domain@viixi.com
domain@west263.com
domainadministrator@i-motion.de
domaine@oceanet-technology.com
domainmaster@uk2group.com
domains@banshie.com
domains@contrada.org.uk
domains@mailchannels.com
domains@market-signal-systems.com
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domains@mol.com
domains@noend.com
domenico@bauzaar.com
domenico@maxxiquimica.com.br
domeny@sunkins.cz
dominic@varspool.com
dominiccave@googlemail.com
dominik.francica@googlemail.com
dominik.vogt@eiha.org
dominik.vogt@nova-institut.de
dominik@stocklots.tv
dominiogov@pcert.agid.gov.it
dominion@bignet.com.lb
dominique.margioli@logistafrance.fr
dominique.verleye@ccibw.be
dominoitalia@excite.it
domybear@126.com
don.cole@lipscomb.edu
don.duvall@deduvall.com
don.fox@lakelandpaper.com
don.leo@vip.163.com
don.wickstrum@questindustrial.com
don@ats-doors.co.uk
don@digithink.com
don@dtssoftware.com
don@greenthumbfarms.com
don@kitson.org
don@topeak.com.tw
dona.doig@doigcorp.com
donaguacato@prodigy.net.mx
donald.short@ipegstl.com
donald.shriver@denvergov.org
donaldye@trademaxchem.com
donate@ieee.org
donetsk@camozzi.ua
donev@germanpx.com
dong032828@163.com
dong@btcorp.com.vn
dong@feilu-shoes.com
dong_yuan@126.com
dongchen-cn@vip.163.com
dongchengdfx@126.com
dongchengdfx@188.com
dongchun@linuo.com
dongdahuanjing@126.com
dongdong@nonghyup.com
dongfangjichuang@163.com
dongfangjuxin@163.com
dongfanxiang001@163.com
dongguan@51job.com
dongjinyu@china-heli.com
dongke57168@163.com
dongli@dongfang-china.com
dongli@eastardg.com.cn
donglonghid@126.com
dongmaosh@163.com
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dongmi@highly.cc
dongnan@sinoinstrument.com
dongshi@sina.com
dongshuijl@163.com
dongsu@dongsu.cn
dongxinda@163.com
dongxingtextil@vip.163.com
dongxq@czzt.com.cn
dongya@wzdongya.cn
dongye@vip.163.com
dongyongai@lomonbillions.com
dongzheng8888@163.com
dongzhisen888@163.com
donianna@icc-al.org
donm@secunda.com
donna@nzforyou.co.nz
donnam@destinymgmtsvcs.com
donnette@dashmediapr.com
donp@cougarvibration.com
doorkertau@myjaring.net
doors@halspan.com
doosung@yujinltd.net
dorac@who.int
dorcas.ansah@wiego.org
dorce@dorce.com.tr
doreen.sauerbrey@allianz.de
doreenl@regentsha.com
dorian@zjsanning.com.cn
dorina.mitre@erbolario.al
doris.lam@zestronmalaysia.com
dorom@dezhongcn.com
doron.orgil@icl-group.com
doron@irmetals.com
doron@skipass.co.il
doronh@ujafed.org
dorpo@dorpo.com
dory@aquabellasupply.com
dosullivan@orlgroup.com
double_click@126.com
doug.allen@witsllc.com
doug_gaffney@sind.com
dougd@doctoruv.com
dougd@maxcyte.com
douglarson@larsoncompany.net
doya-china@163.com
dp@bathija-group.com
dp@comip.org.ar
dpatgs@126.com
dpereg@icc-es.org
dpeterson@ucmo.edu
dpga@mes.ac.in
dpgts@163.com
dpm@dpmgallery.com
dpmdiagnostica@dpmdiagnostica.com.br
dpmy@163.com
dpo@blucher.ru
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dpompey@karibcable.com
dpope@fowlerwhite.com
dpp_info@elot.gr
dpreak@ogvnao.ru
dprice@rightpricecompanies.com
dpriyanka@cseindia.org
dproctor@dodomail.net
dpsh@sev.gov.ru
dpt_sh@zfgta.com.tw
dpto.ventas@amc.es
dqhb2008dqhb@163.com
dqwsb@126.com
dqyzdqgs@163.com
dr.firuza@indianmedguru.com
dr.salim@5-dimensions.net
dr.veenabhat@indianmedguru.com
dr.venkatesh@agrilife.in
dr_dmishra@redffmail.com
dr_neerajmalik@redeffmail.com
draao@wareefunited.com
draco@infocom.co.ug
drady@wisconsinpotatoes.com
dragan.djakovic@sasol.com
dragomir.grgic@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
dragon.hu@slkcorp.com
dragon@dragonmachinery.com
dragon@orientartex.cn
dragon@xtmsports.com
drajput@lnmiit.ac.in
dramirez@bendpak.com
draskoviceva@venetobanka.hr
drawat@uprtou.ac.in
drazen.grgic@crosco.hr
drazen@fabemametali.hr
drb@barkerapartments.com
drchawla@eastwestrescue.com
drd_501@sina.com
drdana@danagroups.com
drdave@fwfarms.com
drdq8@163.com
dream@126.com
dreamcar2014@sina.com
dreamcthr@hanmail.net
drew@zitnay.com
drewish@katherinehouse.com
drfchong@atsl.com.hk
drilling@drillmec.com
drillmec.alert@drillmec.com
drio@unitedoliveoil.com
driss.chahad@lemondedujardin.ma
drives@bdindustrial.com
drivingforce@mailcenter.com.cn
drjamil@primehealth.ae
drkeya@medesoleuae.com
drkkhaji@googlemail.com
drlaks@berkeley.edu
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drmartin@up.com
droberts@robertsenvironmental.com
drogers@woodglade.co.uk
drominger@owensbusinessmachines.com
drothsch@williams.edu
drozdov@tsk-spb.org
drugssafety@lifepharmafze.com
dry@dry-chartering.com
dry@nbcarriers.com
dry@orientalmaritime.net
dry@saigalseatrade.com
ds2add@hanmail.net
ds@teco.com.sg
dsX@davis-standard.com
dsb01@sassin.com
dsc_guanggao@163.com
dschinazi@apple.com
dschnepper@box.com
dsci@dsci.co.kr
dscl@tz-china.com
dsdeg@tedata.net.eg
dse@dongilshipyard.co.kr
dsepulveda@zonafrancasantander.com
dsexton@pcma.org
dsg-bicikli@dsg.hr
dsh@sarmabikes.com
dshapiro@berdonllp.com
dshearer@nekonya.info
dshoer@elnuevoherald.com
dsi@datasolutions.com.eg
dsjjns@163.com
dsjyxchb@sina.com
dskkim@gsgcorp.com
dsl188@126.com
dsled@vip.163.com
dsmart@global.t-bird.edu
dsmhq@bumacoinsurance.com
dsolis@dallasnews.com
dsp-ent@dspenter.com
dsteely@hsi-power.com
dstek2007@163.com
dstevenson@hess.com
dsu@lifestream.com
dsulli@a2mac1.cn
dsuravkar@himedialabs.com
dswpxs@163.com
dsxlida@163.com
dtambutti@e-projectgroup.cl
dtc@daotiancun.com
dtech@designtechseychelles.com
dtgroup@dellatoffola.it
dtimokhina@emag.com
dtkxt@163.com
dtorchiana-dg@garepgabon.com
dtp@breukhoven.nl
dtran@contracttechnologies.com
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dtroyer@camoh.org
du.kexiong@mep.gov.cn
dua@duaconsulting.com
duanfeizhou@acee.org.cn
duanjc666@163.com
duanmuxinchen@aeclight-reel.com
duanxj828@163.com
duanxl1@craes.org.cn
duapun@duaassociates.com
dubai.ae@intesasanpaolo.com
dubai.deira@avanihotels.com
dubai.reception@baitulhikma.com
dubai.seppic@airliquide.com
dubai@alrehab.com
dubai@cipriani.com
dubai@corporateshippingagency.com
dubai@cppumps.com
dubai@dewan-architects.com
dubai@elite-co.com
dubai@emrill.com
dubai@focussoftnet.com
dubai@gearhouse-arabia.com
dubai@ice.it
dubai@kelmer.com
dubai@kubota-gcc.com
dubai@lamda.us
dubai@mec-me.com
dubai@nouran.ae
dubai@pkfuae.com
dubai@span-group.com
dubairuschool@mail.ru
dubaivms@sadafdesigns.net
dubovik@expocentr.ru
dubyagina@tppko.ru
duc.buipham@quadrep.com.sg
duci@duciguarnizioni.com
dudek@ttc.sk
dudemag@hanmail.net
dudi@funride.co.il
duduzhenzhen@sina.com
duggetti@trevispa.com
dujuanshadow@126.com
duke@koolina.com
dukeunmetal@hanmail.net
dukousujian@163.com
dumu966910@foxmail.com
duncan@eurotechnologygroup.com
duncan@lennox.org
duncan@usminvestments.com
dung-pj@gdtech.com.vn
dung_pecom@fpt.vn
dungus@unfpa.org
dunhillwx@163.com
duomeiti@china.org.cn
duparts@duparts.com
durairaj@motherindiafarms.com
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duran@duranmachinery.pl
durgam@globalnest.com
durgesh@pargan.net
durmas118@163.com
dusan.golovic@donator.co.me
dushman@singlehop.com
dushu@stimes.cn
dushyant.chhabra@gla.ac.in
dushyant.sharma@prestigegwl.org
dusted@dusted.dk
dutsice@dlut.edu.cn
duwei@tp-sh.com
duyaersi@aliyun.com
dvendas@br.ina.com
dverderame@varch.com
dvidal@vitemaq.com
dvidchen@126.com
dvitale@emishield.com
dvl@lakhigroup.com
dvoracek@pilart.cz
dvpro@dvpro.com.br
dvsport@dvsport.ge
dvsport@gol.ge
dvss2005@126.com
dvv@unitedspecialities.com
dvwernim@thehaskellco.com
dw@haverboecker.com
dwang@testech.com.cn
dwatts@geosystem.net
dwebb1@wellesley.edu
dwebb@kenco.com
dwells@airdrilling.com
dwight@pinthis.com
dwilliams@wexco.com.au
dwisz@cgolaw.com
dwmc@tpage.com
dwmrcpublic@utah.gov
dwright@rcip.com
dx1sales@dx1app.com
dx1support@dx1app.com
dx@zjdfzx.com
dxb.contact@pclworld.net
dxb@newage.ae
dxb@zultec.com
dxboooo1@emirates.net
dxbsupport@gbmme.com
dxdf1618@163.com
dxdf2618@163.com
dxpaimai@163.com
dy5345@hanmail.net
dy@de-ye.com
dyalex@mail.ru
dyart@163.com
dydmcd@126.com
dyjinbei@aliyun.com
dyjpzl@126.com
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dylon@bottlepr.co.uk
dylwsp@126.com
dyominov@phys.nsu.ru
dyqijym@nada.email
dyslian@163.com
dywenkai@163.com
dzb@leed.cn
dzhengquanlwg@163.com
dzhlhy@163.com
dzqili@163.com
dztangci@188.com
dzwager@airdrilling.com
dzyilun168@126.com
dzyl168@126.com
e-jam@mail.ru
e-mail@larafabianweb.com
e-prime@bendimed.com
e.acacio@leonardobc.com
e.agorria@tesa.es
e.bidelman@google.com
e.dewit@sandfirden.nl
e.dicostanzo@petrone.it
e.frolova@ice.it
e.girardi@bmgroupsrl.com
e.hoogenberg@rai.nl
e.horvath@studionova.hu
e.huang@pme-int.com
e.kovalenko@camozzi.ua
e.krahm@elmatech.de
e.kurnianto@prima-tech.co.id
e.lamprou@projecting-art.com
e.misirli@parsatpiston.com
e.pensa@lardon.com
e.popov@kant.ru
e.riethorst@kci-world.com
e.sapozhnikov@nextb.media
e.tenhaaf@koggeschip-vakbladen.nl
e.trofimenko@mail.ru
e.troiani@lardon.com
e.tufeanu@brunnbauer.at
e.tyshko@pidxraydetectors.ru
e1688@126.com
e@163.com
e@osterman.com
e@shrc.com.cn
eMail@sterilizers.com
e_hodakova@psofttula.ru
ea2119@columbia.edu
ea@euro-art.co.uk
eaasen@dallasnews.com
eac@eachq.org
eaelizondo@criotec.com.mx
eagle@eagle.co.za
eagle@teckwrap.com
eagle@vantimex.com
ealicea@desman.com
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eambrogio@jord.com.au
eap5@guoying.net
eap8@guoying.net
eap@counseling.com.cn
earldc@aprecovery.com
earle.west@transactionalweb.com
earsal@karyer-tatmak.com
east@interfotoindia.com
eastcobb@irontribefitness.com
easternshanghai@163.com
eastimage@eastimage.com.cn
eastwest-glass@hanmail.net
easycasting@163.com
easyco@vip.163.com
easydo111@163.com
easyglass@163.com
eaverkids@163.com
ebasu@sentekglobal.com
ebay@bestelectronic.com
ebe@depardetector.com
ebeltran@kebpestcontrol.com
ebhelp@eventbrite.com
ebike.sheffield@jejamescycles.co.uk
ebismargi@transfreightdubai.com
ebmaster@kintex.com
ebo@ebotek.cn
ebogachkova@yandex.ru
eboyce@hestercapital.com
ebrahim.pakzad@papco-uae.com
ebrahim@noblecorp.net
ebruc@hanmail.net
ebwilson@brookes.ac.uk
ec@ecs.sc
ec@italianapellets.com
ec@xianxing.cc
ecastro@sinc.com.br
ecc.lt@honeywell.com
ecc@eccgroup.com.cn
ecc@xtu.edu.cn
echo@brothercosmetics.com
echo@kingscomputer.net
echow@mombella.com
eco2@household-cn.com
ecobanktz@ecobank.com
ecobaobei@163.com
ecobi@aleph.it
ecoey@163.com
ecofoods@Pristineorganics.com
ecomas@athena.ocn.ne.jp
ecommerce@aperion.it
ecommerce@business-click.it
econ-r@econ-r.sk
econ@kamgov.ru
econom@govirk.ru
economics@aucegypt.edu
economy-08@yandex.ru
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economy@autoeconomy.com.cn
economy@cap.ru
ecoplastsarl@googlemail.com
ecorgie@champagnepannier.com
ecotex@agnionline.com
ecruit@anglo.com
ecus@ecus.cc
ed.vulliamy@observer.co.uk
ed@americasbestflowers.com
ed@dryllerakis.gr
ed@eescosmetic.com
ed@eroberto.com
ed@gradientsllc.com
ed_meche@trimble.com
eda-536574436@foxmail.com
edasu@edasu.com
eddie.johnson@rebelvision.com
eddie@mkworld.net
eddie_hz@163.com
eddielin@issg.com.tw
eddy.fioretti@cloudesire.com
eddy@nb-os.cn
eddy@vangenexpress.co.nz
eddycong@reavin.cn
edelveis-south@mail.ru
edf@yifeng-filter.com
edgar.wang@cn.inoex.de
edgar@greenhamco.com
edgar_pirumyan@mail.ru
edgars@royaltec.lv
edin@edin-training.com.ar
edip@alfaayakkabi.com
edip@sincer.com.tr
edit.features@wsj.com
edit@fashionfad.co.in
edit@mtmt.com.cn
edit@vm.ru
edita.diaz@losninos.com
edith.choi@nantuckethk.com
editor.prastuti@gla.ac.in
editor@Lawyerist.com
editor@aeconline.net
editor@azernews.az
editor@chlip.com.cn
editor@complianceonline.com
editor@dailyexcelsior.com
editor@derrynews.com
editor@edenprairienews.com
editor@ijrrest.org
editor@modernwoodworkgulfedition.com
editor@pbgazeta.com
editor@thecouriertimes.com
editor@thefirearmblog.com
editor@thefranklinnewspost.com
editor@v-media.com.tw
editor@wenweipo.com
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editore@cronaca4.it
editorial-earlyslavic@mail.h-net.msu.edu
editorial@rttnews.com
editorial@therepublic.com
editors@ansfoundation.org
editors@cleanandsobermedia.com
edja@ccecrb.fgov.be
edmond.wong@hk.rbinternational.com
edmond.wong@hk.rzb.at
edmond.woo@kenfair.com
edmond@ctmetal.com.hk
edmondhern3@yandex.com
edmontonsales@vistek.ca
edoardo.dicenso@cmcra.com
edonaldson@nv2d.ca
edoran@spotfreeinc.com
edp821@thu.edu.tw
edpl@emcochemicals.com
edson@sodetel.net.lb
edsonwood@163.com
edstevemsg434@sindu.me
edu2005@163.com
edu@sevtpp.ru
eduard.koks@deruiter.com
eduardo.couto@novolab.com.ar
eduardo.zapata@mx.ina.com
eduardoehlers@sp.senac.br
educacion@teduc.com.ar
education-services@ieee.org
education@BabyPips.com
education@bicon.com
education@esn.no
educprog@aucegypt.edu
edward.cantor@aya.yale.edu
edward.kain@quadaxvalves.com
edward.theuri@brsmeas.org
edward@aoiinternational.com
edward@partner-com.com
edward@rush.net.au
edwards@ibericavacuum.com
edwin.mejia@integratec.com.do
edwin@bitstorm.org
edwint@vip.163.com
edy.sucipto@prolind-group.com
edychavez@speedy.com.pe
edyson@edventure.com
edyw@aksjakarta.com
ee@berlin-chemie.com
eec@rhi-ag.com
eegrow@163.com
eepcho@eepcindia.net
eerik@tootmisseadmed.ee
eeswrh@163.com
eetert.fdgrge.07@mail.ru
eeverett@conchoresources.com
ef@dairynews.ru
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ef@elfar.ru
efaulk@greenesenergy.com
effie@broadauto.com
effler.kz@mail.ru
efimov2008@list.ru
efita@t-home.mk
eflinter@lexingtongroup.net
efs@emiratesbank.com
egaban@machadoassociados.com.br
egaviria@gavimport.com
egb@artecing.com.ar
eggorostiaga@nucete.com.ar
eginfo@emscogroup.com
egor.zhuravlev@rlkz.kz
eguerra@equifar.cl
egypower@tedata.net.eg
ehab@insulux.com
ehart@beachrays.com
ehe@bowers-shanghai.com
eheredia@tbwear.com
ehidalgo@stonewood.com.do
ehlisa@sina.com
ehnervi@lorentrade.com.ar
ehs@scienceintel.com
eico-ir@parsonline.net
eid@impressions.ae
eigyo@fukuzo.co.jp
eigyou@parahermosa.co.jp
eiji_sumiyoshi@cosmo-oil.co.jp
eikorea@eikorea.co.kr
eileen@brophyservices.com
eileen@chintautoparts.com
eileen@tastefulconnections.com
eileenhu@sina.com
eileenv@mechtest.com
eilenburg@sternwarte-nordsachsen.de
einkauf@bike24.net
eion@robbmob.com
eiwny@eiteam.com
ejc@ejpetro.com
ejhotline@epa.gov
ejinyi@ejinyi.com
ejlee@everhillsfoods.com
ejohn@online.sh.cn
ejohnson@ecosite.co.uk
ejpark@sungwontng.co.kr
ejvyv@vivancoyvivanco.com
ejyergeau@cbs.com
ek@forumsa.gr
eka@sina.com
ekasila@ekasilachem.com
ekaterina@optic4u.ru
ekaterinburg@hennlich.ru
ekb@akkreditert.no
ekdns4@hanmail.net
ekemper@cernysa.com.uy
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ekinder@usaid.gov
ekip@ekipoto.com.tr
eklenner@emag.com
ekmas1@yandex.ru
eko@eko.com.cn
ekta.jha@prestigegwl.org
ekta.tripathi@gla.ac.in
el.agregat@bk.ru
el.sher@mail.ru
elab@yuvalay.org
elaine.w@51offer.com
elaine@amberworldwide.com
elaine@asianmetal.com
elaine@composite-gear.com
elaine@crusherinc.com
elaine@imss.co.za
elaine@jemerald.co.nz
elaine@longerinv.com
elaine@skeltoncoleman.com
elajou@zajil.net
elana.pienaar@airliquide.com
elandong@activeshanghai.com
elatham@momixsolutions.com
elaw@targetintcorp.com
elco@electro-control.com
elconde@budd-pni.com
eldib@eldib.com.eg
ele@list.ru
elecmet@list.ru
elections@dentoncounty.com
electra@electra.fr
electrical@gstoman.com
electricasmedellin@electricas.co
electro@wnet.ru
electron@github.com
electrorhone-venissieux@etn.fr
electroservimos@une.net.co
elena.aguado@vnuexhibitions.com.cn
elena@asianmetal.com
elena@dreamfactory.events
elena@fortchina.com
elena@tc-prholding.com
elennox@archercom.com
eleone@leoneshipping.com
eleonore@pcwfrance.com
elepatner@kpsfund.com
elevateurs@neuwerth.ch
elevy@eblcoaching.com
elf@gleif.org
elf@wrs.ru
elgachim@yandex.ru
elgee@cablenett.net
eliana.k@klapp.co.kr
elias.gannage@gannage.com.lb
elias.gomez@ambiente.gob.do
elicewu@gdnewtop.com
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elindemann@emag.com.mx
elio@ingefot.com.ar
elio@minervaagencies.com
elipseco1@elipseco.com
elipseco2@elipseco.com
elisa.bisail@ss.camcom.it
elisa.fortea@abcparts.es
elisa.rossi@geotn.it
elisabeth.beck@din.de
elisabetta.rivolta@kubota.com
elise@preservationarchitects.com
eliseeva@expocentr.ru
elishaliu@chinalee-tech.com
elitehu@163.com
elitelh@163.com
elizabeth.bernstein@wsj.com
elizabeth.munoz@deruiter.com
elizabethh@datapronw.com
elke.breitmayer@nova-institut.de
elke.reiter@imcd.de
elkor@elkor.org
ella.rekadewi@grandintegra.com
ellandula.k2019@iimbg.ac.in
ellen@tubet.com
ellen@winsafe.com.cn
ellenwsk@aliyun.com
ellie@zellies.com
ellis.tey@imcd.my
ellischan@scienceintel.com
elliss@matthey.com
elma.zukic@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
elmaeire@vip.163.com
elmark@elmark.com.pl
elona.shuperka@raiffeisen.at
elosmed@mail.ru
elsa@idflooring.com
elsalvador@bicon.com
elsist@inecco.net
elt@macmillan.com.br
elva@xinxudong.com
elvik0521@mail.ru
elvira@safta.com
elvis.loli@maccaferribalkans.com
elyon20@tpage.com
em@expomongolia.com
emaa.john@yandex.com
emad@tmico.ae
emagleipzig@emag.com
email.matta@ava.in
email21@126.com
email@Doktor24.biz
email@address.com
email@argent-labs.com
email@brabender-technologie.com
email@centrano.com
email@chastotniki.ru
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email@electropowersystems.com
email@garimaglobal.com
email@happymadison.net
email@instep.ae
email@lutherlyn.com
email@repassa.com
email@studionieuwpoort.be
email@trivox.com.sg
emailus@humboldtherbals.com
emalgona@seznam.cz
emanuel@teodoru.com
emanuela.costa@grupopll.com
emanuele.colantuoni@monsud.com
emanuele.firrincieli@technoparts.it
emasa@finspor.com.tr
emay@hengdeap.com
embajador@th.embacuba.cu
ember@po.jaring.my
embo@embo.it
emc@emc-global.com
emc@nttpe.com.tw
emco.sy@eliasmarine.com
emco@emcochemicals.com
emcourties@biohorizons.com
emcs1@mostpp.ru
emea.support@bomgar.com
emea_sales@tscprinters.com
emfex@fashions.com
emil.akhoundov@nttrans.net
emiliano.martorana@technoparts.it
emily@brooksbox.co.uk
emily@reveriestudio.co.uk
emily@seedball.co.uk
emily@sunwavenz.com
emilyxing0406@foxmail.com
emin@gemadoor.com
emine.bostancioglu@tmo.gov.tr
emine.coskun@icco.nl
emirates.embassy@planet.tn
emissions@tfsbrokers.com
emlak_bazari@mail.ru
emma@maslino.com.tw
emmalinjin568@163.com
emmanuel@perfectel.com
emoreira2@slb.com
emorrow@northshire.com
empaque@hanseatica.com.co
emperor@emperorlines.com
employerjobsite@ieee.org
employment@noise13.com
employment@pacmachinery.com
emrholz@mail.ru
emtpp@mail.ru
emusso@ica.cl
en@china3e.cn
enaiter@enaiter.com
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enamic@mvv.de
enappi@rnhelectric.com
enava@autorex.com.pe
endem@sunyocc.edu
enelson@dallasnews.com
energo@expocentr.ru
energoneftehim@inbox.ru
energy-kovrov@mail.ru
energy@bol-online.com
energy@tc.by
enerprom@mikuni.ru
enews@exim.go.th
enfengyoufeng@126.com
enfohx@aliyun.com
eng2@gaokin.com
eng@atomos.net
enggadmission@saveetha.com
engi@engi.com.cn
engineering@westsalem.com
engineeringsupport@cadoil.com
engineers@shorterm.co.uk
enginepart@126.com
enginesales@mshs.com
english@bluefi.com
engr.ibrahimi@yandex.com
engsociety@mail.ru
enisey@126.com
enjoitaly@pec.it
enjoyasic@126.com
enjoyliu@163.com
enjoypleasure@vip.163.com
enq@InvestHK.gov.hk
enquire@iqpc.com.au
enquirenow@breezemount.net
enquires@powerpacking.co.uk
enquiries.kr@nobleprog.com
enquiries@TITIS-limited.com
enquiries@a1plantsales.com
enquiries@ahkgroup.com
enquiries@bhomes.com
enquiries@boltons.co.uk
enquiries@brandoncompany.com
enquiries@britishmotormuseum.co.uk
enquiries@carlbro.co.uk
enquiries@cemo.co.za
enquiries@compactresources.com
enquiries@companies-house.gov.uk
enquiries@companieshouse.gov.uk
enquiries@crystalknitwear.co.uk
enquiries@curaenergy.co.uk
enquiries@dubaikarate.com
enquiries@ecs-anglia.co.uk
enquiries@envirocompli.com
enquiries@eurekacyclesports.co.uk
enquiries@farecla.com
enquiries@flooring-guild.co.uk
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enquiries@flyezee.com
enquiries@forthtay.com
enquiries@gastech-ne.co.uk
enquiries@gilkes.com
enquiries@ginvera.com
enquiries@gpsuk.com
enquiries@heathermcdermott.co.uk
enquiries@huw-wilkins.co.uk
enquiries@hydronix.com
enquiries@ipo.gov.uk
enquiries@jasmyne.co.uk
enquiries@juiceland.co.uk
enquiries@kincardinecastle.com
enquiries@ladedaliving.co.uk
enquiries@landofhoneycity.com
enquiries@lesniakswann.com
enquiries@lux.com.au
enquiries@mando.biz
enquiries@mapei.co.nz
enquiries@menarinidiag.co.uk
enquiries@ousebridge.com
enquiries@pgimarbellaproperty.com
enquiries@recotherm.co.uk
enquiries@redew.co.uk
enquiries@relyon.co.uk
enquiries@scimed.co.uk
enquiries@sott.co.uk
enquiries@springs.co.uk
enquiries@trucklecheese.co.uk
enquiries@twma.co.uk
enquiries@uglog.com
enquiries@ukjuicers.com
enquiries@workanyware.co.uk
enquiries@wrl.co.uk
enquiry.ord@asonic-logistics.com
enquiry@alkem.com.sg
enquiry@alnuhas.com
enquiry@audiophonar.com
enquiry@bbisd.com
enquiry@ccicmy.com
enquiry@cklfi.com.sg
enquiry@concordpremiums.com.hk
enquiry@custom.com.au
enquiry@cycambike.com
enquiry@eita.com.my
enquiry@elcomponics.com
enquiry@generali-uae.com
enquiry@globalsupplycentre.com
enquiry@globemetalsuae.com
enquiry@goodwinllc.com
enquiry@gulfpetrochem.com
enquiry@hostinternational.in
enquiry@icbank-tz.com
enquiry@iffs.com.sg
enquiry@londondesignfair.co.uk
enquiry@maico.ae
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enquiry@microworks.com.hk
enquiry@misif.org.my
enquiry@neoderm.com.hk
enquiry@norgelgroup.com
enquiry@romerlabs.com
enquiry@simecogroup.com
enquiry@socius.com.my
enquiry@truemix.com.my
enquiry@tyconalloy.com
enquiry@unimed.com.sg
enquiryqa@iqpc.com
enrico.pedroni@lsacademy.it
enrique.oliveros@righttrack.com.ec
enriquegalicia@prodigy.net.mx
enriqueraul.alanisd@cemex.com
enroll@andrews.edu
enterprise_marketing_sg@trendmicro.com
entertainment@wxjt.com.cn
enyby@yandex.ru
enzo.bandini@gruppoazimut.com
eos@idsc.net.eg
epa_national_locator@epa.gov
epc-center@cocoa.ocn.ne.jp
epc@fowlers.co.uk
epc@sowerchina.com
epchr01@126.com
eph008@163.com
epi@pec.epigroup.eu
epiamonte@nea.gov.ph
epicpurchases@epickw.com
epidavr@mail.ru
eprado@finacorp.com
eps@excelindia.com
epshedromirskiy@breuer-sibir.ru
eqorushkin_s@mail.ru
eqpbgs@163.com
equ2@xmnunisco.com
equielect@une.net.co
equip@apteka95gc.com
equipamentos@mretec.com.br
equipar@equipar.com.mx
equipe@batik-international.org
equipsales@hatcocorp.com
er@bt.no
er@wsj.com
eraa@viessmann.com
eragel@emag.com
erasmus@siu.no
erasolar@126.com
erayburn@wvu.edu
erbil@falconog.com
ercopro@ath.forthnet.gr
ereder@lambsfarm.org
erenqiu@sina.com
erhan@remet.com.tr
eric.brison@anakeen.com
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eric.chapelle@emf.ccsti.eu
eric.juene@yunetung.pf
eric.lewis@charlesmaxwell.co.uk
eric.liu@globalsoft.com.tw
eric.maidla@maidla.com
eric.peterson@webanalyticsdemystified.com
eric.wolkowitz@alphalogica.com
eric.z@vip.163.com
eric@6fd.com
eric@boyunbrake.com
eric@chinasuperlink.com
eric@criminallaw.com
eric@ericch.com
eric@localcounselcollective.com
eric@mauinc.com
eric@muyser.com
eric@nlunz.com
eric@saiguan.com
eric@saminchemical.com
eric@satsig.net
eric@thelivingstons.org
eric@zanxing.com
eric_dhb@163.com
eric_wiebe@ncsu.edu
erica.grillo@videe.it
erica.orden@wsj.com
erica@cntianli.com
erica@lermond.com
erica@singlebrook.com
ericheiling@walsh.com.ar
ericlee@kingchina.cn
ericli@shining-trading.com
erik.hoksbergen@hoksbergen-fs.com
erik.klepper@investopedia.com
erik.nolze@boltze.de
erik@hartog.com
erik@khirqa.com
erik@lenoxcapital.net
erik@praegel.dk
erikchen@chromium.org
erikskoy@savageservices.com
erin@naturalcapital.nz
erin@yoobie.cn
erint@sharktech.net
erkki@maailmad.ee
erkoc@erkocimalat.com.tr
erkoc@erkockalip.com
erlend.overby@hypatia.no
erluks@turk.net
erm552@york.ac.uk
ernie@moralesfeedlot.com
ernst.gronblom@sigma.fi
ernyyst@ccpitnb.org
erode@spinter.net
erofeeva@expocentr.ru
eron@equator.net
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erosenthal@phoenixmedianet.com
erp@nyc.tbsship.com
errebisa@intelnett.com
ershova@expocentr.ru
ertan60@mail.ru
erte@imorouge.com
ertl.z@seznam.cz
es-expert@mail.ru
es.info@primapower.com
es@lgcstandards.com
es@scmgroup.com
esa@esaservice.com
esad.ibrahimovic@asbis.ba
esaleh@meinlcoffeechina.com
esamicommunication@esami-africa.org
esanchez@crececomputacion.com.mx
esaotemoscow@yandex.ru
esarom@esarom.ro
esayi@y.net.ye
esbayaca@dnl.com.ph
escheun@daewon.co.kr
eschiele@cravath.com
eschmelzer@dallasnews.com
esh_collection@mail.ru
eshoo@saltboxllc.com
eshop@colette.fr
eshop@lescakesdebertrand.com
esi@eurosilo.com
esingley@epsilon.com
eskimofash@eskimo.lk
espofair@sina.com
esprehn@chromium.org
ess@aucegypt.edu
esskay@esskayindia.com
estark@google.com
esteban@fob-trading.com
estebanmartin@curcijasa.com.ar
estefania.cedeno@righttrack.com.ec
estelle.balfour@storsack.com
estero@ance.it
esther.appleyard@eskom.co.za
esther@bm-cap.com
esther@ipfny.com
estiffman@dallasnews.com
estore@e-store.hk
estos-m@tut.by
estructuras@arquetipo.cl
esun@echelon.com
et@estatc.com
etalonmash@ukr-mail.net
etam@etambrasil.com.br
etatsm@eta-ascon.com
etcs@economictimes.com
eterm@arubapec.it
eternal@vip.163.com
eth@koggeschip.nl
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etherm@etherm.cz
ethio@gafco.biz
etinfo@jasa.or.jp
etoile@emirates.net
etonetech@etonetech.com
etpp@mail.ru
eturbay@lasmartinetas.com
eu@ekoton.com
eu@feliperoberto.com.br
eu@opto-engineering.com
eudisputeresolution@qantas.com.au
eugene@ast-russia.com
eugene_lim@centralchambers.com.sg
eugenio.lorenzina@officinelorenzina.com
eulalia@kamspring.com
eunice.lopes@mecofarma.com
eurmin@china.com
euro-info@archos.com
euro@spk.co.jp
eurobolt@eurobolt.com.pl
eurocon@mulkgroup.com
eurogate@eurogate.co.uk
euroimpex@euroimpex.com.mk
eurolac@mail.ru
europe@campomatic.com
europe@depoautolamp.com
europe@fwmetals.com
europe@shoptalk.com
europeanpublicpolicy@vva.it
europeansales@coverking.com
euroricambi@euroricambi.com
eurosmart@hontonet.com
eurotecnica@eurotecnicacr.com
euroweld@pobox.com
eusebi@eusebi-impianti.it
ev.harris@ccci.org
ev.simonyan@mail.ru
ev@london.gov.uk
eva.augustinova@likov.com
eva.borisenko@tng.lv
eva@asepri.es
eva@buzzwordpr.com
eva@goobay.cn
eva@magicwallpaint.com
eva@notabledesigns.co.uk
eva@sjenamelware.com
eva@spectrum.com.hk
eva@stebro-mold.com
eva@transitperformance.com
evagan@tencent.com
evalaw@private-bankers.net
evalery@saadev.com
evamareckova@email.cz
evan206aim@163.com
evandromm@usp.br
evandyck@gsm-co.com
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evanss@morrisville.edu
eve@abclegal.com
evelinelxf@apppexpo.com
evelyn.lim@iqpc.com.sg
evelyn@elcomponics.com
evelyndavies@daviesoffice.com
event@expocentr.ru
event@fcclub.com
event@sv-airlines.com
events@awbchina.com
events@cblalaw.org
events@chemistryme.com
events@github.com
events@hpcimedia.com
events@seashepherduk.org
events@toradex.com
everestt-moto11@everestt.com.cn
everk@online.sh.cn
eversendai.india@eversendai.com
evg-tpp@yandex.ru
evmorfopoulos@delta-chemicals.gr
evp@tppkuban.ru
evren@cs.umd.edu
evropolimer-rostov@inbox.ru
evrs@everising.com.cn
ewa.bienkowska@pl.ina.com
ewa@aeryk.org
ewald.kranz@mako-univers.li
eweb07@163.com
eweiman@nunnshme.com
eweiss@hweiss.net
ewimsatt@figpartners.com
eww@hust.edu.cn
ex@e-moto.net.pl
exac@zh-heshi.com
excelite@doohee.com
excellj@126.com
excelmumbai@excelind.com
exchange@foreks.com
exclusively@DontPayFull.com
execeducation@ieor.columbia.edu
exhibit@aluminium-messe.com
exhibition@adsale.com.hk
exhibition@sauditranstec.com
exhibitor@flightcentre.co.nz
exhibitor@rai.nl
exim@damanpolyfabs.com
exim@jla.co.id
exim@skgroup.org
exim@soltexpetro.com
eximbank@eximbank.com.tw
eximbor@borosil.com
exm@samacm.com
exova@pagodapr.com
exp-dept@shimaden.co.jp
exp33@tayomotor.com
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exp3@ekpac.com.tw
exp@filter-making.com
exp@hongly.com
exp@sdxinfa.cn
expert@dmtpp.ru
expert@dztpp.ru
expert@fiamm.ru
expert@mail.ru
expert@totpp.ru
expert@tpprm.ru
expert@ultpp.ru
expert@vologdatpp.ru
experts@asu.edu
experts@t-home.mk
experts@t.mk
expmartpp@mail.ru
expo8508@hoerexpo.com
expo8608@hoerexpo.com
expo@cccec-expo.com
expo@expocomer.com
expo@icorrugated.com
expo@ifinmedia.ru
expo@imperiatourism.ru
expo@kiev-chamber.org.ua
expo@mtco.com
expo@profashion.ru
expo@souzlegprom.ru
expo@uchida.co.jp
expocon@expocentr.ru
expodir@aadexpo.co.za
expodrev@krasfair.ru
expoinex@expocentr.ru
expokazan@mail.ru
expomeal@yandex.ru
expomocom@mo.camcom.it
export03@nczoli.com
export04@simyi.com
export0707@163.com
export10@cfmoto.com.cn
export12@philicam.com
export1@homes-b.net
export2@acemarkparts.com
export3@nb-nf.com
export7@helioson.com
export@adr-group.com
export@alltimeplastics.com
export@ameoauto.com
export@amonncolor.com
export@apengroup.it
export@autopumps.co.uk
export@baiweilaser.com
export@bebitz.in
export@bewl.in
export@boocca.com
export@brakewel.com
export@brecav.it
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export@buyukdemir.com
export@caco3.cn
export@capdevila.com
export@cei.it
export@chinahuanyu.com.cn
export@chinalonghu.com
export@chinapuli.com
export@cnxinling.com
export@cojali.com
export@cosmobio.co.jp
export@craver.it
export@cronusbike.com
export@decaweld.com
export@dellsun.cn
export@deltaplus.fr
export@demircioglusase.com
export@desautel.fr
export@dingsheng-china.com
export@ducar.com.cn
export@effemme.biz
export@elettrotec.it
export@fai.co.uk
export@fdrfuelpump.com
export@fichet-sa.com
export@franciacosmetics.com
export@futuresrl.info
export@gdrhelmet.com
export@gdyg.com.cn
export@gemplers.com
export@golden-ware.com
export@gongyou.com
export@grandease.com
export@hexagonnutrition.com
export@hiprecise.com
export@itv.es
export@jiuli.com
export@klapp-cosmetics.com
export@kopron.it
export@koryotyre.com
export@lagomarsino.com.ar
export@lavinapharma.com
export@lema-parts.it
export@linesty.com
export@lycy.com
export@maxionetyre.com
export@mgs-china.com
export@mikiprune.co.jp
export@mindrill.com
export@neolitezkw.com
export@nutrend.eu
export@oblita.com.ar
export@outai.net
export@ozkansteel.com
export@p2r-expert.com
export@powerconnectingrods.com
export@preciamolen.nl
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export@prodiffu.com
export@rishabexportinternational.com
export@rossarimail.com
export@rousechem.com
export@scame.com
export@shancable.cn
export@shanghai-deltametal.com
export@shshsteel.com
export@shuangshi-chain.com
export@sinotruk-china.com
export@sirca.it
export@skmsteelsltd.com
export@slstubes.com
export@stappert.de
export@suparnachemicals.co.in
export@surajgroup.com
export@sz-fujia.com
export@tanke.com.cn
export@tech-long.com
export@thwater.net
export@tinko.cn
export@tjwanda.com
export@uk.klinelogistics.com
export@unitedbike.com
export@v-flo.com
export@vertland.com
export@whoo.co.nz
export@winsafe.com.cn
export@youbangsocks.cn
export_candle@yeah.net
export_pro@163.com
export_sales@anchisz.com
exportacion@molinochacabuco.com.ar
exportaciones@idep.gov.ar
exportdpt@plasticalfa.it
exports2@lotus-global.co.in
exports@admengroup.com
exports@anupamcoloursacpl.com
exports@autopal.com
exports@bancoindia.com
exports@bhalariametal.com
exports@bhilosa.com
exports@corallab.com
exports@enjaymarketing.com
exports@esteemauto.com
exports@fredungroup.com
exports@hindustantyres.com
exports@jupio.com
exports@mbhpumps.com
exports@ralson.com
exports@rupam.com
exports@sapanamats.com
exports@skier.co.in
exports@swelore.com
exports@vikramthermo.com
exportsales@bensonheating.co.uk
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expressoilandgas@inbox.ru
extrusion@inoex.com
eyal@biketec.co.il
eyork@emag.com
eytan@voicevale.com.tr
ezequiel@azucel.com
ezi@ezi.vn
ezio@antoniolli.com
f-mirror@fortunaauto.tw
f-sw-plan@fujitec.com.cn
f-v@tut.by
f.abe@to-hatsu.co.jp
f.aljibouri@cybercodetech.com
f.bonucci@comune.umbertide.pg.it
f.frello@bucci-industries.com
f.giugno@mapei.com.pa
f.heise@ats.com.kh
f.kurt@ebv.com
f.lebris@bretagne-international.com
f.loriaux@textonglobal.com
f.makhzoumi@fmhg.com
f.moreno@tecvalsas.com
f.pazzagli@exibart.com
f.sugiki@mcinter.co.jp
f.vanrickstal@cric-occn.be
f.visinoni@labtechsrl.com
f2809577@163.com
fa@gzu.edu.cn
fabia@knk.tw
fabian.pat@profinas.info
fabian.thobe@kiunsys.com
fabico@infonegocio.net.pe
fabienne@topkapisilverware.com
fabio.guerrero@star.com.co
fabio.spetrini@stlmoz.com
fabio@steq.com.br
fabrica@curtidosluprimo.com
fabrice@bellet.info
fabricio@fgftrapani.com.ar
fabrika@bsnl.in
fabrizio.pastore@wtg.it
fabrizzio.napoli@eskapate.cl
fabtech@fabtechint.ca
facai198@126.com
facai@lokbuy.com
facefactory@facefactory.fi
fachun@163.com
facility@tempocny.com
factory@clevedonoysters.co.nz
factory@teco.id
factorycare@techconvina.com
factorymanager@akaroasalmon.co.nz
facundo@snowboardpatagonia.com
facundo@sofiaco.com.ar
fad@home.swjtu.edu.cn
fada98@163.com
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fadi@altazirockwool.com
fadi@fadichedid.com
fadl@binmajid.com
fafa@fafa.com.cn
fag@fag.cz
fag@fag.sk
fag@fr.fag.com
fagepszer@fagepszer.hu
fahrradwerkstatt.reute@googlemail.com
faisal.abbasi@njilife.com
faisal@appdetex.com
faisal@mowah.com
faitcs@pec.it
faketruth@yandex.ru
falcon@mail.kbn.ne.jp
falconpandi@mail.ru
falvarez@benotto.com.mx
fam@gmecarbon.com
famar@famar-srl.it
fan_guofeng@mesaco.cn
fanasiev@basispack.ru
fanchan@eml.com.hk
fanera@jakor.ru
fanes@distele.com
fang9168@163.com
fang@liuchiao.com.tw
fangbocn@163.com
fangfang@cneec.com.cn
fangfangli530@sina.com
fangjin16@sina.com
fanglin_thu@163.com
fangmin@longchuang.com
fangqinhui@163.com
fangyuan@fang-yuan.com
fanjiang@mail.etp.ac.cn
fannie_li@kingdee.com
fanqiongda@163.com
fanqiqi@sh-henergy.com
fansgaroze@fans.lv
fanxd@cfdi.org.cn
fanyi@desano.com
fao48468@fimmu.com
fao@hainu.edu.cn
fao@hebut.edu.cn
fao@jsu.edu.cn
fao@ncut.edu.cn
fao@nwpu.edu.cn
fao@qhnu.edu.cn
fao@swust.edu.cn
fao@tyust.edu.cn
fao@ujn.edu.cn
fao@xidian.edu.cn
fao@xiyou.edu.cn
fao@yzu.edu.cn
fao_sta@sina.com
faoffice@mail.buct.edu.cn
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faojmu@jmu.edu.cn
faomail@fzu.edu.cn
faqihiho@faqihient.com
faqp@chinafuao.net
far@far.es
farabfze@emirates.net
farago.peter@biggeorges-nv.hu
farcap@interlog.com.pe
fareast@fareasttyre.com.cn
fareed@labedangroup.com
fargo@fargo.it
farhad@digitally.tv
farhad@jsalaw.com
farias@davisgraphics.cl
farid@ramy4x4.com
farlaw@go.net.mt
farm@jbgorganic.com
farmaprim@farmaprim.md
farmdoc@illinois.edu
farming@lancasterfarming.com
farook@pioneerledertex.com
farrokh@bakjam.com
farsdiesel@parsonline.net
farska@flywei.com
farsun.co@gmai.com
fashion@wxjt.com.cn
fashionbaby-expo@vip.163.com
fashiondistrict1@nescape.net
fashionstudio@lineapelle-fair.com
fashionya520@163.com
fassy@tarrosmaroc.ma
fasteddie@candw.ky
fastpowermoto@vip.163.com
fatemi@namadin.com
fathy@elsfwa.com
fatih.igde@avsistek.com.tr
fausto.spoto@juliasoft.com
fausto@toscanamacchineutensili.com
fawzi@aeminfo.com.bh
fax@petrojet.com.eg
fax@truebell.org
faxon@faxon.com.br
fay.jin@lmdsport.com
faye@greenandblue.co.uk
faye@ovikovalve.com
fayehome@163.com
fayez@sbm.com.sa
fazhanchu@126.com
fazzio@gruporas.com
fb@francoisebollackarchitects.com
fbarone@petreven.com
fbartoli@titanproject.net
fbcomp@163.com
fbeckett@gosuntek.com
fbmsds@vip.163.com
fbonner@therepublic.com
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fc-me@fendercare.com
fc@safcointl.com
fcf@fcf.it
fchernoff@colgate.edu
fchilton@afelectricaltesting.com
fchyc@163.com
fclark@enermech.com
fclatour@jhmenge.com
fcstrading@codetel.net.do
fcswong@webit.com.hk
fcttu@mail.ru
fd-zj@fd-zj.com
fd@chinaaotai.com
fda@Codetel.net.do
fdabby@asisilica.com
fdkj158178@163.com
fdonovan@unca.edu
fe@expocentr.ru
fea-info@fea.fujielectric.com
features@bristolnews.com
fec-info@fujielectric.com
fecc@founder.com
fed@disys.ru
fede@bcc.com.uz
fedelfin@grupodelmex.com
federica.beretta@caleffi.it
federico.fenini@iseo.com
federural@mail.ru
fedhanz@126.com
fedorova@expocentr.ru
fedorovaoa@expocentr.ru
fedorovatu@expocentr.ru
fedossov@mail.ru
fedotova@expocentr.ru
feed@abraziv.hu
feed@infotel.bg
feedback.nirf@gla.ac.in
feedback@aps.org
feedback@baldwinsupply.com
feedback@dirtbagsofholding.com
feedback@fairwheelbikes.com
feedback@firstpost.com
feedback@goair.in
feedback@hostgator.com
feedback@ijoycig.com
feedback@martin-eng.com
feedback@mindjolt.com
feedback@mxtoolbox.com
feedback@quora.com
feedback@searchanise.com
feedback@showtimearabia.com
feedback@slate.com
feedback@stitcher.com
feedback@superevilmegacorp.com
feedback@viatrading.com
feedback@withknown.com
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feedback@wsj.com
feedback@yaoota.com
feedback@zagat.com
fehrmann@etb.net.co
feiaocp@163.com
feichisxf@163.com
feida99@163.com
feidanmengjiao60@163.com
feifansh@163.com
feijia@shstj.gov.cn
feiluntoys1@163.com
feimin@chinafeimin.com
feiminsale05@cn-jialong.com
feiyada_steelball@163.com
feiyawood@feiyawood.com
feiyemoxing@163.com
feiyuexj@126.com
felicity@joesteacompany.com
felipe.dittrich@googlemail.com
felipe.travesso@fircapital.com
felix@city-green.com
felix@dnstoys.com.hk
felix@fete.co.kr
felnic@163.com
felt@felt.com.cn
feltre@feltre.com
femeti@prodigy.net.mx
femida@uralreg.ru
femtech@femtech-kr.co.kr
fen-0204@126.com
feng@shunfeng-china.com
fengapl@ku.ac.th
fengcai@gallantplastic.com
fengl@ee-post.com
fengling_zs@163.com
fengshiqipei@126.com
fengxue-liu@shallow-sea.com
fengyasz@163.com
fengyeyj@online.sh.cn
fengyugaofeng@163.com
fengzc@gxu.edu.cn
fengzhiai-gao@163.com
fenney0701@163.com
fensun@fensun.com.cn
fenyuxue0334@163.com
fep1357@daum.net
ferasfarawaty@dentecs-sy.com
ferdinand.pircher@rl-nordic.se
ferdous.kaium@cross-world.com
ferland.henry@epa.gov
fermax@fermax.com.cn
fernando.blanco@esco-salt.com
fernando.estrada@paloblanco.com
fernando@cpmeng.com.br
ferrarif458@126.com
ferrum@ferrum.com.pl
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ferts@chinaferts.com
fesco@fesco.ru
fessmin@szpodoor.com
festo.mexico@mx.festo.com
festo.peru@pe.festo.com
festo@festo.ru
festotw@tw.festo.com
fev@msk.welt.ru
fexum@krystalco.com
ff@corratec.com.tw
ffcw@sina.com
fff@forwarderfastfinder.com
ffonseca@ffonseca.com
fftm@leatherfrance.com
ffw5263@163.com
fgarot@enovationcontrols.eu
fgarteaga@grupocpm.com
fgb@fulekeji.com
fghversand@googlemail.com
fgilmore@nlenet.net
fgiomo@icamcioccolato.it
fgjncn@126.com
fglezgaudiano@prodigy.net.mx
fgobbee@exportaog.com
fgomez@vitro.com
fguerrero.clse@etb.net.co
fgutierrez@grupobbva.com
fh@hyfilling.com
fhengel@fhengel.cl
fherman@inferential.com
fhl_ime@googlegroups.com
fhnf@vip.163.com
fhutchins@duncan-oil.com
fhy@ceiec.com.cn
fiber@vip.163.com
fibrasmx@prodigy.net.mx
fideco@fidecovn.com
fielding@cafita.com
fieramesse.bz@pec.it
fieramilano@micodmc.it
fierbaby@126.com
fierro@fierroship.com
fighters@fighters-inc.com
figjamcycles@yahoo.ie
figo@cn-sance.com
figo@yorlove.cn
fihwadn@163.com
fil@aip.pt
fildescr@mail.uc.edu
filippovaig@mail.ru
film@vip.163.com
filmcrew@bigcatrescue.org
filo-inna@yandex.ru
filointcomm@filomarket.it
filters@filconfilters.co.za
fimeko@fimeko.fi
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fin1exh@ups.com
finalef@kupfer.cl
finam@smi2.net
finance@aadexpo.co.za
finance@adnetglobal.com
finance@crsa-china.com
finance@lnmiit.ac.in
finance@mountsaintvincent.edu
finance@orbitexports.com
finance@pandi.de
finance@wenders.com
financije@o-k-teh.hr
finanzas@gravetal.com.bo
finanziamenti@atlantideitalia.com
finbiz@mail2tanzania.com
findweb@163.com
fine@usachance.com
fine_tex@163.com
fineartscraft@violin.ocn.ne.jp
finefine@fine-fine.com
finefish@vip.163.com
finibaby@163.com
finnbalor@banana-pancakes.com
finoauto@finoauto.com
fio@fio.cz
fiona@plewsy.com
fiona_baw@163.com
fionlon@sina.com
fiore@fioreravenna.it
firat.tekgul@bdpint.com
fire.CS@msasafety.com
firefly2146@163.com
fireflycolombia@aeroingenieria.com.co
firenze@conventionbureau.it
firenze@institutfrancais.it
firenzeconventionbureau@pec.it
firetest@mail.ru
firex@firexuae.com
firmapost@nogva.no
firmapost@pon-cat.com
first-lady@statehouse.gov.sc
first@gov39.ru
first@hsjhautoparts.com
first_sales01@163.com
firsthan@fpt.vn
firstlight@globaldialog.com
firstname.lastname@cn.rbinternational.com
firstname.lastname@cn.rzb.at
firstname.lastname@raiffeisen.ro
firstname.lastname@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
firstname.lastname@rbinternational.com
firstname.lastname@rzb.at
firstname.lastname@rzb.ro
firstname.lastname@sg.rbinternational.com
firstname.lastname@sg.rzb.at
firstname.lastname@uk.rbinternational.com
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firstname.lastname@uk.rzb.at
fiser@its.cz
fish@basicfood.com
fishcare@163.com
fisher@fisherhu.com
fishing-china@163.com
fishing-lure@163.com
fishingbait@163.com
fishingtackle@china.com
fit@kingdomtravel.com.cn
fitbike@fittoo.com
fitness@fujimori-r.com
fitness@tspfitness.ru
fitnesscom@mail.ru
fitzroy@summitcycles.bike
fivesixty_2006@163.com
fixtures@ciscoships.com
fiyazl@awalnet.net
fj-gm@163.com
fj@surplussourcing.com
fjaudio@fjaudio.com
fjcj48721@163.com
fjhhqp@163.com
fjlywplxmy@126.com
fjth@fjtianhe.com
fjxswj@163.com
fjzc@sh163.net
fjzxsx@163.com
fkhgzb@zts.com
fkschiller@mmm.com
fkue3439@126.com
fkutner@comprehensivenet.com
fl2000fl@163.com
flaviareis@pires.adv.br
flavorplus@hinterdonati.com
flc_578@sina.com
fld@jxjzq.com
flender@addinol.ee
flender_pumprla@hotelduo.cz
flex@lite.com
flightdir@aadexpo.co.za
flinejpn@fline.co.jp
flipiro@stallanddean.com
fll324@163.com
flopez@cmos.com.ar
flopez_ib@prodigy.net.mx
floreks@floreks.net
florence.ngai@nantuckethk.com
florence@cti-solar.com
florencia.verdi@brsmeas.org
floria@irmtouch.com
florian.venosta@immo-leasing.ch
florica.craciun@romaqua.ro
florist.by@mail.ru
florrivas@passa.com.mx
flowbox@flowbox.com.ar
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flower@ritoo.com
flowerexpochina@yeah.net
fltas@fltas.lu
fluid@camozzi.de
flute@powell-japan.com
flychina2009@yeah.net
flyinsky8371@163.com
flzczky@163.com
fmands@asian-alloys.com
fmcg@kohinoorinc.com
fmdoke@schttf.org
fmf@dyqp.cn
fmliq@fitmouse.com
fmmohammadi@parsonline.net
fmortreux@emag.com
fmrose@ncsu.edu
fmt-ym@mbc.ocn.ne.jp
fmueller@eurosilo.com
fmwoo@caltron.com.sg
fn6058@163.com
fnarov@narov.com
fnavid@neda.net
fnl@wispa.nl
fnls@wispa.nl
fo@eppendorf.cn
fode-mario.camara@budd-pni.com
fokol432@list.ru
folter_msk@mail.ru
fomdept@fom.dch.com.hk
fomgs@shreehariniwas.com
fominov@expocentr.ru
fondaco@fondaco.co.id
fonotech@mail.ru
food-web@eurofins.de
food@shanghaiist.com
foodexpo@forumsa.gr
foodsq@126.com
footwear@millionshoes.com
ford@ftrain.com
foreign4@zstu.edu.cn
foreignsales@ydth.com
foreignstudents@tjfsu.edu.cn
foreler@foreler.com
forestal@emaresa.cl
forgingmachine@163.com
formazione@cardenaconsulting.it
formic@formic.it
formote@126.com
formspass@uslegal.com
formula@formula.lv
formula@grantinc.com.cn
formulaciones@epm.net.co
fornia@centraltop.com.hk
forrest.wang@leogroup.cn
forrest@bikeman.com
forrester@amuri.net
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forsunka@mail.ru
fortuna@thaiho.com
forukorea@hanmail.net
forum8@forum8.co.jp
forum@ruschemunion.ru
forwork-cctv@163.com
foryou-2002@163.com
foshan@hjunkel.com
foshansiyuan@126.com
fossberg@fossberg.is
fossilasia-aftersales@fossil.com
foto@hama.cz
foto@sigmabenelux.com
found@youtube.com
foundationsforpractice@du.edu
founder@eq-lab.ru
founder@mpsrewa.com
fourfourxqh@sina.com
fowz@eureka.lk
fox66sh@163.com
fpazos@grupopazos.com
fplantan@sas.upenn.edu
fptindustrie@mail.ru
fptiro@fptiro.net
fq@163.com
fqsales_lucky@163.com
fr..@talmac.co.za
fr@lgcstandards.com
fradvsv@europe.sial.com
framar.international@online.fr
fran2256@korea.com
fran@diamondpromotions.com
france@bicon.com
france@piller.com
franceinfo@smarttech.com
francek@lagoon.nc
frances@rolandinc.com
francesca.cenni@brsmeas.org
francesca@londondesignfair.co.uk
francescas@cmsnetwork.com
francesco.galietti@tesoro.it
francesco.quartuccio@xmetrics.it
francesco.sepi@comune.porano.tr.it
francesco@juniper.net
francesco@londondesignfair.co.uk
francesco@scloby.com
franchise@bitsandbites.in
francine.lemerlus@micromeritics.fr
francine@displaysanddesigns.com
francis.chua@centuryglobal.com.sg
francis@spfrealty.com
francisca.mascarenha@proserv.no
francisco.sanchez@trade.gov
francisco@cfmsa.com.ar
francisco@modasydeportes.com
francisco_munoz@colpal.com
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franciskang@dsr.com
franco@talmac.co.za
frangov@advizia.lu
frank.arena@sac-al.com
frank.cui@fzdmag.com
frank.cunliffe@ahkgroup.com
frank.filippi@psycray.com
frank.geppert@frog-beauty.de
frank.macindoe@jbwere.com
frank.moser@brsmeas.org
frank@cppumps.com
frank@frankdenson.com
frank@manionbearings.com
frank@rieger.org
frank@specusa.com
frank@sunchem.it
frank@wapenhandel.be
frank@weekpet.com
frankchen3099@akada.com.cn
frankfong2003@163.com
frankfurt.de@intesasanpaolo.com
frankielee@tradesources.com
franklin.pamela@epa.gov
frankpalmer@gamutdistributors.com
frankscao@163.com
franky@starhousehk.com
frankye@icsi.net
frankyeh@cometstrip.com
frans.duplessis@jachris.com
frans@givengain.com
franziska.menten@shecco.com
frape@frape.cz
fraser@fogel-international.com
fratelli.bosio@bosio-estfb.it
frauke_nies@marlowint.com
frcdgprealerte@ups.com
frco@rediffmail.co
frebolledo@airelibrelatam.com
fred.zimmermann@dremo.de
fred@bonfame.com
fred@clearviewhort.com
fred@crossroadscapitalfinance.com
fred@freddickey.com
fred@retailsellandpay.nl
fred_l._young@belcan.com
freddie@freddiesflowers.com
freddy@splexone.com
frederic.lenoir@spi.be
fredericA@ogc.ca
frederick.ellul@credorax.com
fredericus.peijs@perime.com
fredrik@financialfunds.com
fredzhou@dayaexport.com
free-trade@ever-union.net
free_3@188.com
freecars@163.com
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freecars@vip.163.com
freedman.joseph@epa.gov
freedombamboo@aliyun.com
freeman.bill@epa.gov
freezing@heinen.biz
frehner@bianchi.com
freight@tcsuae.com
frenzljq@163.com
frescura@frescurachem.com
frias@werthein.com.ar
frida@tigi.is
friedrich.kirchnawy@bmvit.gv.at
friends@themeisle.com
frigosen@sentoo.sn
frisia.zout@esco-salt.com
fritzi@ansonltd.com
frizzo@dwfinepack.com
frolova@expocentr.ru
from_php@puggan.se
fromont@uchicago.edu
frontoffice@al-ashram.com
fru@fru.ru
frul@expocentr.ru
frunze@perfo.ru
fruveza2@prodigy.net.mx
fs-weijie@163.com
fs2nq5ql7ug1i9t08bahlmtuhe@domaindiscreet.com
fsa@fullspeedahead.com.tw
fsanchez@mecanocontinental.com
fsc-gulf@fujitsu-siemens.com
fsc@nesite.com
fsd@truebell.org
fsd_vgh@vibhavadi.com
fsg230@sd-fashion.com
fsginto@163.com
fsgmhwqc@126.com
fsiino@klasystems.com
fsjws@163.com
fslack@amcoint.com
fsled@163.com
fsn@stoltseafarm.com
fso@buaa.edu.cn
fso@fudan.edu.cn
fso@usst.edu.cn
fsobee@163.com
fsot@neda.net
fspsrk@mail.ru
fstudent@swu.edu.cn
fstudent@whut.edu.cn
fsxl_001@163.com
fsxy0757@163.com
ft@mpz.com.by
ft@yodonchina.com
ftallaridi@century21.com.au
ftc231@vip.163.com
ftcontact@ctimail.com
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ftdhamilton@foxmail.com
ftiropur@coqui.net
ftm@shirazig.com
ftpp@mail.ru
fu1122@yeah.net
fu7352@seu.edu.cn
fuao@chinafuao.net
fuat@aksaotomotiv.com
fuazuo@163.com
fuchs.praha@fuchs-oil.cz
fuchs@fuchs-maziva.hr
fuchs@fuchs-oil.fi
fuchs@fuchs-oil.hu
fuchsmak@mt.net.mk
fuchuancheba_song@126.com
fuchun-100city@citiz.net
fuco@formosan.com
fuda@po.jaring.my
fudan@hanmail.net
fudeks@fudeks.rs
fudikeji@163.com
fudiqiche@126.com
fuduona@vip.163.com
fugang@sinowheels.com
fuhan2000@126.com
fuhao116@163.com
fujica@fujica.net
fujimi-tk@mx4.et.tiki.ne.jp
fujioka@mandala.ne.jp
fujita@landmark-design.co.jp
fuke@fuke.net.cn
fukoku@vip.163.com
fukuda@ims.tsukuba.ac.jp
fukun.li@leser.com
fukuzawa@heisengp.co.jp
fulihuacz@163.com
fullarton@forumgroup.co.uk
fulong@timingbelt.cn
fulonglin2005@163.com
fulvio.gusmini@ferman.it
fumito@kinmei.co.jp
fun6_6@163.com
fundraising@whitleyspeanut.com
fungscape_fmh001@163.com
funk@teer.com
fuqifeng@rongkey.com
furio.mazzotti@madeinblu.biz
furniture@globaltrade.hk
furonggear@163.com
furusho@gls.co.jp
fus@vip.163.com
fushihao@163.com
fushihelmet@163.com
fusongchai@126.com
futura@futuraleathers.com
future@future.com.es
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futurenet-webmaster@futurenet.co.uk
futures@ebscn.hk
futures@xyzq.com.hk
fuwu@unicharm.com
fuxin@fuxin.cc
fuxun022@vip.163.com
fuyaoda1978@163.com
fuyaohk@fuyaogroup.com
fuyoh@mtg.biglobe.ne.jp
fuyuanglass2011@163.com
fuyuling@cnchaowei.com
fuzhou@51job.com
fuzq@cugb.edu.cn
fvglobalpromo@cable.net.co
fvh@fvhospital.com
fvillegas@reutter.cl
fw@chinafanwei.com
fwc@oliviascroutons.com
fwhite@alm.com
fwl@sdu.edu.cn
fwmurphy@fae.co.za
fx0546@126.com
fxmpcc@126.com
fy.by@163.com
fy86103676@163.com
fyd_factory@vip.163.com
fyjz36@163.com
fyp3805@sina.com
fyq01@zstu.edu.cn
fysal@rajabxpress.com
fytong@emag-china.com
fyyf1988@163.com
fyzn_0571@163.com
fz@xtfz.com
fza@xtfz.com
fzjht@163.com
fzpcb@126.com
fzvehicle@188.com
fzx888@163.com
g.bachmann@klapp-cosmetics.com
g.banchelli@leonet.it
g.bornschein@fairtrade-messe.de
g.cardak@mikronsis.com
g.corso@petrone.it
g.dai@163.com
g.demicheli@comune.perugia.it
g.f.khabbaz@net.sy
g.gutmann@brunnbauer.at
g.kersley@kci-world.com
g.manna@petrone.it
g.meadows@leadingedgesales.ca
g.mueller@nordenpac.de
g.nassar@polychemeg.com
g.pradeep@pdatradefairs.com
g.romano@petrone.it
g.ronchi@ronchiepartners.it
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g.salman@ieee.org
g3g3g3@sina.com
g@163.com
g_macdonald@dixie-electric.com
gaal@arthron.t-online.hu
gabadie@chromium.org
gabee@tli-group.com
gabibm@mail.ru
gabor@surfcore.hu
gabraham@galvanic.com
gabriela.barz@din.de
gabriela.daniels@medianest.net
gabriele.curci@aquila.infn.it
gabriele.meissner@adels-contact.de
gabrisova@curaprox.sk
gaby@gerritsmetaalrecycling.nl
gafkhami@fis-iran.org
gagan@jediv.com
gail@altechts.com
gail@dudackresearchgroup.com
gail@razz-m-tazz.com
gailascher@ascherandassociates.com
gainway2000@vip.163.com
gajanans@vitanepharma.com
gal@pec.gallogudorogoceano.it
galafarm@galafarm.com.mk
galaxyhk@hkbn.net
galina4563mv@mail.ru
galina@expocentr.ru
galka84@mail.ru
gallantparts@126.com
gallery@IndianAutosBlog.com
gallight@emirates.net
galshapir@nextchem.com.au
gam_trading@online.sh.cn
gamacosrl@pec.it
gamela@gamela.com.tw
gameri@etinium.net
games@Mindjolt.com
gamini.manuweera@brsmeas.org
gammadd@163.com
ganapathy@po.jaring.my
ganesan@ganstrad.com
gangadhar.tiwari@gla.ac.in
gangboren@139.com
gangbotoys@126.com
gangliu27@tsinghua.edu.cn
gangtao158@163.com
gangtian@g-tian.com
ganyu042@126.com
gao126liting@126.com
gaoberz@163.com
gaobinww@163.com
gaochengguang@126.com
gaochong@cosisports.com
gaojun-1358@163.com
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gaoliwo@163.com
gaopeng@hrbeu.edu.cn
gaor5@163.com
gaoxin0769@163.com
gaoyongy@vip.163.com
gaoys@cptdc.cnpc.com.cn
garage@cemb.com
garantias05@compucareperu.com
garantias09@compucareperu.com
garantias12@compucareperu.com
garantias14@compucareperu.com
garben@frendisa.com
garciairusta@garciairusta.cl
gardarbriem@logsol.is
garden.elysee@elystel.com
gardenartco@163.com
gardener@drupalgardens.com
gardenstore@citypeoples.com
garefri@prtc.net
gareth.scammell@ccl.uk.com
gareth@alined.com
gareth@donnor.net
gargaglia.francesca@pwc.com
gariksem@mail.ru
garima.sainger@gla.ac.in
garion-bicycle@163.com
garmar-pan@teo.com.tw
garrettl.sea@transgroup.com
garry.rudd@agindustries.org.uk
garsia@garsia.by
garth@google.com
garthfree@clear.net.nz
gary.fei@yuezixixi.com
gary.li@lytianjiu.com
gary@airportbrokers.com
gary@audiophile.ph
gary@bestapproach.com
gary@bugoff.net
gary@cn-yihong.com
gary@lainer.net
gary@lcglobal.cn
gary@lubbencap.com
gary@lwaep.com
gary@shawndra.com
gary@systemshnb.com.sg
gary@uaeshelving.com
gary_cowman@sil.org
garyh@wmpl.org
garyhz@jincheng.biz
garyjpeace@googlemail.com
garyliao@edti.com.tw
garzuhal@alternatifyayincilik.com
gas@farexpo.ru
gasket@tzaite.com
gasmet@chengtian.com
gasp@primegears.com
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gaur@kobold.com
gaurav.chaudhary@gla.ac.in
gaurav.gupta@gla.ac.in
gaurav.krishna@gla.ac.in
gaurav.sharma@gla.ac.in
gaurav@ashokaengineering.com
gaurav@idcubesystems.com
gaurav@nutboltwasher.com
gauravkr.sharma@gla.ac.in
gauravmehta@bol.ae
gauravpant.me@gla.ac.in
gautam@gail.co.in
gauthier.delambertye@rep.fr
gavin.mao@gvcnz.com
gawon@khu.ac.kr
gaylefitch@crickettstaffing.com
gazaly@mail.ru
gazis@mimosa.co.zw
gb@jotunn.is
gbaranzini@centrostyle.it
gbartoszek@chateau-monbazillac.com
gbassolino@r3energy.com
gbcable@gbcable.com.cn
gbd@metalandwaste.com
gbl_0576@vip.163.com
gbo@163.com
gbo@vip.163.com
gboard19@126.com
gbonanza@163.com
gbsingh@1stasset.org
gc1288@126.com
gc1910@googlemail.com
gc@163.com
gcalvarado@equityeng.com
gcanete@sre.gob.mx
gcargnel@wts.co.mz
gcastillo@dallasnews.com
gccseychelles@gccexchange.com
gchen@acsi2000.com
gcihk@chinahong.com
gcjy0808@163.com
gcohen@tferesources.com
gcook@thegarliccompany.com
gcs_ltda@etb.net.co
gd-colombia@geodata.it
gd-ecuador@geodata.it
gd0663@163.com
gdam@msikaz.com
gdcpda@126.com
gdcpress@fortyseven.com
gde@gdeexpo.com
gdenis@sivotecenergies.com
gdillon@gorge.net
gdis@gdca.gov.cn
gdjinping@126.com
gdliujun@126.com
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gdlxtoys@163.com
gdnjck@sina.com
gdpuws@gdpu.edu.cn
gdshgr@gdshenghui.com
gdsoul@163.com
gdtrctr@seanet.com
gdzbh@163.com
gdzqwsd@126.com
gear88@126.com
geasar@pec.it
geclygn@myanmar.com.mm
geeho@geelimited.com
geelongeast@buxton.com.au
geelymoto@163.com
geeta.varshney@gla.ac.in
geetha@grd.edu.in
geetha@nationalmodel.in
gefous@126.com
geg@geg.pt
gehc@geheadwear.com
gehl.p@leser.com
gehuapump@163.com
gelanrex@sina.com
gelasini@messinaline-emirates.com
geline@orcon.net.nz
geling@cngeling.cn
gem-corp@hanmail.net
gem@delgenta.com.ph
gemesis@hknet.com
gemma@fitnessgarage.co.uk
gemplers@cs.gemplers.com
gemplers@info.gemplers.com
gemsum2003@aliyun.com
gen55@yandex.ru
gen@aabl.in
gene.ware@worldcongress.com
gene@oneononebike.com
gene_snowden@bramco.com
geneb@tobacco.org
genenq.aluk@airliquide.com
general.inquiries@asm.com
general.marseille@budd-pni.com
general@Turn14.com
general@admaterials.com.sg
general@amfu.pf
general@beckerelectric.com
general@cgindia.com
general@creativegarments.com
general@gdeto.gov.hk
general@hpikuwait.com
general@ipa-don.ru
general@jef.com.hk
general@paramedica.net
general@possehlelectronics-sea.com
general@shmarathon.com
generali@generali.pt
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generic@generic.com
geng@gceng.com
genkinger@genkinger.ch
genry@suntech-electro.com
genta.nakao@fasco-boeki.co.jp
gentswell@163.com
genza@genza.ru
geoff.allott@qualitynz.com
geoff_lv@52bike.com
geofflh@nwi.net
geoffrey@donna-morgan.com
geoffs@drakeextrusion.com
geopolitik@bk.ru
george.anton@qualtech.ca
george.ayache@ifpqatar.com
george.c.rach@smithbarney.com
george.faheem@francemetal.net
george.peters@jachris.com
george.sennefelder@noaa.gov
george.tanase@mewi.ro
george.zografakis@lass.gr
george@barcodemobile.co.za
george@countryclubdubai.com
george@hhg.net
george@milvest-intl.com
george@pjcollins.com
george@unigulf.ae
george@xrd.cc
georgeip@aha.ru
georgepretty@parkerpoe.com
georgeshen@citiz.net
georgezhang@vip.163.com
georgia.barri@gdbarri.com
georgina.ryan@industry.gov.au
georgios.amanatidis@europarl.europa.eu
geral@ammeraalbeltech.pt
geral@aposentoreal.com
geral@asa-cie.com
geral@bicimotor.pt
geral@bwh.pt
geral@cirtec.pt
geral@epal.gv.ao
geral@hotelinglaterra.com.pt
geral@imaio.pt
geral@martinsecostasa.com
geral@sorisa.pt
gerald@impressive.net
geraldine@authentic-all.com
gerard.mcentee@dubizzle.com
gerard@tyltlab.com
geraskina@expocentr.ru
gerayxin@vip.163.com
gerencia@ahk.gt
gerencia@gentechbio.com
gerencia@grafamltda.com
gerencia@gravetal.com.bo
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gerencia@mvsuppliersac.com
gerencia@omegaperu.com.pe
gerencia@santelca.com
gerencia@zfsurcolombiana.com
gerencia@zofiva.co
gerencia@zonafrancaeje.com
gerente@central.com.co
gerente@revistalabarra.com
gergert@mail.ru
germany@bicon.com
germany@piller.com
germany@sumec-Europe.de
germes72@mail.ru
gerovit@interactive.net.ec
gerrit.kornelius@sasol.com
gerry@jcfreshfarms.com
gerry@pbex.co.nz
ges@ges.com.tn
gesheng@shanghaieverest.com
gespasa@gespasa.es
gestilo@gestilo.com
gestion.adp@orpi.com
getintouch@pulsecargo.co.uk
getmeonaplane@wildguanabana.com
getti@getti.com.br
gf2@gdguofeng.com
gf@gfpack.ru
gf@nb-gaofeng.com
gfcorp@ctimail.com
gfeiker@innovativebp.com
gferranti@vivocha.com
gfii@yeah.net
gfkorr@dechema.de
gfliu2003@126.com
gflorenzani@economia.gob.mx
gfortune_sk@unigreating.com.cn
gg1999@126.com
ggao@scf-inc.com
ggarrett@sc2000.net
ggdbusiness@163.com
ggggg0061@163.com
ggigns@online.tm
ggonsalves@cgcc.ca.gov
ggqqyy@aemeke.com
ggyaxub@sina.com
ggyu20081997@163.com
gh@smtcglobalinc.com
ghaddad@hemingwaysbaybridge.com
ghadi.daban@arabsupplier.com
ghaidan@zajil.net
ghani@paperpillar.com
ghansen@baldwinsupply.com
ghanshyam.raghuwanshi@gla.ac.in
ghazala@redseahotels.com
ghcable@ghcable.com
gheiman@standardtextile.com
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ghhbhhyhh@163.com
ghoitt@acva.com
gholand@hrglobal.com.ar
ghosh@afrri.usuhs.mil
ghost_owen@163.com
ghqp8@163.com
ghs@greggsedgwick.com
ghuneim@zajil.net
gian@devergy.com
gianbharti@rdiffmail.com
giancarlo@elmiconstruction.com
giangntl@moit.gov.vn
gianluca.bellavigna@maestrale.it
gianluca.brocchieri@panguaneta.com
gianluca.pacini@intesasanpaolo.com
gianluca@bemyeye.com
gianluca@gnammo.com
gianni.scaccia@ocmsrl.it
giannopoulosg@prooptikisa.gr
gianpiero.repetti@vulkan.com
gias2017_hw@163.com
giathinhdesign@fpt.vn
gibbs@themoods.com
gica@planet.tn
gideon@styletex.com.au
giedre@instylejg.lt
giedrius.tumas@begroup.lt
gifengzhenzhi@sina.com
gift@goldencountry.com
gifts@treasurehome.cn
giftwareox@163.com
gigamash13@bk.ru
gigi@chathamislandfood.com
gigi@gicleeapparel.com
gil@power2max.co.il
gila@rearviewsafety.com
gilberto.ruggeri@gardesa.com
gilberto@marzuillo.com
gilda.rosati@citerna.net
giles@ccl.uk.com
gill.hornby@ppsa-online.com
gill@packagingmag.co.za
gilli.williams@industry.gov.au
gillian@natureplus.co.nz
gilly@gillylangton.co.uk
gimeni.gaofei@163.com
gina@canterburyseafoods.co.nz
gina@olsuae.com
gio@reiglv.com
gio@rrscaffold.com
giorgia.delpiazzo@evolutiontravel.it
giorgia@omas.it
giovana@blyssbusiness.com
giovanni.derosa@zoppas.com
giovanni.munarin@wind.it
giovanni.piscini@comune.montecchio.tr.it
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giovanni.virano@dbschenker.com
giovanni@scalabros.it
gip.peche@planet.tn
giraudi@giraudi.com
giridhar@hajicommercial.com
girish@skmsteelsltd.com
girish@sterlingexportsinc.com
girlzqj@126.com
gisela@music-co.com.ar
gitanjali.singh@gla.ac.in
gitsitsa@cfao.com
giuffre@agro.uba.ar
giuliana.giormani@fasam.eu
giuseppe.littera@sardex.net
giuseppe.pietrelli@comune.sigillo.pg.it
giuseppe@soundaymusic.com
giustozzi@pec.autocentrigiustozzi.com
giving@wellesley.edu
gjackson@triocompany.com
gjc2003@lixin.edu.cn
gjeffers@dallasnews.com
gjh138138@163.com
gjhz_1@chd.edu.cn
gjjy@crrcgc.cc
gjs@gdut.edu.cn
gjs@shuttleworthlaw.com
gjwood@brookes.ac.uk
gjy@lnnu.edu.cn
gk_eng@gunkul.com
gkalioub@wellesley.edu
gkaul@dallasnews.com
gkd@slingshot.co.nz
gkemp@fincadelenlace.com.ar
gkl@shuangdeng.com.cn
gklamba@asiaticlogistics.com
gkoshiye@163.com
gkrivova@usaid.gov
gl-lighting@163.com
gl@gllocatelli.it
gl@guanglu.com.cn
gladys@cyberchina.com.hk
gladys@systemaccess.com.tw
gladyshevaap@mosreg.ru
glarp@cable.net.co
glasgow@manbat.co.uk
glass07@126.com
glauniversity@gla.ac.in
glazova@expocentr.ru
glbux.kazak-tulpar@mail.ru
gleb@aplex.ru
gleinberger@millersville.edu
glen.k@pocar-seal.com
glen@fengtaida.com
glen@icystraitseafoods.com
glenchow@camozzi.com.cn
glenn.fuller@texasps.net
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glenn.ormsby@gptindustries.com
glenn@bumblebar.com
glenn@masline.com
glenn@tarbox.org
glevy@usnews.com
gli@unet.net.ph
glinok@163.com
glit@sina.com
global-web@nittsu.co.jp
global@advancevalves.com
global@globalmy.com.my
global@ishertrading.com
global@labbrand.com
global_security@mastercard.com
globalth@globalth.gr
glory@glorysummit.com
gloryees@cbu.ac.kr
gloryvn@hanmail.net
glow@glowpharma.com
glt@greatlaketannery.com
glv@sungrace-sports.com
glxinghuo@163.com
glxyh@163.com
glyn.wright@mouchelparkman.com
glywnnis@packagingmag.co.za
gm.off@abushakra.com
gm@ajllan.com
gm@fmarine.co.jp
gm@fujairah-airport.com
gm@gmbright.com
gm@gopalanorganics.com
gm@group.atlanticforwarding.com
gm@namdharifresh.com
gm@royalregencyhotelny.com
gmadabushi@saptanet.com
gmagagna@stenica.com
gman123@tpage.com
gmar-samitos@ath.forthnet.gr
gmartin@cargomar.com.py
gmaurer@emag.com
gmaurer@emag.de
gmcneice@geosystem.net
gmctigue@iolfree.ie
gmdlnachuan@163.com
gme@bol-online.com
gmeltzer@cemaco.co.cr
gmendizabal@canella.com.gt
gmetals@po.jaring.my
gmfchina@yeah.net
gmm@vaidyaratnammooss.com
gmontana@alumni.upenn.edu
gmoore@taxcompany.net
gmosoni@ipesa.com.pe
gmsc-soumu@office.kobe-u.ac.jp
gmtsales@gmtautoparts.com
gmullooly@stanneparish.com
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gmunjal@heroeco.com
gn@elodestar.com
gn_guinea@sgnco.com
gnahc@u.washington.edu
gnavarro@emag.com
gnoca@eclabuja.com
go@careem.com
gobinath.kandasami@nehmira.com
godard@ucmo.edu
godndubai@126.com
godunova@expocentr.ru
goel@autOpal.com
gogas@gogas.ae
gogo8023@sina.com
gogo@envygroup.com
gogoleva@expocentr.ru
gohgc@hanmail.net
gojo@online.no
gokhan.keserman@mrmderi.com.tr
gokhan.unal@mecitefendi.com.tr
gokhant@turk.net
gokulites@gokulampublicschool.com
gold737@korea.com
gold_co@163.com
gold_time@inbox.ru
goldanlun@126.com
goldbaby@goldbaby-cycle.com.cn
goldbd@163.com
goldencircle@myanmar.com.mm
goldenoriented@ming-wide.com.hk
goldenstar8@163.com
goldkingchina@126.com
goldroad@tancent.net.cn
golea@cenabast.cl
gomma@finnord.it
goner@sudarshan.com
gongcheng01@babyster.cn
gongjushangqing@126.com
gongsizhucewang@sina.com
gongwei@sz-obd2cable.com
gongzheng@china-gongzheng.com
gonzramos@elipseco.com
goodbaby@glgoodbaby.com
goodbrakes@vip.163.com
goodfrienda@googlemail.com
goodlin-toy@vip.citiz.net
goodluck@163.com
goodskysh@online.sh.cn
goodstar21@tpage.com
goodtech@optusnet.com.au
goodtrack@foxmail.com
goodway1688@vip.163.com
google_claimsaward@yeah.net
gopal.n@leser.com
gopal@punjas.com.fj
gopal@translinklogistics.com
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gopalan@nii.ac.in
gopalprasad.agrawal@gla.ac.in
goran.grubic@koplas.co.rs
gorbachevav@expocentr.ru
gorbatchev@expocentr.ru
gordon.guo@tyat.com.cn
gordon.rolfe@capita.co.uk
gordon1959@126.com
gordon@apvf.co.za
gordonez@minam.gob.pe
gorkimsz@tut.by
gorreri@gorreri.com
gos@everdesk.com
gospodarska.uprava@nadskofija-maribor.si
gossmakeupartist@googlemail.com
gostev@ctrade.ru
goto@aba0358.com
goto@kaigaibussan.jp
gourav.rathore@prestigegwl.org
gov@eao.ru
gov@iit-inc.com
gov@r-19.ru
gov@yanao.ru
government@49gov.ru
government@gov35.ru
govindchandwani@lnmiit.ac.in
gowtham@uaeshelving.com
gowze@firstselectuae.com
gozde.akinci@bdpint.com
gp5s32@163.com
gp@saleak.co.za
gpehnec@hgk.hr
gpeli@petreven.com
gperez@delegamexoi.ch
gpg1973@163.com
gpivetta@motomec.com.ar
gpkankani@govindrubber.com
gpmelcher@cal.net
gpopov@ucmo.edu
gporw@gpopartners.com
gpoulos@cwghp.com
gpowers@private-cap.com
gpt.engineering@gptindustries.com
gptcustomerservice.denver@gptindustries.com
gqgong@32163.com
gqxu1979@126.com
gqxu1979@hfut.edu.cn
gr.pandi@hugotrumpy.it
grabajoli@ferrino.it
grace-chenlinqin@notmail.com
grace.lee@talinternational.com
grace8688@126.com
grace@albwardydamen.com
grace@ccf-bearings.com
grace@funbiz.co.kr
grace@hfchem.com
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grace@jsautowheel.com
grace@tyloon.com
gracechan@gtcollege.net
graceleon@126.com
gracemao@nbhuihe.com
graceuttermost@163.com
gracew@edgrp.com
grad@tsinghua.edu.cn
graeme.brouder@esguk.co.uk
graeme.devilliers@psgulf.com
grafik@kaseniz.com
graham.braddick@macmillan.com
graham.danks@irsp.co.uk
graham.lipscombe@greycote.com
graham.page@uk.rbinternational.com
graham.shortland@wallace.co.nz
graham.wright@gpsuk.com
graham@capecycles.co.za
graham@gksenvironmental.co.uk
graham@mastergrave.co.uk
graham@safecall.co.uk
graham_mullen@ncwd.uscourts.gov
grahul@indiaip.com
gran.dee@163.com
grand.gz@grahw.com
grand1@grahw.com
grand2@grahw.com
grandeur_hk@yeah.net
grandmaxtyre@163.com
grandpalace@myanmar.com.mm
grandsuccess@philonline.com
grant.baumgardner@asu.edu
grant@intltrade.co.za
grant@safdev.com
grant@vologdatpp.ru
grantd@163.com
grantm@chemiplas.com.au
graphite-sales@framet.com
gray_miller@txs.uscourts.gov
graylocproducts@grayloc.com
grazia@ilprogettomerate.it
grazia@misterwhitetravel.com
grdept@asme.org
grdpublicschool@grd.edu.in
great@jsgreat.com
great@szgrt.com
great_tyre@126.com
greatforest@vip.163.com
greatork@greatork.com
greatrade@126.com
greece@bicon.com
green.nafa@mail.ru
green_8335@hanmail.net
greenbes@puzzlingevidence.net
greencityrus@mail.ru
greenhousejm@vip.163.com
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greenraise@163.com
greentaifa@126.com
greentech@rai.nl
greentop@inbox.ru
greentrails_sales@163.com
greenway_qiao@139.com
greeshma@enkiinteractive.com
greg.day@boeing.com
greg.hendrick@lafarge-na.com
greg.reber@astechconsulting.com
greg@banderapartners.com
greg@batteryhouse.com.au
greg@chabrier.com
greg@gohealthynz.co.nz
greg@greg-jacobs.com
greg@gregmcclendon.com
greg@milk-pro.com
greg@originalrangoon.com
greg@reservedirect.com
gregor.brdnik@intersocks.com
gregory.johnston@biw.com
gregory.mcmillon@ameripackfoods.com
grek@letdooo.com
gretchenhartley@trimble.com
grettir@fossberg.is
grilneya@126.com
grit@jcom.home.ne.jp
gritskoav@yandex.ru
grjain@raj-rajendra.com
groep@verduin.eu
grosshandel@rappelkiste-spielwaren.de
group@163.com
group@economatics.co.uk
group@stima.it
group@wsj.com
group@zonyiqb.com
grova@com-sit.com.hk
gruop@miroglio.com
grupo@ciamesa.com
grupoeleta@cableonda.net
gs@greatstartools.com
gs_admission@fudan.edu.cn
gsadir@gsa.gov.gh
gsb@leikemt.com
gsclsm@163.com
gscope@pd.jaring.my
gsglzhg@163.com
gsharma@lnmiit.ac.in
gsharma@tekshapers.com
gshe@shmu.edu.cn
gsingh@campbell-india.com
gsingh@tenac.net
gskim@kyungyon.co.kr
gsmachine@163.com
gsmaoxin@163.com
gsmrdg@gsm-inc.com
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gsmundy@imdc-inc.com
gspangler@valveandpump.com
gstoneha@mits.com.au
gstream@streamcompany.com
gstsupport@cleartax.in
gsunez@kaiketsu.com.ar
gsw1530@163.com
gt21@tpage.com
gt@idaj.co.jp
gtccoltd@daum.net
gtchem@126.com
gthompson@dymaxion.ca
gtigran@inbox.ru
gtisoft-ru@mail.ru
gtjaresearch@gtjas.com
gtme@brunet.bn
gtransl@mail.ru
gts@gts-ar.com
gtsk@vip.163.com
gtskorea@mahrkorea.co.kr
gtventas@ids-ac.com
gu-du-ji-an@163.com
gual.adino@letterecertificate.it
guanbin0628@sina.com
guandian7@163.com
guandyi@163.com
guanfengmuye@126.com
guang780@126.com
guangjitong@163.com
guangshe@jlu.edu.cn
guangtongbike@163.com
guangxin1188@yeah.net
guangxiqi@liangzipower.com
guangzhou@51job.com
guangzhou@fortunescientific.com.cn
guangzhouoffice@poncho.cn
guanjinping@suda.edu.cn
guansimon@163.com
guantou5168@126.com
guanyuy@163.com
guarnera@dolbear.com
gubbikesz@163.com
gubchenko@fulldomefilm.org
gubernator@alregn.ru
gubkintpp@mail.ru
gudong@shwgq.com
guenther.prinz@raiba.at
guestservices@icclos.com
guewer@chinaguewer.com
gugi2008@mail.ru
guha@guha.com
guhai@139.com
guhongbin@everestt.com.cn
guhuiyu58439988@sina.com
gui_jia@wo.cn
guibor@cableonda.net
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guildford@manbat.co.uk
guilherme.fernandes@toradex.com
guilherme@guimar-interiores.com.br
guillermo@aggienetwork.com
guir@de.festo.com
gujarat@bloomingtravels.com
gujarat@tempsens.com
gulal.i@free.fr
gulf@k-sunnyfilter.com
gulfincp@gulfinance.com
gulktpp@mail.ru
gullon@163.com
gundrson@uwosh.edu
gunjan.bhartiya@gla.ac.in
gunjan.sharma@gla.ac.in
gunjan.sharma@prestigegwl.org
gunning.paul@epa.gov
guo.jinsong@naveco.com.cn
guo.xiaolin@mepfeco.org.cn
guoaits@163.com
guoan@flavictools.com
guochangkuan@sdsqdl.com
guofengguang@demina.cn
guoguang@hz-guoguang.com
guohaowl@163.com
guohui70@163.com
guojian.liu@yida-tool.com
guojibu@cnfma.com
guolian_cgx@vip.163.com
guoshuaideyx@163.com
guowei.pangw@alibaba-inc.com
guoxiuwei@ciec-expo.com
guoxl@beingmate.com
guoxue@guoxue.com
guoyazhou@vip.163.com
guqing@vip.163.com
gura@inbox.ru
gurdev@khush.org
gureeva@expocentr.ru
gurnani@freightcanllc.com
gurnani@safety52.ae
gurpreet@amarjitassociates.com
guru.prasad@thegreenpath.in
guseva@expocentr.ru
gusevsu@expocentr.ru
guspro@guspro.com
guss@otto-junker.de
guss@seawake.ae
gustav@gtboard.com
gustavo@centricsystem.com.br
gustavobarbier@inter-chile.com
gustavodaniel@cable.net.co
gustavogutierrez@gn-suferreteria.com.ec
guven.sak@etu.edu.tr
guwei@buaa.edu.cn
guy.burrow@candole.com
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guy.keeble@deruiter.com
guy.norris@standardbank.com
guy@guyline.com.hk
guyy@shftco.com
guzong@sz-tw.com
gv@ebtnet.net
gv@zakkencentrale.nl
gvcnet@online.sh.cn
gventas@omegaperu.com.pe
gvickers@sorosny.org
gwb19860723@163.com
gweaver@gsdrilling.com
gwen@jslinc.com
gwendal.girard@trioptics.fr
gwenn@parryshamilton.com
gweston@blumail.org
gwolski@curtisswright.com
gxcof@126.com
gxhhy@vip.sina.com
gxhuake@163.com
gxjch@163.com
gxkjpx@126.com
gxllly88@163.COM
gxm3747@163.com
gxsh2515006@163.com
gxtk@163.com
gyamtsho@drukschool.com
gyb@jingxin.com.cn
gychen@yankon.com
gyentzen@yc.cl
gygyjs@163.com
gyh2993@163.com
gyonyoru.balazs@cedruskft.hu
gyzyxywsbgs@163.com
gz-wantong@163.com
gz.honow@163.com
gz_wlqp@vip.163.com
gzakok@163.com
gzavcn@163.com
gzb@cift.cn
gzbebe@126.com
gzchqp@126.com
gzdswtrubber@163.com
gzdsysc@126.com
gzduobao@163.com
gzeccom@163.com
gzeccom@vip.163.com
gzespoir@163.com
gzfuco@163.com
gzgaojian@163.com
gzgp80531077@sina.com
gzh_mj@163.com
gzhlinye@126.com
gzhmkj@163.com
gzhnkitty@163.com
gzhw@grandeurhk.com
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gzhyd@vip.163.com
gziphcar@126.com
gzkemo@gzkemo.com
gzli@gzli.com
gzls@gzlongsheng.com
gzlutaiyang@163.com
gzmywsb@sina.com
gznabel@nabel.cc
gzoffice@linkbest.cn
gzseahog@163.com
gzxrigong@163.com
gzyfzl518@126.com
gzyh@gzequal.com
h-e@t.com.cn
h-kita@tf6.so-net.ne.jp
h-yoshimura@center-asuka.co.jp
h.alikacem@sarlsomafe.com
h.bajtal@prominent.hr
h.elmikati@ieee.org
h.faris@jipco.com.jo
h.hartl@apostore.com
h.joo@fvhospital.com
h.knoll@thomasregout.com
h.kuppens@cs.ru.nl
h.lemlaki@lussotabacconarghile.it
h.lotfy@probuilders-eg.com
h.miller@ieee.org
h.mysore@ieee.org
h.schoeller@csmcy.com
h.veenstra@rai.nl
h_aung@aquamarine.com.mm
h_n@list.ru
haa@tz-china.com
haaksong@kfi.or.kr
habdank@the-w-group.com
habe.ahmad@kemin.com
habeishylawfirm@net.sy
hacaf8827426@sina.com
haczxwb@163.com
hadi.zein@ejhair.com
haers@haers.com
hafiz@sbsits.com
hagedorn@hagedorn.de
hahahh448@sina.com
hahtyb888@163.com
hai@vol.at
haianmachine@haianmachine.com
haianyl@haianmachine.com
haida@cn-hongtu.com
haider@airverclean.com
haidiende@126.com
haifu88@163.com
haigecar@126.com
haihong2004@126.com
haihong328@163.com
haijiangnano@163.com
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haijigx@163.com
haijilun-zj@163.com
haijilun@163.com
hailey@clyhmc.com
hailonggood@163.com
haitai@zhhaitai.com
haitham@mariamtrading.com
haixia-cn@163.com
haixia8212@126.com
haixingyibao@163.com
haiyan7921@163.com
haiyi@haiyifood.com
haiying1004@hanmeil.net
hak@kanoo.ae
hakan.ozkan@lunatr.com
hakatasb@d5.dion.ne.jp
hakimest@mail.sy
hal@nakagawa-gofun.co.jp
halaz@caus.org.lb
halinzhoucheng@163.com
hallim@tpage.com
hallmark@mail2000.com.tw
hallo@fietsbar.com
hallo@mystim.de
halol@bol.net.in
haluky@migros.com.tr
hamad.buamim@dubaichamber.com
hamady@y.net.ye
hamasaki2015@yandex.com
hamburg-engineering@gulp.de
hamburg@uy.hamburgsud.com
hamer@cim.irb.hr
hamgentc@hamburgllc.com
hamid080@gmil.com
hamid@bagheri-trading.com
hamid@starsit.com
hamilton@xmlpress.net
hamish@melitahoney.com
hamk@proton.com.tw
hammad.uddin@redactive.co.uk
hamman@jeeteecooker.com
hammer@tannytoys.com
hamsunautocycle@sina.com
han-hsieh@chaei-hsin.com.tw
hana.clegg@imcd.at
hana@afmprobetech.co.kr
hana@collectiveux.com
hanam01@korea.com
hanbaoxin@scies.org
handberg@mail.ucf.edu
hande.unan@cnr.net
handy@mancinobrokers.com
handyang@sina.com
handyway@126.com
hanfeifei@easthome.com
hanfengzyk@126.com
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hang.yang@vip.163.com
hanggyuko@hanmail.net
hangsheng@hangsheng-lz.net
hangzhou@nabel.cc
hanijamjoom@zajil.net
hanil83@tpage.com
hanildent@tpage.com
hanjiaye@126.com
hanjoon@carrier.co.kr
hank7595@163.com
hanka@hempoint.cz
hanker@tyredoctor.net
hankh@tgsvc.co.kr
hankkuo@edti.com.tw
hanm3g3@tgsvc.co.kr
hanna@eventsguide.cn
hannah.b@bhomes.com
hannah@nzhn.com
hanning@smm.cn
hanoi@searefico.com
hanosk@sea.plala.or.jp
hanpeng@163.com
hanqun1018@126.com
hans-joachim.kornprobst@din.de
hans@intersport.com.hk
hans@serold.com
hans@smip.co.id
hanschoi@korea.com
hansein@creation.com.mm
hansen@china-hansen.com
hansil@chollian.net
hansolms@tpage.com
hanson@xhlamps.com
hansparkedm@163.com
hantonglian123@163.com
hanwenni@cau.edu.cn
hanx@ncse.com.cn
hanxijiang@hit.edu.cn
hanxuansh@163.com
hany.onsy@akhnatontrade.com
hanyonsy@akhnatontrade.com
hao.bm@daicata.com
haofa001@dskcable.com
haohaihealthcare@aliyun.com
haohongdianzi@126.com
haojiao@bnu.edu.cn
haokor@yeah.net
haolili@cumt.edu.cn
haolin618@163.com
haoling.wyp@126.com
haollaiai@163.com
haoranjidian@163.com
haoshan@jex-inc.co.jp
haoting81@163.com
haotu@haotubasket.com
haowang@ynu.edu.cn
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haoyanli@tsinghua.edu.cn
haoyuxiangjiao@163.com
happly@126.com
happniess0710@126.com
haq@ikkgroup.com
haqasmi@qatarenv.org.qa
harald.kraus@kkprovitrum.at
harald.peters@bfi.de
harald.stoffaneller@fr.rbinternational.com
harald.stoffaneller@fr.rzb.at
harald.thury@kathrein.at
haras@coqui.net
harbin@51job.com
harbourfish@harbourfish.co.nz
hardeep.singh@gla.ac.in
hardteam1@cmihk.com.hk
haresh@medesole.com
haresh@tulsilogistics.com
hari.sharma@gla.ac.in
hari@nahil.com.sa
hari@tirumalafoods.com
harimoto@jp-midori.com
hariom.gla@gla.ac.in
haris.ali@desertrosetourism.com
harish.chandra@chempoint.com
harish.gupta1@dbcorp.in
harish.kumar@gla.ac.in
harish.shrma@gla.ac.in
harish@aeromarlogistics.com
harish@alpina.net
harish@daffodilsinstitutions.org
harish@kbsdiamonds.com
harish@npguar.com
harjyot.bhogal@bhogal.com
harman@abcrecycling.com
harold.dsouza@ybakanoo.net
harpreet@unifilterskenya.biz
harri.lill@curling.ee
harri@sautec.ee
harrogate@chevincycles.com
harry.chan@queryfoundry.com
harry.k.suzuki@jcom.home.ne.jp
harry.rodriguez@milesquaretrans.com
harry@MohiniFashions.com
harry@hengyugroup.com
harry@szeverich.com
harshalldeotarase@voltas.com
harshraj.singh@gla.ac.in
hartlef.reschop@ilimtimber.eu
harun.yildiz@bdpint.com
harve25@google.com
harveyb@gud.co.za
harzplanetarium@googlemail.com
hasan@zenithimpex.com
hasanali@qamarmedia.com
hasanmurt@teknikbileme.com
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haseeb.faquih@theorbisschool.com
haseeb@khaleejtimes.com
haseeb@squashdesignusa.com
hashim@thatalsalasil.com.kw
hashimov@bk.ru
hasit@rolexlanolin.com
hassan@alborj.com
hassan@royalgulfshipping.com
hassank@iscoltd.com
hastingsinfo@edinarealty.com
hat@broner.com
hathm@vdc.com.vn
hatice.aslan@c-line.com.tr
hats@proppatoppa.co.uk
hatsumi-michishita@s6.dion.ne.jp
hatta@hatta.ae
hatuozhao@126.com
hauck@lesenphants.com.tw
hauke.reimer@wiwo.de
haukur@cooltech.is
hauser@hauserchocolates.com
haustin@osmre.gov
havela@mag.mff.cuni.cz
haver@haverboecker.com
havican.t@leser.com
havlik.pet@seznam.cz
hawaiiinfo@castlecooke.com
hawkins@bernardpartners.com
hawkjing@163.com
hawley@onelinkpr.net
hawthorn@126.com
hayad@orange.sn
hayashi@hayashi.cz
hayat@citybeautician.com
hayes@sladearch.com
hayes@unirich-tech.com
haykem@haykem.com.tr
hayleigh.mclean@api.net.nz
hayley@pom925.com
hayo@sunchem.it
haze@ruipai.com.cn
hazhxiao@public.nyptt.ha.cn
hb1985@vip.163.com
hb7565076@163.com
hb@huabeicheye.com
hba@hba.com.cy
hbagjy@163.com
hbani@cppe.ca
hbanya_cctv@163.com
hbc@planet.tn
hbcl666@starter-china.com
hbczhuaya@163.com
hbdezheng@126.com
hbdongyao@163.com
hbdzqcc@163.com
hbf@hzchuan.com
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hbgqbys@126.com
hbgqlqq@163.com
hbhuabang@163.com
hbhwcy@163.com
hbhy@hbhongye.com
hbjszqwm@163.com
hbkeheng@163.com
hblantian126@126.com
hblgqp@163.com
hblymj@163.com
hbo@gnakorea.co.kr
hbqzw007@sina.com
hbrdtlsk@163.com
hbs_intl@126.com
hbuckley@hopkinsseafood.com
hburkart@northeastpreconstruction.com
hbutwl@126.com
hbwang571@sh163.net
hbyuhua@163.com
hbyzcq@163.com
hbzhx-2008@163.com
hc743851364@163.com
hcauto@foxmail.com
hccbearing@163.com
hcedfa@163.com
hcl@shyamincorporation.com
hcmc@toradex.com
hcpinqiuyan@163.com
hcq@dgzhongzhi.com
hcq@usr.cn
hcxsgs@163.com
hczf@hczt.com
hd0522@pognae.com
hd@green.bh
hd@highdart.com
hdcontainer@hcm.vnn.vn
hdcygl@163.com
hdh265@163.com
hdhlp-1@163.com
hdiemer@thelightingpractice.com
hding@volkse.com
hdj354@163.com
hdjcsk@126.com
hdlwheel@vip.163.com
hdpress@tpage.com
hdsale@hdautopart.com
hdsjhr@188.com
hdtny@sh163.net
hduarte@zioncontracting.com
hduke@ccssupply.com
hdw@netdvr.cn
he.qh@163.com
he@163.com
he@jwell.cn
headoffice@apsbank.com.mt
headoffice@ats-group.com
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headoffice@balanoor.com
headoffice@emkegroup.com
headoffice@intesasanpaolo.ro
headoffice@irandantex.com
headoffice@mhtrust.com
headoffice@vinalinklogistics.com
healthcare@bridgeway.ae
heanping1980@163.com
heartcat@126.com
hearthstone@frontier.com
heather@brakespring.cn
heather@countrytradingco.com
heather@modmechfab.com
heather@pacificpurchasing.co.nz
heatherlaforest@powertex.com
heatherxu@163.com
heba.youssef@feps.edu.eg
hebeibolin@163.com
hebeidadi@163.com
hebeiguanglin@163.com
hebeixinlide@163.com
hebeiyaxin@163.com
hebifei@vip.163.com
hebxhzy@126.com
hec4@163.com
hecheng@mail.xjtu.edu.cn
hecles@126.com
hecq@whu.edu.cn
hecsh@hec.com.cn
hector@sambazon.com
hectorg3@prodigy.net.mx
hectormr@epm.net.co
hedi.beji@compto.com.tn
heel@rice.dk
hefa8204@163.com
hefei@whir.net
hefeng@hefeng.com.cn
hefengxiaoyuan@126.com
hegdekudgi@rootsgoods.com
hei@renreklame.no
heidi@liaisonpr.com
heidi@winecountry.com
heiheigood@foxmail.com
heike@kikkerland.com
heiko.demel@vivateq.de
heiling@walsh.com.ar
heinrich@disa.co.za
heiqingting@vip.163.com
hejazian@ferdowsi.um.ac.ir
hejianhuasheng@163.com
hejianlideying@163.com
heleiexpo@126.com
helen@cncookware.com
helen@dap-china.com
helen@drilogistics.com
helen@hdautopart.com
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helen@holybrother.com
helen@jionglong.com
helen@mingyiexpo.com
helen@tucksun.com
helen@wire-philippines.com
helen_098@126.com
helen_sun@donghaimt.com
helena.slattegard@teknikmagasinet.se
helena@marathontrading.com
helena@phmanagement.ee
helenec@lambertpeatmoss.com
helenli@tjxtpet.com
heli.nevalainen@imcd.fi
helianyuye1012@163.com
helidianzi@sina.com
helikop@helikop.hr
helkje@itm.no
hellen@ximasports.com
hellengao@jzjingfu.com
hello@BerenguerRealty.com
hello@appboy.com
hello@awiarsolutions.com
hello@birk.no
hello@bluebeetle.co
hello@bluestatedigital.com
hello@boostbikehub.co.uk
hello@brothermoto.com
hello@cantaloupedigital.com
hello@cookit.sg
hello@coulsonmacleod.com
hello@count.ly
hello@daubsanddashes.com
hello@dumka.pro
hello@eloisehall.co.uk
hello@freya-art.com
hello@friday.ie
hello@fxstar.eu
hello@garthenor.com
hello@georgiabosson.co.uk
hello@grabaperch.com
hello@greenpathorganics.com
hello@greentechmedia.com
hello@hannahmarchant.co.uk
hello@harper-beck.com
hello@hobokengirl.com
hello@indezoo.com
hello@intridea.com
hello@kabloom.co.uk
hello@kristenleannestyle.com
hello@limetreedesign.com
hello@lomasandlomas.co.uk
hello@maryshousedesigns.com
hello@meylorpapergoods.com
hello@mightyfine.co
hello@mixmax.com
hello@momentummachines.com
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hello@norde.st
hello@noseyparkerdesigns.co.uk
hello@openactive.io
hello@packandshipnow.com
hello@paperpillar.com
hello@pixelhero.co.uk
hello@printcircus.co.uk
hello@rhombusandpineapple.com
hello@sailsquare.com
hello@stpacuster.com
hello@victorblinds.com.au
helly_el@mail.ru
helmut@subdivi.de
help@aps.org
help@bluestatedigital.com
help@citiqprepaid.co.za
help@cleverfiles.com
help@cnki.net
help@computer.org
help@dailyexcelsior.com
help@flipbuilder.com
help@go4worldbusiness.com
help@hmps.hosokawa.com
help@labx.com
help@macmillan.com
help@nlfforms.com
help@ozonefit.com
help@petzoneonline.com
help@quotefx.com
help@theboxme.com
help@thefinancials.com
help@wordpress.com
helpdesk.th@trendmicro.com
helpdesk@ecma-international.org
helpdesk@eta2u.ro
helpdesk@primehealth.ae
helpdesk@ubgkw.com
helpdesk@vt-solutions.com
helpdesk@wellesley.edu
helpdesk@yeoandyeo.com
helpline@lecreuset.com.cn
helsinki.marine@rina.org
hely@hytch.com
hem.kumar@gla.ac.in
hema-sefra@hema-sefra.it
hema.nagarajan@psbbmillenniumschool.org
hema_jaikumar@fineorganic.com
hemant.g2019@iimbg.ac.in
hemant.gautam@gla.ac.in
hemant.kulkarni@jsw.in
hemant.sanganeria@tejora.com
hemant@inttladvocare.com
hemanth@dhatu.org
hemantsingh.parihar@gla.ac.in
hemen@samexagency.com
hempseed@hempseed.cn
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henanhaisha@126.com
henchan@henchan.com
hendrik.tschuschke@adels-contact.de
heng_zheng@163.com
hengdamold@vip.163.com
hengfengcheye@126.com
hengfengivy@sina.com
henglong@henglongtoys.net
hengmao@163.com
hengpengbike@163.com
hengshuiluxian@163.com
hengtai@3092161.com
hengtian@hengtian.com.cn
hengtong-of@163.com
hengweibicycle@126.com
hengyi@tchengyi.com
hengyuanqimen@163.com
hengyuntong168@sina.com
hengyutechnology@163.com
henlytung@sina.com
hennick2@126.com
henrik@newdawn.dk
henry.lam@ospicon.com
henry.liu@crsa-china.com
henry.sauer@rackspace.com
henry.vehovec@mindfirst.com
henry.zhou@spsx.com.cn
henry@newzealandtradecentre.com
henry@unioncameraltd.com
henrychen@junch-motor.com
henrylu@fran-dressie.com
henryqu@126.com
henrywang-aini@163.com
henrywm@rovicleers.co.za
henryzhong78@126.com
hepingo@126.com
herbalproducts@wholeherbpro.com
herbs@herbgarden.on.ca
here@ArmyProperty.com
hergonrod@une.net.co
herlog@morevalves.no
herman.felix@tekni-plex.be
herman.zhu@realextec.com
hermans@hawaii.edu
hermansky@kaitrade.cz
herny.prasetya@alpharma.no
herpro@seznam.cz
herwig.haidn@rbinternational.com
herwig.haidn@rzb.at
herwig.schuler@ki.se
herxin@shherxin.com
hesh@zh-heshi.com
heshimilk@126.com
hesme@aku.edu.tr
hestego@hestego.cz
hetaida@hetaida.com.cn
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hetal.shah@dowjones.com
hetianc@126.com
heurtey@heurtey.in
hexianliang821@163.com
hexin17_sh@163.com
hexinjixie@163.com
hezhixun@163.com
hf@hfbike.com
hf@hongfeicheye.com
hfak@emirates.net
hfc.dome2@durotire.com.cn
hfchnxinglong@126.com
hfjsyl@163.com
hfm@hfpress.com
hfsaify@anmconsultants.com
hfyan@hong-lin.com.cn
hfycwyx@126.com
hgkmoskva@hgk.hr
hgq0800@sina.com
hgs@cs.columbia.edu
hh.lee@daesung.net
hh@hh380.com
hhdh@vip.163.com
hhelewa@vogacloset.com
hhem@hararecity.co.zw
hhhlgy@vip.163.com
hhslservices@hhslsafety.com
hhsoffice@126.com
hht@mos.com.np
hhwz08@163.com
hhxx720820@126.com
hhy@serich.cn
hhyx@czhhyx.com
hhzhang@iflytek.com
hi@kiec.cn
hi@qz.com
hi@thisiszahab.com
hi_jgs@126.com
hiaceparts@163.com
hic@al-hamad.com
hid22@mikrouna.com
hid@mikrouna.com
hid_888@163.com
hides@ajhollander.com
hides@fulop.com.au
hideshima-kaizou@pref.saga.lg.jp
hien@pejavietnam.com
high-jump@163.com
high-suntrad@online.sh.cn
hightex@planet.tn
hila@industrial-jewellery.com
hilary@excellence-li.com
hilbert@kanoosa.com
hilda@wheeler.com.tw
hill@cnginternational.com
hill@hz.cn
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hillary@ytmasterparts.com
hiller@hiller.com.bo
hilmit@testone.com.tr
himani.oberai@gla.ac.in
himanshu.sharma@gla.ac.in
himanshu.shukla@gla.ac.in
himanshu.srivastava@gla.ac.in
himanshu.vaghani@eurocl.com
himin18@126.com
himoinsa@himoinsa.ae
hina.agrawal@gla.ac.in
hindep@matthey.com
hinodeya@hinodeya-ecolife.com
hinowa@hinowa.it
hipbar@hanmail.net
hipotekarna@hb.co.me
hirdaya.sengar@prestigegwl.org
hiring@rpm.ae
hiron@cn-hiron.com
hiroo.advani@advaniandco.com
hiroshi.ikegami@japex.co.jp
hiroshi_tawara@kcc.zaq.ne.jp
hirota@e23.jp
hisco@tpage.com
hitech.invest.berlin@ice.it
hitechs_tj@aliyun.com
hitesh.k2019@iimbg.ac.in
hitesh@krisstallight.com
hj-bike@163.com
hj@cnhanjia.com
hj@hengjiu-smd.com
hj@wideharbor.com
hjht.2008@163.com
hjpexport@vip.163.com
hjq1026@sina.com
hjq@sate.com
hjs@tae-yang.co.kr
hk.operations.brk@yuanta.com
hk@unioncomputersupplies.com
hk_ajm@163.com
hk_support@pcasl.com
hkarim.gipp@planet.tn
hkc@prodigy.net.mx
hkcfm-shanghai@163.com
hkdu@cug.edu.cn
hkelpe@vermeermfg.com
hkhling@vip.163.com
hkkujian@163.com
hkokai@tme.co.jp
hksjs@163.com
hksun@hknet.com
hksupportcenter@trendmicro.com.hk
hkt@heketai.com
hkyou@tgsvc.co.kr
hkyyzyp@126.com
hl5875622@163.com
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hl@hualian.biz
hl@huiletoys.cn
hlalcantara@cepalco.com.ph
hlcsj1682@163.com
hld@hailidatools.com
hlfzjck@126.com
hlj5099@163.com
hljdayitex@163.com
hlking520@163.com
hlong@colpipe.com
hlqwm@163.com
hlsunny@vip.163.com
hlt05@163.com
hlt@hz-kj.com
hlw1997@163.com
hlxbrobot@126.com
hm300@163.com
hm@huatai-alarm.com
hmaroun@sofibanque.com
hmathur@forbesmarshall.com
hmcoffice@hollandmechanics.com.cn
hmd-division@alkuhaimi.com
hme@akkreditert.no
hmehta@lnmiit.ac.in
hmfood@hmfood.com
hmj8848@163.com
hmjxgj@163.com
hmkorea@hosokawakorea.co.kr
hmm@maalum.org
hmsal04@hydraknight.com
hmscb@chinahongming.com
hmwe@yangon.net.mm
hnbearingsfy@163.com
hneccn@126.com
hnhjmyltd@163.com
hnmzzd@126.com
hnwangyu30@163.com
hnxy@vip.163.com
hnyg.rj@163.com
ho3812@hanmail.net
ho@actiontesa.com
ho@perfectfilaments.com
hoangchau@fpt.vn
hoau@smrke.com
hobby@nordichobby.dk
hober@apple.com
hocheck@163.com
hochiminh@ice.it
hodship-aden@y.net.ye
hodship@y.net.ye
hodship_aden@y.net.ye
hoiahco@ctimail.com
hoist0235@hanmail.net
holding@metal.kiev.ua
holdings@homechoice.co.za
holiday1@kanoo.ae
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holidays@compacttravels.com
holidays@premier.co.zw
hollisjiao@163.com
holly@groundworkhv.org
holy_mary@sanchernet.in
home@acof.it
home@haocitoys.com
homeloans.nigeria@stanbic.com
homemaid@maxplus.cn
homeoffice@gnl-india.com
homes@mahindralifespaces.com
hon-tune@139.com
hondai@126.com
hondanying@139.com
hondanying@yandex.com
honesea@126.com
honesh@126.com
honeshine@163.com
honey-lovely@163.com
hong.shengmao@163.com
hongchityre@163.com
hongda6899@163.com
hongfei@heavenmercy.com
honghuibusiness@163.com
hongkong@51job.com
hongkong@alatas.com.hk
hongkong@bicon.com
hongkong@hongfa.com
hongkong@wsj.com
hongkongtc@126.com
hongli@tongji.edu.cn
hongqm@topzhi.com.cn
hongruiaff@163.com
hongsheng@hongshengscooter.com
hongsheng@hs-wj.cn
hongsheng@hstyre.com
hongtai@fjhongtai.com
hongxint@126.com
hongyit@126.com
hongzhi848@sohu.com
hongzhuofz@163.com
honing@khushbuindia.com
honssion@honssion.com
honza.kuchar@grifart.cz
hooghly@vsni.net
hooi-mei.chew@vitrox.com
horasglobal@blumail.org
hornmedical@hornmedical.com.pl
hortiasia@vnuexhibitionsap.com
hortiexpert@t-home.mk
hoshiarpur@takshilaschools.in
hosiking@163.com
hossam.belal@kanoo.com
hostmaster@1und1.de
hostmaster@Doktor24.biz
hostmaster@ceridwen.com
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hostmaster@cronon-isp.net
hostmaster@horizonmarketing.com
hostmaster@iunet.it
hostmaster@net-chinese.com.tw
hostmaster@nic.or.kr
hostmaster@studionieuwpoort.be
hostmaster@twnic.net.tw
hostmaster@vultr.com
hot@s-s.com
hotel@arenadiserdica.com
hotel@shicc.net
hotelgeorgia@rosewoodhotels.com
hotline.iris@epa.gov
hotline@icclos.com
hotline@notes.cz
hotline@synnexoil.com
hotline@tppmo.ru
hotmomcollege@foxmail.com
hottem@163.com
hotwind_hr@163.com
hou@tinleybs.com
houluwei@dnt-sh.cn
houseware@vip.163.com
houston@ice.it
hover@hualingm.com.cn
hover@lamshine.com
howard.qi@auzone.com
howard@cynosure-sanitary.com
howard@folks.com.tw
hoya@autohoya.com
hp@hbqhhp.com
hp@hplight.net
hpj@akkreditert.no
hpk@fdcindia.com
hpldj300@126.com
hppc2000@126.com
hprester@emag.com
hq.hk@163.com
hq888@huaqing888.com
hq@chirton.com
hq@us.klinelogistics.com
hqcbjin@126.com
hqfan@nwpu.edu.cn
hqfinance@medgenome.com
hqjinxin@126.com
hqmccl@126.com
hqtoys@hqtoys.com
hqw571@126.com
hr-radiator@139.com
hr.lf@uf.com.ly
hr021hr@163.com
hr04@ri-teng.com.cn
hr165@thaiho.com
hr1@n-care.cn
hr2@aucegypt.edu
hr2@jobsladder.com
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hr2@opentip.com
hr3089@163.com
hr@51job.com
hr@admaterials.com.sg
hr@adpower-group.com
hr@amphora-qd.com
hr@astf.net
hr@brakechina.com
hr@chinasailing.com.cn
hr@compactco.com
hr@concho.com
hr@dcsneeds.com
hr@doc88.com
hr@elitetelecom-public.com
hr@firstweb.com.tw
hr@fulekeji.com
hr@greatyu.com
hr@hailstonein.com
hr@heritagetanzania.com
hr@hongfa.com
hr@imarkinfotech.com
hr@innoviti.com
hr@jfzhiyao.com
hr@jiwins.cn
hr@kidslandchina.com
hr@lcssit.com
hr@legendsolicitors.org
hr@meitesh.com
hr@metroplusads.com
hr@moonbasa.com
hr@orientsec.com.cn
hr@oroubamisr.com
hr@perfectrak.com
hr@polycn.com
hr@protecegypt.com
hr@pyrating.cn
hr@quelabs.in
hr@regencymedicalcentre.com
hr@roddex.net
hr@shen-ou.com
hr@shinexcare.com
hr@softbrain-offshore.com.cn
hr@somrubioscience.com
hr@songdu.com
hr@spacebuilders.org
hr@sunkor.com.cn
hr@systools.in
hr@tech-man.com.cn
hr@tekshapers.com
hr@tempsens.com
hr@the-aagroup.com
hr@themauryaschool.com
hr@toradex.com
hr@tqlsgroup.com
hr@uniongrouphk.com
hr@urbanatomy.com
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hr@wtmec.com
hr@xindongroup.com
hr@xqit.net
hrbhonghai@163.com
hrbnugjjlc@sina.com
hrd@cuts.org
hrd@dukeseal.com
hrd@krahejagroup.com
hrd@qmaxtest.com
hrd@skylinebuilders.com
hregalado@infonegocio.net.pe
hrgf@chinacnd.com
hrhelpdesk@elcomponics.com
hrkim@tgsvc.co.kr
hrmail@shanghaishipyard.cn
hrrdic_sh@sunplus.com.cn
hrrecruitment@je.g4s.com
hrservices@alyousuf.com
hrsnt_sh@sunplus.com.cn
hrsychina@163.com
hrtalents889@126.com
hrzp2010@sh-aa.com
hs-6@huashuo-led.com
hs32hs@163.com
hsb613@163.com
hsbs@hansungs.co.kr
hscc@sh163.net
hsd@hongsida.com
hsdvt@163.com
hsf@transferfilm.com.tw
hsfls2008@163.com
hsgq@hsgq.com
hsherif@future-group.com
hsl@business.kaist.ac.kr
hslee@wisepac.co.kr
hslhq66@163.com
hsmin95@hanmail.net
hsmsales@emiratessteel.com
hsmy6666@126.com
hsvalve@163.com
hswk888@163.com
hsy6818@126.com
hszaim@unity.ncsu.edu
ht-sales@163.com
ht2219@sina.com.cn
ht8yrl@163.com
htc@htc-cnc.com
htchen@cycu.edu.tw
htcrazy123@163.com
htd@vip.163.com
htdz@chinahongtai.com
htidc@163.com
htinlin@mzircon.com
htjo36@hanmail.net
htl@hometextiles.org.uk
htli@cqu.edu.cn
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htllake@agni.com
htllake@optimaxbd.net
htpandi@hugotrumpy.it
htqt@tcvn.gov.vn
htri@htri.net
htyken@163.com
hu.service@primapower.com
hu@dmecl.com
hu@klpharm.com
hua-design@163.com
hua4186@126.com
hua_xuan8888@vip.163.com
huacheng@163.com
huada338@163.com
huadongxiangjiao@163.com
huafa_xx@online.sh.cn
huafeitech@163.com
huafeng@huafeng-ps.com
huafu@hfgyoa.com
huahong86652198@163.com
huahongelec@vip.163.com
huahsine@vip.163.com
huahuabrake@vip.163.com
huahuamachine@126.com
huahuhuahui@163.com
huajiete@163.com
huajin@hj16.com
huajing@hj-machine.com
huakui88@126.com
huale@ztrading.co.nz
hualincw@126.com
hualisentai@163.com
hualong666@163.com
huamaoyy@163.com
huan_xi@126.com
huanerjing@126.com
huang195512@163.com
huang1982225@163.com
huang@lltcable.com
huang@matex.cn
huang@suda.edu.cn
huangbao_2009@yeah.net
huangbeibei@meihuafeather.com
huangcy2000@sina.com.cn
huanghai@hhclutch.cn
huanghe@siic.com
huangjm@angelyeast.com
huangslx@163.com
huangweiwei@app.com.cn
huangwx9988@126.com
huangxin_5707@163.com
huangzq@sdju.edu.cn
huanhao9921077@126.com
huanyu789456@163.com
huaou@wzhuaou.com
huaqiang@jy838.com
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huaqingbrake@163.com
huasen1@cnzhongma.com
huatong88@163.com
huaweiql@163.com
huaweisale5@vip.163.com
huaxiawang@163.com
huaxin2@huasiona.com
huaxing@huaxingbearing.com
huaxueping@cjmp.com.cn
huayuanrk@163.com
huazhong@hz-lw.com
huazi@huazichina.com
huazi@huazipower.com
hubeihaojing@dongfengparts.cn
hubo1975@163.com
hubo7561@163.com
hudian@vip.163.com
huela@aliyun.com
hugh.spence@farmbrands.co.nz
hugh@fge.ca
hughes@hughesequipment.com
hugj@mail.sitp.ac.cn
hugo.canarte@tecelecomercial.com
hugo.restall@wsj.com
hugo@91umi.com
hugozhang@superage.cn
hugues@huguesmarine.com
huhongxia81@126.com
huibaijiahrm@126.com
huichengtoys@163.com
huier73520@126.com
huifengxc-bearing@163.com
huiheshen@vip.163.com
huijiadianzi@sina.com
huijin2008@yeah.net
huijune888@163.com
huilun1688@163.com
huitong888@vip.163.com
huixuan@vip.163.com
huiyan@cmtsp.com.sg
huiye188@126.com
huiye2003283@163.com
huiyongexpo@163.com
huje@vip.163.com
hujianxin88@126.com
hujisawing@163.com
humana-germany@yandex.ru
humanresources@cadoil.com
humen.119@163.com
hunaifei@bnu.edu.cn
hungphatco@fpt.vn
hunita@aw-photo.com
hunsuoh@tae-yang.co.kr
hunter@highlightek.com
hunterco@vip.126.com
hunyinfudao@163.com
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huolisuxuan@163.com
huopengbo5210@163.com
huoyuanchina@126.com
huoyuqiang99@163.com
huph@ustb.edu.cn
hupo@gz.com
hurantrade@126.com
hurongling@bellsent.com
hurrutia@aida-america.com
husain@ismateng.com
huschenk@mmm.com
huss97@emirates.net
hussain@adamaly.com
hussain@elixirenterprises.co
hustar@wuyunauto.com
huwenzhao@crrcgc.cc
huxihu2008@163.com
huy.nguyen@ellipsiz.com
huyaqing@126.com
huynhdat@mbcare.com.vn
huyuewz@126.com
huzechi@163.com
huzefaquresh@osusprog.com
hwan@huaweian.com
hwang@wellesley.edu
hwchoi@tgsvc.co.kr
hwh@cn-hongye.com
hwq0574@nbip.net
hwshincnvn@hanmail.net
hwxy@fjtcm.edu.cn
hx01@hxspoke.com
hxf5958@sina.com
hxia88@163.com
hxkjjt@126.com
hxphkc@126.com
hxtool@163.com
hxy@xisu.edu.cn
hxz200216@163.com
hxz@dunyi.net
hy5001129@yeah.net
hy@ykhy.cn
hyautoparts@126.com
hycd828@163.com
hycycle@126.com
hyderabad@tempsens.com
hydro369@sina.com
hydrofast@hydrofast.co.kr
hye@emag-china.com
hyengine@126.com
hyh6077165@163.com
hyhu@tsinghua.edu.cn
hyhuaxing@163.com
hyhzzb@126.com
hyk@kuhlcorp.com
hykeli@sina.com
hykers.filtration@hykers.com.tw
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hykj2000@126.com
hyl_9999@126.com
hylj@coldextrusion.com
hyolim@hyolimltd.com
hys620@126.com
hys@zjjl.com
hysteam@vip.163.com
hystoys@163.com
hytc26335686@hanmail.net
hyundaitel@163.com
hyyibiao@126.com
hyzhao@jdl.ac.cn
hyzhp@sdc.icbc.com.cn
hz-renqiaoling@made-in-china.com
hz13575712545@163.com
hz13957187081@163.com
hz3jj@163.com
hz7387@163.com
hz9469@163.com
hz@vsr.cn
hz_jerry_li@126.com
hz_yiren@163.com
hzaerma@hzaerma.com
hzauto@hzautoparts.com
hzbd@163.com
hzcmqg@163.com
hzdk@188.com
hzdtdhzw@163.com
hzdtsk@163.com
hzgczy1818@163.com
hzgjkfgs@163.com
hzhf@hzhf.com
hzhr@xdf.cn
hzhunter@people258.com
hzhx-hrm-job@foxconn.com
hzhz2008@sina.cn
hzjiangling@126.com
hzjnp@163.com
hzjx2008@163.com
hzjyslyc@126.com
hzkelong@vip.163.com
hzkl@vip.163.com
hzlietou@sina.com
hzljlyy@163.com
hzlongbaotang@163.com
hzlzy138@163.com
hznanhua@vip.163.com
hznujy@163.com
hzqiyang@163.com
hzqzxx@126.com
hzruijing@163.com
hzsclzx@163.com
hztangtian@163.com
hzthmy@126.com
hzthmy@163.com
hztodaytrans@sina.com
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hzunite@sina.com
hzwdqz@163.com
hzwelly@163.com
hzwlys@163.com
hzwxjz@163.com
hzwyyf@163.com
hzxlqp@aliyun.com
hzxy18@163.com
hzy@china-amass.com
hzyhfs@yeah.net
hzyhshf@163.com
hzylin@163.com
hzyouhao66@163.com
hzzfcy@163.com
i.bulgakova@pe.com.ua
i.dammann@act.de
i.elias@eliasmarine.com
i.erdogan@oemclamps.com
i.jovanovic@testo.rs
i.midani@mediterana.ro
i.turevych@rostok-trade.com
i20l5m@163.com
i@camerongreen.org
i@foohack.com
ia-beijing@hmf-china.com
iaa@iaa.ac.tz
iacortes@misena.edu.co
iain@maximusscreening.com
iaizpeolea@ampo.es
iaksionova@usaid.gov
ial@ial.com
ialm@ial.com
iam10@139.com
iam@shaz3e.com
iambrosini@unocad.it
iamex@163.com
iammrcn@mann-hummel.com
ian.bartlett@uniononline.co.uk
ian.hetherington@novoferm.co.uk
ian@accutrak.co.za
ian@autosuppliers.co.uk
ian@eiloart.com
ian@handturnedpens.co.uk
ian@palletsolutions.co.za
ian@strangward.co.uk
iar.support.sua@macrodynamics.com.au
iaubert@tribeca-imports.com
iazzam@aucegypt.edu
ibaemevents@ibo.org
ibd@ibd.com.br
iberica@biohorizons.com
ibirnbaum@usaid.gov
ibis@connect.ie
ibiz@etomato.com
ibmsupport@muk.com.ua
ibmxco@126.com
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ibobe@tytonbio.com
ibrahim@birtech.com.br
ibrahima@adosuae.com
icad@skywaytrading.com
icdfs@ncepu.edu.cn
ice168ok@vip.163.com
icec12@xju.edu.cn
icec@icec.it
icecbgs@163.com
icedao@nuaa.edu.cn
iceland@bicon.com
ices@dhu.edu.cn
ices@mail.shufe.edu.cn
iceworm0275@163.com
icl@akkreditert.no
icm@icm.com.tw
icpi@icpi.ro
ics@ecoagri.in
ics@rossi-group.com
icsb-contact@biomed.tsinghua.edu.cn
icytse@163.com
id-inca@sanchernet.in
id@idpeters.com
idb@idb-consulting.com
idea2711@126.com
ideas@ideasgroup.com
ideas@mesteel.com
ideawd@tpage.com
idkwon@v3d.co.kr
idroedil@pec.uno.it
idromec@idromec.net
ids-sales@nri.co.jp
idsupport@trendmicro.com
idurrani@ada-llc.com
ieahen@163.com
iebtour@iebtour.com
iec@imnu.edu.cn
iec@imu.edu.cn
iecl@ie.co.th
iecmc@163.com
ieco@bisu.edu.cn
ied@ybu.edu.cn
ieec@cust.edu.cn
ieee-japan@ieee.org
ieee-mce@ieee.org
ieee.apo@ieee.org
ieee@ciitlahore.edu.pk
ieeespectrum@ieee.org
ieeeusa@ieee.org
iejeacy@163.com
ielts.bd@idp.com
ielts.communications@idp.com
ielts.indonesia@idp.com
ielts.philippines@idp.com
ielts.sydney@idp.com
iemca.it@bucci-industries.com
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iemm03@fpt.vn
ies@znufe.edu.cn
iessut@163.com
ieu@education.com.hk
if@ingredients.pro
ifi180@tvsi.com.vn
ifn@ifn-auto.com
ifreeland@coasttropical.com
ifrisua@suanet.ac.tz
ig@weinig.ru
igallagher@kernaghan.com
ignatius.alva@kanoo.com
ignatova@expocentr.ru
igor.koltsov@technoservice.ru
igor.spinella@eggtronic.com
igrekovv@yandex.ru
ihcho@etnews.co.kr
ihdzhang@163.com
iherrera@triton.com.pe
ihkpanam@cableonda.net
iiclc885@dufe.edu.cn
iisrlko@sancharnet.in
ijc@hellion.org.uk
ik@postgresql-consulting.com
ika@alnassaradvocates.com
ikea@ikea.com.kw
ikechukwu.okogbue@kenonoilgas.com
ikehhong@imt-tech.co.kr
ikiler@ikiler.com.tr
ikkim@tgsvc.co.kr
iko@tpage.com
iktec@chollian.net
iku@ikucul.com
il@dmtpp.ru
ila.mehrotra@gla.ac.in
ilan@doronscientific.com
ilana@wordwizardsinc.com
ilapakrus@ilapak.com
ilcucinino@yandex.ru
ilda@ildaro.com
iletisim@adatepeler.com
ilham-aslanov@mail.ru
ilkop@chollian.net
iluminarltda@une.net.co
ilya-direct@ya.ru
ilycos111@sina.com
imag@imag.de
imagencorporativa@higsegeirl.com
imaging@shriro.com.vn
imaginguae@salams.com
imanor@imanor.gov.ma
imasood@century21.com.au
imesa@imesa.it
imjqwu@scut.edu.cn
impex@offratel.nc
import@alangauto.com
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import@atomic-sportscars.com
import@bartolich.com
import@daleel.com
import@gmsyntex.com
import@grouprbl.com
import@kalingastone.com
import@pepela.ge
import@rkb.co.in
import@ruttonsha.com
import@uk.klinelogistics.com
importaciones@famedical.com.pe
imports@auctiondepot.com.au
impregilo@impregilo.gr
improved.comms@force36.net
improved.it@force36.net
impsa1@prodigy.net.mx
imran.sheik@ramadaajman.com
imran@p-events.com
imran_ceo@aplpak.com
imro.badal@kings.sr
imryzb@imr.ac.cn
ims@iopb.res.in
imsb@imsb.com.br
imspi@163.com
imth@mail.ru
imtiaz.javed@mazca.ae
imtiaz@cfb.ae
imtiaz@limcoblankets.co.za
imtiyazn@iiionline.biz
in@investural.com
ina-loziska@ina.sk
ina.austria@at.ina.com
ina.bearing@uk.ina.com
ina126@163.com
ina@be.ina.com
ina@fi.ina.com
inaarg@ina.com.ar
inaloziska@cz.ina.com
inaturk@tr.ina.com
inavic@au.ina.com
inbacorpruh@zajil.net
inborja@inborja.com.ec
inbound@goexcitetourism.com
inbox@4by4.ru
inbox@apex52.com
inbox@ilaindia.com
inbox@rnclegal.com
incdaea@chollian.net
inchimica@imm-group.net
inco@inco-international.com
incoming-dt@patchwork.ozlabs.org
ind-sales@us.ina.com
indepth@clear.net.nz
inderpal.jaswal@cwbgroup.org
indetras@fpt.vn
indexes@quepublishing.com
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india.sales@quantum-southasia.com
india.support@primapower.com
india@bicon.com
india@cm3intl.com
india@fwmetals.com
india@gulfpetrochem.com
india@technorelief.com
indiaservice@tintometer.com
indiasupport@dubaiyellowpagesonline.com
indigo@pageonegroup.com
indigofamily@indigoarts.com
indocal@indocal.gob.do
indonesia@bicon.com
indrajkt@idola.net.id
indresh.yadav@gla.ac.in
indu@dutt.com
induchem@interlink.net.ve
indus@induslaw.com
industry@adm.khv.ru
industry@govvrn.ru
indutex@indutex.org
inecpro@porta.net
ineta@lietuvis.lt
inf@joryherb.com
inf@prodmag.ru
infak@infak.cz
infiniteconversions@practiceinthecloud.com
infinitypaper@163.com
info-GROUP@elatec.com
info-OE@ivyschools.com
info-agr@cu.edu.eg
info-bj@hioki.cn
info-br@prominent.com
info-china@forum8.com
info-china@puma.com
info-cl@prominent.com
info-co@prominent.com
info-coguanor@mineco.gob.gt
info-de@prominent.com
info-dubai@globalis.com
info-gne@karlstorz-emg.com
info-it@spartherm.com
info-jiameishi@foxmail.com
info-kraft2@mail.ru
info-me@cesi.it
info-me@viessmann.com
info-mx@prominent.com
info-n@ceag.de
info-pmo@i-union.ru
info-ru@lafortezza.com
info-s@nanowave.co.jp
info-tr@prominent.com
info-training@mail.ru
info.abudhabi@idp.com
info.adelaide@idp.com
info.ae@msasafety.com
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info.ae@sarstedt.com
info.ae@schaeffler.com
info.africa@socomec.com
info.ahmedabad@idp.com
info.alexandria@idp.com
info.algo@algo.it
info.alkhobar@idp.com
info.amman@idp.com
info.amman@kuehne-nagel.com
info.amritsar@idp.com
info.amt@egkantawalla.com
info.arusha@kuehne-nagel.com
info.at@sarstedt.com
info.athens@kuehne-nagel.com
info.au@sarstedt.com
info.australia@rossi-group.com
info.bahrain@al-hamad.com
info.bahrain@idp.com
info.bahrain@kuehne-nagel.com
info.baku@idp.com
info.bali@idp.com
info.bandung@idp.com
info.bangalore@idp.com
info.bangaloresouth@idp.com
info.bangkok@idp.com
info.bangkok@kuehne-nagel.com
info.barbados@kuehne-nagel.com
info.bathinda@idp.com
info.be@sarstedt.com
info.be@socomec.com
info.beijing@idp.com
info.beirut@idp.com
info.benelux@primapower.com
info.benelux@rossi-group.com
info.bg@zobele.com
info.bolivia@kuehne-nagel.com
info.bordeaux@socomec.com
info.br@primapower.com
info.br@sarstedt.com
info.brazil@kuehne-nagel.com
info.brisbane@idp.com
info.budapest@kuehne-nagel.com
info.buenosaires@kuehne-nagel.com
info.cairo@kuehne-nagel.com
info.calvignasco@kuehne-nagel.com
info.cantho@idp.com
info.casablanca@kuehne-nagel.com
info.cebu@idp.com
info.chandigarh@idp.com
info.chengdu2@idp.com
info.chennai@idp.com
info.chiangmai@idp.com
info.chile@cl.festo.com
info.chile@kuehne-nagel.com
info.china@rossi-group.com
info.cn@socomec.com
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info.coimbatore@idp.com
info.colombia@kuehne-nagel.com
info.cph@quick-cargo-service.dk
info.cuba@kuehne-nagel.com
info.cz@tecnocapclosures.com
info.danang@idp.com
info.dataresearch@dubaichamber.com
info.de@bepcoparts.com
info.de@brainbee.com
info.doha@kuehne-nagel.com
info.dominican-republic@kuehne-nagel.com
info.dubai@idp.com
info.dubai@kuehne-nagel.com
info.dubai@orkila.com
info.dublin@kuehne-nagel.com
info.ecuador@kuehne-nagel.com
info.egypt@idp.com
info.egypt@orkila.com
info.energystorage.it@socomec.com
info.es@glamox.com
info.es@sarstedt.com
info.es@socomec.com
info.fi@sarstedt.com
info.france@kuehne-nagel.com
info.france@rossi-group.com
info.gangnam@idp.com
info.gb@sarstedt.com
info.germany@era-contact.de
info.germany@rossi-group.com
info.glattbrugg@kuehne-nagel.com
info.grenoble@socomec.com
info.guangzhou@idp.com
info.guatemalacity@kuehne-nagel.com
info.gurgaon@idp.com
info.hag@lesjoforsab.com
info.hanoi@idp.com
info.hcmc.chinatown@idp.com
info.hcmc@idp.com
info.helsinki@kuehne-nagel.com
info.hme@hima.com
info.ho@giantuae.com
info.hongkong@idp.com
info.hongkong@kuehne-nagel.com
info.hr@sarstedt.com
info.hyderabad@idp.com
info.ie@sarstedt.com
info.im@topcon.com
info.in@socomec.com
info.india@rossi-group.com
info.indore@indusworldschool.com
info.iraq@kuehne-nagel.com
info.istanbul@kuehne-nagel.com
info.it@basco.com
info.it@manz.com
info.jakarta@idp.com
info.jakartakelapagading@idp.com
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info.jalandhar@idp.com
info.jc@aljazeerah.com.sa
info.jeddah@idp.com
info.jeddah@kuehne-nagel.com
info.johannesburg@kuehne-nagel.com
info.johorbahru@idp.com
info.jp@permasteelisagroup.com
info.jp@sarstedt.com
info.julon@aquafil.com
info.kampala@kuehne-nagel.com
info.karachi@kuehne-nagel.com
info.kf.uae@kanoo.com
info.khonkaen@idp.com
info.kiichi@joyful-cube.com
info.kochi@idp.com
info.kolkata@idp.com
info.kotakinabalu@idp.com
info.kualalumpur@idp.com
info.kuching@idp.com
info.kuwait@idp.com
info.kuwait@kuehne-nagel.com
info.ldh@grdedu.com
info.lebanon@kuehne-nagel.com
info.leicester@freightlink.eu
info.lille@socomec.com
info.ljubljana@kuehne-nagel.com
info.lnmiit@lnmiit.ac.in
info.lok@vulkan.com
info.luanda@kuehne-nagel.com
info.ludhiana@idp.com
info.luxembourg@kuehne-nagel.com
info.lv@sarstedt.com
info.lyon@socomec.com
info.madrid@kuehne-nagel.com
info.makassar@idp.com
info.malta@kuehne-nagel.com
info.managua@kuehne-nagel.com
info.manila@idp.com
info.maputo@kuehne-nagel.com
info.marseille@socomec.com
info.mauritius@idp.com
info.mauritius@kuehne-nagel.com
info.me@saltosystems.com
info.mea@valvoline.com
info.medan@idp.com
info.melbourne@idp.com
info.member@dubaichamber.com
info.metz@socomec.com
info.mhba@mann-hummel.com
info.milano@emag.com
info.minsk@kuehne-nagel.com
info.moscow@airliquide.com
info.mrcn@mann-hummel.com
info.msa@manitou-group.com
info.mumbai2@idp.com
info.mumbai@idp.com
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info.muscat@idp.com
info.muscat@kuehne-nagel.com
info.mx@sarstedt.com
info.naf@socomec.com
info.nairobi@kuehne-nagel.com
info.nanjing@idp.com
info.nantes@socomec.com
info.newdelhi@idp.com
info.newyork@kuehne-nagel.com
info.nigeria@orkila.com
info.nl@dbschenker.com
info.nl@sarstedt.com
info.nl@socomec.com
info.northamerica@rossi-group.com
info.noumea@idp.com
info.nz@rossi-group.com
info.oslo@kuehne-nagel.com
info.panama@kuehne-nagel.com
info.paris@kuehne-nagel.com
info.paris@socomec.com
info.parramatta@idp.com
info.penang@idp.com
info.perth@idp.com
info.peru@kuehne-nagel.com
info.phnompenh@idp.com
info.phnompenh@kuehne-nagel.com
info.poland@rossi-group.com
info.portofspain@kuehne-nagel.com
info.pune@idp.com
info.rajouri@idp.com
info.rbbh@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
info.riga@kuehne-nagel.com
info.riyadh@idp.com
info.rouen@socomec.com
info.rs@socomec.com
info.ru@sarstedt.com
info.russiatrading@mail.ru
info.sanjose@kuehne-nagel.com
info.sanpedrosula@kuehne-nagel.com
info.sansalvador@kuehne-nagel.com
info.sarajevo@kuehne-nagel.com
info.scp.at@socomec.com
info.scp.de@socomec.com
info.scp.isd@socomec.com
info.scp.it@socomec.com
info.se@sarstedt.com
info.semarang@idp.com
info.sg@socomec.com
info.shanghai@idp.com
info.shanghai@kuehne-nagel.com
info.shenzhen@idp.com
info.singapore@idp.com
info.singapore@kuehne-nagel.com
info.sk@manz.com
info.sofia@kuehne-nagel.com
info.southafrica@rossi-group.com
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info.southjakarta@idp.com
info.spain@emag.com
info.spain@rossi-group.com
info.srilanka@idp.com
info.strasbourg@socomec.com
info.subangjaya@idp.com
info.surabaya@idp.com
info.surat@idp.com
info.sydney@idp.com
info.taichung@idp.com
info.taipei@kuehne-nagel.com
info.tallinn@kuehne-nagel.com
info.tehran@idp.com
info.telaviv@kuehne-nagel.com
info.th@eastwestseed.com
info.th@sarstedt.com
info.thane@idp.com
info.tirana@kuehne-nagel.com
info.toulouse@socomec.com
info.tours@socomec.com
info.tr@sarstedt.com
info.tr@socomec.com
info.turkey@idp.com
info.turkey@rossi-group.com
info.uk@axialogistics.com
info.uk@primapower.com
info.uk@rajones.com
info.uk@rossi-group.com
info.uk@socomec.com
info.ups.de@socomec.com
info.ups.my@socomec.com
info.ups.pt@socomec.com
info.ups.tr@socomec.com
info.us@msasafety.com
info.us@scrollgiken.com
info.us@socomec.com
info.usa@manz.com
info.vadodara@idp.com
info.vdt@vulkan.com
info.vijayawada@idp.com
info.vilnius@kuehne-nagel.com
info.visakhapatnam@idp.com
info.vkg@vulkan.com
info.vn@venetanastri.it
info.volgatech@yandex.ru
info.warszawa@kuehne-nagel.com
info.westerneurope@kuehne-nagel.com
info.wien@kuehne-nagel.com
info.windhoek@kuehne-nagel.com
info.yogyakarta@idp.com
info.zhengzhou@idp.com
info1@kepro.it
info1@niigata-power.com
info1@sssuae.com
info2@cnzhuiyue.com
info2@jam-software.com
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info508@rollingtruck.com.tw
info@001shop.cz
info@1-pack.ru
info@101uniforms.com
info@151productsltd.com
info@1a-cargo.com
info@1buywine.com
info@24x7aaassociates.com
info@2lg.it
info@2wtuk.com
info@3d-china.com
info@786marine.com
info@7oceans.ae
info@808808.com
info@82events.ae
info@9395bikes.com
info@AllStop.net
info@CaviarStar.com
info@Crownnetcom.com
info@Doktor24.biz
info@DubaiDocs.com
info@Dynamicforge.com
info@FENGXINGCHINA.COM
info@GBC.ro
info@ICCAcademy.net
info@Kabrillc.com
info@Levarht.com
info@Optrics.com
info@ScienceStar.ph
info@SeedhiEximpal.com
info@SmartSeychelles.com
info@WheelNation.net
info@a-izquierdo.com
info@a1racing.cz
info@a3hongkong.com
info@aaainternationalservices.sc
info@aamf.com.ar
info@aartigroup.com
info@aau.ac.ae
info@aba-automotive.com
info@abarisava.com
info@abarlift.com
info@abayaty.ae
info@abbracorp.com
info@abc-ae.com
info@abe.pl
info@abhishekispat.com
info@abkauditing.com
info@abmmakine.com.tr
info@abo.co.jp
info@abousafi.com
info@abramat.ru
info@absolute.ae
info@abtussingapore.com
info@academic-soft.com
info@accessaccelerated.org
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info@accessionintl.com
info@accline.it
info@accs-efel.com
info@accurainfra.in
info@accuveri.com
info@accworldwide.com
info@acdc.co.za
info@aceexpressindia.com
info@acematerials.com
info@acgmarine.com
info@achilleskunshan.com
info@acis-d.com
info@ackgroup.ru
info@acmatex.com.pk
info@acodrain.ru
info@acornembeddedsystems.com
info@acromag.com
info@acsystems.pt
info@activeafrica.com
info@actt-uae.com
info@acube.co.jp
info@acumenadagency.com
info@adaptech.cz
info@adbibendum.be
info@address-beauty.com
info@adenglobal.com.tr
info@adept.ae
info@adi.ae
info@adih.ae
info@adm44.ru
info@admarwanda.com
info@admteck.com
info@adnanalliedchennai.com
info@adonaimechanicals.com
info@adriamed.com
info@adriateh.hr
info@adsf.ae
info@advanceauto.co.th
info@advanced-hc.com
info@advancedbioenergy.com
info@advanceduae.com
info@advanceworldgroup.com
info@advantech.com.tw
info@adventureinc.co.za
info@adventzgroup.com
info@advoc-uae.ae
info@aeconline.net
info@aee-group.com
info@aegisjurist.com
info@aeo.org.uk
info@aerequipments.it
info@aero-contact.com
info@aerobe.com
info@aerolexcables.com
info@aerzener.de
info@aetna-deutschland.de
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info@aetuniforms.com
info@afcopb.org
info@affoltergroup.ch
info@afiftrading.com
info@aflife.co.tz
info@afnanperfumes.com
info@africt.org
info@afrimel-italgru.com
info@afrina.com
info@afriplus.com
info@ag-eng.ru
info@agavatrading.com
info@agenco.gr
info@agicoa.org
info@agrega.hn
info@agrex.com
info@agribankplc.com
info@agrobelarus.by
info@agrobudlukowa.pl
info@agrocasing.ru
info@agropro.eu
info@agrozet.cz
info@agtrading.se
info@ah.co.nz
info@ahk-belarus.org
info@ahrexpo.com
info@ahsanleathers.com
info@aht.co.za
info@ai-engines.com
info@aicma.com
info@aidcopress.com
info@aiic.net
info@aimsgt.com
info@airapp.de
info@airbank.cz
info@airborneoilandgas.com
info@aircoustics.com
info@airotel.com
info@airsupport-japan.com
info@airwars.org
info@ais.ae
info@aiv-frankfurt.de
info@ajayind.com
info@ajisses.in
info@akam.nl
info@akasaka.co.jp
info@akemi.com.cn
info@akemi.de
info@aketools.com
info@akifcpa.com
info@aksharainternationalschools.com
info@akyapak.com.tr
info@al-bahjah.com
info@al-hamad.com
info@al-quds.com
info@alaan.tv
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info@alabdullatif-group.com
info@alayditents.com
info@albaddad.com
info@albagroup.it
info@albaraduae.com
info@albatros-snc.it
info@albergosanlorenzo.com
info@alberotrading.ch
info@albertmortensen.com
info@albidus.hr
info@albwardy.com
info@alcina.com.ua
info@aldeburghcarnival.com
info@aldourigroup.com
info@alexbranding.com.ua
info@alfakalor.com
info@alfanoos.net
info@alfredkochen.de
info@algol.fi
info@alha.com.sa
info@alhamligroup.com
info@alhosnu.ae
info@alibakhtiargroup.com
info@aliciaadamsalpaca.com
info@aligtannery.com
info@allchem.it
info@allies.kz
info@allos.co.za
info@alltrade.com.tw
info@alltrucks.com
info@almamoz.com
info@almanigroup.com
info@almarwangroup.com
info@almasaoodlogistics.com
info@almascmt.com
info@almasol.be
info@almateks.com
info@almoosadoors.com
info@almulla-lawyers.com
info@almutlaqfurniture.com
info@alogtz.com
info@alokozay.com
info@alpha-toys.co.uk
info@alphonse-island.com
info@alpiaviation.com
info@alpieesti.ee
info@alpinatyre.com
info@alpinebikeworks.com
info@alqaem.biz
info@alrabyah.com
info@alraisent.com
info@alran.fr
info@alrasigroup.com
info@alsaagroup.com
info@alsaeedi.com
info@alsalamprivateschool.com
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info@alsalmeen.com
info@alserkal-bridgestone.com
info@alsharifgroup.com
info@alsultanco.com
info@altanis-bros.com
info@altanmia.net
info@alternatifyayincilik.com
info@altharwadigitals.com
info@altuntasotomotiv.com.tr
info@altus.or.kr
info@alvarezysanchez.com.do
info@alyasra.com
info@amadubai.com
info@amarinceramics.com
info@amauchi-industry.com
info@amayaind.co.za
info@amb.ae
info@ambadar.co.id
info@amberbit.lv
info@ambianceimpex.com
info@ambikafoods.com
info@amciuae.com
info@ameeneng.com
info@ameerahealth.com
info@amphray.com
info@amsler.ch
info@amt.ru
info@amtchina.org
info@amtechcast.com
info@amtpro.co.kr
info@amz-automotors.com
info@an-g.de
info@analytics-shop.com
info@anandenterprise.com
info@anatec.ch
info@anbang.net
info@anchor-freight.co.uk
info@andel.pl
info@andrital.it
info@andymannhart.ae
info@anfibia.eu
info@angra.com.sg
info@animalaid.org.uk
info@anivite.pt
info@anp.com.hk
info@antinucci.com
info@antonioesteve.com
info@anycartech.com
info@aonemed.com
info@aopprecast.com
info@aosdmcc.com
info@aoyida.com
info@ap-bochum.de
info@apc.com.gr
info@apexinternationalschool.org
info@apexpowerconcepts.com
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info@api.de
info@apihealth.com
info@apiscent.com
info@apollo.sc
info@applix.it
info@apra.org
info@april-broker.ru
info@aprimatic.com
info@aqeri.com
info@aqualogicinc.com
info@ar.festo.com
info@arabbusinessclub.org
info@arabcom.com
info@arabiancoastqatar.com
info@arabiancourtyard.com
info@aradbuildingmaterial.com
info@arakigiken.co.jp
info@arb.co.za
info@arcadia.sch.ae
info@arco-baleno.com
info@arcoglobus.net
info@arcticfisheries.com
info@ardorinternational.com
info@aresanalitik.com
info@argosi.com.cn
info@arhareng.ru
info@arikon.ru
info@arinteg.ru
info@arkitech.com.tr
info@armcosa.com
info@armit.ru
info@arnika-med.ru
info@arnikon.com.tr
info@arnold.co.il
info@aroma-os.ru
info@aromadon.ru
info@arrowspeed.com
info@arspi.ru
info@art-liga.com
info@arta-consult.ru
info@artemide-agency.ru
info@artemislife.com
info@artigiano.it
info@artserf.com
info@arubapec.it
info@aruj.com
info@arviltda.cl
info@arvishipping.com
info@aryainsurance.com
info@aryashipbreaking.com
info@asa-europe.com
info@asabkk.com
info@ascotsudan.com
info@asdsey.com
info@asean-bp.com
info@asgworld.co.za
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info@ashapenncolor.com
info@ashiya-yamate.jp
info@ashtechgulf.com
info@ashtechs.com
info@asiamedialine.com
info@asianmetal.com
info@asianstargroup.com
info@asiaticbaths.com
info@asiaticbearing.com
info@asiaticfreightservices.com
info@asociacionmicroempresas.com
info@asp-eberle.com
info@aspenbsp.org
info@assaabloy.com
info@assist.ac.kr
info@assoconciatori.com
info@asstudio.in
info@aster.in
info@asterion-wheels.com
info@astf.net
info@astra.co.tz
info@astral.com.mt
info@astronomische-vereinigung-augsburg.de
info@asvsl.com
info@asw-london.co.uk
info@atc.se
info@atcoman.co
info@atera.de
info@ath-heinl.de
info@atitan.com
info@atlasbanka.com
info@atlasmetalind.com
info@atlaspeople.net
info@atomos-paper.com
info@atrinity.ru
info@atriumcare.com
info@attitude.ae
info@atxradiators.com
info@aud.edu
info@audiomaster.cz
info@audiomaster.sk
info@audiomedical.cl
info@audioxl.nl
info@aum.edu.kw
info@aunde.it
info@aurisco.com
info@auroraarms.ru
info@auroraworld.com
info@aurumfood.ru
info@aus.edu
info@austin.com
info@austria.emag.com
info@aut.oem.se
info@autamarocchitrading.com
info@auto100.ee
info@autoedu.lt
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info@autogrill.com
info@autohauschina.com
info@autokada.lv
info@automigo.com
info@autoplazahaiti.com
info@autoservice.lu
info@autumnvalleyhoney.co.nz
info@auwa.de
info@ava-huep.com
info@avc.ae
info@avc.dk
info@avcom.ae
info@ave-technologies.com
info@avenuehoteldubai.com
info@avenz.com
info@avi-infosys.com
info@avimatic.com
info@avl.com
info@avmadieselwares.com
info@avs-yhtiot.fi
info@avskumar.info
info@avwequipment.com
info@awashbank.com
info@aws3.com
info@axitecsolar.com
info@axxonoil.com
info@ayesh-group.com
info@ayland.com
info@azadea.com
info@azbaby.co.za
info@azharalmadina.ae
info@azimut.ae
info@azspa.it
info@b-z-s.com
info@b1g.de
info@babaali.cc
info@babbitt.com
info@baccara-geva.com
info@badrealam.com
info@bafokengholdings.com
info@bafte.com
info@bagci.com.tr
info@baitalnokhada.com
info@bajajrubbercompany.com
info@balajisprings.com
info@balbey.net
info@balestier.com
info@baliprema.com
info@ballistic.com.tw
info@balmoralcastle.com
info@baltagroup.com
info@balzer-mm.de
info@banaghans.ie
info@bancaintesa.ru
info@bankcardusa.com
info@bantryglass.ie
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info@bap.lv
info@baqaawdc.com
info@baradairsea.com
info@barandbench.com
info@barretthides.com
info@barrinc.com
info@bartec.de
info@barwellchina.com
info@basaoinvest.com
info@baseas.com
info@basharacare.com
info@basys.cz
info@battaglin.it
info@baumgarten-group.com
info@baumit.gr
info@bautech.co.tz
info@bavaria-wolltex.com
info@bayernmesse.com
info@bayt.net
info@baytekin.com.tr
info@bayview-assoc.com
info@bbr-automotive.de
info@bbr-rus.com
info@bc13.com
info@bcet.ae
info@bcfoods.co.nz
info@bcmed.ru
info@bcmeducation.org
info@bcrsp.ca
info@bcsint.com.cn
info@bcw.kr
info@bd-motor.com
info@bdrbeauty.com
info@beachcomber.co.tz
info@beacon-controls.co.uk
info@beamllc.com
info@bearsbys.com
info@bearthcosmetics.com
info@beau-tek.com
info@beautyleaders.com
info@beautyline.co.th
info@bebikes.com
info@becker-china.com
info@beckhoff.co.za
info@beeah.ae
info@beeznest.net
info@behnmeyer.co.th
info@behrhellaservice.com
info@beijing-kids.com
info@beisida.com
info@bekasport.com
info@beladva.com
info@belaseptika.by
info@belimoseoul.com
info@bella-systech.ru
info@bellabeauty.biz
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info@belllifestyleproducts.com
info@belmont.fr
info@belmt.com
info@beltec.ie
info@beltrantechnologies.com
info@belviso.ru
info@bemyeye.com
info@benairuae.com
info@bendafineart.co.il
info@bendel.de
info@benyueauto.com
info@benzhiwang.com
info@berengo.com
info@bergengg.com
info@bergi.com
info@berlin-chemie.de
info@bernasos.com
info@bernds.de
info@besanagroup.com
info@besco.it
info@best-service.de
info@besteq.ru
info@bestjobber.com
info@bestmachinery.it
info@bestwayoge.com
info@betahealth.co.nz
info@betarepresentaciones.com
info@betterlife-imports.com
info@bevenovo.com
info@bewe.it
info@bfly.ae
info@bfreebaby.com.cn
info@bfs.by
info@bfysportsnfitness.com
info@bhagwatisteelage.com
info@biaggini.com
info@bianchi.co.il
info@bianchiusa.com
info@bibbydist.co.uk
info@bicakcilar.com
info@biciclettezecchini.it
info@bicon.md
info@bicyclecafe.com
info@bicycleworkshop.com
info@bidifisco.com.vn
info@biesseitalia.cl
info@biessesistemi.it
info@bifidos.com
info@bigbank.eu
info@bigbrands.ae
info@bijdegroothandel.com
info@bike-parts.de
info@bike2bike.sg
info@bikecompany.fi
info@bikecorner-baar.ch
info@bikehubcyprus.com
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info@bikelogistics.hu
info@bikepoint.de
info@bikersbest.dk
info@bikestrike.com
info@biketex.hu
info@biketherapy.bike
info@bikeundco.de
info@bimalindia.com
info@binder.co.za
info@bineid.com
info@binhabib.com.pk
info@bino-europe.com
info@bintz-gmbh.de
info@bio-care.co.nz
info@bio-optica.it
info@bio-teknik.com
info@bioagritrade.com
info@biocertinternational.com
info@biocommerciale.com
info@biocosmetics.es
info@biodiagnosticaltda.com
info@biodynamics.gr
info@biohope.com.cn
info@biolab.co.nz
info@biologicsoft.com
info@biomedcentral.com
info@biopac.com
info@biorain.com
info@biosb.com
info@biotechware.com
info@bioteksolutions.ae
info@biotop.fi
info@biotropic.com
info@biovendor.com
info@biozeqkenya.com
info@bizcontrading.com
info@bj.adsale.com.hk
info@bjcabledrum.com
info@blackiriscafe.com
info@blackscorpion4x4.com
info@blaessinger.de
info@bldynamics.com
info@blindsdubai.com
info@blissuae.com
info@blockxgroup.com
info@bluebirdsamoa.ws
info@bluemena.com
info@bluepearlhoteltz.com
info@blueyel.nl
info@blushandbloom.com
info@bmbsc.com
info@bmjindustries.com
info@bmlaurus.com
info@bmsmanson.com.tr
info@bmtc.ae
info@bnbrack.com
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info@bnr.rw
info@bogota.scavolinistore.net
info@bolinchina.com
info@boltdepot.com
info@bomgar.com
info@bonaventuraexpress.com
info@bonavenue.com
info@bond-carparts.com
info@bonn-group.com
info@bonyanemirates.com
info@bonyangroup.com
info@boparai.in
info@border-states.com
info@bornelund.co.jp
info@botanichem.co.za
info@bottoli.it
info@boushahrigroup.com
info@bovomed.nl
info@bowa.de
info@bowooco.co.kr
info@boxsquareintl.com
info@boying.com.hk
info@boznak.com
info@bpsco.net
info@bpw.de
info@bqz88.com
info@br-ercagroup.com
info@brair.ru
info@brambati.it
info@brandshelter.com
info@brasil.emag.com
info@braukle.lt
info@bravemm.com
info@bremi.de
info@breuer-sibir.ru
info@brevi.eu
info@brightwell.ru
info@brilliantsanitary.com
info@bristolscientific.com
info@brmgearboxes.it
info@brothers-ycable.net
info@brussels-expo.be
info@brussels-expo.com
info@bservice.net
info@bsysjob.com
info@btg-minden.de
info@btltool.com
info@bto-solutions.ch
info@btstanki.ru
info@budgetsafaris.net
info@budline.com
info@buerkle.de
info@buid.ac.ae
info@bulthaup.spb.ru
info@bumann.de
info@bunzlaucastle.com
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info@burkhardt-weber.de
info@busbar.co.za
info@business-trading.com
info@businesstob.com
info@bvmindia.com
info@bvv-moscow.ru
info@bxparts.com
info@byko.lv
info@bypy.ru
info@byx.com.sg
info@bztauto.com
info@c-p-i.com
info@c-woermann.de
info@c21jaco.com
info@cabbazaar.com
info@cablemaestro.com.tw
info@cacjsnanda.com
info@caddemirates.co.ae
info@cadecocruz.org.bo
info@cadentia.co.uk
info@caimandental.com
info@caipisa.it
info@californiamediauae.com
info@caloris.com
info@camadan.com.tr
info@camairfreightsolutions.com
info@cambelshipping.com
info@cambriabike.com
info@camdeninternational.com.ph
info@camelahotel.com
info@cameray.cn
info@cameroun-guide.com
info@camozzi.at
info@camozzi.by
info@camozzi.com.cn
info@camozzi.cz
info@campcale.com
info@camspa.it
info@camstartrading.com
info@canadianmetalworking.com
info@candcip.com
info@candlesandfavors.com
info@cannontrading.com
info@cansoar.com
info@capesthorne.com
info@capitadeal.com
info@capitalfundsnetwork.com
info@capitalmailingequipment.com
info@capjeanmarie.sc
info@caplinq.com
info@capricorn.cl
info@capspire.com
info@carbongroup.de
info@carbonimageltd.co.uk
info@carbonklean.com
info@cardenaconsulting.it
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info@cardinalesrl.net
info@cargopak.it
info@cargoplanindia.com
info@cargopro.co.uk
info@carmltd.com
info@carnelutti.ru
info@carpent.it
info@carpetfoundation.com
info@carrera-industriesauger.de
info@carstens.it
info@cartotech.it
info@carttuning.com
info@casamcgregor.com.ni
info@casapalladio.com
info@casellispa.com
info@caspianservices.net
info@casterhk.com
info@casualimage.com
info@catherine.am
info@catv.ae
info@cavaalta.com
info@cazoom.nl
info@cbmpolska.pl
info@ccbrt.or.tz
info@cchairs.com
info@ccregroup.com
info@ccs.co.za
info@ceemfze.ae
info@celestebikes.am
info@celette.com
info@celimed.cz
info@cellimex.com
info@celticmarine.com
info@centrestageproductions.biz
info@century-overseas.com
info@cepewa.de
info@ceprosard.org.mk
info@cer-chile.cl
info@ceramtec.de
info@cermag.com
info@cert-pa.it
info@ces.eu
info@cetab.dp.ua
info@cfatools.com
info@cfpfonte.it
info@cft-cz.com
info@cgfkm.com
info@chadha-co.com
info@chadhasales.com
info@chamaeleon-produktion.de
info@championcycle.cc
info@chaotaipet.com
info@charbhuja.net
info@charinut.com
info@charmsagencies.com
info@cheerun.cn
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info@chellaramsplc.com
info@chematis.com
info@chemaweyaat.com
info@chembulktankers.com
info@chemit.net
info@chemocid.com
info@chengchia.com.tw
info@chenlong.com
info@chentai.net
info@cheqpoint.com
info@chgarments.com
info@chhkltd.com.hk
info@chhkw.de
info@chilickschurter.com.cn
info@chimont.com
info@chimtec.ci
info@china-abrasives.com
info@china-epe.com
info@china-hehua.com
info@china-yingfeng.com
info@china.emag.com
info@chinadobest.com
info@chinaenamel.com.cn
info@chinafelt.com
info@chinagalvanizedsteel.com
info@chinalanneret.com
info@chinanlk.com
info@chinanordson.com
info@chinarimi.com
info@chinasongde.com
info@chinese-tyres.com
info@chinpech.com
info@chistota-hit.ru
info@chistozor.ru
info@chk.com
info@chloemykelmakeup.com
info@choconchoc.co.uk
info@chocotech.de
info@choufani.com
info@chsweet.com
info@ciamesa.com
info@ciclirossi.com
info@cigarcompany.ch
info@cihrs.org
info@cimes.com
info@cimolai.com
info@cinelli.it
info@cinturonesdelsur.es
info@ciquadrocornici.it
info@citiqprepaid.co.za
info@cittadellaspezia.it
info@city-bike.com
info@citycentre.com.kw
info@cjexporters.com
info@ckt.hk
info@cl.enersys.com
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info@clamcopackaging.com
info@clarion.de
info@claritywater.ae
info@cleanpr.ru
info@cleanroomshop.ru
info@clearfieldmachine.com
info@clearleft.com
info@clever-corp.com
info@clinicareindia.com
info@clocate.com
info@clockworksoldier.co.uk
info@cloudfour.com
info@clouding.it
info@clublecannelle.com
info@cmc-texpan.com
info@cmsa-tz.org
info@cmsenergy.com
info@cn-eps.cn
info@cn-gaobiao.com
info@cn-xyc.Com
info@cn.ute.com
info@cnbestcare.com
info@cnboyu.cn
info@cncservice.com.tw
info@cndada.com
info@cnedgelight.com
info@cnhongchen.com
info@cnjingjia.com
info@cnkuntai.com
info@cnlyu.com
info@cnpanch.com
info@cnruihao.com
info@cnzhitong.com
info@cobbseng.com
info@cocofina.com
info@coelux.com
info@cogeis.it
info@coldjet.com
info@coleparmer.in
info@collinsinternational.com
info@colonelsacademy.com
info@colonialelectric.com
info@colonna.ee
info@colorbike.nl
info@colorobbia.pl
info@columbialogistics.com
info@comaco.it
info@comec.cc
info@comelz.com
info@comes.cc
info@comeup.com.tw
info@cominellimacchine.it
info@commencal.com
info@compassproperties.ae
info@componentes.com.gt
info@componentsengine.com
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info@comreivic.com
info@coms.it
info@conapi.net
info@concept2.com
info@concept2.hu
info@concept2.jp
info@conceriakara.com
info@concile.es
info@concorduae.com
info@condevo.it
info@condor.dz
info@condorteam.com
info@conexpoconagg.com
info@consumeraffairs.com
info@contecsrl.eu
info@conterm.ca
info@continentaloils.biz
info@contractpackaging.org
info@controlcomp.com
info@controlmercatali.it
info@controltechbikes.com
info@converge-honesty.com
info@convertingtech.com
info@conveyersystems.ru
info@coolautomation.com
info@coolcargo.co.uk
info@cooltech-hk.com
info@coosemansww.com
info@coppini.com.mt
info@coppolafoods.com
info@coralsky.ae
info@core-apps.com
info@corferias.com
info@corman.it
info@corporateamerica-news.com
info@correggio-consulting.eu
info@corropro.se
info@cosibo.it
info@cosmeticatrading.com
info@cosmetique-sa.com
info@cosmotrade.ch
info@costamarechina.com
info@costarighi.com
info@costsoldier.com
info@cota.com
info@covein.com
info@cowandynamics.com
info@cozyswan.com
info@cpbbank.com
info@cplighting.net
info@cpmbearings.com
info@cqc.ci
info@craft-sp.jp
info@craftcentral.org.uk
info@craigalansync.com.au
info@cratoni.com
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info@creadivadesign.com
info@creativecommons.org
info@credouae.com
info@creoletravelservices.com
info@crestopt.com
info@crewfo.com
info@cristini.it
info@criticallink.com
info@croan.co.uk
info@cromalite.com
info@crownpapermill.com
info@crownstaronline.com
info@crvena-luka.hr
info@cryofresh.com
info@cryomaxcooling.com
info@crystalarabia.com
info@cs-cart.ch
info@cs-cart.eu.com
info@cs-cart.jp
info@cse-fabtech.com
info@csema.com.cn
info@csi-udine.com
info@csmmetal.com.tr
info@ctcgroupltd.com
info@ctp.de
info@cts-interlab.com
info@ctsgb.ltd.uk
info@cttu.org
info@ctyscour.co.nz
info@cuberussia.ru
info@cult.si
info@culturalintrigue.com
info@culturelabx.com
info@cupro.co.in
info@curacaodobrasil.com.br
info@curaden.com.au
info@curaden.it
info@curling-dcv.de
info@curling.ee
info@curling.or.jp
info@curling.org.cn
info@curlingukraine.org
info@cxjinkai.com
info@cxjy.com
info@cxmbcy.com
info@cxqs.com
info@cxr.com
info@cxyq.com
info@cybercodetech.com
info@cycambike.com
info@cycleurope.fi
info@cycleurope.se
info@cyclinginmyanmar.com
info@cyclisport.com
info@cyclota.com
info@daenemark.emag.com
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info@dagostinolawyers.com
info@dahomulsan.kr
info@daikaffil.com
info@dailylivestockreport.com
info@dailytechnologies.com
info@dairynews.ru
info@daitona.com
info@daiwamotor.com
info@dallas-company.com
info@damanpolyfabs.com
info@damara.com
info@damati.com
info@damourbicycle.com
info@dandx.co.uk
info@danielleneilldesigns.co.uk
info@danking.kz
info@dap-hongkong.com.hk
info@dap-singapore.com.sg
info@dappolonia.it
info@darts-ip.com
info@dataglobe.hu
info@datanetengineering.com
info@datuming.com
info@dau.edu.sa
info@davanti-tyres.com
info@davis-standard.com
info@daxalcosmetics.com
info@dbs.no
info@dbv.eu
info@dc-agent.com
info@dde-me.com
info@de.ina.com
info@dearbebe.cn
info@debeukelaer.be
info@dec-group.ch
info@decamillis.eu
info@decibelsme.com
info@decortz.com
info@decovan.be
info@deepseaemirates.com
info@defietsfabriek.nl
info@degson.com
info@deistgroup.com
info@delilaundry.cn
info@dellafoglia.it
info@delonghi.cz
info@delphy.nl
info@delta.com.vn
info@deltacooling.com
info@deltaintl.com.cn
info@deltaltd.com
info@deltaoilgasjobs.com
info@delucalex.com
info@demaksan.net
info@demetriades.com
info@demireller.com.tr
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info@denfosn.com
info@denkauae.com
info@dental86.com
info@dentalservicescostarica.com
info@dentunit.cz
info@depile.ee
info@deraah.com.sa
info@dercosa.com
info@derimsan.com
info@dermacompare.com
info@deruigroup.com
info@designnation.co.uk
info@deteks.com.tr
info@deteq.com
info@deumil.com
info@deveshagriexim.in
info@devonportmotorshow.com
info@dfi-geisler.com
info@dheerajeastcoast.com
info@di-sport.com
info@diacron.ae
info@diavaz.com
info@diel.de
info@dierre.it
info@dieselforce.com
info@dieseltechnika.pl
info@difa.by
info@difc.ae
info@digisound.ee
info@digitalmagicmalta.com
info@dija-oostcolor.eu
info@dima.it
info@dimmaumeh.com
info@dimusa.cl
info@dipflon.com
info@diplomaticocigars.com
info@dish.ae
info@divure.co.za
info@diyor.com.tr
info@dkk.com.cn
info@dlouhy-ita.eu
info@dlouhy-ita.sk
info@dlvplant.nl
info@dlzh.com
info@dma-group.com
info@dmaconsultant.com
info@dmcshj.com
info@dmi.com.ph
info@dmm.co.za
info@dmse.com
info@dmtpp.ru
info@dnjenergy.com
info@dockandbay.com
info@dockpro.co.za
info@doftec.com
info@dogaparts.es
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info@dogshop.hu
info@dogsnug.com
info@dogusfirca.com
info@dokkanafkar.com
info@dolphinc.in
info@dolu.com.tr
info@domain.com.com
info@domaines-fabre.com
info@domaininc.cc
info@dongbao.com
info@dornbusch-gravuren.de
info@dorukmak.com.tr
info@dossuntruck.com.tw
info@douala-guide.net
info@double-wood.com.tw
info@doutent.com
info@doveconviene.it
info@dowdandguild.com
info@download-email-list.com
info@downloademail.net
info@downs-surgical.com
info@dpahuja.com
info@dpgenerator.com
info@dpprom.ru
info@dps.gov.al
info@dpsbadhani.com
info@dpskarnal.com
info@dpu.edu.in
info@dr.aburas.ae
info@dragonmarts.com
info@dreamofafrica.com
info@dreamyachtcharter.com
info@drempelvrij.nl
info@drivelectro.ru
info@drkayleclinic.com
info@dryredpress.com
info@ds-sa.me
info@dtihk.cz
info@dts.co.za
info@dubaiassociationcenter.com
info@dubaifitness.biz
info@ducrete.com
info@dueffesport.com
info@duell.fi
info@dufercoitalia.com
info@dulwich-beijing.cn
info@duncan-oil.com
info@durabilis.eu
info@duranmatic.nl
info@dusitdubai.com
info@dvs.gr
info@dvtexno.ru
info@dynamia.mx
info@dynamics.com.tw
info@dynasty-color.com
info@dysmail.com
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info@e-bices.org
info@e-bigleap.com
info@e-canina.eu
info@e-farm.com
info@e-i-emirates.com
info@e-lifebracing.com
info@e-ukraine.org.ua
info@eChinaChem.com
info@eTextMail.com
info@eagleceramics.net
info@eaglesteelindustries.com
info@eal-vertrieb.com
info@earthmech.net
info@earthmilkinc.com
info@eastafricaherald.com
info@eastrise-tw.com
info@easycarinsurance.sc
info@easyelec.cn
info@easyhomeinsurance.sc
info@ebi-bearings.com
info@eccp.com
info@ecf.net.cn
info@echiller.ru
info@eclcodubai.com
info@eco-italia.com
info@eco-nederland.com
info@eco-potential.com
info@ecoleandubna.ru
info@ecolibri.it
info@ecomarket-al.com
info@ecorealtorscr.com
info@ecotech.com
info@ecoventureme.com
info@ecteurope.com
info@ecutesting.com
info@edcc.com.cn
info@edenislandmarina.sc
info@edenlush.com
info@edilmetas.it
info@edilsider.com
info@editorialedelfino.it
info@edizioniaf.com
info@edlw.ru
info@edm-imaging.com
info@eds.za.com
info@eh-services.ch
info@ehibcc.com
info@ehrle.com
info@ehwgmbh.com
info@eiha.org
info@eklavyaschooljal.org
info@ekoton.com
info@elaninteriorsdubai.com
info@elbex-hamburg.de
info@elc-electroconsult.com
info@elcora.com.cy
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info@elec.ru
info@elektrospoji.si
info@elements-metal.com
info@eliindia.com
info@elimantannery.net
info@elininsulation.com
info@elisa-tek.com
info@elitan.ru
info@elite-il.co.il
info@elite-jets.com
info@elite-toys.com.hk
info@elitebb.cn
info@eliteshippinginc.com
info@elitser-me.com
info@elizabethandres.com
info@elleviesse.it
info@eltrixengineering.com
info@eltronplus.eu
info@elytronic.net
info@emacom.jp
info@emag-china.com
info@emailcompanies.net
info@emaildatalist.net
info@emaildownload.info
info@emaildownload.org
info@embil.net
info@emco.at
info@emeduae.com
info@emilianaserbatoi.it
info@emiratesaquatech.ae
info@emiratesnet.com
info@emotorsgroup.com
info@empressems.com
info@emproco.com
info@emrill.com
info@emv.be
info@encomfg.com
info@endlessme.com
info@energyforafrica.com
info@enertek.ru
info@enjoytyre.com
info@enncon.com
info@enprotec.co.za
info@entekteknik.com
info@envirolab.rs
info@enviroserve.ae
info@eorc.com.mt
info@epillars.com
info@eptainks.co.in
info@equibreed.co.nz
info@equifar.cl
info@eracks.com
info@ercagroup.com.tr
info@ergox.com
info@erkaahsap.com.tr
info@erretre.com
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info@esaprint.ru
info@esco-salt.com
info@esign.eu
info@esinna.com
info@esipova.ru
info@espositonet.com
info@essebi.com
info@essencemedical.com
info@essentials.com
info@essentialsdubai.com
info@essepigi.com
info@est-kl.com
info@estudiowilla.com
info@estun.com
info@eta.co.at
info@eta.com
info@etacom.be
info@etacom.nl
info@eteuae.com
info@ethiostandards.org
info@etlad.com
info@etopeak.com
info@ettic.org
info@etw-energie.de
info@eur-project.org
info@eurasenergy.media
info@euro-optics.nl
info@eurobikes.com.gt
info@eurocarsrental.com
info@eurocosmetics.com.co
info@eurocredit.it
info@euroferro.it
info@eurolub.de
info@european-airport-transfers.com
info@european-eng.ru
info@euroscreen.it
info@eurosilos.it
info@eurosimm.com
info@eurotab.fr
info@eurotechgas.com
info@eurotrekgroup.com
info@eurotz.net
info@eventage.com.pk
info@everloc.com.au
info@evikon.ee
info@evolvence.com
info@evotest.com
info@evrotex.su
info@evs.ee
info@ewmotors.ru
info@excellentproducts.nl
info@excelmotors.sc
info@exceltech.com.my
info@excimer.co.jp
info@executivemotors.sc
info@exelixis.ro
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info@exerp.com
info@eximbank.com
info@exinit.de
info@exomos.com
info@expertsfreight.com
info@expoagrogto.com
info@expocentr.ru
info@expoclub.ru
info@expodisplayservice.ae
info@expoforum.ru
info@expogroup.kz
info@exponentia.org
info@exportgenius.in
info@exportpro.co.nz
info@extrutec.com
info@eymambalaj.com
info@fa-automobile.com
info@faam.com
info@fabemametali.hr
info@faberon.ru
info@fabtechtrading.ae
info@factorystore.si
info@fah-ler.com
info@fahrradmanufaktur.de
info@faie.at
info@failsafefire.co.za
info@fairwise.be
info@falconinsurance.sc
info@falconog.com
info@familysoap.com
info@familywinemerchants.com
info@fandok.com
info@faradaysdubai.com
info@farm.com.sa
info@farsoon.com
info@farsports.cn
info@fasco.com.hk
info@fashion-one.cn
info@fassa.com
info@fasttrackdubai.com
info@fasttracktanzania.com
info@fatcat.ae
info@fathimagroup.com
info@fauck.de
info@fazland.com
info@fcc-ca.com
info@fcciuae.ae
info@fcmbank.com.mt
info@featbikes.com
info@fecfrance.com
info@fedagrim.be
info@federicoalbarello.com
info@fedhielo.com
info@feimobili.com.br
info@fein.fujielectric.com
info@fells.co.uk
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info@feltcykler.dk
info@feluwa.de
info@fenghuatyre.com
info@ferment.by
info@fernbaby.co.nz
info@ferracinabbigliamento.it
info@ferramati.it
info@ferricfusion.co.uk
info@festo.nl
info@fgacycling.com
info@fgtellc.com
info@fi.imptob.com
info@fietsendegeus.be
info@filconfilters.co.za
info@filipacchi.com
info@fill.co.at
info@fimbank.com
info@fimm.cl
info@findyouritaly.com
info@finecables.com
info@fineotex.com
info@finieris.lv
info@finnvacum.ru
info@finspor.com.tr
info@fiointernational.com
info@fire-test.com
info@firmageorgia.ru
info@first-environment.co.uk
info@firsteched.com
info@fishingbag.net
info@fitlifedxb.com
info@fitness-world.in
info@fitofarm.com.mk
info@fivestarbatteries.co.uk
info@fjcollection.co.uk
info@flash-safaris.com
info@flavourtiles.com
info@flexelec.co.za
info@flexequipment.com.au
info@flexim.com
info@floandvie.co.uk
info@flocast.co.za
info@flowers-square.com
info@flowlineuae.com
info@flowtrad.com
info@fluidica-ec.com
info@fluidlines.co.za
info@fluidsealing.com
info@flux-pumpen.de
info@flymantra.com
info@flysaatz.com
info@fondazionericercamolinette.it
info@fondazionerimed.com
info@foodonclick.com
info@fooh.eu
info@forbislogistics.com
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info@force.com.tw
info@foremostfitness.com
info@forensicassurance.com
info@forexmotors.com
info@formeld.com
info@fornivarese.com
info@forrec.it
info@fortesholdings.com
info@fortezza-fl.com
info@fortunaauto.tw
info@fortuneagroimpex.com
info@fortunefive.biz
info@fortunemarine.com
info@forwarderfastfinder.com
info@forzatire.com
info@foto-technika.pl
info@fourmed.com
info@fp-ruys.nl
info@fra-ber.it
info@franccarts.com.hk
info@france-scientifique.fr
info@francotyp.com
info@franke.com
info@frankenfilter.com
info@frankfurt.emag.com
info@franklinkart.com
info@freebytes.com
info@freight44.com
info@fresconutrition.co.nz
info@frfsports.com
info@fri-el.it
info@fricke.de
info@frigosystem.com
info@froggabio.com
info@frontiersoups.com
info@frozenfish.com
info@fruchthansa.de
info@fruitnews.ru
info@fruno.com
info@fsapsan.ru
info@fstco.net
info@ftdinfocom.com
info@ftnshipping.com
info@fuchs.si
info@fujairah-airport.com
info@fujibikes.be
info@fujichemical.co.jp
info@fulekeji.com
info@fullertonbayhotel.com
info@fullertonhotel.com
info@fullife.co.in
info@fullycharged.com
info@fullymax.com
info@fulm.com.mk
info@fungsang.com
info@funk-gmbh.de
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info@funkbox.ch
info@funnyamusement.com
info@futton.com.hk
info@futuramamotorkit.com
info@futurecard.com
info@futurecycling.cz
info@futurelabs.com
info@futurelink.ae
info@futurisnz.co.nz
info@fv-cast.com
info@fw-stanki.ru
info@fwmetals.com
info@g-gifts.com
info@gaballah.com
info@gacl.com.gh
info@gaianifratelli.it
info@galaxycn.com
info@gallazzi.com
info@gallotex.it
info@galtec.it
info@gama.ae
info@gamfg.org
info@gandhient.com
info@gansa-techno.com
info@gaoxiaojob.com
info@gardensmanitoba.com
info@garrettbrokers.com
info@garrettleather.com
info@gasgoo.com
info@gasparini-spa.com
info@gastroline.co.il
info@gattrading.com
info@gavita.nl
info@gazzaz.com.sa
info@gba-gulf.com
info@gbhic.com
info@gbo-group.biz
info@gcbiotech.com
info@gcllog.com
info@gcurve-uae.com
info@gd-goonwa.com
info@gdgoenkaschool.in
info@gdxl.com
info@gelatomio.com
info@gemavi.net
info@gemini-uae.com
info@gemu.com
info@gemue.co.za
info@gencotyre.com
info@genepharm.gr
info@generali.hr
info@generalmonitors.com
info@genergy.ir
info@genetricsinc.com
info@genkacomm.gr
info@geo-reinigungstechnik.de
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info@geostormoilngas.com
info@geotabafrica.com
info@geotec.com.uy
info@geotn.it
info@gerb.com.cn
info@gerbertechnology.com
info@gergert.kg
info@gesab-sweden.se
info@getapp.com
info@getfurn.com
info@getrabel.be
info@gewelagertec.de
info@gia.si
info@gianairltd.com
info@giesser.de
info@gift-master.com
info@gigroterm.ru
info@gikurucompany.com
info@gilgenDS.co.uk
info@gilgendoorsystems.at
info@gio.ae
info@giovannirana.ch
info@gir.fr
info@girnar.com
info@gironacyclecentre.com
info@gis-air.com
info@gitoh.jp
info@giuliano-automotive.com
info@gizerlerotomotiv.com.tr
info@gktex.ru
info@glashandelwybenga.nl
info@glatt-weimar.de
info@glbgraphics.co.uk
info@gleamtz.com
info@glmenthol.com
info@glob.com.tr
info@globalautomotive.org
info@globalbrandings.com
info@globaleducationplacement.com
info@globalintluae.com
info@globalmagnetics.com
info@globalsoft.com.tw
info@globaltrust.ru
info@globarredo.ma
info@gloresource.com
info@glory-dental.com
info@gmn.de
info@gnammo.com
info@gnbankghana.com
info@gnpschool.org
info@go-dahab.ru
info@go4.si
info@goblinindia.com
info@gohooper.com
info@goilonline.com
info@goknur.kz
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info@gold-net.com.cn
info@goldandgift.ae
info@goldcosecurity.com.au
info@goldencarbide.com
info@goldendoor.gr
info@goldentulipaccrahotel.com
info@goldentuliplilis.com
info@goldlok.com
info@goldshar.ru
info@gonetech.com
info@gongjufang.com
info@goodsmileasia.info
info@gopalanorganics.com
info@goslar.co.il
info@gosphero.com
info@govoni.it
info@gowealthy.com
info@goyaltraders.net
info@goyouth.com.tw
info@gpcchem.com
info@gpgraders.com
info@gps-intl.com
info@grandi-srl.it
info@grandintegra.com
info@grandslamfitness.co.in
info@grandstonetyre.com
info@gravitybolivia.com
info@grc.ae
info@green-world.info
info@greencardubai.com
info@greencrystalsolar.com
info@greenearthchem.com
info@greenfieldfze.com
info@greenfields.co.ug
info@greenobin.com
info@greenoponics.com
info@greenparking.ae
info@greenroofinn.com
info@greenworldmedia.co.th
info@greibo-chemie.de
info@greytonaccommodation.com
info@gridinfosys.com
info@grinwood.com
info@grmotomotiv.com
info@groovy.im
info@grossetofiere.it
info@group-ib.ru
info@growersorganic.com
info@grpindustries.com
info@grupagnottelli.it
info@gruppobiokimica.com
info@gruppodani.it
info@gruppogrigolin.com
info@gruppoper.nl
info@gruppotoma.com
info@gs-enterprises.in
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info@gsdhealthcare.com
info@gse.ae
info@gsijp.com
info@gspschool.org
info@gta.com.ar
info@gtatrading.com
info@gti-center.com
info@gto-rs.com
info@gtsglobalservices.com
info@guardianmade.com
info@gudepol.eu
info@guhringchina.com
info@gulf-scientific.com
info@gulfideas.com
info@gulfmec.ae
info@gulfmotoring.com
info@gulfnav.com
info@gulfsafetyuae.com
info@guoyoule.com
info@gva.de
info@gwbrg.com
info@gwegh.it
info@haascnc.com
info@hadi.co.il
info@hadleypapergoods.co.uk
info@haedeunco.com
info@hafilat.ae
info@hahnel.ie
info@haina-china.com
info@haiyuecorp.com
info@hajicommercial.com
info@hakel.com
info@hakuto.com.cn
info@halaitrading.com
info@hallbauer-viernheim.de
info@hallmarkhotel.com
info@hambergercosmetic.at
info@handijack.net
info@hansen-electric.cz
info@haofeichem.com
info@happy-baby.cc
info@hardexworld.com
info@harley-davidson.ae
info@harmanme.com
info@harperintl.com
info@harrietmorrisjewellery.com
info@harropusa.com
info@hars.com.tr
info@hartje.de
info@hartmann-la-gmbh.de
info@hartmannsplantcompany.com
info@harvardfleamarket.com
info@harz.jp
info@hashhack.pro
info@hasttings.ru
info@hat-tz.org
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info@hauckhkg.com
info@hauckuk.com
info@hauland.co.nz
info@hawavalves.com
info@haweka.com
info@hawkamah.org
info@hazet.de
info@hbcdiesel.com
info@hct.ac.ae
info@hd.com.tr
info@hdlkazakhstan.kz
info@hdm-elquitecnica.com.ec
info@hdslines.com
info@health-more.com.au
info@healthmart.ae
info@heart-machine.com
info@hebeiyogem.com
info@hedefsentetik.com.tr
info@hedpes.pl
info@hedson.se
info@hela.com.sg
info@helkamavelox.fi
info@hella-gutmann.com
info@heller-leder.com
info@heller-leder.de
info@hellogrimes.com
info@hellride.ru
info@hemazhao.com
info@hemlines.com
info@hempflax.com
info@hempflax.ro
info@hempfoods.com.au
info@hempinc.com
info@hempseedoil.eu
info@hencon-vactech.com
info@hengfeng-china.com
info@hengst.cn
info@hengst.com
info@hengst.de
info@henningfish.co.uk
info@henweit.com
info@hepa.com
info@hepu.de
info@herbal-powers.com
info@herco.com.ph
info@herford.emag.com
info@heritagetanzania.com
info@herose.com
info@herrman.com
info@hertzperfumes.com
info@hesse.ae
info@heule.com
info@hewing.com
info@hex-rays.com
info@hexinnovate.com
info@heylpatterson.com
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info@hflanbo.com.cn
info@hhbnys.com
info@hi-mark.com
info@hicontechnocast.com
info@hide.it
info@hidrel.com.tr
info@highgradeuae.com
info@hilalnursing.com
info@hilverdakooij.nl
info@him-apparat.ru
info@hima.com
info@himakecable.com
info@himbalt.lv
info@himiya.pro
info@hindwing.com
info@historicalremedies.com
info@hkctechnology.com.cn
info@hkex.com.hk
info@hlcables.com
info@hlfilter.com
info@hln.be
info@hlrd.ru
info@hlsc.co.kr
info@hmc-maquinarias.com
info@hmc.hosokawa.com
info@hmg.com.jo
info@hmrgroups.com
info@hnspice.com
info@hoangquanco.com
info@hoehne.de
info@hohmeier-anlagenbau.de
info@hokseal.com
info@holexusa.com
info@holidaysseychelles.com
info@hollindia.com
info@holtec.ru
info@holtsprecision.com
info@homedecorceramic.com
info@homejoychina.com
info@honeysrealdogfood.com
info@honeywrap.co.nz
info@hong-jin.com
info@hongene.com
info@hongsean.com
info@hongwell.com
info@honiton.com.tw
info@honjomed.com
info@hooglytea.com
info@hookah-shisha.com
info@horma.cn
info@hospidex.eu
info@hospitalar.com.ve
info@hospitalitysuppliesintl.com
info@hot-chili.biz
info@hotelgranodeoro.com
info@hotelpio.ru
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info@housetexchina.com
info@hovemint.com
info@hqht-online.com
info@hssfidelity.it
info@hst.cz
info@htt-china.cn
info@httrade.com.ar
info@hua-feng.cn
info@hualian.ru
info@huameikj.com.cn
info@huawei.eu
info@huber-schindler.ch
info@huglettswoodfarm.com
info@huihengmotor.com
info@humana.gr
info@humbleteam.com
info@hunkydorydesignsLtd.com
info@huntsabs.org.uk
info@hupleong.com
info@hutaibinfotech.com
info@hydestyle.co.uk
info@hydro-concept-spa.com
info@hygienetz.com
info@hypenica.com
info@hyperformance.nz
info@hypnosbeds-me.com
info@hytec.co.za
info@hzbljb.com
info@hzyongchao.com
info@i-pec.ru
info@iacontrol.co.za
info@iafstore.com
info@iba.by
info@ibcme.com
info@ibnorca.org
info@ibp.us.com
info@ibpiran.com
info@icap.nu
info@icedxb.com
info@icehosting.com
info@icko.de
info@icl-express.com
info@icnnsw.org.au
info@icnvic.org.au
info@icnwa.org.au
info@icontime.cn
info@icotomotiv.com
info@idahomountaintouring.com
info@idaj.cn
info@idaj.co.jp
info@idaj.kr
info@idc-pbs.com
info@idea.ge
info@idecor.co.tz
info@ifag.com.au
info@igroup.com.cn
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info@iia-hydroequip.com
info@iicl.org
info@iigbank-malta.com
info@iipco.com
info@ikonme.com
info@ilcsi.com
info@illuminationsworld.com
info@ilmeg.co.za
info@ilmioviaggiodinozze.com
info@ilparticolare.com
info@ilquinto.it
info@ilsgchina.com
info@im.g4s.com
info@imarkinfotech.com
info@imasaf.it
info@imcd.dk
info@imcd.fi
info@imcd.fr
info@imcd.no
info@imcd.se
info@imcdgroup.com
info@imcon-electronics.cz
info@imedia.sc
info@imgtec.com
info@immunostep.com
info@impexinca.pe
info@importgenius.com
info@importwheels.com.mx
info@impresagaspari.it
info@ims-verbindungstechnik.com
info@imuspa.it
info@ina.nl
info@inalfa-roofsystems.nl
info@inalfa.com
info@inautomatic.ru
info@inbank.ee
info@incatrade.com
info@incept-sport.fr
info@ind-distribution.com
info@indalco.it
info@index-6.com
info@indiaip.com
info@indiapalace.ae
info@indiatradingco.com
info@indiatradingsrl.com
info@indoflex.com
info@indogulfme.com
info@indostan.in
info@indspices.com
info@inductotherm.ru
info@induko.ru
info@induserv.net
info@industrialanalytical.co.za
info@industriall-union.org
info@inel-mt.hr
info@ineltro.at
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info@infinitoviaggi.it
info@infobio.ru
info@infometrix.com
info@informaticawebsystems.com
info@infotechsys.net
info@ingemad.cl
info@ingredients.pro
info@injoynow.com
info@inkabor.com
info@inkarp.co.in
info@inmarco.ae
info@innotech.gr
info@inos-group.com
info@inospectra.com
info@inoutfurniture.com
info@inoxwirerope.com
info@inso.com.gr
info@instascan.se
info@instrulog.dk
info@intecinc.co.kr
info@interactive.com
info@interatletika.com
info@intercycles.cl
info@interelme.com
info@interlux.lv
info@intermedia-holland.nl
info@internatural.com.ar
info@interseafisheries.com
info@intertecsys.com
info@intextoys.cn
info@intltrade.co.za
info@introskip.com
info@investincartagena.com
info@involutetools.com
info@iopp.org
info@iovo.com
info@ipearl-usa.com
info@ipgurus.in
info@iprattorneys.com
info@iqpc.com
info@iqpc.de
info@iquip.co.za
info@iranozone.ir
info@irecommend.ru
info@ireo.com
info@irisbond.com
info@ironman4x4america.com
info@ironmanperu.com
info@irsara.it
info@ism.it
info@ismdubai.com
info@iso-plus.bg
info@iso-plus.gr
info@iso-plus.ro
info@isoegypt.com
info@isoico.com
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info@isolfin.it
info@israpack.co.il
info@isuae.ae
info@it-task.ru
info@it.ru
info@italianmedicalcenter.ae
info@italianstyle.ae
info@italmix.it
info@italmodular.com
info@italpannelli.it
info@italpelli.com
info@italtecnica.net
info@itec.com.vn
info@itech.fr
info@its-indonesia.com
info@its-vn.com
info@itsiso.com
info@itssimo.com
info@iubenda.com
info@iv-rv.com
info@ivoryfze.com
info@ivorytrading.ae
info@ivs-technology.ru
info@jakmaritime.com
info@jamco1.com
info@janastravelservice.com
info@jappaleather.com
info@jasgift.com
info@jasma.pt
info@jaxcolor.com.tw
info@jayantprintery.com
info@jayeshgroup.com
info@jayineefoods.com
info@jaykal.com
info@jaypeeforge.com
info@jbi.si
info@jbspro.no
info@jcasystems.de
info@jcement.ru
info@jcimpex.com.ar
info@jda.de
info@jdac.cz
info@jdsupra.com
info@jeandarcel.com.au
info@jedar.ae
info@jenike.com
info@jenningsinternational.com.hk
info@jet.lv
info@jewelworld.uk.com
info@jfbdltd.com
info@jhpublicschool.com
info@jiamugroup.com
info@jiapucable.com
info@jiexinseals.com
info@jimenpower.com
info@jimyellowpages.com
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info@jin-sun.co.kr
info@jiner.com.cn
info@jingliautoparts.com
info@jinguauto.com
info@jinhongfan.com.cn
info@jinnoc.com
info@jjcycling.co.za
info@jkrintl.com
info@jktenterprises.com
info@jmsgroup.jp
info@jmvetgroup.com
info@jnjcz.cz
info@job-cycles.com
info@jobmetoo.com
info@johncera.com
info@johnmorris.com.au
info@joomdev.com
info@jp.ute.com
info@jpautoceste.ba
info@jpomesleather.es
info@jrdchina.com
info@jsconnor.com
info@juliasoft.com
info@juliebellstationery.co.uk
info@juntu-auto.com
info@jupio.com
info@jupio.se
info@jusp.com
info@justinhardware.com
info@jwpat.com
info@jyoticolors.com
info@jzjingfu.com
info@jzzfastener.net
info@k-fert.it
info@k-play.co.uk
info@k-solutions.ru
info@k3aluproducts.co
info@kaiser-sport.ru
info@kaleandshinde.com
info@kaliningrad-cci.ru
info@kamalle.com
info@kamargroup.com
info@kamome-propeller.co.jp
info@kane-em.com
info@kantersbv.com
info@kanthandassociates.com
info@kanthcorp.com
info@kaosportcenter.com
info@kapelkiart.com
info@karcher.cn
info@kart2kart.com
info@karting-arena.com
info@kartright.com
info@kasilof.com
info@kassatex.com
info@kastro.com
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info@kate.lv
info@katehhstudio.co.uk
info@kaukaban.com
info@kavalir.cz
info@kbgems.com
info@kbsmotorsports.com.sg
info@kcbbankgroup.com
info@kchandrakant.com
info@kcn.co.in
info@kconsult.pl
info@keboturbo.com
info@keejung.com
info@kefan-optics.com
info@keisoukun.com
info@kelma.com
info@kelybiopharm.com
info@kendafarben.com
info@kenotek.eu
info@kentrosunlimited.com
info@keralit.com
info@ketanbrothers.com
info@ketertyre.com
info@kew-ltd.com.cn
info@kfbeauty.com
info@kgirdharlal.com
info@kgk.ee
info@khandigeorganic.com
info@khjy-china.com
info@khsbicycles.com
info@kibo.gr
info@kiddychina.com
info@kidsofrain.ru
info@kikkoman.eu
info@kildemoes.dk
info@kilogoldmines.com
info@kimachem.com
info@kinetic4health.co.uk
info@kinetikcycles.com
info@kingcraft-inc.com
info@kingregal.com
info@kingroof.com
info@kipepeovillage.com
info@kirangems.com
info@kitenergy.net
info@kitiinter.co.th
info@kiunsys.com
info@kiwibranz.com
info@kiwicig.co.nz
info@kjc.com.cn
info@kknews.cc
info@klapp-cosmetics.com
info@klarmann.de
info@kleancare.com
info@klevers-italiana.com
info@klinipath.be
info@kmcpublicschool.org
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info@kmkya.kiev.ua
info@kmtrucking.net
info@knowledgentia.com
info@kocaergroup.com.tr
info@kochequipment.com
info@koco.uk.com
info@koe-chemie.de
info@koelner-befestigung.de
info@koelner-trading.ru
info@koelnmesse.com.hk
info@kohinoorfoods.in
info@kohuroad.co.nz
info@komline.com
info@konopko.si
info@konoplex.ru
info@kontinentstandard.ru
info@kooheji.com
info@kooll.cn
info@koplas.co.rs
info@koralitaly.cz
info@korea.emag.com
info@koryo.com.cn
info@kossindustrial.com
info@kostagroup.ru
info@kosterclinic.com
info@kottmann.eu
info@kovaeurope.com
info@kovarna3000.cz
info@kovex.hu
info@kowkabpublishers.com
info@kramik-ltd.ru
info@krascci.ru
info@krasnodarexpo.ru
info@kraud.ru
info@krd.gr
info@kremointpharma.com
info@krishchem.com
info@krishnadyes.net
info@krishnaninc.com
info@kritiindia.com
info@krohn.ru
info@krohne.com
info@kronshtadt.org
info@ksgagro.com
info@ksports.gr
info@ksun.com
info@kubitusa.com
info@kuebler-sarl.com
info@kuloday.com
info@kundobikes.com
info@kunzi.it
info@kutyakellek.hu
info@kuwahara-bike.com
info@kuwahara-bike.sakura.ne.jp
info@kuwaitairtours.com
info@kuwaitlab.net
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info@kw.madi-intl.com
info@kwizda.at
info@kyorindo.net
info@la-residence-hue.com
info@labaysummers.com
info@labelgroup.ru
info@labici.com.br
info@labsun.net
info@lacasadibury.com
info@lacklands.co.nz
info@ladeepharma.cz
info@lager.co.jp
info@lamacycles.com
info@lametallurgica2000.it
info@lamifil.be
info@lamosan.com
info@lampearthintl.com
info@land-well.com
info@landoncycle.com
info@langpros.net
info@lanieri.com
info@lansdownechemicals.com
info@lappgroup.co.za
info@lappindia.com
info@lappkabel.com.cn
info@laqualite.com.cy
info@laraquin.com
info@larkfieldcycles.co.uk
info@larusi.com
info@laser.net.cn
info@laserlinc.com
info@lashdubai.com
info@latin.ute.com
info@latrevimeccanica.com
info@laurastoddart.com
info@lavazza.es
info@lavillapiana.com
info@lavorazionegomma.it
info@lawpanel.com
info@lawquestinternational.com
info@lawyersofdistinction.com
info@laxmidiamond.com
info@lcc.com
info@ldnt.kr
info@leadgenleaders.com
info@lean-production.by
info@leapingdragon.com
info@leatherchem.com
info@leathermachine.com
info@lectro-tech.co.za
info@lederett.de
info@ledether.com
info@leeshi.com
info@legalvr.com
info@leiths.com
info@leonardo.sns.hu
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info@leoni-hts.com
info@lesorub-russia.ru
info@levelsportkoncept.cz
info@levinebridge.com
info@lexmonde.co.za
info@lexquisite.com
info@lhc.co.tz
info@lietpakrus.spb.ru
info@lifengindustry.com
info@lifenone.com
info@lifepharmafze.com
info@lifetebgen.com
info@lighthousearabia.com
info@lighthouseip.com
info@lightnup.ph
info@lightviet.com
info@lightwave.in
info@lil-ones.es
info@limex-defence.com
info@limos.si
info@linearmotion.co.nz
info@linenprints.co.uk
info@lingrui4x4.com
info@linkshelving.com
info@lionprecision.com
info@lipsia.ru
info@liqui-moly.de
info@liquiddesign.co.jp
info@liquidiron.net
info@liquidodoro.com
info@lisecbenelux.be
info@littlegreece.ae
info@littlespoonful.com
info@livingroomlife.com
info@lklm.com
info@lktuae.com
info@llabdynamic.com
info@lloydfedders.com
info@lmc-ind.com
info@lnf.com.hk
info@locksandkeys.ca
info@locums.ca
info@loganfh.ca
info@logibm.qc.ca
info@logicdesigners.com
info@logisense.com
info@logosoft.ca
info@logosolutions.ca
info@logoworks.on.ca
info@lohiaauto.com
info@loisirsvanier.com
info@loksattaparty.com
info@lolastein.ca
info@lomas.si
info@lombard.se
info@lombrelle.qc.ca
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info@londonchildrensmuseum.ca
info@londonchristian.ca
info@londonfencing.ca
info@londongolfclub.ca
info@londonhouse.ca
info@londonmosque.ca
info@londonwaldorf.ca
info@longkingsh.com
info@longling.cn
info@longmontflorist.com
info@longsea.com.tw
info@looknow.ca
info@lootahgroup.com
info@lopc.co.uk
info@loraincountychamber.com
info@lordssports.com
info@loro.ca
info@lorrigalloway.com
info@lostarrow.co.jp
info@lotkadxb.com
info@lotus.ae
info@lotusevents.ca
info@lotusgemgroup.com
info@lotusleaf.ca
info@lotuspolymers.in
info@louloubungalows.com
info@lous.ca
info@louwes.ca
info@loveramics.com
info@lovethesign.com
info@lowepro.cz
info@lowepro.sk
info@lowville.ca
info@loyalistgymnastics.ca
info@lpg.ca
info@lpl.com.pt
info@ls-colors.ch
info@lsa.ae
info@lsdi.com
info@lsp.ca
info@lt-electro.ru
info@ltjtraining.com
info@ltwheels.com
info@lucasprecision.com
info@lucidmedia.ca
info@lucktaylorceramics.co.uk
info@luckyinternational.net
info@luckyspecial.com.tw
info@luckywear.co.in
info@lucra.ca
info@ludeca.com
info@ludlowoflondon.ca
info@luebzerland.de
info@luksusjaht.ee
info@luliartbijoux.com
info@luminaris.ca
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info@luminary.ru
info@lunbow.com
info@lunchboxtheatre.com
info@lunester.ee
info@lushlawnonline.ca
info@luxeled.com
info@luxme.com
info@luxobaltic.com
info@luxuryrestaurantawards.com
info@luxvfx.com
info@lvd.cn
info@lvd.pl
info@lvdkorea.com
info@lvp.ca
info@lymphoma.ca
info@lynngroup.ca
info@lzwenhe.com
info@m-trac.be
info@maa.ca
info@mabe.in
info@mabels.ca
info@mabrook.ae
info@macallansbar.ca
info@macap.ca
info@maccarivini.it
info@macedonianhistory.ca
info@macfanatic.ca
info@macgregormedia.ca
info@machealth.ca
info@machineryhub.com
info@machinevc.com
info@machinfo.com
info@macind.qc.ca
info@mackenziemechanical.ca
info@maclinford.com
info@macmillan.co.za
info@macon-ae.com
info@madaboutmilk.org
info@madar.com
info@madarwala.com
info@madd.ca
info@madeyoulook.ca
info@madhaengineeringcollege.com
info@madhugroup.com
info@madhusha.com
info@madisonavenuepub.com
info@mado.qc.ca
info@maegspa.com
info@maenam.ca
info@maepune.com
info@maesjonker.eu
info@maestriforni.it
info@maf.gov.ws
info@mafsafety.ae
info@magazinescanada.ca
info@magic-transfers.com
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info@magicsuitcase.ca
info@magicteeth.ca
info@magnatech-lp.com
info@magnetips.co
info@magnumcargo.com
info@magrabi.com
info@magromer.com.ar
info@magrudy.com
info@magtech-uae.com
info@mahajak.com
info@mahajaktrio.com
info@mahalinternational.com
info@mahamaruti.com
info@maharajacolleges.org
info@maharshi.com
info@mahavir.biz
info@mahedesignbuild.com
info@mahendrabrothers.com
info@mahersfuneralhome.ca
info@maheshwari.org
info@mahidhara.com
info@mahle.com
info@mahonefuneral.ca
info@maiit.org
info@maikan.ca
info@mail.gov.nl.ca
info@mail.intersect.bc.ca
info@mail.level.com.tw
info@mail.ru
info@mailhem.com
info@mailup.com
info@mainland.ca
info@mainlandwire.com
info@mainstreetlondon.ca
info@maintenanceresources.com
info@maisoninterludehouse.ca
info@majanshipping.com
info@majesticmedia.ca
info@majorca-airport-transfers.com
info@makeawish.ae
info@makeawishindia.org
info@makeit.ca
info@makemedebtfree.ca
info@makkasoft.com
info@malaspinaland.ca
info@malefic.jp
info@malex.ca
info@malibuboats.ca
info@maliniexports.com
info@malloon.ca
info@mallyahospital.net
info@malonesgrill.ca
info@maluch.at
info@mamaluv.ca
info@mambolounge.ca
info@mammamaja.com
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info@mammothbrewingco.com
info@manace.ca
info@manafa.com
info@manal-me.com
info@manartv.com.lb
info@manas.info
info@manateks.hr
info@mandalarts.ca
info@mandaliya.com
info@mandarinbuffet.com
info@mandarinmorning.com
info@mandelli.net
info@mandtsystem.ca
info@manekmentorship.sk.ca
info@mangalammetal.com
info@mangalkeshav.com
info@mangan-co.com
info@manglasoft.com
info@manhunt-india.com
info@manibhadra.in
info@manifestdesign.qc.ca
info@manikya.com
info@manionbearings.com
info@manipalpress.com
info@manishjewels.com
info@manitobamarketingnetwork.ca
info@manitobamuseum.ca
info@manivelo.nl
info@mann-hummel.com
info@manoharfilaments.com
info@manoiresplanade.ca
info@manoplus.com
info@manpho.com
info@mansoftcreations.com
info@mantra.com
info@manwani.co.in
info@manz.com
info@manz.com.tw
info@mapconcierge.com
info@mapei.cz
info@mapei.fi
info@mapleleafconstruction.mb.ca
info@mapleprinting.com.hk
info@maplesplendor.ca
info@mapsuae.com
info@marafi.com.sa
info@maramsoft.com
info@marathon.poznan.pl
info@maratondebuenosaires.com
info@marbleisland.ca
info@marbyandelm.com
info@marcbearings.com
info@marcelbanziger.com
info@marchesini.it
info@marchesiniusa.com
info@marchiorousa.com
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info@marchofdimes.ca
info@marco-pharma.com
info@marcomweb.it
info@marcon.qc.ca
info@marcopolofreight.com
info@marfan.gr.jp
info@margueritesplace.ca
info@mariamolinari.com
info@marichel.ca
info@marijuanaparty.ca
info@marin.con.cn
info@mariofernando.com
info@markaholding.com
info@markdesign.net
info@markedpaintball.ca
info@marketfactory.com
info@marketing4legal.com
info@marketme.ca
info@marketorganics.ca
info@marketresearchreports.com
info@marksanspharma.com
info@marland.de
info@maroli.ca
info@marr.ru
info@marsdesign.com.cn
info@marshlands.nb.ca
info@marsilexports.com
info@marsmanltd.net
info@martaskitchen.com
info@martin-eng.com
info@martinpro-me.com
info@maruthigroup.com
info@marutimacpack.com
info@marvelmachinery.com
info@marwadieducation.edu.in
info@marwi.com.tw
info@marywinspear.ca
info@mas-me.com
info@masaoodjohnbrown.com
info@mascalldance.ca
info@maschio.com
info@maschio.pl
info@masconcable.ca
info@masek.cz
info@mashteuiatsh.ca
info@maskinexpo.se
info@masottiberger.com
info@masriacard.com
info@massagebenefits.ca
info@massagelondon.info
info@massimosilvano.com
info@massitsolutions.net
info@massivart.ca
info@master-comm.com
info@masterscrane.com
info@mastrolab.it
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info@matajeralsaudia.com
info@matco.ca
info@matech.ca
info@mathesis.co.in
info@matrix-int.com
info@matrixarchitecture.ca
info@matrixgpl.com
info@matrixsee.co.uk
info@matrunita.com
info@matrusree.com
info@matsuura.de
info@mattech.ca
info@mattjackson.ca
info@mattsonir.com
info@mauimarathon.com
info@maulik.com
info@mauria.com
info@mauriziotour.it
info@mavasi.ae
info@maven.sc
info@mavenspa.com
info@maverickm.ca
info@mawa.ca
info@maxairtech.com
info@maxairtech.ru
info@maxanerslate.com
info@maxcom.ae
info@maxconf.ru
info@maxfilms.ca
info@maxheal.in
info@maxicareme.com
info@maximum-implants.ru
info@maxmobility.in
info@maxtechnoindia.com
info@maxthemutt.com
info@maxxtrend.com
info@mayaboutique.ca
info@mayankexports.com
info@mayersaws.com
info@mayfair-offshore.com
info@mayflowerdental.com.cn
info@mayneislandchamber.ca
info@mayoral.com
info@mayursinks.com
info@mazoncanada.ca
info@mb.bluecross.ca
info@mba.org.mv
info@mbits.edu.in
info@mbiuae.com
info@mblimpex.com
info@mbnc.co.in
info@mbtt.ru
info@mc-projectsrl.it
info@mca.net.au
info@mcbd.ca
info@mccaa.org.mt
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info@mccommunitycentre.org
info@mcdonaldgreen.com
info@mcdonaldlaw.ca
info@mcha.ns.ca
info@mcic.ca
info@mckeesecurity.ca
info@mckenziemarcotte.ca
info@mcl.ca
info@mcleancontracting.ca
info@mclloydbis.com
info@mcm.ca
info@mcmartists.com
info@mcr.it
info@mcsc.ca
info@mctec.nl
info@mdavisgroup.com
info@mdc-france.com
info@mddoultons.on.ca
info@mdgr.com.ua
info@mdgroup.in
info@mds.meitetsu.co.jp
info@mdsoft.com
info@mdspacc.ae
info@mdx.ac
info@meadowlarkcampground.ca
info@meadowood.ca
info@meafordhall.ca
info@meafordrotary.ca
info@mec-castolin.ru
info@mecanicad.ca
info@meccanicafaro.it
info@mectech.co.in
info@mecvel.com
info@medaura.net
info@medbank.lt
info@medecinsdumonde.ca
info@media-commerce.com.hr
info@media-me.com
info@mediacastsys.com
info@mediacorp.ca
info@mediacs.ca
info@mediaface.ca
info@mediaforce.ca
info@mediahouseonline.com
info@medialynx.co.jp
info@mediamatters.ca
info@mediaprofz.com
info@mediaquestcorp.com
info@mediastyle.ca
info@mediaxchange.it
info@medicaidagencies.com
info@medical-leather.nl
info@medicalmarijuana.ca
info@medico-eng.com
info@medicom-china.com
info@medidirect.ca
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info@mediline.si
info@medinaauto.com
info@medinat.ca
info@mediplusdisposables.com
info@medisana.fr
info@mediservice.ca
info@meditron.com.ve
info@medkk.com
info@medpharma-ae.com
info@medpip.com
info@meenajewellers.com
info@meepo.co.kr
info@meezanmachinery.com
info@mefc.ca
info@mefm.bc.ca
info@megacomputers.ca
info@megafreight.co.za
info@megalite.com
info@megaloid.ca
info@megaservice.lk
info@megastrikedubai.com
info@megatranscorporation.com
info@megavolt.ca
info@meherashaw.com
info@mehta-group.com
info@mehtajewellery.com
info@mehtavalves.com
info@mei-koh.co.jp
info@meiexport.com
info@meilihua.net
info@meissner.com
info@melal.com
info@melandas.com.sg
info@melapack.com
info@meldonplastics.com
info@mellowfoods.co.nz
info@melos.ca
info@melwellodge.ca
info@membertou.ca
info@menafa.com
info@menarini.es
info@menascodubai.com
info@mennonitechurch.ab.ca
info@menphis.com
info@mepel.it
info@meprinter.com
info@mepro.cn
info@merakiproduction.com
info@merchantambassador.com
info@mercurydrug.com
info@mercuryhealthcare.net
info@merida-bike.cz
info@merida.sk
info@meridianclothing.com
info@merimac.ca
info@meritpack.com
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info@merlinpharma.com
info@mermaid-catering.com
info@merveks.com
info@mesce.ac.in
info@mess.com.mx
info@messe-duesseldorf.ru
info@messe-essen.de
info@messe-muenchen.ru
info@messefrankfurt.ru
info@messingschlager.com
info@metacor.ca
info@metafactor.com
info@metal-expo.ru
info@metal-i-cast.com
info@metaljonica.it
info@metallic-equipment.com
info@metalpi.it
info@metalservice.it
info@metalsmiths.ca
info@metaltechindustries.ca
info@metaludyog.com
info@metamind.ca
info@metanox.be
info@metastudies.com
info@metebronzmobilya.com
info@metecno.cl
info@metflowcast.com
info@metisnation.ca
info@meto.com.cn
info@metpak.com.tr
info@metroexports.com
info@metrohm.com.cn
info@metroplusads.com
info@metropolitandental.ca
info@metropolitanexpo.gr
info@metrosquare.ca
info@metrosun.com
info@metrosupply.ca
info@mexico.emag.com
info@mff-tz.com
info@mfipl.com
info@mfit.ca
info@mfrkrtb.com
info@mftitalia.com
info@mgaconsulting.ca
info@mgminteriorsuae.com
info@mgpolyblends.com
info@mgtinternational.com
info@mha.com.sa
info@mhaconsultant.com
info@mhb.ca
info@mhca.mb.ca
info@mhd.ca
info@mhmc.ca
info@mic-zhuokai.com
info@micacomputers.com
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info@micagroup.net
info@micas.co.in
info@michastern.co.il
info@micksgarage.com
info@micro-scope.ca
info@microboutique.ca
info@micromarket.on.ca
info@micromotcontrols.com
info@microrecyccoop.org
info@microscience.on.ca
info@microspec.com
info@microstep.co.za
info@microtec.eu
info@midas-safety.com
info@midcan.com
info@mideastsolutions.com
info@midfielduae.com
info@midia.co.jp
info@midlandprinters.ca
info@midlandtimbrmart.on.ca
info@midtech-me.com
info@midwesteng.mb.ca
info@midwiferygroup.ca
info@miele.ca
info@miele.nl
info@miepl.com
info@mietjammu.in
info@mifa.jp
info@mighty-corp.co.jp
info@mightymopwinnipeg.com
info@migraine.org.uk
info@migrationstravel.ca
info@miic.com.sa
info@miigroup.com
info@mikami-ringoen.jp
info@mikronsis.com
info@mikropis.si
info@mikuni.ru
info@milcomputing.com
info@milcospb.ru
info@milestonegardens.com
info@milestoneme.com
info@milkandhoney.ae
info@milkworld.co.nz
info@millbankfamilyfurniture.ca
info@millenium2000painting.ca
info@millennium65.com
info@millenniuminsurance.ca
info@millenniumsmile.com
info@millstonemanor.ca
info@millstream.pe.ca
info@millstreetbistro.ca
info@mimicoresidents.ca
info@minaro.com
info@minasoft.net
info@mincom.co.id
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info@mincomining.ca
info@mincosilver.ca
info@mindal.com.ua
info@mindscapeit.com
info@mindteck.com
info@mindwaretech.com
info@mindyourmind.ca
info@mineduc.gov.rw
info@minerva-motors.com
info@ming-men.com
info@minghee.com
info@minhlongco.com.vn
info@minhtri.vn
info@minimoderns.com
info@miningexcellence.ca
info@minirichmond.ca
info@minishop.ca
info@minox-maschinen.de
info@mionetta.dk
info@mionmosole.it
info@mir.ca
info@mira.com.sa
info@mirabeau.nl
info@mirabellejewellery.co.uk
info@miraka.co.nz
info@mirandastudios.ca
info@mircosanti.it
info@mirdef.com
info@mirdifsecurity.com
info@miretycia.com
info@miryousaf.com
info@misafety.ca
info@mischiefmedia.ca
info@mishkatagro.ae
info@mishuplast.com
info@misinc.ca
info@missioneyecare.ca
info@missionpoint.ca
info@mistralsolutions.com
info@mite.ac.in
info@miville.ca
info@mix999.com
info@mixed-media.com
info@mixmedia.ca
info@mjbinternational.com
info@mjindustrial.net
info@mjjanssen.com
info@mjstpfilms.com
info@mk.com.sa
info@mkceramics.com
info@mkofm.com
info@mkono.com
info@mkt.ca
info@mlshah.com
info@mlsinc.ca
info@mm-forgings.com
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info@mm-nordwest.de
info@mma.se
info@mmcreation.com
info@mmi-direct.com
info@mmt-uae.com
info@mnh.or.tz
info@mnsfze.com
info@mobajapan.co.jp
info@modaitalia-ks.com
info@modiinternational.co.in
info@modul-technik.de
info@moduleworks.com
info@mogetmoz.com
info@mogit.org
info@mogs.co.za
info@mohanlaldubai.com
info@moldindconbank.com
info@molwest.com
info@monacofiere.com
info@moncadaenergy.com
info@monchieri.it
info@monfrinipellami.com
info@moonhelmet.com
info@moorland-rugs.co.uk
info@moradbehbehani.com
info@morgan-wright.co.uk
info@moronni.com
info@morris.co.za
info@mosekspertiza.ru
info@mostacw.com
info@motherherbs.com
info@motia.it
info@motionsmart.cn
info@moto-marketing.ch
info@moto-parts.lv
info@motostore.com.uy
info@moz-dok.by
info@mp-tek.ru
info@mpnesse.ru
info@mpt-co.com
info@mrjlife.com
info@mrkhealthcare.com
info@mrpet.si
info@mscupcake.co.uk
info@msfpharm.com
info@mtbpro.cl
info@mtego.com
info@mti.edu.eg
info@mtiengineparts.com
info@mulgari.com
info@muljidevshi.com
info@mulolotoy.com
info@multi-mech.com
info@multiforms.ae
info@multimec.it
info@multirom.no
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info@multitranslog.com
info@multiworldwide.com
info@munsonmachinery.com
info@muraad.nl
info@muratautomotive.com
info@murtfeldt.cz
info@musement.com
info@museodellecerersm.com
info@museum-kassel.de
info@muskintl.com
info@mvisions.net
info@mvkural.ru
info@mxtoolbox.com
info@mxydt.com
info@mybbb.org
info@mybike.am
info@mychildrensfurniture.co.uk
info@mycom-osi.com
info@myminifactory.com
info@mystic.ee
info@myxry.com
info@mz-consulting.org
info@n-s-t-c.com
info@nabita.com
info@nachtmann.de
info@nador.hu
info@nagel.com
info@naiskitchen.com
info@nakanishigear.co.jp
info@naldicarpenterie.it
info@namadin.com
info@namied.com
info@nanocosmetics.fi
info@nanoelectro.net
info@nanowave.co.jp
info@naomitracz.com
info@nardi.it
info@nardisandro.com
info@narinhububat.com.tr
info@naser-group.com
info@nationalambulance.ae
info@natural-advantage.net
info@naturalhoneyltd.com
info@naturespride.nl
info@natureza.ru
info@natureze.co.nz
info@navitoworld.com
info@nbfanlong.com
info@nbfrs.cn
info@nbjmany.com
info@nbk1560-chn.com.cn
info@nbond.cn
info@ncc.com.br
info@ndustgeneraltrading.com
info@neat-and-net.com
info@needlecraftllc.com
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info@neogenchem.com
info@neolabo.be
info@neonalloys.com
info@ner.com.tr
info@nesse.ru
info@netcargouk.com
info@netcore.com
info@nettxpress.no
info@neutriherbs.com
info@new-line.ch
info@newarkcarnival.com
info@newbabycity-online.com
info@neweagle.co.in
info@newgeninstruments.in
info@newlandparts.com
info@newstudio.by
info@nexcess.ca
info@nexgenenviro.com
info@nextie.net
info@nextorch.com
info@neycer.in
info@nfpm.ae
info@ngc-nnpcgroup.com
info@ngi-uae.com
info@nhcgroup.com
info@ni-gata.co.jp
info@nic-impex.com
info@nicico.com
info@nicolautomobili.it
info@niisokb.ru
info@nikiglass.com
info@nikip.co.uk
info@nikoinsurance.co.tz
info@nimet.com.mk
info@ninainteriors.co.ug
info@ninerbikes.co.il
info@nippon-nz.com
info@nipra.co.in
info@nishizawa-ltd.com
info@nishkamsecurity.co.uk
info@nit.ac.tz
info@nitecore.com
info@nitrofert.ee
info@nl.pvmgrp.com
info@nlb.me
info@nlbprishtina-kos.com
info@nmfashions.com
info@nmkelectronics.com
info@nmpa.com.au
info@nobelhaus.ca
info@noberasco.it
info@nodrugs.be
info@noorleather.com
info@nordiccell.com
info@nordin.by
info@noriofratelli.com
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info@norwoodpackaging.com
info@notey.com
info@nova.com
info@novabanka.me
info@novafoods.com
info@novalineascale.it
info@novamixthailand.com
info@novimpianti.com
info@novline.com
info@novobanco.pt
info@novotex.it
info@novumbankgroup.com
info@nposlava.ru
info@nshdubai.com
info@nsk-corp.com
info@nsmrf.ru
info@ntc-vulkan.ru
info@ntype.ru
info@nuovaolp.com
info@nuoveenergie.it
info@nuracorp.com.my
info@nutritrade.de
info@nvorganics.com
info@nzforests.com
info@nzmade.com
info@nzsworldwide.com
info@oasis-open.org
info@oatechnik.at
info@obdlshipping.com
info@obdstar.com
info@oca-offshore.com
info@occhnet.co.uk
info@oceanfrontdxb.com
info@oceaniacycles.com.au
info@ocmcostruzioni.it
info@ocml.net
info@octopusict.com
info@odesseyproducts.com
info@odowell.com
info@oem-automatic.sk
info@oesgroup.com
info@officeoneuae.com
info@officinapotenziani.191.it
info@officinestella.it
info@officinetrevisi.it
info@ogbs.hu
info@ohlert.ru
info@oikos-group.it
info@oilgasnewspublications.com
info@okpi.ru
info@okzoost.ru
info@olaerschweiz.ch
info@olijrozen.nl
info@oliveticonstruction.co.uk
info@ollbag.com.tr
info@olympic.tm
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info@omantrading.com
info@omasrl.eu
info@omcgraglia.com
info@omeba.it
info@omegaegy.net
info@omnibank.com.gh
info@ompait.com
info@omsomgroup.com
info@oneclub.co.nz
info@oni-system.com
info@onitex.ru
info@onlinecompliancepanel.com
info@onlinetrade.ru
info@ontracksverige.se
info@onua.co.uk
info@oopaldiamond.com
info@opellamilano.com
info@openchem.com.cn
info@openmove.com
info@operaclothing.com
info@optech-online.com
info@optimisedbuildings.com
info@opttools.ru
info@orchidhotel.com.vn
info@orenme.com
info@orenzink.ru
info@orf.ae
info@organicalberta.org
info@organicfoodincubator.com
info@organik.ae
info@orics.com
info@orienttravels.com
info@orion.me
info@orionfair.com
info@orkitch.com
info@ormca.it
info@oropaestates.com
info@oryxrealestate.com
info@osiagems.com
info@osnova.pw
info@ostpack.ru
info@otak.com
info@otisjaxon.com
info@otpp.ru
info@otsrl.net
info@ottacargo.com
info@oudhalanfar.com
info@overseasmetal.com
info@ozsrl.com
info@ozstarmakina.ru
info@p5cargo.com
info@paab.com
info@pacaids.com
info@pacificethanol.net
info@pacmachinery.com
info@pakona.com
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info@paksense.com
info@palexpo.ch
info@palexports.com
info@pallino.it
info@palma.sk
info@paloblanco.com
info@pames.com.tr
info@pancaldi.net
info@pandgtrading.co.nz
info@papaellinas.com.cy
info@papageorgiou-sa.gr
info@parachem.co.uk
info@pardes.lt
info@parkerip.com
info@parlux.com
info@parmjotindustries.com
info@particlepress.com
info@parts4euro.com
info@passionatecarhires.com
info@passionauto.ch
info@patelsamaj.co.tz
info@patentus.ru
info@patriciaurquiola.com
info@pavilionprints.com
info@pce-iberica.es
info@pd-promex.it
info@peak-tours.com
info@pearlcoast.ae
info@pec.italsensor.com
info@pec.terna.it
info@peddinghaus.com
info@peerlesse.com
info@peeters-bvba.be
info@pegasusagriculturegroup.com
info@pegasusinter.com
info@pelikandaniel.com
info@pemschool.org
info@penroseproducts.com
info@pentamac.it
info@peopledaily.com.cn
info@peredaagro.com.ar
info@perfuratech.com
info@perinotto.com
info@perivolaropoulou.gr
info@peruma.nl
info@pes.co.tz
info@peter-paulsen.de
info@petmarket.com
info@petopia.fi
info@petraboase.com
info@petreven.com
info@petridis.com.gr
info@petroliaglobal.com
info@pfc-prominent.com.my
info@pferd.co.za
info@pferd.com
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info@pferd.it
info@pgldubai.com
info@phamtuants.com
info@pharmacychem.com
info@pharmadrug.de
info@pharmaland.ae
info@phase1tech.com
info@phatmoosecycles.com
info@phct-group.com
info@philcouae.com
info@phoebesimpson.com
info@phoenix-cbs.com
info@phoenixaromas.com
info@phonix.com
info@photosi.com
info@phototechnik.com.ar
info@photozone.gr
info@phuocsoninvest.com
info@phylion.com
info@physiocentre.ae
info@phytec.com
info@phytec.de
info@phytec.fr
info@phytec.in
info@pict.com.pk
info@picturesandframes.com.mt
info@pikecomercial.com.uy
info@pilotcycles.com
info@pincrafters.com
info@pinkbeautygroup.co
info@pinkzcosmetics.com
info@pinsource.com
info@pintschbubenzer.cn
info@pintschbubenzermiddleeast.com
info@pintschbubenzersingapore.com
info@pintschbubenzerusa.com
info@pioneer-magazine.com
info@pioneermalta.com
info@pioway.com
info@piperwai.com
info@piqmix.com
info@pk-om.ru
info@planetarium-hamburg.de
info@planetarium-st-etienne.fr
info@planetasport.net
info@planetbikes.gr
info@plantauae.com
info@plantinstallations.co.uk
info@plasmaonline.ru
info@plastmetic.com
info@platinumbatteries.co.uk
info@pmc-boewe.gr
info@pmcspares.com
info@pneimatika.lv
info@pneumics.com
info@pnshah.com
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info@po-ms.com
info@point-expo.net
info@pokharauae.com
info@policon-rt.ru
info@poliedroeng.it
info@politechnica.it
info@poltel.com.pl
info@poltraf.com.pl
info@polymir.by
info@polytrans.be
info@poncial.it
info@poplartire.com
info@porsche-me.ae
info@port-of-nagoya.jp
info@porta-solutions.com
info@portahotels.com
info@portaimpresa.gr
info@portwell.co.kr
info@portwell.com
info@portwell.in
info@posipour.com.au
info@possehlelectronics.com.cn
info@possehlelectronics.com.my
info@possehlelectronics.fr
info@postech.ae
info@power-star.com.cn
info@powerbargulf.ae
info@powercooltrd.com
info@powermep.com
info@powersourcedubai.com
info@powertechcontrols.com
info@powstarmould.com
info@poynter.org
info@pptk.ru
info@ppu-usa.com
info@praj.net
info@praslintaxitours.com
info@praxis.ru
info@precrete.co.za
info@premier.co.zw
info@premierautocables.com
info@premiumdistribution.vn
info@premji.co.in
info@premnet-fzc.com
info@priamosrl.com
info@pridefreight.com
info@primab.cz
info@primaline.si
info@primapower.com
info@prime.rw
info@primeshipping.ru
info@primrose.co.uk
info@princessa.co.in
info@pristroje.cz
info@pro-sonix.com
info@pro-winner.be
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info@proartuae.com
info@procare.fi
info@procycle.co.th
info@prodent-me.com
info@prodigy.ph
info@productiontec.com
info@proexport.com.co
info@profenuae.com
info@projest.si
info@prolan.co.nz
info@prolegura.de
info@promcontrol.ru
info@prometeogroup.com
info@prominent.be
info@prominent.ca
info@prominent.ch
info@prominent.com
info@prominent.cz
info@prominent.it
info@promsensor.ru
info@promtex.ru
info@promusicacr.com
info@propertyplus.co.tz
info@propharma.ae
info@prorace.be
info@prosalud.org.ve
info@prosim.net
info@prosoft.ru
info@prosource.co.za
info@prosperosa.co.za
info@prostor-k.ru
info@protaconstruction.com
info@proteini.si
info@protekgroup.com
info@proterimex.it
info@prototype.ae
info@prounique.com
info@provelobikes.com
info@prs.za.com
info@prtrendrussia.com
info@prudence-ae.com
info@psgroup.com.hk
info@psi-network.de
info@psigulf.com
info@psipsi.com
info@psmeccanica.it
info@pt.festo.com
info@pta-expo.ru
info@ptcoexports.com
info@ptgenetika.com
info@ptk-sp.ru
info@ptrk.com
info@publishedscholar.com
info@pugetsystems.com
info@puky.nl
info@pulsarfoodstuff.com
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info@pulspower.com
info@punjabchemicals.com
info@pvdtraining.com.vn
info@pwb.it
info@qabasnoor.com
info@qd-china.com
info@qd-singapore.com
info@qesmahpackaging.com
info@qform3d.com
info@qing-zhan.com
info@qitele.com
info@qsi-q3.de
info@qualitynexgen.com
info@quarterfoldltd.com
info@queisser.ro
info@questt.com.cn
info@quetzalquimica.com
info@quickdata.ae
info@quimiolab.com
info@quintanofoods.com
info@qwic.nl
info@r-t.ru
info@racesound.co.za
info@rachelcoxceramics.com
info@raci.si
info@racingcycle.net
info@racingtech.com.tw
info@raddna.ch
info@rademar.ee
info@radialsports.com
info@radiant.rw
info@rafmohgroup.com
info@rahala.ae
info@rai.nl
info@rainbow-cosmetic.com
info@rainbowbike.com
info@rainbox.com.cn
info@raintreeenergy.net
info@rajabmiddleeast.com
info@rajaniassociates.net
info@rakangertai.com
info@rakgas.ae
info@rakproperties.net
info@raleigh.co.uk
info@ralson.com
info@ranking-helmet.com
info@rapo-apk.ru
info@rathnamleather.in
info@ratnakala.com
info@rauta-energy.ru
info@ravensfieldleather.com
info@rawgaia.com
info@rawlplugindia.com
info@raytecvision.com
info@rbc-energo.ru
info@rbmskandinavia.fi
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info@rbplasticsmachinery.com
info@rc-inspection.com
info@rccuae.com
info@rcheuli.com
info@realat.lv
info@realight.cn
info@realkeskus.ee
info@rebekakahnartwear.com
info@rebelinteractivegroup.com
info@reberpelli.com
info@receptioncountersolutions.com
info@redarmywatches.com
info@redcoat.org.uk
info@redexdubai.com
info@redeye.gr
info@redpoints.com
info@referencederivatives.com
info@regencymedicalcentre.com
info@regencyparkhotel.co.tz
info@relia.com.cy
info@rematecnews.com
info@rembe.de
info@remolcanosa.com
info@remydiamonds.com
info@remzone.am
info@renapur.com
info@renhesci.com
info@renk.ae
info@renluc.com
info@rennsportimports.com
info@repelectric.net
info@research-africa.net
info@researchresearch.com
info@reserbicycle.com
info@residencelafalaise.net
info@resource-sharing.co.jp
info@retailgrp.com
info@rettenmaier.ru
info@rexcoin.com
info@reynasa.com
info@rgautolamp.com
info@rgpl.in
info@rheinhuette.de
info@rhme.ae
info@rhrmedicare.co.in
info@ricambicremona.it
info@ricambiservicesrl.it
info@richfield-food.com
info@richtonfireworks.com
info@ridder.net
info@riddhi-siddhi.in
info@riedel.com
info@rielloshanghai.com
info@rig.net
info@rigaku.com.cn
info@rigfinder.com
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info@rightchoiceme.com
info@rigsmart.com
info@rih.nl
info@rijksmonumenten.nl
info@rinnovagreenenergy.it
info@riogrande.co.jp
info@rios.su
info@ripostesport.com
info@risingmfg.com
info@rism.ac.th
info@riteshexport.in
info@riva-mbs.com
info@riverchimica.it
info@rivervalleyleader.com
info@riwarus.com
info@rm-intgroup.com
info@rmkresidential.ac.in
info@rms.it
info@roam.nl
info@robin-motor.com
info@robotfund.co.jp
info@robur.ee
info@roburbaltia.lv
info@rockerstone.com
info@rockgateco.com
info@rocknrollbmx.com
info@roland-gerling.de
info@rollingcinemaservices.com
info@rollon.de
info@rollon.nl
info@rollon.uk.com
info@rolloncorp.com
info@romafitnesscenter.com
info@romeo-interiors.com
info@rompaleather.com
info@rondebike.com
info@ronsantateresa.com
info@roodveldt.nl
info@rookcran.com
info@rose-aljazera.com
info@rosebbrown.com
info@rossettoflli.it
info@rotronic-usa.com
info@rotronic.sg
info@roubaixworld.co.za
info@router-switch.com
info@rovani.ru
info@rowennamason.co.uk
info@rowneysports.com
info@royalchains.com
info@royalfurnishers.co.tz
info@royalgroup.ae
info@royalorchid.ae
info@royaltradelinks.ca
info@rpmachine.be
info@ru.yokogawa.com
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info@ruchservomotor.com
info@rudyproject.com
info@rudyproject.de
info@rudyproject.fr
info@ruef.ru
info@ruichirobot.com
info@ruiwor.com
info@rumpold.cz
info@runanddone.ru
info@runnersaruba.com
info@ruskond.ru
info@rusnac.md
info@russia.emag.com
info@russia.tv
info@russianhalalexpo.ru
info@russianinternetweek.ru
info@russodicasandrino.com
info@rutk.ru
info@ruzatpp.ru
info@rvgate.nl
info@rx-furniture.com
info@rybtehcentr.ru
info@ryor-spb.ru
info@sabacome.com
info@sabanatraders.com
info@sabcogroup.com
info@sabinplastic.com
info@sabona.co.kr
info@sachdevagroup.in
info@sack-kiesselbach.com
info@sadafgypsum.com
info@sadental.com.sg
info@saes.com.tr
info@saesmakina.com
info@safetraces.com
info@safetyandsecurity.co.tz
info@safetygroup.ae
info@safinaas.com
info@safmed.com.pk
info@safwafurniture.com
info@sagamihara-cci.or.jp
info@sagem.it
info@sagirun.com
info@sagrin.com
info@saharamotorsuae.com
info@sahli-ag.ch
info@sahyadrienggcorp.com
info@saif-zone.com
info@saintluciarums.com
info@sairtec.fi
info@saiving.com
info@salach.emag.com
info@salas-zivis.com
info@salihospital.com
info@salon24.eu
info@salus.al
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info@salvarani.com
info@salvios.com.au
info@samacom.com
info@samfujera.cz
info@samrastamarine.com
info@samslogistics.com
info@samson.cl
info@samsonchina.com
info@samsoncontrols.net
info@samsonmaritime.com
info@samsons.com.pk
info@sanatechnology.com
info@saneq-technology.ru
info@sangir.in
info@sanhui.com.cn
info@sanjeevaniorganics.in
info@sanskritischoolpune.org
info@santabarbaraschool.org
info@santicatering.it
info@santinisolutions.com
info@saraimpex.com
info@saras.it
info@sarastrading.ch
info@sarconquarry.com
info@sardex.net
info@sariusa.com
info@sartoriracing.it
info@sascateringdxb.com
info@satco.ru
info@saudipaper.com
info@sauryaenertech.com
info@savourfoods.com.pk
info@savoy.sc
info@savushkin.by
info@saxobank.co.jp
info@sayie1.com
info@sblcolortech.com
info@sbzl.com
info@sc.ae
info@scalabros.it
info@scaleil.com
info@scandiesel.de
info@scanmed.lv
info@scautoma.it
info@scc-capannoni.it
info@schaeffler.com
info@schindler.cz
info@schlueter-maack.de
info@schwarz.ge.it
info@scigenom.com
info@scinno-cn.com
info@sciresmedical.com
info@scm-logistics.org
info@scoroditestainless.com
info@scsu.hr
info@sdexpert.ru
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info@sdiweb.com
info@sdmctech.com
info@sdpromomedia.com
info@sdtechnology.ru
info@se.ina.com
info@se.tranter.com
info@se7enstars.com
info@seacoastseafoods.com
info@seaharvest.sc
info@sealwear.net
info@seaonus.com
info@seasco.co.kr
info@securepower.vn
info@seeds-grains.com
info@sefindustry.com
info@segafredo.pl
info@segz.ru
info@seici.com
info@seilint.com
info@selectstone.ae
info@selenabay.com
info@selex-es-gmbh.com
info@sellmytimesharenow.com
info@selmacontrol.com
info@semco-ltd.com
info@semicon.com.pl
info@semilite.com
info@sencha.com
info@sendai-leading.co.jp
info@sensientinkjet.com
info@sensor.co.th
info@sensoware.in
info@sequremea.com
info@serckgulf.com
info@serestarim.com.tr
info@serialuae.com
info@serigrafia76.com
info@sersaithalat.com
info@servicelsv.net
info@servit.co.mz
info@servotech-india.com
info@servplus.ru
info@setolink.com
info@sevencycles.be
info@severstalmetiz.com
info@sevtronic.com
info@seywines.co.za
info@sfm-sh.com
info@sfm.events
info@sfxinteriors.com
info@sg.adsale.com.hk
info@sg.festo.com
info@sh.adsale.com.hk
info@shaikhbrothers.com
info@shamsaldinme.com
info@shanghaihappy.com
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info@shanghaiist.com
info@shannenschool.com
info@sharips.com
info@sharjahcornichehospital.com
info@shc-gmbh.com
info@shcec.com.cn
info@sheltpp.ru
info@sheng-na.com
info@shexpocenter.com
info@shilpijewels.com
info@shine-mate.com
info@shinevue.com.cn
info@shing-hing.com.hk
info@shinsson.com
info@shinwon.co.kr
info@shipafrika.com
info@shipdata.com
info@shipdatanews.com
info@shippwl.com
info@shisp.com
info@shivamjewels.in
info@shivaproducts.net
info@shkys.com
info@shooting.lt
info@shoppers.co.tz
info@shouguangpharm.com
info@showcasedubai.com
info@shredoptics.com
info@shrijee.com
info@shuaapartners.com
info@shubhamplastics.ae
info@shweizhao.com
info@shyamgroups.co.in
info@shylajewellery.com
info@shytjd.com
info@si.ilg-group.com
info@siatex.it
info@sic-marking.cn
info@sic-marking.com
info@sidas-russia.ru
info@siderarte.191.it
info@sievertindustries.com
info@sifgroup.ru
info@sigma-photo.fr
info@sigma-si.com
info@sigma.com.hk
info@sigmasport.es
info@signaturepower.co.za
info@siku.nl
info@silent-force.eu
info@silmafer.com
info@silmetsrl.it
info@silumin.kz
info@silverlineintl.com
info@silversky.com.sg
info@simem.com
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info@simepolska.pl
info@simex.pl
info@simgederi.com.tr
info@simplecooking.se
info@simraninternational.com
info@sinaitech.com
info@sinewavetechnologies.com
info@singltrek.cz
info@sinhcafehn.com
info@sinstr.ru
info@siom.in
info@sis-tech.com
info@sisnova.ch
info@sistemaeventi.it
info@sjzevergreat.com
info@skdpw.com
info@sko-zipper.com
info@skslaw.org
info@skyclimber.com
info@skydistribution.nz
info@skyjewellery.com
info@skymem.com
info@skyprintglobal.com
info@skywaytrading.com
info@sl-cement.ru
info@slush.ie
info@smalegal.in
info@smalp.com
info@smart.com.mt
info@smartcaraset.ru
info@smartservices.ru
info@smi-japan.com
info@smithassocs.com
info@smithlinecomposites.com
info@smittenbaby.com
info@smseafood.com
info@smwautoblok.it
info@snaaksystems.nl
info@snapdistribution.com
info@snaptest.org
info@snehamtapes.com
info@snowkey.com
info@so-ge.com
info@soca.com.cn
info@socomec.ch
info@sodick.ru
info@soecgroup.com
info@softkey.pl
info@softkey.ru
info@sojuzpatent.com
info@sol.it
info@solarsecurity.ru
info@solarvoltaic.com
info@soldream-spb.com
info@solehre.com
info@soletreadmills.com
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info@soletreadmills.in
info@solgar.it
info@solidpharma.ru
info@sollich.com
info@solucionesarquitectonicas.eu
info@solus.co.in
info@solveagripak.com
info@sonetindia.com
info@songsongcn.com
info@sonorancycles.com
info@sopalodges.com
info@soundaymusic.com
info@soundtech.co.uk
info@souqplace.com
info@sourceafrica.co.za
info@sourcetronic.com
info@souzlegprom.ru
info@souzmoloko.ru
info@sovereignbankghana.com
info@spack.ru
info@spaoghelse.no
info@sparcsystems.mw
info@sparkasse-bank-malta.com
info@spazone.it
info@spcanywhere.com
info@spec-pro.com
info@specialcameraservice.com
info@spectrodubai.com
info@speedmob.com
info@speedparkuae.com
info@speijer.info
info@spelto.it
info@spentose.com
info@sperotto-spa.com
info@spfprecut.ca
info@spi-goodrubber.com
info@spiceneasy.co.nz
info@spig-int.com
info@spinwarriors.com
info@spirapower.com
info@spirit.ee
info@spiritfitness.fr
info@spitalulmonza.ro
info@spits.nl
info@spkschools.com
info@spoke.com.cn
info@sport-division.ru
info@sport8.hu
info@sportexpress.org
info@sportimport.de
info@sportmedical.cz
info@sporttour.sk
info@spret-me.com
info@springtechllc.com
info@sprintweb.nl
info@spwme.com
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info@squatchbikes.com
info@srbps.com
info@srivastavandco.com
info@ssberry.co.jp
info@sskgroup.com
info@ssoeonline.com
info@sspindia.com
info@sst-us.com
info@ssybike.cn
info@st-jinming.com.cn
info@stahl-online.de
info@stahlbaupichler.com
info@stahlwille.it
info@stainlessmotors.com
info@stalco.ae
info@standard.com.tw
info@standard.tj
info@standards.ie
info@star-board.com
info@starbentoniteexports.com
info@starchemfze.com
info@starconstruction.rw
info@starfinefoods.com.cn
info@starhelmet.com
info@starlinesecurity.com.au
info@starmax.ru
info@starmoontoys.com
info@start-point.org
info@starter-motor.com.cn
info@staude-gmbh.de
info@stcontrol.com
info@steam.co.ir
info@steamotor.com
info@steckag.ch
info@steellineuae.com
info@steeltailor.com
info@steeltex-group.com
info@stego.ru
info@stelbi.com
info@stemcureindia.com
info@stepoiltools.com
info@steppenwolf-bikes.com
info@sterkinekor.com
info@sterlingbaths.ae
info@sterlingchemicalmalta.com
info@sternenfair.cn
info@sternfreunde.nordenham.de
info@stesika.lt
info@stevenboats.be
info@sthventures.com
info@stil.co.ug
info@stockbusters.eu
info@stockwellceramics.co.uk
info@stormlogic.co.uk
info@story-design.cz
info@stpplus.ru
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info@stpprf.ru
info@street-design.co.jp
info@strojosvit.cz
info@strokerzme.com
info@strongox.com.au
info@stryxgulf.com
info@stsshippinguae.com
info@studionieuwpoort.be
info@studpac-as.com
info@styliafoe.com
info@stylis-sa.com
info@sudicosd.com
info@suedmod.com
info@sujatachemicals.com
info@sukhanovbrothers.com
info@sulcci.com
info@sultan-center.com
info@sumitdiamondindia.com
info@summitcyclery.com
info@sumopower.com
info@sun-arts.com
info@sunchem.it
info@sunic.com.cn
info@sunmotorsltd.com
info@sunnergroup.com
info@sunnertowers.com
info@sunparts.net
info@sunshinespecialities.com
info@suntech-ec.com.tw
info@suntechauto.com
info@suolificiomannini.it
info@supercleanme.com
info@superdreckskescht.lu
info@superior.it
info@supermaster.com.tw
info@supersystemseurope.com
info@supertechswitchgear.com
info@suprabhat.com
info@supu.com.cn
info@surgmed.com
info@surico.in
info@surrey.com.cn
info@suryabumipermata.com
info@sushilnoedelo.ru
info@sustainable-zone.org
info@sv-airlines.com
info@svairs.com
info@svebio.se
info@svi.co.in
info@swaminarayan-gurukul.org
info@swanenviron.com
info@swastiktins.com
info@swbm-fittings.com
info@swdrom.com
info@sweden.emag.com
info@sweetstech.com
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info@swiftimpressions.com
info@swisstrade.com.ua
info@swjoint.com
info@swlifting.com
info@sye.it
info@symphony.co.ke
info@synchrotel.ru
info@synergypowertrading.com
info@synfab.in
info@synthite.com
info@synviva.com
info@sysberries.com
info@syscomscollege.com
info@system-shop.es
info@sysworks.org
info@sz.adsale.com.hk
info@szdr.info
info@szwonwin.com
info@t-c-i.ca
info@t-kobisha.co.jp
info@taawon.me
info@tablemountain.net
info@tacook.com
info@tadawigroup.com
info@taddeiingegneria.com
info@taftbridgeinn.com
info@tagless.hk
info@taihengco.com
info@tak.de
info@takamaz.emag.com
info@takarabelmont.co.kr
info@talabat.com
info@talenttourism.com
info@tallpack.nl
info@talmac.co.za
info@tameer.net
info@tamergroup.com
info@tamidental.com
info@tamron.it
info@tamsen.de
info@tanagertours.com
info@tanboress.com
info@tandem-chemical.co.th
info@tanita.co.jp
info@tanita.eu
info@tanneries-roux.com
info@tannery-machines.com
info@tantrade.or.tz
info@tanzaniaodyssey.com
info@tanzaniatourism.go.tz
info@taptiexports.com
info@taqa.ae
info@taradowdellgroup.com
info@targetpetro.com
info@tasgiv.com
info@taskmasteronline.co.uk
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info@taurusgroup.net
info@taxguru.in
info@tayachain.com
info@taymans.be
info@tbm.co.ke
info@tbsfc.com
info@tc-engineer.ru
info@tccsngp.org
info@tcnme.com
info@tdc-tools.co.za
info@tdmd.ru
info@tea.or.tz
info@tech-masters.de
info@techjuris.com
info@techking.com
info@techlinksys.com
info@technissis.gr
info@technobalt.ee
info@technokom.ru
info@technolink.spb.ru
info@technologycompanies.com.ar
info@technomatix.ru
info@technomedpharma.com
info@technoparts.it
info@technoprolab.com.ua
info@techo.cz
info@techplus.com.tn
info@techres-uae.com
info@techtiq.co.uk
info@tecme.com.ar
info@tecnaservice.it
info@tecnautosrl.com
info@tecnocyclo.com
info@tecnometalsrl.com
info@tecnosports.com.ve
info@tegaindustries.co.za
info@tehnoles.si
info@tehnomir.biz
info@tekimsan.com
info@tekni-plex.be
info@teknikdoor.com
info@teknobike.com
info@teknol.eu
info@teknoware.ae
info@tekshapers.com
info@tellyes.com
info@tempest.ee
info@tempsens.com
info@tempus-az.com
info@tenutadeiprincipi.com
info@terma.pro
info@termesanlorenzo.it
info@terofox.com
info@tescar.com
info@tesmasport.si
info@tetra.kharkov.ua
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info@texleader.com.cn
info@tfp.ae
info@tgexpo.com
info@thaiembassy.co.za
info@tharsa.com.ar
info@thatweblook.co.uk
info@the-aagroup.com
info@the-oddpiece.com
info@thealdenglobal.com
info@thebackdrop.com
info@theblend.nl
info@thecouriercompany.co.uk
info@thefabricator.com
info@theheavenlycakecompany.co.uk
info@theherbfinder.com
info@thehubbikes.com
info@theluxurycloset.com
info@themechanicautos.com
info@themicam.com
info@theoilandgasyear.com
info@theprinthouse.sc
info@thermafleece.com
info@thermaldesign.com
info@thermalspray.com
info@thermo-natur.de
info@thermomix-lt.com
info@thermomix-lv.com
info@thermomix-me.com
info@thermomix-tm.kz
info@thermomix-ua.com
info@thermomix.com.sg
info@theroyalbank.com.gh
info@thesunshinekitchen.com
info@thetruth.com
info@thewebstudio.nl
info@thewigglytots.com
info@theyummycookie.com
info@thomas-krenn.com
info@thompsonandhudson.co.uk
info@thoroughtec.com
info@thuiswinkel.org
info@thumbay.com
info@thurne.dk
info@thurne.fi
info@thurne.se
info@thwater.net
info@tianfuchem.com
info@tickitaly.com
info@tifcom.com
info@tigamar.com
info@tiger-optics.ru
info@tilakpolypack.com
info@tinstoys.com
info@tintenalarm.de
info@tipteh.hr
info@tirekeeper.org
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info@tmdfriction.com
info@tn-avia.ru
info@tntdistributor.com
info@tobaccoland.es
info@tofarco.com
info@toinfo.cn
info@tomal.se
info@tonec.com
info@tongchem.com
info@toolquip.co.za
info@top-eastern.com
info@topan.kz
info@topazgroup.net
info@topkarting.com
info@topnet.co.in
info@toprope.co.za
info@topsecurity.nl
info@toptruecn.com
info@toradex.com
info@toriello-adrenalina.it
info@torrentfreight.com
info@toscanaspazzole.it
info@touchwebsitesolutions.com
info@tourgear.dk
info@townmoto.com
info@toystrade.be
info@tozzi.com
info@tpca.cz
info@tppmo.ru
info@tppnv.ru
info@tpprb.com
info@tpprf.es
info@tppvs.ru
info@tradefreight.co.uk
info@trademarknow.com
info@trailflobikes.com
info@traningspartner.se
info@tranphamgia.com
info@tranquilla.com
info@transgroup.com
info@transjordan.com.jo
info@transkingtire.com
info@trasco.nl
info@travel-mouse.com
info@travelappeal.com
info@travelmotus.com
info@treif.com
info@trhtz.com
info@triade.nl
info@trida.info
info@tridindia.com
info@triocorporation.in
info@tririg.com
info@tristar-group.co
info@tritonint.com
info@trojanlimited.com
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info@tropicana.nz
info@trotech.com
info@trouvaycauvin.com
info@true-kare.com
info@trueleaf.com
info@trumpxp.com
info@trustcolor.net
info@trustsec.de
info@tsbicycle.net
info@tsin.co.in
info@ttmc.cn
info@tts-festool.com
info@tuid.org.ua
info@tularegion.ru
info@tunds.com
info@turex.org
info@turnerwrightng.com
info@tusting.co.uk
info@tv-me.com
info@tvh.com
info@tweewielertotaal.nl
info@twigatech.com
info@twohubs.com
info@twowheelstrading.co.za
info@tzaite.com
info@tzhuamao.com
info@u-hopper.com
info@u-kingindustry.com
info@uae.g4s.com
info@uaeemb.com
info@uaeshelving.com
info@uaeshops.com
info@uaoo.it
info@ubiquitous-tech.com
info@ucbank.me
info@uch.com.ua
info@uck.ru.com
info@udkassociates.com
info@ugetco-kw.com
info@ugptk.ru
info@uispac.md
info@uk.allportcargoservices.com
info@ukas.com
info@ukfservices.com
info@ulk.ac.rw
info@ultimate-gc.com
info@ultpp.ru
info@ultrasport.cz
info@ultratc.com
info@umb.edu.al
info@umdt.com.tr
info@umguysal.com
info@unbs.go.ug
info@une.org
info@uniblue.net
info@unibox.by
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info@unic.it
info@uniforcesales.com
info@unifrax.cn
info@uniledtech.com
info@union-machines.com
info@union.nl
info@uniondredgers.com
info@unionlogistics.ae
info@uniquebnature.com
info@uniquegroup.com
info@uniquemotor.com
info@unisolar.com.ph
info@unisonhardware.com
info@unisource2000.com
info@united-friction.com
info@unitedbroadcast.com
info@unitedgroupllc.com
info@unitekjapan.co.jp
info@unitym.ru
info@universal-legal.com
info@universalmedikal.com.tr
info@universitycenter.com
info@unizkm.edu.al
info@uob.rw
info@uraca.de
info@urai.it
info@uralchemfreight.com
info@urbanbikewear.com
info@urdi.com.au
info@ursan.nl
info@usa.emag.com
info@usellisell.com
info@usgenergy.com
info@utilbio.ru
info@vaathsalyafoods.com
info@valcorsamcor.com
info@valcuvia.it
info@valdinoci.it
info@valenteme.ae
info@valnamex.com
info@valor-av.com.sg
info@valpes.com
info@valtorquegroup.com
info@valtrans.org
info@vandewert.nl
info@vanekeris.nl
info@vaniimpex.in
info@vanmeer-russia.com
info@vanolibrun.com.uy
info@vanpel.com
info@varma.com
info@vassoseliades.com.cy
info@vatsalyaschool.com
info@vcs.sc
info@vdz-congress.org
info@veas.com.vn
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info@veb-company.si
info@vebnest.com
info@vedengineering.com
info@vedova.it
info@vedrainteriors.com
info@vegaec.co.uk
info@veggieVision.tv
info@vego-chocolate.de
info@vehiclevisuals.com
info@velo7.pl
info@velocity-group.de
info@veloprofs.lv
info@velox.fr
info@veloxpro.com
info@velta.co.uk
info@velvian.de
info@vend-shop.com
info@vendo-rus.ru
info@venetobanka.hr
info@ventafume.com
info@ventilclima.com
info@verific.com
info@veripack.it
info@versaillesdentalclinic.com
info@vertech.com.cn
info@vertex-analytics.com
info@vertrod.com
info@veterinaryneedles.com
info@vetromeccanica.it
info@vicenzettooverseas.com
info@vichiagro.com
info@victor-g.com
info@victory.com.vn
info@vidaliaonion.org
info@vidalimpianti.com
info@vietacorp.com
info@vietnhat.com
info@vigutrading.co.tz
info@vikingindia.com
info@villaflangini.it
info@villagecycles.co.nz
info@vinamachines.com
info@vinataxi.vn
info@vino.co.za
info@vinoherck.be
info@vintagehill.com
info@vip-trading.com
info@vipuldiamond.com
info@viscojet.ch
info@viscojet.com
info@vishalshipping.com
info@vishydraulics.com
info@viswaco.com
info@vitafoamtz.com
info@vitalisdrjoseph.com
info@vitalityhemp.com
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info@vitals.com
info@vitemaq.com
info@vittoria.co.kr
info@vittorio.nl
info@vivaisandrobruschi.it
info@vivandia.ch
info@vivateq.de
info@vivid.kz
info@vivisol.nl
info@vkairspring.com
info@vmgfactory.com
info@vniimp.ru
info@vniipp.ru
info@vo.nl
info@voicevale-fr.com
info@voicevale.cn
info@volgablue.com.ua
info@volpatoindustrie.it
info@voney-ag.ch
info@voran.com
info@vorti-siv.com
info@voskotan.com
info@vpiexpo.ru
info@vrkidz.com
info@vrsleathers.com
info@vtm-utam.com
info@vulkoprin.be
info@vva.it
info@vzcontroles.com
info@wafaweb.com
info@wagenia.com
info@wagner-group.com
info@wagpco.com
info@walbro.com
info@waldorf.firenze.it
info@walkertools.co.za
info@wallarto.com
info@walter-rau.de
info@walther-praezision.de
info@wam.ee
info@wanakalavenderfarm.com
info@wanrongtool.com
info@washtec.cn
info@way2go.co.nz
info@wayneusa.cn
info@weathermakersinternational.com
info@webersupply.com
info@webmint.cz
info@websee.ru
info@webseychelles.com
info@weerg.com
info@weerg.it
info@wega.it
info@wegro.cn
info@weidmuller.co.jp
info@weiss.com.cn
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info@wellfitness.ru
info@wellmax.cn
info@wellnessandwireless.com
info@wellpict.com
info@welpackind.com
info@welsons.com
info@welt.ru
info@werth.cl
info@wes-expo.com.cn
info@west-l.ru
info@western-medical.com
info@westernhome.net
info@westernmideast.com
info@westplex.co.za
info@westsalem.com
info@wetnwild.co.tz
info@wewind.no
info@wfc.com.hk
info@wft-fashion.com
info@whalefire.co.uk
info@whatbrowser.org
info@wheeler.com.tw
info@wheelerfleet.com
info@wheelsbikes.com
info@whitelight.com.mt
info@whsealing.cn
info@wickedimports.co.za
info@wika.com.ar
info@wika.ir
info@wilderlogistics.com.cn
info@wim.hk
info@wimo.com
info@wind-academy.com
info@windoorexpo.com
info@winelands.co.za
info@winora-group.de
info@wipotec.com
info@wire-malaysia.com
info@wire-philippines.com
info@wire-vietnam.com
info@wirecrafters.com
info@wirelawyer.com
info@wirerope.co.jp
info@wireviet.com
info@wjs-pacific.cn
info@wkbikes.com
info@wm-ua.com.ua
info@wmz-gmbh.de
info@woehler.it
info@woermann-angola.com
info@wohlenberg-werkzeugmaschinen.de
info@wood-styles.com
info@woodway.de
info@woodworkingb2b.com
info@workforceconsult.com
info@worldbridgenet.com
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info@worldofasphalt.com
info@wpowerproducts.com
info@wptpower.com
info@ws-sh.com
info@wugan.com
info@wusengroup.com
info@wxhlhg.com
info@wxtcpp.com
info@wxzhouxiang.com
info@wybenga.de
info@wyoderauction.com
info@wz-yx.cn
info@wzhuazheng.com
info@wzxinhua.com
info@xdpc.com
info@xdtcable.com
info@xeccon.com
info@xedra-automotive.com
info@xianmehe.com
info@xianzao.cn
info@xignite.com
info@xima.net.cn
info@xingyuan-led.com
info@xkko.eu
info@xleb-obor.ru
info@xmetrics.it
info@xmmh.com
info@xyaluminum.com
info@yandex.ru
info@yarovit-m.ru
info@yecima.com
info@yellowbrickroad.ws
info@yendelela.com
info@yesinternet.gr
info@yfjmp.com
info@yhreach.com
info@yinduchem.com
info@yingjiesheng.com
info@ykkbikes.com
info@yolla.com.hk
info@yourtransport.it
info@youtowiper.com
info@ypsmcoe.org
info@ysmo.org
info@ytairspring.com
info@yuanlongchem.com
info@yuanpingchem.com
info@yudeli.com
info@yunost.com
info@yuntong-batt.com
info@yurbuds.com
info@yutilaw.com
info@z-company.nl
info@zacmi.it
info@zafer.com.py
info@zaffaroni.com
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info@zaidg.com
info@zakq8.com
info@zanolinibike.191.it
info@zantasair.com
info@zanzibarbeachresort.net
info@zapadbanka.me
info@zareason.com
info@zdtruckautoparts.com
info@zeben.pt
info@zeenatconstructions.com
info@zefa-laborservice.de
info@zenithbank.com.gh
info@zenithdream.com
info@zeno.ir
info@zeroracing.net
info@zhengqiang.com
info@zhongji.cc
info@zigzag.com
info@zilair.com
info@zingerlemetal.com
info@ziraatbank-kosova.com
info@zitec.de
info@zjhql.com
info@zjkejin.com
info@zjsaite.cn
info@zonafrancabarranquilla.com
info@zonafrancaibague.com
info@zonafrancatayrona.com
info@zookee.cz
info@zooland.eu
info@zr-product.com
info@zuegg.ru
infoAsia@Hitentertainment.com
info_au@festo.com
info_be@festo.com
info_bg@festo.com
info_br@festo.com
info_by@festo.com
info_ca@festo.com
info_ch@festo.com
info_cn@chainway.com
info_cn@cn.festo.com
info_cz@festo.com
info_de@festo.com
info_dk@festo.com
info_ee@festo.com
info_es@festo.com
info_fi@festo.com
info_fi@trendmicro.com
info_fr@festo.com
info_gb@festo.com
info_gr@festo.com
info_hallmark@florich.com
info_hk@festo.com
info_hr@festo.com
info_hu@festo.com
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info_ie@festo.com
info_il@festo.com
info_in@festo.com
info_it@festo.com
info_jp@festo.com
info_kr@festo.com
info_lt@festo.com
info_lv@festo.com
info_my@festo.com
info_no@festo.com
info_nz@festo.com
info_ph@festo.com
info_pkiff@smd.difesa.it
info_pl@festo.com
info_ro@festo.com
info_ru@festo.com
info_shengyi@163.com
info_si@festo.com
info_sk@festo.com
info_th@festo.com
info_tr@festo.com
info_ua@festo.com
info_vn@festo.com
info_za@festo.com
infoat@mayoral.com
infoaust@mattel.com
infoautochina@163.com
infoba@sadesa.com
infobd@idp.com
infobe@mayoral.com
infobox@kaliningrad-cci.ru
infocanada@biohorizons.com
infocert@pec.imacospa.com
infochina@lgcstandards.com
infochina@mesinc.net
infocomex@lorentrade.com.ar
infodbn@megafreight.co.za
infode@mayoral.com
infodeat@bianchi.com
infodesk@dcube.ch
infodesk@southernpalmskenya.com
infodk@mayoral.com
infoes@mayoral.com
infoeu@phoenixaromas.com
infofi@mayoral.com
infofr@mayoral.com
infoge@prima-ge.it
infogermany@veritekglobal.eu
infogr@mayoral.com
infohtpp@mail.ru
infoie@mayoral.com
infoindia@mesinc.net
infoit@mayoral.com
infojo@beautyleaders.com
infokid@pc.jaring.my
infomexico@mesinc.net
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infonl@mayoral.com
infopl@mayoral.com
infopleiades@les-pleiades.asso.fr
infoplz@megafreight.co.za
infopress@phct.ru
infoproducto@bago.com.ar
infopt@mayoral.com
infor@affoltergroup.ch
infor@isohuawei.com
inform.server@mail.ru
inform@orazieturchetti.com
informaciones@fundapro.org.bo
information9x@frozenfish.com
information@dcsneeds.com
information@environment.gov.ki
information@galwayraces.com
information@gfrkiev.com.ua
information@rockcrete.co.za
information@schola-sainte-cecile.com
information@sussex.ac.uk
information@touroparc.com
informationrights@companieshouse.gov.uk
informes@nanciyaga.com
informes@vb.com.pe
inforum.com@forumcomm.com
infos@sotra.ci
infos@vinci-closluce.com
infose@mayoral.com
infosfar@mineduc.gov.rw
infotec@micrometalsrl.com
infotppgk@mail.ru
infotppsochi@mail.ru
infotrade@alashwaquae.com
infouae@emcongcc.com
infouk@mayoral.com
infous@jacobi.net
infous@mayoral.com
infousa@icontainers.com
infoventas@dilabsa.com
infovostok@petengineering.com
infowanghua@163.com
infrastruktura.upiti@hzinfra.hr
infro@aflife.co.tz
infro@hemis.com
inft@sis-tech.com
infwyg@jwell.cn
inga@lasma.lv
ingelec@list.ru
ingelec_sp@list.ru
ingemar@oraklet.no
ingen@stocken.ws
inger.jahnsen@sn-trading.com
ingrid@nutriimport.com.br
injection@cxdiesel.com
inlegmash-expo@expocentr.ru
inma@omada.es
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inmobiliaria@campiglia.com.uy
inna_gritsevich@mtu-net.ru
inno3d-support@ivmm.com
innocent.kalumba@brsmeas.org
innochem@hanmail.net
innochina@yeah.net
innorpi@planet.tn
innpaukwa@myanmar.com.mm
inovation-sk@tech-masters.eu
inq@dalmadubai.com
inquiries@al-hamad.com
inquiries@alaron.co.nz
inquiries@marquisenergy.com
inquiries@revolvy.com
inquiries@thefirearmblog.com
inquiries@tmtko.com
inquiry-sns@span-group.com
inquiry@avx.com
inquiry@beaver-cn.com
inquiry@bellchem.com
inquiry@d-one.com.cn
inquiry@dirtfreak.co.jp
inquiry@dlftrade.com
inquiry@emiratessteel.com
inquiry@esi-steel.com
inquiry@impressions.ae
inquiry@jaheziya.ae
inquiry@kaukaban.com
inquiry@marwanservices.com
inquiry@militaryaircargo.com
inquiry@shurenribet.org
inquiry@span-group.com
inquiry@sptc.sc
inquiry@tetpl.in
inquiry@uyesee.com
inquirychina@hgts.com
inquiryksa@emiratessteel.com
inquiryksa@esi-steel.com
ins@stanke.at
inseeyah@masterpieces.in
insidesales@viega.com
insmas@insmas.com
inspection@alibaba-inc.com
inspection@lttoilandgas.com
inspire@gsweb.ca
instagrator@ya.ru
installations@studioseven.com.mt
installments@eventbrite.com
instruments@rotronic.co.uk
intdept@trevispa.com
inter-baby@foxmail.com
inter@eastwestseed.com
inter@sit.edu.cn
inter@sjzu.edu.cn
inter_kontakt@utel.net.ua
interadmission@lzu.edu.cn
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interart@interart.com
interasia@itilk.com
intercrop_jsa@mail.ru
interfish-expo@yandex.ru
interior@ariesgroup.ae
interlog@interlog.com.pe
intermik@intermik.ru
internacional@ccoo.cat
international@avia.it
international@dqpi.edu.cn
international@ecjtu.jx.cn
international@econia.com.ua
international@internettrademark.com
international@pearsoned.com
international@swufe.edu.cn
international@syphu.edu.cn
international@yurah.com
internship@candcip.in
internship@ipleaders.in
internship@saharay.com
internships@altlawforum.org
internships@atmanlaw.com
internships@copyrightintegrity.com
internships@hrln.org
interoff@cqnu.edu.cn
interpro@njfu.com.cn
interpro@njfu.edu.cn
intertraffic@rai.nl
interweb@speedy.com.pe
intesasanpaolo.brussels@intesasanpaolo.com
intex@meishischool.com
intexrxx@sh163.net
intiwara@entelnet.bo
intl@hongfa.com
intlcare@dietspotlight.com
intls3@yamasakimotor.com
intls6@yamasakimotor.com
intlsales@wuzhou-valve.com
intlsj@gsk.com.cn
intorg2004@mail.ru
intotech@tpage.com
intrelat@tisi.go.th
intrend@intrend.com.tw
intronbio@tpage.com
intsec@defence.gov.mv
inu@inutoy.com
invest@600608.net
invest@rfindustries.com
investmentwww.karafarinbank.com60277-9Khaki@Karafarinbank.com
investor-relations@abc.xyz
investor@chemours.com
investor@g4s.com
investor@gpreinc.com
investor@luxinevotech.com
invite@eventbrite.com
invoice@t-domain.de
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invoices@primrose.co.uk
ioce@ioce.com.cn
ioilsharapov4363@mail.ru
ions@ionspharma.com
ionut.georgescu@mmediu.ro
ip-admin@violin.co.th
ip@box.com
ip@stratjuris.com
ipa@pec.agid.gov.it
ipadmin@websitewelcome.com
ipcare@inttladvocare.com
ipol@gulfpetrochem.com
iptech@centrilogic.com
iq@zjfudy.com
iqbal@famproperties.com
iqbal@firstselectuae.com
iqewydyfe@mail.ru
iqjie@mail.ustc.edu.cn
iqoaix@126.com
ir-info@oki.com
ir@concho.com
ir@dunxin.us
ir@francotyp.com
ir@kghm.com
ir@rosneft.ru
ir@saras.it
ir@shanghai-electric.com
ir@smtp.com
ir@trendmicro.co.jp
iram@iram.ru
iran@bicon.com
irc_office@innovaph.com.cn
ire@lgcstandards.com
ireland@bicon.com
ireland@fwmetals.com
irena@imex.hr
irene.capelli@evolutiontravel.it
irene.kammerhofer-gartner@raiffeisenbank.at
irene@topquadrant.com
ireneguan@jinchengtn.com
ireo-portugal@ireo.com
irfan.ghafoor@alkachemicals.com
irfan@acsdubai.com
irina-neizvestna@list.ru
irinox@irinox.com
iris.zhang@onlink.com.cn
iris@asianmetal.com
iris@rotemi.co.il
irisexpo@163.com
irl@irl.co.nz
irma@irmahale.com
iro@gxtc.edu.cn
ironman@austafrica.com
irtysh@irtysh.com.ru
is-enquiries@hk.tricorglobal.com
is@classnk.or.jp
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is@design-ranch.com
is_irina85@mail.ru
isabeau@whitezulu.co.za
isabel@ecoripe.com
isabelle.lucas10@free.fr
isbucm@bucm.edu.cn
isfar@shoeberry.com
isguvenligimerkezi@isguvenligimerkezi.com
ishak@femexports.com
ishida@yoshikawa-group.co.jp
ishii@hayashi-sz.com
ishikawa@jisf.or.jp
ishop@kant.ru
islabela@coqui.net
isleworth@moorescycles.co.uk
islive@126.com
ismail@istexpo.com
ismirt@yandex.com
isn@orange.sn
iso-mex@economia.gob.mx
iso@fudan.edu.cn
iso@gost.ru
iso@nenu.edu.cn
iso@snnu.edu.cn
iso@tju.edu.cn
isosh@isosh.com
isotc96@zoomlion.com
isp@bnu.edu.cn
israel@bicon.com
isrm.info@isrm.gov.mk
iss-international@iss.rs
issacjohn@khaleejtimes.com
issd@nju.edu.cn
issie@akarpat.com
ist@ist.org.uk
istanbul@tetratek.com.tr
istier@stier.es
istra_tpp@mail.ru
isys@isysinc.co.kr
it.info@vulkan.com
it.manager@lnmiit.ac.in
it.sales@primapower.com
it2@hhbajaj.com.np
it@84.com.cn
it@dbi.ae
it@lgcstandards.com
it@pelmi.cz
it@tppkaluga.ru
it@tppvs.ru
it_doowon@163.com
itaik@reedexpo.co.jp
italiaonline@pec-italiaonline.it
italiarussia74@mail.ru
italtech@inbox.ru
italy@bicon.com
italy@petengineering.com
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italy@shredoptics.com
itf.com@fkram.com.tn
iti@sancharnet.in
itp@itpsa.pl
itslovely@bunrattymeadows.com
itsupport@alphadxb.com
itutiven@aretina.com
itviec@itviec.com
iu.wen@greenriverholding.com
iu@dairynews.ru
iuf@iuf.org
iulian@utilrom.ro
iuojinqi@china.com
ivan.egri@correct.hu
ivan.stefanelli@marchesini.com
ivan878@163.com
ivan@l-tools.com
ivan@tpprb.ru
ivan@yyxddz.com.cn
ivana.stanisic@bhomes.com
ivana.zivanovic@tectra.co.rs
ivana@imss.co.za
ivanhan@gzprodigy.com.cn
ivanheng@weldheat.com
ivanov@healthyhearts.ru
ivanovanv@expocentr.ru
ivansilva@ciumx.com
ivashkin@keldysh.ru
ivcotravel@ivcotravel.com
ivleva@expocentr.ru
ivohead@ivo.ir
ivy@eagldenso.com
ivy@qilin.com.cn
iwai-r@iwainogomaabura.co.jp
iwan.noor@xdc-indonesia.com
iwasaki@law-hk.jp
iwata@himeji-ecotec.com
ixiong@163.com
ixuan@163.com
izawa@vesta.ocn.ne.jp
izumi@nies.go.jp
izumibc@hanmail.net
izzat@alphamedgroup.com
j.ahlers@pharma-aid.de
j.altea@pldtdsl.net
j.arbib@dra-u.net
j.baal.schem@ieee.org
j.carballo@claro.net.do
j.d.boer@rai.nl
j.d.winter@rai.nl
j.duffaut@kronospan-sas.fr
j.hage@selectivewinesandspirits.com
j.henry2016@yandex.com
j.istenes@studionova.hu
j.jimenez@disproquima.com
j.johnson@act-on.net
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j.jumanji3@gmai.com
j.pane@ieee.org
j.pankaj@dbcorp.in
j.pospisil@sving.cz
j.q.shi@ic.ac.uk
j.rueda@pacltda.com.co
j.sarec@seznam.cz
j.sawtell@fmpco.com
j.shipway@cpsystems.net.au
j.swanepoel@dryice.co.za
j.urrutia@tecowest.cl
j.wickenburg@googlemail.com
j@jasonlbaptiste.com
j_lx1981@163.com
j_wang@online.sh.cn
jabba1@accessme.com.jo
jaber@jm-catering.com
jablonski@edgetech.com
jabs@jabsinternational.com
jac@jinacom.com
jack.cheung@burnard.co.nz
jack.clarke@acquisition-intl.com
jack.spinella@dx1app.com
jack.yu@jaeger-poway.com
jack1386@163.com
jack@brightroadtire.com
jack@funis.com
jack@jlhardware.com
jack@littleeds.com
jack@nhtprint.com
jack@shgtzdh.net
jack@wisemarine.net
jack@wonghau.com
jack@xjchinatop.cn
jack@xmycosmetic.com
jack@zibonolan.com
jack@zsshock.com
jack_he2008@163.com
jackan168@163.com
jackb@aimdigitalpros.com
jackhao@zzzyjx.cn
jackie@planeteenfants.com.my
jackiegz@126.com
jackieyu@wellborn.net.cn
jackliu@cc-tyre.com
jackmt@jackgroup.com.cn
jacksonhou@vip.163.com
jackwelhd@126.com
jacky50592@126.com
jacky@bluesky-ks.com
jacky@ch-industrial.com
jacky@kaierhardware.com
jacky@riva.com.cn
jacky@tmdshop.com
jackylee@163.com
jackytrade@vip.163.com
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jackyxinkai@163.com
jaco.liebenberg@sasol.com
jacob@rigwell.co.uk
jacoma@163.com
jacquelien.brussee@labbrand.com
jacqulyncavanaugh@ups.com
jacuzzi@odonata.com.cn
jad.abouchalbak@falconkitchen.com
jade@markwatson.london
jadewitsch@mcm-sensor.ru
jady@idreamtec.co.kr
jaeggli@yandex.ru
jaehun.kim@schaeffler.com
jaewoo@tpage.com
jaeyoung.lee@alumni.stanford.edu
jafranet_servicios@jafra.com.mx
jagadish.bhat@ajax-fiori.com
jagal99@chollian.net
jages@126.com
jagrati.kulshrestha@gla.ac.in
jahedmanesh@nojansanat.com
jai-int@airtelmail.in
jaideep.sinha@gla.ac.in
jaime@fiagril.com.br
jainschool2013@rediffmail.co
jaiprakash.gound@celloworld.com
jaison@sfs.ae
jake@leadgenleaders.net
jakef@goldbondinc.com
jakki.ayres@isisgallery.co.uk
jakub.sir@rower.cz
jalindarrohakale@ulkaseafoods.com
jamal@alkoblan.com.sa
jamboree@jamboreedubai.com
james.cadbury@lovecocoa.com
james.hay@rembe.ae
james.lee@posco.net
james.ma@f-diesel.com
james.parfitt@wildcatch.co.nz
james.pen@kelifils.com
james.styrin@sky.com
james.z@yj-huayuan.com
james.zheng@zhongli-lock.com
james@accuservheating.com
james@acgsandiego.com
james@american4433.COM
james@bizouwines.com
james@controltechbikes.com
james@dunmore.me.uk
james@embassymidlands.com
james@emuology.co.nz
james@facepwn.com
james@freight-in-time.com
james@hanilmanpower.com
james@hes.com.tw
james@igroway.com
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james@jiayuanda.com
james@longwayscider.ie
james@o-tech.cc
james@ocean-us.co.kr
james@ozeco.net
james@safety-brake.com
jamesfexk@mail.ru
jameshohk2010@126.com
jameskon@163.com
jameszhu@doodlesmock.com
jamie@southfish.co.nz
jamietan@pabloasia.com
jamilazumkhawala@snstravel.net
jamuna@firstselectuae.com
jan.camr@exit1.cz
jan.hassan@pollmeier.com
jan@hudy.cz
janaf@janaf.hr
janakaw@arpico.com
janan@saktiagro.com
janderson@sanignacio.com.ar
jandpltd@jandp.com.cy
jane.ha@hktb.com
jane.peter@acquisition-intl.com
jane@cens.com
jane@hlbrake.com
jane@hrstech.com.cn
jane@hzhualong.com
jane@woollyrug.com
janelle@act-on.com
janemackay5@googlemail.com
janerenli@126.com
janet.zheng@royalaustralia.com
janet@honsoar.com
janet@macgregor.edu.hk
janet@peppertreebags.co.za
janette.mary@kanoo.com
janez.golob@teknol.eu
janez@factorystore.si
jang@fours.co.kr
janice@freightcanllc.com
janieg@imss.co.za
janine@nzfreight.co.nz
janne.linden@lksab.se
janne.makela@primapower.com
janne@exove.fi
jannie@nwdamme.co.za
janny@jiujiangjx.com
janosgill@carlstahl.hu
janstinenbosch@jack-upbargesbv.com
janupam@hatway.com
januz@januzuniversal.in
japanrealtime@wsj.com
jaredlin888@foxmail.com
jarifle@cwjamaica.com
jarifle@flowja.com
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jarmil@resler.cz
jarod@zhengyigorden.cn
jarry999@126.com
jarry@xldsports.com
jash.shih@mylinkways.com
jasim.kattu@orkila.ae
jasmine@nbmeiyi.com
jasmine@professionalbeauty.in
jason.pepper@cbs.com
jason.tan@scotsman.com.sg
jason.tseng@tsengltd.com
jason.walker@bbctechnologies.com
jason.zhou@baroautoparts.com
jason@chengs.com.tw
jason@cn-senhong.com
jason@frontierpc.com
jason@goodview-digital.com
jason@herrman.com
jason@hygroups.com
jason@kupo.com.cn
jason@lanjaronarabia.com
jason@srtc.com
jason@trafficticketteam.com
jason@xdco.net
jasonyoo@okoutdoor.com
jasonzheng@beacon-machine.com
jaspal@fenzaexhibitions.com
jaspo@foxmail.com
jatin@professionalbeauty.in
jatsch@vorwerk.co.jp
jawad@atlanticlubes.com
jawad@deepseas.net
jawchik@yandex.ru
jay@fudge.org
jay@lawsudo.com
jay@tspec.net
jay@ybmgroupchina.com
jay_paradis@bramco.com
jayan@finepackindia.com
jayant.d2018@iimbg.ac.in
jayant.rele@releclinic.com
jayaprakashkar@lnmiit.ac.in
jayesh@noslar.co.in
jayesh@richmondpetrochem.com
jayne@jaynefowler.com
jb-bike@163.com
jb.parada@puntodeservicios.com
jba@jbccn.net
jbailey@raspberryginger.com
jbalaji@emirates.net
jbanks@hostgator.com
jbhf1969@163.com
jbone@ideal-forwarding.co.uk
jborba@ign.com
jborthwick@sebenza-europe.com
jbowerbank@emats-inc.com
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jbrco@163.com
jbrinkhofft@redmonkeyfoods.com
jbryant@paradise.net.nz
jbudorick@chromium.org
jbupp@nationalmachinery.com
jburden@indilaw.com
jbxs@xcjbxs.com
jby@csu.edu.cn
jbzhao@xmu.edu.cn
jc855@163.com
jc@championreeves.com
jc@mozilla.com
jcaffey@tetratec.com
jcarlos.cuenca@procompsc.com
jcb@cml.bg
jcbotero@zfpacifico.com
jcclothes33@163.com
jcenteno@lavoluntad.com.ar
jchabot@cdnova.com
jchan116@126.com
jchatt@caribex.com
jchris.fillionr@kitware.com
jclariana@solutech.com.pe
jcomercial@omegaperu.com.pe
jcpc@300233.com
jcpc@jinchengpharm.com
jcqgm68.lyp@163.com
jcskf@chinatool.net
jcsq158@188.com
jd@jiandajx.com
jdcheye@163.com
jdcsww@163.com
jdi@jingxin.com.cn
jdiaz@dinadeco.go.cr
jdjthr@126.com
jdk@jdkat.com
jdonay@cinind.com
jdresher@enovationcontrols.eu
jdsyjm@126.com
jealin@lxwheel.com
jean-marc.broyer@assaabloy.com
jean.mischler@rothsa.com
jean@ceos.co.za
jean@jeancali.com
jean_christian@myrealbox.com
jec-qh@163.com
jecamargo@minambiente.gov.co
jeddah@alsaad.com.sa
jeddah@hotpackglobal.com
jeetu.dhruve@gama.ae
jef@mycube3.com
jefelyc@maelectricos.com
jeff.cao@lmdsport.com
jeff.cotten@rackspace.com
jeff.gardner@puckettmachinery.com
jeff.ho@sampartners.com.hk
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jeff.pritchard@wernick.co.uk
jeff100@list.ru
jeff@alcopanel.com
jeff@bayshorefit.com
jeff@chihonbio.com
jeff@corratec.com.tw
jeff@marksmen.com
jeff@pdsguam.com
jeff@ssybike.cn
jeff@yextlistings.com
jeff_huang@hk.nykline.com
jefferey.dean2016@yandex.com
jeffrey.hu@pelmar-bce.com
jeffrey@txcitrus.com
jefft@khsbicycles.com
jeffytanuwidjaja@reinplas.net
jegod@banit.club
jehc57@boardkorea.com
jeilent@hanmail.net
jeitzenhoefer@emag.com
jek_guo@hong-lin.com.cn
jelena@amstandard.ee
jellry@cl-massload.com.tw
jelly.wang@hmf-china.com
jelly@waldoward.com
jelly@zjqs.com.cn
jemelkova.barbora@epa.gov
jen.chan@stitchandstory.com
jen@cho.com.tw
jendel65040783@163.com
jeneca@jeneca.cn
jennie@pcwfrance.com
jennifer.sterling@wsj.com
jennings.dv@forces.gc.ca
jenny.xie@braxe.com
jenny@jmarchinifarms.com
jenny@nzcockle.co.nz
jenny@southernsavers.com
jenny@starmarine.net.cn
jenny@upnmed.cn
jenny@upnmed.com
jenny@ycphar.com
jennyf@uow.edu.au
jentec@mail.ru
jeremy@arcinnovations.net
jeremy@nzartisanhoney.co.nz
jerish.mohamed@kanoo.ae
jeroen@timelesstradingbv.com
jerome.co.tan@jtphotoworld.com
jerome@tqpr.com
jerry.xu@meikeda.com
jerry198391@163.com
jerry@chinaallye.com
jerry@chinahighnoon.com
jerry@cnbulb.com
jerry@flyinga.cc
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jerry@powerful4x4.com
jerry@relay.com.tw
jerry@xzdjx.com
jerry@yhjinli.com
jerrycycle@126.com
jerryjw0829@sina.com
jersey.enquiries@je.g4s.com
jesonji@czhaoling.com
jesper@neilpryde.dk
jess@quintonchadwick.london
jess@sourcenonwoven.com
jesse.chen@jinmaolamp.com
jessica.dong@icing.com.cn
jessica20100228@126.com
jessica@cook-king.com
jessica@daretoeat.dk
jessica_chan@first-safe.com
jessicaguo@regulus-china.cn
jessicalin@hongyunn.com.tw
jessicaluo@hdautopart.com
jessicathomsonrobbins@theflank.com
jessice@sxplock.com
jessicewxh@021tk.com
jessie9102@163.com
jessie@tangcaisocks.com
jessieexpo@163.com
jessievip@126.com
jesters05@gymjesters.com
jesus.sipame@prodigy.net.mx
jesusg@ifema.es
jetsetrims@jetsetrims.com
jeundurraga@tradex.cl
jewelhouse@pec.it
jewooltd@tpage.com
jf@sino-li.com
jfcubba@univ-bba.dz
jfernandes@bncnetwork.net
jfitzgerald@epsilon.com
jfkval@haf.com
jfleming@anet-chi.com
jfletcher@kembla.com.au
jfmajp@ca.mbn.or.jp
jfmtxm@163.com
jfonseca@amnethn.com
jfudong@vip.163.com
jg-zj@163.com
jgalvez@chemsol.net
jgalvez@tempsens.com
jgardiner@ovelle.ie
jgaythorpe@epsilon.com
jgiuliano@epsilon.com
jgomez@camposol.com.pe
jgpiston@163.com
jgraef@users.sf.net
jgratacos@kelonikbr.com
jguo@transorfilter.com
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jh2939@vip.163.com
jh532047316@sina.com
jhai_yan@163.com
jhall@bps.k12.ok.us
jhb@charnaud.co.za
jhbinfo@dachser.co.za
jhdt@jhdt.net
jhg00789@163.com
jhjx@jiahengh.com
jhjy@citiz.net
jhkim4@tgsvc.co.kr
jhlee74@tgsvc.co.kr
jhsfspoke@163.com
jhtcl@126.com
jhua140@aucklanduni.ac.nz
jhughes@armyflier.com
jhyeoun1@samchuly.co.kr
jhygmf@163.com
jhyu@krict.re.kr
jhzhang@sftcpd.cn
ji.gang@mep.gov.cn
jiaao@jwmachine.net
jiabaili@163.com
jiabeili@126.com
jiabin0922@163.com
jiadonger@xinri.com
jiahua@gzde.com
jiajia-9016@163.com
jiajiabao@aliyun.com
jiajingqp888@163.com
jiajuweixiu@163.com
jiakaifangzhi@163.com
jiali.jl@alibaba-inc.com
jialidg@vip.163.com
jiameng@exull.com
jianer@chinajianer.com
jianerda@163.com
jiangbaoliang82@163.com
jiangbin001@163.com
jiangding-jd@vip.163.com
jiangdingshu@andachina.com
jianggp@worldchip.cn
jiangjianxin@jintaicn.com
jiangjunfen@126.com
jianglin1942@163.com
jianglong@jit-technology.com
jiangsu_pyfrp@yongcheng-china.com
jiangsuhaishi@163.com
jiangyafeng001@126.com
jiangyangchuan@126.com
jiangyy@sz.tsinghua.edu.cn
jiani.zheng@gedijinkou.com
jianjun@filtermakingmachine.cn
jianjun_su@hwatek.com
jianweiwang@biomed.tsinghua.edu.cn
jianxia@vip.163.com
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jianxin7900339@163.com
jiaomei666@126.com
jiaoxue@jiaoxue168.com
jiaqingzhoucheng@163.com
jiashan@chd.edu.cn
jiasongjin@t-chemi.cn
jiataibicycle@126.com
jiawei_wang@shry.net
jiaxin8888@126.com
jiaxin_auto@126.com
jiaxuntong@vip.163.com
jiayi@kagecn.com
jiayuanchang@126.com
jiayulei000@163.com
jiazhan.1984@163.com
jicheng.gong@pku.edu.cn
jickeylou@163.com
jidonglai223@126.com
jie.xu@gtri.gatech.edu
jieda_happy@126.com
jiefangchina@vip.163.com
jieli1996@163.com
jielong@jielongglass.com
jiete_yjc@163.com
jiglesias@miamiherald.com
jignesh@mahendrabrothers.com
jijiawei_titan@126.com
jikryspin@seznam.cz
jilaCUTE@jabp.com
jili@bjlst.com
jilibox@vip.163.com
jim.richardson@k3des.com
jim.rutledge@accenthansen.com
jim1@overlord.com.cn
jim@china-buzzer.com
jim@habitatwc.org
jim@jamespublishing.com
jim@lfchosting.com
jim@smithassocs.com
jim@thefarmbridge.com
jimallen@nyapplecountry.com
jimei0760@vip.163.com
jimjiang@cheercity.com.cn
jimmy.chen@kuehne-nagel.com
jimmy.pillay@SmartSeychelles.com
jimmy27@ideaspcb.com.cn
jimmy@jlglassware.com
jimmy@ya-ke.cn
jims@ha.com
jimzawacki@mpallp.com
jin.g@163.com
jin@neutrizone.com
jinan@51job.com
jinanlianxin@163.com
jinansport@vip.163.com
jinaofengjixie@yeah.net
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jinbaili2005@126.com
jinbeimeiduo123@163.com
jinbo@huons.com
jindamingjiao@126.com
jindamotor@163.com
jindi516@126.com
jiness@hsmc.edu.hk
jinfei@jinfei.cn
jinfubk@163.com
jing01250207@126.com
jing@sourcinghand.com
jing@ti-bolts.com
jinganneng@126.com
jingfengpc@163.com
jinghongyue@crrcgc.cc
jinghushukong@sina.com
jingwbai@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
jinhai_cn@163.com
jinhe@biotaxu.com
jinho.kim@dainsemi.co.kr
jinhuan@jhqp.cn
jinhuitoys@vip.163.com
jinhuituozhan@sina.com
jinhulu1111@vip.163.com
jinjuntoys@163.com
jinkuishangmao@163.com
jinlang@jinlang.com.cn
jinli_com@163.com
jinluo@jinluo.com
jinny@jindesigns.com
jinovn@daum.net
jinpaul@vip.163.com
jinqian900@126.com
jinsheng@jinsheng-China.com
jinshishang88@126.com
jintai813@21.cn.com
jinteng2@cn-commutator.com
jinwanjunjl@abchina.com
jinwei878@126.com
jinxin@jinxinleather.com
jinxin_bz@163.com
jinyan.ma@ibestpower.cn
jinyong5889@163.com
jinyou2009@126.com
jinyuanda.toys@163.com
jinzhouxu@promade-bicycle.com
jinzhu@bjp.org.cn
jipeiyuan2007@163.com
jiqiang@crrcgc.cc
jiri.stursa@op-panini.cz
jirong67677798@163.com
jishiliangyi@sina.com
jisl@jains.com
jitendra.dixit@gla.ac.in
jitendra.gupta@gla.ac.in
jitendra.gupta@prestigegwl.org
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jitendra.kaushik@gla.ac.in
jitendranshah@sujatachemicals.com
jitesh.bhatiya@gla.ac.in
jitesh@jkgindia.com
jitobearing@126.com
jitona@jitona.cz
jituanzongbu@panda.sh.cn
jiuhu777@163.com
jiuye@shnu.edu.cn
jixiaobing@163.com
jixu@iflytek.com
jiyan20022008@sina.com
jizhou@cqjizhou.com
jj@zx-china.net
jjb@ja-cable.com
jjbao2000@sina.com
jjbeef@telecomwest.net
jjc@thaiopensource.com
jjcl@jjcl.sh.cn
jjcostello@ckpower.com
jjdass@nbi.ispkenya.com
jjensen@emag.com
jjlim@hyundaicorp.com
jjlobo@dnota.com
jjoss@mail.ru
jjurado@tasesa.com
jk.gupta@gla.ac.in
jk.park@candh.co.kr
jk824@163.com
jk889348@163.com
jkaur@indiaip.com
jkbike@vip.163.com
jkc@overseas.sh.cn
jkchung@u-knit.com
jkim@yonsei.ac.kr
jkinfo@jkchemical.com
jking@wellesley.edu
jkkim@hsvina.com
jkoon@waccoinc.com
jkroll@wellesley.edu
jkyoo@chodang.ac.kr
jl.feng@mgeoe.com
jlanz@prodigy.net.mx
jlassiter@meyer-industries.com
jlbjia@163.com
jld@jialaidun.com
jldnjp@sina.com
jledford@system-integrations.com
jlee@posco.com
jlha98@163.com
jli@jesselai.com.tw
jlilin@tvdis.pf
jlimmedix@brunet.bn
jlin5@pku.edu.cn
jljiahe@sina.com
jljt_mz@163.com
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jlnuwsc@126.com
jloman@grupodelmex.com
jlopez@altaruta4x4.com
jlt@axel.ocn.ne.jp
jltnkl@126.com
jlusk@duncan-oil.com
jm.monthero@godrejcp.com
jm.wang@eppinger.cn
jm6980168@163.com
jm@agencecazz.com
jm@camshaft-jm.com
jm@mail.shufe.edu.cn
jmalley@sbjlaw.com
jmarshall@logisticoninc.com
jmartin@hostgator.com
jmartin@mauinc.com
jmcbj@jmchk.com.cn
jmcdermott@nyscc.org
jmchk@jmchk.com.cn
jmcpherson@miamiherald.com
jmctok@japanmachinery.com
jmdoffay@ravmer.sc
jme@jobsonoman.com
jmiranda@cicese.mx
jmiron@kelonik.com
jmj@raon-tech.co.kr
jmjtqgb@163.com
jmoore@emag.com
jmq@facewheels.com
jmqianyang@126.com
jmsu_icec@163.com
jmullins@trarnold.com
jmyinzhigang@126.com
jmys_01@163.com
jmzdcy@126.com
jn-hirate@163.com
jn70@wstonewill.com
jnc-intl123@163.com
jncxzg@163.com
jndxwq@163.com
jnewman@enovationcontrols.eu
jnhqlx@vip.163.com
jnoble@marzetti.com
jnp@vip.163.com
jnrs@jnrs.com.cn
jnry2009@126.com
jnsenfeng@163.com
jnzkbj@163.com
jo.fisher@industry.gov.au
jo.leinen@europarl.europa.eu
jo@fj-xinyi.com
joan.calder@kuehne-nagel.com
joann.edma@brsmeas.org
joanna@janconstantine.com
joanna@zoomtak.net
joannaliu@babyruler.com
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joanne.stutz@brsmeas.org
joanne@moret.com
joanne@opifair.com
joanwu008@163.com
job-spb@power-m.ru
job@pallino.it
job@sh91.com
jobalert@gdjobsearch.com
jobayer@banglanetbd.com
jobi@datamateindia.com
jobs.pk@melsa.com.sa
jobs.uae@kanoo.com
jobs@360digrii.com
jobs@al-quds.com
jobs@alachisoft.com
jobs@citPOINT.com
jobs@cityre.cn
jobs@cnhbstock.com
jobs@electra.ae
jobs@ewura.go.tz
jobs@firstpost.com
jobs@icclos.com
jobs@mustangllc.ae
jobs@nuroluae.com
jobs@rackspace.com
jobs@spli-t.com
jobs@vulkan.com
jobs@wikiHow.com
jobstz@shujaaz.com
joc@greenkentinc.com
jocelynt@twincare.co.za
jock@sunta2000.com
jockeyplaza@intercycles.pe
jody.beck@scripps.com
joe.lichtenberg@ai-engines.com
joe@diamondcattlefeeders.com
joe@f-sega.com
joe@marokka.com
joe@rlstex.com
joe@u13.net
joe@uniquecoffees.net
joe@wearsox.com
joeb@chemiplas.com.au
joehuang@126.COM
joel.vanloocke@helpelek.be
joelw@lidorr.com
joen@duncan-oil.com
joergeberts@googlemail.com
joeykinchen@googlemail.com
jogiv@meosuae.com
jogvana@faroemedia.com
johan.bardy@hhpartners.fi
johan@fundisa.co.za
johan@redcorp.com
johann.steindl@lebensministerium.at
johannes.geberth@rbinternational.com
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johannes_yoo@163.com
john.addison@state.co.us
john.alexander@kembla.co.nz
john.cave@westhavenww.co.uk
john.engates@rackspace.com
john.hamilton@pinnaclefreight.com
john.lui@lithiumforce.cn
john.mccrae@insight-centre.org
john.russo@enersys.com
john.stephenson@gptindustries.com
john.steven@epamail.epa.gov
john.varghese@icicitrulife.com
john.yu@vitamore.co.nz
john@alfuratgroup.net
john@amiexport.com
john@bbmcontrol.com
john@cargoweber.com
john@cnplustrade.com
john@contegointernational.com
john@fluid-technology.com
john@freightbrain.co.uk
john@generaltechuae.com
john@goldmaxpower.com
john@hisons.com
john@innovative-inspection.com
john@leebike.com
john@reservedirect.com
john@sentrydoors.co.uk
john@sweetwatersatellite.com
john@trinityassociatesllc.com
john_dorner@ncsu.edu
johndin@sttautoparts.com
johnh@controldistributors.com
johniren@yutai18.com.cn
johnj@av-sports.com
johnjft@sunaux.com
johnma@vip.163.com
johnnie@josmaco.com.my
johnny-chen@bezrobot.com
johnny.liu@vip.163.com
johnny@cnshuangxiong.com
johnny@hengdatyre.com
johnny@meitung.com
johnnyliu@newworldgroup.co.nz
johnnyzhang@phidixglobal.com
johno@nztalking.co.nz
johnson.chang@mic.com.tw
johnson@asianmetal.com
johny@nbdntools.com
johnyang@stolle.com.cn
johnyanqiang@126.com
johnzhao@ebi-bearings.com
join@oasis-open.org
joinourteam@idp.com
jojo@seattle-it.com
jojo@supermax.cn
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jojy@treasurestt.com
jokeefe@wellesley.edu
joker@stuge.se
jolene_jiayou@163.com
jon.naylor@CPIcompression.com
jon@hackcraft.net
jon@jonhassall.com
jon@toolz4schoolz.com
jon_hemingway@trimble.com
jonas.huttula@lastentarvike.fi
jonathan.krim@wsj.com
jonathan.rowland@worldcoal.com
jonathan@columbialogistics.com
jonathan@cultceramics.co.uk
jonathan@jerseypottery.com
jonathan@songqing.com
jonathanwang@shnti.com
jongbok92@hanmail.net
jongseonc@hanmail.net
jonnybear@aliyun.com
jood88@163.com
joon766@hyun-jin.com
joost.van.lier@blueworldcarbon.com
jooyoung@isysinc.co.kr
joral@prodigy.net.mx
jordan@bicon.com
jordan@squarestack.com
jordan@tongyue-group.com
jorge.quintana@dhx.com
jorge.salgado@jasev.com.mx
jorge@columbialogistics.com
jorge@tierradelvolcan.com
jorgevalencia@une.net.co
jornk@met.no
jose.mora@globecore.com
josed@gemco.co.uk
josefina@mail.panvista.com.tw
joseph.deavila@wsj.com
joseph.eberle@rbinternational.com
joseph.roisman@pery.com
joseph@as-belt.com
joseph@asianmetal.com
joseph@bglogistics.com
joseph@deforay.com
josh.kosman@nypost.com
josh@angrycatfishbicycle.com
josh@fluid-technology.com
josh@resourcerags.com
joshi@ynu.ac.kr
joshua.clark@ucd.ie
joshua.li@hepucn.com
joshua@ironandkin.com
joshua@sharktech.net
joshua_mobley@ign.com
joson@pettio.com
jostinco@hn.vnn.vn
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jotimforkids@sina.com
joubert@joubert-group.com
joul@joul.co.kr
journals@asmusa.org
joy@fpdisplay.com
joyal@crusherinc.com
joyce.bella@qip.ru
joyce@dragoncitywines.com
joyceyu720@163.com
joyeeta.singha@lnmiit.ac.in
joylongmotor@163.com
joyson@joysonbike.com
joyunkim@hanmail.net
joywood@jsource.net
joyyang@xmliming.com
jp383@jp383.com
jp@virtualinfo.in
jpanjkovich@limaq.com
jparkhurst@ign.com
jperez@kelonik.com
jpetiprin@emag.com
jpexport@126.com
jph65@hanmail.net
jpizzol@trevispa.com
jpncsedirngo@maersk.com
jporter@cartermachinery.com
jpost@batteryconditiontest.com
jposton@moorecounseling.com
jpozin@bluebridgedesigns.com
jppr1@163.com
jpsp99@163.com
jq_1979@163.com
jqbike@vip.163.com
jqrawv1@163.com
jqwu@emag-china.com
jr@jirong.com
jrathod@elitser-me.com
jrcho113@kg21.net
jrios@ammonrizos.com.mx
jro@netvision.net.il
jroebuck@phillynews.com
jrolnik@dwellfamilydoctors.com
jrortiz@microplanet-psl.com
jrp@branir.es
jrpark@tgsvc.co.kr
jrsteel@hanmail.net
js-axle@163.com
js1898@163.com
js1@jnctech.co.kr
js7@jnctech.co.kr
jsackton@seafood.com
jsb@fulekeji.com
jsbtc@163.com
jscarlett@scarlettinc.com
jscc01@163.com
jscycle@163.com
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jsddzhj@163.com
jsfxyang@163.com
jsh@akkreditert.no
jshen@emag-china.com
jsjxy@sbs.edu.cn
jsjy@hj-cable.cn
jskfb@jingxin.com.cn
jskim@e-jung.co.kr
jslattery@slatteryauctions.com.au
jslee@soulgear.co.kr
jslee@tae-yang.co.kr
jslysk@163.com
jsm@jiasongmachine.com
jsneco@necoparts.com
jsong@datec.or.kr
jsotomayort@municomas.gob.pe
jsrdflhg@sinofufc.cn
jsshengxiang@163.com
jsshin007@hanmail.net
jssunway@126.com
jssxb@vip.163.com
jstephen@concho.com
jsterra@163.com
jsturich@gstextil.com
jstw@daum.net
jsuh@jstw.kr
jswxxzr@163.com
jsxd1698@163.com
jsxtqc@163.com
jszrmy@126.com
jtalfaro@cepalco.com.ph
jtani@rmhawaii.com
jtavarez@brenntag.com
jtherrien@drolet-equipementcnc.com
jthompson@emag.com
jting@mail.ncku.edu.tw
jtjung@inkoz.co.kr
jtl@goldmantis.com
jtorruella@cremer.com.ar
jtoshin@163.com
jtsouvalas@pacpipe.com
jtty_zdq@163.com
jtukums@fpsc.ca
ju_ying@foxmail.com
juah@sina.com
juan.reyero@cartagonovasas.com
juan.telesca@dappolonia.it
juanalcorta@manisur.com.ar
juanandonie@pagsa.com
juanita_y2k@prodigy.net.mx
juanma.belda@ibv.upv.es
juanpablo@deruiter.com
jubang0823@163.com
juche@juche.cn
jude.rosset@redactive.co.uk
judiney.carvalho@grupomaggi.com.br
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judit.budai@szecskay.com
judith@ycglobal.co.nz
judithfang@panghuacn.com
judy@brightriver.com.cn
judy@opgnz.com
judy@pistc.com
judyam@jadoherty.com
judyliu@mail.taya.com.tw
judyliu@pyrobike.com.tw
judyshen@ustc.edu.cn
judywu@iprdaily.com
juen@theoborn.com
jufugc@163.com
jugate@jugate.cn
juginder.singh@gla.ac.in
jul.dave2015@yandex.ru
julain@mail.taya.com.tw
jules@k-miles.com
julia.flores@info-db.xyz
julia8820@sina.com
julia@genetic-gains.co.nz
julia@juliaprice.co.uk
julia@vcpe.hk
julia_e@ite-uzbekistan.uz
julian@cargoexpressusa.com
julian@juno.co.nz
julian@nbhowon.com
julie.christie@omegadoors.com
julie01@dg-pcer.com
julien.hortoneda@brsmeas.org
julien@ksolutions-law.com
juliet@sunshinewx.com
juliette.kohler@brsmeas.org
juliette@crwwgroup.net
julietzhu@lylab.cn
julio.delaroza@iqexpress.co.uk
julius@geneks.com.mk
julongbike@aliyun.com
july@firstselectuae.com
jun_zhang@walsin.com
junaid.alam@gla.ac.in
junchi2002@sina.com
jundalongtoys1@163.com
june@finaltouchgels.com
junemm520@sina.com
junhengtai@163.com
junling9988@sina.com
junyue11@126.com
jura@judesta.lt
juraj.istok@autocont.sk
juridique@confortautocar.com.tn
jurism@fans.lv
jusen00018@163.com
jusen0005218@163.com
jusheng3087333@163.com
justi@firstselectuae.com
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justin.bellringer@auraholding.com
justin.bogan@dcu.ie
justin.dolman@toyota.com.au
justin.kim@hyundai.net.au
justin.liu@dual-rainbow.com
justin.wessels@jachris.com
justin@missionagency.co.uk
justmark@sina.com
juvalcol@juval.com
juvalven@juval.com
juwp@wpdj.com
juyin@hwlok.com
juyixi2001@163.com
juzar_kanpurwala@colpal.com
juzer@microtelnetlinks.com
jv@icai.org
jvcw@yeah.net
jvgennip@ups.com
jw118@fj-jw.com
jw@aventonbikes.com
jwang@pplshipping.com
jwang@shipshf.com
jwaterston@encorefloral.com
jwayne@126.com
jwckj@126.com
jweiss@pkidigital.com
jwells@esgllc.net
jwentz@ckpower.com
jwheddon@harnwickfreight.com
jwice@wellesley.edu
jwilliams@micromine.com
jwilliams@theciosummits.org
jwillman@duncan-oil.com
jwjung@sejong.ac.kr
jwkang@locknlock.com
jwl@novus-energy.com
jwplaytoys@jwplaytoys.com
jwshin@newsis.com
jwyou@imt-tech.co.kr
jwyss@miamiherald.com
jx-1@hs-sealed.com
jx@rajianxin.com
jxbike@126.com
jxchangli@163.com
jxdxwsb@163.com
jxgtmbjt@jxgtmb.com
jxhaofeng@126.com
jxjtmp@163.com
jxm_008@126.com
jxp1310@163.com
jxpurchase@163.com
jxth99@126.com
jxwushuihua@163.com
jxzoya@163.com
jy06182003@ncist.edu.cn
jy_ronghui@126.com
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jyangs@163.com
jychangda@126.com
jydjyd@163.com
jyes@lgeri.com
jygapple@foxmail.com
jyhuaxing@163.com
jyjtkj@163.com
jykimmy@gmb.co.kr
jym@cft-CZ.com
jymj@bicyclelight.cn
jyothi@slspro.net
jyoti.nair@gla.ac.in
jyoti.sharma@gla.ac.in
jypark@pkvalve.co.kr
jyq4286@163.com
jyqy@jyqy.com
jys3780@rayqueen.co.kr
jysanda@126.com
jysfxxwyx@163.com
jytopcable@163.com
jyu@tongji.edu.cn
jywsc@mail.jnmc.edu.cn
jyxhpx@163.com
jyxkzzhsh@163.com
jyyixing@163.com
jzc169168@126.com
jzcgyj@163.com
jzey@ucmo.edu
jzhao@liaqia.com
jzhyi@163.com
jzied@163.com
jzinke@kyl.com.hk
jzj1964@sina.com
jzj370807674@163.com
jzjixie@126.com
jzmt88@sina.com
jzp2011@163.com
jzqcdj@126.com
jztpc@foxmail.com
jzyfxj@163.com
k-fujita@hinodesangyo.com
k-kafaeian@narfoamkar.com
k-kedoin@jastpro.or.jp
k.bethke@unido.org
k.chandrasekhara@redifmail.com
k.delaney@wsj.com
k.fakhroo@diyar.bh
k.giacolone@rijkzwaan.com
k.kalanova@sfera.fm
k.korneeva@wnfest.ru
k.lee@koelnmesse.cn
k.lynch@absmaterials.com
k.nemestothy@lk-oe.at
k.nielsen@apostore.dk
k.nuaimi@sspipe.com
k.oki@spk.co.jp
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k.sells@wsj.com
k.sugimura@sugi.pat.co.jp
k.tatarkovic@email.cz
k.w.caldecott@sussex.ac.uk
k2006227@126.com
k@transylvaniancastle.com
k_okamura@yamari.co.jp
k_oozeki@pa-tec.com
kaanonuk@onuk.com
kabilon@163.com
kabinet@elektroprivreda.ba
kabir@dhalumal.com
kabriol2017@mail.ru
kaci@forst-online.de
kaew@mtsewing.co.th
kah.wah.leong@rajahtann.com
kai.jianq@jmdress.com
kai@froghh.de
kai@ubiquitous-tech.com
kaidifilter@163.com
kaiherine@china.com
kaikai@126.com
kaikaichina@kaikaichina.com
kailash.kumar@gla.ac.in
kailin@cymao.com
kaiquanshaobing@163.com
kaixinlong9999@163.com
kaiying899@163.com
kaiyubicycle@foxmail.com
kaizejituan@163.com
kaizhi_8@163.com
kajal.bisani@prestigegwl.org
kajal.chopra@prestigegwl.org
kajzer@rubmet.com.pl
kakali.datta@visva-bharati.ac.in
kalinina@expocentr.ru
kaliqi2009@126.com
kaliti56@kaliti.com
kallijah@cheeseconnection.net
kalox@tpage.com
kalpana.prajapati@prestigegwl.org
kalpana.shukla@gla.ac.in
kalrashed@mstandards.com
kalyan@GAIL.CO.IN
kamadyh@163.com
kamahinam@expocentr.ru
kamal.shah@gla.ac.in
kamal.sharma@gla.ac.in
kamal@candourproperty.com
kamal@equipin.com
kamasi@126.com
kamei-shokai@gol.com
kaminikrafts@kaminikrafts.in
kamlesh@csmcri.org
kamo@963.net
kamtex@kamtexindustries.com
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kamtpp@mail.ru
kan_tpp@mail.ru
kanami@takamaz.co.jp
kanarin@trust.ocn.ne.jp
kang791208@aliyun.com
kang@king-meter.com
kangbao2005@163.com
kangdi@cnata.com
kanghm@cfdi.org.cn
kanghyoun@tgsvc.co.kr
kanglilai@126.com
kangwang59@sdada.edu.cn
kangyue@cnool.net
kangzi@china.com
kanhaiya.singh@gla.ac.in
kankani@metroexporters.net
kanooengg@kanoo.ae
kanooshj@kanoo.ae
kanootrl@kanoo.ae
kansascitycs@harcros.com
kanwal@nii.ac.in
kanyu_zhang@sina.com
kaopin@kaopin.com.tw
kapil.bansal@gla.ac.in
kapil.jainwal@lnmiit.ac.in
kapil@nitkkr.ac.in
kapil@rrroadwayspvtltd.com
kapilandarmand@dualtech.fr
kapilas@mst.edu
kapuraes@bol.net.in
kapurui@126.com
kara@handmadeconference.com
karamanovaz@seznam.cz
karan.yadav@gla.ac.in
karan@professionalbeauty.in
karavas@zamnet.zm
kare@vip.163.com
karelexpo1@yandex.ru
karen.wong@kottmann.eu
karen@better-toy.com
karen@herbalnature.com
karen@wproduce.com
karen_chou@kinesis.com.tw
karens@duncan-nz.com
kari.jantunen@npe.fi
karim.ahmed2013@yandex.com
karima_boussag@mc3.fr
karin.b.brennholm@uit.no
karkala@ssrvm.org
karki@advantec-japan.co.jp
karla.canavan@bunge.com
karli@intergastra.co.id
karlsruhe@brammer.biz
karmia@163.com
karnani@bsnl.in
karnavin@expocentr.ru
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karnika@sethassociates.com
karnoubin@olega.com.ar
karoline@degoo.cc
karolyi@sulis.com.br
karronghua@vip.163.com
karthik.sv@kanoo.com
kartik.parashar@prestigegwl.org
kary.yu@foxmail.com
kary@yaominggroup.com
kas@inbox.ru
kasatkina@expocentr.ru
kasemint@accesstel.net
kasha@treepeony.com
kashif@gntme.com
kashif@tauheedinternational.com
kasim@ineedamobile.com
kat@kat-germany.de
katalog@expocentr.ru
katarina.magulova@brsmeas.org
katarzyna.sztorc@imcd.pl
kate.conger@gizmodo.com
kate.willoughby@dubaichamber.com
katerina.blahova@ladeepharma.cz
kath@plasmabiotec.co.nz
katherine.kemshall@argenta.co.nz
katherine@bluesquare.com.hk
kathy88416@163.com
kathy@hni-intl.com
kathy@oldworldspices.com
kathy@sswc.com.sg
kathy@wastatefruit.com
katie@katiehousley.co.uk
katie@katieleamon.com
katie@lisaangel.co.uk
katrinas@chemiplas.co.nz
katsumi.t@sanko-np.co.jp
katungou@163.com
katy_tpp@mail.ru
katya@kik-bg.com
kaushal.chaudhary@elkoha.com
kavita.sharma@gla.ac.in
kavita.varma@gla.ac.in
kavitha.vijay@universal-legal.com
kawano@hpc-sol.co.jp
kaweepol.s@airportthai.co.th
kay@ipr.co.kr
kaz.curling@mail.ru
kazak-tulpar@mail.ru
kazniienerg@mail.ru
kbal@kbal.ru
kbauto@yeah.net
kbenaiche@univ-bba.dz
kbjxr@kbjxr.com
kbowlah@gulfengtt.com
kboyles@axiapr.com
kbrux@chileanfreshfruit.com
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kburghard@bolitas.co.uk
kcarson@ign.com
kchoi@idsstar.net
kciadmin@nrf.re.kr
kclee@apexlaw.co.kr
kcurtis@portla.org
kdc.office@mail.ru
kdf@kdfisher.com.au
kdjung@tmn.co.kr
ke@gto-rs.com
kea.astana@mail.ru
keaiamy520@163.com
keangog@iafricaltd.com
keats@greenway-battery.com
keb.hanoi@fpt.vn
kebo299@126.com
kebo@vip.163.com
kebotoy@vip.163.com
keda@china.com
kedali@china.com
kedi881224@163.com
kees@debian.org
kees@hollandivani.nl
kees_g.kees-hp-qa@kubota.com
kef203@kuochuan.com
kei.ohno-woodall@brsmeas.org
keieikikaku@shimpo.co.jp
keith.frith@haymarket.asia
keith.rae@tamintl.com
keith.winstein@wsj.com
keith@amberworldwide.com
keith@marshallday.co.nz
kel_enquiry@kimoha.com
keliyuantools@163.com
kelland.xi@sh-leane.com
kelly.corcoran@chempoint.com
kelly.han@langtaochina.com
kelly.hu@ewaygroup.co.nz
kelly.liu@gecedu.org
kelly0902@126.com
kelly@everfocus.com.cn
kelly@lagomdesign.co.uk
kellycpf@163.com
kellywxf@126.com
kelsey@backtotheroots.com
kelsey@dongfengpart.net
kelvin.ho@alphaassembly.com
kelvin@jinyuanlighting.com
kelvin@jysanyuan.com
ken.fallu@optelvision.com
ken.krewson@supercriticalfluids.com
ken.loh@flexlink.com
ken.zhu@hmf-china.com
ken@gdspreen.net
ken@jskaller.com
ken@kidokare.com
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ken@sdsprotection.co.uk
ken@wetken.net
ken@zizauto.com
kenbaun@mpallp.com
kendall@bilbotrading.com.au
kenf@ktvt.com
kenhuang@chintagroup.com
keni@cnkeni.com
kenlau777@163.com
kenlee@mail.taya.com.tw
kenli@chinakenli.com
kenm@moodybros.com
kennede@kennede.com
kenneth1229@163.com
kenneth@flastrawberry.com
kenneth@shanghaiist.com
kenneth_lau@zmc.net
kennyxie@outdoor-fashion.com
kenstone@kenstone.com.tw
kent.cai@ghbj.com.cn
kent@eetech.com
kent@songbird.com
kentzhang@vip.163.com
kenya@bicon.com
kerwin@chinabonrig.com
kes1@kanoo.ae
kes2@kanoo.ae
kes3@kanoo.ae
kes4@kanoo.ae
keshav.bansal@gla.ac.in
keshav@uwaterloo.ca
kestutis.skrebys@cigarhouse.lt
ketan@ceramicstudio.in
ketinjiao@126.com
kevin-bartolo@mebrom.com.hk
kevin-luo@strategytec.com
kevin-xmj@163.com
kevin.cowhey@quadaxvalves.com
kevin.dyer@matrixone.com
kevin.kim@nolcompany.com
kevin.mckenna@mcconomy.com
kevin.payne@metago.net
kevin.stairs@greenpeace.org
kevin@amerella.com
kevin@anjbike.com.tw
kevin@bixetec.com
kevin@coralbeach-tz.com
kevin@dhtvn.com
kevin@ekahome.cn
kevin@fjquanxing.cn
kevin@fstc.co.kr
kevin@harstergreenhouses.com
kevin@jiecheng-cn.com
kevin@kespor.com
kevin@kiwipainting.co.nz
kevin@kttdistributors.com
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kevin@localcounselcollective.com
kevin@papagrazi.com
kevin@quois-cn.com
kevin@ribboncity.com
kevin@riskebiz.com
kevin@slautoparts.com
kevin@ydjie.net
kevin@yextmailings.com
kevin_nh09@163.COM
kevinfsh@sina.com
kevinhsu@taioku.com
kevinhuang@locksure.com.tw
kevinliang@lepetitroyal.net
kevinmrqin@sina.com
kevins@megameasurements.co.za
kevinwang@newshine.co.nz
kevinzackqun@139.com
kexianbin@diyism.com
key@shenji.cc
keymax@imk.co.jp
keys@softkey.ru
kezhuangdianqi@163.com
keziban@hikmetoglu-iko.com
kf@baken.cn
kf@byf.com
kf@qichacha.com
kf@zzy.cn
kfavalve@163.com
kfcfh@163.com
kfdqipei@163.com
kflores@sealdsweet.com
kfong@cblj.com
kfrisch@beaverfish.com
kg.sharma@gla.ac.in
kgadde@emag.com
kgalvin@qdc.com.qa
kgkelly@cbs.com
kgy3990@tgsvc.co.kr
kh@khpiston.com
khaga@gipc.akita-u.ac.jp
khai.nizam@kin-marine.com
khakimova@tpprb.ru
khaldane@pggwrightson.co.nz
khaldoun@khudairigroup.com
khaled.t@northafrica.ae
khaled@adtdxb.com
khaleejc@emirates.net
khalfani@essex.edu
khalid@wpi.edu
khalidalarif@gov.net
khalidente@dhaka.net
khamis.mushait@hotpackglobal.com
khayrullin@expocentr.ru
khcm@khcycle.com
khgxzxi@faw-hongta.com.cn
khi_hk@khihk.com.hk
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khimjis@kr.om
khinnamhuat@knhgroup.com
khkim@gsgcorp.com
khleb@khlebprod.ru
khlee@hjinco.com
khlee@hongfa.com
khoman@sourceittech.com
khorasan@emirates.net
khscw2011@126.com
khurana2@sancharnet.in
khurram@aquatech.com.pk
khurram@samnan.com.sa
khuynh@computercare.net
khw1015@hanmir.com
kia@vologdatpp.ru
kiahkee_wong@gg.nitto.co.jp
kianawai@ligotrading.com
kibakura@sysrap.cs.fujitsu.co.jp
kicthd@kr.om
kidsbase@163.com
kidsland@kidslandchina.com
kidstar@hongao.cn
kigawa@pop14.odn.ne.jp
kikaku@antom.co.jp
kikuhara@exri.co.jp
kilowcod@kilowood.com
kim.lu@vnuexhibitions.com.cn
kim.ngoan@chemopharma.com.vn
kim628ke@hanmail.net
kim8130s@paran.com
kim@abacirc.com
kim@goodson.com
kim@localcounselcollective.com
kim@movon.co.kr
kim@onyx-international.com
kim@rawcoffee.ae
kimberly.doyle@weymouthschools.org
kimnik@orcon.net.nz
kind@oupiin.cn
king@126.com
king@ksy-machine.com.tw
kingball@kingball.com
kingbo@163.com
kingco@king-co.com.cn
kingkong846@knkenter.co.kr
kingkong@dooyoun.net
kinglong@xmklm.com.cn
kingpak@kingpak123.com
kingslate@163.com
kio@kio.rs
kipia2003@mail.ru
kipmen@mail.ru
kiranjeet.singh@hnspice.com
kirankumari.tomar@prestigegwl.org
kirjaamo@tukes.fi
kirkland@kirkland.ee
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kirsi.sand@stando-car.fi
kiruhina@expocentr.ru
kishitec@ga2.so-net.ne.jp
kishyss@mail.ru
kissyikko@apollo-japan.ne.jp
kit@mightyfine.co
kitah@abeam.ocn.ne.jp
kitchener@canadianbearings.com
kitea@kitea.ma
kitty@ellientools.com
kiwami.king@afrimel-italgru.com
kiwigarden03@126.com
kjchoi9966@hanmail.net
kjensen@streetparts.dk
kjmgolf@hanmail.net
kjsung47@hanmail.net
kjxkht@163.com
kk.khatri@lnmiit.ac.in
kk@kaiblinger-partner.com
kkhlaing@smartech.com.mm
kkilgore@duncan-oil.com
kkussard@motherduckmarketing.com
kkvalve@126.com
klantenservice@matrabike.nl
klassy@klassyperfume.com
klaus.tomalla@raiffeisen-life.ru
klaus.zeier@din.de
klavdija.kofol@lettim.si
klein@homanit.de
klemen@dougmac.com
kleygelatin@mail.ru
klick@klickipl.com
klimov_aleksei@mail.ru
klitvack@alm.com
klotzsche@bikepoint.de
klschirn@candw.ky
klt@expocentr.ru
klub@baby-center.si
km305288@126.com
kma_g.kmakieinfo@kubota.com
kmace@smithersoasis.com
kmcdaniel@duncan-oil.com
kmcshmarket@kmcchain-ind.com
kmfco@tpage.com
kmh@talentcosme.com
kmi_g.info@kubota.com
kmichielsen@alm.com
kmn@kmn.com.mm
kmorrow@epsilon.com
kmu_g.info@kubota.com
kmwdent@cableonda.net
knc6@chollian.net
knde.webservice@kuehne-nagel.com
knfamil@163.com
knicholson@denverpost.com
knight15800@163.com
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knizaral@voltas.com
knm@knm.in
knmnl.vf@kuehne-nagel.com
knnap.weblead2@kuehne-nagel.com
knnl.sales@kuehne-nagel.com
knoblet@pobox.com
knorring@knorring.fi
knpt.sales@kuehne-nagel.com
knse.marketing@kuehne-nagel.com
knspain.marketing@kuehne-nagel.com
knyshov_eltech@mail.ru
ko@baby-bus.com
kobayashi@riflesports.jp
kobe@sunchip-tech.com
kobi@eid.co.il
kobus@ideas-online.co.za
kodest@kodest.com
koga@koga.co.kr
kogu-kk@jcom.home.ne.jp
kohngren@jamespublishing.com
kohyoung@kohyoung.com
koichi@e-kuroiwa.com
koike@itscj.ipsj.or.jp
koil@koil.co.kr
kojima@ide.go.jp
kojima@kimuracorporation.co.jp
kokaji@shnet.co.jp
kokosalambo@126.com
kola.samual@prestigegwl.org
kolevalley@vip.sohu.com
kolkata@cargomarketingintl.com
kolkata@hrln.org
kolkata@jeena.co.in
kolkata@sjalanco.com
kolmar@mpsnet.com.mx
kolmv@dztpp.ru
kolodezniyaa@mostpp.ru
kolumb@kolumb.com.cn
kolvy@kolvy.ru
komeara@wellesley.edu
komegax@komegax.com.vn
komiya@krfm.co.jp
kompass@kompassptc.com
kompromsvyaz@ingushetia.ru
konditerhouse@mail.ru
konezavod@starozhil.ryazan.ru
kong@kck.com.cn
konglee@ctimail.com
kongly@vip.163.com
konkurs@mostpp.ru
konnikovye@aviazapchast.ru
konsalting@sevtpp.ru
kontakt@american-nails.se
kontakt@bdoleipzig.de
kontakt@egatec.dk
kontakt@floriga.de
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kontakt@generali.me
kontakt@groundfrost.pl
kontakt@insul.pl
kontakt@mBank.cz
kontakt@mixto.no
kontakt@ring-perforating.de
kontakt@softnow.pl
kontakt@sternwarte-drebach.de
kontakt@trendmicro.se
kontakt@venta-oprema.com
kookmoahn@hanmail.net
kool@haanja.edu.ee
kopyl.yura@fox-ukraine.com
kordecki@vdi.de
korea@bicon.com
korea@fwmetals.com
korea@kukjae.com
koreasales@turnitin.com
korlahalli09@gmai.com
kormnovva@expocentr.ru
kormovik@list.ru
koroleva@expocentr.ru
korostelevda@kamgov.ru
korotkovaElenA@mail.ru
korwell@korwell.co.kr
koshelev@technocom.at
kosherindltd@ctimail.com
kosmetika-eu@mail.ru
kosta1127@tpage.com
kosta@mobico.com.mk
kosterkamp@emag.com
kotni@lexport.in
kouho@nipponkayaku.co.jp
kouichirou_shiroma@cmp.co.jp
koumu@vip.163.com
kouwan@city.hakodate.hokkaido.jp
kovaleva.cstpp@bk.ru
kovensky@aroma.co.za
koyo@koyostar.com
koytretsos@mail.ru
koz_rani@sanchernet.in
kozelsky@expocentr.ru
kpleskot@enthusiastnetwork.com
kppn@avo.ru
kqkj@vip.163.com
kr-fko@krs.co.kr
kr-kob@krs.co.kr
kr-tky@krs.co.kr
kr.service@primapower.com
kr@moit.gov.vn
kr@quantitech.co.uk
kraemer@item.ntnu.no
kragro@allied.sc
krakesh@kilarunaturals.com
kray@goldeagle.com
krcaryl@rbplasticsmachinery.com
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kreed@lhitchenusa.com
krejci-libor@seznam.cz
kridsada@trandar.com
krilov_av@ktz.power-m.ru
krishanu@iimcal.ac.in
krishanveer.singh@gla.ac.in
krishna.karra@proagri.in
krishna@elite-co.com
krishna@mannaitech.com
krispykreme@casupport.com
kristen@theparkshowroom.com
kristin@ce2capital.com
kristine@mpr.lv
kristjan@atammel.ee
kriti.mishra@prestigegwl.org
krivtsovoilgasconsultant@mail.ru
krtmgr@kanoo.ae
krug@dvtpp.ru
krug@isolatesystems.com
krymskayatpp@mail.ru
krystal@paperbirch.co.uk
krystle@aeo.org.uk
ks-support@kubota-sanlian.cn
ks@sparco.com.cn
ks_co@163.com
ksa1@oceanrubber.com
ksa@smtcglobalinc.com
ksadruh@ruh.kanoosa.com
ksami@pacificvision.co.nz
ksb@gubkin.ru
ksballay@suncologistics.com
ksc-s@ksctec.com
ksccjx@163.com
kschroeder@mirageworks.com
ksdfdc@online.sh.cn
ksg20l4@gymboree.co.kr
ksgaosx@163.com
ksheldon@senecafoods.com
ksindustrial@mail.ru
ksk@kenstone.com.cn
kslee@tgsvc.co.kr
kslijugs@163.com
ksmebo@163.com
ksokolowski@kan-therm.com
ksqipei@163.com
ksr0809@tgsvc.co.kr
kss@mail.kss.com.tw
ksshin@locknlock.com
kssssj@126.com
kstewart@emag.com
kstrade@abnetbd.com
ksweetman@coote.co.uk
kszf_888@163.com
kszrztc@163.com
kt.john@trevinigeria.com
ktg777@mail.ru
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kth01@netviagtor.com
kth@solge.com
ktm@mahmoodgroup.com
ktpp@list.ru
kts@akkreditert.no
ktshetrim@bsb.gov.bt
ktucker@sportsfitness.com
ktz@oaoktz.ru
kuaile518@sina.com
kubota.ingenieria@gsb.com.ar
kubota.postventa@gsb.com.ar
kubota.ventas@gsb.com.ar
kuchinsky@rushemp.org
kuhterina@expocentr.ru
kuldeep.saxena@gla.ac.in
kum0642@chol.com
kumagai@yoshioka.co.jp
kumar.ajay@gla.ac.in
kumiai@nahaport.jp
kumiko.norikane@dsm.com
kumirova@rusfishjournal.ru
kumyang-vina@hanmail.net
kunal.mehta@kolorjetchemicals.com
kunalrao.gadve@prestigegwl.org
kundeservice@mobylife.dk
kunjio@aliyun.com
kunming@51job.com
kuoyuh@163.com
kupersmith@ucmo.edu
kuramoto@curling.or.jp
kurbanovr@bk.ru
kurgtpp@mail.ru
kurihara@ni-gata.co.jp
kurowski@britishchambershanghai.org
kurt@bridgesproduce.com
kurt@mvproduce.com
kurtwalter@thefinancials.com
kurtzheng@163.com
kushagra.kulshrestha@gla.ac.in
kushmakar@lnmiit.ac.in
kusum@lnmiit.ac.in
kuwait1@oceanrubber.com
kuwar.mausam@gla.ac.in
kuzina@expocentr.ru
kuzmenko@tppkuban.ru
kuzmina@kaliningrad-cci.ru
kuzmina@stirolplast.ru
kuztppn@mail.ru
kv@berkeleyholding.org
kv@kv-firma.ru
kv@kv.cn
kvantum-torg@mail.ru
kvcol3@bol.net.in
kvisp_nsk@sanchernet.in
kvitti@trainmyteacher.com
kvogelsang@munich-tradefairs.com
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kvscpune@satyamonline.com
kw328@tpage.com
kwanhoongmak@bystronic.com.sg
kworld@prtc.net
kwt@hotpackglobal.com
kx@0769kf3.com
kyaw.htin.aye@mglexpress.com
kyfm@kaiyangfm.com
kyk6818@hanmail.net
kyle0606@163.com
kylexia@magoilseals.com
kym@vip.163.com
kyu@jmtek.com
kyungduck@tpage.com
kyv@msk.welt.ru
kz@maximusscreening.ru
l-freezer@technican.co.jp
l.alves@trimos.ch
l.augiero@petrone.it
l.brennen@wsj.com
l.bruno@palomarweb.it
l.farley@edsi.co.uk
l.g.green@ieee.org
l.heydt@cgac.es
l.mastroviti@mastroviti.com
l.olah@txis.us
l.roy@codere.ch
l.scheunemann@diel.de
l.sisniegas@interplant.com.pe
l.szymczak@pzpg.net
l0rdphi1@liquefyr.com
l@163.com
l@gemmens.com
l@hello.to
l@mail.ru
l@netnam.vn
l@ya.ru
l@yandex.ua
la.sales@mcmaster.com
la.sales@pb.com
lab433@163.com
lab@dlcmt.com.cn
lab@salimacorp.com
lab@tempsens.com
lablaluz@prodigy.net.mx
labovar@yandex.ru
lacave@lacave.com.br
lacoupole@lacoupole.com
lags@intergrity.com
laijr@pc.jaring.my
lailaelmaghraby@eec-eg.org
lailee@wilgrist.com
laiyangmeisheng@163.com
laizw@singao.com
lakes@global.net.mt
lakeseazhaopin@163.com
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lakshmi.naidu@toradex.com
lal@ningboeast.com
lala@noahbaby.com
lalantha.sirisenage@brsmeas.org
lalit.kumar@gla.ac.in
lalit.seth@gla.ac.in
lamebo@lamebo.it
lameccanica@lameccanica.it
lampreave@bernardoecenarro.com
lamsoonpj@lamsoon.com.my
lana@vnmanpower.com
lanawei@shshengzao.com
lanbaichem@163.com
lanbwang@126.com
lancaster@leisurelakesbikes.com
lance.smith@korrex.com.au
lance@pitango.co.nz
lance@traderithm.com
land.tom@epa.gov
landbau@bioland.de
landemake@163.com
landin@econergy.net
landyou@163.com
langell@iwilson.com
langfanyu@163.com
langjianyong@126.com
langyunfeng328@163.COM
lanhang@chinalanhang.com
lanhua@df6.so-net.ne.jp
lanlili577@163.com
lansee@188.com
lansejimo00@163.com
lantianzstd@163.com
lanwei1974@163.com
laobaohui@163.com
laogecom@sh163.net
laptops@EmperorLinux.com
laputa_arts@yeah.net
lara@izzirainey.com
laras@debindo-ite.com
lareinabb@163.com
larina@expocentr.ru
larkhu@sina.com
larry.refsdal@solvay.com
larry@nycb.com
larryd@neema.com
larrywang163@163.com
lars.behnsen@adels-contact.de
lars.bergstrom@rzb.at
lars@stgi.net
larsey.mensah@epa.gov.gh
larueda@vip.163.com
larus@heilar.is
lasant@mail.ru
lasanta@mail.ru
lasteaed@haanja.edu.ee
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lasventanas@rosewoodhotels.com
laszczyc@us.edu.pl
latin@spk.co.jp
latinamerica@cppumps.com
lau824@163.com
launchsa88@126.com
laura.barrera@ejkrause.com
laura.blanco@rackspace.com
laura.fajardo@deruiter.com
laura.landro@wsj.com
laura.meszaros@brsmeas.org
laura@easyholidays.it
laura@tarracoimportexport.com
laura@yextlistings.com
lauravpartridge@googlemail.com
laurazhang122@126.com
laure-anne.pierson@nature-zen.com
laure.leuche@budd-pni.com
laurelwang@trademaxchem.com
laurent.linel@correge.fr
laurent@pyreneesmedia.com
laurie.sullivan@noaa.gov
laux-2008@163.com
lavanya@ecovalme.com
lave@flaggfabrikentellus.se
lavinia@laviniasartframes.com
lavinia@lavolio.com
lavkush.somani@icai.org
lavori.pubblici@comune.campello.pg.it
lavori.pubblici@comune.valtopina.pg.it
lavoripubblici@comune.cannara.pg.it
lavoripubblici@comunemontefalco.it
law@group-ib.ru
law@juris.com.jo
law@poovayya.net
lawblog@wsj.com
lawhitt@mtu.edu
lawoffice@hsbpartners.com
lawrence@jacksonworldwide.net
lawrence@jubileedairy.com
lawrencej@racegear.com.au
lawrenceliu@dongpeng.net
lawyer_ni@mail.ru
lawyers@gcalegal.co.nz
lawyersunge@126.com
lawyerygz@126.com
lax@tsllogistics.com
layton@ladyfitnessusa.com
lazarev@expocentr.ru
lb@lubaocn.com
lbauccio@monarchbrands.com
lbj@lianbeejeco.com
lbs.lh@163.com
lbtx63908070@163.com
lbujaki@emag.com
lbx_2000@163.com
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lbxs@jsliba.com
lc-huichuang@163.com
lcavero@allfundsinternational.com
lccbike23@163.com
lcdmotor@mpnset.com
lchina@163.com
lcontrerasm@itala.cl
lconway@softeringenuity.com
lcrowley@ou.edu
lcusten@hostgator.com
lcvaldetaro@vcsy.com
lcw-sh@163.com
lcw_277@126.com
lcx1013@foxmail.com
lcy5968@163.com
lcyilin@126.com
lcyshangmao@163.com
ld@shlaide.com
ldenny@duncan-oil.com
ldg7010@163.com
ldgc@tweektech.com
ldhms6361@hanmail.net
ldjxpj@sina.com
ldm@expocentr.ru
lds.sales@primapower.com
le.gong@brsmeas.org
leadscrews@foxmail.com
leaf_specialist@thaitobacco.or.th
leafinfo@126.com
leah@moofreechocolates.com
leahabando@ak.com.jo
leale2010@163.com
leather.rollers@ungricht.de
leather@fareastleather.com
leather@helia-plastic.cn
leather@online.sh.cn
leather@schillseilacher.de
leatitiavs@specialised.com
lebangnibaby@163.com
lebanon@bicon.com
lebedevaue@expocentr.ru
lebei88@126.com
lebone25@mail.ru
lee.morgan@doorlining.com
lee.strock@strockcontracting.com
lee920@163.com
lee@bmxkorea.com
lee@dde-me.com
lee@larsson.uk.com
lee@luckyunited.net
lee@sustainability.com
lee@youyi-wiper.com
lee_sl@my.fag.com
leeautoparts168@163.com
leechwee@bkmgroup.com.sg
leehom@mastershipltd.com
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leejaewon59@hanmail.net
leejr@barunlaw.com
leejs@ktnet.co.kr
leekh@tgsvc.co.kr
leelen@leelen.com
leena.prasad@crymail.org
leer@leeallen.com
leerda@163.com
leesfun@hanmail.net
leetesh_agrawal@redifmail.com
leetrang@netnam.org.vn
legacyfoods@legacyfoodsmfg.com
legal@arcoglobus.net
legal@mailchimp.com
legal@myminifactory.com
legal@quora.com
legal@triyama.com
legalsolutions@vakilsearch.com
legat@odessa.net
lego@elfina.kz
legonzalez@zfpalmaseca.com
lehman@leh-man.com
lehman@lehmanindustry.com
lehu@lehu.com.cn
leiaf@leinuoer.com
leibin1963@163.com
leifan@tsinghua.edu.cn
leigh@skinfx.ca
leighm@specialised.com
leightonw@optushome.com.au
leihong_bs@163.com
leijie_liu@126.com
leila@lovesimple.life
leiliu@aiseglobal.com
leith@landair.us
leiya-ld@163.com
leiye_sh@126.com
lelekai@mail.ru
leli88888888@163.com
lem@escocorp.com
lem@expocentr.ru
lema@lema-parts.it
lemania.energy@infomaniak.ch
lemarin09@yandex.ru
len@holenele.com
len@lava.org
lena-zhang@strategytec.com
lena.carlsson@suprad.se
lena_ars@bk.ru
lene.zhang@mattel.com
lengyou@crrcgc.cc
lenovo18@yeah.net
leo.gao@lampoll.com
leo52178@163.com
leo@globalnet.com.hk
leo@seergrips.com
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leoguo@jixing.com.cn
leohc@163.com
leomac@inbox.ru
leonardo.mazzanti@marchesini.com
leonardo@delcarpio.cl
leonel@misidepot.com
leonid@shagabutdinov.com
leonilde.arredondo@zonafrancatocancipa.com
leonson@shilihua.com.cn
leosun88@163.com
lesjofors@id1.idrelay.com
lesley.kayll@mpbio.com
leslie.angeles@brsmeas.org
leslie.h.kratcoski@snapon.com
lesothoccc@stanbic.com
letian@onerovalve.us
leticia.deandagonzalez@din.de
letskys@hanmail.net
letters@sunday-times.co.uk
letters@tribuneindia.com
lettie.teague@wsj.com
levent@venderindustries.com
levi.jones@dx1app.com
lewis.liu@auzone.com
lewis.liu@sto.cn
lexch@LexCH.com
lexliving@lexlim.com
leyb@pomegranate.com
leyform@leyform.com
lezaus@eduhansol.co.kr
leziyier@163.com
lf101@thaiho.com
lfae@ewalls-s.com
lfairweather@stance.com
lfbraun@golden.net
lffengda@yeah.net
lfi@ljosfelag.is
lfs@zjjl.com
lfuang@erac.com
lfw-008@163.com
lg1950@126.com
lg9882@yp.com
lg@alyousuf.com
lg@cke.dk
lgcusa@lgcstandards.com
lgh310@163.com
lgl83258@163.com
lgo126@126.com
lgp@bmtruck.com.cn
lgqx346@163.com
lgr2006@163.com
lgservice@hotpoint.co.ke
lguy@plantsnouveau.com
lh34820@sina.com
lhb@mpapower.com
lhdchilovee@126.com
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lhf7785@163.com
lhq170@163.com
lhqpqyx@163.com
lhypumc@sina.com
li.yuan@wsj.com
li2006com@126.com
li_juan1997@sina.com
liangchen@ciec.com.cn
lianghao1010110@163.com
liangjs80@126.com
liangqihong@126.com
liangwj@iae.ac.cn
liangzj@mostacw.com
lianhe@younishu.com
lianmeng@linktech.cn
lianzheng@taobao.com
liao.wang@eu.exide.com
liaocheng@163.com
liaoningshixing@126.com
liaoql@gdtex.com
liaoxuebin@tsinghua.edu.cn
liaoxueping@126.com
liaoyan9015@163.com
liaoyes@126.com
liason2@wisewayglobal.com
libby@libbyward.co.uk
liberty@libertypumps.com
libin19720718@126.com
libin@lubrand.com
libiu.yin@affoltergroup.ch
libo@wunpangbicycle.cn
librarian@thapar.edu
library@lnmiit.ac.in
libris@163.com
license@prestashop.com
licesa@creacionesgloria.com
lichangron@163.com
lichangzai108@163.com
lichen19910321@126.com
lida@china-lida.com
lida@quanalf.com
lidai_mei@126.com
liddialim@gzhonow.net.cn
lidiavet@t-home.mk
lietuvosivor@pluto.co.za
lifang0830@163.com
lifeeasy@163.com
lifehosp@llhhospital.com
lifei_mr@zediel.com
lifeng123q@163.com
lifeng741@aliyun.com
lifeng998@chinalifeng.net
lifestyle@hydrophysio.com
lifu3618@163.com
ligeng1018@sina.com
lighthouse@pakaadventures.com
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ligongchen@biomed.tsinghua.edu.cn
lihaotv@126.com
lihong770720@163.com
lihq@scut.edu.cn
liia1144@163.com
liichau@liichau.com
lij@otcaix.iscas.ac.cn
lijianghua_1985@163.com
lijianhao_hw@163.com
lijianting79@126.com
lijichao.68@163.com
lijingkunsh@126.com
likai5787@163.com
like2008-1@163.com
likexin888@126.com
liko0702@126.com
lilac@honsoar.com
lili1057604@163.com
lili@eg-ev.com
lilihong@begol.com
lillian@cfppart.com
lillian@xinchengco.com
lillianfu@jujing.com.cn
lilly@arianna2002.it
lillylai@lasco.com.tw
lilo@gig.ac.cn
lilunwheel@163.com
lily.zhao@jinnoc.com
lily@greenworldcn.net
lily@lianxinplastictoys.com
lima13@limamachinery.com
limanhon@126.com
limassol@oceanwidecrew.com
limben@pc.jaring.my
liming5@chinaformingmachine.com
limpopo-kz@mail.ru
lin.qian@hongtaiint.com
lin3329283@163.com
lin@jszhengxing.com
linas.petkevicius@primapower.com
linchen_pet@163.com
lincoln1999@163.com
linda.paleari@faravelli.it
linda.preat@benelux-process.com
linda.zhang@myirtech.com
linda2008128@163.com
linda@chinasand.cc
linda@choc-affair.com
linda@greensinoko.com
linda@hlcorp.com.hk
linda@sems-space.com
lindali@chinakangyue.com
lindansmile@163.com
lindaobin13@163.com
lindlau.service@lindlau-bikes.de
linek-martin@email.cz
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ling.zou@valuebicycle.com
linggelingjian@link-filter.com
lingli70@aliyun.com
linglongzl@163.com
lingor@mail.ru
lingrui_dysyb@163.com
lingxiang@china-lingxiang.com
lingyanmi@126.com
linheping@vip.163.com
linhnguyen@vietfair.vn
linhuaa@yeah.net
linjinzhong@nanfanghardware.com
linjt@pku.edu.cn
linjunlj079@163.com
link701@163.com
link@gzlink.com
linkbike_angel@163.com
linkkobai@126.com
links@links-china.com
linky@zjhuatian.com
linlf.2007@163.com
linli@mekongbank.com.kh
linlmo@163.com
linny@repow.com.cn
lino.naranjo@oicomp.cl
linpin@linpin.com
linrui@wzlinrui.com
linsheng99@yeah.net
linstools@126.com
linsuibao@126.com
linton@starchemfze.com
lintre@139.com
linuxdiscs@ccoc.email
linuxdvd@mail.ru
linxianghua8888@126.com
linyishan@szky.com.cn
linym2001@163.com
linyu@deerfu.com
linzyme@linzyme.com
lionel@mamane.lu
lionpress@imagemunica.com.br
lions@lionsofmi.com
liping2004@126.com
lipingli@fjirsm.ac.cn
lipingli@jlu.edu.cn
lipmann@lipmann.co.uk
liqian7423@126.com
lir@heartinternet.co.uk
liren-2002@vip.163.com
lirs@union-tek.com
lisa.liu@esupplyglobal.co.nz
lisa.russell@mfg.com.jm
lisa@china-eastek.com
lisa@dreamsteam.it
lisa@gpcchem.com
lisa@obtvehicle.com
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lisa@rxaes.com
lisaadam@hughesequipment.com
lisass1986@163.com
liselott@landstromcarebeauty.se
lisg@sari.ac.cn
lishiwei1860@163.com
lishuoleide@163.com
lisq@hzkfzc.com
list@norin-optech.com
lister212@blumail.org
listing@aeconline.net
listings@contrada.org.uk
lists@ticm.com
litaish@163.com
litao@sheng-da.com.cn
liteon@yuguangbao.com
liti@twiga.com
litigation@apjslg.com
lito@eordes.com
litroc77@sancharnet.in
liu20072008xin@163.com
liu@163.com
liu@cxhuabao.com
liu@frpjy.com
liu@ultrasonic-horn.com
liu_ming@richwinchina.com
liu_w@estonauto.com
liuaihua@ic.net.cn
liuaimin522@163.com
liuban@mail.ahnu.edu.cn
liubeiqipei@163.com
liuchliuy@163.com
liuchunneng@sina.com.cn
liudj8888@sina.com
liufeng_418@163.com
liufeng_vip@163.com
liuhaibo@mama.cn
liujianleo@sina.com
liujie@sunnylove.cc
liujingaiqiming@163.com
liujohne@163.com
liujuan@dms-co.com
liujy9@sany.com.cn
liulei@poncho.cn
liuling@sidacorp.com.cn
liulx@bnu.edu.cn
liuq009@vip.163.com
liuqf@tsinghua.edu.cn
liuqingjie@bjcbc.com.cn
liusongquan1006@163.com
liutiewu@163.com
liutingying1000@126.com
liutongkao@ncist.edu.cn
liuwei817@126.com
liuweiwei4225555@126.com
liuxc@suichenggd.cn
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liuxingyu88888@163.com
liuxue@online.sh.cn
liuxue@tjufe.edu.cn
liuxue@ybu.edu.cn
liuyan@leaderit.cc
liuyang@neau.edu.cn
liuyang@nefu.edu.cn
liuyangfa@163.com
liuyanhua1305@163.com
liuyaohuah@sina.com
liuyesmile@163.com
liuyihan@stm-china.cn
liuyimin@5sworld.com
liuying@jinbenteng.com
liuyn@gzjp.cn
livres@lavoisier.fr
liwang@chinaliwang.com.cn
liwei@century-intl.com
liwei@zjquanxing.com
liweiyan@healthbank-sh.com
liwen492157473@126.com
liwf01@163.com
lixiao1688@163.com
lixiao@bcc.ac.cn
lixiaoling618@163.com
lixing277@126.com
lixingcheye@163.com
lixiu82@163.com
liy001002@163.com
liyan2010@mofcom.gov.cn
liyan@innovaph.com.cn
liycatch@sina.com
liyiwen@cddtech.com
liyuan2866@163.com
liyuan@cast-china.com
liyuan@dgliyuan.cn
liyuanpiston@yeah.net
liyue@zjfuyue.com
liyujing22@126.com
liz@jellyarmchair.com
liz@reitdesign.com
lizhaowen8846@163.com
lizhendiyi@163.com
lizhengang85@163.com
lizhili03@126.com
lizl@bravobuzz.com
lizl@mail.buct.edu.cn
lj@shtongjie.com
ljbie@pku.org.cn
ljhonor@163.com
ljinj@vip.163.com
ljkmail@korea.com
ljm_langheng@126.com
ljp0518@sina.com
ljp@csli.com.cn
ljq@china-huaan.cn
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ljw1818@sina.com
ljy1@vip.163.com
lk-risaier@163.com
lk@hljlk.com
lkdmy@163.com
lkiser@baileyglasser.com
lkjlz888999@163.com
lktongli@vip.163.com
ll@zxd1718.com
llb417@leisurelakesbikes.com
llhwcy@163.com
lllyelee@sina.com
llpp@comune.castel-ritaldi.pg.it
llpp@comune.sangemini.tr.it
llqyj@126.com
lm@cremedelacreme.dk
lm@dingzing.com
lmccarthy@smallwingsnz.com
lmerlyn@cgg.com
lmfbiokimica@lmfbiokimica.it
lmiranda@grupo-acsa.com.py
lmn@brightking.com.tw
lmwang@ciac.ac.cn
lmxs1979@shhanshuo.cn
lncchz2006@163.com
lnsqty@163.com
lnwhsy@163.com
lobov@lobov.com.ar
locale@centrefrance.com
locavoyages@loca-voyages.com
locstar@locstar.com
logan.clay@irecoverpalmsprings.com
logan.moy@cbsinteractive.com
logistic@unionmobileltd.com
logistic@vita-corp.ru
logistica@novomet.ec
logistics@dosch.com
logistics@eximcorp.com
logistics@jaysynth.com
logistics@l-brightlightinggroup.com
logistics@scqatar.com
logistics@swetalifecare.com
logo61@126.com
logomc@sina.com
logowr@chol.com
lohmer@golden.net
lohrmobs@rcs.urz.tu-dresden.de
lokesh.raina@acma.in
lokesh.sharma@gla.ac.in
lokm@tsuniform.com
lokpang@126.com
lolita.liao@hot-mining.com
loncey@corsariipetfood.co.nz
london.uk@intesasanpaolo.com
london@mauriceward.com
londonoffice@trendwatching.com
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lonewolf922@126.com
long0192@163.com
longbiao8888@163.com
longfeng_cn@vip.163.com
longheng11@126.com
longheng@chinalongheng.com
longhuatoy@163.com
longjie_it@longjiechina.com
longlidz@163.com
longling5577@sina.com
longlongago33@126.com
longpu1688@188.com
longrise55@sina.com
longs99@mzcableties.com
longshengbengy@sina.com
longson_sh@163.com
longtai8883333@163.com
longtengkingzhao@163.com
longyange28@163.com
longyaositong@163.com
lonigib@sina.com
lonnie@jukeboxalive.com
lonsun@vip.163.com
lookingxu@163.com
loopday@loopday.com.br
lopd@mayoral.es
lordseal@126.com
lorena.baglieri@technoparts.it
lorena@quetzalquimica.com
lorentztsai@amecnsh.com
lorib@cactustile.com
loris.stipcevich@marchesini.it
lorraine.deakin@brsmeas.org
lorraine@lpwolch.com
losinfo@icclos.com
lossales@icclos.com
lotec@lotec.es
lotero@compulab.com.pa
lotinghao@twpx.net
lotola@emag.com
lotos200774@mail.ru
lotun@gmsystems.com.sg
lotus@lotusfeet.co.uk
lotus@lotusinternational.com
lotus_plug@126.com
lou@briarcliffbikeworks.com
louis@just-action.com
love.dixit@gla.ac.in
love88@sina.com
love@itviec.com
lovetto@prism-me.com
lowh@mail.taya.com.tw
lp0579@126.com
lpayson@wellesley.edu
lpelham@wellesley.edu
lpg@fhyanghai.com
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lping@xjgroupltd.com
lprmak@mt.net.mk
lprosper@central.uh.edu
lptraining@lineapelle-fair.it
lq780205@163.com
lqhxjc@vip.163.com
lqhxjd.2607@163.com
lqj584681787@163.com
lqshfz@163.com
lquevedo@lcgroup.com.pe
lqy_0453@126.com
lr@autodoc.com.cn
lren841@163.com
ls17@dersheng.com.cn
ls@merritts.uk.com
ls@yimingcrankshaft.com
ls_0806@126.com
lsavio@alberdi.com
lsbdefu@126.com
lschoenb@wellesley.edu
lsdzs@vip.163.com
lseinjin@aliyun.com
lsi@lsegroup.it
lsj4233070@126.com
lsk1966@hanmail.net
lsk7856@hanmail.net
lssad@163.com
lsshanxing@163.com
lsswjb@163.com
lsy_bb@163.com
lt1297@163.com
lt22481234@126.com
lt@highly.cc
ltbj@lungtin.com
ltma@mediaone.net
ltxmzx@163.com
lty0724@126.com
luan@luanpharm.com
luban@altaher.com
lube@lube.com.cn
luca.cavina@sacmisa.co.za
luca.pileri@raceway.it
luca@siromarin.com
lucascena@cenasrl.com.ar
lucchetti@brunolucchetti.it
lucia.massini@tecnosistemi.com
lucia@hoja.com.cn
lucia@tiremart2000.com
luciocancho@lcgroup.com.pe
luck@mail.taya.com.tw
lucklilin@163.com
lucknow@madhuindia.com
lucky@lidco.cn
lucky@somnius.com.ar
lucy.nb@163.com
lucy222117@vip.163.com
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lucy@century-trade.com.cn
lucy@henton-enterprise.com
lucy@hrtyre.cn
lucy@pudology.com
lucy@rxaes.com
lucyliu@brightime-wu.com
lucytian2008@foxmail.com
ludiver@lahague.com
ludo@xikar.com
luguohao2002@126.com
lugy@jlu.edu.cn
luis.chacon@netmercurio.com.mx
luis.villacres@hermaprove.com
luis@software-shop.com
luis_m_ortega@purifluidos.com.ec
luisa.s@purenutrition.co.nz
luj@nbfortunate.com
lujun@jingce.com
luk-ina-fag-as@schaeffler.com
lukchada@nticepro.com
luky@wonpet.com
lulu@cmcw.com.cn
lulu_yinz@163.com
lumeiwb@163.com
lumiere@velonaute.com
lumpini@aetashotels.com
lunan1022@126.com
lunchi@lasco.com.tw
lunge@lasco.com.tw
lungyi@163.com
luofuaa@126.com
luojianyiy@126.com
luoluo99@vip.163.com
luoyong01@163.com
luoyun@cms.com.cn
luping@road-age.com
lux@idknet.com
luxg@shu.edu.cn
luxi518@vip.163.com
luxuchen2010@126.com
luyaosm@163.com
luyigd@163.com
luyingsh@sina.com
luyou@furusan.cn
luyunhe@126.com
lv950101@126.com
lv@china-sinoway.com
lvduzhiyeyx@163.com
lvgejin@sina.com
lvgf@mail.cmec.com
lvmsbj@sina.com
lvshishiwusuo88@163.com
lvtty@163.com
lvyeyuan@163.com
lvz@wxjt.com.cn
lvze@vion-tech.com
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lvzhou2088@163.com
lw-sz@163.com
lw1987@163.com
lw@kaijia.com.cn
lwaep@lwaep.com
lweis@usautocom.com
lwh1105@daum.net
lwm13@163.com
lwoody@colpipe.com
lwslyy@163.com
lwt9000@163.com
lwyx@lwqm.com
lxavier@musicetson.com
lxb13826112554@163.com
lxco165@163.com
lxh@hitechcn.com
lxj@chd.edu.cn
lxkjfw@126.com
lxl@cnowi.com
lxping_1226@163.com
lxqssw@china.com
lxs@cafa.edu.cn
lxs@cufe.edu.cn
lxs@gxu.edu.cn
lxs@suda.edu.cn
lxs@zhongxi.cn
lxs@zjnu.cn
lxsb@hhu.edu.cn
lxsh@cuc.edu.cn
lxsh@mail.neu.edu.cn
lxw831110@163.com
lxzjb-1@lchid.net
ly-rfx@126.com
ly1980_3@126.com
ly@chinalanying.com
lyc1928@126.com
lydia@wecome.co.nz
lyf@kingsanbao.com
lyfdj@qp365.net
lyking@senken.com.cn
lylthm@126.com
lyn@arabiancoastuae.com
lyn@h2mplus.com
lyna@yougepengyou.com
lyndon@fkp-uk.com
lynette@africanresonance.com
lyngbye@maskinagenturet.com
lynn@tonglihuagong.com
lynn@willingint.com
lynne@lynnedejager.co.za
lypump@163.com
lyqcbj168@163.com
lysaihe@126.com
lyun@schaeffler.com
lyx623521@163.com
lyy368@163.com
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lyzx56@163.com
lzdq@163.com
lzguo@huanfang.com
lzj99909@163.com
lzw@jdweida.com
lzyc0316@163.com
m-yoshioka@yoshioka.co.jp
m.abdo@sialme.com
m.aubert@safebrands.com
m.borowczyk@fagioli.com
m.burhenne@thomasregout.com
m.dandrea@cnos-fap.it
m.dreschler@rai.nl
m.editor@ijrrest.org
m.ferrari@moreschi.it
m.hamza@npco.com.sa
m.hickey@pprdirect.com
m.matejczuk@riftcat.com
m.mosele@labtechsrl.com
m.ndiaye@cmg-sn.com
m.nishibe@kyowa-tk.co.jp
m.ota@ntt.com
m.picard@thomasregout.com
m.qunais@arcoma.com
m.rietkerk@rai.nl
m.saket@alia-group.net
m.scheuer@thomasregout.com
m.schmidt@api-international.com
m.shahkouhi@vsgulf.com
m.siddik@fakhruddin.ae
m.soni@afiexim.com
m.urso@vianinigroup.it
m.vecchia@fataepc.com
m.vrielink@hertrampf-gruppe.de
m.zuraw@zurawlegal.pl
m13157690888@163.com
m15@mastelababy.com
m578157@narod.ru
m@taulis.com
mOe86-537-7766111tongya99@sina.com
m_alshamisi@awnic.com
m_hayashi@soshin.co.jp
m_mourad@aucegypt.edu
m_nour@aucegypt.edu
m_yuhui@cateye.co.jp
ma-yongru@163.com
ma02@szshishang.com
ma_yongjie@kidslandchina.com
maanavendra@cadengineering.co.in
maarawi@maarai.com
mac@citrobio.com
macau.reservations@ajhackett.com
macdonald.ted@epamail.epa.gov
machao8889@163.com
machinery.uae@kanoo.ae
machinery@ums-inc.com
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machineryassetsales@mail2marines.com
machines@inatrading.com
macite.ntic@eljawal.mr
mack@fishingnewcity.com
macoir@t-home.mk
macsarin@sarins.org
maddalena.scalvini@evolutiontravel.it
maddikerakalyan@vit.ac.in
madel@inpress.ae
madhavi.hariani@hariani.co.in
madhu@nii.ac.in
madhu@saaromatics.com
madhu@silverlands.us
madhu@vajramgroup.com
madhurima@humanrightsinitiative.org
madw@mail.sioc.ac.cn
mae@tqpr.com
maelaw@163.com
maemaeyh@maemae.com.cn
maetani@dirtfreak.co.jp
mag.impact@lagoon.nc
mag@kama-center.ru
magdavrys@flash-safaris.com
magdikamel@isoegypt.com
maggie-bok@foxmail.com
maggie.pan@ap.averydennison.com
maggie.teng@sunbest-china.com
maggie168y@126.com
maggie@cantonrehacare.com
maggie@le-casa.com
maggie@tancotire.com
maggie@ykobaby.com
maggie_huang@lesenphants.com.tw
maggy@tpage.com
maghreb.parfums@planet.tn
maghrebfood@planet.tn
magic506@163.com
magix2009@163.com
magnetic@vip.163.com
magneticmill@globecore.com
magricyc@nextgen.net.mt
mahad@techtronicsdubai.com
mahali@catv.ae
mahendra.pandey@gla.ac.in
mahendra.sahani@gla.ac.in
mahesh.mahalingam@sterlite.com
mahima.soneja@prestigegwl.org
mahipal@kloud9international.com
mahmood.khan@aytme.com
mahmood@sharifcarpentry.com
mahmoud.sammour@redachem.com
mahmoud.zonuzirad@mycom-int.com
mahran@tp-s.ru
mahussain@dm.gov.ae
maich@gzidc.com
maik.koester@kyto.com
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mail.box@geco.cz
mail0315@163.com
mail2rbs@rbcmail.ru
mail@3v1n0.net
mail@Getmembers.com
mail@Stopfpickel.Com
mail@aalco.int
mail@afzhan.com
mail@amclawfirm.com
mail@americanfood.com
mail@ans.co.in
mail@arrab.com.sa
mail@asconuae.com
mail@bacto.net
mail@belvegagroup.by
mail@berlotti.com
mail@bermos.ru
mail@bormeslesmimosas.com
mail@briggers.com
mail@calibrechem.com
mail@californiacardio.com
mail@campdudomaine.com
mail@chalmers.ae
mail@chandru.com
mail@choice1.no
mail@cironpharma.com
mail@coastlinealgarve.com
mail@consumerredressal.com
mail@crawfordbayley.com
mail@crystalinemail.com
mail@csochi.com
mail@daltoncosmetics.ru
mail@danagas.ae
mail@danagas.com
mail@dbshapriya.com
mail@ddcm.in
mail@druckhaus-digital.de
mail@edulegal.in
mail@eischools.ae
mail@envyjewellery.co.uk
mail@eurometals.co.uk
mail@exer.no
mail@fehlmann.com
mail@floralhome.com
mail@gardenbarpdx.com
mail@gbsedu.com
mail@globalpublicschool.org
mail@goga-goga.com
mail@goldarrowcamp.com
mail@goldmachinery.com
mail@gosawa.com
mail@gruppobiokimica.com
mail@hendonredmond.com
mail@hintz.de
mail@hollymarshphotography.com
mail@idealeducation.org
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mail@jadefisher.com
mail@jezweb.com.au
mail@jiaquanip.com
mail@jiebangkd.com
mail@kaplegal.com
mail@kemtex.be
mail@localcounselcollective.com
mail@lombardmalta.com
mail@mahigranites.com
mail@maithangroup.com
mail@mason.co.in
mail@metrosystemuae.com
mail@mmdesign.eu
mail@mpd-inc.com
mail@mplthailand.com
mail@music-chamber.net
mail@neilmcgovern.com
mail@nextpolymers.co.in
mail@nibor.com.au
mail@nundahmarkets.com.au
mail@ogi-fze.com
mail@operabar.com.au
mail@pacdome.com
mail@patentmaniac.com
mail@polakgrupo.com
mail@polenta.net
mail@power-m.ru
mail@prestonvineyards.com
mail@pumpnl.com
mail@raonpat.co.kr
mail@rimscandolara.ru
mail@riyanmuscat.com
mail@romilimpex.com
mail@rosslynchapel.com
mail@sabo.it
mail@sahailaw.com
mail@sdagostino.com
mail@selmax.co.in
mail@sethassociates.com
mail@shalimarherbals.com
mail@slideserve.com
mail@smarco1.com
mail@smithcairns.com
mail@sp-electric.it
mail@specialauctionservices.com
mail@sunflex-sport.com
mail@sungshin.co.kr
mail@sunyard.com
mail@swaledalewoollens.co.uk
mail@takayama-chemical.jp
mail@tassta.com
mail@tecnalco.com
mail@tkdialog.ru
mail@topgas.by
mail@traffic-distribution.com
mail@unioncameraltd.com
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mail@venturesonsite.com
mail@vhmindia.com
mail@watson-band.com.cn
mail@xamoom.com
mail@zeeshanleathers.com
mailbag@sanduskyregister.com
mailbox@fletcher-international.com.au
mailbox@greenworldsports.com
mailbox@your-domain.com
mailfo@uniongrouphk.com
mailmore@olypen.com
mails@dnirc.com
mailservice@contitech.de
mailto@lgcstandards.com
mailuae@almayarllc.com
main-systems@tech-masters.eu
main@leeport.com.tw
main@sinochemsuzhou.com
mainmail@stilesmachinery.com
maintenanceadmin@gldd.com
maio108@maio108.com
mais@china.com
maisonedile@orange.sn
majdikh@el-seif.com.sa
majeed.lakhani@adamglobal.com
makarenkoa@ukrpost.net
makerhuijia@vip.163.com
makgames@sancharnet.in
makitel@t-home.mk
makonesef@zimasco.co.zw
makoto.ozawa@threehigh.co.jp
makoto.yamada@design-mplus.co.jp
makoto@fujibrasil.com.br
maks@sternwelten.at
makskenda@pnewmark.com
maktrade@spctnet.com
makyw@computer.org
malathi_r@apollohospitals.com
malaysia@ariesgroup.ae
maleka@obdlshipping.com
mali@chemistry.jdvu.ac.in
malihebei@126.com
malini@mite.ac.in
malla@magnum-india.com
malla@roseprint.fi
malla@toradex.com
malmam33@126.com
maloprodaja@camelot.hr
maloprodaja@canosa.com.hr
malta@solarig.com
maltaconsul.maputo@gov.mt
maltan@chinarosedale.com
mamabaobao_xzz@163.com
mambobaby@163.com
mamoon@team-trading.com
mamta.bhatnagar@gla.ac.in
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mamta@atek.in
man8020@163.com
manaf@my1004mart.com
manage@idric.com.mx
manageengine@it-pillars.com
manageengine@net2be.com
management@italsempione.it
management@nisan-elektronik.com
management@pallmann-online.de
management@sfa.sc
manager.han@novistagroup.com
manager.irina@gsi.com.kz
manager001@cityhomesh.com
manager1@apsonic-moto.com
manager1@atakentexpo.kz
manager1@bmservice.com.ua
manager@balticfair.kaliningrad.ru
manager@chinapur.com
manager@chinasoong.com
manager@cnhaochen.com
manager@cnkefa.com
manager@cs-market.com
manager@dg-pcer.com
manager@dojimamarine.com
manager@flyshark.mobi
manager@huameitoys.com
manager@ibh.co.nz
manager@kr-bearing.com
manager@luresfishing.com
manager@manka.com
manager@resourcesone.com
manager@shooting.org.nz
manager@suncohk.com
manager@underpan.com
manager@vietsunlogistic.com
manager@wanlining.com
managing@elbanadinavigazione.it
manamod@shalmana.com
manas.mishra@gla.ac.in
manchester@manbat.co.uk
mandy5005@163.com
mandy@cz-wd.com.cn
mandy@ltcooling.com
mandy@plant-n-grow.com
mandychen@txplug.com
mandyt_1@163.com
maneb_doneck@mail.ru
maneesha.dwivedi@gla.ac.in
maneet.singh@gla.ac.in
manfred.bahr@brinor.com
mangli@highwayindustries.com
mango0060572@163.com
manhua0538@sina.com
mani@bacp.freesrve.co.uk
manish.asarkar@seimens.com
manish.goyal@gla.ac.in
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manish.gupta@gla.ac.in
manish.iah@gla.ac.in
manish.kumar@gla.ac.in
manish.rawat@gla.ac.in
manish@bansalgroups.com
manisha.goswami@gla.ac.in
manitalia@manitalia.com
manju.bhartola@gla.ac.in
manju.ray@gla.ac.in
manju@iimcal.ac.in
manju@lnmiit.ac.in
manjula@brownsgroup.com
mannan@actgroup.com.sa
mannie@mr-african.com
manoj.bansal@gla.ac.in
manoj.fibrewala@tejora.com
manoj.kumar@gla.ac.in
manoj.kumar@hammurabisolomon.com
manoj.kumar@kanoo.com
manoj.rana@gla.ac.in
manoj@alhamadtrading.com
manoj@firstselectuae.com
manoj@vnco.in
manojfadnis@icai.org
manojkumar@lnmiit.ac.in
manojnair@cghearth.com
manos@grow-dutch.com
mansimran.sawhney@lnmiit.ac.in
mansoor@albayangroupuae.com
mantasg@gameda.lt
mantler@utanet.at
manuel.abarzuza@clavexxi.es
manuel.magliotto@rheintek-la.com
manufacturers@myminifactory.com
manwosijianzhenqi@163.com
mao_huili2007@163.com
maohuayang1987@126.com
maojianhui2006@163.com
maotai@maotaigroup.com
maoyuancheye@163.com
mapei@mapei.it
mapersa@une.net.co
maqsood@bpiae.com
maquitil@montevideo.com.uy
marblr-rent@computer.co.in
marc@metanox.be
marc@velozophie.ca
marcelo.richiardone@swipro.com.ar
marcelo.vallejo@deruiter.com
marcelo@aesa.com.br
marcio.henriques@dunimex.pt
marco.beardo@italsoft-mi.it
marco.bruno@alenia.it
marco.ma@crsa-china.com
marco.mazgon@imsa-technology.com
marco.p@ssmoz.com
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marco.pellacani@novabell.it
marco.vitiello@generali-uae.com
marco219@entelnet.bo
marco@arritalghana.com
marco@greenlightsolutions.nl
marco@marconet.com
marco@stkat.com
marcos@biciperetti.com.ar
marcos@elcomponics.com
marcos@granadatiles.com
marcus.adam@wilmargavilon.com
marcus@crest-technology.com
mardon@mardon.com
marek.roth@csmap.cz
margaret.ash@state.co.us
margaret.foley@tecmap.info
margaret@holybrother.com
margaret@mrvulcan.com
margarita@mail.bpa.cu
margarita@pure-escapes.com
margie@thepurefoodco.co.nz
margnavajyothividyalaya@marggroup.com
maria-cristina.cardenas@brsmeas.org
maria.cardenas@brsmeas.org
maria.gomes@confrasilvas.pt
maria.manuel@hi-per.com
maria@afrina.com
maria@e-tec.com.tw
maria@firstselectuae.com
maria@janics.com
maria@mariaallenboutique.com
mariajose@superguapa.cl
marianne.mueller@awuko.de
marianne@adprofil.no
mariapia.porcelli@uniprof.net
mariawongso@ipmpr.net
marie@americor-usa.com
marie@localcounselcollective.com
marielkb@valuar.com.uy
marilyn.b.turner@nyeventslist.com
marina@2000metal.191.it
marinasharma@yandex.ru
marine-overseas@nabtesco.com
marine@hayamaship.co.jp
marino@marinobike.com
mario@barbaccimotors.com
mario@fujibrasil.com.br
marion.seaman@dpsi.com
maritalia@orange.sn
mariya@berkeleyme.com
mark-himalaya@163.com
mark.bibo@gerbertechnology.com
mark.brosnan@progressive.co.nz
mark.epstein@sasol.com
mark.fishkin@wsj.com
mark.licea@cbs.com
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mark.mcgrath@dutchandwolf.co.uk
mark.ostwald@pumaenergy.com
mark.roenigk@rackspace.com
mark.sun@f-diesel.com
mark9h1bn@euroweb.net.mt
mark@albwardydamen.com
mark@arcticfisheries.com
mark@attorneysfirst.com
mark@brokenwrench.com
mark@buffalobaby.hk
mark@elizagracious.com
mark@embassyfreight.co.uk
mark@gersteinlab.org
mark@lazybaby.co.uk
mark@markeindustries.com
mark@maxbenjamin.ie
mark@pharmacywebmart.com
mark@reakiro.com
mark@williamsequipment.com.au
mark_hsiung@163.com
market01@dajie.com.cn
market04@100-fun.com
market06@100-fun.com
market1@zd-filter.com.cn
market6@jkchemical.com
market701@163.com
market@aipstar.cn
market@audiowell.com
market@blueocean-hk.com
market@chengtaichem.com
market@china-mass.com
market@chinaairui.com
market@chinadaoming.com
market@chinayaan.com
market@cnyonghang.com
market@dahon.com.cn
market@donnor.com
market@gsk.com.cn
market@hfpress.com
market@huikes.com
market@icarevision.cn
market@jianshe.com.cn
market@kaidengtoys.com
market@keyallies.com
market@kitten-dream.com
market@mastech.cn
market@newamstar.com
market@nj-jyd.com
market@noxtlon.com.cn
market@pal-well.com
market@plssz.com
market@qlr.com.cn
market@singcheer.cn
market@sunrisemeter.com
market@sunsharebaby.com
market@tots.com.cn
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market@wtoe.cn
market_autochina@163.com
marketing.emea@3i-infotech.com
marketing.lord@eastern-lord.com
marketing.th@trendmicro.com
marketing02@beflye.com
marketing02@transtarshanghai.com
marketing3@stanbic.com
marketing@aaviss.com
marketing@alachisoft.com
marketing@albama.biz
marketing@audatex.de
marketing@auraa.in
marketing@autoboss.net
marketing@autodata-group.com
marketing@awg-leema.com
marketing@beginor.com
marketing@beijing-kendy.com
marketing@beijing-kids.com
marketing@boerpower.com
marketing@byf-cn.com
marketing@cfrrinkens.com
marketing@chinaluoshi.com
marketing@componentsengine.com
marketing@coveti.com
marketing@csvision.cn
marketing@dmime.com
marketing@dorel.com.br
marketing@edmedu.com
marketing@emdetjsr.com
marketing@emiratessteel.com
marketing@enermedica.it
marketing@eptyres.com
marketing@esi-steel.com
marketing@expansys.fn1.co.uk
marketing@gcspk.com
marketing@goodautoparts.com
marketing@grandeurhk.com
marketing@guzu.cz
marketing@hongfa.com
marketing@hulane.com.tw
marketing@hyproca.com
marketing@icandyuk.com
marketing@idp.com
marketing@imcclinics.com
marketing@jindalshadeed.com
marketing@jlyldmj.com
marketing@katikas.com
marketing@kidslandchina.com
marketing@kottmann.eu
marketing@kvgglobal.com
marketing@labtechsrl.com
marketing@lastforest.in
marketing@legendcycling.com
marketing@lifex.mx
marketing@lux.co.id
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marketing@merxglobal.com
marketing@mesccables.com
marketing@miracle-dynasty.com.cn
marketing@mmt-uae.com
marketing@motonovofinance.com
marketing@nuuo.com
marketing@omaxchina.com
marketing@op3global.com
marketing@petengineering.com
marketing@peugeotmoto.it
marketing@pmpgroup.com
marketing@rel-tek.com
marketing@ringiertrade.com
marketing@runfutang.com
marketing@sanmecrusher.com
marketing@sarvesh.com
marketing@scopetnm.com
marketing@skf.be
marketing@spsx.com.cn
marketing@superdryers.com.cn
marketing@szfcar.com
marketing@taomee.com
marketing@teamson.com
marketing@tomak.cn
marketing@toradex.com
marketing@tscarshow.com
marketing@tuqnia.ae
marketing@turbo-smtp.com
marketing@tvh.com
marketing@uae.g4s.com
marketing@vichnet.com
marketing@wellfar.biz
marketing@wuzhou-ref.cn
marketing@xiaoyezi.com
marketing@yonghuacheye.com
marketingteam@billtrust.com
marketjf@163.com
markid@markid.is
markk@afsa.org.za
marks@eureka.lk
markus.dietrich@asei.com.ph
markus@bluegap.ch
markus@malkusch.de
markus@nice-trading.fi
marlies@karakterwijnimport.nl
marlinspike@clear.net.nz
marlon.apanada@tdgworld.com
marmedspa@marmedspa.com
marouane.benmiled@fss.rnu.tn
marriage.sa@suhuf.net.sa
marro@email.cz
marta@bnc.cu
martello.c@orchideaviaggi.it
martim@asianmetal.com
martin.fuchs@iecberlin.de
martin.gmuer@imcd.ch
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martin.jaramillo@deruiter.com
martin.oneill@icbcstandard.com
martin.thornton@gerbertechnology.com
martin@bailcast.com
martin@doorwaytech.co.uk
martin@draculapp.com
martin@interadian-sistema.com
martin@netik.info
martin@sumpot.cn
martinding@188.com
martinjung@kido.co.kr
maruf.r@ttx-group.com
marvel@marvelindia.com
marvlazaro@sierrasolar.ph
marwan@mencegypt.com
mary.ma@shu-acca.com
mary@gaoxin-digital.com
mary@narasappa.com
mary@yextmailings.com
mary@yl-medical.com
marycassidy@redbrook.ie
marylene.beau@brsmeas.org
maryzzz@aliyun.com
mas@lhr.comsats.net.pk
masa@firstselectuae.com
masaki.ijichi@hercules.co.jp
masapestcontrol@zajil.net
masato@fuso-ltd.co.jp
maschinen.gaertner@utanet.at
maschuster@emag.com
mascons@eureka.lk
masha@mail.ru
mashal@firstselectuae.com
masheul_haq@ikkgroup.com
mashtqp@163.com
mashworth@emag.com
maskitolinch@mail.ru
maslina@ukm.my
mason.tong@mele.cn
masood.said@pmilhr.org.pk
massar@unix-ag.uni-kl.de
massimiliano@rms.it
massimo.mela@sunchem.it
massimo.messi@comune.vallodinera.pg.it
master-luxe78@mail.ru
master@chinahuxin.com
master@chinaxinlu.cn
master@cjb.com.cn
master@cn-yongling.com
master@cnfuda.com
master@cnzhongma.com
master@daming-group.com
master@hoget.cn
master@ihwajin.co.kr
master@jinling.net.cn
master@jxst.cn
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master@lemonautoparts.com
master@wuxibelt.com
master@wzweite.com
master@ygeshop.com
master@ytmasterparts.com
masterbusiness@163.com
mastram.chaudhary@gla.ac.in
mastroviti@mastroviti.com
masuma@sina.cn
masunaga@shinwatec.co.jp
mat.evans@york.ac.uk
mat@aima.in
mateng@126.com
mates@electricityturkey.com
mateus@diaslawyers.com
matheus.figueiredo@cbdg.org.br
mathew@AnuttaraA.com
mathew@advenser.com
mathew@premo.com.sg
mathews.george@galfar.com
matias@flowsrl.com.ar
matjaz.debelak@cult.si
matjaz@Vnet.si
matriz@pasa.ec
matriz@stoppani.com.br
mats.svanstrom@extrutec.com
mats@mats.com.br
matst@tpage.com
matsuco@163.com
matt.mo@post2u.co.nz
matt.nelson@shns.com
matt@fivedollarshake.com
matt@henrysbikes.com
matt@matt-darby.com
matt@seventhhousepr.com
matt@telexmetals.com
mattchilds@peterblack1947.com
matteo.silva@webratio.com
matthew.lu@163.com
matthew5871@mail.ru
matthias.mueller@adels-contact.de
matthias@vervievas.com
matushkinv@yandex.ru
matwa@amsol.org
maulik@alpschem.com
maureen@nonyasecrets.com
maureen_chen@wesexpo.com
maurelys.leal@seijiroyazawaiwai.com
mauricio.hinojosa@hmc-maquinarias.com
maurizio@brakehose.it
maurizio@roma-food.com
mauro.fasciolo@dappolonia.it
mauro.lusetti@proxima.re.it
mauro.principe@miteni.com
mavic@khcycle.com
mavis@jindepackaging.com
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max.he@geobyev.com
max@baiweilaser.com
max@master1999.com
max@mysteryvibe.com
max@nusquama.org
max@sunchem.it
max_qin@126.com
maxamodeo@carbonwatt.com
maxcreditfinance@googlemail.com
maxeen@maxeen-auto.com
maxi-cosi_kg@mail.ru
maximova@markprior.ru
maxinghua@188.com
maxma@uzonetc.com
maxwell@machage.net
maxwell@nextie.net
may9555@163.com
may@dahkee.com
may@greengo.com.tw
may@zxshock.cn
mayakoba@rosewoodhotels.com
mayalaw@126.com
mayank.agnihotri@gla.ac.in
mayank.agrawal@gla.ac.in
mayank.goyal@gla.ac.in
mayank.kumar@gla.ac.in
mayank.mrinal@gla.ac.in
mayank.srivastava@gla.ac.in
mayanphuoc@vnn.vn
mayar@firstselectuae.com
mayeps@163.com
mayongqing@ms.iswc.ac.cn
mayoral.china@mayoral.com
maytex@may.spb.ru
mayur@itcigroup.com
mayyang@evergreentyre.com
mazen@jipco.biz
mazexh@emirates.net
mazhijie@wisemarine.net
mazlan.abbas@redtone.com
mb@crmalliance.org
mb@monbon.cc
mba@alfaisal.edu
mba@aucegypt.edu
mba@psu.edu.sa
mba_admission@thapar.edu
mbali@salihospital.com
mbayazit@baykal.com.tr
mbd@esami-africa.org
mbeach@emag.com
mbeumer@nextpoint.com
mbeyazone@tib.co.tz
mbiondi@advairtech.com
mblethen@whibco.com
mbohnert@brackettscrossingcc.com
mbonilla@minambiente.gov.co
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mbox@cci.by
mbr1@membraneswitch.com.cn
mbrupbacher@cadoil.com
mbutton@cglife.com
mbw@mbwindia.com
mby.mayur@indialship.com
mc@organicmandya.com
mc@smart-js.com
mc@trasercase.com
mcc2002@yeah.net
mcchoi@smckorea.com
mccl@hzmc-cn.com
mcdonoughp@howrey.com
mcena@multilogistics.net
mcespedes@inteco.org
mchabot@hawleylambert.com
mcherednikova@yandex.ru
mchj5510002@163.com
mciemielewska@leadersleague.com
mcinke@emag.com
mckee@ucmo.edu
mcomeaux@emag.com
mcoss@lanacional.com.do
mcprouty.timothy@epa.gov
mcquipp@brunet.bn
mcsalas@investincartagena.com
mct@mailmac.net
mcushman@his.com
mczl@szrealan.com
md03@abc-rubber.com
md@betomaticest.com
md@dynastyplastic.com
md@kurhn.com
md@oilgasnewspublications.com
md@richmondpetrochem.com
md_sales@ms.modentic.com.tw
mday@appliedhydrology.com
mdelis@emag.com
mdimon@dimonandbacorn.com
mdjbryco@163.com
mdjdx6596765@163.com
mdjmec@mdjmec.com
mdrnovak@mail.ru
me.ripamonti@mmdesign.eu
me@gavinadams.org
me@lalit.org
me@mossaengineering.com
me@unreal4u.com
mea.com.contact.mailbox@veolia.com
mea@lcc.com
mea@prologicfirst.com
mea_gm@126.com
meatmaker@list.ru
mebel@krasnodarexpo.ru
mebelexpo@ite-uzbekistan.uz
mechatronics@toradex.com
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mechtest@ariesgroup.ae
medac@medac.cz
medafa@188.com
medeia@piranha.sk
medemet@medemet.com.ar
medex@medex.si
media.submit.comicsalliance@townsquaredigital.com
media2@daddychoice.com
media@g4s.com
media@industry.gov.au
media@kvernelandgroup.com
media@labbrand.com
media@plantrich.com
media@primrose.co.uk
media@wikihow.com
media_hpdomain@brangista.com
media_relations@trendmicro.com
mediach@sina.com
mediainquiries@bluestatedigital.com
mediarelations@wellesley.edu
mediation@kcci-adr.ru
mediation@ruzatpp.ru
mediayc@163.com
medical@labtech.hu
medicalclaims@prudence-ae.com
medicalenquiry@prudence-ae.com
medio.ambiente@mrree.gub.uy
medisana@fsms.at
meditergroup@mail.ru
medwards@micosystems.com
meenakshi.bajpai@gla.ac.in
meenal.kate@gla.ac.in
meenu@danagroups.com
meetings@asist.org
meg@natureland.nz
meg@rogerlaborde.com
megabras@megabras.com.br
megafrog@citiz.net
megaltd@turk.net
megasanimart@mskala.in
megasound@oceanicseychelles.com
megawin2008@hsmelamine.com
megha.gupta@gla.ac.in
megha@iimcal.ac.in
meghan.gilson@portsevolution.com
meghana.narayan@slurrpfarm.com
megyn@localcounselcollective.com
mehala@mehala.com
mehio@hjamalsons.com
mehk@hktb.com
mehmet.sibil@bavet.com.tr
mehmet.toktamis@maheragenttr.com
mehmetferahkaya@sempaltd.com
mehraj@amantech.org
mehtab.alam@gla.ac.in
meianfocus@meiantech.com
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meijiky@meijicorp.com
meijimi@meijicorp.com
meijitn@meijicorp.com
meijiwv@meijicorp.com
meinfo@multiplex.global
meishangcar@163.com
meixu@rcwisco.com
meiya-0406@163.com
mekma@mekma.gr
mel@melchers-mm.com
melamine@163.com
melanie.buesselmann@kuehne-nagel.com
melanie@harrisandhall.com
melgalve@finieris.lv
melina@rebelgreen.com
melisa.lim@brsmeas.org
melisa@gpcchem.com
melisaac@emi.ae
melissa@localcounselcollective.com
melissa@yextlistings.com
melissa@yextmailings.com
melkins2@sky.com
mellog@dirco.gov.za
melodyzhuang@126.com
melog@melog.co.in
meloni.a@pacspa.it
melsa@melsa.com.tr
melvin@bicon.com
melvin@mesa-products.com
member@thecapitalclub.com
members@sevtpp.ru
memberservice@sumafcu.org
memberservices@thefinancials.com
membership@thefirearmblog.com
memoryin@sina.com
mena@klausner-group.com
meng.lian@teponga.com
meng_jianhong@mfa.gov.cn
menghaichuanmei@163.com
mengjinbicycle@163.com
menglingguovip@163.com
mengsi22@163.com
mengtan@brighthead.net
mengyh@edu.sh.cn
mengyuan.hu@herm-archer.com
mengyzh@mail.sysu.edu.cn
menik.sumedha@kuehne-nagel.com
menipuni@tpage.com
mentoissac@mentoassociates.com
mentospcg@163.com
menyezhan@126.com
meos@meosuae.com
mepi@ptl-group.com
mepn@mepn.net
meral@benz-tools.de
meratech@mail.ru
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mercadeo2@ingenieriaysuministros.com
mercadeo@co.festo.com
mercadeo@electrovera.com
mercedes.p@prodigy.net.mx
merchandising@thelifeshop.com
mercia@mmdafrica.co.za
meridianagh@dreaviation.com
meriksen@ucsc.edu
merit@meritorganics.com
merja.taipale@finvacdryers.fi
mermec@mermecgroup.com
merphy@netvision.net.il
mertz-seraoui@unionmatex.net
mesc@mesc.ba
mesco@mescoalex.com
mesh@wire-mesh-china.com
meshcheryakova@expocentr.ru
message@hotelclosmedicisparis.com
messe2@dtihk.cz
messe@china-beta.com
messe@intermess.dk
messe@messe-liaison.com
metals@metalink.com.cn
metersong@zyzbearing.com
metobr@expocentr.ru
metraplan@metraplan.com
mevorju@163.com
mexicosales@mouser.com
mexinfo@ejkrause.com
meynmoscow@mail.ru
mezvist@expocentr.ru
mfin@minecofin.gov.rw
mfk@turk.net
mfkdwjaigh@sina.com
mfolk@tmcc.com
mg9@decoreta.in
mg@aykj.net
mg@mg-pen.com
mg@proteux.com
mga@ieee.org
mgalbiati@trevispa.com
mgarcia@agrocitlaltepetl.com.mx
mgbn@163.com
mgco@mgcoca.com
mgglobal@daum.net
mgkelektro@bk.ru
mgmt1@jdvinsurance.ae
mgohabi@cfao.com
mgrieco@griecofuneralhomes.com
mgt@dynsoluae.com
mguerrerocaic@prodigy.net.mx
mgumbel@emag.com
mgupta@tekshapers.com
mh.enin@groupcleopatra.com
mha@hsaria.com
mhamill@iaapa.org
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mhays@concho.com
mhentdxb@emirates.net
mheredia@cotopaxi.com.ec
mhively@emag.com
mhjung@sejong.ac.kr
mhkeshavarz@mut-es.ac.ir
mhnyygc-shp@163.com
mhoppe@lantonassociates.com
mhotchi-ship@air.ocn.ne.jp
mhpatvi@voltas.com
mhryou@hanbat.ac.kr
mhsfjd@163.com
mhurtadoa@auconsis.com.ec
miaccorino@epsilon.com
miami@ice.it
mianchai@163.com
miao45445@163.com
miaohong@vip.163.com
miaowm@ffrc.cn
miaoyuan@163.com
miba@mibas.ru
mice-onestop@ipim.gov.mo
michael-zhong@strategytec.com
michael.carus@eiha.org
michael.de.smit@nos.nl
michael.hackl@rli.co.at
michael.house@rackspace.co.uk
michael.liu@mylinkways.com
michael.probst@raiba.at
michael.reichel@cn.rbinternational.com
michael.strebel@gayesco.wika.com
michael.vallo@barrons.com
michael.wang@duxes.cn
michael.zhang@exmiletyre.com
michael@abilicaonline.dk
michael@airforcehv.com
michael@bao-li.com.hk
michael@blissuae.com
michael@cargonz.co.nz
michael@carol.com.tw
michael@chinaxinshidai.com
michael@clearmind.com.au
michael@criminallaw.com
michael@frf.com.au
michael@gloresource.com
michael@gpf.com.tw
michael@imss.co.za
michael@intridea.com
michael@jvj.com.cn
michael@keystonefruit.com
michael@kytaindustries.com
michael@liftlash.co.za
michael@neo.co.il
michael@pcexpress.co.nz
michael@shine-may.com
michael@tmdhosting.com
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michael_brennan@bramco.com
michaellin@ekpac.com.tw
michaelshen@truscotec.com
michel.farajallah@girhoma.com
michel.gotesman@maian.com.br
michel.vanvelde@oneshoe.com
michel@babia.com.mx
michela.cavalli@personaltravelspecialist.info
michele.granziera@scotsman.com
michele.pulpito@sacmi.ru
michele.s@aparthotelmozambique.com
michele_wistisen@natronaschools.org
michelle.fan@docin.com
michelle.laylo@kanoo.com
michelle.pierce@nfiindustries.com
michelle.xu@bviewcapital.com
michelle@cookietime.co.nz
michelle@hongchenglock.com
michelle@macrosense.cn
michelle@memelou.com
michelle_chen@wesexpo.com
michelon@michelon.ind.br
microwells@126.com
middle.east@deltaplus.eu
middle_east@logica.com
midea@spk.co.jp
mie@chinamie.com
miemiedeshijie@126.com
miesha@totalwebsolutions.com
mig_72@mail.ru
miguelaescobarr@etb.net.co
mihaela.ion@pnpartners.ro
mihai.cernat@syscom18.com
mihai.gustiuc@aptech.ro
mihir.gajjar@assaabloy.com
mihir.kothari@bol.net.in
mii@mosreg.ru
miig2010@163.com
mika@debian.org
mika@grml.org
mikawa@toyoshingo.co.jp
mike-share@163.com
mike.ackman@pembrokemdf.com
mike.delaney@gomaps.com
mike.fryer@lvshipping.com
mike.halston@gfxcorp.com
mike.mccumiskey@norkem.com
mike.veltri@gpreinc.com
mike.wang@nbbeichi.com
mike@africadreamsafaris.com
mike@beesandtrees.com
mike@greenlea.co.nz
mike@harmony-accounting.com
mike@interseafisheries.com
mike@maquidrex.com.br
mike@mbfisher.com
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mike@mover.ie
mike@sh-zhengxing.com
mike@trj-inc.com
mike@u2lighting.com
mike@ultmt.com
mike@yaluarts.cn
mike@yextlistings.com
mike@zealandfarms.co.nz
mike_le@fumachinery.com
mike_liao@126.com
mikeb@lsi1.com
mikec@serviceenv.com
mikelian@aoxijian.com
mikelim@teratechkorea.com
mikemichon@mpallp.com
mikes@chicagodigital.com
mikev@integratedmachinery.net
mikhail2013@bk.ru
miki@saar-cycling.com
miklosi@arthron.t-online.hu
miks@4x4shop.lv
mikura@uhnres.utoronto.ca
mila@milacosmetics.be
mila@royalridgefruits.com
milan.maji@ch.nitdgp.ac.in
milanafood@list.ru
milano@lineapelle-fair.it
milbourn.cathy@epa.gov
milenka.espinoza@incontrocaffe.com
milica.mataruga@imcd.at
milkandhoneytours@googlemail.com
milkgoat@milkgoat.com.cn
milktea2008@163.com
mille@innowell.net
miller@chinabicycleparts.net
miller_chen@citiz.net
milon73@agnionline.com
milos@mzstudio.cz
milykh@expocentr.ru
mimi.yeung.po.yi@pbfa.co.uk
min-prom@r-19.ru
min.wang@cn.ina.com
min@muk.ua
min_econo@dvinaland.ru
mina86@mina86.com
mina@taida.biz
minaixiong@sina.com
mindaugas.vasiliauskas@primapower.com
ming-guang_wu@walsin.com
ming@aceharness.com
ming@brico.com.tw
ming@preling.com
mingalone@trueworldfoods.com
mingchehui@126.com
minghai369@126.com
minghaifishingrod@126.com
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minghuizhong@126.com
mingke8888@163.com
mingliang.he@163.com
mingricctv@163.com
mingtongltd@126.com
mingxin@cnmingxin.com
mingzhu@arcsoft.com
minh.tam@vn.fag.com
minhminh@fpt.vn
mini.jain@gla.ac.in
minijsust@minijust.gov.rw
minipivovarni@mail.ru
minister.macfarlane@industry.gov.au
minister@industry.gov.iq
minister@moe.gov.eg
minner@salloy.com.tw
minprom@bk.ru
minprom@rso-a.ru
minpromenergo@krasnodar.ru
minpromtorg.kbr@mail.ru
mira@auroraworld.com
mirabell@mirabell.com.hk
miravina@hanmail.net
miriam@smartfog.com
mirital2000@yandex.ru
mirko.roveda@imcd.it
miroglio.lana@emiroglio.com
miroglioportugal@miroglio.com
miruza.mohamed@environment.gov.mv
mis@pandiman.com
mis@tppkuban.ru
misha_mikhailov@mail.ru
misitu@twiga.com
missile2@163.com
missilebike@188.com
missingpillow@163.com
misskiss1122@foxmail.com
misslee29@163.com
mitali.punchpuri@gla.ac.in
mitco@mitco.co.za
mithlesh.chaudhari@gla.ac.in
mitsu@kozaki.co.jp
mitsuru.yazawa@seijiroyazawaiwai.com
miu@miuegypt.edu.eg
miwa.amauchi@amauchi-industry.com
mixailakis@freemail.gr
mixing@admix.com
miya2020@1z-net.bsd.st
mjabbour@aud.edu
mjadon@lnmiit.ac.in
mjenkinson@doorpac.co.uk
mjimenez@nektium.com
mjl@kaiping-sh.com.cn
mjl@meijianli.com
mjordan@ridefox.com
mjungfleisch@emag.com
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mjzheng@shicheng.so
mk-snov@tut.by
mk2@tz-china.com
mk8030@mktoys.com
mk@szcskj.com
mk@yixiong.com.cn
mkartell@interlux.ma
mkatara@kataradental.com
mkhussein@moe.gov.lb
mkolin@greystone-consultants.com
mkraft@millspec.com
mkrisel@gmpperformance.com
mksingh@lnmiit.ac.in
mkt-snov@tut.by
mkt@altatec.com.mx
mkt@belliskincare.cn
mkt@findunm.com
mkt@h-fast.com
mkt@mk-t.com.cn
mkt@spectrumchina.net
mkt@tiwtools.com
mktg@radeecal.in
mktg@umpl.co.in
mktsengu@mint.ocn.ne.jp
ml@bmvo.pl
ml@shanghaimaling.com
mladen@prodigy.net.mx
mlayous@thegarliccompany.com
mlco@freyaindia.com
mleitner@epp-germany.com
mlimberg@isolutionsllc.com
mlindsay@smartline.com.au
mlinesad1@sancharnet.in
mliu888@sina.com
mlk@marui-cn.com
mllidong@163.com
mln21ceco@126.com
mlorenz@lorenzsales.com
mlqp@mlqp.cn
mls@mail.hz.gov.cn
mlueckens@usautocom.com
mluribe@prodigy.net.mx
mlyford@lbtaspac.co.nz
mm9037@126.com
mm9168@163.com
mm@costalev.com
mm@farmerindia.com
mm@micromine.com
mma_post@mail.ru
mmaloney@coburns.com
mme@dhaka.net
mmejai@iib-bahrain.com
mmg@noor-scientific.com
mmiranda@cfao.com
mmkassmy@mail.sy
mmoore@mpbio.com
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mmopib@bpc.bw
mmotyka@albion-an.com
mmsilk@126.com
mmustafa@athathco.com
mmv@expocentr.ru
mmvsrl@pec.tosi.it
mn15p5@163.com
mnavarro@miamiherald.com
mnec@magicnet.mn
mnh@hajery.com
mnielsen@swellbottle.co.uk
mniyal@126.com
mnm@blaylock.net
mnr@penavicofz.com.cn
mo.rami@trmg.co.uk
mo@cdsnedco.com
moataz.abdelwahab@ejust.edu.eg
mobicon_seg@mobicon.com
mobile.team@xiami.com
mocc5336@vip.163.com
modelworld@163.com
modernart@wilnetonline.net
moeen.ahmad@alkachemicals.com
moeller@ideltasystem.co.kr
moepl@sancharnet.in
moez.belkjiria@planet.tn
mogi@tmi.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
mogilina@tppkuban.ru
mohamed.elyadri@um5s.net.ma
mohamed.faheem@tekla.com
mohamed.jahid@orkila.ma
mohamed.nouh@twinlogistic.ma
mohamed@esmintia.com
mohammadzadeh@mail.ru
mohammed.moinuddin@darcl.com
mohammed.pervej@gla.ac.in
mohammed@goodwill.in
mohammed@krahsaudi.com
mohan.jain@naprodgroup.com
mohan@dhatu.org
mohan@starchemfze.com
mohannad@orionco.com
mohd.umair@cttc-sa.com
mohit.jain@prestigegwl.org
mohit.makkar@lnmiit.ac.in
mohit.verma@gla.ac.in
mohozhiming@126.com
mohsin@cooperdermatologyclinic.com
mohsin@jaquar.com
mohversi@coastal.com
mohyi@tetco.com.eg
moiz@alburhanpackaging.com
moiz@saifeetravelbureau.com
mojinhan@tsinghua.edu.cn
mok@mokcn.com
mokashi@somaiya.com
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mokco@mokco.ae
mokuai@126.com
mokuaiwang@163.com
molly@heilan.cn
mom@akkreditert.no
momac@vibitech.it
momo05320404@163.com
mona.kumari@gla.ac.in
monchhichi@buchanan.uk.com
mongoleitouren@googlemail.com
monia@tecnaservice.it
monica.almgren@mentoronline.se
monica.lu@halfmoonbayltd.co.nz
monica@comingsoon.it
monica_falda@skemaq.it
monik@dhirajlalpremchand.com
monika.goyal@gla.ac.in
monishsoni@deistgroup.com
monkzyj@163.com
monletoys@163.com
monpel@yandex.ru
monta_2001@mail.ru
monta_expo@mail.ru
monte@ohrt.com
montech.mos@mail.ru
montenegro@t-home.mk
monton@measurementasia.com
moog@ventil.ru
moonfan921@126.com
moonjy@sae-a.com
moonsport@163.com
moran@moran.com.tw
morankar.t2018@iimbg.ac.in
moray.clark@pagodapr.com
more-sveta2007@list.ru
more@Langsung.com
more@Theledhdstore.com
more@Thietbiso.biz
more@Yourbestparalegaldegreeoptions.com
more@babyauto.com
more@straitstimes.com
morgan@blanchardinternational.ie
morgunova@expocentr.ru
morocco@bicon.com
morozova@expocentr.ru
mortals@seznam.cz
morten@wasab.dk
morty@armor.com.tw
moruled2@dirco.gov.za
mos.office@baader.com
mosaic@tpage.com
mosca@ice.it
mosca@sace.it
moseyev@eservice.perm.ru
mossot@emag.com
mostafa.nabil@alnisfgroup.com.kw
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mostex@mostex.cz
motachie@163.com
motherscorn2014@163.com
motorbacs@motorbacs.com
motorex@motorex.com
motorplus@homerplus.com
motortech@motortech.asia
moufengtao2006@sina.com
moulin@vins.com
mountainbeech@slingshot.co.nz
moyasml@163.com
mp-29@meipin-xm.com.cn
mp08@fayzehusayni.com
mpa.enquiry@macmillan.com.hk
mperaza@hoamco.com
mperon@fenixarg.com.ar
mpeterson@wellesley.edu
mpoletti@bbooster.org
mprahler@1supply.com
mprice5@wellesley.edu
mprodrom@cc.uoi.gr
mps.com@mpsmoscow.ru
mpsong@zzu.edu.cn
mquinche@bu.com.co
mr.edwardkongo11@foxmail.com
mr.xieheng@126.com
mr_clutch@126.com
mrapaport@terracommodities.com
mrc.bangalore@fabindia.net
mreilly@villagefarms.com
mrhorsepower@execulink.com
mridhulak@cumi.murugappa.com
mridul.dixit@gla.ac.in
mrivera@mangopack.com
mrk.podshipnik@mail.ru
mrli1618@126.com
mroelofs@rizz.design
mrose@emag.com
mrs.karinstoiber2016@yandex.com
mrs@prakruti.com
mrsdoreen_hamilton@list.ru
mru@grml.org
mruizme@meico.com.co
mrviron@sina.com
mrxxjianing@126.com
ms.santhosh@jainuniversity.ac.in
ms4@skywaytrading.com
ms5schneider@skywaytrading.com
ms@expocentr.ru
ms@lucasgarden.com
msaraf@agilitylogistics.com
msaunders@newtonmedia.co.uk
msc@mscbikes.com
mschlagenhauf@usaid.gov
mse_songp@ujn.edu.cn
msf@maltanet.net
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msierra@zonafrancadeuraba.com
msis@ship-mercury.com
mskim@junsungpolymer.co.kr
mskimvina@hanmail.net
mskwon@v3d.co.kr
msm.sa@maxspec.asia
msmail@adlerplanetarium.org
msn_lowyer@sina.com
mssangwan@hau.ernet.in
mssf@t-home.mk
mstanford@mkjbrands.com
mstarnes@concho.com
mstranzinger@emag.com
msukkari@lussotabacconarghile.it
msuresh@msuresh.com
mt2@dajieclutch.net
mt3@dajieclutch.net
mt@jh-group.cn
mt@urald.ru
mt@zjmingtai.cn
mt_carmel@bsnl.com
mtabari@neda.net
mtc2006@126.com
mtoure@cnglocal.com
mttoday@126.com
mu-date@nittsu.co.jp
mu-hsun_yu@walsin.com
mu.zhaojing@mep.gov.cn
mua@mans.edu.eg
mubarak.m@caspel.com
mucai2011@163.com
muchkap@inbox.ru
mucongli@sina.com
mudawwar@aucegypt.edu
mudipu@ssrvm.org
mufaddal@iceindia.biz
muffi@mufaddalsteel.com
muget@major.gen.tr
muhammad.firman@socomec.com
muharrem.unal@cenmax.com
muhasebe@bekasport.com
mujian2222@163.com
mukaphelpdesk@mmm.com
mukesh.butani@bmrlegal.in
mukesh.kumar@gla.ac.in
mukesh.pushkarna@gla.ac.in
mukesh.singh@gla.ac.in
mukherjeekk@googlemail.com
mukul@beepeegroup.com
mukut.dube@gla.ac.in
muleskinner@ucmo.edu
mulla.mulla@axcess.net.in
mulolo@mulolotoy.com
mum@geocargoexpress.com
mum@soodgroup.com
mumbai@advaniandco.com
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mumbai@almt.com
mumbai@astrealegal.com
mumbai@hariani.co.in
mumbai@interfotoindia.com
mumbai@leshark-india.com
mumbai@madhuindia.com
mumbai@multiorganics.com
mumbai@rajrayon.com
mumbai@tempsens.com
muneer@sparteqz.com
muradova@expocentr.ru
mural@junglejewels.in
murali@cocointernational.in
murali@naturalremedy.com
muralipadikkal@pai.murugappa.com
murat.bayram@entekteknik.com
murat.kaynar@klipchem.com
murat@birlikaluminyum.net
muresta.salonas@muresta.lt
murillo@mma.com.mx
murli@anmol.net
murphy@macquarrie.com.au
murt786110@redifmail.com
murtaza@khojtours.com
murtaza@safetech.pk
murthala@simdi.com
murtuza@rockfordcomputer.com
musemut@eusik.com
museum@fulda.de
museums@northampton.gov.uk
musham.khan@geometrics-re.com
mustafa.korkmaz@yildizentegre.com.tr
mustafa.topsakal@metpak.com.tr
mustafa.yildirim@bdpint.com
mustafa@adamji.co.ke
mustafa@oxfordtravels.com
mutal@tpage.com
muwan@muwan.com
muyiliang@honghua.com
muzulo1621@126.com
mverity@wellesley.edu
mvs@expocentr.ru
mwahl@zedat.fu-berlin.de
mwanza@fbme.com
mwanza@royalfurnishers.co.tz
mwanzazone@tib.co.tz
mwdepot@w-logistics.com
mweintraub@baileyglasser.com
mweis@utah.gov
mwhonour@126.com
mwites@wklawyers.com
mwright@ucmo.edu
mwurm@nationalmachinery.com
mx1@stmengxing.cn
mx@xinlei.com
mxaayy@16.com
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mxlhjym@163.com
mxllwhh@163.com
mxq188@126.com
mxt@szweidy.com
mxyunibit@163.com
mxzhang@scau.edu.cn
myaconis@corpsano.com
myadav@tekshapers.com
myamy2000@sina.com
myas.spetsprom@mail.ru
myatthu@asiaroyal.com.mm
mycenter@kitamura-machinery.co.jp
myehr@163.com
myhao-12@163.com
myjnaili@163.com
myles@pcacoach.com
mymoto@163.com
myname360@163.com
mypotou@163.com
mysingingmonsters@bbbsupport.com
myt-tpp@yandex.ru
myxitou@163.com
myynti@finncontainers.fi
myynti@helkamavelox.fi
mz02@meizhichina.com
mzeligueta@fenixarg.com.ar
mzoughi.mzabi@carthagooil.com.tn
mzp868@163.com
mzwpa@163.com
n-sakamoto@kgk-j.co.jp
n.albanese@acifirenze.it
n.bathiche@silvershoreonline.com
n.dotsenko_uzb@mail.ru
n.makova@myequator.ru
n.perrigault@intermandat.ch
n.taji@boltech.it
n1start@mail.ru
na.shan@liandessen.com
na@expocentr.ru
naa@expocentr.ru
nabavki@ceprosard.org.mk
nabb@aspseals.com
nabil.atta@gogas.ae
nabil.elharis@ds-sa.me
nabil.osman@aja-group.com
nabil@jordanfootcare.com
nabyendu@lnmiit.ac.in
nacer.sebti@jobsonmorocco.com
nada@squ.edu.om
nadia.mastouri@pneurama.ma
nadia@campinglerey.com
nadia@penelopehope.com
nadima@halalcertificationarg.com
nadine.beier@adels-contact.de
nadine.jbeili@Kmco.com.lb
nadine.mengel@adels-contact.de
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nadine@dialanail.com
nadya-sportexpert@mail.ru
naen@163.com
naexchange@iqpc.com
nafifi@epxdigital.com
nagarajan@nii.ac.in
nagase@aall.co.jp
nagatmahmoud2@hotmial.com
nagato@cstechnology.jp
nagehan.arslan@monsanto.com
nagele@hobbycar.cz
nahar.singh@lnmiit.ac.in
naianzjj@yeah.net
naichina@126.com
naidud@voruvesi.ee
nailesh@drashti-impex.com
naingnine@myanmar.com.mm
nairobi@timsales.com
najam@seointl.net
nakagawa@sanko-pump.co.jp
nakamura@seiwakasei.co.jp
nakin_nu@irct.co.th
nakufreight@nakufreight.com
nakul.gupta@gla.ac.in
nam_support@htc.com
nama@nama.cn
nambu@cusat.ac.in
nambu@tpage.com
name.surname@wattswater.com
name@online.sh.cn
name@yoursite.com
namege@126.com
namiekiro@sina.com
namiekiro@yahoo.co.jp
namiouni@robotpark.ae
namrata@iemumbai.com
nanasso@wilnetonline.net
nanavati@tcpl.in
nancy@cnool.net
nancy@evershiningsh.com
nancy@lbcast.com
nancy@yl-laser.com
nancyh@fri-made.com
nanda@nan-da.com
nandagy@126.com
nandu@finateltech.com
nanfangzhaopin@126.com
nangua@nangua-cn.com
nanjing@51job.com
nanjing_shimano@163.com
nanjing_sky@126.com
nanluecehua@163.com
nantaichina@vip.163.com
nanyang-023@163.com
naomi@margoselby.com
naorume@hanmail.net
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naphtali@convergezone.co.ke
naqavisn@alj.com
narbeh@aswf.us
narcissus_sx@126.com
narendra.mohan@gla.ac.in
narendra@lnmiit.ac.in
narendradev@ndslaw.in
naresh.agarwal@pragatigranites.com
nareshkumar.n2018@iimbg.ac.in
narsi.bolloju@lnmiit.ac.in
naruto997716@163.com
nasco@emirates.net
naser.sameer@orkila.com.jo
nasershipping@nasershipping.com
nasir@nhetrading.com
nasosnikova@expocentr.ru
nasri@albwardydamen.com
nastya@ntpp.biz
nasy910@neosiskorea.com
nat@nathaliebond.com
nat@prodmag.ru
nata@elcable.ru
natacha.bugondo@advocarerwanda.com
natalie@iamnat.co.uk
nataliedang@mauifood.com.cn
nataly3101@yandex.ru
natasha.g@hunterprice.co.uk
natasha.lin@agneovo.com
natasha.perrin@clarity-brands.co.uk
natasha@chinabrake.com.cn
natasha@muncherie.ae
natashah@specialised.com
nate@frickenate.com
natesh@pst-online.net
nativo@itelgua.com
natodye@natodye.com
nattapach@mahajak.com
naved@silverlineintl.com
naveen.gupta@gla.ac.in
naveen@onlinepvtltd.com
navneet.maddhesiya@gla.ac.in
nawstan@agh.edu.pl
nayan@nayonexports.com
nayla.mantilla@puntodeservicios.com
nayyar@ducast.com
nb@chinelink.com
nb@naibaolock.com
nbblwk@126.com
nbbst@nbbst.com
nbchangqing@126.com
nbchisman@163.com
nbdfbb@126.com
nbhxdq@vip.163.com
nbird@dooleyrumble.co.uk
nbjinling@163.com
nbjinlingzd@163.com
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nbkailiang@163.com
nbkeep@nbkeep.net
nbkzjd@nbkzjd.com
nbls@vip.163.com
nbmydxs@cnool.net
nbqyny@163.com
nbrsk@nbrsk.com.cn
nbsx.2009@163.com
nbwf@nb-wf.com
nbxl@cnxianlong.com
nbxxcy@126.com
ncci@mail.ru
nccn@normannaz.com
ncfuyida.2007@163.com
nchqqfwxyj@126.com
ncm@iopb.res.in
ncom2016_sits@sinhgad.edu
nconcepts@163.com
ncsygjzx@china.com
ncuq@eag.com
nczixun@163.com
ndamodaran@stratusconsulting.com
ndeutsch@uow.edu.au
ndiouga1976@sentoo.sn
ndkhoi@searefico.com
ndmailweb2@nippondiamond.co.jp
ndsafetyconference@ndsc.org
ne.store@biswasudyog.com
necat@netes.com.tr
nechaeva@expocentr.ru
nederland@eventbrite.com
nedyukha@dias-co.com
neej@elementlounge.com
neeraj.garg@gla.ac.in
neeraj.gupta@gla.ac.in
neeraj.pandey@gla.ac.in
neeraj.sharma@gla.ac.in
neeraj.varshney@gla.ac.in
neeraj@gla.ac.in
neerajpratap.singh@prestigegwl.org
neerja.singh@gla.ac.in
neesha.gupta@gla.ac.in
neetu.agrawal@gla.ac.in
neetu@indiatradingsrl.com
neetuagrawal.ec@gla.ac.in
neftegaz@expocentr.ru
neftegazagent@mail.ru
neftegazconsultant@mail.ru
neftegazhim@mail.ru
negocios@opeco.com.br
neha.gupta@prestigegwl.org
neha.mudgal@prestigegwl.org
neha.singh@prestigegwl.org
neha@fenzaexhibitions.com
neha@nehahk.com
nehahenna@amritkosh.com
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nehal@altlegal.com
neil.clarke@ha-mideast.com
neil.mcintosh@wsj.com
neil.stevens@stairways.co.uk
neil@rockfieldme.co.uk
neil@skylinefreight.ae
neilt@justdrinkingwater.com
neixiao@eae-ae.com
nejude@aucegypt.edu
nekrasovamarina50@mail.ru
nelikvid-torg@bk.ru
nell@meimeihouseware.com
nell_triplett@blm.gov
nelson@kron.com.br
nelson@mayarthk.com
nelson@solander.com
nemad_co@yahoo.ci
nemedizs@pr.hu
nemeth@btn.hu
nemrkanafani@nbk.com
nensa@zeec.biz
neocao@nfcauto.com
neohimtrader@mail.ru
neomoments@126.com
neon_rostov@list.ru
neonatalforum@126.com
neptune-mecanique@lagoon.nc
neren@list.ru
nerrisayxp@exufeng.com
nesersa@nesersa.com
nesetril@kam.mff.cuni.cz
neshat.anjum@gla.ac.in
nesterenko@expocentr.ru
net@163.com
net@narang.com
netherlands@bicon.com
netservice@ustc.edu.cn
neu-ulm@hammer.de
neveen.elguindy@konzept-egypt.com
neveen@spfrealty.com
neven@mrgan.com
nevenka.ristic@portsevolution.com
neville@turelgroup.com
nevis2046@163.com
newabel@newabel.com
newaccounts@diamondcomics.com
newagchina@126.com
newanlun@126.com
newapon@newapon.com
newasiaman@163.com
newberg.cindy@epa.gov
newcanghai@126.com
newdelhi@jsalaw.com
newerabiz@seznam.cz
newg_hrd1@163.com
newhs@tgsvc.co.kr
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newisepower@163.com
newline@sentoo.sn
newmagnet@china.com
newmembers@mclubspaandfitness.com
newport@leisurelakesbikes.com
newpower21@tpage.com
news@bolivarmonews.com
news@buffaloreflex.com
news@chattanoogan.com
news@emporianews.com
news@harrisondaily.com
news@heraldobserver.com
news@logisticsnews.com
news@republicmonews.com
news@researchresearch.com
news@stimes.cn
news@voiceofthevalley.com
news@woodbinetwiner.com
newscan@newscan.tw
newscenter@wxjt.com.cn
newseditors@wsj.com
newsletter@smartpassiveincome.com
newsroom@yumasun.com
newyork@ice.it
newyork@labbrand.com
newyork@relx.com
newyorkoffice@trendwatching.com
nexcowak@rose.ocn.ne.jp
neyaz@noblefreightdxb.com
nfo@coaxvalves.com
nfo@yandex.ru
nfvictor@126.com
ng@163.com
nghia.nt@savevietnam.com.vn
ngitsen@pd.jaring.my
ngq@cnhtc.cc
ngridella@trevispa.com
nguyentu@tigihaircare.com.vn
nhickin@agrin.co.uk
nhlk@bjnhlk.com
nhpark@kwater.or.kr
nhyvernat@corp.free.fr
nia.evans@comvita.com
nianfengco@163.com
nibaoer@126.com
nibedita.ccu@fmgloballogistics.com
nic@bznews.org
niccolo.guicciardini@unibg.it
nice2005629@126.com
nicechina03@vip.163.com
nicepack@3630.cn
nicholas.hull@99bikes.com.au
nicholas20_0@163.com
nicholas@amstur.com
nicholas@noboltrading.com
nichole@patsacres.com
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nick.ronald@grandillusions.co.uk
nick@ccsltd.uk.com
nick@prideandjoy.org
nick@ramnode.com
nicky@cubicuk.com
nico.hu@163.com
nico.mediani@caseitaliane.lv
nico@nicoex.com
nicola@coastal.co.tz
nicola@potwells.co.uk
nicolas.farman@labbrand.com
nicole.blazer@enginepower.com
nicole@divadubai.com
nicole@localcounselcollective.com
nicsales0915@mail.taya.com.tw
nid@elkthelabel.com
nidhi@idcubesystems.com
nidhin@starchemfze.com
niedacheng@sina.com.cn
niels@elema.no
nigel.roberts@g4s.com
nigel@aquafresh.co.nz
nigel@midlandstairsandjoinery.co.uk
nigeria@bicon.com
night_dark_light@163.com
niharsanghai@rjknitwears.com
nikeeta.kaspale@wadiaghandy.com
nikhil.govil@gla.ac.in
nikhil.sharma@lnmiit.ac.in
nikhil@starchemfze.com
niki@xmchuming.com
nikolaos@chromium.org
nikolay.shterev@rbinternational.com
nikolay.shterev@rzb.at
nikolayku@tut.by
niksaev@tppkuban.ru
nilda.santos@br.enersys.com
nilee@mos.com.np
nilesh.thanki@orientexchange.com
nilesh@kkc.in
nilesh@muljidevshi.com
nilesh@starchemfze.com
nim@expocentr.ru
nimai@tirupatikenya.com
nimish.vakil@tyabjidayabhai.com
nina.masson@shecco.com
ninad.v2019@iimbg.ac.in
ninfo@mm-forgings.com
ninfo@monchieri.it
ning@procom-mart.com
ningbo@51job.com
ningxin@cnpwt.com
ninokay@163.com
nipat.limpongsawad@neounicap.com
nirbhay.mishra@gla.ac.in
nirmal.sivaraman@lnmiit.ac.in
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nirmala.s@suctiva.com
nirmalanair@finestardiamonds.com
nirmalya.b2018@iimbg.ac.in
nirvana@china.com.cn
nisar@nigulf.com
nisha.godani@gla.ac.in
nisha@nii.ac.in
nishant.singh@gla.ac.in
nishchaymiterr@emdet.com
nishi.sharma@prestigegwl.org
nishigandha@thewoodportal.com
nisigandha@iimcal.ac.in
nism@nism.gov.kg
nison@gptindustries.com
nist@nist.ac.th
nitco@nitcotiles.com
nitesh.bhardwaj@gla.ac.in
nitesh.sharma@gla.ac.in
nithin@pristineorganics.com
nitin.bhatnagar@gla.ac.in
nitin.gupta@chemtrols.com
nitin.kukreja@gla.ac.in
nitin.sahni@gla.ac.in
nitin.tyagi@gla.ac.in
nitin.wahi@gla.ac.in
nitin@jsalaw.com
niting@gold-roo.com
nitto-008@163.com
niulun@126.com
niuning999@163.com
niweibin@aemctools.com
nj.sales@mcmaster.com
nj999qth@163.com
njdh@njdh.com.cn
njfy9918@163.com
njhjjx@sina.com
njjbh2009@126.com
njkmdgs@sina.com
njkmdjc@sina.com
njlm@njlmc.com
njn@harvest.com.cn
njshiling@163.com
njwxcnc@163.com
njxr2002@163.com
njydkl@126.com
njzcxs@126.com
nkalasadams@stratusconsulting.com
nkappa@DNCinternational.gr
nkay@karmaagency.com
nkay@karmaverse.com
nkbhardwaj@rkdewanmail.com
nkhp@mail.ru
nl.receptiondesk@indesit.com
nl@lgcstandards.com
nlage@bunkerfoodscorp.com
nlage@bunkersp.com
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nlamaita@Motociclo.com.uy
nlg1@list.ru
nmali@alldayuae.com
nmcarules@promediapub.com
nmcst2000@sifi.com
nmedina@musicco-colombia.com
nmfreight@neso.co.tz
nmgxiuquan@126.com
nmkorea@daum.net
nmmsskdkal@bsnl.in
nmortenson@fs.fed.us
nmoussa@hct.ac.ae
nmtc0420@nmtc.co.kr
nmundo@trevispa.com
nnjksp@163.com
nnr@bashles.ru
nnzhaoguan@163.com
noble@nobletyre.com
noblead@mail.online.sh.cn
noblemarketing@noblecorp.com
noblesse99@daum.net
noc.afg@olympic.af
noc@carohosting.com
noc@digitalocean.com
noc@nationalnet.com
noc@ofidc.com
noc@queryfoundry.com
noc@smtp.com
nodier@emag.com
noe.a@aspacphils.com.ph
noemail@noemail.com
noida@interfotoindia.com
nokia@163.com
nokiahouse10@yandex.com
nokiahouse3@yandex.com
noksale08@sungomotor.com
nolen@legalanswerbooks.com
noli.nicanor@eccp.com
nomad0705@163.com
noman@rufiproperties.com
nomecasella@arubapec.it
nongnuch@entech.co.th
nonprofit@eventbrite.com
nonprofit@eventbrite.nl
noppadol@ozonediw.org
noproblem@eurocredit.it
nora@stamfordtyres.com
norbert@m-advocates.com
nordecon@nordecon.com
nordenbul@einet.bg
nordic.romania@yahoo.ro
nordic@zeropiu.com
norm.navarro@dx1app.com
norpromotionandpartners@mail.ru
norust@couplertec.com.au
noschina@126.com
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notan.kumar@gla.ac.in
notifications@github.com
notify@name.com
notorparts@china.com
nottingham@leisurelakesbikes.com
noushadali@hafilat.ae
nova_cn@163.com
novako.eu@seznam.cz
novax@novax.com.br
novex@novitane.com
novo-systems@tech-masters.eu
novo-tech@tech-masters.eu
novsid1@astelit.ru
nowytech@tech-masters.eu
nphmqp@163.com
npht@npht.com.cn
npk.rost@mail.ru
nppelkom@yandex.ru
nqkyyj@nqkoilseal.com
nre@idsc.net.eg
nrf@vip.163.com
nrh2003@163.com
nrisales@mahindralifespaces.com
nrogers@agriprocity.com
nrx@women-heart.com
ns.enerbo@gbs.cd
nsantarelli@zonafrancasantander.com
nside.misys@misys.com
nspano@empireplanning.com
nstremmel@acousticalsociety.org
ntctatneft@bk.ru
ntf@chinantf.com
ntgsjd@163.com
ntjld@vip.163.com
ntornow@emag.com
ntpp@bk.ru
nts@citech.net
ntwg@sina.com
nu@tds-sofi.spb.ru
nuan@pvpvacuum.com
nufarindo@nufarindo.com
nugtrade@mail.nbptt.zj.cn
numbersguy@wsj.com
numega.nz@bdpint.com
numelab@numelab.com
nuochampion@126.com
nupadhyay@lnmiit.ac.in
nupur.prakash@gla.ac.in
nur@spicemecca.co.za
nurseoncall@aimatmelanoma.org
nutork@nutork.com
nutra@fujichemical.co.jp
nvalero@casabat.com
nvr@qnap.com
nwh@unitedfisheries.co.nz
nwrc@nwrcegypt.org
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nxc@dhchain.com
ny@china-ny.com
nyang@emag-china.com
nyc@us.klinelogistics.com
nyi.nyi.aung@mglexpress.com
nyna@dsskorea.co.kr
nyoder@lbpcp.com
nyue@trio-food.cn
nz100accounts@nz100.com.cn
nz@apbee.com
nzca.secretary@curling.org.nz
nzcathy@126.com
nzj@zjjl.com
nzrichbay@126.com
nzy500@126.com
o-sung@vnn.com
o.joreau@cavac.fr
o.kuzmina@expo.sofit.ru
o.mantilla@coopergeneral.com
o.meles@bluart.com.tr
o.palenova@sfera.fm
o668@163.com
o@126.com
o@163.com
oaev@mail.ru
oag@interocean.in
oaitabdellah@marine-maroc.co.ma
oakuznecova@gov-murman.ru
oalvarez@minrel.gov.cl
oana@hempflax.com
oasispark@aliyun.com
oaxacawoolman@prodigy.net.mx
ob.blr@thanal.co.in
obchod.praha@italinox.cz
obchod@audiomaster.cz
obd7@nssjpn.co.jp
obellwawa@sina.com
oberley.gregory@epa.gov
obert@karma-indonesia.com
objednavky@curaprox.cz
obladm@permkrai.ru
oboso@oboso.org
obukhtijarov@mail.ru
ocade@etb.net.co
ocean@cnzhanyun.com
oceanbicycle@oceanbicycle.com.cn
oceanbicycle@vip.163.com
oceaniccars@oceanicseychelles.com
ocenka@totpp.ru
ocherkas@usaid.gov
ocotillo@prodigy.net.mx
ocrow@simplexity.net
oddivarpaulsen@ci2000.no
odette.briggs@iqpc.co.za
odian1@163.com
odieret@163.com
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odl@shdelang.com
odontosalud@odontosalud.com
odus.wittenburg@rackspace.com
odv_lcm_italia@pec.it
odylongkart@odylongkart.cn
odysale2@odyking.com
odysseybattery@enersys.com
oem@chaodun.com
oemmaggie@autospringcome.com
oemol@oemol.com
ofelia@umt.com.kw
ofern@one1.co.il
office.at@autogrill.net
office.at@generali.com
office.ductil@airliquide.com
office.ee@mail.ru
office.india@ecocert.in
office.koper@tos-ship.com
office.leo@haas.com
office.thailand@unido.org
office12@buraniinterfood.com
office3@jhparts.com
office@aba.gv.at
office@aesa-ae.com.cn
office@agrocesla.com
office@akkubox.at
office@alarabiaco.com
office@algouri.com
office@ameyaworldschool.in
office@andra.com.pl
office@arlgroup.pl
office@astarta.ua
office@baikalinc.ru
office@becoitalia.it
office@bertsch-laska.ru
office@bgsolarpanels.com
office@binjiang.com.cn
office@blackfish-bridge.com
office@brenntag.at
office@bubinga.co.uk
office@buildcom-bg.com
office@castironcoding.com
office@castlecopy.com
office@cec.ro
office@ceronav.ro
office@china-lianxing.com
office@chinaadvance.com
office@christine-lanz.com
office@city.niihama.ehime.jp
office@coolbiketeam.ro
office@crane-bel.com
office@csgoldway.com
office@curling.rs
office@cvc.org.cn
office@db-hh.de
office@deep-nature.at
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office@detc.dn.ua
office@dg-radiator.com
office@dlcmt.com.cn
office@do-win.com
office@donau-chemie.com
office@e-imports.com.ua
office@energbank.com
office@energoin.ru
office@energostandart.ru
office@enjoybijouxdubai.com
office@es-trading.ru
office@euroexpo-vienna.com
office@extremeriders.ro
office@f64studio.ro
office@farexpo.ru
office@fdkart.com
office@finco.bg
office@firme.info
office@folkdubai.com
office@francotyp.at
office@fudeks.rs
office@gdstour.com
office@german-mechatronic.com
office@gold-net.com.cn
office@grodno-khim.by
office@gruenerchemie.at
office@gtcablemachine.com
office@gwcosmetics.at
office@gwcosmetics.de
office@habau.at
office@haritexports.in
office@harveast.com
office@hennig-belts.at
office@heri-sh.com
office@hides-skins.com
office@hitpark.ro
office@hokkaido-hemp.net
office@hqgg.com.cn
office@huncurling.hu
office@ic-group.org
office@imr-fabrikautomation.com
office@incipe.com
office@indialawoffices.com
office@injia.com
office@instyle.kg
office@isu.bg
office@itn.rs
office@iultcs.org
office@janker.at
office@jingxin.com.cn
office@jsmone.com
office@kedarmetals.com
office@kinekspert.com.pl
office@kmstc.org
office@koll.co.at
office@kstbrakehose.com
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office@kvant.ua
office@kws.kz
office@labconsult.bg
office@laborexromania.ro
office@leo-pharma.ro
office@leonardo.sns.hu
office@leonhardapotheke-tamsweg.at
office@leroylaw.ro
office@lootahbcgas.com
office@makeencontracting.com
office@mancas.ro
office@maritime-connector.com
office@marketpublishers.com
office@maxsystems.az
office@medihemp.at
office@metaflake.com
office@mgcvschool.ac.in
office@minpromchr.ru
office@mk-t.com.cn
office@mmispices.com
office@nmcromania.ro
office@ocie.cn
office@oti.az
office@paul-lange.sk
office@peteln-jerney.com
office@piraeusbank.ro
office@poly-pack.com.ru
office@polygrand.cn
office@raiffeisen-leasing.md
office@rer.lv
office@rewe-group.at
office@richmondhides.com
office@risco.ro
office@romsym.ro
office@safaabmt.ae
office@sapem.ru
office@schuetzenbund.at
office@servicegroup.ge
office@shdongchang.com
office@shootingaustralia.org
office@shunfeng-china.com
office@sinoexpo.cc
office@siro.at
office@sitotehnika.rs
office@sltc.org
office@sourcenonwoven.com
office@sportnahrung.at
office@stjames.it
office@sumangal.com
office@sunrajindustries.net
office@survival-systems.com
office@syfuda.com
office@synergydesignandcontrol.co.uk
office@technokom.ru
office@tehelectro-sv.com
office@testcontrol.ro
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office@tipteh.rs
office@tpprb.ru
office@tpprf-mt.eu
office@tranzalpinehoney.co.nz
office@tttech.jp
office@unitek.at
office@veletabak.rs
office@vicor.rs
office@wadsworthheap.co.nz
office@west-l.com
office@whitecitysoft.com
office@whtonhe.com
office@woegerer.at
office@wollsdorf.com
office@woodlandsstud.co.nz
office@yeeyeetun.com
office@yuhongip.com
office_hk@pearlriver1.com
officezxy@163.com
offshore@blackpool.ac.uk
oficinas@danilza.com.pe
ofmart@126.com
ofsetprint@expocentr.ru
og@ohl-gutermuth.de
ogp@columbia.edu
ogra@ubuntu.com
ohara@isp21.co.jp
ohcc@163.com
oic@gliet.edu.cn
oicswfc@swfc.edu.cn
oie@nuist.edu.cn
oie@nwsuaf.edu.cn
oig_hotline@epa.gov
oigfrs1@blumail.org
oilandgaztreyd@mail.ru
oilenergy1@ya.ru
oilseeds@hau.ernet.in
oip@sias.net.cn
okada@aps-net.co.jp
okada@finetech.co.jp
okatetsu@antom.co.jp
oksanaeser@sisemazamkov.com
oktal-pharma@oktal-pharma.hr
ola@parra.catholic.edu.au
olav@correctmaskin.no
olcinagroup@olcinagroup.com
oldcars@krause.com
oleg12668@mail.ru
olereste@lscs.gp
olga.obelova@elecom-group.ru
olga_starikova@inbox.ru
oli.reichl@hamburgsud.com
oliver.christen@camptocamp.com
oliver.li@cn.inoex.de
oliver.strauss@imagine.de
oliver@codeinline.com
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olivia@oranawildlifepark.co.nz
olivier.legrand@wsj.com
olivier.nicolai@morganstanley.com
olivieri@ocmcostruzioni.it
olnovikov@mail.ru
olorkellyville@parra.catholic.edu.au
olt@wzparts.com
oly@abclegal.com
olysonsports@163.com
oman1@oceanrubber.com
oman3@oceanrubber.com
omba@omba.biz
omi@oharamachinery.com
omid@gulfcolour.com
omnitex@tpage.com
omosa@kfu.edu.sa
omparkash@nii.ac.in
omprakash.agrawal@gla.ac.in
omprakash.jaga@gla.ac.in
omsk-soex@mail.ru
omtpp@omsknet.ru
omuta@mgc.co.jp
omyoo2008@126.com
onecncom@163.com
onecofo@hanmail.net
onetiger8@163.com
online@CreditCards.com
online@EdisonNation.com
online@ExTravelMoney.com
online@hughesequipment.com
online@misartrading.com
online@techniline.org
onlinegrainger@khusheim.com
onlinejournal@wsj.com
onlinenic-enduser@onlinenic.com
onlinesupport@ieee.org
onlyqp@126.com
onlytablewaresh@163.com
onlyzai@zacksmail.com
onopko@kaliningrad-cci.ru
onpin@onpin.com.tw
onway@hfnikko.com
opensanit@opensanit.com
operaciones@righttrack.com.ec
operations@bghose.com
operations@dadabhaitravel.ae
operations@dggf.com
operations@mapsofindia.com
operations@mariland.net
operations@pgshipping.it
operator@pretoria.mfa.gov.il
opercmd@egyptair.com
operepubbliche@comune.preci.pg.it
operepubbliche@comune.sellano.pg.it
operf@egyptair.com
ophte@ophtebelt.com
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opito@morspas.com
opportunities@alm.com
opportunities@rocketmatter.com
ops@amazingtanzania.com
ops@rsglab.com
opsuae@vms-world.com
optimed@optimed.by
oquintero@minambiente.gov.co
or@Mayoral.com
or@velosite.ru
oraclexports@oraclexports.com
orange@orange.md
order.processing@labtechsrl.com
order01@radioparts.co.jp
order2@altech-ads.com
order@Mabrook.ae
order@abiti.ae
order@china-fabrics.net
order@concordec.com
order@cwswheel.com
order@italasiagroup.com
order@kiko-us.zendesk.com
orders@caratrade.com
orders@edqm.eu
orders@eventbrite.com
orders@extrauk.co.uk
orders@forthtay.com
orders@justtrade.co.uk
orders@orangeplanet.nl
orders@organicmandya.com
orders@probikesupply.com
orders@pulsin.co.uk
orders@srsuntour.com.tw
ordersbv@balseal.nl
ordersuk@biohorizons.com
ordini@accline.it
ordini@bicon.com
orel@global-carbon.com
org.ttpp@mail.ru
org@atpp.biz
org@mail.ru
org@tpprt.ru
org@tppsochi.ru
organic@mrtorganic.com
oriana.cardinali@pcsgroup.solutions
orice@orice.com
orjan.hulshof@deruiter.com
orlov@expocentr.ru
orlova@italcolor.ru
orlovary@seznam.cz
orqotdelvtpp@mail.ru
orubio@ferreyros.com.pe
os.beijing@51job.com
os.changchun@51job.com
os.changsha@51job.com
os.chengdu@51job.com
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os.chongqing@51job.com
os.dalian@51job.com
os.dongguan@51job.com
os.fuzhou@51job.com
os.guangzhou@51job.com
os.haerbin@51job.com
os.hangzhou@51job.com
os.jinan@51job.com
os.kunming@51job.com
os.nanjing@51job.com
os.ningbo@51job.com
os.qingdao@51job.com
os.shanghai@51job.com
os.shenyang@51job.com
os.shenzhen@51job.com
os.tianjin@51job.com
os.wuhan@51job.com
os.xian@51job.com
os.zhengzhou@51job.com
osa-operation@hanjin.com
osac1@prodigy.net.mx
osaka@maneuverline.co.jp
osamu@colorstown.biz
osc@okashinseikan.com
oscar308@163.com
osipova@expoconsta.ru
oskarbebe@t-home.mk
osman.kaftanoglu@asu.edu
osmany.pereira@brsmeas.org
osna@osvat.com.cn
osrtpp@mail.ru
ostpp@mostpp.ru
osvaldo@compotech.eu
other@ijs.si
oticon@mail.ru
otilia.hoblea@omnivet.ro
otley@chevincycles.com
otpp@mail.ru
otsenka@dztpp.ru
otsenkavtpp@mail.ru
otto@ottodestruct.com
oubang@wzhq.com
ouhon@ouhon.com
ounai@ounai.com
ounaite@163.com
ouran-@163.com
ousama.abukhader@schaeffler.com
oushuai@oushuai.com
ouskov2000@mail.ru
outaiweiye@163.com
outipro@outipro.ma
ouxingbp@126.com
ouzegongmao@163.com
ovcharova@expocentr.ru
oversea@piaggio.com.cn
oversea@shtcm.com
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overseas.10@kam-le.com
overseas@cup.edu.cn
overseas@goodsmile.jp
overseas@qzmachine.com
ovs@expocentr.ru
owais.khan@wartsila.com
owen.cox@epa.govt.nz
owen@kingfoods.com.cn
owner@bugs.debian.org
oxford.inc@oxfordlasers.com
oxhgcyn@163.com
oxicortes@epm.net.co
oyi@efo.ru
oyn668@163.com
ozderi@ozderi.com
ozgu@simula.no
ozgun@fameotomotiv.com
ozlem.kalmaz@izmirfair.com.tr
ozoff@magicnet.mn
ozone@afribonemali.net
ozoneoffice@fpt.vn
ozx@ydth.com
p.bachan@gla.ac.in
p.corneloup@agrialianta.com
p.huber@rai.nl
p.kubiak@qubacafe.pl
p.melichar@orangemail.sk
p.petrov@boyanov.com
p.sharma@viraj.com
p.siorentas@datamech.gr
p.vakis@csmcy.com
p.veys@olijrozen.nl
p.yinet@leman-industrie.com
p.zhou@leman-industrie.com
p12poojas@iimahd.ernet.in
p2001@mail.ru
p3.automobiles@libertysurf.fr
pa@ushdev.com
pablo.brusa@tecnoimagen.com.ar
pablo.pazos@aldenor.com.uy
pablo@moustard.co.uk
pablo@prototype.com
pablo_bardelli@wstandard.com
pac@gadelius.com
pacific@pakistans.com
pack.dept@arcoma.com
padamission@copack.com
padiad@163.com
padmanabh@lnmiit.ac.in
padraic@soolnua.com
page1_cwtc@pageonegroup.com
pagliara@pagliara.it
pagnoni@pagnoniimpianti.it
pahmad@lnmiit.ac.in
pai@kolsitegroup.com
pakawa@ppbk.co.th
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pal@bol-online.com
palak.makhija@gla.ac.in
palash.jain@gla.ac.in
palata555@mail.ru
palata91@mail.ru
palata@tppkomi.ru
paleja@metcoexport.com
palgrave@macmillan.com.au
pallab@scclbd.com
pallavi-cobsmb@pau.edu
pallavi.ibm@gla.ac.in
palmary@grinding.com.tw
pambos@papaetis.com
pamela.virgili@comune.santanatoliadinarco.pg.it
pan@china-sinoway.com
panbaiyou@126.com
panbochen@cmu.edu.cn
pancheva@expocentr.ru
panda@delexpo.com.ua
panda@oakland.edu
panda_252@163.com
panda_hu001@vip.163.com
pandi.colombia@metrotel.net.co
pandi.sousse@planet.tn
pandi@pandi.com.ar
pandi@ro.normandyclaims.fr
pandi@stier.es
pandiser@grupodelmex.com
panels@walkers.on.ca
paneltim@paneltim.com
pang0331@126.com
pangyaqin@163.com
pankaj.garg@gla.ac.in
pankaj.sharma@gla.ac.in
pankaj.singh@gla.ac.in
pankaj.sonia@gla.ac.in
pankaj@icai.org
pankaj@itcigroup.com
pankajsharma.cea@gla.ac.in
pantone-seka@163.com
panyanyi@163.com
panyun@saintycorp.com
panzy_319@163.com
paola.barbosa@fortunegrowers.com
paola.bollani@dbschenker.com
paolo.angelini@in-fieri.it
paolo.formaro@servit.co.mz
paolo.miotti@bigondry.com
paolo.porcelli@cmcra.com
paolo@elmiconstruction.com
paoloboye@sahyogexports.com
papiwade@orange.sn
paradia@126.com
paradisotravel@evolutiontravel.it
parag@hitechindia.net
parag@letstango.com
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paresh.chandra@gla.ac.in
paresh@jasma.com
parexi@paradise.net.nz
parimal@ghoshgroups.com
parimal@globemetalsuae.com
paris@labbrand.com
parkashnaresh@parkashgroup.com
parker@188.com
parkerstore@petrotech.ae
parklon@126.com
parminder@comparemails.com
parnad@parnad.si
parnel@vip.163.com
parr@parrinst.com
part@prompages.ru
parth.m2019@iimbg.ac.in
partha@pdatradefairs.com
partner@complianceonline.com
partner@tipp-partner.ee
partnerprogram@medium.com
partners@billtrust.com
partners@wnfest.ru
partnership@cnuk.cm
partnersng@konbini.com
parts@amusementproducts.com
parts@m-k.com
parts@oharamachinery.com
parts@westsalem.com
partspro@yeah.net
partssales@srgspares.com
parul.sisodiya@prestigegwl.org
pasamenzi@sina.com
pascal.riondy@ipsen.de
pascolini@renco.it
pasdaran@iranfitnessgroup.ir
pasen88@163.com
pasha@veloplaneta.com.ua
pasko@chromium.org
pasneenterprises@airtelmail.in
pass@expocentr.ru
pass@pass.ac.tz
passco@prtc.net
pastore@scalabros.it
pat.lally@alomartransport.com
patchwork-incoming-dt@bilbo.ozlabs.org
patel.raja2@yandex.com
patent@tppkuban.ru
patent@vologdatpp.ru
pathshala@shemrock.com
patri@nitw.ac.in
patricia.aikins@bollore.com
patricio.soto@piedra-molino.cl
patrick.christianto@kjlplastic.com
patrick.karam@socarsas.com
patrick@9squares.com
patrick@ajergoc.com
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patrick@jdoasis.com
patrick@lagunabeachcyclery.com
patrick@oceanic-global.com
patrick@silhouettes.cc
patrick@smaeuropa.org
patrick@uniteddairycorp.co.nz
patrick@vwtonline.com
patrick@wingo.net
patrick@ymlp.com
patricklee@leeport.com.sg
patrik@frontflip.se
patrik@pkfineimports.com
patrizia.carnesecca@comune.todi.pg.it
pau@libre-immo.com
paul.adler@randcommercial.com
paul.downs@primapower.com
paul.forsyth@forsythpartners.com
paul.hagot@getco.fr
paul.kass@kass.lu
paul.kurian@alabbas.com
paul.robinson@broady.co.uk
paul.s@queryfoundry.com
paul.topham@tradefreight.co.uk
paul@armourtires.com
paul@elixinol.com
paul@fitzcycles.ie
paul@hempfoods.com.au
paul@lansinoh.co.uk
paul@missionagency.co.uk
paul@pauljohnston.co.nz
paul@paulsboutique.nl
paul@westcoastoffroad.co.uk
paula.gil@gilmedica.com
paula.homm@cycleurope.fi
paulami@hope-foundation.in
paulamunoz@igacargo.pt
pauld@procomtt.com
pauliene@poovayya.net
pauline.debatty@generali.be
pauline@allopneus.com
pauline@chinaforpet.com
pauline_mill@163.com
pauljjang1@hanmail.net
paulo@asteclogistics.net
paulpearson@uklf.org
paulvermeulen22@sea-contractors.com
paulvermeulen@sea-contractors.com
paulwurth@paulwurth.com
pavan.verma@gla.ac.in
pavan_agarwal@capricornlogistics.com
pavelsid@mail.ru
pawan.agrawal@gla.ac.in
pawankumar.verma@gla.ac.in
pawel.pilatkpwski@intesasanpaolo.com
pawinpaw@pawinpawkr.com
paxton1@apple.com
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pazarlama@alkoraluminyum.com.tr
pbad@sbg.ae
pbasham@btoperating.com
pbi@kolsitegroup.com
pbl@brunner-group.com
pblicmr@sancharnet.in
pblouin@worldsat.fr
pbottero@tensile.com.au
pbskes@hanmail.net
pbv@ruzatpp.ru
pc@autogem.co.uk
pc@japjiparts.com
pcampbell@raymourflanigan.com
pcarrasco@ufm.edu
pcc@pcc.com.hk
pcci@newmail.ru
pcg@philcongenshanghai.org
pchellingworth@workanyware.co.uk
pcikds8348@tgsvc.co.kr
pcimonitor@pcissc.org
pcpoint@tpage.com
pcq210@126.com
pcreasy@u.washington.edu
pcs-kogyohaku@jetro.go.jp
pcs@jetro.go.jp
pct@phucuongthinh.com.vn
pcwsales@pcwfrance.com
pd@health-link.cn
pd@qunfeng.com
pdaniels@coguma.com
pdb@yongda.net.cn
pddxb@kanoo.ae
pdippel@islandtechservices.com
pdk0301@163.com
pdundon@epsilon.com
pdv@pierodellavalentina.com
peace-rohs@dehong-hz.com
peace114@hanmail.net
peakwang@goodmartcn.com
peanuts62@sina.com
pearcec@commnav.com
pearl@fullruntyre.com
pearlyn.chin@handel-linc.com
pearmain@zjpe.net
pedidos@tft-complementos.com
pedidos@totimport.com
pedun@sina.com
peering@hetzner.de
peet@cmmenergy.com
peeyarexpo@zyberway.com
peggers@emag.com
peggi@interair.com.tw
peggion@vetrotecnica.it
peggy.yao@ldmhgp.com
peggyhsieh@shawhan.com.tw
peidu@cqpeidu.com
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peifengcong@tongdacompany.com
peik@worldofpolymers.com
peivermx@prodigy.net.mx
pelias@dental-biz.com
peng.wang@weipeng.cc
peng@shtoys.com
pengchengda@sohu.com
pengfuming@sina.com
pengjun@whchem.com
pennyxuepl@163.com
pental@vip.163.com
pentaplast-info@rozvetrov.ru
pentcroft@mail.ru
penzcci@tpppnz.ru
penzmash@yandex.ru
pepis@googlegroups.com
per.andersson@frick.se
perenber@qbp.com
perevod@ntpp.biz
perevod@totpp.ru
perez@perezhilton.com
perezju@chromium.org
performance@perfect.com
perie@osca.com
perkinsengines@kanoo.ae
perkinson.russ@epa.gov
permanent_2009@mail.ru
permeshwarimages@permeshwarimages.com
permissions@who.int
permtpp@permtpp.ru
perry.chen@sigmatekcorp.com
perryliao@safine.cn
perseni@163.com
person@163.com
personale@ss.camcom.it
peru@bicon.com
peruza@peruza.lv
pesisrl@pec.it
pesubramany@multitradelinks.com
pesubramany@multitradelinks.net
peta2@peta2.com
pete.m@thefirearmblog.com
pete.stonge@utoronto.ca
pete@beefnw.com
pete@firecite.com
pete@hsuginseng.com
peter.aubin@gptindustries.com
peter.bazil@rbinternational.com
peter.bazil@rzb.at
peter.broinger@rbinternational.com
peter.chappell@combinedenergy.co.uk
peter.gintautas@state.co.us
peter.rauh@din.de
peter.suryawanshi@mann-hummel.com
peter.v@openocean.co.nz
peter.zuest@amsler.ch
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peter@backstagecargo.com
peter@bestsource.cn
peter@cantrack.com
peter@everglowyachts.com
peter@fastnetfish.com
peter@ls-pet.com
peter@quois-cn.com
peter@ragecycles.com
peter@raison.com.tw
peter@wammco.com.au
peter@zyelectric.com.cn
peterborg@bortexgroup.com
petercycles@foxmail.com
petergallagher@maketecheasier.com
peterjinsaike@163.com
petfoods@online.no
pethz@163.com
petidom@lagoon.nc
petlitskaya@expocentr.ru
petr.hemza@dpb.cz
petra.bischoff@din.de
petra.halesova@ton.cz
petrcermak@chromium.org
petrenko@kaliningrad-cci.ru
petri.koiviso@lastentarvike.fi
petroen@firstcommerce.net
petrone@petrone.it
petty@leacree.com
petunina@expocentr.ru
petware@petware.co.nz
peugeotscooterscn@jnqqpm.com
pfava@chemimartgroup.com
pfreitas@cdnova.com
pfrink@blade-energy.com
pfsqg@163.com
pft@myanmar.com.mm
pfuglevand@dofnw.com
pfyakzmic@viagragenericzz.com
pgadmissions@lnmiit.ac.in
pgc@megabras.com
pgc@megabras.com.ar
pghoshal@lnmiit.ac.in
pgl@yoyo.org
pgm@nbhy.com
pgov@gov-murman.ru
pguerman@intels.ru
ph@centurian.net
phantuanbm@fpt.vn
pharm@agrotree.com
pharma@chemprogroup.net
pharma@fujichemical.co.jp
pharma@indogulfgroup.com
pharma@vjsalomone.com
pharmaxyn@126.com
pheng@strenbike.com
phengyaping@163.com
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phenry@u.washington.edu
phfengsu@163.com
phico@hako.co.kr
phico@phico.co.kr
phico@phicojo.com
phil.cranswick@nzwta.co.nz
phil@atlanticfreight.co.uk
phil@envisageoptical.com
phil@getwin.com.tw
phil@prevention1st.co.uk
phil@teuwen.org
phil@weft.co.nz
philip.lowe@sol.doi.gov
philip@biftco.com
philip@foolip.org
philipduckworth@forza-doors.com
philiplee@taishansports.com
phillip@discgolfwholesale.com
phillips.anna@epa.gov
philomena.joseph@brsmeas.org
phiona@jyshunfeng.com
phoenix.chang@icatchinc.com
phoenixwu@163.com
phoffice@twma.co.uk
phooykaas@micromine.com.au
phopper@opensystemsmedia.com
photoexpert@aliyun.com
photos@zagat.com
php@boadway.ca
php@cscott.net
php@hatzidakis.org
php@insypro.com
php@ipdgroup.com
php@mike2k.com
php@thats-too-much.info
phreggio@uncg.edu
phsales@trendmicro.com
phuketcharter@simpsonmarine.com
phyllis@attorneysfirst.com
phytobrenne@phytobrenne.com
piano@sk-toys.com
piaosayangguang@163.com
picano@olivetex.com
pichai.angsoontornsarid@neounicap.com
pidazhan@126.com
pigment@chinadyespigment.com
pike@kw.nl
pilar.delcampo@garnicaplywood.com
pillai@petrocontrols.ae
pinak.bhattacharya@gla.ac.in
pinar@ustunsoz.com
pines@intercable.net.co
ping@coseng.com.cn
ping@lohoowood.com
pini@messer1.co.il
pinkston@ucmo.edu
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pinsin-auto@163.com
pintsch-bubenzer@eurodrives.ch
pioneer@intersys.gr
pioneer@neda.net
pioneer@xfmotor.com.cn
pipe@leesupply.com
pirna@fepz.de
pirzada@bakjam.com
pisahk@permasteelisagroup.com
piskareva@expocentr.ru
pistol-7@hanmail.net
pivotrq@vip.163.com
piyush.khandelwal@gla.ac.in
piyush.singhal@gla.ac.in
piyush.vashistha@gla.ac.in
piyush@gnhindia.com
pizziolo@emimoda.it
pjb9730@126.com
pjczyzewski@valvoline.com
pjenning@wellesley.edu
pjh@komma.org
pjinku@joins.com
pjmaloney@coburns.com
pjouanin@cpsarl.fr
pjwyj117@aliyun.com
pjzywxl@163.com
pk@ametapro.ru
pkd@lnjbhilwara.com
pkjha@lnmiit.ac.in
pks@nii.ac.in
pksharma@lnmiit.ac.in
pkumar@nii.ac.in
pkurian@cusat.ac.in
pkvada@sanchernet.in
pkwleah@163.com
pl.info@primapower.com
pl@lgcgroup.com
pl@lgcstandards.com
pl@plsa.com.ar
placed@gemplers.com
placement@iimbg.ac.in
planetarium@espace-sciences.org
planetarium@lwl.org
planetarium@ville-dijon.fr
planetarium@zeiss.de
plantrich@plantrich.com
plastic.systems@free.fr
plastic@sintex.co.in
play@cairotoys.cn
plg@fengyitool.com
plh7502@126.com
plorenz@lorenzsales.com
plrcn@plrcn.com
plugwire02@china-salion.com
plum0229@163.com
plus_mobi@mail.ru
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plusdeck@tpage.com
plusmarkas@intelnett.com
plymexchina@126.com
plyrvt@mail.ru
pmajeranowski@tytonbio.com
pmanandh@central.uh.edu
pmcauto@pmcauto.com
pmehta@iimcal.ac.in
pmendez@columbiapipe.com
pmexpochina@163.com
pmit@pmit.ee
pmodi@geecl.com
pmppl@pyrotechindia.com
pn2007@163.com
pnd@emiratesbank.com
pndsmchoi@tpage.com
pni.bj@huatai-serv.com
pni@spelsberg.de
pnowak@fairleigh.com
pny_sport@126.com
pnzimpresemarittime@pec.buffetti.it
po@futurecis.com
poddedly@poddedly.com
podgorica@ice.it
podpiska@rusfishjournal.ru
podpora@tend.si
podrska@tehnicom.com
pointtec0451@hanmail.net
pol1004_99@hanmail.net
pol@portotago.co.nz
poland@tollegno1900.it
polevayanataliya@nssgroup.kz
polimer26@yandex.ru
polina@tppkuban.ru
polinfo@etb.net.co
polmar@grupovenamek.com
polonez@polonez-kat.com.pl
polonia.agent@bianchi.com
polska@alcea.com
polska@salcef.com
polybag@tpage.com
polymers@perfectindustries.com
pongthep.attagorn@flexlink.com
pony@ponytest.com
pood@stanfordmusic.ee
pooja.jain@prestigegwl.org
pooja.patel@prestigegwl.org
pooja.pathak@gla.ac.in
pooja.patni@gla.ac.in
pooja.verma@gla.ac.in
pookey@pookey.co.uk
poonam.fauzdar@gla.ac.in
poonam@bruschambers.com
poonam@prudence-ae.com
pope@gzidc.com
poppy@poppy.com.tw
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porini@pec.it
port@126.com
portemb@satis.co.za
portope@gkk.co.jp
portugal@ibericavacuum.com
poseg@hasarservicios.com
positano@dev.reserveout.com
positive-nn@yandex.ru
pospiech@bool.cz
post@avo.ru
post@climbflatanger.com
post@friksjon-sykkel.no
post@intermass.by
post@jacob-rohre.de
post@no.ina.com
post@noot.su
post@novusdental.no
post@potok.com
post@protrim.no
post@vtbergen.no
posta@kombank.com
postacertificata@pec.accademiasla-mo.it
postan@astronomisches-zentrum-gera.de
postfix@russbroker.de
postman@rosneft.ru
postmaster@adm1.ryazan.su
postmaster@shakingtable.com.cn
postoff@enginepower.com
pote369@163.com
povist@163.com
powell@sdeclutch.com
power@atakentexpo.kz
powereng@lhr.comsats.net.pk
powerkazindustry@mail.ru
powersdc@126.com
powervrvideo@imgtec.com
powerwindow@hanyale.com.tw
pp-to@mail.ru
pp.kpnet.fiandrefish@mail.ru
ppaul@csmcri.org
ppc_pcb@163.com
ppdatta@iimcal.ac.in
ppelanne@hostgator.com
ppic@epa.gov
pping@yandex.ru
ppizzoglio@exportar.org.ar
pr-tpp-to@mail.ru
pr@arhr.ru
pr@billtrust.com
pr@boz.zm
pr@dcsneeds.com
pr@group-ib.ru
pr@ifinmedia.ru
pr@iimbg.ac.in
pr@inspiredholding.com
pr@jindalshadeed.com
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pr@jouercosmetics.com
pr@logistic1.ru
pr@songkick.com
pr@sport-division.ru
pr@thefirearmblog.com
pr@totpp.ru
pr@velcom.by
pr@vniimp.ru
pr@wnfest.ru
pr@woodandpanel.com
pr_bekov@volganet.ru
pr_kozhevnikov@gov35.ru
praba@globalcargologistix.com
prabal.singh@gla.ac.in
prabha.natarajan@dowjones.com
prabhat.upadhyaya@gla.ac.in
prabin.premraj@alabbas.com
prachar@winsk.sk
practive@myjaring.net
pradeep.choudhary@gla.ac.in
pradeep.kumar@gla.ac.in
pradeep.singh@gla.ac.in
pradeep.taylor@supermaxworld.com
pradeep@asbisme.ae
pradeep@motherindiafarms.com
pradip@paramexports.in
pradipb@ucr.edu
pradiproy@voltas.com
praful.gupta@durgaengineers.in
pragalbh.sharma@gla.ac.in
pragma-tv@yandex.ru
prague@pedersenandpartners.com
pragyesh.kumar@gla.ac.in
prajutn@kknpp.com
prakashp@tahipacific.com
pranav.b2019@iimbg.ac.in
prapat@fujielectric.com
prasad.juvekar@monsanto.com
prashant.asher@crawfordbayley.com
prashant.dixit@gla.ac.in
prashant.nagarch@prestigegwl.org
prashant.prakash@gla.ac.in
prashant.sharma@gla.ac.in
prashant.tiwari@gla.ac.in
prashant@iimcal.ac.in
prashant@npo-jiipa.org
prashant@rajeshindia.com
prashanthmm@chromachemie.co.in
prashil.v2018@iimbg.ac.in
pratap.ravindra@gla.ac.in
prateek.bansal@gla.ac.in
prateek.me@gla.ac.in
prateek.pandey@gla.ac.in
prathana.singh@gla.ac.in
prathiba@singhandsingh.com
pratibha.yadav@gla.ac.in
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pratibhag@lnmiit.ac.in
pratik.s2018@iimbg.ac.in
praveen.das@ensureservices.in
praveen.kumar@gla.ac.in
praveen.mittal@gla.ac.in
praveen.modi@gla.ac.in
praveen.raju@suchitra.in
praveen.shrivastava@gla.ac.in
praveen@jayenexportconsultants.com
praveen@omangtech.com
praveen@tpcdubai.com
pravesh.tiwari@gla.ac.in
pravitelstvo@sevastopol.gov.ru
pravo@ticci.ru
pravo@tppvs.ru
pray@iimcal.ac.in
prdept@mes.co.jp
preciousfood@163.com
precision@amc-schou.dk
preda@rbex.ro
predaj@pss-svidnik.sk
preetamb@iimcal.ac.in
preeti.gupta@gla.ac.in
preeti.verma@gla.ac.in
preetika.rani@gla.ac.in
prem@rajaniassociates.net
premium.domains@domainbox.com
pres_capmas@capmas.gov.eg
presi@presi.com
presidencia@aeroingenieria.com.co
presidencia@asipi.org
presidencia@fdntp.com
president@atpp.biz
president@cap.ru
president@elbaik.net
president@icai.org
president@olympic.af
president@reliableinstitute.edu.in
president@saderkhail.com
president@tpparh.ru
press-office@power-m.ru
press@calameo.com
press@companieshouse.gov.uk
press@digitalbazaar.com
press@eventbrite.com
press@expocentr.ru
press@google.com
press@kjas.com
press@londondesignfair.co.uk
press@patriciaurquiola.com
press@piperwai.com
press@pond5.com
press@pulspower.com
press@ruschemunion.ru
press@sicis.com
press@souzmoloko.ru
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press@stackoverflow.com
pressa@rso-a.ru
pressa@vologdatpp.ru
pressa_glava@mail.ru
presscontact@alm.com
presse@generali.de
pressinfo@bk.ru
pressreleases@franklyinc.com
preston@leisurelakesbikes.com
prestonhub@leisurelakesbikes.com
prestpp@yartpp.ru
preventivi@antoniodaddato.com
preventivi@vidalimpianti.com
prezident@mortadel.ru
price@indh.net
priced@NIIR.org
priem@adm-nao.ru
priem@alt-prom.ru
priem@dvinaland.ru
priemnaya@derbo.ru
prietika@inttladvocare.com
prima.sales@primaindustrie.com
prime-plasma@inbox.ru
prime-plazma@inbox.ru
primoj@ramarfoods.com
primoz.abram@tectra.si
princess@hsin-tech.com
princi-bpl@sanchernet.in
principal.amritsar@themillenniumschools.com
principal.chalisgaon@podar.org
principal.indore@themillenniumschools.com
principal.latur@podar.org
principal.mriscw@mris.edu.in
principal.nagpurbesa@podar.org
principal.panipat@themillenniumschools.com
principal@cvmschools.org
principal@doonpublicschool.org
principal@drsinternational.com
principal@greenfingersglobalschool.com
principal@heritageschoolpune.com
principal@madhavakripa.com
principal@mahendrainternationalschool.com
principal@northerninternational.org
principal@noyyalps.in
principal@ramratnavidyamandir.org
principal@rdins.in
principal@rrmps.com
principal@shps-kili.org
principal@stthomasschool.in
principal@viswadeepthi.com
principalris@rahuleducation.com
prinsha@vvsons.ae
print@idpress.co.tz
printalk@126.com
printing@bamboatgroup.com
printpack.hkpr@adsale.com.hk
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priscilla@thehealthybackbag.co.uk
prisma@prismaspedizioni.com
prista@vip.163.com
priti@chantee.co
priti@psaindia.net
priti@shridutt.com
private-tours@tui.cn
priya.babu@ae.enersys.com
priya.goyal@prestigegwl.org
priya.gupta@prestigegwl.org
priya.sachan@gla.ac.in
priyablue@priyablue.com
priyam.sharma@gla.ac.in
priyanka.garg@gla.ac.in
priyanka.parmar@gla.ac.in
priyanka.ramaswamy@nutribee.in
priyanka.shakya@prestigegwl.org
priyanka.tomar@prestigegwl.org
priyas@iimcal.ac.in
prizma@prizma-foto.hr
prizmaimport@mail.ru
pro-max@jwtool.com.cn
probaby@mt.net.mk
probir@jsalaw.com
procalp@procalp.com
procurement@damanorganicliving.com
procurement@kottmann.eu
prodaja.srbija@kuehne-nagel.com
prodaja@kuehne-nagel.com
prodent@prodent.sk
prodinstrument@mail.ru
prodmag@inbox.ru
producer@artificialanimation.com
product@altech-ads.com
products@gemplers.com
produit.info@eu.rhodia.com
prof.divya@gla.ac.in
prof@interatletika.com
professional@melitta.de
profi-agropark@yandex.ru
progettifinanziati@polimoda.com
progresser@sohu.com
project@prosoftscitech.com
projects.karnataka@fabindia.net
projects@campomatic.com
projects@entradageo.com
projects@omikronelectronics.gr
projects@transmark.com.my
prokudov@tpprm.ru
prom-m@mail.ru
prom2@megavatt.ru
prom@gov39.ru
promavtomasla@tut.by
promgisan1@list.ru
promi@prodigy.net.mx
proof@consumeraffairs.com
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property@kanoo.com
property@yusriarealty.com
proposals@chalmers.ae
protek123@sohu.com
protocollo@pec.asst-lariana.it
provc@gla.ac.in
proxy@whoisprotectservice.com
proyouth@163.com
prtpp@list.ru
prtsl@online.sh.cn
prudnikov_r@mail.ru
ps.phil@powerflo.com.au
ps.sa@powerflo.com.au
ps001@parshun.com
psamson@lorenzsales.com
psanguineti@brokergymperu.com
psc-hr@orbotech.com
pschmidt@aetools.com
pscott@newtonmedia.co.uk
psen@iimcal.ac.in
pseth@orbitexports.com
psgarlick@slingshot.co.nz
psgtrd@psgulf.com
pshapiro@usaid.gov
psivanov@ingos.ru
psota@dita.cz
pspdf@mail.ru
psvt@psvt.com.cn
psw@kigam.re.kr
pswitaj@icsc.org
psyeony@youngtoys.com
psz@nanfang-pump.com
ptc@webptc.com
ptemway@ptemway.com
ptj63@chol.com
ptkgs@chol.com
ptripathi@lnmiit.ac.in
pts0008@126.com
pts@pts.fr
pu-xing@126.com
pu4@patachem.com
public@apdnews.com
public@belltronic.com.cn
public@pizzarotti.it
public@trashcanmail.com
publicaffairs@wellesley.edu
publicrelations@isn.com
publicrelations@rackspace.com
publish@wikihow.com
publisher@forbes.cz
pubreloffice@nrz.co.zw
pugz@163.com
puhuayongtai@163.com
pujinzhubao@sina.com
pukaxavier@126.com
puky@novsta.com
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puls@puls-power.fr
pump@wosupply.com
pumpza@163.com
pune.kothrud@ssrvm.org
pune@tempsens.com
pune@toradex.com
puneet.kansal@gla.ac.in
punkaj@capoc.in
puran.singh@nii.ac.in
purcari@purcari.md
purchase@greenbeltfoodstuff.com
purchase@milancorporation.com
purchase@nw-marine.com
purchase@tenetmedcorp.com
purchases@qbssoftware.com
purchasing04@unitedbike.com
purewater@hidrotek.cn
puribe@disandina.com
purnendu.karmakar@lnmiit.ac.in
purushotham@merricart.in
pusai@pusaicorp.com
pushenghub@vip.163.com
pushkar@nii.ac.in
pushpa.devi@lnmiit.ac.in
pushpa@globasst.com
pushpender@idcubesystems.com
pushpendra.rathore@gla.ac.in
putnam@ucmo.edu
putto@agabang.com
puzzolana@puzzolana.net
pv.reporting@zahrawimedical.com
pvandersluis@emag.com
pvassallo@compliancekey.com
pvb@oilesbearing.com
pvengoechea@zonafrancabarranquilla.com
pvollma@pcvsoftware.net
pvp@starkennbikes.com
pvrvideo@imgtec.com
pweiss@netvision.net.il
pws@pwsengineers.com
pxb9988@163.com
pxd1998@163.com
pxkjj975@163.com
pxoc@163.com
pxspw855@sina.com
pxsqw855@sina.com
pyb2007@163.com
pyfaster@vip.163.com
pygmwood@126.com
pyme@oepm.es
pyzx@zxi.com.cn
pzj@xjfm.com
q.cellier@dbvib.com
q1@queue.co.uk
q865@163.com
qadir.sobhani@arwentech.com
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qantasadvertising@mediumrarecontent.com
qantaseditorial@mediumrarecontent.com
qantasmedia@qantas.com.au
qaqa_2007.2@163.com
qatar1@oceanrubber.com
qatarinfo@zahrawimedical.com
qatenta@tenta.com.cn
qaz011025@163.com
qb@qbconstruction.com
qbf8622@163.com
qc01@aikema.com.cn
qc@alreemwater.com
qc@muqarram.com
qcdq@qcdq.cn
qcnlkk@126.com
qctest@126.com
qctester@126.com
qctms@163.com
qd-dtjl@163.com
qddecaihr@163.com
qdhxss@163.com
qdjfyjd3@126.com
qdjiaoliu@163.com
qdjshgou@126.com
qdlite@163.com
qdlna1231@163.com
qdqf2002@163.com
qdsaidi@163.com
qdsndl@163.com
qdviolin@126.com
qdxdf@cnshipping.com
qdyalong@163.com
qdyaoshun@163.com
qdzbrt2012@163.com
qdzlf_1@163.com
qem@qiangermei.com
qfchen65565@sina.com
qfottrell@marketwatch.com
qgilyuan@163.com
qh-changpeng@vip.163.com
qh8686@163.com
qhb770120@163.com
qhb8019@126.com
qhb@sh-qianxiang.com
qhchangtong@163.com
qhdongzhao@163.com
qhhdsunfj@163.com
qhhuapeng@126.com
qhjulong@126.com
qhkepu@126.com
qhse@alfarisksa.com
qi.3.zhang@continental-corporation.com
qiagen@alab.com.pl
qiagen@bristolscientific.com
qianfeng@biomed.tsinghua.edu.cn
qiangshun888@126.com
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qianhaida@163.com
qianli@zzu.edu.cn
qianx@cfdi.org.cn
qianyong721@126.com
qianyu0022@126.com
qiaopu@qiaopu.com
qichun0703@163.com
qidaluoyan@163.com
qieewheels@163.com
qifa@casnuc.com.cn
qijiangchilun@126.com
qikan1993@126.com
qikantg0609@163.com
qikantg08@126.com
qikantg11@126.com
qikantg12@126.com
qilecom@188.com
qili@clipley.com
qilijx@126.com
qing.zhan@mic.com.tw
qingcaocj@163.com
qingdao@51job.com
qingdaoyinzuozp@163.com
qingding@zhentou.com
qingjie_88@163.com
qinglihao@njust.edu.cn
qingshan0826@163.com
qingxianjichuang@126.com
qingzhouhaozhang@163.com
qinxian@xmqx.com
qinxie@163.com
qipei112@163.com
qishunjixie@126.com
qisn998@sina.com
qiudeming@suzhoulily.com.cn
qiuhui@jszhongheng.com
qiuqingt@126.com
qixin2828@inanter.com
qj_food@163.com
ql_j0123@163.com
qlc4044@quaker-bridge.com
qlqb2008@163.com
qm@kottmann.eu
qm_aftersales@pulspower.com
qmax_far_east@qmaxtest.com
qmfw@qjmotor.com
qmlchangchun@163.com
qndh666@163.com
qnh.hq@hn.vnn.vn
qnxywsb@163.com
qp365.net@vip.163.com
qphoto@barak.net.il
qpj@mail.ru
qq@qqtoy.com
qqgy@qqcraft.com
qqquiwei@sina.com
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qrsx@cn-qr.com
qrwang@emag-china.com
qsh_xx@163.com
qsl0372@163.com
qspark@vip.163.com
qssilk@qishunsilk.com
qstt@laoshan.gov.cn
qt9880@yah.net
qtruong@ait.ac.th
qtyq@kinte.com.cn
qu_cheng@163.com
qualidade@abenigroup.com
qualita@sacil.it
quality@astontechconsult.com
quality@cadoil.com
quality@newzealanddessertcompany.com
quality@petrone.it
quanwenjuan0921@126.com
quanzhouxinlong@vip.163.com
quasim@realtorsindia.net
queenbo@126.com
quentin.lee@gptindustries.com
quentin@otesports.com
queries@rksassociate.com
questions@barclayhedge.com
questions@revolvy.com
quickhelp@kmtmed.com
quijano@quijano.com
quimicueros_sangil@cable.net.co
quincy_mdj@163.com
qun.zou@isuntek.com.cn
quniyyo@sina.com
qunxingtoys@vip.163.com
qunye@qunye.com.cn
quote@Prosoftscitech.com
qwer8921@163.com
qwg1111@163.com
qwl@chinaevershine.com
qxbest@qixinmachine.com
qy@shshenxi.com
qybwk@126.com
qyf320@163.com
qyjr2010@163.com
qym0718@163.com
qyyang@mail.buct.edu.cn
qzcheng163@163.com
qzhgrehop@foxmail.com
qzhongchuan@163.com
qzlchhqp@163.com
qzls@qzls.com.cn
qzxhqp@163.com
qzzfgm@163.com
r.butter@rai.nl
r.granello@kelmer.com
r.hoffelner@pcl-leoben.at
r.karam@eliasmarine.com
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r.murgia@imc-it.org
r.nutkins@tricontrols.com
r.peijster@rai.nl
r.prieto@finsa.com
r.raj.motors@carpenters.com.fj
r.sacco@comune.orvieto.tr.it
r.schwemmer@naporo.com
r10@sunstarfood.com.cn
r8eisc@epa.gov
ra@horbo.cn
rabbott@auroraenergy.com
rabi.gayen@gail.co.in
rabi@isical.ac.in
rachel.zhang@brilite.net
rachel0523@163.com
rachel@debindo-ite.com
rachel@jmcinc.net
rachel@lukslinen.com
rachel@racheljacksonlondon.com
rachid.eljaafari@althea.ma
rachid@sorastudio.com
rachna.yadav@gla.ac.in
racjyg@126.com
rackspacepartners@rackspace.com
racky@zhenhuashoes.cn
radchenko@tppkuban.ru
radek.priborsky@gemasoft.cz
radel2@farexpo.ru
radian77@mail.ru
radiator5@zjropas.com
radiscon@intnet.ne
rads.yoyo@163.com
rafaelc@thoughtlab.com
raffiaojar@cablenett.net
raghu@kylsystem.se
raghunandavadwa@rediffmail.co
raghuraj.singh@prestigegwl.org
raghuveer@bambooindia.com
raghuveersingh@lnmiit.ac.in
ragriver@mcmail.com.np
rahadi_iqzal@datascrip.co.id
rahatinteriors@gmai.com
rahul.banerjee@lnmiit.ac.in
rahul.dubey@dubizzle.com
rahul.goswami@gla.ac.in
rahul.jain@prestigegwl.org
rahul.p2018@iimbg.ac.in
rahul.pradhan@gla.ac.in
rahul.saini@trisunglobal.com
rahul.sharma@gla.ac.in
rahul.singh@gla.ac.in
rahul@cropin.in
rahul@iimcal.ac.in
rahul@nii.ac.in
rahul@rbreps.com
raija@kaapeli.fi
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rail@163.com
rain@kbg-cn.com
rain_bow2002@sina.com
rainer@pinewood.se
raingle_zhang@wanhai.com
rainplw@sina.com
raisul.islam@gla.ac.in
raj.sharma@gla.ac.in
raj.singh@gla.ac.in
raj@legalforcelaw.com
raj@strategum.in
raj@unionmobileltd.com
rajalakshmi@motherindiafarms.com
rajan.raman@magnumaviation.co.uk
rajan@alboomkuwait.com
rajas.kasbekar@littlecompany.com
rajat@ajayind.com
rajbala@lnmiit.ac.in
rajdeepak.singh@icicisecurities.com
rajendar.rewari@morarjee.com
rajendra.bairwa@lnmiit.ac.in
rajendra@nzhm.co.nz
rajesh.makhwan@talinternational.com
rajesh.rechintala@genexenterprises.com
rajesh.tripathi@gla.ac.in
rajesh@ascentprojects.sc
rajesh@dnavin.com
rajeshbabu@iimcal.ac.in
rajeshiyer@dynaind.com
rajib@iopb.res.in
rajinggui@163.com
rajiv.gupta@ajax-fiori.com
rajiv.jain@playtechnologies.in
rajiv.kumar@gla.ac.in
rajiv.sikroria@gla.ac.in
rajiv@iimcal.ac.in
rajiv@indiatradingsrl.com
rajiv@kasyap.com
rajiv@radicalworks.com
rajiv@xlri.ac.in
rajkumarradukia@caaa.in
rajni@monarchgems.com
rajnish.mahajan@gla.ac.in
rajnish@fuegofurniture.com
rajnishjain@sail-bhilaisteel.com
rajsingh@lnmiit.ac.in
rajsterling@neopeat.com
raju@aksharimpex.com
rak@thecatalystworld.com
rakesh.kumar@gla.ac.in
rakesh@deltasteelworld.com
rakeshtrivedi@vexteam.com
rakhi.bhatnagar@prestigegwl.org
rakos@propellets.at
raksan@aiplus1.com
rakt-ultpp@mail.ru
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ralf@cytech.se
ralida@126.com
ralph.piscitelli@conference-board.org
ralph.smeets@gstechnics.nl
ram@organicsquare.in
rama.r@induslaw.com
rama.sharma@gla.ac.in
rama@fosterms.com
raman.del@jamesmackintosh.com
raman.dxb@dartglobal.com
ramanjaney.upadhyay@gla.ac.in
ramanjit@pn.globalindianschool.org
ramanuj@ipleaders.in
ramaraos@gemini-india.com
rambo.wu@busytrade.com
ramca@claro.net.do
ramendra@iimcal.ac.in
ramesh.patil@loctite.co.in
ramesh.varakkoth@kanoo.com
ramesh@grenera.com
ramesh@rgajria.com
ramesh@teco.co.in
ramiel@think-if.com
ramila@waterford.sz
ramnaresh.mishra@gla.ac.in
ramon.ly@marindustrie.pf
ramon@gpcchem.com
ramona.samson@raiffeisen.ro
ramorwaj@bpc.bw
rampal.singh@gla.ac.in
ramsharma@lnmiit.ac.in
ramswamy.narsimhan@bombaydyeing.com
ramy@turbo-smtp.com
rana.khaled@eccooutsourcing.com
rana@ranadiving.it
ranbir@nii.ac.in
ranchi@hrln.org
rand@moz.com
randbkim@hanmail.net
randeep@bonn-group.com
randeep@dnsbikes.com
randy@pership.com
randysavage@banana-pancakes.com
ranjeet.singh@biswasudyog.com
ranji@duaassociates.com
rankin@ucmo.edu
ransari@bol-online.com
rapro@rapro.cz
rarely@parahk.com
rasasi@rasasiperfumes.ae
rasgulova@mail.ru
rashid.zia@gla.ac.in
rashmi.upadhyay@gla.ac.in
rashwell@emirates.net
raslan@besport.ae
rasq@vip.163.com
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rastislav.weber@maneti.sk
rates@freight-specialist.com
rathmann@hs-oilfield.de
rating@mail.ru
ratu@treasureu.co.nz
raul.jansson@janssonco.fi
raulnoriega@cableonda.net
ravee.kumar@gla.ac.in
ravi.dubey@gla.ac.in
ravi.samadhiya@gla.ac.in
ravi@3dconcepttooling.com
ravi@androidhive.info
ravi@fosterms.com
ravikant.sharma@gla.ac.in
ravikumar@ankitraj.com
ravin@rotopumps.co.za
ravinder@brightlandeducation.net
ravindra@apeda.gov.in
ravishankar.tiwari@gla.ac.in
ravisingh.tomar@prestigegwl.org
rawafed@rawafed.ae
rawinia@marinefoods.co.nz
raxinghuo@sina.com
ray-jwj@joyfu.com
ray.ju@labbrand.com
ray82911@163.com
ray@cnpulk.com
rayangyu@sina.com
rayargyu@sina.com
rayees@highscope.ae
rayjia@sdleader.com
rayjwilliams@geogas.com.au
raymond.leiper@kerlochoiltools.co.uk
raymond.libeert@libeco.be
raymond@AlvaradoMills.com
raymond@hcmilling.com
raymond@uaeshelving.com
raynaldo@helisports.nl
raynec@turbofluid.co.za
rayoubo@163.com
razrad@razrad.ru
rb32@mail.ru
rb@iimcal.ac.in
rb@wsbenelux.nl
rbaygual@naradarobotics.com
rbenimana@sbs.mw
rbernhard@csa.canon.com
rbfreire@ufrrj.br
rbike.zjn@163.com
rbike@163.com
rblack@rbworks.com
rbn@rbn.hk
rbohan@cement.org
rboutilier@cdnova.com
rc@humanrightsinitiative.org
rc@iimcal.ac.in
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rcarney@godaddy.com
rcaylor@abclegal.com
rcfb@chun-feng-brakes.com
rcharris@zonafrancaindustrialdesantamarta.com
rcl@oceanfreight.com
rclement@sunfriendlyproducts.com
rcollada@vitro.com
rcosme@prtc.net
rcra-docket@epa.gov
rctcolombia@rctcolombia.com
rcv@badgermeter.com
rdalgleish@buildingprofessionals.com
rdn61@mail.ru
rdo@rdo.si
re@expocentr.ru
reachus@ashokleyland.com
reachus@ncs.com.sg
reactivi@romaqua.ro
reactivos@cefa.co.cr
reagents@labex.com
realfoodbio@ginx.de
realtimesales@morningstar.com
rear-wiper@lkk-wiper.com
rebecca.maude@jodowns.com
rebecca.smith@wsj.com
rebecca@hjkaixing.com
recall@ridefox.com
receiver@domain3.com
reception@akigroup.com
reception@atzlawchambers.com
reception@cm3polska.com
reception@conceptpiping.com
reception@floridatradeco.com
reception@sial.com
receptionteam@idp.com
reco@y.net.ye
recoat@tpage.com
record@recordpharm.com
recordstar@163.com
recos@tpage.com
recruit.akftz@akdn.org
recruit@jype.com
recruiting@rowancompanies.com
recruitment@anallp.com
recruitment@icbank-tz.com
recruitment@ihi.or.tz
recruitment@parami.biz
recruitments@candcip.in
rectifiers@163.com
rector@ifm.ac.tz
redazione@cittadellaspezia.com
redazione@componentsengine.com
redazione@cronaca4.it
redcotton@redcottonhk.com
redjane@126.com
redsea@vip.163.com
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reeffen@sina.com
reem.al-otaibee@orkila.com.jo
reemsjewel@reemsjewel.com
reena.gupta@gla.ac.in
referent@prodtovary.com
referente.sentieristica@caipisa.it
referrals@corp.lawyer.com
refuah@aish.com
reg@professionalbeauty.in
reg_348165@whoisprotection.cc
regensburg@clever-fit.com
regija@obz.hr
regimathew@progressivebuildingmaterials.co
regina.shanker@kuehne-nagel.com
regina@phenicia.com.br
regine.ruf@ljfm.de
regist@aritadenki.com
register-asc@rpxholding.com
register@i-dealsnetwork.com
register@isb.ac.th
registrar@gla.ac.in
registrar@lnmiit.ac.in
registrar@mail.com.top
registrar@oldbridge.com
registrar@wellesley.edu
registration@innocosevents.com
registration@rai.nl
registrationdubai@spe.org
registry@qantas.com
regtech@list.alibaba-inc.com
reickchina@reickparts.com
reid@abclegal.com
rekha.bawa@gla.ac.in
rekha.jaiswal@gla.ac.in
rekha.rani@gla.ac.in
reklama-expo@expocentr.ru
reklama@marketelectro.ru
rektis@rektis.com.ua
relatech@126.com
remis1@t-home.mk
remus_sasha@avers.odessa.ua
ren@lcpumps.com
ren@taixingpharm.com
ren_weichen@126.com
renaihanqi@163.com
renante.alimagno@lhf.net
renaoling@163.com
rencoastana@renco.it
rencocolombia@renco.it
rendeles@bortarsasag.hu
rene.brunner@primapower.com
rene.t@texacore.com
renewal@onlinenic.com
renex-rt@yandex.ru
renguoyin@bailing.cc
renich@woralelandia.com
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renita.dsouza@falconkitchen.com
rent@smartservices.ru
rentztsai@amecnsh.com
renu.kumari@gla.ac.in
renugihar@oil-fielddirectory.com
renuka.raman@crawfordbayley.com
renuka@iimcal.ac.in
renzheng808@126.com
rep@mail.wheelgiant.com.tw
repair@gelbyson.com
repl@rahman-group.com
reply@legalmatch.com
reply@oracle-mail.com
reprints@biomedcentral.com
req@usa.vittoria.com
res@campchobe.com
resa@cotedorchalets.com
research@idp.com
researchcontrada@italianside.com
reserv@peninsula-tz.com
reservas@bordajuanramon.com
reservas@qantas.com.au
reservation3@worldairsafaris.net
reservation@diplomatplaza.com
reservation@hotelnikkosaigon.com.vn
reservation@hoteltrg.com
reservation@icsanya.com
reservation@tidesboracay.com
reservations.mphd@millenniumhotels.com
reservations@algrissinodubai.com
reservations@alphonse-island.com
reservations@asiliaafrica.com
reservations@auricair.com
reservations@avenuehoteldubai.com
reservations@brinjalhotels.com
reservations@executivecars.sc
reservations@holidaybloom.com
reservations@hotelseacliff.com
reservations@iconicsantorini.com
reservations@rivercountrycampground.com
reservations@selous.com
reservations@velasresorts.com
reserve@cyclechina.com
resort.frankfurt@kempinski.com
resources@gogas.ae
response@kores-india.com
response@ptinstruments-lemo.com
responsiblebusiness@dubaichamber.ae
respotec@comune.massamartana.pg.it
resume@expocentr.ru
resume@shrc.com.cn
resume_sh@r-logic.com.cn
resvns@regional.co.tz
retail@pastavalente.com
retfgrfd4325@mail.ru
reto@casoar.com
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returns@gemplers.com
reuben.dias@psgulf.com
reuven.adi@googlemail.com
reval@reval.ee
reviewtroy@thedailyreview.com
rex@arcmediaglobal.com
rey@tig-tesco.com
rfcables@rfindustries.com
rfdm@yandex.ru
rferricelli@agenziaforestaleregionale.umbria.it
rfgs-cg@163.com
rfhogan@amercable.com
rfi@rfindustries.com
rfqcbj@163.com
rfurr@vcalc.net
rfzimmerman@gldd.com
rg@cin.ufpe.br
rgardes@gardesenergy.com
rgdistri@une.net.co
rgibb@wdhsvideo.org
rgorthi@lnmiit.ac.in
rgries@catronefreight.com
rgutierrez@intrial.com.pe
rhino@rhinotyre.com
rhl@rina.org
ricardo.rodriguez@tlr.com.pe
ricco@crestopt.com
rice@pclworld.net
rich.hodgson@solvay.com
rich.yu@cogitosoft.com
richa.gla@gla.ac.in
richac01@ibibo.com
richaquino@havtech.com
richard.alfafara@veco.com.ph
richard.jordan@vmoto-uk.com
richard.moore@gptindustries.com
richard.peterson@cbsinteractive.com
richard.stroem@bianchi.com
richard.taylor@chaprlgroup.com
richard@footner.com
richard@luckyunion.com.cn
richard@nomadoriginals.com
richard@targetmfg.com
richard@transtrade.co.nz
richard@youngmincorp.com
richard_yang@twinstar-corp.com
richardlo@kinetics.com.tw
richardtom1@163.com
richeahn@paran.com
richibicycle@126.com
richiewisbey@googlemail.com
richmond.info@srautogroup.com
rick.lu@autogentech.com
rick@atlasbox.net
rick@rainbowleather.com
rick@verific.com
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rickeyy@vip.163.com
rickhuang@basso.com.tw
ricy@yeah.net
rid.stroem@bianchi.com
riderawards@usdf.org
riel@philinstrumentscorp.com.ph
rienergia@staffettaonline.com
rienzie@airsealandinc.net
riez@pop07.odn.ne.jp
rifil@rifil.ro
rigamonti@pizzarotti.it
rigu@rigu-dq.com
rijincookware@163.com
rijinwz@163.com
riko@riko-ribnica.si
ringstar@126.com
rinkal@yuvaunstoppable.org
rios@riosauto.com
riotron@riotron.com.br
ripneet@thapar.edu
ririe@ptemway.com
risha.khandelwal@gla.ac.in
riskconsulting@rm.g4s.com
rita.lauretta@technoparts.it
rita.li@nowomil.com
rita52@acard.com
rita@edaauto.com
rita@faspider.com
rita@kaitengfan.com
rita@topgearmfg.hk
ritad@capdrill.com
ritesh.d2019@iimbg.ac.in
ritesh.satia@udaantechnologies.com
ritesh.sharma@gla.ac.in
ritoo@ritoo.com
ritter@ucmo.edu
ritumehta@iimcal.ac.in
rive@piccolino.am
rivor@rivor.ee
rivsea@163.com
rixing8@163.com
riya.gla@gla.ac.in
riyadh163@163.com
riyadh@alsaad.com.sa
riyadh@hotpackglobal.com
riyas@maarkscientific.com
rjabova@mail.ru
rjb@robertjbrown.com
rjg@chengfluid.com
rk-system@rk-system.com.pl
rk.dwivedi@gla.ac.in
rkahn@firptarefunds.com
rkahn@fpg-usa.com
rkari@iiap.res.in
rkatz@jwrinc.com
rkazzhanova@mail.ru
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rkdas@chemprogroup.net
rkimbal2@wellesley.edu
rkj@viraj.com
rkrassoi@eurocycles.com.au
rktripathi@saildsp.co.in
rkudlak@tcvco.com
rkw@gdgoenkapanipat.com
rl_toys@126.com
rlaghddlf@korea.com
rlandolfo@elipseargentina.com
rlittle@orezone.com
rljxsb@126.com
rlmilk@163.com
rlopez@kmmp.com.pe
rlsh015@richellcn.com
rluna@trevigalante.com
rlx812@126.com
rlzyb@jingxin.com.cn
rm3@rikenmt.com
rm@azuremarine.net
rmahajan@fortitude-law.com
rmaio@sawmillauto.com
rmatzig@emag.com
rmcmaster@nuvisionelec.co.za
rmepalata@mail.ru
rmohan@bhu.ac.in
rmoore@itimar.com.sg
rmsupport@resultsmail.com
rmuk@iimcal.ac.in
rn@exerp.com
rnass@opensystemsmedia.com
ro@almobty.com
ro@lgcstandards.com
roadboy@188.com
roadboyks@vip.163.com
roadingbike@163.com
rob.letcher@deruiter.com
rob@fiberhub.com
rob@fivestarjfk.com
rob@lbox.org
rob@romordesigns.com
rob@talentsportinc.com
rob@tenfoot.org.uk
rob@thebeehive.us
robam@robam.com
robert.ameteau@covico.fr
robert.beare@dx1app.com
robert.eberle@mta-gmbh.de
robert.edwards@waterproofwallpanels.net
robert.gaither@dekra.com
robert.jug@imsagroup.com
robert.lasky@dinamecsystems.com
robert@anycartech.com
robert@china-sanyou.com
robert@montismagia.lt
robert@paperboatmedia.com
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robert@wbs.ae
roberto.becherelli@socomec.com
roberto.caloni@areatecnicapassignano.it
roberto.carloni@umbrapackaging.it
roberto.lira@zieglergroup.com
roberto.napoli@polito.it
roberto.raggi@dedalus.eu
roberto@systemhaus.com.br
roberto@toscanamacchineutensili.com
roberto_magri@cimolai.com
robin.cover@oasis-open.org
robin.daunter@tyan.com
robin.taylor@westhavenww.co.uk
robin@iwiss.com
robin@toradex.com
robin_8035@163.com
robincwk@tpage.com
robinhill@equitylifestyle.com
robinson11james@daum.net
robinson@vip.163.com
robosys71@tpage.com
robot@craigslist.org
roboteh.spb@yandex.ru
robur@robur.ru
roches.de-scoeux@worldonline.fr
rocket@neda.net
rockyj@online.sh.cn
rod.claycomb@quantec.co.nz
rod@cyberspaces.org
rod@ostraining.com
rod@radiators.com.tw
rod@whitby.id.au
roddy@ragtales.co.uk
rodeotire@china.com
rodeschini@rodeschini.it
rodesfer@rodesfer.com
rodionovas@expocentr.ru
rodney.taylor@carel.com
rodney@lomasfurniture.com
rodolfo@bicimaniaguate.com
rodrigo@xpo-ideas.com
roger.lewis@sheffield.ac.uk
roger@empirett.com
roger@pisas-inc.com
roger_chen@wujo.com.cn
rohan.dalal@mindcrest.com
rohan.kumar@wadiaghandy.com
rohankakde@voltas.com
rohini.sharma@gla.ac.in
rohit.aggarwal@surico.in
rohit.agrwal@gla.ac.in
rohit.gupta@sarveshwarrice.com
rohit.patil@deruiter.com
rohit@iihaindia.org
rohitas.deshmukh@gla.ac.in
rojanapat@spk-t.com
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rojar@188.com
rola.tawfek@alkancit.com
roland@wtvision.com.sg
rolandi@utilia-hr.it
rolex@dhaka.net
rolf.hogan@rsb.org
rolli@rolli-intl.com
rolph@gov.sc
roma.pandey@prestigegwl.org
roman.belousov@konoplex.ru
roman.vasicek@email.cz
romania@bicon.com
romania@mtobacco.bg
romania@tech-masters.eu
romannikova@expocentr.ru
romantz@188.com
romdevices@romdevices.ro
romenewstribune@rn-t.com
romet@romet.pl
rommel@rommelsantor.com
ron.hughes@solvay.com
ron.nugent@westportyachts.com
ron.shaar@mail.huji.ac.il
ronald.gilerman@armerchants.com
ronald.lobo@kanoo.com
ronald.vuillemin@toradex.com
ronald@deenafarms.com
ronen@artistsandfleas.com
rong-0314@126.com
rong@szlinshi.com
rongjian_hll@vip.163.com
rongnu@126.com
rongruonanan@163.com
ronmichon@mpallp.com
ronneylg@seatex.com.hk
ronnie@fudex.com.my
ronnie@leeport.com.sg
rookuan@163.com
root@cheerwaycn.cn
root@jingxin.com.cn
root@longhua.biz
root@pucheng.com.cn
root@shhd.com.cn
root@tantivy.com
root@websitewelcome.com
ropenet17@ropeking.com
rorobabyproduct@163.com
rory@mobymaps.com
rory@velosports.co.za
rosanna@columbiarav.it
rosario@fischerimport.cl
rose@dwnzltd.co.nz
rosen-dubai@rosen-group.com
roshan@simdiam.com
ross@dawning.co.za
ross@glcalloys.co.uk
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rossini@baggiorossini.com.tr
rostov@yureal.ru
roth.pump@rothpump.com
rotorua@zorb.com
roundss@roundss.net
rovbel_rl@admin-smolensk.ru
rowan_jia@dualgol.com
rowena@aralaw.com
rowenashen@vip.163.com
roy.fu@harvestyre.com.cn
roy@dantendorfer.at
roy@istanbultrading.com
roy@machi.co.nz
royalctg@bbts.net
royalctg@spctnet.com
royaltex@emirates.net
roybang@citybike.co.kr
roychan@hydrotec.com.sg
roycho@hwangyu.com
roystang@163.com
rp819@york.ac.uk
rp@odyssee-celeste.com
rparekh@acier.in
rpj-info@riteway-jp.com
rplotkins@onesa.com
rpmmexico@prodigy.net.mx
rpulice@brugsa.com.ar
rqjtpjc@163.com
rqsmqhx@126.com
rquirino@embil.net
rqxingang@126.com
rrdic_sh@sunplus.com.cn
rreese@superiorwells.com
rrggnn0400@sina.com
rs.pandi@hugotrumpy.it
rs@kingclean.com
rs@rs-elec.com
rsalazar@expertrade.biz
rsbhogal@bhogal.com
rselvam@selvamandselvam.in
rserdici@realmagnet.com
rsfishing88@163.com
rsgrewal@cs.laurentian.ca
rsk409@163.com
rsk@expocentr.ru
rsk@zjb.org.cn
rsockanc77@rsoc.ru
rsorgel@switchways.com
rspo@rspo.org
rssm@inbox.ru
rstearns@albany.edu
rsteel@bol.net.in
rstreif@partner.jaguarlandrover.com
rsurmenev@mail.ru
rsveshwar@sharadaamonolithic.com
rt-bank@mail.ru
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rt@mail.ru
rtech@rtechsuspension.fi
rthomas@epsilon.com
rtliangfamin@163.com
rtlunzu@163.com
rtpp2014@mail.ru
rtsrivie@rivieratravalservicesas.191.it
ru.sales@kuehne-nagel.com
ru.sales@primapower.com
ru.service@primapower.com
ru.spares@primapower.com
ru@lgcstandards.com
ru@marcegaglia.com
ruafrica@mail.ru
rubarbike@163.com
ruben@custommadecycles.com
rubi.facundo@grupomercurio.mx
rubicon@rubicon.co.in
rubikon-eko@mail.ru
ruby@nbzx.com
ruchira.puri@fabindia.net
rudi@coplan-europe.com
rudine@t-home.mk
rudy@rudychina.com
rui.freitas@wac.pt
ruianliba@163.com
ruianqimo@163.com
ruiansaiben@163.com
ruianzg@163.com
ruiban@126.com
ruifei105@126.com
ruifeng@ruifengenamelware.com
ruihongfair@163.com
ruiliang@vip.163.com
ruimei08@ruimeicosmetics.com
ruimingxiang@163.com
ruiqia2005@163.com
ruirunfushi@163.com
ruitezxq@163.com
ruituoautoparts@163.com
ruixiang@vip.163.com
ruixiangjd@163.com
ruixunkj@126.com
ruiyang-fan@163.com
ruiyumuye@163.com
ruiz.felicia@epa.gov
ruizejichuang@163.com
runfeng@zjrunfeng.net
runhua@shrunzhou.com
runv@mail.ru
rusdi@its-indonesia.com
rusfishjournal@yandex.ru
ruslan.agamaliyev@ibar.az
russ@heidencompanies.com
russ@salkmg.com
russell.c.schnell@noaa.gov
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russell@bossdoorcontrols.com
russellmccleave@googlemail.com
russia@altaeco.com
russia@bicon.com
russia@petengineering.com
russia@trendmicro.com
russian.trans@service.alibaba.com
russian@generator.ru
rustam@alata.kg
rustic@yntheatre.com
rustradhouse@mail.ru
rusyaev@list.ru
rutger@webjin.nl
rvega@lubosa.com.mx
rvinuela@direcmin.com
rwhite@waccoinc.com
rwilliam.cok@jamesmackintosh.com
rwr@soval.com
rx330@bk.ru
rxecho@163.com
ry@cl-massload.com.tw
ryan.ma@capco.co.kr
ryan.neading@rackspace.com
ryan@gozipline.com
ryan@yjhg.com.cn
ryb@realytech.com
rychagov69@mail.ru
rymcdaniel@duncan-oil.com
ryosho@ryosho.net.cn
ryosuke_tsujimae@ihi.co.jp
rzahradnik@resortbroadband.com
rzapata@prodigy.net.mx
rztong@sina.com
s-expert@mail.ru
s-kikuchi@aria-world.co.jp
s-kono@steerjapan.com
s-r@hillwoman.com
s-samia@margafrique.com
s-shinojima@tukada-riken.co.jp
s-tape@vip.163.com
s.bauco@vianinigroup.it
s.bradley@kci-world.com
s.chamsuk@unido.org
s.cognetti@petrone.it
s.durucan@ic.ac.uk
s.enkin@maxcombike.com
s.hong@kci-world.com
s.hudspeth@fcimkt.com
s.jain@indoautotech.com
s.john@wwfl-uae.com
s.k@gastechiran.com
s.kabu@shinko-wire.co.jp
s.katoch@ralson.com
s.kumar@peacelandenergy.com
s.kurilin@mail.ru
s.mabuchi@teco-japan.com
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s.marina2004@list.ru
s.rangoni@menmade.it
s.sankar@solvay.com
s.santi@leonardobc.com
s.schaefer@nordenpac.de
s.smolnikov@ke.uu.ru
s.thibaut@idea.be
s.v.date@unigulf.ae
s.wachter@era-contact.de
s.welzel@oralscience.com
s103@webmasters.com
s1@asiaseiko.com
s997136979@163.com
s99@ranking-helmet.com
s@sh163.net
s_bezruchenko@mail.ru
s_vesti@bk.kz
sa.karthik@induslaw.com
sa@naturfoods.ru
sa@olympiaoil.com
saackebj@china.com
saadj@acmemfg.com
saamia@eco-intl.org
sab.tsuge@k7.dion.ne.jp
sab@kama-center.ru
sabaqueshm@kanoon.net
sabfan@163.com
sabine.knebel@wrigley.com
sabirova@expocentr.ru
sabonabohemia@seznam.cz
sabre@vip.163.com
sabrina_xm@163.com
sabu@ammamco.com
sac@camozzi.com.br
sac@megabras.com.br
sac@pro-analise.com.br
sacfritravich@fritravich.com
sacha.meloni@elmatec.hu
sacheta@sacheta.com
sachin.gandhi@aacipl.com
sachin.gupta@bsindustries.org
sachin@dewanexports.com
sackeer@ambhertel.com
sact@sact.in
sactc428@126.com
sadafhtl@sadafhotel.ae
sadana@gap.com
saddle@vip.163.com
sadique@hotelconcepts.ae
saeedy@emiratesbank.ae
saeki@saeki.co.kr
safe@NIIR.org
safety@aast.edu
safetyauh@kanoo.ae
safetyculturesummit@agendamanagers.com
safetydxb@kanoo.ae
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sagheer@firstselectuae.com
sagjjl@sina.com
sagun@sagun.com
sahaarindom2008@gmil.com
sahara@sahara-group.com
saharin@city.wakkanai.hokkaido.jp
sahoo@internationalrecruiter.org
sahos@sahos.cz
sahra@ergungida.com
sahra@sahrakablo.com
saibangte@163.com
saida@samayahotel.com
saif@splendourhomes.ae
saifee5152@bsnl.in
saifu@saifu.cn
saifym@switzgroup.com
saike100@163.com
sail_on2@163.com
sailing_wu@163.com
saimaocuo66@163.com
saito@minaro.com
saixin@188.com
saiyiint@163.com
sajad@universalhospitals.com
sajan@poovayya.net
sajid@malwaceramics.com
sajj@evg.com.cn
sak@saderkhail.com
saka@sakatrading.com
sakai@d4k.net
sakambri@atcnet.com.np
sakamoto@exri.co.jp
sakinal@lencoxm.com.cn
sakurayue@163.com
sal@200copy.com
sal@bluesky.as
sal@sal.com.tr
sal@tensmachine.com
sala@sisteitaly.it
salauddin@jfbd.com
saldl@jwell.cn
sale001@chemgreat.com
sale009@86chem.cn
sale009@foxmail.com
sale02@cus-steel.com
sale02@gobohk.com
sale03@haoxuanbio.com
sale06@foxmail.com
sale08@86chem.cn
sale08@foxmail.com
sale1@hbtrades.com
sale1@winset.com.cn
sale2@mth.co.kr
sale3@dbg.com.cn
sale468@163.com
sale66@achr.cn
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sale77@achr.cn
sale@365toys.com
sale@ThemeForest.net
sale@arca-valve.com
sale@bdsensors.cz
sale@bestoutdoor.co
sale@bhpiston.com
sale@bikevee.com
sale@cersa-mci.com
sale@chang-ming.com
sale@chinachengliang.com
sale@cnyisen.biz
sale@cqld.com
sale@czlingxiang.com
sale@dbolo.com
sale@djp.cn
sale@dyhg.com
sale@electrogalvanized-wire.com
sale@eurolab.ru
sale@fd-cmm.com
sale@flitland.com
sale@gamma.spb.ru
sale@helongwpc.com
sale@hualong-tech.com
sale@hzmtg.com
sale@inlinetrading.ru
sale@jianglun.com
sale@jinfangyuan.com
sale@js-feiya.com
sale@k-sunnyfilter.com
sale@keytop.com.cn
sale@kinesis.com.tw
sale@komponent.pro
sale@krohn.ru
sale@longyue-leather.com
sale@maxeen-auto.com
sale@mk68.ru
sale@nb-huihe.com
sale@pm-leader.com
sale@rotronic.by
sale@sgvalve.com
sale@stangrad.ru
sale@technokom.ru
sale@winset.com.cn
sale@woteer.cn
sale@xcfuse.com
sale@zeal-line.com
sale@zhaoteng.com
sale@zhengli-china.com
sale@ztouvalve.com
salecom@salecom.com
saleh@hnaki.com
sales-1@king-e.net
sales-4a@laux-bicycle.com
sales-5a@laux-bicycle.com
sales-dmm2@ibh-saudi.com
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sales-dmm@ibh-saudi.com
sales-eu@aldec.com
sales-info@tmn.co.kr
sales-jp@aldec.com
sales-lux@bytetrust.com
sales-manageengine@micronova.de
sales-me@tekla.com
sales-mktg@firich.com.tw
sales-nora@cnjec.com
sales-p@teco.com.my
sales-ruh@ibh-saudi.com
sales-sam@augenergy.com
sales-support@estijl.com
sales-tc@yueni.com.tw
sales-tx@stoneagetools.com
sales.01@tuoyanpx.com.cn
sales.abudhabi@mill-cop.com
sales.asc@pmcchina.net
sales.bratislava@kuehne-nagel.com
sales.btm@greatdynamic.com
sales.bucharest@kuehne-nagel.com
sales.c@bevenovo.com
sales.china@3d-jp.com
sales.china@fillon-pichon.com.cn
sales.cn@mate.com
sales.dar@unifilterskenya.biz
sales.de@bgb-analytik.com
sales.div@wasprima.co.id
sales.europe@leser.com
sales.gec@galiakotwala.in
sales.id@trendmicro.com
sales.in@handel-linc.com
sales.india@emag.com
sales.india@toradex.com
sales.italy@giotti.it
sales.kiev@kuehne-nagel.com
sales.ltexhaust@ltxsq.com
sales.manila@exltec.com
sales.me@msasafety.com
sales.meaio@secop.com
sales.my@handel-linc.com
sales.my@trendmicro.com
sales.one@worldlinksz.com
sales.ph@handel-linc.com
sales.praha@kuehne-nagel.com
sales.sg@handel-linc.com
sales.sg@trendmicro.com
sales.shanghai@vcans.com
sales.skopje@kuehne-nagel.com
sales.th@trendmicro.com
sales.uk@emag.com
sales.ups.milano@socomec.com
sales.ups.roma@socomec.com
sales.ups.vicenza@socomec.com
sales.vn@handel-linc.com
sales.vwsgulf@veolia.com
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sales.wasa@welding-alloys.com
sales.xiaogan@epcos.com
sales001@petrus-ha.cn
sales001@xyaluminum.com
sales01@acparts.cn
sales01@bkwheel.com
sales01@car-ku.com
sales01@carpower.com.cn
sales01@eapc-cn.com
sales01@famous-bike.com
sales01@ft-knife.com
sales01@great-group.cn
sales01@huadongcablegroup.com
sales01@lidawm.com
sales01@nbsfk.com
sales01@sricam.com
sales01@wellmold.com
sales01@zimele.com
sales02@famous-bike.com
sales02@szrealan.com
sales02@topjoyint.com
sales03@cnbestgarlic.com
sales03@feihu-hose.com
sales03@joyhong.com
sales03@sz-zxs.com
sales04@sz-zxs.com
sales05@szrealan.com
sales05@usachance.com
sales06@cn-dls.com
sales08@szrealan.com
sales10@mele.cn
sales10@sinotyre-group.com
sales10@trademaxchem.com
sales11@sbkj.com
sales12@honorseiki.com.tw
sales13@mele.cn
sales13@melestar.com
sales1479@hktechnology.co.kr
sales17@vissontech.com
sales1@air7seas.us
sales1@auburnleather.com
sales1@best-honest.com
sales1@brandon-lighting.com
sales1@cnfeijian.com
sales1@ebluetimes.com
sales1@egreatworld.com
sales1@ezforce.com.tw
sales1@fastglobalsupplier.com
sales1@fenduole.com
sales1@fengmao.com
sales1@fj-native.com
sales1@grandeurhk.com
sales1@himount.com
sales1@hl-cn.com
sales1@kemplion.com
sales1@litbright.com
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sales1@morekiss.cn
sales1@sahinlermetal.com
sales1@shlongpai.com
sales1@signaladvantage.com
sales1@talenz.cc
sales1@tbt-gd.com
sales1@yajie-zh.com
sales1@yingqun.cn
sales2007@163.com
sales207@thaiho.com
sales25@manful.com
sales2@beaver-cn.com
sales2@cnhuawin.com
sales2@cnwallpanel.com
sales2@eclatorq.com
sales2@nblucking.com
sales2@perfctwetwipe.com
sales2@poncho.cn
sales2@radongyu.com
sales2@sonnytyres.com
sales2@yofitex.com
sales2@yumway.com
sales33@sbacial.com
sales3584@globalexh.com
sales3@biohelmet.com
sales3@china-solary.com
sales3@dongtaycorp.vn
sales3@kaigaibussan.jp
sales3@pet188.com
sales3@rem-ksa.com
sales3@sunftyre.com
sales3@togyibaby.com
sales4@ats-autoparts.com
sales4@brothers-ycable.net
sales4@ebluetimes.com
sales4@omnicycling.com
sales4@vepump.com
sales4@zjdycy.com
sales5@carestar.cc
sales5@hongxie.com
sales5@jstzsx.cn
sales5@mysunbake.com
sales5@poncho.cn
sales5@szsjd.com
sales5@wintrue.net
sales5@yxtowel.com
sales66@hftex.net
sales6@poncho.cn
sales6@zjruicheng.com
sales7@aiduo-wiper.com
sales7@chinatruck.cc
sales7@joddybike.com
sales7@poncho.cn
sales7@zhengweileather.com
sales8@alustar.com.cn
sales8@poncho.cn
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sales8@xmotos.com
sales9@joddybike.com
sales9@unuiga.com
sales@13rush.com
sales@163.com
sales@1gc.ru
sales@247lighting.net
sales@365-24.com.cn
sales@3het-cn.com
sales@3lionsfactory.com
sales@3qcable.com
sales@BrandShield.com
sales@PixeLINK.com
sales@abcllc.me
sales@abcosubsea.com
sales@abdulalitravels.com
sales@abeyabicycle.com
sales@abzinc.com
sales@acromag.com
sales@act-on.com
sales@addviva.com
sales@adhme.net
sales@adosuae.com
sales@ae-industries.nl
sales@aerodev.com
sales@aeronacca.co.uk
sales@aeroprecision.com
sales@aesa-ae.com.sg
sales@afaqmalaz.com
sales@affsaf.co.za
sales@aglmfg.com
sales@agrolan.co.il
sales@ahmgrup.com
sales@aiduo-wiper.com
sales@aigeni.com
sales@airprotool.com
sales@aitcool.com
sales@ajexturner.com
sales@alachisoft.com
sales@alainraceway.com
sales@alasasvalves.com
sales@albwardydamen.com
sales@albwardymarine.com
sales@aldec.com
sales@alfarisksa.com
sales@alfatekind.com
sales@algouri.com
sales@alhakimuae.com
sales@aliyaqoob.com
sales@allsafe.ae
sales@almiladhardware.com
sales@alonsocarus.com
sales@alphabeticalpress.com
sales@alreemwater.com
sales@alsabahgm.com
sales@alsabriyahelev.com
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sales@alsalemg.net
sales@alsamah.ae
sales@alsamra.com
sales@altaqwaelectric.com
sales@aluprints.com
sales@amag.com
sales@amggrowers.com
sales@amipart.co.uk
sales@ammamco.com
sales@amoschina.com.cn
sales@analogicsolutions.com
sales@angliakarting.com
sales@angyunwheels.com
sales@aowei.com
sales@apollobikes.com
sales@apollouae.com
sales@aqeri.com
sales@archplastics.com
sales@argensun.com.ar
sales@armor.com.tw
sales@aromco.com
sales@artbalt.lt
sales@as-suspension.com
sales@asiapaintsingapore.com
sales@asiaticme.com
sales@assistanz.com
sales@astadelmann.com
sales@astedubai.com
sales@atcgifu.com.tw
sales@atlanticfreight.co.uk
sales@atlanticpipe.com
sales@atlantismarine.com
sales@audioxl.be
sales@austinracing.info
sales@autobud.ru
sales@autoclima.com
sales@autoctrlsco.com
sales@autojbd.com
sales@autolandscientech.com
sales@automatedcablesolutions.co.uk
sales@autoparts-zappa.com
sales@autophix.com
sales@autotai.com
sales@autotal-tech.cn
sales@avdistributors.com.au
sales@avention.co.kr
sales@axewheels.com
sales@axon-interconnect.com
sales@badshahrollers.com
sales@banana-pi.com
sales@baolusrq.com
sales@barakadates.com
sales@barrilito.com.cn
sales@bas.co.jp
sales@batterymegastore.co.uk
sales@baw.com.tw
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sales@bayt.net
sales@bcspecialists.com
sales@bdsensors.ru
sales@beams-inc.jp
sales@beepeegroup.com
sales@behost.com.cn
sales@beijing-kids.com
sales@beiwang.cn
sales@bellright.com
sales@bericacavi.com
sales@berrysmfg.com
sales@besteq.ru
sales@bestpack.com
sales@bestwayoge.com
sales@besyoautoparts.com
sales@bete.com
sales@betomaticest.com
sales@bfi-online.ru
sales@bhagwatisteelage.com
sales@bhatiatools.com
sales@bhotika.com
sales@biar.com
sales@bigan.by
sales@bigtime.com.tw
sales@billtrust.com
sales@bionomicind.com
sales@bjfg.com.cn
sales@bjmpumps.com
sales@bjmtw.com
sales@bjmuma.com
sales@blmgroupshanghai.com
sales@bme-me.com
sales@bn-pump.com
sales@bonjet.com
sales@bootleggerstrading.com
sales@bosunlogistics.com
sales@bottegadellacanapa.com
sales@bow.cn
sales@boydfood.com
sales@boylesfitness.com.au
sales@bp-korea.com
sales@bpprocess.com
sales@brake-china.com
sales@braxe.com
sales@bray.co.uk
sales@brown-machine.com
sales@brush-machine.com
sales@btbvalve.com
sales@btq-valve.com
sales@bundupower.co.za
sales@businessportals.com
sales@bw-saudi.com
sales@c-eu.cn
sales@ca.ina.com
sales@caauto.co.kr
sales@cables-connection.com
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sales@cabletapesuk.com
sales@cadoil.com
sales@caisoncolor.com
sales@caiyun.cn
sales@cal-inst.com
sales@cal-lidz.com
sales@caltech.com.my
sales@caltron.com.sg
sales@camozzi.de
sales@campiu.com
sales@cannawell.co.uk
sales@cantaloupedigital.com
sales@canterinternationalfze.com
sales@captronicsystems.com
sales@cardiffcable.com
sales@carecargo.in
sales@caribbeanshipping.com
sales@carnivalsource.com
sales@cart-power.com
sales@cartmodules.com
sales@cartool.com.cn
sales@cbtank.com
sales@cebusolar.com
sales@cejn.com.cn
sales@cemo.co.za
sales@centella.cn
sales@centra.com.tw
sales@centralbike.co.th
sales@centuryequipmentco.com
sales@cfnservices.com
sales@chapperhealthcare.com
sales@chem-factory.com
sales@chemfineinternational.com
sales@chemicalhose.org
sales@chescientific.com.hk
sales@chilcottuk.com
sales@china-autoparts.net
sales@china-chaoli.net
sales@china-hpmg.com
sales@china-mch.com
sales@china-ydg.com
sales@china-yunlong.com
sales@chinadoli.com
sales@chinadyespigment.com
sales@chinafronter.com
sales@chinahkm.com
sales@chinahopson.com
sales@chinanordson.com
sales@chinascse.com
sales@chinasignexpo.com
sales@chinawiperblades.com
sales@chinaysl.net
sales@chingmars.com.tw
sales@chiralchemcorp.com
sales@chryselsdigital.com
sales@chuango.com
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sales@chunyu.com.tw
sales@cidic.com.cn
sales@citiqprepaid.co.za
sales@citrobio.com
sales@cixikangyue.com
sales@clctech.com.au
sales@cleantechgulf.com
sales@cloverchina.com
sales@cmak.com
sales@cmcw.com.cn
sales@cn-bx.cn
sales@cn-dfc.com
sales@cn-wheelweights.cn
sales@cn-yihong.com
sales@cnautoway.com
sales@cneasily.com
sales@cngreentouch.com
sales@cnl.com.tw
sales@cnwelluck.com
sales@cnwzsd.com
sales@colmax.com.tw
sales@comesys.net
sales@compliancekey.com
sales@conceptlatch.com.au
sales@conexton.com
sales@connock.co.uk
sales@connock.com
sales@contiflex.in
sales@corpshp.com
sales@cosber.com
sales@cosmogroup.in
sales@cpifinancial.net
sales@cppumps.com
sales@creativeplusdxb.com
sales@crq.cn
sales@cs-cart.com
sales@cs-cart.com.cn
sales@cse-waf.co.nz
sales@ctc-ic.com
sales@ctrltechnologies.com
sales@cubeitech.com
sales@cubiclesanddoors.co.uk
sales@cut-tech.com.tw
sales@cutes.com.tw
sales@cycambike.com
sales@d3led.com
sales@dafengbike.com
sales@dakila.com
sales@dansarindustries.com
sales@dapc.com.cn
sales@dardiwaterjet.com
sales@dataexplore.net
sales@dba.com.au
sales@defatechnology.com
sales@defluris.com
sales@deligs.com
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sales@deltalab.co.th
sales@deltavisiontrading.com
sales@demina.cn
sales@demma.co.uk
sales@denizplastik.com.tr
sales@denwel.cz
sales@designedcolour.com
sales@deutronic.com
sales@dfdchem.com
sales@dfw-datacenter.com
sales@dhwani-impex.com
sales@digitalbazaar.com
sales@dikken.com.cn
sales@dimac.com.au
sales@dinamo.kz
sales@dingiun.com.tw
sales@directdirection.ae
sales@discbrake.cn
sales@displaymountpro.com
sales@diterna.com.tw
sales@diymtb.com.au
sales@dlautomotor.com
sales@dlftrade.com
sales@dod-tec.ae
sales@dofin.com.uy
sales@donrun.cn
sales@donycorp.com
sales@dorou.com
sales@dpes.cn
sales@dpes.com.cn
sales@drag-5.com
sales@drewtech.com
sales@drwiper.com
sales@drydenaqua.com
sales@ds-light.com
sales@dsons.net
sales@dtcae.com
sales@dubaiinstruments.com
sales@dunavitex.hu
sales@dvk-electro.ru
sales@dymot.co.za
sales@dynaflex.asia
sales@dynamicdiscs.com
sales@dywheels.com
sales@e-bikeshop.co.uk
sales@eastparts.com
sales@ebluetimes.com
sales@eceuk.com
sales@eclipse-tech.co.uk
sales@eco-sol.co.uk
sales@ecpcontrols.co.uk
sales@eda.com.sg
sales@effortparts.com
sales@eid.co.il
sales@ejhair.com
sales@eko.com.cn
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sales@electromagneticindia.com
sales@electromec-uae.com
sales@eleganthardware.in
sales@elementum.group
sales@emigre.com
sales@emiratessteel.com
sales@emiratestechnotrade.com
sales@emmezeta.it
sales@empirett.com
sales@emsmedical.net
sales@enders.ru
sales@endlessme.com
sales@enovationcontrols.eu
sales@enterex.com.tw
sales@environchem.com
sales@eontronix.com
sales@epdistribution.com.sg
sales@eprinterstore.com
sales@erinbikehut.im
sales@escitec.com
sales@esengco.com
sales@esmarsupplies.com
sales@esttools.com
sales@esunny.cc
sales@esuse.com.tw
sales@etapchina.com
sales@etari.de
sales@ete.com.cn
sales@euro-top.cn
sales@eurocats.co.uk
sales@eventbrite.com
sales@everfine.cn
sales@exceltechchina.com
sales@exltec.com
sales@experts-ei.com
sales@eztalks.com
sales@ezyfitdoors.com.au
sales@fa-ks.com
sales@facade.ae
sales@fairwinds.co.uk
sales@fajralhind.com
sales@famemoiss.com
sales@fanatikbike.com
sales@fap.com.tw
sales@faqihient.com
sales@fastace.com
sales@fbgauto.com.tw
sales@fbvalve.com
sales@fddz.com
sales@fea.com.tw
sales@fecpos.at
sales@feeco.com
sales@feiyangbaby.com
sales@felins.com
sales@fenduole.com
sales@fengpu.com
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sales@fensport.co.uk
sales@fiebing.com
sales@fif.by
sales@fifancable.com
sales@filtersun.cn
sales@finixx.com
sales@firich.co.kr
sales@firstintegrated.co.uk
sales@fjsmt.com
sales@flamarplak.com
sales@flexi-van.com
sales@flexindomas.cehgroup.com
sales@fluconautomationinc.com
sales@flutrol.co.th
sales@flyshark.mobi
sales@focargroup.cn
sales@forbaby.cc
sales@forfleasake.com
sales@fortop.com.tw
sales@fortune7adv.com
sales@fortuneemirates.com
sales@fortunescientific.com.cn
sales@forwardalloys.com
sales@fotosystems.com
sales@foxwelltech.com
sales@fptme.com
sales@franzeluta.md
sales@freemanwheels.com
sales@fricwelauto.com
sales@fscables.com
sales@fuelfeedpump.com
sales@fuerma.cn
sales@fuliby.com
sales@fulongauto.com
sales@furnicraft-ae.com
sales@furusan.com.my
sales@futuretec.com.kw
sales@fwmurphy.co.uk
sales@fwwd.com
sales@g-lighting.com
sales@gallay.co.nz
sales@gama.ae
sales@gambetti.it
sales@gandhiship.com
sales@gaobida.com
sales@gardenborderfences.com
sales@garimaglobal.com
sales@gasmet.com.hk
sales@gawafishing.com
sales@gbandc.com
sales@gbmd.ae
sales@gcpseminars.com
sales@gcsproductsmfg.com
sales@geetoy.com
sales@genecraftlabs.com
sales@generaltechsaudi.com
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sales@geniatech.com
sales@genplus.com.tw
sales@ghtcable.com
sales@giumarra.com
sales@gj-trading.com
sales@glassogroup.com
sales@glebe-cottage.co.uk
sales@glide-mail.com
sales@globalpartsme.com
sales@globaltekts.com
sales@globaltradex.co.nz
sales@gmfraser.com
sales@gmisme.com
sales@gnu-toys.com
sales@gokimco.com
sales@goldensandsgroup.co
sales@goldpacific.com.hk
sales@goldstab.com
sales@gomiro.com
sales@goodwinLLC.com
sales@gorillafirmcycling.com
sales@greatwall-flywheel.com
sales@greatwallcrusher.com
sales@greenbeltfoodstuff.com
sales@gsmada.com
sales@gtcablemachine.com
sales@gtsbrake.com.tr
sales@guanchi.com
sales@guangmingpack.cn
sales@guangyuindustry.com
sales@guavatech.com
sales@gulfworldwide.net
sales@guoweimotor.com
sales@gzfeixuan.com
sales@habtronix.com
sales@hadsocks.com
sales@haijiu.com
sales@haimotech.com
sales@haivision.com.cn
sales@haiyuecorp.com
sales@hakeemuniforms.com
sales@haltech.com
sales@hamiltonkettles.com
sales@hanfeibc.com
sales@haodengchem.com
sales@haorise.com
sales@hasnur-uae.com
sales@hatraco.ru
sales@hawleyusa.com
sales@hbdware.com
sales@hbroch.com
sales@hdmetaltrade.com
sales@hdpengineering.com
sales@hegard.pl
sales@helezu.com
sales@heller-machinetools.com.cn
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sales@hellotoy.com
sales@hemisphere-freight.com
sales@hengfengtires.com
sales@hengli-auto.com
sales@hengtaichem.com
sales@hex-rays.com
sales@hfhuaji.com
sales@hibond.com
sales@hiliqi.com
sales@hitechuae.com
sales@hkfoodgroup.com
sales@hklaser.com
sales@hldbearings.com
sales@hlfilter.com
sales@hnh-auto.com
sales@hojon.com
sales@honeybeegardens.com
sales@hongyujixie.com
sales@honsmaker.com
sales@hookinchem.cn
sales@hotellakecastle.com
sales@hqw.com.au
sales@hsdy.com.cn
sales@hsqs.com.sg
sales@hualian.biz
sales@huijiang.cn
sales@huoder.com
sales@hydrofitgroup.com
sales@hydrogroup.plc.uk
sales@hytekgb.com
sales@hzkkpm.com
sales@hznonwoven.com
sales@hzoceanchem.com
sales@hzqs.com
sales@hzxiuwu.com
sales@ibh-saudi.com
sales@ibispromotion.com
sales@ic35.com.cn
sales@icycools.com
sales@icystraitseafoods.com
sales@idcardkits.com
sales@ifexport.com
sales@ignition-module.com
sales@imarkinfotech.com
sales@imss.co.za
sales@indes.com
sales@induflex.com
sales@infotek.com.cn
sales@injia.com
sales@inor.net.cn
sales@inps.ca
sales@inpsusa.com
sales@internetx.com
sales@inuit.se
sales@iolitesoftwares.com
sales@iphex-india.com
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sales@issacnet.com
sales@italbestvalve.com
sales@itoppacking.com
sales@iwiss.com
sales@jachris.co.za
sales@jachris.com
sales@jakiflow.com
sales@jalyn.cn
sales@jamesellisstevens.com
sales@jamusun.com
sales@jan-mekia.com
sales@japan-marina.co.jp
sales@japanesevehicles.com
sales@jarvis.co.nz
sales@javatec-machinery.com
sales@jawaysteel.com
sales@jaytee.com
sales@jbox.ca
sales@jcimpex.com.ar
sales@jcmsd.com
sales@jeepsea.co.il
sales@jevol.com.cn
sales@jhsyb.cn
sales@jianhaodq.com
sales@jianze.net
sales@jiasun.com
sales@jiasun.net
sales@jinbotools.cn
sales@jinchengfilterpaper.com
sales@jinchengtn.com
sales@jmsgroup.jp
sales@jnknutrition.com
sales@joint-3d.com
sales@jollynb.com
sales@jonln.com
sales@joovy.com
sales@jpg-valve.com
sales@jroneturbo.com
sales@jsjwbxg.com
sales@jslucky.com
sales@jt-pr.com
sales@jucarauto.com
sales@juichih168.cn
sales@juliescycles.co.uk
sales@jxsynergy.com
sales@jy-bearings.com
sales@jyqns.com
sales@jzanc.com
sales@jzsk.com.cn
sales@kaip4car.com
sales@kaleconveyor.com
sales@kama.co.za
sales@karwo.com.hk
sales@kbintl.in
sales@kcic.com.ph
sales@keda-auto.com
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sales@keepup-parts.com
sales@kemele.com
sales@kenonoilgas.com
sales@kentech.co.za
sales@kesrimetal.co.in
sales@ketectool.com
sales@keweitai.com
sales@keyde.com
sales@khambatigroup.com
sales@khcycle.com
sales@khomositraders.com
sales@khsbicycles.com
sales@kimsautoparts.com
sales@king-co.com.cn
sales@kingcats-fence.com
sales@kingnordchem.com
sales@kingproducellc.com
sales@kirodandaro.com.mk
sales@kiwa-cw.com
sales@kkten.com
sales@kobianscientific.com
sales@kohinooruae.com
sales@kolorjetchemicals.com
sales@komtel-ks.com
sales@kottmann.eu
sales@kpwires.com
sales@kr-tec.ru
sales@kryon.com.cn
sales@kspyc.com
sales@kuaiyu.com
sales@kuldevielectricals.com
sales@kuselequipment.com
sales@kyodoj.co.jp
sales@kyoritsuelectric.com
sales@l-i.co.uk
sales@labici.com.tw
sales@laborsing.com
sales@lacpdx.com
sales@ladyjayne.com
sales@lancol.com
sales@lannacharm.com
sales@lantherblack.com
sales@laribbons.com
sales@larosagroup.com
sales@lawer.com
sales@lcj.cn
sales@leerjoy.com
sales@lemo.de
sales@leoenggme.com
sales@leser.com
sales@lht.co.th
sales@liangren.cn
sales@libocosmetics.com
sales@lichenggroup.com
sales@likracing.com
sales@limkimhai.com.sg
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sales@loganbc.com
sales@lonjen.com
sales@lonmarparts.com
sales@lpi-hk.com
sales@ltcooling.com
sales@ltwheelparts.com
sales@luckarm.com
sales@lucycoggle.co.uk
sales@luigiswines.com
sales@luligroup.com
sales@lulufabllc.com
sales@lumi.com.cn
sales@luojiamotor.com
sales@luxeled.com
sales@lyons-seafoods.com
sales@lz-risun.com
sales@lzpump.com
sales@m-k.com
sales@m4x4.com
sales@macfarlanmachinery.com
sales@machineryenterprises.com
sales@macroltd.com.tw
sales@maegerle.com
sales@mag-st.ru
sales@maha.de
sales@mahaas.com.my
sales@makkon.com.tr
sales@mallalieus.com
sales@malmoexports.com
sales@manbat.co.uk
sales@mandarindubai.com
sales@marcusgear.co.uk
sales@mariofernando.com
sales@marsmanltd.net
sales@martinpro-me.com
sales@massjoy.net
sales@matagid.com
sales@matchdeck.com
sales@matrixtools.nl
sales@maxairasia.com
sales@maxairtech.com
sales@maxcom.ae
sales@maxshinechina.com
sales@maxtechsales.com
sales@mayachain.com
sales@mbelec.com
sales@mcdevices.com
sales@mclloydbis.com
sales@megamotorcyclestore.co.uk
sales@megawoodlarsonjuhl.com.au
sales@meibah.com
sales@meijicorp.com
sales@meinkindbaby.com
sales@mercariintl.com
sales@merkins.eu
sales@merlin-digital.com
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sales@merlincycles.com
sales@mesinc.net
sales@metaflake.com
sales@metallicbolts.com
sales@metrotea.com
sales@meyer-industries.com
sales@mhctools.com
sales@microage.com
sales@micros.com.pl
sales@microtech-ua.com
sales@midmacor.co.za
sales@mils.fr
sales@mingxinleather.com
sales@minhgiangauto.com
sales@miruae.com
sales@missp.ru
sales@mmcontrol.com
sales@moba.com.cn
sales@modernprinters.in
sales@modiary.com
sales@mogit.org
sales@moncaster.co.uk
sales@montrade.it
sales@moosa-daly.com
sales@mopartners.global
sales@moph-autoparts.com
sales@morris.co.za
sales@moto-direct.com
sales@motorpro.com.tw
sales@mouser.com
sales@movevoyager.com
sales@mpallp.com
sales@mpmc-china.com
sales@mqs.co.uk
sales@mrsuae.com
sales@mullermachines.ch
sales@muqarram.com
sales@mygica.com
sales@myip.ms
sales@mylares.com
sales@myronl.com
sales@nanfangchem.com
sales@natconn.com
sales@nationalnet.com
sales@nb-yifan.com
sales@nb-yusheng.com
sales@nbjinuo.com
sales@nbkr.cn
sales@nbwally.com
sales@nbxuma.com
sales@ncsi.com.cn
sales@necero.com
sales@nelsonjameson.com
sales@nemesisuk.com
sales@neostarunited.com
sales@net2be.com
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sales@netcargouk.com
sales@netop.com.hk
sales@netsarang.com
sales@netsun.com
sales@newhiplik.com.cn
sales@newseamachinery.com
sales@nextview.com
sales@nf-bearings.com
sales@nhhuaxing.com
sales@nikolasbakery.com
sales@nimr.om
sales@ningboherb.com
sales@nissinuk.com
sales@nitinventures.com
sales@nl-tech.co.kr
sales@noah.hk
sales@noporvis.com
sales@nordson-access.com
sales@novakaeru.com.br
sales@novatek.co.za
sales@nykeenergy.com
sales@nzll.co.nz
sales@occiori.com
sales@oceanwild.co.nz
sales@odysseyorganics.com
sales@offsetdubai.com
sales@oilgasnewspublications.com
sales@okura.com.vn
sales@olian.com.tw
sales@omcan.com
sales@omegaegy.net
sales@omereng.com
sales@oncomponents.com
sales@online.com.kh
sales@onstpart.com
sales@opticon.com
sales@options-it.com
sales@orbitalfoods.com
sales@oregonschoice.com
sales@oubao.com
sales@oupiin.cn
sales@outec.co.za
sales@ovevo.cn
sales@owon.com.cn
sales@paccon.com.au
sales@pacmachinery.com
sales@paile-motor.com
sales@panickerholdings.com
sales@pardi.ru
sales@pbdionisio.com
sales@pcbpower.co.za
sales@pecsa.co.za
sales@pentachutian.com
sales@pentagoncomputers.com
sales@pentanet.co.za
sales@perfectelec.com
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sales@perfectrubber.net
sales@perulederexport.com
sales@pes-rus.ru
sales@petroliaglobal.com
sales@pferd-uk.com
sales@pgsoftware.fr
sales@pharmtech.com.cn
sales@phoebusbelting.com
sales@photoquip.com
sales@physiqueindia.com
sales@phytec.cn
sales@phytec.com
sales@phytec.in
sales@pingshan.com.hk
sales@pinyigao.com
sales@pioneerauto.com.sg
sales@pjmurphy.net
sales@pl-electric.com.my
sales@planet.com.tw
sales@plenty.co.th
sales@plumfive.co.jp
sales@pmtnw.com
sales@pokharauae.com
sales@polyfibre.in
sales@polyway.com.tw
sales@pomegranate.com
sales@poncho.cn
sales@pond5.com
sales@pop-hawaii.com
sales@power-m.ru
sales@powerpro.ng
sales@powershield.co.uk
sales@powersteeringrack.net
sales@ppsf.com
sales@pragtech.co.in
sales@precise-itc.com
sales@pregna.com
sales@premiummtb.com.au
sales@pressautomation.com
sales@prestigemedical.co.uk
sales@prezi.com
sales@prhome.co.uk
sales@priceking.cn
sales@procam.it
sales@procept.be
sales@producepro.com
sales@prominent.co.uk
sales@prominent.us
sales@prominentfluid.com.au
sales@psychsoftpc.com
sales@psytech.com.cn
sales@pucheng.com.cn
sales@pvsline.com
sales@pzdz.com
sales@qbssoftware.com
sales@qform3d.ru
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sales@qilichina.com
sales@qmaxtest.com
sales@qmhuae.com
sales@qqpharm.com
sales@qrcvalves.com
sales@qsi-q3.de
sales@qtrubber.com
sales@quadaxvalves.com
sales@qualityamerica.com
sales@queryfoundry.com
sales@questindustrial.com
sales@quodd.com
sales@quotemedia.com
sales@qzmachine.com
sales@racingcycles.eu
sales@radiantnet.co.za
sales@radiator.cn
sales@radico.eu
sales@rajs.cn
sales@rakmet.com
sales@randblower.co.za
sales@rapid3d.co.za
sales@rascargointernational.com
sales@rawlplug.ie
sales@rdbellows.com
sales@realmagnet.com
sales@redcorp.com
sales@reelex.com
sales@regoo-industry.com
sales@reina-tour.ru
sales@rel-tech.com
sales@reliantt.com
sales@rembe.de
sales@repcom.com.tr
sales@reportsweb.com
sales@repow.com.cn
sales@researchresearch.com
sales@riko.com
sales@riosauto.com
sales@risingstar.ae
sales@riyalelectrical.com
sales@rkanet.com
sales@roc-master.com
sales@rockchemie.com
sales@roff.co.za
sales@rojeleather.com
sales@rolflex.co.uk
sales@rolynengineering.co.za
sales@rongan-brakes.com
sales@rotake.com
sales@rotronic-usa.com
sales@rsd.md
sales@rsiexim.com
sales@runsun-models.com
sales@russell-scientific.co.uk
sales@rustar.ae
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sales@sadgurume.com
sales@safedns.com
sales@safelinegc.com
sales@saimportcompany.com
sales@saleemjacobson.com
sales@samruddhiorganic.com
sales@samson-sa.com
sales@samsonkorea.kr
sales@sandatech.com
sales@sanhe-nb.com
sales@sanyoudissan.com
sales@schints.com
sales@schunkchina.com
sales@sciencix.com
sales@sclusa.com
sales@scope.net.in
sales@scorpion-exhausts.com
sales@scotprime.com
sales@sd-nb.com
sales@sdcx.com
sales@seafares.net
sales@seaprimexco.com
sales@secogroup.com.cn
sales@securitydoorsandscreens.com.au
sales@sedco-online.com
sales@selex-es.com.tr
sales@seroc.cn
sales@servermania.com
sales@sh-switch.com
sales@shaa4c.com
sales@shamenterprises.com
sales@shancable.cn
sales@shanghaifeiyi.cn
sales@sheenrun.com
sales@shengdian.cn
sales@shetlandwoolbrokers.co.uk
sales@shhcprinting.com
sales@shhfl.com
sales@shhggs.com
sales@ship2shore.it
sales@shjiuyue.com
sales@shoplinuxonline.com
sales@showqship.com
sales@shsu.com.cn
sales@shuguangchem.com
sales@sierramonitor.com
sales@silvermans.co.uk
sales@silvershoreonline.com
sales@simexa.com
sales@simtechdev.com
sales@sinicmold.com
sales@sinico.com
sales@sinoshan.com
sales@sintech.co.za
sales@sio365.com
sales@sjpharm.com
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sales@skiver.it
sales@skmsteelsltd.com
sales@skyherb.cn
sales@skymaster.com.cn
sales@slaccas.com
sales@slkcorp.com
sales@slonegear.com
sales@slshipping.net
sales@sltoys.org
sales@smartertools.com
sales@smartteck.co.uk
sales@smcpneumatics.co.za
sales@sme-ama.com
sales@snackcrops.com
sales@sndsa.co.za
sales@sofsol.co.nz
sales@sohil-impex.com
sales@solasmarine.com
sales@solistella.cn
sales@songthanhcong.com
sales@songzeal.com.tw
sales@span-group.com
sales@spareage.com
sales@specialdatabases.com
sales@spectrumsurgical.com
sales@spectrumtech.com
sales@spedafilter.com
sales@sphere.net.au
sales@spiritfitness.com
sales@sporttech.biz
sales@springrc.com
sales@standardcon.com
sales@stc-sport.com
sales@stedman-machine.com
sales@stevenssupply.com
sales@streetandcomp.com
sales@strongltd.com.tw
sales@studiotec.fi
sales@sujatachemicals.com
sales@sunell.com.cn
sales@sunflexmetal.com
sales@sunlightuae.com
sales@sunway-air.com
sales@sunwaybearing.com
sales@sunwisechem.com
sales@supersprox.com
sales@supertooling.com
sales@suryasarana.com
sales@suspension-parts.com
sales@switchtec.co.uk
sales@sxplock.com
sales@syimotor.com
sales@systecmedia.com
sales@systools.in
sales@sz-co.com
sales@szdr.info
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sales@szfh-net.com.cn
sales@szoj.com.cn
sales@szpodoor.com
sales@szrealan.com
sales@szultrasonic.com.cn
sales@szyongwang.com
sales@tachogenerators.co.uk
sales@tae-yang.co.kr
sales@tara.ru
sales@tasena-cm.com
sales@taskmaster.co
sales@tastequest.co.uk
sales@tbr.vn
sales@tcs-tech.com.tw
sales@tdl-cn.com
sales@techdow.com
sales@techemservis.lt
sales@technomachinetools.com
sales@technopark.com.ua
sales@technopoleindustries.com
sales@teco.com.my
sales@tecprosolutions.com
sales@tedmotorsport.com
sales@tegara.com
sales@tehongvalve.com
sales@tekni-plex.be
sales@tenviro.com
sales@terrainplant.com
sales@tes-company.com
sales@teswell.com
sales@th.fag.com
sales@the-time.com.cn
sales@thebicycledoctor.com
sales@thegreenpath.in
sales@thelaw.tv
sales@theprinthouse.sc
sales@thermohran.com
sales@thermozonetech.com
sales@thieye.com
sales@thomsongroup.com.au
sales@thormiddleeast.com
sales@three-v.com
sales@thurston-bros.com
sales@tiandatools.com
sales@tianluocable.com
sales@tigervalve.com
sales@tintometer.com
sales@tiretec-lyndon.com
sales@tjbaolida.com
sales@tonghui.com.cn
sales@top-tiger.com
sales@topazglowdirect.co.uk
sales@topdisk.com.cn
sales@topfloorknitwear.co.uk
sales@topnetting.com
sales@topsites.us
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sales@totalmas.com
sales@trademill.co.uk
sales@translight.me
sales@transtechdxb.com
sales@transvalair.com
sales@trend.com.tw
sales@trendmicro.co.kr
sales@trillionuae.com
sales@trj-inc.com
sales@trscontainers.com
sales@truemax.cn
sales@tscarshow.com
sales@tse-imaging.nl
sales@tssolution.ru
sales@ttfitness.ie
sales@twcdj.com
sales@twdchina.com
sales@two-l.cn
sales@tzeh.cn
sales@tzxile.com
sales@uae.g4s.com
sales@uaefreezones.com
sales@uaphk.com
sales@ubermail.biz
sales@uci.ae
sales@ufa.com.cn
sales@umedisc.cn
sales@unichains.com
sales@unicornspices.com
sales@unioncameraltd.com
sales@uniweld.com.sg
sales@uniwinchemical.com
sales@urban-sense.cn
sales@uyesee.com
sales@valvetork.in
sales@vegerpower.com
sales@vegpacker.com
sales@venuswires.com
sales@vepump.com
sales@viatrading.com
sales@victoriangardensnyc.com
sales@vissontech.com
sales@vivotek.com
sales@voc365.com.cn
sales@vpublicize.com
sales@vvrsaustralia.com.au
sales@wahenyida.com
sales@walbro.com
sales@wandong.com.cn
sales@wanglu.com.cn
sales@wanlico.cn
sales@warbrick.co.uk
sales@watersaver.com
sales@wavesis.com
sales@wbe.com.cn
sales@wbs.ae
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sales@wdlsystems.com
sales@weida-packaging.com
sales@weinmanntek.com
sales@weisstechnik.be
sales@wemademe.com
sales@wessex-controls.com
sales@westcoastcontrols.co.uk
sales@westernadvance.com
sales@westsalem.com
sales@wheelegend.com
sales@wheeltop.com
sales@whitesharktools.com
sales@wildappetite.co.nz
sales@windcorp.com
sales@wingsdress.com
sales@wire-philippines.com
sales@wiremeshmanufactory.com
sales@witmansgroup.com
sales@wltianyi.cn
sales@wn-int.com
sales@woodstockelectronics.com
sales@worldshipnz.com
sales@worldwise.com.cn
sales@wowlogistics.com
sales@wowmediaresources.sg
sales@wowrack.co.id
sales@wscontrols.co.uk
sales@wsssindia.com
sales@wwuseychelles.com
sales@wxhldjs.com
sales@wxmz.com
sales@wxxingao.com
sales@wz-gc.com
sales@wzydb.com
sales@xactlabels.co.nz
sales@xajpump.com
sales@xap.com
sales@xingjiang.com
sales@xingzhuqipei.com
sales@xinri.com
sales@xlfz.cn
sales@xpertae.com
sales@xrspoke.com
sales@xtremefitness.com.au
sales@xzlvyuan.com
sales@yachant.com
sales@yail-noa.co.il
sales@yashinternational.com.np
sales@yasid.cn
sales@yext.com
sales@yhbinli.com
sales@yifeng.cc
sales@yincaa.com
sales@yinrich.com
sales@yiparts.com
sales@ynzo-xm.com
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sales@youyuefilms.com
sales@yu-heng.cn
sales@yunengchem.com
sales@yuxuan.com
sales@yuyin.sh.cn
sales@ywbicycle.com
sales@yxswitch.com
sales@yzabapharma.com
sales@yzhjcable.com
sales@zaintraders.net
sales@zakchina.com
sales@zeco.it
sales@zhaolong.com.cn
sales@zhenhuabio.com
sales@zhuangzhikeji.com
sales@zit21.ru
sales@zj-gold.com
sales@zjgsdcs.com
sales@zjhzpacking.com
sales@zjshengyue.com
sales@zjww.com.cn
sales@zjyunte.com
sales@zms-bh.com
sales@zntek.com
sales@zond-pak.ru
sales@zons.be
salesJE@epoch-optic.com
sales_achtuba@mail.ru
sales_bj@cn.fag.com
sales_cd@cn.fag.com
sales_china@gagnerproducts.com.cn
sales_china@grandstream.com
sales_gz@cn.fag.com
sales_hk@cn.fag.com
sales_hy@163.com
sales_id@festo.com
sales_kr@kr.festo.com
sales_nj@cn.fag.com
sales_sh@cn.fag.com
salesandserviceoperations@qbp.com
salesanz@researchresearch.com
salesasia@energycranes.com
saleschina@spectrumtech.com
salescn@amhygienics.com
salesdept@nespak.com
saleseng01@unionglobaltech.com
salesfrankfurt@sheraton.com
salesgroup@iforex.com
salesinfo@deltatrak.com
saleskz@stepoiltools.com
salesmail@dplasers.com
salesmanager@sunchip-tech.com
salesmgr-exp@kanoo.ae
salesn@unionmobileltd.com
salesnc@powerflo.com.au
salesnordic@unichains.com
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salesnz@powerflo.co.nz
salesoffice@barden-uk.com
salessupport@ocean-tech.net
salessz@kindwin.com
salest2@chinadianhuan.com
salesteam@caplin.com
salesteam@philcamsat.com.ph
salesteam@vrdistribution.com.au
saletw@shakeland.com
salg@egedesoe.dk
salifni@126.com
salih@active-surf.com
sallen@brackettscrossingcc.com
sally@chinaskyfireworks.com
sally@recordssoundthesame.com
sally@sallylanejewellery.com
sally@sallyswannell.co.uk
sally@sunrise.org.tw
salman@lygpearl.com
salmon@spenceltd.com
salo@gpoc.es
salomonl@solit.com
salothr@vijaytranstech.com
salotra@srf.com
salston@pbhfoundation.org
salvage@cpt.cl
salvatore.palmisano@imcd.es
salvatore@scalabros.it
sam.huang@grainpoint.biz
sam.schechner@wsj.com
sam.taylor@chaprlgroup.com
sam.wang@p-c-a.com.cn
sam@attorneysfirst.com
sam@cf1.ru
sam@luckyunited.net
sam@regulus.com.tw
sam@shakeland.com
sam@sunchem.it
sam@transtonetire.com
samah@alabdulkader.com
saman@bagheri-trading.com
samani@herculesgroup.com
samantha@vigourpack.com
samarendra.behera@sailrsp.co.in
sambit.nayak@emergent-ventures.com
sameer@detouruae.com
samer@opendoor.com.lb
sami.koen@trek-turkey.com
samidhagupta@sail-bhilaisteel.com
samina01@samina.com.cn
samina02@samina.com.cn
samir.mehta@solvay.com
samir.patel@etacomcs.com
samir@amazingnutrition.com
samira.baouche@biopharm.dz
sammilee@163.com
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samoilova@expocentr.ru
sampath.ma@tatacoffee.com
samq.kim@hmart.com
samryong@tpage.com
sams@dxbsport.com
samsomatic@po.jaring.my
samson@samson.kz
samson@samsoneng.kiev.ua
samuel.imgrueth@toradex.com
samusev@expocentr.ru
sana@niadbh.com
sanal@countryclubdubai.com
sancaiwenhua@126.com
sanco86@sancopipes.com
sandeep.batra@anupamcoloursacpl.com
sandeep@seeds-grains.com
sandeepverma@sail-bhilaisteel.com
sander@vip.163.com
sandford@lightnation.co.nz
sandhogtools@126.com
sandip@firstselectuae.com
sandip@livingstones.com
sandra@klicaj.si
sandrahopkins11@googlemail.com
sandy.andrew@fellertna.com
sandy@pakheng.com
sandy@superdesign.cc
sandy@tucanocn.com
sandy_wrm@yeah.net
sandyye69@163.com
saneagle@saneagle.com
sanet@ceradvance.co.za
sangani@galentic.com
sangwhan@iki.fi
sanil@nainasapparel.com
sanja.jokic@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
sanja.korene@rbb-sarajevo.raiffeisen.at
sanjay.asher@crawfordbayley.com
sanjay@heathergreycorp.com
sanjay@survivalrules.com
sanjaykchadha@bsklegal.org
sanjaythanki@voltas.com
sanjeev@uaeshelving.com
sanjiamx@gmai.com
sanjian@163.com
sanjifirst@126.com
sanjoy.gumby@hwcn.org
sanluajpei@sina.com
sanny@itws.net
sanomat.pre@formin.fi
sanshuiyitai@126.com
sansi@sansi.cn
santai@ttt.com.cn
santhosh@resserllc.com
santhosh@womenstime.ru
santjagoru@yandex.ru
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santos@igacargo.pt
sanxin520@foxmail.com
sanxiong@ythaide.cn
sanyou@san-you.com
sanyoutool@163.com
sapacprincipal@yandex.com
saper@saper.it
sapi@pitruzzello.it
sapl@bansalgroups.com
saporiti@certimprese.it
saptovic@verat.net
sar-web@astro-rennes.com
sara.anugerah@imcd.co.id
sara@applix.it
sara@kairuier.com
sarabas@itstudio.pl
sarah.kangli@163.com
sarah@bangwok.com
sarah@hbc-cn.com
sarah@sarahlovellart.co.uk
sarah@sarahstaar.com
sarah@w-car.com
sarah@yextlistings.com
sarah@zkoha.co.nz
sarahj@dynamicaims.com
sarahtian@kml-bearing.cn
sarahyoder@freshherbs.com
sarajevo@ice.it
saral.james@standardsusers.org
saran@aadindia.com
saran@int.ccare.co.th
saran@sabogafood.com
saran@ucmo.edu
sarath@avcom.ae
sareina@minambiente.gov.co
sarinfo@astro-rennes.com
saroji@cea.lk
sarom@sarom.it
saroojinnovations@altaher.com
sarre@sina.com
sarwan@procom-mart.com
saryne@163.com
sashrd87@salehalsouqi.com
sasmo@net.sy
sastre@abovenet.de
sat366@126.com
satan9999@163.com
sathees@arabinfotechllc.com
satheesh@alphapressimpz.com
sathish@sahernaturals.in
satis@ilsanilac.com.tr
satish.a@nispana.com
satish@sdpromomedia.com
satish@supriyalifescience.com
satitan@vivaldi.co.th
satu.ojaluoma@brsmeas.org
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saudi@oesgroup.com
saudiarabia@bicon.com
saul@goldfarbinc.com
saulius@skirgesa.lt
saumiya@firstselectuae.com
saundra.ma@duxes.cn
saurabh@groupsignet.com
sauro@auroville.org.in
sava@wilnetonline.net
saving@savingroup.com
saviomacchine@saviomacchine.it
savitha@condoprotego.com
savport@maltanet.net
sawada@brangista.com
sawmilling@nukor.co.za
sayed_fathy@valuetechnologies.net
sbaleikanacea@govnet.gov.fj
sbansal@mdoverseas.com
sbarnett@selecttimber.co.uk
sbc@sbc-mcc.com
sbcho@jaico.co.nz
sbe@akkreditert.no
sbe@njlasure.com
sbgroup@sbti.com.tw
sbgs2009@sina.com
sbic@baolong.biz
sbkim@tgsvc.co.kr
sbm@cruhserchina.com
sbm@gravelmill.com
sbm@sbmchina.com
sboase@ckfinc.com
sbowen@bowenconsulting.net
sbpoh@pc.jaring.my
sbtdc@ucmo.edu
sbwy@sbwy.net
sbyrns@untermyergardens.org
sbzaware@icai.org
sc@china-scg.com
sca.marketing@kuehne-nagel.com
scanesin@bago.com.ar
scb@fulekeji.com
scb@maxfort.net.cn
scc@noavar.com
scc@wx-sucheng.com
sccdysc@vip.163.com
sccmws@126.com
scdqcn@163.com
scdz@ssssss.com.cn
sce.reservations@hotel-akwa-palace.com
scemama@wrl-il.com
scenecn@163.com
schacin@segaduancausa.com
schaeffler.dk@schaeffler.com
schetinina_la@spb.power-m.ru
schieble2015@yandex.com
schieszer@ucmo.edu
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schkeuditz@sternwarte-nordsachsen.de
schmitt@unionmatex.net
scholarships@github.com
schulungen@nobleprog.de
schulzrinne@cs.columbia.edu
scialanca.elisabetta@minambiente.it
sciecgroup@126.com
sciecgroup@VIP.163.com
scientech@go.net.mt
scitech@pretech.com.sg
scjsb@jingxin.com.cn
scjung@tgsvc.co.kr
scjyw@sohu.com
sckfgl@dae.cc
scloffice@anaustralian.com
scm@staymaingroup.com
scoe@sina.com
scooley@jhmenge.com
scorpion@vip.citiz.net
scotrun_mgr@equitylifestyle.com
scotsman@scotsman.com.sg
scott.barton@rsscan.co.uk
scott.crenshaw@rackspace.com
scott.gilbert@jachris.com
scott.heimes@sendgrid.com
scott.wang@shdzsy.com.cn
scott@bluecreekproduce.com
scott@fareastmetal.com
scott@gostationery.net
scott@harper-beck.com
scott@hxmbrake.com
scott@newzealandhoneyco.com
scott@samson-inc.com
scott@ubuntu.com
scott@windforcetyres.com
scottb@gottsch.net
scottchung@aanet.co.kr
scotttrimble@harper-beck.com
scottw@intenic.net
scp.marseille@socomec.com
scpsrc@sibs.ac.cn
scrc@reagent.com.cn
scross@emag.com
scsharma@mehtagroup.com
scsqsh@163.com
sctmc@tpage.com
scuola@idafirenze.it
sd@sd-ty.com
sd_ll_hzf@sina.com
sdadson@harwest.com
sdc@sdcworldwide.com
sdchenghang@163.com
sddyguofeng@163.com
sddymachine@126.com
sddzjlhc@126.com
sde@sdeclutch.com
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sdebenham@bicon.com
sdhzlvye@163.com
sdickinson@scda.sc.gov
sdineshkumar@tii.murugappa.com
sdk-support@rackspace.com
sdkq05@126.com
sdlscygs@126.com
sdlssl@163.com
sdltss@163.com
sdmlqp@163.com
sdmmt@163.com
sdneco@necoparts.com
sdnycj@163.com
sdp@szjxpn.com
sdph@sdph.com
sdq0924@126.com
sdr@sdrproject.com
sdrive@sdrive.sk
sdsglifeng@163.com
sdshunxiang@163.com
sdtcgsb@163.com
sdtj@dymatic.com
sdttjy@163.com
sdttyy1919@126.com
sdwsc@163.com
sdyhxsb2599@163.com
sdzchina@vip.163.com
sdzone@tpage.com
sdzwq@126.com
se_asia@spk.co.jp
sea-survival@regional-air.ro
sea@abclegal.com
sea@fierroship.com
seafood@keyseafood.com
seahogcn2012@163.com
sealand@gzsea-land.com
sean.hillman@ceram.com
sean@empire-machinery.com
sean@fire-security.net
sean@hoynebrewing.ca
seanb@doctoruv.com
seanl@abclegal.com
seaqiu@coaxial-cable.com
seaseng@seaseng.com
seasky7@lawyers.org.cn
seast@komaxbike.com
seatrasformatori@pec.it
seattle@toradex.com
sebastian@sthventures.com
sebastian@swolutions.com
sebc@szeverich.com
sebestyenb@btn.hu
sebin@starchemfze.com
sec-chap-support@ieee.org
sec.sh@biolab.com.cn
sec@chinasec.cn
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sec@tannerscouncilict.org
seci-bih@internet.ba
secretar@rostokholding.com
secretaria@oller.cl
secretariat-general@fftir.org
secretariat@ahwp.info
secretariat@aila.info
secretariat@aipc.org
secretariat@arc-en-ciel.org
secretariat@ecolefrancaiseseychelles.com
secretariat@gif.com.tn
secretariat@internationalspiceconference.com
secretariat@isranetwork.com
secretariattechnique@sthic-congo.com
secretary@ajc-doors.com
secretary@campakrussia.ru
secretary@comertbank.md
secretary@franzoni-co.com
secretary@glastonburycarnival.com
secretary@hpc.com.au
secretary@parmatek.ru
secretary@trustwell.com.tw
secretarygeneral@thaitch.org
sect@lcci.org.pk
security@beingmate.com
security@coship.com
security@power-m.ru
sedanking@126.com
sedar@orange.sn
sedova@expocentr.ru
sedy888@163.com
seebaby@dgseebaby.com
seekpower@163.com
seelinadeng@163.com
sefil@tpage.com
segelhoff@ckpower.com
segmi@fisg.it
segreteria@alvearegroup.it
segreteria@icomengineering.com
segreteria@lsacademy.it
segreteria@officinelegali.eu
segreteria@oice.it
segreteria@pec.comune.bettona.pg.it
segreteria@pec.mero.it
segreteria@studiocervesi.it
segundolara@businesdata.com
segye@tpage.com
seingel@seingel.com.co
seishinzhaopin@163.com
sekichu@sh163.net
sekretariat@gorka.com.pl
sekretariat@planetarium-berlin.de
sekwang@sekwangcorp.com
sel@stassengroup.com
selamet.sulistio@kligroups.com
selena@danasilk.com
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selin@pekama.com
selina@zibos.it
selivanov@expocentr.ru
seliverstova@expocentr.ru
seller@china-housewares.com
selltitanium@foxmail.com
selma@maxdouja.com
selmashgroup@mail.ru
selotrk@icai.org
selplus@mtl.pathcom.com
semenova@expocentr.ru
seminar@expocentr.ru
seminars@gcpseminars.com
seminars@poynter.org
sempu@sempu.net
semz-ek@mail.ru
semz_irina@mail.ru
sengsasa@126.com
seniya@vip.163.com
sensen9666@163.com
sensor@baiancn.com
senxinwood@163.com
senzhong@morinaka.net
seoul@namyang7.com
seoyoung.won@seonghwa.co.kr
sepa@eureka.lk
sepag@werthein.com.ar
sepag@wertheinagro.com
sepg@sepg.cn
sepp.haas@pryde-group.de
sequ@offshoresafety.com.my
ser@babybus.com
ser@ser.com.tw
seraclimov@yandex.ru
serak@suviregroup.com
serban.zaverdeanu@promotional.ro
serbia@bicon.com
serein@china-sinoway.com
serena@gloryred.com
serena@wahenyida.com
serenalishuyan@foxmail.com
serenissima@serenissimapolska.pl
serg3000@mail.ru
serge@unlimitedsarl.com
sergej@craft-bearings.lv
sergey.metasov@pilot.ru
sergey@velomarket-cska.ru
sergio.carletti@studiopack.net
sergio.tommasini@sunchem.it
sergiom@gottsch.net
sergiopadilla@avoolio.mx
serguei.kozlov@ccir.it
serico@sericochina.com
serimain@serological.com
serkan.alabas@bdpint.com
serkan.yilmaz@asay.com.tr
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serkan@eliftuning.com
serpcci@yandex.ru
sertep@qnet.com.pe
sertificate@tppmo.ru
server@afcan.cn
servesmarter@abclegal.com
service-kaluga@pilot.ru
service-me@fujitsu-siemens.com
service-pudong@300.cn
service.brasil@emag.com
service.china@emag.com
service.cz@indesit.com
service.espana@emag.com
service.france@emag.com
service.gus@emag.com
service.india@emag.com
service.india@mattel.com
service.italia@emag.com
service.korea@emag.com
service.rs@bankofchina.com
service.salach.teile1@emag.com
service.salach.teile2@emag.com
service.salach.teile3@emag.com
service.salach.teile4@emag.com
service.salach.teile5@emag.com
service.salach@emag.com
service.uk@emag.com
service.usa.parts@emag.com
service.usa.training@emag.com
service.usa@emag.com
service02@paraocean.net
service10@merit-ap.com
service@22.cn
service@ablesky.com
service@accent.md
service@ai-engines.com
service@alaxiaoyou.com
service@albricci.com
service@alfauv.com
service@allchiangmaitours.com
service@allproducts.com
service@allwinnertech.com
service@ananasa.com
service@andl.com
service@androide.com
service@andromep.com.ky
service@aristochina.com
service@at-web-design.com
service@atteipo.com
service@baolongzhiye.com
service@baoviet.com.vn
service@bathurst.microage.ca
service@bestgift.com.tw
service@bike.com.cn
service@biketo.com
service@bkwhois.com
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service@brightstar.com.tw
service@cadoil.com
service@cafexpo.cn
service@candori.com.cn
service@careforbaby.com
service@cemabearing.com
service@ch-forging.com.tw
service@chainssprockets.com
service@chaintech.com.cn
service@cheetahauto.com.tw
service@china-nengyuan.com
service@chinahopson.com
service@chromagen.com
service@clavexxi.es
service@cps800.com
service@ctkingdom.com
service@depoan.com
service@dpes.com.cn
service@drbrowns.cn
service@ecvv.com
service@emabearing.com
service@englishtaobao.net
service@eurocycles.com.au
service@exovametech.com
service@exovametech.no
service@feebee.com.tw
service@firstweb.com.tw
service@flexline.tw
service@franceyingzifang.com
service@freebio.com.tw
service@fricke-tobaben.de
service@german-carbide.com
service@ginbis.com.cn
service@ginkgo-edm.com
service@gssit.co.id
service@handelsblattglobal.com
service@harryanddavid.com
service@hasttings.ru
service@hcb-autotools.com.tw
service@henryfields.com
service@hidohear.com
service@hlcorp.us
service@huaxunchina.cn
service@hueway.com
service@hurise.com.tw
service@igrouptaiwan.com
service@ijoycig.com
service@injectronix.com
service@integrated-bio.com
service@intersys.gr
service@isbike.com
service@isli-international.org
service@jfzhiyao.com
service@jh-samson.com
service@jmc.com.tw
service@kawasakijuko.com.br
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service@labtechsrl.com
service@littletree.com.cn
service@lokbuy.com
service@lsag.com
service@manz.com
service@maxguard-auto.com
service@mbd.ro
service@mepel.it
service@mimama.cn
service@minful.com
service@mobylife.com
service@newegg.com
service@newnekta.com
service@ocean-cherub.com.tw
service@powerpro.ng
service@prime-plazma.ru
service@qishmedical.com
service@redu123.com
service@rheinwerk-verlag.de
service@rkglobals.com
service@sbc.org.cn
service@schloss-gottorf.de
service@scuter-centre.ro
service@smart-bike.com.tw
service@smec.sg
service@smecautomation.com
service@solefitness.com.tw
service@sorl.com.cn
service@sotec.net
service@sportscheck.com
service@stanhope-seta.co.uk
service@stonecontact.com
service@suline.com.tw
service@taihuei.com.tw
service@tpca.org.tw
service@velovita.com.au
service@vorwerk.at
service@vorwerk.ch
service@w3school.com.cn
service@wanhu.com.cn
service@winora-group.de
service@xizhi.com
service@y-s-paint.com.tw
service@yemeco.com.lb
service@yhbohai.com
service@yiwufair.com
service@yspumps.com
service@yuyingchina.cn
service_china@manz.com
service_india@manz.com
service_skorea@manz.com
service_taiwan@manz.com
service_usa@manz.com
serviceclient@vorwerk.fr
servicedesk@moncrieff.com.au
serviceos@erhgroup.com.tw
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services@123-reg.co.uk
services@adcci.gov.ae
services@dargahajmer.com
services@mdc-france.com
services@micromix.co.in
services@mohsinevents.com
services@reachoutkv.com
services@resvid.com
services@toradex.com
servicesinteractifs-dns@francetv.fr
serviceuk@bluenile.co.uk
servicexpo@expocentr.ru
servicio.clientes@mattel.com
servicio@domosa.com
servicio@solucionesy2k.com
servicioalcliente@centrocomercialpremier.com
servicioalcliente@grupouma.com
servis.ova@autocont.cz
servis.plzen@og.cz
servis@asbis.ba
servis@bbs.ba
servis@bimaco-grupa.com
servis@evcgroup.cz
servis@lenovoservis.sk
servis@matrixeng.com
servis_ba@autocont.sk
servizioclienti@prezzipazzi.it
servomed@servomed-co.com
sesn@sesn.org
set@pistonring.biz
setan@esnet.bg
seth@furnitureorigins.com
sethdua@sethdua.com
sethic@asme.org
setiawan@csa-indonesia.com
sev@sevakzargarian.com
sevastyanova@expocentr.ru
seven@edi-caps.com
severine@unepouleapois.com
sevin@sevinlondon.co.uk
sevostyanov@tpprm.ru
seyang21@tpage.com
seychelles@watertech.mu
seychelles@zilpasyon.com
seynhaeve@ideta.be
sezgin.ildem@bdpint.com
sf@sports-reference.com
sfa@nbzq.cn
sfbba@163.com
sfgc@sfgc.com.cn
sfgfd@163.com
sfisher@sgsproduce.com
sfitzgerald@uvio.co.uk
sfjxzw@163.com
sfm88@126.com
sfqp789@163.com
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sfs@wellesley.edu
sfujita@plumfive.co.jp
sfv@vide.org
sfwang@estech.com.tw
sg@ccimz.com
sg@moellerup.dk
sg@sgjx.net
sg@smtcglobalinc.com
sgatto@ceii.com
sgcashmere@163.com
sgf-dy@139.com
sgf1757@163.com
sgidhwani@morganti.ae
sgled@vip.163.com
sgnewm@aqua-in-tech.com
sgr@sgr.com.au
sgraham@spe.org
sgrencai@126.com
sgulova@mail.ru
sgx@hiwell.cc
sgzx@zxchelun.com
sh-baozhi@163.com
sh-education@sina.com
sh-jyi@163.com
sh-mq@163.com
sh-ss@163.com
sh-ysbl@163.com
sh.union@vip.163.com
sh13mcczp@126.com
sh3dmed@sunshine-laser.com
sh6501com@163.com
sh9966@163.com
sh@163.com
sh@atcl-chem.com
sh@imperal.com
sh@linux2go.dk
sh@meryer.com
sh@rf.hk
sh_education@sina.com
sh_guanggao@126.com
sh_hr@siic.com
sh_kahwaji@gastech-mideast.com
sh_sytest@163.com
sh_tianpeng@163.com
sh_weijie@yeah.net
sh_wenyang@126.com
sh_xm_zx@163.com
sha-office@sinspec.com.cn
shabbir@dubai-forever.com
shabbir@ghuzlanpharmacy.com
shabbir@officeautomation.co.in
shaddad@cctintl.com
shafiei_co@parsonline.net
shahdhamu@redifmail.com
shahid@rgsuae.com
shahin.esfarjani@iranrotative.com
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shahriar@esdo.org
shahzad.qamar@zultec.com
shahzad@alewan.com
shai@dor1.co.il
shai@inesco.co.il
shai@med-bms.com
shaik.rahim@psgulf.com
shailendra@carmelorganics.in
shajanabraham@pkfuae.com
shakir@alareeb.ae
shakir@columbusdistributors.com
shalamova@expocentr.ru
shan.luo@rbinternational.com
shandy@stratcoms.com
shane.bernard@acadian.com
shane@abujameel.net
shane@halindrome.com
shane@urwin.co.nz
shang_pin@188.com
shanghai-ruilong@163.com
shanghai@51job.com
shanghai@daad.org.cn
shanghai@huatai-serv.com
shanghai@labbrand.com
shanghai@mouser.cn
shanghai@sunrise.org.tw
shanghai@toradex.com
shanghai@worldscientific.com.cn
shanghai@wxjt.com.cn
shanghai@xuanbeish.com
shanghai_edu@vip.163.com
shanghaichaoli@163.com
shanghaigxh@163.com
shanghaihappy@126.com
shanghailianghe@163.com
shanghailinrui@126.com
shanghailiuheng@163.com
shanghaimutai@163.com
shanghaishanglin@163.com
shanghaishenji@8163.net.cn
shanghaiyoushun@126.com
shanghaiyuanju@126.com
shanghaizaide@163.com
shanghaizb@126.com
shanl@mail.buct.edu.cn
shantanu@smalp.com
shantaram@ableshipping.co.in
shao@maruken-jc.com
shaohaiboo@126.com
shaoshuhong@vip.163.com
shaoxian@hungta.com
shaoyaoming@163.com
shaphar001@163.com
shapse@126.com
shapse@online.sh.cn
sharafgp@sharaf.ae
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sharath.chandrashekhar@utibank.co.in
shareholders@rosneft.ru
sharjah@afridi-angell.com
sharlyke@polygrand.cn
sharmila@professionalbeauty.in
sharmilaa@bugtreat.com
sharon.ronen@attiasgroup.com
sharon@sharonwhiteart.co.uk
sharpchem@sharpchem.com
shary@de-ye.com
shasha6296@126.com
shashi.kumar@akshayakalpa.org
shashikant.choksi@hp.co.in
shatien@163.com
shaturov_vt@mail.ru
shaul-g@bk.co.il
shawn@willcoinc.com
shawn_autoparts@126.com
shawn_brazo@marlowint.com
shbejh@126.com
shbfq@sina.com
shbike@126.com
shbzgg@126.com
shbzgg@163.com
shc5763@hanmail.net
shchunxu@sina.cn
shcydz@yeah.net
shdmb@online.sh.cn
shdragonmodels@163.com
sheena.nambiar@induslaw.com
shefford@manbat.co.uk
sheila@aupart.com.tw
sheila@phawkins.co.uk
sheila@wool2dye4.com
shekeratpp14@mail.ru
shekhar@naturabt.com
shekou-repair@ever-union.net
shelly@eastartex.com
shelly_0710@163.com
shen@velo.com.tw
shen@yama-toyo.co.jp
shendalei@charles888.net
sheng-zhu@inventec.com.cn
sheng.chang@filippilegnami.com
shengda2008@188.com
shengdabike@163.com
shengding@biomed.tsinghua.edu.cn
shengfu@shengfubicycle.com
shenghe668045@126.com
shenglan008@163.com
shenglei@pronetway.com
shengmaomzh@163.com
shengming60222@sina.com
shengmingwood@126.com
shengrui@shengrui.cn
shengtai211@163.com
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shengtianhong08@163.com
shengyanceramics@163.com
shengyiwood@163.com
shengzhouok@126.com
shenhua@jlu.edu.cn
shenjiajun@crrcgc.cc
shenjiamao@126.com
shenlintx@163.com
shenlj@cn-jiayuan.com
shenmin4658@163.com
shenwei@seal-material.com
shenyang@51job.com
shenzhen-sales@vigitaltec.com
shenzhen@51job.com
shenzhen@freqchina.com
shenzhen@newcross.net.cn
shenzhenqun@sina.com.cn
shenzhou@tsshenzhou.com
shenzhouglasswool@126.com
sheri.muth@jawonio.org
sherly@use.com.tw
sherry.lamoreaux@act-on.com
sherry@aimtextiles.com
sherry@zjjust.com
sherryhu@qbpc.org.cn
sherwoo@china.com
sheyipingvip@vip.163.com
shezhao@neusoft.edu.cn
shf007@126.com
shfantu@163.com
shfl1980@163.com
shfl888@126.com
shfzb@online.sh.cn
shg_energy@magicnet.mn
shgaozhibing@sina.com.cn
shgczg@126.com
shgk@gxshgk.com
shhandingqf001@sina.com
shhaomo@126.com
shhexpo@163.com
shhhbz@163.com
shhkyjs@163.com
shhmch@163.com
shhsfz@163.com
shhz9999@163.com
shi@china-sinoway.com
shibani.roy@orientexchange.com
shibo6666@126.com
shibuya@ginzado.ne.jp
shihailang@kingsafe.com
shihuimin@timegroup.com.cn
shiii@kimuracorporation.co.jp
shijia317@126.com
shijimeikang@163.com
shijing3472@sina.com
shiju.thomas@psgulf.com
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shike@126.com
shilov@konkorde.ru
shimiandehaizi@126.com
shimizu-sh@163.com
shimohata@yaskawa.com.cn
shin@kr.rbinternational.com
shin@kr.rzb.at
shinahdk@chollian.net
shinakovaa@biaxplen.sibur.ru
shineline@shineline-int.com
shineshow@163.com
shinesoon@shinesoon.com
shinesxj@siho.biz
shinfant@yeah.net
shinheungsejin@yahoo.co.kr
shining_wang@111model.com
shinjik@scrollgiken.com
shiny2@shinyauto.com
shinya-t@iwainogomaabura.co.jp
shinya@kansai-automation.co.jp
ship@mitsubishi-logistics.co.jp
ship@truebell.org
shipmanagement@csmcy.com
shipping@accline.it
shipping@cmpshipping.com
shipping@eaglecoldstorage.com
shipping@hba.com.cy
shipping@incoteximpex.com
shipping@kantohkaiun.co.jp
shipping@omniactives.com
shipping@operaclothing.com
shipping@rajshoes.in
shipping@samina.com.cn
shippng@zodiacmtc.com
shirakura@jpi.or.jp
shirley.li@maxviewrealty.com
shirley.zhang@hmf-china.com
shirley51@163.com
shirley@auk-filters.com
shirley@jasonshoes.com
shirleywang@xcc-zxz.com
shirleyxu@odowell.com
shishenglin@crrcgc.cc
shishukovaAA@rosminzdrav.ru
shiv@bosemitraco.com
shiva@pdatradefairs.com
shiva@vnslegal.in
shivgupta@skgroup.org
shivjanamsingh@deistgroup.com
shivshubhangM@tii.murugappa.com
shiwei@caas.cn
shixiangfei320@163.com
shixinde06@163.com
shiyan@wx-dl.com
shiyanlinan@163.com
shiyuann@aliyun.com
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shiyuejiejing@126.com
shizhifeng1419@163.com
shjaxf@163.com
shjdjs@yeah.net
shjin@henes.co.kr
shjingas@163.com
shjiyou@126.com
shjjky56@126.com
shjkd2009@163.com
shjkdz5133@163.com
shjuyou@126.com
shjuyun@163.com
shjz@shjiuzhou.com
shkf@lihua.com
shkim@iktek.co.kr
shklqp@126.com
shkmjb@163.com
shks_skf@163.com
shktkt@163.com
shktxl@163.com
shlangding@163.com
shlcao@ecit.edu.cn
shlg168@vip.163.com
shmaijieyiqi@163.com
shmch@126.com
shmeleva@expocentr.ru
shmengfa@shmengfa.com
shmfygs@sh163.net
shmight@163.com
shmtmotor@163.com
shmxy@126.com
shndz@shndz.com.cn
shobha@fastforwardgroup.com
shoeb@femexports.com
shofc@zencon.com.cn
shoffcn@163.com
sholaser@126.com
sholzer@emag.com
shooting-md@yandex.com
shooting@sport.gov.cn
shootukr@mail.ru
shop.bllok@erbolario.al
shop@biciclop.ro
shop@drop.it
shop@teammano.ru
shop@trailbicycles.ca
shop@velokiev.com
shop@ws-autoteile.com
shop@x3mgym.com
shortcuts@nytimes.com
show@chowsons.com
showell_saddle@126.com
showinfo@locongress.com
shpinke@163.com
shq2010@126.com
shqxkj@sina.cn
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shr@dongdao.net
shrefly@163.com
shrewsbury@manbat.co.uk
shreyas.jain@celloworld.com
shrikant@bruschambers.com
shrmdj@163.com
shrsc@shrc.com.cn
shruiben@163.com
shruti@vnffindia.com
shsqs@126.com
shstc@shstc.org
shsx1960@sina.com
shsyfm@139.com
shsymy@163.com
shszzs@163.com
shtaihe@163.com
shtexiang@163.com
shtfzs@126.com
shtosu@163.com
shtrrzp@163.com
shtuopan@126.com
shtwzl@163.com
shuangll@163.com
shuber@rarus.ru
shuchi88@163.com
shuck@coyotelakefeedyard.com
shudongjie@126.com
shuikun_sinotruk@126.com
shuji@shisu.edu.cn
shumei_liu@wendell.com.tw
shun-kato@ftc.fujitrans.co.jp
shun.fa@vip.163.com
shun_721@163.com
shundapolymer@shunda-chem.com
shunion@126.com
shunling.yan@toworth.com
shuntian@cnool.net
shuo.yus@alibaba-inc.com
shuo.yus@aliyun-inc.com
shuodarenzheng@163.com
shuojia_2004@126.com
shushengxiang@vip.163.com
shuztung@shuztung.com.cn
shvolto@163.com
shwdsen@126.com
shweizhi@126.com
shwpwz@126.com
shx0577@163.com
shxjysy@163.com
shxuqing@163.com
shyam.krishnan@alkhoory-apts.com
shyckj818@shyckj.com
shydpacking@126.com
shyibo@163.com
shyilian@126.com
shyimingexpo@163.com
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shyjhg@163.com
shyongfu@sina.com
shyoon@ianes.com
shyueheng@126.com
shyunyingwang@163.com
shyyjx@163.com
shz-2000@163.com
shzhenhan@163.com
shzhichi@163.com
shzqc@online.sh.cn
shzszx@126.com
shzxbxg@163.com
si@renote.de
sibmail@sib.ae
siby@hashim.ae
sic-csut@mail.csu.edu.cn
sicame@sicame.co.za
sicec@online.sh.cn
sichoi@snvkorea.co.kr
sictravel@frigerioviaggi.com
sid.degen@novometcanada.com
sidcc@online.sh.cn
siddharth@agronicfood.com
siddharth@narasappa.com
siderp@siderpiombino.com
sie@uibe.edu.cn
sie@xidian.edu.cn
sie@zzu.edu.cn
siegfried.kaeppeler@primapower.com
sieinfo@scut.edu.cn
siemens-contactcenter@bshg.com
sieuthanh@sieuthanh.com.vn
sifarma@yandex.ru
sifs@sib.ae
siftoie@online.sh.cn
sigid.trihartanto@socomec.com
sijiolaltd@mail2world.com
silec@planet.tn
silence@asianmetal.com
silk2008@vip.163.com
silvia.blanc@brsmeas.org
silvia.borasso@comune.trevi.pg.it
silvia.comolli@paulshark.it
silvia.frieser@rzb-newyork.raiffeisen.at
silvio@bnc.cu
silviu.stoica@pnpartners.ro
simbol@simbol.ro
simkaeshin@um.edu.my
simkosa@simko.com.ar
simon.lax@headwin.com
simon@anzlifestyle.com
simon@cfhps.com
simon@formahouse.co.uk
simon@harrogatefair.com
simon@highpeak.co.nz
simon@pmwservices.com
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simon@unitylogistics.co.uk
simon@vulcanplastics.com
simon@whitestonecheese.co.nz
simon@youngknife.com
simone@lanieri.com
simone@lovethesign.com
simone@sailsquare.com
simontee@hsa-asia.com
simonu.iveta@prabos.cz
simosis@simosis.com
simpex@zamnet.zm
simvin@mos.com.np
sina@sinafoods.com
sinchem@126.com
sinfoil@sinfoil.com
singapore@bicon.com
singapore@gulfpetrochem.com
singapore@labbrand.com
singaporeoffice@trendwatching.com
singemb_auh@mfa.sg
singh@bengalind.com
singhi@icenet.co.in
sinongolia-chem@163.com
sinosms@163.com
sinotruk@sinotruk.cc
sintoq@Prodigy.Net.mx
sints1118@126.com
sinus-php@sinpi.net
sipa.southafrica@zoppas.com
siptc@siptc.com
siroj@ibm.uz
sissy@xinhaimining.com
sitaram@grameenmall.in
site@actinver.com.mx
site@cabinetbank.com
site@feidal.ru
sithc@shciq.gov.cn
sitimoscow@mail.ru
siva.pillay@tvh.com
siva@svil.org
sixing@sixingcycle.com
sixthland@163.com
siyikim@korea.com
sizkaandco@free.fr
sj-chenyu@163.com
sj2173632@163.com
sj4008889576@163.com
sjabban@mail.sy
sjcorp88@hanmail.net
sjforwarding@online.sh.cn
sjfzxm@vip.188.com
sjh66@vip.163.com
sjhyzht@163.com
sjllgyp@163.com
sjm@wxsusun.com
sjmetals@sjmetals.net
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sjrc1@sina.com
sjtaparia@pmlindia.com
sjtqbstw@126.com
sjtu_edu@126.com
sjtuwei@inoxwirerope.com
sjudy@pcc.edu
sjyjf@mail.online.sh.cn
sk-i18n@linux.sk
sk.sui@hong-lin.com.cn
sk001@senke.cn
sk@antarion.by
sk@kelonik.com
sk@pkfindia.in
skabir@agni.com
skelly@lorientuk.com
skidwell@concho.com
skills@enduromtbworld.co.za
skipton@chevincycles.com
skk@skk-parts.com
sklep@m-c-m.pl
skopje@ice.it
skreutz@t-shirts.com
skshah@rotexautomation.com
sksingh@expoconsult.co.in
sktb2007@yandex.ru
skuratova@expocentr.ru
sky-unicorn@vip.163.com
skycindy@163.com
skycoxiao@dimachina.com.cn
skydeck@insomniac.com
skykim@tae-yang.co.kr
skystar11@sina.com
skywayauh@skywaytrading.com
skywayms@skywaytrading.com
skywellken@163.com
sl6285@126.com
sl@1985blender.com
sl@kingoasis.com
sl@netcentrex.net
sl@shenling.com
sl_turbo04@188.com
slbearing@126.com
slbrake@126.com
slee@caldbecks.com
slj@eastwindinnovations.com
slk8676ada@163.com
slm228@sina.com
sloan@gdinet.com
slovakia@bicon.com
slovenia@air-sea-land.com
slovenia@mauriceward.com
slozano@minambiente.gov.co
slrdqq@126.com
slrv2013@163.com
sm-fc@sm-fc.com
sm-uralsk@mail.ru
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sm@gmj.co.in
smaixnerova@bvv.cz
smakerne@wellesley.edu
small332@163.com
smalltigerzheng@163.com
smam@greatgroup.com
smanukyan@isyatirim.com.tr
smart@t-rexbaby.co.jp
smartdog@tut.by
smartinez@minsa.gob.pa
smclaren@apogee-sci.com
sme@knowledgew.com
smecheri@a2mac1.in
smil@turk.net
smile-wj@163.com
smiledt@163.com
smilekg@sina.cn
smiles@blortho.com
smiling1019@163.com
smitchell@lowell.net.au
smithde@126.com
smjt-1@cnsm.cn
sml209@126.com
smm@borodkin.biz
smoked@ducktrap.com
smolka@kienzle.de
smoncada@moncadaenergy.com
smontes@millantu.cl
smoorhouse@pggwrightson.co.nz
smoyo-davies@ecobank.com
smszbgs001@126.com
smttl@cysygroup.com
smulib@shmtu.edu.cn
sn@re-sourceworld.com
snagy@chemline.com
snehal@addvalue.in
snehal@sandhya-group.com
snesbit@wahluke.com
snetkov@onet.ru
snezana.novakovic@parnad.si
sni@sni.org.pe
snjha@gail.co.in
snl@vnn.vn
snm82719023@163.com
snmue@citiz.net
snowman-ref@mail.ru
snp@orientalmaritime.net
sntpp@mail.ru
sobekcm-discuss@googlegroups.com
soc@pop02.odn.ne.jp
social@cas.gov.lb
social@empowering-brands.com
social@htcampus.com
social@newage.ae
social@supersafeworld.com
society-info@ieee.org
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socomec@entel.ru
sodick_li@126.com
soe@siddioil.com
soemoethu@city.com.mm
soes@forda-mof.org
soex-dagestan@inbox.ru
soex-krymsk@mail.ru
soex-rk@inbox.ru
soex.kbr@mail.ru
soex@tpprt.ru
soexbalt@kaliningrad.ru
soexprof@mail.ru
sofia@weidbul.com
sofia_lan@163.com
software@tekshapers.com
softwaresolutionsgroup@compucom.com
sogafric.services@groupesogafric.com
sohail@smartbaba.com
sohen.soman@mahatta.net
soilmec.Singapore@soilmec.com
sojkam1@fel.cvut.cz
sokharavuth@online.com.kh
sokolova@post.eao.ru
solanki@kobold.com
solar@bgs-group.eu
solar@bundupower.co.za
solary88@163.com
sold@sullivanauctioneers.com
soldo@soldo.com.uy
soleil@soleil.com.cn
soleman001@163.com
solergarcia@villena.infoville.net
solidal@thiebaut.be
solinas@solinas.nl
solmer@itelgua.com
solomon@soldering.com.tw
solomonova@mail.ru
soluciones@geocities.com
solutions@acromag.com
solutions@theradgroup.com
solveiga@ahk-balt.org
somers.jayne@epa.gov
somkiat@sky.co.th
somogyi.absa@mikropo.hu
somsak@superior-kipson.com
son.tran@solog.vn
sona_arakelyan@rambler.ru
song.xiaozhi@mep.gov.cn
songchunwang2007@126.com
songcn1996@163.com
songdachina@163.com
songjia@songjia.cn
songjingru@163.com
songjingxiang1970@163.com
songnan@bscdc.org.cn
songw1017@163.com
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songyg@saejong.com.cn
songyue3816@sina.com
songzhen00001@126.com
soni.singh@inetest.com
soni@nmtronics.com
soni@ramaoverseasltd.com
sonia.russo@evolutiontravel.com
sonina@kaliningrad-cci.ru
sonnia@giec.cn
sonyhd@online.sh.cn
soongwork@163.com
soosung@duocheck.co.kr
soosyan.eng@telegraph.co.uk
sopack@spnet.net
sophia.chen@newjohnson.com
sophia1@road-age.com
sophia@honglitronic.com
sophia@runningwell.cn
sophia@sinotruk-china.com
sophy@feininger.cn
soporte@solutech.com.pe
soraia-ibitioca@refectocil.at
sos@1999c.com
sotelmed@orange.sn
sotskova@expocentr.ru
soumubu@fkk-toyama.co.jp
sourcing@knowledgew.com
southafrica@bicon.com
southamerica@gulfworldwide.net
souz_sppi@mail.ru
sov@expocentr.ru
soymash@mail.ru
sp@itsbel.by
space625@hanmail.net
spain@bicon.com
spakct@foxmail.com
spare-part@unimatech.tw
spares@morris.co.za
sparker@compliancekey.com
sparklebike@126.com
spc@spctech.co.kr
spcinfo@zontec-spc.com
spdbccc@spdbccc.com.cn
specia@arthron.t-online.hu
specialcollections@wellesley.edu
spedal@spe.org
speed.yang@honestar.com
spencer@wbs.ae
spencer_yang@premtek.com.tw
spesfarma@inbox.ru
spgykjgj@163.com
sphlib@sph.com.sg
spices@unicornnature.com
spigato@ska.it
spinchuk@vintageimportswines.com
spirit@interlux.lt
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splauche@usafinance.rbinternational.com
split@allyasia.com
spm4570@daum.net
spnarc@online.sh.cn
spolenica@yandex.ru
sponsoredreview@maketecheasier.com
sport@dema.bike
sport@dema.sk
sport@velofmgroup.com.ua
sportbuying@sina.com
sportmarket@mail.net.mk
sports@rn-t.com
sportsart@mail.ru
spr8888@126.com
spring@clutch-bearing.com
sprocket@babbittsteam.com
sps@tsinghua.edu.cn
spt@etomato.com
spumanti@maccarivini.it
sq@vcpe.hk
sqc_zj@126.com
sqli558@126.com
sqlibo-1975@163.com
sqqhs@163.com
sr101@tpage.com
sraisuddin@jamiahamdard.ac.in
srd@srdkj.com
sree@fortune7adv.com
srees@nsai-petro.com
srgoyal@sancharnet.in
srh04@163.com
srh@inbox.ru
sric@chol.com
sricci@petreven.com
sridhar@alpinesalmon.co.nz
srihari@mechartes.com
srim@srim.com.cn
srinath@hsbpartners.com
srinivasan.kalaichezhian@givaudan.com
sriram.gopu@diplomatheavy.com
srivasthava@ndslaw.in
srjatrele@sail-bhilaisteel.com
srk@berkeleyme.com
sro@sussex.ac.uk
srt@sarlinraceteam.fi
srtpp@mail.ru
srugoa@permixtec.com
sruti@wharton.upenn.edu
ss@aommz.com
ss@micronel.net
ss@novelnutrient.com
ss@sudhirsheth.com
ssarrr@yandex.com
ssc@eveloz.com
sscholze@ipagri.com
ssco@ssco.com.tw
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sse@spanset.es
ssepai@163.com
sserrano@zonafrancaindustrialdesantamarta.com
ssgmkt@sabelatrans.com
ssh@jzqp.com
ssherkhane@ijonaservices.com
ssimmons@oceanspray.com
ssivashankar@ntgconsultancy.com
ssjolin@marketwatch.com
sskim@furusan.co.kr
ssl.ho@solymanservices.com
sslee@hanjin.com
ssmith@grayusa.com
sspc@fsspc.com
sspugz@163.com
ssrebnik@performancerehabny.com
ssscar168@126.com
sstokke@fageninc.com
ssubotic@hgk.hr
sswsales@kei-ind.com
sswwxf@sina.com
ssy0633@126.com
st-binyuan@163.com
st-stephan@augsburg.de
st631@yeswill.cn
st@cmcah.com
st@csituo.com
st@st166.com
sta@staseychelles.com
staceym@agfoodsafety.org
staf@staf.sk
staff@cooprogetti.it
staff@integratec.com.do
stage@eurocultura.it
stahlwille@stahlwille.pl
stanbicghana@stanbic.com.gh
stand@bas.gov.ba
standard@cite-espace.com
standards@aes.org
standards@bds-bg.org
standon@usaid.gov
stanhopegardenscps@parra.catholic.edu.au
stanic@stanic.hr
stanislav.yakshin@revada-group.com
stanley_lhj@163.com
stanok-astana_2011kz.astana@mail.ru
stanssystem@spray.se
star@cci.lipetsk.su
star@lanstar.net
starnj@126.com
stars@planetariumvv.com
stars@starsglassaccessories.com
startpac@pilotjohn.com
stavpriv@twincare.co.za
stay@discoverymelbourne.com
stbbt@stbbt.com.mk
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stc@giantuae.com
stchr@sankyu.co.jp
stco88@vip.163.com
stds-info@ieee.org
ste@corporateamerica-news.com
stecodd@stec.net
steeltech_krs@mail.ru
steeltech_msk@mail.ru
steeltech_rb@mail.ru
steeltech_tsk@mail.ru
stef@talegacapital.com
stefan.bolz@de.rbinternational.com
stefan.lund@curling.se
stefan@rs.is
stefan@transelectric.co.za
stefania.bercaru@ilang.eu
stefania@scalabros.it
stefannyariza@pistongasspring.com
stefano.milanese@kitenergy.net
stefano.rossi@comune.assisi.pg.it
steffen.jenkel@din.de
steinar.muggerud@schibsted.no
stella.park@cooltrashade.com
stella77@163.com
stella_cao@kidslandchina.com
stembras@gastaldihnos.com.ar
stenica@stenica.com
stephan.belis@ceg-energy.com
stephan@avhk.com.hk
stephanie.cadet@brsmeas.org
stephanie.correa@puntodeservicios.com
stephanie.simon@wsj.com
stephanie@cogitosolutions.com
stephen.grocer@wsj.com
stephen.tso@yeko.com.hk
stephen.zhou@sunaux.com
stephen@cyel.com
stephen@peko.com.tw
stephli@163.com
sterfarm@neopeat.com
steshkina@expocentr.ru
steve.criddle@crd-sector.com
steve.davis@owlett-jaton.com
steve.dimen@ippolito.biz
steve.maddox@controlsouthern.com
steve.smith@vivateq.de
steve.wynne@marsilmarine.co.uk
steve@aire-serv.com
steve@dbnsystems.com
steve@einval.com
steve@freshpak.co.nz
steve@happycooking.co.nz
steve@indusys-tech.com
steve@intermail.co.il
steve@localcounselcollective.com
steve@machyintl.com
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steve@manufacturingtech.net
steve@pendledoors.co.uk
steve@saktiagro.com
steve@studio831.com
steve@waldenfarms.com
steve@wirespecialties.com
steveb@aht.co.za
steveb@orionadvanced.com
stevec@abclegal.com
stevec@byrnerental.com
steveg@pincrafters.com
stevehipkiss@thompsonavc.co.uk
stevem@easysba.com
steven.craig@craig-group.com
steven.s.chong@rajahtann.com
steven.schoenfarber@reachlocal.com
steven8201@sohu.com
steven@atwood.com.sg
steven@aubergine-it.nl
steven@chinayoungsun.com
steven@leonis.cn
steven@martsources.com
steven@sinoscuba.com
steven@unuiga.com
stevenchen@issg.com.tw
stevenlim@kosin-international.com
stevet@pbtech.co.nz
stf@yongxiangcn.com
stfilter@163.com
stgschool@nareg.com.au
sthaorong@126.com
sthon@shunsang.com
sti@steri.com
stidc@pusaka.gov.my
stihl@thkpt.com
stihl@thkthai.com
stiler@stiler.com.uy
stjcfj@163.com
stlouis@taggart-intl.com
stmarks@parra.catholic.edu.au
stoccolma@ice.it
stock@soyea.com.cn
stockinchina@supertannery.com
stoev@mail.info-business.bg
stoexpert@yandex.ru
stolesrama_m.a@noavar.com
stone_fang@kidslandchina.com
stone_liu@wesexpo.com.cn
stone_shine@126.com
stoneliu0328@tzbxjx.com
stonesales@163.com
stories@dribbble.com
stories@wikihow.com
stormat.uae@kanoo.com
story@theoborn.com
stoughtoneditor@wcinet.com
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stp.omt@lacviet.com.vn
stpark@tgsvc.co.kr
stpp@inbox.ru
stragu@latnet.lv
straphael@theraform.com
straussdj@orientis.co.za
strawberry@cwjamaica.com
strecker@strecker-limburg.de
strelcovatvs@yandex.ru
stroimontag94@inbox.ru
stroyinfo@yandex.ru
structures.s.p@parsonline.net
sts168xh@163.com
stshqfm@126.com
stsun@shanghai.gov.cn
stuart@ascdistributing.com
stuart@quarkphotonics.com.au
studio@emmacerasulo.com
studio@incube.cz
studio@millyinspired.com
studio@nicholataylorson.com
studio@svstudio.it
studio@typo3lab.ru
study@bipt.edu.cn
study@hunnu.edu.cn
study@ncu.edu.cn
study@pku.edu.cn
study@sdu.edu.cn
study@sussex.ac.uk
studyincaas@caas.net.cn
stuetzm@pfs-gd.de
stuffedtoy@163.com
stvdiodue@vip.163.com
stvop@web.region.tver.ru
stw@myminifactory.com
stxingze@126.com
stxzd@163.com
styifa@styifa.com
stylerain@cgpindustry.com
styltech@profildufutur.com
stywcs@163.com
su.bae@ibex.co.kr
su1970@yandex.ru
su3860@126.com
su@guihangautoparts.com
sub@meatind.ru
subash@vaidyalife.com
subconracting@mail.ru
subcont@dvtpp.ru
subger-labltda@une.net.co
subhakanta.sahoo@sailrsp.co.in
subkontrakt-ultpp@mail.ru
submit@pond5.com
subramanyam@bigbasket.com
subscribe@woodnews.in
subscriptions@theguardian.com
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subu@eissafiber.com
success@china-samro.com
sudarshan@amplifi.asia
sudeep_shetty@welspun.com
sudes@163.com
sudex@tpprt.ru
sudgata@ijonaservices.com
sudhakar@apeda.gov.in
sudhakar@igidr.ac.in
sudheesh@ingeniousmarque.com
sudhi@nkgindiacoffee.com
sudhir@brmco.com
sudhir@rubicon.co.in
sue.kruse@industry.gov.au
sue@innopackgifts.com
suez@eldibadvocates.com
sufan0921@126.com
sugestiisireclamatii@scuter-centre.ro
sugi_cna@163.com
suginosh@126.com
sugit.w@ctswood.co.th
suhas@micromix.co.in
suhengzl@163.com
suhwoo@daum.net
sui.hua@vip.163.com
suiheng2009@163.com
suijiqing@126.com
sujen@meritasia.com
suji2@greencross.com
sukawi_munala@ptsinar.com
sukhkim@tgsvc.co.kr
suki@donnor.com
sukrutaindia@bsnl.in
sulili112@163.com
sullivan@chromium.org
sultan@mashriq.com
suman.sharma@brsmeas.org
sumana@justlaw.co.in
sumant@natureone.in
sumathi.reddy@wsj.com
sumax000@126.com
sumedha@satl.biz
sumeet@freewheel.in
sumgen55@yandex.ru
sumgen@yandex.ru
sumin0821@163.com
sumit@klikoverseas.com
summer@arizonasnowbowl.com
summer@dgzhixin.com.cn
summer@wellesley.edu
sun12347@163.com
sun@bynu.com.cn
sun@chinarm.com
sun@sunautocn.com
sunball_dg@163.com
sunco@sunco-marketing.com
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sundaramd@ibspl.com
sundayvip@vip.163.com
sundeep@biogenuix.com
sunderland@manbat.co.uk
sundry@bestcocl.com.hk
sundry@gexpt.com
suneer.mehta@kuehne-nagel.com
sunejaa@sinosteel.in
sunfiltersh@163.com
sunfodak@126.com
sunfruit_moscow@mail.ru
sung1366@tgsvc.co.kr
sung@inoxwirerope.com
sungefilter@126.com
sungmoco@korea.com
sunguixin@sina.com
sunil.chopra@bol.net.in
sunil.seth@sethdua.com
sunil@alfa-cool.com
sunil@megrisoft.com
sunil@srei.com
sunilgoyal@icai.org
sunita@sampurnorganic.com
sunlong@sunlongbus.com
sunny1858@163.com
sunny@gpcchem.com
sunny@hlcorp.com.tw
sunny@jilong.com
sunny@sunrexmachine.com
sunny@tae-yang.co.kr
sunny@wellscosmetics.com
sunny_jammy@online.sh.cn
sunnychinaqicai@163.com
sunnygirl.h@163.com
sunnyjpn@sunnyjphk.com
sunnylove@sunnylove.com.cn
sunnysu@mail.ncku.edu.tw
sunnyyao@amerexgroupsha.com
sunpark@koreambr.co.kr
sunpet@bol.net.in
sunrise@sunrisefootwear.com
suns-sh@suns-cn.com
suns@chiran.net
sunshaoqian@crrcgc.cc
sunshineisland@163.com
sunshinevw@163.com
sunsoap@turk.net
sunstat@tpage.com
sunter@asiabelts.com
suntownlmsong@163.com
sunwayxjh@126.com
sunwenrong127@163.com
sunx@yuantianhr.com
sunximing@vip.163.com
sunxy@sie.edu.cn
suny8001@163.com
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suny8988@126.com
sunyong@ahu.edu.cn
sunzy@mail.buct.edu.cn
suotepower@suotepower.com
sup@expocentr.ru
supackjcg@su-pack.com
superbaby123cn@163.com
superfund.docket@epa.gov
superior@supuk.com
supermarket@chinalh.com
supermax@supermax.cn
superprint_eq@mail.ru
supertech@yangon.net.mm
supervision@xinnet.com
supp@soft-media.org
supplierEOI-InpexMMS@monadel.com.au
supplieradmin@compass-group.com.au
supply@rastar.cn
support-domain@fastdomain.com
support-manageengine@micronova.de
support.arm@toradex.com
support.cobone@cobone.com
support@1and1.co.uk
support@1and1.com
support@99bikes.zendesk.com
support@Doktor24.biz
support@YinSiBaoHu.AliYun.com
support@aabiking.com
support@aahakim.com
support@academia.edu
support@actuphoto.com
support@adammesh.com
support@aisa.co.za
support@aisuae.com
support@alachisoft.com
support@alphatech.com.mk
support@angelfish-it.co.uk
support@ar-hannover.de
support@autodataits.com
support@banana-pi.com
support@bicon.com
support@bmj.com
support@bomgar.com
support@brvision.com
support@capitalhobbies.com
support@caplin.com
support@chinajci.com
support@companiesintheuk.co.uk
support@company-corp.com
support@csr.zendesk.com
support@cxr.com
support@digitalbazaar.com
support@digitalofficepro.com
support@domainbox.com
support@dubaiyellowpagesonline.com
support@eTextMail.com
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support@ecvv.com
support@equipemicrofix.com
support@equipsellsit.com
support@eshopadmin.com
support@fibaro.com
support@financialcontent.com
support@fitall.com
support@flashrc.com
support@flexport.com
support@flipboard.com
support@flipbuilder.com
support@foursquare.com
support@functionalfoodsnz.co.nz
support@futuretec.com.kw
support@g5e.com
support@gama.ae
support@gen.tech
support@gibware.com
support@gomatters.com
support@gram.gs
support@graphicsland.com
support@greenrope.com
support@gtisoft.com
support@hardwareguru.nl
support@hengfupower.com
support@hex-rays.com
support@historicimages.com
support@horizoncomm.co
support@hostmonster.com
support@iframely.com
support@infinitediscs.com
support@inuit.se
support@issuu.com
support@jccss.ca
support@kartpay.com
support@lcn.com
support@linode.com
support@macxdvd.com
support@mailgun.com
support@nexters.zendesk.com
support@ofracosmetics.com
support@orienttravels.com
support@phytec.cn
support@phytec.de
support@phytec.fr
support@phytec.in
support@picsart.com
support@pixelink.com
support@pond5.com
support@powertap.com
support@private-bankers.net
support@procom-mart.com
support@profilebuilder.com
support@promdirect.ru
support@qss.ba
support@quickmax.net
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support@realmagnet.com
support@sammoon.com.cn
support@satu.kz
support@sbsits.com
support@scilab.co.jp
support@sdju.edu.cn
support@seafooddemand.com
support@sendpulse.com
support@seoulin.co.kr
support@shaktibiotech.in
support@sharktech.net
support@shopshop.market
support@silentregister.com
support@sio365.com
support@skimleads.com
support@smartdean.cn
support@smto.mx
support@snacknation.com
support@studionieuwpoort.be
support@sunzu.com
support@superevilmegacorp.com
support@supermicro.com.tw
support@systools.in
support@tempsens-asia.com
support@tintometer.com
support@tme.co.jp
support@topcn.cn
support@toradex.com
support@tpcdubai.com
support@traseatlas.com
support@trendmicro.co.kr
support@truebridge.com
support@tunisia-trading.com
support@uaeshops.com
support@unlockphonenetwork.com
support@vepump.com
support@viber.com
support@wallcann.com
support@wikihow.com
support@wikiwand.com
support@wuditech.com
support@wunder2.com
support@zawya.com
support@zenfolio.com
support@zinio.com
support@zshine.com.cn
support_payment@geekbuying.com
support_pca@vitrox.com
supporten@xtradefactory.com
surendersingh@sail-bhilaisteel.com
surendra@hetuengineers.com
suresh@brgroup.co.in
suresh@fermentabiotech.com
suresh@yogabars.in
surgical@surgicalhouse.com.au
survey1@ntpp.biz
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susan.cameron@mannpacking.com
susan.innis@state.co.us
susan.krelitz@ipfolio.com
susan.wingfield@brsmeas.org
susan@asianmetal.com
susan@bestekcorp.com
susan@boyunbrake.com
susan@narrativestheagency.com
susan@sunlandglobe.com
susan@sxplock.com
susan@wagnercreed.com
susan_starindustry@126.com
susanna_dl@126.com
susanne.zhang@cn.rbinternational.com
susanne.zhang@cn.rzb.at
susanson@mail.xjtu.edu.cn
susansong@topband-e.com
susanzhaohua@sina.com
susanzheng@ryannfootwear.cn
sushant@srisriayurveda.in
sushil@jaiambe.in
susi@packagingmag.co.za
susie@china-sinoway.com
sust@wellesley.edu
sute@56412027.com
sutham@csplastmach.com
sutton.amanda@epa.gov
suvorov@expocentr.ru
suvpr@163.com
suweiyun123@sohu.com
suwondo@faasri.com
suyan1119@163.com
suyangde@foxmail.com
suyingmaoyi@126.com
suyu@mecasonic.cn
suyue_sz@163.com
suzanne.moume@budd-pni.com
suzhou@51job.com
suzhou@qeeka.com
suzie@gzyishan.com
suzuki.koji@kobelco-matsubo.com
suzuki@jiukaicable.com
svein.langelandsvik@itm.no
sven@surfschule-pelzerhaken.de
svenr@specialised.com
svetlana-sari@mail.ru
svetlana.petrovska@ceprosard.org.mk
svetlanav_d@mail.ru
svfftd@vip.163.com
sviluppoedp@eurocredit.it
svo.a@afriso.cz
sw@premcorp.co.za
swallow99932@163.com
swallow@hbgy-pipe.com
swamy@solus.co.in
swanson@bernardpartners.com
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swapnil.d@sigsme.com
swasco@emi.ae
swati.thomas@biolitec.com
swbmc@online.sh.cn
sweangelln@yandex.com
sweety@cynosure-sanitary.com
swetha.more@toradex.com
swf618@126.com
swieland@emag.com.mx
swilliams@simplemortgage.cc
swillis@wellesley.edu
swiri@online.sh.cn
switzerland@bicon.com
swkegportalwebmaster@sarawak.gov.my
swl78@163.com
swlim@jcint.co.kr
swonnebauer@emag.com
swop@adsale.com.hk
sws@swskj.com
swt-ie@163.com
sww@jchtex.com
sx110108@163.com
sx@sanxin-cn.com
sxchange@126.com
sxexpo@vip.163.com
sxhsyy@sina.com
sxhycgj@163.com
sxhykjxsb@163.com
sxinterlining@126.com
sxiu@fullingmotor.com
sxj85585949@126.com
sxjack@cnshunxing.com
sxl_1688@163.com
sxq@berniceandmartin.com
sxtusb@163.com
sxxgyybc@163.com
syahrudin@faasri.com
sybjason@126.com
syc@syc.com.tw
sycmwsb@sina.com
sycyxgb1@sh163.net
sydney@summitcycles.bike
sydwsc@163.com
syed@gulfsafety.com
syelkin@usaid.gov
syftr@syf30.co.kr
syhb153@163.com
syheima@126.com
syillcd@tpage.com
sykdx@163.com
sykee1281@163.com
syl@datascrip.co.id
syliohzkj@163.com
sylvain@exportplus.co.nz
syma@symatoys.com
symak@symaksales.com
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symbol_mike@163.com
synashen@newimagetour.com
synugj04@163.com
sypo@sypo.com.cn
syposeat@sypo.com.cn
syrianet@mail.sy
syscom@syscom18.com
sysp666@163.com
systena_koubai@systena.co.jp
sytfhy@163.com
sytslijing@126.com
syxhjs@163.com
syzhp@sdc.icbc.com.cn
syzs@mspharm.com
sz.yuehai@163.com
sz0664@163.com
sz@shanghai-ssz.com
sz_amurtpp@mail.ru
szacwz@szacwz.com
szanirato@grandimolini.it
szart@int.com.tw
szatb@126.com
szchinahealth@163.com
szcouns@163.com
szdego@sohu.com
szebg@ebg.com.cn
szelpal@varinex.hu
szepoo@163.com
szfhjx@126.com
szgaoqin@163.com
szh0755@sina.com
szhbglass@163.com
szhddz168@126.com
szheg@126.com
szhitai@126.com
szjtrlzyc@163.com
szjxddc@163.com
szkls666@163.com
szksq2007@163.com
szkxing@foxmail.com
szlchbkj@163.com
szlyd@cables-world.com
szlym2010@163.com
szmotor@163.com
szmxsj@126.com
sznewsun@sznewsun.net.cn
szro@sina.com
szsales@pic.com.hk
sztf0512@163.com
sztimeless@sina.com
sztx2009@126.com
szulxs@szu.edu.cn
szx_315@sina.com
szxxcl@163.com
szyijuan@sina.com
szyuhang666@163.com
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szzhaoxin@vip.163.com
szzhetai@163.com
t-kumi@tanakass-web.com
t-nakatsuka@steerjapan.com
t-ota@cb-asahi.jp
t-review@mail.ru
t-review@mtu-net.ru
t-win@vip.163.com
t.Ollapally@amonncolor.com
t.candemir@meksantrafo.com.tr
t.dallago@cuamm.org
t.galal@mejdaf.com
t.hirose@sankyu.co.jp
t.kostek@rollon.de
t.lemoign@frenchtimber.com
t.mechkarov@ihempfarms.com
t.vd.meulen@rai.nl
t.zhemlikhanov@elec-co.ru
t415@163.com
t@cmz.com
t_terao@yoshikawa-chemical.co.jp
ta-thi-kim-thanh@vn.rzb.at
ta@google.co.uk
tabish.anwar@tct.me
taboc@163.com
tac@abclegal.com
taco@alabuo.co
tad@fanta.co.jp
tadco@suhuf.net.sa
taesan86@hanmail.net
tafucohong@163.com
taha.yana@mail.ru
tahara@spk.co.jp
taher@beyondvoyages.com
taher@vis.ae
tahtah@163.com
taidy1980@163.com
taifengyuanhuang@163.com
tailakov@uglemetan.ru
tailibaorubber@163.com
taipan@taipan.com.cn
taipei@fotek.com.tw
taish@163.com
taisong876@163.com
taiwan@bicon.com
taiwan@hasus.com.tw
taiwanxiaokang@163.com
taiyuanmaoyi2009@163.com
takahara@yhc.att.ne.jp
takanoh@jp.seika.com
takashi05-hongo@jcom.home.ne.jp
takex@kinect.co.nz
takitu@powerkat.com.cn
taku.arai@measureworks.co.jp
takuto@mkent.co.jp
tal@etkes.com
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talal@almaz.net.ae
talanovaev@rosminzdrav.ru
talc8888@sina.com.cn
talentacquisition@rackspace.co.uk
tali_vong@163.com
tallinn@autospirit.ee
tamara.golmajer@intercet.si
tamer.bebawy@gptindustries.com
tamir@tasgiv.com
tammam@boushahrigroup.com
tan200055@163.com
tanakass@ion.ocn.ne.jp
tanel@turk.net
tang@byspm.com
tanghaibo@kingsky-iot.com
tangjohn@163.com
tanglei@shanghaitylon.com
tangmojun@helaser.com.cn
tangogawa@163.com
tangrect@163.com
tangrn2008@163.com
tangshoubin1234@163.com
tanguoping@126.com
tangxingling@cndare.com
tangzhengbo.cool@163.com
tanja.postma@diasorin.co.za
tanjx@mail.sysu.edu.cn
tanjy@sunrisewheel.com
tankers@orientalmaritime.net
tankg@stengg.com
tanrich-futures-dealing@tanrich.com
tanya@globalfruit.org
tanya@minskexpo.com
tanyuge@sina.com
tao.wang@nf-bearings.com
taoanjuhr@126.com
taogbao@163.com
taoint-rong@foxmail.com
taominghua@126.com
taos@pku.edu.cn
taotao042@sina.com
taozhuma@5315.cn
tapan.k@ttx-group.com
tara.v@cfstransportation.com
tara@perchupholstery.com
taranto@hugotrumpy.it
tarek@epxdigital.com
tarek@id-artizan.com
tariffs@plainsmidstream.com
tariq.abbasi@ubl.com.pk
tariq@aeconline.net
tariq@kohala.com.pk
tarmo@surf.ee
tarrie@boomeranglimited.com
tartemiadi@chryssafidis.gr
tasanee@fusen.co.th
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tatneft-energosbyt@mail.ru
tatpob@mail.ru
tatyana@expocentr.ru
taurocns@entelnet.bo
taxes@Bankrate.com
taxufe@163.com
taylor.rhodes@rackspace.com
taylor@wrenchscience.com
taytum@ttmarine.co.za
tbi@kiitincubator.in
tbj@autocvj.com
tbracken@duncan-oil.com
tbt@taiwanbrake.com
tbwiha@symphonyrwanda.com
tc-admin@oasis-open.org
tc.goh@scotsman.com.sg
tc0579@163.com
tc170_cyc@126.com
tc@aoca.in
tcb001@126.com
tcge@apaveoverseas.com
tcggxsb@163.com
tch@tchservices.com.pl
tciafrdk@sentoo.sn
tciafrnktt@mauritel.mr
tcirelos@avnquality.com
tcj@jibasan.or.jp
tcm@tsinghua.edu.cn
tcrf_annie@sina.com
tctding@sina.com
tcvbest@tcvgroup.com.tw
td021@163.com
td@dimas-solar.gr
td@lenedu.com
tdh@hfnikko.com
tdimauro@global-usa.com
tdlwxw@163.com
tdooley@microcenter.com
tdstt@mail.ru
tdzone@tpage.com
tea1406@mail.ru
team@brink.uk
team@clear.net.nz
team@pacific-cycles.com
team@tritty.com
teambike@teambike.es
teammold@foxmail.com
teamstyleuk@googlemail.com
tean.lim@rajahtann.com
teb@teb.cn
tecgw112030@163.com
tech@domaindiscount24.com
tech@dongmen.net
tech@modrolelectric.com
tech@rfindustries.com
techgarage.eu@mail205.atl81.rsgsv.net
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technical-ceramics@3M.com
technical.support@tecnam.com
technical@abit-usa.com
technical@airpacks.ie
technical@induflex.com
technical@masterbond.com
techno-systems@tech-masters.eu
technocraft@technocraftgroup.com
technodry@technodry.it
technology@kottmann.eu
technorep@technorep.com.ar
techsales@telatemp.com
techserv@gemplers.com
techsupport-muc@pulspower.com
techsupport@rolloncorp.com
techsupport@tentech.us
tecma2000@prodigy.net.mx
tecnico@comune.fabro.tr.it
tecnico@lisciano.org
tecnodiagnostika@turbonett.com
tecnologia.industriale@ice.it
tecnomeca@tecnomeca.com
ted.shao@crsa-china.com
ted@hes.com.tw
teddington@moorescycles.co.uk
tedsco@tedscoinc.com
teesside@oesgroup.com
tefe@terasaki.com.sg
teginthomas@sealineshipping.com
tejardubai@dubaichamber.com
tejml@seznam.cz
tekaolocalstore@slingshot.co.nz
tekard@126.com
teksol@teksol.com.uy
tel0927917855@linke.com.tw
telcom@expocentr.ru
teleperformance@teleperformance.com
telex@ftc.fujitrans.co.jp
tellimine@kgk.ee
temba@maths.uz.ac.zw
templates-in@box.com
tender@mts.by
terapower@163.com
terehaval@mail.ru
terence@mooreshomeandgarden.com
terencel@ctbc.com.tw
terenceyeung@tacsen.com
teresa@biciauto.net
terese.glatz@oru.se
tereshina@expocentr.ru
ternullocristoforo@pec.it
terra@vascogroup.com
terrasancta@parra.catholic.edu.au
terrichan@126.com
terry-suretop@cn-pioneer.com
terry@greenangel.ie
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terry@gssmachinery.com
terry_kan@dailywell.com.tw
terryor@163.com
terrytong@smithmarine.hk
tert2456@163.com
teruida@teruida.com
tet@tet-battery.com
teushchakov@anr.ru
teval@teval.ee
tevans@lantonassociates.com
tewesbis@yandex.ru
texman@bol.net.in
textricot@infonegocio.net.pe
texworld@dhaka.net
tf.xuan@163.com
tf@jma.or.jp
tf@tfzl.com
tfab@frick.se
tfksbit@yandex.ru
tfky2003@163.com
tflutie@wellesley.edu
tfnlmca@trevinigeria.com
tfreeser@TicketPrinting.com
tg706@york.ac.uk
tg8188@163.com
tg@33522366.cn
tghimenti@hgmakelim.com
tgjt@tgjt.cn
tgrey@cptuna.com
tgrgroup@zajil.net
tgripon@sgceresco.com
tgs.mumbai@trafigura.com
tgs@tgs.com.mk
tgshs@tgsvc.co.kr
tgsks@163.com
tgss7982@tgsvc.co.kr
tgw@thegearworks.com
tgwaller@bmjlaw.com
tgzyhf@163.com
thailand@bicon.com
thaituyethuong@vinexad.com.vn
thamon_w@nop4630supplies.com
thanes@thanesgroup.com
thanh.tran@tranfa.vn
thanh_nguyen@brown.edu
thanuja.kumari@kanoo.ae
tharris@triplehfoods.com
thawes@hostgator.com
thea.dadrich@sanavita.net
theinlwin@asiaroyal.com.mm
thejanyos@thejany.co.kr
themansion@rosewoodhotels.com
themicam@pec.it
themis@chemicron.com
theo.kjellberg@skf.com
theoni@singknight.com
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therapicon@arubapec.it
thermomix@thermomix.cl
theses@fi.muni.cz
thi.dinh@vn-tech.com.vn
thierry.rouaud@cedigaz.org
thinh-nguyen@hongfa.com
this@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
thitiya.j@airportthai.co.th
thjonusta@mp.is
thk_procaringfoods@163.com
thomas.bicycle@163.com
thomas.bosco@hpnaviationgroup.com
thomas.greiner@marchesini.com
thomas.guillot@holcim.com
thomas.imgrund@dmt.de
thomas.serouart@rheolution.com
thomas.stumbauer@raiffeisenbank.at
thomas.sun@cn.inoex.de
thomas@cheaa.com
thomas@hdautopart.com
thomas@prudence-ae.com
thomas@sealineshipping.com
thomas@therestisnoise.co.uk
thomaschan@beaujax.com.tw
thompson.dan@epa.gov
thompsoncharlie1@googlemail.com
thorsten.oelker@ov-it.de
thorsten.voss@bfi.de
thoughts@highermind.org
thrc_la@foxmail.com
threeksp@tpage.com
thsale@mail.taya.com.tw
thunders@thgraphic.com
thusain@devilbisseu.com
thuymy@126.com
tianbincycle666@163.com
tianda2666@163.com
tiandinayuan@163.com
tiandingqipei@163.com
tiandy@tiandy.com
tianfengjidiancorp@126.com
tianjia03010@sina.com
tianjie@jx-jichuang.com
tianjin@51job.com
tianlisujiao@2008.sina.com
tianlixing@163.com
tiansheng-model@163.com
tianshizhongmei@163.com
tianshl@cfdi.org.cn
tianyacheju@163.com
tianyaxin@tuozhongedu.com
tianyu03@chinaenamelware.com
tianyu178@126.com
tianyuan@cnyhty.com
tianze@tianzestar.com
tical.usa@ticalshipping.com
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ticerichenxueyong@163.com
ticketing@allevents.in
ticketoffice@icclos.com
ticon@mail.ru
ticworld@thriveinchina.com
tide@koveva.com
tiebao@vip.163.com
tiedao168@163.com
tien@mst.edu
tiffany.lathe@rackspace.com
tiffany9_cauchy5@163.com
tiffany@otteroo.com
tiffany@room4agency.com
tiger3553@163.com
tiger_chem@126.com
tigerdoh@gol.com
tigi.taiwan@tigi.tw
tigtesco-ryd@tig-tesco.com
tihonovpi@expocentr.ru
tiit@nopri.ee
tikhonova@expocentr.ru
tilaus@uimonen.fi
tiles@simpolo.net
till1982@sina.com
tim.ching@shing-hing.com.hk
tim.cotter@industry.gov.au
tim.hoang@vadipharma.com
tim.hurley@gptindustries.com
tim.wilson@chunkichilli.com
tim@designforthepeople.co.uk
tim@hamiltonandhare.com
tim@nzseafoods.com
tim@ryokobags.com
tim@steil.gent
timahtpp@mail.ru
timber@kattangroup.jo
timd@abclegal.com
time-service@mail.ru
timesclassifieds@timesonline.com
timex@tedata.net.eg
timflyme@jhsteel.com.cn
timofeev@tpprt.ru
timothydickinson@paulhastings.com
timsport@timsport.az
timt@sharktech.net
tina.song@vitourtires.com
tina.wei@jgwheel.com
tina.xu@doctorbeckmann.cn
tina@barinternational.com
tina@byco-autoparts.com
tina@hogokids.com
tina@slater.co.nz
tina@wanpy.com.cn
tinaem@sarawak.gov.my
tinfo@deltason.com
tingcheshijie@126.com
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tinghow@126.com
tinita@tinita.in
tinker@zjmtw.com
tintin@bbfriend.com
tinwinaung@mccsolution.com
tip@chtip.com
tipkova@expocentr.ru
tips@justjared.com
tips@shanghaiist.com
tips@thefirearmblog.com
tipteh@on.net.mk
tipteh@tipteh.hr
tiptop@keyworld.net
tiptop@link.net.mt
tires@expocentr.ru
tirupathi@karachibakery.com
titbitscatering@googlemail.com
tito@sergioscibetta.it
titovsa@expocentr.ru
titu@totalsupplynetworks.com
titus.alexander@mcr1.poptel.org.uk
tiw@tiwsingapore.com.sg
tiwahongthong@oinkpm.co.th
tiziana.pedron@evolutiontravel.it
tjames.atcherley@microlinkpc.com
tjamison@thrivas.com
tjanbike@163.com
tjbaoteng@163.com
tjbewo@163.com
tjboma@126.com
tjbrennan@atcjet.net
tjeerd@dopper.com
tjhongchi@163.com
tjhymt@sina.com
tjjiawei@126.com
tjllyg@126.com
tjshengmei@163.com
tjtj6812@163.com
tjuciec@tjcu.edu.cn
tjweimei2008@163.com
tk-domus@mail.ru
tk@taiking.cn
tkagka@aqs.kr
tkazia@mail.ru
tkim@a2mac1.com
tkimber@enovationcontrols.eu
tkm@yendelela.com
tktppgk@mail.ru
tkx@feipengchem.com
tlauzurica@berjeinc.com
tlc_mail@163.com
tltoys@tltoys.cn
tm@efo.ru
tman@orientalcycambike.com
tmartin@masafetyservices.com
tmc@chinaironhorse.com
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tmcgrail@doble.com
tmckillip@nationalmachinery.com
tmcnider@jwrinc.com
tmec@vip.163.com
tmeister@mail.ru
tmfu@pku.edu.cn
tmggroup@mail.ru
tmhk@trendmicro.com.hk
tmhold@163.com
tmk@tmk-group.com
tmohamme@wellesley.edu
tmoreno@melody.com.mx
tmregionnt@yandex.ru
tmxxb@163.com
tn.lin@tradevan.com.tw
tnd@vip.163.com
tnolan@hamptonfarms.com
tnq0201015@163.com
tns@tju.edu.cn
tnsamara@mail.ru
toa@expocentr.ru
tobias.dufner@pryde-group.at
tobias@net-clipping.de
toby.catlin@caplin.com
toby.staff@new-star.co.uk
toby@pc-repairs.info
tocontapsaigon@fpt.vn
todd.cione@rackspace.com
todd@activengage.com
todds@dinklagefeedyards.com
todiniastana@mail.ru
tohatsu@sumeko.ru
tohru.takamura@si.idemitsu.co.jp
tok-qp@126.com
tok@tok.sk
tokai@binaryriot.com
tokmakova@expocentr.ru
tokyo.marketing@kuehne-nagel.com
tokyo@toradex.com
tom@aipettoy.com
tom@golden-bloom.com
tom@gpcchem.com
tom@interfreight.net
tom@neeskensbv.nl
tom@peregrineclothing.co.uk
tom@r.je
tom_jorgensen@ziffdavis.com
tom_mackie@trimble.com
tomas.pasovsky@sk.atlascopco.com
tomas@slax.org
tomasteska@seznam.cz
tomasz.olszewski@delonghigroup.com
tomasz@marcinkowski.pl
tomdebeck@googlemail.com
tomita@jcoal.or.jp
tomitomo@vip.163.com
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tomlee@hanyang.ac.kr
tommy.shao@brassmachines.com
tommy@butterscotchlb.com
tommy@mhrhelmet.com
tommy@ntsuhong.com
tommy@tocos.com.tw
tommy_spielberg@126.com
tondaj@163.com
tongba@vip.163.com
tongfei688@163.com
tonghan@whtind.co.kr
tongjia08@tongjia.com
tongjunliang@163.com
tongshi@tongshirad.com
tongxieglasses@163.com
tongxin568@sina.cn
tongxingchilun@163.com
tongxintoys@163.com
tongya99@sina.com
tongyuchain@126.com
tonje.gravaas@vox.no
tonmacsunzy@163.com
tonnie@tonnie.com.tw
tony-cheng@strategytec.com
tony.green@pes-group.co.uk
tony.morgan@nationalnet.com
tony.tong@tuochengexpo.com
tony.watkinson@lyons-seafoods.com
tony@dbh.co.nz
tony@dean.com.cn
tony@hes.com.tw
tony@hsm.co.th
tony@pdatrademedia.com
tony@refresh-wiper.com
tony@smittybeehoney.com
tony@sztony.cn
tony@twnmold.com.tw
tony_carvalho@tiecokuwait.com
tonychk@pc.jaring.my
tonyho@wbhktrading.com
tonyliu@heqingceramics.com
tonylkb@126.com
tonyneal_cnblogs@sina.com
tonyon@china-lockset.com
tonyp@pentanet.co.za
tonyt@jincheng.biz
too.egk@mail.ru
tool@kyocera.com.cn
toolmagazine@chinatool.net
toolmail@163.com
tools@eurogulfuae.com
top@post-top.pl
topart-kamakura@earth.ocn.ne.jp
topautomazioni@topautomazioni.com
topechina@163.com
topgun8@topgun.com.tw
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topkkbaby@aliyun.com
topmar@topmar.com
topmass@topmass-cctv.com
torben.schnabel@gulp.de
torbjorn@tarnsjogarveri.se
torchwxy@163.com
torg04@bk.ru
torg@pakka.ru
tornado@internet.ge
torsten.diether@din.de
torsten.schmitt@mshs.com
tos@fastdomain.com
toscanapromozione@postacert.toscana.it
tosonigroup@tosoni.com
totem_sport@mail.bg
totguard@163.com
totievivero@gmcdmc.ph
touch@clitheroerugby.com
touch_qingdao@163.com
toufic@saccal.com
toulouse@cir.fr
tour@icclos.com
toursafe@163.com
towsin@foxmail.com
toy8@shfreshsuccess.com
toys365@126.com
toys811@126.com
toys@bigtreetoys.com
toys@ltgytoys.cn
toys@timelytoys.com
toys@umutoys.com
toysd@163.com
tp@texpro.spb.ru
tpabst@duncan-oil.com
tperry@solvaira.com
tpetrik@emag.com
tpetsou@gsgcorp.com
tphillips@accuveri.com
tpideayv@mail.ru
tpno@bk.ru
tpp-adygheya@yandex.ru
tpp-elista@mail.ru
tpp-india@yandex.ru
tpp-ivanovo@yandex.ru
tpp-svg@mail.ru
tpp.ang@mail.ru
tpp.cherepovets@mail.ru
tpp.expert@mail.ru
tpp.info@mail.ru
tpp.kbr@mail.ru
tpp.rf@list.ru
tpp.tula@mail.ru
tpp14@mail.ru
tpp200294@yandex.ru
tpp2009@yandex.ru
tpp@dubna.ru
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tpp@elsite.ru
tpp@kronshtadt.org
tpp@mail.ru
tpp@soex.tomsk.ru
tpp@totpp.ru
tpp@tpp89.org
tpp@tppkaluga.ru
tpp@tpplo.ru
tpp@tppsurgut.ru
tpp@volzhsky.ru
tpp@yartpp.ru
tpp_hmao@mail.ru
tpp_kolchugino@mail.ru
tpp_mozhaysk@mail.ru
tpp_shakhty@bk.ru
tpp_slaw@mail.ru
tppalata@mail.ru
tpparm@mail.ru
tppbel@belrus.kuban.ru
tppchita@mail.ru
tppchr@mail.ru
tppdinskaja@mail.ru
tppgel@bk.ru
tpphmao@tpphmao.ru
tppinfo@mail.ru
tppkam@mail.kamchatka.ru
tppkbr@mail.ru
tppkchr@mail.ru
tppkk@tppkuban.ru
tppko@tppko.ru
tppnf@mail.ru
tppngo@mail.ru
tppnt@mail.ru
tppnv@tppnv.ru
tppra125@mail.ru
tpprd@bk.ru
tppregionkmv@mail.ru
tpprf.spain@yandex.ru
tpprf@iimba.ru
tppri@mail.ru
tpprm@list.ru
tpprt@tpprt.ru
tppsk-yurotdel@mail.ru
tppsochi@tppsochi.ru
tppsp@yandex.ru
tpptyva@mail.ru
tppukhta@mail.ru
tppz@inbox.ru
tppz@list.ru
tppzh@mail.ru
tps@slmc.com.tw
tpuranik@saildsp.co.in
tq@chinatianqiu.com
tqh.dj@163.COM
tqqgg@sina.com
tqtime@sh163.net
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tquinn@cti-ind.com
tr.sales@primapower.com
tr.service@primapower.com
tr@plsuns.com
tracy@pamperyourselfnow.co.uk
tracy@pingshan.com.hk
tracy@shenfeng-group.com
tracy@studylink.com.tw
tracylongy@163.com
tracyqin2001@163.com
tracywheel@cnjujiu.com
tradcraf@bol-online.com
trade1@autodaiko.com
trade@chinafeiting.com
trade@eurasia-china.com
trade@fulekeji.com
trade@ggbulkshipping.com
trade@milorada.ru
trade@onerovalve.com
trade@shaolinbus.com
trade@takos.kr
trade@unitym.ru
trade@xinxieli.com
trade@yiwufair.com
tradecredit@prudence-ae.com
tradedep@qtechasia.com
tradefair@addischamber.com
tradefair@wegvoraus.in
tradejunction@apeda.com
tradeko@chollian.net
tradelab@tradelab.co.kr
trademark-permissions@mozilla.com
trademark@lrswami.com
trademarks@mozilla.com
trademax@trademaxchem.com
tradewinspublishing@tradewins.com
trading.estate.service@pec.it
trading@binarbaid.com
trading@hyunil-lab.com
trading@mm-holz.com
tradm@tversu.ru
traeger.margarete@fillistahl.at
trafalgarindia@airtelmail.in
traffic@swanispice.com
trainer@vip.163.com
training.beijing@51job.com
training.chengdu@51job.com
training.guangzhou@51job.com
training.hangzhou@51job.com
training.hme@hima.com
training.shanghai@51job.com
training.shenzhen@51job.com
training.wuhan@51job.com
training.xian@51job.com
training@acadian.com
training@astontechconsult.com
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training@chouest.com
training@ffrc.cn
training@hhrc.com.cn
training@masafetyservices.com
training@rnasafetyinternational.com
training@tsinghua.edu.cn
training@twistconditioning.com
training@webinar.compliancekey.net
trainings@berkeleyholding.org
trainings@complianceiq.com
trainings@email.complianceiq.com
trainswaychina@188.com
traitement@aqualithe.com
trang@gxsti.net
trani@carnelutti.ru
trans@ranksitt.com
transfo@brest.by
translate@vologdatpp.ru
translator@dztpp.ru
transleatherltd@rocketmail.com
transparence@laboratoires-genevrier.com
transport@dm.gov.ae
transways@po.jaring.my
travel@thechinaguide.com
travel@tkshk.com
trawlco@paradise.net.nz
trd@hkex.com.hk
tree8017@paran.com
trek15@narod.ru
trendauto@126.com
trendready@trendmicro.com
trescero@prtc.net
trevifin@trevifin.com
treviphl@trevi.com.ph
trevor48@mail.ru
trgszyh@163.com
triace@triacebike.com
trials@latinnews.com
trifonov@vniimp.ru
trigold-tina@vip.163.com
triku.abbasi@ubl.com.pk
trina.ayuni@bcrc-sea.org
trinidad.exportacion@molinoscanepa.com
trinity@trinityskitchen.com
trinxxiaoshou@163.com
tripact@online.sh.cn
trish@agri-pack.com
trish@fulekeji.com
trisports@kcc.zaq.ne.jp
tristan.leaver@wsj.com
tristar68@mail.ru
triswift@po.jaring.my
triumphy@163.com
triyunianto@wahyutama.com
trohg@plusdeck.com
trond.hagerud@mapei.no
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trostentsov@yandex.ru
troy-ontor@troy-ontor.ca
troy@troyonline.com
trsloc@sina.com
trubostal@en.net.ua
truck.che@sigmatekcorp.com
truckbrakes@jkxbj.com
trucks@dbasons.com
truebell@truebell.org
truhone@truhone.com
trungct@moit.gov.vn
trupti.imports.uk@googlemail.com
trust@owl-study.com
trusttec@trusttec.eu
truyen.nguyen@vn.rbinternational.com
tryhoo@sina.com
tryq2000@163.com
ts-ju@hanmail.net
ts@expocentr.ru
tsai@soonex.com.tw
tsareva@expocentr.ru
tsarik_ki@ktz.power-m.ru
tsca-hotline@epa.gov
tscherban@mail.ru
tshxyy@163.com
tsi@163.com
tsiganov@tpprm.ru
tsoreq@sorpol.com
tspillan@wellesley.edu
tsps_d@tsinghua.edu.cn
tsps_e@tsinghua.edu.cn
tsps_hr@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
tsps_hr@tsinghua.edu.cn
tss369@daum.net
tsservice@tejanoservices.com
tssyxny2010@aliyun.com
tstoughton@emag.com
tstreit@usaid.gov
tsujimaki@tsujimaki.jp
tsung-tsan_su@itri.org.tw
tsvirov@asia.com.ua
ttawoda@preon.com
tte@zajil.net
tthomas@wqa.org
ttpp94@bk.ru
ttpp@list.ru
tuanhung@fpt.vn
tuchunhui@163.com
tuco@vip.163.com
tula.tpp@mail.ru
tulkin@list.ru
tummers@mail.ru
tungtaihong@ctimail.com
tuong.nguyen@vietsingmedical.com
tuopan@126.com
tur@lgcstandards.com
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turboap@hanmail.net
turismo@sogevinus.com
tusikou@163.com
tuuu.ieti@samoa.ws
tuvia@ancitech.com
tuyennv@templaza.com
tvcity_qd@163.com
tverpalata@mail.ru
tvezdos@roughbros.com
tw@atltest.com.cn
twebb@usagriseeds.com
twickenham@moorescycles.co.uk
twitter@bundupower.co.za
twl@maximdg.com
twline@po.jaring.my
twlqh68@126.com
twsales@sycycles.com
twtc29@163.com
twxj@sh163.net
txed@txedbikes.com
txzhang@centechsv.com
ty435@sina.com
ty@lawsudomarketing.com
tycho@lff.cn
tydxcym@163.com
tyh525551394@163.com
tyler.lizenby@cbsinteractive.com
tyler@revolutioncycles.ca
tylon08@shanghaitylon.com
tynx@moit.gov.vn
tyrelee@hanmail.net
tyreway@163.com
tyreworld@163.com
tyson_wms@163.com
tywang@vip.163.com
tyxs@cztaiyu.com
tz2335953@163.com
tz559@163.com
tz80000@126.com
tz@tzbicycle.com
tzanakis@edc.uoc.gr
tzbaiqiangauto@vip.163.com
tzc25639691@163.com
tzf@xh-tech.cn
tzjbyb@163.com
tzmcc@china.com
tzmfcl@vip.163.com
tzsanmu@163.com
tzshuanglong@163.com
u000AJobs@WSJ.com
u0440@Mail.Ru
uae@al-hamad.com
uae@amlakmail.net
uae@campomatic.com
uae@cm3intl.com
uae@coastalsafety.com
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uae@dwp.com
uae@globecore.de
uae@minimelts.com
uae@pwclogistics.com
uae@sifico-group.com
uae@x-calibur.us
uaesales@uniquegroup.com
ub@ub.lt
ubestbaby@163.com
ubs@bisp.net
ucc@uccbicycle.com
uchida@jcoal.or.jp
uci-sz@163.com
uday@leavessupply.com
uday@procalme.com
udhay.gopal@perfuratech.com
udo.wunsch@wunsch-oele.de
uehara-since1973@jcom.home.ne.jp
uematsu@kimuracorporation.co.jp
uetex@163.com
uff.tec1@montone.org
ufficio.clienti@eurocredit.it
ufficio.stampa@aistoscana.it
ufficiotecnico@comune.scheggino.pg.it
ufficiotecnico@ettorebertoldini.com
ufl@ufl.com.my
ufocap@tpage.com
ugehrmann@emag.com
uglova@expocentr.ru
ugmk@ugmk.kiev.ua
ugt@catalunya.ugt.org
uguenter@guenter-psu.de
uhbif@mail.ru
uikim@genon.co.kr
uiry@avx.com
uk-info@oesgroup.com
uk@group-ib.com
uk@hotpackglobal.com
uk@idp.com
uk_support@htc.com
ukinternational@xdf.cn
uko@probeaute.ee
ukraine@bdsensors.ua
ukraine@bicon.com
ukrishnan@hajicommercial.com
uksales@cppumps.com
uksales@lgcstandards.com
ukumar_98@qmaxtest.com
ul-mediatory@mail.ru
ulaigroup@u-lai.com
ulrich.roemer@weatheronline.co.uk
ulrik.Lenaerts@diplobel.fed.be
ulsoex@mail.ru
ultan.mulligan@etsi.org
uluc.cagatay@cbu.edu.tr
uma@dii-desertenergy.org
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umeme@umeme.co.ug
umesh.nair@pettinaroli.com
umesh@utopiafashion.com
unclefarm@163.com
underwrite-dpt@piclub.or.jp
undgrad@tsinghua.edu.cn
unex@msb.biglobe.ne.jp
uniagro@bol.net.in
unibox@unibox.by
unifrax.mumbai@unifrax.co.in
uniliner@126.com
unimexhanoi.kd1@netnam.vn
unimice@163.com
union@uniontyre.com.tw
unionc@unioncomputersupplies.com
unistar@t-home.mk
unite.sh@163.com
unitedmotors@unitedmotors.ee
unitedstatesembassy.nigeria@9.cn
unitydia@sh163.net
unocad@unocad.it
unsub@itviec.com
up@superpages.com
upc2008@mail.ru
update@gandhiassociates.com
updates@dans.ph
upexim-co1@hn.vnn.vn
upgren.amy@epa.gov
upozorenja@google.co.uk
uprava@crvena-luka.hr
upsservicekz@mail.ru
uptzh@yandex.ru
uqpl@bol.net.in
urbanshoes@urban-shoes.eu
ured.gen.dir@ephzhb.ba
uretim@naturelmuhendislik.com.tr
urieva@expocentr.ru
urls@learningbygrace.org
urostovikova@ntpp.biz
urp@cittametropolitana.fi.it
urteks@bk.ru
urucolom@etb.net.co
uruguay@bicon.com
us-sales@qmaxtest.com
us.cs@msasafety.com
us.info@primapower.com
us.rsvp@primapower.com
us.sales@primapower.com
us@culturelabx.com
us@odessa.net
usa-info@oesgroup.com
usa.agri@pclworld.net
usa.info@idp.com
usa@cmak.com
usa@ekato.com
usa@fpz.com
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usa@group-ib.com
usacan@levarht.com
usbaby@usbaby.com.cn
usc@intelnett.com
user786@azmman.com
user@163.com
users@users-bike.com.tw
uservice@globecore.de
usinfo@lamacycles.com
usj@usj.com.cn
usluga@expocentr.ru
usmanov.farhod@erkatoy.com
usosnik@orangesoftware.com
usstie@online.sh.cn
utente@dominiopec.it
utenti@cremonaonline.it
utilities@icclos.com
utkarsh@kusumapharma.com
utn@utn.one
utpal@jayeshgroup.com
utpp@mail.ru
utservice@utstar.com
utsg@ariesgroup.ae
uukailan@163.com
uuoo@foxmail.com
uuweinmann@163.com
uuwenjuf@bailing.hk.cn
uvabudhabi@universalvoltas.com
uvalain@universalvoltas.com
uvdxb@universalvoltas.com
uvr@santannapisa.it
uvs@pmi.by
uvtpp@bk.ru
uwe.fisker@rlkz.kz
uzair.zavary@netlinepk.com
uzawlay@generalgroupmyanmar.net
uzbekshootingfed@mail.ru
v.ayid@mail.ru
v.balansa@mail.ru
v.ganesh@cristol.co.in
v.olga@stasenko.com
v.vodeva@vacuumsys.com
v2@xinrangroup.com
v_efimov@bk.ru
vacu@vacu.nl
vacuum@psiprolew.com
vacuumbooster@hbxingpu.com
vahkos@mail.ru
vaibhav@samruddhiorganic.com
vaida.masalskyte@shooting.lt
val-peony110@163.com
val-tour@mail.ru
valentina.francescon@videe.it
valerie.laporte@aperam.com
valifanov@mail.ru
valitek@pec.it
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valmapak@mail.ru
valora@valora.lu
valpes-info@wattswater.com
valsana@valsana.it
valter@pc.jaring.my
valtrolsamson@valtrolsamson.com.ar
value.zou@valuebicycle.com
valves@pressureandsafetysystems.com.au
valvoline.uk@valvoline.com
vams@freakouts.com
vanak@iranfitnessgroup.ir
vancouver@labbrand.com
vandanaj@blanchardinternational.co.in
vanefatova@kaliningrad-cci.ru
vanessa@belvarbrands.com
vanessa@cubebike.be
vanessa@falconkitchen.com
vanessa@richardsonwriting.com
vanillalm@sdhaoyu.net
varghese@vacaae.com
varghesegeorge@umckuwait.com
vargius@mail.ru
varun.jain@honeywell.com
varus@varus.com.mk
vasconi@mail.ru
vash_bank@mail.ru
vassiliki@istamar.com
vast360@163.com
vast@whiteants.net
vasu@delta.com.sg
vatolkina@expocentr.ru
vau@vau.ee
vaz@reutov.net
vbazar-k@mail.ru
vbrown@ntainc.com
vc@tppkaluga.ru
vcare@voltas.com
vcci@mail.ru
vclauss@emag.com
vclp@vidhilegalpolicy.in
vcm@sial.com.pk
vcontreras@vicco.com.pe
vcovo@zofrabrisa.com
vcpe@mail.ru
vdadivadze@delta-comm.ge
vdorado@expertrade.biz
vdovenkow@mail.ru
vdson@vip.163.com
ved@btpp.ru
veda@specialised.com
veena@novelnutrient.com
vega_spb@bk.ru
vegetexcovn@fpt.vn
vegxpress@prodigy.net.mx
veikals@dynasty.lv
vek0357@mail.ru
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vela@vela.no
velanme@emirates.net
veledo@oc.bandec.cu
velo@belt.itte.kz
velofm@velofmgroup.com.ua
velotour@inbox.ru
vendas@acsoftware.com.br
vendas@altona.com.br
vendas@brasifil.com.br
vendas@domei.com.br
vendas@galena.com.br
vendas@megabras.com.br
vendas@millirep.com.br
vendas@sinc.com.br
vendas@steq.com.br
vendita@generalcontrol.it
vendite@cntmachines.it
vendite@italcontrol.it
venezuela@bicon.com
venipetrova@alfamarket.biz
venta@artesanosdonbosco-bo.com
ventas@almardiagnostica.com
ventas@arellanolimitada.com.bo
ventas@businessboutique.com.mx
ventas@central.com.co
ventas@comercioelectrico.com
ventas@dest.com.pe
ventas@distrutech.com
ventas@dobarro.com.uy
ventas@ducasse.cl
ventas@elcastillo.cl
ventas@electroalianza.com
ventas@emblemasvina.cl
ventas@exponenciar.com.ar
ventas@fecpos.es
ventas@forza.es
ventas@hidrocastalia.com
ventas@inquinat.com.ar
ventas@ipesa.com.pe
ventas@jaeger.com.gt
ventas@lasmartinetas.com
ventas@lenimp.com
ventas@melvynbecerra.cl
ventas@metecnocolombia.com
ventas@metecnomexico.com
ventas@mvsuppliersac.com
ventas@pmc.com.uy
ventas@precon.com.gt
ventas@repstronics.com
ventas@santelca.com
ventas@scvsa.cl
ventas@sensotec.com.ar
ventas@sicame.com.ar
ventas@stahlwille.com.mx
ventas@stiamerica.gt
ventas@suempresa.com
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ventas@tanirel.com.uy
ventas@trisul.cl
ventas@veterinarialamascota.com.uy
ventas@windsor.com.mx
ventas_racores@163.com
ventasexport3@gsb.com.ar
ventasmaravilla@icasa.com.gt
ventaspro@ansilta.com
ventes@aerokure.com
ventes@batteriemegastore.fr
vera.krisko-jowe@ret.gov.au
vera.vdetstvo@bk.ru
vera@currexsole.asia
verbena.gta@verbena.co.in
verifications@go4worldbusiness.com
verkauf@fertan.de
verkauf@hywema.de
verkauf@stadlbauer.at
verkoop@cosinta.nl
verkoop@tck-sports.nl
verkoop@x-function.nl
verksted@bici-ski.no
verlag@hlbs.de
vern@kpn.co.nz
veroniek@silatha.com
veronique.rudoni@sovadom.com
vertem@vertem.hr
verwaltung@stuckenbrock.de
ves@krasfair.ru
vesa.karkkainen@abloy.com
vesely.petr@kjus.cz
vesti_s@inbox.ru
vetelux@vetelux.com
vetle.sverdrup@bube.no
vetor@vetoro.com
vevoszolgalat@sial.com
vibazyk@mail.ru
vicar@vicar.it
vicente@oisa.com.ec
vicepresident@icai.org
vicky.castellanos@ids-ac.com
vicky.huang@hmf-china.com
vicky@bosjob.net
vicky@gpcchem.com
vicky@philinstrumentscorp.com.ph
vicky@taytry.com.tw
vicky@vanjoin.com
vickydq@163.com
vico1011@163.com
viconshipsaigon@viconshipsg.com.vn
victor@atcdevelopmentgroup.com
victor@greenlandtyre.com
victor@radtronicsph.com
victor@yeenong.com.tw
victoria@sunpacific.com
victorku@unioncomputersupplies.com
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vidal@vidal.ad
vidcol@vidcol.com
viesturs.berzins@bap.lv
vietnam@asean-bp.com
vietnam@coex.co.kr
vietsunhp@vietsunlogistic.com
vieuxmoulin@larochewines.com
viewsource@withknown.com
vigdis@irettumramma.is
vijay.kumar@genexenterprises.com
vijay@indianexport.in
vijay@kymcindia.com
vijay@swanenviron.com
vijay@teco.com.sg
vijayagarwal@chemprogroup.net
vijayalakshmi.m@6sos.com
vijayparmar@janvikas.in
vik@professionalbeauty.in
vikas@girirajtimber.com
viking-kz@mail.ru
viking@vikingcigar.com
vilella@agro.uba.ar
vilhjalmur@tigi.is
vilmaoil@vilmaoil.com
viloyal@viloyal.com.br
vilsons@sancharnet.in
vimal@apisindia.com
vinayd@tempsens.com
vince.matthews@state.co.us
vincent.li@zichen-casting.com
vincent.lin@changtjer.com.tw
vincent@rafiki06.com
vincent_luox@126.com
vincenthu@vip.163.com
vineet@clicktgi.net
vineet@microdistribution.in
vineet@vinshek.com
vinko.golmajer@intercet.si
vinny_zhang@163.com
vinod@acme-world.com
vinodkumar@wenders.com
vinogradova@spig-vostok.ru
vinuraj.babu@toradex.com
vip1802@ya.ru
vip3@olite.com.cn
vip@r163.com
vipin.gupta@bunge.com
vipin@ambikaglobal.com
vipin@ambikahealthcare.com
vipin@veracityworld.com
viptan@126.com
vipul.mittal@bigbasket.com
vipul@dlords.com
vipul_tailor@welspun.com
viren@nirvanaexcursions.com
virgil@all4web.ro
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virginia.poon@wonderfu.com
virtus@virtusuae.com
visa@expocentr.ru
visa@thaiembassy.co.za
visastone@vip.126.com
vishal@gandhiassociates.com
vishal@katariyaassociates.com
vishal@soultree.co.in
vishal@triton-intl.com
vishr@sina.com
vishwanathan@alkem.com
vision403@163.com
visioneindustria@editorialedelfino.it
visite@chateaudebreze.com
vita-food@mail.ru
vitamar@t-home.mk
viteco@fpt.vn
vito.gornik@riko-ribnica.si
vitorioimport@mail.ru
vittoria.gaiarin@rosrg.com
vittoria@126.com
vittorio.guarini@fazland.com
vittorio.sartori@tosoni.com
vivacab@mail.ru
vivancy@aliyun.com
vivek@rajshisteering.com
vivek@sonajewellers.net
vivi.ye@duxes.cn
vivi8920@126.com
vivian.reed@justislandstyle.com
vivian@genplus.com.tw
vivian@pacific-biz.com
vivian_dyt@163.COM
vivian_hhc@163.com
vivianlove2006@163.com
vivianzhou@nuosun.com
vivibinb@163.com
vividstar2012@163.com
vivp@foxmail.com
vizitki@ofsetprintm.ru
vk-tpp@yandex.ru
vk@chezdeenu.com
vktpp@vktpp.ru
vkuznetsov@e-s-t.ru
vlad@baltfer.ee
vlad@gethppy.com
vladimir-lazarev33@inbox.ru
vladimir.babic@universalmind.biz
vladimir.gallardo@audiomusica.com
vladimir@luchaninov.com
vladimir@sportacademia.ru
vlasova-vtpp@yandex.ru
vlasovaoa@expocentr.ru
vloman@voltas.com
vm@dairynews.ru
vmohan@jspl.com
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vmtpp@vmtpp.ru
vmware@trendmicro.com
vnair@assyst.net
vnbhcm@vinabridge.com.vn
vninfo@trendmicro.com
vnsupport@trendmicro.com
vnu@vnuexhibitions.com.cn
vo@deltasavoie.com
vobosys@vobosystem.cz
vogt.craig@epa.gov
voith@prodigy.net.mx
volkanovaae@mostpp.ru
volker@caretec.at
vologdamash@bk.ru
volokmtpp@mail.ru
volontari_accoglienza@istitutodeglinnocenti.it
volpi@volpi.it
voltassg@voltas.com
voltastmd@voltas.com
von@homedesignuae.com
voncxa@codetel.net.do
vondrack@jimaz.cz
vonlin@jtdtyre.com
voploschenie@mail.ru
vopros2017@begarat.ru
vorname.name@wattswater.com
vorstand@planetarium-goettingen.de
voru.vesi@voruvesi.ee
vorwerk@vorwerk.at
voseban@alabbas.com
vostokmash@mail.ru
vp228@seznam.cz
vparekh@gemaromatics.in
vpdalmia@vaishlaw.com
vpeterssen@tradex.cl
vpmalhotra@voltas.com
vpn@eta-ascon.com
vramirez@snti.es
vrk@konik.ru
vroberts@hbfs.co.je
vrp@univ-bba.dz
vrpg@univ-bba.dz
vrpgubba@univ-bba.dz
vrrelex@univ-bba.dz
vsaguier@grupoamanda.com.ar
vsales@moffat.com.au
vsharma@quartztech.co.in
vshp2016@infostat.ru
vsl@tppkaluga.ru
vsntranzit@mail.ru
vsr0001@163.com
vss@vansan.co.jp
vtf@elektrosvet.ru
vtinfo@ajaxtocco.com
vtpp2005@mail.ru
vvirgin@aip-usa.com
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vygodin@expocentr.ru
vytautas@digisound.ee
w-shaod@163.com
w.gunka@aba.gv.at
w.luinenburg@rai.nl
w.r655@163.com
w147.yp@163.com
w20jintao@163.com
w2588066@163.com
w6571552@163.com
w@wyc5230.com
w_alfi@egyptair.com
waco@wacolab.com
wade@spokesmanbicycles.com
wagenia.cg@wagenia.com
waheed@ggmc.com.kw
wahlee@wahleegroup.com
wahson@online.sh.cn
waiban@hebust.edu.cn
waiban@swau.cq.cn
waiban@vip.163.com
waiban@xaut.edu.cn
waigang@126.com
wailianb@tjutcm.edu.cn
waisb@sdili.edu.cn
waishi@njmu.edu.cn
waishi@syty.edu.cn
wal.hammonds@edl.com.au
wal@baranows.com
walid@mathios.gr
walkerjo@palmbeach.k12.fl.us
walsh@walsh.com.ar
walshd@asme.org
walt@deancluckfeedyard.com
walter.graedler@vivateq.de
walter.kessler@dekra.com
walter.veugen@vit-ltd.com
walterb@gastechno.com
wandawood@wandawood.cn
wandeww@126.com
wandewxq@163.com
wandinuo2@winset.com.cn
wang-wei-hua@126.com
wang-xm@fsset.com
wang.eyi@mep.gov.cn
wang.jack@tomor.com.cn
wang.jian@mep.gov.cn
wang.yan198@163.com
wang.ying@mepfeco.org.cn
wang.yong@mepfeco.org.cn
wang_xiang@kidslandchina.com
wangaj@cfdi.org.cn
wangan1988@126.com
wangbing0605@sina.com
wangchan2006@126.com
wangchao75vip@163.com
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wangdonghua24@163.com
wangenfa2006@163.com
wangfeng0525@126.com
wanggang2@staff.neworiental.org
wanggang_sh@126.com
wanghao@jakroo.com
wangheng_dy@sina.com
wanghg25@163.com
wanghu@pinkcare.net.cn
wangjian2012@tsinghua.edu.cn
wangjian890@126.com
wangjianchao999@163.com
wangjiandong1@126.com
wangjianlin@hxleather.com
wangjue@cooltek.com.cn
wangkaiyue@crrcgc.cc
wangli09041010@126.com
wangli@ninghua.com.cn
wanglingquan88@163.com
wangliyong@ysr-motoman.cn
wangmeijian@126.com
wangmengkan@126.com
wangmyb@digitalchina.com
wangning@shengyuan.com.cn
wangqing222@126.com
wangqingtai8@126.com
wangwei88_sh@126.com
wangweiwei@nbu.edu.cn
wangwj@cumt.edu.cn
wangxianhong711@163.com
wangxiaoyan@yiwugou.com
wangxino@126.com
wangxm@haifu.com.cn
wangxqc@online.sh.cn
wangxuelian0117@163.com
wangxun2@shwangxun.com
wangxw@vip.163.com
wangy0011@126.com
wangyahuiland@126.com
wangyan2@yandex.com
wangyb@shknit.com
wangych@aogear.cn
wangyiwen@nanker.com
wangyu@anbaloo.com
wangyuejin@suncross.net
wangyuyang@nbhp.com.cn
wangzhaozhong@ccn.com.cn
wangzhen1256@163.com
wanhaoparts@126.com
wanhong@vip.163.com
wanhuacheliao@163.com
wankang@wkjx.com
wankui@rainbio.com
wanmu@wanmu.net
wannony@aliyun.com
wanpo@cnwanpo.com
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wanqiangqipei@163.com
wanqingjuan6577@126.com
wanqunshiye@126.com
wantai@ruianwantai.com
wanwbfc@nbu.edu.cn
waohome@126.com
wap2233@126.com
waqasg@techbms.com
warranty.winter@pryde-group.de
warranty@nextie.net
warranty@nidecker.ch
warranty@northerncomputer.ca
warranty_ch@nidecker.ch
warren.sullivan@vulkansa.co.za
warren@deda.nz
warren@puraz.com
warren@sunjeff.com.tw
warsaw.repoffice@intesasanpaolo.com
warut.t@tt-indust.com
warwick.bouwer@jachris.com
waseem@justselldubai.com
washington@compub.org
wasteteam@chiltern.gov.uk
wasteteam@wycombe.gov.uk
wat5182006@126.com
watchara@nslbrass.co.th
watchdog@justlaw.co.in
watersense@epa.gov
watersonlin@163.com
wattbike@ecsi.ru
wattbike@vermontC2.com
waxmonsky.gary@epamail.epa.gov
waya-0603@163.com
wayne.humphreys@firedoors.co.uk
wayne@excellence-li.com
wayne@fxbootcamp.com
waytofree@163.com
waytotec@tpage.com
waytown@waytownbicycle.com
wb.store@biswasudyog.com
wb221800@163.com
wbacc@wbacc-auto.com
wbalm5@163.com
wbautista@bikesprint.pe
wbcjb@ycwb.com
wbhrc8@bsnl.in
wbwangjin@bjfu.edu.cn
wbwcy@sohu.com
wbwzjzcf@163.com
wbylb@ycwb.com
wbzhou@emag-china.com
wca@kfsinc.com
wca@krystalusa.com
wca@talwingroup.com
wca_queries@dwmorgan.com
wcafamily@caribex.com
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wcc@westcoastcontrols.co.uk
wch3228@dgwch.cn
wckim@interpetkorea.com
wcl-9831@163.com
wcl@haosn.cn
wcm@mail.taya.com.tw
wcong@amethyst.co.jp
wcreg@worldcongress.com
wcy.0621@163.com
wd6855@126.com
wd@wanda-zj.com
wdg8112@163.com
wdh6371518@126.com
wdhf2010@163.com
wdlsd008@163.com
wds@hzsswj.com
wdsmarketing@163.com
wdw@zjkt.com.cn
web@Mindjolt.com
web@chinahangchao.com
web@chinasteeringknuckle.com
web@cnguoda.com
web@cxyouli.com
web@dy-heatsink.com
web@fangri-fnr.com
web@ferramati.it
web@fhtongyong.com
web@glwjx.com
web@hbp-china.com
web@huabang.cn
web@huiyuan021.com
web@hzryqp.com
web@hzwljs.cn
web@kanglida.com
web@kjkshock.com
web@lpapparel.com
web@nb-fl.net
web@niuborn.com
web@prospero360.co.za
web@ukimediaevents.com
web@wanjiajx.com
web@xsjbearing.com
web@yhrongs.com
web@zjzhongyuan.com
webadmin@pacifico.fin.ec
webadmin@vasafitness.com
webinar@compliancekey.com
webinarassist@complianceonline.com
webmaster@163.com
webmaster@51fb.com
webmaster@XXXXXXXXX.com
webmaster@aba-argentina.com
webmaster@absteel.in
webmaster@adventurekorea.com
webmaster@aerowin.com
webmaster@ammeraalbeltech.com.cn
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webmaster@askapache.com
webmaster@asme.org
webmaster@changtaier.com
webmaster@china-zhongce.com
webmaster@chinahanjiang.com
webmaster@chonghwa.edu.my
webmaster@congopage.com
webmaster@cswashington.com
webmaster@cybo.com
webmaster@cz-xingda.com
webmaster@dfrh.com.cn
webmaster@eagleaudiorecords.com
webmaster@exhibitormagazine.com
webmaster@fdc.com.cn
webmaster@fek.fujielectric.com
webmaster@fertil.com
webmaster@fmm.org.my
webmaster@galatta.com
webmaster@gemplers.com
webmaster@geniusnet.com
webmaster@guger.com
webmaster@hanjin.com
webmaster@hc-fuses.com
webmaster@herculesus.com
webmaster@hongfa.com
webmaster@hutchinsonleader.com
webmaster@imss.co.za
webmaster@inalfa.com
webmaster@iyazhu.com
webmaster@jacksonville.com
webmaster@kimshandle.com
webmaster@kingclean.com
webmaster@knitmeshtechnologies.com
webmaster@kuantong.com
webmaster@kvernelandgroup.com
webmaster@libertytex.com
webmaster@lipuer.com
webmaster@mail.sim.ac.cn
webmaster@maketecheasier.com
webmaster@matsuura.co.jp
webmaster@nero.com
webmaster@nhc-brakes.com
webmaster@online.sh.cn
webmaster@qiaodeng.net
webmaster@rational-wh.com
webmaster@rmo.it
webmaster@saamsa.com
webmaster@safian.co.kr
webmaster@sbs.edu.cn
webmaster@scrum-net.co.jp
webmaster@sh-baiqing.com
webmaster@shakopeenews.com
webmaster@shensha.com
webmaster@shfanbao.com
webmaster@shiuwingsteel.com
webmaster@shoac.com.cn
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webmaster@shtaiming.com
webmaster@sibs.ac.cn
webmaster@sinchi.com
webmaster@skinami.co.kr
webmaster@stanbondsa.com.au
webmaster@szjn.com
webmaster@toradex.com
webmaster@trimble.com
webmaster@tvh.com
webmaster@ucmo.edu
webmaster@uejb.org
webmaster@univ-bba.dz
webmaster@wellesley.edu
webmaster@zjtobacco.com
webmistress@desitwist.com
webnotifications@crowrivermedia.com
webproducts@laser.com.hk
webshop@e-maruyo.com
webshop@giant-bicycles.co.uk
website@bbsdocumentary.com
website@us.kaspersky.com
website@usdf.org
website@www.propertyinvestmentsecrets.co.uk
websites@www.propertyinvestmentsecrets.co.uk
websupport@businesswire.com
webteam@pcc.edu
webtechs@goodson.com
wec@wec.com.sa
wecare@tabtale.com
weerasak@procycle.co.th
weger@weger.com.tr
wei-ben_chu@walsin.com
wei623@126.com
wei@china-sinoway.com
wei_chunjie@centurylh.com
weibin_ji@163.com
weichengauto6688@163.com
weigang@weishengits.com
weihao1007@126.com
weihao107@126.com
weijie@mbmydear.com
weijie@w-autos.com
weikesi@weikesi.com
weileshengli2009@126.com
weilie@ceprei.com
weilin_gl@126.com
weiliwen_2008@163.com
weilongguoji@sina.com
weiming_wu@scyts.com
weiminzong@163.com
weinenglidian@163.com
weinig@weinig.spb.ru
weishuosh@163.com
weitus-hyn@163.com
weixia6668@163.com
weiyemifeng@163.com
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weiying@amgeecn.com
weiyu@cn-longshan.com
weiyuancapital@163.com
weizhen@weizhen-cookware.com
weizunchina@126.com
welcome-gate@aria-world.co.jp
welcome@brightside.me
welcome@sterncorp.jp
welcomewaos@sonu.com
wellcontrol@gwdc.com.cn
wellfrank@163.com
wellgo@wellgopedal.cn
welljune999@163.com
wells13142008@126.com
welshcoordinator@companieshouse.gov.uk
wen.victor@163.com
wen1@zuibook.com
wen2@zuibook.com
wenbo.ywb@alibaba-inc.com
wenchi_lujin@163.com
wendy94613@163.com
wendy@baolibaby.com
wendy@cedarpark.nz
wendy@chinacaidie.com
wendy@cnsm.cn
wendy@e-5continents.com
wendy@flexitank.us
wendy@jpnasia.net
wendy@lifeguardpress.com
wendy@oauto.com
wengcx@afmglobal.hk
wengjian@online.sh.cn
wengui83@126.com
wenjiajin623@163.com
wenlingchiu@ier.org.tw
wenlingchiu@mail2000.com.tw
wenqi.cn@163.com
wentao@czwentaocheye.com
wenxif@sany.com.cn
wenxx88@163.com
wenyou1232@sina.com
wenzhoubx@163.com
wep@hottinger.info
werner@auto-access.eu
werner@axone.ch
werner@barcodemobile.co.za
wesmile1028@163.com
wested@wested.com
westlake@chinaclutch.com
wetels@126.com
wf.pagendarm@gldd.com
wfchenjianhui@163.com
wfeng_abc@163.com
wfm13737030515@163.com
wfu71326@163.com
wfyhplastic@163.com
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wfyj88@163.com
wggz1984@163.com
wggz@china.com
wgroups@alum.wellesley.edu
wguo@tsinghua.edu.cn
wgzjs@163.com
wh2227@sina.com.cn
wh@vanson.jp
wharton@bernardpartners.com
whathifi@haymarket.com
whcfs@ponytest.com
whcheng@njau.edu.cn
whd@hy-sprayer.com
whe@tsinghua.edu.cn
wheat@siho.biz
wheelandrim@163.com
whit@andnowuknow.com
whitemoontravel@frigerioviaggi.com
whiting.patricia@epa.gov
whkcpa@sina.com
whn01@163.com
whnabaicxsc@163.com
whois@bluehost.com
whois@enom.value-domain.com
whoisagent@hkdns.hk
whoisagent@hupo.com
wholesale@east.co.uk
wholesale@hibiscus.sc
wholesale@ijoycig.com
wholesale@ineedamobile.com
wholesale@ohhdeer.com
wholesale@piperwai.com
wholesale@yahoocake.com
whpump@vip.163.com
why479@163.com
why782285065@163.com
wichate@thaitokai.com
wiely520@163.com
wijaan.theron@jachris.com
wiki@wikihow.com
wikstrom@altdispute.com
wilhelm.schedl@raiffeisen-burgenland.at
will@cnlantech.com
will@niwaki.com
will@risen-lighting.com
will@wills-vegan-shoes.com
will@zjhycl.cn
willegal@williams.com.br
willem@albwardydamen.com
william.ho@cadoil.com
william.tseng@gbmgroup.com
william5555004@126.com
william@asdgetmail.com
william@kemele.com
william@lecentrack.com
william@unistock.net
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william@williamsbikeshop.co.za
williamwg@163.com
williamz@flipbuilder.com
willy@wihe.net
wilman.carrera@quifatex.com
wilpandi@williams.com.br
wilson.wang@hmf-china.com
wim@wimjanssen.nl
wind7158@163.com
windy@vitalon-holland.com.cn
windysun@surfersbali.com
wingcrown@vip.163.com
wings@zidoo.tv
winnerb@online.sh.cn
winni-zhu@first-safe.com
winnie@stoneglowcandles.co.uk
winonachang@163.com
winpower008@163.com
winspace-zhou@foxmail.com
winstone@usedcontainer.co.kr
wintime-4@163.com
wiper@jj-wiper.com
wipr@worldipreview.com
wire@mdc.com.cn
wire@spaces.com.tw
wiremesh@filter-wiremesh.com
wise@wise-industries.com
wisen@mpmc-china.com
wisher@vip.163.com
wisutthipl@panelplus.co.th
witer@buddytv.com
withfaith35@hotmail.ru
wittgas@svarsystems.ru
witty_liao@walsin.com
wj13916996239@163.com
wj@auspure.com
wj@swpg.com.cn
wj@wjmachine.com
wjclutch@163.com
wjf1942@163.com
wjh20032000@126.com
wjl801019@126.com
wjm8056@126.com
wjmsw@sh163.net
wjpreservation@163.com
wjy1230@163.com
wjy@dgzhixin.com.cn
wjzl-stacey@163.com
wk_yong@ewins-group.com
wklim@tae-yang.co.kr
wkramer@emag.com
wks@wks-cn.com
wktlindong@163.com
wkx125125@163.com
wldfh@sina.com
wlewis@la-fl.com
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wlfmd298@126.com
wllcdz@126.com
wlodzimierz.bracha@ks-polska.com
wlpymold@163.com
wls777@126.com
wls9901@vip.163.com
wly@wlyeco.com
wlygbb@163.com
wlyxnancy@163.com
wlz360@163.com
wm.luo@sanjin-casting.com
wm4007005946@ater.cn
wmkj@wmkj.com.cn
wmz-2000@alibaba-inc.com
wmzzbgbk@126.com
wncf@gbis.com
wojciech@autonio.pl
wolfshen@163.com
wolverhampton@leisurelakesbikes.com
wondom@foxmail.co
wong@autotensioner.com
wonghonghua@crrcgc.cc
wongsn@unitedbmec.com
wonny@ea-co.com
woodmac@163.com
woodpecker@toradex.com
woodpuli@163.com
wools@curtiswool.co.uk
word97@126.com
working@wellesley.edu
workshop.soyo@sonaid.co.ao
workshop@repair-junction.com
workshoptz@repair-junction.com
workshopuga@repair-junction.com
worksmum@silverlineintl.com
world@expocentr.ru
world@indogulfgroup.com
worldbm@tpage.com
worldjd2222@126.com
worth@worthgarden.com
woyelighting@aliyun.com
woznc@126.com
wozway04@163.com
wp.chan@goldpartsimpex.com
wp79127@sina.com
wp@eq-serve.com
wpartanen@nginc.com
wpc@allured.com
wpc@vip.163.com
wps@realtron.com.tw
wq2007wq@126.com
wrc@ruitenberg.nl
wrcao@sina.com
wrhonghui@163.com
writer@bestreviews.com
wrtqiang@163.com
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ws-hr.ae@franke.com
ws@wenstoys.com
wsb-zw008@163.com
wsb@dzu.edu.cn
wsb@tsmc.edu.cn
wsb@wfu.edu.cn
wsbnd@163.com
wsbwangping@126.com
wsc184@126.com
wsc5041@hznu.edu.cn
wsc@gzarts.edu.cn
wsc@gznu.edu.cn
wsc@mail.usts.edu.cn
wsh42022@126.com
wsh9@scnu.edu.cn
wshb@sina.com
wsj.ltrs@wsj.com
wsj1616@163.com
wsk323@126.com
wso@assurich.com.my
wss@cslg.cn
wsx686868@163.com
wtownsend@epsilon.com
wtr@exctek.com
wtucker@ha.com
wu-jzh@163.com
wu.ruby@prominent.com.tw
wu@eastartchina.com
wu@zyelectric.com.cn
wu_shifeng@163.com
wudoudou81@126.com
wuguodong_1986@163.com
wuhan@51job.com
wuhanaip@163.com
wuhu@hefengchina.com
wuhua@963.net
wuhuancycle@126.com
wuhui@sh-pump.cn
wujian@nb-jiawei.com
wujianpin001@126.com
wukgdu@163.com
wuliaos2001@163.com
wulingling169@163.com
wulnqp@126.com
wumin23shi@126.com
wuning_780926@163.com
wuqiuping_800816@sina.com
wuqucao@163.com
wurubber@zolain.com
wusupei1919@163.com
wuweibo@gl-bz.com
wux8999@188.com
wux89@126.com
wuxi@feipengchem.com
wuxia73@163.com
wuxiaoyan4317@163.com
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wuxicky@126.com
wuxiequipment@sina.com
wuxihjc@163.com
wuxihuajing@vip.163.com
wuxing@dapan.com
wuyan@crrcgc.cc
wuyaof@163.com
wuyifan@shlongtian.com
wuyihong_04@163.com
wuyj@apm.sh.cn
wuyong@volts.com.cn
wuyumei@sbjq.net
wuze31@aliyun.com
wuzif333@126.com
wuzongyi@gucas.ac.cn
wvei@washitavalley.com
wweder@highlandsupply.com
wwh7671@126.com
wwk@fjkh.cn
wwr_support@pixonic.com
wws@myanmar.com.mm
www@cnwldj.com
www@gov.mz
www@tysolutions.com
wwwanxcn@188.com
wwwchunhui18dl@126.com
wwwhxdscom@163.com
wwwliujiwei@163.com
wwz6801@163.com
wxabat@126.com
wxacca@163.com
wxb@mail.shufe.edu.cn
wxbcyxs@163.com
wxdnkj2011@163.com
wxezz@126.com
wxf621@sina.com
wxh@china-sinoway.com
wxjysy@163.com
wxlwj@163.com
wxlyjx@163.com
wxshengda2006@163.com
wxz002@czxinfa.com
wxz@sass.org.cn
wy3762060@163.com
wy8989@163.com
wy8989@vip.163.com
wya1979@163.com
wyh717@163.com
wyh@zjquanxing.com
wyhm001@163.com
wyhui88@126.com
wylf@163.com
wymotor@126.com
wymotor@vip.163.com
wyt_1206@163.com
wywcc@163.com
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wywcc@vip.163.com
wyx@auto1688.com
wyxtqj@126.com
wyyg@ygbamboo.com
wzbjl888@sina.com
wzcxd@163.com
wzdilly@163.com
wzdtpg@163.com
wzftyl@163.com
wzhuaao@126.com
wzjingbao@163.com
wzlipu@163.com
wzoka@163.com
wzparts@126.com
wzpyoyyz@163.com
wzxsqp@126.com
wzzj0110@163.com
wzzmqm888@126.com
x@mail.asana.com
xagaozhun@163.com
xahcdyr@163.com
xanoe@163.com
xaqjsy@126.com
xavier.beernaert@kerrfrance.com
xavier@rsvpintl.org
xayonge@163.com
xb5033899@163.com
xbailong@biomed.tsinghua.edu.cn
xbanao@163.com
xbj120@126.com
xc881108@163.com
xcbi588@163.com
xce@xce.com.cn
xcomitre@airmatic.es
xcshbearing@163.com
xcurenet@tpage.com
xcx@zjjl.com
xcxinda@163.com
xcy5111@163.com
xczmq@163.com
xczy0087@163.com
xd-yxgs@126.com
xd272829@163.com
xdaoping@126.com
xdbike@126.com
xddjz@163.com
xdmake@163.com
xdnet@xd.com.cn
xdq3457@163.com
xdu@mix.wvu.edu
xdywmb@163.com
xerox@vcs.sc
xertec@xertec.cz
xf0815@vip.163.com
xf_office@163.com
xfzhao@mail.hust.edu.cn
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xg050226@126.com
xgc@vip.163.com
xgf@tinafor.com
xgkf@kiiik.com
xgtyjlb@163.com
xh@fidentiis.com
xh@xhbike.com
xhb980301@21.cn.com
xhb@sumex.com.cn
xhchem@sina.cn
xhh@chinasec.cn
xhh@xhhbt.com
xhqm12@163.com
xhs365@163.com
xhscy@online.sh.cn
xhwiper@163.com
xhzhu@wingmax.net
xi.cao@lactalis-international.fr
xi_tang@163.com
xia.yingxian@mep.gov.cn
xiakun@mianguoguo.com
xiali@goldencareer.com.cn
xialin.fei@mylinkways.com
xiamy@douher.cn
xiang79811@163.com
xiang8415@163.com
xiang_wang@achtech.com.cn
xiangfbio@163.com
xiangfeng.shang@scg-seal.net
xianghuyue@126.com
xianglianjc@163.com
xiangweiwujin@126.com
xiangwu02@xw-turbo.com
xiangxiang@covator.com
xiangxianglin@foxmail.com
xiangyang@china-xiangyang.com
xiangyanggongju@126.com
xianhe88888@163.com
xianmin@sh163.net
xianpeng@126.com
xiao-man888@163.com
xiao.xuezhi@mepfeco.org.cn
xiaoaoyoulong@vip.163.com
xiaofang_cn@aliyun.com
xiaofeng.zhang@dlsangtuo.com
xiaohong_Zhang@bct-tech.com
xiaohui20000855@sina.com
xiaojinchina@163.com
xiaolan568@126.com
xiaolian1888@163.com
xiaomingcf@shanlon.com.cn
xiaonan@tjwanda.com
xiaoping212323@163.com
xiaoqiang@cidic.com.cn
xiaorongxin@georgefood.com
xiaoshou@senhai.com.cn
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xiaoshou@stc-dl.com
xiaoshoubu@lile.com.cn
xiaoshunv8265@163.com
xiaotf@angelyeast.com
xiaowang@asu.edu
xiaoyang018@126.com
xiaozeng.1234@163.com
xiaozhihong@qjmotor.com
xiaozhu0223@sina.com
xiaozhuangphoto@139.com
xiawang@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
xiaxue@voicetune.com
xidengbofs@126.com
xie.ji1314@163.com
xie2b999@163.com
xie@china-sinoway.com
xie@intcard.com.cn
xie@youngoptics.cn
xiejie0903@163.com
xiejie93@163.com
xiejinwujin@163.com
xiexichuan@126.com
xieyinglan@dx-radiator.com
xieyongqiang8833@163.com
xihaipan@126.com
xili7994@sina.com
xin@xinit.cn
xinbao@vxb.cc
xinchang132@163.com
xinchangco@sina.com
xinchendongli111@163.com
xinchimuye@126.com
xindaoqing9@163.com
xindietimber@163.com
xindongyue1970@163.COM
xiner@youngtoys.com
xinfangban@bjrd.gov.cn
xingdebao88@163.com
xingfei069@163.com
xingfu3276@sohu.com
xinggengwz@aliyun.com
xinghua.wu@unior.cn
xingming@treatplus.com.cn
xingqigm@163.com
xingrui6@163.com
xingtaimufuer@163.com
xingtianlaw@163.com
xingtu@xingtu.com
xingyi@xingyimetal.com
xinhang@xinhangxian.cn
xinhenghui@vip.163.com
xinheping168@163.com
xinheweixiu2009@163.com
xinjian@xinjian-pettoys.com
xinjiayuanmuye@163.com
xinkunhong@163.com
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xinlida@cangzhouxinlida.com
xinmate888@126.com
xinqiang@xq-toys.com
xinru.1122@163.com
xinruxin518@126.com
xinshengteng@163.com
xinshi_ting@126.com
xinte-lock@vip.163.com
xinte606@163.com
xinweihk@163.com
xinxiang@xinxiangprint.com.cn
xinxineva@163.com
xinyi-hugh@xinyibicycle.net
xinyi@xinyiwheel.com
xinyiqihuabu@163.com
xinyizgf@126.com
xinyu@163.com
xinyuelamps@163.com
xinyuxian@forestech.cc
xinzhongnan@126.com
xiongshuangming@126.com
xiu@vangenexpress.co.nz
xiushuichang@sina.com
xixi7827@sina.com
xiyangyangfish@163.com
xiyayungou@163.com
xiyq@mail.cnu.edu.cn
xjwei_no1@163.com
xkfu@163.com
xlsun@sioc.ac.cn
xlxlvv@163.com
xlzx@qau.edu.cn
xlzxecnu@126.com
xm0915@163.com
xm_jinghe@163.com
xmbst@vip.163.com
xmhefeng@xmhefeng.com
xmjianxin@163.com
xmlicheng@126.com
xmnikita@126.com
xmontero@dsitelecom.com
xnhj118@163.com
xnzfwb@swupl.edu.cn
xp1107@163.com
xpen_0412@sina.com
xpert@mail.ru
xq369@126.com
xqin@caf.ac.cn
xqs6666@sina.com
xqs795@163.com
xqwang@math.ecnu.edu.cn
xs_krk@163.com
xsanychx@mail.ru
xsb@chinaclutch.com
xsb@dd-dl.com
xsc@usst.edu.cn
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xsgs@narada.biz
xshb@trhv.cn
xshcn0517@126.com
xsj927@163.com
xssyryf@hz.cn
xszy@xszy.com
xtbrakesho@163.com
xtcdgs@163.com
xtkcdp@163.com
xtpbdp@163.com
xtseao@sina.com
xtyaxin@163.com
xu@babywipes.com.cn
xu@jy-sprayer.com
xuan@kg-chn.com
xub4@sany.com.cn
xuchi@sweetmedia.cn
xuchun168668@163.com
xudongwire@163.com
xuejing@avic.com
xuelongbanjia@126.com
xueqian9@163.com
xueyuanyg@sina.com
xuhaidong@orientcraft-abrasives.com
xuhongjunhu@163.com
xuhuikitty@126.com
xuhusong@yeah.net
xujcong@163.com
xujianming@xinghuiwheel.com
xujun@warriorchina.com
xuli@mail.cmec.com
xuliang1981@326.com
xulihong555@126.com
xuling@keyuansh.com
xulinping@fy-ic.com
xulonggui@126.com
xumao2000@sina.com
xusong_2007@163.com
xutan@tsinghua.edu.cn
xuwei4855@163.com
xuwencheng2010@163.com
xuxing6274@126.com
xuxuhuhu@foxmail.com
xuyao@sino-kingsun.com
xuyong090@sina.com
xuzibin@mitgroup.com.cn
xuzy@gzli.com
xw.ch@163.com
xwang@xinhaimining.net
xwxu04@mails.gucas.ac.cn
xxb@shnu.edu.cn
xxbwy@163.com
xxf@yulisocks.com
xxg@wanchao.com.cn
xxgk@pub.seu.edu.cn
xxgk@sit.edu.cn
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xxmp888@163.com
xxsk1957@sina.com
xxx@citiz.net
xxxxx@yandex.com
xxyate@163.com
xxymmh@163.com
xxzx@hz.gov.cn
xy1542063@163.com
xy600603@163.com
xy863@xingyue.com
xy@china-xinya.com
xyezheng@163.com
xyh874210@163.com
xyh@angyang.com.cn
xyixpe@163.com
xypgjx@163.com
xyyjb01@163.com
xz@chinaxinzhi.com
xz@phw168.com
xzb@huarongroup.com
xzdvs@163.com
xzhang@ctcgroupe.com
xzmp@zo-ome.com
xzq@xtu.edu.cn
xzx5188@163.com
xzxrsk@126.com
xzxzt@163.com
xzz@tldtex.com
y-hasegawa@yamakawa-and.co.jp
y-zsb@zju.edu.cn
y.hirai@shinko-sensor.co.jp
y.lee@optibelt.com.sg
y.sokolova@auchan.ru
y.umeki@seikosan.com
y0724@126.com
y1766@163.com
y1d2p3@163.com
y4yusuf@doctors.org.uk
y7012@163.com
yaach@163.com
yabdelfattah@technodoors-qa.com
yabesd@olega.com.ar
yagichen@555toys.com
yair@feincook.co.il
yajima@kimuracorporation.co.jp
yakovlev@tpp-zh.ru
yakushina_alla@inbox.ru
yalcin@5mautomotive.com.tr
yamabu@126.com
yamada-t@rix.co.jp
yamada@qbg.co.jp
yamada@tascojapan.co.jp
yamamotot@isp21.co.jp
yamon@evergreenexport.co.nz
yan.li@nstar.co.nz
yan@simpoforging.com
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yan_dongyang@163.com
yan_sonlink@163.com
yanagihara@okuratouen.co.jp
yanagisawa-koji@moistemp.com
yancaidong@163.com
yancaosuozhaopin@163.com
yanengshihua@163.com
yanfen.song@canberrachina.com
yanfengcj@163.com
yang.chen@smart-kids.com
yang.zeng@hlcl.com
yang83amy05@163.com
yang@kryon.com.cn
yang@sina.com
yang_yao@china.com
yang_zhi2177@163.com
yangbin@chemrole.com
yangbo@xinri.com
yangchi1120@vip.163.com
yangchun20059@156.com
yangchunming@swust.edu.cn
yanggp@spdb.com.cn
yangguoxin@vip.163.com
yanghuan198771@163.com
yangjf2288@163.com
yangjing@21food.com
yangjr@intins.co.kr
yangjun@siegind.com
yangjuntao@anovotech.com
yangl8@126.com
yangl@schaeffler.com
yangli@yangli.com
yangliheng@crrcgc.cc
yanglu@neusoft.edu.cn
yangmanli@horigen.cn
yangmenghui@jiyalcd.com
yangpeng@weishengits.com
yangruifeng902@163.com
yangtcff@163.com
yangwanxing@163.com
yangyang5200816@126.com
yangyu02@vip.163.com
yanhong2@yandex.com
yanhong3@yandex.com
yanhui_0655@126.com
yanjf@lukbaby.com
yanjun.yin@tricore.com.tw
yanlinsujiao@163.com
yano@acquaplus.jp
yanping@egmch.com
yanshuiyuan001@126.com
yantaiapple001@126.com
yantaisanxing@163.com
yanxing.chen@ropeok.com
yanyang988@163.com
yanyy09@163.com
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yanzhi@haiyaolaw.com
yaocl@knownsec.com
yaoguisheng@chinapower.com.cn
yaohy@gzidc.com
yaosy1989@163.com
yaotya@163.com
yaq@wffondland.com
yaroslav.trofimov@wsj.com
yarus@yarus.hu
yarzewn@messedi.ru
yas@sancon.co.za
yasir@cottonsocks.com.pk
yasnalema@evalc.cl
yasuda@edosei.co.jp
yaxin@accel.com.cn
yaxing@china-yaxing.com
yazhoulong@yazhoulong.com
yazi77889@126.com
yb.jixie@163.com
yb@yannbang.com
ybdhsp@163.com
ybli@home.swjtu.edu.cn
ybmk@chollian.net
ybq983@163.com
ybri@ybri.cn
ybtdgjsmwl@sina.com
ybw@kigam.re.kr
ybyjgjmy@163.com
ybz2118@163.com
ybz211@163.com
ybzhai@hnu.edu.cn
yc@hushan.com.tw
ychxue@tianyuanpet.com
ycmachinery@126.com
ycqcdq@163.com
ycsanyang@163.com
ycuoice@163.com
ycwj118@126.com
yd-0001@163.com
yd680314@163.com
yd7879@163.com
yd8065@163.com
yd838@ydbicycle.com
ydemc@126.com
ydh@jnchsd.com
ydh@shchangrun.cn
ydhbj@126.com
ydmcpb@126.com
ydogerdespeville@emcar.mu
ydp@aadexpo.co.za
ydqb001@126.com
ydwanxin@126.com
ydzycllj@126.com
ye-bin@126.com
yea-long@163.com
yeanhern@jpeyh.com
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yecaozazi@163.com
yeechuan@126.com
yeeling.ng@sg.ina.com
yefengtang@tsinghua.edu.cn
yehO@163.com
yehuisteel@163.com
yekong2046@sina.com
yembacanada@googlegroups.com
yemeco@yemeco.com.lb
yeming@maganls.com
yemstr@y.net.ye
yeonsook@shinilbooks.com
yepanpan@meorient.com
yeqi@chinayeqi.com
yes-motor@yes-motor.com
yes@mvl-group.com
yescctv@yescctv.cn
yeshnee@silkuni.co.za
yesupport@yeint.ru
yeweixin@chemfineinternational.com
yewtron@163.com
yewuw1@mucus.com.cn
yexinda@126.com
yfc.industries@163.com
yfmsh@163.com
yg@expocentr.ru
yg@newamstar.com
ygh78@126.com
yguiloff@ripley.cl
ygx8810@163.com
ygy@caiec.cn
ygz200@126.com
yh-ouan@163.com
yh888@yonghao-toaster.com
yh@styihong.com
yh_belts@aliyun.com
yhbaek@tgsvc.co.kr
yhcfqp@163.com
yhdc@yhdc.com
yhdiao@126.com
yhee1114@canaelec.co.kr
yhfuri@yeah.net
yhhao@tpage.com
yhhongqi@126.com
yhhxby@163.com
yhlee@aqs.kr
yhsaibao168@163.com
yhsymail@126.com
yhtsgs@163.com
yhw801126@163.com
yhw@shca.gov.cn
yhxsylhqc@163.com
yhy88767@163.com
yhzp@cnwoodentoy.com
yi.yang@cn.mahle.com
yichejin@126.com
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yichen.zhang@cn.rzb.at
yichengcheye@163.com
yida@sdyida.com
yidash803@eastyida.com
yidiao1@eklaser.com
yiding@tsinghua.edu.cn
yienghui@stamfordtyres.com
yifan@sokonauto.com
yifu13901155891@sohu.com
yiguizhao@126.com
yihangcheye@126.com
yihao1991@vip.163.com
yihengyiqi@163.com
yihheh@163.com
yihuafood@126.com
yijiansr@126.com
yike@yikeauto.com
yikyoon@inoxwirerope.com
yilu@ausnutria.com
yimepj@163.com
yimin@yimingroup.com
yiming.shu@163.com
yiming@163.com
yimmpf2009@163.com
yimt@yimturbo.com
yin@hepec.com.cn
yin@shitrade.com
yin_kwok@163.com
yinchangtong@126.com
yindabicycle@sohu.com
yinfen0123@163.com
ying@spmat.com
yingchun@huahangfilter.com
yingd@yingd.net
yingdesujiao@163.com
yinghui-zhu@126.com
yingkw@126.com
yingshiyingxiao@163.com
yingxiao@luokate.com
yinhanghos@163.com
yinizhang@shimizu-china.com
yinizy@163.com
yinjia@injia.com
yinmabiaoshi@163.com
yinming@yinming.com
yinxiangbicycle@126.com
yinyangdianzi@126.com
yinying16@sina.com
yinyongli@163.com
yipeng001@cnyipeng.com
yipeng@cnyipeng.com
yish@cs.huji.ac.il
yisheng@lz-ys.com
yisiaf@126.com
yitwaimao@163.com
yiweixh@126.com
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yiwen@ztjg.com
yiwulimaxsocks@163.com
yiwuoffice@poncho.cn
yixiaopet@163.com
yixin_888@163.com
yixuansh@163.com
yiyangtools@163.com
yiyimilk@126.com
yj-world@yoshimura-jp.com
yj3215448@163.com
yj6079@growinwell.com
yj@21yangjie.com
yj@twbng.com
yjaojl@163.com
yjbahng@hahnson.co.kr
yjcc@tcmsh.cn
yjh5255@njjncn.com
yjoh@petitelin.com
yjq@catic-co.com
yjssn@126.com
yjx-sh@163.com
ykasai@castletintagel.com
ykazakov@usaid.gov
ykcd@ykcd.com
ykcxl@163.com
ykdtqb@sina.com
ykgf200@163.com
ykkd@vip.163.com
yklyqb@163.com
ykmtsygs@163.com
ykong8888@163.com
ykpark@clko.com
yl-plc@163.com
yl.rubber@163.com
ylf100@126.com
yli@yli.cn
yliu@pku.edu.cn
yll710908@126.com
yll@yangli.com
ylsaaaaa@vip.163.com
ylt@jsylt.com
ymg-ky00@kyokai-kaiun.co.jp
ymgao2004@sina.com
ymgao@126.com
ymh0760194@163.com
ymus@ymus.is
ymxia@foxmail.com
ymz5678@126.com
ymz6658@126.com
yn@motorchina.com
ynaifao@sina.com
ynakagawa@kbrasch.co.jp
ynfan@xinhaimining.net
ynnykj@163.com
yno.peninsula@googlemail.com
ynsnjt@126.com
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ynyao@apg.cn
ynyysbgs@163.com
yocasta.valenzuela@ambiente.gob.do
yocto-patches@toradex.com
yogesh.gounder@environment.gov.fj
yogesh@techres-uae.com
yogiyoga@yogiyogacenter.com
yolanda.castellanos@cable.net.co
yolanda@china-watt.com
yolanda@y-fit.co.za
yoly@isotexpty.com
yona@studiocerne.si
yonghedanyang@126.com
yonghuafilter@126.com
yongkim@solgarkorea.com
yonglang@yonglang.com
yongming@yong-ming.com
yongqimenye@163.com
yongss@antarasteel.com.my
yongtai@yongtaigroup.com
yongtengmould@126.com
yongtuo513@sina.com
yonguk.kwon@schaeffler.com
yongwei8@126.com
yongyixin@126.com
yonkers@citymd.net
yonkers@raymondopticians.com
yonnyuu@vip.163.com
yonsn@126.com
yooann_xs@163.com
yoosaf@lighttoweruae.com
yooweesang@163.com
yoshi@garagecompany.com
yoshi@thewall.co.jp
yoshinobu-anbe@anbesmt.co.jp
yosi@shamam.co.il
you@address.com
youfin-sale@163.com
youlitz@163.com
younguk@ukartsuhak.com
yourfriends@medium.com
yourouge@126.com
yoursupportrequest@123-reg.co.uk
youshi@youshi.net.cn
youycd@163.com
youyiwai@163.com
youyouhr@163.com
yoyo@fsyixin.cn
yoyo@qianjia.com
yp1718@163.com
ypbike@163.com
ypbike@vip.163.com
ypyygm@163.com
yq@wzyqyl.com
yqxwx@vip.163.com
yrao@tsinghua.edu.cn
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yrfilter@126.com
yrkim@kemco.or.kr
ys.dhiman@heroeco.com
ys@50bm.com
ys@expocentr.ru
ysc_6505@163.com
ysdaftari@hitechradiators.com
ysj@yaskafishing.com
yslee@ilshinct.com
ysr@ysr-motoman.cn
ysunta@163.com
ysy@wxgc.com
yt@yangtong.com
ytchengf@163.com
ytcmc@cmcbearing.com
ytgaoyi@126.com
ytgezq@163.com
ythtian@vip.163.com
ytmould@163.com
ytnews@dzwww.com
ytyangyang99@163.com
ytyhrzp@163.com
ytzygs418@163.com
yu-sung0919@hanmail.net
yu.fan@unior.cn
yu_261@163.com
yuan@lonbon.com
yuanban@tjau.edu.cn
yuandaershou@sina.com
yuanfeng@yuanfenggroup.com
yuanguo2222@163.com
yuanmao668@163.com
yuanpaopao-no.1@163.com
yuanshan@yuanshan.cn
yuanwild@126.com
yubin20050901@163.com
yubo@scholar-home.com
yubohong@t-chemi.cn
yucai@yucai.cc
yucel@yucelkerestecilik.com.tr
yudi@pt-cmp.com
yudong@tjsanyou.cn
yuebinyb@sina.com
yuehaomaojin@163.com
yuehuange@163.com
yuerhon@aliyun.com
yueshao929@163.com
yuexiu1208@126.com
yufapack@163.com
yufeifei916@126.com
yugiaofood@sina.com
yugioh@megaridge.com.tw
yuguol@163.com
yuhong@xingheng.com.cn
yuhua@yuhuaplas.cn
yuhuagongsi@vip.163.com
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yuhuanvedo@163.com
yuhump@163.com
yujianbojj@126.com
yujin@xmyujin.com
yuke2007@163.com
yuki@haituo.cn
yukino.yamamoto@labbrand.com
yuko.endo@nle-jpn.co.jp
yukyli@hrb-connector.com
yulaziz@yandex.ru
yuleihappy1974@126.com
yulikim@asung.com
yulina2316@163.com
yulinfu@hute-sh.com
yulonghs@163.com
yulongnew@163.com
yumengjiong@shunfeng-china.com
yumgree@foxmail.com
yumi@rolandinc.com
yunat45@mail.ru
yunduanltd@163.com
yunkai@wst.net.cn
yunmengyizhai@163.com
yunphos@yunphos.com
yuntisoft@163.com
yunyan.guo@linksprite.com
yunyun@riderhorse.com
yunzhubeiyu@sina.com
yura_imbp@mail.ru
yuri@squiregroup.com
yurtec.hanoi@fpt.vn
yuruo_001@163.com
yus-ayna@mail.ru
yusuf.shabbir@burhanitechnologies.com
yusuf@bol-online.com
yusuf@eliteinfosoft.com
yusuf@focussoftnet.com
yuta107@163.com
yutcmwu@sina.com
yutongshuiguan@126.com
yuuko_tagi@myway.co.jp
yuwx888@126.com
yuxianyingbox@163.com
yuxinnc@126.com
yuyuansku@163.com
yuyunping@vip.163.com
yuzheng@yuzheng.cn
yuzhu@chinayuzhu.com
yv@expocentr.ru
yvesmcharvet@ilford.co.zw
yvonne.ewang@brsmeas.org
yw186@163.com
ywilmot@santoro.co.uk
ywschina@yeah.net
ywzhouxin@vip.163.com
ywzy888@sina.com
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yx12@faster-wheel.com
yx@china-chelun.com
yx@gddkm.cn
yxb02@timsun.cn
yxb@cqinsight.com.cn
yxb@fulekeji.com
yxb@jingxin.com.cn
yxcao17@126.com
yxfhds@163.com
yxgs@tianrun.com
yxgs_358@vip.163.com
yxh.zhh@126.com
yxhjc@yxhjc.com
yxjcpj688@126.com
yxjjw@yeah.net
yxm@jyyaxin.com
yxob888@126.com
yxsc@fulekeji.com
yxu@blackmores.com.cn
yxw@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
yxw@tsinghua.edu.cn
yxwb@china-chelun.com
yxwm@chinahuabiao.com
yxxxxxx@163.com
yxxxxxxxx@163.com
yxzjbjb@163.com
yxzx@hdyjy.com
yy.zhang@gwindustry.com
yy56@163.com
yy@autotensioner.com
yy@citratubindo.co.id
yy@haotui.cn
yyeung@online.sh.cn
yyfydqc@163.com
yyrongtian@163.com
yyt@yeeyeetun.com
yyxf156@126.com
yzb@mail.shufe.edu.cn
yzhao@aptdevelop.com
yzjingshan@126.com
yzlhpr@163.com
yzpm@yzpm.ru
yzq@shadtc.com
yzsikerui@163.com
yzsw68@126.com
yztybj@yztybj.com
yzwjm2002@163.com
yzwyzw2004@163.com
yzyouyi@vip.163.com
z-pack@list.ru
z.beni@richter.hu
z.chen@kt-f.cn
z.haidar@lasrymaroc.co.ma
z.w.j@vip.163.com
z888999@163.com
z_chengang@sankyochina-trading.com
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z_xin@sohu.com
za@317602.com
zac.graves@state.co.us
zach.turner@ai-engines.com
zach@sullivanauctioneers.com
zach@tradewins.com
zack.jiang@hmf-china.com
zafar@fastlogisticscargo.com
zaharovaiu@expocentr.ru
zaheer@focussoftnet.com
zaheer@hawkdxb.com
zaintech@y.net.ye
zaitsev@almateks.com
zaixdee@163.com
zakaz@elitan.ru
zalfcen@zalf.com
zalpcogay@gizerlerotomotiv.com.tr
zamace.bsf@zajil.net
zangkch@cfdi.org.cn
zara@zaragt.com
zargar@neda.net
zavetluj@mail.ru
zavod-prodmash@mail.ru
zawmoekhine@pacific-aa.com
zayn.lim@pharmedley.com.sg
zb@newstart.cn
zboca@singlehop.com
zbp-top@126.com
zchangel000@163.com
zcq2005@sina.com
zcq@jcg.com.cn
zcy-xp@163.com
zcy2008119@126.com
zcyhsj@sina.com
zcywon@tgsvc.co.kr
zd3164@163.com
zd93200@tgsvc.co.kr
zd@zdmj.com
zdcycnc@163.com
zdenek.loffelmann@ndistribution.cz
zdhchoi@tgsvc.co.kr
zdj@golden-glass.cn
zdj@sumex.com.cn
zds66688@163.com
zdy@dyqp.cn
zdy@fhlmotor.com
zeev.rabinowitz@inpc.co.il
zegna@lecollezioni.com
zeh@vip.163.com
zemskov@expocentr.ru
zenghong@chinacnd.com
zenghp@scnu.edu.cn
zenglee@163.com
zengrongquan@tnkfun.com
zenit.00@inbox.ru
zenithway@126.com
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zenlew@163.com
zentgroup@163.com
zeping_hu@tsinghua.edu.cn
zernin@capitallogica.com
zerocorp@zerocorp.co.kr
zestwell@126.com
zetian@zetianyinuo.cn
zetor@zetor.com
zfhd@sina.com
zfj28281@163.com
zfkjwen@126.com
zflt2007@163.com
zfn0329986@163.com
zfsj@vip.163.com
zfwzxm@163.com
zfx9905@163.com
zg4010342@163.com
zg@zhongguanjg.com
zgb@fulekeji.com
zgd6@hpe.sh.cn
zgdsland@163.com
zgfxtg@163.com
zghbtcfs@163.com
zghtth@vip.163.com
zghwcp@163.com
zgj1@sina.com
zgjw001@163.com
zgjwjxiehui@163.com
zgmybyly@126.com
zgqkw818@yeah.net
zgqp@autocarfittings.com
zgz@driveshaft.cc
zh-ruihe@163.com
zh@papchase.com
zhai@okay-powertools.com
zhailili_001@163.com
zhailynn@anton.com.cn
zhanfd1105@sina.com
zhang4250@126.com
zhang@arserwood.com
zhang@china-anchor.com
zhang@czgmwj.com
zhang@jxebike.com
zhang@letbon.com
zhang@roadoc.com
zhang_yi@kidslandchina.com
zhangandfei@126.com
zhangcd@qixingauto.com
zhangcheng2542@163.com
zhangcui20051982@163.com
zhangdan@mmsonline.com.cn
zhangdawei@yidafood.com.cn
zhangfulin@jkzy.com
zhanghaoleo@163.com
zhanghongjie@alaxiaoyou.com
zhanghua@angelyeast.com
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zhanghuan@kting.cn
zhanghuilong@cantonfairad.com
zhangjuliang@it168.com
zhangl@jiangdatech.com
zhanglg@pku.edu.cn
zhangliang85@foxmail.com
zhangliang@cvc.org.cn
zhangmin@163.com
zhangmin@tiansong.net
zhangms6@163.com
zhangmy@constructech.cn
zhangning_sz@126.com
zhangpeiqin@peiyuan.com.cn
zhangpeiyu@traversing-usa.com
zhangpingdz@163.com
zhangpuyu@henu.edu.cn
zhangtao@fujikam.com
zhangxiaofen2011@126.com
zhangxiaoxia@cmec-henan.com
zhangyang@spkguangzhou.cn
zhangyash@126.com
zhangyonghui@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
zhangyp@tsinghua.edu.cn
zhangz@cqtangren.com
zhangzh@cfdi.org.cn
zhangzhimin1976@163.com
zhankerui88@163.com
zhanpengweb918@hotmelt-zp.com
zhantingting@varsal.cn
zhanxin@crrcgc.cc
zhanyuzhou@crrcgc.cc
zhao.hualin@mep.gov.cn
zhao.lu@126.com
zhao.shuyan@weltronics.com
zhao11988@163.com
zhao7646@163.com
zhaochenyan@crrcgc.cc
zhaochunb02001@126.com
zhaoda88@126.com
zhaohuinet@163.com
zhaoke@188.com
zhaopin@gasgoo.com
zhaopin@hzjj.cn
zhaopin@mecoxlane.com
zhaopin@scdec.com
zhaopin@shanghai-electric.com
zhaoping.wang@163.com
zhaoping0315@163.com
zhaowei@sh-wansheng.com
zhaoweidong@xcc-zxz.com
zhaowen1161669@126.com
zhaoxingst@163.com
zhaoxixi001@sina.com
zhaoxu1683@163.com
zhaoxu@vip.163.com
zhaoxuxu@szanytek.com
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zhaoyong@bcc.ac.cn
zhaoyongliang021@163.com
zhaoyubo@santint.com
zhaozhanbin1@163.com
zhares2009@163.com
zhazihan@126.com
zhb@wz-autoparts.com
zhcpa@sina.com.cn
zhdemen@163.com
zhegalovaev@biaxplen.sibur.ru
zhejiangblqc@163.com
zhejiangfeiyao@163.com
zhejianghuadong@163.com
zhejiangxinge@126.com
zhendongzhidong@163.com
zheng_xiaoying@myway.co.jp
zhengfengzaoye@163.com
zhenghuagm@vip.163.com
zhengjieexpo@163.com
zhengms@chinabrake.com
zhengting104927@126.com
zhengtong66@126.com
zhengxiaopingj@163.com
zhengyi@goodfamily.com
zhengyouujoint@163.com
zhengyu@zhengyuwheel.com
zhengyuanluntai@aliyun.com
zhengzhoubus@126.com
zhenli2008@163.com
zhennc@163.com
zhenxints@163.com
zhenya.bai@valeo.com
zhenya.sadacheva@mtobacco.bg
zhenzhong_hu@walsin.com
zhenzhu_hr@126.com
zheshun@126.com
zheun@sina.com
zhfy-001@vip.163.com
zhiaowei@126.com
zhibing_zhao@walsin.com
zhichun.liu@geobyev.com
zhifajinshan@163.com
zhigao@clutch-china.com
zhihao.zhang.ls@hitachi-automotive.cn
zhihong7052@163.com
zhihua-chen@126.com
zhihua@paradise.net.nz
zhihuaqimao@126.com
zhit325@126.com
zhj@sxu.edu.cn
zhjmlzy@163.com
zhjmsmt@cnool.net
zhjqcp@163.com
zhju0129@163.com
zhl@yinjing.cn
zhong.zheng@cineprj.com
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zhong_ji@kidslandchina.com
zhong_yun.li@163.com
zhongaiguo@vip.163.com
zhongbangyy@163.com
zhongdezhanhui@163.com
zhonghuaqicai@163.com
zhonghuicpa@163.com
zhongjianjixie@126.com
zhongjie1688@163.com
zhongjie8866@163.com
zhongjinfa@126.com
zhongkai.deng@ieee.org
zhongkangdq@126.com
zhonglianghou@163.com
zhonglin@corkzl.com
zhongmao@china.com
zhongrui23@126.com
zhongshankaili@163.com
zhongtian21@china.com
zhongtuo8072520l@sina.com
zhongxinglai@163.com
zhongyizixun7@163.com
zhongyu@jamontu.com
zhongyu@zyceramics.com
zhongyuan@zypiston.com
zhou.xiaofang@mepfeco.org.cn
zhou62806846@163.com
zhou@sdyoke.cn
zhoubo@juliglobal.com
zhouhanyu83@163.com
zhouhc@csca.com.cn
zhouhong-ry@163.com
zhoujie1st@sina.com
zhouliang0803@sina.com
zhouling@163.com
zhouliping@smm.cn
zhouming999999@163.com
zhouna-1981@163.com
zhouqian@ebotek.cn
zhousheng@cnabsorber.cn
zhouxiaokun_cool@163.com
zhouxz@runbaojie.com
zhouyinbao@chinaboilers.com
zhqh@vostosun.com
zhqy0033@sina.com
zhsb_cta@163.com
zhsh@doublecamel.com
zhskim2@tgsvc.co.kr
zhstarmx@pub.zhuhai.gd.cn
zhsunrana@163.com
zhtaky@yeah.net
zhthdb@163.com
zhu.shuang@mepfeco.org.cn
zhu@inaken.co.jp
zhuangzb@mail.buct.edu.cn
zhuanyong2201@126.com
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zhudefu84634751@126.com
zhudongxiao@esco.com.cn
zhujintian_923@126.com
zhuliang@scut.edu.cn
zhuriqile@163.com
zhusu@sangon.com
zhuxueya@petsproducts.net
zhuyan@jinger.com.cn
zhuyaogangsl@sina.com
zhuyichang@sina.com
zhuyu_tech@163.com
zhy1785@163.com
zhya@zhya.com
zhyj160@sina.com
zhysh-88@163.com
zhyumei74@citiz.net
zhz386@163.com
zhzjcy@163.com
ziad.k@ufix-me.com
zikol@t-home.mk
zilahs@pc.jaring.my
ziliao@eyongdian.com
zimina@expocentr.ru
zina@zina-autoparts.com
zinnia@youtianmetal.com
zita.kellermayer@kkprovitrum.at
zitoow@vip.163.com
ziwuxiong@126.com
zixun@counseling.com.cn
ziyadh.ahammed@kanoo.com
zj-guohua@163.com
zj-honghe@163.com
zj-motor@126.com
zj@eeso.com
zj@lq-zt.com
zjb5353@163.com
zjbaina@163.com
zjbainai@126.com
zjbicycle@163.com
zjcd.2006@163.com
zjchuangjian@163.com
zjcixihuiye@163.com
zjdengfeng@163.com
zjdjj@163.com
zjf@jhdashing.com
zjfyjh@163.com
zjgfoodmachinery@163.com
zjgs918@163.com
zjguangshan@163.com
zjguoli2008@163.com
zjh@hengdachepei.com
zjhaowei@yeah.net
zjin1@ibp.us.com
zjjiunuo@163.com
zjjlyxgs@163.com
zjjxbltc@163.com
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zjjy@jiayizj.com
zjkenmaide@163.com
zjl@automazione-sewing.com
zjl@cnracing.com
zjlianfeng@126.com
zjlysf07@163.com
zjmyy2008@126.com
zjndjd@163.com
zjningshuai@163.com
zjouteli@163.com
zjpjc@163.com
zjqianyang@163.com
zjs108@126.com
zjslee@tgsvc.co.kr
zju_hr@126.com
zjun6311_68@163.com
zjweiben@163.com
zjwschl@126.com
zjy168988@126.com
zjysdq@vip.163.com
zjysy998@126.com
zjyuanfa@163.com
zjywaobo@126.com
zjyym2000@vip.163.com
zjzgzwf@126.com
zk-mba@163.com
zkhfgdr@163.com
zkm@shyueping.com
zl576953131@163.com
zl@tjzlcl.com
zlawyers@163.com
zlc@masterclutch.net
zld@henu.edu.cn
zldlgx@126.com
zlf@chinakemp.com
zlgift@126.com
zlm@h-fast.com
zlxiadong@163.com
zly81@126.com
zlzdh@sina.com
zlzgsales@163.com
zm18868@aliyun.com
zm19871224@sina.com
zm2717@ly-zhonglin.com
zm@zhenmeng.cn
zm@zmcrafts.com
zmf@zestrade.com
zmjpark@tgsvc.co.kr
zmli999@163.com
zmlmsn@163.com
zmm@carmate.com.cn
zmtlid@zmtl.com
zmtoys@163.com
zmxw@vip.163.com
znksw@163.com
znxyzp@163.com
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znz_ad@163.com
zodiac@isplanka.lk
zoe.partners@leo-pharma.com
zoe@solaia.co
zoefree@126.com
zoeychang@functionalfoodsnz.co.nz
zohaib@lordssports.com
zoher@burhaniengineers.com
zolplastic@prodigy.net.mx
zongheng-autolamp@foxmail.com
zonton@126.com
zootaxa@mapress.com
zooty@tpage.com
zopokf@163.com
zoran@cumminsadriatic.hr
zoran@yugoimpex.com.mk
zouchunhe@126.com
zouqicheng@126.com
zourui_1981212@163.com
zouxunyong2002@163.com
zp@163.com
zpchen@spscap.com
zps5521@sina.com
zpyhcr@163.com
zqb@netsun.com
zqhlsh2000@163.com
zqmei123@sina.com
zqpump_bj@126.com
zrb_751@163.com
zrh@sh-tonglong.com
zrjx9898@126.com
zsaxujian@163.com
zsb@hdu.edu.cn
zsd@zhongshidatrade.com
zsh13706001354@126.com
zsjc048@tgsvc.co.kr
zsk@lnu.edu.cn
zsn909@126.com
zsolt.horvath@airlogistics.hu
zsolt@vrfh.hu
zsqamethyst@163.com
zss@yonghecast.com
zsvision@163.com
zsw@maoding.com
zswzg@163.com
zsxiongbao@163.com
zszljx@126.com
ztelectric@china.com
ztj406@126.com
ztj407@126.com
ztmodel@ztmodel.com
ztslzp@sina.com
ztw886@163.com
ztwtl1976@163.com
zubair.lighting@truewood.biz
zuctel@163.com
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zulaluck@163.com
zuliansuo@biomed.tsinghua.edu.cn
zultecsa@zajil.net
zunchi@zunchimould.com
zuoan@zaex.com.cn
zuzer@maimoontrading.com
zvucen@nadlanu.com
zwfequipment@126.com
zwq3625231983@sina.com
zwq898@sina.com
zwq@mymotor800.com
zww@china-anchor.com
zx1809@163.com
zx@zhengxian.com
zx@zx-equipment.com
zx_bicycle@yeah.net
zx_guochen@126.com
zxautomation@163.com
zxb-1201@163.com
zxd926@126.com
zxl@vita-biotech.com
zxlboss@126.com
zxp@zjjl.com
zxq85173091@126.com
zxqp18@163.com
zxs9501@163.com
zxy@zjhaili.cn
zy001102@163.com
zy982923@stonebuy.com
zy@dgzhenying.com
zy@tianjinlight.com
zy@zjjl.com
zy_0349@sina.com
zyf310255481@163.com
zyg912@126.com
zygas_csw@126.com
zyl1973113@126.com
zyl@adorbaby.com
zyl@hxmc.cn
zym8288zym@126.com
zymt@zymt.cn
zynam@tgsvc.co.kr
zyq@partnerwx.com
zys18418@126.com
zysccj@126.com
zysd@vip.163.com
zyw88327828@163.com
zyxslj@163.com
zyylwj@126.com
zyz@yh616.com
zyz@zyzbearing.com
zzc966@163.com
zzfang20071212@163.com
zzh@hz-feiying.com
zzhhjj2000@163.com
zzhm@uoh.edu.cn
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zzimka@seznam.cz
zzit1964@sina.com
zzknsales32@zzkeneng.com
zzlatfs@163.com
zzser@bhccn.com
zzsm@zzsm.com
zztiancildy@163.com
zzty371@163.com
zzy_yc@126.com
zzyu@xmu.edu.cn
01ferney-voltaire@bouticycle.com
01thoiry@culturevelo.com
04-8813213snkroll@emirates.net
04-8814012exim@inet-global.com
04-8814463Paul.Pedeprat@tokheim.com
04-8817634shekeebg@emirates.net
04-8819343mylen_guzman@colpal.com
04-8833907dubai@vtsclima.com
07soyons@culturevelo.com
0852@sina.com
10110895@hope.ac.uk
13539238358@163.com
13766264996@139.com
13852152793@163.com
13904595866@163.com
13911628645@163.com
13964338544@163.com
13966600332@139.com
13969997788@163.com
13978270255@163.com
13marseille-est@culturevelo.com
15074955192@163.com
15168927678@126.com
15177105176@163.com
15190734670@163.com
15265013999@163.com
15265033999@163.com
15358367055@163.com
16angouleme@bouticycle.com
18043570246@163.com
18328812998@126.com
18337840775@163.com
18864391888@139.com
18978564030@163.com
1983jxw@163.com
2-15-75tdamt@mail.ru
2-32-03www.tirol63.rutirol-i@mail.ru
204-00-84istoksvk@mail.ru
21-50-88www.a-t-r.ruatr-tlt@mail.ru
226-65-68tdatrium@mail.ru
231-00-22www.volgaavtoprom.rupegas333@mail.ru
244-09-76www.gigiena-c.rugigiena-c@mail.ru
262-08-84promstank@mail.ru
27-02-40ast-tlt@mail.ru
276-41-47www.promperforator.ruinfo@promperforator.ru
276-79-95prsh11@mail.ru
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2771755@mail.ru
279-21-01www.r-plast.rur-plast@mail.ru
279-26-56www.vpksamara.ruvpk_samara@inbox.ru
279-29-61www.agtrans.ruagtrans@mail.ru
3-85-95www.eco-ts.rueKotehno@bk.ru
30ales@bouticycle.com
310-83-69goodwind@inbox.ru
33-05-75www.agrocombinat.ruagrokom_23@mail.ru
331-33-87www.sozvesdie.susupport@sozvesdie.su
3328583w.sinno@creation-me.com
337-06-28www.nppsvt.runppsvt@mail.ru
337-47-74www.vent-servis.ruvent-servis@bk.ru
340-09-15www.borapack.rusamara@borapack.ru
342-04-46kanexim@mail.ru
372-09-32www.politype.rupolytype@bk.ru
3946445rnair@roseninspection.net
3990224@vip.163.com
3mgulf@mmm.com
40-81-63vostok.avtokomplekt@mail.ru
5@roem.ru
5why@sina.com
60saintmaximin@bouticycle.com
66perpignan@bouticycle.com
69lyon-ouest@culturevelo.com
70-44-34www.bearing-pi.ruoffice@bearing-pi.ru
746-92-02exportkom@mail.ru
74thonon@culturevelo.com
75paris12@culturevelo.com
77meaux@bouticycle.com
78saint-germain@bouticycle.com
86poitiers@bouticycle.com
88622696@163.com
928-06-44www.ruexport.kzexport-import@mail.ru
92boulogne-billancourt@culturevelo.com
92moto@163.com
955-07-83www.akvatep.com3resinex@inbox.ru
957-11-37www.salyt-avto.rusalyt_avto@mail.ru
971baie-mahault@culturevelo.com
979-26-07www.petromarkt.rupcs2007@inbox.ru
982188209164-65pegah@irandairy.ir
996-2483www.mineral-sam.rutd-vps@mail.ru
996-44-85www.krit-m.ruavia@krit-m.ru
998-00-03www.kenopol.rupenopol@mail.ru
998-29-19www.apsexpo.rusamara771795@mail.ru
AA@AVALFASHIONHOUSE.COM
ABAJAJ@SNJTRADELINK.COM
ABAJORIA@CGSAPPAREL.COM
ABuckman@philly.com
ACCOUNTS@MOHANOVERSEASINDIA.COM
AHMAD.R@ACS.NET
ALAN.ALI@FBA.COM.AU
ALEJANR@EPM.NET.CO
ALEXSCRAPMETAL.INC@PUTLOOK.COM
ALFRESCO@FPT.VN
ALTYN-BURGUT@MAIL.RU
ANDREW.LAM@SUNCROWN.COM
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ANGE_DONG@163.COM
ANILKULKARNI@JOHNFOWLERINDIA.COM
ANTHONY.LIN@BCIND.COM
ANZEN55@HANMAIL.NET
ARI.UTRIAINEN@HARRIX.FI
ARON@GRUPOLATINCRAFT.COM
ARTCENTER24@KOREA.COM
ARay@ssr-inc.com
ASHISH@UNIGLOBEATB.COM
ASHRAF.AZIZ@MULTIPHARMA-EG.COM
ASPENCER@APPLIEDBIOMASSFERM.COM
ATGCO@PRIMENET.COM
AVCO@DELLSOUTH.NET
AZAZAS@ATH.FORTHNET.GR
Aarsalan@ecomtrading.com
Aberdeen@spencer-ogden.com
Abhijit.joshi@jains.com
Accounts-my@oceanlubes.com
AdeWinter@ecomtrading.com
Administrador@marti-codolar.net
Akhosla@tarahaat.com
Akpofure.Taigbenu@wits.ac.za
Alain.Bourdages@Abitibibowater.com
Alan@grandeco.com.cn
Alex-Timshin@yandex.ru
Alexandria@twomonkeyscycling.com.au
Almy@eureka.lk
Alna-Bike@mail.ru
Alqi.Bllako@moe.gov.al
Amir.Mansoor@imcd.co.uk
Ampu8816@126.com
Andre@cdcd.com
Andy@tmtmarblenj.com
AngelKH@daff.gov.za
Anne.Daniel@justice.go.ca
Autopodveska@mail.ru
Averonique.espino@solvay.com
Aviv@lsm.co.il
BBOPP@KG21.NET
BELLOWSD@WILNETONLINE.NET
BEN@IDINDUSTRIES.COM
BERNARD.CIAL@JEAN-FLOCH.COM
BETH-HAGAN@NETLABS.NET
BHMASKER@CHOL.NET
BLAKE@A-1SALVAGE.COM
BLISS@PRODUCTS.COM
BOB@GOODBYEBLUEMONDAY.COM
BOBTEK6@BOBTEKELECTRICALCORP.COM
BOKINTL@163.COM
BOKINTL@SINA.COM.CN
BOKO2000@HANMAIL.NET
BOOKS@BOOKSELLERS.COM.AU
BOUNDARY@BOUNDARYEQUIPMENT.COM
BROWNFIELD@JARVISMETALS.COM
BWOLLARD@CARCRUSHERS.NET
Balee.64@mail.sy
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Belmont@Bicycle-Centre.com.au
Ben@bta-arch.com
BinanTec@126.com
Bob@pacificpipeline.com
Bookabedcasanova@backpackersbcn.com
Botiende@eachq.org
BotswanaCustomerCareCentre@Stanbic.com
BreakingNewsDesk@philly.com
Burak.Soydan@gbm.ru
CAREERS@FELLOWES.COM
CARMENCHEN@BRUNET.BN
CENICO@CHOLLIAN.NET
CFRENE@TRANSACTIONASSOC.COM
CGCSHLZ@81890.NET
CHITRA@SPCTNET.COM
CHRIS@COLLECTIVERECYCLING.COM
CHSHIH@SHINYSTAMP.COM
CIG@trinseo.com
CLINTAN@sina.com
COLIMAN@MONTEVIDEO.COM.UY
COMMANDES@DIFFEDIT.FR
COMPRAS@IMEPEL.COM.BR
COMPRAS@KATMAI.COM.BR
CONTACT@THEURBANGROUPLTD.COM
COPYTIME@AIS.NET.AU
COSMOSINTL@COSMOSINTL.COM
CTHPAPER@CTIMAIL.COM
CYH781225@163.com
CYRUS@LEVELGIFTS.COM
Caibu2004@163.com
Cakmak@sabanciuniv.edu
Camelli@163.com
Caoyahong001@163.com
Carew-jecr@icem.com.au
Carlo.Cecchi@theswitch.com
Cc5152004@126.com
Cenk.Ozbilgen@skf.com
Cfys26@163.com
Charles.Liao@unimatech.tw
Chen.haijun@mepfeco.org.cn
Chen7090310@sina.com
Chenxinghong8341@sina.com
ChinaszWenning@163.com
Christine@Scottlawnyard.com
Ciutadella@resa.es
Claireshen@163.com
Clive.sanders@innogy.com
Clive_Sk_Lau@afcd.gov.hk
Col.Limpus@ehp.qld.gov.au
Contact@unionmatex.net
CustomerCare@asme.org
CustomerCareSouthSudan@stanbic.com
Customercarenigeria@stanbicibtc.com
Cwhite@omnicotton.com
Cxlgswm123456@163.com
DAEHAN@DAEHAN-PUMP.CO.KR
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DAEILSAC@CHOLLIAN.NET
DAGOBERT@CAVE-DAGOBERT.COM
DAIKO21@YAHOO.CO.JP
DAIWAADD@KOREA.COM
DALLAS@NBI.ISPKENYA.COM
DANOFO@163.COM
DBOPP@KG21.NET
DDaniels@Level8.com
DEEPAK@BHAVIKAAPPARELS.COM
DENIZK@ADA.NET.TR
DIAMANDIS.CO@NET.SY
DONGLIM2000@KOREA.COM
DOOSOLCO@CHOLLIAN.NET
DP@EUROTRADEIMPEX.COM
DPetrizzo@gotricon.com
DS@DOOSUNGPAPER.CO.KR
DSC@KOREA.COM
DSTrading@vip.163.com
DUBAIVMS@SADAFATTRADING.COM
DYANISHEVSKIJ@MAIL.RU
Dag.engmark@metallretur.no
Darryl.e.pleasant@tn.gov
Daryl.Springer@asu.edu
Dasha@aabfs.org
Datlabs.Bulawayo@datlabs.co.zw
Datlabs.Harare@datlabs.co.zw
Davidh@registerscreen.co.za
De.Alwis@dpmco.com
DeltabCo@Parsonline.net
Denham.Batts@derekcorp.co.nz
Dennis_Hazel@ncsu.edu
Denver@Metalwest.com
Deorders@sial.com
Dermot.Carberry@bcmcorporate.org
Dholdsworth@ag-world.com
Diana.Malysheva@sveza.com
Dinno.Paulino@wecocbc.com
Director@hirsch-associates.com
Dongshengmy@163.com
Doug@BabylonBike.com
Duwang068@163.com
E-mail.shaun@peaman.com
E.W.Mrenca@homanit-polska.pl
ECarts@ECartshk.com
EDDIE0309@HANMAIL.NET
EIRCustSupport@sial.com
EKKIM@UNIK.CO.KR
ELAIDY@GEGA.NET
ELITE1985@HANMAIL.NET
EMOVERE@YANDEX.KZ
ENG_AYMAN_OSMAN@SHIFTITS.COM
ERCLEE@PRO-GMI.COM
ESMA@GLOBALDISPATCH.AERO
EXPORT01@HAOJIN.COM.CN
Ebru.Gencoglu@adidas-group.com
Edmond.koffi@cnra.ci
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Edwina.Heyhoe@daff.gov.au
Erdinc.Cundubeyoglu@sembolinsaat.com.tr
Erja.Ammalahti@tekes.fi
FAINDANIEL@FAIN.BE
FEDERICO.SANCHO@IICA.INT
FEELGALLERY@HANMAIL.NET
FHTWSH@SH163.NET
FINEXPLUS@DAUM.NET
FOURCOLOUR@SYD.COM.AU
FRACS@sial.com
FSTAR@163.COM
FSammartino@araucoargentina.com
FUJII@TA2.SO-NET.NE.JP
Fadavi@harmanme.com
Fahad@bassmat.com
Farhan.Siddique@motorola.com
Farr.peymanfar@isaco.ir
Felicia@bwhic.com
Firstbr@Brunet.Bn
FloydD@ASC-iSeries.com
FoodInspections@philly.com
Forrestzhan@sh-ai.cn
FrancinaM@daff.gov.za
Fsammartino@altoparana.com
Fulvio@Gleeble.com
GABINO@EPER.US
GERENCIA@MTCHILE.COM
GJ54082@126.COM
GJ@IMCRI.COM
GLITTER88@126.COM
GLOBAL@KOREA.COM
GPETER@MAYTAG.COM
GREATSUMMIT@CTIMAIL.COM
GREG@SCRAPPC.COM
Gary@lex.com.tw
Geoff.Richardson@environment.gov.au
Germany.Automotive@benteler.de
Gerry@InfoDesign.com.au
GetCasa2017@163.com
Geta.Nicodim@mmediu.ro
Glynnis.Roberts@noaa.gov
Gottfried.lamers@bmlfuw.gv.at
GraceHou.HG@Lifungsh.com.cn
Gutschmidt@who.int
Gxsjs07@163.com
HA1834@CHOLLIAN.NET
HABRAHAM@BANTEX.COM.AU
HALIL_UCURUM@TNN.NET
HANSELEC@CHOL.COM
HBSZCHANGCHENG@163.com
HEATHER@CAMEOSCHEDULING.COM
HEATHER@CAPTECH.US
HHHOOOJJJ@HANMAIL.NET
HHarper@ACI-Industries.com
HLI@FELLOWES.COM
HLair@merid.org
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HLmodule@163.com
HO-METEC@R6.DION.NE.JP
HORMISE@SHELF.COM.AU
HOSCOR@ACCESSTEL.NET
HOTEL@HOTEL-PEKIN.COM.PL
HOWYIGIA@163.COM
HR@DEFCONSUPPORT.COM
HR@YKrijie.com
HUANG2008CM@163.COM
HWq201@ieda.org.cn
Hafeez.Khawaja@hktech-mea.com
Hailiang1974@sohu.com
Hanne.Skartveit@vg.no
Haomeihua2001@126.com
Harriet@onsitedrapery-cleaning.com
Hassan@alburaq.com
Hawkesbury@bicycle-centre.com.au
Helal.Ahammad@daff.gov.au
Helen.bekele@wep.org
Hello@GoBonfire.com
HerbertM@seedco.co.zm
Hmmx999@163.com
Honm126@126.com
Hostelonesants@onehostel.com
Huaho@Brunet.Bn
Husain.abdulla@grip-machinery.com
Hutao7704@163.com
Huver.Posada@cafedecolombia.com
IDEAS@CONCEPTPARTNERS.COM
IDIF@IDIF.CO.KR
ILYTD_1314@163.COM
IMPRIMERIE@LEFRANCQ.FR
IMS@PREMIUM.CO.JP
INFO@ASSAABLOYCANADA.CA
INFO@AWAGAMI.OR.JP
INFO@BUMPODO.CO.JP
INFO@CASIER.COM
INFO@CHIMERAARBITRAGE.COM
INFO@CONDAV.COM
INFO@CROSSBOW-CALENDARS.COM
INFO@EDITIONSBRAUN.FR
INFO@FLEISCH.DE
INFO@HEADNOTE.COM
INFO@HOSHIKEN.COM
INFO@JDD-CERAMICA.COM
INFO@KANGARO-KTC.COM
INFO@KIC-HH.DE
INFO@KOMECHO.CO.JP
INFO@KSIL.IN
INFO@PICCADILYHOTELS.COM
INFO@PRESTIGESCRAPMETAL.COM
INFO@PROMAGINDUSTRIES.COM
INFO@REA.GOV.NG
INFO@REFLECT.COM.SG
INFO@RMGPOLY.COM
INFO@SALIANI.COM
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INFO@WSTL.COM.HK
INFO@WTCTOKYO.OR.JP
INFO@XINTOP.COM
INFO@ZSOLNAY.AT
INFOS@BILZ.FR
INQUIRY@NANOTECHTRADINGINC.COM
INSTAR@INSTAR.RU
INTEX@INTEXFASHION.COM
INTL@sial.com
IPM@LIBERTYSHOES.COM
IPOHHQ@KUANHO.COM.MY
IR@DODI.COM
ISRCustServ@sial.com
ITABASHI-KOUKI@TOKAI.OR.JP
Ifc@neda.net
Ilona_lu@mail.ru
Imfesol@speedy.com.pe
Indochine@sh163.net
Info@CTCOrganics.com
Info@InroadsIreland.com
Info@KylesBikes.com
Info@M2Lcollection.com
Info@albert-gmbh.de
Info@indiamedexpo.in
Info@labenson.com
Info@pratikexim.in
Info@reliablepromo.com
Info@velo-en-co.be
Info@vresystems.com
Informacion.tiempo@icandygt.com
Initiative@esatclear.ie
Insumtex@Insumtex.cl
Investor.Relations@sasol.com
Irina.Kuznetsova@egger.com
Isaac@neffcycleservice.com
Italy@saneftolling.co.uk
IvanovI@who.int
J.KIM@INBOX.RU
JACKSONAMERICA@ALIYUN.COM
JACKYFENG@HZJWPC.COM
JAZFAMINC@jazfam.com
JCHACON@CIPSA.COM.PE
JCTX2@163.com
JERRY@GAPRECYCLING.COM
JIM.BOYLE@OSHEA.CO.UK
JIMMYCHU@ORIENTALLASER.COM
JJKIM@3DNURI.COM
JLP@AVININTL.COM
JMC_TRADING@MINDGATE.NET
JMKOO@DEBEC.CO.KR
JMcMahon@USAID.gov
JNF@MAIL2.NTTPE.COM.TW
JO1268@SINA.COM
JOE@PEREIRAENG.COM
JOY7642@CHOLLIAN.NET
JOYCE@RNSINTL.COM
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JSPANO@BUYRITEINC.COM
JSSAL@163.com
JYOTSNA.SAGAR@HEROMOTOCORP.COM
Jack.Zhang@ptp.com.cn
Jacob@keyflame.com
Jacques.pretorius@globaltech.org.za
Jan.Leach@ColoState.EDU
Janderson@teamlighting.com
Jane.Throndsen@vg.no
Janet-jt@163.com
Janet@sfdtex.com
Jason@polimax.com.cn
Jay@bhairav.com
Jeffrey@mjmechanical.co
Jen@stratdept.com
Jerry2015hm@163.com
Jerry@folks.com.tw
Jeslon@monsanto.com
Jialing.xie@ebulent.com.cn
JinHo.Park@Seminis.com
Jinxing.Hu@siat.ac.cn
JoeD@phillynews.com
Jorge.Casado@ambiente.gob.do
Jtncly@126.com
Julie.s.chan@rrd.com
Julius.Rono@Solidaridadnetwork.org
Juneau@nsales.com
Jxr88@vip.163.com
KAIGAI@YONEI.CO.JP
KAMAL.WADHWA@DELLORTOINDIA.IN
KANRI@OTA.CO.JP
KCM@HOJUNARA.COM
KEISUKE.WATANABE@SONYMUSIC.CO.JP
KENY@PRESTIGESCRAPMETAL.COM
KERI@AIWONLINE.NET
KHG@KOESTERHANDEL.DE
KJACKSON@RANDOM.COM
KKC@KEXIN.COM.CN
KM@LCPE.UNI-SOFIA.BG
KMeier@harrisburgnewsco.com
KOLEE50@CHOLLIAN.NET
KOPA2001@CHOLLIAN.NET
KPATTERSON@DESIGNSOLUTIONSFL.COM
KRISTIJUKHTIN@MAIL.RU
KSTVALVE@163.com
KTB@KTB-europe.com
KULDEEP@CASEWELLSERVICES.COM
KWU@BMWSF.COM
KYSTONE66@163.COM
Karen.Braman@sdsmt.edu
Karma@Faroharltd.com
Kathryn@JMDBuildingProducts.com
Katie.Minderhoud@solidaridad.nl
KazKN@yandex.ru
Kazialam.adm@lifung.com.hk
KeithJang@KeeClean.com
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Kerry.McCombie.18054.224@petroplan.aplitrak.com
Kevin@M-H-E.com
Kgyb2005@126.com
Khaki@Karafarinbank.com
Khaled@at-portal.info
Kjb3687@163.com
Kmaster@greentech21.co.kr
KoSo@viessmann.com
Kronodqh@126.com
KruessA@bfn.de
L.M.Steneker@uva.nl
L.haubs@ibk.de
LBenne@edc.us
LEESY59@HANMAIL.NET
LGQ26320692@163.COM
LHepburn@puroclean.com
LIST@PERMONLINE.RU
LLWWHH999@sina.com
LLabarbera@aamaintenance.com
LLu@ecomtrading.com
LOGISTICS@SHARMAGROUP.COM
LSHUNSH@sdu.edu.cn
LStravato@ideorg.org
LY06685@163.com
Lala81@inbox.ru
LatinAmericaTeam3@sial.com
Laura_Noguchi@fws.gov
Lch51290@126.com
Lena.Bansal@LBTconsulting.com
Leon_zhao@sunlordinc.com
Lexarabiae@meyer-reumann.com
Lfyiyuanwood@VIP.163.com
Lijianbudapest@vip.163.com
Line.gordon@stockholmresilience.su.se
Liuhaixia_ringpu@163.com
Liuyuxiang980128@126.com
Lj240@163.com
LongHF@ibrcn.com
Longrange8@163.com
Lori@ice-aec.com
Lping1998@126.com
Lty1546@163.com
Ludmila_pan@inbox.ru
Luhong9543108@163.com
Lvshifeng@cug.edu.cn
Lwade@atsnorfolk.com
Lxm1016@126.com
Lzja600@sina.com
MAIL@DELUXEFOOTWEAR.CO.ZA
MANCUPIDO@INFONEGOCIO.NET.PE
MANOJ@GOLDSTARMETALS.US
MARC@ILGNER.DE
MARYM@ABCRECYCLINGTX.COM
MBELDING@SRSWBE.COM
MBruni@oxfam.org.uk
MDriver@lincolnfineingredients.com
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MEGAMERGE@MANILA-ONLINE.NET
MELW@WRIGHTSSCRAPMETAL.COM
MFernandes@psg-online.de
MODFOOD@Y.NET.YE
MSledge@NJSangelproperties.com
MSun@psg-online.de
Maag.Xan.Info@maag.com
Machinerycn@126.com
Mafco@mafcogroup.com
MaligaM@daff.gov.za
Manager.Export@kichindia.com
Mania_by_dv@mail.ru
Marcella.scelsi@dappolonia.it
Marco.Janssen@asu.edu
Maria.Routo@Koskisen.com
Marianna.Shen@handhasia.com
MarkPMays@clearchannel.com
Mark_Heyward@trimble.com
Markbobb@bobtekelectricalcorp.com
Mat.interparts@planet.tn
Mathias.Ganzhorn@de.bosch.com
Max.Koch@berufsschule.ch
Menachem@wine4u.co.il
Merchandiser@Lighter.Org
Metekstil@mail.ru
Micelik@asme.org
Michael.K@Kuipers.com.au
Miller@tstco.com
Mksjj@126.com
Mlesnick@merid.org
Modris.Zeimuts@apemotors.lv
Morten@ingenco2.dk
Mp3_gethap@mail.ru
MrsShaguftaimran@googlemail.com
Mumu515@sina.com
Mustang2@mail.ru
NACOGDOCHES@CARCRUSHERS.NET
NAYAN@CHIMERAARBITRAGE.COM
NB44@mail.orbitel.bg
NCT@naturalcool.com.sg
NFO@JSP.COM.HK
NIYAZI.GURCAN@gbm.ru
NKKEQUITY@PO.JARING.MY
NLASTAT@ZAMTEL.ZM
NMINTER@SPRAY.SE
NNJLMY@163.COM
NSH-CTI@nsh-cti.com
NSIDDIQUE@NSENGINEERS.COM
NYordanova@fair-point.com
Nadeem.Ahmed@feroze1888.com
Nestor.riano@cafedecolombia.com
Nicole@ustrafficcontrol.com
Niels@ingenco2.dk
Nizar-kabbani@mail.sy
NompumeleloM@daff.gov.za
NordicOrder@sial.com
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Now@etfmatic.com
OCHOCH@PD.JARING.MY
OFFICE@ECOPLAST-GROUP.RO
ORIMAN@ORIENTAL.COM.PH
OX0424@sina.cn
OZECK@CHOL.COM
Olivo.foglieni@steminspa.it
Omer_zaza@mail.ru
Ousmane7@orange.sn
P.Makedonski@biesterfeld.com
P.ZANA@SUPERTAPEFRANCE.COM
PAPERART@163.COM
PBH72539@biglobe.ne.jp
PBS@gbso.net
PETER@APACINT.COM.AU
PHW3140@HANMAL.NET
PMM@MacTz.com
PREMIERPOLY@PREMIERPOLY.COM
PROMOCEAN@PRODIGY.NET.MX
PROMPTK@PO.JARING.MY
Panjingjing1234@163.com
Pans@mail.caas.net.cn
Paresh.verma@shrirambioseed.com
Paul.Pedeprat@tokheim.com
Paul_Ulrich@aya.yale.edu
Paulshergill01@googlemail.com
Peter@preseli.com.hk
Philip.Goatly@bolero.net
Pierre.Dulhoste@egger.com
Pillai@leha.com.sa
PramodChaudhari@praj.net
Primyer1@mail.ru
ProgrammaticRequests@philly.com
Qgw.2007@163.com
Qinqx0325@126.com
QuetaD@spi-global.com
R.rahmeh@moe.gov.lb
RAGHU@EDGEMETALS.COM
RAJANKAPOOR@GOLDENPEAKOCK.COM
RAJESH@RONNEXCORP.COM.HK
RBS@pavera.com
RCM@ricoma.cn
RECYCLE@ECOLOGY-ACTION.ORG
RFITZGERALD@FHIPLAN.COM
RICK@LEECORECYCLING.COM
RLS@RLSANDASSOC.COM
RMX@RMXJOSS.COM
ROCKY@BUSIMARKSA.COM
ROHIT@SACHITRADING.COM
ROUMET@ROUMET.FR
ROWENA@C2PM.COM
Raymond@g1.com.my
Raza.Merchant@marine-enterprise.com
Reservations@nikbor.com
Rfidapp@sina.cn
Ricardo.pereira@alphashirt.pt
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Rinardo@list.ru
RitaB@AVBA.com
Riyazudeen@almazalla.com
Robert.flournoy@infinitysales.com
Rosemarie_Gnam@fws.gov
Ross.SABBERTON@gunvorgroup.com
Russia@itraco.ru
RuthAnn@Taurusresearch.com
S-N-K@163.COM
SAESALE@SINA.COM
SAID@INTNET.DJ
SAIGODO@SKYBLUE.OCN.NE.JP
SALES@HOCT.COM
SALES@MIRAGESTATIONERY.COM
SALES@PC-S.COM
SALES@SEASKYONLINE.COM
SALES@SPECIALEQUIPMENTPAPER.COM
SALES@SZ-GLASSWARE.COM
SALES@SZYANGTAI.COM
SALES@TASMA.PLUS.COM
SAULE.VOLUCKYTE@PKBUL.CO.UK
SAZMIN@BEAULIEUPACIFIC.COM.AU
SBG.NY.Compliance@standardsbg.com
SBertrand@airex-energie.com
SCFURNITURE@ATT.GLOBE.NET
SCHAUB@HOPEG.DE
SDarvish@atlasenvironmentallab.com
SECKIN@SECKIN.COM.TR
SGTS@CHOLLIAN.NET
SHABBIR@EACURRIM.BIZ
SHAFQAT.ADNAN@GOOGLEMAIL.COM
SHEHZAD@USHMS.COM
SHONTEK@SHONTEK.CN
SINOPANOCEAN@VIP.163.COM
SKDMECHANICAL@OPTIONLINE.NET
SLAMPA@ENRG.COM
SND126@126.COM
SNEGRON@INTEGRON.NET
SOUMU@FBCO.CO.JP
SOUMU@TKK-CO.CO.JP
SPARES@AKILCORPORATION.COM
STACY@bsironworks.com
STARTRADE@MAILCENTER.COM.CN
STEPHEN.SMITH@GREENHAM.CO.UK
STOCK@PRODIGY.NET.MX
SUNGSANMODE@HANMAIL.NET
SUNNY@AVALANCHEPUB.COM
SUNTRADE@HANMAIL.NET
SURBHIPRINT@NOW-INDIA.COM
SUZANNE@MACEPROMOTIONS.IE
SVNARAYANAN@THELODHI.COM
SW1187@CHOLLIAN.NET
SWirkus@asu.edu
SZKCHIBO@163.COM
SZ_MLH@163.COM
Saku-y@jpn.Mtg.marubeni.co.jp
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Sales3@promisingchem.com
Sales@bordertechnologies.co.uk
Sales@china777.com
Sales@eurogroupbd.org
Sales@fh-tech.com
Sales@hideawayharbormarine.com
Sales@honnypower.com
Sales@sz-mingxiang.com
Sales@weldment.com
SalesDept@newtonmfg.com
Salisu.Garba@up.ac.za
Sam.Zhang@ilsintech.cn
Sam.burt@burtbros.co.uk
Sam@Mfjetski.com
Sara@bountifulbicycle.com
Sarabjeet.Singh@Eplagri.com
Sean.Hamill@uk.anker-systems.com
Sebastian.Guzy@dresdner-bank.com
Sebastian.Lechner@egger.com
SecretarStat.Mediu@mmediu.ro
Sekine.emi@canon.co.jp
Servizioclienti@sial.com
Sg-ltch@163.com
Shakila@cenmed.com
Shanghai@jnh-bs.com
Shawn.Morehouse@gnb.ca
Shirley.Chan@pnd.com.hk
SimonD@ballardsphar.com
Simone.Seisl@remei.ch
Skuzm@mail.ru
Sm713033@163.com
Solutions@PackagingMore.com
SoporteTecnico@crcind.com
Spagnolie@math.wisc.edu
Subscriptions@mefmag.com
Supasavegad@Brunet.Bn
Support.CA@crcind.com
Suwanhai2011@163.com
SylviaMascarenhas@lifung.co.in
T.Mutlu@ProComBank.ru
TAIPEN@ASIA-INF.COM.CN
TANGLH@GTHS.CN
TARUN@LORDKRISHNAHANDICRAFT.COM
TCSGloria@mail.ru
TENYI@PRODIGY.NET.MX
TEXSTYLES@TEXSTYLES.BIZ
THW@LANBE.COM
TJPSGS@163.COM
TPRI@habari.co.tz
TRIGOLDN@VIP.163.COM
TRZ@bk.ru
TWCHUN@VIP.163.COM
TXM1968@163.com
Tablofaz@neda.net
TaeHa.Jeon@wecocbc.com
Tallin@tut.by
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Tamara.Reczajski@prospecta.pl
Tech@InvestTechFx.com
Technikmoto@free.fr
Terry_yuan@sunlordinc.com
Thomas.Hesse@trevira.com
Tim@vetprod.com
TimNorth@ecomtrading.com
Tjxmjkjc@163.com
Tommy_ng@tailung.com
Toney@acb-architects.com
Tora.Bakke.Handlykken@vg.no
Toshihiko_Minato@toshibatec.co.jp
Tracy@Twentyfirstcenturypress.com
Tshuayang@126.com
Tuomas.Ollilainen@imcd.se
U232hotel@nnhotels.com
UBOOK@TITAN.OCN.NE.JP
UKCOMMODITIES@GOOGLEMAIL.COM
USHA@WILNETONLINE.NET
VAFELKA@YANDEX.RU
VAL@CHIMERAARBITRAGE.COM
VENNIS.TJEN@EUROMONEYASIA.COM
VIKAS@ANAMETALS.COM
VIKINGSPORT@MAIL.RU
VMCCARLEY@BMCBCO.COM
VNsales@vinasil.com
Vip@shilead.com
Vladimir.Houba@prosoft.sk
W.PASMAN@KANGARO-KTC.COM
WAISSEN@VIP.163.COM
WAYNE@RENNINT.COM
WDiaz@ESCcabling.com
WHSIEH@MAIL.NCKU.EDU.TW
WINNERSCO@HKBN.NET
WINTON@163.COM
WUMG@163.COM
WWANG@URBANTECHUSA.COM
Walt.Horton@rasmech.com
Wangcundong1975@163.com
Welcome@maag.com
William.Melvin@gtri.gatech.edu
William@JWAMARINE.COM
Woodenz@163.com
X008yw@163.com
XY5012050@163.COM
Xiaoli-yu@126.com
YAMA4208@HKNET.COM
YEHUA@YEHUACHINA.COM
YEO2002@Y.net.YE
YJWOO914@HANMAIL.NET
YYUMOTO@GRAPAC.CO.JP
Ysj_greentop@sina.com
ZAOSZK@yandex.ru
ZGOODMAN@ecobank.com
ZHUTAO@CITIZ.NET
ZJNF@ZJNF.CN
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ZSZW@163.COM
ZTJLHB@126.COM
ZWALTER@ASCENTRECYCLING.COM
ZXL98102@126.com
ZambiaCallCentre@stanbic.com
Zhaozhou999@163.com
Zhi.Zhang@ilsintech.cn
Zhuang_ship@163.com
Zxq-cd@sina.com
Zyljdz@163.com
Zyylove-1314@163.com
a-igarashi@sawafuji.co.jp
a.aboelezz@multiforceegypt.com
a.abramowicz@a2architects.com
a.agarwal@habitat.net.in
a.antonini@group-miki.com
a.benmeradi@kialgerie.com
a.berg@udt.cl
a.bi@krusschina.cn
a.c.t@orange.sn
a.chebil@protagri.com.tn
a.cueva@unido.org
a.daehler@ipspecialities.com
a.deblasi@bipan.it
a.deliguori@viaggiareinpuglia.it
a.delopoulos@delopoulos.gr
a.freeman@cableonda.net
a.fujino@unido.org
a.furlani@innova-eu.net
a.hall@geze.com
a.hoffmann@rvtpe.de
a.keshav@ppbafnaventures.com
a.kovalenko@induko.ru
a.kravchuk@thermo-auto.kiev.ua
a.kudinova@motul.ru
a.landis@innochemllc.com
a.madzvamuse@sussex.ac.uk
a.maleki@tabamehr.com
a.manhart@oeko.de
a.medvedko@agchemigroup.eu
a.mickovski@pops.org.mk
a.nedelkov@pops.org.mk
a.palafox@gpodesamex.com
a.paulett@agnaturalperu.com
a.richert@fairtrade.net
a.siddique@site-technology.com
a.sparrow@clansmandynamics.com
a.susi@tcaspa.com
a.van-lierde@frasem-seeds.fr
a.wich@rvtpe.de
a.woehner@rvtpe.de
a.zaraket@cphworldmedia.com
aaa@hsh888.cn
aaalong-001@163.com
aaaxph2004@163.com
aabros@aabrosgroup.com
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aakash@ambujaindia.com
aaplonline@A-Assurance.com
aarnold@sagefruit.com
aaron@priceapples.com
aashal@thirdsectorpartners.com
aatabek@javobeverage.com
aauger@smart-biggar.ca
ab9958@126.com
ab@asheshbrothers.com
ab@barudan.com.tr
ab@bifit.com
aballester@cementoslacruz.com
abanoffshore@aban.com
abarth@eecs.berkeley.edu
abarua@hawk.iit.edu
abats@alibinali.com
abaylarturinvest@yandex.ru
abba-sants@abbahoteles.com
abbahoteles@abbahoteles.com
abbas@asons.in
abbas@metalrom.ro
abbhatia@tpcdubai.com
abbiategrasso@motoabbigliamento.it
abc7658377@163.com
abc@babader.com
abdelaziz@sie-eg.com
abdemomeryltd@googlemail.com
abdolreza.yazdi@fara-asia.com
abdolreza@parsonline.net
abdoulaye.kone@uemoa.int
abdul.Ibraimo@tricossgps.com
abdulhaq@mahmoodgroup.com
abdullah56@y.net.ye
abdullahi.majeed@environment.gov.mv
abdullcan@mail.ru
abdurrahim@gastroinox.ru
abdushem-art@mail.ru
abennett@senecafoods.com
abenyaminov@mail.ru
abexo@abexoexports.com
abhasin@plexitechpty.com
abhay.choksi@hp.co.in
abhey@ajantasoya.com
abhi@kovida.is
abhijit@actimusbio.com
abhijit@asappinfoglobal.com
abhinandan.vm@pyrotechworkspace.com
abhineesh@kamaltours.net
abhishek.kamble@ecocert.com
abhishek@anlay.in
abhishek@skjdindia.com
abhisheka@ivision.co.in
abinitio@dhaka.net
abk201103@126.com
abmsecretariat@agroecologia.net
abmsportkaz@mail.ru
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abonnement@cantonconsulting.fr
aborges@maquesonda.pt
abstracts@hypothes.is
abudhabi@instantaccess-co.com
abulnes@picsaperu.com
acaweb@austincelts.org
accessories@bentleymotorrad.com
accorda@accorda.net
account@dharmanandan.com
account@genesispoultry.in
account@omshreegroup.com
account@pansuriyaimpex.com
accounthelp@everything2.com
accounting@cafevelobikes.com
accounts1@bestwayoge.com
accounts2@vedicareayurveda.com
accounts3@universaltubes.com
accounts@a2zfiltration.com
accounts@aaksh.com
accounts@ankitgems.com
accounts@basarworld.com
accounts@citycatdyestuffs.com
accounts@devioverseas.com
accounts@dhaneradiamonds.com
accounts@dnitin.com
accounts@eatwelindia.com
accounts@elanefoods.com
accounts@fairyfoods.com
accounts@federal-pf.com
accounts@francisalukkas.com
accounts@gourmetfruitsqatar.com
accounts@hpthreads.com
accounts@indospanish.net
accounts@jaiauto.in
accounts@jainexgroup.com
accounts@jupiterexports.com
accounts@karpgroup.com
accounts@kediasteels.com
accounts@loganminerals.com
accounts@panachamoottil.com
accounts@pavizhamrice.com
accounts@preciea.com
accounts@qburst.com
accounts@shethinsulations.com
accounts@siddhidiamonds.com
accounts@sigmaltd.com
accounts@sndjonline.com
accounts@sundaramexports.com
accounts@supernovafoods.com
accounts@truvalueoverseas.com
accounts@vblbio.com
accounts@vkenterprise.org
accountsdesk@nauticallines.com
acct.exim@abadgroup.in
accts.om@orientalindia.net
accueil@huettenes-albertus.fr
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aceunited12010@googlemail.com
acg@acgcotton.com
achal@swagatamtour.com
achat.interhotel@planet.tn
achat@geismar.com
acheng@chengsolutions.com
achim.raschka@nova-institut.de
aclot@agridesarrollos.com.ar
acm.durg@kirloskar-electric.com
acme@acmeindia.com
acme@acmeskillman.com
aconner@csail.mit.edu
acostafreda@papanut.es
acp@icaro.net
acrews@radercrews.com
acrofts1@jaguarlandrover.com
acrosby@ictsd.ch
acs@ac-serdarevic.hr
acs@acsdif.fr
acsug.deutsch@googlemail.com
actionhk@163.com
actionnaires.individuels@lafarge.com
activatedcarbon@Kuraray.eu
activesourcing@cable.net.co
acunsolo@talenttech.com
ad1994@samjinnut.co.kr
adaga@avaniestates.com
adalitekstil@mail.ru
adam@elmecequipment.com
adam@interspancanada.com
adam@nymedscan.com
adamali.motiwala@patchamltd.com
adamen@el-seif.com.sa
adamis.okbi@okk.antsz.hu
adams_huang@126.com
adan@lacasadelcarpintero.com.mx
adanilo@google.com
adaptinnovations@googlemail.com
adavidson@tumac.com
adayam@hkbn.net
addinol2@addinol.com.cn
addinol56@mail.ru
addis.daniela@minambiente.it
adeboer@cvec.com
adexy2002@eail.com
adhitas@behnmeyer.co.id
adie@shoregrantservices.com
adiguzel41@mail.ru
adil2000@126.com
adil@acvindia.com
adilzeynalov@mail.ru
adisorn@massteclink.com
aditya@4gm.in
aditya@archelons.com
aditya@kasyap.com
adm@omshreegroup.com
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admin.msmetalschennai@mtcgroup.in
admin.uae@mallinathgroup.com
admin@a-scape.com
admin@accoladeinc.in
admin@afs-bahrain.com
admin@agrico.net.in
admin@akbarbudisakti.com
admin@ampi.org.au
admin@arihantworld.com
admin@asappinfoglobal.com
admin@asmoloobhoy.com
admin@benjaminsrealty.com
admin@binarbaid.com
admin@bloombizfoods.com
admin@buildway.net
admin@cavijaysmathur.com
admin@deekobahrain.com
admin@emnz.co.nz
admin@exceloverseas.com
admin@focusmetals.com.au
admin@gmsyntex.com
admin@goalfinancialservices.com.au
admin@gulfchlorine.com
admin@gvtextile.com
admin@harrycollection.com
admin@hiwings.in
admin@hygienewithintercare.com
admin@iclbelting.com
admin@iitbuds.com
admin@islandwidecorp.com
admin@itbhawaii.com
admin@jagsonpal.com
admin@jinrunda.com.cn
admin@jobs4.com
admin@ksaimpex.com
admin@lakhanidyestuffs.co.in
admin@leshark-india.com
admin@lubespec.com
admin@macsheb.com
admin@mallinathgroup.com
admin@mebelka76.ru
admin@meconline.co.za
admin@moto-point.at
admin@nasco-automotive.com
admin@nbiuae.com
admin@newzoneintertrade.com
admin@nutrichfoods.com
admin@perthsolarforce.com.au
admin@primeseed.co.zw
admin@ratanakorn.net
admin@ravidyeware.com
admin@rfcswa.com.au
admin@rikhitexports.com
admin@rknco.com
admin@sakata.co.in
admin@saltandfuessel.com.au
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admin@sipepl.com
admin@sushilainternational.com
admin@svimporter.com
admin@teifel.co.za
admin@thanal.co.in
admin@tpeservices.com.au
admin@waterlooregion.org
admindesk@nauticallines.com
administracion@hogarciclos.es
administracion@kps-soluciones.es
administracion@ticketsbar.es
administration@oenindia.com
adminm@aakashtex.com
admins@talentmold.com
adnan.cekic@remus.ba
adnan@acecorpny.com
adnan@arkbuilderscorp.com
adnan@fashionclothing.pk
adominguez@cafesca.com
adorvalorservicos@googlemail.com
adp@hindprakash.com
adquisicion.equipos@xven.com.ve
adquisicion.papel@xven.com.ve
adquisicion.repuestos@xven.com.ve
adquisicion.software@xven.com.ve
adquisicion.suministros@xven.com.ve
adresponse1@gulfconnexions.com
adrian.moguel@liberocom.com
adrian.stephanie@epa.gov
adrian@hopebailie.com
adrian@proactive.ro
adrian@theinternationalkitchen.com
adrian@vivamas.com
adrian_angulo@prodigy.net.mx
adrianc@wholesumharvest.com
adrianmauer@hidebox.org
adrien.desa@nantesmoto.com
ads@asiatradingonline.com
ads@made-in-china.com
ads@phillynews.com
adseagger@actrix.gen.nz
adurso@molodspitz.com
advers-ts@yandex.ru
advertising@proper.io
advocacy@rac.com.au
ae3@firstmagellan.com
aectech@aecconnectors.com
aee@aee.com
aeis@almoayyedintl.com.bh
aek_ec@yhoo.in
aelabovs@mtu.edu
aelhk@sina.com
aero.enquiries@sita.aero
aesteve@ecomtrading.com
aestevez@opencanarias.com
af@yto.com.cn
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afaya@afaya.ru
afc@ath.forthnet.gr
afgsales@abahsain.com
afifi@afifi-sa.com
afshin@beautyfurniture.net
aftermarketsales@bakertherm.com
aftersales@stylelabitalia.it
ag@ascania-racing.com
ag@cubeglobal.pl
aga-center@mail.ru
agajera@laxmidiamond.com
agency@euroenergo.biz
agency@kudratmaritime.com.my
agentur@lindamohrmann.de
agevan@126.com
aggtr@alghandigtr.ae
agibson@abrahamsconsulting.com
agio@agio-pharma.com
agip.qatar@tagi.com
agip.riyadh@tagi.com
agj@agnijewels.com
agn@agn-consulting.com
agnes@tec.com.hk
agonzalez@minam.gob.pe
agrico-sro@agrico-sro.cz
agricura@agricura.co.zw
agrilife@agrilife.in
agrisales@inventaa.com
agritech@quartz.ocn.ne.jp
agrliujun@126.com
agrochem@hifield-ag.com
agrochem_kong@vip.163.com
agrokom_23@mail.ru
agromashservis@tut.by
agroquimlahuerta@prodigy.net.mx
agrosso@marchifildi.com
agrotech@voliacable.com
agrowplow@agrowplow.com
agtrans@mail.ru
agung.budiyono@spf.co.id
agzimsa@agzimsa.com.ar
ahaggerty@islandsafetyproducts.com
ahamed@msoftech.com
ahaseeb@snhuae.com
ahbldq888@126.com
ahc@colbd.net
aheineman@ntia.doc.gov
ahg@ahg.com.sa
ahgroup@ahgroups.com
ahkaria@bankimplast.com
ahm@lcspl.com
ahmed@ahmedroab.com
ahmedabad@encoregroup.net
ahmedabad@isbm.org.in
ahmedabad@rkglobal.in
ahmet.yildirim@biaggroup.com
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ahmet@mitrask.com
ahplastic@ahgroups.com
ahrtech12@googlemail.com
ahsarker@purbanigroup.com
ahsh@mail.ru
aice@yfcad.com
aicmk@mail.ru
aidan.long@hcwh.org
aidier2005@163.com
aie@pahwa.com
aieplant@pahwa.com
aifs@almoayyedintl.com.bh
aige1996@163.com
aiisgurgaon@aiis.org.in
aika@drdeco.ru
aimn@alwafaequipment.com
ain@lanlab.ee
aippc@126.com
air-leak-c@hamrontec.co.jp
airport@valex.co.kr
aishah@acdesigndevelopmentcorp.com
aitorm@unitecno.es
aixa@precisionformulations.com
ajacksi@alphagraphics.com
ajain@ayurvet.com
ajain@polyfibre.in
ajain@tata-dhp.com
ajay.pandharipande@kirloskar-electric.com
ajaypaturi@nslindia.com
ajimenez@ecomtrading.com
ajofre@dim.uchile.cl
aju@bol.net.in
ajuba@sina.com
ak.trading@seznam.cz
ak@durgaagencies.com
aka@barudan.com.tr
akalend@mail.ru
akapoor@rishiroop.com
akashjai@sindhagro.com
akdas@narpintl.com
akduman@itu.edu.tr
akeyan@bishan.com.cn
akftld.agakhan@akdn.org
akftld.akdn@akdn.org
akftld.imamat@akdn.org
akftld.ismaili@akdn.org
akhilesh@dainikbhaskargroup.com
akhilesh@sansfrontiers.net
akhnaton@akhnatontrade.com
aki@akiishida.com
akimoto@world-comm.net
akin.gunduz@erih.com.tr
akinbaras@mail.ru
akinfet@mail.ru
akiravj@visionjp.co.jp
akirshner@markelcorp.com
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akj@hiwings.in
akj@isagroasia.com
akj@multitexfilters.com
akkarus@mail.ru
akola@ambujagroup.com
akong@greenpeace.org
akooch@ferdowsi.um.ac.ir
akshay.aggarwal@mediatek.com
akshay.rahalkar@westcoastgroup.in
akshay@saurashtra.net
aksingh@ilsintechindia.com
aksingh@mitrask.com
al-bicher@mail.sy
al-shiha@al-shiha.com
al@edcmarine.com
al@mcleanpeister.com
alaa.said@alareendubai.com
alabaster@who.int
alam@cosmic.pk
alan.scarrow@mercy.net
alan@cottontraders.co.za
alan@ipwr.com.au
alangilchrist77@googlemail.com
alanhope@mitrask.com
alanhou@houbrothers.com
alannahcrosby2908@hidebox.org
alanr@mumble.net
alba@alba-horovice.cz
albena.eftenova@lindeq.eu
alberguinn@alberguinn.com
albert.zhang@sh-maixin.com
albert@asappinfoglobal.com
albert@ggcircuits.com
albert@lamarsalada.cat
albertku123@163.com
alberto@acenatural.com
albertorepetto@speedy.com.pe
albertshang@163.com
albertsharp1@googlemail.com
albertslund@dssmith.eu
albina511@yandex.ru
albinaqatar@albinagroup.com
albrecht.schloemer@egger.com
alcastro@minambiente.gov.co
alchemist@chocolatealchemy.com
alco@alcolock.com
alcor7@yandex.ru
ale@lodlive.it
alee@saltgroup.com
alejandro.nario@mvotma.gub.uy
alekseeva@mebfurn.ru
alen@emigma.com
alenaflores1@.readnotify.com
alenbikes@alenbikes.com
aleone@sela.org
alex-avto@utel.net.ua
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alex.peisker@vitagroup.com.au
alex@biomics.cn
alex@bnc.bg
alex@formosacotton.com
alex@milowski.com
alex@milowski.org
alex@proximus.io
alex@thousandoakspowersports.com
alex@toropest.com
alex@veosys.com
alex_b70@list.ru
alexandra@cavallari.fr
alexandre.belleau@beloTEQ.com
alexey.melnikov@isode.com
alexis.brouhns@solvay.com
alexis@bluemarbleicecream.com
alexmar@alexmar.com
alexyao@east-toptech.com
alfa-ct-project@mail.ru
alfarhan@hiomail.com
alfe@bhong.sg
alfonso.rodriguez@biogendr.com
alfonso@cicloslasalud.com
alfred_kc_wong@afcd.gov.hk
alfredo@ssviagens.com.br
algamil@intnet.dj
alguthmi@alguthmi.com
alhadar@alhadargroup.com
ali.kilic@swordbros.com
ali.kilic@thevipmoscow.com
ali@a-brothers.com
aliakgol1972@mail.ru
alice@beximtex.com.hk
alice@ytxinhai.com
alice_wy_chiu@afcd.gov.hk
alicia.lorente@portaventura.es
alicia@alcorense.com
alina0119@rambler.ru
alina@badiaspices.com
alinavict@163.com
aline@clearviewtree.com
alirezaj@kavosh.net
aliska19@bk.ru
alison.song@rudolfchina.com
alison@bikeeffect.com
alison@edwardandsons.com
aliyilmazspb@mail.ru
aliyu.abdulazeez@rea.gov.ng
aljameel@aljameel.com.qa
alkemexports@alkem.com
alkhajah@alkhajahfactory.com
alkyl@alkylamines.com
all@eskimo.com.hk
allabj@dhaka.net
allan.williams@crdc.com.au
allanj@tsbvi.edu
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allen@horizons-hidc.com
allen_yanney@stalbanscooperative.com
allershausen.munich@synergyhealthplc.com
alleur@verviersfreins.be
allians-yug@inbox.ru
allini-tricot@mail.ru
allred@indyducati.com
alltechmach@agnionline.com
allur2003@mail.ru
alma_1111@mail.ru
almaty@itracokz.kz
almi.pack@mail.ru
almission.geneva@mfa.gov.al
almiya12@googlemail.com
alnavarro@cableonda.net
alogvinov@yandex-team.ru
alok@alokindia.com
alok@tijaria-pipes.com
alonjon@mega.com
alontsev@yandex.ru
alopez@minambiente.gov.co
alouras@koawater.com
alparslanyakin@kale.com.tr
alpcord@alpcord.com
alperk@mail.ru
alphaapaul@online.sh.cn
alphatech@alphatech.com.br
alphonse@diaz-arch.com
alqamra@alqamra.com
alqitrac@itelgua.com
als@cheminova.dk
alsa@alsa.es
alsafaco@next.jo
alsisar@alsisar.com
altopascio@motoabbigliamento.it
altshuller@ieee.org
alumin_leu@mail.sch.com.tw
alvand@alberguest.com
alvaro@thesafety-store.com
alven_wang@wistron.com
alviindia@bol.net.in
alvin@aesimports.com
alvin@kinsun.com
alvinhou@houbrothers.com
alwan@satyamonline.com
alwattar.co@mail.sy
alwyn@midmacor.co.za
alysa.frederick@southernreps.com
alzabegy@korea.com
am.wani@jindalsteel.com
am@boustanytrading.com
ama.spore@appliedmodular.com
amadeus@es.amadeus.com
amanda.liu@getinc.com.tw
amanda.zhou@techlinkchina.com.cn
amanda@aaronvaluation.com
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amanda@weirenv.com
amarjitbhatia@noorjehan.org
amarkohli@unisources.com
amaury.grimbert@op3ft.org
amaxote@vivodinet.gr
amazonemw@interia.pl
amazutumi.hideyoshi@sakai-canning.co.jp
ambassador-sec@geneva.mfa.gov.il
amber@bcww.net
ambrosia@ambrosia.com.cy
amcc@planet.tn
amcgarret@pitco.com
amcguffin@star-mfg.com
amd@yangon.net.mm
amerquip@epm.net.co
amin@ayeshagroup.com
amin@nagina.com
aminjare@gauss.mat.uson.mx
aminmy@dataxprs.com.eg
amir@bigapplegroup.com
amir@zedrentacab.com
amirafoods@amirafoods.com
amirulhoque1970@gmaim.com
amit.jain@indicatorsmfg.com
amit.laroya@mmm.com
amit.sukhwal@pyrotechworkspace.com
amit@ashgat.co.il
amit@intimefire.com
amit@multimetallink.com
amit@nationalexports.in
amit@purecotz.com
amit@vsndirect.com
amitabhkejriwal@canopygroup.in
amitgupta@impactcare.co.in
amitm@mbenterprises.co.in
amjadali@nagina.com
amm@comexspa.com
amministrazione@sellari.it
ammoore@ucsc.edu
ampa@ampa.com.br
amr.hamad@asat-trade.com
amrahim@eureka.lk
amsterdam@synergyhealthplc.com
amt@almahmal.com
amtrade@seznam.cz
amulyamittal@jspl.com
amy-kan@taihinghong.com
amy-ng@sincere.com.hk
amy.binder@rfbinder.com
amy@macfelderplumbing.com
amy@marjoes.com.hk
amy@rainingrose.com
amy@redtoparchitects.com
amyw@megastation.com
an@tirit.org
ana.c.gaeta@hcwh.org
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ana.gutierrez@mvotma.gub.uy
ana1205@mail.ru
ana@centar-marketing.com
ana@eecs.berkeley.edu
anais.crestetto@math.univ-toulouse.fr
analuisa@portobello.com.br
anand.jayapaul@alabbas.com
anand.m@imacs.in
anand.prakash@jspl.com
anand@carwale.com
anand@nddb.coop
anand@seebagroup.com
anandintlgroup@gmil.com
ananta@ilsintechindia.com
anarina.murillo@asu.edu
anat@anatgerstein.com
anca.stefan@neotex.ro
anclainter2@ancla-asia.com
and2122@163.com
anda-yolanda@anda-chem.com
andalus@andalusgroup.net
anders.jarning@imcd.no
andi@ohmselectricalcorp.com
andi@yuanwira.com
andre-jean.six@flasa.ch
andre.hoogland@corelab.com
andre@amazontrade.com.br
andre@cei.co.za
andrea.cavallaro@dappolonia.it
andrea.nouak@bmlfuw.gv.at
andrea@rmcoatingsupplies.com.au
andrea@sultan-center.com
andrea@treatycouncil.org
andreas.c@orinos.com
andreas.moser@lebensministerium.at
andreella.marina@minambiente.it
andrei@emcat.se
andrei@ual.es
andreip@google.com
andres@beyondaero.com
andrew.mcnee@environment.gov.au
andrew.morse@longbottomcoffee.com
andrew@andrewmolloyagencies.com.au
andrew@ciaracorp.com
andrew@jalopnik.com
andrew@pachasoap.com
andrey.adas@agro.by
andrey@ilsintech.com
andry@rodalink.com
andrzejborowiec@interia.pl
andy.smith@alexstewartinternational.com
andy@fellenzfamilyfarm.com
andy@sungrowpower.com.au
andy@win-day.com
andy_chiu@cairo.com.tw
andychen@dbeetw.com
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andytse@dachangorg.com
andytsui@lung-fung.com
andywhite@kais-ohlins.co.uk
andyyu0755@hotmial.com
anees@mahmoodgroup.com
anewbest@vip.163.com
angeL516729@126.com
angela.filipas@mmediu.ro
angela.sun@chinaairdome.com
angela@polenta.net
angelacolin@googlemail.com
angeli.alvarez@falconaviation.ae
angeliki@pan-europe.info
angellachey@angella.net
angelo3@futureenv.com
angelt@cgroup-hk.com
angie.balane@jvanphil.com
angie.donnachie@sky.com
angie.hand@jan-pro.com
angie.montemayor@usd480.net
angie.murray@docufileusa.com
angie.phang@pentamaster.com.my
angie.strawbridge@gilmerschools.com
angie.tan@liebherr.com
angie191061@googlemail.com
angie1965@gtcom.net
angie4wellness@iglide.net
angie@angiecrabtree.com
angie@angiemartens.com
angie@aztecwasher.com
angie@clarkhatch.com.my
angie@comcst.net
angie@cosmoprof.com.sg
angie@experienceharlem.com
angie@ftcp.ten.fujitsu.com
angie@holidaycity.com
angie@isringhausen.com
angie@itwmeritex.com.my
angie@kohoku.com.my
angie@lkssb.com.my
angie@missouridems.org
angie@terraform.net
angie_cue@pal.com.ph
angie_frazier666@hotmial.com
angiplast@angiplast.com
angling@irishtimes.com
anhuijingtian@163.com
ani@spltda.com
anil-s@camtech-group.org
anil@ni-met.com
anil@smithy.in
anilco@anilcospices.com
anilm@ansun.com
anilrajput@promarktravels.com
anilsingh@ilsintechindia.com
anish@codeatech.com
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anish_duggal@whirlpool.com
anita.aronik@bmw-sikora.pl
anita@decentex.com.tw
anja.leetz@hcwh.org
anjaneyulu@vedatech.in
anjelika.sagirova@w-central.asia
anju.gupta@monsanto.com
ankit.bhargava@travelplannersindia.com
ankit@welcometrips.com
ankur.shukla@jindalsteel.com
ankur@jainjpf.com
anly-1983@163.com
anmu@anmutech.com
ann.orth@fmc.com
anna@heretoday-heretomorrow.com
annabelle@naissk.com
annaline@wallstreetwalks.com
annalinyi@163.com
annavero@inbox.ru
anne@annechengco.se
anne@anneedgar.com
anne@kelinpu.com
anne@manes.net
anne@onevillagecoffee.com
annegelb@asu.edu
annelise@menage-confort.com
annelle@rfsolutionsllc.us
annette.reilly@computer.org
annette@wogancoffee.co.uk
annie.cai@bechemchina.com
annie@citybag.cn
anniexu@sinorock.com
annmakarova@mail.ru
anny@loongken.com
anole4@126.com
anoop@marslon.com
anoop@pbindia.co.in
anosh.agarwal@dragarwal.com
anqing.aq@alibaba-inc.com
anshan86425@yeah.net
ansll@126.com
ansoncompany@hkbn.net
antalyatekstil@mail.ru
anthony@dbentoby.com
anthony@sportivogroup.com
anthony@workspacecg.com
anthonyk@gulfconnexions.com
anti.ltd@yandex.ru
antibody@antibodycenter.co.kr
antoinette_1@att.blackberry.net
anton@earlymorningfarm.com
anton@ttnet.net.tr
antrimexco@hn.vnn.vn
antsaklis.1@nd.edu
anupam_premier@redifmail.com
anupparashar@nitco.in
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anuradhas@calsoft.co.in
anurag@nuevopolymers.com
anushree@pyrotechworkspace.com
anwar@lordgroup.in
anxinda@szanxinda.com
anxingxiang0419@163.com
anxintimber@vip.163.com
anzcs@sial.com
ao@srecwarangal.ac.in
aoebita@gensanshipyard.com.ph
aokecut@163.com
aoktrade@biznevigator.com
aopl@aoploverseas.com
aosari@tagem.gov.tr
aosta@alpstation.it
aotoso@163.com
aoyusm@163.com
ap0086@126.com
ap_import@mail.ru
apal1@yandex.ru
apantner@interlink.net.ve
aparna.mittal@patientsengage.com
aparthotel@napols.net
aparupa.das@maini.com
apatel@jaspersolutions.com
apemotors@apemotors.lv
apgr@vip.163.com
apito@apito.it
aplass@mht-ag.de
apoiocliente@standardbank.co.ao
apparel.help@motorcyclegear.com
appia312@hanmail.net
apple8125@163.com
apples.opt@mail.ru
appleshoes@126.com
applications@responsiblejewellery.com
aprel_2006@mail.ru
april.bernstein@complistaff.com
april@apriljoyfarm.com
apro@aproshipping.com
aps.khi@appliedinside.com
apsaltis@mobilize.com
apt@pc.jaring.my
aptest_sales@aptest.com
aptradingde@googlemail.com
aqil@visualciti.com
aquadiver@aquadiver.com
aquila@advancetalentsolutions.com
aqwasama@mail.ru
ar.hallak@cphworldmedia.com
ara.movsesian@bedrosians.com
ara@itsoptic.com
aranir@bangla.net.bd
arasu@masterlinens.in
arazg@mail.ru
arcak@eecs.berkeley.edu
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archana@machtexim.com
archit@earthorganicfoods.in
architect@clinckett.com
architecture@mcastedo.com
arco@rhenoy.nl
ardfab@mail.ru
arduini.antonella@minambiente.it
aren.korum@gbm.ru
arende@rasen.ru
areutter@reutter.cl
arg-comunicacionesexternas@lafargeholcim.com
argo@argo.lt
argon@argondrugs.com
argun.koculu@bk.ru
arhidomus@mail.ru
arico@bol.net.in
ariel@upstepinc.com
arif@siriusbb.com
arifyarak@googlemail.com
arionbd@proshikanet.com
arjun.adat@3edge.in
arkadiuszjasinski@jatechwater.pl
arlene@chaves-associates.com
arlette-ale@yandex.ru
arline@astoriasurgical.com
armfg@pd.jaring.my
arnaud.staib@us.rhodia.com
arnob@kuricompany.com
arnold@carib-link.net
arnon@dror-plast.co.il
aroldco@cimat.mx
aroma@tojovikas.com
aroman@beneficiocafe.com
aronna@math.unipd.it
arrigone.pirelliinddia@touchtelindia.net
ars@vrvsonline.com
arsenal_avto@bk.ru
arslan@al-borj.com
art-textil@mail.ru
arth@bleekergroep.nl
arthur.mitrano@asu.edu
arthur@aldcroftcotton.com
artinian@chaussuresbellini.com
artking@daum.net
artoria@artoria.fr
artwork@timeframe.com
artyarn@powericaltd.com
aruiz@biomacweb.com
arun@anymac.biz
arun@arvholidays.com
arun@mozilla.com
arun@oneworldcorporation.in
arunb@saengineers.com
arunkumar.ks@squadforge.com
arup@ilsintechindia.com
arveena@ugamimpex.com
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arvind@ganeshgroup.com
arvind@godawan.com
arvind@google.com
arvindkumar@pat.jspl.com
arvindsingh@ilsintechindia.com
as03@ansonindustry.com
asabm@emirates.net
asad238@googlemail.com
asaggar@devitechnologies.com
ase@cefic.be
asean@tst-eu.com
asela.atapattu@epa.govt.nz
asesor@sersinca.com
asfarma@mail.ru
asg@amiegrossarchitects.com
ash@tapsense.com
ashacel@ashacel.com
ashish.doshi@bsttextile.com
ashish@alphainterbiz.com
ashish@invertsugar.in
ashish@shrikrishnagroup.in
ashishsehgal@horatourism.com
ashley.klatt@ofd.com
ashok.singh@maithangroup.com
ashok@loyaltours.in
ashvini.vyas@ecosmob.com
ashwani.g@swissvoice.in
ashwani.jadaun@vamsobiotec.com
ashwani@abansgroup.com
ashwanigupta@dovetravels.com
ashwin@electromec-uae.com
asia@asiamarinebd.com
asic@asic.bh
asilva@dorevaproduce.com
asisghosh@rashmisolar.com
asistentemat@anditecnica.com
asitghosh@anubhavbiotech.com
ask-trade@bk.ru
ask@playcon.com
askar@askar.com.sa
aslam@nissar.co.in
aslamba@wembleytrading.com
aslt1999@163.com
asmacs@asmacs.ae
asmacs@asmacs.com.ph
asmacs@asmacs.net
asmacs@asmacseng.com
asmacs@asmacskuwait.com
asmacskorea@asmacs.net
asmirex@mail.ru
asoane@umbc.edu
asory@masouth.com
aspad@aspad.eu
asphalt@hajihassan.com
aspick@flextherm.com
asprague1@mmm.com
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asproekt@bk.ru
assi@assisrl.com
assisparrol@qat.net
assistance@synergyhealthplc.com
assistantfecc@fecc.org
associate@aartissananimation.com
assoulin@arthouse.de
ast-2@u-max.com.tw
ast-tlt@mail.ru
asterisk@jaredsmith.net
astra-k@yandex.ru
astrid.dose@eehh.de
asurkov@mozilla.com
asw80058@163.com
asz@metag.com.tr
atalukder@mitrask.co.in
ataya@net.sy
atc287716@mail.ru
atc@hkc.net
atco.qatar@alabbas.com
atef.nessim@airliquide.com
atendimento.cliente@seculus.com.br
athens@sandermeson.gr
atilasoydan@mail.ru
atilla67@mail.ru
atiran@noavar.com
atiur@navanacng.com
atlas2007@mail.ru
atlas@sahaj.com
atlasturk@mail.ru
atld@apple.com
atldsecondary@las.int
atllc@163.com
atm-sales@aptest.com
atorders@sial.com
atoutcycles@free.fr
atr-tlt@mail.ru
atraumann@ecomtrading.com
atsuko@dbcls.jp
attex@bk.ru
attila@gramil.com.br
attilio.defranceschi@flightcentre.com.au
atugbay@akyurekltd.com
atul@mehtapharma.com
atweeboom@obersigroup.com
aubreyso@sobond.com
audiowell@audiowell.com
audit@aartidrugs.com
audrey.cukrowski@lafarge.com
aukc@robinmdf.com
aulla@motoabbigliamento.it
aunalsahin@mail.ru
aung-k-m@myanmar.com.mm
aungkhinmyint@captaung.com
aungolf@fancy.ocn.ne.jp
aurelie@motoshop34.com
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ausmail@sial.com
austin@monopumps.co.zw
australia@omnicotton.com
austria@a-consult.at
autobatprim@mail.ru
automall@automall.md
automaxx@mail.ru
automotive.india@continental-corporation.com
autopartner_md@mail.ru
autumn8917@163.com
autumn@getyourhotcakes.com
auysal@asalteknik.com
avanrus@inbox.ru
avarela@minsa.gob.pa
avc@avhk.com.hk
avemar@avemar.cz
avenkat@bbisd.com
avia@krit-m.ru
avijit.naskar@deeshari.co.in
avinash@callmateindia.com
avinash@suvinindia.com
avinikaplus@mail.ru
avnindra@aacipl.com
avt@business.web.at
avtaco@yandex.ru
avtodom@ukrpost.ua
avtokomplekt@mail.ru
avtomen07@mail.ru
avtotor@avtotor.ru
aw@bahico.com
awais@castlestonecorp.com
awelte@clear.net.nz
awilliams@aecenvironment.com
ax@zone8.org
axel.voigt@tu-dresden.de
ayais@artemarmol.com
ayberk@mail.ru
ayc@swh.com.mm
ayg@aryeh.name
ayman.haddad@tamer-group.com
ayt@ayt.cl
ayush@ayushagencies.com
ayyappaswamy@indpminerals.com
ayyoung@koanet.co.jp
azadv@adintl.com
azam@techumb.com
azanaty.cum@eim-eg.com
azhong898@foxmail.com
azkoul@mail.sy
azs@sama.ru
b-farshad-nnb@nkg.noritsu.co.jp
b-hotel@nnhotels.es
b.bedaba@mission-togo.ch
b.calzadilla@unido.org
b.hamzi@imperial.ac.uk
b.lindvall@upright.se
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b.warner@painpodsales.com
b0624@126.com
b1155@hanmail.net
ba0001@uei-want.com.tw
ba0033@uei-want.com.tw
baagroup@emirates.net
babader@babader.com
babi@filmont.com
babusunod.s@foundingminds.com
bacalavre_lang@mail.ru
bacfo@akcgroup.com
bacpq@advanxtechnology.com
bacsamir@internetegypt.com
bafi@bafi.net
bahadur.ali@yafaint.com
bahar@nichicon.com
bahlaiwa@bahlaiwa.com
bahomed@zajil.net
bahrainblocks@hajihassan.com
baidunewg@ename.com
bajaj@chgarments.com
bake@navyabakers.com
bakikayiran@mail.ru
bal8@bal.com.cn
bala.shankar@apaengineering.com
bala@primaplastics.com
balances@aws.co.in
ballesteros@rebattery.es
balmoral@abbahoteles.com
balmukandv@gud.co.za
balram@mitrask.com
balsan@woodenpalletsdubai.com
balu.g@asappinfoglobal.com
balwinder.singh@jindalsteel.com
bamos@inbox.ru
bancone@arcomspaceplanning.com
bandemehr.angela@epa.gov
bandreoni@geico-spa.com
bangalore@isbm.org.in
bangalore@kriti-group.com
bankat@ashtechindia.net
banner@163.com
banphinl@works.cmsb.com.my
barbara.fortuna@tc-motoshop.si
barbara.perthen-palmisano@lebensministerium.at
barbara.sohnemann@bundessortenamt.de
barbara@rondas.com
barberi@weba.ch
barcelona.cmu@matersalvatoris.org
barcelona.poblenou@travelodge.co.uk
barcelona.webmaster@roche.com
barcelona@FatTireBikeTours.com
barcelona@avnet-abacus.eu
barcelona@avnet-memec.eu
barcelona@hotelescenter.com
barcelona@hotelescenter.es
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barcelona@st-christophers.co.uk
barcelona@teisa-bus.com
barcelona@via-vespa.com
bark@samorim.ru
barna.barath@vertisfinance.com
barry.reville@environment.gov.au
barsadarou@parsonline.net
bart.cope@tama-europe.eu
bartek@beskid-niski.pl
bartels.j@dautz.de
bas.van.alphen@zeto.pl
basar1@illinois.edu
baseelah@nayazik.com
basel@stromvelo.ch
bashirco@net.sy
baso66@163.com
basset1980@mail.ru
bata.zimbabwe@bata.com
batshita@hknet.com
batur@leonardotravel.com.tr
bauer@subscription.co.uk
bauerdigital@subscription.co.uk
baumlux@mail.ru
baumuller@baumuller.it
bauwelt@mail.ru
bawazirstore@zajil.net
baycentilmen61@mail.ru
baymuhambetov@bk.ru
bayonne@dafy.fr
bazil@cafca.co.zw
baztab@chavoosh.com
bazzanella@dechema.de
bbcaxmb@163.com
bbickerton@golden.net
bbirtles@mozilla.com
bbolster@pitco.com
bboris@pbsc.com
bbothello@smwireless.net
bbroscheid@azgfd.gov
bbsr1@asmacs.net
bby@ambujagroup.com
bccc@tsinghua.edu.cn
bcci@bombaychamber.com
bch.malta@era.org.mt
bch@cbd.int
bch@humboldt.org.co
bci0330@163.com
bcn.es@group-miki.com
bcn.info@jumbotours.com
bcn.reservas@princess-hotels.com
bcn@cititravel.es
bcnmostrador@catai.es
bcnuniversal@nnhotels.es
bcordts@cordtslaw.com
bcshin@jnu.ac.kr
bct@buj.co.uk
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bctg2008@163.com
bd@aalp.nl
bdavey@palservices.com.au
bdavis1@rams.colostate.edu
bdff1@gccpl.com
bdoorten@ppz.nl
bdp@jpat.co.uk
bdp@palanigroup.net
be@ddpl.com
bear@alpenfirecider.com
bearadm2@mail.ru
beatrizr@abacusbi.com
beaufays@verviersfreins.be
bebeto@tanalot.com.br
becanco@mail.ru
beck3@uiuc.edu
beck@cxchem.net
becky@justtomatoes.com
begeddov@jfinity.com
behsarma@kanoon.net
beijing@jnh-bs.com
beijinghuijie@163.com
bekan@eatmail.info
bel-cht@tut.by
belabbas@illinois.edu
belcustsv@sial.com
bellatrix@bellatrix.sk
belt@importbelt.ru
beltranstorg@mail.ru
beluaz@mail.ru
bemco@bemcosteel.com.sa
ben.hunter@bikehps.com
ben7128@pd.jaring.my
ben@adida.net
ben@agbhk.com
ben_super@sohu.com
benc@peoples.coop.readnotify.com
bengaluru@rkglobal.in
benny@bol.net.in
benny@usneb.com
benosman@ieee.org
benson.tessy@mail.ru
bensons@bol.net.in
beny@greatwood.cn
berasmus@afn.ca
berco@cs.huji.ac.il
beredan@mail.ru
berg@ibk.de
berger@webinero.de
bergerac@blevinsfranks.com
beris@udel.edu
berkmoscow@yandex.ru
berlin@avnet-abacus.eu
bernard@vancecorporation.com
bernd.boesler@din.de
bert.vanduijn@fytagoras.nl
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bertrand.byrne@aquatechpc.com
besbellin@who.int
bessanshoes@zajil.net
bessie2310@163.com
best11@dada.co.kr
best@best-aluminum.com
bestbuy@markmonitor.com
bestnice2011@163.com
bestviewxingyun@163.com
beth@crossfireconsulting.com
betty@libi.com
beverage@alibinali.com
beverette@americailsintech.com
beverlee.a.gallaty@mail6.blockh.im
bezo@email.cz
bfl@cin.ufpe.br
bfrazier@sagefruit.com
bfreeman@belmontfreeman.com
bfriesen@friesen.com
bfxz@sina.com
bfxzm@sina.com
bg@spekt.ru
bgardinier@senecafoods.com
bgb@barcelonaguidebureau.com
bgoodman@ncsc.dni.us
bgopal@focussoftnet.com
bgordon@edgefield.k12.sc.us
bgordon@nasba.org
bgosnell@comwares.net
bgosp@mail.ru
bgould@fiber.net
bgoux@stellar.com
bgp3@socket.net
bgpune@gail.co.in
bgr@swva.net
bgraham@casinternet.net
bgraham@christpres.org
bgraham@jeffpud.org
bgrahn@wave3online.com
bgrajdek@patientcare.com
bgrammer@wrmc.com
bgrandaw@inprocorp.com
bgranger@sidneyoh.com
bgrant@dysonanddyson.com
bgrater@thedunlopgroup.com
bgraves@talbertmfg.com
bgray24@paradise.net.nz
bgray@deasypenner.com
bgray@mcione.com
bgray@usaid.gov
bgreenberg@atmc.net
bgreil@macdiscount.com
bgreyell@ropergreyell.com
bgriffin@cci-msc.com
bgriffin@prudentialgeorgia.com
bgrimes@amports.com
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bgroberts1@fmtcs.com
bgrogan@groganstudios.com
bgroseclose@comsonics.com
bgs@hbdofcom.gov.cn
bgsabado@transco.ph
bgsbny74@rockfordradio.com
bgsliv@free.fr
bgsmith@ecommunity.com
bgturner@thevillage.net
bguillermo@pinnacleestate.com
bgunn@datasight.com
bgusa@fdmi.net
bguy@benrose.org
bgypsymissy@wmconnecy.com
bh.conrad@donet.com
bh00@libertysurf.fr
bh37@i29.net
bh559@csufresno.edu
bh910@free.fr
bh@o1.cz
bh_ng@act.crestm.com
bh_sw@126.com
bhaas@bobhaasrealtor.com
bhacker@wcrtc.net
bhadani@alkem.com
bhaddox@u-city.k12.mo.us
bhadley@coastalcaverns.com
bhadresh@dodhiagroup.com
bhagabin@trafglaw.com
bhagalram@welspun.com
bhagat@sgpharma.com
bhagerman@unarcorack.com
bhagland@onlin.no
bhagwat.khemnar@rallis.co.in
bhain001@earmyu.com
bhain19@idt.net
bhairav@cbayindia.com
bhale@billutterford.com
bhale@erie.net
bhall16@radford.edu
bhall2@entergy.com
bhall@choctaw.org
bhall@ftss.com
bhall@inquo.net
bhallman@comporium.net
bhamilto@iuoe324.org
bhammen@cdsgroup.com
bhammons3761@esagelink.com
bhampton@automatedconveyors.com
bhampton@blomand.net
bhamre@az.com
bhanad@law.wits.ac.za
bhancock@qclaboratories.com
bhandley@dedhamschool.net
bhanel@anchorbaypackaging.com
bhanken@intekplastics.com
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bhannam@gov.nl.ca
bhanten@itctel.com
bhanu@hyd.hellosoft.com
bharat.bhatia@motorola.com
bharat.gandhi@honeywell.com
bharat.mody@akruticity.com
bharat@csufresno.edu
bharat@cwpanama.net
bharat@eindocyber.com
bharat@greenpure.in
bharat@indialub.com
bharat@lakhanidyestuffs.co.in
bharat@sbslaxmi.com
bharath@motorola.com
bharathy@clear.net.nz
bharatsanghavi@peninsula.co.in
bhardin@snapper.com
bhardiso@du.edu
bhardware@intrstar.net
bhargett@gari.com
bharland@students.plc.wa.edu.au
bharman@communityschool.com
bharmon@sackrider.com
bharnett@petromaxltd.com
bharrick@oasisdate.com
bharris75@socket.net
bharris@davidson.k12.nc.us
bharris@goggle.com
bharrison@gormangroup.com
bhatt@kanaiyagroup.com
bhavesh@adf-foods.com
bhavin@pratikagroexports.com
bhaynes@ashlandfood.coop
bhdlamini@sea.org.sz
bhilwara@sangamgroup.com
bhswjwmk@163.com
bhubaneswar@mitrask.co.in
bhuvaneshwar.guheshwaraiah@epsilon.com
bianbj@tongji.edu.cn
bibus@bibus.cz
bichitra@spctnet.com
bicken.w@bsbn.com
bicskei12@googlemail.com
bigflight1@googlemail.com
bigwave@hyper.ocn.ne.jp
bih@mikro-polo.com
bike-trade@mail.ru
bike@bmc-lounge.at
bikehome@163.com
bikes@eagle.ocn.ne.jp
bikes@themeteorcafe.com
bikeshop@gppnwa.com
bikeshop@owenhouse.com
bikestocks@bikestocks.es
bikestop@bikestop.ch
biknur-k@bk.ru
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bilalyilmaz@mail.ru
bill@cobramotors.com
bill@crankworksbicycles.com
billo@wescom-mkt.com
bills@wischeese.com
billy.robinson@kreamerfeed.com
billy@teleserve.fo
billypark@kukdong.co.kr
bimatex@bimatex.de
binaguw@bsnl.in
binnisf@binnisf.com
binoy@calexgroup.com
bintulu@harbour.com.my
bio-sci@bio-science.hu
bio@biois.com
biofresh@biofresh-bg.com
biointerra@inbox.ru
biologi@mail.lipi.go.id
biomap@oztoxics.org
bionutrigen@hanmail.net
biosan@mt.net.mk
biosdu@sdu.edu.cn
biosmart@golden.net
biotec@dilabsa.com
biotechcn@dhaka.net
bir@bir.org
bird999@126.com
bird_74@mail.ru
birds7con@yousq.net
birla3mcs@mmm.com
bisan1@hanmail.net
biswajitsen_2007@rediffmail.co
bitran@ispim.org
biuro.warszawa@deltapower.pl
biuro@akcesoriamotocyklowe.pl
biz@tailormax.com
biz@transtrades.com
biz_inform@bk.ru
bjensen@outdoorindustry.org
bjorn@bizobike.com
bkjung@ainnotech.com
bkohler@industriall-union.org
bl.low@ipspecialities.com
bla@excelcropcare.com
blafferty@trilogyinc.com
blaine@escape-artists.com
blchen@kondawei.com
bloch@bombasbloch.com
blom@biologica.nl
blr@taraash.com
blr@zjtcm.net
bluegulfseafoods@126.com
blunck.chris@epa.gov
bluzquinos@JNLRealtyProperty.com
bmakoni@bordertimbers.com
bmc@taurus.info.pl
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bmccoy@idpf.org
bmchung@pms.ne.kr
bmd@patrickmotorsports.com
bmmumbai@pure-chemical.com
bmpofu@fanrpan.org
bnel@nvda.com
bo@airstal.com
bo@bintuluport.com.my
board@apache.org
boats-tld@dominionenterprises.com
bob.quinn@kamut.com
bob@fish.com
bob@ytxinhai.com
bobbie.h@magnasoft.com
bobby@mahmudgroup-bd.com
bobbysqw@163.com
bobbytung@wanderer.tw
bobin@toobler.com
boby.thomas@infosmart-technologies.com
bogdanovichiy@yandex-team.ru
bolgattypalacekochi@ktdc.com
bolton@avnet.eu
bombay.office@rina.org
bondarenko@eecommission.org
bongani@sea.org.sz
bonggyujang@postech.ac.kr
bonini@cremisan.com
bonjovi@hidebox.org
bonmoto@bonmoto.cz
bonny2015@googlemail.com
bonustur@mail.ru
book-net@163.com
booking@firsthousebkk.com
books@allured.com
bopu-guan@sina.com
boqx@vip.163.com
bor.weoi@vip.163.com
borastee@sancharnet.in
boris@hyanlabel.com.cn
boruvkova@recetox.muni.cz
bosda99@163.com
bostjan@zigasport.com
bouqartacha@environnement.gov.ma
boutique@sportpasion.com
boy8213@163.com
boye01@163.com
bp883@163.com
bpcjeddah@bpc.com.sa
bperrie@moffat.co.nz
bq.chen@siat.ac.cn
br_bs@netvision.net.il
brad@danga.com
brad@transitionrack.com
braganza@asappinfoglobal.com
brandiconnors1351@hidebox.org
branimir.andjelic@savatech.ru
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brasil@glamox.com
bratislava@bellatrix.sk
bravo@truworths.co.zw
brayden@dunkeldconstruction.com.au
breda@avnet-abacus.eu
breda@avnet-memec.eu
brenda@bandtaccounting.com
brent.bakken@pearson.com
brent@hopehomecare.com
brescia@alpstation.it
brian.hansen@dk.bosch.com
brian.jurasek@southernreps.com
brian@crossroadbikes.com
brian@fastsplits.com
bright0807@163.com
bright@brightchoice.co.in
brightway@brightwayindustrial.com
brijesh.mishra@vkmshipping.com
brno@azzurro.cz
broadcorp@pd.jaring.my
browan@masouth.com
brownri@who.int
brubeck@brubeck.pl
bruce@ytxinhai.com
brunedrissem@who.int
bruno@ams.ucsc.edu
bryony@antennebooks.com
bs-shinmatsudo@seocycle.co.jp
bsabtu@bousteadshipping.com.my
bsakk@bousteadshipping.com.my
bsasbu@bousteadshipping.com.my
bschmidt@munroe.com
bschool@iifl.com
bsh.dubai@bshg.com
bsilver@apexlimo.com
bsimons@mec-tric.com
bsl@bhushansteel.com
bsmagghe@dubus.fr
btc@idsc.net.eg
btf@synergyexposures.com
btld@apple.com
bto@fctennis.cat
btp_gzh@mail.ru
btt@po.jaring.my
btweek@126.com
budyyahya@masterwl.com
buge_p@mail.ru
buildingmaterial@alkhalili.com
buildnow@audreymatlock.com
bujutsu@163.com
bukari.md@y.net.ye
bukitl@works.cmsb.com.my
bultmann@ibk.de
buniadi@kligroups.com
bunkers@georimoil.com
bunkers@victorysupply.com
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burak.basyigit@asilcelik.com.tr
buropa@intnet.ne
burotech@burotech.sn
business-desk@philly.com
business11@owpsata.com
business@connfly.com
business@fredungroup.com
business@glagro.com
business@inderometals.com
business@jessicasupayah.com
business@mail.hiwin.com.tw
business@smitexports.com
businessproducts@ccsgy.com
bussarakorn@dextragroup.com
bussolettiezio@minambiente.it
busya666@inbox.ru
buy@yiwugo.com
bvs@vistas-com.com
bvv@addinol.ru
bvv@kaigo.com.tw
bwilliamson@masouth.com
bwj88712169@126.com
bwj@heparin.cn
bxhbss@163.com
bye697@163.com
byk-msk@aha.ru
byoung@pei.org
bypy@ukrpost.net
byska-tlt@ya.ru
bz@spekt.ru
bzandbergen@fmncc.com
bzkj1226@163.com
c.barut@mail.ru
c.behrens@ipspecialities.com
c.cantwell@imperial.ac.uk
c.centeno@unido.org
c.f.chang@126.com
c.h@china-lutong.com
c.harding@opengroup.org
c.ho12@imperial.ac.uk
c.mannee@rijkzwaan.nl
c.onsal@eib.org.tr
c.rodriguez@intershop.de
c.saadeh@moe.gov.lb
c.werner@rvtpe.de
c867ya@mail.ru
cabris@cabris.co.za
caia@caia.co.za
caichenqi@uritest.com.cn
caimc@wyfa.com
caiobiasi@usp.br
caj4268@126.com
cakhan@selindia.in
calidad@finsa.es
callan@environmentalhealthfund.org
callcentre@standardbank.co.mw
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calvin@liuelectric.com
calvinfa@seedcogroup.com
camarabe@ccaa.com.ar
camel@eureka.lk
camimpress@camimpress.com
campak@mail.ru
campusdelmar@resa.es
canada@brinkmann.com
canada@sial.com
cancn2000@163.com
candace@creative-fabrications.com
candidature@geismar.com
canframis@fundaciovilacasas.com
canic@math.uh.edu
canlinzhou@sdu.edu.cn
cannington@bicycle-centre.com.au
cansole@cansole.cat
caoxj@zjt.gov.cn
caoy@szselen.com
caoyan@ftsafe.com
caozhenmu2007@163.com
cap.acces@free.fr
capchem@capchem.com
cape@mantech.co.za
capexil@capexil.in
capitalone@markmonitor.com
caragon@inbox.ru
carajenny@sina.com
carasayan@jaishreerasayan.org
card@jpcycles.com
cardservices@accessprepaidww.com
care.kolkata@rkglobal.in
care@myindianholidays.com
care@rkglobal.in
care@sandhugroup.in
career@ddpl.com
career@renaissance-advisors.net
careers@SandStormIT.com
careers@entrayn.com
careers@hochtiefindia.in
careers@philly.com
careers@sricity.in
caribco@codetel.net.do
caribe.rosa@codetel.net.do
carl.anderson@kofc.org
carla.ferreira@fct.unl.pt
carla@republicoftea.com
carlg@gripo.com
carlos.aldeco@sagarpa.gob.mx
carlos.garcia@pcca.com
carlos.kernion@gindustrial.com
carlos@calics.com
carlos@madisonquantlabs.com
carlosemarin@une.net.co
carlosliberal@argentina.com
carlotaquintana@hidebox.org
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carlsen@carlsentextil.dk
carma3@prodigy.net.mx
carmen@mornsun.com.cn
carmstrong@myrealbox.com
carnegie@Bicycle-Centre.com.au
carol.geyer@oasis-open.org
carol@camccraecpa.com
carol@elitetravel.com.br
carol@midlandstockyards.com.au
carol@shearson.com
carola-van.rijnsoever@minbuza.nl
carolann_reardon@texasapt.com
carolineg@porticoresearch.com
carollooi@po.jaring.my
carolyn.ziha@greenham.co.uk
caronno@motoabbigliamento.it
caropreso.giorgia@minambiente.it
carrara@carrara-me.com
carrera@intasa.es
carrycheng@orealloy.com
carsten@ranicopartners.com.my
casa@costablancamurciaproperty.co.uk
case@math.fsu.edu
casinohotel@cghearth.com
casper.rem@imcd.nl
casperhua@sina.com
cassel@iit.edu
catalog@example.co.uk
catastgb@126.com
catherine@cvlc.co.za
catherine@wecomtransit.com
catherine_gennett@ponderosafence.com
cathode@ctimail.com
cb@londonirishcentre.net
cbasic@163.com
cbazan@mail.sdsu.edu
cbcao@sdu.edu.cn
cbcau.info@wecocbc.com
cbiad@biadchili.com
cbikkal@imagework.com
cblanche@ancoracoffee.com
cboljkovac@tsinghua.edu.cn
cbostan@mygoldgram.com
ccampanelli@sp.gov.br
ccao@engr.uconn.edu
ccc8888@sh163.net
ccd@intnet.dj
ccd@voltas.com
ccdomalemana@codetel.net.do
cchai@akmcompany.com
cchiu@maxlancorp.com
cchua-2008@163.com
cciap@cciap.pt
ccil.catalunya@alsa.es
ccir@ccir.ro
ccites@ioz.ac.cn
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ccobden@fpac.ca
ccpb@ccpb.it
ccr@coastalcalibrations.com
cctvsales16@fzhongfa.com
cdailey@ecogeekliving.com
cdeleon@fvcleaningservices.com
cdgldq@vip.163.com
cdi@zone8.org
cdiaz@smartisvoip.com
cdinesh@cdinesh.com
cdl029@hanmail.net
cdpani@magsolvics.com
cec2001cn@163.com
cecile.soubeyrand@imcd.fr
cecilia.cheng@taisys.com
ced@anandsheelhydraulics.com
cedric.brusselmans@luruico.com
cedric.trocherie@france-scientifique.fr
celia_bergoffen@fitnyc.edu
celk@korea.com
cellulosicsemea@chempoint.com
celsha@rowancompanies.com
cemacar@mail.ru
cemafer@geismar.com
cemtezelman@mail.ru
cenap@list.ru
centextho@centurytext.com
central@genesisferrari.gr
centraloffice@oslgroup.in
centrnpo@mail.ru
ceo@ataksa.com
ceo@austarab.com.au
ceo@excelventures.biz
ceo@fmjassociates.com
ceo@icotton.cn
ceo@interagroexports.com
ceo@khowailed.com
ceo@nic.wang
ceo@weiku.cn
ceo@zillion.co.in
certex.oslo@certex.no
cervenka.martin@seznam.cz
cesare.businelli@dragonsourcing.com
cesteban@esteban.com
cevt.jsc@fpt.vn
ceytrad2@dialogsl.net
cf_project@126.com
cfbear@163.com
cfdia@163.com
cfeinberg@jfkmcg.com
cfernandezh@claro.net.do
cfi@chemofarbe.com
cfitzgerald@baisch.com
cfo@easylearn.co.kr
cgfdc@agri.gov.cn
cgi@coastalgulf.com
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cgihcmc@hcm.vnn.vn
cgsatuito@aqr.bbiq.jp
ch@kendrion.com
ch_park@dongsungco.com
chaals@yandex-team.ru
chadwickb@ericomotorsports.com
chaika@aha.ru
chair@calfestival.org
chairman@nbr.gov.bd
chairman@raidco.in
chairman@uznature.uz
chairmanisap@isapindia.org
chalabi@environnement.gov.ma
champson@vip.163.com
chandigarh@isbm.org.in
chandigarhbrandcentre@celfrost.com
chandini@sindhucargo.com
chandra@changitex.com
chandracormack@hidebox.org
chandrashekhar.chaporkar@mahyco.com
changhui@changhui.com
changli@cn-changli.com
changqing_567@163.com
chaos@cplire.ru
charlenemckibben@hidebox.org
charles.jones@solvay.com
charles@commanderagquip.com.au
charles@poretech.co.za
charles@sidar.org
charlessuqing@163.com
charlesterell@googlemail.com
charlie@hummingbirdwholesale.com
charliec@rockgardenherbs.com
chart@hknet.com
charwood@harryanddavid.com
chauhan@kadimitool.com
chazelle@cs.princeton.edu
chb@mail.ipc.ac.cn
chcxml@sina.com
che@oscarmotors.com.hk
checkin@pipelineconf.info
cheerystone@126.com
chelsea@coopcoffees.com
chelsey@innovisionadvertising.com
chem1@swt.co.kr
chemara@alsaidi.com
chemequip@china.com
chemicalengineering@chemseries.com
cheminfo@vip.163.com
chenbin_1967@163.com
chengang@gensci-china.com
chengax@126.com
chengich@narod.ru
chengyabing5588@163.com
chenhong17909@163.com
chenhuizhe@163.com
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chenji700318@163.com
chenjian@163.com
chenjijun@china.com
chenjr@gardenep.com
chenjue1118@163.com
chenkn@duokan.com
chenlin@mail.ru
chenlj@sugon.com
chenmin@sdu.edu.cn
chenming@anovotech.com
chenna@mail.ru
chennai@asmacs.net
chennai@isbm.org.in
chennai@knspartners.com
chennai@kriti-group.com
chennai@mitrask.co.in
chennai@rkglobal.in
chenru@gic.ac.cn
chenshuimu@vip.sohu.com
chensl@ysfri.ac.cn
chentai@chentaimould.com
chenwg@techtotop.com
chenxiaobo000977@163.com
chenyanhong50@163.com
chenyuan227@tsinghua.edu.cn
chenyunhua@cnggg.cn
chenzhaoan@aisino.com
chern@math.ntu.edu.tw
chetan@japl.org
chetan@mikura.com
chetan@teamrsa.in
chetank@jspl.com
chetinsungur@mail.ru
chfyu@dlut.edu.cn
chhgao@bjtu.edu.cn
chiara@motoabbigliamento.it
chiara@olli.com
chidananda.hv@dhaanya.com
chikodi@osest.com
chilk@61365.net
chiltk@truongthanh.com
chimtech@mail.ru
china-business@mail.ru
china91zjq@sina.com
china@act.de
china@cnzhuoying.com
china@geismar.com
china@idfl.com
china@machine-jc.com
china@mobicon.com
china@sial.com
china@worldnt.net
chinafpd@163.com
chinameter@163.com
chinapow01@163.com
chinaweide@126.com
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ching@engineering.uiowa.edu
chinh.nb@viteqvn.com
chinmayshah@crescentworld.com
chintan@indiainfoline.com
chinyani@alliedtimbers.co.zw
chiragpatel@plethico.com
chisumbu@nrwb.org.mw
chm.malta@era.org.mt
chm@fourseaseng.com.hk
chm@nhmj-ioj.org.jm
chn.design@axcess.net.in
cho@nijes.com.tw
chocolate@chocolatedecadence.com
choess@stwing.upenn.edu
chokook@korea.com
chris.fennig@myfarms.com
chris.k@asprecise.com
chris.parker-loftus@trinitymirror.com
chris.videroni@environment.gov.au
chris.y@americailsintech.com
chris@achill-online.net
chris@dtfc.ca
chris@elementmultisport.com
chris@increo.no
chris@modevation.com
chrislkj@163.com
christa.schwaller@remei.ch
christer.lewinsson@clewtech.se
christer.lundin@integral.se
christer@startmotor.se
christian@2wheelsboutique.com
christian@baymard.com
christian@cycles54.com
christian@hopworksbeer.com
christian@trtbicycles.com
christiane@goulue.com.br
christinaluk@silvertech.com.hk
christine@fetchina.cn
christoffer@wind-energy-network.de
christoph.ernst@egger.com
christophe@dragondistribution.fr
christopher_scarlata@nrel.gov
christopherr@gov.ms
christopherspahn@hidebox.org
chrisw@hifraser.com
chtari@vanuatu.com.vu
chu@feiyue.cn
chuangbo@online.sh.cn
chuanguangdianli@163.com
chubu@qtec.or.jp
chung-andy@ymt.yamaha-motor.com.tw
chunjo@chunjo.com
church@stjohn316.com
chutinun_jenny@playgotoys.com
chyde@bullseye.ie
chygongchang@sina.com
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chyt1015@163.com
ciao@ciao.dk
cibinfo@cowangroup.ca
cic@cichk.com.hk
cicasta@une.net.co
cig@sibtech.ru
cimiano@cit-ec.uni-bielefeld.de
cimos-zks@vis.su
cimsa-rus@mail.ru
cindy@cinacia.com
cindy@dakota-prairie.com
cindyt@petroscanltd.com
cio@commerce.gov.mm
cipnews@vip.163.com
circuits@rosadelsvents.es
circulation@timesnews.com
circuszoovetdept@mail.ru
cis@orient-opto.com
citeszzh@sina.com
citrisondonnadieu@prodigy.net.mx
city@guinwell.com
citydesk@philly.com
civi-info@mail.ru
cj.chen@siat.ac.cn
cj@grindrestoration.com
cjtech@cjtech.co.kr
cjunot@biotop97.com
cjx6677@163.com
ck.sathyan@prestamp.in
ckcmo@epm.net.co
ckmore@apcotex.com
ckonal@163.com
cks@lsg.com
cl@jlhvacinc.com
claban@phillynews.com
claimagencynotify@icqmail.com
claire.carter@saaconsultants.com
claris@clarislifesciences.com
claudia.dumitru@mmediu.ro
claudia.uth@augarten.at
claudine.jaffre-baron@diplomatie.gouv.fr
claus.lang-koetz@hs-pforzheim.de
claviga9@prodigy.net.mx
clay@redmountainorganics.com
clay@ultramarketing.net
cldu@szu.edu.cn
cleanauto@163.com
cleanural@yandex.ru
clearance@jkgexim.com
clennon@medianswers.tv
cles@free.fr
clevedemanu@free.fr
cleverland@comfort.netfront.net
clgzfq@126.com
clients@iberisinc.com
clientservices@standardbank.mu
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clifford@diaseng.com
climate@mail.fm
clint@wheelworks.com
clothing@crossan.co.uk
club@golfllavaneras.com
clwang@jaas.ac.cn
cm@alarabgroup.com
cm@paperdesign.com
cmarrin@apple.com
cmartellf@novoconceptoint.com
cmartinavarro@pamesa.com
cmathews@redbudfarm.com
cmathias@ideateamwork.com
cmayer@kaindl.com
cmchen@mfstech.com
cmckenna@frostking.com
cmkim@ktnet.com
cmolter@qednational.com
cmonge@luzycontraste.com
cmora@minambiente.gov.co
cmusso@bombboogie.com
cmuth@orcolan.com
cmy368@163.com
cn_jerry@163.com
cnarenas@dalbertinternacional.com
cnc@cnctechnics.com
cng@babyworks.com.hk
cnhuasen@163.com
cnhuwkj@163.com
cni10@ns.com.br
cni@cnilaser.com
co2@kspconsult.dk
co@nstmills.co.in
coachmindy@therunningcenter.com
coatings@imcdgroup.com
coc@ciwot.com
cocacola@nbc-pal.ps
cochin@isbm.org.in
cochin@rajeshindia.com
cochinbc@middlebycelfrost.com
cochran@asu.edu
cocriodain@wwfint.org
codex@codex.it
codibue@axioma99.it
codruta.stoica@uav.ro
coeazy@coeazy.com
coggey-totsuka@movie.ocn.ne.jp
colander@stumptowncoffee.com
colin.harrison@pxlimited.com
colin.sutter@spencer-ogden.com
colla@castellersdebarcelona.cat
collen@club-35.com
colmar@geismar.com
com@devcot.com
combssd@watts.com
comercial-brasil@geismar.com
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comercial@acnautica.com
comercial@aquariumbcn.com
comercial@candidoroque.com.br
comercial@h-santos.es
comercial@mediumhoteles.com
comercial@mixbicicletas.com.br
comercial@sintexsl.com
comfort@comfort.netfront.net
comm@iifl.com
comm@indiainfoline.com
comm@ktagr.com
commerce@bmam.info
commerce@idealbikes.gr
commercial@bol.net.in
commercial@coldwellbankerpbr.com
commercial@geismar.com
commercial@heisco.com
commercial@motorep.com
commercial@nani.co.in
commercial@narulaexports.com
commercial@nkom.com.qa
commercial@pahwa.com
commercial@shoebusy.com
commission@uemoa.int
communication@iminds.be
communication@orford.com
community@mirror.co.uk
communityenquiries@westernpower.com.au
companysecretary@polygenta.com
companysecretary_wcl@welspun.com
competitions@talkingstatuesdublin.ie
complaints@responsiblejewellery.com
complianceofficer@iifl.com
comply@pelicangroup.co.in
comprasint@epm.net.co
compusm@chollian.net
comput@navegante.com.sv
computa@idola.net.id
comsec@aplapollo.com
con.litsios@austgen.com.au
con@loanhouston.com
conac-admin@conac.cn
concierge.barcelona@lemeridien.com
concours@zone8.org
conf-webmaster@oreilly.com
conf@franchiseindia.net
conference@pe.com.ua
congresos@barcelocongresos.com
congressbcn@atlanta.es
coninter@coninter.cl
connect@connectwell.com
connection@googlemail.com
connie@attanasio-edu.com
consell@cnjc.cat
consuelo.ecuador@deltagengroup.com
consul@jamaicamission.ch
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consulate@lankamission.org
consulchem@net.sy
consultas@cyclesport.com.py
consultation@responsiblejewellery.com
consumerfeedback@bergerindia.com
contact.asia@dragonsourcing.com
contact.brazil@dragonsourcing.com
contact.europe@dragonsourcing.com
contact.germany@dragonsourcing.com
contact.india@dragonsourcing.com
contact.israel@dragonsourcing.com
contact.kenya-africa@dragonsourcing.com
contact.mexico@dragonsourcing.com
contact.south-africa@dragonsourcing.com
contact.turkey@dragonsourcing.com
contact.uk@dragonsourcing.com
contact.us@dragonsourcing.com
contact@aalsarraf.com
contact@aggarwalgroup.in
contact@akron-hellas.gr
contact@alafcohvac.com
contact@aln.ae
contact@andorraun.org
contact@aqua-me.ae
contact@armorinox.com
contact@aryanmining.in
contact@aspenadventures.in
contact@azhconstruction.com
contact@benzerworld.com
contact@cantonconsulting.fr
contact@cartrade.com
contact@charlymoto.fr
contact@cjeng.ae
contact@cosmos-trade.eu
contact@dahon.com
contact@damodar.biz
contact@eherex.com
contact@electri-cycle.com
contact@em3agri.com
contact@esskaygulf.com
contact@etpgroup.com
contact@flmotos.com
contact@fruktana.com
contact@gnexid.com
contact@greenchiliholidays.com
contact@haverfrance.fr
contact@heterodrugs.com
contact@hindoostan.com
contact@hydenso.com
contact@imprimerie-unal.com
contact@ispatalloys.com
contact@issuu.com
contact@iwi.co.in
contact@junwoo.co.kr
contact@lesablier-editions.com
contact@martinique.cci.fr
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contact@mediplusindia.com
contact@metracem.fr
contact@mml-sports.com
contact@naggiar.net
contact@napec-dz.com
contact@nextlifi.com
contact@nic.global
contact@ocspl.com
contact@oxfordlab.com
contact@pacificsbr.com
contact@panjiva.com
contact@parvatisolvent.com
contact@patproducts.com
contact@plowexim.com
contact@polyclip.de
contact@process-pumps.com
contact@prochima-sigma.com
contact@routens.com
contact@sheeldiamond.com
contact@sheelgems.com
contact@simplebits.com
contact@splexone.com
contact@sudershanbio.com
contact@sunshot.in
contact@tehnoinvest.mk
contact@thejaingroup.com
contact@tma.fr
contact@topspectrum.com
contact@truongthanh.com
contact@tumapumpen.at
contact@velolandconthey.ch
contact@velolandlausanne.ch
contact@velorun.fr
contact@vizagfoods.com
contact@voltampoman.com
contact@vsplimited.com
contact@weldmesh.in
contact@winora-group.com
contact@xldynamics.co.in
contact@yellowprinting.com
contact@zanade.com
contactcitroen.saida@gbh.fr
contacto@de-moto.es
contacto@importbike.mx
contacto@motobuykers.com
contacto@nec.cl
contacto@todo-auto.cl
contacto@totimport.com
contacts.fournisseurs@lafarge.com
contactus@amanaindustries.com
contactus@emech.ae
contactus@kwalitypolymers.com
contactus@mangalamdrugs.com
contactus@mirmaxengineering.com
contactus@navkardirect.com
contactus@polad.ru
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contactus@ratesetter.com
contactus@shine.com
contactus@sunsetter.com
contactus@tokohasil.com
contato@alphatech.com.br
contatos@compensadosconfianca.com.br
contatus@qualityfoils.com
content@richmond.com
contractor@blhconstructioninc.com
contratacion@jesuscortes.net
coo@ideologysoft.com
coobot@126.com
cook@math.udel.edu
coolgeke@126.com
coordinacion@caata.org.mx
coordinacion@rapam.org.mx
copromar@free.fr
copyright@issuu.com
copyright@youtube.com
corado.ana@epa.gov
corakeener@smithdairy.com
coreyr@applehousewarehouse.com
corine.dalle@standard-industrie.com
corkjobs@blitz.ie
corn@ambujagroup.com
corneliani.emporio@oslluxury.com
corneliani.taj@oslluxury.com
corneliani.ubcity@oslluxury.com
corona@corona.org.pl
corp@522capital.com
corp@celfrost.com
corp@middlebycelfrost.com
corp@thesungroup.com
corpcomm@titan.co.in
corpoffice@globusgroup.in
corporate@bmam.info
corporate@carzonrent.com
corporate@eToro.com
corporate@salsons.com
corporate@sherwinindustries.com
corporate@virtualinfo.in
corporate_communications@rallis.co.in
corporate_communications@tatachemicals.com
corporate_mog@muscatoverseas.com
corporatecom@energycity.com
correo@miguelagricola.com
corvet@corvet.lviv.ua
cosgra@cosgra.com
cosmique@cosmique-global.com
cosmos2000@sohu.com
costabrava@costabrava.org
costas@digiprint.co.zm
cotlink@cotlink.com.pk
cotspin@ambujagroup.com
cotton@precot.com
counsel@pslaw.ca
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cournon@materiel-velo.com
courrier@choquette-cks.com
courrier@ollagnier.net
covadonga@hcchotels.es
cowan@ccil.org
cp9104@sh163.net
cpfriends@hknet.com
cpintobasto@sampaiomorais.pt
cpuram@context.com
cqxiaowang@163.com
craggio@gft.com.ar
craig.levick@trinitymirror.com
craig.wallace@spencer-ogden.com
craig_hoover@fws.gov
craigm@kan-pak.com
craj@crajbcn.cat
cranes@asme.org
cranes@hajihassan.com
creatadmin@creativegarments.com
creations@shanagar.com
creceedor@creceedor.com
credpath@grahamdoddfund.com
creitzenstein@bracellc.com
cri91@free.fr
cristian@cicleitaipu.com
cristina.s@ssmoz.com
crm@cybex.in
crobertson@viridisenergy.ca
crogers@google.com
crosscloud-jobs@csail.mit.edu
crossland@somanyimpex.ind.in
crschmidt@crschmidt.net
cruiz@constructionadvocatesllc.com
cruiz@drocersa.com.pe
cruz.ignatius@ITLtravel.com
crwoods@maplemountain.com
cryovac.ukrainemkt@sealedair.com
crystal9250@163.com
cs-wave@cs-wave.com
cs.finance@iifl.com
cs.insurance@iifl.com
cs2861@163.com
cs@iifl.com
cs@reliablelogistics.co.in
cs@revzilla.com
cs@tuner.com.cn
csa@csteel.in
csail-student-committee@csail.mit.edu
csaustralia@sheppardcycles.com
cscinfo@vip.163.com
cservice-chile@sial.com
cservice@telnic.org
csg4@bk.ru
csg@csg.com.cn
cshelton@masouth.com
csingleton@singletonconsultants.com
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csla@bombaychamber.com
cslyjt@163.com
csm@ponytest.com
csmklin@yandex.ru
csouza@agro.uba.ar
csrao@gtl.co.in
cssyqf@126.com
csztmail@126.com
ct@chinactwood.com
ct@conserves-teknik.dk
cta@ctaapparels.com
ctab@iresa.agrinet.tn
cthomas@generalproduce.com
cthomas@online.ie
cti@ctisadecv.com
ctiareg@ctia.org
ctlam@paradigm2000.com
ctlim@yeos.com
ctoc@mgl.ca
cts@cts-lab.com
cts@cts-lab.com.cn
ctu300@vip.qq.com
cui@bsgautoglass.net
cuneytunal@kontekinsaat.com.tr
cuongchitruong@cuongmaiauto.vn
curtisbondltd@googlemail.com
cus.ind@staricl.com
cus.jaipur@staricl.com
customer-service@harris-performance.com
customer.service@pushys.com.au
customer.service@tsgltda.com
customer.support@lauraashley.com
customercare@digicelgroup.com
customercare@goodearth.in
customercare@imcd.in
customercare@kosmocar.gr
customercare@liraimport.com
customercare@mitsuboshi.co.in
customercare@multivistaglobal.com
customercare@netone.co.zw
customercare@petitlem.com
customercare@polymerenterprise.co.in
customercare@stanbic.com
customercare@stanbic.com.gh
customercare@standardbank.mu
customercare@surreygroup.org
customercare@tendersinfo.com
customercare@vanniafoodexports.com
customercare@welspun.com
customergrievances@iifl.com
customergrievances@indiainfoline.com
customerservice@biddymurphy.com
customerservice@crjewelers.com
customerservice@dadcoltd.com
customerservice@darrajeh.com
customerservice@gruntstyle.com
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customerservice@hitachi.cn
customerservice@motochanic.com
customerservice@precept.ca
customerservice@rileyblakedesigns.com
customerservice@royalplazadoha.com
customerservice@uniformsynthetics.com
customerserviceindia@sial.com
customerservices@ukho.gov.uk
custsvcinen@ups.com
cvany@cvassociatesny.com
cvilotti@lisciosbakery.com
cwebber@dustycloud.org
cwilso@google.com
cwjcwj2003@163.com
cwwu@tpy.com.tw
cxget2017@163.com
cxz@cs.columbia.edu
cybhdz508@163.com
cychia@qmaxtest.com
cycle.infinity@sound.ocn.ne.jp
cycle@kuwahara.net
cycle@takizawa-web.com
cyclemobilefeedback@cycletrader.com
cyclones01@126.com
cydesa@cydesa.com
cyfhhl@139.com
cying3@illinois.edu
cynthia@clubswim.com
cynthia@mbare.com
cynthia@voisinproperties.com
cyprus@cyprusmission.ch
cyprus@racingcycles.eu
cz.xu@siat.ac.cn
cz@remdox.com
czech@act.de
czeorders@sial.com
czerbe@keystonesnacks.com
czexport@nm.ru
czkt163@163.com
d-yap@dyconsultants.com
d.campigotto@riello-ups.com
d.fawaz@cphworldmedia.com
d.harrison@aiic.net
d.holm@imperial.ac.uk
d.lebedev@pcc.eu
d.moxey@imperial.ac.uk
d.mulligan@haverboecker.co.za
d22a4a@googlemail.com
d@inod.com
da123ffodil@yandex.ru
daakre@silverspringfoods.com
dac_2003@mail.ru
dactem-technologies@dactem.com
dadamafang@163.com
daddysmuesli@olypen.com
dadimp@bol.net.in
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daduce@brookes.ac.uk
daek@kth.se
daeryuk@daeryuk.com
daesan@daesangongsa.co.kr
dafeng_kj@sina.com
dahl@scherrglobal.co.za
daiconghao@163.com
daiga.bajale@vaad.gov.lv
daihoanggia@fmail.vnn.vn
daijiagang@163.com
daikaijin12@126.com
dailynice@dailynice.com.hk
daintonsonny@googlemail.com
daiqun_522@163.com
daisy@cdc-qatar.com
daisy@lff.cn
daisy_c@dinf.ne.jp
daiton@hn.vnn.vn
daivchen@sina.com.cn
dajhaveri@dajhaveri.com
dajia2000@vip.163.com
dajobe@debian.org
dalei@ing-afs.com
dalek@alfalfas.com
dalton6@illinois.edu
damir@pasabahce.ru
damodar@naturemills.com
damul42@chollian.net
dan.ackermann@rebelmouse.com
dan.stephens@matsonfruit.com
dan.suteu@mcleay.ab.ca
dan@bluestarcoffeeroasters.com
dan@bureaublank.com
dan@camanoislandcoffee.com
dan@dakotaearth.com
dan@dantrading.com
dan@flavorfactory.net
dan@lakefrontbrewery.com
dan@sheboyganbike.com
dan@westernexpressinc.com
danasteels.delhi@danagroups.com
danasteels.jaipur@danagroups.com
danbri@danbri.org
danbri@google.com
dandc@darwishandco.com
dandy@ilsintech.com
danh@ssflavors.com
danhorea54@yahoo.es
daniel-hsu@rideabikes.com
daniel.amlalo@epa.gov.gh
daniel.booy@altumengineering.com
daniel.fripp@fosterfarms.com
daniel.im@annstrading.com
daniel.smith@seminis.com
daniel.valladares@incolorec.com
daniel.wresnik@untha.com
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daniel@tamboracai.com
daniela@gotenna.com
danielag@thrivelife.com
danielg@tornatech.com
danielle@sapreciousmetals.com
danielsiu@tahitiauto.pf
danijel.gostencnik@ahkslo.si
danijela.bozanic@ekologija.gov.rs
danilelleann@googlemail.com
dannedesen-sz@163.com
danny.edwards@premiercore.com
danny28@163.com
danny@bridgeitc.com
danny@omnia.com.hk
dannys@spi-global.com
danyy@tmc-metal.com
daphne@RIDEA-BIKES.COM
daralomran@daralomran.com
darlington.musarurwa@zimpapers.co.zw
darren@investorweb.com.au
darryl@chemgritsa.co.za
darryl@jacobsendaniels.com
dartraco@touchtelindia.net
darwin@intimarina.com
das@jobsiit.com
dashley@silverspringfoods.com
datapatterns@datapatterns.co.in
datenschutz@agad.de
datwood@trilogyinc.com
dav@viessmann.com
dave.busch@oncorems.com
dave@onelinecoffee.com
dave@systrends.com
davedeg@systrends.com
daveedtan@tanbanyau.com
davel@pembina.org
davep@iit.edu
daves@phoenix-reps.com
david.coupez@ebone.com
david.elkaim@diplomatie.gouv.fr
david.qi@crmeco.com
david.scott@morganfoods.com
david.stentoft@nemont.coop
david.turahi@ict.go.ug
david.wc@mrhudsoncleaning.com
david@buchanans.de
david@china-labware.com
david@china-lutong.net
david@cyclelogicbikes.com
david@dbooth.org
david@dorward.me.uk
david@dragonflychai.com
david@fidalgobaycoffee.com
david@ilsintech.com
david@mellowvelo.com
david@mitrask.com
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david@racerdesign.com
david@rainierorganicbakery.com
david@saisei-europe.com
david@sapreciousmetals.com
david@stavebninystastny.cz
david@whitbypremiumwines.com.au
david_568@126.com
david_yu163@163.com
davidk@wellingtoncommodities.com
davidkim@ilsintech.com
davidmiss@prodigy.net.mx
davidshao@yeah.net
davidsquires@prodive.ca
davidycp@163.com
davin@schulzassoc.com
davis1pt@cmich.edu
dawn@biodynamics.com
dawn@visionsespresso.com
daysm@phillynews.com
db7825@hanmail.net
dberkowitz@sandhuniforms.com
dbpedia-discussion@lists.sourceforge.net
dbredlau@sweetharvestfoods.com
dbrewer@pitco.com
dbrooks@inside-cable.net
dbuenaventura@wjlequities.com
dbuhro@oxbowanimalhealth.com
dc-usage@jiscmail.ac.uk
dc@eurolux.co.ma
dca@aroracreations.com
dcarbtqe@carib-link.net
dcaudullo@firestopsolutions.com
dcd@gmeec.com
dcfragments@googlemail.com
dchiu@espoircompany.com
dck@bjlaura.com
dcli@bjtu.edu.cn
dcohen@elmec.net
dcook@ehs.com
dcountryman@allholding.com
ddagert@kleinsystems.com
ddanjjac@daum.net
ddevassy@vmware.com
ddmy4181899@163.com
ddmywmb@sina.com
ddrabik@upstateniagara.com
dds@tyvacuum.com
ddsgroup@ddsgroup.ro
de.tt@zone8.org
dean.veldkamp@parkersfarm.com
dean@catconverter.com.au
dean@deansbeans.com
dean@ilsintech.com
debashish@4gm.in
debayan@epygen.com
debbie@bridgesproduce.com
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debra.berry@berryindustrial.com
declan.kelly@engenisys.com
declan@decland.com
decro1@bopp.com.cn
decsis@apexmail.com
dee3@torque.pothole.com
deepak.srivastava@jindalsteel.com
deepak@namdharifresh.com
deepak@texstyles.in
deepak_khetan@welspun.com
deepakmehta@lloyds.in
deepan@kreataglobal.com
deepsingh@ecospecialtiesllc.com
deepu_zacharia@titechnologies.in
degiacomo@dis.uniroma1.it
deidre.penfold@caia.co.za
dejan@artisoft.net
dejan@soe.ucsc.edu
dekna-tex@mail.ru
dekor-mt@mail.ru
dekor@dekortextil.ru
delangufen09@sina.com
deleonf@cela.ca
delhi@akilagroup.com
delhi@gargairlinks.com
delhi@isbm.org.in
delhi@kljindia.com
delhi@mdoverseas.com
delhi@nidoworld.com
delhi@omnipol.cz
delhi@taraash.com
delhi@tendersinfo.com
delhichamber@touchtelindia.net
delixi@sohu.net
dellachen@126.com
delmore.exp@delmore.in
deltadj@paran.com
deltaent@magic.net.pk
deltaing@claro.net.do
deluxe@vmix.tv
demarchi@math.unipd.it
demas@demas-co.com
deme@retinapharmaceuticals.com
demin@addinol.ru
demircibld@demirci-bld.gov.tr
demmel@eecs.berkeley.edu
denae@foodshedfarm.com
denene@zstrategies.net
deng_888@sina.com
dengj@jsciq.gov.cn
deniasza@seedco.co.zw
dennis.berry@valeo.com
dennis@creativestudyzone.com
dennis@gollate.com
dennis@theinnovators.net
dennis_belgrado@trimble.com
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dennisg@caledoniahaulers.com
denoraspa@mail.sko.it
denv@orange.sn
der@ruschemunion.ru
derek.holland@expocentric.co.uk
derek@fermtech.ca
deriva@mail.ru
deroni@deroni.com
deropsy.p@degriffbike.ch
dert@mail.ru
derw@orange.sn
derya@deryatour.ru
desbro@desbro.co.ug
design@aura.ie
designqn@fpt.vn
desirae_gallo@mail6.blockh.im
desk@mirrorpix.com
detal-resurs@yandex.ru
deuexport@sial.com
dev-tech-xbl@mozilla.org
dev@coolcat.com.au
dev@hydrofabtrading.com
devchem@devtechindia.com
develop@internetegypt.com
devender@tajmahalrice.com
devesh@clo2india.com
devi@kamalkisan.com
devops@rebelmouse.com
devunitt@gov.ms
dexter@itcnet.ro
dey@asappinfoglobal.com
dfang@vip.163.com
dfantoni@usp.br
dfarmer@perfectfry.com
dfdk@vip.163.com
dford@smart-soft.com
dfrasca@frascallc.com
dfrench@goldbearcapital.com
dfs@fzstone.com
dfunk@powerwayinc.com
dfwparts@hagarrs.com
dfwservice@hagarrs.com
dg5886003@vip.163.com
dg@sofitex.bf
dg@zonkas.com.cn
dg_sacep@eol.lk
dgc911@163.com
dgerfen@ifpc.com
dghenson@sappbrospetro.com
dgifford@ipaddock.com.au
dglazkov@chromium.org
dglee@mtaonline.net
dgnewspring@163.com
dgoforth@ridgerunners.net
dgonzalez@haywardlumber.com
dgostele@mcfarlandclinic.com
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dgovil@dhanyatrading.com
dgpetroleumservices@townisp.com
dgrainger@senecafoods.com
dgrande@grandeinc.com
dgraves@cfaith.com
dgreen@pitco.com
dgregerson@atmc.net
dgrey@eliteparkingofamerica.com
dgrigoriy@mail.ru
dgunduz@mail.ru
dgupta@dgstravelhouse.com
dgw@swva.net
dgwgvgjg@ilos.net
dgyhjx@163.com
dh55734@primenet.com
dharmendra@deltaseeds.in
dharmendra@stalwarthomestyles.com
dharris@epimports.com
dharrison@haron.com.au
dhaughton@colepartnersinc.com
dhaval@trdcom.com.sg
dheeraj.tandon@neolitezkw.com
dheld@apacom.cl
dher@cimat.mx
dhines@masouth.com
dhiraj@dnldesign.com
dhiraj@pekon.in
dhlee@tta.or.kr
dhoble2@illinois.edu
dhpark@sunwood.co.kr
dhrodriguez@emguniversalauto.sn
dhruv.mittal@narmadabasmatirice.com
dhuang@autocenter.gd.cn
dhup.mangal@fosterfarms.com
dhxueni@163.com
dhyy2011@163.com
diamonds@groupbs.com
diamonds@shrenuj.com
diana.chavez@trazzo.pe
diana.cuan@conalgodon.com.co
diana.shaver@fosterfarms.com
diana@bigapplecar.com
diana@grainservice.com
diane@langstonassociates.com
diane@xceptionalevents.com
dianne.purcell@crdc.com.au
diannelaforest8264@hidebox.org
dibbotson@ibbionline.com
dic@digitalinstruments.net
dichter123@163.com
dichtungstechnik@ibk.de
didara@kanoon.net
didem@fabricconcept.com
diegem@avnet-abacus.eu
diego.castano@gquimico.com
diego@huckimports.com.br
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diego@lodlive.it
dieselcenter@dieselcenter.com
dietech@dietechindia.com
dieter.offenthaler@batrec.ch
digangi@environmentalhealthfund.org
digital@schofieldpublishing.co.uk
digitalsubscriptions@irishtimes.com
digitalsuccess@issuu.com
digitalsupport@philly.com
dikk@dai-ichiindia.com
diklbom@dai-ichiindia.com
diklsales@dai-ichiindia.com
dima36@mrree.gub.uy
dimitri.nasra@azadea.com
dimitri@apollostone.com
dimitris@ontologicon.com
dimple@dimplecreations.com
dimteos_has@mail.bg
dina@africagrowth.com
dina@arplastpolybags.com
dincererel@mail.ru
dinesh@dtcgroup.in
dinesh@gbsagrotrade.com
dinesh@pacific-nepal.com
dinesh@richagroup.com
dineshheda@shwetagroup.com
dinn@agni.com
dinner@uchicago.edu
dino@apple.com
diol_shop@mail.ru
dip@ccwt.cn
dipak.gandhi@rocketbatteries.net
dir@foodsafety.com.ar
dir@viniti.ru
dircomercial@deltagengroup.com
direccion@drycleantoday.net
direct@avnet-memec.eu
directbusiness@zimnat.co.zw
director@academyofhrd.org
director@editinfotech.in
director@goelvetpharma.com
director@greenbankfarm.com
director@indianexport.net
director@kephis.org
director@mataruagro.com
director@ncartt.gov.jo
director@ppo.ir
director@ppwr.on.ca
director@sandhyachemplast.in
diretoria@nagel.com.br
diretoria@rcasagrande.com.br
direzione@tecnocommerciale.com
dirkkh@menlhk.go.id
discrecional@sagales.com
dishah@kdcotton.com
diskusjon@vg.no
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distribution@wbs.ae
divex@divexmarine.com
divya@chemtradeasia.com
divyanshu@norex.in
djdj_0531@163.com
dje@tissoft.co.uk
djones@allanbrosfruit.com
djordan@lk-oilfield.com
djpark@ujinchem.co.kr
dk@brammer.biz
dk@khs.dk
dkbhosale@dpsagro.com
dkelly@skyfireenergy.com
dknaus@pacific.edu.readnotify.com
dknec@fpt.vn
dkpark@falconkorea.com
dkray@tantiagroup.com
dkroy@royimportexport.com
dksrylands@mediaone.net
dksundar@tatachemicals.com
dl_india_finance@cerner.com
dlhlyy@163.com
dlhsdxkjc@126.com
dlicona@sre.gob.mx
dlove@siwel.com
dluque@miambiente.gob.pa
dm1_kpatwari@bsnl.in
dmagnifico@teraseeds.com
dmangus@salemdist.com
dmarr@comclark.com
dmc.bcn@es.kuoni.com
dmcbcn@atlanta.es
dmcc@asianstargroup.com
dmcleod@capstonestrategygroup.com
dme@daff.gov.za
dmhq@beml.co.in
dminadeo@soydairy.net
dmitriy.leykekhman@uconn.edu
dmoad@eaze.net
dmusgrove@petraind.com
dmusil@sage.cz
dmw@co.chesin.com
dnandwani@fieo.org
dnepr@itraco.com.ua
dnl@mail2nigeria.com
dnparikh@prasolchem.com
doc.kanpur@staricl.com
doc@roscommon.com
docs@sarveshwarrice.com
docs@srbgroup.in
documents@swastikimpex.org
doebler1@smwireless.net
doelman@math.leidenuniv.nl
dofama@dofama.pl
doha@amanabuildings.com
doha@dietcenterme.com
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doha@santinisolutions.com
doina.catrinoiu@anpm.ro
dokutan@mekoshtor.ru
dolly@orgenetics.com
doloresconnolly@sterling-staffing.com
dom@dpmaree.com
domain@tui.com
domains@allianceboots.com
domains@bahag.com
domcab@connect.com.fj
domestic@soniofficemate.com
domfash@connect.com.fj
domik-63@yandex.ru
dominicc@google.com
dominick@northeastpaving.com
dominique.creuze@valeo.com
dominiquequinonez331@hidebox.org
don.crank@wvv.com
don.samuel@nutreco.com
don31@yandex.ru
don8ok@163.com
don@theworkingcentre.org
donald.eastlake@motorola.com
donald.mavindidze@monsanto.com
donald.tran@loantrader.com
donald@armor.com.tw
donald@baxus.com
donaldw@utopiaclaims.com
donate@bash.org
done-S@chinatapes.com
donelli@geismar.com
donetsk-2@agro.dp.ua
dongdunwood@163.com
dongfm@xteamlinux.com.cn
dongfu.sz@vip.163.com
dongin508@hanmail.net
dongpa@pacifictrading.us
dongquanhn@vnn.vn
dongwooele@chollian.net
dongxb@strapack.co.jp
dongxing@dongxingstone.com
dongyp@sdu.edu.cn
donna.Hewett@spencer-ogden.com
donna.tweedy@astrorepinc.com
donna@naturoli.com
donna@rnkfoods.com
donna_hy@163.com
donnam@afdis.co.zw
dooleysupport@gcs-ltd.com
doornenbals@wvi.com
dop@cugnier.com
dopico@math.uc3m.es
dor@nttpe.com.tw
dorcas@dorcasgarciadesign.com
dorenepetersen@achs.edu
doriplast@intelnet.net.gt
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doris@fastnet.ie
dorothy@henrymarineserviceinc.com
dortmund@avnet-abacus.eu
dorts@inbox.ru
dosttextil@mail.ru
doug.james@energyfuturesnetwork.com
douglas.brooks@brinker.com
douglasd@ebow.ie
douma@comercialdouma.es
dovina@dovi.vn
dowen@owenbiosci.com
downward@kikkoman.com
dowood@163.com
dpa@pratibhasyntex.com
dparab@somatextiles.com
dpc@ccir.ro
dpchen@ime.ac.cn
dpersaud@epaguyana.org
dpgrievances@iifl.com
dpgrievances@indiainfoline.com
dpjhold@eureka.lk
dplentovich@aidea.org
dplittoral@ccima.net
dpr@jamaicamission.ch
drabhimanyu@nirwanaherbalhealthcare.com
dragos_nastase@addinol.ro
dream-car.2011@yandex.ua
dreamscolors@free.fr
dreiber@tumwater.net
dreimer@drsystemsinc.com
drew@pureearth.org
drewc@stumptowncoffee.com
driesens@xs4all.nl
driscoll@udel.edu
drkotaiah@indbropoultry.com
droonkas@vn.rudolf-group.com
drosenberg@ecomtrading.com
drozdowicz@dromar.pl
drs76@yandex.ru
drupaljam@stichtingdrupal.nl
drx@google.com
dryingeng@daum.net
dryingeng@paran.com
dsbwanxi@126.com
dschulte@psg-online.de
dsharp@gasimports.com.au
dshrimankar@aabcon.com
dslee@hansoltech.com
dsmith@ecomizer.com
dsommer@comptia.org
dsoysal@berksan.com
dsq1114@163.com
dsr@pelindaba.com
dsudhakar@vinufoods.in
dsullivan@phillynews.com
dtait@biocubeco.com
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dtc@worldonline.fr
dtcanavan3@dbbecker.com
dtgm88@126.com
dttsdxb@emirates.net
dtxmould@china.com
duanchengpnr@vip.163.com
dubai@afridi-angell.com
dubai@fortune-best.com
dubai@kgirdharlal.com
dubai@vtsclima.com
dublinjobs@blitz.ie
duchon@bibus.cz
ducret@sanpedro.com.ar
ductal@lafarge.com
ducviet@vstarcorp.com.vn
dudley@soilzone.com
duffy1@mediaone.net
duga@google.com
duhai110@126.com
dukov_alex@mail.ru
duksoon@cct.lsu.edu
dumitru.visan@visand.ro
duncand@wawona.com
dungenessmeadowfarm@olypen.com
dupuis@dam.brown.edu
durmassz@163.com
dursun76@mail.ru
duschy-wyf@163.com
dushige@sh163.net
duspol@benning.de
dustour@addustour.com.jo
duval.marcjeanmarie.39@inbox.ru
duyaob@saudisalwa.com
duzhankun@ime.ac.cn
dvdc@sina.com
dveditz@mozilla.com
dverzi@mail.sdsu.edu
dvirga@abcomaintenance.com
dviteri@ad-entrances.com
dvl@lakhigroup.com
dvv@unitedspecialities.com
dvw@cefic.be
dvzenkov@ncsu.edu
dw78k@chollian.net
dwalsh@ml.tanaka.co.jp
dwelsch@westbluefarm.com
dwil@dragonwindhk.com
dwtpbru@brunet.bn
dxb.hotelquery@gta-travel.com
dxboffice@amb.ae
dxhkobe@126.com
dygzth@163.com
dylongdags@163.com
dynamik.germany@ikkgroup.com
dynatecs@korea.com
dyopaints@mail.ru
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dz3693@126.com
dzg066@sina.com
dzh@mail.veken.com
dzintars.muiznieks@maxmoto.lv
dziudan_auto@mail.ru
dzjtghb@126.com
dzlxueyan@163.com
dzm@dzm.com.co
dzs@viessmann.com
dzxdzx78@163.com
e-kfc@163.com
e-no@mwa.biglobe.ne.jp
e-pr@irisl.net
e-statement@alkhaliji.com
e.burmeister@haverboecker.com
e.galvan@unido.org
e.hassabelnaby@wihag.de
e.karimi@steelalborz.com
e.perego@octagona.com
e.r.vanstaden@minez.nl
e.sandrieser@brightfield-sh.com
e.skiba@skibainc.com
e.tinti@teknomega.it
e@glatt.com
e@shakeupproductions.com
eKotehno@bk.ru
e_vakulenko@mail.ru
eaa@addinol.ru
eabhes.france@eabhes.org
eager@zeus.eonet.ne.jp
eagle@eagle-hid.com
eagleorchard@eagletelephone.com
eajaz@masons.co.in
ealmanhin@manhingroup.mu
eam121@columbia.edu
eamojica@ucatolica.edu.co
eanderson@pitco.com
eanrd@codetel.net.do
eapen@resource.ae
eastlight@eastlight.fi
easysong@163.com
eat.italia@eatmail.info
eat@eatmail.info
eaz@mbox.infotel.bg
eb2m-mrt@asahi-net.or.jp
ebarmack@netflix.com
ebereznitsky@ellana.net
ebhar@ebhar.ws
ebifulco@totalsafety.org
ebnu@teamworkbound.com
ebomac@ebomac.com
ebradley@netflix.com
ebutzer@upstateniagara.com
ebxml-team@openfor.net
ec@alyousifi-epc.com
ec@grupoeco.cl
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ec@icj-mm.de
ecaccamise@brfoods.com
ecasanas@holadaysbarcelona.com
ecat@ecat-international.com
ecch@homeopathy-ecch.org
ecco@eccopacific.com
ecd@chieftron.com.tw
ece@gonka.com.tr
ecec@suhuf.net.sa
eceinternational@tradearabia.com
ecesb@po.jaring.my
ecg@ecgsa.com
ecga@ecga.net
echiu@imservice.com
echo@echomerx.com
echo@ytxinhai.com
ecifrandi@isni.it
ecj@americandistilling.com
eckhard.reiners@bioland.de
ecm@ecm.sk
eco-control@yandex.ru
eco@household-cn.com
ecolabel@biois.com
ecolight@xtend.de
econix@econix.com
econosto@econosto.ae
ecotech@ecotech.com.au
ecotonenaturals@gmil.com
ecs-t@mail.ru
ecta@epca.be
ecu@dominica.gov.dm
ed.lubicich@cntofma.com
ed@jslinc.com
ed@rsinfratransmission.com
edc@crawlerheaven.com
edd@beml.co.in
eddie@ggdglobal.com
eddie@gpk.com.tw
eddielee.c5@colby.com.hk
eddy.kwan@skytex.com.hk
eddys@citcusa.com
edelveis-hot@mail.ru
edfowler@fbandcompany.com
edgar@kubicsny.com
edgardeguzman@goldrenz.com
edge.connection@googlemail.com
edgo.tsl@mtu-net.ru
editor@cotlook.com
editor@iifl.com
editor@pressreleasenetwork.com
editor@thelunapress.com
editor@timesofoman.com
editorial@abtamagazine.co.uk
editorial@entrepreneurindia.org
editorial@mefmag.com
edmond@computer.org
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edmund@daher-bo.com
edo.driessen@minbuza.nl
edpl@emcochemicals.com
eduardo.manzano@tectotal.com.ec
education-desk@philly.com
edward@acard.com.hk
edwin3837@sina.com
edwin@ems-spares.com
edwin@literatillc.com
edwin@rollex.co.zw
edwink@inopia.com
ee_harryzhang@163.com
eeb@eeb.org
eepcho@eepcindia.net
eepcto@eepcindia.net
eepw@eepw.com.cn
eertan@smarttr.com
efcc@nig.org
efdal@ideagroup.com.tr
efekolday@pimak.com.tr
efep@aksarussia.ru
effca@effca.com
eforconstruction@mail.ru
eforsib@mail.ru
efrensuter@hidebox.org
efuselie@highpoint.edu
egidijus@proracing.lt
egli@wildapache.net
egombocz@io-informatics.com
eguches@sor.timberproducts.com
egypt@diners.com.eg
ehannon@powerwayinc.com
ehia@wga-hh.de
ehirani@infiniteconsultingcorp.com
ehuling@newdayfarms.com
eidelhi@bol.net.in
eiichi.hiraga@empire.co.jp
eikeon@eikeon.com
eiko@cnw.com
eil.mktg@eil.co.in
eileen@myfhhc.com
eilepomex@mail.ru
eilleen@mulligans.com.au
einaro@thor.is
einkauf@feige.com
eire@irelandtravel.com
eisinger@google.com
ejaz@sibtainholidays.com
ejr2@mediaone.net
ejurgensen@americatv.com.pe
ek@onergy.in
ekasamara@yandex.ru
ekinciler@mail.ru
ekmekciogullari@ekmekciogullari.com.tr
ekn@wtechlink.us
eko.qc@sljglobal.com
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ekofil@ekofil.ru
ekom@nww-spb.ru
ekoprodukti@ekoprodukti.lv
ekram@itcgroup.com
ektox@enternet.gr
ekush@ekush.com
el.hichem@doudah.com
elaine@fossefarms.com
elaine@yaboofence.com
elaineho@hohm.com
elaraby@idsc.net.eg
elart@lagunaproductions.com
elbosaty@modernnile.com
elche@iborrarestaurants.es
elclcd@126.com
elcomint@elcomint.com
eldhose.abraham@nestgroup.net
eldonm@melhornsst.com
eldy@longmobile.com
eleanor.li@lfdis.com
elec-standart@mail.ru
elecom@sama.ru
electra@groupesogafric.com
elena@gurlaw.com
elena@littleduckorganics.com
elenazinovieva@yandex.ru
eleven.sung@net-sharp.com
elex@nbip.net
elhami@modernnile.com
elicaa@seaf.com.mk
elif.akyuz@anatoliagenetik.com
elina@apk-technology.com
elis@mail.bg
elisa.dalgalarrondo@mvotma.gub.uy
elisabeth.hosner@bmlfuw.gv.at
elisabeth.hosner@lebensministerium.at
elisabeth@pressgraph.es
elita_llc@hotmail.ru
elitplus@mail.ru
elizabeth.tang@idwn.info
elizabeth.te@dfa.gov.ph
elizabeth@globalmediainsight.com
elizabeth@mintogrowers.com
elizhan@mail.ru
eljayshj@mail.online.sh.cn
elka08@mail.ru
elke.bernhardt@legero.at
ella-lsf@genius-chemical.com
ella@ipmi.org
ellen.ling@126.com
ellie@meetingsreview.com
elliecai@188.com
ellon@ellonhk.com
ellyn.ladd@graftonvillagecheese.com.readnotify.com
elmak@inbox.ru
elmar.klug@tungaloy.de
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elmon@yandex.ru
elmouradi.dg@planet.tn
elnile@elnile.net
elo@elo.org
elpasqualet@elpasqualet.com
elquatre@elquatre.com
elsa.ferreras@ambiente.gob.do
elsayed_abdelazeez@noor-scientific.com
elstat@elstat.ru
elt@elt.es
eltayeb@eltayeb.net
elvio@valchi.net
em@millennium-institute.org
ema@ema.co.zw
emac@risoe.dtu.dk
emad@c-cont.com
email@anton-emma.de
email@apexmachine.com
email@dongfang.com.cn
email@garimaglobal.com
email@gearboxrepaircentre.co.za
email@landmarkbangkok.com
email@simplygrown.com
email@sss-kt.de
email@tricoweld.com
emantione@pbtub.fr
emb-pmissionvienna@morocco.at
emb@emb.com.pl
emb@emb.gov.ph
embacubaginebra@missioncuba.ch
emco@emcochemicals.com
emco@zajil.net
emcoadh@eta-ascon.com
emeissyshoes@163.com
emeraude@emeraude.ch
emexit@teknoware.fi
emf@emf-fem.org
emilie.gaspar@francetv.fr
emily@dreamorganics.com
emily@lallyacoustics.com
emilywai@126.com
emissions@bunge.com
emissions@tfsgreen.com
emjordan@alanamgroup.com
emma@chemicalwatch.com
emmamathers@kabeilong.com
emmantina@emmantina.gr
emmanuel.noutary@anima.coop
emmasun@chinaluocheng.com
emmavelltd@gamail.com
emogene@kaiser.com.tw
emoses@kellencompany.com
empaquebio@ecaagroindustria.com
employer@internshala.com
emre.duru@aydinligroup.ru
emre@gurlaw.com
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emrecicin@gmy.com.tr
emrochina@163.com
emsmith5@ncsu.edu
enda.energy@orange.sn
ender_karatas@list.ru
energy@energy.gov.zw
enforcement@sec.gov.ng
engamirza@ieee.org
engelhardt@vci.de
engelinayun@mail.ru
engine@turk.net
engineer@hb-ts.com
engineer@systemsintegrationgroup.com
engineering.3e@planet.tn
engineering@sinosteel.com
engrg@wahshingref.com
enqueiries@performanceparts-ltd.com
enquire@iqpc.co.uk
enquire@pahwa.com
enquiries@aet-tankers.com
enquiries@ati.com.au
enquiries@chakatravel.com
enquiries@chromapaints.co.zw
enquiries@clean-tech.com.au
enquiries@concreteinfo.org
enquiries@davidmanners.co.uk
enquiries@ekistica.com.au
enquiries@elsteadlighting.com
enquiries@embroiderysource.com.au
enquiries@endeavourchem.co.uk
enquiries@external.lon.ac.uk
enquiries@firstpack.co.zw
enquiries@flanges-ltd.co.uk
enquiries@hct.ac.ae
enquiries@jbc.co.zw
enquiries@manica.co.zw
enquiries@muntaser.com
enquiries@orra.co.in
enquiries@passmorecycles.com
enquiries@qualitysafety.co.nz
enquiries@robinsonbrothers.co.uk
enquiries@saltwatercoms.com
enquiries@sasol.com
enquiries@savannatobacco.co.zw
enquiries@synergyhealthplc.com
enquiries@verifacts.co.in
enquiries@vrm.com.au
enquiry@abuhajar.com
enquiry@akasmedical.com
enquiry@cmilimited.co.in
enquiry@ctscargo.com
enquiry@derby-cycle.com.au
enquiry@focusbikes.com.au
enquiry@fongs.com
enquiry@hostinternational.in
enquiry@internettrademark.com
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enquiry@interwell.com.sg
enquiry@intrexkw.com
enquiry@iqpc.ae
enquiry@iqpc.com.sg
enquiry@jhanviearthmovers.com
enquiry@labuanship.com
enquiry@leedarson.com
enquiry@magnetone.com.sg
enquiry@mannsbridge.com
enquiry@rhira.com
enquiry@singmuiheng.com
enquiry@sitcoindia.com
enquiry@sricity.in
enquiry@sunchirin.net
enquiry@volgafoods.com
enriquez@jeol.com.mx
ensasj@zajil.net
enver.tunc@ugurel-ltd.com
envforest@elcat.kg
envisioncol@cable.net.co
envsusdev.dept@las.int
eoai@bol.net.in
eocana@imca.edu.pe
eoconnor@apple.com
eoinheffernan@trigger.ie
eolmeda@mexico-wto.org
epa@epaguyana.org
eparsons@google.com
epces@epces.in
epe@epe.gr
eperry@nlis.net
epha@epha.org
ephraim.kamuntu@mwe.go.ug
epinto@biomacweb.com
eprikdlilin@sina.com
eqpb@palaunet.com
eqpd@palaunet.com
equichiz@digesa.minsa.gob.pe
equipment@aaa.com.sa
er_tur@mail.ru
eratextile@mail.ru
erbika2@mail.ru
erbosan@erbosan.com.tr
ercon@ercon-india.com
erdemates@basas.com.tr
erelgazstroy@mail.ru
erelinsaat@mail.ru
erhan@stand.com.tr
eric.braganza@haierindia.com
eric.van.den.heuvel@argosenergies.com
eric2000@bk.ru
eric@arrangemyworld.com
eric@chinookfarms.com
eric@longyi-jx.com
eric@sheentek.com
ericachin@myjaring.net
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erichua8@sina.com
erickv@servicioselectronicos.com.gt
ericvokel@ericvokel.com
erik.thuring@sodhaak.se
erik@bigstar.tv
erik@kabanaskincare.com
erika.bognar@sargento.com
erin.collup@fosterfarms.com
erin@7thbonetailoring.com
erin@folsombike.com
erinhuang@carjack.com.tw
erkan.kurt@gbm.ru
erkanoruc@yandex.ru
ermakova@siora.ru
ermolino@mail.ru
ernestm@cialsanco.es
erp@everthrough.com
errigalcollege@donegaletb.ie
ershin@163.com
ertekesites@peugeot-pm.hu
ertugrul@ensartekstil.com
ertugrula@ctrgroup.ru
eruiz@aeole.tv
erwayjb@wfu.edu
erwin.arief@rohde-schwarz.com
esa.kannisto@gshydro.fi
esales@vwheritage.com
escol@mail.ru
ese1@missionportugal.ch
esen@esen.md
esf@esf.be
esgarcia@pnoc-ec.com.ph
eshimingyang@163.com
eshu.marwah@eraglobal.co.in
esin@china-sportshoes.com
esip@esip.org
esmanagers@event-source.com
esmond.lee@glorytop.com.hk
esorders@sial.com
esp@teleperformanceusa.com
espero15@hanmail.net
espigraf1@prodigy.net.mx
espoo@avnet-memec.eu
esquire@wilnetonline.net
esraerturk@berktrade.com
essegiinfo@essegisrl.com
essic@orange.sn
esskay@esskayindia.com
esstt@163.com
estal@actreu.ch
estepshoes@163.com
ester@apartamentos-bcn.com
estero@suoloesalute.it
esther.lopez@imcd.es
esther@gloriousngifted.com
esther@hikari-international.com
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estrada@claro.net.do
estu.priyo@dsngroup.co.id
estylianopoulou@environment.moa.gov.cy
esureclaims@allianz-assistance.co.uk
et@caminopr.com
etan@jelcorp.com
etapcs@eta-ascon.com
etarr@marzetti.com
etc@wga-hh.de
ethellinney@hidebox.org
ethos@mac8china.com
etienneimer@element-music.com
etiketten@marzek.at
etna@etna.cz
etno@etno.be
etorres@fundes.org
etraeger@npfss.com
eu-kontakt@mail.ru
eu@patchamltd.com
eubo@euboltd.com
eugeneliet@china.com.cn
eunec@vlor.be
eunice@beclighting.com
eupen@verviersfreins.be
euracoal@euracoal.org
euralbacom@yahoo.it
eurapac@offratel.nc
eureka-sh@online.sh.cn
eurisotop@eurisotop.fr
eurochlor@cefic.be
europe@idfl.com
europe@nichifu.co.jp
europeche@europeche.org
europromtrade@bk.ru
europullmanbcn@europullman.org
euroston@hanmail.net
eurotech@ctimail.com
eurtechserv@sial.com
eva-wang@rongwenest.cn
eva@future-shoes.com
evaluation@updatestar.com
evan@e14n.com
evanslaw@hyundaicorp.com
evaprint@narod.ru
evatrade@mail.ru
evchu@auto.irbis.ua
evelosa@colsuaves.com
evenline@tut.by
eventos@wow.es
events7611@biologicalcontrolsystems.com
events@ewea.org
events@m7creations.com
events@radeecal.in
evepebe@prodigy.net.mx
ever14397220@126.com
evergloryco@vip.163.com
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everlynm@amirankenya.com
evermerc@eml.com.hk
evernice@vip.163.com
evetcompany@yandex.ru
evettextile@mail.ru
evgeny@illinois.edu
evi@horckmans.be
evmore@pd.jaring.my
evpu@china.com
evro.stil@mail.ru
evsoon@163.com
evy@jskaisun.com
ewallace@clear.net.nz
ewallace@cme.nist.gov
ewilliams@dikita.com
excelmumbai@excelind.com
exchangeinfo@morningstar.com
executivets@zajil.net
exedy@exedy.ae
exim@damanpolyfabs.com
exim@inet-global.com
exim@nautricaexports.com
exim@soltexpetro.com
eximbor@borosil.com
eximinternational@bsnl.in
expdesk@nauticallines.com
expert800@163.com
expimp@flexindustriesltd.com
expo91@hanmail.net
expo@panasian.co.in
expor@pielsa.es
export-import@mail.ru
export-sales@alfaddaghi.com
export.pk@bata.com
export01@jinli.com
export14@aiminer.com
export5@kangrong.com
export5@sinomould.com
export8@wahfay.com
export@abacuslighting.com
export@advanceindia.com
export@alltimeplastics.com
export@altintas.com
export@ambujagroup.com
export@arcoma.com
export@asiatradingonline.com
export@autojapan.net
export@awex.eu
export@bebitz.in
export@bewl.in
export@birlayarn.com
export@celosias-celux.com
export@chinagoodsense.cn
export@chinawuzheng.com
export@cmilimited.in
export@daisalux.com
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export@dhchain.com
export@disflex.com
export@ekos.ws
export@elmarco.pl
export@fabbian.com
export@flymaxexim.com
export@ganeshgroup.com
export@gemite.com
export@golmar.es
export@goyal-books.com
export@hexagonnutrition.com
export@hongshenco.cn
export@honnypower.com
export@hunterplastics.co.uk
export@jaingroup.biz
export@jkorin.com
export@jyotisteel.com
export@kachiran.com
export@kingstonechemical.com
export@lavinapharma.com
export@leoch.com
export@libertyshoes.com
export@lincat.co.uk
export@macpowercnc.com
export@malbros.com
export@malhotra.com
export@maliaholding.com
export@marecoluce.it
export@meihappy.com
export@moustachejeans.com
export@ncm.it
export@next-products.com
export@ode.com.tr
export@orion.co.at
export@padidehshimi.net
export@pdst.in
export@pobox.com
export@rcjauto.in
export@rightlite.com.cn
export@rossarimail.com
export@shanthigears.com
export@shetl.com
export@shubhamcollections.co.in
export@sigma.cz
export@stocksigns.co.uk
export@suparnachemicals.co.in
export@superonindia.com
export@tabita.com.br
export@teamkrian.com
export@tulamash.ru
export@violetlighting.com
export@vitazfood.com
export@yaships.com
export@yololight.com
export_lpm@libertyshoes.com
exportacion@bolaseca.com
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exportkom@mail.ru
exportmanager@amvgroups.com
exports1@alokindia.com
exports2@lotus-global.co.in
exports@aachigroup.com
exports@alokindia.com
exports@amrutbrothers.com
exports@anupamcoloursacpl.com
exports@asbgroupindia.com
exports@asiatradingonline.com
exports@baidyanath.com
exports@bhalariametal.com
exports@bhilosa.com
exports@corallab.com
exports@d4surgicals.com
exports@fieldking.com
exports@fredungroup.com
exports@indiatradingco.com
exports@kisanfoods.in
exports@nhcgroup.com
exports@omantrade.co.in
exports@paltech.in
exports@pilux-danpex.gr
exports@ponni.in
exports@primaplastics.com
exports@rasnainternational.com
exports@relishagrofood.com
exports@rkdagroexports.com
exports@rupam.com
exports@sapanamats.com
exports@skag.gr
exports@snuff.co.in
exports@suryaherbal.com
exports@vsshipping.net
exportsale@mrltires.com
exportsales@acrilux.com
exporty@cnsec66.com
express@afribone.net.ml
exspert75@mail.ru
extrusion@kalexco.com
eyad@ooffice.de
eyan@eyan.com
eyenihayat@teknotip.com.tr
ezdiallo@hitmail.com
ezgi.yilmaz@tarim.gov.tr
ezhyun@yonsei.ac.kr
ezio.bombardelli@indena.com
ezra@eccopacific.com
f-iutzi@wiu.edu
f-lambda@planet.tn
f-wtc@mx8.ttcn.ne.jp
f.batshone@tsb.com.jo
f.chatila@cphworldmedia.com
f.humann@beckhoff.de
f.iino@unido.org
f.wang@krusschina.cn
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f2fmusic@free.fr
f_sm@163.com
fabian@genovate.com
fabiano@patmo.com.br
fabini2004@mail.ru
fabio.bortolotto@voges.com.br
fabrics@kkpindia.com
fabtex@tedata.net.eg
factory@almulhem.com
factory@rimbawana.com
fad@fad.cat
fadi@cedarcool.com
fair83127274@163.com
fair@gagier.com
fair@iebtour.com
fairinfo@fair.bg
fairs@egebirlik.org.tr
fairs@kmbshoes.es
faisal@tradearabia.com
falcone@mat.uniroma1.it
falowaisi@intergraph.com.sa
famigo@televen.com
fan@mail.ru
fanadek@net.sy
fangxiaohui@cimmuk.com
fangyun09@163.com
fanhuiping@broad-ocean.com.cn
fanny@fannyshoes.com
fanp636@sina.com
fanqi@ceiec.com.cn
fanshouse@sina.com
fapesp@corp.globo.com
faran@atlanticff.com
fareed.ansari@nhklabs.com
farm@libertynatural.com
farmahem@farmahem.com.mk
farmec@farmec.co.zw
farmers@markmonitor.com
farmers@pitchforkandcrow.com
farmoffice@mosbyfarm.com
farnaz@de-spec.com
faro@lorefar.com
farooq@longulfindia.com
farooq@mahmoodgroup.com
farranr@environment.gov.ki
farrellc@gov.ms
fasowaidi@qatarenv.org.qa
fasshauer@iit.edu
fast@suhuf.net.sa
fatemeh.hassibi@h-chemtext.co
fatih@aritarim.com.tr
fatih@mail.ru
fatih@tumka.com.tr
fatihkaban@mail.ru
fatima@bbcleaningservice.com
fatmadalgic@nimeks.com.tr
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faxr19@list.ru
fazil76@mail.ru
fazy2005@163.com
fbbee@126.com
fbi@cefic.be
fbk@haidariqatar.com
fboso@eng.ucsd.edu
fbraun@mozilla.com
fc.jia@siat.ac.cn
fc320@sohu.com
fcatalana@cumberlanddairy.com
fcuervo@adetech-foods.com.ar
fcvelderrain@hotmial.com
fdalesio@turbigas.com.ar
fdamico@berjeinc.com
fde@analis.be
fdwangln2011@163.com
fe2@fareastlamp.com
features-desk@philly.com
feb@feb.org
federal-mramor@mail.ru
federal-mramor@yandex.ru
federica.diamanti@mef.gov.it
federica.maritano@skf.com
federico@agroruggeri.com.ar
federico@bernardin.it
federico@sabatinostore.com
fedezik@free.fr
fediaf@fediaf.org
fediol@fediol.be
feedback-en@dawanda.com
feedback@issuu.com
feedback@mirror.co.uk
feedback@people.co.uk
feedback@secon.in
feedback@slashdot.org
feida119@163.com
feliciap@caribpr.com
felix@canadianjohn.es
felixma@126.com
feming@163.com
feng_1984@126.com
fenghuangyuan1998@163.com
fengw@coscoman.com
fengyewd@126.com
fengyong7777777@vip.qq.com
fengzhenchang@163.com
ferd@tobb.org.tr
fergon@uas.edu.mx
ferias@cadicaa.com.ar
fernando.galhego@carrano.com.br
fernando.gomez@cnffabricators.com
fernando@barcelonapoint.com
fernando@cymao.com
feroglu@erogluisi.com.tr
feron@feronlifesciences.com
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ferraro.filiberto@minambiente.it
ferryforlove@163.com
fertiliser@k-plus-s.com
festival@couleurcafe.org
festrada@kbargentina.com.ar
fethi.beyoddi@free.fr
fexner@kix.cz
feyferlik.gerhard@popolini.com
ff@sial.com
fg@dynamic.ru
fgani@ptgab.com
fgarcia@cmp.mx
fgccc@fgccc.org
fgi@turk.net
fhigsm@po.jaring.my
fhl@fhlmotor.com
fhy@ceiec.com.cn
fiberglas@busubait.com
fibers@ht-metalfiber.com
fibraex@fibraex.com
fibrosource@touchtelindia.net
fidh@fidh.org
fiec@mail.ru
fiets@vzwbasis.be
fietsherstelplaats@groepintro.be
figiefa.secretariat@federauto.be
figueroa@cableonda.net
fil@fil.com.mx
filip@filipsport.com
filip@theplanner.be
filipe.sousa@induquimica.pt
finadmin@atfp.org.ae
finageiv@unb.br
finance4@spentose.com
finance@adnetglobal.com
finance@cubettech.com
finance@economodefood.com
finance@hammadi.com
finance@masalakingexports.com
finance@naicoits.com
finance@narayanmarinetech.com
finance@nipponpaint.co.in
finance@orbitexports.com
finance@sblinfo.org
finance@vantageorganics.com
finance@wburke-lendings.com
finance@wenders.com
findsky@sina.com
finin@cs.umbc.edu
finland@avnet-embedded.eu
fiona.lo@teal.toshiba.co.jp
fionllz@163.com
fioranno@prodigy.net.mx
fiorillo@enricofiorillo.it
firadi@environnement.gov.ma
firemuse@hanmail.net
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firenze@avnet-abacus.eu
firma@dudnik.pl
firma@time-net.com.pl
firmamedienfonds@googlemail.com
first_mould@163.com
firstbees@163.com
firuit@barkers.co.nz
fisco@netnam.vn
fisher.julian@mh-hannover.de
fisheryccf@agri.gov.cn
fishfilletmachine@163.com
fishsales@saudi-fisheries.com
fiture@ifema.es
fitzfarm@wildbluecoop.com
fivetwo@pd.jaring.my
fj-jinlun@163.com
fjalonso@ieee.org
fjb@ats.co.at
fjfgc2008@163.com
fjjhjl@163.com
fjlj@lijia.com.cn
fjxj@fjxiejin.com
fksdjs@126.com
fl.li@hideagroup.com
flati@di.uniroma1.it
flavio@centurybl.com
flavius.ardelean@mmediu.ro
flc@eventoplus.com.ar
flchua@chemwealth.com
fle@cefic.be
fleons@minam.gob.pe
fleximedgmbh@googlemail.com
flm010@126.com
flope@intercommerce.com.ph
floresyproductos@prodigy.net.mx
flourmill@163.com
flowings@126.com
flp_jiaqi@163.com
fluque@gauss.mat.uson.mx
flyandfly@mail.ru
flyhbo@163.com
fm@fmadvocate.ru
fmamedov@fmadvocate.ru
fmiranda@estg.ipvc.pt
fmotlhatkhedi@sadc.int
fmqco@sbm.net.sa
fnglob@poczta.fm
fniltd@googlemail.com
focus@distinctcomm.co.in
focus@flint.eu
focus@focus-lighting.dk
focus@focussoftnet.com
fofcc@163.com
fog@foginfo.org
fok.liang@fokconnectors.com
follmann@mail.ru
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font@autocaresfont.es
food@philly.com
foods@saturn.net.in
fopro@ttnet.net.tr
foreign@net-chinese.com.tw
forestsea@vip.163.com
forklift@tvh.com
forma@forma.com.hk
formachcrane@netnam.vn
formenti@mail.ru
formentyp@who.int
foroud@em-pars.com
forrestwieder@lehighcounty.org
forsac@forsac.com.pe
fortchad@taylortel.net
fortheloveofbees@kitcarson.net
fortune.hk@vip.163.com
fortunescrap@mafgroups.com
fos277@my.utsa.edu
fossh1al@cmich.edu
foster788@skins4life.com
fosterq@gcsnc.com
fosters@vafb.net
fostersorganic@bayland.net
fostonm@cm201u.org
fotouh@gega.net
fountain_wu1445@163.com
fountaincole88@net.com
foust@ksok.biz
fowin@fowin.cn
fowings@jahouston.org
fowler4242@reumail.com
fpietrini@mexico-wto.org
fpiva@ccpb.it
fpoma@fruitcrown.com
fps-office@yandex.ru
fqfzwsh@163.com
fqgslcf@sina.com
fr@zhuobao.com
fran@jfainsurance.com
france.gravel@ecocert.com
france@mouser.com
francesca.vanzetti@codex.it
francesca@esafarma.it
francesco.brunelli@ileniap.it
franchise@blossomsplayschool.com
franchise@littleelly.com
franchise@mhc.co.in
francis@greenlumen.com
francis@group-synergy.net
francisco.alves@imcd.pt
franco.sammarchi@tesco.it
franco@francoboschi.com
francois.pouponnot@imcd.fr
francois@mozilla.com
frank.furman@furmanos.com
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frank.gibson@southernreps.com
frank.juergens@schaeffler.com
frank.lalley@govtel.com
frank.stclair@anglo.com
frank.tsao@tmc-metal.com
frank@seabreezesyrups.com
frankind2@bsnl.in
frans@impromaxx.nl
fransien@imate.com
franz@boom-lighting.com
franziska.lutz@konradin.de
fraukeweissang@terrabio.eu
fred@contactcanada.com
fred@ptscoffee.com
fred@sangleefarms.com
fred_ku@163.com
freek@astec-global.com
freematches@jackschwartz.com
freezone@infotel.bg
frei@micepoint.com
freightservices@tareq-est.com
frenchkiss@inbox.ru
fresh@spiralpathfarm.com
frialyn.lau@bnc.com.ph
friedman@bungalowentertainment.com
friendsengg@friendsenggcorp.com
frinit@frinit.cn
fritz.ruebig@friedrich.co.at
frocha@estero.com.uy
froeis.klaus@trendsport.co.at
front.office@elkhanagry.com.eg
frontdesk@wideshot.at
froszitlp_kem42@mail.ru
fryfarms@wave.net
fs.mtc@planet.tn
fsandoval@prodigy.net.mx
fscymy@21.cn.com
fshongyu@sina.com
fsnljl@163.com
fso@analis.be
ft@fteast.com
ftechno-ua@mail.ru
ftf@tut.by
ftld@ftld.com
ftr@mirror.co.uk
fts@fts.it
ftzrepair@fujitrading.net
ftzspare@fujitrading.net
ftzstores@fujitrading.net
ftzy@163.com
fu@otesports.com
fuad@nonoo.com
fufeilunshoes@163.com
fujairah@dnvps.com
fujiplas@fujairahplastic.com
fujun8288@sohu.com
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fulaz.co@ikkgroup.com
fuller@pureearth.org
fullision@vip.163.com
fullybest@163.com
fundraising@antaisce.org
funflights@googlemail.com
fungais@compcom.co.za
fuqi@fuqi.com.cn
fura.sylvain@free.fr
furong677@163.com
furuta.kiyoto@canon.co.jp
futianeiyo@163.com
future.ec@mail.sy
fuwanming1@163.com
fuyuanzongban@126.com
fvillar@ecomtrading.com
fwd7577@163.com
fwzok@163.com
fxb@epc.com.cn
fxpc.idn@fujixerox.com
fxpc.phl@fujixerox.com
fxpc.sales@mys.fujixerox.com
fxpc.vnm@fujixerox.com
fxy@xywp.com
fy@feiyun.com
fycb@pc.jaring.my
fydfgs@163.com
fyh571008@sina.com
fyland@seebio.cn
fzg@ztv.com.mx
fzugym@163.com
g-info_central@audibengaluru.in
g-subbotina@province.ru
g-w@myanmar.com.mm
g.castella@unido.org
g.mozgova@igc.by
g.mozgova@yandex.ru
g.rossi@tcaspa.com
g.szymanski@hpe.pl
g_koshkin@mail.ru
gaa@alirezatravel.com
gabortamas@citromail.hu
gabriel.caita@mcleay.ab.ca
gabriel.dominguez@crcind.com
gabriela.medina@mvotma.gub.uy
gabriele.holtmann@kamut.com
gabriele@goulue.com.br
gabriels@coras.com.ar
gahan@biddymurphy.com
gahnz@metakem.de
gaiffe@kronofrance.fr
gail@eriequiltart.com
gail@muellersportsmed.com
gailolinick@johnfmartinmeats.com
gait.boxman@tie.nl
gajanans@vitanepharma.com
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gakusyu@po.jah.ne.jp
galaxo@hotelcasafuster.com
galeria@arcadicalzada.com
galeria@elclaustre.com
galeria@estranydelamota.com
galeria@h2o.es
galeria@miguelmarcos.com
galletti.anita@minambiente.it
gallivan@math.fsu.edu
galmuli2000@hanmail.net
galoul@mail.sy
gam720@126.com
gam@planet.tn
gamdosa@hanmail.net
games_cd@sina.com
gammafil@zsk-italia.com
gamohammad@mme.gov.qa
ganesh.k@portmansenterprises.com
ganesh@asappinfoglobal.com
ganexindia@ganoexel.com
ganhua@gunflak.ocm.cn
ganove.junior@radio-freiheit.com
ganove.morphium@prodigy.net.mx
ganove.trunkenbold@prodigy.net.mx
ganove.vegas@radio-freiheit.com
ganove.vertex@radio-freiheit.com
ganoveapostel@autonom.biz
ganovedeuteronomium@nsdap.biz
ganoveglocke@nsdap.biz
ganovegrundbuch@nsdap.biz
ganovemanuskript@radio-freiheit.com
ganovenektar@radio-freiheit.com
ganoverabatt@radio-freiheit.com
gant@blomand.net
ganther.gloriana@netking.com
ganthony@acscool.com
gantner.ellen@hunterdonhealthcare.org
gao.xinhua@mepfeco.org.cn
gaocy@china-tcc.com
gaogao08@126.com
gaohui@kenal.cn
gaojl@ccccltd.cn
gaojun_spb@163.com
gaoun@usj.edu.lb
gaowenming1222@163.com
gaoxin@pd.jaring.my
gaoza@163.com
gap@uswestmail.net
garadagya@tbzmed.ac.ir
garage-durch@nsdap.biz
garage-extern@radio-freiheit.com
garage-gramm@radio-freiheit.com
garage-kiste@prodigy.net.mx
garage-olivia@radio-freiheit.com
garage.einkauf@prodigy.net.mx
garage.gedanken@nsdap.biz
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garage.mode@prodigy.net.mx
garage.wirsing@prodigy.net.mx
garagedatenstruktur@nsdap.biz
garagedreh@radio-freiheit.com
garagefuhrwerk@nsdap.biz
garagegalerie@prodigy.net.mx
garageklar@radio-freiheit.com
garagelinks@prodigy.net.mx
garagemarihuana@radio-freiheit.com
garagemiete@prodigy.net.mx
garagenothing@radio-freiheit.com
garagepfeffer@prodigy.net.mx
garant-doors@ibg.net
garao@almoayyedintl.com.bh
garay@garay.es
garaya@ccss.sa.cr
garb@uswestmail.net
garbis-art@mail.sy
garcesm@stthom.edu
garcia.francisco@timsamx.com
garcia@pipeway.com
garcia@pobox.com
garcia@uswestmail.net
garcia_asistencia_migratoria@prodigy.net.mx
gard.steiro@vg.no
gard@emirates.net
gard@squ.edu.om
gard@uswestmail.net
garden@abbahoteles.com
garden@uswestmail.net
gardener.hrovat@bar.de
gardener@uswestmail.net
gardenia@uswestmail.net
gardenjoy@sbcgolbal.net
gardens@mediaone.net
gardenvillage@zajil.net
gardesa@gardesa.com
garenas@dalbertinternacional.com
gareth@thebikeshed.cc
gargi@gargi-india.com
garias@docunet.com.py
garipali@mail.ru
garliclover@gorge.net
garry@mmtisri.com.au
garrylowder@dipasausa.com
garthr@silvanaust.com
gary.bader@utoronto.ca
gary.fan@daff.gov.au
gary.shen@uurobot.cn
gary@buchananrubber.com
gary@filmon.com
gary@freshtofu.com
gary@gorge.net
gary@importeruk.co.uk
gary@neworld.ie
gary@premiumsolution.com.au
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gary@schulzassoc.com
gary@web20promotions.com
garychan@biokehn.com
garychen@tayotex.com
garykac@google.com
garyoneill@gulfconnexions.com
garys@johnsonfoods.com
gaspik@mail.ru
gateway@pacbel.net
gatinc2@illinois.edu
gaudi@hotelgaudi.es
gaurav.chaudhary@ecocert.com
gaurav@adachigroup.com
gaurav@kgfootwear.com
gaurav@mexexhibits.com
gaurav@reliableholidays.in
gauravgupta@goldsoukindia.com
gautam.reddy@isteel.in
gavin.allen@thyron.com
gavin@ajmould.com
gavinredden@sina.com
gaxtell@kfsd.org
gaya0225@ttp.org
gazanfar@online.tm
gaziantep@tanis.com.tr
gbarbaro@masouth.com
gbdkfq@126.com
gbefekadu1@nd.edu
gbg@vdi.de
gbtextile@planet.tn
gc-mould@163.com
gcafe@gcafe.com.cn
gcastillo@labiciurbana.mx
gcc@cnqc.com
gcdr@vip.sohu.com
gcjsscb@sina.com
gcl@goldenchest.com.hk
gcolip@act-solutions.com
gcomercial@aquaterra.com.co
gcoutrakis@acmeats.com
gcpco@zajil.net
gctiep@zajil.net
gd_bamboo@china.com
gdbeimlml@163.com
gdchjl@163.com
gdcmnews@gd.chinamobile.com
gdesanctis@keywordsintl.it
gdfok@126.com
gdhdsscb@126.com
gdlichang@126.com
gdliling128@163.com
gdmgyseed@163.com
gdsdsjbgs@126.com
gdtex@gdtex.com
gdthzy@163.com
gdwzwjc@163.com
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gdzhengce888@163.com
ge-zhongjie@126.com
gear@scuderiawest.com
geeho@geelimited.com
gehrmann@technikwissen.de
geirr.sethre@active-loop.com
geismar@geismar.com
gekngo@pd.jaring.my
gemartin@ieee.org
gemzb@126.com
gen@seena.de
genel@terralab.com.tr
general@bonnyfair.com.hk
general@cedarlanelabs.com
general@cgindia.com
general@crcind.com
general@creativegarments.com
general@faidelhi.org
general@hwisa.com.my
general@kbhgroup.com.my
general@nhkeri.com
general@xmhailong.com
generator@sdecie.com
geneva@inlandempirefoods.com
geneva@stromvelo.ch
geneve@velolandgeneve.ch
gengcijituan@126.com
genon@env-health.org
genserin@genser.com
gent@avnet-memec.eu
geocon@brunet.bn
geoff@gmshort.co.nz
geoff@velosciencebikeworks.com
geoos@buaa.edu.cn
george.ionita@egger.com
george.kutty@oasisconnects.com
george.oliver@trinitymirror.com
george.wallis.19715.224@spencerogden.aplitrak.com
george@addgr.com
george@almoayyed.com.bh
george@bmail.build
george@cn-haimingzhu.com
george@crunchyroll.com
george@funwayshoes.com
george@narva.com.au
george@tripleunited.com.hk
georgecampbell@donio.com
georges@prof.ch
georgette@georgettebarnes.com
ger@garmedia.com
geral@bikesul.pt
geral@ciclocoimbroes.com
geral@kayakstorm.com
geral@missionportugal.ch
gerald@ohopt.com
gerard.joncheray@cerexagri.com
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gerardo.montanino@gse.it
gerbault@agri-obtentions.fr
gerencia@anditecnica.com
gerencia@asoppitaya.com
gerencia@ecoandino.com
gerencia@esenciasbritanicas.com
gerencia@incotecnica.com.mx
gerenciacomercial@novillo-srl.com.ar
gerfried.jungmeier@joanneum.at
geri@ggoldmanengineering.com
germana.druetto@daytravel.it
germanbotero@cable.net.co
germann@math.udel.edu
germany.info@europe.svpworldwide.com
germany@act.de
germany@shindo.com
geroni@mail.ru
ges@ges.com.tn
gesl-sympo2016@adst.keio.ac.jp
get@al-alawi.com
gezairi@gezairi.com
gf@greenfacts.org
gf@ke-burgmann.dk
gfac@vip.163.com
gfisher@pioneernet.net
gfortin@stepan.com
gfrank@omnisolutionsnyc.com
ggauto@mail.ru
ggddff779@126.com
ggomez@olecom.com
gh09@yietcc.com
gh@monchstein.at
ghaemian@ppo.ir
ghfzc@163.com
ghm@bk.ru
ghm@hz-panasia.net
ghsales@gulfhotelbahrain.com
ghtextiles@une.net.co
ghyoon@siltech.co.kr
gian.singh.glorisucesso@googlemail.com
gianfranco@fioreravenna.it
gibbs.david7@googlemail.com
gibca@gibca.ae
giebler@ibk.de
gifts@sooospecial.com
gigiena-c@mail.ru
gilbert@vcsinet.com
gilberto_bortesi@sitsrl.it
gilhespie@abacusmarine.gr
gill@differentshoe163.com
gilles@moto-extreme.fr
gillian.colebatch@health.gov.au
gilmer.rc@prodigy.net.mx
gimhani@lseducationgroup.com
gimpex@gimpex.com
gina.johnson@southernreps.com
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gina@brooklyncupcake.com
ginger@gandfsupply.com
ginkgo@techteam.com.cn
giriraj@achmecommunication.com
girish.d@bsttextile.com
girish.sethi@oberoigroup.com
girish@aquatronix.in
girish@genovate.com
girish@kcomp.in
girish@sterlingexportsinc.com
gisaca2006@126.com
gisco@giscoauh.ae
gistec@idola.net.id
git@github.com
gittos@netwurx.net
giuseppe.rossi@polyfilm.it
gjacobs@mail.sdsu.edu
gjhz@honghu-100.com
gjsm@woksm.com
gk@ninebynine.org
gkamal@ictsd.ch
gkatz@tensac.com.ar
gkjchr@163.com
gkw@gkong.com
gkyjj@sina.com
gl-print@mail.ru
gl@ftmw.com.cn
glamendola@direct.fr
glassblock@163.com
glasstechnik@seznam.cz
glastechnik@hecker.de
glendon@gibraltar-stamps.com
glenn@proply.com
glenn@skynav.com
glenn@xfsi.com
gliess@ucsc.edu
glm@capxon.com.cn
glnygs@163.com
global@globalintl.com
global@kriti-group.com
global_merchants@rediffmail.co
globalproducts@bol.net.in
globohim@yandex.ru
glory-1718@163.com
gloryco@korea.com
glow@glowpharma.com
glow@lighting.co.il
glshihui@126.com
glsj3216@sina.com
glspac@163.com
glt1949@163.com
glte@vip.163.com
gluthra@bhushansteel.com
gm2@mmclindia.com
gm@77green.com
gm@baja.com.sa
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gm@fama.com.sa
gm@giscoauh.ae
gmail@enppi.com
gmanager@beitjalapharma.com
gmathias@controlunion.com.br
gmb@warom.com
gmbgmb@smwireless.net
gmcmmi@manila-online.net
gmcorp@royalorchidhotels.com
gmed@163.com
gmflisa@126.com
gmg@mail.sy
gmi@gmint.com
gmoncada@abacus.com.pe
gmoyer@pitco.com
gmsales@gleming.com
gmsur@omanhotels.com
gmtravel@kanoosa.com
gmustafa@kamal.com.pk
gmwinner@vip.163.com
gmxhbkjd@163.com
gnm023@126.com
gnu@gnu.org
go2moe@centersheetmetal.com
goabrandcentre@celfrost.com
goconnell@winsorbrook.com
godinho@cpvo.europa.eu
godjupiter2007@126.com
godwit@fitzhenry.ca
goffy321@126.com
gohchoota@ukm.my
goisb77@joas.co.kr
gokay@inbox.ru
gokhan.pimapen@mail.ru
gokhan.uysal@mail.ru
golan@lyvent.co.il
gold-helpline@iifl.com
gold@damasjewel.com
goldencard@zajil.net
goldoctor@126.com
goldsmith@apple.com
golubeva-tv@mail.ru
golzar@hastidaroodarman.com
gonchin@prodigy.net.mx
gongzuoxinxi-gxj@163.com
gonvordauto@mail.ru
goodfortunelouis@163.com
goodway-paper@goodwayegypt.com
goodwind@inbox.ru
goody1996@hanmail.net
goodyzhaoqiang@126.com
gopal.mehra@cvi.co.in
gopco@gopco.net
gopi@adricemill.com
goran.berndes@chalmers.se
goran@fruktana.com
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gorazd.cad@go-mice.eu
gordontan@fabricpro.com.sg
goshows@163.com
gothenburg@avnet-abacus.eu
gould@ncsu.edu
goya_sh@126.com
goyal@goyal.co.in
gpappas@bestparktn.com
gparramon@ventos.com
gperez@interactivebrokers.com
gpmm@marseille-port.fr
gppliaison@etsi.org
gr.joh@yandex.com
gr@digitallaundry.net
grace@counion.com.tw
grace@marketpioneer.com
graduate@obsessory.com
gradywright@boisestate.edu
graeme.samuel@accc.gov.au
grandmtr@brunet.bn
grant.kirkup@candoltd.com
grant@the-private-office.com
granvob@mail.ru
graphix@theimagegroup.net
grassina@motoabbigliamento.it
grasslin@panelectronics.cz
grawinkel@ibk.de
grazyl@szwgroup.com
grdwsl@163.com
greece@avnet-memec.eu
green3556898@163.com
green@china-greenlighting.com
green@shanghairuth.com
greenberg@zajil.net
greenexports@brturbo.com
greenjsg@hanmail.net
greenplusenergy@googlemail.com
greenpower@mtp.pl
greenwood@webtown.com
greg.mcdaniel@motorcycle-superstore.com
greg@rueckco.com
greg@spinbikeshop.com
greg@watc.tv
gregg@greggkellogg.net
gregor.misenta@trevira.com
gregor.waldstein@gwa.at
gregor@coemarketing.de
gregr@saudereggs.com
gregsingh@fine-nj.com
grif_ooo@mail.ru
grisolia@unb.br
grjain@raj-rajendra.com
grjsc@163.com
grocha@net.sy
grof@free.fr
grosseto@motoabbigliamento.it
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group@alabbas.com
grups@casalleomorera.com
gsa@rsanand.com
gsakata@medianswers.tv
gsantiago@minambiente.gov.co
gsantini@voiptech.it
gsazb311@126.com
gsimwaka@afreximbank.com
gsk001@126.com
gslz999@126.com
gsmith@impactony.com
gsnhzhb@163.com
gspark@sebinetech.com
gsqwatch@yeah.net
gssg@gssgsailing.com
gta.mena@gta-travel.com
gth@touchtelindia.net
gtld@netflix.com
gtld@pccw.com
gtlds-nic@registro.br
gtlds-rio@registro.br
gtldscontact@despegar.com
gtlk.stm@stm.fi
gtm@srikrishnamills.com
gtraslos@economia.gob.mx
gu.li@mep.gov.cn
guangjiao168@sina.com
guangraosl@163.com
guangxiguisui@163.com
guangzhaoren@163.com
guangzhou@jntchina.com
gucci6300@sina.com
guenter.bernhart@ernefittings.com
guest@hiltonbarcelona.com
gugd@listong.com
guibin.qiu@3i-systems.com.cn
guichard@kronofrance.fr
guijie@o-film.com
guillaneuxs@who.int
guillermo.rodriguez@grouppbs.com
guiyin888@163.com
gujral@sgst.com
gujrat@taraash.com
gulfest@netocean.net
gulfship@pd.jaring.my
gulluoglu@mail.ru
gulshira73@mail.ru
gunawan.salim@sljglobal.com
gunnar.aasland@swireos.com
gunsumerina@turk.net
guobiao@zlus.com
guocx@ship.gov.cn
guodadz@163.com
guohua.deng@kingsunsoft.com
guojun.li@yxelectric.com
guojunbo@ict.ac.cn
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guoq78@126.com
guorongmin@foxmail.com
guoshizhi@lyschem.com
guotai@gtlightings.com
guoweimys@163.com
guoxy@kingsun-china.com
guozl_0605@163.com
gupta.manish@simcoauto.com
guqin2000@163.com
guralp_sales@westongeo.com
gurb@ffrc.cn
gurdeep@boutiqueintl.com
gurgaonbrandcentre@celfrost.com
gurjinder.singh@jindalsteel.com
gurmeet@irankhorram.com
gustavo@teleup.com
gustoltd@mail.ru
gutal@gutal.com
gutberlet@albilex.de
gutberlet@metakem.de
gutscmidtk@who.int
guy.de.backer@van-molle.be
guy@capefearapparel.com
guy@coating-supplies.com.au
guy@thatguysfamilyfarm.com
guzhi_zl@163.com
gw@capri.co.zw
gwalior@isbm.org.in
gwbuckley@mmm.com
gwdclibya@sina.com
gx3832419@126.com
gxcyyf@126.com
gxdymy@163.com
gxfzjssh@126.com
gxgyjl@126.com
gxhzgs@163.com
gxj168@126.com
gxm69@126.com
gxmlkj@163.com
gxnyh@sina.com
gxqmaoyi@163.com
gxseed@21.cn.com
gxsofts@163.com
gxxianlin@126.com
gxyjkwj@163.com
gy5158269@126.com
gyan@gyanint.com
gyardley@stonewallfarm.org
gychai@szu.edu.cn
gyhcf@sohu.net
gyjs@gyjs.cc
gyk@hxfoil.com
gytzak@163.com
gyzhou@scnu.edu.cn
gyzy_wh@163.com
gzarco@163.com
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gzcao@szu.edu.cn
gzecec@chinaecec.com
gzh8817@163.com
gzhtthj@163.com
gzjfh@sina.com
gzlb0291@126.com
gzpesc@163.com
gzq4488@163.com
gzqnnj@163.com
gzqsjl@126.com
gzslks@vip.163.com
gzwxt@jxzj.gov.cn
gzykjkf@163.com
gzzldq@163.com
h-matsumoto@nippon-shizai.com
h-mizutani@ml.tanaka.co.jp
h-muroga@ml.tanaka.co.jp
h.arnaout@reinhart.in
h.boudiab@cphworldmedia.com
h.habib@moe.gov.lb
h.nizam@cphworldmedia.com
h.zerobin@nke.at
h.zheng@imperial.ac.uk
h10.casanova@h10hotels.com
h10.itaca@h10.es
h10.marina.barcelona@h10hotels.com
h10.montcada@h10hotels.com
h10.port.vell@h10hotels.com
h10.raco.delpi@h10.es
h10.urquinaona.plaza@h10hotels.com
h10@h10hotels.com
h5526366@chollian.net
hLgaoShangFeng@126.com
h_ellahi@nagina.com
haarlem@brammer.biz
habeebnoor@noorenterprises.com
habeelowtradingab1@googlemail.com
habib.rafiq.ksa@zajil.net
habib_06@inbox.ru
hadas@hadasweisman.com
hadley@linkedgov.org
hafele@galagroup.in
hagrabad@abnetbd.com
hahqfz123@126.com
hai977@126.com
hai_shen@croton.com.cn
haibo.lin@china-core.com
haiceliuwen@163.com
haifashiye@163.com
haiheseed@163.com
haili.pump@163.com
hair@best.com
haixin6007@sina.com
haixundaqd@163.com
hajl@vip.163.com
hakankaya@mail.ru
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hakbani@zajil.net
hakkibasar@new-silver.com
haks-stanboulian@mail.sy
halcon611@halcon-viajes.es
haldun@dparchitecture.ru
halilcetin@mail.ru
hallgrim@increo.no
hallo@visitBerlin.de
haluk@bk.ru
hamada@tijan.net
hamadce@zajil.net
hamarket@126.com
hamburg@artebunkering.com
hamburg@avnet-abacus.eu
hamish@mauiceltic.com
hammamet.hotel@planet.tn
han.wenya@mepfeco.org.cn
han.xiong@hideagroup.com
hancoffe@hanmail.net
handongfeng2006@163.com
hang@henu.edu.cn
hangyumould@126.com
hangzhouxjy@zjfire.com
hanitewfick@akhnatontrade.com
hank.chen@orma-corp.com
hank.lin@sabinmetal.com
hankangfood@163.com
hankilk@hanmail.net
hanloc@hanloc.com.cn
hanna.korhonen@stm.fi
hannes.fuchs@egger.com
hanoistartour@hn.vnn.vn
hanoitesc@vnn.vn
hanoitoserco@hn.vnn.vn
hanpei2@vip.163.com
hans-jurgen.korte@solvay.com
hans.decanck@iminds.be
hans.j.russwurm@ruwu.de
hans.schoenmaker@corelab.com
hans@shivalikprints.com
hans@slagter.com.au
hanshen_yhg@163.com
hansourceltd@163.com
hanwha@hanwha.de
hany@usae.sg
hanyabisi_shh@citiz.net
hanyang@hyfilter.com
hanyc@jlu.edu.cn
hanzg206@sina.com
hao52668@126.com
haolong@cfhi.com
haoxianglai@163.com
happyfishka@yandex.ru
har@minbuza.nl
harald@debio.no
harald@mandersfietsen.nl
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harandi@gilanglass.com
harblastx@tradearabia.com
hardeepsingh@catwhiskers.in
hardik@vistaexim.net
hardy@sweetsupplier.com
haresh.mshinde@iginternational.net
haridwarbc@middlebycelfrost.com
harimandir@soothingtouch.com
hariram@millets.in
harish.toshniwal@morningstar.com
harish@davanam.com
harish@kbsdiamonds.com
harish@threedevents.com
harish@vps.net.in
harjit@akg-global.com
harkraft@harkraft.com
harp-n-thistle@mediaone.net
harriet@temasek.com.sg
harrod@mail.ustc.edu.cn
harry.sun@rudolfchina.com
harryzhang@163.com
harshit@fcfsd.com
harsukh@oceanfair.com
hartono_indra@id.festo.com
hasan1479@xju.edu.cn
hashem@totachi-jo.com
hashem@tradearabia.com
hasit@rolexlanolin.com
hasmath.ali@health.gov.tt
hassan.azhar@environment.gov.mv
hau@email.yfp.com.tw
haven-bigney@ctimail.com
hawk@zshongbao.com
hawkdisplay@126.com
hawker99@sina.com
hayato@google.com
haydaryerdelen@mail.ru
hayjean@hanmail.net
hayley@black-book.co.za
hazardous@scatts.co.uk
hazerb@mail.ru
hb@highland-sport.cz
hb@zjfet.COM
hbcsale@vip.163.com
hbdl@dinglongchem.com
hbfd@hebei-founder.com
hbglgd@163.com
hbguojibu@vip.163.com
hbhcgs05@sina.com
hbhj2052@163.com
hbhmnk@163.com
hbhyjl@163.com
hbi@haverboecker.com
hbiesbroeck@psg-online.de
hbjinghai188@126.com
hbjqnzyxgs@sina.com
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hbjx999@163.com
hbldwy@126.com
hbniu@szu.edu.cn
hboffice@163.com
hbqjzygs@163.com
hbshnkj@126.com
hbzweb@habibbank.com
hcarr@mintcreekfarm.com
hcatalunya@hotelcatalunya.net
hcbitt@hawaii.edu
hcc@bol.net.in
hcc@hcchotels.es
hcc@szjtjx.com
hcerrahoglu@koray.com
hcfzzx@126.com
hchzh5744916@126.com
hcjdz@139.com
hcleffi@teawolf.com
hcmc.sales@rexco.com.vn
hcrcfz@hitachi.com.cn
hcrdihwb@vip.163.com
hcs0620@163.com
hcs658@163.com
hcweb@vip.163.com
hd@cameraphuoc.com.vn
hd@citratubindo.com
hd@milliontech.com.cn
hdantkale@dnassociates.co.in
hdavies@cotlook.com
hddsupplies@jbattachments.com
hdeboard@supherbfarms.com
hdizon@newhorizonfoodsinc.com
hdl@haidilao.com
hdmj@hongdamould.com.cn
hdnguyen@eecs.berkeley.edu
hdtile@163.com
hdwcsd@163.com
hdy@tsinghua.edu.cn
headbrewer@elliotbaybrewing.com
headof@chinatex.net
headoffice@aegee.org
headoffice@byrnerental.com
headoffice@credsure.co.zw
headoffice@cwe.cn
headoffice@hepcoir.com
headoffice@meenaads.com
headoffice@pateleng.com
headq@apeda.gov.in
health-science-desk@philly.com
healthcarenutrition@k-plus-s.com
heapland-ltd@ctimail.com
heath@the11inc.com
heather@helpforibs.com
heba.ezzat@brightspark.ae
hebgs@crmsc.com.cn
hebo@sh-hebo.com
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hector.bilbao@masisa.com
hedlin@hedlinfarms.com
hedy_ye@163.com
hehong@hdu.edu.cn
heidi.schomaker@hoyer-group.com
heike@ropag.de
heimaowang@126.com
heiner@syntesa.eu
heinrich@events-magazine.de
heinz@noegel.de
heiyong@ime.ac.cn
helcio.tokeshi@fazenda.gov.br
helen.regan@ucr.edu
helen@ajmal.net
helen@diw.go.th
helen@kaifengelectric.com
helen@mht-ag.de
helen@micocooling.com
helena@sthonesty.com
helihwh@sina.com
helily@aliyun.com
helios-info@tut.by
helios@helios.sk
helios@heliospolska.pl
helle@kmsc.dk
hello@bmcconceptstore.be
hello@crowdpolicy.com
hello@davinci-ireland.com
hello@gen.xyz
hello@greenfarmagro.com
hello@sunenergy.com.au
hello@theout.fit
hello@unikupid.com
hello@wifianglais.com
hello@zipato.com
helms.greg@epa.gov
helmy.abouleish@sekem.com
heloisa@panrotas.com.br
help@buy4now.ie
help@heliosvoting.org
help@tech-guy.info
help@yeepay.com
helpdesk@payserv.co.zw
helpdesk@thedogline.com.au
hema@nauticallines.com
hema_jaikumar@fineorganic.com
hemal.shah@continental-corporation.com
hemant.kulkarni@jsw.in
hemant.sanganeria@tejora.com
hemant@mounthillrealty.com
hemantj@olivermcinroy.com
hemen@samexagency.com
heng.nareth@online.com.kh
hengae@behnmeyer.com.my
hengtongchaji@163.com
hengxindianzi@163.com
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hengyashoes@vip.163.com
hengyuanmuyie@163.com
henkjan.bakker@minbuza.nl
henning.scholtz@ral.de
hennlich@hennlich.ru
henri@naccanil.fi
henriyue@188.com
henry.china@gielight.com
henry.story@bblfish.net
henry@advantagebotanicals.com
henry@hasson.net
henry@hjmartinelectric.com
henryhuang@vip.163.com
henryleung.lj@lifung.com.hk
henrym@foreign.gov.tt
henrywy6@163.com
hepc@hepcindia.com
hepsiba.bala@ifmr.co.in
hera@sunnychem.co.kr
herbals@lupinworld.com
herbas@nurteknik.com
herbosa@vip.163.com
herbs@healingspiritsherbfarm.com
herbs@mos.com.np
herbseed@chol.com
hergeng@hergeng.com.tw
herine.regula@ifmr.co.in
heritage_admin@dodi.com
herlev@avnet-abacus.eu
herlev@avnet-memec.eu
herm@dimecitycycles.com
herman123@hkbn.net
hermi@math.arizona.edu
hernan.quiroga@proxtv.com.ar
hero@eecs.umich.edu
hero_arc@163.com
heroldballa@gamail.com
herson.sentosa@seaweed.co.id
hertz-ep@kho.kanoosa.com
herzberg@clib2021.de
hetianabudan@126.com
heuropark@nnhotels.es
heurtey@heurtey.in
hewei08@163.com
hezc@qingdaonews.com
hezhangru@126.com
hezhaojia@163.com
hf-adria@jssjakarta.co.id
hf08@hongfengshoes.com
hfb@hfbfood.com
hfeng8@iit.edu
hforaete@govnet.gov.fj
hftu@ftc.gov.tw
hfutcsc@163.com
hfxd@163.com
hfzy8888@163.com
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hg.kopetz@netway.at
hg@jedonline.com
hgarcia@tepal.org
hgodinho@blm.com
hgonzalez@altervida.org.py
hgpark@pkvalve.co.kr
hgranvia@nnhotels.es
hgtx@hg2000.com
hguolin@sina.com
hhangari@ptechtrading.com
hhbcsfu@163.com
hhecnd@hhecworld.in
hhg@goelscientific.com
hhjl@hhu.edu.cn
hhlwgs@163.com
hhoward@askhollyhow.com
hhpark@samjinnut.co.kr
hhreinf@hajihassan.com.bh
hhsj199@163.com
hhwankim@hanarotr.co.kr
hickman@web-access.net
hideki@ceravisionkato.com
high-tech@motul.com
hikmet.ayvazoglu@metamarmarble.com
hilalpmg@zajil.net
hilary.xiao@aliyun.com
hilaryscd_dlpchem@163.com
hilde@increo.no
hildegarda@mail.ru
him-service@mail.ru
himanshu.vaghani@eurocl.com
himpost_m@mail.ru
himregion@mail.ru
himtreidnn@mail.ru
hire@srivenkateshwaragenerators.com
hirokazu_takeuchi@ihi.co.jp
hisarmakina@ttnet.net.tr
hisham_b@emirates.net
hishmeh@alltempinsulation.com
hisway@kems.net
hiszein@zeineldein.com
hitech@kg21.net
hiten.shah@kirloskar-electric.com
hiten@royalpetrochem.com
hito99@163.com
hitoshi@maruzencoldstorage.com
hjgczxgs@163.com
hjingbo@ttc9.com
hjj6696@hanmail.net
hjlee@veterantour.com
hjm-den@tsinghua.edu.cn
hjpzyb@163.com
hk0123@citiz.net
hk@ankitgems.com
hkaur@komalherbals.com
hkbatra@imr.in
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hkccc@hkccc.org
hkcsc@hkg.fujixerox.com
hkdelier@163.com
hkhalifeh@bci.ps
hkirolos@usafinance.rbinternational.com
hkkang@nongwoobio.co.kr
hkkd@keda-cam.com
hkny_88@163.com
hkoo@ajou.ac.kr
hkorkmaz@ada.net.tr
hkosasih@citratubindo.com
hkran@kier.re.kr
hl@carlstahl.no
hlewis@hlncc.com
hljfsy@163.com
hljsnj@hlj-am.com.cn
hljt2286@sina.com
hlw2000@126.com
hlx1017@126.com
hm@hminternational.com.cn
hma@cefic.be
hmalhotra@panchmahalsteel.co.in
hmhsw@126.com
hmiethe@organicbynatureinc.com
hmkim@nuriind.kr
hmorovati@arvinholding.com
hmutlu@boscafashion.ru
hn-xtdk@vip.163.com
hnakano@affrc.go.jp
hnasrollah@abniroo.com
hnbiswyjs@126.com
hnchunsheng@163.com
hneild@unfi.com
hnfjsj@126.com
hngj-tl@163.com
hngl1998@163.com
hngm@sina.com
hngtyx@163.com
hnguyen5@trinity.edu
hnh@hchtwn.com.tw
hnhqp@vip.163.com
hnhs_2007@126.com
hnjnmy@163.com
hnjydsh@163.com
hnlxjlgs@vip.163.com
hnlystone@sina.com
hnnyjcz@163.com
hnoor@noorinc.com
hnovatt@jasonoffice.com
hnsjkj@126.com
hnstxgcj@sina.com.cn
hntysj@163.com
hnwtxf@163.com
hnxinguang888@sina.com
hny99@126.com
hnyj07@163.com
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hnyj1270@sina.com
ho@carlstahl.no
ho@intimefire.com
ho@naser-group.com
ho@nicbm.com
ho@perfectfilaments.com
hoangphuong.co@fpt.vn
hochiminh2@shindo.com
hodcci@y.net.ye
hoeij@mail.math.fsu.edu
hoffice@sutlej-rtm.co.in
hoheneich@backhausen.com
hohot@126.com
hola@foodwinetours.com
hola@mibamuseum.com
holing@hefurniture.com
holly@figandpigcatering.com
holly@finlit.com
holly@gcomsoft.com
hollywed@execulink.com
holoubek@recetox.muni.cz
holzwickede@avnet-memec.eu
hom@waseet.com
homangal@murphylightings.com
home@widderhotel.ch
homecare-ii@imcdgroup.com
homecredit@homecredit.cz
homedesign07@mail.ru
homestarlight@163.com
homoeo@sintex.co.in
homs-refine@mail.sy
honey@hkhoney.com
hong3526@hanmail.net
hong@belserco.com
hongda04@wz-hongda.com
hongda@bricktilemachine.com.cn
hongkong@nw.com.hk
hongkong@shindo.com
hongkong@vipac.com.au
honglianjin2003@hanmail.net
hongwei@mappedin.ca
hongye3338@126.com
hongyujl@163.com
honor@honor.eu
honorseed0701@honorseed.com
hopcheong@ctimail.com
hopedai@mail.ru
hopewell@hopewell.com.cn
hopkin@eatmail.info
horim@res.kutc.kansai-u.ac.jp
horizzon@bol-online.com
hortmeyer@baumwollboerse.de
hortus@hortus.org
hosconst@sbm.net.sa
hostcs@host.sg
hosteloneparalelo@onehostel.com
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hosting@jweiland.net
hotel@hmediterraneo.com
hotel@hotelprincipal.es
hotel@mymca.org.sg
hotelalguernou@domus-hoteles.es
hotelconcept@voglauer.com
hotelportafira@h-santos.es
hotline@feige.com
hou@cms.caltech.edu
houryaboukaram@silverstar.com.lb
houxinyuegl@163.com
houyingjituan@163.com
howardwu@grandiacorp.com
howden3t@emirates.net
howie@howiefrommaui.com
howsonton@163.com
howsy@tp-led.com
hparalel@nnhotels.com
hpark@dramafever.com
hpk@fdcindia.com
hpliguang@163.com
hps@hpslex.de
hpzdh01@163.com
hq@kuport.com.my
hqfinance@medgenome.com
hr-de@pulcrachem.com
hr.stcl@supreme-companies.com
hr.tor@raincarbon.com
hr.vizag@raincarbon.com
hr7678@163.com
hr@amg.bh
hr@assisioges.com
hr@cbbankmm.com
hr@cdsg.com.mm
hr@cybex.in
hr@flinthyd.com
hr@pbltd.in
hr@resource-logistics.com
hr@retailon.net
hr@sembolinsaat.com.tr
hr@supersevenstars.com
hr@tektreesystems.com
hr_recruiting@pouchen.com.mm
hrb-qy@sina.com
hrc@mail.deanshoes.com
hrd@bi-bh.com
hrd@krahejagroup.com
hrho@orchidpharma.com
hrhovhannisyan@mineconomy.am
hrindia@xldynamics.com
hrishikesh.shashi@speridian.com
hrishikesh@phoeniks.co.in
hrm@zlprc.com
hs-sports-inbox@philly.com
hs@huashuo-led.com
hscdqd@163.com
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hschot@anecto.com
hse@tjhse.com
hservices@earthdome.com
hsfindo@hsfindo.org
hsh4148@hanmail.net
hsjlb@yhjsgs.com.cn
hslctc@163.com
hslee@goodnews.or.kr
hsm@maniarrs.com
hsn@lighting-part.net
hst_00@163.com
hsteen@mozilla.com
hsw@headwear.com.au
hswood@126.com
hsycxc@163.com
ht_kl@sina.com
hta@google.com
htaheri@petronscientech.com
htbanks@ncsu.edu
htd@htdco.com
htd@touchtelindia.net
htdq@gzhtdq.com.cn
htexpo@lmt.kiev.ua
htg99aouf@net.sy
htqt-imm@hn.vnn.vn
htr@haverboecker.com
htrading@prodigy.net.mx
httzgd@163.com
hu480815@163.com
hu@gurki88.com
hu@otesports.com
hu__xiaoli@126.com
huabao@huabaostone.com
huachang@hc1938.com
huachisy@vip.163.com
huaer6584083@163.com
huafang_72@163.com
huajinwjko@163.com
huajunsir@zju.edu.cn
hualingdoors@163.com
huamaojiangliming@163.com
huang@tool-world.com
huang_chang@163.com
huangcheng0315@163.com
huangcheng6168@163.com
huangex.am97g@g2.nctu.edu.tw
huangguseed@163.com
huanghaib@waterwei.com
huanghaiship@163.com
huangjin@szu.edu.cn
huangjun@tsinghua.edu.cn
huangjx.sale@truly.com.cn
huanglinsen@china-cdig.com
huangml@hmmmc.net
huangnaitai@sina.com
huangshb@most.cn
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huangzaotang@163.com
huanminzh@163.com
huantaijianshe@sina.com
huatingmould@163.com
huawen6688@sina.com
huaxiawater@163.com
huaxinbgs@163.com
huaxiong@hanmail.net
huaya@hydyplst.com.cn
huayehb@163.com
huazhigd@163.com
hubeichuyu@139.com
hubixia126@126.com
hubli@ambujagroup.com
hudeibs@163.com
hudi@cncie.com
hudongliang@idear.com
huening@ibk.de
hufengqf@163.com
hugo.diaz@gpodesamex.com
hugo.luna@masisa.com
hugong@hugong.com
huhai@crecg.com
huhuipinglx@126.com
hui.chen@csc100.com
huigunongye@126.com
huihuang@Huihuang-packing.com
huijin2009@yeah.net
huili@sh-huili.com.cn
huipiaodongdiyun@163.com
huishou28@163.com
huitao1126@opt.ac.cn
hujm_2008@163.com
humaobin@ustc.edu.cn
hungemb@net.sy
huntervalley@vipac.com.au
huoghua@126.com
hurt@rider.com.pl
husek@inekon.cz
husqvarna@kk-juki.com
hussain@granularity.net
hussain@nimr.om
hussayntaurusgrundebesitz@googlemail.com
hussein@baroom.com
huta-sete-ad@sbm.net.sa
huyennt@rfd.gov.vn
huyugxy@163.com
hvelasquez@raaa.org.pe
hvera@rapidan.com
hw984@163.com
hw@cjcc-china.cn
hwatai@brunet.bn
hwbc@zajil.net
hwchina@188.com
hwj8696@126.com
hwm@hwmstone.com.cn
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hwtco@mail.ru
hwy-gz@vip.163.com
hx7007@163.com
hxfyr51@163.com
hxjx@vip.163.com
hxqhbzhj@163.com
hxseed888@163.com
hxsjhdj@163.com
hy-giant@163.com
hy.stone@163.com
hy5253@sina.com
hyangjen@daum.net
hyatt@apple.com
hychong@macrogen.com
hyd2_asholek@bsnl.in
hydepark@bicycle-central.com.au
hyderabad@isbm.org.in
hyderabadbrandcentre@celfrost.com
hyf1997_2005@163.com
hyg0919@163.com
hykoh1@leehyobio.com
hyn12345@yeah.net
hyonjintape@korea.com
hyopto@163.com
hyowon@knou.ac.kr
hypark1212@hanmail.net
hywu@sym.com.tw
hyxinheng@126.com
hyz800@sina.com
hz@shanshantea.com
hzcn5001@163.com
hzd@hangzhougasket.com
hzgsb0308@163.com
hzjinwu@126.com
hzyanglili@163.com
i.ahmed@partinchem.com
i.avramikos@polyeco.gr
i.chehabeddine@cphworldmedia.com
i.gueler@alpi-software.com
i.kaya@mail.ru
i.mihailova@iritrade.com
i163i163@126.com
i@megamir.ru
iaas@iaasworld.org
iab@propertyfile.net
iaca.hq@iaca.be
iacpr@gefaehrdetenhilfe.de
iamdir@iamb.it
iamzhengweiping@126.com
ian.macauley@eaton-williams.com
ian@brunetteindustries.com
ian@dynaflo.com
ian@milltechdigital.com
ian@triumphnz.co.nz
iarpma@inpaper.com
iasayegh@iscksa.com
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iasl@agriwatch.com
iayaf@max-film.com
ib@dubus.fr
ib@tecnokem.com.ar
ibarrera@albavision.tv
ibd.tradeadmin@itc.in
ibd@ibdoman.com
ibenham@rnli.org.uk
ibiztour@ibiztour.com
ibrahim.shafii@brsmeas.org
ibrahim.yesildal@erih.com.tr
ibrahim@logitransport.com
ibrahimergin@erelgroup.com.tr
ibrahimflavogpt@dataxprs.com.eg
ibrai@list.ru
ibram@ibramoman.com
icann.registrypoc@dealer.com
icann@trademarkdomain.com
icd@heisco.com
icecream915@sina.com
iceplus@newmanhome.net.au
ichimorik@who.int
icmaster@icmaster.com.hk
icml@carib-link.net
icox@lvisioneer.com
id-eigyo@koken-boring.co.jp
ida@chagrinvalleysoap.com
ida@cnyongyao.com
idasaev@shell-yug.ru
idbarrio@rubitools.us
idcltres@intelnet.net.gt
iddero@iddero.com
ide@ide.es
idea@sbm.net.sa
ideal.sanitaire@planet.tn
ideal@agnionline.com
ideal@idr.com.cn
idemidow@mail.ru
idic@fpt.vn
ido@adiaro.com
idocontact@idodiffusion.com
iepto@xuedagroup.com
ietf-web@cnri.reston.va.us
ietf@adambarth.com
ietf@google.com
iexone@iex.nl
if@ivanfreaner.com
ifieceurope@ifieceurope.org
iflytek@iflytek.com
ifmpl.accounts@jharjai.com
iftekhar@ruksh.com
igg@minbuza.nl
igorfactory@163.com
igortihomir@yandex.ru
igrigorik@google.com
iguzzini@quest-light.eu
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ih@imo.ch
ihabec@zajil.net
ihbgroup@163.com
ihhwa@hitel.net
ihlee@etnews.co.kr
ihm@neda.net
ihr@sodetel.net.lb
iicci.delhi@indiaitaly.com
iicci@indiaitaly.com
iiefzco@iiegroup.com
iijw@gjepcindia.com
ikaros@tradearabia.com
ikbal@mail.ru
ikeya@ikeya-int.co.jp
ikgomnkhkhkhk@yahoo.co.jp
il2v@virginia.edu
ilham.mohamed@environment.gov.mv
ilham_klemsan@mail.ru
ilhanbayar@mail.ru
ilker.sinar@pareks.com.tr
ilkere@aksarussia.ru
ilmari@google.com
ilsintech@ilsintechindia.com
ilsintechkolkata@ilsintechindia.com
ilyasgok@yapiser.com
imad.matta@bcclogistics.com
imai@b-grow.com
imary@google.com
imassis@tagi.com
imbcamskyc@163.com
imc@tradearabia.com
imeco@imeco.at
imepel@imepel.com.br
imex-agro@ukrpost.ua
imex@hanimex.com.vn
imexa@vip.163.com
imjinhyeok@youlchon.com
immigration@iicenter.org
immotech@orange.sn
imo@imo.ch
impart.kol@impart.co.in
impart.mum@impart.co.in
impdesk@nauticallines.com
imperbit@alyousuf.com
impexp@shineray.com
import.kimex@vietchem.com.vn
import@aqsaliving.com
import@faceimpex.com
import@gmsyntex.com
import@kalingastone.com
import@kalleh.com
import@nevir.es
import@rkb.co.in
import@ruttonsha.com
import@saivana.com
import@tepta.com
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import@zalmout.com
imports@almarmar.net
imports@ceiisa.com
imports@sonee.com.mv
imran.ghayas@ahmednhasan.com
imran@daffodilnet.com
imran@habib.com
imranuyavsayev@vesbo.com
imt@abxm.pl
imzaruscom@mtu-net.ru
inaba@inaba.us
inbio@inbio.ee
inbox@bagsdiva.com
incise@szu.edu.cn
incotex@incotex.ru
increo@increo.no
inde@Pravda.sk
inderdeo.bhatt@cselectric.co.in
india@act.de
india@btlnet.com
india@crcind.com
india@cslmoly.com
india@gulfpetrochem.com
india@shikhar.com
india@technorelief.com
india@turbocam.com
india@unitedsalt.co.in
indianvaluers@iov.co.in
indibra@intercable.net.ve
indonesia@ilsintech.com
indonesia@mitrask.co.in
indore@ambujagroup.com
indore@isbm.org.in
indore@nidoworld.com
indrek.ester@bbtechnics.ee
indsales@alfauv.com
industrietechnik@klinser.co.at
industry@csail.mit.edu
industry@k-plus-s.com
indwandwe@sea.org.sz
indy@gft-kw.com
infi3@beasystems.com
info-argentina@sial.com
info-ch@lafargeholcim.com
info-de@plancal.com
info-labo@antianti.com
info-newgtld@bbva.com
info-sales@os-edge.com
info-tech@nacalai.co.jp
info.Middle_East@carlson-europe.com
info.aac@kazema.com
info.abudhabi@trouvaycauvin.com
info.apco@almutlaq.com
info.at@velox.com
info.bandung@kuehne-nagel.com
info.bangalore@pruksa.com
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info.bb@grouppbs.com
info.bb@kazema.com
info.bcnmar@attica21hotels.com
info.ca@lafargeholcim.com
info.ccibw@ccibw.be
info.central-east@verbatim-europe.com
info.cn@q-lab.com
info.concrete@lafargeholcim.com
info.consumatori@continental-corporation.com
info.cr@grouppbs.com
info.cz@crcind.com
info.cz@velox.com
info.dammam@trouvaycauvin.com
info.de@crcind.com
info.de@edcllc.com
info.de@raincarbon.com
info.demorindustria@ademorigroup.it
info.denmark@husqvarnaviking.com
info.dubai@cemex.com
info.east@verbatim-europe.com
info.eeec@erosgroup.ae
info.elektro@fraenkische.de
info.es@crcind.com
info.es@velox.com
info.eu@q-lab.com
info.fi@crcind.com
info.finland@husqvarnaviking.com
info.fr@crcind.com
info.fr@velox.com
info.france@verbatim-europe.com
info.germany@seu.konicaminolta.eu
info.germany@verbatim-europe.com
info.gi@glamox.com
info.gorteks@mail.ru
info.gt@grouppbs.com
info.hamburg@kuehne-nagel.com
info.hn@grouppbs.com
info.hongkong@synergyhealthplc.com
info.hu@crcind.com
info.iiflmf@iifl.com
info.imexo@googlemail.com
info.indonesia@kas.de
info.it@synergyhealthplc.com
info.italy@verbatim-europe.com
info.jakarta@kuehne-nagel.com
info.jm@grouppbs.com
info.kali@ks-polska.com
info.kitchener@kuehne-nagel.com
info.km@kazema.com
info.ksa@orkila.com
info.lhr@dwp.com.pk
info.lwn@liebherr.com
info.manama@trouvaycauvin.com
info.ms@kazema.com
info.nl@glamox.com
info.nl@grolman-group.com
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info.nl@lightspeedhq.com
info.nl@velox.com
info.nl@verbatim-europe.com
info.nl@wabco-auto.com
info.no@grolman-group.com
info.nordic@verbatim-europe.com
info.norway@husqvarnaviking.com
info.norway@lonne.com
info.pg84@royalhotels.es
info.pl@crcind.com
info.pl@velox.com
info.rc@kazema.com
info.rivolirambla@grupserhs.com
info.rs@rohde-schwarz.com
info.ru@mkmusavirlik.com
info.sales@ari-armaturen.com
info.schlafhorst@saurer.com
info.se@crcind.com
info.semarang@kuehne-nagel.com
info.severtar@raincarbon.com
info.solocity@kuehne-nagel.com
info.steelway@jindalsteelway.com
info.surabaya@kuehne-nagel.com
info.sv@grouppbs.com
info.sweden@husqvarnaviking.com
info.technovaa@darvesh.com
info.tr@kazema.com
info.trading@cementia.lafarge.com
info.uit@raincarbon.com
info.uk@crcind.com
info.uk@lightspeedhq.com
info.uk@verbatim-europe.com
info.verl@gfr.de
info.zel@raincarbon.com
info02@xcyaan.com
info1@sncchemicals.com
info@01destinations.com
info@123asm.com
info@2d.com.tr
info@2ipatsnyc.com
info@2wheels.be
info@3rsgt.com
info@48x17.com
info@4ride.ru
info@503corp.com
info@7holmov.com
info@7star-ocean.com
info@9granados.com
info@ARCom.com.bd
info@AristocratShadeProducts.com
info@BAGelectronics.com
info@BarcelonaGuideBureau.com
info@Cellpack.nl
info@ExtremeBearing.com
info@GiftsFromIreland.com
info@Gleeble.com
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info@Importa.nl
info@LINKSrechts.de
info@OpenLinesNY.com
info@Parsiantrade.com
info@ProntoPromotions.com
info@Soigneur.dk
info@UFXBank.com
info@Valvoline.nl
info@a-bugshangroup.com
info@a2cg.it
info@aadtra.com
info@aafsaudi.com
info@aaltex.com
info@aaronshum.com
info@aartigroup.com
info@aasiasteel.com
info@abaadwood.com
info@abacbarcelona.com
info@abacusbusinessproducts.com
info@abacusmarine.gr
info@abbike.nl
info@abdindia.com
info@abiliobikes.com
info@abmotoshop.com
info@acacontracting.net
info@acastellbisbal.com
info@accellbisiklet.com.tr
info@accessibility.nl
info@accords-croises.com
info@accrueindia.com
info@acculux.de
info@acgdubai.com
info@acgintl.net
info@acico.com.kw
info@acme-world.com
info@aco.ae
info@acornuae.com
info@actec.com.cn
info@actioncancer.org
info@acv.co.jp
info@acwmag.com
info@adachigroup.com
info@addinol-odessa.com.ua
info@addinol-tver.ru
info@addinol.by
info@addinol.kz
info@adeeb.com
info@adelightproduction.com
info@adels-contact.de
info@adoz.cz
info@adrienneproductions.com
info@adriluxlighting.com
info@adv-bio.com
info@advancedfutures.com
info@advancedsolutionz.com
info@advancegulf.com
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info@advinus.com
info@adwaasign.com
info@adwanchem.com
info@ae.pepperl-fuchs.com
info@aenor.com
info@aeonlighting.com
info@aerosol.org
info@aertsactionbike.be
info@aetjapan.com
info@af-ioannidis.gr
info@af1racing.com
info@afairs.com
info@afasseq.com
info@affiloverseas.com
info@agama.net
info@aghg.in
info@agitech-eg.com
info@agnaturalperu.com
info@agomotors.hu
info@agriton.be
info@agriton.nl
info@agroinfo.com
info@agromex.gr
info@agroruggeri.com.ar
info@ags.ru
info@agtsamara.ru
info@aguesport.com
info@ahbqatar.com
info@ahelco.com.sa
info@ahg.com.sa
info@ahkdubai.com
info@ai.aiesec.org
info@aico.com.sa
info@aihk.ch
info@airliquide.com
info@airmaster.ae
info@airtech.com.bh
info@ait-online.de
info@aitsmena.com
info@ajan.ru
info@ajshoe.com
info@ajzlgroup.com
info@akaza.net
info@akdenizotomotiv.com
info@akikdyechem.com
info@akilcorporation.com
info@aklo.com
info@aksarussia.ru
info@aksbearing.com
info@aksugar.ae
info@al-borj.com
info@al-halabi.com
info@al-jazeerapaints.com
info@al-jebrini.com
info@al-sulaimi.com
info@al-wessam.com
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info@al-zeera.com
info@alahlea.com
info@alainaes.com
info@alaindustries.com
info@alam-maritim.com.my
info@alamdar.com.sa
info@alamdubai.com
info@alaminbank.com
info@alandalusia.com
info@alaskaexportsindia.com
info@alawama.com
info@alayaanexports.com
info@albakri.com
info@albanilighting.com
info@albayanco.com
info@albayed.com
info@albergen.it
info@albilex.de
info@alcambarcelona.com
info@alestamumessillik.com
info@alexandrehotels.com
info@alhaleefgroup.com
info@alhamadtrading.com
info@alhokair.com
info@alireza.com
info@alirezatravel.com
info@aljawdahgroup.com
info@alkor-s.ru
info@alkuhaimi.com
info@alldomestics.com
info@alleluiaprints.com
info@allertex.co.uk
info@allscience.co
info@allstarpsychics.co.uk
info@allusign.com
info@alma-fashion.com
info@almanee.com
info@almaplenabeachresort.com
info@almarjeiaenergysolutions.com
info@almatec.com
info@almuhandis.com
info@almusairiey.com
info@almutlaq.com
info@alnafea.com.sa
info@alnahdigroup.com
info@alnasser.info
info@alnemer.com.sa
info@alnus.cz
info@alomair.cc
info@alpha1estates.com
info@alrakhis.com
info@alrowad.biz
info@alsanie.com
info@alsarh.com
info@alshanifi.com.sa
info@altayyapi.com
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info@altex.de
info@althaus-ag.ch
info@alwatanieh.ps
info@alyahya.com
info@alzheimer-europe.org
info@aman-a-textile.de
info@amathusoil.com
info@amazing-income.co.uk
info@ambeyenterprises.com
info@ambicasteels.com
info@ambujagroup.com
info@ambujaindia.com
info@americanboss.com
info@amirnia.com
info@amitechindustries.com
info@amphitech.de
info@amphray.com
info@amsincorporated.net
info@amteq-group.de
info@anacle.com
info@andhrapickles.in
info@andreanigroup.com
info@angacom.de
info@anjalifoods.com
info@anke-pedersen.de
info@ankitaoverseas.in
info@ankitgems.com
info@anmarcouture.com
info@anolis.eu
info@anquins.com
info@anusayafresh.com
info@anyhopetech.com
info@anywhere-flowers.com
info@aoc.nl
info@aonach.com
info@aondestasie.nl
info@apanprojects.com
info@aparteasy.com
info@apartmentbarcelona.com
info@apartmentsbarcelona.com
info@apartur.com
info@apexgulf.ae
info@aplia.no
info@aplicom.fi
info@aps-germany.com
info@apsanbijon.com
info@apsservice.md
info@aquariumbcn.com
info@arabsouq.com
info@araframes.com
info@aral.az
info@aramcoexpats.com
info@archimedes.pl
info@architonic.com
info@arcoma.com
info@areeco.com
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info@arenaluci.it
info@argencert.com.ar
info@argousier.qc.ca
info@ariannaled.com
info@ariashoes.com
info@arihantworld.com
info@armeniantea.com
info@armorplast.in
info@artac.com.tr
info@artboxcreative.com
info@arteleta.eu
info@artglassweb.cz
info@artpegi.com
info@as-schwabe.de
info@asarwa.com
info@asg.ua
info@ashapenncolor.com
info@ashdod-yam.co.il
info@ashishagrifoods.com
info@asiangroup.in
info@asianstargroup.com
info@asiaosb.com
info@asiasocks.com
info@asiatradingonline.com
info@asirexport.uz
info@aslibisiklet.com
info@aspasios.com
info@assegaiawards.co.za
info@assisioges.com
info@assopackmachines.com
info@aster.it
info@asteriskneeds.com
info@asteriskware.com
info@astnext.com
info@astravoice.com
info@atammel.ee
info@ataritours.com
info@atbinco.com
info@atcbrokers.com
info@ate-uae.com
info@ateamhealthrecruitment.com
info@athensparkhotel.gr
info@athteion.co.jp
info@atlasenergy.com
info@atlasgroup.co.uk
info@atlashotel.com
info@atlasmetalind.com
info@atlaspool.com
info@atomic-shop.ru
info@atrimed.com
info@audibengaluru.in
info@auditori.cat
info@aumentopolymer.co.in
info@auraparkaparthotel.com
info@aurora.com
info@aut.oem.se
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info@autoenterprises.co.uk
info@autokola.cz
info@automartthailand.com
info@autopal.com
info@autopars2000.com
info@autostrata.gr
info@autronic.ch
info@avenit.de
info@avi-oil.com
info@avolux.com
info@avso.org
info@awag.ch
info@awalbath.com
info@awar.net
info@axisliving.co
info@axiumprocess.com
info@aydiner.com.tr
info@ayurvet.com
info@azarabenergy.com
info@azzanosrl.com.ar
info@bab-tec.de
info@bachmann.com
info@bahar-bardawil.com.kw
info@bakertrading.com
info@bamainfotech.com
info@bandenexpress.nl
info@bangkokcentrehotel.com
info@bankimplast.com
info@bar-tek.de
info@barakattravel.com
info@barcelona-home.com
info@barcelona2be.com
info@barcelona4seasons.com
info@barcelonabybike.com
info@barcelonaforrent.com
info@barcelonahelicopters.com
info@barcelonainandout.com
info@barcelonaresidencias.com
info@barcelonasegwaytour.com
info@barcelonastuff.com
info@barcelonaurbany.com
info@barcelonetasuites.com
info@barg.ru
info@batespangulf.com
info@bathtec.com
info@baumuller.es
info@baumwollboerse.de
info@bayaninvest.com
info@baymard.com
info@bbsa.org.uk
info@bbt4vw.com
info@bcngotic.com
info@bcntransfer.com
info@beachmoto.com
info@beautypack.be
info@beautyshadow.com
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info@bechemindia.com
info@beckhoff.com
info@behnke-online.de
info@behranoil.com
info@beijerind.se
info@beka-software.at
info@bel-lighting.com
info@bellatisport.com
info@bergerS2B.com
info@berling-germany.com
info@berntgmbh.de
info@bertolucci-watches.com
info@bestar-lighting.com
info@bestgroup.it
info@bestlightprod.com
info@bestmetshoes.com
info@betop-led.com
info@beyondsolar.com.au
info@bfgtdubai.com
info@bgu.de
info@bharatexpointernational.com
info@bhaskarsolar.com
info@bhawani-group.com
info@bibigi.com
info@bicicletta.cc
info@bicing.cat
info@bicycleworldla.com
info@big-data-europe.eu
info@bike-elevated.gr
info@bike24.net
info@bikeattack.com
info@bikebarn.ca
info@bikecenter.com.pa
info@bikeceuta.com
info@bikeek.si
info@bikelife.be
info@bikeplanet.com.gt
info@bikeplus.com
info@bikepop.co.kr
info@bikepro.nl
info@bikesalon.ru
info@bikesmart.com.sg
info@bikesociety.com.au
info@bimalindia.com
info@binayled.com
info@binettispa.com
info@biocarve.com
info@biocertindia.com
info@biomaxfuels.com
info@biomedis.ci
info@biotag.co.il
info@bioverlag.de
info@biringer.co.at
info@bit.ps
info@bjb.com
info@bl-sakatani.com
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info@black360.es
info@blackberrymeadows.com
info@blausitges.com
info@blccj.or.jp
info@bloomingamazing.ie
info@blue360.es
info@bluebead.net
info@bluemarblebio.com
info@bluesky-shoes.com
info@bmc-switzerland.com
info@bmcaluniv.org
info@bmg.com.sa
info@bms-solutions.de
info@bmw-oslprestige.in
info@bmwdurham.ca
info@boatimportholland.nl
info@bobby-ltd.com
info@bobilliercycles.ch
info@bocemtium.com
info@boecker-group.com
info@boehm-Kabel.de
info@boelw.de
info@bohrtec.de
info@bondcommunications.com
info@boove.se
info@boppard.cn
info@boschrexroth.hu
info@boschrexroth.nl
info@bostonmerchant.com
info@bplumen.cz
info@bpsarabia.com.sa
info@braem.be
info@brakehose.it
info@brammer.biz
info@brand.co.in
info@brehm.ch
info@brickinthewall.eu
info@bright.gr
info@brightexpressintl.com
info@brightmetals.in
info@britishparts.ch
info@broddway.ru
info@bronxshoes.com
info@brooksengland.ru
info@bstreetzone.be
info@bt.com.lb
info@btcn-bd.com
info@bthgrabowski.pl
info@btmpolpan.com
info@btsensors.it
info@buchbasel.ch
info@budgetbikes.eu
info@buecker-gruppe.de
info@bullseyezoujaj.com
info@bup.nl
info@burak-ks.com
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info@burjeel.com
info@burkan.ae
info@burnpurcement.com
info@buschfeld.de
info@businesscoach.ie
info@butterflyzandangelz.com
info@bvv-moscow.ru
info@bwmotors.be
info@bycsasa.com
info@bzl-lauterbach.de
info@cables.energya.com
info@caelis.com
info@cafe1907.com
info@caglobalasia.com
info@cahayacarrageenan.com
info@cahmac.com
info@calicoindia.com
info@calzaturedoc.it
info@cambolero.com
info@camcobg.com
info@cameraitalolibica.it
info@campaioli.it
info@campingbarcelona.com
info@campingelvedado.com
info@campingsbarcelona.es
info@campingsitges.com
info@camporese.it
info@candsroofing.ie
info@cannesmotoservices.com
info@canopieswa.com.au
info@canso.org
info@caparol.ae
info@capino.be
info@captaingreen.com.au
info@carboneplus.be
info@carbonwheelsqtr.com
info@carelcontrols.co.za
info@cargate.gr
info@carlocksystems.com
info@carlosecurity.com
info@carlton-hotel.com.sa
info@carmelorganics.in
info@carparts4you.de
info@carpenters.com.fj
info@casaalfonso.com
info@casaasia.es
info@casabeltran.cl
info@casadecor.co.in
info@casaleopoldo.com
info@casalleomorera.com
info@catedrabikes.com
info@catellanismith.com
info@caulfieldinsurance.com
info@cavag.ru
info@cccmos.com
info@ccme.be
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info@ccprod.org
info@ce-sejem.si
info@cecimo.be
info@cellsystemsbiology.com
info@celtic-irish.co.uk
info@cemess.ru
info@centralbike.co.th
info@ceramin.net
info@ceridian.com
info@certisys.eu
info@cervelo-europe.com
info@cervelo.com
info@cervelo.gr
info@ceylontours.com
info@cg-mozer.de
info@cgiuae.com
info@chadhasales.com
info@champagne-jeeper.com
info@champalall.com
info@champion-wealth.com.hk
info@championplasticjaipur.com
info@charbhuja.net
info@chartilon.co.zw
info@chatfields.com.au
info@chauvin-arnoux.de
info@chemex-me.com
info@chemex.de
info@chemicalhouse.in
info@chemistry-for-life.com
info@chemocid.com
info@chemsystem.ru
info@chevrefeuille.org
info@chgarments.com
info@chiefmate.com.tw
info@childstore.se
info@chilepopcorn.com
info@chimtex.com
info@china-cae.com
info@china-shark.com
info@china-ttf.com
info@chinagyg.com
info@chinalitai.com
info@chinapegasus.net
info@chinasmooth.com
info@chips.co.zw
info@chirla.org
info@chowdharyspices.com
info@chroma.co.jp
info@chunghwabook.com.hk
info@ciaranoneill.ca
info@ciciriellolampadari.it
info@ciclesbiela.com
info@ciclimaggi.it
info@cicloquimica.com
info@cicloturisme.com
info@cidbuilds.com
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info@cientificasenna.com
info@cimco.de
info@circulodelarte.com
info@cirfs.org
info@cititime.com.vn
info@citycas.com
info@citygraphics.co.in
info@ciutatdesantadria.com
info@cjexporters.com
info@cla.ae
info@cladtek.com
info@classbedroom.com
info@classichotelsindia.com
info@cleanenergycouncil.org.au
info@clickandflat.com
info@climnet.org
info@clr-international.de
info@cluce.it
info@cmbservices.ca
info@cmdtydata.com
info@cmg-trading.com
info@cmilimited.in
info@cmldir.com
info@cnra.ci
info@cnxiefu.com
info@cobinet.de
info@coburns.com
info@cocoonbarcelona.com
info@coffeeworld.com
info@coleparmer.in
info@colonell.se
info@colosio.com
info@comavia.com
info@comazo.de
info@comesrl.com
info@comex-international.com
info@comforta.nl
info@comfortheat.eu
info@commerzbank.com
info@community.org.cn
info@comnetexhibitions.com
info@compactdisc.co.in
info@compleetopreis.nl
info@comrie.biz
info@condehouse.com
info@condvent.ru
info@connectchemicals.com
info@constromech.com
info@contrejour.com
info@controluae.com
info@coreoptimisation.com
info@cotec.co.jp
info@cougar-lighting.de
info@covarity.com
info@cpcholding.com
info@cpturkiye.com
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info@crawfordproducts.com
info@crcind.com
info@creativeleap.com
info@crudefood.com
info@cruzexpos.com
info@crvisuals.com
info@crystal.co.om
info@cscontractor.co.in
info@cspht.com
info@csrinfotech.com
info@cssindia.com
info@csvt.ru
info@ctc-sweets.com
info@cthospital.vn
info@cuhadaroglu.com.tr
info@cunicomarketing.com
info@cupmcn.com
info@cupro.co.in
info@cwet.ru
info@cyber-gear.com
info@cyclebreck.com
info@cyclefitnessnutrition.com
info@cyclesdevos.be
info@cycleslambert.com
info@cyclesport.ph
info@cyclosophy.com
info@cylex.it
info@cynthianahotel.com
info@cynthiashoes.com
info@d-dcarpentry.com
info@daikaffil.com
info@dakkak.com
info@dalgreenagro.com
info@daliaramblas.com
info@dallastrading.net
info@damanpolyfabs.com
info@damara.com
info@danagroups.com
info@danlesco.com
info@danubedental.com
info@daol.ie
info@datech.co.kr
info@davemaxasia.com
info@davisware.com
info@dayistone.com
info@daytravel.it
info@dazzleexports.com
info@dbschenker.com
info@dcrl.com.pe
info@ddpl.com
info@dds-cad.de
info@de-colores.de
info@dedolight.com
info@deepfast.com
info@deepoffshore.com
info@deevahair.ca
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info@defco.com.sa
info@defender.net.pl
info@deicolli.it
info@deicy.co.jp
info@dekographics.com
info@dekoramermer.com
info@delhitrademark.com
info@delmonprecast.com
info@delmonreadymix.com
info@delta-chemicals.gr
info@delta-sport.com
info@deltacontrols.com
info@deltalight.com
info@demrec.de
info@denispak.co.za
info@desbrokenya.com
info@deserv.biz
info@design-composite.at
info@designcraftfurniture.com
info@detweewieler.nl
info@deuta-controls.de
info@deveshagriexim.in
info@devinechemicals.co.uk
info@devrajcomputers.com
info@dexterdesign.nl
info@dezlisanat.com
info@dga.it
info@dgthk.com
info@dhafirgroup.com
info@dharmaridgefarm.com
info@dhimangroup.com
info@dialtrip.com
info@diamondinstitute.net
info@dianum-trading.com
info@digamber.com
info@digas.com.sa
info@digidote.com
info@dima.it
info@dimas-solar.gr
info@dinasteel.org
info@dinox.com
info@dinuy.com
info@dirtydog.hu
info@distex.ca
info@distripart.be
info@ditikip.gr
info@divecenterbali.com
info@divmo.nl
info@dkkarani.com
info@dkracing.cz
info@dlifestyle.in
info@dm.gov.ae
info@dmdagro.in
info@dnassociates.co.in
info@doedijns.nl
info@doellken-lighting.com
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info@dohacables.com
info@dohagolfclub.com
info@domains.whoswho
info@domesle.de
info@donegaletb.ie
info@dongpengceramic.com
info@donkerwolke.be
info@donuts.email
info@doodlecollection.com
info@dooleycarrentals.com
info@dotser.ie
info@doxis.be
info@dpitalia.eu
info@dpminstrument.com
info@drchloe.com
info@drdeco.ru
info@dreamgraciabcn.com
info@dreammakersit.com
info@drts.com
info@drumsticksindia.com
info@dsifootwear.com
info@dtihk.cz
info@dubaiinstruments.com
info@dubaipipes.com
info@dubaisteel.com
info@dublincityjobs.ie
info@dublinflowers.ie
info@ducast.com
info@ducatitriumphnyc.com
info@dulacetduparc.com
info@dupasquier-sports.ch
info@duphat.ae
info@dwoil.de
info@dynagraph.net
info@dynamiccables.co.in
info@dynamicforge.com
info@dynojet.co.uk
info@e-m-s.com.hk
info@e-milonas.com
info@e4strategies.com
info@ea-scheer.com
info@eagleindia.com
info@eamco.bh
info@eandainteriors.com
info@eandj-intl.com
info@earthoilgroup.com
info@eastcoastlines.com
info@easternaircon.com
info@eastmedyachting.com
info@eastpole.ru
info@easywaystone.com
info@eatp.org
info@ebff.ae
info@ebicycles.es
info@ebion.com.tr
info@eblana.biz
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info@ebmc-me.com
info@ebsi.ie
info@ebsolutions.ae
info@ebv.com
info@ecc.co.nz
info@eccf.ae
info@ecemarble.com
info@echelon.com
info@echoesirishdance.com
info@eckerle.com
info@ecoaqua.co.in
info@ecoleatherette.com
info@ecolights.at
info@ecolutions.de
info@ecowastecoalition.org
info@ectra.com.eg
info@edana.org
info@edbro.nl
info@edenprojects.in
info@edmzap.com
info@edpbv.nl
info@edwingroen.nl
info@eeafm.com
info@eena.org
info@eesheads.com
info@efc-intl.com
info@efendi.ru
info@efginvestments.com
info@efrazkavir.com
info@efwmf.org
info@egedesoe.dk
info@egta.com
info@eherex.com
info@eic.com.sa
info@eiko-europe.de
info@eiosholding.com
info@ekato.com
info@ekipka.ru
info@eko-tar.com
info@eks-engel.de
info@el-sewedy.com
info@elbeitalia.it
info@elbro.com
info@electra.ae
info@electromec-uae.com
info@electronictechnology.com
info@elegantqatar.com
info@elencogroup.com
info@eleq.com
info@eleronavto.ru
info@elesta.de
info@elet-plast.com
info@eliman.ru
info@elitenets.com
info@elkamilin.com
info@ellana.net
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info@elrinconorganico.com.ar
info@elsewedy.net
info@elteteme.com
info@em.co.za
info@emergen.biz
info@emeryindiadestinations.com
info@emiratesmarble.net
info@emiter.de
info@emixuae.com
info@empac.us
info@empostuae.com
info@emro-ehg.de
info@emsonsgroup.com
info@emuruguay.org
info@encikla.com
info@endurasport.nl
info@enecore.com
info@energiefietsen.nl
info@energoremont.hr
info@energy-capital.com
info@energy-t.ru
info@energyconcept.sk
info@enfidha.net
info@enjoybarcelona.net
info@enjoybcn.com
info@enocean.com
info@enoturismepenedes.cat
info@enproinc.com
info@env-health.org
info@enveedrugs.biz
info@enviroegt.com
info@envirogroup.com.au
info@epic-trading.com
info@epkom.com
info@epr.it
info@equipmentdealer.com
info@equiposingular.es
info@eramgroup.com
info@erih.com.tr
info@erkat.de
info@eroom-net.com
info@esafe.co.in
info@escindia.com
info@espaib.com
info@espi.co.in
info@essendoncyclery.com.au
info@essentials.com
info@essexquadsandbikes.co.uk
info@estilo.com.tw
info@eucofel.org
info@eufed.org
info@eupc.org
info@eupen.com
info@eurima.org
info@euro-house.biz
info@eurobikes.com.sv
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info@euroblastme.com
info@euroindiaexports.com
info@europe-prc.com
info@europe-systems.de
info@eurorscgbeirut.com
info@euroshipspares.com
info@eurostarsramblasboqueria.com
info@eurotec-deutschland.de
info@eurotime.cz
info@eusea2006.org
info@eventoplus.com
info@eventoplus.com.ar
info@eventsthatparty.com
info@everestmisr.com
info@everfinde.com.tw
info@evertrans.com.au
info@evo-xracing.com
info@evolverbikes.com
info@exelaietanapalace.com
info@exoautomotive.it
info@exor.de
info@expat-careers-international.com
info@expogulf.com
info@exporivaschuh.it
info@expotrade.com.ar
info@expressionsecurity.com
info@exterus.be
info@extreme-oman.com
info@extruder-experts.com
info@eyce.org
info@eyedro.com
info@ezlivingfurniture.ie
info@fabasluce.it
info@fachverein.de
info@facilitymanagementadvisors.com
info@fahrradxxl-marcks.de
info@fahsstuv.com
info@fair.bg
info@fairpros.com
info@fairtrade-messe.de
info@fairwise.be
info@fairyfortlodgelahinch.com
info@falconexim.com
info@falconmetal.com
info@fantasyshoes.it
info@farmersorganicfoods.com
info@farmvilla.co.in
info@fbc.co.zw
info@fc-moto.de
info@fccqatar.com
info@fdchq.com
info@fdrfuelpump.com
info@federbio.it
info@feige.com
info@feindia.net
info@fela-deutschland.de
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info@feriasycongresos.com.ar
info@fermelo.cl
info@ferrotiger.com
info@fervill.hu
info@ffiindia.com
info@fiata.com
info@fiberteccorp.com
info@fiec.eu
info@fieralibro.it
info@fietsencatrysse.be
info@fietsendespecht.be
info@fietsensurplace.be
info@fietsenwildiers.be
info@fietsgoed.nl
info@fil-idf.org
info@fimx.ae
info@finefoodsbah.com
info@fineotex.com
info@fingerlakesphotography.com
info@finoratech.com
info@firacongress.com
info@firamediterrania.cat
info@firefoxbikes.com
info@firmcont.ru
info@firstchoice-qa.com
info@firstlighttechnologies.com
info@firstobjectindia.com
info@fitbahrain.com
info@fitzpatricksshoes.com
info@fleetparts.co.uk
info@flightcentertravels.com
info@flowerpotdublin.com
info@flowexpo.asia
info@flowlinecomponents.com
info@fluentstream.com
info@fluidpro.org
info@fmmatras.it
info@fngae.fr
info@fnp.org.np
info@folsombike.com
info@foodbiotech.co.in
info@foodwinetours.com
info@formway.ph
info@fountainsnozzles.com
info@fouz.com.sa
info@franklite.co.uk
info@fratelliberdin.it
info@freser-thailand.com
info@friendlyrentals.com
info@frischeis.at
info@ftwear.com
info@fulathy.com
info@fullgasbikes.co.uk
info@fundacionctic.org
info@fusion.bike
info@fuster.com
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info@futurecard.ae
info@futurextrade.com
info@fve.org
info@fxservice.com
info@gabor.de
info@gabriel-chemie.com
info@gad-industries.com
info@gaismasstils.lv
info@galaxy.co.ae
info@galeriacontrast.com
info@gallantit.com
info@gallodiffusione.com
info@gandhient.com
info@gandys.com.py
info@gargairlinks.com
info@garuda.ws
info@gasal.com.qa
info@gascol.com
info@gastroinox.ru
info@gautamexport.com
info@gavazzi.de
info@gazovik.kiev.ua
info@gbtsgroup.com
info@gcs.ie
info@gdc-sa.com
info@gdchnv.cn
info@gdiksa.com
info@geanisworld.com
info@gearspect.com
info@geco.nl
info@gecore.de
info@general-refrigeration.gr
info@genesismanazil.com
info@genesisuae.net
info@genfocusuae.com
info@genomeuae.com
info@genwaytrade.com
info@geo-fresh.com
info@geofun.co.il
info@geran.ru
info@german-gulf.com
info@germancentre.co.id
info@ggmc.com.kw
info@ggsoman.com
info@ghanamission.ch
info@ghanaweb.com
info@gibbonsfuneralhomes.com
info@gica.ch
info@gieffesrl.it
info@gifts.ie
info@giholder.com
info@gillsc.com
info@gimatex.co.in
info@ginocarts.be
info@giovannetti.it
info@girnar.com
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info@girnarindustries.com
info@girsud.com
info@gitasteelfurniture.com
info@gl-leds.com
info@glaeser-textil-ulm.de
info@glamox.co.kr
info@glamoxcn.com
info@glassimex.cz
info@glasstechnologies.it
info@glawards.com
info@global-carbon.com
info@globalpipe.com.sa
info@globalrfa.org
info@globaltransformers.com
info@globe-chemicals.com
info@globe-travel.ru
info@globegroupindia.com
info@glopac.com
info@gls-led.de
info@gmmos.com
info@goelz-raeder.de
info@gohy.be
info@goin-mail.com
info@goldendoor.fi
info@goldleaf.com.au
info@goldstarelectrical.com
info@goller-hk.com
info@gomadhi.com
info@gonetech.com
info@gongronggroup.com
info@goodcastle.net
info@goome.net
info@gopinathspinning.com
info@gossenmetrawatt.com
info@governmentofficefurniture.com
info@gowinled.com
info@gpartners.se
info@gpeexpo.com
info@grafimpex.com
info@grand-regency.com
info@grandevillehotel.com
info@grandhotelcentral.com
info@grandindiagroup.com
info@grandmarinahotel.com
info@grandmartgroup.com
info@grandrivercarshare.ca
info@grandstep.com
info@grandview.com.hk
info@gratiaspice.com
info@graviton-m.com
info@greatecmarine.com
info@greekexporters.gr
info@greenfarmagri.com
info@greenoneimpex.com
info@greenroadsitalia.191.it
info@greensq.com
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info@greentechdoha.com
info@grimm-aerosol.com
info@gronenberg.de
info@grossrieder-import.ch
info@group5kw.com
info@grs-footwear.co.uk
info@grupferre.com
info@gruplimo.com
info@grupoblux.com
info@grupomiramar.es
info@gscoman.com
info@gsecl.co.in
info@gsppower.com
info@gssf.com.kw
info@gsssystems.com
info@gtek-india.com
info@guayapi.com
info@guenthner.de
info@guilan-kalavaran.ir
info@gulf-steel.com
info@gulfflag.com
info@gulffluor.ae
info@gulfmarketsintl.com
info@gulforms.com
info@gulfphotoplus.com
info@gulfriyadah.com
info@gulfsandsme.com
info@gulfstone-oman.com
info@guptaexim.com
info@guptaoverseas.com
info@gypsemna.com
info@gz-goldmine.cn
info@h-travessera.com
info@habitatapartments.com
info@habrinol.cz
info@hace.com.sa
info@hadid.com
info@hadihammam.com
info@hadytools.com
info@haefele.de
info@hafeleindia.com
info@haidariqatar.com
info@hajek-auto.cz
info@hajihassan.com
info@hakovochem.cz
info@hanshen.com.cn
info@hansient.com.tw
info@hansol.co.kr
info@happyearth.in
info@hariindustries.com
info@harley-parts.ru
info@harrington-automotive.com
info@harvizo.be
info@hassounah.com
info@haverkamp.de
info@hawavalves.com
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info@hbm.ru
info@hc-winckler.de
info@hdme.com
info@hduquesadecardona.com
info@healthwaychem.com
info@healthypharma.com
info@heba-fire.com
info@heibi-metall.de
info@helicomusic.com
info@helional.com
info@heliosinfrapro.com
info@hellermanntyton.de
info@hemlines.com
info@henkelman.nl
info@hennlich.by
info@heno.ch
info@hensel-metalltechnik.de
info@hent.com.cn
info@heny.be
info@herbsfromindia.com
info@hermes-consilium.com
info@hertzperfumes.com
info@hesco-sa.com
info@hetverzet.be
info@hhp.de
info@hhpindo.com
info@hillscapital.com
info@hisarmetal.com
info@hispanohilarienca.com
info@hitech-qatar.com
info@hitecheng.in
info@hitechexports.in
info@hk-stationery.com
info@hkmanfung.com
info@hmacstrading.com
info@hms.lu
info@hnspice.com
info@hoangvumachinery.com
info@hobabimen.com
info@hobbyist.nl
info@hobkirk.co.uk
info@home2net.com
info@homecredit.co.in
info@honeygold.co.in
info@hoordesign.com
info@hoptien.vn
info@horizonorbits.com
info@horizonshoes.com
info@hornandboneproducts.com
info@hospitalityservices.com.lb
info@hotel-romareial.com
info@hotelalfaaeropuerto.com
info@hotelcanton-bcn.com
info@hotelcolon.es
info@hotelcram.com
info@hotelmodernobcn.com
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info@hotelnouvel.com
info@hotels-serhs.com
info@hoverbird.com.cn
info@hoyes.com
info@hqf.gr
info@hrwallingford.co.uk
info@hsiancheng.com
info@hss.de
info@hst.cz
info@htplonline.com
info@huettenes-albertus.com
info@hy-moulds.com
info@hydac.com.ua
info@hyteps.nl
info@hzztt.com
info@iafabric.ru
info@ialeather.com
info@iannotate.org
info@ibero.co.jp
info@ibk.de
info@ibs-mapei.ae
info@icmtex.com
info@iconeshoes.com
info@iconoserveis.com
info@icranepal.com
info@ideal-qatar.com
info@idealbikes.net
info@idealresort.com
info@ideamakina.com.tr
info@ideas-exchange.in
info@idtecoman.com
info@idwn.info
info@iecci.com
info@iex.nl
info@ifgindia.com
info@ifm.ae
info@ifm.com
info@ifsuae.com
info@igol.net.in
info@iguzzini.com.ar
info@iiflcap.com
info@iigm.in
info@iij.net.in
info@iipg-kw.com
info@ijuboa.com
info@ikkgroup.com
info@ilco.de
info@ilexa.de
info@ilsintechindia.com
info@imagegraphics.gi
info@imageminc.com
info@imaginart-gallery.com
info@imaonweb.info
info@imas.com.tr
info@imcd.be
info@imcd.cn
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info@imcd.nl
info@imispharma.com
info@imo.com.sa
info@imost.co.kr
info@imperialkw.com
info@imperialmalt.com
info@imperialregency.in
info@impexor.com
info@imprintmarketing.com
info@imsc.ir
info@incitepower.com
info@indfrag.com
info@indiaagro.net
info@indiabrush.com
info@indiacore.com
info@indiaglazes.com
info@indiagreenreality.com
info@indiamilestours.com
info@indiarecruit.com
info@indicatorlock.com
info@indoautotech.com
info@indocert.org
info@indomountimpex.com
info@indoorsdecorators.com
info@indosati.com
info@indraprasthfoods.com
info@indspices.com
info@indtexboiler.com
info@indussgroup.com
info@industrialshelving.com
info@ineltro.at
info@infobyteonline.com
info@inhyco.com
info@ininet.ch
info@inmedia.ie
info@innermost.net
info@inno-international.com
info@innoviasolutions.co.uk
info@inobalt.lt
info@installuxgulf.com
info@instrumentsystems.com
info@insyncsolutions.net
info@intelliform.org
info@inter-meetings.com
info@intercable.de
info@interconimpex.com
info@interdetal.ru
info@interelectric.ru
info@intermedium.org
info@intermess.dk
info@interrupcion.net
info@intersel-dandm.com
info@intersolution.be
info@intexdubai.com
info@intmachinery.com
info@invapower.com
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info@invero-online.de
info@investorsprovident.com
info@ioe.com.bd
info@iofpcl.com
info@ip-com.rs
info@ipcgt.com
info@iphonica.com
info@ippfen.org
info@ipt.fraunhofer.de
info@iran-compressor.com
info@irancapsule.com
info@iranplast.com
info@iraqhealthexpo.com
info@irel.in
info@irelandandoldlace.com
info@irelandfx.com
info@irish-images.com
info@irishcom.com
info@irishfurniture.com
info@irlbacher.com
info@irmscher.cz
info@ironmanparts.com
info@isbm.org.in
info@isolabella.sk
info@isolc.com
info@ispim.org
info@istra-trading.com
info@it-gmbh.de
info@it-orange.de
info@italianprojectgroup.com
info@italli.com
info@italricambi.com
info@itcmsch.com
info@itco-sa.com
info@itcogroup.co.in
info@itcqatar.com
info@itegix.com
info@itei.in
info@itineraplus.com
info@itkor.ru
info@itplgemlab.com
info@ittihadinvestment.ae
info@iucab.nl
info@ivalueindia.com
info@ivardistribuciones.com
info@iwttco.com
info@izinta.hu
info@jaccomaris.com
info@jadlifoods.net
info@jaeger-direkt.com
info@jaibalajigroup.com
info@jaingroup.co.in
info@jaipursareekendra.com
info@jalalianco.com
info@jalbindu.com
info@jallafent.com
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info@jandr.com.cn
info@jangja.com
info@janitza.de
info@jasenterprise.co.in
info@jasgroupglobal.com
info@jasonoffice.com
info@jaspa.com
info@jassimbrothers.com
info@jawadhabib.com
info@jayeshgroup.com
info@jaykal.com
info@jaypeeforge.com
info@jbaawards.com
info@jbfrak.ae
info@jboye.com
info@jccarchitect.com
info@jed.kanoosa.com
info@jeddah-cable.com
info@jedi-sports.de
info@jeetglassindia.com
info@jeol.com.au
info@jeol.de
info@jeolindia.com
info@jerino.com
info@jetcycles.com.au
info@jetoco.com
info@jgaco.com
info@jimstrading.com
info@jindalstainless.com
info@jinis.com
info@jinruigroup.com
info@jiushengboard.com
info@jiwadaya.com
info@jjshoes.com
info@jkorin.com
info@jktenterprises.com
info@jmib.ca
info@jnbio.cn
info@jnharper.com
info@jobcoconut.com
info@johnbrooksinc.com
info@johnmacdonaldarchitect.ca
info@johnsonsecuritybureau.com
info@joinup.co.jp
info@jolenindia.com
info@jphoto.com
info@jsl-online.net
info@jst.org.uk
info@jumper-medical.com
info@jungbecker.de
info@justuscoffee.com
info@jyden.se
info@jyoticolors.com
info@k-nine.co.in
info@k-s-italia.it
info@k4-lb.com
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info@kaindl-schleiftechnik.de
info@kaiser-elektro.de
info@kaiserdom.de
info@kaiyamould.com
info@kali.ch
info@kamalle.com
info@kamargroup.com
info@kamsa.com.tr
info@kanoo.com
info@kanoosa.com
info@kaplancarpet.com
info@kaps-india.com
info@karcher.com
info@kascoindustries.com
info@kasibohemia.cz
info@kasztel.hu
info@kawemed.de
info@kaws.com.sa
info@kbgems.com
info@kchandrakant.com
info@kcibearing.com
info@kcn.co.in
info@keelinggallery.com
info@keithmalone.ie
info@kemet.com.eg
info@kenmold.com
info@ketanbrothers.com
info@kevaindia.org
info@kevtron.com
info@keylifesciences.com
info@keystone.ie
info@keytech.ca
info@kgfootwear.com
info@kginternational.com
info@kgirdharlal.com
info@khalifasteel.com
info@khmdl.com
info@khmotorsport.se
info@khonaini.com
info@khuranaexports.com
info@khusheim.com
info@khyatigroup.com
info@kiaico.com
info@kianbaspar.com
info@kic.com.my
info@kiefel-mc.co.jp
info@kifahprecast.com
info@kinetic-corp.com.my
info@king-does.com
info@kings-dehydrated-onions.com
info@kirangems.com
info@kiranglobal.com
info@kiranindustries.co.in
info@kiromarble.com
info@kkr.kz
info@klcbindia.com
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info@kleinsystems.com
info@knopf-budke.de
info@knueppel.de
info@knx.org
info@kobelconet.in
info@kobogroup.com
info@koehn-plambeck.de
info@koelnmesse-taiwan.com.tw
info@koelnmesse.cn
info@koelnmesse.es
info@kojopest.com
info@kolmer.hu
info@komalscientific.com
info@koni.gr
info@korsil.ru
info@kouvidis.gr
info@kozmetologia.eu
info@kpsconcept.com
info@krankmaui.com
info@kraus.com.ar
info@kremointpharma.com
info@kristamedia.com
info@kriti-group.com
info@kruss.de
info@kruss.fr
info@krusschina.cn
info@ks-ukeire.co.uk
info@ksmarthelmet.com
info@ktmotorcycle.com
info@ktthai.com
info@kuloday.com
info@kumarasamyinternational.com
info@kurumatrader.com
info@kusters.be
info@kusumagency.com
info@kuwait-fund.org
info@kuwaitglass.com
info@kwtelescope.com
info@kyotoenergy.net
info@labservis.com
info@ladycollection.com
info@laflordevillanueva.com.readnotify.com
info@lahme.de
info@lahmeyer.de
info@lamberga.cz
info@lappgroup.ru
info@laprima.com
info@lasermachine.ru
info@latacpa.com
info@lato.gr
info@latticelighting.com
info@laurusperu.com
info@lavenderfestival.com
info@laxmibread.com
info@laxmidiamond.com
info@leadlux.com
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info@leanvalue.com
info@learn-skills.org
info@learnersplay.com
info@lebenskleidung.de
info@leda.co.za
info@ledeco.sk
info@ledlighteurope.com
info@ledsgo.eu
info@ledtechnic.be
info@ledworld.ae
info@leharfootwear.com
info@leipziger-messe.de
info@leisurehotels.in
info@leiyueh.com
info@lenci.it
info@lentacheb.ru
info@less-n-more.com
info@lexxion.de
info@leykom.ro
info@licatec.de
info@lichtwerk.de
info@lido-palace.it
info@lidolights.com
info@lifeplusmedical.com
info@lifestylebarcelona.com
info@lightcycle.de
info@lightex.com.bh
info@lighthouseturkey.com
info@lightingsolutions.co.ke
info@lightmaster.com.tr
info@lightnupmarketing.com
info@lightronics.nl
info@lightspeedhq.com
info@lightwave.in
info@lilacreations.com
info@limointernational.com
info@lindongroup.com
info@lindor.be
info@linksoft.com.hk
info@linksoft.com.tw
info@lippert-berlin.de
info@liuyao.com
info@lma.com.tr
info@localtentsfactory.com
info@lochantea.com
info@lodginginbarcelona.com
info@lodhagroup.com
info@lodlive.it
info@logels.com
info@logitel-incentives.com
info@longshine.in
info@lottitour.jp
info@lotusgemgroup.com
info@loud-proud.com
info@lovatogas.com
info@lovepoolcare.com
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info@ls.com.bh
info@lsc.gr
info@lscm.hk
info@lsiindia.com
info@lucide.be
info@luebke-driller.de
info@lugaris.com
info@lulushoes.net
info@lumenia.com
info@lusaci.com
info@luxx.com
info@maadaniyah.com
info@maasewers.de
info@mabanisteel.com
info@macagri.com
info@madagypsum.com
info@madness-online.com
info@magricycles.com
info@maha.ir
info@mahabghodss.com
info@maheshindia.com
info@maierkorduletsch.de
info@maimooncoolair.net
info@mainstreetfarms.com
info@maitriholidays.com
info@majan.ae
info@majelite.com
info@majoracartergroup.com
info@makar.ru
info@mal-effekt.de
info@malapetsaslighting.com
info@malavseeds.com
info@malospa.it
info@managedinvestments.com
info@manajimalthahab.com
info@manliftgroup.com
info@mansionqatar.com
info@mantrasport.se
info@manuli.ua
info@mapledti.com
info@mapnaturbine.com
info@marcltd.com
info@marcsignage.com
info@mareintex.com.ar
info@marinaportvell.com
info@marinatextil.net
info@marinbikes.cz
info@marisimpex.com
info@marjoy.com
info@markedia.com
info@markoubros.com
info@marksanspharma.com
info@marlies-mithoefer.de
info@marmic.co.za
info@marsaahlam.com
info@marsonindia.com
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info@martinelliluce.it
info@martinello.it
info@marutienterprise.org
info@mashov.net
info@maskatigroup.com
info@masouth.com
info@massa.ru
info@masterproperties.in
info@mastour.com
info@masubrakes.com
info@masutani-cycle.com
info@matkeyinternational.com
info@matrixmeditec.com
info@mav.cz
info@mawadqatar.com
info@maxgroup-bd.com
info@maxheal.in
info@maxi-sport.su
info@maxilinternational.com
info@maxportglobal.com
info@maysaloonqatar.com
info@mayurenterprise.com
info@mazdacolours.com
info@mbee.ae
info@mbesafety.com
info@mbmtradelink.com
info@mbs-software.de
info@mcandrewstore.com
info@mcepl.com
info@mcmsecurity.com
info@mcompanies.cz
info@mdi-online.nl
info@mebecons.com
info@meccacinc.com
info@medco-kw.com
info@medhim.net
info@mediaday.co.in
info@medicall.in
info@medicinaplast.com
info@mediprint.hu
info@mediso.hu
info@mef.ae
info@mefkoman.com
info@mefmag.com
info@megalidis.gr
info@megatron.cz
info@mehta-group.com
info@meiexport.com
info@mejdaf.com
info@melibor.com.ua
info@melsa.com.sa
info@mena-legal.ae
info@mennekes.de
info@meon.biz
info@meridianclothing.com
info@mesteel.com
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info@metakem.de
info@metalco.com.sa
info@metalcosrl.eu
info@metalexkuwait.com
info@metalluxlight.com
info@metalmek.it
info@metkoha.com
info@metroexports.com
info@metroline.ca
info@metrosun.com
info@metz-connect.com
info@meyer-lighting.com
info@mf-industry.com
info@mgkint.com
info@mgs4u.com
info@mht-ag.de
info@mi-group.ca
info@micas.co.in
info@micromachine.jp
info@midori-farm.com
info@milkcountry.com
info@minateh.ru
info@minerva-technologies.co.uk
info@minestone-us.com
info@mirageproperty.com
info@mission-togo.ch
info@missroberta.com
info@mitaoleodinamica.com
info@mitrask.com
info@mitsidesgroup.com
info@mitsuboshi.de
info@mjbi.com
info@mksjewelry.com
info@mmcasia.co.jp
info@mobicon.com
info@mobilecityservices.com
info@modacity.ru
info@modalserve.com
info@modamotosondrio.it
info@modernflex.com
info@moderngroup-sa.com
info@modernindia.co.in
info@modiexporters.com
info@modnikov.com
info@momentbikes.com
info@monatm.com
info@mondomix.com
info@moneypalm.in
info@monkshoodnursery.com
info@moonlight.co.zw
info@mopedproductions.tv
info@mora-int.com
info@morionline.it
info@mosaicdelsur.com
info@moser-systemelektrik.de
info@motherherbs.com
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info@moto-rent.com
info@moto-tour.com.pl
info@motoboxe.pt
info@motocentrumbb.cz
info@motociclistaonline.it
info@motocosmos.gr
info@motoday.lt
info@motoporthippolytushoef.nl
info@motopoto.com
info@motoraid.eu
info@motoraid.gr
info@motorart.se
info@motorasin.com
info@motorrad-lust.de
info@motorrad-poschner.de
info@motorrad-schnock.de
info@motorshopgranada.com
info@motorwings.pl
info@motorzaak.com
info@motos-capelle.be
info@motosmotolin.com
info@motosprint.com
info@motoviajerosperu.com
info@motozem.cz
info@mountains-andrae.com
info@movelia.es
info@mpcustomvalve.co.za
info@mrcwireless.com
info@mrfpr.com
info@mrk.ru
info@mrkhealthcare.com
info@msbulb.com
info@mscc.com.sa
info@msec.com.kw
info@msp.com.sa
info@mssptrading.com
info@mtcgroup.in
info@mtp.pl
info@mtts.com
info@mugbil.com
info@mukulbros.com
info@muljidevshi.com
info@multichems.com
info@multimetallink.com
info@multipart.gr
info@multipol.com
info@multiprint.com.ph
info@munajem.com
info@munanoor.com
info@munchkjaer.dk
info@munters.com.sa
info@muqarram.com
info@musandamdiving.com
info@museudelcinema.cat
info@mutlumakarna.com.tr
info@mvv.hu
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info@mxrady.com
info@my.lafarge.com
info@mycontractornyc.com
info@mygreenenergy.ch
info@nadalshebaclub.com
info@nadiindia.com
info@naeve-objektlicht.de
info@nafkal.com
info@nagel-aoba.jp
info@nagel-tbt.com.cn
info@nagel.com
info@nagelusa.com
info@nagyauto.hu
info@nahas.sy
info@nahil.com.sa
info@naiaddesign.com
info@najrancement.com
info@nakodadairy.com
info@nakodas.com
info@nambisans.in
info@nanosolutions.in
info@naskarimpex.com
info@naswiz.com
info@nateshindia.com
info@nationalprecast.ae
info@nationalventures.in
info@natsports.com.au
info@natur-energi.dk
info@natural-software.eu
info@naturalsolutions.co.in
info@naturbike.com
info@natureexports.co.in
info@navbharatrice.com
info@navigationsteknik.se
info@navneetimpex.com
info@nbhcindia.com
info@nbkafo.com
info@nbks.com
info@nbpinc.com
info@neconme.com
info@neda.net
info@neelamthread.com
info@neelkanth.co.in
info@neoarc.in
info@neogenchem.com
info@neonalloys.com
info@neplexport.com
info@nesoman.com
info@netfutures2016.eu
info@neuralhead.com
info@neutrik-france.com
info@newageironworks.com
info@newallied.com
info@newbharat.com
info@newformbuilding.com
info@newstarinds.com
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info@newyorkpalace.com
info@nfns.in
info@ngorongoro.co.tz
info@nhcgroup.com
info@nic.bible
info@nic.gdn
info@nic.top
info@nicbm.com
info@nicheindiahotels.com
info@nicolaudie.com
info@niehindia.com
info@nigellas.in
info@niiogaz.ru
info@nimbus-group.com
info@nimittatrading.com
info@nipra.co.in
info@nirmalfabricatorsltd.com
info@niwa.nl
info@nix.de
info@njorganicfarm.com
info@nkexpo.com
info@nlco.ru
info@nlmould-plastic.com
info@nmfashions.com
info@nobledehydrates.com
info@nobleoman.com
info@noboundariessport.com
info@noguerasblanchard.com
info@nolimitsweddingagency.com
info@noonday.co.uk
info@nopl.in
info@nordeon.com
info@nordform.com
info@norka.de
info@normist-tr.com
info@norscot.net
info@northern-elevators.com.sa
info@nouras4safety.com
info@nourishorganicfoods.com
info@noveltyproducts.org
info@novovira.com
info@nsc-ksa.com
info@ntb.org.np
info@ntbp.com
info@ntescaffolding.com
info@ntl-lemnis.com
info@ntpcoman.com
info@nuovatecnodelta.it
info@nusacc.org
info@nutrivita.in
info@nuyenstuinengroenshop.nl
info@nwp.com.sa
info@nytro.com
info@nzr.de
info@obasayakkabi.com
info@obegichem.com
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info@obrienandassociates.com
info@occhio.de
info@ocipe.org
info@oconnorsales.com
info@oem-lighting.com
info@oem.fi
info@ogc.ca
info@ohmyprintsolutions.com
info@oiecgroup.com
info@oiltech.de
info@okinternational.org
info@oktoberfest.ca
info@oligatex.ru
info@olimpia-auto.com.ua
info@oliver-tolas.com
info@olon.com
info@olympiacoffeeroasting.com
info@omangasket.com
info@omicron.at
info@omnicotton.com
info@oms.sk
info@omsitrasmissioni.com
info@omsomgroup.com
info@one-lux.com
info@onecorpfx.com
info@onexisindia.com
info@ontario-sea.org
info@ontarioenergygroup.com
info@oopaldiamond.com
info@operaclothing.com
info@operakool.com
info@orbak.net
info@orbis.es
info@orbitksa.com
info@orgetcom.net
info@orientalindia.com
info@orientfashions.com
info@origino.ca
info@oringsusa.com
info@orionspa.com
info@osiagems.com
info@oslgroup.in
info@oslluxury.com
info@ostc.com.cn
info@ostercykel.se
info@otlobward.com
info@otylight.com
info@outdoorsports.com
info@outdoorwarehouse.com
info@pacificcoastfabrics.com
info@pacifickale.com
info@pakmanpower.com
info@pakona.com
info@pakpoodr.com
info@palacehoisting.com
info@palmadotze.com
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info@pamsolutions.ca
info@panaceafoods.com
info@pancirolierivi.com
info@pandava.com
info@panel.at
info@pangulfws.com
info@panickerstravel.com
info@papayannakisgroup.eu
info@paperenterprises.com
info@papermoonworld.com
info@para.be
info@paradiseindia.net
info@paradiseuae.com
info@pararich.com
info@pardisagri.com
info@pardisantour.com
info@pareks.com.tr
info@parkcitybikedemos.com
info@parkexports.in
info@parsnikoo.com
info@parthelectricals.in
info@particular.ie
info@partnermaritime.com
info@partosimir.com
info@parts-world.ch
info@partytimeofcourse.com
info@parvatech.in
info@pashamarbles.com
info@pastorellitiles.com
info@patelindustries.co.in
info@patgro.com
info@patrickdonald.com
info@patrickkannekens.nl
info@paul-lange.de
info@paul-lange.fr
info@paul-neuhaus.de
info@pbhequipment.com
info@pbltd.in
info@pceng.com.sg
info@pcjewellers.com
info@pcp-service.com
info@pcsportech.com
info@pcsystems.com.pl
info@pdtmc.com
info@pedalim.com
info@pekon.in
info@pelagie.biz
info@pelagobicycles.com
info@peninsula.ie
info@performanceparts-ltd.com
info@peritusinternational.in
info@personaledgetraining.com
info@pet-beauty.de
info@petermotorworks.be
info@petrogulf.org
info@petrominoils.com
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info@petrotechco.com
info@petrozoneoman.com
info@petzoldt.de
info@pgglab.com
info@phaladaagro.com
info@pharmexcil.com
info@philflex.com.ph
info@phoenixfoils.com
info@phoenixrepro.co.in
info@pic.co.th
info@pietraleccese.com
info@piexport.com
info@pingregistryprovider.com
info@pinkcityindustries.com
info@piocci.org
info@piperas.gr
info@pit.de
info@pkoverseas.com
info@plama.de
info@plantlady.com
info@plasticseurope.org
info@plasticsolution.co.th
info@playgroundguy.com
info@plm.com.tr
info@pm-americancycles.ch
info@pmacontrols.in
info@pmi-systems.ru
info@png-drilling.com
info@pnshah.com
info@poggen.com
info@polight.com.tr
info@polotecnologico.it
info@polytecmb.com
info@popecontracting.us
info@popularfabric.com
info@porcellan.com
info@portforum.com
info@posterama.nl
info@potentialinternational.com
info@pouyacycle.com
info@pouyatadbir.com
info@powerasiamotorsport.com
info@poweredchina.com
info@ppvmedien.de
info@pradoaudit.ru
info@pragatiagri.com
info@pragatigroup.in
info@prainsa.com.sa
info@prajayengineers.com
info@pranda.co.in
info@pratiroopmudran.com
info@precast-tech.net
info@preciosa.com
info@precious.ae
info@preenexports.com
info@premiobiol.it
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info@prestigeindustry.com
info@prideofparis.com
info@primaexports.co.in
info@primanova.ru
info@primavera.ca
info@primex.ru
info@princigalliproduzioni.it
info@principalart.com
info@printindiasolutions.com
info@printyourworld.com
info@pro-bicycle.com
info@pro-bike.it
info@prodasynth.com
info@production24.cz
info@produktgesellschaft.de
info@profilevanderlinde.nl
info@progenyrestoration.com
info@progresscycle.cz
info@proled.com
info@prolight.it
info@promautomatic.ru
info@promega.com.cn
info@promenco.com
info@promise.com.eg
info@promperforator.ru
info@prosensor.ru
info@protechkorea.co.kr
info@prussiani.com
info@psg-online.de
info@psylic.com
info@psylliumindia.com
info@ptc.ae
info@ptcoexports.com
info@ptrmarine.com
info@publicitas.ws
info@pulcrachem.com
info@pulse100.gr
info@pumpsmarket.com
info@punjlloyd.com
info@pure-chemical.com
info@pureindianfoods.com
info@pyrotechworkspace.com
info@q-lab.com
info@q-nap.com
info@qa.g4s.com
info@qatamikw.com
info@qatarneon.com
info@qatarsteelfactory.com
info@qdmj.com
info@qekuwait.com
info@qfactorfuerteventura.com
info@qgc-qatar.com
info@qhwires.com
info@qisqatar.com
info@qtradeteas.com
info@qualitechs.co.za
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info@qualitynexgen.com
info@quantumindustries.ae
info@quaressllc.com
info@quarterfoldltd.com
info@quest4q.com
info@qunli.com.cn
info@racebrakes.co.nz
info@racingsport.com.ar
info@racksandrollers.com
info@radheindcorp.com
info@radiationindia.com
info@radicalindia.com
info@radicalscientific.com
info@radotools.net
info@rafidgroup.com
info@rahaoman.com
info@rahbord-investment.com
info@rajanalytical.com
info@rajkotgolden.com
info@rakghaniglassllc.com
info@ralco-sa.com
info@rallycar.es
info@randasia.com.my
info@randridge.nl
info@raotravels.com
info@rapidorganic.com
info@rapidoverseas.co.in
info@raqtan.com
info@rasa.co.ir
info@rasen.ru
info@rathoreandco.com
info@ratnakala.com
info@ravagochemicals.com
info@ravindrachemicals.com
info@ravirajtech.com
info@rawabi.com.sa
info@raymond-weil.ch
info@rbmotoren.nl
info@rccgeneral.com
info@rcfun.dk
info@rcnb.com
info@rdb-elseif.com
info@reahellas.gr
info@realcan.cn
info@rebarsteelcorp.com
info@redbricks.com.sa
info@reddiform.com
info@redgraniti.com
info@redsongroup.com
info@redzeppelin.gr
info@regenmaker.com
info@regententerprises.in
info@regentservice.com
info@regiolux.de
info@regorecords.com
info@reinplas.net
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info@reliablepackers.com
info@relux.com
info@rem-ksa.com
info@remydiamonds.com
info@rent4days.com
info@rentaflatinbarcelona.com
info@rentbyday.com
info@rentthesun.com
info@renttopapartments.com
info@reprom.ch
info@resainternacional.com
info@responsiblejewellery.com
info@restaurantfermipuig.com
info@restaurantwindsor.com
info@retajresidence.com
info@rettenmaier.co.za
info@revitargentina.com.ar
info@revolution.ae
info@rexon.in
info@rexportsindia.com
info@rexremedies.com
info@rexrodechirigos.com
info@reyven.com.ar
info@rfidhy.com
info@rhenac-systems.de
info@rhrmedicare.co.in
info@riasdegalicia.com
info@rico.de
info@riderglass.com.qa
info@ridgesolutions.ie
info@riello-ups.com
info@riello-ups.com.au
info@rielloupsamerica.com
info@rijwielenfides.be
info@rijwielenjacobs.be
info@rileyblakedesigns.com
info@rimann.com
info@rina.it
info@rindus.be
info@riograndefarm.org
info@rishichem.com
info@risingriverfarm.com
info@riteshexport.in
info@ritz-carlton-hk.com
info@ritz-international.com
info@rivana.eu
info@river-up.co.jp
info@riverengg.com
info@rk-international.net
info@rkmedicare.com
info@rkpackersandmovers.com
info@rmad.com
info@rmesse.co.kr
info@rmgroup.biz
info@rndwafers.com
info@robertjuliat.fr
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info@robotina.com
info@rockbond.com.cn
info@rocketbicyclestudio.com
info@rodlme.com
info@rodos-palace.gr
info@roled.com.cn
info@romco.ae
info@romocanada.com
info@romtrailer.ro
info@roscoevillagebikes.com
info@rovelliantonio.it
info@royalchains.com
info@royaloven.com
info@royalramblashotel.com
info@rsanand.com
info@rsgstones.com
info@rsl.de
info@rst.eu
info@rtib.com
info@rtmyarn.com
info@rubenracing.com
info@ruffler.ee
info@rullenstweewielers.nl
info@runlifewear.com
info@rus63.com
info@rusnames.ru
info@rvtpe.de
info@rycoweb.com
info@saadtours.com
info@sabagroup.in
info@sabasazand.com
info@sabcool.com
info@sachlo.com
info@safaagro.com
info@safakdokum.com
info@safatindustries.com
info@safelinegc.com
info@safholland.cz
info@safsulphur.com
info@sagales.com
info@saharipack.com
info@sak.com.sa
info@saketpromoters.com
info@salamenterprises.com
info@salams.com
info@salbcn.com
info@salcoqatar.com
info@salondulivre.ch
info@salubris.cn
info@saludparatodos.com
info@samankonjed.com
info@samaro.fr
info@sanat.co.in
info@sanauto.com
info@sandtler.de
info@sangir.in
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info@sanmarius.com
info@santacole.com
info@sanuka.com
info@sara-intl.com
info@sarac.com
info@saraimpex.com
info@sarmangal.com
info@sarucopper.com
info@sarusilver.com
info@sasinternasional.com
info@satruefashion.com
info@satyampolyplast.com
info@saudi-pultrusion.com
info@saudi-technic.com
info@saudiacico.com
info@saudican.com.sa
info@saudidolomite.com
info@saudisystems.com
info@sauditransformers.com
info@saumyaagrotech.com
info@saveinfotech.com
info@savileathers.in
info@sawary-sa.com
info@sblcolortech.com
info@sbrtrishop.com
info@sbrutah.com
info@sbsmobile.it
info@scarletalliance.org.au
info@scheerhoornfietsen.nl
info@schmiertechnik.at
info@schneider-mineraloel-meissen.de
info@schramm-naturkost.com
info@schuch.de
info@schulte.com
info@sci-hub.com
info@scigenom.com
info@scillabiotech.com
info@scipaints.com
info@scomigroup.com.my
info@scoroditestainless.com
info@scpower.net.cn
info@scrap-metal.co.uk
info@sebafine.se
info@securico.co.zw
info@securistyle.co.uk
info@sedco-online.com
info@seedal.com
info@sekon.com.hk
info@selve.de
info@sendpepper.com
info@ser-tec.org
info@serenco.nl
info@serhstourism.com
info@seritec.ch
info@serpaltd.com
info@serpico.ro
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info@sertom.it
info@servetfeeds.com
info@servi-tech.co.il
info@servilabsa.com
info@servotech-india.com
info@sessin.net
info@setolite.de
info@sewing.ru
info@sewtechkenya.com
info@sexworkeurope.org
info@sfinks.be
info@sgconsult.hu
info@sgrent.com
info@shads.com
info@shaheen.ps
info@shahsavand.com
info@shamrockgift.com
info@shanefoods.com
info@shanghai1930.es
info@shangrila.com.au
info@sharafshipping.com
info@shelfcouae.com
info@sheppardcycles.com
info@shethinsulations.com
info@shilpijewels.com
info@shineall.com
info@shinelingerie.com
info@ships-spares.com
info@shiva-electronics.com
info@shiva-group.com
info@shivamjewels.in
info@shoesy.com
info@shopman.nu
info@shoppersconfidential.com
info@shreeadditives.com
info@shreejipharma.com
info@shreerungagro.com
info@shrestha.com.np
info@shrijee.com
info@shriprempuriji.in
info@shrirambioseed.com
info@shunsang.com
info@shunthai.com
info@sialme.com
info@siamexpress.com
info@sibers.com
info@sicklerbikes.com
info@sidco.com.sa
info@sigma.cz
info@signworks.ae
info@silence.com.ua
info@silkreen.com
info@simamills.org
info@sindhagro.com
info@singaporeracingworld.com
info@sintegro.com
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info@sir-ltd.com
info@sismat.com.tr
info@sittler.ca
info@sjfpl.in
info@skdpw.com
info@skengg.co.in
info@skoswal.com
info@sky-way.co.jp
info@skybluebikes.com
info@skyclimber.be
info@sleepgreenbarcelona.com
info@slopestyle.com
info@sltintl.com
info@smart-filtration.com
info@smarteh.si
info@smartkidzindia.com
info@smartlabtech.net
info@smartlogistics.co.zw
info@smartlux.de
info@smartmaple.com
info@smartpns.com
info@smartschuh.com
info@smecd.gov.zw
info@smhostel.net
info@snaco.ir
info@snapedge.ca
info@snuff.co.in
info@socismr.com
info@solar-quest.com
info@solbsteel.com
info@solidsurfacecompany.com
info@solifemar.com
info@solimpeks.com
info@soliyo.com
info@somac-el.com
info@somiral.com
info@sonaimpex.com
info@sonarcourier.com
info@soscoqatar.com
info@soundlink.com.cn
info@south-african-tourism.org
info@southpolecarbon.com
info@sowarex.be
info@soyalecithinindia.com
info@space-elevators.com.sa
info@spacegulf.com.sa
info@spacemakerksa.com
info@spagroup.net
info@sparepart.com.py
info@spec-link.com
info@spec.ae
info@specastuae.com
info@specialised-ind.com
info@spelsberg.de
info@spiliotis.gr
info@spmotors.be
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info@spmshoetrade.com
info@sport95.cz
info@sportex.ru
info@sportobchod.cz
info@sportsbilt.com.sg
info@sportvision.md
info@sqi.cc
info@squareonecoffee.com
info@sricity.in
info@srisanthi.com
info@srsaromatics.co.uk
info@srskerala.com
info@ssimportandexport.com
info@sskinfotech.com
info@sspindia.com
info@sspipe.com
info@sstravelhouse.com
info@st-resurs.ru
info@stabila.de
info@stackcn.com
info@stafford.ae
info@stallionlabs.com
info@standardbank.com.na
info@stanko-chain.ru
info@stanpack.net
info@star-clutch.com
info@starbentoniteexports.com
info@starkennbikes.com
info@starmem.com.cn
info@starstationeryindia.com
info@staurinofratelli.com
info@stayromax.com
info@stb.rauschert.de
info@steab.it
info@steelcanada.com
info@steelcoqatar.com
info@steerjapan.com
info@steinigke.de
info@stelpet.gr
info@stergidisltd.gr
info@stgeorgetyres.com.au
info@stjoseph.com
info@stonefair.org.cn
info@stonexchange.net
info@stormbuggies.com
info@strand-co.com
info@strangekraft.com
info@streetnet.org.za
info@stressless-shoes.com
info@sttbonline.com
info@sttuning.ru
info@studio-y.in
info@stumpeglas.de
info@suedpack.com.ua
info@suhaimidesign.com
info@sukhsa.com
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info@sullivansolarpower.com
info@sumitdiamondindia.com
info@sunbelt.ie
info@suncoal.com
info@sunconnect.com.au
info@sunilhealthcare.com
info@sunlitlux.com
info@sunspecialties.com
info@suntrix.com.au
info@suntronix.net
info@suoloesalute.it
info@surgitech.org
info@suryaherbal.com
info@suryavanshi.com
info@suvinindia.com
info@suzupower.com
info@sv-m.com
info@svmincorporation.com
info@swarnsarita.com
info@swastikroofing.in
info@swastiktins.com
info@sweetdreamsbarcelona.com
info@swelbalt.lt
info@swirl.ie
info@swissformulations.com
info@swissfunrent.com
info@swisspharmaceutical.com
info@swsweld.com
info@sxjinjiacheng.com
info@sygonix.de
info@sym-finland.fi
info@sym-jp.com
info@symukraine.com
info@synergyexposures.com
info@synfab.in
info@syzygytile.com
info@szakal-metal.com.ua
info@szvp.Cn
info@t-factorbikes.be
info@tackrom.com
info@tacme.com
info@taifuku.com.hk
info@taiwangrace.com.tw
info@takasago-fluidics.com
info@takweenai.com
info@taliahgroup.com
info@tameernyc.com
info@tandem.ch
info@tankswest.com.au
info@tapsiindia.com
info@taptiexports.com
info@taralfoods.com
info@taseel.com.sa
info@tasibel.be
info@tasteireland.com.au
info@tatachemicals.com
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info@tataelxsi.co.in
info@taxishoes.de
info@tbepox.cz
info@tcmlimited.in
info@tcp.ae
info@team-trading.com
info@tech.dk
info@techceram.ru
info@technicalhands.com
info@technicalparts.com
info@technoline-nw.ru
info@technoplastic.com.om
info@technorubber.com.sa
info@techprocycles.com
info@techsys.net
info@techversantinfotech.com
info@tecnoespanso.it
info@tecsa.ru
info@tectoma.com
info@teddiekossof.com
info@teepee.com
info@tefkot.com
info@tehini.com
info@tehranberkeley.com
info@teknika-ua.com
info@tele-haase.at
info@tele-media.net
info@teliko.com
info@tense.be
info@termosan.com
info@texdesign.de
info@tgrmcc.com
info@the-cafe-racer.com
info@thebicyclelounge.co.uk
info@thegoldenwheels.com
info@theis.in
info@thejohatcon.com
info@thekirangroup.com
info@theleafholidays.com
info@thelionscyclery.ca
info@themanumaharani.com
info@themirrorbarcelona.com
info@themotionbox.com
info@thepeloton.co.za
info@theplanner.be
info@thepparatlodge.com
info@thermoflex.kg
info@thespicehut.com
info@thevipmoscow.com
info@thinkage.ca
info@thinkofme.org.uk
info@thor-my.com
info@thor.uk.com
info@tidubai.com
info@tijaria-pipes.com
info@timemachinegroup.com
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info@timespacific.com
info@timley.corp.com.hk
info@tingsun.com.hk
info@tirupatiawas.com
info@tivagroup.com
info@tmtecoman.com
info@tohatsu-italia.it
info@tomacycles.nl
info@tomatoland.jp
info@tonepearls.com
info@tonitoni.fi
info@top-barcelona-apartments.com
info@topazgroup.net
info@topgas.com.gr
info@toplevel.design
info@topodilato.gr
info@toptourisme.com
info@topwinner.com.cn
info@toshichemicals.com
info@totachi.com
info@tourism.gov.zw
info@toybike.ru
info@toyoda-net.com
info@tpci.in
info@tradohub.com
info@trafico.ir
info@transportenvironment.org
info@transworldshoes.com
info@trantas.gr
info@tranter.com
info@trasmediterranea.es
info@travel-culture.com
info@traveldayz.com
info@traveldelight.com
info@traveldham.com
info@travelorama.com
info@trendintex.it
info@tribehr.com
info@tribu.com.mx
info@trikoot.com
info@trilux.de
info@triuneexhibitors.com
info@trixi.com
info@troykatrans.ru
info@truelite.us
info@trumpler.es
info@trust-ig.com
info@tst-trading.ch
info@tti-group.com
info@ttmd.org.tr
info@tubetex.be
info@turbel.be
info@turbo-service-trading.com
info@turc-belge.org
info@turizmus.com
info@turkuazkimya.com
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info@tusdeer.com
info@tvfrance-intl.com
info@twostrokeshop.com
info@ucf.ae
info@udensrisinajumi.lv
info@udon.es
info@ugpm.net
info@uhasselt.be
info@ultramaraton-logarska.si
info@uluova.com
info@unicardsa.com
info@unicopharma.com
info@unidaan.com
info@unifilterskenya.biz
info@unigulf.ae
info@uniluxgroup.com
info@union-chemicals.com
info@unionfleurs.com
info@uniononline.co.uk
info@unionrebar.ae
info@unipods.ae
info@unique-instruments.com
info@uniqueqatar.net
info@unitedtrading.com.eg
info@unitekpaper.com
info@unitool.com
info@universelite.com
info@upb.com.jo
info@updatestar.com
info@urbanquotient.com
info@urbanrider.co.uk
info@urbanybcngo.com
info@urbis-design.it
info@urichgroup.com
info@usaimisteel.com
info@usipl.com
info@usoca.org
info@utcplus.com.ua
info@utecitycycles.com
info@uvoverseas.in
info@uzayasansor.com
info@uzman.ru
info@v-kareimpex.com
info@v3marketing.in
info@valadrevostavby.cz
info@valbefoods.in
info@valenco.com.tr
info@valiantexim.com
info@van-molle.be
info@vanauto.gr
info@vandaprocess.net
info@vandekuinder.nl
info@vaniimpex.in
info@vanmunstermedia.nl
info@vanstigt.com
info@varanashi.com
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info@vashiniexports.com
info@vasudeva.com
info@vatikagroup.com
info@vauth-oel.de
info@vcfietsen.be
info@vclgroup.in
info@vec-tech.by
info@vedaliya.com
info@vedengineering.com
info@veeroverseas.com
info@veerupakshishoes.com
info@velabarcelona.com
info@veloart.cc
info@veloart.pl
info@velocityfutures.com
info@velocityk.ru
info@velodome.cc
info@velofix.com.au
info@velofluetsch.ch
info@velogalerie-kerzers.ch
info@velosport.fi
info@velovita.com.au
info@velox.com
info@ventart.ru
info@ventos.com
info@venusgroupinc.com
info@venwires.com
info@verdanttelemetry.com
info@verdeled.com
info@verifyfirst.com
info@verteco.ae
info@vetagroinfo.com
info@vfoods.in
info@viacar.gr
info@vialube.de
info@vibcom.net
info@vibhaseeds.com
info@vichiagro.com
info@vicos.at
info@victoragencies.com
info@victorybicyclestudio.com
info@vidrepur.us
info@vidyard.com
info@vietnamcaco3.com.vn
info@vijayaenterprises.org
info@vijayalakshmigroup.com
info@vijaygroup.in
info@villadelarte.com
info@vimalagro.com
info@vincitore.com.ua
info@vinic-lighting.com
info@vinodinternational.com
info@vinsbio.in
info@vipuldiamond.com
info@viratexports.com
info@viratgroup.co.in
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info@virlibtours.com
info@virmar.se
info@virolaindia.com
info@virtualholidays.co.in
info@vis-trgovina.hr
info@vishwaagro.com
info@visiteursdusoir.com
info@vistosi.it
info@vitas-sa.gr
info@vitelli.ch
info@vivamas.com
info@vivebarcelona.com
info@vivek-industries.in
info@vlcspices.com
info@vmelektro.cz
info@vmhandicraft.com
info@vnaroma.com
info@vnrseeds.com
info@vogt.ch
info@voipexperts.com.ar
info@voiptech.it
info@volinst.ru
info@vollmer-gmbh.de
info@volunteerkw.ca
info@voucherpages.ie
info@vpsons.com
info@vrecossis.gr
info@vrvsonline.com
info@vsplendidexporters.com
info@vstarcorp.com.vn
info@vstbiz.com
info@vtil.net
info@vulcanuae.com
info@vvip.in
info@vw-oslexclusive.co.in
info@w-p-s.ru
info@wagasa.com
info@wallhamn.se
info@walshspharmacycare.ie
info@wandsworthgroup.com
info@waterlooregion.org
info@waymarkart.com
info@wayon.com
info@wb-telecom.com
info@wbaa.biz
info@wbnortech.com
info@wbs.ae
info@weatherburyfarm.com
info@wecom.com
info@weert-ihnen.de
info@wei-ieo.org
info@weko.net
info@welcometrips.com
info@welgrowgroup.com
info@welldoneshoes.corp.com.hk
info@wellsfamilyfarms.com
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info@welpackind.com
info@wentzel.cl
info@wera.de
info@werit.eu
info@westcoastme.com
info@westcoastpoly.com.au
info@westmachines.be
info@wherethepoweris.com
info@whyte.co.uk
info@whytes.ie
info@wicklowpc.com
info@wide-network.org
info@wieland-electric.com
info@wijtman.nl
info@wilcom-ru.com
info@wildatheartadventure.co.za
info@williegreens.org
info@wind-energie.de
info@windows2000upvc.com
info@winefittings.com
info@wiresinternational.com
info@wirsindheller.de
info@wisdom.events
info@wistech.biz
info@witchcrafttravels.com
info@wmdb.de
info@wmu.se
info@wobblycart.com
info@woehner.de
info@woibd.com
info@wok2go.co.uk
info@wrcsport.be
info@wscad.com
info@wsw-solutions.com
info@wuxitaiyuan.com
info@wwts.co.in
info@www8.org
info@www9.org
info@x-humate.com
info@xenoenergy.com.cn
info@xerox.com.jo
info@xeroxuae.ae
info@xf-chem.com
info@xicato.com
info@xingleistone.com
info@xinjihongye.com
info@xinting.cn
info@xlites.com
info@yaghootrooyan.com
info@yamaha.lv
info@yamamabricks.com
info@yarbeika.ru
info@yayavartours.com
info@yerekonmaz.com
info@yesnic.com
info@yingtelai.com
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info@yojanaindia.co.in
info@youngbloodbikes.com
info@yours-iot.com
info@yourseniorcarechoice.com
info@yucelgroup.com
info@zahid.com
info@zahrawimedical.com
info@zaijianmosaic.com
info@zamilchemplast.com
info@zampouris.gr
info@zanuso.it
info@zao-titan.ru
info@zatiknatural.com
info@zelko.ua
info@zemper.com
info@zenithrubberllc.com
info@zenithspinners.com
info@zennio.com
info@zettanet.org
info@zeussa.gr
info@zigzagworld.be
info@zodiaclifesciences.com
info@zollern.de
info@zomorodcarpet.com
info@zubairiplastics.com
info@zweirad24.de
info_@eastwoodprinting.com
info_cz@ghh-bonatrans.com
info_id@festo.com
infobp@alkifah.com
infocb@climbbikes.com
infocpt@nsds.co.za
infodbn@nsds.co.za
infodept@japan-drive-it.co.jp
infodesk@dalmiagreenfields.com
infodesk@icraindia.com
infodesk@nauticallines.com
infogz@elconcorde.com
infojhb@nsds.co.za
infolvm@prodigy.net.mx
infomfg@almutlaqfurniture.com
infomideastafrica@verbatim-europe.com
infomnpi@munanoor.com
infonis@nissenboim.co.il
infonz@invitro.co.nz
infoprimanova@mail.ru
infor@coxem.com
informa@casamuseugaudi.org
informacio@sagradafamilia.org
information@ace.be
information@adatechinc.com
information@caen.cci.fr
information@etsc.be
information@ibb-paris.com
information@standardbank.co.za
information@topfun.com
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inforp@raincarbon.com
infos@cycleslambert.com
infoservice@driescher.de
infosh@uni-trend.com.cn
infouk@volarfashion.com
infoventas@masedperu.com
inga.leschek@norddeich.tv
inga.thorup.madsen@ctr.dk
inge.ganahl@dcm-vienna.com
inge@inge.cz
ingredients@sidorenko.net
ingrid@dmcoffee.com
ingvar.landalv@chemrec.se
inkom1@t-home.mk
inkoop@belgafietsen.nl
inlinetrading@googlemail.com
inna.white@altheagroup.com
innkeepers@claddaghmotel.com
innopel@mail.ru
innorpi.eid@planet.tn
innovation.de@mmm.com
inotec1@chol.com
inovagencompserv@gmai.com
inquirer.letters@phillynews.com
inquiry.ca@festo.com
inquiry@emro.co.jp
inquiry@goldenbat.ph
inquiry@infairs.in
inquiry@liris-lighting.com
inquiry@lubconusa.com
inquiry@portlogisticsindia.com
inquiry@rollatainers.in
inquiry@viokef.com
inquiry@ytygroup.com.my
insideout288@googlemail.com
inspectorate@sec.gov.ng
insulations@isofoamkw.com
insure@erb-erb.com
intainsaat@mail.ru
intellross@mail.ru
intemar@intemar.com.tr
interalloys@interalloys.es
interbestshb@korea.com
interbld@mail.ru
interior@mbox.infotel.bg
intermik@intermik.kiev.ua
internacional@fundes.org
international@cccme.org.cn
international@hillmcglynn.com
international@joesten.co.za
international@marinbikes.com
international@moffat.co.nz
international@pchenderson.com
international@uznature.uz
internationalsales@regalboats.com
internationalwings@net.sy
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interny@intercontinental-ltd.com
interpap@mail.ru
interprava2005@mail.ru
interprofit@interprofit.es
intersales@opple.com
intexfair@worldexindia.com
intl@ambujagroup.com
intl@asiaticcolour.com
intlcare@sunfg.co.kr
intldeptrelations@tibf.ir
intrade1@mtu-net.ru
investor.2.co@gsk.com
investor.relations@aricent.com
investors@icraindia.com
investors@mercator.in
investorsgrievances@modernindia.co.in
ions@ionspharma.com
ip@ipAgency.com
ipashaev@2mkab.com
ipc@ipcmos.com
ipcl@access.com.eg
ipd_han@126.com
ipeters@frasem-seeds.fr
ipim@ipim.gov.mo
iplayuk1@googlemail.com
iplayuk2@googlemail.com
ipol@gulfpetrochem.com
ipop@novustech.ca
ipsen@ncsu.edu
iquintero@aeole.tv
ir@bjlirr.com
ir@imcdgroup.com
iramdass@epaguyana.org
iraq@cnlc.cn
irbis@inpromservis.ua
irbis@irbis.ua
ircadmin@inoac.co.jp
ireland@act.de
iremk@iremk.net
irena@brokis.cz
irenaschiesser@atlantik.cz
irene.benedetti@dmi.unipg.it
irene.saavedra@sensoryeffects.com
irfan.ismail@sfgarabia.com
iris4651@hanmail.net
iris@foot-tech.com
irish@best.com
irishabroad@jaycampbell.net
iroda@pogranyi.hu
ironlady@ironladyenterprises.com
isaac.moreno@masisa.com
isaacd@rpi.edu
isaacs@kems.net
isabel@ottawagoodtime.com
isabelaguilera@quimicaisa.cl
isabelle@dresco.fr
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isadhu@163.com
isadoglu@mail.ru
isakad@mail.ru
iscwuhan@126.com
isd@el-badr.com
isera@alpstation.it
isha.malhotra@shrachi.com
ishak@femexports.com
ishay.buch@eshat.com
ishihara@marchesini.jp
isiltekstil@mail.ru
iskenderli.780.49.224@petroplan.aplitrak.com
iskrael@mbox.infotel.bg
isl@intexhk.com
islandgz@163.com
ism@accesstel.net
ismail@troykatrans.ru
ismoil_9988@mail.ru
isnegi@mitrask.co.in
iso639-3@sil.org
isola@hajihassan.com
isolaaci@hajihassan.com
isp@east-dragontea.com
isra_lnerv@orange.sn
israel.gonzalez@grouppbs.com
issa_sifri@jbs.com.jo
isshin100@korea.com
istanbul@avnet-abacus.eu
istanbul@avnet-memec.eu
istoksvk@mail.ru
istvan@ecma-international.org
it@alkhalili.com
italo.cerra@bioenterprise.ca
italvet@free.fr
itbeheer@fok.nl
itc@net.sy
ite_staff@ite.org
itp@hontonet.com
itpune@dai-ichiindia.com
itz@schmitz-leuchten.de
ivan@ivan-herman.net
ivana.bulajic@mps.hr
ivana.stojanovic@ssci.com
ivmzsb@mail.ru
ivproektgpi6@scont.ru
ivy.cui@bsgautoglass.net
ivy3322@163.com
ivy@zhedong-valve.com
ivychow@jackelhk.com
iwai@healthachieve.com
iyad@china.com
iyappan@vconquer.com
iylau@pc.jaring.my
izabela@redseaexplorers.com
j-wang@new-nissei.com
j.aboulhosn@cphworldmedia.com
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j.ale@binrasheed.com
j.apuzzo@regalcommodities.com
j.baczkiewicz@kghm.pl
j.baczynska@kghm.pl
j.deshpande@omniactives.com
j.gest@ipspecialities.com
j.gillen@kci-world.com
j.grudzewski@costenoble.de
j.hasch@kronopol.com.pl
j.maier@mairec.com
j.reising@mairec.com
j.speakman@abdn.ac.uk
j.stucki@unido.org
j.suresh@rpr.jspl.com
j.v.stokman@uva.nl
j.velema@biovitalis.eu
j.verschuren@allbikes.nl
j.wichmann@rieckermann.com
jKuebler@jklastudio.com
j_griffiths@eesl.com
ja.loureiro@internaco.com
jaana@janere.ee
jabarmulia@jabarmulia.co.id
jabidi@alyousuf.com
jabs@jabsinternational.com
jac@jac21.biz
jaccard@sfu.ca
jacek.skrzypiec@advancelearning.com
jaci@foodforlife.com
jack.hollan@environment.gov.au
jack.holland@environment.gov.au
jack.perry@syncbak.com
jack.tally@firstfruitsbeverages.com.readnotify.com
jack@567framing.com
jack@bousteadshipping.com.my
jack@montenegroholiday.com
jack@tradex.com
jack@yiyu511.com.tw
jack_lee@pofsolutions.com
jackbattery@126.com
jackc@csail.mit.edu
jackcoles@naturesscene.com
jackey@gl-technology.com.tw
jackh@gumball.com
jackie@capriapps.com
jackie@primeengpc.com
jackliao@zhongxin-fz.com
jackshoes@vip.163.com
jacky.claes@solvay.com
jacky.gu@samgor.com
jacky@lypcl.com.tw
jacky@thermazeta.com
jacob.baby@nesote.com
jacob@corratech.com
jacob@litmus7.com
jacob@math.uni-wuppertal.de
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jadeshoes@163.com
jaeger@rofa.de
jagannath@reidbraids.co.in
jagdish.mohapatra@proecenergy.com
jagmohan.singh@tarabrothers.com
jagutierez@pisa.com.mx
jahn.lin@cynthiashoes.com
jai@anametals.com
jai@windeson.in
jaideep@inspireinfo.com
jaime@amg-demolition.com
jaiprakash.gound@celloworld.com
jaipur@isbm.org.in
jaipur@nidoworld.com
jaipur@rkglobal.in
jaipurrts@rtspower.com
jaison.chittilappilly@visualiq.com
jakarta@soejasch.com
jakearchibald@chromium.org
jakelee@haiway.com.cn
jakesfireworks@126.com
jakub.svo.a@kolokram.cz
jalabd@rowancompanies.com
jale.filiz@pagder.org
jalindarrohakale@ulkaseafoods.com
jalvarez@minam.gob.pe
james.atkins@vertisfinance.com
james.becknel@utilpart.com
james.lee@posco.net
james.r.dick@boeing.com
james@capeautorepair.com
james@meetingsreview.com
james@zjhuatian.com
jameshwang@126.com
jameslu@4gso.com
jamesr@chromium.org
jami.ramirez@dans.ph
jamsa@jamint.com
jan.maes@vulkoprin.be
jan.mourik@furtex.nl
jan.richards@utoronto.ca
jan.surowiec@gamma-group.com
jan@azzurro.cz
jan@fieuw.be
jan@littlegreenradicals.co.uk
jan@papez.org
janat@net.sy
jandm@jandm.com
jandw-1899@akitado.co.jp
jane.gau@sargento.com
jane.laino@digby4.com
jane@bscarchitecture.com
jane@chlighting.com
jane@e3ne.net
jane@simpleandcrisp.com
jane@wantrade.com
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janet@amaxindustrial.com
janet@nuaz.co.nz
janet@richinskitchens.com
janez.klancar@le-tehnika.si
janine28@126.com
janineduppstadt@hidebox.org
janko.mivsek@eranova.si
jannee@trilogyinc.com
janupam@hatway.com
januz@januzuniversal.in
japink@ibk.de
jared@math.uiuc.edu
jari.someristo@awilen.fi
jarias@abba-construction.com
jariyuan@kerrytech.com.cn
jarosinskad@ecehbonn.euro.who.int
jasco@aljazera.com
jasmine@utoplighting.cn
jason.wong@shilingroup.com
jason@keybond.com
jason@rootboot.com.au
jasonyan@well-walk.com
jasonyang@mail.vedan.com
jassim@sauditransformers.com
jatayev@biocenter.kz
jatco@jehatco.com
jatin.arora@sdstours.in
jatin@asianstartrading.com
jatmetal@bsnl.in
jatools@jaoy.com
javier.julio@proxtv.com.ar
javiercastano@queenslatino.com
jawad@focussoftnet.com
jawadars@crescentbahuman.com
jay@actchem.com.tw
jay@fegistry.com
jay@topspectrum.com
jayanta@globalimpex.uz
jayantac@icraindia.com
jayanth@rooman.net
jayaprakash@cdns.co.in
jayasin_opti@eol.lk
jayhooni@chollian.net
jaymohan.p@jspl.com
jaynesh@ratneshgroup.in
jayshri@asappinfoglobal.com
jaytex@wilnetonline.net
jb@classicocorp.com
jbaby@agcorporation.ae
jbertussi@prsheetmetal.com
jbhuang@xmicc.gov.cn
jbicarus@ilsintech.com
jbocanegra@humboldt.org.co
jbocquet@mobibase.com
jborden@mediaone.net
jbrady@trilogyinc.com
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jbruder@psg-online.de
jbu@zlamp.com.cn
jc.france.arrimage@online.fr
jc2342@163.com
jc@jingcheng.com
jc@pccooler.cn
jcarterjohnson@screenhits.tv
jcastillo@sdsu.edu
jcastle@conceptsports.com.au
jcc@jcc-parts.com
jcgczx@126.com
jchan@atg.com.hk
jchau@methodmachine.com
jchen@ime.ac.cn
jchoi@hansoltech.com
jciboy@korea.com
jcp@khonaini.com
jcraig@apple.com
jcspjhc@126.com
jcwinsons@jcwinsons.com
jdaggett@mozilla.com
jdanner@easternpropak.com
jdavetanivalu@govnet.gov.fj
jdeacon@hunton.com
jdean@kemco.or.kr
jdemaria@maniscalcostone.com
jdemeo@myomnibox.com
jdh2103@163.com
jdief@golden.net
jdiep@eflorida.com
jdierks@dierksheating.com
jdm0101@163.com
jdmy484@sina.com
jdu@fit.edu
jduggan@jdaproject.com
jdxfxz@126.com
je@ctr.dk
jean-luc.pfaff@socomec.com
jean.baptiste@pyrotechworkspace.com
jeanine_davis@ncsu.edu
jeannie@e3ne.net
jebelalibranch@mashreqbank.com
jeclavijo@indukern.co
jed.cs@tnt.com
jed@fourwinds-ksa.com
jedd.eletra@suhuf.net.sa
jeddah@alkhazindar.com.sa
jeeyoon@kcma.or.kr
jeff1991@163.com
jeff@jazgrafx.com
jeff@rotekwater.com
jeffh@math.byu.edu
jefflee@glovebox.co.kr
jeffreywang@pineforest.com.cn
jeffynw@nova-world.com
jeil@jeilmi.com
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jekjek@yonsei.ac.kr
jen@excelrainman.com
jeni@theodi.org
jenitte@kimhaie.com
jenkins@apple.com
jennY@dmc-trade.com.hk
jennifer.lawman@eeafm.com
jennifer.puyenbroek@itb.mckhboc.com
jennifer.webb@bunzlretail.com
jennifer@asli.com
jennifer@jennifermacfarlane.com
jennifer@wangtechnology.com
jenniferhung.im@lifung.com.tw
jenny.zhang@trevira.cn
jenny@gowisdomfootwear.com
jenny@leoch.com
jennyl@adllighting.com
jennyxia@actibel.com.cn
jeol@jeol.co.kr
jeolpraha@bon.cz
jeongwon.doh@eur.daewoo.com
jeremiascastro@reduno.com.bo
jeremy.muh@tai.com.tw
jerome@omegaqualityproperties.com
jerry.davis@Travelport.com
jerry@dabinworld.com
jerry@pop5shoes.com
jerrys@dst.com.au
jerven.bolleman@isb-sib.ch
jeskimo@gmil.com
jesper.kaidi@home.se
jesse@schulzassoc.com
jessica@europeancyclesports.com
jessicakuljis@reduno.com.bo
jesson@mail.7-11.com.tw
jesusluz@prodigy.net.mx
jet-at@lsag.com
jet_wen@sina.com
jewang@china.com.cn
jey@start.com.au
jeyash@zerone-consulting.com
jeyon@jeyon.com
jf.yang@kr-oil.com
jf168898777@sina.com
jfarmer@ic.net
jfarrell@google.com
jfernandez@worldmediapictures.com
jfigueroa@locomotionco.com
jfisher@fdiworldental.org
jfpuyol@b9solutions.es
jfrazier@webbfurn.com
jg@eventoplus.com
jgbmark@jgboswell.com
jgchoi@tspc.co.kr
jgeorge@paycommerce.com
jgliu@pku.edu.cn
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jgross@dclab.com
jgulati@chelseamills.com
jgupta@dovetravels.com
jheeryong@enter-tech.com
jhelfman@schulzassoc.com
jhepburn@ictsd.ch
jhhe@bjtu.edu.cn
jhhxsjc@126.com
jhi@iki.fi
jhjang@sorimail.net
jhkim@k4m.com
jhlee@greencross.com
jhnt12@163.com
jhsong@xinhaimining.net
jhydwyyx168@163.com
jhyman@math.arizona.edu
jiachengmj@126.com
jiafu@yjiafu.com
jiahezzz@163.com
jian.tang@siat.ac.cn
jian.zhang@siat.ac.cn
jianceb@126.com
jiang6liu@163.com
jiang@szyfy.net
jiangchao@gvbchina.org.cn
jiangcuixia88@163.com
jianghy@wasu.com.cn
jiangnan@chinajiangnan.com
jiangshuyun2028@163.com
jiangsxc@163.com
jiangxiufeng2008@126.com
jiangya@jiangya.com
jiangyan@hanwintech.com
jianli_hh@vip.163.com
jianlizhongxin@126.com
jianming.xu@risunsolar.com
jianxd@nscc-tj.gov.cn
jianxiang@126.com
jianxin@pku.edu.cn
jiari@hanmail.net
jiatrade@jiatrade.com
jiayanyong@lyschem.com
jiayuanshipping@126.com
jibamonalit@mail.ru
jidaojun@163.com
jie.luo@engr.uconn.edu
jie@greatai.cn
jie_li@masteckcorp.com
jie_mu@yeah.net
jignesh@mahendrabrothers.com
jihao@chinajihao.com
jihemuye@126.com
jikazi@jikazi.com
jilin9df@163.com
jilinpazy@163.com
jill@jillphotography.com
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jill@slab-a.net
jillsD.med@alibinali.com
jim.fuller@webcomposite.com
jim.gabriel@nomad-software.com
jim.stevenson@anixter.com
jimallan@tsbvi.edu
jimmy@jiedastone.com
jimmy@sthonesty.com
jimmyhe925@163.com
jimmyzhao@moretrading.com
jinanludong@126.com
jinbang@126.com
jinbaoshi@163.com
jindi-gongsi@163.com
jindrich.petrlik@arnika.org
jinfenghr@163.com
jingbo2005@126.com
jingguosheng@xiaolangdi.com.cn
jingpuyuan@sina.com
jingqiu@math.uh.edu
jingtingjingting@163.com
jingxiong@vip.163.com
jingying_1112@163.com
jingzhengmould@163.com
jinha0226@hanmail.net
jinhui@tsinghua.edu.cn
jinjhnb@nbip.net
jinjing8409@163.com
jinlinshiyou@126.com
jinnliu@mail.nhcue.edu.tw
jinshajs@jinshajs.com
jinslee@kogook.com
jintian_hj@163.com
jinwen_yang@shry.net
jinwoo@jinwooen.com
jinxy2008@sohu.net
jinyk@sina.com
jinyusan5623151@163.com
jinyuwangfangshui@163.com
jireh@jirehvalve.com
jirka@thorson.cz
jishi@aljishi.com
jisl@jains.com
jit@sciug.com
jithesh@ultrasoundindia.com
jitiezheng_1983@126.com
jitka.strakova@arnika.org
jiwenlixinhan@126.com
jiyintony@163.com
jiyuana@sina.com
jiyuanrongtai@sina.com
jjanke@accorto.com
jjc@jclark.com
jjcsqin@163.com
jjd025@bucknell.edu
jjensen@endurancehouse.com
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jjett2@illinois.edu
jjfzb6600@163.com
jjg8565@126.com
jjkh0792@163.com
jjkj@jjokok.com
jjohns@protective.com
jjuang@math.nctu.edu.tw
jjzyfa@126.com
jkahn@otfgroup.com
jkatz@bouncetv.com
jkcenter@126.com
jkha@bluewavetel.com
jkhadmn@jkhexports.com
jkmishra@svarn.com
jkuh@qanyc.com
jl.gay@guiffray.fr
jlau@pop.jaring.my
jlc@tubetech.com.sg
jlea@easterntrading.net
jlee@posco.com
jlfarwagi@arabcom.com
jliberman@entravision.com
jljqnj@126.com
jlkjdou@126.com
jllxhl@163.com
jlnjfw@163.com
jlqu@szu.edu.cn
jls@gairs.cn
jlspqxq@163.com
jltnhz@126.com
jm.brach@laconcorde.fr
jm102@jintoys.com
jm716@163.com
jmabsz@163.com
jmartin@mccgusa.com
jmatos@pinguim.co.ao
jmayorga@navarti.com
jmc@tempest-mobilis.com
jmcauley@pitco.com
jmccaffrey@tmcnet.com
jmd@supertannery.com
jmdi4ei@gmai.com
jmdyck@ibiblio.org
jmercey@mega.com
jmi@cefic.be
jminto@zamanconstruction.com
jmizen@toromont.com
jmlopez@asu.edu
jmoseley@jwinst.com
jmotley@globaltechltd.com
jmsguangyuan@163.com
jmshin@imvision.co.kr
jmsxs@126.com
jncxjs@126.com
jnjs@163.com
jnrmgs@163.com
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jnsljsjl@163.com
jnwdmy@126.com
jo@tlt-international.eu
joachim.daiber@gks-perfekt.com
joachim.zoeller@mwc.co.kr
joan.tian@anke.com
joan@galeriaignaciodelassaletta.com
joan@joanwood.com
joanna.tkaczyk@pcbc.gov.pl
joanna@waytone.cn
joannajia@topwinner.com.cn
joanne.khong@kl.unistrategic.com
job01@yushen.net
jobi@datamateindia.com
jobie@trikemindo.com
jobs.kitcheneron@expresspros.com
jobs@alchemywin.com
jobs@alsaghyir-inv.com
jobs@aptest.com
jobs@iberisinc.com
jobs@raincarbon.com
jobs@tatabluescopesteel.com
jobs@updatestar.com
joby.john@techversantinfotech.com
jochem@pilling.de
jochen.geyer@tasag.de
jochen.summ@elmatica.com
jocontactus@jocleaningservices.com
joe@aidlite.com.tw
joe@jhiltd.com
joe@noteflight.com
joe_sng@expandore.com
joerg.goetz@egger.com
joerg.graf@rtl.de
joerg.thal@motorola.com
joerg.woidasky@hs-pforzheim.de
joeroger888@163.com
johan.kokeritz@arrigo.se
johan@30k.se
johana.chen@bcind.com
johanes@algalindo.com
johann.bachler@avl.com
johanna.adotevi@ivoire-coton.ci
johanna.karanko@formin.fi
johanna.pietikainen@formin.fi
johanna.salmela@yle.fi
john.bucksbaum@ggp.com
john.carlson@noaa.gov
john.conner@students.jsums.edu
john.cooper@carsdirect.com
john.dembecki@dexmedia.com
john.diffendal@morries.com
john.dimeglio@franke.com
john.donaldson@hess.com
john.donalson@hess.com
john.dorman@gurecky.com
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john.dulay@phl.fujixerox.com
john.easton@eastonsweb.com
john.esposito@quebecorworld.com
john.faccone@pss.boeing.com
john.fayos@criticallink.com
john.frasure@emcmail.maricopa.edu
john.gabrick@breakwater.net
john.giese@ladwp.com
john.hale@haledata.com
john.hammergren@mckesson.com
john.hess@hess.com
john.hogan@aa.com
john.holtzclaw@sierraclub.org
john.hughes@mclane.com
john.jetton@waynedqh.com
john.k.batzle.1@nd.edu
john.katz@sfmta.com
john.l.killmer@monsanto.com
john.law@utoronto.ca
john.leach@icqmail.com
john.levin@johnlevin.com
john.lim@sanmina-sci.com
john.loh@sanmina-sci.com
john.loh@sanmina.com
john.m.mruttu@kprl.co.ke
john.m.wagner@villanova.edu
john.manno@summitrealtygrp.com
john.markes@sjhsyr.org
john.mcewan@tag.com
john.messeter@uksoftware.ltd.uk
john.montgomery@drkw.com
john.morath@petersons.com
john.nur@sbcgloba.net
john.odonoghue4@googlemail.com
john.p.cogan.1@nd.edu
john.passaro@stonybrook.edu
john.pirtle@ceridian.com
john.pwamang@epa.gov.gh
john.qi@epcos.com
john.r.glenn@owenscorning.com
john.ramsey@msanet.com
john.roberts@mediaone.net
john.russell1@mortgagesouth.com
john.saliba@tdgworld.com
john.schilling@scala.com
john.shaughnessy@signetbank.com
john.shue@symmetron.com
john.stieb@orizonti.com
john.storbakken@austin.ppdi.com
john.surles@mediaone.net
john.swisher@pureoil.com
john.t.wang@monsanto.com
john.talbot@lcalink.com
john.tallent@msanet.com
john.tardy@jvnr.com
john.totty@johnhcarter.com
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john.vancoller@wits.ac.za
john.venti@redfin.com
john.vongarvisch@clarkconstruction.com
john.witherspoon@southbaybrokers.com
john.yarrow@richardson.k12.tx.us
john.yezza@gartner.com
john.youngblood@ci.shreveport.la.us
john0787@fredonia.edu
john2000@yaaho.com
john2004@bga.com
john316@stepbeyond.com
john5888@freegoa.com
john@acelink.net
john@aeronav.ca
john@agoldenstitch.com
john@akgen.com
john@amloc.net
john@anewhomeforyou.net
john@aroundthehorn.com
john@ascottravel.com
john@avilaretail.com
john@barryburnett.net
john@beanburrito.com
john@beaston.com
john@bicyclecenterseattle.com
john@birchstudios.com
john@blueriver.net
john@blytherealty.com
john@bonnes.com
john@bookcraft.co.uk
john@brehomes.com
john@businesslink.com
john@cadwell.com
john@carey.com.my
john@carterplanners.com
john@castlerock.com
john@century21en.com
john@chapel.com
john@china-labware.com
john@cieply.com
john@ckeyes.com
john@clarey.net
john@cni-usa.com
john@cocalis.gr
john@cocula.com
john@commandsoftware.com
john@countersource.net
john@crosbydoe.com
john@ctimem.com
john@daily.com
john@davidlawrence.com
john@december.com
john@dftmail.net
john@digaworks.com
john@dohertyrealestategroup.com
john@echonet.com
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john@edgeofsleep.com
john@electricpendesign.com
john@eliterlty.com
john@ellegard.com
john@evansandwood.com
john@event.com
john@force-ten.com
john@fremonttravel.com
john@frisch-cpa.com
john@frod.com
john@georgia-john.com
john@giantsridge.com
john@goggle.com
john@gohomebusiness.com
john@goldenvalleyfarms.com
john@goldhammer.com
john@goodspeed.net
john@greble.mailhost.org
john@hatchhomes.com
john@health-vitality.com
john@hollingshead.com
john@hotsites.net
john@hugheseng.sol.co.uk
john@hydrovane.com
john@ictinc.com
john@ilsintech.com
john@inquo.net
john@issnet.com
john@ivacsp.com
john@jarv.org
john@jblassociates.com
john@jcv.com
john@jenirichindia.com
john@jjgg.com
john@jlcpa.com
john@johnandsally.net
john@johnchristiani.com
john@korin.com
john@meso.com
johnb@cse-waf.co.nz
johnh@jthlighting.com
johnkietta@mail.ru
johnlee@unisem.com
johnm@thewordnetwork.org
johnny.roza@corelab.com
johnnyg@google.com
johnsamuel@kores-india.com
johnson@yxrobot.net
johnsonj@fas.usda.gov
johnzhao@china.com
joly@dvproductions.be
jomac@alnaba.com
jomon@haidariqatar.com
jomoo@jomoo.com.cn
jonah-wu@163.com
jonas@sicking.cc
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jonathan.shrank@vision247.com
jonathan@asphoon.com
jonathanwhite@kais-ohlins.co.uk
jonattan@xmsports.com.mx
jongund@uiuc.edu
joni@amg-demolition.com
jonny@jcr-gtr.com
jooilim@asadi.com.my
joongweon@korea.com
jordan@ems-int.com
jordan@mitrask.com
jordan@traccs.net
jordan@up-racing.com
jordon@rattay.de
jorge@commerce-factory.com
jorge@dim.uchile.cl
jorge@miniaturasalonso.com
jorgegoni@jeginc.org
joris@poweredge.com.ph
joris@rijwielen-vandenplas.be
jorlow@google.com
jose.maria@bombasbloch.com
jose.sibila@crcind.com
jose@bikeme.es
jose@bmbranding.com
jose@pinnacleasia.com
joseluis@inteq.com.br
josem.cela@bsc.es
josep.delapuente@bsc.es
josep@markoubros.com
joseph.edmund@epa.gov.gh
joseph@asappinfoglobal.com
josephine@tafenny.com
josh.hart@livebrum.co.uk
josh@fabchoice.com
josh@hcwh.org
joshua.finkle@dhisnyc.com
joshy@ultrasoundindia.com
josiane@jokimport.ch
jost-sales@jost-werke.de
josy@andradesa.com.br
jovan@seaf.com.mk
jovank@diplomacy.edu
joy@prosoftworld.com
joy@techgentsia.com
joycewu@hzregards.com
joynerm@etsu.edu
joyoung@joyoung.com
jozsefb1200@googlemail.com
jozsefb12@googlemail.com
jp@abmmuae.com
jp@cnjianpai.com
jp@tclequip.com
jpb@wellmedindia.com
jperez@alconic.com.ar
jperez@highbrid.com
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jpernitz@endurancehouse.com
jpf@sbm.net.sa
jpharma@jamjoompharma.com
jpj@hindprakash.com
jpk@hdqg.com
jpkr@dreamwiz.com
jptech@126.com
jqalvar@cicese.mx
jqliu@bjtu.edu.cn
jr7918799@163.com
jr@gulfconnexions.com
jray.epic@mcdermott.com
jrdczjz@163.com
jreyes@method-architects.com
jrivero@ultrabikex.net
jrobertson@522capital.com
jrodriguez@tropicoil.com
jrodrriguez@netflix.com
jrscott@ncsu.edu
js.liao@siat.ac.cn
jsage@sageandcoombe.com
jsba33@hanmail.net
jsbalajitraders@googlemail.com
jsbell@google.com
jsbolong@163.com
jsc_nri@mail.ru
jschmitz@wlmb.com
jschoi@nonghyup.com
jscott@scottelectricalservicellc.com
jsgat@126.com
jshjt8@163.com
jshyjl@vip.163.com
jsingh@ema.co.tt
jsingh@sakata.co.in
jsjeong@jonghap-jme.co.kr
jsjhjxby@163.com
jskim@noisetech.co.kr
jskxjl@126.com
jskysfxr@163.com
jsmithheimer@bae1.com
jsmolina@jemcontracting.net
jsort@ventos.com
jsqihai@163.com
jstage@nationalift.com
jstd888@163.com
jstinecipher@mail.fresnostate.edu
jstockie@sfu.ca
jstyles@thefabnetwork.com
jsuarez@projects.sdsu.edu
jsxyhugh@czjinshan.com
jsym@ulsan.ac.kr
jszx8005@163.com
jt@kingdee.com
jt@spaghetti-cycling-imports.com
jtbjb@163.com
jterry@andeanstonecompany.com
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jthe@abptec.com
jtholodn@ncsu.edu
jthomas@algosaibi.com.sa
jtian@xiangfeng.com
juan.contreras@rheintek-la.com
juan.sagal@arquimed.cl
juan.saretzki@misioncolombia.ch
juan.vicente@mega.cl
juan.wu@anywavecom.com
juanc.amaya@mading.co
juanita@mujeresunidas.net
juanjoduran@google.com
juanli@sdu.edu.cn
jucky@universaltrading-int.com
judy.skubal@enterworks.com
judy@panna.org
jugal@asappinfoglobal.com
jugueraallende@prodigy.net.mx
juha.ollila@ip-agency.fi
juhani.jokinen@kilpailuvirasto.fi
juhani.malka@celtius.com
juhijang@math.ucr.edu
jukka.mustonen@cleanwater.fi
juli@increo.no
julia.baur@germancentre.co.id
julia@btc.com.tw
juliana@sky-way.net
julie@responsiveindustries.com
julio_clempner@e-strategia.com
julioromero@reduno.com.bo
jumbo2002@mail.ru
jun.zhang@siat.ac.cn
jun@longjunshoes.com
jun@wide.ad.jp
jun_tachbana@ihi.co.jp
juned@xirus.net
juneguan@sina.com
junghn@sina.com.cn
junkers@hr.bosch.com
junyang.jiang@grains.org.cn
jurgen.wolf@hafeleindia.com
juri.pavlenko@iuna.ee
justa@jsddz.net
justin.zhan@belle.com.cn
justinak@jancohkg.com
justinxuqz@163.com
jute@dhakacom.com
juty2009@163.com
juxing@juxingmould.com
juzar_kanpurwala@colpal.com
juzisuzy@163.com
jv@aminco.co
jwagler@goldenwindows.com
jwelch@a-plus-moving.com
jwolf@philly.com
jwolfe@wolfedomain.com
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jwong@timex.com
jwu56@hawk.iit.edu
jwuweiwei@163.com
jww@google.com
jx2687702@126.com
jx_4321@163.com
jxaslz@sina.com
jxer@yongtian.com
jxgxqf@126.com
jxgybangong@126.com
jxhlz@sina.com
jxjzdx@163.com
jxnks@163.com
jxrf@vip.163.com
jxschhy2012@163.com
jxsljl@sina.com
jxsryygf@163.com
jxue@lsec.cc.ac.cn
jxwelnow@126.com
jxxdzy@126.com
jxxhlj001@126.com
jxxkhtjpmb88@126.com
jxyimingongsi@163.com
jy@jiayangled.com
jyanosy@motorola.com
jyb2471@163.com
jyb@ccescc.com
jyf-808@163.com
jyglb400@163.com
jyhmomo@126.com
jykang@kgsm.kaist.ac.kr
jyko@hansol.co.kr
jyli@bjtu.edu.cn
jyrki.uotila@orneule.fi
jyy99@yandex.ru
jz@jzxf.com.cn
jzhang2@bjtu.edu.cn
jzwtc@vip.163.com
k-goto@radishbo-ya.co.jp
k-ishizu@mail.nissan.co.jp
k-kabar@myanmar.com.mm
k-yuuki@chari-u.com
k.brueggemann@haverboecker.com
k.ding@krusschina.cn
k.forys@aqua.net.pl
k.giridharan@jindalsteel.com
k.naresh95@skrgm.com
k.sakkalis@polyeco.gr
k.shvetsova@atd.ru
k.sugaya@ntt.com
k.wang@krusschina.cn
k1200lt@mail.ru
k@eltech-spb.ru
k_g_shewale@ateindia.com
kaabi@kaabi.com
kabbani@mail.sy
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kabco@zajil.net
kabin@packallplastic.co.th
kadir.dekorasyon@mail.ru
kadri.co@net.sy
kafe2008@mail.ru
kahmed@oneearthorg.com
kahn@lindakahnmedia.com
kai.chen@wenzhoujoy.cn
kai.he@siat.ac.cn
kaidi@ekaidi.com
kaifa@ysfri.ac.cn
kaihongshun@163.com
kaijie@kaijie.net
kaikai136@126.com
kailaifs@126.com
kailintal@tradearabia.com
kaireenlau@topgain.com.hk
kajirai@ilsintechindia.com
kajlan@ieee.org
kalankimya@mail.ru
kali-ap@ks-asiapacific.com
kali@k-plus-s.com
kali@kalifrance.com
kalika@argenteglobal.com
kalim@jmfootex.com
kalind@bol-online.com
kaliningrad@artebunkering.com
kaliwerk.neuhof@k-plus-s.com
kaliwerk.werra@k-plus-s.com
kalucham@wow.lk
kamal@bandhu.in
kamal@ttwbd.com
kamalacharya@ilsintechindia.com
kamalberlin@googlemail.com
kamani@uniquegroup.com
kamata@key-intl.com
kamco@zajil.net
kamel@technoserve.net
kamera@turk.net
kameyamam@jmc.asia
kamil@hmagroup.co
kamiltrading@eureka.lk
kaminikrafts@kaminikrafts.in
kaminszkiz@isoglobe.hu
kamlesh@gopinathspinning.com
kamranfaiz@tmenterprises.net.pk
kamtex@permonline.ru
kamuela.yong@asu.edu
kanakova07@mail.ru
kanat.aydin@durkocevre.com.tr
kanayama@diamond.broba.cc
kanedeng@126.com
kanemasa@flab.fujitsu.co.jp
kanexim@mail.ru
kanghara11@hanmail.net
kangteng@188.com
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kangyu@ahkysw.com
kankani@metroexporters.net
kannanltd1@googlemail.com
kannanltd2@googlemail.com
kantha.veera@globalgreengroup.com
kanzaki@kanzakibike.com
kapil.gadhire@quantiphi.com
kapilaw@hovael.com
kapper_HK@126.com
karajan@nongwoobio.co.kr
karan@marshallswallpaper.com
karanfiltr@mail.ru
karasawa@ntvic.com
kareem@ilsintech.com
karen@cherrygroup.com.cn
karen@houseofcakes.com
karethic@googlemail.com
karim.smadi@redachem.com
karimi@steelalborz.com
karine@prodasynth.com
karkas@karkas.pl
karnpitcha@aerosoftshoe.com
karolina.dytrtova@bioinstitut.cz
karthik@eta-ascon.com
karthik@icegen.net
karthikeyan@vtyarns.com
karthikpandian@karthikexim.com
karti@pureearth.org
karun@mypretyvacations.com
karyadi@sinarhimalaya.com
kasada@costco.co.jp
kashfienterprise@tradearabia.com
kashif.jafri@9to5ive.com
kashif.malik@bessnet.com
kasi@magsolvics.com
kasim.mw@urulink.net
kaskad-m@list.ru
kasugaco@apricot.ocn.ne.jp
katalin.miklo@hipo.gov.hu
kate@brookfarmgroup.com
kate@eclaroIT.com
kate@hearinghelpexpress.com
kate@machel.com
kate_mei@yeah.net
kathleen@awehuh.com
kathrin@madkathagility.com
kathrin@sparklingzoo.se
kathrine.mcknight@walkerfirst.com
kathy@buffaloconcrete.com
kathy@kathymclachlin.com
katiekeating@fancynyc.com
katosiwomen@katosi.org
katowice@avnet-memec.eu
katsu-ito@fenics.se.fujitsu.co.jp
katus@katus.pt
katyn@mail.ru
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kaup@kaup.de
kaushik.goswamy@kirloskar-electric.com
kaushikmaity@ilsintechindia.com
kavya@internshala.com
kawi@hyper.ocn.ne.jp
kay@schulzassoc.com
kay@simarencorp.biz
kayahan@akcan.com
kayhanmotor@noavar.com
kazakhstan@cnlc.cn
kazcotton1150@mail.ru
kazim@aspco.com.sa
kazuhito_iton@ihi.co.jp
kb@kagepc.com
kbackus@kbackusre.com
kbc-moscow@mail.ru
kbe-qatar@kbelebanon.com
kbj@benjabr.com
kbkim@bomac.co.kr
kbolanos@minam.gob.pe
kbrowarek@kmpplastics.com.pl
kbw@mels.co.kr
kbwy2003@163.com
kc-slb@kanoosa.com
kc@nec.gov.bt
kcb@kifahprint.com
kcci@kcci.org.kw
kci.ahd@kcibearing.com
kci.pune@kcibearing.com
kck@kck.ua
kcling@pop.jaring.my
kcmsteel@gto.net
kcseed@163.com
kcsnab@bk.ru
kdadia@globus-solutions.com
kdamak@planet.tn
kdwarka@kevindwarka.com
kean@keanltd.com.cy
kecuizhen5542@sina.com.cn
keguangjianli@126.com
keiko@chinasourceltd.com
keil@landmann.de
keita-k@emro.co.jp
keith@ramatex.com.sg
keith@shoe-evolution.co.uk
keji@giet.ac.cn
kejichu@yfi.ac.cn
kelian@sssyy.com
kelinhb@188.com
kelly@kiataiwan.com.tw
kelly@myway-hz.com
kelly@widewaygroup.com
kellym@rowancompanies.com
kemal.kolelioglu@aygenteks.com
kember@planning4places.com
kemmshym@mail.ru
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ken-3388@163.com
ken3868@126.com
ken@pmsgroup.cn
ken@ruyton.com
ken@unifair.com
kenbarringer@endurancehouse.com
kendall@clarkparsia.com
kenhuang68@163.com
kenia.feliz@ambiente.gob.do
kenmat@jp.fujitsu.com
kennedy@wxystudio.com
kenneth@targetsca.com
kennyc@brentonasia.com
kennygoh@voltrium.com.sg
kent@everstardata.com.tw
kentpace@sina.com.cn
kenyaair@zajil.net
kenyamaoka@jcta.co.jp
keramika-export@mail.ru
kerimtekstil@mail.ru
keschool@kes.edu.kw
keshav.prasad@kirloskar-electric.com
keshav@iocee.com
keshengfa@163.com
ketan.choksi@agriwsp.com
ketan@elitemobile.com
ketan@sterlinghoffman.com
kevin.yang@udngroup.com
kevin@eastpost.co.kr
kevin@qilisi.cn
kevin_mmadc@163.com
kevintaurusgrundebesitz@googlemail.com
kevinxue111@126.com
kevinyanfei@126.com
keya@linuo.com
keyuanzhongye@126.com
kezhengping@sina.com
kezhongda@126.com
kf-shocoluxe@yandex.ru
kf@nb-kaifeng.com
kfb@tsinghua.edu.cn
kfc-mo@163.com
kfsa@chol.com
kga2503@bk.ru
kgavigan@jaguarlandrover.com
kgc@netfront.net
kgh@kazema.com
kh_info@itraco.com.ua
khaled.benchouche@parsifalentertainment.com
khalidiya@yandex.ru
khan@terumo.co.jp
khanbhaiad1@sancharnet.in
khayashi@bjhadvisors.com
khcho@laserlighting.co.kr
khchoi@dltc.co.kr
khidi_vn@126.com
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khmahmood@kbagroup.com.pk
khoffman@math.umbc.edu
khokhar25@googlemail.com
khom@khomarch.com
khosla@khoslamachines.com
khourytrvl@net.sy
khumalo12@googlemail.com
khw@apexgulf.ae
khyberm@emirates.net
khzykyb@163.com
kiaico@kiaico.com
kian@spotluxopto.com
kianhin@brunet.bn
kic@kuwaitindustries.com
kice@alkifah.com
kiencp@cp.com.vn
kiev@italauto.com.ua
kikin-box@adst.keio.ac.jp
kiko@baizhenshoes.com
kilicoglu@kilicoglu.com.tr
kim@codamono.com
kim@increo.no
kim@pwalloy.com
kim@redstartsystems.com
kimchansoo@marineland.co.kr
kimea86@kmw.co.kr
kimeuisu@korea.com
kimhs9009@nonghyup.com
kimjh@hcccapro.co.kr
kimjo@who.int
kimw100@korea.com
kin@kingdomfootwear.com
kingboo@vip.163.com
kingland@chinacnd.com
kingong-et@sina.com
kingtrdg@kingfisheruae.com
kingw@kingworld.com.cn
kinshuk.pal@imacs.in
kiran@eurekadesign.in
kiran_wadhwa@kumarprinters.com
kirby@sci.utah.edu
kirillyukova@mail.ru
kirit@ekk.in
kirsten.staab@ahkuae.com
kirstiemurdoch@ntn.org.au
kishan@amitproperties.com
kishan@mirania.com
kishore.kumar@mehakdata.com
kitchen@galagroup.in
kitchens@adriatic.ae
kittc@diabehbehani.com
kittgarrett@dnykg.com
kitty@imapcyber.com
kittyxlh799062@sina.com
kivi-el@mail.ru
kiwan@net.sy
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kj1medical1@googlemail.com
kj1medical2@googlemail.com
kjain@stindia.com
kjb001@126.com
kjb@hdyk.com.cn
kjc2@gdut.edu.cn
kjch0451@163.com
kjcwxk@jlu.edu.cn
kjcx5556359@126.com
kjetil@increo.no
kjjnfk@ganzhou.gov.cn
kjp126@163.com
kjysm@agabang.com
kk@ricco.com.pl
kk@spinningking.com
kkaan@mail.ru
kkanno@mcp-hybec.co.jp
kkbhutani@niper.ac.in
kktravels@kktravels.com
kl3com@sina.com
klantenservice@iex.nl
klass@accord.com.tw
kleding@bruggeman-motoren.nl
kledingshop@de-valkenier.nl
klg-cp@ruh.kanoosa.com
klgupta@ufindia.com
klick@klickipl.com
klimatexnika2000@mail.ru
kljqsc@163.com
klp_ktpl@sancharnet.in
klslgcgs@126.com
klwong@leahander.com
km@fnashow.in
kmawire@whelson.co.zw
kmb@kmbo.com
kmerryman@netflix.com
kmfengxing@163.com
kmorris@uwaterloo.ca
kmostafa@sci.cu.edu.eg
kmphy@126.com
kmsnhardware@zajil.net
kmsnhardware@zjil.net
kmsxx@163.com
knagecha@kpcommercial.co.in
knobloch@berkeley.edu
ko-tone@163.com
koansecretariat@elci.org
koch@vci.de
kochi@villageshop.in
koe@koe-lighting.com
kofa@chollian.net
koh@du.se
kohn@albilex.de
kokichi.watanabe@tedi-npo.com
kolcott@equalexchange.coop
kolkata@isbm.org.in
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kolkata@zklindia.com
komarov-mm@wisenetlab.ru
komdesigngmbh@googlemail.com
komis.ujrzanow@interia.pl
kompensatorentechnik@ibk.de
kompozit-test@mail.ru
kongres@go-mice.eu
konol@mail.ru
konsol-stroy@mail.ru
kontakt@beckhoff-verl.de
kontakt@beghelli.de
kontakt@eas-schaltanlagen.de
kontakt@ib-roeckl.de
kontakt@iidz.at
kontakt@klb-light.com
kontakt@oelschueler.de
kontakt@powerbird.de
kontakt@t-lotus.si
kontey@mail.ru
kontor@debio.no
kontyrstroy2006@mail.ru
kora@csaro.org
koramangalabc@middlebycelfrost.com
korea@ainnotech.com
korea@indora.co.kr
korkmaz-iplik@mail.ru
koryo@koryo-trading.com
kosarev@uralinoil.ru
koseki-cycle@kyoto.zaq.ne.jp
kosheekroshee@mail.ru
koshy.mathew@pearlglobal.com
kosinsin@163.com
kotak@tpclcastings.com
koteles@illinoisalumni.org
kotes@korea.com
koudht87ec1409591t0mtm7me4p573tdne@4ax.com
kovevgeny2008@yandex.ru
kovner.karissa@epa.gov
kozak@ichp.pl
kpatel@kmjpdevelopers.com
kpatidar@uwc.ac.za
kpj@vbn.co.bw
kplbpc@utlonline.co.ug
kpromisl@math.msu.edu
kps@khonaini.com
kq333@sina.com
kqzhang68@126.com
krakow@akcesoriamotocyklowe.pl
kramep@rpi.edu
krapik1@mail.ru
kraski-kron@samaramail.ru
krest.trading.ltd@googlemail.com
kris.kramer@anixter.com
kris@kamikazebikes.com
krishna@igrowindia.com
krishna@southerntravels.in
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krishnan@genovate.com
krishnan@transmaticsystems.com
kristalplus@mail.ru
krithy@ultrasoundindia.com
krotoum.konate@itab.asso.fr
krrk@krrk.kz
krueger@cofermin.de
kruglov-2010@yandex.ru
krupalini.ns@quest-global.com
kruse@wtsh.de
ks-india@k-plus-s.com
ks@eriwi.com
ks@mdicorps.com
ksa@byrnerental.com
ksa@elsewedy.com
ksa@enercorent.com
ksadlau@zalux.com
ksbrasileira@ksbrasileira.com.br
kshankar@valliappa.com
kshim@bstnc.co.kr
ksibold@psg-online.de
ksk_happy_65@hanmail.net
ksmyq@126.com
ksolien@dec.gov.pg
ksp@kspconsult.dk
kspark@jbcor.com
ksprodej@ks-cz.com
ktan@infobaselearning.com
ktc@kanoosa.com
ktco@net.sy
ktelmer@artisanalgold.org
ktgjx@163.com
ktgongsi@126.com
ktlim@pentamaster.com.my
ktym@dbcls.jp
kuching@harbour.com.my
kuehn@vopelius-chemie.de
kuehr@unu.edu
kukharchyk@mail.ru
kukka@westward.ee
kulbatsky@r-tech.ru
kuldeep@aasutoshmarine.com
kuldipverma@vava.co.in
kulkarni@precot.com
kumar@jaypee.co.in
kumarbrothers@bol.net.in
kumas@mail.ru
kumassan@mail.ru
kumkangtec@kumkangtec.co.kr
kunal@vivaldis.co.in
kundan.kumar@insidehomesindia.com
kundenservice@vde-verlag.de
kundin@yeah.net
kunlunscb@sina.com
kunststofftechnik@ibk.de
kurmkt@dai-ichiindia.com
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kurt.verbeken@velodroom.be
kurt@profoto.nu
kurt@scherrglobal.co.za
kurtretzer@.readnotify.com
kuvshinov@rggu.ru
kuwait@pwclogistics.com
kuzovatkind@mail.ru
kvdaniel@wrenchsolutions.com
kvhelikon@mail.ru
kvr@shreepalogistics.com
kwelsford@va.ariake.com
kwt@netnam.vn
kx@chinakaixiang.com
kxyhgs@sina.com
kyira@keystoabundantlife.com
kyungho88@hanmail.net
kyy0721@126.com
kzn@mantech.co.za
kzo@sec.gov.ng
l-modaff@mail.ru
l-modoff@mail.ru
l.michlik@sigma.cz
l.paparo@expofairs.com
l.pfenniger@lphgmbh.agency
l.samaha@moe.gov.lb
l.videnova@lemontbotanique.com
l.zhao@lubcon.com.cn
la@agni.com
lab@radhegroup.com
lab@salimacorp.com
labhimprom@mail.ru
labuan@harbour.com.my
ladonza@mail.ru
lafarge.press@lafarge.com
lafont@chias.cat
lahaddatu@majorole.com.my
laher.nagda@texchemindia.in
laidoin@infonie.fr
laivynas@laivynas.lt
lakaro1@net.sy
lakshmi5598@bsnl.in
lakshmi@asappinfoglobal.com
lal@lalship.com
lalit.dutta@jindalsteel.com
lalit@leatherlinkers.com
lalit@plastemart.com
lallen@allencollects.com
lambrev.mill@mbox.infotel.bg
lamine.diao@epe.sn
lamiran@neda.net
lamm@math.msu.edu
lananh.pham@osi.vn
lancasterhotel@lancaster.com.lb
lancerlee_cw@163.com
landbridge@saudirailways.org
lande-trading@163.com
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landy133@163.com
lanema@lanema.pt
lanfasheng@163.com
langkaiqi@126.com
lanhai-12345@163.com
lanhai@163.com
lantianqise@126.com
lanwei133@126.com
lanyan789@126.com
lanyong117@163.com
lanzi_79@126.com
lao@sos-kd.org
laohaige@163.com
laowuzhongxin@163.com
larry@pdq1.com
lashmanov_dmitry@tut.by
laspezia@motoabbigliamento.it
latex7215@hanmail.net
latifa.mbarek@elanpolo.fr
lau-gy@vip.163.com
laugesen@illinois.edu
laura.johnston@grouppbs.com
laura@dsnyc.com
lauraandiabati@scame.com
laurence.legouguec@lafarge.com
lavalle@uiuc.edu
lavkush.somani@icai.org
law.yang@allsor.com
lawaseq@zajil.net
laxmi@skgroup.org
layah.int.ltd@googlemail.com
layer@cnlayer.com
laz@advanced-cycles.com
lb01@andrew.cmu.edu
lbentivoglio@latv.com
lbermudez@minambiente.gov.co
lborzani@grupotoneleroandino.com.ar
lbs_789@163.com
lbsales@lbelectric.com
lbtsuuchi@par.odn.ne.jp
lbx_sz@126.com
lbzhang@ict.ac.cn
lcc_lcc@126.com
lchryj@163.com
lcruz.sociedade1@googlemail.com
lcruz.sociedade2@googlemail.com
lcsb@pc.jaring.my
lcui@ict.ac.cn
lcwaikiki@mail.ru
ldd@ca800.net
ldepelley@elementa-ingredients.com
ldk399@126.com
ldm@ldm.de
ldqsz6872@163.com
ldurango@latinpressinc.com
ldwang@bjtu.edu.cn
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led@fcled.com
led@japanmagnets.com
lednlight@gaggione.com
ledsales@nationstar.com
ledux@ledux-lighting.com
leebm@korea.kr
leegaomental@casinomail.com
leejinsik3018@hanmail.net
leemike@pc.jaring.my
leeminsheng@126.com
leeshonwei@163.com
leesons@pl.jaring.my
leetsung@math.nsysu.edu.tw
legprom@inbox.ru
legrany@agents.agf.fr
leh8208@paran.com
lehrte@avnet-abacus.eu
leif@increo.no
lembo@dis.uniroma1.it
lemco@lemco-group.com
leng57560@otax.com.cn
leng@qdartex.com
lenzerini@dis.uniroma1.it
leo-w@139.com
leo22_1988@mail.ru
leo@nobdass.com
leo@tenesun.com
leon@poretech.co.za
leon@szu.edu.cn
lepapecycle@lepape.com
les.moonves@cbs.com
les.novak@ssci.com
lesothoservicecentre@stanbic.com
lester@twomonkeyscycling.com.au
let@let.cz
letemps.devivre@libertysurf.fr
letmebethere@hanmail.net
letsiel@mopipi.ub.bw
letta@technolab.gr
letu@china.com
lewknick@lckimports.com
lexdom@mail.ru
leylahadj@yandex.ru
lfchen@hisunpharm.com
lfd@myjcvs.com
lfjemail@163.com
lfontaine@araujoibarra.com
lg@rnt.ru
lgao@bjtu.edu.cn
lgc@ytx8888.com
lgibson@qai.org
lgray@hotcards.com
lgreenecordts@dulcinea.com
lh@126.com
lhagva@ariston.mn
lhb551@163.com
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lhirondelle@beastybike.com
lhirondellebdx@beastybike.com
lhjxlz@126.com
lhl@mail.ioa.ac.cn
lhshenxuedong@163.com
lhumphrey@vancepublishing.com
lhw7010@sina.com
lhz@ycgem.com
li.sonia@asia-pacific.com.cn
li.yuanyuan@layn.com.cn
li_feng@chinaconstruction.com
li_li@craes.org.cn
li_yuping@126.com
lia@iit.edu
liaisons@oasis-open.org
lianetfernandez@palco.cu
liangjimai@163.com
liangqilin@xhhuamao.com
liangshangpo@sina.com
liangziwei123@163.com
lianyongyi@ime.ac.cn
liaohan091120@163.com
liaoninglianda@163.com
liaoshuhan123@163.com
liberzon@illinois.edu
librarian@artelier.com.sg
licaihong@sinoma.cn
licensing@gnu.org
lichen751@163.com
lichtmasten@nedal.com
lidawei1919@163.com
lidehu@omhgroup.com
lider-nsk06@mail.ru
lidia@calzthema.it
lieb@math.berkeley.edu
lietuva@technobalt.com
lif@rpi.edu
lifesc@hanmail.net
ligaofangshui@sina.com
lighting@skynetpower.com.tw
lightlife@lightlife.de
lihr@sgconsult.hu
lihr@zju.edu.cn
lihy008@126.com
lij@cbmie.com
lijb@szu.edu.cn
lijiangfan@126.com
lijianhe@idear.com
lijinshi@sgepri.sgcc.com.cn
lijq@szu.edu.cn
likh@szu.edu.cn
lilent@dhivehinet.net.mv
lili@gdei.gd.cn
lilia.kuklina@businessmediarussia.ru
liliana.niculae@saiglobal.com
liliana.ramirez@quimiolab.com
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liliana@oatrading.no
lilin9100@sina.com
lillianj@163.com
lilly.garcia@texipa.org
lily@auraconvex.com
lily@bhc-bonitagroup.com
lily@chu.edu.tw
lily@li-tian.cn
lily@pointertextile.com
lilya_tpp@mail.ru
limeks@yandex.ru
limiar@brturbo.com
lin-jin@vip.163.com
lin.lian@139.com
lin.sharon@epa.gov
lin@can-cia.org
lin@zhenuoer.com
lina@expocentr.ru
linbo@horae.dti.ne.jp
linbsh@163.com
lincoln@bikegallery.com.au
lincs@maltanet.net
lincservis@ukrpost.ua
linda-sw@163.com
linda0291@sina.com
linda980510@126.com
linda@patchamusa.com
linda@venuestoday.com
lindahwang@etp.com.tw
lindazou@188.com
lindsey.visser@portsevolution.com
line_of_comfort@mail.ru
lineaifema@ifema.es
lingbaozzx@126.com
linh.pv@greenpioneer.vn
linhadireta@br.festo.com
linheng808@163.com
linjiaming_2009@126.com
linjing49@163.com
linke@ibk.de
linkxen@163.com
linlin@h-family.com
linmeixian@mostexpo.com
lino.silva@centralbox.pt
linping@yueling.com.cn
linshung.huang@sv.cmu.edu
lintong@ling-tong.cn
linye1229@163.com
linyi-fire@163.com
linyilab1@163.com
linym_ok@126.com
linzhouhx@163.com
lip@infoline.spb.ru
lipimile@zamtel.zm
liqch@sino-manager.com
liqianqian0127@163.com
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liqingjie007@163.com
lira@lira.com.pl
lisa722@163.com
lisadeguo@163.com
lisna.heidrich@hhpindo.com
listing@cartrade.com
lithuania.diagnostics@roche.com
liu_jingwei@mfa.gov.cn
liubing0928@163.com
liubiying123@163.com
liubm@citic.com
liuchang_fly@163.com
liuchaodl@163.com
liudy@weishengits.com
liufei@spark-lighting.com
liuhaitong@chinayaan.com
liujian@cndare.com
liujie@cernet.edu.cn
liujingjing@coship.com
liujun@scope.com.cn
liujunxia1025@126.com
liulan3175@sina.com
liulang3175@sina.com
liuliang@shenhua.cc
liulihui@ncpc.com
liuqiyi@mail.ustc.edu.cn
liuwen.ch@163.com
liuwen@szu.edu.cn
liuxh1126@163.com
liuxiongtu@163.com
liuxj@cecbhip.com
liuyanli6@126.com
liuyin@gzwanbao.cn
liuyongzhen@zjke.com
liuz@weishengits.com
livelink-help@din.de
livestk@kltt.com.kw
liwangyi@zlg.cn
lix@iit.edu
lixia657@163.com
lixia@163.com
lixiaohong1225@163.com
lixiayc2004@126.com
lixiuyu111@sina.com
lixuejun@bjfic.com
liy899@163.com
liyan@hxtech.cn
liyan@i-mu.com.cn
liyang2@zjcof.com.cn
liyasons@isplanka.lk
liyf_fm@126.com
liying@ficc.net.cn
liz@cadf-parkerstore.co.za
liz@cn-unimag.com
liz@thecontentagency.co.za
liz@tvilight.com
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lizh@grw-timflor.com
lizhigang689@sohu.com
lizhiguo168@163.com
lizhiping007@163.com
lizuquan@cmfi.cn
lj-gjb@163.com
ljacques@amfu.pf
ljcnw@163.com
ljh5216@163.com
ljjiang@bjtu.edu.cn
ljkion@pc.jaring.my
ljkorea@chol.com
ljstevens@trilogyinc.com
lkozlova@ntpp.biz
lkyyqgb@126.com
ll_hit@126.com
llc0663@126.com
lllt369@163.com
lloyd@ncsu.edu
llshen@szu.edu.cn
lmace@cfmushroom.com
lmarquez@cicese.mx
lmccash@airfoyle.co.uk
lmedinag@prodigy.net.mx
lmkjs@126.com
lmojica@gbm.net
lmorlet@twang.com
lmz@meidanylon.com
lndffc@163.com
lnfhsy@163.com
lng@hcm.vnn.vn
lnhfxhl@163.com
lnrongda@163.com
lntytds@126.com
loayn@nazer.com
lobov@lobov.com.ar
lobova@expocentr.ru
lobovaev@expocentr.ru
localization@updatestar.com
loewenice.gmbh2@googlemail.com
loewenice.gmbh@googlemail.com
logistic@vinodricemill.com
logistics@dosch.com
logistics@eximcorp.com
logistics@jaysynth.com
logistics@naturalproductsindia.com
logistics@nidoworld.com
logistics@ruksh.com
logistics@swetalifecare.com
logistics@tctg.co.uk
logsol@logsol.is
lohnke@ledtex.ch
loisirs@kickmoto.fr
loisweeks@designmasters.com
lokgirni@sancharnet.in
lomak@lomak.com
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lombardiapoint.varese@va.camcom.it
london@gulfpetrochem.com
london@kazakhstan-embassy.org.uk
london@scornik.com
london@vrvsonline.com
londra@ice.it
long.phan@wecocbc.com
long8680@sina.com
longan123@163.com
longcome@hknet.com
longcotermgz@sina.com
longfufzb@163.com
longofd@163.com
longtao0807@126.com
longweimei-1@163.com
longyuands@vip.163.com
longzhu28@sina.com
loni.farhi@spiintl.com
lonidda@mail.ru
lonneke.van.leeuwen@rivm.nl
lookerins@mail.ru
loorra@ccpitnb.org
lopeztrading1@googlemail.com
lopeztrading2@googlemail.com
lorberg@mail.ru
lorella@gallodiffusione.com
lorenzi@lorenzishoes.it
lorenzo.dunoyer@sesameworkshop.org
lorenzo.modena@openmove.com
loria@mail.ru
lorin@trendltd.cn
losangeles@ice.it
losi.p@saib.it
lotus@lotusinternational.com
louie@ihealthlabs.com
louis@haus.com.my
louisa_dai@hk.nykline.com
louise@glass-slipper.co.za
louisec@britman.com
loussang@mail.pf
lovett.queen@epa.gov
lovolpeter@163.com
lp@bibus.sk
lpampuri@psg-online.de
lpearson@vtele.ca
lpouellette@sapstjean.com
lpr-nn@mail.ru
lpzhao@bgrimm.com
lqsm55@163.com
lqz@irsa.ac.cn
lqzhu@bjtu.edu.cn
lr@tele-info.cn
lracedo@zonafrancabarranquilla.com
lredmon@trinityconsultants.com
lree@stmarys.wa.edu.au
lrodas@neporsa.com
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lromagnoli@aretaint.com
lrx1107@cpscc.com.cn
lsa@akkreditert.no
lsbzlh521@163.com
lservello@freshdelmonte.com
lsibangalore@lsiindia.com
lsicard@zonafrancapalermo.com
lsimao@psg-online.de
lsimumbai@lsiindia.com
lskumar@cheslind.com
lsp@an-neng.cn
lssngcj@163.com
lstboard@lsd.lt
lsuarez@minambiente.gov.co
lswaimao@126.com
lszxchj@163.com
lt@dglte.com
lthompson@timesnews.com
ltl1321939@163.com
ltm@ltmti.com
lu.shize@mep.gov.cn
lubarskayalu@expocentr.ru
lubcon@lubcon.si
lubcon@simtec-group.ru
lubricants@imcdgroup.com
lubtpp@bk.ru
luca.bacoccoli@intesasanpaolo.com
luca.masotti@masottiberger.com
luca.montalbetti@polyfilm.it
luca.ravagnan@wisebiotech.com
luca.ravagnan@wiseneuro.com
lucaslo@myjaring.net
lucentron@aliyun.com
luchunsheng@cmisi.cn
lucia@martinilight.com
luciagundlach@idep.gov.ar
lucie.micova@brammer.biz
lucio@sspseeds.com
lucklarge@126.com
lucknow@isbm.org.in
lucknow@madhuindia.com
lucky7779@tgsvc.co.kr
luckypenny@luckypenny.com.tw
lucy@heritagetanks.com.au
lucy_lee@wooree.co.kr
lucywang@hyershoes.com
ludhiana@isbm.org.in
ludo@theplanner.be
luigif@formway.com.au
luis.barcelo@amelco.com.ar
luis.sarmento@eiha.org
luis27@ciencias.unam.mx
luis@daylitewindow.com
luiscarbonel@businesdata.com
luisgutierrez@palco.cu
lujianfei@sina.com
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lukas.noras@energoequipos.com.mx
luke@sinopack.com
luke_yin@gg.nitto.co.jp
lukehepworth@hepworths.com.au
lukeo@illinois.edu
lulustyana_multiprima@yahoo.co.id
luna@goodfarmer.com
luna@lunacalzature.it
lunavalon@online.sh.cn
luo_ronghua@126.com
luolighting@163.com
luoshi@chinaluoshi.com
luoxuexia@goldsunny.com.cn
luoyt@72ec.com
luozf@txdkj.com
luozhongkuan@126.com
lux@net.sy
luxdezignltd1@googlemail.com
luxiaoqing25@126.com
luxin@packware.com.cn
luxin@xdlx.cn
luxsun@luxsunshoes.com
luxue0232@sina.com
luxury@theimperialindia.com
luyan@cneec.com.cn
luyanxue@sanan-e.com
luyimin008@sina.com
luyuan67817@126.com
luz.gutierrez@puntodeservicios.com
luzar_maslenikov@mail.ru
lverdonck@agrocentrebelcan.com
lviv.autogas@mail.ru
lvproductrus@mail.ru
lvs@lvs.lv
lw8341@sina.com
lw@eventoplus.com
lweyers@coloradopotato.org
lwillwater@erzkontor.com
lwlhm@163.com
lwong@cirrealtors.com
lwp6502@163.com
lwzjjzsy@163.com
lxbczwp@126.com
lxj65@china.com
lxllhlyt@163.com
lxstone@lxstone.com
lxu@realdesign.com.cn
lxvista@163.com
lxw6211@163.com
lxy940917@163.com
lxygs@126.com
ly@Pravda.sk
lyamina@expocentr.ru
lyana@thc.co.za
lyaschenko@expocentr.ru
lydia@sharpdie.com
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lyfzinet2k@163.com
lygfxh@126.com
lygslsjy@sina.com
lyh-tpp@mail.ru
lyhuafeng@126.com
lyj3133@hanmail.net
lynjgs@163.com
lynn@sewingsupplies.co.nz
lyon@avnet-memec.eu
lyq19700106@163.com
lyte@lyte.com.uy
lyutinskiy@expocentr.ru
lyw215@163.com
lyxrgy@126.com
lyz@sunwoda.com
lzb0855@163.com
lzo@sec.gov.ng
lzq@dfdchem.com
lzr8829@126.com
lzsk168@163.com
lzx266@sina.com
lzyly99@vip.163.com
lzzszyhs@163.com
m-izawa@tkk.att.ne.jp
m-okamura@kawasaki-corp.co.jp
m-selcuk@gocay.com.tr
m-sultan@mustafasultan.com
m-teks@mail.ru
m-yoshizaki@cafe.email.ne.jp
m.ahmedova@dpsh.chukotka-gov.ru
m.asokan@seeds-grains.com
m.besri@iav.ac.ma
m.bouallegue@planet.tn
m.dekanzade@ozps.com.pl
m.eghbal@termetex.ir
m.elgamal@soor.com.kw
m.f.alhayek@mail.sy
m.h.export@rowadchem.com
m.h.hartmann@sartori-berger.de
m.herrington@ipspecialities.com
m.howald@swisskrono.ch
m.huber@nke.at
m.huebel@apostore.com
m.khalifa@afraatec.com
m.kondas@2eurosys.pl
m.koral@superonline.com
m.kpo@bk.ru
m.liang@koelnmesse.cn
m.manousou@compupress.gr
m.miao@koelnmesse.cn
m.nawrot@bm-chemie.pl
m.nazifi@rocketmail.com
m.norio@noriofratelli.com
m.orsini@italcertifer.it
m.petrova@govirk.ru
m.quesada@biocientifica.net
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m.roghani@dbsco.co
m.schneider@ipspecialities.com
m.slater@agrifac.com
m.szpala@generatory.pl
m.todorova@fair.bg
m.tolba@ectc.com.eg
m.tyburczy@swisspigments.com.pl
m.vetter@evac-eau.com
m.yamashita@exri.co.jp
m.yu@cncic.cn
mFNongzi@163.com
ma.kamal@pwclogistics.com
ma@ctr.dk
maanyu@nemaug.org
mabel@winnitex.com
mabo@ama.cu
maborobio@norma-doors.com
macau@sji-china.com
macaws@entelnet.bo
machado@bsnl.in
machina@inbox.ru
machinery@kriti-group.com
machineshop@vengulfoilgas.com
macsarin@sarins.org
madamtricot@mail.ru
madan@satinood.com
madco-riyadh@sbm.net.sa
madeuthink@mirror.co.uk
madhan@numerosexports.com
madhu@aabrosgroup.com
madhuban@mtcgroup.in
madhur@euroeast.com
madhuri@worldofpolymers.com
madinah@areeco.com
madlew93@mail.ru
madrid@avnet-abacus.eu
madrid@avnet-memec.eu
madurai@asmacs.net
maduraibc@middlebycelfrost.com
mae@akkreditert.no
maea@kanguroo.tv
maello@technisub.com
mag@mag.com.cn
maga@filmont.com
magaji.dambatta@rea.gov.ng
magaly.gallardo@galimex.cl
magasin@materiel-velo.com
maged.afify@daltexcorp.com
maggie.zhu@wasion.com
maggie5sunshine@126.com
maggie@polycorp.com.hk
maggienixiaoqing@163.com
magnet@emco.ru
magnus.sundstrom@sjofartsverket.se
magpack@mail.ru
maguilar@zonafrancabarranquilla.com
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mahdi.akrout@uib.fin.tn
mahdin_ind@neda.net.ir
mahek@malawi.net
mahendra@dynamicautomation.co.in
mahendra@tglshipping.com
mahesh.harhare@imacs.in
mahesh.mahalingam@sterlite.com
mahesh.yamsani@trinitymirror.com
mahesh@emaarshipping.com
mahesh@maheshindia.com
mahesh@vishnuexports.com
maheshk@osas.com
mahipal@kloud9international.com
mahmutova@expocentr.ru
maidenhead@avnet.eu
mail@a-and-n.com
mail@aaawindows.us
mail@abtechnology.lv
mail@afpmbai.com.ph
mail@almashaangtc.com
mail@aloktrading.com
mail@amurobl.ru
mail@analis.be
mail@ans.co.in
mail@antennebooks.com
mail@apisindia.com
mail@art-osnastka.ru
mail@aryagroup.in
mail@astrainfo.ru
mail@atexports.com
mail@banlab.com
mail@belstar-spb.ru
mail@benzlers.com
mail@bsvt.by
mail@bwipins.com
mail@calibrechem.com
mail@cefic.be
mail@chinarongde.com
mail@cironpharma.com
mail@cleari.cn
mail@comman.ru
mail@corlight.com
mail@cosmobio.co.jp
mail@crystalinemail.com
mail@dmtpp.ru
mail@ecsa.be
mail@eurasdaun.com
mail@ewo.com
mail@firam.it
mail@forkom.ru
mail@frost-lada.com
mail@fujitrading.co.uk
mail@gct.no
mail@geogroupglobal.com
mail@govirk.ru
mail@gulfglass.com
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mail@gulfpetrochem.com
mail@hajicommercial.com
mail@hammelmann.com
mail@hillerelectric.com.bo
mail@hwashin.net
mail@igloodairy.com
mail@iskur.com
mail@jaincarpets.com
mail@jmi.net
mail@kalyanshree.com
mail@kashiartgallery.com
mail@liontech.ru
mail@mait.com
mail@manarasoft.com
mail@masindia.com
mail@matthewwilcox.com
mail@mgadistribution.fr
mail@michaeltribus.com
mail@neko-business.ru
mail@neutrik.co.jp
mail@nextpolymers.co.in
mail@nutritionsc.co.th
mail@oktalite.com
mail@persol.ir
mail@progressspb.ru
mail@qtec-int.com
mail@qualityneedles.com
mail@qvf.de
mail@rainbowworldtours.com
mail@reinhart.in
mail@remny.ru
mail@romilimpex.com
mail@rosma.ru
mail@rusbiolink.com
mail@saexports.in
mail@sartori-berger.de
mail@sarveshwar.org
mail@selmax.co.in
mail@sewa.org
mail@sewabharat.org
mail@sgepc.in
mail@sieipeterlongo.com
mail@spluss.de
mail@stepex.com
mail@supershoes.co.in
mail@swabhumi.co.in
mail@tapecoat.com
mail@tewtelgroup.com
mail@textileprofy.ru
mail@tomsktpp.ru
mail@tpp74.ru
mail@tppk.ru
mail@tpporel.ru
mail@trksamara.ru
mail@ulgov.ru
mail@usgaindia.com
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mail@velodrive.ru
mail@ventures-me.com
mail@vertexindustries.net
mail@vhmindia.com
mail@winetasmania.net.au
mail@zaoconstanta.ru
mailam@mailamind.com
mailbox1@alruqee.com
mailbox@alruqee.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@extrauk.co.uk
mailbox@humana.de
mailbox@nccu.gr.jp
mails@krblindia.com
mailto@dobner.net
mailtoPhilipp.grollmuss@azelis.de
main@adm.khv.ru
main@ameridia.com
main@bankwatch.org
main@isopa.org
main@thorjapan.co.jp
mainca@mainca.com
mainfinechina@vip.163.com
maison@stdsvn.com
maite@maitemusic.com
maitra@alkem.com
maj1@tmg.cn
majdankova@atlantik.cz
majdi@traccs.net
majiali@cbitc.org
majiangtao@126.com
majorol@pd.jaring.my
majortwu@pd.jaring.my
mak@delargentdesign.com
makalaya@surfshop.net.ph
makarenko@expocentr.ru
makarova@expocentr.ru
makarovml@expocentr.ru
make@abelia.ocn.ne.jp
makgames@sancharnet.in
makram.mejri@tipic.com.tn
maksakova@expocentr.ru
maksim@blissum.com
maktas@mail.ru
makushkina@expocentr.ru
mal.office@partnermk.ru
malaco@brunet.bn
malahov@echoauto.ru
malaviya@tradearabia.com
maleda@ammakesa.com
malets@yandex-team.ru
malik@adwanchem.com
malinov@expocentr.ru
malinovskaya@expocentr.ru
maliping@sensor.com.cn
malkeyw@lazerpak.com
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malmedy@verviersfreins.be
malsaari@omsteel.com.sa
maluf@rollingstone.com.br
malyeyev@vpk.com.ua
mamas.german.restaurant@soejasch.com
mamondal@ilsintechindia.com
man@man.md
mana.fina@topcb.com.cn
manabu.kagawa@h.rd.honda.co.jp
management@abahsaingroup.com
management@aljalventilation.com
management@redachem.com
management@stroom.ws
manager.aa@vitamincottage.com
manager.ab@vitamincottage.com
manager.al@vitamincottage.com
manager.am@vitamincottage.com
manager.ar@vitamincottage.com
manager.au@vitamincottage.com
manager.aw@vitamincottage.com
manager.bd@vitamincottage.com
manager.be@vitamincottage.com
manager.bg@vitamincottage.com
manager.ca@vitamincottage.com
manager.cb@vitamincottage.com
manager.ce@vitamincottage.com
manager.ch@vitamincottage.com
manager.ck@vitamincottage.com
manager.cl@vitamincottage.com
manager.cp@vitamincottage.com
manager.cr@vitamincottage.com
manager.cs@vitamincottage.com
manager.dg@vitamincottage.com
manager.dl@vitamincottage.com
manager.dn@vitamincottage.com
manager.dt@vitamincottage.com
manager.ed@vitamincottage.com
manager.ev@vitamincottage.com
manager.fc@vitamincottage.com
manager.fs@vitamincottage.com
manager.ft@vitamincottage.com
manager.gj@vitamincottage.com
manager.gm@vitamincottage.com
manager.gr@vitamincottage.com
manager.gs@vitamincottage.com
manager.ha@vitamincottage.com
manager.hr@vitamincottage.com
manager.kc@vitamincottage.com
manager.la@vitamincottage.com
manager.lc@vitamincottage.com
manager.lm@vitamincottage.com
manager.lw@vitamincottage.com
manager.ma@vitamincottage.com
manager.ml@vitamincottage.com
manager.mr@vitamincottage.com
manager.mt@vitamincottage.com
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manager.mu@vitamincottage.com
manager.ng@vitamincottage.com
manager.nm@vitamincottage.com
manager.nw@vitamincottage.com
manager.op@vitamincottage.com
manager.os@vitamincottage.com
manager.pb@vitamincottage.com
manager.pf@vitamincottage.com
manager.pr@vitamincottage.com
manager.ps@vitamincottage.com
manager.rs@vitamincottage.com
manager.sa@vitamincottage.com
manager.sb@vitamincottage.com
manager.sc@vitamincottage.com
manager.sd@vitamincottage.com
manager.sf@vitamincottage.com
manager.sg@vitamincottage.com
manager.tp@vitamincottage.com
manager.wc@vitamincottage.com
manager.wt@vitamincottage.com
manager2@fialan.com
manager@china-pump.cc
manager@chinayuehang.com.cn
manager@ke-lighting.com
manager@qinsen.cn
manager@romatex.ro
manavto2004@mail.ru
manciniguat@intelnett.com
mancinsrl@pec.it
mandeep@btltool.com
manderson@krmrisk.com
mandy@guanjia163.com
mandy@kelex.com.hk
mandy@yudalux.com
maneeshbawa@bpsintl.net
manek@wilnetonline.net
manhhs@pvdrilling.com.vn
manhoon310@hanmail.net
manik@platinumstones.in
maninair@transpek.com
manish.mittal@bsmgroupindia.com
manish.sharma@jindalsteel.com
manish@aprilsourcing.com
manish@cubic.co.in
manish@deltex.in
manish@glimpsesofindia.in
manish@saimew.com
manish@thespringvalley.in
manisha@math.uh.edu
manishp@fractalanalytics.com
manishsharma@dcmshriram.com
manjunath.nimbalkar@kirloskar-electric.com
manoj.d@dndenterprise.com
manoj.fibrewala@tejora.com
manoj.kumar@colorplast.in
manoj.lodaya@myanchor.in
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manoj@alhirah.com
manoj@pjsoverseas.com
manoj@sanmatitraders.com
manola.furlani@diamantdmt.com
manometer1@googlemail.com
manometer2@googlemail.com
manometergmbh@googlemail.com
manoranjan@amkagro.com
manpower@zajil.net
manrak@rowancompanies.com
mansoor.jawaid@rudolf.pk
mansouri@pccfze.com
mansurova@tpprm.ru
mantra@mantraco.org
manuel.alcorta@luma.es
manuel.marques@mslogistica.com.br
manufacturing@al-hassan.com
maolinxu@126.com
maosc@163.com
maoxiaoyang@126.com
maoyuan@163.com
maoyx_1986@126.com
mar.08@list.ru
maragofar@vip.163.com
maranion.bella@epa.gov
marc.chasserot@shecco.com
marc.flynn@frisco.co.uk
marc.groppe@transchemical.com
marc.leifer@haefele.de
marc.michielsen@diplobel.fed.be
marc@elek.vn
marc@v2ml.com
marcel_fontaine@prinal.com
marcela.ordaz@tradeshowconsult.com
marcelo@vcan.cl
marceng1@eureka.lk
marceng@eureka.lk
marcia.nossent@achrom.be
marco.barban@sinico.com
marco.ocana@balboasystems.com
marco@minuttitrading.it
marcopini@mail.ru
marcos@marcosc.com
marcozolli@unive.it
marczand@ionmedia.com
marek.mikolajczak@imcd.pl
marenas@ing.puc.cl
margarita.restrepo@puntodeservicios.com
margot.dor@etsi.org
maria.blum@24hlogistics.com
maria.gutierrez@nuevosolsrl.com.ar
maria.vasquez@nytechind.com
maria@activeworldnyc.com
maria@aida.dk
maria@iesnyc.com
maria@rothfos.com
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mariam.r@gulfconnexions.com
mariana.pecanha@touch.aero
marianna.leon@multimusic.com.mx
mariano.borda@bordapoo.cl
marias@sultan-center.com
marie-line.vincent@imcd.fr
mariekeita@mail.ru
marika@townmoto.com
marila@marilashoes.com
marillionuk@googlemail.com
marilynbromley524@hidebox.org
marina@planet.tn
marina@sweetseasonsllc.com
marina@vniimp.ru
marinbikes@163.com
marine@amercable.com
marine@prudence-ae.com
marine_m@myanmar.com.mm
mario.grechi@grechilighting.com
mario.magnin@zendaleather.com
mario.nichelatti@developpement-durable.gouv.fr
mariocunha@adventure-boots.com
marionn@yandex.ru
mariontoufet@parislondoning.com
maris@realat.lv
marisa@bigstar.tv
marise.gerber@tranarc.co.za
marisela.rivera@xven.com.ve
marisol@blindspot.tv
marissa.gowrie@gov.tt
marites.bedana@ucf.ae
maritime@net.sy
mariya.bychkova@mail.ru
marjolein.geusebroek@minbuza.nl
mark.butts@jachris.com
mark.davis@google.com
mark.johnson@jachris.com
mark.lewis@aussiedisposals.com.au
mark.moore@fieldroast.com
mark.weisheit@mattel.com
mark.weitzel@jivesoftware.com
mark.workman07@imperial.ac.uk
mark@auma.co.za
mark@capitalcars.ie
mark@ccidutchess.com
mark@coveredwebservices.com
mark@harris-performance.com
mark@hempflax.com
mark@jaquith.me
mark@macchiato.com
mark@mark-overseas.com
mark@paconinc.com
mark@sssgroupltd.co.uk
mark@stpetebicycles.com
mark@wiglewhiskey.com
mark@wordpress.org
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markaz@maadiran.com
markdavis@google.com
market-center@inbox.ru
market.ispat@ratneshgroup.in
market.nts@mail.ru
market@agtsamara.ru
market@apsfood.ru
market@aspromservis.ru
market@boomsense.com
market@czmbf.com
market@dplast.ru
market@et.ru
market@infosec.ru
market@integralplus.ru
market@jointpublishing.com
market@kompo.by
market@masonled.com
market@notis.ru
market@ratneshgroup.in
market@svcraft.ru
market@szleshin.com
market@termo-pak.ua
market@travers.su
market@tverzpo.ru
market@weltronics.com
marketinfo@cma.net
marketing-kbm@alkifah.com
marketing.es@schaeffler.com
marketing.fire@sajayagroup.com
marketing.om@orientalindia.net
marketing.za@festo.com
marketing02@ambikaoverseas.com
marketing1@orbitalinternational.net
marketing7@grandeurhk.com
marketing@aarchimarine.com
marketing@aksharagroup.com
marketing@aldawly.com
marketing@alsayer.org
marketing@anb.com.sa
marketing@ateka.co.il
marketing@auto.md
marketing@biazzi.com
marketing@bocom.cn
marketing@btmindia.com
marketing@divatravel.ru
marketing@dodi.com
marketing@doublec.com.hk
marketing@drnsrl.it
marketing@eatwell.co.in
marketing@emis-kip.ru
marketing@energyoptions.net.au
marketing@fcri.com.cn
marketing@fishfaworld.com
marketing@group-ib.ru
marketing@hai.aero
marketing@haicorp.com
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marketing@hekang.com
marketing@himr.nnov.ru
marketing@hipackfill.com
marketing@hipowerled.com
marketing@hishock.com
marketing@it.ina.com
marketing@jindalsteel.com
marketing@kascoindustries.com
marketing@kriti-group.com
marketing@laurajane.ie
marketing@linealight.com
marketing@loctite.co.in
marketing@luckybell.com
marketing@mbhpumps.com
marketing@midmacor.co.za
marketing@mindrill.com
marketing@morris.co.za
marketing@naturesflowers.com
marketing@nicbm.com
marketing@ocelltech.com
marketing@pdatrademedia.com
marketing@peddinghaus.com
marketing@peninsula.co.in
marketing@pribor-oao.ru
marketing@printinggood.co.uk
marketing@pt.ina.com
marketing@rabbitstationery.com
marketing@rasnainternational.com
marketing@readingbody.com
marketing@rig.net
marketing@sbrigs.com
marketing@servetechme.com
marketing@sinostarasia.com.hk
marketing@soejasch.com
marketing@solev.ru
marketing@speedextools.com
marketing@suryavanshi.com
marketing@tasitest.com
marketing@technoac.ru
marketing@technokom.ru
marketing@textilana.cz
marketing@toyeast.com
marketing@wika.com.br
marketing@winteksa.com
marketing@wuyunelek.com
marketing@yerbamateargentina.org.ar
marketing@ytxinhai.com
marketing@zeusqencana.com
marketing@zklindia.com
marketing_dept@wondersgroup.com
marketing_mg@jetway.com.tw
marketingandcommunication@standardbank.mu
marketingandcommunications@standardbank.mu
marketingcomms@aadexpo.co.za
marketingindia@doosan.com
marketingnt@nesma.com
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marketingpr@aadexpo.co.za
markfoley@pendollc.com
markgibbskb@googlemail.com
markland@sludgecontrols.com
markowitz@ibk.de
marks@anoplate.co.za
markshen@163.com
markus.straub@axerna.com
marlinchen@jacksonminerals.com
marmelade@bergrose.at
marob@dhaka.net
marober5@ncsu.edu
marquez1964@prodigy.net.mx
marsallbaukft@googlemail.com
marsha.huang@computer.org
mart@marttrading.ru
marta@verdantoasis.com
martha@beardallis.com
martien.janssen@rivm.nl
martin.ashcroft@brunnermond.com
martin.axon@safebridge.com
martin.chouinard@leaugik.com
martin.cmiral@vertisfinance.com
martin.coufal@liko-s.cz
martin.haupt@haupt.cc
martin.jarrold@gvf.org
martin.mckenzie@industry.gov.au
martin.ressmann@pzb.at
martin.schmitz@egger.com
martin@biograins.com
martin@haleys.co.za
martin@leoplast.net
martina.reisner-oberlehner@lebensministerium.at
martine.genuy@trevira.com
martinjebsen@jebsen.com.ar
martinwang@mcfine.com
martinzhu@vip.163.com
marttex_bechano@mail.ru
marturtimber@mail.ru
marturtimber@yandex.ru
martyn.griggs@capp.ca
marvel@marvelindia.com
mary.cognetta@culverfloors.com
mary.gao@hlfilter.com
mary180378@mail.ru
mary@china-lutong.net
mary@coolightled.com
maryann@goldenvalleyfarms.com
marymac@thrillhillrecording.com
maryw@irishroseflowershop.com
marzuman@mekoshtor.ru
mas522@tgsvc.co.kr
masahiko.narita@jp.fujitsu.com
masaitiershoes6@163.com
masami_natta@ihi.co.jp
masar@marsann.sk
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maschio@maschio.com
masdar@darmasdar.com
masek.frantisek@post.cz
masheria@mail.ru
maslukova@expocentr.ru
masmoudi.refrigeration@planet.tn
mason@privatestructure.com
mason@schulzassoc.com
masoud@sbm.net.sa
massa@massa.ru
massimiliano.terrini@carrarovalvole.it
massmans@nicc.edu
master@iitdevelop.com
master@ly-can.com
master@petrofinder.com
master@sidite.com
master@solwell.com.tw
master@weltake.com
mastertec.cairo@master-tec.com
mastuff@mtu.edu
masya2029@yandex.ru
mata@mataltd.com
matheosp1@cablenet.com.cy
mathew@advenser.com
mathew@keystone-foundation.org
mathew@naelevator.com
mathew@promo-gift.com
mathews.c@genovate.com
matjaz.sarabon@matex-line.com
matriks@matriksdata.com
matrix@matrixlabsindia.com
mats.berneblad@stenametall.se
mats@sparklingzoo.se
matsumotots@nisseicorp.co.jp
matt.bedford@wath.co.uk
matt.day@dowjones.com
matt.stone@pearson.com
matt@ccmachinery.com.au
matt@cwnc.com
matt@freehubbicycles.com
matt@schmitmachine.com
matt@sgaits.com
matt@teampodium.com
matt@veosys.com
matthew.tobin@codexis.com
matthew@emag.com.sg
matthew@flextra.co.za
matthew@marcltd.com
matthias.boller@tofutown.com
mattkim20@daum.net
mattm@ffm-wa.com
matu@ask.gr.jp
matyas@czechtrade.tpo.cz
maumnet@hanil.com
maureen@bridgesproduce.com
maurice2000@126.com
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mauricio@premierorganics.org
maurizio.binello@wellnessandwireless.com
maurizio.ferraris@bewe.it
mausam@wpsummits.com
mavi.jeans@mail.ru
mavikazan@mail.ru
mavinota@163.com
max.ldp@alibaba-inc.com
max@max-ventilator.com
max@msg.com.tw
max@sonicboomsprays.com.au
maxey@brown.edu
maximeuroltd@googlemail.com
maxwell@maxwell-lp.com
maxwise@tradearabia.com
may@macintoshretail.com
may@mayarthk.com
may_tsang@helixhk.com
may_zhang@gg.nitto.co.jp
maya01@126.com
maya@convergence-ent.com
mayang@chemtradeasia.com
mayank.agrawal@icraindia.com
maymak@waeco.com.hk
mayur.desai@sabinplastic.com
mayur@geospot.in
mazaga@maltanet.net
mazen.t-co@mail.sy
mazz@aten.com.cn
mb@ef.com.sa
mb@elektro.dtu.dk
mb@sci.utah.edu
mbauto@mbauto.hr
mbays@teamameripak.com
mbeard@tucsonelectric.com
mbenech@internet.com.uy
mbl@mbl.com
mblaskovic@zetor.com
mbm@mbm.co.jp
mbmsa@prodigy.net.mx
mbordman@atriaconsulting.com
mbosraty@nbks.com
mbourlot@arrozcaupolican.com.ar
mbox@erato.bg
mbseeds@163.com
mbstravel@alsayer.org
mbt-2005@yandex.ru
mbw@mbwindia.com
mc.arunkumar@nestgroup.net
mc@arandanet.com.br
mcantu@xperto.com.mx
mcarrion@tctelevision.com
mcasas@chromium.org
mcc19@163.com
mccann.ellie@epa.gov
mcccyb@126.com
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mccoverseas@mcchy.com
mccoyscott@online.sh.cn
mcginnis@ucar.edu
mcgregordm@matthey.com
mcj536@126.com
mclancey@compsol.net
mcowin@sagefruit.com
mcreaven@svs.ie
mcruz@ecoholding.com.ar
mcx888@163.com
md.meneses@udlanet.ec
md@dynastyplastic.com
md@educatusexpo.com
md@ktpo.org
md@lanutrink.com
md@novoarts.com
md@taazastores.com
md@varunagro.com
mdagasan@dynamic.ru
mde@burgeoningstudio.com
mdebre@informups.ru
mdemetri@wpi.edu
mdereli@2mkab.com
mdjd3323109@163.com
mdl@rogers.blackberry.net
mdmdirgn@prodigy.net.mx
mdo@avaniestates.com
mdoffice@jamipol.com
mdsapre@manasinnovations.com
mdssa@zajil.net
mduggal@duggal.com
mdunster@mail.sdsu.edu
mdw@bineid.ae
meaweb@mea.or.th
mecamoto@offratel.nc
mechelen@continental-corporation.com
media@airvistara.com
mediambient@foment.com
medica@medicainstrument.com
medim@nessy.com.tr
medipharm@medipharm.ps
meena@cmots.com
meenalyadav@ciexim.com
meera@maitreyacsr.com
meet@arihantpolyforms.com
meetings@otcnet.org
meg.jarraya@planet.tn
megadome@meganet.net
megan.j.harrod@nab.com.au
meganbarkley@aeonnexus.com
mehmet.gunes@gulluoglu.com.tr
mehmet@bektas.ru
mehmet@modalita.ru
mehmet_duz@mail.ru
mehmetk@mmgrup.com.tr
mehmetsaid@mail.ru
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mehmetsayan@mail.ru
mehra@camparimail.com
mehrac@list.ru
mehta@mehtaexpo.com
meidiyinye@163.com
meifazhen@jsjiutian.com
meifeng201@163.com
meinfreundlei@163.com
meishengtaoci@163.com
melanie@barrmansion.com
melbourne@vipac.com.au
melegy@tedata.net.eg
melekerener@aybakar.com.tr
melikturan@mail.ru
melisa.habibovic@spencer-ogden.com
melissa@himalasalt.com
melissa@morehousefoods.com
melissa@panopticmarketing.com
melkon@greenbar.biz
melody.jin@sprg.com.hk
melody@focusproducts.com.au
melody_zh@yeah.net
melog@melog.co.in
melssblr@melss.com
melssbom@melss.com
melsscal@melss.com
melssdel@melss.com
melsshyd@melss.com
melvin.carter@panosbrands.com
melywangbeauty@sina.com
menaka@lobostaffing.com
meng@goldencrops.com.tw
mengkk@pd.jaring.my
mengshan@szu.edu.cn
mercy@operaglobal.com
mergery@bona-shoes.com
merida@bikesinternational.co.nz
merida@helkamavelox.fi
merida@merida.cn
meridask@merida.sk
meridian@multilux.biz
merit@meritorganics.com
merlin@gulfbioanalytical.com
mermanqidong@163.com
merrylight@merrylight.com
mersi@emirates.net
merttextile@mail.ru
merz@merz-elektro.de
mes@meshr.hr
mesa-ltd@mail.ru
mesc.rak@mesccables.com
message_to@alpha-plan.de
messe2@dtihk.cz
mete@kktc.net
metform@kriti-group.com
metin@drdeco.ru
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metricol@etb.net.co
meyer@brainmedia.com
meyer@entiabio.com.readnotify.com
meyjin@163.com
mfahmy@gemma.com.eg
mfdynaquip@coqui.net
mfernee@xs4all.nl
mfinkelstein@lucatechnologies.com
mfiore@latelenovela.com
mfoltz@google.com
mfuthn@mfuindia.com
mghmxf@163.com
mgigin@tekfen.com.tr
mgillespie@trilogyinc.com
mgmc2000@163.com
mgr.hr@i-kbz.com
mgtc@mgtc.com.sa
mgu@math.berkeley.edu
mguerrero@televen.com
mgulf@mmm.com
mhines@tilthrestaurant.com
mhktn@pd.jaring.my
mhyman@advancedfutures.com
miaoyou1203@188.com
mibarrajames@particlemg.com
michael-xie@126.com
michael.ainsworth@ainsworthenergy.com
michael.arens@tranarc.co.za
michael.bennett@lafarge.com
michael.britton@sha.hamburgsud.com
michael.carus@nova-institut.de
michael.chen@qdunifood.com
michael.villagomez@standardnewyork.com
michael.wang@westport.com.tw
michael.wehlen@centachrome.ch
michael.whelan@e-insights.com
michael.wu@tyconn.com
michael16@mail.ru
michael@accuaire.net
michael@eurolec-components.co.uk
michael@gpk.com.tw
michael@harneyteas.com
michael@kirk.co.za
michael@ms-trading.com
michael@nkchem.com
michael@pbandjelly.org
michael@refactored-networks.com
michael@remususa.com
michaelenes@gourmetgranola.com
michaelv@oasisbreads.com
michaelzhangd@vip.163.com
michal.poncik@vertisfinance.com
michao-8@163.com
michel@gega.net
michele@njbrownfield.com
michele@toffs.com
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michelle.esteva@grove-st.com
michelle.hunt@ieee-isto.org
michelle.personick@u.northwestern.edu
michelle317900@163.com
michelle@e3ne.net
micromeritics@idithailand.com
micron.ksa@zajil.net
microtech@tradearabia.com
middle-east@genoyer.com
middleeast@dextragroup.com
middleeast@gonka.com.tr
mideco@mideco.co.uk
miffy0628@yeah.net
miguel@sambazon.com
mihai@greyjuicelab.com
mihir.kothari@bol.net.in
mike.barro@sbrtrishop.com
mike.kennedy@greenanalytics.ca
mike.robinson@ukipme.com
mike.roeder@syncbak.com
mike167@163.com
mike@bellaorganic.com
mike@customcopak.com
mike@extrutech.co.uk
mike@insurmix.com
mike@motorsportscanada.ca
mike@mtscompany.com
mike@openinterconnect.org
mike@petrolstoragebroker.eu
mike@pfaltzgraphic.com
mike@rosiecreekfarm.com
mike@saintlaurent.net
mike@tacomabike.com
mikedelooze@icem.nl
mikef@ybakanoo.net
miker@agrowfresh.com
mikheil.tutberidze@iliauni.edu.ge
milano@avnet-abacus.eu
milano@shoes8.com
milena.bajerova@zkl.cz
miles.white@abbott.com
millenium@chrono.hu
miller@saintyear.com
milos.bozinovic@kruginter.com
miltos@kiainc.com
mima@mima.gov.my
mimmekus@hartenergy.com
min-eco@elcat.kg
min.wang@qilu-pharma.com
min772@cbnu.ac.kr
minascent-leuna@minascent.com
minesh.dwivedi@jindalsteel.com
minesh@directprinting.com
minfufangshui@163.com
mingco.gou@wonhawk.com
mingdaxf@163.com
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mingliujituan@163.com
mingyi@vip.163.com
mingzhen3699@163.com
miniko126@163.com
miningru@mail.ru
miniprin@netvision.net.il
minkvote@soraasbok.no
minori@panoco.co.jp
minosb@her.forthnet.gr
minsen@minsen.co.th
minsk@itraco.by
mintkiss@coex.co.kr
mirage@al-alawi.com
mirandank@163.com
miranker@cs.utexas.edu
mirdavid@wst.net.cn
mirgaz2003@gamail.com
miri@harbour.com.my
miri@majorole.com.my
miriam.hier@luxmagazine.co.uk
miroslava.jopkova@arnika.org
mirpul@rowancompanies.com
mirror.money.saving@mirror.co.uk
mirrornews@mirror.co.uk
mirta.kapural@aztn.hr
misa@motozem.cz
misho@fatokem.com
mision@hondurasginebra.ch
misse@fourltd.com.br
mission-israel@geneva.mfa.gov.il
mitc@163.com
mitchelenglish3966@hidebox.org
mitchell@cs.ubc.ca
mithun@matrukrupaenterprises.com
miuwahlun@hkbn.net
miw2103@columbia.edu
mixparts@mixparts.com
mj@imaginaryoffice.com
mjhernandez@pyasa.net
mjohnson@1worldllc.com
mjrinehart@qsting.com
mjs@apple.com
mjt@swufe.edu.cn
mjudy@126.com
mkarabudak@mkmusavirlik.com
mkdubey@jspl.com
mkiczalis@melitta.com
mkiper@ladycollection.com
mklaes@ha-coc.com
mklein@philly.com
mks3737@hanmail.net
mksuzuki@karamco.net
mkt@pharmalab.com
mkt@wintop2000.com
mktdept@peacefulcity.com.hk
mktdept@tajima.com.hk
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mktg.augbad@staricl.com
mktg.kanpur@staricl.com
mktg@ashutoshrubber.com
mktg@indiandyes.co.in
mktg@nstmills.co.in
mktg@precikot.com
mktg@regentplast.com
mktg@sps.sevana.com
mktg@syneric.in
mktg@tendersinfo.com
mktg@teslatransformers.com
mktg@zakgroup.com
mkwst@google.com
mkydg@163.com
mlang@magikitchn.com
mlapierr@wecon.com
mlb@meilibaoshoes.cn
mlcc@szeyang.com
mlemieux@crowther.ca
mlfxf@126.com
mlh.1016@163.com
mlh1016@163.com
mli@iim.ac.cn
mliotta@mobilis-sa.com
mlj0422@126.com
mloch@datamediasystems.net
mlopez@mlstudio.info
mloranger@pitco.com
mlzhou@bjtu.edu.cn
mm@aldrees-im.com
mmakki@kau.edu.sa
mmalay@zajil.net
mmann8592@126.com
mmansfield@san-j.com
mmartin@timesnews.com
mmaxfield@apple.com
mmaxwell@oceanspray.com
mmbouari@mmm.com
mmccarthy@murraystate.edu
mmcdavit@csail.mit.edu
mmceramics@mtcgroup.in
mmcsweeney@cement.ca
mmenviro@mmenviro.net
mmerced@qnatech.com
mmiller@systemsbiology.org
mmk@fl.dk
mmm@gts.lg.ua
mmsdaz@126.com
mmunich@activefire.com
mn@cs.unc.edu
mnc@mouawad.com
mnguyen@chocolatebar.com.readnotify.com
mnijem@rawabi-trading.com
mniyxy@126.com
mnjtrade@mnjtrade.co.kr
mnlewis@spoonablellc.com
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mnsoxana@mail.ru
mnthambi@farook.com
mo-gupmt@mail.ru
mobicon_sh@mobicon.com
mobilis@mobilis-sa.com
mobuler@mobuler.com
moconnor@dsi-logistics.com
modemu@codetel.net.do
modena@avnet-abacus.eu
modena@motoabbigliamento.it
modi@bhaskarindustries.com
moeimo@online.com.kh
moepl@sancharnet.in
moetaryanto@dbschenker.com
mohamad@saudia.com
mohammad.innuskhan@dfmail.org
mohammed.salau@rea.gov.ng
mohammed@genovate.com
mohammed@gravitybh.com
mohammed_khan@terumo.co.jp
mohan.jain@naprodgroup.com
mohan@coresolutionsqatar.com
mohan@gourmetfruitsqatar.com
mohare@hom.org
mohashour@hotma.com
mohd.faleh@jtc-qa.com
mohga@aci-adhesive.com
mohit@clsharmagroup.com
mohit@creativeinfotech.in
mohit@waytoindia.com
moimetco@muscatoverseas.com
moin@zenergulf.com
moindrot@free.fr
moistube@163.com
moiz@growexh.com
mokashi@somaiya.com
mold@twnmold.com.tw
molding-solution@dakumar.com
molivarez@entravision.com
molly@pearminefarms.com
molly@sankay.com.hk
molshan@math.uh.edu
moluck@spectrumpcc.com
momo@sorimail.net
momoco@teema.org.tw
monatrading@aljallaf.ae
mondher.besrour@imcd.es
mondragon@epm.net.co
mondragon@une.net.co
moni@seasonz.in
monica.bergantin@biedo.biz
monica.ma@vip.163.com
monica@voltolina.com
monika@alturacap.com
moniquewang@apexbio.com
monis@zajil.net
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monitoring@sec.gov.ng
montex@montexpen.com
montispa@monti.it
moo@free.fr
moodne@valgustus.ee
moonriver@mail.ru
mor-gy@online.no
morellana@marn.gob.sv
moreno@citedi.mx
moromi.soumu@festa.ocn.ne.jp
morrita@chromium.org
morten@increo.no
mos-rentacar@mail.ru
moscou@geismar.ru
moscovmilton@mail.ru
moscow@avnet-abacus.eu
moscow@avnet-memec.eu
moscow@deska-imex.ru
moscow@itraco.ru
mosesassistant2@zoomer.ca
mosgama@mail.ru
moshanir@neda.net
moskovaomo@yandex.ru
moslemisfahani@noavar.com
moso98@emirates.net
mosreactiv@mail.ru
moss.sales@mossmotors.com
mosttrade@mail.ru
motherice@mothersrice.in
motomarsan@mail.ru
motorarte@motorarte.com
motorbros@pec.it
motorcomplect@ya.ru
motorparts@china.com
motorway@527motor.com
mototal@mototal.com.tr
moujianghong@163.com
mould@sanpugs.com
mould@xuanqiumould.com
mouna.fendri@ecocert.com
moy@alazrakifilms.com
moyez@globusgroup.co.in
mpb@google.com
mpc@malcolmpatrick.com
mprocopio@coranet.com
mquintero@cicmedia.tv
mr-ivanov1@yandex.ru
mr.chatila@cphworldmedia.com
mrazak@razak.net
mres@po.jaring.my
mriddle@start.com.au
mridhulak@cumi.murugappa.com
mrimranbashir@googlemail.com
mrkay@wisdomprotective.com
mrmali@163.com
mruggeri@agroruggeri.com.ar
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msadiq@sobobid.org
msain@sara-intl.com
msalamanca@fne.cl
msalsubai@zajil.net
mschecter@ys-law.com
msdadu@colorjetindia.com
msdi163@163.com
msehn@galaxyprint.com
msezen@robertobravo.com
msharp@lante.com
mshhwl@ctimail.com
mshmetal@iohk.com
mslevin@tibus.net
msmetalsblr@mtcgroup.in
msmetalshyd@mtcgroup.in
msporny@digitalbazaar.com
mssc@mustafasultan.com
mstarcn@126.com
msteele@snyderslance.com
mstrobl@orangemail.sk
mstuwaijri@zajil.net
msuresh@msuresh.com
msweet@apple.com
mtavares@autoridadedaconcorrencia.pt
mtc@muntaser.com
mtcahd@mtcgroup.in
mtcdelhi@mtcgroup.in
mtherrien@pitco.com
mthomas@mail.sdsu.edu
mtk@mtkhoory.com
mtm@nwi.net
mtorres@ceiisa.com
mtorres@lg.com.uy
mtpb@visitmaldives.com
mtrivedi@lcspl.com
mtts@zajil.net
mtxy8156@163.com
mtzy@163.com
muammerbezgin@yandex.ru
muftah@qatarsteel.com.qa
muge@kur.com.tr
muhammadfarooq@dingroup.com
muhsin@annsfasteners.com
mujtaba@netkom.com.pk
mujunjiang@sina.com
mukamis@kems.net
mukesh@mjra.co.in
mukesh@saamtex.com
mukesh@umaexports.net
mukeshjha@aplapollo.com
mulas@vom.com
multi@multibusinessforms.com
multilux@multilux.biz
mum@soodgroup.com
mumbai@alokindia.com
mumbai@isbm.org.in
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mumbai@kktravels.com
mumbai@landskyindia.com
mumbai@leshark-india.com
mumbai@madhuindia.com
mumbai@mitrask.co.in
mumbai@multiorganics.com
mumbai@omniactives.com
mumbai@pure-chemical.com
mumbai@rajrayon.com
mumbai@rkglobal.in
mumbai@taraash.com
mumeda@sanken-ele.co.jp
mumtaz@khusheim.com
mumulove@126.com
munaf@hantex.biz
muneer@sparteqz.com
muneersajid09@googlemail.com
mungaetc@netnam.vn
munich@avnet-abacus.eu
munich@mouser.com
murakami.shoichi@itochu-systech.co.jp
murali@alladaexim.com
muramatsu@hyogo-kobe.co.jp
murat.vural@gbm.ru
murat@cottonprom.ru
muratake@mail.ru
murataydogdu@kilimgroup.com
muratkaya@bk.ru
muratkoktas@mail.ru
murugan@newbornexports.com
musagullu@mail.ru
musairie@musairiey.com
musandum@musandum.com
muscat.ops@gulfagencycompany.com
mustafa.demirci@tmo.gov.tr
mustafa.sahin@aydinligroup.ru
mustafa@ildeskimya.com
mustafa@pinella.ru
mustafa@tusagroup.com.tr
mustafabirinci@calkan.ru
mustafacalkan@calkan.com.tr
mustafasonmez@mail.ru
mustonen@cleanwater.fi
mutawaafg@zajil.net
muteh@pd.jaring.my
muthukumar@sakthigroup.net
muzammil@fitwell-uae.com
mvilla@emphasizellc.com
mvillarreal@carone.com.mx
mvol@mail.ru
mw@albanyitg.com
mwang@nbliaoyuan.com
mwang@tibco.com
mwaugh@mapi.com
mwbesales@medikin.com
mwerner@mht-ag.de
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mwhale@cormark.com
mwoodward@gorge.net
mwoodward@oakdell.com
mx_longofd@163.com
mxddc@126.com
mxtech@163.com
mxx@sdu.edu.cn
my-renttr@mail.ru
my-slide@ya.ru
my_l2008@163.com
myalphonse@strongholdproperty.com
myhong@mkworld.net
mykingland@163.com
mylen_guzman@colpal.com
mypresentation@ya.ru
myra.nielsen@delmonte.com.readnotify.com
myron@knoxvillebicyclecompany.com
mystarch@mystarch.com
mystephk@hkbn.net
myteresa@163.com
mywestside@trent-tata.com
myy20060429@sina.com
mzl-lz@163.com
n.barut@mail.ru
n.chernyak@indar.com.ua
n.ellard@ipspecialities.com
n.khoury@moe.gov.lb
n.lipsius@rai.nl
n.mikopoulos@nm-bc.com
n.muller@udt.cl
n.nagel@kci-world.com
n.peters@imperial.ac.uk
n.pinardi@sincem.unibo.it
n.raka@gabbardeals.com
n.senthil@servotechpharma.com
n.tiblen@addinol.ru
n.watson@chiaseedgrowers.com
n.watson@nopalexport.com
n_attya@ask.edu.kw
na_sa@fenox.com
naaga@pyramid-entertainment.com
nab-fx@mail.ru
nabeel.ahmed@bata.com
nabraham@breakthroughentertainment.com
naci-idil@mail.ru
naci-metag@mail.ru
nadim@mfkuk.com
nadiservice@nadiindia.com
nafie@alnafie-steel.com.sa
nafisco@zajil.net
nafof@who.int
nag@flab.fujitsu.co.jp
nagai@matcha.co.jp
nagaraj@patilcp.com
nailclipper@paran.com
nailesh@drashti-impex.com
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naim@gencisil.com
naise@list.ru
naitoh@is.oit.ac.jp
najat@waseet.com
najdi@kems.net
nakachi@toxwatch.net
nakagaki@mxb.mesh.ne.jp
nakamura@meikyo-shoji.co.jp
nakano@sc.shonan-it.ac.jp
nakatcha@dhivehinet.net.mv
nakato@katosi.org
nakazawa@yamamotoyama.com
nakodas@nakodas.com
nakup@euronite.cz
namikawa@klabin.com.br
namit@namcoindustries.com
namma@nammacargo.com
namotors@spctnet.com
nanaent@ksc.co.th
nanavati@tcpl.in
nancy.chen@ieee.org
nancy.hu@jlahome.com
nancy.wilkin@royalroads.ca
nancy@sense2.com.au
nancyvb@bluevalley.net
nanditha@aerco.com
nandubhirud@azeocryst.com
nandy@aruneximp.in
nanjingsoft2006@126.com
nantachai@rajacycle.com
nanyangwuyue@163.com
napl@neesaagritech.com
napl@rameswar.com
narayan.kabra@yatra.com
narayana@fraunhofer.or.id
naresh@mukulexports.co.in
nareshgupta@crafthome.net
nari@rp.open.cs.fujitsu.co.jp
narinder.batish@bonn.in
narinder@condatagroup.com
narinderjitsander@googlemail.com
narula@niehindia.com
narva@narva.cz
naser@pannatrading.com
nash@roadmarine.co.za
nashik@kktravels.com
nasir.khan@aytme.com
nasir@elegantfootwear.com
nasos@naklaw.com
nat-step@yandex.ru
natalie.gleeson@europe.ups.com
natalie@bedemco.com
natalya.ek@mail.ru
nate@townsendfarms.com
nate@xagave.com
nathalie.b@novovision.tv
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nathalie@nadonsport.com
nathan@townsendfarms.com
nattawut@premiumlubricant.co.th
naturalstones@sirimaharajagranites.com
nauman@mahmoodgroup.com
naveen.kumar@agrocel.net
naveen.sharma@jetsavetours.com
naveenmittal55@yahoo.in
navinm@rptechindia.com
navneet.sharma@visiblealpha.com
nayan@nayonexports.com
nayoung.park@lignex1.com
nayrasrl@entelnet.bo
nazari@eatmail.info
nazef.laura@epa.gov
nazhaco@net.sy
nazira200877@mail.ru
nazneen.jehangir@nestgroup.net
naznin.prodhani@icraindia.com
nbarrera@tmncorp.com
nbbeichi@cnool.net
nbcc@china.com
nbelite@nbelite.com.cn
nbgy@gongyaosealing.com
nbmarket@188.com
nbsunway@vip.163.com
nbsyam@uh.edu
nbweitao@nbweitao.com
nbyggc@163.com
nc@jebtec.com
nce@alnaba.com
ncl@ngcheelee.com
ncmsjc@zajil.net
ncp@ncpiq8.com
ncxlch123@163.com
nd@megagrain.com
ndel@ambujagroup.com
ndhawan@megagrain.com
ndk@sparx.in
ndlworks@imperialspirits.com
ned.23@163.com
nedlift.oost@wagenborg.com
neetv@tatiyacpa.com
neez2754@korea.com
neftali@superior-construction.net
nei@narang.com
neil.drysdale@caulfieldinsurance.com
neil.wynter@wynterconsulting.com
neil@cgcleaningsvc.com
neilt@lacolombe.net
neiram@who.int
nejo@inbox.ru
nekvinda@nekvinda.cz
neldok@rambler.ru
nelsonlim@spmi-pulp.com
nelsonsee@126.com
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nenad.jovanovic@chemiprox.rs
neptunepc@korea.com
nerang@bicycle-centre.com.au
neri@neri.biz
neslihan.copson@nctww.com
net@narang.com
netw@accpchina.com
neutrik@neutrik.com.cn
neway3388@ctimail.com
neway@vip.163.com
newbrige@mail.ru
newg_hk@163.com
newgtld@gmoregistry.com
newland@nbi.ispkenya.com
news@csail.mit.edu
news@iotmag.com
news@prosoftscitech.com
news@theplanner.be
news@updatestar.info
newsdoor@163.com
newspapersalesservices@trinitymirror.com
newteck@163.com
newyork@awalightingdesigners.com
nezkusil@stapro.sk
nfdds@126.com
nfheyi@163.com
nganor@aereps.net
ngasco@agricolamares.com
ngluis@intelnet.net.gt
ngoc@aladanhvt.com.vn
ngrom@yandex.ru
ngsy3@nangang-stone.com
nguillen@aparici.com
ngurney@bridgewellres.com
nguyenphuongthanh@netnam.vn
nhpyoon@hanmail.net
nhqun@scau.edu.cn
nhrdf_nsk@sancharnet.in
nia.p@husky.neu.edu
niamh@abhainn-ri.com
niansb@163.com
nic2518@163.com
nicholas_galt@trinsys.com
nick.ball@centralbikes.co.uk
nick.delre@asiasm.com
nick.heys@accc.gov.au
nick@coldwellbanker.ie
nick@costaorganica.com
nick@nettresults.com
nick@vannsspices.com
nico@nicoex.com
nicolas@structures.me
nicole@aurorasport.com
nidal@net-master.com
niebin2010@saame.com
nifestcom@yandex.ru
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nifuk@nifuk.com
niger@cnlc.cn
nihat.yildiz@ru.lafarge.com
nijeschang@163.com
nika-p@bk.ru
nikawombwell@mail.ru
nikhil.gupta@nikhilindia.com
nikhil.karnani@ishagroup.com
nikhil.raje@oocl.com
nikhil@allstarmetals.com
nikhil@connexionsmobile.com
nikhil@karpasa.com
nikiel@yandex.ru
nikita@designeire.com
nikitas.simion@ecoplast-group.ro
nikolaj@hawaii.edu
nikos@proestos.gr
nilesh@altop.com
nilesh@muljidevshi.com
nilton.rivas@masisa.com
nimc@zajil.net
nimcs@accamail.com
nimesh@snsoverseas.com
nimet.spb@mail.ru
nimitrs@ilsintech.com
nina.jurankova@ckdblansko.cz
nina@butywinery.com
ning13500744339@163.com
ninglian@sdninglian.com
ningxufei2008@163.com
nintemann@effective-data.com
nipha@niphaindia.com
nipul@prcorporation.in
nipun@sunreclaims.in
niraj@reifenhauserindia.com
niranjan@ultrasoundindia.com
nirmala@extalinternational.com
nirmalanair@finestardiamonds.com
nirmalkumar.s@apaengineering.com
niru@feetcare.in
nis1@vip.bg
nisdell@na.ko.com
nishant@gemforgings.com
nishih@dowa.co.jp
nishith@visioneffect.com
nissi@nissi-beach.com
nitco@nitcotiles.com
nitesh.shah@goair.in
nitesh.sharma@shaktipumps.com
nithin@dnanetworks.com
nitin.poddar@pawansut.com
nitin@kbcagro.net
nito@thermatixinc.com
niujs1965@126.com
niuyt@139.com
nivato@nivato.com
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niyaz@aquaarab.com
niyazig@gbm.ru
nizam.siddiqui@teamcomputers.com
nj-desk@philly.com
nj@163.com
njburch@ncsu.edu
njlxhb@126.com
njsdsjy@163.com
njumde@eepcindia.net
nk@7nodes.com
nk@suntecgroup.com
nkaraaslan@mail.ru
nkjl@163.com
nkmohanty@hotelpolotowers.com
nkraeva@list.ru
nkraynak@jacksoninstall.com
nkscks@163.com
nkyqsh@163.com
nl.info@europe.svpworldwide.com
nl.info@husqvarnaviking.com
nlatif@sigmasvs.com
nlegonde@thegarliccompany.com
nlenore@photo-synthesisphoto.com
nmcte@emirates.net
nmghenry@163.com
nmittal@ayurvet.com
nnjym@126.com
nnsevents@nnsevents.com
nnsonline@nnsonline.com
nnweigl@163.com
nobel60@bk.ru
noblesse@noblessecorp.com
noc@yandex.net
noel@noelbrannelly.ie
noelle@alphasourcecap.com
noemi.zhu@foxmail.com
noemiboza@edecom21.com
noha@eiseg.com
nohe@jmarchinifarms.com
nolan@ozocoffee.com
nongkeren@126.com
nongkezhongye@163.com
nonglongxie@163.com
nonispa12345@googlemail.com
nora.campillo@greenpacksa.com.ar
noraa@adamnutrition.com
norbert.soryris@free.fr
nordhandel@googlemail.com
nordjump-dongguan@nordjump.com
norio.kobayashi@riken.jp
normang@manica.co.zw
normarenteria@limonesmoreno.com
normi@protempgroup.com
northamericasales@welspun.com
norway@jeol.se
norwood@trakcycles.com.au
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nout-van.woudenberg@minbuza.nl
novi@asiangeographic.org
nowicki@cs.umass.edu
nozdrachev.dir@topsys.spb.ru
npaladino@pitco.com
nppsvt@mail.ru
nrajvanshi@kent.co.in
nrc@lootahgroup.com
nri@inbox.ru
nri@vijayfoods.com
nrisler@gamayflavors.com
nrmoverseas@touchtelindia.net
nsagara@hosei.ac.jp
nsayegh@net.sy
nscc@net.sy
nsd@pearl.ocn.ne.jp
nsevany@decasechemicals.com
nsg@zajil.net
nshah@bol.net.in
nsingh@fcsnewyork.com
nslsugarsbangalore@nslsugars.com
nspsgs@szap.com
nstco@ktnet.co.kr
nsuzuki@nies.go.jp
ntap@newtoyo.com
ntjghw@126.com
ntounsi@emi.ac.ma
ntrivedi@chenoainc.com
ntsales@active-burgess.com
nttbruh@zajil.net
ntzouridis@mht-ag.de
nuernberg@avnet-abacus.eu
nuitsdusud@ville-vence.fr
nuri@chemtradeasia.com
nurpek@yandex.ru
nurture@nurturetech.net
nusheen@wbr.co.uk
nutcchina@126.com
nutkullaporn@sunauto-thai.co.th
nwc@itmin.net
nwhite@acaciafin.com
nwpcg@126.com
nxcnnj2006@126.com
nxjybz@vip.163.com
ny5626007@163.com
nycco@chollian.net
nyshowroom@shindo.com
nysl2007@163.com
nyungan@126.com
nzg123718@163.com
nzhang028@163.com
nzoy@korea.com
o.aydogan@aygun.com.tr
o.batir@prodim.ru
o.nord@analyticon-diagnostics.com
o.safra@mail.sy
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o.shahin27@mail.ru
o.zuegel@plan-net.ae
o2lief@topaz.ocn.ne.jp
oa@gct.no
oademokun@joademcorps.com
oaklodge@avci.net
oasis@oasishotel-doha.com
oasisins@sbm.net.sa
obchod@btl.cz
obessu@obessu.org
obra2100@obraarchitects.com
obtdas-5000@163.com
occ@occkw.com
ocean@ocean-china.com
ocell@ocelltech.com
ocibhd@po.jaring.my
ocmi.india@ocmigroup.com
octagona@octagona.com
odakkazan@land.ru
odamarli@mail.ru
ode@ode.com.tr
oefexports@oceanrubber.com
off@beml.co.in
offers.india@xldynamics.com
offi@xfjier.com
office.actel@icpe-actel.ro
office.ae@praher.com
office.colombia@ecocert.com
office.india@ecocert.com
office.india@ecocert.in
office.india@mann-hummel.com
office.international@ecocert.com
office.kpc@holley.cn
office.madagascar@ecocert.com
office.mexico@nagelusa.com
office.tunisia@ecocert.com
office.vialux@mail.ru
office@Gleeble.eu
office@aliotcorp.com
office@almgroup.ae
office@ampplus.com.ua
office@ar-tech.com.ua
office@asiamotors.kg
office@aurimetry.com
office@autotech.ro
office@bags-group.com
office@balipm.com
office@baumuller.nl
office@bearing-pi.ru
office@bentonstreetbaptist.org
office@bioland-ennstal.at
office@bisnet.ro
office@c-i.at
office@celerex.cn
office@changfa.com
office@chinafenghwa.com
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office@cin-consult.com
office@dd.beml.co.in
office@dedeman.ro
office@deltaniw.com
office@domino-kiev.com.ua
office@eee-yfu.org
office@emhf.org
office@esv.or.at
office@feni.be
office@gifore.com
office@globsol.net
office@gospelcentre.net
office@gtigtex.com
office@han.rieckermann.com.vn
office@hapfluid.rs
office@haritexports.in
office@havermiddleeast.com
office@hcs.ro
office@heerazhaveraat.com
office@huettenes-albertus.cz
office@ic-ces.at
office@ifatca.org
office@illichmann-waelzlager.com
office@ipsagency.org
office@iqffoods.com
office@itraco.com.ua
office@jgtec.com.cn
office@jkgexim.com
office@kalmarlighting.com
office@kedarmetals.com
office@lamberteversheds.com
office@lema.az
office@libercon.com
office@mandlerrad.at
office@martextrading.ro
office@metzler-wheels.at
office@mmispices.com
office@mokajoe.com
office@moto-store.at
office@mst-az.com
office@nautica-sigmarine.hr
office@ndistribution.cz
office@nikai.com
office@novatech.ro
office@organic-herb.com
office@organicmalaysia.com.my
office@paul-lange-ukraine.com
office@promo-pack.ro
office@propraxis.at
office@qtp.ro
office@rae-marschall-heinz.com
office@rce.eu.com
office@remus.at
office@remus.cn
office@riello-powersystems.de
office@ringer.at
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office@rosaimpex.com
office@rudolf-group.cz
office@sajiunelectric.com
office@sapthsathi.com
office@scholer-crystal.at
office@seibersdorfer.at
office@serbiaorganica.org
office@sfsecc.com
office@sheppardind.co.nz
office@silberfenster.com
office@sinco.com.pl
office@sinomach.com.cn
office@sjzsiyao.com
office@spira.kiev.ua
office@sport-haderer.at
office@sqz.at
office@sumangal.com
office@sumaral.md
office@sunrajindustries.net
office@supertrafic.ro
office@svsz.ru
office@swzt.at
office@td-oat.ru
office@teta.hu
office@themortgagepeople.ca
office@titansoft.com.cn
office@tjshenghua.com
office@toledo.ro
office@topdiag.com
office@total-spectrum.ro
office@troma-mach.cz
office@tuckitchener.org
office@tumfk.ru
office@turbobalt.ru
office@upackmash.ru
office@vantageorganicfoods.com
office@velo.com.pl
office@vhsltd.cz
office@vra.com.vn
office@wns.co.at
office@yeni.org
office_dinamoto@bk.ru
officesec@dec.gov.pg
officetr@biokom-trend.com
ofoco@omanfiber.com
ogautier@ventos.com
ognibene@ognibene.com
ograsset@confrutta.com.mx.readnotify.com
ohadjiliadis@brooklyn.cuny.edu
ohamza@epm-eg.com
ohlinsmoscow@yandex.ru
ohnaka@thepro.co.jp
oholle@bluevalley.net
ohshima@cc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
oil@petrofinder.com
oilgas@iteca.az
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oilservice@hilonggroup.com
oim37@rowancompanies.com
oim39@rowancompanies.com
ok@afcd.gov.hk
okada@makitagulf.ae
okan.korates@mebecons.com
okaratepe@mail.ru
okazaki@sc.shonan-it.ac.jp
okokokjun@163.com
oktianbao@188.com
okucuk@samko.com.tr
okudaira@jitensya.co.jp
ol-sergey@yandex.ru
oladir@montevideo.com.uy
oldenburg@dboerjes.de
oldfriend@sina.com
oleary@cs.umd.edu
oleg@tele-dom.com.ua
olga_selifonova@reluceo.com
olgaxu@vip.163.com
olhuveli@dhivehinet.net.mv
oli_hleb@mail.ru
olina@163.com
oliver.gill@cityam.com
olivier@vakofbrooklyn.com
olivierb@tripper.com
om@sinetworks.in
omadhan-tea@yandex.ru
omalik@bol-online.com
oman@byrnerental.com
oman@serckgulf.com
omar.fourati@planet.tn
omar@mecoltd.com
omd@sym.com.tw
omds04@zhongcai.com
omdsym@163.com
omegatech2006@googlemail.com
omer@samltd.com
omesmts@itelgua.com
omiller@phillynews.com
omir.78@mail.ru
omm@euroeast.com
omniea@ankaagroup.com
omnigr@omnipol.cz
omnipol@omnipol.cz
omokeeva64@mail.ru
omowale@sjsolutions.us
ompl@orientalindia.net
omprakash@inorbittours.com
oms@china-oms.com
ona@oemeta.com
onder@obasayakkabi.com
ongjoeu@banngai.com
online@iifl.com
online@szyatai.com.cn
onok@onok.es
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onunsanteh@mail.ru
onur@troykatrans.ru
onyonl@who.int
onyx@lingyunstone.com
oocl.indore@staricl.com
ooo_elenson@mail.ru
ooocompliance@infibeam.net
oozalp@koray.com
op@optictop.com
opa@spctnet.com
opak@opak.com.tr
open-it1@163.com
open3998@163.com
open@szopen.cn
operaciones@grand-invest.com
operation@aglopackagings.com
operation@ogemgroup.com
operations@al-gyas.com
operations@empackco.com
operator@shipbroker.net
opk@siddhya.co.in
opt@marinbikes.ru
opti2000@opti2000.hu
oraclexports@oraclexports.com
ord@bondi.is
order@artals.com
order@chrisus.se
order@louis.eu
order@misonoi.com
orders@rudolfchemicals.com
orders@tsirikosbikes.gr
orders@warwickmarking.ca
orehman@emirates.net
oreonsp1@googlemail.com
oreonsp@googlemail.com
org@apeda.gov.in
orgaco2@free.fr
organicos@ecaagroindustria.com
organicseed@sina.com
orggaz@kharkov.ukrtel.net
orhansama@mail.ru
oriental40cd@fpt.vn
orientcz@seznam.cz
orin@fertrell.com
orkhan79@mail.ru
orlimexcz@seznam.cz
ormel@ormel.com.tr
ortagarcia@prodigy.net.mx
ortegabeto@prodigy.net.mx
os@shico.kz
osagric@163.com
osaka@nikko-tecno.co.jp
osakairon@163.com
osaral@asosstroy.com
oscar.valenzuela@alfa.com.co
oscara@singersl.com
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oscargor@arda.com.mx
oscinfo@rccb.osis.gov
oscon@oreilly.com
oshe@agni.com
oslo@avnet-abacus.eu
oslo@avnet-memec.eu
osman.altan@aydinligroup.ru
osnat@mercury-ltd.co.il
osoo_kama@mail.ru
ospaz-nn@mail.ru
ossama@algalal.com
ossnat@nyscopes.com
ost@luxwerk-lichttechnik.com
ostevens@fiberteccorp.com
otaibiest@zajil.net
otc.store@atag-eg.com
otcasia@otcnet.org
otdel_it@chti.ru
ougang@ougang.com
oumar.cisse@graduateinstitute.ch
ouyan333@sina.com
oveprestegard@intelnet.net.gt
oversea@dakumar.com
oversea_hnrb@sina.com
overseas@ada.net.tr
overseas@endo-lighting.co.jp
overseas@uchida.co.jp
ovidiu.constandache@prociv-srl.ro
ovidiu.ionescu@blackseasuppliers.ro
ovm12@hanmail.net
owen.shepherd@e43.eu
owen1237@163.com
owilliamsgrut@businessinsider.com
ownworld@126.com
ows@offshoreweather.com.au
ozbil@mail.ru
ozgur.kul@ekoten.com.tr
ozmar@mail.ru
ozsay@turk.net
oztextorg@yandex.ru
p.chuchracki@offshore-stiftung.de
p.hofmann@rvtpe.de
p.kulicz@homanit-krosno.pl
p.muente@ipspecialities.com
p.saxena@aovinternational.net
p.sharma@viraj.com
p.wong@sdtc.ca
pa-suburbs-desk@philly.com
pa@cdind.org
pa@ushdev.com
pac@uce.net
pack.material@shehabcorp.com
packs@updatestar.com
paco@bonabenny.com
pad@deltic.com.ar
padenot@mozilla.com
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padmini@dhansystems.com
padova@avnet-abacus.eu
pafasong@fa-men.co.kr
pai@kolsitegroup.com
paintco@paintco.net
paints@raghadan.com
pakastextile@turkiyeonline.com
pakistan@asmacs.net
pakistan@cnlc.cn
pal@sandflow.com
pallab@renaissance-it.com
palline@ctimail.com
palmyra@palmyra.gr
palo@fz-harvestland.com
palso@citiz.net
paltech@wassel.ps
pamasjeddah@zajil.net
pamela.pena@mega.cl
pamela@breakthroughgroup.com
pamela@statewidefirecorp.com
pamela_hall@fws.gov
pamwaque@comsatec.com
pan-think@163.com
panan@auramet.com
panco_babykids@mail.ru
pancyho@163.com
panda@hanshinit.co.kr
pandersohn@psg-online.de
panfilov@tradition.ru
pangdongtom@163.com
panjz@szu.edu.cn
pankaj-d@kobelconet.com
pankaj@docketcare.com
pankajagarwal@keventer.com
pankajsinha@elworldagro.com
pankajsurani@ows.net.in
panlijunvast@126.com
panlinli@126.com
panlw888@126.com
pannesma@pannesma.com
pannir@usae.sg
panoja@panoja.org
panos@tma.travel
panpa_bike@sina.com
panrongping@yibu.com
pansport-pansport@yandex.ru
panteleeff@addinol.ru
paola.girola@imcd.it
paolo.frasca@polito.it
paolo.manzoni@elettrocity.com
paolo.pompole@eds.eu
paolo.usai@etsi.org
paoloboye@sahyogexports.com
paopao707@sina.com
pap7@163.com
papaj@sindat.cz
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pape@worldfoodp.com
paper@vkudyog.com
paperdepot@paperdepotinc.com
papriwal@bsnl.in
paqui@porronet.es
parag@snuff.co.in
paramnoor.singh@r-arora.com
paramount@paramountproducts.in
parampreet@aeandc.com
paresh.bhayani@panaceaexim.co.in
paresh.shah@portlogisticsindia.com
paresh@jasma.com
paresh@sidhhartha.com
pareshj@gpeexpo.com
parin@parinenterprises.com
paris-sic@shindo.com
paris@avnet-abacus.eu
paris@avnet-memec.eu
parithy@ilsintechindia.com
parks@who.int
parlett@math.berkeley.edu
parminder.singh842@googlemail.com
partenariats@idtgv.com
parth.d@dndenterprise.com
partha@apaengineering.com
partner@updatestar.com
partners@oreilly.com
partnerships@issuu.com
partnerships@trinitymirror.com
partnerships_india@sesame.org
parts@anets.com
parts@eurosportasheville.com
parts@motoworkschicago.com
parts@performancecycle.co.nz
parts@pitco.com
parts@tvh.com
parts@vijaygroup.in
partsandsupply@kazema.com
parveen@narang.com
pascale.gaudet@isb-sib.ch
pashapour@eshareh.com
pasikhani@ipmi-gc.com
pasirgudang@majorole.com.my
pat@patricklane.com
pat@theweddingchapel.on.ca
patchanee@eiproducts.com
patel.bureau@googlemail.com
patel@radixweb.com
path@mju.ac.th
pathfinder360@kaixo.com
pativista@myjaring.net
patricia.coles@hct.ac.ae
patricia.shelson@yogiproducts.com
patricia_c@aker.com.tw
patrick.fagan@isagroup.ie
patrick.maluku@monsanto.com
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patrick@remususa.com
patrickcfr@gotmail.com
patrickcollin@golgemma.com
patrik.egnell@ife-group.com
patti@kannerconnect.com
pattib@belmontvillagefinancial.com
pattie.graves@southernreps.com
paul.buckworth@pxlimited.com
paul.e@tricklingspringscreamery.com
paul.oliari@cntofma.com
paul.sentosa@seaweed.co.id
paul163@vip.163.com
paul@bhurjee.com
paul@hoodriverblueberry.com
paul@newbedfordinternet.com
paul@pacificgoldfarms.com
paul@paultongcpapc.com
paul@picnicatascot.com
paul@rdsfootwear.com
paul@willamettehazelnuts.com
paul_yee@gstarhardware.com
paula@storehouseteacompany.com
paulchan@fgt.com.sg
paulf@goodcacao.com
pauloflynn@gulfconnexions.com
paulr@wischeese.com
paulyeauto@vip.163.com
paulypmc@nwi.net
pawan.mahipal@kaybeealloys.com
pawansaxena@aovinternational.net
pazarlama@evserenvana.com.tr
pbarba@biotrendy.com.mx
pbi@kolsitegroup.com
pbibeo@protectionline.org
pbowyer@qantas.com.au
pbrand@zilkhabiomass.com
pbrumm@lucigen.com
pbsvb@pbsvb.cz
pbulloch@mason247.com
pc@cniecjx.com.cn
pc@ngnl.in
pcb@baskidevre.com.tr
pchetcuti@ariens.com
pcl@paramountcables.com
pcmos@mail.ru
pcorona@netflix.com
pcpr@fct.unl.pt
pcs2007@inbox.ru
pcss@pcss.co.in
pdcytz@vip.163.com
pderoni@erato.bg
pdk@netone.com.tr
pdolson@wwdb.org
pdt@irisohyama.co.jp
pedro@blautekk.com
pedrocoelhocomercial@tofel.com.pt
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peek_a_boo@163.com
pegah@irandairy.ir
pegas333@mail.ru
peggy@agri-pack.com
pegia@bk.ru
peixh@139.com
peixin@hymco.com
peiyuonline@163.com
peizhehua1@163.com
pekkara@iki.fi
peleg@teva-naot.co.il
pelmeny@mail.ru
penang@harbour.com.my
penelopehou@163.com
peng.zhang@siat.ac.cn
pengbaiqiu@163.com
pengdaxincailiao@sina.com
pengguo@126.com
penglianhui@163.com
pengxb@szu.edu.cn
pengxh@sina.com
penny@adventium.net
pennyc@pgdt.com
penopol@mail.ru
pentti.bruun@l7auto.eu
pepe-s@minos.ocn.ne.jp
per@gogstad.net
per@motus.no
perez@afric-chimie.ma
perillc@perime.com
permatool.sales@geismar.com
permeshwarimages@permeshwarimages.com
permorten@increo.no
persea@persea.it
personalcare@imcdgroup.com
personnel@bbbmidsouth.org
perth@vipac.com.au
peru.alessandro@minambiente.it
perumal@rathnanetwork.com
peta@harleydavidson-etoile.com
pete@caravancoffee.com
petepostlewait@canby.com
peter.altabef@perotsystems.com
peter.dawson@ermanz.govt.nz
peter.ekelund@parsifalinternational.com
peter.gram@miracleas.dk
peter.klapper@forcesofnatureusa.com
peter.ottesen@daff.gov.au
peter.roth@lahmeyer.de
peter.stark@piag.net
peter.tien@princetonenvironmental.com
peter.usa@ilsintech.com
peter@belugashoes.com
peter@dekographics.com
peter@ilsintech.com
peter@telecats.nl
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peter_ang@163.com
peterc@adil.com
peterg@griffiths.co.nz
peterknox@maestamaria.com
petersenpe@who.int
peterwhiting@northwestyachts.com
petri.rokkanen@somfy.com
petronit@mail.ru
peyman@afranet.com
pf@pacificfurnishings.com
pfaff@pfaffusa.com
pfe@cefic.be
pfeifferm@who.int
pfinkle@yerbaprima.com
pfroelich@psg-online.de
pg@hawaii.edu
pgauto@modiga.com.py
pghanem@squaredfinancial.com
pgohari@eyir.com
pgratacos@luk.es
pgtygs@126.com
phanos@epiphaniou.com
pharma@chemprogroup.net
pharmaceuticals@imcdgroup.com
phartama@soejasch.com
pherrington@masouth.com
phh@fofia.com
phil-...@teuwen.org
phil.bolan@ahkgroup.com
phil@frederation.com
phil@lklab.com
phil@mavunoharvest.com
phil@thefilmdetective.com
philanson@evolburritos.com
phild@phildybvig.com
philip.biju@artemasdigital.com
philip.honey@envirocrop.com.au
philip.manning@alliedbritish.com
philip@istone.in
philiprhoffman@gorge.net
phillip@phillipmccallen.com
phillips@htp-inc.com
phillismalloy6441@hidebox.org
phmega@vip.163.com
phongbagiang@fpt.vn
photointerns@phillynews.com
photopia@ltioptics.com
phoward@timesnews.com
phumsakdi@vanachai.com
phuongdt@pvdmc.com.vn
phzo@sec.gov.ng
pia.salokoski@tekes.fi
piaohongmei@boe.com.cn
pic@cantonconsulting.fr
picano@olivetex.com
picco@fotoshoe.com
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pichlmann@holzprofi.com
picturedesk@mirror.co.uk
pierac@work-master.com
pierre.paye@rycroft.com
pierre.vezina@cifq.qc.ca
piet@heltech.be
pifiberglass@zajil.net
pilar@villamoramiel.com.ar
piloteh@mail.ru
piming.kuo@worldspan.com
pinar@pinairtech.com
ping5haoyunqiu@163.com
ping@pingsoft.com.cn
pinnau@mathematik.uni-kl.de
pirant42@mail.ru
pirlanta@list.ru
pismona@bk.ru
piterkuang@mac8china.com
pitersoft@mail.ru
pitoshoes@163.com
piyapong.c@allabout-i.com
piyush@gnhindia.com
piyush@leayan.com
pj.mahzari@razmtech.com
pj@transcathay.com
pjbfgs@126.com
pjh8203@chol.com
pjlaughter@wallstreetservices.com
pjohar@ph.com
pjr@pjr.com
pjx@cncdm.cn
pkd@lnjbhilwara.com
pkennedy@metalico.com
pkhemka@bhojho.com
pkleiss@renhurst.com.au
placement@citchennai.net
placida@gsc2000.com
plain@mail.ru
planetindia@bol.net.in
planning.om@orientalindia.net
planning@crmetal.in
plansbergen@fpac.ca
plant@mediplusdisposables.com
plastic@sintex.co.in
plastics@imcdgroup.com
plastics@orirex.com
platform@socialplatform.org
plemmons@wfu.edu
pletmash-vm@mail.ru
pletmash@rnc.ru
plexi@pxf.pl
plicosadg@vip.163.com
pliouss@163.com
plqmail@163.com
pluzhnikov@economy.gov.ru
plywood@pinskdrev.by
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pm1@weber-auto.ru
pm@ekoinvestus.eu
pmasan@pd.jaring.my
pmbhandari@veendeep.com
pmd@agri.gov.cn
pmeneses@prismaquimica.com.co
pmint@po.jaring.my
pmn-corrections@philly.com
pmn-media@philly.com
pmn-newsletters@philly.com
pmnevents@philly.com
pmreddy@kaveriseeds.in
pmule@amtexsystems.com
pmz@penzmash.ru
pnaulala@finance.gov.to
pndu@infostations.com
pnelson@friend.ly.net
pneumann@accucost.com
pnewman@issaction.com
pnitka@midamericanprint.com
pnr.secr.rx@mtinet.net
pnrivera.cpt@leadsomatic.com
pnwe@effectnet.com
pocsaie@lab.hu
podamana@mpamcentral.com
poestman@plains.net
poho110@sohu.com
poing@avnet-memec.eu
poisproitwep232@sina.com.cn
poland@act.de
policart@praint.com
polite@zamtel.zm
politics-desk@philly.com
polozh@hanmail.net
polstarter@polstarter.pl
polyteg@tut.by
polytype@bk.ru
ponticello@free.fr
pooja.parekh@ppm-us.com
poovadan.anoop@ec.gc.ca
popova-yulia5@yandex.ru
porcher@porcher.be
portklang@harbour.com.my
porto@avnet-memec.eu
portugal@avnet-abacus.eu
posei@hopkinsfoodservice.com
poshtamedeum@mail.ru
possoni@possoni.it
post@dapper-agency.no
post@fredskaar.no
post@kcl.no
post@nzhs.ru
post@pumpsupply.no
postmaster@amitgroup.com
postmaster@bf-cn.cn
postmaster@capricorn.com.pe
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postmaster@kam-tools.ru
postmaster@reeltech.co.kr
pot@ber.co.za
pounraj@vaighai.com
povos@povos.com.cn
poweruae@poweradditives.com
pparker@timeaccess.com
ppc@bulkagro.com
ppdall@eta-ascon.com
ppic@ppickw.com
ppretto@safecoconstruction.com
ppugliesi@atriumstaff.com
pq@hitecepc.com
pr@issuu.com
pr@k-plus-s.com
pradeep@delphicomputech.com
pradeep_kumar@psdi.com
pradeepshekhawat@yandex.ru
pradip@paramexports.in
praha@bonmoto.cz
pramod@echelbee.com
pramod@maxsystemindia.com
pramodkumbhar@praj.net
pranay.bhattacharya@symphonylimited.com
pranay.sharma@threesixty.in
prasad.juvekar@monsanto.com
prasad.juvekar@seminis.com
prasad@cpsfoods.in
prasantam@rssoftware.co.in
prasanth.menon@iifl.com
prasanth@ultrasoundindia.com
prashant.k@superbtraveldesire.com
prashant@rajeshindia.com
pratik.shah@mtcgroup.in
prato@motoabbigliamento.it
pravda@pravda.sk
praveen.ck@leversforchange.in
praveen@accendere.co.in
prawit_n@ficocorporation.com
prec@odlew.com.pl
precious1de@googlemail.com
precision@pretech.com.sg
preda@rbex.ro
prem.roy@vegasolarenergy.com
premier-oil@inbox.ru
premier@brunet.bn
premium@cable.net.co
prensa@eventoplus.com.ar
president@elrashed.com
president@fullentrans.com
president@gasstroymontaj.com
presidente@cocdbl.org
press@updatestar.com
press@youtube.com
presse@icj-mm.de
pressnet@selfportrait.com.au
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prestige.spb@mail.ru
preston@toufayan.com
prfasc@medequip.in
prfascblr@medequip.in
prfascchennai@medequip.in
prfascdelhi@medequip.in
prfasckolkata@medequip.in
pribor05@mail.ru
pribylova@recetox.muni.cz
primeinc@primeinc.co.kr
print@candsprint.com
priority@priorityindia.com
pritesh@ehhco.com
priti@shridutt.com
prixoi@free.fr
priyanka.sharma@avtec.in
priyanka@ahaguru.com
priyanshu@asianstarjewels.com
probike0660@hanmail.net
procom@procom.cz
procurement@lusavouga.pt
prod@zamanproduction.com
prodaja@jasmin-maziva.hr
prodej@enika.cz
prodej@gama.cz
prodej@templin.cz
prodejna@tplczech.cz
product@lerun.com.my
product_info@fujixerox.co.jp
production@cottonon.com.au
production@ctimail.com
products.global@dekra.com
products@envirobond.com
products@polymerenterprise.co.in
profits@perfectfry.com
profkavshiri@mail.ru
proform@prtc.net
profplusm@mail.ru
progfonderie@free.fr
project@hktexpo.hk
project@ocean-bluewind.com
projectmanager@boxmail.biz
projects@powerlinksq.com
projects@vrvsonline.com
projects_ops@vrvsonline.com
prom-tehnika@yandex.ru
promark@promarktravels.com
prommetal@inbox.ru
promo@printessential.on.ca
promonovelty@etb.net.co
promopastor@promopastor.com
promozione@confindustriaceramica.it
promstank@mail.ru
proposals@danagroups.com
prorisamexico@prodigy.net.mx
prorisamexico@prodigy.net.mx.readnotify.com
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prosell@aecoc.es
prospero@vip.163.com
prov@eventoplus.com
prsh11@mail.ru
pruessa@who.int
ps@chandhok.com
psad@psad.net
psakamoto@saguchile.com
psbisale@trefferindia.com
psc@pssao.com
pseth@orbitexports.com
psj@iebtour.com
pskinform@mail.ru
psm@cefic.be
psmetal@tradearabia.com
psst@toyo.co.jp
pstepka@edenfoods.com
psueldo@pronut.com.ar
pswisher@pcma.org
ptas@brunet.bn
ptf@y-cap.co.jp
ptns@po.jaring.my
ptrt@rigtenders.co.id
pturner@clarkson.edu
pu_tt_ha@vap.com.vn
publicaciones@distribuidorarivas.com
publications@csail.mit.edu
publicidad@feriasycongresos.com.ar
pukapuka@paradise.net.nz
pump@163.com
pumpen-technologien@bk.ru
punch@punch.com.cn
pune@isbm.org.in
pune@kriti-group.com
pune@nidoworld.com
puneet.dutt@leayan.com
pups_83@mail.ru
purchase.om@orientalindia.net
purchase21@mastertex.com
purchase@cheslind.com
purchase@gutkafoodexports.com
purchase@maqbm.com
purchase@windcareindia.com
purchasemanager@raidco.in
purchases@lacorunainc.com
purifier@163.com
pvcpc@mail.ru
pvdz@mail.ru
pverdier@sbcwi.com
pvkmohan@seawaysindia.com
pwalmsley@datypic.com
pws@pwsengineers.com
pxs@xf-chem.com
pyc315@hanmail.net
pyling-patent@mail.ru
pymeihua@163.com
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pynj84823239@163.com
pyramid@datastar.net
pyxmarx@126.com
pzl88smt@126.com
pzq8656@163.com
pzty@pztysy.com
pztzkj@163.com
q-flex@q-flex.com
q-lab@q-lab.com
qa@boardmanfoods.com
qad@cheslind.com
qaqc@farmersorganicfoods.com
qaqc@javaberhad.com.my
qatar@asmacs.net
qatar@enercorent.com
qatar@focussoftnet.com
qatar@sixco.ae
qatarpurchase@servetechme.com
qbcszhb@163.com
qbfeng@bjtu.edu.cn
qccxjzc@163.com
qdsljlgs@163.com
qf-xiao@nstech.com.cn
qfb@wietc.com
qgb@xzshzz.com
qhd-tianhe@163.com
qhd_jmh@126.com
qhdhysj@sina.com
qhdjmh@126.com
qhdkzxjlgs@163.com
qhnsjt@163.com
qhshoes@163.com
qhxwfmy@163.com
qhzxjl@163.com
qian.chen@siat.ac.cn
qian@math.msu.edu
qiancun168@163.com
qianliuc@isoftstone.com
qianrong_tang@163.com
qianxifu88@163.com
qianyong92009@163.com
qiao.w@husky.neu.edu
qichun0703@163.com
qidezhi123@163.com
qifuchun@163.com
qigong@soe.ucsc.edu
qiguan@ccecc.com.cn
qijiangroup@163.com
qin@ort.cuhk.edu.hk
qinbin@szu.edu.cn
qingdao@goodcastle.net
qingqimotorcycle@163.com
qingquanjianzhu@126.com
qingzhouhuaxing@126.com
qinkongbode@163.com
qinma@qinma.com.cn
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qinqy@mail.rifa.com.cn
qinyong2146@126.com
qiou589@126.com
qirong.dai@valeo.com
qiu902@126.com
qiulinmc@qiulinmc.com.cn
qix@enfi.com.cn
qixuan2@kenway-group.com
qj663@126.com
qjgs@qingjiang.com.cn
qjstl2006@126.com
qlhyjt@163.com
qlsweixuewen@163.com
qmax_far_east@qmaxtest.com
qmjtgyc@sina.com
qnsd@163.com
qpc@cptdc.cnpc.com.cn
qrmedia@qatarairways.com.qa
qs.dxf@163.com
qsmres@moa.gov.sa
qsoft@qsoft-corp.com
qswu@ustc.edu.cn
qsygdjt@163.com
qtroffice@amb.ae
quaini@math.uh.edu
quality@furenpanels.com.cn
queenie@betafac.com
query@krishnasgroup.com
quest@netvision.net.il
qufuwood@163.com
quick@quickitaly.com
quicksilver-cs@nbks.com
quinntpe@quinnco.com.tw
quintasbio@ecaagroindustria.com
qulihuan@ccpit-lis.com
qurain@kems.net
qussie@126.com
qxd302@163.com
qxlinsq@163.com
qxq0043@163.com
qyzzgs@163.com
r-plast@mail.ru
r.bhasker@dalmiacement.com
r.daube@psmltd.co.nz
r.dietz@biker-boarder.de
r.elbalaa@cphworldmedia.com
r.etzrodt@haverboecker.com
r.fakih@cphworldmedia.com
r.hariharan@agrocel.net
r.krueger@fairtrade.net
r.mustafa@sialme.com
r.negi@nitrex.in
r.pabon@bg.fnv.nl
r.peymanfar@isaco.ir
r.wang@krusschina.cn
raad@albakri.com
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raam@empiiregroup.com
rab.rae@wellheads.co.uk
rabat@diplobel.fed.be
rachaelt@albanysolar.com.au
rachel@zenova.com.my
rachel_irany@seter.com
radex@public.ua.net
radha.ganeshan@nykkostech.com
radhika.sarang@sylantro.com
radkins@screenhits.tv
raelxl@126.com
rafael@compu-link.com
rafael@plastigen.cl
rafi@myarchn.com
rafiq@totalfreight.biz
rager@intouch.nl
raghad.mukhaimer@rodlme.com
raghukiran@ilsintechindia.com
raghuraj@nitifruits.com
rahul.arora@freedom4travel.com
rahul.mahajan@nwp6.com
rahulbajaj@bajajauto.co.in
rahulsoni@soniofficemate.com
rainer.lindberg@kilpailuvirasto.fi
rainringxuelei@163.com
rainyang96@163.com
raipur@isbm.org.in
raisinhillfarm@gorge.net
raj.ravilla@kcepc.com
raj@globalodysseytour.com
raj@maxportglobal.com
raja@ibinworld.com
raja@vajragroup.com
rajagopal@harmanme.com
rajan.raman@magnumaviation.co.uk
rajan@glovel.in
rajan@itapagro.com
rajan@universaladventure.net
rajat.jaitly@apsom.com
rajat@shimply.com
rajeeb@mos.com.np
rajeev@celestialindia.com
rajeev@ilsintechindia.com
rajeevkohli@travel2india.com
rajen.sahay@trf.co.in
rajendar.rewari@morarjee.com
rajendra@archgroup.co.in
rajendra@bosonelectronics.co.in
rajesh.agarwal@skipperseil.com
rajesh.bv@imacs.in
rajesh.parekh@ppm-us.com
rajesh@damanpolyfabs.com
rajesh@dnavin.com
rajesh@indianstitchers.com
rajesh@plamadera.com
rajesh@swl.net.in
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rajesh@usplubes.in
raji.ullas@sungroseeds.com
rajibde@bergerindia.com
rajiv.negi@mmactiv.com
rajiv@kasyap.com
rajivsingh@ghggroup.com
rajkot@nidoworld.com
rajkumarm@nagamills.com
rajni@monarchgems.com
raju@aksharimpex.com
raju@topsia.net
rajwade.chaitanya@mahindra.com
rak@mitrask.com
rakesh@ilsintechindia.com
rakesh@kanchanpharma.com
rakesh@superimpex.com
rakeshchawla@sifi.com
rakeshjain@fmggroups.com
rakeshtrivedi@vexteam.com
rakhmano@mail.usf.edu
ralhammod@zajil.net
ralph@distinctive-graphics.com
ram@actimusbio.com
ram@orchidpharma.com
rama@ramaexports.com
rama_m.a@noavar.com
ramakrishnan@pyrotechworkspace.com
raman@google.com
ramazan-18@mail.ru
ramchand@thetravelease.com
ramesh.malkani@supergroup.net
ramesh.patil@loctite.co.in
ramesh@mobizent.net
ramesh@radoshipping.com
ramesh@teamhgs.com
ramesh@valakiexports.com
ramesh@valuemart.co.in
ramesh@viralspices.com
rameshkumar@ncsgroup.in
rami.awad@mwc.co.kr
rami.jibreen@berner.com.kw
ramkumar@noblesteels.co.in
ramlani@acamp.ca
ramma.rangwani@kirloskar-electric.com
ramon@china-flashlight.com
ramona.bernhardt@rohde-shoes.com
ramonjoan@ecodeter.com
rampazzo@math.unipd.it
ramswamy.narsimhan@bombaydyeing.com
ramzeen@haidariqatar.com
ranapratap.singh@jsw.in
rand@rand.co.il
randeg@alum.rpi.edu
randlee@limebeat.com
randy.hoover@sdsmt.edu
randy.weinerman@commerzbank.com
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randy@af1racing.com
randy@morrisorganic.com
rangelini@raiservices.com
ranju@dockndoor.com
ranoks@yandex.ru
ranqingkai@126.com
rapeseed@yandex.ru
rasdi@organicindonesia.org
rashader@googlemail.com
rasheed@kanwalspices.com
rashid@aufait.in
rashid@infinidy.ca
rashmi.agarwal@tatatinplate.com
rashmi@4spots.com
rasquinha@lexmark-me.com
raswa@raswaco.com
ratcliffev@who.int
rateria@rateria.com
ratnacom@eureka.lk
ratnam@steamlineind.com
rattindo@melsa.net.id
raushanecocenter@mail.ru
ravi.hugar@quest-global.com
ravi.ranjan@globalvein.com
ravi.s@mykindofvacations.com
ravi@doublematrix.com
ravi@natureone.in
ravi@ruchagroup.com
ravi@vindaf.com
ravikanth@webtogo.de
ravikiran.thummalapenta@equidity.com
ravikumar@ankitraj.com
ravindra@nakodas.com
ravins@pc.jaring.my
rawal@bol.net.in
rawlings@engr.wisc.edu
ray1290@prodigy.net.mx
ray@cotlook.com
ray@mastershine.com
ray@progressivefutures.com
ray@rcainternational.com.au
ray@tibus.net
rayaneh@parsonline.net
raymond.ng@khmc.com.bn
raymond@technoplas.com
raymonloo@springwillowfarms.com
raymundocreamer5413@hidebox.org
rayskt@rayskt.com
raysut@raysutcement.com.om
rb@itourz.in
rbc@rbgroup.in
rbecker@sonwil.com
rbp@asu.edu
rcardenas@dicrcl.com
rcascone@nexant.com
rcespedes@drocersa.com.pe
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rchaudhry@wilnetonline.net
rcibdg@rudolf.co.id
rcismg@rudolf.co.id
rcj2002@163.com
rconyngham@tmcnet.com
rcs@rootsdek.com
rd@avim-tmo.nl
rd@imondi.com
rd_sacep@eol.lk
rdanino@damaqperu.com
rdekker@lakeheadu.ca
rdewan@seaspanltd.ca
rdittmer@cbcsd.org
rdmoto@email.cz
rdrd168@126.com
rdutta@macocorporation.com
reach@iifl.com
reach@iihfl.com
reachcargo@reachcargo.co.in
reachus@ashokleyland.com
reachus@synergysolar.in
readeroffers@mirror.co.uk
ready4smartcities@googlegroups.com
readymix@hajihassan.com
reagan@jshfarms.com
real-estate-desk@philly.com
realworld@klnet.co.kr
rebardon@ncsu.edu
rebeca.villagra@fazenda.gov.br
rebecca.borden@cbs.com
rebecca.chen@klf-group.com
rebecca@gebok.cn
rebecca@iacocpa.com
rebiha.sadat@toshiba-teg.com
receptie@premiummotors.nl
reception@althika.com
recruiter10@asmacs.com.ph
recruitment@mytel.com.mm
recruitment@winthein-sons.com
recs@solarpowerrex.com.au
recupera@epm.net.co
recursos.geneticos@ambiente.gob.do
reda.hamed@deltagrandpharma.com
redactie@bftp.be
redapple@redappleorchards.com
redazione@daytravel.it
redrosett@bol.net.in
redux@splintered.co.uk
reena@asappinfoglobal.com
reena@viadubaitravels.ae
reeya@usgandhigroup.com
refan@refan.net
regenabutler@harvest-innovations.com
reggiep@cciny.net
regina@auroralampworks.com
regine@amicus.co.in
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reginear@nata.cn
register@staff.sina.com.cn
registrar@burgesshill-school.com
registry-poc-primary@google.com
registry.operator@monash.edu
registry@internetregistry.info
registry@nic.hamburg
registryops@crown.com
rehber@rehber.ru
reija.repo@kta.fi
reillo@aacreillo.com
reims@dafy.fr
reims@reimsperu.com
reinhold.bentler@delignit.de
reisen@reisentours.com
reiz@inbox.ru
reklama@2eurosys.pl
reklamy@wykop.pl
rekon-d@inbox.ru
relax@hotelkillians.com
relazioni.istituzionali@mercatoelettrico.org
reliance.sales@fatima-group.com
relicon@mankiewicz.com
reman@remanufacturing.ru
remautokom@mail.ru
remesh@newgenagro.com
remko@ciclib.de
remus@a1auto.ru
remzicompany-F@mail.ru
rena@spadesoleil.com
renatab@u.washington.edu
renate.paumann@bmlfuw.gv.at
renato.iannella@monegraph.com
renaut@asu.edu
rendo@tctelevision.com
rene@munchkjaer.dk
rene@trimeta.mg
renee@taisun.com.sg
reneeyoung@ionmedia.com
rennes@avnet-memec.eu
rent@halacar.com
rental@bqrental.com
renu.sharma@jindalsteel.com
reosler@eoarch.com
repido1979@mail.ru
reprints@philly.com
repuestos@163.com
request@green-master.eu
res@skileb.com
research@xinju.com
reservation@concordtr.com
reservation@mermaidcochin.com
reservationruwi@omanhotels.com
reservations.bbsr@empireshotel.com
reservations.paradip@empireshotel.com
reservations.puri@empireshotel.com
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reservations.vierjahreszeiten@kempinski.com
reservations@alsawadibeach.com
reservations@budgetindiaholidays.com
reservations@goldencoast.com.cy
reservations@kempinski.com
reservations@ramadacochin.com
resinex@inbox.ru
resitcinarli@ajancnc.com
resort@tanjungrhu.com.my
resource@abnetbd.com
responde@motomel.com.ar
response@prolineseeds.com
response@sunsuiprocess.com
resumes@mcleay.ab.ca
retem@tradearabia.com
reuven@rmcoatingsupplies.com.au
reverchon.sport@free.fr
revesz.robert@turizmus.com
rex.a@sword-in.com
rey_nik@pardise.net
reyespethebridge8803@hidebox.org
reza.merchant@naturalfrozenfood.com
rfalotico@ecomtrading.com
rfmp@yandex.ru
rfpb@rfpb.com
rftrade@163.com
rg4@mediaone.net
rg@elektro.dtu.dk
rg@swadeshibajaj.com
rgardner@fadco.net
rgauss@mht-ag.de
rgb@jthlighting.com
rgee@gee4law.com
rgibbs@obersigroup.com
rglover@bouncetv.com
rgmecorporate@zajil.net
rgothelf@mortonbassett.com
rgrosek@sturgis.com
rgt@gmeec.com
rgutierrez@sabormex.com.mx
rhalverson@greatrivermilling.com
rharper@americandistilling.com
rhegarty@liquidfire.ws
rhegarty@tenontours.com
rheine@krimphoff-schulte.de
rhermes@greatnortherncorp.com
rhernandez@anfalum.com
rhi@rhi-ag.com
rhight@selectsirepower.com
rhs-tambov@mail.ru
rhslog@rhslogistics.com
riadasali@net.sy
riaz@pro-ex.biz
riazmunshi@nchiragtravels.com
ricardoc@wholesumharvest.com
richard.chen@kiskasolutions.com
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richard@bantoxics.org
richard@dutchfish.eu
richard@gnnh.com
richard@ipgroup.tv
richard@kiesys.co.kr
richard@kpwood.com
richard@rkphotography.com
richard@sparklight.co.za
richard@webbism.com
richard_phillips@ncsu.edu
richi@bigapplegroup.com
richonhk@163.com
richskh@pd.jaring.my
richwood@richwoodkr.com
rick.bashkoff@zefr.com
rick@allroads.com.au
rick_li@smartchip.com.tw
rickh@bigtime.com.tw
ricky@thelegacyworld.com
rickykorea@kospo.co.kr
rico@rico-sa.com
ridhima@seawaysindia.com
ridnei@thorchem.com.br
ridvan.balikci@albond.com.tr
riello@riello-enerdata.es
rijo@ultrasoundindia.com
riken@rikeninstrumentation.com
rimas@jmpgroup.lt
rimma@grrcooling.com
rims@konkuren.lt
rina@ejollys.com
rinishkn@rapidvaluesolutions.com
rinto-elektrik@mail.ru
rinto@tridentdies.com
ripaenterprise2@googlemail.com
rise@rise-lighting.com.tw
risehopetextile@163.com
rishdan@zajil.net
rishijain@praj.net
risinsun@vip.163.com
riston@ristontea.lk
rita.patil@nilons.net
rita@gorhams.com
ritafutianhua@163.com
ritesh@conceptweaversindia.com
rithika.more@oocl.com
riyadh@arcoma.com
riyadh@areeco.com
riyadh@mabanisteel.com
riyadh@nouran.com
riyadh@sffeco.com.sa
rizan@raoss.com
rizkat@net.sy
rizwan@meridianmetals.net
rjantzen@soejasch.com
rjiang@ustc.edu.cn
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rjo@sscc.kr
rjunneja@elcominnovations.com
rk.purchase@darvesh.com
rk@farahatco.com
rk@sinetworks.in
rkdas@chemprogroup.net
rkdattani@googlemail.com
rkh.info@regalhotel.com
rkhayat@dataxprs.com.eg
rki@kediafresh.com
rkj@viraj.com
rkjain@vijayshri.com
rkkapoor@jctltd.com
rlan@goodrichriquelme.com
rlb@ipv.sx
rlevychin@kbl.com
rliu01@udayton.edu
rlopez@lifestylefoods.net
rloyalka@rameswar.com
rloyalka@zenithspinners.com
rlprint@pd.jaring.my
rls@samsi.info
rlstroy@mail.ru
rmalcolm@cawse.co.za
rmcilroy@chromium.org
rmezaz@prodigy.net.mx
rminer@geomtech.com
rmiu@sni.org.pe
rmorse@redjacketorchards.com
rnair@roseninspection.net
rnavarro@cnf-foods.com
rndrpt@mail.ru
rniwa@apple.com
rnk@rkhimjigroup.com
ro@ratnadeepmetal.com
road.runner1@free.fr
rob.baker@sodevco.net
rob.stephen@npimedia.com
rob@bigskybike.com
robamfw@126.com
robbie@manbang.net
roberai@gruppocoin.it
robert.eckert@mattel.com
robert.ilario@music4pro.com
robert@bandvcontracting.com
robert@mmpas.com
robert@northcitycycles.cc
robert@parkerproducts.com
robert@woil.org
roberto.bettuzzi@gruppobpc.com
roberto@interlago.com
robey.tucker@wrapfilm.com
robin-tea@mail.ru
robin.dimovitz@sensoryeffects.com
robin@healthjones.com
robin@oasis-open.org
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robindxz@163.com
robinwood@aiofm.ac.cn
rockandlive@free.fr
rocksport@rocksport.in
rockybeckman704@hidebox.org
rockyzheng@chinalight.com.cn
rocmet@rocmet.com
rodalink.my@rodalink.com
rodalink.sg@rodalink.com
rodalink@rodalink.com
rodney@lancasterag.com
rodolfo@bodegarolland.com
rodos@worldofbike.gr
rodrigo.carrasco@arauco.cl
rodrigo.mendez@proteak.com
rodriguez@toac.tv
roger-lt@163.com
roger.engstrom@lysegarden.se
roger@sunpu-opto.com
roger@wahfat.com
rogers@genovate.com
roghur@roghur.com
rogier@hotsoup.nl
rohhan@163.com
rohin@paradisetour.in
rohini@eatwell.co.in
rohini@inksedge.com
rohit.kapur@flexlink.com
rohit.nagpal@jindalsteel.com
rohit@aristocrattour.com
rohit@elekta.net
rohit@mahimacotton.com
rohit@padmakshi.com
rohittiwari@nextholidaysindia.com
rojasl@fosterfarms.com
rokong@126.com
rollie.olson@parts-depot.com
rolly_32@nettaxi.com
rolph.payet@brsmeas.org
roma1985@consolidated.net
romain@makasound.com
romain@quad-bike-evasion.com
romainaubry@free.fr
romaine.adams@gsa.gov
roman.fuentes@asu.edu
roman@vitgroup.ru
romanas.ivanovas@festo.com
romara@rjopepc.com
romarie.morales@asu.edu
romeo.famularcano@ff.com
ron.sargent@staples.com
ron@bigsdiamonds.com
ron@rnkfoods.com
ronak@neogenindia.com
ronald.chow@rudolfhk.com
ronaldo@kewitrading.com
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ronghefire@163.com
rongjinl@126.com
rongtiger@163.com
rongyi001@126.com
rooder@roodergroup.com
roongrot@mju.ac.th
roopali.shelar@oocl.com
ropag@rptechnik.de
rosa@vertex-lighting.com
rosana@paclink.com.cn
rosati@dis.uniroma1.it
rose.25@163.com
rose@mazzonepaintcenter.com
rosemary@soupbasesloaded.com
rosen-lingen@rosen-group.com
roses@indobloom.net
roshan@simdiam.com
rosio.cubillos@conalgodon.com.co
rosproduct@list.ru
ross.altman@gartner.com
ross@royalridgefruits.com
rossi@math.udel.edu
rostel@bk.ru
roszitlptver@mail.ru
rothrist@avnet-memec.eu
roxbio_md@126.com
roy.singh@century21.ca
roy@teamtaurus.co.in
royal.appart@planet.tn
royal@abnetbd.com
royaltraderin@googlemail.com
royaltt@sancharnet.in
rpa@rajangport.gov.my
rpaiano@ingle01.unile.it
rpatel@pkcontractinginc.com
rperez@gccom.us
rpollard@ecomtrading.com
rps@rpspromos.com
rr@cachemetals.com
rravanera@xu.edu.ph
rrhalik@mmm.com
rriley@senecafoods.com
rrk01@126.com
rroe@ctifoods.com
rross@assetmanagement.com
rrshah@kkdpl.in
rrsharma@indiaapparelfair.com
rrubau@ventos.com
rruby@spectrumcomm.on.ca
rs.union@foxmail.com
rs@signart.ca
rsa@sial.com
rsacks@sackscom.com
rsbz@sina.com
rschipillitijr@cidandsonsllc.com
rschwent@prodigy.net.mx
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rselander@mastercard.com
rsettele@glaeser-textil-ulm.de
rsf@rsf.org
rsil@pobox.com
rsinclair@elp.ns.ca
rsmith@ncsu.edu
rsmoody@infowest.com
rsoon@ptcon.com.sg
rsp@kay-co.com
rspeedy001@126.com
rspeedy002@126.com
rspl@emirates.net
rss@rssa.com.jo
rst@telawne.com
rsteel@bol.net.in
rstefaniw@ifpc.com
rstreif@jaguarlandrover.com
rsvn.shjy@grandparkjiayou.com
rsx99123@163.com
rtaylor@brandaromatics.com
rtirumala@distinct-esi.com
rtito@coboldi.com
rtroyer@heinis.com
rtwalden@greenvalleypecan.com
ruan_sw@ecidi.com
rubaolin@126.com
rubensfilho@tecnoplaccompensados.com.br
rubicon@rubicon.co.in
rubinovay47@ya.ru
rucegp@mail.ru
ruchi@beautyandspaexpo.com
ruchika.gupta@borderlessaccess.com
ruchira@thejurisociis.com
rudi@birdsolutions.com
rudianto.qc@smip.co.id
rudolf@rudolfchemie.pl
rudolfhz@rudolfchina.com
rudy@tradearabia.com
rudybrghmns@googlemail.com
rugas@lamolina.edu.pe
ruhankonsol@mail.ru
ruhgm@sbm.net.sa
rui.cavaleiro@spinerg.com
ruifuzh@sdu.edu.cn
ruixingshoes@vip.163.com
rukie@szutest.com
rules@zone8.org
rulescommittee@sec.gov.ng
ruli@epm.net.co
rulloa@fullbike.com.pe
rumi@coyou-corp.co.jp
runbike7@hanmail.net
rune@duell.fi
runqiu9212@sina.com
runsheng_jsb@163.com
ruorder@sial.com
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rup@bhojho.com
rupali@hartfoods.com
ruralexport@sunbeam.com.au
rus.viking@mail.ru
ruslan@vesbo.com
russia@ilsintech.com
russia@szutest.com.tr
rustam_020665@mail.ru
rusyadaticaret@yahoogroups.com
ruven@ruven.ru
ruwindi@eureka.lk
ruza@walltopia.com
rvargas@sre.gob.mx
rvd@1choice.net
rw@atrstaffing.com
rwales@uwc.ac.za
rweaver@axs.tv
rwheeler@camterm.com
rwhite@eatmail.info
rxlljh@163.com
ryan@contenderbicycles.com
ryan@diodemfg.com
ryan@redsun.co.kr
ryan@roadridermca.com
ryd@almulhem.com
ryf5707@163.com
ryhm@163.com
ryjtb@126.com
ryongl@mmm.com
ryoyo-yokohama@rhythm.ocn.ne.jp
rzacharia@nbks.com
rzhwmj@163.com
s-malinov@ukrontech.com
s-service@irpin.com
s.alhilali@unido.org
s.alper@egebirlik.org.tr
s.biswas@pyrotechworkspace.com
s.crenn@tally-weijl.com
s.golis@doubleeint.de
s.henriques@sialme.com
s.labarriere@finsa.com
s.maksimovic@westgroup.rs
s.mccarron@opengroup.org
s.moreland@nutriad.com
s.nehra@gargwire.com
s.ravinet@intercontinental-trading.com
s.s.p@parsonline.net
s.sankar@solvay.com
s.santarova@travel-marketing.cz
s.sasmal@borosil.com
s.schinner@rvtpe.de
s.seki@keiyo.co.jp
s.sherwin@imperial.ac.uk
s.shi@yaseinuk.com
s.t.t.y.miyoshi@r3.dion.ne.jp
s.vella@demeter-group.org
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s.wieborg@cafemoto.com
s.yadav@rosexports.com
s.zrira@iav.ac.ma
s0101@3bc.cn
s_yoshimitsu@toyochem.co.jp
saadalikhan@alruqee.com
saalim@inzik.com
sab@myanmar.com.mm
saban51@mail.ru
sabanin@kron.spb.ru
sabbagh@mtts.com
sabbagh@net.sy
sabco@tradearabia.com
sabeen@acsiatech.com
sabitha@motorolasolutions.com
sabratextil@mail.ru
sabry@deltaspiceegeco.com
sabs@kanoosa.com
sacar@acar-group.com
sacco@sbm.net.sa
sacepsec@eol.lk
sacheta@sacheta.com
sachin.bhimrajka@trienteglobal.com
sachin.gandhi@aacipl.com
sachin.jain@in.mahle.com
sackjc@sina.com
saco@saco-ksa.com
sada@syy.com.tr
sadru@surecopy.com
saeedpour@isfahancitycenter.com
saeilco@hanmail.net
safcglobal@sial.com
safety@teknik.com
safonova@btnrussia.ru
sagaimports@prtc.net
sagf@sbm.net.sa
sagligim@mail.ru
saher@samir-photo.com
sahgal-sudhir@dlf.in
sahil@justbuylive.com
sahil@traveldelight.com
sahilsingla@cakansalsingla.com
sahota@apnconstruction.com
saicorp@semtronic.com
saigonctt@fpt.vn
saikesi-mosaic@163.com
sailesh@sk-exports.com
sails@Solidpack.nl
saini@netproindia.com
saintvith@verviersfreins.be
saiprasad@camaraexim.com
sairam.m@imacs.in
saitech@yandex.ru
saitoco@126.com
sajid@nehaexport.com
sajith@welbound.com
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sajjan@mdstraders.com
sakai.shuichi@moritani.co.jp
sakatekstil@mail.ru
sakec@zajil.net
sakeer@sanahchemicals.com
saking@ncsu.edu
sakr@sial.com
sakthivel.p@iap-india.com
sala@ecoholding.com.ar
salamlek@sangiovanni.com
sale02@freet-tools.com
sale1@teltron.com
sale88@hooya.hk
sale@buccma.com
sale@changchai.com
sale@chaoweimj.com
sale@edi-sh.com
sale@hekeda.cn
sale@jingke.com.cn
sale@lilingroup.com
sale@lodan-lighting.com
sale@pestbegone.net
sale@steady.cn
sale@symbioticsciences.com
sale@vyrtych.cz
sale@zh-xy.com
saleembuksh@tradearabia.com
salem@rkglobal.in
sales-dpt@organ-ndl.co.jp
sales-ics-spain@kendrion.com
sales-ics@kendrion.com
sales-mishawaka@kendrion.com
sales-sweden@kendrion.com
sales-uk@geismar.com
sales.alqouz@arabsupplier.com
sales.aquasignal@glamox.com
sales.brc@hajihassan.com
sales.canada@geismar.com
sales.d@giantway.com
sales.delhi@infodriveindia.com
sales.dubai@redachem.com
sales.ez@akshayasolar.com
sales.gw1@leehyobio.com
sales.india@erweka.com
sales.marketing@baesystems.com
sales.sg@rodalink.com
sales.support@airvistara.com
sales.tfh@psedili.com
sales.uae@solon.com
sales.us@mu-intel.com
sales.wte@worldtechenterprise.com
sales01@ledxj.net
sales03@easywaygroup.com
sales03@w-king.com
sales04@longshengfish.com
sales04@yoyolighting.com
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sales06@szcnt.com
sales15@tz-global.com
sales1@ocean-treasure.com
sales1@p-king.cn
sales1@sinobase.com.cn
sales2@yangye.cn
sales3@changlux.com
sales3@diyomate.com
sales3@starlinecn.com
sales3@yaoyu-lcm.com
sales4@futurextrade.com
sales5@emeirubber.com
sales8@mc2lighting.com
sales@0800brakes.co.nz
sales@2mkablo.com
sales@786-2000.com
sales@999novo.ru
sales@DHY.com
sales@a-wentai.com
sales@aarchimarine.com
sales@abazarshelving.com
sales@abs-software.com
sales@absolutepublishing.com
sales@abtamagazine.co.uk
sales@abudawood.net
sales@abuhumaid.com
sales@accuaire.net
sales@accuratewatch.com
sales@adritec.com
sales@advancegulf.com
sales@advancetraders.com.au
sales@adventus.com
sales@advfit.com
sales@advtecflo.com
sales@aeronetholidays.com
sales@aflex.ae
sales@africab.com
sales@afropak.co.za
sales@aht-textile.ru
sales@airtechsolutions.co.in
sales@aksauae.com
sales@allhoseinc.net
sales@almarjeiaenergysolutions.com
sales@almarmar.net
sales@alokindustries.com
sales@alpeurope.co.uk
sales@alrakhis.com
sales@alrtrade.com
sales@alsayer.org
sales@alsharqflex.com
sales@altassameem.com
sales@amandaiec.com
sales@ambhe.com
sales@amsons.co.uk
sales@ana-steel.com
sales@anandind.com
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sales@anaum.ae
sales@and-group.net
sales@anecto.com
sales@anets.com
sales@anlianwood.com
sales@anyhopetech.com
sales@anymac.biz
sales@apexherbex.com
sales@arabian.net
sales@ardem.net
sales@armadillogroup.com.au
sales@arotech-int.com
sales@asbestos-joint.com
sales@asiamarinebd.com
sales@astanetwork.com
sales@astyork.com
sales@atlascorp.com.sg
sales@atollmarket.com
sales@auroraslighting.com
sales@autodataits.com
sales@autoguide.com
sales@autosport.com
sales@avetechnology.com
sales@avonpclk.com
sales@awtxglobal.com.my
sales@ayurvedworld.com
sales@bakertherm.com
sales@banattika.eu
sales@bcsukltd.com
sales@beau-rivage.ch
sales@beepeegroup.com
sales@belfastcontrols.com
sales@benchmark-technologies.com.sg
sales@benfield.co.jp
sales@benzels.com
sales@bfpack.com
sales@bgtrading.ca
sales@bi-bh.com
sales@bicyclesonline.com.au
sales@biewuinternational.com
sales@bike-boulevard.com
sales@bikerwarehouse.co.uk
sales@bikesinternational.co.nz
sales@bikeworld.ie
sales@biokom-trend.com
sales@blitzworld.co.uk
sales@bluemarblebio.com
sales@bostonjaptech.com
sales@bridgeway.ae
sales@broadwaylumber.com
sales@brodaseating.com
sales@bsgsolutions.it
sales@btmg.ca
sales@buckingham.com.tw
sales@bunkerflot.ru
sales@cadcentre.co.uk
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sales@callfire.com
sales@camauto.com
sales@ccglobalinc.com
sales@cctz.co.tz
sales@celticcurls.com
sales@centerwell.com
sales@chaitradings.com.my
sales@changlin.com.cn
sales@chevronhotels.com
sales@china-aishi.com
sales@china-labware.com
sales@china-olt.com
sales@china-printing.org
sales@china-wire-mesh.com
sales@chinahiseer.com
sales@chinajmk.com
sales@chinamarble.com
sales@chinamouldcity.com
sales@chinastonefireplace.com
sales@chinayamao.com
sales@chjc-chain.com
sales@citygraphics.co.uk
sales@cnducoo.com
sales@cnruyicasting.com
sales@cnticlighting.com
sales@cnyanfeng.com
sales@colmax.com.cn
sales@colorbeam.com
sales@comavia.com
sales@competers.com
sales@compworld.net
sales@comtrino.com.tw
sales@conspare.com
sales@constantpowerservices.com
sales@continuum.com.my
sales@cortrol.com
sales@cosiolighting.com
sales@cottonsocks.com.pk
sales@crep-led.com
sales@csdsz.com
sales@csunrise.com.cn
sales@ctgraphic.com
sales@ctseuro.com
sales@customhose.com
sales@daganghalal.com
sales@daltexcorp.com
sales@dartvalley.co.uk
sales@darworth.com
sales@davidhanman.com
sales@davidsharp.co.uk
sales@davisdavisco.com
sales@deeks.com
sales@derrys.com
sales@descuring.com
sales@df-tractor.com
sales@dharmascientific.com
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sales@dicar.com
sales@dinco.ae
sales@displayimporter.com
sales@distributionfze.com
sales@divanicaravel.gr
sales@dmd.co.za
sales@dolsoninteriors.co.tz
sales@dongxingcn.com
sales@dosafe.com
sales@dotlinedesigns.com
sales@douglasind.com
sales@drsabharwal.com
sales@dsrcorp.com
sales@dsys.ru
sales@dynachem.co.za
sales@eckel.com
sales@eco.com.com
sales@ecosmob.com
sales@electromotion.co.uk
sales@elitetz.net
sales@elumenled.com
sales@emcom.com.tw
sales@empowertdg.com
sales@energy-capital.com
sales@engrafics.com
sales@epesworld.com
sales@epistar.com.tw
sales@epreston.co.uk
sales@essicorp.com
sales@esylux.com
sales@et.co.uk
sales@ethyleneatlantic.com
sales@euchips.com
sales@everspring.com
sales@excelindia.com
sales@exelgraphics.com
sales@exploreindiaholidays.in
sales@fahss.com
sales@family-umbrella.com
sales@fbih.com.sg
sales@fccqatar.com
sales@feige.com
sales@fengjiumould.com
sales@fiberc.com
sales@fitrend.com
sales@fljt.com.cn
sales@flowtech.co.uk
sales@fluidconnections.com
sales@fonva.com
sales@forever-lights.com
sales@freet-tools.com
sales@fructonad.ru
sales@fujijapan.ae
sales@fwfence.com
sales@galaxylabequip.com
sales@galtonlighting.com
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sales@gastecheng.com
sales@gcd.com.sg
sales@geminimotors.com
sales@gemoils.ie
sales@genfil.com
sales@geosheen.net
sales@ghanplastco.com
sales@gjhindia.com
sales@gjs-lighting.com
sales@glamox.ca
sales@glitland.com
sales@glorystarchem.com
sales@glowtec.com
sales@glsenter.com
sales@gmnz.co.nz
sales@goelscientific.com
sales@goldrenz.com
sales@goldstab.com
sales@golnoor.com
sales@gorgolis.gr
sales@grandetravels.com
sales@greyville.com
sales@grmgrp.com
sales@gurukirpaudyog.co.in
sales@gustotechnik.com
sales@hahhong.com
sales@haianmar.com
sales@hammicks.co.uk
sales@hanhe-pump.com
sales@hclfasteners.co.uk
sales@hdlchina.com.cn
sales@headman.biz
sales@healthwaychem.com
sales@heritagehealthcare-india.com
sales@heubachcolor.com
sales@hipackfill.com
sales@hirschglasscorp.com
sales@hkhcomputers.com
sales@hmacstrading.com
sales@hnrinternational.com
sales@homeemosaic.com
sales@hoosense.com
sales@howelllighting.com
sales@hsgeo.co.kr
sales@hungchin.com.tw
sales@hupleong.com
sales@hydronav.com
sales@icmaster.com.hk
sales@ideafield.co.th
sales@idindustrial.com
sales@ierfzco.com
sales@ig-dl.com
sales@igm-trading.com
sales@ika-germany.de
sales@ilsintech.com
sales@imagemarketinginc.com
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sales@imaginghawaii.com
sales@impexlighting.co.uk
sales@importadoraisiva.com
sales@importavehicle.com
sales@imprintproducts.com
sales@indiandyes.co.in
sales@infinityent.net.in
sales@infosys.co.tz
sales@innovativecarbide.com
sales@insuwrap.com
sales@intelatech.com
sales@interiorglaxo.com
sales@interlite.se
sales@internationalsafety.com
sales@intron-tech.com
sales@inventronics-co.com
sales@irtec.com
sales@iscksa.com
sales@islemill.com
sales@ismmould.com
sales@iteme.com
sales@itmatrix.com
sales@izeni.com
sales@jahancrystal.com
sales@japl.org
sales@jeanmueller.de
sales@jeol.se
sales@jgbkuwait.com
sales@jgboman.com
sales@jipal.com.tw
sales@joongwon.com
sales@joycolor.com
sales@jtcorporation.com
sales@juiceindia.com
sales@jxpharmchem.com
sales@jyzgjx.com
sales@kai-tai.com.cn
sales@katandra.com.au
sales@kdtops.com
sales@kediasteels.com
sales@khoatri.com
sales@kimlongimpex.com
sales@king-ielec.com.tw
sales@kirkbytyres.co.uk
sales@kitchenfittingsdirect.com
sales@kizuna.vn
sales@kmtech.in
sales@kofco.com
sales@kohlicofoods.com
sales@kolorjetchemicals.com
sales@kpwires.com
sales@kredcorp.com
sales@ks-northamerica.com
sales@kurthelectronic.de
sales@lakesidemarine.com.au
sales@lalvol.com
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sales@lampertsmuehle.de
sales@laxmidiamond.com
sales@leaderlight.sk
sales@ledsolution.com
sales@ledus.com
sales@leeder.com.au
sales@lesquimicosphils.com
sales@lextar.com
sales@lightingucome.com
sales@lightstax.com
sales@lincat.co.uk
sales@litmusinternational.com
sales@lmedubai.ae
sales@logixconveyor.com
sales@lollybus.com.au
sales@longradar.com.cn
sales@longyuanwood.com
sales@ls-uk.com
sales@ltw-tech.com
sales@lubri-chem.com
sales@lumixlite.com
sales@mageurope.eu
sales@magikitchn.com
sales@magnumqatar.com
sales@mahatta.net
sales@mailam-shaalan.com
sales@maishacomputers.com
sales@makita.in
sales@maliksexport.com
sales@malmoexports.com
sales@manaliresorts.com
sales@manhattanelectric.com
sales@mantech.co.za
sales@mapessprowl.com
sales@marineoilservice.com
sales@mariteam.com
sales@marutienterprise.org
sales@maskatigroup.com
sales@massa.ru
sales@mattawomancreekfarms.com
sales@maxpowerhk.com
sales@mayfieldtrading.com
sales@mazak.co.id
sales@mazak.com.my
sales@mbs.ae
sales@mcseurope.nl
sales@mcties.com
sales@mecanixshops.com
sales@melss.com
sales@mercowax.com
sales@merrickbicycles.com
sales@metcca.com
sales@method.com
sales@middlebycelfrost.com
sales@midocean.cn
sales@midwilinc.com
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sales@mikrofax.com
sales@millerenergy.com
sales@minascent.com
sales@mindresources.com
sales@mmtraders.net
sales@moderate-machines.com
sales@moorelarge.co.uk
sales@moorethanwood.com
sales@moto-central.co.uk
sales@motorcyclestorehouse.nl
sales@motorstar.eu
sales@msclite.com
sales@mtkhoory.com
sales@mtlm.net
sales@mu-intel.com
sales@mulkgroup.com
sales@murri.fi
sales@namdeoumaji.com
sales@nanosystemz.com
sales@nationalagro.com
sales@nationalpremium.com
sales@naturalremedy.com
sales@nctww.com
sales@netvox.com.tw
sales@neutrik.com.hk
sales@neweramachines.com
sales@nicbm.com
sales@nidoworld.com
sales@nilsabbas.com
sales@nisbets.co.uk
sales@novaswiss.fr
sales@nu-vu.com
sales@oceanlubes.com
sales@oceansail.net.cn
sales@odysseyorganics.com
sales@oghamwish.com
sales@omanhotels.com
sales@omckl.com
sales@omfarubbers.com
sales@oro2u.com
sales@osp-india.com
sales@ostartools.com
sales@otari.co.jp
sales@pack-n-send.com
sales@palace.ch
sales@panthergraphics.net
sales@papagikas.gr
sales@paragonled.com
sales@parthelectricals.in
sales@particular.ie
sales@partysolutions4you.com
sales@pch.nl
sales@pcsin.com.sg
sales@pcsportech.com
sales@pemco-supplies.ae
sales@penguinindia.net
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sales@performanceracingstore.net
sales@petrofinder.com
sales@petrohouseinternational.com
sales@pewbindery.in
sales@picatype.com
sales@pinkbikecycle.com
sales@pitesco.com
sales@pixcir.com.cn
sales@planitar.com
sales@plusfile.co.uk
sales@pocons.co.kr
sales@polycheminternational.com
sales@polyfibre.in
sales@potisna.com
sales@power-electronics.com.au
sales@powersolutionme.com
sales@pregna.com
sales@premindcorp.com
sales@printequipment.ca
sales@prolabmas.id
sales@prshk.com
sales@pss.aus.net
sales@ptgab.com
sales@pumaair.com
sales@pumpsmarket.com
sales@pw-precision.com
sales@qatarpac.net
sales@qida-lighting.com
sales@qmaxtest.com
sales@radeecal.in
sales@radfordaus.com
sales@rajasthanagroproduct.com
sales@rajguruelectronics.com
sales@rajhisteel.com
sales@rajjainternationallogistics.com
sales@raoulengineering.com
sales@raphael.com.cy
sales@rawtalentinc.com
sales@raynettech.com
sales@rayoman.com
sales@raytrons.com
sales@rbsintl.co.in
sales@reliablepipes.com
sales@ricoh.com.vn
sales@ricoh.sg
sales@ridersoffshore.com
sales@riello-ups.co.uk
sales@riello-ups.sg
sales@rishichem.ae
sales@ritallc.ru
sales@ritutech.net
sales@rmcoatingsupplies.com.au
sales@roadtechnologysa.com
sales@romosouthafrica.com
sales@rrcscindia.com
sales@rudolf.co.id
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sales@ruichips.com
sales@ruskintitus.com
sales@s-lilley.co.uk
sales@sa.eagleburgmann.com
sales@saft.com.sg
sales@saintgeneral.com
sales@saiphyto.com
sales@salam-petrol.com
sales@salcomauto.com
sales@sanver.com
sales@sava.in
sales@savia.com.cn
sales@sbpanchal.com
sales@scafftag.com
sales@scope.net.in
sales@scribblersclub.com
sales@sdiczl.com
sales@seaplantexchange.com
sales@seatonsales.com
sales@seaweed.co.id
sales@seedco.co.tz
sales@sel-bd.com
sales@selanet.com
sales@semileds.com
sales@senbagamtextiles.com
sales@sensortech.com.sa
sales@sersincacur.com
sales@shahentp.in
sales@sharpdie.com
sales@shaverinc.com
sales@shengyi.com.tw
sales@shenmfg.com
sales@shivaniscientific.com
sales@shmotor.co.kr
sales@siaimpex.co.in
sales@sinanticaret.com.tr
sales@sineapps.com
sales@sismat.com.tr
sales@skmsteelsltd.com
sales@sksmt.com
sales@skyonetelecom.com
sales@sl-mould.com
sales@slurrygo.com
sales@smithermanprinting.com
sales@sobok.com.cn
sales@sohil-impex.com
sales@sole-source.com
sales@soscoqatar.com
sales@sowatool.com
sales@spareage.com
sales@spe-int.com
sales@sptc.com.sa
sales@srsaromatics.co.uk
sales@ssyweb.com
sales@steamequipments.com
sales@stepforward.com.au
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sales@stickeryou.com
sales@stnlaser.com
sales@stonebridgewine.com
sales@stormbuggies.com
sales@stormweb.ie
sales@stuartelvish.com
sales@sugamhomes.com
sales@sultan-khalaf.com
sales@sun-usb.com
sales@sunflowsystemssg.com
sales@sunnylighting.com
sales@sunpower-hk.com
sales@sunreclaims.in
sales@sunricher.com
sales@suntech-power.com
sales@super-hyd.com
sales@supertower.com.sg
sales@sureshexports.com
sales@surgeine.com
sales@surreygroup.org
sales@syperformance.com
sales@szjf.com
sales@szmeixin.net
sales@tajimaaustralia.com.au
sales@tangyao.cn
sales@tansun.com
sales@tatming.com
sales@tdi-plc.com
sales@tdmaz.com.ua
sales@tech9.ms
sales@technpower.com
sales@techvantage.ind.in
sales@tecmara.de
sales@tem.si
sales@tenialighting.com
sales@teresamarble.com
sales@thassosmarble.com
sales@thhclighting.com
sales@thor.uk.com
sales@threadking.com
sales@timedevelop.com
sales@topkinglite.com
sales@topsconveyor.com
sales@topwaydisplay.com
sales@tormin-lighting.com
sales@tospolighting.com
sales@trans-era.com
sales@transmak.ae
sales@transwkuwait.com
sales@transworlddubai.com
sales@tsg.net.vn
sales@ucinfosystems.com
sales@ufiredoor.com
sales@ulterius.net
sales@unicaps.com
sales@uniflexindia.com
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sales@unioncopper.ae
sales@uniongaragenyc.com
sales@unisenonline.com.cn
sales@updatestar.com
sales@vade.ie
sales@vaghasiatrading.com
sales@valmaxvalves.com
sales@vanwell.com
sales@vasantbahar.com
sales@vasuda.com
sales@vcst.be
sales@venuswires.com
sales@vfmtextiles.com
sales@vijaygroup.in
sales@vinayakcorporation.com
sales@visiontekent.com
sales@vmctac.com
sales@voip-experts.com
sales@volakasmarble.com
sales@vrajpsyllium.com
sales@vrvsonline.com
sales@vtyarns.com
sales@vulkan.eu
sales@warsonprinting.com
sales@webersupply.com
sales@weco.co.kr
sales@westbrookcycles.co.uk
sales@westernhome.net
sales@wgm.co.uk
sales@whitfordww.co.uk
sales@wilcom-china.com
sales@wintechtaparia.com
sales@wiselite.com
sales@witmansgroup.com
sales@wj-fuxing.com
sales@wol-lighting.com
sales@woodauto.com
sales@worldcupskiandcycle.com
sales@wrenchscience.com
sales@wst-lcd.com
sales@wwag.com
sales@wxhlhg.com
sales@xele.com.cn
sales@xidebaoshoes.com
sales@xingyue.com
sales@xmtaiying.com
sales@xmwell-link.com
sales@yanbusteel.com
sales@yateemoxygen.com
sales@yesltd.co.uk
sales@yfghk.com
sales@yongtek.com
sales@yutong.com
sales@yyxlong.com
sales@zebrarollers.com
sales@zsgaolong.com
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sales@ztw.biz
sales_02@everstarled.com
sales_prarl@drfco.net
sales_wcl@welspun.com
salesapple@vconquer.com
salesbio@fpt.vn
salescalicut@cdns.co.in
salesdesk@nauticallines.com
salesdpt@sunmach.co.jp
saleseu@self-electronics.com
salesin@pyramidenc.com
salesinquiry@delta-elevator.com
saleskzn@acti-chem.com
salesmanager@shinemy.com
salesregion@himr.nnov.ru
salesriyadh@asmacs.com.sa
salessupport-us@ate-na.com
salessupport@aus.fujixerox.com
salestz@mitsumidistribution.com
salesuk@huettenes-albertus.com
salesvja@vconquer.com
salesvzg@vconquer.com
saleys@stgbags.co.za
saleztz@mitsuminet.com
salg@minibike.dk
salg@phoenixtrading.no
salhammad@coreapp.com.sa
salih_seda@mail.ru
salim@mfkuk.com
salim@salimmerchantgroup.com
salim@zoyaexim.com
salina.ng@bata.com
salli@sunsetlaneentertainment.com
sally@cccrenovation.com
sally_lin@bestviewintl.com
salmed@mtp.pl
salothr@vijaytranstech.com
saltanat@imakofset.com.tr
saltcape@mics.co.za
saltex@saltex.in
salvador.munozzarate@wabco-auto.com
salwa@pkfuae.com
salyt_avto@mail.ru
sam.adu-kumi@epa.gov.gh
sam.coogan@berkeley.edu
sam.shan@rudolfchina.com
sam.sprigg@coerco.com.au
sam@fosterandreed.com
sam@methownet.com
sam@motoliberty.co.jp
sam@sial.com
sam@sunwind.com.hk
samara771795@mail.ru
samara@borapack.ru
samarasv@mail.ru
sambabu@ilsintechindia.com
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samc@yeah.net
samco@samco.com.sa
samcond@list.ru
samdavis@gorge.net
sameer@npsintl.com
sameer@shreetraders.com
sameh.sidhom@sidhom.com
samer@almuftah.com
sami.hautala@gshydro.com
sami.kassem@protecind.com
samih@metricconsulting.com
saminathan@aarthia1traders.com
samipromotionsltd1@googlemail.com
samipromotionsltd@googlemail.com
samir.amrani@imcd.ma
samir.mehta@solvay.com
samir@crewindia.com
samir@digidrives.in
samozdraw@samtel.ru
sampath@valuepoint.co.in
sampol@mail.ru
samratsk@bsnl.in
samstour@palaunet.com
samuel@palco-ind.com.hk
samy@itapagro.com
sanadikitours@net.sy
sanagustinfarms@prodigy.net.mx
sanaz@ivgd.com
sancakcan@mail.ru
sandakan@majorole.com.my
sandeep.batra@anupamcoloursacpl.com
sandeep.saini@morethantravels.com
sandeep@packngo.in
sandeep@prime-vision.in
sandeep@shaktibiotech.in
sandeep@specialholidays.net
sandeepjain@panaceabiotec.com
sandeepsarin@lifung.co.in
sandip@aquas.com
sandip@aryaaushadhi.com
sandip@livingstones.com
sandra.ramon@francetv.fr
sandra@grupovitoriastone.com.br
sandra@linkers.com.sg
sandra@ovandony.com
sandra@ragni.com
sandur@sandur.net
sandy@abestenergy.com
sandy@granitifavorita.com
sandy@tarrant.com.hk
sandy@wzboboshoes.com
sanfania@126.com
sanfanlighting@vip.163.com
sangani@galentic.com
sangeeta@isapindia.org
sanger@golden.net
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sangho.zarzis@planet.tn
sangraha@rad.net.id
sangsun@probike.co.th
sanhuan@3circle.com
sani.daura@rea.gov.ng
sanil@nainasapparel.com
sanjay.bhat@conserve-tech.com
sanjay.grover@globalvein.com
sanjay.modi@baghbaan.in
sanjay.shrestha@worldspan.com
sanjay@RKSOFTWAREINC.COM
sanjay@anugaholidays.com
sanjay@brightmetals.in
sanjay@epack.in
sanjay@heathergreycorp.com
sanjay@iitmindia.com
sanjay@kayavlon.com
sanjay@otrindia.com
sanjay@shreesamarthlogistics.com
sanjay@treximshipping.com
sanjay@worthindore.com
sanjay_sei@redffmail.com
sanjayjain@asappinfoglobal.com
sanjeet.mishra@jindalsteel.com
sanjeev.doshi@fertiplant.in
sanjeev@darakh.com
sanjeev@impetus.co.in
sanjeev@india.mainetti.com
sanjeev@natureproteins.com
sanjeev@swastikroofing.in
sanjit@gangulygroup.in
sankar@abntrades.com
sanket.pagde@loha.in
sanli0303@126.com
sanli@asfarma.com
sanmartin@multimusic.com.mx
sanmentaihe@126.com
sano@bioscience-securities.com
sano@pentasada.co.id
sanshengfangshuigs@163.com
santhanam@isapindia.org
santluis@santluis.it
santoro.serena@minambiente.it
sanum@sanum.com.sa
sanxo@126.com
sanyang3507@sina.com
sanyei25@sh163.net
sap@zap-in.dk
saparmuradov@mail.ru
sapl@sial.com
sara.abdelfarraj@readypac.com
sara@really-int.com
sarah.guttkorn@messe-essen.de
sarah.heaphy@wbsgroup.com.au
sarah.morledge@synergyhealthplc.com
sarah@jnh-bs.com
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sarahbetty@andersonknight.co.uk
sarahlewis@berkley.edu
sarends@ifcfiber.com
sarif@uniprouniforms.com
sarisa@zajil.net
sarit@pyrotechworkspace.com
sarka.shadmi@avnet.eu
sarmo@sak.com.sa
sarn@mftmail.com
saro@zamnet.zm
sarup.agarwal@ciscgroup.in
sarvesh@internshala.com
sarvjit@divineevents.in
sas@sas-se.com
sasa@sasa-salt.com
sasaki@hottaen.jp
sasi.narayan@luminescent-software.com
sasi@qwaveinc.in
sasib@zajil.net
sat@riello-tdl.com001records
sataco@elz.com
satbir.nijjer@nijjeragrofoods.com
sathailand@sial.com
sathathbd@khusheim.com
sathe@novachemicals.in
satheesh.kumar@rubyseven.net
satheesh@bhagavathi.co.in
satish@supriyalifescience.com
satish@uprisingtradex.com
satit@madeira.co.th
satnam@hemkuntcargo.com
saty@saty.it
satya@kldcompanies.com
satyan.kapoor@bol.net.in
satyen@metamune.com
saudia@greenhouseecocleaning.com
saudivalves@zajil.net
saufi@pelorus.com.my
saugat.acharya@icraonline.com
saule281178@mail.ru
sauli.penttila@mp-racing.fi
sauna@chinasauna.com
sauro@auroville.org.in
saux.centres.lim@googlemail.com
sav@harleydavidson-etoile.com
sav@motoblouz.com
savas.yilmaz@sinerjiinsaat-tr.com
savas@unitedsmart.com
savasan@savasan.com
savietnam@sial.com
savio@algalindo.com
savio@econosto.ae
saviolil@who.int
savrai@iran-attorney.com
sawary@zajil.net
sawas@zajil.net
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sawteen.see@lera.com
saxharp@gorge.net
saybolt@corelab.com
sayboltmy.mk@corelab.com
sayboltmy.pe@corelab.com
sayoubi@mail.sy
sazonavaolga@mail.ru
sb-luo@163.com
sb@cityexplorers.in
sbajaj@mtlinks.co.uk
sbanda@unza.zm
sbansal@mdoverseas.com
sbarngrover@biowishtech.com
sbasar@new-silver.com
sbastc@medu.net.sa
sbattro@reeloneent.com
sberman@bermangrp.com
sbg@xs.ziq.gov.cn
sbgm@baolong.biz
sbiom@standardbank.com
sbnag@rpr.jspl.com
sbodapati@context.com
sboland@allanbrosfruit.com
sboyraz@deryatour.ru
sbs.com@zajil.net
sburke@hamptonfarms.com
sbyt@samalco.ru
sc@sanchuan.com
scanalb@idsc.net.eg
scandinavia@act.de
scandura@scandura.it
scarey@netflix.com
scb@zswj.com
scc@ziemer.de
scfeiling87339766@163.com
scfz8858@sina.com
scgupta_jp1@sancharnet.in
schaefer@ibk.de
schane@blacksnow.co.za
schepkov@samtel.ru
schestowitz@joindiaspora.com
schiedam@synergyhealthplc.com
schiketanz@golden.net
schlauchtechnik@ibk.de
schofiej@sunyocc.edu
schr@tatanova.com
schroeder-valves@v-line.com
schroepd@alfredstate.edu
schuette@math.fu-berlin.de
schweiz@derby-cycle.com
sclarke@yalesecurity.com
scmahana@mitrask.com
scmhw@163.com
sconstable@spaldings.co.uk
scoops@sundaymirror.co.uk
scott.murphy@southernreps.com
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scott@columbiabean.com
scott@herbco.com
scott@idcdigital.com
scott@loftesness.com
scott@niemeladc.com
scott@redflower.com
scott@schulzassoc.com
scott_garner@own.tv
scottassoc@scottassoc.com
scottg@meltd.on.ca
scqazy@163.com
scr@zajil.net
scraig@unicontrolinc.com
screenart@screenart.hu
scruan@szu.edu.cn
scty66@163.com
scwlxf@163.com
scym@vip.163.com
scytswwm@163.com
scyxb01@acbc.com.cn
sczzkj@163.com
sdanda@126.com
sday@mail.sdsu.edu
sdbygp@163.com
sdcljt@126.com
sdclxgy@163.com
sddy1128@163.com
sde@indussgroup.com
sdenizer@diktas.com.tr
sdhhdphgcj@sina.com
sdhongtong@163.com
sdjh507812@163.com
sdjmjx@163.com
sdl@sangry.com
sdlhtcjj@163.com
sdlumingkeji@126.com
sdlxzy@sina.com
sdnaicai@163.com
sdnssdns@163.com
sdolson@wpi.edu
sdpajs@163.com
sdpc@parsonline.net
sdplsdsb@163.com
sdqfjg@qfjg.com
sdrfjt@163.com
sds-samara@yandex.ru
sdsci@daum.net
sdsdjt@126.com
sdsg_cn@163.com
sdsljlgs@163.com
sdtdhd@163.com
sdtiantaiseed@163.com
sdtqjt@126.com
sdttjt@sina.com
sdwm-015@163.com
sdyaoshusheng@163.com
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sdzhongtian@126.com
seae@agroecologia.net
seagiph@pd.jaring.my
sean@addynamo.com
sean@mmorchards.com
sean@thefarmatsunnyside.com
sean@tyemill.com
seanwang94@126.com
seastyle-jsz@163.com
seatech@spctnet.com
seaton@glutenfreeoats.com
sebastian@swolutions.com
sebkova@recetox.muni.cz
sec@bayramix.ru
sec@eep.org
sec@nautinst.org
sec@sec.gov.ng
secahsg@al-hassan.com
seccorp@al-hassan.com
secjeddah@zajil.net
secretarial@ashokleyland.com
secretariat@cantonconsulting.fr
secretariat@ceced.be
secretariat@cembureau.eu
secretariat@concordeurope.org
secretariat@corenic.org
secretariat@huettenes-albertus.ro
secretary@zone8.org
secure.solutions@kw.g4s.com
security@targetvisionindia.com
sedlar@webster.ac.at
seed@163.com
seedscw@126.com
seedsmarketing@basantagro.com
seehwee_tan@touchchem.com.my
seejo.koonan@hitechos.com
seema@asappinfoglobal.com
seema@mohantyllc.com
seepsjz@sina.com
sei.howe11@imperial.ac.uk
seico@seico.com.sa
seiko.cn@seikonet.co.jp
sekhar@svansolutionz.com
selamtepe@mail.ru
seldacakir@plm.com.tr
selen2005@126.com
sell@sellside.com
sellplywood@163.com
selvanathan.n@photoninfotech.net
sema.altun@rimaks.com
semikov@cartful.ru
sennik@desbrokenya.com
senthil@genovate.com
seonics@touchtelindia.net
sepack@sepack.in
seppo.huurinainen@mhgsystems.com
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sercom@sercom-france.fr
serdar_dernek@mail.ru
serge.petiton@lifl.fr
sergey_blond@mail.ru
sergio@comercialdouma.es
serkan.demir@yarnart.info
serrini.giuliana@minambiente.it
service-international@festo.com
service.chehalis@brimtractor.com
service.india@middlebycelfrost.com
service.nl@mantel.com
service@adam.in
service@allbio.com.tw
service@anets.com
service@bakertherm.com
service@bicyclepartswholesale.com.au
service@caesar.com.tw
service@cnagroup.com
service@cptwn.com.tw
service@feige.com
service@gwynnadv.com
service@handhasia.com
service@hemvan.com.tw
service@hitachi-hk.com.hk
service@inspirationsdancewear.com
service@kdfsi.com
service@kenstone.com.tw
service@lightsmore.com
service@longtsan.com.tw
service@lookchem.com
service@m18.com
service@macpowercnc.com
service@madeira.de
service@mantel.com
service@navcanada.ca
service@odb.com.tw
service@openvet.com
service@pitco.com
service@rideabikes.com
service@roofman.com
service@seebio.cn
service@solarfied.com.au
service@stormbuggies.com
service@sunsky-online.com
service@swadeshibajaj.com
service@sysmex.co.uk
service@taiwanfeather.org.tw
service@tld.com.tw
service@tldbox.at
service@vijaygroup.in
service_quality@accessprepaidww.com
serviceautoprim@mail.ru
servicecentre@intera.kg
serviceclient.drc@standardbank.cd
services@irish-times.com
serviciocliente@quimicamg.com
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servicios.xerox@xven.com.ve
servis@puric.hr
servis@slowatch.si
serwis@elsett.com.pl
serwis@xerox.pl
ses@planet.tn
sesa2003@163.com
sesamsf@bol.net.in
sesimports@clear.net.nz
set-env@net.sy
setra.m@zajil.net
sewtechcenter@mail.ru
sf@loedesign.com
sfirdose@souq.com
sfpl@airtelmail.in
sg@mobicon.com
sg@organicstandard.com.ua
sgantla@innovativeinfotech.com
sgbbrom@zajil.net
sgdt@vip.163.com
sgeever@sun-belle.com
sglee@khu.ac.kr
sgp.sales@fujixerox.com
sgpindia@sancharnet.in
sgq129@126.com
sgq@kodi.cn
sgzhou@soil.gd.cn
sh.yu@siat.ac.cn
sh0923@ilsintech.com
sh83719666@163.com
sh_fabrika73@mail.ru
shadow.chan@tatfung-tex.com
shafaat@al-borj.com
shaffi@safety1stsafety.com
shahid@zoyaexim.com
shahryar.mehran@tarrissan.com
shailendergupta@bpsintl.net
shajirmoosa@ultimatecalicut.com
shakthi@ingeti.com
shakti@mos.com.np
shalder@micros.com
shall@hall-lane.com
shallah@net.sy
shalomlo@163.com
shandonghengxiang@163.com
shandongjintaiquan@163.com
shandonglingyanstone@126.com
shandongluyazhiyao@163.com
shane@aptest.com
shane@mahajak.com
shanestephens@google.com
shanghai@ari-china.com
shanghai@bencham.org
shanghai@ctiec.net
shanghai@jntchina.com
shanghai@shindo.com
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shanghaihd@online.sh.cn
shangwen.yu@sinyih.com.cn
shangxy2@sina.com
shangzh@ceprei.com
shankar.mali@powermaster.in
shankar.ray@avg.adityabirla.com
shankerbatra@bhushansteel.com
shankina@btnrussia.ru
shannon@kandmelectric.com
shanonvuglar@vuglar.com
shanr@compcom.co.za
shanronggang@163.com
shans@google.com
shanxiboyan@163.COM
shaobei2000@126.com
shaolei@crearo.com
shaowei@xmu.edu.cn
shaoyh@szu.edu.cn
shaoyj_jt@163.com
sharad@alpha.net.in
shari@sauvieislandorganics.com
shariq@dekielectronics.com
sharma@lnjbhilwara.com
sharon@breadalone.com
sharon@brookside-farm.com
sharon@ecobags.com
sharon@maramedia.ie
sharon@marshall-isotopes.com
sharonchanfd@163.com
sharonzy@126.com
sharp-china@126.com
sharpsde@sharp.eu
sharrison@plc.wa.edu.au
shashank@sblfoods.com
shashikant.choksi@hp.co.in
shaun@tigerbox.com.au
shaun@twotwelve.com
shaunak@ssssandassociates.com
shay@oceanvodka.com
shazad@naveena.net
shbeian@126.com
shbj2006@163.com
sheenp@tricab.com
sheila@orma.co.uk
shekeebg@emirates.net
shekhar@infairs.in
shell@petropacific.com.vn
shelley@jerseyboring.com
shelley@yockers.cn
shelleyj@acwinc.net
shelly.h@schroederchina.net
shen.1002@163.com
shen.shen@china-core.com
shenbon@163.com
shencha1288@sina.com
shengtong@rmcshoe.com
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shenhl@toone.com.cn
shenhuatt@163.com
shenlongfire@163.com
shenluda@163.com
shennongwhw@126.com
shenzhen@brightking.com
shenzhen@tyohm.com.tw
shenzhencjstechno@163.com
shenzheneiyo@sina.com
sheridan@celestialcycles.com
sheripack@sheripack.com
sherri.fried@redstonetitle.com
sherry@cornley.com
sherryxie410@163.com
sheryl.hung@daxinmat.com
sheusj@math.ncu.edu.tw
shgthies@vip.163.com
shhcrc@hitachi-shha.com.cn
shibeigongban@163.com
shichangbu6603@163.com
shicks@elp.ns.ca
shigang168@139.com
shihab@arabianeaglegcc.com
shihk@timeloit.com
shiina@k-ssk.co.jp
shiju.siraj@sumeru.net
shilpa_ngp@shilparl.com
shima.masa@jp.fujitsu.com
shima@rp.open.cs.fujitsu.co.jp
shin-shimizu@tge.co.jp
shineltd@163.com
ship@herbaltrade.com
shipparts@oceansail.net.cn
shipping1@grenera.com
shipping@dawargroup.com
shipping@incoteximpex.com
shipping@omniactives.com
shipping@operaclothing.com
shipping@rajshoes.in
shippng@zodiacmtc.com
shirelyhu@163.com
shirley.sun@chinyou.com
shirley.wang@ambu-lanc.com
shirleysu2008@163.com
shirly81@vip.163.com
shisi.he@kuang-chi.org
shivakumar@icraindia.com
shivalik@shivalikbimetals.com
shivam@jjppl.co.in
shivam@mashiexports.com
shivind@bol.net.in
shivkumar@shiva-group.com
shkenterpriseltd@googlemail.com
shm99@hotmil.com
shoe@adsale.com.hk
shoeb@batworld.com
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shoeb@femexports.com
shongshuhua88@163.com
shongshuhua88@168.com
shony@shony.com.eg
shop-info@funfancy.jp
shop@antennebooks.com
shop@rdspeedshop.com.au
shop@trt-shop.eu
shop@veloolimp.com
showroom@fwco.it
shravan@highflyerindia.com
shree_gayatri@reddif.com
shreekar@veerometals.com
shreevallabh@touchtelindia.net
shreyas.jain@celloworld.com
shrivenkatesh.n@kirloskar-electric.com
shruti@vnffindia.com
shtan@cptm.com
shubin@idknet.com
shuhus@rowancompanies.com
shujun1818@sina.com
shulin@cdsmachines.com
shumate@aye.net
shunhuitc18@126.com
shuynh@ncsu.edu
shvetal.diwanji@tacogroup.com
shwyasuo@eos.ocn.ne.jp
shxwang@tsinghua.edu.cn
shyam@krishinfosystems.co.in
shyam@shyam-exports.com
shyam@shyampowertech.com
shzy@vip.163.com
sialjp@sial.com
siam@pobox.com
sibintkom5@yandex.ru
sibma@list.ru
sibu@harbour.com.my
sic-showroom@shindo.com
sichiishi@ml.tanaka.co.jp
sichuanhaoyi@vip.163.com
sicitsrl@sicit.it
sicur@ifema.es
sid@mozilla.com
sid@panchatatvatechnology.com
sidco@suhuf.net.sa
siddharth.lodha@jindalsteel.com
sidf@sidf.gov.sa
sidharth@primarc.in
sidiali@bamis.mr
sidkim@skinc.co.kr
sidney@braqeez.com
siec@siec.com.sa
sifangfs@126.com
siff@planet.tn
siflc@sancharnet.in
siga74@.readnotify.com
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sigmabr@sial.com
signs@movitex.net
signs@signlanguage.net
sika@sikaglobal.com
sikander@alahlamtrading.com
silbest_kyoto@opal.ocn.ne.jp
silicone@midas-tech.com
silkzxl@163.com
silvia.alcazar@cmcapitalmarkets.es
silvia.bedodi@coem.it
silvia.lavecchia@amar.it
silvia@interspeaktrans.com
silvia@lodlive.it
silvina.lopez@wentzel.cl
silviu@mo.ro
sim@icetour.co.kr
simaca@simaca.pt
simmons@lashaysconstruction.com
simon.fraser@apple.com
simon.zhou@sheyue.com
simon@chinapeople.com
simon@cravenscoffee.com
simon@gosource-china.com
simon@hangzhougasket.com
simon@huayubamboo.com
simon@meteormotorsport.com
simona.zeccarini@gammadue.com
simone@thecoolers.com
simonjam@google.com
simosis@simosis.com
simutin@list.ru
sinaboy163@citiz.net
sinan@formenti.com.tr
sind@sind.com
sindbad@planet.tn
singapore@gulfpetrochem.com
singer@apple.com
singerch@163.com
singhaldallmilljpr@gmai.com
singhome_ly@163.com
singlerj@mst.edu
singwood023@126.com
sinha.accounts@worldswindow.cc
sinoca@sinoca.cn
sinomart2002@hkbn.net
sinomasuzhou@sinoma-suzhou.com
sinonsh11@vip.163.com
sinosh@amicus.co.in
sinostar@163.com
sinostone@vip.163.com
sinotime@vip.163.com
sintek@dfki.uni-kl.de
sintek@sintek-sg.com
sintez@samtel.ru
siobhan@intramode.com
sipame@zoppas.com
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sipsales@winteksa.com
sirina.so@hk.bosch.com
siripong@behnmeyer.co.th
sitanshu@namosri.com
sitronic@sitspa.it
siva@ilsintechindia.com
sivarao@valliappa.com
siyan090@163.com
siyan88@sina.com
sj.369@163.com
sj@swastikroofing.in
sjans@atc.australia.com
sjbuchert@nwinternet.com
sjf@skopjejazzfest.com.mk
sjfferp@163.com
sjhy_zhaoying@163.com
sjn207@163.com
sjoglekar@bharatforge.com
sjoshi@magtech-uae.com
sjpark@daewonspic.com
sjszyz@126.com
sjtang@fudan.edu.cn
sjtaparia@pmlindia.com
sjzgwp@163.com
sk.pradhan@jindalsteel.com
sk230@hanmail.net
skahn@ktnet.co.kr
skaramat@pcma.org
skazka.spb@mail.ru
skb@baljitgroup.com
skby_9393@163.com
skim@luminary-labs.com
skirkham@escrow.com
sklep@enkodery24.pl
skmr@posco.net
skorea@mitrask.com
skpeterson@google.com
skshah@rotexautomation.com
sksharma@encardio.com
skundu@indiaapparelfair.com
skyansss@sina.com
skylight@zajil.net
skytek@126.com
sl@brunet.bn
sla1999@yeah.net
sladkiyvostok@mail.ru
slatechina@126.com
slava0@yandex.ru
slc@math.ncsu.edu
slee@officesan.com
sleevi@google.com
slezak@zpv.cz
sli@iit.edu
slightlyoff@chromium.org
slingmann@ezrasorganics.com
sljx_lcb@163.com
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slobo@indusofny.com
sloop@kreamerfeed.com
slotnick.sue@epa.gov
slsc789@163.com
slyabee@163.com
sm018@163.com
sm@gstoman.com
sm_wen@126.com
smalharbi@zajil.net
smccoy@phaeng.com
smdawood@shrazassociates.com
smf@geismar.com
smhwang@cheonanchems.com
smiec@smiec-int.com
smile@ipx.ph
smith@navegante.com.sv
smoeller@arkansaswholesalelumber.com
smt@zldsmt.com
smtsd@163.com
smtucb@online.sh.cn
smvhanbatte@bsnl.in
smweaver@ups.com
smxing@bjtu.edu.cn
smxmzzx@163.com
smyoo@keb.co.kr
smzland@mail.ru
sn.chan@leahander.com
sn@cke.dk
sn@re-sourceworld.com
snafis@fhiplan.com
sndf0898@126.com
sndyfyxgs@163.com
snec-sales@alnisfgroup.com.kw
sneha.kamble@gnggroup.com
snehal@addvalue.in
snehal@sandhya-group.com
snk@snkltd.com
snkroll@emirates.net
snowhite002@snowhitescreen.com
snowpeak618@126.com
snp@dry-chartering.com
snp@jbmarine.net
snp@snpautomotive.com
snpl@transways.co.in
sns@cajeddah.com
sns@pmpauto.com
snydereh@goldmail.etsu.edu
snzygs@163.com
soas@brunet.bn
sobi@themantraenergy.com
sobolev-roman@yandex.ru
socay@socay.com
social.media@zone8.org
soebbesson@alaska.edu
sofianic@mail.ru
soft@51rich.net
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softcotton@mail.ru
softwaresales@wilcomamerica.com
sohana_export123@rediffmail.co
sohret.ufuk@kerama-marazzi.ru
soile.rautinainen@finnexpo.fi
soilmec@soilmec.it
solancis@solancis.com
solar@kohimaenergy.com
solara.service@amko.com.tw
sole1004@posceramics.co.kr
solicitudes@ampere.lat
solmer@itelgua.com
solutions.fivestar5@googlemail.com
solutions.fivestar@googlemail.com
solutions@barchart.com
solutions@krug.ca
solutions@paca.ca
somafix@yandex.ru
son1deb@mail.ru
sonak@manaliresorts.com
sonali@pyrotechworkspace.com
sonam@kamruptea.com
sondela@netconnect.co.zw
sonerekin@sismak.com
songbao.li@ptp.com.cn
songdawei@yeah.net
songhongwenooo@163.com
songhongyan@hapm.cn
songtao@meec.cc
songxj@163.com
sonia.harris@bunge.com
sonia@homefun.com.tw
sonjagm@arabital.com
sonny1979@sina.com
sonny@qtradeteas.com
sood@utourizmo.com
sophia.m.danenberg@boeing.com
sophia@apk-technology.com
sophie.lintermans@andrewalliance.com
sophie.liu@biolan.net.cn
sophietosone@googlemail.com
soprotic@planet.tn
sorem@sorem.it
sotilem@planet.tn
soumagne@verviersfreins.be
sourabh@megagrain.com
sourcing@zenith-ecs.com
southeastasia@geismar.com
southendtravels@touchtelindia.net
southgis@southgis.com
sovionok@list.ru
sowhatshoes1@163.com
soyakadi@ambujagroup.com
soyapith@ambujagroup.com
soyoon@biolandkorea.com
sp-speed@163.com
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sp@basecomputer.org
sp@embsp.com
sp@rembe.com
spaceship6@126.com
spandit@stealth.net
spare@mardin-shipping.com.tr
spares55@narayanmarinetech.com
spares@akilcorporation.com
spares@ems-spares.com
spares@jhanviearthmovers.com
spares@lincat.co.uk
spares@narayanmarinetech.com
sparkeng@sparkeng.in
sparta-elena@yandex.ru
spatel@kgconstruction.net
spb@geismar.ru
spec_zapchasti@mail.ru
special.events@cic.gc.ca
specitile@tiles.ie
speedbird@zajil.net
spektr@mail.radiant.ru
spelt@lentzspelt.com
spem@spem.com.cn
speransk2004@mail.ru
spf@spf-sa.com
spgubmjed@zajil.net
spintex10@bsnl.in
spkom@sama.ru
splight@pd.jaring.my
spogijeans@inbox.ru
sponsorship@internshala.com
sport@bastosmedical.com
sportavto@mail.ru
sports-inbox@philly.com
spottrading@tradearabia.com
sprasad@franchiseindia.net
spring@gztoppower.com
spro@sat.com.cn
sprodhan@mitrask.com
sprzedaz@velo.com.pl
sps@spareparts.be
spsarode@zenithsteelpipes.com
spsghy@163.com
spsurekha@vinayakagro.com
sqf@kangqiang.com
sqsy888@yeah.net
square@bol-online.com
sqz-05@mail.ru
sr2202737@163.com
sramanathan@koryak.com
srarshia@parsonline.net
sravani.babu@itc.in
srb@archilight.cz
sreekanth@vsamachines.com
sreekumar.k.s@visualiq.com
sreeram@xentrixstudios.com
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srfbike@163.com
sri@gameday.asia
srice@ggf.org.uk
sridharan@koyasfasteners.com
srif@chinasrif.com
srijanenterprises@bol.net.in
srilanka@asmacs.net
srinivas@datasystems.co.in
srinivas@ilsintechindia.com
srinivas@nex-farm.com
srinivasanav@tii.murugappa.com
sripathy@asappinfoglobal.com
sriram.v@imacs.in
srishati@lavidatravels.com
srs@aurasemi.com
srsdsjy@163.com
srsridharan@eng.ucsd.edu
srsuntour@winora-group.de
srtepc@srtepc.in
srush@knowbility.org
srusi@nyallran.com
sruuth@sfu.ca
ss@alrams.com
ss@sudhirsheth.com
ssa@fdf.org.uk
sschussman@hazelnut.com
ssct@war-ensemble.com
ssentell@rfms.com
sshah@paragon-mgt.com
ssharkey@endurancehouse.com
sshih@srw.com
ssi@tumwater.net
ssipahi@rasen.ru
sskim@ktnet.co.kr
ssr.tomsk@mail.ru
ssr@saudi-steel.com.sa
sstanger@online.no
sstm@fnashow.in
sstm@textilefairsindia.com
ssuresh_darak@welspun.com
ssv@regalboats.com
ssxxyy@citiz.net
sszjnies@163.com
stacey@cocommunications.com
stacie.waters@bilinski.com
staff@motoliberty.com
staff@petalumafarms.com
staff@raicam.com
stalkerdp@mail.ru
stan@samara.ru
stan@sandhillfarm.org
stan@vkfarmmgt.com
standarisasi@spf.co.id
standchen@wa-le.com
star_668@126.com
starcelikmakina@starcelikmakina.com
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stargate@nadlanu.com
stargen@list.ru
starktn@myjaring.net
starljy369@163.com
starmachine66@163.com
starssoul@iobox.com
startes@startes.cn
starwood@starwood.ae
stat1003@mail.fju.edu.tw
statefarm@markmonitor.com
statpan@statfootwear.com
status@status.com.br
statutory@quest-global.com
statz@ibk.de
stbao@stbao.com
stbolima@philonline.com
stc@mail2farmer.com
stcc@saudicheque.com
std01@nuaa.edu.cn
ste.imen@planet.tn
stec@planet.tn
steel@amerikansteels.com
steel@metachem.in
steel@stepco.com.sa
steel@vardhman.com
stefan.sandberg@scanunit.se
stefan.scheppler@nord-schrott-international.de
stefan@decker.cx
stefan@ecoteas.com
stefan_schnall@commerzbank.com
stefanie.kau@airbox-fashion.com
stefanie@chinapeople.com
stefano.gritti@geminitalia.it
stefanoc@ddi.mu
stegalin_am@gw.tander.ru
stella@cnouge.com
stella@fengningfood.com
stella@lukehouse.org
stephanie.barden@celanese.com
stephanie.billet@lafarge.com
stephanie@cafemoto.com
stephanie@greenfoods.com
stephen.joseph@protectoplast.co.uk
stephen.summersgill@esstex.com
stephen@bandshk.com
stephen@long-way.com
stephen@smentertainments.com
stephenwebster8@googlemail.com
steve.c@fungi.com
steve.ferguson@cntofma.com
steve.ho@gcd.com.sg
steve.r@shedspan.com.au
steve@abelintermedia.com
steve@eliteracingcycles.com
steve@jaap-orr.com
steve@kaldiscoffee.com
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steve@mcintyremcmurray.ca
steve@pcommswines.com
steve@promo540.com
steve@stushmusic.com
steve@taylororchards.net
steven@sh-europaper.com
steven@solar8.com
stevenage@avnet.eu
stevnstrup@dssmith.eu
stianh@increo.no
stima@planet.tn
stina@methownet.com
stindia@stindia.com
stlim@dltc.co.kr
stnlaser@stnlaser.com
stnz@tstractor.com
stockholm@avnet-abacus.eu
stok@stok.dk
stoll@inbox.ru
stone@nekolighting.com
stone@stonetires.com
stop@stop-producciones.com
store.lyon@lepape.com
store@bikers-world.gr
store@westernbikeworks.com
strasbourg@avnet-memec.eu
streit@streit-datec.de
strepelkov@mail.ru
strincone.marco@minambiente.it
strock@prodigy.net.mx
stromberg-baltica@stromberg-baltica.lv
stroypromgarant@mail.ru
sts@sevana.com
sts@sundhar.com
stskch@pc.jaring.my
stsmyy@myjaring.net
stt@samaramail.ru
stu@promag.co.nz
stuart@firemaster.co.nz
stuart_redfield@barry-callebaut.com
stucod@planet.tn
student@internshala.com
studies@almabani.com.sa
study@usqindubai.com
stusmith@uncc.edu
stutensee@avnet-abacus.eu
stuttgart@avnet-abacus.eu
stuttgart@avnet-memec.eu
su_haibo@126.com
subair@coolline-group.com
submission@bhomes.com
subramanian.sankaran@eu.rhodia.com
subrat.panda@jspl.com
subrata@icraindia.com
subscriber@asappinfoglobal.com
succ.lille@mgadistribution.fr
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suddhabrata.kar@tatatinplate.com
sudeep@vikudha.com
sudeep_shetty@welspun.com
sudhakar@scmts.net
sudheer@mudarindia.com
sudhi@mdoverseas.com
sudhir@rubicon.co.in
sudhirnanda.g@prasadseeds.com
sudmotor@offratel.nc
sudo@textile.or.kr
sue@brickelcreek.com
sue@gmxtour.net
sue@krazyhorse.co.uk
sue@sinafaith.com
sue@wz-kaman.com
suga@jaguarpaw.in
sugi@sugi.com.hk
suguohua@scbg.ac.cn
suhail.gupta@andbeyondindia.com
suhas@pyrocrat.com
suhasini.k@dragarwal.com
suhongcan@126.com
suita@81496.com
sujingsea@126.com
sukhorebra@ukrpost.ua
suki@ericbeare.com
sukkar@net.sy
suleymanyilmaz2@mail.ru
suliemomeryltd@googlemail.com
sulion1976@163.com
sultan-tour@mail.ru
sultan@planet.tn
sultan@tradearabia.com
sultmt@sultmt.com
sumakel@rad.net.id
suman@digitals.in
sumanlal@sumanlal.com
sumant@natureone.in
sumanto@techchemsolutions.com
sumeimould@163.com
sumelo@sancharnet.in
sumit@bluoverseas.com
sumit@vinodinternational.com
sumiya@mikawamirin.com
summer@qzhsshoes.com
sumsum@sumsum-musmus.de
sun8888@vip.163.com
sun@new-lights.com
sun@pasionturca.net
sun_bert@163.com
sunbeam@sunbeamonline.com
sunberg@sunberglimited.com
sunburst@online.sh.cn
suncongli@sureland.com
suncunjun@mixparts.com
sundaram@desbrokenya.com
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sundaramd@ibspl.com
sundbyberg@avnet-memec.eu
sundhar@sundhar.com
sunfang9677@163.com
sunfastshoe@163.com
sunfengchang@szgcg.com
sung@tobysfamilyfoods.com
sunhua113@163.com
sunhui5889@163.com
sunil.gupta@thevisionhouse.in
sunil.sharma@jindalsteel.com
sunil@bhawar.com
sunil@intratech.co.in
sunil@irisspectra.com
sunil@maxwelluae.com
sunil@metachem.in
sunil@prudentdevices.com
sunita.desai@indrakshiexim.com
sunitha@dezyre.com
sunjeev@prothermindia.com
sunjialin@camce.com.cn
sunjm@mail.caas.net.cn
sunkey@rache.com.tw
sunny.he@okliang.com
sunny.m@slc-india.com
sunny@troika-intl.com
sunnyltd@sunnyltd.co.jp
sunnysteeltraders@yhoo.co.in
sunpet@bol.net.in
sunshine@vascodaresorts.com
sunshouqin18201@163.com
suntayley@163.com
sunvim123@163.com
sunweisheng1234@sina.com
sunwhb@163.com
sunxiaoxiaolemon@163.com
suny@buptnet.edu.cn
sunychan@takfuhong.com
sunyoung-auto@163.com
suolong@suolong.com
super@nec.com.np
supplies@winchamp.com.hk
supply@shipsparesindia.com
support@1stbike.net
support@Plus500.com
support@abloc.co.za
support@akindustriesjpr.com
support@algalindo.com
support@datumconnect.co.nz
support@ddpl.com
support@design2express.co.uk
support@eastchinapharm.com
support@escrow.com
support@eworldtrade.com
support@fayfachemicals.com
support@freevoicetelecom.com
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support@gangulygroup.in
support@geminicable.com
support@hicsteel.com
support@imaonweb.info
support@internshala.com
support@inversoft.com
support@investsmart.com.au
support@jeolindia.com
support@jrkindustries.com
support@kandoimetals.com
support@kineticgears.com
support@lanyrd.com
support@lightguardmonitor.zendesk.com
support@lubconasia.com
support@matrixcsi.com
support@mhfoods.in
support@mycarforum.com
support@namu.wiki
support@orientengineeringworks.com
support@panjiva.com
support@pptcloud.ru
support@rajasthanprocessors.com
support@reshapeinfotech.com
support@roem.ru
support@samridhistones.com
support@saneftolling.co.uk
support@seetech.com.vn
support@sinom.com.tw
support@solarquotes.com.au
support@sozvesdie.su
support@srssagro.com
support@tele-media.net
support@ufindia.com
support@unipette.com
support@unitedtransformers.com
support@updatestar.com
support@wheelworks.com
support@wilcomamerica.com
support@yumpu.com
support@zndn.net
supriob@icraindia.com
suprl@suprl.com
suradech@luf.co.th
surajagro@bsnl.in
surajvadera@palco.co.in
suratdept@ankitgems.com
suresh.jakkula@jspl.com
suresh.salvaraje@wecocbc.com
suresh@fermentabiotech.com
suresh_krishnapillai@heveaboard.com.my
surtiminas@epm.net.co
susan.collier@ermanz.govt.nz
susan.macdonald@cottonconnect.org
susan22hsn@163.com
susan@susanweildesign.com
susankwok@vip.163.com
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susanna.eberhartinger-tafill@lebensministerium.at
susanna_dl@126.com
susannalee@shantoushoes.com
susanne@buchanans.de
susanstottlemyer@kingsagriseeds.com
sushil@ambicatex.com
sushil@jaiambe.in
sushil@nagreeka.com
sushil@shreyelectro.com
sushmita.ghatak@icraonline.com
susie.zhang@yeah.net
susindharan_gb@audichennai.in
suslov63@mail.ru
sussman@math.fsu.edu
sustainability@lafarge.com
sutexma@sutexma.com
suvidha@suvidhaconsultants.com
suvidha@wolwyn.com
suxiaofeng1982@163.com
suyog@wilnetonline.net
suyunfan@126.com
suzanne.lee@freser.com.tw
suzanne@targetsca.com
suzukik@karamco.net
suzy@duomarketing.co.za
sv@summitvictory.com.hk
sv_avto@mail.ru
svad07@list.ru
svarko@163.com
svd@aviva.km.ua
sven.decleyn@iminds.be
sven@decofo.com
svetandra@yandex.ru
svetlana@acar-group.com
svetlanaistasa@mail.ru
svholod@korinf.com.ua
svick@agefreedom.com
svitap@svitap.cz
svn@gayatrisilks.com
svondreele@onethread.com
svtm@valliappa.com
swallow0811@sina.com
swan@slimac.co.jp
swapnil@blossomgroceries.com
swapnil@nanosolutions.in
swatery@yeah.net
swaziland@standardbank.co.za
swazir@golden.net
swbadger@swbadger.org
swedco@mail.sy
sweden-rise@ctimail.com
sweety123@rdiffmail.com
swh1998@hailide.cn
swh@lpht.com.cn
swift@ny.tokai.or.jp
swiftcover@markmonitor.com
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swiftenben@163.com
swissexports@icenet.co.in
switzerland@act.de
swj791011@sina.com
swlau@pc.jaring.my
swlee@dongnam.ac.kr
swoc@swocoptics.cn
swolff@consolidated.net
swong39@idt.net
swong@nzn.com.sg
swoodcox@rtcol.com
swoodring@sbcglobial.net
swp7vc@coqui.net
swr@tedata.net.eg
swright@cs.wisc.edu
swroberts@usieagles.org
sws@zgznh.com
swscanner-owner@swscanner.org
swscanner@swscanner.org
swseow@teambuild.com.sg
swtirish@socket.net
swtlacy@ops-netman.net
swtliibch@ops-netman.net
swtluv@ops-netman.net
swtu@chollian.net
swupum@googlemail.com
swybgs@126.com
swyeo@atron.com.sg
swynghed@cebaf.gov
swyong@triotech.com.sg
swywb@gdim.cn
sx@163.com
sx@consult-x.com
sxddzy@126.com
sxh100@163.com
sxhjzn@163.com
sxiotpark@163.com
sxjinding@163.com
sxjlnc@163.com
sxkfv@burgerking.de
sxpllgbj@163.com
sxpu2004@sina.com
sxqzwjzhangwenju@126.com
sxr516@163.com
sxsb001@126.com
sxssgj@163.com
sxsw@sxsw.com
sy13390152535@163.com
sy2773@sina.com
syaqtc@163.com
sybaek@amorepacific.com
sydney@vipac.com.au
syecia@epm.net.co
syed.ahmad@me.weathorford.com
syf@danmaotex.com
syfs@sy-waterproof.com
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syiymy@163.com
syj791003@163.com
syjmjc@sina.com
syjszkxf@sina.com
syjx@cn-syjx.com
sylvain.bereski@valeo.com
sylvain@dispral.ch
sylvia.engl@prolicht.at
sylvie.dumontier@diplomatie.gouv.fr
sylvie.dupuis@tristan-america.com
symons@centuryhonour.net
symtlt@126.com
synegyadv@ctimail.com
synthesis@imcdgroup.com
synthesisexports@rediffmail.co
syntorama@syntorama.com
syr-trade@mail.sy
sys@sysmedikal.com.tr
sytnik@hennlich.com.ua
sytrade@mail.sy
sz.feng@siat.ac.cn
sz.zn2008@163.com
sz@szhuayilong.com
sz@szyongjia.cn
sz@zh-architects.com
szaied@al-nibras.com.mt
szathmaryauto@szathmary.hu
szboyuan8888@163.com
szebeni.zsolt@turizmus.com
szerye@126.com
szf1973@163.com
szgwlh@126.com
szhada@126.com
szhuaxian@163.com
szjwdy@szjwdy.com
szkfkj@163.com
szlaosun@163.com
szlcy988@126.com
sznks@163.com
szourhome@163.com
szq730215@126.com
szsale@utc.cn
szsales@decatech.com.cn
szsbst@126.com
szshangwen@163.com
szshujie@163.com
szslsjy@163.com
szsx9966@sina.com
szszqnp@163.com
sztju_edu@126.com
szwingshing@vip.163.com
szxgd@vip.163.com
szxzy2010@163.com
szycz@szycz.com
szyufeng@mailcenter.com.cn
szzgzxzx@163.com
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szzhuge@public.szptt.net.cn
t-cole3@illinois.edu
t-kikkawa@sanyo-trading.co.jp
t-matsuoka@onward.co.jp
t-tech.01@fancy.ocn.ne.jp
t.gawronski@sonel.pl
t.guettler@schrauben-lange.de
t.lim@unido.org
t.maier@mairec.com
t.shiba@aksball.co.jp
t.skrivanek@kruss.de
t5@highfil.com
t@hidebox.org
tabarda@gztabard.com
tabassum@hkaso.com
tabengwas@who.int
taber@hcchotels.es
tablet.press@163.com
tabletsupport@trinitymirror.com
tadas.zuzevicius@laisvalinija.com
tag_hawaiiI@notmail.com
taic@taicobu.com
taiceh@qwkcmail.com
taichung168@188.com
taisengyee@zenxin.com.my
taising@chevalier.net
taiyuanlisheng@163.com
taj@alzouman.com.sa
takagi@gls.co.jp
takarain@jade.dti.ne.jp
takpn@163.com
takvui@mckinn.com.sg
tala.sabi-aish@adamphones.com
talas@rosco.su
talatawi@umbrellacommunications.net
talha.ahmed@abfatechnologies.com
tallinn@artebunkering.com
taltex@taltex.ae
tamara.mohamad@flightcentre.com.au
tamara.nall@theleadingniche.com
tamhop@fpt.vn
tamina_85@inbox.ru
tamitsui@mail.doshisha.ac.jp
tamlien@tlmv.com.vn
tammi.westlake@nealmast.com
tammy@redrovercompany.com
tanbei80@163.com
tandon@tcpl.com
tang@moto-tron.co
tang@yushen.net
tangchw@hpnl.ac.cn
tangjt@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn
tangjt@tsinghua.edu.cn
tangxin19_ivy@163.com
tangyuewen@126.com
tangzhiqin123@163.com
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tanjining0214@163.com
tanmoychakraborty@digitalsolutionsgroup.co.in
tannenba@uab.edu
tanner@ruralaction.org
tannno@bb.mbn.or.jp
tantia@tantiagroup.com
tantou@spider.toolnet.org
tanuj@packagesworldwide.com
tanveer.tariq@abfatechnologies.com
tanzaniacustomercare@stanbic.com
taopeng@nssc.ac.cn
tarabichi@net.sy
taramohr@columbiafruit.com
taras3162@yandex.ua
tarek.kotb@c4-oe.com
tarik.ozbey@mepsan.com.tr
tarik_dogan@mail.ru
tarikcoryadsl@zajil.net
tariq@fmfstorefixtures.com
tariqmba@emirates.net
tarmo.kivikallio@yle.fi
tarrissan@neda.net
tarun.bansal@jindalsteel.com
tarun.sharma@alstrongindia.com
tarunbafna@smjspices.com
tasberry@johnsonasberry.com
tasostsi@ath.forthnet.gr
tasy@taian-sh.com
tat.smith@utoronto.ca
tata@tata.co.uk
tavmjong@free.fr
tawau@harbour.com.my
taxtran@taxtranltd.com
tayomktg@tayo.co.in
tazigou@163.com
tb@dic.ru
tbc@turbo-control.com
tbecargo1@googlemail.com
tbray@textuality.com
tc-37@mail.ru
tc9w-ball@asahi-net.or.jp
tcc@tcc-sa.com
tchelepis@onegraniteplace.com
tcjnkj@126.com
tclee@greenimage.com.my
tconnelly@bio-botanica.com
tcsw1970@163.com
td-vps@mail.ru
tdalbatex@mail.ru
tdamt@mail.ru
tdastill@googlemail.com
tdatrium@mail.ru
tdc-co@netnam.vn
tdc@althinayyangroup.com
tdf@tdfduct.com
tdiaz@ubsna.com
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tdkjxxy215@126.com
tdt@turk.net
team@encircleapp.com
team@hubpages.com
team@komtekct.com
team@team.com.jo
team@vica.co.id
tech-6@taili.com
tech-rus@ilsintech.com
tech.burotech@burotech.sn
tech@nf-ref.com
tech@repower.cn
tech@rolandsands.com
tech@sh-anping.com.cn
tech@tcbbearing.com
technews@trinitymirror.com
technical@edcmarine.com
technical@kuwaitfirefighting.com
technocraft@technocraftgroup.com
technokom@inbox.ru
technomix@list.ru
technosun@coqui.net
techsupport@iifl.in
tecldj@126.com
tecnodiagnostika@turbonett.com
teco@tecomat.cz
ted@beyondbond.com
teddy@behnmeyer.co.id
tedi@mbox.infotel.bg
teena.pinto@in.tesco.com
tehnic@timelectrocolor.ro
tejas.shah@sanimoindia.com
tejas@sahyadrifarms.com
teknoteks@turk.net
teksprom@mail.ru
telecom@idsc.net.eg
televes.me@televes.com
tellmemore@teleplan.com
telma@teva-naot.co.il
temelsu@temelsu.com.tr
tempo-07@list.ru
tencen@tencen.cn
tengda8866@126.com
tenghui888@tenghui1688.com
tep@turk.net
teplok@bk.ru
teranga-sarl@orange.sn
teresa.powell@wetdesign.com
teresa.purzycka@gustavheess.pl
teresa.yuen@barwil.com
teresabailach@edecom21.com
teresajackson@amyskitchen.net
teriaki@mail.sy
termolan@termolan.com.ua
terra@pc.jaring.my
terri@taylororchards.net
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terrichong@pd.jaring.my
terry.tang@poesen.com.tw
terry.zhang@totachi.com
terry@irsauction.com
terrychan@sindaltech.com
terumodubai@terumo.co.jp
tesla@bsnl.in
tessler@ejkrause.com
teta@tetamuh.com.tr
tetoros@gelalcorap.com
tews@yandex.ru
teximport@mail.pf
texman@bol.net.in
texmaster@bk.ru
texmo@sachniti.com
textile@win-hanverky.com.hk
textiles@mynah.co.in
tfa@seebawind.de
tfa@y.net.ye
tfchen@math.ccu.edu.tw
tfchina@126.com
tfp@noriko.no
tfsc@habari.co.tz
tfsd@vip.163.com
tfth@dhaka.agni.com
tg@decoemirates.com
tgl@eureka.lk
tglasgow@tempocny.com
tgn@getty.edu
tgs.mumbai@trafigura.com
th0640@china-glaze.com.cn
thailu@valcorint.com
thalmic@thalmic.com
thame@avnet-memec.eu
thane@isbm.org.in
thanh.lengoc@thaitanvn.com
thanhnam@mdfquangtri.vn
thb3314522@126.com
theamericas@synergyhealthplc.com
thebradblog@cville.com
thekitchendoctor@jiks.ca
thelvisalston@sector-widehealth.com
them@avnet-abacus.eu
theo.dubois@emfema.org
theo@wholesumharvest.com
theodora.baxevani@delis.gr
theodore@tma.travel
theodore@traveldailynews.com
theosophical.society@kingsgarden.org
therese@increo.no
thevisorshop@crossan.co.uk
thgfwlf@163.com
thhf62394499@163.com
thianhui_wee@touchchem.com.my
thienhaico@fpt.vn
thillai.k@ishafoundation.org
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things-to-do@philly.com
thinhht@ilsintech.com
thirdrockservices@googlemail.com
thirumoorthy@ssh.saraelgi.com
thjy800@sina.com
thkyjtbgs@126.com
thoma.rutka@glatt.com
thomas-gielda@whirlpool.com
thomas.bae@codexis.com
thomas.kallstenius@iminds.be
thomas.mcsorley@skyclimber.be
thomas.yoshimura@kas.de
thomas@fri-el.it
thomaskam@sobond.com
thor@thoritaly.it
thp@thpmail.pt
thsm@yandex.ru
thymasad1@bsnl.in
thzmzjg@163.com
tiancheng@sinosteel.com
tiandi1012@hanmail.net
tianf@sari.ac.cn
tianhediangan@163.com
tianhewang001@sina.com
tianjun408@126.com
tianm005@sina.cn
tianshangf@126.com
tianyaseed@126.com
tianyi8001@163.com
tianyi@hsic.com.cn
tianyiyewu@163.com
tiba-co@mail.sy
tieco@tiecokuwait.com
tim.schmitt@deerfieldbakery.com
tim@convergence-ent.com
tim@darleyaluminium.com.au
tim@hazlitt1852.com
tim@maplehillcreamery.com
tim@sullivansgreenhouse.com
tim@tyry.com
tim@willamettehazelnuts.com
tims@tims.bg
timur@autobit.od.ua
timy.lassooy@lasessor.com
tina.leong@og.com.sg
tina1980@vip.163.com
tina9773@126.com
tina@cdfootwear.com
tina@koowheel.com
tina@shivaki.com
tina@sweetwaterorganiccoffee.com
tink@tink.uk
tino@annextryco.net
tippawan@ayathaijewelry.com
tirol-i@mail.ru
tit-rct@myanmar.com.mm
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tjiakeseng@online.sh.cn
tjluda@163.com
tjnms@chollian.net
tjpeterson@sina.com.cn
tjwhalen@google.com
tjyu@163.com
tjyushenbw@163.com
tkaniprestige@inbox.ru
tkaraduman@ejot.ru
tkexim92@emirates.net
tknishi@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
tkt@eureka.lk
tld@dit.krg.org
tldadmin@dominionenterprises.com
tleiferman@valleynewscompany.com
tlmft@126.com
tlyuqing@163.com
tm-servis@bk.ru
tmann@al-yusr.com
tmartin@wedesign-nyc.com
tmason@tssconsultants.com
tmathew@mathewinternational.com
tmi@tmico.ae
tmjbee@126.com
tmlee1@ualr.edu
tmoreira@autoridadedaconcorrencia.pt
tmq@ankaagroup.com
tms@trinityholding.com
tmwsdi-1@163.com
tmyers@crm.cat
tnxf_bgs@163.com
toannl@khoatri.com
tobias.gondrom@gondrom.org
toby@xmmz.com
tocrystal@126.com
todd@cityinterviewed.com
toddwilliams123@googlemail.com
toec@net.sy
togashir@dowa.co.jp
tokatt@mail.ru
tokyo@organ-ndl.co.jp
tolga@delongi.com
tolga@europeanonyx.com
tom.dressler@pcfcorp.com
tom.johnson@southernreps.com
tom.kirkham@prophetline.com
tom.wang@ambu-lanc.com
tom2105@163.com
tom@adrise.com
tom@agrimacs.com
tom@centrafoods.com
tom@coolpaksolutions.com
tom@nordicsd.com
tom@nuovopasta.com
tom@opwfresh.com
tom@rliabq.com
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tom@thankfulharvest.com
tom@thebottlemeister.com
tomas.sacher@email.cz
tomas@whiteoakep.com
tomclark@shearers.com
tomislav@huni-bike-shop.hr
tomiyasu@global-arrow.com
tomjeff@tomjeff.com
tomy@jpecgroup.com
toneal@terrenceoneal.com
tonek@tonekdz.com
tong_zhou@fpi-inc.com
tongji@jhoa.net
tongkunbao@126.com
tonglu1@tonglushoes.com
tongss@emm.com
tongtong@hangsheng.com.cn
tongweitech@tongweitech.com
tonny@tonnycat.com
tony.c@viteur.com
tony.calenda@biomassenergysystems.net
tony.sfeir@incognito.com.lb
tony@ehess.fr
tony@litewaylighting.com
tony@mega-cycle.be
tony@mornsun.com.cn
tony@panorama.ind.in
tony@sdaim-export.nl
tony@singular.com.hk
tony@vividcorp.com
tony_kwong@dreamcoexpress.com
tool@sorokin.ru
tools@china.com
tools@kriti-group.com
toomas.murulo@kafeko.ee
toonyin@163.com
top.performer.no1@googlemail.com
top@topglove.com
top_tang@126.com
topdriller@chol.com
topdrive@163.com
topline.clothing@paradise.net.nz
topscom@topscom.com.cn
topway88@vip.163.com
torbjorn.jansson@brandoncompany.com
torg@metrolog-samara.ru
torgun@yandex.ru
toril@increo.no
torokcsaba12@googlemail.com
torreytang@tencent.com
torsten@3dcontenthub.com
torstenhudson@hidebox.org
toshiko@meikai.ne.jp
totachi_azerbaijan@mail.ru
totalserviceinternational@renault-cta.ro
totero@ferreyros.com.pe
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tottenhamhotspurs@sina.com
touchpong_d@mibholding.com
toulouse@avnet-memec.eu
tounsi@emi.ac.ma
tournay@free.fr
toursruh@alzouman.com.sa
tovrad@mail.ru
toxic@arnika.org
toxlab@mail.ru
toyoshima_hiroshi@daichi.or.jp
toyotalux@mail.ru
tpaaccounts@turningpointjaipur.com
tpang@ncsu.edu
tpcqatar@bbisd.com
tperez@viva.com.do
tpfandl@psg-online.de
tpo@sgepc.in
tps@alkuhaimi.com
tpy@tpy.com.tw
tq19820805@126.com
tr55@mail.ru
tracee@nowbuildings.com.au
tracy.lee@mixparts.com
tracy6.28@163.com
tracy@chilebikes.com
tracy@zhaobao-magnet.com
trade.line@uta1002.at
trade2@huaxinfootwear.com
trade@apeda.com
trade@asanpharm.co.kr
trade@cfahk.com
trade@dayixin.com
trade@karanmilk.com
trade@lars.pl
trade@mark-overseas.com
trade@thelegacyworld.com
trade@tridentcreation.com
tradedep@qtechasia.com
trading@al-hassan.com
trading@cdc-qatar.com
trading@genfocusuae.com
tradingbureau@googlemail.com
tradings@maskatigroup.com
traffic@konferensvarlden.se
traffic@swanispice.com
training@almoalem.net
training@responsiblejewellery.com
trainings@internshala.com
trak_exp@mail.ru
transcon_ldh@transcongroup.com
transdesk@nauticallines.com
transimex@mail.ru
transir@narod.ru
translations@stratfor.com
transmart-shanghai@china.com
transoylandgas@mail.ru
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transport@highwaytravelindia.com
travel@alibinali.com
travel@islandpearl.com.mv
travel@orientexpressltd.com
travel@shamrockjourneys.com
travelvp@boyertownsoccerclub.net
treasurer@zone8.org
treinholt@ogroup.net
trendartshoes@163.com
trendelectric@wow.lk
tretinnikova@mail.ru
trevira.info@trevira.com
trevira@email.cz
trevira@infocentrum.com
trhlikova@termcz.com
trhtljed@zajil.net
tridentkm@zajil.net
triggs@rmttracking.com
tript@iworld.co.in
trish.lindley@freevi.com
triticuscom@mail.ru
tritschera@who.int
trix@trixrosen.com
tropeano@gruppocoin.it
troy@rotamoulding.com.au
troy@sejahterakusumaabadi.com
trumpler@trumpler.com.br
trumy@trumy.com.cn
trusty_88@163.com
tsdsfs@126.com
tsevelsaikhan@mongolchamber.mn
tsgs_639@vip.163.com
tsi@technosearchinstruments.com
tsjljsb@126.com
tstcff@net.sy
tsuarez@tmrusa.com
tsygulyova@mail.ru
ttarbes@arbestools.com
tte88@pd.jaring.my
ttk@front.ru
tts@tts.net.ua
tu.chrysotile@mail.ru
tuan@jit-technology.com
tuckertw@alfredstate.edu
tuhindey@ilsintechindia.com
tuisgz@vip.163.com
tulipmosaic@126.com
tungkean@foxmail.com
turbinedar@parsonline.net
turbo0411@163.com
tushar.amin@hotstar.com
tushar@jhunjhunwala.in
tushar@richainfosys.com
tusp@tongji.edu.cn
tvallone@solutionset.com
tvwm@163.com
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twilson@wilsonengineeringservices.com
twincle1@chollian.net
twngiam@bsli.com
txchina@vip.163.com
txyy99@vip.163.com
ty2592@ihi.co.jp
tyasin27@googlemail.com
tyfnet@126.com
tyherui@163.com
tyj010@126.com
tyoshino@google.com
tyslate@163.com
tyzmgs@163.com
tzc@tzc.ru
tzerpa@olecom.com
tzxufei@163.com
u.glatz@haverboecker.com
u.mayer@home-cockpit.de
u.ohlerich@kruss.de
ua@ambujagroup.com
uac@standardbank.co.mz
uac@uac.org.lb
uae.sales@airliquide.com
uae@globecoreregen.com
uaesales@clearpack.com
ub.brianza@unionbike.it
uba.patrick@rea.gov.ng
ubrlogistics@googlemail.com
uca@uca.com.sa
ucetni@izolacniskla.cz
uconchola@sre.gob.mx
ucrobot@ucrobot.com
udeni@haidariqatar.com
udi@dormeco.co.il
udo.nyga@soft-gate.de
uent@lhr.comsats.net.pk
ufpk-market@mail.ru
uganda@ilsintech.com
ugis@promehanika.lv
uibewangjian@163.com
uic@united.com.jo
uk.info@husqvarnaviking.com
uk@act.de
uk@mouser.com
ukr@berhord.com
ukraine@act.de
uksales@backgrid.com
ukumar_98@qmaxtest.com
ulas.ozer@cnr.net
ulbrich@ulbrich.cz
ulf.jonsson@swedeponic.be
ullas@zuariseeds.net
ultra@ultraintl.com
ultrasusp@ultrasusp.com
umam@myicomp.com
umesh.kaushal@themanumaharani.com
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umesh.singh@jindalsteel.com
umesh@asappinfoglobal.com
umweltjournal@umweltjournal.at
una.cote@ucthesource.com
unep@risoe.dk
unga@unga.ru
uniagro@bol.net.in
unicehq@unice.com.tw
unido@unido.org
uniel2001@hanmail.net
unifrax.chennai@unifrax.com
unifrax.delhi@unifrax.com
unifrax.gcc@unifrax.com
unifrax.kolkata@unifrax.com
unifrax.lakhtar@unifrax.com
unifrax.mumbai@unifrax.com
unifrax.pune@unifrax.com
unilining@tradearabia.com
unimills@net.sy
union@locksinfo.co.uk
unipak@cableonda.net
unipro@unipro.com.kw
unitech.ksa@ikkgroup.com
unitech@ikkgroup.com
unitesales@126.com
unitrans8@126.com
universal_ic@hkbn.net
unnikrishnan@rusanpharma.com
unpo@unpo.org
upaktara_klin@mail.ru
upc@upcqatar.com
ups@riello-power.com
uqpl@bol.net.in
urai@urai.it
urshula@pureandapplied.com
urso@dalcoquio.com.br
ursula.moesch@europe.svpworldwide.com
us-sales@qmaxtest.com
usa@act.de
usa@artebunkering.com
usama@sbm.net.sa
usami-s@ntvic.com
usasales@backgrid.com
usaservices@made-in-china.com
usatel@usatel.com.br
usautoua@mail.ru
uschulze@nanu-nana.de
uscustomerservice@gfi.com
user20649893@venda.com
uskov@elmuss.ru
usoq8@kems.net
usp@usp.com.sa
uspdf587@yeah.net
utc@utcspice.co.in
utckwt@kems.net
utkarsh@kusumapharma.com
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utkorn@univentures.co.th
utku@trextone.com
utpinfo@universaltubes.com
uvex@uvex-safety.ru
uyen@reifenhauser.com.sg
uzbekistan@cnlc.cn
uzerd@turk.net
uzinsider@uzinsider.eunet.ro
v-shine@v-shine.com.cn
v.dietrich@swingtec.de
v.ganesh@cristol.co.in
v.jouet@sedap.com
v.kiselyov@tohatsu.by
v.nabatov@xmediadigital.ru
v.perez@fairtrade.net
v.prades@gresaragon.com
v.sassine@moe.gov.lb
v.svadlenka@derby-cycle.com
v.tovtul@mitsubishi-motors.md
v6ltdayub@googlemail.com
v6ltdrehana@googlemail.com
v_chinov@fair.bg
v_esto@mail.ru
vaexports@redifmail.com
vaibhav.roongta@imacs.in
vaibhavi.ankolekar@oocl.com
vaishali.chaudhari@oocl.com
vait@vait.com
valentinacartwright@hidebox.org
valerie.lauer@activant.com
valery.tsvetkov@mail.ru
valleri.marco@minambiente.it
valma@valma63.ru
valo@valoproducts.com
valsan@woodenpalletsdubai.com
valvesmfg@zajil.net
valvoline@lubrogamma.com
valvoline@oiltech.de
valvolinemarketing@valvoline.com
vam@markoubros.com
vands@vandsindia.com
vanessamarmolinero@googlemail.com
vanessza120@citromail.hu
vanetsyan@yandex.ru
vanfdav@iit.edu
vangie.balane@jvanphil.com
vangogh@maltanet.net
vanhendenl@foreign.gov.za
vanhu@seznam.cz
vania_fernandez@ipsd.org
vanicsek@citromail.hu
vanila_ice_ice@mail.ru
vanilla_ice87@mail.ru
vanilla_korissa@mail.ru
vanillagirl@free.fr
vanisque@interia.pl
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vanizh@mail.ru
vanjaj@spray.se
vankat.majki@seznam.cz
vanko76@mail.ru
vankoj@seznam.cz
vankova8@email.cz
vanky07@seznam.cz
vanluek2@winthrop.edu
vanni@ciclidemurtas.it
vannorman2@philau.edu
vannsam@comporium.net
vano-dro@mail.ru
vano3dfx@mail.ru
vano9894@mail.ru
vano9977@mail.ru
vano_ris@mail.ru
vanobigman@inbox.ru
vanorton@yandex.ru
vanosskd@muohio.edu
vanozdesnet@mail.ru
vanreuar@jmu.edu
vanryneveldl@tut.ac.za
vansamg@mail.ru
vanspronsen@terrandesign.com
vantagecg@patmedia.net
vantager@mail.ru
vantala-@mail.ru
vantex@vantex.com.tw
vanw@comporium.net
vanwie@cryptio.net
vanwinkelen@googlemail.com
vanya-raven@ya.ru
vanyatverskih@mail.ru
vap-irk@mail.ru
vapaubel1@cougars.ccis.edu
vapno78@seznam.cz
varadjoshi@cooltoad.com
varaha@javvadi.com
varaiya@eecs.berkeley.edu
varan@spray.se
varat_proad@hotmial.com
varchasva@hotwanifoods.com
vard_82@mail.ru
vardi@cs.rice.edu
varejki@mail.ru
varesz11@citromail.hu
varga.adam@vipmail.hu
varga@sgpo.sk
varga@vipmail.hu
vargagyula05@parisat.hu
vargaingrid@vipmail.hu
varia@pdx.edu
varigor@tr.ukrtel.net
varin@keldysh.ru
varinder.bedi@claas.com
varlamov68@mail.ru
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varnyu82@citromail.hu
varumpatra@mail.ru
varun0198@cooltoad.com
varun@ascenthose.com
varun@jrkgroup.co
varun@merge-ny.com
varun@shree-group.in
varun_soin@leayan.com
varvara-x@ya.ru
varvark@yandex.ru
vary281090@mail.ru
varzeg@list.ru
vas90@mail.ru
vasantfarmfresh@vasantgroup.in
vasco62@mail.ru
vasek-k@mail.ru
vasek134@yandex.ru
vasets@inbox.ru
vasilenko@throne-bms.com
vasu@rightworks.com
vbu@victoriabenatar.com
vc-dallas-sales@valeo.com
vcarli@eiconovachem.it
vcjain@ufindia.com
vcorbett@intelligreenpartners.com
vcszao@yandex.ru
vday@air-transport.org
vdc@wga-hh.de
vdv@dyomedea.com
vector-c@mail.ru
veda@sindhucargo.com
vedant@cellpage.co.in
vedic@ayuherbal.com
veena.pydiah@abaxservices.com
veerle@transparencedesign.ch
veersingh@ixinternational.com
vektor.plus@mail.ru
velo-oxygen.paris@cycleurope.fr
velocity@oreilly.com
ven.raman@zeiss.com.sg
vendas.quimica@ns.com.br
vendas@lab-research.com
vendite@modoluce.com
vendite@piccolisrl.it
venkatesan.gopal@jindalsteel.com
venkatesh@cabotsolutions.com
venki@varakasglobal.com
venna.ng@nhk.com.hk
vent-servis@bk.ru
ventas05@pyasa.net
ventas3@importecnical.com
ventas@bikehouse.com.co
ventas@cvcontrol.com.ar
ventas@dalsanto.com.ar
ventas@dilluminazione.com
ventas@embroint.com
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ventas@full-bike.cl
ventas@iquima.com
ventas@picsaperu.com
ventas@prosequim.com
ventas@realtex.com.ar
ventas@rodacastalia.es
ventas@saguchile.com
ventas@servicioselectronicos.com.gt
ventasiluminacion@impelsa.com
vente@riello-ups.fr
ventes@probec-intl.com
ventes@sopal.biz
ventl@yandex.ru
venu@litmus7.com
venugopal@sumukhasolutions.com
veola.jiang@pw-precision.com
vera.alaluf@altera.com.tr
vered@coating-supplies.com.au
verkauf@alokindia.com
vertrieb@esylux.de
vertrieb@q-lab.com
vertrieb@riello-ups.de
verviers@verviersfreins.be
verwaltung@goldenes-kreuz.at
veteran@veterantour.com
veza@veza.ru
vga@cefic.be
vgarcia@olecom.com
vgretchko@mail.ru
vgupta2@nd.edu
vhasons@gmai.com
viada@viada.ro
vibhorgupta@diamondnyou.com
vickers@who.int
vickersc@who.int
vicki@cherokeeporcelain.com
vicky.simard@liebherr.com
vicky@anokmould.com
vicky@dragonstate.com.tw
vicky@shinestarlighting.com
vickyj@performanceracingstore.net
victor.miroshnikov@mountsaintvincent.edu
victor@duraamen.com
victor_maurtua@fmc.com
victorwu@hercheemoto.com
vida93@ukrpost.ua
video@mirror.co.uk
vidhya@vksexports.com
vidya.bhushan@bunge.com
vienna@austroplan.at
vienna@avnet-memec.eu
vienna_sec@egyptair.com
vietnamsales@mitsuboshi.com.vn
views@phillynews.com
viggami@viggami.com.pl
vigyan@sahajagrofarm.com
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vijay.chandnani@alabbas.com
vijay@alfatherm.in
vijay@infairs.in
vijay@neofoods.co.in
vijay@sidhhartha.com
vijayagarwal@chemprogroup.net
vijaypawar@ilsintechindia.com
vika@energiia.com
vikas.bhasin@chrysalid.in
vikas.vij@ideas-exchange.in
vikas@forkliftindia.com
vikas@jvpromoto.com
vikas@kfpl.eu
vikesh@ninza.in
viki@isteel.in
viking50@mail.ru
vikings176@icqmail.com
viklund@motospeed.com
vikramsoni@stanglobe.com
vikrant@carwale.com
viladevita@mail.ru
vilas@classicchemicals.com
vinavil@vinavil.it
vinayak@vinayakagro.com
vince@allamericanpcp.com
vincent.hsu@pluschem.cn
vincent.lajous@orchestranetworks.com
vincent@clambing.com
vincent@e1.com.hk
vincent@pomandco.com
vincentgoh@wstchemical.com
vineet@engeeholidays.com
vineeta@equilateral.co.in
vinh@pejavietnam.com
vinicius.leone@leone.equipamentos.com.br
vinit.kumar@jspl.com
vinod@claysys.com
vinod@vrvsonline.com
vinodkumar@wenders.com
vinodmehta@cheslind.com
violetzou18@163.com
vip@twsanju.com
vipin.ashri@kirloskar-electric.com
vipin.saboo@imacs.in
vipin@ambikaglobal.com
vipin@ambikahealthcare.com
vipul@dlords.com
vipul@myanchor.in
vipul_tailor@welspun.com
vipuldyes@vipuldyes.com
virage@mail.ru
viragetrans@mail.ru
viralpatel@viralspices.com
virang@snthakkar.net
virgilio.marguerra@navegante.com.sv
vish@globalmcl.com
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vishal@kns.co.in
vishal@playwell.in
vishal@triton-intl.com
vishivka@adlin.ru
vishnuk@banswarafabrics.com
vishwanathan@alkem.com
vision@tradearabia.com
vista@vistapackagings.com
visteks@visteks.ru
vita.vasile@vitacom.ro
vitaminplus@mail.ru
vitoma@sina.com
vivek.rao@shobizexperience.com
vivek.rastogi@abelloncleanenergy.com
vivek.tyagi@tybrosindia.com
vivek@kbkcorp.com
vivek@nagreeka.com
vivek@sgkcommodities.com
vivek@sonajewellers.net
vivekseth@versatilegroup.in
vivian@ertw.com.tw
vivian@xajr.com
viviane.habert@diplomatie.gouv.fr
vizag@dozco.com
vizag@isbm.org.in
vizag@osp-india.com
vizol-s@mail.ru
vjindal@spllimited.com
vk@1rmc.ru
vkula@dec.gov.pg
vlad@math.cornell.edu
vladimir.alexiev@ontotext.com
vladimird@marentech.sp.ru
vladimirlenev@mail.ru
vladislav.kulish@specta.ru
vle@fecc.org
vmensikova@bvv.cz
vmerle@idipper.com
vmeyers@hanrahanmeyers.com
vmorales@minam.gob.pe
vnair@assyst.net
vniipo@mail.ru
vniis@vniis.ru
vnuk.alexander@asia-pacific.com.cn
voe@xldynamics.com
vojtech.beran@alltraining.cz
volan3022@163.com
volf.jaroslav@seznam.cz
voline@mail.ru
volker.schittenhelm@schaeffler.com
volvo_azerbaijan@mail.ru
vombruch@ibk.de
vopros@skladnichok.ru
vostok.avtokomplekt@mail.ru
vpadmanabhan@henergy.com
vparekh@gemaromatics.in
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vpk_samara@inbox.ru
vr@vr-romania.ro
vramkov@list.ru
vromero@sre.gob.mx
vsedlyaobuvi@mail.ru
vt@primula.ru
vtoran@scitekanswers.com
vvexports@bsnl.in
vvminida@vvmineral.com
vvraju@cheslind.com
vvv@brig-ltd.com
w.sinno@creation-me.com
w.xd1964@163.com
w58981688@188.com
w9312@163.com
wade@c3bikeshop.com
wadlington.maria@epa.gov
waghmare@glamptech.com
wahatour@net.sy
wahluen@wahluen.com
wahyu@gayaprimanirmala.com
waifubaoguan@163.com
wali@sbm.net.sa
walitrade@net.sy
wally.kowal@canadiancloud.com
walpizar@imn.ac.cr
walter.fassbender@ecocert.com
walter.rothensteiner@rzb.at
wan@saonon.com
wang.chong@marcopolo.com.br
wang.jie@mep.gov.cn
wang.terry@asia-pacific.com.cn
wang119jing@163.com
wang@eatmail.info
wang@harvesthk.com
wang_zz3030033@163.com
wangbaozhendjd@163.com
wangbo5803@sina.com
wangchunlai@ausachina.com
wangcj@digitalchina.com
wangdong@lanpec.com
wangfei@fsoptronics.com
wanghaitian@ssb.com.cn
wanghuatao@fudan.edu.cn
wangjue@eastrock.cc
wangkan@hfjiguang.com
wangna@szu.edu.cn
wangqihq@sina.com
wangsheng0422@126.com
wangshuangli@szboanda.net
wangwei0978@126.com
wangwg@xju.edu.cn
wangxiaoyan@xmlangxing.com
wangxun3589@163.com
wangxy@iwhr.com
wangyan780412@163.com
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wangyg517@163.com
wangyilin@melinkfairs.com
wangyun@ime.ac.cn
wangzanying@163.com
wangzhenhua851@sina.com
wangzl@southchinae.com
wangzq@szu.edu.cn
wantong-tech@163.com
wanze@verviersfreins.be
waqas@interloop.com.pk
wardassociates@pobox.com
waregem@dhont.eu
waris@alshamaliwaris.com
warszawa@akcesoriamotocyklowe.pl
wartid@pkksiam.com
wasabitang@163.com
wasantha@gourmetfruitsqatar.com
waseem.afzal@usdenimmills.com
wasondg@163.com
watechasia@radeecal.in
water-ye@y.net.ye
water.bin@xinhuiled.com
water@szangel.com
waterlifetech@163.com
watsonm@netflix.com
waw@cdc-qatar.com
wayne.yeap@myjaring.net
wb_china@163.com
wbchan@zju.edu.cn
wborio@mail.ru
wcloh@ecomtrading.com
wcr@kangqiang.com
wd-mk@coolux.com.cn
wdmzjsdw@163.com
wdt32168@126.com
wdt@windaka.com
wdw6207@126.com
wdwk090@163.com
we_care@UpdateStar.com
wealthandinvestment@standardbank.com
weare@uchicago.edu
weartearltd1@googlemail.com
weartearltd@googlemail.com
web@ebc.icbc.com.cn
web@lluche.com
web@mirror.co.uk
web@ng-df.com
webcelebs@mirror.co.uk
webcottonch@ecomtrading.com
webcottonoz@ecomtrading.com
webcottonsing@ecomtrading.com
webmaster.lafarge@lafarge.com
webmaster@amoytop.com
webmaster@bk-carbide.com
webmaster@cec.com.cn
webmaster@cens.com
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webmaster@centralgestalt.de
webmaster@cnmonga.com
webmaster@cnmoulding.com
webmaster@csail.mit.edu
webmaster@daejungchem.co.kr
webmaster@dgweiyuan.com
webmaster@dongil.co.kr
webmaster@ht.co.kr
webmaster@hyundaitex.co.kr
webmaster@iebtour.com
webmaster@inswave.com
webmaster@jeilpharm.co.kr
webmaster@kcab.or.kr
webmaster@massvision.net
webmaster@mobilis-sa.com
webmaster@nbk.com
webmaster@newegg.com
webmaster@pitco.com
webmaster@sejongind.co.kr
webmaster@shien-lien.com.tw
webmaster@southcanal.com
webmaster@strongwell.com
webmaster@tamdeenrealestate.com
webmaster@updatestar.com
webmaster@webmproject.org
webmaster@ypzinc.co.kr
webmaster@ytsanchuan.com
webmaster@zone8.org
webmastergreece@skf.com
webnews@trinitymirror.com
webpictures@mirror.co.uk
websales@revivalcycles.com
websales@sigmasports.com
wefec2003@yaho.com.hk
wei0112@mail2000.com.tw
weicx@rzbc.com
weigdf@163.com
weijian929116@sina.com
weijieky@163.com
weijingxiaodi@163.com
weinixun@126.com
weiq@ms.giec.ac.cn
weishuang@mases.com
weiss@parkwoodmediaventures.com
weiwei_hwl@163.com
weiyuanprp@163.com
weizhonglv@163.com
weizuoyi@163.com
welcome@IP44.de
welcome@alshic-group.com
welcome@micepoint.com
welcome@n-f-excellence.de
welcome@taixiang-china.com
well@well.com.tw
wellcement@lafarge.com
wellwalk@vip.163.com
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welovecustomers@dopensource.com
wen.chen@epa.gov
wendy@intermass.com.sg
wengaihu_18@sina.com
wengao.liu@wgtechjx.com
wenhufu@126.com
wenjiecao@sina.com
wenlinli2005@163.com
wensong.guo@foxmail.com
wenzhenowen@163.com
wenzk@szu.edu.cn
wertz@grunigwertz.com
wes.rishel@gartner.com
wesakw@wesa.ca
wescosa@wescosa.com
westavto@list.ru
westdelhibrandcentre@celfrost.com
western.india.overseas@googlemail.com
westley@188.com
wf-kddz@163.com
wfbhkjwjmj@163.com
wfbogota@claro.net.co
wfcysc@126.com
wfhyfs@126.com
wford-syr@mail.sy
wfq56789@163.com
wfslgcc@163.com
wft200@chol.com
wg.crowne@163.com
wgh8000@163.com
wgs_000123@163.com
wh@wanhua.com
whanampt@chollian.net
whblck@163.com
whernand@fecd.org.ec
whernand@icea.com.ec
whh@xmrihua.com
whiteaj@goldmail.etsu.edu
whlong365@126.com
whm@royu.com
whmssw@126.com
whnww@sina.com
whtiandi@163.com
whwdhy399@163.com
whwgz@china.com
whye_cyy@163.com
wichard.vonharrach@jawapower.co.id
widmer@widmerinternational.com
wien@avnet-abacus.eu
wilbab@parsonline.net
wilbunrns@who.int
wilburnS@who.int
wilcom.mx@grupo-deco.com
wilf@idfl.com
wilhelm.vertr@mail.bg
wilhem@originalmissiontile.com
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will@ilsintech.com
will@jasonshoes.com
willhill@joindiaspora.com
william.abdou@momentumvelo.com
william@jwamarine.com
william@richwind.com.tw
william@shenghe.com
williamjxy@163.com
willpower@isplanka.lk
willy.tu@amt-marineoil.com
wiltzius@google.com
wim.van.daele@iminds.be
win@pfu.co.jp
windsar@lihemag.com
windsor@windsorauto.com
wingender.jelte@asia-pacific.com.cn
winnertradeltd@googlemail.com
winniessf@126.com
wison@world-instrument.com
wjbio01@126.com
wjcai@jcof.com
wjcheng@sungomotor.com
wjcn@china-wj.com
wjmgdq@163.com
wjt20067@163.com
wka11@sfu.ca
wkim@unid.co.kr
wkj_kr0306@163.com
wkloong@fmm.ed.fujitsu.co.jp
wlin@ecgate.com
wliou@nccu.edu.tw
wlkj111@163.com
wll@huqian.com
wllhlj@163.com
wlxlf0815@163.com
wlxlxy@126.com
wlyxzb@163.com
wm2968@126.com
wmjs@warom.com
wmn_sois@vip.163.com
wmo@alliedmin.com
wmunro@teamflexo.com
wmxkjj@163.com
wnaar@bouncetv.com
wnx7333@126.com
wodifsbgs@163.com
wohbc3@healthbiotech.net
wojciech.kur@adidas-group.com
wolfberryoffice@163.com
wolfgang.bluthardt@bts-rohstoffe.de
wolfgang.fecher@betterlighting.de
wonjinco@hanmail.net
woongbee@woongbee.com
works@mahalakshmigroup.com
works@shamalplastics.com
worldnumber1@163.com
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wotekcor@wotek.com
wout@kopwerk.eu
wouter@studiovelo.nl
wp@graphicartsinc.net
wpcx1990@126.com
wqcbetter@126.com
wqin@Lakeheadu.ca
wr@worldrocks.com
wrajkumar@ema.co.tt
wrath@premiere.com.au
wrf531@sina.com
wrm109@126.com
ws4377566@126.com
ws@geschaeftsreisekontakt.de
wshl@zjtasn.com
wsi@zajil.net
wsj@zjbee.com
wsmckenz@cartewright.com
wsu@bjtu.edu.cn
wsw@sdu.edu.cn
wt@mudumultimedia.com
wtiger@hztiger.com
wtm6@163.com
wtxs@qhwt.com
wu6781@mail2000.com.tw
wudingfulu@163.com
wuenchang@gdweihua.cn
wufeng8341@126.com
wuhailing200504@163.com
wuhan@goodcastle.net
wujm@cnhuahong.com
wukai85@163.com
wul@televehicle.com
wuqp@lianfa.cn
wurth115@public3.sta.net.cn
wushuang876@sina.com
wuyue@telewave.com.cn
wuyueren@126.com
wuyunjie@camcjsw.com
wuzai8002@163.com
wuzg@cesi.ac.cn
wuzhen@sdu.edu.cn
wuzhouyingying@163.com
ww@dieseltechnika.pl
wwang2@bjtu.edu.cn
wwepc@bol.net.in
wwilliams@dimensiondevelopment.net
wwlvdou@126.com
www.5756.cn@163.com
wxdzxxc@163.com
wxhbjxxc@163.com
wxht86@126.com
wxjifuchu@126.com
wxw@xjjnny.com
wxxxx1@163.com
wyb@cnsuncorp.com
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wygc@wanyoufire.com
wyj@lida-oe.com.cn
wyjiang@bjtu.edu.cn
wyl-098@163.com
wyoung@pacificbioenergy.ca
wyp200908@163.com
wyq8248@126.com
wyss@intelnet.net.gt
wyworld@ledwooyoung.com
wywy@wywy.com.my
wzf@sia.cn
wzh520sj@sina.com
wzj@enamcn.com
wzlbus@163.com
wzqn123@163.com
wzygjsjl@126.com
xahyjnfd@126.com
xaleeo@163.com
xalele119@126.com
xavi@bigstar.tv
xaxmy16@163.com
xb@xinbangshoes.com
xbl_swd@163.com
xbwcy1277@163.com
xcnjgs@163.com
xczln@163.com
xdemailly@linex-panneaux.fr
xdwood@126.com
xenofon@manolides.com
xerographics@malawi.net
xerox@xerox.pl
xetar@xetar.com.cn
xf.kuang@xfhydro.com
xfaccount@earth-panda.com
xfrao2006@163.com
xfseafood@vip.163.com
xgdfnzx@nwpu.edu.cn
xgma-gulf@xiagong.com
xh.zhang@hideagroup.com
xhhbzcb@126.com
xhhe@163.com
xhk1018@163.com
xhlexpo@163.com
xhmt_001@vip.163.com
xhwen@handsome-group.com
xhxtzy@126.com
xia@huntayo.com
xiabu@xiabu.com
xiachuanxiu@longcom.com
xiamenmeida@163.com
xiandaizhongye@163.com
xiangao@polar-chiller.com
xiao_8862@163.com
xiaoban@buaa.edu.cn
xiaofang@126.com
xiaofeng6508@163.com
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xiaohaibo1976@126.com
xiaohui_1983@china.com.cn
xiaoka19570508@sina.com
xiaoqingkang_85@163.com
xiaoqunxiaoyan@163.com
xiaoshoubu3099@126.com
xiaotao5131421@126.com
xiaotwins1@163.com
xiaoxie0616@126.com
xiaoxin52898@126.com
xidmat-ish@mail.ru
xiehe234@126.com
xiekeming@126.com
xike4828@sina.com
xinanie@online.sh.cn
xinghe@china.com
xingtaiquan@os-easy.com
xingweihe@sina.com
xingyuanjianli@163.com
xingzhiyuan0811@sina.com
xinjiangjiasheng@163.com
xinkangtomato@126.com
xinmaoshoes@163.com
xinsenshiye@163.com
xinshiyanghui@126.com
xinxin.kefu@163.com
xinyan8593@163.com
xinyi-xxb@163.com
xinyushiyou@163.com
xinzw@ncse.com.cn
xionglin311@163.com
xiongshi@tsinghua.edu.cn
xipai208@126.com
xique2390673@126.com
xitong_1988@126.com
xiushunjie@163.com
xixi202@163.com
xj@gangyuan.com.cn
xj_joyce99@163.com
xjdb@china.com
xjh@prpsdc.com
xjhgsjy@sina.com
xjkykj@163.com
xjlpxzb@163.com
xjlssz@sina.com
xjltlhq@163.com
xjmdscl@163.com
xjp22209@163.com
xjxj0009@163.com
xjxntn@vip.163.com
xkewei@163.com
xkguo@iflytek.com
xkzlglb@163.com
xlentdelhi@bol.net.in
xlhjin@vip.163.com
xm6526@163.com
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xmhjjfc@126.com
xmzr88@163.com
xmzy@htseasky.com
xngs2004@126.com
xntbdn@fpt.vn
xnwsc1318@sina.com
xnzhangyi@126.com
xos@xos.ma
xp0809@126.com
xpeng@szu.edu.cn
xpzhu@opt.ac.cn
xrevan86@microca.st
xrh2004@126.com
xsb@chayangji.com
xslpylx@163.com
xsy821211@163.com
xt6871@sina.com
xtsales@163.com
xtyb@vip.163.com
xu@desun.de
xu@jinyinlian.com
xu@sinofastener.com
xuanyu89366363@sina.com
xudong888892@126.com
xudwenabc@163.com
xue.zhao@huamaitel.com
xueerwanglili@163.com
xuewen.lo@ptp.com.cn
xueyi_gao@croton.com.cn
xuguoqing1971@163.com
xuhaiyu929@126.com
xujian@sinolighting.com
xujing@acmeptt.com
xujun@taian-tech.com
xulei@shlongwind.com
xuming@szu.edu.cn
xuping@szu.edu.cn
xuqing@cpecc.com.cn
xuxiaowen22ye@126.com
xuxingwo@163.com
xw8@nuway-shoes.com
xwbc7708670@126.com
xwdw705@163.com
xx8897@163.com
xxbszdx@163.com
xxflzy@126.com
xxjinxiu@126.com
xxl-13088887228@vip.163.com
xxl063@yandex.ru
xxy4188@sina.com
xy.lxp@163.com
xy112102@126.com
xy@kodi.cn
xyf@andaforging.com
xyj@hnstjgs.com
xyliyingtao@sina.com
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xymj@xiyuanmould.com
xyshan2006@163.com
xyw@yxfsgs.com
xywu@ziliref.com
xyz1976@sina.cn
xyzljsb@163.com
xzdaxin@188.com
xzn365@126.com
xzshrp@163.com
xzzycx@126.com
y-fuchiizumi@kaken.or.jp
y.gu@krusschina.cn
y.hahn@h2-architects.com
y.nomura@jp.fujitsu.com
y6066183@163.com
y_katsu@sunsea-japan.co.jp
yacob@geez.org
yagor@fujitrading-milano.com
yahangseed@126.com
yakjin@kotis.net
yakovs@sci.utah.edu
yalongcdh@163.com
yamaguchi@miyoshi-kk.jp
yamama3@yamamabricks.com
yamano@takayamareed.co.jp
yan-huan@mh-eastex.com
yan2590@163.com
yancan@sgepri.sgcc.com.cn
yanchao32@126.com
yang-weimin@126.com
yang.xiaoling@mepfeco.org.cn
yangbm@ceac.com.cn
yangdongdi@cncie.com
yanghp@szu.edu.cn
yangjidian@139.com
yangld@irsa.ac.cn
yangmin@smec-cn.com
yango@pd.jaring.my
yangqian19831030@163.com
yangs2001@sina.com
yangwq1688@sina.com
yangxiusheng8943@163.com
yangzhiqiang1999@163.com
yangzhou@goodcastle.net
yangzhuqiang@163.com
yanivg@smarteam.com
yanliqun@ciic.com.cn
yannick@momentumvelo.com
yannis@racingcycles.eu
yanqing.yang@ptp.com.cn
yansf@cnpc.com
yantuxjf@126.com
yanyonghongxi@sina.com
yao.zhenyi@weidaitouch.com
yaobin@mordo-iot.com
yaochi061@163.com
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yaohongts@163.com
yaojianhao99@126.com
yaowei94@163.com
yaoyao19860208@163.com
yaqubi.hbs@tradearabia.com
yarn@dcmtextiles.com
yarn@mayfair.com.pk
yarns@kkpindia.com
yarrow@yarroline.com
yarus@yarus.hu
yaseminkebapci@kalekim.com.tr
yashah@amaherbal.com
yashpall@vijaydairy.com
yasima@163.com
yasin.jawed@zultec.com
yasmine@store4u.com
yatin.thakkar@miraclefoods.in
yatin@sjbrothers.com
yazeed@lamasat.ps
ybakanoo@kanoosa.com
ybarakat@squaredfinancial.com
ybgqq@126.com
ybtong@bjtu.edu.cn
yc@euroenergy.co.kr
yccnet@y.net.ye
yckdmyqiu@126.com
ycpshengli@163.com
ycruz@imagemarketinginc.com
ydaniels@studiosumo.com
ydhun12@hanmail.net
ydzhiyao@sina.com
ye.li@siat.ac.cn
yedanny@163.com
yedq_630@163.com
yee@ecn.cz
yejandi@joongwon.co.kr
yejianqiu2006@126.com
yekelei@vip.163.com
yele2008@163.com
yem@yem.net
yench@kenner.com.tw
yeo69@pd.jaring.my
yeoh.alan@ellipsiz.com
yepar@yepar.com
yepy@wansx.com
yershov2@illinois.edu
yesha@synorg.in
yewu@fdhisi.com
yezhenwuxuebin@163.com
yezi08.love@163.com
yf@perfect99.com
yfang87@126.com
yfhan@hanchengroup.com
yflin@bjtu.edu.cn
yg-den@tsinghua.edu.cn
ygkim@kumkang.com
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ygmtex@163.com
ygr@mail.zjgsu.edu.cn
yh@ssww.com.cn
yh_qm@faw.com.cn
yhaugh@bouncetv.com
yhb-369@163.com
yhm66688@163.com
yhpmco@hkbn.net
yhqm@faw.com.cn
yhxu@bjtu.edu.cn
yidahr@126.com
yidh@ysfri.ac.cn
yigit.genc@imcd.com.tr
yihui-chemical@163.com
yilmaz@sampiyonfilter.com.tr
yingkouhongliang@163.com
yingruiyan@163.com
yining.hu@heidstar.com
yinjianlin@cmodes.com
yinminglyj@163.com
yinyong1981@163.com
yiwanhua_tahoe@163.com
yixin_import@vip.163.com
yixinfeng@dgyxf.com
yizunbao@163.com
yj402@china-hansen.com
yjf@188.com
yjwxz@vip.163.com
yjx@yjx.com.cn
yjyoo@hanmail.net
ykdsmkgs@163.com
yke@tzyke.com
ykk917@kwater.or.kr
ykl@youngkong.co.kr
ykoo@allancompany.com
ykwu2070125@163.com
ykysbt@126.com
ykzcz@163.com
yl-xiangmubu@163.com
yl-zhao2010@163.com
ylfh2004@126.com
ylfzp@163.com
yli@amayassociates.com
yljkevin@163.com
yll124229@163.com
ylonda.banister@tn.gov
yltech@ylgf.com
ymch-7305@126.com
ymhuang888@163.com
ymolner@avineon.com
ymontalvo@kwhy.com
yms@iccas.ac.cn
ymterence@qukointl.com
ynding@m18.com
ynx@szcreation.com
ynzn_163@163.com
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yoav@yoav.ws
yoda@synergy-res.co.jp
yogesh@redblossoms.in
yogesh_mehta@welspun.com
yoko@isis-gaia.net
yone@codetel.net.do
yongfengzjh@163.com
yongjia@yongjiapower.com
yongjie0852@sina.com
yoo6482@hanmail.net
yooil@yooilsystem.co.kr
yoojung@gokams.or.kr
yoolsungtrading@kg21.net
yoon@ewha.ac.kr
yoonseun@chollian.net
yoosufkp@tradearabia.com
yorkalsalem@zajil.net
yoshikimu@hanmail.net
yoshiya@sysrap.cs.fujitsu.co.jp
yoshiya@whd.co.jp
yotel@yoton.com
youbotech@126.com
youhuazh@163.com
youlk@granda-lighter.com
youngstar@youngstar-opto.com.tw
younus@starlet.com.pk
younus_ltd@mail.ru
youssef@jarudi.com
youthforum@youthforum.org
yoyo@789cycling.com
yoyo@sindy-group.com.cn
ypea-21@hanmail.net
yphou@126.com
yqt18@yaqite.com
yqt21@yaqite.com
yqt@yaqite.com
yrm@my.gov.cn
yrmould@163.com
yrogovskij@yandex.ru
yrsdscb@163.com
ys.ou@siat.ac.cn
ys@atdbaltics.lv
ysacr@chollian.net
ysdaftari@hitechradiators.com
ysh2@sscc.kr
ysipahi@burla.com
yssgcgs@126.com
yst1985@126.com
ysxmer@163.com
ysy@ysbee.com
ysybee@126.com
ytfeilong@126.com
ytkf@yutong.com
ytp-322@163.com
ytqff@163.com
ytsh8888@126.com
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ytwz2006@sina.com
ytylkj3g@126.com
yuan@supereyes.cc
yuanda699@163.com
yuanda@yuandafiberglass.com
yuandahongyu@163.com
yuanjiayang@bibf.net
yuanjingxiong@anxinfloors.com
yuanqm_0502@126.com
yuansixu@cnkh.com
yuanyuan@cesi.ac.cn
yuanzh@ms.giec.ac.cn
yubin@meec.cc
yue1986910@sina.com
yuenyuenlui@hkbn.net
yueqiangdx@163.com
yueshang@ctimail.com
yuewang688@163.com
yufengseed@126.com
yugdom@mail.ru
yuhaibo72@163.com
yuhaohai@kmt365.com
yuhong_liu@sintai.com
yuhuan707@vip.163.com
yuli@yongchang.com.cn
yumiko.mizoguchi@toshiba.co.jp
yun@euroenergy.co.kr
yunus.arikan@iclei.org
yuqian@dcpc.com
yuri_k@fenox.com
yusef@eecs.berkeley.edu
yusunny@126.com
yutoku@sh163.net
yutraco@yutraco.com
yuty@luyanggroup.com
yuval@onebikestudio.com
yuwaki@technoalpha.co.jp
yuwenta@nutek-km.com
yuxin328@163.com
yuxr@wisconpharm.com
yuying@kmtcl.com.cn
yuyun@yaxon.com
yuyuzhongye@126.com
yuzheng301@163.com
yuzhong67@sina.com
yvette@srw-eng.com
yvonne@comforta.nl
yw01@toploong.com
ywafcj@126.com
ywbyr@126.com
ywh1950@126.com
ywmei@szcansheng.com
ywq226@126.com
ywxyth@163.com
yxcf6868@sina.com
yxjdxb@139.com
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yxjlb_091@163.com
yxxue@ysbio.cn
yxy2171@163.com
yy600@126.com
yyf_z@163.com
yyjfcff@126.com
yzf888@vip.163.com
yzi3@yandex.ru
yzly888@163.com
yzzgfs@126.com
z-lonsales2@z-lon.com
za_78@mail.ru
zafer@mogimob.com
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zhang04531@sina.com
zhang6532768@sina.cn
zhangaijie_yjs@139.com
zhangbei@rfseled.com
zhangdiandi@yeah.net
zhangfeiping123@126.com
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zhangjihong@dingyang.com
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zhangyu940923a@163.com
zhangyuan@tydic.com
zhangzhisong@hongyangwood.com
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zhao.ziying@mepfeco.org.cn
zhaocanzhaofei@126.com
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zhou88lu@126.com
zhoujingjie2399@sina.com
zhouqingwei@reyoung.cn
zhoushimingnb@vip.163.com
zhoushuhui@gdchnv.com
zhouyan@dazhangshan.com
zhouzhiduo@greenfresh.com
zht49@126.com
zhu.liucai@mepfeco.org.cn
zhu_137@yeah.net
zhuangqx@sinomatech.com
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zhulingwen@lttc.com.cn
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zihong.li@163.com
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zp@sia.ac.cn
zpflry@126.com
zpope@pobox.com
zqxjjl@163.com
zsahhx@163.com
zsc5588@126.com
zscairo@zamilsteel.com.eg
zsenlang@163.com
zshq-bj@gwater.cn
zsj@mimet.com.cn
zsm@shenzhou1983.com
zss@cjic.cn
zsthsq@sina.com
zszjjl@vip.163.com
zt12jjyk@126.com
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ztjtg@126.com
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zwang@mof.gov.cn
zxb8962@163.com
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zxi@zxi.com.cn
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zxn1983@163.com
zy_1234@126.com
zychen54@163.com
zyguoguo@163.com
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Aviation Incidents

Bangladeshi Bombardier Dash 8 Q400 crashes in Nepal; 50+ dead

From Reuters (03.12.2018) Gopal Sharma

A Bangladeshi airliner crashed on Monday after making an unexpected turn in cloudy weather as it
came in to land at the airport in Nepal’s capital, killing at least 50 people, officials said. There were 71
people on board the US-Bangla Airlines plane arriving from Dhaka when it clipped the fence at
Kathmandu and burst into flames, said Raj Kumar Chettri, the general manager of the hill-ringed
airport.  Those aboard included 33 Nepali passengers, with 32 from Bangladesh, one from China and
one from the Maldives.  The accident was the latest to hit mountainous Nepal, which has a poor record
of air safety.  “We have recovered 50 dead bodies so far,” said army spokesman Gokul Bhandari.
Although several people had been rescued from the burning wreckage of the Bombardier Q400 series
aircraft, nine people were still unaccounted for, he added.  Chettri said that moments after the plane
received permission to land, the pilot said he wanted to go in a northern direction. Asked by the control
tower if there was a problem, he replied in the negative.  The plane was then seen making two rounds
in a northeast direction, Chettri said. Traffic controllers again asked the pilot if things were OK, and he
replied, “Yes”.  The tower then told the pilot his alignment was not correct, but there was no reply,
Chettri added.  The aircraft that went down on Monday was 17 years old, data from tracking website
Flightradar24.com showed. It descended to an airport altitude of 4,400 feet (1,341 m) and then climbed
to 6,600 feet (2,012 m) before crashing about two minutes later, the website said.   Link

Reuters[.]com/article/us-nepal-crash/bangladeshi-plane-crashes-in-nepal-killing-at-least-50-
idUSKCN1GO0WP

Operational Outages

Spirit Airlines brief computer outage affects 16 Detroit flights

From The Detroit News (03.09.2018) Sarah Rahal

Spirit Airlines is investigating the cause of a brief computer issue that affected 16 flights Friday, officials
said.  The Federal Aviation Administration tweeted at 5:20 p.m. that they received a request from Spirit
Airlines to ground "all flights system-wide due to company computer issues."  An hour later, the ground
stop was canceled after the issue was resolved, according to Spirit and the FAA.  Derek Dombrowski,
manager of media relations for Spirit Airlines, said the outage directly affected 16 flights. They still are
investigating the cause.  "We experienced a brief system outage this evening, but the issue is now
resolved," Dombrowski said. "We are investigating the cause, and we apologize for any inconvenience
to our guests."  Link
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Detroitnews[.]com/story/news/local/wayne-county/2018/03/09/spirit-airlines-brief-outage-affects-16-
detroit-flights/412627002/

Cyber Security News

*China-Linked APT15 Used New Malware against U.K. Company

From Security Week (03.12.2018) Eduard Kovacs

A known cyber espionage group believed to be operating out of China was last year spotted using new
malware in an attack aimed at an organization that provides services to the U.K. government. Details
about the attack were presented last week at Kaspersky’s Security Analyst Summit (SAS) in Cancun by
Ahmed Zaki, senior malware researcher at NCC Group. The attack has been attributed to a threat actor
known as APT15, Ke3chang, Mirage, Vixen Panda and Playful Dragon. NCC Group started analyzing
the group’s recent activities after it targeted one of its customers, a global company that provides a wide
range of services to the United Kingdom government. APT15 has been active since at least 2010 and it
has targeted organizations all around the world using its own malware and Word, Adobe Reader and
Java exploits. The group has improved its tools and techniques over the years, and NCC recently
spotted two new backdoors it created. One of the backdoors has been dubbed RoyalCLI and is
considered a successor of BS2005, a piece of malware that is often used by the group. RoyalCLI
leverages similar encryption and encoding routines, and they both communicate with command and
control (C&C) servers via Internet Explorer using the IWebBrowser2 interface. The second backdoor,
named RoyalDNS, uses DNS, specifically TXT records, to communicate with the C&C server. This
piece of malware receives commands, executes them, and returns output through DNS. Link

Securityweek[.]com/china-linked-spies-used-new-malware-uk-government-attack

Record surges in healthcare attacks, fileless malware, cryptocurrency mining

From Help Net Security (03.12.2018)

During Q4 2017, McAfee Labs saw on average eight new threat samples per second, and the
increasing use of fileless malware attacks leveraging Microsoft PowerShell. The Q4 spike in Bitcoin
value prompted cybercriminals to focus on cryptocurrency hijacking through a variety of methods,
including malicious Android apps. The fourth quarter of 2017 saw the rise of newly diversified
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cybercriminals, as a significant number of actors embraced novel criminal activities to capture new
revenue streams. For instance, the spike in the value of Bitcoin prompted actors to branch out from
moneymakers such as ransomware, to the practice of hijacking Bitcoin and Monero wallets. McAfee
researchers discovered Android apps developed exclusively for the purpose of cryptocurrency mining
and observed discussions in underground forums suggesting Litecoin as a safer model than Bitcoin,
with less chance of exposure. Cybercriminals also continued to adopt fileless malware leveraging
Microsoft PowerShell, which surged 432% over the course of 2017, as the threat category became a go
-to toolbox. The scripting language was used within Microsoft Office files to execute the first stage of
attacks. Link

Helpnetsecurity[.]com/2018/03/12/mcafee-labs-threats-report-march-2018/

*Qwerty Ransomware Utilizes GnuPG to Encrypt a Victims Files

From Bleeping Computer (03.09.2018) Lawrence Abrams

A new ransomware has been discovered that utilizes the legitimate GnuPG, or GPG, encryption
program to encrypt a victim's files.  Currently in the wild, this ransomware is called Qwerty Ransomware
and will encrypt a victims files, overwrite the originals, and the append the .qwerty extension to an
encrypted file's name. It goes without saying, that GnuPG is a legitimate program being illegally used by
the Qwerty Ransomware developers. While a ransomware using GnuPG to encrypt files is not unique
as it has been done in the past with VaultCrypt and KeyBTC, it is not something that is commonly seen.
While it is not known for sure how this ransomware is being distributed, it appears likely that it is
manually installed by the attacker when they hack into computer running Remote Desktop Services.
The Qwerty Ransomware consists of a package of individual files that are run together to encrypt a
computer. This package consists of the GnuPG gpg.exe executable, the gnuwin32 shred.exe file, a
batch file that loads the keys and launches a JS file, and a JS file that is used to launch the find.exe
program. The first file to be launched is the key.bat file. This file acts as the main launcher for the
ransomware by executing various commands sequentially.   Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/qwerty-ransomware-utilizes-gnupg-to-encrypt-a-victims-files/

Australian criminals used half of the Phantom Secure modified BlackBerry handsets

From ZDNet (03.12.2018) Chris Duckett
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A Canadian businessman has been arrested in the US for allegedly modifying and encrypting
BlackBerry smartphones used by "upper echelon" Australian criminals, Mexican drug cartel members,
and other members of the global underworld. Vincent Ramos, 41, the chief executive of Vancouver-
based Phantom Secure, was taken into custody in California last week after a global investigation
involving the Australian Federal Police and the seizure of shipments of cocaine from the US to
Australia. Phantom Secure technicians gutted BlackBerry handsets of their original hardware and
software and installed new encryption software and an email program, according to a criminal complaint
filed in the US District Court. Of the 20,000 Phantom Secure devices in service around the world,
10,000 were allegedly in Australia, according to estimates touted by the FBI. Phantom Secure allegedly
charged customers between $2,000 and $3,000 for six-month subscriptions and were "specifically
designed to prevent law enforcement from intercepting and monitoring communication". The phones'
emails were allegedly routed through encrypted servers in Panama and Hong Kong, nations Phantom
Secure claimed in marketing materials were "uncooperative" with law enforcement.  Link

Zdnet[.]com/article/australian-crims-used-half-of-the-phantom-secure-modified-blackberry-handsets/

Necurs and Gamut Botnets Account for 97% of the Internet's Spam Emails

From Bleeping Computer (03.12.2018) Catalin Cimpanu

Just two botnets accounted for 97% of all spam emails in the last three months of 2017, according to a
McAfee report released earlier today. For most of these months, Necurs has spent its time churning out
"lonely girl" spam lures for adult websites, pump-and-dump schemes, and delivering ransomware
payloads. Overall, nearly two out of three spam emails sent in the last quarter of 2018 were sent from
the infrastructure of this mammoth botnet. Second on the list was the Gamut botnet, also built on
Windows machines infected with malware that hijacks systems to send out spam. Gamut —while
smaller in size when compared to Necurs— had previously been more active in Q3, sending more
spam than the aforementioned. In Q4, Gamut activity went down, but the botnet still accounted for 37%
of all email spam, compared to Necurs' 60%. Most of Gamut's email subjects were related to job offer–
themed phishing and money mule recruitment. On the desktop side, the security firm says that a big
contributor to the growth of ransomware detections was the Ransom:Win32/Genasom family, a generic
term that has been used for CryptoMix variants.   Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/necurs-and-gamut-botnets-account-for-97-percent-of-the-
internets-spam-emails/

GAO dings DHS for failing to share info on cybersecurity workforce efforts

From Cyberscoop (03.09.2018) Michelai Graham

Among the many things the Department of Homeland Security is required to report on from time to time
is its cybersecurity workforce challenges. Yet, according to the Government Accountability Office, it has
failed to do so in a timely manner. GAO says DHS did not complete efforts to identify and assign codes
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to all its cybersecurity positions. In August 2017, DHS reported to Congress that it had coded 95
percent of the department’s cybersecurity positions but in fact, it was discovered that the department
only coded 79 percent of the cybersecurity positions, the report states. GAO is not denying that DHS
has taken some steps to identify the gaps but in a new the report, the office is calling out DHS for falling
short on reporting these cybersecurity efforts regularly. These specialized codes help define roles and
tasks for specific cybersecurity areas. The codes have not been fully assigned since September 2015.
The Homeland Security Cybersecurity Workforce Assessment Act of 2014 requires DHS to categorize
and assign employment codes to its cybersecurity positions. June 2016 was was the last time the
department reported any cybersecurity critical needs. The department is also supposed to report these
needs annually to OPM, but it hasn’t done so since September 2016.   Link

Cyberscoop[.]com/dhs-cybersecurity-workforce-gao-report/

Aviation Tech

Amazon, Boeing, GE and Google to develop private Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) system

From Drone DJ (03.12.2018) Haye Kesteloo

During last week’s FAA Symposium in Baltimore, Amazon, Boeing, GE, and Google announced that
they are ready to start working on the development of a private Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM)
system for drones. Testing in conjunction with NASA is supposed to start in the next three months. The
system will enable swarms of drones to fly a couple of hundred feet above the ground using cellular and
web applications to avoid collisions and allow for remote tracking. Amazon, Boeing, and Google have
already expressed their visions of deliveries made by drones in the future. The companies have also
started testing these new technologies on small scale. The new drone UTM is to be developed
separately from the FAA’s existing ground-based radars and human air traffic controllers but would
need to be able to interact with it. Furthermore, the system would provide information to law
enforcement agencies on the ground to help them identify and track drones from clueless, careless or
criminal drone pilots. The drone UTM will be completely funded by the companies to help speed up the
development time. Currently, the FAA is not able to respond fast enough to requests from commercial
drone pilots for waivers and permits. Many applications get denied and the FAA admitted that the
approval process takes too long. The introduction of Low Altitude Authorization and Notification
Capability (LAANC) aims to speed up the approval process to near real-time but that system is not
designed as an air traffic management system required to enable large-scale usage of drones in heavily
populated, areas such as cities. To keep the costs down and to simplify the UTM, the system will have
a narrow geographical focus and only provide air traffic information on drones in your vicinity.  Link

Droned[.]com/2018/03/12/amazon-boeing-ge-and-google-to-develop-private-unmanned-traffic-
management-utm-system/

Legislation & Regulation News

Saudi Arabia ends 70-year Ban, Allows Flights to Israel Over Its Airspace

From Haaretz (03.08.2018)
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Air India has been allowed to operate flights between New Delhi and Tel Aviv over Saudi Arabian
airspace, the national airline's spokesman told Reuters on Wednesday, ending a 70-year ban and
marking a dramatic diplomatic shift.  Saudi Arabia does not recognize Israel and lifting the airspace ban
would reflect what appears to be thawing ties between Israel and the kingdom, both U.S. allies with a
shared concern over Iranian influence in the region.  Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on
Monday that Saudi Arabia had granted Air India permission to fly over its territory on its new routes to
and from Tel Aviv, but there was no confirmation from either Saudi Arabia or Air India.  Air India plans to
operate flights three days a week, and the flight would save two hours of travel time as a result of flying
over the Saudi airspace, an Air India spokesman said.  Link

Haaretz[.]com/middle-east-news/saudi-arabia-will-allow-flights-to-israel-over-its-airspace-1[.]5886090

Senator Schumer wants FTC to investigate airlines that set ticket prices based on personal info of
customers

From New York Daily News (03.11.2018) Erin Durkin

Sen. Chuck Schumer is calling for a federal investigation into airlines mining personal data in order to
charge higher fares to certain customers. Schumer (D-N.Y.), the Senate minority leader, warned of
“dynamic pricing” software airlines are developing — which could track the websites a potential flier has
visited and figure out details like their income or other purchases they’ve made in order to decide how
much to charge them for a flight. Schumer wrote to the chair of the Federal Trade Commission asking
for an investigation into how airlines are implementing dynamic pricing and whether it violates privacy
rules. Airlines already charge widely different fares for seats on the same flights depending on factors
like when the ticket is purchased and demand. It’s unclear how far along they are with implementing
dynamic pricing based on more personal characteristics. The new technology attempts to predict how
much a customer is willing to pay for a flight based on their personal data. For instance, someone
whose search history suggests they’re traveling for business might get a higher fare, whereas a tourist
browsing for vacation spots might get a lower offer.  Link

Nydailynews[.]com/news/politics/schumer-probe-airlines-new-scheme-setting-fares-article-1[.]3868606

Physical Security News

Pro-Kurdish and Turkish protesters clash at German airport

From Deutsche Welle (03.11.2018)

Pro-Kurdish protesters demonstrating against Turkey's military offensive in the Kurdish-led Afrin region
in northern Syria scuffled with Turks and German police at the airport of the western city of Düsseldorf
on Sunday, authorities said. It remains unclear whether people were injured in the clashes, which
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involved some 200 protesters from two different groups, police said. One protest was called to oppose
Turkey's ongoing assault on Afrin, while supporters of the Turkish action staged a
counterdemonstration. The protests were both unregistered. The airport said travelers were not
disrupted by the scuffles, with only a small section of the departures terminal affected. Pro-Kurdish
demonstrations have also taken place elsewhere in Germany this weekend.  Link

Dw[.]com/en/pro-kurdish-and-turkish-protesters-clash-at-german-airport/a-42928365

Man charged with making false bomb threat as plane left O'Hare

From The Chicago Tribune (03.11.2018) Nereida Moreno

A Chicago man now charged with making a false bomb threat told a fellow passenger that the plane
they were on was going to explode as it departed from O’Hare International Airport on Friday,
prosecutors said Sunday. Michael Bielinski, 28, was seated aboard American Airlines Flight 1316 and
made statements that could “endanger the aircraft and its passengers,” according to court documents.
He told a woman seated next to him that “we are all going to die” and “the plane is going to explode,”
according to an arrest report. The witness told police that Bielinski smelled of gasoline, prosecutors
said. Bielinski retrieved an electronic vaping cigarette from his pocket to put batteries in it, prosecutors
said. He grabbed the witness’ carry-on bag, held it up and said, “maybe it’s a good time to cut out the
bomb material,” prosecutors said. The pilot returned the plane to an O’Hare gate and Bielinski was
removed from the flight. He was later charged with felony disorderly conduct in connection with making
a false bomb threat.  Link

Chicagotribune[.]com/news/local/breaking/ct-met-man-arrested-dangerous-statements-on-plane-
20180311-story[.]html

Miscellaneous News

Driverless vehicles prepare for introduction at Tokyo airport

From Nikkei Asian Review (03.10.2018) Minoru Satake

On a recent February day, a mini bus made by Hino Motors cautiously made its way along a public road
near Tokyo's Haneda Airport at a speed of about 10kph. There were no passengers, and more
surprisingly, no driver either. The exercise was a trial run of a self-driving bus being carried out by the
Japanese tech giant SoftBank Group and All Nippon Airways, with the eventual aim of commercializing
driverless transport at airports from around 2020.  Japan's high-tech industry sees airports as having
great potential for improvement using the latest robotics and artificial intelligence technologies. Some of
the functions ripe for automation include cleaning and delivery services, which could be handled by
robots, and information desk services, which could be done with AI. The idea behind the recent
driverless bus test was that self-driving transport will eventually replace cargo vehicles and shuttle
buses now operated by human drivers carrying passengers and crews between terminals and
airplanes. The lanes for airport ground traffic do not have as many signals or pedestrians as public
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roads, lowering the challenges of introducing driverless vehicles. The recent test successfully achieved
Level 4 self-driving autonomy, meaning the vehicle was fully capable of autonomous driving under
certain conditions in restricted areas. Japan's government has defined five levels of autonomous driving
for ground vehicles. ANA hopes to take testing further by operating a driverless bus carrying real
passengers by March 2019. Link

Asia[.]nikkei.com/Tech-Science/Tech/Driverless-vehicles-prepare-for-takeoff-at-Tokyo-airport

Radiation Risk Rises with Polar Air Routes and Ultra Long-Hauls

From Bloomberg (03.12.2018) Justin Bachman

Ionizing radiation is a permanent feature of the upper atmosphere, where the protection we take for
granted on the surface is significantly thinner. At airlines’ cruising altitude, particles periodically ejected
by the sun and cosmic radiation coursing through the universe are 100 times more potent than down
below. Still, the exposure for every extra-long trip across the globe is roughly equivalent to one X-ray.
That is, except for two regions: The poles. Airline employees are already the most vulnerable to
workplace radiation, but the growing number of polar and long-haul routes may make the hazard worse.
A flight from Germany to Southeast Asia can be just as long as one to the western U.S., but the risks
can be very different given the latter goes “over the top” of the world. “If I go to Los Angeles or San
Francisco, it’s going to be the highest dosage in our network, whereas when I go to New Delhi or
Singapore, it’s about a third of those doses,” said Eberbach, an Airbus A380 first officer for Deutsche
Lufthansa AG who also serves as chairman of a radiation protection working group for Vereinigung
Cockpit, or VC, the German pilots’ union. Airline employees face more radiation exposure than
radiology workers or nuclear power plant engineers, according to the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements. Beyond the popularity of polar routes, airlines are also connecting more
far-flung cities, with 16-18-hour hauls becoming routine thanks to modern aircraft technology. Singapore
Airlines intends to resume its 19-hour nonstop service to New York this year, while Qantas Airways Ltd.
has launched what it calls “Project Sunrise” to connect Sydney with London and New York nonstop by
2022.  Link

Bloomberg[.]com/news/articles/2018-03-12/the-future-of-air-travel-means-more-radiation?
cmpId=flipboard

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

Commercial In-Flight Incidents

*Southwest 3562, B738

o   March 11, 2018 at 10:27 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Phoenix, AZ (Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport) to Dallas, TX (Dallas/Fort
Worth International Airport)

o   Electrical problem
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o   Diverted to Albuquerque, NM (Albuquerque International Sunport); landed without incident

o   Passengers evacuated on taxiway via slides

o   0 fatalities; 5 injuries

*American 752, A321

o   March 11, 2018 at 9:21 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Philadelphia, PA (Philadelphia International Airport) to San Francisco, CA (San
Francisco International Airport)

o   Hydraulic problem

o   Diverted to Denver, CO (Denver International Airport); landed without incident at 9:50 PM EDT

*Delta 2042, MD90

o   March 11, 2018 at 8:50 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Atlanta, GA (Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport) to Philadelphia, PA
(Philadelphia International Airport)

o   Bird struck left engine

o   Returned to Atlanta, GA; landed without incident at 8:55 PM EDT

*Allegiant 1858, A319

o   March 11, 2018 at 6:45 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Indianapolis, IN (Indianapolis International Airport) to Orlando, FL (Orlando Sanford
International Airport)

o   Crew members medical incident due to turbulence

o   Continued to Orlando, FL; landed without incident

o   0 fatalities; 2 injuries

*FedEx 594, A306

o   March 11, 2018 at 6:30 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Memphis, TN (Memphis International Airport) to Richmond, VA (Richmond
International Airport)

o   Hydraulic problem

o   Diverted to Knoxville, TN (McGhee Tyson Airport); landed without incident

*American 738, A320

o   March 10, 2018 at 6:29 AM EST
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o   Enroute from Boston, MA (Boston Logan International Airport) to Philadelphia, PA (Philadelphia
International Airport)

o   Level 2 disturbance

o   Diverted to Indianapolis, IN (Indianapolis International Airport); landed without incident

o   Passenger transported to medical facility for evaluation at 7:26 AM EST

Ground Incidents

*Tucson, AZ, Tucson International Airport

o   March 11, 2018 at 10:17 PM EDT

o   SkyWest 3556, CRJ7, scheduled to Los Angeles, CA (Los Angeles International Airport)

o   Level 1 disturbance

o   Aircraft returned to gate; law enforcement responded

o   Passenger arrested

The Daily Aviation Memo is a daily update of foreign and domestic commercial aviation news compiled
from open sources and commercially-available information. Information contained in this report is
provided for situational awareness only and does not represent the views of the Aviation ISAC. Please
send comments or distribution requests to a-isac.advisory@a-isac[.]com.

A-ISAC Intel Shop

Dblough@a-isac.com

Ralvillar@a-isac.com

phart@a-isac.com

rforczyk@a-isac.com

a-isac.ops@a-isac.com

Aviation Information Sharing and Analysis Center (A-ISAC)

www.a-isac.com
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HEADLINE 03/07 Washington State Ferries haiku contest 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/washington-state-ferries-holding-haiku-contest/  

GIST Beer, wine, cheese, chowder 

 

frisky waves splash on green hulls 

 

our state’s pleasure boat 

 

MUKILTEO — Washington State Ferries wants to to hear about your boat ride. 

 

But keep it short. You only get 17 syllables in three lines metered in a 5-7-5 count. 

 

The ferry folks have drummed up a haiku contest for the summer cover of the quarterly ferry schedule. 

 

“We’ve been doing photos and images and drawing contests for our covers,” said Justin Fujioka, a ferries 

spokesman “This one is probably the most off the wall. We wanted something different. Haiku came up in 

a team meeting.” 

 

The five-day contest platform is on the @wsferries Twitter page, and poets have only until noon Friday to 

enter. 
Return to 

Top
 

 

 

HEADLINE 03/07 Compromise over police use of force 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/stunning-olympia-news-compromise-over-police-use-of-force/  

GIST OLYMPIA — To fully appreciate a peace accord reached this week on rewriting state law on the use of 

deadly force by police, consider the intensity of the conflict between the parties 15 months ago. 

 

Two dozen people tasked by the Legislature to provide guidance gathered for a final time in November to 

settle on recommendations. 

 

They represented those who write state laws, those who enforce them and those upon whom they are 

enforced. And they had spent months in search of a narrow peninsula of common ground where 

Washington residents could rest assured of a fair and just review process each time a cop took a life. 

 

On that decisive day, task force members engaged in a raw and unfettered public demonstration of 

democracy, sometimes impolite and other times emotional. There were insinuations of racism and cop-

blaming. Most of the day they spent talking at each other rather than to each other. 

 

What resulted was a split decision in the panel’s final report, no revisions in law during the 2017 

legislative session and then Initiative 940, which, if it gets on the ballot this fall and is passed, will make it 

easier to prosecute an officer with a crime after an incident in which they wrongfully kill someone. 

 

Then came Tuesday’s moment of Zen at a meeting of the House Public Safety Committee. 

 

Representatives from law enforcement and from De-Escalate Washington, the force behind the initiative, 

announced the discovery of common ground. They now agree on how to rewrite existing state law in ways 

that will open the door a little wider for prosecuting officers without pushing every one of them through 

should they injure or kill someone in the line of duty. 

 

It required lawmakers to perform an unprecedented — and some think unconstitutional — procedural two-
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step, in which they adopt the initiative in its entirety then immediately pass a second bill amending it with 

verbiage of the compromise. 

 

What finally brought the parties together? 

 

First, the initiative. Its architects hauled in $1.4 million and gathered 355,000 signatures to get it on the 

ballot. Raising another couple of million dollars for a campaign would be no problem, and the ballot 

measure looked pretty unbeatable. 

 

Most of those in law enforcement realized if they didn’t want to live under the language of the initiative, 

they needed to negotiate terms under which they could. So most — though not all — got on board. 

 

Second, the brokers of peace, Rep. Roger Goodman, D-Kirkland, and Rep. Dave Hayes, R-Camano Island. 

 

They both served on the task force and never stopped looking for a beachhead of compromise. On 

Tuesday, Goodman declared that the wording everyone signed onto makes the initiative “more workable, 

more understandable.” 

 

The once-feuding forces agreed. 

 

It “truly strengthens and clarifies” the initiative in ways that will build bridges and trust in communities, 

said Heather Villanueva, a member of the leadership team for I-940, during the committee hearing. 

 

“This bill brings us together,” said Steve Strachan, executive director of the Washington Association of 

Sheriffs and Police. “This is the best outcome for our state.” 

 

It was unclear Wednesday morning if the two-step will be completed before legislators adjourn Thursday. 

If not, voters should get their say on I-940 in November. Presuming it passes, lawmakers could do their 

thing next session. 

 

That path is messier and rife with risks. But given how far the parties have traveled, they don’t seem likely 

to turn back anytime soon. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 France vows to fight anti-Semitism 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/a65521b85f934be18d3ed8f03dcc3222/France's-Macron-vows-to-fight-anti-

Semitism-online-and-off  

GIST PARIS (AP) — French President Emmanuel Macron pledged Wednesday to fight firmly against anti-

Semitism wherever it surfaces, whether in the street or online, and to protect the nation’s Jews amid 

growing concerns about intolerance. 

 

In a speech to France’s leading Jewish group, he insisted there is no reason for Jews to flee the country, 

which is home to the world’s largest Jewish population outside Israel and the United States. 

 

“There are hatreds that are rising again, there are the worse kinds of crimes,” Macron said at the annual 

dinner of the CRIF umbrella organization. 

 

“We have understood, with horror, that anti-Semitism is still alive. And on this issue our response must be 

unforgiving. France would not be itself if Jewish citizens had to leave because they were afraid,” he said. 

 

He pledged continued protection for Jewish schools and synagogues and other sites as well as a new 

government plan to fight racism and anti-Semitism online, which is notably spreading among young 

people. 
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Macron also called for a Europe-wide effort to force internet platforms to remove content that feeds 

extremism. 

 

The latest official figures show that anti-Semitic violence increased 26 percent last year in France and that 

criminal damage to Jewish places of worship and burials increased 22 percent. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 China: greater global leadership role 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/1458f3d281114c2284c732ff8e6739ce/China-eyes-greater-global-leadership-role,-

downplays-fears  

GIST BEIJING (AP) — The world can only benefit as China marches toward “irresistible” national rejuvenation 

and assumes greater global leadership under President Xi Jinping, China’s top diplomat said Thursday as 

he sought to dismiss concerns about China’s rise while also underscoring its inevitability. 

 

From providing the most peacekeepers of any U.N. Security Council member to facilitating talks in world 

conflicts, “the China of today should play a more active role in resolving hot issues in the region and the 

world,” Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi said. “This is not only something we should do, but what is 

widely expected of us.” 

 

Wang spoke on the fringes of China’s annual, largely ceremonial legislative session at a news conference, 

where he was asked whether China’s recent efforts to push for peace talks in Myanmar and between Israeli 

and Palestinian delegations, for instance, represented a shift in its longstanding non-interference foreign 

policy. 

 

China remains committed to non-interference, Wang said, arguing that those in the West who are alarmed 

by China’s growing clout and overseas activity are affected by bias. 

 

“The development and rejuvenation of China is irresistible,” Wang said. “Some people in the United 

States believe that China therefore wants to replace the role of the U.S. in the international arena. This is a 

fundamental, strategic misjudgment.” 

 

“China and the United States can compete without necessarily being opponents, they should more be 

partners,” he added, while warning that a possible trade war mulled by President Donald Trump would 

hurt the U.S. 

 

“Especially in today’s globalized world, a trade war is the wrong prescription,” he said. 

 

Wang emphasized what he called the key role played in China’s more pro-active foreign policy by 

President Xi Jinping, who is likely to remain leader indefinitely after the legislature lifts presidential term 

limits. 

 

“Since 2012, President Xi Jinping has been the chief architect of China’s major-country diplomacy. He 

was personally involved in the planning and conduct of head of state diplomacy, which by world acclaim 

has been brilliant,” Wang said. 

 

Xi has visited 57 countries and received more than 110 foreign heads of state, Wang said, citing Xi’s 

“leadership and charisma.” 

 

Wang called on the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, an eight-nation group dominated by China and 

Russia, to play a greater role in international diplomacy, saying it has a “bounden duty to maintain peace 

and stability in our region and beyond.” 

 

China will host the SCO summit in the port of Qingdao in June. 
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The group also includes Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, India and Pakistan, and China 

has sought to use it to ensure security along its Central Asian border, for example, by holding joint anti-

terrorism exercises. 

 

In international affairs, however, it has been a relative lightweight, and the new emphasis announced by 

Wang is in keeping with a Chinese push to broaden its global footprint with mega projects such as the 

trillion-dollar Belt and Road infrastructure initiative. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 UN Women: sex abuse cases ‘tip iceberg’  

SOURCE https://apnews.com/ba34af27bfea4f659a40c905009ebc6b/AP-Interview:-UN-Women-chief:-Sex-

abuse-cases-tip-of-iceberg  

GIST UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The head of the U.N. agency promoting equality for women says the global 

spotlight on sexual harassment and abuse and the punishment of some powerful men who had been 

“untouchable” is an important moment — but it’s just “a tip of an iceberg.” 

 

Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka said Wednesday that is because the number of women who have “come out” is 

small and the number of perpetrators who have been “brought to book” is limited compared to the number 

who haven’t been exposed. 

 

But in an interview with The Associated Press on the eve of International Women’s Day, she said that in 

the immediate future at the very least there is a possibility of reducing and halting the continuation of 

abuse because perpetrators now know “there is actually a possibility that your victim might tell.” 

 

“This is a tipping point and a critical time for everyone,” said Mlambo-Ngcuka, the executive director of 

UN Women. “And what we need to be guarding is that the pendulum must not swing backwards.” 

 

She said the follow-up that is needed is for all institutions to communicate with their employees what their 

rights are, so they know how to report any violations and can be assured “that they will be believed and 

that they will not end up being on trial themselves.” 

 

Mlambo-Ngcuka stressed that while the spotlight has been on powerful male offenders in Hollywood, 

business and the high echelons of society, sexual harassment and abuse is prevalent around the world from 

factories and farms to buses, trains and homes. 

 

And not a single country has achieved gender equality, she said. 

 

Even in Iceland, which comes closest and has the “highest levels of consciousness about gender equality, 

violence against women is a problem, and unequal pay is a fact, and underrepresentation of women in 

decision-making is a fact,” Mlambo-Ngcuka said. 

 

“This is the same thing we are fighting in India, in South Africa, in the U.S.,” she said. “So all of these 

countries do not value women the way they value men.” 

 

And 150 countries have at least one law that discriminates against women, she added. 

 

The theme of International Women’s Day is “Time is Now: Rural and urban activists transforming 

women’s lives.” To keep the global spotlight on the #MeToo movement, Mlambo-Ngcuka said #MeToo 

activists have been invited to participate in Thursday’s events at U.N. headquarters. 

 

“It’s about talking about the globalization of sisterhood,” she said, “and ensuring that when you are saying 

MeToo, MeToo have been harassed in Hollywood and MeToo have been harassed in a train in Bombay. 

And we both felt the pain.” 
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The aim of bringing the #MeToo participants is for them “to get the feel of the woman who is not from 

Hollywood, who, however, is just as concerned about the issues,” Mlambo-Ngcuka said. 

 

“When a perpetrator stands in front of you and attacks you, whether you are a celebrity or an ordinary 

woman in a village, the violation and the humiliation that you feel is the same,” she said. “The one thing 

we have in common, when a perpetrator attacks me, or attacks someone who is a queen, or a woman who 

is sitting in a shantytown, in front of the perpetrators we are all equal.” 

 

“And what we need to be fighting for is a society and a generation of men, of all sorts, of all classes, of all 

countries, not to be violators,” Mlambo-Ngcuka said. 

 

She expressed hope that “the millennials who are rising up in the companies and are destined for the 

corner office, they will know that the corner office doesn’t come with a girl — that you will get it trouble 

... that the boards of organizations cannot afford these cases and the stigma, and the public will punish 

you.” 

 

Mlambo-Ngcuka, who is from South Africa, said addressing sexual harassment and abuse and achieving 

equality for women will take years, and there is a lot of work to do in all countries. 

 

Some women have been encouraged by sexual abusers and harassers losing jobs and facing criminal 

proceedings, she said, but it takes a long time “for women to actually master the courage to speak for 

themselves.” 

 

Mlambo-Ngcuka said UN Women is also working with men and boys who are key to changing norms, 

attitudes and cultural practices — from engaging in child marriage and beating wives to accepting that 

they can be a partner to a woman. 

 

UN Women also is working with the European Union on changing discriminatory laws, increasing the 

number of women decision-makers, and getting police to prosecute crimes against women. 

 

Next week, the Commission on the Status of Women will be meeting at U.N. headquarters with the theme: 

“Challenges and opportunities in achieving gender equality and the empowerment of rural women and 

girls.” 

 

Mlambo-Ngcuka said she expects sexual harassment and abuse to be a hot topic at side events. 

 

“It is the beginning of a conversation that maybe is going to take us five years or so before maybe we see a 

critical mass of countries that are actually getting it the right way,” she said, “but we cannot afford to 

waste this moment, which we’ve all created.” 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Philippine protest, SKorea’s #MeToo 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/eff2b237ad0e41f5bf492cbdeda3ce32/Philippine-protest,-South-Korea's-MeToo-

mark-Women's-Day  

GIST MANILA, Philippines (AP) — In Manila, they decried the president as a violator of women’s rights. In 

Seoul, the surging #MeToo movement took to the streets. In India, where endemic violence against 

women has only recently become part of the public conversation, they marched toward Parliament loudly 

demanding their rights. 

 

It was International Women’s Day on Thursday, and as the day began in Asia tens of thousands of women 

ensured it could not go unnoticed. 

 

Hundreds of activists in pink and purple shirts protested in downtown Manila against Philippine President 

Rodrigo Duterte, calling him among the worst violators of women’s rights in Asia. Protest leaders sang 
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and danced in a boisterous rally in Plaza Miranda, handing red and white roses to mothers, sisters and 

widows of drug suspects slain under Duterte’s crackdown on illegal drugs. 

 

In Myanmar, embattled leader Aung San Suu Kyi urged women to build peaceful democracies using their 

strength in politics, economics and social issues. In Europe, protesters in Spain got an early start, 

launching a 24-hour strike and calling on women to stop working, whether at offices or at home. 

 

And in China, students at Tsinghua University used the occasion to make light of a proposed constitutional 

amendment to scrap term limits for the country’s president. 

 

One banner joked that a boyfriend’s term should also have no limits, while another said, “A country 

cannot exist without a constitution, as we cannot exist without you!” 

 

China’s ceremonial legislature is poised to pass a constitutional amendment to allow President Xi Jinping 

to rule indefinitely. Photos of the students’ banners, like other content about the proposed amendment, 

were quickly censored on social media. 

 

Hundreds of South Koreans, many wearing black and holding black #MeToo signs, rallied in central 

Seoul. They called for sex offenders to be brought to justice, and for action on issues including the gender 

pay gap. 

 

South Korea’s #MeToo movement has gained significant traction since January, when a female prosecutor 

began speaking openly about workplace mistreatment and sexual misconduct. The list of women who 

speak out is growing day by day. 

 

Several high-profile men have resigned from positions of power, including a governor who was a leading 

presidential contender before he was accused of repeatedly raping his female secretary. 

 

Suu Kyi’s speech marked the third International Women’s Day celebrated in Myanmar under a civilian 

government. She led her party to a landslide victory in 2015 elections and leads the government, even 

though the country’s constitution bars her from the presidency. 

 

“A country’s human rights values will be enhanced when women are granted their rights,” she said. 

 

Philippine protesters condemned the thousands of people they say died in extrajudicial killings — 

accusations the police deny. 

 

Protest leader Jean Enriquez also railed against Duterte’s anti-women remarks, saying: “We’re so alarmed. 

We have seen his direct attacks on women under his iron-hand rule and it’s now time to heighten our 

resistance.” 

 

Human rights groups have condemned Duterte’s sexist remarks, including one in which he asked troops to 

shoot female communist rebels in the genitals. 

 

In India, hundreds of women, including students, teachers and sex workers, marched through the capital to 

bring attention to domestic violence, sexual attacks and discrimination in jobs and wages. 

 

“Unite against violence against women,” one placard urged. “Man enough to say no to domestic abuse,” 

said another. “My body, My choice.” 

 

India had its first female leader in 1966 when Indira Gandhi became prime minister, but Indian women are 

still often relegated to second-class citizenship. 

 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, though, insisted in a tweet that things are changing. “Several women have 

left an indelible mark in the history of humankind,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 March 8 is International Women’s Day 

SOURCE http://time.com/5187268/international-womens-day-history/?xid=homepage  

GIST As people around the world celebrate International Women’s Day on Thursday — an annual March 8 

observance — countries from Kyrgyzstan to Cambodia will officially honor women’s rights and 

achievements across the political, economic, social and cultural spheres. The day has been designated as 

an official United Nations observance since 1975, which was International Women’s Year, and is a 

national holiday in many parts of the world. 

 

But the day’s origins go much further back than 1975 — and are more radical than what we might expect 

from a day so widely celebrated. 

 

Centering around the socialist movements of the early 20th century, here’s more on how International 

Women’s Day (IWD) came to be: 

 

How Did the Day Begin? 

The impetus for establishing an International Women’s Day can be traced back to New York City in 

February 1908, when thousands of women who were garment workers went on strike and marched 

through the city to protest against their working conditions. “Like today, these women were in less 

organized workplaces [than their male counterparts], were in the lower echelons of the garment industry, 

and were working at low wages and experiencing sexual harassment,” says Eileen Boris, Professor of 

Feminist Studies at the University of California Santa Barbara. 

 

In honor of the anniversary of those strikes, which were ongoing for more than a year, a National 

Women’s Day was celebrated for the first time in the U.S. on Feb. 28, 1909, spearheaded by the Socialist 

Party of America. 

 

Led by German campaigner and socialist Clara Zetkin, the idea to turn the day into an international 

movement advocating universal suffrage was established at the International Conference of Working 

Women in 1910. Zetkin was renowned as a passionate orator and advocate for working women’s rights, 

and her efforts were crucial to the day’s recognition throughout much of Europe in the early 1910s. 

 

The Most Consequential Women’s Day Protest 

Although International Women’s Day had started with action from the women’s labor movement in the 

U.S., it took on a truly revolutionary form in Russia in 1917. 

 

Just as Zetkin’s idea was spreading through Europe, Russia (where International Women’s Day was 

established in 1913) was facing unrest for other reasons too. It was against the backdrop of a country 

exhausted by war, widespread food shortages and escalating popular protest that the nation’s 1917 

International Women’s Day demonstration was held on Feb. 23 of that year — the equivalent of March 8 

in the Russian calendar, indicating the significance of the date of the commemorations today. 

 

Though it wasn’t Russia’s first International Women’s Day, historian and activist Rochelle Ruthchild of 

Harvard’s Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies points to the differences between earlier protests 

and this demonstration, which took place in the then-capital Petrograd and involved thousands. “Women 

were mostly the ones on the breadline, and were the core protesters,” she says. “In fact, male 

revolutionaries like [Leon] Trotsky were upset at them, as these disobedient and misbehaving women were 

going out on this International Women’s Day, when they were meant to wait until May,” referring to the 

annual worker’s protests on May 1. 

 

Despite the initial directives from revolutionary leaders, the protests that began on March 8 grew to daily 

mass strikes of workers from all sectors demanding bread, better rights and the end to autocracy. A week 

later, the Tsar abdicated, signaling the downfall of the Russian Empire and paving the way for socialism 

and the formation of the Soviet Union in 1922. 
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“You could argue that these demonstrations sparked the abdication of Tsar Nicholas and the end of the 

Romanov dynasty,” Ruthchild says. “This was probably the most consequential of any International 

Women’s Day demonstrations of any time.” 

 

March 8th (23 February in the Julian calendar) the Bourgeois Democratic Revolution, was the first of the 

two revolutions in Russia in 1917. 

 

Suffrage and International Women’s Day 

Russian women demanded — and gained — the right to vote in 1917 as a direct consequence of the March 

protests and after more than 40,000 women and men again took to the streets demanding universal 

suffrage. This made Russia the first major power to enact suffrage legislation for women, a year earlier 

than Britain and three years earlier than the United States. In fact, suffragettes in the U.K. and their 

counterparts in the U.S. both looked to Russia as an example, and held what they saw as the country’s 

progress and liberation of women up as a mirror to their own governments, warning that they were lagging 

behind. 

 

“Women’s movements, be it suffrage or labor rights, have always had an international connection,” says 

Boris. British suffragette Emmeline Pankhurst visiting Russia in June 1917 and the creation of the 

Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom during World War I are examples of these early 

20th century global links. 

 

These two suffragettes carried their banner to a White House gate on June 22, 1917. The message indicts 

Woodrow Wilson, but he later came out in favor of the Nineteenth Amendment. The words &quot;free 

Russia&quot; refer to the women's voting rights introduced by the provisional regime that had overthrown 

the Czar in March. 

 

However, the celebration of International Women’s Day itself did not hold as much weight in the U.S. 

through the 20th century as it did in other countries, largely due to its political associations with the Soviet 

Union and socialism amid increasing Cold War tensions. The fact that an official U.N. day observance was 

only established in 1975 underlines this point, and may go some way to explaining why the day still isn’t 

as widely recognized in the U.S. today as it is elsewhere, though it is no coincidence that March is the 

nation’s Women’s History Month. 

 

“I think it’s really interesting that all over the world, people observe this day that actually originated in the 

U.S.,” says Ruthchild, “but the U.S. doesn’t observe it to the same degree.” 

 

‘Many More Steps to Take’ 

In the century since it was first established, International Women’s Day has come to be marked just as 

frequently with celebration as it is with protest, but the day’s legacy remains steeped in the struggle for 

women’s rights — an element that has gained renewed relevance in recent months, particularly as the 

#MeToo movement has taken on global dimensions. 

 

Looking to the history of International Women’s Day today in Russia, Ruthchild points out the “irony” of 

recent developments in laws affecting Russian women; for example, last year Vladimir Putin signed a 

controversial amendment to a law that decriminalized some forms of domestic violence. “How did a 

society which touted women’s liberation turn so quickly into a society that has reacted so strongly against 

notions of women’s equality and women’s rights?” she says. 

 

And Russia is by no means the only country where women continue to face challenges to their rights. 

“Certainly, there are people and leaders in the U.S. who would like to turn back the clock too,” says 

Ruthchild. In the time since President Trump’s election in 2016 and the Women’s March in early 2017, 

American women have been mobilized to action by conversations surrounding sexual harassment, equal 

pay, threats to reproductive healthcare and more. 

 

International Women’s Day doesn’t seem likely to lose its radical flavor any time soon. 
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“Days like IWD are a time to celebrate the gains that have been made and to measure how far we have 

come,” Boris says, “but also to see that there are many more steps to take and to rededicate to the struggle 

ahead.” 
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HEADLINE 03/07 China tries to gauge NKorea nuke offer 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/7/china-tries-to-gauge-north-korea-nuclear-offer/  

GIST President Trump praised China for helping drive North Korean leader Kim Jong Un’s toward potential 

denuclearization talks with Washington, but a cautious Beijing has barely even reacted to reports this week 

that Mr. Kim is offering to halt all nuclear and missile tests while such negotiations play out. 

 

Despite its status as the North’s ally and main link to the outside world, the Chinese government has not 

made an official statement on the claim by South Korean officials that Mr. Kim made the offer during 

talks with them this week, and the newspaper of the ruling Communist party even questioned whether the 

offer really happened. 

 

“North Korea still has not confirmed the South’s version of events,” stated an editorial in the Global 

Times, noting that Pyongyang’s own official state newspaper, the Rodong Sinmun, had said Pyongyang’s 

actual plan is to proceed with the “advance” of the nation’s “nuclear weaponry.” 

 

U.S. officials said the editorials underscored ongoing “puzzlement” inside the White House over the true 

nature of the offer South Korean officials claim Mr. Kim made with regard to missile and nuclear tests. 

 

South Korean President Moon Jae-in’s office said in a statement Tuesday the North in direct talks had 

expressed a “willingness to hold a heartfelt dialogue with the United States on the issues of 

denuclearization” and “made it clear that while dialogue is continuing, it will not attempt any strategic 

provocations, such as nuclear and ballistic missile tests.” 

 

But Mr. Moon on Wednesday tried to tamp down expectations for the detente and ease fears that the talks 

could separate Seoul from Washington and other allies urging a hard line on the North’s nuclear and 

missile programs. He noted many of the sanctions of the North were imposed by the U.S. or through the 

United Nations, and would only be eased by “substantive progress” on denuclearization. 

 

“These international efforts cannot be loosened by inter-Korean dialogue,” Mr. Moon told a meeting of 

South Korean party leaders in Seoul. “We don’t aim for that to happen and it’s also impossible.” 

 

The issue, according to Michael Pillsbury, a Mandarin-speaking Pentagon consultant and head of Chinese 

strategy at the Hudson Institute in Washington, is that “that there seems to be no direct message from 

North Korea to the U.S. government.” 

 

“This is all being filtered through the South Korean government,” Mr. Pillsbury said, adding that Chinese 

officials, who are generally regarded as having better sources on the inner workings of the Pyongyang 

regime, are still unsure about what is on the table. 

 

According to the Global Times editorial, the Chinese government so far “does not see a major shift in 

North Korea’s negotiating position,” said Mr. Pillsbury, who warned in an interview that “there is often a 

price to pay just to learn that North Korea has not made any real concessions.” 

 

Joseph DeTrani, a former CIA official who served as the State Department’s special envoy to the North 

Korean talks that broke down in 2009, said the Chinese have appeared to be “as surprised as everyone 

else” about South Korea’s claim that Mr. Kim has offered to halt tests and discuss denuclearization with 

Washington. 

 

“We’ve got to sit down with the North Koreans and not have anything go through filters,” said Mr. 
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DeTrani. “It’s got to be direct so we can figure out what’s going on, what does Kim Jong Un want, and 

does he know what he’s doing?” 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Security clearance system ‘backlog’ 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/7/dan-coats-absurd-security-clearance-process-

reveal/  

GIST The process to obtain access to classified government information has become so “absurd” that when then-

Sen. Dan Coats, who served on the Senate Intelligence Committee, was named President Trump’s director 

of national intelligence, he needed to re-apply for a security clearance. 

 

“Because there was that short-term gap, he had to go through a whole new security clearance process,” 

Virginia Sen. Mark Warner, the ranking Democrat on the Senate intelligence panel. “That was pretty 

absurd.” 

 

In January, the Government Accountability Office went so far as to place the security clearance process on 

its “high risk” list of areas requiring immediate broad-based reform, noting that the backlog for 

investigating job candidates for security clearances has more than tripled in four years to 710,000. 

 

The problems include an antiquated system established to thwart outside threats, but works poorly against 

internal threats like National Security Agency leaker Edward Snowden; the failure to employ cutting-edge 

technology to simplify background checks; and, as in Mr. Coats’ case, the reality that a clearance at one 

government agency often does not transfer to another part of the government. 

 

With 23 different agencies, and subcategories within agencies, the duplication is massive, experts told a 

Senate Intelligence Committee hearing Wednesday. 

 

In the past five years, the federal government has attempted to overhaul the background check process 

since it was revealed that the last firm in charge, Virginia-based USIS, had failed to complete some 

665,000 investigations. 

 

As a result, the waiting time between getting a job and being cleared to work at a government agency, or 

private business contracting with the government requiring one — often runs at least a year. 

 

Senate Intelligence Committee Chairman Richard Burr, North Carolina Republican, asked David Berteau, 

president of the Professional Services Council, which represents the government contracting staffing 

business, about the delays. 

 

“Why’s it take so damn long?” Mr. Burr asked. 

 

Kevin Phillips, president and CEO of government contractor ManTech, said the process, established 

during the Eisenhower administration, is “very manual” and requires investigators to make personal visits 

to check up on someone with handwritten notes, not computer tablets. There is also a matter of trust, he 

added. 

 

“People want to walk through the process and make sure, in this environment, that people are 

trustworthy,” he said, “and the timeline is taking longer because the assurance is needed.” 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Pentagon steps up NKorea military plans 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/mar/7/pentagon-steps-up-north-korea-military-

planning/  
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GIST The Pentagon is intensifying military planning for war on the Korean Peninsula despite the apparent thaw 

between North Korea and the United States over Pyongyang’s nuclear weapons and long-range missile 

program. 

 

Pentagon officials say the military planning has increased in recent weeks and involves reworking and 

refining Op Plan 5027, as the war plan for a conflict against North Korea is called. 

 

The activity is being done by planners in the Pentagon in coordination with officials from U.S. Forces 

Korea, the military command in South Korea. The objective is to determine how best to execute President 

Trump’s order to eliminate the North Korean nuclear program. 

 

The stepped-up planning comes as Pyongyang signaled this week that it is ready to hold talks with the 

United States and South Korea on its nuclear program. 

 

Current administration policy toward North Korea is to impose maximum diplomatic and financial 

pressure, resulting in dozens of new economic and financial sanctions on the regime of Kim Jong-un in a 

bid to force him to back down. Intelligence officials assess that the sanctions are beginning to have an 

impact on North Korea’s already weak economy. 

 

Mr. Trump took credit for the latest overture and tweeted on Tuesday that the response indicated “possible 

progress.” But he also said the United States remains ready to use force. 

 

“For the first time in many years, a serious effort is being made by all parties concerned,” the president 

tweeted. “The World is watching and waiting! May be false hope, but the U.S. is ready to go hard in either 

direction!” 

 

Pre-emptive U.S. military action is widely viewed as producing devastation for South Korea and possibly 

Japan, which both have U.S. military bases, and could quickly escalate to a nuclear exchange. North 

Korea’s military readiness was discussed on Capitol Hill at a Senate Armed Services Committee hearing 

this week. 

 

Army Lt. Gen. Robert Ashley, director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, said North Korean threats to 

turn the South Korean capital of Seoul into a “sea of fire” are not propaganda. 

 

“I’m not sure of the phrase, but it would be a significant amount of casualties,” Gen. Ashley said. 

 

North Korea’s army uses outdated Soviet-era design weapons, including massive amounts of artillery 

deployed close to the Demilitarized Zone separating the Koreas. 

 

They include self-propelled artillery and guns and howitzers ranging in size from tubes with 122-

millimeter to 152-millimeter barrels. Also deployed are North Korean-produced Koksan guns of 170-

millimeter caliber. Rocket artillery includes at least three calibers of multiple rocket launchers, in 107-, 

122- and 240-millimeter sizes, many mounted on trucks. Gen. Ashley said the majority of the artillery 

weapons are well-maintained. 

 

“Now, there is going to be a degree of atrophy over time, but our expectation is those systems will work,” 

he said. 

 

The North Korean military also has a problem with ammunition and parts for its weapons because many 

are not widely available in the international arms markets. 

 

Asked about North Korean troops’ military readiness, the three-star general said: “We’ve watched their 

winter training exercises. They’ve shown a level of discipline and expertise.” 

 

“Kim Jong-un is far different from his father in the level of rigor that they’ve applied to their training 

regime to make sure their crews are ready,” Gen. Ashley said. 
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A senior administration official told reporters this week that North Korea’s latest overture on resuming 

nuclear talks is being viewed cautiously by White House national security officials. The main worry is that 

the North Koreans will engage in nuclear talks solely as a means of reducing the administration’s 

“maximum pressure” campaign against Pyongyang. 

 

The administration of President George W. Bush made concessions in a bid to coax the North Koreans 

into denuclearizing, including lifting some sanctions and removing North Korea from the list of state 

sponsors of terrorism. 

 

The North Koreans pocketed the concessions and eventually walked away from the talks — all the while 

building up its nuclear warheads and missiles. 

 

“The president’s policy all along has been pursuing maximum pressure in order to change their calculus to 

help them understand that denuclearization is the only path to a better outcome,” the official said, adding 

that the administration has always kept the door open for talks. 

 

In the past, North Korea has attached “nonstarter conditions” for talks, such as liquidating the U.S. alliance 

with South Korea and removing troops from the peninsula. 

 

“What we are looking for is concrete steps toward denuclearization, not a rehashing of old positions that 

did not lead to that outcome,” the official said. 

 

On North Korea’s offer to halt missile tests in exchange for new talks, the official suggested that would 

not be enough. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Wildland firefighters face different battle 

SOURCE https://crosscut.com/2018/03/DACA-washington-firefighters-immigration-trump-dreamer  

GIST OLYMPIA — All they want to do is to keep fighting fires on millions of acres of private, state and tribal-

owned forestlands as part of Washington state's largest on-call fire department.  

 

But the firefighting fates of Noe Vazquez and Christian Garcia Herrera, who have each fought more than 

20 fires, are in limbo until the federal government reaches a deal on Deferred Action for Childhood 

Arrivals, otherwise known as DACA. 

 

On Tuesday in Olympia, Vazquez and Herrera, dressed in crisp, white shirts and skinny, black ties, held a 

press conference to put a face on the thousands of people who continue to be impacted by President 

Donald Trump's decision to end the DACA program last Fall.  

 

“It’s sad to realize that if my DACA does get canceled I won’t be able to continue my dream of becoming 

a wildland firefighter,” Herrera said. “I wanna make a difference in the world some day.”  

 

“I love the adrenaline you get. I love the work. I just love being able to give back to the community,” 

Vazquez added. 

 

Monday was the deadline for Congress and Trump to reach an agreement on the DACA program, which 

offers two-year work permits to those who have been in the country illegally since they were children.  

 

There are an estimated 800,000 people who are DACA recipients nationwide; 17,000 in Washington state. 

Opponents of DACA argue President Barack Obama's creation of the program, via executive order, was 

unconstitutional. For now, two federal judges have ordered the administration to maintain the program 

while legal challenges move forward. Ultimately, however, DACA recipients are counting on Congress 

and the president to resolve the issue. 
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On Monday, however, the deadline for a DACA deal came and went with no resolution in sight and only 

Trump tweeting: “It’s March 5th and the Democrats are nowhere to be found on DACA. Gave them 6 

months, they just don’t care. Where are they? We are ready to make a deal!"  

 

The White House has said that it will maintain the program only under the condition that Congress 

provides funding for a border wall with Mexico and increased border security. Trump also wants Congress 

to agree to sweeping reductions to legal immigration, like so-called "chain migration," a visa program that 

allows immigrants already living in the United States to bring family members over. 

 

Here in Olympia, Washington’s Commissioner of Public Lands, Hilary Franz, who is ultimately 

responsible for the state’s on-call fire department, joined Vazquez and Herrera in support of them. 

 

“To become a wildland firefighter we know is not easy. It takes enormous amount of bravery, enormous 

amount of hard work, and the commitment of caring for your team,” Franz said. 

 

“As our wildfire fighter seasons become larger and longer, and we are seeing even greater need for more 

people stepping up to be firefighters, we need to make sure that we value people like Noe and Christian,” 

Franz continued.  

 

“What are we trying to accomplish by denying legal status to Dreamers. Who is better off?” (According to 

the state Department of Natural Resources, the average wildfire season across the country today is 78 days 

longer than it was in the 1970s.) 

 

Vazquez, 20, was born in Guadalajara, Mexico. He says he came to the United States with his mother, who 

had been a victim of domestic violence. Initially raised in Los Angeles, Vazquez moved to Washington 

and applied for DACA in 2015. He knew college was probably not right for him but dreamt of becoming a 

firefighter. 

 

“I would stay at home during the summers, and I would see the clouds miles away getting closer and 

closer, just plumes of smoke,” said Vazquez who, along with Herrera, lives in Tonasket in Okanogan 

County. “You couldn’t be outside for too long because it’s toxic. I was wondering what I could do for my 

community, what was something I could do to help because there was a lot of people who were devastated 

by it.” 

 

Vazquez was able to fight fires in 2017 until his work permit expired. Unable to work, he was short on 

money and neglected to pay parking tickets. His license was suspended as a result. In January, he was 

pulled over and detained by Immigration. He served one month in the Northwest Detention Center in 

Tacoma. Now that he’s been released on bond, he hopes to resubmit his DACA application, but he’s 

unsure whether the program will even continue and consequently, whether he will be able to go back to 

fighting fires.    

 

Herrera, 20, still has his DACA work permit and is currently employed by the Department of Natural 

Resources but he, too, worries. Herrera was born in Guerrero, Mexico but has been in the U.S. since he 

was an infant. In fact, Herrera says he would have been born in the U.S. if not for the fact that his mother 

had to travel back to Mexico to take care of his grandmother, who was dying from cancer. Herrera, who 

was also raised in California, moved to Washington about six years ago. He wasn’t sure fighting fires was 

right for him but once he got started, he was hooked. He realized it was a good way to serve as a role 

model for his younger siblings and the community at large.    

 

The two young men’s supervisor, Justin Wilson, was also on hand in Olympia to offer support. Wilson 

said he could see right away that they were right for the job. 

 

“You work and earn your paycheck, you don’t expect it, and I’ve seen that in these two individuals,” 

Wilson said. Wilson also said bilingual firefighters, capable of communicating with various communities 

about fire safety, are more important than ever and in short supply. Wilson could lose as many as four 
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firefighters if the DACA program doesn’t continue.   

 

“Basically that shuts a whole truck down. I’ve got four people on a truck. If I lose these four people we’ll 

lose a resource, plain and simple,” Wilson said. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Sheriff: arrests if protesters block streets 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/920532/sheriff-johanknecht-seattle-protesters/  

GIST Seattle has drawn sharp criticism after seven protesters blocked downtown traffic without any police 

intervention. 

 

“We have a lot of two-lane roads out there so it will create a backup pretty quickly,” King County Sheriff 

Mitzi Johanknecht told KTTH’s Todd Herman. “As a matter of fact, on that day I worked remotely. My 

office is down there and there was no way I was going to get to it; and some other staff having 2-3 hour 

commutes that day.” 

 

Seattle police made no arrests on March 1. The protesters locked arms at 4th Avenue and James Street and 

blocked traffic. It created a 2.5 mile backup through the city. The backups echoed through area roads and 

onto I-5. Police did nothing. Sheriff Johanknecht is not in charge of Seattle police, however. 

 

“Each agency decides how to handle things differently,” she said. “In my jurisdiction if the roadway is 

blocked, we would make arrests. But we’d work with protesters. Often times, it’s them wanting to be 

arrested. There’s a big danger, a big public safety issue, I think, in those situations. 

 

The protesters oppose a proposed $210 million King County juvenile justice center. They sat down at 4th 

Avenue and James Street around 8 a.m. They later moved to 5th Avenue and Stewart Street. One driver 

tried to inch her car past the scene. Protesters jumped on her hood. Another woman was forced to park at 

the bottom of First Hill and limp up to Harborview Medical Center. She was getting foot surgery that day. 

 

KIRO Radio’s Chris Sullivan was among many critics in town after police did nothing. KTTH’s Todd 

Herman said he would have performed a citizen’s arrest. It depends how it’s done, but Sheriff Johanknecht 

said that deputies often encounter a citizen’s arrests. 

 

“We have people witness stuff all the time and stand by,” she said. “You’ve heard of times when DUIs are 

kept from driving their cars out of parking lots and so forth; I consider those citizens arrests and people 

stand by and assist us.” 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Seattle promise: free college by 2020 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/03/07/durkan-aims-to-fulfill-free-college-promise-by-2020/  

GIST SEATTLE -- Free college could soon become a reality for all high school students in Seattle. 

 

Mayor Jenny Durkan, Seattle Colleges Chancellor Shouan Pan and Seattle Public Schools Superintendent 

Larry Nyland, signed a partnership agreement Wednesday that allows for the expansion of the Seattle 

Promise Program, which aims to provide free community college tuition to high school students. 

 

"How many people think Seattle jobs should go to Seattle kids?" Durkan yelled at a crowd of students at 

Ingraham High School before signing. 

 

Durkan said the affordability crisis is the central problem in Seattle and obtaining a post-secondary degree, 

credential or certificate is necessary to obtain a living wage job. She pointed to a statistic that said by 

2020, 70% of all jobs in Washington state will require some post-secondary education, but only about 31% 

of Washington's high school students get that by the age of 26. 
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"In the City of Seattle you should be able to grow up and either work in those shiny new buildings 

downtown, build those shiny new buildings or own those shiny new buildings," Durkan said. 

 

The Timeline 

 

The 2018-19 school year will serve as a transition year, according to the timeline released by the mayor's 

office. 

 

During this transition year, a total of six Seattle area high schools will be served through the Seattle 

Promise College Tuition Program in partnership with all three Seattle colleges. 

 

The program is expected to serve about 1,000 high school and college students, including approximately 

500 students in six high schools who will have access to support and outreach staff for college readiness 

and wrap around college preparation services. 

 

Approximately 215 students will receive '13th Year' scholarships at Seattle colleges and approximately 

120 students will be eligible to receive '14th Year' scholarships at South Seattle College. 

 

In 2019, all Seattle public high school students will be eligible for Seattle Promise, and by 2021, the 

Seattle Promise will serve all eligible Seattle public high school graduates. 

 

Cost of the program 

 

Durkan's office estimates the program will cost $6.3 million annually, once the program is fully 

implemented. 

 

That cost is based on enrollment projections from South Seattle College and includes staff for college 

preparation and wrap around support at both the high school and college level, “last dollar” scholarships, 

and additional budget for equity funds for students who require additional assistance. 

 

For the transition year (2018-2019 school year), Durkan estimates the cost at $1.76 million, which 

includes $1.1 million from the city. 

 

Durkan's office didn't specifically say how the program will be funded but said the program will likely 

include a combination of city investment, private partnerships, and Seattle Colleges. 

 

The Seattle Promise College Tuition Program will expand on the successful 13th Year Promise 

Scholarship from serving three high schools to serving six high schools – Chief Sealth, Cleveland, 

Garfield, Ingraham, West Seattle and Rainier Beach. Beginning in the fall of 2018, current 13th Year 

Promise Scholarship students will be eligible for an additional 14th year of tuition support. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Homeland and Hollywood partnership 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/federal-pages/dhs/cbp/homeland-hollywood-partnership-heaven-or-hell/  

GIST Anne Sittmann, head of the Television and Motion Pictures Division at U.S. Customs and Border 

Protection, joined Women in Homeland Security for a briefing and sat down with HSToday to discuss 

CBP’s strategy with Hollywood. Most recently, Sittmann worked with Netflix to produce Border Security: 

America’s Front Line in addition to Border Wars currently airing on the National Geographic channel. 

 

HSToday: How does CBP interact with Hollywood? What’s the point? 

 

Sittmann: Hollywood and the government are no strangers to each other ever since the great character 

actor George Kennedy established the first motion picture office under the command of Gen. George 
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Patton during World War II. The purpose of that office so many years ago was to render technical 

assistance and advice in order to ensure accuracy in the portrayal of the Army, but also to aid in 

recruitment during an especially dire time for our country. This was not lost on other agencies, and it was 

none other than J. Edgar Hoover who worked hand-in-hand with Hollywood to ensure that the FBI became 

not only America’s best-known law enforcement agency, but also Americas best-funded. I’m sure many of 

you are familiar with the Canadian Mounties, the RMCP, which would not have been possible without the 

cartoon character of RCMP Officer Dudley Do-Right who, despite sometimes glaring ineptitude, “always 

got his man.” 

 

It is from this historical perspective that CBP approaches what is arguably the most subtle and rewarding 

means of branding and communication. Millions of dollars, even billions, are spent every year on such 

small things as getting James Bond to switch from the martini (shaken, not stirred) to Heineken beer. In 

fact, in the first movie about CBP, The Terminal with Tom Hanks and Catherine Zeta Jones, Steven 

Spielberg made almost as much money on product placement as the movie grossed. 

 

First and foremost, when Hollywood comes calling they can make a movie with your help or without it, 

and by cooperating one can influence what people see and how they react to it. For example, when The 

Terminal was initially pitched, the port director was written as evil and on the take. Spielberg eventually 

softened the character and made CBP employees among the heroes of the movie. But, just like a press 

shop, when you pitch a story to the media it is usually always better than if the media seeks you out. 

 

HSToday: Are you “leaning forward” with any projects to support the CBP mission? 

 

Sittmann: In addition to creating events and tours for producers, directors and writers of non-scripted, 

fictional television, which is an area we have not been dominant in, we are exploring virtual reality and 

other futuristic forms of visual communication. We completed our very first virtual reality program this 

past year and continually work with our Visual Communications Branch to find new, unique ways of 

conveying our message via technological breakthroughs. 

 

HSToday: Do you find Hollywood generally supportive of your efforts? 

 

Sittmann: Yes. Our efforts under DHS to connect with Hollywood are actually met with surprise and 

sometimes astonishment. There is an industry gathering twice a year where the top producers gather and 

one of the biggest hits was when I attended with a uniformed Border Patrol agent. We use conventions like 

this and certain DHS/CBP-sponsored events to pitch ideas — either priorities of leadership, or are just 

plain interesting — and to allow producers, directors and writers to pitch ideas to us. 

 

HSToday: What’s the best thing that has come from your work with Hollywood? 

 

Sittmann: When CBP dove full-time into the world of TV and motion pictures (circa 2007), very few 

people had any idea of what the border was like and fewer still had ever been there. Even if you lived on 

the border, chances are you never experienced the vast uninhabited swaths between the cities. Border 

Wars, our first really successful series, changed that and brought the border into homes all over our 

country and all over the world. The reality that we all have to deal with is that reality or fiction in TV and 

motion pictures shapes our perceptions and should be treated and pursued like a press organization pursues 

The New York Times, CNN or Fox. 

 

Our Office of Field Operations (blue uniforms) has its own TV series currently airing on Netflix, Border 

Security, America’s Front Line, which is a perfect example of what I like to call “edutainment.” It 

chronicles the day-to-day operations at ports of entry along the Northern border. It was a huge success in 

Canada before Netflix bought the rights and is now prepping for its second season. The feedback has been 

tremendous. The public begins to understand why we do what we do and are better prepared to comply. 

These shows serve as an excellent recruitment tool. 

 

HSToday: Have you been able to correct any misperceptions about CBP’s work? Was there 

anything that they thought about CBP that was patently false? 
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Sittmann: We don’t use TV or motion pictures to correct any misconceptions in today’s news, because 

today’s news is usually forgotten tomorrow. TV and motion pictures brand and leave lasting impressions 

of our mission and the strength of the men and women in our workforce. The reason our shows are 

successful is because we let the inner dedication and competence of our front line employees shine 

through. Television especially can be the beginning of a very intimate interaction between our employees 

and the viewers. After all, you often watch television in your living room or even your bedroom, and like 

anyone you make up your mind about an organization very often by the way you feel about the employees. 

 

Through these television shows, we are slowly correcting that CBP represents three operational units.  

Everyone has an idea of what the Border Patrol does. People who travel are familiar with our blue 

uniforms at the Ports of Entry, the Office of Field Operations, and almost nobody knows that CBP has an 

“air force” bigger than some countries. Amongst their many missions, they patrol the skies during the 

Super Bowl, and assist with search-and-rescue efforts during natural disasters. Currently, they are featured 

on one of Smithsonian Channel’s top-rated programs, Aerial America. 

 

One of the biggest areas we had to overcome was the often-repeated civil rights charges that the Border 

Patrol mistreated immigrants. Border Wars was on the border for five years with the same two producers 

and many of the camera and sound men. They were, for the most part, “Hollywood liberals” yanked from 

the beaches of Malibu to endure life on the border. Now, if we ever need someone with impeccable liberal 

credentials, we can count on any number of them to rise publicly to our defense. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Seattle to appeal ‘truck is home’ ruling 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/homeless/city-of-seattle-appeals-ruling-that-a-truck-is-a-

home/  

GIST The city of Seattle will appeal a King County judge’s ruling last week that a because a vehicle can be 

defined as someone’s home, it can’t be towed. 

 

Reached Wednesday night, Deputy City Attorney John Schochet called last week’s ruling in King County 

Superior Court, “legally wrong and unworkable.” And while the Superior Court’s ruling doesn’t 

necessarily set a precedent, Schochet said the decision could still affect the city’s ability to enforce its 

parking laws. 

 

It’s a case with potential far-reaching implications for the thousands of people living in their vehicles 

across the county, and those residents and business owners who are frustrated with their presence on city 

streets. 

 

Steven Long, 58, is among those in the region living in his vehicle because his rent got too high.  He sued 

the city after a parking-enforcement officer ordered his pickup truck towed in October 2016 for violating 

Seattle’s 72-hour parking rule. Long had been living in the truck since he was evicted from an apartment 

two years earlier. 

 

The city eventually waived the parking ticket, but Long was left responsible for $557 in impoundment 

fees. 

 

He lost his case in Municipal Court last May. 

 

But on Friday, Superior Court Judge Catherine Shaffer ruled in Long’s favor on two counts: that the 

towing of the vehicle, and its potential sale at auction if Long couldn’t pay the fees, violated the state’s 

homestead act; and that the fees themselves violated the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on excessive 

fines. 

 

In court on Friday, Assistant City Attorney Michael Ryan warned about that interpretation of the law, 
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arguing it could put the city at risk of violating the state constitution anytime officials tow a vehicle, 

because it’s not always clear someone is living in it. 

 

Jim Lobsenz, one of Long’s attorneys, predicted the city may stop towing vehicles they suspect someone 

is living in simply because they won’t be able to collect the fines, based on Shaffer’s decision that the 

vehicle can be a home and shouldn’t be subject to such fees. 

 

He compared the city’s 72-hour parking rule to outdated loitering laws, designed to keep people from 

remaining any one place too long. 

 

“Why? Because you’re up to no good?” Lobsenz said. “Because we feel uncomfortable with people that 

are just hanging around our neighborhood for more than three days.” 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Travel warning for Mexico tourist city 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/playa-del-carmen-mexico-us-travel-warning/  

GIST MEXICO CITY -- The U.S. Embassy in Mexico has issued a new travel alert for the Caribbean resort city 

of Playa del Carmen, where an explosion on a tourist ferry injured 26 people last month. The embassy says 

in an alert posted on its website that it received information Wednesday about a "security threat" in that 

city and U.S. government employees are prohibited from going there. 

 

It adds that the U.S. consular agency in Playa del Carmen "will be closed until further notice." 

 

The embassy did not specify the threat or say if it was related to the Feb. 21 blast or the subsequent 

discovery of apparent explosives attached to another vessel.  

 

U.S. State Department spokeswoman Heather Nauret said in a statement that all travelers should check 

travel.state.gov before they travel.   

 

"In Mexico alone, we've issued a number of recent security alerts as soon as we received information that 

travelers should know," the statement said. "We encourage travelers to be aware surroundings and exercise 

caution." 

 

In a previous alert last week the embassy had only barred employees from taking ferries between Playa del 

Carmen and Cozumel Island. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 CIA: China trying to infiltrate institutions 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/china-cia-intelligence-foreign-influence/2018/03/07/id/847403/  

GIST China conducts extensive operations to influence foreign countries, including techniques to permeate 

American institutions, according to a classified CIA report, The Washington Free Beacon reported on 

Wednesday. 

 

The CIA specifically warns about attempts by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to stipulate funding to 

universities and policy institutes in exchange for academic censorship, according to an unclassified page of 

the report obtained by the Free Beacon. 

 

"The CCP often denies visas to academics who criticize the regime, encouraging many China scholars to 

pre-emptively self-censor so they can maintain access to the country on which their research depends," the 

report states. 

 

It also accuses the CCP of providing funding to academic institutions and think tanks in order to "deter 

research that casts it in a negative light . . . [using] this tactic to reward pro-China viewpoints and coerce 
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Western academic publications and conferences to self-censor." 

 

The revelation of the report comes following last month's testimony to the Senate Intelligence Committee 

by FBI Director Christopher Wray that the bureau is investigating dozens of Chinese-backed Confucius 

Institutes hosted by more than 100 universities throughout the U.S for their potential to be used as a spying 

tool. 

 

These cultural centers are managed by a division of the Chinese Ministry of Education and are an integral 

part of Beijing's $10 billion a year foreign propaganda campaign. 

 

Sen. Marco Rubio, who co-chairs the Congressional-Executive Commission on China, last month asked 

five schools in his state to close down these institutes, according to the Washington Examiner. 

 

The Florida Republican said the Chinese government uses the programs to limit discussion on topics it 

finds sensitive, such as the Tiananmen Square Massacre or the political status of Tibet. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Sick Venezuelans flee to Colombia 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/sick-venezuelans-flee-colombia-mounting-refugee-crisis-

53599960?   

GIST In a cramped hospital near Colombia's border with Venezuela, migrants fill stretchers bearing the wounds 

of the deteriorating nation they left behind. 

 

An 18-year-old woman rubbed her swollen belly after fleeing with her infant daughter when the wounds 

from her C-section began to ooze pus. A young man whose femur had torn through his skin in a 

motorcycle crash needed antibiotics for an infection. An elderly retiree with a swollen foot arrived after 

taking a 20-hour bus ride from Caracas because doctors there told his family the only treatment they could 

offer was amputation — without anesthesia or antibiotics. 

 

"If you want to sign, sign. But we are not responsible for the life of your father," Teresa Tobar, 36, quoted 

the doctors in Venezuela as telling her when they handed over the papers to authorize her father's surgery. 

 

As Venezuela's economic crisis worsens, rising numbers are fleeing in a burgeoning refugee crisis that is 

drawing alarm across Latin America. Independent groups estimate that as many as 3 million to 4 million 

Venezuelans have abandoned their homeland in recent years, with several hundred thousand departing in 

2017 alone. 

 

Many of those migrants are arriving by foot in Colombia and landing in the Andean nation's emergency 

rooms with urgent medical conditions that Venezuelan hospitals can no longer treat. 

 

According to health officials, Venezuelans made nearly 25,000 visits to Colombian ERs last year, up from 

just 1,500 in 2015. At hospitals in border cities like Cucuta, patients are packed side by side on stretchers 

that spill into hallways, not much unlike the deplorable conditions they fled back home. Authorities project 

that Venezuelan admissions to Colombian hospitals could double in 2018 and say the nation's already 

overstretched public health system is unprepared to handle the sudden swell. 

 

"We are not in a position to assume the cost of the comprehensive care for the migrants arriving," said 

Julio Saenz, an adviser on migrant affairs to Colombia's Health Ministry. "That's a very big concern." 

 

Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has refused to allow humanitarian aid to enter the struggling nation, 

denying there is a crisis and contending that permitting international relief could pave the way for foreign 

intervention. But what little data officials have released indicates Venezuelans are facing mounting health 

challenges. Cases of infant and maternal mortality have risen sharply and long-eradicated maladies like 

diphtheria have re-emerged. 
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By law, Colombia's hospitals are required to treat any person, local or foreign, who shows up at an 

emergency room. But many Venezuelans are arriving with chronic conditions like cancer and diabetes that 

require expensive, continuing care. Health institutions in Colombia are not required to provide those 

treatments. 

 

"We handle the emergency room care, but beyond that there is no more we can do," said Juan Ramirez, 

director of the Erasmo Meoz Hospital in Cucuta. 

 

Cucuta health officials estimate the cost of caring for Venezuelan migrants will climb millions of dollars 

this year. Most of that cost ends up being funded by cash-strapped local institutions that say they need the 

help of the central government and international community. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Germany: deaths from nitrogen dioxide 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/german-government-calculates-deaths-nitrogen-dioxide-

53602457  

GIST Thousands of people die prematurely each year in Germany from the harmful effects of nitrogen dioxide, a 

gas that's produced by diesel engines, according to a government-sponsored report published Thursday. 

 

The study commissioned by the Federal Office for the Environment concluded that almost 6,000 people 

died prematurely in 2014 from illnesses that are known to be caused or aggravated by nitrogen dioxide, or 

NO2. 

 

The study, conducted by the publicly funded Helmholtz Center Munich and private company IVU Umwelt 

GmbH, used widely accepted statistical models to determine how many deaths could be attributed to NO2. 

 

It compared deaths from diabetes, asthma and other diseases with emissions records in cities and the 

countryside. 

 

The 172-page report was published a week after a German court ruled that cities can ban the use of diesel 

cars as part of measures to improve air quality. 

 

"This study shows how much nitrogen dioxide harms health in Germany," the head of the Federal Office 

for the Environment, Maria Krautzberger, said. "We should do everything to make our air clean and 

healthy." 

 

The report found that the number of deaths fell from a peak of 8,157 in 2008, in line with a gradual decline 

in NO2 emissions in Germany. 

 

It took a conservative approach, only examining diseases that have a well-established link with NO2 and 

excluding the impact in areas where emissions are below 10 micrograms per cubic meter. 

 

Still, it found the disease burden was up to 50 percent higher in areas with significant NO2 levels than in 

those areas where emissions were below the study threshold. 

 

The study also calculated what's called the "years lost" as a result of elevated emissions, resulting in a 

figure of 49,726 fewer years of life for the population across Germany in 2014. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 International Women’s Day march in Kabul 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-chinese-womens-day-joke-power-grab-
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53598645  

GIST The Latest on International Women's Day (all times local): 

 

4 p.m. 

 

During Taliban rule many would have been afraid to leave their homes, but hundreds of women marched 

in the Afghan capital Kabul on Thursday to commemorate International Women's Day — and to remind 

their leaders that plenty of work remains to be done to give Afghan woman a voice, ensure their education 

and protect them from increasing violence. 

 

The head of the Independent Human Rights Commission, Sima Samar, directed some comments at women 

in Afghanistan's security forces. 

 

"Your safety represents the safety of all Afghan women," she said, reminding women in uniform to report 

any abuse by superiors to the rights commission. She said no one has the right to comment on their 

physical appearance or to speak to them disrespectfully. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Northeast pummeled by heavy snow 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/east-coast-bracing-2nd-noreaster-week/story?id=53575745  

GIST At least one person died on Wednesday as a powerful nor’easter barreled through the Northeast, just days 

after a storm killed nine in the same region.  

 

The victim, an 88-year-old woman from Suffern, New York, died after being hit by a falling tree in her 

driveway, according to police in Suffern, which is about 30 miles northwest of Manhattan.  

 

At least 60 million Americans were in the storm's path, prompting plane, train and school cancellations 

across the Northeast.  

 

Over 3,000 flights were canceled on Wednesday and more than 850,000 customers, including 320,000 in 

New Jersey and over 130,000 in New York, were left without power as of early Thursday as the brutal 

storm unleashed heavy snow, rain and gusty winds across on the area.  

 

“I encourage New Yorkers to stay at home or seek shelter if experiencing a loss of power," New York 

Gov. Andrew Cuomo said late Wednesday, as he announced plans to double the number of National 

Guard troops deployed in the region. 

 

Very heavy snow is now pummeling Philadelphia and New York City. Near-blizzard conditions were 

expected for Long Island. Snowfall rates reached as much as 2 inches per hour with wind gusts up to 30 

mph. 

 

Thundersnow -- when thunder and lightning occur during a snowstorm -- was even reported in New York 

City, New Jersey and Connecticut. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Teacher unions see momentum build 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/07/teacher-unions-see-momentum-build-with-west-virginia-

strike.html  

GIST As teachers in West Virginia noisily celebrated a 5 percent raise that ended their nine-day walkout, 

momentum was building elsewhere for similar protests over pay and benefits for the nation's public school 

teachers. 
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Teachers in Oklahoma and Arizona are contemplating actions of their own amid growing frustration over 

meager pay. Teachers and staff in eight Kentucky school districts were planning "walk in" rallies Thursday 

to protest proposed cuts to their retirement benefits. Teachers in Pittsburgh reached a tentative agreement 

after threatening a strike, and hundreds of educators held demonstrations this week in Jersey City, New 

Jersey. 

 

The unions' victory in the West Virginia strike has given a boost to organizers who say the national 

spotlight on teacher pay is long overdue. 

 

"To be able to do that there? I think people in Arizona started looking at each other saying, 'Wow!'" said 

Noah Karvelis, an art teacher in Phoenix who helped launch a campaign urging Arizona teachers to wear 

red Wednesday as a show of solidarity. The demonstration was meant to gauge interest in stronger action 

by teachers, who received a 1 percent pay increase this year, Karvelis said. 

 

From West Virginia, which has some of the nation's lowest teacher salaries, unions heard familiar stories 

of educators struggling to get by. The teachers behind the walkout that shuttered public schools statewide 

said the 2 percent pay raise initially proposed would not have covered their rising health insurance costs. 

 

Some of the teachers who returned to classrooms on Wednesday said they hope unions around the country 

will be encouraged by what they accomplished. 

 

"I do think this strike can be the start of something big nationally," said Melinda Monks, a special 

education teacher at Bridgeview Elementary in South Charleston, West Virginia. "Because the United 

States, as Gov. (Jim) Justice says, has fallen behind in education, behind some of our other nations, and I 

think it's time that teachers step forward and demand a more central role in education and more respect for 

our profession." 

 

Teacher unrest around the United States has grown as strong health care and retirement benefits, viewed in 

the late 1980s and 1990s as a tradeoff to slower pay growth, have begun to erode at district or state levels, 

said Becky Pringle, vice president of the National Educators Association. 

 

"They're really feeling it now and they're leaving all of their options open in terms of what kinds of actions 

they are ready to take," she said. 

 

The daily demonstrations and legislative back and forth were closely watched from Oklahoma, where 

teachers union President Alicia Priest said large numbers of teachers are leaving the profession and state 

because of funding cuts and compensation that lags behind surrounding states by $5,000 to $20,000. The 

union there is pushing for pay raises of $10,000 over three years. 

 

"It certainly does embolden us," Priest said. 

 

Nationally, the average teacher's salary was $58,950 in 2017, according to the National Center for 

Education Statistics, more than $10,000 above what teachers earn in West Virginia, Oklahoma and 

Arizona. 

 

Tom Ramming, an educational policy professor at the University at Buffalo, attributed much of West 

Virginia's impact to its statewide scope, whereas in many other states contracts are settled at the district or 

county level. 

 

"When the entire teaching force ... goes out on strike and they're united," Ramming said, "people take 

notice." 
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bangladesh-n853026  

GIST Refugees driven out of Myanmar by what the U.S. has called "ethnic cleansing" now face a new threat: the 

looming monsoon and cyclone season. 

 

Authorities have warned that more than 100,000 Rohingya Muslims who fled into neighboring Bangladesh 

are at risk of losing their makeshift homes to the deadly floods and landslides that accompany seasonal 

rains. 

 

Workers are scrambling to reinforce shelters and dig drainage systems before the bad weather is expected 

next month. 

 

 “On the hill where my house is built there are 960 houses and this hill will possibly collapse in the coming 

monsoon season,” said refugee and community leader Sabbir Ahmed, responding to questions asked by 

NBC News with the help of a translator supplied by the International Organization for Migration, the 

U.N.'s migration agency. 

 

Ahmed is one of the nearly 700,000 refugees — roughly the same number of people who live in Denver or 

Seattle — who have streamed out of Myanmar since violence erupted in August. 

 

On Wednesday, U.N. human rights chief Zeid Ra'ad al-Hussein said that he strongly suspected "acts of 

genocide" may have taken place against the ethnic minority in Myanmar's northern Rakhine State since 

then. He also suggested that reports of the bulldozing of mass graves in Myanmar showed a "deliberate 

attempt by the authorities to destroy evidence of potential international crimes, including possible crimes 

against humanity." 

 

The situation described by Ahmed is largely the same in other makeshift camps housing the refugees near 

Cox's Bazar, Bangladesh. 

 

“It’s a race against time,” said Caroline Gluck, a spokeswoman for the United Nations refugee agency 

(UNHCR) in the country. “We’re very alarmed, we’re very concerned, we’re doing what we can but we’re 

not sure it’s going to be enough.” 

 

Steep hills that were once covered in trees and foliage have now been cleared to make way for the 

tarpaulin shelters. Now bare and sandy, the banks have become more vulnerable to landslides in rainy 

conditions, Gluck explained. 

 

“Families have also been digging up the roots to use as firewood for cooking so there is nothing holding 

the soil together,” she added. “The soil is eroding. It’s like gravel.” 

 

Conditions are so cramped in the settlements that some of the shelters have been built on 45-degree slopes. 

The close quarters fall short of accepted international standards for refugees, Gluck added. 

 

“For the people who’ve built at the top of these slopes, then their shelters are at risk of being carried away 

in mudslides," a spokeswoman for the U.N.'s migration agency (IOM), Fiona MacGregor, said. "For the 

people at the bottom, they face the threat not only of mud and other debris landing on them from above, 

but also of flash floods." 

 

The rains are likely to start falling in April and could last until September, while May and June tend to be 

the wettest months, she added. 

 

The floods could also leave hundreds of thousands vulnerable to disease and unable to get aid if flooding 

cuts off parts of the settlements, the IOM warned. 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/brazil-yellow-fever-outbreak-largest-decades-846-

cases-53591576?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Brazil's yellow fever outbreak has now infected more people than the previous one, which had been the 

largest in decades. 

 

The Health Ministry said Wednesday that officials have confirmed 846 cases of the mosquito-borne 

disease. Of those, 260 have died. 

 

In the 2016-2017 outbreak, Latin America's largest nation saw 777 cases and 261 deaths. 

 

Large swaths of Brazil have long been at risk for yellow fever. But the previous outbreak and the current 

one are happening in areas not previously considered at risk for the disease and where vaccination rates 

were low. The current outbreak is hitting the populous states of Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais hard and 

encroaching on major cities. 

 

In response, Brazil has launched a campaign to vaccinate more than 23 million people. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Nor’easter prompts flight cancellations 

SOURCE https://www.cnbc.com/2018/03/07/noreaster-prompts-airlines-to-cancel-more-than-1900-flights.html  

GIST Forecasters have tweaked their snowfall predictions several times as another powerful winter storm 

approached the Northeast, but many airlines weren't taking any chances. 

 

Airlines canceled more than 2,200 flights scheduled for Wednesday to or from major airports in the 

Boston, Philadelphia and New York area, according to flight-tracking site FlightAware. 

 

Newark Liberty International Airport was closed as of Wednesday afternoon and was expected to reopen 

before 4 p.m. EST, according to the Federal Aviation Administration. A ground stop was in place at 

Philadelphia International Airport. A ground stop orders aircraft scheduled to fly to a certain airport to 

wait until conditions improve before departing. The FAA had earlier issued a ground stop at New York's 

LaGuardia Airport but that had been lifted as of 2 p.m. ET. 

 

The FAA said delays were minimal at most major airports in the Northeast. But carriers had canceled 

more than a third of flights from the New York City area's three main airports. 

 

At Newark, a major hub of United Airlines, about half of the airport's departures, or 329 flights, had been 

canceled as of Wednesday morning. Carriers canceled 294 flights from LaGuardia Airport and 260 from 

John F. Kennedy International Airport, according to FlightAware. A similar number of flights to those 

airports were also canceled. More than 280 flights were canceled to and from Boston Logan International 

Airport. 

 

Airport officials warned travelers to check with their airlines before heading to the airport. 

 

Airlines including United, Delta, JetBlue, American waived change fees for travelers affected by the storm 

if those individuals could move their trips to the coming days. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Calif. governor slams DOJ lawsuit 

SOURCE http://www.sacbee.com/latest-news/article203920624.html  

GIST Gov. Jerry Brown on Wednesday slammed U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions for "initiating a reign of 

terror" against immigrants in California. 
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Sessions on Tuesday filed suit against the state over three new laws, passed last year to protect immigrants 

living in California illegally, that he argues violate the supremacy clause of the U.S. Constitution and 

interfere with federal immigration enforcement. 

 

"This is basically going to war against the state of California, the engine of the American economy," 

Brown said. "It's not wise, it's not right and it will not stand." 

 

Brown and California Attorney General Xavier Becerra held a press conference at the Capitol to defend 

the laws following a speech by Sessions to a law enforcement conference in downtown Sacramento on 

Wednesday morning. In the speech, which Brown dismissed as a "political stunt," Sessions accused 

California officials of creating an open borders system and trying to secede from the United States. 

 

"It's about dividing America," Brown said, adding that Sessions was acting more like Fox News than the 

country's top law enforcement official. "I call upon him to apologize to the people of California for 

bringing the mendacity of Washington to California and trying to insert discord and division, and I might 

add dysfunctionality, in a state that's really working." 

 

Senate Bill 54, Assembly Bill 103 and Assembly Bill 450 – the three laws that Sessions sued over – 

restrict California law enforcement officials from cooperating on federal immigration actions, limit the 

ability of local jails to contract with the federal government to house immigrant detainees, and require 

employers to ask for a warrant before allowing immigration authorities to conduct a workplace raid. 

 

Commonly known as the "sanctuary state" law, SB 54 has been by far the most controversial. In its 

lawsuit, the federal government argued that it forces the release of immigrants who have already shown a 

willingness to engage in criminal activity. 

 

Becerra defended the law under the 10th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, which he said gives 

California the right to decline to participate in civil immigration enforcement. He said Trump's threats to 

pull grants from local police agencies over SB 54 amounted to "coercion." 

 

"Here in California, we respect the law and the Constitution. We expect the federal government to do the 

same," Becerra said at the press conference. "California is in the business of public safety. We're not in the 

business of deportations." 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Belgium issues iodine pills 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/07/europe/belgium-iodine-pills-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Pharmacies across Belgium are being stocked with iodine pills as part of a new government 

emergency plan to help protect citizens against a potential nuclear accident. 

 

The revised plan, which was issued by the National Crisis Center on Tuesday, sets out a number of safety 

provisions, focusing in particular on people living within 20 kilometers (about 12 miles) of emergency 

planning zones surrounding five nuclear sites. 

 

Within these zones, which surround sites at Doel, Tihange, Mol-Dessel, Borssele and Chooz (just over the 

border in France), residents will receive iodine tablets to protect them against radioactive iodine and 

prevent thyroid cancer in case of a nuclear accident. Elsewhere, the government is stocking pharmacies 

with iodine tablets to be made freely available to all, with young people under the age of 18 and pregnant 

women specifically being encouraged to pick up a pack. 

 

The emergency zone extends 10 kilometers (about 6 miles) around the Fleurus reactor. 

 

The government is also making preparations to swiftly evacuate people living within 10 kilometers of 

these nuclear sites, as well as encouraging residents to subscribe to the BE-Alert alarm system so they'll 
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get information quickly in case of a nuclear accident. 

 

A representative for the Federal Agency for Nuclear Control told CNN the measures are merely 

precautional and do not indicate an imminent threat. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 NSA leak reveals list enemy hackers 

SOURCE https://www.wired.com/story/nsa-leak-reveals-agency-list-enemy-hackers/  

GIST WHEN THE STILL-UNIDENTIFIED group calling itself the Shadow Brokers spilled a collection of NSA 

tools onto the internet in a series of leaks starting in 2016, they offered a rare glimpse into the internal 

operations of the the world's most advanced and stealthy hackers. But those leaks haven't just let the 

outside world see into the NSA's secret capabilities. They might also let us see the rest of the world's 

hackers through the NSA's eyes. 

 

Over the last year, Hungarian security researcher Boldizsár Bencsáth has remained fixated by one of the 

less-examined tools revealed in that disemboweling of America's elite hacking agency: A piece of NSA 

software, called "Territorial Dispute," appears to have been designed to detect the malware of other nation-

state hacker groups on a target computer that the NSA had penetrated. Bencsáth believes that specialized 

antivirus tool was intended not to remove other spies' malware from the victim machine, but to warn the 

NSA's hackers of an adversary's presence, giving them a chance to pull back rather than potentially reveal 

their tricks to an enemy. 

 

That means the Territorial Dispute tool might offer hints of how NSA sees the broader hacker landscape, 

argues Bencsáth, a professor at CrySys, the Laboratory of Cryptography and System Security at the 

Budapest University of Technology and Economics. In a talk on the leaked software at Kaspersky's 

Security Analyst Summit later this week—and in a paper he's planning to post to the CrySys website on 

Friday and asking others to contribute to—he's calling on the security research community to join him in 

investigating the software's clues. 

 

In doing so, Bencsáth hopes to determine which other countries' hackers the NSA has been aware of, and 

when they became aware of them. Based on some matches he's established between elements of Territorial 

Dispute's checklist and known malware, he argues the leaked program potentially shows that the NSA had 

knowledge of some groups years before those hackers' operations were revealed in public research. Since 

it also includes checks for some malware he hasn't been able to match with public samples, Bencsáth 

believes the tool demonstrates the NSA's knowledge of some foreign malware that still hasn't been 

publicly revealed. He hopes that more researchers digging into the software might lead to a better 

understanding of the NSA's view of its adversaries, and even potentially reveal some still-secret hacker 

operations today. 

 

"The idea is to find out what the NSA knew, to find out the difference between the NSA viewpoint and the 

public viewpoint," says Bencsáth, arguing that there may even be a chance of uncovering current hacking 

operations, so that antivirus or other security firms can learn to detect their infections. "Some of these 

attacks might even still be ongoing and alive." 

 

When the leaked version of Territorial Dispute runs on a target computer, it checks for signs of 45 

different types of malware—neatly labelled SIG1 through SIG45—by searching for unique files or registry 

keys those programs leave on victim machines. By cross-referencing those so-called "indicators of 

compromise" with CrySys's own database of millions of known malware samples, Bencsáth was able to 

identify 23 of the entries on Territorial Dispute's malware list with some degree of confidence. 

 

Bencsáth says SIG1, for instance, is the notorious Agent.btz worm that infected Pentagon networks in 

2008, likely the work of Russian state hackers. SIG2 is malware used by another known Russian state 
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hacker group, Turla. The last—and Bencsath believes, most recent—entry on the list is a piece of malware 

discovered publicly in 2014, and also tied to that long-running Turla group. 

 

Other specimens on the list range from the Chinese malware used to hack Google in 2010, to North 

Korean hacking tools. It even checks for the NSA's own malicious code: The joint Israeli and NSA 

creation Stuxnet, used to destroy Iranian nuclear enrichment centrifuges around the same time, is labelled 

as SIG8. While the inclusion of the NSA's own malware on the list may seem strange, Bencsáth speculates 

it may have been included as an artifact from a time before tools like Stuxnet were widely known to be a 

US operation, to prevent low-level operators from distinguishing US malware used in classified operations 

beyond their security clearance from the malware of foreign countries. 

 

Bencsáth believes that the specimens in the list appear roughly in chronological order, seemingly based on 

when each was first known to be deployed. If that ordering holds, he says, it suggests that the NSA may in 

some cases have known about different hacker operations years before those hacking campaigns were 

revealed in public research. A collection of malware known as "Cheshire Cat" is listed before the Chinese 

malware used in the 2010 attack on Google, and researchers believe elements of the campaign dates back 

as early as 2002. But that code was only revealed publicly in a talk at the Black Hat conference in 2015. 

 

In another case, Territorial Dispute lists the malware known as Dark Hotel, believed to have been used by 

North Korean hackers to spy on targeted hotel guests as SIG25. If the chronology theory holds, that would 

place it it before Duqu, a piece of NSA malware discovered by Bencsáth's own CrySys lab in 2011. That 

means the NSA may have kept knowledge of invasive North Korean malware under wraps for three years, 

even as it was used to target victims that included US executives and NGOs. 

 

"If they knew so much more about the topic, I don’t know what they did to help," Bencsáth says. "If they 

don’t tell the industry what to protect against, it’s a problem." The NSA's public affairs office didn't 

respond to WIRED's request for comment on Bencsáth's research. 

 

Unknown Unknowns 

 

To be fair, the exact chronology of Territorial Dispute's malware list is far from confirmed. Some entries 

on the list do seem to appear out of order. And even if the NSA did keep its knowledge of ongoing attacks 

secret, that would fit its usual modus operandi, says Matthew Suiche, the founder of security firm Comae 

Technologies, who has closely tracked the Shadow Brokers' leaks. After all, the NSA keeps plenty of other 

secrets for the sake of preserving its capabilities, from zero-day vulnerabilities to the proof behind the US 

government's attribution of hacker attacks to certain countries. 

 

"It doesn’t surprise me they do the same thing with APTs," says Suiche, using the industry jargon for 

"advanced persistent threats" to refer to state-sponsored hacking groups. "They don’t want the adversary to 

understand their actual capacity." If analysis of Territorial Dispute does reveal the NSA's secret knowledge 

of its adversaries, it could represent another blow to the NSA's advantage of surprise over those 

adversaries—as with so many other of the Shadow Brokers' leaks. 

 

'They don’t want the adversary to understand their actual capacity. 

 

But Suiche also notes limitations in the information that can be gleaned from the Territorial Dispute code. 

It only includes a few simple indicators of compromise for each type of malware and just 45 types, a 

vastly simpler collection of data than the average antivirus software—a decision Suiche guesses may have 

been intended to make the tool more lightweight and less sensitive if it were discovered by an adversary. 

Like other Shadow Brokers leaks, it may also be a years-old piece of code. Bencsáth, for his part, says he's 

not entirely sure of the freshness date on the NSA's leaked software. 

 

But even if it turns out to be years out of date, Territorial Dispute nonetheless contains evidence of some 

state-sponsored hacking operations that still haven't been publicly identified, Suiche believes. "This 

definitely shows that the NSA is tracking APTs that still haven't been discovered," Suiche says, pointing to 

several of the entries on Territorial Dispute's list for which he couldn't find any public record. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Audit: DHS security is insecure 

SOURCE https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/03/08/feds_scolded_for_slow_security_patching_and_outdated_o

perating_systems/  

GIST The United States' Department of Homeland Security could do more to keep its IT systems secure, a 

government report has found. 

 

In an agency-wide audit titled "Evaluation of DHS' Information Security Program for Fiscal Year 2017" 

(PDF), the DHS's watchdog, the Office of Inspector General (OIG), concluded that DHS "could protect its 

information and systems more fully and effectively." 

 

Based on a scale of five possible maturity levels – 1) ad hoc; 2) defined; 3) consistently implemented; 4) 

managed and measurable; and 5) optimized – DHS' information security program rated level three in three 

of the five areas evaluated, shy of the passing grade, level 4. 

 

DHS fell short implementing the various configuration settings required to protect systems, continued 

using unsupported operation systems, failed to patch critical vulnerabilities quickly, failed to monitor 

software licenses on unclassified systems, and didn't plan well enough for recovery from service 

disruptions. 

 

The report, dated March 1 and released on Wednesday, March 7, found that as of June 30, 2017, 64 

systems lacked the authority to operate, based on government security criteria. Of these, 16 were classified 

national security systems and 48 were unclassified systems. 

 

The results nonetheless represent an improvement over 2016 when 79 unclassified systems were deemed 

insufficiently protected. 

 

According to the report, the foremost reason that the DHS failed to meet its security goals was lack of 

security talent. 

 

Among the issues identified were: 

 

Exchange folders were indexed in cache mode, which means user emails could be accessed if the machine 

was compromised. 

 

Registry auditing was not always enabled, thereby allowing unattributed changes to the Windows registry. 

 

Anonymous access to shared network drives was not always disabled. 

 

The report also scolds DHS for continuing to use unsupported operating systems. DHS, the Coast Guard, 

and the Secret Service were all found to be using Windows Server 2003 after Microsoft's July 2015 

discontinuation of support. 

 

The OIG also noted that Windows workstations at DHS, the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

(FEMA), and the Coast Guard were missing a variety of patches. 

 

"Windows 2008 and 2012 operating systems were missing security patches for Oracle Java, an 

unsupported version of Internet Explorer, and a vulnerable version of Microsoft’s Sidebar and Gadgets 

applications," the report says. "Some of the missing security patches dated back to July 2013." 

 

A number of Windows 8.1 and Windows 7 workstations were missing key security patches, including the 

WannaCry fix, various browser updates, and patches for Adobe Flash, Shockwave, and Acrobat flaws. 
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The report concludes that the observed deficiencies run contrary to the President’s Cybersecurity 

Executive Order and demonstrate the need for stronger security oversight. 

 

"Until DHS overcomes challenges to addressing its systemic information security weaknesses, it will 

remain unable to ensure that its information systems adequately protect the sensitive data they store and 

process," the report concludes. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Economic crime in Canada leaping 

SOURCE https://www.itworldcanada.com/article/rate-of-economic-crime-in-canada-is-leaping-report/402551  

GIST After several years of relatively stable numbers the rate of economic crime in Canada took a leap in 2017, 

according to numbers from PriceWaterhouse Coopers. 

 

Fifty-five per cent Canadian respondents reported experiencing economic crime in the last 24 months, the 

consulting company reported Wednesday, compared to 37 per cent in 2016, and 36 per cent in 2014. 

 

Cyber crime (46 per cent), asset misappropriation (38 per cent) and consumer fraud (36 per cent) were the 

most frequently reported crimes. 

 

Within cyber crime, phishing (58 per cent) was the most reported problem in the previous 24 months, 

followed by malware (45 per cent) and network scanning (20 per cent). 

 

The Canadian numbers were part of PWC’s annual global survey on economic crime. 

 

Nearly half (48 per cent) of Canadian respondents predicted that cybercrime will be the most disruptive 

force to their organization in the next two years. 

 

The Canadian report concludes from these and other numbers that while economic crime is up, the defence 

measures necessary to detect and prevent it can — and should — be improved and strengthened across 

Canadian organizations. 

 

“In order to stay competitive and innovate in the digital world, Canadian organizations need to revisit their 

cybercrime program to balance risk and opportunity,” the report says. 

 

“Looking at the data, it’s clear that fighting fraud today requires a shift from macro to micro measures. 

Companies can no longer rely solely on the loss prevention department or IT reports to detect fraud — 

they need sophisticated, targeted controls that can be continuously monitored for their effectiveness at all 

possible touch points, across functional teams, from the back office to the front lines of their business.” 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Hackers prepping for ‘March Madness’ 

SOURCE https://www.thestreet.com/story/14510668/1/hackers-to-step-up-their-games-during-march-

madness.html  

GIST The hype surrounding March Madness will increase daily, followed a surge in cyber attacks as the number 

of people participating in NCAA brackets and betting pools expands and fraudsters are on the prowl. 

 

Cyber criminals are prepped for the hype and the excitement building around the NCAA basketball games 

by infecting emails with malware, creating fake betting websites and increasing phishing attacks. As 

millions of Americans fill out tournament brackets as part of their office pool, more phishing attacks and 

financial scams will occur. 

 

"First of all, you should avoid emailed requests to participate in polls, surveys and contests related to 
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March Madness unless you know that you personally signed up to be a part of such things," said Nathan 

Wenzler, chief security strategist at AsTech, a San Francisco-based security consulting company: 

 

Some fans are taking the opportunity to place bets and want to cash in on the annual tournament through 

online betting options and apps to generate additional funds. 

 

While ardent enthusiasts may enter numerous tournament brackets, players should enter the website into 

their browser directly. 

 

"Phishing emails may eventually forward you on to the right site, but they can simply take over the session 

to direct you to other sites that download ransomware or malware to your system before they forward you 

along," said Wenzler. 

 

The number of apps that are available will also rise. 

 

"By participating in March Madness betting, you are quite likely providing important credentials about 

your own identity to an app developer or website owner that you might not trust or be able to verify," said 

Joram Borenstein, vice president of marketing at NICE Actimize, a Hoboken, N.J.-based financial crime 

software solutions provider. 

 

The hackers are seizing the occasion to cash in from the online bets and phishing scams also. 

 

"March Madness is back and with it comes a great opportunity for cyber criminals who are intent on 

making some quick cash, said Steve Durbin, managing director of the Information Security Forum, a 

London-based authority on cyber, information security and risk management. "Did you really place that 

bet and have you really scooped the pot?" 

 

Fraudsters will lure unsuspecting or novice gamblers in with corrupt alerts and websites, even with claims 

of new winnings. 

 

"The number of 'winners' over the next couple of weeks will be pretty astonishing, however, just be sure 

you're on the right side and don't end up becoming another statistic on the losing side," he said. 

 

The number of emails individuals receive will also surge and fans should look for warning signals such as 

an embedded link or attachment. 

 

"Email infection, fake betting websites and traditional phishing attacks are all expected to have their day in 

the sun," Durbin said. "It is far better to use a well-known brand or one you have used in the past." 

 

The scams perpetrated by cyber criminals are not new ones, said Dan Lohrmann, chief security officer at 

Security Mentor, a Pacific Grove, Calif.-based provider of security awareness training. 

 

"It is not going to end anytime soon," he said. "If you don't fall for some of these tricks during March 

Madness, another major event is right around the corner." 

 

These trends will continue even after millions of people stop watching the March Madness games, said 

Lohrman. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 India report: 22,000 websites hacked 

SOURCE http://www.financialexpress.com/industry/technology/cyber-attack-of-mammoth-scale-over-22000-

indian-websites-hacked-between-april-2017-january-2018/1090665/  

GIST Over 22,000 Indian websites, including 114 government portals were hacked between April 2017 and 

January 2018, Parliament was informed today. “As per information reported to and tracked by Indian 
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Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In), a total of 22,207 Indian websites including 114 

government websites were hacked during April 2017 to January 2018. A total number of 493 affected 

websites were used for malware propagation,” Minister of State for Electronics and IT K J Alphons said in 

a written reply to Lok Sabha. 

 

Besides, as per the information reported to and tracked by National Informatics Centre (NIC), a total 

number of 74 and six government websites hosted on NICNET were hacked during 2017 and 2018 (till 

February), respectively, he added. The minister said 301 security alerts regarding potential vulnerabilities 

and threats to multiple systems and applications were issued by CERT-In during April 2017-January 2018. 

 

In addition, various tailored alerts were sent to key organisations to enable them to detect and prevent 

cyber attacks. In response to a separate query, Alphons said all the new government websites and 

applications are to be audited with respect to cyber security prior to their hosting along with audit on a 

regular basis after hosting. 

 

“Organisations use servers to host websites and applications for dissemination of information and 

providing services to users. The servers not configured properly and having vulnerable software are prone 

to hacking and could be misused by cyber criminals,” he said. He added that continuous efforts are 

required to be made by owners to protect servers by way of hardening and deploying appropriate security 

controls. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Energy firms worried over cyberattacks 

SOURCE https://www.forbes.com/sites/mikescott/2018/03/07/energy-industry-worried-about-cyber-attacks-

but-doesnt-really-know-what-to-do/#23ca36668bb7  

GIST Energy companies are becoming increasingly concerned about the impact of cyber-attacks on their 

operations, but many are still struggling to get to grips with the risks, a new survey reveals. 

 

The report, by the global insurance and risk management group Marsh, Could Energy Industry Dynamics 

Be Creating an Impending Cyber Storm?, shows that more than one in four respondents were aware that 

their company had been hit by a damaging cyber attack in the last year, while more than three quarters of 

respondents (76%) were worried about cyber attacks interrupting their business operations, with a similar 

proportion (77%) preparing to increase the amount they invest in managing cyber risks. 

 

Yet, despite these fears about the impact of cyber attacks on production and revenues, more than half of 

energy executives in the survey had not quantified or did not know what their worst possible exposures 

could be. The Marsh study follows the publication in January of the World Economic Forum’s Global 

Risk Report 2018, which said: “Cyberattacks are perceived as the global risk of highest concern to 

business leaders in advanced economies. Cyber is also viewed by the wider risk community as the risk 

most likely to intensify in 2018, according to the risk perception survey that underpins the Global Risks 

Report.” 

 

Exposure to risks from cyber is growing as firms become more dependent on technology, the WEF added, 

thanks to the massive growth in devices connected by the internet of things – the number of such devices 

is expected to jump from 8.4 billion today to 20 billion in 2020. An increase in the use of artificial 

intelligence in business is adding to companies’ risk exposure. “Attacks are increasing, both in prevalence 

and disruptive potential,” the WEF said. 

 

The energy industry was relatively late to adopt digitalization, even though – as an asset-intensive sector 

with many remote and hazardous sites – it is in many ways the ideal setting for the industrial internet of 

things. In part this was because of the importance of energy infrastructure to national economies and 

companies’ subsequent caution about adopting new technologies. There was also a certain amount of 

complacency because until recently, most energy installations “did not communicate with traditional IT 

networks,” according to Greentech Media. 
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However, the growing complexity and decentralization of the grid, the growth of renewable energy and the 

increased availability of technologies such as sensors, machine learning and big data, have started to make 

their mark. As the vehicle sector also becomes more electric and the automotive and energy sectors 

become more integrated, this trend will only increase. “As the energy sector systems that monitor and run 

operations become more interconnected from smart grids, smart devices, and the growing internet of 

things, it increases the risk that a cyber-attack could result in physical damage,” Marsh said. 

 

And this is potentially more serious in the energy sector than other parts of the economy. “ An attack on 

energy infrastructure has the potential to cross from the cyber realm to the physical world – a cyberattack 

could cause, for instance, a massive operational failure of an energy asset. Large centralized infrastructures 

are especially at risk due to the potential “domino effect” damage that an attack on a nuclear, coal, or oil 

plant could cause,” the report noted. 

 

This growing exposure has led the US Department of Energy to set up an office to protect the nation’s 

power grid and other infrastructure against cyber attacks and natural disasters. The $96 million in funding 

for the Office of Cybersecurity, Energy Security, and Emergency Response followed a hacking campaign 

in 2017 that targeted a number of electricity companies, including at least one nuclear power plant. 

 

Andrew Herring, Energy and Power Practice Leader, for the EMEA region at Marsh commented: “As the 

energy industry relies more on interconnectivity as a result of greater digitalisation, the potential for cyber-

attacks to cause severe disruption to operations, loss of data, and, consequently, high financial losses, 

should be a key concern for energy executives. 

 

“While it is encouraging that three-quarters of respondents plan more investment in cyber risk 

management, it is worrying that over half questioned have yet to quantify their exposures. For those firms 

that have not put plans in place to mitigate and manage attacks or have not measured their cyber exposure, 

now is the time to take steps to be prepared for the impact an attack could have on their operations and 

systems.” 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Amazon confirms Alexa problem 

SOURCE http://time.com/5190044/amazon-alexa-echo-laughing/?xid=homepage  

GIST It turns out that Amazon’s Alexa does indeed think something is funny. 

 

After days of reports that users of the Amazon Echo and other devices with Amazon’s Alexa voice-

activated assistant were experiencing random Alexa laughing fits, Amazon confirmed the problem 

Wednesday. 

 

“We’re aware of this and working to fix it,” an Amazon spokesperson told The Verge. 

 

Reports of the laughing Alexas first surfaced last month when one Twitter user reported on an Echo Dot 

that randomly started laughing without being prompted. Others then tweeted about similar occurrences 

with their own Alexa devices. Another Twitter user said an Echo whistled without prompting. 

 

The glitch came after Alexa temporarily “lost her voice” because of another issue. Amazon did not 

immediately respond to a request for comment from TIME, and it remains unclear how soon the glitch will 

be resolved. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 FlawedAmmyy RAT takes over desktops 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/flawedammyy-rat-takes-over-desktops/  
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GIST A previously undocumented remote access Trojan (RAT) called FlawedAmmyy has been discovered as 

the payload in two massive email campaigns this week. 

 

Proofpoint researchers discovered that the RAT has actually been used since the beginning of 2016 in both 

highly targeted email attacks and massive, multi-million message campaigns. Narrow attacks targeted the 

automotive industry, among others, while the large, malicious spam campaigns appear to be associated 

with threat actor TA505, an actor responsible for many large-scale attacks using Dridex, Locky and 

GlobeImposter, among others, over the last four years. 

 

In the most recent campaigns, on March 5 and 6, email messages containing zipped URL attachments 

were sent from addresses spoofing the recipient’s own domain, with subjects such as “Receipt No” with 

random digits following, with matching attachments. 

 

The URL files are interpreted by Microsoft Windows as internet shortcut files, but when clicked, they 

download and execute a JavaScript file over the Server Message Block (SMB) protocol; the JavaScript file 

in turn downloads Quant Loader and then FlawedAmmyy RAT as the final payload. 

 

The FlawedAmmyy RAT also appeared on March 1 in a narrowly targeted attack. 

 

It is based on leaked source code for version 3 of the Ammyy Admin remote desktop software, and its 

features include remote desktop control, file system manager, proxy support and audio chat. 

 

“For infected individuals, this means that attackers potentially have complete access to their PCs, giving 

threat actors the ability to access a variety of services, steal files and credentials, and much more,” 

Proofpoint researchers said in a blog. “We have seen FlawedAmmyy in both massive campaigns, 

potentially creating a large base of compromised computers, as well as targeted campaigns that create 

opportunities for actors to steal customer data, proprietary information, and more.” 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Ransomware struck 55% organizations 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/half-of-all-orgs-hit-with/  

GIST About 55% of organizations in a recent survey were compromised by ransomware in 2017, down from 

61% in 2016. 

 

According to Imperva’s CyberEdge Group's fifth annual Cyberthreat Defense Report, which polled 1,200 

IT security decision makers and practitioners participating from 17 countries, 6 continents, and 19 

industries, respondents who were victimized by ransomware and who elected to pay the ransom (usually in 

Bitcoin) were asked if they successfully recovered their compromised data. Surprisingly, only half 

confirmed successful data recovery, while the other half acknowledged complete data loss. 

 

Out of the companies that refused to pay the ransom, a full 87% recovered their data. 

 

“Just over half of the survey respondents admitted that following a ransomware infection they still lost 

their data even though they paid the fine,” said Terry Ray, CTO, Imperva. “This highlights the reality that 

there is no guarantee a company will get their data back if they pay the ransom. Companies therefore need 

to stop ransomware attacks from the very beginning, before the encryption of data takes place. The best 

way to prevent an attack is to immediately detect ransomware file access behaviors before the ransomware 

spreads across the network and encrypts file servers. Once detected, you can quarantine impacted users, 

devices and systems.” 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Stolen hard drive exposes Fresno State 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/fresno-state-data-breach-15000-affected/article/749459/  
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GIST A stolen external hard drive has led to the personal information of more than 15,000 people formerly and 

currently associated with California State University at Fresno athletic department. 

 

The hard drive was found to be missing on January 12, a theft the school believes most likely took place in 

late December during its winter break. The Porterville Recorder reported that the drive carried the 

information on 15,000 people, 300 currently at the school with the remainder being former student 

athletes, sports camp attendees, and athletic corporation employees.  

 

Fresno States' statement did not confirm the numbers involved, but did say the information exposed 

includes names, addresses, phone numbers, dates of birth, full or last four digits of Social Security 

numbers, credit-card numbers, driver's license numbers, passport numbers, user names and passwords, 

health-insurance numbers, and personal health information.  

 

“Fresno State has no reason to believe that any of the information on the hard drive has been accessed or 

misused,” the school statement said. 

 

The university has begun notifying those involved by letter and is offering free credit monitoring and 

recommends those included to keeping an eye on credit card usage. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 GandCrab creators tweak ransomware 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/gandcrab-creators-tweak-ransomware-release-v-20/article/749462/  

GIST The developers behind GandCrab have followed up on their promise and released version 2.0 of the 

ransomware, one that cannot be defeated by the free GandCrab 1.0 decryptor created by Bitdefender. 

 

The updated version was first reported by MalwareHunterTeam, according to Bleeping Computer, which 

said was something the threat actors had recently promised.  

 

Some of the improvements include being more secure with the most obvious differentiator being the 

command and control server names politiaromana.bit, politiaromana.bit and gdcb.bit. The original servers 

were taken offline last by the Romanian police working with Bitdefender, so those behind GandCrab gave 

a hat tip to the Romanian police with the first name. 

 

Another change is the encrypted files and ransom note now have .CRAB extension and Bleeping 

Computer noted that the ransom note itself has been reworded to include instructions on how to contact the 

attackers. 

 

The Tor payment page was also redesigned. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 DDoS exploit code, vulnerable servers list 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2018/03/memcached-ddos-exploit-code.html  

GIST Two separate proofs-of-concept (PoC) exploit code for Memcached amplification attack have been 

released online that could allow even script-kiddies to launch massive DDoS attacks using UDP 

reflections easily. 

 

 The first DDoS tool is written in C programming language and works with a pre-compiled list of 

vulnerable Memcached servers. 

 

 Bonus—its description already includes a list of nearly 17,000 potential vulnerable Memcached servers 

left exposed on the Internet. 

 

 Whereas, the second Memcached DDoS attack tool is written in Python that uses Shodan search engine 
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API to obtain a fresh list of vulnerable Memcached servers and then sends spoofed source UDP packets to 

each server. 

 

 Last week we saw two record-breaking DDoS attacks—1.35 Tbps hit Github and 1.7 Tbps attack against 

an unnamed US-based company—which were carried out using a technique called amplification/reflection 

attack. 

 

 For those unaware, Memcached-based amplification/reflection attack amplifies bandwidth of the DDoS 

attacks by a factor of 51,000 by exploiting thousands of misconfigured Memcached servers left exposed 

on the Internet. 

 

 Memcached is a popular open source distributed memory caching system, which came into news earlier 

last week when researchers detailed how hackers could abuse it to launch amplification/reflection DDoS 

attack by sending a forged request to the targeted Memcached server on port 11211 using a spoofed IP 

address that matches the victim's IP. 

 

 A few bytes of the request sent to the vulnerable Memcached server can trigger tens of thousands of times 

bigger response against the targeted IP address, resulting in a powerful DDoS attack. 

 

Since last week when Memcached has been revealed as a new amplification/reflection attack vector, some 

hacking groups started exploiting unsecured Memcached servers. 

 

 But now the situation will get worse with the release of PoC exploit code, allowing anyone to launch 

massive DDoS attacks, and will not come under control until the last vulnerable Memcached server is 

patched, or firewalled on port 11211, or completely taken offline. 

 

 Moreover, cybercriminals groups have already started weaponizing this new DDoS technique to threaten 

big websites for extorting money. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Group-1B aids attack group takedown 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/group-ib-helps-suspend-ukrainian-ddos-attack-

group/d/d-id/1331201  

GIST Group-IB, an international organization dedicated to cyberattack prevention and security product 

development, announced the takedown of a criminal group that had been launching distributed denial-of-

service (DDoS) attacks and extorting companies for over two years. 

 

This marks the first large-scale international case of DDoS extortion in Ukraine that ended with a court 

sentence, Group-IB reports. The organization worked with law enforcement, cybersecurity firms, and 

online companies to successfully prosecute the criminals. 

 

The attackers were found as part of an investigation into the September 2015 DDoS attack on international 

online dating service AnastasiaDate. They demanded $10,000 for stopping the attack, which shut down the 

site for four to six hours each day of the campaign. 

 

Specialists in Group-IB's investigation department analyzed the attack, identified the attackers, and 

discovered other incidents conducted by the same two people: Gayk Grishkyan and Inna Yatsenko, both 

from Ukraine. The duo later contacted AnastasiaDate in November 2016 to demand ransom and threaten 

to renew the DDoS attacks on its website. 

 

Both attackers pleaded guilty to the crimes and were each given a five-year conditional sentence. Outside 

the AnastasiaDate case, Grishkyan and Yatsenko had previously targeted American leasing company 

Stafford Associated and the PayOnline payment service. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 New online rape kit tracking system 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/states-new-online-rape-kit-tracking-system-about-to-

launch/281-526759175  

GIST It's a painful problem that persists, years later. Thousands of rape kits still await testing in Washington 

state; victims of sexual assault await justice.  

 

However, a simple website run by Washington State Patrol will soon provide some answers, allowing 

victims to track their kits from hospital to lab.  

 

“That was the difficult part for a lot of the survivors, is that they had no idea,” said Captain Monica 

Alexander of WSP. “The information would be collected, their kit taken, and then lots of things were 

happening, but they didn't know where that kit was.” 

 

The online system, modeled after a similar one in Canada, is still in test phase but will begin rolling out to 

the public in phases, starting in mid-April.  

 

Each sexual assault kit will have its own barcode, and medical staff, law enforcement, and prosecutors will 

have their own portals to input and check cases as they move forward.  

 

The new tracking system stems from legislation passed in 2015 to address the state’s rape kit backlog, 

initially estimated at 6,000 kits. It’s now believed the backlog is closer to 10,000, according to law 

enforcement officials.  

 

Of the original backlog, WSP says 928 kits have been completely tested. Nearly 2,000 more are pending 

testing; more than 2,900 have been sent out to Sorenson lab contracted by the state. However, that’s still a 

fraction of the grand total of older kits, on top of a growing number of new kits.  

 

“Every day, we're getting more kits in,” explained Captain Alexander. “Then we have the backlog. And so 

how do we juggle, doing all of this work, and doing it efficiently and effectively.” 

 

“A big part of that challenge has to do with not having enough people to process the kits because we're 

overworking our scientists because we don't have enough of them,” Alexander continued.  

 

While funding for ongoing rape kit testing made it into the latest version of the state legislature’s 

supplemental budget, advocates say additional resources and lab staff will be needed in the future to make 

a significant dent in clearing the shelves.  

 

“People want not only to see people brought to justice, but they want to have a feeling that the person who 

did that isn't going to do it to them again or anyone else,” said Captain Alexander.  

 

According to the latest supplemental budget, $1.5 million over the next three years will fund additional 

State Patrol lab techs to address the new backlog. The budget also clarifies that the seven lab techs funded 

in 2015 are to be used for the sole purpose of testing sexual assault kits, according to Rep. Tina Orwall's 

office. Additionally, the budget preserves the state's SAFE task force for another year. The task force, 

comprised of of lawmakers, law enforcement, medical staff and victims, was formed to problem solve for 

backlog solutions.  

 

Additionally, the Attorney General will use $3 million in federal grant money to continue testing old kits. 

Currently, there's no new state dollars for testing the older backlog, according to Orwall's office.  

 

"I am very grateful that we will have three more full time lab staff dedicated to testing kits," said Rep. 

Orwall, D-Des Moines. "We will need to come back next year for dollars to fund old kit, but the State 

Patrol does have funding now to keep testing until then." 
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HEADLINE 03/08 UN trade sanction panel hacked 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/briefings/daily-news-analysis/un-trade-sanction-panel-hacked/  

GIST The UN panel that is enforcing trade sanctions against North Korea has been hacked, according to a report 

from the Washington Post. 

 

The panel is said to have been hacked repeatedly by a “nation-state actor” who has compromised email 

accounts of panel members. The Post said it reviewed a heavily redacted draft of a UN Panel of Experts 

report, which included details of the attack. Although the report does not reveal the nature of data that 

hackers acquired, the panel regularly review secret intelligence information about North Korean attacks. 

 

North Korea is reported to be smuggling goods in and out of the country in order to evade the trade 

sanctions that have been imposed to try and deter Kim Jong-un from pursuing nuclear weapons programs. 

The panel is identifying such smuggling so it can be stopped. 

 

The Post quotes an excerpt from the report, due to be released later this month: “The panel continues to be 

targeted by a sophisticated hacking campaign.” 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Japan penalizes cryptocurrency exchanges 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/japan-penalizes-cryptocurrency-exchanges-hack-

53598443?   

GIST The Japanese government is slapping penalties on several cryptocurrency exchanges in the country, after 

58 billion yen ($530 million) of virtual coins were lost earlier this year from hacking. 

 

The Financial Services Agency, which has been checking the exchanges, said Thursday that FSHO and Bit 

Station exchanges were ordered to halt operations for a month. 

 

It said FSHO was not properly monitoring trades and had not carried out employee training. The agency 

said it found that a Bit Station employee had taken bitcoins for personal use. 

 

Five other exchanges, including Coincheck, targeted in the massive hacking, were ordered to improve their 

operations. 

 

Coincheck had received a similar order earlier to beef up security measures. 

 

Japan is unusual in the world for embracing cryptocurrencies and setting up a licensing system to oversee 

their use. 

 

The exchanges ordered to improve their operations must file a plan to the agency by March 22. 

 

The theft at Coincheck of the NEM currency was the second major hacking assault on a Japanese crypto 

exchange after the Mt. Gox debacle in 2014. 

 

But Japan has chosen to seize the opportunity and regulate exchanges, setting up a licensing system last 

year, although experts say such measures are no guarantee against hacking and cybercrime. 

 

Japan has officially licensed 16 virtual-currency exchanges, and more, including Coincheck, are applying 

for licenses. As much as half of the world's bitcoin trading is estimated to be in yen. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 FBI: hacking now ‘economic sabotage’ 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fbi-director-christopher-wray-says-hacking-has-mushroomed-into-

full-blown-economic-espionage/  

GIST Hacking, which used to be something people did for "fun or for bragging rights" has mushroomed into 

something else entirely over the past dozen years, FBI Director Christopher Wray said at a cybersecurity 

conference in Boston Wednesday. As Americans now "live much of our lives online," we're more 

vulnerable, Wray noted. And the threat "is coming at us from all sides." 

 

"What was once a comparatively minor threat – people hacking for fun or for bragging rights – has now 

mushroomed into full-blown economic espionage and extremely lucrative cyber crime." It's a far cry from 

when Wray left the Justice Department in 2005, when, he said, "'Tweeting' was something only birds did."   

 

Wray said the FBI is now seeing more computer hacking attacks by other countries. "We're seeing an 

increase in nation-state sponsored computer intrusions, intrusions like last year's massive WannaCry 

ransomware attack, recently attributed to North Korea. Or NotPetya – the most destructive and costly 

cyber attack in history," Wray said during a keynote address at a Boston cyber security conference. 

"Launched by the Russian military, NotPetya resulted in billions of dollars in damage across Europe, Asia, 

and the Americas." 

 

"We've also been seeing a "blended threat" – nation-states using criminal hackers to do their dirty work," 

Wray added. "We also see Nation-state turning to more creative avenues to steal information." 

 

To counter these rising threats, Wray told the group that the U.S. has white-hat cyber action teams, "highly 

skilled agents and experts who can deploy at a moment's notice, much like our Counterterrorism Fly 

Teams do." These cyber task forces are "in every field office that respond to breaches, conduct victim-

based investigations, and collect malware signatures and other actionable intelligence." They are, he said, 

"parallel" to the Joint Terrorism task forces.  

 

But Wray also acknowledged the shortage within the bureau of qualified cyber-trained agents. "We've 

come to the conclusion we need to not only recruit better from the outside -- we need to bolster our 

training inside the bureau to give more of our agents and analysts the skill set and experience they need to 

work cyber cases," Wray said. 

 

Another recurring topic - smart phones that lock out the FBI, which Wray referred to as a "going dark" 

problem, Wray said that last year, the FBI alone was not able to access the data from 7,775 devices. "Each 

one of those nearly 7800 devices is tied to a specific subject, a specific defendant, a specific victim, a 

specific threat, and specific human beings." And this, he said, impacts "human trafficking, counter 

terrorism, counterintelligence, gangs, organized crime child exploitation and cyber." 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Mother of murder victim ‘want justice’ 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/i-want-my-justice-mother-of-murder-victim-has-waited-4-years-to-

confront-man-on-jihad  

GIST SEATTLE - Flipping through a photo album Falana Young-Wyatt laughed at her son’s silliness. 

 

The time she dyed his hair red, his carefully coordinated outfits, his big eyes and sweet smile. 

 

It’s been nearly four years since Dwone Anderson-Young was shot to death, just steps from their Central 

Area home and the tears still come easily for Young-Wyatt. 
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“I had Dwone at a very young age, I was 16 so it was like we grew up together,” Young-Wyatt said, 

staring at the baby she cuddled in her high school graduation photo. “I’ll never know what his life could 

have been. I’ll only have these memories.” 

 

Since June 2014, when the 23-year-old’s body was found next to his friend’s on 29th Avenue South, 

Young-Wyatt has waited for the moment she could confront his killer. 

 

“I heard the gunshots. He was murdered right here, three doors down from our home,” Young-Wyatt said. 

 

The latest turn of events in the trial of Ali Muhammad Brown means the confrontation is one step closer. 

 

On Tuesday, Brown pleaded guilty to a slew of charges inside a New Jersey courtroom, including the 

slaying of 19-year-old Brendan Tevlin. Tevlin was sitting at a traffic light in West Orange, near Newark, 

when he was fatally shot. 

 

Brown, 34, confessed to Tevlin’s murder, as well as the slayings of the three men in the Seattle-area. 

 

Anderson-Young and his friend Ahmed Said, 27, had left a Capitol Hill nightclub with Brown when police 

say the man shot them. 

 

Cloyd Steiger, the retired Seattle police detective who led the case, said he believes Brown targeted the 

two men because they are gay. He said Brown claimed he was a domestic terrorist. 

 

“He told me these lives were insignificant compared to all of the thousands of lives being killed in 

Afghanistan, Iraq and Somalia by US bombs every day. That this was his Jihad,” Steiger said in an 

interview Wednesday. 

 

Brown is charged in King County Superior Court with three counts of aggravated murder for the deaths of 

Anderson-Young, Said and the April 2014 murder of Leroy Henderson, 30, in Skyway. Brown is not 

facing the death penalty. 

 

After the slayings Brown fled to New Jersey, Steiger said. 

 

“This was a big case; it shook the community,” Steiger said. 

 

Young-Wyatt refuses to address Brown by name. She said she thinks daily about what she will say to him 

once they’re in court. 

 

“He’s a friggin’ coward. I want to tell him that to his face,” she said. “I want my justice. I want to be able 

to see him face to face and say whatever I need to say.” 
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HEADLINE 03/07 EU: jihadist influx ‘lower than expected’ 

SOURCE https://inews.co.uk/news/uk/jihadist-influx-britain-europe-islamic-state-collapse-lower-expected/  

GIST The flood of combat-proven jihadists that it was feared would arrive in Europe following the military 

collapse of the Islamic State terror group has yet to materialise, the head of the EU policing agency said on 

Wednesday.  

 

Britain and other European countries had been braced for an influx of battle-hardened fighters seeking to 

return after leaving home to support the terror group in its attempts to establish an Islamic caliphate in 

Syria and Iraq. Combatants Counter-terrorism officers have long been concerned that the defeat of Islamic 

State would result in a significant number of European combatants, versed in skills from bomb making to 

frontline fighting, seeking to sneak back to launch attacks at home.  
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But Rob Wainwright, the head of Europol, the EU policing agency, told a security conference in London 

yesterday that the flow of returning militants had not been at the expected level.  

 

He said: “Despite our concern for over 12 months about this threat, our general understanding is that the 

returning numbers are lower than expected.”  

 

Some 850 people from Britain are estimated by the authorities to have travelled to Syria or Iraq to support 

or fight for jihadist groups, around 100 of whom are known to have died or been killed.  

 

Mr Wainwright said that in all, up to 6,000 people from European countries are thought to have travelled 

to join IS. He said that the reasons for the reduced influx back to Europe were unclear but include the 

theory that a significant number of fighters had headed for alternative Islamist battle fronts in Libya and 

the Sahel region.  

 

Martyrdom Mr Wainwright said it was also possible that many had remained in Syria and Iraq with the 

aim of perishing there. He said: “Maybe they are still there in larger numbers than we thought.  Maybe 

they’re truly committed to the cause and committed to martyrdom by standing to the last.”  

 

Britain has said it is ready to strip jihadists of their citizenship with Defence Secretary Gavin Williamson 

saying he was happy to see Britons fighting for IS hunted down and killed. In a newspaper interview in 

December, he said: “A dead terrorist can’t cause any harm to Britain.”  

 

The Government has already stripped two Britons captured on the Syrian-Iraqi border earlier this year of 

their citizenship. Londoners Alexanda Kotey and El Shafee Elsheikh, who were the remaining members of 

the so-called “Beatles” group of IS torturers and executioners, are being held in custody in Iraq while their 

fate is decided. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Curious case of Mohamed Elshinawy 

SOURCE https://www.lawfareblog.com/only-islamic-state-funded-plot-us-curious-case-mohamed-elshinawy  

GIST Most terrorism cases in the United States follow a well-worn narrative. An individual, usually young and 

male, reaches out looking to join the Islamic State. He connects with a supporter who feeds his dreams of 

committing an attack in his own backyard—or as in one case a few years ago, traveling to Syria to become 

one of the many soldiers of the Caliphate. The outreach out is sometimes successful in ways the young 

man does not intend. At times the Islamic State sympathizer is an FBI undercover agent; or other times an 

actual Islamic State operative whose poor tradecraft eventually connects the young man with an FBI 

informant for the bureau. Over months the plot takes on the contours determined by law enforcement. 

There is the eventual takedown: an arrest, followed by an appearance in federal district court. Since 2014, 

over 150 Americans have been charged with Islamic State-related offenses, and their cases are usually 

mundane. 

 

But there is nothing mundane about the case of Mohamed Elshinawy. The Maryland resident was part of a 

multi-country law enforcement takedown over the course of a few days that spanned three separate 

continents, included transfers of thousands of dollars, shipping of anti-aircraft parts, and resulted with the 

killing of a high-ranking Islamic State attack planner in Syria. Terrorism financing cases are standard—but 

Elshinawy’s is the only known case in which the Islamic State sent thousands of dollars to an individual in 

the United States to fund an attack. 

 

Recently, I spent three days in a nondescript Baltimore courtroom listening to prosecutors unravel a story 

involving a dizzying array of actors, shell companies, financial transactions, transaction-masking 

technologies, and a fortunately unsuccessful attack plan. The courtroom proceedings, along with the 

recently unsealed search warrants, illustrated in rich detail the funding scheme that distinguishes 

Elshinawy’s case from all other American Islamic State financing cases. Some of the more colorful 

characters in this narrative include a Bangladeshi entrepreneur from Wales; an Egyptian ex-con who went 
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straight from prison to the Islamic State in Syria; and finally, the Egyptian’s childhood friend, a newspaper 

deliveryman from the Edgewood suburb of Baltimore named Mohamed Elshinawy. 

 

As with most national security cases, several pre-trial motions were initially filed under seal. Even after 

Elshinawy eventually plead guilty in August 2017, all sentencing submissions and court orders—totaling 

more than 70—continue to be filed under seal. My own motion to unseal documents was summarily 

denied: among other things, the judge stated (incorrectly, based on my knowledge of over 150 other 

Islamic State-related U.S. legal cases), that is standard fare for a number of documents to be sealed in such 

cases. Fortunately, the court left the sentencing hearings open to the public. And while the hearings offered 

only a very limited window into the case, they provided detailed information on how the Islamic State 

finances would-be supporters in the United States and beyond 

 

Elshinawy’s story begins with a budding tech entrepreneur: Siful Sujan, the founder of a Cardiff-based 

computer equipment company named Ibacstel Electronics Limited, who used his company to initiate 

transactions to fund attacks in the West. Sujan had renounced his ties to the Western world to live in 

Islamic State-held territory in Syria, where he became the “Director of the Islamic State’s computer 

operations.” The position, which was previously held by the late Islamic State attack-planning guru and 

hacker Junaid Hussain, afforded him enormous latitude within the Islamic State to engage with would-be 

recruits. Sujan would ultimately be described by the Department of Defense as an “external operations 

planner” for the group. 

 

Sujan continued to operate Ibacstel Electronics Limited, putting the company to nefarious use. He used the 

business to buy drones and “bug sweeping equipment” which he shipped to Sanliurfa, Turkey, a mere 20 

miles from territory held by the Islamic State in Syria during that time. Sujan utilized his expertise with 

computers and years of experience running an online ordering firm to ensure the equipment reached its 

intended destination. While he primarily purchased equipment to track aircraft—Hussain, his predecessor, 

had been killed by a coalition strike—he also used his company to direct attacks in the United States. 

 

It was through Sujan, Ibacstel, and Elshinawy’s childhood friend Tamer El-Khodary that Elshinawy 

received $8,447.23 to commit a terrorist attack in the United States. A specific May 2015 Western Union 

money transfer of $1,000 from Egypt to a convenience store in Maryland set things in motion: Law 

enforcement followed the money trail, which led them directly to Elshinawy. The FBI watched as he 

picked up his remittance from the convenience store, drove to his bank, deposited $800 in his jointly 

owned bank account, and then transferred some of it to his wife’s account. 

 

When confronted by the FBI about the money, Elshinawy offered an explanation: He was trying to scam 

some money from the Islamic State, he said, suggesting that the FBI should be thanking rather than 

questioning him. He admitted that he reached out to his childhood friend in the Islamic State and received 

money from him, but claimed it was all a ruse to attain funds to buy home furnishings. The interviewing 

agents were incredulous but did not yet have enough evidence to determine why Elshinawy had received 

this money order from an Islamic State member. 

 

Before questioning Elshinawy again, the FBI went to work mapping out the backers and entities behind 

the transfer of money from Egypt to Maryland. Eventually they unraveled the financial network: Sujan 

used his employee in England to send money to Elshinawy in Baltimore so that Elshinawy could carry out 

a terror attack. Five payments, each through PayPal, made their way from Sujan’s shell companies in 

Bangladesh, Turkey and the U.K through an intermediary in Egypt to Elshinawy. The young man used the 

payments to buy a laptop, a cellphone and a virtual private network for communications, which allowed 

the co-conspirators to speak with one another incognito. 

 

Investigators found that Elshinawy reached Sujan through his childhood friend El-Khodary, a supporter of 

both the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood and the Islamic State. El-Khodary been arrested in Egypt, released 

and fled to the Islamic State. Upon arrival, he reconnected with Elshinawy and introduced him to other 

Islamic State members, including those who could assist Elshinawy in U.S. operations—namely, Sujan, 

who had become a key English-speaking “virtual planner” for the Islamic State after the death of Junaid 

Hussain. 
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Through Ibacstel and its subsidiaries, Sujan sent money to Elshinawy. On Sujan’s say-so, Abdul Samad, 

the acting director of an Ibacstel subsidiary in Cardiff, allegedly remitted the monies just as he did for 

several other vendors. Payments made to Elshinawy were ostensibly for laser printers that were never 

purchased or delivered. 

 

Elshinawy used encrypted applications such as Surespot and Telegram to communicate with Islamic State 

operatives. According to prosecutors, they talked “every day, for several months.” The Islamic State 

initially gave Elshinawy three choices: carrying out a suicide bombing, planning and executing a terrorist 

attack, or traveling to Syria. Elshinawy chose the attack. To ensure that the young Elshinawy could 

properly fund the attack while subsisting on the salary of a newspaper deliveryman, Ibacstel sent 

Elshinawy a little more than $8,000 in smaller increments. As one dogged prosecutor put it, Elshinawy 

was “on salary with the Islamic State.” 

 

The Islamic State also directed Elshinawy to use operating systems that would allow him to render his 

computer inoperable in the event of capture. For the attack, they directed him to assassinate a specific 

person (left unnamed during the hearings) who lived in United States. When it became clear that 

Elshinawy lacked the ability to do so, they shifted their direction to a mass casualty attack. The Islamic 

State instructed him to create a Dropbox account where, according to the Justice Department and 

Elshinawy’s own admissions, he received “16-17 videos with step by step instructions … on how to make 

a peroxide bomb.” 

 

There is no evidence that Elshinawy followed through with creating any bombs. All that is publicly known 

is that he searched the internet for federal buildings in Baltimore; during the sentencing hearings, the 

prosecutors asked the court to infer that those were his intended targets. Prosecutors also noted that the 

Islamic State asked for regular progress reports from Elshinawy, arguing that his searches focused on 

intended targets for a putative attack. 

 

In December 2015, law enforcement officials on three separate continents closed in on the networks. In 

Bangladesh, local police raided the offices of an Ibacstel subsidiary. Meanwhile, the FBI was searching 

Elshinawy’s house in Edgewood, Md. And in the U.K., authorities were questioning the Cardiff Ibascstel 

director Abdul Samad along with Sujan’s brother, Ataul Haque. 

 

A few short days later, Coalition airstrikes killed Siful Sujan in Raqqa. Combined Joint Task Force-

Operation Inherent Resolve spokesperson Col. Steve Warren claimed that “now that he’s dead, ISIL has 

lost a key link between networks.” One day later, Elshinawy was arrested in Edgewood. 

 

In between his first FBI interview and his arrest, Elshinawy had grown paranoid and began taking 

increasingly complex efforts to cover his steps. Although he used the encrypted communications network 

that Sujan helped him set up, a traffic stop by local police in Baltimore convinced him to take a hammer 

and destroy his phone. By late spring of 2015, Elshinawy was under 24/7 FBI surveillance—a step that 

indicates how seriously the FBI considered the threat he potentially posed. According to prosecutors, the 

FBI interviewed him on at least three separate occasions during the summer of 2015. When they were 

ready to move on Elshinawy, federal law enforcement authorities executed at least “20-30 search 

warrants” and the Department of Justice issued more than “300 grand jury subpoenas” to keep their case 

under wraps and the public safe. 

 

As the Islamic State’s territorial reach declines, external financing schemes promoting attacks in the West 

could become increasingly relevant. With foreign fighters returning to their home countries, the Islamic 

State virtual entrepreneur who has until now mobilized with moral suasion may shift to providing financial 

support to the soldier lying dormant in the west. The model that failed in Elshinawy’s case may now 

thrive. Money sent from countries other than Syria may not trigger the same red flags for financial 

institutions that such transactions previously did when the money flowed from the Middle East. 

Companies like Ibacstel are easily established in the West, and setting up subsidiaries in countries such as 

Bangladesh, Indonesia and the Philippines would not be a difficult task. 
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Had Elshiwany’s efforts been successful, financing terror attacks within the West from abroad could have 

been the new blueprint. Now, with Islamic State’s loss of territory, we could easily see the group make a 

second try at the methodology that failed with Elshinawy. The Islamic State remains able to mobilize its 

army in the West, be it by providing moral, emotional or—now for the first time in the United States—

financial support. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 UK terror-related arrests at record high 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/mar/08/uk-terror-related-arrests-rose-almost-60-to-

record-high-in-2017  

GIST The number of people arrested for terrorism-related offences in Britain rose by 58% to a record high of 

412 in 2017 – one of the most intense periods of terrorist attacks in recent history. 

 

The Home Office quarterly statistics published on Thursday show that there were 412 arrests in 2017 

compared with the 261 terror-related arrests in the previous year. 

 

The record figures include 12 people arrested for the Westminster attacks in March, the 23 people linked 

to the attack in Manchester in May, 21 arrests connected with the London Bridge attack in June and one 

person arrested in connection with the Finsbury Park mosque attack later that month. A further seven 

arrests were made in connection with the attack on Parsons Green tube station in September. 

 

 

The figures reflect the growing threat from Jihadists in Britain. The director general of MI5, Andrew 

Parker, spoke in October of “a dramatic upshift in the threat this year” to the “highest tempo I’ve seen in 

my 34-year career”. 

 

The detailed Home Office figures show that the 412 terror-related arrests in 2017 resulted in 135 people 

being charged – 110 of them for terrorism-related offences. More than half – 228 or 55% – were released 

without charge while a further 33 were released on bail pending further investigation, and 13 faced 

alternative action. 

 

So far 29 of the 110 people charged with a terrorist offence in 2017 have been prosecuted. All of them 

were convicted. A further 76 are awaiting prosecution. The remaining five cases have either not proceeded 

or are pending. 

 

The latest figures show that by the end of 2017 there were 224 terrorist prisoners in jails in Britain – an 

increase of 24%, or 43, over the previous year – and continuing the upward trend seen in recent years. The 

overwhelming majority – 86% – held Islamic extremist views while 9% were rightwing extremists 

including from the recently banned National Action, and the remaining 5% classified as “other 

ideologies”. 

 

Earlier this month the Home Office announced that MI5 had reduced the threat level to Britain from 

Northern Ireland-related terrorism from substantial to moderate meaning a terrorist attack was possible but 

not likely. However, the threat to the UK from international terrorism remained at severe, meaning an 

attack was highly likely. The threat in Northern Ireland from Northern Irish terrorism also remains at 

severe. 

 

The quarterly terrorism powers statistic also show that the Metropolitan police have stepped up their use of 

their counter-terror stop and search powers. The number of searches carried out rose 59% in 2017 to 767 

from 483 the year before. 

 

However, the number of people stopped and examined at ports and airports under counter-terror powers 

continued to fall in 2017. There were 16,349 examinations last year – a fall of 16% compared with the 

previous year, reflecting the recent downward trend. The number of people detained under these port 
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powers, however, rose 10% in 2017 from 1,539 to 1,700. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Pakistan violence drops 3rd straight year 

SOURCE https://www.pakistantoday.com.pk/2018/03/07/violence-drops-for-third-straight-year-report/  

GIST ISLAMABAD: Deaths and injuries linked to militancy have dropped in Pakistan for the third consecutive 

year, with 21 per cent fewer incidents in 2017 than in the previous year, a security think-tank says. 

 

Some 2,057 people were killed and 2,074 wounded for a total of 4,131 casualties over the year, according 

to a report by the Islamabad-based Centre for Research and Security Studies read on Wednesday. That 

continued the trend from 2016, in which 2,613 people lost their lives due to violence and 1,714 were 

injured. In 2015, 4,647 people were killed and 1,927 injured, the group’s figures show. 

 

The dramatic improvement in security came after the army launched an operation in June 2014 to wipe out 

militant bases in the northwestern tribal areas and end a bloody insurgency that has cost thousands of 

civilian lives since 2004. 

 

It has involved a series of military offensives as well as some attempts to block the militants’ sources of 

funding. Those efforts were in the spotlight again when a global terror financing monitor voted last month 

to put Pakistan on a watch-list. 

 

But the remnants of militant groups are still able to carry out periodic bloody attacks. Washington has also 

increased pressure on Pakistan in recent weeks, freezing military aid amid accusations that Islamabad has 

refrained from clamping down on militant groups such as the Haqqani network and the Afghan Taliban. 

 

The report warned that even with the security improvement new militant groups have appeared in the 

country. 

 

It also said that the militant Islamic State (IS) group had claimed responsibility for attacks that left at least 

143 people dead, while a branch of Sunni group Lashkar-e-Jhangvi claimed 99 fatalities. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Syria troops split rebel-held enclave 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/08c55fcb15a044a89ff9029b1d3e3819/Reports:-Syrian-troops-split-rebel-held-

enclave-near-capital  

GIST BEIRUT (AP) — Syrian government forces seized vast swaths of territory including farmland in the 

opposition-held suburbs of Damascus on Wednesday, effectively dividing the besieged enclave in two and 

further squeezing rebels and tens of thousands of civilians trapped inside, state media and a war monitor 

reported. 

 

The government, determined to wrest the eastern Ghouta suburbs from the control of rebels after seven 

years of war, has resorted to extreme levels of shelling and bombardment to clear the way for its troops to 

advance on the ground. Hundreds have been killed in the past two weeks, including dozens reported 

Wednesday. 

 

Doctors and residents reported intense shelling and cases of suffocation and difficulty breathing, accusing 

the government of using chlorine gas Wednesday night. Hamza Hassan, a surgeon working at one of the 

hospitals in eastern Ghouta, said that staff was overwhelmed with chlorine odor and that he had treated 29 

children with difficulties breathing. 

 

Such reports, which have been recurrent in the past weeks, could not be independently confirmed. The 

government has repeatedly denied using chlorine gas. 
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Earlier on Wednesday, the state-affiliated al-Ikhbariya TV station broadcast live shots from the region, 

showing dense columns of smoke rising above the town as explosions and rockets could be heard flying 

overhead. Syria’s Central Military Media said troops took control of the town of Beit Sawa and most of 

Misraba, both rebel-held communities in the heart of the enclave. 

 

The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said that by nightfall, Syrian government troops and allied 

militias had seized half of the territory held by rebels in eastern Ghouta and split the enclave in two halves 

— a north and southern part. 

 

By slicing the territory, the Syrian government succeeds in further squeezing rebels, making it more 

difficult for them to continue to hang on to the territory. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Fight against ISIS eastern Syria slows 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/fight-isis-eastern-syria-slowing-kurds-leave-battlefield/story?   

GIST Offensive ground operations against ISIS in eastern Syria have slowed down as hundreds of Kurdish 

fighters have left the battlefield to potentially assist Kurdish forces in Afrin, in western Syria, who are 

fighting the Turkish military.  

 

Meanwhile, the U.S. is monitoring the build-up of a pro-Assad regime force massing in the same area, 

where in February, another similar force attacked Kurdish and U.S. forces. U.S. airstrikes used to repel 

that attack killed up to 100 pro-regime fighters, including dozens of Russian private military contractors. 

CNN was first to report the massing of the pro-Assad regime force.  

 

Since retaking Raqqa from ISIS last fall, the U.S-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) have pushed the 

shrinking number of ISIS fighters further eastward along the Euphrates River towards the border with Iraq. 

The SDF is a Kurdish-led force of 60,000 anti-ISIS fighters evenly split between Syrian Kurdish and Arab 

fighters.  

 

As the military fight against ISIS has wound down the shrinking battlefield in eastern Syria has become 

more complex as the risks increase that Kurdish, American, Russian and Assad military forces could come 

into potential conflict.  

 

In late January tensions increased as Turkey launched a military operation into the Kurdish-held area of 

Afrin in western Syria. Turkey said its military operation was targeting the YPG that it has branded a 

Kurdish terrorist force. The YPG make up a large number of the Syrian Kurdish forces fighting for the 

U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces that are fighting ISIS. 

 

In February, small numbers of Kurdish SDF fighters who had been fighting ISIS in eastern Syria headed 

westward to help Kurdish forces in Afrin.  

 

At the time U.S. officials said the movements were not having an overall effect on the SDF's military 

campaign against ISIS.  

 

But that changed last week as the Pentagon acknowledged the SDF was carrying out an “operational 

pause” in eastern Syria.  

 

According to U.S. officials, a contributing factor for the pause was that the number of SDF fighters who 

had left the fight in eastern Syria had swelled to 1,500. That included Arabic SDF fighters who have been 

doing the bulk of the fighting against ISIS in eastern Syria. But they left the fight against ISIS as they lost 

the battlefield support provided by the better trained Kurdish forces who had moved west.  

 

Most of the Kurdish SDF fighters who left the eastern battlefields have headed towards the western city of 
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Manbij that is close to Afrin. U.S. officials do not have a good grasp on how many Kurdish fighters may 

have actually moved from Manbij towards Afrin.  

 

On Tuesday, the Syrian Democratic Forces formally said in a statement that it was moving its forces from 

Dayr Az Zawr Province, in eastern Syria, towards Afrin to counter the Turkish incursion. 

 

A U.S. official said another contributing factor to the significant decrease in the SDF's offensive 

operations against ISIS was a shift towards a defensive posture to maintain the SDF's major territorial 

gains in eastern Syria. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 ISIS leader’s sister sentenced to death 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iraqi-court-sentences-leaders-sister-death-53602305?   

GIST A Baghdad court has convicted the sister of the Islamic State group's leader on terrorism charges and 

sentenced her to death. 

 

The spokesman of Iraq's Supreme Judicial Council, Abdul-Sattar Bayrkdar, said in a statement on 

Thursday that Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi's sister was found guilty for "offering logistic support and help to (IS 

militants) in carrying out criminal acts." 

 

Bayrkdar says the woman, whose name wasn't released, was also found guilty of "distributing money" 

among IS militants in Mosul, which was under their rule for more than three years from mid-2014. 

 

Bayrkdar said the woman's husband was also sentenced to death earlier as a member of IS leadership. 

 

Iraq declared victory over IS last December, after driving the militants from northern and central Iraq. 

Hundreds of women, including foreigners, were arrested. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Pakistan: US drone kills 21 insurgents 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-drone-targeting-pakistani-taliban-kills-21-

afghanistan-53601423?   

GIST Two missiles fired from a U.S. drone hit a militant facility in neighboring Afghanistan, killing 21 

insurgents, including the son of the head of the Pakistani Taliban, two Pakistani intelligence officials and 

local Taliban commanders said on Thursday. 

 

The strike, which according to the officials took place on Wednesday, targeted a compound frequented by 

Mullah Fazlullah, the leader of the Pakistani Taliban who is believed to be hiding in Afghanistan. 

 

The intelligence officials said that Fazlullah was apparently not there, but his son was killed in the strike in 

Afghanistan's Kunar province, miles away from Pakistani border. 

 

Three Pakistani Taliban commanders also confirmed the strike and militant casualties. Pakistani officials 

and the Taliban commanders spoke on condition of anonymity as they were not authorized to speak to the 

media. 

 

The United States made no comment on the strike. There was also no immediate comment from NATO, 

Afghan authorities or the Pakistani government. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 TSA eyes self-radicalized terrorists 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/tsa-chief-increasingly-focused-radicalized-terrorists/story?id=53580773  

GIST The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) is increasingly concerned about preventing self-

radicalized individuals from targeting air travel, TSA Administrator David Pekoske told ABC News 

Wednesday following his first speech on the "State of the TSA."  

 

"It's really people that can get self-radicalized by looking at information on the internet and, then, having 

access to materials and supplies that are commercially available here -- effect an attack on the system," 

Pekoske said. He noted that the perpetrators of two recent attacks in New York, a truck ramming in 

October and a subway bombing in December, "weren't people that were on anybody's scope at that point in 

time."  

 

He went on to add that the TSA still focuses "on the organized terrorist groups as well. So we really need 

to keep our eye on both, make sure that our security systems keep both in mind."  

 

The TSA continues to rely on so-called "behavior detection" -- identifying visual and verbal cues 

indicative of ill intent -- to spot self-radicalized would-be terrorists, as well as members of organized terror 

organizations who warrant a second look from TSA.  

 

Pekoske defended the behavior detection program last fall after a U.S. Government Accountability Office 

(GAO) report found no evidence that the cues identified by TSA "reliably identify deception."  

 

However, Pekoske also said participation by the public, like adhering to the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security's "if you see something, say something" campaigns, is key in warding off self-radicalized 

individuals before they attack. It's why the TSA has tweaked its motto from "not on my watch" to "not on 

our watch." 
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HEADLINE 03/07 UN repeats call for Syria ceasefire 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-russian-general-dead-syria-plane-crash-

53576055?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The U.N. Security Council is reiterating its call for implementation of its Feb. 24 resolution demanding a 

cease-fire throughout Syria for at least 30 days without delay to deliver humanitarian aid and evacuate the 

wounded and critically ill. 

 

Council president Karel Van Oosterom of the Netherlands told reporters after Wednesday's closed meeting 

that members expressed concern about the humanitarian situation. 

 

The council heard briefings from U.N. special envoy for Syria Staffan de Mistura and U.N. deputy 

humanitarian chief Urusula Mueller. 

 

Secretary-General Antonio Guterres is scheduled to brief the council on implementation of the resolution 

on Monday. 

 

Guterres urged all parties on Tuesday to implement the cease-fire and expressed serious concern at attacks 

throughout the besieged Damascus suburbs of eastern Ghouta as well as reported shelling of the capital, 

U.N. spokesman Stephane Dujarric said. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Body found near bunker decapitated 
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SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/920209/sheriff-body-found-near-washington-bunker-was-decapitated/  

GIST CAMANO ISLAND, Wash. (AP) — A Washington state sheriff says the body of a woman found near a 

gun- and ammo-filled bunker last weekend had been decapitated, and a man sought in the case is on the 

loose and possibly headed for California. 

 

The Island County coroner identified the victim as 26-year-old Katherine Cunningham. Detectives found 

her body Saturday on an undeveloped parcel of land on Camano Island, north of Seattle. 

 

Nearby, investigators discovered a bunker dug into a hillside containing supplies, guns and ammo. 

 

Island County Sheriff Mark Brown said Wednesday that police are looking for 34-year-old Jacob 

Gonzales, whom he called a person of interest. 

 

Gonzales is believed to be armed and driving a green 1990 Mitsubishi Montero, with Washington license 

plate AYE2639. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Amelia Earhart mystery solved? 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Science_News/2018/03/07/Bones-found-on-South-Pacific-island-belonged-to-

Amelia-Earhart-study-

concludes/4101520448446/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_sn&utm_medium=16  

GIST March 7 (UPI) -- The bones found several decades ago on a remote island in the South Pacific were likely 

those of famed pilot Amelia Earhart. Anthropologist Richard Jantz is 99 percent sure of it. 

 

Jantz, a professor and researcher at the University of Tennessee, recently reanalyzed measurements taken 

of the bones by physician D. W. Hoodless. In 1940, Hoodless determined the bones belonged to a man -- 

not Earhart, who disappeared along with her plane in 1937. 

 

In a new paper published in the journal Forensic Anthropology, Jantz presents evidence contradicting 

Hoodless' conclusion. 

 

Jantz is the co-creater of a computer program designed to analyze the sex, ancestry and stature of a person 

based on skeletal measurements. When Jantz plugged the measurements made by Hoodless into the 

Fordisc program, the models determined the remains have more in common with Earhart than 99 percent 

of the people in a sizable reference sample. 

 

Jantz also used a photograph of Earhart and a measurable, scalable object to estimate the lengths of her 

radius and humerus bones. The estimates matched those recorded by Hoodless. 

 

The George Palmer Putnam Collection of Amelia Earhart Papers at Purdue University also turned up 

measurements taken by a seamstress in preparation for a new pair of trousers, allowing Jantz to estimate 

the length of the groundbreaking pilot's tibia. The estimate also matched Hoodless' records. 

 

"Until definitive evidence is presented that the remains are not those of Amelia Earhart, the most 

convincing argument is that they are hers," Jantz said in a news release. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 US closes consular agency in Mexico 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/us-closes-consular-agency-playa-del-carmen-bars/story?   

GIST The U.S. has closed its consular agency in a popular Mexican tourist spot and is barring its employees 

from traveling there over a "security threat."  
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The embassy in Mexico City issued the alert Wednesday night for Playa del Carmen, a coastal resort town 

near Cancun and Cozumel on the Caribbean.  

 

The warnings come after a bomb exploded on a ferry that runs between Playa del Carmen and Cozumel in 

February and an unexploded ordinance was found on another ferry a week later.  

 

The State Department provided few details on what the threat was -- saying only that one was received by 

the embassy in Mexico City on Wednesday. 

 

"We take our obligation to provide information to U.S. citizens seriously as evidenced by the clear, timely, 

and reliable safety and security information we release worldwide," State Department spokesperson 

Heather Nauert said in a statement to ABC News, adding that the agency will provide "important updates 

when information becomes available."  

 

Both the closure of the consular agency and the restrictions on personnel travel are in place "until further 

notice," according to Nauert.  

 

Still, Americans were not told to avoid travel to Playa del Carmen. The State Department's alert system 

puts it at a "Level 2: Exercise Increased Caution." 
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HEADLINE 03/08 UK probes 3 sites in poisoned spy case 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/uk-focuses-investigation-sites-poisoned-spy-case-

53602236?   

GIST Britain's Home Secretary says the investigation into the nerve agent attack on a Russian ex-spy and his 

daughter is focusing on three sites — his home, a pub and a restaurant. 

 

Amber Rudd told the BBC on Thursday that enormous resources are being directed at trying to figure out 

who might be responsible for the poisoning of Sergei Skripal and his daughter, Yulia. 

 

Rudd, who is in charge of public security issues, says the police officer also injured in the incident Sunday 

is also in serious condition but is conscious and talking. 

 

Rudd declined to say if she believed Russia was behind the attack, but says Britain will "if it is 

appropriate, attribute it to somebody. If that is the case, then we will have a plan in place." 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Political row makes Europe clocks slow 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-43321113  

GIST Are you running late for work and blaming your electric alarm clock? 

 

The real reason may lie in a dispute between Kosovo and Serbia, which has affected Europe's power grid. 

 

Entsoe, the body representing electricity transmission operators across 25 European countries, said bedside 

clocks had slowed down by up to six minutes since mid-January. 

 

Central heating timers and oven clocks are also affected - but not computers or smart phones. 

 

Countries from Spain to Turkey and from Poland to the Netherlands are part of a large area in Europe 

linked together into an electricity grid that operates at a synchronised frequency. This frequency regulates 

time-keeping in certain devices. 
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The UK and some Nordic countries are not affected. 

 

During the crisis period, Kosovo did not generate enough electricity to meet its needs. 

 

According to Entsoe, Serbia is legally obliged to meet Kosovo's demand to keep the European grid stable. 

 

But because Kosovo and Serbia are in dispute over the issue - and many more related to Kosovo's 

unilateral secession from Serbia 10 years ago - Serbia did not step in. 

 

This failure to act on time forced the frequency to "deviate" - and the drop affected the clocks. Other 

countries that lost reserves amounting to 113 GWh are seeking compensation. 

 

"The deviation stopped yesterday [Tuesday] when Kosovo generated the energy it needs," Entsoe 

spokeswoman Susanne Nies told the BBC. 

 

Surplus energy would need to be generated and fed into the system over time for the balance to be 

redressed across the continent, Ms Nies said. 

 

So yes, you can manually adjust your clocks - but they will automatically stop losing time once the grid 

stabilises. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Microphones found Gitmo meeting room 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-microphones-found-guantanamo-legal-meeting-

room-53589985  

GIST U.S. officials say microphones were found in a room where a Saudi prisoner met with his lawyers on the 

Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 

 

The disclosure in a court document is the first public description of an incident that led to a military judge 

placing an indefinite hold on legal proceedings against the prisoner charged with the 2000 attack on the 

USS Cole. 

 

Senior members of the legal team for prisoner Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri withdrew from the case because of 

a breach of attorney-client privilege that they have been directed not to reveal. That eventually prompted 

the judge to freeze proceedings. 

 

Prosecutors said in an appeal this week that the microphones were not in operation and have been 

removed. The disclosure was first reported Wednesday by The Miami Herald 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Mexico City: water supply sabotage 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mexico-city-water-cutoffs-capital-worsened-

sabotage-53590952?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Mexico City officials say intentional sabotage may be contributing to recurrent water shortages that have 

caused protests on the streets of the city of 9 million people. 

 

In recent weeks, officials have blamed dry faucets in many neighborhoods on everything from power 

shortages to failing pipes and the spring dry season. 

 

But on Wednesday, Mayor Miguel Angel Mancera said some group has been shutting off water 

distribution valves at about 50 points in the sprawling megalopolis. Mancera did not say who was believed 

to be responsible, but said anyone caught closing valves would be arrested. 
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The mayor says the city is purchasing lockable covers for the valves. 

 

Residents will vote for Mexico's president and the city's mayor in July 1 elections, and some fear the 

sabotage may be politically motivated. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Russian spy poisoned by nerve agent 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/07/europe/russian-spy-nerve-agent-intl/index.html  

GIST London (CNN)Former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter were deliberately poisoned by a nerve 

agent in England over the weekend, UK police said Wednesday. 

 

Metropolitan Police Assistant Commissioner Mark Rowley told reporters that police were treating 

Sunday's incident as "attempted murder by a nerve agent," though he declined to elaborate on the specific 

substance that was believed to have been used. 

 

Skripal -- a former Russian military official convicted of spying for the UK -- and his daughter Yulia are 

critically ill after passing out on a shopping center bench in the southern English town of Salisbury. 

 

A police officer who was one of the first to arrive on the scene also has fallen ill and is in serious condition 

at a hospital, Rowley said Wednesday. 

 

Nerve agents are highly poisonous chemicals that prevent the body's nervous system from functioning 

properly, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Exposure to large doses can result 

in death. 

 

On Wednesday, Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson warned that Britain would "respond robustly" if the 

attack was found to be the work of a foreign power. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 UK: people jailed knife crimes soar 

SOURCE https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/politics/huge-rise-people-being-jailed-12148537  

GIST The number of people jailed for knife crime soared by 9% to more than 7,000 last year. 

 

The figure of 7,156 immediate custodial sentences - 612 of them for children - is the fourth annual leap in 

a row and a record since current figures began a decade ago. 

 

It comes after police recorded a huge 30% leap in one year in crime involving a knife or other offensive 

weapon. 

 

Some 38% of the prison sentences lasted more than six months, almost double the 20% of those jailed in 

2008. 

 

Overall 20,982 knife and offensive weapon cases went through the court system, the highest number since 

2010. 

 

Almost 4,500 of them were children under 18, the highest since 2009. 

 

63% of convictions overall resulted in an immediate or suspended jail term, up from 42% a decade ago. 
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2,394 were let off with a caution, 719 were fined, 4,877 had a community sentence and 4,067 were given a 

suspended sentence. 

 

Just 331 offenders were given a discharge in 2017, the lowest number on record and down from 1,418 in 

2008. 

 

The number of offences that resulted in a caution or conviction overall was lower than in 2008 (28,398) 

and 2009 (25,100). 

 

But the length of the average prison sentence has risen by 2.2 months since 2008 to 7.5 months. 

 

In 2008 5,734 offenders received an immediate jail term, and until 2016 the number had not risen above 

6,000. 

 

Last month Home Secretary Amber Rudd called for a "different approach" to the terrible toll of knife 

crime. 

 

She said: "We know that young people are increasingly carrying knives and I want to find out why that is 

and what we can do to turn them away from that. 

 

"We need a different approach in terms of incentives for them, engaging with them, and the old systems 

don’t always work." 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Major meth trafficking leader gets life 

SOURCE http://www.koaa.com/story/37672291/major-meth-drug-trafficking-leader-sentenced-to-life-in-

prison  

GIST COLORADO - The US Attorney's Office for the District of Colorado announced the final defendant of a 

multi-year drug trafficking investigation was sentenced to life in prison Tuesday.  

 

The attorney's office said Jorge Loya-Ramirez was sentenced to life in prison for his role played in a 

methamphetamine distribution conspiracy throughout northern Colorado and southwestern Kansas. He 

was sentenced by US District Judge Robert E Blackburn on Tuesday. 

 

This drug conspiracy has been a multi-year investigation involving 28 people operating in Colorado, 

California and Kansas. He was the last remaining defendant in the case to be tried before a jury.  

 

Loya-Ramirez was indicted by a grand jury on June 23, 2015. According to trial evidence, Loya-Ramirez 

was the leader of a methamphetamine organization using a team of "employees" to distribute hundreds of 

pounds of the drug throughout multiple states. 

 

The US Attorney's Office said violence and deadly weapons were used in drug operations.  

 

He was originally stopped near Lamar in 2015 where a kilo of cocaine and just under a half pound of 

methamphetamine was found in his possession. "Poison and pain are what this defendant cultivated in 

Colorado," said U.S. Attorney, Bob Troyer.  "Thanks to the FBI, Colorado State Patrol, many other law 

enforcement partners, and our tireless prosecution team, this dope dealer's day is done." 

 

The US Attorney's Office Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force prosecuted the case, with 

agents from the FBI and other Colorado agencies who assisted in the investigation. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Romania, Germany smash trafficking ring 
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SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/romanian-german-officials-smash-migrant-

trafficking-ring/2018/03/07/e7fa402e-2207-11e8-946c-

9420060cb7bd_story.html?utm_term=.c6d6ed001aec  

GIST BUCHAREST, Romania — Romanian and German officials raided homes and hotels in both countries 

Wednesday to smash an illegal migrant trafficking ring they said was one of the biggest of its kind in 

Europe. 

 

Romanian prosecutors from the organized crime and terrorism agency said police conducted 12 searches 

in western Romania, including in the city of Timisoara, which has become a hub for migrants after 

Hungary tightened border controls with Serbia. 

 

A statement said the group located and guided migrants and organized their accommodation and transport 

through Turkey, Bulgaria, Serbia, Romania, Hungary, Austria and Germany aided by guides of Arab 

origin. They said migrants paid between 4,000 to 5,000 euros ($4,960-$6,200). 

 

Local news website Pressalert.ro quoted local authorities saying the group had trafficked 2,000 migrants 

through Timisoara. The report said traffickers and migrants used applications such as WhatsApp or Viber, 

and turned off their mobile phones when they were crossing the border so that their locations were not 

saved on their devices. 

 

German judicial authorities and Europol helped the probe which allegedly involved suspects who “were 

part of a vast European network of migrants.” 

 

Prosecutors said migrants entered Romania illegally from Serbia and were later taken to Hungary and then 

Germany. 

 

Romania’s organized crime chief prosecutor, Daniel Horodniceanu, said the raids were part of a larger 

Europol investigation in several European countries, including Britain. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Brazil gang loots $5M in airport heist 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/03/07/brazilian-gang-loots-5-million-in-

an-airport-heist-worthy-of-oceans-eleven/?utm_term=.507d477e0f4b  

GIST SAO PAULO, Brazil — Five gang members wielding rifles infiltrated an international airport in Brazil on 

Sunday and carried out a carefully choreographed heist worthy of the big screen. 

 

Police said the gang, using cars that were painted to resemble airport security vehicles, tore past two gates 

and drove into the cargo section of Viracopos Airport, 60 miles outside Sao Paulo. They attacked two 

security guards and stuffed them into a van, then invaded the tarmac and drove up to a parked Lufthansa 

plane just as employees were transferring bags of cash into an armored vehicle. 

 

The group drove out of the airport with $5 million in cash before police arrived. Nobody was arrested. 

 

“Everyone who passes through the Viracopos Airport is at the mercy of thugs,” said Alberto Carvalho, a 

director at the National Union of Airport Workers, who has documented several instances of muggings, 

carjackings and kidnappings of employees in the vicinity of the airport. The highway that leads to the 

airport is notorious for crime, and several kidnapping attempts on the road made headlines here in recent 

years. “The airport is completely unprepared to deal with these risks,” Carvalho said. 

 

The heist is part of a crime wave that has made transporting goods in Brazil particularly dangerous. A 

record 10,500 cargo thefts were registered in 2017 in Sao Paulo, according to Sao Paulo state figures. In 

February, police busted a cargo-looting ring that was stashing stolen trucks and merchandise at a rest stop 

right outside Sao Paulo. In Rio de Janeiro, some areas are so dangerous for truckers that the post office has 

halted deliveries in nearly half the city. 
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Transporting merchandise on Brazilian roads became so treacherous that many companies opted to send 

shipments by plane. Located about an hour from Sao Paulo’s city center, the Viracopos Airport has taken 

on more valuable shipments, and the volume of goods passing through the airport rose by 20 percent in 

2017. It is now responsible for the most cargo traffic in Brazil. 

 

While theft at the scale of Sunday's robbery is rare, it sounds another alarm about the country's 

deteriorating security situation. 

 

Last month, President Michel Temer ordered the military to take over security in Rio de Janeiro after a 

spike in crime disrupted Carnival celebrations. Armed vehicles have rolled through the streets of Rio, 

fighting to regain control of some of the city’s most dangerous slums. 

 

To many observers, the complexity of the airport heist also illustrates the reach of organized crime. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 UK’s rising retail crime price tag 

SOURCE https://realbusiness.co.uk/law/2018/03/08/price-tag-700m-put-uks-rising-retail-crime/  

GIST Increases in retail crime are in stark contrast with “record amounts” of investment in prevention measures, 

it has been revealed. 

 

The UK’s largest retail businesses each reportedly spending tens of millions per year tackling criminal 

activity. 

 

According to the British Retail Consortium’s (BRC) annual Retail Crime Survey, the total direct financial 

cost of all retail crime has risen to £700m, an increase of six per cent. 

 

The survey found that the “biggest concern” has come from the growth in severe violent incidents causing 

injury to retail employees – with incidents occurring at twice the rate compared to the previous year. 

 

Financially, however, the largest single element of the overall cost of crime to retailers remains “customer 

theft” – or shoplifting – which accounts for £500m per year, an increase of 15 per cent. 

 

In the 12 months when the data was collated, from April 2016 to March 2017, BRC members were 

reported to have spent an average £29m per company on tackling non-cyber crime, compared to £6.7m the 

previous year. 

 

Investment in prevention measures to tackle cyber-crime specifically averaged £8m per member – an 

increase of 400 per cent. Nearly half of respondents in the survey said they had seen an increase in the 

number of cyber-attacks in the last year. 

 

But while most areas of criminal activity increased, the direct cost of fraud reduced by £27m, or just under 

15 per cent, to £155m. The figure includes several different fraud types, including “card not present” and 

supplier fraud. 

 

High priority 

The BRC, which represents 104 members with a combined annual turnover of £137bn, representing 

almost 40 per cent of the UK retail marketplace, is now calling for retail crime to be treated with a much 

higher priority, reflecting the industry’s impact on the economy and employment. 

 

It is “strongly recommending” that police and crime commissioners look carefully at making specific 

reference to retail crime in their police and crime plans. 

 

BRC chief executive Helen Dickenson said: “Retail directly employs nearly one in every ten workers in 
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the UK, and millions more indirectly. 

 

“Retail already faces its own challenges, with margins shrinking, and against that backdrop the pressures 

that retail crime exerts are having a stronger impact. In particular, the figures on violence present a deeply 

concerning picture.” 

 

She added: “Retailers are doing everything possible to ensure that staff members and customers are safe 

and protected. 

 

“But they are now spending record amounts on crime prevention, which is a drag on the economic 

viability of shops and not infinitely sustainable.” 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Wyoming gov. home intruder had knife 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/de497a6b9dcc4a9bab36bafb2d0cc6ca/The-Latest:-Man-found-in-Wyoming-

governor's-home-had-knife  

GIST CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) — The Latest on an intruder arrested inside the Wyoming governor’s residence 

(all times local): 

 

7:40 p.m. 

 

Authorities say a man accused of breaking into the Wyoming governor’s home in Cheyenne was armed 

with a hunting knife. 

 

An arrest affidavit says officers found 35-year-old Antoine Lewis hiding in a bathroom after he broke in 

and set off a fire alarm at about 1:30 a.m. Tuesday. He is accused of pointing the knife at the officers 

before he was arrested. 

 

Investigators say Lewis told them he was chased onto the property and intentionally set off the fire alarm 

to get help, but surveillance footage does not support that claim. 

 

The arrest affidavit also says he allegedly told his employer the day before that if he were to steal from 

people, he would target the rich because they have insurance. 

 

Republican Gov. Matt Mead says his family was inside the home at the time but not harmed. 

 

 

___ 

 

4:55 p.m. 

 

Authorities have taken into custody a man they found inside the Wyoming governor’s residence in 

Cheyenne. 

 

The Wyoming Highway Patrol identified the man as 35-year-old Antoine Lewis, who had been living in a 

local motel. 

 

It says the man entered the governor’s residence around 1:30 a.m. Tuesday, setting off a fire alarm. 

 

The patrol says firefighters and police arrived and found the man hiding in the house. 

 

Lewis was taken to the Laramie County jail where he was being held pending formal charges. 

 

Republican Gov. Matt Mead said in a statement that his family was inside the residence at the time but not 
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harmed. 

 

The patrol is responsible for the governor’s security. 

 

Patrol spokesman Sgt. Kyle McKay declined to release any other details Wednesday. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Ky. Molotov cocktail maker gets 20yrs 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/5df1af93731844f2bc980b4d6af2f5d8/Kentucky-man-who-made-Molotov-

cocktails-gets-20-years  

GIST BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Prosecutors say a Kentucky man who made five Molotov cocktails to 

blow-up a school has been sentenced to 20 years in prison, without the possibility of parole. 

 

U.S. Attorney Russell Coleman says in statement 20-year-old Trey Alexander Gwathney-Law was 

sentenced Tuesday by U.S. District Judge Greg N. Stivers for making and possessing illegal firearms. The 

statement says Gwathney-Law told an acquaintance he made the cocktails to blow up Franklin-Simpson 

County Middle School. 

 

According to the plea agreement, Gwathney-Law made them in 2015 using glass bottles filled with 

flammable liquid. One Mountain Dew, one Sprite, and two Dr. Pepper bottles had a cloth wick stuffed 

inside. A root beer bottle had a carbon dioxide cartridge containing explosive powder and pieces of paper 

that appeared to have been soaked in the liquid. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Spokane cop guilty raping fellow cop 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/920431/spokane-cop-found-guilty-of-sexually-assaulting-female-cop/  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) — A Spokane County Superior Court jury has convicted a Spokane police 

sergeant of sexually assaulting another police officer. 

 

The jury on Wednesday found Sgt. Gordon Ennis guilty of second degree rape. 

 

The Spokesman-Review says the jury deliberated for only two hours before arriving at a verdict. 

 

Ennis, who was placed on extended leave from the department following his arrest in 2015, is accused of 

sexually assaulting a fellow police officer on Oct. 25, 2015, at a party. His trial began Feb. 26 and has 

featured testimony from over a dozen witnesses. 

 

Ennis testified on Tuesday that the female victim was alert, conscious and conversational up to and during 

the alleged assault. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Big pot bust in King Co. 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/920436/big-pot-bust-in-king-county-783-pounds-7600-plus-plants/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — The King County Sheriff’s Office says detectives seized nearly $10 million worth of 

illegally grown marijuana in a series of raids last week. 

 

The investigative haul, announced Wednesday, included more than 7,600 plants and 783 pounds of dried 

pot, which the sheriff’s office says may have been destined for the East Coast. Ten people were arrested, 

and the sheriff’s office says they are seeking to have 10 homes, four vehicles, a 32-foot recreational 

vehicle and more than $200,000 in cash forfeited to the government. 
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The raids occurred in Renton, Auburn, Federal Way, Pacific, Kent, Lakewood, Seattle and unincorporated 

King County. 

 

Douglas Hiatt and Jeffrey Steinborn, two longtime Seattle marijuana defense attorneys who represent 

people involved the case, said some of the defendants are Chinese immigrants who may have believed 

they were legally growing marijuana. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Duvall: suspicious death investigation 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/920893/duvall-opens-homicide-case-into-body-found-near-storm-pond/  

GIST DUVALL, Wash. (AP) — Officials say police are investigating a suspicious death in Duvall as a 

homicide. 

 

KOMO-TV reports that the man had been found Wednesday next to a storm water pond on city of Duvall 

property. 

 

Officers responded to the area just after noon for reports of an unresponsive person. 

 

Investigators said they have identified the man, but will not release his name until they notify family. 

 

Authorities said he is not a Duvall resident. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 After Florida 638 threats targeted schools 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/03/07/within-nine-days-after-florida-shooting-there-

were-more-than-100-threats-schools-across-u-s-its-not/359986002/  

GIST Breathless and whispering through the phone, a 13-year-old student called for help from her Ohio high 

school.  

 

"Help," she said in between whimpers. "He's got a gun. He's got the gun in my mouth." 

 

Anxiety was already running high: It had been only a week after the deadly shooting in Parkland, Fla. 

Police dispatchers then got three other calls from Withrow University High School in Cincinnati. 

 

But it was all a hoax. 

 

It's a stunt that other teens and kids across the nation have pulled after tragedies, creating fear in 

communities and bringing costly investigations by police and federal agents who have no choice but to 

take the threats with deadly seriousness.  

 

The rise in threats after a high-profile mass killing is nothing new. But the incidents are hard to quantify 

because they are not tracked nationally by any government agency. 

 

A review by USA TODAY of published accounts, however, paints a clear picture of a growing problem 

that is no joke. 

 

More than 130 threats were reported and analyzed by the USA TODAY NETWORK in the nine-day span 

after the Valentine's Day shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland left 17 dead. 

Also, non-profits such as the Educator's School Safety Network have compiled a list of the threats using 

news media reports. The group found that a jarring 638 threats targeted schools in the two weeks after the 

Parkland shootings, a number they say is probably on the low side.  
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Following the deadly Florida rampage, panic swept schools from Maine to California, leading to 

lockdowns, school closures and deployment of bomb-sniffing dogs. 

 

The dramatic rise in threats — from 10 to about 70 a day — has left school administrators and authorities 

walking a fine line in dealing with a threat's credibility. It's also worried parents who fear sending their 

children to school and shined a spotlight on the legal debate over what penalties kids should face. 

 

At the root of the problem, experts say, are students who are too young to realize the severity of their 

comments. 

 

"There are usually two common traits in these individuals," said Mary Ellen O'Toole, a former FBI 

profiler. "They're young, and their judgment is poor. I mean, a brain isn't really fully formed until your 

early 20s. Then, it's also people who want to be disruptive and affect how the school is operating."  

 

Police arrested a 13-year-old student after multiple 911 calls prompted a lockdown of Withrow High 

School on Feb. 22, 2018. Audio provided by the Cincinnati Police Department. The Enquirer/Cameron 

Knight 

 

Texas, with 55 reports, was the state with the most threats since the shooting. Next in line are Ohio, 

California, Florida and Pennsylvania, according to data from the Educator's School Safety Network, which 

not only tracks such incidents but also trains schools on how to handle them. 

 

Because of the threats, at least 33 schools closed and more than 15 others locked down, according to a 

review of the incidents reported across the USA TODAY Network, which encompasses more than 100 

news organizations nationwide. 

 

Some threats were real and law enforcement was able to thwart the plot before it came to fruition, but the 

larger number of the scares weren't credible, meaning the person suspected of making the comments 

wasn't planning to harm others and didn't have access to weapons. 

 

"It's not funny, and I think this should end," said Bailey Campbell, a student at Central York High School 

in Pennsylvania. "I want to go back to school, and I want to finish my senior year." 

 

Her high school, along with others in the region, was closed for three days because of a threat sent by a 

middle school student. Authorities say the student made the threats simply because she didn't want to go to 

school.  

 

Seeing closures like that in Pennsylvania gives a student a sense of power, O'Toole said, which for a kid is 

huge.  

 

Before taking intense action, it's important to track the threat and see whether the person behind it even has 

the means to act, she added. If a threat doesn't result in some effect on a school, a student feels like they 

failed, thus discouraging the behavior. 

 

Most reported threats aren't followed by shootings or attacks. 

 

Authorities have been going back and forth about how to deal with these threats. On one hand, an arrest 

could leave a scar on a student's future. But the threats might cease if a hard approach is taken.  

 

Even with jail as a penalty, threats have been prevalent for decades and show no signs of stopping. After 

the massacre at Columbine High School in 1999, hundreds of threats were sent to schools across the 

country, leading to more than 350 arrests.  

 

Broward County has been under the microscope since the shooting, and the news media and lawmakers 

have scrutinized a nationwide program in schools that aims to keep students from serving jail time for 

minor offenses. The school gunman, Nikolas Cruz, was not part of the program, but some have criticized 
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it, including Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla., who said it delays and discourages law enforcement from being 

alerted to dangerous students. 

 

Amanda Klinger, director of operations for the Educator's School Safety Network, said the threats, along 

with violence and issues in schools, could be dampened with a few measures. Chief among them would be 

schools communicating with students about the severity of threats and parents reinforcing the message at 

home.  

 

"Everyone knows you don't say 'bomb' in an airport. We have to get to that point with kids on this issue," 

she said. "We need to make it clear that this isn't OK, and it is incredibly serious." 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Clarkston PD, WSP investigate cold case 

SOURCE http://www.khq.com/story/37673836/clarkston-police-wsp-investigating-1990-cold-case-murder  

GIST CLARKSTON, Wash. - The Washington State Patrol Cold Case Unit and the Clarkston Police Department 

reported Wednesday that they are collaboratively investigating the 1990 unsolved homicide of Toni Ann 

Tedder. 

 

Tedder, who was 18 at the time of her death, died from a knife wound on July 28, 1990 while sleeping on 

a couch at the family home in the 500 block of 7th Street. There were no other people in the home at the 

time. A wooden-handled fishing fillet type knife with a 6-inch blade was found at the scene and it's 

believed to be the murder weapon. 

 

Numerous interviews have been conducted over the years and leads followed, but no arrests have been 

made. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Sexual abuse at the Hajj 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/08/middleeast/hajj-sexual-abuse-asequals-iwd-intl/index.html  

GIST Hundreds of thousands of Muslim women descend on Mecca in Saudi Arabia each year to take part in the 

Hajj, but in recent weeks some female worshipers have told CNN they experienced incidents of sexual 

abuse or harassment while participating in the five-day pilgrimage. 

 

Five women told CNN they were compelled to share their stories after a Pakistani woman's account of 

being sexually abused at the Hajj went viral on Facebook last month. That post (since deleted) prompted 

an outpouring of similar stories from female pilgrims on social media. 

 

The Hajj is a spiritual pinnacle for Muslims around the world, with up to three million pilgrims traveling 

to Mecca to participate each year. In 2016, almost 42% of all worshipers were women. Every Muslim who 

is physically and financially able to, is required to do the pilgrimage once in their lifetime. As one of the 

largest annual pilgrimages in the world, crowd control poses a major challenge. 

 

Most of the incidents of sexual abuse and harassment reported to CNN happened during the tawaf ritual, a 

counter-clockwise procession around the Kaaba shrine. Only some of the women who shared their stories 

with CNN reported the incidents to police in Saudi Arabia but those who did said their complaints were 

ignored. 

 

Responding to CNN, an unnamed Saudi official familiar with Hajj affairs said the Kingdom does not 

tolerate this kind of behavior anywhere, especially at holy sites and added that allegations made by the 

women were being taken very seriously by authorities. 

 

"Anyone found guilty of committing these acts faces serious consequences including imprisonment and 

caning," the Saudi official said. "By Royal Order, female police officers and investigators are now being 
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added to the police force and security services including the Public Prosecution Department, so there will 

be a greater female security and police presence within the country and at the Holy sites to handle any 

issues that may arise." 

 

Saudi Arabia already issued a royal decree in September 2017 to outlaw sexual harassment. A new law is 

currently being drafted. 
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Click on source link to read the five women's stories. They have been edited for clarity and length. 

Some women requested to remain anonymous because they fear a backlash within their communities. 

 

HEADLINE 03/07 FBI: didn’t act on or share Cruz reports 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/school-shootings-florida-fbi/2018/03/07/id/847456/  

GIST The FBI has detailed to Congress a series of mistakes and missed opportunities to intervene before a 

gunman killed 17 people at a Florida high school last month. 

 

FBI Deputy Director David Bowdich made the comments in a closed briefing Tuesday with members of 

the House Judiciary and Oversight committees. 

 

In a summary released Wednesday, Bowdich cited two tips the FBI received about shooting suspect 

Nikolas Cruz, in September 2017 and January 2018, that were mishandled, including one in which a FBI 

call taker "did not ask any standard investigative probing questions." The 2018 call taker was able to 

connect Cruz to the earlier call about a threatening YouTube comment, but after discussing it with a 

supervisor, they decided not to pursue the matter and the case was closed. 

 

The chairmen of the two committees said that "despite multiple opportunities, the FBI did not share 

information with state and local authorities" about Nikolas Cruz. 

 

The FBI is reviewing its handling of the case and will report findings to Congress. 

 

Officials say two Florida police officers who responded to last month's school shooting from a neighboring 

city have been temporarily suspended from the SWAT team. 

 

Miramar police spokeswoman Tania Rues said in an email Wednesday that the officers didn't advise 

supervisors that they were going to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland. The suspension 

applies only to the SWAT team, so they'll remain on active duty for other assignments. 

 

Miramar's SWAT team had been training in nearby Coral Springs the morning of Feb. 14. The team had 

been placed on stand-by after the active-shooter report, but the Broward Sheriff's Office never called for 

them. 

 

Miramar police say the officers' actions created a lack of accountability and potential safety situation. 

 

Rues says a third SWAT team member was suspended for violating the department's social media policy. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Algeria: fight migrant criminal networks 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/algerian-pres-calls-action-migrant-criminal-

networks-53602303?   

GIST Algerian President Abdelaziz Bouteflika has called on Arab nations to work together to fight illegal 

migration and the networks that feed them. 

 

In a message read to a meeting in Algiers of Arab interior ministers, Abdelaziz Bouteflika said that "we 

cannot close our eyes" to criminal networks exploiting migrants and endangering "the stability and 
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security of our countries." 

 

He said that a "common approach" is needed. 

 

The presidential message delivered on Wednesday underscored that North African nations are also coping 

with migration, notably sub-Saharan migrants who remain there rather than continue their perilous 

journeys to Europe. 

 

It is unclear how many migrants have settled in Algeria, or how many Algerian citizens have tried to make 

the Mediterranean crossing. 

 

The presence of Sub-Saharan migrants has raised tensions with local populations in Algeria. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Buddhist mobs attack stores in Sri Lanka 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/residents-mobs-attack-muslim-owned-shops-sri-

lanka-53600896?   

GIST Buddhist mobs are still sweeping through Muslim neighborhoods in Sri Lanka's central hills, destroying 

stores and restaurants despite a curfew, a state of emergency and heavy deployment of security forces, 

residents said Thursday. 

 

About 50 people broke into Mohamed Ramzeen's small restaurant in the town of Pilimathalawa on 

Wednesday night while the curfew was in effect, destroying nearly everything they found. 

 

"The security in town is inadequate," Ramzeen said. "We fear for our lives." 

 

Others in the area around Kandy, the main hill town, have described similar attacks since the violence 

began early this week. The streets of most towns were all-but empty Thursday except for police and 

soldiers. 

 

The government ordered a state of emergency Tuesday, and has shut down a handful of popular social 

media networks, saying they were being used to spread false rumors that led to mob attacks. 

 

Sri Lanka has long faced a bitter ethnic divide between the majority Sinhalese and the minority Tamils, 

fueling a bloody, decades-long civil war as Tamil militants tried to carve out their own homeland. 

 

But in the years since the war ended in 2009, a religious divide has grown, with the rise of hard-line 

Buddhist groups that stoke anger against minority Muslims. 

 

Sinhalese are overwhelmingly Buddhists, while Tamils are Hindu, Muslim and Christian. 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Alabama school shooting: student killed 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/17-year-student-killed-accidental-shooting-alabama-high/story?   

GIST A shooting at an Alabama high school Wednesday afternoon has left a 17-year-old female student dead 

and a 17-year-old male student injured, according to police.  

 

The shooting occurred around 3:40 p.m. inside Birmingham's Huffman High School, the largest of seven 

high schools in the Birmingham City School System, police said.  

 

"School Resource and East Precinct Officers were dispatched to Huffman High School on the report of an 

individual shot inside the school," police said in a statement. "Officers immediately responded and found 
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that two individuals had been shot."  

 

Both students were transported to UAB Hospital, where the female student was pronounced deceased, 

police said.  

 

Initially, police described the incident as an "accidental shooting," but they later ceased to describe it as 

such and said it is a "death investigation." 

 

"Two students were involved in a shooting during dismissal today at Huffman High School," the school 

system said in a statement. "The school was placed on a brief lockdown, and police were called to the 

scene. Students have been released and police are actively investigating the circumstances surrounding the 

shooting." 
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HEADLINE 03/08 Missouri: slain officer at wrong address 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/cop-killed-shot-missouri-suspect-dead/story?   

GIST A Clinton, Missouri, police officer who was gunned down Tuesday night was done so responding to the 

wrong address, police said.  

 

Missouri State Highway Patrol Sgt. Bill Lowe made the distinction in a news conference late Wednesday, 

saying police officers, including Ryan Morton, were given the wrong address by dispatchers. Upon arrival, 

Morton and two other officers came under fire from a suspect, entered the home and were struck by 

gunfire. Morton was killed.  

 

Morton, 30, had returned to the Clinton Police Department after another officer there died in the line of 

duty last year, authorities said Wednesday.  

 

Two other police officers were injured but survived the Tuesday night shooting in Clinton, about 75 miles 

southeast of Kansas City.  

 

The officers were shot at about 9:30 p.m. when they entered a home after receiving a 911 call in which 

two women were screaming in the background, according to the Missouri State Highway Patrol. Lowe 

said late Wednesday that call was actually made from a home in Windsor, Mo., about 20 miles from 

Clinton. 

 

It was not clear whether the wrong address was a human or computer error, Lowe said.  

 

By 12:30 a.m., authorities said, officers had entered the residence and found the suspect -- 37-year-old 

James Waters -- dead.  

 

Officials were still investigating whether the suspect was shot by police or killed himself, Lowe said. No 

one else was injured.  

 

"We're still piecing everything together," Lowe said in the hours immediately following the shooting. 

"We're way early in the investigation." 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Italy struggles to help trafficked slaves 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/italy-nigerian-trafficked-sex-slaves-little-help-with-fight-curb-

immigration/  

GIST ROME -- Precious survived a trip across North Africa and two sinking boats before making it to Italy, 

only to be confronted with the reality facing young Nigerian migrants like her: A "madam" gave her 
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condoms, pantyhose and a G-string, and put her to work. 

 

"I had a mattress. It was in the bush," Precious told The Associated Press recently, her face hidden to hide 

her identity. "If a white man came who said he wasn't going to have sex inside his car, I would take him to 

my bed." 

 

Nigerian teenagers and young women selling sex is a common sight for motorists in Italy. Working along 

roadsides and secondary highways in cities big and small, they are a haunting reminder that while Italy has 

been successful in curbing immigration from Libya, it has largely failed to help a fraction of the migrants 

trafficked as sex slaves. 

 

Between 10,000 and 30,000 Nigerian prostitutes are estimated to be walking Italian streets, often to pay 

off the debts they incurred to get there. Government figures show 1,172 trafficked people were rescued 

and given special protection in 2016, about 700 of them Nigerian women and girls. More than 100 were 

minors, like Precious. 

 

She was 17 years old when she was found off Libya's coast with a boatload of other migrants and brought 

to Italy. After Nigerian traffickers put Precious on a train to Turin, the Nigerian "madam" who met her in 

the northern city sat the girl down and explained her new life: 

 

"You don't have any choice. This is what is going on, this is how it is going to be," Precious, a nickname 

she uses, recalled. "You need to prostitute." 

 

The reason? She had to pay off the 20,000-euro debt her traffickers said she had acquired, one customer at 

a time. 

 

The Italian government has tripled its funding to help trafficked girls get off the streets, from 8 million 

euros in 2015 to 22.5 million in 2017. The government's equal opportunities office says most of the money 

has gone to providing more beds in safe houses for trafficked women and girls who want to escape life on 

the streets. 

 

But advocates say there is no coordinated response or strategy, and not enough beds to go around. The 

rescued women can't be housed in regular migrant shelters because their pimps will come for them. In fact, 

many girls still on the streets actually live in migrant shelters, where their traffickers can operate with 

impunity, said David Mancini, assistant prosecutor in l'Aquila. 

 

"The traffickers work inside the centers, recruiting and running their business," he said. "The girls leave in 

the morning and come back at night. It's a pressing issue and we don't have any way to prevent this 

exploitation." 

 

Increasingly, the Nigerian migrants being forced into prostitution are minors, some as young as 13, 

according to the International Organization for Migration's 2017 report on human trafficking. 

 

Recent arrivals to Italy are coerced into prostitution "under threats, violence, abuses perpetrated by the 

traffickers, a form of true slavery," Forti said. 

 

Police work to try to break up what they consider to be a "transnational criminal organization" that 

includes cells of Nigerians in Italy, but with limited success. 

 

In some parts of the country, including around Naples, Nigerian criminals have sought protection from the 

Italian mafia to be able to conduct their business on mob-run territory. Italy's National Anti-Mafia 

Investigative Group reported in 2017 that Nigerian gangs reach agreements with Sicilian criminal groups 

to "obtain protection or at least approval to carry out their exploitation in the form of prostitution." 

 

In the case of Precious, police picked her up on the street near Turin in the spring of last year. She had 

spent about seven months working, servicing as many as 10 men a day. She was afraid of being sent back 
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to Nigeria, but at that point "going back to Nigeria is even better than prostituting every day." 

 

Eventually, Precious was placed in the care of an aid group that places trafficked Nigerian girls and 

women in protective shelters. She lives now in a safe house near Rome and works with elderly people in a 

paid internship. 

 

"I can say I am free now. I am free," Precious said. 

 

But she is one of the lucky few. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Fla. school shooting suspect indicted 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/nikolas-cruz-florida-school-shooting-suspect-indicted-17-counts-of-

first-degree-murder/  

GIST FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. -- Florida school shooting suspect Nikolas Cruz was formally charged 

Wednesday with 17 counts of first-degree murder, which could mean a death sentence if he is convicted. 

The indictment returned by a grand jury in Fort Lauderdale also charges the 19-year-old with 17 counts of 

attempted murder for the Valentine's Day massacre at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in 

Parkland in which 17 people died and more than a dozen others were wounded.  

 

Cruz's public defender has said he will plead guilty if prosecutors take the death penalty off the table, 

which would mean a life prison sentence. The Broward County state attorney has not announced a 

decision on the death penalty.  

 

James and Kimberly Snead, the couple who gave Cruz a home after his mother died late last year, testified 

before the grand jury Wednesday. Both James Snead and the couple's attorney, Jim Lewis, wore silver 

"17" pins to honor the victims of the shooting.  

 

The couple is "trying to do the right thing" and is mourning along with the rest of the Parkland community, 

Lewis said.  

 

"We'll let justice take its course at this point," Lewis said. "They still don't know what happened, why this 

happened. They don't have any answers. They feel very badly for everybody."  

 

Cruz told investigators he took an AR-15 rifle to Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland on 

Valentine's Day and started shooting into classrooms.  

 

Jail records released by the Broward Sheriff's Office show Cruz was being held in solitary confinement. 

Officers described Cruz as being cooperative but avoiding eye contact.  

 

The report said Cruz "often sits with a blank stare," appeared to laugh and exhibited "awkward" behavior 

during and after a visit with an attorney and had one "family visit." Officers said Cruz also requested a 

Bible to read in his single-person cell in the infirmary. 
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HEADLINE 03/07 Vienna stabbing attack; 3 injured 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/07/us/vienna-stabbing/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Police said a couple and their daughter were injured Wednesday in a knife attack near a subway 

station in Vienna, Austria, according to CNN affiliate ORF. 

 

Police are still searching for the attacker, the affiliate reported. Witnesses said they saw police swarming 

the area. 
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Michael Eisenriegler, who lives next to where the stabbing happened, told CNN he saw flashing lights and 

went downstairs. 

 

"There were maybe ... one or two dozen policemen (at the site of the attack.) And they are still there," he 

said. 

 

"(The road) is blocked. They are searching," Eisenriegler said. 

 

Clemens Oistric, a journalist at Austrian newspaper Heute, said he was in his office nearby during the 

attack. 

 

"People shouted because three people were hit by a man who had a knife. They're in hospital," Oistric said 

told CNN. 
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Cyber Security News

*Null Character Bug Lets Malware Bypass Windows 10 Anti-Malware Scan Interface

From Bleeping Computer (02.19.2018) Catalin Cimpanu

Malware that embeds a null character in its code can bypass security scans performed by the Anti-
Malware Scan Interface (AMSI) on Windows 10 boxes. Microsoft fixed this vulnerability last week when
it released the February 2018 Patch Tuesday security updates. The vulnerability resides with Anti-
Malware Scan Interface (AMSI), a generic security feature that acts as an intermediary point between
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apps and local antivirus engines. AMSI allows an app to send a file to be scanned by the local security
software and return the results. AMSI was introduced with Windows 10 and is vendor agnostic,
meaning it will automatically send the file to any AMSI-compatible AV engine on the local PC, not just
the built-in Windows Defender. While AMSI can be used to scan all types of files, Microsoft specifically
developed AMSI to help inspect scripts invoked at runtime, such as PowerShell, VBScript, Ruby, and
others, which have become a preferred method of avoiding detection on computers using classic
signature-based antivirus engines. In other words, AMSI acts as a post-execution scanner of checks
additional resources loaded or triggered by an executed file. Vancouver-based security researcher
Satoshi Tanda has discovered that a bug in AMSI truncates files after a null character. This means that
AMSI will scan a file up until the null character and drop the rest of the data. An attacker only has to
hide malicious commands behind a null character to bypass AMSI checks. The bug Tanda discovered
also seems to affect only AMSI's PowerShell interface, and AMSI's Windows Script Host interpreter
does not seem to be affected.  Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/null-character-bug-lets-malware-bypass-windows-10-anti-
malware-scan-interface/

Coldroot RAT Still Undetectable Despite Being Uploaded on GitHub Two Years Ago

From Bleeping Computer (02.20.2018) Catalin Cimpanu

Coldroot, a remote access trojan (RAT), is still undetectable by most antivirus engines, despite being
uploaded and freely available on GitHub for almost two years. The RAT was originally only intended for
use against macOS users but has since expanded to work all three major desktop operating systems —
Linux, macOS, and Windows— according to a screenshot of its builder extracted from a promotional
YouTube video. But despite being open-sourced in 2016, the RAT remained in anonymity, never being
at the center of major cybercrime operations. Unfortunately, things appear to have changed in the
meantime, and the RAT has now entered active distribution. Patrick Wardle, a Mac expert with Digita
Security, has recently stumbled on a new version of the Coldroot RAT. Wardle says this new version of
the Coldroot RAT that he discovered in a faux Apple audio driver is different from the old version posted
on GitHub in 2016. But artifacts he found by analyzing the fake Apple audio driver matched the modus
operandi and technical details included in the old Coldroot RAT GitHub code, suggesting the two were
very likely connected, if not the same. According to the researcher, this new Coldroot RAT can spawn
new remote desktop sessions, take screen captures and assemble them into a live stream of the
victim's desktop, can start and kill processes on the target's system, and can search, download, upload,
and execute files. All stolen data is sent to a remote web panel, similar to how most RATs work these
days. But the problem here is that despite being based on the source code of a remote access trojan
shared online for almost two years, none of the AV scan engines available through VirusTotal were able
to detect the new Coldroot RAT, at the time of writing. Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/coldroot-rat-still-undetectable-despite-being-uploaded-on-github-
two-years-ago/

North Korean APT37 Hacking Group Expands Targets

From Security Week (02.20.2018) Eduard Kovacs
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A lesser known hacker group believed to be working on behalf of the North Korean government has
been expanding the scope and sophistication of its campaigns, according to a report published on
Tuesday by FireEye. The threat actor is tracked by FireEye as APT37 and Reaper, and by other
security firms as Group123 (Cisco) and ScarCruft (Kaspersky). APT37 has been active since at least
2012, but it has not been analyzed as much as the North Korea-linked Lazarus group. Cisco published
a report in January detailing some of the campaigns launched by the threat actor in 2017, but APT37
only started making headlines in early February when researchers revealed that it had been using a
zero-day vulnerability in Adobe Flash Player to deliver malware to South Korean users. APT37, whose
goals appear to align with North Korea’s military, political and economic interests, has mainly focused
on targeting public and private entities in South Korea, including government, defense, military and
media organizations. However, according to FireEye, the group expanded its attacks to Japan, Vietnam
and even the Middle East last year. The list of targets includes organizations in the chemicals,
manufacturing, electronics, aerospace, healthcare, and automotive sectors. APT37 has exploited
several Flash Player and Hangul Word Processor vulnerabilities to deliver various types of malware,
including the RUHAPPY wiper, the CORALDECK exfiltration tool, the GELCAPSULE and
HAPPYWORK downloaders, the MILKDROP and SLOWDRIFT launchers, the ZUMKONG infostealer,
the audio-capturing tool SOUNDWAVE, and backdoors tracked by FireEye as DOGCALL, KARAE,
POORAIM, WINERACK and SHUTTERSPEED. This malware has been delivered using social
engineering tactics, watering holes, and even torrent sites for wide-scale distribution. Link

Securityweek[.]com/north-korean-hacking-group-apt37-expands-targets

Tesla AWS cloud systems exploited by hackers to mine cryptocurrency

From ZDNet (02.20.2018) Charlie Osbourne

Tesla's cloud environment has been exploited by threat actors to mine cryptocurrencies, researchers
have discovered. On Tuesday, cloud security firm RedLock released the firm's 2018 Cloud Security
Trends report which documents the discovery of an unprotected Kubernetes console belonging to
automaker Tesla. The Kubernetes console is used to automate the deployment, scaling, and operation
of application containers, virtualized software, and some cloud-based services. Google's open-source
Kubernetes system is used securely by countless enterprise players worldwide, but in this case, an
unsecured console exposed access credentials to Tesla's Amazon Web Services (AWS) environment.
Researchers from the RedLock Cloud Security Intelligence (CSI) team discovered that cryptocurrency
mining scripts, used for cryptojacking -- the unauthorized use of computing power to mine
cryptocurrency -- were operating on Tesla's unsecured Kubernetes instances, which allowed the
attackers to steal the Tesla AWS compute resources to line their own pockets. Tesla's AWS system
also contained sensitive data including vehicle telemetry, which was exposed due to the unsecured
credentials theft. The unknown hackers also employed a number of techniques to avoid detection.
Rather than using typical public mining pools in their scheme, for example, the threat actors instead
installed mining pool software and instructed the mining script to connect to an unlisted endpoint.
According to the researchers, this technique makes it more difficult for domain and IP-based threat
detection systems to detect such activity. In addition, the cyberattackers hid the true IP address of the
mining pool to keep CPU usage low and prevent a level of suspicious traffic which would likely have
been quickly detected.  Link

Zdnet[.]com/article/tesla-systems-used-by-hackers-to-mine-cryptocurrency/
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Researchers say Kaspersky web portal exposed users to session hijacking, account takeovers

From SC Media (02.19.2018) Bradley Barth

Security researchers say they discovered several vulnerabilities and security lapses in Kaspersky Lab's
my.kaspersky.com web portal earlier this month, adding that the flaws exposed users to potential
session hijackings and account takeovers. According to a new report from the cybersecurity firm
LMNTRIX – shared first with SC Media – the issues primarily were found in the processes for
authentication, session management and validation, and password changes. The researchers say the
problems were remedied following private notification, yet Kaspersky Lab is denying that most of the
issues existed in the first place. More specifically, the LMNTRIX report notes that my.kaspersky.com
suffered from a lack of protections against automated brute force and credential stuffing attacks (which
can lead to an account takeover), allowed weak or default passwords (such as admin/admin), employed
insecure credentials recovery processes (e.g. knowledge-based security questions), and had missing or
ineffective multi-factor authentication. Problems with the session IDs reportedly included exposed IDs in
the URL, failure to rotate the IDs after a successful log-in, and a failure to invalidate a session ID after
the portal visitor logs out or remains inactive for a long period of time. In a statement provided to SC
Media, Kaspersky disputes most of LMNTRIX's account, asserting that the reported vulnerabilities
"were never confirmed" in the first place, and therefore no action was taken.  Link

Scmagazine[.]com/exclusive-researchers-say-kaspersky-web-portal-exposed-users-to-session-
hijacking-account-takeovers/article/745105/

*Macro-Based Multi-Stage Attack Delivers Password Stealer

From Security Week (02.19.2018) Ionut Arghire

A malicious attack uses a multi-stage infection to deploy malware that is capable of stealing passwords
from various applications on a victim’s computer, Trustwave reports. The attack starts with spam emails
distributed from the Necurs botnet to deliver macro-enabled documents, such as Word docs, Excel
spreadsheets, or PowerPoint presentations, to the targets. As part of this infection campaign, DOCX
attachments containing an embedded OLE object that has external references was used. Thus,
external access is provided to remote OLE objects to be referenced in the document.xml.rels. Once
executed on the victim’s system, the file attempts to exploit the CVE-2017-11882 vulnerability that
Microsoft patched last November in the Office’s Equation Editor tool, and which has been already
abused in a wide range of attacks. The RTF file executes an MSHTA command line to download and
execute a remote HTA file. In turn, the HTA file contains VBScript with obfuscated code which decodes
to a PowerShell Script designed to fetch and run a remote binary file. This binary is the final payload
that turns out to be a password stealer malware family capable of gathering credentials from email,
FTP, and browsers installed on the victim’s machine. For that, it concatenates available strings in the
memory and uses the RegOpenKeyExW and PathFileExistsW APIs to check if registry or paths of
various programs exist.  The malware was observed sending the harvested data to its command and
control (C&C) server via a HTTP POST request.  Link
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Securityweek[.]com/macro-based-multi-stage-attack-delivers-password-stealer

*MS Word’s new imbedded video feature opens door to Cryptojacking /Phishing

From Bleeping Computer (02.20.2018) Catalin Cimpanu

Cryptojacking scripts that mine Monero via JavaScript code can also run inside Word files, security
researchers have discovered. This is possible via a new feature added to recent versions of Microsoft
Word that allows users to embed Internet videos inside Word files without having to inject the actual
video file inside the document itself. Users can copy-paste a video's iframe embed code inside a Word
popup, and the video will appear in the document the next time they open it. If they press the "Play"
button that appears over the video's iframe, the video loads and plays inside a popup. But security
researchers from Israeli security firm Votiro have discovered that miscreants could leverage this video
embedding system to add cryptojacking scripts with the videos, and mine Monero behind the user's
back. According to Votiro's Amit Dori, this is possible because of two reasons. The first is that Word
allows the insertion of iframe embed codes from anywhere on the Internet, instead of restricting the
video sources to a few whitelisted domains. Second is because the popup that plays the video is
actually a headless Internet Explorer browser. A crook can host a video on his own domain, but also
make sure to load an in-browser cryptocurrency miner (cryptojacking script) alongside the video. But
Dori believes his recent findings will be abused in other ways, and not necessarily for cryptojacking.
Dori believes that crooks will abuse Word's video embedding system to embed phishing pages inside
Word files primarily. Crooks may limit the viewing of videos to authenticated users and may use this
feature to phish credentials for various online accounts.  Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/cryptojacking-scripts-could-soon-invade-your-word-documents/

Lawsuits threaten to hinder infosec research

From ZDNet (02.20.2018) Zack Whittaker

This year, two security reporters and one researcher will fight for their professional lives in court. Steve
Ragan, senior staff writer at tech news site CSO, and Dan Goodin, security editor at Ars Technica, were
last year named defendants in two separate lawsuits. The cases are different, but they have a common
theme: they are being sued by the companies covered in articles they wrote. Although lawsuits
targeting reporters, particularly on the security beat, are rare, legal threats are an occupational hazard
that reporters are all too aware of -- from companies threatening to call an editor to demand a correction
-- or else -- to a full-blown lawsuit. But the inevitable aftermath is a "chilling effect." White-hat hackers
and security researchers hesitate to report vulnerabilities and weaknesses to technology firms for fear
of facing legal retribution. The most recent act of legal aggression comes from Keeper Security, which
filed a civil defamation suit against Goodin in December for allegedly making "false and misleading
statements" about the security company's flagship password manager software. In the last year alone,
several security researchers have revealed that they have been the target of legal threats.  PwC sent
cease and desist letters to a researcher who found a critical flaw in one of its security products. These
represent only a fraction of cases where legal threats resulted from security research. Link
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Aviation Tech

Vodafone launches IoT drone tracking trials

From Air Traffic Management (02.20.2018)

Vodafone has launched air traffic control drone tracking trials using 4G Internet of Things (IoT)
technology to protect aircraft from catastrophic accidents as well as prevent inadvertent or criminal
drone incursions at sensitive locations such as airports, prisons and hospitals. The business said that
its IoT drone tracking and safety technology trials support the objectives of the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA), with whom Vodafone has collaborated and which is currently developing new
pan-European rules to regulate the operation of drones. The new technology could, Vodafone said, also
enhance the European Union’s potential to become the center of global innovation in drone technology
in line with the European Commission’s “U-space” vision for innovative and safe drone operations.
Vodafone has developed the world’s first Radio Positioning System (RPS) for drones. This uses a 4G
modem and SIM embedded within each drone to enable: real-time tracking of each drone (with up to 50
meter accuracy) by drone operators and authorized bodies such as air traffic control; over-the-
horizon/beyond line-of-sight control by the operator, greatly reducing the risk of accidental incursions
when operators lose sight of their drones; protective geofencing, with drones pre-programmed to land
automatically or return to the operator when approaching predetermined exclusion zones (such as
airports and prisons); emergency remote control intervention to provide the authorities with the means
of overriding a drone operator’s control to alter a drone’s flight path or force it to land; and SIM-based e-
identification and owner registration.  Link

Airtrafficmanagement[.]net/2018/02/vodafone-launches-iot-drone-tracking-trials/

Legislation & Regulation News

Canadian aircraft-parts company feels it’s NAFTA-proof

From The Globe and Mail (02.20.2018) David Israelson

Ignoring the shifting winds of the North American trade deal as much as it can, Cyclone Manufacturing
Inc. continues to look abroad. The Mississauga-headquartered company, founded in 1964 as a
machine shop, has been expanding almost constantly into the global marketplace since it began
focusing intensively on manufacturing aircraft components in the mid-1980s. The global nature of
aircraft manufacturing enables Cyclone to thrive as an exporter from its Greater Toronto Area base. Tier
1 companies like Cyclone send their manufactured components directly to the OEM, so it's an
accomplishment for a Canadian manufacturer to hold its own against global rivals. The company won't
likely be affected much by the outcome of difficult talks with the United States and Mexico over
renewing the North American free-trade Agreement, Mr. Sochaj says. "We don't have any problems
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shipping to the U.S. Aerospace is governed by international aviation agreements," he explains. Aircraft
parts that are manufactured all around the world are often assembled into planes in the United States,
so international agreements are structured to allow components to move back and forth between
countries. That makes trade in the aircraft parts sector relatively seamless compared with other types of
goods and services that face barriers, Mr. Sochaj explains. As a participant in a global supply chain, a
company like Cyclone is well positioned within the aerospace sector, according to data compiled by
Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada. More than 60 per cent of Canadian
aerospace product exports were supply chain related in 2016, the government agency says, with
engines, avionics and landing gear making up the bulk of Canadian exports.  Link

Theglobeandmail[.]com/report-on-business/canadian-aircraft-parts-company-feels-its-nafta-
proof/article38026324/

EASA Taps Brakes on Rulemaking in Aviation Safety Plan

From Aviation International Online (02.19.2018) Gordon Gilbert

EASA’s 2018-2022 European Plan for Aviation Safety (EPAS) now includes what the agency calls a
“rulemaking cooldown.” Specifically, the plan states, “Delivery of the number of [regulatory] opinions
over the next five years has been reduced as compared to the previous years.” The agency said this
reflects the need to put more focus on supporting the implementation of recently adopted regulations
and give priority to other means of improving safety, notably focused oversight and safety promotion.
“The shift to safety promotion is particularly significant in the field of general aviation,” EASA said.
Overall, the aim of EPAS is to provide a coherent and transparent framework for safety work, helping to
identify major risks and defining the actions to take. It also encourages EU member states to implement
their own safety programs and share best practices and knowledge. To give aircraft operators a
“comprehensive and coherent vision” of what EASA intends to do in the coming years regarding new
regulations, the EPAS program and the agency’s rulemaking program are combined into one document.
The agency believes the combination will “improve safety and the environmental performance of the
aviation sector." This year’s edition of the EPAS also covers EASA’s strategy in the areas of
international cooperation and technical training. According to EASA executive director Patrick Ky,
“Safety actions need to be coordinated more than ever at regional and international levels, which
explains the growing role played by regional safety oversight organizations in the field of aviation and
the pivotal activity of EASA in this domain.” Link

Ainonline[.]com/aviation-news/business-aviation/2018-02-19/easa-taps-brakes-rulemaking-aviation-
safety-plan

Physical Security News

Lufthansa Pilot mistakenly triggers hijacking alarm

From News.Com (02.20,2018)

The pilot of a Lufthansa flight approaching Germany's busiest airport accidentally raised a national
security alarm when he input the code for a hijacking. There had been a technical problem with the
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communication device in the cockpit, meaning that the pilot could send but not receive messages from
air traffic controllers at Frankfurt airport, a spokesman for the airline says. To alert air traffic control to
the problem, the pilot was meant to input a code, but he used the wrong one. The incoming hijacking
code led the leaders of the state police force, federal police and army being informed straight away,
federal police spokesman Reza Ahmari said. After some 20 minutes the alarm was lifted as the pilot
had noticed his mistake and entered the correct code. The plane, which had taken off from Aberdeen in
Scotland in the morning, was able to land late, but safely.  Link

News[.]com[.]au/world/breaking-news/pilot-mistakenly-triggers-hijacking-alarm/news-
story/7d182e56c7c9157ab6df566998bab01e

Man Who Breached Peoria Airport Security Might Have Boarded Empty Plane

From Aviation Pros (02.20.2018)

A man who tried to ram a car into the Peoria international airport terminal last weekend has been
released from a local hospital, police said Monday. Following that unsuccessful ramming attempt, the
man might have boarded an empty, secured airplane that was parked at one of the terminal gates, a
police report suggested. Justin T. Deemie, 27, had been hospitalized since his arrest early Saturday.
Shortly after 3 a.m. Saturday, Deemie drove a 2005 Ford Escape onto airport property. Once inside the
terminal, Deemie accessed a restricted, secured area. A sheriff's department police report stated
Deemie ran directly to a roll-up door that leads to the Transportation Security Administration baggage
screening area. He pulled up the door and slid under it. Deemie used a similar door to access the
baggage carousel area, the report stated. From there, he eventually opened a door on a plane parked
at a gate and entered it. After that, Deemie continued to run through the terminal and jumped a fence
on its east side, according to the report. Sheriff's deputies apprehended a struggling Deemie in the
airport parking lot. Link

Aviationpros[.]com/news/12398543/man-who-tried-to-ram-peoria-airport-might-have-boarded-empty-
plane

Miscellaneous News

Iranian airline covertly bought parts from U.S. suppliers

From CBS News (02.19.2018) Kate Gibson

The U.S. has suspended the export privileges of a Turkish national and three related companies it says
obtained American-made aircraft parts for Iranian airlines, violating U.S. sanctions. The move was
announced earlier this month but has passed largely unnoticed. Mira Ricardel, Under Secretary of
Commerce for Export Administration, said in a February 5 news release from the Commerce
Department's Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) that the sanction shows that trade with Iran that
defies U.S. export laws and regulations will not be tolerated. BIS oversees exports of high-technology
and other products related to national security. According to the Commerce Department, Turkish
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national Gulnihal Yegane set up shell companies to purchase equipment from U.S. suppliers on behalf
of Iran's Mahan Air. The carrier is under sanctions by the U.S. for allegedly carrying arms and fighters in
Syria. The jet parts were obtained through the Turkish fronts in the past several years, most recently in
December. According to the Wall Street Journal, the trade action could support the views of some in the
Trump administration who oppose granting permission to Boeing to sell aircraft to another Iranian
carrier. The U.S. has loosened sanctions again Iran Air, but they remain in place against Mahan for
more than a decade due to its alleged collaboration with Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, the
newspaper said.  Link

Cbsnews[.]com/news/iranian-airline-covertly-bought-parts-from-u-s-suppliers/

Southwest Airlines to Begin Shipping Cargo Internationally

From Aviation Pros (02.20.2018)

Southwest Airlines Co. announced its intention to begin shipping cargo to select international
destinations beginning in May 2018, subject to requisite government approvals. The first international
destinations Southwest Airlines Cargo expects to serve are Mexico City, Cancun, Cabo San Lucas/Los
Cabos, and Puerto Vallarta with more international destinations planned for 2018. The new international
shipping options are made possible in part due to the rollout of Southwest Cargo's new point-of-sale
and back office accounting system, Southwest Cargo Suite (SCS).  SCS is expected to take the place
of the current system in March 2018, and along with international capabilities, give Customers the ability
to make advanced cargo bookings, and utilize electronic Air Waybills.  Link

Aviationpros[.]com/press_release/12398659/southwest-airlines-to-begin-shipping-cargo-internationally

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

Commercial In-Flight Incidents

*Spirit 640, A319

o    February 20, 2018 at 1:35 AM EST

o    Enroute from Las Vegas, NV (McCarran International Airport) to Boston, MA (Boston Logan
International Airport)

o    Noxious smell emanating from the A/C pack; oxygen masks not deployed

o    Returned to Las Vegas, NV; landed without incident

o    3 crew members transported to hospital

*Endeavor 3318, CRJ2

o    February 19, 2018 at 11:06 PM EST
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o    Enroute from Atlanta, GA (Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport) to Fort Smith, AR (Fort
Smith Regional Airport)

o    Engine problem; #2 engine shut down

o    Diverted to Memphis, TN (Memphis International Airport); landed without incident at 11:30 PM EST

*American 1208, B738

o    February 19, 2018 at 11:15 PM EST

o    Enroute from Chicago, IL (Chicago O’Hare International Airport) to Santa Ana, CA (John Wayne
Airport)

o    Hydraulic problem

o    Diverted to Los Angeles, CA (Los Angeles International Airport); landed without incident

*Southwest 289, B737

o    February 18, 2018 at 5:18 PM EST

o    Enroute from Ladyville, Belize (Philip S. W. Goldson International Airport) to Denver, CO (Denver
International Airport)

o    Pressurization problem

o    Diverted to Houston, TX (William P. Hobby Airport); landed without incident at 5:39 PM EST

*Delta 2767, B738

o    February 18, 2018 at 1:22 PM EST

o    Enroute from Boston, MA (Logan International Airport) to Salt Lake City, UT (Salt Lake City
International Airport)

o    Fuel problem

o    Diverted to Grand Junction, CO (Grand Junction Regional Airport); landed without incident at 1:30
PM EST

*Air Canada 1603, B763

o    February 18, 2018 at 1:07 PM EST

o    Enroute from Fort Lauderdale, FL (Fort Lauderdale–Hollywood International Airport) to Montreal,
Canada (Montréal–Pierre Elliott Trudeau International Airport)

o    Engine problem

o    Returned to Fort Lauderdale, FL (Fort Lauderdale–Hollywood International Airport); landed without
incident at 1:10 PM EST
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Ground Incidents

*Appleton, WI (83 miles NNW of Milwaukee, WI), Appleton International Airport

o    February 18, 2018 at 8:35 PM EST

o    SkyWest 4671, CRJ9, from Minneapolis, MN (Minneapolis–Saint Paul International Airport)

o    While taxiing to gate, electronic device in overhead bin began to smoke

o    Flight attendant took bag to the galley

o    Passengers deplaned via stairs at ramp; Fire Department inspected and released aircraft

o    0 fatalities; 0 injuries

*Los Angeles, CA, Los Angeles International Airport

o    February 18, 2018 at 3:25 AM EST

o    Delta 1267, B738, scheduled to Cincinnati, OH (Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport)

o    During pre-check inspection of the aircraft, the flight crew discovered a white powder

o    Law enforcement responded, examined the substance and determined it was non-toxic

The Daily Aviation Memo is a daily update of foreign and domestic commercial aviation news compiled
from open sources and commercially-available information. Information contained in this report is
provided for situational awareness only and does not represent the views of the Aviation ISAC. Please
send comments or distribution requests to a-isac.advisory@a-isac[.]com.

A-ISAC Intel Shop

Dblough@a-isac.com

Ralvillar@a-isac.com

phart@a-isac.com

rforczyk@a-isac.com

a-isac.ops@a-isac.com

Aviation Information Sharing and Analysis Center (A-ISAC)

www.a-isac.com
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HEADLINE 02/12 Flu season continues to worsen 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/feb/12/flu-season-becomes-worst-since-records-first-

kept/  

GIST This flu season is the worst since health officials started keeping records on infections in 2004, surpassing 

all metrics from the previous worst outbreak of 2014/2015 as illnesses, hospitalizations and deaths keep 

rising across the nation. 

 

“Unfortunately, we were hoping that it would start turning around and going the opposite direction, but it’s 

still going up,” said Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of the Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. “So we 

really need to just grit our teeth and say hopefully in the next week or two it will turn around, but it’s not 

doing that right now unfortunately.” 

 

Since October, health officials have watched flu cases closely mirror the statistics of the 2014/15 outbreak, 

with H3N2 the dominant strain then and now. Cases that year started to drop off at the beginning of 

January, but all measures this season are increasing, according to the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention. 

 

“The one thing we can see is that, if you exclude the pandemic of 2009 this clearly is the worst among the 

seasonal flus,” Dr. Fauci said. 

 

The 2009 pandemic was categorized by its worldwide outbreak of a novel strain of H1N1 and its length, 

from spring through winter. 

 

While this flu season began, as usual, in the fall, the number of cases have yet to decline in any meaningful 

way, and are inching higher. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Average pay security guards spike 17% 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/explore/careers/average-pay-for-this-job-has-spiked-17-in-a-year/  

GIST Despite the lowest unemployment rate since 2000, wages for American workers rose at a relatively tepid 

pace last year. For security guards, it’s a different story. 

 

Average hourly earnings for employees in security and armored car services jumped 17 percent to $17.45 

in the 13 months through November, compared with a 2.5 percent increase for all U.S. private-sector 

workers in the same period. 

 

Why such big gains? Possible reasons include terrorism, marijuana and organized labor. 

 

Terror threats: The threat of mass shootings and domestic terrorism is driving demand for security in 

atypical venues, according to Steve Amitay, executive director of the National Association of Security 

Companies in Washington. 

 

Amitay pointed to the 2012 movie-theater shooting in Aurora, Colorado, as an example. Other shootings 

in Orlando, Florida; Las Vegas; and a church in Sutherland Springs, Texas, suggest greater demand for 

armed security at public venues could rise. 

 

“I don’t see there being, in the near future, any downturn for this industry,” Amitay said. The Colorado 

incident “was a real warning to other movie chains and other types of venues: If you don’t have adequate 

security you may not be able to prevent a terrorist attack from taking place, and if you don’t have any 

security you will be held liable,” he said. 
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Victims of the shooting requested hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal costs, alleging security 

weaknesses in the theater enabled the attack. The requests were eventually dropped. 

 

Pot security: Another hot area for security is pot. Dispensaries are popping up across the country as more 

states legalize marijuana. In Denver alone, there are 230 retail marijuana stores, according to the city’s 

website. That’s far more than Starbucks, which lists 50 retail locations in the area. 

 

“The cannabis industry has created a lot more security officer jobs,” said Michael Julian, president of 

MPSI, a consulting firm in the cannabis industry. Dispensaries often pay their security guards higher 

wages than the industry standard due to the merchandise they protect, he said. Armored security vehicles 

sometimes escort the drugs and cash from the business. 

 

Labor gains: In California, Tiffany Dinkins credits her union for rising wages. Just a year ago, the ex-army 

officer was working two security jobs in San Francisco to provide for her family, including three children. 

But in recent months, Dinkins saw her pay steadily increase, finally creeping above $20 an hour, and she 

decided to focus on a single job as an ABC News security guard.  

 

Dinkins said she saw a big change in wages when she moved to San Francisco from Atlanta and joined the 

Service Employees International Union, which has helped secure pay gains. 

 

Working in California “was better because I had increases guaranteed,” with raises considerably bigger 

than the ones in Georgia, Dinkins said. “You go from 10 cents to someone giving you a dollar increase.” 
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HEADLINE 02/13 India warns Pakistan for Kashmir attack 

SOURCE https://www.sbs.com.au/news/pakistan-will-pay-over-kashmir-militant-attack-india-s-defence-

minister  

GIST India has warned Pakistan it will "pay for this misadventure" following a deadly attack by militants on an 

army camp in the northern state of Jammu and Kashmir that has stoked tensions between the nuclear 

armed rivals. 

 

Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman told reporters on Monday that the Indian army had ample evidence 

to prove that "the handlers of the terrorists were back in Pakistan." 

 

Saturday's attack on the camp near Jammu, the winter capital of the state, was the worst in months with six 

soldiers and the father of a soldier killed. Among the 10 wounded were women and children. At least three 

militants were killed, according to Indian officials, bringing the death toll to 10. 

 

"Pakistan is expanding the arc of terror... resorting to ceasefire violations to assist infiltration," Sitharaman 

said. "Pakistan will pay for this misadventure." 

 

Indian officials have said the heavily armed attackers involved in Saturday's attack were members of the 

Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) militant group. 

 

Pakistani officials criticised India for rushing to a conclusion without a full inquiry. 

 

India has long accused Pakistan of training and arming militants and helping them infiltrate across the 

heavily militarised Line of Control into Jammu and Kashmir, India's only Muslim majority state. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Life in a hurricane hotel 
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SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/12/insider/hurricane-maria-puerto-rico-fema-hotel.html  

GIST Soon after Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico on Sept. 20, as the vastness of the storm’s wrath became 

increasingly evident, my boss, the Metro editor of The Times, asked me to focus on stories that examined 

how the storm’s toll would ripple its way to the mainland United States and to New York, where deep ties 

had been forged over generations. 

 

The storm’s immediate reverberations in New York, Connecticut and New Jersey — my turf as a regional 

correspondent for The Times — were certainly clear. At first, I talked to Puerto Ricans struggling to make 

contact with family on the island and then about the obligations those from Puerto Rico feel they have to 

the island, including politicians on the mainland who try to make up for the island’s lack of federal 

representation and young people guilty over fleeing. 

 

But as I started reporting on a story about the families living in hotel rooms provided by the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency, which appears on today’s front page, I was struck by how, nearly five 

months after landfall, the trauma Maria created was still intensifying and metastasizing — reaching all the 

way to a Red Roof Inn in downtown Hartford. 

 

A sense of restlessness pervaded the hotel. I felt it as soon as I stepped off the elevator. In most of the 

rooms were families who had fled their homes in Puerto Rico after the devastation of Hurricane Maria and 

were living in the hotel in Connecticut while they tried to figure out whether they could go back home or 

would have to start over elsewhere. 

 

I saw a mother in pajamas bouncing her infant daughter in the very lived-in room her family had stayed in 

since November, every crevice jammed with diapers and snacks and clothes. Children buzzed around from 

the rooms into the hallways and lobby downstairs, bursting with energy that needed to be burned. 

 

Many of them had spent their weeks looking for jobs or permanent housing, or walked over to a nearby 

church that had opened up its kitchen for them to cook in. The children went to school. But this was a 

Friday night, and as they splayed out on beds watching TV, listened to music or played video games, it felt 

like they were just killing time, one day passing like so many others before it. 

 

They had air-conditioning. They were not waiting for hours in lines for food, water and fuel. They had 

cable television. Still, the aimlessness that plagued them seemed like an extension of the storm’s trauma. 

 

“It’s not easy for anybody to live like this,” Janette Febres told me in the room where she, her husband and 

12-year-old son had shared a bed for months. 

 

I have never traveled to Puerto Rico, before or after Maria. My impressions of how so much had been 

upended were formed by the stories told by Puerto Ricans, the photographs they showed me, the distress I 

saw in their lives. On the other hand, my partner on the story, Luis Ferré-Sadurní, who visited a hotel in 

Queens, was a native of Puerto Rico. He had spent nearly 40 days there reporting after Hurricanes Irma 

and Maria and had experienced, as he put it, the dire conditions that “disrupted their lives and led 

thousands to take that leap of faith” to leave behind their homes for the mainland. 

 

My reporting was certainly informed by my own experience with storms. I grew up on the Gulf Coast of 

Texas. I’ve spent hours packed into a minivan with family and the dog, trying to get a couple of hundred 

miles away, and spent weeks staying with relatives wondering what I would return to. But the scope of the 

turmoil and uncertainty these families from Puerto Rico faced was well beyond what I knew. 

 

Luis and I were taken by similar observations of the dilemma these families faced: “Try to make it on the 

mainland, where many have struggled to find jobs and housing,” Luis said, “or return to Puerto Rico, 

where stability is still elusive.” 

 

Most of the families he interviewed, he said, “had not yet found what they ultimately left their homeland 

looking for: a sense of stability.” 
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Of all the people we met, a young family that Luis found in Queens stuck with me the most. Yanitza Cruz 

was nearly eight months pregnant; her due date and the expiration date for her family’s FEMA-provided 

hotel were worryingly close. The family traveled from a remote mountain town to New York using almost 

all of their savings. Her husband, Joel García, even panhandled. 

 

But they maintained an incredible level of optimism. They talked about getting an apartment in New York, 

and him finding work as a barber. As most of us in New York groan over subway delays, he was 

astonished at how he could journey across a metropolis for the swipe of his MetroCard. And the family 

marveled at the generosity they have been shown. 

 

On a visit to the Puerto Rican Family Institute, they met a maintenance worker who took Mr. García to a 

department store and bought every member of the family a jacket. He did not even look at the price tags. 

His name was Nate. “I’m never going to forget you,” Mr. García said he told Nate. 

 

Of all that remained uncertain, he and his wife had settled one thing: When she gives birth next month, 

they plan to name their son Nate. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Everett schools plan homeless housing 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/everett-housing-authority-schools-plan-homeless-housing/  

GIST EVERETT — The Everett School District has a concentration of homeless students in the north end of the 

city, particularly the areas served by Garfield and Hawthorne elementaries east of Broadway. 

 

In the coming years, some of those families could become eligible for placement in a new $27.1 million 

housing project. 

 

Cynthia Jones oversees the district’s programs supporting homeless students. She spoke this past June at 

an affordable housing conference for Everett and Snohomish County. 

 

In the audience was Steve Yago, the Everett Housing Authority’s director of real estate acquisition. 

 

He remembers thinking, “This is right in our back yard, and this is not being served.” 

 

That sparked an idea that might be the first project of its kind in the region, he said. 

 

The housing authority is seeking to build a new 82-unit complex in Everett’s Delta neighborhood. The 

units primarily would serve families who are homeless and have children in the school district, which 

would provide the referrals. Campuses served also would include North Middle School and Everett High 

School. 

 

The numbers show the need. In the 2016-17 academic year, Everett schools counted 1,150 students who 

were homeless, and the figure is growing, according to public records. 

 

Housing projects, both locally and nationally, are trending toward units that serve one or two people, said 

Ashley Lommers-Johnson, executive director of the Everett Housing Authority. One factor is the recent 

emphasis on serving the chronically homeless and the mentally ill. Several of those projects are under way 

in town. 

 

Larger units with multiple bedrooms cost more to build and to operate, he said. 

 

“We have made families with children a key part of future funding,” he said. “It’s part of our goal of 

addressing generational poverty.” 

 

The site of the new development is what is now the Baker Heights public housing project. The buildings 
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there have been deemed obsolete. The foundations, floor supports and roofs are failing, and the wood is 

rotting, according to a June letter issued by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. 

 

The Everett Housing Authority is an independent public agency whose board members are appointed by 

elected city leaders. The agency has been relocating more than 240 households from Baker Heights. 

 

Eventually the agency plans to create enough new, subsidized housing, largely through purchasing 

property, to offset the loss of units in the demolition of Baker Heights, Lommers-Johnson said. 

 

“We have made a public commitment that we will replace all 244 units,” he said. 

 

The land underneath the complex is appraised at $4.21 million, according to public records. The housing 

authority plans to keep 3.6 acres and sell the rest, which is about 11 acres. There has been talk about WSU 

Everett becoming the buyer, a notion that has drawn support from Mayor Cassie Franklin. 

 

That’s far from final, though. Federal policy requires the housing authority to solicit bids for the property 

through a public process. That hasn’t started yet. 

 

The budget for the new housing project, tentatively named the “Baker Heights Townhomes,” runs about 

$27.1 million. Most of that would come from federal tax credits. 

 

Construction is scheduled in two phases. Work on the first phase, with 43 apartments, could start in spring 

2019. Most of the units would have two or three bedrooms, Yago said. The second phase, with 39 town-

homes, depends on funding but might follow before the end of next year. The rent rates would be based on 

each family’s income. 

 

The new development would have social services on site, with an emphasis on education and employment, 

Lommers-Johnson said. Early in the planning, the housing authority asked the school district for feedback. 

The schools stressed the importance of early learning. 

 

The district has said it likely could run a preschool at the location, primarily serving the children of 

tenants. If that happens, it would become one of many ways the district aims to help students who lack 

stable housing, Jones said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Syria war mutates into regional conflict 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/syrias-war-mutates-into-a-regional-conflict-risking-a-

wider-conflagration/2018/02/12/87c783fc-0da2-11e8-998c-96deb18cca19_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-

top-table-main_syria-1120%3Ahomepage%2Fstory&utm_term=.19b91995ea54  

GIST BEIRUT — A war that began with peaceful protests against President Bashar al-Assad is rapidly 

descending into a global scramble for control over what remains of the broken country of Syria, risking a 

wider conflict. 

 

Under skies crowded by the warplanes of half a dozen countries, an assortment of factions backed by rival 

powers are battling one another in a dizzying array of combinations. Allies on one battlefront are foes on 

another. The United States, Russia, Turkey and Iran have troops on the ground, and they are increasingly 

colliding. 

 

In the space of a single week last week, Russia, Turkey, Iran and Israel lost aircraft to hostile fire. The 

United States, meanwhile, has been battling for days to hold back Iranian-supported Syrian tribal militias 

in the eastern desert, drawing U.S. forces closer toward entanglement in Syria’s conflict. 

 

“The risks are high,” said Sami Nadir of the Levant Institute for Strategic Affairs. “There is a new Cold 

War prevailing in Syria and any escalation could pave the way for a regional or international war given the 
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fact that the big powers are directly present on the ground and not through proxies, as used to be the case 

in the past.” 

 

The latest confrontations come after years of fighting during which the parties to what long ago ceased to 

be a civil war have come to rely on outside powers for their sustenance, bringing new weapons, soldiers 

and also agendas flooding into Syria. 

 

With Assad having prevailed over the rebellion against him and the Islamic State squeezed into a last 

sliver of territory along the Iraqi-Syrian border, the rival players now are battling to shape the final 

outcome of the war. 

 

The Syrian government controls the biggest chunk of territory, with over half the country at least under 

nominal control of Assad loyalists, backed by Russia and Iran. 

 

The United States holds sway over the second-largest area, the 27 percent of Syria that was captured 

mostly from the Islamic State by Kurdish-led forces in the northeast, with the help of U.S. weapons, air 

power and Special Operations advisers. The United States says it will remain until there is a peace 

settlement, leaving open the question of how long that will be. 

 

Turkey holds a pocket of territory in the north alongside Syrian rebels and last month launched an 

incursion into the adjoining Kurdish enclave of Afrin. 

 

There, the complexity of the war is on full display. America’s NATO ally Turkey is battling U.S.-allied 

Kurds, who are receiving tacit support from the Syrian government. But the government is at the same 

time backing the tribal militias that have been attacking the U.S.-allied Kurds and their U.S. advisers in 

eastern Syria. 

 

Holding the overall balance of power is Russia, which became the dominant military power in Syria when 

it intervened on behalf of Assad in 2015 and now is awkwardly playing the role of both combatant and 

peace broker. 

 

But it is the significantly enhanced reach of Iran that poses the biggest danger of a wider conflict. Iran has 

provided the muscle in the form of manpower and money that enabled the Syrian government to reclaim 

most of the vast swaths of territory that fell out of government hands in the earliest years of the war, in the 

process expanding Iranian presence in Syria. 

 

Israel has watched the expanding influence of Iran and its allied militias with growing alarm. Across its 

borders, Israel now faces Iranian commandos and allied forces, including the Lebanese Shiite Hezbollah 

movement and some of the most powerful Iraqi Shiite militias that challenged U.S. troops in Iraq a decade 

ago. 

 

Iran has vowed, however, that the United States will not be allowed to remain in Syria, raising the specter 

of overlapping U.S.-Iranian and Israeli-Iranian confrontations. 

 

“The U.S. will not succeed in partitioning Syria,” said Ali Akbar Velayati, the foreign affairs adviser of 

Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, according to comments published by Iran’s Mehr News 

Agency. “Either they will leave Eastern Euphrates in Syria or we will kick them out of there.” 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Venezuela parents face painful choice 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/the_americas/venezuelas-economy-is-so-bad-parents-are-

leaving-their-children-at-orphanages/2018/02/12/8021d180-0545-11e8-aa61-
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GIST CARACAS, Venezuela — “Would you like to see the little ones?” asked Magdelis Salazar, a social 

worker, beckoning me toward a crowded playground.  

 

We were at Venezuela’s largest orphanage, just after lunch. The yard was an obstacle course of abandoned 

children. A little chunk of a boy, on the cusp of 3, sat on a play scooter. He was called El Gordo — the fat 

one. But when he was left here a few months ago, he was skin and bones.  

 

He zoomed past a 3-year-old in a pink shirt with tiny flowers. “She doesn’t talk much,” one of the 

attendants said, tousling the girl’s curly hair. At least, not anymore. In September, her mother left her at a 

subway station with a bag of clothes and a note begging someone to feed the child.  

 

Poverty and hunger rates are soaring as Venezuela’s economic crisis leaves store shelves empty of food, 

medicine, diapers and baby formula. Some parents can no longer bear it. They are doing the unthinkable.  

 

Giving up their children. 

 

“People can’t find food,” Salazar told me. “They can’t feed their children. They are giving them up not 

because they don’t love them but because they do.” 

 

Ahead of my recent reporting trip to Venezuela, I’d heard that families were abandoning or surrendering 

children. Yet it was a challenge to actually meet the tiniest victims of this broken nation. My requests to 

enter orphanages run by the socialist government had gone unanswered. One child-protection official — 

warning of devastating conditions, including a lack of diapers — confided that such a visit would be 

“impossible.” Some privately run child crisis centers worried that granting access to a journalist could 

damage their delicate relations with the government.  

 

My Venezuelan colleague Rachelle Krygier introduced me to Fundana — an imposing cement complex 

perched high on a hill in southeastern Caracas. Her family had founded the nonprofit orphanage and child 

crisis center in 1991, and her mother remains the head of its board and her aunt its president. Rachelle 

remembered volunteering there a decade ago, when she was a student and the children were almost 

exclusively cases of abuse or neglect.  

 

There are no official statistics on how many children are abandoned or sent to orphanages and care homes 

by their parents for economic reasons. But interviews with officials at Fundana and nine other private and 

public organizations that manage children in crisis suggest that the cases number in the hundreds — or 

more — nationwide. 

 

Fundana received about 144 requests to place children at its facility last year, up from about 24 in 2016, 

with the vast majority of the requests related to economic difficulties. 

 

Venezuela descended into a deep recession in 2014, battered by a drop in global oil prices and years of 

economic mismanagement. The crisis has worsened in the past year. A study by the Catholic charity 

Caritas in poorer areas of four states found the percentage of children under 5 lacking adequate nutrition 

had jumped to 71 percent in December from 54 percent seven months earlier. 

 

For years, Venezuela had a network of public institutions for vulnerable children — traditionally way 

stations for those needing temporary or long-term protection. But child-welfare workers say the 

institutions are collapsing, with some at risk of closing because of a shortage of funds and others critically 

lacking in resources. 

 

So, increasingly, parents are leaving their children in the streets.  

 

In the gritty Sucre district of Caracas, for instance, eight children were abandoned at hospitals and public 

spaces last year, up from four in 2016. In addition, officials there say they logged nine cases of voluntary 

abandonment for economic reasons at a child protective services center in the district in 2017, compared 

with none the previous year. A child-welfare official in El Libertador — one of the capital’s poorest areas 
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— called the situation at public orphanages and temporary-care centers “catastrophic.”  

 

“We have grave problems here,” said the official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity out of fear of 

reprisals from the authoritarian government. “There’s definitely more abandoned children. It’s not just that 

there are more, but also their health conditions and nutrition are much worse. We can’t take care of them.”  

 

With the public system overwhelmed, the burden is increasingly falling on private facilities run by 

nonprofit organizations and charities.      
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HEADLINE 02/13 Tonga clearing damage after cyclone hit 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/543b5911586c4ad1b4f5126d9d481e0e/Cyclone-destroys-Parliament-House,-

homes-on-Tonga,-Fiji-next  

GIST WELLINGTON, New Zealand (AP) — The Pacific nation of Tonga began cleaning up damage Tuesday 

from a cyclone that destroyed its Parliament House, as well as homes and churches, and was intensifying 

as it headed toward nearby Fiji. 

 

Cyclone Gita caused power outages after tearing through the island nation just south of the capital, 

Nuku’alofa, with winds exceeding 200 kilometers per hour (124 miles per hour) at landfall. Some 5,000 

people stayed in evacuation centers overnight, according to officials, and an emergency was declared. 

There were no immediate reports of serious injuries or deaths. 

 

The cyclone was intensifying and was forecast to hit some southern Fiji islands Tuesday night, though it’s 

likely to miss Fiji’s major population centers, including the capital, Suva. 

 

In Tonga, publisher Pesi Fonua said fallen trees were littering the landscape and their absence was opening 

up new vistas. He said many homes had lost their roofs or were otherwise badly damaged. Many people 

had endured a terrifying night and were glad to be alive, he added. 

 

“Most of them haven’t experienced anything like this before,” he said. “It was a real shock for them.” 

 

Tongan noble lawmaker Lord Fusitu’a told the Australian Broadcasting Corp. it was a great 

disappointment the Parliament building had been knocked down. 

 

“Successive legislatures over the years have suggested building a new Parliament House, and I guess 

that’ll be a necessity now,” he said. 

 

About 2,500 people living on two of Fiji’s islands were at risk, the nation’s National Disaster Management 

Office told Radio New Zealand. Director Anare Leweniqila said emergency supplies of food and water 

were being gathered and urged elderly and disabled people to begin moving into evacuation centers. 

 

The storm has strengthened since hitting Samoa and American Samoa last week, where it caused damage 

to buildings, widespread power outages and flooding. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 South Africa presidency in turmoil 

SOURCE http://time.com/5154844/south-africa-jacob-zuma-resign-anc/?xid=homepage  

GIST South Africa’s ruling Africa National Congress (ANC) party has decided to formally ask corruption-

dogged President Jacob Zuma to step down, following a marathon meeting by the party’s leadership this 

week. 

 

The ANC’s executive committee gave the embattled president a 48-hour deadline to resign, Reuters 
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reports. 

 

Zuma has refused repeated calls to relinquish the presidency amid mounting graft scandals and despite the 

election of deputy president Cyril Ramaphosa as leader in December. Zuma, who has served as South 

Africa’s president since 2009, has insisted on seeing out the end of his term in mid-2019. 

 

It remains unclear if Zuma, 75, will relent on Tuesday, but if he does not, he is expected to face a vote of 

confidence in parliament that he is likely lose, further jeopardizing his grip on power, the BBC reports. 

 

Zuma’s popularity has plunged as his second presidential term has been married by allegations of 

corruption and mismanagement of state funds. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Seattle most shared electric bikes in US 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/898315/limebike-launches-electric-bikes-seattle/  

GIST Bikeshare company LimeBike has launched more than 500 stationless electric bikes in Seattle, making it 

the city with the most electrified rides in the nation. 

 

LimeBike expanded its brand of bikeshare into 45 markets since launching in the summer of 2017. It was 

part of the stationless bikeshare pilot in Seattle that is still going (three such companies are currently 

operating in town). The company’s electric bikes — the Lime-E model — is debuting in Seattle before any 

other city. 

 

The electric-assisted bike operates the same as LimeBike’s people-powered models — customers unlock a 

bike with their smart phone and pay for time to ride. The electric bikes come with a different price, 

however. It costs $1 to unlock, and then 10 cents for every minute of use after that (students and faculty in 

Seattle get half off the price). 

 

The electric bikes can go 14.5 mph and have a 62 mile range per charge. The company has stated the bikes 

can easily handle a 30-degree hill. 

 

LimeBike also has plans to launch its Lime-E model in Miami, Scottsdale, Southern California, and the 

greater San Francisco Bay Area. 

 

Another bikeshare company, Spin, is also expected to launch its own electric  bikes, but it is unclear when, 

or if, it will bring them to Seattle. The company has mentioned plans to first launch them in Miami, 

University of California San Diego, and the Rochester Institute of Technology. Spin promotes that its 

electric bikes can travel up to 50 miles on a charge. According to TechCrunch, Spin’s operations teams 

will travel around and swap out the batteries. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Drug shortages hit health care system 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/why-so-many-medicines-arel-in-short-supply-after-hurricane-

maria/  

GIST The nation's health care system is still reeling from Hurricane Maria five months after the killer storm hit. 

Along with Puerto Rico's electrical grid and infrastructure, Maria also wiped out Puerto Rico's substantial 

pharmaceutical manufacturing industry, causing huge repercussions for patients in both Puerto Rico and 

the U.S. mainland. 

 

Most problematic is the massive shortage of Puerto Rican-produced IV bags that hold saline solution and 

are used to dilute and administer medication. This winter's severe flu season has made this shortage even 

tougher to deal with, said Nicolette Louissaint, executive director of Healthcare Ready, an industry group 
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that is coordinating recovery efforts in Puerto Rico. 

 

But IV bags are not the only Hurricane Maria-related shortage. U.S. Food and Drug Administration 

Chairman Scott Gottlieb reported last November that the agency was monitoring a list of 90 medical 

products for hurricane-related shortages including 40 or so drugs. Since then, the FDA has narrowed down 

its list of monitored drugs to about 10, as pharmaceutical and medical supply companies source products 

from other locations and as Puerto Rican recovery efforts take hold, said Erin Fox, senior director of the 

University of Utah's drug information and support services. Fox tracks drug shortages for the American 

Society of Health-System Pharmacists.  

 

The FDA does not disclose the names of products being monitored, but Puerto Rico is known for 

manufacturing drugs for cancer, diabetes and heart disease. Medicine and medical supplies are the island's 

leading exports and more than a dozen top selling pharmaceuticals are produced there, including blood 

thinners and arthritis drugs, according to a report in Healthcare and Life Sciences Review. 

 

Hurricane Maria isn't the only culprit. "It's important to understand that drug shortages were a huge 

problems well before the disaster in Puerto Rico," Fox explained. The hurricane made a bad situation 

much worse and brought to light how complex the U.S. drug distribution system can be, Louissaint added. 

 

Before Maria, for instance, there was already a problem with saline supply because of quality problems at 

a California manufacturing plant. Another example: hospital workers have noticed shortages of Atenolol, a 

commonly prescribed medication for high blood pressure. It isn't clear if this shortage was made worse by 

the hurricane or stems from another problem. Shortages are also routine for many injectable generic 

products, Fox said.   

 

Tracking drug shortages due to quality and manufacturing problems is challenging because pharmaceutical 

companies believe where a product is made and how the plant operates are trade secrets, Fox explained. 

Companies are not required to disclose where drugs are made. That said, the FDA checks for 

pharmaceutical quality and can take action against companies that are falling short. In many instances, Fox 

tracks a shortage after the FDA sends a warning letter to a drug maker because of quality problems. 

 

After Maria, Baxter International, the company that manufactures IV saline bags in Puerto Rico, was open 

about the crisis it was facing. Baxter accounts for 43 percent of the United States' IV solution market and 

the bulk of that had been produced in Puerto Rico. As supplies of bags dwindled, hospital workers had to 

scramble to find other, often less suitable, ways to administer drugs. Pain medication, for instance, may be 

given in pill form, which is much less fast acting – a real problem for emergency room or severely ill 

patients. In other cases, doctors or nurses must use more time consuming methods to administer 

intravenous drugs, taking away from other patient care. 

 

The FDA is working with pharmaceutical and medical supply companies to restore production and find 

other sources for products, Louissaint said. In addition, power is restored to more than 60 percent of the 

island and most major manufacturing facilities are resuming production, she added.  

 

But even with the recovery efforts, the disruption in manufacturing and the continued troubles with power 

stability may mean at least another few months lag in supply, Fox predicted. 

 

What's more, another troubling shortage has cropped up.  Now health care facilities across the country are 

dealing with a severe lack of sterile water, another basic but critical medical supply. "We really need that," 

Fox explained. "Lots of drugs come in powder form and you have to mix them with very pure water."  

Increased demand for sterile water from the lack of IV saline bags may be contributing to the shortage, but 

the exact reason isn't yet clear. Fox is still investigating. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Snohomish Co. deputy shoots man 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/man-shot-by-snohomish-county-deputy/281-518094283  
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GIST A shooting involving a Snohomish County sheriff's deputy that left one man in the hospital is under 

investigation. 

 

A City of Arlington spokesperson said it started when a 34-year-old Lynnwood man texted a friend to say 

he was going to harm himself. 

 

Deputies allegedly found the man's truck at the winter road closure gate on the Mountain Loop Highway. 

After making contact, the deputy fired multiple shots at the man. 

 

The man was transported to Harborview Medical Center in Seattle. His condition is not immediately 

known. 

 

Detectives found multiple edged weapons at the scene. 

 

A deputy is now on administrative leave. 

 

The Snohomish County Multiple Agency Response Team (SMART) is investigating the circumstances of 

the shooting. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Amazon laying off corporate employees 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/business/amazon/amazon-laying-off-corporate-employees-in-rare-

cutback/  

GIST Amazon is laying off hundreds of corporate employees, a rare cutback for a company that has spent most 

of the last few years in a frantic growth spurt. 

 

The layoffs, underway now, will fall on several hundred employees at the online retailer’s Seattle 

headquarters, along with hundreds more elsewhere in Amazon’s global operations, one person familiar 

with the cuts said. The layoffs are primarily focused on Amazon’s consumer retail businesses, according to 

two people familiar with the matter. 

 

Hundreds of layoffs are modest for a company that is now the second-largest U.S.-based corporate 

employer, and pales in comparison to adjustments in recent years that saw Microsoft and Boeing eliminate 

thousands of jobs in a single cutting drive. 

 

But at Amazon, a company with a wide range of growing businesses that prides itself on frugality and 

efficient allocation of resources, broad layoffs of any kind are rare. 

  

The cuts come after a hiring binge that took the company’s Seattle head count to more than 40,000 people, 

from just 5,000 in 2010. 

 

According to several employees, the rapid growth of the last two years left some units over budget and 

some teams with too much staff for their work. Amazon had implemented hiring freezes in recent months 

across several groups, a move that reduced the company’s open job listings in Seattle to their lowest level 

in years. 

 

In a statement to The Seattle Times, Amazon acknowledged the cuts. 

 

“As part of our annual planning process, we are making head count adjustments across the company — 

small reductions in a couple of places and aggressive hiring in many others,” a spokesman said. “For 

affected employees, we work to find roles in the areas where we are hiring.” 

 

Some employees have already been informed of the elimination of their roles, and layoffs are expected to 

be completed in the next few weeks, one of the people said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Unsafe water from faucets across US 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Health_News/2018/02/12/Unsafe-water-found-in-faucets-across-the-

US/1171518489210/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=4  

GIST MONDAY, Feb. 12, 2018 -- Flint, Mich., isn't the only American city where the water hasn't been safe to 

drink, new research suggests. 

 

Almost 8 percent of community water systems are plagued by health-based violations of water quality 

standards in any given year, the study found. That meant up to a quarter of all Americans were affected. 

 

"Generally, the U.S. has high-quality water," said study author Maura Allaire. "But health-related 

violations do extend well beyond Flint. When I dug into the data, I saw about 21 million people were 

receiving water from systems that didn't meet standards in 2015. 

 

"In terms of hot spots in the country, rural communities and rural low-income communities in Oklahoma 

and Texas are really struggling," said Allaire, an assistant professor of urban planning and public policy at 

the University of California, Irvine. 

 

"They lack the technical capacity of larger systems, and have small customer bases, which means they 

can't afford the latest and greatest technologies. And they often have only a part-time technician 

monitoring their water systems," she explained. 

 

In total, violations affected between 9 million and 45 million people in the United States during each year 

the researchers studied. That's between 4 percent and 28 percent of the U.S. population. 

 

So what exactly is in the water? 

 

"In terms of what's being reported to the Environmental Protection Agency, the vast majority are microbial 

concerns," Allaire said. 

 

Coliform bacteria, found in the feces of humans and animals, were the germs most often found. Generally, 

coliform bacteria don't cause illness. But they often indicate the presence of other contaminants that may 

cause illness, according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

 

Other contaminants found in water systems included viruses and the parasites cryptosporidium and Giardia 

lamblia, the study reported. 

 

Waterborne microbial illnesses often cause abdominal cramping, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea and, if 

severe enough, dehydration, the CDC says. 

 

Water quality was also tainted by chemical contamination, along with excess arsenic, lead and copper. 

 

Nitrates were also a common contaminant in water systems, the study found. Nitrates can occur naturally, 

but excess levels of nitrates can occur as a result of contamination from chemical fertilizers, septic 

systems, animal feedlots, industrial waste or food processing waste, the CDC says. 

 

The study found that areas that purchase their water were less likely to experience contamination, Allaire 

said. 

 

"It may be that they're able to afford more robust treatment techniques," she said. 

 

Ensuring safe drinking water is likely becoming more difficult in many communities due to aging 

infrastructure and shrinking budgets, the study noted. 
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Jennifer Li, the interim senior advisor of public health programs at the National Association of County and 

City Health Officials, agreed. 

 

"A big challenge is the aging or decaying infrastructure of the old water main lines -- usually made of 

concrete or fired clay. Small fissures in the pipes allow contaminants and biologicals like Legionella into 

the water system post-treatment and present a public health risk to recipients," Li said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 NKorea still detaining 3 Americans 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/12/miles-from-winter-olympics-three-americans-remain-

detained-in-north-korea.html  

GIST Just miles from the Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang, South Korea -- where some observers continue to 

fawn over Kim Jong Un's sister and North Korea's "smile diplomacy" -- a trio of Americans remain 

detained in the Hermit Kingdom. 

 

Concern has only grown for the three Korean-Americans -- Kim Hak Song, Kim Dong Chul and Tony 

Kim -- since the death of American college student Otto Warmbier last June after the he spent 17 months 

locked away in North Korea. And though advocates said they were given some hope during President 

Trump’s State of the Union address, when the image of a North Korean defector defiantly holding his 

crutches in the air was met with rapturous applause, there's also a desire to see continued action and 

pressure applied against the rogue regime. 

 

To that end, the Trump administration has been working to secure the release of Tony Kim and the others 

held by North Korea, State Department Spokesperson Heather Nauert told Fox News. 

 

“We have seen the video released by Tony Kim’s son,” Nauert said. “We are working to see U.S. citizens 

who are detained in North Korea come home as soon as possible.” 

 

The State Department noted that Ambassador Joseph Yun, the special representative for North Korean 

policy, met with the three Americans in North Korea in June, when Warmbier was released. No U.S. 

representative has seen them since. 

 

The three detained Americans, ranging in age from 55 to 64, are being held on a variety of vaguely 

described offenses: 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Mexico detains hundreds heading to US 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/mexico-detains-hundreds-us-bound-migrants-022305913.html  

GIST Mexico City (AFP) - Mexican authorities detained more than 500 undocumented migrants over the 

weekend, mostly Central Americans trying to reach the United States, many of them risking their lives, 

officials said. 

 

Many of the migrants, who were detained in six different operations, were being trafficked by smugglers 

in unventilated trucks with no food or water. 

 

More than 200 others were found crammed into six "safe houses" used by criminal gangs in the state of 

Tamaulipas, which borders the United States. 

 

They had paid their traffickers up to $4,000. More than 100 of the migrants in that group were minors. 

 

The detentions come as immigration across the southern US border is at the center of a political firestorm 
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in Washington. 

 

The US Congress launched debate Monday on a proposal from President Donald Trump to grant 

citizenship to 1.8 million immigrants brought to the United States as children -- a concession to opposition 

Democrats -- in exchange for tough cutbacks on immigration and $25 billion for tighter border security, 

including his planned wall. 

 

Mexico's National Migration Institute said Saturday that 100 undocumented Guatemalans and Hondurans 

including 41 minors were found in two buses in the western state of Jalisco, after paying a smuggler 

between $5,000 and $7,000 each. 

 

In another operation, 53 Guatemalans including 13 minors were found in an unventilated truck in the 

violent eastern state of Veracruz. 

 

Authorities arrested a total of nine people on human trafficking charges in the two operations. 

 

On Sunday, authorities said they arrested a group of 228 Central American migrants and one Mexican in 

Tamaulipas, after receiving an anonymous tip-off. 

 

And on Monday, they announced three more operations that led to the detention of 40 Hondurans in an 

overstuffed and unventilated truck in Veracruz, 43 Central Americans in Tamaulipas and 41 in the state of 

Tabasco. 

 

The operations come a week after Mexico detained more than 300 Central American men, women and 

children being smuggled to the US without water or food. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Olympics debut sex assault help centers 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/winter-olympics-feature-first-ever-centers-to-help-sexual-assault-

victims-me-too-movement/  

GIST PYEONGCHANG, South Korea -- A Catholic nun waits eight hours each day at a folding table, ready for 

a call but praying nothing has happened to cause the phone to ring. 

 

Her office, the "Gender Equality Support Centre," a tiny trailer tucked between a bathroom and a police 

post under the ski lift at the Phoenix Snow Park, is a nondescript acknowledgment of the revolution in 

women's rights that, outside the Olympic gates, is thundering through the world. 

 

Sungsook Kim -- who goes by her religious name, Sister Droste -- speaks little English. But to describe 

her mission, she says the name of the American movement: "me too." 

 

How to watch the 2018 Winter Olympics 

The Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang arrives amid the reckoning that has brought down celebrities, 

politicians and the entire board of U.S.A Gymnastics. NBC star Matt Lauer was fired for sexual 

misconduct, and his accuser said the harassment began at the last Winter Olympics, in Sochi. 

 

During the Summer Games in Rio, two athletes were accused of assaulting housekeepers. A horrified 

world recently watched dozens of women and girls, some of them Olympians, describe in detail how Larry 

Nassar, the gymnastics doctor, had sexually abused them for decades as layers of elite athletic 

organizations failed to stop it. 

 

"The whole world just got a front row seat to a master class in trauma," said Nancy Hogshead-Makar, a 

former Olympic swimmer and activist calling on Olympic committees to do much more to protect 

vulnerable athletes. 
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"This is what trauma does. This is what it looks like," she says. "It stops professional careers, it stops 

somebody's education, it stops people from being close to other people, it invades their ability to feel safe." 

 

So this year, for the first time, there is an organized and advertised contingent of offices designed to help 

sexual assault victims dotted around the sprawling Olympics venues -- from clinics that cater to world-

class athletes to Sister Droste's four trailers, organized by the local community for the army of 14,000 

volunteers, most of them young, 70 percent of them female. 

 

"'#metoo' allowed us all to see that it's not the victim's fault, being sexually harassed. It's not because of 

their appearance. It gives courage to the victims," Droste said through a translator. 

 

So far they have responded to four reports of harassment, Droste said, the details of which she could not 

describe because of confidentiality rules, but said they were not severe. 

 

"Having equal rights," the sister said, "men and women, makes it possible for us to accomplish freedom." 
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HEADLINE 02/13 NKorea warms to South after visit 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-olympics-2018-northkorea-dialogue/north-korea-warms-to-

south-korea-after-visit-volume-down-on-border-propaganda-idUSKBN1FW2KT  

GIST SEOUL (Reuters) - North Korea’s leader said he wants to boost the “warm climate of reconciliation and 

dialogue” with South Korea after his high-level delegation returned from a visit to the South, as his foes 

reiterated the need to keep up maximum pressure and sanctions. 

 

Kim Jong Un gave instructions for measures aimed at more inter-Korean engagement after his younger 

sister Kim Yo Jong led a three-day visit to the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics, North Korea’s state media 

reported on Tuesday. 

 

It did not specify what those instructions were. 

 

The United States has appeared to endorse deeper post-Olympics engagement between the two Koreas that 

could lead to talks between Pyongyang and Washington. South’s President Moon Jae-in said on Tuesday 

the United States is open to talking with North Korea, Moon’s spokesman told a briefing. 

 

“The United States sees inter-Korean dialogue in a positive light and has expressed its openness for talks 

with the North,” Moon told Latvian President Raimonds Vējonis, according to the spokesman. 

 

U.S. officials also want tough international sanctions to be ramped up to push North Korea to give up its 

nuclear program. 

 

That sentiment was repeated by Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on Tuesday, who said Moon had 

agreed it was necessary to keep up maximum pressure on North Korea. 

 

Last year, North Korea conducted dozens of missile launches and its sixth and largest nuclear test in 

defiance of U.N. resolutions as it pursues its goal of developing a nuclear-armed missile capable of 

reaching the United States. 

 

Japanese officials took pains to stress there was no daylight between Japan, the United States and South 

Korea on their approach to dealing with North Korea. 

 

The United States’ “fundamental policy” aimed at denuclearization of the Korean peninsula has not 

changed, said a senior Japanese diplomat in a briefing to lawmakers. 

 

“The goal is denuclearization and the process is dialogue for dialogue, action for action, so if North Korea 
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does not show actions, the United States and Japan will not change their policies,” he said. 

 

A senior military official stationed at the border between North and South Korea told Reuters North Korea 

has lowered the volume of its border propaganda broadcasts since the Olympics’ opening ceremony on 

Feb. 9. 

 

“I still hear it, but it is much less than before,” said the official who is stationed on the southern side of the 

border and spoke on condition of anonymity. 

 

Moon, who was offered a meeting with Kim Jong Un in Pyongyang via his sister, has been pushing for a 

diplomatic solution to the standoff over North Korea’s nuclear and missile programs. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Tukwila activists irate w/PD response 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/tukwila-immigration-case-sparks-community-

response/281-518034512  

GIST Community members plan to attend Monday's city council meeting in Tukwila to "reject collaboration 

between Immigration and Enforcement Agents and Tukwila Police," according to a press release. 

 

Last week King 5 reported on a man who called police for help and ended up in ICE custody. Wilson 

Rodriguez Macarreno, 32, called police when he heard someone prowling outside of his home Thursday 

morning, according to his friend. 

 

Luis Cortes, Macarreno's attorney, says police asked for Macarreno's idenfitication while filling out their 

report. 

 

His name was run through the NCIC database, and on Thursday, Tukwila police said they discovered a 

"warrant issued by ICE." Macarreno came to the U.S. from Honduras, and had missed a court appointment 

in Texas in 2004, according to his attorney. 

 

Macarreno was transferred into ICE custody, and is being held at the Northwest Detention Center. 

 

Friday, Tukwila police said there was some confusion about the warrant. Officer Vic Masters said Tukwila 

police was not aware it was an administrative warrant. In the future, the department will not take action on 

administrative warrants. 

 

"This is beyond ineptitude. How is it possible that Tukwila officials turn in a resident who called them for 

assistance? This only further corrodes any confidence that immigrant community members have in law 

enforcement," noted Juan Jose Bocanegra, an organizer for the Seattle-based El Comite, an Immigrant 

Rights Group. 

 

KING 5 contacted Immigration and Customs Enforcement for comment, and received this statement: 

 

"We are working on researching this case, and will provide cleared information as soon as it is available," 

said Lori Haley, Western Region Communications Director, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 ‘Perfect storm’ Pierce Co. property taxes 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/perfect-storm-to-hit-pierce-county-property-taxes/281-

518103544  

GIST Pierce County Assessor Mike Lonergan calls this year’s property taxes the “perfect storm.” 
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Pierce County residents may see that storm rage once their property tax bills are sent out this week. 

 

Lonergan says the 2018 property taxes are “uniquely high.” 

 

“I think there can be a disconnect for people. They want to have good schools and they want to have a 

policeman or fireman come when they call. And they like parks. When it comes to paying for it they don't 

always make the connection," said Lonergan. 

 

Homeowners pay property taxes. Even for renters, those costs can often get passed along. 

 

"We all saw what happened with the license tabs from Sound Transit. I don't think this is going to be as 

bad as that, but I do think people are going to say, ‘Man my taxes just keep going up.’" 

 

Some of the hardest hit areas in Pierce County will be Gig Harbor and Sumner. 

 

Gig Harbor residents are looking at paying $690.10 more with a tax rate increase of 17.26 percent. Sumner 

residents will get a $743.10 increase with a tax rate of 21.88 percent. 

 

The reasons: in response to the McCleary decision there’s a state school tax in addition to local school 

taxes. There are also a number of other taxes people voted for to give more money to fire districts and 

parks. 

 

"This is a result of voted taxes locally and a vote in the legislature and those are the reasons why your 

taxes are going up. It's nothing personal," said Lonergan. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Longest blackout in US history 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/02/12/power-outage-puerto-rico-latest-snag-islands-

long-recovery-hurricane-maria/329322002/  

GIST Five months ago, Puerto Rico began its plunge into the longest blackout in U.S. history. 

 

After much struggle and a botched contract to restore power, the embattled island showed some progress 

in its recovery from Hurricane Maria. Then Sunday, the lights went out again: An explosion and fire at 

two power plants shrouded much of the northern part of the island in darkness. 

 

Most customers hit by the blackout had their power restored by Monday. But the incident underscores the 

challenges of recovering from a major storm on an island with aging infrastructure. It's a reminder that the 

U.S. territory will probably have a longer, tougher road to recovery than other states battered by recent 

storms. 

 

Union leader Angel Figueroa Jaramillo, who represents Puerto Rico's public electrical workers, spoke 

outside one of the damaged power stations and warned against privatizing the electrical system, something 

Gov. Ricardo Rosselló has favored.  

 

“It’s been five months without power," Jaramillo said, according to The Washington Post. "We could have 

made much more progress than this.” 

 

Hurricane Maria, a Category 4 storm with 155-mph winds, ripped through the middle of the island Aug. 

20. It destroyed thousands of homes, killed at least 64 people and left thousands without electricity or 

water for months. As of Monday, 99% of customers in Puerto Rico had running water, and 84% of the 

island had power back. More than 400,000 customers still don’t have electricity.  

 

Restoring power, in particular, has been a challenge. Renewed blackouts occur just as homes regain 

electricity. Sunday’s blackout happened when fires knocked offline two substations near San Juan, power 
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company spokesman Geraldo Quinones told the Associated Press. The substations were repaired by dawn, 

and most customers — including Puerto Rico’s largest public hospital and its main international airport — 

had power restored, he said. 

 

“They’ll be working throughout today to fully restore service,” Quinones said, adding that authorities are 

investigating what caused the fire. 

 

Photos posted to Twitter by the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority, or PREPA, showed charred 

equipment at one of the substations, and a video captured the fire at one of the plants as workers tried to 

control the blaze.  

 

The outage is the latest in a series of setbacks that has prevented the island’s recovery. PREPA is heavily 

in debt and struggling to patch up a power grid that is outdated and in dire need of restoration. 

 

A U.S. contractor initially hired by the power company to restore electricity was fired after delays and 

controversies over how the contract was awarded. 

 

Rosselló said last month that he plans to privatize PREPA, which relies on infrastructure nearly three times 

older than the industry average. It would be the largest restructuring of a public entity in U.S. history. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Drug firms paid $10M to push opioid use 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/13/how-drug-company-money-turned-

patient-groups-into-cheerleaders-opioids/321433002/  

GIST WASHINGTON — The five biggest opioid manufacturers shelled out more than $10 million to patient 

advocacy groups, professional medical societies and affiliated individuals — who then “echoed and 

amplified” messages that encouraged use of those highly addictive drugs and set the stage for the current 

opioid epidemic. 

 

That’s according to a new Senate committee investigation, released on Monday, which examined the 

financial ties between the pharmaceutical industry and outside groups over the last five years, from 2012 

through 2017. 

 

"I think these groups were cheerleaders too often ... cheerleaders for opioids," said Sen. Claire McCaskill, 

a Missouri Democrat who launched the probe last spring. McCaskill is the ranking Democrat on the Senate 

Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee, a post she has used to investigate other drug-

company practices. 

 

McCaskill's staff sought information from the five largest opioid drug-makers, measured by global sales in 

2015. Those companies are: Purdue Pharma, Janssen Pharmaceuticals, Mylan, Depomed  and Insys 

Therapeutics.  

 

Purdue was by far the largest donor to outside advocacy groups, which often bill themselves as grass-roots 

organizations supporting patients struggling with chronic pain. Among the recipients of drug company 

largesse: The U.S. Pain Foundation, the National Pain Foundation, and the Academy of Integrative Pain 

Management.  

 

McCaskill said some of these organizations are doing good work on public policy. But others are "totally 

dependent" on drug companies for their funding, McCaskill said, and their advocacy is suspect.  

 

"Our report indicates that in some instances they are merely fronting for these manufacturers, especially if 

you look at the lobbying they’ve done against restricting prescribing levels of opioids," she said. 

 

The report charges that many of the advocacy groups, buoyed by drug company money, started 
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undercutting state and federal efforts to curb opioid prescribing and using other "opioids-friendly 

messaging." 

 

The report notes, for example, that the American Academy of Pain Medicine and the American Pain 

Society have promoted opioids as safe and effective for treating chronic pain and minimized the risk of 

addiction. 

 

Anesthesiologist and Army Col. Chester Buckenmaier blames Purdue and other drugmakers for saying 

oxycodone wouldn't lead to addiction. He heads the Uniform Services' University's Defense and Veterans 

Center for Integrative Pain Management. 

 

Purdue and other drugmakers "have a lot of explaining to do," for their contention that use of oxycodone 

"for patients in pain wouldn't lead to addiction," says Army Col. Chester Buckenmaier, an anesthesiologist 

and professor at the Uniformed Services University in Bethesda, Md.  "We now know that’s not true and 

use these medications with more respect and more caution." 

 

The report also notes that the American Academy of Pain Medicine and the Center for Practical Bioethics 

spoke out against the federal efforts to limit opioid prescribing. That effort was led by Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention, which issued guidance in 2016 to doctors on when to prescribe opioid pain 

medication in primary care settings. The CDC recommended offering non-opioid therapies for chronic 

pain except in cases of active cancer treatment, palliative care and end-of-life care. 

 

Some of the groups and their funders say there's a public health crisis being created by the response to the 

opioid epidemic. Chronic pain patients say they now have difficulty getting narcotics, which is often the 

only thing that can address their unremitting pain. 

 

"There are serious moral questions on both sides," says John Carney, executive director of the Center for 

Practical Bioethics in Kansas City, Mo. The opioid epidemic is "a national crisis, but there are lives 

ravaged by pain and that's a crisis too and should not be ignored." 

 

As states moved to restrict the length and frequency of opioid prescriptions, drug companies and the 

patient groups fought back with aggressive lobbying campaigns.  

 

Purdue Pharma, the maker of Oxycontin, said in a statement that it supported groups through annual dues 

and "unrestricted grants" when they were "interested in helping patients receive appropriate care." 

 

Purdue also said it supports the CDC's guidance as "an important public health tool" and that it has been 

recommending it to doctors since it was released. And starting Monday, Purdue's employees would no 

longer visit doctors offices to pitch opioids and it would cut its salesforce by half to 200 people. The 

drugmaker's medical affairs staff will handle questions pertaining to the drugs, Purdue said.  

 

McCaskill called Purdue's announcement "a major step forward," and said she believed the U.S. was 

starting to turn a corner on the opioid epidemic. But she said the Senate report was "the tip of the iceberg" 

in terms of how drug company money shapes heath care policy debates and legislative outcomes.  

 

She said she planned to pursue legislation that would force advocacy groups to disclose their funding 

sources. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Pot holiday linked to fatal car crashes? 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/marijuanas-420-holiday-tied-rise-fatal-car-crashes-

53020612?cid=clicksource_26_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Marijuana users' self-proclaimed holiday is linked with a slight increase in fatal U.S. car crashes, an 

analysis of 25 years of data found. 
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The study lacks evidence on whether pot was involved in any of the April 20 crashes, but marijuana can 

impair driving ability. Previous studies have shown that many pot-using motorists drive after partaking 

and think it's safe to do so. 

 

The researchers analyzed U.S. government data on fatal traffic accidents from 1992 — shortly after 4/20 

was popularized as a pot holiday in High Times magazine — through 2016. They compared driver deaths 

on that date with deaths on a day the week before and the week after during the study period. 

 

Deaths increased slightly in most but not all states, amounting to an overall increased risk of 12 percent — 

or an extra 142 driver deaths linked with the holiday, said lead author Dr. John Staples at the University of 

British Columbia. 

 

Other studies have found a similarly elevated risk linked with alcohol and driving on Super Bowl Sunday 

and New Year's Eve. 

 

Most accidents had no police data on drug testing so there's no way to confirm that marijuana was 

involved, but researchers think the drug was responsible for some crashes. 

 

The study was published Monday in JAMA Internal Medicine. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 American Samoa assesses storm damage 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/damage-assessment-storm-starts-american-samoa-

53027361  

GIST Officials in American Samoa began a full assessment Monday of damage caused by tropical storm Gita 

over the weekend. 

 

Lt. Gov. Lemanu Peleti Mauga says the storm caused widespread damage to homes and infrastructure. 

 

No injuries or deaths were reported. 

 

President Donald Trump approved a disaster declaration Sunday for the U.S. territory in the South Pacific. 

 

Power was slowly being restored after the late Friday storm. About 60 percent of the island's residents had 

power restored by Sunday, while 80 percent had water back by the same time. 

 

All public schools are closed this week as downed trees, storm debris and utility wires are removed from 

campuses. Some schools have water inside, and officials will conduct structural checks of the buildings. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 NKorea leader satisfied w/delegation visit 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/north-korea-leader-impressed-souths-welcoming-

delegation-53030895  

GIST North Korean leader Kim Jong Un said Tuesday it is important to continue a reconciliatory mood between 

the Koreas and expressed satisfaction with the North Korean delegation's visit to the South, in his first 

remarks since the high-level guests led by his sister returned to the North. 

 

The North's state-owned Korean Central News Agency reported that Kim was impressed with Seoul's 

welcome and treatment of the high-level delegation. He expressed gratitude to the South for "making their 

possible and sincere efforts" for their guests from the North. 
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Kim emphasized the importance of continuing dialogue between two Koreas, according to the North's 

official news agency. 

 

North Korea sent its nominal head of state and Kim's sister Kim Yo Jong, who extended an invitation to 

South Korean President Moon Jae-in to visit Pyongyang for a summit in the near future. 

 

Moon didn't immediately accept the North Korean offer. 

 

He said the Koreas should create an environment so that a meeting of the two leaders could take place. He 

also called for a quick resumption of dialogue between North Korea and the United States, apparently 

aware that being friendly with the North could alienate an American ally critical to the defense of the 

South. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Britain: warship to sail thru S. China Sea 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/minister-britain-plans-sail-warship-south-china-sea-

53038505?   

GIST Britain's defense minister says his country will sail a warship through the South China Sea to assert the 

right of free passage amid Chinese claims to virtually all of the strategic waterway. 

 

Gavin Williamson was quoted by The Australian newspaper on Tuesday as saying the anti-submarine 

frigate HMS Sutherland will sail through the area on its return from a visit to Australia beginning this 

week. 

 

Williamson didn't say whether the Sutherland would sail near Chinese-controlled islands in the area as 

American Navy ships have done. Such cruises, known as freedom of navigation operations, routinely draw 

protests from Beijing. 

 

China has carried out extensive land reclamation work on many of the islands and reefs it claims, 

equipping some with air strips and military installations. 

 

Williamson visited Australia earlier this week. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Largest military exercise Southeast Asia 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/myanmars-presence-downplayed-thai-us-military-

exercise-53037674  

GIST Thailand and the United States downplayed the presence of a Myanmar military officer at the opening 

Tuesday of the largest annual joint military exercise in Southeast Asia. 

 

Myanmar's military has been accused of massive human rights violations in its crackdown on the 

Rohingya Muslim minority, who have fled by the hundreds of thousands to neighboring Bangladesh. U.S. 

lawmakers had demanded Myanmar's exclusion from the exercise. 

 

"The truth is Myanmar is not a participant nation," U.S. Ambassador to Thailand Glyn T. Davies told 

reporters at in the Cobra Gold exercise in eastern Thailand. "They're not part of the exercises here." He did 

not explain the Myanmar officer's attendance. 

 

Thai Gen. Thanchaiyan Srisuwan acknowledged inviting Myanmar to the opening ceremony. However, 

Myanmar's flag was not flown at the ceremonial opening. It's believed the Thais invited Myanmar to send 

three personnel though only one appeared to be attending. 
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A U.S. statement said 11,075 service members from 29 countries are taking part in this year's exercise, 

with Thailand, the U.S., Singapore, Japan, South Korea, Indonesia and Malaysia the seven main 

participants. 

 

It said the aims of the exercise are to enhance security cooperation, develop peacekeeping forces and 

maintain readiness for humanitarian aid and disaster relief missions. 

 

The exercise includes humanitarian components, such as evacuation drills, as well as traditional military 

exercises such as amphibious landings. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 State voting systems remain vulnerable 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/articles/2018-02-12/state-voting-systems-remain-

vulnerable-to-hackers-ahead-of-midterm-elections-report-reveals  

GIST With less than nine months until midterm elections, states still have a long way to go to protect their 

voting systems from security threats, according to a new report released Monday by the Center for 

American Progress. 

 

Following the nation's 2016 elections, in which hackers targeted 21 states and breached Illinois' voter 

registration system, states are racing against the clock to improve their election infrastructure. 

 

In 2017, Colorado became the first state to require risk-limiting post-election audits. Weeks ahead of its 

November elections, Virginia quickly switched from electronic voting machines to a paper ballot voting 

system. And many states are working hand in hand on the issue with the Department of Homeland 

Security or the National Guard. 

 

Still, no state received an A in Monday's report, which evaluates how efficiently states (and D.C.) are 

protecting their elections from hacking and machine malfunction. Eleven states – including Alaska, 

Colorado, Connecticut, Maryland and New York– received a B, 23 states received a C and 17 states 

received a D or an F. 

 

One of the factors the study considered was whether states meet cybersecurity standards for voter 

registration systems. Many states use voter registration databases that are at least a decade old, which 

leave them susceptible to breaches, the report explains. 

 

If successful, hackers can not only gain access to voters' personal information, but they can also prevent 

them from voting. For instance, a hacker can change the spelling of someone's name in the system so it 

doesn't match their ID, making them ineligible to vote in some states.  

 

Various agencies of U.S. intelligence concluded that Russia played a part in trying to interfere in the 

outcome of the 2016 presidential election and there are warnings the country may try again in 2018. 

Russia has denied the claims. 

 

U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson sounded an alarm Feb. 6 when he said: "The point is, if it's [Russia's] 

intention to interfere, they are going to find ways to do that." 

 

"States need help right now," Center for American Progress President and CEO Neera Tanden said 

Monday at an election security discussion, where she was joined by Sen. Amy Klobuchar, D-Minn., and 

former U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson. 

 

Though state leaders differ in their beliefs about the role the government should play in local elections, the 

speakers stressed that election security is a nonpartisan issue and that states need government resources in 
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order to prevent a repeat of 2016, or worse. 

 

They stressed the importance of a partnership between the federal government and local governments in 

protecting Americans' rights to a free and fair election, where their votes are secure. 

 

Edgardo Cortes, former commissioner of elections in Virginia, said the ability to work with Homeland 

Security was "phenomenal" when changing the state's voting system a few months ago. 

 

"We never had a moment where we had a question and couldn't get a quick response from them," Cortes 

said, adding that it was helpful to have DHS experts who could look for vulnerabilities in the state's voting 

system. 

 

Where the federal government is falling behind, Tanden said, is in supplying the funding needed to 

"modernize America's outdated voting machines, conduct detailed threat assessments and enact audits, for 

roughly half the cost of a B-2 Spirit bomber." 

 

Klobuchar said the federal government also needs to send Russia a message that its hacking is 

unacceptable. 

 

"Hack me once, shame on you. Hack me twice, shame on us," she said. 

 

Similarly, Johnson said the government needs to deter Russia from launching another attack by making the 

cost of a breach larger than the benefit. 

 

"You cannot prevent all cyberattacks on our nation. It's like trying to catch raindrops. You're on defense, 

you're the goalie in hockey and you cannot prevent all attacks," he said. "But what you can do is make 

behavior by nation states cost prohibitive so that they recognize 'it's not worth it to me, it is not worth the 

cost to do this again.' 

 

"And I'm afraid the U.S. government has yet to do that," Johnson added. 

 

For the upcoming elections, Colorado's Director of Elections Judd Choate said the largest security concern 

revolves around voter registration systems since they are connected to the internet. 

 

Election night reporting is also crucial because incorrect news could negatively impact the public's trust 

that the results are accurate, Choate said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Healthcare still in midst breach season 

SOURCE http://www.hcanews.com/news/healthcare-still-in-the-midst-of-breach-season  

GIST Fall and winter are “breach season,” according to Dustin Hutchison of cybersecurity firm Pondurance. 

 

“You think, people are shopping online more for the holidays, and then right after New Years it’s tax 

time,” he told Healthcare Analytics News™. “We see attacks socially engineered around those, like 

phishing masked as your tax info. People are in a hurry to get their tax information, so they’re more likely 

to click on a link.” 

 

He said there’s a large uptick in the number of cyberattacks detected between November and February. 

“It’s very intentional on the bad guys’ side, they’ve done their homework and they know the best time to 

strike,” he added. 

 

Healthcare has seen a rash of debilitating attacks in recent months. Oklahoma State University Center for 

Health Sciences noticed a breach that began in November and may have compromised hundreds of 

thousands of patients’ records. January’s AllScripts attack paralyzed key clinical applications for at least 
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1,500 small practices. And a week before that, Hancock Health in Indiana detected a ransomware attack 

that ended up costing them $47,000. After that incident, the hospital enlisted Pondurance to help advise 

their next steps. 

 

Both Hancock and Allscripts suffered attacks from the SamSam malware strain. Hutchison’s colleague 

Landon Lewis said that the strain has appeared and disappeared in a cyclical manner, first appearing about 

2 years ago and fading away for months at a time between resurgences. But it isn’t the only threat out 

there. 

  

Lewis brought up other attack types that healthcare organizations should keep in mind. Botnet-based 

attacks like cryptocurrency miners are becoming more common, he said, and he wasn’t wrong. The 

interview was conducted on February 5th. A few days later, reports began to emerge that Decatur County 

General Hospital in Tennessee had experienced such an attack, first detected by its electronic health 

records (EHR) vendor in late November. 

 

Cryptocurrency mining attacks can compromise several computers within a network and use as little of 

their processing power as possible to slowly mine for bitcoin. 

 

“The ransomware is an abrupt stop, right, like ‘You’re not working anymore, pay me,’” Hutchison said. 

“They want the bitcoin miner to go on forever, without detection: The organization continues normal 

operations while that bitcoin miner is in the background sucking up resources.” 

 

The attack on Decatur General was not believed to have resulted in any patient data being compromised, 

the hospital told some 24,000 patients, but noted that it can’t yet confirm that. 

 

An important thing that healthcare organizations must keep in mind, Hutchison said, is that they can 

always be hit. Practices often write off the risk, believing that they’re too small to be worth an attacker’s 

time, Hutchison said, which is a fallacy: The cost of running a cyberattack is so low that “everyone is a 

target.” 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Criminals ramp up server-side attacks 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazineuk.com/criminals-ramps-up-server-side-attacks/article/743637/  

GIST In a report titled Vulnerability and Threat Trends Report by Skybox Security, the firm found that last year, 

the vast majority of exploits affected server–side applications (76 percent), up 17 points since 2016.  

 

It said that the increase in server–side exploits corresponds with the continued decline in the use of 

exploits kits relying on client–side vulnerabilities, which accounted for only a quarter of exploits in the 

wild that year. It said that this was due in part to the demise of major exploit kit players like Angler, 

Neutrino and Nuclear, with no comparable frontrunner rising to replace them. 

 

According to Marina Kidron, senior security analyst and group leader of the Skybox Research Lab, this 

does not mean that exploit kits are gone. 

 

“If there's one thing we know about cyber-criminals, it's that they're constantly changing tactics, and so the 

next ‘exploit kit giant' is very likely in development as we speak. We also suspect that some kits have 

‘gone private,' and are used exclusively by their developers in hopes of prolonging their viability,” she 

said. 

 

The report also found that instances of newly–published sample exploit code have also increased, with the 

monthly average jumping 60 percent in 2017. With minimal adjustments — or none at all — attackers can 

turn these samples into fully functioning exploits for their own use.  

 

The company said that this scenario was the case with the NSA EternalBlue exploit leaked by The Shadow 
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Brokers and used in the WannaCry and NotPetya attacks, among others. Such leaks are putting advanced 

attack tools in the hands of lower–skilled cyber-criminals, enhancing the capabilities of an already well–

outfitted threat landscape. 

 

“Organisations need to stay up to speed with not only active exploits in the wild,” said Kidron, “but also 

factor in vulnerabilities with available exploit code to their prioritisation processes. While the latter set 

doesn't represent an imminent threat, they can make the jump to active exploitation very quickly — 

security teams need actionable intelligence at–the–ready when they do.” 

 

Ken Gilmour, CTO of Invinsec, told SC Media that the problem with Server-side orchestration systems” is 

that people perceive that they need to be accessible so that they can perform emergency maintenance as 

quickly as possible, but they also have full control of the rest of the network. As far as reward goes for an 

attacker, this is a gold mine and allows them to move across your network with extreme ease, using your 

own tools against you.” 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Increasing threats to healthcare industry 

SOURCE https://www.med-technews.com/news/increasing-hacker-threats-to-the-healthcare-industry/  

GIST According to a recent report from cybersecurity firm Norton, hackers stole a total of £130 billion from 

consumers in 2017. These attacks hit over 978 million victims around the world and include large scale 

attacks on the NHS like WannaCry. However, surprisingly, still more than a quarter of those compromised 

believe they are safe from future attacks. Norton warns cybercrime victims that they’re not doing enough 

to protect themselves against these types of attacks and that attacks of this nature are only set to increase as 

new threat vectors are sought in 2018. 

 

In fact, in the first days of 2018, published research revealed that nearly every computer chip 

manufactured in the last 20 years contains fundamental security flaws, with specific variations on those 

flaws being dubbed Spectre and Meltdown. 

 

Additionally, there were two significant cyberattacks reported during the second week of the year. The 

first one, a ransomware attack targeting Hancock Health hospital, affected over 1,400 files. Hackers 

compromised a third-party vendor’s administrative account to the hospital’s remote-access portal and 

launched SamSam ransomware. The hospital had to pay the ransom to unlock patient data which, 

according to the FBI, the hackers were not interested in stealing. 

 

The second cyberattack involved a hacker (or group of hackers) who stole more than half of the 

Norwegian population’s healthcare data from Health South-East RHF.  Evidence of a severe data breach 

on the Hospital’s website was revealed by the parent company Sykehuspartner HF. To understand the 

scale of such an attack, keep in mind that Health South-East RHF is the largest of Norway’s four 

healthcare regions and manages 2.9 million out of Norway’s total 5.2 million inhabitants over 18 counties, 

including the one that contains Oslo. 

 

Even though, according to the ‘State of Software Security’ report, the vast majority of healthcare providers 

(85%) have increased their cyber-security spending over the past year, the industry is still struggling to 

protect its digital assets from hackers.  But healthcare organisations have a duty to ensure the security of 

their patients’ data, therefore one of the key objectives in 2018 should be around adopting a better risk 

management and security strategies and improving their response processes to active threats. Putting at 

risk such sensitive information can have a disastrous impact on their finances, reputation and databases – 

not to mention their patients. To put this into context, on average each victim of cybercrime spends up to 

two days per month dealing with the malware’s repercussions. 

 

Today’s enterprise perimeter has completely eroded and is causing every organisation to think differently 

about security. The concept of Zero-Trust Networking has been derived from this fact and is particularly 

relevant to healthcare organisations who, as stated earlier, cannot afford to let any patient data or other 
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high value data or apps get into the wrong hands. Complex healthcare networks degrade an organisation’s 

security posture, but healthcare workers demand convenient access to critical systems and patient 

databases in order to provide the best care possible.  Likewise the interconnectedness of healthcare 

networks also increases the attack surface. For example, there are a lot of temporary contractors who are 

linked with not just the healthcare organisation itself but also a whole chain of suppliers. 

 

So, whilst healthcare organisations try to modernise their processes, their systems and digitise, they are 

being exposed to growing cybercrime risk, especially if they allow their staff to utilise their own devices 

such as smartphones. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Cryptocurrency exchange hacked; $160M 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/bitgrail-cryptocurrency-exchange-hacked-nano-stolen/  

GIST Due to the unprecedented popularity and public acceptable garnered by cryptocurrency, launching a 

cryptocurrency exchange has become the best way to make quick and easy money. However, in their haste 

to open an exchange at the earliest, companies have not paid enough attention at the provision of secure 

and safe trading environment, which is why traders are suffering from all sorts of security glitches off and 

on. 

 

Italy based cryptocurrency exchange BitGrail that was rebranded into Nano (XRB) used to be one of the 

biggest trading hubs for the RaiBlocks cryptocurrency but recently it has been witnessing a downtime due 

to its unreliable cyber-security measures. Reportedly, the exchange has become a victim of a hack attack, 

which further highlighted the underlying issues affecting the cyber-security area of the BitGrail exchange. 

   

A post on the BitGrail website revealed that the company ran a security check after which it discovered 

unauthorized transactions resulting in a shortfall of 17 million Nano, which is approx. $160 million as per 

the latest exchange rates and it is speculated that hackers might have managed to get $595 million because 

BitGrail has admitted that high amount of cryptocurrency is missing. 

 

The cryptocurrency operations of the company have currently been stalled and the authorities have 

contacted the police to investigate the matter. BitGrail has also claimed that there weren’t any other 

cryptocurrency involved in the hack still all the activities including deposits and withdrawals have been 

suspended temporarily and the company has released a statement on its website offering “full and sincerest 

apologies” to its customers. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Aggressive bitcoin-stealing campaign 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/lazarus-rises-again-with/  

GIST An aggressive Bitcoin-stealing phishing campaign mounted by the international cybercrime group Lazarus 

and using sophisticated, brand-new malware has been uncovered. 

 

McAfee Advanced Threat Research (ATR) analysts discovered the campaign, dubbed HaoBao. It resumes 

Lazarus’ previous phishing email efforts, which used lures aimed at employee recruitment and targeted US 

defense contractors, the energy sector and financial institutions, including cryptocurrency exchanges. The 

objective was to gain access to the target’s environment and obtain key military program insight or steal 

money. Those efforts ceased in October 2017 but are ramping up again; and this time, the targeted emails 

are aimed at Bitcoin users and global financial organizations. 

 

In mid-January, McAfee discovered a malicious document masquerading as a job recruitment ad for a 

“Business Development Executive” for a large, multinational bank located in Hong Kong. The document 

was distributed via a Dropbox account. When recipients open the malicious documents attached to the 

emails, they are persuaded to enable content through a notification claiming the document was created in 
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an earlier version of Microsoft Word. The malicious documents then launch an implant on the recipients' 

system via a Visual Basic macro. 

 

The malware scans for Bitcoin activity and then establishes a secondary implant for long-term data 

gathering. The interesting thing is that the implants have never before been seen, and indicate a newly 

sophisticated level of attack. 

 

“This is the mark of a new campaign, though it utilizes techniques, tactics and procedures observed in 

2017,” explained McAfee analyst Ryan Sherstobitoff in an analysis. “McAfee ATR analysis finds the 

dropped implants…have not been used in previous Lazarus campaigns from 2017. Furthermore, this 

campaign deploys a one-time data gathering implant that relies upon downloading a second stage to gain 

persistence.” 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Misconfigurations expose personal records 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/thousands-more-personal-records-exposed-misconfigurations  

GIST Two more misconfigured databases exposing the personal details of thousands of people were disclosed 

late last week. 

 

The Maryland Joint Insurance Association (MDJIA, with offices in Ellicott City, MD) left internet access 

to a data repository of customer files containing information such as customer names, addresses, phone 

numbers, birth dates, and full Social Security numbers; together with financial data such as check images, 

full bank account numbers, and insurance policy numbers. Also exposed were MDJIA access credentials 

for ISO ClaimSearch, a third-party insurance database containing ‘tens of millions of reports on individual 

insurance claims’ for industry professionals. The problem was a NAS server with an open port 9000. 

 

Paris-based Octoly, a brand marketing firm, left open internet access to an AWS S3 bucket. This contained 

details of its IT operations, including sensitive personal details of more than 12,000 social media 

influencers used in its marketing campaigns. The details include the real names, addresses, phone 

numbers, email addresses – including those specified for use with PayPal – and birth dates, together with 

thousands of hashed passwords. 

 

Both misconfigurations were discovered by Chris Vickery, the director of cyber risk research at UpGuard. 

Researcher Vickery has discovered numerous misconfigurations providing open access to sensitive, often 

personal, information over the last few years. Examples include details of 191 million U.S. voters, nearly 

1.4 billion user records exposed by known spammers, and sensitive military data belonging to the U.S. 

National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) left exposed by contractor Booz Allen Hamilton. 

 

None of these misconfigurations require any hacking effort or skill to exploit, merely a computer with 

internet access. If a white hat researcher such as Vickery can find them, potentially any malicious actor 

could also find them with disastrous results. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Cryptominers pose threat to ICS 

SOURCE https://www.securityweek.com/cryptocurrency-miners-not-uncommon-industrial-systems  

GIST Cryptocurrency miners can pose a serious threat to industrial systems and it’s not uncommon for this type 

of malware to make its way into operational technology (OT) environments. 

 

Industrial cybersecurity firm Radiflow reported last week that it had identified a piece of malware 

designed to mine Monero on a human-machine interface (HMI) system at a wastewater facility in Europe. 

The company warned that the resource consumption associated with this type of malware can severely 

disrupt plant monitoring tools and the affected organization’s response times. 
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Cryptocurrency mining malware has become increasingly widespread and it has recently been found even 

on numerous government websites in the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia. 

 

This type of malware is also fairly common on industrial systems, according to several cybersecurity firms 

contacted by SecurityWeek. 

 

A study conducted last year by Dragos showed that roughly 3,000 unique industrial sites had been hit by 

traditional, non-targeted malware. The company discovered approximately 6,000 malware infections, 

including instances of cryptojacking, said Robert M. Lee, CEO and founder of Dragos. 

 

Kaspersky Lab ICS-CERT told SecurityWeek that roughly 3.3 percent of the industrial control systems 

(ICS) monitored by the company between February 2017 and February 2018 were targeted with 

cryptocurrency miners, with an increasing trend observed since September 2017. 

 

“Industrial infrastructure is an appealing target for mining attacks due to high power, meaning criminals 

can earn more in less time. As usually the case with miners, users might notice slowdown of programs and 

systems performance that inevitably affects the user experience in general,” Kaspersky Lab ICS-CERT 

said. “In terms of ICS, a spike in CPU load, as a result of miners’ infection, leads to an increase in 

response time of monitoring tools for SCADA/HIM servers. It’s important to note that most of the ICS are 

real-time systems designed for process control, where response time is the critical system indicator.” 

  

Darktrace, a security firm known for its AI-based defense technology, said it had identified more than 20 

cryptocurrency miner attacks over the past six months among its customers in the energy and utilities 

sectors. 

 

Overall, Darktrace said it had identified more than 400 crypto-mining related incidents across 5,000 

customer deployments in more than 30 industries. There has been a steady increase in the number of 

detections, with roughly 100 mining scripts and cryptocurrency malware incidents detected in January. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Google to mark all HTTP sites ‘not secure’ 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/chrome-to-label-non-https-site-as-not-secure-starting-july-

2018/article/743657/  

GIST Google recently announced that the Chrome browser will soon start flagging every site not using HTTPS 

encryption as “not secure.”   

 

Google said that beginning in July 2018 with the release of Chrome 68, the browser will begin marking the 

sites as part of its move toward a more secure web by strongly advocating that sites adopt HTTPS 

encryption, according to a February 8, 2018 press release. 

 

Site administrators who take the warning lightly may run the risk of losing visitors may begin to distrust 

any site potentially flagged as insecure. Chrome has already labeled HTTP pages that collect passwords or 

credit card information as not secure since early 2017 and the most recent effort is an extension to help 

adopt the security model.  

 

All HTTP sites will be labeled insecure whether or not it include input fields. HTTPS encryption has seen 

great progress last year with 81 of the top 100 sites on the web using HTTPS by default, according to the 

release. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 New crop of Twitter pornbots active 
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SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/new-crop-of-twitter-pornbots-found-advertising-adult-sites-

misappropriating-hashtags/article/743825/  

GIST A researcher who in 2016 uncovered roughly 500 bots programmed to create Twitter posts that advertise 

pornography found that about 20 percent of them were still active two years later. 

 

Rob Cook, the senior analyst at Flashpoint who spearheaded the research, told SC Media that although the 

number of older pornbot accounts "was reduced by Twitter's action against them through abuse reporting," 

he was nevertheless "able to quickly identify new 'pornbots' using the same technique, which brought my 

list of accounts to nearly 60 in just a few minutes." 

 

Moreover, these new bots were observed employing the same techniques as their predecessors, whose 

discovery was originally disclosed in a private company intel report. Techniques include using legitimate 

hashtags used by Fortune 500 brands and placing them beside various unrelated terms. 

 

"I don't believe brands were specifically picked; it is possible that the bots used a script to pull hashtags 

and random word content from other Twitter accounts or some other feed," Cook added. "We think the 

goal here was to either build followers of the account, tweet numbers, and/or have viewers click on the 

links in the account's bio." 

 

In a Feb. 12 company blog post, Cook reported that the set of observed pornbots "appears to be a mix of 

compromised accounts and accounts specifically created to advertise pornography... As such, 

organizations mentioned in these bots' pornographic advertising campaigns on Twitter may suffer 

reputational damage in addition to distorted social media engagement campaign metrics." 

 

According to Cook, a recent analysis took note of three distinct sets of Twitter pornbots -- each of which 

promoted a different adult website, but all of which used identical hashtags, shared server infrastructure, 

and often leveraged the same profile pictures, suggesting they were part of the same malicious campaign. 

 

All of the accounts' profile pictures were lifted and repurposed from open-source websites such as 

Instagram and Pinterest. Moreover, the false accounts presented links to adult dating or video websites by 

either displaying them within hashtagged tweets, or including them in the bio and pinned tweet. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Russia hackers behind Olympics attack? 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/russian-actors-mentioned-as-possibly-launching-olympics-

cyberattack/article/743835/  

GIST Fingering the culprit behind the cyberattack that hit the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympic Games during 

the opening ceremony will never be nailed down with 100 percent accuracy, but industry executives have 

gathered some circumstantial evidence is pointing toward a Russian group. 

 

The primary reason Russia, or someone acting on that country's behalf, has been singled out is the fact that 

the International Olympic Committee (IOC) banned that nation from competing due to its athletes using 

illegal performance enhancing drugs during previous Olympic games. However, the IOC is allowing 

innocent Russian athletes to compete, but only under the Olympic, and not Russian, national flag. 

 

“That certainly seems like a motive for someone inside Russia to disrupt the games,” Richard Henderson, 

Absolute Software's global security strategist, told SC Media. 

 

French Caldwell, a former White House cybersecurity advisor and current chief evangelist with 

MetricStream, pointed out that if you anger Russia in some manner being hit with a cyberattack is always 

a possible result. 

 

“From the public reports, one thing that stands out is that initial access was gained through compromised 

login information of accredited users. If you know you have the Russian government as your enemy, you 
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know there is a likelihood that they or their proxies could attack – the question is how,” Caldwell told SC 

Media. 

 

The games' organizers have confirmed that an attack did take place during the opening ceremonies on 

February 9 hitting several non-critical systems, including its internet and television systems. Cisco Talos 

confirmed that the incident took place saying that while the infection vector is unknown the malware was a 

destroyer as there is no evidence that it attempted to remove any data. The attackers used a list of system 

credentials to gain access. 

 

Crowdstrike Intelligence said that in November and December of 2017 it had observed a credential 

harvesting operation operating in the international sporting sector. At the time it attributed this operation to 

Fancy Bear, but only with a medium level of confidence and Adam Meyers, CrowdStrike's VP of 

Intelligence, said there is no evidence connecting Fancy Bear to the Olympic attack. 

 

There is other evidence pointing to Fancy Bear. It has already been credited with attacking an Olympic 

organization. In September 2016 the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) stated that the group had 

hacked its systems and accessed athlete data, including confidential medical related to the Rio Games; and, 

subsequently released some of the data in the public domain, accompanied by the threat that they will 

release more.  

 

Henderson also noted that the malware itself shares many similarities with the kind previously used by 

both Russia and China, but even that is not a true smoking gun. 

 

“Of course, we can expect that various state-sponsored groups will learn from earlier campaigns and 

malware and integrate components into their future attacks, muddying the waters when it comes to being 

able to conclusively point the finger at one specific group,” he said. 

 

Interestingly, South Korea's primary cyber opponent, North Korea, is unlikely to be behind any attack as 

the Hermit Kingdom is using the games to help thaw relations with its southern neighbor. Several high-

ranking North Korean officials, including North Korean leader Kim Jong Un's sister Kim Yo Jong and 

North Korea's nominal head of state Kim Yong Nam, attended the opening ceremony sitting with South 

Korean president Moon Jae-in. The two nation's athletes also marched together during the event. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Australian govt. sites hit by cryptominer 

SOURCE https://www.itnews.com.au/news/australian-govt-sites-hijacked-by-crypto-miner-484951  

GIST More than 4000 Australian and global government websites have been hijacked to run the Coinhive crypto 

currency mining software after a popular accessibility tool was compromised by attackers.  

 

Security researcher Scott Helme today published his discovery of 4275 government websites across the 

globe that have been hijacked by Coinhive. 

 

The list spans the US and UK as well as Australia. 

 

Both federal and state government websites locally are included in the list. 

 

The Queensland government's main site for its legislation has been hijacked, as have websites belonging to 

the likes of Queensland Urban Utilities, the Victorian parliament, and South Australia's City of Unley. 

 

The problem stems from a website plug-in called Browsealoud that helps blind and partially sighted 

people access the web.  

 

The plug-in was tampered with overnight to add the Coinhive program. Coinhive mines for the Monero 

crypto currency.  
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"If you want to load a crypto miner on 1000+ websites you don't attack 1000+ websites, you attack the 1 

website that they all load content from," Helme said. 

 

Browsealoud operator Texthelp said it taken the tool offline as soon as one of its automated scans had 

discovered the modified file. 

 

AusCERT analyst David Lord told iTnews the use of plug-ins like Browsealoud in numerous websites 

made the vendors a big target for attackers. 

 

"The accessibility aspect, especially, means many of their users will have been government or corporate 

websites," Lord said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 German court: Facebook illegal data use 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-facebook/german-court-rules-facebook-use-of-

personal-data-illegal-idUSKBN1FW1FI  

GIST BERLIN (Reuters) - A German consumer rights group said on Monday that a court had found Facebook’s 

(FB.O) use of personal data to be illegal because the U.S. social media platform did not adequately secure 

the informed consent of its users. 

 

The verdict, from a Berlin regional court, comes as Big Tech faces increasing scrutiny in Germany over its 

handling of sensitive personal data that enables it to micro-target online advertising. 

 

The Federation of German Consumer Organisations (vzvb) said that Facebook’s default settings and some 

of its terms of service were in breach of consumer law, and that the court had found parts of the consent to 

data usage to be invalid. 

 

“Facebook hides default settings that are not privacy-friendly in its privacy center and does not provide 

sufficient information about it when users register,” said Heiko Duenkel, litigation policy officer at the 

vzvb. 

 

“This does not meet the requirement for informed consent.” The vzvb posted a copy of the ruling on its 

website. A court spokesperson confirmed that a judgment had been handed down but declined further 

comment. 

 

Facebook said it would appeal, even though several aspects of the court judgment had been in its favor. In 

a statement, it said it had already made significant changes to its terms of service and data protection 

guidelines since the case was first brought in 2015. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Zombie bots to target Valentine’s Day 

SOURCE https://nypost.com/2018/02/12/zombie-bots-are-coming-for-lonely-singles-on-valentines-day/  

GIST America’s lonely hearts are more likely than ever to catch a virus this Valentine’s Day — on their 

computer. 

 

An especially aggressive robot network of 6 million “zombie bots” will be set loose this week ahead of the 

Feb. 14 celebration — each one with an attractive come-on looking to entice a lovesick victim, according 

to IBM. 

 

But don’t go looking for love in all the wrong in-boxes, warns IBM’s X-Force warns. X-Force is the IBM 

unit that searches out and tracks down cyber threats. 
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Since Jan. 16, US email in-boxes have been inundated with 230 million dating-spam messages, according 

to X-Force. 

 

Now, heading into Valentine’s Day week, X-Force is predicting a massive uptick in computer come-ons. It 

attributed the uptick to a notorious botnet called Necurs. 

 

“Preying on seasonal trends is probably the top characteristic of e-mail spam,” X-Force said in a 

statement. “Those behind this campaign will likely lure their victims to share revealing photos and extort 

them, ask for money to come visit, or end up infecting them with malware.” 

 

While dating-spam scams are as old as e-mail itself, X-Force credited Necurs with upping their 

plausibility. 

 

Its current campaign continues to feature “Russian women,” but now they are supposedly living in the US 

and claim to have been drawn to their marks after seeing their profiles on Facebook or Badoo — a popular 

dating app in Russia with an international presence. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Experts: ‘Olympic destroyer’ malware 

SOURCE  https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/winter-olympics-2018/olympic-destroyer-malware-targeted-

pyeongchang-games-firms-say-n847396  

GIST Several U.S. cyber security firms said on Monday that they had uncovered a computer virus dubbed 

"Olympic Destroyer" that was likely used in an attack on Friday's opening ceremony of the PyeongChang 

Winter Games. 

 

Games Organizers confirmed the attack on Sunday, saying that it affected internet and television services 

but did not compromise critical operations. Organizers did not say who was behind the attack or provide 

detailed discussion of the malware, though a spokesman said that all issues had been resolved as of 

Saturday. 

 

Researchers with cyber security firms Cisco Systems Inc , CrowdStrike and FireEye Inc said in blog posts 

and statements to Reuters on Monday that they had analyzed computer code they believed was used in 

Friday's attack. 

 

All three security companies said the Olympic Destroyer malware was designed to knock computers 

offline by deleting critical system files, which would render the machines useless. 

 

The three firms said they did not know who was behind the attack. 

 

"Disruption is the clear objective in this type of attack and it leaves us confident in thinking that the actors 

behind this were after embarrassment of the Olympic committee during the opening ceremony," Cisco said 

in its blog. 

 

The attack took the Olympics website offline, which meant that some people could not print out tickets 

and WiFi used by reporters covering the games did not work during the opening ceremony, according to 

Cisco. 

 

The attack did not affect the performance of drones, which were initially scheduled to be included in the 

opening ceremony, but later pulled from the program, organizers said in a statement. 

 

The drone light show was canceled because there were too many spectators standing in the area where it 

was supposed to take place, the statement said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Worldwide debut 5G network at Olympics 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-12/5g-is-here-super-speed-makes-worldwide-

debut-at-winter-olympics  

GIST The first to experience the future of wireless technology, well before most humans, will be South Korea’s 

wild boars. That’s because 5G, the fifth-generation wireless network, is making its worldwide debut at the 

Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang.  

 

The technology will be used to ward off the porcine pests who roam the mountainous region around the 

Games with fast-acting systems that shoot rays, spew gases and emit tiger roars. 

 

That’s just the start of 5G -- South Korea’s attempt to showcase the first-in-the-world commercial use of 

the technology that’s not scheduled to roll out globally until 2020. At the Games, shuttle buses run with no 

humans at the wheel, and 360-degree images in real time show competing figure skaters as they glide 

around the ice. 

 

Fifth-generation wireless networks are designed to be wicked fast, about 100 times faster than 4G. At 10 

gigabits a second, 5G can send a full-length high-definition movie in seconds. It also paves the way for the 

"internet of things," where devices from refrigerators to traffic lights to dog collars can talk to each other. 

 

The tech industry is counting on the new capabilities: 5G will be important for developing artificial 

intelligence, drones, self-driving vehicles, robots and other machines that transmit massive data in real 

time, said Sandra Rivera, Intel Corp.’s California-based senior vice president overseeing network 

platforms. In other words, if computers talk to each other like children in 4G now, they’ll soon speak like 

grown-ups in 5G. 

 

“It really is, we call it, the era of machines,” Rivera said in an interview. “Machines are coming, and the 

5G is a big enabler with that true convergence of computing and communications.” 

 

The Pyeongchang showcase, engineered by South Korean telecom carrier KT Corp., uses technology from 

Intel, Ericsson AB and Samsung Electronics Co. Left out is Huawei Technologies Co., which is also 

racing to develop 5G technology. 

 

After the Games are over, the technology will go offline as developers analyze the data and work out 

kinks. 5G is due to be rolled out by South Korea’s wireless carriers next year. 

 

About 1 billion people worldwide are likely to be 5G-enabled within five years, and that will lead to $12.3 

trillion in global economic output by the mid-2030s, according to researchers from Ericsson and IHS 

Markit. 

 

Due to its speed, 5G opens possibilities that even engineers still aren’t aware of, much like the explosion 

of apps after the release of the iPhone. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Bitcoin rebounds; closes-in on $9,000 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/finance/streettalk/bitcoin-price-regulatory-fears/2018/02/12/id/842922/  

GIST Bitcoin extended a rebound on Monday as the regulatory concerns that have plagued digital currencies this 

year showed signs of subsiding. 

 

Bitcoin climbed 2 percent to $8,720 as of 2:28 p.m. in New York, bouncing back by almost 50 percent 

since dipping below $6,000 in intraday trading Feb. 6, according to composite Bloomberg pricing. 

Alternate coins Ripple, Ether and Litecoin advanced at least 3.5 percent. 
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After facing weeks of mounting negative headlines that had wiped out billions in value, cryptocurrencies 

won a reprieve of sorts as top U.S. regulators testifying before a Senate committee called for greater 

oversight without proposing industry-killing measures. That news gave enough positive momentum for 

traders to shrug off a cryptocurrency ban from Thailand’s central bank. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Anbar warns unrest if ISIS relatives return 

SOURCE https://aawsat.com/english/home/article/1173797/anbar-residents-warn-new-unrest-if-isis-relatives-

return  

GIST In Iraq's Anbar province, residents struggling to rebuild after years of the ISIS terrorist group rule are 

adamant: there will be no return for the families of terrorists. 

 

Omar Shihan al-Alwani, who fought against the group, warned that revenge awaits the relatives of ISIS 

fighters who try to come back, reported Agence France Presse. 

 

"Anbar is a tribal society. If someone's brother or father is killed, he takes blood revenge by killing 

someone from the murderer's tribe," Alwani said. 

 

The bearded 35-year-old wore a red-chequered headscarf as he sat in his traditional reception room, two 

months since Iraq declared victory over ISIS. 

 

"We do not want ISIS to come back and start a spiral of revenge," he said. 

 

"We're totally against that. If they come back then blood will flow and neither tribes nor military 

operations will be able to stop it." 

 

That sentiment is a far cry from the support ISIS once enjoyed in the western desert region. 

 

The radical group's predecessor emerged from the region 2006 and was welcomed by many Anbaris, who 

saw it as offering protection against then Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki’s government. 

 

Many tribes turned against ISIS, especially as its brutality became apparent. 

 

Today residents, still counting the cost of ISIS rule in blood and destruction, insist they do not want to 

repeat the errors of the past. 

 

"They are outcasts and society rejects them," said Khamis al-Dahal, 60, as he got his hair cut at a 

barbershop. 

 

"The government is not going to force us to accept back people who killed men, women and children in 

Anbar." 

 

Some take a more moderate line -- but are still very wary. 

 

"We are not against them returning but the timing is bad and would risk provoking unrest and a return to 

bloodshed in the streets," said former tribal fighter Omar Ibrahim. 

 

"They should be in a camp under the supervision of the Iraqi government and they should receive daily 

instruction on how to live together and to combat extremist ideologies." 

 

Some are already living in camps. 
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Currently around 380 families of ISIS members, women and children, are detained in two Anbar camps 

where conditions are harsh. 

 

Late last year US advocacy group Refugees International reported that women and girls believed to be 

linked to ISIS had been sexually abused by camp guards. 

 

Those who do leave often have nowhere to go. 

 

In the city of Ramadi, residents said houses belonging to the families of ISIS members have been 

destroyed -- reprisal for a similar tactic the terrorists used against their enemies, reported AFP. 

 

No one was willing to say who was responsible. 

 

The city is still heavily scarred by fighting and airstrikes by a US-led coalition during a battle that saw it 

recaptured by government troops in early 2016. 

 

Erfan Ali, Iraq representative for the UN Human Settlements Program, said that over 8,000 homes are 

destroyed or badly damaged, as are some 1,200 in the city of Fallujah. 

 

Many still fear Iraq's weak central government will not be able to prevent ISIS’ return indefinitely. 

 

Such is the fear that some residents have still not dared remove signs of the group's presence. 

 

The graffiti remains daubed across the walls of their houses: "Property of the ISIS.” 
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HEADLINE 02/13 UK unveils extremism blocking tool 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-43037899  

GIST The UK government has unveiled a tool it says can accurately detect jihadist content and block it from 

being viewed. 

 

Home Secretary Amber Rudd told the BBC she would not rule out forcing technology companies to use it 

by law. 

 

Ms Rudd is visiting the US to meet tech companies to discuss the idea, as well as other efforts to tackle 

extremism. 

 

Thousands of hours of content posted by the Islamic State group was run past the tool, in order to "train" it 

to automatically spot extremist material. 

 

The government provided £600,000 of public funds towards the creation of the tool by an artificial 

intelligence company based in London. 

 

ASI Data Science said the software can be configured to detect 94% of IS video uploads. 

 

Anything the software identifies as potential IS material would be flagged up for a human decision to be 

taken. 

 

The company said it typically flagged 0.005% of video uploads. On a site with five million daily uploads, 

it would flag 250 non-IS videos for review. 

 

It is intended to lighten the moderation burden faced by small companies that may not have the resources 

to effectively tackle extremist material being posted on their sites. 
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Similar tools in the past have been heavily criticised by advocates of an "open" internet, saying such 

efforts can produce false positives - and that means content that is not particularly problematic ends up 

being taken down or blocked. 

 

In London, reporters were given an off-the-record briefing detailing how ASI's software worked, but were 

asked not to share its precise methodology. However, in simple terms, it is an algorithm that draws on 

characteristics typical of IS and its online activity. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Pakistan: 26/11 mastermind a terrorist 

SOURCE https://www.khaleejtimes.com/international/pakistan/pakistan-declares-2611-mastermind-hafiz-

saeed-a-terrorist  

GIST Pakistan president Mamnoon Hussain has signed an ordinance aimed at reigning in individuals and 

organisations like the LeT, Al Qaeda, JuD and Taliban, which have been banned by the UN Security 

Council, a media report said on Monday. 

 

The ordinance amends a section of the Anti-Terrorism Act (ATA), enabling the authorities to take action 

against the UNSC-proscribed individuals and terror outfits, like sealing their offices and freezing their 

bank accounts, The Express Tribune reported. 

 

The sources in the National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA) confirmed the new move, saying the 

ministries of Interior, Finance and Foreign Affairs as well as NACTA's Counter Financing of Terrorism 

(CFT) wing are working together on the matter. 

 

An official in the presidency familiar with the development confirmed the said legislation but refused to 

share details, saying the ministry of defense was the notifying authority. 

 

"The relevant ministry will notify and comment on it," the official said. 

 

A major impact of the new ordinance would be the proscription of Hafiz Saeed-linked JuD and FIF along 

with the UN listed outfits of Al Akhtar Trust and Al Rashid Trust, the Dawn reported. 

 

It is learnt that the authorities are bound under international obligations to take measures against such 

outfits under the framework of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) an international body that combats 

money laundering and terrorist financing. 

 

The UNSC sanctions list includes Al-Qaeda, Tehreek-e- Taliban Pakistan, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi, Jamaat-ud-

Dawa (JuD), Falah-e-Insaniat Foundation (FIF), Lashkar-e-Taiba (Let) and others. 

 

In December last year, the government had planned to take over two charities belonging to Hafiz Saeed 

the JuD and the FIF and an action plan in this connection was supposed to be submitted. 

 

Last month, the government had also banned companies and individuals from making donations to the 

JuD, the FIF and other organizations. 

 

Jundullah was the last organization declared "proscribed" by the government of Pakistan on January 31, 

2018 on the NACTA website. However, the JuD and the FIF continue to be on the NACTA "watch list". 

 

Laskar-e-Taiba was declared a banned organization under the UNSC resolution 1267 in 2005. 

 

The US State Department in 2014 had named the JuD as a "foreign terrorist organization", a designation 

that freezes assets the organization has under the US jurisdiction. 
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India also blamed JuD leader Saeed for the Mumbai attacks of November 2006, but Pakistan argues that 

New Delhi has failed to provide incriminating evidence against him, the report said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Indonesia church attacker supports ISIS 

SOURCE http://www.straitstimes.com/asia/se-asia/indonesian-church-attacker-wanted-to-fight-with-isis  

GIST JAKARTA • An Indonesian who attacked a church congregation with a sword during Sunday Mass is a 

radical Islamist who had wanted to fight with Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) militants in Syria, 

police said yesterday. 

 

Around 100 people were attending the service at a Catholic church in Yogyakarta when Suliyono, 23, 

barged in wielding a one-metre-long sword and began attacking people, seemingly indiscriminately. 

 

Four people, including 81-year-old German-born priest Edmund Prier, who was standing at the altar, were 

seriously injured. 

 

The extremist, who was later shot in the leg after ignoring a police warning shot, also decapitated a Virgin 

Mary statue with his sword. 

 

"Suliyono had made a passport application as he attempted to go to Syria, but the application failed. He 

ended up launching the attack here," said national police chief Tito Karnavian. 

 

He said police are still investigating whether Suliyono was a "lone wolf terrorist" or part of a group. 

 

Indonesia, the world's largest Muslim-majority country, also has large numbers of Christians, Hindus and 

Buddhists, but there are concerns over rising intolerance. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 ISIS leader alive; trapped on ‘desert island’ 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/isis-leader-baghdadi-alive-trapped-desert-island-us-russia-airstrike-

reports-803562  

GIST The elusive head of the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) has survived an airstrike and is believed to be 

hiding out in a shrinking bastion of jihadi control in a mostly desert stretch of eastern Syria known as Al-

Jazeera, or "the Island," according to U.S. and Iraq officials. 

 

Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the hardline Sunni Muslim cleric who expanded his Al-Qaeda offshoot from Iraq 

across Syria, has only made one known public appearance and, as his group suffered widespread losses in 

recent years, unconfirmed reports of his whereabouts and fate have been numerous. In the latest potential 

development, a senior Iraqi official said Monday that one of the world's most wanted men has been left 

incapacitated and is clinging to life by air raids in Iraq, forcing him to give up the helm of his militant 

network that claimed followers and supporters across the globe. 

 

"We have irrefutable information and documents from our sources infiltrating the terrorist entity, stating 

that the criminal Baghdadi is still present today with the help of his collaborators in the Syrian region of 

Al-Jazeera," Abu Ali al-Basri, director of intelligence and counterterrorism at the Iraqi Interior Ministry 

and head of the elite Falcons Intelligence Cell, told state-run newspaper Al-Sabah. 

 

Basri said that Baghdadi has been forced to cede control of the group due to his severe "physical and 

psychological deterioration" and said that the jihadi leader was also likely suffering from diabetes. 

 

Unnamed U.S. officials cited by CNN also said Monday that Baghdadi was injured by an airstrike that left 

him unable to lead ISIS, but stated that the attack had occurred near what was once ISIS's de facto capital 
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of Raqqa, northern Syria, sometime in May, and had likely been conducted by a U.S.-led coalition or 

Russian air power. While one official accused Moscow of "making stuff up," according to CNN, the 

timeline coincided with earlier claims made by Russia. 

 

In June, the Russian Defense Ministry first announced that it had received information about Baghdadi's 

potential demise after Russian warplanes bombarded ISIS positions in the province of Raqqa on May 28. 

As the investigation continued, Russia said it was increasingly convinced that it had killed the jihadi 

warlord, but the U.S. said it could not verify if or how Baghdadi died. Ali Shirazi, a member of the elite 

expeditionary Quds Force of Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, said in June that "terrorist 

Baghdadi is definitely dead." 

 

Two pro-Syrian opposition monitoring groups, the U.K.-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights 

(SOHR) and Syria-based Raqqa is Being Slaughtered Silently (RIBSS), also weighed in last summer. 

SOHR told Newsweek in July that Baghdadi had in fact been killed, but that he died under unknown 

circumstances in the eastern, then-ISIS-held city of Deir Ezzor. RIBSS tweeted that same day that rumors 

of Baghdadi's death were "not true." 

 

ISIS maintained silence about Baghdadi until it released an audio tape in September purported to be a 

recent recording of the militants' leader-at-large. In the roughly 45-minute recording, a man identified as 

Baghdadi discussed his group's loss of territory to local forces backed by international campaigns, staging 

attacks against civilians in the so-called "crusader" countries abroad and the nuclear threat posed by North 

Korea. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Conference: need $88.2B to restore Iraq 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/war-kuwait-hosts-conferences-rebuilding-iraq-

53012992?   

GIST Kuwait on Monday opened a week of conferences seeking aid for rebuilding Iraq after the onslaught of the 

Islamic State group, seeking tens of billions of dollars for a nation only a generation ago that invaded it. 

 

Authorities estimate Iraq needs $88.2 billion to restore a country smashed after the Sunni extremists seized 

the country's second-largest city of Mosul and a mass of territory in June 2014. 

 

"We finished one battle but we are engaged now with a war for reconstruction," said Mustafa al-Hiti, the 

head of Iraq's reconstruction fund for areas affected by terrorist operations. 

 

Among the hardest-hit areas is Mosul, which Iraqi forces, aided by Iranian-backed Shiite militias and a 

U.S.-led coalition, recaptured in July 2017. Their victory came at a steep cost for Mosul, as coalition 

airstrikes and extremist suicide car bombs destroyed homes and government buildings. 

 

Of the money needed, Iraqi officials estimate $17 billion alone needs to go toward rebuilding homes, the 

biggest single line item offered Monday on the first day of meetings. The United Nations estimates 40,000 

homes need to be rebuilt in Mosul alone. 

 

"The majority of the damage was to western Mosul as it went through one of the worst and fiercest battles 

in history," said Nofal al-Akoub, the governor of Iraq's Nineveh province. It "led to the total destruction of 

its infrastructure." 

 

Al-Akoub said $42 billion was needed for his province alone, as it is home to Mosul. Iraq needs some $20 

billion now to begin its reconstruction, al-Hiti said. 

 

The war against the Islamic State group displaced more than 5 million people. Only half have returned to 

their hometowns in Iraq. 
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However, officials acknowledge a feeling of fatigue from international donors, especially after the wars in 

Iraq and Syria sparked the biggest mass migration since World War II. 

 

President Donald Trump himself on Monday tweeted that America was "so stupidly spending $7 trillion in 

the Middle East, it is now time to start investing in OUR country." The U.S. has no plans to make any new 

pledges at this week's conferences. Even in Kuwait, some social media users questioned why more wasn't 

being done in their own country. 

 

Billions of dollars poured into Iraq after the 2003 U.S.-led invasion that toppled dictator Saddam Hussein, 

with what feels now like little visible effect. 

 

The U.S. alone spent $60 billion over nine years — some $15 million a day — to rebuild Iraq. Around $25 

billion went to Iraq's military, which disintegrated during the lightning 2014 offensive of the Islamic State 

group, which grew out of al-Qaida in Iraq. U.S. government auditors also found massive waste and 

corruption, fueling suspicions of Western politicians like Trump who want to scale back foreign aid. 

 

Meanwhile, the Middle East as a whole, especially countries like Kuwait whose deep pockets rely on oil 

production, have taken a hit in recent years as energy prices crashed and only recently began regaining 

ground. 

 

Iraq, OPEC's second-largest crude producer and home to the world's fifth-largest known reserves, says it 

needs $7 billion to repair its oil and gas fields. It has struggled to pay international firms running them. 

 

Kuwait, hosting the conferences this week, has a deep interest in seeing a stable Iraq, especially after 

Baghdad's 1990 invasion of their small, oil-rich emirate. It announced $330 million alone had been 

pledged Monday for Iraq at a humanitarian conference in Kuwait City. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 ISIS: disrupt Egypt vote w/attacks 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/is-calls-on-fighters-to-disrupt-egypts-vote-with-

attacks/2018/02/12/3e96e638-0ff4-11e8-a68c-e9374188170e_story.html  

GIST CAIRO — A video purportedly by the Islamic State’s affiliate in Egypt is calling on its fighters to stage 

attacks during next month’s presidential elections and warning Egyptians to stay away from polling 

centers. 

 

The authenticity of the 23-minute video posted late Sunday on websites known to be sympathetic to the 

group could not be independently verified, but appeared similar to past releases by IS. The video makes a 

brief mention of an ongoing offensive by security forces against IS, suggesting it was made after the 

campaign began Friday. 

 

The video showed what appeared to be footage of past IS attacks in Sinai and the gruesome killings of 

unarmed off-duty soldiers or men suspected of collaborating with security forces. The timing of its release 

and its contents, however, appear designed to project an image of the group as a resilient force in the face 

of what is possibly the largest offensive by government forces since the insurgency began nearly five years 

ago. 

 

Egypt’s military says it has destroyed dozens of targets, killed scores of militants and detained many 

suspects as part of the operation, which targets “terrorist and criminal elements and organizations” and 

involves land, naval and air forces from the army and police. The operation covers north and central Sinai, 

the Nile Delta and the Western Desert along Egypt’s porous border with Libya, home to a number of 

militant groups. 

 

Branding elections an act of “apostasy,” an IS operative speaking to the camera in the video called on the 

“soldiers” of the group to “spoil the day of their apostasy, shed their blood and target the heads of apostasy 
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among them.” He also called on Muslims in Sinai and elsewhere in Egypt to stay away from polling 

centers and other vote-related installations, saying they would be targeted on the days of the election. The 

vote is staggered over three days — March 26, 27 and 28. 

 

Such threats are routine from militant Islamic groups opposed in principle to democratic practices, or even 

a hollow version of them. They also rarely materialize. 

 

President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi’s re-election is virtually assured in the March vote. After a string of 

potentially serious challengers have either been arrested or forced out of the race, el-Sissi’s only challenger 

is an obscure politician who is also among his ardent supporters. Moussa Mustafa Moussa’s last-minute 

entry into the race saved el-Sissi and his government from the embarrassment of a one-candidate election. 

 

A coalition of eight opposition parties and scores of prominent pro-democracy figures called last month on 

voters to boycott the elections. This week, prosecutors began an investigation into complaints by pro-

government lawyers accusing them of “incitement against the state” and seeking to destabilize the country. 

 

The move by the prosecutors was the latest sign that authorities were not prepared to allow even a hint of 

dissent or any questioning of el-Sissi’s continued rule ahead of the vote. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 What is ‘Complex Coordinated Attack’? 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/counterterrorism/hstindepth-what-is-complex-

coordinated-attack/  

GIST In 2017, FEMA awarded a total of $35.9 million to 29 public safety agencies across 19 states to strengthen 

complex coordinated attack (CCAs, also called complex coordinated terrorist attacks) preparedness. But 

preparing for a CCA is easier said than done, especially when homeland security authorities and experts 

continue to disagree about what a CCA is, even within single organizations.  

 

FEMA’s Office of Counterterrorism and Security Preparedness uses one definition, while FEMA’s 

National Exercise Program uses another – which makes about as much sense as Donald Duck never 

wearing pants but always wrapping a towel around his waist after a shower. 

 

To prepare effectively, all CCA partners must understand and agree upon the events for which they are 

preparing. In other words, they need a robust, consensus definition of CCA to make sure everyone is on 

the same page. But few have even attempted to define CCA, and the few definitions that exist have key 

problems that are too important to ignore. Instead, homeland security partners should adopt the following 

definition. 

 

A complex coordinated attack (or complex coordinated terrorist attack) is a violent assault or series of 

assaults that employs one or more types of weapons, intends to injure or kill large numbers of people, and 

meets the following two criteria: 

1.The attack is multi-phased or takes place at multiple sites, or both. (Phases can include assault 

phases, such as shootings, bombings, and arsons; and/or non-assault phases such as hostages, car 

chases, sieges, barricades, kidnappings, and manhunts, etc.) 

2.The attack must take place within geographic and temporal circumstances that result in unusual 

strain on command, information sharing/situational awareness, and/or resource allocation. 

 

Since homeland security professionals started using “CCA” before fully defining it, a viable consensus 

definition must include attacks that homeland security authorities and experts already regard as CCAs. 

Identifying such a “CCA conventional wisdom” is something of a head-scratcher; however, researchers 

developed the following summary of CCA conventional wisdom by identifying points of agreement 

between homeland security authorities and/or experts about which attacks are CCAs. 

 

CCA conventional wisdom thus includes attacks that have major differences, including disparities in 
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numbers of attackers, numbers of assault locations, number of assault modes, whether assaults took place 

in confined spaces, and differences in time and distance between attack phases. By learning more about 

the attacks that are definitely CCAs, and understanding their differences, it is possible to work backwards 

and identify key characteristics that a viable consensus definition must have. 

 

A usable consensus definition must include all 10 “conventional wisdom” CCAs from Table 1, but Table 2 

shows that several existing definitions fail to include all 10 and are thus inconsistent and unusable. Six of 

the ten available definitions from reputable sources fail for at least one of the following five reasons: 

 

Requires Multiple Attackers: Viable CCA definitions cannot require multiple attackers because doing so 

would exclude the 2007 Virginia Tech attack, where a single shooter killed a total of 32 at two campus 

locations. 

 

Requires Multiple Assault Locations: Useable CCA definitions cannot require multiple assault locations 

because doing so would exclude the attack at Westgate Mall in Nairobi, Kenya, where four armed 

militants killed at least 67 people in 2013. 

 

Requires Multiple Assault Modes: Feasible CCA definitions cannot require multiple assault modes. 

Doing so would exclude the San Bernardino (2015) and Virginia Tech (2007) attacks, which both involved 

only firearms, and the London attack (2005), which involved only explosives. 

 

Requires Simultaneous Assaults: Suitable CCA definitions cannot require multiple assaults to take place 

simultaneously. Credible sources demonstrate that none of the 10 CCAs in Table 1 included multiple 

assaults at precisely the same moment. 

 

Requires Assaults in Confined Spaces: Useful CCA definitions cannot require that assaults take place in 

confined spaces. Doing so would exclude the Boston (2013) and Paris (2015) 

Any useable consensus CCA definition must also withstand at least a modicum of scrutiny, but as Table 2 

shows, none of the 10 available definitions do so for at least one of two reasons. 

 

Failure to Include Non-Assault Phases: Non-assault phases of attacks should be specifically included in 

a robust, consensus CCA definition because they can be just as important as assault phases in establishing 

the unusual complexity that characterizes CCAs. Though non-assault phases posed key challenges in 

Boston (manhunt), Paris (hostages), and San Bernardino (car chase), none of the 10 existing definitions 

specifically include them. 

 

Ineffective Limits on Time and Geography: A robust CCA definition must also include limitations on 

the length of time and geographic distance between different portions of an attack. Conventional wisdom 

shows that CCAs can be spread over many miles and include days between phases, but common sense 

says that there must be some kind of limitations on time and space beyond which different phases cannot 

be regarded as part of a single attack. Yet, none of the existing definitions establish temporal or geographic 

limitations, and it is unclear how to do so. 

 

Table 2 thus shows that none of the 10 available definitions are viable as robust, consensus CCA 

definition. 

 

Uncertainty remains, however, about how to effectively include geographic and temporal limitations into a 

robust, consensus definition. One approach to solving the problems of where to draw the lines of time and 

geography is to consider the issue in reference to the specific aspects of CCAs that distinguish them from 

active shooters and other violent attacks — and make CCAs worth examining as a distinct phenomenon. 

Put differently, why do we care about CCAs in particular instead of just treating them as a type of active 

shooter or bombing incident? And do the reasons we care about CCAs help provide insight into how we 

should limit time and geography within the definition? 

 

Specific CCA challenges can be summarized as unusual strain on three distinct aspects of managing a 

terrorist attack: command, information sharing, and resource allocation. It follows, then, that a robust CCA 
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definition’s limitations on time and/or geography must reflect geographic and temporal circumstances that 

are sufficient to place unusual strain on resource management, information sharing, and/or command 

capabilities. Though identifying clear temporal and geographic limitations would be more ideal, this more 

general standard is a better fit for a consensus definition because it is flexible enough to be used by 

different organizations with vastly different capabilities. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Pakistani Taliban confirm deputy death 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/12/pakistani-taliban-confirm-no-2-killed-in-drone-us-

strike.html  

GIST DERA ISMAIL KHAN, Pakistan –  The spokesman for the Pakistani Taliban has confirmed the death of 

their deputy leader in a recent U.S. drone strike in Pakistan's northwestern tribal region. 

 

Azam Tariq Mehsud, the spokesman for the Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan, says the group's deputy chief, 

Khalid Mehsud, also known as Commander Sajna, was killed in last Thursday's strike in the border village 

of Gorwak in North Waziristan, once a stronghold of militants. 

 

He said another commander, Mufti Noor Wali, has now been appointed as the group's deputy chief. 
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Tariq says Wali enjoys the backing of Mullah Fazlullah, the leader of the Pakistani Taliban who is 

believed to be hiding in Afghanistan. 

 

Pakistani officials had earlier reported unconfirmed reports about Sajna's killing in a U.S. strike. 

 

Islamabad opposes the drone strikes, saying they violate its sovereignty. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Al-Shabaab skims foreign aid funds 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/12/africa/somalia-al-shabaab-foreign-aid-intl/index.html  

GIST Baidoa, Somalia (CNN)The murderous al Qaeda affiliate al-Shabaab is making millions of dollars each 

year by exploiting foreign aid money sent to Somalia by the very western nations who are trying to 

eliminate the terror group. 

 

A CNN investigation has revealed how money given directly by the United Nations to people displaced by 

conflict and famine is ending up in the hands of Africa's oldest terrorist organization. 

 

Former members of al-Shabaab and Somali intelligence agents said the terror group is extorting thousands 

of dollars per day through road blocks and taxes on merchants attempting to transport food and supplies to 

sell to internally displaced people in towns where they are concentrated. 

 

People who have fled their homes and are living in a sprawling camp in the central Somali city of Baidoa 

are screened by the UN and issued cash cards that the UN tops up with around $80 to $90 each month, 

enabling them to buy essentials from local merchants. 

 

UN officials say this direct payment system will avoid distorting local markets by flooding them with free 

food, and relieve the UN of the burden of running food convoys that are vulnerable to attacks and theft. 

 

Businessmen now truck food bought on the open market to places like Baidoa, where internally displaced 

people (IDPs) arrive every day. But they must pay al-Shabaab, which controls the main road into the town, 

to move their goods. 

 

Former members of the terror group and Somali intelligence agents said that tolls taken from trucks and 

other vehicles at just two al-Shabaab roadblocks on Somalia's busiest road raked in thousands every day.  

 

The UN has estimated that a single roadblock generated about $5,000 per day on the road to Baidoa. 

'Tax' collectors 

 

Speaking at a secret location on the outskirts of Baidoa, a former zaqat (tax) collector for al-Shabaab, who 

was captured in a recent raid by agents from Somalia's National Intelligence and Security Agency, 

confirmed that the extraction of tolls at roadblocks was one of the biggest sources of money for al-

Shabaab. 

 

The two biggest sources were the road to Baidoa and the main artery which connects the capital 

Mogadishu with the agriculturally-rich Lower Shabelle region. 

 

The gouging is more subtle today than it was in the early 1990s, when local warlords deliberately starved 

hundreds of thousands of Somalis in order to profit from international aid money. Scenes of mass death on 

the streets of Baidoa in 1992 provoked the United States to lead a multinational UN-backed military 

intervention in the same year. 

 

In 2018, if local merchants don't pay up, "they're captured and killed," said a former al-Shabaab fighter 

who collected tax for eight years and now works with Somalia's National Intelligence and Security 
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Agency. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Terror groups still have interest in WMD 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/subject-matter-areas/counterterrorism/terror-groups-keen-wmd-never-

been-more-difficult-prevent/  

GIST Terrorist groups are as interested as ever in acquiring weapons of mass destruction in a global landscape 

where chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear agents have grown more difficult to track, senators 

heard from Defense officials last week. 

 

Assistant Defense Secretary for Homeland Defense and Global Security Kenneth Rapuano told the Senate 

Armed Services Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities that “rapid technological 

advancements and increased access to dual use technologies, expertise, and materials that can be used for 

both peaceful and military purposes heighten the risk that adversaries can more easily seek or acquire 

WMD.” 

 

“It has never been more difficult to prevent adversaries from acquiring the materials or expertise necessary 

to develop WMD or use CBRN materials in intentional attacks,” he said. “Additionally, the speed, 

volume, and coverage of international travel means that naturally occurring pathogens of security concern 

can spread worldwide in days, potentially having the same catastrophic consequences of a deliberate 

biological attack.” 

 

The Intelligence Community, State Department, Department of Homeland Security, Department of Energy 

and Justice Department “all play critical roles in detecting threats, preventing attacks on the homeland, and 

working with foreign partners to stop and respond to incidents,” he added. 

 

Rapuano noted that best efforts at prevention only go so far, thus the agency coalition “must be prepared to 

contain and reduce CBRN threats once they have developed.” 

 

“DoD is postured to isolate, identify, neutralize, and dispose of CBRN threats before they can reach our 

borders,” he said. That includes concern about reports of ongoing use of chemical agents by the regime of 

Bashar al-Assad in Syria, where “the U.S. and our coalition partners continue to exploit opportunities on 

the ground to better understand and disrupt their CW networks.” 

 

“We must anticipate that our adversaries will continue to evolve and develop increasingly sophisticated 

methods to pursue, develop, or deploy CBRN weapons,” Rapuano stressed. 

 

Marine Corps Lt. Gen. Joseph Osterman, deputy commander of United States Special Operations 

Command, emphasized the importance of increased integration of intelligence, planning and assessments 

in a counter-WMD fusion center “dedicated to coordinating information flow and planning, fusing 

intelligence and operations, and providing the WMD community of action a single point of contact for 

DOD operational capability.” 

 

Chairwoman Joni Ernst (R-Iowa) asked Rapuano which WMD threat concerned him most at this point. 

 

Rapuano picked biotechnology, due to the “rapid advances and ubiquitous availability” today. 

 

“Things that you can buy on the web now and essentially do a paint-by-numbers instruction were the 

province of Nobel Prize-winning scientists only decades ago, and that really levels the playing field for 

any actor looking to develop biotechnology, biological agents and novelly engineered agents that can 

present a real threat,” he added. 

 

The assistant secretary confirmed that “both Al-Qaeda and ISIS are interested in chemical, biological, 

nuclear,” and “certainly would be if they had opportunity to acquire the materials and know-how.” He 
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wouldn’t elaborate in open session. 

 

Osterman said that “functional campaign planning” helps officials “observe where the technology transfer 

may occur between state and non-state actors.” 

 

“Also, where one non-state actor perhaps is working with another non-state actor in a different geographic 

location or in a functional capacity,” the general added. “So we try to weave that in with the translation of 

our strategy and policy to actual tactical application of interdiction in order to basically reinforce the larger 

protocol efforts that are in place.” 

 

The CBRN Response Enterprise is nearly 19,000 strong, consisting of National Guard and Title X military 

arranged into teams. “We have the WMD-CSTs, the civil support teams. We have the enhanced response 

teams. We have a range of teams with a different mix of capabilities that go from decontamination, 

detection, medical effects, medical treatment,” Rapuano said. “There is air transportation, ground 

transportation, the whole package that can be integrated that can either be commanded by the state 

National Guards and there’s at least one team in every state. Or they can be authorized under Title X and 

under DOD command.” 

 

Response teams are deployed “on a routine basis starting with National Special Security Events, the Super 

Bowl, other large events, Fourth of July.” 

 

“And these assets will be pre-deployed in the vicinity of activities for which there may be some concern 

that they would be the target of an attack that might include WMD,” Rapuano explained. “And they are 

prepared to respond in concert with all of the other assets that are typically deployed for those events — 

law enforcement and others.” 

 

DoD has been working “very closely” with Health and Human Services and DHS “to look at bio threats in 

general, including naturally occurring, to sync our research with them to ensure that we’re covering the 

full landscape of what’s naturally occurring and what perhaps could be intensified or developed for 

malevolent use,” the assistant secretary told lawmakers. 

 

Pressed on how the departments wouldn’t get caught off-guard, with the 2014 spread of the Ebola virus 

offered as an example, Rapuano replied that “we’re looking at ways that we can get quick production, just 

in time, but that’s very difficult because you need that base in terms of the manufacturing base.” 

 

Sen. Martin Heinrich (D-N.M.) mused on whether ISIS stripped of its physical caliphate poses the same 

WMD threat. 

 

“Because, obviously, this is about talent as much as anything, and intellectual capacity,” Heinrich noted. 

 

Osterman replied that “they are still a threat, to put it simply.” 

 

“Really, when we look at pathways, we’re looking at intent, infrastructure and expertise to your point, 

production, weaponization, delivery systems in use,” the general added. “And they’ve demonstrated not 

only that capability over time, but even though as they lose the geographic caliphate, that those individuals 

that have the technical knowledge and frankly, the level at which they were working and had been 

working is not one that by loss of that geographic caliphate that it would undermine their ability to 

continue to pursue the weapons of mass destruction capability.” 

 

Osterman stressed that “it’s a very, very finite technical capability and human capital issue.” 

 

“And they are generally not front-line fighters. There are folks that were not necessarily easy to track, but 

they’re ones that we’ve been working on for a number of years here and have ideas where they are if we 

haven’t already basically taken them off the battle space,” he said. “So that’s where my concern is, and 

where we watch very closely again through the trans-regional approach is to make sure they’re not leaving 

that area of operations and perhaps than becoming an export or, as we term it, an ex-ops threat to the 
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United States proper.” 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Feds: Md. man plotted major attack 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/12/maryland-man-who-supported-isis-plotted-major-attack-

feds-say.html  

GIST A Maryland man who pleaded guilty last year to conspiring to provide material support to the ISIS terror 

network was planning to carry out bloodshed in the U.S., prosecutors revealed Monday. 

 

Mohamed Elshinawy is tentatively scheduled to be sentenced March 9, but CBS Baltimore reported that 

prosecutors were trying to convince a judge to apply a federal terrorism enhancement to ensure a longer 

jail term. 

 

According to the plea deal to which Elshinaway and prosecutors agreed, he pledged allegiance to ISIS and 

received $8,700 from people he believed were linked to the terror network. 

 

Prosecutors said Elshinawy was in contact with ISIS leaders who gave him a choice between two plots. 

One option, according to CBS Baltimore, was assassinating "a Texas businessman." The other option was 

detonating a bomb that would "kill a lot of people." 

 

Elshinawy apparently chose the second option, as prosecutors said he received videos from ISIS that 

included instructions on how to build a peroxide bomb. Prosecutors also said that Elshinawy was 

researching federal buildings in Baltimore as possible targets. 

 

Elshinawy's lawyers have admitted that their client was contacted by ISIS, but claimed prosecutors had no 

evidence that a specific plan was in progress. 

 

A judge is expected to rule Friday on whether the terrorism enhancement will be applied. Elshinawy faces 

up to 20 years in prison. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 US: ISIS yet to suffer ‘enduring defeat’ 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-tillerson-mideast/islamic-state-yet-to-suffer-enduring-defeat-

says-tillerson-idUSKBN1FX0RK  

GIST KUWAIT (Reuters) - The end of major combat operations against Islamic State does not mean the United 

States and its allies have achieved an enduring defeat of the militant group, U.S. Secretary of State Rex 

Tillerson said on Tuesday. 

 

Tillerson, speaking at a meeting in Kuwait of the U.S-led global coalition against Islamic State, also said 

Washington had decided to provide an additional $200 million of aid to stabilize liberated areas in Syria. 

 

“The end of major combat operations does not mean we have achieved the enduring defeat of ISIS,” he 

said, referring to the group using an acronym. 

 

“ISIS remains a serious threat to the stability of the region, our homelands, and other parts of the globe.” 

 

The hardline militants, who lost all territory they held in Iraq and are on the cusp of defeat in Syria, are 

trying to gain territory in other countries where they are active, he said, adding that “History must not be 

allowed to repeat itself elsewhere.” 

 

“In Iraq and Syria, ISIS is attempting to morph into an insurgency. In places like Afghanistan, the 

Philippines, Libya, West Africa, and others it is trying to carve out and secure safe havens.” 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Afghan officials, Taliban continue talks 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-officials-taliban-talk-wave-violence-

53037104?   

GIST Afghan officials are carrying out at least two tracks of talks with the Taliban, The Associated Press has 

learned, even after a month of brutal bombings and attacks by the militants that killed nearly 200 and 

despite President Donald Trump's angry rejection of any negotiations for now. 

 

The persistence of the back-channel contacts reflects the desire to keep a door open for reconciliation even 

as the Afghan government and its top ally, the United States, fumble for a strategy to end the protracted 

war, now entering its 17th year. Rifts within the Afghan government have grown vast, even as the Taliban 

gain territory and wage increasingly ruthless tactics. 

 

The United States has unleashed heavier air power against the Taliban and other militants. After the string 

of Taliban attacks in recent weeks, Trump angrily condemned the group. "We don't want to talk with the 

Taliban," he said. "There may be a time but it's going to be a long time." 

 

Still, Afghanistan's intelligence chief Masoom Stanikzai and its National Security Chief Mohammed Hanif 

Atmar continue to each talk separately to the Taliban, say those familiar with the backdoor negotiations. 

The problem, however, is that neither is talking to the other or to the High Peace Council, which was 

created by the government to talk peace with the Taliban, they said, speaking on condition of anonymity to 

discuss the contacts. 

 

Hakim Mujahid, a member of the High Peace Council, confirmed that Stanikzai still has regular contacts 

with the Taliban's point man for peace talks, Mullah Abbas Stanikzai. The two are not related. 

 

Mujahid — who was the Taliban's representative to the United Nations during the group's five-year rule of 

Afghanistan that ended in 2001 — said the group would not respond well to Trump's tough talk. "The 

language of power, the language of threat will not convince Afghans to surrender," he said. 

 

Andrew Wilder, vice president of the Asia Program at the U.S. Institute of Peace, said multiple players in 

Kabul have contacts with the Taliban. "But this isn't being done in a coordinated manner to achieve clearly 

defined objectives," he said. 

 

Later this month, representatives from dozens of countries are to meet for a second time in the Afghan 

capital for the so-called Kabul process aimed at forging a path to peace. The first round was held in June. 

 

Still, the latest spate of violence has limited options for Afghan President Ashraf Ghani, who is also 

fending off a mini-revolt within his own government, feuding with the vice president as well as a powerful 

northern governor. 

 

Meanwhile, the former No. 2 of the Taliban, Aga Jan Motasim, who still counts the radical religious 

movement's leader Mullah Habaitullah Akhunzada among his friends, warned that Trump's strategy of 

using the military to force a more compliant Taliban to the negotiation table could lead to more suicide 

attacks. 

 

From within his fortress style house in Kabul, protected by steel gates and gunmen, Motasim said he wants 

to be a bridge between the government and Taliban. 

 

Motasim was a senior member of the Taliban leadership shura, or council, until 2010 when he was shot 12 

times after advocating peace negotiations with the Afghan government. Blame for the shooting has been 

directed at both elements within the Taliban who opposed peace talks and Pakistan's powerful spy agency, 

often seen as the force behind the Taliban. 
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Suspicious, Unusual 
Top of page 

HEADLINE 02/12 DHS pushes back on NBC report 

SOURCE http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/dhs-pushes-back-on-nbc-no-evidence-russians-manipulated-

elections/article/2648823  

GIST The Department of Homeland Security made the rare move Monday to officially discredit an NBC News 

report that claimed a top Trump official found that “Russians successfully penetrated the voter registration 

rolls of several U.S. states prior to the 2016 presidential election.” 

 

In a statement, DHS said the “breaking news” report was not only wrong and hyped but is also being 

ripped by other media. 

 

In the report, NBC interviewed Jeanette Manfra, the head of cybersecurity at the Department of Homeland 

Security, who said, “We saw a targeting of 21 states and an exceptionally small number of them were 

actually successfully penetrated.” 

 

In the statement, Manfra said, “let me be clear: we have no evidence – old or new - that any votes in the 

2016 elections were manipulated by Russian hackers.” 

 

She added, “NBC News continues to falsely report my recent comments on attempted election hacking – 

which clearly mirror my testimony before the Senate Intelligence Committee last summer – as some kind 

of ‘breaking news,’ incorrectly claiming a shift in the administration’s position on cyber threats. As I said 

eight months ago, a number of states were the target of Russian government cyber actors seeking 

vulnerabilities and access to U.S. election infrastructure. In the majority of cases, only preparatory activity 

like scanning was observed, while in a small number of cases, actors were able to access the system but we 

have no evidence votes were changed or otherwise impacted.” 

 

The NBC headline on one story was, “Russians penetrated U.S. voter systems, top U.S. official says.” 

 

Here is Manfra’s full statement: 

 

DHS Statement On NBC News Coverage Of Election Hacking 

 

WASHINGTON - Today, Jeanette Manfra, National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD) 

Assistant Secretary for the Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, released the following statement 

regarding the recent NBC news coverage on the Department of Homeland Security’s efforts to combat 

election hacking. 

 

“Recent NBC reporting has misrepresented facts and confused the public with regard to Department of 

Homeland Security and state and local government efforts to combat election hacking. First off, let me be 

clear: we have no evidence – old or new - that any votes in the 2016 elections were manipulated by 

Russian hackers. NBC News continues to falsely report my recent comments on attempted election 

hacking – which clearly mirror my testimony before the Senate Intelligence Committee last summer – as 

some kind of “breaking news,” incorrectly claiming a shift in the administration’s position on cyber 

threats. As I said eight months ago, a number of states were the target of Russian government cyber actors 

seeking vulnerabilities and access to U.S. election infrastructure. In the majority of cases, only preparatory 

activity like scanning was observed, while in a small number of cases, actors were able to access the 

system but we have no evidence votes were changed or otherwise impacted. 

 

"NBC’s irresponsible reporting, which is being roundly criticized elsewhere in the media and by security 

experts alike, undermines the ability of the Department of Homeland Security, our partners at the Election 

Assistance Commission, and state and local officials across the nation to do our incredibly important jobs. 
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While we’ll continue our part to educate NBC and others on the threat, more importantly, the Department 

of Homeland Security and our state and local partners will continue our mission to secure the nation’s 

election systems. 

 

"To our state and local partners in the election community: there’s no question we’re making real and 

meaningful progress together. States will do their part in how they responsibly manage and implement 

secure voting processes. For our part, we’re going to continue to support with risk and vulnerability 

assessments, offer cyber hygiene scans, provide real-time threat intel feeds, issue security clearances to 

state officials, partner on incident response planning, and deliver cybersecurity training. The list goes on of 

how we’re leaning forward and helping our partners in the election community. We will not stop, and will 

stand by our partners to protect our nation’s election infrastructure and ensure that all Americans can have 

confidence in our democratic elections.” 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Concerns: Amazon closed-door meeting 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/897996/amazons-closed-door-meeting/  

GIST Some Seattle City Council members tried to hit the “refresh” button with Amazon on Friday, joining a 

meeting with regional leaders who are trying to build a better relationship with the company. 

 

But did their meeting on Friday violate open government laws? 

 

Three council members were spotted by KIRO 7 entering Amazon’s headquarters for the meeting that was 

closed to the public and media. 

 

Councilmember Sally Bagshaw was asked if the public’s business was being done behind closed doors. 

 

“That is such a wonderful question to ask,” she said. “What I’m hopeful is that we have this conversation, 

establish relationships, then bring these meetings back here to City Hall.” 

 

Toby Nixon of the Washington Coalition for Open Government says the discussions happening behind 

closed doors are of great public concern and what happened Friday is likely in violation of the Open 

Public Meetings Act. 

 

Under state law, if the majority of a council attend a meeting to conduct business — or even have a 

discussion about matters of public concern — it falls under the state’s Open Public Meetings Act. In this 

case, if five of the nine council members attended the meeting, it would be a violation. 

 

But it’s possible that a last-minute change of plans helped avoid a violation of the meetings act. According 

to The Seattle Times, council President Bruce Harrell apparently planned to miss Friday’s meetings at 

Amazon. 

 

City Councilmember Kshama Sawant, who was not on the list to attend, summed up why the public should 

be concerned with the matter, “The public should find it troubling that elected officials, who have been 

elected by votes of ordinary people, are having a private meeting with billionaire interests.” 

 

The meeting follows concerns that the city’s attitude toward big business has put the relationship with 

Amazon on shaky ground. Those concerns grew after Amazon announced it would build a second 

headquarters elsewhere in the country. Only one West Coast city made it onto a shortlist of cities vying for 

HQ2. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Vancouver B.C. offers prescription heroin 
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SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/controversial-program-gives-prescription-heroin-to-users-

to-shoot-up/281-517959502  

GIST In Vancouver, B.C., a controversial program is fighting heroin-related deaths by giving users the drugs and 

then making sure they inject safely. 

 

Doctors and nurses supervise the process so there are no overdoses. The users say it works. 

 

"Up until the time I came to this program, I was living day to day, a bit homeless, in addiction for the last 

twenty years," says Les, a long time Vancouver resident, as he settles into a small clinic on East Hastings. 

"The heroin takes away all my problems, so I had a hard time kicking (it). I used to cope really on a daily 

basis." 

 

Now, he's just one of roughly 130 patients at the Crosstown Clinic, run by Providence Health in 

conjunction with Vancouver Coastal Health. It's been open since 2014, at a time when the opioid crisis 

exploded in the lower mainland of BC. The BC Coroner's office announced just last month a staggering 

number of deaths attributed to illicit drugs, more than 1,400 in 2017. That's four a day. BC Health leaders 

point specifically to a heroin supply contaminated with Fentanyl, heroin's cheaper more potent cousin, as a 

reason for the surge.  

 

"We're providing a legal, sterile, pharmaceutical predictable treatment," says Doctor Scott McDonald, who 

helps run the clinic, in the rough stretch on Hastings just outside downtown. A patient can come in, get 

their dosage, and inject under the watchful eye of nurses and doctors. "If people are using in a supervised 

setting like that - all that injection paraphernalia - contained in one spot - you won't find syringes in 

playgrounds or on sidewalks it's safe." McDonald says there is a waiting list of more than 330, given the 

small size and list of people who need help. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Philippine workers seek to leave Kuwait 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/13/asia/philippines-domestic-workers-intl/index.html  

GIST Manila, Philippines (CNN)As many as 10,000 Filipino workers in Kuwait are expected to take up the 

Philippines government's offer of a free flight home after the body of their compatriot was found stuffed in 

a freezer. 

 

President Duterte's administration has ordered a ban on the deployment of overseas foreign workers to 

Kuwait after the deaths of several woman, including 29-year-old Joanna Demafelis. 

 

Demafelis' body was found in the freezer of her employers' home on Wednesday where authorities believe 

it could have been stored for up to one year. 

 

The offer of a free flight home was extended to the 10,000 Filipinos who had overstayed their visa in the 

Gulf state. 

 

"I will sell my soul to the devil to look for money so that you can come home and live comfortably here," 

Duterte said Tuesday. The Philippines President said last week he was ready to take "drastic steps" to 

protect Filipinos working abroad. 

 

As of Tuesday, 510 Philippines workers had returned on chartered flights, the country's Overseas Workers 

Welfare Administration told CNN. 

 

Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III said at a news conference Monday that thousands of Filipinos had 

turned up at the embassy in Kuwait since January 29 to initiate the repatriation process agreed with the 

Kuwait government. More than 2,200 had received travel documents so far. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Memo: no evidence crime BP agent death 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/12/us/new-memo-us-border-patrol-agent-investigation/index.html  

GIST (CNN)There was no evidence a crime was committed when a US Border Patrol agent was killed more than 

two months ago while on patrol in West Texas, according to a new government memo obtained by CNN. 

 

The internal memo from Carla L. Provost, acting chief of US Border Patrol, is the third indication that 

there appears to be no evidence of foul play that led to the mysterious death of US Border Agent Rogelio 

"Roger" Martinez, who was found critically injured near a concrete-lined culvert along with his partner. 

 

Provost's February 8 memo, which was sent to Border Patrol employees, including the rank-and-file 

agents, lays out the findings of the FBI's investigation up to this point. It also echoes an earlier memo from 

Kevin McAleenan, acting commissioner of the US Customs and Border Protection, which oversees the 

border patrol. 

 

"Currently there is no evidence indicating the presence of other persons or the commission of a crime," 

Provost's memo said. 

 

"Unfortunately, the investigation up to this point has not revealed exactly what took place prior to the two 

[border patrol agents] being injured and what might have caused BPA Martinez to fall into the culvert," 

Provost's memo said. 

 

Martinez's family has been updated on the investigation, the memo said. 

 

"The family, as we all do, still has unanswered questions," the memo said. 

 

Martinez, 36, was patrolling alone near Interstate 10 when he stopped his vehicle about 12 miles east of 

Van Horn, Texas, on November 18. He died hours later of his injuries after he and his partner, Stephen 

"Michael" Garland, were found hurt near the culvert, a tunnel structure used for water drainage. 

 

The agents were patrolling in separate vehicles and it's unclear why both ended up at the bottom of the 

culvert, the FBI said. 

 

Last week, FBI investigators said they had found no evidence so far of an attack or scuffle in Martinez's 

death. The FBI said it had interviewed hundreds of people, combed through cellular data and analyzed 

DNA from the scene. 

 

McAleenan's memo said "there were no defensive wounds" on Martinez or his partner and "there was no 

third-party blood or DNA evidence from the scene or from the agents' clothing." 

 

The only footprints at the scene belonged to the agents and first responders, according to McAleenan's 

memo. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Near Olympics, Korea dog meat farm 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/winter-olympics-2018/2018/02/12/inside-grim-scene-korean-

dog-meat-farm-miles-winter-olympics/328322002/  

GIST WONJU, South Korea – A short drive from the burning Olympic torch and the excited throng of Winter 

Games spectators, there was no cheering outside the place where hundreds of dogs are packed in cages 

until they are killed for their meat. 

 

In the rural region of Wonju, down a winding country lane, sits a farm that provides dog meat to some of 

the thousands of South Korean restaurants where patrons order things such as dog salad, dog ribs, dog 

stew and dog hot pot. 
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The grim surroundings of the farm pains the senses. The first thing to be noticed is the sound, pitiful 

whines and yelps of about 300 animals being kept in filthy cages until their execution. 

 

Step closer and the stench fills the nostrils, a sickening waft that spreads over two long rows of cramped 

cages. 

 

Some of the dogs do not survive long enough to be slaughtered. Lying discarded on the mud floor by the 

plastic awning, the carcass of a dead Tosa – a rare breed that originated in Japan. Also in the cages were 

Jindos, St. Bernards and golden Labradors. 

 

Most were emaciated. Many had gaps in their fur where huge sores grew on their bodies. The cages are 

elevated, set up so dog feces drops through gaps in the wire bottom, collecting in huge piles beneath. 

 

USA TODAY video journalist Sandy Hooper and myself filmed the gruesome scene for 15 minutes on 

Saturday morning, using GoPros and iPhones. When we approached the front of the property in an attempt 

to speak to the owners, a man screamed in Korean: "Turn it off, otherwise I’m going to throw it down!” 

 

The Winter Olympics is supposed to be one giant commercial for South Korea and its winter tourism 

industry, but no public relations effort can cast a favorable light on the Korean dog meat industry. 

Pyeongchang organizing officials were aware enough of the likely international reaction to Korean dog 

meat eating practices that they paid nearby restaurants to take down signs advertising the product’s 

availability and pleaded with them to take it off the menu – at least during the Olympics. 

 

It didn’t work. Two miles from Jinbu station, the main hub serving the primary mountain cluster of the 

Games, a trio of restaurants openly served dog products. They had amended their frontage signs to remove 

the word “bosintang” (dog meat stew) and promote goat meat instead, but that was only outside. 

 

Walk inside and glance up at the giant white board and the first four menu items, in English and Korean, 

are derived from man’s best friend. An elderly Korean man removed his shoes, entered the room, ordered 

the stew and sat down at a row of tables on the floor. Soon, he was served the thick brown concoction and 

began slurping down the soup until it was all gone. 

 

In Korean culture, dog meat is said to have mythical properties that boost restorative powers and increase 

virility. Fearing a backlash from traditionalists, the Korean government won’t amend the law, despite 

president Moon Jae-In having adopted a dog saved from the meat industry. 

 

Pyeongchang organizers wish government officials would take action. 

 

“We are aware of the international concern around the consumption of dog meat in Korea,” an organizing 

committee statement read. “This is a matter which the government should address. We hope that this issue 

will not impact on the delivery or reputation of the Games and the province and we will support the work 

of the province and government on this topic as needed. Also, dog meat will not be served at any Games 

venue.” 

 

Eating dog meat is a custom here and it is hard to dispute that. In the United States millions of animals of 

countless varieties are slaughtered each year for meat. To some, the plight of Korean dogs is scarcely any 

different to that of American chicken, cows or pigs. To others, there is something vastly different about a 

dog, given its relationship to humans. 

 

Activists in Korea don’t like the use of dogs for meat but mainly focus their protest efforts on the methods 

of killing the animals and their conditions in captivity. 

 

“If the Korean people stop eating dog meat there will not be the market for it,” Kim Jun-Won, president of 

the Dasom animal rights organization said, fighting back tears when shown photographs of our footage as 

we returned to our vehicle. “But this is wrong and it breaks my heart. The people who keep animals this 
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way and kill them? They are the devil.” 

 

Demand is decreasing, with dog meat meals not particularly popular with younger members of Korean 

society. As well as the one described above, USA TODAY Sports visited two other farms in the area that 

showed signs of being operational recently. Both were closed, with the dried feces and even bones of 

deceased dogs still visible. 

 

“The problem is that while smaller facilities close due to lack of business, larger, better organized ones are 

popping up,” Kiana Kang, director of programs and special projects of American non-profit rescue 

organization Animal Hope and Wellness said. “This is the two Koreas. There is the beauty and the culture, 

and then there is this.” 

 

Korean dog farmers claim their sole intention is to try to make a living and insist the animals are the same 

as livestock. 

 

A group of Winter Olympic athletes, including Canadian figure skater Meagan Duhamel, freestyle skier 

Gus Kenworthy and snowboarder Lindsey Jacobellis took part in a recent public service announcement in 

a bid to raise awareness about the Korean dog meat trade. Duhamel already owns a rescue Korean dog. 

 

Meanwhile, at the Games, the first medals were being doled out. The plight of Korea’s dogs isn’t going to 

be the major narrative of the Games, the events themselves and the lingering political turmoil dominate the 

headlines. 

 

But it is here, happening not far from the Olympics, and it’s tough to stomach. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Warming accelerating sea level rise 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/satellites-show-warming-accelerating-sea-level-rise-

53027617?cid=clicksource_79_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Melting ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica are speeding up the already fast pace of sea level rise, new 

satellite research shows. 

 

At the current rate, the world's oceans on average will be at least 2 feet (61 centimeters) higher by the end 

of the century compared to today, according to researchers who published in Monday's Proceedings of the 

National Academies of Sciences. 

 

Sea level rise is caused by warming of the ocean and melting from glaciers and ice sheets. The research, 

based on 25 years of satellite data, shows that pace has quickened, mainly from the melting of massive ice 

sheets. It confirms scientists' computer simulations and is in line with predictions from the United Nations, 

which releases regular climate change reports. 

 

"It's a big deal" because the projected sea level rise is a conservative estimate and it is likely to be higher, 

said lead author Steve Nerem of the University of Colorado. 

 

Outside scientists said even small changes in sea levels can lead to flooding and erosion. 

 

"Any flooding concerns that coastal communities have for 2100 may occur over the next few decades," 

Oregon State University coastal flooding expert Katy Serafin said in an email. 

 

Of the 3 inches (7.5 centimeters) of sea level rise in the past quarter century, about 55 percent is from 

warmer water expanding, and the rest is from melting ice. 

 

But the process is accelerating, and more than three-quarters of that acceleration since 1993 is due to 

melting ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica, the study shows. 
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Like weather and climate, there are two factors in sea level rise: year-to-year small rises and falls that are 

caused by natural events and larger long-term rising trends that are linked to man-made climate change. 

Nerem's team removed the natural effects of the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption that temporarily chilled Earth 

and the climate phenomena El Nino and La Nina, and found the accelerating trend. 

 

Sea level rise, more than temperature, is a better gauge of climate change in action, said Anny Cazenave, 

director of Earth science at the International Space Science Institute in France, who edited the study. 

Cazenave is one of the pioneers of space-based sea level research. 

 

Global sea levels were stable for about 3,000 years until the 20th century when they rose and then 

accelerated due to global warming caused by the burning of coal, oil and natural gas, said climate scientist 

Stefan Rahmstorf of the Potsdam Institute in Germany, who wasn't part of the study. 

 

Two feet of sea level rise by the end of the century "would have big effects on places like Miami and New 

Orleans, but I don't still view that as catastrophic" because those cities can survive — at great expense — 

that amount of rising seas under normal situations, Nerem said. 

 

But when a storm hits like 2012's Superstorm Sandy, sea level rise on top of storm surge can lead to 

record-setting damages, researchers said. 

 

Some scientists at the American Geophysical Union meeting last year said Antarctica may be melting 

faster than predicted by Monday's study. 

 

Greenland has caused three times more sea level rise than Antarctica so far, but ice melt on the southern 

continent is responsible for more of the acceleration. 

 

"Antarctica seems less stable than we thought a few years ago," Rutgers climate scientist Robert Kopp 

said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Feds: ‘fake general’ used copter for date 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/feds-military-impersonator-helicopter-impress-

woman-53026847  

GIST A man pretending to be a three-star U.S. Army general wanted to impress a woman when he unexpectedly 

landed in a chartered helicopter at the headquarters of a North Carolina technology company last year, a 

federal agent testified Monday. 

 

Details about the strange case of Christian Desgroux emerged at a hearing before a federal magistrate, who 

ordered that the defendant remain in jail pending his upcoming arraignment. The 57-year-old is charged 

with pretending to be a military officer, which carries a maximum of three years in prison. 

 

It was around sunset on Nov. 6 when the pilot of the helicopter chartered by Desgroux landed on a soccer 

field at the sprawling corporate campus of SAS Institute in Cary. 

 

As security officers approached, Desgroux stepped out wearing a "full military battle dress uniform" and 

displaying three stars that implied a rank of lieutenant general, Homeland Security Special Agent Tony 

Bell testified. 

 

"He saluted the security officers, and they actually saluted him back," Bell said. 

 

A suspicious security supervisor confronted Desgroux, who told him he was there to pick up a female 

employee to take her to Fort Bragg for a classified briefing that had been authorized by President Donald 

Trump. 
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But none of it was true: Desgroux later acknowledged to federal agents that he had never served in the 

U.S. military, Bell said. 

 

The woman, a longtime acquaintance of Desgroux, expected him to arrive in a car for a visit. Instead they 

went on a 30-minute helicopter ride around Raleigh, Bell said. 

 

"She had no idea that he was flying a helicopter to pick her up," Bell said. Bell testified that Desgroux 

wanted to pursue a romantic relationship, but the woman is married. 

 

She and the pilot, who has not been charged, appear to have been swept up in Desgroux's strange behavior. 

 

"She didn't know what to make of it," Bell told the judge. "She just went along with it." 

 

Bell testified that investigators suspect Desgroux is mentally ill, but didn't elaborate. 

 

Still, the episode was no laughing matter. After the woman returned, SAS security staff notified local 

police — and a joint terrorism task force soon joined the case. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Suspicious white powder letter to Trump Jr 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/donald-trump-jrs-wife-hospital-letter-white-powder/story?id=53023384  

GIST Donald Trump Jr.'s wife was taken to a hospital in New York City today after opening a package at her 

home that contained an unknown white powder, according to authorities.  

 

Vanessa Trump, 40, was examined at New York-Presbyterian Weill Cornell Medical Center as a 

precaution, police said. 

 

The suspicious letter was sent to Trump Jr.'s apartment in Manhattan this morning, police said. Emergency 

medical services, firefighters and police were called to the apartment just after 10 a.m. after Vanessa 

Trump opened the letter, police said.  

 

The letter had a Boston postmark and was addressed Trump Jr., a source told ABC News. It contained a 

note indicating the sender was angry, said the source, who did not elaborate.  

 

Vanessa Trump reported feeling dizzy after she opened the enveloped, according to law enforcement 

sources. The letter was not anti-President Donald Trump but addressed Trump Jr. directly, the source said.  

 

Vanessa Trump and two other people at the apartment were decontaminated by firefighters at the scene 

before being taken to the hospital, according to police.  

 

She thanked New York City firefighters, police and the Secret Service for their "quick response" in 

making sure she was safe. 

 

Trump Jr. thanked first responders in a tweet for their "decisive action" and support.  

 

"The substance was deemed to be nonhazardous and is being transported to a lab in New York City for 

further analysis," NYPD Assistant Commissioner J. Peter Donald said.  

 

The U.S. Secret Service is also investigating, the NYPD said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Ex-SCL manager charged w/voyeurism 

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/local/crime/article/Charge-City-Light-employee-planted-GoPro-in-

12607804.php  

GIST A 64-year-old former Seattle City Light employee has been charged with attempted voyeurism in 

connection with a camera that was recovered from a bathroom stall nearly a year ago. 

 

Brent Schmidt is accused of planting a GoPro camera inside a toilet paper dispenser at a City Light office. 

He admitted to installing the camera there, according to court records, but claimed he only used it to film 

himself and typically removed it from the restroom after he did so. 

 

Another employee discovered the camera Feb. 17 at the South Service Center in the 3600 block of Fourth 

Avenue South in Sodo. He was pulling toilet paper from the dispenser when he found a GoPro camera 

adhered to the stall with Velcro, according to the incident report. 

 

A hole had been cut out of the bottom of the toilet paper dispenser and the camera was situated halfway 

inside, police reports say. The power was on. 

 

The man reported the discovery to a supervisor, who pulled the camera off the wall and switched it off. 

They brought it to Schmidt and when they mentioned it was in the men's restroom, his eyes reportedly 

"bugged out," court records indicate. When they showed him where they found it, "he began to physically 

shake and his face got red," according to the incident report. 

 

Schmidt allegedly told the employees he would report the matter to a director and kept the camera. 

 

Four days later, he told the workers it was his camera and he placed it in the stall to film himself, police 

reports say. He claimed he deleted the footage after viewing it and did not use city equipment to look at it. 

 

Schmidt then met with the director to report his actions, court records indicate. He is alleged to have 

admitted to placing the camera in the bathroom since the previous December, but maintained that he did 

not use it to film others. According to charging papers, he claimed that the last time he used it, he forgot to 

remove it from the stall. 

 

The director seized Schmidt's office keys and access card at that time, Seattle police report. A search of the 

GoPro yielded three blacked out videos. 

 

Schmidt was a manager who made about $60 per hour, according to city salary data. 

 

Employed at City Light since 1995, Schmidt reached a settlement with the city in April 2017 that allowed 

him to use all accrued paid leave until May 2017, when he was deemed retired. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Guns, pills found in West Seattle search 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/hundreds-of-pills-19-guns-found-in-west-seattle-search  

GIST SEATTLE -- Seattle police officers found hundreds of pills and 19 guns Sunday morning when they 

served a search warrant at a West Seattle home. 

 

Police say officers with the Southwest Precinct Anti-Crime Team went to the home in the 7000 block of 

18 Avenue Southwest at 10 a.m. Sunday. 

 

A 28-year-old man tried to get away from arriving officers though a back door. But officers arrested him, 

police said. 
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Police say a search turned up 189 hydrocodone pills, 276 amphetamine pills and 3.5 grams of 

methamphetamine. Officers also found 11 pistols, five rifles and three shotguns. Police say one rifle with 

modified with a bump stock, which allows a semiautomatic rifle to fire faster. 

 

The man was book into jail for investigation of drug offenses. Police are working with prosecutors about 

possible weapons charges. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Seller fake ‘Hamilton’ tickets arrested 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/police-arrest-scammer-selling-fake-hamilton-tickets/281-

518060236  

GIST Seattle police arrested a ticket scammer accused of selling fake Hamilton tickets to people in King County. 

 

The Seattle Police Dept. first learned of the suspect back in June 2017 when they obtained surveillance 

video of the man breaking in a Wedgwood restaurant. Later, detectives learned the man stole ticket stock 

during a break-in at a U-District music venue, according to an official release. 

 

The man was attempting to sell tickets to Hamilton, a musical in production at Seattle’s Paramount 

Theatre. 

 

Detectives discovered ticket paper and a laptop used to print forged tickets at his home. They believe 

dozens of people could be victims of his scam. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 What is Atomwaffen? Linked to violence? 

SOURCE https://www.boston.com/news/national-news/2018/02/12/what-is-atomwaffen-a-neo-nazi-group-

linked-to-multiple-murders  

GIST When a Florida man who had recently converted to Islam fatally shot two of his roommates, the name 

came up. 

 

When the roommate he did not shoot was sentenced to five years for homemade explosives, the name 

came up. 

 

And when an arrest was made after a 19-year-old college student was found dead with more than 20 stab 

wounds, the name came up. 

 

That name was the Atomwaffen Division, a tiny paramilitary neo-Nazi group that has been linked to the 

suspects in at least five killings in the United States. It is among the most violent groups on the far-right, a 

mostly decentralized organization about which much is unknown. 

 

The Southern Poverty Law Center and the Anti-Defamation League have both done research into the 

group, and spoke to The New York Times about their findings. 

 

What is Atomwaffen? 

Atomwaffen or the Atomwaffen Division is a small extremist group that hopes to use terroristic violence 

to bring about the collapse of what its literature calls the “System,” the government and other institutions 

that organize society. It formed in a now defunct online forum, Iron March, and is organized into distinct 

cells that comprise a handful of members. 

 

Researchers disagree on how large the group is. Keegan Hankes, an intelligence analyst at the Southern 

Poverty Law Center, cited a ProPublica report that said the group had about 80 members. 
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But Carla Hill, a senior researcher at the Anti-Defamation League, said she had no evidence that the group 

had that many members. She estimated that there were between 24 and 36 actively participating in 

weapons trainings and hate camps held by the group. All agree that the group’s nebulous nature makes the 

number hard to pin down. 

 

Atomwaffen means “atomic weapons” in German. 

 

Researchers believe that some cells are based in Texas and Florida, and Hill, based on pictures she has 

seen of the organized groups, believes there are others in Washington, near the Seattle area, and 

Richmond, Virginia. 

 

But details about the group are difficult to confirm. 

 

What do they believe? 

Atomwaffen describe themselves as national socialists, or neo-Nazis, with an eschatological viewpoint. 

That means they expect and invite a breakdown of society that will lead to a race war, after which they 

intend to construct a new society based on their political principles. 

 

They hold virulently racist and anti-Semitic views informed by the writings of James Mason, a member of 

the American Nazi party who idolized Hitler and Charles Manson. 

 

Hankes said the group fetishized violence and looked to use degeneracy to establish order in a depraved 

modern world. He said it was difficult to estimate how many members had military training, but said some 

literature encouraged adherents to join the Armed Forces to get free weapons and combat training while 

staying underground. 

 

“This group is so extreme that they cause a ton of controversy within the radical right,” he said. 

 

Other white supremacist and white nationalist groups have disavowed Atomwaffen, and have even 

speculated about whether the group is a plot to discredit their movement 

 

Hankes said that recently the group had also embraced ideas associated with the occult and Satanism, 

ideologies that have further estranged its members from other white supremacists. 

 

How is the group linked to violence? 

 

In the past year, the group’s name has cropped up several times in connection with homicide 

investigations. 

 

— In May, a Florida teenager, Devon Arthurs, told police he had killed two of his neo-Nazi roommates for 

disrespecting his Muslim faith. (He had recently converted.) His arrest led to the discovery that a fourth 

roommate, Brandon Russell, had been stockpiling explosive material. Russell, who told law enforcement 

officials he was a member of Atomwaffen, was revealed to be a founding member of the group, and was 

sentenced to five years in prison for having stockpiled the explosives. 

 

— In December, a husband and wife were shot dead in their Virginia home three days before Christmas by 

a teenage neo-Nazi. The suspect was identified as Nicholas Giampa by HuffPost, which found him to have 

been influenced by neo-Nazi literature republished online by Atomwaffen. 

 

— Last month, ProPublica reported that Samuel Woodward, who has been charged with the murder of a 

college student, Blaze Bernstein, was a member of the group. 

 

The organization has promoted its cause on college campuses in Washington, Pennsylvania and Illinois, 

according to the Anti-Defamation League. 
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Is the FBI investigating Atomwaffen? 

 

An FBI spokesman would not comment directly. 

 

“The FBI does not and will not police ideology, but has been investigating the criminal activities of white 

supremacy extremists for nearly a century,” he said. “When an individual takes violent action based on 

belief or ideology and breaks the law, the FBI will enforce the rule of law.” 

 

In an interview Friday, Danny Coulson, the former deputy assistant director of the FBI, explained that the 

bureau was somewhat constrained in what it could do when no violence had been committed. 

 

Coulson was one of the leaders of the investigation into the 1995 bombing of the federal building in 

Oklahoma City by Timothy McVeigh, who is much admired in Atomwaffen literature. He also led the 

operation that ended in the death of neo-Nazi leader Robert Jay Mathews and helped bring to justice the 

white supremacists of the Covenant, Sword and Arm of the Lord. 

 

He said that once a group had been associated with murder or other forms of violence, it would become 

much easier to place wiretaps on them, and place informers in their midst, which the FBI has found 

relatively easy to do. 

 

Coulson called participants in such groups “inadequate personalities” who chose to hate others because of 

their own insecurities. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Mexican drug cartels in Colombia 

SOURCE http://www.mexidata.info/id4507.html  

GIST Colombian authorities have claimed that Mexican cartels are attempting to establish themselves in the 

South American country. However, the presence of suspected cartel members in Colombia is more likely 

an indication that Mexican organized crime groups are seeking new partners to fill the vacuum created by 

FARC’s demobilization and the Urabeños’ decline, two of their closest allies. 

 

Citing Colombia’s Attorney General’s Office, the counternarcotics police, and the Ombudsman’s Office, 

El Tiempo reported that Mexican organized crime groups have established a presence in the Colombian 

departments of Antioquia, Cundinamarca, Norte de Santander, Valle del Cauca, Nariño, Meta, Guaviare, 

Vichada y Córdoba. 

 

According to an intelligence report by Colombia’s Anti-narcotics Police, Mexican cartels including the 

Sinaloa Cartel, the Jalisco Cartel New Generation (Cartel Jalisco Nueva Generación – CJNG), and the 

Zetas are attempting to take control of the drug trade after their Colombian partners “failed to meet quotas 

for Colombian coca,” El Tiempo reported. This failure to meet quotas, the report claims, was the result of 

FARC’s demobilization and the weakening of the Urabeños. 

 

The report added that Mexican cartels are sending their members to the regions with the highest 

concentration of coca crops as well as to strategic ports within Colombia. According to El Tiempo, 

authorities have detected groups of as many as ten Mexicans coordinating drug shipments from the Gulf of 

Urabá. 

 

Furthermore, in the beginning of 2017, Colombian authorities investigated 103 Mexicans involved in drug 

trafficking cases, according to statements made by the Colombian Attorney General, Néster Humberto 

Martínez, and published by El Tiempo. El Tiempo’s report does not include figures from previous years to 

allow for comparison. 

 

InSight Crime Analysis 
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The presence of suspected members of Mexican organized crime groups in Colombia should not be 

understood as an indication that Mexican cartels are attempting to seize control of the country’s drug trade. 

 

Although it might be in the groups’ best interests to create more vertical distribution chains, entering into a 

criminal landscape as complex as Colombia’s would present enormous challenges. Since Mexican cartels’ 

current business model has worked relatively well to date, these challenges would likely outweigh the 

potential benefits. 

 

Therefore, the growing presence of Mexican organized crime groups in Colombia should be considered 

within the context of the South American country’s changing criminal landscape. The FARC, once 

Mexican cartels’ principal partner in the region, have demobilized, and the Urabeños, who succeeded the 

FARC in that role, have been severely weakened by a sustained government offensive. As a result, 

Mexican cartels have been forced to seek new allies to ensure that the drug trade continues to flow 

smoothly. 

 

For years, Mexican organized crime groups have regularly sent emissaries to Colombia to scout new 

partners, supervise drug production, and ensure quality control. It is not a coincidence that Colombian 

authorities have recently detected a Mexican presence in regions that were formerly controlled by the 

FARC and the Urabeños. 

 

Nariño, for example, a department that produces more coca than Bolivia or Peru, used to be a FARC 

stronghold. Following FARC’s demobilization, dissident elements of the guerrilla group, the National 

Liberation Army (Ejército de Liberación Nacional – ELN), and hybrid groups called “bandas criminals” 

(BACRIM), or criminal bands, began to operate in the region. Similarly, the historically FARC controlled 

departments of Guaviare and Meta now serve as the base for the First Front of the FARC dissidence. It 

therefore makes sense that Mexican organized crime groups would seek to forge alliances with these 

actors in order to guarantee the continued flow of narcotics. 

 

Another example is the department of Córdoba, which was historically the territory of the paramilitary 

groups that gave rise to the Urabeños. With the Urabeños facing threats from new criminal groups, it is 

likely that the Mexicans have begun looking for new alliances in this region as well. 

 

On the other hand, the face of drug trafficking in Colombia is changing. The time when a single cartel 

controlled the entire supply chain has come to an end and now smaller groups control each separate link of 

the production and trafficking chain. Mexican cartels must now subcontract to different organizations in 

order to move their product from its origin to its destination, and must have an understanding of the 

dynamics between these organizations. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Ex-Everett firefighter federal custody 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/disgraced-ex-everett-firefighter-now-in-federal-custody/  

GIST EVERETT — A convicted sex offender who also is a former Everett firefighter is now at risk of a decade 

or more in prison after federal authorities took jurisdiction in a case that led to his arrest last month in 

Wyoming. 

 

David “Pete” Vier, 63, appeared last week in U.S. District Court in Cheyenne, Wyoming, where a 

magistrate ordered him detained in federal custody. He is being held for investigation of knowingly 

transporting two girls, 12 and 14, across state lines with intent to engage in criminal sexual activity. 

 

Vier, of Granite Falls, at one point oversaw emergency medical services for the Everett Fire Department. 

He retired in 2014 after he was arrested in a Seattle police sting attempting to obtain sex from somebody 

he thought was a 15-year-old girl. He not only lost his Washington paramedic license, the conviction also 

requires him to register as a sex offender. 
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Vier was arrested Jan. 20 by the Sweetwater County Sheriff’s Office in Wyoming. Two teen girls used his 

cellphone to call for help, officials said. They were hiding in a restaurant and asked for help getting away 

from Vier, whom they accused of sexual misconduct, according to an affidavit filed in court by an FBI 

agent. 

 

The girls said they met Vier in Seattle and told him they were trying to reach Kansas. He allegedly offered 

to give them a ride. 

 

Along the way, Vier reportedly groped the girls and demanded sexual activity, eventually paying one $40 

for a sex act, the affidavit said. 

 

The girls told officials they saw homemade pornography involving young girls on Vier’s cellphone, as 

well as messages between Vier and a friend about kidnapping and rape. 

 

The girls said they fled when Vier demanded they agree to sex in a motel room. He told investigators he 

believed the girls were 16 and had been left homeless by family. 

 

“Vier denied sexual activity with the girls,” the affidavit said. 

 

A search of his truck turned up partially used vials of sedatives, including Amidate, a drug that can be used 

to induce sleep. Investigators also seized a duffle bag that reportedly contained, among other things, sex 

toys, riding crops, whips, blindfolds, Velcro restraints, a dog collar and a leash, court papers say. 

 

A court-approved search of Vier’s phone found “a vast amount of data pertaining to non-consensual sexual 

acts” and showed “what appeared to be a fixation on younger females,” Wyoming officials said earlier. 

 

Vier’s 2014 arrest brought to light years of bad behavior on and off his fire department job, much of it 

revolving around his mistreatment of women. He also took part in a pattern of ambulance billing errors by 

the city, which led to a recent six-figure federal settlement. 

 

Vier faces 10 years to life in federal prison if convicted of the allegations in Wyoming, court papers say. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 China charges ex-Politburo w/bribery 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/41f4fd8eff45489cb14dbae675798b5d/China-charges-former-rising-political-star-

with-bribery  

GIST BEIJING (AP) — A former Politburo member once seen as a rising star in Chinese politics has been 

charged with bribery, becoming the highest-ranking serving official to be ensnared by President Xi 

Jinping’s sweeping anti-corruption campaign, now in its sixth year. 

 

The Supreme People’s Procuratorate announced the indictment of Sun Zhengcai, the former Communist 

Party leader of the western megacity of Chongqing, on its website Tuesday. 

 

The announcement said Sun “illegally accepted huge amounts of money and goods” from others in return 

for providing them with benefits. 

 

The indictment focused on bribery but leaders have made it clear Sun’s alleged offenses were largely 

political in nature. 

 

The chairman of China’s securities regulator said at a major party meeting last year that Sun and other 

senior figures prosecuted in the crackdown were “conspiring openly to usurp party leadership.” 

 

Sun was expelled from the party and dismissed from public office in September because he was suspected 

of “serious discipline violations,” a phrase that usually refers to bribery and other graft. 
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Sun, 53, sat on the Politburo and had been seen as a candidate for promotion to the body’s Standing 

Committee, the select group of leaders who constitute the apex of political power in China. 

 

He was removed suddenly from his Chongqing post and replaced by protege Chen Min’er, who is tipped 

to be promoted to the Politburo, but not its Standing Committee. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 City settles w/cop ‘not shooting suspect’ 

SOURCE https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/west-virginia-city-pays-former-officer-dollar175000-to-settle-

lawsuit-after-he-decided-not-to-shoot-distraught-suspect/ar-

BBJ2ASY?li=BBnbfcL&ocid=HPCDHP  

GIST A West Virginia city has agreed to pay a former police officer $175,000 to settle a wrongful-termination 

lawsuit after he was fired following his decision not to shoot a distraught suspect who was holding a gun. 

 

The lawsuit accused the Weirton Police Department of wrongfully terminating officer Stephen Mader after 

he chose not to shoot a 23-year-old man while responding to a domestic disturbance in 2016. 

 

"At the end of the day, I'm happy to put this chapter of my life to bed," Mader said in a news release by the 

American Civil Liberties Union of West Virginia. 

 

"The events leading to my termination were unjustified and I'm pleased a joint resolution has been met. 

My hope is that no other person on either end of a police call has to go through this again." 

 

The incident occurred May 6, 2016, when Mader responded to a domestic-disturbance call and found 

Ronald "R.J." Williams Jr. with an unloaded handgun. 

 

Mader told CNN last year that Williams was "visibly choked up" and told Mader to shoot him. As a 

Marine veteran who served in Afghanistan, Mader told CNN that he concluded Williams wasn't a threat 

and so he tried to de-escalate the situation. 

 

As Mader was trying to get Williams to drop his gun, two other Weirton police officers arrived. Mader 

told CNN that Williams raised his gun and was immediately shot and killed by one of the other officers. A 

state investigation found the officer's actions were justified. 

 

On June 7, 2016, the Weirton Police Department fired Mader. The lawsuit, filed in May 2017, claims the 

department fired him because of "failure to meet probationary standards of an officer" and "apparent 

difficulties in critical incident reasoning." 

 

In September 2016, Weirton City Manager Travis Blosser told CNN that Mader was fired not just for the 

Williams shooting but for "a totality of circumstances," which included a March 2016 incident where 

Mader allegedly entered a man's vehicle without a warrant to put a ticket on the dashboard and an April 

2016 incident where Mader and other officers failed to report an elderly woman's death as suspicious. The 

woman's death was later ruled a homicide. 

 

Mader told CNN that in the March 2016 incident, he was writing a second parking ticket for a vehicle 

when the owner came out cursing at him so he responded with using the f-word. In the April 2016 

incident, Mader said emergency responders told officers that the woman died of natural causes. 

 

When reached for comment Monday, Blosser said the city had "no comment regarding the settlement." 

 

Joseph Cohen, ACLU-WV executive director, said Mader's termination was "yet another incident 

exposing the toxic culture that infects far too many police departments in America." 
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"We need to give law enforcement officers tools to effectively serve their communities. That means we 

need to invest in de-escalation training, implicit bias training and crisis intervention training. Hopefully the 

resolution of this lawsuit will send a message to the City of Weirton and police departments across the 

country that our communities deserve thoughtful, compassionate, transparent law enforcement." 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Seattle police: Everett man sold grenades 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/everett-area-man-accused-of-peddling-guns-janky-grenades/  

GIST EVERETT — An Everett-area man is accused of selling undercover police a bunch of firearms and janky 

grenades. The latter had been doctored at home with tape and epoxy. 

 

He was arrested Wednesday by Seattle police after a months-long operation. He remained in the 

Snohomish County Jail on Friday, his bail set at $100,000. 

 

The man, 32, is accused of multiple crimes involving explosives, along with trafficking in stolen property 

and being a felon in possession of a firearm. Court records list addresses for him in Everett, Sultan and 

Seattle. 

 

Detectives from Seattle began investigating a stolen guns ring in July, according to the arrest report. They 

were told the man had inventory, prompting a meetup in September on Everett Mall Way. At some point, 

the group moved to Broadway to continue their discussion. 

 

There, the man reportedly sold an undercover officer a military-grade assault rifle and a pistol. The rifle 

later was determined to be stolen. The transaction also included four anti-personnel grenades, known for 

their resemblance to pineapples. 

 

The man allegedly said he had 100 more grenades available, which he could fill with an explosive powder 

mix. 

 

An officer paid $1,110 for the first round of loot, according to the report. The suspect allegedly floated the 

idea of burglarizing the home of a firearms dealer to get more guns. 

 

Later, explosive experts from the FBI confirmed his devices were viable. The grenades were designed for 

training exercises but could be altered with the powder to become similar to a pipe bomb, according to the 

report. 

 

In September, the officer met with a woman on Broadway, who was carrying grenades for the suspect. The 

officer paid $920 for five grenades, four fuses and the woman’s third-party transaction fee. 

 

The next month, another purchase was planned at a hotel between Everett and Lynnwood. The suspect 

brought rifles, a pistol and a shotgun. He said he had more grenades to sell, but they were in storage and a 

friend needed to finish welding the pieces together. The following day, another half-dozen firearms 

changed hands, including a sawed-off shotgun. 

 

On Oct. 20, the officer purchased four grenades that appeared to be sealed with household epoxy and 

topped with white tape. 

 

The man allegedly warned the officer that some of the powder needed to be removed before the grenades 

were assembled, so they wouldn’t detonate prematurely. The officer asked for the man’s assistance, but he 

declined, “claiming the devices were too unstable,” the report says. 

 

The papers filed in Everett District Court do not describe the circumstances of the recent arrest. The man 

was not the only suspect targeted in the regional sting. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Military adds 4,000+ to gun ban list 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/12/us/gun-background-check-backlog-military-dishonorable-

discharge-invs/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Since an ex-US airman shot more than two dozen people in a Texas church in November, the US 

military has added more than 4,000 names to the nation's list of dishonorably discharged military 

personnel banned from owning firearms -- a sign of what has been a massive hole in the nation's gun 

buying background check system. 

 

The gunman in the Sutherland Springs massacre had been kicked out of the military for assaulting his 

wife. By federal law, that should have prevented the shooter from purchasing his semiautomatic rifle, but 

the US Air Force later admitted it had not submitted his records to the FBI's background check system. 

 

In the months since, the US Department of Defense has scrambled to ensure all of its branches have 

properly updated the FBI's system to track personnel kicked out of the military who are barred from 

owning firearms. 

 

That push, a CNN review has found, has uncovered a backlog so significant that the FBI's tally of 

dishonorably discharged former service members has ballooned by 4,284 names in just three months, a 

38% leap. 

 

The FBI figures track the reasons civilians and ex-military personnel are barred from owning guns. The 

agency separately quantifies dishonorable discharges, which includes personnel convicted by a general 

court-martial. Other types of military dismissals that could legally stop someone from owning a gun are 

not broken out from the civilian population in the FBI data.  

 

Since 2015, the number of people barred from owning firearms because they were dishonorably 

discharged had hovered at about 11,000, according to FBI statistics published online. That number 

suddenly jumped to 14,825 last November, then to 15,583 in December. It now stands at 15,597. 

 

The Defense Department has not yet publicly acknowledged that the military has vastly expanded its 

submissions since the shooting. The belatedly filed reports mean that, for an unknown period, more than 

4,000 people had the opportunity to buy guns from dealers while they should have been legally barred 

from it. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Pioneer Sq. crime rates dropping 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/02/12/spd-investigating-pioneer-square-shooting-data-shows-neighborhood-

crime-rates-dropping/  

GIST SEATTLE – A teenager is recovering at Harborview Medical Center after police say someone shot him 

Sunday evening near Seattle’s Pioneer Square neighborhood. 

 

It’s just the latest in a string of incidents in the neighborhood that has some neighbors worried for their 

safety. 

 

While Seattle police are hunting down suspects, crime rates are actually ticking downwards in the historic 

area. 

 

It’s Seattle’s original neighborhood; lunch trucks are busy serving food – tourists are visiting landmarks. 

But less than 24 hours ago, police officers and crime tape swarmed the neighborhood around the 100 block 

of Cherry Street. 
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Around 7 p.m. Sunday, investigators said a 19-year-old man got into an argument with people inside a 

packed car. That’s when one of the passengers of a dark-colored smaller Toyota or Honda sedan pulled out 

a gun and opened fire. 

 

The shooting left the 19-year-old with life-threatening injuries. On Monday, he was listed in serious 

condition at Harborview. 

 

It’s happened before. Police are still hunting for Nicole Westbrook’s murderer nearly six years after she 

was shot and killed in Pioneer Square. 

 

But there is good news for the neighborhood. According to the Seattle Police Department, crimes against 

people -- like homicide, robbery and aggravated assault -- have mostly been on the decline since 2015. 

 

A spokesperson for Alliance for Pioneer Square shared a statement with Q13 News regarding Sunday’s 

shooting. 

 

“We were saddened to hear about the shooting incident on Sunday evening, and our thoughts are with the 

young man who is currently recovering from related injuries. Violence of any kind is unacceptable, and we 

continue to work closely with local police, property owners, neighborhood businesses, and residents to 

promote the highest degree of safety in Pioneer Square. We’ve witnessed a marked decrease in incidence 

of crime in recent years, and recognize that these positive strides are a reflection of a community effort to 

make Seattle’s urban neighborhoods welcoming and safe.” 
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HEADLINE 02/12 US charges ex-Venezuelan officials in probe 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/12/us-charges-5-ex-venezuelan-officials-in-oil-bribery-

probe.html  

GIST BOGOTA, Colombia –  U.S. prosecutors believe that Venezuela's former oil czar and ambassador to the 

United Nations received bribes as part of an alleged multibillion-dollar graft scheme in the South America 

nation's oil industry, an official familiar with the U.S. investigation said Monday. 

 

Rafael Ramirez, who was one of Venezuela's most powerful officials until he resigned from the U.N. post 

in December, was named as a bribe recipient although not charged in an indictment against five other 

former senior officials that was partially unsealed. 

 

In Monday's indictment, prosecutors in Houston allege two of the charged individuals told businessmen 

that proceeds from bribe payments they made in exchange for quick payments and contracts with 

Venezuela's state-run oil giant PDVSA would be shared with a senior Venezuelan official, identified in the 

unsealed portion as "Official B." 

 

That unidentified Venezuelan politician is Ramirez, a U.S. official told The Associated Press. The official 

agreed to talk about the case only on condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to discuss 

the matter. 

 

In 2016, Venezuela's opposition-led National Assembly said $11 billion went missing at PDVSA in the 

2004-2014 period, when Ramirez was in charge of the company. In 2015, the U.S. Treasury Department 

accused a bank in Andorra of laundering some $2 billion stolen from PDVSA. 

 

Ramirez in the past has denied any wrongdoing and dismissed the U.S. probe into PDVSA as a politically 

motivated attempt to undermine President Nicolas Maduro's socialist government. After resigning his U.N. 

post, Ramirez left the United States for an undisclosed location, and he did not immediately respond to a 

request Monday seeking comment. 

 

Prosecutors in the U.S. as well as Venezuela have been slowly closing in on his inner circle. 
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Among those charged Monday was PDVSA's former chief of corporate security, Rafael Reiter, who 

frequently appeared alongside Ramirez in public. Another was a former deputy energy minister, Nervis 

Villalobos, who stood in as head of PDVSA when Ramirez was on official business abroad. Both Reiter 

and Villalobos were arrested in Spain in October on U.S. warrants and are pending extradition along with 

a third former official, Luis Carlos de Leon. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Baltimore 11-day murder free streak 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/13/baltimores-11-day-murder-free-streak-longest-since-

2015.html  

GIST There has not been a recorded murder in Baltimore in nearly two weeks, marking the city's longest streak 

without a murder since 2015, The Baltimore Sun reported. In 2014, the city went 17 days without a 

homicide. 

 

Erricka Bridgeford, the Baltimore "ceasefire" organizer, has been credited with being a major catalyst 

behind the peace, according to the paper. 

 

“It’s really exciting,” Bridgeford told the paper, noting she can’t take full credit for the peace. “Baltimore 

deserves this boost of love.” 

 

The pause in fatalities is a stark contrast to how the city began the year, with 11 killings in the first 12 

days, the paper reported. And although there hasn’t been a homicide since Feb. 2, there has been five 

nonfatal shootings -- including three in one day, the paper reported. 

 

Last year, Baltimore recorded the highest annual homicide rate with 343 killings, which factored to about 

56 killings per 100,000 people. 

 

No single reason has been attributed for the surge in violence, but rather a combination of factors 

including, the 2015 death of Freddie Gray -- a black man who died from a spinal cord injury while in 

police custody -- illegal guns, the fallout from the opioid epidemic or systemic failures. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Baltimore cops guilty in police corruption 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/02/12/2-baltimore-detectives-convicted-

racketeering-robbery/331361002/  

GIST BALTIMORE — Two Baltimore detectives have been found guilty of racketeering and robbery in a trial 

that’s part of an ongoing federal investigation into police corruption. 

 

A federal jury delivered its verdict Monday evening. 

 

Detectives Daniel Hersl and Marcus Taylor faced robbery, extortion and racketeering charges that could 

land them up to life in prison. They were cleared of possessing a firearm in pursuance of a violent crime. 

 

Their trial has been dominated by testimony of four ex-detectives who worked alongside the defendants in 

an elite police unit known as the Gun Trace Task Force. 

 

The disgraced law enforcement officers testified that the unit was actually made up of thugs who stole 

cash, resold looted narcotics, engaged in rampant overtime fraud and lied under oath to cover their tracks. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 Trial: killing of NKorea leader’s half-brother 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/year-kims-killing-suspected-masterminds-evade-

trial-53033044  

GIST Lost in the glare of North Korea's missile launches, rhetorical battles with Washington and charm 

offensive at the Winter Olympics, two women stand accused of a crime that could send them to the 

gallows — the stunning assassination of Kim Jong Un's estranged half brother. 

 

It's a crime the young Southeast Asian women almost certainly had a part in — possibly without even 

knowing it. 

 

But just as certainly, the slaying of Kim Jong Nam one year ago Tuesday must have required a bigger cast 

of characters. People who could do the meticulous planning, procure the deadly and exotic poison and 

carefully wait for the exact moment to act so no one would die other than the unwitting target in a crowded 

airport terminal in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 

 

Masterminds, in other words. Professional killers. 

 

And those suspects are all long gone. 

 

Instead, the sole defendants in one of the highest-profile political hits in decades are Siti Aisyah, 25, of 

Indonesia and Doan Thi Huong, 29, of Vietnam. Both are accused of smearing the VX nerve agent on Kim 

Jong Nam's face last Feb. 13. The poison, developed for military use, is so potent that Kim was dead 

within two hours. 

 

From the start of their trial last October, the women, who before getting caught up in the assassination plot 

left rural poverty to work in Southeast Asia's nightlife scene, have claimed they were duped into playing 

what they thought was a harmless prank for a hidden-camera show. They face a mandatory death sentence 

by hanging if convicted. 

 

Lawyers for the women say their defense has been handicapped by a sloppy investigation and by the very 

conspicuous absence of the suspected North Korean masterminds. 

 

"As long as the North Korean suspects are away, the actual truth will never be proven. I sincerely believe 

that the girls should be acquitted because we have clearly shown that they are being used as scapegoats," 

said Aisyah's lawyer Gooi Soon Seng. 

 

Both the prosecution and defense agree the women could not have been acting entirely on their own, and 

that the crime was carried out as part of a plot by a group of North Korean agents who recruited, trained 

and supplied them with the VX nerve agent. 

 

The prosecution even has a pretty good idea who the suspected masterminds are. 

 

Four North Korean suspects were seen on airport security cameras discarding their belongings and 

changing their clothing after the attack. The North Korean Embassy has also been implicated with an 

embassy official helping get flights out for the four men, and using the name of one of its citizens to buy a 

car that was used to take the suspects to the airport. 

 

But Malaysian police and prosecutors have shied away from attaching any political motive to the killing. 

 

Malaysian officials have never officially accused Pyongyang of involvement in Kim's death. Instead, they 

have focused narrowly on simply proving the women's guilt. Prosecutors contend the two knew they were 

handling poison, citing security camera footage showing them rushing to the washroom and holding their 

hands away from their bodies after the attack. 

 

"The Malaysian government wants it all to go away by trying to rush the trial and end it," said James Chin, 

director of the Asia Institute at the University of Tasmania in Australia. "Once everything is under the 
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bridge, which will take years, Malaysia and North Korea will likely resume normal relations. The Kim 

Jong Nam case will be just another footnote in history." 

 

Kim, 46, was the eldest son of former North Korea leader Kim Jong Il and was once seen as the potential 

heir in the family that has ruled North Korea since its founding. 

 

He had fallen out of favor and had been living abroad as the actual heir Kim Jong Un solidified his 

powerbase. But while Kim Jong Nam was not an obvious political threat, he may have been seen as a 

potential rival to his brother. 

 

A police witness told the court last month that Kim met with an unidentified Korean-American man at a 

Malaysian resort island four days before he was killed. The policeman was asked by defense lawyers about 

a Japanese newspaper report that the man was a U.S. intelligence agent based in Bangkok and that the 

meeting might have been one of the reasons why Pyongyang decided to silence Kim. 

 

To bolster the theory, the court heard about forensics analysis of Kim's laptop that showed some data had 

been accessed from a USB drive inserted into the laptop on the day of the meeting. Kim was also carrying 

$138,000 in cash when he was killed. 

 

Close ties between Malaysia and North Korea have badly frayed since the killing. 

 

While it isn't one of North Korea's key diplomatic partners, Malaysia had been one of the few places in the 

world where North Koreans could previously travel without a visa, providing a quiet destination for North 

Koreans looking for jobs, schools and business deals. 

 

Malaysian officials have hinted since the assassination about ending diplomatic ties with Pyongyang and 

chided the regime over its nuclear ambitions. 
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HEADLINE 02/13 SKorea’s political corruption trials 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-confidante-skorean-leader-arrives-court-

53036185  

GIST The Latest on South Korea's political corruption trials (all times local): 

 

5:15 p.m. 

 

The lawyer representing the former South Korean president's confidante has vowed to appeal after the 

friend was sentenced to 20 years in prison for her role in a wide-ranging political scandal. 

 

Choi Soon-sil, a longtime friend of former President Park Geun-hye, was convicted Tuesday for abusing 

her close ties with Park to gain personal profit and for receiving bribes from Samsung, Lotte and other big 

South Korean businesses. 

 

Lee Kyung-jae, who represents Choi, said he was confident his team can overturn the charges on appeal. 

 

After the sentencing was announced, Choi left the courtroom quietly without showing emotion, according 

to media pool reports. 

 

——— 

 

4:40 p.m. 

 

The chairman of South Korea's Lotte Group has been sentenced to two and a half years in prison for 

bribery in a wide-ranging corruption scandal that brought down the country's president. 
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The Seoul Central District Court said Tuesday that Shin Dong-bin, chief of South Korea's fifth-largest 

conglomerate Lotte, offered 7 billion won ($6.5 million) in bribery to the former president to curry favors 

such as to win a license to open a duty free shop and to strengthen his control over the business group. 

 

The sentencing sends another shockwave to the local business community that was relieved to see 

Samsung heir Lee Jae-yong released from prison last week on a suspended sentence in the same scandal. 

 

The court also sentenced Choi Soon-sil, the former President Park Geun-hye's confidante to 20 years in 

prison. 

 

Lotte was one of many major companies that donated money to non-profit foundations controlled by Choi. 

 

——— 

 

4:20 p.m. 

 

A South Korean court has sentenced the former President Park Geun-hye's confidante at the center of the 

influence-peddling scandal to 20 years in prison. 

 

The Seoul Central District Court said Tuesday that Choi Soon-sil was convicted on abuse of power, 

bribery and other charges. The court also imposed 18 billion won ($17 million) fine on her. 

 

The court said Choi abused her close tie with the former president to take personal profit. Among her 

crime was coercing businesses to donate a huge amount of money to foundations under her control and 

receiving bribes from Samsung and Lotte. 

 

It said her crime was grave given how she triggered an unprecedented impeachment of the president and 

disappointed the public. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Detroit: 3 killed in ‘dangerous standoff’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/women-dead-cop-injured-dangerous-ongoing-barricade-

situation/story?id=53017623  

GIST Three women were killed and three police officers injured in a dangerous barricade incident at a Detroit 

home that lasted from Sunday night through today, Detroit police said.  

 

The suspect, Lance Smith, 49, who police said has seven legal guns registered to his name, was heard 

saying, "I will not be taken without a fight," Detroit Police Chief James Craig said at a news conference 

this morning.  

 

The three injured police officers suffered non-life-threatening gunshot wounds to the leg, Craig said.  

 

The "dangerous" standoff came to an end today when police made entry into Smith's home through robots 

and found the suspect dead inside, police said, adding that they believe he took his own life.  

 

A woman who police said was Smith's girlfriend was also found dead inside, Detroit Police Deputy Chief 

Elvin Barren said at a news conference.  

 

The other two women were found shot outside the home, police said. Two of the victims were in their 50s 

and another was age 46, Elvin said.  

 

There "easily could have been a higher death toll," Barren said. 
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The barricade began Sunday night with a 911 call to police about shots fired from a home, Craig said.  

 

The suspect fired "an unknown number of rounds, basically attacked first the civilian victims," Craig said.  

 

The suspect then allegedly fired at an off-duty officer who lives in the neighborhood and then fired at the 

responding Detroit police officers, Craig said.  

 

The Detroit police officers "were pinned down by gunfire for at least an hour," Craig said. "And during 

that hour time, they were waiting for the response of our special response team who did a phenomenal job 

quickly getting in and safely moving out those who were shot, including those who were shot fatally.”  

 

An armored vehicle was brought in to help get those officers to safety, he said.  

 

Then came a second attack on the officers, Craig said, during which the third officer was shot and then 

rescued by his partner.  

 

The last time police heard from Smith was at about 2 a.m. When they attempted to speak with him through 

the loudspeaker, Smith would not say anything other than the threats he made threats he made early on, 

Barren said.  

 

The standoff lasted 14 hours, Elvin said.  

 

It is unclear if Smith had a phone, but he did not communicate with anyone during the standoff, Elvin said. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Second arrest in slaying of 2 Ohio cops 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/kasich-orders-flags-flown-half-staff-honor-slain/story?id=53018108  

GIST A second man has been arrested in the slaying of two Ohio police officers for allegedly buying the gun 

using in the killing, federal authorities said.  

 

Gerald Lawson III, 30, is accused of acting as a straw purchaser for the suspect, 30-year-old Quentin 

Lamar Smith, who is a convicted felon and not permitted to buy a firearm, the Justice Department for the 

Southern District of Ohio said.  

 

The Saturday shooting took place when Westerville police officers Eric Joering and Anthony Morelli 

responded to a 911 hang-up Saturday and were "immediately met with gunfire" and exchanged fire with 

Smith, police said. 

 

Smith, who allegedly had a Glock semi-automatic handgun, was also injured in the shooting and is in the 

hospital, authorities said. He is expected to survive, police said. The Columbus Division of Police, which 

is leading the investigation, has filed two counts of aggravated murder charges, according to the city of 

Westerville. He has not yet entered a plea.  

 

Lawson and Smith "have a long history of friendship," according to the Justice Department.  

 

The Justice Department said a witness told investigators Smith gave Lawson money for the firearm and an 

extra $100 as compensation.  

 

Lawson was arrested today and charged with aiding and abetting the possession of a firearm by a 

prohibited person, the Justice Department said. He is scheduled to appear before a judge this afternoon. 
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Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources/InFOCUS  
is a situational awareness report published daily by the Washington State Fusion 

Center. 
   

If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
  

  

DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  
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THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Argentina: new US military base 

SOURCE https://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/US-Will-Build-New-Military-Base-in-Northern-Argentina-

20180211-0016.html  

GIST Argentina is allowing the U.S. to build a new military base at its northern border with Brazil and Paraguay. 

Officials of the South American country also announced that it will work with Drug Enforcement 

Administration (DEA) at the triple border “to analyze where drugs are coming from.” 

 

Argentina’s Minister of Security, Patricia Bullrich announced in Washington that the Mauricio Macri 

administration is going to allow the U.S. to build a military base in Posadas, Misiones, bordering Brazil 

and Paraguay. 

 

Bullrich says her government is creating “an analysis center with Paraguay and Brasil (and the U.S.) to 

figure out where, how and with whom narco traffickers operate” at the triple border region. 

 

This "task force," as its being called, will operate in conjunction with the DEA, the Department of 

Homeland Security (DHS), and the U.S. Southern Command, which watches over U.S. operations in Latin 

America and the Caribbean. 

 

This will be the second task force against drug trafficking in Argentina. The first one was installed in Salta 

province located near the borders with Bolivia and Chile during the Barack Obama administration. 

 

Human rights organizations are protesting the increased U.S. military presence in Latin American and the 

Caribbean. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 CBP to inspect 1B Valentine’s Day flowers  

SOURCE http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/customs-will-inspect-1-billion-flowers-imported-for-

valentines-day/article/2648774  

GIST Customs and Border Protection officials are expecting to process and inspect more than 1 billion imported 

stems of flowers in the weeks leading up to Valentine's Day next Wednesday, a Department of Homeland 

Security spokesperson confirmed Friday. 

 

Although the DHS agency is often associated with apprehending illegal immigrants and narcotics on land 

and sea, its Miami branch is known as the headquarters for floral importation inspections between Jan. 1 

and Feb. 14 every year. 

 

“People don’t think of agriculture when they think of Customs and Border Protection — however, CBP 

agriculture specialists work diligently to protect our country from invasive species that have the potential 

to damage ecosystems and our economy," said DHS Deputy Secretary Elaine Duke. 

 

Duke traveled to the Florida city this past week to see how the Miami International Airport Agriculture Air 
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Cargo Branch — tasked with inspecting 91 percent of all imported fresh-cut flowers — are processed. 

 

CBP officers at the Miami facility processed more than 954 million stems of flowers in 2017 and 

intercepted more than 1,000 plant pests. Exotic pests and foreign animal diseases cost an average of $138 

billion in economic and environmental losses every year. 

 

"When those flowers make it to your home, we want it to be safe, not only for you but the environment 

and our country," Duke said. "I was proud to spend the day in Miami to see firsthand the important work 

they are doing to ensure even the tiniest of pests don’t enter our country." 

 

CBP in Los Angeles processed the second-highest amount of stems at 40 million; followed by Otay Mesa, 

Calif., at 25 million; and John F. Kennedy Airport in New York, which saw 19 million stems of flowers. 

 

A grand total of 1.063 billion stems of flowers were imported during the 2017 Valentine's Day season. 

Roses made up a third and mixed bouquets were the second-highest type at 190 million. 

 

The largest exporter is Colombia. The South American nation shipped 718 million stems of flowers to the 

U.S. in the six weeks leading up to last year's holiday. Ecuador followed with 243 million and Mexico 

took third place with 36 million. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Average gas prices jump 7-cents 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/83bd30dbed564793a23dcdd2e7643c72/Average-US-gas-price-jumps-7-cents-to-

$2.65-for-regular  

GIST CAMARILLO, Calif. (AP) — The average price of a gallon of regular-grade gasoline jumped 7 cents 

nationally over the past three weeks to $2.65. 

 

Industry analyst Trilby Lundberg of the Lundberg Survey said Sunday that the increase is due to higher 

crude oil costs. 

 

The current gas price is 34 cents above where it was a year ago. 

 

Gas in San Francisco was the highest in the contiguous United States at an average of $3.42 a gallon. The 

lowest was in Tucson, Arizona, at $2.26 a gallon. 

 

The U.S. average diesel price is $3.04, up 5 cents from three weeks ago. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Puerto Rico substation explosion, fire 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/4b49c25c3cc94a8aba57acb90c99a685/Blackout-hits-northern-Puerto-Rico-

following-fire,-explosion  

GIST SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) — An explosion and fire at an electric substation threw much of northern 

Puerto Rico into darkness late Sunday in a setback for the U.S. territory’s efforts to fully restore power 

more than five months after Hurricane Maria started the longest blackout in U.S. history. 

 

The island’s Electric Power Authority said several municipalities were without power, including parts of 

the capital, San Juan, but they were optimistic it could be restored within a day as they worked to repair a 

substation that controls voltage. 

 

The blast illustrated the challenges of restoring a power grid that was already crumbling before it was 

devastated by the Category 4 hurricane. 
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In many cases, power workers are repairing equipment that should have long been replaced but remained 

online due to the power authority’s yearslong financial crisis. PREPA is worth roughly $4 billion, carries 

$9 billion in debt and has long been criticized for political patronage and inefficiency. It also struggled 

with frequent blackouts, including an island-wide outage in September 2016. 

 

It was not immediately known what caused Sunday’s fire, which was quickly extinguished. Officials said 

the explosion knocked two other substations offline and caused a total loss of 400 megawatts worth of 

generation. 

 

“We are trying to restore that as quickly as possible,” the company said. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Entire Baltimore Metro to close for month 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/entire-baltimore-metro-system-to-

close-for-a-month-for-emergency-repairs/2018/02/11/26301ce0-0f72-11e8-8ea1-

c1d91fcec3fe_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-cards_hp-card-

local%3Ahomepage%2Fcard&utm_term=.65dd5fb9c3c7  

GIST Baltimore’s entire Metro SubwayLink system will remain closed for a month, the Maryland Transit 

Administration said Sunday, after safety inspections showed sections of track needed emergency repairs 

that couldn’t wait until this summer. 

 

Gov. Larry Hogan (R) has devoted $2.2 million in emergency funding to run free coach buses for 

passengers along the subway’s route, in addition to the normal MTA bus routes, the MTA said Sunday. 

 

The MTA shut down the system Friday for a safety evaluation after discovering an urgent need for repairs 

on sections of the aboveground, northwest leg of the system between the Owings Mills and West Cold 

Spring stations. Sunday’s decision expanded the closure to the entire system. 

 

“While I understand the inconvenience, safety will always be our top priority,” MTA chief executive 

Kevin Quinn said in a phone interview Sunday. “We don’t take any risks with our riders.” 

 

The track needed to be replaced sooner than the scheduled replacement this summer, Quinn said. 

 

The free shuttle buses, or “bus bridge” as the MTA calls it, will begin at 5 a.m. Monday and run until 

midnight on weekdays, and from 6 a.m. until midnight on weekends. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Police used drones to deescalate situation 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/she-pointed-a-gun-at-police-and-asked-to-be-

shot-they-used-drones-to-intercede-instead/2018/02/11/419587c2-0acc-11e8-8890-

372e2047c935_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-cards_hp-card-

local%3Ahomepage%2Fcard&utm_term=.57b84f43e42b  

GIST Burdened by mounting health, job and family troubles, a Florida woman took to the road and headed north 

from her Cocoa Beach home, police say. 

 

By the time she hit Stafford County on Interstate 95 in Virginia, she was down to her last $14 and had 

reached her limit: Soon she would pick up a handgun and plead to die at the hands of officers. 

 

The 57-year-old pulled her Kia sedan into a Walmart parking lot just before dawn Dec. 8, triggering a 

four-hour standoff as she repeatedly waved a silver revolver, cursing Stafford County sheriff’s deputies as 

she demanded that they shoot her. 
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“She kept talking to herself, yelling profanities and enticing us to shoot her, over and over and over again,” 

said Capt. Ben Worcester, a member of the Stafford County Sheriff’s Office. 

 

Rather than rush into a situation where they might have to fire, Stafford officials turned to technology: 

Police pilots flew two drones to monitor the woman from a safe distance and avoid putting officers in a 

direct confrontation. The airborne cameras gave authorities a close-up view of her and what she had in her 

car as she flitted between pacing outside and ducking back into the vehicle. 

 

Worcester could see the label on the vodka bottle she lifted to wash down pills. He could tell SWAT 

officers when she had her finger on the trigger of her gun. And he could watch as her agitation ebbed and 

flowed. 

 

The use of the drones to de-escalate an incident represents a creative deployment of a tool that police 

agencies across the country have been adding to their arsenals. 

 

The largest police departments in the District and inside the Capital Beltway do not have drone programs, 

officials said. FAA airspace restrictions in the city prevent D.C. police from considering such a program, 

said department spokesman Dustin Sternbeck. Police departments in Montgomery and Fairfax counties 

also do not use them. 

 

In Stafford, the sheriff’s office has five drones and 12 FAA-certified officers. 

 

Sheriff David P. Decatur decided to launch the drone program there in early 2016, using more than 

$50,000 in money seized in drug cases and with the aim of using the craft to find people missing in 

extreme heat or cold. Stafford County officers now use drones as they execute search warrants, take crime 

scene photographs and even monitor traffic during events such as Fourth of July fireworks displays. 

 

“I think it’s progressive. We are open. Anything we can use it for to help others, we are all about trying to 

take advantage of that,” Decatur said. “We are always racing against time.” 

 

Those time pressures played out Dec. 8 when predawn 911 calls came in to the Stafford County Sheriff’s 

Office saying shots were being fired in the lot of the Walmart on Garrisonville Road. The information was 

scant: a white woman with long, dirty-blond hair, driving a car with Florida license plates and brandishing 

a pistol. 

 

What officers did know as they launched was that the woman was armed and continued to shout a 

command to authorities: “Just kill me! Just kill me!” 

 

Adding to the danger, she had parked directly in front of an 18-wheeler in the lot, trapping the rig driver 

who had pulled in to catch some sleep, investigators said. 

 

Deputies evacuated the area around the car and truck as a SWAT team stood at the ready. Police idled an 

armored vehicle — called a BearCat — that can withstand .50-caliber rounds. 

 

Early on, police decided to try to negotiate with the woman over a loudspeaker and started to sketch out 

plans to rescue the trucker. 

 

The woman kept yelling profanities but did not respond otherwise. 

 

Decatur said the drones acted “like a military scout team” to help officers find cover and places to stay out 

of view as they braced for a drawn-out confrontation. 

 

The sheriff’s department flew the two drones at an elevation of 70 to 80 feet, relaying real-time video to 

the on-scene command post with an intimacy that would be nearly impossible for any officer to match on 

the ground without facing substantial risk. 
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“She was talking so much to herself, I initially thought she was on the phone, but she was talking with the 

gun to her head,” Worcester said. 

 

Officers saw her swallowing liquor and pills, and “we knew what we were up against. It was going to get 

worse,” Worcester said. 

 

About two hours in, SWAT officers quietly approached the tractor-trailer to try to rescue the driver. Aided 

by the drones, Worcester was able to warn officers that the woman in the car had pointed her gun toward 

the back of her car in the direction of the hemmed-in truck, apparently thinking police were going to move 

in on her. 

 

Police paused the trucker rescue until they were told she had turned away. They got the trucker safely out. 

 

The woman’s demands for officers to shoot her did not stop. “Kill me! Kill me!” and “Just shoot me,” she 

shouted again and again, Decatur and Worcester said. 

 

“She just wasn’t going to do any talking,” Worcester said. “It was hours of this.” 

 

Three hours into the standoff, the woman was highly agitated and alternating between threatening to shoot 

herself in the head and begging the police to fire on her, Worcester said. 

 

A drone camera zoomed in on her face, showing someone near rock bottom, he said. 

 

It also showed her moving away from her car, and police, fearing she might run and shoot at a nearby 

convenience store, fired beanbag rounds at her. 

 

Stunned, she retreated to her car. The drone zoomed in to show officers her condition and what she was 

doing inside the Kia. She looked calmer, was mumbling, and had her eyes closed, Worcester recalled. 

 

The drones stayed up. 

 

At 9:15 a.m., police in the armored vehicle rolled over to the car and fired pepper spray into the Kia’s open 

window before four officers rushed the car and pulled the woman out and handcuffed her. 

 

Stafford authorities charged Donna Lynn Barnes with reckless handling of a firearm and brandishing a 

firearm, both misdemeanors, authorities said. 

 

Online court documents show that a hearing in her case is scheduled for Feb. 22. An attorney for the 

public defender’s office, which court documents show is representing Barnes, declined to comment. 

 

“This lady is from Florida. She said she was just driving. In her world, she had all these things going on, 

and she was trying to get us to use deadly force,” Decatur said. “Luckily, with our training and the 

technology, we didn’t have to do that.” 
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HEADLINE 02/11 US cities may follow Canada approach 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/at-the-heart-of-canadas-fentanyl-crisis-

extreme-efforts-that-us-cities-may-follow/2018/02/11/5e7dd59e-0624-11e8-b48c-

b07fea957bd5_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-more-top-stories_canadaheroin-

205am%3Ahomepage%2Fstory&utm_term=.5b72a26d0743  

GIST VANCOUVER, B.C. — Beneath a blue tarp that blocks out a gray sky, Jordanna Coleman inhales the 

smoke from a heated mixture of heroin and methamphetamine, sucking the addictive vapor deep into her 

lungs. 
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The drugs and pipe, acquired elsewhere, are hers. But the shelter, the equipment she uses to prepare her fix 

and the volunteers standing by to respond if she overdoses are provided by a small nonprofit. Funding and 

supplies come from the city of Vancouver and the province of British Columbia. 

 

“I was outside. It’s warmer in here,” says Coleman, 22, although the tent is open to the damp and chill of a 

western Canadian winter. “It’s just safer.” 

 

In barely a year, five sites like this one have opened within a few blocks of one another to contend with a 

surge of fentanyl on Vancouver’s streets. In December, the organization that runs this location, the 

Overdose Prevention Society, took over a vacant building next door, giving users a clean indoor place to 

inject drugs. There are 29 similar sites in British Columbia, the epicenter of Canada’s drug crisis, and 

more across the country. 

 

“To save lives, you need a table, chairs and some volunteers,” said Sarah Blyth, the manager here. “We 

literally popped it up in one day. And then you have people saving lives. Immediately.” 

 

As fentanyl rampages across North America, several U.S. cities have announced that they will open the 

first supervised drug-consumption sites like those in Canada. Their plans illustrate the gulf between the 

two nations: While Justin Trudeau’s government is doubling down on its “harm reduction” approach, any 

U.S. organization that tries to follow suit would be violating federal law and risking a confrontation with 

the Justice Department. 

 

U.S. researchers say that at least one underground site is operating on American soil, and they predict that 

a public operation will open despite the potential consequences. 

 

“That’s the way that drug policy issues have moved forward in this country [over the] last 25 years,” said 

Alex Kral, an epidemiologist at the think tank RTI International who has studied supervised drug 

consumption. Cities enduring the deaths, disease, crime and cost of drug epidemics have taken the lead in 

handing out free needles and distributing the overdose antidote naloxone — sometimes after legal battles. 

 

San Francisco plans to add supervised injection services to an existing community health facility. Those 

could start as soon as July 1. 

 

“We just have to do what’s best for the client, and we hope the federal government will understand,” said 

Barbara Garcia, director of health for the city and county of San Francisco. “I’m not looking to change 

federal law. I’m looking to save lives.” 

 

Canada’s plans do not stop at supervised injection. Some sites now test users’ drugs for fentanyl, and some 

are aiming to provide prescription opioids from vending machines. 

 

The most far-reaching intervention is just two blocks from the pop-up site, where the Providence 

Crosstown Clinic provides 130 of the city’s hardest-core drug users with pharmaceutical-grade heroin and 

other narcotics. Users come to inject themselves as often as three times a day, and some also swallow a 

morphine tablet to carry them through the night. 

 

Freed of the need to steal, beg and trade sex for drug money, some now have apartments and jobs. The 

clinic, run by a medical center, hopes to add 50 more clients soon. 

 

“The ability to say, ‘I’m receiving treatment; I’m not a dirty user,’ does so much for their self-esteem,” 

said Jennifer Mackenzie, the clinical nurse leader. “It opens so many doors for them. They’re getting 

medical treatment, and they look at themselves differently.” 

 

Research shows that the approach, like supervised drug consumption, saves lives, cuts criminal justice and 

health-care costs, limits the spread of diseases such as HIV and helps reduce used needles and other debris 

in the immediate neighborhood. A similar facility recently opened in Ottawa, and Canada has loosened 

requirements to encourage others. 
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But British Columbia’s programs have not blunted its opioid crisis. Overdose deaths have skyrocketed 

from fewer than 400 in 2014, when fentanyl became widely available on the street, to more than 1,400 in 

2017. Eighty-one percent of last year’s deaths involved fentanyl. 

 

Critics said that statistic speaks to the futility of harm reduction. “To say the best we can do is to revive 

people who are victims and are going to be victims again . . . is reprehensible,” said John P. Walters, drug 

czar under President George W. Bush and now chief operating officer of the Hudson Institute, a 

conservative think tank in Washington. 

 

Walters favors a dramatic expansion of drug treatment in the United States, which recorded 42,000 opioid 

deaths in 2016, coupled with a much more concerted effort to keep drugs such as fentanyl out of the 

country. He questions the rigor of the academic studies that support harm reduction. And he believes that 

normalization and tolerance of drug use are reasons that addicts crowd the streets of this city’s small 

Downtown Eastside district. 

 

“Look at Vancouver, it’s tried every bad policy you can try,” Walters said. “This is another step in that 

whole policy that has made Vancouver a nightmare.” 

 

***** 

 

“This is my flail,” Coleman said between hits on her pipe, scattering the contents of her backpack on a 

table. A coloring journal, cellphone, some clean socks. “It’s what I do when I’m high.” 

 

She does not yet have the battered look of the legions of longtime drug users who are everywhere in this 

neighborhood. Yet her story is typical: She fled an abusive mother, got into hard drugs at 17 and soon was 

pimped out by her supplier. She has an 18-month-old son in foster care, lives with friends and is trying, 

again, to find her way out through treatment. 

 

“It looks like I’m enjoying it because I’m high,” she said. “I don’t have anything in my life that really 

means anything. All the drugs that I have [are] not going to fill the emotional void that I have.” 

  

Drug smokers like Coleman are restricted to the Overdose Prevention Society’s outdoor tents because the 

new building, a former grocery, has no ventilation system. It is home mostly to injection drug users. A 

long, narrow main room is nearly bare except for 13 stainless-steel tables and some posters on the walls. 

Red partitions divide the rest of the floor, making space for a couple of desks, a cot where workers can 

calm down after resuscitating overdose victims, and supplies piled high in boxes. 

 

The most critical are oxygen and naloxone, the antidote that has saved countless lives. In the 30 years that 

supervised sites have been open in Europe, and the 15 years that they have existed in Canada, no site has 

suffered an overdose death, Kral said. 

 

Users enter here through a guarded door off a back alley that used to be the scene of widespread drug use, 

dealing and prostitution. A small street shrine to a dead woman sits just outside the entrance. 

 

From a small table of supplies they pick up what they need: syringes, matches, elastic strips to tie off 

veins, water to dilute drugs, small squares of foil, tiny tins for cooking heroin. Also available are condoms 

and lube. 

 

Some of the volunteers who greet them are current or former users themselves. They usher clients to the 

tables. On a clipboard, one staff member logs names (usually aliases), gender, the drugs being used and the 

time a person comes in. Between the indoor and outdoor sections, 300 to 700 people show up daily. The 

largest crowds are on days when welfare payments arrive. 

 

The pop-up was born of necessity in late 2016, when fentanyl was overwhelming the neighborhood and a 

15-year-old supervised-use program. Overdoses on the street would send panicked bystanders to a nearby 
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open-air market to find naloxone or call an ambulance. 

 

“If there was an overdose, they would come running to the market, and we would have Narcan ready,” 

Blyth said, using the antidote’s brand name. “Then it became so frequent that it was happening all the 

time. We had no choice really.” A GoFundMe campaign started the tent facility. Aid from the government 

followed. 

 

The organizers acknowledge that their main goal is just to keep people alive, though they have seen a few 

clients get into treatment and off drugs. 

 

“If these services didn’t exist, trust me, it would have been a catastrophe, especially in the past year and a 

half, when the fentanyl crisis spiked,” said Ronnie Grigg, a large, soft-spoken man with a chest-length 

beard who helps manage the site. In the past three years, Grigg said, 100 people he knew died of 

overdoses. 

 

***** 

 

At the Providence Crosstown Clinic a short walk down West Hastings Street, the atmosphere is different. 

Some users here measure their addictions in decades, and it shows. 

 

With an ample supply of diacetyl morphine — the heroin equivalent — and other narcotics on the 

premises, the clinic is a cross between a medical facility and a bank. Users must first step into a small 

vestibule. Only when the outside door locks behind them will the inside door open. The drugs are kept in a 

vault, doled out to users in pre-measured syringes through a thick glass window with a slot at the bottom. 

 

There is a waiting room, an exam table, desks and a big room, where users shuffle in to inject themselves. 

The doctor and nurses speak of “treatment.” They are prohibited from administering injections themselves. 

 

Nothing else has worked for these men and women, who clinically are in the grip of “severe opioid 

disorder.” Methadone has proven ineffective, as have therapeutic approaches such as 12-step programs. 

Most of them no longer feel any pleasure from the drugs; they take them simply to function and prevent 

severe withdrawal symptoms. 

  

Here, users are sure their drugs contain no fentanyl. And paradoxically, by providing them with the 

substances they need, the clinic does more than just keep them alive. 

 

“It makes me feel normal,” said a 52-year-old woman named Lori, who did not want her last name used. 

 

Other than more than a decade on drugs, Lori leads a fairly unremarkable life. She has two grown children 

who don’t know about her twice-a-day clinic visits. She is married and holds a part-time job in a call 

center, taking customer service complaints. She is clearheaded and contemplative. 

 

Over time, the cost of her habit reached $200 a day. In 2011, she heard about a research study at the clinic 

and began getting her drugs there. 

 

“Thank God, because I would be on the street,” she said. “Everything would be finished. My marriage 

would be over. I don’t think I’d be here.” 

 

The medical staff counsels clients on vein care, HIV, hepatitis C and treatment options. The price of the 

services is high: about $25,000 (Canadian) annually per client. But the cost of not having them is much 

higher, said Scott MacDonald, the clinic’s physician lead. 

 

Remove the stigma attached to narcotics, he says, and the clinic’s model is not much different from 

therapy for high blood pressure or diabetes. 

 

“One hundred thirty people [here] are able to access injectable treatment,” he said. “And we see that their 
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lives are transformed.” 
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HEADLINE 02/09 NBC: Winter Olympics statistics 

SOURCE http://money.cnn.com/2018/02/09/media/nbc-winter-olympics-numbers/index.html  

GIST The Olympic Games are one of the most-watched telecasts in the world, thanks in part to the massive 

production efforts that go into broadcasting the event far and wide. 

 

That's no different for this year's Winter Games, which opened on Friday in Pyeongchang, South Korea. 

The event is an undertaking that costs billions of dollars and includes an NBC telecast that stretches across 

several weeks and time zones. 

 

Some of the staggering numbers behind this year's games tells the story of an event that is constantly 

trying to outdo itself. NBC is pulling out all the stops and sending the most-ever number of commentators 

to provide insight and commentary for a record 2,400 hours of coverage. 

 

The Games 

February 9th, 2018 -- Date of the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics opening ceremony. 

February 25th, 2018 -- Date of the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics closing ceremony. 

$10 billion -- The estimated cost of the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics. The amount is roughly the GDP 

of Madagascar. That's five times less than the 2014 Sochi Olympics, which was estimated to be the 

costliest ever. 

2,925 -- Number of athletes who will compete in the games. The US is sending 244 athletes, the largest 

athlete delegation in Olympic Winter Games history. 

39 -- The age of the oldest US winter Olympian: Hockey player, Brian Gionta. Last year, he played his 

1000th game in the NHL. 

50 - Miles the city of Pyeongchang is from the demilitarized zone that separates the south from North 

Korea. The DMZ is a border that splits the country in two, it's heavily fortified and is roughly 160 miles 

long. 

 

The Telecast 

5 -- NBCUniversal networks that will broadcast the games (NBC, NBC Sports Network, CNBC, USA and 

the Olympic Channel). 

$900+ Million -- Money generated in national ad sales for Pyeongchang, which is a Winter Games record. 

NBC Universal said that it expected its Super Bowl LII coverage to generate $500 million in ad revenue. 

2,000 -- Number of NBC employees working in Pyeongchang for the games. 

2,400+ -- Hours of game coverage. This is the most ever for a Winter Olympics, according to NBC. The 

last Winter Games to hold this record was the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics. 

127 -- Miles of cable that will be used by NBC for the games. That's roughly the distance between Los 

Angeles and San Diego. For the exceptionally athletic, you'd have to run the length of Manhattan roughly 

nine times to hit 127 miles. 

126+ -- NBCUniversal's coverage hours, per day. The network said that's nearly triple the entire coverage 

of the 1976 Innsbruck Winter Olympics on ABC (43.5 hours). 

89 -- Number of NBC Olympics commentators. The most-ever for a Winter Olympics, according to NBC. 

That includes Mike Tirico in his first go as Olympics host, former Olympians like skier Bode Miller, 

figure skaters Tara Lipinski and Johnny Weir, and Katie Couric, who makes her return to NBC to co-host 

the opening ceremony with Tirico. 

54 -- Years since NBC's first Olympic broadcast, which was the 1964 Tokyo Games. NBC's 

Olympics contract runs through 2032. 

17 -- Studios and control rooms used for NBC Olympics' coverage in both Pyeongchang and NBC Sports' 

home base in Stamford, Connecticut. 

99 -- Shipping containers full of NBC gear that traveled to Pyeongchang. The containers are full of sets, 

cameras and other supplies. 

2 -- Helicopters that will provide aerial footage. NBC plans to use the helicopters for shots of 
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Pyeongchang and other outdoor events. 

100 -- Roughly the number of NBC staffers who went straight from the Super Bowl to the games. 

 

The Quirky 

85 -- Number of robots reportedly placed in venues to provide information on schedules, transportation 

and tourist attractions during the Olympics. 

110,000 -- The amount of condoms reportedly distributed for the athletes at the games. That's roughly 37 

condoms per person. 

 

The Future 

895 -- Number of days until the next Summer Olympics in Tokyo, Japan (July 24, 2020). 

1455 -- Number of days until the next Winter Olympics in Beijing, China (February 4, 2022). 
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HEADLINE 02/11 CDC: flu season breaking records 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/flu-season-breaking-records-cdc-says-n846341  

GIST The flu season is still a bad one and it’s broken a few recent records, federal health officials said Friday. 

 

It’s not time to panic about a new pandemic — it is simply a relatively severe flu season, one that’s hitting 

the whole country at once instead of in waves, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says. 

 

“Influenza activity is still on the rise overall,” CDC’s acting director, Dr. Anne Schuchat, told reporters. 

 

Ten more children have been reported to have died from flu, bringing the total for the season so far to 63. 

 

Last season, 110 children died from flu in the U.S. 

 

Every year, influenza kills between 12,000 and 49,000 people and can send more than 700,000 people to 

the hospital, the CDC says. It affects so many people that adult cases and deaths can only be estimated. 

 

“This is a difficult season and we can’t predict how much longer the intense flu activity will last,” 

Schuchat said. 

 

“This season, we are on track to break some recent records.” 

 

For one, hospitalizations are the highest they’ve been since the CDC started a new way of measuring them 

in 2010. And while flu usually hits people over 65 the hardest, the CDC says it’s seeing more people aged 

50 to 64 being hospitalized. 

 

And more people are showing up with flu-like symptoms — 7.7 percent of all doctor visits, which hasn’t 

been seen since 2003-2004, with the exception of the H1N1 “swine flu” pandemic in 2009. 

 

With that many hospitalizations there are sure to be deaths, Schuchat said. 

 

“We usually see the increases in influenza-like illness and hospitalizations a couple of weeks before we 

see what's going on with influenza deaths,” she said. 

 

“People may have lengthy hospitalizations before they finally die of flu,” she added. 

 

“Almost everything we are looking at is bad news.” 

 

Most of the sickness is due to H3N2 influenza, which is notorious for causing more severe disease. 

Schuchat said there is no indication that the strain has mutated in some way to make it worse than usual, 

but scientists are looking to make sure there isn’t something unusual about it. 
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“This season, we are on track to break some recent records.” And now, some states in the west are seeing a 

second wave of illness caused by influenza B, she said. 

 

At any given time, several different strains of flu will be circulating and this year the four major strains 

that are include H3N2, H1N1 and two different strains of influenza B. Vaccines protect against three or 

four strains and Schuchat said it is still not too late to get a vaccine. 

 

People who have had flu once can get sick again from a second strain, and people who have already had 

flu might protect themselves from catching it again if they get vaccinated, she said. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 La Nina ending; here comes La Nada 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/la-nina-ending-here-comes-la-nada/281-517464056  

GIST Climate troublemaker La Niña, which is partly responsible for the extreme drought now scorching the 

southwestern U.S. and California, is expected to fade away over the next few months, scientists said. 

 

In its place will be the "neutral phase" of the Pacific Ocean climate pattern officially known as ENSO (El 

Niño-Southern Oscillation). 

 

The climate pattern, marked by either unusually warm or cool seawater in the central Pacific Ocean, can 

affect weather in the U.S. and around the world. 

 

The Pacific Northwest may have had a La Niña winter, but not La Niña weather. 

 

The La Niña phase is defined by colder-than-average ocean temperatures in the Pacific. It's the opposite of 

El Niño. 

 

ENSO-neutral, colloquially known as "La Nada," is the midpoint between El Niño and La Niña, and 

occurs when temperatures are near average in the Pacific Ocean. 

 

Although La Niña is on the way out, it will "continue affecting temperature and precipitation across the 

United States during the next few months," the Climate Prediction Center said Thursday. 

 

"La Niña will decay and return to ENSO-neutral during the Northern Hemisphere spring 2018," the 

prediction center said. "The forecast consensus also favors a transition during the spring with a 

continuation of ENSO-neutral conditions thereafter." 

 

The "in between" ocean state of ENSO can be frustrating for long-range forecasters. "It's like driving 

without a decent road map — it makes forecasting difficult," said climatologist Bill Patzert of NASA's Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory. 

 

The ENSO cycle primarily affects U.S. weather in the fall, winter and spring, and less so in the summer. It 

can impact the Atlantic hurricane season, however, with El Niño favoring fewer storms and La Niña 

favoring more. 

 

As for what all of this means for our spring weather here in the U.S., the outlook from the prediction 

center generally favors dry, warm weather across the southern tier of the nation, and cooler, wetter weather 

across the northern tier. 

 

This jibes with AccuWeather's spring forecast released this week, which said that much of the northern 

U.S. will endure rounds of cold and snow into March and April before springlike air creeps in. 

 

It also said the southern half of the country will heat up, with California and parts of the Southeast heading 
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toward drought conditions. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Fla. citrus reeling from disease, Irma 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/hurricane-irma/one-two-punch-disease-irma-has-left-florida-

citrus-reeling-n839996  

GIST WINTER HAVEN, Fla. — In the hours after Hurricane Irma raked up Florida's spine, warm sunshine 

revealed thousands upon thousands of pieces of citrus fruit bobbing in muddied, stagnant water. 

 

Millions of dollars worth of oranges, grapefruits, and tangerines were ripped from their branches by fierce 

winds, never to reach their intended destination of breakfast plates and juice glasses. 

 

It was the nightmare many sleepless farmers prayed they wouldn't see. 

 

“I remember … heading out to the fields as soon as it was safe to get out on the roads and being taken 

back at how much fruit was blown on the ground … and how many trees had just been blown over,” said 

one citrus farmer, William Roe III, 35, known as Gee. 

 

“We were literally blown away by the severity of the damage," said Roe's uncle, Quentin Roe, 59, the 

chief executive of Wm. G. Roe & Sons, a longtime grower and distributor. 

 

Irma knocked 50 to 90 percent of Florida’s citrus fruit to the ground in some areas, according to the state 

commissioner of agriculture, Adam Putnam, causing $760 million in damage in the worst year for Florida 

oranges since 1945. 

 

But more was damaged than just a year's crop. 

 

Citrus accounts for approximately 45,000 full- and part-time jobs in the state. Hurricane Irma is credited 

with wiping out nearly 56,000 jobs directly and indirectly tied to Florida's agricultural sector and dealing a 

$2.39 billion blow to labor income. 

 

The storm also signaled the end of a way of life for many farmers who lost their harvest. Those who had 

no one to pick what remained have since given up and sold their land. 

 

Many were already reeling before the winds and rain hit, thanks to a crippling disease known as citrus 

greening, which has ravaged crops here for years. Greening was responsible for a 31 percent decline in 

employment in the industry from 2012 to 2015. 

 

Last year was eagerly anticipated to be a comeback year for an industry that produces 60 percent of the 

citrus fruits consumed in the United States. Instead of a revival, they got Hurricane Irma. 

 

For consumers, that is likely to mean paying higher prices for juice. For Florida's farmers, and the industry 

that became synonymous with the state, the future is far less certain. 

 

Citrus greening, also known as yellow dragon disease, is spread by a kind of louse called the Asian citrus 

psyllid, the size of a grain of rice. Psyllids are whipped across the state by wind, making them effective 

carriers for disease during hurricanes. 

 

Citrus greening is harmless to humans and animals, but the disease causes fruit to be misshapen and overly 

bitter. Most citrus trees in Florida are believed to be infected with it. 

 

Tree diseases have already affected the taste, quality and quantity of Florida’s citrus fruit. 

 

"For anyone who wants to advertise 100 percent Florida orange juice, it’s virtually a thing of the past," Bill 
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Roe said, adding that imports are making up the difference. It's also not as good as it was 10 years ago, he 

said. 

 

Since Hurricane Irma rolled through Florida, an additional bacteria, known as canker, has begun to infect 

trees 

 

"It functions differently than greening does," Gee Roe, the packing operations manager, said. "It affects 

the outside of the fruit, primarily just the fruit and the leaves." 

 

Because the Roe family sells fresh fruit, meant to be consumed and not turned into another product like 

juice, aesthetics are almost as important as taste. 

 

This seemingly ceaseless list of gut-punches to Florida’s citrus industry has caused the cost of production 

per acre to skyrocket for growers. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Violence fuels fear w/Myanmar Muslims 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/feel-trapped-violence-fuels-fear-myanmar-muslims-

53011020  

GIST For four straight days last month, Rahim Muddinn watched, amazed, as Myanmar's state-run newspapers 

published special supplements showing Rohingya Muslims accused of being terrorists — nearly 250 

photos each day. 

 

For the 41-year-old Rohingya man, it was a surreal moment. He was born and raised in Yangon, 

Myanmar's biggest city and far from the western state of Rakhine, where bloody military operations that 

followed Rohingya militant attacks in August have driven nearly 700,000 Rohingya into refugee camps in 

Bangladesh. 

 

"When we first saw those pictures, we started laughing. We wondered: When will it be our turn to have 

our pictures in the paper?" Muddinn, a teacher, said in an interview in his Yangon home. 

 

Behind the laughter, though, there is genuine fear. 

 

The pictures are the latest in a series of chilling realizations for the Rohingya minority here. Though 

Yangon's tree-lined boulevards and weathered colonial architecture seem a world away from the rice 

paddies and isolated villages of Rakhine — let alone the tarp-walled huts of the teeming refugee camps — 

the government is increasingly linking Rohingya across the country with what it calls a terrorist threat, 

Muddinn and others say. 

 

Rohingya in Yangon describe a sense of rising persecution and hatred, of vanishing freedoms and 

opportunities, of Buddhist neighbors and friends suddenly more willing to publicly express sympathies 

with the military's destruction of Rohingya villages in Rakhine. 

 

"One day it really could be my picture in the paper," said Muddinn. Like most of the other Rohingya who 

spoke with The Associated Press, he used his Rohingya name because of safety worries. "I do have 

anxiety. The government can detain anyone it says is a supporter of terrorism or anyone viewed as a threat 

to the state." 

 

Though Rohingya have always been persecuted in the country, it got much worse after 2012, when 

violence in Rakhine killed hundreds and drove about 140,000 people, most of them Rohingya, from their 

homes to camps. Violence flared again in 2016 and, most dramatically, following the August attacks, 

when refugees report widespread killing and rape by Myanmar forces. The AP last month confirmed, 

through extensive interviews with survivors and time-stamped video, a massacre and at least five mass 

graves, all previously unreported, in the Rakhine village of Gu Dar Pyin. 
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Many Rohingya have been in Myanmar for generations, but, increasingly, the government and media have 

played up their claim that they're not citizens but "illegal Bengali interlopers" who entered Myanmar from 

Bangladesh with the help of corrupt immigration officers. 

 

There are non-Rohingya Muslims in Myanmar, and they often report rising discrimination, especially 

those in Rakhine. But generally their situation is less precarious than the Rohingya. 

 

Myanmar's government denies discriminating against Rohingya and other Muslims. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Cyprus: Turkey warships block drilling rig 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/cyprus-turkish-warships-continue-block-drilling-rig-

53012126?   

GIST Cyprus' government spokesman says Turkish warships continue to impede a rig from reaching a location 

off the east Mediterranean island where Italian energy company Eni is scheduled to drill for gas. 

 

Nicos Christodoulides told state broadcaster RIK Monday the rig remains stopped some 30 miles (50 

kilometers) from the drilling target off the island's southeastern coast. 

 

Christodoulides said Turkish warships prevented other merchant vessels from approaching the area, citing 

military maneuvers. 

 

He said a Turkish notice binding the area for such maneuvers expires Feb. 22, but Cyprus says it violates 

international law. 

 

Turkey opposes what it says is a "unilateral" Cypriot government hydrocarbons search because it 

disregards the rights of breakaway Turkish Cypriots to the ethnically split island's natural resources. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Gunmen attack paramilitary camp Kashmir 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/police-day-gunbattle-ends-indian-army-camp-

kashmir-53011128  

GIST At least one paramilitary soldier was killed when two gunmen opened fire near a camp in the main city in 

Indian-controlled Kashmir, officials said Monday. 

 

The attack came hours after government troops ended a two-day gunbattle with three gunmen at an army 

camp in another part of the disputed region. Five soldiers and one civilian were killed in that clash. 

 

Rajesh Yadav, a spokesman for the Central Reserve Police Force, said the building near the camp in 

Srinagar where Monday's attack occurred has been cleared of all civilians. 

 

Police chief S.P. Vaid said the area has been cordoned off and troops are exchanging fire with the gunmen. 

 

Late Sunday, government troops ended a gunbattle with militants inside an army camp in the region's 

Jammu area. 

 

Three militants were killed by late Sunday night, ending the attack that began at dawn on Saturday when 

the militants stormed the Sunjuwan army base on the outskirts of the city of Jammu. 

 

The Himalayan region of Kashmir is divided between India and archrival Pakistan. Both claim the region 

in its entirety. 
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Anti-India sentiment runs deep among Kashmir's mostly Muslim population. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 India, China keep eye on Maldives’ crisis 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/india-china-vie-influence-crisis-unfolds-maldives-

52993084?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST As a political crisis plays out in the Maldives, a quiet tug of war is taking place around it, with 

heavyweights China and India vying for strategic dominance in the picturesque Indian Ocean nation. 

 

At first glance, Beijing and New Delhi want no part in the turmoil that erupted Feb. 1 when the Maldives' 

Supreme Court overturned the convictions of several opposition politicians, including the president's main 

rival. Chinese and Indian officials spoke in usual diplomatic tones, saying they have no interest in 

interfering in the archipelago's internal affairs. But in reality, both have strategic regional interests to 

safeguard and are jostling for the upper hand. 

 

President Yameen Abdul Gayoom has sent envoys to "friendly nations" China, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia 

to explain his government's position since he rejected the court ruling, imposed a state of emergency last 

week and arrested two of the Supreme Court judges. His actions fueled suspicion that he has no intention 

of easing up on eliminating his rivals and tightening his hold on power ahead of this year's elections. 

 

His most powerful opponent, exiled former President Mohammed Nasheed, appealed to India to send 

troops to end the crisis. 

 

"On behalf of Maldivian people we humbly request: 1. India to send envoy, backed by its military, to 

release judges & pol. Detainees ... We request a physical presence," Nasheed tweeted last week. 

 

Traditionally, the archipelago of 1,200 islands and a population of 390,000 Sunni Muslims has been firmly 

in New Delhi's sphere of influence, with India even intervening in 1988 when a group of mercenaries tried 

to seize power. Its support helped keep former strongman Maumoon Abdul Gayoom in power for three 

decades and later aided Nasheed, the country's first democratically elected leader, who became famous 

when he used his low-lying island nation to highlight the risk of rising sea levels and climate change. 

 

But the Maldives began tilting toward Beijing after Yameen, the half brother of Gayoom, came to power 

in 2013 by defeating Nasheed. 

 

Yameen has rolled back many of Nasheed's democratic gains, with all of his potential political opponents 

either jailed or in exile. His government curbed freedom of speech and assembly, with heavy fines 

imposed on journalists and social media users found guilty of defamation. In 2015, in a trial widely 

criticized by rights groups, Nasheed was sentenced to 13 years in prison. He later received asylum in 

Britain. 

 

China saw the developments as an opening. 

 

"Until 2011, China didn't even have an embassy in the Maldives. Coming to 2018, it's seen as a big player 

in this whole Indian Ocean region," said Mahalakshmi Ganapathy, an India-China expert at Singapore's S. 

Rajaratnam School of International Studies. 

 

When Yameen visited Beijing in December, the two countries signed a free trade agreement that 

eliminates most tariffs on Maldivian exports, primarily fish, and opens the island nation to Chinese goods 

and services, including in finance, health care and tourism. 

 

China is already the Maldives' primary source of tourists, whose spending largely drives the economy, and 

Beijing is investing hundreds of millions of dollars in an airport expansion, housing development and 
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other projects. 

 

China now sees the Maldives as a crucial part of its "One Belt One Road" project along ancient trade 

routes through the Indian Ocean and Central Asia. The initiative envisages building ports, railways and 

roads to expand trade — and China's influence — in a swath across Asia, Africa and Europe. 

 

China's massive lending to poor nations for such projects has raised concerns about their ability to repay. 

Already, Beijing has taken over ports it developed in Sri Lanka and Pakistan on long-term leases. 

 

Nasheed says China is "buying up the Maldives" under Yameen, accusing the president of opening up the 

floodgates to Chinese investments with little or no oversight and transparency. China has dismissed those 

allegations. 

 

Beijing is watching the Maldives very carefully. If the political situation turns in Nasheed's favor, that may 

shift the balance of influence back toward New Delhi. 

 

India is clearly uneasy with China's growing presence in its backyard. What's less clear is how it will 

respond to the current upheaval in the Maldives. 

 

So far, India hasn't responded publicly to Nasheed's demand that it deploy soldiers to end the crisis, and it's 

held off formally meeting with Yameen's envoy. 

 

But on Friday, India's Ministry of External Affairs issued a carefully worded statement aimed at China. 

 

"We note that China has said that Maldives Government has the ability to protect the security of Chinese 

personnel and institutions in Maldives. We hope that all countries can play a constructive role in Maldives, 

instead of doing the opposite," the statement said. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Utility: Puerto Rico 75% w/electricity 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/electricity-restored-75-percent-customers-puerto-rico-

utility/story?id=53005459&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Nearly six months after Hurricane Maria decimated Puerto Rico, the island's electricity has been restored 

to 75 percent capacity, according to its utility company.  

 

The Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority said Sunday that 75.35 percent of customers now have 

electricity. It added that 90.8 percent of the electrical grid, already anemic even before the Sept. 20 storm 

barrelled through the island, is generating power again.  

 

Thousands of power restoration personnel made up of the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA), 

the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), industry workers from the mainland, and the Army 

Corps of Engineers have made marked progress in recent weeks. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Drones are changing the world 

SOURCE https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/306599  

GIST Those who dream of getting an Amazon package, a prescription drug, or even a beer delivered to their 

doorsteps via drone might have their wishes fulfilled sooner than expected. 

 

The Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Integration Pilot Program has jump-started the development of 

the drone industry in the United States, aiming to “enhance the safety of the American public, increase the 

efficiency and productivity of American industry and create tens of thousands of new American jobs.” 
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Aerial enterprises such as drone delivery and aerial imagery are poised to take off. The potential economic 

benefit of integrated unmanned airborne systems will generate an estimated $82 billion and create up to 

100,000 jobs by 2025, while aerial imaging is expected to generate $3.3 billion by 2023. 

 

Driving that growth are new and expanding application areas. Aerial technology is transforming industries 

of all types by optimizing processes, cutting costs, and reaching both figurative and literal places that were 

once unattainable. Here are five industries that are being disrupted by this new, lifesaving technology. 

 

Disaster relief and humanitarian aid. 

Just days after Hurricane Harvey, location content companies captured the devastation left by the natural 

disaster to aid in emergency response and rescue, flood management, and FEMA fund allocation. In times 

of emergency, image captures can be used to navigate first responders and 911 emergency services as well 

as analyze road conditions. FEMA and disaster relief agencies can also allocate money based on 

examinations of the extent of devastation in an area. 

 

Earlier this year, Otherlab, an engineering research and development lab based in San Francisco, created 

the APSARA glider, an advanced, biodegradable cardboard airplane capable of carrying more than two 

pounds of supplies like blood and vaccines to those in need. 

 

The biodegradable drone can support canisters, medically sensitive liquids, batteries and other life-saving 

items and disperse them to an area the size of California. Now medical supplies can be delivered to rural 

areas without roads or regions rendered inaccessible by natural disasters or war. 

 

High-resolution aerial imagery, like these before and after images of Hurricane Irma, are being used to aid 

in emergency response and rescue, FEMA fund allocation and flood management. 

 

Public transit. 

Local transportation agencies such as Orange County Transportation Authority and the District 

Department of Transportation in Washington, DC, are using aerial imagery as a base map -- a collection of 

GIS data and imagery that form the background setting and orientation of the map. 

 

Aerial photographs integrated with third-party programs like Autodesk and Esri products help in project 

management oversight, planning and site analysis, and validating construction updates (lane, roadway and 

sidewalk updates). 

 

Ocean mapping. 

Realizing that the ocean is critical to human existence -- the source of 97 percent of the planet's water and 

producer of more than half of the oxygen in the atmosphere -- it may come as a surprise that 85 percent of 

the ocean's surface remains unmapped and unexplored. 

 

Aerial imagery has played a part in bridging that gap. High-resolution photos from aircraft camera systems 

can capture and retrieve surface current data and measure Doppler shift in waves. This method is cost-

effective, timely and scalable; it can cover large surface areas. 

 

This process has implications for the oil and gas industry. Using the data extracted from the aerial 

captures, oil companies can plan and execute offshore exploration, conduct deep-water drilling operations, 

reinforce oil spill response and mitigation, and assist in search-and-rescue missions. 

 

Machine learning and AI. 

The combination of machine learning and AI is changing the way the insurance and real estate markets 

answer questions at scale. Now, with extremely high-resolution imagery, insurers can easily gather the 

most accurate, inspection-level property data, allowing assessors to easily identify characteristics and 

potential risks of a property such as swimming pools and the distance between trees and buildings. 

 

Cape Analytics, for example, has developed a cloud-based platform that provides an on-demand data 
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stream of high-value property features and risks for real estate portfolios across the United States. 

 

Precision agriculture. 

Precision agriculture is a farming management concept based on the use of technology to increase crop 

yields and profitability while reducing a number of traditional components necessary for growing crops 

such as water, fertilizer, herbicides, and insecticides. Drone aerial imagery is key. Aerial pictures help 

farmers work smarter in tasks such as surveying entire farm properties, conducting soil and irrigation 

sampling, scheduling pesticide applications, and finding mechanical errors in equipment. 

 

Large companies such as Monsanto, John Deere, Bayer, Dow and DuPont are investing in precision 

farming technologies like software, sensors and aerial-based data. 

 

City water districts use aerial imagery to monitor crop production and water supplies and analyze aspects 

of the water budget. GIS and aerial imagery were used to create models and tools for the Coachella Valley 

Economic Partnership for examining and assessing the Coachella Valley Aquifer. These maps were used 

to estimate infiltration as well as change in land cover classifications and water depth surfaces, all 

visualized in 2D and 3D to find possible trends. 

 

As the aerial technology industry matures, it will only become more ubiquitous. The sky covers 

everything, from emergency response to public transit, oceanic discovery to large-scale farming and 

property assets. Sure, you’ll still get your package delivered, but the sky is opening up a world of other 

possibilities. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 False alarms in national alert system 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/us/false-alarms-highlight-weaknesses-in-national-alert-system-

1.511041  

GIST Weather junkie John Grosso knew it was highly unlikely a monster wave was barreling toward the 

Connecticut coast. Still, when a tsunami warning appeared out of the blue on his phone Tuesday, he felt a 

twinge of fear. His co-workers, who got the same alert, asked whether they should evacuate. 

 

It turned out to be a false alarm, a computer glitch. The damage? An erosion of trust. 

 

"Now I have to check every single time, God forbid, there's a tornado warning, a tsunami alert, pick your 

poison," said Grosso, 25, a social media manager from Stamford. "I have to look at it and go, 'Is it a test? 

Was it sent in error?' And I could be wasting precious time in case it was real." 

 

Last month's bogus ballistic missile warning in Hawaii and this week's tsunami alert snafu have 

highlighted trouble spots and prompted calls for change in the nation's increasingly complex system for 

alerting Americans about dangerous weather, active shooters, kidnapped children, plant explosions and 

other emergencies. 

 

Both incidents have prompted calls for reform, including better training for emergency workers in charge 

of sending alerts. 

 

More than 1,000 federal, state and local government agencies have the ability to issue emergency alerts 

through an array of federally managed communications networks. It is a patchwork system that usually 

works as intended but can wreak havoc when it doesn't. 

 

In the Senate, legislation introduced this week in response to the false missile alert would establish 

standards for state and local agencies' participation in the national alert system, require federal certification 

of their incident management systems, and recommend steps for avoiding false alarms. 

 

Additionally, the Federal Communications Commission has ordered wireless providers to do a better job 
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of targeting emergency alerts to only those in the affected area, with a geographic "overreach" of no more 

than one-tenth of a mile. 

 

Aside from the false alarms, emergency agencies have been criticized for sending alerts to too many 

people or too few. In Alaska, for instance, a tsunami warning triggered by an undersea earthquake in 

January reached residents of Anchorage even though the city wasn't in danger. In Northern California wine 

country, where wildfires killed dozens of people in October, some residents complained that authorities 

failed to send an emergency alert to their phones. 

 

"The emergency alerting system is really a whole collection of systems, and there are various places where 

it can break down," said Dan Gonzales, a scientist at RAND Corp. who studies emergency alert systems. 

"With so many organizations involved, it's difficult to make it foolproof." 

 

The risk of too many false alarms, Gonzales said, is that "people will ignore warnings if they believe 

they're not accurate or not relevant." 

 

That was on vivid display Tuesday when AccuWeather, the private forecasting service, took what was 

intended to be a routine, monthly National Weather Service test message and sent it as a real warning to 

subscribers up and down the East Coast, the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean. 

 

Katia Del Negro, 33, was at home in New York City when she got the alert, her surprise quickly turning to 

skepticism. 

 

"I definitely got a bit concerned when I saw that many people along the East Coast received the alert," she 

said. "But at the same it seemed so weird, so I thought something was off, thinking back about what 

happened in Hawaii not long ago." 

 

AccuWeather, based in State College, Pennsylvania, blamed the weather service, saying the government 

agency miscoded the test message. That caused the company's computers to interpret it as real and push it 

to subscribers' cellphones, according to AccuWeather. 

 

The weather service insisted its message was coded properly. 

 

Daryl Herzmann, a systems analyst in the agronomy department at Iowa State University, said the message 

contained a "T'' flag, indicating test. But the weather service also recycled a tracking number it used in a 

previous tsunami warning, probably confusing AccuWeather's computers, he said. 

 

The weather service has been recycling tracking numbers for years, said Herzmann, who runs an 

environmental data project that compiles information from the weather service. 

 

Weather service spokeswoman Susan Buchanan had no comment on Herzmann's observation. She pointed 

to an earlier statement that said the agency is "working with private sector companies to determine why 

some systems did not recognize the coding." 

 

It was human error, not a computer problem, that caused last month's panic in Hawaii. A state worker 

mistook a drill for a missile attack and sent an emergency alert to cellphones and broadcast stations. It took 

nearly 40 minutes for the Hawaii Emergency Management Agency to figure out a way to retract the alert. 

 

The worker was fired and the agency chief resigned. 

 

"This cry of wolf damaged the credibility of alert messaging, which can be dangerous when a real 

emergency occurs," Lisa Fowlkes, an FCC official, said Tuesday during a House committee hearing on the 

nation's emergency messaging system. 

 

Jeremy DaRos, of Portland, Maine, who lives near the water and got the erroneous tsunami alert, said he is 

concerned that people won't take seriously the emergency alerts they get in an actual crisis. 
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"People need to trust the alerts they're pushing out," he said. "This is important stuff, and to have two 

incidents in the span of a month is just unacceptable." 
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HEADLINE 02/10 OxyContin maker stops opioid promotion 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/americas-heroin-epidemic/oxycontin-maker-purdue-stop-

promoting-opioids-light-epidemic-n846726  

GIST Purdue Pharma, the company best known for selling the prescription painkiller OxyContin, announced on 

Saturday that they would stop marketing opioid drugs to doctors. The move comes amid a series of state 

and municipal lawsuits that blame the company for contributing to the opioid epidemic. 

 

Purdue has faced criticism for more than a decade that it has aggressively and irresponsibly pushed the 

sale of its drug OxyContin. The company said Saturday that it would cut its sales force by more than 50 

percent, with approximately 200 people remaining in the department. 

 

"We have restructured and significantly reduced our commercial operation and will no longer be 

promoting opioids to prescribers," Purdue said in a statement. 

 

The company plans to run all questions about its highly profitable drug Oxycontin — which the American 

Addiction Centers said has a strong “potential for addiction and subsequent withdrawal symptoms” — 

through its medical affairs department. 

 

Dr. Andrew Kolodny, the co-director of Opioid Policy Research at the Heller School for Social Policy and 

Management, said he wished that the company had decided to stop marketing the drug years ago and that 

other opioid manufacturers would agree to do the same. 

 

"The problem we have is doctors over-prescribing opioids, and it’s difficult to promote more cautious 

prescribing if manufacturers are sending drug reps into doctor’s offices and advertising in medical journals 

and investing millions to get them to prescribe more," Kolodny said. 

 

"Overall, the impact will be small because the genie is out of the bottle," he said of the opioid 

manufacturer's decision. "But if other opioid manufacturers would do the same, it would have a bigger 

effect." 

 

Purdue generated $1.94 billion in Oxycontin sales in 2017, according to Symphony Health Solutions. That 

is approximately $1 billion less than its all-time high in 2013. 

 

Because of Oxycontin’s rising cost, many people who developed an addiction to the opioid subsequently 

turned to heroin, contributing to the ongoing drug epidemic. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Iran marks anniversary Islamic Revolution 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iran-marks-anniversary-islamic-revolution-protests-

52996962?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Hundreds of thousands of Iranians rallied on the streets Sunday to mark the 39th anniversary of the 1979 

Islamic Revolution, just weeks after anti-government protests rocked cities across the country. 

 

Demonstrators burned American and Israeli flags, as well as images of President Donald Trump, whose 

refusal to re-certify the nuclear deal with world powers has riled Iranians. A few burned a white sheet 

reading "BARJAM," the Farsi acronym for the 2015 nuclear accord that Tehran signed with world powers. 
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Such activities commonly mark the anniversary, which commemorates the overthrow of U.S.-backed 

Iranian Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. That began a period of hostilities between Iran and the West, 

including an attack on the U.S. Embassy in Tehran and the subsequent hostage crisis. 

 

However, President Hassan Rouhani made a point to call for unity among Iran's people across its political 

spectrum, from hard-liners backing the theocratic government to reformists demanding change. 

 

"When the Revolution took place, we pushed some off the revolutionary train that we should have not," 

Rouhani told a massive crowd at Tehran's central Azadi Square. "Today, we have to let them board the 

train again." 

 

Rouhani didn't specifically name those pushed aside, though the Islamic Revolution and its aftermath saw 

the Islamists surrounding Ruhollah Khomeini purge liberals, communists and others. More recently, Iran 

has put leaders of its 2009 Green Movement under house arrest, where they remain even today despite 

Rouhani's pledges to free them. 

 

The comments appeared aimed as being a salve following a New Year marred by anti-government 

protests. The demonstrations initially focused on Iran's poor economy despite the nuclear deal, but quickly 

spiraled into chants directly challenging Iran's theocratic government. 

 

In his speech, Rouhani promised more job opportunities and better economic condition in the near future. 

Meanwhile, dozens of hard-liners chanted: "Death to liars, death to the seditious!" 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Crash: parts shortage grounded plane 2yrs 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-parts-shortage-grounded-crashed-jet-years-

53001264  

GIST The Latest on a Russian plane crash Sunday near Moscow (all times local): 

 

4:25 p.m. 

 

Russia's state news agency Tass says the passenger airliner that crashed outside Moscow on Sunday had 

been flying since 2010, with a two-year break because of a shortage of parts. 

 

The plane, an Antonov An-148 jet, was ordered by Rossiya Airlines, a subsidiary of Aeroflot, but was put 

into storage during 2015-2017 because of a lack of parts. Tass reports it re-entered service for Saratov 

Airlines in February 2017. 

 

The jet was developed by Ukraine's Antonov company in the early 2000s, and was manufactured in both 

Ukraine and Russia. 

 

——— 

 

3:50 p.m. 

 

A Russian passenger plane believed to be carrying 71 people has crashed near Moscow, shortly after 

takeoff from one of the city's airports. No survivors have been reported. 

 

The An-148 regional jet disappeared from radar screens Sunday afternoon a few minutes after departing 

from Domodedovo Airport en route to the city of Orsk, some 1,500 kilometers (1,000 miles) southeast of 

Moscow. The plane reportedly belonged to Saratov Airlines, a Russian commercial carrier. 

 

Plane fragments were found in the Ramenskoye area 40 kilometers (25 miles) from the airport. Footage on 

Russian state television showed them strewn across a snowy field with no buildings nearby. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Baltimore PD officers ‘integrity polygraphs’ 

SOURCE http://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2018/02/09/polygraph-testing-baltimore-police/  

GIST BALTIMORE (WJZ) — In his first press conference, new Baltimore police commissioner Darryl De 

Sousa said he is rearranging the department and one of his first moves will be to crack down on officer 

misconduct. In a somewhat confusing address to reporters, he explained what the department will look like 

under his leadership, already changing his mind on one of two deputy commissioner spots to be filled. 

 

He’s in. He’s out. He’s maybe in again. The confusing back-and-forth at Friday morning’s press 

conference leaves one of the two top spots in the department empty after just 24 hours earlier a chart was 

distributed to media outlets listing Thomas Cassella as the next Deputy Commissioner of Operations. 

 

“During a subsequent background check, I discovered something that made me slow down that process 

and reconsider,” explained De Sousa. “Currently at this point, we’re not going to move forward.” 

 

In his first round with reporters as the newly-appointed commissioner, De Sousa said he’s pulling back on 

Cassella’s appointment on the heels of a memo reportedly leaked to media outlets detailing past 

complaints against the 23-year veteran and now-retired officer. Then, police spokesperson TJ Smith said 

the leak is still under investigation and Cassella was not out of the running. 

 

“The commissioner has not made a decision, so that’s the answer,” said Smith. 

 

As they look into the legitimacy of the leaked document, the commissioner said they will also be watching 

their own. 

 

“I cannot minimize is the fact that there are corrupt cops. GTTF is awful. It sickens me to my stomach to 

see what occurred,” he said. 

 

The once-elite gun task force consumed by corruption that was prosecuted federally is now the inspiration 

for a new “integrity division” which will police the police. It will include random integrity tests, along 

with random polygraph tests and the launching of an overtime abuse unit. 

 

DeSousa emphasized his priorities now are eliminating police corruption while boosting the safety of the 

city. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Hawaii’s cesspools threaten tourism 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/hawaiis-cesspools-threaten-drinking-water-tourism-1518357620  

GIST HONOLULU—Paradise has a sewage problem. 

 

Cesspools—holes in the ground where untreated human waste is deposited—have become a crisis in 

Hawaii, threatening the state’s drinking water, its coral reefs and the famous beaches that are the lifeblood 

of its tourist economy. 

 

Sewage from cesspools is seeping into some of Hawaii’s ocean waters, where it has been blamed for 

infections suffered by surfers and snorkelers. It is also entering the drinking water in part of the state, 

pushing nitrate levels close to the legal limit. 

 

Hawaii has 88,000 cesspools across its eight major islands, more than any other state. Collectively, they 

deposit 53 million gallons of raw sewage into the ground every day, according to the state health 

department. More than 90% of the state’s drinking water comes from groundwater wells. 
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State lawmakers, who outlawed new cesspools in 2016, are scrambling to find a solution to the thousands 

that exist. 

 

Replacing all of the state’s cesspools with alternate sewage systems would cost at least $1.75 billion, 

according to the health department. 

 

The problem is concentrated in suburbs and rural areas outside Honolulu, where cesspools have long been 

the primary method for storing sewage from homes. 

 

Most beaches remain safe for swimming, and public water remains safe to drink for now, state officials 

said. The tourism industry continues to grow each year, despite instances of contamination at beaches. 

 

But the problem is growing worse, officials said, as the state’s population has continued to grow. 

 

In Upcountry Maui, a rural area in the central part of the island where drinking-water wells are most 

threatened by cesspools, officials are monitoring water quality closely. 

 

At one groundwater well, nitrate levels are already at 8.7 milligrams a liter; the legal limit is 10, and the 

Department of Health estimated that some parts of the aquifer are already over that limit. 

Environmentalists say they are worried about the potential effect of the water on infants, who can be killed 

by high levels on nitrates, which are chemicals found in fertilizer and sewage. 

 

State Sen. J. Kalani English, who represents Upcountry Maui, said it can cost as much as $100,000 to 

replace each cesspool, a prohibitive figure for most property owners. There are about 8,000 cesspools in 

Upcountry Maui alone. 

 

Replacing the cesspools is “a huge financial burden,” he said. 

 

Hawaii’s cesspool problem is a remnant of its agricultural past, when many parts of the state were off the 

electrical grid. Mr. English said, growing up on Maui, he remembered digging holes for outhouses, and 

then after a few years filling them with lye and digging new ones. 

 

Outside of Honolulu, the state remains largely rural, and the mountainous terrain makes laying sewer lines 

to connect to sewage treatment plants expensive and, in many areas, not feasible. 

 

Many bathrooms in homes outside Honolulu still pump sewage into nearby holes in the ground. 

 

Before they were outlawed, the state received about 500 requests to put in new cesspools each year. Last 

year, the state passed a law requiring all cesspools to be replaced by 2050. 

 

Yet, some residents resist plans to replace cesspools, worried about expense. In January, Upcountry Maui 

residents overwhelmed a Department of Public Health meeting, complaining about potential costs. 

 

“You may want a clean environment, but you can’t afford to pay for it,” said Keith Kawaoka, deputy 

director for environmental health at the state agency. “It’s a real dilemma.” 

 

Lawmakers are still searching for solutions. They recently called on engineers to bring them new ideas, 

adding that simply converting to septic systems—in which solids and liquids of waste are separated and 

the solids are later pumped out—wouldn’t solve the contamination problems in some areas, because 

nitrates would still seep into the groundwater. 

 

Health officials said the 740 cesspools around Kahaluu, on the east coast of Oahu, contributed to high 

bacteria counts in the bay. 

 

“Skin infections consistent with sewage-contaminated surface waters have been documented in this area,” 
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the department’s report said. 

 

Officials said it is difficult to definitively prove that any specific infection resulted from sewage 

contamination. 

 

In Puako, a popular snorkeling destination on the Big Island, residents fear that sewage from the area’s 

150 cesspools has already harmed the coral reef, which is its signature tourist attraction. 

 

Peter Hackstedde, president of Puako Community Association, said he now avoids the water if he has a 

cut; he has gotten infected before. 

 

He said the community had already spent more than $2.5 million of its own money studying the problem. 

 

“We found that sewage is leaking into the ocean, and we swim in it,” Mr. Hackstedde said. 

 

They now hope to install a small-scale sewage-treatment plant, which would avoid having to dig and 

install pipes to the nearest town, about 50 miles away. 

 

A treatment plant would cost about $15 million, Mr. Hackstedde said, and residents don’t want to put up 

that money on their own. He said his association is hoping for a public-private partnership. 

 

“Everyone who lives down here is pretty much for cleaning up the ocean,” Mr. Hackstedde said. “We just 

need the money.” 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Hezbollah hails Syria; ‘new strategic era’ 

SOURCE https://www.timesofisrael.com/hezbollah-downing-of-israeli-f-16-the-start-of-a-new-strategic-era/  

GIST Hezbollah hailed Syria’s air defenses after they reportedly downed an Israeli fighter jet on Saturday, 

saying it marked the start of a “new strategic era.” 

 

“This is the beginning of a new strategic era which puts an end to the violation of Syrian airspace and 

territory,” the Lebanese terror group said in a statement published by Lebanon’s ANI news agency. 

 

Hezbollah, an Iranian proxy backing Syrian President Bashar Assad in his country’s civil war, praised the 

“vigilance of the Syrian army,” and said it had “bravely blocked Israeli warplanes and downed an F-16.” 

 

It also said the Syrian response marked “a decisive end to old arrangements.” 

 

Hezbollah supporters were celebrating the incident on Saturday across from the Israeli city of Metulla, 

according to Israeli TV reports. 

 

The statement from Hezbollah came after its allies Iran and Syria denied that an unmanned drone Israel 

said it shot down violated the Jewish state’s airspace, calling Israeli allegations “lies,” and saying the 

drone was on a regular mission gathering intelligence on the Islamic State. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Israel boosts air defense 

SOURCE http://www.jpost.com/Arab-Israeli-Conflict/Preparing-for-war-in-the-north-Israel-boosts-air-

defense-542284  

GIST Israel has boosted its air defense in the North following a significant confrontation between the Jewish 

State, Syria and Iran which led to the loss of an F-16 fighter jet. 
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While the army refused to comment on the reports, witnesses reported seeing a convoy of missile-defense 

batteries heading north near the Israeli-Arab city of Baka al-Gharbiya. Other witnesses posted photos of 

several trucks carrying the batteries on central highways in northern Israel.  

 

Israel’s air defenses currently include the Iron Dome, designed to shoot down short-range rockets; the 

Arrow system, which intercepts ballistic missiles outside of the Earth’s atmosphere and the David’s Sling 

missile-defense system, which is designed to intercept tactical ballistic missiles, medium- to long-range 

rockets and cruise missiles fired from ranges of between 40 km. to 300 km. 

 

Israel also has Patriot missile batteries stationed in the North and has used them to intercept drones 

infiltrating into Israeli airspace from Syria. In September, an Iranian-built unmanned aerial vehicle 

breached the “Bravo line” that marks the Syrian demilitarized zone, and was intercepted by an Israeli 

Patriot anti-ballistic missile launched from a station near the northern city of Safed. 

 

The Arrow system was first used in April when it was launched to intercept three surface-to-air missiles 

fired toward IAF jets by Syrian-regime air defense. 

 

On Saturday, an Iranian drone, which took off from Syria’s T4 airbase in northern Homs province, flew 

through Jordanian territory before it infiltrated into Israel. It flew for about a minute and a half in the 

northern Jordan Valley before it was shot down by a helicopter flown by Lt.-Col. “L.”, commander of the 

113 Squadron. 

 

“The squadron was sent to protect the country’s skies,” L. said. “We identified the aircraft as an Iranian 

drone, and when it crossed the border, we shot it down into Israeli territory. The squadron is ready and 

prepared for any task it is given.” 

 

IAF chief-of-air-staff Brig.-Gen. Tomer Bar, who is second in command of Israel’s air force, said the 

drone was an advanced model with a low signature that Israel had never intercepted before. It is currently 

being examined by the IDF. 

 

In retaliation for the incursion, eight jets took off to strike the drone’s launch site. During the operation, 

Syrian regime forces fired around 20 antiaircraft missiles at the jets. The pilot and navigator of one of the 

planes ejected themselves when they recognized that one of the missiles had locked onto their jet. 

 

According to the IDF, Iran and the Quds Force of the Revolutionary Guards have been operating at the T4 

base “for a long time, backed by Syrian-army forces and with the approval of the Syrian regime.” 

 

“Iran has been using the base in recent months for the purpose of transferring weaponry to be used against 

Israel,” said the IDF Spokesperson’s Unit. “These actions by Iran at the base are ostensibly carried out 

under the guise of supporting the fighting against the global Islamic jihad forces, but the actions carried 

out in the past 24 hours prove that its real concern is direct, violent action against Israel.” 

 

“In the Iranian action, all the Israeli warnings against Iranian consolidation in Syria were realized,” it 

continued. “The attack was initiated and Israel was forced to respond first to the threat in its territory and 

then to the hostile elements operating from the Syrian territory opposite it.” 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Quake, wind, fire hit Winter Olympics 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/earthquake-wind-fire-extreme-conditions-hit-olympics-073136245--

oly.html  

GIST Pyeongchang (South Korea) (AFP) - An earthquake triggered an alert and high winds disrupted 

competition at the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics Sunday, as officials warned of a severe freeze and urged 

fans to wrap up warm. 
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After a bitterly cold first night of competition, a shallow 4.6-magnitude earthquake jolted the eastern 

portion of South Korea overnight, prompting warnings on mobile phones. 

 

Early on Sunday, ski officials were forced to postpone the showpiece men's downhill until Thursday as 

buffeting winds made the high-speed slope too dangerous for competition. 

 

Later, the women's slopestyle snowboarding also fell victim to the wind, as the qualifying session was 

scrapped with riders going straight into the final on Monday. 

 

It comes after the first ski jumping final finished more than an hour behind schedule, past midnight on 

Saturday, as competitors were held up by swirling winds. 

 

As if to complete the set of extreme conditions, an alert warning of a high risk of fire -- given the dry, 

windy weather -- also flashed up on mobile phones on Sunday. 

 

Organisers gave assurances that the Games were at no risk from earthquakes, with venues built to 

withstand even strong tremors. Sunday's quake was measured at magnitude-4.7 by the US Geological 

Survey and was about 260 kilometres (160 miles) away. 

 

"All the facilities in the Games area are built so they can withstand strong earthquakes over 7.0... so I 

assure you there was no issue regarding these facilities," said Sung Baik-you, spokesman for the Games 

organisers. 

 

Of more concern for the sparse crowds at the outdoor events will be the biting cold, which has already 

made Pyeongchang one of the chilliest Olympics on record -- and which is set to dramatically worsen. 

 

Temperatures are forecast to plunge to -14 degrees Celsius (6.8 Fahrenheit) on Monday, will feel like a 

shivering -25C in the strong, mountainside wind. 

 

"People are advised to dress warmly and wear hats and gloves to keep themselves warm," warned Sung. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Italians protest shooting of migrants 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/10/europe/italy-migrants-protest/index.html  

GIST Rome (CNN) — The shooting of African migrants allegedly by a suspect aligned with Italy's far-right, 

neo-fascist parties has sparked serious political debate about how the country is reconciling its fascist past. 

 

Luca Traini is accused of going on a shooting rampage February 3 in the central Italian town of Macerata 

and performing the fascist salute upon his arrest. Six African migrants were injured. The migrants are part 

of the wave of more than 600,000 people who have arrived by sea from North Africa since 2013 when 

Italy last went to the polls.  

 

On Saturday, thousands of centrist and leftist supporters gathered under heavy police guard in Macerata to 

demonstrate against the rise of Italy's neo-fascist parties. Organizers say 15,000 people attended.  

 

The march was held inside a fenced-off perimeter, and police banned fascist groups from participating. 

Supporters waved Communist Party and Antifa (anti-fascist) flags. Some held banners with "anti-fascism" 

and "anti-racism," while others displayed signs with fascist and Nazi symbols crossed out.  

 

Few migrants joined the march, according to Sammy Kunoun, head of the Nigerian Community of 

Macerata. Police had strongly discouraged migrant groups from protesting. 

 

Anti-fascist demonstrations were held in other Italian cities, including Piacenza, where the far-right, neo-

fascist fringe group CasaPound engaged in violent clashes with police, according to Italian news reports.  
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On Wednesday, a group of supporters of the Forza Nuova neo-fascist party, which openly supports the 

recent shooting spree and has offered to pay the suspect's legal bills, clashed with police in Macerata, 

which has a high concentration of African migrants and those seeking political asylum. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Russia plane crash kills all onboard 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/11/europe/russia-plane-crash/index.html  

GIST Moscow (CNN) — All 71 people aboard a Saratov Airlines plane died when the plane crashed southeast 

of Moscow on Sunday, Russian state news agency Tass reported.  

 

Those on board included 65 passengers and six crew members, the Russian news agency Interfax said.  

 

The Antonov-148 aircraft disappeared from the radar shortly after takeoff from Moscow's Domodedovo 

Airport and crashed soon afterward, Tass reported. 

 

The plane went down in Ramenskoye District, in the Moscow region, the Russian emergency ministry told 

CNN. 

 

"The snow is very dense ... the Moscow region has had some of its heaviest snowfall in decades," CNN's 

Matthew Chance reported from Moscow. "It's not clear at this stage whether weather was factor in this 

crash." 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Israel PM: airstrikes dealt ‘severe blows’ 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/10/middleeast/israel-military-jet-crash/index.html  

GIST CNN) — Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said his nation dealt "severe blows" to Iranian and 

Syrian forces following the weekend downing of an Israeli fighter jet over northern Israel.  

 

The Prime Minister said Israel would do so again if necessary.  

 

"We made it unequivocally clear to everyone that our rules of action have not changed one bit; we will 

continue to strike at every attempt to strike at us. This has been our policy and it will remain our policy." 

 

An Israeli F-16 fighter jet was hit and went down Saturday in northern Israel after coming under "massive 

anti-aircraft fire" from Syrian forces, according to the Israeli army.  

 

The incident came after an Israeli combat helicopter successfully intercepted an Iranian unmanned aerial 

drone that had been launched from Syria, the Israel Defense Forces said.  

 

Both pilots aboard the Israeli jet ejected, the Israeli army said. One pilot was severely injured during the 

ejection, while the second was lightly wounded. 

 

In retaliation for the downed jet, Israeli forces attacked 12 targets in Syria, including three aerial defense 

batteries and four targets described as Iranian, the IDF said. 

 

An IDF statement described the four Iranian targets as "part of Iran's military establishment in Syria." 

 

Netanyahu defended Israel's actions. 

 

"Our policy is absolutely clear: Israel will defend itself from every attack and from every attempt to harm 

our sovereignty," Netanyahu said. "Iran made such an attempt today. They violated our sovereignty, they 
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infiltrated a drone into Israel's territory from Syrian territory." 

 

The US firmly backs Israel, with White House Press Secretary Sarah Sanders issuing a statement saying, 

"Israel is a staunch ally of the United States, and we support its right to defend itself from the Iranian-

backed Syrian and militia forces in southern Syria." 

 

US State Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert said in a statement Saturday that the US was "deeply 

concerned about today's escalation of violence over Israel's border."  

 

"Iran's calculated escalation of threat, and its ambition to project its power and dominance, places all of the 

people of the region -- from Yemen to Lebanon -- at risk," Nauert said. "The US continues to push back on 

the totality of Iran's malign activities in the region and calls for an end to Iranian behavior that threatens 

peace and stability."  

 

Meanwhile, Russia's Foreign Ministry was much more even-handed in its statement, saying that "the latest 

developments and attacks on Syria were viewed with serious concern" and that the losses to Syria and 

damage resulting from them were being examined. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 UN condemns bloody week in Syria 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/10/middleeast/syria-violence-united-nations-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — Waves of deadly airstrikes against rebel-held areas in Syria have made this week "one of the 

bloodiest periods of the entire conflict," the UN human rights chief said Saturday. 

 

Opposition-controlled areas in Syria's northwestern province of Idlib and Eastern Ghouta, outside the 

capital, Damascus, have suffered intensified bombardment by what observers say are Russian-backed 

Syrian government forces. 

 

UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra'ad Al Hussein called for urgent international action to 

halt the bloodshed after reports of 277 civilian deaths between Sunday and Friday. More than 800 civilians 

also were reported injured, the UN human rights office said. 

 

"The past week has been one of the bloodiest periods of the entire conflict, with wave after wave of deadly 

airstrikes leading to civilian casualties in areas of Eastern Ghouta and Idlib," Zeid said in a strongly 

worded statement.  

 

"The no-holds-barred nature of this assault is evidenced by reports that at least nine medical facilities, six 

of them in Idlib and three in Eastern Ghouta, were hit by airstrikes. Even by Syria's atrocious standards, 

these are exceptionally deplorable developments." 

 

Paramedics and volunteers were also killed and injured in a number of places "after second, third or fourth 

rounds of airstrikes apparently deliberately targeted places that had already been hit earlier in the day," the 

statement said. 

 

More than 200 of those killed were in Eastern Ghouta -- more than a quarter of them were children. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Surveillance system or public safety tool? 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/surveillance-system-or-public-safety-tool-seattle-

dismantles-controversial-wireless-mesh-network/  

GIST Seattle’s wireless mesh network, a node of controversy about police surveillance and the role of federal 

funding in city policing, is coming down. 
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Megan Erb, spokeswoman for Seattle Information Technology, said the city has budgeted $150,000 for 

contractor Prime Electric and city employees to remove dozens of surveillance cameras and 158 “wireless 

access points” — little, off-white boxes with antennae mounted on utility poles around the city. 

 

When the mesh network was bought and installed in 2013, with $3.6 million from the Department of 

Homeland Security, the Seattle Police Department (SPD) said it would be a valuable public-safety device 

for port security and first-responder communication during emergencies. Critics from the American Civil 

Liberties Union (ACLU) of Washington argued it was an apparatus for state surveillance hiding behind a 

public-safety smile. 

 

Either way, it took the Seattle City Council by surprise. 

 

The mesh network, according to the ACLU, news reports and anti-surveillance activists from Seattle 

Privacy Coalition, had the potential to track and log every wireless device that moved through its system: 

people attending protests, people getting cups of coffee, people going to a hotel in the middle of the 

workday. 

 

In November 2013, shortly after the news stories about it came out, SPD spokesman Sean Whitcomb 

announced: “The wireless mesh network will be deactivated until city council approves a draft (privacy) 

policy and until there’s an opportunity for vigorous public debate.” 

 

That policy never materialized. Now crews are tearing its hardware down and repurposing the usable parts 

for other city agencies, including Seattle Department of Transportation traffic cameras. 

 

Erb said the city had hoped to remove the hardware earlier, but couldn’t because of work-schedule delays. 

“Seattle City Light is eager for us to remove old equipment from their poles,” she added, “so others, 

including possibly commercial cellular carriers, can upgrade their equipment.” 

 

SPD declined several times to discuss the removal of the network. 

 

“This is one good, granular victory,” said Shankar Narayan, Washington state’s technology and liberty 

director of the ACLU. “It’s an issue we’d advocated around for a very long time. We have a longstanding 

principle that suspicionless surveillance of general populations is not useful and chills people’s 

constitutionally protected rights.”  

 

When the mesh-network debate first erupted in 2013, SPD spokesman Jonah Spangenthal-Lee wrote on 

the department’s blotter that the system “can and will be used a number of ways by a variety of different 

agencies.” 

 

That versatility turned out to be a public-relations bug, instead of a feature. 

 

Digital networks with surveillance potential, Narayan said, have a cost: “Not just in terms of public 

dollars, but community trust, willingness to attend a protest — we know that people who know they’re 

being watched will act differently. We’re glad to see the mesh network taken away.” 

 

This isn’t the first time SPD has been pressured to abandon a Homeland Security-funded tool. In 2013, it 

gave up its drones. Like the mesh network, they were quietly bought with federal money and became a 

flashpoint for public outcry. 

 

“We live in a brave new world where data and algorithms can be used against you without transparency,” 

Narayan said. “We don’t know who collected data, sold it to a data packager, then sold it, for example, to 

an HMO that will raise your health-insurance premium based on your reckless driving.” 

 

The life cycles of the drones and the mesh network, Seattle City Council President Bruce Harrell said, 

have been a learning experience for Seattle. 
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SPD “needed to respect the public process, explain the technology to the public in a transparent manner, 

listen to the public’s concerns and obtain council approval via ordinance prior to installation.” 

 

In 2013, the city council passed a surveillance ordinance giving it more oversight in the acquisition of 

devices with surveillance capabilities. 

 

Last year, that ordinance was amended and bulked up, requiring city departments to report their 

surveillance-enabled technologies already in use and present them for review by the council. 

 

To date, city departments have identified 28 technologies — from Seattle Department of Transportation’s 

license-plate readers to SPD tools like iBase, a “crime analysis tool allows for configuring, capturing, 

controlling, analyzing and displaying complex information and relationships in link and entity data.” 

 

So what, exactly, does that do? 

 

“That’s the point,” Narayan said with a chuckle. “All we have now are vague descriptions — it could be 

anything from a simple graphic representation of a spreadsheet to a complex analytic tool that establishes 

relationships to show that somebody might be a gang member.” 

 

The council’s scrutiny of the city’s surveillance tools, Narayan said, will probably begin in March. 

 

In the aftermath of the drones and mesh-network controversies, he added, the ACLU has had productive 

conversations with SPD: “They have a better understanding that if they want to roll out these technologies, 

they will have to be ready to answer tough questions.” 

 

Removal of the mesh network is “a clear win for privacy,” said Phil Mocek, co-founder of Seattle Privacy 

Coalition. “Hopefully, this move is indication that city leaders have learned their lesson and that we will 

continue to see increased sanctuary from unwarranted surveillance in Seattle.” 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Snohomish Co. flu deaths lead state 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/news/county-leads-state-in-flu-deaths-now-at-27/  

GIST EVERETT — Influenza’s spread seems to have ebbed slightly, but that doesn’t mean the influenza season 

is over. 

 

Four more people have died in Snohomish County due to complications from the flu. That brings the 

season’s death toll to 27, the most of any county in Washington. King County was second highest, with 23 

flu-related deaths. 

 

Statewide, 151 people have died from influenza, according to state Department of Health data. 

 

The most recent deaths in Snohomish County were two women from Marysville, one in her mid-60s and 

another in her late 60s; a woman in her mid-80s from Edmonds; and a woman in her mid-80s from 

Everett. All had health conditions that made them more vulnerable to the flu. 

 

Other measures of local flu activity include 256 hospitalizations for flu-related illnesses and four long-

term care facilities reporting flu outbreaks, said Heather Thomas, a Snohomish Health District 

spokeswoman. 

 

“We expect the flu season to be here for several more weeks,” Thomas said. “It does go through spring on 

occasion. Last year we had flu deaths through May.” 

 

Although flu activity remains high in Snohomish County, Washington seems to have gotten a bit of a 
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break from influenza compared to much of the rest of the nation. 

 

While flu activity remains high here, it is not continuing to rise. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Officer suspended in Lyles shooting 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/896697/officer-who-shot-lyles-suspended-for-2-days-for-no-taser/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — A Seattle police officer who didn’t have his Taser with him during the fatal shooting 

of Charleena Lyles has been suspended for two days without pay for violating department policy. 

 

The Seattle Times reports Interim Police Chief Carmen Best imposed the discipline Friday on Officer 

Jason Anderson. 

 

He and another officer shot Lyles when police say she pulled at least one knife on them during a June 18 

confrontation at her Northeast Seattle apartment. 

 

Best noted the disciplinary case didn’t reach a conclusion on whether the outcome would have been 

different if Anderson was carrying a Taser. A department Force Review Board report determined that a 

Taser wasn’t a feasible alternative. 

 

Lyles, a 30-year-old African-American mother of four, was shot seven times by the officers, who are 

white, after she called 911 to report a burglary. 

 

The shooting unleashed a storm of public protest. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Yakima tribal leaders declare crisis 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/896829/yakima-tribal-leaders-declare-crisis-after-crime-spike/  

GIST TOPPENISH, Wash. (AP) — Yakima tribal leaders have declared a public safety crisis on the southern 

Washington reservation and are imposing stricter penalties following a recent spike in crime. 

 

The Yakima Herald-Republic reports tribal leaders approved a resolution earlier this week, allowing 

officials to take away treaty fishing and hunting rights and remove non-tribal members from the 

reservation for certain crimes. 

 

The resolution also criticized the Washington State Patrol for not actively patrolling the reservation, and it 

called on the federal government to help address the crisis. 

 

State Patrol spokesman Kyle Moore says routine patrols ended on the reservation after their authority was 

relinquished to tribal police under the retrocession process. He says the state agency does assist other 

agencies on the reservation like the Yakima County Sheriff’s Office. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Seattle school bus strike over 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/896894/seattle-school-bus-strike-ends/  

GIST The Seattle school bus driver strike came to an end Saturday after nine days of picketing. Students can 

expect yellow school bus service to start back up Monday morning. 

 

“This is life-changing,” said driver Olivia Moore, a member of the Teamsters Local 174. “This is what we 

have been fighting for. I can go to the doctor. I can retire someday. I can’t even tell you how much that 
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means.”  

 

The union’s website notes that Moore has been “struggling to receive treatment for cancer despite having 

no health insurance.” Health care was among the two main points of disagreement between employer First 

Student and the union. The union also fought for a better retirement package. The Teamsters report that 

they achieved both in negotiations that wrapped up late last week — with the help of a federal negotiator. 

 

The union voted 97 percent in favor of accepting the contract Saturday morning. The vote put an end to 

the strike that began on Feb. 1 with about 400 drivers in Seattle. It is estimated that about 12,000 students 

had to find alternate transportation to school last week. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Seattle: homeless collide w/donation bins 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/895908/seattle-homeless-donation-bins/  

GIST It’s a case of compassion versus compassion as Seattle’s homeless crisis collides with charity donation 

bins. 

 

“The homeless have been a real challenge for us because they do get into these boxes, steal clothing, dump 

them over, and do activity around the boxes which gives us a bad reputation for trying to do good,” said a 

representative with Northwest Center. 

 

Donation boxes are often hosted on private property, where people can drop off used clothing for charities. 

But they have become targets for thieves and those experiencing homelessness, prompting neighbor 

complaints, and damaging charity operations. 

 

“They get in there, crawl in there, sleep in there, use it as a restroom, do drugs in there,” the representative 

said. “And then we might catch them in there. A driver will go to service it and someone is sleeping in 

there.”  

 

The representative with Seattle’s Northwest Center did not want to be named in this article, but would 

discuss how the charity is dealing with the homeless crisis. The charity collects used clothes in donations 

bins around town, then sells the clothes to Value Village. The revenue goes to programs supporting 

children and adults with disabilities in the region. 

 

“I have complete compassion,” the representative said. “We work with people who have a huge barrier to 

employment and opportunities in their communities already. With the homeless, you want to be 

compassionate. But it doesn’t seem to work. It doesn’t seem they want to get out. It’s like a lifestyle – an 

off-the-grid lifestyle. They don’t want to deal with the pain; they have this lifestyle.” 

 

The bin issue is now so severe that it is cutting into revenue for the charity. They regularly receive 

complaints about the bins from neighbors. One Seattle citizen group has had the issue go viral on 

Facebook. 

 

Northwest Center says that complaints about the donation bins are so common they often have to remove 

them and find another place to locate the boxes. Northwest Center has two employees dedicated to doing 

this – scheduling a bin removal in response to complaints, then finding a new home for it. 

 

“We lose an average of 10 (bins) a month, but we are constantly trying to find new places – it’s a game,” 

the Northwest Center rep said. 

 

While donations at Northwest Center are up for other methods (drop offs at the center, scheduling home 

pick-ups), donations at the bins are down. The representative estimated it was about a 10 percent drop over 

2017 and attributes the decline to the homeless problem. The charity is now exploring new bins that are 

harder to get into. 
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“I don’t know if it will really help,” the representative said. “If they want to get in, they will get in … They 

cut the locks, break the locks.” 

 

Other charities with donation bins in Seattle would not go on the record. One charity said they have moved 

its bins indoors or to more secure locations. Another organization removed their bins out of the city 

altogether more than a year ago. 

 

Northwest Center has dealt with donation theft for years. But over the past four years, it has gotten 

dramatically worse. It has halted its former home pickup program. Drivers used to take a route to get 

donations from porches, but people would find out their route, drive ahead and steal the donations. It now 

requires a scheduled home pickup. 

 

The trucks at Northwest Center have also been broken into. 

 

“We’ve had homeless cut off a fire extinguisher inside our van,” the representative said. “It costs us.” 

 

“I have personally called (police) out to our headquarters with a theft in progress …” they said. “After 

hours. I happened to be there working late at the office. They did eventually come, but I wasn’t hopeful 

that it was going to result in anything.” 

 

That’s because Northwest Center employees have often called the police about thefts and the donation bin 

issue in the past. The representative received a message from Seattle police officers that is commonly 

reported by other residents: there’s nothing police can do — that it’s not a high priority for officers. The 

representative said they have seen officers catch people breaking into cars near the headquarters, and then 

just send them along down the road. 

 

The charity is therefore left to do business as usual — which has become the “game” of moving around the 

bins after each complaint, and taking a financial hit. 

 

“The homeless situation in Seattle has gotten so bad it’s affecting the way you do business,” the 

representative said. “It affects how we get our revenue. It’s costing us, it’s costing other businesses, 

society, my tax dollars that have to pay to clean up the camps.” 
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HEADLINE 02/09 WA does not collect ‘road rage’ data 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/washington-state-does-not-collect-road-rage-data/697427782  

GIST BOTHELL, Wash. - Bridget Johns and her brothers own the Defensive Driving School based in Kirkland. 

So she spends her days teaching others how to drive. But even she couldn't avoid a speeding, aggressive 

driver. 

 

"There was a car behind me, a sports car, that was on my tail," she said. "Really, really pressing me to go 

faster. But there really wasn't any place for me to go." 

 

Then along came a second speeding car. 

 

"The flashing lights (were) going," she said. "He was a trooper in an unmarked car; pulled over the first 

one." 

 

And perhaps that trooper spared another from what happened to Abel Loreda. 

 

"I want to make this noticeable," said Loreda. "So I'll put this here." 

 

Loreda removed his prosthetic leg in a Pierce County Courtroom today. He wanted to show it to the man 
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who sheared off his left foot in a fit of rage on I-5 in 2016. 

 

Then just last night, a Pierce County man was shot dead by a motorcycle rider following a road-rage 

incident near Milton in what may be a case of self-defense. 

 

The state has been trying to cut off road rage for decades.  A video was produced by the Washington 

Traffic Safety Commission in the late 1990s. Officers described the aggressive driving they were seeing 

on the highway. 

 

"Oh, she's following that car too close," one officer said. 

 

"There we go," said another officer, as he watched a vehicle swerve into another lane. "That's what I was 

waiting for right there." 

 

Nationwide, nearly 80 percent admit to raging on the road. KIRO 7 wanted to find out how many incidents 

of road rage happen here in Washington state.  We called Washington State Patrol, WASH DOT, and the 

Washington Traffic Safety Commission. 

 

And we found out something startling: Nobody tracks road rage incidents in this state. 

 

"One of the things that we teach our students to do starting from the first driving lesson, is to notice what's 

going on around them," said Bridget Johns. 

 

She says she teaches her students to leave enough space to avoid tangling with another driver. 

 

"Have a space cushion," she said. "And so there's one in front of me. There's one in back of me. I can't 

really control what's going on in back of me. I can a little bit. But if someone cuts in front of me, I don't 

care because I have space." 

 

So why doesn't the state collect data on road rage? Those to whom KIRO 7 spoke say they don't have a 

code or box to check for road rage when these incidents happen. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 WA Task Force 1 for local response 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/wa-task-force-1-approved-for-local-response/281-

516947927  

GIST Next week, Pierce County and Washington State Emergency Management will sign an agreement to 

enable Washington State Task Force 1 (WA-TF1), one of 28 national Federal Emergency Management 

Agency (FEMA) urban search and rescue teams, to respond to state and local emergencies in Washington. 

 

WA-TF1 has responded to several federal disasters including Hurricane Harvey in Houston, Texas. 

 

But leaders say because they are a federal resource it's been harder to mobilize this team to respond to a 

disaster at home. During OSO, Pierce County had to make a special agreement with Snohomish county 

just to jump in and help. 

 

"It didn't delay the response for Oso it just created an extra layer of bureaucracy,” said Scott Heinze, 

Deputy Director of Pierce County Emergency Management. "It’s nice to know that if the call comes next 

week we have this agreement in place we won’t have to go through the process and we'll hit the ground to 

save people." 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Claim: US Olympic system ‘failed’ athletes 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-gymnastics-usa-nassar-michigan-state/u-s-olympic-system-

failed-abused-gymnasts-usoc-idUSKBN1FT32B  

GIST PYEONGCHANG, South Korea (Reuters) - The U.S. Olympic system “failed” the hundreds of young 

female athletes sexually abused by former USA Gymnastics doctor Larry Nassar, United States Olympic 

Committee (USOC) Board of Directors Chairman Larry Probst said on Friday. 

 

“The Olympic system in the United States failed these athletes and we are part of the Olympic system in 

the United States,” said Probst, speaking ahead of the opening ceremony of the Pyeongchang Winter 

Games. 

 

He also said the USOC had not taken steps quickly enough to contact gymnasts abused by Nassar and that 

it had erred by failing to attend earlier sentencing hearings. 

 

“That was simply a mistake,” he said. “We should have been there.” 

 

Former sports doctor Nassar last year pleaded guilty to molesting female athletes under the guise of 

medical treatment for nearly 20 years, and has been given two prison sentences in Michigan of 40 to 125 

years and 40 to 175 years. 

 

He is also serving a 60-year federal term for child pornography convictions. 

 

UltraViolet Action, a women’s advocacy group in the United States, on Friday called for USOC Chief 

Executive Scott Blackmun to resign for failing to adequately respond to reports of Nassar’s abuse before 

he was criminally charged. 

 

A letter by the women’s group signed by sexual abuse survivors says, “It’s unconscionable and 

unacceptable that no one has been held accountable at the USOC.” 

 

Dozens of the victims have accused officials at the USOC, USA Gymnastics and Michigan State 

University of failing to investigate complaints stretching back decades. 

 

The board of directors of USA Gymnastics stepped down after U.S. Olympic officials threatened to 

decertify the governing body. 

 

The USOC has announced an independent investigation into its own conduct that would help them 

understand “who knew what about Nassar’s abuse, when and what they did with that information”. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Duterte: navy will protect sea wealth 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/10/duterte-warns-hell-order-navy-to-fire-if-sea-wealth-

taken.html  

GIST MANILA, Philippines –  The Philippine president says he has no intention of going into war over 

territorial feuds but will order the navy to fire if other countries extract resources from waters within his 

country's exclusive economic zone. 

 

President Rodrigo Duterte told a news conference late Friday that the Philippines could not fight more 

powerful nations like the United States and China but warned that "if you get something there from the 

economic zone, I will order the navy to fire." 

 

Duterte was referring to the country's 200-nautical mile exclusive economic zone, a stretch of sea where 

coastal states have been granted exclusive rights to exploit natural resources under a 1982 U.N. treaty. 

 

Duterte recently stopped all foreign scientific research missions in Benham Rise to stress Philippine 
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sovereign rights over the off-shore region. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Mass exodus San Francisco Bay Area 

SOURCE http://sanfrancisco.cbslocal.com/2018/02/08/san-francisco-bay-area-mass-exodus-residents/  

GIST SAN JOSE (KPIX 5) – The number of people packing up and moving out of the Bay Area just hit its 

highest level in more than a decade. 

 

Carole Dabak spent 40 years living in San Jose and now she’s part of the mass exodus that is showing no 

signs of slowing down. 

 

The retired engineer’s packing up and calling it quits about to move to the state of Tennessee. 

 

“I loved it here when I first got here. I really loved it here. But it’s just not the same,” Dabak said. 

 

Of course people come and go from the Bay Area all the time, but for the first time in a long time, more 

people are leaving the Bay Area than are coming in. And the number one place in the country for out-

migration is now, right here. 

 

Russell Hancock with Joint Venture Silicon Valley said, “Silicon Valley has been this place that is 

growing. And it was mostly growing because…people relocating here and relocating from other parts of 

the world. That’s changing.” 

 

Joint Venture Silicon Valley’s own study of the out-migration says workers are moving to Sacramento, 

Austin, and Portland due to a number of factors. But topping the list is the high cost of housing. 

 

“You can’t even contemplate getting into the housing market here,” Hancock said. “And I don’t mean just 

service workers, I mean highly skilled professionals. The tech elite are having a hard time affording 

reasonable housing in Silicon Valley. So this is difficult, this makes it very difficult for employers trying 

to recruit.” 

 

Operators of a San Jose U-Haul business say one of their biggest problems is getting its rental moving 

vans back because so many are on a one-way ticket out of town. 

 

Dabak cites crowding, crime and politics as the reasons for her own exodus. 

 

“We don’t like it here anymore. You know, we don’t like this sanctuary state status and just the politics 

here,” she said. 

 

She plans to sell her home for about $1 million, buy a much larger place near Nashville for less than half 

that and retire closer to family and friends. 

 

Nationwide, the cities with the highest inflows, according to Redfin are Phoenix, Las Vegas, Atlanta, and 

Nashville. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Flu season still getting worse 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/da19ce2ea2354b5db3cc1cfeb78220fc/Flu-season-still-getting-worse;-now-as-bad-

as-2009-swine-flu  

GIST NEW YORK (AP) — The flu has further tightened its grip on the U.S. This season is now as bad as the 

swine flu epidemic nine years ago. 
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A government report out Friday shows 1 of every 13 visits to the doctor last week was for fever, cough 

and other symptoms of the flu. That ties the highest level seen in the U.S. during swine flu in 2009. 

 

And it surpasses every winter flu season since 2003, when the government changed the way it measures 

flu. 

 

“I wish that there were better news this week, but almost everything we’re looking at is bad news,” said 

Dr. Anne Schuchat, acting director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

 

Flu season usually takes off in late December and peaks around February. This season started early and 

was widespread in many states by December. Early last month, it hit what seemed like peak levels — but 

then continued to surge. 

 

The season has been driven by a nasty type of flu that tends to put more people in the hospital and cause 

more deaths than other more common flu bugs. Still, its long-lasting intensity has surprised experts, who 

are still sorting out why it’s been so bad. One possibility is that the vaccine is doing an unusually poor job; 

U.S. data on effectiveness is expected next week. 

 

Some doctors say this is the worst flu season they’ve seen in decades. Some patients are saying that, too. 

 

Last week, 43 states had high patient traffic for the flu, up from 42, the CDC reported. Flu remained 

widespread in every state except Hawaii and Oregon and hospitalizations continued to climb. 

 

But reports of deaths — some in otherwise healthy children and young adults — have caused growing fear 

and concern, health officials acknowledge. 

 

The CDC said the amount of suspected flu cases at doctor’s offices and hospital emergency rooms last 

week matched that seen in 2009, when a new swine flu pandemic swept the world. Swine flu, also called 

pandemic H1N1, was a new strain that hadn’t been seen before. It first hit that spring, at the tail end of the 

winter season, but doctor visits hit their height in late October during a second wave. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Dow rebounds; still worst week in 2yrs 

SOURCE https://www.cnbc.com/2018/02/09/us-stock-futures-dow-data-earnings-market-sell-off-and-

politics.html  

GIST The Dow Jones industrial average rebounded more than 300 points Friday, paring deep losses for investors 

in what still amounted to the worst week in two years. 

 

The Dow ended the day up 330.44 points, or 1.38 percent, closing at 24,190.90. The S&P 500 rallied 1.49 

percent to finish at 2,619.55, while the Nasdaq composite added 1.44 percent to close at 6,874.49. The 

index swung more than 1,000 points in volatile trading Friday. 

 

The Dow and the S&P 500 both lost 5.2 percent on the week, while the Nasdaq shed 5.1 percent as rising 

interest rates spooked investors. The Dow average experienced two drops of more than 1,000 points and 

two gains of more than 300 points during this volatile week. At their lows this week, all three major 

indexes were in correction territory from the record highs reached in January. 

 

"What's happened here is an understanding that inflation is returning and that the central bank quantitative 

easing that we've grown accustomed to is coming to an end," said Jim Bianco, head of the Chicago-based 

advisory firm Bianco Research. "Since the financial crisis, this is the first 10 percent correction in stocks 

that has not been accompanied by a significant fall in rates." 

 

The Dow dropped 1,032 points Thursday and the aveage posted its worst point drop in history on Monday, 

closing 1,175 points lower. Monday's decline of 4.62 percent was also its worst daily percentage drop 
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since Aug. 10, 2011, when it also fell 4.62 percent. 

 

The recent turmoil in equities began last Friday, when the Dow fell 666 points after a better-than-expected 

jobs report ignited inflation fears. That fall was exacerbated Monday after the yield on the benchmark 10-

year Treasury note hit a 4-year high, sending the Dow tumbling another 1,175 points as investors grew 

more nervous about an overheating economy. 

 

Trouble with securities called exchange-traded notes that decline in value when volatility increases likely 

helped create more turmoil in the markets this week. The Cboe Volatility index (VIX) — the market's best 

fear gauge — shot above 40 again Friday after jumping as high as 50 earlier in the week. At the end of 

January, the VIX was below 14. 

 

Yields backed off their multi-year highs on Tuesday, giving the Dow a 560-point bounce and relative 

stability on Wednesday. But between another round of strong economic news, hawkish comments from 

the Bank of England and an expensive government funding bill, yields rallied again, sparking Thursday's 

sell-off. 

 

The 10-year Treasury ticked up to 2.85 percent Friday. The note yield flirted with 2.885 percent Thursday, 

a 4-year high that sparked major equity sell-offs earlier in the week. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 China’s corruption problem in Africa 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/09/world/patrick-ho-corruption-china-africa/index.html  

GIST (CNN)It sounds like a Hollywood movie. A respected Hong Kong financial magnate allegedly plans a 

clandestine meeting with the president of Chad in the middle of the dusty Sahara Desert, and offers him a 

$2 million gift to secure oil rights for a Chinese conglomerate. 

 

In another scheme, Chi Ping Patrick Ho, according to United States prosecutors, sends the now foreign 

minister of Uganda, who was then the president of the UN General Assembly, a $500,000 bribe for 

business advantages, through the New York banking system. 

 

All this was allegedly planned under the noses of the world's top diplomats in the corridors of the United 

Nations in New York, where Ho ran an energy NGO. 

 

In November 2017, Ho and Cheikh Gadio -- the Senegalese failed presidential candidate and former 

foreign minister, who allegedly arranged the deals -- were arrested in New York on multiple bribery and 

money laundering charges. This week, the trial date was set for November 5, 2018. Aged 68 years old and 

in ailing health, Ho risks spending his remaining years behind bars. He has pleaded not guilty. 

 

This case, however, is about more than one man's spectacular fall from grace. It offers a rare window into 

Chinese corruption in Africa -- something academics, politicians and business people have long suspected 

existed but found difficult to prove. 

 

What's more, with the mountain of evidence seemingly against the defendant, legal experts are wondering 

whether Ho might be asked to expose other corrupt parties to reduce his sentence. 

 

Western companies in Africa have "long spoken of the competitive advantage Chinese companies have on 

the continent," says Andrew Spalding, a professor at the University of Richmond and expert in anti-

corruption law. "And the dramatic increase in China's commercial presence tends to confirm it." 

 

China's goods trade alone with Africa totaled $188 billion in 2015, compared with $53 billion for the US. 

As China has become the continent's biggest economic partner, Chinese companies have found themselves 

operating in countries with high corruption ratings without domestic legislation to answer to. Thirteen 

Sub-Saharan African nations ranked in the bottom 30 of the 2016 Corruption Perceptions Index. 
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"If I am an American company and I want to do a deal, particularly in Africa and less developed areas, and 

I am approaching African officials but losing out because Chinese companies are bribing those officials, I 

am going to be irked," says Rob Precht, president of New York-based legal think tank Justice Labs. 

 

American and British companies have been living with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) and the 

UK Bribery Act for years. Although China formally adopted a foreign bribery law to comply with the UN 

Convention Against Corruption in 2011, it has done "next to nothing to enforce it," says Spalding. He 

adds: "The hope is that if Western companies continue to pressure overseas governments to change, that 

competitive advantage will eventually disappear." 

 

Chinese president Xi Jinping's high-profile corruption crackdown at home virtually ignores foreign 

bribery, according to some observers. "For centuries, bribery has not even been considered a bad thing in 

China," says Precht. "But as China becomes a partner in the world community, these issues are going to 

become more important." 

 

In November 2017, the US Department of Justice formalized a new anti-corruption policy prioritizing 

bringing cases against individuals rather than corporations. Heavy fines against companies, it said, only 

penalized shareholders. 

 

US Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein cited the conviction of one of the richest men in China, real 

estate magnate Ng Lap Seng, of bribing UN officials, as an early example of this strategy's success. He 

thanked the governments of the United Kingdom, Brazil, Austria, Germany, the Netherlands, Singapore, 

and Turkey for helping the US to enforce this approach during a two-year trial period. 

 

China was notably absent from that list. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Flights canceled; storm slams Midwest 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/09/us/winter-weather/index.html  

GIST (CNN)More than 1,500 US flights have been canceled Friday as a winter storm slammed the Midwest with 

at least 1 inch of snow per hour. 

 

Heavy snow and strong winds already pounded Chicago and Detroit, where public school systems opted 

not to open Friday, CNN meteorologist Haley Brink said. 

 

"We are getting more snow today, tomorrow and Sunday than we have normally gotten in the last two 

winters in any one period of time," Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel said in a Friday morning news 

conference, adding that the city's top priority is the safety of residents. 

 

"Whether that's young kids, homeless, elderly, sick, commuters -- in every capacity we are responding and 

ensuring that people are able to handle this weather." 

 

About 23 million Americans are under winter weather alerts as an arctic front pushes from Montana 

through the Midwest, CNN meteorologists said. 

 

Chicago could get around a foot of snow -- 8 to 14 inches -- by late Friday, and between 2 to 4 inches 

through the weekend, forecasters said. Much of northern Illinois had seen between 8 and 12 inches of 

snow by Friday afternoon, CNN meteorologist Taylor Ward said. 

 

The bulk of flight cancellations affected Chicago's O'Hare and Midway airports and Detroit Metropolitan 

Wayne County Airport, according to the tracking site FlightAware.com. 

 

Kieran Sheridan, chief operating officer for the Chicago Department of Aviation, said in a Friday press 
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conference that the city's airports were "well-prepared." 

 

About 280 heavy snow equipment operators were working on the airfields at Midway and O'Hare, said 

Sheridan, who warned travelers to give themselves extra time when heading to the airport. 

 

Four major US airlines -- Delta, United, Frontier and Southwest -- issued weather waivers for passengers, 

allowing travelers to change their reservations without incurring fees. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Militants attack India army Kashmir camp 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/dead-militant-attack-indian-army-base-kashmir-

52998290?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Shooting between soldiers and militants holed up inside an army camp in Indian-controlled Kashmir has 

left at least five soldiers and one civilian dead, officials said Sunday, the second day of the battle. 

 

The fighting, which began at dawn Saturday when the militants stormed the Sunjuwan army base on the 

outskirts of the city of Jammu, continued into Sunday afternoon, said the region's top police official, S.P. 

Vaid. At least 11 people were injured. 

 

Security forces were sweeping through the camp slowly, since soldiers and their families live there, Vaid 

said. It was unclear how many militants were involved in the attack. 

 

The Himalayan region of Kashmir is divided between India and archrival and neighbor Pakistan. Both 

claim the region in its entirety. 

 

Anti-India sentiment runs deep among Kashmir's mostly Muslim population. 

 

Several militant groups have been fighting for Kashmir's independence from India or its merger with 

Pakistan since 1989. Around 70,000 people have been killed in the uprising and the ensuing Indian 

military crackdown. 

 

India accuses Pakistan of arming and training the militants, a charge Islamabad denies. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Drones in opening ceremony Olympics 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/thousands-drones-light-show-olympics-opening-

ceremony/story?id=52941985&cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Thousands of drones were used to put on a pre-recorded light show during the opening ceremony for the 

2018 Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang, South Korea, Friday morning for the first time, according to Intel, 

which is overseeing the event. 

 

A total of 1,218 drones outfitted with LED lights were used to paint "colorful illustration in the sky," 

setting a new Guinness World Record on the number of drones flown at the same time, according to an 

Intel spokeswoman. Intel holds the current record after 500 drones were flown simultaneously for a light 

show in Krailling, Germany, on Oct. 7., the spokeswoman said.  

 

The drones are controlled through an automated software program, though they do have one pilot for 

backup, Intel said.  

 

In addition to the opening ceremony, the drones will be used throughout the games, creating light-filled 

formations every night from Feb. 10 to Feb. 24 during the nightly victory ceremonies.  
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"It's something that we wanted to integrate that experience into the Olympics on a daily occasion, because 

not everyone is going to be at the opening ceremony, and we want to give everyone in Korea a chance to 

see these shows," said Natalie Cheung, the general manager for Intel's drone light shows. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Israel downs Iran drone; strikes Syria 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-downs-iranian-drone-strikes-syria-16-crashes-

52978982?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST The Israeli military shot down an Iranian drone that infiltrated the country early Saturday before launching 

"large-scale attack" on at least a dozen Iranian targets in Syria. Israel called it a "severe and irregular 

violation of Israeli sovereignty." 

 

The military said its planes faced massive anti-aircraft fire from Syria that forced two pilots to abandon an 

F-16 jet that crashed in northern Israel. One pilot was seriously wounded and the other lightly. 

 

The military called the drone infiltration a "severe and irregular violation of Israeli sovereignty" and said 

Iran would be held responsible for its outcome, marking a dramatic escalation in tensions along its 

northern border. 

 

"This is a serious Iranian attack on Israeli territory. Iran is dragging the region into an adventure in which 

it doesn't know how it will end," Israel's chief military spokesman, Brig. Gen. Ronen Manelis, said in a 

special statement. "Whoever is responsible for this incident is the one who will pay the price." 

 

The Israeli military then carried out what it called a "large scale attack" against Iranian and Syrian targets 

in Syria. 

 

The military said it struck 12 targets including three aerial defense batteries and four Iranian targets that 

are part of Iran's military establishment in Syria. During the attack, anti-aircraft missiles were fired toward 

Israel jets triggering sirens that were sounded across northern Israel. 

 

Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman was convening the top brass at military headquarters in Tel Aviv to 

discuss a further response. 

 

Israeli military spokesman Jonathan Conricus said Iran was "responsible for this severe violation of Israeli 

sovereignty" and that the military was "fully prepared for further action." 

 

Syrian state TV quoted a military official saying Syrian air defenses hit more than one Israeli plane. The 

official said the Israeli raids hit a base in the country's central area, and called it a "new aggression." 

 

Later, Syria state TV said its air defenses responded to new Israeli raids near the capital Damascus. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Study: phishing attacks that do work 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/study-shows-most-clicked-phishing-attempts/article/743513/  

GIST People are very predictable when it comes to designing phishing attacks that appeal to a potential victims 

with people most likely to click on messages concerning money.  

 

A recent KnowBe4 study sent phishing test emails to roughly 6 million and found users were most likely 

to click on the mock phishing emails when they promised money or threatened the loss of money. People 

were also likely to fall for phishing attacks appealing to their appetite offering free food or drinks, emails 
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that evoked the fear of missing out on non-monetary opportunities and attacks that appealed to basic 

curiosity such as new contact requests or photo tags. 

 

Researchers also saw an increased click rate with certain email subjects as well with missed deliveries and 

false security notifications gaining the most clicks. The top subject lines of included “A Delivery Attempt 

Was Made” with an 18 percent click rate, “UPS Label Delivery 1ZBE312TNY00015011” with a 16 

percent click rate, “Change of Password Required Immediately” with a 15 percent click rate, “Unusual 

sign-in activity” with a 9 percent click rate, and “Happy Holidays! Have a drink on us.” With an 8 percent 

click rate.  

 

“Email is an effective way to phish users when disguised as legitimate email,” the report said. “These 

methods allow attackers to craft and distribute enticing material for both random (general phish) and 

targeted (spear-phish) means, leveraging multiple psychological triggers and engaging in what amounts to 

a continuous maturity cycle.” 

 

Researchers were more convincing when targeting users via social media themed email phishing attacks. 

LinkedIn notifications were by far the most convincing with requests to add people, join networks, reset 

passwords, and new messages convincing 53 percent of test subjects to click. 

 

The study also found that login Alerts, 19 percent, tagged photos, 12 percent, free pizza and new voice 

message respectively gained clicks from 18 percent of test subjects.  

 

“The most effective templates or phishes are those that cause a knee-jerk reaction in the user,” Stu 

Sjouwerman, CEO, KnowBe4 said. “They make him/her react without thinking due to the alarming or 

urgent nature of the subject.” 

 

Sjouwerman added that cybercriminals already know this and that these kind of subject lines will 

consistently work with the softest of targets and serve as an effective vector into a company. Some of the 

attacks may have benefited from the seasons with the package delivery phishing attacks making an uptick 

in Q4 near the holiday season when people are more likely to be expecting things in the mail.  

 

“Seasonal differences really show up as Q4 was very concentrated on package delivery, no surprises 

there,” Sjouwerman said. “Q3 saw a larger amount of data breach or password related clicks, most likely 

due to the Equifax breach.” 

 

He went on to say that initially the users were easy to trick however, the researchers quickly found that 

they couldn't use the same email template on the same people or subjects would wise up to the tricks so 

researchers had to continue to switch the templates. Regardless, researchers found that the same tactics 

ultimately can be used on organizational employees and still work with success before they are worn out. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Sacramento Bee hit by ransomware 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/sacramento-bee-databases-hit-with-ransomware-

attack/d/d-id/1331023  

GIST The Sacramento Bee reported that two of its databases, both on a third-party server, were hit with a 

ransomware attack in January 2017. A Bee employee discovered the attack last week following a tip from 

a reporter with a different organization, the publication reports. 

 

One affected database contained California voter registration data from the California Secretary of State 

and was obtained for reporting purposes. Another, a subscriber database, contained contact data for 53,000 

current and former Bee subscribers who activated digital accounts before 2017. The Bee is informing 

those whose names, addresses, email addresses, and phone numbers were compromised. 

 

Publisher Gary Wortel reports neither database contained credit card numbers, bank account data, or 
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Social Security numbers. The voter registration data had been previously exposed online, and the same 

database had been shared with organizations that had been subject to attack. 

 

An anonymous attacker demanded a Bitcoin ransom in exchange for the data. The Bee chose not to pay 

and has deleted both databases to prevent further attacks. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Top nation-state hacking groups 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/8-nation-state-hacking-groups-to-watch-in-2018/d/d-

id/1331009  

GIST The nation-state threat landscape is constantly shifting. Threat actors alter strategies, switch targets, 

change tools - and for organizations who need to defend against these groups, keeping track of the players 

can seem impossible. 

 

Some hotbed regions are getting hotter, and some big-name actors are getting bigger. A perfect example is 

Fancy Bear (also known as APT28 and Sofacy), one of many groups believed to act out of Russia and 

Eastern Europe. The group is thought to be an arm of the Russian military intelligence agency GRU. 

 

"[Fancy Bear] is probably the most famous group right now," says John Hultquist, FireEye director of intel 

analysis, who expects Fancy Bear will become even more brazen over the course of this year. Security 

experts point to Fancy Bear as the predominant threat group to watch in 2018 as it widens its bullseye to 

include more corporate targets.   

 

North Korea is another hotbed for cyberattacks. The North Korean regime has invested significant 

resources in its cyber capabilities and groups from the area have been linked to a variety of activity, from 

the infamous Sony breach, to WannaCry and cryptocurrency mining.  

 

Here are the nation-state threat groups security researchers are watching most closely - and the aliases, 

geographies, behaviors, past attacks, and changing strategies related to each one.   

------ 

 

Fancy Bear 

Also known as: Fancy Bear, APT28, Sofacy, Strontium, Sednit 

 

Believed to operate out of: Russia 

 

Usual targets: Fancy Bear's targets are primarily based in Europe and tend to include government 

ministries, though past attacks have targeted global embassies and the United States. The group has been 

known to target based on policies and it's interested in anything related to NATO, says Brian 

Bartholomew, principal security researcher at Kaspersky Lab. These days, he says Fancy Bear has its eyes 

on the Olympics. 

 

Behavior: Its strength is spearphishing, says Bartholomew, adding that this is the main tactic for most 

threat groups. Fancy Bear has splintered into different subgroups, each of which is responsible for a 

different part of the attack. One subset focuses on phishing as many targets as possible. Once they're on a 

system, the next subset uses toolsets to maintain persistence. 

 

Fancy Bear has also been known to leverage social media in its attacks, and spread disinformation 

campaigns, Bartholomew says. For example, it's believed to have hacked the anti-doping administration 

and tried to feed altered data to journalists, says Bartholomew. Some don't attribute this to Sofacy, he 

notes, but "we're pretty certain it is them." The group's toolkit is constantly evolving, but it does use a core 

backdoor called XAgent, says Alexis Dorais-Joncas, security intelligence team lead at ESET. 

 

Tied to: Attacks on the Democratic National Committee, International Association of Athletics 
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Federations, and German Parliament; influencing the 2016 US presidential election. 

 

"I think what's so surprising about their activity is, despite continued accusations and exposures, they had 

not let up," says Hultquist, who expects increased activity during the Olympics and elections.  

 

"They've shown disregard for global norms and willingness to cross lines we never thought we'd see 

crossed." 

------ 

 

Lazarus Group 

Also known as: DarkSeoul, Hermit 
Believed to operate out of: North Korea 

Usual targets: South Korea, United States, financial organizations for monetary gain. 

Worth noting: "We believe there is more than one North Korean group," says Hultquist. It's difficult to 

break down groups in the region because of the way they operate. There aren't many Internet streams 

coming from North Korea so oftentimes activity from different groups gets muddled together. 

Behavior: Groups in the region are strong at social media attacks, says Bartholomew. Attackers typically 

target victims on Facebook Messenger, LinkedIn, Twitter, and other platforms. "They'll spend a lot of 

efforts doing social campaigns figuring out who to target, then go after them slowly," he explains. 

"We're not seeing an end to financially motivated activities," says Hultquist. "It's global and it is multi-

million -- we're talking hundreds of millions of dollars at stake." Most nation-state threat groups limit their 

activities to espionage or destruction; the additional practice of financial cybercrime seems to be unique to 

North Korea, researchers say. Lazarus Group was behind the massive Sony data-destruction and doxing 

attack, and one of its subgroups has been tied to attacks on cryptocurrency exchanges and the SWIFT 

banking network. 

------ 

Bluenoroff (subgoup of Lazarus Group) 
Believed to operate out of: North Korea 

Usual targets: Financial institutions 

Behavior: "Basically, they're the financiers of the cyber world," says Bartholomew of Bluenoroff, a 

branch of Lazarus Group specifically focused on financial businesses. Its goal is to gain cryptocurrency to 

finance their attack efforts. 

Tied to: High-profile crypto hacks involving large sums of money from specific exchanges, including the 

attacks on the SWIFT network. Security researchers expect this activity to continue - especially as 

sanctions on the North Korean government and economy continue. "Sanctions are going to be tightened 

more, and these guys are going to get more active so they can continue to finance things," Bartholomew 

explains. 

------ 

Turla 

Also known as: Snake, Venomous Bear, Waterbug 
Believed to operate out of: Eastern Europe 

Usual targets: Typically, former Soviet republics (Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan), as well as embassies in 

Moscow. Campaigns have also targeted diplomats in Eastern Europe, global consulates and embassies, 

and ministries of foreign affairs of European countries, says Dorais-Joncas. It has also targeted the US 

Department of State. 

Behavior: The group has been known to leverage social engineering to trick targets into installing 

malware. Attackers often use watering hole attacks, which Bartholomew predicts will continue as it 

doesn't often change tactics - only a few times each year, and not much in 2017, he says. 

"We've seen distribution of fake, infected Flash updater on an Adobe subdomain pointing to one of their 

legitimate CDN IP addresses," Dorais-Joncas says, adding that Adobe has confirmed it hadn't been 

compromised or distributed the malicious files. Turla combined one of its backdoors with a legitimate 

Adobe Flash installer and downloaded the malware from real Adobe URLs and IP addresses, then got 
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infected machines to return sensitive data to legitimate Adobe URLs. 

Turla has been around for a while but began to increase activity in 2017 after a period of quiet. This past 

summer, it began using an undocumented backdoor to spy on embassies and consulates. A separate 

campaign, dubbed WhiteBear, is believed to be phase two of Turla project White Atlas. Like this 

campaign and others by Turla, its C&C infrastructure is made up of hijacked websites and satellite 

connections. Later that summer, researchers noticed Turla targeting G20 participants and interested parties 

(policymakers, nations, journalists) with KopiLuwak, a backdoor it has been known to use. 

------ 

Sandworm 

Also known as: BlackEnergy, Electrum, Iridium 
Believed to operate out of: Eastern Europe 

Usual targets: Ukraine 

Behavior: Sandworm has been known to appear then disappear in waves with its attacks, which primarily 

target Ukraine, and experts agree we'll see more of these attacks in 2018. The group frequently uses 

spearphishing and has recently begun targeting the supply chain, a move likely to increase its target base, 

says Hultquist. While Ukraine is its primary target for ICS/SCADA attacks, there's always a chance 

Sandworm will broaden its reach. It previously researched a potential attack on US utility systems. 

"Given that this activity doesn't appear to be declining or shrinking, the danger of them shifting and 

targeting outside Ukraine continues to increase," says Hultquist. "That could have serious repercussions 

for corporations operating all around the world." 

Tied to: Ukraine power grid attacks of December 2015 and December 2016 . Hultquist and other security 

researchers have also linked the group to last summer's NotPetya attack, a destructive campaign which 

also primarily targeted Ukraine. 

------ 

Scarcruft 

Also known as: Reaper, Group 123 
Believed to operate out of: North Korea 

Usual targets: South Korean government, military, and defense industrial base 

Behavior: Scarcruft, or Reaper (not to be confused with the IoT botnet named Reaper) has so far been less 

prolific, but is starting to cause concern, according to researchers. Up until now, the group hadn't 

demonstrated strong sophistication or focus outside the Korean peninsula. Now the group has been linked 

to latest Adobe Flash zero-day, a sign that it is growing in strength. Hultquist says Scarcruft has been seen 

doing strategic Web compromises, specifically on websites related to North Korean interests like 

unification or defectors.  

------ 

APT29 

Also known as: Cozy Bear, CozyDuke, The Dukes 
Believed to operate out of: Eastern Europe/Russia  

Usual targets: Western European governments, foreign policy groups, similar organizations. APT29 has 

also targeted think tanks and NGOs. 

Behavior: APT29 usually hides activity on victims' networks by disguising infrequent communication to 

resemble legitimate traffic, and by using legitimate popular Web services and taking advantage of 

encrypted SSL connections. It only uses compromised servers for C&C communication and deploys its 

own backdoors to fix bugs and add new features, report researchers at FireEye. 

APT29 has also used social media platforms like Twitter and GitHub, and cloud storage services, to relay 

commands and take data from compromised networks. Spearphishing campaigns in recent years have 

targeted the US government. 

Tied to: Attacks related to US election, post-US election spearphishing attacks, Democratic National 

Committee hack.  

------- 

APT35 
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Also known as: Newscaster, Charming Kitten 
Believed to operate out of: Middle East - specifically Iran 

Usual targets: Global range but recent focus is on Middle East, particularly Saudi Arabia and Israel 

Behavior: "They've been carrying out global incidents," says Hultquist. "We've seen some overlap 

between them and destructive incidents and haven't been able to completely connect the two." 

APT35 focuses on social engineering through social networks. Attackers create fake personae in social 

networks and use them to infiltrate organizations by sending links to employees. Unlike email, which 

typically has built-in defenses, social media is less monitored and businesses don't have as much control. 

While the group's targets have shifted as relations between the US and Iran have improved, Hultquist 

anticipates we'll see more of them going forward. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Google paid $2.9M for vulnerabilities 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/google-paid-$29m-for-vulnerabilities-in-

2017/d/d-id/1331027  

GIST Google issued a total of $2.9 million in 2017 as part of its Google Vulnerability Reward Program, which 

has so far paid out $12 million since it was first created in November 2010. 

 

More than $1 million was given for vulnerabilities discovered and reported in Google products, and $1.1 

million was given for Android bugs. Google reports it gave out 1,230 individual rewards and 274 paid 

researchers were involved in the program last year. 

 

The Vulnerability Research Grants program awarded $125,000 to more than 50 security researchers 

around the world. This initiative, a complement to the Vulnerability Reward Program, pays researchers 

and invited experts to investigate the security of Google products and services, even in situations where no 

vulnerabilities are discovered. 

 

Its Patch Rewards Program, an experimental program founded in 2013 which rewards proactive security 

improvements to open-source projects, paid $50,000 to participants in 2017. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Energy riches fuel bitcoin craze in Iceland 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/gold-rush-energy-demands-soar-iceland-bitcoins-

52997828?   

GIST Iceland is expected to use more energy "mining" bitcoins and other virtual currencies this year than it uses 

to power its homes. 

 

With massive amounts of electricity needed to run the computers that create bitcoins, large virtual 

currency companies have established a base in the North Atlantic island nation blessed with an abundance 

of renewable energy. 

 

The new industry's relatively sudden growth prompted lawmaker Smari McCarthy of Iceland's Pirate Party 

to suggest taxing the profits of bitcoin mines. The initiative is likely to be well received by Icelanders, who 

are skeptical of speculative financial ventures after the country's catastrophic 2008 banking crash. 

 

"Under normal circumstances, companies that are creating value in Iceland pay a certain amount of tax to 

the government," McCarthy told The Associated Press. "These companies are not doing that, and we might 

want to ask ourselves whether they should." 

 

The energy demand has developed because of the soaring cost of producing and collecting virtual 

currencies. Computers are used to make the complex calculations that verify a running ledger of all the 
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transactions in virtual currencies around the world. 

 

In return, the miners claim a fraction of a coin not yet in circulation. In the case of bitcoin, a total of 21 

million can be mined, leaving about 4.2 million left to create. As more bitcoin enter circulation, more 

powerful computers are needed to keep up with the calculations — and that means more energy. 

 

The serene coastal town of Keflavik on Iceland's desolate southern peninsula has over the past months 

boomed as an international hub for mining bitcoins and other virtual currencies. 

 

Local fishermen, chatting over steaming cups of coffee at the harbor gas station, are puzzled by the 

phenomenon, which has spawned oversize construction sites on the outskirts of town. 

 

Among the main attractions of setting up bitcoin mines at the edge of the Arctic Circle is the natural 

cooling for computer servers and the competitive prices for Iceland's abundance of renewable energy from 

geothermal and hydroelectric power plants. 

 

Johann Snorri Sigurbergsson, a business development manager at the energy company Hitaveita 

Sudurnesja, said he expected Iceland's virtual currency mining to double its energy consumption to about 

100 megawatts this year. That is more than households use on the island nation of 340,000, according to 

Iceland's National Energy Authority. 

 

"Four months ago, I could not have predicted this trend — but then bitcoin skyrocketed and we got a lot 

more emails," he said at the Svartsengi geothermal energy plant, which powers the southwestern peninsula 

where the mining takes place. 

 

"Just today, I came from a meeting with a mining company seeking to buy 18 megawatts," he said. 

 

At the largest of three bitcoin "farms" currently operating within Keflavik — called "Mjolnir" after the 

hammer of Thor, the Norse god of thunder — high metal fences surround 50 meter-long (164 foot) 

warehouse buildings stacked with computer rigs. 

 

The data centers here are specially designed to utilize the constant wind on the bare peninsula. Walls are 

only partial on each side, allowing a draft of cold air to cool down the equipment. 

 

"What we are doing here is like gold mining," said Helmut Rauth, who manages operations for Genesis 

Mining, a major bitcoin mining company. "We are mining on a large scale and getting the gold out to the 

people." 

 

In the capital, Reykjavik, some are more skeptical about bitcoin. 

 

The last time Iceland was an international hub for finance, the venture ended with a giant bank crash, 

making the country one of the symbols of the 2008 global financial crisis. 

 

The political turmoil following the crash swept the upstart Pirate Party into Iceland's parliament, where it 

currently holds 10 percent of seats. 

 

Pirate Party legislator McCarthy has questioned the value of bitcoin mining for Icelandic society, saying 

residents should consider regulating and taxing the emerging industry. 

 

"We are spending tens or maybe hundreds of megawatts on producing something that has no tangible 

existence and no real use for humans outside the realm of financial speculation," he said. "That can't be 

good." 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Iran: US, Britain hacked country’s dailies 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iranian-officials-hacks-dailies-us-britain-53003103?   

GIST Iranian telecommunication officials are saying that hackers who accessed the websites of some of the 

country's dailies are from the United States and Britain. 

 

A Sunday statement carried by the official IRNA news agency quotes the officials as saying the hackers 

targeted 30 websites on Saturday, including some belonging to Iranian newspapers. 

 

It added, however, that the websites were poorly secured. 

 

Late on Saturday hackers accessed the dailies' websites and changed their Farsi top stories to a contrived 

report about the death of the country's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. 

 

No one has claimed responsibility for the cyberattacks. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 UAE minister: data is oil of the future 

SOURCE http://www.arabnews.com/node/1243956/business-economy  

GIST DUBAI: Data is the “oil of the future,” Mohammad Al-Gergawi, UAE minister for cabinet affairs and the 

future, told the opening session of the World Government Summit in Dubai. 

 

A packed audience heard the minister set out the agenda for the three-day event, which has attracted 4,000 

leaders from the worlds of business and economic and public policy. Digital communications giants such 

as Google and Facebook would soon know more about individuals than governments do, Al-Gergawi said. 

 

“By 2045, we will be able to transfer and upload the contents of the human mind to a data center. 

Governments must be prepared for these coming changes. The aim of this summit is to find answers and 

set priorities to meet these challenges and opportunities.” 

 

The theme of the summit is “shaping future governments,” and Al-Gergawi detailed the challenges 

policymakers will face in health, artificial intelligence, crypto currencies and their impact on global 

finance, climate change and the issues of digital connectivity. 

 

Klaus Schwab, founder and chairman of the World Economic Forum, who also spoke at the opening 

session, harked back 10 years to the onset of the global financial crisis, which he said threatened a series of 

other crises in economies, in societies and between generations. 

 

“We avoided a complete breakdown of the financial system, but there was a cost. The world’s debts now 

add up to 200 per cent of global GDP,” he said. 

 

Schwab said most experts, such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development and the 

International Monetary Fund, were forecasting two years of  “sound, comprehensive growth,” but he said 

financial markets were still addicted to low interest rates and cheap capital. 

 

There were still risks of a social crisis, he said, with levels of inequality and an unfair system of wealth 

distribution, as well as a generational crisis. “The world’s education systems do not satisfy the 

requirements of the 21st century.” 

 

He highlighted global risks such as geopolitical issues, inequality, cybersecurity, gender parity and failures 

of leadership. 

 

The pace of technological change was increasing all the time and adding to the pressures on policymakers, 

Schwab said. “Never before has the speed of change been so fast as in 2018. But also, never again will the 

speed of change be so slow as it is in 2018.” 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Govt. sites infected w/mining malware 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bitcoin-cyber/u-s-uk-government-websites-infected-with-crypto-

mining-malware-report-idUSKBN1FV0VO  

GIST (Reuters) - Thousands of websites, including ones run by U.S. and UK government agencies, were 

infected for several hours on Sunday with code that causes web browsers to secretly mine digital 

currencies, technology news site The Register reported. 

 

More than 4,200 sites were infected with a malicious version of a widely used tool known as Browsealoud 

from British software maker Texthelp, which reads out webpages for people with vision problems, 

according to The Register. 

 

The news comes amid a surge in cyber attacks using software that forces infected computers to mine 

crypto currencies on behalf of hackers. The prevalence of these schemes has increased in recent months as 

the volume of trading in bitcoin and other crypto currencies has surged. 

 

The tainted version of Browsealoud caused inserted software for mining the digital currency Monero to 

run on computers that visited infected sites, generating money for the hackers behind the attack, The 

Register said. 

 

Representatives of the U.S. and British law enforcement agencies and Texthelp could not immediately be 

reached for comment. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Equifax breach more widespread 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/02/10/More-Equifax-info-exposed-than-originally-

disclosed-after-breach/2771518282337/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=lh&utm_medium=3  

GIST Feb. 10 (UPI) -- Equifax's reported hacking of consumers' personal information was more widespread than 

originally disclosed, according to new documents submitted to a U.S. Senate committee. 

 

The credit reporting agency said cyberthieves accessed tax identification numbers, email addresses and 

driver's license information of 145.5 million customers -- stretching beyond the scope the company 

originally revealed, according to documents received by the Senate Banking Committee. 

 

The Wall Street Journal and CNN reviewed the documents sent to the Senate. 

 

In September, Equifax said it had been breached, compromising personal information belonging to 145.5 

million consumers, including names, Social Security numbers, dates of birth and addresses, from May 

through July 2017 

 

Now, documents show that the license state and issue date might have also accessed. Equifax said an 

insignificant number of email addresses were affected and they are commonly searchable in public 

domains. 

 

Equifax spokesperson Meredith Griffanti told CNN Money the original disclosure wasn't meant to 

represent the full list of potentiality exposed information. 

 

"As your company continues to issue incomplete, confusing and contradictory statements and hide 

information from Congress and the public, it is clear that five months after the breach was publicly 

announced, Equifax has yet to answer this simple question in full: what was the precise extent of the 

breach?" Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., wrote in a letter to interim CEO Paulino do Rego Barros Jr. 
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Barros replaced Richard Smith, who announced after the breach he would retire. 

 

With the data, criminals can open bank accounts and lines of credit, including a credit card or mortgage. 

 

"The more information scammers have about you, the easier it is for them to impersonate you," said 

Lauren Saunders, associate director at the National Consumer Law Center. "And the easier it is for them to 

get by the protocols that banks and others use to make sure they are dealing with the right individual." 

 

Equifax, TransUnion and Experian are the top three credit reporting agencies. They gather information on 

individuals from banks, credit card companies, retailers and public records. to create credit reports, which 

are used by lenders to determine the risk of a potential borrower. 

 

Equifax has sent mail notices to consumers affected by the breach. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Digital devices more revealing? 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/mach/science/our-digital-devices-may-be-revealing-more-about-us-we-

ncna845966  

GIST The digital footprints we leave behind as we go about our Internet-browsing, cellphone-calling, app-using 

lives may be revealing more about us than we realize — and opening us up to some surprising risks. 

 

The potential pitfalls were highlighted recently when an Australian college student discovered that maps 

released by the fitness-tracking app Strava could be used to identify U.S. military bases. 

 

The company had used anonymized GPS data from its users’ jogging and cycling routes to create a global 

“heat map” of activity. But because the app is popular with military personnel, the maps revealed the 

locations of bases as well as sensitive details about their layouts and even service members’ routines. 

 

It was even possible to identify individual military personnel by uploading routes to Strava’s website to 

see who had the fastest times at these locations. 

 

"It really demonstrates our inability to comprehend the consequences of what we're sharing,” says Dr. 

Mani Srivastava, a UCLA professor with a special interest in security and privacy issues arising from the 

use of mobile devices. 

 

Military personnel aren’t the only ones at risk. Unless you opt out of publicly sharing your location data, 

other Strava users who exercise in the same area can pull up your profile details and see when and where 

you’re working out. That opens up the possibility that someone could find you during a workout — and 

that burglars might be able to tell when you’re away from home. 

 

Even if you don’t use a fitness tracker, you may be unwittingly revealing your location to others. 

 

Twitter lets users stamp tweets with a location, and researchers at MIT and Oxford University showed in 

2016 that even non-experts could use a day’s worth of tweets to identify someone’s home with 65 percent 

accuracy. 

 

Facebook also allows users to “check-in” to locations, and SnapChat’s SnapMap function broadcasts your 

location each time you open the app. Both reveal the information only to your friend list, but security 

researchers showed in 2011 that one-fifth of Facebook users accepted friend requests from strangers. 

 

In a 2011 survey of 50 convicted burglars in the U.K., four fifths said thieves use social media to case their 

targets. Three burglars robbed at least 18 homes in New Hampshire in 2010 after checking Facebook for 

people announcing they weren’t home. 
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Even when our data isn’t public, we may be sharing more than we realize. Location data tracked by 

smartphone apps can reveal our shopping habits and how and where we drive, as well as which place of 

worship we visit, says Srivastava, while motion sensors in fitness-tracking wristbands can show everything 

from sleep patterns to hand movements that suggest we’re smoking or eating. 

 

In his own house, Srivastava has an internet-connected thermostat that tracks people from room to room to 

help optimize the settings. “Maybe they could tell I’m a late-night eater because I spent some time in the 

kitchen at 1 a.m.,” he says. 

 

Personal data is valuable to advertisers, and some tech companies’ business models rely on harvesting it. 

“Many services are only available with your data as your currency,” says Srivastava. 

 

Digital assistants like Amazon Echo and Google Home, which record voice data when users speak to 

them, could prove particularly intrusive. Dr. Joseph Turow, a University of Pennsylvania professor who 

specializes in marketing and privacy, says Amazon's privacy policy gives it wide latitude in determining 

how it will use user data. 

 

"How they build that into their model of who you are I don't know,” he says, “but I don't think most people 

who have Echoes understand it’s certainly a possibility.” 

 

These profiles can be turned against consumers. In 2012, online travel agency Orbitz acknowledged that it 

showed Apple Mac users different, often more expensive, options compared to Microsoft Windows users 

— because data showed Mac users were bigger spenders. 

 

A 2012 Wall Street Journal investigation found that online retailers adjusted prices based on users’ 

browsing history and location. Displayed prices were higher in areas with little competition from brick-

and-mortar stores, which often overlapped with rural and poor areas. 

 

British car insurer Admiral even announced plans in 2016 to assess customer’s personalities by analyzing 

their Facebook posts, though Facebook forced them to scrap the scheme. It would have denied discounts to 

motorists whose posts suggested they might be comparatively reckless behind the wheel. 

 

Emerging “social credit scores” in China may be a harbinger of where this kind of profiling might lead, 

says Turow. 

 

Sesame Credit combines credit history, shopping habits, and social media data to assign consumers a 

“trustworthiness” score that governs their access to loans and fast-track visas as well as VIP treatment at 

hotels. A government-run system scheduled to go online by 2020 would go further, giving users with low 

scores slower internet speeds, restricted travel, reduced employment opportunities, and limited access to 

insurance and loans. 

 

"That may seem absurd to us,” says Turow. "But the distance between social credit scores and behavioral 

activity tracking that today's marketers use is not necessarily all that large.” 

 

Want to do more to limit your digital footprint and plug as many data leaks as possible? Slate’s 

Futurography project has useful tips. Both Apple iOS and Android version 6.0 allow you to switch off 

apps’ access to data streams like location (check the privacy settings). Privacy-protecting apps like Signal 

can also help by encrypting text and voice calls. And DuckDuckGo is one search engine that doesn’t 

collect user data. 

 

Experts say you should also delete apps you don’t use. 
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SOURCE http://newyork.cbslocal.com/2018/02/10/nyc-traffic-light-glitch/  

GIST NEW YORK (CBSNewYork) — Drivers and pedestrians alike were urged to tread carefully after a glitch 

during a routine software upgrade caused problems with traffic lights across multiple intersections in New 

York City Saturday morning. 

 

The city’s Department of Transportation said the problems appeared after a software upgrade, done 

regularly on weekend nights, experienced an interruption around 5 a.m. 

 

Approximately 600 intersections — about 5 percent of the city’s traffic lights — were affected at one 

point, according to authorities. Some became flashing red lights, others went completely dark.   

 

Officials said the problem did not cause any accidents. 

 

City Councilman Justin Brannan (D-43) said it’s a good thing it didn’t happen during the work week. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Olympics: cyberattack opening ceremony 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-olympics-2018-cyber/games-organizers-confirm-cyber-attack-

wont-reveal-source-idUSKBN1FV036?utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=Social  

GIST PYEONGCHANG, South Korea (Reuters) - Pyeongchang Winter Olympics organizers confirmed on 

Sunday that the Games had fallen victim to a cyber attack during Friday’s opening ceremony, but they 

refused to reveal the source. 

 

The Games’ systems, including the internet and television services, were affected by the hack two days 

ago but organizers said it had not compromised any critical part of their operations.  

 

“Maintaining secure operations is our purpose,” said International Olympic Committee (IOC) spokesman 

Mark Adams.  

 

“We are not going to comment on the issue. It is one we are dealing with. We are making sure our systems 

are secure and they are secure.”  

 

Asked if organizers knew who was behind the attack, Adams said: “I certainly don’t know. But best 

international practice says that you don’t talk about an attack.”  

 

The Winter Games are being staged only 80km (50 miles) from the border with North Korea, which is 

technically still at war with the South since their 1950-1953 war ended in a truce rather than a peace treaty. 

 

Russia, which has been banned from the Games for doping, said days before the opening ceremony that 

any allegations linking Russian hackers to attacks on the infrastructure connected to the Pyeongchang 

Olympic Games were unfounded.  

 

“We know that Western media are planning pseudo-investigations on the theme of ‘Russian fingerprints’ 

in hacking attacks on information resources related to the hosting of the Winter Olympic Games in the 

Republic of Korea,” Russia’s foreign ministry said.  

 

“Of course, no evidence will be presented to the world.”  

 

Cyber security researchers said in January they had found early indications that Russia-based hackers may 

be planning attacks against anti-doping and Olympic organizations in retaliation for Russia’s exclusion 

from the Pyeongchang Games. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Scientists arrested in bitcoin mining plot 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-43003740  

GIST Russian security officers have arrested several scientists working at a top-secret Russian nuclear warhead 

facility for allegedly mining crypto-currencies. 

 

The suspects had tried to use one of Russia's most powerful supercomputers to mine Bitcoins, media 

reports say. 

 

The Federal Nuclear Centre in Sarov, western Russia, is a restricted area. 

 

The centre's press service said: "There has been an unsanctioned attempt to use computer facilities for 

private purposes including so-called mining." 

 

The supercomputer was not supposed to be connected to the internet - to prevent intrusion - and once the 

scientists attempted to do so, the nuclear centre's security department was alerted. They were handed over 

to the Federal Security Service (FSB), the Russian news service Mash says. 

 

"As far as we are aware, a criminal case has been launched against them," the press service told Interfax 

news agency. 

 

Crypto-currencies like Bitcoin do not rely on centralised computer servers. People who provide computer 

processing power to the crypto-currency system, to enable transactions to take place, can get rewards in 

Bitcoins. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 US: let ISIS fighters face trial at home 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/let-isis-fighters-go-home-us-says-802860  

GIST The United States is lobbying its partners to let their fighters from the Islamic State militant group (ISIS) 

return home from Syria to face justice there. 

 

Top U.S. officials are calling on coalition allies to repatriate the foreign fighters who have been captured 

by the Syrian Kurds. 

 

“We're working with the coalition on foreign fighter detainees, and generally expect these detainees to 

return to their country of origin for disposition,” said Kathryn Wheelbarger, the principal deputy assistant 

defense secretary for international security affairs, the Associated Press reported. 

 

“Defense ministers have the obligation and the opportunity to really explain to their other ministers or 

their other Cabinet officials just the importance to the mission, to the campaign, to make sure that there's 

an answer to this problem.” 

 

European security services have long feared the return of thousands of foreign ISIS fighters to their home 

countries. But those who are returned as captives also pose problems for governments about what they 

should do with them. 

 

Last week, two British nationals believed to have been members of the infamous ISIS cell known as The 

Beatles because of their British accents were detained in Syria. The British government has appeared 

reluctant to accept the return of El Shafee Elsheikh and Alexanda Amon Kotey to face justice. 

 

Any trial of a returnee would require evidence, and when these militants are captured in the field, there is 

not always sufficient evidence to prosecute them at home, meaning they could be released into society. 
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The fear is that they will seek to carry out extremist attacks on home soil. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Taliban remains dominant jihadist force 

SOURCE http://www.businessinsider.com/isis-taliban-afghanistan-terrorism-2018-2  

GIST A number of high-profile attacks in Afghanistan towards the end of January were claimed by competing 

terrorist groups ISIS and the Taliban — putting the spotlight back on a country that has been at war for 

over a decade. 

 

An attack on the Intercontinental Hotel in Kabul on January 20 that killed at least 40 people and an 

ambulance bombing in Kabul on January 27 that killed 103 were claimed by the Taliban. 

 

An attack on Save the Children's Jalalabad office on January 24 that killed six people and an attack on 

Kabul's military academy on January 29 that killed at least 11 Afghan soldiers were claimed by ISIS' 

Afghan branch — known as Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant — Khorasan Province (ISIS-K). 

 

Since its creation in 2015, ISIS has pushed to have a bigger presence in Afghanistan. The recent attacks, 

and the fact that ISIS-K has proven to be stubbornly resilient, have made some in the West more worried 

about the group. 

 

Seth G. Jones, an expert on Afghanistan and a senior adviser to the International Security Program at the 

Center for Strategic and International Studies, told Business Insider that the Taliban and ISIS have been 

"at each others throats" since day one — but there is no question who the more threatening group is. 

 

"The Taliban is a much larger organization, controls roughly 10-12% of the population of Afghanistan, has 

conducted a lot more attacks, and has some support among Afghanistan’s conservative rural population," 

Jones said. 

 

"ISIS-K, on the other hand, is shrinking in size, controls virtually no territory, has conducted far fewer 

attacks, and has virtually no support among Afghanistan’s population." 

 

ISIS first came to South Asia in 2014, using the group's substantial funds and weak local governments to 

co-opt high-ranking members of the Pakistani Taliban and disaffected members of the Afghan Taliban.  

 

But almost as soon as it was founded, ISIS-K began suffering losses, as they found themselves fighting the 

Pakistani and Afghani governments, the NATO Coalition, and the Taliban all at the same time. 

 

Angry that ISIS had taken some of their members in southern Afghanistan, the Taliban hit back and 

essentially wiped out ISIS-K in Helmand and Farah provinces. 

 

ISIS has also suffered major losses in its fight against the Afghan government in NATO. All three of its 

top leaders (called "emirs") have been killed since the group was founded, and, according to Jones, their 

numbers have almost been halved since their founding. 

 

ISIS-K is now more of a deadly nuisance than a strategic threat to Afghanistan. 

 

"ISIS-K controls virtually nothing other than a small segment of territory. They're not competing in any 

meaningful way," Jones said. "Its in a bad situation. It has got everybody against it." 

 

Jones said ISIS-K has been so surprisingly resilient because it mostly operates in parts of Nangarhar 

Province, particularly the Achin District, where neither the Taliban or the Afghan government have much 

control. Instead the region is mostly controlled by local tribes and clans. 

 

Jones believes, however that ISIS-K will eventually become a transnational movement — forced to move 
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into Pakistan or Bangladesh as operations against them continue. 

 

"They're down in numbers, it looks like they are down in recruitment, they've stuck around but it looks like 

under most accounts they are probably weakening," he said. 

 

All of this is in stark contrast to the Taliban,  where "there is absolutely no comparison," according to 

Jones. 

 

Recent reports suggest that the Taliban has tripled in size since 2014 to up to 60,000. This is compared to 

ISIS-K's 1,000-2,000. 

 

The Taliban have complete control of some areas in Afghanistan's countryside, have their own court 

systems and governmental structures in place, a military structure based in Pakistan, and, according to a 

recent BBC report, threaten 70% of the country. 

 

They also, as Jones points out, have support from state actors; most notably Pakistan and possibly even 

Russia. 

 

ISIS-K and the Taliban are likely to continue attacks like the ones that plagued Afghanistan in January. 

Those high-profile attacks are important because even though neither ISIS or the Taliban control any 

urban territory, they gain international media attention and put them in the spotlight. 

 

Jones said the attacks "may give an impression that groups like the Taliban are omnipresent," even though 

they are not. "That's really a psychological impact." 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Woman accused of arson tried to join AQ 

SOURCE http://kstp.com/news/us-attorneys-office-memo-in-support-of-detention-of-tnuza-jamal-hassan-

facing-federal-terrorism-charge-st-kates-arson/4783815/  

GIST A woman accused of starting nine fires in multiple buildings on the campus of St. Catherine University 

and now facing federal charges of arson and terrorism had twice attempted to leave the country to join al-

Qaida, according to a court document filed on Friday. 

 

In the document filed ahead of an arraignment and detention hearing for 19-year-old Tnuza Jamal Hassan, 

the United States Attorney's Office in Minneapolis argues Hassan "presents an extraordinary danger to the 

community and a significant risk of flight and therefore should remain in custody pending trial." 

 

The attorney's office announced a three-count indictment last week against Hassan that includes charges of 

attempting to provide material support to a designated foreign terrorist organization, making a false 

statement, and arson.  

 

Hassan, of Minneapolis, was arrested by FBI agents Thursday at Ramsey County jail, where she had been 

detained since she allegedly set the fires on campus Jan. 17, including in one building that housed a day 

care center in which 33 kids and eight adults were present, according to the memorandum. 

 

The document points to evidence that Hassan tried to travel to Kabul, Afghanistan, on Sept. 19 of last year 

to join al-Qaida and the "'Islamic Resistance,' which she defined as (al-Qaida) and the Taliban."  

 

The memo says Hassan reached Dubai in that effort, but was prevented from traveling further because she 

lacked a visa.  

 

Prior to that, the document alleges, she attempted to recruit two female classmates to join al-Qaida or other 

organizations. She initially denied, but later admitted, to authoring a recruitment letter in March 2017.  
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Hassan was an English major, but is not currently enrolled at St. Kate's or employed.  

 

The document says she again tried to leave the country on Dec. 29, 2017, on a ticket to Ethiopia with her 

mother, though authorities prevented her from boarding the flight and her mother chose not to go. 

 

Josh Johnson, an attorney representing Hassan, did not immediately return a phone call seeking comment.  

 

After she was arrested in connection to the St. Kate's fires, Hassan admitted to authorities she set the fires 

in an act of jihad "in retaliation for the alleged misconduct of U.S. military forces in Muslim lands," 

according to the document. She admitted she hoped her actions would kill innocent people, the document 

says. 

 

In arguing for her detention ahead of Monday's hearing, the U.S. attorney's office also cited her admission 

that if released from custody but not allowed to leave the country, she would have the "'right' to wage 

violent jihad here in America." 

 

The attorney's office says it also plans to offer additional evidence to support their argument for keeping 

Hassan in custody, including statements with multiple references to "violent jihad, including those 

evidencing a desire to kill innocent Americans," as well as a copy of the alleged recruitment letter written 

by Hassan in March 2017. 

 

It also plans to argue Hassan's family has been unable to control or account for her behavior, citing three 

missing persons reports the family filed after each of Hassan's alleged attempts to leave the country. 

 

Hassan, a former St. Catherine student, was charged with first-degree arson in Ramsey County last month 

in connection to the fires on campus.  

 

The criminal complaint in connection to that incident includes a statement from Hassan that alleges she 

said she started the fires because "this was the same thing that happened in 'Muslim land' and nobody cares 

if they got hurt."  Attorneys stated she's "become dangerously radicalized." 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Germans shocked by young jihadists 

SOURCE https://learningenglish.voanews.com/a/german-shocked-by-young-jihadists/4241601.html  

GIST "Put on a thick jacket,” the 18-year-old son of Albanian immigrants told the 12-year-old German-Iraqi boy 

over the Internet. 

 

The young man was explaining how to bomb a Christmas market last year in the Rhineland town of 

Ludwigshafen. He told the boy to hide, light the explosive device and run. 

 

Luckily, the bomb failed to explode. Police arrested the 12-year-old in December 2017. They say it was 

the second time he tried to carry out a bomb attack. 

 

The step-by-step guidance by the 18-year-old was described in court papers last month. He communicated 

online with the boy from his home in Austria. 

 

Now, a top German official is calling for cancellation of laws restricting security surveillance of children 

under the age of 14. Hans-Georg Maassen is the head of the country’s domestic intelligence agency. He 

argues that Germany is facing serious risks from what the media calls “kindergarten jihadists.” 

 

The intelligence chief told a reporter that the Islamic State (IS) group and its followers target children in 

Germany. He added that IS agents search the internet for children who can be reached and try to persuade 

them to carry out terrorist attacks. 
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Maassen said he was worried about the risks from women and children who once lived in areas controlled 

by the militant group. He described the children of jihadist parents as “ticking…bombs.” 

 

“We see that children who grew up with Islamic State were brainwashed in the schools and the 

kindergartens of the Islamic State,” Maasen said. He noted that some boys and girls heard IS teachings at 

an early age, learned to fight, and may have abused or even killed prisoners. 

 

Only a few of the 290 children who left Germany with jihadist parents — or who were born in Syria or 

Iraq — have returned to Germany. Some rights activists have warned that Germany should not quickly 

change civil rights protections, questioning whether the danger is being overstated. 

 

The threat from children exposed to militancy has become a major political issue in Germany. Three out of 

five Islamist attacks in the country in 2016 were carried out by youngsters. 

 

This is the second time Maassen has publicly expressed his concerns about children working for militants. 

He also said it in October when he told Germans to “take a serious look at the threat” and to call the police 

if they saw anything. 

 

Last year, experts warned that Western governments were not giving enough thought about what to do 

with the children raised under IS rule or of Syrian and Iraqi children enlisted by militants. 

 

IS leaders were clear about their plan to teach children to be “the generation that will conquer Baghdad, 

Jerusalem, Mecca and Rome.” As the group’s territory shrank, the militants released videos explaining 

what would happen to their enemies in the future. 

 

German officials aren't the only ones worried about the children of IS foreign fighters or the continuing 

efforts by the group to get new members. 

 

Last week, the head of London police’s anti-terrorism command, Dean Haydon, warned of children taught 

by Islamic State coming back to Britain to carry out attacks. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 HM leader: training Kashmiris for jihad 

SOURCE https://www.kashmirmonitor.in/Details/142889/‘were-still-training-kashmiris-for-jihad  

GIST The supreme commander of Hizbul Mujahideen (HM), Syed Salahuddin – a Pakistan-based Kashmiri 

militant who was declared a global terrorist by US authorities last year – appears quite determined to take 

the Kashmir struggle forward to its “logical conclusion,” come what may.  

 

While Pakistan is under pressure from the Trump administration to clean up its act, Salahuddin remains as 

defiant as ever. 

 

The US move against Salahuddin and his Kashmiri militant organization looks to have had zero impact. 

Salahuddin, labeled a ‘Specially Designated Global Terrorist’ (SDGT), simply laughs the designation off. 

 

“Pakistan has just ignored the Trump administration’s wrong-headed decision of terming a ‘freedom 

fighter’ a ‘terrorist,’” which violates United Nations resolutions and the US Constitution,” he tells Asia 

Times in an exclusive interview. “Pakistan knows very well that a ‘mujahid’ cannot be a ‘terrorist,’ [and 

therefore] continues to provide ‘moral’ and ‘diplomatic’ support to the forces fighting for the right of self-

determination in Kashmir.” 

 

His assertion reinforces India’s claims that Pakistani authorities have been lending support to militant 

outfits in the region. 

 

Pakistan issued a fatwa known as ‘Paigham-e-Pakistan‘ (“Pakistan’s message”) on January 16 this year. It 
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empowers only Pakistan’s federal government, rather than militant groups, to announce holy wars (jihad). 

Terming the decree a “blessing,” Salahuddin’s response is to suggest that the government use it to declare 

a holy war in Kashmir. 

 

“Pakistan is pursuing a weak Kashmir policy in the face of deepening political chaos,” Salahuddin says. 

Mounting international pressure to end support for the “Kashmir resistance struggle” and other Islamist 

movements against US intervention in the region has diverted the focus of Pakistan’s policymakers, he 

contends. 

 

Government sources told Asia Times that Pakistan has asked such militants to keep a low profile.  

 

Salahuddin denies, however, that the government has laid any restrictions on his movements or barred the 

HM from participating in public activity. “I participated in the public meetings held on October 27 last 

year and again addressed the Kashmir Martyrs Day rally on November 27,” he claims. 

 

Despite minimal activity in most of Pakistan, HM leaders are certainly active on the Muzaffarabad side of 

Pakistan-held Kashmir. They enjoy high-level security cover there – provided by the country’s premier 

agencies. Salahuddin insists that “the HM struggle for Kashmir ‘liberation’ has gained momentum after 

the India-US nexus conspired to crush Kashmiris.” 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Terrorist reveals secret Gitmo perks 

SOURCE https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/admitted-terrorist-testifies-about-his-secret-guantanamo-

perks/ar-BBJ05WL?li=BBnbfcL&ocid=HPCDHP  

GIST GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAL BASE, Cuba — A tortured al-Qaida terrorist turned prosecution witness 

is being rewarded with a comfortable cabin-style lockup where he can garden, paint, exercise, learn 

English, cook meals for his interrogators and attorneys and watch American television. 

 

In sworn testimony Saturday, Ahmed al Darbi, 42, described changing from a lying, feces-flinging 

prisoner with a bad behavior record in the maximum-security Camp Five prison to a cooperating witness 

now cloistered in Camp Echo, an annex of the prison compound across the street. 

 

Darbi has his own kitchen with a freezer stocked with meat and spices, and other never-before-disclosed 

perks to pass his time preparing to testify as a witness for the war court prosecutor in two cases, one that 

seeks the death penalty. 

 

The prison provides him with lamb, rabbit, chicken, shrimp and other halal meat, he said as defense 

attorney Air Force Maj. Yolanda Miller read from what sounded like a shopping list. 

 

"Goat," the Saudi volunteered with a grin, adding, "I love chicken, and I don't see any issue with that. I 

still have it in my freezer until now." 

 

Darbi is scheduled to go home to a Saudi rehabilitation program Feb. 20 under a plea agreement if 

diplomats can close the deal and Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis approves the release. Four years ago he 

pleaded guilty to being an accomplice in a 2002 al-Qaida attack on a French oil tanker, the Limburg, in 

Yemeni waters. 

 

The attack did not achieve its goal of upsetting global oil prices or shipping, but a Bulgarian crew member 

died in the attack, which occurred after Darbi was already a U.S. prisoner. Last year he recorded 

testimony, a deposition, to be used as possible evidence against the alleged mastermind of the attack, Abd 

al Rahim al Nashiri. 

 

He also separately testified about his life as a jihadist in al-Qaida, pointed to an Iraqi captive in court and 

identified him as a former al-Qaida commander named Abd al Hadi al Iraqi, to counter the Iraqi's claim 
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that his true name is Nashwan al Tamir. 

 

This weekend, Hadi's attorneys questioned Darbi on the truthfulness of his statements and memory for 

what could be used as time-capsule testimony if the Trump administration releases him. And the image he 

portrayed of his life in Guantanamo prison offered a stark contrast to a glimpse a weekend earlier of 

medium-security communal prison life — prepared food in plastic-foam containers, up to four hours in a 

new recreation cell block, a now hidden art program for the indefinite detainees known as "forever 

prisoners." 

 

Across the street, Darbi has a plethora of quality-of-life accommodations provided by the prison, 

interrogators or the prosecution. Cilantro, cumin and cloves to cook with using a hot plate, blender and 

microwave oven in his kitchen; treats like Strawberries n' Creme Oreos, baklava, Turkish delight and a 

pecan pie; a garden where he said he was growing what sounded like the ingredients for ratatouille — 

eggplant, tomatoes, zucchini and green pepper. Papaya too, he noted. 

 

Cooperation also earned him monthly phone calls with his Yemeni wife and children, now living in Saudi 

Arabia. 

 

Deposition questioning Sunday delved into what Darbi called "the torture times" — his 2002-03 

interrogations in Bagram, Afghanistan, and Guantanamo. 

 

Defense attorney Adam Thurschwell, in an apparent bid to discredit Darbi's identification of the Iraqi 

Hadi, led Darbi through a lurid description of his first year or more in U.S. custody, drawn from sworn 

court documents. The Saudi was beaten, sleep deprived, hung by the wrists, threatened with rape in 

interrogation, and then sent to unwanted rectal exams by U.S. military doctors, kept nude and forced to 

empty other detainees' feces buckets with his fingers. 

 

He said a focus of the interrogations was: Where was Osama bin Laden? 

 

In one notorious episode, Darbi described how, after he cried out for God while he was being beaten and 

questioned at Bagram, a U.S. soldier serving as an interrogator pulled out his own penis, put it "very close 

to my face" and declared, "This is your God." 

 

The Saudi said he was kept shackled to the door of a cage there, his toes unable to touch the ground and in 

plain sight of what Darbi called the guards' "torture tools" — baseball bats, chains, shackles and hoods. 

 

Darbi got to Guantanamo 14 months after it opened. He testified Sunday that he was kept in solitary 

confinement, deprived of sleep and subjected to midnight-to-dawn, no-bathroom-break questioning in an 

interrogation room stinking of urine and vomit. Threats included rape, sending him to Israel or Camp X-

Ray, which supposedly closed a year earlier. Interrogators had photocopies of pages of the Koran, Darbi 

testified, and would throw them on the ground with sex photos and pictures of mutilated bodies. 

 

Darbi has a battery-powered toothbrush, with replacement heads, a Magic Bullet blender, free weights and 

a spin bike for exercising, and Under Armour T-shirts and athletic socks to wear when he works out in his 

compound. "Yes, Nike also," he told Miller. "Don't forget that." 

 

Miller, Hadi's defense attorney, framed the stuff as incentive items to show that life gets good for captives 

turned prosecution witnesses at Guantanamo. Darbi confirmed under questioning that he would set a table 

and cook for his interrogators during some visits, and that he had the makings for Arabic and Turkish 

coffee. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Coast Guard waterway watch program 

SOURCE https://www.hstoday.us/briefings/daily-news-analysis/coast-guard-launches-waterway-watch-
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program/  

GIST The Coast Guard developed the Waterway Watch Program to encourage the reporting of suspicious 

activity around America’s Waterways. 

 

The program, which has a similar basis to the well-known Neighborhood Watch program, aims to keep 

waterways as safe as possible and preempt activities that could be a threat to national security. 

 

USCG is calling for anyone involved with, or in the proximity of, waterways, from marina operators to 

those who live or work nearby, to sign up for the initiative. Participants are not formally joining an 

organization and do not become members of the Coast Guard or any other law enforcement agency – the 

Waterway Watch Program just provides an arena for safely reporting suspicious activity. 

 

Anyone who spends time on or near water, whether that’s ports, docks, beaches or waterfront 

communities, will know what is normal and what is not, and will be in the best position to identify 

potential threats to homeland security. The initiative asks participants to be particularly vigilant about 

suspicious activity near industrial facilities, military bases or places with a high volume of passengers such 

as ferry terminals. 

 

The program has a hotline and detailed instructions about reporting suspicious activity – first, call the 

National Response Center at 877-24WATCH. For immediate danger to life or property, call 911, or call 

the U. S. Coast Guard on Marine Channel 16. USCG is quick to stress, though, that members of the public 

should not approach anyone about to commit a crime; instead, observe, take notes or even photos, but keep 

a safe distance. 
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USCG is looking for organizations to become partners of the initiative and spread the word. To become an 

America’s Waterway Watch partner, sign up here 

 

HEADLINE 02/12 Turkey assails US ties w/Kurdish militia 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/12/turkey-assails-us-over-ties-with-syrian-kurdish-

militia.html  

GIST ANKARA, Turkey –  Turkey's foreign minister is assailing the United States, claiming American forces in 

Syria are intentionally stalling the fight against Islamic State militants as an excuse not to cut ties with 

Syrian Kurdish fighters as Ankara has demanded. 

 

Mevlut Cavusoglu says U.S. forces are leaving "pockets" with IS militants intact to justify continued 

cooperation with the Kurdish militia. 

 

Cavusoglu says ties with the U.S. are "at a critical stage" and that Washington needs to take "concrete 

steps" to regain Turkey's trust. 

 

Ankara is riled over Washington's support for the Syrian Kurdish People's Protection Units, or YPG — the 

top U.S. ally in the anti-IS fight. Turkey considers the YPG a "terrorist" group linked to Kurdish 

insurgents within Turkey. 

 

U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson is due in Ankara later this week. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Claim: ISIS leader injured in May strike 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/12/middleeast/isis-leader-abu-bakr-al-baghdadi-wounded-

intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi was wounded in an airstrike in May last year and had to 

relinquish control of the terror group for up to five months because of his injuries, according to several US 

officials who spoke exclusively to CNN. 
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US intelligence agencies have assessed with a high degree of confidence that the world's most wanted man 

was near Raqqa, Syria in May when the missile struck, the US officials said. 

 

Their assessment is based on reports from ISIS detainees and refugees in Northern Syria that emerged 

months after the airstrike, the officials added. 

 

Baghdadi's injuries were not considered life-threatening but they did mean he couldn't continue to 

command the daily operations of the group. 

 

At the time, ISIS was about to lose control of the Iraqi city of Mosul and its so-called capital Raqqa had 

been nearly encircled by US-backed forces. 

 

It is unclear whether Baghdadi was hit in a targeted attack or if he was "collateral damage." It's also 

unclear who fired the missile. US officials do not know the exact date of the strike so are unsure if a 

Coalition aircraft was involved, or whether Baghdadi's injury was the result of a Russian missile. 

 

"There have been isolated strikes by Russians in Raqqa, but as there's no timeline to it, we don't know if 

it's ours," a US official said. 

 

It's believed the airstrike occurred close to the date offered by the Russian military in June when they 

claimed to have killed or injured the ISIS leader. 

 

At the time, Russia's Defense Ministry said it was investigating reports Baghdadi had been killed in an 

airstrike on May 28, on the outskirts of Raqqa, the group's primary stronghold, which US-backed forces 

took back in October. 

 

Analysts warned at the time reports of Baghdadi's death should be treated with skepticism given the high 

number of previous false reports. 

 

One US official said the Russian claim was a case of Moscow "making stuff up." 

 

Another US official, asked if the injuries meant Baghdadi had been able to return to his leadership role, 

albeit of a diminished organization, said: "Yes. I do not know how much Baghdadi is day-to-day running 

the shop." 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Study: little US foreign fighters threat 

SOURCE https://learningenglish.voanews.com/a/us-foreign-fighters/4244746.html  

GIST United States citizens who joined extremist groups fighting in Syria and Iraq appear to present little 

immediate threat to Americans or U.S. territory. 

 

A new study found that the same is true of non-citizens who left their American homes to fight in Syria 

and Iraq. 

 

In fact, only a handful of the fighters have returned to the U.S. from the battlefront, the study notes. 

 

The findings are from a project of the Program on Extremism at The George Washington University in 

Washington, D.C. It identified 64 individuals who fought or assisted Islamic State, al-Qaida and other 

groups in Syria and Iraq. 

 

Of the 64 travelers, only 12 are known to have returned to U.S. territory, the study found. Nine of them 

have been arrested and charged with crimes relating to terrorism. 

 

The study noted that none have successfully carried out an attack in the United States. 
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“The risk of returned travelers being engaged in terrorist attacks has, to date, been limited,” said a report 

on the study. 

 

The writers of the report noted, “There is currently no publicly available evidence to suggest that 

American travelers have slipped into the country without the knowledge of authorities.” They said that 

"homegrown" extremists currently appear to be more likely to carry out jihadist attacks than returning 

travelers. 

 

Compared to European countries, the U.S. faces a smaller risk from returning travelers. That is partly 

because of the greater distance and difficulty in reaching the Middle East from the United States. 

 

U.S. intelligence officials estimated that more than 40,000 foreign fighters have traveled to Syria and Iraq. 

Of these, only 5,000 to 6,000 were said to come from Western countries. 

 

The exact number who successfully left from the United States is unclear. Officials have said that about 

250 to 300 U.S.-based people left or tried to leave to join groups fighting in Syria. Not all of them made it. 

 

The study found at least 50 were arrested before leaving the United States. That represents about one-third 

of all U.S. residents who have been charged with crimes related to the Islamic State group. 

 

Of the 64 travelers identified in the study who did leave the U.S., 22 are thought to have died in Syria or 

Iraq. Officials are unsure of the condition and whereabouts of the others. 

 

The study identified a single returning traveler who sought to carry out an attack in the United States. That 

was 23-year-old Abdirahman Sheik Mohamud, a naturalized citizen from Somalia. 

 

Mohamud left his home in Ohio to join Jabhat al-Nusra, a group allied with al-Qaida, in April 2014. While 

in Syria, he was trained in explosives and hand-to-hand fighting. He was sent back to the United States in 

June to carry out an attack. 

 

But in February 2015, while still plotting the attack, Mohamud was arrested. He admitted guilt to the 

charges and was sentenced to 22 years in prison. 

 

Other than Mohamud, only one other traveler sought to carry out a terror attack. But that attack, a suicide 

bombing, happened only upon returning to Syria after avoiding prosecution in the United States. 

 

In any case, the study’s authors say the findings suggest fears once voiced by U.S. officials of a “terrorist 

diaspora” seem to be overstated. 

 

Yet the George Washington University study did find some reasons for concern. 

 

Study co-author Seamus Hughes says the average prison sentence for those who went overseas to take part 

in the fight in Syria and Iraq is only 10 years. He noted that that sentence is shorter than the average prison 

term for a would-be U.S.-based jihadist arrested at the airport. 

 

Part of that might be linked to the difficulty in making a criminal case based on terrorist activity in another 

country. 

 

Hughes said another issue could be that the returnees may have been able to share information with 

investigators and anti-terrorism officials in exchange for lighter sentences. 

 

But just like with the would-be jihadists, these travelers will eventually get out of prison. And Hughes and 

others believe the United States should be doing more to help these individuals. They note the lack of U.S. 

programs for former prisoners returning to society could lead to problems in the future. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 New era of terror money? 

SOURCE http://nationalinterest.org/feature/new-era-terror-money-24452  

GIST Bitcoin, along with other cryptocurrencies, has attracted considerable scrutiny in the past few months due 

to a consider run up in prices. While the press devotes a great deal of attention towards the crypto nouveau 

riche or the usual proclamations that the entire phenomenon is a bubble comparable to the tulip mania 

policymakers and regulatory authorities are preoccupied with a different set of concerns: the potential for 

terrorist and criminal organizations to make use of these financial instruments. 

 

These fears are warranted. Bitcoin originally attained infamy as a medium to acquire drugs and other 

illegal narcotics off of darknet markets such as the Silk Road. To this day, Bitcoin is still used at times 

when transacting on the Silk Road’s shady successors. In the realm of terrorism, jihadis have gradually 

developed an understanding of how cryptocurrencies can aid them in their endeavors. In 2014, an article 

entitled “Bitcoin wa Sadaqat al-Jihad” appeared on an online blog and put forward various reasons for 

jihadist to embrace Bitcoin, explaining that the existing global banking system has “eliminated [charity] 

for jihad on a large scale” and presenting Bitcoin is a way to circumvent this system. More recent research 

has revealed that the Islamic State and other extremist outfits are relying on Bitcoin as a new fundraising 

mechanism in order to stay afloat. 

 

Today Bitcoin is no longer the cryptocurrency of choice when conducting illicit transactions or attempting 

to move money undetected. The currency is not completely anonymous; rather, it is pseudonymous. Users 

are sending Bitcoin from their “address” to another address, with all of this information being recorded on 

a public ledger. Researchers from Qatar University and Hamad Bin Khalifa University have demonstrated 

that it is possible to exploit this model, writing that “historical pieces of information could be used to 

identify a certain user.” If one can tie a user’s Bitcoin address to some identifying piece of information (for 

example, a user’s Bitcoin address on his/her account on a fiat-to-cryptocurrency exchange), then a user’s 

identity can be revealed. 

 

Those trying to hide their tracks have migrated to what are known as “privacy coins”: cryptocurrencies 

that are designed to grant users privacy in their financial dealings, often by obscuring the specific details 

of cryptocurrency transactions. The most well-known of these is Monero, which encrypts the user’s 

address and creates fake addresses to hide the original sender. The exact quantity of Monero being 

transacted is also hidden. The cryptocurrency is so secure that when authorities seized the holdings of 

Alphabay, a darknet market, they were unable to determine the exact quantity of Monero that it’s operator 

possessed. 

 

Mercifully, the danger of ISIS and other organizations employing privacy coins is overstated at this time. 

As explained by a report from the Center for New American Security, 

 

[terrorists] seek to move money from places outside the locations where they operate to the areas in which 

they plan and from which they launch attacks. Often they use many layers of intermediaries so that donors 

and ultimate recipients may not be known to one other. […] terrorists use the funds to buy things they 

need to sustain the group or to conduct attacks. And because they do so from the general economy, they 

often would need to reconvert the [cryptocurrencies] they receive into fiat currency. This final step 

introduces both an unnecessary layer of complexity and an increased vulnerability to the disruption of 

their operations by adding additional actors and entities into the fundraising matrix. […] But the final—

and most important—reason that terrorist groups have not adopted [cryptocurrencies] at scale is that 

these groups, and individual terrorist operatives, have not yet perceived the need to do so. They still find it 

possible to circumvent global rules governing terrorist financing with sufficient ease and frequency that 

using [cryptocurrencies] is unnecessary. They exploit incomplete implementation of regulatory 

requirements and global standards at banks, use unlicensed and undersupervised money services 

businesses (MSBs), or simply cart around cash. As long as these value transfer methods are readily 

available, there is no great need to invest in new, complicated techniques to transfer value. 

 

Likewise, a report from the Commission to the European Parliament from last year finds that “the 
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technology is quite recent and in any case requires some knowledge and technical expertise which has a 

dissuasive effect on terrorist groups. The reliance on [cryptocurrencies] to fund terrorist activities has 

some costs and is not necessary attractive.” 

 

As such, terrorists still prefer to make use of traditional fiat currency. Jennifer Fowler, the deputy assistant 

secretary for terrorist financing and financial crimes at the Treasury Department, stated that “although 

[cryptocurrencies] are used for illicit transactions, the volume is small compared to the volume of illegal 

activity through traditional financial services.” A recent study by the Foundation for Defense of 

Democracies and the cryptocurrency analysis firm Elliptic found that “the total percentage of identified 

‘dirty bitcoins’ going into conversion services is relatively small. Only 0.61 percent of the money entering 

conversion services during the four years analyzed were verifiably from illicit sources, with the highest 

proportion (1.07 percent) seen in 2013.” 

 

Nonetheless, regulators and counterterrorism authorities have begun to plan ahead in anticipation of 

cryptocurrencies one day gaining traction with terrorists. Speaking at the World Economic Forum in 

Davos last month, U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin called for other nations to join the United 

States in pursuing more extensive regulation of cryptocurrencies. He explained that his “number-one focus 

[is] on cryptocurrencies, whether that be digital currencies or bitcoin or other things, is that we want to 

make sure that they’re not used for illicit activities.” Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial 

Intelligence Sigal Mandelker has urged financial institutions and regulators in Asia to do more in 

preventing illicit activity fueled by cryptocurrencies. 

 

Policymakers are also keeping an eye on cryptocurrencies and are taking some proactive steps. The most 

notable action thus far is the introduction of a new bill by Republican Rep. Ted Budd titled the “Financial 

Technology Innovation and Defense Act.” Budd’s bill seeks to “establish an Independent Financial 

Technology Task Force” dedicated to “conduct[ing] independent research on terrorist and illicit use of 

new financial technologies, including digital currencies; and … develop[ing] legislative and regulatory 

proposals to improve counter-terrorist and counter-illicit financing efforts.” The report to the European 

Parliament concluded that “the most important element of vulnerability for [cryptocurrencies] is the fact 

that there are not regulated in the EU.” Both France and Germany intend to make joint proposals on 

regulating Bitcoin at the next summit of the G20 group. 

 

Regulating cryptocurrencies will be a complicated affair; cryptocurrencies alone represent a new sort of 

financial asset class which regulators are still developing rules for. However, a few ideas have emerged. 

Both the reports from the Center for New American Security and the Foundation for Defense of 

Democracies/Elliptic provide suggestions, such as increased Know Your Customer and Anti-Money 

Laundering enforcement on businesses that transmit cryptocurrencies (particularly those that are 

unlicensed), a specialized commission or task force (like the one proposed by Budd), the creation of 

common compliance architecture, and so forth. 

 

While these efforts may certainly help though, they will likely be unable to prevent every illicit 

transaction. The market will grow increasingly competitive as newer, more secure privacy coins and 

services such as decentralized exchanges (exchanges where a third party does not hold a client’s funds, 

instead facilitating peer-to-peer transactions) are introduced. In the coming years, expect more stories 

concerning the battles between financial regulators and counterterrorist experts versus terrorists and others 

that use privacy coins for nefarious purposes. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Nigeria: Boko Haram frees hostages 

SOURCE https://www.nst.com.my/world/2018/02/334316/boko-haram-militants-hand-over-13-hostages-

nigerian-government  

GIST MAIDUGURI: Boko Haram freed 13 hostages, Nigeria’s presidency said on Saturday, after authorities 

negotiated their release with the Islamist militants. 
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The kidnappings were part of a campaign of attacks last year by the jihadist group whose bid to create an 

Islamic state in the northeast has killed at least 20,000 people and forced some 2.7 million to flee their 

homes since 2009. 

 

Three of the hostages were lecturers from the University of Maiduguri who were abducted while on an oil 

exploration trip in Magumeri, in the northeastern Borno state, in July 2017. The other 10 were women 

police officers kidnapped in a raid on a convoy the previous month. 

 

“Their release followed a series of negotiations as directed by President (Muhammadu) Buhari and was 

facilitated by the International Committee of the Red Cross, ICRC,” a presidency spokesman said in an 

emailed statement. 

 

The ICRC said it had acted as a neutral intermediary in the hostage release. 

 

“The ICRC was not involved in any negotiations that led to the handover of the 13 people. The armed 

opposition handed the 13 people over to ICRC representatives who transported them to Nigerian 

authorities,” it said in a statement. 

 

The ICRC also acted as an intermediary in the release in October 2016 and May 2017 of some of the more 

than 200 girls kidnapped by Boko Haram from the northeastern town of Chibok in 2014. --REUTERS 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Drone strike kills Taliban chief Pakistan 

SOURCE https://www.arabtimesonline.com/news/us-drone-strikes-kill-taleban-chief-pakistan-7-militants-get-

death/  

GIST PESHAWAR/DERA ISMAIL KHAN, Pakistan, Feb 10, (Agencies): A pair of suspected US missile 

strikes killed a senior Pakistani Taleban deputy and other militants in the border regions of Afghanistan 

and Pakistan, officials said on Friday. 

 

Four Pakistani intelligence officials and three Taleban commanders told Reuters on Friday that two 

separate US missile strikes on Wednesday killed the fighters. One of the strikes, they said, killed a 

Pakistani Taleban commander, Khan Said, alias Sajna, and three more people, when missiles struck his 

pick-up truck in Margha village of Birmal district in Paktika province of Afghanistan. 

 

The NATO-led Operation Resolute Support in Afghanistan said it had no information about the strike. The 

officials sought anonymity because they weren’t authorized to disclose the information. They are based in 

Pakistan’s northwestern Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province and have informants on the ground on both sides 

of the border. They said on Friday they have also been picking up militants’ chatter through phone 

intercepts in which they were talking about Sajna’s killing. 

 

Three Pakistani Taleban commanders confirmed their account. Sajna has been an important militant 

commander of the Pakistani Taleban and had close links with the Afghan Taleban, the officials said. Two 

of the officials said they were trying to confirm reports of another suspected US drone strike in North 

Waziristan on Pakistani side of the border. 

 

The second strike hit a compound in Gurwek town of North Waziristan, killing seven militants, the three 

Taleban commanders said. North Waziristan and Paktika province in Afghanistan are adjacent to the 

border, and the officials and the militant commanders may have been reporting the same strike as two 

separate ones. The border region has long been home to local and al-Qaeda linked foreign militants. It is 

off limits to journalists and verifying any information independently is difficult. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Greece: terrorist returns from furlough 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/convicted-terrorist-greece-returns-jail-furlough-

52997937?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Dimitris Koufodinas, a convicted terrorist and member of Greece's most notorious terrorist group, 17 

November, has returned to prison after a 48-hour furlough, his second overall. 

 

Koufodinas, 60, arrived at Athens' Korydallos prison about 30 minutes before the 48 hours expired, 

accompanied by his wife and son. He greeted the waiting media but made no statement. 

 

Koufodinas, who was arrested in 2002, is serving 11 life terms plus 25 years for his role in assassinations 

of prominent people, including U.S., British and Turkish diplomats and military personnel. He has 

acknowledged his crimes and never repented. 

 

As with his first furlough in November, his temporary release prompted protests. U.S. State Department 

spokeswoman Heather Nauert said "convicted terrorists do not deserve a vacation from prison." 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Egypt strikes Sinai targets; kill militants 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/egypt-reports-successes-sinai-operation-militants-

52997897?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Egypt's military has destroyed dozens of targets, killed 16 militants and detained over 30 suspects as part 

of its latest operation against Islamic militants in the restive northern Sinai Peninsula, the army said on 

Sunday. 

 

Spokesman Col. Tamer el-Rifai said that airstrikes hit vehicles, weapons caches, communications centers 

and illegal opium fields in the sweep, which began on Friday and comes as a response to a pickup in 

extremist violence in Egypt. 

 

"The air force targeted and destroyed 66 targets used by terrorist elements to hide from air and artillery 

attacks," for shelter during raids by security forces, he said in a statement. With North Sinai closed off for 

non-residents and journalists, the army's casualty figures could not be independently confirmed. Telephone 

connections to the area, both mobile and landlines, are often shut down as well. 

 

The operation, which targets "terrorist and criminal elements and organizations," involves land, naval and 

air forces from the army and police, and covers north and central Sinai, the Nile Delta and the Western 

Desert along the porous border with Libya. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 New leads to find remains US hostages  

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/08/politics/isis-captures-fighters-jihadi-john/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN) — A team of military and law enforcement forensic experts has been formed to 

explore a site near Raqqa Syria where remains of US hostages may be located, a US official tells CNN. 

The team is working to see what remains may be there, how they can be removed and shipped to a 

laboratory for potential identification. It is not clear if the remains would be shipped directly back to 

the United States. The exact location of the team and the work they are doing is not being disclosed by 

the Pentagon. 

 

Information about the possible location of the remains of US hostages killed by ISIS in Syria has been 

provided in recent days by two ISIS fighters captured in eastern Syria in early January, according to 

multiple US officials. 

 

The two men have given Kurdish Syrian Democratic Forces details about potential burial locations of 
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several US and Western hostages killed by Mohammed Emwazi, the British ISIS operative known as 

Jihadi John responsible for the beheading of several American hostages, the officials said.  

 

The ISIS fighters have been identified by US intelligence as Alexanda Kotey and El Shafee Elsheikh, 

known associates of Jihadi John.  

 

The New York Times was the first to report the capture of the two men. 

 

Emwazi was killed in a US airstrike in Syria in 2015.  

 

It has long been believed the hostages he beheaded in a series of violent videos were killed outside 

Raqqa. US intelligence has long suspected a general location, but had not been able to send US 

personnel on a search without more specific details and because there has been fighting in the area until 

recently.  

 

US personnel will have to recover the remains and then confirm any potential identities through DNA 

testing. 

 

The US is informing the families of Americans and others held and killed in Syria there are new leads 

on the possible whereabouts of the remains of their loved ones.  

 

But the officials have cautioned it is very early in the process. The remains still have to be fully 

recovered and undergo an identification process the officials say. 

 

Kurdish forces, mainly SDF are holding 'hundreds' of detainees, many of whom are foreign fighters 

says one official. The current interrogations of those with the most valuable information are also 

yielding fresh intelligence about the state of ISIS capabilities and planning. The US is working on a list 

of identities of all of those being held. Many gave false names when captured the official said. 

Learning their identities has helped guide interrogations and yielded to fresh information about 

potential ISIS attacks. It was after they were able to identify the two detainees associated with Jihadi 

John that interrogators were able to get information on the remains of the hostages. 

 

One US assessment is that thousands of ISIS operatives have escaped Syria in recent months and are 

potentially back in Europe, potentially plotting new attacks, one US official with direct knowledge of 

the latest information tells CNN.  

 

The assessment includes growing concerns these one-time foreign fighters are now able to plan fresh 

attacks in the West officials say. 

 

In particular, there is concern that the Turkish Syrian border has again become porous in recent weeks 

since Turkish forces began conducting their incursion into northern Syria.  

 

There is also intelligence that shows a significant number of fighters are crossing back into Turkey and 

then moving into Libya and Egypt.  

 

Fighters have been caught with sophisticated forged documents made by ISIS, contributing to a 

continuing concern that the terrorist group remains far from down and out, one official said. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Treasury sanctions ISIS ‘facilitators’ 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/02/09/US-sanctions-Islamic-State-facilitators-in-Middle-

East-Africa/9111518191087/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=lh&utm_medium=10  

GIST Feb. 9 (UPI) -- The U.S. Treasury announced sanctions Friday against three Islamic State facilitators in 

Southeast Asia, the Middle East and Africa. 
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The Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control said it designated Abdulpatta Escalon Abubakar, Yunus 

Emre Sakarya and Mohamed Mire Ali Yusuf and three entities as "Specially Designated Global 

Terrorists." 

 

The move is part of an effort to identify and expose individuals who provide support to the Islamic State, 

which also is known by the acronym ISIS. 

 

All three men are now prohibited from making transactions with Americans and their U.S. assets have 

been blocked. 

 

"The [Trump] administration is committed to defeating ISIS wherever it operates, denigrating its illicit 

revenue streams, and pursuing all financial conduits," Sigal Mandelker, Treasury Under Secretary for 

Terrorism and Financial Intelligence, said in a statement. 

 

"Each individual and entity targeted has contributed to the spread of ISIS's terror reach in their respective 

corner of the world. Treasury will continue to relentlessly target ISIS support networks, and ensure that the 

U.S. and international financial systems are not being exploited by terror operatives." 

 

The men were sanctioned for assisting in, sponsoring or providing financial, material or technological 

support for the terror network. 

 

For the last two years, Abubakar is known to have served as a key facilitator for the militant group's 

Philippine network -- helping transfer about $50,000. 

 

Sakarya was found to have been involved in transactions for equipment worth over $500,000 for the 

Islamic State in early-to-mid-2016. 

 

Liibaan Trading and the Al-Mutafaq Commercial Company were designated for being owned or controlled 

by Mire Ali, an Islamic State financial operative. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Claim: intel agencies kill damning report 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/us-intelligence-shut-downs-damning-report-on-whistleblower-

retaliation?ref=home  

GIST The nation’s top intelligence watchdog put the brakes on a report last year that uncovered whistleblower 

reprisal issues within America’s spy agencies, The Daily Beast has learned. The move concealed a finding 

that the agencies—including the CIA and the NSA—were failing to protect intelligence workers who 

report waste, fraud, abuse, or criminality up the chain of command. 

 

The investigators looked into 190 cases of alleged reprisal in six agencies, and uncovered a shocking 

pattern. In only one case out of the 190 did the agencies find in favor of the whistleblower—and that case 

took 742 days to complete. Other cases remained open longer. One complaint from 2010 was still waiting 

for a ruling. But the framework was remarkably consistent: Over and over and over again, intelligence 

inspectors ruled that the agency was in the right, and the whistleblowers were almost always wrong. 

 

The report was near completion following a six-month-long inspection run out of the Intelligence 

Community Inspector General office. It was aborted in April by the new acting head of the office, Wayne 

Stone, following the discovery that one of the inspectors was himself a whistleblower in the middle of a 

federal lawsuit against the CIA, according to former IC IG officials. 

 

Stone also sequestered the mountain of documents and data produced in the inspection, the product of 

three staff-years of work. The incident was never publicly disclosed by the office, and escaped mention in 
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the unclassified version of the IC IG’s semiannual report to Congress. 

 

The IC IG’s office declined to comment for this story. 

 

The affair casts serious doubt on the intelligence agencies’ fundamental pact with the rank and file: that 

workers who properly report perceived wrongdoing through approved channels won’t lose their job or, 

worse, their security clearance, as a result. It also adds another layer of controversy to the Intelligence 

Community Inspector General office, already under fire for cuts to its whistleblower protection program 

and the unexpected sacking of the program’s executive director in December. In a confirmation hearing 

last month, Trump’s pick to head the watchdog agency acknowledged the apparent chaos in the office, 

citing a detailed expose by Foreign Policy magazine. “My first objective as Inspector General, if 

confirmed, will be to make sure the IC IG’s house is in order,” said former Justice Department prosecutor 

Michael Atkinson. 

 

Stone shut down the whistleblowing inspection just days after taking over for Charles McCullough III, 

who’d served as the intelligence community inspector general from the day the office was founded in 2010 

until his retirement in March of last year. 

 

None of this was supposed to happen. In 2012, then-President Barack Obama signed a policy directive 

called PPD-19, which prohibits intelligence agencies from punishing workers who report abuses through 

approved government channels. The directive has been left in place under President Trump. 

 

Among other things, PPD-19 requires the Office of Inspector General (OIG) at each agency to carry out an 

investigation when a worker complains he or she suffered retaliation for lawful whistleblowing. If, after 

investigating, the OIG finds no evidence of reprisal, the whistleblower can appeal up to the Intelligence 

Community Inspector General, who can choose to impanel a three-person appellate board, comprised of 

IGs from other agencies, to review the case and either affirm or disagree with the OIG’s decision. 

 

The investigators found that basically never happened. “Absent a review process which adheres to 

mandated legal standards for reprisal investigations, the protections remain weak with minimal chance for 

a complainant to have a reprisal complaint substantiated,” read one of the conclusions in the suppressed 

inspection. “From the data it appears PPD-19 has had no impact on Agency reprisal investigations and/or 

protections for complainants making protected disclosures.” 

 

Rob Johnson, the former deputy IC IG under McCullough, broadly confirmed the findings in an interview 

with The Daily Beast, attributing some of the problems to the expected growing pains in implementing a 

new policy. 

 

“We saw a couple of cases from some offices that showed that they didn’t speak to witnesses that they 

should have, or that the cases had languished,” says Johnson. “And we saw cases where they took no 

action... Whether it was systemic or not, well, that’s why we were doing the inspection.” 

 

The IC IG probe was billed as the first independent check-up on how seriously the intelligence inspector 

generals were taking the presidential directive, and a possible first step in setting a formal peer review 

process in the future. Six experienced inspectors had been chosen for the probe: three permanent members 

of the IC IG staff, and three more who were on extended loan from other agencies, the Defense 

Intelligence Agency, the FBI, and the CIA. 

 

Of the six, the CIA officer—we’re calling him James Pars, the alias the CIA assigned him for his 

lawsuit—was likely the least accustomed to working in the comfortable climes of the IC IG’s air-

conditioned office. Cuban-American and now in his early fifties, Pars was part of the CIA’s controversial 

Directorate of Operations, the small group responsible for carrying out covert actions abroad. A mosaic of 

interviews with colleagues, court filings and details in other documents seen by The Daily Beast paint a 

picture of a man who has seen a lot of nasty stuff over the years, serving in war zones in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, South American jungles, and cities like Bagdad and at least one other Middle East capital. 
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A sanitized autobiography Pars prepared in connection with his court action is riddled with staccato bursts 

of trauma: “… sleep deprived, and having to constantly relay threat information to appropriate entities…”; 

“… the direct line of fire for one rocket which must have missed my exact location by meters as it tore 

through our living quarter…” , “… helicopters which had to take evasive maneuvers and discharge flares 

because of a perceive threat…” “… a leaking casket by my feet and two decomposing dead bodies in body 

bags not far from me…” The anecdotes, shorn of locations and dates, don’t lend themselves to easy 

verification, but a former intelligence colleague confirms the gist of it. “He understands what happens in 

the field. He’s been in the mud and blood.” 

 

There are notes of regret in Pars’ subjective career rundown—particularly over the long stints away from 

his wife and young daughter—but few traces of resentment or personal grievance. That is, until he 

recounts, with agonizing precision, two occasions when he clashed with a superior, and felt mistreated by 

the CIA’s bureaucracy afterward. The first incident in 2009 ended with him being sent home from a long-

term assignment in South America. The second, and the one that ultimately led to his lawsuit, began in 

December 2014 when he was made the CIA’s deputy chief of base at a U.S. military site that Pars doesn’t 

name, but which matches the sprawling Bagram Air Base in Afghanistan. 

 

At Bagram, Pars had issues with his new boss, the chief of base, who he believed was running her 

command “like a college dormitory,” as Pars later wrote in a court filing. She allegedly adopted favorites 

within her staff, and placed “her personal needs of cooking, baking, socializing, entertainment, exercise 

and shopping above the needs of the mission, often going days and sometimes more than a week without 

meeting with key personnel.” 

 

Pars’ most serious complaint charged that the base chief frequently led her personnel on unnecessary 

errands—“food, shopping or to the gym”—that took them through parts of the base hit frequently by 

Taliban rocket fire; one such excursion allegedly crossed a flight ramp that was hit by a rocket just 10 

minutes later. 

 

Without more information it’s hard to weigh the merits of Pars’ complaint, and his version of events 

contains obvious echoes of longstanding gender stereotypes. But under PPD-19 the relevant question isn’t 

whether Pars’ concerns were well founded, completely imagined or something in between. Only whether 

he faced retaliation for reporting them. 

 

Following procedure, Pars sent his concern up the chain of command. Word of his complaint got back 

down to the base chief, who allegedly retaliated on a scale that ranged from the petty—assigning him to 

duty as the compound “noise monitor”—to the serious, writing a critical performance review of Pars 

faulting him for poor communication skills and lack of leadership. Soon after, the CIA’s station chief in 

Afghanistan issued a “short-of-tour” cable reporting that Pars no longer had the confidence of the chief of 

base. The cable cut short Pars’ one-year detail after four months, and sent him home to Virginia with a 

reduction in take-home pay. 

 

Upon his return, Pars spent months applying for new CIA assignments that would fit his experience and 

qualifications, according to his lawsuit, but with the poor performance review and short-of-tour cable on 

his record, he was rejected again and again. His finances went to ruin, as did his family life; his wife left 

the country, taking their daughter with her. Pars appealed to the Equal Employment Opportunity office for 

aid, and worked through the CIA bureaucracy to try and clear his name. He finally lodged a whistleblower 

reprisal complaint in April 2015. 

 

While waiting for the reprisal investigation to run its course, he applied to a detail that would take him 

outside the CIA for a while. In September 2015, Pars reported for work at a Reston, Virginia, office park 

that houses the office of the Intelligence Community Inspector General. 

 

Pars worked as an inspector at the office for nearly a year before he was recruited onto the team that would 

examine whistleblower retaliation issues. It was a delicate inspection from day one. The intelligence OIGs 

had recently lost enthusiasm for the PPD-19 whistleblower protection regime, after the very first reprisal 

case to reach an appeal panel was decided by an independent review board. 
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In that case, the whistleblower claimed that the NSA’s own inspector general, George Ellard, had 

retaliated against him for reporting wasteful spending on a conference. The Defense Department’s OIG 

ruled against the whistleblower, but the decision was reversed on appeal. In the aftermath, an incensed 

NSA director Mike Rogers fired Ellard. 

 

“That really did tarnish the IGs perception of PPD-19,” says Irvin McCullough, an investigator at the 

nonprofit Government Accountability Project (and the son of the former IC IG). “They thought the first 

case would be a manager, and instead it was an IG. They didn’t like that.” 

 

At a setup meeting for the whistleblower inspection on Sept. 1, 2016, Jeanette McMillian, the IG’s general 

counsel, suggested the inspection should focus on the five largest intelligence agencies—CIA, NSA, NRO, 

NGA, and DIA—as well as the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, according to an official 

memorandum memorializing the meeting seen by The Daily Beast. She added that PPD-19 might go away 

after the next president was sworn in, and, in a departure from protocol, urged the inspectors to conduct a 

quick evaluation that would end by Inauguration Day and reach a positive conclusion. “Conducting a 

review and affirming that PPD-19 is working would help to continue these protections with a new 

presidential administration,” reads the memo, paraphrasing McMillian. 

 

Continuing in that vein, McMillian noted that a positive finding would also provide a nice send-off for 

departing Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, according to the memo. Clapper’s term had 

largely been defined by the Edward Snowden revelations, and he was a staunch supporter of PPD-19, 

hoping that clear, protected avenues would encourage American spies to keep their complaints in the 

intelligence family instead of in the press. (Contractors like Snowden aren’t covered by PPD-19, but a 

measure renewed by Congress last month offers contractors similar protections.) McMillian expressed the 

view that “an evaluation that affirms that PPD-19 is working would be a ‘feather in the cap’ for DNI 

Clapper, and a good way to send DNI Clapper on his retirement,” according to the memo. 

 

The IG officially kicked off the inspection in early October 2016, and the six inspectors, including Pars, 

began conducting interviews inside the agencies (the three inspectors on joint detail were recused from the 

interviews inside their home agency), gathered the procedures, forms, and manuals used in reprisal cases, 

and collected and crunched the internal numbers. 

 

Two months later, Pars quietly filed his retaliation lawsuit against the CIA. 

 

Getting into court is a complicated process for an undercover CIA officer. Pars first had to receive his 

agency-assigned alias, and hire a lawyer who had, or could get, a security clearance—in this case, 

Washington, D.C., employment law attorney Susan Kruger. “I sent the complaint to be reviewed by the 

CIA first, because I didn’t want to file something that contained information that was secret,” said Kruger. 

“So you might say they were on notice.” 

 

When the lawsuit finally hit the docket in December 2016, some 630 days had elapsed since Pars lodged 

his reprisal complaint—two-and-a-half times the 240-day limit endorsed by PPD-19. And still there was 

no decision. Without an OIG ruling one way or the other, Pars couldn’t appeal to the IC IG (where he 

worked) for an external review board, for the simple reason that there was no ruling to appeal. It’s PPD-

19’s Catch-22. “We just wanted them to take the first step and complete their investigation,” Kruger said. 

 

For whatever reason, though, Pars didn’t tell his superiors that he was suing the CIA for whistleblower 

retaliation at the exact same time that he was serving on a large-scale inspection of the same. 

 

By February, it was clear that the results of that inspection would be a feather in nobody’s cap. The data 

alone was troubling. The inspectors general at the six agencies had received 190 allegations of reprisal 

from 2010 through 2016, according to unclassified memoranda from the inspection seen by The Daily 

Beast. Less than half, 61 complaints, had been investigated, and of those 57 were ruled unsubstantiated. 

 

The NSA had received 56 of the retaliation complaints and investigated 12; the CIA got 62, investigated 
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13 and shunted 21 to other offices, primarily Equal Employment Opportunity. The Defense Intelligence 

Agency, or DIA, received 50 complaints, and investigated 19. In the entire batch of 190 cases, only once 

did an OIG find in favor of the whistleblower. That was in a DIA case that took 742 days to complete. 

Other cases remained open longer. One complaint from 2010 was still waiting for a ruling. 

 

Beyond the numbers, the inspectors found endless obstacles to effective whistleblower protection in the 

spy agencies, according to documents from the prove. There was no clear standard for conducting reprisal 

investigations; even the standard of proof—probable cause? preponderance of the evidence?—was murky 

to the OIGs. The investigation manuals at most agencies gave retaliation probes only cursory attention. 

There were mixed incentives in play: The primary metric for weighing an OIGs effectiveness was how 

much money the office saved taxpayers through its waste and fraud investigations, and a successful 

whistleblower claim could cost the government money in the form of back wages or attorneys fees. Some 

inspectors complained that reprisal cases were too difficult and time consuming compared to other OIG 

tasks, and even the most dedicated investigator might struggle to definitively prove a connection between 

an intelligence worker’s subpar performance review, reduced security clearance or missed promotion to 

their prior whistleblowing. 

 

In March the inspection moved into the final stage and the team was preparing the official report, 

earmarked for Donald Trump’s newly confirmed director of national intelligence, Daniel Coats. Copies 

would have gone to all the intelligence IGs, as well, according to Johnson, and probably to Congress. A 

public release was also on the table. 

 

Instead, it went nowhere. 

 

In early April, rumors of Pars’ lawsuit reached the IG IC’s office. Under questioning, Pars acknowledged 

he was the pseudonymous plaintiff in the case. Stone immediately removed Pars from the inspection and 

sent him back to the CIA. 

 

Pars wasn’t a zealot, and his work was always diligent and thorough, say former colleagues. But removing 

him from the project was largely uncontroversial. “We have a standard in the IG to not only avoid a 

conflict of interest, but to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest,” Johnson says, and Pars wouldn’t 

have been permitted to work on the inspection if they’d known he had a whistleblower retaliation 

complaint pending at CIA. 

 

But Stone’s next action was more puzzling. The following day he ordered the entire inspection halted, 

according to sources from the agency. Data, files, memos, charts, and graphs were locked down and work 

on the final report stopped on a dime. The official explanation was that the inspection had been tainted by 

Pars’ involvement. But even now questions loom over the decision. 

 

Johnson says there’s virtually nothing a single inspector could do to contaminate a report that relies 

heavily on verifiable numbers. “Everything has to be backed up with data... There’s not a lot of opinion on 

those reports.” Some former IC IG officials believe that Stone used the Pars affair as an pretext to kill an 

inspection that was producing inconvenient results. “Pars was told to cease and desist and they walked him 

out the door and buried the program,” says one former IC IG official who worked with Pars. “They pulled 

the carpet out from under him because they wanted an excuse to quash the report.” 

 

Though the whistleblower report never appeared, last October the nonprofit Project on Government 

Oversight got ahold of a leaked copy of one of the inspection memos. They quoted from it in an article. “A 

complainant alleging reprisal for making a protected disclosure has a minimal chance to have a complaint 

processed and adjudicated in a timely and complete manner.” 

 

Calling the language “stark,” Dianne Feinstein brought up the memo the next day in a tense exchange at 

the Senate confirmation hearing for Christopher Sharpley, the acting CIA inspector general and Trump’s 

pick for the permanent position. 

 

“I would ask that you provide a copy of that document to our office, the Intelligence Committee’s office,” 
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she told Sharpley. 

 

“Senator, I am unfamiliar with that document,” said Sharpley, seemingly taken aback. “I am not aware of 

its contents… The IC IG did not make me aware of it as acting IG at CIA. This is the first I’m hearing of 

this particular program.” 

 

One source familiar with the abortive whistleblower inspection says this particular memo was written by 

Pars. 

 

Pars’ lawsuit is still pending, but the Justice Department has asked the court to dismiss the claim, pointing 

to language in PPD-19 that more or less says the directive can’t be used as the basis for a lawsuit. After the 

drama in the IC IG, Pars’ future in the CIA is even dimmer. Two sources with knowledge of the matter say 

the agency recently referred Pars to an executive review board as the first step to possibly terminating his 

service to the CIA. Attorney Kruger said she couldn’t comment on anything beyond the lawsuit, but after a 

pause added, “In general we believe that the CIA is taking further actions in retaliation against him.” 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Sex offender elected town fire chief 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/11/outrage-as-convicted-sex-offender-is-re-elected-

pennsylvania-towns-fire-chief.html  

GIST A registered sex offender from a small town in Pennsylvania was reelected as the town’s fire chief, 

prompting widespread outrage. 

 

Roger Gilbert Jr., of Spartansburg, was convicted in 2001 of “involuntary deviate sexual intercourse” after 

forcing a 4-year-old girl to perform oral sex on him, The Corry Journal reported Saturday. 

 

Court records show Gilbert, 43, is a felon who completed a five- to 10-year prison sentence, and he’s listed 

in the state’s Megan’s Law database. 

 

The convicted sex offender joined the town’s fire department in 2010 as an unpaid volunteer, and said his 

conviction is now in the past. 

 

“That was 20 years ago,” Gilbert told the paper. “You know, the story you are telling kids is once you 

make mistake, you will be punished for the rest of your life. I’ve changed my life for the better. Every day 

I get up and try to do good.” 

 

Spartansburg Mayor Ann Louise Wagner — who said she and the department have known about Gilbert’s 

status — said she doesn’t understand why the victim’s mother “won’t drop this.” 

 

Pennsylvania State Police said it is up to each individual community to decide whether to allow sex 

offenders who have completed their sentences to serve in an office at the local level. 

 

About 300 people live in Spartansburg, which is about 40 miles southeast of Erie, Pennsylvania. 
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HEADLINE 02/12 Saudi Arabia sends a signal 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-europe-attacks-belgium-saudi-insight/giving-up-control-of-

brussels-mosque-saudi-arabia-sends-a-signal-idUSKBN1FW0R3  

GIST BRUSSELS/RIYADH (Reuters) - Saudi Arabia has agreed to give up control of Belgium’s largest mosque 

in a sign that it is trying to shed its reputation as a global exporter of an ultra-conservative brand of Islam. 

 

Belgium leased the Grand Mosque to Riyadh in 1969, giving Saudi-backed imams access to a growing 
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Muslim immigrant community in return for cheaper oil for its industry. 

 

But it now wants to cut Riyadh’s links with the mosque, near the European Union’s headquarters in 

Brussels, over concerns that what it preaches breeds radicalism. 

 

The mosque’s leaders deny it espouses violence, but European governments have grown more wary since 

Islamist attacks that were planned in Brussels killed 130 people in Paris in 2015 and 32 in the Belgian 

capital in 2016. 

 

Belgium’s willingness to put its demands to oil-producing Saudi Arabia, a major investor and arms client, 

breaks with what EU diplomats describe as the reluctance of governments across Europe to risk disrupting 

commercial and security ties. 

 

Riyadh’s quick acceptance indicates a new readiness by the kingdom to promote a more moderate form of 

Islam - one of the more ambitious promises made by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman under plans to 

transform Saudi Arabia and reduce its reliance on oil. 

 

The agreement last month coincides with a new Saudi initiative, not publicly announced but described to 

Reuters by Western officials, to end support for mosques and religious schools abroad blamed for 

spreading radical ideas. 

 

The move towards religious moderation - and away from the extreme interpretation of Islam’s Salafi 

branch that is espoused by modern jihadist groups - risks provoking a backlash at home and could leave a 

void that fundamentalists try to fill. 

 

But Saudi Arabia’s recent moves on religion are seen by Belgian diplomat Dirk Achten, who headed a 

government delegation to Riyadh in November, as a “window of opportunity”. 

 

“The Saudis are disposed to dialogue without taboos,” he told Belgium’s parliament last month after the 

mission was hastily put together after the assembly urged the government to break Saudi Arabia’s 99-year, 

rent-free lease of the mosque. 

 

But he also cautioned: “Some do not, or barely, admit that this form of Salafism leads to jihadism.” 

 

Details of the mosque’s handover are still being negotiated but will be announced this month, Belgian 

Interior Minister Jan Jambon told Reuters. 

 

The diplomatic contacts, led by the countries’ foreign ministers, were intended by Belgium to prevent 

what Jambon called an “exaggerated response” from Saudi Arabia -- indicating the Belgian government 

had sought to ensure there was no diplomatic backlash. 

 

This, he said, was “under control” following a visit to Belgium last month by Saudi Foreign Minister Adel 

al-Jubeir. 

 

Before Saudi Arabia took control in the late 1960s, the Grand Mosque was a disused relic of the Great 

Exhibition of 1880 - an Oriental Pavilion. 

 

Saudi money converted it to cater to migrants from Morocco invited to work in the country’s coal mines 

and factories. It is run by the Mecca-based Muslim World League (MWL), a missionary society mainly 

funded by Saudi Arabia. 

 

Concerns about the mosque grew as militant groups such as Islamic State started recruiting among the 

grandchildren of those migrants, many of whom say they still feel they do not belong in Belgian society, 

opinion polls show. 

 

Belgium has sent more foreign fighters to Syria per capita than any other European country. Belgian 
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officials now suggest the Muslim Executive of Belgium, a group seen as close to Moroccan officialdom, 

should run the Grand Mosque. 

 

Although the Saudi government has denied any role in the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks against the United States 

which killed more than 3,000 people, 15 of the 19 airplane hijackers who carried them out were from 

Saudi Arabia and linked to late Al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden, the plot’s Saudi-born mastermind. 

 

Bin Laden was a follower of Wahhabism, the original strain of Salafism which has often been criticized as 

the ideology of radical Islamists worldwide. Yet many of Islamic State’s positions are far more radical 

than Wahhabism, the ultra-conservative branch of Islam dominant in Saudi Arabia and founded by 18th 

century cleric Mohammed ibn Abd al-Wahhab. 

 

A classified report by Belgian security agency OCAD/OCAM in 2016 said the Wahhabi branch of Islam 

promoted at the mosque led Muslim youth to more radical ideas, sources with access to the report said. 

 

“The mosque has influence to spread this hateful ‘software’,” a senior Belgian security source said. 

“Nobody paid attention for decades.” 

 

Belgium’s parliament said what it preached was “a gateway or even a predisposition to a more combative 

Islam that is violent”, calling in October for an end to the Saudi lease. 

 

The same month, immigration minister Theo Francken tried to expel the Grand Mosque’s Egyptian imam 

of 13 years, calling him “dangerous”, but a judge reversed that decision. 

 

But Belgian security sources say there is no proof imams at the Grand Mosque preached violence or have 

had links to attacks. 

 

Some who went to fight in Syria had studied there but men are more prey to recruiters for militant groups 

online and on the streets of underprivileged boroughs such as Molenbeek, in Brussels, where some of the 

Paris attackers lived, they say. 

 

Tamer Abou El Saod, who was appointed director of the Grand Mosque in May, says there are problems 

over the way it is perceived but denies it espouses a fundamentalist version of Islam. He says he is ready to 

work with Belgian officials. 

 

“There are changes happening already and there are even more changes coming in the very near future,” 

he told Reuters. 

 

Belgian leaders say they want the mosque to preach a “European Islam” better aligned with their values - a 

familiar refrain across Europe following the Islamic State attacks of the last few years. 

 

But it is unclear who will operate the sprawling mosque complex, which receives about 5 million euros 

($6 million) a year through the MWL which has for decades promoted a hardline interpretation of Islam at 

dozens of institutions worldwide 

 

The MWL has recently adopted a more conciliatory tone. In just over a year since being appointed, its 

secretary-general, Mohammad bin Abdul Karim al-Issa, has met with Pope Francis and taken a public 

stance against Holocaust denial. Issa told Reuters in November the organization’s new mission was to 

annihilate extremism. 

 

For Saudi Arabia, the mosque is a chance to prove it is turning over a new leaf after years of accusations it 

turned a blind eye to - if not actively endorsed - extremist ideology. 
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SOURCE https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2018/02/09/battlefield-acupuncture-yes-it-exists-

and-the-military-is-using-it-to-fight-troops-pain/  

GIST The U.S. military has added the ancient holistic therapy of acupuncture to its arsenal for fighting opioid 

abuse in the ranks. 

 

The practice, which first originated in China about 8,000 years ago, provides immediate relief for acute 

and chronic pain, and, without the risk of addiction, can be used without any restrictions. 

 

One of the most popular forms used in the military has been dubbed ‘battlefield acupuncture,’ or BFA, 

because it’s simple to administer and easily transportable, according to Dr. Richard Niemtzow, who 

developed BFA in 2001. With BFA, service members can continue to participate, unimpaired, in work and 

life. 

 

“They don’t have to wait hours for medications to take maximal effect or endure side effects, like 

drowsiness or allergic reactions, of common pain medications,” said Air Force Col. Lynda Vu, who 

recently administered BFA while deployed in Qatar. “This allows personnel to go back to the fight with 

minimal impact to continuing mission operations.” 

 

Service members who use BFA can still fly aircraft, unlike those who use opiates, according to Vu. The 

one challenge she faces is a lack of BFA-trained physicians on deployment. 

 

“This requires either training prior to deployment or having a trained instructor administer the provider 

BFA course in the deployed location,” Vu said. But once learned, the technique is easy to use. 

 

BFA, which involves a small needle inserted into the ear, has a “central effect” on the nervous system and 

the cingulate gyrus, an area of the brain that processes pain, according to Niemtzow, who is the director of 

the U.S. Air Force Acupuncture and Integrative Medicine Center at the Malcolm Grow Medical Clinics 

and Surgery Center on Joint Base Andrews, Maryland. 

 

Most patients who seek BFA are those who have tried traditional Western treatments and have not 

responded well, according to Niemtzow. But with BFA, many patients can immediately begin to feel 

relief. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Iran drone American stealth knock-off 

SOURCE https://www.timesofisrael.com/iranian-uav-that-entered-israeli-airspace-seems-to-be-american-

stealth-knock-off/  

GIST The Iranian drone shot down by the Israeli Air Force early Saturday morning appears to have been a 

relatively new stealth model whose design was stolen from an American unmanned aerial vehicle that was 

captured by Iran in 2011, according to aviation analysts. 

 

On Saturday night, the Israel Defense Forces released photographs of the destroyed Iranian drone, which 

further enforced the view that the Iranian drone was a stealth model known as a — Thunderbolt, in 

English. These images joined video footage distributed by the army of the moments before the drone was 

shot down. 

 

Michael Cruickshank, working with the air-force-focused Aviationist website, identified the Iranian drone 

as a Saeqeh that was first debuted by the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps in 2016, based on the video 

footage. 

 

Tal Inbar, an Israeli aviation expert for the Fisher Institute, agreed with the assessment, but noted that it 

was not clear from the video or the pictures which specific version of the drone was used. 

 

The design for the Saeqeh, which looks something like a miniaturized B-2 bomber, is largely based on an 
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American RQ-170 Sentinel spy drone, one of which Iran claimed to have shot down in December 2011, 

when it broadcast footage of the recovered aircraft. 

 

Iranian media reported in October 2016 that the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps had built a new attack 

drone similar to the RQ-170 Sentinel. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Cape Town rejoices for brief rainfall 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/11/africa/cape-town-rain-day-zero-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — When it finally came, restaurant diners rushed outside mid-meal to see the deluge for 

themselves. Others grabbed buckets to collect precious water from gutters to be used for washing clothes. 

 

The rain that fell on Cape Town Friday evening was cause for celebration in a drought-stricken city 

headed for "Day Zero" -- the day when taps are expected to run dry. 

 

Though whether the brief downpour was enough to delay "Day Zero" -- set now for May 11 -- remains to 

be seen. 

 

South Africa's second-largest city and its surrounding areas received between 2 millimeters and 10 

millimeters of rainfall Friday night, according to the Cape Town Weather Office. The city can expect 2 

millimeters to 8 millimeters of rainfall Monday evening and into Tuesday morning -- less than an inch -- 

with no further rain expected later in the week. 

 

Despite the paucity, the precipitation was a welcome sight for residents who haven't seen rain since 

January 22, and they collected water in buckets and tanks, with plans to use it for everything from washing 

clothes and dishes to flushing toilets. 

 

But it is unlikely to make a significant impact on the city's largest reservoir, Theewaterskloof Dam, which 

satellite images show is at dangerously low levels. 

 

Since February 1, residents have seen their water usage downsized from 87 to 50 liters a day -- or a little 

over 13 gallons. 

 

The city is also rushing to upgrade its water systems and is building desalination, aquifer and water-

recycling projects to help stretch the current supply. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 LAX: man scales fence, runs to plane 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/11/us/los-angeles-man-on-runway/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — A man apparently scaled a fence at Los Angeles International Airport Saturday, running up to a 

plane and causing a temporary shut down, according to police. 

 

It was believed the man may have been under the influence of narcotics when he ran onto the 24-left 

runway at LAX -- the most northern of the airport's four -- LAX police officer Rob Pedregon told CNN. 

 

A pilot spotted the man and the passengers on his plane had to be transferred to another aircraft, Pedregon 

said. 

 

"We had a temporary shutdown for the 24-left and right runways; and it was a minor shutdown," he said. 

 

The man is expected to face charges including trespassing, he said. 
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According to the FAA, LAX is the United States' second-busiest airport in terms of passenger numbers. 

More than 80.9 million passengers passed through the transport hub in 2016. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Opioid scourge hits state health workers 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article199418169.html  

GIST Spokane  — A Spokesman-Review analysis of Washington death records, health care provider licenses 

and Department of Health disciplinary records found at least 33 medical professionals in the state have 

died from opioid overdoses from 2010 to 2015, the most recent year that overdose death data is available. 

 

Most of the deceased are not physicians. They’re nurses, pharmacy technicians and, in some cases, 

chemical dependency counselors. 

 

None were disciplined by the Department of Health for suspected drug or alcohol abuse or diversion 

before their deaths, records show, though a Cowlitz County nurse died in 2014 before a pending 

investigation into his drug use could be completed. His death certificate listed nine drugs, more than any 

other professional on the list. 

 

Two others were reported, but both had their cases closed. A Port Townsend nurse practitioner had a 

complaint of drug and alcohol abuse, falsifying records and mental disorder dismissed in 2010 due to 

insufficient evidence. She fatally overdosed in 2015 with fentanyl, morphine and hydrocodone found in 

her system. 

 

A Longview chemical dependency counselor accused of drug or alcohol abuse in 2011 also had his case 

closed with no recorded discipline. He died of a heroin overdose in September 2013.  

 

Some of the deaths made headlines. A Tacoma doctor, Nick Uraga, had been charged with kidnapping and 

harassing his ex-wife shortly before he was found dead in his Gig Harbor home of what was described at 

the time as an apparent suicide. The medical examiner later ruled it an accidental drug poisoning with 

oxycodone, according to his death certificate. 

 

The deceased include a Wenatchee-area hospital pharmacist who died at 58 with six prescription drugs, 

including methadone and hydromorphone, in her system. A Mukilteo pharmacy technician, devoted Irish-

Catholic and diabetes advocate, died at 34 from a hydrocodone overdose. 

 

Almost none used heroin or other illegal drugs, a marked contrast to the 4,020 Washingtonians who died 

of opioid overdoses during the same time period. 

 

Heroin is by far the most common drug on death certificates, and methamphetamine is in the top five 

statewide. But medical professionals tend to use prescription painkillers. Oxycodone, hydrocodone and 

fentanyl top the list. 

 

Without exception, the obituaries do not mention a cause of death. They speak only of people who “passed 

away suddenly,” often leaving behind surviving parents, siblings, spouses and children. 

 

The medical profession has long struggled with how best to handle providers struggling with drug 

addiction. 

 

Though doctors, nurses and pharmacists are among the people best-equipped to see the consequences of 

drug addiction, they’re also susceptible to drug abuse thanks to an intersection of factors: high-stress jobs, 

odd hours and a belief that they know how to stay in control of the drugs they prescribe or administer 

routinely. 

 

Doctors with an addiction problem tend to abuse alcohol most frequently, said Chris Bundy, the director of 
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the Washington Physician’s Health Program, which helps doctors get treatment for addiction and mental 

illness. 

 

Nurses are far more likely to abuse opioids or other prescription drugs. Most seeking treatment in 

Washington through the Department of Health have either an opioid addiction or an addiction to multiple 

substances, including opioids. 

 

“A lot of that is because they have direct hands-on access to those medications,” said John Furman, 

director of Washington Health Professional Services, a group within the Department of Health that treats 

nurses for drug addiction.  

 

State law requires medical providers – anyone with a Department of Health license – and health care 

employers to report license holders who are unable to work “with reasonable skill and safety due to a 

mental or physical condition,” including drug or alcohol addiction. Providers are also supposed to self-

report. 

 

A total of 558 health care providers were sanctioned by the health department from 2010 to 2016 for drug 

or alcohol violations, and the department took 1,023 reports of suspected drug and alcohol violations 

involving 843 individual providers during the same period, according to data obtained through a public 

records request. 

 

Washington Health Professional Services takes a carrot and stick approach to suspected substance abuse 

among nurses, including nurse practitioners. 

 

WHPS, a part of the Department of Health, handles referrals from family, colleagues and nurses 

themselves who may be struggling with drug addiction. 

 

If the program finds a nurse is abusing drugs, they’ll be put on a monitoring agreement and be expected to 

comply with a treatment program. If they comply with counseling, group therapy and pass drug tests, 

they’ll be able to keep their license and continue practicing once it’s deemed safe. 

 

“If they’re successful in the program, the nursing commission will never know that they participated and 

that’s an incentive,” Furman said. 

 

That’s the carrot. The stick? Screw up, and the program can report nurses to the nursing commission for 

non-compliance, and they could lose their licenses and jobs. 

 

A similar program exists for doctors: the Washington Physician’s Health Program. Unlike WHPS, it’s 

completely independent from the Department of Health, and deals with any issue making it difficult for a 

doctor to practice safely, including mental or cognitive illnesses. 

 

“We want to encourage early intervention and treatment without creating a safe harbor for people who are 

potentially putting patients at risk,” Bundy, the program director, said. 

 

The physician’s program has a higher success rate than the nurse’s, but providers in both fare better than 

the general public in addiction treatment. 

 

During the 30 years the doctors’ program has existed, 81 percent of graduates have stayed clean after five 

years, based on random drug tests, Bundy said. 

 

Among nurses who graduate, an average of 79 percent were employed in 2017, according to the program’s 

annual report. Fewer than 1 percent of nurses who graduate return to monitoring later for new violations. 

 

Typically, 40 to 60 percent of people treated for drug addiction will relapse, according to the National 

Institute on Drug Abuse, the federal government’s main funder of addiction research. They define relapse 

as “recurrence of symptoms that requires additional medical care.” 
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Still, many health care providers already fear reporting colleagues out of concern that they’re “tattling” or 

going to get someone in trouble. 

 

And reaching out for help remains difficult, even when nurses and other professionals are aware of 

resources. 

 

Anne Mason, director of Washington State University’s doctoral program in nursing, said nurses are aware 

of WHPS and are taught that anyone, from any background, can become addicted to narcotics. 

 

But that’s not always enough to make people willing to seek help. 

 

“There’s so much stigma around addiction whether you’re a health care professional or any other 

professional,” Mason said. “There’s oftentimes a message that addiction is about people making a choice, 

a bad choice, and people could choose not to be addicted if they wanted to but they don’t want to.” 

 

Most reports of drug abuse to both the physicians’ health program and the Department of Health don’t 

result in discipline or monitoring. 

 

“We often hear after the fact that there were others who knew that individual, often several others, who 

knew that individual and had a concern and failed to act,” Bundy said. 

 

In 2016, Bundy said they had 216 people referred to them and had 70 end up in monitoring agreements. In 

2017, they had 189 referrals and 80 monitoring agreements. Most doctors are able to return to work. 

 

WPHS, the program for nurses, had 371 nurses participating in the program for some part of 2017, and 83 

new nurses sign monitoring agreements. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Another asteroid heading close to Earth 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/another-asteroid-heading-close-to-earth/  

GIST CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. -- Another asteroid is headed our way -- the second this week -- but there's no 

need to worry. The newly discovered space rock will pass within 39,000 miles (64,000 kilometers) of 

Earth on Friday afternoon. That's less than one-fifth the distance to the moon. 

     

Designated 2018 CB, the asteroid is an estimated 50 feet to 130 feet (15 meters to 40 meters) in size, 

possibly bigger than the one that exploded over Russia five years ago this month. 

     

The manager of NASA's Center for Near-Earth Object Studies, Paul Chodas, said asteroids this size 

usually don't come this close - just once or twice a year. 

 

While Friday's close approach isn't a huge deal, Chodas said in an email, "it is a reminder that asteroids 

can pass very close to our planet and it's important that we find these objects when they do get close." 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Shadowy Russian bilked US spies $100K 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/09/us/politics/us-cyberweapons-russia-trump.html  

GIST BERLIN — After months of secret negotiations, a shadowy Russian bilked American spies out of 

$100,000 last year, promising to deliver stolen National Security Agency cyberweapons in a deal that he 

insisted would also include compromising material on President Trump, according to American and 

European intelligence officials. 
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The cash, delivered in a suitcase to a Berlin hotel room in September, was intended as the first installment 

of a $1 million payout, according to American officials, the Russian and communications reviewed by The 

New York Times. The theft of the secret hacking tools had been devastating to the N.S.A., and the agency 

was struggling to get a full inventory of what was missing. 

 

Several American intelligence officials said they made clear that they did not want the Trump material 

from the Russian, who was suspected of having murky ties to Russian intelligence and to Eastern 

European cybercriminals. He claimed the information would link the president and his associates to 

Russia. Instead of providing the hacking tools, the Russian produced unverified and possibly fabricated 

information involving Mr. Trump and others, including bank records, emails and purported Russian 

intelligence data. 

 

The United States intelligence officials said they cut off the deal because they were wary of being 

entangled in a Russian operation to create discord inside the American government. They were also fearful 

of political fallout in Washington if they were seen to be buying scurrilous information on the president. 

 

The Central Intelligence Agency declined to comment on the negotiations with the Russian seller. The 

N.S.A., which produced the bulk of the hacking tools that the Americans sought to recover, said only that 

“all N.S.A. employees have a lifetime obligation to protect classified information.”  

 

The negotiations in Europe last year were described by American and European intelligence officials, who 

spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss a clandestine operation, and the Russian. The United States 

officials worked through an intermediary — an American businessman based in Germany — to preserve 

deniability. There were meetings in provincial German towns where John le Carré set his early spy novels, 

and data handoffs in five-star Berlin hotels. American intelligence agencies spent months tracking the 

Russian’s flights to Berlin, his rendezvous with a mistress in Vienna and his trips home to St. Petersburg, 

the officials said. 

 

The N.S.A. even used its official Twitter account to send coded messages to the Russian nearly a dozen 

times. 

 

The episode ended this year with American spies chasing the Russian out of Western Europe, warning him 

not to return if he valued his freedom, the American businessman said. The Trump material was left with 

the American, who has secured it in Europe. 

 

The Russian claimed to have access to a staggering collection of secrets that included everything from the 

computer code for the cyberweapons stolen from the N.S.A. and C.I.A. to what he said was a video of Mr. 

Trump consorting with prostitutes in a Moscow hotel room in 2013, according to American and European 

officials and the Russian, who agreed to be interviewed in Germany on the condition of anonymity. There 

remains no evidence that such a video exists. 

 

The Russian was known to American and European officials for his ties to Russian intelligence and 

cybercriminals — two groups suspected in the theft of the N.S.A. and C.I.A. hacking tools. 

 

But his apparent eagerness to sell the Trump “kompromat” — a Russian term for information used to gain 

leverage over someone — to American spies raised suspicions among officials that he was part of an 

operation to feed the information to United States intelligence agencies and pit them against Mr. Trump. 

Early in the negotiations, for instance, he dropped his asking price from about $10 million to just over $1 

million. Then, a few months later, he showed the American businessman a 15-second clip of a video 

showing a man in a room talking to two women. 

 

No audio could be heard on the video, and there was no way to verify if the man was Mr. Trump, as the 

Russian claimed. But the choice of venue for showing the clip heightened American suspicions of a 

Russian operation: The viewing took place at the Russian Embassy in Berlin, the businessman said.  

 

There were other questions about the Russian’s reliability. He had a history of money laundering and a 
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thin legitimate cover business — a nearly bankrupt company that sold portable grills for streetside sausage 

salesmen, according to British incorporation papers. 

 

“The distinction between an organized criminal and a Russian intelligence officer and a Russian who 

knows some Russian intel guys — it all blurs together,” said Steven L. Hall, the former chief of Russia 

operations at the C.I.A. “This is the difficulty of trying to understand how Russia and Russians operate 

from the Western viewpoint.” 

 

American intelligence officials were also wary of the purported kompromat the Russian wanted to sell. 

They saw the information, especially the video, as the stuff of tabloid gossip pages, not intelligence 

collection, American officials said. 

 

But the Americans desperately wanted the hacking tools. The cyberweapons had been built to break into 

the computer networks of Russia, China and other rival powers. Instead, they ended up in the hands of a 

mysterious group calling itself the Shadow Brokers, which has since provided hackers with tools that 

infected millions of computers around the world, crippling hospitals, factories and businesses. 

 

No officials wanted to refuse information they thought might help determine what had happened. 

 

“That’s one of the bedeviling things about counterintelligence and the wilderness that it is — nobody 

wants to be caught in a position of saying we wrote that off and then five years later saying, ‘Holy cow, it 

was actually a real guy,’” Mr. Hall said. 

 

American intelligence agencies believe that Russia’s spy services see the deep political divisions in the 

United States as a fresh opportunity to inflame partisan tensions. Russian hackers are targeting American 

voting databases ahead of the midterm election this year, they said, and using bot armies to promote 

partisan causes on social media. The Russians are also particularly eager to cast doubt on the federal and 

congressional investigations into the Russian meddling, American intelligence officials said. 

 

Part of that effort, the officials said, appears to be trying to spread information that hews closely to 

unsubstantiated reports about Mr. Trump’s dealings in Russia, including the purported video, whose 

existence Mr. Trump has repeatedly dismissed. 

 

Rumors that Russian intelligence possesses the video surfaced more than a year ago in an explosive and 

unverified dossier compiled by a former British spy and paid for by Democrats. Since then, at least four 

Russians with espionage and underworld connections have appeared in Central and Eastern Europe, 

offering to sell kompromat to American political operatives, private investigators and spies that would 

corroborate the dossier, American and European intelligence officials said. 

 

American officials suspect that at least some of the sellers are working for Russia’s spy services. 

 

The Times obtained four of the documents that the Russian in Germany tried to pass to American 

intelligence (The Times did not pay for the material). All are purported to be Russian intelligence reports, 

and each focuses on associates of Mr. Trump. Carter Page, the former campaign adviser who has been the 

focus of F.B.I. investigators, features in one; Robert and Rebekah Mercer, the billionaire Republican 

donors, in another. 

 

Yet all four appear to be drawn almost entirely from news reports, not secret intelligence. They all also 

contain stylistic and grammatical usages not typically seen in Russian intelligence reports, said Yuri 

Shvets, a former K.G.B. officer who spent years as a spy in Washington before immigrating to the United 

States after the end of the Cold War. 

 

American spies are not the only ones who have dealt with Russians claiming to have secrets to sell. Cody 

Shearer, an American political operative with ties to the Democratic Party, has been crisscrossing Eastern 

Europe for more than six months to secure the purported kompromat from a different Russian, said people 

familiar with the efforts, speaking on the condition of anonymity to avoid damaging their relationship with 
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him. 

 

Reached by phone late last year, Mr. Shearer would say only that his work was “a big deal — you know 

what it is, and you shouldn’t be asking about it.” He then hung up. 

 

Mr. Shearer’s efforts grew out of work he first began during the 2016 campaign, when he compiled a pair 

of reports that, like the dossier, also included talk of a video and Russian payoffs to Trump associates. It is 

not clear what, if anything, Mr. Shearer has been able to purchase. 

 

Before the Americans were negotiating with the Russian, they were dealing with a hacker in Vienna 

known only to American intelligence officials as Carlo. In early 2017, he offered to provide them with a 

full set of hacking tools that were in the hands of the Shadow Brokers and the names of other people in his 

network, American officials said. In exchange, he wanted immunity from prosecution in the United States. 

 

But the immunity deal fell apart, so intelligence officials decided to do what spies do best: They offered to 

buy the data. That is when the Russian in Germany emerged, telling the Americans he would handle the 

sale. 

 

Like Carlo, he had previously dealt with American intelligence operatives, American and European 

officials said. He served as a fixer, of sorts, brokering deals for Russia’s Federal Security Service, or 

F.S.B., which is the successor to the Soviet K.G.B. American intelligence officials said that he had a direct 

link to Nikolai Patrushev, a former F.S.B. director, and that they knew of previous work he had done 

helping move illicit shipments of semiprecious metals for a Russian oligarch. 

 

By last April it appeared that a deal was imminent. Several C.I.A. officers even traveled from the agency’s 

headquarters to help the agency’s Berlin station handle the operation. 

 

At a small bar in the former heart of West Berlin, the Russian handed the American intermediary a thumb 

drive with a small cache of data that was intended to provide a sample of what was to come, American 

officials said. 

 

Within days, though, the deal turned sour. American intelligence agencies determined that the data was 

genuinely from the Shadow Brokers, but was material the group had already made public. As a result, the 

C.I.A. said it would not pay for it, American officials said. 

 

The Russian was furious. But negotiations limped on until September, when the two sides agreed to try 

again. 

 

Late that month, the American businessman delivered the $100,000 payment. Some officials said it was 

United States government money but routed through an indirect channel. 

 

A few weeks later, the Russian began handing over data. But in multiple deliveries in October and 

December, almost all of what he delivered was related to the 2016 election and alleged ties between Mr. 

Trump’s associates and Russia, not the N.S.A. or C.I.A. hacking tools. 

 

In December, the Russian said he told the American intermediary that he was providing the Trump 

material and holding out on the hacking tools at the orders of senior Russian intelligence officials.  

 

Early this year, the Americans gave him one last chance. The Russian once again showed up with nothing 

more than excuses. 

   

So the Americans offered him a choice: Start working for them and provide the names of everyone in his 

network — or go back to Russia and do not return. 

 

The Russian did not give it much thought. He took a sip of the cranberry juice he was nursing, picked up 

his bag and said, “Thank you.” Then he walked out the door 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Study: viruses, bacteria falling from sky 

SOURCE https://www.studyfinds.org/viruses-bacteria-fall-from-sky/  

GIST VANCOUVER — This study will make you think twice about stepping outside for a breath of fresh air. A 

team of scientists from around the world confirmed millions of viruses rising into the atmosphere, 

traveling — sometimes for thousands of miles — and falling back down to the surface. 

 

The study, carried out by researchers from the U.S., Canada, and Spain, is the first of its kind to confirm 

viruses are being swept up into the free toposphere — the layer of atmosphere between the area where 

Earth’s weather systems develop — and below the stratosphere, where airplanes fly. 

 

“Fresh air” may not be so fresh after all. A new study finds that millions of viruses and bacteria are swept 

into the atmosphere and travel long distances before eventually falling back down to earth. 

 

The numbers are “astonishing” the researchers say, but remember, a virus is a tiny particle, little more than 

a strand of DNA and a mechanism for attaching to organic matter. 

 

“Every day, more than 800 million viruses are deposited per square metre above the planetary boundary 

layer — that’s 25 viruses for each person in Canada,” says University of British Columbia virologist 

Curtis Suttle, lead author of the study, in a media release. 

 

Scientists have been finding genetically similar viruses in disparate parts of the planet. 

 

“Roughly 20 years ago we began finding genetically similar viruses occurring in very different 

environments around the globe,” says Suttle. “This preponderance of long-residence viruses travelling the 

atmosphere likely explains why—it’s quite conceivable to have a virus swept up into the atmosphere on 

one continent and deposited on another.”  

 

Suttle and his team found that viruses and bacteria are often swept up into the atmosphere by attaching 

themselves to particles in soil dust and sea spray. The researchers used platforms in Spain’s Sierra Nevada 

Mountains to detect how many viruses and bacteria were settling there every day. They found billions of 

viruses and tens of millions of bacteria being deposited there per square meter every day. 

 

“Bacteria and viruses are typically deposited back to Earth via rain events and Saharan dust intrusions. 

However, the rain was less efficient removing viruses from the atmosphere,” adds study authorIsabel 

Reche, a microbial ecologist from the University of Granada. 

 

The full study was published in International Society for Microbial Ecology Journal. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 SKorea leader invited to visit North 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/korean-president-hosts-lunch-kim-jong-uns-sister-

52975329?   

GIST A rare invitation to Pyongyang for the South Korean president marked Day Two of the North Korean Kim 

dynasty's southern road tour Saturday, part of an accelerated diplomatic warming that included more 

handshakes, some Korean liquor over lunch and the potential shared joy of watching a "unified" Korea 

team play hockey at the Olympics. 

 

Nothing has been settled on any trip north by South Korean President Moon Jae-in. But the verbal 

message to come at a "convenient time" from dictator Kim Jong Un, delivered by his visiting little sister, 

Kim Yo Jong, is part of a sudden rush of improving feelings between the rivals during the Pyeongchang 
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Olympics. The result: a heady, sometimes surreal, state of affairs in a South Korea that has seen far more 

threat than charm out of the North. 

 

Still, it wouldn't be South Korea if people weren't asking the perennial question when it comes to North 

Korea changing gears and showering its rival with apparent affection: What's in it for Pyongyang? 

 

Past "charm offensives" have been interpreted as North Korea trying to recoup from crippling sanctions on 

their nuclear program, or trying to drive a wedge between Seoul and its U.S. ally. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Poland official: Jews ‘ashamed’ of passivity 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/polish-official-accuses-jews-passivity-holocaust-

52980343?   

GIST An adviser to Poland's president has said that Israel's reaction to a law criminalizing some statements 

about Poland's actions during World War stems from a "feeling of shame at the passivity of the Jews 

during the Holocaust." 

 

Andrzej Zybertowicz made the remark in an interview published Friday in the Polska-The Times 

newspaper. Zybertowicz tweeted a link to the article on Friday. 

 

Polish President Andrzej Duda signed legislation Tuesday that imposes prison terms of up to three years 

for falsely and intentionally attributing Nazi crimes to German-occupied Poland. 

 

The law has sparked anger in Israel, where Holocaust survivors and others with roots in Poland fear it will 

allow the government to whitewash the role some Poles had in killing Jews during World War II. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Germany rising trend anti-Semitic crimes 

SOURCE http://www.dw.com/en/germany-averaged-four-anti-semitic-crimes-per-day-in-2017-report-says/a-

42538545  

GIST The rising trend of anti-Semitic crimes in Germany shows no signs of abating, according to a newspaper 

report on last year's crime statistics that was published on Sunday. 

 

In 2017, German police registered a total of 1,453 crimes that targeted Jews or Jewish institutions, 

reported German newspaper Tagesspiegel, citing figures from the German government. The data was 

compiled in response to an inquiry from Bundestag vice president and Left party lawmaker Petra Pau. 

 

Last year's crimes included 32 acts of violence, 160 instances of property damage, and 898 cases of 

incitement. 

 

The German government expects the figures to rise even further since the data provided by the states is not 

yet final, the paper said. 

 

In 1,377 of the cases — 95 percent of the total — police determined that a right-wing motive had driven 

the crimes. 

 

Police attributed 33 of the offenses to foreign-born anti-Semites, not including Islamists. 

 

Another 25 of the cases were "religiously motivated," including those involving either foreign-born or 
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German Muslims with extremist beliefs, according to the Tagesspiegel report. 

 

Read more: Germany pays too little attention to current anti-Semitism, report says 

 

In 17 of the cases, authorities were unable to determine a political motive behind the crime. Police 

determined a left-wing motive in one case of incitement. 

 

Pau, who initiated the anti-Semitic crime inquiry, said she was deeply concerned about last year's figures. 

Speaking with Tagesspiegel, Pau noted that "the number of unreported cases could be considerably 

higher" since many of those affected are reluctant to report the crime. 

 

Last month, German lawmakers passed a bill to implement tougher laws to tackle anti-Semitism, including 

the creation of a commissioner post to develop and carry out a strategy for rooting out anti-Semitic 

sentiment and crime. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 KCSO: man fatally shot in driveway 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/897466/man-found-shot-to-death-in-skyway-shooting/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — The King County Sheriff’s Office is investigating after a man was found shot to death 

in a driveway in the Skyway area south of Seattle. 

 

The Seattle Times reports that the victim was a 45-year-old man who lives in the area. 

 

Sheriff’s Sgt. Cindi West says a homeowner heard gunshots about 4:30 a.m. Sunday and went outside to 

find the man shot dead in her driveway. The homeowner reported that she knew the man, but she did not 

expect him at her home. 

 

No firearm was found at the scene. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Seattle: 2 shootings over weekend 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/897658/two-shootings-seattle/  

GIST Police are investigating two shootings in Seattle. The latest happened at First Avenue and Cherry Street 

near Pioneer Square.  

 

One man was taken to Harborview Medical Center with life-threatening injuries after the shooting on 

Sunday evening.  

 

Police have not released a description of a suspect.  

 

This is the second shooting reported in Seattle over the weekend.  

 

Earlier on Sunday, a 27-year-old man was shot to death inside a nightclub south of downtown. 

 

Around 1 a.m., police responded to the 100 block of South Horton Street and said they tried to save the 

man’s life until Fire Department medics took over and brought him to Harborview Medical Center, where 

he died. 

 

No further details were immediately released. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 MLB player’s kidnapped mom rescued 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/pittsburgh-pirates-catcher-elias-diaz-mother-ana-soto-rescued-

kidnapping-venezuela/  

GIST PITTSBURGH -- The mother of Pirates catcher Elias Diaz has been rescued after being kidnapped last 

week, CBS Pittsburgh reports. Multiple reports out of Venezuela say at least six people were detained 

Saturday after confessing that they were involved in the kidnapping. Five of those detained were 

reportedly police officers, including an officer who lived next door to Diaz. 

 

The governor of the Venezuelan state of Zulia tweeted Sunday that Diaz's mother, Ana Soto, was rescued 

by security forces. 

 

The Pirates have not yet released a statement confirming these reports. 

 

Venezuelan media reported the kidnapping Thursday. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Beijing mall stabbing: 1 killed, 12 injured 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/beijing-xidan-mall-stabbing-knife-attack-leaves/  

GIST BEIJING -- Police say a 35-year-old man with a personal grievance attacked 13 people with a knife in a 

busy shopping mall in Beijing on Sunday, killing one. A woman died from her injuries after being sent to a 

hospital, the city's Public Security Bureau said in a brief statement. 

 

The 12 other victims in the attack suffered injuries that were not life-threatening, it said. 

 

Police provided only the alleged assailant's surname, Zhu, and said he confessed to the authorities that he 

carried out the attack at Joy City, a mall in Beijing's Xidan district, to "vent his personal discontent." 

 

Because Chinese law tightly restricts the sale and possession of firearms, mass attacks are generally 

carried out with knives or homemade explosives. 

 

Perpetrators of similar attacks in the past have been described as mentally ill or bearing grudges against 

society. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Coast Guard probes false mayday calls 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/us/coast-guard-looking-for-man-suspected-of-making-8-false-

maydays-in-california-1.511037  

GIST The U.S. Coast Guard has spent the last month looking for the aquatic version of the boy who cried wolf. 

 

Since Jan. 3, an unknown man is suspected of making eight mayday radio calls to the Coast Guard’s Los 

Angeles command center, a felony that could land the caller in prison for up to six years. 

 

Such fake maydays, officials say, wastes resources and can put rescuers in danger. 

 

“Coast Guard operations are inherently dangerous and our servicemembers face risks every time we 

launch for a search-and-rescue mission,” said Capt. Charlene Downey, the Los Angeles-Long Beach 

commander. “Limited resources should not be diverted away from legitimate emergencies.” 

 

In one of the recordings, released this week by the Coast Guard as it seeks the public’s help in finding the 

suspect, a male’s voice spits out the universal distress signal rapid-fire: “Mayday, mayday, mayday. … 

Mayday, mayday, mayday.” 
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The accent of his voice appears to change between bursts. 

 

Other recordings from the past two weeks are undergoing forensic voice analysis, the Coast Guard said in 

a statement. 

 

The man made the calls to Channel 16, the international channel for communicating distress signals to the 

Coast Guard, law enforcement and other mariners, Petty Officer DeVante Marrow said. The Coast Guard 

monitors that channel 24 hours a day. 

 

It is unknown if the man made the calls from the sea or from land. 

 

“The calls were only one to three seconds long, so they couldn’t get a bearing on it,” Marrow said about 

why officials couldn’t track the calls. “When you have the search-and-rescue calls, they try to get out as 

much information as possible. In this case, he just said, ‘mayday.’” 

 

The Coast Guard typically sends out crews anytime a mayday call comes in – and they will keep looking 

until they determine a call is fake. The released call did not cite a location. 

 

How the Coast Guard determined these calls were fake is unclear, but Marrow said the commanders have 

criteria they follow to determine a call’s legitimacy. 

 

Besides a prison sentence, someone convicted of making a false distress call could face a $250,000 fine 

and a $10,000 civil penalty and have to repay agency costs. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Ex-ICE agent jailed accepting bribes 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/02/10/Former-Homeland-Security-agent-prisoned-for-

accepting-bribes-from-drug-

lord/5371518305044/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_us&utm_medium=3  

GIST Feb. 10 (UPI) -- A former U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement-Homeland Security Investigations 

special agent was sentenced to 36 months in prison Friday for accepting bribes from a fugitive narcotics 

kingpin, according to admissions in his plea agreement. 

 

Christopher Ciccione II, 52, of Phoenixville, Pa., accepted cash and other valuables while using his official 

position to dismiss an indictment against Colombian national Jose Bayron Piedrahita Ceballos, according 

to a Department of Justice statement. 

 

The former special agent admitted to accepting $20,000, dinner, drinks and prostitutes in exchange for 

records to be altered in Ceballos' case, saying the he was a former suspect rather than a current one and 

that the narcotics kingpin was "never positively identified" so his case should be dismissed. 

 

"Christopher Ciccione abused his law enforcement authority for personal profit," said John Cronan, acting 

assistant attorney general. "His actions not only comprised an ongoing investigation and nearly allowed a 

dangerous drug kingpin to escape justice, but they also betrayed the public trust placed in him to carry out 

his sworn duties with integrity. Today's sentence demonstrates the hard work of our federal law 

enforcement partners to bring criminals to justice-no matter who they are." 

 

Ciccione was sentenced by U.S. District Judge Robert N. Scola Jr. of the Southern District of Florida. 

Ceballos is currently jailed in the Republic of Colombia. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Indonesia: church attacker killed 
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SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/11/police-shoot-man-during-sword-attack-on-indonesian-

church.html  

GIST SLEMAN, Indonesia –  Police in Indonesia shot a sword-wielding man who attacked a church 

congregation during Sunday Mass, injuring four people, including a German priest. 

 

The reason for the attack Sunday morning in Sleman district in Yogyakarta province was not immediately 

clear. The 22-year-old attacker decapitated statues of Jesus Christ and the Virgin Mary during the incident, 

photos showed. 

 

Churches are a common target for Islamic militants in Indonesia, the world's most populous Muslim 

nation. 

 

Local police detective Fendi Timur said counterterrorism police would be involved in the investigation. 

 

Video shows people in the church throwing books at the man as he lunged toward them with his sword. 

Witnesses and police said the injured included a police officer who tried to subdue the attacker and the 81-

year-old priest Karl Edmund Prier, a longtime resident of Indonesia. 

 

They suffered back, neck and head wounds and are in stable condition. 

 

The suspect, identified only as Suliyono, was hospitalized. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Kentucky ‘murder spree’: man kills 4, self 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/11/us/kentucky-four-people-killed/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — Five people died in a "murder spree" in eastern Kentucky Saturday, the Johnson County sheriff 

said. 

 

"This has been a horrific murder spree. The lives of four innocent victims were taken. The perpetrator then 

took his own life," Sheriff Dwayne Price said. 

 

Authorities responding to reports of a shooting found the bodies of two victims at a home in Johnson 

County, the sheriff's office said in a statement. 

 

While deputies were searching for a suspect, they found two more victims and the suspected shooter dead 

at an apartment in Paintsville -- about 10 miles away from where the first victims were found. 

 

Price said he was not releasing names of any of the victims until their families were notified. 

 

"There are no words to describe the heartbreak in seeing four lives taken due to the actions of one man. I 

have worked in law enforcement for 34 years. This is one of the most disturbing acts of violence I have 

ever seen," he added. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Maine governor orders prison shutdown 

SOURCE http://wgme.com/news/local/gov-lepage-orders-prison-shut-down   

GIST AUGUSTA (WGME) -- Before dawn, Governor Paul LePage emptied a minimum security prison of all 

the inmates and locked the workers out. 

 

Staff of the Downeast Correctional Facility say they were given no warning of the governor’s order to 

transfer all 63 inmates. State Police pulled up to the gate at 4:30 Friday morning to load inmates on buses, 

while employees were given layoff notices and placed on administrative leave. 
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State Senator Joyce Maker says the facility was fully funded through June and says there was bipartisan 

support to continue that funding. She says Governor LePage was determined to close Downeast, regardless 

of who it hurt. 

 

"There's no reason why he has to do it to these people at this time," Maker said. "It's devastating to 

Washington County." 

 

Governor LePage says he closed Downeast because it was outdated, inefficient and too costly to run. 

 

"I have a jail that costs more to operate than the maximum security prison in the State of Maine," LePage 

said. 

 

Governor LePage says Downeast was bound to close at some point. 

 

"I saw today as an ability to save the state a little bit more money," LePage said. 

 

The state employees’ union says all 63 inmates were taken to Mountain View Correctional Facility. A 

union rep. says staff at the Charleston facility have concerns about taking those inmates. 

 

Downeast was established by a state law. The Attorney General's Office says the governor cannot 

unilaterally amend that law and close Downeast without violating the Constitution, but even critics say the 

governor does have the power to remove all the inmates. 

 

"Unless we find a loophole here, I don't know that there's any hope," Maker said. 

 

Washington County lawmakers and the state employees’ union both say they're exploring their options to 

challenge Governor LePage and try and keep the Downeast Correctional Facility open, but both say it will 

do little good if the governor refuses to house inmates there. 
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HEADLINE 02/11 Ohio cops killed in 911 hang up call 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/10/us/ohio-police-officers-killed/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — Two police officers died Saturday after being shot while responding to a 911 call that ended in a 

hang-up in Ohio, authorities said.  

 

The officers were shot as they entered an apartment in Westerville, Division of Police Chief Joe Morbitzer 

told reporters. Officers responded to what was a potential domestic situation, he said, but didn't go into 

detail about the incident. 

 

One officer died on the scene and one died at the hospital, the chief said. 

 

They were identified as Eric Joering, 39, who had been with the department for 17 years, and Anthony 

Morelli, 54, who had served 30 years. 

 

"Both officers gave their lives in the protection of others," Morbitzer said through tears. "Those are true 

American heroes." 

 

A male suspect was wounded and hospitalized, police spokeswoman Christa Dickey said. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Police: 19yr-old raped dying woman 
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SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/896725/police-washington-man-raped-dying-woman-texted-photos/  

GIST EVERETT, Wash. (AP) — A 19-year-old Washington state man, who police say raped a high school 

student as she died from a drug overdose and texted semi-nude photos of her, has been charged with 

manslaughter. 

 

Brian Roberto Varela of Lynnwood was also charged Friday in Snohomish County Superior Court with 

second-degree rape and controlled substance homicide in the death of 18-year-old Alyssa Mae Noceda. 

 

According to court documents, Varela told detectives that Noceda snorted Percocet and also ingested 

liquid marijuana before collapsing in his room the previous weekend. 

 

Authorities say Varela never sought help for Noceda, instead sending semi-nude photos of her to friends 

and texting “LOL, I think she od’d, still breathing.” 

 

Authorities say his co-worker contacted police Tuesday after Varela said he didn’t know if Noceda was 

still alive when he was having sex with her. Court records say he told a friend that “she died having sex 

with me.” 

 

Police arrested Varela later that day after executing a search warrant and finding Noceda’s body in a 

plastic crate at the suspect’s home. 

 

Varela told investigators he planned to bury Noceda with onions to minimize the odor, police said. He also 

told detectives that after Noceda died, he used her thumb to unlock her phone Feb. 4 and send messages to 

make it appear she had run away. 
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HEADLINE 02/10 Fights, arrests Seattle ‘freedom rally’ 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/896900/uw-republicans-patriot-prayer/  

GIST Several fights broke out at a “freedom rally” Saturday at the University of Washington, hosted by the 

College Republicans group. The rally was met by a large group of protesters. 

 

Five people were arrested. 

 

The University of Washington was blocked from charging the school’s Republicans group a $17,000 

security fee ahead of a “freedom rally” Saturday, a federal judge ruled Friday. 

 

Officials with the University of Washington said Friday in a statement that they were “taking precautions 

to ensure the Patriot Prayer event unfolds as peacefully as possible.” 
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HEADLINE 02/09 King Co. unique crime mediation program 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/king-county-teens-hold-peers-accountable-through-unique-crime-

mediation-program/697239285  

GIST SEATTLE - While some teenage criminals are sent to jail, there's a King County program that aims to 

keep them out. 

 

These young offenders must face the people they've harmed, and a teenage mediator helps break through 

decides their fate.  

 

Jerell Colman is a 16-year-old who now spends a lot of time at the Federal Way Boys and Girls Club, 

mostly volunteering with Charissa Eggleston and the Helping Youth Perform Excellence, or HYPE, 

program.   
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He’s now a youth leader, but was headed down a much different path. 

 

“He could've been walking around with a criminal record doing time” Eggleston said. “He could have 

been incarcerated.” 

 

In late 2016, Colman was arrested with other teenagers for breaking into DBM Contractors in Federal 

Way. 

 

Combined, the teens did $50,000 worth of damage. Colman said he had started hanging out with some 

kids at his apartment complex who were known troublemakers. 

 

“I really had a weak mindset at that time,” he said. 

 

Dustin Pulley, Colman's stepfather, got the call at work of the arrest. 

 

“I was pretty disappointed,” Pulley said, “because we try to steer him in the right direction.” 

 

While he was trying to figure out the legal situation, Pulley was told that the prosecutor considered 

Colman a candidate for the Alternative Dispute Resolution program. 

 

He was told it was a mediation that could reduce Colman's charges if he faced the people he'd harmed. 

 

And they agreed to do it. 

 

“I had no idea that a program like that existed,” Pulley said. 

 

Colman told KIRO 7 about the moment he first saw the people from the construction company. 

 

“When I walked in the room, my stomach completely dropped,” he said. 

 

What makes the program even more unique is the presence of a youth mediator in the room. 

 

Cheyenne Brashear was the teenage volunteer assigned to Colman's case. 

 

“That kid reminded me of my brother,” she said. “Just another multiracial, black kid growing up in the 

wrong neighborhood making the wrong friends.” 

 

Brashear is one of about a dozen teenage leaders in King County trained to be part of the restorative 

mediations. 

 

Polly Davis, a longtime mediator with King County, came up with the first-of-its-kind program three years 

ago. She worked with prosecutors, defense attorneys and youth probation officers to determine how it 

would work. 

 

“Having the youth in the room is an incredibly powerful dynamic changer,” Davis said. “For one thing, 

they are a subject matter expert.” 

 

The victim or a victim’s advocate has to agree to be in the room in order for the teen to get a chance to go 

through the mediation. The victim comes up with the action plan or punishment for the teen. 

 

The youth mediation program averages one case per month.       

 

It started with minor crimes such as petty theft but the seriousness of the crimes they cover has increased. 

 

Recently, the program successfully diverted a weapons charge and a charge of an assault on an officer. 
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It's ultimately up to a judge to sign off on the action plan. 

 

Davis said the youth mediator has made a big difference. 

 

“That's who the youth look at,” she said. 

 

During Colman's mediation, he heard the victims detail the impact of his actions. 

 

While he was only part of one break-in, there had been three consecutive nights of break-ins. 

 

Workers at DBM were afraid to come to work and had no idea it was just some teens causing mischief. 

 

In the mediation, Colman gave a soft-voiced apology, but the victims weren’t feeling it. The breakthrough 

came when Brashear talked one-on-one with Colman and asked how he wanted to be heard. 

 

“He was just, like, ‘I'm really sorry, I just don't know how to say it,’” she said. “And I was, like, 'Well, you 

just need to go in there and say it and mean it, you know?'" 

 

Colman said that moment gave him the confidence to go in and give a more heart-felt apology. 

 

Davis said, at that point, the victims' attitude toward Colman changed.  

 

They asked Colman about his interests. He told them how he to play basketball. So they used his love of 

basketball to determine his action plan. He had to do community service hours running the scoreboard at 

the Boys and Girls Club in Federal Way.  

 

And he had to join Eggleston's HYPE program.   

 

“He met that and he's surpassed that,” Eggleston said. “I'm just super impressed with Jerell. As soon as he 

completed his hours, he was, like, ‘Does this mean I can't come anymore?’ I was, like, 'No, you’ve got to 

keep coming as long as you want.' So, he's been coming consistently for a year. He often volunteers.” 

 

KIRO 7 anchor John Knicely asked Davis how she’d respond to someone saying Colman is getting off 

easy. 

 

“I think it's incredibly brave for youth to be in the room with the people they did something to,” she said. 

“And it takes guts to do that.” 

 

Colman did just that.   

 

And now, instead of being locked up with other youth criminals, Colman is spending his time helping 

other kids make better choices.   

 

His stepfather says he’s become a leader. 

 

“He doesn't have a record,” Pulley said. “It's been expunged. He's just a regular kid going about his 

business now.” 

 

The teen mediation program is one example of how King County is shifting Juvenile Justice under the 

direction of Public Health. 
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SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/09/illegal-immigrant-cheers-after-being-found-guilty-killing-

two-california-deputies-threatens-to-kill-more-cops.html  

GIST An illegal immigrant charged with killing two California deputies in 2014 cheered after being found guilty 

of murder and threatened “to kill more cops soon” as he was taken away. 

 

The defendant, Luis Enrique Monroy Bracamontes, 37, was found guilty of the Oct. 24, 2014, shootings 

that killed Sacramento County Sheriff’s Deputy Danny Oliver and Placer County Sheriff’s Detective 

Michael Davis Jr. He now faces a potential death penalty. 

 

Bracamontes smiled and softly said, “Yay,” after the first verdict was read. Later, as he was being taken 

out of the courtroom, he said, “I’m going to kill more cops soon.” 

 

Bracamontes has had other outburst since his trial began on Jan. 16. He interrupted the court with a 

profanity-laced rant, calling one of the slain officers a “coward.” 

 

"I wish I had killed more of the mother-------s," Bracamontes told the court. He continued: "I will break 

out soon and I will kill more, kill whoever gets in front of me. ... There's no need for a f---ing trial." 

 

Defense attorneys argued that Bracamontes was mentally ill and high on methamphetamine during the 

shootings and should be spared. But a judge found him competent to stand trial. 

 

Prosecutors will seek the death penalty for Bracamontes when the sentencing phase of his trial begins 

March 5. 

 

Bracamontes, a Mexican citizen who repeatedly entered the United States illegally, has shouted in court 

that he is guilty and asked to be put to death. He has also threatened to kill his defense attorneys. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Violence stalks Venezuela lawless roads 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-venezuela-economy-trucks-widerimage/mad-max-violence-

stalks-venezuelas-lawless-roads-idUSKBN1FT1G9?il=0  

GIST LA GRITA, Venezuela (Reuters) - It’s midnight on one of the most dangerous roads in Latin America and 

Venezuelan trucker Humberto Aguilar hurtles through the darkness with 20 tons of vegetables freshly 

harvested from the Andes for sale in the capital Caracas. 

 

When he set off at sunset from the town of La Grita in western Venezuela on his 900-km (560-mile) 

journey, Aguilar knew he was taking his life in his hands. 

 

With hunger widespread amid a fifth year of painful economic implosion under President Nicolas Maduro, 

Venezuela has seen a frightening surge in attacks on increasingly lawless roads. 

 

Just a few days earlier, Aguilar said he sat terrified when hundreds of looters swarmed a stationary 

convoy, overwhelming drivers by sheer numbers. They carted off milk, rice and sugar from other trucks 

but left his less-prized vegetables alone. 

 

“Every time I say goodbye to my family, I entrust myself to God and the Virgin,” said the 36-year-old 

trucker. 

 

While truck heists have long been common in Latin America’s major economies from Mexico to Brazil, 

looting of cargoes on roads has soared in Venezuela in recent times and appears to be not just a result of 

common crime but directly linked to growing hunger and desperation among the population of 30 million. 

 

Across Venezuela, there were some 162 lootings in January, including 42 robberies of trucks, according to 

the consultancy Oswaldo Ramirez Consultores (ORC), which tracks road safety for companies. That 
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compared to eight lootings, including one truck robbery, in the same month of last year. 

 

“The hunger and despair are far worse than people realize, what we are seeing on the roads is just another 

manifestation of that. We’ve also been seeing people stealing and butchering animals in fields, attacking 

shops and blocking roads to protest their lack of food. It’s become extremely serious,” said ORC director 

Oswaldo Ramirez. 

 

Eight people have died in the lootings in January of this year, according to a Reuters tally. 

 

The dystopian attacks in a country with one of the world’s highest murder rates are pushing up transport 

and food costs in an already hyperinflationary environment, as well as stifling movement of goods in the 

crisis-hit OPEC nation. 

 

They have complicated the perilous life of truckers who already face harassment from bribe-seeking 

soldiers, spiraling prices for parts and hours-long lines for fuel. 

 

Government officials and representatives of the security forces did not respond to requests for comment 

for this story. 

 

Barred by law from carrying guns, the Andean truckers form convoys to protect themselves, text each 

other about trouble spots - and keep moving as fast as possible. 

 

Even once Andean truckers reach cities, there is no respite. 

 

Armed gangs often charge them for safe passage and permission to set up markets. 

 

“The government gives us no security. It’s madness. People have got used to the easy life of robbing,” said 

Javier Escalante, who owns two trucks that take vegetables from La Grita to the town of Guatire outside 

Caracas every week. 

 

“But if we stop, how do we earn a living for our families? How do Venezuelans eat? And how do the 

peasant farmers sell their produce? We have no choice but to keep going.” 

 

The looters use a variety of techniques, depending on the terrain and the target, according to truckers, 

inhabitants of towns on highways, and videos of incidents. 

 

Sometimes gunmen on motorbikes surround a truck, slowing it down before pouncing like lions stalking 

prey. In other instances, attackers wait for a vehicle to slow down – at a pothole for example – before 

jumping on, cutting through the tarpaulin and hurling goods onto the ground for waiting companions. 

 

The looters use tree trunks and rocks to stop vehicles, and are particularly fond of “miguelitos” - pieces of 

metal with long spikes - to burst tires and halt vehicles. 

 

Though events on Venezuela’s roads may seem like something out of the Mad Max movie, truckers say 

they are often more akin to Robin Hood as assailants are careful not to harm the drivers or their vehicles 

provided they do not resist. 

 

“The best protection is to be submissive, hand things over,” said Roberto Maldonado, who handles 

paperwork for truckers in La Grita. “When people are hungry, they are dangerous.” 

 

However, all the truckers interviewed by Reuters said they knew of someone murdered on the roads - 

mainly during targeted robberies rather than spontaneous lootings. 

 

With new tires now going for about 70 million bolivars - about $300 on the black market or more than two 

decades of work at the official minimum wage - looters often swipe them along with food. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Navy probes widespread drug selling 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-navy-probes-suspected-drug-selling-use-among-sailors-in-japan-

1518210550  

GIST WASHINGTON—The U.S. Navy is investigating at least a dozen U.S. sailors based in Japan, some 

serving aboard the USS Ronald Reagan aircraft carrier, for suspicion of buying, selling, and using LSD, 

ecstasy and other drugs, U.S. Navy officials said Friday. 

 

The Navy also is probing whether U.S. sailors were using the internet to buy or sell drugs or were 

distributing them to local Japanese residents. 

 

The Navy first learned about allegations of widespread drug sales on Feb. 6, when it received a tip about a 

petty officer third class using drugs, the officials said. He was subsequently detained and released, they 

said. 

 

That sailor pointed investigators to others aboard the ship who the sailor said were distributing or using 

drugs, a U.S. military official said. The official said that others could be detained or charged in the 

continuing probe. 

 

The Naval Criminal Investigative Service confirmed it was conducting an investigation. Among questions 

are whether the drug use and distribution reached other parts of Seventh Fleet, which operates in the 

Pacific, the officials said. 

 

“The Navy has zero tolerance for drug abuse and takes all allegations involving misconduct of our sailors, 

Navy civilians and family members very seriously,” NCIS said in a statement. “These allegations are still 

under investigation and it would be inappropriate to comment further.” 

 

Japanese authorities also have been brought into the investigation, two Navy officials said, because of 

suspicions that drugs were sold to Japanese residents. In addition, a suspicious package related to one of 

the sailors was intercepted by a local postal service, a Navy official said. 

 

The USS Reagan currently is stationed at its home port, in Yokosuka, Japan, headquarters of the Navy’s 

Seventh Fleet. Seventh Fleet officials said they couldn’t immediately comment. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Las Vegas shooter’s autopsy report 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/09/us/stephen-paddock-autopsy-las-vegas/index.html  

GIST (CNN)An autopsy report on Las Vegas shooter Stephen Paddock said he had anti-anxiety medication in 

his system at the time of death, according to the Las Vegas Review-Journal. 

 

The autopsy report from the Clark County Coroner's Office also indicated that Paddock died of a self-

inflicted gunshot wound to the head, the Review-Journal said. 

 

According to the report, Paddock's brain remains in a research lab in Stanford University School of 

Medicine. 

 

Paddock, 64, opened fire on 22,000 concertgoers from the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay Resort and 

Casino on October 1, killing 58 people and injuring almost 500. 

 

Police broke down the door to Paddock's room and found numerous firearms and thousands of rounds of 

ammunition. 
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Authorities have not provided a motive in the massacre. Paddock was known as a high-stakes gambler 

who often visited Las Vegas casinos. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Swiss police: thieves $32M in van heist 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/thieves-carry-elaborate-van-heist-steal-millions-cash/story?  

GIST Millions of dollars in cash were stolen during a van heist along the French-Swiss border on Thursday 

night, according to reports.  

 

The armored vehicle transporting the cash was driving on a highway toward Lausanne, Switzerland, 

around 7:45 a.m. Thursday when it was robbed, local Swiss police said in a statement. The driver was 

forced to leave the highway and pull into a parking lot before the van was robbed by armed men wearing 

hoods near the village of Chavornay, police said. 

 

Thieves held up the drivers and emptied the van of the cash before fleeing in a dark-colored Porsche SUV, 

according to police.  

 

An estimated $32 million in cash was reportedly stolen in the heist. 

 

The daughter of one of the drivers was taken hostage during the robbery, authorities said, and she was later 

found on a road on the outskirts of Lyon uninjured after she was released.  

 

"We are closely working with French investigators in order to identify and find the persons who are behind 

this act, this robbery and this hostage taking," a spokesman for the Swiss canton of Vaud told Reuters. 

"But, we can say that we are dealing with extremely organized people, who had prepared and planned the 

attack, and investigators are taking this into account." 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Georgia officer killed serving warrant 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/georgia-officer-killed-serve-arrest-warrant/story?   

GIST A police officer is dead and two sheriff's deputies are injured after they were shot while attempting to 

serve an arrest in Henry County, Georgia, Friday.  

 

The two Henry County sheriff’s deputies arrived at the home on St. Francis Court in Locust Grove early 

this morning to serve the arrest warrant and soon realized they would need backup, so they radioed for 

help, Henry County Sheriff Keith McBrayer said in a press conference. A Locust Grove officer then 

arrived on the scene to assist.  

 

But while trying to serve the warrant, an altercation broke out, according to the sheriff, and all three 

officers were shot.  

 

The Georgia Bureau of Investigation has identified the officer who died as Chase Maddox of the Locust 

Grove Police Department. GBI also identified the two wounded deputies as Michael D. Corley and Ralph 

Sidwell "Sid" Callaway. 
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If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
  

  

DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
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                         <mark.shearer@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Google Alert - terrorism

terrorism
As-it-happens update ⋅ February 10, 2018

NEWS
Syria says rare US strike an effort 'to support terrorism'
Canton Daily Ledger
Syria says rare US strike an effort 'to support terrorism'. Friday. Feb 9, 2018 at 1:12 PM. Syrian state-
run media said Thursday a rare U.S. strike on government-backed troops in eastern Syria killed and
wounded dozens of tribal fighters, calling it a new effort “to support terrorism.” By SARAH EL ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Woman charged with terrorist act after alleged Melbourne stabbing
The Australian
She was arrested at the scene and charged with one count of engaging in a terrorist act. The man will
undergo surgery at Royal Melbourne Hospital today for non-life threatening injuries. “I'm led to believe
that she was wearing a black burka,” Victoria Police Acting Commissioner Ross Guenther said ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Pakistani army chief confirms death sentence to 7 hardcore terrorists: army
Xinhua
ISLAMABAD, Feb. 10 (Xinhua) -- Pakistani Army Chief Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa has confirmed death
sentences awarded to seven hardcore terrorists for their involvement in heinous offences related to
terrorism, the military said. An army statement on Friday said the convicts were involved in killing of ...
   Flag as irrelevant

We will punish them! US vows to hold 'Beatles ISIS terrorists' to account after capture
Express.co.uk
UNITED States officials have pledged to hold terrorists accountable following the capture of two Britons
suspected of being part of the Islamic State extremist group dubbed 'The Beatles'. PUBLISHED: 19:55,
Fri, Feb 9, 2018 | UPDATED: 20:21, Fri, Feb 9, 2018 ...
   Flag as irrelevant

London Bridge terrorists were high on steroids, UK court told
Times of India
LONDON: The terrorists who rammed into pedestrians on London Bridge before stabbing people in
nearby Borough Market killing eight people in June last ... Counter-terrorism officers had shot and killed
the men, who were wearing hoax explosive vests, during the Islamic State (ISIS) claimed terrorist ...
London Bridge attack: Terrorists 'used steroids' before attack - Sky News
Full Coverage
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Egypt targets terrorists in 'Sinai 2018' military operation
UPI.com
9 (UPI) -- Egypt's military launched an attack targeting terrorist hotbeds in different parts of the Sinai
Peninsula, parts of the Nile Delta and the Western Desert. The military action, named 'Sinai 2018,'
starts a "comprehensive counter-terrorist plan" in the country, Col. Tamer Rifai announced Friday.
'Sinai 2018' Military Operation hit int'l, regional media headlines - Egypttoday
Full Coverage
   Flag as irrelevant

All you need to know about Egypt's Comprehensive Operation Sinai 2018
Egypttoday
CAIRO – 9 February 2018: Days after Sisi's pledge in the "Tale of a Homeland" conference to use
brutal force when confronting terrorism in Sinai, the Egyptian Armed Forces announced on Friday
morning a new major military operation dubbed "Comprehensive Operation Sinai 2018" to purge
country ...
   Flag as irrelevant

NAS Patuxent River conducts anti-terrorism drills
Bay Net
NAS Patuxent River, MD- The threat of terrorist attacks is an ongoing concern for members of the
Armed Forces. To prepare for a possible attack, our troops conduct various exercises with real-life
scenarios to make sure they're ready to react. That's exactly what Naval Air Station Patuxent River has
been ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Meet ETIM, the terrorist group the US just bombed in Afghanistan
Washington Examiner
“They're a terrorist organization that operates in China and the border regions of Afghanistan,” Maj.
Gen. James Hecker told reporters at a Pentagon briefing Thursday. “ETIM enjoys support from the
Taliban in the mountains of Badakhshan, so hitting these Taliban training facilities and squeezing the ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Military Strikes Continue Against ISIS Terrorists in Syria, Iraq
Department of Defense
Military Strikes Continue Against ISIS Terrorists in Syria, Iraq. From a Combined Joint Task Force
Operation Inherent Resolve News Release. PRINT | E-MAIL | CONTACT AUTHOR. SOUTHWEST
ASIA, Feb. 9, 2018 —. Combined Joint Task Force Operation Inherent Resolve and its partners
continue to ...
   Flag as irrelevant
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                         <mark.shearer@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Google Alert - terrorism

terrorism
As-it-happens update ⋅ February 9, 2018

NEWS
Arab Bank Terrorism Case Ends as US Court Voids Jury Verdict
U.S. News & World Report
The appeals court said jurors in Brooklyn were instructed incorrectly by the trial judge that under federal
law, Arab Bank committed an "act of international terrorism" by knowingly providing material support to
Hamas, which the Department of State designated in 1997 as a foreign terrorist organization.
   Flag as irrelevant

Pakistan wants Trump to pay for their fence to help reduce terrorism
National Post
Pakistan wants Trump to pay for their fence to help reduce terrorism. 'It won't cost them much. The war
is costing them much more'. Khawaja Muhammad Asif, Pakistan's foreign affairs minister, stands for a
photograph in Islamabad, Pakistan, on Friday, Feb. 2, 2018. Pakistan is pushing for the completion ...
FM Asif urges US to pay for fencing Pak-Afghan border aimed at reducing terrorism - SAMAA TV News
Pakistan
Full Coverage
   Flag as irrelevant

Syria claims US airstrikes which killed 100 people including 19 children 'support terrorism'
The New Daily
Syrian state-run media says a rare US strike on government-backed troops in eastern Syria killed and
wounded dozens of tribal fighters, calling it a new effort “to support terrorism”. The US-led coalition said
its action was in “self-defence”, citing a major attack on its allied forces and US advisers in Deir ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Shifting sands of terrorism in South-east Asia
The Straits Times
In October 2002, bombings on the Indonesian resort island of Bali catapulted terrorism to the top of the
list of security priorities for the governments of maritime South-east Asia, and there it has remained. In
the ensuing years, security agencies across the region were seized with the transnational and ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Egypt's army launches 'Comprehensive Operation Sinai 2018' to purge country of terrorism
Ahram Online
On Friday morning, the Egyptian Armed Forces announced the launch of a new major operation to
confront terrorism in north and middle Sinai and other areas in the Nile Delta and the desert areas west
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of the Nile valley. Ahram Online provided an account of key events and statements by the army, ...
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HEADLINE 02/09 Major storm continues to pound Midwest 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/major-winter-storm-continues-pound-

midwest/story?id=52956660&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  
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GIST The biggest snowstorm of the season hit the Midwest hard overnight, where up to 9 inches of snow has 

already fallen with more to come.  

 

But today’s storm is not the end, as yet another storm is forecast to hit Midwest, parts of the South and the 

Northeast this weekend.  

 

Because of all the snow -- and flooding forecast -- storm alerts are issued for 20 states from Wyoming 

down to Georgia and into New York. 

 

The storm system is moving through southern Great Lakes Friday morning bringing snow from Iowa to 

Ohio. Snowfall rates are 1 to 2 inches per hour from Chicago to Detroit. 

 

Snow will be done in Chicago by Friday's evening commute, and mostly over in Detroit. Snow will 

continue to fall from Buffalo, New York, to Albany, New York, and parts of western New England. 

 

By Saturday morning, the storm system will begin to weaken but will bring light rain and snow to parts of 

the Northeast and New England from Buffalo, New York, to Burlington, Vermont, and into Maine. 

 

Just as one storm system moves out, a new storm system moves right behind it for Saturday night into 

Sunday morning.  

 

This second system will be much larger, stretching from the Midwest into the South and Northeast.  

 

More snow is expected for cities like Chicago and Detroit with heavy rain expected from Nashville to 

Charleston, West Virginia, that could cause some flooding. Heavy rain is also forecast for Washington, 

D.C., Philadelphia, New York City and Boston. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Rattlesnake Ridge Q & A 

SOURCE http://kimatv.com/news/local/rattlesnake-ridge-your-questions-answered  

GIST With the Yakima County Emergency Management Teams no longer doing press conferences, we took the 

most common questions we get on social media and took them to those studying the Rattlesnake Ridge 

landslide. 

 

Why haven’t they blown up the ridge? 
It seems like the easiest way to put this all past us. Just blow up the ridge force everything to come down 

and clean up the mess on our own terms. 

 

It's one of the first things Yakima County Emergency Management Teams considered when it came to 

dealing with the landslide. But the experts they spoke with said they don't think it's that simple. 

 

"In effort to move this landslide, it would take an immense number of explosives to even have an effect on 

this landslide, and there may be some unnecessary consequences from that," Senior Emergency Planner 

Horace Ward said. 

 

Some of the unnecessary consequences include having to put people on an active landslide and drill into it. 

Plus, if for some reason the bombs don't blow up as planned, the ridge will be filled with live explosives 

and no way to take them out safely. 

 

What is the current rate of the slide and is it accelerating? 
The Department of Natural Resources has been monitoring the slide since the beginning of the year. 

“We still have all the pieces of monitoring equipment up there and they all show that it's still moving at 

about 1.6 feet per week. The same rate it has been for the last several weeks,” Joe Smillie said. 
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There have been rates of 1.5 or 1.7 feet a week reported, but Smillie said when you average all the data it's 

still moving at the average of 1.6 a week. 

 

He said this slide is different than most they see in Washington because of how slow it's moving and the 

makeup of the ridge itself. 

 

“We have a column of basalt that was built up by lava flow and it's on a thin layer of sediment so that's 

why it is moving slower,” Smillie said. “It's more of gravity pulling the rock down the hill.” 

 

Why is I-82 still open? 
Driving down I-82 you might have wonder if it's safe being so close to the landslide. Emergency teams 

said there is no risk, as of right now, when it comes to the highway and The Department of Transportation 

has a plan to reroute traffic. 

 

“It's moving so slow that, right now there's no risk to travelers on I-82. Dot has a plan in place where the 

detour route would go off of granger over to 97 and then back up to union gap in both directions,” 

Emergency Management Director Jeff Emmons said. 

 

Thorp Road right next to I-82 was closed and evacuated right away, but as of right now Emmons doesn't 

see the slide making its way down to the interstate. As a safeguard, The Department of Transportation put 

up large metal containers along Thorp Road to protect I-82 from any rocks that may fall. 

 

While some of Thorp Road has opened for people living there, they will keep the containers there and the 

rest of the road closed for the time being. 

 

How do I stay up to date with the ridge? 
You might not be living right next to the landslide, but we've been getting a lot of comments from people 

living here in Union Gap and surrounding cities of how they can stay up to date with what's going on. 

You can sign up for emergency alerts on the county's website by clicking "notify me" at the top of the 

page. 

 

Then you can set up for what kind of alerts you want to get. 

 

There are up to five email addresses you can sign up to make sure everyone in your house hold can get 

them. And even though the county recently let people move back into their homes off Thorp Road, 

Emergency teams highly suggest they sign up for alerts and be ready to leave at any time. 

 

"Make sure you have some extra water in the house,” Jeff Pfaff with the Yakima Fire Department said. 

“Try to make sure that you have some food supplies, because we could lose power there could be things 

that happen in that small percentage but that great catastrophic thing that could happen at any time." 

 

Which brings us to our final question: will the landslide reach the river? 
With the landslide so close to the Yakima River, we've gotten a lot of comments about the danger that 

poses. It would probably be the worst-case scenario, but also the most unlikely to happen when you 

combine how far the landslide would need to go and how slow it is moving. 

 

Emmons said that geologists monitoring the slide told him it would take years for it to reach the water. 

He said they're watching the landslide to see if it will keep moving south, but as of right now there is no 

risk of it reaching the river. 

 

“It would have to come south, go over both lanes of 82, up over it and into the river. With moving a foot 

and a half a week that could take some time and we would see it coming, so that it a really, really, really 

low risk,” Emmons said. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Russia angry over US extradition efforts 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/02/08/russia-angry-over-alleged-hackers-

extradition-alleged-hacker-warns-u-s-stop-hunting-down-our-citizen/318770002/  

GIST The Russian foreign ministry demanded Thursday that the U.S. "stop hunting down our citizens around the 

globe."  

 

The strongly worded request comes one week after the U.S. secured the extradition of an alleged Russian 

botnet hacker from Spain. 

 

"The number of Russians arrested in other countries at the request of the U.S. continues to increase," said 

Foreign Ministry spokesperson Maria Zakharova, according to the MFA Twitter account. "There were 11 

such cases in 2017. We demand that the U.S. stop hunting down our citizens around the globe." 

 

Zakharova singled out the case of Peter Levashov, who was detained in Spain in April 2017 on federal 

charges of Internet scamming. He was extradited to the U.S. last week to face the charges. 

 

U.S. prosecutors charged that Levashov, 37, operated the Kelihos botnet, a network of more than 100,000 

infected devices used by cyber criminals to spread viruses, ransomware, phishing emails and other spam. 

The charges carry a prison sentence of up to 52 years if convicted. 

 

Although Russian media has tied him to efforts to influence U.S. elections, the federal indictment does not 

include any election-related charges. 

 

Levashov, who denies the charges, was scheduled to appear in court in Bridgeport, Conn., on Friday. He 

also faces federal civil allegations in Alaska in connection with the Kelihos botnet, The Hartford Courant 

reports. 

 

Levashov, who fought the extradition, told Spain’s High Court he worked for Russian President Vladimir 

Putin’s United Russia party for the last 10 years, Russia’s RIA news agency reported. He was arrested 

while on vacation in Barcelona. 

 

Zakharova said Levashov has complained about his detention conditions.  

 

"We regard this as an attempt to pressure the Russian citizen into making him more compliant," she said.  

 

Levashov told the Spanish court that U.S. authorities would torture him for information about his political 

activity if he was extradited, RIA said. 

 

Other Russian nationals extradited to the U.S. from third countries in recent years include Konstantin 

Yaroshenko, a professional pilot convicted in 2011 of cocaine trafficking, and Viktor Bout, convicted in 

2012 on terrorism charges related to intent to smuggle weapons. Both denied the charges. 

 

Yaroshenko was arrested by FBI agents in 2010 in Liberia, and Bout, a businessman dubbed the "merchant 

of death," was arrested in Bangkok in 2008, Russia's RIA Novosti reports. 

 

In November, the Justice Department charged six members of the Russian government in the hacking of 

Democratic National Committee computers before the 2016 U.S. elections, the Wall Street Journal 

reported. 

 

In addition, two Russian intelligence agents and two hackers were charged in early 2017 with 

masterminding the 2014 theft of 500 million Yahoo accounts. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Port’s deal leaves truck drivers worried 
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SOURCE http://crosscut.com/2018/02/ports-seattle-tacoma-deal-leaves-truck-drivers-worried-emissions/  

GIST After a one-day walkout that helped win a delay of a clean-air rule, hundreds of independent truckers at 

the ports of Seattle and Tacoma say they still can’t fathom how their meager earnings will allow them to 

buy newer and cleaner trucks by the new deadline of next Jan. 1. 

 

The truckers remained nervous as they got behind the wheel again Wednesday after winning a nine-month 

reprieve from the ports on a looming April 1 deadline for the more modern but far more expensive trucks. 

 

The drivers said they were unsatisfied by the port commissioners’ vote Tuesday to delay putting the clean-

truck requirement into effect until Jan. 1 and establish a $1 million loan program to help drivers buy 

newer, cleaner trucks. Port staff members said they will also seek grants for new trucks from other 

sources. 

 

“They didn’t solve the problem,” said 50-year-old Yemane Behane, whose 2001 truck fails to meet the 

federal air-quality standards for diesel trucks that went into effect in 2007. 

  

He said the extension doesn’t change any of the fundamental challenges of trying to buy a new truck 

without expectations of a higher income. 

 

Many of the ports’ independent drivers are immigrants who own their trucks and contract with dispatching 

companies to pick up and deliver containers filled with consumer goods to warehouses and rail yards. 

With some earning as little as minimum wage once their expenses are paid, they said there is no way they 

can afford the $40,000 to $60,000 cost of a truck outfitted with a newer diesel filter system. 

 

Several hundred drivers staged Tuesday’s walkout in order to attend the port commissioners’ meeting, a 

crowd large enough that it filled the main meeting room at Seattle Tacoma International Airport and 

spilled out into the hallway. Dozens more filed into a second viewing room set up by port officials to 

allow drivers to watch the meeting remotely. 

 

The ports in 2008 committed to upgrading the truck fleet to the newer and cleaner trucks by Jan. 1 of this 

year. But only about half the trucks hit that deadline. On Tuesday port commissioners met to impose a new 

April 1 deadline. But commissioners agreed they do not have much information about the independent 

drivers who make up an estimated 80 percent of truckers serving the ports. 

       

“Ultimately, whose lives are we impacting?” said Commissioner Fred Felleman. “I feel irresponsible in 

taking a vote not knowing who I’m impacting.” 

 

In fact, the ports, which handle their waterfront operations jointly under an alliance, don’t even know 

exactly how many truck drivers are affected. It says 53 percent of the approximately 4,500 trucks 

registered to do business at the ports comply with the clean-air rules. Driver Yared Meconnen, who helped 

organize the walkout and lobbying campaign, told port commissioners that more than 2,000 drivers still 

own the older trucks. 

 

Seattle Port Commissioner Stephanie Bowman, who is also executive director of a nonprofit that serves 

low-income populations, said the drivers’ concerns amount to an “economic justice issue.” 

  

“There are a lot of brown faces in this room,” Bowman said. 

 

Under the compromise approved Tuesday, the ports will begin enforcing the new standards on April 1, 

2018, but older trucks will still be allowed to pick up and deliver shipping containers provided they 

register with the ports, according to Jason Jordan, director of environmental and planning services at the 

Seaport Alliance. 

 

A group of 10 trucking company owners who bought new trucks in anticipation of the original deadline at 

the start of this year have said they intend to file a lawsuit against the Seaport Alliance if the April 

deadline was extended. The owners say the enforcement delay forces them to compete with other drivers 
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and companies who opted not to invest in new trucks. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Seattle City Light harassment settlement 

SOURCE http://crosscut.com/2018/02/seattle-city-light-settlement-harassment-discrimination/  

GIST Three years before #MeToo — and before the City of Seattle’s own public reckoning with harassment — a 

group of four Seattle City Light female employees complained of a department and an HR director 

uninterested in taking discrimination, harassment or hostility seriously. The director, they alleged in a 

lawsuit, was quick to retaliate for their speaking out. 

 

The City of Seattle agreed last spring to pay $375,000 to three of the women, quietly ending that 2014 

lawsuit. The settlement was signed last March but was not made public until now. 

 

None of the three women still work for Seattle City Light. One agreed as a condition of her settlement to 

never again seek employment with the City of Seattle. Another now works in the city’s Information 

Technology Department. The third no longer works for the city and is the co-founder of a DIY home 

improvement company, See Jane Drill.  

 

Meanwhile, the HR director accused of ignoring discrimination complaints and fostering the hostile work 

environment remains in her position. Years later, as City Light once again finds itself the target of 

harassment, discrimination and sexism complaints, employees continue to point the finger at the 

department’s HR unit for not doing enough. 

  

The settlement, provided to Crosscut by the City Attorney’s Office, was borne out of a 2014 lawsuit in 

King County Superior Court. It was filed by Annette “Nettie” Dokes, Olayinka Ogunyemi and Karen 

DeVenaro as well as a fourth woman, Patsy Taylor. Taylor withdrew from the litigation in 2016 and no 

longer works for the City. 

 

“City Light has a long-standing history of discrimination and retaliation against older female employees,” 

their complaint read. “City Light has a history of discriminating against employees substantially motivated 

by the sexual orientation of the employees.” 

 

In the complaint, all four women alleged theirs was a troubled work environment. Each also singled out 

the department’s HR director DaVonna Johnson, who has held the position since 2008. In the suit, Johnson 

was repeatedly described as ignoring the employees’ complaints of hostility and discrimination. When the 

matters were brought to Johnson’s attention, the four women said they were met with retaliation. 

    

At the time of the original lawsuit, Dokes was described as being older than 50 and an electrical 

lineworker, which the complaint describes as a “nontraditional trade for women.” She said since 2010 she 

“repeatedly reported to Ms. Johnson about the hostile work environment she was enduring and about the 

ongoing discrimination that was occurring against her in the workplace by union officials and union 

members.”  

 

But after meeting with Johnson, Dokes says no action was taken. The work environment became so 

hostile, according to the complaint, that Dokes was forced to take an extended medical leave.  

 

Dokes was shortly thereafter fired from her job, which she claims was retaliation for complaining. As part 

of the settlement, Dokes will switch her status from termination to “retirement” but on the condition she 

not apply for a job with the City again.  

 

Ogunyemi, who was also over 50 at the time of the complaint, had been working as a Personnel Specialist 

since 1999. She similarly says she complained to Johnson about discrimination in City Light based on age 

and race. (Her race was not listed in the complaint.) But after raising the issue, Ogunyemi says Johnson 

subjected her “to false allegations of policy violations and suspended [her] from work.” Like Dokes, 
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Ogunyemi said she was forced into taking medical leave due to stress.  

  

DeVenaro was hired by City Light in 1994 and worked as an Apprenticeship Manager. She says she 

reported to Johnson that an employee was accepting alcohol from apprentices in exchange for positive 

evaluations. As a result of her actions, she says the HR director began excluding her from discussions and 

that her job duties were eventually reassigned to “younger, less experienced employees.” In the complaint, 

she was described as being over the age of 40.  

 

In 2012, DeVenaro complained she was being discriminated against due to her sexual orientation. And in 

2013, DeVenaro “was forced to relinquish her position at City Light because all of her job duties had been 

reassigned.” 

 

“City Light’s hostile, discriminatory, and retaliatory actions against Ms. DeVenaro have caused her severe 

emotional distress and economic damages,” reads the complaint. 

 

According to City Attorney’s Office spokesperson Kimberly Mills, the City did not settle with Taylor, 

who made similar allegations as the other three women before withdrawing from the lawsuit. 

 

At the time the suit was filed, the city strongly denied the employees’ allegations and pointed out their 

shortcomings. “We will vigorously defend City Light against these unfounded claims,” Katrina Kelly, the 

assistant city attorney assigned to the case, told the Seattle Times in 2014. 

 

City Light also defended Johnson, whom they noted is an African-American woman. The department 

credited her for making “fundamental changes to streamline the hiring process and shift the focus of the 

Personnel Specialists from processing hiring paperwork to customer service — providing internal clients 

with professional consultation and support and guidance for their hiring processes,” according to papers 

filed with the court. 

 

On Wednesday, when reached for comment, City Light spokesperson Scott Thomsen said, “The parties 

have resolved the matter and agreed not to discuss it further.” 

 

The city has not admitted to any wrongdoing. The City Attorney’s Office declined to comment on the 

settlement. 

 

Attorneys for the women, Joel Nichols and Susan Mindenbergs, said neither they nor their clients could 

discuss the settlement due to the confidentiality clause. The same confidentiality agreement, Nichols said 

in an email, bars the attorneys from explaining more fully why Taylor withdrew from the litigation in 

2016. 

 

In late 2017, more than 40 City Light employees signed onto complaints of sexism inside the department, 

The Stranger reported then. They petitioned the department for more anti-sexism training and better 

training for supervisors on how to receive employee complaints; they also asked that management be more 

communicative. 

 

Spurred on in part by those complaints, City Light employees took the lead in organizing a new group for 

City employees who say Human Resources hasn’t been doing enough. In recent weeks, the group that calls 

itself the Seattle Silence Breakers has seen its membership grow to more than 50 people.  

 

Over the past several months, employees from City Light and other departments have told Crosscut about 

their frustrations with their respective HR departments. Many echo the allegations of the 2014 lawsuit.  

 

Last January, the City reached a $220,000 settlement with two library security guards who accused two 

supervisors of sexual harassment, according to The Seattle Times. One woman said she was spanked by a 

colleague, and when she complained her supervisor only laughed. 

 

Both women had to leave their City jobs as a condition of the settlement while the manager retained his. 
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The incident sparked outrage among members of the Silence Breakers, in part catalyzing their desire to go 

public. 

 

In January, Mayor Jenny Durkan told Crosscut she had no sense of whether the City had a sexual 

harassment problem. “At any given time as the mayor if I said, ‘Do we have a problem with sexual 

harassment? How many complaints have been brought?’ No one could answer that,” Durkan 

said.“[Departments] were settling things in darkness.”  

 

In response, she’s demanded all departments notify the City’s Department of Human Resources before 

settling. She also said she favors consolidating the City’s disparate HR functions into one central system, a 

process already begun under her predecessor Ed Murray. 

 

Members of the Seattle City Council are also considering new and more independent avenues for 

employees to bring harassment complaints.  
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HEADLINE 02/08 USA Swimming facing scrutiny in probe 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/895403/swimmings-governing-body-faulted-following-sex-abuse-probe/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — Another national sports governing body is facing scrutiny over how it dealt with 

sexual misconduct allegations after a U.S. champion swimmer said a team coach sexually abused her when 

she was 16. 

 

Ariana Kukors, now 28, also told authorities that coach Sean Hutchison took thousands of sexually explicit 

photographs of her. Hutchison denies abusing Kukors and has not been charged with a crime. U.S. 

authorities and police executed a search warrant at his Seattle apartment this week, seizing electronic 

devices. 

 

Hutchison faced an investigation by USA Swimming in 2010 over his ties to Kukors but it was closed with 

no misconduct found. USA Swimming, the national governing body for the sport, said Thursday that it 

learned of the underage abuse allegations this week. 

 

The investigation of Hutchison comes amid scrutiny over the supervision of people who work with young 

athletes. Former sports doctor for USA Gymnastics, Larry Nassar, was sentenced recently to decades in 

prison for sexual abusing young girls in his care. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 US body brokers supply the world 

SOURCE https://ca.news.yahoo.com/special-report-u-body-brokers-supply-world-torsos-133238485--

finance.html  

GIST PORTLAND, Oregon (Reuters) - On July 20, a Hong Kong-flagged cargo ship departed Charleston, South 

Carolina carrying thousands of containers. One of them held a lucrative commodity: body parts from 

dozens of dead Americans. 

 

According to the manifest, the shipment bound for Europe included about 6,000 pounds of human remains 

valued at $67,204. To keep the merchandise from spoiling, the container’s temperature was set to 5 

degrees Fahrenheit. 

 

The body parts came from a Portland business called MedCure Inc. A so-called body broker, MedCure 

profits by dissecting the bodies of altruistic donors and sending the parts to medical training and research 

companies. 

 

MedCure sells or leases about 10,000 body parts from U.S. donors annually, shipping about 20 percent of 
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them overseas, internal corporate and manifest records show. In addition to bulk cargo shipments to the 

Netherlands, where MedCure operates a distribution hub, the Oregon company has exported body parts to 

at least 22 other countries by plane or truck, the records show. 

 

Among the parts: a pelvis and legs to a university in Malaysia; feet to medical device companies in Brazil 

and Turkey; and heads to hospitals in Slovenia and the United Arab Emirates. 

 

Demand for body parts from America — torsos, knees and heads — is high in countries where religious 

traditions or laws prohibit the dissection of the dead. Unlike many developed nations, the United States 

largely does not regulate the sale of donated body parts, allowing entrepreneurs such as MedCure to 

expand exports rapidly during the last decade. 

 

No other nation has an industry that can provide as convenient and reliable a supply of body parts. 

 

Since 2008, Reuters found, U.S. body brokers have exported parts to at least 45 countries, including Italy, 

Israel, Mexico, China, Venezuela and Saudi Arabia. Whole bodies are studied at Caribbean-based medical 

schools. Plastic surgeons in Germany use heads from dead Americans to practice new techniques. 

Thousands of parts are shipped overseas annually; a precise number cannot be calculated because no 

agency tracks industry exports. 

 

Most donor consent forms, including those from MedCure, authorize brokers to dissect bodies and ship 

parts internationally. Even so, some relatives of the dead said they did not realize that the remains of a 

loved one might be dismembered and sent to the far reaches of the globe. 

 

“There are people who wouldn’t necessarily mind where the specimens were sent if they were fully 

informed,” said Brandi Schmitt, who directs the University of California system’s anatomical donation 

program. “But clearly there are plenty of donors that do mind and that don’t feel like they’re getting 

enough information.” 

 

MedCure shipments are now the subject of a federal investigation. In November, the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation raided the company’s Portland headquarters. Though the search warrant remains sealed, 

people familiar with the matter say it relates in part to overseas shipping. 

 

MedCure is cooperating with the investigation, said its lawyer, Jeffrey Edelson. He declined to comment 

on the FBI raid, but said: “MedCure is committed to meeting and exceeding the highest standards in the 

industry. It takes very seriously its obligation to not only deliver safe specimens securely, but to do it in a 

way that respects the donors.” 

 

Edelson also said MedCure “partners with government and industry agencies to follow and exceed 

requirements for shipping human tissue,” and that “shipping handlers, drivers and carriers are specially 

trained for the safe handling and transportation of human specimens.” 

 

INFECTED PARTS AT THE BORDER 

 

As a Reuters series last year revealed, the body donation industry is so lightly regulated in the United 

States that almost anyone can legally buy, sell or lease body parts. 

 

Although no federal law expressly regulates the body trade, there is one situation in which the U.S. 

government does exercise oversight: when body parts leave or enter the country. Border agents have the 

authority to ensure that the parts are not infected with contagious diseases and are properly shipped. 

 

This authority played a leading role in the government securing a conviction last month of Detroit broker 

Arthur Rathburn, who stored body parts in grisly, unsanitary conditions, according to trial testimony. The 

FBI began to focus intently on Rathburn’s business, International Biological Inc, after repeated border 

stops in which he was found ferrying human heads, court records show. 
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The jury found that Rathburn defrauded customers by supplying body parts infected with HIV and 

hepatitis. 

 

“The fraud scheme orchestrated by IBI shocked even the most experienced of our investigative team,” said 

FBI special-agent-in-charge David Gelios. Even in death, Gelios said in a statement after the verdict, 

donors were “victimized as IBI intentionally and recklessly marketed and transported contaminated human 

remains… Personal greed overcame decency.” 

 

Rathburn was also convicted of transporting hazardous materials — the head of someone who had died of 

bacterial sepsis and aspiration pneumonia. The transportation conviction underscored the U.S. 

government’s growing concern about shipments of body parts that might endanger public health, officials 

said. 

 

Martin Cetron, director of Global Migration and Quarantine for the Centers of Disease Control and 

Prevention, said that when brokers dissect a body that is infected, there is added risk of transferring that 

disease to anyone who handles the parts. 

 

“In the case of saws (used) to cut bones or limbs, there may be additional procedures that could potentially 

turn a fluid into an aerosol that could be inhaled and be communicable,” Cetron said. 

 

A Reuters review of government records shows that border agents intercepted body parts suspected to be 

infected at least 75 times between 2008 and 2017. Border agents pay more attention to goods entering the 

country than those departing, and virtually all of the intercepted shipments were remains of American 

donors whose body parts were being returned to United States. Typically, body parts are returned to 

America for three reasons: to comply with foreign laws on final disposition; when cremation is not 

available in the foreign country; or when a U.S. broker intends to reuse the parts. 

 

In 2016 and 2017, for example, federal agents stopped shipments being returned to MedCure at the border, 

law enforcement records show. The body parts they stopped included torsos carrying infectious biological 

agents that cause sepsis, a body’s extreme response to infection. At least one carried the life-threatening 

MRSA bacteria, the records show. 

 

For more than a year, records show, U.S. officials and some body brokers have disagreed over whether the 

presence of sepsis in a corpse — without further information about a person’s cause of death —poses 

enough of a risk to warrant special packaging and warning labels. 

 

“Sepsis itself is not a disease diagnosis but it raises a red flag,” said Cetron, the CDC official. The 

pathogen that caused sepsis, he said, “could be a bacteria, could be Ebola, could be salmonella, could be E. 

coli.” That’s why further documentation, including a death certificate, must accompany any body part 

imported into the United States, he said. 

 

The CDC has an exemption intended to allow for shipping blood and other lab testing samples. Reuters 

found dozens of examples of brokers labeling customs manifests and packages with a version of the term 

“exempt human specimen” to ship body parts. 

 

“I think that’s a deceptive practice,” Cetron said. “If they are human remains, part or in whole — heads, 

arms, limbs, etc. — they are not exempted.” 

 

Several brokers said the government should clarify the rules — whether the CDC’s or those of other 

regulatory entities. They cited, for example, a U.S. Department of Transportation regulation that, they 

believe, exempts body parts. Transportation officials declined to comment on their regulations. 

 

Alyssa Harrison, executive director of Oklahoma-based broker United Tissue Network, said most in her 

industry want to follow the law. But, she added, “there are many guidelines that are unclear and or 

contradictory to other department’s regulations.” 
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The disconnect between what the industry and government believe is dangerous, and what precautions are 

required by law, should be resolved, said Matthew Zahn, chairman of the public health committee for the 

Infectious Diseases Society of America, a group that represents doctors, researchers and other health 

professionals. 

 

“It’s a situation where we don’t have a huge amount of regulation or clarity as to what the risks are,” Zahn 

said. “It feels like one of those cracks in the system where a practice has developed and the risk factors and 

oversight have not fully matured.” 
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HEADLINE 02/08 ACLU: citizenship checks on buses, trains 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/08/immigration-activists-decry-citizenship-checks-on-buses-

trains.html  

GIST U.S. Customs and Border Patrol agents in the far north do far more than keep watch over the country's 

frigid border with Canada. At a bus station in Bangor, Maine, where people often hop on rides to bigger 

cities, agents recently asked boarding passengers if they were U.S. citizens. 

 

One of those questioned reached out to the American Civil Liberties Union of Maine. Lawyers for the 

organization find the practice troubling. 

 

"None of us want to live in a society where we're consistently being told we need to show our papers," said 

Zachary Heiden, legal director for the ACLU of Maine. 

 

Though they declined our request for an interview, U.S. Customs and Border Patrol officials confirm their 

agents routinely engage in operations at transportation hubs throughout the state. 

 

The law grants immigration officers broad powers, enabling them to search for illegal immigrants on 

boats, planes, trains, buses and other vehicles – without a warrant – within 100 miles of the border. 

 

According to the ACLU, that puts the whole of Maine within reach and the entirety, or near entirety, of 10 

other states, too. 

 

ACLU attorneys are now seeking federal records. 

 

"We do not know nearly enough about the stops. We don’t know why they’re doing it. We don’t know 

how often they’re doing it and we don’t know what the results have been," said Heiden. 

 

"We don't know how widespread it is but we are hoping to learn more. It does seem like there's been an 

increase." 

 

Last week, a passenger on an Amtrak train in Syracuse, N.Y., captured video of agents asking those on 

board about their citizenship. 

 

In Maine, reaction to the agents' actions was mixed. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Exploratory drilling Mount St. Helens? 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/us-forest-service-to-allow-exploratory-drilling-near-mount-st-

helens/696724319  

GIST The U.S. Forest Service gave authorization for a Canadian company to conduct exploratory drilling to 

create a hard--rock mine near Mount St. Helens. But it's just a step in the process for the permits filed by 

Ascot USA, Inc. 
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U.S. Forest Service Cowlitz Valley District Ranger Gar Abbas signed off on the decision with specific 

conditions on Thursday.  

  

It's now up to the Bureau of Land Management to decide whether to issue the prospecting permits and 

approve the exploration plans. Before the plans go to BLM, the Forest Service has to give consent. 

 

The company wants to drill to collect mineral samples like copper, gold, molybdenum and silver, 

according to a local lawmaker. The Forest Service found that no significant impact would come from the 

project and gave consent. 

 

If approved, the sites would be adjacent to the south-facing slope of Goat Mountain, approximately 12 

miles northeast of Mount St. Helens. It would not be on land within the Mount St. Helens National 

Volcanic Monument. 

 

The sites would include 2-to-3 inch boreholes covering about .23 acres of land. 

 

In his decision notice, Abbas writes that the Goat Mountain area historically has been dominated by 

logging, recreation, mineral prospecting, and limited mineral development.  

 

Multiple options for the sites were discussed over the last year, and the Forest Service said they picked the 

one that's not supposed to impact water or wildlife. 

 

But some are still expressing their displeasure for the consent, including ranking member of the Senate 

Energy and Natural Resources Committee Maria Cantwell (D-Wash.) 

 

“Opening the door to drilling at the edge of Mount St. Helens is a short-sighted decision that undervalues 

the important benefits these public spaces offer both to our booming recreation economy and to families 

who come from near and far to enjoy their beauty. This mountain should be managed for current and 

future generations to enjoy, and I hope the Trump administration will cease their efforts to jeopardize that 

by allowing it to be explored for drilling," she wrote. 

 

Last year Cantwell asked the Forest Service to deny the drilling permits. She believes mineral exploration 

and development would likely interfere with the recreation and conservation purposes. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Native Americans homeless at high rate 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/homeless/native-americans-are-this-regions-original-

residents-and-they-are-its-most-likely-to-be-homeless/  

GIST In King County, Native Americans and Alaskan Natives are less than 1 percent of the overall population 

but nearly 6 percent of its homeless population, a pattern that repeats in cities across the U.S. Once 

homeless, they also find housing at lower rates than any racial or ethnic group. 

 

The city of Seattle, wrestling with a growing homelessness crisis, is trying to address the racial disparity 

for the first time this year. 

 

Last year, when the city rebid its homeless-services contracts, five Native-led organizations were awarded 

$3.2 million to prevent and end homelessness; four of those groups had never received city funding for 

those programs. The idea was that Native American organizations could best serve their own communities. 

 

“These guys have an understanding of how to tailor their care for Indian people,” said Michael Reichert, 

president and CEO of Catholic Community Services and Catholic Housing Services of Western 

Washington and a member of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe. 
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But with the new opportunities and resources come new requirements. 

 

Seattle, after the contract rebidding, is pledging to house 7,400 homeless people by the end of this year, 

more than double the total from 2017. To reach that goal, the city is requiring service providers — 

including the Native-led groups — to hit quarterly performance targets. 

 

Despite the city’s desire to reduce racial disparities, housing can’t actually be prioritized based on race — 

the federal Fair Housing Act prohibits explicit set-asides. And organizations receiving public dollars for 

housing can’t turn anyone away, even if they typically cater to specific cultural or racial groups. 

 

Add to these potential limitations the historical discrimination of Native people, and the resulting social 

ills within that community, plus a regionwide affordable-housing shortage. 

 

These realities are perhaps all the more distressing in a city named for Chief Seattle of the Duwamish and 

Suquamish peoples. 

 

“There’s something out of balance when the First Nations people of this country are the most likely to be 

homeless,” said Colleen Echohawk, executive director of Chief Seattle Club, one of the newly funded 

organizations. 

 

Across the country, other cities, like Seattle, are focusing on the intersection of homelessness and race. 

The Center for Social Innovation, a Massachusetts-based think tank, recently launched partnerships with 

eight communities, including Tacoma and Pierce County, to understand the wide racial and ethnic 

disparities in homelessness. 

 

But no cities have come up with a cure-all. The efforts are focused on analyzing data to understand who is 

more likely to be homeless, but there are no proven strategies to reduce the disparities. 

 

Locally, King County has for several years funded culturally specific organizations to provide homeless 

services. Seattle is also trying to reduce the high rates of homelessness among African Americans, but has 

emphasized addressing Native homelessness. 

 

The city, however, hasn’t set an overall target for housing homeless Native Americans — the focus on 

disparities is just a broad objective. 

 

But it is holding individual organizations to the specific performance goals. They must get 80 percent of 

their clients, participating in certain programs, into permanent housing; if they fail, they could lose 12 

percent of their funding. 

 

Leaders in the Native community say they need time to develop their programs, and tailor them to a 

community suffering from high levels of substance abuse and long-term homelessness. At least 75 percent 

of Chief Seattle Club’s members, for example, have mental-health and substance-abuse issues. 

 

That’s why the cultural connections are so important, said Mother Nation’s Executive Director Norine 

Hill. Their clients participate in sweat-lodge ceremonies. They do traditional beading and participate in 

talking circles, telling their stories as part of their therapy. 

 

Chief Seattle Club refers to people they serve as “members” or “relatives,” not clients. 

 

“A lot of organizations, they just throw homeless people into housing,” Hill said. “And if you don’t heal 

them, how do you expect them to stay there?” 
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SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Health_News/2018/02/08/Youth-violence-in-US-declines-but-the-wars-not-

over/1391518141976/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_hn&utm_medium=15  

GIST THURSDAY, Feb. 8, 2018 -- Far fewer young people are turning up in U.S. emergency rooms with 

assault injuries, but youth violence remains a serious issue, a new government study shows. 

 

The good news: The number of nonfatal assault patients aged 10 to 24 dropped 28 percent between 2011 

and 2015, reaching the lowest level in the 15 years studied, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention reported. 

 

Still, almost 486,000 youths were treated in ERs for assault-related injuries in 2015. Most were males in 

their early 20s, the researchers found. 

 

More than 81 percent had been intentionally struck. Stabbing, cutting and piercing accounted for more 

than 8 percent of the injuries. Guns led nearly 6 percent to seek treatment. 

 

The cost of all this bloodshed: $3.4 billion, including lost work. 

 

"Youth violence remains a major public health problem," said psychiatrist Dr. Victor Fornari, who wasn't 

involved in the research. 

 

"The underpinnings of this violence include mental health problems, substance abuse and histories of 

childhood adversity," said Fornari. He's director of child and adolescent psychiatry at Zucker Hillside 

Hospital in Glen Oaks, N.Y. 

 

The CDC researchers noted that certain policies and programs can reduce the risk for youth violence. They 

include school-based programs that build communication and problem-solving skills. 

 

Also, working with parents or caregivers to set age-appropriate rules and monitor youth activities can help 

stem conduct problems and violence, the researchers said. 

 

"Violence among young persons is preventable," wrote researchers led by Corinne David-Ferdon, of the 

CDC's National Center for Injury Prevention and Control. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Russia athletes Olympic appeal rejected 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/08/appeals-by-47-russians-against-olympic-bans-

rejected.html  

GIST Sports’ highest court rejected appeals by all 45 Russian athletes plus two coaches who were banned from 

the Pyeongchang Olympics over doping concerns in a decision announced Friday less than nine hours 

before the opening ceremony. 

 

The International Olympic Committee had refused to invite the group of Russians, saying it had evidence 

of alleged doping in Russian sports. 

 

The Court of Arbitration for Sport ruled that the IOC has the right to set its own standards for who is 

eligible. 

 

CAS Secretary General Matthieu Reeb, reading from a statement and declining to take questions, said the 

IOC process “could not be described as a sanction but rather as an eligibility decision.” 

 

The IOC issued a statement welcoming the decision. “We welcome this decision which supports the fight 

against doping and brings clarity for all athletes,” the statement said. 

 

A vetting process was designed to exclude Russian athletes from the games if IOC officials weren’t sure 
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they were clean, even if they hadn’t been banned for doping. 

 

The IOC has invited 168 Russians to participate as “Olympic Athletes from Russia,” competing in neutral 

uniforms under the Olympic flag. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Taiwan rescuers search for victims 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/08/taiwan-rescuers-search-building-for-7-missing-in-

earthquake.html  

GIST HUALIEN, Taiwan –  Rescuers in eastern Taiwan are continuing to search for seven people after 

Tuesday's deadly earthquake that tilted a 12-story building on a 45-degree angle. 

 

The seven are a couple from Hong Kong who hold Canadian citizenship and five members of a family 

from China, including their 12-year-old son. 

 

All are trapped in a hotel on the bottom floors of the Yunmen Tsuiti building, one of several damaged by 

the magnitude 6.4 temblor. The official death toll stood at 10 on Friday, including three tourists from 

China and a 27-year-old Filipino employed as a household helper. 

 

Taiwan's National Fire Agency said Friday that 273 people were listed as injured. 

 

Taiwan has frequent earthquakes due to its position along the "Ring of Fire," the seismic faults encircling 

the Pacific Ocean. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Snow, freezing rain pummel France 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/09/eiffel-tower-closed-as-snow-freezing-rain-pummel-

france.html  

GIST PARIS –  The Eiffel Tower is closed and authorities are telling drivers in the Paris region to stay home as 

snow and freezing rain have hit a swath of France ill-prepared for the wintry weather. 

 

The company that manages France's most-visited monument said the 19th-century Eiffel Tower will be 

closed all day Friday and Saturday "to ensure the security of visitors." 

 

Workers with hand shovels will carefully clear snow from the intricate ironwork and de-ice stairs and 

platforms. The company said in a statement they can't use salt because it could corrode the metal and 

damage the elevators. 

 

Heavy snowfall earlier this week trapped hundreds of drivers in cars and caused the worst-ever traffic jams 

in the Paris region. More snow is forecast Friday and authorities are warning of dangerous conditions in 

about a quarter of the country. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 SoCal: no more ‘voluntary’ evacuations 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/08/california-mudslides-spur-evacuation-terminology-

changes.html  

GIST SANTA BARBARA, Calif. –  Emergency authorities in a Southern California county are eliminating the 

word "voluntary" from language used in evacuation orders following the devastating mudslides that struck 

last month. 
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Santa Barbara County officials said Thursday that the new terminology will be "pre-evacuation advisory," 

''recommended evacuation warning" and "mandatory evacuation order." 

 

A huge downpour unleashed raging torrents laden with large boulders and other debris that bulldozed 

through the sleeping community of Montecito, sweeping away homes and people. More than 100 homes 

were destroyed, many others were damaged, 21 people were confirmed killed and two others remain 

missing. 

 

Many residents remained despite mandatory or voluntary evacuation orders when the deadly storm hit on 

Jan. 9. 

 

"We recognize that with respect to the latter category, the voluntary evacuation order, we found after the 

January 9th event that for some the focus was on the word 'voluntary' rather than on the word 

'evacuation,'" Sheriff Bill Brown said at a press conference. 

 

"And the reality is that some people misinterpreted that and believed that there was a measure of safety 

there that there really wasn't." 

 

Brown said the new terminology is clearer by stressing that evacuation is still recommended. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 NKorea guards against Olympic defection 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/09/asia/north-korea-olympic-defection-fears-intl/index.html  

GIST Seoul, South Korea (CNN)Almost 500 North Koreans are in South Korea for the Winter Olympics -- in a 

land they have been brought up to see as enemy territory; one clearly more prosperous and more free than 

their own. 

 

It's also a place to which more than 31,000 of their comrades have defected over the past six decades -- a 

fact not lost on North Korea, which isn't taking any chances with its delegation this time. 

 

The group of athletes, officials, performers, reporters and cheerleaders -- including the younger sister of 

Kim Jong Un -- will be surrounded by support staff, minders and informants. They're also likely to be 

vetted, well-treated and loyal members of North Korea's elite. 

 

North Korean athletes have defected before. A women's ice hockey player defected in 1997 and a judo 

athlete defected while at a competition in Spain in 1999. 

 

While unlikely, it isn't impossible for a member of North Korea's Pyeongchang delegation to defect as the 

world watches the Games -- and it would be both a huge embarrassment for the North, and geopolitical 

mess for host South Korea. 

 

Now living in South Korea after defecting in 2006, Han Seo-hee was chosen in her twenties to be part of a 

North Korean cheerleading troupe after she performed for late leader Kim Jong Il. 

 

She says it's unlikely that cheerleaders would defect during such a high-profile visit. 

 

The team would be monitored everywhere they go and would be keenly aware of the consequences their 

family back home would face were they to make such a move, Han says. 

 

"I wouldn't have even considered it." Han says. "It will be the same for the cheerleading squad this time.  

They have family back home, they know if they defect, their family will be terrified and punished." 

 

"A North Korean group sent abroad is always composed of three parties. Party members, security 

members and administrative members. This time will be the same." 
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The relentless glare of public scrutiny would be intense -- even intimidating -- for any athlete competing in 

the Games, which officially begin Friday. 

 

A former North Korean police officer, who didn't want to be identified because he still has family in the 

North, told CNN scrutiny would continue for the North Korean athletes out of the public eye. 

 

He said team members would be under 24-7 surveillance -- unable to go to the bathroom alone and 

informants would monitor who is talking to whom. 

 

Han said the very nature of North Korean life means everyone is encouraged to look for unusual or 

suspicious behavior in friends or family and report it. 

 

"Not only the leaders but also the rest of the performers will be punished for not reporting suspicious signs 

of a defector." 

 

The North Korean athletes have taken three floors of accommodation in the Gangneung Olympics village. 

Each apartment has two or more beds — the North Koreans would not be staying in rooms alone, 

according to the former police officer. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Dow plunges in full market correction 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/business/markets/dow-plunges-1000-points-entering-correction-territory-

n846091  

GIST The Dow plunged more than 1,000 points just before the final bell clanged Thursday. It represented a full 

market correction, defined as a 10 percent drop from its 52-week high, the first time it had done so since 

2016. 

 

The S&P 500 also dropped 3.7 percent to a new low for the week. 

 

After a record run-up, stock markets have been newly volatile following a stronger-than-expected January 

jobs report. Some investors saw the fastest rate of wage increases in recent times as a signal that the Fed 

might hike interest rates higher and sought to lock in gains, leading to the sell-off. 

 

"It's really about people thinking the Fed is either behind the curve or actually has to be more aggressive," 

Stephanie Link, global asset management managing director at TIAA, told CNBC. "That fear, that 

unknown, is really what's driving a lot of the anxiety." 

 

By closing at 23,860 points, the Dow Jones industrial average was set back to its level on Nov. 17, 2017, 

and officially corrected. The index peaked at 26,616 points just two weeks ago. 

 

On average, the stock market corrects about once a year, according to research from Deutsche Bank. The 

last time the market corrected was two years ago, in February 2016. By many measures, stocks have been 

overvalued and due for a come-down for some time. 

 

And the ride isn't over. 

 

"With the market closing at the low end of the day’s range, expect more gyrations in the days and weeks to 

come," Greg McBride, chief financial analyst for Bankrate.com, said in an email. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 EPA enforcement actions hit 10yr low 
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SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/epa-enforcement-actions-hit-10-year-low-2017-

n846151  

GIST WASHINGTON — The number of new enforcement actions by the Environmental Protection Agency has 

fallen significantly over the past year, according to data released Thursday by the Trump administration. 

 

The EPA initiated 20 percent fewer civil cases against polluters for violating environmental laws from the 

beginning of September 2016 to end of September 2017, as compared to the previous fiscal year, 

according to the EPA’s latest enforcement numbers. 

 

The EPA also opened 30 percent fewer criminal enforcement cases during the same time period. 

 

The past fiscal year marked a historic low for enforcement actions across the board: The number of new 

civil and criminal cases, defendants charged, and federal EPA inspections and evaluations all reached their 

lowest levels in at least a decade, according to the data. 

 

The EPA said the declining numbers were not a sign of lax enforcement. 

 

"EPA is focusing on finding efficient ways to deter noncompliance and return facilities to compliance with 

the law," said EPA spokesperson Liz Bowman. "EPA is increasing the deterrent effect of EPA’s 

enforcement program through criminal enforcement actions to address the most egregious cases." 

 

But environmental advocates say the new data makes it clear that EPA administrator Scott Pruitt and the 

Trump administration are letting polluters off the hook. 

 

"The drop-off in actions is very worrying," said Andrew Rosenberg of the Union of Concerned Scientists, 

an advocacy group. "It shows across the board a lack of desire to hold polluters accountable and that 

means the public health risks are greater." 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Government facing limited shutdown? 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2018/02/08/trump-administration-advises-federal-

agencies-prepare-limited-government-shutdown/321883002/  

GIST WASHINGTON – The federal government shut down early Friday morning for the second time in less 

than three weeks after Congress failed to pass a spending bill to keep the agencies running. 

 

But this shutdown is likely to be short-lived – maybe just a few hours. 

 

The government ran out of money at midnight Thursday when plans to pass a sweeping bipartisan budget 

deal hit a snag in the Senate, causing Congress to miss a funding deadline and triggering a partial 

government shutdown. 

 

Sen. Rand Paul, a conservative Kentucky Republican and one-time presidential contender, temporarily 

blocked a Senate vote on the bill to lift strict budget caps and pave the way for lawmakers to spend an 

extra $300 billion over the next two years on defense and domestic programs. The deal is attached to a 

short-term spending bill that will fund the government through March 23. 

 

Paul’s objection slowed the bill’s progress, but didn’t stop it altogether. His right to object will expire in 

the wee hours of Friday morning and the Senate is expected to pass the bill. 

 

Congress and the White House had hoped to avoid another shutdown, especially coming less than three 

weeks after the government was shuttered for three days after lawmakers failed to pass a short-term 

spending bill. 

 

But late Thursday, the Trump administration began advising federal agencies to get ready – just in case. 
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The Office of Management and Budget sent word to federal agencies that they should prepare for a 

“limited shutdown” of perhaps a few hours while Congress gives final approval to the spending bill. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Claim: Myanmar starving Rohingya 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ap-exclusive-rohingya-military-cut-off-food-

myanmar-52946493?   

GIST Abdul Goni says the Myanmar government was starving his family one stage at a time. 

 

First, soldiers stopped the Rohingya Muslim from walking three hours to the forest for the firewood he 

sold to feed his family. Then Buddhist neighbors and seven soldiers took his only cow, which he rented 

out to fertilize rice fields. Next, he says, they killed his uncle and strung him up on a wire for trying to stop 

the theft of his buffalos. 

 

By the time Goni saw bodies floating down the local river, of fellow Rohingya killed for illegal fishing, he 

knew his family would die if they didn't leave. On bad days, they carved the flesh out of banana plant 

stalks for food. On the worst days, his children ate nothing. 

 

"I felt so sorry that I couldn't give them enough food," the 25-year-old says, tears running down his face, 

in a refugee camp in Bangladesh, just across the border from Myanmar. "Everything just got worse and 

worse. ... Day by day, the pressure was increasing all around us. They used to tell us, 'This isn't your land. 

... We'll starve you out.'" 

 

First, massacres, rapes and the wholesale destruction of villages by the Myanmar military in western 

Rakhine state forced nearly 700,000 Rohingya Muslims to flee to Bangladesh, in reprisal for Rohingya 

militant attacks on Aug. 25. Now, the food supply appears to be another weapon that's being used against 

the dwindling numbers of Rohingya in Myanmar. 

 

The accounts of hunger could not be independently confirmed, as Myanmar's government does not allow 

reporters into the northern part of Rakhine state, where most of the Rohingya lived. However, more than a 

dozen interviews by The Associated Press with the most recent refugees show growing desperation, as the 

noose tightens around their communities in what U.N. officials have said may be a genocide. The U.N. 

and human rights groups such as Amnesty International have also warned of increasing hunger among the 

Rohingya in areas where conflict and displacement have been most rampant. 

 

Repeated calls to Myanmar's military weren't answered, but the Myanmar government denies ethnic 

cleansing and says it is battling terrorists. Social Welfare Minister Win Myat Aye says the government has 

been distributing food aid to as many people as possible. 

 

"There are many ways that we have been reaching out to villagers frequently," he says. "And that's why it's 

not possible that there are people who are completely cut off from food or facing hunger." 

 

The Rohingya Muslims, who have been loathed by Myanmar's Buddhist majority for decades, are locked 

down in their villages — sometimes even in their homes — and prevented from farming, fishing, foraging, 

trade and work, the refugees and aid groups say. In other words, they can no longer do what they need to 

do to eat. While restrictions on freedom of movement and access to food have long been in place, they 

have tightened dramatically in recent weeks, the AP interviews show. 

 

The hunger the Rohingya faced at home is evident when they come to the Bangladesh camps, where new 

refugees, especially children and women, suffer from "unbelievable" levels of malnutrition, according to 

Dr. Ismail Mehr. 

 

"They are definitely coming in starving," says Mehr, who recently returned to the United States from 
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treating refugees in the camps. "We saw the vitamin deficiencies in the children and the adults; we saw ... 

severely malnourished people who are basically skin and bones. It looked like the pictures from the Nazi 

camps." 

 

Activists, aid groups and researchers say Myanmar squeezed the Rohingya by severely hampering many of 

the humanitarian operations that were crucial for their survival. Food aid was further disrupted by violence 

in 2016 and the bloodshed after Rohingya insurgents staged an unprecedented wave of 30 attacks on 

security posts across Rakhine state in August and killed at least 14 people. 

 

Even before August, aid agencies in 2017 predicted a spike in severe malnutrition in children. In a report 

released today, Amnesty International details evidence of forced starvation by the military, including 

stopping the Rohingya from harvesting their rice fields in November and December. The Food and 

Agriculture Organization has also warned that the lack of access to food and fuel is adding to hunger in 

Myanmar. 

 

Buddhists in Rakhine state began blocking food aid when they noticed that the Muslims were getting more 

than they were, according to Thomas MacManus, a specialist in international state crimes at Queen Mary 

University of London who has researched the Rohingya since 2012. Tightened curfews meant people 

couldn't harvest shrimp or rice, tend to their cattle, gather firewood or fish. Since August, an almost 24-

hour-a-day curfew means no one is leaving their villages, he says. 

 

MacManus says the Myanmar government has regularly employed a scorched-earth strategy that has 

denied food to other ethnic groups it has battled, including the Shan and the Kachin. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 DACA recipients in military ‘protected’ 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/mattis-says-daca-recipients-in-military-are-protected-even-if-

program-expires/  

GIST Defense Secretary James Mattis said immigrant members of the military who are currently protected by 

the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals program will continue to be protected — even if the program 

expires without congressional action next month.  

 

Mattis, speaking to CBS News Pentagon correspondent David Martin and other reporters Thursday, said 

he has spoken with Homeland Security Secretary Kjirsten Nielsen and confirmed that anyone who has 

enlisted in the military and is waiting to report to boot camp, anyone on active duty or in the active 

reserves or anyone with an honorable discharge will not be deported. Two exceptions for that would be for 

anyone who has committed a serious felony or is the subject of a deportation order.  

 

If Congress fails to act before March 5 — the deadline upon which the program is set to expire — "they're 

protected," Mattis said.  

 

But relatively few members of the military currently benefit from DACA. In September, the Pentagon said 

fewer than 900 people currently serving or who have signed contracts to serve are recipients of the 

program. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Colombia tightens border controls 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/colombia-tightens-border-control-venezuela-

migrants-surge-52938756?   

GIST Colombia will tighten control of over its porous border with Venezuela as thousands of migrants fleeing a 

rapidly deteriorating political and economic crisis escape into the neighboring Andean nation. 
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In a visit to a border city at the epicenter of Colombia's mounting migration crisis, President Juan Manuel 

Santos on Thursday announced new measures that could make it more difficult for Venezuelan migrants to 

cross into the country illegally or remain there without any official status. 

 

"Colombia has never lived a situation like the one we are encountering today," Santos said. 

 

Migration into Colombia has surged as Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro has moved to consolidate 

his rule and the nation's economy plummets. Colombia migration authorities say there are an estimated 

600,000 Venezuelans currently in Colombia — double the number six months ago. Venezuela exile 

associations and some border city officials have said they believe that number is higher. 

 

The unprecedented migration wave is putting strains on Colombia at a delicate time in its history. The 

nation is crawling out of a five-decade-long armed conflict following the signing of a peace deal with 

leftist rebels in 2016. Many of the Venezuelans are arriving illegally and in need of medical attention. 

 

"This is a tragedy," Santos said. "And I want to reiterate to President Maduro: This is the result of your 

policies." 

 

More than 2,000 additional military officers will be deployed to control the hundreds of dirt-road crossings 

known as "trochas" that dot Colombia's 1,370-mile (2,200-kilometer) border with Venezuela. A new 

migration patrol unit will also police public spaces where Venezuelan arrivals congregate, provide them 

orientation and to control ills like prostitution that have surfaced in the migration wave's wake. 

 

Migration authorities will no longer issue temporary border crossing cards, which have already been 

granted to 1.5 million Venezuelans to allow them short visits to purchase food and medicine. All 

Venezuelans inside the country will also be required to present themselves to officials and enroll in a 

registry. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Russia denounces US airstrike at UN 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-syria-confirms-us-airstrike-reports-casualties-

52925188?   

GIST The Latest on the situation in Syria (all times local): 

 

10:30 p.m. 

 

Russia's U.N. Ambassador Vassily Nebenzia says he has told the U.N. Security Council that the U.S.-led 

coalition's airstrikes on Syrian government-backed troops were "inadmissible" and "deplorable." He says 

they cannot be repeated — no matter what reasons the coalition gives to justify an attack. 

 

Nebenzia said U.S. Ambassador Nikki Haley raised the issue of the airstrikes at a closed council meeting 

Thursday where she defended the bombing that the U.S. military says killed about 100 fighters. The U.S.-

led coalition said its action in eastern Syria was in "self-defense," citing a major attack on its allied forces 

and U.S. advisers in Deir el-Zour province. 

 

Nebenzia told reporters at U.N. headquarters in New York that he reminded the council that the coalition 

wasn't invited into Syria, and Russia sees that its fight against "international terrorism" is going "beyond 

that." 

 

Nebenzia also said that while the humanitarian situation in Syria is "deplorable," it is "in no way much 

more different than it used to be a month ago — but now we are being presented with it as if something 

dramatic has happened." 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Alaska dangerous state for online dating 

SOURCE http://www.ktva.com/story/37463493/alaska-most-dangerous-state-for-online-dating-report-says  

GIST Alaska is the most dangerous state in the nation in which to date people online, according to a ranking 

released Thursday. 

 

A SafeWise.com overview of the nation’s five most dangerous online-dating states – compiling risks of 

rape, fraud and sexually transmitted diseases – put Alaska at the top of the list followed by New Mexico, 

Louisiana, Nevada and Arkansas. The group’s 2017 report had listed Alaska second behind Washington, 

D.C. 

 

The 2018 report was compiled using states’ cybercrime and violent crime data from the FBI’s Uniform 

Crime Reports for 2016, as well as their chlamydia and gonorrhea infection rates from the federal Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention. 

 

Alaska’s FBI data for 2016, which led to an online report calling Alaska the nation's most dangerous state 

last month, shows a rise of more than 16 percent in rape cases that year-- which included 960 rapes and 89 

attempted rapes. Although Alaska’s data didn’t include specific categories for rapes resulting from online 

dating, a VICE News report from 2016 said the United Kingdom reported a 450 percent rise in reported 

rapes linked to online dating over the previous five years. 

 

According to SafeWise, Alaska has the nation’s second-highest rate behind Nevada of “romance scams,” 

during which criminals cajole money from people during quickly formed relationships-- including those 

online. Alaska’s 2016 cybercrime data from the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center lists a total of 50 

reported victims from romance and confidence scams; the total losses from those crimes, $894,062, work 

out to an average loss of $17,881 per victim. 

 

State health officials said this week that Alaska continues to suffer a wave of gonorrhea cases amid high 

STD rates nationwide in recent years. Alaska also suffers the nation’s highest infection rate of chlamydia 

infections, with nearly 5,700 reported in 2016 – almost 80 percent of them among people under 30. 

 

Susan Jones, with the state Department of Health and Social Services, said in October that one factor in 

Alaska’s higher gonorrhea rates was an apparent rise in high-risk sexual activities. Those activities, she 

said, included “finding your partners through sex-seeking websites or apps and not knowing the STD 

status of that individual.” 

 

The report’s five safest states for online dating were Vermont, Maine, New Hampshire, Idaho and Utah. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Warning issued to Pornhub users 

SOURCE https://www.leicestermercury.co.uk/news/uk-world-news/porn-pornhub-malware-cyber-attack-

691910  

GIST Potentially millions of visitors to adult website Pornhub could have been infected with malware, experts 

say. 

 

Cyber security firm Proofpoint say a major attack has been uncovered where fake adverts for web browser 

updates were sent out. 

 

They say the attack has been going on for more than a year with victims in many places, including the UK 

 

It's since been shut down by Pornhub, the Coventry Telegraph reports . 
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The hack was carried out by a group known as KovCoreG, Proofpoint said, who hoped to infect users with 

an ad fraud malware known as Kovter. 

 

This type of malicious software is traditionally used as a form of online advertising fraud to generate 

money through clicks on fake adverts. 

 

In some cases a "clickbot" is installed which then requests and interacts with random adverts online. 

 

In the case of Pornhub, Proofpoint said users were shown fake adverts urging them to click to download a 

new version or Flash update to their web browser - but would instead infect their computers. 

 

Proofpoint warned that this technique of tricking users into clicking on fake adverts and infecting 

themselves was effective, and had the potential to reach "millions of web surfers" if used elsewhere. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Attempted online fraud jumps 113% 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/fraud-attempts-soar-113-in-q4/  

GIST Attempted online fraud jumped 113% year-on-year in the final quarter of 2017, to hit a massive 251 

million attacks, with e-commerce firms hit particularly hard, according to ThreatMetrix. 

 

The fraud prevention company analyzed 7.6 billion transactions to compile its Q4 2017 Cybercrime 

Report. 

 

The firm claimed that companies are most exposed to fraud during the period straight after a major data 

breach but before it has been reported or detected. 

 

Given that Q4 covers the busy Christmas shopping period, it’s perhaps no surprise that e-commerce firms 

came under particular scrutiny from the fraudsters. Almost 193 million transactions were rejected by 

ThreatMetrix as fraudulent, a 173% increase on the same time in 2016. 

 

However, fraudsters seem to be eschewing payment fraud in favor of account takeover and creation 

attacks. 

 

In fact, e-commerce account creation and login attacks were four times more likely than payment fraud, 

with the log-in attack rate growing 294% compared to the same quarter in 2015. 

 

Automated bots are playing an ever-increasing role in fraud, used on an unprecedented scale again during 

Q4, according to the report. There were 34 million bot attacks during the peak festive shopping period 

alone, rising to 800 million for the quarter. 

 

They’re increasingly used for more than merely to test stolen credentials, the firm claimed. 

 

“Bot attacks continue to evolve from their basic velocity-based functions, to complex bots that are used in 

more advanced ways to spoof IP addresses, emulate browsers or spoof apps, to masquerading bots, that are 

attempting to mask their true context and pretend to be legitimate user traffic,” the report noted. 

 

Also last quarter, Russia and Vietnam emerged as top five attack originators, alongside the UK, US and 

Germany. However, more attacks are said to originate in Europe than anywhere else. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Malware pervasive across cloud platforms 
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SOURCE http://www.securityweek.com/malware-pervasive-across-cloud-platforms-report  

GIST Cloud Access Security Brokers (CASBs) provide visibility into the cloud. Some CASBs provide malware 

protection. Some clouds provide malware protection. Bitglass analyzed the efficacy of cloud-only 

protection by scanning the files of its customers that had not implemented its own Advanced Threat 

Protection (actually Cylance). 

 

Bitglass scanned tens of millions of customer files and found (PDF) a remarkably high number of 

infections: 44% of organizations had at least one piece of malware in their cloud applications; and nearly 

one-in-three SaaS app instances contained at least one threat. Among the SaaS apps, 54.4% of OneDrive 

and 42.9% of Google Drive instances were infected. Dropbox and Box followed, both at 33%. 

 

The research discovered that the average company had nearly 450,000 files held in the cloud, with more 

than 20 of the files containing malware. Forty-two percent of the infected file types were script and 

executable files, 21% were Office documents, 10% were Windows system files, and 8% were compressed 

formats. The other 19% were in various different file formats. 

 

Among the infections it discovered a malware that Cylance confirmed as a zero-day ransomware -- which 

it calls ShurL0ckr. ShurL0ckr is ransomware-as-a-service  , "meaning," says Bitglass, "the hacker 

generates a ransomware payload and distributes it via phishing or drive-by-download to encrypt files on 

disk in a background process until a Bitcoin ransom is paid." No analysis of the malware and its inner 

workings is provided. 

 

It is, however, undetected by either Microsoft's or Google's cloud offerings.  

 

"The sad truth," comments Meni Farjon, co-founder and CTO at SoleBIT Labs, "is that today, most cloud 

services providers still do not supply advanced malware detection capabilities, thus making this vector a 

perfect choice for attackers who aim to infect corporate users on a massive scale. I believe we will 

definitely see more ransomware variants targeting cloud application in the coming months, at least until 

the major cloud services providers offer malware detection capabilities to those services." 

 

Bitglass checked whether mainstream anti-malware would detect the ShurL0ckr ransomware. "The team," 

writes Bitglass, "then leveraged VirusTotal to scrutinize a file containing the ransomware across dozens of 

antivirus engines. Only 7% of said engines (five in sixty-seven) detected the malware - one of these 

engines was Cylance, a Bitglass technology partner." 

 

VirusTotal was acquired by Google in 2012. 

 

The key takeaways from this research are that security teams' concerns about cloud security are valid, and 

there's a new ransomware that goes largely undetected. That last point is, however, not clear cut. The 

purpose of VirusTotal (VT) is to allow concerned users to gain insight into a suspect file -- could it be, or 

is it likely not, malicious? It is not an anti-malware comparative tool. 

 

VirusTotal itself says, "Antivirus engines can be sophisticated tools that have additional detection features 

that may not function within the VirusTotal scanning environment. Because of this, VirusTotal scan 

results aren't intended to be used for the comparison of the effectiveness of antivirus products." 

 

"In other words," comments ESET senior research fellow David Harley, "a VirusTotal report is not a 

reliable indicator as to whether a product detects or blocks a given sample out in the field, because 

VirusTotal doesnít necessarily make use of all the layers of protection made available by a specific 

product in the real world. To draw any conclusions about the efficacy of any product based on one sample 

isnít testing at all," he added; "itís just marketing." 

 

Lenny Zeltser, VP of products at Minerva Labs, isn't surprised by the VT engines' low detection rate. 

"Attackers continually find ways of getting around AV tools, due to the inherent weaknesses of any 

approach to detecting malicious software on the basis of previously-seen patterns. This is a reality for all 

types of AV solutions," he told SecurityWeek, "regardless of whether they employ AI or not." 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Swisscom discloses data breach 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/dial-b-for-breach-unauthorized-party-access-data-on-800k-swisscom-

customers/article/742976/  

GIST Telecom giant Swisscom yesterday disclosed that an unauthorized intruder misappropriated an unnamed 

sales partner's access to its data, thereby compromising basic information pertaining to approximately 

800,000 customers. 

 

In a Feb. 7 press release, the $11.6 billion Switzerland-based company acknowledged that in Fall 2017, a 

malicious actor gained access to Swisscom customer names, addresses, phone numbers, and birth dates. 

Swisscom labeled this data as “non-sensitive,” noting that sensitive data such as passwords, conversations 

and payment information was not impacted, and that there was no evidence of additional malicious 

activity stemming from the breach. 

 

Swisscom emphasized that no systems were hacked, which suggesting the adversary may have stolen the 

partner's access credentials. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 First SCADA cryptominer seen in wild 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/first-cryptocurrency-malware-attack-on-a-scada-

network/article/742992/  

GIST The first documented cryptominer attack on a SCADA network of a critical infrastructure operator was 

seen in the wild. 

 

Radiflow researchers spotted the malware attacking the OT network of a water utility company in order to 

mine the Monero cryptocurrency, according to a Feb. 8 press release.  

 

The malware was designed to run in a stealth mode on the networks' devices and even disable the device's 

security tools to operate undetected and maximize its mining processes for as long as possible.    

 

“While it is known that ransomware attacks have been launched on OT networks, this new case of a 

cryptocurrency malware attack on an OT network poses new threats as it runs in stealth mode and can 

remain undetected over time,” Radiflow Chief Technology Officer (CTO) Yehonatan Kfir said in the 

release.  

 

The malware was discovered after researchers detected several abnormalities, including unexpected HTTP 

communications and changes to the topology of the customer's OT network and communication attempts 

with suspicious IP addresses. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Dark web vendors moving to Litecoin 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/litecoin-emerges-as-popular-bitcoin-alternative-among-dark-web-

underground-community/article/743007/  

GIST An analysis of 150 of popular dark web message boards, marketplaces and illegal services has revealed 

that underground vendors have been gravitating toward Litecoin cryptocurrency as a viable alternative to 

Bitcoin when conducting transactions. 

 

Conducted by Recorded Future's Insikt Group research team between Jan. 20 and Feb. 1, the study found 

that Litecoin – the second oldest cryptocurrency in existence (after Bitcoin) – is now accepted as a Bitcoin 
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alternative by 30 percent of the 150 observed dark web vendors. The next most widely accepted 

cryptocurrencies are Dash (20%), Bitcoin Cash (13%, not to be confused with Bitcoin itself), Ethereum 

(9%), and Monero (6%). 

 

Recorded Future suspects that this development could portend a greater diversification of cryptocurrency-

based transactions on the dark web in the next six to 12 months. 

 

"Bitcoin will lose its place as a dominant payment method in the dark web in the next six to 12 months. 

However, contrary to a widespread assumption that criminals are abandoning Bitcoin altogether, we are 

convinced it will remain one of the main payment instruments, albeit with a significantly smaller market 

share," wrote Andrei Barysevich, Recorded Future's director of advanced collection, and intelligence 

analyst Alexandr Solad, in a company report that was released today. "On the other hand, Litecoin and 

Dash will take their place next to Bitcoin as the everyday payment currencies of the dark web." 

 

Bitcoin has already notably fallen out of favor with cybercriminals who extort their victims in ransomware 

attacks, because other digital currencies are more anonymity. In this instance, however, the dark web 

vendors are seeking Bitcoin alternatives because Bitcoin has become too mainstream and popular, 

resulting in higher fees. 

 

“The meteoric rise in popularity of Bitcoin among household users, speculators, and institutional investors 

around the world since mid-2017 has placed an enormous load on the blockchain network, resulting in 

larger payment fees,” the report states. “As a result, Bitcoin payments have become economically 

infeasible, because the subsequent cost of transaction increased ten-fold, sometimes as much as 30 percent 

of the smaller payment amounts.” 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Tenn. hospital hit by mining malware 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/tennessee-hospital-hit-with-cryptocurrency-mining-

malware/d/d-id/1331014  

GIST Decatur County General Hospital (DCGH) in Parsons, Tennessee, recently discovered cryptocurrency 

mining malware on its Electronic Medical Record (EMR) server. The hospital began informing 24,000 

patients of the attack on January 26. 

 

On November 27, 2017, the hospital received a security incident report from its EMR system vendor, 

which said unauthorized software, designed to mine cryptocurrency, had been installed on the server 

supported by the vendor. An ongoing investigation has indicated an unauthorized attacker accessed the 

server with the EMR system and injected the software. 

 

The hospital's EMR server contained data including patient names, addresses, birthdates, and social 

security numbers, as well as diagnosis and treatment data. There is no evidence either type of data was 

taken or viewed, and so far it doesn't seem data theft was the attacker's goal. However, the hospital cannot 

definitively prove data was not compromised and is therefore notifying patients. 

 

DCGH has not named the EMR system vendor and is offering patients the myTrueIdentity online credit 

monitoring service for one year. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 New POS malware designed to steal  

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/new-pos-malware--steals-data-via-dns-

traffic/d/d-id/1331022  

GIST Researchers at Forcepoint have discovered new point-of-sale (POS) malware disguised as a LogMeIn 

service pack that is designed to steal data from the magnetic stripe on the back of payment cards. 
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The malware, which Forcepoint is calling UDPoS, is somewhat different from the usual POS tools in that 

it uses UDP-based DNS traffic to sneak stolen credit and debit card data past firewalls and other security 

controls. It is also one of the few new POS malware tools to surface in some time, according to the 

company. 

 

In recent years, the US, like many other countries, has switched from magnetic cards to chip and PIN cards 

based on the Europay, Mastercard, and Visa (EMV) standard. The transition has made it harder for 

criminals to steal payment card data using POS malware—like they did with the massive theft at Target in 

2013. 

 

However, malware like UDPoS suggests that criminals still see an opportunity to steal data from POS 

systems. For instance, Trend Micro last year reported on MajikPOS, a POS malware family that was used 

to steal data on more than 23,300 payment cards. Retailer Forever 21, which is investigating a data breach 

first reported last November, recently disclosed finding malware on some of its POS systems. 

 

Luke Somerville, head of special investigations at Forcepoint, says there's no evidence to show that 

UDPoS is currently being used to steal credit or debit card data. But Forcepoint's tests have shown that the 

malware is indeed capable of doing so successfully. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Firefighter lieutenant charged w/sexting 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/895373/washington-state-firefighter-accused-of-sexting-with-minor/  

GIST PORT ORCHARD, Wash. (AP) — A South Kitsap Fire and Rescue lieutenant is accused of sending 

sexually-charged texts to a 15-year-old girl. 

 

The Kitsap Sun reports that 49-year-old Richard Dean Christenson was charged on Tuesday with 

communication with a minor for immoral purposes. 

 

The allegations were reported Monday to Kitsap County Sheriff’s investigators after the girl’s mother told 

a deputy she took her daughter’s cell phone because the teen was “acting oddly” and texting while at the 

dinner table. 

 

South Kitsap Fire and Rescue Deputy Chief Guy Dalrymple said Christenson has been placed on 

administrative leave and the district is conducting an internal investigation. Christenson did not answer a 

call to his cell phone Thursday and a message said his voicemail inbox was full. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Seattle pushes Facebook on political ads 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/894681/seattle-facebook-political-ads/  

GIST Once again, tech companies are finding themselves in a gray area of regulation. This time, Seattle is 

pushing Facebook to reveal who paid for political ads during 2016 campaigns. 

 

“Seattle’s law requires that the media keep books and records showing who paid for ads running on their 

radio and TV stations…” Former Washington Attorney General Rob KcKenna told KIRO Radio’s Dave 

Ross. “… you can see who paid for the ads they’ve been seeing and hearing.” 

 

Seattle’s election law dates back to 1977, long before the internet and online advertising was a daily fact of 

life. But now, Seattle’s Ethic’s and Elections Commission is demanding Facebook provide similar 

information that other media is required to do. It wants Facebook to document and reveal who pays for 

political ads. Facebook could face fines of up to $5,000 for each advertisement. Reuters notes that it’s the 

first such attempt to regulate political ads on social media. 
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Facebook has also recently come under scrutiny for political ads purchased by Russian agents during the 

2016 campaign. The problem with Seattle’s current request is that it’s in that gray area of regulation. 

Where does a social media company like Facebook fall when it comes to political advertising? 

 

“It’s never been thought that (this law) applies to online advertising,” McKenna said. “That’s not really 

surprising, even though online advertising has been around for a while and use of online ads has been 

growing dramatically by political campaigns … it’s not surprising no one ever thought of it before because 

online advertising has been treated very differently than conventional newspaper, radio, and TV 

advertising.” 

 

Political ads on Facebook 

 

While TV and radio ads fall under the purview of the FCC, the internet does not. Beyond that, there is the 

Communications Decency Act, McKenna notes, which states websites cannot be held liable for advertising 

content on their pages. This is because online advertising is often provided by third parties and not the 

websites themselves. Facebook could be different, however, in that people directly place the ads onto the 

social media site. 

 

McKenna knows people who work for Facebook. He’s actually signed the wall at the company. So he 

reached out to find out what they plan to do about challenges like Seattle’s. 

 

“One thing they told me is that they are looking beyond what they legally have to do, to what they think 

they should do,” McKenna said. “They predict that if it’s not them, some other company that hosts online 

political advertising will argue that federal law shields them from having to disclose who is paying for the 

ads.” 

 

“But they’re not saying they are going to do that; they are looking at their options beyond the legal 

requirements,” he said. “I think that is the right position for them to take. Even though I wouldn’t be 

surprised if they immediately said ‘Hey, Communications Decency Act; you cannot touch us; we are not 

regulated by the FCC’ and so forth.” 

 

McKenna doesn’t know Facebook’s official plan, but he said that the company could be considering 

making political advertising more transparent. 

 

“The best solution is sunshine,” he said. “As Slade Gorton once said to me, ‘Money in politics is like 

water on a sidewalk. It always finds the cracks.’” 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Social media ‘influencer marketing’ 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/social-media-influencers-brand-advertising/  

GIST Picture this: You're scrolling through your feed on Instagram and notice what appears to be an endorsed 

advertisement for a new workout supplement. The post has received hundreds of thousands of likes and 

dozens of comments. 

 

Bewilderment overcomes you as you try to figure out why the Instagram user looks familiar. But at the 

same time, you feel intrigued to learn more about the product based on the amount of attention the post has 

received. And that glowing review, which acts as the photo caption, makes you feel inclined to purchase 

the supplement. 

 

Don't fret, this isn't a scam. In fact, thousands of companies have been using this relatively new concept. 

It's simply a modern form of advertising called "influencer marketing," which allows for so-called 

influencers -- users who have a large following on social media platforms like Facebook (FB), Instagram, 

YouTube (GOOG), Twitter (TWTR) and Snapchat (SNAP) -- to partner with brands that are in sync with 
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their lifestyles.  

 

In recent years, traditional celebrity endorsements have taken a back seat to brands' influencer-created 

content. So stars like Paris Hilton and Kim Kardashian have been replaced by that familiar, yet unfamiliar 

face that popped up in your feed moments ago.  

 

And as long as Instagram and other platforms continue as go-to places for many shoppers, influencers will 

keep racking in thousands of dollars as quickly as their posts acquire likes. 

 

What does it mean to be a social media influencer? 

 

Influencers can be fitness gurus, gaming addicts, beauty bloggers, fashionistas, foodies, travel experts, etc. 

They offer an authentic presence on social media based on their copious numbers of followers and level of 

engagement. Generally speaking, each influencer maintains an audience of at least 10,000 followers on 

one platform, if not more.  

 

But it takes more than having an attractive physique and a coveted blue "verified" badge to acquire digital 

celebrity status.  

 

Influencers use social media platforms to connect with their audience on a personal level. They brand 

themselves within a specific industry by promoting content that coincides with their values and interests. 

For example, someone who correlates with fashion would be more inclined to promote a clothing 

company's T-shirt as opposed to a travel agency's sale on a vacation package to an exotic destination.  

 

Brands hire influencers and pay them to endorse their product(s) or service(s) within photos and videos, 

which essentially act as word-of-mouth opinions similar to what you might seek from a close friend. Many 

consumers value the opinions of influencers, which subsequently makes them more inclined to purchase 

the product that's being advertised.  

 

Last year, Forbes released a comprehensive list of the world's top influencers. The going rate for 

influencer-created content ranges anywhere from $500 to upwards of $20,000, or more, for each sponsored 

post.  

 

Does influencer marketing work? 

 

Influencer marketing -- sometimes described as the "Wild West" for its lack of strategic guidance -- has 

gained a competitive edge in the industry due to its tendency to form viral conversations about brands 

online. Over the years, companies have developed applications to help brands determine which influencers 

are best suited for their digital campaigns. 

 

Still, the big question remains: Does influencer marketing actually work? Most would agree that it does, 

because influencers can reach a larger audience than what a traditional ad may target. 

 

As the power of social media continues to grow, it's arguably fair to say influencers will continue to have a 

stronger impact on consumer brand awareness. In turn, brands will be required to shift their strategies, 

conforming to this new norm as influencer-follower relationships expand. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Spokane BBB: reports of mysterious text  

SOURCE http://www.khq.com/story/37464378/people-receiving-mysterious-text-from-an-email-address-they-

dont-know  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash. - Have you gotten a text that looks like this? Well, you’re not alone. Multiple people in 

the Spokane area have received the same thing. 
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While the BBB hasn’t heard about this particular case and it's unclear what's going on with it, they say it’s 

always important to be careful. 

 

If someone responded to that text, it looks like an attachment is sent over. Don’t click on it. The BBB says 

you don’t know what it is and it could be some malicious content. Again, with this particular case, it's 

unclear what this text is. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Russian trolls posed as black activists? 

SOURCE http://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20180208-russian-tumblr-trolls-posed-as-black-

activists-to-stoke-racial-resentment-ahead-of-2016-u-s-election  

GIST Internet trolls working for the Russian government posed as black activists on Tumblr to share political 

messages before the 2016 U.S. presidential election, BuzzFeed reports. 

 

As was the case with the fake accounts created by Russian government operatives on other social media 

platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, the fake Tumblr accounts aimed to help Donald 

Trump win the 2016 election by spreading messages which stoked racial and ethnic resentment and 

intensified political polarization. 

 

The Russian accounts on Tumblr disseminated content on issues such as police violence against young 

African-Americans. 

 

Buzzfeed says that a digital forensic analysis tied the fake Tumblr accounts to the St. Petersburg-based 

Internet Research Agency (IRA), a hacking and disinformation organization employed by the Kremlin to 

disseminate fake news and commentary on social media as part of the broad Kremlin campaign to weaken 

Western democracies and undermine organizations such as NATO and the EU. 

 

A researcher at the University of Oxford told BuzzFeed that there were “parallels” with Russian activity 

on Facebook.  

 

Jonathan Albright of the Tow Centre for Digital Journalism, who worked with Buzzfeed on the Tumblr 

investigation, said the accounts seemed to be part of an “ongoing campaign” which began in early 2015.  

 

Buzzfeed notes that the more popular Russian posts on Tumblr criticized Hillary Clinton, supported 

independent Senator Bernie Sanders during the Democratic primaries, and highlighted police violence 

against black communities. 

 

In one message, the account 4mysquad shared gifs supposedly showing a black girl being sexually 

assaulted by a police officer. The officer was falsely identified as a member of the NYPD.  

 

Twitter’s official blog notes that the Tumblr accounts often used the same names as some of the 3,814 

IRA-backed Twitter accounts identified by Twitter in its report to Congress. 

 

Facebook and Twitter have been asked to testify before the Senate Intelligence Committee on Russian 

interference in the U.S. election, but, until now, Tumblr had not been linked to Russian misinformation 

campaigns.  

 

Lisa-Maria Neudert, a researcher at the Computational Propaganda Project at the Oxford Internet Institute, 

said that there were “a lot of parallels” between the trolls’ strategy on Tumblr and other social media sites. 

 

“It’s not about promoting one candidate or message, but about sowing political distrust and confusion, and 

feeding into fears that society is already having,” she told the BBC.  

 

“Tumblr is really popular among teens, who are very vulnerable and very susceptible to political messages 
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because they haven’t formed political identities yet.” 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Official: pot tracking system hacked 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/marijuana/washington-marijuana-traceability-system-

dogged-with-problems-was-hacked-state-says/  

GIST The state’s new pot-tracking system was hacked last weekend, and an “intruder” stole route information 

associated with four days of marijuana deliveries, as well as other information. 

 

“It was a breach of the system and indications show they downloaded a copy of the traceability database,” 

said Brian Smith, a spokesman for the Liquor and Cannabis Board (LCB). “It did something in the system 

— I’m not at liberty to talk about — that affected the transfer and manifest data — that was, in part, 

responsible for the issues this week.” 

 

The state on Feb. 1 transitioned to a new marijuana-traceability system, Leaf Data Systems, which has 

been dogged by problems since its launch. The technology issues have kept marijuana growers and sellers 

scrambling to keep their businesses running. Some have worried about keeping marijuana on increasingly 

sparse store shelves. 

 

Problems associated with the hack were discovered Saturday by MJ Freeway, the company providing the 

data service and pot-tracking software. On Monday, the company identified the problem as a “possible 

security incident” and notified the LCB, according to a message that went out to all marijuana licensees 

Thursday. At that point, the LCB contacted the Washington State Office of CyberSecurity, which is 

investigating the hack. Smith said marijuana businesses were not notified of the attack until Thursday 

because of that agency’s protocol. 

 

The security flaw was resolved on Monday, Smith said. The state agency plans to continue using MJ 

Freeway as a vendor. 

 

“No online presence is 100 percent safe,” he said. “There are steps that MJ Freeway has taken to ensure 

that it’s secure and meets modern standards. … We’re sticking with MJ Freeway.” 

 

In addition to transportation manifests, delivery-vehicle information like type, license-plate number and 

VIN number were also taken. That information is available through public-record requests, Smith said. 

 

MJ Freeway has had products hacked several times before, and source code for some of its software was 

posted online last year, according to Marijuana Business Daily, an industry publication. 

 

Pot proprietors Thursday questioned the LCB’s selection of MJ Freeway, considering its previous 

breaches. 

 

“It’s been a pretty well-known fear: MJ Freeway was not Fort Knox. Boy, was everybody right straight out 

of the gate,” said Steve Lee, who owns two marijuana businesses and is a Kennewick city councilman. 

 

Marijuana-traceability systems were designed, in part, to help regulators satisfy Obama-era federal 

guidelines about marijuana diversion. If pot could be tracked, the theory went, then federal officials would 

have more assurances it wasn’t crossing state lines or going into the black market. 

 

Lee said the hack has eroded the traceability system’s integrity, and will have him sleeping less easy about 

federal involvement in the state’s legal marijuana market. 

 

“It’s a catastrophic failure at the state level, and it leaves us all worrying about our futures,” he said.  

 

What the hacker(s) were after is not immediately clear, but pot proprietors worried that data could be 
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manipulated. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Hackers head start on Winter Olympics 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/08/technology/winter-olympics-hackers.html  

GIST The Department of Homeland Security is warning Americans planning to attend the 2018 Winter Olympic 

Games in Pyeongchang that cybercriminals are likely to be targeting the Games. 

 

Officials in South Korea are facing a double threat. At the Olympic Committee’s Security Command 

Center in an unmarked facility in Pyeongchang, security experts from around the world are monitoring 

threats from North Korean hackers who have been probing the computer networks that manage South 

Korean finance, media and critical infrastructure systems for years. 

 

And while some people believe that diplomatic efforts may have eased the North Korean threat to the 

Games, others are bracing for the impact of a hacking campaign by Russian groups retaliating for a ban on 

Russian athletes. Security companies said these groups had successfully targeted the computer systems of 

Olympic-related organizations months ago. 

 

Just how those hacks could lead to broader attacks is not clear. But cybersecurity researchers said the 

Olympic Games — more digitized than ever — are ripe targets for hackers searching for embarrassing 

information on everyone from athletes to organizers or simply looking to cause trouble by manipulating 

scoring or lighting systems. 

 

More than 300 Olympics-related computer systems have already been hit, with many of them 

compromised, the security company McAfee said last month, in what its investigators described as a 

preliminary hacking campaign. On Friday, the second stage of that attack appeared to be underway, as 

assailants siphoned data from victims’ machines back to their own computers systems, McAfee’s 

researchers said. 

 

Who was doing it and why they were doing it could take several months to figure out. Ryan Sherstobitoff, 

a senior analyst at McAfee, said the hacks had appeared to be well organized and backed by substantial 

resources, with “the hallmarks of a nation state.” What that nation state planned to do with the stolen data 

and its foothold in victims’ machines, Mr. Sherstobitoff said, was still anyone’s guess. 

 

A spokesman for the International Olympic Committee declined to comment on how the organization was 

addressing the heightened threats. 

 

Security researchers often discuss risks with a level of informed paranoia. Some of their warnings are 

based on what is possible but has not actually occurred in the real world. On other occasions, their 

warnings are based on what has already happened, and where those incidents could lead. 

 

But cyberattacks on international events have become common. The 2015 nuclear negotiations in Geneva 

and the 2009 climate talks in Copenhagen, for example, were plagued by hackers from various nation 

states. The Olympics are another alluring target — but with wall-to-wall television coverage. 

 

“The Olympics involve so many countries, and so many sports, many of which have their own 

infrastructure, that it has become a rich target environment for many adversaries,” said John Hultquist, 

director of threat intelligence at the security firm FireEye. 

 

He has been tracking the activities of Russian hackers and other groups as they lay the groundwork for 

attacks on Olympic organizations. In the past few months, Mr. Hultquist said, his team at FireEye has seen 

several examples of Russian groups tampering with the computers of Olympic-related organizations. The 

activity is “obviously meant to drag Olympics-related organizations through the mud and discredit them,” 

he said. 
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The Russian cyberespionage group known as Fancy Bear, which has been tied to the 2016 hack of the 

Democratic National Committee and has links to Russia’s main military intelligence unit, has already 

started posting hacked emails intended to highlight discord among global sports officials and investigators 

who exposed systemic Russian doping. 

 

Last month, the group posted emails and other documents online from the International Luge Federation, 

claiming they demonstrated violations of antidoping rules. And earlier in January, the group released 

hacked emails and documents from the International Olympic Committee, which it advertised as proof 

“the Europeans and the Anglo-Saxons are fighting for power and cash in the sports world.” 

 

Trend Micro, the Tokyo-based security company, said its researchers had also witnessed Fancy Bear 

attacks on the International Ice Hockey Federation, the International Ski Federation, the International 

Biathlon Union, and the International Bobsleigh and Skeleton Federation in the final months of 2017. The 

attacks occurred while an International Olympic Committee disciplinary panel was preparing bans for 

dozens of Russian athletes caught doping in the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia. 

 

“The Kremlin has its fingerprints on cyberattacks that were retribution for exposing the Russians’ Sochi 

games doping scheme, which was a fraud on the purity of sport,” said Doug DePeppe, a founder of Sports 

ISAO, a nonprofit cybersecurity organization in Colorado Springs. The group is trying to help sports 

associations, including Olympic organizations, combat threats. 

 

“Their goal is to say, ‘No one is following the rules, and Russia shouldn’t be singled out,’” Mr. DePeppe 

said. 

 

FireEye, McAfee and other security companies said that over the past few months they had seen attack 

groups from Russia, and others of unknown origin, dispatch hundreds of “spearphishing” emails, laced 

with malicious links and attachments, to target Olympic-related groups. 

 

They also have seen the groups set up computer servers under the names of some of their targets and 

seemingly innocuous organizations like the South Korean Ministry of Forestry. They warn that those 

activities could be a prelude for a broader Russian campaign. 

 

To protect the Olympics, South Korea has mobilized tens of thousands of security personnel, including 

cybersecurity analysts and 50,000 soldiers, in what has been described as one of the most militarized 

security forces in Olympic history. 

 

Over the past few weeks, the United States State Department has set up a temporary security monitoring 

operation on one floor of its embassy in Seoul. Analysts from the State Department, the intelligence 

community and the Department of Homeland Security are scheduled to arrive there this week. 

 

But an official who was briefed on the State Department-led operation, and who was not allowed to 

discuss it publicly, worried that the operation was too focused on combating traditional threats like 

physical attacks on venues. 

 

The State Department did not reply to a request for comment. 

 

Elsewhere in Pyeongchang, an alliance of security personnel from South Korea, various Olympic 

sponsors, technology suppliers and cybersecurity sleuths from around the world are monitoring computer 

screens and potential threats at the unmarked Security Command Center. 

 

While cybersecurity experts believe the North Korean threat was lessened by the last-minute addition of a 

North Korean delegation to the Games, they have not ruled out that North Korea may be looking to 

embarrass its southern neighbor. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Ex-Marine pleads guilty in terror sting 

SOURCE http://www.sun-sentinel.com/local/broward/fl-reg-terrorism-sting-guilty-palm-beach-20180207-

story.html  

GIST A former U.S. Marine and sculptor is facing a dozen years in federal prison after he pleaded guilty on 

Thursday to being part of a conspiracy to help the terrorist group ISIS. 

 

Gregory Hubbard, 54, was arrested in a controversial FBI terrorism sting in 2016 in Palm Beach County. 

 

Under the terms of the plea agreement, the prosecution and defense will recommend that the judge 

sentences Hubbard to 12 years in federal prison. That’s significantly less than the 20-year maximum 

penalty the offense carries and the 30 or more years he had been facing if convicted of all three charges 

that were filed against him. 

 

The case ran into problems last year when it became public that the main undercover informant in the case, 

Mohammed Agbareia, had defrauded more than $300,000 from victims — while he was working 

undercover for the FBI and heavily involved in the terrorism sting. 

 

Handcuffed, shackled and dressed in dark blue jail scrubs in court on Thursday, Hubbard told the judge he 

was pleading guilty because he had committed the offense. 

 

Hubbard was arrested July 21, 2016 at Miami International Airport. He thought he and an undercover 

informant were flying to Germany and would then take a train and other transportation to Syria, where 

Hubbard planned to fight alongside the terrorist group. 

 

Before he left, Hubbard gave much of his artwork to one of the informants for safekeeping, placed most of 

his other possessions in a storage unit in Georgia and saved $6,000 he was bringing with him to fight in 

Syria. He also said he might never return from Syria. 

 

Hubbard was diagnosed with depression and anxiety several years ago and was receiving therapy and 

prescription medication at a local Veterans Affairs hospital before his arrest, his attorneys Assistant 

Federal Public Defenders Anthony Natale and Vanessa Chen said in court. 

 

“Depression lingers over me pretty consistently … But, depressed? I am,” Hubbard told the judge. 

 

Two other local men, Dayne Antani Christian and Darren Arness Jackson, who were also arrested in the 

sting, previously pleaded guilty to related offenses. 

 

All three men were secretly recorded talking about their support for the terrorist group and one of its 

leaders. 

 

“They shared links for ISIS propaganda videos and websites, including ISIS beheading videos, and 

lectures by Anwar al-Awlaki espousing jihad,” according to the plea agreement. 

 

Under the terms of the plea agreement, prosecutors Karen Gilbert and Ed Nucci said they will dismiss the 

two other charges filed against Hubbard – attempting to provide material support to a terrorist group and 

providing ammunition to a convicted felon – when Hubbard is sentenced in April. 

 

Christian and Jackson will also be sentenced later this year. 

 

The main informant who worked on the case, Agbareia, 52, pleaded guilty to a federal fraud charge in 

October and is serving a two-year federal prison term. The Palestinian man is expected to be deported to 

Israel after he serves his sentence. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Egypt: massive anti-terror operation 

SOURCE http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-02/09/c_136962332.htm  

GIST CAIRO, Feb. 9 (Xinhua) -- Egypt announced on Friday the launch of a major operation across the country 

to eradicate terrorism, the army said in a statement. 

 

Egyptian troops and the police have been put on "maximum alert" ahead of a comprehensive military 

operation against terrorism "at all strategic fronts," said Tamer el Refai, an army spokesperson, in the 

statement. 

 

The major operation will target all areas plagued by extremism to uproot terrorism, it said. 

 

The law enforcement forces started in the morning implementing the comprehensive plan against the 

terrorist and criminal elements and organizations in north and central Sinai along with other desert areas in 

western Delta, Refai said. 

 

He added that the operation is launched as part of the efforts to reach the three-month deadline set by 

President Abdel-Fattah al-Sisi to eliminate terrorism after the mosque attack that killed more than 300 

people in the northern Sinai city of Arish in November, 2017. 

 

Meanwhile, strict security measures have been adopted near the vital institutions, national projects, 

religious houses, electricity and water plants, and major important tourist areas, an official security source 

was quoted by the state news agency MENA as saying. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Left to join ISIS; many abandon fight  

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2018/02/08/young-men-left-america-to-join-

isis-they-fled-when-it-didnt-live-up-to-their-expectations/?utm_term=.a486610a7057  

GIST When Mohamad Khweis fled his home in the United States in 2015 and headed to Islamic State territory 

in Syria and Iraq, he was “curious” about life in the group’s self-declared caliphate, he later recalled. 

 

“I would see . . . people from all around the world leaving their countries and going to live in this state,” 

Khweis said when he testified last summer during his federal trial on terrorism charges. “It was kind of 

interesting.” 

 

What he found did not live up to the hype. Khweis was tasked with running errands such as grocery 

shopping, taking out the trash at his Islamic State house and caring for wounded fighters. He eventually 

became “frustrated with waiting” for military training, according to an FBI special agent who testified 

during Khweis’s trial. He ended up fleeing and was captured in Iraq. 

 

Khweis, who was found guilty of supporting terrorism and sentenced to 20 years in prison, was not alone 

in feeling disillusioned by what he encountered. Many of the Americans who traveled to Syria and Iraq to 

join the group wound up coming back because “life in jihadist-held territory did not live up to their 

expectations,” according to a new study from George Washington University’s Program on Extremism 

that provides a sweeping look at their experiences. 

 

These Americans had seen “an idealized version of reality” in online propaganda they consumed, but that 

contrasted unfavorably with the harsh living conditions, infighting and menial assignments that greeted 

them, the report found. For Americans like Khweis — who later insisted he was not part of the group and 

only wanted to see the situation in Syria for himself — household chores could lead to their decisions to 

abandon the fight. 
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“Many of the Americans had little to no combat experience and were assigned duties such as cleaning safe 

houses, cooking, and caring for the sick and injured,” the report states. “This was hardly the glamorous 

experience they anticipated, and some sought a way back to the comforts of home.” 

 

The Americans who went overseas tended to be male, with an average age of 27, according to the report. 

They were like thousands of others drawn by the Islamic State — also known as ISIS or ISIL — as the 

terrorist group seized territory in Syria and Iraq, creating its own society on the ground. The Islamic 

State’s physical territory has since dwindled following punishing military losses, but its online propaganda 

machine continues to churn out material as part of a “virtual caliphate” rallying its followers. 

 

More than 150 Americans were arrested on Islamic State-related charges between 2011 and 2017, and 

about a third of them were people who sought to travel abroad but were stopped, according to the report, 

which notes that attempts to travel to Iraq or Syria have steadily fallen since 2015. Dozens of people in the 

United States already have been convicted on federal charges relating to the group. (Far more people left 

Europe to join the Islamic State — estimates range from 5,000 to 6,000, the report says — though that 

flow of volunteers also plummeted as the group lost territory.) 

 

The report’s authors examined 64 people — described as “travelers” — who left the United States to join 

Islamist militant groups in Syria and Iraq since 2011, the year protests began against the Syrian regime. 

Most of them were associated with the Islamic State, either at the outset or joining up with the group as it 

expanded, according to the report. Just a handful — four — reached leadership positions in the Islamist 

militant groups they joined. 

 

Most of the travelers were described as “networked,” meaning they had some connection with Islamist 

militant supporters in the United States or others traveling with them, according to the study, which is 

based on interviews with law enforcement officials, reviews of legal documents and interviews with some 

Americans who went to Islamic State territory and returned. Khweis was in the smaller category of 

“loners,” those who apparently traveled without any personal connections to the fight and still made it to 

Syria or Iraq. 

 

Relatively few of the travelers returned to the United States, the study found. Just a dozen of them are 

known to have come back, and nine of them were arrested and faced terror charges. One of that dozen 

returned intending to carry out an attack, the report said, but was taken into custody early in the planning 

stages; he was sentenced last month to 22 years in prison. About one-third of the travelers examined in the 

report are believed to have died overseas. 

 

The report states that returning travelers do pose a risk, because they can help with recruiting other 

Islamist militants or provide  knowledge about travel or conducting attacks. While the Trump 

administration has repeatedly argued that stronger immigration restrictions are needed to keep terrorists 

out of the United States, the report notes that most of the 64 travelers were U.S. citizens or legal 

permanent residents. 

 

“The traveler phenomenon, like the domestic terrorist threat, is primarily homegrown,” the authors wrote. 

 

The report concludes that people who never left the United States pose a greater danger than those who 

went overseas and came back, noting that none of the terrorist attacks in the United States in recent years 

have been carried out by people who traveled to Syria or Iraq first. In high-profile case after high-profile 

case, U.S. officials have determined that attackers were radicalized in the United States after consuming 

online propaganda. 

 

“The risk that ‘homegrown’ extremists will commit attacks on U.S. soil outweighs the risk of attacks from 

returning travelers,” the authors wrote. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Resurgence of al-Shabaab 

SOURCE https://jamestown.org/program/resurgence-al-shabaab/  

GIST As al-Shabaab continues to lose leaders to U.S. airstrikes and territory to troops with the African Union 

Mission in Somalia (AMISOM), analysts have contemplated the possible defeat of the Somalia-based 

militant group. Indeed, Somali President Mohammed Abdullahi Farmajo stressed this possibility at a 

conference in London last May, saying that with international support and better military equipment, the 

terrorist group could be defeated in just two years (Jamhuri News, May 11, 2017). 

 

In October, however, a massive bomb blast in the Somali capital of Mogadishu killed more than 300 

people (The Star, October 16, 2017). Meanwhile, the group has carried out a series of smaller attacks, 

terrorizing civilians and assassinating public figures, in an attempt to undermine the UN-backed 

government, even as the better armed U.S.-backed AMISOM troops’ pound its strongholds. 

 

In neighboring Kenya, the al-Qaeda affiliate has also stepped up its operations, forcing Nairobi to 

redoubled efforts to tackle militants in the Boni Forest, the thick expanse of coastal forest in Lamu, by the 

border with Somalia. The resurgence pours cold water on predictions of al-Shabaab’s possible defeat, 

prompting security experts to call for new strategies to combat the militant group (Daily Nation, January 

23). 

 

Increase in Attacks 

 

In January, the militants bombed a telecommunications tower in the town of Elwak, in Mandera County, 

on the Kenyan border. The downing of the tower, owned by Somalia’s Hormuud Telcom, disrupted 

communications within the town and the surrounding area. Local residents said the destruction was 

intended to cut off communications between local people and the Kenyan and Somalia security forces. The 

militants reportedly suspected locals were spying for AMISOM troops, who were gathering information 

and planned to build a medical camp in the area (Daily Nation, January 20). 

 

Ahead of the attack, increased militant activity had been reported in the area. On January 6, the militants 

destroyed a telecommunications tower belonging to Safaricom, Kenya’s leading mobile phone service 

provider, in Katulo area in Wajir. The militants used Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPGs) to down the 

tower, before engaging security officers at a facility nearby (The Star, January 7; The Standard,  January 

7). 

 

Days earlier, five security officers were killed in the area while on patrol along the Elwak- Katulo Road. In 

the attack, a lorry belonging to the paramilitary General Service Unit (GSU) was set on fire (Mediamax, 

January 3). 

 

In December 2017, the militants destroyed an important water well that had been drilled by the Kenyan 

army in Lafey town, Mandera County, leaving hundreds of resident without water (Kulan Post, January 

25). 

 

Resurgence in Boni Forest 

 

In another significant development, analysts fear the militants have regained a foothold in Boni Forest in 

Kenya. The militants have been building their presence on the Kenyan side of the forest since 2012, 

according to intelligence sources. It is from these bases they are believed to be executing the current 

attacks on the Kenyan military, the police and local villagers. 

 

In mid-January, heavily armed militants attacked and briefly occupied Ishakani police station, before 

fleeing to Somalia (The Standard, January 15). Earlier, the militants had rounded up villagers and forced 

them into a mosque, where they popularized their ideology. Local people said the militants had informed 

them that their target was the security agencies, and that civilians would not be harmed. 

 

Terrorist activity in Lamu is being orchestrated by Jaysh al-Ayman, a faction within al-Shabaab named 

after its top leader Maalim Ayman (a.k.a. Abdiaziz Dobow Ali). Its fighters are largely Kenyans from the 
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coastal region and some international jihadists. Ayman, who is thought to be a Kenyan Somali, founded 

the group in 2009. 

 

The group began by carrying out small grenade and Improved Explosive Devices (IED) attacks in Kenyan 

towns and villages in Lamu, and staged its first major attack in June 2015, when nearly 50 heavily armed 

militants targeted Mpeketoni town, killing 60 people. Since then, the faction has continued to carry out 

attacks in the Kenyan coastal region (Daily Nation, January 23). 

 

The same year as the Mpeketoni attack, the Kenyan government launched Operation Linda Boni, a multi-

security agency operation aimed at countering militants’ operation in the forest. More than two years since 

the launch of the operation, however, militants continue to carry out attacks across the coastal region (The 

Star, July 12, 2017). 

 

While clashes with the military have resulted in casualties on both sides, the security forces have yet to 

capture any al-Shabaab fighters or their leaders, raising concerns that local residents may be helping hide 

the militants and offering them support (Daily Nation, January 23). 

 

Joseph Kanyiri, the Operation Linda Boni commander, made that plain in comments on January 22, 

accusing local residents of helping fighters avoid capture. The security agencies are also reportedly 

investigating whether local dispensaries and health centers are treating injured al-Shabaab fighters or 

providing them with medicine (Intelligence Brief, January 22). 

 

A ‘Faceless’ Enemy 

 

Although al-Shabaab is weakened militarily, financially and politically in Boni, it has been acting to boost 

its forces through the conscription and recruitment of locals, including children. 

 

The group is allegedly using women as spies, who gather intelligence even from the security forces (Daily 

Nation, December 18, 2017). Kenyan security forces deployed to the area complain they are dealing with 

unknown fifth columnists, unlike Somalia where they can be more certain about the identity of their 

enemies. 

 

A further development, one that began in mid-2017, has been the aggressive recruitment of child soldiers. 

Reports in January told of forcible child abductions and of reprisals against communities that refuse to 

hand their children over to militants (Daily Nation, January 27). 

 

In late September, al-Shabaab commanders ordered elders, teachers in Islamic schools and communities in 

rural areas to hand over hundreds of young children or face attack. The groups have also warned parents 

against sending their children to secular schools, demanding they attend Islamic ones that the group 

controls (Somali Press Online, April 21, 2017). 

 

In the past decade, al-Shabaab has recruited thousands of children for indoctrination and as frontline 

fighters (KassFM, January 15). Since 2015, the group has opened large Islamic schools teaching its own 

curriculum in areas under its control, strengthening indoctrination and facilitating recruitment. 

 

Potential for Larger Attack 

 

Reports last year that al-Shabaab was on the back foot, while pleasing government officials and Somalia’s 

international backers, appear to have been premature. Forecasts of the group’s defeat may need to be 

tempered by the fact it has proven its resilience time and again. 

 

Kenyan analysts warn that the increased rate of small attacks in Lamu may be an attempt to divert the 

attention of security forces from Somalia, where the militants have been forced out of their bases and need 

time to regroup. They warn too that this increase maybe intended as a diversion while the militants plan a 

potentially much larger attack (The Standard, January 15). 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Iran-backed militias warn US forces 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/feb/8/top-iranian-backed-militias-threaten-attacks-us-

fo/  

GIST The two main Iranian-backed Shia militias in Iraq warn that U.S. forces in the country face possible attack 

by their forces, should Washington not carry out a full withdrawal of American troops from the country. 

 

Members of Shia-led Kata’ib Hezbollah, Badr Organization and other Iranian-linked paramilitaries under 

the Popular Mobilization Forces (PMF) banner stood ready to battle back against the American 

“occupation force” inside Iraq, said Kata’ib Hezbollah spokesman Jafar al-Hussaini. 

 

“Iraq will not see stability with America’s presence. The Americans have not entered Iraq based on the 

Iraqi government’s consent,” Mr. al-Hussaini said in an interview with Lebanese news outlets. 

 

“Our combatants have limited weapons but a confrontation with the American forces may begin at any 

moment. Unlike in the past, the Americans this time will not benefit from any mediation,” he added. 

Leaders from the Badr Organization say a continued U.S. military footprint in Iraq would only increase the 

chances of extremist movements to sprout up, in the wake of Islamic State’s defeat in the country. 

 

There are now an estimated140,000 registered fighters under the PMF banner in Iraq according to military 

officials in Baghdad, which constitutes nearly half of the Iraqi army and a quarter of the security forces 

under the Interior Ministry. 

 

Washington and Baghdad “should co-ordinate to ensure a full withdrawal,” Badr Organization spokesman 

Kareem Nuri said. “A U.S. presence will be cause for internal polarization and a magnet for terrorists,” he 

added. 

 

American and coalition forces have already begun to pull back air assets and manpower from northern 

Iraq, following the liberation of Islamic State’s Iraqi capital of Mosul in last year. Iraqi officials within the 

government of Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi say nearly 60 percent of the over 8,000 U.S. troops in Iraq 

would be pulled out, recent reports claim. 

 

However, command officials reiterate the U.S. would retain a military presence in the country, despite the 

defeat of the Islamic State, or ISIS. 

 

“Continued coalition presence in Iraq will be conditions-based, proportional to the need and in 

coordination with the government of Iraq,” coalition spokesman Col. Ryan Dillon said in a statement 

earlier this week. 

 

Should that timeline hold, U.S. troops will likely still be in country during national elections slated for 

later this year. 

 

Leaders from the Badr Organization, Kata’ib Hezbollah, Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq — also known as the Khazali 

Network — and other Shia militias that battled Islamic State have banded together to form a Shia political 

movement designed specifically to take on the ruling party during the upcoming elections. 

 

Dubbed the Mujahedeen Coalition, the new coalition seeks to leverage the militia’s battlefield victories 

against ISIS over the last three years into political clout within the Iraqi parliament. 

 

A successful bid by the Mujahedeen Coalition to secure seats in the country’s legislature could fracture 

Mr. Abadi’s delicate balance of power inside Iraq, while potentially expanding Iran’s influence in the 

country. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Rare US strikes on pro-regime forces 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/08/middleeast/syrian-us-airstrikes-analysis-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The United States' air artillery strikes in northeastern Syria overnight Wednesday were a forceful 

response to attempts by pro-regime forces to push into areas held by the coalition's allies. The US has 

drawn a line in the sand -- indicating that any attempt by Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's regime to 

recover territory east of the Euphrates River will be met with powerful retaliation. 

 

US officials estimate that more than 100 of approximately 500 pro-regime troops involved were killed. 

The remainder retreated across the Euphrates. The official Syrian state news agency SANA reported that 

the overnight attack had hit "tribal fighters." 

 

The Euphrates has become a de facto border between regime-held areas and the 23% of Syrian territory 

held by the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) -- a mix of Kurdish and Arab militia. They hold 

ground all the way from oil-rich Deir Ezzor in the east to Raqqa and up to the Turkish border. 

 

The US strikes followed what the coalition said was an "unprovoked attack" by forces allied with Assad 

against a SDF headquarters where coalition advisers were located. The headquarters was at Khusham, 

almost five miles east of the Euphrates and adjacent to important oil and gas fields. The area was taken 

from ISIS by the SDF last September, when a rapid advance south supported by coalition air power 

brought much of the oil-rich countryside east of the Euphrates under SDF control. 

 

The US military assesses that Russian contractors, that are believed to be funded by the Russian 

government, participated in the assault on US and SDF forces on Wednesday, according to two US 

defense officials. One official says the assessment comes from monitoring of communications in the area 

and from drone surveillance. 

 

Col. Thomas F. Veale said Wednesday's attack by pro-regime forces was large-scale, involving battle 

tanks, rocket launchers and artillery. It was more than a probing operation. A US official said that "20 to 

30 artillery and tank rounds landed within 500 meters" of the SDF headquarters. A statement from the US 

coalition said that "Syrian pro-regime forces moved in an approximately battalion-sized dismounted 

formation." 

 

US attacks on pro-regime forces in Syria are rare, and the size of this action was unprecedented. Last year, 

US airstrikes took out small militia columns advancing within a "de-confliction" zone toward a coalition-

backed base at al-Tanf on the border with Iraq. 

 

And a US fighter shot down a Syrian plane that had attacked SDF forces near Raqqa last June. 

 

With the defeat of much of the ISIS presence in eastern Syria, it was perhaps only a matter of time before 

the regime and its allies focused on recovering land to the east of the Euphrates. However, the US has 

made it clear that it does not intend to leave the area. US officials say that the continued presence of 

coalition advisers in support of the SDF is essential to prevent the re-emergence of ISIS, and that there 

may be two or three months more fighting against ISIS remnants in remote areas close to the border with 

Iraq. 

 

The larger picture is that for the US and pro-western groups such as the Kurdish YPG, those parts of 

northern Syria beyond the regime's control are a powerful negotiating tool when the future of Syria comes 

to be discussed, not least because they contain much of Syria's oil. Kurdish politicians have spoken of a 

confederation that would give them autonomy in northern Syria, but so far they have been excluded from 

peace talks at Turkey's insistence. 
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SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/02/08/Syria-slams-deadly-US-strike-as-war-

crime/2791518115557/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_int&utm_medium=6  

GIST Feb. 8 (UPI) -- Syria's foreign ministry appealed to the United Nations Security Council Thursday to 

condemn a U.S. assault that killed more than 100 government troops. 

 

The U.S. military said the overnight airstrike in Deir el-Zour was retaliation for an "unprovoked attack" 

against the U.S.-led coalition occupying Syria. 

 

The Syrian government, though, called the act a "barbaric aggression" and said the real purpose of the "so-

called international coalition" was to support the Islamic State terror network. 

 

Syria's foreign ministry wrote a letter to the Security Council Thursday calling for international 

condemnation. 

 

"This new aggression, which represents a war crime and a crime against humanity and a direct support to 

terrorism, affirms the nature of the low U.S. intentions against the sovereignty of Syria, the unity of its 

land and people and the U.S. exploitation of the pretext of fighting terrorism to establish illegal bases on 

the Syrian territory," the letter states. 

 

"The government of the Syrian Arab Republic calls on the UNSC to condemn the massacre and hold the 

international coalition responsible for the killing and wounding of thousands of civilians, including 

children, women and elderly and to pay compensation to the families of the victims." 

 

The letter also said the Syrian government wants the "illegal" U.S.-led coalition dissolved, as it is "a force 

of protection and support to terrorism." 

 

"The Syrian institutions and forces will continue to carry out their responsibilities regardless of the 

sacrifices in order to prevent the U.S. coalition from achieving its declared terrorist objectives," it said. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Endgame for US in Syria gets murky 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/09/as-is-shrinks-end-game-for-us-in-syria-gets-murky.html  

GIST WASHINGTON –  The closer the U.S. gets to its original goal in Syria of defeating the Islamic State 

group, the murkier its end game. The battlefield is shifting as demonstrated by a deadly barrage of 

American air and artillery strikes on a shadowy attacker. 

 

The Pentagon insists it is keeping its focus on defeating IS, but Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said 

Thursday U.S.-backed fighters in eastern Syria faced a "perplexing" overnight assault by about 300 pro-

Syrian government fighters whose nationalities, motives and makeup he could not identify. 

 

A number of U.S. military advisers were present alongside local allied forces, and the Americans led a 

punishing response that other officials said killed about 100 of the assailants. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Security alert Trinidad, Tobago Carnival 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/09/americas/trinidad-tobago-carnival-terror-threat/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Days before the Carnival on the islands of Trinidad and Tobago, multiple US officials tell CNN 

they are aware of a terror-related threat to the popular annual event. 

 

This year's Carnival will be held Monday and Tuesday. 

 

The US Embassy in Port of Spain, capital of the two-island Caribbean nation, issued a security alert 
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Thursday night, saying a plot had been thwarted but advising US government personnel "to exercise 

additional caution and increased situational awareness if they participate in Carnival events." 

 

The United Kingdom also issued a "Foreign Travel Advice" for the West Indies country on Thursday. 

 

"Terrorists are very likely to try to carry out attacks in Trinidad and Tobago. Attacks could be 

indiscriminate, including in crowded spaces and places visited by foreigners," the advisory said, adding 

authorities in that country have made arrests. 

 

The US military and intelligence have long considered Trinidad and Tobago a home to ISIS sympathizers. 

Individuals who have left Trinidad and Tobago have been involved in terrorist acts and committed killings 

in Syria, Adm. Kurt Tidd, head of US Southern Command, said in April 2017. 

 

In a news conference Thursday, a Trinidad and Tobago police official, Michael Jackman, said the 

disruptions were in the form of "criminal activities." He did not elaborate on whether the threat was terror-

related. 

 

Police uncovered a threat to disrupt the Carnival activities and detained "several persons of interest," 

Jackman said in video provided by CNN affiliate CNC3 Television. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 DOJ: strip terror group leader citizenship  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/doj-leader-terrorist-group-lose-citizenship-

52936137?   

GIST The Department of Justice is seeking to revoke the citizenship of the former leader of a Missouri-based 

organization that illegally funneled money to Iraq. 

 

The federal agency filed a complaint Wednesday in U.S. District Court in Kansas City, seeking to revoke 

the naturalization of Mubarak Hamed, once the director of the Islamic American Relief Agency, which 

posed as a charity that assisted famine victims in Africa. The organization collected $1 million to $3 

million in contributions each year from 1991 to 2003. 

 

According to the complaint, Hamed regularly transferred funds from the organization to an account in 

Jordan controlled by a man who transferred the money, or goods bought with the funds, to Iraq, which 

violated U.S. sanctions against that country. 

 

IARA, based in Columbia, Missouri, was the U.S. office of the Sudan-based Islamic Relief Agency. It 

secretly funneled a total of about $1.4 million to Iraq, the department said. 

 

The U.S. group was dissolved in 2004, after the government deemed it a terrorist organization. At the 

time, the organization was ordered to transfer more than $800,000 in assets to a charity that assists farmers 

and drought victims in East Africa. 

 

Hamed, a native of Sudan, pleaded guilty to conspiracy, lying to federal agents and misusing the tax-

exempt status given to charities. He served nearly five years in prison before being released in August 

2016. 

 

It wasn't immediately clear where Hamed has been living since his release from prison. Charles Swift, the 

attorney who represented Hamed during his criminal case, did not reply to a phone message. 

 

If he loses his citizenship, he would revert back to permanent resident status and the Department of 

Homeland Security would begin removal proceedings. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Extremists flourish in Indonesia prisons 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/study-extremists-flourishing-indonesias-prisons-

52952345?  

GIST Indonesia's overcrowded prisons are ill-equipped to deal with Islamic militant inmates, hampering efforts 

to prevent the spread of violent radicalism in institutions that have become known as jihadist breeding 

grounds, a study has found. 

 

The research by University of Indonesia psychologists, which adds to years of warnings by experts, found 

that prison staff lack the ability to identify "high-risk" prisoners who could recruit other inmates because 

they're given limited information and little specialist training. 

 

Indonesia, the world's most populous Muslim-majority nation, has arrested and imprisoned hundreds of 

Islamic militants in a crackdown that followed a terror attack on the island of Bali in 2002. Yet many 

remained committed to violent extremism — both during and after their incarceration — and used their 

time in prison to radicalize others, who went on to commit acts of terror. 

 

The eight-month study at the four largest Indonesian prisons found prison staff who have close contact 

with inmates don't know how to limit the influence of hard-line ideologues or identify the less 

ideologically committed who could be disentangled with simple interventions, said Faisal Magrie, 

coordinator of the research, which was released Thursday. 

 

The problems in the prison system are often defeating efforts to turn convicted militants away from 

radicalism, he said. 

 

The challenges are exacerbated by poor coordination among government agencies and non-government 

organizations, which leads to duplicated efforts and unclear de-radicalization programs, Magrie said. 

 

"As a result, inmates are confused by the program, bored, and eventually refuse to participate," he said. 

 

Irfan Idris, director of de-radicalization at National Counter-Terrorism Agency, said the radicalization of 

ordinary criminals by militants who support the Islamic State group continues to be nightmare for police 

and prison officials. 

 

He said at least 18 former prisoners have been involved in extremist cases in Indonesia since 2010, and 

most were radicalized in prison. 

 

Efforts have since been made to isolate high-profile militant leaders to prevent the spread of violent 

ideology. 

 

Overpopulated prisons are the main reason de-radicalization efforts are struggling, said Bahrul Wijaksana, 

a senior program manager of Search for Common Ground, a nongovernment organization based in 

Washington that works with Indonesia's Directorate-General of Corrections. 

 

Currently, he said, the 477 prisons in Indonesia, which were built to accommodate 115,000 inmates, are 

holding about 254,000 prisoners. In big cities, prisons are four to five times overcapacity. Jakarta's 

Cipinang Prison, built to hold 900 inmates, has nearly 4,000 prisoners. 

 

Meanwhile, at current staffing levels in prison, there is one officer to every 55 inmates, making it difficult 

if not impossible to closely monitor all prisoner activities. 

 

"The deradicalization program is not going to be effective unless some of these issues are addressed," said 

Wijaksana. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Turkey resumes strikes on Kurd enclave 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/turkish-jets-resume-airstrikes-syrian-kurdish-

enclave-52953866?   

GIST Turkish jets have resumed airstrikes in the Syrian Kurdish-run enclave of Afrin after a brief lull, the 

military and media reports said Friday. 

 

The state-run Anadolu Agency said F-16 jets resumed their aerial bombing campaign late Thursday, 

striking the northwestern enclave's Mount Bafilun, the villages of Sheik Huruz and Kefer Jenne and the 

regions of Sheran, Jinderes and Raju, among other targets. 

 

Turkey's military issued a brief statement Friday saying its jets bombed a total of 19 targets, including 

shelters, ammunition depots and gun positions belonging to "terror" organizations. All planes returned to 

base safely, the statement added. 

 

Unconfirmed Turkish media reports had said that Turkey halted flights after Russia, which effectively 

controls the skies over the region, had closed the airspace over Afrin after militants shot down a Russian 

Su-25 fighter in northern Idlib province on Feb. 3. 

 

Turkey launched an offensive into the enclave three weeks ago to rout Syrian Kurdish fighters whom 

Ankara considers to be a security threat because of their links to outlawed rebels in Turkey. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Military targets Chinese Uighur militants 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/u-s-targets-chinese-uighur-militants-well-taliban-fighters-

afghanistan-n845876  

GIST The U.S. military says it carried out a series of punishing bombings last weekend of Taliban militant 

camps that also support a separatist Chinese terror group. 

 

A bombing raid Sunday on a region bordering China and Tajikistan set a record for the number of 

precision-guided munitions launched at one time from a B-52 bomber, according to Air Force Maj. Gen. 

James Hecker, who spoke to reporters at the Pentagon in a video teleconference from Kabul on 

Wednesday. The B-52 — a Cold War workhorse — had recently been modified to carry more munitions, 

the military said in a statement. 

 

The camps in remote Badakhshan Province supported Taliban operations within Afghanistan and by the 

East Turkestan Islamic Movement — set up by members of China's minority Uighur community — on the 

border region with China and Tajikistan, the military said. 

 

"There will be no safe haven for any terrorist group," Gen. John Nicholson, the head of U.S. Forces in 

Afghanistan, said in a statement Thursday. “We continue to hunt them across the country.” 

 

Hecker said the strikes "support Afghanistan in reassuring its neighbors that it is not a safe sanctuary for 

terrorists who want to carry out cross border operations." 

 

Hecker added that the destruction of the training facilities would prevent "terrorists from planning any acts 

near the border with China and Tajikistan." 

 

China blames violence in its far-western Xinjiang region, home to some 10 million Uighurs, a Turkic-

speaking Muslim minority, on Islamist extremists and separatists, some of whom it has long said have 

links to groups outside the country. Rights groups and Uighur exiles counter that unrest is due more to 

Uighur frustration at Chinese controls on their culture and religion. China denies any repression. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Last 2 ISIS ‘Beatles’ captured in Syria 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/isis-uncovered/last-2-british-isis-beatles-have-been-captured-

syria-n846011  

GIST WASHINGTON — Two ISIS fighters notorious for imprisoning and murdering Western hostages were 

captured on the battlefield in Syria in January, according to three U.S. officials. 

 

The men were part of a group of four jihadis dubbed the Beatles by observers because of their British 

accents, and were caught by the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), a Kurdish and Arab militia fighting both 

ISIS and the Assad regime. Their capture was first reported by The New York Times. 

 

Officials identified the two as Alexandar Amon Kotey and El Shafee Elsheikh, and they were the last of 

the four Beatles on the battlefield. The best-known member of the group, Mohammed Emwazi, aka Jihadi 

John, who was seen and heard on videos beheading prisoners, was killed in an airstrike in Raqqa, Syria, in 

November 2015. The fourth member, Aine Davis, is in Turkish custody. All four men were from West 

London. 

 

The four men tortured their hostages, according to U.S. officials, and are linked to more than two dozen 

beheadings. Emwazi was suspected of killing Americans James Foley and Steven Sotloff. 

 

According to the Times, U.S. officials were told in mid-January that the militia might be holding Kotey 

and Elsheikh, and U.S. forces used biometric data to confirm their identities. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 US strike hit Russian mercenaries 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/forces-hit-by-u-s-in-syria-included-russian-mercenaries-official-

says/  

GIST "Pro-regime" forces that attacked a Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) headquarters in northeastern Syria -- 

and were hit in return by U.S. airstrikes -- included Russian mercenaries, according to a Pentagon official. 

If Russians are among those who were killed, this would mark the first time a U.S. airstrike has killed 

Russians in Syria, CBS News' David Martin reports.  

 

American advisers were present at the SDF headquarters. Pentagon officials, however, do not believe the 

Russians were after the Americans. Officials believe they were trying to seize a nearby oil field. 

 

The U.S.-backed SDF, aided by coalition support, is battling Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) 

militants east of the Euphrates River.    

 

The U.S. airstrikes on Syrian government-backed troops Wednesday was a rare strike against forces that 

support Syrian President Bashar Assad's regime. Syrian government forces are active on the other side of 

the river around the city of Deir el-Zour. 

 

The U.S. coalition said in a statement that it launched the strikes in self-defense after as many as 500 

attackers began what appeared to be a coordinated assault on an SDF headquarters, where Turkish forces 

are accompanied by U.S. troops. 

 

U.S. officials said no Americans were injured or killed in the attack by the pro-regime forces. They spoke 

on condition of anonymity as details were still emerging on the attack. 

 

Syrian state media said the U.S.-led coalition bombing left dozens killed and wounded. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Uruguay extends aid ex-Gitmo inmates  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/uruguay-extend-aide-guantanamo-inmates-year-

52940871?   

GIST Uruguay's government has decided to extend for another year the economic aid that it has given six former 

Guantanamo Bay prisoners who resettled in the country in 2014. 

 

The government liaison with the ex-Guantanamo inmates said Thursday that they will receive a minimum 

salary of about $450 until January 2019. Christian Mirza said the government will also pay their rent and 

might give them extra money to learn a trade, seek psychological therapy and study Spanish. 

 

The financial support was expected to end in January 2018. But the former inmates have struggled to 

adjust in Uruguay. 

 

Mirza said that two of them work at a low-paying parking garage. Another teaches English and Arabic, 

and a fourth is selling Middle Eastern food. The others are unemployed. 
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Suspicious, Unusual 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Drones size, numbers can overwhelm 

SOURCE https://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21736498-their-small-size-and-large-

numbers-can-overwhelm-defences-home-made-drones-now  

GIST AN ATTACK on Russian forces in Syria on January 5th by 13 home-made drones is a good example of 

“asymmetric” warfare. On one side, exquisite high-tech weapons. On the other, cheap-as-chips disposable 

robot aircraft. Ten of the drones involved attacked a Russian airbase at Khmeimim. The other three went 

for a nearby naval base at Tartus. Rather than being quadcopters, the most popular design for commercial 

drones, the craft involved in these attacks (some of which are pictured above) resembled hobbyists’ model 

aircraft. They had three-metre wingspans, were built crudely of wood and plastic, and were powered by 

lawnmower engines. Each carried ten home-made shrapnel grenades under its wings. 

 

According to the Russian Ministry of Defence, which has so far refused to say who it thinks was 

responsible for the attack, the drones were guided by GPS and had a range of 100km. The electronics 

involved were off-the-shelf components, and the total cost of each drone was perhaps a couple of thousand 

dollars. The airframes bore a resemblance to those of Russian Orlan-10 drones, several of which have been 

shot down by rebel forces in Syria. The craft may thus have been a cheap, garage-built copy of captured 

kit. 

 

These particular drones, the Russians claim, were intercepted before they could cause any damage. 

However, several Russian aircraft were apparently damaged in an attack in Syria four days earlier, which 

was also, according to some accounts, carried out by drones. And there will certainly be other assaults of 

this sort. Guerrillas have been using commercial drones since 2015. Islamic State (IS), one of the groups 

active in Syria, makes extensive use of quadcopters to drop grenades. In 2017 alone the group posted 

videos of over 200 attacks. IS has also deployed fixed-wing aircraft based on the popular Skywalker X8 

hobby drone. These have longer ranges than quadcopters and can carry bigger payloads. Other groups in 

Syria, and in Iraq as well, employ similar devices. Their use has spread, too, to non-politically-motivated 

criminals. In October, four Mexicans allegedly linked to a drug cartel were arrested with a bomb-carrying 

drone. 

 

Cheap shots 

 

Compared with military hardware, drone technology is both readily available and cheap. In 2014 a team at 

MITRE, a security think-tank based in Virginia, made a military-grade drone using commercial 
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electronics, a 3D-printed airframe and open-source software. It cost $2,000. A whole squadron of such 

craft could thus be assembled for less than the cost of a single shoulder-fired missile, let alone a modern 

combat aircraft. America’s F-22 fighter, for example, costs over $300m. A B-2 bomber is even more 

expensive. 

 

Even a lone drone can do plenty of damage. In Ukraine last year, drones operated by Russian separatists 

(or perhaps by Russian special forces) attacked several ammunition dumps with incendiary grenades. They 

destroyed a number of these dumps, in one case setting off explosions which blew up a staggering 70,000 

tonnes of munitions. 

 

A growing appreciation of the threat from small drones has led to a rush for protection. Lieutenant-General 

Stephen Townsend, a former commander of Operation Inherent Resolve, America’s anti-IS campaign, has 

called weaponised drones “the number one threat facing soldiers fighting IS”. An American navy budget 

document describes the navy as “scrambling to improve defences against the rapidly evolving capabilities 

of remote-controlled devices”. Existing defences are not geared up to cope with small drones, which are 

difficult to spot, identify and track, and which may be too numerous to stop. Jamming might be thought an 

obvious solution. Breaking the radio links between the operator and the drone, or confusing its GPS 

navigation, would make a drone crash or send it off course. Many jammers, with names like Dedrone, 

DroneDefender and DroneShield, have already been employed by various countries. Six of the drones in 

the Syrian attack were brought down by such jammers, the others by guns and missiles. 

 

Drones are, however, becoming increasingly autonomous. This means there is no operator link to jam. The 

Syrian drones were vulnerable to jamming because they relied on GPS and so crashed when their link to it 

was blocked. But new technologies such as optical navigation (which permits a drone to compare its 

surroundings with an on-board electronic map, and thus to know where it is) will make even GPS jammers 

useless. Hence the need for “kinetic solutions”, to shoot drones down. 

 

Small drones are surprisingly hard targets, however. Iraqi forces in Mosul used to joke that trying to deal 

with an IS drone attack was like being at a wedding celebration: everyone fired their Kalashnikovs into the 

air with no effect. A recent American army manual describes small drones as “very difficult to defeat 

using direct fire weapons”. A single rifle bullet is likely to miss. A shotgun would work, but only at close 

range, and would mean that squaddies had to carry around an extra weapon all the time on the off chance 

of a drone attack. Also, since drones are not of standard sizes, the range to one is hard to estimate. The 

manual therefore suggests that rather than aiming directly at a drone, the entire squad should fire their 

weapons at a fixed point ahead of it, hoping to bring the craft down with a curtain of fire. The manual also 

advises commanders that the best course of action may be “immediate relocation of the unit to a safer 

location”. 

 

A numbers game 

 

Among other projects, the American army is hurriedly upgrading its shoulder-launched Stinger missiles, 

which are used to attack low-flying aeroplanes and helicopters. Stingers were not designed to hit small 

drones, though, so the upgrade adds a proximity fuse which detonates when the missile is close enough to 

destroy a drone without actually having to make contact with it. Up to 600 “Manoeuvre Short Range Air 

Defence” teams equipped with these upgraded missiles will join American infantry units around the world. 

But the upgrades cost about $55,000 each (on top of the basic $120,000 cost of a Stinger), so only 1,147 

are being purchased—about two per team, which is hardly enough to tackle a swarm of drones. 

 

Another approach being tried out by the American army is a system called BLADE (Ballistic Low-

Altitude Drone Engagement). This fits armoured vehicles’ existing machine-gun turrets with radar 

guidance and computer control. That should provide some protection, but may still be impotent against a 

mass attack. 

 

A similar problem applies at sea, where billion-dollar ships might have their defences overwhelmed by 

squadrons of cheap, jerry-built drones. The mainstay of American naval air defence is Aegis, an 

orchestrated arrangement of radars, computers, missiles and cannons. The short-range element of Aegis is 
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a Dalek-like, rapid-fire cannon called Phalanx, which spits out 75 rounds a second and can shoot down 

incoming cruise missiles. This will not cope well with lots of small drones, though. The navy is now 

upgrading Aegis’s software to handle multiple simultaneous incoming targets by scheduling bursts of fire 

to destroy as many members of a swarm as possible. It is doubtful, however, whether one gun could 

account for more than a handful of attackers coming in from all directions at once. An unclassified study 

suggests that it could be overwhelmed by as few as eight. 

 

Developers of drone-countering measures hope to overcome that by using laser weapons. Lasers hit their 

targets at the speed of light, have an unlimited supply of ammunition and cost less than a dollar a shot. 

Though such weapons have yet to achieve their designers’ intentions of being able to shoot down crewed 

aircraft, they have been tested extensively and successfully against target drones. A variety of specifically 

anti-drone laser systems are now being developed, including Lockheed Martin’s Athena, Raytheon’s dune-

buggy-mounted anti-drone laser, and LaWS, a creation of the American navy itself. 

 

The crucial question is how rapidly such a laser system can spot, track and aim at its target, and how long 

the beam must play on the target in order to destroy it. The whole process is likely to take several seconds, 

and until it is complete, the laser cannot move on to repeat the procedure on another target. As with 

Phalanx, a simple calculation suggests individual anti-drone lasers would be able to deal with only a small 

number of attackers. If even one drone got through, the laser would probably be the priority target—for 

destroying it would leave the way open for a subsequent, unchallenged attack. 

 

An American army document from 2016 thus emphasises the importance of stopping drones “left of 

launch”—that is, before they can take off. IS drone workshops and operators have been attacked to stop 

the drone threat. The Russians say they destroyed the unnamed group responsible for the mass drone 

attack in January, along with their drone-assembly and storage facility in Idlib, using laser-guided artillery. 

But when there are no runways or hangars, and drones can be operated from houses and garages, finding 

bases to attack is far from easy. Until adequate defences are in place, then, guerrilla drone swarms will be 

a real danger. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 NKorea sends clear message w/parade 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/07/asia/north-korea-military-parade-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)North Korea staged a highly anticipated military parade through the capital Pyongyang Thursday, a 

diplomatic source told CNN, an event that has so far been hidden from the rest of the world. 

 

International media was not invited to cover the parade, which was to feature "hundreds" of rockets and 

missiles, diplomatic sources said last month. 

 

South Korean news agency Yonhap reported that as many as 50,000 people gathered in Kim Il Sung 

square to watch the event, which included around 13,000 soldiers. 

 

The parade began at 10:00 a.m. Pyongyang time, a diplomatic source with deep knowledge of North 

Korea's activities told CNN. It's possible that North Korean state television will air video of the event 

during its afternoon broadcast. 

 

The parade was held around the same time as a welcoming ceremony for hundreds of North Koreans who 

are in South Korea for the 2018 Winter Olympics. 

 

For North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, the parade is an opportunity to stoke patriotic fervor and to remind 

the world of his country's rapid progress on its nuclear program. 

 

For South Korea, it's a poke in the eye after efforts by President Moon Jae-in to present a united front as 

the two Koreas compete under the same flag. 
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"The North Koreans tend to act out like this even during periods of quiet to demonstrate their 

independence and to try to convince us that their nuclear arsenal is beyond limits," said Adam Mount, a 

senior fellow at the Federation of American Scientists. 

 

"It's a clear sign of defiance, and they intend it to be." 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Mysterious death Border Patrol agent 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/08/us/border-patrol-agent-death-what-we-know/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The mystery surrounding the death of US Border Patrol agent Rogelio "Roger" Martinez is nowhere 

close to being solved. 

 

In the more than two months since Martinez's patrolled the West Texas desert for the last time, the FBI 

interviewed hundreds of people, combed through cellular data and analyzed DNA from the scene. 

 

Yet, authorities are still trying to determine how Martinez got injured and eventually died. Here is what we 

know about the mysterious death and the investigation. 

 

What happened? 

Martinez, 36, died late on the evening of November 18. He was patrolling alone near Interstate 10 when he 

stopped his vehicle about 12 miles east of Van Horn, Texas. 

 

About 11:20 p.m. Martinez and another agent, Stephen "Michael" Garland, were found injured near a 

concrete-lined culvert -- a tunnel used for water drainage. 

 

The agents were patrolling in separate vehicles and it's unclear why both ended up at the culvert, according 

to the Border Patrol. 

 

Martinez had severe head injuries and other wounds such as broken bones. He was flown to a hospital in 

El Paso that night and died a few hours later, the FBI said. 

 

Garland was also injured but he survived. He told investigators he doesn't remember anything about what 

happened. 

 

They called for help 

The FBI says Garland spoke to a Border Patrol dispatcher on the phone. He was disoriented and unsure of 

his location, but he told the dispatcher he and Martinez were hurt. 

 

"The second Border Patrol agent also made a statement to the effect of, 'We ran into a culvert,' 'I ran into a 

culvert,' or 'I think I ran into a culvert,'" the FBI said. 

 

The Border Patrol dispatch told Garland to go to his vehicle and activate his emergency lights so that first 

responders could find them, the FBI said. 

 

Authorities were also alerted by Garland's wife, who called the Van Horn Border Patrol station saying 

she'd received a cell phone call in which her husband seemed confused and disoriented, according to an 

agent who spoke with her. 

 

No evidence of murder 

Authorities appear ready to rule out the possibility that Martinez and his partner were attacked or 

ambushed. 

 

The agents did not suffer "defensive wounds" and investigators did not find "third-party blood or DNA 

evidence" in the scene or the agents' clothing, according to an internal memo, from acting US Customs and 
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Border Protection Commissioner Kevin McAleenan, which was obtained by CNN. 

 

In the memo, McAleenan also indicated that no evidence suggested other people other than the agents 

were at the scene the night of the incident. 

 

"None of the more than 650 interviews completed, locations searched, or evidence collected and analyzed 

have produced evidence that would support the existence of a scuffle, altercation, or attack," the FBI said 

in a statement released Wednesday. 

 

In December, agents were chasing a tip that two undocumented brothers, suspected drug smugglers, had 

attacked the agents, according to a search warrant filed unsealed in New Mexico. But they are not 

connected to Martinez's death, or his partner's injuries, the FBI said Wednesday. 

 

No other suspects have been linked to the incident. 

 

The FBI has considered other theories, such as an accident or an altercation between the two agents, a 

Department of Justice official with knowledge of the investigation had said. 

 

Emmerson Buie Jr., the special agent in charge of the FBI's El Paso division, said investigators have not 

"conclusively determined" how the two agents ended up at the bottom of the culvert. 

 

A Customs and Border Protection spokesperson declined to comment on the case. 

 

Autopsy results are inconclusive 

A medical examiner in Texas said Martinez died from blunt injuries to his head, but the manner of his 

death is "undetermined," according to an autopsy report released Tuesday. 

 

Martinez had fractures to his skull, right jaw, upper ribs and his right collarbone, the report by the El Paso 

County Medical Examiner's Office says. 

 

The agent had cuts in his scalp, the report says, and a large bruise on his right shoulder. There was also a 

purple discoloration behind his right ear. 

 

A toxicological test found a small amount of the barbiturate butalbital in Martinez's blood. The drug is 

often combined with aspirin or acetaminophen to treat headaches and pain. 

 

Some believe it was an attack 

Despite the FBI's conclusion that there's no evidence of an attack, the Border Patrol union still believes the 

agent's injuries were the result of an attack. 

 

"Our view hasn't changed. Our view is he was attacked," Chris Cabrera, a spokesman for the National 

Border Patrol Council told CNN referring to the FBI's investigation. "It seems to me that they don't have 

any leads." 

 

The union was quick to say the agents were attacked after the incident. The assertion has been echoed by 

Texas politicians such as Gov. Greg Abbott, Sen. Ted Cruz and others. 

 

On Twitter, President Donald Trump said the injured agent had been "brutally beaten" and called again for 

the construction of a wall between the United States and Mexico. 

 

Culberson County Sheriff Oscar Carrillo, who responded that night, said it didn't look like an attack to 

him. 

 

Agent's family finds it hard to believe 

Martinez's fiancée, Angela Ochoa, and his family have said they don't understand how the agent suffered 

such severe injuries. 
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"I find it hard (to believe) that a fall could have caused all the damage that he had," she said. "And as far as 

him being sideswept, that couldn't have happened because he was not off the freeway, he was on the side 

road. From the damage to his face, there's no way -- there's no way," she said. 

 

She believes the answers may lie with surviving agent Garland. 

 

"I mean, I know he saw something," Ochoa told CNN in December. "I know he knows. But what he 

knows, I can't tell you. I don't know." 

 

Neither she nor the Martinez family had heard from Garland since the agent's death, she said. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Skagit County: stop stealing trees 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/skagit-county-stop-stealing-our-trees  

GIST ROCKPORT, Wash. - Skagit County wants to know who's been stealing dozens of trees from a popular 

park. 

 

The County tweeted a message Thursday saying, "Stop stealing our trees."  

 

It said they've lost dozens of trees to theft at Sauk Park and along the Cascade Trail. 

 

The County said it looked like the trees are being cut down then hauled offsite and illegally sold as 

firewood. 

 

The County said it's now working with the sheriff's office in the hopes of finding the suspects. 

 

They urged park goers and hikers to call 911 if they see anything suspicious. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Mysterious wind blows down big trees 

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/local/weather/article/Mysterious-wind-blows-down-big-trees-in-W-

12562651.php  

GIST What in the world could possibly blow down more than 100 trees in the middle of a national park when no 

other major weather event was recorded in the area? 

 

That's a good question, and one that could be explained either simply — it was a downdraft wind — or 

through a Sherlock Holmes-style breakdown of events, courtesy local weather guru Cliff Mass. 

 

To wit: In the wee morning hours of Jan. 27, 2018, some kind of significant wind event managed to blow 

down 110 trees across a large swath of forest on the north shore of Lake Quinault, on Washington's 

Olympic Peninsula. 

 

Such wind was not recorded at nearby weather stations, nor did radar records from the time show anything 

more than some high and low pressure systems meeting, according to Mass. 

 

The explanation espoused by The Daily World was that the wind came from a "microburst," a rare wind 

event that creates a downward wind in a localized area. 

 

But a National Weather Service meteorologist told Mass it would've taken winds of 70 to 80 mph to snap 

trees off in the way it happened that night, so Mass dismissed that possibility. 
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National Park Service reports to Mass indicated that the wind event likely came from the north — a 

northerly wind — and records showed a seismic record of the event. In other words, it was such a force of 

trees falling that it looked like a small earthquake. 

 

That's some wind. 

 

But surface wind records from around the time of the incident didn't show any major winds, and those that 

were recorded were blowing in the wrong direction. 

 

No convective system that would created a "microburst," either, according to Mass. 

 

The only thing that could, possibly, have created the wind to down the trees was this: "a frontal zone was 

approaching, with warm air and southerly flow surging in aloft, while cooler easterly flow dominated near 

the surface." 

 

Mass noted that the front was linked with a low pressure system that did produce some strong winds 

around Western Washington later that day, but still, at the time, no major winds recorded nearby. 

 

So what caused 110 trees to blow down in the middle of a forest? 

 

That mystery remains unsolved. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Racism rises in Italy electoral campaign 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/09/rising-racism-taints-italian-electoral-campaign.html  

GIST VERONA, Italy –  When hundreds of hardcore fans of Italy's Hellas Verona Seria A soccer club chanted 

"Adolf Hitler is my friend" and sang that their team embraced the swastika, at a festive gathering in the 

summer, Italian Jewish communities complained — and waited. 

 

Local officials initially dismissed the video as a "prank," and condemnation only came several months 

later, after another video from the same event, profaning Christian objects, also began circulating on social 

media. 

 

"These episodes should absolutely not be dismissed," said Bruno Carmi, the head of Verona's tiny Jewish 

community of about 100, speaking in an interview at the Verona synagogue, which is flanked by two 

armed police patrols. "In my opinion, whoever draws a simple swastika on the wall knows what it means. 

And we know very well where that swastika brought us." 

 

Racist and anti-Semitic expressions have been growing more bold, widespread and violent in Italy. Anti-

migrant rhetoric is playing an unprecedented role in shaping the campaign for the March 4 national 

elections, which many says is worsening tensions and even encouraging violence. 

 

Hate crimes motivated by racial or religious bias in Italy rose more than 10-fold, from 71 incidents in 2012 

to 803 in 2016, according to police statistics. The five-year period corresponded with an explosion in 

migrant arrivals. 

 

On Saturday, a right-wing extremist shot and wounded six African immigrants in the small central Italian 

city of Macerata. Police say the suspect claims to have been acting out of revenge after a Nigerian 

immigrant was accused of dismembering an 18-year-old teen whose remains were found three days earlier. 

The shooting drew widespread, but not universal, condemnation. 

 

The attack also had a political taint. The alleged gunman, Luca Traini, was a failed candidate for the right-

wing, anti-migrant Northern League last year and had previously flirted with more extreme neo-fascist 

movements. Police seized Nazi and white supremacist propaganda from his bedroom. 
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The night before the shooting, Northern League leader Matteo Salvini had cited the teen's murder in a 

campaign appearance in Verona, pledging to send home 150,000 migrants if elected. He only dug in 

further after the attack. 

 

Former Premier Silvio Berlusconi, who is competing with Salvini for leadership of the center-right 

coalition, significantly upped the political ante after the shooting. He claimed that 600,000 migrants were 

in Italy illegally, calling them "a social bomb ready to explode because they are ready to commit crimes," 

and threatened to deport many. 

 

"The facts of Macerata in some ways show that in recent years there has been a process of cultural, social 

and political legitimization of racism that is creating enormous damage, most of all at the expense of 

people's lives," said Grazia Naletto, president of Lunaria, a Rome-based non-governmental agency that 

compiles a database of racist incidents in Italy. 

 

Lunaria counts 84 cases of racist violence against individuals in the last three years, including 11 racially 

motivated murders, a statistic that Naletto called unprecedented in Italy. 

 

A report on hate for the Italian parliament last summer reported that 40 percent of Italians believe other 

religions pose a threat, especially the Muslim faith. It also said anti-Semitism is shared by one in five 

Italians. The IPSOS MORI polling company found that Italy is the least informed country in the world 

regarding immigration, with most people overestimating by more than three times the number of 

immigrants living in Italy. 

 

Findings by the swg research institute based in Trieste published in January said the demographic most 

vulnerable to neo-Nazi ideals are those aged 25-34, and that among Italians overall, 55 percent of those in 

the lowest income range either indulge in or oppose combating neo-Nazi and neo-fascist ideals. 

 

Experts cite many reasons for the spread of extremism and racist expressions that until recently were 

mostly relegated to the margins of society. They include a superficial understanding of history, as well as 

an economy weakened by a long crisis that sidelined many ordinary workers and barred many young 

people from entering the work force. 

 

More recently, there is the added pressure of migrants arriving from across the Mediterranean, with 

arrivals nearing 120,000 last year and topping 180,000 the year before. 

 

The head of the immigration office at the Verona diocese concedes that many Italians have not accepted 

that theirs has become a multicultural society, despite the fact that about 9 percent of the nation's residents 

are foreigners. The diocese where he works hosts 11 foreign Christian communities, but resistance to 

integration is entrenched, he said. 

 

"Romanian youths have less trouble integrating than ones from Ghana or Sri Lanka," the Rev. Giuseppe 

Mirandola said. "That is to say, we still have difficulty with the color of the skin." 

 

He said even Pope Francis' calls to welcome migrants in this predominantly Roman Catholic nation have 

fallen on some deaf ears. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Official: NYPD ignored all ICE requests 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/08/nypd-ignored-more-than-1500-federal-requests-to-detain-

immigrants-last-year-official-says.html  

GIST New York City police ignored all 1,526 requests from federal Immigration and Customs Enforcement 

(ICE) to detain undocumented immigrants for up to 48 hours last year, a top NYPD official said 

Wednesday. 
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The Daily News reported that Oleg Chernyavsky, the NYPD's legislative affairs director, revealed the 

numbers at a City Council meeting. 

 

The number of requests for 2017 was nearly 20 times higher than the 80 the department received over the 

previous year. Chernyavsky said the department responded to just two of ICE's 2016 requests because 

those immigrants had federal arrest warrants.  

 

Under New York City law, prisoners can only be handed over to ICE if they've been convicted of one of 

170 crimes and federal officials present a warrant. 

 

Chernyavsky said the police response to ICE requests "speaks volumes to our intent as a city. ... It's 

important for victims of crimes, irrespective of their immigration status, to trust their police and to come 

forward and inform their police." 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Study: alarming find on ibuprofen use 

SOURCE https://www.aol.com/article/news/2018/02/08/many-people-take-dangerously-high-amounts-of-

ibuprofen/23356829/  

GIST (Reuters Health) - Many adults who use ibuprofen and other so-called nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 

(NSAID) drugs take too much, increasing their risk of serious side effects like internal bleeding and heart 

attacks, a U.S. study suggests. 

 

About 15 percent of adults taking ibuprofen (Motrin, Advil) or other NSAIDs like aspirin, naproxen 

(Aleve), celecoxib (Celebrex), meloxicam (Mobic) and diclofenac (Voltaren) exceeded the maximum 

recommended daily dose for these drugs, the study found. 

 

“NSAIDs are among the most commonly used medicines in the U.S. and worldwide,” said lead study 

author Dr. David Kaufman of Boston University. 

 

“These drugs can have serious side effects, including gastrointestinal bleeding and heart attacks, and are 

often taken without medical oversight because many products are available over-the-counter,” Kaufman 

said by email. “The attitude that users can choose their own dose regardless of label directions, along with 

poor knowledge of dosing limits, is associated with exceeding the daily limit.” 

 

One limitation of the study is that researchers only focused on recent and current ibuprofen users, which 

may not reflect what doses might be typical for sporadic or new users, the authors note. 

 

Even so, the findings highlight a potential downside of making NSAIDs widely available without a 

prescription, said Dr. Gunnar Gislason, director of research for the Danish Heart Foundation in 

Cophenhagen. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Expert: Sinaloa cartel moved to fentanyl 

SOURCE http://www.bostonherald.com/news/local_coverage/2018/02/expert_sinaloa_cartel_moved_to_fentan

yl_to_meet_demand  

GIST The Sinaloa cartel is involved in fentanyl now because they realize it’s extraordinarily profitable. The cost 

is very low, but the scary thing is it’s being shipped in powder form. The easiest way to die is to inhale it. 
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It’s synthetic so all you need is a chemist. It’s a no-brainer for them. They don’t need to wait for a harvest. 

The business dictates that fentanyl now replaces heroin. They can even package it and make it look like 

pills. 

 

This is the latest permutation in the drug organization. It was started by hillbillies literally firing guns in 

the air. Those days are gone. 

 

The Sinaloa cartel is morphing like any capitalist business. And they understand distribution like FedEx 

does. 

 

They are very, very brutal in Mexico, but like to keep a low profile in the States. They’ve learned their 

lessons from the Bloods, Crips and Colombians who taught them don’t make a big mess. 

 

But like all the cartels in Mexico, they have become savage, medieval. They have no mercy for 

adversaries. The local papers in Mexico run monthly totals of beheadings. 

 

It’s a free-for-all in Mexico now since El Chapo’s arrest over who will run the Sinaloa cartel. 

 

These guys as a state and a culture begins in the 1970s. Sinaloa is a Mexican state along the Pacific coast 

with the resort city of Mazatlan the capital. 

 

The region is known for its tomatoes, melons and cucumbers. But there was never any money for the 

poorest of the poor. Then they began growing marijuana. 

 

Then they helped the Colombians traffic cocaine across the border and ultimately took that business over, 

too. 

 

The cartel never really cared about heroin, it was too scuzzy. But America’s culture of pain pills led to 

addiction and had those folks switching to heroin. The cartel saw it would be a big market. 

 

Fentanyl is now showing up because our demand is so high we’ve just used up all the heroin. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Los Zetas cartel faction leader captured 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mexico-violence/mexican-authorities-capture-los-zetas-drug-

cartel-faction-leader-idUSKBN1FT0RX  

GIST MEXICO CITY (Reuters) - Mexican authorities have captured Los Zetas drug cartel member and faction 

leader Jose Maria Guizar, also known as “Z43”, two security sources said on Thursday. 

 

The U.S. State Department had offered a reward of up to $5 million for information that would lead to his 

capture. On its website it describes Guizar as the commander of his own faction of the violent Los Zetas in 

the south of Mexico. 

 

“Guizar is responsible for the importation of thousands of kilograms of cocaine and methamphetamine to 

the United States on a yearly basis,” the website says. 

 

Guizar, an American citizen, has been charged in drug trafficking indictments in Texas and Viriginia. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Judge: neo-Nazi must reveal location 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/neo-nazi-andrew-anglin-must-come-out-of-hiding-judge-rules-

anglins-lawyer-says-he-lives-in-cambodia-now?ref=home  
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GIST Vanished neo-Nazi Andrew Anglin must give up his whereabouts, a federal court in Montana ordered 

Wednesday. 

 

Anglin, who runs the white supremacist website Daily Stormer, has been on the lam for a year, fleeing a 

lawsuit by a Jewish woman whose address Anglin posted online. The woman, Tanya Gersh, is suing 

Anglin for intimidation and emotional distress after Anglin encouraged his anti-Semitic following to call 

her family members or “stop by” her Montana home. Anglin’s attorneys have attempted to dodge the 

lawsuit by claiming he lives outside the country, and that he worries for his personal safety if he reveals 

his location.  

 

A federal court isn’t buying it. 

 

Anglin has until February 16 to tell the court where he’s living, ruled U.S. Magistrate Judge Jeremiah 

Lynch. 

 

The lawsuit against him originated in the Montana hometown of fellow white supremacist Richard 

Spencer. 

 

Spencer, who has called for ethnic cleansing and shouted “hail Trump” to a crowd of followers throwing 

Nazi salutes, is from Whitefish, Montana. After Spencer’s profile as a white supremacist rose in 2016, 

Spencer’s  mother became involved in a dispute with Gersh, a local real-estate agent. Gersh said she had 

simply decided not to work with Spencer’s mother. 

 

But Spencer’s mother (or Spencer himself, Gersh’s lawyers claim) wrote a blog post accusing Gersh of 

harassment. Anglin quickly took up the story on the Daily Stormer. “Jews Targeting Richard Spencer’s 

Mother for Harassment and Extortion,” Anglin wrote. “TAKE ACTION!” 

 

Anglin posted Gersh’s phone number, address, and contact information for her family. 

 

“Please call her and tell her what you think. And hey—if you’re in the area, maybe you should stop by and 

tell her in person what you think of her actions,” he wrote, adding homophobic and anti-Semitic slurs 

about Gersh’s 12-year-old son. 

 

The subsequent “troll army” bombarded Gersh with threatening phone calls, emails, and text messages. In 

April 2017, she partnered with the Southern Poverty Law Center to sue Anglin for distress and 

intimidation. 

 

The neo-Nazi hasn’t been seen since. 

 

Anglin’s lawyer Marc Randazza claims Anglin can’t face the lawsuit because he does not belong to any 

U.S. state. Randazza said Anglin fears for his physical safety if his address was revealed, even if it’s in 

court documents and not in a blog post, like Anglin did to Gersh. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 ICC probes Philippines, Venezuela 

SOURCE http://time.com/5141039/icc-hague-venezuela-philippines/?xid=homepage  

GIST (THE HAGUE, Netherlands) — The prosecutor of the International Criminal Court announced Thursday 

that she is opening preliminary probes into alleged crimes by police and security forces in the Philippines 

and Venezuela. 

 

Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda said that the probe on Venezuela will look at allegations that since April 2017 

government forces “frequently used excessive force to disperse and put down demonstrations,” and abused 

some opposition members in detention. 
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The Philippines probe will focus on allegations since July 2016 that thousands of people have been killed 

in the government’s war on drugs. 

 

“While some of such killings have reportedly occurred in the context of clashes between or within gangs, 

it is alleged that many of the reported incidents involved extra-judicial killings in the course of police anti-

drug operations,” Bensouda said. 

 

A Filipino lawyer last year presented documents to the court which he said contained evidence of the 

alleged involvement of President Rodrigo Duterte in the killings of suspected drug dealers and other crime 

suspects. 

 

“It is a case for crimes against humanity against President Rodrigo Duterte and senior officials in his 

government,” lawyer Jude Sabio told The Associated Press outside the court after presenting to 

prosecutors a 77-page file outlining the allegations. 

 

Bensouda said in 2016 she was deeply concerned about the reports of the killings, and that statements by 

“high officials” in the Philippines “seem to condone such killings.” 

 

In the Philippines, Duterte’s spokesman, Harry Roque Jr., told reporters Thursday that the government had 

been notified that the ICC was to start a preliminary examination. He said Duterte welcomed the 

development because it gives him a chance to clear his name. 

 

Regarding the probe on Venezuela, Bensouda said some protesters had also resorted to violence that left 

members of the security forces dead or injured. The so-called “preliminary examinations” are a first step 

toward possible full-blown investigations that could lead to indictments by the global court. 

 

The ICC is a court of last resort that takes on cases when national authorities cannot or will not launch 

domestic prosecutions. Both the Philippines and Venezuela are members of the court, meaning that crimes 

there could fall under its jurisdiction. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Fatal road-rage shooting on I-5 near Fife 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/895035/road-rage-shooting-fife/  

GIST Traffic snarled on southbound I-5 in near Federal Way Thursday night after a fatal road-rage incident 

involving gunfire. 

 

The Washington State Patrol says a woman on a motorcycle and a passenger car pulled over to the left 

lane of the freeway not far from the King-Pierce County border. A physical altercation ensued shortly 

before 5 p.m. between the female motorcyclist and a male driver. 

 

Troopers say the woman shot the male driver, then called 911 and waited for police to arrive. 

 

Two left lanes were blocked near the Fife curve on I-5 during the Thursday evening commute as 

authorities investigated the scene. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 ‘Far-reaching’ Mass. wiretap in drug sting 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fentanyl-drug-bust-operation-high-hopes-boston-massachusetts-

wiretap-investigation/  

GIST State and federal law enforcement officials announced Thursday they seized some 77 pounds of various 

illicit drugs in the Boston area -- including more than 30 pounds of fentanyl -- as the result of "Operation 

High Hopes," according to a press release by the Suffolk County District Attorney's office. They say it's 
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"one of the longest, most far-reaching, and most successful state wiretap investigations in Massachusetts 

history." 

 

Suffolk County District Attorney Daniel Conley says the investigation led to more than a dozen arrests and 

dismantled two Boston-area drug trafficking organizations. About $300,000 in alleged drug money was 

also seized. He added that fentanyl, heroin, cocaine and opiate tablets are believed to have originated from 

Mexico's Sinaloa Cartel. 

 

Fentanyl is so powerful, Conley says, that mere milligrams can be lethal. 

 

"The number of overdoses it could have caused is truly staggering," Conley wrote in the press release. 

"Individuals who buy and sell at this level aren't users. They're not small time dealers, either. They're 

certainly not selling to support a habit. They're trafficking in addictive substances that claim more lives in 

Massachusetts than all homicides, all suicides and all car crashes, statewide, combined." 

 

Boston Police Commissioner William B. Evans heralded the successful sting in the written statement: 

"These arrests and seizures will have a tremendous impact on the quality of life in Boston and many other 

Massachusetts cities and towns," Evans said. "I commend the work of my detectives and all our law 

enforcement partners who worked tirelessly over the past six months of Operation High Hopes." 

 

The DEA Special Agent in Charge Michael J. Ferguson echoed that sentiment: "Those responsible for 

distributing lethal drugs like fentanyl to the citizens of Massachusetts need to be held accountable for their 

actions. DEA's top priority is combating the opioid epidemic by working with our local, county and state 

law enforcement partners to bring to justice those that distribute this poison." 

 

Edward Soto-Perez, 43, of Roxbury, Nelson Catala-Otero, 37, of Brockton and Julio Cuello, 52, of 

Dorchester were arraigned in November on multiple drug trafficking charges after the execution of 

wiretap-based search warrants, according to the press release. They were held on bails ranging from 

$100,000 to $250,000 and will return to court Feb. 13. 

 

Robert Contreras, 42, of Roxbury, is their alleged supplier and was one of more than a dozen people 

arrested Thursday. He's being held on $1 million bail and will return to court Feb. 28. 

 

The investigation began in July 2017 as authorities were closing in on Soto-Perez's operation using 

cooperating witnesses, controlled purchases, physical surveillance and other means -- but he was smart in 

concealing where he stored his supply or who his supplier was. 

 

"In the months that followed, the court extended the wiretap 11 times and approved interceptions on more 

than two dozen phones. Investigators doubled as codebreakers to reveal the criminal enterprise as it 

unfolded ... Ironically, the wiretap that Soto-Perez's precautions made necessary revealed facts and 

evidence we might never have obtained otherwise. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Mexico officials bust corrupt police ring 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mexico-arrests-police-kidnapping-man-52933253?   

GIST Authorities in Mexico's Gulf coast state of Veracruz announced charges Thursday of "forced 

disappearance" against 19 current or former state police officials and officers, saying they kidnapped and 

killed 15 innocent civilians. 

 

Veracruz Gov. Miguel Angel Yunes said the victims included two women and two minors, and the alleged 

perpetrators reached to very top of the police structure. 

 

Veracruz has been the scene of grisly police kidnap-killings before but in the cases announced Thursday, 

state police officials and their subordinate officers were apparently working for gangs or drug cartels, 
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Yunes said. The crimes occurred during the 2010-2016 administration of former Gov. Javier Duarte, who 

himself is in prison facing corruption charges, and his predecessor. 

 

Yunes said the state's former Public Safety Secretary — in effect the top police commander — and his 

directors of special forces, prisons and state police headed a ring that abducted, tortured, interrogated, 

raped and killed private citizens. 

 

"These corrupt police, like the regime they served, placed themselves at the service of the criminals," 

Yunes said. Two of the high-ranking officials were already under arrest on other charges, one is a fugitive, 

and the rest were placed under arrest. 
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HEADLINE 02/09 Indonesia foils artifact smuggling 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/skulls-mail-indonesia-foils-artifact-smuggling-

52953286?   

GIST Customs officials on the Indonesian tourist island of Bali said Friday that they've foiled an attempt to mail 

24 elaborately decorated human skulls to the Netherlands. 

 

The Customs Department said that cartons containing the skulls were intercepted on two separate dates in 

January. The skulls are believed to be culturally-significant artifacts from other parts of Indonesia. 

 

They were labeled as manufactured from synthetic materials but found to be human after being examined 

by experts from the Balinese Cultural Heritage Conservation Center. 

 

Customs official Ni Aniek said the skulls are probably from Papua, a Melanesian region that makes up 

easternmost Indonesia, and Kalimantan on the island of Borneo, home to indigenous Dayak peoples. 

 

No one has been arrested. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Seattle to clear minor pot convictions 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/seattle-to-vacate-misdemeanor-marijuana-convictions-cases/281-

516039875  

GIST The City of Seattle will move to vacate misdemeanor marijuana possession convictions prosecuted by the 

city before it was legalized in Washington state. 

 

During a press conference Thursday morning, Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan and City Attorney Pete 

Holmes announced plans to ask Seattle’s municipal court to dismiss charges and vacate convictions for 

misdemeanor marijuana convictions before I-502 was passed in 2012. 

 

Holmes and Mayor Durkan made the announcement Thursday at the Rainier Community Center. 

 

The measure will help “bring restorative justice for the communities who have been disproportionately 

targeted by the criminal justice system and furthers the City’s commitment to eliminate racial disparities,” 

according to a press release. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Texas: 13 cases biker shooting dropped 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/08/texas-prosecutor-dismisses-13-cases-tied-to-biker-

shooting.html  
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GIST FORT WORTH, Texas –  A Texas prosecutor on Thursday dismissed 13 cases stemming from a 2015 

shootout in Waco involving bikers and police and recused himself from two others, placing into doubt the 

criminal prosecution of the more than 130 bikers still awaiting trial. 

 

The actions came hours before a scheduled hearing for Jorge Salinas, whose case was among those 

dismissed. Current and former staff had been due to speak at the hearing about corruption allegations 

against District Attorney Abel Reyna, who faces a Republican primary election in March. The hearing was 

canceled. 

 

According to a motion filed Thursday, the prosecutor dismissed Salinas' case "in order to focus its efforts 

and resources on co-defendants with a higher level of culpability." 

 

The May 2015 shootout outside a Twin Peaks restaurant left nine bikers dead and 20 injured. Local police 

arrested 177 bikers after the mayhem, and more than 150 people were eventually indicted on felony 

charges of engaging in organized criminal activity resulting in the deaths and injuries. Ballistics evidence 

showed that police bullets struck four bikers, killing at least two of them. The three officers involved in the 

shooting were no-billed by a grand jury after being cleared by an internal investigation. 

 

Nearly three years later, only one biker, Dallas locomotive driver Christopher "Jake" Carrizal, has been 

tried. Carrizal's November trial resulted in a mistrial when jurors were unable to reach a unanimous 

verdict. The second biker set for trial rejected a plea deal in December. 

 

"The way people were arrested was fairly indiscriminate, it was predictable that some of these cases would 

be dropped," said Sandra Guerra Thompson, a University of Houston law professor, adding, "I wouldn't 

doubt if we see more." 

 

More than 100 bikers, including 11 whose cases were dismissed Thursday, have civil suits pending against 

the district attorney's office and the Waco police department claiming that they were wrongfully arrested. 

 

A federal judge in Austin had stayed the cases pending the outcome of their criminal cases. Dallas attorney 

Don Tittle, whose firm is representing 122 bikers' civil cases, said he hopes the dismissals mean "that 

there's no longer any impediment" to proceeding in civil court. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Suburban mom takes down drug ring 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/suburban-mom-takes-down-synthetic-marijuana-drug-ring-she-

says-killed-her-son/  

GIST A suburban mom has taken down a drug ring she says killed her son, CBS Chicago reports. "I always felt 

like he was by my side helping me," said Karen Dobner of her 19-year-old son, Max Dobner. 

 

In 2011, he suffered hallucinations and a panic attack after taking a form of synthetic marijuana sold as 

"potpourri" and drove 100 mph into a house, accidentally killing himself. 

 

Karen Dobner partly blames Ruby Moshin, who sold Max and his friend a product called iAroma — a 

type of synthetic marijuana made of mushroom leaves sprayed with chemicals. The teens bought it in 2011 

at a store Moshin owned at a mall in Aurora, a Chicago suburb. 

 

"I don't know what kind of mother sells drugs in the mall to kids," Dobner said. 

 

Moshin did not comment as she entered the federal courthouse to be sentenced for her role in selling 

iAroma, Evidence showed she bought more than 1,000 packets of iAroma to sell out of the store, calling it 

potpourri. 

 

"Nobody buys potpourri by the gram ... $20 a gram," said Dobner. 
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After her son's death, she wanted justice. For seven years, she fought to take down everyone involved in 

the manufacturing, distribution and sale of iAroma to her son. 

 

Dobner credits CBS2 Chicago with helping her cause. 

 

"The CBS investigation started everything rolling," said Dobner. 

 

The station's investigative team went undercover and showed that months after Max Dobner's death, 

Moshin was still selling the product. Police also made undercover buys. 

 

"She continued to sell, and that's why she's going to prison," Dobner said.  

 

Dobner also hired Attorney Shawn Collins, who filed suit against those involved with the iAroma that led 

to Max Dobner's crash. 

 

"Through our investigation, we learned that there was literally a nationwide distribution network — North 

Carolina, Iowa, Texas, Louisiana," Collins said. 

 

Four people involved in Max's death have been indicted, said Dobner. Three people, including Moshin, 

pleaded guilty to conspiracy to distribute synthetic drugs. A fourth, a wholesaler, pleaded guilty to 

intentionally distributing drugs in Illinois, North Carolina and Louisiana. 

 

Dobner said she won for her son, but would trade everything to have him back. She has been working for 

years to warn people about the dangers of synthetic marijuana, which can be 800 times stronger than real 

marijuana and especially dangerous because consumers don't know what ingredients are used. 

 

Moshin will serve two years in federal prison. 
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HEADLINE 02/08 Toronto police: serial killer probe 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/08/americas/toronto-landscaper-killings-charges/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Toronto police have recovered the remains of at least six people on a property linked to accused 

serial killer Bruce McArthur, Detective Sgt. Hank Idsinga said Thursday. 

 

At least some of the remains have been identified as belonging to Andrew Kinsman, who was last seen in 

June 2017 and who is one of five missing men McArthur is charged with killing, Idsinga said. 

 

Authorities have not identified the five other sets of remains. 

 

Idsinga said McArthur, 66, stored landscaping equipment at the property and the remains were found in 

potted plants. 

 

Police have identified more than 30 properties where McArthur worked. They urged his past clients to 

come forward. 

 

McArthur is due in Toronto provincial criminal court on February 14. 
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If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
  

  

DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
Source: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml 
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HEADLINE 02/05 IOC refuses Russian athletes to Olympics 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/05/sport/ioc-russia-winter-olympics/index.html  

GIST (CNN)In a fresh twist to the doping saga that threatens to overshadow the Winter Olympics, the 

International Olympic Committee (IOC) has refused a request for 15 previously banned Russian athletes 

and coaches to attend the PyeongChang Games. 

 

The 13 athletes and two coaches were among 28 Russians whose lifetime bans for doping were overturned 

by the Swiss-based Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) Thursday. 

 

CAS ruled there was insufficient evidence to show they had broken doping rules during the 2014 Sochi 

Winter Olympics. 

 

But the IOC said Monday its invitation review panel examined applications on behalf of the 15 individuals 

and had lingering suspicions about potential anti-doping violations. 

 

The row puts the IOC, which has always claimed to have the final say on which athletes compete in the 

Games, at loggerheads with sports law's highest court just days before the Olympics begin in South Korea 

on February 9. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Wildfires scorch northeast Oklahoma 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/oklahoma/articles/2018-02-04/wildfires-scorch-thousands-

of-acres-in-northeastern-oklahoma  

GIST HOMINY, Okla. (AP) — Firefighters say wildfires have scorched thousands of acres of dry grasslands in 

northeastern Oklahoma 

 

Dozens of firefighters fought a grassfire along Oklahoma Highway 20 in Osage County Saturday evening 

that officials say burned up to 10,000 acres. Officials say another large fire in Mayes County burned 

hundreds of acres more. 

 

Authorities say no homes or other structures were damaged in the fires and no injuries were reported. 

 

The Oklahoma National Guard used helicopters to drop large buckets of water to help fight the Osage 

County fire. 

 

The National Weather Service says the combination of dry air, windy conditions and warm temperatures 

will likely create critical wildfire conditions across the state. Mayes County Emergency Management 

Director Michael Dunham says a small spark is all it takes to ignite the dry grasslands. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Inside W. Va. Intelligence/Fusion Center 

SOURCE https://www.wvnews.com/statejournal/government/state-intelligence-fusion-center-staying-ahead-of-

next-threat-pauley/article_a2c0643c-ad7f-5f65-8c72-97ca72a92694.html  

GIST CHARLESTON — High above the congested traffic on Kanawha Boulevard, across the river from the 

state Capitol, Scott Pauley helps manage a team of eight intelligence analysts constantly searching for the 

next potential threat. 

 

Pauley is deputy director of the West Virginia Intelligence/Fusion Center located inside the old Columbia 

Gas Building in Charleston. The highly secure facility is a single point of contact allowing information to 

flow — whether it’s from the federal level or what Pauley calls the “boots on the ground.” 

 

“These are the police officers, local law enforcement and the everyday folks out developing cases,” Pauley 

said. 

 

Fusion centers were born from the ashes of 9/11, charged with a universal mission to bring the national 

security and intelligence-gathering mentality to local law enforcement. The West Virginia facility is one of 

79 across the nation, with bigger states like California and Texas having multiple centers. 

 

“We saw a bigger use for it here in West Virginia,” Pauley said. “We fall under the ‘all crimes, all hazards 

banner’ meaning we will help all law enforcement in murder cases, if there are terrorism cases, cyber-

related cases, a fraud case or even a local drug gang issue.” 

 

An example of the mission Pauley explained took place last year. He said in 2017 there were a high 

number of local school bomb threats across the state. He explained that during any given situation, his 

intelligence analysts would deal with many different levels of law enforcement up to the FBI. 

 

“That’s why it’s very good for us to have those working relationships with all those agencies,” Pauley 

said. 

 

The staff working at the Fusion/Intelligence Center also help when disaster strikes. Pauley said his team 

played a critical role during the devastating floods in 2016. 

 

“When a natural disaster hits, we really rely on whatever information people can give us — whether that’s 

through the internet or the telephone,” Griffith said. “They send in that real-time information; we compile 

it into a report; and we get it to the Emergency Operations Center for the state or we get it to the National 

Guard so they can get the resources out to help people.” 

 

Receiving critical, threat or sometimes life-and-death information is the core responsibility of the Fusion 

Center. Working to accomplish this is Supervisory Analyst and Fusion Liaison Officer Coordinator Jessica 

L. Griffith. On a daily basis, Griffith and the intelligence analyst staff work with fusion liaison officers, or 

“FLOs,” who are the literally the eyes and ears within their communities and report suspicious activity. 

 

“They’re also responsible for getting information from us that we’re distributing out and sending it to the 

people in their agencies,” Griffith said. 

 

Griffith said there are 209 FLOs working in nearly every community across the state with each FLO 

having a law enforcement, emergency services or other community-oriented background. They serve as 

the main point of contact for their agency, communicating with the Fusion Center in matters related to 

suspicious activity. The idea, Griffith explained, is to provide extra help through intelligence to small, 

short-staffed police departments struggling to keep their communities safe. 

 

“That’s the purpose of the FLO program,” she said. “To enhance the mission of the Fusion Center, to 

enhance communication and to be a force multiplier for those smaller agencies who may not have the 

resources.” 
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The program’s success has not gone unnoticed. Pauley said Griffith’s FLO program was recognized in 

2017 for training by the Department of Homeland Security as one of the best training programs in the 

nation. 

 

“We’re doing great things here and we have great people, Griffith said. “The people in our FLO program 

are there to protect the people in their communities and the state as a whole.” 

 

Always working to set a higher standard and stay ahead of the bad guys, Griffith said the West Virginia 

center is only the second in the nation to utilize and promote the use of the Suspicious Activity Reporting 

(SAR) mobile app. 

 

“That’s our front line,” Pauley said of the app. “You don’t have to be a police officer. If you see something 

and your gut tells you it’s not right, then there’s a good chance something is wrong.” 

 

In hopes of getting more people providing information by way of the mobile app, Griffith said Intelligence 

Analyst Steven Patterson developed a QR code, designed to automatically take a person to the Suspicious 

Activity Report app for both Apple or Android devices. 

 

“It’s a very fast way for people to get us information if they do see something,” Patterson said. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 NKorea high-rank delegation to Olympics 

SOURCE http://time.com/5132862/north-korea-olympics-kim-yong-nam/?xid=homepage  

GIST North Korea’s ceremonial head of state will lead a delegation to the South amid an easing of tensions that 

could pave the way for high-level talks on the sidelines of the Winter Olympics in PyeongChang. 

 

Kim Yong Nam, president of the Presidium of the Supreme People’s Assembly, will attend the Olympic 

opening ceremony Friday and stay in the South until Feb. 11, according to a Reuters report citing North 

Korea’s KCNA news agency. 

 

Kim is the highest-ranking North Korean official to visit the South since 2014, the BBC reports. He serves 

as the nominal leader of North Korea’s parliament, while Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un rules the nation. 

 

Seoul is hoping talks during the Feb. 9 – 25 games can help repair inter-Korean relations, as well as cool 

U.S.-North Korea hostilities over Kim Jong Un’s accelerating weapons program. 

 

 

Read more: Here Are All the Dates and Locations You Need to Know For the 2018 Winter Olympics 

 

Vice President Mike Pence and Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe are expected to be among the world 

leaders attending the opening of the games. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Claim: deadly Amtrak crash preventable 

SOURCE http://time.com/5133095/amtrack-crash-preventable-carolina/?xid=homepage  

GIST (CAYCE, S.C.) — Federal investigators are trying to figure out why a switch was in the wrong position, 

sending an Amtrak train into a freight train and killing a conductor and an engineer in South Carolina. 

 

But they already know what could have prevented the wreck that injured more than 100 passengers — a 

GPS-based system called “positive train control” that knows the location of all trains and the positions of 

all switches in an area to prevent the kind of human error that can put two trains on the same track. 
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“It could have avoided this accident. That’s what it’s designed to do,” said National Transportation Safety 

Board Chairman Robert Sumwalt, referring to technology that regulators have been demanding for 

decades with mixed success. 

 

He said the passenger train hurtled down a side track near Cayce (CAYsee) around 2:45 a.m. Sunday after 

a stop 10 miles (16 kilometers) north in Columbia because a switch was locked in place, diverting it from 

the main line. A crew on the freight train had moved the switch to drive it from one side track — where it 

unloaded 34 train cars of automobiles — to the side track where it was parked. The switch was padlocked 

as it was supposed to be, Sumwalt said. 

 

The system that operates the train signals in the area was down, so CSX Corp. — the freight railroad 

operator which runs that stretch of track — was manually operating the signals. Sumwalt said it was too 

early to know if the signal was red to warn the Amtrak crew that the switch was not set to continue along 

the main train line. 

 

Just hours after Sunday’s crash, which also sent 116 of the 147 people on board the New York-to-Miami 

train to the hospital, Amtrak President Robert Anderson said there must be no more delays from the 

federal government in installing the safety system by the end of 2018. 

 

He deferred to investigators about whether the system would have stopped this crash. “Theoretically, an 

operative PTC system would include switches in addition to signals, so it would cover both speed and 

switches,” Anderson said. 

 

The Silver Star was going an estimated 59 mph (94 kph) when it struck the freight train, Gov. Henry 

McMaster said. It was the middle of the night, and many people were jolted from sleep by the crash and 

forced into the cold. 

 

Of the 116 people taken to four hospitals, only about a half dozen were admitted. The rest had minor 

injuries such as cuts, bruises or whiplash, authorities said. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 City Light months behind on hook-ups 

SOURCE http://crosscut.com/2018/02/seattle-city-light-delays-construction-growth-engineering/  

GIST If Erich Armbruster finishes a construction project in nine months or less, he’ll often need to wait at least 

another three before he’s able to put the new home on the market. That’s because Seattle City Light is 

struggling to keep up with requests to connect new homes, commercial buildings and industrial 

warehouses to the grid.  

 

The process, which until about three years ago took two to four weeks, has stretched to as long as six 

months. The delay is the result of new review processes for City Light engineers and a staff that’s been 

overwhelmed by new construction in America’s fastest growing city.  

 

The result, says Armbruster, owner of Ashworth Homes and Board President of the Master Builders 

Association, is that while demand is huge, his productivity suffers. He’s had homes “twice in the last 

twelve months sitting, waiting to be sold, but I couldn’t get final inspections because I had no power,” he 

told Crosscut. “I can’t qualify for unlimited loans, so I sit on that twiddling my thumbs and calling every 

day. I can’t market them for sale. I’m dead in the water.” 

 

As Seattle adds more than 1,000 people a month, allowing for new and more housing is among the city’s 

solutions for stemming the housing crisis. The Seattle City Council has already approved taller buildings 

and more densely packed lots in several Seattle neighborhoods and is considering a proposal to do the 

same in more areas across the city. In its hunt for more construction, the city is also looking for ways to 

streamline review processes and green light construction projects more quickly.  
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City Light spokesperson Scott Thomsen acknowledged, “It has taken us longer recently to process all the 

new accounts. That corresponds with the construction boom Seattle has experienced. Many of the new 

homes have been multi-family buildings in a densely developed area, which adds to the complexity of the 

work.” 

 

Armbruster’s company, which he’s owned for nearly 20 years, specializes in row houses, which can be 

packed into lots once set aside for a single home. His company completes 40-50 homes a year, almost 

exclusively in Seattle.  

 

It used to take between three and four weeks for a City Light crew to come to a new project and connect it 

to the grid. But several years ago, says Armbruster, City Light began paying closer attention to existing 

land use codes regulating how electrical lines are run to new construction. The new attention meant putting 

more cables underground. The change meant a more complicated engineering task.  

       

Around the same time, the amount of process increased. Where requests for connection used to go straight 

to City Light crews, now it went through a separate engineering review.  

 

Between the new process and the overwhelming number of construction projects, City Light was not 

prepared to keep up. “This is real and affects our work with our customers every day,” said one City Light 

employee, speaking on the condition of anonymity. “Engineering is like a black hole. …The engineers 

cannot keep up with the building boom and management has not gotten their heads around it.” 

 

A second employee echoed the concerns. “If you have a new building or house it is taking 5 months for an 

engineer to even review it and many more months to get it designed and constructed,” this person said. 

“Customers are getting pissed.” 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Declassified controversial 4-page memo 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/president-declassifies-house-committee-releases-nunes-memo-on-

alleged-fisa-abuses/article/741775/  

GIST Against the advice of the Justice Department and FBI, President Trump declassified and the House 

Intelligence Committee released a controversial four-page memo distilled from voluminous classified 

information and penned by the staff of committee Chairman Devin Nunes alleging that investigators 

abused their surveillance authority when they sought a FISA warrant to spy on former Trump campaign 

advisor Carter Page. 

 

Nunes, who reportedly did not review the underlying classified information because he'd recused himself 

from the Russian probe in early spring pending an ethics investigation, defended the memo as revealing 

"serious violations of the public trust, and the American people have a right to know when officials in 

crucial institutions are abusing their authority for political purposes. 

 

"It is my hope that the committee's actions will shine a light on this alarming series of events so we can 

make reforms that allow the American people to have full faith and confidence in their governing 

institutions," Nunes said in a statement. 

 

Trump, who has railed against simultaneous Russia investigations, called the revelations in the document 

“a disgrace.” 

 

The memo, the release of which was hotly debated, had drawn criticism from Democrats and other 

detractors as being little more than cherry-picked talking points and sparked concern that it would reveal 

confidential intelligence sources as well as intelligence-gathering methods. 

 

Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., ranking member of the House committee, who opposed the release of the 

memo and whose own rebuttal memo was rejected by the committee for release, said "The Republican 
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document mischaracterizes highly sensitive classified information that few members of Congress have 

seen, and which Chairman Nunes himself chose not to review.”   

 

The Congressman, who has locked horns with Nunes and who believes releasing the memo is an attempt 

by Nunes and others to provide cover for the president and his associates as the Russia probe led by 

Special Counsel Robert Mueller seemingly heats up. The memo “fails to provide vital context and 

information contained in DOJ's FISA application and renewals, and ignores why and how the FBI 

initiated, and the special counsel has continued, its counterintelligence investigation into Russia's election 

interference and links to the Trump campaign," Schiff said in a statement. 

 

Sen. Mark Warner, D-Va., vice chairman of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, contended in a 

statement that "unlike almost every House member who voted in favor of this memo's release, I have 

actually read the underlying documents on which the memo was based. They simply do not support its 

conclusions.” 

 

The document contends that an anti-Trump bias fueled Steele's research, which was originally 

commissioned by a right-wing organization to gather research on Trump during the primaries and that the 

FBI and Justice, with their own biases against the president, knew of Steele's bias, deciding to use the 

research anyway to gain the FISA warrant. 

 

It also says that Steele “improperly concealed and lied” to investigators about his dealings with the press. 

 

Shortly after the memo broke, MSNBC confirmed that four separate FISA judges had signed off on 

surveillance warrants for Carter Page.  

 

The document also contradicts earlier contentions by some members that Steele's research spurred the 

investigation of the Trump campaign and potential collusion with the Russians.  While it claims that 

former FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe allegedly said a surveillance warrant for Page wouldn't have 

been requested without Steele's dossier, compiled as oppositional research for Hillary Clinton's campaign 

and paid for by her campaign. However, the memo's last page acknowledges that the counter-intelligence 

probe grew out of comments made by former Trump aide George Papadopoulos to an Australian diplomat 

in the U.K. 

 

During a night at London's Kensington Wine Rooms in May 2016, Papadopoulos, who has pleaded guilty 

to lying to the FBI, revealed to Australian Alexander Downer that Russia had damaging information on 

Trump opponent Hillary Clinton. 

 

“It's important to know what the memo doesn't say. It doesn't say the relevant parts of the dossier are false. 

It doesn't say the Russia investigation would not have started but for the dossier,” Rep. Ted Lieu, D-Calif., 

said in a statement. “It doesn't say the FISA judge did not have probable cause to issue a surveillance order 

on Carter Page. It doesn't say anyone at the FBI or DOJ violated the FISA law.”  

 

The Nunes memo confirms that the FISA surveillance warrant on Page was approved in October 2016 

well after the investigation, then under the leadership of former FBI Director James Comey, who was 

fired, President Trump said, for his handling of the Hillary Clinton email case. In a later interview with 

NBC, Trump indicated that the Russian probe figured into his firing of Comey.  

 

Democrats fear that Trump will use the memo to oust Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, who 

oversees the Mueller probe, and possibly jeopardize that investigation. 

 

But rather than undermine Mueller's probe, the “memo has done exactly the opposite,” Lieu said. “The 

release of this memo shows a desperate President and his enablers trying to undermine and obstruct an 

investigation because it is getting closer to arriving at the truth of what happened in 2016." 

 

Pundits also expressed concern that Nunes's actions  would unfairly taint the FBI and would upend 

congressional oversight of the intelligence operations. Intelligence committees in the House and Senate 
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were created as bipartisan bodies post-Watergate to monitor intelligence functions but in the past year, the 

House committee has been ripped by partisan clashes.  

 

"This unprecedented public disclosure of classified material during an ongoing criminal investigation is 

dangerous to our national security,” said Warner. “This will make it far more difficult for the Intelligence 

Committees to conduct meaningful, bipartisan oversight of intelligence activities in the future. This action 

was also taken without regard to the damage it could do to our ability to protect Americans from threats 

around the globe.” He pledged his committee “will continue our bipartisan investigation into what 

happened in the 2016 election and the dedicated men and women of the FBI continue to have my full 

support." 

 

Comey took to Twitter to challenge the memo and defend the Justice Department and the FBI. "That's it? 

Dishonest and misleading memo wrecked the House intel committee, destroyed trust with Intelligence 

Community, damaged relationship with FISA court, and inexcusably exposed classified investigation of an 

American citizen,” he tweeted. “For what? DOJ & FBI must keep doing their jobs." 

 

Lieu believes that the memo will backfire. “When the American people see the facts that Trump and 

Nunes are trying to hide, the people will be angry at the President and the GOP, and proud of the 

professionals at the FBI and DOJ,” said Lieu. "The Nunes memo omits significant material facts in an 

attempt to blatantly mislead the public. That is why the Democratic memo, which provides the omitted 

facts, must be released.” 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Mudslides close tracks north Seattle 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/889558/mudslides-close-tracks-to-passenger-trains-north-of-seattle/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — More mudslides have covered train tracks north of Seattle, further halting passenger 

service between Seattle and Everett. 

 

BNSF Railway spokesman Gus Melonas says rains washed mud down a steep slope just north of Seattle 

early Sunday morning and covered the track’s main line. 

 

A moratorium on passenger trains had been in place because of a previous mudslide Friday. It has now 

been extended. That means no passenger train service will be running between Seattle and Everett until at 

least early Tuesday morning. 

 

Melonas says a mudslide also covered tracks in Canada Sunday morning and temporarily halted passenger 

trains between Bellingham and Vancouver, British Columbia. 

 

Freight trains, however, are running through the area. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Punxsutawney Phil: 6 more weeks winter 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/02/us/groundhog-day-2018-shadow-trnd/index.html  

GIST (CNN) — The groundhog hath spoken! Welcome to six more weeks of winter.  

 

On Friday morning, Punxsutawney Phil scurried out of his little marmot hole and saw his shadow. This 

omen indicates a long winter. Great.  

 

Why do we do this?  

 

Every February 2, all eyes turn to a small central Pennsylvania borough as winter-weary Northeasterners 

await weather guidance from the predictive rodent.  
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It's a 132-year-old tradition that is held every year at the location known as Gobbler's Knob and conducted 

by top hat-donning members of the Inner Circle of the Punxsutawney Groundhog Club, according to the 

official Pennsylvania tourism website. The idea is, the groundhog wakes up from hibernation on the 2nd, 

and if it sees its shadow, there will be six more weeks of winter. If it doesn't, warmer weather is just 

around the corner.  

 

This tradition started in Europe as Candlemas Day, an early Christian holiday involving candles. Germans 

who settled in Pennsylvania in the 1700s brought the custom to America. 

 

Pennsylvania's Punxsutawney Phil is the most well known, but more than a dozen states celebrate with 

their own groundhogs, such as Georgia's General Beauregard Lee and Buckeye Chuck in Ohio. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Flood warnings western Wash. rivers 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/02/04/flood-warnings-in-effect-for-some-western-washington-rivers/  

GIST SEATTLE – Heavy warm rain across Western Washington is sending our snow levels up and it’s causing 

rivers to rapidly rise around the region. 

 

We have flood warnings for the Pilchuck, Tolt/Snoqualmie and the Stillaguamish Rivers. A flood warning 

means flooding is actively occurring or imminent. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Philadelphia celebration turns rowdy 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/sports/2018/02/05/philly-celebration-turns-rowdy-after-eagles-win-super-

bowl.html  

GIST What started out as a joyous party on the streets of Philadelphia on Sunday night following the Eagles' 

Super Bowl championship started getting rowdy as the night continued. 

 

Boisterous fans smashed a Macy's store window, looters broke into a convenience store, and some flipped 

over a car, the Philadelphia Inquirer reported. 

 

Three people fell to the ground from light poles and lost consciousness, while other fans were seen in an 

online video leaping off a hotel entrance's awning. 

 

At least one car was seen ablaze in an online video.  

 

“This city is about to explode,” one police officer told the newspaper. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Airport gun seizures hit record high 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-02/u-s-airport-gun-seizures-hit-record-high  

GIST A record number of firearms were found in bags at Transportation Security Administration airport 

checkpoints across the U.S. last year, the agency announced this week. In 2017 the TSA found 3,957 

firearms, an average of 10.8 per day and a 16.7 percent increase from the 3,391 found in 2016. The rising 

popularity of carrying concealed firearms, in addition to a boost in passenger numbers, could be to blame 

for the record-setting number, experts said.  

 

“While it’s impossible to ascertain an exact, scientific reason for the increase, there does seem to be a 

correlation between the increase in the number of firearms caught and the increase in passenger volume,” 
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said TSA spokesman Mike England. The spike in seizures far outpaced the rise in passenger volume. In 

2016, 738.3 million passengers went through federal airport checkpoints, compared with 771.5 million in 

2017, a 4.5 percent increase. 

 

Of the firearms discovered at checkpoints, 84 percent were loaded. Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta 

International Airport led the nation in firearms found by the TSA, with 245, followed by Dallas Fort 

Worth International, George Bush Continental Airport in Houston and Denver International. Atlanta’s 

airport is the world’s busiest. 

 

Jeff Price, a professor of aviation management at Metropolitan State University of Denver, said the rates 

of recovered firearms at TSA checkpoints could be higher in states where concealed carry is more 

common. “In Georgia they have a situation at the Atlanta airport where you can lawfully carry into the 

airport as long as you don’t get into the TSA line,” he explained. “The states where there’s more firearms 

typically carried, there’s just more of a chance you’ll have it at the checkpoint.” 

 

Price also attributes the increase to new screening policies the TSA introduced last year. The updated 

security measures require that flyers put electronics larger than a phone into bins. “That could be 

responsible for some of the higher numbers because they’re better able to see what’s left in the bag,” he 

said. 

 

Confusion surrounding concealed carry laws is one of several contributing factors to the increased number 

of firearms found at checkpoints, Price added. “I think, unfortunately, there’s a lot of people who forget 

they have [a gun]. A lot of people, they’ll put it in their laptop bag and they’ll put it in a purse. They’ll 

forget they have it with them.” 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Newborns as victims of opioid epidemic 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/local/2018/02/04/newborns-have-become-most-innocent-

victims-americas-opioid-epidemic/999698001/  

GIST Opioids were involved in 42,200 overdose deaths nationwide in 2016, according to the U.S. Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention, and they harmed the lives of thousands more. Many of those victims were 

children, and none are more vulnerable than the newborns undergoing treatment in intensive care units 

across the country. 

 

An estimated 21,700 babies in 2012 were born with neonatal abstinence syndrome, often caused by a 

mother’s use of opioids during pregnancy. The number represents a fivefold increase since 2000, 

according to the National Institute on Drug Abuse, a branch of the National Institutes of Health. 

 

Baptist Health delivers 1,000 babies a year, including some from families in far Western North Carolina 

counties. Roughly one in four are found to have been exposed to opioids while in the womb. Of those, 25 

percent will need treatment for withdrawal. 

 

For many, their first days of life are torturous. Whether they will suffer long-term damage is unclear. 

 

The opioid epidemic has the hit the Appalachian region particularly hard and left Baptist Health in its 

wake. 

 

Only five other states had an opioid overdose death rate higher than Kentucky in 2015, according to the 

nonprofit Kaiser Family Foundation. Those five included neighboring West Virginia and Ohio, also 

Appalachian states. 

 

Jobs outside the hospital, one the area’s top employers, often come with physical demands that can lead to 

injury — and then to a prescription for painkillers often later used to cope with the stress of living 

paycheck-to-paycheck. 
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Other hospitals in and surrounding WNC have seen surges in the number of babies born to mothers who 

used during pregnancy, including those in Asheville and the Tennessee cities of Knoxville, Chattanooga 

and Nashville.  

 

“We were left wondering: What is happening outside the NICU to these mothers that’s contributing to 

what’s going on inside?” said Dr. Stephen Patrick, an assistant professor of pediatrics and health policy at 

Vanderbilt University School of Medicine in Nashville and an attending neonatologist at Monroe Carell Jr. 

Children’s Hospital at Vanderbilt. 

 

The numbers recorded at Mission Hospital have been steadily rising for seven years but spiked from 2010-

13, said Dr. Susan Mims, the hospital vice president for children’s services and executive medical director 

for Mission Children’s Hospital. 

 

Fewer than 50 babies were born to substance-using mothers before their numbers began to surge in 2010. 

That has since risen to more than 400 last year.  

 

“We saw this as a really big problem,” Mims said. 

 

East Tennessee Children’s Hospital in Knoxville saw its numbers almost double from 2011-13, from 139 

babies born dependent to 258. 

 

In Greensboro, North Carolina’s third most populous city, Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital delivers 

close to 7,000 babies a year. More than 600 last year were born to mothers who had abused substances, 

mainly opioids and poly substances, which can be a mixture of opioids with other substances. 

 

Of those 600 newborns, 10 percent were transferred to the hospital’s neonatal intensive care unit to be 

treated for opioid withdrawals, which could mean close to a monthlong stay in the NICU. That amounts to 

about 60 opioid-dependent babies a year, said Jennifer Grayer, a nurse practitioner. 

 

With the increases have come financial burdens for hospitals. 

 

“A NICU stay is probably one of the costliest things we have in our health care system,” Mims said. 

 

An infant born without complications has an average two-day stay in a hospital, which costs around 

$3,500, according to the CDC.  

 

An infant needing treatment for neonatal abstinence syndrome will stay 16 days on average, costing 

$66,700 a baby.  

 

Babies needing treatment for neonatal abstinence syndrome cost U.S. hospitals $1.5 billion in 2012, with 

most charges paid by state Medicaid programs, according to the National Institute on Drug Abuse. 

 

To meet the needs of their growing opioid-dependent newborn population, many hospitals have had to get 

creative. At Baptist Health, Mission and Cone Health, volunteers cuddle babies for hours. The skin-to-skin 

contact eases a baby’s pain, Grayer said. 

 

When a mom or dad is available to hold their baby for long periods of time, Grayer said it is the best 

medicine for withdrawal. 

 

“Their heart rates slow down, they wean off medications earlier, and they calm down with more parental 

involvement,” she said. 

 

This type of extreme nurturing has become normal at hospitals in recent years. Staff members have been 

retrained and taken trauma sensitivity workshops to learn about the opioid epidemic so they could better 

treat both affected babies and mothers without judgment. 
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“We experienced a lot of frustration at first because most of us were wondering, how could this happen to 

babies? How could a mama let this happen?” said Mays, the vice president and chief nursing officer at 

Baptist Health. “But as you dive into it, the addiction piece is very strong and you have to treat the mama, 

too, in order to stop this.” 

 

Nurses and doctors today compare opioid addiction to diseases like diabetes: It's a lifelong battle. 

 

Medical professionals debate whether babies born dependent on opioids will suffer long-term damage. 

 

“There have been talks of linkages to long-term challenges, but we can’t really say one way or the other,” 

said Dr. Chris DeRienzo, chief quality officer at Mission Hospital and a neonatologist. 

 

For Dr. Gary Bell, a neonatologist at Erlanger Medical Center in Chattanooga, it is obvious: Opioid 

dependency at birth will show in the behavior of child years later, he said. 

 

"I do believe that there are more kids in schools now with behavioral issues because of their experiences 

with drug withdrawals as a baby,” said Bell, who has been working with newborns for more than 30 years. 

“I don’t believe it is anything life threatening, but there are problems long term.” 
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HEADLINE 02/05 UN: Rohingya crisis endangers region 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/rohingya-crisis-endanger-regional-security-

52838780?   

GIST The U.N.'s human rights chief warned Monday that Myanmar's persecution of the Rohingya Muslim 

minority has the potential to spark regional conflict. 

 

Zeid Ra'ad al-Hussein reiterated while in Indonesia that acts of genocide and ethnic cleansing may have 

occurred in the campaign of violence against Rohingya that sparked an exodus of nearly 700,000 people to 

neighboring Bangladesh. 

 

"Myanmar faces a very serious crisis with a potentially severe impact on the security of the region," Zeid 

said in a speech to a rights conference at Indonesia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

 

"It is sometimes said that today's human rights violations will become tomorrow's conflicts," he said. "If 

the Rohingya crisis were to spark a broader conflict based on religious identities, the ensuing disputes 

could be a cause for great alarm." 

 

Zeid said the spasms of violence that began in August and sparked the refugee crisis were the culmination 

of five decades of discrimination and violence against Rohingya in Myanmar's Rakhine state. 

 

The government of predominantly Buddhist Myanmar denies any atrocities have taken place and insists 

Rohingya are illegal immigrants. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Bitter cold Midwest; record high California 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/bitter-cold-upper-midwest-california-braces-record-breaking/story?   

GIST A developing system in the central U.S. brought light snow Saturday to parts of the upper Midwest, 

including Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and Michigan.  

 

Snowfall totals have been generally light from Minnesota to southern Michigan with 1 inch to 3 inches in 

general falling in the aforementioned areas. But across northern Michigan, enhanced lake effect snow 
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dumped around 4 inches to 5 inches of snow. And near Watertown, New York, lake effect snow dumped 

nearly 10 inches of new snow.  

 

Fast forward to Sunday morning, and more light snow is falling across the Ohio River Valley and into the 

western Appalachian mountains. Winter weather advisories have been posted for much of the hillier areas 

from Northern Georgia to New York. During the day on Saturday, new snow will fall from Kentucky to 

Maine. Locally, 1 inch to 4 inches of snow will fall, with possibly slightly higher totals in New York State 

and in the Appalachians in Central Pennsylvania.  

 

Some of the precipitation is falling as a mixture in the northern suburbs of Atlanta, extreme western South 

Carolina, North Carolina and southwest Virginia. The risk for icy conditions will continue from northern 

Georgia through western Maryland through this morning. Locally, over a tenth of an inch of ice is 

expected in that region through Sunday morning.  

 

Parts of the upper Midwest, including Minneapolis and Fargo are under a wind chill advisory Sunday 

morning due to wind chills as low as -20 degrees to -30 degrees. Frost bite could set in as soon as 30 

minutes in these conditions. The wind chill advisory will expire and end at noon on Sunday, as 

temperatures will "moderate" during the afternoon and evening in Minneapolis.  

 

Another disturbance will move towards the Midwest on Monday. On Monday night, a quick burst of snow 

should arrive near Chicago and Indianapolis, just in time for the evening commute. This disturbance will 

fizzle out by the time it reaches the Appalachians. Accumulations will be light.  

 

On Tuesday, another disturbance will form in the south central U.S. that should bring some more rain to 

the Southeast. There is increasing concern that some ice and snow could develop on the northern side of 

this system and hamper travel Tuesday night from Oklahoma and Kansas to the Tennessee/Kentucky 

Valley.  

Over on the West Coast, there is a chance for records to be broken Saturday across parts of California. 

High temperatures from New Mexico to Washington will be nearly 10 degrees to 20 degrees above 

average in some spots.  

 

The current drought monitor is showing a significant part of the southern U.S. in some form of a drought. 

Of most concern is parts of Arizona, northern Texas, and western Oklahoma where extreme drought has 

developed. Parts of southern California are back into the severe drought category.  

 

While the Southeast has been starting to get a few good shots of beneficial rain, there is currently no rain 

in the forecast for the entire southwest U.S. through the next 7 days. The February climate outlook is 

showing likely drier than average conditions for this region of the country. Unless a significant pattern 

change were to take place in the next 1-2 months, as we head towards the end of winter and beginning of 

spring, it seems drought will continue to be a developing story across the southwest US. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Amtrak train on wrong track in crash 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/amtrak-passenger-train-collides-freight-train-sc-injuries/story?   

GIST A Miami-bound Amtrak train appeared to be on the wrong track when it collided with a freight train in 

South Carolina early Sunday, killing two people and injuring 116, according to authorities.  

 

Robert Sumwalt, chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board, said at a news conference Sunday 

afternoon that the track the Amtrak train was on had been manually switched and "lined and locked." It 

caused it to divert from the main line and onto a side track, where the freight train was parked.  

 

"Of course key to this investigation is learning why that switch was lined that way because the expectation 

is the Amtrak would be cleared and would be operating straight down" the main line, Sumwalt said.  
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South Carolina Gov. Henry McMaster said at a news conference that a CSX freight train appeared to be on 

a loading track when the Amtrak train with 147 people aboard slammed into it at 2:35 a.m. in Cayce, 

South Carolina, just east of Columbia. 

 

"It appears that the Amtrak was on the wrong track," McMaster said at the news conference midday 

Sunday. "They weren't supposed to be meeting right there by the bridge, clearly. And it may be a time 

factor, but that's what it appears to me. But I defer to those who are experts in that and do have the correct 

information, but it appears that Amtrak was on the wrong track."  

 

The two people who died were the train conductor and engineer, the county coroner said.  

 

Amtrak officials said in a statement that they are "deeply saddened" by the deaths of its employees and 

that the agency is cooperating fully with the National Transportation Safety Board and the Federal 

Railroad Administration in the investigation of the crash. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Amtrak train collides w/freight train 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/amtrak-passenger-train-collides-freight-train-sc-

injuries/story?id=52826058&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST At least 2 people are dead and at least another 70 injured after an Amtrak passenger train collided with a 

freight train in South Carolina early Sunday morning, officials said.  

 

The two deaths occurred in the Amtrak train, not the freight train, Lexington County Coroner Margaret 

Fisher confirmed.  

 

Injuries ranged from minor cuts to broken bones, a spokesman for the South Carolina Emergency 

Management Division told CNN. 

 

Amtrak initially said in a statement, "Amtrak Train 91, operating between New York and Miami, came in 

contact with a CSX freight train at around 2:35 am in Cayce, South Carolina."  

 

The statement continued, "The lead engine derailed, as well as some passenger cars. There were 8 crew 

members and approximately 139 passengers, with injuries reported. Local authorities are on the scene 

responding. More information will be provided as available." 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Troopers false statements botch probe 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/homicide-charge-dismissed-against-driver-of-car-that-

killed-cyclist-outside-spokane/  

GIST The woman who crashed into and killed a bicyclist on New Year’s Day last year on Highway 2 in Eastern 

Washington will no longer face a vehicular homicide charge after defense attorneys successfully argued 

that State Patrol troopers made false statements in affidavits to obtain search warrants. 

 

As a result of the botched investigation, the Spokane County Prosecutor’s Office did not oppose a request 

in December to dismiss the vehicular homicide charge against Melissa A. Paul, 28, with prejudice, 

meaning it cannot refile those charges against her in the future. 

 

“Instead of saying they lied, that the information in the affidavit was wrong, (prosecutors) dismissed it,” 

Assistant Public Defender Anna Nordtvedt said. “I would expect that it would at least be investigated 

because, certainly, the video does not show what is reflected in the affidavit.” 
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State Patrol spokesman Trooper Jeff Sevigney said his office learned that the case had been dismissed 

under allegations of false statements by troopers only after a reporter’s inquiry Friday. 

 

“We will be following up with the prosecutor’s office next week to determine what happened in the 

matter,” he said. 

 

Around 4 a.m. Jan. 1, 2017, Paul’s 2004 Toyota 4Runner drove deep onto the shoulder of westbound 

Highway 2 near Flint Road. The SUV then struck 44-year-old Ty M. Olds, who was either riding or 

walking next to a bicycle, near the Rusty Moose Bar and Grill. 

 

The collision forced Olds’ body into and partially through the Toyota’s windshield, and he was declared 

dead at the scene. 

 

Nordtvedt said she never learned why Olds was riding or walking with a bicycle at 4 a.m. 

 

Trooper Joe Leibrecht initially responded to the wrong location but eventually located the damaged 

4Runner about 30 minutes after the collision. Troopers Robert Spencer and Troy Corkins later arrived to 

assist the investigation. 

 

Also inside the SUV was a passenger Stephan A. Goodwin. Troopers reported finding baggies with small 

amounts of both methamphetamine and cocaine in the car and later charged Goodwin with felony 

possession with intent to distribute.  

 

When the troopers asked Paul to undergo field sobriety tests, the case began to fall apart. 

 

According to charging documents, Leibrecht noted that Paul missed one step in the “walk and turn” test. 

The documents say Trooper Spencer later conducted a second test, and she again missed a step in the 

“walk and turn” test. The troopers then had Paul blow into a portable device that showed Paul had a blood 

alcohol content of 0.067 percent. The legal limit to drive is 0.08 percent. 

 

A WSP sergeant then “asked Trooper Spencer to complete a blood warrant for Paul.” 

 

Paul and Goodwin were booked into the Spokane County Jail, and both were initially held on $150,000 

bonds. Paul later had her bond reduced to $30,000, but she served three months in jail and temporarily lost 

custody of a child, Nordtvedt said. 

 

“I just got into the case late in the game,” Nordtvedt said, noting she assisted another public defender, John 

Whaley. “Then I watched the video. They have her in the affidavit wobbling and missing steps. She did 

perfectly, not just once, but twice.” 

 

The video also contains audio of the troopers discussing how well Paul performed on the tests. 

 

“One says that he does not see any impairment, that he thought he smelled alcohol, but doesn’t think it was 

her,” Nordtvedt wrote. The troopers “decided that based on the lack of impairment” the portable breath test 

“would not be administered.” 

 

But they later gave Paul the test anyway. 

 

“The affidavit does not state that a trooper shoved a PBT machine in Ms. Paul’s face without cause to 

administer the test, and also fails to mention that the trooper did not inform Ms. Paul that the test was 

purely voluntary,” Nordtvedt wrote. 

 

At one point, one of the troopers says on the video: “I don’t know how I am going to get a warrant,” she 

wrote. 

 

“One only need view the body camera of Trooper Leibrecht … to see that there are numerous false 
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statements and omissions in the affidavit in support of the blood warrant,” Nordtvedt wrote. 

 

She filed a motion to dismiss the case in November, and Deputy Spokane County Prosecutor Katherine 

McNulty did not object. Superior Court Judge James Triplet dismissed the case on Dec. 19. 

 

“Because impairment cannot be established by the probable cause affidavit, the warrant for blood is 

therefore invalid,” Triplet wrote. “Aside from impairment, there are no other grounds to support further 

action.” 
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HEADLINE 02/04 State cancels salmon farm’s lease 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/state-cancels-salmon-farms-lease  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. -- The state has canceled the lease for a Cypress Island salmon farm where thousands 

of fish were accidentally released in August. 

 

Hillary Franz, the state lands commissioner, announced on Sunday the termination of the lease for Cooke 

Aquaculture. It raises Atlantic salmon on the site and leases land from the Department of Natural 

Resources. 

 

Last week, the state fined Cooke $332,000 for alleged violations of Washington state water quality laws 

because of the salmon release. 

 

Cooke Aquaculture Pacific failed to adequately clean nets holding farmed salmon, leading to a net pen 

failure last summer that allowed the fish to swim away into Puget Sound, officials said in a report 

compiled by the state's departments of fish and wildlife, ecology and natural resources. 

 

The nets failed because they were excessively laden with mussels and other marine organisms, the report 

said. That increased the drag on the nets from tidal currents and overwhelming their mooring system, the 

report said. 

 

On Sunday DNR said in a letter to Cooke that its failure to maintain the facility “in good order and repair, 

in a clean, attractive, and safe condition” is a clear violation of the lease and the basis for termination, the 

agency said in a news release. 

 

“Cooke has flagrantly violated the terms of its lease at Cypress Island,” Franz said in the news release. 

“The company’s reckless disregard endangered the health of our waters and our people, and it will not be 

tolerated. 

 

“On behalf of all Washingtonians, and in fulfillment of my duty to protect our state’s waters, I am 

terminating the lease.” 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Iran: world ‘closer to annihilation’ 

SOURCE http://www.france24.com/en/20180204-iran-usa-nuclear-policy-closer-annihilation  

GIST The United States' new nuclear policy brings humanity "closer to annihilation", Iran's Foreign Minister 

Mohammad Javad Zarif has said. 

 

His comments late Saturday came a day after the Pentagon revealed plans to revamp its nuclear arsenal, 

largely in response to a perceived renewed threat from Russia.  

 

Zarif said the new policy was "in violation" of the international Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). 
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"The US Nuclear Posture Review reflects greater reliance on nukes in violation of the #NPT, bringing 

humankind closer to annihilation," Zarif said on Twitter.  

 

Zarif said the same impulse was driving the United States to undermine the 2015 nuclear deal with Iran, 

which President Donald Trump has demanded be renegotiated.  

 

"Trump's obduracy in killing the #JCPOA stems from the same dangerous imprudence," Zarif wrote, using 

the technical name for the nuclear deal.  

 

The latest Nuclear Posture Review published by the Pentagon called for a larger arsenal of smaller, low-

yield nuclear weapons to act as a more "credible" deterrent to threats, particularly from Russia.  

 

The NPT, which came into force in 1970 and has been signed by almost all countries including the United 

States, calls on nations "to achieve at the earliest possible date the cessation of the nuclear arms race and to 

undertake measures in the direction of nuclear disarmament". 

 

Iran's nuclear deal, reached with six world powers, lifted some international sanctions in exchange for 

curbs to its nuclear programme.  

 

Trump has consistently attacked the accord and said in January he would not continue to waive sanctions 

unless new restrictions were placed on Iran's missile programme and wider actions in the Middle East.  

 

The other parties -- Britain, France, Germany, Russia and China -- as well as the European Union have 

strongly defended the deal, saying it has achieved its aim of limiting Iran's ability to build a nuclear 

weapon. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 EU warns US on trade: will hit back 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/eu-official-warn-us-trade-eu-hit-back-52826554?   

GIST A senior European Union official is warning that the 28-nation bloc will hit back if U.S. President Donald 

Trump takes trade measures against it. 

 

EU budget commissioner Guenther Oettinger told Sunday's edition of Germany's Welt am Sonntag 

newspaper: "If European exporters have to pay tariffs, that will become a two-way street. Then U.S. 

exporters will have to pay tariffs here." 

 

Trump expressed his annoyance with EU trade policy a week ago, saying that it "may morph into 

something very big." The EU then said it stands ready to hit back "swiftly and appropriately" if Trump 

imposes unfair trade measures. 

 

Oettinger said: "Anyone who uses the instrument must know that we also have it. And the European 

market is at least as big as the American one." 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Israel deportation notices to Africans 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/israel-begins-distributing-deportation-notices-

africans-52826248?   

GIST Israeli authorities have begun distributing deportation notices to thousands of African migrants. 

 

In letters delivered Sunday, Israel says the migrants have 60 days to accept the offer to leave the country 

for an unnamed African destination in exchange for $3,500 and a plane ticket. Those who don't by Apr. 1 

will be incarcerated indefinitely. 
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Some 40,000 migrants, nearly all from Eritrea and Sudan, fled danger for the safety and opportunities of 

Israel in recent years. Many have expressed fear of being sent to Rwanda, their likely destination. 

 

The deportation plan has sparked outrage in Israel, where groups of pilots, doctors, writers, rabbis and 

Holocaust survivors have appealed to have it halted. They say the deportations are unethical and would 

damage Israel's image as a refuge for Jewish migrants. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 NKorea slams ‘State of Union’ address 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/north-korea-slams-trumps-state-union-address-

52826350  

GIST North Korea on Sunday slammed President Donald Trump's State of the Union address and said its nuclear 

capabilities would "deter Trump and his lackeys from showing off on the Korean peninsula." 

 

In his address last week, Trump said that "no regime has oppressed its own citizens more totally or brutally 

than the cruel dictatorship in North Korea." 

 

"We need only look at the depraved character of the North Korean regime to understand the nature of the 

nuclear threat it could pose to America and to our allies," Trump said. 

 

On Sunday, a North Korean foreign ministry official shot back at the president. 

 

"If Trump does not get rid of his anachronistic and dogmatic way of thinking, it will only bring about the 

consequence of further endangering security and future of the United States," the official said, in 

comments carried by the North's official Korean Central News Agency. 

 

The official disputed Trump's claim in his address that the United States had "made incredible progress 

and achieved extraordinary success" over the last year, calling it "the height of Trump-style arrogance, 

arbitrariness and self-conceit." 

 

Trump also said in his speech that the U.S. was "waging a campaign of maximum pressure" to prevent 

North Korea from being able to attack the U.S. with nuclear weapons. 

 

The foreign ministry official said that North Korea's "self-reliant defense capability with the nuclear force 

as its backbone will, however, completely deter Trump and his lackeys from showing off on the Korean 

peninsula." 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Greeks rally in Athens over name 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/protesters-gathering-athens-macedonia-rally-

52825895?   

GIST Well over 100,000 protesters from across Greece converged Sunday on Athens' main square to protest a 

potential Greek compromise in a dispute with neighboring Macedonia over the former Yugoslav republic's 

official name. 

 

Hundreds of charted buses brought protesters in from around the country to the Greek capital, while more 

people arrived on ferries from the islands. Traffic was blocked throughout the city center and three major 

subway stops were closed. 

 

Chanting "Hands off Macedonia!" and "Macedonia belongs to Greece!" tens of thousands of protesters 

converged on Syntagma Square in front of parliament, many waving flags bearing the Star of Vergina, the 
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emblem of the ancient Greek kingdom of Macedonia. 

 

Police officials estimated the attendance at 140,000. Organizers, who claimed 1.5 million were protesting, 

used a crane to raise a massive Greek flag over the square. 

 

"We are trying to show the politicians ... that they must not give up the name 'Macedonia'," said 55-year-

old protester Manos Georgiou. 

 

About 700 left-wing and anarchist protesters set up a counter-demonstration nearby, bearing banners 

calling for Balkan unity. 

 

Dozens of riot police were deployed to keep the two demonstrations separate. 

 

Suspected far-rightists attempted to attack the counter-demonstration, but were prevented by police, who 

used stun grenades and tear gas to hold them back. The far-rightists responded by throwing rocks at police. 

There were also reported incidents of anarchists attacking some bikers. 

 

The name dispute broke out after Macedonia gained independence from Yugoslavia in 1991. 

 

The country is recognized by international institutions as the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 

even though about 130 countries refer to it simply as Macedonia. Many Greeks refer to it by the name of 

its capital, Skopje. 

 

Greece argues use of the name implies territorial claims on its own province of Macedonia, home of one of 

the most famous ancient Greeks, Alexander the Great. 

 

Officials in Skopje counter that their country has been known as Macedonia for a long time. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Strong quake off east Taiwan coast 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/strong-earthquake-strikes-off-taiwans-east-coast-

52828611?   

GIST A strong and shallow earthquake struck off Taiwan's east coast on Sunday night, but there were no 

immediate reports of any injuries or damage. 

 

The U.S. Geological Survey said the magnitude-6.1 quake's epicenter was 14 kilometers (9 miles) 

northeast of the city of Hualien, at a depth of just 7.8 kilometers (4.9 miles). Shallow quakes tend to cause 

more damage than deeper ones. 

 

Taiwan's Central News Agency said the island's earthquake monitoring agency registered seven tremors 

around that time, with the strongest recorded at a magnitude of 5.8 and a depth of 16 kilometers (10 

miles). 

 

Earthquakes frequently rattle Taiwan, but most are minor and cause little or no damage. However, a 

magnitude-7.6 quake in central Taiwan in 1999 killed more than 2,300 people. In 2016, a shallow 

earthquake in southern Taiwan killed at least two dozen people. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Fire breaks out Seattle homeless camp 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/no-injuries-after-fire-at-seattle-homeless-encampment  

GIST SEATTLE -- Firefighters responded to a homeless encampment fire early Saturday morning were about 

three to four tents were engulfed in flames, according to the Seattle Fire Department. 
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The incident happened between Interstate 5 North and Interstate 90 going eastbound in Seattle. 

 

Wooden pallets and propane tanks that had vented reportedly contributed to the intensity of the fire, 

Seattle Fire said. 

 

There were no reported injuries. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 DNR changes firefighting approach 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/washington-dnr-changes-approach-to-fighting-wildfires/281-

514130871  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash. -- Leaders from state and local fire agencies are changing their way of thinking when it 

comes to fighting wildfires. 

 

After the Carlton Complex and the Okanogan Complex fires, it was clear that changes were needed. 

 

KREM 2 talked to some folks at Department of Natural Resources and they agreed Washington fire 

seasons are changing. They are starting earlier and lasting longer. It is not just a June, July and August 

problem anymore. There is now a shift in how our firefighters, state and local, are trying to keep the fires 

we do get from getting any worse. 

 

DNR is now bringing staff on earlier than they ever have before to get them trained so they can be in place 

and ready to go as soon as the fire call comes in. In fact, they have already started. In the Northeast region 

of our state, we are also bringing in more aircraft to be pre-positioned and on standby. There is nothing 

that can replace air support in a big wildfire, so those kinds of planes and choppers are critical. 

 

There is also a greater effort underway to keep the fires from getting that big in the first place. So right 

now, there is a big emphasis on hazardous fuels reduction on private land, state, and federal land. We are 

talking about places like Fish and Wildlife land, Colville National Forest, DNR land, or Riverside State 

Park that will all be seeing fuel reduction, clearing away that lower brush and debris that burns so easily 

and allows those fires to climb and spread. DNR officials said Stevens County, and Okanogan County 

have a lot of land that needs attention, as well as Ferry, Pend Orielle and Spokane County. 

 

The reduction may come in the form of prescribed burns. This is something that just has not been done 

much lately at all, and they are trying to get back to that because they know it makes a difference. It may 

also come in the form of additional prison crews from Airway Heights. DNR said those initial attack crews 

are instrumental in the immediate response of a major fire. So, they are hoping to expand that program 

even more. 

 

Lastly, those federal, state and local agencies are going to start doing a lot more inter-agency training. 

Learning how to work and communicate with each other better than in the past, pooling their resources, 

and making sure they are taking advantage of every tool we have to protect lives and property. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Flu epidemic is not letting up 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/flu-epidemic-is-not-letting-up-with-42-states-report-high-levels-

of-activity/  

GIST The flu epidemic is not letting up. Forty-two states saw high levels of activity last week. 

 

So far this season, 53 children have died. 
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"We're seeing deaths increase in children and in adults," said Dr. Anne Schuchat is acting director of 

the Centers for Disease Control. "So far this year, 53 children have died from influenza. So it's proving 

to be a very difficult season." 

 

That's in part because this season the most common virus is H3N2, which typically means more cases, 

hospitalizations and death, especially among the elderly. 

 

On top of that, a report from Canada out this week found the vaccine has only been 17 percent effective 

against that strain of the flu. 

 

Still doctors and public health officials say vaccination is still the best defense from flu. Someone who 

gets flu, after receiving the flu shot, is less likely to suffer severe symptoms.  

 

"We may have several weeks left in this year's flu season," Schuchat said.  

 

There is widespread flu activity in every state across the country, except Oregon and Hawaii. In 

Minnesota, where Super Bowl LII will be played in Minneapolis, the name of the game is disinfecting. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 NKorea derides military parade criticism 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/04/asia/north-korea-military-parade-criticism/index.html  

GIST (CNN)North Korea dismissed South Korea's "improper remarks" over the country's plans to hold a 

military parade before the Winter Olympics begin this week, North Korean state newspaper Rodong 

Sinmun reported. 

 

On Saturday, North Korea described the South Korean calls to cancel the military parade a ploy by 

"wicked, narrow-minded and tricky" politicians who engage with "pro-U.S. flunkeyism." 

 

North Korea plans to show off dozens of long-range missiles during a February 8 parade, sources with 

deep knowledge of North Korea's intentions told CNN last week. 

 

The parade is expected to include dozens of intercontinental-range Hwasong-15 missiles, which the North 

Koreans test-fired for the first time in late November, the sources said. 

 

The display of "hundreds" of missiles and rockets would be an attempt "to scare the hell out of the 

Americans," one of the sources said. 

 

The back-and-forth between North and South is testing what has been hailed as a breakthrough in inter-

Korean talks -- the North's decision to participate in the Winter Olympics’. 

 

But North Korea said on Saturday that South Korea's critical stand on the parade was taken by anti-

reunification forces. 

 

It's a point of view that North Korea says is going "against the desire of the nation and the trend of the 

times" and would "only bring about the consequences of souring the successful opening of the Winter 

Olympics," the newspaper reported. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 China acquires Sri Lanka port 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/03/asia/china-sri-lanka-string-of-pearls-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)When Sri Lanka's government first looked to develop a port on its southern coast that faced the 

Indian Ocean, it went not to China, but to its neighbor, India. 
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Then-Sri Lankan Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa said he urgently needed funding to transform the 

harbor of his home town and asked Indian officials for help with the project. 

 

New Delhi showed little interest in funding a costly and massive port construction project in the 

underdeveloped fishing village of Hambantota, a district that had been crushed by the Indian Ocean 

tsunami in 2004. 

 

"It was offered to India first. I was desperate for development work, but ultimately the Chinese agreed to 

build it," Rajapaksa said in an interview with Singapore's Straits Times in 2010. 

 

Beijing invested $1.5 billion in 2010 to build the port. 

 

The venture was considered economically unviable and indeed, in the years that followed, the port sat 

empty and neglected, and Sri Lanka's debt ballooned. 

 

But India's economic foresight might have cost it in terms of strategic geopolitics, since the debt incurred 

on the port and the surrounding infrastructure undertakings now belong to its great rival. 

 

China's official licensing of the port in December last year gives it yet another point of access over a key 

shipping route, and the prospect of providing it with a sizeable presence in India's immediate backyard and 

traditional sphere of influence, bringing China closer to India's shores than New Delhi might like. 

 

Moreover, Sri Lanka's decision to sign a 99-year lease with a Chinese state-owned company for the 

Hambantota port to service some of the billions it owes to Beijing has some observers concerned other 

developing nations doing business with China as part of China's One Belt One Road initiative might fall 

into similar financial straits. 

 

A trap, they warn, that may well have them owing more than just money to Beijing. 

 

"China is, in many cases, the only party with the interest and the capital to deliver on these projects," said 

Jeff Smith, a research fellow on South Asia at the Heritage Foundation in Washington DC. "The relevant 

question for everyone is: at what cost?" 

 

Jeff Smith points out that along with the Hambantota port investments, Beijing loaned Sri Lanka $200 

million in 2010 for a second international airport and a year later a further $810 million for the "second 

phase of the port project." 

 

There was more. $272 million for a railway in 2013 and more than $1 billion for the Colombo Port City 

project, ventures that hired mostly Chinese workers (one Sri Lankan report put the number of Chinese 

workers dedicated to projects in 2009 at 25,000), and all with money Sri Lanka could barely afford to 

repay. 

 

By 2015, Sri Lanka owed China $8 billion, and Sri Lankan government officials predicted that 

accumulated foreign debt -- both owed to China and other countries -- would eat up 94% of the country's 

GDP. 

 

After an equity swap, an IMF bailout and more control over the projects ceded to Beijing, the terms of the 

debt were restructured, giving Sri Lanka some breathing space. 

 

In 2017, however, the Hambantota port proved too costly for Sri Lanka to sustain. 

 

"They (the Chinese) called in the debt, and the debt has been paid by Sri Lanka giving them the 

(Hambantota) port. That port then gives them not only a strategic access point into India's sphere of 

influence through which China can deploy its naval forces, but it also gives China an advantageous 

position to export its goods into India's economic sphere, so it's achieved a number of strategic aims in that 

regard," said Malcolm Davis, senior analyst at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute in Sydney. 
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"This is part of a determined strategy by China to extend its influence across the Indian Ocean at the 

expense of India and it's using Sri Lanka to achieve it," he said. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Syria denies US chem. weapons claim 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-turkey-expand-operation-syrian-kurds-

52815940?   

GIST The Latest on the situation in Syria (all times local): 

 

9:15 p.m. 

 

Syria's Foreign Ministry has dismissed as "null and void" U.S. accusations that President Bashar Assad's 

government is producing and using "new kinds of weapons" to deliver deadly chemicals despite 

committing to abolish its program in 2013. 

 

The ministry said in a statement on Saturday that Syria confirms the American statements are "nothing 

more than lies" based on the accounts of what the Trump administration called its partners on ground. 

 

Syria also says that reports by Western-backed media outlets about Damascus using chemical weapons "is 

a new version of U.S. and Western desperate intentions to create" an excuses to attack Syria. 

 

President Donald Trump has not ruled out additional military action to deter attacks or punish Assad, 

administration officials said earlier this week, although they did not suggest any action was imminent. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Colombia opens Venezuela border shelter 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/colombia-opens-border-shelter-venezuelans-fleeing-

crisis-52821864?   

GIST Colombia's government has opened its first shelter for Venezuelans who are pouring across the border in 

ever-larger numbers to escape their nation's economic crisis. 

 

The bare-bones shelter opened Saturday near the border city of Cucuta will provide shelter of up to 48 

hours for 120 people a day. Pregnant mothers, the elderly and minors who entered the country legally will 

be given priority. It will be administered by the Red Cross. 

 

Cucuta has been overwhelmed in recent weeks by an increasingly large exodus of Venezuelans. Many are 

sleeping on the streets and crime in the city has spiked as gangs recruit and take advantage of the desperate 

migrants. 

 

Some 35,000 Venezuelans cross into Colombia each day, many of them settling in with relatives or 

making short trips to buy food and medicine that has been scarce for years back home. 

 

But the numbers have surged in recent months, with an estimated 200,000 now looking to stay, as four-

digit inflation plunges the oil-rich nation deeper into the abyss. 

 

Not all of them have been embraced amid growing hysteria that the economic refugees are stealing jobs 

and overwhelming already-stretched resources. 

 

Last week, authorities deported 130 Venezuelans who entered the country illegally and were sleeping 

outdoors on a basketball court in Cucuta. Migration authorities are also seeking to toughen enforcement of 

migration laws even as it extends from 90 days to two years the amount of time Venezuelans can remain in 
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the country. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 China criticizes US nuke adversary claims 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/china-criticizes-us-nuclear-adversary-claims-

52824439  

GIST China on Sunday criticized a U.S. government report that cast Beijing as a potential nuclear adversary and 

called on Washington to reduce its own much larger arsenal and join in promoting regional stability. 

 

A Defense Ministry statement said China's nuclear arsenal is the "minimum level" required for security. It 

pledged never to be the first to use nuclear weapons "under any circumstances." 

 

The sweeping U.S. nuclear strategy review issued Friday said Washington wants to prevent Beijing from 

mistakenly concluding that any use of nuclear weapons, however limited, is acceptable. 

 

"The Chinese side expresses firm opposition" to the report, said a ministry spokesman, Ren Guoqiang. 

 

"We hope the U.S. will abandon a Cold War mentality and earnestly shoulder its special and prior 

responsibility for its own nuclear disarmament," said Ren. 

 

The ruling Communist Party's military wing, the People's Liberation Army, has the world's fifth-largest 

nuclear arsenal, with 300 warheads, according to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute. 

The United States and Russia each have about 7,000 warheads, or about 20 times as many as Beijing. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Yemen stalemated civil war rages on 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/yemens-rebel-held-capital-stalemated-war-rages-

52825761  

GIST In the rocky highlands outside of Yemen's rebel-held capital, it quickly becomes clear how the Arab 

world's poorest country remains mired in a stalemated civil war. 

 

Soldiers and militiamen loyal to Yemen's internationally recognized government describe having a 

tantalizing view on a clear day of Sanaa's international airport from the moonscape mountains. The price is 

a steady barrage of incoming fire on the exposed hillside from Shiite rebels, known as Houthis, that makes 

any further advance treacherous, even with the aid of Saudi-led airstrikes. 

 

The nearly three-year civil war, pitting the Saudi-led coalition against the rebels, has killed more than 

10,000 people, displaced 2 million and helped spawn a devastating cholera epidemic — and yet the front 

lines have hardly moved. 

 

"In mountainous areas like this it's difficult. The American Army struggled with that in Afghanistan," 

Yemeni Maj. Gen. Nasser Ali al-Daibany told Associated Press reporters who were granted access to the 

front lines on a tour organized by the Saudi-led coalition. "But for us this won't slow us down ... because 

our boys, our fighters, were trained in these mountains, so they are the sons of this area." 

 

The comparison to Afghanistan, where the U.S. war is now 16 years old, feels apt. 

 

Yemen has also seen decades of conflict, first with the 1960s civil war that ended North Yemen's 

monarchy. Fighting between Marxist South Yemen and the north followed. Yemen unified in 1990, but 

resentment persisted under 22 years of kleptocratic rule by Ali Abdullah Saleh. 

 

Yemen's 2011 Arab Spring protests ultimately forced Saleh to resign, but he continued to wield power 
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behind the scenes and maintained the loyalty of many armed forces commanders. In 2014 he formed an 

alliance with the Houthis — who he had gone to war with in the past — and helped them capture the 

capital, Sanaa. 

 

Saudi Arabia entered the conflict the following year, at the head of an Arab coalition heavily supported by 

the United Arab Emirates. They have sought to restore the internationally recognized government, led by 

President Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi, who is based in Saudi Arabia and whose rule is largely confined to 

the southern port city of Aden. 

 

Riyadh views the Houthis as an Iranian proxy, and both Saudi Arabia and the United States say Tehran has 

provided the long-range missiles the rebels have fired into the kingdom. While Tehran supports the 

Houthis, it denies arming them. 

 

The Saudi-led coalition has waged a devastating air campaign, repeatedly striking markets, medical 

facilities and civilian targets. The U.N. has attributed over half of reported child civilian casualties in the 

conflict to the coalition, and calls Yemen the worst humanitarian crisis in the world. 

 

As the war has dragged on, it has become more muddled, with internal conflicts erupting on both sides. 

Saleh broke with the Houthis last year and appeared to switch sides, only to be gunned down by the rebels. 

In recent days, southern separatists backed by the UAE have clashed with forces loyal to Hadi in Aden. 

Al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula, long seen as one of the most sophisticated offshoots of the global 

terror network, has exploited the chaos to regroup. 

 

"Yemen has become in many senses a 'chaos state,' a place where the central government has either 

collapsed or lost control of large segments of the territory," Chatham House expert Peter Salisbury 

recently wrote. "Yet 'chaos' is a relative term. Although Yemen indeed appears to be chaotic from the 

outside . it contains its own internal logic, economies and political" powers. 

 

All that can be seen in Marib, a province bordering Saudi Arabia and the northeastern highlands held by 

the Houthis. Nearly every man and some boys have Kalashnikov assault rifles slung over their shoulders, 

making it difficult to tell civilians from combatants at first glance. Many drivers don't bother with license 

plates. 

 

Saudi Arabia backs Marib's local governor, Sultan al-Aradah. He holds power with tribal militias and 

fighters from Islah, Yemen's main Sunni Islamist political party with ties to the Muslim Brotherhood, of 

which the UAE remains wary. Irregular forces man checkpoints across the province, and gunfire echoes 

day and night in the provincial capital. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Tax filing season begins 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/business/what-you-need-to-know-as-tax-filing-season-begins/  

GIST Tax season has begun — the Internal Revenue Service officially began accepting individual returns 

Monday — so it’s time to get your documents organized if you haven’t already. 

 

While much attention has been paid to the federal tax overhaul, most provisions will not affect tax returns 

filed this year for 2017, said Lisa Greene-Lewis, a tax expert with TurboTax. 

 

There is at least one change, though, that tax filers may want to consider as they fill out forms this year. 

“Folks should take a close look at their medical expenses,” said Melissa Labant, director of tax policy and 

advocacy with the Association of International Certified Professional Accountants. 

 

The tax law expanded the availability of the deduction for medical expenses not just for 2018 but also for 

2017. The deduction previously applied to medical expenses over 10 percent of adjusted gross income, but 

the law lowered the bar to 7.5 percent for those two years. (So if your adjusted gross income is $40,000, 
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you can write off medical expenses over $3,000, rather than over $4,000.) But there is a catch: You must 

itemize to take the deduction. After 2018, the bar is scheduled to move back up to 10 percent. 

 

The IRS says it expects to issue most refunds within three weeks for electronically filed returns (refunds 

for paper returns can take several weeks longer). Last year, the average refund was just under $3,000. 

 

But anti-fraud measures first put in place for last tax season will continue to affect the delivery of tax 

refunds for people who claim the earned-income tax credit or the additional child tax credit. By law, the 

IRS can’t issue refunds for such filers before mid-February. The agency said it expected filers who claim 

those credits to receive refunds no earlier than Feb. 27, if they choose direct deposit and there are no other 

problems with their returns. 

 

Many filers claiming those credits tend to file early because they depend on their tax refunds to pay off 

holiday credit-card debt or other bills. Nearly 70 percent of clients filing with tax preparer Jackson Hewitt 

Tax Service in January and February 2017 received at least one of those credits, according to the company. 

 

In large part because of those delays, some tax-preparation chains are offering no-fee, zero-interest 

advances of refunds. 

 

The advances — often issued on a debit card — are generally safer than the notorious refund anticipation 

loans that such services offered in the past, which were often larded with high interest charges and fees, 

said Chi Chi Wu, a lawyer with the National Consumer Law Center. But, she cautioned, tax filers typically 

must have their returns prepared by the company to get the no-fee advance, and tax-preparation fees vary 

widely. So it’s sometimes hard to know if the package is a good deal. “Tax- preparation fees are very 

opaque,” she said. 

 

Wu noted that there are free tax-preparation services available for eligible filers through the IRS’s 

Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program. 

 

At least one online service, offered by Credit Karma, promotes a no-fee online tax- preparation service as 

well as no-fee advances of up to $1,000. 

 

Here are some questions and answers about tax season: 

 

Q: When is the filing deadline this year? 

A: Taxpayers have an extra two days to file this year. The federal deadline is Tuesday, April 17. The usual 

deadline, April 15, falls on a Sunday, and April 16 is a holiday in Washington, D.C. 

 

Q: Why does my Form W-2 have a special code on it? 

A: As part of an expanded test to reduce tax fraud and identity theft, the IRS has assigned 16-character 

codes to some W-2 forms to help verify income data on electronically filed tax returns. If you see a code 

on your W-2, you’ll be asked to include it on your return. (The code isn’t used for returns filed on paper, 

according to the IRS.) The codes will appear on roughly a quarter of all W-2 forms, the agency said. 

 

Q: How can I track my tax refund? 

A: The IRS recommends using its IRS2Go app for smartphones or its online refund tool to check the 

status of refunds. Filers claiming the earned-income credit or the additional child tax credit, however, 

won’t see updates for projected refund dates before Feb. 17, the agency has said. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Tribes: stop LNG plant construction 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/889078/northwest-tribes-ask-gov-to-halt-tacoma-plant-construction/  

GIST TACOMA, Wash. (AP) — The Puyallup Tribe and leaders from 14 other Northwest Tribes have called on 

Gov. Jay Inslee to stop the construction of Puget Sound Energy’s liquefied natural gas plant on Tacoma’s 
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Tideflats until an environmental review is complete “and all permit requirements are satisfied.” 

 

The News Tribune reported Friday the letter reiterated that there was no consultation with the Puyallup 

Tribe when planning for the plant was underway. 

 

Last week, the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency called for additional environmental review of the proposed 

plant before it can get a required air permit. 

 

That review is expected to take several months and will look at greenhouse-gas emissions that are created 

throughout the entire life cycle of the project. 

 

Puget Sound Energy officials have repeatedly said liquefied natural gas is a much cleaner-burning fuel 

than the bunker fuel that ships have historically run on. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Lewis Co. pays to settle harassment  

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/889079/lewis-county-paid-350k-to-settle-harassment-claim/  

GIST CENTRALIA, Wash. (AP) — Lewis County paid out $350,000 last May to settle a sexual harassment and 

retaliation claim filed against the county and superior court by a former court manager. 

 

Records obtained by The Centralia Chronicle shows that former county drug court manager Jennifer Soper 

reached a settlement with Lewis County and others in May. 

 

Soper filed a tort claim in December 2016 against Lewis County seeking $800,000 in damages. 

 

She accused former Lewis County Superior Court Judge Nelson Hunt of sexually harassing her over a 

period of nine years and the county of wrongful termination. 

 

In documents, the county said the settlement is a compromise of disputed claims and not an admission of 

liability. 

 

Hunt on Thursday denied the allegations and told the newspaper he was not in favor of settling the claim. 

 

Hunt had sought an injunction to block the release of the documents. But a Cowlitz County Superior Court 

judge ordered the release Thursday with some redactions. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Another government shutdown looms 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-immigration/no-progress-on-dreamers-as-another-u-s-

shutdown-looms-idUSKBN1FM2MY  

GIST STERLING, Va./ WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, W. Va. (Reuters) - The U.S. Congress made no notable 

progress this week toward a deal on the status of 700,000 “Dreamer” immigrants, with President Donald 

Trump saying on Friday that one “could very well not happen” by a deadline next month. 

 

Whether the lack of progress signaled the possibility of another federal government shutdown next week 

was unclear, but it worried the Dreamers, young people who were brought illegally into the United States 

as children. 

 

Trump said last year that he would end by March 5 a program that was set up by former President Barack 

Obama to protect the Dreamers from deportation, and he urged Congress to act before that date. No action 

has resulted. 
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“We want to make a deal,” Trump said at an event in Virginia with U.S. Customs and Border Protection 

officials. And he blamed Democratic lawmakers for the impasse. 

 

“I think they want to use it for political purposes for elections. I really am not happy with the way it’s 

going from the standpoint of the Democrats,” he said. 

 

Democrats have said repeatedly that they want protections written into law for the Dreamers, who were 

given temporary legal status by Obama’s Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, 

which lets them study and work in the United States without fear of deportation. 

 

Republicans, who control Congress, are undecided on what to do about DACA and the Dreamers. They 

ended a three-day retreat at a mountain resort in West Virginia on Friday not much nearer to consensus 

than they were a week ago. 

 

The partisan standoff caused a partial shutdown of the federal government for three days last month after 

Congress failed to pass a stopgap spending measure needed to keep the lights on at federal facilities across 

the country. 

 

The House of Representatives plans to vote on Tuesday on legislation to keep federal agencies operating 

beyond Feb. 8, when existing funds expire, a senior House Republican aide said. 

 

The aide did not provide details, however, on the duration of this latest-in-a-series of temporary funding 

measures. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Pentagon plans nuke weapons expansion 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/02/03/pentagon-announces-plan-to-expand-nuclear-arsenal-

in-face-russian-threat.html  

GIST The Pentagon plans to develop two "low-yield" nuclear warheads to be launched from ballistic-missile 

submarines and warships, to send a message to Moscow -- which the Trump administration accuses of 

amassing a stockpile of tactical nuclear weapons.  

 

The new plan is outlined in Defense Secretary Jim Mattis's Nuclear Posture Review, released Friday 

afternoon. 

 

"Expanding U.S. tailored response options will raise the nuclear threshold and help ensure that potential 

adversaries perceive no possible advantage in limited nuclear escalation, making nuclear weapons 

employment less likely," the new review said. 

 

The Pentagon says Russia’s buildup of similar "low-yield" nukes is the reason it must match the threat. 

 

“The United States would only consider the use of nuclear weapons in extreme circumstances,” said 

Deputy Defense Secretary Patrick M. Shanahan.  “Extreme circumstances could include significant non-

nuclear strategic attacks,” he added without offering specifics.   

 

Russian and Chinese officials were briefed by State Department officials Friday morning about the nuclear 

posture review. 

 

It's the first such review in seven years, but much has changed since 2010, when the U.S. unilaterally 

reduced portions of its nuclear arsenal.   

 

“Over the past decade, while the United States led the world in these reductions every one of our potential 

nuclear adversaries has been pursuing the exact opposite strategy,” said Deputy Energy Secretary Dan 

Brouillette.  “These powers are increasing the numbers and types of nuclear weapons in their arsenal.” 
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After Russia annexed Ukraine's Crimean Peninsula, it deployed nuclear-capable intermediate range 

missiles to Kaliningrad, a Russian enclave on the border with Poland, leaving NATO leaders feeling 

helpless. 

 

"Russia's nuclear saber-rattling is unjustified, destabilizing and dangerous," said NATO Secretary General 

Jens Stoltenberg in 2015.  Any deployment of nuclear forces to Crimea would “fundamentally change the 

balance of security in Europe,” he added. 

 

Russia is bound by a decades-long arms treaty, known as the INF, from deploying ground-launched 

intermediate-range missiles.  The Pentagon has accused Russia of violating the treaty, noting that Russia is 

also developing nuclear depth charges, torpedoes and anti-aircraft missiles among its 2,000 tactical nukes. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Germany: NKorea exploited embassy 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/german-intel-chief-north-korea-embassy-

procurement-52815939?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The head of Germany's domestic intelligence agency says North Korea has used its embassy in Berlin to 

acquire equipment apparently intended for its missile or nuclear programs. 

 

The comments by BfV agency head Hans-Georg Maassen were released by NDR public television 

Saturday before a documentary airing next week. Maassen said of the embassy: "We have seen that 

procurement activities took place from there, from our point of view with a view to the missile program 

and in part also the nuclear program." 

 

He added that "if we see such things, we prevent them," but it isn't always possible to recognize them and 

the activities often involve goods usable for either civilian or military purposes. 

 

Pyongyang has faced increasing U.N. sanctions in response to its nuclear and ballistic missile tests. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 FBI investigates Honolulu PD officers 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/fbi-investigating-honolulu-officers-allegedly-forcing-suspects-

mouth/story?id=52813827&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST The FBI is investigating four Honolulu Police Department officers who allegedly forced a suspect to place 

his mouth on a urinal in a public restroom, officials announced Friday. 

 

Police Chief Susan Ballard said the officers were responding last Sunday afternoon to a 911 call about a 

person trespassing at a public restroom in the Keeaumoku area of Honolulu, ABC affiliate KITV reported. 

 

Ballard said an officer reported the alleged urinal incident, leading to an internal investigation. The victim 

was also located by police. 

 

The Honolulu Police Department then referred the case to the FBI. 

 

"If true, these allegations violate the core value of what HPD stands form," Ballard said. "Our officers are 

sworn to uphold the rights of all persons and I expect every officer to treat every member of the public 

fairly and with respect. Personally I'm appalled." 

 

Honolulu Mayor Kirk Caldwell said in a statement Friday, "Police Chief Susan Ballard has done the 

absolutely right thing by referring the alleged misconduct by four Honolulu police officers to the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation for further review. Although these officers are presumed innocent, we need an 
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independent agency to investigate exactly what occurred and whether these officers engaged in civil rights 

abuses." 

 

Caldwell continued, "Chief Ballard has promised to transform the Honolulu Police Department from a 

warrior mentality to a guardian mentality, and this is an approach to community policing that I 

wholeheartedly support." 
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HEADLINE 02/02 CDC: more children dead from flu 

SOURCE http://www.cnn.com/2018/02/02/health/flu-weekly-surveillance-feb-2/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Sixteen flu-related deaths were reported Friday by the US Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention in its weekly flu report. This brings the total number of pediatric flu-related deaths to 53 for the 

season, which began in October. 

 

According to the report, influenza activity is now widespread in 48 states and Puerto Rico, down from 49 

states in the previous two weeks. Oregon joined Hawaii in lower activity levels for the week ending 

January 27. 

 

"Our latest tracking data indicate that flu activity is still high and widespread across most of the nation and 

increasing overall," said Dr. Anne Schuchat, the acting CDC director. "So far this year, the cumulative rate 

of hospitalizations is the highest since we've been tracking in this way, which goes back to 2010. 

 

"This is a very difficult season," she said. 

 

The CDC also recorded an uptick in the percentage of patients who visited health care providers 

complaining of influenza-like illness across the nation: 7.1% of patients for the week ending January 27, 

up from 6.5%, the newly revised estimated from the previous week. 

 

"We have not hit our peak yet, unfortunately," CDC spokeswoman Kristen Nordlund said. "Really, the 

bottom line is, there is still likely many more weeks to go." 
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HEADLINE 02/03 NKorea dodging sanctions w/fish firms 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/03/africa/north-korea-mozambique-sanctions-intl/index.html  

GIST Maputo, Mozambique (CNN)On the surface, there is nothing remarkable about this sleepy fishing port in 

Maputo. 

 

But hidden from view, wedged between the other boats and ships docked there, are the rusty Susan 1 and 

Susan 2. These are not ordinary fishing vessels, but sanctions-busting trawlers manned by crews from 

North Korea. 

 

Pyongyang's interest in a couple of aging African trawlers may seem odd at first. But fishing is big 

business in Mozambique -- it's one of the country's most lucrative industries. North Korea wants a slice of 

that much-needed cash, and boats are easy to move and conceal. 

 

Joint fishing ventures are just one area of illicit trade the two countries are engaged in. In a months-long 

investigation, CNN uncovered a secret web of front companies, military cooperation and elite-forces 

training deals between North Korea and Mozambique, all in violation of international sanctions, according 

to United Nations investigators. 

 

Documents reviewed by CNN show that the cooperation is sealed with illegal contracts worth millions of 

dollars. The money is funneled through regionally based North Korean diplomats to Pyongyang, some 
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7,500 miles away. 

 

US officials have long maintained that the money from ventures like this goes straight into North Korean 

leader Kim Jong Un's notorious nuclear slush fund, known as Office 39. 

 

With crippling sanctions squeezing the pariah state, Kim needs hard currency to further develop his 

nuclear and ballistic missile programs. 

 

The Trump administration wants to stop the money flowing. Tougher UN and US sanctions, sustained 

pressure on China and executive orders are all part of Washington's playbook to squeeze North Korea. 

The plan, so far, doesn't appear to be working. 

 

North Korea earned nearly $200 million by exporting coal and other banned commodities between January 

and September 2017 in violation of UN sanctions, according to an unpublished UN report. 

 

The report, sections of which have been obtained by CNN, found that North Korea "is already flouting the 

most recent resolutions by exploiting global oil supply chains, complicit foreign nationals, offshore 

company registries and the international banking system." 
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HEADLINE 02/03 UN: NKorea violating sanctions 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/03/politics/north-korea-un-report-sanctions/index.html  

GIST (CNN)North Korea earned nearly $200 million from exporting coal and other banned commodities last 

year in violation of UN sanctions, according to a new United Nations report. 

 

The report was authored by a panel of experts investigating North Korea and has been sent to a UN 

committee on North Korea. CNN has obtained key sections of the report from a UN diplomat who is not 

authorized to speak publicly. 

 

CNN has not reviewed the entire document. 

 

Despite numerous rounds of international sanctions, North Korea exported almost all the commodities that 

had been prohibited in the resolutions between January and September of last year, the report indicates. 

It also indicates that North Korea exported coal to China, Malaysia, Russia and Vietnam, in addition to 

falsifying documents to conceal the origin of the coal. 

 

China has consistently denied breaching sanctions. 

 

Investigators highlighted that North Korea "is already flouting the most recent resolutions by exploiting 

global oil supply chains, complicit foreign nationals, offshore company registries and the international 

banking system," the document states. 

 

Investigators also suggested that Pyongyang has supplied weapons to Syria and Myanmar. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Hawaii ‘button pusher’ blames others 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/03/us/hawaiis-false-alarm-sender-speaks/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The man who says he sent out the false ballistic missile alert last month in Hawaii that caused more 

than a half hour of panic said Friday he thinks he is being treated unfairly, and he was positive at the time 

the drill was real. 

 

The man, who said he doesn't want to be identified for security reasons, was fired by the Hawaii 
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Emergency Management Agency (HI-EMA) earlier this week. He told CNN on Friday that he feels 

terrible about what happened, but he did what he was trained to do. 

 

He hopes that by speaking out, he can help prevent a similar incident from happening in the 49 other 

states. 

 

The drill began on the morning of January 13 as the man, who had been with the agency for 11 1/2 years, 

according to his lawyer, and his coworkers were just logging on to their computers at the beginning of 

their shifts, he said. 

 

"I thought 100 percent it was real," said the former employee, who said he had been involved in about five 

prior missile drills. 

 

The man said this time he never heard "exercise, exercise, exercise" over the secure phone for emergencies 

because someone picked up the handset before transferring it to a speaker. 

 

The man said he heard the words "This is not a drill" in a voice he did not recognize and reacted as he was 

trained to do. He went on his computer and used a pull-down menu to send out the alert. 

 

Bruce Oliveira, who conducted an HI-EMA investigation into the incident, said earlier this week that five 

other employees in the room heard the guidance that it was an exercise. 

 

Oliveira, who retired from the Hawaii National Guard as brigadier general, also told reporters, "When it 

became apparent that the real-world alert was issued," the employee who sent it out "seemed confused, he 

froze and another employee had to take over his responsibilities." 

 

The employee "had a history of confusing drill and real-world events," Oliveira said. 

 

The man disagreed with the state's version of what happened and said there was no one in the room that 

said it was a drill. 

 

The man blamed the incident on a variety of factors -- it was shift change, he and others lacked training, 

the drill was unannounced -- for the alert that wasn't corrected for 38 minutes. 

 

He also said protocols for the drills he was involved in changed each time. 

 

"The (state and the Federal Communications Commission) have false information in the reports," the man 

said. 

 

Attorney Michael Green said his client was a scapegoat. 

 

"No one was ready for this day," Green said by phone. "They were not ready and they were not 

programmed to do what they were supposed to do when this happened." 

 

Green and his client pointed out there was no safeguard measures to withdraw the alert. Employees had to 

call in people from the IT department to get it canceled. The former employee said the whole thing was a 

failure in planning from top to bottom. 

 

An internal investigation found "that insufficient management controls, poor computer software design 

and human factors contributed" to the alert and a delayed correction message. 

 

Maj. Gen. Joe Logan, Hawaii's state adjutant general, said Vern Miyagi, administrator of the state 

emergency management agency, resigned Tuesday. 

 

Miyagi accepted full responsibility for the incident and the actions of his employees, Logan said. Another 

employee was suspended without pay and a third employee resigned before any disciplinary action was 
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taken, Logan said. 

 

Logan said he appointed Brig. Gen. Moses Kaoiwi, director of joint staff with the Hawaii National Guard, 

as interim agency administrator. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Virtual currencies worldwide backlash 

SOURCE http://www.nationmultimedia.com/detail/asean-plus/30337965  

GIST TOKYO - A worldwide trend is gaining strength towards more strictly regulating virtual currencies that 

are traded online. 

 

China has gone so far as to ban the trading of virtual currencies, and Europe and the United States are 

searching for ways to strengthen regulations.  

 

In Japan, an exchange that lost a huge amount of virtual currency was subjected to an on-site inspection by 

the Financial Services Agency on Friday. The virtual currency market, which has grown extremely 

rapidly, appears to be at a turning point.  

 

On Thursday, the Indian Finance Minister Arun Jaitley indicated in a speech to the nation’s parliament that 

his government would seek to put a stop to illegal financing and other transactions linked to virtual 

currencies. The government does not consider crypto-currencies legal tender, he said in the speech.  

 

Virtual currency markets have subsequently seen a significant sell-off, reflecting concerns that the markets 

could be more tightly regulated worldwide.   According to CoinDesk, a website that specializes in virtual 

currencies, the price of one bitcoin (BTC) temporarily fell below $8,000 on Friday. This represents a drop 

of about 30 per cent compared to five days before, and is less than half of the peak value of about $20,000, 

reached in mid-December 2017.  

 

There has long been concern that the strong anonymity offered by virtual currencies will lead to malicious 

use, such as money laundering. Moreover, virtual currencies have been repeatedly stolen via cyber-attack 

as the rapid worldwide growth in the usage of virtual currencies has led exchange operators to hold vast 

amounts of customer assets.  

 

Behind the calls for increased regulation also lies a dramatic increase in the number of people who hold 

virtual currencies for speculation purposes.  Asian countries have taken a particularly hard line. China, 

which once had the largest trading volume in the world, now has the strictest rules.   

 

China’s central bank, the People’s Bank of China, implemented a total ban on initial coin offerings (ICO), 

in which companies and other vendors raise funds from investors by issuing their own virtual currencies or 

coins. China has essentially banned trading in virtual currencies, which has caused exchanges to close.  

 

Chinese authorities say they acted because of negative effects on the financial market, but some analysts 

believe China wants to stop capital flight overseas.  Indonesia’s central bank, Bank Indonesia, indicated in 

January that it would not permit virtual currency trading. Europe and the United States are also exploring 

regulations. Senior officials of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and others are scheduled to 

testify Tuesday in a U.S. Senate hearing on virtual currency scams and ICOs.   

 

Germany and France have called for international cooperation. They are expected to jointly propose 

regulations at a March meeting of finance ministers and central bank governors from the Group of 20 

nations.  

 

Japan was one of the first in the world to introduce a registration system for exchanges by establishing 
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relevant legislation that takes virtual currencies into account as a means of payment. However, rather than 

being used for payment, virtual currencies are being used more as a financial product for speculation 

purposes.  

 

So Saito, a lawyer who is knowledgeable about virtual currencies, said Japan’s regulations “did not 

envision [this kind of situation] and have not kept up with the current state of affairs.” Concerns have been 

voiced over a general lack of transparency — including suspected market manipulations — for some 

virtual currencies and exchange operators. Some corporations have started to review their stances toward 

virtual currencies.  

 

Peach Aviation, a low-cost carrier, announced Friday that it would indefinitely postpone a plan to allow 

customers to purchase tickets using bitcoin. The latest virtual currency theft will likely lead to heightened 

discussion in Japan regarding whether, or how, its regulatory scheme should be reassessed. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Cybercrime threat growing in Australia 

SOURCE http://www.technologydecisions.com.au/content/security/news/cybercrime-threat-growing-in-

australia-407713585#axzz56E2NMZt5  

GIST Cybercrime in Australia grew by more than a quarter in 2017, the second-highest rate of growth among 

seven countries surveyed by Accenture and the Ponemon Institute. 

 

The average Australian business experienced 53 security breaches last year, up by 25% from 2016 but still 

well below the global average of 130, the survey indicates. 

 

The most costly attack types involve malicious insiders, phishing and social engineering, with each attack 

costing well over $100,000. Meanwhile businesses are spending around a third of their security costs on 

detection. 

 

The most expensive consequences of cyber attacks in Australia are business disruption and information 

loss. 

 

But despite the rising scale and severity of attacks, the research shows that only 24% of Australian 

businesses have implemented AI and 32% have implemented analytics into their cybersecurity systems 

and processes. 

 

By contrast, 64% of Australian respondents have deployed security intelligence systems and 60% have 

installed identity and access governance. 

 

“With cyber incidents on the rise, and ever evolving in terms of scale and sophistication, Australian 

businesses should ensure they are appropriately prepared,” Accenture Security Asia Pacific Managing 

Director Josh Kennedy-White said. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Terror groups eye infrastructure attacks 

SOURCE https://www.thenational.ae/world/europe/isil-likely-to-switch-to-cyber-war-after-battlefield-loss-

1.701733  

GIST ISIL and other terrorist groups are turning to the underworld to try to secure tools to carry out cyber-

attacks on critical infrastructure. 

 

Terrorist groups have taken part in low-grade “cyber vandalism” and their ability to wage more damaging 

attacks will only increase, according to a former operations chief at the UK’s spy centre GCHQ. 
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Many of the required tools to launch crippling attacks are becoming increasingly available on criminal 

markets on the so-called Dark Web, part of the world wide web that needs special software to penetrate. 

 

Committed extremists could seek to accelerate those efforts by recruiting knowledgeable insiders, said 

Conrad Prince in a report for government-backed insurance company Pool Re. “A well-placed insider can 

go a long way to simplifying the work involved in delivering a destructive cyber-attack,” he wrote. 

 

He cited the case of Rajib Karim, a former IT worker for British Airways, who used his position to 

investigate how to cause international travel chaos by bringing down the airline’s systems. He was jailed 

for 30 years in 2011 for plotting to blow up a plane. 

 

Mr Prince said that as ISIL lose control of more physical territory it seemed likely that they would focus 

their efforts on cyberspace. “The cyber conflict… has a long way to run yet,” he wrote. 

 

“Their capability to do so is limited at present, but all the trends indicate that their ability to deliver such 

attacks will increase over time.” 

 

ISIL has so far failed to carry out any major successful cyber-attack in part because of the targeting of its 

cyber experts by the US and other anti-ISIL forces, according to the most recent internet threat assessment 

published by the European Union’s policing agency Europol. 

 

It said that the concerted action had led to a scaling down of the activities of Pro-ISIL hackers - such as a 

group known as the “United Cyber Caliphate”. 

 

The group had specialised in the publication of “kill lists” of potential targets in the US and UK and called 

on followers to “kill them wherever you found them”. There has been no confirmed incident of anyone 

being targeted on the list. 

 

Many previous known cyber-attacks amounted to little more than attention-grabbing stunts and hacks of 

public accounts, rather than the penetration of critical infrastructure. Junaid Hussain, a British militant who 

was killed in a US drone strike in Syria in 2015, was believed to have been involved in obtaining the 

passwords of the US Central Command’s Twitter account to briefly send pro-ISIL messages. 

 

He was jailed in the UK for six months while part of a hacking group known as Team Poison after hacking 

the address book of former UK premier Tony Blair and publishing information. He also was involved in 

tying up the phonelines of a UK anti-terror hotline. 

 

“The absence of any major cyber-attacks by terrorist organisations can be interpreted as the result of not 

enough technical skills on their side, at least for the present time,” Europol said in its internet organised 

crime threat assessment for 2017. 

 

Despite the apparent amateurish nature of some of the hacks, the 2017 Europol report concluded that the 

militants’ receptiveness to new technologies and a stated commitment to waging the fight in the virtual 

world “leaves little room for complacency”. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 ‘Great British firewall’ blocked 54M attacks 

SOURCE https://www.ft.com/content/ece41146-081c-11e8-9650-9c0ad2d7c5b5  

GIST UK security chiefs took down more than 120,000 fake websites last year and blocked 54m malicious 

online attacks as part of a “great British firewall” designed to stop cyber criminals targeting the public for 

money and secret data.  

 

According to a report to be released on Monday, GCHQ’s National Cyber Security Centre says its “active 

defence programme” has led to a 2 per cent reduction in the volume of global “phishing” and “malware” 
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attacks hosted in the UK since July 2016.  

 

While the report, seen by the Financial Times, does not cover severe cyber attacks launched by hostile 

state actors such as North Korea or Russia, the NCSC said it was the first time the UK had outlined the 

scale of what it called “commodity attacks” that caused “the majority of people the majority of harm”. 

 

Ciaran Martin, chief executive of the NCSC, who warned last month that it was a question of “when not 

if” a big cyber attack hit the UK, launched the active cyber defence initiative in September 2016, 

announcing plans to work with internet companies to tighten online security. 

 

Spoofing and phishing attacks fool people into handing over personal details through seemingly legitimate 

emails purported to be from trusted organisations and government departments. They are one of the most 

commons types of attack. 

 

The email usually redirects people to a fake website that then either infects the user’s computer or asks 

them to input their details. Hackers can also target a service provider’s domain name service — the 

internet’s phone book — to automatically launch malware, software that can disrupt or penetrate a 

computer system. 

 

The NCSC said that while there was some overlap between hostile state actors who employed similar 

tactics, the vast majority of attacks were run by criminal gangs who looked to profit from selling on 

people’s data or hacking into their bank accounts. 

 

“You don’t need to beat cyber crime — and it would be unrealistic to think we could,” said Ian Levy, 

technical director for the NCSC. “But we do want to make it as hard as possible and that means making it 

as unprofitable and risky as we can for cybercriminals to act in the UK.” 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Fraudulent money transfers on rise 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/fraudulent-money-transfers-352k-on-1/  

GIST Cybercriminals are using ever-more sophisticated methods to exploit human weaknesses in an 

organization’s cyber-defenses, including business email compromise (BEC, or fraudulent instruction 

scams), which are significantly on the rise and costing businesses crippling damage. 

 

Claims data recorded by Beazley, a specialist provider of cyber-insurance, indicates that organizations are 

facing an increased threat to their operations from fraudulent instruction scams. The number of incidents 

reported to Beazley Breach Response Services (BBR Services) quadrupled in 2017, with policyholders 

incurring losses ranging from a few thousand dollars up to $3 million. With claims amounts in 2017 

averaging $352,000, fraudulent instruction has rapidly become a significant financial threat to many 

organizations. 

 

In the gambit, criminals use hacking and phishing techniques to accumulate information that allows them 

to send plausible-looking requests to transfer funds to bogus accounts. In addition to losing money, 

organizations may also have to conduct exhaustive systems analysis to ensure that individuals’ personal 

and private data has not been compromised. 

 

“Cybercriminals are finding new ways of getting organizations to part with their hard-earned cash,” said 

Katherine Keefe, global head of BBR Services. “In 2017 we saw fraudulent instruction emerge as a new 

trend which offers significant reward for the perpetrators in return for little effort but brings potentially 

devastating financial consequences for the victim." 

 

The top three industry sectors affected in 2017 were professional services (22% of the total reported to 

Beazley), financial services (21%) and retail (12%), but incidents are growing across all sectors, and in 

particular where single large transactions, such as real estate purchases, are involved, the firm found. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Japan raids hacked crypto exchange 

SOURCE http://www.securityweek.com/japan-raids-hacked-crypto-exchange-bitcoin-plunges-further  

GIST Japanese authorities on Friday raided virtual currency exchange Coincheck, a week after the Tokyo-based 

firm lost $530 million in cryptocurrency to hackers. 

 

The raid comes as bitcoin dipped below $9,000 for the first time since November after India said Thursday 

it would take measures to prevent the use of cryptocurrencies. 

 

The search of Coincheck's headquarters in Tokyo's Shibuya district was carried out by the Financial 

Services Agency, which had already slapped the company with an administrative order following the hack. 

 

"We have launched an on-site inspection to ensure preservation of clients' assets," Finance Minister Taro 

Aso said at a briefing. 

 

Japanese officials have suggested Coincheck lacked proper security measures, making itself vulnerable to 

theft. 

 

The January 26 hack, which saw thieves syphon away 523 million units of the cryptocurrency NEM, 

exceeds the $480 million stolen in 2014 from another Japanese virtual currency exchange, MtGox. 

 

Earlier this week, Japan's FSA gave Coincheck until February 13 to investigate the cause of the incident, 

"properly" deal with clients, strengthen risk management and take preventive measures. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Court: UK ‘snooper’s charter’ unlawful 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/uks-snoopers-charter-inconsistent-with-eu-law-says-court-of-

appeal/article/741570/  

GIST Earlier this week the Court of Appeal found the UK's Data Retention and Investigatory Powers Act 2014, 

commonly known as the Snoopers' Charter, unlawful as far as the prevention, investigation, detection and 

prosecution of serious crimes are concerned. 

 

The Data Retention and Investigatory Powers Act was passed in 2014 to enable the government to carry 

out mass surveillance and to collect data belonging to citizens to prevent or investigate serious crimes in 

the UK.  

 

However, soon after it was passed, the law drew criticism from concerned citizens for being too draconian 

and for giving enormous and unvetted powers to authorities to carry out surveillance and to collect 

sensitive data belonging to citizens. 

 

The criticism had its desired effect. Following a petition by MP Tom Watson who challenged the law, the 

Court of Appeal found Section 1 of the 'Snoopers' Charter' unlawful and in violation of EU law for 

allowing authorities to collect data when the objective was not strictly restricted to fighting serious crime, 

and for allowing access without prior review by a court or an independent administrative authority. 

 

"The common-sense approach taken by the judges will ensure that the most contentious part of the 

“snooper's charter” – the carte blanche ability to collect data with neither a warrant nor oversight – will 

have to be swiftly removed," said Lee Munson, security researcher at Comparitech.com. 

 

He added, 'While no-one in their right mind would argue against surveillance of legitimate terrorist and 

criminal targets, this Act went way too far in casting a dragnet over ordinary citizens while failing to 
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address the fact that the bad guys are actually quite adept at using technology, such as encryption, that the 

Bill simply cannot legislate against. 

 

"Talking of which, it will be interesting to see how a rewrite of the Investigatory Powers Act affects the 

government's views on technology and its obsession with backdoors, not to mention its lack of 

understanding of either,' he added. 

 

In November last year, the Home Office conceded that certain provisions in the Snoopers' Charter were 

too far-reaching and thus introduced the new Investigatory Powers Act to rectify rights violations. 

However, Liberty, the human rights group that represented Watson in the Court of Appeal, said that the 

new legislation did not fully comply with past court rulings requiring mandatory safeguards and is now 

challenging it in a separate case along with Watson. 

 

"Ministers aren't above the law – they don't get to pick and choose which rights violations they address and 

they can't haggle with the courts to avoid properly protecting people's freedom. All of the fundamental 

safeguards demanded by the court must now be implemented," said Watson. 

 

The Court of Appeal's ruling has also been backed by the Internet Services Providers' Association. In a 

statement, the association said that it always backed a legal framework "that would comply with existing 

rights and rulings so that it would not be revisited on a regular basis". 

 

It continued: "We feel it is imperative that the Government fully and unambiguously meet the 

requirements of the court's judgment as it consults on additional safeguards to the Investigatory Powers 

Act, including independent authorisation for communications data acquisition requests. A failure to do so 

could lead to a situation in the near future where the UK's regime is again open to further challenge and 

has to be revisited once more." 
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HEADLINE 02/02 APIs ‘mushrooming’ security risk 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/application-security/apis-pose-mushrooming-security-risk/d/d-

id/1330966  

GIST The application economy has now become the API economy. And as the importance of application 

programming interfaces (APIs) grows within the enterprise, organizations must keep their security top-of-

mind, lest they put the entire software stack at risk. 

 

Software is powering digital disruption today and the secret sauce to this success is not just the features of 

the software itself, but how well it integrates with other software. Integrations between internal 

applications across business groups, with external platforms and applications held by partners, and with 

other consumer-based applications on customer devices is what fuels business success today. APIs are the 

glue that holds all these integrations together. 

 

But APIs deployed without security measures expose organizations to yet another class of attack vectors. 

 

"APIs represent a mushrooming security risk because they expose multiple avenues for hackers to try to 

access a company's data," explains Terry Ray, CTO of Imperva. "To close the door on security risks and 

protect their customers, companies need to treat APIs with the same level of protection that they provide 

for their business-critical web applications.” 

 

Nevertheless, APIs remain greatly important for business and IT strategy. 

 

"The greatest revenue potential (APIs) provide is removing barriers to growing revenue by integrating 

platforms and apps so organizations can quickly launch new business models and scale fast," explains 

Louis Columbus, an enterprise software strategist and principal at IQMS, a manufacturing ERP vendor, in 

a Forbes piece last year. 
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What's more, APIs are also fueling new methods of developing and deploying software. As organizations 

seek means to deliver and tweak software faster, they're increasingly breaking up large monolithic code 

bases into smaller chunks of independent code called microservices. Advanced organizations develop 

applications using segmented microservices that fit together like bricks into a larger software structure, 

making it easier to execute quick changes to parts of the software without accidentally breaking something 

else in the code base. But these microservices must interface with one another, and it takes APIs to 

accomplish that. 

 

According to a study out this week from Imperva, these trends in software strategy have translated to the 

kind of proliferation where the typical organization is managing an average of 363 APIs within their 

application ecosystem. So, the obvious question for cybersecurity is where do the risks lie?  

 

According to the survey, more than two-thirds of organizations expose APIs to the public in order to 

enable partners and external developers to hook into the power of their software. This kind of exposure 

may open up a world of business opportunity, but it also brings risk to the table. Among the 250 IT and 

security practitioners questioned, the biggest proportion - 39% - were most concerned about the risks that 

bots and DDoS attacks posed to APIs. 

 

Nearly a quarter of respondents also expressed concerns about authentication enforcement, a tricky topic 

when it comes to allowing access to only some data within an application without exposing other sensitive 

data. A bank, for example, might want its application to easily interface with other consumer applications, 

but wouldn't want its credentials shared with those applications on sign-on. And that's just the start of the 

threat exposure. 

 

Some 76% of organizations report that they currently treat API security differently than Web security. 

Only about 63% of organizations use a Web application firewall to secure their APIs. Approximately 63% 

also report using an API gateway, though that number does bump up to 80% for public-facing APIs. 

Meanwhile, fewer than half of organizations use runtime application self-protection (RASP) to prevent 

attackers from tampering with or reversing API code for future attacks. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 UK: role of internet in radicalization 

SOURCE http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/far-right-darren-osborne-police-terrorism-radicalise-

a8190386.html  

GIST Police will “look at the role of the internet” in the rapid radicalisation of terrorists in the wake of the 

Finsbury Park mosque attack, a leading anti-terror officer has said. 

 

Dean Haydon, of the Metropolitan Police, said that “some individuals could look at material today and 

decide to go and do an attack later on this evening”. 

 

Finsbury Park attacker Darren Osborne is thought to have been radicalised within the space of a few weeks 

before he carried out his van attack last year. 

 

On Thursday he was found guilty of murder. The trial heard how Osborne became “obsessed” with far-

right material online in the lead-up to the 19 June attack. 

 

The material he accessed was “unpalatable” but difficult to police, however, Mr Haydon said. 

 

The head of Scotland Yard’s counter-terror command said: “We have to be alive to the fact that people are 

accessing this material and they are using it to self-radicalise, and that’s what happened in this case.” 

 

He added: “Yes, there’s material as I said that’s unpalatable, not particularly pleasant, but it doesn’t cross 

the threshold in relation to either a crime or a terrorism offence – and that’s really difficult for us then to 
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police. 

 

“It is out there, people can access it and – as we’ve seen in this case – it certainly affected Osborne in the 

way it did and certainly played a key part in his radicalisation. 

 

“Some of this material is easily accessible, so we have to look at the role of the internet.” 

 

Mr Haydon, who described the far-right as an “emerging threat”, said: “We are committed to tackling all 

forms of extremism including this particular aspect.” 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Campaign against social media addiction 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/02/05/Tech-experts-launch-campaign-against-social-

media-addiction/9661517812402/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=3  

GIST Feb. 5 (UPI) -- A group of former employees from some of the biggest companies in tech have banded 

together to preach the ills of having too much technology in our lives. 

 

The Center for Humane Technology, founded by Tristan Harris, a former ethicist at Google, has launched 

a lobbying effort with media watchdog group Common Sense Media to build awareness about tech 

addiction, The New York Times reported. 

 

The $7 million ad campaign is expected to target 55,000 public schools across the country. 

 

"There's an invisible problem that's affecting all of society," CHT says on its website. "Facebook, Twitter, 

Instagram, and Google have produced amazing products that have benefited the world enormously. But 

these companies are also caught in a zero-sum race for our finite attention, which they need to make 

money. Constantly forced to outperform their competitors, they must use increasingly persuasive 

techniques to keep us glued. They point AI-driven news feeds, content, and notifications at our minds, 

continually learning how to hook us more deeply-from our own behavior." 

 

CHT says each of the largest social media sites can make people's lives worse in their own way. "Snapchat 

turns conversations into streaks, redefining how our children measure friendship," the group says. 

"Instagram glorifies the picture-perfect life, eroding our self worth. Facebook segregates us into echo 

chambers, fragmenting our communities. YouTube autoplays the next video within seconds, even if it eats 

into our sleep. These are not neutral products. They are part of a system designed to addict us." 

 

Harris says the people associated with his organization and should know because they worked at those 

companies. 

 

"We were on the inside," he told The Times. "We know what the companies measure. We know how they 

talk, and we know how the engineering works." 

 

Jim Steyer, the CEO of Common Sense Media, said on Twitter that the Truth About Tech campaign "will 

initially focus on legislation at the [federal] level." 

 

Steyer said Sen. Ed Markey, D-Mass., is working on introducing legislation that would fund research 

about the effects of technology ad social media on children's brains. 

 

Common Sense Media said its campaign is "modeled on anti-smoking drives and focuses on kids due to 

their vulnerability." 
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HEADLINE 02/03 FBI warns on Facebook child porn video 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/02/03/fbi-asks-people-to-stop-sharing-child-pornography-video-on-facebook/  

GIST Law enforcement officials across the country are asking people to stop sharing a video on Facebook that 

depicts child pornography. 

 

People across the country have contacted media outlets and police departments about the video. Many 

people are sharing the video in hopes of identifying the man shown abusing the child. 

 

Investigators are asking people to stop sharing the video or screenshots of the video on social media — 

and this includes sharing it with police departments and media outlets on Facebook. 

 

“If you saved it, if you posted it to your page, if you sent it to someone else… you’re disseminating child 

porn, and that’s a felony,” Tim Gann, an attorney in Alabama, told WHNT. “If you are in possession of 

(the video), no matter your good intentions, that is also a felony.” 

 

FBI officials and federal prosecutors are investigating the case. There have been multiple reports of a 

suspect being arrested in connection with this case. Because of the nature of the investigation, 

investigators are not confirming any information about arrests. 

 

“Every time it gets posted, the victim in this case gets re-victimized for more people to see what they have 

been subjected to,” Gann said. “There’s no need to repost this video. Law enforcement are doing their 

jobs. They are investigating. They are doing their best to identify the parties. There is no need for social 

media to be involved.” 

 

What should you do if you see the video? 

 

A spokesman for Central Alabama CrimeStoppers said you should report the video to the social media 

platform and call your local law enforcement office. Do not share the video to the department’s Facebook 

page and do not disseminate the video using Facebook Messenger. Do not save the video or screenshots of 

the video on your phone. You can also contact the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children at 

1-800-THE-LOST (1-800-843-5678). 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Email scam takes couple’s money 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/its-gone-scam-takes-tacoma-couples-money-dash-dream-of-buying-

home  

GIST TACOMA, Wash. -- A young couple about to become first-time home buyers had their dreams dashed 

when scammers swiped their $12,000 closing costs. 

 

Serenity Isom said it was all the money they had. 

 

"I'm only 20 years old," said Serenity. "He's only 21. We were going to finally own our home but we fell 

for this stupid scam." 

 

Serenity said it was just a modest home in Tacoma, but it was going to be "their" home. The family with a 

young boy got an email instructing them to wire the $12,000 closing costs to complete the deal. "We were 

just so excited that we sent the money over," said Serenity. "We didn't think twice about it." 

 

The emails had all the right information including the closing date. But Serenity realized it was all a scam 

when she contacted the loan officer. "I called him and like 'Hey the money came in.' and he goes, 'Oh, 

what money?' and my heart just dropped." 

 

She says the bank traced the wired money to a branch in Florida and to a man who had already taken out 

$9,000. "They couldn't arrest him or anything because right now because it's a 'he-said-she-said' kind of 
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thing, and he's taken the money out so it's gone." 

 

"It's heartbreaking," said David Quinlan of the Better Business Bureau. ".. .It puts a fire in my stomach." 

Quinlan said emails can be easily hacked and responses forged. In this case by simply adding the word 

"gmail" to the address. 

 

"Take a deep breath," said Quinlan. "Relax. If you get one of these emails, obviously contact your Realtor 

first to make sure it's authentic." 

 

The Isoms aren't alone. This is a scam that is sweeping the country. Connie Thompson of KOMO News 

has done several stories on it. Her reports say often it's the emails of the mortgage or title companies that 

are hacked. But those companies told Serenity they believe it was he email that was hacked. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Scammers stealing phone numbers 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/scammers-stealing-phone-numbers-from-t-mobile-customers-to-

steal-money/693898809  

GIST REDMOND, Wash. - Redmond Police say they are investigating seven cases of scammers stealing phone 

numbers from T-mobile customers so they can access their bank accounts. 

 

KIRO 7 also discovered another case in Everett, where a woman nearly lost $1,920 when thieves 

attempted the scam on her. 

 

"They basically yeah stole my number - they had my phone cut off," victim Carrie Hartwig said. 

 

The scam is not just specific to T-mobile. Redmond police say the phone porting scam could affect anyone 

with a mobile phone who does not have a second layer of protection, an additional passcode, set up. 

 

Redmond Police spokesperson Andrea Wolf-Buck said they had never seen this specific scam until cases 

started popping up in December. 

 

"People are very creative and inventive with finding ways to steal," she said. 

 

She explained it all starts with thieves getting your personal information: your name, phone number and 

likely your social security number. 

 

Then, in this case, the thieves take their victim's T-mobile phone number, and using that personal 

information, they transfer that number to a Metro PCS phone. That means their Metro PCS phone now has 

the victim's phone number attached to it, and the victim's phone no longer works. 

 

Technology experts say thieves then contact the victim's bank and when they want to reset the password 

on that account, a verification code is sent to the phone number on the mobile device in the scammer's 

hands. That allows thieves to get in and empty out, or at least try to empty out, the account. 

 

"The victims we've seen in the seven different reports we've had --  there's been anywhere from $1,000 to 

$3,000 taken each time," Wolf-Buck said.  

 

KIRO 7 reached out to Bellevue-based T-mobile for comment. Its media relations team did not want to 

talk on camera, but it did provide a link to a part of the T-mobile website dedicated to this scam. It states 

in part, "Our industry is experiencing a phone number port out scam that could impact you."  

 

The site recommends people "call 611 from your T-mobile phone ... [and] create a 6-to-15-digit passcode 

that will be added to your account."  
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If anyone tries to steal your number, "the new carrier will be required to validate the request with T-mobile 

using your passcode." 

 

It's something Carrie Hartwig wishes she had known before. She received a text from T-mobile warning 

her about the scam more than a week after she was targeted. 

 

"I'm angry," she said. 

 

Bellevue Police and Seattle Police said they do not have any cases of using this kind of scam at this point. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Spain extradites Russia hacker to US 

SOURCE https://www.thelocal.es/20180203/spain-extradites-hackware-spammer-to-us  

GIST A Russian man accused of victimizing thousands ofAmericans with ransomware and spam has been 

extradited to the United States from Spain, US officials announced on Friday. 

 

Peter Levashov, 37, was due to appear before a federal judge in Connecticut where he faces hacking, wire 

and email fraud, identity theft and conspiracy charges. 

    

Prosecutors say Levashov ran the "Kelihos" botnet, a network of thousands of infected computers used to 

harvest internet login credentials, distribute bulk spam emails sometimes used for fraudulent "pump-and-

dump" stock promotions and install malicious software on unsuspecting users' computers. 

    

In any given 24-hour period, Levashov's network allegedly generated more than 2,500 spam emails 

advertising such schemes as services to other potential cyber-criminals. 

    

John Cronin, the acting head of the Justice Department's criminal division, said in a statement that the 

extradition proved the US would hunt down international cyber-criminals and "hold them accountable for 

their conduct." 

    

Originally from Saint Petersburg, Levashov was arrested at Barcelona airport on April 7 by Spanish 

authorities acting on a US warrant. Spain's High Court authorized his extradition in October. 

    

Levashov's lawyers in Spain said he had served in the Russian army and worked for President Vladimir 

Putin's United Russia party. 

    

They argued he feared being forced to turn over confidential information to American authorities, but 

Spanish judges rejected these claims. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Rugby, social media aid capture suspect 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/crime/how-rugby-social-media-helped-capture-seatac-deadly-

hit-and-run-suspect/281-513797606  

GIST A man suspected in a deadly hit-and-run in SeaTac Friday was captured, state troopers said Friday night. 

 

The incident occurred on the eastbound State Route 518 on-ramp from Des Moines Way near SeaTac just 

after 2 a.m. A Chevrolet Blazer had run out of gas and was in the gore point, according to Washington 

State Patrol. 

 

The suspect allegedly drove on the on-ramp to 518, then veered into the stopped vehicle, striking and 

killing the 44-year-old man standing outside the passenger door of the SUV. The driver was still in his 

seat. 
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The Washington State Patrol says social media played a huge role in the arrest. They had one important 

clue at the scene. 

 

"A large bag of rugby balls that had fallen out of the truck," said Trooper Chase Van Cleave. 

 

They tweeted out their clues and it didn't take very long. 

 

"The rugby community across the country saw that tweet and we started to receive information and tips," 

said Van Cleave. 

 

With detectives closing in, ultimately, the suspect chose to give up. 

 

"The peer pressure, the commitment to do the right thing by the people who weren't involved and by the 

rugby community convinced him to contact his lawyer and turn himself in," he said. 

 

Troopers were then were told where to find the vehicle, hidden on private property in Des Moines. The 

entire driver's side is badly damaged and it's missing the driver's side rear wheel. 

 

"I think there's just some determination to not be at the scene anymore," said Van Cleave. 

 

Now the truck is impounded, the suspect in jail awaiting his first court appearance. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Super Bowl anti-terror papers on plane 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/05/us/dhs-super-bowl-national-security-documents-left-on-plane-

invs/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The Department of Homeland Security documents critiquing the response to a simulated anthrax 

attack on Super Bowl Sunday were marked "For Official Use Only" and "important for national security." 

 

Recipients of the draft "after-action" reports were told to keep them locked up after business hours and to 

shred them prior to discarding. They were admonished not to share their contents with anyone who lacked 

"an operational need-to-know." 

 

But security surrounding the December 2017 reports suffered an embarrassing breach: 

A CNN employee discovered copies of them, along with other sensitive DHS material, in the seat-back 

pocket of a commercial plane. The reports were accompanied by the travel itinerary and boarding pass of 

the government scientist in charge of BioWatch, the DHS program that conducted the anthrax drills in 

preparation for Super Bowl LII in Minneapolis. 

 

The reports were based on exercises designed to evaluate the ability of public health, law enforcement and 

emergency management officials to engage in a coordinated response were a biological attack to be carried 

out in Minneapolis on Super Bowl Sunday. 

 

The exercises identified several areas for improvement, including the problem that "some local law 

enforcement and emergency management agencies possess only a cursory knowledge of the BioWatch 

program and its mission." 

 

CNN decided to withhold publication of this article until after the Super Bowl after government officials 

voiced concerns that publishing it prior to the game could jeopardize security for the event. A DHS official 

told CNN that areas for improvement identified in the draft reports had been addressed prior to Sunday's 

game and that the agency had "great confidence" in its preparedness. 
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"This exercise was a resounding success and was not conducted in response to any specific, credible threat 

of a bioterrorism attack," said Tyler Q. Houlton, an agency spokeswoman. 

 

Juliette Kayyem, a former DHS official who now serves as a CNN contributor, said it was not surprising 

that the documents highlighted deficiencies. 

 

She said such exercises are designed to expose gaps in planning and preparedness so that authorities "are 

better equipped if something bad were to happen." 

 

Nonetheless, she said, the misplacement of the documents was "a really stupid thing." 

 

"Who knows who else could have picked this up," she said. 

 

"The biggest consequence of this mistake," Kayyem said, "may have less to do with terrorists knowing our 

vulnerabilities and more to do with confidence in the Department of Homeland Security. In the end, 

confidence in the federal government at a time of crisis is what the American public deserves." 

 

In addition to requesting that CNN not publish prior to the Super Bowl, DHS officials argued that 

disclosure of some material contained in the draft reports could threaten national security, regardless of 

when it was published. Based on that concern, CNN is withholding some details contained in the 

documents. 

 

The after-action reports obtained by CNN are based on a pair of exercises conducted as part of DHS's 

BioWatch program, which operates a nationwide aerosol detection system designed to provide an early 

warning of a biological attack across all levels of government. 

 

The exercises -- one in July, the other in early November — were built around the response to an 

intentional anthrax release that coincides with the Super Bowl. 

 

Among the findings was that there were "differences of opinion" over how many people had been 

exposed, "which led to differences of opinion on courses of action." 

 

The reports also noted there was confusion among local health agencies about the meaning of alerts issued 

during the exercise and with whom information could safely be shared during an emergency. 

 

This "made it difficult for them to assess whether their city was at risk," the documents stated, and "creates 

a situation where local officials are deciding on courses of action from limited points of view." 

 

CNN was unable to verify who left the documents on the plane. The travel itinerary and boarding pass 

accompanying the documents was in the name of Michael V. Walter. 

 

Walter, a microbiologist, has been the program manager of BioWatch since 2009, according to his 

LinkedIn profile. 

 

A DHS official said the missing documents were the subject of an "operational review" and that "DHS 

does not comment on personnel matters or potential pending personnel action." 

 

There has been a drumbeat of criticism surrounding the BioWatch program since its inception in 2003. 

Multiple government reports issued over the course of more than a decade have raised questions about its 

cost and effectiveness. 

 

"Since 2003, approximately $1 billion has been spent on this program," according to a 2013 memo by the 

House Committee on Energy and Commerce's oversight subcommittee. "After more than a decade of 

operation, DHS still lacks crucial data demonstrating the effectiveness of the current technology." 
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The report also noted differences of opinion within the government about the program. 

 

"Several statements by DHS about the performance of the BioWatch program are disputed by other 

government scientists or contradicted by information obtained in this investigation," the document said. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Iraq issues ‘most wanted’ terror list 

SOURCE http://www.arabnews.com/node/1239456/middle-east  

GIST BAGHDAD: Iraqi security authorities have revealed a “most wanted” list of people involved in terrorism 

in the country over the the past 14 years. 

 

The list seen by Arab News on Sunday includes about 60 names, mostly of senior aides of the former Iraqi 

president Saddam Hussein, his family members and top Daesh and Al-Qaeda leaders. 

 

Among the most prominent names are Saddam’s daughter, Raghad Saddam Hussien, and his nephews, 

Omar and Ayman Saba’awi, and Ahmed Wattban Ibrahim Al-Hassan. Saddam’s cousin, Rafei’a 

Abdulatief Telfah, is also included. 

 

While some of the names are already on a US wanted list for 55 Saddam-era officials, the Iraqi list 

provides allegations that show how far leaders from the banned Ba’ath Party have been involved with 

militant groups operating in Iraq since the 2003 downfall of Saddam’s regime. 

 

The Iraqi list links the Ba’ath officials to the Army of Muhammad, the Naqshbandi Army, the Army of 

Mujahideen, Al-AUssra Army, Al-Qaeda and Daesh. 

 

The lists also included the names of many Ba’athist leaders who managed to maintain and run the party’s 

work after the fall of Saddam in 2003 from outside Iraq. The leaders set up fixed and mobile cells in Syria, 

Yemen, Egypt, Jordan and Qatar, while others have been commanding armed groups fighting inside Iraq. 

A senior Iraqi intelligence official told Arab News that the names on the list are the “leaders of the 

terrorism organizations” and “all who run terrorism in Iraq.” 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Thousands ISIS fighters flee in Syria 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/04/world/middleeast/isis-syria-al-qaeda.html  

GIST WASHINGTON — Thousands of Islamic State foreign fighters and family members have escaped the 

American-led military campaign in eastern Syria, according to new classified American and other Western 

military and intelligence assessments, a flow that threatens to tarnish American declarations that the 

militant group has been largely defeated. 

 

As many of the fighters flee unfettered to the south and west through Syrian Army lines, some have gone 

into hiding near Damascus, the Syrian capital, and in the country’s northwest, awaiting orders sent by 

insurgent leaders on encrypted communications channels. 

 

Other battle-hardened militants, some with training in chemical weapons, are defecting to Al Qaeda’s 

branch in Syria. Others are paying smugglers tens of thousands of dollars to spirit them across the border 

to Turkey, with an eventual goal of returning home to European countries. 

 

The sobering assessments come despite a concerted effort to encircle and “annihilate” — as Defense 

Secretary Jim Mattis put it — Islamic State fighters in Raqqa, the group’s self-proclaimed capital, which 

fell in the fall, and pursue other insurgents who fled south into the Euphrates River Valley toward the 

border with Iraq. 
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“ISIS fighters are fleeing Syria and Iraq,” the homeland security secretary, Kirstjen Nielsen, said in 

remarks in Washington last week. “Jihadists are going underground, dispersing to other safe havens, 

including on the internet, and returning to their home countries.” 

 

Gen. Paul J. Selva, the vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told reporters last week that the 

remaining Islamic State leadership, even while on the run, still had “fairly robust” communications with its 

shadowy network of fighters now on the lam. 

 

Analysts say they are also seeing signs that Islamic State fighters are adopting guerrilla tactics to terrorize 

civilians. 

 

“The group is transitioning into an underground organization that places more weight on asymmetric 

tactics, like suicide bombings against soft targets in government-secured areas like Baghdad,” said Otso 

Iho, a senior analyst at Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Center at IHS Markit in London. 

 

Mr. Iho cited an attack by two suicide bombers in Baghdad last month that killed three dozen people and 

injured 90 more. The attack took place in a busy Baghdad square where day laborers gather to look for 

work. 

 

Estimates of how many fighters may have escaped into the deserts of Syria or Iraq and beyond are difficult 

to pin down, but American and other Western intelligence and counterterrorism analysts with access to 

classified assessments put the number in the low thousands. Many are traveling with spouses and children 

who are likely to have been radicalized during more than three years of Islamic State control of the region 

and could pose security risks as well, analysts say. 

 

In December, Col. Ryan Dillon, the chief spokesman for the American-led military campaign in Iraq and 

Syria, said in a briefing with Pentagon reporters: “Syrian regime commanders in eastern Syria suggest that 

ISIS fighters” from the Middle Euphrates River Valley “may have slipped through porous Syrian and 

Russian defenses to arrive in areas near Damascus.” 

 

Asked late last month by The New York Times about indications that as many as 1,000 fighters and family 

members had fled the Euphrates River area just in recent days, Colonel Dillon’s command replied in a 

statement: “We know that the Syrian regime has given ISIS the leeway to travel through their area of 

operations, but we cannot confirm any alleged incidents or operations that are taking place outside our area 

of operations.” 

 

The United States military is concerned that a Turkish offensive against the Kurdish-dominated Syrian 

Democratic Forces in Afrin, in northern Syria, has worsened the problem. The S.D.F. has been working 

with the Americans in former Islamic State-held areas to interdict fleeing jihadists, but those efforts have 

been greatly reduced as the Kurds have shifted resources to reinforce Afrin. 

 

Mustafa Balli, a spokesman for the Syrian Democratic Forces headquarters, blamed the Turkish assault on 

Afrin for what he said was the Islamic State’s resurgence. 

“Since this invasion of Afrin by Turkey, ISIS is getting stronger in the south,” he said. “The battle against 

ISIS in the south, and the Turks in Afrin, is the same battle. The Turks want to give another chance to ISIS 

to grow again. Before the Turkish invasion, we were very close to finishing ISIS.” 

 

Some 40,000 fighters from more than 120 countries poured into the battles in Syria and Iraq over the past 

four years, American and other Western officials say. While thousands died on the battlefield, officials say 

many thousands more probably survived to slip away to conflicts in Libya, Yemen or the Philippines, or 

have gone into hiding in countries like Turkey. About 295 Americans are believed to have traveled to Iraq 

or Syria, or tried to, American officials said. 

 

Of more than 5,000 Europeans who joined those ranks, as many as 1,500 have returned home, including 

many women and children, and most of the rest are dead or still fighting, according to Gilles de Kerchove, 

the European Union’s top counterterrorism official. 
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“The thought that these foreign fighters who have participated in this fight now for over two years will 

quietly leave Syria and return to their jobs as shopkeepers in Paris, in Brussels, in Copenhagen, is 

ludicrous,” said General Selva, the vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs. “That’s a very compelling problem.” 

 

Still, the number of Islamic State fighters returning home to Europe and North Africa has been much 

smaller than anticipated, counterterrorism officials say. That is in part because the Trump administration 

intensified its focus on preventing fighters from seeping out of Raqqa and Mosul, their former stronghold 

in Iraq, and more militants fought to the death than expected. Hundreds also surrendered in Raqqa. 

 

Hundreds of others have been captured and are being held by American-backed Kurdish militias in 

northern Syria, raising fears among United States military officials of potentially creating a breeding 

ground for extremists — repeating a key security mistake of the Iraq war. 

 

But the new assessments, bolstered by reports from analysts and smugglers in the region, suggest that 

Islamic State fighters are fleeing to more hospitable parts of Syria and Iraq, or to third countries where 

they can lie low. 

 

Beyond the recent suicide bombings in Baghdad, a major American airstrike last month demonstrates the 

Islamic State’s continued resiliency and threat, military officials said. 

 

Armed Reaper drones and Navy F/A-18 fighters from the aircraft carrier Theodore Roosevelt carried out a 

strike on Jan. 20 in Al Shafah, Syria, in the Euphrates River Valley, that killed about 150 fighters, the 

American military said. The strike, one of the largest single aerial assaults against the Islamic State in 

three years, was based on intelligence collected over about a week. The strike hit two large buildings that 

were used as a command headquarters and a media distribution center, military officials said. 

 

The size and concentration of fighters took American officials by surprise. “The ISIS headquarters 

contained a heavy concentration of ISIS fighters who appear to have been massing for movement,” Maj. 

Gen. James B. Jarrard, commanding general for Special Operations forces in Iraq and Syria, said in a 

statement. 

 

“ISIS continues to demonstrate the ability to mass large numbers in its attempt to retain a stronghold in 

Syria,” the American-led command in Iraq said in the same statement. 

 

Ahmad Ramadan, the head of the Euphrates Center Against Violence and Terrorism in Istanbul, said that 

the Islamic State was still present in many villages east of the Euphrates River — the informal 

demarcation line between Russian-backed Syrian troops to the west and American-backed Syrian militias 

to the east. “ISIS nowadays are spreading all over Syria,” he said via Facebook chat. 

 

Government and independent analysts in Syria and in Washington, including the Institute for the Study of 

War, said there was a thriving trade in smuggling Islamic State fighters across the border into Turkey, 

where intelligence officials believe they are linking with clandestine cells. 

 

According to the independent British-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, senior Islamic State 

operatives from Raqqa and Deir al-Zour, in the Euphrates River Valley, have paid bribes of $20,000 to 

$30,000 for safe passage into Turkey. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 ISIS, AQ support in West Africa attacks 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-05/islamic-state-al-qaeda-support-fuels-attacks-

in-west-africa  

GIST Islamist militant groups in West Africa’s Sahel region are using increased support from al-Qaeda and 

Islamic State and enhanced cooperation among themselves to carry out more sophisticated and deadly 
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attacks, according to the chief of United Nations mission in Mali. 

 

“When we examine the explosives, the types of mines, shells and weapons they use, our experts tell us that 

a fairly advanced level of expertise is required that they didn’t have before,” the UN special representative 

in Mali, Mahamat Saleh Annadif, said Friday in an interview in the capital, Bamako. 

 

The militant groups are operating across a semi-arid region stretching along the southern end of the Sahara 

from Mali to Nigeria. France has almost 4,000 soldiers in the region, and the U.S. has troops in Niger and 

is building a drone and airbase in the northern city of Agadez. The UN has more than 13,000 members in 

its Mali mission, which suffered the greatest loss of life of any of its peacekeeping operations last year. 

 

Despite the increased military involvement by foreign powers and West African armies, the violence 

shows no sign of abating. The militant’s outside support is probably coming through Libya, Annadif said. 

They also have acquired funds from kidnappings and trafficking of drugs and migrants seeking to reach 

Europe. 

 

“What is happening in Libya, what is happening in the Middle East, Syria and Iraq, has an influence,” he 

said. “There is a relationship between what is happening here and what is happening there, through 

Libya.” 

 

A group known as the Islamic State in the Greater Sahara claimed responsibility for an attack in October 

on a joint patrol of U.S and Nigerien forces in which four U.S. soldiers were killed. It mostly operates near 

the borders of Mali, Burkina Faso and Niger, Annadif said. 

 

The Group for the Support of Islam and Muslims, an affiliate of al-Qaeda formed last year by four local 

groups and known by the acronym JNIM, operates in northern and central Mali including in the towns of 

Kidal, Timbuktu and Mopti, Annadif said. The merger has “given an new impetus” to these groups and 

also explains the rising number of attacks, he said. 

 

In Mali, militant groups have expanded their area of operations, increasingly targeting more populated 

central Mali. More attacks occurred in the central Mopti and Segou regions during the last three months of 

2017 than in the five northern regions combined. Violence has also spread to neighboring Burkina Faso 

and Niger. 

 

Attacks in Mali intensified in late January. At least 22 Malian soldiers were killed in five separate raids in 

north and central Mali between Jan. 25 and Jan. 31, prompting the army to impose a ban on motorcycles 

and pickups in some areas. 

 

There’s also growing evidence that both al-Qaeda and Islamic State-linked groups in West Africa are now 

cooperating at the operational level and that there are connections with IS-affiliates in the Lake Chad 

region close to northeastern Nigeria, Annadif said. 

 

Mali has been gripped by violence since ethnic Tuareg rebels began a separatist insurgency and joined 

forces with Islamist militants to seize control of the sparsely populated north in 2012. While a 2013 French 

military intervention prevented the insurgents from marching southward to the capital, jihadists resorted to 

attacking Mali’s military and the UN peacekeeping force that arrived after the French operation. 

 

Militants used to mainly carry out hit-and-run attacks and bombings but are now also carrying out more 

complex assaults. As many as 26 civilians died when their bus hit a landmine near the town of Boni in 

central Mali, on Jan. 25. The mine was meant for UN peacekeepers patrolling in the region, according to 

Mali’s Security Minister, Salif Traore. 

 

Delays in implementing a 2015 peace deal between Mali’s government and insurgents in the north have 

left a stalemate in which militants can easily recruit young fighters, Annadif said. Last month, the UN 

Security Council threatened to impose sanctions on the parties blocking the implementation of the accord. 
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“The main clauses of the accord aren’t implemented, which means that all the hopes placed on the accord 

have started to wane,” he said. “Many youth, who were part of armed groups and who accepted the 

ceasefire after the accord was signed, found themselves with a lack of guidance and have fallen prey to 

terrorists.” 
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HEADLINE 02/05 US shifts forces to Afghanistan 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/05/after-defeat-isis-us-redeploying-forces-from-iraq-to-

afghanistan.html  

GIST The U.S. military is pulling its forces from an American-led coalition base in Iraq and shifting them to 

Afghanistan following the defeat of Islamic State group militants in the country. 

 

Western contractors at the base say U.S. troops began the drawdown over the past week, with groups of 

soldiers leaving the base on daily flights. The exact scale of the redeployment was unclear. 

 

According to various estimates, as of 2016, there were more 5,000 U.S. military personnel stationed in 

Iraq, with nearly 4,000 deployed to support and assist local groups fighting ISIS militants. The remaining 

personnel included special operations forces, logistics workers and troops on temporary rotations, the BBC 

reported. 

 

Iraqi officials reportedly said their government reached an agreement with the U.S.-led coalition to reduce 

the number of troops in Iraq. 

 

The reported military buildup in Afghanistan is the latest sign of a growing U.S. focus on Afghanistan as 

the primary conflict. 

 

The White House reportedly signed off in August on deploying an additional 4,000 troops in Afghanistan. 

 

The U.S. Army is also floating plans to increase the total U.S. force in the country by 1,000 in a bid to 

boost Afghan forces' fight against the Taliban, the Washington Post reported. 

 

President Donald Trump introduced a new Afghanistan strategy in August, hinting at relaxing the rules of 

engagement, acceleration of strikes and other military actions aimed at producing “an honorable and 

enduring outcome” in Afghanistan. 

 

He warned against premature drawback of troops, referencing to the Obama administration’s decision to 

withdraw forces from Iraq in 2011. 

 

“A hasty withdrawal would create a vacuum that terrorists, including ISIS and al Qaeda, would instantly 

fill, just as happened before September 11th.” 

 

Since Trump took office, the number of troops has nearly doubled in Afghanistan – from 8,500 in early 

2017 to 14,000 today. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Battle over bodies quietly rages in Mosul 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-mosul-bodies-insight/battle-over-bodies-rages-

quietly-in-iraqs-mosul-long-after-islamic-state-defeat-idUSKBN1FP129  

GIST MOSUL, Iraq (Reuters) - The Iraqis who have come home to Mosul’s Old City knew it would be hard 

living in the rubble left by the battle against Islamic State, but there is one aspect of their surroundings 

they are finding unbearable seven months on. 
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“I don’t want my children to have to walk past dead bodies in the street every day,” said Abdelrazaq 

Abdullah, back with his wife and three children in the quarter where the militants made their last stand in 

July against Iraqi and U.S.-led coalition forces. 

 

“We can live without electricity, but we need the government to clear the corpses – they’re spreading 

disease and reminding us of the horrors we’ve just lived through.” 

 

The stench of death wafts from rubble-filled corners in the dystopian wasteland of what was once West 

Mosul, from rusting cars still rigged with explosives and from homes abandoned as those who could, fled 

the bloody end of the militants three-year rule. 

 

The corpses lying in the open on many streets are mainly militants from the extremist Sunni group who 

retreated to the densely-packed buildings of the Old City, where only the most desperate 5,000 of a pre-

war population of 200,000 have so far returned. 

 

Local residents and officials in predominantly Sunni Mosul say there are also thousands of civilian bodies 

yet to be retrieved from the ruins, a view which has put them at odds with the Shi‘ite-led government in 

Baghdad. 

 

“There are no more civilian bodies to be picked up in Mosul,” said Brig Gen Mohammad Mahmoud, the 

head of Mosul’s Civil Defence, first responders who report to the Interior Ministry and are tasked with 

collecting them and issuing death certificates. 

 

The Civil Defence says it had collected 2,585 civilian bodies by mid-January – many of them still 

unidentified - and has completed operations. It does not want to waste resources on the militants. 

 

“Why should we have to give terrorists a proper burial?” Mahmoud said. 

 

The standoff over the dead threatens to stoke the anger of a population already beaten down by a grueling 

war and the militants’ draconian rule in a place where Islamic State initially found some sympathy. The 

final civilian death toll is also a highly sensitive political issue in Iraq and beyond. 

 

The municipal government has had to set up its own specialized team to field requests filed by city 

residents to find more than 9,000 missing people, most of them last seen in the Old City and assumed to be 

buried under the rubble. 

 

The team is working through a backlog of 300 bodies, dispatching groups to collect them when it can. But 

these are just the ones where exact coordinates have been given by neighbors, family members or passers-

by who saw the bodies. 

 

“We don’t know how many more are under the rubble,” said Duraid Hazim Mohammed, the head of the 

municipal team. “If the family or a witness who saw the people die doesn’t call us to tell us exactly how 

many bodies are at a site, we have no way of knowing if one, five or 100 bodies are buried there.” 

 

Locals say common graves were dug as the battle raged. In the courtyard of Um al-Tisaa mosque in the 

Old City, they say 100 of their neighbors were buried in groups of shallow graves. 

 

“I buried between 50 and 60 people myself, by hand, as planes flew overhead and bombed the city,” 

resident Mahmoud Karim said. 

 

Several families have since come to excavate the bodies of their relatives, to bury them in proper 

cemeteries. “But others, we don’t know where their families are,” Karim said. Some are dead, while others 

are among the thousands lingering uneasily in refugee camps or paying high rents elsewhere in the city. 

 

The municipal government in Mosul has not given an exact figure for civilian casualties, but its head, 

Abdelsattar al-Hibbu, told Reuters it coincided with estimates of 10,000 civilians killed during the battle, 
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based on reports of missing people and information from officials about the dead. The toll includes victims 

of ground fighting and coalition bombing. 

 

While the most visible problem in Mosul is the corpses of fighters left in the streets, residents say they 

have also found bodies of suspected Islamic State family members in their homes. 

 

The owner of a house in the Old City, who asked Reuters to withhold his name for fear of retaliation from 

officials, said he had asked the Civil Defence for weeks to come and remove two bodies from the main 

bedroom of his basement home. 

 

They were badly decomposed but the clothing was clearly that of a woman and child. 

 

“Civil Defence refused, because they say the woman and child are Daesh,” he said using the Arabic 

acronym for Islamic State. “They said they’re punishing me because they think I supported Daesh.” 

 

The municipality team has collected 348 bodies of militants so far, but there are many more still around. 

Residents regularly walk by them to collect water from temporary pumps and on one street, young 

children played not far from two corpses on a doorstep. 

 

Some of the fighters are recognizable from their clothing, some were identified to the government by 

neighbors, some yet, were found clutching the weapons they used to make their last stand against 

surrounding Iraqi and coalition forces. 

 

The municipal government team’s efforts are hampered by very limited funds. On several days in January, 

they had to halt operations amid a shortage of gloves, masks and body bags. 

 

Some families have resorted to digging out their dead themselves, like 23-year-old Mustafa Nader, who 

came back to look for his great-uncle Abdullah Ahmed Hussain. 

 

“We weren’t sure if we would find him here,” Nader said of his elderly sculptor uncle, tears in his eyes 

after an hour of digging unearthed his body. “I thought maybe he could have left or gone to a neighbor’s 

house.” 

 

Others still have resorted to drastic measures. 

 

Ayad came back in early January after six months in a refugee camp and found the corpses of three 

Islamic State fighters rotting in what remained of his living room. “The flies, the smell, the disease,” he 

said. “It was awful.” 

 

The municipality team said it would be weeks before they could get to him so Ayad asked a soldier on 

patrol to look over the bodies and make sure there were no explosives. 

 

Then, Ayad set them on fire. 

 

With most of his money spent on a tarp to cover the gaping hole where his front door once stood, he 

borrowed $20 from his sister, for bleach to try to erase the traces so his family of ten could move back in. 

 

“The smell still hasn’t fully gone away,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 US starts Iraq drawdown after ISIS defeat 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-starts-iraq-drawdown-defeat-islamic-state-group-

52841155?   

GIST American troops have started to draw down from Iraq following Baghdad's declaration of victory over the 
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Islamic State group last year, according to Western contractors at a U.S.-led coalition base in Iraq. 

 

Dozens of American soldiers have been transported from Iraq to Afghanistan on daily flights over the past 

week, along with weapons and equipment, the contractors said. 

 

Two Iraqi officials confirmed to The Associated Press that the U.S.-led coalition and the Iraqi government 

have reached an agreement to draw down troops in Iraq for the first time since the war against IS was 

launched over three years ago. 

 

The Iraqi officials said the process has not officially begun. 

 

However, an AP reporter at the Al-Asad base in western Iraq saw troop movements reflecting the 

contractors' account of a drawdown. The contractors and the Iraqi officials spoke on condition of 

anonymity in line with regulations and declined to reveal the exact size of the drawdown. 

 

"Continued coalition presence in Iraq will be conditions-based, proportional to the need and in 

coordination with the government of Iraq," coalition spokesman Army Col. Ryan Dillon told the AP when 

asked for comment. 

 

One senior Iraqi official close to Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi said 60 percent of all American troops 

currently in country will be withdrawn, according to the initial agreement reached with the United States. 

The plan would leave a force of about 4,000 U.S. troops to continue training the Iraqi military. 

 

A Pentagon report released in November said there were 8,892 U.S. troops in Iraq as of late September. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Italian mob peddling pills to ISIS 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/the-italian-mob-is-peddling-pills-to-isis  

GIST ROME—Americans may love their fentanyl, a powerful opioid responsible for a public health crisis and 

countless accidental overdose casualties, including those of pop stars Prince and Tom Petty. But terrorists 

apparently prefer tramadol, a cheaper numbing opioid that is legal in the Middle East. And they are getting 

plenty of it on the black market thanks to Italian ‘Ndrangheta mobsters, according to Italy’s financial 

police. In the last year alone, the cops have confiscated nearly 100 million tramadol tablets meant for ISIS 

operatives in Libya. 

 

Once in Libya, the pills are used to pump up fighters there, or they’re smuggled into Egypt and Syria, or 

they are sold to Boko Haram fighters in Nigeria, according to Marta Sarafini, whose recent exposé in the 

Italian daily Corriere della Sera unravels the tramadol trade. “They end up in the hands of the desperate in 

Gaza, the prostitutes in Amman, and child laborers in Turkey,” she says. “They are the drug for anyone 

who wants to escape misery.” 

 

They may also find their way into the American market, and with a vengeance. The barriers are low. 

 

On the Drug Enforcement Administration’s list of “scheduled” drugs, or “controlled substances,” where 

heroin, LSD and, yes, marijuana are Schedule I; fentanyl is among those listed as Schedule II; ketamine 

and Tylenol with codeine are Schedule III, tramadol is only Schedule IV: a substance with “a low potential 

for abuse relative to substances in Schedule III.” 

 

As the Wall Street Journal reported in 2016, tramadol is “the opioid crisis for the rest of the world.” And 

the combination of low penalties in the U.S., the organized peddling by the mob, along with the financial 

needs of the embattled “Islamic State” create a situation ripe for organized crime to push tramadol as a 

new drug of choice for opioid addicts. 

 

In Europe and North Africa, peddling the pills, which have a street value of around $5 a piece, is fast 
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becoming one of the Calabrian ‘Ndrangheta crime syndicate’s most successful enterprises. Gaetano Paci, 

an anti-mafia prosecutor in Calabria, confirmed the narcotic trafficking links between the deadly Calabrian 

mob and terrorist groups late last year after a third shipment of millions of tramadol tablets was discovered 

in the southern Italian port of Gioia Tauro, widely known as the mafia gateway for all things illicit. 

 

The sprawling Calabrian mafia port has been at the center of a number of recent raids where everything 

from stolen antiquities to dead bodies have been found hidden in cargo crates. The average daily value of 

contraband and trafficked materials suspected to be run through the port is estimated to top $1 million, 

according to Italy’s finance police. Most of the illegal goods are hidden in shipments of pineapples, frozen 

fish and coconut milk, which often are rushed through because of their shorter shelf life. 

 

(The port, the largest in Italy, was also the curious choice by the Organization for the Prohibition of 

Chemical Weapons (OPCW) to facilitate the 2014 transfer of 700 metric tons of Syrian chemical weapons 

and their precursors, which were delivered, transferred and eventually neutralized on board the U.S. Navy 

ship Cape Ray. Some speculated that the port was chosen because of the apparent high surveillance by 

police thanks to mafia activities. Others speculated that if something went awry, they could just blame it 

on the mob. Nothing went wrong with the Syrian weapons operation, at least as far as anyone knows.) 

 

Italy’s anti-drug trafficking agency estimates that 80 percent of all Europe’s cocaine comes in from 

Colombia through the Calabrian port, which is also the main hub for illegal weapons, so it is little wonder 

it would be the port of choice for those pushing terror narcotics, too. 

 

Gioia Tauro is now the main gateway for tramadol brought in from pill mills in India and Sri Lanka 

redistributed to ISIS in Libya, according to Paci, who says the 24 million pills found hidden in a fabric 

shipment in November were easily worth €50 million. They  have also found smaller shipments of 

Captagon, another widely used psychostimulant known as chemical courage, which, unlike tramadol, is 

illegal in the Middle East and North Africa. 

 

“Everything passes through Gioia Tauro, so it comes as no surprise to find a trafficked substance of this 

kind there,” he told the Italian daily La Repubblica recently. “For a while we have known about ties 

between ’Ndrangheta and organizations in the Middle East. Even if the port has become a less secure zone 

for the clan, thanks to the pressure from investigations, we have traced some trafficking links and are 

trying to put the dots together.” 

 

Similar shipments had been sequestered in Greek ports in 2016 and 37 million pills were hidden among 

shampoo bottles arriving by container in Genoa in northern Italy in early 2017, all destined for a 

distributor in Libya who has since been proven to be affiliated with Islamic State militants there, Paci says. 

 

Most of the pill mills are in Sri Lanka and India, but there are known manufacturers of tramadol and 

counterfeit Captagon, another widely used psychostimulant known as “chemical courage” in Bulgaria and 

Turkey. 

 

Paci points to the fact that tramadol was found in the apartments and bodies of the terrorists who attacked 

the Bataclan in 2013, and in the beach massacre in Tunisia in 2015, as a worrying factor. 

 

Tramadol, when mixed with components like caffeine, has the same effect as a powerful amphetamine, 

erasing fear, pain and fatigue and altering the senses. Paci’s team is concerned that the recent spike in pills 

coming through Calabria may mean ISIS fighters are preparing for more attacks or supplying others, like 

Boko Haram militants, to rain down terror in Nigeria. 

 

“They are certainly not intended for the Libyan people,” a source close to the Italian anti-drug 

investigations told The Daily Beast. “They will be used by the fighters or sold by them.” 

 

On Wednesday, the Guardian reported that Interpol has identified 50 foreign fighters who have come into 

Italy through Libya on the migrant trail in the last year, apparently ready to launch new attacks in Europe. 

A day later, Europe’s border patrol agency, Frontex, launched a new operation called Themis, named after 
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the Greek goddess of law and order, under which they said they would employ an “enhanced law 

enforcement focus.” 

 

“We need to be better equipped to prevent criminal groups that try to enter the E.U. undetected,” 

Executive Director Fabrice Leggeri said in a statement. “This is crucial for the internal security of the 

European Union.” 

 

Rita Santacroce, head of the Research Centre on Security and Crime in Vicenza, Italy, is leading a study 

called NarcoMap about the new terrorism drug trafficking trade. She told The Daily Beast that Europe is 

increasingly involved in narco-terrorism in three distinct ways. “As a manufacturer of psychoactive 

substances, as a route of their trafficking, and as a designated victim of the terrorists—often intoxicated by 

drugs that may come from the very same place they aim to destroy.” 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Cairo approved Israel airstrikes in Egypt 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/03/world/middleeast/israel-airstrikes-sinai-egypt.html  

GIST The jihadists in Egypt’s Northern Sinai had killed hundreds of soldiers and police officers, pledged 

allegiance to the Islamic State, briefly seized a major town and begun setting up armed checkpoints to 

claim territory. In late 2015, they brought down a Russian passenger jet. 

 

Egypt appeared unable to stop them, so Israel, alarmed at the threat just over the border, took action. 

 

For more than two years, unmarked Israeli drones, helicopters and jets have carried out a covert air 

campaign, conducting more than 100 airstrikes inside Egypt, frequently more than once a week — and all 

with the approval of President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi. 

 

The remarkable cooperation marks a new stage in the evolution of their singularly fraught relationship. 

Once enemies in three wars, then antagonists in an uneasy peace, Egypt and Israel are now secret allies in 

a covert war against a common foe.  

  

For Cairo, the Israeli intervention has helped the Egyptian military regain its footing in its nearly five-year 

battle against the militants. For Israel, the strikes have bolstered the security of its borders and the stability 

of its neighbor. 

 

Their collaboration in the North Sinai is the most dramatic evidence yet of a quiet reconfiguration of the 

politics of the region. Shared enemies like ISIS, Iran and political Islam have quietly brought the leaders of 

several Arab states into growing alignment with Israel — even as their officials and news media continue 

to vilify the Jewish state in public. 

 

American officials say Israel’s air campaign has played a decisive role in enabling the Egyptian armed 

forces to gain an upper hand against the militants. But the Israeli role is having some unexpected 

consequences for the region, including on Middle East peace negotiations, in part by convincing senior 

Israeli officials that Egypt is now dependent on them even to control its own territory. 

 

Seven current or former British and American officials involved in Middle East policy described the 

Israeli attacks inside Egypt, all speaking on the condition of anonymity to discuss classified information.  

  

Both neighbors have sought to conceal Israel’s role in the airstrikes for fear of a backlash inside Egypt, 

where government officials and the state-controlled media continue to discuss Israel as a nemesis and 

pledge fidelity to the Palestinian cause. 

 

The Israeli drones are unmarked, and the Israeli jets and helicopters cover up their markings. Some fly 

circuitous routes to create the impression that they are based in the Egyptian mainland, according to 

American officials briefed on their operations. 
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In Israel, military censors restrict public reports of the airstrikes. It is unclear if any Israeli troops or 

special forces have set foot inside Egyptian borders, which would increase the risk of exposure. 

 

Mr. Sisi has taken even more care, American officials say, to hide the origin of the strikes from all but a 

limited circle of military and intelligence officers. The Egyptian government has declared the North Sinai 

a closed military zone, barring journalists from gathering information there.  

  

Behind the scenes, Egypt’s top generals have grown steadily closer to their Israeli counterparts since the 

signing of the Camp David accords 40 years ago, in 1978. Egyptian security forces have helped Israel 

enforce restrictions on the flow of goods in and out of the Gaza Strip, the Palestinian territory bordering 

Egypt controlled by the militant group Hamas. And Egyptian and Israeli intelligence agencies have long 

shared information about militants on both sides of the border. 

 

Israeli officials were concerned in 2012 when Egypt, after its Arab Spring revolt, elected a leader of the 

Muslim Brotherhood to the presidency. The new president, Mohamed Morsi, pledged to respect the Camp 

David agreements. But the Israelis worried about the Muslim Brotherhood’s ideological kinship with 

Hamas and its historic hostility to the Jewish state itself. 

 

A year later, Mr. Sisi, then the defense minister, ousted Mr. Morsi in a military takeover. Israel welcomed 

the change in government and urged Washington to accept it. That solidified the partnership between the 

generals on both sides of the border. 

 

The North Sinai, a loosely governed region of mountainous desert between the Suez Canal and the Israeli 

border, became a refuge for Islamist militants in the decade before Mr. Sisi took power. The main jihadist 

organization, Ansar Beit al Maqdis — the Partisans of Jerusalem — had concentrated on attacking Israel, 

but after Mr. Sisi’s takeover it began leading a wave of deadly assaults against Egyptian security forces. 

 

A few weeks after Mr. Sisi took power, in August 2013, two mysterious explosions killed five suspected 

militants in a district of the North Sinai not far from the Israeli border. The Associated Press reported that 

unnamed Egyptian officials had said Israeli drones fired missiles that killed the militants, possibly because 

of Egyptian warnings of a planned cross-border attack on an Israeli airport. (Israel had closed the airport 

the previous day.) 

 

Mr. Sisi’s spokesman, Col. Ahmed Ali, denied it. “There is no truth in form or in substance to the 

existence of any Israeli attacks inside Egyptian territory,” he said in a statement at the time, promising an 

investigation. “The claims of coordination between the Egyptian and Israeli sides in this matter are totally 

lacking in truth and go against sense and logic.”  

  

Israel declined to comment, and the episode was all but forgotten. 

 

Two years later, however, Mr. Sisi was still struggling to defeat the militants, who by then had killed at 

least several hundred Egyptians soldiers and policemen. 

 

In November 2014, Ansar Beit al Maqdis formally declared itself the Sinai Province branch of the Islamic 

State. On July 1, 2015, the militants briefly captured control of a North Sinai town, Sheikh Zuwaid, and 

retreated only after Egyptian jets and helicopters struck the town, state news agencies said. Then, at the 

end of October, the militants brought down the Russian charter jet, killing all 224 people aboard. 

 

It was around the time of those ominous milestones, in late 2015, that Israel began its wave of airstrikes, 

the American officials said, which they credit with killing a long roster of militant leaders. 

 

Though equally brutal successors often stepped in to replace them, the militants appeared to adopt less 

ambitious goals. They no longer dared trying to close roads, set up checkpoints or claim territory. They 

moved into hitting softer targets like Christians in Sinai, churches in the Nile Valley or other Muslims they 

view as heretics. In November 2017, the militants killed 311 worshipers at a Sufi mosque in the North 
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Sinai. 

 

By then, American officials say, the Israelis were complaining to Washington that the Egyptians were not 

holding up their end of the arrangement. Cairo, they said, had failed to follow the airstrikes with 

coordinated movements of its ground troops. 

 

Although Israeli military censors have prevented the news media there from reporting on the strikes, some 

news outlets have circumvented the censorship by citing a 2016 Bloomberg News report, in which an 

unnamed former Israeli official said there had been Israeli drone strikes inside of Egypt.  

  

Zack Gold, a researcher specializing in the North Sinai who has worked in Israel, compared the airstrikes 

to Israel’s nuclear weapons program — also an open secret. 

 

“The Israeli strikes inside of Egypt are almost at the same level,” he said. “Every time anyone says 

anything about the nuclear program, they have to jokingly add ‘according to the foreign press.’ Israel’s 

main strategic interest in Egypt is stability, and they believe that open disclosure would threaten that 

stability.” 

 

Inside the American government, the strikes are widely known enough that diplomats and intelligence 

officials have discussed them in closed briefings with lawmakers on Capitol Hill. Lawmakers in open 

committee hearings have alluded approvingly to the surprisingly close Egyptian and Israeli cooperation in 

the North Sinai. 

 

In a telephone interview, Senator Benjamin L. Cardin of Maryland, the ranking Democrat on the Senate 

Foreign Relations Committee, declined to discuss specifics of Israel’s military actions in Egypt, but said 

Israel was not acting “out of goodness to a neighbor.” 

 

“Israel does not want the bad stuff that is happening in the Egyptian Sinai to get into Israel,” he said, 

adding that the Egyptian effort to hide Israel’s role from its citizens “is not a new phenomenon.” 

 

Some American supporters of Israel complain that, given Egypt’s reliance on the Israeli military, Egyptian 

officials, diplomats and state-controlled news media should stop publicly denouncing the Jewish state, 

especially in international forums like the United Nations.  

 

“You speak with Sisi and he talks about security cooperation with Israel, and you speak with Israelis and 

they talk about security cooperation with Egypt, but then this duplicitous game continues,” said 

Representative Eliot L. Engel of New York, the ranking Democrat on the House Foreign Relations 

Committee. “It is confusing to me.” 

 

Israel’s prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, has also pointedly reminded American diplomats of the 

Israeli military role in Sinai. In February 2016, for example, Secretary of State John Kerry convened a 

secret summit in Aqaba, Jordan, with Mr. Sisi, King Abdullah of Jordan and Mr. Netanyahu, according to 

three American officials involved in the talks or briefed about them. 

 

Mr. Kerry proposed a regional agreement in which Egypt and Jordan would guarantee Israel’s security as 

part of a deal for a Palestinian state. 

 

Mr. Netanyahu scoffed at the idea. 

 

Israeli’s military was already propping up Egypt’s military, he said, according to the Americans. If Egypt 

was unable to control the ground within its own borders, Mr. Netanyahu argued, it was hardly in a position 

to guarantee security for Israel. 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/islamic-state-attacker-shows-intersection-crime-

terror-52827231  

GIST He is the mute survivor of the 10-man Islamic State cell that terrorized Paris in November 2015, refusing 

all pleas to shed light on the attack that left 130 dead or another one in Brussels just four days after his 

arrest. 

 

After nearly three years jailed in isolation and silence, Salah Abdeslam goes on trial Monday in his 

hometown of Brussels for a police shootout that he himself fled. The man who covered for his getaway 

with a spray of automatic gunfire died. Abdeslam's escape was short-lived — he was captured on March 

18, 2016, in the same Brussels neighborhood where he and many of his Islamic State fighter colleagues 

had grown up. 

 

Four days later, Islamic State suicide attackers struck again, this time at the Brussels airport and subway. 

In all, that sprawling network of IS fighters killed 162 people in the two European capitals. Most of the 

extremists were French speakers, raised in one of the cities they struck. The plot's execution depended 

upon Islamic State's success in wedding crime and religion. 

 

Abdeslam, who along with his brother was suspected of dealing drugs from the bar they ran, is the starkest 

example of that convergence. But in Paris, the trial of three men accused of giving safe haven to the 

attackers also provides a revealing look at the intersection that made possible the deadliest terror attacks in 

Europe since World War II. 

 

The operational commander of the cell was Abdelhamid Abaaoud, a petty criminal who used his home 

neighborhood of Molenbeek in Brussels as a fertile recruiting ground for IS. Abaaoud even recruited his 

younger brother, then 14. But many of the young men who followed him into IS were small-time criminals 

themselves, part of the extremist organization's deliberate attempt to make use of "skills" that include 

accessing black market weapons, forging documents and handling covert logistics . 

 

When the night of carnage in Paris — Nov. 13, 2015 — was finally over, seven attackers were dead and 

three were on the run: Abdeslam, Abaaoud and another Molenbeek native named Chakib Akrouh. 

Abdeslam called friends in Brussels to drive through the night and pick him up. Abaaoud also called his 

cousin, Hasna Ait Belkacem, who lived in a suburb of Paris and vacillated between hard-line Islam and 

even harder drug use. She was happy to help. She called her dealer. He called another dealer. 

 

It took a few days of sleeping under bushes, but for 150 euros ($187) wired from Belgium, they secured a 

room in the Paris neighborhood of Saint-Denis, near the national stadium they had attacked on Nov. 13. In 

the pre-dawn hours of Nov. 18, frantic French investigators tipped off by a friend of Ait Belkacem tracked 

them to the building and sealed off the neighborhood. 

 

Abaaoud, Ait Belkacem and Akrouh all died when Akrouh detonated a suicide vest. 

 

Just before his building crumbled to the ground, one of the drug dealers, Jawad Bendaoud, showed up to 

find out what was happening and explained on live television that he was just "doing a service" by renting 

out his room. With the cameras still rolling , Bendaoud was taken into custody. 

 

At their trial, his fellow dealer, Mohammed Soumah, explained how he framed the world: Good citizens, 

delinquents, rapists, and terrorists. 

 

"Me, I don't fit in the terrorist box. I'm a thug, a scumbag," Soumah told the judge. But there he was sitting 

in the box for terrorism defendants in central Paris alongside Bendaoud. As for why neither man made the 

connection between the two Belgians desperate for a hideout amid a massive police manhunt and an 

outpouring of grief for France's 130 victims, Soumah had another explanation. 

 

"The criminal life goes on," he said. 

 

But the lines between terrorists and criminals are less clear now than ever, said Peter Neumann, director of 
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the International Centre for the Study of Radicalisation. 

 

"ISIS is perhaps the first jihadist group that has explicitly targeted this demographic, and they've done it 

very consciously and especially in Europe," he said. "What we saw in Brussels and Paris — this is not an 

isolated case. This is actually reflecting the situation across Europe. If you go to Sweden, Norway, 

Holland, Germany, they will all tell you that 50 percent plus of the people who have turned up traveling to 

Syria or involved in domestic plots have previous criminal convictions, often for petty crime." 

 

On Friday, a Belgian career criminal was transferred into French custody over allegations that he housed 

the jihadi who attacked the Thalys high-speed train between Brussels and Paris. The suspect, Youssef 

Siraj, is also believed to have put up some of the Brussels attackers, according to the Belgian news site 

DH. The same group is also linked to a raid in the Belgian town of Verviers, where authorities say a jihadi 

cell was on the verge of a coordinated attack against police. 

 

"We are coming to realize that Verviers, Thalys, Nov. 13, the attacks of March 22, it's a large and perhaps 

single operation of Daesh," Belgian federal prosecutor Frederic Van Leeuw said, using another term for 

IS. All were bound by ties of crime and extremism. 

 

The jihadi who wired the money to pay Bendaoud and Soumah was himself a petty criminal in Sweden 

before joining the Islamic State group, a thief who picked up firearms skills during his time in Syria named 

Mohamed Belkaid. It was also Belkaid who opened fire on Belgian police as they raided Abdeslam's 

Brussels hideout. He was shot dead in the March 15, 2016, raid. 

 

Abdeslam escaped through a window over the rooftops. 

 

He was traced to a cousin's apartment on March 18, 2016, near his Molenbeek home. Still more members 

of the cross-border Islamic State cell struck Brussels on March 22, 2016, including the bomb-maker for 

both attacks. Thirty-two people were killed in Brussels, along with three suicide attackers. 

 

Abdeslam has been imprisoned ever since. This week's trial marks the first time he has been seen in public 

since his capture. 

 

According to the French network France Inter, Abdeslam stored a message in his computer similar to the 

farewells written by other jihadis ahead of suicide attacks. 

 

In it , France Inter reported , he explained that his suicide belt malfunctioned in Paris and that, although he 

dreamed of going to Syria "upon reflection, I concluded that the best thing would be to finish the job with 

the brothers." 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Singapore prepares for militant attack 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-singapore-security/its-when-not-if-singapore-worries-and-

prepares-for-militant-attack-idUSKBN1FO04L  

GIST SINGAPORE (Reuters) - Armed officers patrol a train station where television screens and giant posters 

warn of the threat from militants. Nearby, fake gunmen storm a shopping mall in one of many recent terror 

attack simulations. 

 

But this is not some war-ravaged country. It is one of the safest in the world, Singapore. 

 

The wealthy island-state has a near-perfect record of keeping its shores free from terror, but as it prepares 

to host defence ministers from around Southeast Asia this week, it appears to have good reason to have 

prioritized stopping the spread of militancy in the region. 

 

The cosmopolitan financial hub, which was second only to Tokyo in The Economist Intelligence Unit’s 
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Safe Cities Index in 2017, says it has been the target of militant plots for years, some stemming from its 

Muslim-majority neighbors, and that it’s a matter of ‘when’ and not ‘if’ militants will strike. 

 

“Singapore continues to face a serious security threat from both homegrown radicalised individuals and 

foreign terrorists who continue to see Singapore as a prized target,” Singapore’s Ministry of Home Affairs 

(MHA) said in response to e-mailed questions from Reuters. 

 

Singapore authorities say they have been a target of Islamic extremism since the 1990s, but efforts to deter 

terrorism have stepped up markedly in recent years with more frequent attacks on Western countries and 

after Islamic State (IS) militants briefly took over a town in the southern Philippines last year. 

 

Raising further concerns about the threat to the island, a Singaporean soldier has featured on a number of 

Islamic State promotional videos, most recently in December where he was filmed executing men 

alongside other militants. 

 

In its inaugural Terrorism Threat Assessment Report released last year, the MHA said Islamic State has 

demonstrated that Singapore is “very much on its radar” and that the threat to the country remains “the 

highest in recent years” - claims that are backed up by security experts. 

 

“Singapore, being known as safe and secure, makes it such a risk target,” said Dan Bould, Asia director of 

crisis management at professional services firm Aon and a former captain in the British army. 

 

“If there’s an attack in the Philippines, it may get half an hour in a 24-hour news cycle. An attack in 

Singapore with all the multicultural individuals operating here, will be within the narrative for a few days 

at least.” 

 

In early 2017, Aon lifted Singapore in the terrorism and political violence category of its annual risk map 

from negligible to low risk. 

 

The reality is that Singapore has so far escaped the attacks seen in other major world cities like New York, 

London and Berlin in recent years. That’s why it is at the bottom of the 2017 Global Terror Index, with no 

reported terror-related attacks post 9/11. 

 

But three in four Singaporeans believe that it’s only a matter of time before the country experiences a 

terror attack, a poll by the local newspaper Sunday Times last year showed. 

 

Singapore authorities certainly do not want their citizens to be complacent. Everyone, including school 

children, is encouraged to download a mobile app that alerts them to emergency situations and allows 

them to send in videos and photos of suspicious events. 

 

The MHA said that as of the end of last year, more than 1.3 million devices were equipped with the 

SGSecure app, a large chunk of the population of around 5.6 million. 

 

Simulations of terror attacks - including one just over a week ago where masked gunman stormed a 

children’s activity center on the resort island of Sentosa - are regular. Last month, Singapore’s military 

undertook its biggest mobilization exercise in more than three decades, including an inter-agency response 

to the simulation of a gunman at its national stadium. 

 

Authorities said last year there was reliable information that IS militants were considering carrying out an 

attack in Singapore in the first half of 2016, a threat which they said was countered. 

 

In August 2016, neighboring Indonesia, which has the world’s largest Muslim population, arrested six 

suspects with links to IS who were accused of plotting rocket attacks on Singapore’s iconic Marina Bay 

Sands hotel. 

 

Malaysia, Singapore’s northern neighbor which also has a Muslim-majority, and Indonesia say thousands 
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of their citizens sympathize with IS and hundreds are believed to have traveled to Syria to join the group. 

Regional security officials say many are returning home after reverses in the Middle East. 

 

Singapore takes a hardline approach to suspected radicals and Bilveer Singh, an adjunct senior fellow at 

the Rajaratnam School of International Studies, says it is one of the reasons behind its success so far. 

 

The most controversial measure at its disposal is its colonial-era Internal Security Act which allows for 

suspects to be held for lengthy periods without trial. 

 

The MHA said it currently has 20 people detained under the Act for “terrorism-related” activities, and 

since 2002 has held close to 90 for such activities. 

 

“ISA is a fantastic deterrent, and so far it has worked,” Singh said. 

 

Authorities have also deported scores of foreigners for suspected radicalism in recent years, and in 

October banned two popular Muslim preachers from Zimbabwe and Malaysia from entering the city-state, 

saying their views bred intolerance and were a risk to its social harmony. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Group: Turkey shooting Syria refugees 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/03/middleeast/turkey-border-guard-syria-hrw/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Syrians attempting to flee violence and seek refuge in Turkey are facing indiscriminate fire by 

Turkish border guards, Human Rights Watch said Saturday. 

 

Syrian asylum seekers leaving the brutality of Idlib province in northwest Syria "are being forced back 

with bullets and abuse," according to Lama Fakih, deputy director of Human Rights Watch's Middle East 

and North Africa division. 

 

In just a month, from December 15 to January 15, about 247,000 Syrians were displaced to the border 

area, according to the United Nations. 

 

"As fighting in Idlib and Afrin displaces thousands more," Fakih said, "the number of Syrians trapped 

along the border willing to risk their lives to reach Turkey is only likely to increase." 

 

The Human Rights Watch report comes amid rising tensions along the Turkey-Syria border as Turkey's 

military has moved into northern Syria. The incursion has opened up another front in the long-running 

Syrian conflict, now stretching into its seventh year. 

 

Asylum seekers also must travel a dangerous terrain "littered with landmines, steep climbs, narrow paths 

along ravines, and valleys." The rights group said most families exhaust all their resources paying 

smugglers anywhere from $300 to $8,000 per person to reach Turkey. 

 

Turkey is home to more Syrian refugees than any other country in the world, hosting around 3.5 million, 

according to Human Rights Watch. But the group said, "Turkey's generous hosting of large numbers of 

Syrians does not absolve it of its responsibility to help those seeking protection at its borders." 

 

On January 20, Turkey launched a ground offensive across the border into northern Syria, which it dubbed 

Operation Olive Branch. Turkey said the operation, with the help of the Free Syrian Army, aims to clear 

Syrian territories of all terrorist groups and create a safe environment to facilitate the permanent return of 

Syrian refugees to their country. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Turkey warns Kurdish YPG militia  
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SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/04/middleeast/syria-afrin-turkish-soldiers-killed/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Turkey's Prime Minister warned that Kurdish YPG forces will pay "twice as much" following the 

deaths of seven Turkish soldiers in Syria's Afrin province. 

 

Prime Minister Binali Yildirim made the threat in a tweet Saturday, Turkey's state media said, which 

marked Turkey's deadliest day in its military operation dubbed "Operation Olive Branch" in northern 

Syria. 

 

Turkish forces entered the Afrin area in an attempt to drive US-backed, Syrian-Kurdish YPG militia from 

the area last month. 

 

Five Turkish soldiers were killed when a tank was destroyed by a missile in Sheikh Haruz, northeast of 

Afrin, Turkish state media reported. 

 

Footage of the attack, released by the militia's media center, showed a speck of light flying across a field, 

hurling toward a distant target. Moments later, a tank explodes in a powerful ball of orange flames. 

 

Turkish armed forces said a sixth soldier was killed near the border town of Kilis, and another died in an 

undisclosed location fighting militia forces, Anadolu reported. 

 

Turkey launched "Operation Olive Branch" on January 20 with the aim of ending the US-allied militia 

control of Afrin and the surrounding region along the Syrian-Turkish border. Turkey has long wanted to 

establish a safe zone: a 19-mile-wide strip of land in Syria along the border that Turkey helps control. 

 

In Ankara's eyes, Syrian Kurds are virtually indistinguishable from Kurdish separatists in Turkey, a group 

it has long considered terrorists. The Kurdish YPG control a large chunk of northern Syria, so a safe zone 

would create a buffer along the border. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Turkey: 8 troops killed Syria operation 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/rebel-stronghold-northwestern-syria-heavily-

bombed-52814668  

GIST Turkey said eight of its troops were killed Saturday in Ankara's military operation against a Syrian 

Kurdish militia, the deadliest day in the two-week-old offensive in the enclave of Afrin, while in another 

part of Syria, al-Qaida-linked militants downed a Russian fighter jet, then shot and killed the pilot. 

 

In a statement late Saturday, the Turkish military said five soldiers were killed after their tank in Syria 

came under attack near Afrin. The soldiers could not be saved despite all attempts, it said. 

 

Earlier in the day, three Turkish soldiers were reported killed in the Afrin offensive — one was killed in 

the area of the tank attack, another in northern Syria and the third on the Turkish side of the border in what 

Ankara said was an attack by Syrian Kurdish militiamen. 

 

The total death toll for Turkish troops since the operation, codenamed Olive Branch, started on Jan. 20 

now stands at 13. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Reserve soldiers to deploy overseas 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/citizen-warriors-to-support-operation-enduring-

freedom/281-514072557  

GIST In Marysville, Army Reserve Soldiers prepare to go overseas in support of Operation Enduring Freedom. 
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Families and friends are not told details about what their loved ones will be doing, or even when they will 

return. 

 

The 477th Transportation Company is made up of about 100 citizen warriors. They will soon be in 

Kuwait. 

 

Friday night was not easy for families who gathered at Marysville Armed Forces Reserve Center. 

 

Barry Lovell traveled from Bellingham to say goodbye to his son, Tyler. 

 

"As long as I can remember, he always wanted to serve his country and be in the military, and this is his 

first opportunity to go overseas and put his boots on the ground. This is a moment for us to be proud of 

him," said Lovell. 

 

Specialist Taylor Walton will have to be away from girlfriend, Olivia. His parents traveled from Idaho to 

see him off. 

 

Mom, Jeni Walton said she is "honored and proud." Dad, Mark Walton said it was his son's first 

deployment. 

 

It is a first for the Carpenter family too. Toni remembers when she first learned that her husband, Mika, 

would be deployed. 

 

"I was pretty shocked and scared at the same time. A lot of things run through your mind," said Toni. 

 

While he's away, she'll take care of 1-year-old Isabella and Caleb who is almost 4-years-old. 

 

"This is going to be a hard challenge for all of us that go, but what people don't realize is it usually is a 

harder challenge for everyone who is back here," said Lt. Jacob Brewer. 

 

The Army says world events can create a need to activate reserve units. Deployment for Army Reserve 

Soldiers can last up to two years. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Suicide bomber kills 11 in Pakistan 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-pakistan-attack/suicide-bomber-kills-at-least-11-soldiers-in-

northern-pakistan-idUSKBN1FN0IK?il=0  

GIST PESHAWAR, Pakistan (Reuters) - At least 11 soldiers were killed and 13 wounded on Saturday in a 

suicide attack near an army base in northern Pakistan, officials said, in a region that was once controlled 

by a local faction of the Taliban. 

 

Attacks have decreased sharply in the picturesque Swat Valley but can cause alarm in a region where 

Pakistani Taliban insurgents took partial control in 2007, before being ousted two years later in a major 

military operation hailed as an important blow against Islamist violence. 

 

Swat was the first sizeable region outside Pakistan’s lawless tribal regions bordering Afghanistan to fall to 

the militants. More than 2,000 Taliban fighters have been driven out of the region, government officials 

say. 

 

The Pakistan Army’s public relations wing said in a statement that the “suicide attack” in the Swat Valley 

took place at the “army unit sports area”. 

 

The attack was claimed by the Tehreek-e-Taliban, also known as the Pakistani Taliban, in a statement sent 

to the media. 
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“God willing Tehreek-e-Taliban has started the process of revenge attacks,” Taliban spokesman 

Mohammad Khurasani said in the statement. “Wait for more (attacks) to follow.” 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Afghan attacks ‘want to spark uprising’ 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-42929370  

GIST Militants are targeting civilians in Kabul hoping chaos will spark an uprising, Afghanistan's interior 

minister has told the BBC. 

 

In the past two weeks four major attacks - two by the Taliban and two by the Islamic State group - have 

killed a total of 130 people across the country. 

 

Interior Minister Wais Barmak says the two groups share the same aim - "to provoke people against the 

government". 

 

But a jailed ex-IS fighter told the BBC that the two had distinct approaches. 

 

"For the Taliban if someone from the government repents he should be forgiven. But IS say he should be 

killed," said the man, to whom the BBC was given rare access, with members of the Afghan intelligence 

agencies present during the interview. 

 

"IS preaches that only they are real Muslims, not the Taliban", and "does not believe in mercy", the 

prisoner, who did not want to be identified, added. 

 

While the Taliban control far more territory across Afghanistan than Islamic State, IS has been more 

focused on attacking Kabul - carrying out at least 14 major attacks in in the city over 2017, significantly 

more than the Taliban. 

 

Some analysts believe that the recent spate of attacks by the Taliban in Kabul represent a competition 

between the two groups for international notoriety. 

 

But Afghan officials often say that there is no tangible difference between the Taliban and IS. 

 

The two are targeting civilians "to provoke people against the government, so the government will fall 

apart… and there will be chaos," the interior minister told the BBC. 

 

They both "come from the same source," alleging that Pakistan provides safe havens to both groups. 

 

Many Afghans have expressed anger at the government's failure to prevent the attacks. 

 

Many IS fighters in Afghanistan were former Taliban. The prisoner said he was among many in his unit 

who had been forced to switch allegiance. 

 

He said he had received one month's training by IS in northern Pakistan, but did not mention that the group 

had any ties to Pakistani officials. He said IS would dismiss the Taliban as "Pakistani agents". 

 

Many of the IS attacks in Kabul have targeted the capital's Shia minority, whom IS militants hold to be 

heretics. 

 

Journalist Syed Azizullah survived a suicide bombing in December on a cultural centre that killed over 40 

people. 

 

"In the past, Shias living in the countryside used to come to Kabul because it was safer," he told the BBC. 
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"Now my relatives in the outskirts tell me to leave Kabul because it's become so dangerous here." 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Outcry over mutilated Kurdish fighter 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-42929247  

GIST Kurds in Syria have reacted furiously to videos showing Turkish-backed rebels abusing the body of a 

female Kurdish fighter killed in battle. 

 

Barin Kobani was part of all-female unit challenging a Turkish-led offensive in north-west Syria. 

 

Kurdish officials accused fighters allied with Turkey of "playing with her corpse" and mutilating it. 

 

Last month, Turkish troops and allied Syrian rebels launched a campaign to capture the Kurdish-held 

Afrin region. 

 

Barin Kobani was killed during fighting earlier this week in the northern part of the region, reports say. 

She was in her mid-20s, and joined the Kurdish all-female unit known as the YPJ in 2015. 

 

The group is part of the YPG (People's Protection Units), seen by Turkey as a terrorist group and an 

extension of the banned Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK), which has fought for Kurdish autonomy in 

south-eastern Turkey for three decades. 

 

The US has provided the YPG and allied Arab fighters with weapons and air support to help them battle 

the jihadist group Islamic State (IS) in Syria. 

 

Two videos emerged earlier this week, and the woman was soon identified as Barin Kobani. 

 

The footage shows a group of rebels standing around the bloodied body of a woman lying on the ground. 

Parts of her torso appear to have been cut. 

 

"We hold the Turkish government responsible for this heinous act," Kurdish-led authorities said. One 

unconfirmed report claimed she had been captured alive before being killed. 

 

Local official Aldar Khalil condemned the rebels' "moral decadence". 

 

Turkey has not publicly commented on the issue. The rebels involved in the videos have not been 

identified. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Rebel stronghold in Syria bombed 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/03/rebel-stronghold-in-northwestern-syria-heavily-

bombed.html  

GIST BEIRUT –  A Syrian monitoring group and the media arm of al-Qaida-linked militants are reporting 

intense airstrikes on a rebel-held stronghold in Syria's northwest. 

 

The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights reported more than 35 airstrikes on Saraqeb since 

late Friday, adding that many of its residents are fleeing. 

 

The Ibaa News Agency of the al-Qaida-linked Levant Liberation Committee, said Russian and Syrian 

warplanes and helicopter gunships have been pounding Saraqeb and Tel Mardeekh village in Idlib 

province since the early hours of Saturday. 
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Syrian government forces and their allies pushed into Idlib, an opposition stronghold, inching closer to a 

key highway that connects Syria's two largest cities, Damascus and Aleppo. 

 

The U.N. says more than 270,000 have been displaced in Idlib because of the government onslaught since 

Dec. 15. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Families sue Chiquita over deaths 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/03/families-sue-chiquita-over-deaths-americans-in-

colombia.html  

GIST MIAMI –  The families of six Americans kidnapped and killed in Colombia during the 1990s by the 

terrorist organization known as FARC are seeking potentially tens of millions of dollars in damages from 

banana giant Chiquita Brands International because of payments the company made to the group. 

 

Trial is scheduled to begin with jury selection Monday in West Palm Beach federal court in lawsuits that 

accuse Chiquita of violating the Anti-Terrorism Act. Chiquita has admitted paying FARC — the Spanish 

acronym for the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia — about $220,000 but insists it did so only to 

protect its employees and interests from violence. 

 

One $10,000 payment to the guerrillas was hidden in a spare tire on the back of a Jeep, according to court 

documents. 

 

The families claim Chiquita's financial support of FARC, as a known terrorist group, means it should be 

held responsible for the Americans' deaths and pay damages. The families must prove that Chiquita 

executives knew FARC was engaged in violent terror acts that could affect Americans and that the deaths 

of their loved ones were foreseeable when the payments were made, said plaintiffs' attorney Gary Osen. 

 

"These are folks who have been through an enormous amount in their lives. They've waited 10 years for 

their day in court," Osen said. 

 

In a statement issued in January, Switzerland-based Chiquita said its only motivation in paying FARC was 

protecting its own employees from violence. 

 

"We have been clear that, at all times, the company prioritized the safety of its employees and their 

families, and acted accordingly," the statement said. 

 

FARC and other paramilitary groups were engaged in a decades-long civil war in Colombia that took 

thousands of lives. The bloodshed finally ended in 2016 when a peace accord was signed. Chiquita also 

admitted paying $1.7 million to a right-wing group opposed to FARC, eventually pleading guilty in 2007 

to a U.S. crime and paying a $25 million fine. 

 

It was only after that case became public that family members of the six Americans slain by FARC learned 

that Chiquita had also paid FARC, leading to the lawsuits. 

 

Five of the Americans killed by FARC were members of a missionary group based in Sanford, Florida, 

called New Tribes Mission: David Mankins, Rich Tenenoff, Mark Rich, Stephen Welsh and Timothy Van 

Dyke. The sixth, Frank Pescatore Jr., was a geologist for an Alabama company working on a project in 

Colombia who was shot trying to escape his kidnappers, according to court documents. 

 

Tania Julin of Winter Springs, Florida, was married to Rich the night he was kidnapped on Jan. 31, 1993 

in the village of Pucuro, Panama, about 15 miles from the Colombian border. She said armed men burst 

into their home — where their two young daughters were sleeping — tied Rich up and ordered he, 

Mankins and Tenenoff to march into the jungle. 
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She never saw her husband again. 

 

"It was so terrifying. I just never imagined. It was so out of the blue and unexpected. I was only 23 years 

old, with two little kids," said Julin, who now teaches kindergarten. "I was just terrified of what might 

happen and so confused about why anyone would do this to us. We were only there to help people." 

 

"I have never been so afraid in all of my life." 

 

Later, FARC demanded a $5 million ransom for the three, but it soon became apparent the men had likely 

been killed, Julin said. It took years for the families to find out for sure, and they never received any 

remains. 

 

"The years of not knowing were so difficult. Christmases would go by and the one thing the girls wanted 

for Christmas was for their dad to come home. It was lots of years of disappointing heartaches and hard to 

watch to girls grow up without their dad," she said. 

 

Well before their deaths in the 1990s, Chiquita had established about 35 banana farms in the Uraba region 

of Colombia that employed about 3,000 people. It was well known that FARC was active in the area and 

routinely used extortion and threats to obtain payments from people and businesses — a practice called 

"vacuna," which is Spanish for "vaccine." 

 

FARC's initial payment demand from Chiquita came in 1989, when the group sought $10,000. Court 

papers show Chiquita executives decided to make the payment, the first of 57 it would give to FARC over 

the next decade. 

 

A consulting company called Control Risks that worked with Chiquita outlined the dire nature of the issue 

in a memo at the time, court documents show: 

 

"You have to pay. These people are serious. The military is not able to control them," the memo said. 

"You can't just turn them in, give their names to someone. Because they will take retribution for that, and 

you can expect violence." 

 

Ultimately, a Chiquita executive traveled to Colombia with $10,000 in cash, exchanged it for Colombian 

pesos and arranged to deliver the money hidden in the Jeep spare tire to a FARC guerrilla, court 

documents show. 

 

Despite their insistence the money was paid to protect employees, Chiquita executives at the time 

discussed it in terms of a cost of doing business — and the company had no intention then of ending its 

banana operations in Colombia, the documents show. 

 

"We're not going to stop doing business in Colombia because, you know, we're going to have to spend an 

extra $25,000. That's not realistic. Right?" one executive was quoted as saying. 

 

U.S. District Judge Kenneth Marra, who will preside over the estimated four-week trial, ruled in January 

that Chiquita cannot use a defense that the payments were made solely under duress. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Afghan, Pakistan officials meet in Kabul 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-pakistan-officials-meet-kabul-talk-

differences-52815937?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Pakistani and Afghan officials have met for a second round of talks about allegations levelled against 

Islamabad in the wake of recent deadly militant attacks in Kabul that have killed over 200 people. 

 

A joint statement after the day-long meeting in the Afghan capital said the two sides promised to keep 
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talking. 

 

After the recent attacks, Afghan President Ashraf Ghani's government has insisted Pakistan's failure to 

rout Taliban militants from safe havens on its soil is spurring the insurgency inside Afghanistan. 

 

Kabul also accused Islamabad of harboring the Taliban, who are allegedly being trained in Islamic 

seminaries in southwestern Pakistan. 

 

Pakistan denies the charges. 

 

Islamabad says Saturday's meeting was part of a larger dialogue while the Afghans billed it as a response 

to their accusations against Islamabad. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Super Bowl city was home for terrorists 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/sports/super-bowl-city-was-home-dozens-isis-other-terror-suspects-

n844066  

GIST MINNEAPOLIS — A city that’s spawned a surprising number of terror suspects is hosting this year’s 

Super Bowl, but local law enforcement officials say they're ready to protect Sunday’s big game. 

 

The Minneapolis-St. Paul area has been home to the third highest number of terror prosecutions in the U.S. 

since 9/11, behind only the much larger metropolitan regions of New York and Washington, D.C. Twelve 

Twin Cities residents have been charged with providing support to ISIS and 20 have been arrested for 

alleged support of the Somali terror group al Shabab in the past nine years. Between 2011 and 2014, 13 

locals died fighting for al Shabab and ISIS, according to U.S intelligence officials. 

 

ISIS has continually called for attacks on large-scale events and the possibility of someone hearing those 

calls is not lost on the FBI’s Joe Rivers, who’s in charge of terrorism investigations in Minneapolis. 

 

Rivers says the FBI and local law enforcement are more concerned about the potential for lone wolves to 

attack with a vehicle or a firearm than a sophisticated operation. “I think we're more worried about the fact 

that an individual is inspired to potentially do something,” said Rivers, “and that they find the means and 

the mechanisms to go ahead and do that either on their own or with very little help.” 

 

To prepare and respond to any potential incident the FBI says it has brought in 200 extra agents who are a 

part of 1,000 federal agents from multiple agencies composing the largest deployment in Super Bowl 

history. Minneapolis and other nearby police departments will add nearly 1,000 extra officers, for a total 

uniformed presence of 2,000. 

 

The game between the New England Patriots and the Philadelphia Eagles kicks off at about 6:30 p.m. at 

U.S. Bank Stadium in downtown Minneapolis, and features halftime performances by Justin Timberlake 

and Pink. The venue holds nearly 67,000 people. 

 

Minneapolis Police Commander Scott Gerlicher, who is in charge of the city’s Super Bowl security 

operation says, “There are no credible threats currently to the Super Bowl or any activities but there's a 

large group of people who are looking at that and monitoring that hour by hour.” 

 

One of the tactics for thwarting any would-be terrorist, say law enforcement officials, is creating secure 

perimeters for the stadium and other public event spaces, and positioning Humvee-style trucks to prevent 

vehicle attacks. 

 

Around the city and at Super Bowl events, said FBI Supervisory Special Agent Brandon Grant, state, local 

and federal bomb squad teams from across the region and the country are ready to respond to any 

suspicious package. Grant said that the teams have brought in 16 small x-ray devices, worth over $35,000 
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each, to deploy with technicians – the largest-ever such deployment of the technology. 

 

The devices are designed to quickly scan a suspicious bag or item and produce an image of the contents on 

a handheld tablet. Grant said the compact size of the x-ray kits means technicians can hand-carry them in a 

crowd and get an image 10 times faster than older devices. 

 

If someone simply forgot a bag in the crowd of thousands, said Grant, the bomb techs can address it and 

“just move on.” 

 

In the air, the FBI will use Blackhawk helicopters equipped with infrared cameras to surveil key Super 

Bowl sites. The Blackhawks can also be used to move heavily armed agents to any potential attack site, or 

to evacuate injured people to local hospitals or triage centers. 

 

The FBI says it isn’t disclosing where the armed teams are situated but says they will be on standby 

leading up to and during the big game to respond to any crisis 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Drone ship joins US Navy fleet 

SOURCE https://www.digitaltrends.com/cool-tech/darpa-sea-hunter-joins-navy-fleet/  

GIST A prototype autonomous ship known as the Medium Displacement Unmanned Surface Vehicle (MDUSV) 

has officially been transferred to the U.S. Navy from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(DARPA) after a two-year testing and evaluation program. Named “Sea Hunter,” the Office of Naval 

Research will continue to develop the vessel from this point forward. 

 

Although there’s no specific timetable for when the Sea Hunter would join active naval operations, the 

statement from DARPA indicated that it could happen as early as this year. The anti-submarine warfare 

vessel could be the first of an entirely new class of warship. 

 

“[Sea Hunter] represents a new vision of naval surface warfare that trades small numbers of very capable, 

high-value assets for large numbers of commoditized, simpler platforms that are more capable in the 

aggregate,” said Fred Kennedy of DARPA. “The U.S. military has talked about the strategic importance of 

replacing ‘king’ and ‘queen’ pieces on the maritime chessboard with lots of ‘pawns.’” 

 

The collaboration between the Navy and DARPA began in 2014, with the ship designed and developed by 

Virginia-based defense company Leidos, and christened in April 2016. A rigorous series of open-water 

tests followed, including surveillance and mine counter-measures. 

 

According to Newsweek, the ship got its name from the mission the Navy envisions for it — stalking 

foreign submarines at sea. It’s relatively cheap to build at $20 million, and it’s far less expensive to run 

than a similar manned vessel. 

 

“This is an inflection point,” former Deputy Defense Secretary Robert Work said in an interview with 

Reuters in 2016. “This is the first time we’ve ever had a totally robotic, trans-oceanic-capable ship.” 

 

“I would like to see unmanned flotillas operating in the western Pacific and the Persian Gulf within five 

years,” he added. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Women die in surf digging for clams 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/889545/2-die-in-surf-while-digging-for-clams-on-washington-beaches/  
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GIST LONG BEACH, Wash. (AP) — Two women have died in separate incidents after they were caught in 

rough surf while digging for clams on ocean beaches in southwest Washington. 

 

Pacific County Sheriff Scott Johnson said on Facebook that the women were reported missing Friday 

around 9 p.m., roughly four minutes apart. 

 

The first 911 call reported that a 70-year-old woman was lost in the surf north of Ocean Park on the Long 

Beach Peninsula. Her body was found Saturday evening near Westport. 

 

In the second case, a 61-year-old woman from Toledo was reported missing in the surf north of the mouth 

of Willapa Bay. She had been digging for clams with her husband when the two became separated. Her 

body was found in Pacific County around 5:30 a.m. Saturday. 

 

The sheriff reminded people to be aware of powerful waves that can appear at any time. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Cursing is good for your health? 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/better/health/when-cursing-good-your-health-ncna843776  

GIST From an early age we're taught not to curse — usually right around the first time we hear an adult let an 

expletive slip in front of us (and immediately repeat it back to them). While we typically try to curb our 

"dirty mouth" when in the presence of family or co-workers, swear words make up almost one percent of 

our daily vocabulary, according to research done by Timothy Jay, psychological scientist and author of 

Cursing in America. To put that number into perspective, we use words like "we, our and ourselves" at 

around the same daily rate. 

 

The repercussions of inappropriate cursing are pretty obvious (calling your boss that expletive likely won’t 

end well), but are there any pros to letting the occasional expletive slip when something doesn't go our 

way? Hell yes there are. As it turns out, that potty mouth of yours can be beneficial in certain scenarios. 

Here's a look at when and how cursing can actually be helpful for your health. 

 

IT HELPS WITH PAIN MANAGEMENT 

You're rushing to get ready for work in the morning. Just as you're about to head out the door you stub 

your toe on the corner of the kitchen table and yell your expletive of choice as a knee-jerk reaction. If that 

stinging foot doesn't feel quite as painful immediately after you've cursed it out, it's not just in your head.  

 

A study done at Keele University in the U.K. measured the effects swearing had on pain tolerance, and 

found that we can withstand more pain when using profanity. Why is that? "When we swear, it sends a 

message to the amygdala in the brain," explains Amy Cooper Hakim, Ph.D, practicing in Florida.  

 

"The words themselves don’t help us to better tolerate pain — but the emotional and physical reaction that 

we have by saying the words triggers the fight or flight response, which then gives us that burst of energy 

to make it through the difficult or painful task." So the next time you hurt yourself, feel free to curse at 

whatever inanimate object is to blame. 

 

IT IMPROVES YOUR WORKOUT 

If the most grueling parts of your workout have you cursing your instructor in your head, there's research 

to support that vocalizing those swear words can actually help boost your performance. (Though you 

might want to stick to a general expletive rather than directing it at Chad during TRX.) The study found 

that participants who swore saw a 2 to 4 percent increase in performance and 8 percent boost in strength 

compared to those who kept their mouths shut. Why does this help?  

 

Researchers surmise that when you're alone with your thoughts, suffering through your workout in silence, 

there's nothing distracting you from the task at hand. Cursing diverts your attention, which makes you 

work harder than if you were only focusing on how tough the workout is. 
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IT RELEASES STRESS 

As it turns out, there's some science behind why cursing when you're angry or frustrated makes you feel 

better. "Cursing can be an effective emotional release, especially for anger and frustration," explains Laura 

MacLeod, LMSW practicing in New York. "By using words that are not welcomed or appropriate in most 

settings (professional, family, social) it can be very liberating to throw caution to the wind and curse."  

 

According to MacLeod, this stress release initiates from the physical exercise of cursing. "Curse words are 

usually uttered with fury or frustration — the whole body is involved," she explains. This provides a 

different release than when we're simply venting without expletives, because we're doing so without self-

imposed limitations. "When we complain, vent or share anger without cursing, we are keeping ourselves in 

check," she says. "The stress is not released because we are sharing within guidelines, not totally releasing 

all feelings. When cursing, our whole body and all emotions are connected — no guidelines, no filter. The 

release is complete, and thus stress relieving." 

 

IT CAN HELP YOU EXPRESS YOURSELF 

You'd probably think that frequent cursing is a sign of limited vocabulary — but one study published in 

the journal Language Sciences actually shows the opposite. The study had a group of 43 men and women 

say as many curse words as they could in one minute. Next, they had to name as many animal names as 

they could in the same amount of time. Researchers found that the more curse words a participant was able 

to generate, the more expansive a vocabulary they had. They hypothesized that having an expansive 

vocabulary of taboo words means that person is better able to express themselves in a verbose, nuanced 

way. So get creative with your swear words! 

 

IT MAKES YOU APPEAR MORE HONEST AND AUTHENTIC 

You probably don't want to curse during your next performance review. But clinical therapist Amy 

Deacon, explains that cursing can make you appear more genuine within your social circles. "Cursing in a 

positive scenario makes us come across as honest, authentic and assertive because swearing is such a raw 

form of expression," she says.  

 

"You are getting an uncensored, raw, unfiltered response that is a gut reaction and reflective of what the 

person is really feeling of thinking." A recent study found that profanity is correlated with genuine feelings 

and emotions in social interactions, which indicated that those who curse may also be more likely to be 

truthful. 

 

So the next time you’re venting to friends, in pain or doing another round of burpees, let your inner sailor 

come out and play! 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Oil tanker missing off West Africa coast 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/04/asia/oil-tanker-missing-west-africa/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The search for a missing oil tanker off the coast of West Africa entered its fourth day Sunday, with 

no word on the fate of the 22 Indian nationals aboard the vessel. 

 

The vessel, Marine Express, was carrying more than 13,000 tons of gasoline and went missing in the Gulf 

of Guinea, according to a statement from the Anglo Eastern, the ship's managing company. 

 

It said it lost contact with the vessel Thursday. 

 

In a tweet, a spokesman for India's Foreign Ministry, Raveesh Kumar, said a search for the ship is 

underway. 

 

"Our Mission in Abuja (Nigeria) is in touch with the authorities in Benin and Nigeria for their help in 

locating the ship and is constantly monitoring the situation," he said. 
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Anglo-Eastern said it was in contact with the families of the missing sailors. 

 

In a recent report, the International Maritime Bureau, a nonprofit devoted to fighting crime at sea, said 

maritime piracy and armed robbery reached a 22-year-low last year, but danger persists in the Gulf of 

Guinea. 

 

"Although the number of attacks is down this year [2017] in comparison with last year, the Gulf of Guinea 

and the waters around Nigeria remain a threat to seafarers," said Pottengal Mukundan, director of the 

bureau. 

 

The Gulf of Guinea leads the world in the number and severity of incidences of piracy, according to the 

nonprofit. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Extortion scam preys on secrets 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/investigations/extortion-scam-preys-on-those-with-vulnerable-

secrets/283-514062697  

GIST If you have a deep, dark secret you want to keep to yourself, you may be vulnerable to a pricey scam. 

 

Extortion letters are starting to circulate in Portland. They say, for a hefty fee -- your secret is safe! 

 

“They are consistently looking for areas where people are vulnerable,” said Pamela Levy, whose husband 

received an extortion letter in the mail. 

 

“The more information somebody has, the more effective it is," said Renn Cannon, a special agent with the 

FBI. 

 

The details in these extortion letters are just "specific" enough, to make them believable. And at the same 

time, they're just "vague" enough to cover a range of secrets, from infidelity, to financial, to criminal. Of 

course, if you live a clean life, you've got nothing to worry about. 

 

That was the case for Levy, happily married for years, but it’s not the case for everyone. 

 

The letters start with a threat: 

 

"I know about the secret you are keeping from your wife, and everyone else, more importantly, I have 

evidence of what you've been hiding. I'm going to give you two options, ignore this, and I’ll tell your wife, 

her friends and family. Or you can pay me." 

 

Levy says she opened it and called her husband. 

 

“My husband wasn't there with me at the time, and I called him up and said you're not going to believe 

what just came in the mail," she said 

 

Luckily, Levy and her husband have been happily married for years but the FBI says these kind of 

extortion letter scams are becoming common. 

 

“The more information they have about you the more it seems like ‘Well, boy they really know their 

stuff,’ so it does make it more effective," said Cannon. 

 

The scammers use your name, and reference your city, just enough to make it convincing. The letter goes 

on to demand a "confidentially fee." Pay $3,600 dollars and your secret remains safe. 
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“It's the kind of threat that may ring true for a small selection of those where they may actually decide, I'm 

going to go ahead and send some cash," Cannon said. 

 

"I knew instantly it was a scam, and I called my husband and he knew instantly it was a scam, and we both 

started laughing about it," Levy said. "But as a concerned citizen, I started to be really worried about all 

the people who might not know it was a scam." 

 

Extortion is a federal crime, but catching someone is tough because the letter wants the payment in bitcoin, 

and even gives step-by-step instructions on how to pay the hush money. The FBI says that makes it hard to 

trace the scammers. 

 

“Because its decentralized, because there's no central authority, because its new technology, because its 

encrypted; it makes it very hard to trace," said Cannon. 

 

But the FBI, state and local investigators are successfully working these cases, especially when there's a 

lot of money lost. Levy says a sense of humor helps. She says she never once considered paying a ransom, 

even if her husband was up to no good. 

 

“No, I considered jewelry. No bitcoin for anybody else," she joked. 

 

For the scammers, it's a phishing scheme. They send out thousands of these letters across the country. 

Odds are some of the recipients will be up to no good, and will pay to keep their secrets safe. 

 

If you get one of these letters, you can go to the FBI’s "internet crime complaint center" at www.ic3.gov. 

They also advise people to be careful about personal details they share online. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Mystery of the strangled billionaires 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-42864082  

GIST The killing of a wealthy Canadian couple made headlines around the world. Then the news they had been 

found hanging by men's belts next to their indoor pool, with no apparent motive, deepened the intrigue. So 

who were Barry and Honey Sherman? 

 

In an unpublished 1996 memoir, Barry Sherman wrote he had "always been very conscious of my personal 

mortality". 

 

His unfinished musings only became public because of a court case in the 1990s. They revealed a man 

with strong beliefs - that there is no God, free will is an illusion, and life has "no meaning or purpose". 

 

But Sherman thought these memoirs may one day be of interest to others - a "perhaps arrogant belief", he 

wrote. 

 

Now, the text offers some insight into a couple whose mysterious deaths have captured worldwide interest 

and left those who knew them grief-stricken and dumbfounded. 

 

In mid-December, 75-year-old Barry and his wife Honey, 70, were found dead in their Toronto home. 

 

Police confirmed this month their death is being investigated as a "targeted" double murder. They were 

found strangled, fully clothed on the deck of their indoor pool, hanging by belts. 

 

Authorities have so far offered no suspects and no motive for the suspected killings. 

 

More than 10,000 people, including Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne, 

attended the funeral. 
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The turnout was unsurprising - the Shermans had amassed a personal fortune estimated at $3bn. They had 

touched much of Canada, whether through the impact on Canadian healthcare of Apotex, Inc, the generic 

drug empire Barry founded, or through the millions they gave away in philanthropy. 

 

At their funeral, their son Jonathon called them "yin and yang". 

 

"They completed a circle that encompassed everything important about what it means to be human," he 

said. "Neither one perfect but together wholly balanced and exceptional." 

 

Barry was a self-described workaholic, someone who brought business files with him on vacation. He was 

an ardent atheist, an aggressive businessman and a loving, though often absent father. 

 

Honey was warm, the "magnet and the glue" that held the family together, an inveterate party animal who 

refused to let a bout of throat cancer or painful arthritis get in the way of either a good time or her charity 

work. 

 

Honey Sherman grew up in modest circumstances, born to two Polish Holocaust survivors who later 

immigrated to Canada. 

 

Barry Sherman was born in Toronto in 1942, and though he didn't excel at school early on, it was clear he 

was a brainy child.  He joined the University of Toronto's engineering science programme at 16 - the 

youngest ever student to do so - and went on to study aeronautics at the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology. 

 

The couple were introduced in August 1970, and married almost exactly a year later. 

 

Where Honey was gregarious, Barry could be aloof and lack in social graces. 

 

At the couple's funeral, Honey's sister Mary said she was unimpressed with her sibling's beau at first sight. 

 

"He was standing at our kitchen. There he was reading the paper, ignoring everyone, being Barry. And all 

I could think was 'my sister's going out with this? What's the deal?'" she recalled. 

 

"And then over time I saw that he was the most brilliant, wonderful, kind man." 

 

The couple had four children, three through surrogacy after Honey had a series of miscarriages. 

 

The pair depended on each other. 

 

Honey would make sure Barry was dressed properly for events and galas, picking out his clothes down to 

his socks. 

 

At the funeral, Jonathon remembered his father on a family trip "driving around in a jeep in Israel looking 

for mom's lost wallet, and her lost keys, and her lost sunglasses, and her jacket too". 

 

"You were like a lock and a key, each pretty useless on your own. But together you unlocked the whole 

world for yourselves, and for us, and so many others." 

 

The Shermans' philanthropy created an undeniable legacy. They donated multiple millions of dollars to 

hospitals, Jewish organisations, universities, and charities like the United Way. A state-of-the-art research 

university facility in Toronto bears their name, as does a Jewish community centre campus. 

 

Through its foundation, Apotex has also donated over C$50m ($40m; £28m) around the world, including 

sending medicine to a children's charity in Kenya. 
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But the billionaires didn't flaunt their wealth, despite being among the richest Canadians. 

 

Honey told Toronto Life magazine in 2008 the couple "live nice lives, not large lives" and worried about 

the influence of their wealth on their children, saying they worked hard to instil in them a "sense of 

reality". 

 

Barry was known to drive cars until they were ready for the junkyard, and met the magazine's reporter at 

the Apotex headquarters wearing a wrinkled shirt and "well-worn trousers". 

 

"[Barry] didn't care about things - making money was a way of keeping score," says Murray Rubin, who 

was friends with Barry for some 50 years. Rubin calls Barry the smartest guy he ever knew. 

 

He learned the drug business from family, working at his uncle's pharmaceutical company before founding 

Apotex in 1974. 

 

Barry told the New York Times in 2006 that he did "everything in those days from cleaning the floor to 

writing the cheques". 

 

The generic drug-mogul also earned a reputation for using the courts freely to build his company and 

defend his business interests. 

 

Apotex has been involved in more than a thousand court cases in Canada, using the legal system to 

aggressively challenge drug patents. 

 

"It definitely makes it the most litigious pharma company in Canada and probably the most litigious 

company period," says University of Ottawa law professor Amir Attaran. 

 

"It's fair to observe the way he did business he would have had many enemies," he says. 

 

Canadians pay some of the highest prices in the world for generic drugs, and Attaran argues Sherman's 

business practices contributed to that. 

 

"He was unethical in business. His drugs were overpriced and gouged Canadians," he said on Twitter. 

 

Apotex did not respond to a request for comment. 

 

Rubin says his friend was "as a person, very gentle. As a businessman, very tough". 

 

Barry was also involved in a couple of long-running, very public conflicts. 

 

In the 1990s, Apotex became embroiled in a high-profile and protracted dust-up with a haematologist at 

Toronto's Hospital for Sick Children over negative research results related to one of the company's drugs. 

 

When the researcher, Dr Nancy Olivieri, said she needed to disclose the risk to patients involved in the 

trials, Apotex, which disputed the results, pulled the trials and threatened legal action if she divulged those 

potential risks. 

 

She did anyway. Sherman was later recorded calling her "nuts" when discussing the case with CBS's 60 

Minutes. 

 

In September, he scored a victory in another lengthy feud, this over a group of cousins who alleged he 

breached an agreement that entitled them to a 20% stake in Apotex. 

 

An Ontario Superior Court judge dismissed the C$1bn lawsuit, though that ruling is being appealed. 

 

The acrimonious battle, which played out in court and in the press for over a decade, included Sherman 
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suing the cousin who spearheaded the fight to recover some C$8m in loans. 

 

The bad blood spilled into the press again in the wake of Barry and Honey's death. 

 

Rubin says while Barry was tough, he can't comprehend who would kill him and Honey with such 

"hatred". 

 

"I can't believe that my friend Barry... would die in this horrible way," he said. "The riddle is - who did it 

and why?" 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Drone hovers over plane during landing 

SOURCE https://www.cnet.com/news/drone-hovers-over-jet-landing-at-las-vegas-airport/  

GIST The Federal Aviation Administration is investigating an incident in which someone apparently piloted a 

drone right above a jet landing at McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas. 

 

The KLAS TV station's LasVegasNow.com website published video Thursday taken at an unknown time 

from a drone hovering over the city as a jet approaches and then passes underneath. The FAA said Friday 

it's "aware of the incident and is investigating" but declined further comment. 

 

Drones, piloted from the ground but providing an eye in the sky, promise new business opportunities for 

everybody from real estate photographers to oil refinery operators. And they can help police handle 

dangerous gunfire scenes.  But anyone can buy one of the aircraft, and enforcing restrictions can be tough. 

 

The Know Before You Fly website, from the FAA and drone and model aircraft groups, steers people 

toward 2,500 designated model aircraft flying sites. It can be tricky knowing where drone use is illegal, 

though. Airports are on the list, of course, but so are many military sites, US landmarks and the Super 

Bowl. 

 

The FAA can fine individuals up to $1,437 for each violation of flight safety rules. Business' fines can 

reach $32,666 per violation. Then there are criminal penalties of up to $250,000 in fines and three years in 

prison. 

 

Remote-control aircraft have been around for decades, but drones are a novelty and add photos and videos 

into the mix. And the existing model-aircraft industry isn't happy about the Las Vegas drone flight. 

 

"All drone and model aircraft pilots must stay well clear of manned aircraft. We condemn the type of 

operation depicted in this video," said Chad Budreau, director of government affairs for the Academy of 

Model Aeronautics, in a statement. "Anyone who violates aviation regulations or endangers public safety 

must be held accountable for their actions. We urge the FAA to take strong enforcement action against this 

drone pilot, and against any future violators." 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Tech workers use LSD for creativity 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/tech-workers-use-lsd-to-help-expand-creativity-1/693364436  

GIST LSD and high tech seem like opposites, but KIRO 7 discovered some workers are turning to the drug, 

which hit a high in popularity in the '60s, to increase their problem-solving ability and creativity. 

Instead of a full dose, they're microdosing. 

 

Paul Austin is the founder of the company The Third Wave and calls himself a microdosing coach. 

 

"So microdosing is the act of consuming really low doses of psychedelics, usually on a two-times-per-
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week basis, for a period of a month or two months," according to Austin. 

 

Austin told KIRO-7 he's done it, by taking 1/10th of a normal dose. 

 

"I was looking for something that could help with creativity, that could help with entering a flow state, that 

could help with a process of building my business," said Austin. 

 

He's studying the impacts and making a business of helping others maximize their experience with the 

controlled substance. 

 

"For creativity, to help with problem-solving, to give them a little more energy. It's kind of to get another 

extra edge in what they're doing," Austin said 

 

The popularity of LSD microdosing caught the attention of UW psychology professor Jaime Diaz. 

Diaz is behavioral pharmacologist and wrote the book "How Drugs Influence Behavior." He's been 

teaching at UW for 40 years. 

 

"There's the danger that someone's going to take too much LSD," explained Diaz, "You're already in 

micrograms, and so microdosing LSD is very difficult to do." 

 

Diaz told KIRO-7 he's very interested in the science of what LSD does to the brain. 

 

"Not much of the LSD actually crosses into the brain. So you're dosing in micrograms and not much of 

that is getting into the brain side. So this is amazing to me that just a few molecules can have this profound 

effect. This is amazing," said Diaz. 

 

According to the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, "LSD is a Schedule 1 drug and is illegal, 

regardless of the quantity. It simply has no accepted medical use and has a high potential for abuse." 

 

Paul Austin is not a doctor, and says as a coach he has his clients sign waivers. They have to find LSD on 

their own. He's advertising his business, The Third Wave, to subscribers of Rolling Stone and other sites. 

He says anyone with schizophrenia, bi-polar disorder, general anxiety or colorblindness should not 

microdose. 

 

To really know the benefits of LSD microdosing, professor Diaz says researchers need a scientific study. 

 

"Any drug that will increase our experience on this planet positively, I think, is something we should look 

into," said Diaz. 

 

He says the information that is out there now hasn't taken into account the purity of the drug or the placebo 

effect, and likely was not done in a controlled environment. 

 

That's exactly what researchers at Johns Hopkins are doing now. 

 

Diaz cautions anyone who tries it on their own."The thing with LSD, as with most of these hallucinogens, 

you can't take it back. Once you take it, you have to play out that ride." 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Britain’s first ‘private police force’ 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5346699/First-private-police-force-caught-400-

criminals.html  

GIST The country’s first ‘private police force’ is investigating hundreds of crimes that regular officers are too 

busy to look at. 
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A firm led by former Scotland Yard senior officers has successfully prosecuted more than 400 criminals 

and is now carrying out murder inquiries. 

 

TM Eye, which has a 100 per cent conviction rate, is thought to bring more private prosecutions than any 

organisation besides the RSPCA. 

 

The company, the country’s first de-facto private police force, is operating against a backdrop of rising 

crime rates and police budget cuts. Its activities include: 

 

• A service called ‘My Local Bobby’ costing wealthy households up to £200 a month each for 

guards to patrol their streets; 

• Three high-profile murder investigations that police have been unable to complete, including one 

case dogged by allegations of corruption and cover-up; 

• Help in cases of rape, missing persons, burglary, theft, stalking and blackmail.  

 

Co-founder Tony Nash, an ex-Metropolitan Police commander, said: ‘This is going back to Dixon of Dock 

Green to a degree. It’s what people want. There is no substitute for going out and knocking on doors. But 

with the current state of finances, police are solving cases behind their desks and that has become the 

culture.’  

 

In the past two years the company has brought successful private prosecutions against 403 criminals for 

fraud, intellectual property theft and other offences. A total of 43 were jailed. 

 

The company, staffed by retired detectives and cyber-crime experts from Scotland Yard, the National 

Crime Agency and GCHQ, is now expanding its services beyond predominantly financial investigations. 

 

It comes as police chiefs admit they do not have the money to investigate high- volume crimes such as 

shoplifting and stretched officers complain that they are at breaking point. 

 

But critics fear the rise of private policing could lead to a two-tier system where only the wealthy get 

protection from criminals.  

 

Metropolitan Police Federation chairman Ken Marsh described the rise of private detectives as a 

‘staggering indictment’ of the state of policing. 

 

‘Eventually there will be a two-tier system with the haves and the have-nots, and if you have money and 

live in a £20million house in Chelsea you can pay for private security,’ he said. 

 

‘My concern would be, where is the public scrutiny if it goes wrong? If they are allowed to go and do 

police’s job for them, that is a dangerous status quo.’ 

 

Last week official police figures revealed the largest recorded annual increase in crime for more than a 

decade, with surging levels of violence, sex attacks, knife and gun offences across the country. 

 

But what was not recorded in the figures is the astonishing number of criminals being locked up – and in 

some instances even deported – through the work of private investigators. 

 

TM Eye currently has 36 criminal cases pending at Crown and magistrates’ courts around the country and 

is working on a further 60 investigations in London, Cheshire, Dorset, Avon and Somerset and Essex.  

 

In the past six months, its 60 investigators have snared suspects wanted by police for attempted murder 

and rape.  

 

Recently a stalker was jailed for four years on the basis of its work. 

 

Using covert surveillance and undercover operatives, the private firm has managed to smash a major 
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counterfeit goods gang, securing convictions for 60 offenders in Manchester selling fake designer 

handbags and clothing. 

 

All of its convictions and suspects’ DNA and fingerprints are recorded on the Police National Computer.  

 

It does not charge for its investigative services, seeking instead to recoup costs from courts after offenders 

are convicted. 

 

The firm has offices in London, Manchester, Essex and Mumbai in India, where investigators have helped 

to catch a major manufacturer of fake medicines. 

 

The firm launched its subscription service My Local Bobby last March and its staff now patrol some of 

London’s most expensive streets in Belgravia, Mayfair and Kensington.  

 

Individual uniformed ‘bobbies’ cover up to 250 houses, whose owners each pay a fee of £100 to £200 a 

month. 

 

In return, clients get a ‘meet-and-greet’ service from their car or the Tube, and have a hotline to their 

bobby whose location they can track on their iPad. 

 

If there is a crime, the firm promises to have a local response officer on the scene within five minutes.  

 

Like police, the patrol teams have body cameras to record evidence. They can apprehend suspects using a 

citizen’s arrest. 

 

Mr Nash said his ambition is to get local authorities to outsource their patrols to the firm. 

 

TM Eye also offers more traditional security work such as bodyguards for foreign dignitaries. 

 

The firm’s managing director David McKelvey, a retired Scotland Yard detective chief inspector, said: 

‘We probably do more undercover work than any other law enforcement agency. We have a better 

surveillance capability and equipment than most forces.’ 

 

He added: ‘It’s about catching the bad guys and protecting the public, and we can help with that. 

 

‘Police are on their knees, sick to the teeth with what is going on in their job. The bottom line is we have 

better uniforms, better pay and better support at work. It’s a huge growth industry.’ 

 

David Green, of the think-tank Civitas and a former adviser to the Government, said: ‘This seems a 

reflection of the fact that the police are overstretched, underfunded and unable to cope and this group has 

emerged to fill the gap. 

 

‘There is nothing wrong with private security or private patrols. 

 

‘But if they take on some of the functions of the police and the call for this grows, there is a danger there is 

not the same safeguards that we have with the police. 

 

‘If the police do something wrong there is a clear disciplinary structure, a chain of accountability and 

independent scrutiny. If these private firms exercise police powers without public accountability, there 

could be dangers there.’  
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HEADLINE 02/03 US: Russia nuclear armed torpedo 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/02/politics/pentagon-nuclear-posture-review-russian-drone/index.html  
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GIST Washington (CNN)Just as the White House is caught in a political minefield over the Russia investigation, 

the Pentagon is taking its toughest line yet against Russia's resurgent nuclear forces. 

 

In its newly released Nuclear Posture Review, the Defense Department has focused much of its 

multibillion nuclear effort on an updated nuclear deterrence focused on Russia. 

 

"Russia considers the United States and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to be the 

principal threats to its contemporary geopolitical ambitions," the report says. 

 

"The Defense Intelligence Agency currently estimates Russia has a stockpile of 2,000 "non-strategic" 

nuclear weapons including short-range ballistic missiles, gravity bombs and depth charges that can go on 

medium range bomber aircraft," according to the report. 

 

"DIA also estimates Russia has nuclear armed anti-ship, anti-submarine missiles and torpedoes. What do 

they need nuclear depth charges for?" one US official asked. 

 

The report also publicly acknowledges, for the first time, that Russia is "developing" a "new 

intercontinental, nuclear armed, nuclear-powered, undersea autonomous torpedo." 

 

Known in English as the "Status-6" system, the program is described by US officials as essentially a 

drone-type device fired underwater that can potentially travel thousands of miles and strike US coastal 

targets such as military bases or cities. 

 

Upon detonation, the device is designed to cause large zones of radioactive contamination. 

 

Some analysts have called it a "doomsday weapon," and US Sen. Tom Cotton, R-Arkansas, has labeled the 

concept "destabilizing." 

 

"The concept is a horror of the Cold War," according to Adam Mount, a senior fellow and the director of 

the Defense Posture Project at the Federation of American Scientists. "It is clearly inspired by overblown 

Russian worries that US missile defenses will make their missile forces obsolete." 

 

"There is no indication from public information that Russia is actively developing the system, but it is 

alarming to see it in a Pentagon document," Mount said, adding that while the program is referenced in the 

Nuclear Posture Review, it is not mentioned in other government reports. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Study: polar bears extinction sooner 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/02/world/polar-bears-extinction-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Polar bears are starving and could face extinction faster than previously thought, according to a new 

study. 

 

Published Thursday in the journal Science, the study was conducted by researchers who fixed collars on 

nine bears and recorded their activity levels for up to 11 days. They found that the Arctic creatures were 

suffering an extreme shortage of food. 

 

As a result of climate change, the sea ice in the Arctic is melting and forcing the bears to travel further and 

use more energy to catch their prey. 

 

The three-year study conducted by the US Geological Survey and University of California, Santa Cruz, 

found that the Arctic predators are moving 1.6 times more than previous studies have reported. That 

increased movement in the search for food leaves them shorter on the calories they need. 

 

"The purpose was to get a better understanding of what the changes in sea levels are and how they are 
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impacting the polar bears," Anthony Pagano, a lead researcher in the study, told CNN. 

 

"We wanted to understand what the basic mechanisms were, what the polar bears were doing on the ice 

and what their energy needs are." 

 

The study found that for one polar bear to sustain its energy level it would require an intake of 12,325 

calories a day, usually one adult ringed seal every 10 days. 

 

Over the course of the study, four of the nine seals did not reach that calorie level and lost a combined 

mass of 20 kilograms (44 pounds), which "reinforced the famine lifestyle the polar bears have," Pagano 

said. 

 

According to the World Wildlife Fund, polar bears spend more than 50% of their time hunting and are 

successful less than 2% of that time. 

 

"I'm not surprised to have seen this," said Liz Greengrass, a director at UK animal conservation charity 

Born Free Foundation. "Polar bears are reliant on seals for food and seals rely on sea ice. Global warming 

is melting the ice so it has a chain reaction on how polar bears can survive." 

 

Polar bears have been listed as endangered species by the US Fish and Wildlife Service, and the protection 

program repeatedly emphasizes the importance of climate change. 

 

"Without decisive action to address Arctic warming, the long-term fate of this species is uncertain," Greg 

Siekaniec, Alaska regional director of the wildlife agency, told CNN last year. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Top ivory investigator killed in Kenya 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/05/africa/ivory-investigator-killed-kenya/index.html  

GIST Nairobi, Kenya (CNN)One of the world's top ivory and rhino horn trafficking investigators has been found 

dead with multiple stab wounds. 

 

Esmond Bradley Martin was found dead on Sunday at his home in the Nairobi suburb of Karen, according 

to Kenya's Interior Ministry spokesman Mwneda Njoka. 

 

Bradley Martin had just returned from a trip to Myanmar and was writing a report on his findings when he 

was killed. 

 

Bradley Martin is a former UN special envoy for rhino conservation. One of his notable achievements was 

persuading China to close its legal rhino trade in 1993. 

 

For decades, Bradley Martin traveled the world exposing trafficking routes in Laos, Vietnam, Ethiopia and 

Nigeria, often working with Kenya-based NGO Save the Elephants. 

 

The NGO paid tribute to him in a post on Twitter Monday. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 Migrant workers exploited in Jordan 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/05/middleeast/migrant-domestic-workers-jordan/index.html  

GIST Amman, Jordan (CNN)Isa Al-Maeda says her life as a farmer in the Philippines was hard, but they were 

good days, surrounded by her siblings and parents. 
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She wanted to help support her family, which struggled to make ends meet, so in 2006 she took a job as a 

domestic worker in Jordan. She says she was promised $500 a month, which would have greatly helped 

her ailing parents. 

 

Al-Maeda's recruitment agency got her a job with a Jordanian family living in a town near the Syrian 

border. She was kept busy with the house chores, most of the time working 17 hours a day. The first 

month she received the $500, the following two she got $300; then the money stopped. 

 

The family told her they were going through financial troubles and would pay her as soon as they got 

money, she says. They never did. 

 

Al-Maeda says she could not leave because she was too scared to go outside, she didn't know the country 

and didn't know if anyone would help her. 

 

It took her nine years to gather the courage to escape, something that was made harder after her residency 

and work permits expired and years' worth of fines accumulated, which made her illegal. 

 

Now 36 years old, Al-Maeda told CNN she understands she was a slave. Wiping tears from her eyes, she 

says what she has been through haunts her even in her sleep. The thought of wanting to send money to her 

family, but having nothing, has been the hardest thing. 

 

Hers is not an isolated case. Rights groups have documented many cases where migrant workers are not 

paid on time; some are deceived by employers who promise to pay them at the end of a contracted period, 

but fail to do so. Some employers lock their workers in the home, forcing them to work up to 20 hours a 

day, seven days a week. 

 

Withholding passports and restricting movement are also common, according to advocacy groups. 

 

According to official government figures, there are more than 50,000 migrant domestic workers in Jordan 

and another estimated 20,000 operating without proper documentation. 

 

Most of the women come from South and Southeast Asia, and East Africa. Monthly salaries range from 

about $200 to $500 and many are expected to do everything from cleaning to cooking, ironing to 

gardening and childcare. 

 

Linda Al-Kalash established the NGO Tamkeen in 2007 to provide legal aid to migrant workers. With her 

team of lawyers Al-Kalash took employers to court for labor violations and mistreatment of workers, 

winning several high profile cases. 

 

"Through our experience and meeting with the workers themselves ... they feel they don't have any access 

to redress," she said. 

 

"Some of them are difficult to talk to, because they are afraid, they don't have any trust in anybody. We try 

to let them feel that they are safe. It is very important to shake hands with them, to hug them sometimes, to 

let them feel that you and they are in an equal situation." 

 

In 2010 Al-Kalash received the US State Department Trafficking in Persons Hero award for her efforts to 

combat modern day slavery in Jordan. 

 

She now works closely with government agencies, including the country's Anti-Human Trafficking 

department, which has been credited with investigating hundreds of cases since it was established in 2013. 

 

The Jordanian government acknowledges that there is a problem when it comes to migrant domestic 

workers, but officials say it is only individual cases, not a widespread issue. 
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HEADLINE 02/05 ‘Iceberg’ of unseen crimes 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/05/nyregion/cyber-crimes-unreported.html  

GIST Utah’s chief law enforcement officer was deep in the fight against opioids when he realized that a lack of 

data on internet sales of Fentanyl was hindering investigations. So the officer, Keith D. Squires, the state’s 

public safety commissioner, created a team of analysts to track and chronicle online distribution patterns 

of the drug. 

 

In Philadelphia, hidebound ways of confronting iPhone thefts let thrive illicit networks to distribute stolen 

cellphones. Detectives treated each robbery as an unrelated street crime — known as “apple picking” — 

rather than a vast scheme with connected channels used by thieves to sell the stolen phones. 

 

And in Nashville, investigators had no meaningful statistics on a nasty new swindle of the digital age: The 

“cheating husband” email scheme. In it, anonymous extortionists mass email large numbers of men, 

threatening to unmask their infidelities. The extortionists have no idea if the men have done anything 

wrong, but enough of them are guilty, it turns out, that some pay up, sometimes with Bitcoin. 

 

Each case demonstrates how the tools used to fight crime and measure crime trends in the United States 

are outdated. Even as certain kinds of crimes are declining, others are increasing — yet because so many 

occur online and have no geographic borders, local police departments face new challenges not only 

fighting them, but keeping track of them. Politicians often tout crime declines without acknowledging the 

rise of new cyber crimes. 

 

Detectives only learned of the “cheating husband” scheme from faithful spouses who were not victims. 

The crime did not fit into any existing category, and since the police had made no arrests, they had no 

statistics to feed to a national crime database in Washington that can prepare other jurisdictions for the 

scheme. 

 

“Suspects take advantage, knowing that, ‘Hey, I’m basically committing crimes blindly,’ without the fear 

of prosecution,” said Capt. Jason M. Reinbold, commander of the Metropolitan Nashville Police 

Department’s criminal investigations division. “And I can’t analyze something if I don’t have data.” 

 

Many of the offenses are not even counted when major crimes around the nation are tallied. Among them: 

identity theft; sexual exploitation; ransomware attacks; Fentanyl purchases over the Dark Web; human 

trafficking for sex or labor; revenge porn; credit-card fraud; child exploitation; and gift or credit-card 

schemes that gangs use to raise cash for their traditional operations or vendettas. 

 

In a sense, technology has created an extraordinary moment for industrious criminals, increasing profits 

without the risk of street violence. Digital villainy can be launched from faraway states, or countries, 

eliminating physical threats the police traditionally confront. Cyber perpetrators remain unknown. Law 

enforcement officials, meanwhile, ask themselves: Who owns their crimes? Who must investigate them? 

What are the specific violations? Who are the victims? How can we prevent it? 

 

“It’s incredibly challenging,” the police chief in Tucson, Chris Magnus, said. “There’s such a lack of 

clarity.” 

 

The rise of the crimes flies in the face of the proclamations of politicians who declare crime an all but 

defeated societal ill. 

 

“You have to go back to the 1950s to see crime this low,” Mayor Bill de Blasio, New York City’s second-

term Democratic mayor, said recently on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe.” His comments reflected last year’s 

historically low numbers of murders and shootings, burglaries, robberies and auto thefts — offenses 

measured by the police CompStat tracking program. 

 

But to many criminologists, academics and law enforcement leaders, crimes like car theft are 
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anachronisms in a modern era in which the internet’s virtual superhighways have supplanted brick-and-

mortar streets as the scenes for muggings, prostitution rings or commercial burglaries. They see dips in 

traditional violence and larceny as offset by a twin phenomenon: A surge in the evolving crimes of the 

digital era, and the fact that they are not fully captured in law enforcement’s reporting systems. 

 

“It’s the old iceberg metaphor,” said Nola Joyce, a former deputy commissioner of Philadelphia’s police 

department. “What we know about is above the surface. But in terms of value, and in terms of harm, a lot 

of that crime is below the surface.” 

 

“There’s an old saying that came out of the Vietnam War,” she added, “that said, `If you can’t measure 

what matters, what you measure matters a great deal.” 

 

Ms. Joyce is working with others on a panel of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 

Medicine, to modernize local and federal crime-classification systems. 

 

New solutions are a priority, too, for the Federal Bureau of Investigation and progressive police 

commanders. They say that without timely, accurate data on crime, criminal justice leaders cannot see and 

respond coherently to national trends or make informed policy and spending decisions or tailor 

deployment strategies to best battle them. 

 

As Chuck Wexler, the executive director of the Police Executive Research Forum, a Washington-based 

research group that has studied the issue, put it: “The problem is, to use an overused expression, `You 

don’t know what you don’t know,’ and by that I mean we don’t know the extent of these incidents in our 

communities or from a national perspective.” 

 

Indeed, an Internet Crime Complaint Center established by the F.B.I. in 2000, to capture internet crime, 

received 298,728 complaints in 2016, reflecting $1.3 billion in combined losses, according to a new report 

by Mr. Wexler’s group. But Donna Gregory, the head of the center, said that number of complaints only 

represented about 10 to 12 percent of all estimated cybercrime victims in the United States in 2016, and a 

fraction of all victims worldwide. In fact, a single category of internet crime — identify theft — generated 

$15.4 billion in losses in 2014, according to a crime victimization survey by the federal Bureau of Justice 

Statistics. 

 

In its report, Mr. Wexler’s group said its findings represented a wake-up call for the nation’s 18,000 

policing agencies facing an increase in technology-based crimes, that sprawl across jurisdictions, and 

recommended they fight back with similar tools by: Developing their own digital expertise; hiring civilian 

analysts; mining technology, to help solve crime; encouraging banks to forward reports of theft rather 

write off their losses. 

 

Above all, policing needs “better systems for gathering data,” the report said. 

 

It is an issue that dates back to 1929, when the F.B.I. first rolled out its Uniform Crime Reporting system 

that still stands today. Designed as a summary count, it mainly tracks a handful of so-called Part One 

index crimes: murder, rape, robbery, assault, burglary, grand larceny, arson and auto theft. The counts 

include only the top charge in a given episode. 

 

In the 1980s, the F.B.I., with Bureau of Justice Statistics, tried to improve the reporting by building the so-

called National Incident-Based Reporting System to capture deeper levels of data across more categories. 

It created, for instance, “crimes against a person” which includes: assault, murder, kidnapping, abduction 

and sexual offenses. Each act is counted separately, within an incident or a crime that encompasses several 

criminal elements. 

 

But 40 years later, data collection is still haphazard as policing agencies that protect just 31 percent of the 

country’s population volunteer to abide by the deeper reporting standards. (An example: There is no 

national database of police officers’ use of deadly physical force.) Still, the F.B.I. is charging forward, 

vowing to move fully to its 1980s-era vision by 2021. Only last year did it began collecting data on two 
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new offenses in its fraud category: hacking/computer invasion and identify theft. 

 

“Crime data reporting — in its current state — is not collecting the right information to understand and 

analyze current events,” Stephen G. Fischer Jr., an F.B.I. spokesman, said. “Today’s information age has 

changed how we see the world and what the world expects from policing.” 

 

The panel of the National Academy of Sciences is looking past the F.B.I.’s unmet goals — which it sees as 

one component of a new approach. The panel wants a fresh system for understanding the nature and extent 

of crime today, said Janet L. Lauritsen, the panel’s chair and a criminology professor at the University of 

Missouri. 

 

It envisions a format modeled in part, on an international framework organized by the United Nations that 

would reflect 11 prime categories of crime and 189 sublevels, including many that “are just not even part 

of the national conversation on crime,” Ms. Lauritsen said. It would, for instance, capture reports from 

federal agencies, she said, that have never reported crime data to the F.B.I., “even though there is actually 

a law on the books,” the Uniform Federal Crime Reporting Act, from 1988, that compels it. 

 

Better data fosters transparency, which can build trust with civilians even if it yields statical crime 

increases, said Col. Edwin C. Roessler Jr., the police chief in Fairfax County, Va., who is the F.B.I. 

director’s chairman for converting policing to a new crime classification system. Data offers the evidence 

to lobby government for more money or better laws, he said. In fact, when Colonel Roessler demonstrated 

how each gang homicide, on average, required 25 search warrants for “cyber data, cellphones and other 

social media,” it helped win financing for a new Cyber Bureau and new “cyber experts” to work gang 

cases and build meaningful statistics and intelligence. 

 

“We’ve got gaps here, where we’re not catching the root causes of all kinds of criminal activity,” the 

colonel said, a flaw with real-life consequences. 

 

So too, for Chief Magnus, in Tucson, who sees the lack of modern-day crime classification as, “one of our 

biggest frustrations.” Leading a force of 850 officers, patrolling 300-square-miles, lapses in accurate 

statistics on property crime, fraud, human trafficking and digital crime hurts his ability to deploy thin 

resources. 

 

“Once you get into Cyberspace,” he said, “data about anything is so limited that it’s really, really hard to 

figure out even what might be happening locally that impacts that crime.” 
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HEADLINE 02/04 MS-13 vying for control inside jails 

SOURCE https://www.sfgate.com/news/article/Vying-for-control-How-MS-13-uses-violence-and-12550810.php  

GIST The Bloods gang member was sitting at a table inside the Prince George's County, Maryland, jail last 

spring when two other inmates approached from behind. 

 

They belonged to MS-13. And in their hands they held pieces of metal, sharpened into prison shanks. 

 

As other inmates in orange jumpsuits played dominoes or watched TV, the MS-13 members suddenly 

began stabbing the Blood in the head and upper body until guards at the Maryland facility intervened. 

 

The attack on May 5, 2017, came at a moment when MS-13's ranks in the jail were at an all-time high - the 

result of a nationwide crackdown on the violent street gang. Of the jail's 900 or so inmates at the time, 

officials said, about 50 were tied to MS-13. 

 

"Our incidents every month are predominantly MS," said a Prince George's jail investigator, speaking on 

the condition of anonymity for his safety. "They are vying for control of these housing units." 
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As bodies bearing MS-13's trademark stab wounds and machete slashes have appeared in quiet suburbs 

and secluded parks across the country, authorities have increasingly gone after the gang. From New York 

to Virginia to Texas, they have arrested hundreds of members of MS-13 over the past two years. 

 

But that effort is now posing its own problems. 

 

As jails fill with MS-13 members, facilities are feeling the strain. Fights are up. So is extortion. And jailers 

are struggling to keep MS-13 members away from one another and their rivals. 

 

"MS-13 presents unique challenges not only to the criminal justice system but also to the correctional 

system," said Robert Green, head of corrections in Montgomery County, Maryland, where the gang has 

been linked to nearly a dozen killings since 2015. 

 

"Gang altercations have significantly increased" over the past year, he said, as the jail's MS-13 population 

has risen 20 percent. 

 

On Long Island, where a string of MS-13 killings has been invoked repeatedly by President Trump, the 

gang's jailhouse ranks are also up 20 percent compared to two years ago, Suffolk County officials said. 

 

In Prince William County, Virginia, MS-13 jail membership is up 32 percent over the same time period. 

 

And in neighboring Fairfax County, Virginia, the gang's jailhouse ranks have doubled in the past year, 

leading to what officials call a "turf war" between MS-13 and a coalition of other gangs. 

 

Organized crime is nothing new inside the American correctional system: The Bloods, Crips, Latin Kings, 

Aryan Brotherhood, Mexican Mafia and Black Guerrilla Family have long held sway in jails and prisons 

across the country. 

 

While jail officials acknowledge that the recent influx of MS-13 inmates has made their jobs harder, they 

also emphasize that the gang is just one of many within their walls and that the situation is under control. 

 

Nonetheless, the rising number of MS-13 members in America's jails reflects both the gang's resurgence 

and law enforcement's renewed efforts to combat it. 

 

"We have sent thousands and thousands and thousands of MS-13 - horrible people - out of this country or 

into our prisons," Trump said during his State of the Union address, as the parents of two girls killed by 

the gang in Long Island watched and wept from the balcony. 

 

Officers at Prince George's jail began to notice a rise in MS-13 five years ago. As the gang gained 

strength, it began to flex its muscle by demanding a "tax" from other inmates, particularly Hispanics. 

Promising them protection, MS-13 members took a share of their commissary: from chips and candy to T-

shirts and boxer shorts. 

 

"They control the Hispanic population," the investigator said. "They make them pay rent like they do on 

the streets. They make them work out. They make them join with them in fights." 

 

By the spring of 2016, however, inmates in two of the jail's 18housing units had grown tired of the 

extortion, the official said. Whenever an MS-13 member was transferred into those units, other inmates 

would immediately attack him. 

 

"When it happened two or three times in one month in the same unit, that's when we figured out what was 

going on," he recalled. "They said they couldn't take it anymore." 

 

A similar revolt is underway in Fairfax County, Virginia, jail, where MS-13 has grown from less than 20 

members a year ago to about 40 today. In response to that rise, a few dozen of the jail's 1,000 inmates have 

rallied behind another gang, the 43 Mob, for protection. 
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Extortion by both gangs has gone up, according to Georgi Hovhannisyan, commander of the Sheriff's 

Intelligence Unit at the jail. And gang fights that used to occur roughly twice a year are now monthly 

affairs, he said. 

 

Unlike state and federal prison systems, where inmates are often sent to far-flung facilities to serve lengthy 

sentences, county jails are designed to hold defendants as they await their trials. Many counties only have 

one jail, and it's often attached to the courthouse. 

 

These limitations have left jails scrambling to deal with the MS-13 influx. 

 

Adding to the challenge is the sheer size of many MS-13 cases. 

 

"It seems like the days of one person committing one crime is gone," said Green, the corrections chief in 

Montgomery, adding that cases with a half-dozen co-defendants are now common. "That requires us to 

keep those people separate as best we can." 

 

Compounding the problem is the high percentage of MS-13 cases that are slayings, in which bail is 

unlikely and proceedings move more slowly than they do for less serious crimes. 

 

"We're not going to deal with those guys for a day, a week or even a month," said a Montgomery jails 

investigator, speaking on the condition of anonymity to maintain his safety. "We're dealing with them for a 

year, a year and a half." 

 

In addition to keeping co-defendants apart, jails also have to separate MS-13 members from their rivals, 

particularly those belonging to bitter enemy 18th Street. 

 

"MS-13 and 18th Street gang have something called a J.O.S., or 'jump on sight' order," Green said. "If they 

come in contact with each other, they're going to fight." 

 

Some skirmishes are personal, like last year when an 18th Street member ended up in Prince George's jail 

at the same time as the MS-13 shooter who'd targeted him. 

 

This complex web of cases, grudges and rivalries requires officials to quickly determine which inmate 

belongs to which gang. Sometimes officials know an inmate's affiliation ahead of time thanks to police or 

criminal records. But identifying gang members has grown more difficult as MS-13 has moved away from 

the tattoos for which it was once known. 

 

Many jails conduct sporadic shakedowns, scouring cells for signs of gang affiliation, like clique acronyms 

in gothic lettering or devil horns drawn on the wall. 

 

"We're seeing a lot more graffiti," said Hovhannisyan. "It's their way of letting everyone know, 'We're 

here.' " 

 

In the Prince George's jail, investigators' office walls are lined with confiscated MS-13 drawings of 

women in clown paint, skulls wearing fedoras and demons dancing in hellfire. Sometimes gang members 

subtlety try to escape their censors, as when one MS-13 member drew a clock with its hands at 1 and 3. 

 

Officials occasionally discover coded letters during shakedowns, which they send to the FBI to be 

deciphered. Evidence of gang ties isn't just useful for keeping rivals apart. It can also be used against gang 

members in court. 

 

When particular MS-13 members prove too problematic, or when one snitches, officials will sometimes 

trade them with another jail. 

 

Prince William's jail was already at capacity before the recent MS-13 influx. Now that 4 percent of the 
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jail's population - or about 40 inmates - are allegedly MS-13, officials are increasingly having to swap 

gang members with neighboring jails, like a juggler with ever more balls in the air. 

 

"It's very logistically challenging," Maj. Mandy Lambert said with a sigh. 

 

When a reporter for The Washington Post visited the Prince George's jail in November, the number of 

alleged MS-13 members had dipped to 23, including one woman. More than half had been charged with 

murder, and at least four others were accused of attempted killings. 

 

Small signs of the gang's influence were everywhere, from the names of cliques carved into the beige paint 

to the soccer goals drawn in soap on the basketball court to the nightly Spanish TV shows that stirred the 

ire of non-Hispanic inmates, especially during sports playoffs. 

 

"The non-MS Hispanic guys will join in with MS for that because they want their right to watch TV," the 

investigator said. 

 

Among the MS-13 members left at the jail were the two accused of attacking the Blood in May. Marvin 

Vazquez-Juarez, 20, had been locked up for killing his girlfriend, whose body was discovered in a 

Hyattsville park on New Year's Day 2016. He would later be convicted. Julio Lopez-Gomez, 26, had been 

charged with multiple assaults and robberies. 

 

The attack sent their victim to the hospital and led to attempted murder charges. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Fake cartel busted money launderer 

SOURCE http://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-02-05/the-billion-dollar-bust/9383890  

GIST IT WAS already a high-risk strategy: hand more than $1 million to a known criminal and hope to catch 

him laundering it. 

 

What made the idea perilous, however, was the fact the money belonged to Australian taxpayers. And the 

criminal, holed up in Dubai, was notoriously elusive. 

 

"My arse was in the sling," said Richard Grant, a career cop from Melbourne. 

 

The plan was "lawfully audacious", but it was the only plan that might work. 

 

For the first time, he has explained its intricate detail to Four Corners. 

 

At the time of the operation, Grant was in charge of covert investigations at the Australian Crime 

Commission. From a non-descript building in Canberra, the agency operated in utter secrecy, and it 

wielded extraordinary powers. It could jail those who failed to answer its questions. 

 

Grant already knew which questions he wanted answered: Who was laundering drug money for bikies? 

Where did they hide their cash? How did they get payment overseas for the next shipment? 

 

"What we needed to do," he said, "is to go up the tree." 

 

The cash collectors they picked up could tell him little. They were mere mules who didn't know the true 

identity of those hiring them. Typically, they were alerted to money jobs by text message. 

 

With time, however, the couriers led Grant to brokers, and the brokers led him to middle men. 

 

What he and his team were discovering was alarming. These people seemed to be connected - not always 

to each other, but to a thriving network being run somewhere offshore. 
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Remitters in the mortgage belts of Sydney and Melbourne were running off-book transactions with 

business partners overseas, often in the Middle East. Criminal informants were talking about staggering 

sums of money leaving Australia. 

 

Eventually, Grant had a name: Altaf Khanani. 

 

"I think we had trouble even spelling Khanani's name at the time that we started," Grant said. 

 

The global money laundry he ran appeared to wash illicit profits for everyone, whether they knew his 

name or not: Lebanese mafia syndicates in western Sydney, Hezbollah financiers, ice traffickers, and 

bikies who wore the words Lone Wolves or Comancheros emblazoned on their backs. 

 

Grant didn't know it when he began the work, but it turned out that the name Altaf Khanani had long 

featured in classified intelligence holdings from Spain to Turkey and from London to Washington. 

 

The 56-year-old married father of four was clearly a threat to Australia. But Grant was actually looking at 

a few pieces of a much larger jigsaw. 

 

Altaf Khanani was running the underworld's equivalent of Goldman Sachs. His business measured in the 

billions. 

 

In 1961, Karachi's seething Bolton Market was an epicentre for dirty money. 

 

Currency traders hawked US dollars from stalls and shanties, hoping to snare a passing businessman or 

corrupt official. 

 

Among these street dealers was Abdul Sattar Khanani, a Gujarati who settled in Karachi after the partition 

of India and Pakistan. 

 

He was a Memon, a line of mercantilists which dated to the 15th century renowned for a canny grasp of 

numbers. Yet the gift seemed to have skipped a generation. Abdul Khanani's family business struggled. 

 

Then, in May that year, his fortunes changed forever. His wife gave birth to identical twin boys, 

Muhammad Javaid and Altaf Sattar. The twins would soon demonstrate the knack for business that had 

eluded their father. 

 

In 1984, they formed Khanani and Kalia International, or KKI. By the late 1990s, the company had 

transformed into one of the largest currency traders in Pakistan, with a web of remittance agents across the 

world. 

 

The company's reach relied heavily on hawala, an informal money transfer system so old it once greased 

the Silk Road. 

 

When a customer in Sydney needed to send $100,000 to an associate in Dubai, Khanani's agents in both 

cities ran a line of credit between each other. 

 

The Sydney agent kept the money given to him but assigned it as a debt he owed to his counterpart in the 

UAE, who disbursed $100,000 from his own funds. When the time came for money to travel in the 

opposite direction, the reverse took place, the debt was discharged and the ledger wiped clean. 

 

When it came to evading police scrutiny, the scheme was brilliant for its 8th century simplicity. And 

Khanani's business soared. 

 

While in 2007 and 2008 alone, KKI's official banking records showed the company handled $2.3 billion, 

the Australian Federal Police told Four Corners the true figure was many times higher. 
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David Stewart, an assistant commissioner, said the hawala-based operation was "turning over between 14 

and 16 billion dollars US annually". 

 

Khanani was shifting huge volumes of hard currency across the border into war-ravaged Afghanistan, 

much of it going to heroin producers. 

 

Authorities believed Altaf Khanani to be a close associate of India's most-wanted crime boss, Dawood 

Ibrahim, the man blamed for bombings in Mumbai in 1993 that killed 257 people. Khanani was also 

washing money for Al Qaeda. 

 

The businessman was careful, however. To evade the central bank, whose headquarters were directly 

across the road from Bolton Market, he and his family ensured they ran the criminal transactions 

separately, through a parallel business. 

 

The shadow operation had its own staff, its own computer servers, its own accounting software. 

 

"And how money moved between these two streams, the legitimate and illegitimate, was a very clever 

game," said Karachi journalist Khurram Husain. 

 

It was a game which Altaf Khanani personally administered. He awed others with a remarkable ability to 

recall large volumes of transaction data. A confidential report prepared by the Pakistan federal police 

described him as a "mastermind". 

 

Later, investigators who interviewed him would marvel at the man's intellect. 

 

"He could recall phone numbers from memory when asked, he knew bank account numbers, business 

names, multiple exchange rates," US Drug Enforcement Administration agent John Clayton said. It was 

"uncanny". 

 

As KKI grew in prominence, it was inevitable that it would attract the interest of law enforcement. 

 

Her Majesty's Customs and Excise and the National Crime Agency in the UK ran complex international 

investigations targeting Khanani's network from as early as 1997. They traced hundreds of millions of 

pounds across Spain, Italy, Germany and the Netherlands. 

 

But Altaf Khanani would evade capture. He was cautious, and miserly. He didn't stray from his bases of 

Karachi and Dubai, where the rules were lax and where he wielded political influence. 

 

He had become indispensable to many within Pakistan's corrupt body politic: civil servants, politicians, 

army generals. 

 

"Some of the most powerful people in Pakistan and institutions in Pakistan were clients of KKI," Husain 

said. It had "tremendous clout". 

 

Finally, a financial crisis in 2008 forced Islamabad to move on KKI. At the time, the company was 

handling 40 per cent of all of Pakistan's foreign currency transactions. 

 

On November 8 that year, the Federal Investigation Agency raided its head office in Karachi and 

franchises in Lahore and Abbottabad. Eight senior figures, including Javaid Khanani, were arrested. But at 

the time of the raids, Altaf Khanani was in Dubai. 

 

The FIA alleged the company had illegally siphoned $US10 billion out of Pakistan. But few in the centres 

of power seemed to want to see the case proceed. 

 

"For fear of their own identities being revealed," Khurram Husain said, "a very wide spectrum of very 
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powerful interests mobilised in order to try and protect these [KKI] people." 

 

The prosecution was spectacularly undermined. 

 

In 2010, a critical affidavit omitted the names of the very KKI directors who had been originally arraigned. 

A new national financial crimes statute was introduced which was so full of holes that a senior FIA figure 

complained publicly it was "drafted by a money-launderer". 

 

The following year, a specially convened banking court acquitted the eight company officials, and in 2013, 

Altaf Khanani was also exonerated by the District and Sessions Court. 

 

In Karachi rumours ran rife that the bribe paid was in nine figures. 

 

It rained hard all day as they filed into the federal building in Chantilly, Virginia. There were about 100 of 

them in all - detectives, agents, analysts. 

 

The building was the clandestine headquarters for the US Drug Enforcement Administration's special 

operations division. On October 22, 2014, its hall filled with foreign accents. 

 

Police from Britain, Canada, New Zealand and Australia had flown in to be briefed on the top-secret plot 

to capture Altaf Khanani. The work of Canberra detectives had morphed into an unprecedented Five Eyes 

operation. 

 

The intelligence-sharing powers of the Western nations were being marshalled not against an espionage 

target, but a money-launderer. It had never happened before. 

 

The DEA's specialist Group 44 would be the tip of the spear. Its supervisor, Rob Cassitta, had known of 

Khanani - and his ties to heroin traffickers - since his days stationed at the DEA's office in Turkey. Now, 

he and his team was asked to bring him down. 

 

"The plan was to infiltrate a DEA undercover agent into the Khanani organisation," Cassitta explained to 

Four Corners. They hoped to establish themselves in Khanani's eyes, as "the highest traffickers or money 

launderers that we can ... [and] to develop the evidence that we would then be able to indict him in the 

United States". 

 

The DEA and the ACC were confident. Posing as a cartel on the rise, they had already inserted undercover 

agents into Khanani's network. They had successfully dropped small amounts of money into it from all 

over the world: Auckland, Toronto, The Hague. 

 

There was only one problem. The DEA couldn't raise more money. 

 

"This was one of the more interesting parts of the strategy," Grant said ruefully. If the Australians wanted 

Khanani, they'd have to put up the cash themselves. 

 

Grant's boss eventually signed off on the taxpayer funds but then he "did say to me that my arse was in the 

sling". 

 

"I get that. If you don't take risks, you don't get the results." 

 

The ACC raised $250,000, but the AFP put up the bulk of it — another $1 million. The Australians had 

never done anything like this before. 

 

"Whilst it was a different approach to how we would normally go about those types of investigations, it 

was certainly a managed risk," Stewart said. 

 

By January 2014, the operation had the green light. One undercover agent told Altaf Khanani the emerging 
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syndicate was made up of "serious guys" who needed to move more money, more quickly. 

 

"I've been in the market 30 years," Khanani replied. "Don't worry." 

 

He agreed to take up to $200,000 every few days and have it wired back into an American bank. The 

receiving account was secretly under DEA control. 

 

On the evening of January 7, a special agent stood in the carpark of a tired Dunkin' Donuts franchise 

opposite the North Arlington public library in New Jersey. He was holding a black duffle bag. Inside was 

$100,000. 

 

The money pick-up had been arranged beforehand with Khanani personally. The Pakistani money-

launderer was talking directly with DEA undercover officers using an encrypted iPhone messaging 

service. 

 

At one point, one of them even dialled up Khanani on Skype from his laptop. 

 

The evidence gained from the 19-minute call was "phenomenal", said John Clayton. 

 

"To make sure Khanani knew that this money was drug money, we were talking plain English ... we would 

tell him we were offloading 'kilos' or we had 'white bricks' ... at some point [we] used 'cocaine' in the 

conversation." 

 

Once night fell, Khanani's money courier arrived as planned. The two men compared $1 note serial 

numbers — one had the banknote, the other a photograph of it — and the DEA handed over the money. 

 

Twelve days later, an obscure company in the UAE, Mazaka General Trading, wired back $96,936 - 

Australia's tax money minus a 3 per cent commission. Khanani had been taken in. 

 

The operation ramped up. Two hundred thousand dollars was dropped to him the following day, and 

another $300,000 within the next nine days. Khanani was picking up the money from any city they asked 

— Houston, Atlanta, Dallas, New York — and it was all being wired back via legitimate companies with 

no apparent connection to Khanani. 

 

"It was kind of amazing to see how we can throw out a state or an area where we needed money picked up 

and Khanani was able to reach into his rolodex and dial up somebody to help us with that," Cassita says. 

 

"I was with the guys, John and the other guys in the office, and it was, holy shit this is working, we can do 

this as long as we want." 

 

By the 16th of April 2015, the DEA had unassailable evidence. Altaf Khanani was an industrial scale 

launderer. There wasn't a courtroom in the country that would disagree. 

 

"Once we went to the lure and capture phase, we had to find a place that Khanani would be comfortable 

travelling to," Cassitta says. They couldn't pull him from Dubai or Pakistan. 

 

In the February Skype call, the undercover agent had planted a seed that would help. 

 

"You can come ... if I go to Costa or Panama, no?" he asked Khanani. He said the cartel bosses "want to 

know who they're dealing with". 

 

"I can come there, easy," Khanani replied. 

 

The fictitious cocaine syndicate talked up access to senior drug traffickers who wanted to shift their 

laundering contracts over to Khanani. The agents also promised they could corruptly procure for him a 

Panamanian passport. 
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Finally, Khanani booked a KLM flight to Tocumen International Airport in Panama, via Amsterdam. 

 

It was scheduled to land on September 11, which Cassitta and Clayton, both staunchly patriotic, 

considered a sweet irony. They had agents watch him in Amsterdam to make sure he got on his connecting 

flight. 

 

Once he did, they knew they had him. 

 

"He was expecting the big trip, to meet all these big players," Clayton says. "He had no idea." 

 

Richard Grant was at home in Canberra. His phone beeped. 

 

"I looked down and there was a text with a photograph of Khanani surrounded by DEA agents in cuffs," he 

says. "It was a wonderful thing." 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Arrests blocking Super Bowl light rail 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/feb/4/black-lives-matter-protesters-arrested-after-

block/  

GIST Minneapolis transit authorities arrested 17 Black Lives Matter protesters Sunday after they blocked a light-

rail line taking Super Bowl ticketholders to the stadium. 

 

The activists stopped trains for about two hours, prompting Metro Transit to divert passengers to buses in 

order to deliver the fans to U.S. Bank Stadium in time for Super Bowl LII. 

 

The protesters, some of whom reportedly chained themselves to the tracks, called for “divestment from 

police” and showed support for NFL players who have refused to stand for the national anthem in a protest 

against social injustice. 

 

“Activists are using this moment to stand with athletes who have protested throughout the past two 

football seasons calling attention to the murder of Black people by police and to the City of Minneapolis’ 

banning city residents from using public transit without a Super Bowl ticket,” said Black Visions 

Collective of Minneapolis on Facebook. 

 

A group of several dozen protesters were shown on video chanting “You shut us down, we shut you 

down.” 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Ariz. fire captain killed in road rage 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/02/04/police-ariz-fire-captain-killed-road-

rage-incident/305796002/  

GIST PHOENIX — Scottsdale police Sunday evening arrested a 21-year-old man they say fatally shot a Tempe 

fire captain several hours earlier. 

 

Hezron Parks faces second-degree murder charges in the death of 34-year-old Kyle Brayer, police said. 

 

Brayer was riding in the back of a golf cart with a few others in downtown Scottsdale about 2:30 a.m. MT, 

according to Sgt. Ben Hoster, a Scottsdale police spokesman. 

 

Hoster said the group was heading south on Civic Center Plaza, approaching Stetson Drive, when a man 

driving a red Scion TC coupe began driving behind the golf cart and bumping the rear of it. 
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Brayer got off the cart and approached the Scion driver, Hoster said. The driver shot Brayer in the head 

before fleeing east on Stetson and south on 75th Street, hitting other cars, according to police. 

 

Brayer was taken to a hospital, where he died, Hoster said. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Chicago faces surge violent carjackings 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/04/chicago-police-teaming-up-with-feds-once-more-to-fight-

shocking-rise-in-violent-carjackings.html  

GIST Chicago cops are calling in the feds—again--to help combat violent carjackings. 

 

Police are holding a news conference Sunday to announce they are teaming up with federal authorities, 

including agents from the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, to deal with the 

problem. 

 

The new city-wide effort could have at its disposal a federal chopper to track vehicles that are reported 

carjacked, Fox 32 Chicago reported. 

 

Carjackings have risen sharply in Chicago, from about 700 in 2016 to about 950 in 2017, the station 

reported.  

 

There have been about 90 so far this year, an average of three a day. 

 

Most carjackings involved a gun. 

 

Last year, Chicago police and the FBI established a joint task force to deal with a surge in carjackings on 

the West Side. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Iran jails man for nuclear espionage 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iran-sentences-suspect-years-nuclear-espionage-

52828863?   

GIST Tehran's prosecutor-general says a court has sentenced a suspect to six years in prison for relaying 

information on the country's nuclear program to a U.S. intelligence agent and a European country. 

 

Abbas Jafari Dolatabadi told the judiciary website — Mizanonline.ir — that the convict allegedly met the 

agent nine times and provided him with information about "nuclear affairs and sanctions." 

 

Dolatabadi added that he provided the information to a European country too. 

 

He said the court also ordered the confiscation of the money he received for the information. 

 

The report did not identify the convict or provide additional details. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 FBI probe dragged; gymnasts molested 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/nation-world/as-fbi-dragged-its-feet-dozens-of-gymnasts-were-

molested/  

GIST For more than a year, an FBI inquiry into allegations that Lawrence G. Nassar, a respected sports doctor, 
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had molested three elite teenage gymnasts followed a plodding pace as it moved back and forth among 

agents in three cities. The accumulating information included instructional videos of the doctor’s unusual 

treatment methods, showing his ungloved hands working about the private areas of girls lying facedown 

on tables. 

 

But as the inquiry moved with little evident urgency, a cost was being paid. The New York Times has 

identified at least 40 girls and women who say Nassar molested them between July 2015, when he first fell 

under FBI scrutiny, and September 2016, when he was exposed by an Indianapolis Star investigation. 

Some are among the youngest of the now-convicted predator’s many accusers — 265, and counting. 

 

The three alleged victims then at the center of the FBI’s inquiry were world-class athletes; two were 

Olympic gold medalists. Nearly a year passed before agents interviewed two of the young women. 

 

The silence at times drove the victims and their families to distraction, including Gina Nichols, the mother 

of the gymnast initially known as “Athlete A”: Maggie Nichols, who was not contacted by the FBI for 

nearly 11 months after the information she provided sparked the federal inquiry. 

 

“I never got a phone call from the police or the FBI” during that time, Gina Nichols, a registered nurse, 

said. “Not one person. Not one. Not one. Not one.” 

 

The FBI declined to answer detailed questions about the speed and nature of its investigation or to provide 

an official who might put the case in context. Instead, it issued a statement asserting that the sexual 

exploitation of children “is an especially heinous crime” and that “the safety and well-being of our youth is 

a top priority for the FBI.” 

 

The statement also said the many allegations against Nassar “transcended jurisdictions,” an apparent 

suggestion that internal efforts to coordinate among its bureaus and with other law-enforcement agencies 

partly explained the inquiry’s slow tempo. 

 

The agency left unaddressed the oft-repeated claim by USA Gymnastics officials that after initially 

presenting the sexual-assault allegations to the FBI in July 2015, they came away with the impression that 

federal agents had advised them not to discuss the case with anyone. The ensuing silence had dire 

consequences, as the many girls and young women still seeing Nassar received no warning. 

 

Only three years ago, Nassar was a popular doctor among the athletes he treated for USA Gymnastics. His 

treatments were also in demand at Michigan State, where he worked, as well as at a gymnastics academy 

called Twistars. 

 

Issues had cropped up: a parent raising concerns about his behavior at Twistars; a female athlete or two at 

Michigan State complaining to no avail about inappropriate exams. In 2014, a university investigation of 

another complaint cleared Nassar of misconduct, but he was now required to have a third person present 

when treatment involved sensitive areas of the body — and to wear gloves. 

 

Still, the doctor was trusted enough to conduct his procedures — including one called “intravaginal 

adjustment” — without supervision when treating the country’s best gymnasts at the Karolyi ranch, the 

exclusive and secluded national team training camp, about 60 miles north of Houston. Gymnasts of 

international caliber, like Nichols, of suburban Minneapolis, would spend a week each month at the ranch. 

 

There, in late spring 2015, Nichols’ personal coach, Sarah Jantzi, overheard the 17-year-old girl talking 

with another elite gymnast, Aly Raisman, about Nassar’s invasive and inappropriate techniques. The 

alarming information was quickly shared with the girls’ parents and, by June 17, with officials at USA 

Gymnastics. 

 

Gina Nichols, Maggie’s mother, recalled telling Steve Penny, then the president of USA Gymnastics, that 

the police had to be called immediately. But he insisted that she not tell anyone, she said. The organization 

would take care of alerting law enforcement. 
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Weeks of silence passed, Gina Nichols said, although the U.S. Olympic Committee has said USA 

Gymnastics reported one of its physicians had been accused of abusing athletes “and was in the process of 

contacting the appropriate law enforcement authorities.” 

 

USA Gymnastics eventually retained what it called “an experienced female investigator.” The investigator 

recommended Friday, July 24, that Nassar be reported to law enforcement. 

 

On Monday, July 27, gymnastics officials contacted the FBI in Indianapolis, where USA Gymnastics has 

its headquarters. The next day, its chairman, Paul Parilla, and Penny met with FBI agents who, they later 

said, assured them they had come to the right place. Forty-one days had passed since USA Gymnastics 

first received the report of the sexual abuse of one of its charges. 

 

The gymnastics officials provided the agents with contact information for three gymnasts: Nichols, 

Raisman and someone emerging as the central complainant: McKayla Maroney, then 19, a retired 

Olympic gold medalist. 

 

They also turned over copies of videos of Nassar demonstrating his technique as he chatted clinically 

about pulled hamstrings, buttocks and trigger points. Reporters for The New York Times have seen the 

videos, which show him kneading the legs of girls before his ungloved hands begin to work under a towel, 

between the girls’ legs. 

 

“It’s not a fun place to dig,” Nassar says to the camera. 

 

Nassar first molested Emma Ann Miller when she was 10, she recalled. She was having back and neck 

issues, and he had her remove her leggings and put on loose shorts. In a medical supply room that doubled 

as a treatment room, he began exploring “down there.” 

 

“He was like, ‘Is this OK?’ and I was like, ‘I don’t know,’” she said. “And he was like, ‘Just hang in 

there.’ I didn’t know how it felt. I just knew that it hurt.” 

 

At some point, Emma Ann told her mother that she preferred not to be alone with Nassar. But he 

continued to abuse her, she said, while positioning himself so that her mother couldn’t see what he was 

doing. Emma Ann now knows that she was not alone. 

 

In late July or early August 2015, FBI agents interviewed Maroney by phone. It was the first substantive 

interview of an alleged victim of child molestation. 

 

Meanwhile, Nichols and Raisman had received no word from any law-enforcement official about the 

allegations now lodged with the FBI. 

 

Some of the delay appears to have been related to questions concerning federal-versus-state jurisdiction, as 

well as jurisdiction within the FBI itself. Although the Indianapolis bureau had received the information, 

the alleged sexual abuse by Nassar had taken place in Texas, at the Karolyi ranch, and in Michigan, where 

he lived and worked. And Maroney lived in California. 

 

According to W. Jay Abbott, who at the time was the special agent in charge of the FBI bureau in 

Indianapolis, his agents did not have the case for long. “When we consulted with the U.S. attorney, we 

knew right away that we would not have venue,” he said. “It was never really our case.” 

 

USA Gymnastics officials said that around this time, they were told that pertinent interviews had been 

completed and that the case had been transferred to another jurisdiction. Indeed, on Sept. 12, Maroney was 

directed by USA Gymnastics to contact the FBI East Lansing office. 

 

Two weeks later, on Sept. 27, Nassar announced on Facebook that he was retiring from the women’s 

national team staff. 
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In April 2016, Raisman shared a gold medal with the national team at the Pacific Rim Championships in 

Seattle, while Nichols damaged a knee during training, underwent surgery and was out for several weeks. 

Meanwhile, neither she nor her parents heard anything about the federal investigation that USA 

Gymnastics had instructed them to remain silent about. 

 

Finally, the absence of information about the federal investigation prompted Penny and Parilla, the USA 

Gymnastics officials, to visit the FBI’s Los Angeles bureau in early May. 

 

“As time passed, concern about a perceived lack of development prompted Board Chair Paul Parilla and 

CEO Steve Penny to report the matter a second time to a different FBI office,” USA Gymnastics said in a 

statement to The Times on Friday. 

 

Through a lawyer and a spokeswoman, Parilla and Penny declined to be interviewed for this article. 

 

On May 17, the FBI finally interviewed Maroney in person. It had been 294 days since the FBI was first 

notified of accusations against Nassar. 

 

On Sept. 12, 2016, The Indianapolis Star published an in-depth investigation detailing allegations that 

Nassar had repeatedly molested two gymnasts when they were young. 

 

Suddenly, the Nassar case took on urgency. 

 

By the close of 2016, Nassar was in custody. By the close of 2017, he had been convicted. Given that he 

has been sentenced to nearly two centuries in prison, Nassar will likely die there. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 PCSO: 2 dead in shooting 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/2-dead-over-guns-andor-drugs-in-key-peninsula/281-

514144978  

GIST A man and a woman were shot dead Saturday morning in the Key Peninsula in a dispute over "guns and/or 

drugs," said Pierce County Sheriff's Department spokesperson Ed Troyer. 

 

Deputies responded just before 3 a.m. to a 911 call about shots fired in the Longbranch area of the Key 

Peninsula. The caller reported two people had been shot and a known suspect had fled the property. 

 

Deputies en route to the scene located the 27-year-old known suspect walking along Whiteman Road and 

placed him in custody. 

 

"The person who did the shooting called and turned himself in," said Troyer. "We picked him up in the 

woods just a short distance away." 

 

Once they arrived, deputies found the bodies of a husband and wife - a 35-year-old man and a 24-year-old 

woman - in the driveway at a mobile home in the 5500 block of Whiteman Road. Multiple weapons were 

also recovered at the scene. 

 

"It appears this may be in retaliation for a previous domestic violence incident that occurred some time 

back. And we also believe that guns and/or drugs are involved," said Troyer. "It appears everyone knew 

each other through family relationships." 

 

Deputies also found the victims' 2-year-old son in the back seat of the vehicle the victims drove to the 

scene. He was uninjured and has been placed with a relative who does not live at the location, said Troyer. 

 

The 27-year-old suspect was booked into the Pierce County Jail for two counts of Murder in the 2nd 
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degree. Deputies were not currently looking for any additional suspects. 
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HEADLINE 02/04 Child abductions rise South Sudan 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/child-abductions-rise-amid-south-sudans-grinding-

civil-52826054?   

GIST Child abductions have risen during South Sudan's civil war as desperate people try to make a living. One 

child, no matter the age, is said to sell for 20 cows, worth about $7,000. 

 

During a visit to one of the opposition's last remaining strongholds, The Associated Press spoke with a 

father whose children were seized from the yard of his home. All were under the age of 5. He fears that 

two were sold for cattle and that the youngest is no longer alive. 

 

It is a little-acknowledged tragedy in South Sudan's five-year civil war. Child kidnappings between clans 

have increased as people become more desperate amid widespread hunger and a devastated economy, 

human rights groups say. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 B.C. money laundering probe pivots 

SOURCE http://vancouversun.com/news/national/huge-b-c-money-laundering-investigation-pivots-to-drugs-

and-guns  

GIST In December 2015, a new leg of the RCMP’s E-Pirate money-laundering investigation delved into Metro 

Vancouver’s underworld of fentanyl labs, gun sales and violent dial-a-dope gangs. 

 

It started with undercover officers tracking the movements of a Burnaby man named Ge ‘Gary’ Wang. 

 

The offshoot investigation, code-named Prophet, grew from extensive surveillance of the many alleged 

employees of E-Pirate’s primary target, Paul King Pao Jin. In E-Pirate, the RCMP and B.C. government 

documents allege a network of organized criminals established a massive underground banking channel 

between Richmond and Mainland China, using VIP gamblers from Macau to buy chips, mostly at River 

Rock Casino, in order to launder hundreds of millions in drug cash. The operation allowed ultra-wealthy 

Chinese businessmen, some allegedly with ties to organized crime, to move money from China to Canada 

while evading China’s tight capital export controls. 

 

Postmedia News has pieced together the story of Prophet through extensive investigation of B.C. property, 

lending and legal documents, including two major civil forfeiture claims, and interviews with law 

enforcement sources not authorized to be identified on the record. 

 

Prophet built on E-Pirate intelligence, a source with knowledge of both investigations said, by connecting 

the dots between Asian organized criminals accused of importing narcotics, and the Red Scorpions, a 

notorious Metro Vancouver dial-a-dope gang. 

 

B.C. government records obtained by Postmedia illustrate just how closely Jin and his associates had been 

watched in Richmond from mid-2014 through 2017. 

 

“Our main target at River Rock had been extremely active of late and has actually been on the property 

several times making deliveries of cash himself!” says an October 2014 email from B.C. Lottery Corp. to 

the B.C. police anti-gang unit, the Combined Forces Special Enforcement Unit. “Their main vehicle is a 

white SUV that parks on River Road, avoiding our licence plate recognition system most times. Last week, 

Jin dropped two loads of a half million per load to the same guy and a few smaller loads of 200-300 K 

each, so hour (sic) is a busy boy.” 
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A June 2014 email from B.C. Lottery Corp. to the anti-gang unit regarding a top-10 list of cash lenders 

working around Lower Mainland casinos — “with the majority devoted to River Rock patrons” — said 

Jin, the top “cash facilitator,” was “extremely active and has numerous people working for him.” 

 

But Jin wasn’t involved only in recruiting whale gamblers in China and lending them cash to use at River 

Rock. A November 2016 B.C. Supreme Court ruling, which permitted the Canada Revenue Agency to get 

E-Pirate evidence, says Jin and several associates were allegedly connected to probable offences involving 

narcotics importation and trafficking, as well as operating illegal casinos, evading taxes and conspiring to 

launder money. 

 

So far, money-laundering charges have been laid against Silver International, an alleged illegal Richmond 

money services business named in the B.C. Supreme Court ruling, and two people. The E-Pirate probe is 

nearing completion and more charges are expected, a source with knowledge of the investigation said. 

 

According to a May 2017 B.C. civil forfeiture claim, RCMP’s federal serious and organized crime unit 

started an investigation in December 2015 into a group operating drug labs in Richmond. 

 

Surveillance was established on Ge Wang, and police observed Wang “providing pails believed to contain 

chemicals” to suspects from several Richmond homes. Police obtained search warrants, and found drug 

labs in the homes. Almost a year would pass in the investigation, until Nov. 25, 2016, when officers 

observed Wang loading buckets believed to contain chemicals. Police searched Wang’s Nissan Pathfinder 

and seized drums containing NPP, a fentanyl precursor chemical. 

 

In a series of email responses to questions from Postmedia, Wang insisted he has no idea why police 

associated him with Paul Jin and placed him under surveillance. Wang provided Postmedia a copy of a 

legal application filed by the RCMP to extend an order to hold items seized from Wang’s Pathfinder, and 

said the RCMP won’t respond to his questions about why the vehicle was searched. 

 

“I am doing moving and delivering — part time job — when the polices (sic) took my vehicle unlawfully. 

They took some drums from the vehicle,” Wang said. “I don’t know what is NPP. I just realized, but I 

don’t know where the NPP come from. I am just a mover. I don’t know about Paul King Jin. I think the 

police got wrong one.” 

 

The question asked of Wang — where did the NPP come from — is an important one, as Metro 

Vancouver is plagued with a crisis of fentanyl overdose deaths. 

 

In a 2017 study titled “China’s Deadly Export to the U.S.,” a United States security commission reported 

that because fentanyl is not widely used in China, state authorities “place little emphasis on controlling its 

production and export.” 

 

The fentanyl precursor NPP is also not controlled by China, according to the report. And U.S. Drug 

Enforcement Administration agents report that fentanyl precursors including NPP are mailed from China 

for use in clandestine labs in Canada. 

 

In January 2017, according to legal filings, police learned that within a six-week period Wang had 

acquired 18 restricted firearms from West Coast Hunting Supplies in Richmond. Corporate records show 

that Hai Peng Yang is the gun shop’s director. The shop is involved in firearms training courses and 

“wildlife specimen” exports, according to its website. Yang and shop employees didn’t respond to a 

request for comment on the civil claim allegations regarding Ge Wang’s restricted gun purchases from 

West Coast Hunting. 

 

On Feb. 8, 2017, legal filings allege, Wang went to West Coast Hunting and purchased seven firearms, 

placed the weapons in two blue plastic bags, and put them in his vehicle. He drove to a home on on 55 

Street in Delta, allegedly in contravention of his firearms licence. The filings don’t explain the regulation 

that Wang allegedly broke. However, the RCMP specifies that under the Firearms Act, a gun owner must 

have the registration for any restricted firearm in their possession and an authorization to transport a 
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restricted firearm from one location to another. 

 

According to police, another man arrived at the 55 Street home, driving a 2016 Cadillac CTS, and loaded 

the two blue bags into the trunk. It drove several minutes to a French-style mansion on 5th Avenue, which 

is near the ocean in Tsawwassen, and about three kilometres from the U.S. border in Point Roberts. 

Csongor Szucs, 30, is a resident of the mansion, according to the legal filings. 

 

Szucs is the sole defendant in a separate civil claim dated August 2017 and seeking forfeiture of two 

vehicles. The claim says that in April 2016 — around the time of the RCMP’s final E-Pirate raid in 

Richmond — undercover RCMP officers started investigating a network of alleged dial-a-dope traffickers 

in Richmond. From June 2016 to January 2017, officers completed 28 drug deals with traffickers 

associated with Szucs, the claim alleges. The officers bought fentanyl, cocaine and heroin either supplied 

by Szucs, or sold to them inside five vehicles leased to Szucs, the claim alleges. 

 

Through surveillance, officers identified that a 2007 Cadillac Escalade and a 2007 Mazda CX-7 leased to 

Szucs were connected to several Richmond homes, including a drug “stash house,” a unit of a multi-storey 

building on River Road, the forfeiture claim alleges. 

 

The court filing also claims that in September 2016, undercover officers observed Szucs driving the 

Escalade to meet an associate. Szucs supplied the man with drugs, it alleges, and the man drove another 

vehicle registered to Szucs to fill an order with an undercover officer. The police officer bought pills 

which he was told were OxyContin, the claim alleges, but which contained fentanyl. 

 

The investigation accelerated in January 2017 with a dramatic arrest. RCMP officers staking out the River 

Road stash-house spotted Szucs transferring a shopping bag from the 2007 Mazda to the Escalade. Then 

he entered the stash house and carried a black snowboard bag to the Escalade. As Szucs got into his 

Escalade, an officer approached, and Szucs tried to speed away as the officer jumped into the Cadillac, “in 

an attempt to stop Mr. Szucs from fleeing.” 

 

With the officer in the front seat of the Escalade, Szucs accelerated and smashed into a concrete pillar, 

injuring the officer, the claim alleges. 

 

Police arrested Szucs and searched his Cadillac. They allege they found a loaded Sig Sauer SP2022 

handgun with its serial number filed off. And, hidden inside the black snowboard bag, an SKS rifle. The 

SKS, a Soviet-era semi-automatic military rifle that preceded the Soviet AK-47, is not restricted in 

Canada. However, in 2014, the RCMP issued safety warnings saying that at least one SKS was found to 

have fired as a fully automatic weapon in Ontario. And in 2014 in Nanaimo, Mounties said they were 

concerned to find two SKS rifles in a raid of a drug lab. 

 

“Any time you have something capable of firing more than one bullet (in rapid succession), it’s 

concerning,” Sgt. Sheryl Armstrong was quoted in the Nanaimo Daily News. “You think about the 

massacres we’ve had with AK-47s.” 

 

After Szucs’s arrest, police searched the River Road stash house, and allege they found drugs including 

fentanyl, crack, methamphetamine, heroin and 215 Xanax tablets, along with eight computers and 20 

cellphones. 

 

Through surveillance, officers identified that a 2007 Cadillac Escalade and a 2007 Mazda CX-7 leased to 

Szucs were connected to several Richmond homes, including a drug “stash house,” a unit of a multi-storey 

building in on River Road, a forfeiture claim alleges. 

The Cadillac and Mazda were seized as property related to alleged crimes. And “on Feb. 7, 2017, the 

RCMP Integrated Homicide Investigation Team searched the Mazda pursuant to a search warrant.” 

 

The claim doesn’t explain why IHIT homicide investigators became involved in the investigation, or the 

team’s basis for obtaining a warrant to search the Mazda. But officers located a hidden compartment in the 

Mazda, the claim says, and in the following days police executed repeated search warrants inside and 
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nearby Szucs’s home, the mansion in Tsawwassen. 

 

On the next day, Feb. 8, after meeting Ge Wang in Delta and receiving seven firearms, a man driving a 

Cadillac SUV arrived at the French-style mansion. 

 

Delta police stopped the man as he left the mansion, which is about 100 metres from English Bluff 

Elementary School, and searched the Cadillac. From the rear they seized a bag with heroin, cocaine, and 

methamphetamine, all packaged for sale. On the passenger seat was a “black man-purse” containing 

$4,295 bundled in elastic bands, and a money order for $400 from Szucs, payable to Justin Haevischer. 

 

Haevischer is the younger brother of convicted Surrey Six killer Cody Haevischer, of the Red Scorpions. 

In September 2016, Justin Haevischer was sentenced to 20 months in jail for helping to dispose of 

evidence related to the October 2007 Surrey Six murders. 

 

Police struck again on Feb. 9. Delta police officers stopped a man driving a GMC Sierra as it left the 5th 

Avenue property, and found three cellphones. 

 

Hours later, police stopped a Hyundai as it left the 5th Avenue mansion. According to the civil claim, Kyle 

Latimer was the passenger, and his father Craig Latimer was driving. Kyle Latimer was the subject of a 

firearms prohibition stemming from a 2011 assault. Police allege they found a hidden compartment 

containing $51,000 in cash stuffed into a copper box, $52,000 packed in a yellow cloth bag, and $7,300 in 

a silver briefcase. Next to the cash, police found a digital scale, a Lee Enfield Ishapore .303 calibre rifle, a 

Siminov SKS 1952 Tula Factory rifle, a Winchester Model 1200 12-gauge pump-action with a filed down 

serial number and sawed off barrel, and an Arms Machine pistol AP9 9mm. 

 

The AP9 is a prohibited weapon in Canada, according to online databases, and is described as a 

submachine pistol that was banned in many U.S. states in the 1990s. According to online sniper forums, 

the Lee Enfield Ishapore, a non-restricted rifle in Canada, is valued by long-range shooters. 

 

“During the Soviet-Afghan War of the 1980s, Mujahedeen found the .303 Enfield had twice the effective 

range of the AK assault rifle and could punch through Soviet flak jackets,” one description reads. 

 

Police also found about $7,000 cash on Kyle Latimer and, in the Mazda’s secret compartment, cocaine, 

heroin, methamphetamine and various pills packaged for sale, along with “scoresheets.” In the drug world, 

score sheets are lists that keep track of money owed for inventory. 

 

On the same day, police raided Ge Wang’s residence on Kathleen Avenue in Burnaby. Police arrested 

Wang and found various firearms registration certificates, various pieces of lab equipment, two drums 

containing 57 kilograms of phosphoric acid, a precursor in methamphetamine production, and a 25-kg 

drum of potassium iodide, also a drug precursor, according to the forfeiture claim. 

 

Postmedia asked Wang if he obtained the firearms registration certificates from West Coast Hunting 

Supplies. 

 

“I got my firearm licence legally,” Wang responded. “The registration certificates were mailed to my 

place.” 

 

While police raided Wang’s home in Burnaby, the arrests continued at the 5th Avenue property in 

Tsawwassen. Delta police stopped a 2015 Fiat 500, and inside were three young men, some of them 

previously charged with drug dealing in Surrey. 

 

Police searched the Fiat and allege they found $84,865 in cash, scoresheets, identification for Kyle 

Latimer, a money counter, two digital scales, a Sig Sauer 9 mm pistol, plus heroin, crack, 

methamphetamine, marijuana, and counterfeit Xanax pills. 

 

Later in the day, a Surrey woman left the 5th Avenue property and placed a Louis Vuitton bag in a 
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Tsawwassen taxi. Delta police stopped the cab, and found a black satchel containing eight cellphones and 

business invoices made out to Kyle Latimer. Tucked into the Louis Vuitton bag was $54,650 in cash, and a 

lockbox with six divided compartments. In each of the six compartments were keys for various residences 

and vehicles. Also in the lockbox, police found a chequebook and several pieces of I.D. in the name of 

Csongor Szucs, and “a notebook referencing locations of rental properties and corresponding rents.” 

 

Finally that day, police executed a search warrant at the 5th Avenue mansion. They found a safe, $46,125 

in cash stuffed into a shoebox, records of deals completed and debts owed, and 11 prohibited high-

capacity firearms magazines. High-capacity magazines are designed to hold more rounds of ammunition 

than a weapon is legally designed for, and generally allow gunmen to fire additional rounds without 

pausing to reload. 

 

Ten defendants are named in the May 2017 civil forfeiture claim, including Kyle Latimer, Csongor Szucs 

and Ge Wang. Latimer has been charged with a number of criminal cases and is considered violent, 

according to Richmond RCMP. Court records show that Szucs faces a number of weapons charges 

stemming from his arrest in January 2017. 

 

In response to Postmedia’s questions, Wang said B.C.’s Chief Firearms Office has cancelled his gun 

licence. 

 

“No charges against me yet,” Wang wrote in an email. “Just forfeiture, my same vehicle two times by 

unlawful.” 

 

The RCMP would not answer questions for this story, including whether West Coast Hunting Supplies is 

under investigation. 

 

“What I can tell you, is that CFSEU-B.C. is aware of West Coast Hunting Supply, however, I don’t have 

information on the specific questions you have outlined in your email,” Sgt. Brenda Winpenny said. B.C.’s 

Chief Firearms Office also did not respond to Postmedia’s requests for comment. 

 

The cash, vehicles, guns, phones and computers seized in these claims are proceeds and instruments of 

crime, the forfeiture claims allege. These assets will likely lead to “serious bodily harm to a person,” if 

defendants are allowed to retain them, the May 2017 claim says. 

 

B.C.’s civil forfeiture office is not seeking to seize the Delta homes named in the May 2017 claim. But in 

an interview, Phil Tawtel, B.C.’s executive director of civil forfeiture, said that seizure claims can be 

“dynamic.” 

 

Tawtel said he could not comment on these continuing cases, but generally, his office can amend claims 

and pursue additional assets if police produce strong-enough evidence. The office’s lawyers can also 

discover in litigation that properties are connected to crimes, Tawtel said, which can lead to amended 

claims. 

 

According to land title records, the 5th Avenue property named in the claim, from which police seized 

cash and weapons in February 2017, is owned by Jasmine Xu, who lists her occupation as “housewife.” 

The property is valued at $1.96 million. According to title records, Jasmine Xu’s residential address is a 

Vancouver home on the 2600-block of 19th Avenue West, worth $3.94 million. The Vancouver home is 

not named in the claim. A review of B.C. title records shows that a “housewife” named Jasmine Xu owns 

a $1.26 million home on Parkgrove Crescent in Tsawwassen (also not named in the claim), which is about 

30 metres from the U.S. border in Point Roberts, and a six-minute drive from the 5th Avenue mansion. 

 

According to title records, the second Delta property named in the civil claim, where Ge Wang allegedly 

delivered seven guns to another man, is owned by Junchen Xue, “homemaker.” That property is valued at 

$1.1 million. 

 

In a 2016 study, global anti-corruption agency Transparency International pointed to the rising use of 
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opaque ownership structures in Vancouver real estate, including shell companies, legal trusts, and so-

called nominee owners with occupations such as “student” and “housewife.” The study’s author, Adam 

Ross, says these occupations can’t possibly produce the income needed to buy a house in Metro 

Vancouver, which is why housewives and students are considered front buyers. Of Vancouver’s 100 most 

expensive homes, the study found, about half of ownerships were hidden, with 29 held through shell 

companies and at least 11 through nominees including students and housewives. 

 

In an interview, Tawtel said his office attempts to unveil nominees in some cases. 

 

“It adds a layer of complexity and work for the office, because there are instances where the registered 

owner, we believe is not the beneficial owner,” Tawtel said. “And it is extremely challenging to produce 

the evidence, in order to prove this in court. “ 

 

Several Richmond homes are named in the August 2017 civil forfeiture claim against Csongor Szucs, 

which seeks seizure of two vehicles. In a response, Szucs denies any wrongdoing, and argues that police 

illegally searched his vehicle. 

 

The alleged Richmond drug stash-house in the 6200-block of River Road was owned at the time of 

Szucs’s arrest by a woman named Mary Chan, whose listed occupation is “homemaker.” The property is 

valued at $600,000. Title records for the home say that Mary Chan’s owner address is 3280 River Rd. in 

Richmond, a property valued at $3.05 million. 

 

However, the land title for 3280 River Rd. says that its owner is “Saree Chan … business person.” 

 

And a transaction document for 3280 River Rd. says that “Saree Chan” is also the owner of 5811 Gibbons 

Rd., a $3.3-million Richmond property. However, the land title document for 5811 Gibbons  indicates that 

its owner is “Mary Chan” of 3280 River Rd. 

 

In 2017, in a presentation explaining the E-Pirate investigation and various targets involved in suspected 

real estate money laundering, RCMP Insp. Bruce Ward said that officers were making the case for home 

seizures to B.C.’s civil forfeiture office, but investigators have encountered extremely complex side-deals. 

 

“The actual investment by the conspirators was very little, because they are just paying a really exorbitant 

rent,” Ward explained. “That is another business deal, (in which) organized crime is involved. So you 

agree to buy a house, and lease it to someone, who is going to lease it again to someone else. And then I 

show up a month from now, and you give it to me for rent. And I pay (something like) $10,000, per 

month, rent.” 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Court: FBI surveillance confidential 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/fbi-spying-muslims-court-surveilance-798219  

GIST A federal appeals court overturned a ruling by a judge in California on Thursday that would have required 

the FBI to release documents describing the bureau’s efforts to spy on Muslims in Northern California and 

recruit informants from among Muslim communities. 

 

A lawsuit, filed in 2010 by the American Civil Liberties Union, the Asian Law Caucus, and the Bay 

Guardian Newspaper, sought to obtain documents on whether the FBI was using educational and 

“community outreach” to infiltrate Muslim communities. The FBI turned over tens of thousands of 

documents, some of which showed that the bureau's agents had taken notes on the religious viewpoints of 

some members of the Muslim community. But some of the information was deleted from the documents, 

and other documents were withheld. 

 

A district judge ruled that the FBI should hand over the additional material, but an appeals court decided 

Thursday that the agency does not need to provide the missing information. 
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Some advocates for the Muslim-American community said they were disappointed by the decision, but 

that the ruling would not change the widespread perception that the FBI is spying on Muslim Americans.   

 

“We don’t need additional information to know that the FBI has saturated our community with informants 

and set up listening posts that continuously monitor the Muslim community,” Gadeir Abbas, an attorney 

with the Council on American-Islamic Relations, told Newsweek. "You don’t have to convince people in 

the Muslim community that this unwanted surveillance has been ongoing.” 

 

“Even for those of us who have worked on surveillance issues it’s always a struggle to see the openness of 

the anti-Muslim sentiment that pervades federal law enforcement,” Abbas continued. “It’s disappointing 

that we won’t get the documents, but we know enough from our own experiences that the federal 

government views Muslims and Islam with a presumption of suspicion.” 

 

The documents requested in the lawsuit included information about how the FBI handles and recruits 

confidential informants. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Seattle teens arrested in fatal shooting 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/02/02/police-arrest-two-seattle-teenagers-in-death-of-renton-man/  

GIST RENTON, Wash. — Police  have arrested two Seattle teenagers in the death of a man initially thought to 

have died in a car crash. 

 

The Renton Police Department says officers were called to a church in the 100 block of Tobin Avenue 

South on Sunday morning to investigate a reported car accident with a driver who was unconscious. 

 

Police say officers discovered a 29-year-old Renton man had died and began processing the scene as a 

traffic-related death. 

 

During an investigation, however, police say officers found a fatal gunshot wound on the man — and 

evidence of a shooting in a parking lot in the 400 block of Tobin Avenue South. 

 

Police say witnesses led police to arrest two Seattle males, ages 17 and 19, Thursday night. 

 

Police say the teens implicated themselves in the shooting and were booked for investigation of homicide. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Claim: deputy killed was ‘ambushed’ 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/investigators-deputy-killed-was-essentially-ambushed-by-

gunman/693378254  

GIST FREDERICKSON, Wash. - Law enforcement sources close to the investigation tell KIRO 7 they have 

new information into a gun battle that killed Pierce County Sheriff's Deputy Daniel McCartney. 

 

McCartney, a father of three, was shot and killed while responding to a call of an armed, drug-related 

robbery near Spanaway in the Frederickson area -- near Tacoma -- in early January. 

 

There are a total of four suspects in the investigation. Three were arrested, as one person died at the scene. 

 

According to sources, it was Frank Pawul, not deceased suspect Henry Carden, who fired the shot that 

killed McCartney. 

 

Law enforcement sources close to the investigation told KIRO 7 Friday it was Frank Pawul, not deceased 
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suspect Henry Carden, who fired the fatal shot that killed Pierce County Sheriff's Deputy Daniel 

McCartney. 

 

The sources, who would only speak anonymously, said the 34-year-old McCartney was essentially 

ambushed by Pawul and died from a gunshot wound that shattered his spine. 

 

McCartney and Carden got into a gun battle according to investigators, with the deputy striking the body 

armor Carden was wearing five times. The 35-year-old Carden fell, then shot himself in the head. 

 

Investigators first thought Carden may have fired the fatal round that killed McCartney during that brief 

gun battle, but sources now say it was Pawul, who emerged seconds after Carden died, shooting the deputy 

and killing him instantly. 

 

Pawul then ran from the scene and was arrested hours later when a state trooper spotted him leaving a 

containment area established during the hunt for a second suspect. 

 

A re-arraignment for Pawul is scheduled for Tuesday Feb. 6 in Pierce County Superior Court.   

 

KIRO 7 contacted Pierce County Prosecuting Attorney Mark Lindquist’s office to ask about any new 

charges but were told through a spokesman the office would have no comment until Tuesday’s court 

appearance. 

 

Deputy first to arrive at robbery scene 

 

Deputies were called to the area of 45th Avenue Court East and 200th Street East for an attempted drug-

related armed robbery at a home at 11:30 p.m. on Jan. 7. 

 

Four adults and two children, ages 2 and 3, live in the mobile home near 200th Street East and 45th 

Avenue Court East. The home had no beds and was filthy, according to investigators. 

 

In the past two years, deputies responded to 18 prior calls there. 

 

The residents were inside the home at the time of the incident and screaming could be heard in the 

background, police said. 

 

When the first deputy arrived within six minutes, a suspect fled and the deputy ran after him. Police said 

they believe there was a gun battle and the deputy was hit.   

 

He was taken to an area hospital in critical condition where he later died. 

 

A gun that was found is believed to be the one used to shoot the deputy. 

 

A suspect in the armed robbery was found dead at the scene. The second suspect was arrested hours later. 

 

Pierce County Sheriff's Department spokesman Ed Troyer said the site of the robbery was a "known 

house" to the sheriff's department and that a warrant would be obtained to search the premises. 

 

Four people are suspected of being involved in the home invasion on Sunday. One suspect, 35-year-old 

Henry Michael Carden, was found dead at the scene. 

 

Three other suspects were arrested. 

 

A manhunt was underway for hours for Frank William Pawul. He was arrested and is now charged with 

first-degree murder. 

 

Pawul, 32, has a criminal record that includes identity theft, residential burglary and drug possession. 
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Police arrested a third suspect in mid-January regarding about rendering assistance in connection with the 

incident. 

 

Brenda Troyer, 52, is accused of driving two male suspects to the home. She is charged with first-degree 

murder, but she pleaded not guilty. According to authorities, she was supposed to be their getaway driver 

but abandoned them when she heard police sirens. 

 

On Tuesday, authorities told KIRO 7 that a third suspect, 29-year-old Samantha Dawn Jones, was booked 

into the Pierce County jail on Jan. 23. She was arrested at a house in Roy by SWAT. According to 

authorities, "she was involved with planning to the end." 

 

The investigation continues. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Pakistan: singer killed for refusal 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/03/pakistan-gunmen-kill-singer-for-refusing-to-go-with-

them.html  

GIST PESHAWAR, Pakistan –  Pakistani police say three gunmen have shot and killed a female singer who 

refused to accompany them to a private party. 

 

Police official Saeed Khan says the incident happened in the northwestern city of Mardan on Saturday. 

 

He says the artists, known only as Sumbul, was shot multiple times and killed at her home after the 

gunmen broke in and asked her to perform for them at a private party. 

 

Khan says the perpetrators fled the scene of the killing and that he police are searching for them. 

 

There have been similar attacks on female artists in this part of the country in the past. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Iran: 29 arrests for hijab protest 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/02/middleeast/iran-arrests-29-women-after-hijab-protest-

intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Police in the Iranian capital, Tehran, have arrested 29 people for their involvement in protests 

against the country's compulsory headscarf law. 

 

Women across Iran have been removing their headscarves in public to protest Iran's strict Islamic dress 

code. Videos and photos shared on social media have shown demonstrators standing on utility boxes on 

street sidewalks, defiantly waving their hijabs. 

 

Tehran police suggested that their actions were incited by foreigners, saying those arrested were 

"deceived" into removing their hijabs, Iran's semiofficial Tasnim News Agency reported. The 29 protesters 

been transferred to judicial authorities, the report said. 

 

Masih Alinejad, the Iranian activist behind the "White Wednesday" social media campaign against 

mandatory hijabs, who is now based in the US, told CNN that the movement has not been influenced from 

abroad. 

 

"The movement started inside Iran. It has nothing to do with forces outside of Iran," Alinejad said. 

"This is a campaign that's been going on for years and years. The women of Iran have long been ignored. 

We're just giving them a platform." 
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News of the arrests came just days after the release of Vida Mohaved, a woman who was detained in 

December after removing her headscarf at an anti-regime protest. 

 

The wave of anti-goverment demonstrations last month was sparked by concerns over rising living costs 

and a stagnant economy, but also provided an opening for Iranian women to push for equal rights. Women 

have been required to wear the hijab since he Islamic Revolution in 1979. 
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HEADLINE 02/03 Italy: gunman shoots foreigners  

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/03/europe/italy-shooting-macerata-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Police in Italy have arrested a man suspected of opening fire Saturday on foreign nationals in the 

town of Macerata, injuring several people. 

 

A police photo shows a man being apprehended who appears to have an Italian flag wrapped around his 

neck. 

 

The drive-by shootings were "racially motivated" and believed to be connected to the recent slaying of an 

18-year-old Italian woman in which a Nigerian man was arrested, Macerata's mayor, Romano Carancini, 

told CNN. 

 

He said at least four people were injured Saturday. 

 

The shootings took place near where the dismembered body of Pamela Mastropietro was found Tuesday. 

A Nigerian man was later arrested in connection with the killing. 

 

The suspect in Saturday's shootings -- identified by Carancini as Luca Traini, 28 -- was apprehended by 

police while making a fascist salute in front of a monument to war victims. 

 

According to election records, Traini had been a candidate in the nearby town of Corridonia for the anti-

immigration Northern League party in the 2017 local elections but received no votes. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Ammo seller to Vegas shooter arrested 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/02/us/douglas-haig-las-vegas-massacre/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Douglas Haig, an Arizona man who says he sold tracer ammunition to the gunman in October's Las 

Vegas massacre, was arrested Friday on a charge of manufacturing and selling armor-piercing bullets in 

violation of federal law. 

 

A criminal complaint alleges two unfired .308-caliber rounds found in gunman Stephen Paddock's hotel 

room had Haig's fingerprints on them as well as tool marks from his workshop. The bullets in the 

cartridges were classified as armor-piercing, the complaint says. 

 

The FBI on October 19 searched Haig's Mesa home and seized ammunition the agency says is classified as 

armor-piercing, the complaint said. Haig did not have a license to manufacture armor-piercing 

ammunition, documents said. 

 

Police say Paddock opened fire on October 1 from his room at Las Vegas' Mandalay Bay hotel onto a 

crowd attending a music festival, killing 58 people and shooting and injuring 422 others. More than 850 

others suffered other injuries in the attack. 

 

Douglas Haig's name was revealed in the release of search warrant records. 
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Haig, 55, appeared in court Friday and was released on this own recognizance with specific conditions not 

spelled out in court proceedings. He is due in court again February 15 for a preliminary hearing. 
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Event 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Hawaii ‘button pusher’ to sue state 

SOURCE http://khon2.com/2018/02/01/emergency-worker-behind-false-missile-alert-to-file-lawsuit-against-

the-state/  

GIST The emergency worker fired by the state for sending a false missile alert has hired an attorney, and plans 

to sue the state for defamation. 

 

The state has not identified the worker, but his attorney, Michael Green, says many people already know 

who he is, because the worker has received numerous death threats. 

 

So what does it take to prove that the state is liable? 

 

Green says his client has been made a scapegoat in all this. The worker has been living in fear because of 

the death threats, and Green says it’s because the state lied about what happened. 

 

Once the panic died down on Jan. 13, state officials, including the governor, announced that the Hawaii 

Emergency Management Agency worker who issued the missile alert had mistakenly pressed the wrong 

button. 

 

On Tuesday, Jan. 30, the FCC and the state added that the worker didn’t know it was a drill, and actually 

thought there was a missile attack. 

 

“He never pressed the wrong button. He pressed the button he wanted to press, because the way it came 

out, he thinks we’re in imminent danger. Within 20 minutes, we might not be here anymore,” Green said. 

 

The state has not released the workers name, but says it plans to. 

 

“People want to kill him. They identified him as a male, 10 years in the office. They show the back of a 

man sitting on a desk. It’s not rocket science to figure out who it is,” Green said. 

 

KHON2 reached out to David Major, a constitutional law attorney for the firm Bays Lung Rose Holma, 

who also handles defamation lawsuits. He says the state has a wide range of immunity against defamation 

lawsuits. 

 

“It provides for protections for the state, because if every time somebody disagreed with what the state 

said, they could sue them, it would lead to a huge problem in the court system,” Major said. 

 

Major says the worker would have to prove that what the state said about him and the incident was false. 

 

Green says he might also sue the state for slander and libel. 

 

“Because they’re saying that he made a mistake?” KHON2 asked. 

 

“No, because they lied about what happened. It’s got to be untrue what they said about him. It’s got to be 

false,” Green said. 

 

It’s not clear yet if the worker wants his job back. 

 

We reached out to the state, and a spokesman says it does not comment on pending litigation. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Russia warns: US ‘hunting’ for Russians 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-russia-usa-travel-extradition/russia-says-u-s-hunting-for-

russians-to-arrest-around-the-world-idUSKBN1FM0J2  

GIST MOSCOW (Reuters) - Russia has issued a travel warning recommending its citizens think twice before 

traveling abroad, saying the United States was hunting for Russians to arrest around the world. 

 

The Foreign Ministry statement warns Russian citizens that when abroad they face a serious threat of 

arrest by other countries at Washington’s request, after which they could be extradited to the United 

States. 

 

“Despite our calls to improve cooperation between the relevant U.S. and Russian authorities ... U.S. 

special services have effectively continued ”hunting“ for Russians around the world,” the travel warning 

said.  

 

“Considering these circumstances, we strongly insist that Russian citizens carefully weigh up all the risks 

when planning trips abroad,” the Foreign Ministry said. 

 

It said more than 10 Russians had been detained in foreign countries with U.S. involvement since the start 

of 2017. 

 

By way of example, it pointed to at least four Russians arrested on U.S. cyber crime charges in Spain, 

Latvia and Greece. U.S. action against suspected Russian cyber criminals surged to a record high last year. 

 

Seven Russians were arrested or indicted in 2017 in the United States and abroad, compared to an average 

of two a year in the preceding six years. 

 

The ministry pointed to the case of Stanislav Lisov, accused of creating a computer virus that targeted 

customers of financial institutions, causing millions of dollars of damage, who was extradited from Spain 

to the United States last year. 

 

It mentioned earlier cases as well, including the detention of Roman Seleznev for cyber crime in the 

Maldives in 2014, which it described as a kidnapping by American agents. 

 

The statement, published on Thursday, also warns Russian citizens that upon extradition they will face 

biased treatment at the hands of the U.S. justice system. 

 

The U.S. State Department declined to comment. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 SoCal brief escape from drought ends 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/982a4445806649a7a24f44b96442fa1a/Southern-California's-brief-escape-from-

drought-ends  

GIST PHILLIPS STATION, Calif. (AP) — California’s brief escape from severe drought ended Thursday after 

scientists declared more than 40 percent of the state in moderate drought and water officials confirmed 

lower-than-normal snowpack in the Sierra Nevada. 

 

Los Angeles, Ventura and Santa Barbara counties, which hold nearly a quarter of the state’s population, 

were rated in severe drought. 

 

During a week of rainless skies and some record-high temperatures in Southern California, water officials 

also trekked into the Sierra Nevada on Thursday and manually measured the vital snowpack, which stood 
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at less than a third of normal for the date. 

 

“It’s not nearly where we’d like to be,” Frank Gehrke, a state official, said of the snow, which supplies 

water to millions of Californians in a good, wet year. 

 

Los Angeles and some surrounding areas have received only one significant rainstorm in nearly a year. 

 

In Ventura and Santa Barbara counties, which are about 100 miles (160 kilometers) north of Los Angeles, 

the lack of rain and dry vegetation fueled a December wildfire that grew to be the largest recorded in state 

history. When it finally rained, the storm triggered mudslides that killed at least 21. 

 

For people who survived the mudslides, looking out at clear and sunny skies again Thursday was a relief 

despite the deepening drought. 

 

“I know we need rain, but another mudslide would be awful,” said Santa Barbara restaurant hostess Cayla 

Stretz. 

 

Survivors in her area are still digging out homes, many beaches and roads are closed by mud, and business 

is down in the beach town, Stretz said. 

 

It took a near-record rainy winter in Northern California last year to snap the near-record five-year dry 

spell. 

 

Last year’s rain has most of the state’s reservoirs higher than usual, a bright spot, said Doug Carlson, a 

state Department of Water Resources spokesman. Two months remain in the state’s peak rain and snow 

season, leaving room for hope, Carlson said. 

 

Gov. Jerry Brown lifted California’s drought state of emergency in April, but it took until September for 

the last bit of the state to emerge from the severe category of that drought — until now. 

 

Only 13 percent of the state was considered in drought last week, according to the U.S. Drought Monitor, 

which is a project of several government agencies and their partners. 

 

During the peak of the state’s dry spell, 99.9 percent of California was in some stage of drought and nearly 

half fell into the very highest category. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 NKorea: US threatens inter-Korea relations 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/7ed9e1028a4f40abb42b52b60f4f86c8/North-Korea-says-US-actions-threaten-

inter-Korean-relations  

GIST UNITED NATIONS (AP) — North Korea’s foreign minister is warning the United States that its 

deployment of nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and planned military exercises immediately after the 

Winter Olympics threaten improved relations between the two Koreas. 

 

Ri Yong Ho urged the United Nations not to remain silent about what he called “the U.S. dangerous game 

of aggravating (the) situation in and around the Korean peninsula and driving the whole world into a 

possible disaster of nuclear war.” 

 

In a letter to U.N. Secretary-General Antonio Guterres circulated late Thursday, he urged the U.N. chief to 

exert efforts to halt the U.S. deployment of equipment and the upcoming military maneuvers. 

 

Ri warned that the U.S. military actions are aimed “to provoke a nuclear war, which will undermine the 

improvement of inter-Korean relations and the easing of tensions.” 
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The North Korean minister also accused U.S. authorities of “misleading public opinion” to believe the new 

inter-Korean dialogue is the result of “their harshest sanctions and pressure imposed on our country.” 

 

Rather, Ri said, the “dramatic turning point” for peace and stability on the Korean peninsula “where a 

touch-and-go war danger was prevailing is entirely thanks to the noble love for the nation by the respected 

comrade Kim Jong Un,” North Korea’s leader. 

 

Kim unexpectedly said in his New Year’s address that he was willing to send a delegation to the Winter 

Olympics being held Feb. 9-25 in the South Korean county of Pyeongchang — and the South Korean 

government and International Olympic Committee responded positively. 

 

As part of the rapprochement with Seoul, hundreds of North Korean officials, athletes, artists, journalists 

and a 230-member cheering group will be attending the Olympics, and athletes from the two Koreas will 

march together under a single flag during the opening ceremony. 

 

Ri asked the U.N. Security Council in the letter to take up “the issue of welcoming the process of 

improved inter-Korean relations and discouraging the neighboring countries from disturbing the process.” 

 

The efforts at reconciliation follow a year of heightened animosities over North Korea’s increasingly 

sophisticated nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles, which Pyongyang says can now reach the U.S. 

mainland. There has been escalating rhetoric between Kim and U.S. President Donald Trump, including 

back-and-forth over their “nuclear button.” 

 

Some experts say North Korea may want to use improved ties with the South as a way to weaken U.S.-led 

international sanctions. Liberal South Korean President Moon Jae-in sees the Olympics as an opportunity 

to resume meaningful contact with North Korea following the extended period of tension and a diplomatic 

stalemate over the North’s nuclear and missile programs. 

 

Ri charged in the letter that the U.S. military is “intentionally” aggravating the situation in and around the 

Korean peninsula by deploying military reinforcements, including aircraft carrier strike groups, designed 

to make a “pre-emptive strike” on North Korea at a time when the two Koreas “are charting a course of 

peace together.” 

 

“This is a primary factor which would block the inter-Korean reconciliation process and drive the situation 

of the Korean peninsula into an unpredictable dangerous phase,” Ri warned. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Judge blocks Indonesians deportation 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/80731c8249dc4f7284045e4d7999301e/Judge-grants-Christian-Indonesians-time-

to-fight-deportation  

GIST BOSTON (AP) — A federal judge on Thursday blocked the government from deporting dozens of 

Christian Indonesians who fear persecution if returned home, until they’re given a chance to fight their 

removal. 

 

U.S. District Judge Patti Saris in Boston said 50 Indonesians living illegally in New Hampshire must be 

given time to reopen their immigration cases and argue that the conditions in their home country have 

changed. 

 

“This opinion may literally save lives,” said Lee Gelernt, an attorney for the Indonesians. “As the court 

recognized ... this country’s laws do not permit the government to send people back to persecution or 

torture,” said Gelernt, of the American Civil Liberties Union’s Immigrants’ Rights Project. 

 

The government had urged the judge to deny their bid for a preliminary injunction blocking their removal. 

The government argued that the court doesn’t have jurisdiction over the matter and that the Indonesians 
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failed to show that they would suffer irreparable harm if they aren’t granted a reprieve. 

 

A U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement official didn’t immediately respond to an email seeking 

comment on Thursday. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Doping ban 28 Russia athletes overturned 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2018-02-01/olympic-doping-ban-overturned-for-28-

russian-athletes  

GIST The doping bans on 28 Russian Olympic athletes were overturned Thursday by the Swiss-based Court of 

Arbitration for Sport just a week before the start of the 2018 Winter Games in South Korea. 

 

Following an investigation into the Russian doping scandal during the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, 

Russia, the International Olympic Committee handed down lifetime bans on 43 Russian athletes and 

banned the entire Russian team from the 2018 games. All but one athlete filed an appeal with CAS. 

 

The court upheld the appeals of 28 athletes accused of doping, citing insufficient evidence. The ruling 

means the athletes' results will be reinstated and they may seek to compete in this year's games in 

Pyeongchang, South Korea — though it was not made immediately clear if they would. 

 

"In 28 cases, the evidence collected was found to be insufficient to establish that an anti-doping rule 

violation (ADRV) was committed by the athletes concerned," the ruling stated. 

 

In 11 more cases, appeals were partially upheld. The court ruled evidence was sufficient enough to prove 

doping took place and rules were violated, but lifetime bans were not appropriate punishments. Instead, 

those athletes will be barred from competing in PyeongChang, but the lifetime ban will be lifted. 

 

The remaining three cases have been postponed. 

 

The IOC said the decision "may have a serious impact on the future fight against doping," CNN reported. 

It also said it could appeal the decision in the Swiss Federal Tribunal, the country's highest court. 

 

Currently, Russia has 169 athletes competing in South Korea as neutrals. In order for the 28 athletes to 

participate they would need to be selected to join the Russian team and be cleared by the IOC Invitation 

Review Panel. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Official: Navy suffers budget uncertainty 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/feb/1/navy-ops-suffering-toxic-effect-budget-

uncertainty/  

GIST The congressional stalemate over defense budgets is having a “toxic effect” on Navy operations, which are 

progressing at a speed and pace not seen since the peak of the Cold War, Chief of Naval Operations Adm. 

John M. Richardson warned Thursday. 

 

The lack of funding certainty is preventing the Navy from keeping its fleet in good order, the Navy chief 

added, saying the shortfalls were in part to blame for the service’s deadly 2017 summer in which 20 sailors 

died in sea accidents. Top Navy officials faced sharp criticism on Capitol Hill over the state of the service. 

 

To date, two American carrier strike groups, two amphibious ready groups and a total of six cruisers and 

destroyers armed with ballistic missile defense systems are steaming across international waterways, the 

admiral said in a speech at the Washington-based Heritage Foundation. 
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Submarine operations are also experiencing an significant uptick with 14 subs currently at sea, which “is a 

bit of a high point” for the underwater fleet, Adm. Richardson said. That deployment rate, coupled with 

the surface warships also at sea, represents nearly a third of its roughly 300-vessel fleet forward deployed 

throughout the waterways and sea lanes that crisscross the globe. 

 

But problems arise when there isn’t the money for up-to-date equipment and maintenance. 

 

“As we increase capacity, as we increase capability, the readiness has to be there,” he said Thursday, 

noting that “ship maintenance has taken one of the biggest hits” under current budget environment. 

 

“It really starts to have a toxic effect. … A ship that cannot go out because it is not maintained is a ship 

that does not project naval power,” he added. 

 

The high operational tempo for the Navy, not seen since the dying days of the Cold War, comes as the 

clock winds down on yet another short-term, stopgap defense budget, passed by Congress to end last 

month’s three-day government shutdown. 

 

The continuing resolution to finance defense spending and other segments of the federal government is set 

to expire on Feb. 8. 

 

“I trust Congress will do their job and write the check. … Continuing resolutions are no way to run a 

military,” told reporters Thursday on the looming deadline. 

 

Adm. Richardson said the uncertainty over whether and when the money will be available poses special 

problems for the Navy. 

 

“You cannot write the [maintenance] contract if you do not have the funding,” he said. With less ships 

ready to embark out on operations, the Navy’s comparatively small fleet is grappling to keep place with 

the demands of “a very dynamic and changing maritime environment.” 

 

The Navy is not the only branch of the military complaining that its missions are being hindered by 

political infighting in Washington. 

 

“Continuing resolutions are no way to run the military. It’s a lot of uncertainty, it’s wasteful, three weeks 

at a time, a month at a time, six weeks at a time. It’s wasteful,” Defense Department spokeswoman Dana 

White told reporters at the Pentagon on Thursday. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Rattlesnake Ridge evacuation lifted 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/888027/evacuation-ends-for-residents-near-rattlesnake-ridge-slide/  

GIST YAKIMA, Wash. (AP) — A month-long evacuation prompted by a slow-moving landslide on Rattlesnake 

Ridge has been lifted. 

 

KOMO-TV reports dozens of families received notice on Thursday that they could head home. 

 

Residents had been evacuated in early January when concerns grew about the landslide. At that time, 

geologists felt a sudden failure of the land might send rocks tumbling onto Interstate 82 or the small group 

of houses below the ridge. 

 

But this week, a new third-party report indicates the landslide may slowly “creep” along for years — the 

way it currently is. It’s moving about 3 inches (7.6 centimeters) per day. 

 

The Department of Natural Resources says it will continue to use data-gathering equipment to monitor the 

landslide. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Seattle removes surveillance cameras 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/887570/150k-remove-seattle-surveillance-cameras/  

GIST They never got their shot at taking shots around Seattle, but these surveillance cameras are coming down 

anyway and it will cost the city. 

 

“We’ve budgeted $150,000 for this project,” said Megan Erb with Seattle’s IT department. “Each removal 

is different depending on how the equipment was installed; some will be easier to remove than others, thus 

making them less expensive than the ones that are a little more complicated to remove.” 

 

Erb said that the total cost of the camera removal throughout Seattle — 28 in all — won’t be known until 

the job is done. 

 

The West Seattle Blog reports that the Seattle Police Department installed the surveillance cameras in 

2013 with a grant from the Homeland Security Department. But after the community objected, they were 

never used. They were installed during the Mayor Mike McGinn era, and sat idle during the Ed Murray 

era. Crews began taking them down over this past week. 

 

The Blog explains that the cameras were proposed for port security, but ended up being placed in public 

parks and residential areas, too. 

 

Bellevue-based Prime Electric has been contracted to remove the cameras. The ones in West Seattle have 

been taken town already. Other surveillance cameras in Magnolia and Golden Gardens are also being 

taken down. There are more than a dozen in the downtown area also stated for removal. 

 

The security cameras are expected to be turned over to SDOT to be used for traffic monitoring. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 L.A. homelessness surges 75% in 6yrs 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-homeless-how-we-got-here-20180201-story.html  

GIST Some of the poorest people in the city spend their days in the shadow of Los Angeles City Hall, napping 

on flattened cardboard boxes. 

 

On any given day, as many as 20 people take to the City Hall lawn, across the street from LAPD 

headquarters. They're there to "escape the madness" in downtown streets, a 53-year-old homeless man 

named Lazarus said last week. At night, they fan out to doorways or deserted plazas to wait for daybreak. 

 

The growth of a homeless day camp at the halls of civic power speaks to the breadth of Los Angeles' 

burgeoning homelessness problem. 

 

The number of those living in the streets and shelters of the city of L.A. and most of the county surged 

75% — to roughly 55,000 from about 32,000 — in the last six years. (Including Glendale, Pasadena and 

Long Beach, which conduct their own homeless counts, the total is nearly 58,000.) 

 

Three out of four homeless people — 41,000 — live in cars, campers, tents and lean-tos, by far the biggest 

single group of unsheltered people in any U.S. city. If you took out Los Angeles, national homelessness 

would have dropped last year for the first time since the recession. 

 

People left behind by the economic recovery can't compete with young professionals who have bid rents 

up to record levels. 
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In another era, they might have found refuge in crumbling hotels and tenements. But many of those 

buildings were lost in the city's post-recession spree of building, evictions and renovations. 

 

The problem has only gotten worse since Mayor Eric Garcetti took office in 2013 and a liberal Democratic 

supermajority emerged in 2016 on the county Board of Supervisors. 

 

Tent cities stretch from the Antelope Valley desert to the Santa Monica coast, with stopovers in unlikely 

communities — even Bel-Air, where a homeless cooking fire was implicated in December's Skirball fire. 

 

During an October hygiene survey, county public health officials identified 222 encampments, including 

50 with 30 or more people living in them. These ragtag outposts have altered the basic terms of urban life. 

 

People in Koreatown step outside their fancy condos to find tents, rotting food and human feces at their 

doorsteps. Buses and trains have become de facto shelters, and thousands of people sleep in fear and 

degradation. 

 

Officials and philanthropic groups have been housing more homeless people than ever before — 26,000 

between 2014 and 2017. But L.A. has a severe housing shortage, and city and county homeless programs 

have been slow to start and too limited to absorb the waves of people forced into the streets. 

 

Officials are hoping reinforcements will breathe new life into the effort to end homelessness. Over the last 

16 months, voters have agreed to tax themselves $4.6 billion to build housing — 10,000 units in 10 years 

— and provide supportive services for homeless people. A long-delayed developer fee that's expected to 

pump out $100 million for affordable housing was finally adopted, although some observers wonder 

whether it comes too late to capitalize on the building boom. 

 

The county money started flowing in October; officials have quadrupled homeless outreach teams, added 

600 shelter beds, expanded winter shelter hours and ramped up hotel vouchers. Some 1,000 new 

employees are being hired at every level of homeless services, including support for people in the new 

housing projects. 

 

But the crisis has been decades in the making. If homelessness continues to escalate at current rates, it will 

swamp even the best efforts. 

 

"We are moving more homeless families and adults into housing," said Phil Ansell, director of the Los 

Angeles County Homeless Initiative. "What we have less control over is the inflow: people who simply are 

unable to pay the rent." 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Army blames recent deaths on vaping oils 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/army-2-deaths-60-hospitalizations-blamed-on-vaping-oils-health-

alert/  

GIST JACKSONVILLE, N.C. -- The U.S. Army is warning about the dangers of vaping synthetic cannabinoid 

oil after about 60 soldiers and Marines in North Carolina and 33 troops in Utah experienced serious 

medical problems in January. In a Monday public health alert, the U.S. Army Public Health Center said 

military personnel have suffered headaches, nausea, vomiting, palpitations, dilated pupils, dizziness, 

agitation and seizures.  

 

All the symptoms are associated with synthetic cannabinoids. Two Marines have died in accidents blamed 

on synthetic cannabinoid-induced seizures.  

 

"This problem has the potential to spread quickly across the Army," the alert said.  

 

Army regulations ban the use of so-called CBD oil or any products derived from marijuana, so some 
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soldiers are using synthetic replacement oil. 

 

Public Health Center spokeswoman Chanel S. Weaver told The Fayetteville Observer that stopping this 

trend is a "top priority." 

 

"Consumers must be extremely vigilant if they are going to use vaping oils and should seek medical 

attention immediately if they feel they are having an adverse reaction to one of these products," Weaver 

said. 

 

Officials said most of the troops who were hospitalized troops were treated at the Naval Medical Center at 

Camp Lejeune, The Fayetteville Observer reported. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Germany limits migrant family reunions 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/german-parliament-debates-migrant-family-

reunification-issue-52760200?   

GIST German lawmakers approved a measure Thursday extending rules limiting migrants' rights to bring close 

relatives to the country, paving the way for a new migrant plan this summer agreed to between Chancellor 

Angela Merkel's conservative Union bloc and the center-left Social Democrats. 

 

The measure proposed by Merkel's conservatives passed 376 to 298, extends the current temporary ban on 

relatives joining migrants whose status in Germany is below full asylum. The ban will stay until new rules 

come into effect in August allowing 1,000 migrant relatives in per month. 

 

The suspension of family reunification rules for people with "subsidiary protection" was instituted in early 

2016, after Germany was overwhelmed with the arrival of 890,000 asylum-seekers from the year before. 

 

The issue has been a major point of contention between Merkel's conservatives and the Social Democrats, 

but they were able to agree this week in coalition talks to form a new government. Under that plan, in 

addition to allowing in 1,000 relatives per month for migrants whose status is less than full asylum, they 

will also allow in additional people considered hardship cases. 

 

Interior Minister Thomas de Maiziere had pushed for parliament to extend the suspension to pave the way 

for the new agreement, calling it a fair compromise. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Bitter cold, snow for eastern US 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/bitter-cold-snow-forecast-entire-eastern-us-days/story?   

GIST Two systems will be moving through the Northeast and Midwest over the next few days bringing light 

snow to most heavily populated areas, but bitter cold to the whole eastern United States.  

 

The first system already moved through the Midwest and the Great Lakes bringing a heavy burst of snow 

from Minneapolis to Green Bay, Wisconsin, and into Michigan overnight.  

 

Snow is flying this morning from Michigan to western Pennsylvania, New York and into New England. 

 

The storm system will make its way into the I-95 corridor from the Carolinas all the way into Maine on 

Thursday night into Friday morning.  

 

Because it is going to be a mild day today in the Northeast, the precipitation will begin as rain, then 

change to snow as the cold front moves through. Most areas will see minor snow accumulations, but there 

could be a few slick spots. 
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After that, our attention turns to the next storm system coming out of the Pacific Northwest and crossing 

the country over the weekend.  

 

On Saturday, this storm system will move into the Midwest, bringing several inches of snow from the 

Dakotas into the Great Lakes, including the Twin Cities, Chicago, Indianapolis and Detroit.  

 

On Sunday evening, as the system moves east, it will pick up a southern component and bring rain and 

snow to the East Coast. The heaviest snow will be inland, away from the I-95 corridor. 

 

The snowfall totals for the Midwest and Northeast over the next several days shows the heaviest snow will 

be found near the Great Lakes and in the interior Northeast. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Cape Town cuts water rations 45% 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/01/africa/cape-town-water-crisis-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Cape Town -- a city once at the forefront of Africa's green movement -- implemented new 

emergency water restrictions Thursday as the sprawling metropolis prepares for the day its taps run dry. 

 

Residents are now being asked to curb the amount of municipal water they use each day to just 50 liters (a 

little over 13 gallons). Only a month ago, level six restrictions had placed residents on a daily allowance of 

87 liters (about 23 gallons), illustrating the severity of the looming crisis. 

 

Officials estimate that if water levels continue to fall as expected, South Africa's second most populous 

city will run out of water by April 16, which has been dubbed "Day Zero." 

 

Experts are keeping a close eye on daily consumption in a desperate bid to avoid the disaster, warning 

residents tempted to ignore measures that they face fines and the installation of water-management meters 

if they do not comply. 

 

It may seem unthinkable that a developed city of four million could run out of water but it's been a slow-

burning catastrophe exacerbated by some uncontrollable factors. 

 

Cape Town been enduring the worst drought in a century for the past three years. A changing climate and 

rapidly growing population have made matters worse. 

 

And as the crisis has taken hold, Capetonians have not been doing enough to curb their water use, further 

aggravating the scarcity. Only an estimated 55% of the city's residents are actually sticking to their allotted 

water per day, according to last week's figures issued by authorities. 

 

"It is quite unbelievable that a majority of people do not seem to care and are sending all of us headlong 

towards Day Zero," the mayor's office said in January. "We can no longer ask people to stop wasting 

water. We must force them." 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Flu onslaught: ERs into waiting rooms 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/to-deal-with-a-flu-onslaught-emergency-rooms-expand-into-waiting-

rooms-and-hallways-1517481000  

GIST Emergency departments across the U.S. have been slammed in recent weeks by an onslaught of flu visits, 

forcing hospitals to devise new spaces to house patients, to restrict visitors and to postpone elective 

surgeries. 
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Visits to hospital emergency departments, urgent care centers and other outpatient clinics by people with 

flu symptoms have been skyrocketing for several weeks. As of mid-January, such visits had surpassed 

every flu season except 2009-10, when a new flu strain caused a global pandemic. The dominant strain this 

season, H3N2, is particularly virulent, and the vaccine isn’t very effective against it. 

 

NYC Health & Hospitals has seen a 40% increase in the number of people being tested for the flu 

compared with this time last year, according to Sean Studer, deputy chief medical officer of the group, 

which runs New York City’s public hospitals, clinics and long-term care facilities. 

 

To cope with greater traffic to the emergency department, hospitals in the network are opening up so-

called “flex” spaces that aren’t usually needed for routine care. Patients coming to the hospital reporting 

flu symptoms are also placed in a separate waiting area and given masks to help prevent transmission, Dr. 

Studer said. If they need to be admitted, patients are given a room with a single bed when possible. 

 

In Atlanta, the emergency department at Grady Memorial Hospital is caring for up to 25% more patients 

than it did at this time last year. The department usually sees around 400 patients a day, but there have 

been times this month when that number shot up to 502, according to Hany Atallah, Grady Memorial 

Hospital’s chief of emergency medicine. 

 

“Our emergency department is full, and our inpatient services are full,” he said. “Overfull, actually.” 

 

But people are still coming, so the hospital has set up a temporary mobile medical unit on its premises for 

30 days to deal with the overflow. Fully equipped with medical supplies and 14 beds, it is essentially a 

second emergency room, Dr. Atallah said. Staff began seeing patients in the mobile unit on Tuesday. 

 

In addition to the mobile unit, Grady Memorial is using “family waiting rooms, holding areas and literally 

some hall spots” for patient beds, said Dr. Atallah. 

 

Not everyone who comes to the emergency department needs to be admitted to the hospital, Dr. Atallah 

said. A patient who is young and otherwise healthy will likely be treated for fever, muscle aches and 

dehydration and then sent home to rest. Those most at risk for complications are the elderly, very young 

children, or people who have other health issues that the flu can exacerbate. 

 

Given the severity of the flu this season and its potential complications, the hospital isn’t allowing children 

14 years old and younger to visit hospitalized patients. Children tend to harbor more infections, Dr. 

Atallah said, and they may not be as diligent about hand sanitization. 

 

The University of Alabama at Birmingham Hospital, which sees an average of 250 to 300 patients each 

day, has experienced a jump in volume of about 10%, largely because of the flu outbreak. “We’ve not only 

seen an increase in volume, but an increase in acuity,” said Sarah Nafziger, physician adviser for the 

Center for Patient Flow at UAB Hospital. “People are sicker than they were in previous years. 

 

“It’s not just people with flu symptoms, but people who have chronic medical conditions that are 

exacerbated by the flu,” she added. 

 

To deal with the higher number of emergency department visits, UAB is placing patients in areas that 

would normally be used for postoperative patients, such as anesthesia recovery rooms. The hospital has 

also delayed some elective surgeries that would require an overnight stay to open up more beds for 

admitted patients. 

 

“As you can imagine, that’s a costly decision for the hospital because elective surgeries and nonelective 

surgeries are the way hospitals increase their revenue,” said Dr. Nafziger. “But sometimes you have to 

make those decisions to make sure you can safely care for patients.” 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Auburn officials to Winter Olympics 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/auburn-officials-head-to-pyeongchang-for-olympics/281-

513763314  

GIST The City of PyeongChang in South Korea invited the City of Auburn to the opening ceremony of this 

year’s Winter Olympics. 

 

"To the best of my knowledge, we are the only one that has been invited," said Auburn Mayor Nancy 

Backus. 

 

Auburn and PyeongChang are sister cities, a global diplomacy network that aims to strengthen 

relationships between American and international cities. 

 

"The theme for the Winter Olympics is peace and I think it’s the most appropriate theme right now 

because we can use a little peace in our world," said Backus. "The economic development and the trade, 

that’s really the opportunity we see and the benefit that we've had. We've taken some of our local business 

owners on these trips, and they have benefitted. So there's importing and exporting going on, and it really 

has been beneficial to our city.” 

 

In preparation for their trip, the City of Auburn is bringing a token of appreciation with them. 

 

"We've found this beautiful prism. We have the Winter Olympics on the inside, and on one side is the City 

of Auburn logo and the other side is a PyeongChang logo."  

 

"That's history in the making. And to know that I was there, to know that we'll have a delegation from 

Auburn that will be there. I'm very very proud," said Backus. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Spring arrive early in Washington? 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/weather/blog/could-spring-arrive-early-in-washington/281-513626650  

GIST Although we have La Niña conditions in the Pacific, our Northwest weather hasn't been behaving exactly 

the way we expect.  

 

Usually, La Niña winters increase the odds of below normal temperatures and above normal precipitation 

with lots of snow in the mountains during the period November into April.  

 

In the first 3 months of that period, Sea-Tac rainfall is above normal, as we would expect, but temperatures 

have been well above normal. In fact, in January the mean temperature at Sea-Tac was a significant 3 

degrees above normal. 

 

However, the mountain snowpack that was lagging behind normal at the start of the January had a good 

month.  

 

All of the areas are slightly above normal with the exception of Mt. Baker which is much above normal. 

January was a great month for Baker. The ski area reported 225 inches of new snow in January – almost 

19 feet! It's the most they have had in January in 20 years. 

 

Right now we are almost exactly in the middle of winter, so we may see some changes in these averages.  

 

However for the next week, it looks like it may feel as though spring has arrived. Over the weekend it will 

still be showery, but highs will push into the low to mid 50's when they would normally be in the upper 

40's. 

 

We may turn dry and mild by the middle of next week. The latest two-week forecast from the Climate 

Prediction Center calls for above normal temperatures and below normal rainfall for February 7-14. 
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We won't hear officially from the Ground Hog until Friday, but right now it looks like it might be an early 

spring in Washington. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Tacoma Fire hands out Narcan kits 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/02/01/tacoma-fire-hands-out-narcan-kits-to-opioid-addicts/  

GIST TACOMA, Wash. – The opioid epidemic is hitting Washington state hard.  These days, most of us know 

someone who’s been affected in some way, either as addicts themselves or the victim of crime related to 

addiction. 

 

Now, there are two local efforts to try and fight back.  The Pierce County prosecutor is taking this battle to 

court to sue not one but three opioid makers, accusing them of being complicit in the crisis that’s killing 

hundreds of people in our state every year. 

 

Tacoma’s fire department is taking things a step further.  It’s giving away free Narcan kits.  It’s a drug that 

can reverse the effects of an opioid overdose.  Since 2013, the Tacoma Fire Department has seen a 50% 

increase in having to use an opioid overdose antidote, Narcan.  Now it’s working to put that life-saving 

drug into more hands. 

 

“What we’ve done in the past isn’t necessarily working today or in the future,” said Tacoma Fire 

Department Medical Services Officer Mike Newhouse. 

 

It’s a new action plan for Tacoma Fire first responders to tackle the growing opioid problem in the city.  

Instead of giving overdosing addicts a shot of Narcan and then sending them to the emergency department, 

paramedics will give addicts Narcan kits. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Claim: real costs to live in Seattle 

SOURCE http://www.seattlepi.com/seattlenews/article/2018-edition-What-does-it-really-cost-to-live-in-

12540736.php  

GIST It's been decades since Seattle could be considered a cheap place to live. 

 

And for much of its short life, it's been a boom town with ever-rising costs of living, albeit never more 

costly than they are today. 

 

In recent history, the city has seen only one significant decline in those costs -- during the Great 

Recession. Since then, everything from housing prices to the cost of a loaf of bread has been on the rise, 

the steep rise. 

 

This is how we arrive at the end of January 2018 to begin reckoning with a cost of living that is even less 

bearable than it was one foul year ago. 

 

In years past, this analysis started with the intent of comparing the cost of living in Seattle to its $15-per-

hour minimum wage. But each year, the numbers have demonstrated that living in Seattle (or, for that 

matter, much of the metro area) on $15 an hour is a hell of a challenge. 

 

So, for the third annual installment, we'll set that aside and simply run the numbers. 

 

Let's start with the news that Seattle has risen to sixth place on the list of the most expensive places to live, 

according to figures from the Arlington, Virginia-based Center for Regional Economic Competitiveness 

(CREC). 
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The Seattle metro area was given the composite index of 152.8 for the third quarter of 2017, meaning it's 

52.8 percent more expensive to live here than the median cost of living in the U.S. 

 

Certainly, we fared better than New York's Manhattan borough, with a score of 242.9, or San Francisco, 

with a score of 191.8. 

 

Those numbers are helpful for tracking changes (Seattle, for instance, moved up two spots from its score 

of 147.5 in 2016) or for comparisons, but they don't actually reveal the true cost of living. 

 

CREC's latest index did include costs for a number of items in the Seattle market, including grocery items, 

energy, doctors, dentists and more. But tallying those things is a bit clumsy, so we'll turn back to 

Numbeo.com to run some comparisons. 

 

To start out, the cost of living estimator was set up this way: one person in the household who eats out at 

lunch or dinner 5 percent of the time and only at inexpensive restaurants, rarely drinks coffee away from 

home, rarely drinks alcohol, doesn't smoke, uses only public transit, doesn't own a car, never takes a 

vacation, doesn't belong to a gym or other sports club and rarely buys clothing. 

 

This will be the bare bones, no-frills cost of living. We'll adjust later for a lifestyle that is more realistic. 

 

The grand total monthly cost came to $814.58. Now for the fun part: rent. 

 

Rents (and real estate prices) in Seattle have been on an unstoppable upward trend since 2011. For 

December 2017, Zillow put the median one-bedroom apartment rent for the Seattle metro area at $1,724. 

We chose a one-bedroom because the median rent for studios was actually higher. 

 

Add that to the monthly costs calculated by Numbeo and we get $2,539 per month, or $30,463 per year. 

And of course, since that's what we'll need to spend, that's after taxes. The effective tax rate around that 

income level should wind up around 9.24 percent, so we'll need a gross annual salary of $33,278 (if you 

worked full-time, that would be about $15.90 per hour, in case you were wondering). 

 

Keep in mind, that income assumes no debt, no medical expenses, no savings, only a tiny sliver for phone 

service, and about $156 per year for clothing. And never mind the fact that our theoretical lifestyle won't 

include any kind of vacation or recreation that costs money. 

 

Once more, these calculations reflect the fact that the poorest among us are forced to forego many of the 

things that make life in the Seattle area so wonderful. The amazing food, the hiking and camping, the 

fishing, boating and even regional trips are virtually nonexistent for our bare-bones resident. 

 

Going back to the Numbeo calculator, we changed things to allow for a bit more eating and drinking out, 

some travel (one week per year), a gym membership and a car (with a $142/month payment and only one 

tank of fuel each month). 

 

We also made it a household of two people in the interest of sharing some of the burden. 

 

With those changes in place, the monthly total, before rent, is $2,457.92. Assuming our residents are still 

frugally minded, we'll let them share the one-bedroom apartment, bringing the total monthly cost to 

$4,181.92, or $50,183 per year. 

 

Assuming a tax rate that ends up around 10 percent, those two will need to earn about $55,201 a year 

before taxes. 

 

Mind you, that's still $27,600 each, but it certainly shows the value of teaming up to make that income 

stretch further. 
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If we kept the same standards but for just one person, they would need to earn about $41,000 per year. 

Again, neither of these calculations allow for debt payments, medical bills or even insurance, or savings. 

 

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) said last year that an income of $50,400 

per year or less in the Seattle area is considered low-income. Our frugal friends would be in the very low-

income bracket for certain. 

 

Now, as readers will no doubt point out in emails and comments, people come up with creative ways to 

make a go of it in any city, regardless of how expensive it is. Seattle is no exception, but those creative 

opportunities are getting harder to find as the city continues to be transformed by a booming economy that 

doesn't benefit everyone equally. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 UN: migrants feared drowned off Libya 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/02/latest-90-migrants-feared-drowned-off-libyan-coast.html  

GIST PARIS –  The Latest on Europe's migration crisis (all times local): 

 

11:15 a.m. 

 

The U.N.'s migration agency says its partner agencies are reporting that 90 people are feared drowned after 

a smuggler's boat carrying mostly Pakistani migrants has capsized off Libya's coast. 

 

International Organization for Migration spokeswoman Olivia Headon says 10 bodies have washed ashore 

near the Libyan town of Zuwara following the tragedy early Friday. Eight were believed to be Pakistani, 

and two Libyans. 

 

Headon, speaking by phone from Tunisia's capital to reporters at the U.N. in Geneva, said initial 

indications were that the boat became unbalanced. 

 

She said Pakistani nationals have been taking an increasing share among the number of migrants 

attempting to cross the Mediterranean to Italy and Europe via Libya. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 ICE raids hit northern Calif. businesses 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/02/ice-raid-hits-77-businesses-in-northern-california.html  

GIST Less than a month after federal immigration officials raided nearly 100 7-Eleven stores nationwide, U.S. 

Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agents conducted another sweep this week in Northern 

California, officials said Thursday. 

 

This time, ICE agents searched 77 businesses in the San Francisco and Sacramento areas in what was 

believed to be the largest localized raid since President Donald Trump took office, the San Francisco 

Chronicle reported. 

 

The raid underscores ICE acting director Thomas Homan’s call for a “400 percent increase” in agency 

operations focusing on workplaces, the paper reported. 

 

Unlike the 7-Eleven raids in January, which resulted in 21 arrests, ICE didn’t identify the businesses hit 

this week, nor did the agency make any immediate arrests, the paper reported. 

 

However, federal immigration officials issued notices of inspection, and ordered the businesses to provide 

proof their employees are legally allowed to work in the U.S. -- giving them three days to comply, the 

paper reported. 
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Democratic lawmakers and California Attorney General Xavier Becerra had been on edge since a report in 

the Chronicle last month that federal officials were planning such a raid.   

 

"We will, as always, work with our federal partners in every respect to go after drug dealers, human 

traffickers, potential terrorists," Becerra said in January. "We're not in the business of deportation. We're in 

the business of public safety." 
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HEADLINE 02/01 ‘Super sick Monday’? 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2018/02/01/why-14-million-people-planning-take-off-work-

super-sick-monday/1088188001/  

GIST If you don't plan on being at work Monday after the Super Bowl, you might want to think of a better 

excuse than having a bad cough. About 14 million others might be using the same excuse.  

 

A new survey released Wednesday by the Workforce Institute at Kronos and Mucinex details an estimated 

13.9 million Americans will call in sick Monday after Super Bowl LII, making it one of the biggest sick 

days of the year.  

 

The Monday after the Super Bowl has been notoriously known as a day where people call out of work. 

Last year, 16.5 million Americans said they planned to call in sick because of the game, according to a 

study done last year by the same companies.  

 

"We've been researching the Big Game's effect on the workforce for more than a decade and while 

numbers may fluctuate each year, one clear fact remains: #SuperSickMonday is often the biggest day in 

America for calling out of work," said Joyce Maroney, Executive Director, The Workforce Institute at 

Kronos Incorporated. 

 

The numbers could go up, too, because of a harsh flu season this year. 

 

Cases of influenza have risen sharply across the nation, according to the Centers for Disease Control. This 

year is on track to be as bad the 2014-15 outbreak that caused an estimated 56,000 deaths, federal health 

officials said. 

 

"There’s been a bad flu strain this year and it may have an impact on people calling out on Monday, but 

we don’t anticipate it playing a major role in changing the stats," said Brian Dolan, Equity Lead for U.S. 

Health at RB, which owns Mucinex. 

 

He said what coast you live on could play a small role due to differing time zones, but most people will 

still be up late with the post-game show and parties. 

 

Over the years, 1 in 5 Americans said they have called in sick the Monday after the Super Bowl, according 

to the survey. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Turmoil in the Maldives 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ap-explains-turmoil-maldives-52786544  

GIST The Maldives' Supreme Court ordered the release of imprisoned politicians, including exiled ex-President 

Mohamed Nasheed, saying their guilty verdicts had been politically influenced. 

 

The ruling set off hours of clashes in the streets of Male, the capital, and could allow Nasheed, the nation's 

first democratically elected president and the main rival of President Yameen Abdul Gayoom, to challenge 
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Yameen when he seeks re-election later this year. 

 

A look at what led to the turmoil: 

 

AN AUTOCRAT AND ELECTIONS 

 

The Maldives, an Indian Ocean archipelago of nearly 1,200 islands with a population of just 390,000 

people, was ruled for three decades by strongman Maumoon Abdul Gayoom. He was voted from office in 

2008 in the first democratic elections. Mohamed Nasheed won that vote but resigned in 2012 amid public 

protests for ordering the arrest of a senior judge. In 2013, Nasheed lost a chaotic presidential election to 

the current president, who is half brother of the longtime ruler. 

 

——— 

 

DEMOCRACTIC SETBACK 

 

Yameen and his ruling Progressive Party of Maldives have rolled back many of the democratic gains seen 

in the archipelago since 2008, with all of his potential political opponents either jailed or in exile. The 

government has also curbed freedom of speech and assembly, with heavy fines imposed on journalists and 

social media users found guilty of defamation. In 2015, Nasheed was sentenced to 13 years in prison for 

ordering the judge's 2012 arrest. He received asylum in Britain after traveling there on medical leave. 

 

——— 

 

THE OPPOSITION AND THE AUTOCRAT (AGAIN) 

 

Former strongman Maumoon Abdul Gayoom has broken with his half brother and at least eight ruling 

party lawmakers loyal to Gayoom have defected from the ruling party, saying they would work with 

Nasheed's opposition Maldivian Democratic Party to stop the reversals in democracy. In March 2017, 

Nasheed, Gayoom and two other parties signed an agreement to form an opposition alliance. In July, 

Maldivian security forces locked down parliament on Yameen's orders, as the alliance mounted an attempt 

to impeach the parliamentary speaker, the president's ally. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Shanghai: van plows into crowd; 18 hurt 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/van-carrying-gas-tanks-plows-pedestrians-shanghai-

52783140  

GIST A minivan hauling gas canisters plowed into pedestrians near a prominent park and burst into flames in 

downtown Shanghai on Friday, injuring 18 people in the heart of the Chinese financial hub, local 

authorities reported. 

 

Police appeared to dismiss fears that the crash was a deliberate attack, describing it as an accident caused 

when a driver who was smoking lost control of his vehicle and veered onto the sidewalk. 

 

The 40-year-old driver, who police identified only by his surname Chen, and two other people suffered 

serious injuries. Chen works for a Shanghai metals company and had no criminal record but was now 

under suspicion of transporting dangerous materials, police said. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 NTSB: ‘issues’ reported at grade crossing 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/witnesses-report-issues-crossing-amtrak-accident-

ntsb/story?id=52767496  
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GIST Witnesses interviewed by the NTSB reported "issues" at the grade crossing where an Amtrak train 

carrying GOP lawmakers slammed into a garbage truck near Charlottesville, Virginia, NTSB officials 

confirmed today.  

 

In the days leading up to the crash -- which killed one person and injured at least six -- the gates "weren't 

working right," a neighbor told ABC News. The gates would sometimes block the crossing for hours, even 

when a train was nowhere in sight, he said. 

 

Buckingham Branch Railroad, the company responsible for track and signal maintenance, declined to 

comment on alleged malfunctions.  

 

The NTSB hopes information from the lead locomotive's forward-facing camera, which has been 

transported to Washington, D.C., for download and evaluation, will shed light on what occurred at the 

crossing Wednesday.  

 

Data downloaded from the trailing locomotive's event data recorder reveals that the train was traveling at 

about 61 mph when the throttle transitioned from full to idle. Twenty seconds later, the train came to a 

stop after colliding with the truck. 

 

The impact separated the cab from the freight, with garbage strewn alongside the tracks. Lawmakers, 

including several who are doctors, attempted CPR on the occupants, who were thrown from the vehicle.  

 

Time Disposal, the owner of the truck, has been "very cooperative" through the investigation, NTSB 

officials said.  

 

The 30-year-old driver of the truck worked for Time Disposal for about seven years, according to the 

NTSB, which said it is "in the process of trying to interview the driver." 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Federal officials blame Puerto Rico 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-puerto-rico-lacked-leadership-communication-

post-storm-52768743?   

GIST Federal officials on Thursday blamed a lack of leadership, money and communication in Puerto Rico for 

setting back hurricane recovery efforts in the U.S. territory. 

 

FEMA Deputy Regional Administrator Ahsha Tribble said the island's bureaucracy and the power 

company's inability to pay for supplies it ordered after Hurricane Maria slowed efforts to restore 

electricity. Nearly half a million power customers remain in the dark more than four months after the 

Category 4 storm, which destroyed two-thirds of the power distribution system, killed dozens of people 

and caused up to an estimated $94 billion in damage. 

 

Tribble said it was "extremely difficult" to work with Puerto Rico's Electric Power Authority immediately 

after the storm to figure out what it needed to rebuild the system. She also said the company's financial 

constraints led to a lack of trust among FEMA suppliers and that appointing an interim power company 

director in the middle of the disaster led to challenges with leadership. In addition, communication was 

strained, she said. 

 

"In an emergency, when you have eight layers of approval to get something done, it's not working for us," 

she said. "You put all that together, and it's a recipe for disaster." 

 

Tribble was among several officials who spoke before a federal control board that oversees Puerto Rico's 

finances and is considering a plan to privatize the power company, which is $9 billion in debt. It would be 

the largest restructuring of a public entity in U.S. history. 
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Energy experts told the board that a lack of maintenance, heavily loaded lines and shoddy work done by 

Puerto Rico's power company over the years contributed to the power grid's extensive failure after the 

hurricane. 

 

Sanjay Bose, an official with ConEdison who was helping after the hurricane, said his crews in Puerto 

Rico observed many problems, including poles that had been installed at a more shallow depth than 

industry standard. 

 

"It's not one single thing that I can point my finger at," he said. "Maintenance would have prevented some 

of the damage." 

 

Power company spokesman Geraldo Quinones referred a request for comment to the island's financial 

authority, whose spokesman did not respond. 

 

Col. Donovan Ollar of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers told the board that only 61 percent of the power 

company's transmission system is now complete. Part of the problem is that some of the equipment Puerto 

Rico uses is unique to the island and is no longer made by manufacturers in the U.S. mainland. In addition, 

Puerto Rico uses 200 to 300 types of transformers when the industry standard is three to four, he said. 

 

Ollar also said that makeshift repairs done by the power company to keep the system running prior to the 

hurricane created more work for his crews. 

 

"It makes it problematic to come back and do it properly," he said, adding that he wants to rebuild the 

system to mirror those in the U.S. mainland so when companies fly in, they can use the same equipment. 

 

Officials noted that Puerto Rico did not activate a mutual aid agreement with mainland power companies 

until Oct. 31, more than a month after Hurricane Maria hit. Meanwhile, shortly after the storm, the power 

company's former director signed a $300 million contract with a small Montana company called Whitefish 

Holdings Inc. to help with restoration efforts. The director has since resigned and the contract was 

cancelled. 

 

FEMA official Ahsha Tribble defended that contract, saying that U.S. power companies under the mutual 

aid agreement were not capable of repairing the transmission system given the extent of the damage. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Ex-Mayor Murray $116K a year for life 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/times-watchdog/ed-murrays-time-as-seattle-mayor-

boosted-his-pension-past-100000-a-year-for-life/  

GIST Former Seattle Mayor Ed Murray, who resigned in September amid child sexual-abuse allegations, has 

started drawing public retirement benefits that will pay him $115,920 a year for the rest of his life. 

 

Murray’s retirement benefits include gross monthly pension payments of about $8,460 from the state and 

$1,200 from the city, records show. 

 

His total retirement pay was significantly enhanced by the nearly $185,000 annual salary he drew during 

his first two years as mayor — Murray’s final stop along a more than two-decade career in Washington 

politics. 

 

All told, Murray’s annual retirement pay easily will surpass earnings for 18 of his 21 years as an elected 

official, records show. It’s also about $35,920 more — or almost 1½ times greater — than Seattle’s 

median annual household income of about $80,000. 

 

Murray, who declined an in-person interview about his retirement, answered some questions through his 

attorney, Steve Fogg. 
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“Ed was a public servant not making a lot of money each year until he became mayor,” Fogg said. “His 

focal point was on being mayor and his public service, it wasn’t on retirement.” 

 

Though seemingly comfortable, Murray’s retirement isn’t peculiar; he’s reaping benefits entitled to him 

under state law and pension plan rules. 

 

Murray is among a small subset of Washington public employees who retire as dual members of pension 

plans from both the state and one of three large cities (Seattle, Tacoma and Spokane) that provide their 

own. That guarantees him two monthly pension payments for life. And, because his state and city benefit 

plans are “portable,” they can be used to help each other maximize retirement benefits. 

 

Both of Murray’s pensions are calculated in part based on his highest average monthly pay for any two 

consecutive years along with the total number of years worked. 

 

Murray, who turned 62 in May, qualified for his state pension at age 60. When he resigned as mayor, he 

chose January 1, 2016, as the effective date of his state retirement, giving him two full years of city pay — 

or an average $15,405 per month — to calculate his state pension benefits. He also received a one-time 

retroactive retirement payment of $83,025, records show. 

 

His 18 years of state employment, in turn, helped Murray qualify for a city pension. With less than four 

years as Seattle’s mayor, Murray otherwise would not have met his city retirement plan’s five-year 

employment requirement to become fully vested. 

 

The former mayor downplayed his financial prospects during the scandal that last year that derailed his 

political career. Between April and September, when the mayor resigned, five men accused Murray of 

paying for sex or sexually assaulting them as teenagers decades ago. 

 

Murray denies all the allegations. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 SEA: renovations, record growth  

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/record-number-of-passengers-pushes-expansion-at-sea-tac-

airport/692754662  

GIST SEATAC, Wash. - The Port of Seattle says Sea-Tac Airport is hitting a record-breaking seventh year of 

passenger growth as billions of dollars’ worth of renovations and expansions are underway.  

 

President of the Port Commission, Courtney Gregoire, told KIRO 7 the opening of a new International 

Arrivals Facility is needed to be able to serve more passengers and improve the travel experience. 

 

“By opening up the facility, using new technology and by encouraging our federal government to have a 

few more customs and border protection agents to give everyone a better experience when they come to 

our region,” Gregoire said at a news conference Thursday. 

 

Sea-Tac Airport saw nearly 47 million passengers come through last year, and they expect to break records 

again in 2018. 

 

The airport expects to spend $3.2 billion on development between 2017 and 2022. No taxpayer dollars are 

used to fund airport projects. 

 

Port commissioners say the expansion projects include the arrivals facility, a renovation of the Central 

Terminal dining area and a North Satellite modernization. 

 

Work on the $17 million renovation of the Central Terminal dining area will begin Feb. 8.  It will add 
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10,000 more square feet and provide more dining and retail options, including charging stations for 

travelers to plug in their personal electronic devices, new sit-down restaurants and more food options 

closer to passenger gates.  
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HEADLINE 02/01 Apple removes Telegram app from store 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2018/02/01/apple-removes-secretive-telegram-messaging-

app-app-store/1086302001/  

GIST Telegram’s founder and CEO said Apple removed the company’s controversial messaging apps from the 

iOS App Store because of content that apparently violated Apple’s guidelines. 

 

“We were alerted by Apple that inappropriate content was made available to our users, and both apps were 

taken off the App Store,” Pavel Durov remarked on Twitter. “Once we have protections in place, we 

expect the apps to be back on the App Store.” He did not comment on timing. 

 

Telegram’s free apps are still available for Android in the Google Play store. The apps can still be 

downloaded onto a computer via the Mac version of the App Store. 

 

Apple also confirmed the removal of the iOS apps but gave no reason. In general terms, Apple's guidelines 

indicate that "apps should not include content that is offensive, insensitive, upsetting, intended to disgust 

or in exceptionally poor taste." Nor should they be inflammatory or intended to cause physical harm, the 

company says. 

 

Telegram has not yet responded to a USA TODAY request for comment. 

 

Durov, a Russian programmer who has been referred to as the “Mark Zuckerberg of Russia,” fled his 

native country in 2014. He has since run Telegram from various overseas outposts, most recently Dubai. 

On its website, the company said it is “ready to relocate again if local regulations change.” 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Court: can’t sue Twitter for terror support 

SOURCE https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2018/02/appeals-court-twitter-cant-be-sued-for-material-

support-of-terrorism/  

GIST An appeals court has ruled that Twitter is not liable for the deaths of two American military contractors 

who were killed in Jordan in 2015. 

 

In a Wednesday decision, the 9th US Circuit Court of Appeals agreed with a lower court’s ruling in 2016 

for dismissal of the case, Fields v. Twitter. 

 

As Ars reported, the plaintiffs claimed that Twitter violated the Anti-Terrorism Act by providing Twitter 

accounts to the terrorist group. The plaintiffs, who represent the estate of the two deceased men, did not 

allege that any specific tweets instigated the terrorist to kill the US contractors, and they did not allege that 

ISIS recruited or trained the terrorist over Twitter. However, they did claim that Twitter provided 

“material support” for terrorism by allowing ISIS and its sympathizers on the social media network.  

 

A three-judge panel unanimously ruled that the plaintiffs had not shown that Twitter was close enough to 

the violence that tragically ended the lives of their loved ones. 

 

“We conclude that Twitter has the better of the argument and hold that to satisfy the ATA’s ‘by reason of’ 
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requirement, a plaintiff must show at least some direct relationship between the injuries that he or she 

suffered and the defendant’s acts,” the judges wrote. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Hackers already targeted Winter Olympics 

SOURCE https://www.wired.com/story/pyeongchang-winter-olympics-cyberattacks/  

GIST THE OLYMPICS HAVE always been a geopolitical microcosm: beyond the athletic match-ups, they 

provide a vehicle for diplomacy and propaganda, and even, occasionally, a proxy for war. It stands to 

reason, then, that in 2018 they've also become a nexus of hacker skullduggery. The Olympics unfolding 

next week in Pyeongchang may already be the most thoroughly hacked in the games' history—with 

potentially more surprises to come. 

 

More so than any previous Olympics, the run-up to Pyeongchang has been plagued by apparent state-

sponsored hackers: One Russia-linked campaign has stolen and leaked embarrassing documents from 

Olympic organizations, while security researchers have tracked another operation, possibly North Korean, 

that appears to be spying on South Korean Olympics-related organizations. 

 

Security researchers tracking those two operations say the full scope of either remains far from clear, 

leaving the looming question of whether they could still present new disruptions timed to unfold during 

the games themselves. And more broadly, the intrusions signal that the geopolitical tensions that have long 

underscored the Olympics now extend into the digital realm as well. 

 

"The Olympics have always been the most politicized sporting event of them all," says Thomas Rid, a 

professor of strategic studies at Johns Hopkins University's School of Advanced International Studies. "It’s 

not a surprise at all that they've become a high-profile target for hacking." 

 

Operation GoldDragon 

The far stealthier of the two known Olympics hacking operations—and perhaps the most troubling—has 

quietly targeted South Korean Olympics-related organizations for well over a month. Researchers for 

security firm McAfee discovered just this week that the campaign, which they've named Operation 

GoldDragon, has attempted to plant three distinct spyware tools on target machines that would enable 

hackers to deeply scour the compromised computers' contents. McAfee identifies those malicious tools by 

the names GoldDragon, BravePrince, and GHOST419. 

 

The firm's researchers say they've linked those malware samples to a phishing campaign that lures victims 

with Korean-language emails, indicating South Korean targets. The messages, which spoof a note from 

South Korea's National Counter-Terrorism Center—and, according to McAfee, were timed to actual 

terrorism drills in Pyeongchang—targeted a BCC'd list of more than 300 Olympics-related targets, 

McAfee says, with only the address "icehockey@pyeongchang2018.com" visible in its "to" line. 

Analyzing the email's metadata, however, McAfee identified other intended victims, including local 

tourism organizations in Pyeongchang, ski resorts, transportation, and key departments of the 

Pyeongchang Olympics effort. 

 

The hackers attached a Korean-language Word document to the email, crafted to run a malicious script on 

the target machine. If the victim clicked "enable content" after opening that tainted attachment, they would 

give the attacker remote access to the computer. The attackers could use that initial, temporary foothold to 

install their spyware for more persistent visibility into any hacked machine. McAfee notes that script is 

hidden in an innocent-looking image file with clever steganography and other obfuscation tactics. 

 

McAfee traced the phishing scheme to a remote server in the Czech Republic, registered with fake 

credentials to a South Korean government ministry. And they found publicly accessible logs on that 

remote server that showed victim machines were in fact connecting to it from South Korea, a sign of actual 

infections. "Was this a successful campaign? The answer is yes," says McAfee chief scientist Raj Samani. 

"We know that it's had victims." 
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Despite all of those findings, the origin and the ultimate aim of that relatively sophisticated malware 

campaign remains unclear. But based on the Korean language and targeting, Samani hints that his working 

theory points to a North Korean espionage operation keeping tabs on its southern neighbor. 

 

That spying may seem to run counter to a recent thawing of diplomatic relations between the two Koreas, 

one that has even resulted in a combination of the two countries' national women's hockey teams. But 

North Korea likely wouldn't call off its aggressive hacking over a momentary olive branch. "I would guess 

it's a 'keep your friends close and your enemies closer' approach," Samani says. 

 

Anti-Doping Bears 

A far louder and more explicit hacker threat has come from a notorious outfit linked with the Kremlin's 

GRU military intelligence agency, known as Fancy Bear, or APT28—according to many security 

researchers, almost certainly the same Fancy Bear that hacked the Democratic National Committee and 

Clinton campaign in the midst of the 2016 election. 

 

Since as early as September of that year, those brazen hackers have repeatedly targeted athletic 

organizations, with the intent of exposing evidence of what they claim is widespread doping in Western 

countries, an apparent retaliation for the ban of Russian athletes from the 2016 and 2018 games for the 

same charge. "We will start with the US team which has disgraced its name by tainted victories," the 

hackers wrote in a message on their website when they first began leaking documents from the World 

Anti-Doping Association in September of 2016. "Wait for sensational proof of famous athletes taking 

doping substances any time soon." 

 

At the time, the Fancy Bear hackers released the private medical records of star US athletes Serena 

Williams, Venus Williams, and Simone Biles, touting permissions they had received to use potentially 

performance-enhancing drugs to treat attention deficit disorder and muscle inflammation. 

 

This year, Fancy Bear planned its Olympic-hacking far more proactively. Starting in early January, they 

published two collections of hacked documents from Olympics-related agencies: One set revealed political 

tensions between officials at the International Olympic Committee and the WADA officials tasked with 

policing the games' athletes. A second release later in the month again pointed to special permissions given 

to certain athletes—a member of the Swedish luge team takes asthma medication, for instance—and an 

Italian athlete who had at one point missed a drug test. And a third leak on Wednesday pointed to the case 

of Shawn Barber, a Canadian pole vaulter allowed to compete in the 2016 games despite at one point 

testing positive for cocaine. 

 

None of Fancy Bear's recent releases has proven any clear wrongdoing—at least, nothing remotely 

comparable to Russia's systematic doping program for thousands of athletes—and all have generally been 

ignored by the sporting world and the Western media. But Russian state news outlets have nonetheless 

faithfully rehashed the leaks. And Johns Hopkins' Rid says the hacks, like the attacks on the DNC and 

Clinton campaign in 2016, have an effect that's not easily measured or dismissed. 

 

Rid compares the operation to the KGB's tactics in 1984, after Russia was banned from the Summer 

Olympics in Los Angeles. The spy agency responded by mailing forged KKK pamphlets threatening race-

based attacks to members of 20 visiting Asian and African teams. "There’s no great goal they want to 

achieve," Rid says. "It’s more one of throwing wrenches and sand into the gears of a machine, to make life 

more difficult for your adversary, engender debate and internal conflict among allies to distract from the 

confrontation that’s harming you." 

 

More Ammunition 

Fancy Bear may yet have more leaks in store. Security firms Trend Micro and ThreatConnect have linked 

the group's propaganda campaign with collections of spoofed domains they've discovered, likely used in 

the group's well-honed phishing attacks. Many of those fake domains haven't yet resulted in leaks, but may 

have nonetheless led to compromises of Olympics-related organizations. They've spotted registrations for 

spoofed domains designed to mimic the US Anti-Doping Agency, British counterpart UK Anti-Doping, 
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the Olympic Council of Asia, European Ice Hockey Federation, the International Ski Federation, the 

International Biathlon Union, the International Bobsleigh and the Skeleton Federation. 

 

Security firms, to be clear, have no evidence that those organizations have been compromised. But they 

point out that the same group that's registered fake domains that seem to have been used in earlier Fancy 

Bear phishing and leaking operations registered fake domains for those targets, too. Any one of them 

might be a source of new, disruptive secret-spilling before or during the games. "In the run-up to the 

Olympics, we’d expect to see continuing activity from Fancy Bear and other APTs," says ThreatConnect 

researcher Kyle Ehmke, using the abbreviation for "Advanced Persistent Threat," an industry term for 

sophisticated state-sponsored hackers. "There’s no reason to think they’ll conclude operations just because 

of what’s already been released." 

 

In the parallel case of the likely North Korean espionage campaign, McAfee's chief scientist Samani notes 

that hacking operation could also get worse before it gets better. If the hackers behind that campaign 

change their motivation, nothing prevents them from using machines they've compromised on target 

networks to launch attacks that go beyond espionage, such as destroying data or disrupting networks. 

 

"We do know that other campaigns have gone down the intelligence path and then used it as a vehicle to 

cause destruction," Samani says, noting that there's no indication of the hackers' motivation beyond mere 

spying one way or another in this case. "We have no idea what may follow." 

 

All of those indicators of digital meddling, from leaks to espionage campaigns, don't quite add up to a 

cyberdoomsday scenario. But for the Olympics' organizers—or the athletes waiting for their once-in-a-

lifetime spotlight—the notion of multiple, determined hacker teams targeting the world's biggest sporting 

event should provide enough anxieties to last until the closing ceremony. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Hostile states using proxy hackers 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/02/01/heres-how-hostile-states-are-

hiding-behind-independent-hackers/?utm_term=.ae0410119aff  

GIST More and more states are using supposedly independent hackers as proxies to project power both at home 

and abroad. According to James R. Clapper Jr., former director of national intelligence, more than 30 

countries are now pursuing offensive cyber capabilities. Some of them rely on hackers who are not part of 

the government. In the past, there has been more rumor than fact about how these proxy relationships are 

organized and structured. However, the veil of secrecy is beginning to lift. 

 

For example, in November, a 22-year-old Canadian hacker pleaded guilty to having worked with two 

officers of the Russian intelligence agency FSB. A year earlier, Germany extradited a member of the 

Syrian Electronic Army to the United States. Meanwhile, the seven Iranian hackers accused of being 

responsible for the massive distributed denial of service  DDoS attacks against financial institutions in the 

United States in 2012 remain at large. These and other cases provide new information about these proxy 

relationships and their consequences. 

 

Malicious nonstate hackers are a real threat 
Policymakers and academics have had a hard time keeping up with how cybersecurity is changing on the 

ground. Alarmist debates about whether “cyberwar” would take place did get senior policymakers and the 

public to care about cybersecurity, but at the expense of making them focus on the threat from other states 

and interstate conflict. This means that they have systematically neglected the role that hackers detached 

from the state play as proxies and how they facilitate state actors to develop and quickly deploy offensive 

cyber capabilities. 

 

It is now clear that actors other than states can cause significant harm through hacking. In fact, less 

sophisticated actors can potentially pose a greater risk than sophisticated actors because they often lack the 

skills to develop more precise code that would limit the effect of the malware. The WannaCry ransomware 
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that hit computer systems worldwide last year, and forced hospitals in the United Kingdom to turn patients 

away, demonstrates what can happen if a less sophisticated actor uses malware with the intent to cause 

harm. 

  

Here's what we know about the Kremlin's playbook for creating division in the U.S. (Jenny Starrs/The 

Washington Post) 

It is possible to identify hackers 
One of the big problems in cybersecurity is identifying attackers. This is referred to as the “attribution 

problem.” However, attributing malicious activity online has become easier in recent years. The Russian, 

Syrian and Iranian attacks mentioned above led to detailed indictments, which the U.S. government 

decided to unseal over the past two years. These indictments illustrate that, while attribution remains 

difficult, for the U.S. government it has become less a question whether it is possible but how long it will 

take and whether it is willing to disclose what it knows to the public.  

 

Of course, part of the reason is that attackers make mistakes and can afford to be sloppy because they have 

to fear few consequences (if they remain beyond reach of U.S. agencies). That is why some governments, 

including the United States, and some specialized private threat intelligence companies, are able to 

successfully identify the source of an attack with sufficient confidence and evidence to make the case stick 

in court. 

 

What hackers do tells us how states think 
What proxies do helps tell us how their state sponsors think about cyberthreats and how they try to project 

power online. Tehran, for example, cares at least as much about hacking the accounts of dissidents and 

potential challengers to the regime as about espionage against other countries. Moscow, Beijing, Tehran 

and other governments don’t think in terms of cybersecurity but information security — a more expansive 

concept including content and the control of information. High-profile incidents during the past five years 

reflect this worldview; the attacks include the Sony cyberattack, the combination of information and 

cyberoperations in Ukraine and the GitHub incident. These differences among states explain why the 

international cybersecurity debate cannot be separated from discussions about human rights, at least not as 

long as some governments care more about regime stability and the perceived threat of information than 

about technical vulnerabilities and improving the resilience of computer systems. 

 

Hacking is changing international relations 
A decade ago, very few policymakers and media outlets paid serious attention to cybersecurity. After the 

Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks and the Iraq War, they focused on terrorism and conventional war. Many 

were skeptical that hacking would have a systematic impact on international affairs. Today, it is clear that 

this hacking wasn’t just hype. It has given actors the ability to cause harmful effects around the globe — 

assuming there is Internet access — far more cheaply than through conventional means. 

 

This increase in reach is the single most important reason why hacking poses new risks to international 

peace and security. For example, the tensions between the United States and North Korea did not first 

change from a regional to a global conflict because of the development of an intercontinental ballistic 

missile but because of North Korea’s ability to hack systems such as Sony’s. More recent 

incidents targeting SWIFT, the central nervous system of global finance, highlight how vulnerable even 

major financial institutions remain to third tier cyber-powers like North Korea. 

 

More states are using proxies 
More states have gotten a taste for exploiting the Internet for their purposes. Mercenaries like the 22-year 

old in Canada, who was paid by the Russian FSB, or politically driven hacktivists like the four Iranians in 

their mid-20s are helping countries to develop and deploy offensive cyber tools. Ensuring that proxy 

hackers do not escape their masters and countering their malicious behavior poses major policy challenges. 

Over the next few years, we will find out whether the new administration’s focus on trying to impose 

greater consequences in order to deter attacks will work. If successful, it will nudge other countries to 

tighten the leash on their proxies. If it raises the costs of malicious hackers only a little, it will likely just 

make them invest a little more time and money to become stealthier and better at hiding their tracks. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 FBI warns of fake FBI IC3 email 

SOURCE https://www.theregister.co.uk/2018/02/01/fbi_malware_emails/  

GIST Some scammers may have bitten off more than they can chew after they tried impersonating the FBI to 

spread malware. 

 

The Feds' Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3) issued an alert on Wednesday warning that it has 

received numerous complaints from citizens who have received emails purporting to be from IC3. Each 

message states that the recipient is due money as compensation from a cyber-attack, and asks them to fill 

out the attached document with their personal details – and, yup, you guessed it – that file is laden with 

malware. 

 

The email claims a Nigerian had been arrested by the FBI in Atlanta, USA, and that the recipient's email 

address had been found on the imaginary scammer's computer. All the mark has to do to pocket their 

windfall is return the document with their contact details and wait for the cash to arrive. 

 

"At least three other versions of the IC3 impersonation scam have been identified," the FBI warned. "As of 

July 2017, the IC3 has received numerous victim complaints regarding the scam." 

 

Two other variants of the emails are in circulation. One claims to come from the FBI IC3 office in 

Houston, Texas, and informs the lucky recipient that they are due $10.5m in compensation from banking 

fraud. 

 

The third letter take a more threatening tone, saying that the IP address associated with the recipient's 

computer has been under investigation since September 2017 for online crimes. The receiver is instructed 

to fill out the enclosed booby-trapped form and return it. 

 

So far the FBI says no one appears to have been financially hurt by the scam, and it is probing the con. 

Agents are also seeking out the scammers – and very few things piss off the G-Men like someone taking 

their name in vain. Expect arrests. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 HHS issues cyber extortion newsletter 

SOURCE https://www.dataprotectionreport.com/2018/02/hhs-ocr-issues-cyber-extortion-newsletter/  

GIST This week, the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office for Civil Rights (OCR) 

published a January 2018 newsletter focusing on “cyber extortion.”  

 

Cyber extortion often involves an attacker gaining access to an organization’s computer system, stealing 

sensitive information, and threatening to publish the information. Healthcare and public health 

organizations are often the targets of these attacks, so affected data frequently includes protected health 

information, or PHI. The OCR newsletter indicates that incidents of cyber extortion have been steadily 

increasing over the past several years and will continue to disrupt many organizations. 

 

Cyber extortion can take many forms. The OCR newsletter highlights ransomware and Denial of Service 

(DoS) attacks in particular.  

 

Ransomware involves the denial of access to a user’s data –typically, a hacker encrypts an organization’s 

data with a key known only to the hacker, and the hacker will demand payment from the organization in 

order to provide the decryption key.  

 

Ransomware may also involve the deployment of malware that destroys data. A U.S. government 

interagency report indicates that there have been approximately 4,000 daily ransomware attacks since early 
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2016.  

 

In response, OCR published a factsheet to provide guidance on preventing and responding to ransomware 

attackers for HIPAA covered entities and business associates. The factsheet urges covered entities and 

business associates to maintain frequent backups and ensure the ability to recover data from backups. 

 

DoS and Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) are other forms of cyber extortion highlighted in the OCR 

newsletter. These typically direct an abnormally high volume of network traffic to targeted computers so 

that the affected computers appear down or otherwise inaccessible. Attackers either initiate an attack and 

demand payment to halt the attack, or they may threaten the attack and demand payment to stop it from 

happening in the first place. OCR also highlighted DoS and DDoS attacks in a prior security newsletter, 

which includes tips on identifying and stopping an attack. 

 

Cyber attackers constantly create new versions of malware and organizations must be vigilant to protect 

their data from attack. The HHS website includes a number of guidance materials for HIPAA 

professionals including standards, checklists, and awareness newsletters to assist with the vigilance 

required to protect sensitive data from attackers. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Massive wave of attacks on Dutch banks 

SOURCE http://www.zdnet.com/article/ddos-mystery-whos-behind-this-massive-wave-of-attacks-targeting-

dutch-banks/  

GIST There is as yet no indication of who is behind the massive distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks on 

Netherlands banks and government websites that ran from last weekend to Tuesday. Initial reports 

suggesting a Russian connection appear baseless. 

 

The attacks began just a couple of days after media reports stated that Dutch intelligence tipped off their 

American counterparts about state-sponsored Russian spies hacking the apparatus of the Democratic Party 

and stealing the infamous "leaked emails" that may have swayed the 2016 election. 

 

The publication NL Times reported that the Bratislava-based security company ESET had identified the 

attacks as coming from servers in Russia. 

 

That fact would, of course, be less than solid evidence that Russian attackers are to blame, because DDoS 

attacks can bounce all over the place before finally hitting their target, always making attribution 

troublesome. 

 

But when ZDNet contacted the security firm, it denied ever making a claim about a Russian connection. 

"This report about an ESET claim was an unfortunate mistake and misrepresentation by one Dutch news 

outlet and was corrected by them," spokesman Branislav Ondrasik said. 

 

The bank ABN Amro became the first victim on Saturday, while Rabobank and ING Bank were hit on 

Monday, along with the Dutch Taxation Authority. All four were hit again on Tuesday, but this time their 

defenses reportedly fared better. 

 

ABN Amro told ZDNet on Wednesday morning that the attack was "not ongoing at the moment". The 

bank stressed in an earlier statement that the DDoS did not threaten the security of its services -- it just 

knocked them out. 

 

"This weekend's DDoS attacks were heavier than previous ones and lasted longer. At the moment, it is 

unknown who is behind the attacks, and in by far most cases, the source of an attack is never discovered," 

ABN Amro said. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Bitcoin continues downward trend 

SOURCE https://money.usnews.com/investing/news/articles/2018-02-02/bitcoin-slides-further-headed-for-

worst-week-since-2013  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - Bitcoin fell 9 percent on Friday, leaving the best-known cryptocurrency down more 

than 30 percent this week and headed for its worst weekly performance since April 2013. 

 

The cryptocurrency dropped to as low as $8,155 at 0915 GMT on the Luxembourg-based bitstamp 

exchange amid a broader rout in the market. Other large cryptocurrencies have lost more than 20 percent 

of their value in the last 24 hours of trading, according to Coinmarketcap.com. 

 

A growing regulatory backlash against digital coins has sent investors scrambling to sell this week. Bitcoin 

is down more than half from a December peak of almost $20,000 after it notched up a more than 1,000 

gain last year. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 New Monero mining malware infects PCs 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/monero-mining-malware-using-2-nsa-exploits/  

GIST Another day, another Monero mining malware – This one uses two NSA exploits and so far it has mined 

over 8,900 Monero. 

 

It looks like the craze of cryptocurrency mining is taking over the world by storm as every new day there 

is a new malware targeting unsuspecting users to use their computing power to mine cryptocurrency. 

Recently, the IT security researchers at Proofpoint have discovered a Monero mining malware that uses 

leaked NSA (National Security Agency) EternalBlue exploit to spread itself. 

 

Dubbed Smominru by researchers, this highly sophisticated malware has infected 526,000 Windows-based 

computers since May 2017 and is capable of mining around 24 Monero (XMR) per day which is currently 

$5,657. So far, the malware has generated 8,900 Monero which is around $2 million from targets in India, 

Russia, and Taiwan. 

 

“Based on the hash power associated with the Monero payment address for this operation, it appeared that 

this botnet was likely twice the size of Adylkuzz,” researchers wrote in their blog post. 

 

Adylkuzz is another cryptocurrency malware appeared after the WannaCry attack. Adylkuzz also uses 

EternalBlue and targets Windows-based computers to mine Monero cryptocurrency. 

 

The EternalBlue exploit was leaked by Shadow Brokers hacking group after hacking the agency. The same 

exploit was then used by hackers to spread WannaCry ransomware campaign which affected over 200,000 

victims and more than 300,000 computers around the world. 

 

According to researchers, hackers are also using another NSA exploit called EsteemAudit to spread 

Smominru malware. The EsteemAudit exploit was leaked by Shadow Brokers in April 2017. The ex-NSA 

spy Edward Snowden had described the leak as “The mother of all exploits.” 

 

Furthermore, Smominru’s command and control (C&C) infrastructure is hosted on SharkTech, a DDoS 

protection company in Las Vegas, NV. Proofpoint informed SharkTech about the ongoing cybercriminal 

activity on their server but did not receive any reply from the company. 

 

“As bitcoin has become prohibitively resource-intensive to mine outside of dedicated mining farms, 

interest in Monero has increased dramatically. While Moreno can no longer be mined effectively on 

desktop computers, a distributed botnet like that described here can prove quite lucrative for its operators,” 

said Proofpoint researchers. 
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“The operators of this botnet are persistent, use all available exploits to expand their botnet, and have 

found multiple ways to recover after sinkhole operations,” researchers added. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 JenX botnet targets IoT devices 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/jenx-botnet-emerges-to-target-iot/  

GIST A new botnet, dubbed JenX, shares characteristics with the Satori botnet, and is using Grand Theft Auto 

(GTA) to recruit internet of things (IoT) devices. 

 

According to Radware, the botnet uses hosted servers to find and infect new victims, leveraging one of 

two known vulnerabilities that have become popular in IoT botnets recently: CVE-2014-8361 and CVE-

2017–17215. Both have related exploits. 

 

Both exploit vectors are known from the Satori botnet. The malware is based on the Satori code that was 

part of a recent public Pastebin post by the author of BrickerBot, along with attributes from the 

PureMasuta botnet, which had its source code published in an invite-only dark forum, the firm said. 

 

Interestingly, the bot herder seems to be a big gaming fan: Radware researchers found that the command 

and control server is hosted under the domain sancalvicie.com, a site that provides mod servers for Grand 

Theft Auto: San Andreas, in addition to cybercrime offerings like distributed denial of services (DDoS) 

via the botnet. 

 

One of those services is dubbed “Corriente Divina” (which translates to “divine stream”). It’s described as 

“God’s wrath will be employed against the IP that you provide us.” 

 

According to Radware researcher Pascal Geenens, it provides a DDoS service with a guaranteed 

bandwidth of 290 to 300 Gbps. 

 

Interestingly, it doesn’t have scanning and exploit payloads, meaning that this functionality is centralized. 

This provides the bot herders with more flexibility to add and improve the functionality as they go. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Study: more ICS accessible via web 

SOURCE http://www.securityweek.com/increasing-number-industrial-systems-accessible-web-study  

GIST The number of industrial control systems (ICS) accessible from the Internet has increased significantly in 

the past year, reaching more than 175,000 components, according to a new report from Positive 

Technologies. 

 

Using the Shodan, Censys and Google search engines, researchers identified 175,632 ICS components 

accessible from the Web. In comparison, similar searches conducted in the previous year uncovered just 

over 162,000 systems. 

 

Of all the systems identified in 2017, more than 66,000 were accessible via HTTP, followed by the Fox 

building automation protocol associated with Honeywell’s Niagara framework (39,000), Ethernet/IP 

(25,000), BACnet (13,000), and the Lantronix discovery protocol (10,000). 

 

The highest percentage of exposed devices, representing 42% of the total, was spotted in the United States. 

The number of Internet-accessible ICS components in the U.S. increased by 10% compared to 2016, from 

roughly 50,000 to 64,000. The U.S. is followed at a distance by Germany (13,000 accessible systems), 

France (7,000), and Canada (7,000). 

 

Many of the industrial systems connected to the Web come from Honeywell (26,000), Lantronix (12,000), 
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SMA (9,000), Beck IPC (9,000), Siemens (6,000) and Rockwell Automation (5,000). 

 

The distribution of Internet-exposed components by type has remained largely the same compared to 2016. 

 
John Matherly, CEO of the search engine Shodan, has confirmed for SecurityWeek that there has been an 

increase of roughly 10% year-over-year in terms of ICS exposure on the Internet. 

 

“The increase is mostly in building automation protocols and despite the news coverage we haven't seen 

any decrease in devices,” Matherly said.  

 

According to Positive Technologies, a total of nearly 200 new vulnerabilities were disclosed in 2017, 

compared to 115 in 2016. Worryingly, 61% of the flaws whose existence was made public last year were 

rated critical and high severity. 

 

The most common types of vulnerabilities were remote code execution (24%), information disclosure 

(17%), and buffer overflows (12%). “Most vulnerabilities detected in 2017 can be exploited remotely 

without needing to obtain any privileges in advance,” Positive Technologies said in its report. 

 

A report published in October by CyberX revealed that one-third of industrial and critical infrastructure 

systems had been connected to the Internet, based on data obtained by the industrial security firm by 

passively monitoring traffic from hundreds of operational technology (OT) networks. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 US CERT guidelines Olympics visitors 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/us-cert-posts-cybersecurity-suggestions-for-pyeongchang-winter-

olympic-attendees/article/741026/  

GIST With the torch lighting for the Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang just over a week away U.S. CERT has 

issued cybersecuirty guidelines for those visiting the games, tips that can also be used in any public 

environment. 

 

Considering the on-the-go nature of attending the Olympics all of the recommendations center on mobile 

security hygiene and are very similar to what attendees of Black Hat and Def Con are told. 

•Switch off Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connections when not in use. 

•Use a credit card to pay for online goods and services. 

•When using a public or unsecured wireless connection, avoid using sites and applications that require 

personal information like log-ins. 

•Update mobile software. 

•Use strong PINs and passwords. 

 

Other suggestions include have two-factor authentication for your accounts, keep a screen lock active on 

your device and most importantly take a minute and think before you click on a link. 
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There have already been several hacking attempts centered on the Olympics with documents and emails 

stolen from the International Luge Federation being leaked and McAfee reported in early January 

campaign targeting organizations involved with the Pyeongchang Olympics that used the games as part of 

a social engineering plan to trick folks into opening phishing emails. 

 

While nation-state backed cyberattacks cannot be ruled out, most experts believe that with North Korea 

now attending the games and attack from that direction is unlikely, but it does not mean the games are 

safe. 

 

“The largest cyber threat to the Winter Games comes from non-state actors. Hacktivists, cyberterrorists, 

and fame seekers all see the Olympics as a great venue for their personal cause, whether it's personal fame, 

the propaganda of a political message or harm for a political purpose,” Ross Rustici, senior director for 

intelligence services for Cybereason. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Hackers scam BeeToken users of $1M 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/phishing-attacks-net-initial-coin-offering-investors-second-time-this-

week/article/741031/  

GIST BeeToken customers were duped out of more than $1 million worth of Ethereum in a phishing scam 

targeting BeeToken's initial coin offering (ICO) in a scam similar to the one that targeted Experty earlier 

this week.   

 

BeeToken confirmed the attacks on its Twitter and Medium accounts warning customers to be wary of 

emails and Telegram urging users to send funds as they are most likely fraudulent. Affected users said the 

attackers were targeting individuals who signed up for the BeeToken newsletter and its KYC process for 

the ICO, according to TNW.  

 

It is unclear how the hackers obtained the information but some users have accused the company of failing 

to properly store customer data on Reddit forums. BeeToken CEO Jonathan Chou desputed the claims and 

told the publication that his company does not “store customers' data in a centralized database like 

Airbnb.” 

 

“We are not at risk of exposing all of our customers' data in one go if there is a security breach,” Chou 

said. “Things do not seem that way now, at least when it comes to their email system. 

 

In the Experty attack, cybercriminals also tricked ICO participants into sending funds to the scammer's 

wallet instead of to the intended company. In this instance, the hacker was able to compromise the 

computer of an Experty user in order to obtain the victims' email address to send the phishing emails.  

 

Some researchers expect to see many more attacks like this moving forward. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Scarabey ransomware w/new tactics 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/scarabey-ransomware-introduces-new-tactics-

distribution/article/741452/  

GIST The malicious actors behind Scarab ransomware have rolled out a new variant, one that uses a different 

distribution method and ransom threat in order to infect computers and ensure payment. 

 

Unlike Scarab the new incarnation, called Scarabey, does not use the Necurs botnet to spread and is 

targeted at Russian, not English, language speakers, said Malwarebytes researcher vhioureas.  

 

On the surface the first difference between the two is distribution, Scarabey favors using Remote Desktop 
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Protocol and being manually dropped on servers. 

 

The most obvious differentiator is the ransom note. With Scarab the note is written in English, but contains 

many errors that are synonymous with having been run through an online translator. For the Scarabey note 

the authors simply used the original source for the Scarab text. 

 

“What's interesting is that when you throw the Scarabey note into Google translate…it contains the same 

grammatical errors as the Scarab note,” vhioureas said, adding, “It would then seem quite likely that, since 

they decided to target Russians. They released the Scarabey note in their native language to cover more 

victims.” 

 

The threat being used to induce payment was also altered. With Scarab the victim is told that the ransom 

price will rise the longer it takes to pay up, with Scarabey the attacker says they will begin permanently 

deleting files, 24 files per 24 hours, if payment is not made. 

 

However, vhioureas noted this is a lie as there is nothing in the code to indicate the attacker has in fact 

copied any files to another location nor does the code contain the ability to delete files remotely. 

 

“The conclusion here is that the deletion of files or the idea that the malware authors have access to delete 

files is purely a scare tactic used to urge users into sending money quickly,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Stolen adult site login credentials 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/kaspersky-research-highlights-cyber-threats-facing-users-of-adult-

websites/article/741464/  

GIST Cybercriminals have been using pornography and adult content as a lure to spread malware and steal 

information since adult content hit the internet, but recent research shows that access to legitimate sites are 

also fueling a lucrative trade on the dark web. 

 

Researchers at Kaspersky Lab examined some of the cyber threats that the users of adult websites and 

applications face. As more adult content sites begin to turn into content sharing platforms where users can 

submit their own content, create loyal communities, and like and share content, cybercriminals have found 

value in stealing and selling adult site login credentials on the dark web, putting more users at risk. 

 

And while the outcome of said malware remains the same as in most cases of cybercrime, victims are less 

likely to report the crimes to anyone because of the stigma associated with admitting to looking for or 

watching porn.  

 

Kaspersky Lab researchers spotted at least 27 variations of PC malware, belonging to three infamous 

families, specifically designed to hunt for credentials to paid-for porn websites. Among these malware, 

where banking trojans that had been modified to steal adult website credentials. Cybercriminals also used 

phishing attacks to obtain the stolen credentials as well.  

 

The firm's Naked Online report found that in 2017, these malicious families were seen more than 300,000 

times attempting to attack more than 50,000 PCs across the world. The motivation for the stolen credential 

market is may be price of legitimate services as an annual unlimited account could cost as much as 

$119.99 or $9.99 per month. The desire for anonymity could also be a driving factor as users may not want 

to deal with purchasing showing up on bank statements.  

 

It's also worth noting the average list prices on the dark market for an unlimited account are usually one 

tenth of the official costs, a stark contrast to other services and products sold which often command a 

premium. In addition to the low prices, the accounts were being sold in almost unlimited numbers. 

 

Researchers spotted more than five thousand unique sales offerings during the course of their researcher 
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and speculated that many of the breached credentials may have come from the sites themselves.  

 

Since 2016 more than 72 million sets of account credentials for adult content websites were stolen and 

later appeared online from sites including Cams.com (62.6 million), Penthouse.com (7.1 million), 

Stripshow (1.42 million), 380,000 of xHamster accounts, and about 791,000 from Brazzers data. 

 

The top five most most-often sold credentials were those for accounts on Naughty America (2,575 sales 

offers), Brazzers (1,228 sales offers), Mofos (789 sales offers), Reality Kings (294 sales offers), and 

Pornhub (153 sales offers). Researchers said it's important to not view the ranking as some sort of 

testament to the security of the sites, but more so as a testimony to the popularity of the sites. 

 

Despite the vast market for stolen credential, researchers warn purchasers of the stolen content put 

themselves at risk buying stolen credentials is illegal and it's likely the credentials will have already been 

blocked by the time they are purchased. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Cryptomining attacks rise as big threats 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/crypto-mining-attacks-emerge-as-the-new-big-

threat-to-enterprises/d/d-id/1330965  

GIST In an ominous trend for businesses, hijacking computers for cryptocurrency mining appears to have 

become the go-to strategy for cybercriminals looking for a safe and reliable way to generate illegal 

revenues. 

 

Several vendors in recent days have reported a huge surge in illegal crypto-mining activity involving 

millions of hijacked computers worldwide. Professional cybercriminals are moving away in droves from 

less profitable exploits to making money via the surging global interest in digital currencies, said Digital 

Shadows in the latest warning on this trend. 

 

The activity has begun to pose as much of a threat to businesses as it does to consumers. Security vendor 

CrowdStrike recently reported that it had seen multiple instances of businesses being impacted by illegal 

crypto-mining activity. In some cases, mining tools installed illegally on business systems have caused 

applications and hardware to crash, causing operational disruptions lasting days and sometimes even 

weeks, says Bryan York, director of services at CrowdStrike. 

 

"We've seen an uptick in unauthorized crypto-mining, or cryptojacking, targeting businesses," he says. 

"While cryptocurrency mining has typically been viewed as a nuisance, we've recently seen several cases 

where mining has impacted business operations," York warns. 

 

Mining 101 

 

Crypto mining is a fairly complex process where a computer's processing resources are used for 

blockchain transaction verification. Mining is a very CPU-intensive, resource-hogging activity and some 

digital currencies like Bitcoin require special-purpose hardware to do it. Several other digital currencies 

like Monero, Zcash, and Ethereum, however, can also be mined by pooling the resources of multiple 

computers.  

 

In return for installing a mining tool and allowing their computer resources to be pooled for mining, the 

miners or owners of the computers, receive digital coins in return. Mining itself is a legal activity, and 

many people around the world allow their systems to be used for the purpose in hopes of making some 

money on the side. 

 

In recent months, however, cybercriminals have begun surreptitiously installing crypto-mining tools on 

victim computers and using resources of those compromised systems for the same purpose. Instead of 

taking over computers to steal data or install ransomware, cybercriminals have simply begun stealing 
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system resources and using this to illegally profit from digital currency mining. 

 

"These attacks are much stealthier than their predecessors," Cisco's Talos threat group said in a report this 

week. "Attackers are not stealing anything more than computing power from their victims and the mining 

software isn't technically malware." 

 

When installing mining software, some criminals have even begun putting limits on things like CPU usage 

and amount of cores being used to ensure users don't notice any obvious performance hit as result of 

mining software running on their system. In theory, victims could remain part of the adversary botnet 

indefinitely, Talos said in its report. 

 

Driving the trend is the easy availability of do-it-yourself kits that almost anyone can use for illegal 

mining. Criminals can rent mining botnets for as little as $30 to $130 per month, and software for 

distributing miners for as little as $29, according to Digital Shadows. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Cybercriminals target cryptocurrencies 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cryptocurrency-cybercrime/cybercriminals-target-booming-

cryptocurrencies-report-idUSKBN1FL5Q7  

GIST NEW YORK (Reuters) - Bitcoin’s popularity and the emergence of about 1,500 other digital coins or 

tokens have drawn more hackers into the red-hot cryptocurrency space, expanding opportunities for crime 

and fraud, cybersecurity firm Digital Shadows warned in a report on Thursday. 

 

“Cybercriminals follow the money and right now they see in the unregulated and largely unsecure world 

of digital currencies a huge opportunity to target people, businesses and exchanges and make money 

quickly and easily,” said Rick Holland, vice president of strategy at Digital Shadows. 

 

Digital currencies have quickly grown into a more mainstream asset class over the last two years as 

corporations and financial institutions have expanded use of the underlying blockchain technology. 

 

With weekly launches of new alternative coins, or “altcoins,” cybercriminals have developed several 

schemes to defraud cryptocurrency holders. “Crypto jacking”, account takeovers, mining fraud, and scams 

against initial coin offerings (ICOs) have all grown more common, the report said. 

 

In crypto jacking, cybercriminals secretly take over another computer user’s browser and use it to 

fraudulently mine or create cryptocurrencies, according to Digital Shadows’ report. Miners use special 

software to solve math problems and are issued a certain number of bitcoins or cryptocurrenices in 

exchange. 

 

Crypto Jacker software allows users to clone popular websites and initiate spam campaigns. 

 

The cybersecurity company said criminals also perpetrate mining fraud using botnets, collections of 

internet-connected devices, which may include PCs, servers, and mobile devices that are infected and 

controlled by a common type of malware. Users are often unaware a botnet has infected their system. 

 

Botnets were first used to mine bitcoin in 2014. The process was too complex to be financially viable, but 

botnets have made a comeback because newer cryptocurrencies like Monero are easier to “mine”, Digital 

Shadows said. 

 

The company said botnets could be rented for $40. It said one such offering had “flown off the shelves” 

with almost 2,000 rentals so far. 

 

Cybercriminals have also been drawn to the surging initial coin offering market, the report said. ICOs have 

raised roughly $5 billion for various startups and projects in 2017, according to data from Crunchbase. 
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That is up exponentially from just $100 million in 2016. 

 

Rather than selling scam tokens, criminals target legitimate currencies, either by stealing funds from ICOs 

or by manipulating prices through the type of “pump and dump” schemes often used with penny stocks 

and other less-liquid assets, the report said. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Slow death of al-Qaeda in Algeria 

SOURCE http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/analysis-slow-death-al-qaeda-algeria-143324001  

GIST ALGIERS - It was an admission from the very top: his men were on the run or dead, popular support was 

almost zero, and allies across North Africa had fallen silent. Algeria was a dead zone for al-Qaeda, 

admitted its chief in northern Africa.  

 

In his April 2017 interview for Inspire, the propaganda sheet of al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, 

Abdelmalek Droukdel, the "emir" of al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, or AQIM, painted a sorry picture. 

 

"Support for the cause is generally good, with the exception of the Algerian front," he said. 

 

"We are bogged down in a long war. The Algerian front suffers from scarcity, and sometimes an almost 

complete lack of support - inside and out. 

 

"This has had a terrible impact." 

 

Little did he realise things would get worse. The rank-and-file was being thinned by repeated attacks by 

the Algerian army, but more costly was the loss of many of its executive branch. 

 

Bilel Kobi, the special envoy of Droukdel in Tunisia, and Bashir Ben Neji, emir of a group in Tunisia, 

were shot dead by the Tunisian military in January, In Algeria this week, Abu Rouaha al-Qassantini - real 

name Adel Seghiri - was killed by the Algerian army in Jijel, about 400km from Algiers. 

 

He was the propaganda chief of AQIM, creator of the al-Andalus magazine and mastermind of the 

propaganda forum "Ifriquya al-Islamiyah" (Islamic Africa), which acted as message board between groups 

in the region and al-Qaeda in the Middle East. 

 

Documents, a telephone and computer equipment found after his death proved invaluable material for the 

security services. Much of his network was compromised. 

 

"He was among the 15 most dangerous AQIM fighters," an Algerian security source told Middle East Eye. 

"Not for his actions in the field but because he was in charge of encrypting and decrypting the 

information." 

 

Born in 1971 in Constantine, Qassantini gained an electronic engineering degree in 1994 before joining 

the Armed Islamic Group (GIA) and later the notorious Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC) 

in 2002. 

 

"It is thought that he has probably continued to train in encryption practices through the internet," said one 

of the Algerian investigators who handled his case.  

 

"Undoubtedly, it's a blow for the organisation and it will be weakened." 

 

By law, Algerian military officials - both active and retired - are forbidden to speak to the media and 

Middle East Eye is unable to quote them by name. But all those who spoke have said the fight against al-
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Qaeda and its allies, after several years of setbacks, has swung decisively in the favour of the Algerian 

state. 

 

AQIM has failed to carry out major attacks in Algeria for several months. The Algerian army says it 

eliminates an average of 200 militants each year and armed groups are finding it increasingly difficult to 

maintain their numbers. 

 

So much so that last October, according to an Algerian security source, militant leaders pleaded for 

reinforcements from its allies in Tunisia and Libya. 

 

How can the change in fortunes be explained? According to a retired Algerian major general, the state is 

"reaping the benefits of an anti-terrorism policy it has been pursuing for more than 20 years". 

 

"This terrorism, we have always understood as both a security problem but also psychological, economic 

and cultural," he said. 

 

Military operations, he said, were being run in tandem with efforts to marginalise armed groups' influence 

on the population. 

 

As a result, "an almost complete absence of support inside", to use Droukdel's expression, is now manifest.  

 

This was evident in 2015, when Madani Merzag, the former "emir" of a group known as the Islamic 

Salvation Army, a group notorious in the 1990s for a series of massacres, tried to form a political party. 

His attempt was roundly rejected by Algerians. 

 

"There is no a secret recipe," said the retired general. "Eliminating a terrorist is not a victory if, at the same 

time, a recruit rises to take their place."  

 

"We fail if [armed groups] are allowed to mobilise the youth. Draining terrorist financing can be an 

endless thing if you do not target their support networks.” 

 

A counter-terrorism source said: "The other mainstay of the security services has been to hit terrorist 

logistics.  

 

"Some 1,000 members of support networks have been arrested in the last three years. For them, it is a real 

disaster that has forced dozens of terrorists and their families to surrender to the authorities. " 

 

The tactics have not been received positively by all. NGOs are critical of Algeria's military tactics, and say 

regular announcements about the "elimination of terrorists" are opaque, and show there is no effort made 

to bring militants to justice. 

 

But there is international support. In October, the deputy coordinator of the US State Department's 

counter-terrorism office called on Algeria "to share this experience with other countries around the world". 

 

The tactics have had significant impacts as, according to an army analyst, militants have decided that 

"rather than fighting a far superior enemy, they would be better off moving elsewhere - Tunisia and 

especially Libya". 

 

But AQIM is not dead yet. In the south, in the Sahel, the situation is much different.  

 

Thanks to strong alliances and money made from the ransom business, the organisation is able to sustain 

itself even in the face of pressure from an international force, known as Operation Barkhane, led by French 

soldiers.  

 

Faced with the vastness of the desert and difficult weather conditions, the contingent that makes up the 

Barkhane force barely contain the attacks of AQIM under the unified banner of the Support Group for 
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Islam and Muslims in the Islamic Maghreb.  

 

An Algerian security source solicited by MEE admits: "From an operational point of view, AQIM is in bad 

shape. I cannot over-emphasise how the elimination of Abu Rouaha al-Qassantini has hurt them."  

 

He added that the Algerian army would soon flush out Droukdel, who is presumed to be hiding in the 

mountains of the Jijel region.  

 

"But as long as AQIM has fighters, it remains a threat. We must never forget the story of Abdelhakim 

Belhadj's Islamic Fighting Group.  

 

"It was said to have been completely destroyed but from 2011 was to reconstitute itself and fan out to 

several cities of the country." 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Guilty plea in false terror threats 

SOURCE http://www.oregonlive.com/pacific-northwest-

news/index.ssf/2018/02/clackamas_man_made_false_threa.html  

GIST A Clackamas man Thursday pleaded guilty to placing calls to two airports in Nevada and Texas, reporting 

his father and brother as terrorists because they got an invitation to a family wedding and he didn't. 

 

Sonny Donnie Smith, 38, admitted to placing anonymous phone calls to security offices at McCarran 

International Airport in Las Vegas and the Midland International Air and Space Port in Midland, Texas. 

He falsely claimed that his father and brother were terrorists traveling through the airports, according to 

prosecutors. 

 

Both calls were made Sept. 3, 2016,  Assistant U.S. Attorney Hannah Horsley said. 

 

The calls prompted an FBI investigation that revealed no terrorist threats. Smith's father and brother were 

temporarily detained and questioned by investigators as a result, and the brother missed his flight that day. 

 

The calls resulted from a family feud, according to court documents. Sonny Smith made the threatening 

calls because he was told he wasn't welcome at a family wedding they were heading to, according to the 

plea agreement. 

 

"Thanks to the FBI agents and partner agencies who worked this case, Mr. Smith quickly found his 

harassment was far from anonymous,'' said Loren Cannon, Oregon's FBI special agent in charge. 

 

Smith faces a maximum sentence of two years in prison, a $250,000 fine and one year of supervised 

release. He's set to be sentenced May 10. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Groups: ancient Syria temple bombed 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/ancient-syrian-temple-reduced-rubble-airstrike-syrian-

government/story?id=52765093  

GIST The world has lost another valuable piece of ancient heritage.  

 

More than 50 percent of the remains of a Syrian temple built 3,000 years ago was destroyed in a Turkish 

air strike on Jan. 29, according to the Syrian antiquities ministry and the Syrian Observatory for Human 

Rights, an independent watchdog.  

 

The temple at Ain Dara was constructed by an early Iron Age society and was one of Syria's most 
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important monuments. It was famous for its well-preserved lions and sphinxes that were intricately carved 

from basalt stone.  

 

Photos published by the Syrian Directorate-General of Antiquities and Museums show the site before and 

after Monday’s bombing. Many of the statues have been reduced to piles of rubble. 

 

Air strikes against Ain Dara and several other protected areas nearby caused outrage among locals, 

according to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. People living in the area “accused the Turkish 

forces of an attempt to eliminate the archeological sites that represent the civilizations in the area of 

Afrin,” the group said. 

 

A Turkish military official told The Associated Press the airstrikes did not target religious or cultural sites. 

The official spoke on condition of anonymity in line with military rules, according to the AP. The extent 

of the damage to the temple could not be independently assessed but the Observatory said it was badly 

damaged, the AP reported. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Afghan official: US drone kills 26 Taliban 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/official-us-drone-kills-26-taliban-eastern-

afghanistan-52767195?   

GIST An Afghan official says two U.S. drone strikes this week hit a building where dozens of Taliban were 

meeting in southeastern province of Ghazni, killing 26 insurgents and wounding 22. 

 

Arif Noori, a provincial spokesman, says the drone assault was carried out on Tuesday during an offensive 

in Ghazni province's Andar district where the U.S. military came to the aid of Afghan security forces 

battling the Taliban. 

 

He says among those killed was a senior commander, known only as Aqhani, who ran the insurgency in 

Ghazni province. The first U.S. drone strike hit the building, the second struck an hour later after more 

Taliban had gathered at the scene. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Turkey bombs families into caves 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/01/middleeast/syria-kurds-assault-civilians-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Kurdish families huddle on blankets in a dimly lit cave. Others hide in the rubble of a bombed-out 

building, gathered around a campfire. Those that have basements seek shelter there. 

 

This is life in Afrin. 

 

Turkey's cross-border military offensive against US-backed Kurdish militias has driven civilians living in 

the northwestern Syrian enclave underground. An estimated 16,000 people have been displaced by the 

fighting, which has been punctuated by relentless airstrikes and shelling, according to the United Nations. 

 

Footage obtained exclusively by CNN captures the city's deserted streets -- littered with crumpled cars, 

debris and gaping holes where shops once stood. 

 

"We don't know where to go," says Mohammed Khaled, 10, speaking in Kurdish. 

  

"The airplane has been dropping bombs for five days now. They are dropping missiles and bombs. My dad 

says not to go out because of the war planes and so we are sleeping in the huts. All our homes are 

destroyed." 
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Khaled stands outside one of the structures where civilians are seeking shelter. Children mill around 

behind him, restless. According to the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), families have been 

prevented from leaving the area by local authorities. The humanitarian organization has had to suspend 

child protection services there amid the violence. 

 

Um Muhammed, Khaled's mother, asks why Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan is bombing her 

people. 

 

"What did we do to him?" she says in Arabic. 

 

"We lost our homes our children, nothing is left ... why would this happen to us? Is not this a shame that 

children have to live like that? We are human beings, are we not? Why are they doing this to us?" 

 

Afrin has borne the brunt of Turkey's attacks since January 20, when Ankara launched Operation Olive 

Branch to remove Kurdistan Workers' Parky (PKK), Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD) and ISIS 

militants from the area along its border. 

 

The military operations have predominately targeted Kurdish fighters of the People's Protection Units, or 

YPG. The militia, which has been critical to the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) in the fight 

against ISIS, is viewed by Ankara as a terrorist organization. 

 

Turkey sees the quest by the Kurds -- who are spread out in Turkey, Syria, Iran and Iraq -- to establish an 

independent homeland as an existential threat to its territorial integrity. And Turkey has long warned that it 

will not tolerate YPG control of much of its border with Syria. 

 

Hevi Mustafa, the co-president of the executive council of Afrin, praises the resolve and confidence of the 

forces fighting the onslaught. 

 

Mustafa calls the Turkish attacks "barbaric" and says she hopes the international community will hold the 

Turkish government accountable for the violence. 

 

Turkey views the YPG as indistinguishable from the PKK and says those entities have been hiding out in 

Afrin since Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's regime left in 2012. 

 

According to the Turkish General Staff, the operation is being carried out under the framework of Turkey's 

rights based on international law. The military also says avoiding civilian casualties is of the "utmost 

importance." 

 

"Only the terrorists and their shelters, barracks, weapons, tools and equipment are targeted, and all kinds 

of attention and sensitivity are shown to avoid damage to civilian/innocent people and to the 

environment," the Turkish Armed Forces said in a statement. 

 

The people hiding in Afrin's caves have a different view. 

 

One woman asks, "What are the planes wanting from us? What are they bombing us for? What do they 

want from us and what do they want from the little children?" 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Turkey: rocket attacks from Syria enclave 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/02/02/turkey-rocket-attacks-from-syrian-enclave-wound-9-

people.html  

GIST ANKARA, Turkey –  Turkish media say nine people were wounded in a barrage of rockets fired at two 

border towns in Turkey across from the Syrian Kurdish enclave of Afrin. 
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The state-run Anadolu Agency says three rockets targeted the town of Reyhanli in Hatay province on 

Friday, hitting a house, a road close to a marketplace and the outer wall of a workplace. Six people were 

hospitalized from that attack. 

 

Governor Mehmet Tekinarslan says three more rockets hit the town of Kilis, northeast of Reyhanli, where 

at least three people were wounded. 

 

Ankara launched a cross-border offensive into Afrin on Jan. 20 to rout the Syrian Kurdish militia it says is 

linked to insurgents fighting inside Turkey. 

 

At least four people have been killed in rocket attacks on the two towns since then. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Airstrikes Yemen dramatically jump 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/mideast/u-s-airstrikes-yemen-have-increased-sixfold-under-trump-

n843886  

GIST The U.S. military stepped up its air campaign in Yemen dramatically in 2017, conducting more than six 

times as many airstrikes as in 2016, according to U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM) data. 

 

In addition to the airstrikes, the Pentagon acknowledges there is now a small intermittent U.S. military 

presence inside Yemen. 

 

In 2017, the U.S. military carried out 131 airstrikes, both manned and unmanned, against al Qaeda in the 

Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) and ISIS in Yemen, the data shows. That's up from 21 strikes in 2016, the last 

year of the Obama administration. There have been at least 10 additional strikes since Jan. 1, 2018. 

 

The airstrikes were carried out by drones, AC-130 gunships and fighter-bombers. 

 

A senior U.S. intelligence official said the increased level of activity "has killed fighters, eviscerated 

AQAP's propaganda network, cut off external support and enabled UAE partners to regain territory." 

 

The official confirmed an earlier U.S. military report that more than 50 ISIS fighters were killed in one 

October raid alone. 

 

The increase is the result of a policy change made by President Trump almost immediately after taking 

office in January 2017. 

 

Soon after the Trump administration took office, it declared parts of Yemen as well as neighboring 

Somalia to be "areas of active hostilities," giving the U.S. military more leeway to target terrorists from the 

air and on the ground without White House approval. 

 

Initially, the Pentagon operated off a target list developed during the transition between the Obama and 

Trump administrations. That target list focused almost exclusively on AQAP. Some additional strikes were 

conducted in support of counterterrorism operations by the special forces of the United Arab Emirates and 

Yemen, according to a senior intelligence official. As the year progressed, both air and ground strikes 

increased. 

 

By October, the U.S. military counterterrorism operations grew to include strikes and missions against 

ISIS, specifically a regional group called ISIS-Yemen (ISIS-Y). CENTCOM spokesperson Lt. Col. Earl 

Brown said in December that targeting ISIS "is required to prevent ISIS-Y from filling the vacuum left by 

a diminished AQAP footprint or influence in the region." 

 

Despite that, a U.S. intelligence estimate contends that ISIS-Y doubled in size in 2017. 
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In December, CENTCOM acknowledged that the U.S. military had conducted "multiple ground 

operations" in Yemen in 2017, but did not provide a specific number or details about the raids. 

 

Asked how many U.S. forces are stationed in Yemen, a spokesperson declined to provide details. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Wave of attacks rock Afghanistan 

SOURCE http://time.com/5126270/terrorist-attacks-afghanistan-taliban-isis/?xid=homepage  

GIST About 90-minutes before dawn broke on Jan. 28, Kabul residents woke to the sound of explosions and 

gunfire. A group of insurgents armed with rocket-propelled grenades and automatic rifles had stormed an 

army post near a military academy in Afghanistan’s capital. 

 

Monday’s pre-dawn raid lasted an hour and ended in the death of 11 soldiers, as well as four of the five 

militants who instigated it. It was the fourth brazen attack in a little over a week that saw more than 140 

people killed in around Kabul and exposed gaping holes in Afghanistan’s security structure. 

 

For many, the four atrocities—two claimed by the Taliban and two by a local ISIS affiliate—also 

underscore the futility of a 16-year United States military campaign (the longest war America has been 

involved in). Despite a threefold increase in aerial ordinance dropped on the Taliban in 2017, the insurgent 

group made considerable territorial gains and is now openly active in 70% of Afghanistan, according to a 

recent BBC study. 

 

For all the talk of the Taliban resurgence in the countryside, the latest spate of attacks shows that urban 

spaces remain highly vulnerable and lay bare the intelligence gathering frailty of the country’s Western-

backed government, says Michael Kugelman, an Afghanistan specialist at the Wilson Center. 

 

“Afghanistan simply is in no position to preempt large-scale attacks, even in supposedly more highly 

secured areas,” Kugelman tells TIME. 

 

Here’s more. 

 

What did insurgent groups target in the latest wave of violence? 

On January 20, Taliban fighters in suicide vests laid siege to Kabul’s Intercontinental Hotel, killing more 

than 20 people over the course of a 13 hour-long gun battle. At least 14 foreigners, including four 

Americans, were among the dead, according to the U.S. State Department. The Taliban struck again on 

January 27. This time the death toll breached 100 after attacker blew up an explosives-laden ambulance on 

a busy Kabul street. 

 

Five day after the Taliban hit Kabul’s Intercontinental, suicide bombers and gunmen attacked the Jalalabad 

offices of international NGO Save the Children, about 100 miles east of downtown Kabul. “Incidents like 

this have a direct impact on the children and communities we work to protect and yesterday programs 

across the country were brought to a halt,” Save the Children said in a statement confirming a fourth 

member of its staff had died after the attack. 

 

That attack, as well as the Jan 28 assault on the military outpost, was claimed by local ISIS affiliate 

Islamic State Khurusan (ISK). 

 

The brazen nature of the assaults—and the way in which they came in such quick succession—has thrust 

Afghanistan back into the headlines. Sadly, it is never far from them. A little more than a month ago ISK 

claimed responsibility for killing 41 people at a Shia cultural center; in May last year a truck bomb near 

Kabul’s presidential palace killed more than 150 people, the majority of them civilians. 

 

Is the insurgency entering a bloodier phase? 

It depends on who you ask. Responding to reporters questions about how attackers penetrated ostensibly 
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well-defended urban sites with apparent ease, the head of Afghanistan’s spy agency Mohammad Masoom 

Stanekzai said that the terrorists were “changing their tactics,” according to Agence France Presse. 

 

The ambulance attack in the city center did “not mean a lapse (in security). We have foiled many attacks 

but some are difficult to control,” Stanekzai said. 

 

However, Taliban-led campaigns of violence in cities have long accompanied the group’s advances in the 

countryside. 

 

What has changed is the insurgents’ willingness to claim responsibility for attacks targeted at civilians, 

rather than police and the military. That is likely a product of the insurgents’ desire to heap pressure on the 

state that it wishes to overthrow. 

 

Says Kugelman: “[The Taliban] wants to make the state look weak, and what better way of doing so than 

making it clear that the state is unable to protect its own people?” 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Turkey-backed forces push into enclave 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/turkey-calls-french-warning-syria-insult-52760517  

GIST Intense battles raged Thursday as Kurdish fighters attempted to repel a new advance by Turkish troops and 

allied Syrian fighters on their encircled enclave in northwestern Syria. 

 

Meanwhile, Syrian government forces pushed into Idlib province, an opposition stronghold nearby, 

inching closer to a key highway that connects Syria's two largest cities, Damascus and Aleppo. 

 

The separate offensives have sharply worsened the humanitarian situation in northern Syria. Some 15,000 

civilians have been displaced inside the Kurdish-controlled enclave Afrin, with no place to run except the 

district's center, according to U.N. humanitarian adviser Jan Egeland. The figure could not be 

independently verified. 

 

The U.N. says more than 270,000 have been displaced in Idlib because of the government onslaught since 

Dec. 15. 

 

Turkey has mobilized some 10,000 Syrian opposition fighters to fight in its campaign against a Kurdish 

militant group in Afrin. That campaign, codenamed Operation Olive Branch, has drawn protest from the 

U.S. and France, who consider the Kurdish militia an ally in the war on the Islamic State group. 

 

Turkey's state-run Anadolu news agency said the Turkish military cleared Bulbul, an area north of Afrin, 

Thursday. But the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said that while the Turkish troops and allied 

Syrian fighters have reached Bulbul, "crushing" battles were continuing with the Kurdish fighters. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 London: van driver convicted in attack 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/01/europe/london-finsbury-park-mosque-attack-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A man who deliberately drove a van into a group of Muslims near a mosque in north London in 

June was convicted Thursday of murder and attempted murder. 

 

Darren Osborne, 48, appeared to have been motivated by anger over Islamist terror attacks in London and 

Manchester, England, in 2017 and a child grooming scandal in Rochdale that involved men of Asian 

origin, Woolwich Crown Court in southeast London was told. 

 

He rented a van in Wales and drove it to London on June 18 planning to attack people attending a march, 
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the Crown Prosecution Service said in a statement after the verdict. 

 

When that did not prove possible, he drove around the city looking for a mosque, it said. 

 

Just after midnight, he saw a group of Muslims helping 51-year-old Makram Ali, who had collapsed at an 

intersection. More people were around than usual because it was Ramadan, and many Muslims were on 

their way to or from prayers, the Crown Prosecution Service said. 

 

According to the prosecution, Osborne deliberately drove his vehicle into the group near Finsbury Park 

Mosque, fatally injuring Ali and trying to kill as many others as he could. Nine others were taken to the 

hospital with injuries in the attack. 

 

A witness told the court that when Osborne was stopped from fleeing by members of the public, he said: 

"I've done my job, you can kill me now." 

 

In his defense, Osborne claimed that a man named "Dave" had been driving the van and was responsible 

for the attack. But he was unable to explain why closed-circuit TV showed only one man leaving the van, 

the prosecution said. 

 

Osborne will be sentenced at a later date. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Filmmaker: D.B. Cooper case solved 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/feb/1/filmmaker-claims-he-has-solved-db-cooper-case/  

GIST A documentary filmmaker claims he has solved the D.B Cooper hijacking case. 

 

Tom Colbert, whose 40-member investigative team has spent years probing the 1971 hijacking, alleged 

that Cooper is a CIA operative whose identity has been covered up by the FBI. 

 

He also claims that Cooper is Robert W. Rackstraw, a 74-year-old former army paratrooper who is living 

in the San Diego area. 

 

“Our criminal investigation is finished,” Mr. Colbert said at a Tuesday morning press conference in front 

of the FBI headquarters in Washington, D.C. 

 

Mr. Rackstraw could not be reached for comment. But Dennis Williams, an attorney who represents Mr. 

Rackstraw, denied the allegation that his client is the notorious criminal. 

 

“He says he’s not D.B. Cooper and I don’t believe he is,” Mr. Williams said accusing Mr. Colbert of 

“harassing” his client. 

 

D.B., or Dan Cooper, hijacked Northwest Orient Flight 305 in November 1971. He jumped off the plane 

somewhere over the Pacific Northwest after collecting $200,000 in ransom. He disappeared and the FBI 

concluded he died while jumping out of the airplane. 

 

In 2016, the agency closed the investigation. 

 

Over the years various suspects have emerged but there has never been conclusive evidence linking 

anyone to the crime. 

 

Now Mr. Colbert claims he has conclusive evidence linking Mr. Rackstraw to Cooper. Mr. Colbert claims 

he has discovered codes in five letters someone claiming to be Cooper mailed to the FBI. He alleges that 
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the code refers to three Army units connected to Rackstraw during his service in Vietnam. Mr. Rackstraw 

is the only person connected to all three units, Mr. Colbert alleged. 

 

“The only soldier that had these three units is Robert W. Rackstraw,” Mr. Colbert said. “That confirmed it 

for us.” 

 

Among the codes inserted at the bottom of the letters, include the initials SWS, which stands for Special 

Warfare School, according to Mr. Colbert. In another letter, Cooper claims to be CIA and includes the 

letters RWR. That stands for Robert W. Rackstraw, Mr. Colbert said. 

 

Mr. Colbert alleged that Mr. Rackstraw worked for the CIA and the agency pressured the FBI to look the 

other way, enabling Mr. Rackstraw to avoid capture. There are 17 examples linking Mr. Rackstraw to the 

CIA — including evidence he was in Iran during the 1978 fall of the Shah and played a role in the Iran-

Contra affair — Mr. Colbert alleged. 

 

An FBI spokeswoman said it was “inappropriate” to comment about Mr. Colbert’s allegations. 

 

“The FBI continues to receive tips from members of the public, but none to date have resulted in a 

definitive identification of the hijacker,” FBI spokeswoman Ayn S. Dietrich-Williams said. “The tips have 

conveyed plausible theories, descriptive information about individuals potentially matching the hijacker, 

and anecdotes—to include accounts of sudden, unexplained wealth. In order to solve a case, the FBI must 

prove culpability beyond a reasonable doubt, and, unfortunately, none of the well-meaning tips or 

applications of new investigative technology have yielded the necessary proof.” 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Australian government secrets revealed 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/31/asia/australia-cabinet-papers-leaked-intl/index.html  

GIST  (CNN) — Australian intelligence officers have delivered safes to two offices of the country's national 

broadcaster to secure top secret Cabinet documents that were accidentally sold in second-hand furniture. 

 

The Australian government is investigating the discovery of thousands of files, dating back 10 years and 

spanning five governments, in filing drawers at a furniture store in the Australian capital of Canberra. 

 

The documents were obtained by the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), which has called the 

discovery "one of the biggest breaches of Cabinet security in Australian history." 

 

The Prime Minister's department confirmed the documents were "secured" in the early hours of Thursday 

morning, but stressed the delivery of the safes at 1 a.m. "was not a raid." 

 

Later Thursday, security agency personnel visited the ABC's Melbourne office to secure documents inside 

a safe, the broadcaster said. 

 

ABC News director Gaven Morris said the organization had worked with Australian security agencies to 

make sure the documents were secure.  

 

The ABC reported that it still has access to the files, and talks are underway with the government about 

how to proceed. 

 

The existence of the documents and their unlikely discovery was revealed by ABC Wednesday in a series 

of shock articles. 

  

Among the revelations reported by the ABC from the documents were allegations Australia's then-

immigration minister Scott Morrison intervened in 2013 to demand extra checks on a group of asylum 

seekers to stop them getting permanent protection visas in Australia. 
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Former Prime Minister John Howard's government was also alleged to have discussed removing 

Australians' right to remain silent in custody around 2007, according to ABC reporting. 

 

Former Australian leader John Howard's government was one of those whose documents were contained 

in the cabinet. 

 

The Cabinet is the top decision making body in a parliamentary system, composed of the prime minister 

and his or her most senior ministers. 

 

All discussions inside Cabinet are considered confidential and documents on Australian Cabinet decisions 

are supposed to remain confidential for at least to 20 years. 

 

A number of other prominent Australian leaders were also the target of embarrassing domestic allegations, 

including former Prime Ministers Kevin Rudd and Tony Abbott. 

 

Abbott told Sydney radio station 2GB someone needed to "pay a price" over the blunder. 

 

"If you are going to throw out a filing cabinet that has got a whole lot of sensitive and confidential 

information in it you have got to make sure it is empty before it goes out of the building," he said 

Wednesday. 

 

Rudd announced early Thursday morning he would be suing the ABC one of their articles published based 

on his government's controversial home insulation scheme, describing it as "a lie." 

 

According to the ABC, the two sets of drawers were sold at a second-hand furniture store in an 

undisclosed neighborhood in Canberra. They were both locked and no set of keys was provided with them. 

 

They were eventually bought and left unopened until the purchaser used a drill to break off the locks. The 

ABC did not identify who bought the drawers and how the documents found their way to the news 

organization. 

 

In an interview on ABC television Wednesday night, Australia's opposition Labor Party leader Bill 

Shorten said the situation was "absurd." 

 

"I mean all these spies who are meant to be spying on us they should just be going shopping in second-

hand furniture stores in Canberra," he said. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Mystery: 1lb. meth delivered to doorstep 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/package-containing-pound-of-meth-shows-up-on-skyway-couples-

doorstep  

GIST SKYWAY, Wash. -- A Skyway couple that found a package filled with methamphetamine on their 

doorstep is trying to figure out who sent it to their home. 

 

"I was home, and I heard a knock on the door," the woman who lives at the home told KOMO News.  

 

The contents of the package she and her husband found on their doorstep has left them worried about 

revealing their identities. 

 

The box, which was addressed to their Skyway home, arrived last Thursday. 

 

Digging through layers of tissue inside revealed a can containing a package that was sealed in bubble 

wrap. 
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"As soon as I started pulling out the bubble wrap, it occurred to me that this is … this has to be some sort 

of drugs," the woman said. "I put it back in the box, and I told my husband, ‘This is up to you now.’" 

 

She immediately stopped and waited for her husband to come home to inspect it further, she said. 

 

The couple called sheriff’s deputies, who confirmed through tests that the package indeed contained about 

a pound of meth. 

 

The address listed on the box was the couple’s address. But no one recognized the name it was shipped to, 

including the couple's current paying house guests.  

 

"To know that somebody is probably casing out your house waiting for this package, and then now the 

package has gone missing ... it was a no-brainer to go to the cops," the man said.  

 

The King County Sheriff’s Office has now launched an investigation to figure out who sent the package, a 

spokeswoman told KOMO News. 

 

A return address lists Palmdale, California, so deputies plan to work with police there to see if they can 

track down the sender, she added. 

 

"We don’t have a rash of these," said King County Sheriff's Sgt. Cindi West. "In fact, we couldn’t think of 

any other instances anytime recently in the last few years where we’ve had anything even close to this." 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Jail inmate death under investigation 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/death-of-snohomish-county-jail-inmate-under-

investigation-2/  

GIST Snohomish County sheriff’s deputies are investigating the death of a 62-year-old inmate at Snohomish 

County Jail in Everett. 

 

A corrections deputy discovered the woman needing medical help in her cell around 2:30 p.m. Thursday, 

the sheriff’s office said in a news release. 

 

The deputy called medics and began CPR, the release says, but life-saving attempts by jail staff and first 

responders were unsuccessful. Authorities pronounced the woman dead at the scene. 

 

The release does not describe the nature of the woman’s symptoms. 

 

Everett police booked the woman, whom the Snohomish County Medical Examiner’s Office will formally 

identify, into the jail on Jan. 19 on suspicion of second-degree domestic violence and criminal trespassing. 

The sheriff’s office described her as transient. 

 

Medical staff initially “declined to accept the inmate for pre-existing medical conditions” and sent her to 

Providence Regional Medical Center, the release says. There, staff cleared her for jail booking. 

 

Detectives from the sheriff’s office’s Major Crime Unit are investigating her death, per standard protocol, 

the release says. Separately, health professionals will review the woman’s death “from a clinical 

standpoint.” 

 

The medical examiner’s office will determine her manner and cause of death. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Small town awash w/prescription pills 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/welcome-williamson-w-va-where-there-are-6-500-opioid-

n843821  

GIST WILLIAMSON, West Virginia — The deadly math in this struggling but proud West Virginia town 

breaks down like this: For over a decade, two pharmacies just four blocks apart dispensed some 20.8 

million prescription painkillers in a town of just 3,191 residents. 

 

That’s more than 6,500 prescription painkillers per person in this coal-mining town that sits just across the 

Tug Fork River from Kentucky. 

 

Those jarring figures were released this week by the congressional committee investigating the epidemic 

that has ravaged the Rust Belt — and the two regional drug wholesalers, Miami-Luken and H.D. Smith, 

that are accused of swamping Williamson with millions of highly addictive opioid pills. 

 

The doctors and drug wholesalers are “making a fortune off of our downfall, you know,” recovering addict 

Wes Thomasson told NBC News on Thursday at a Williamson treatment center. 

 

“If you’re trying to figure out how to get rid of the epidemic, trying to figure out how to resolve the 

problem, start with the prescription,” he said. 

 

That’s exactly what the House Energy and Commerce Committee is doing. 

 

“These numbers are outrageous, and we will get to the bottom of how this destruction was able to be 

unleashed across West Virginia,” the committee chairman, Rep. Greg Walden, R-Ore., and ranking 

member, Rep. Frank Pallone, D-N.J., vowed in a joint statement. 

 

Last year there were 13 fatal drug overdoses in Mingo County, of which Williamson is the county seat, 

and 711 deaths from drugs in the 54 other counties that make up the state, according to the West Virginia 

Health Statistics Center. 

 

Other recovering addicts, like Deiara Warrix and Mindy Leffe, said that Williamson feels awash with 

opioids. 

 

“If you want it you can get it,” Warrix said. “You go to the pharmacy and you get five prescriptions of it." 

 

She added, "It’s just not right, really.” 

 

Attorney Mike Troy, who represents Williamson and Mingo County in its legal battle with drug 

wholesalers, said even he was taken aback by the sheer number of painkillers in the town. 

 

"You can't live and breathe and not be shocked by the numbers," Troy said. "But you also can't live in 

these communities and really be all that amazed when you see how it touches every family, you know? I 

mean, there's none of us that don't have a family member who's addicted, in treatment, and homeless. It's 

just all-consuming in these communities." 

 

In 2016, West Virginia had the nation’s highest fatal drug overdose rate with 52 per 100,000 people, far 

out pacing Ohio, which had 39.1 fatalities per 100,000 people, according to the federal Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention. 

 

West Virginia was also one of the states with the highest rates of opioid prescriptions, according to the 

CDC. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 New Zealand: January hottest ever 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/january-hottest-month-recorded-zealand-52783475?   

GIST January was the hottest month ever recorded in New Zealand according to figures released Friday, and 

experts say climate change is one factor. 

 

The heat has led to a shortage of fans that Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern jokingly referred to as "fan-

ageddon." Ardern said that while many people are probably enjoying a great summer, they also need to 

consider the long-term consequences of climate change, including sea-level rise. 

 

Figures released by the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research indicate the average 

temperature during January was 20.3 degrees Celsius (68.5 Fahrenheit). That was more than 3 degrees 

Celsius above normal and beat the previous record of 19.6 Celsius set in February 1998. 

 

Record-keeping began in 1909. 

 

Gregor Macara, a climate scientist with the weather agency, said that warmer seas, generally settled 

weather and more winds from the tropical north had led to the higher temperatures. He said climate change 

was an underlying and contributing factor. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Cuba: Fidel Castro son kills self 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/cuba-state-media-fidel-castros-son-killed-

52780887?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST The oldest son of late Cuban leader Fidel Castro killed himself on Thursday after months of treatment for 

depression, state media reported. He was 68. 

 

Official website Cubadebate said Fidel Castro Diaz-Balart had been in a "deeply depressed state." A brief 

note read on state television said his treatment had "required an initial hospitalization then outpatient 

follow-up." 

 

The oldest son of Cuba's late revolutionary leader was known for his resemblance to his father, earning 

him the nickname Fidelito or Little Fidel. 

 

Castro Diaz-Balart studied nuclear physics in the former Soviet Union and served as scientific adviser to 

Cuba's Council of State. He was vice president of the Cuban Academy of Sciences. He previously led its 

nuclear program. 

 

Castro Diaz-Balart was born to Fidel Castro's first wife, Mirta Diaz-Balart, a woman from Cuba's 

aristocracy who Fidel married in his youth before beginning the revolutionary struggle that later brought 

him and his brother Raul to power. 

 

Because of his maternal lineage, Castro Diaz-Balart is cousin to Republican Congressman Mario Diaz-

Balart, who represents Cuban exiles in Florida. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Baby milk contamination ‘began in 2005’ 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-42908706  

GIST The French dairy group at the centre of a baby milk scandal, Lactalis, has admitted some of its products 

may have been tainted over more than a decade. 

 

Millions of boxes of powdered milk have been recalled worldwide following a salmonella outbreak last 

year. 
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Researchers say that the exact same strain of salmonella was responsible for another outbreak in 2005. 

 

The company said it was possible other babies could have been affected by Lactalis products since then. 

 

In a newspaper interview published on Thursday, Lactalis CEO Emmanuel Besnier said tests had shown 

that a factory at the centre of the latest scare, in Craon in north-western France, was also responsible for 

the 2005 outbreak. 

 

The factory - owned by Lactalis since 2006 - was closed in December after it emerged that contamination 

had started in one of its drying towers. 

 

In the 2005 outbreak, 146 children fell ill. In last year's outbreak, at least 38 cases in France and Spain 

were traced to Lactalis milk. 

 

On Thursday, researchers from the Pasteur Institute in Paris said the salmonella bacteria had remained at 

the Craon factory until it was closed. 

 

As a result, they said, a total of 25 babies had been affected between 2005 and 2016. 

 

Mr Besnier appeared to point to a similar conclusion in his interview with Les Échos newspaper. 

 

"The possibility that babies consumed tainted milk over this period cannot be ruled out," he said. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 US: Syria developing chem. weapons 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/syria-may-be-making-new-types-of-chemical-weapons-u-s-says/  

GIST WASHINGTON -- Syrian President Bashar Assad's government may be developing new, more 

sophisticated chemical weapons, the Trump administration says. The characteristics of recent alleged 

attacks suggest Syria is producing chemical weapons despite a 2013 deal to destroy its program, according 

to officials, who say it's "highly likely" that Syria kept a stockpile of weapons. 

 

The officials also say Syria may be making new kinds of weapons, either to improve their military 

capability or to escape international accountability.  

 

The officials also say the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) keeps using chemical weapons such as 

sulfur mustard and chlorine. The militants are using shells or improvised explosive devices to deliver the 

chemicals, according to the officials. 

 

The officials weren't authorized to discuss the assessment on the record and briefed reporters on condition 

of anonymity. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 United tightens support animal rules 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/united-airlines-changes-policy-on-comfort-animals-after-peacock-

incident/  

GIST DALLAS -- United Airlines wants to see more paperwork before passengers fly with emotional-support 

animals -- and don't even try to bring a peacock on board. The airline announced Thursday it will tighten 

rules starting March 1. The changes are similar to those coming at Delta Air Lines.  

 

United said owners will have to confirm that their animal is trained to behave in public, and they will need 

a vaccination form signed by a veterinarian. The vet will have to vouch that the animal isn't a health or 

safety threat to other people.  
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"United has seen a 75 percent year-over-year increase in customers bringing emotional support animals 

onboard and has experienced a significant increase in onboard incidents involving these animals," the 

airline said in a statement. "We understand that other carriers have seen similar trends. The Department of 

Transportation's rules regarding emotional support animals are not working as they were intended, and we 

need to change our approach in order to ensure a safe and pleasant travel experience for all of our 

customers." 

 

The airline bounced a passenger on Sunday who showed up at the airport with a peacock for emotional 

support. New York City-based photographer and performance artist Ventiko said she bought a ticket for 

her peacock, Dexter, so he would have his own seat on Sunday's flight from New Jersey's Newark Liberty 

International Airport to Los Angeles.  

 

United already bans exotic animals and non-household birds. Still, the fact that a passenger tried to bring a 

peacock on board "helped illustrate why we needed to revise our policy," United spokesman Charles 

Hobart said. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Sex ring moved hundreds of women 

SOURCE https://www.seattlepi.com/seattlenews/article/Sex-ring-moved-hundreds-of-women-through-

12545043.php  

GIST Zhaofeng “Brandon” Zhang was the kind of new arrival to Seattle who seemed to have everything going 

for him. 

 

At 18, Zhang landed in the United States from China and enrolled in the University of Washington to 

study computer science. He obtained permanent legal residency and was on track toward a life in the 

United States. 

 

By 20, Zhang’s American dream had vanished. The young man had been busted for assisting a now-

notorious Seattle madam, Fang “Cindy” Wang, in operating a prostitution ring thought to have involved 

hundreds of women. 

 

Wang, 29, and five others – including Zhang, now 23 – were charged in May after a years-long 

investigation into the ring, which operated residential brothels out of apartments around Seattle and the 

rest of Washington. Wang, a Queens, New York, resident with Seattle ties, was described as the ringleader 

and has been sentenced to 2½ years in prison. 

 

Appearing Thursday in U.S. District Court at Seattle, Zhang described the sex trafficking ring as one of 

many operating in the region. While Wang’s ring largely involved Chinese women, Zhang told U.S. 

District Judge Thomas Zilly similar brothel circuits were staffed by women from South Korea and India, 

as well as the United States. 

 

Zilly sentenced Zhang to 21 months in federal prison, the second-heaviest term handed down as part of the 

investigation. For his part, Zhang apologized for posting advertisements and shuttling women between the 

brothels. 

 

Zhang will likely be deported to China, which may prove particularly problematic for him. Zhang joined 

the U.S. Army while under investigation, and his attorney expressed concerns regarding China’s 

enthusiasm for that decision. 

 

As prosecutors tell it, Zhang was a mid-level player in the prostitution ring. Wang stood at the center. 
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The ring’s business was staffing and maintaining residential brothels, a method of prostitution that has 

received increased scrutiny in recent years. 

 

Operators recruit women – often internationally, and sometimes disingenuously – to live in apartments 

rented to provide a space for liaisons. In recent years, such brothels have been discovered inside high-end 

apartment complexes in Eastside suburbs. A 2013 federal prosecution targeted a group running bogus 

massage parlors out of luxury apartments in Bellevue and Kirkland. 

 

The brothels were also central to “The Review Board,” a prostitute-ratings site shuttered in January 2016 

after a large sting operation. The board had been well-known to police for more than a decade prior to that 

bust, which law enforcement leaders argued was necessary in part to stop the exploitation of foreign-born 

women. 

 

Wang’s ring followed a well-established pattern. Women were recruited abroad or inside the United 

States, often through the WeChat messaging app. Couriers like Zhang would retrieve them at Sea-Tac 

International Airport and deliver them to the brothels. Some women also performed “outcall” services for 

sex buyers at hotels. 

 

Investigators contend Wang’s ring formed in October 2013 and ran until an FBI-led organized crime unit 

intervened in May. Most of the advertising was done on Backpage.com, though Zhang said interest in the 

notorious site waned in the ring’s final years. 

 

Women involved in the ring testified that Wang recruited them to Seattle to perform “massage work.” 

While some knew Wang meant prostitution, others apparently believed they would be performing 

legitimate massage. 

 

The women paid Wang and her confederates portions of their earnings. Assistant U.S. Attorney Catherine 

Crisham noted that the women had few if any connections in Seattle. Many also lacked legal status in the 

United States and were entirely reliant on Wang’s crew for their daily needs. 

 

“Many of the women stated that they felt isolated and vulnerable, living in unfamiliar apartment 

complexes where they did not know anyone, did not speak the language, and were reliant upon Wang and 

her co-conspirators for food and transportation,” Crisham said. 

 

“Although some of the women told law enforcement that they knew when they agreed to work for Wang 

that they would be engaging in prostitution, many others stated that the experience had been emotionally 

traumatic for them, and that they had only worked as prostitutes because they felt that they had no other 

options for making money,” the prosecutor continued. 

 

Wang herself previously worked as a prostitute, an experience that included “horrific sexual and physical 

abuse,” according to defense attorney Stephan Illa. Though her attorney, Wang denied leading the ring. 

 

The ring operated in apartments or hotels located in Bellevue, Kent, Kirkland, Lynnwood, Olympia, 

Lacey, Puyallup, Renton, Tukwila, Seattle and Federal Way. Other locations where the ring operated 

include Eastern Washington cities such as Richland, Kennewick, Wenatchee and Spokane. 

 

Yongguang Wu, 28, of Seattle and Steven Thompson, 59, of Renton, were each sentenced to eight months 

in prison for their roles in the ring. Yunzhong Chen, 45, and Yaoan He, 33, of Seattle, were each sentenced 

to one year in prison. All of the defendants pleaded guilty to prostitution-related offenses. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Louisville officer shot during traffic stop 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/ca6321a02efe4d4c86bab3657e147847/Police:-1-suspect-dead,-Louisville-officer-

shot-and-wounded  
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GIST LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A Louisville police detective was injured in a shooting during a traffic stop as 

officers shot and killed one suspect and wounded another in a neighborhood in the eastern part of the city. 

 

Louisville Police Chief Steve Conrad says the officer, a narcotics detective, was struck in the head during 

an “exchange of gunfire.” 

 

Conrad didn’t give details about the officer’s condition but Louisville Mayor Greg Fischer told reporters 

“we’re grateful our officer is going to be ok.” 

 

Conrad says the officer and the wounded suspect were being treated at a hospital. He did not identify the 

officer or the suspects. 

 

Conrad says the car was stopped during a narcotics investigation and several officers were on the scene at 

the time. The chief says the department’s Public Integrity Unit is handling the investigation. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Judge tosses Fla. ex-felons voting ban  

SOURCE https://apnews.com/34875385904644f5b77773277d9a0ed8/Federal-judge-knocks-down-Florida's-

voting-ban-for-ex-felons  

GIST TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — In a ruling that could have reverberations on this year’s crucial elections, a 

federal judge Thursday ruled that Florida’s current ban on former felons voting is unconstitutional and 

needs to be changed as soon as possible. 

 

U.S. District Judge Mark Walker issued a blistering ruling that says the state’s current process to restore 

voting rights — which can take years — is flawed. The lawsuit was filed last year against Gov. Rick Scott 

by a voting rights organization on behalf of several people who had completed their prison sentences but 

had their request for voting rights turned down. 

 

Walker, who was appointed by President Barack Obama, said he will decide soon what Florida should do 

to fix the process. His 43-page ruling blasted Scott and state officials for the current system in place. 

 

“A person convicted of a crime may have long ago exited the prison cell and completed probation,” 

Walker wrote. “Her voting rights, however, remain locked in a dark crypt. Only the state has the key — 

but the state has swallowed it.” 

 

John Tupps, a spokesman for Scott, defended the process and suggested that an appeal was likely. 

 

“The governor believes that convicted felons should show that they can lead a life free of crime and be 

accountable to their victims and our communities,” said Tupps. “While we are reviewing today’s ruling, 

we will continue to defend this process in the court.” 

 

The ruling comes just months before Florida voters will be asked to alter the current ban. Backers of a 

constitutional amendment last week won a place on the November 2018 ballot. If sixty percent of voters 

approve, most former prisoners would have their rights automatically restored. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Police: L.A. school shooting was accident 

SOURCE http://time.com/5129917/los-angeles-school-shooting-accident/?xid=homepage  

GIST (LOS ANGELES) — A shooting at a Los Angeles middle school classroom Thursday that left one boy in 

critical condition, injured four others and had panicked parents in tears was an accident, police said. 

 

The shooting was reported just before 9 a.m. and within minutes a 12-year-old girl was taken into custody 
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without incident. Police interviewed her and by evening they announced that they would book her on a 

charge of negligent discharge of a firearm on school grounds. 

 

The determination capped a frantic day at Salvador B. Castro Middle School in downtown Los Angeles 

and corroborated what some students told reporters after the lockdown was lifted and they were reunited 

with parents on the school’s athletic field. 

 

In a telephone interview with his mother alongside, Jordan Valenzuela, 12, told The Associated Press he 

was in the classroom next door when he heard a loud bang. He said he talked to the girl just after the 

shooting and she was sobbing. 

 

“She was like, ‘I didn’t mean to. I had the gun in my backpack and I didn’t know it was loaded and my 

backpack fell and the gun went off,'” he said. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Seattle: man stabbed on metro bus 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/887886/man-stabbed-on-metro-bus-in-seattle/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — Authorities say a 53-year-old man was stabbed in the abdomen while riding a King 

County Metro bus in Seattle. 

 

The Seattle Times reports the incident happened Thursday afternoon south of downtown. 

 

The King County Sheriff’s Office says the circumstances that led to the stabbing remain unknown, 

according to Sheriff’s Sgt. Cindi West. 

 

The sheriff’s office says deputies are searching for the assailant. 

 

The sheriff’s office said Thursday night that the 53-year-old man was conscious and alert at Harborview 

Medical Center. 

 

No further information was immediately available. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 NAACP official charged w/attempted theft 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/888028/seattle-naacp-official-accused-of-cheating-voucher-program/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — A former City Council candidate has been charged with a misdemeanor for allegations 

that she tried to cheat Seattle’s “democracy vouchers” program. 

 

The Seattle Times reports that false-reporting and attempted-theft charges were filed Wednesday against 

Sheley Secrest, an attorney and vice president of the local NAACP chapter. 

 

Secrest’s lawyer Jennifer Miller says she and her client look forward to their defense. 

 

Seattle voters receive $100 in vouchers, which they can donate to candidates. To qualify for the money, 

candidates are required to collect contributions and signatures from at least 400 voters. 

 

Seattle police Detective Lawerence Meyer had begun investigating Secrest last year. Meyer says that in an 

attempt to qualify for the vouchers, Secrest appeared to have put her own money into her campaign while 

claiming voters donated the funds. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Smash-grab robbery suspects charged 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/02/01/police-find-suspects-to-do-list-in-serial-rolex-smash-and-grab-

robberies-hit-a-ben-bridge/  

GIST SEATTLE — King County prosecutors have charged three of the four suspects accused of stealing 

$236,000 worth of Rolex watches during a smash and grab robbery at the downtown Seattle Ben Bridge 

jewelry store on Dec. 22, 2017. 

 

The suspects used a large sledge hammer to smash the glass, causing half a million dollars in damage to 50 

other watches in the case. 

 

Christopher Patterson, Aufu Snow and Nathaniel McRae are all in the King County jail charged with first 

degree robbery. 

 

Patterson is also a suspect in similar smash-and-grab robberies at Ben Bridge stores in Lynnwood and 

Seattle, as well as two other robberies.  Police say anonymous tips from Washington’s Most Wanted 

viewers to Crime Stoppers of Puget Sound helped identify the suspects. 

 

When detectives in the Seattle Police Robbery Unit arrested Patterson on Jan. 25 at his home on 60th 

Avenue West in Mountlake Terrace, they say the found a to do list written on a yellow piece of paper that 

said, “Hit a Ben Bridge.” 

 

Court documents show that after the Alderwood Mall robbery, Patterson posted a photo on social media 

under the name ‘Du King’ of him wearing the Rolex bragging about doing a ‘lick’ which is a colloquial 

term for robbery. 

 

Investigators also recovered an Adidas sweat suit matching the one worn by one of two suspects in a 

robbery at the Go Mobile store on S. Graham St. in South Seattle on Nov. 20, 2017. 

 

When questioned, Patterson denied any wrongdoing and said it was a ‘case of mistaken identity’.  

Patterson posted a picture of himself on social media wearing a Rolex watch that matched one stolen from 

a similar robbery at the Alderwood Ben Bridge store. 

 

His criminal history includes convictions for Unlawful Possession of a Firearm, 3 counts of Residential 

Burglary, Theft of a Firearm, Vehicle Prowling, 

 

Reckless Driving and Burglary 2nd Degree. Patterson is being held on $200,000 bail and is scheduled to 

be formally arraigned on Feb. 12. 

 

Detectives say Snow is also a suspect in a theft of $1,600 worth of jackets from the REI store in Issaquah 

on Jan. 2, 2018. Surveillance video shows him wearing a braided wig which gang detectives say he has 

been known to do in the past.  He has not been charged yet in the case. Snow is being held on $250,000 

bail. 

   

McRae is accused of opening the door closest to the Rolex cases to let the suspects enter quickly. He told 

detectives he was paid $100 and that he was asked to exit the store like he had just purchased some 

jewelry because they were making a move. Police say surveillance video from nearby stores showed 

McRae, Snow and Patterson meeting before the Ben Bridge Robbery.  He is being held on $250,000 bail. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 US school shootings w/female shooters 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/01/school-shootings-with-female-shooters.html  

GIST A 12-year-old girl was accused in a shooting at a middle school in Los Angeles on Thursday. 

 

One classmate was left critically wounded and three others were hurt, according to authorities.  
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While female shooters are rare, there have been a series of violent incidents in the past involving children, 

teens and adult women. Read on for a look at other some school shootings involving female shooters. 

 

2016 

Dorothy Dutiel, 15, shot and killed her 15-year-old girlfriend May Kieu at Independence High School in 

Glendale, Ariz., before shooting herself, KPNX reported. 

 

“She hasn’t loved me like that for a long time,” the station quoted Dutiel as saying in a note. “That she’s 

been iffy about us for years. This week has been the worst in my life.” 

 

2015 

Sunghee Kwon, 46, repeatedly shot her 45-year-old professor ex-husband Raja Farhad at the University of 

South Carolina before shooting herself in the abdomen, Reuters reported. 

 

“They had continued in a relationship after their divorce, including sharing a home, until just recently,” 

Richland County Coroner Gary Watts said in a statement at the time. 

 

2010 

Professor Amy Bishop killed three people and hurt another three in a shooting at the University of 

Alabama in Huntsville, the FBI said in a report on mass shootings. She was in a biology department 

meeting for a half-hour before she “stood up and began firing,” it said. 

 

Bishop was sentenced in 2012 to life without parole after she pleaded guilty to capital murder and 

attempted murder charges. 

 

Bishop has filed numerous appeals in the case, WAFF reported in 2015. 

 

2008 

Teah Wimberly was 15 years old when police said she shot 15-year-old Amanda Collette in the back at 

Dillard High School in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in November 2008. Wimberly later was convicted of 

second-degree murder and received a 25-year prison sentence, WTVJ Miami reported. 

 

“I will never forgive myself for what I have done, and I don't expect you to forgive me,” she reportedly 

told Collette’s family in court. "You have no idea how sorry I truly am.” 

 

2008 

Latina Williams, 23, killed two students in a Louisiana Technical College classroom before killing herself, 

according to the FBI report. 

 

“She fired six rounds, then reloaded and committed suicide before police arrived,” the report said. Killed 

were Karsheika Graves, 21, and Taneshia Butler, 26. 

 

After the shooting, Baton Rouge police reportedly said Williams had been exhibiting signs “of paranoia 

and losing touch with reality.” 

 

2001 

Elizabeth Bush, 14, was accused of shooting 13-year-old Kimberly Marchese in the shoulder at a parochial 

school in Williamsport, Pa. Bush told a judge in 2001 that she initially planned “to shoot myself and show 

everybody how much (teasing) hurts so they could see,” The Associated Press reported at the time. 

 

"It just happened, sir. I don't know,” Bush later said when the judge inquired about her changed decision. 

“I just wanted to scare her." 

 

The judge said he thought Bush “intentionally sought to cause her death” and sentenced Bush to a juvenile 

psychiatric facility, the AP reported. 
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1996 

Jillian Robbins, 19, was accused of opening fire at Penn State University with a rifle, killing 21-year-old 

student Melanie Spalla, The Collegian reported.   

 

Robbins, who was mentally ill, pleaded guilty to third-degree murder and attempting to kill another four 

people, the AP reported in 1998. She was sentenced to 30 to 60 years behind bars. 

 

1988 

Laurie Dann, 30, killed 8-year-old Nicky Corwin and hurt five other children in a shooting at Hubbard 

Woods School in Winnetka, Illinois, as part of a crime spree, WMAQ Chicago reported. 

 

Dann took off and held a family hostage in a home, the report added. She shot one of the family members, 

a 20-year-old college student who survived, and ultimately killed herself.  

 

1979 

California teenager Brenda Spencer carried out an attack on Cleveland Elementary School in San Diego.  

 

The 16-year-old “opened fire at an elementary school, killing the principal and a custodian and wounding 

eight children and a police officer,” according to an NYPD report on active shooters. “Spencer fired the 

shots from her house across the street from the school.” 

 

Spencer purportedly said it was because she didn't like Mondays.  

 

She later pleaded guilty to two counts of murder and assault with a deadly weapon and remains behind 

bars, History.com reported. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Fake Super Bowl merchandise seized 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/sports/2018/02/02/15m-in-counterfeit-super-bowl-merchandise-seized-

authorities-say.html  

GIST More than $15 million in bogus Super Bowl merchandise and other items has been seized through 

Operation Team Player, which has also resulted in 65 arrests and 24 convictions, authorities said Tuesday. 

 

In all, nearly 172,000 items were confiscated, representatives of federal law enforcement agencies and the 

Minneapolis Police Department said at a news conference Tuesday. 

 

“Intellectual property theft is a serious crime, and black-market organizations descend on the Super Bowl 

and other major sporting events to sell counterfeit goods and substandard merchandise to unsuspecting 

consumers,” Thomas D. Homan, acting director of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 

said. 

 

“ICE agents are committed to investigating the trafficking of counterfeit goods that wreak havoc on local 

economies, threaten the health and safety of the American public and fund criminal organizations engaged 

in other illegal activities,” Homan added. 

 

The year-round Operation Team Player was a joint operation involving the NFL, ICE, the FBI, Customs 

and Border Protection and the Minneapolis Police Department (MPD). 

 

The operation led to the seizure of fake jerseys, hats, cell-phone paraphernalia as well as thousands of 

other items that were intended to be sold to customers. 

 

“We’ve been at major mailing facilities, we’ve been intersecting packages, we’ve been seizing counterfeit 

goods,” Matthew Bourke, spokesman for the National Intellectual Property Rights Center, told Fox 9 in 
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Minneapolis-St. Paul. “We have targeting capabilities; we know where it’s coming from. We know who’s 

getting it.”  

 

Operation Team Player was set up after last year’s Super Bowl. Since then, there has been a 16 percent 

increase in arrests. Major sporting leagues have teamed up with the HSI-led Intellectual Property Rights 

Coordination Center (IPR) to combat criminal counterfeiting and piracy. 

 

"(I)llicit trade carries consequences that linger far after the fourth quarter," said David Hirschmann, 

president and CEO of the U.S. Chamber’s Global Innovation Policy Center. "Counterfeiters sell 

substandard products, jeopardize consumers’ personal and financial information, and undermine American 

jobs and innovation. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 France: police reinforcements to Calais 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/france-sends-police-calais-migrant-gunfight-

52787850  

GIST Police reinforcements are arriving in the French port city of Calais after clashes among migrants left 22 

people injured, as the interior minister warned of a worrying spike in violence. 

 

Interior Minister Gerard Collomb told reporters in Calais on Friday that five of the victims were injured by 

gunfire in Thursday's fighting, blaming "totally organized" gangs. Police are seeking a shooting suspect 

but have made no arrests. 

 

Collomb said two extra police units were en route and warned of growing tensions in Calais, where 

migrants converge in hopes of crossing to Britain. 

 

Authorities said that Afghan and Eritrean migrants had been fighting with sticks and stones after a meal 

distribution before the shots were fired. Firearms are rare among migrants. 

 

The government closed a vast Calais migrant camp in 2016. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 ‘Slender man’ teen 40yrs institution care 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/2nd-teen-slender-man-stabbing-case-remain-institutional/story?   

GIST A Wisconsin judge has sentenced the second of two teenage girls accused of the 2014 attempted homicide 

of their friend by stabbing her in the woods to please the fictional character Slender Man.  

 

Morgan Geyser, 15, was sentenced to 40 years under a mental health institution's supervision. While she 

may periodically petition for release from the hospital in the future, she will be under institutional 

supervision for that time.  

 

“I just want to let Bella and her family know that I’m sorry,” Geyser told the court after arguments, 

breaking into tears. “I never meant this to happen. I hope that she’s doing well.”  

 

Bella is the nickname Geyser had given the victim, Payton Leutner, when they were younger. 

 

Geyser and Anissa Weier were arrested May 31, 2014, after attacking Leutner with a knife and leaving her 

behind in the Waukesha woods. All three girls were 12 years old at the time.  

 

Leutner was stabbed 19 times, but able to crawl to a nearby road where a passing bicyclist stopped to help 

her. Now 15, she survived her life-threatening injuries.  
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Prosecutors have said that both Geyser and Weier were obsessed with Slender Man, a character often 

depicted in fan fiction online as a horror figure who stalks children. 
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HEADLINE 02/02 Robert Wagner ‘person of interest’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/witnesses-emerge-actress-natalie-woods-1981-drowning-

52786087  

GIST New witnesses have emerged in the 1981 drowning of actress Natalie Wood, prompting investigators to 

deem it a "suspicious death" and name her former husband, 87-year-old actor Robert Wagner, a "person of 

interest," Los Angeles sheriff's officials said. 

 

For nearly four decades, mystery and speculation have swirled around the death of the actress who was 

nominated for three Academy Awards and starred in "West Side Story" and "Rebel Without a Cause." 

 

She was on a yacht with Wagner, actor Christopher Walken and the boat captain on Thanksgiving 

weekend of 1981. After a night of drinking, her body was found floating in the waters off Southern 

California's Catalina Island. She was 43. 

 

Investigators initially ruled it an accident but reopened the case in 2011 to see whether Wagner or anyone 

else played a role after the boat's captain said he heard the couple arguing the night of her disappearance. 

The coroner's office amended Wood's death certificate the next year to include "drowning and other 

undetermined factors." 

 

In a statement Thursday, sheriff's spokeswoman Nicole Nishida said new witnesses interviewed since the 

case was reopened gave statements that "portray a new sequence of events on the boat that night." 

 

One of the witnesses described hearing yelling and crashing sounds coming from the couple's stateroom, 

she said. Shortly after that, separate witnesses heard a man and woman arguing on the back of the boat and 

believe the voices were those of Wood and Wagner, Nishida said. 

 

The statements differed from the original version of events provided by witnesses, including those who 

were on the boat, she said. 

 

The sheriff's department said Wagner is considered a person of interest. 

 

"Do we have enough to make an arrest at this moment? No," Nishida said. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Migrant melee in Calais; 4 shot 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/migrants-calais-shot-french-police-break-melee-

52772116  

GIST Four migrants were shot and wounded Thursday during a confrontation in France's port city of Calais, with 

an Afghan migrant apparently firing the shots, the French Interior Ministry said. 

 

Afghan and Eritrean migrants in the city, a gateway to Britain, had been fighting with sticks and stones 

before the shots were fired, regional authorities said. 

 

Police had moved in to try to protect migrants who were being attacked, the ministry said in a statement. 

The four who were shot were listed in serious condition, while 14 others were slightly injured. The 

nationalities of the people hurt were not immediately clear. 

 

The prefecture of the Pas-de-Calais had said earlier that two confrontations between Afghan and Eritrean 
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migrants culminated in the gunfire. It is unusual for migrants to carry firearms. 

 

The shootings are the most serious clash in recent times between migrants around Calais. French Interior 

Minister Gerard Collomb headed to the city for late-night meetings with officials. 

 

Tensions have been high in Calais, where hundreds of migrants hoping to sneak across the English 

Channel huddle against the cold and police have orders to try to keep them from setting up camp. 

However, some officers have been criticized for overzealous policing. 

 

The Pas-de-Calais prefecture said security forces were trying to protect Afghan migrants during a melee 

with Eritreans when the injuries happened. 

 

The prefecture said the gunfire was the culmination of a showdown between Afghan and Eritrean 

migrants, fighting each other with sticks and stones, after a meal distribution near the Calais hospital, 

outside the town center. 

 

In a second confrontation, up to 200 Eritrean migrants cornered 30 Afghans near the former site of a 

makeshift migrant camp that housed thousands of people before it was evacuated and destroyed in October 

2016. 

 

After police moved in "to protect the Afghan migrants," the four were shot, the prefecture said. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Jan. smuggling busts find 200 illegals 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/02/01/nearly-200-illegal-immigrants-found-in-just-three-january-

smuggling-busts.html  

GIST Nearly 200 people from Mexico and Central America were stuffed inside large trucks and caught trying to 

enter the United States illegally during three huge January smuggling busts that occurred in just nine days. 

 

Officials in southern California said 77 people, including 5 children, were found near the Mexico border 

Monday packed inside a sweltering truck that had been painted to resemble a UPS truck. 

 

The San Diego Union-Tribune reported a U.S. border patrol agent in Boulevard, Calif., noticed the truck 

was riding low and “could smell body odor mixed with a distinct type of pungent soap which is commonly 

used in Mexico.” 

 

Inside the truck's cargo area, officials found people sweating and standing shoulder-to-shoulder. 

 

Border Patrol found a tunnel on the U.S. - Mexico border after a cave in at construction site  

A similar scene greeted authorities last week in Laredo, Texas, where border patrol agents found 76 

immigrants, including 13 children, from Mexico, Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala lying on the floor 

or crouching against the walls of a tractor-trailer rig. 

 

A week earlier, also in Laredo, border agents stopped a tractor-trailer with 29 illegal immigrants from 

Mexico and Guatemala crossing into the U.S. 

 

Laredo and southern California are home to two of the largest trade and transportation ports along the 

U.S.-Mexico border, and hundreds, if not thousands, of tractor-trailers move goods between the two 

countries. 

 

Smugglers are taking advantage and carrying human cargo that can be easily transported across country 

lines without easy detection. 

 

Jessica Vaughn, director of policy studies for the Center for Immigration Studies, told Fox News on 
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Thursday that these locations are funnels for an “enormous” volume of international trade, making them 

easy targets for smugglers. 

 

“There is no way that all of them are screened [as closely as they should be],” she said, adding the 

financial incentive from smugglers and drivers is just too high to discard. 

 

In the case out of Boulevard earlier this week, the driver was identified as Shawn Lee Seiler, a U.S. citizen 

who told authorities he was “an alien smuggler” who expected to get paid $100 per immigrant that he got 

across. According to court documents, Seiler was surprised to learn there were 77 people in the truck as he 

was only expecting 50. 

 

“[This] is only a fraction of what the smugglers [who are putting them on the trucks] are getting,” Vaughn 

said. “It’s a couple thousand – I believe the going rate was around $3,000 a person.” 

 

She continued: “The cartels that control the flow are making a huge amount of money...It’s a multi-million 

dollar business.” 

 

All of the immigrants swept up during the three January busts were in good condition when they were 

found -- but this is not always the case. 

 

Last July, 10 people died as they were being smuggled through Texas. Thirty-nine immigrants were found 

packed into a semitrailer in the parking lot of a San Antonio Walmart. Eight were already dead when 

officials opened the trailer's door and two more died at hospitals. 

 

The truck's refrigeration system wasn't working and the day's temperature had climbed to 101 degrees. 

 

The truck driver, identified as 60-year-old James Mathew Bradley Jr., of Clearwater, Fla., later pleaded 

guilty to conspiracy and to transporting immigrants resulting in death. 

 

“These criminal organizations view these individuals as mere commodities without regard for their 

safety,” Gabriel Acosta, assistant chief patrol agent for the Laredo Border Patrol sector, said about the 

recent incidents. “The blatant disregard for human life will not be tolerated.” 

 

It’s unclear how many tractor-trailers cross the border filled with human cargo and go undetected. A 

spokesman for U.S. Customs and Border Protection did not immediately respond to Fox News’ request for 

comment on Thursday. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Puerto Rico: 78 killings in Jan. 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/puerto-rico-reports-78-killings-deadliest-months-

52773055?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST One of Puerto Rico's deadliest months in recent years has closed, with 78 killings reported in January as 

the U.S. territory struggles with a surge in violent crime and growing discontent among thousands of 

police officers. 

 

The killings included a 20-year-old woman found kneeling and burned to death inside a car in the upscale 

city of Guaynabo and a triple homicide reported in the eastern mountain town of San Lorenzo. 

 

Puerto Rico's homicide rate is roughly 20 killings per 100,000 residents, compared with 3.7 per 100,000 

residents on the U.S. mainland. 

 

"I'm gravely concerned about these violent incidents reported in recent days," said Sen. Miguel Laureano. 

"It's a dramatic situation that requires immediate attention." 
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The majority of people killed last month were young men shot to death. The central mountain town of 

Caguas reported the highest number of homicides at 18, followed by the capital of San Juan with 14. 

 

Police have issued warrants or arrested suspects in only a handful of the cases. On Thursday, authorities 

asked the public for help in solving the case of the young woman found burned inside the car. Police said 

they believe she was on her way to pick up a family member the day she was killed. 

 

Hector Pesquera, head of Puerto Rico's newly created Department of Public Safety, has said most of the 

killings in January were tied to drugs but added that there was "no rhyme or reason" to explain the surge. 

 

In mid-January, local and federal officials announced they would implement a "broken windows" policing 

campaign to help reduce the number of killings. The plan is to crack down on all types of violations, 

including traffic infractions and illegal tints on car windows, to help get criminals off the street and 

prevent bigger crimes. 

 

The increase in killings came weeks after thousands of police officers began calling in sick daily to protest 

millions of dollars owed in overtime pay following Hurricanes Irma and Maria. Absences have returned to 

the normal daily average, Pesquera says, but thousands of police officers are still upset about austerity 

measures, including a sharp reduction in their monthly pensions and an end to being able to cash in unused 

sick days. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 Men indicted gun smuggling for Kurds 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/charged-seattle-smuggle-guns-turkey-

52773989?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Two Seattle-area men face federal charges that they smuggled guns to Turkey — weapons that were 

ultimately destined for Kurdish fighters in Iraq. 

 

A grand jury late Wednesday indicted 51-year-old Paul Brunt, of Bellevue, and 29-year-old Rawnd 

Khaleel Aldalawi, an Iraq native who lives in Seattle. 

 

Prosecutors say Brunt bought the firearms and the men shipped them hidden in the side panels of vehicles. 

 

The U.S. attorney's office says the first shipment, in February 2017, involved 30 guns hidden in three cars. 

The second, last November, included 47 guns hidden in two cars. The latter shipment was discovered by 

Turkish authorities, prompting the investigation. 

 

Aldalawi's lawyer declined to comment. Brunt's did not immediately return an email seeking comment. 

 

Investigators say the men acknowledged their actions in interviews and that Aldalawi said he was 

supporting the Peshmerga military in northern Iraq, because the Iraqi government did not help defend the 

region from the Islamic State group. 
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HEADLINE 01/31 NY prison inmates to get tablets 

SOURCE https://www.wkbw.com/news/state-news/all-inmates-in-nys-prisons-to-get-free-tablets  

GIST BUFFALO, N.Y. (WKBW) - Under a new state contract, all inmates in New York State prisons will 

receive free tablets. 

 

The Department of Corrections and Community Supervision (DOCCS) is partnering with JPay, a company 

that specializes in inmate and corrections-related services. JPay is providing the tablets at no cost to the 

state or inmates, and DOCCS is not taking commissions for the tablets. 
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The tablets will be preloaded with educational content and DOCCS plans to make additional services 

available through the tablets, such as Prison Rape Elimination Act reporting, Grievance filing, and the 

potential for placing commissary orders. 

 

According to DOCCS, JPay will get money from transactions that happen via the tablets (ebooks, music, 

videos). The tablets are only part of a larger contract with JPay who are also handling commissary and 

care packages sent from families to inmates. 

 

The tablets will not be able to connect to the internet, but inmates will be able to use the tablets to 

purchase music, e-books, videos, and other entertainment. There will also be controlled kiosks where 

inmates can plug their tablet in to send emails to an approved list of recipients. Inmates will only have 

supervised access to the kiosks at scheduled times. 

 

State corrections officials say they believe using the tablets will help inmates stay in touch with their 

families and be better prepared to reenter into the community. 
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HEADLINE 02/01 L.A. school shooting: 12yr-old suspect 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/01/us/los-angeles-sal-castro-middle-school-shooting/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Two 15-year-old students were shot Thursday morning in a classroom at Sal Castro Middle School 

in Los Angeles, and a 12-year-old female student is in custody as a suspect, officials said. 

 

One boy was shot in the head and is in critical condition, and a girl was shot in the wrist at the school, 

which shares a campus with Belmont High School, Los Angeles fire Capt. Eric Scott said. 

 

Three others -- a woman and two children -- were being treated for minor cuts, including some from glass, 

Scott said. 

 

"Our campus, while it's on lockdown, is safe. There is no more safety threat to the students of this school," 

city schools Police Chief Steven Zipperman said late Thursday morning. 

 

The shooting was reported to Los Angeles police at 8:55 a.m. Police found and confiscated a gun at the 

scene, Los Angeles police Lt. Chris Ramirez said. 

 

Police didn't say what led to the shooting, and little information was immediately released about the girl 

who was detained. Zipperman said she was 12. 

 

The motive is under investigation, Ramirez said. Ramirez and Los Angeles police spokesman Drake 

Madison both said the girl in custody is a suspect. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Russia team banned from Paralympics 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Sports/wireStory/russian-team-banned-paralympics-compete-52676830  

GIST Russia was banned Monday from the upcoming Pyeongchang Paralympics because of its doping past. 

 

However, the International Paralympic Committee said about 30-35 Russians will be allowed to compete 

in five sports as neutral athletes at the games, which run from March 8-18. 

 

That mirrors the situation for next month's Olympics. The Russian team has been barred, but 169 Russians 

have been invited to compete. 

 

"We are not rewarding Russia but we are allowing athletes that we believe are clean to compete under a 

neutral flag," IPC president Andrew Parsons said. 

 

It will be the second Paralympics without a Russian team. The country was also excluded from the Rio de 

Janeiro Paralympics in 2016. Since then, there has been enough improvement to justify allowing Russians 

to compete as neutral athletes after extra drug testing, Parsons said. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 State workers’ birthdates private, public? 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/politics-government/article196974279.html  

GIST A group of Democratic lawmakers is pushing to cut off a long-brewing court battle over public records 

between state labor unions and their foes by banning the disclosure of the birthdates of state employees. 

 

While that lawsuit relates to an effort by the conservative Freedom Foundation to notify certain state 

workers about how to legally avoid paying union dues, new legislation on the topic has set off a wider 

battle over balancing privacy with government transparency. 

 

Rowland Thompson, the executive director of The Allied Daily Newspapers of Washington, told a Senate 

panel on Jan. 19 that access to the names and corresponding birthdates of state employees is critical for the 

public to know “exactly who works for them.” 

 

State Sen. Patty Kuderer, D-Bellevue, testified at the same hearing that Senate Bill 6079 would protect 

public employees “so that hackers and stalkers and crooks and other unsavory folks can’t get it for 

illegitimate purposes.” 

 

Kuderer and 18 other Democrats introduced the legislation, which cleared a Senate panel Friday. 

 

The disagreement over birthdates stretches back years. In May of 2016, a coalition of unions sued to stop 

records requests made by the Freedom Foundation, a conservative nonprofit dedicated to shrinking the size 

and influence of public-sector unions. 
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The organization has been trying to get the names and matching birthdates of certain state workers, hoping 

to use the information to get home addresses for canvassing and mail campaigns related to union dues. 

 

State unions have been concerned the Freedom Foundation is trying to drain their membership. They’ve 

argued in court the requests for birthdates to match employee names might violate privacy laws. 

 

In November, a three-judge panel in Division II of the state Court of Appeals ruled largely in the favor of 

unions, saying state workers have constitutional privacy protections that bar the Freedom Foundation from 

getting the names and corresponding birthdates of employees through public records requests. 

 

The Freedom Foundation since has petitioned the state Supreme Court to review the matter, arguing 

releasing the information is not private and should be disclosed. The court has not yet decided whether to 

take the case. 

 

Jami Lund, a senior policy analyst for the Freedom Foundation, painted Kuderer’s measure in part as a 

kickback for unions worried about losing money and members. Labor unions often favor Democrats when 

spending campaign cash, adding to the chances of the bill passing, Lund said in an interview with The 

News Tribune and The Olympian. 

 

“This is the unions afraid of our ability to inform public employees of their constitutional right to reduce 

their payment to the union,” Lund said. 

 

Lund also said he believes the privacy concerns are overblown. Birthdates with matching names aren’t 

enough information for someone “to commit any fraud or identity theft,” he said. 

 

Thompson, the newspaper group’s lobbyist, said Kuderer’s bill reaches beyond a battle over union dues. 

 

He testified that robust scrutiny of state employees is necessary when workers are entrusted to teach 

children, care for vulnerable adults or wield weapons to protect the public. That scrutiny sometimes 

requires birthdates of state employees, Thompson said. 

 

Thompson brought up a 2003 investigation by The Seattle Times into coaches at public schools who 

sexually molested students. Reporters at the paper found 159 coaches in the decade before 2003 that were 

fired or reprimanded for sexual misconduct ranging from harassment to rape. Of those 159 coaches, at 

least 98 continued to coach or teach at the time, the Times reported. 

 

Thompson said the paper used the birthdates of those coaches to track them through state databases when 

they transferred schools after an allegation of sexual misconduct. 

 

Without birthdates, just having an employee’s name “is virtually useless in terms of trying to ascertain 

someone’s identity,” Thompson said. 

 

State workers and union representatives also say the measure has implications beyond keeping unions 

whole. But they say privacy trumps the public’s right to know, in this instance. 

 

Tim Welch, spokesman for the Washington Federation of State Employee, said in an interview that the bill 

is needed to prevent “serious threat to privacy and security of state employees.” 

 

Melissa Kover, a state worker for the Department of Social and Health Services Division of Child Support, 

had a similar response when testifying at the January hearing. 

 

Kover said her job entails establishing and enforcing child-support orders. She said people have threatened 

her, propositioned her and made records requests for her information. 

 

“It’s really scary as a single parent of two teenagers to know that they can get that information and 

potentially show up at my house,” Kover said. “I just feel like the safety of state employees should be of 
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the utmost importance, especially for what we do.” 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Malaysia annuls unilateral conversion 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/e092a86857ed4cde8981ac8de183b5ee/Malaysia's-top-court-annuls-unilateral-

conversions-of-minors  

GIST KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) — Malaysia’s top court said in a landmark decision Monday both 

parents must consent to the religious conversion of a minor, ruling unanimously in favor of a Hindu 

woman whose ex-husband converted their three children to Islam without telling her. 

 

The ruling ended a nine-year legal tussle for M.Indira Gandh, whose former husband became a Muslim 

and converted their three children in 2009. He also snatched their daughter, then 11 months old, from the 

family home. 

 

She won custody of the three children and challenged their conversions in civil courts of Malaysia’s dual-

court system. A lower court annulled them, but the Court of Appeal overturned the ruling, saying civil 

courts had no jurisdiction over Islamic conversions. The ruling was appealed to the nation’s highest court. 

 

The five-member panel in the Federal Court found the children’s conversions unlawful as they were done 

without Gandhi’s consent. 

 

“This is a landmark decision and a victory for all Malaysians,” said M.Kulasegaran, Gandhi’s lawyer. 

 

He said the ruling clearly showed civil courts are the paramount courts and can hear matters related to 

Islamic affairs even if there is a contradictory Sharia court decision. There are many similar disputes 

involving the unilateral conversion of children to Islam and that the ruling meant that non-Muslims now 

can seek redress in the civil courts, he added. 

 

Muslims, who are 60 percent of Malaysia’s 31 million people, are governed by Islamic courts while non-

Muslims go to civil courts to settle family, marriage and other personal disputes. But the law is vague on 

which court has authority over disputes between Muslims and non-Muslims, especially within a family. 

 

Civil courts have generally avoided taking a position in such cases, allowing Sharia courts to lead. This 

has raised questions about freedom of religion guaranteed by the Constitution, and strained racial relations 

in this multiethnic country, which has enjoyed largely peaceful race relations for nearly five decades. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Road salt taking toll on US waters 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/bb34e41bb95a4dfa85301621ec0c50ca/Salt,-the-solution-to-winter's-dangers,-

threatens-US-waters  

GIST CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — When roads turn into ice rinks, consider trying beet juice, molasses, and even 

beer or cheese waste to make them safer. So say experts who fear road salt is starting to take a toll on the 

nation’s waterways, putting everything from fish and frogs to microscopic zooplankton at risk. 

 

Tossed onto sidewalks and dumped onto highways, salt for decades has provided the cheapest and most 

effective way to cut down on traffic accidents and pedestrian falls during winter storms. But researchers 

cite mounting evidence that those tons of sodium chloride crystals — more than 20 million nationwide 

each year — are increasing the salinity of hundreds of lakes, especially in the Northeast and Midwest. 

 

“There has been a sense of alarm on the impacts of road salt on organisms and ecosystems,” said Victoria 

Kelly, a road salt expert at the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies in New York. “We’ve seen increasing 

concentrations in river water, lakes, streams. Then, scientists started asking the question: What is going to 
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happen to the organisms living in freshwater bodies and what will happen to the freshwater bodies as a 

whole?” 

 

Believed to be first used in the 1940s in New Hampshire, salt became the go-to de-icing agent as cities 

expanded, highways were built and motorists came to expect clear roads. More than a million truckloads a 

year are deployed in ice-prone climes, most heavily in the Northeast and Midwest. 

 

But many state and local agencies are seeking ways to reduce salt use as its environmental impacts are 

becoming more apparent. 

 

They have turned to high-tech equipment to spread salt more efficiently, better weather forecasting to time 

their salting, and liquefied organic additives that help salt stick to pavement. That reduces salt use by 

preventing it from washing away immediately. 

 

Agencies from New Jersey to North Dakota are using a mixture that includes beet juice; New Hampshire 

and Maine use one with molasses. Highway departments also have turned to beer waste, pickle brine and, 

in at least one Wisconsin county, cheese brine. 

 

“Adding salt to the environment does have negative impacts, but for those of us in the Northeast, 

especially in rural states, where driving is the predominant way of getting around, we need mobility,” said 

Jonathan Rubin, director of the Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center and lead author on a 2010 report on 

the cost and benefits of salting Maine roads. 

 

“In my opinion, we are always going to be using some degree of road salt,” he said. “The question is, can 

we use less?” 

 

Salt corrosion already causes billions of dollars in damage each year to cars, roads and bridges — and now 

there are growing signs it’s making freshwater ecosystems saltier. In the past 50 years, chloride 

concentrations in some lakes and rivers quadrupled and, in a few, increased a hundredfold. 

 

Last year, a study in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences concluded that more than 40 

percent of 327 lakes examined had experienced long-term salinization, and that thousands more were at a 

risk. Researchers also estimated nearly 50 lakes in the study, including small ones in Minnesota, 

Wisconsin and Rhode Island, could surpass the Environmental Protection Agency’s chloride threshold 

concentration by 2050, potentially harming aquatic life. 

 

Experiments at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute aquatic lab in Troy, New York, have found that higher 

salt concentrations reduced growth rates in rainbow trout and decreased the abundance of zooplankton 

7/8— tiny animals or larvae that are critical to the aquatic food chain and play a role in keeping lakes and 

streams clean. 

 

Other studies have shown that salinization of lakes and streams reduces the numbers of fish and 

amphibians, kills off plants, and alters the diversity of these freshwater ecosystems. 

 

“At high road salt concentrations, you can see reductions in growth, reduction in the diversity of species 

within a system and you can also see effects on reproduction of certain species,” said William Hintz, of 

Rensselaer Polytechnic. 

 

Despite such environmental concerns, Caleb Dobbins, New Hampshire’s highway maintenance engineer, 

doesn’t envision salt being replaced anytime soon by substitutes, such as magnesium acetate, which he 

says are 30 times more expensive and have their own environmental challenges. 

 

“Everybody is looking throughout the world,” he said. “Nobody is finding that silver bullet.” 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Florida’s migrant worker problem 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/articles/2018-01-26/florida-farmers-fear-backlash-over-

migrant-worker-visa-program  

GIST The U.S. Department of Homeland Security probably surprised no one when it announced that as of now, 

Haitians are ineligible for the H-2A guest farmworker visa program. Officials cited "high levels of fraud 

and abuse" and "a high rate of overstaying" visas. 

 

The cutoff tracks administration moves against migrants who enter the country legally but stay on 

illegally. It also closely follows President Donald Trump's consequential use of an expletive to 

characterize Haiti and, by extension, its people. 

 

Florida agriculture has its share of illegal immigrants from Haiti and many other places. But the state's 

farmers, harvesters and packers are adamant that the industry runs on H-2A visas and disrupting the 

program could be ruinous. 

 

An H-2A temporary visa is good for up to 10 months and does not provide a path to citizenship. When the 

picking season ends, the worker must return home, generally to Mexico or Central America if the fields 

are in Florida. A breakdown of visa holders by nationality could not be obtained, but Haitians apparently 

constitute a small percentage of them in Florida. 

 

The visas' importance to an $8 billion industry cannot be overstated, insiders and savvy observers agree. 

There simply aren't enough domestic workers willing and able to harvest crops, sometimes while perched 

on ladders wearing bags around their necks to free both hands for picking. 

 

"Where would we be without H-2A? We'd be out of business," says Steve Johnson, owner of a wide-

ranging harvesting company based in Wauchula, south of Tampa. Of the 900 workers he employs to 

gather berries, citrus and onions, 90 percent are in the program.  

 

Florida leads the nation in H-2A worker positions certified by the Department of Labor. In fiscal year 

2017, the state had 15.9 percent of the total 97,285, topping Georgia (13.2 percent) and North Carolina 

(9.8 percent). 

 

There are an estimated 25,000 visa holders in Florida, or about a quarter of the roughly 100,000 eligible 

crop workers. (Plant nurseries account for another 100,000 who can't apply because their work is 

continuous, not seasonal.) And the number of H-2A applications is rising. 

 

"The program nationwide will continue to grow exponentially, and that just speaks to not necessarily the 

greatness of the program, but to the need to gain an accessible workforce for our agricultural producers. 

That's the best avenue and the compliant, legal way to get those workers," says John-Walt Boatright, 

national affairs coordinator for the Florida Farm Bureau Federation. 

 

Yet no one is delighted with H-2A. Farmers chafe under extensive regulations and paperwork and 

complain it's too expensive. "Our producers find it incredibly difficult and cost-prohibitive to participate, 

and yet in order for them to produce their crops they have to have a workforce," Boatright says. 

 

Labor advocates say established farmworker communities such as Immokalee are being destroyed while 

employers cherry-pick young males from Mexico and other countries with no fair-labor laws. The system 

is abused by recruiters who illegally charge migrants substantial fees. And employers who want to cheat 

workers can get away with it because they have the upper hand – in the current anti-immigrant climate, 

more than ever. 

 

Gregory Schell, an attorney with Southern Migrant Legal Services, tells the story of a Mexican laborer 

who complained to his foreman about being shortchanged. 

 

"The foreman told him, well, yes, you are being cheated, but I have the magic pen," Schell says. He 

explained that the foreman recorded the names of returning workers and, when he came to "a complainer, 
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the pen ran out of ink." 

 

The worker was a named plaintiff in a federal class action against Sorrells Brothers Packing Co. of 

Arcadia, east of Sarasota. The lawsuit claimed the citrus concern failed to pay sufficient wages to dozens 

of workers as required by federal law and the H-2A program. 

 

Sorrells denied the allegations but settled the case in 2008 for about $600,000, plus $150,000 in fees to 

plaintiffs' counsel from Florida Legal Services. 

 

But these days the courts may be less hospitable to immigrant worker complaints. 

 

On Jan. 9, a federal judge in Tampa ruled in an H-2A case that Fancy Farms, a Plant City strawberry 

grower, was not liable for failing to reimburse workers the $3,000 to $4,000 they paid recruiters who were 

working for the employer. 

 

Under the Fair Labor Standards Act farmers must warn recruiters in writing against extracting fees from 

laborers. But Fancy Farms did not include this contract clause because it was "not aware of any federal 

regulations requiring it to do so," U.S. District Judge Susan Bucklew wrote in her opinion. 

 

Schell was an adviser to the Florida Rural Legal Services attorneys who brought the case on behalf of 54 

Hondurans. He indicated the decision will be appealed. 

 

"The government adopted this requirement to try to enlist employers into the struggle against labor 

trafficking by reining in their foreign recruiters," Schell says. "If employers can ignore this requirement 

with impunity, the regulation ceases to be much of a tool against labor trafficking." 

 

There are efforts to clean up the recruitment system. The Coalition of Immokalee Workers, celebrated for 

exposing slavery rings, is encouraging the Mexican National Employment Service to recruit and screen H-

2A applicants. 

 

Johnson, owner of the Wauchula harvesting company, says he doesn't need recruiters. He uses word of 

mouth, asking his best workers to recommend other workers. 

 

"You get one name, you build it slowly so that you build it right and you build it with the right people," he 

says. "They hear how we treat people so that spreads, too." 

 

"The biggest thing is morale," Johnson says. "If somebody is happy they'll be more productive." 

 

Yet migrant advocates say the reverse is also true, that if the prevailing policy message is all about 

deportation, the main motivator is fear and the result is flight. 

 

Reggie Brown notes the connection between policy and labor availability. Brown will retire at the end of 

January from running the Florida Tomato Committee, the state's tomato regulator and marketer. 

 

"It's one of the biggest challenges in the business and it's been that way for a number of years now," 

Brown says. He agrees the Trump administration's push for deportations is counter-productive. 

 

"The policy of increasing the pressure certainly does not add in numbers to the workforce and any 

reduction in the workforce is a challenge to the business," Brown says. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Ex-Amtrak conductor: safety non-existent 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/01/28/former-train-conductor-says-safety-is-virtually-non-existent-at-

amtrak/  
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GIST SEATTLE - Just over a month after Amtrak Train 501 derailed in DuPont killing three people, a number 

of employees have spoken to news outlets including, our news partners at the Seattle Times and CNN, 

saying that they didn’t have enough training to familiarize themselves with the new Portland to Seattle 

route. 

 

John Hiatt, a former train engineer, who now investigates train accidents for a law firm says he is 

representing an injured employee now suing Amtrak. 

 

“Training is money. In this case, it looks like they were worried about money and time and safety was 

number three,” said Hiatt. 

 

A former Amtrak train conductor says safety is virtually non-existent at Amtrak. “If you talk about safety 

to your manager you’re punished,” said Michael Callanan. 

 

He worked for Amtrak for nine years and is now a railroad safety expert. Callanan says lack of training at 

Amtrak has been going on for as long as he can remember. 

 

“This is gross culpable negligence,” said Callanan. 

 

According to our news partners at The Seattle Times, people working for Amtrak say the training for the 

new routes consisted of cramming a bunch of people into one train car, some sitting backward, and 

training at night. 

 

Callanan says conductors should do at least three to five roundtrip runs of the route to get familiar. He says 

if that’s properly done it would also be during daylight to get accustomed to surroundings. 

 

“Where the signals are and that’s done during the day looking out the window,” said Callanan. 

 

He says as more people come forward with safety concerns, riders will have them too. 

 

“Nobody would be riding the train anymore, there is no safety at Amtrak,” said Callanan. 

 

He says it’s aggravating to see accidents keep happening, but unless a major overhaul happens, he doesn’t 

think anything will change. 

 

Amtrak does have a new CEO who comes from Delta Airlines. 

 

The National Transportation Safety Board’s latest report on the DuPont derailment says the engineer 

operating Train 501 did feel he had enough training on the new route. But the agency says they’ll look at 

training as part of the investigation into the crash. 

 

Amtrak has not responded to a request to comment on trainings and safety. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Seoul: 50,000 in NKorea military parade 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/01/29/Seoul-North-Korea-mobilizes-50000-for-

upcoming-military-parade/3771517214179/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=2  

GIST SEOUL, South Korea, Jan. 29 (UPI) -- North Korea appears to have mobilized tens of thousands of troops 

and civilians for a massive military parade next week, South Korean officials said Monday. 

 

Earlier this month, Seoul detected 13,000 personnel near Pyongyang's Mirim Airport, training in what 

appeared to be a rehearsal for a military parade to mark the founding of the North Korean army on Feb. 8. 

 

However, the figure has risen to roughly 50,000 as of late, according to multiple officials in Seoul. 
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One official said the parade is likely to include card stunts, given the large number of participants, and that 

there haven't been signs that indicate transporter-erector-launcher missile vehicles will be deployed at the 

event. 

 

North Korea's military parades usually showcase the regime's latest weapons and hardware. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Workers: warned Amtrak before crash 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/28/us/amtrak-501-derail-training-safety-investigation/index.html  

GIST Portland, Oregon (CNN)In the days before Amtrak 501 careened off the tracks last month in a deadly 

crash, engineers and conductors warned their supervisors that they did not feel adequately trained on the 

new route, according to more than a dozen sources. 

 

Several train cars flew off an overpass, landing on Interstate 5 in the December 18 accident near DuPont, 

Washington, which left three dead and more than 100 injured. At the time, Amtrak 501 was making its 

inaugural journey of a new Seattle-to-Portland run called the Point Defiance Bypass route. 

 

Engineers and conductors had safety concerns, citing rushed and "totally inadequate" training which left 

them feeling dangerously unprepared for the new route, according to multiple sources, including several 

directly involved in the training. Crew members traditionally train on new routes to familiarize themselves 

with the signs, terrain and other physical characteristics which vary from route to route. 

 

Some training runs were performed at night, with as many as six or more crew members stuffed into cars 

with just three seats, which meant some trainees rode backwards, in the dark, the sources said. Engineers 

felt they did not get enough practice runs at the controls and could not properly see to familiarize 

themselves with the route. 

 

Adding to the training concerns, the new locomotives for the maiden run were unfamiliar to many of the 

crew members up until the brief training runs, the sources said. 

 

The engineer for Amtrak 501 told investigators he took seven to 10 observational training trips on the new 

route, but was only at the controls for three one-way trips, and only one of those was in the direction the 

train was traveling when it crashed, according to an interim report released this week by the National 

Transportation Safety Board. 

 

The engineer did not respond to CNN's requests for comment, but according to the report he told the 

NTSB "he would not have gotten behind the throttle if he had any reservations about his readiness to 

operate the train." 

 

Amtrak 501 was travelling at near 80 miles an hour while heading into a turn with a maximum speed of 

just 30 mph. The engineer told the NTSB he missed at least two signs which would have warned him to 

slow down, then "as soon as he saw the 30 mph sign at the start of the curve, he applied brakes. Seconds 

later, the train derailed as it entered the curve," according to the NTSB report. 

 

When asked about allegations of inadequate training, Amtrak referred CNN to the NTSB, which said in a 

statement, "NTSB investigators are aware of the issues that have been raised regarding training of the 

Amtrak 501 crewmembers." 

 

Amtrak also said in a statement to CNN, "Our highest priority is ensuring the safety of our passengers, our 

crew and the communities we serve. We are actively taking measures to strengthen the safety of our 

operations, from adopting a safety management system approach used by commercial aviation to 

advancing Positive Train Control across the network. We will continue to work with the NTSB to learn 

from this accident and improve." 
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Amtrak employees who spoke to CNN insisted on remaining anonymous out of fear of losing their jobs. 

More than a half dozen lawsuits have been filed so far in the crash, all alleging that inadequate crew 

training contributed to the accident. One of the lawsuits was filed by a conductor who was training in the 

lead locomotive when Amtrak 501 crashed. 

 

His attorney, Anthony Petru, told CNN that warnings to managers about the lack of training went 

unheeded. 

 

"In an environment where there is a quick trigger by management to charge employees with 

insubordination, or to go after them if they report safety concerns, there was some hesitancy by employees 

to do anything other than go along with the program," Petru said. 

 

Train accident investigator John Hiatt says it is clear to him the engineer had lost track of his location on 

the route, and blames the problems with training and preparation, at least in part, for the crash. Hiatt is an 

investigator with the Bremseth Law Firm of Minnetonka, Minnesota, which has filed a lawsuit on behalf 

of another Amtrak employee. 

 

"Training is money, and in this case it looks to me like they were worried about money and time and safety 

was number three, at best, on their list," Hiatt said. 

 

The Point Defiance Bypass was the final piece of an $800 million project under a federal economic 

stimulus for high-speed rail. 

 

But the federal money was due to run out, and the pressure to get the maiden voyage done and open the 

line resulted in sped-up training, sources told CNN. 

 

The crash of Train 501 is again raising larger concerns about what many call a failing safety culture at 

Amtrak. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Canada next frontier for shale oil? 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-canada-oil-shale-insight/why-canada-is-the-next-frontier-for-

shale-oil-idUSKBN1FI0G7  

GIST CALGARY, Alberta (Reuters) - The revolution in U.S. shale oil has battered Canada’s energy industry in 

recent years, ending two decades of rapid expansion and job creation in the nation’s vast oil sands. 

 

Now Canada is looking to its own shale fields to repair the economic damage. 

 

Canadian producers and global oil majors are increasingly exploring the Duvernay and Montney 

formations, which they say could rival the most prolific U.S. shale fields. 

 

Canada is the first country outside the United States to see large-scale development of shale resources, 

which already account for 8 percent of total Canadian oil output. China, Russia and Argentina also have 

ample shale reserves but have yet to overcome the obstacles to full commercial development. 

 

Canada, by contrast, offers many of the same advantages that allowed oil firms to launch the shale 

revolution in the United States: numerous private energy firms with appetite for risk; deep capital markets; 

infrastructure to transport oil; low population in regions that contain shale reserves; and plentiful water to 

pump into shale wells. 

 

Together, the Duvernay and Montney formations in Canada hold marketable resources estimated at 500 

trillion cubic feet of natural gas, 20 billion barrels of natural gas liquids and 4.5 billion barrels of oil, 

according to the National Energy Board, a Canadian regulator. 
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“The Montney is thought to have about half the recoverable resources of the whole oil sands region, so it’s 

formidable,” Marty Proctor, chief executive of Calgary-based Seven Generations Energy, told Reuters in 

an interview. 

 

Canada’s shale output stands at about 335,000 bpd, according to energy consultants Wood Mackenzie, 

which forecasts output should grow to 420,000 bpd in a decade. The pace of output growth could quicken 

and the estimated size of the resources could rise as activity picks up and knowledge of the fields 

improves, according to the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers. 

 

Seven Generations and Encana Corp, also based in Calgary, are among leading producers developing the 

two regions. Global majors including Royal Dutch Shell and ConocoPhillips - who pulled back from the 

oil sands last year - are also developing Canadian shale assets. 

 

Chevron Corp announced its first ever Canadian shale development in the Duvernay in November. 

Spokesman Leif Sollid called it one of the most promising shale opportunities in North America. 

ConocoPhillips sees potential for the Montney to deliver significant production and cash flow to the 

company, executive vice president of production drilling and projects Al Hirshberg said in November. 

 

Shell will invest more money this year in the Duvernay than any other shale field except the Permian 

Basin in West Texas, the most productive U.S. shale play, spokesman Cameron Yost said. 

 

“We may learn something in the Permian that becomes applicable in the Montney, and vice versa,” Yost 

said. 

 

The oil sands boom dates back two decades, when improved technology, rising crude prices and fears of 

global oil shortages sparked a rush to develop the world’s third-largest reserves. But in the last five years, 

much of that investment has migrated south as U.S. shale firms pioneered new drilling techniques and 

flooded global oil markets with cheaper-to-produce crude. 

 

The oil sands currently account for two-thirds of Canada’s 4.2 million barrels per day of crude. They will 

continue to contribute heavily to Canada’s energy output because oil sands projects, once built, produce 

for decades. 

 

But the era of oil sands mega-projects will likely end with Suncor Energy’s 190,000 barrel-per-day Fort 

Hills mining project, which started producing this month. 

 

Canadian energy officials are now counting on shale, also known as “tight” oil, to lure new investment. 

 

“Increasingly we are going to see light tight oil and liquids-rich natural gas forming a key part of Alberta’s 

energy future,” said Margaret McCuaig-Boyd, energy minister for the province where the oil sands and 

much of the nation’s shale reserves are located. 
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HEADLINE 01/25 GAO: security clearance process high risk 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/government-accountability-office-breaks-

tradition-name-security-clearance-process-high-n841096  

GIST WASHINGTON — The Government Accountability Office on Thursday warned that the security 

clearance process is one of the most significant “high risks” programs in the U.S. government. 

 

The agency was not due to update its threat list until early next year, but it broke tradition to raise its 

concern with the process that vets employees at government agencies who receive secret and top secret 

security clearances. 
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The announcement follows the release of a Defense Department report on Wednesday that found 165 

defense contractors were able to work for years before it was discovered that they had problems in their 

past, such as committing a felony, that would disqualify them. 

 

“A high-quality and timely personnel security clearance process is essential to minimize the risks of 

unauthorized disclosures of classified information and to help ensure that information about individuals 

with criminal histories or other questionable behavior is identified and assessed,” U.S. Comptroller 

General Gene Dodaro said in a letter released Thursday. 

 

Recent reports from the GAO found that there is a significant backlog in the process, which allows 

unvetted employees to work and receive sensitive information on a provisional basis for years. The 

Department of Defense said their backlog is approximately 700,000 applications long. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Panera recalls cream cheese products 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/panera-bread-recalls-cream-cheese-products-over-

listeria-fears-n841801  

GIST Panera Bread, the soup-and-sandwiches restaurant chain found in shopping centers across the country, said 

it would recall cream cheese products sold in its U.S. cafes over possible Listeria contamination. 

 

The bakery-café chain went ahead with the recall after samples of one type of 2-ounce cream cheese from 

a single production day tested positive for the presence of Listeria monocytogenes, Panera said Sunday in 

its announcement. 

 

The recall covers only cream cheese sold in Panera locations in the United States. It doesn't include Panera 

cafés in Canada or other Panera food products. As of last fall, the chain said it operated about 2,100 

locations. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Dutch face issues w/manmade quakes 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/manmade-quakes-force-dutch-face-future-gas-

52661967  

GIST When Nienke Bastiaans fell in love with and bought a 17th-century thatched house in a rural Dutch 

village, there was one person who warned about possible earthquakes due to gas extraction. 

 

"Nobody listened to him," she said. 

 

Now, 20 years later, thousands of homes in the northeastern Groningen province are facing reinforcement 

or even demolition because of hundreds of small tremors caused by decades of gas extraction. The scope 

of the problem is forcing the Dutch government to confront the prospect of a future without locally 

produced gas and lucrative gas tax revenue years earlier than previously expected. 

 

Bastiaans and her husband Tom Robinson just had the entire front wall of their home reinforced — paid 

for by the gas extraction company — and two chimneys replaced because of fears that another tremor 

could send them crashing through the roof. 

 

The work was completed shortly before a shallow 3.4-magnitude earthquake on Jan. 8 directly under their 

village jolted the region and rekindled calls for the government to end gas extraction. The quake — the 

most powerful to hit the region in five years — triggered nearly 3,000 reports of property damage, 

including a long vertical crack in Zeerijp's historic church tower. 

 

Thousands marched in Groningen on Jan. 19 to protest the gas extraction-caused earthquakes. 
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The quakes occur because gas extraction lowers the pressure in a layer of porous sandstone about 3 

kilometers (1.9 miles) below the Earth's surface. This causes layers in the sandstone to be squashed 

together. If this happens along natural fault lines in the rock, it can cause tension and lead to sudden shifts. 

 

"(The January quake) makes crystal clear the deep impact of the downside of gas extraction on Groningen 

and Groningers. The damage to their houses, the concerns, the feelings of insecurity, but also the lack 

clarity about when their damage will be dealt with," Gerald Schotman, director of the Netherlands 

Petroleum Company, known by its Dutch acronym NAM, said. 

 

But the government can't just order NAM to turn off the gas extraction machinery that dots the flat 

Groningen landscape. Some 90 percent of Dutch homes use the gas and the government has long-term 

contracts to sell gas to neighboring countries. 

 

"They call our gas extraction 'the Dutch disease,'" said Jorien de Lege of Friends of the Earth. "(Gas) gave 

us great wealth, because our governments ... got the revenue from all the gas and so our cities have 

blossomed because of the gas money. And now we've gotten sort of lazy, because every time that we want 

to change something we realize that our whole society is made out of gas." 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Many Puerto Ricans adrift in hotels 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/puerto-ricans-adrift-us-hotels-hurricane-maria-

52675363?   

GIST After they lost their home in Puerto Rico to flooding during Hurricane Maria, Enghie Melendez fled with 

her family to the U.S. mainland with three suitcases and the hope it wouldn't take long to rebuild their 

lives. It hasn't worked out that way. 

 

More than four months later, the family of five is squeezed into two rooms in a hotel in Brooklyn. While 

her husband looks for work, they are stuck in limbo, eating off paper plates and stepping over clothes in 

cramped quarters as they try to get settled in an unfamiliar city. 

 

"After the hurricane hit we told the kids that every day was going to be an adventure, but not like this," 

said the 43-year-old Melendez. "This is turning out to be really hard." 

 

Around the U.S., many Puerto Ricans are similarly adrift in hotels because of the Sept. 20 hurricane. The 

move north spared them from the misery of the storm's aftermath on the island. But the transition has often 

proved to be difficult, disruptive and expensive as people try to find housing, jobs, schools and even 

furniture and clothes to start fresh on the mainland. 

 

Melendez and her family shuffled between staying with relatives to a homeless shelter to a small hotel in 

the Williamsburg section of Brooklyn, forcing her to change schools for her three daughters in the middle 

of the semester. 

 

"The instability is terrible," she said as her husband, who worked as a cook at an Army base near San Juan, 

used a glass bottle to mash plantains to make a traditional Puerto Rican dish. 

 

Adding to the worries for large numbers of Puerto Ricans is that hotel reimbursements from the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency have started to run out and many say they can't afford temporary housing 

without assistance. 

 

"It's stressful," said Yalitza Rodriguez, a 35-year-old from the southern Puerto Rico town of Yauco who 

has been staying at a hotel in Queens with her elderly mother and husband while he looks for work. "If we 

don't get an extension we will have nowhere to live." 
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Maria destroyed between 70,000 and 75,000 homes and damaged an additional 300,000, said Leticia 

Jover, a spokeswoman for Puerto Rico's Housing Department. The effects of the storm included the 

widespread loss of power, which is still not restored in some places. Many businesses closed. The result 

has been an exodus to the mainland. 

 

The Center for Puerto Rican Studies at Hunter College estimated in an October study that between 

114,000 and 213,000 Puerto Ricans would move to the U.S. mainland over the next 12 months. Most were 

expected to settle in Florida, followed by Pennsylvania, Texas and New York. 

 

FEMA says there are nearly 4,000 families, more than 10,000 people, receiving hotel assistance from the 

agency in 42 states because their homes in Puerto Rico are too damaged to occupy. The agency has set 

March 20 as a deadline for the program to end overall but all cases are reviewed for eligibility every 30 

days. It's impossible to know how many are in temporary housing without any aid or staying with families. 

 

Leslie Rivera, from the central town of Caguas, has been shuffling among hotels in Tampa, Florida, since 

December with her three kids, ages 13, 10 and 2. She was approved for subsidized housing and expects to 

be settled soon but it has been difficult. 

 

"I feel like I am on the streets because I have no clothes. I have nothing for my kids," the 35-year-old said 

with tears in her eyes. 

 

Marytza Sanz, president of Latino Leadership Orlando, which has been helping displaced families, said 

many don't know where they will go after FEMA stops paying for their rooms. 

 

"There are people with five dollars in their pockets," she said. "They can't buy detergent, deodorant, 

medicine." 

 

In Kissimmee, in central Florida, Desiree Torres feels nervous. She has spent more than two months in a 

hotel with her three children. She says she can't find a job and several local shelters have told her there is 

no space for her and her children. 

 

"I can't sleep at night," said the 30-year-old Torres, who lost her home in Las Piedras, a southeastern town 

near where the eye of the storm first crossed the island. "I'm worried about my kids." 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Floodwaters peak Paris; threaten Normandy 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/floodwaters-hit-peak-paris-now-threaten-normandy-

52676825?   

GIST Floodwaters have reached a peak in Paris and are now threatening towns downstream along the rain-

engorged Seine River. 

 

The national flood monitoring agency Vigicrues said the water levels hit a maximum height of 5.84 meters 

(19 feet, 2 inches) on the Austerlitz scale early Monday. That's below initial fears last week, and well 

below record levels of 8.62 meters in 1910. 

 

But weeks of heavy rains have swollen the Seine and its tributaries, forcing road closures, engulfing scenic 

embankments and halting river boat cruises through the French capital. 

 

The waters are expected to stay unusually high for days or weeks. 

 

The floods have caused damage in 242 towns along the river, and are now threatening more towns as the 

Seine heads downstream west of Paris toward Normandy and the English Channel. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Russia: arrests in anti-govt. protests 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/top-putin-opponent-arrested-amid-anti-government-

protests/story?id=52663068&cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A top Russian opponent of President Vladimir Putin was arrested and violently dragged into a van by 

police today amid protests around the country against the lack of political competition in presidential 

elections this year. 

 

Alexey Navalny, an anti-corruption campaigner who has become Putin’s most substantial political 

challenger, was arrested in Moscow as demonstrations in his support were held in cities around Russia. At 

least 243 people overall were arrested in the protests. 

 

"I was detained," Navalny tweeted in Russian after his arrest. "It does not matter ... You don't go for me, 

but for yourself and your future." 

 

Navalny also tweeted a video of his arrest and photos from the protests. 

 

Navalny was recently barred from running for president because of a fraud conviction that is widely 

believed to be trumped up. In response, he called for a “voter strike,” including protests and an election 

boycott. 

 

Today's demonstrations are the first major protests since Russia’s election season formally began and since 

Navalny was barred by authorities from running. 

 

The protests were held despite authorities' banning such rallies in Moscow, St. Petersburg and other cities. 

 

Earlier Sunday, police broke in the door of Navalny’s office in Moscow, claiming there was a bomb threat 

inside. In the days ahead of the protests, police had repeatedly searched his offices in different cities and 

detained several organizers. 

 

Protests began early today in Russia’s far east, which is many hours ahead of Moscow. Video from the 

Siberian city of Novosibirsk appears to show a few hundred people marching with banners in ferociously-

cold temperatures. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Growls grow over Delta’s animal rule 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/business/travel/growls-are-growing-over-delta-s-new-rules-flying-service-

n841376  

GIST Travelers and advocates are baring their teeth at Delta's new rule that passengers with service animals 

must submit paperwork two full days before flying. 

 

While some fliers are cheering Delta Air Lines’ new, stricter rules for those traveling with service or 

emotional support animals, many long-time guide dog users and organizations that advocate for travelers 

with disabilities say the guidelines, which require added documentation and pre-planning, are over-

reaching, discriminatory and illegal. 

 

Citing a significant increase in the numbers and types of “comfort” animals passengers bring on planes — 

and an 84 percent increase in reported animal incidents such as urinating/defecating, biting and attacks — 

Delta announced last week that certification of a flyer’s need for an animal and proof of an animal’s 

training and vaccinations will be required for both service and emotional support animals. 

 

However, organizations such as The National Federation of the Blind believe elements of Delta’s policy, 

which goes into effect March 1, violate the Department of Transportation’s Air Carrier Access Act. 
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“We are particularly troubled by the requirement that guide dog users submit paperwork to Delta 48 hours 

before flying,” the NFB said in a statement, noting that “Travelers without guide dogs are not required to 

plan their travel 48 hours in advance.” 

 

The 48-hour ‘intent-to-fly’ requirement means guide dog users "will no longer be able to fly on Delta for 

family, medical or other emergencies,” said the NFB. 

 

“We stand with NFB,” said Eric Lipp, Executive Director of the Open Doors Organization. “People with 

properly trained service animals are being punished by Delta.” 

 

Noting that it has “long been concerned with the abuse and fraud of animals purporting to be service or 

support animals,” the American Council of the Blind also said Delta’s revised policy discriminates against 

passengers with legitimate service dogs and makes travel more difficult for individuals who rely on their 

service animals for travel. 

 

“I sympathize with the airlines,” said Pat Pound, a disability consultant who is blind and travels with a 

guide dog. “More people are cheating. Airlines are trying to maintain the system. But I don’t think Delta’s 

new policies will address the problem. And, as a person with a disability, I’ll end up being penalized.” 

 

An on-line petition with more than 75,000 signatures is asking Delta not to make it harder for people to 

travel with emotional support animals — but other airlines are already exploring following Delta’s lead. 

 

“We agree with Delta’s efforts,” American Airlines said in a statement. “We are looking at additional 

requirements to help protect our team members and our customers who have a real need for a trained 

service or support animal.” The carrier said from 2016 to 2017 it saw an almost 15 percent increase in the 

number of customers traveling with emotional support animals. 

 

United Airlines is reviewing its existing policy on service and emotional support animals, said airline 

spokesman Charles Hobart. “This is something that is important to our employees and to our customers, 

including those with disabilities and those who do not have disabilities,” he said. “We understand this 

needs to be resolved soon.” 

 

The Department of Transportation had planned to draft new rules on service animals by July 2017, but 

those guidelines have yet to be released. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Steady rain, showers, more steady rain 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/sick-of-rain-sorry-theres-more-in-the-pipeline/  

GIST Another atmospheric river is headed for Western Washington, bringing warmer temperatures and heavy 

rain and threatening to raise some rivers close to flood level. 

 

The soggy system is expected to smack the region Sunday afternoon, with the brunt of the moisture 

initially headed north to Vancouver Island. By Monday, though, the fire hose could swing south and 

drench communities north of Seattle, according to the National Weather Service. 

 

Even in Seattle, a half-inch or more of rain is expected by early Tuesday. 

 

On the Olympic Peninsula, between 1 and 4 inches of precipitation is likely. Parts of Skagit and Whatcom 

counties could get 1.4 to 3.6 inches. 

 

“It won’t be one, prolonged rain event,” said National Weather Service meteorologist Art Gaebel. “It’ll be: 

Steady rain. Showers. And steady rain again.” 
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And that’s on top of a series of systems that already has left the lowlands soaked and the mountains 

snowbound. 

 

Since Jan. 23, the Mount Baker ski area had received 73 inches of snow as of Saturday afternoon, Gaebel 

said. During the same period, Snoqualmie Pass got 43 inches and Stevens Pass got 37 inches. 

 

Sunday will be mostly showery before the storm rolls in, Gaebel said. 

 

Depending on where the heaviest rain falls, some rivers and streams could be pushed close to flood level, 

particularly the Skokomish River in Mason County, the weather service warned Saturday. And the added 

moisture will boost the risk of landslides. 

 

Wind gusts up to 40 mph flared across the Puget Sound region on Saturday, triggering small power 

outages in Seattle, Bellevue, Mercer Island, Bainbridge Island, Vashon Island and elsewhere. In Tacoma, 

the winds sent a large tree toppling onto a house near Wright Park. Residents were home, but no one was 

hurt. 

 

Gusts up to 50 mph were recorded in Mason County. 

 

By Tuesday the heavy rain will abate, to be replaced by the normal status quo of showers and more 

showers. 

 

“For now,” said the NWS forecast discussion for Saturday afternoon, “there is at least a chance of rain 

each day (next week) although precipitation totals look light.” 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Italy: 800 migrants rescued from sea 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/italy-800-migrants-rescued-bodies-found-

mediterranean-52652417?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Italian coast guard says it has helped coordinate the rescue of some 800 migrants on the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

 

The coast guard said they were spotted in five boats, including two rubber dinghies, on Saturday. 

 

It said seven children who had water in their lungs were taken by helicopter to the nearest hospital that 

could treat them, located in Sfax, Tunisia. The coast guard also said two bodies were recovered. 

 

Hundreds of thousands of migrants have been rescued at sea in recent years and taken to ports in southern 

Italy. Some are seeking refuge from armed conflicts, while many others, particularly from sub-Saharan 

Africa, are economic migrants likely to be found ineligible for asylum in Europe. 

 

Human traffickers launch overcrowded, unseaworthy boats from Libya and other countries with 

Mediterranean coastlines. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 More lawsuits over opioid crisis 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/882146/more-washington-cities-sue-drugmakers-over-opioid-crisis/  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — Skagit County and three cities located within it are the latest jurisdictions in 

Washington state to sue drugmakers over the opioid crisis. 

 

Mount Vernon, Burlington and Sedro Woolley joined the county in filing a federal lawsuit in Seattle 

Friday against Purdue Pharma, Endo and Janssen, three of the primary manufacturers of prescription 
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painkillers. 

 

The cities of Everett and Tacoma have also filed federal lawsuits against the drug companies, but those 

cases have been transferred to U.S. District Court in Cleveland, Ohio, which is overseeing dozens of 

similar cases. 

 

Seattle and Washington state have also sued the companies, but in state court. 

 

Skagit County Chief criminal deputy prosecutor Rosemary Kaholokula says the companies provided false 

information to doctors and patients about the safety of the drugs. She notes that more than 125,000 opioid 

prescriptions were written in Skagit County in 2014 — more prescriptions than there are residents of the 

county. 

 

The drug companies have disputed the allegations. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Snohomish Co. homeowners tax spike 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/881848/tax-bill-snohomish-county-27-percent/  

GIST Homeowners in Snohomish County could see a 16-percent increase on their property tax bills when 

they’re mailed out next month. 

 

The Daily Herald reports the bill for the average-valued home will increase by $600 compared to 2017. 

 

“I’m trying hard to get information out to the public so they’re aware of the changes and aware of the 

impact,” Snohomish County Assessor Linda Hjelle told The Herald. “As soon as we got the numbers, I 

wanted to get them out to the public.” 

 

Lake Stevens homeowners will see the biggest increase — 27.7 percent — and Lynnwood, Mountlake 

Terrace, and Brier will see a 20 percent increase, according to the Daily. In Woodway, where the average 

home is assessed at $1.3 million, residents will experience the lowest tax increase at 2.5 percent. 

 

Why the drastic change? 

 

Snohomish County homeowners are paying an extra 82 cents per $1,000 worth of assessed property value 

to pay for changes in state education funding largely fueled by the Supreme Court ruling in the McCleary 

case, the Daily reports. That and other increases in local municipalities for education levies and fire 

protection. 

 

A little relief is expected in 2019 when a state cap of local levies is supposed to keep the combined state 

and local tax bill for education below or at 2017 levels in Everett, Mukilteo, Sultan and other school 

districts, according to the Daily. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 WA DOL emergency rule takes effect 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/wa-dol-to-stop-requiring-place-of-birth-in-application-

process/281-511932313  

GIST Starting Friday, Washington residents who apply for a standard driver license, instruction permit and ID 

card will no longer be required to provide their place of birth as part of the application process. 

 

Earlier this month, The Seattle Times reported that the Washington Department of Licensing (DOL) had 

been giving residents' personal information to federal immigration-enforcement officers, who used that 

information to arrest and deport people under the President Trump's immigration policies. 
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A spokesperson for Governor Jay Inslee's Office said until they were questioned by the Times, they hadn't 

understood the extent of DOL's cooperation with ICE. 

 

“We’ve asked them to stop what they’re doing at this point,” spokeswoman Jaime Smith had said. 

 

On January 19, DOL filed emergency rule-making to immediately end the collection of information not 

required by state or federal statute. The change took effect Friday, January 26. 

 

The emergency rule lasts 120 days. During that time, DOL plans to permanently eliminate place of birth as 

a requirement to apply for a driver license or ID card. 

 

"DOL is taking these actions to ensure the agency is safeguarding personal information that can be used to 

determine immigration status and to uphold the intent of Governor Inslee’s Executive Order 17-01, 

Reaffirming Washington’s Commitment to Tolerance, Diversity, and Inclusiveness," DOL said a press 

release. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 State tsunami risks only half-mapped 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/disaster/washington-states-tsunami-risks-only-half-

mapped/281-511934103  

GIST Washington state's tsunami risks are only half-mapped, and more money is needed to finish the job. 

 

The Washington Department of Natural Resources is asking for $543,200 over the next two years to hire 

three additional staff members to finish mapping the state's tsunami risks. Beyond that, another $493,200 

is needed each year to maintain the mapping project as new fault lines are discovered, and the state's 

tsunami risks keep evolving. 

 

There are a number of tsunami inundation maps for more populated areas along Washington's outer and 

north coasts. These include Bellingham and other exposed places where a tsunami generated along the 

Cascadia Subduction Zone near our continental shelf, or other locations around the Pacific Rim, could 

reach. 

 

But there's also believed to be a tsunami risk from the Seattle Fault, which could envelop lowlands in 

Seattle such as Harbor Island and SODO. Everett and other low-lying lands around Puget Sound are also 

considered vulnerable. 

 

"We need to get full coverage for the entire state," Corina Forson, the state's chief hazard geologist, said. 

 

She says while some areas were mapped with federal money at least a decade ago, those scenarios didn't 

necessarily incorporate worst-case scenarios. Those scenarios include a very large tsunami every 2,500 

years. They also include tsunamis waves -- still 100 feet or so high -- from more typical earthquakes off 

our coast. Those can happen every 250 to 500 years. 

 

It so happens January 26, 1700, was our last major earthquake and tsunami -- 318 years ago, Friday. 

Scientists say the next one could come anytime. Nobody can say. 

 

Washington found itself on a tsunami watch on Tuesday after a 7.9 magnitude earthquake in the Gulf of 

Alaska. Because of the nature of the earthquake on a strike-slip fault, only a tiny tsunami was generated. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Massive oil spill East China Sea 
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SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-shipping-spill/how-sanchis-spill-could-spread-

idUSKBN1FF1AK  

GIST (Reuters) - The worst tanker oil spill in decades is unfolding across hundreds of miles of the East China 

Sea after an Iranian oil tanker carrying more than 100,000 tonnes of toxic oil collided with a freighter and 

exploded, killing all 32 crew onboard. The ship burned, spewing its cargo, for more than a week before 

sinking in the waters between China, Japan and South Korea. 

 

The Panama-registered Sanchi was carrying the equivalent of nearly 1 million barrels of ultra-light crude, 

plus its own fuel, to South Korea. According to the International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation, the 

collision led to the worst tanker spill in 35 years. 

 

Authorities have had trouble pinning down how big the spill is, as it changes by the day amid strong ocean 

currents. But concerns are growing about the potential impact to key fishing grounds and sensitive marine 

ecosystems off Japan and South Korea, which lie in the projected path of the oil, according to Britain’s 

National Oceanography Centre. 

 

“An updated emergency ocean model simulation shows that waters polluted by the sinking Sanchi oil 

tanker could reach Japan within a month,” the center said a report posted on January 16. “The revised 

simulations suggest that pollution from the spill may be distributed much further and faster than previously 

thought, and that larger areas of the coast may be impacted.” 
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HEADLINE 01/26 UN: growing malnutrition in Venezuela 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/latino/malnutrition-crisis-venezuela-rises-unicef-officials-say-

n841301  

GIST GENEVA - The United Nations children's agency UNICEF said on Friday it was seeing clear signs of a 

growing malnutrition crisis in Venezuela, but it lacks data to give precise information and to tackle the 

problem effectively. 

 

"While precise figures are unavailable because of very limited official health or nutrition data, there are 

clear signs that the crisis is limiting children’s access to quality health services, medicines and food," 

UNICEF spokesman Christophe Boulierac told a regular U.N. briefing in Geneva. 

 

Venezuela's government has not published data on wasting - a low weight to height ratio in children under 

five - since 2009, when the figure was 3.2 percent. Aid agency Caritas put the figure at 15.5 percent last 

August, UNICEF said. 

 

“When it’s about fighting child malnutrition, it’s not a time for discussing, it’s time for action," Boulierac 

said. "Acting to fight malnutrition requires data, and there’s not enough official data right now and there’s 

not enough coordination.” 

 

He said he had no information to suggest that UNICEF was being prevented from doing its work, and it 

was not uncommon to have a lack of data. 

 

The government of President Nicolas Maduro says Venezuela is fighting a U.S.-led right-wing conspiracy 

determined to end socialism in Latin America, hobble Venezuela's economy, and steal its oil wealth. 

 

But critics say Maduro, who succeeded Hugo Chavez in 2013 and and is seeking re-election, has ruined a 

once prosperous oil economy, turned Venezuela into a dictatorship and skewed the election system to 

perpetuate power for his Socialist Party. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Cop cleared killing unarmed teen 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/protests-after-conn-officer-cleared-in-unarmed-teens-killing/  

GIST HARTFORD, Conn. -- A Connecticut police officer who killed an unarmed teenager and wounded a man 

in a traffic stop shooting was cleared of wrongdoing on Friday, sparking protests by relatives and other 

supporters. 

 

Waterbury State's Attorney Maureen Platt said in her investigation report that Bridgeport rookie officer 

James Boulay was justified when he shot 15-year-old Jayson Negron and 21-year-old Julian Fyffe in May. 

 

Supporters of Negron have called for a murder charge against Boulay. They dispute police Chief Armando 

Perez's account that Boulay opened fire when a stolen SUV driven by Negron suddenly went into reverse 

and struck Boulay. 

 

Fyffe was a passenger in the SUV. He has said he and Negron were left bleeding on the street for nearly 

20 minutes before they received medical attention. 

 

"Jayson Negron died tragically on May 9, 2017, after being shot by Officer James Boulay," Platt wrote in 

her report. "However ... Officer James Boulay reasonably believed that the use of deadly force was 

necessary to defend himself from the use of deadly force - that being the Subaru operated by Jayson 

Negron." 

 

Family and supporters of Negron and Fyffe rallied outside Platt's office Friday and criticized the 

investigation. Another protest was planned for later in the day. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Bay Area: 7 quakes in a week 

SOURCE http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/San-Jose-earthquake-brings-Bay-Area-total-to-7-in-

12527849.php  

GIST In a week littered with earthquakes and even a tsunami watch along the California coast, the Bay Area 

experienced yet another, yet softer quake on Thursday night. 

 

A 2.9 magnitude earthquake struck the Seven Trees neighborhood of south San Jose at 11:22 p.m., 

according to the United States Geological Survey. 

 

The quake had a depth of 5.4 kilometers. There were no reports of aftershocks or damage reports, 

according to the USGS. 

 

On Tuesday, a 7.9 magnitude earthquake struck the Gulf of Alaska in the early morning hours, prompting 

a tsunami watch in California that was canceled within three hours. 

 

Two days later, two earthquakes above 5.0 magnitude occurred off the coast of Humboldt County. 

 

The USGS reports seven earthquakes in the Bay Area in the last seven days, and 26 during the last month. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Schools close as flu epidemic spreads 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/as-flu-spreads-schools-close-in-at-least-11-states-1516984718  

GIST Schools in at least 11 states have closed as the worst flu epidemic in nearly a decade intensifies. 

 

The dominant strain of flu this season, H3N2, known for being particularly virulent, has resulted in the 

deaths of at least 37 children and is expected to cause more as the epidemic persists several more weeks, 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention projected on Friday. 
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Seven children died this week, authorities said. Hospitalizations, a predictor of the death rate, rose to 41.9 

people per 100,000, up from 36.9 the week before. 

 

An estimated total number of deaths due to the flu won’t be available until next season, according to the 

CDC. Outpatient hospital visits by people with the flu have been skyrocketing for several weeks, and as of 

mid-January had surpassed every season except 2009-10, when a new strain of flu caused a global 

pandemic. 

 

Some states are tracking flu-related deaths. Texas is reporting 2,355 flu-related deaths from October 

through December. The state expects that number to rise dramatically, but said it was too early to tell if it 

will exceed last season’s flu-related death toll of about 9,500. 

 

The flu is particularly hard to fight this year because the H3N2 strain tends to strike the elderly and 

children hard. People over age 65, and between the ages of 50 and 64, are being hospitalized at higher 

rates, the CDC said. 

 

Schools closed anywhere from a day to a week due to widespread absenteeism as administrators try to stop 

the spread of the virus and disinfect buildings. Several school administrators said they have never seen 

closures of this scale. 

 

Gulf District Schools in Port St. Joe, Fla., closed its four campuses Friday after about 20% of its 1,900 

students missed school on three consecutive days this week due to flulike symptoms. 

 

“We have taken the steps necessary to act in the best interest of children,” said Jim Norton, superintendent 

of Gulf District Schools. About 25% of his staff also was out sick or taking care of sick children. “We’re 

going to do a deep cleaning of the schools.” 

 

States with schools that have closed include Texas, Illinois, Oklahoma, Idaho, North Carolina, Tennessee, 

Florida, Alabama, Kentucky, Michigan and Missouri. 

 

The Melissa Independent School District in Melissa, Texas, plans to stay closed through Monday to 

disinfect schools. Duncan Middle School in Duncan, Okla., was closed on Friday. The Illinois 

Mathematics and Science Academy in Aurora, Ill., closed this past Monday for a week due to high levels 

of influenza cases. 

 

Gunter Independent School District in Gunter, Texas, reopened Wednesday after closing for a week after 

about 27% of its students, or 253, missed school. A vast majority of students had flu or flu-like symptoms, 

but some stayed away to avoid getting sick or had other illnesses, said Jill Siler, the district’s 

superintendent. 

 

It was a tough decision to close without notice, Dr. Siler said. “We closed to stop the cycle,” she added. 

“We’re talking about almost a third of our population.” The time off also allowed a professional company 

to come in and clean all schools. “Every single piece in every single classroom was disinfected.” 
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HEADLINE 01/27 CDC: flu season worst since 2009 

SOURCE http://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/371021-cdc-this-flu-season-worst-since-2009-swine-flu-pandemic  

GIST Federal health officials warned Friday that this year's flu outbreak is more severe than any other since the 

2009 swine flu pandemic, and that its intensity is still increasing.  

 

Officials at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) said in a phone call with reporters that 

the number of people experiencing flu-like symptoms is increasing. Hospitalizations for influenza are also 

rising.  
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What's more, flu activity has stayed at the same level nationwide for about three weeks, said Dr. Dan 

Jernigan, the director of the CDC’s Influenza Division. That sets it apart from many flu seasons, in which 

activity wanes in certain parts of the U.S.  

 

"We often see different parts of the country 'light up' at different times, but for the past 3 weeks, the entire 

country has been experiencing lots of flu, all at the same time," he said.  

 

The deaths of seven children from the flu were reported to the CDC this week, bringing the total number 

of child deaths this flu season to 37, CDC Director Dr. Brenda Fitzgerald said.  

 

Perhaps driving the latest increase in those reporting flu-like symptoms is the influx of kids returning to 

school after winter vacations, Jernigan said, pointing to a higher rate of flu cases in children.  

 

The number of people who have gone to see a doctor for influenza-like illness also rose this week to 6.6 

percent. That means that 6.6 percent of all people who went to clinics or emergency rooms had a flu-like 

illness.  

 

The number of people going to see doctors for such illnesses is at its highest rate since the 2009 swine flu 

outbreak, when it rose to 7.7 percent, Jernigan said. 

 

Most people with the flu this season are infected with the H3N2 virus, one of the most severe — and 

deadly — strains of the seasonal flu. What's more, Jernigan said, the 2017 to 2018 flu season likely still 

has weeks to go. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Boat capsizes off Yemen; migrants drown 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/26/middleeast/yemen-migrants-boat-capsize-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)At least 30 refugees and migrants drowned off the coast of war-torn Yemen after their boat 

capsized amid reports of gunfire being used by traffickers, the United Nations said Friday. 

 

The overcrowded boat, which had more than 150 Somalis and Ethiopians on board, left from near the city 

of Aden on Tuesday headed across the Gulf of Aden toward Djibouti, said the UN's International 

Organization for Migration, citing survivors. 

 

"The vessel is believed to have been operated by unscrupulous smugglers who were attempting to take 

refugees and migrants to Djibouti, while also trying to extort more money from these refugees and 

migrants," an IOM statement said. 

 

"The boat capsized amid reports of gunfire being used against the passengers." 

 

About two-thirds of the passengers were Ethiopian and a third were Somali, the IOM said. It and partner 

organizations have been helping survivors with food, water and medical help. 

 

Speaking at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, on Friday, IOM Director William Lacy 

Swing said the organization was "deeply troubled" by the latest report from Yemen. "As we have been 

saying for almost five years now, the preservation of human life is our utmost priority everywhere," he 

said. 

 

According to a report this month by the UN refugee agency, UNHCR, there are currently more than 

280,000 refugees and asylum seekers from other countries in Yemen, traditionally a transit hub for people 

fleeing the Horn of Africa. 

 

Some 5,000 more arrive by sea each month -- unaccompanied children among them -- despite Yemen's 
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prolonged civil war and rapidly deteriorating humanitarian conditions, the UN agency said. While many 

hope simply to transit through the country, on arrival they face the threat of abduction, extortion, physical 

abuse and arbitrary detention, the report said. 

 

Some later seek to flee again, putting their lives in the hands of people smugglers. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 US, SKorea military exercises to resume 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/26/asia/us-south-korea-military-exercises-olympics/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Joint military exercises involving tens of thousands of troops from the United States and South 

Korea are set to resume after the 2018 Winter Olympics, a South Korean defense official said Friday. 

 

The US and South Korea agreed to put the annual military drills on hold after North and South Korea 

announced they were talking for the first time in two years. The initial talks involved the North's proposal 

to send an Olympic delegation to the Games in Pyeongchang, South Korea. 

 

The exercises, code-named Key Resolve and Foal Eagle, are carried out annually in March and April, 

usually drawing a fierce response from the North Korean regime. 

 

During last year's drills, Pyongyang launched multiple missile tests and held a massive artillery exercise at 

the end of April. 

 

"Though it is too early to disclose the exact date and size of the planned joint exercises, they will be 

carried out after the Olympics," Choi Hyun-soo, spokeswoman for South Korea's Ministry of National 

Defense, told reporters. 

 

The 2018 Winter Olympics close at the end of February while the Winter Paralympics wrap up with a 

closing ceremony on March 18. 

 

When confirming plans to resume the exercises, US Joint Staff Director Lt. Gen. Kenneth F. Mackenzie 

told reporters Thursday the drills would start "immediately" after the Olympics. 

 

A separate South Korean defense official told CNN the joint exercises would not be scaled back despite 

the unusual delay. 

 

"The Key Resolve and Foal Eagle exercises will not be downsized nor (will the) exercises be merged into 

one," he said. 

 

North Korean state media KCNA released a statement from the country's permanent representative to the 

UN saying any new military drills would harm relations with Seoul. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Billionaire Saudi prince out detention 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/27/middleeast/saudi-prince-freed/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A billionaire and influential Saudi prince arrested in an anti-corruption sweep nearly three months 

ago was released Saturday, a source close to the prince told CNN. 

 

Prince Alwaleed bin Talal was among 17 princes and top officials arrested November 4 in the Saudi 

government crackdown. 

 

Alwaleed. a grandson of Saudi Arabia's founder, King Abdulaziz Al Saud, was being held at the Ritz-

Carlton in Riyadh during his detention. 
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The prince does not hold a government position. 

 

But his personal fortune is estimated at more than $17 billion, according to Forbes, and his investment 

portfolio has made him an important voice inside his home country. 

 

It is not known why and under what circumstances he was released. 

 

Three weeks after the sweep, senior Saudi Prince Miteb bin Abdullah was released, a source close to the 

government told CNN. An undisclosed financial settlement was agreed to secure the powerful prince's 

release, the source said. Prince Miteb is the son of Saudi King Salman's predecessor, the late King 

Abdullah. 

 

King Salman ordered the anti-corruption initiative as part of an "active reform agenda aimed at tackling a 

persistent problem that has hindered development efforts in the Kingdom in recent decades," a Saudi 

Ministry of Communications and Information Technology statement said. 

 

After the anti-corruption arrests, the kingdom's top legal official said investigations had revealed that "at 

least $100 billion has been misused through systematic corruption and embezzlement over several 

decades." 

 

Saudi Arabia is using cash recovered from officials and princes arrested in the crackdown to ease the pain 

of austerity. 

 

The kingdom's anti-corruption committee, headed by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, carried out 

the arrests. He is seen as a power behind the King and a supporter of reforms. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Biggest infrastructure nightmare 

SOURCE http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/news/economy/northeast-corridor/index.html  

GIST Deep underneath the Hudson River between Manhattan and New Jersey lies a century-old rail tunnel, 

heavily damaged during Superstorm Sandy, that still carries 200,000 riders per day. 

 

Engineers say the tunnel should be replaced as soon as possible, at a cost of $12.7 billion. In 2015, the 

Obama administration agreed to supply half the funding for it, and designs are nearly complete. But in 

December, President Trump's Federal Transit Administration sent a letter to the Port Authority of New 

York and New Jersey declaring the deal "nonexistent." 

 

Local officials were flabbergasted, and are ringing alarm bells about the potential consequences of further 

delay: A failure could shut down the system for months and throw the region's commuters into chaos. 

 

"We already knew we had a capacity problem, and that it was choking economic growth," says Tom 

Wright, president of the Regional Plan Association, an independent think tank focusing on challenges 

facing the New York area. "Now we have the imminent threat of losing that connection. It's like playing 

Russian roulette with the economy of the Northeast." 

 

The Gateway project — a collection of upgrades along a 10-mile span including the Hudson Tunnel — is 

just one among many desperately needed infrastructure priorities that have been in limbo under the Trump 

administration. 

 

But Gateway is also key to the entire rail network from Washington, D.C. to Boston, known as the 

Northeast Corridor, which carries 800,000 people daily. According to the federally-chartered Northeast 

Corridor Commission, a shutdown of the service would cost the economy $100 million per day. 
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And the Hudson tunnel isn't the only point of possible failure: A handful of connections, including a 

bridge over the Susquehanna River in Maryland, and the Baltimore & Potomac tunnel, are in poor shape as 

well. 

 

"Does it matter to the federal government that the Northeast Corridor is a functioning place? I think you 

could make the argument that it does," says Robert Puentes, director of the nonprofit Eno Center for 

Transportation. "We don't seem to recognize the disproportionate influence that some projects have. This 

isn't just a project for New York and New Jersey, this is a project for the country." 
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HEADLINE 01/27 US, Poland oppose Russia pipeline 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-poland-oppose-gas-pipeline-linking-russia-

germany-52649375  

GIST The United States and Poland on Saturday took a strong stand against a planned gas pipeline linking 

Russia to Germany, saying it is part of a Kremlin scheme to politicize energy and undermine attempts to 

make Europe less dependent on Moscow. 

 

U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and Polish Foreign Minister Foreign Minister Jacek Czaputowicz, 

after meeting in Warsaw, denounced the pipeline, which would bypass Poland and leave Central Europe 

vulnerable to Russian pressure. 

 

Tillerson said the pipeline was "not a healthy piece of infrastructure" for Europe's energy stability. 

 

"Like Poland, the United States opposes the Nord Stream 2 pipeline," Tillerson said at a news conference 

with his counterpart. "We see it as undermining Europe's overall energy security and stability and 

providing Russia yet another tool to politicize energy as a political tool." 

 

The pipeline would be the second to carry Russian gas directly to Germany and Western Europe via the 

Baltic Sea instead of through Poland and Ukraine. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 India army shooting kills 2 in Kashmir 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/police-indian-army-shooting-kills-kashmir-

52649295?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Indian soldiers opened fire on protesters in the disputed region of Kashmir on Saturday, killing two young 

men and wounding several others, police said. 

 

The protesters threw stones at the soldiers as their convoy was passing through a village in southern 

Shopian, prompting them to open fire, police said. Police said several people were wounded, one critically, 

and taken to hospitals. Villagers put the number of wounded at nine. 

 

As the news of the killings spread, hundreds hit the streets chanting anti-India slogans and demanding an 

end to Indian rule. Rebel groups demand that Kashmir be united either under Pakistani rule or as an 

independent country, a view that is widespread even among civilians in the region. 

 

Tension in Shopian was already running high after government forces killed two local rebels and a teenage 

boy during a gun battle Wednesday. One of the slain rebels was from the village where Saturday's 

shooting took place. 

 

India's military said in a statement that the soldiers came under "intense stone pelting" and the crowd 

caused "extensive damage and tried to set ablaze" four vehicles in the convoy. It said seven soldiers were 

injured and said protesters also tried to lynch an officer. 
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"The army was constrained to open fire in self-defense," the statement said. 

 

Separatist leaders who challenge India's sovereignty over Kashmir and fight New Delhi's rule politically 

called for a general strike Sunday in response to the killings. 

 

In recent years, Kashmiris, mainly youths, have displayed open solidarity with anti-India rebels and sought 

to protect them by engaging troops in street clashes during military operations against the militants. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Hindu, Muslim riot northern India 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/indian-police-stop-hindu-muslim-rioting-killed-

52647164?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Indian police rushed security forces to a northern town where a clash between Hindu and Muslim groups 

left one person dead and three others injured during India's National Day celebrations, police said 

Saturday. 

 

Uttar Pradesh state police spokesman Rahul Srivastava said the two groups shot guns and attacked each 

other with rocks on Friday in Kasganj, a small town in the state. The town is nearly 340 kilometers (210 

miles) northwest of Lucknow, the state capital. 

 

The rioting erupted as members of some hard-line Hindu groups marched through a Muslim-dominated 

area of the small town. Police closed schools on Saturday and banned the assembly of more than five 

people in the town. 

 

But a fresh round of violence briefly hit the town on Saturday after the funeral of the 16-year-old who was 

killed the day earlier. 

 

A group of people damaged and set fire to at least three shops and one bus before police dispersed them, 

the state police said. Nine people were arrested for rioting, police said. 

 

Muslims comprise nearly 14 percent of India's nearly 1.3 billion people. The two communities largely live 

peacefully, but simmering tensions lead to clashes at times. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 ISIS, other jihadists increase bitcoin use 

SOURCE http://www.jpost.com/Middle-East/ISIS-Threat/ISIS-other-jihadists-increase-Bitcoin-use-after-fall-

of-Caliphate-540079  

GIST ISIS and other jihadists’ use of the digital currency Bitcoin is a trend that “has been growing and taking 

shape” in recent months, “and now holds a prominent presence online.” 

 

This is the conclusion of a report obtained exclusively by The Jerusalem Post. The report was issued by 

the IDC Herzliya International Institute for Counter-Terrorism’s (ICT) cyber desk, with input from ICT 

deputy director Dr. Eitan Azani and cyber-desk coordinator Nadine Liv.  

 

Some of the ongoing ISIS and jihadist use of Bitcoin discussed in the report include fund-raising websites’ 

efforts to stay afloat after the fall of Raqqa in October 2017; terrorist fund-raising in Gaza; a recently 

busted money-laundering operation in the US; and examples where Bitcoin was used to fund infamous 

terrorist attacks. 
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The report starts by recounting that in the summer of 2014, an important article titled “Bitcoin wa Sadaqat 

al-Jihad” was published in an online blog. The article set forth the various strategic reasons for jihadists to 

use Bitcoin. 

 

The article “promotes the use of Bitcoin virtual currency as a means of limiting economic support for 

infidels and circumventing the Western banking system, which limits donations for jihad through 

restrictions on the financial system.” 

 

It recommends using Bitcoin, “for ideological-religious reasons as well as for its technological 

characteristics, and insists on the advantages of the system that enables the issuing of this currency.”  

 

It further says the cryptocurrency’s advantages include: “prevention of counterfeiting; it is anonymous and 

untraceable; it is not subject to legislation; and it has global distribution.” 

 

Jihadists like Bitcoin because through its use they can avoid paying taxes to Western and other non-

jihadist governments and avoid legal exposure. 

 

The ICT report notes that Bitcoin is transferred from one user to another “without systemic intercession, 

such as eBay or PayPal, while relying on a decentralized system; it does not have security weaknesses and 

cannot be hacked.” 

 

Jumping forward, the report discusses the Akhbar al-Muslimin website, which publishes news from 

Islamic State. Analysts were asking if ISIS would survive the October 2017 fall of Raqqa; by November 

2017, the ISIS propaganda site had launched an online fund-raising campaign. 

 

The site’s operators “attached a link to each published news report encouraging donations using Bitcoin 

virtual currency for the purpose of operating the site.” 

 

In December, the Meir Amit Intelligence and Terrorism Information Center found that clicking on the link 

led to a dedicated donations page on a Bitcoin trading site called CoinGate. When ICT independently 

examined the issue on January 16, it found that the link no longer directs to CoinGate, showing how 

quickly ISIS’s online arms adapt to avoid being tracked. 

 

 ISIS-affiliated groups in Gaza have also increased their online Bitcoin fund-raising efforts, led by the Ibn 

Taymiyya Media Center which serves as the media wing of the Mujahideen Shura Council in the Environs 

of Jerusalem. 

 

In mid-January 2018, a new Bitcoin address was identified in a Telegram instant-messaging group 

affiliated with the ISIS-Gaza group. 

 

The report said that an examination of the address on Blockchain, a digital ledger in which Bitcoin 

transactions are recorded publicly, revealed a series of 15 transactions from July 1, 2016, to January 12, 

2018. 

 

The average Bitcoin transfer through this platform is estimated to be about $16,700, but some account 

totals reached close to $300,000 in transfers. 

 

One ISIS agent, Zoobia Shahnaz of Long Island, New York, used Bitcoin in 2017 to defraud several 

financial entities and to launder money for ISIS, the report noted. 

 

In mid-December, Shahnaz was indicted in the Federal District Court of Central Islip, New York, for 

stealing and laundering more than $85,000 of illegal returns using Bitcoin and other digital currencies. 

 

THE report said the funds were transferred out of the US to shell corporations in Pakistan, China and 

Turkey on their way to the coffers of ISIS. 
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Shahnaz was arrested at JFK Airport in New York as he tried to flee the US for Syria. 

 

Work has begun in the US on legislation to grant more resources to Department of Homeland Security to 

follow terrorist uses of Bitcoin. 

 

The report said that terrorists involved in attacks across the globe, from France to Indonesia, have used 

Bitcoin to fund their attacks in ways that are harder for law enforcement to track than other forms of 

funding. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Cybersecurity in maritime industry 

SOURCE http://www.hellenicshippingnews.com/cybersecurity-in-the-maritime-industry/  

GIST The global shipping industry – much like air, road and rail transportation – is undergoing a technological 

revolution. From hull cleaning to collision avoidance systems, automation has made incredible advances in 

recent years. There is more to come, too. Norwegian company Yara has partnered with the engineering 

group Kongsberg with plans to launch the world’s first automated container ship in 2018. Rolls-Royce is 

also joining the fray, having revealed plans in September to build autonomous naval vessels. 

 

There are good reasons for embracing these innovations. For starters, unmanned ships are thought to be 

potentially safer and more fuel efficient. Automation also frees seafarers from the drudgery of paperwork. 

But these benefits come at a cost. One of the key challenges in the coming years (and one of the focal 

topics of BLG’s Maritime Law Seminar on December 1, 2017), is how the shipping industry will cope 

with the growing threat from cyber attacks. 

 

“Ships have an opening to the outside world,” Chris South, a senior underwriter for West of England P&I, 

told the audience present at the seminar in Montréal. “And wherever there is an opening there is a 

vulnerability.” 

 

A recent case in point is shipping company Maersk, which suffered $300 million in damages following a 

hit by the NotPetya ransomware outbreak in June of 2017. The shipping giant picked up an infection that 

spread into its global network and was forced to halt operations at dozens of port terminals around the 

world. 

 

“Four factors are at play in the maritime industry”, said South. The first is automation itself, as machinery 

on vessels is increasingly controlled by software. The second is integration. On any given vessel, there 

may be multiple systems connected together. The third is the ability of ship-to-shore systems that 

communicate via remote monitoring. “Ships are now talking to head offices continuously,” says South. 

The fourth factor is that all these systems are connected through the internet. 

 

Virtually any company that now relies on these systems is exposed to a cyber cascade of sorts, South 

added, “where one part of the industry ends up infecting another.” So a shipping company’s systems might 

get infected at headquarters. The infection then spreads to the ship and charterers before moving on to 

ports and terminals, the logistic companies and ultimately the manufacturing plants receiving the 

merchandise. 

 

Too big to cover? 

The alarming question for insurers in the maritime industry, who view cyber as a growing systemic risk, is 

“where does the liability stop?” Insurers have voiced concern that the risks are too big for them to cover 

alone – without government intervention. 

 

Understandably, cyber and data risk insurance is limited when it comes to coverage. “A typical cyber risks 

policy will cover breach costs, such as forensic investigations, legal advice and those associated with 

notifying customers and regulators”, said South. It will also cover business interruption; repair and 
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replacement of websites, programs and data caused by hackers; extortion; and the cost to defend and settle 

claims made for failing to keep customers’ personal data secure. “But it does not substitute or replace the 

covers lost,” South warned. 

 

New laws on the horizon 

One area where governments are stepping in is on the legislative front. Data security breaches are nothing 

new, but gone are the days when organizations could conveniently sweep them under the rug. “Canada is 

the latest country about to implement a new breach notification regime”, said Éloïse Gratton, a BLG 

partner and nationally renowned expert in privacy and data protection. 

 

Following recent amendments to Canada’s Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act 

(PIPEDA), private-sector organizations doing business in Canada must report the breach to the Privacy 

Commissioner and, generally, notify customers if there is a risk of significant harm resulting from a data 

security breach. Gratton expects regulations prescribing the breach notification process in Canada to be in 

place as early as during the first quarter of 2018. 

 

“There are record-keeping obligations,” she added. “When you have a security incident you’re supposed to 

keep the data.” The duration of record keeping is still being decided by the Privacy Commissioner, but 

could possibly extend to as long as five years. Organizations that suffer a breach must also be mindful of 

additional provincial breach notification regimes in Québec, Alberta and British Columbia. Additionally, 

most states in the U.S. also have breach notification laws on the books. 

 

Another game changer, said Gratton, is the coming into force in May 2018 of the European Union’s 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which applies to any processing of personal data, namely its 

collection, use, disclosure or storage. Under the GDPR, organizations that suffer a breach must notify the 

relevant national data protection regulator as well as anyone who has been affected, and where the breach 

is likely to result in high risk to their rights and freedoms. Fines for non-compliance are considerable — up 

to 4 percent of an organization’s annual worldwide turnover or €20m. The GDPR also creates a right of 

private action against data controllers and data processors. 

 

“Complicating matters further”, Gratton said, “the EU regulation has extra-territorial reach”. It applies to 

organizations that offer goods and services to European residents or who monitor their behaviour, through 

the use of persistent cookies for instance. That includes businesses based outside of the EU. 

 

How far liability extends will also depend in part on the contractual terms. Contractors are increasingly 

required to meet cybersecurity standards, and can be held liable for damages to a company’s systems as a 

result of a virus or malware introduced by an agent or employee. 

 

Being prepared and mitigating the damage 

To safeguard ships from cyber threats, companies should follow International Maritime Organization 

approved guidelines on cyber risk management, which focus on identifying the systems, data and 

capabilities that pose a risk to operations, when these are disrupted. To do that, companies must implement 

risk control processes and have the ability to detect cyber events in a timely manner. They must also be 

able to back-up and restore systems necessary for shipping operations or services impaired following a 

cyber event. 

 

To mitigate the damage that can result from a breach, Gratton urges organizations to have a breach 

incident response plan in place well in advance. “You have to know who your internal core team is, and 

who your external team is,” she said. That includes legal, forensic, PR, and information security experts. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 UK govt. warns critical industry firms 

SOURCE https://news.sky.com/story/government-warns-critical-industry-firms-to-prepare-for-cyberattacks-

11226555  
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GIST Organisations involved in critical industry and essential services have been warned by the Government 

that they face £17m fines if their cybersecurity preparations are not up to standard. 

 

Energy, transport, water, health and digital infrastructure firms could be fined if they fail to develop robust 

safeguards protecting themselves from cyberattacks. 

 

The fines and sanctions come as the government implements the Network and Information Systems (NIS) 

Directive, which would cover events such as the WannaCry attack which crippled the NHS last year. 

 

Making organisations pay up for failing to meet cybersecurity standards would only be a "last resort" 

according to the Government, which wants to see a voluntary uptake of the new rules before they come 

into effect on 10 May. 

 

Margot James, the minister for digital, said: "Today we are setting out new and robust cybersecurity 

measures to help ensure the UK is the safest place in the world to live and be online. 

 

"We want our essential services and infrastructure to be primed and ready to tackle cyberattacks and be 

resilient against major disruption to services." 

 

The UK's National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) has also published detailed guidance on the security 

measures which will help organisations comply. 

 

NCSC's chief executive, Ciaran Martin, said: "Network and information systems give critical support to 

everyday activities, so it is absolutely vital that they are as secure as possible." 
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HEADLINE 01/29 YouTube new victim of cryptojacking 

SOURCE https://www.gizbot.com/news/youtube-is-the-new-victim-cryptojacking-047573.html  

GIST Internet has always been used by some unwanted cyber scams artist for making cyber thefts and other 

crimes. Even the tech giant Google has been targeted many times by unwanted scams and malwares. 

Google's internet video platform YouTube is the latest victim of one such cyber crime called 

Cryptojacking. 

 

Cryptokacking is claimed to be a new malware infecting the devices using YouTube to gain the access of a 

target's CPU to collect Cryptocurrencies. As per some reports some bad actors are inserting a piece of 

JavaScript into websites and advertisements on the YouTube network for cryptocurrency information. 

With Google's YouTube being affected by the scam this is a situation one needs to be extra cautious while 

surfing the internet. 

 

The reports further suggest that users on social media began complaining that YouTube ads were stirring 

their antivirus software up. A script from a service called CoinHive was being specifically recognized by 

the antivirus software. The main agenda of the attackers behind this attack was to allow sites to make some 

extra income using a visitor's CPU processing power for mining Monero which is a type of 

cryptocurrency. The YouTube's ads that were running the script reportedly used 80 percent of a users CPU 

and neither the user nor YouTube were not informed what was happening. This caused a user's computer 

to crash. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Cryptocurrency markets juicy targets 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-29/cryptocurrency-markets-are-juicy-targets-

for-hackers-timeline  

GIST The $500 million heist of digital tokens from Japanese exchange Coincheck Inc. on Friday is remarkable 
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for its sheer size, but thefts in the lightly regulated world of cryptocurrencies are woefully frequent. 

 

In less than a decade, hackers have stolen $1.2 billion worth of Bitcoin and Ether, two of the most popular 

digital currencies, according to Lex Sokolin, global director of fintech strategy at Autonomous Research 

LLP. If measured at today’s elevated prices, the figure would be much higher. 

 

Here’s a look at some of the biggest thefts since 2012. 

 

December 2017 

• NiceHash, a crypto-mining marketplace based in Slovenia, said on its Facebook page that its 

payment system was compromised and as much as $63 million worth of Bitcoin was stolen. The 

firm added extra security measures and sought the community’s help to analyze the breach. 

• Youbit said it would file for bankruptcy hours after losing 17 percent of its assets in a cyberattack. 

The South Korean exchange had suffered what it called an “accident” in April and its owner 

encouraged clients to keep their tokens in a safer form. South Korean investigators are looking 

into North Korea’s possible involvement in the hack. 

 

November 2017 

• A security hole in the Parity Wallet resulted in losses of about $155 million, including in Ether 

and other tokens. 

• The company behind Tether said a “malicious” attacker stole $31 million worth of the 

cryptocurrency and sent them to an unauthorized Bitcoin address. 

 

July 2017 

• A group calling itself the White Hat Group exploited a bug in the Parity Wallet software and 

attempted to launder stolen Ether, valued at about $30 million according to Security Week, 

through exchanges. 

• Just minutes after CoinDash’s launch of an initial coin offering, hackers made off with as much as 

$6.6 million worth of Ether. The Israel-based firm terminated its token sale.  

 

April 2017 

• A Bithumb contract worker’s personal computer that stored customers’ data files was hacked, 

resulting in the leak of personal and trading information of more than 30,000 users. The South 

Korean crypto-exchange was fined 58.5 million won ($55,000) by the local regulator for 

the breach. 

 

August 2016 

• Bitfinex said hackers took 119,756 Bitcoin, valued at about $65 million. In April 2017, the 

exchange said it had repaid all customers. 

 

June 2016 

• Decentralized Autonomous Organization, a leaderless venture-capital fund and what was then the 

highest-profile project using Ethereum, was hacked. About $50 million of members’ contributions 

to the fund were siphoned off. 

 

May 2016 

• Hong Kong-based Gatecoin had about $2 million in Bitcoin and Ether stolen following a 

cyberattack. 

 

March 2015 

• Two former U.S. federal agents who helped probe the illegal Silk Road Internet drug emporium 

were charged with wrongfully pocketing hundreds of thousands of dollars in Bitcoin. 

 

January 2015 

• Bitstamp’s Chief Executive Officer reassured customers that the bulk of their Bitcoins were safe 

after $5 million the coins were stolen, according to a Fortune report. 
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February 2014 

• Mt. Gox, once the world’s biggest Bitcoin exchange, reported that tokens valued at about $480 

million had gone missing. The firm filed for bankruptcy in Japan and the U.S., and said the 

disappearance was probably the result of a “massive theft.” 

 

September 2012 

• BitFloor, based in New York, lost about $250,000 in Bitcoin after it was hacked. Months later in 

April 2013, the exchange announced it would shut and refund customer deposits, Bitcoin 

Magazine reported. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Britain’s first bitcoin heist 

SOURCE http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2018/01/28/britains-first-bitcoin-heist-trader-forced-gunpoint-

transfer/  

GIST Armed robbers broke into the family home of a city financier turned Bitcoin trader and forced him to 

transfer the digital currency at gunpoint, in what is believed to be the first heist of its kind in the UK. 

 

Four robbers in balaclavas forced their way into the home of Danny Aston, 30, who runs a digital currency 

trading firm, before reportedly tying up a woman and forcing Mr Aston to transfer an unknown quantity of 

the cryptocurrency. 

 

Mr Aston lives in the picturesque village of Moulsford in South Oxfordshire, where episodes of Midsomer 

Murders have been filmed, in a rented four-bedroom converted barn estimated to be worth at least 

£700,000 on a private drive. 

 

Police were called at around 9.40am on Monday to attend the home after raiders are reported to have 

entered the property by kicking down the door. 

 

The Mail on Sunday reported that the men tied up a woman and kept a baby outside in a pram while 

forcing Mr Aston to transfer the Bitcoin. The value of a single Bitcoin is now around £8,000. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Hackers steal $900K from Texas county 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/phishing-scam-hackers-steal-900000-from-county-office/  

GIST Another day, another phishing scam – This time Harris County, Texas wired almost $900,000 after falling 

for a phishing email. 

 

In normal circumstances, cybercriminals take advantage of the lack of knowledge of their victims but in 

this phishing attack, they have touched new lows by making a profit out of the devastation caused by 

hurricane Harvey. 

 

It all started on September 21st, 2017 when an estimated 30 percent of Harris County, Texas was 

submerged due to hurricane Harvey. The auditor’s office of the county received an email from a woman 

going by the supposed name of Fiona Chambers in which she posed as an accountant for D&W 

Contractors, Inc. 

 

D&W Contractors, Inc. is a legitimate company that happened to be working that day to fix the damage 

caused by the hurricane in the county. In the email, Chambers asked the office to transfer a sum of 

$888,000 to the new bank account of the Contractors as part of its contract.  

 

“If we can get the form and voided check back to you today would it be updated in time for our payment?” 
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according to the email content mentioned by Houston Chronicle. 

 

In return, the county transferred $888,000 to the bank account provided by Chambers without verifying if 

the bank account actually belonged to D&W Contractors, Inc. or not. The very next day, it turned out that 

the county has fallen for a tricky phishing scam and that there was no one by the name of Fiona Chambers 

in the company neither was there a bank account belonging to the contractors. 

  

Now, the incident is being investigated by the FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) and their prime 

suspect is a group that is known for targeting local governments worldwide. On the other hand, the county 

has learned its lesson and vows to increase its cybersecurity and overhaul and learn from how it handled 

the situation. 

 

“We live in a rapidly changing world of technology that you can’t just sit pat and expect that the bad guys 

aren’t going to come after you. I think we need to look at all of our systems to be sure that somebody can’t 

get in and steal taxpayer money” said Harris County Judge Ed Emmett said. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Claim: BitPaymer linked to Dridex authors 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/researchers-trace-bitpaymer-ransomware-back-to-dridex-

developers/article/739904/  

GIST A relatively new ransomware that infected Scottish hospitals last summer appears to be created by the 

same developers who are responsible for the dreaded Dridex banking trojan. 

 

Commonly known as BitPaymer, the ransomware has now earned the moniker FriedEx due to its 

newfound affiliation, with which its shares similar code and techniques to conceal information about it 

behavior, according to researchers from ESET. 

 

Just like its banking Trojan cousin, BitPaymer “resolves all system API calls on the fly by searching for 

them by hash, stores all strings in encrypted form, looks up registry keys and values by hash, etc.,” states 

Michal Poslusny, ESET malware researcher, in a company blog post. “The resulting binary is very low 

profile in terms of static features and it's very hard to tell what the malware is doing without a deeper 

analysis.” 

 

Upon further investigation, ESET learned that FriedEx code also uses many of the same functions as 

Dridex does (including one for generating a unique UserID identifier for victimized machines), and even 

orders these functions within the malware binaries the same way. 

 

ESET also found samples from both malwares that use the same PDB (Program Database) path. Moreover, 

certain Dridex and FriedEx samples have the same or nearly synchronous date-of-compilation timestamps, 

with identical randomly generated constants – which suggests that they were likely compiled concurrently. 

 

If that weren't enough proof that the two are related, both malwares are compiled in Visual Studio 2015. 

 

“With all this evidence, we confidently claim that FriedEx is indeed the work of the Dridex developers,” 

the blog post concludes. “This discovery gives us a better picture of the group's activities – we can see that 

the group continues to be active and not only consistently updates their banking Trojan… [but] also 

follows the latest malware trends, creating their own ransomware.” 

 

According to ESET, FriedEx/BitPaymer is focused on high-profile targets and companies, and is typically 

delivered through an RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) brute force attack. Discovered in July 2017, the 

ransomware would soon after infected several hospitals operated by Scotland's NHS Lanarkshire health 

care board. 

 

Dridex first debuted in 2014, and it is estimated that the trojan is directly responsible for hundreds of 
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millions of dollars in losses over the years. The Trojan recently evolved to include support for webinjects 

into Chrome version 63, and to perform a code injection technique called AtomBombing. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 TopHat targets Mideast w/malware 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/middle-east-hit-with-tophat-campaign-exploiting-popular-third-party-

services/article/739907/  

GIST A wave of attacks leveraging the popular third-party services Google+, Pastebin, and bit.ly is targeting 

individuals and organizations within the Palestinian Territories. 

 

 Dubbed “TopHat” the campaign uses Arabic language decoy documents related to current political events 

to lure victims into opening the documents and subsequently infecting themselves with malware from the 

“Scote” family, Palo Alto Networks Unit 42 researchers said in a Jan. 26 blog post.  

 

“The ultimate payload is a new malware family that we have dubbed “Scote” based on strings we found 

within the malware samples, researchers said in the post. “Scote provides backdoor access for an attacker 

and we have observed it collecting command and control (C2) information from Pastebin links as well as 

Google+ profiles.” 

 

The malware uses bit.ly links obscured the C2 URLs so victims could not evaluate the legitimacy of the 

final site prior to clicking it. The attacks spotted by researchers began in early September 2017 and in a 

few instances, original filenames of the identified samples were written in Arabic. 

 

Attacks are deployed using four different techniques, two of which involve malicious RTF files, one 

involving self-extracting Windows executables, and a final using RAR archives.  
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HEADLINE 01/28 Data Privacy Day 

SOURCE https://staysafeonline.org/data-privacy-day/about/  

GIST Data Privacy Day began in the United States and Canada in January 2008 as an extension of the Data 

Protection Day celebration in Europe. Data Protection Day commemorates the Jan. 28, 1981, signing of 

Convention 108, the first legally binding international treaty dealing with privacy and data protection. 

Data Privacy Day is observed annually on Jan. 28. 

 

The National Cyber Security Alliance (NCSA) officially leads the Data Privacy Day campaign and is 

advised by a distinguished advisory committee of privacy professionals to help the campaign align with 

the most current privacy issues in a thoughtful and meaningful way. 

 

Data Privacy Day is the signature event in a greater privacy awareness and education effort. Year-round, 

NCSA educates consumers on how they can own their online presence and shows organizations how 

privacy is good for business. NCSA’s privacy awareness campaign is an integral component of STOP. 

THINK. CONNECT. ™ ‒ the global online safety, security and privacy campaign. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Report: cyber incidents doubled in 2017 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/report-number-of-cyber-incidents-doubled-in-2017-yet-93-percent-

could-easily-have-been-prevented/article/739932/  

GIST Out of nearly 160,000 reported cyber incidents affecting businesses in 2017, 93 percent could have been 

prevented by following basic security measures such as regularly updating software, blocking fake email 

messages, using email authentication, and training employees, a new report claims. 
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The overall number of reported incidents nearly doubled 2016's total of 82,000 incidents, according to the 

Online Trust Alliance (OTA), an Internet Society initiative, which released its 2017 Cyber Incident & 

Breach Trend Report on Jan. 25, in advance of Data Privacy Day. For the purposes of its research, OTA 

defines an incident as any unauthorized action resulting in system or device access, data extraction or 

manipulation, business disruption, or financial/reputational harm. 

 

Basing its findings on threat intelligence data gleaned from various sources, OTA reports that the majority 

of data breaches, 52 percent, were reportedly the result of actual malicious hacking. The next most 

common causes included an absence of proper security software (15 percent), credit card skimming (11 

percent), a lack of internal controls (11 percent), and phishing attacks (eight percent). 

 

OTA also found that there were 134,000 ransomware attacks on businesses in 2017, compared to roughly 

half that amount in 2016. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Report: Intel told China before US govt. 

SOURCE http://www.foxbusiness.com/features/2018/01/28/intel-warned-chinese-companies-chip-flaw-before-

u-s-government.html  

GIST In initial disclosures about critical security flaws discovered in its processors, Intel Corp. notified a small 

group of customers, including Chinese technology companies, but left out the U.S. government, according 

to people familiar with the matter and some of the companies involved.  

 

The decision raises concerns, security researchers said, as it potentially could have allowed information 

about the chip flaws, dubbed Spectre and Meltdown, to fall into the hands of the Chinese government 

before being publicly divulged. There is no evidence any information was misused, the researchers said.  

 

Weeks after word of the flaws first surfaced, Intel's choices about whom would receive advance warning 

continue to ripple through the security and tech industries.  

 

The flaws were first identified in June by a member of Google's Project Zero security team. Intel had 

planned to make the discovery public on Jan. 9 -- people working to protect systems from hacks often hold 

off on announcements while fixes are devised -- but sped up its timetable when the news became widely 

known on Jan. 3, a day after U.K. website the Register wrote about the flaws.  

  

Because the flaws can be leveraged to sneak sensitive data out of the cloud, information about them would 

be of great interest to any intelligence-gathering agency, said Jake Williams, president of the security 

company Rendition Infosec LLC and a former National Security Agency employee. In the past, Chinese 

state-linked hackers have exploited software vulnerabilities to get leverage on their targets or expand 

surveillance.  

 

It is a "near certainty" Beijing was aware of the conversations between Intel and its Chinese tech partners, 

because authorities there routinely monitor all such communications, Mr. Williams said.  

 

Representatives from China's ministry in charge of information technology didn't respond to requests for 

comment. The country's foreign ministry has in the past said it is "resolutely opposed" to cyberhacking in 

any form.  

 

An Intel spokesman declined to identify the companies it briefed before the scheduled Jan. 9 

announcement. The company wasn't able to tell everyone it had planned to, including the U.S. 

government, because the news was made public earlier than expected, he said.  

 

Intel's tricky path -- inform enough big customers to head off significant damage while keeping the 

information as contained as possible to limit potential leaks -- continues to weigh on smaller companies 
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that weren't given an early nod.  

 

Joyent Inc., a U.S.-based cloud-services provider owned by Samsung Electronics Co., is still playing 

catch-up, said Bryan Cantrill, the company's chief technology officer.  

 

"Other folks had a six-month head start," he said. "We're scrambling."  

 

In the months before the flaws were publicly disclosed, Intel worked on fixes with Alphabet Inc.'s Google 

unit as well as "key" computer makers and cloud-computing companies, Intel said in an emailed statement 

to The Wall Street Journal.  

 

An official at the Department of Homeland Security said staffers learned of the chip flaws from the Jan. 3 

news reports. The department is often informed of bug discoveries in advance of the public, and it acts as 

an authoritative source for information on how to address them.  

 

"We certainly would have liked to have been notified of this," the official said.  

 

The NSA was similarly in the dark, according to Rob Joyce, the White House's top cybersecurity official. 

In a message posted Jan. 13 to Twitter, he said the NSA "did not know about these flaws." A White House 

spokesman declined to comment further, referring instead to the tweet.  

 

Chinese computer maker Lenovo Group Ltd. was among the large tech companies, including Microsoft 

Corp., Amazon.com Inc. and ARM Holdings in the U.K., that were notified of the flaws beforehand.  

 

Lenovo was able to issue a statement Jan. 3 advising customers on the flaws because of "the work we'd 

done ahead of that date with industry processor and operating system partners," a spokeswoman said in an 

email.  

 

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd., China's top seller of cloud-computing services, also was notified ahead of 

time, according to a person familiar with the company.  

 

A spokeswoman for Alibaba's cloud unit declined to comment on when the company was informed. She 

said any idea that the company might have shared information with Chinese authorities was "speculative 

and baseless."  

 

A Lenovo spokeswoman said Intel's information was protected by a nondisclosure agreement.  

 

Despite the security concerns, an early heads up to a select number of large global companies made sense, 

said Dave Aitel, chief executive of Immunity Inc., a company that sells security services. "They're going to 

tell as few people as possible" to contain possible leaks, he said. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Fitness devices provide soldiers locations 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/military-fitness-devices-fitbit-strava/2018/01/28/id/839958/  

GIST An interactive map found online can show the locations and activities of people who use fitness devices 

such as Fitbit, raising security concerns about soldiers and other people who are at U.S. military bases in 

sensitive areas. 

 

The Global Heat Map, published by the GPS tracking company Strava, uses satellite information to map 

the locations and movements of subscribers to the company's fitness service over a two-year period, by 

illuminating areas of activity, The Washington Post reported Sunday. 

 

Strava says it has 27 million users around the world, including people who own widely available fitness 

devices, as well as people who directly subscribe to its mobile app. The map is not live, but shows a 
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pattern of accumulated activity between 2015 and September 2017. 

 

The map shows a great deal of activity in the U.S. and Europe. But in war zones and deserts in countries 

such as Iraq and Syria, the heat map becomes almost entirely dark — except for scattered evidence of 

activity. 

 

A closer look at those areas brings into focus the locations and outlines of well-known U.S. military bases, 

as well as other lesser-known and potentially sensitive sites — possibly because American soldiers and 

other personnel are using fitness trackers as they move around. 

 

The Global Heat Map was posted online in November 2017, but the information it contains was only 

publicized recently. 

 

The data could provide information to someone who wants to attack or ambush troops, the Post reported. 

 

Military officials are looking into the situation to determine how to respond 

 

"DoD takes matters like these very seriously and is reviewing the situation to determine if any additional 

training or guidance is required, and if any additional policy must be developed to ensure the continued 

safety of DoD personnel at home and abroad," Maj. Audricia Harris, a Defense Department spokeswoman, 

told The Associated Press. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Iran ‘halal’ internet means more control 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/iran-halal-internet-means-more-control-unrest-103821258.html  

GIST DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) — Guns drawn, Iranian intelligence agents rushed into the apartment 

of a Washington Post reporter and his journalist wife in Tehran. 

 

Threatening to kill Jason Rezaian in front of his wife, Yeganeh, the 20 agents in the July 2014 raid tore 

through their belongings and rifled through drawers, clothes and valuables for an hour. 

 

But perhaps their most eagerly sought target wasn't exactly inside the house: They forced the couple to 

hand over the passwords to their email and social media profiles. 

 

That raid demonstrated how much of a threat Iran's theocratic government sees in the internet. It has long 

sought to strictly control cyberspace and social media — and, thereby, the flow of information to the 

public. 

 

But the Islamic Republic's relationship with the world wide web is far more complicated than simple 

repression. Over the past four years, authorities have encouraged wider use of the internet among Iranians, 

hoping to generate the benefits of a more modern economy. As a result, nearly half the population have in 

their pockets a tool that the state is struggling to constrain: smartphones, with cameras and internet links 

that let anyone broadcast to the world. 

 

Those smartphones helped spread the startling burst of protests across Iran that opened 2018. The 

government succeeded in suffocating the flare-up in part by shutting off key social media and messaging 

apps, but the lesson was clear: The same oxygen that can resuscitate commerce can also give breath to 

potential revolt. 

 

Authorities' solution has been to create a so-called "halal net," Iran's own locally controlled version of the 

internet aimed at restricting what the public can see. 

 

As Iran approaches the 40th anniversary of the revolution that brought its cleric-led rule to power, how it 

handles the power of cyberspace will be crucial to its future, determining whether it moves to greater 
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openness or seals itself off from the world. 

 

"The Islamic Republic is not black and white. It shows a myriad of contradictions and its internet policy I 

think is one of the great examples of those contradictions," said Sanam Vakil, an associate fellow at 

Chatham House who studies Iran. "The government has taken the internet and effectively used it for its 

own purposes and also has realized the dangers of it as well." 

 

___ 

 

Since the 1979 Islamic Revolution, how information spreads across mass media has been tightly 

controlled. 

 

All television and radio broadcasts within Iran are from state-run stations. Satellite dishes remain 

ostensibly illegal, though they are plentiful, drawing occasional attacks from bat-wielding government 

enforcers. Journalists face restrictions in what they can cover and where they can travel across a country of 

80 million people that's nearly two-and-a-half times the size of Texas. 

 

The internet helped collapse that distance. During Iran's 2009 protests surrounding the disputed re-election 

of hard-line President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, still nascent social media spread word of the events among 

Iranians and brought videos of the shooting death of 26-year-old Neda Agha Soltan to the world. 

 

Iran's government, overseen by Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, violently suppressed the 

demonstrations. The crackdown killed dozens and saw thousands imprisoned, with some tortured by their 

jailers. 

 

Even before the 2009 protests, Iran blocked access to YouTube. Twitter and Facebook followed amid the 

unrest, as did many other sites later. Some in Iran began using virtual private networks, or VPNs, which 

allow users to bypass government censorship. 

 

The chief difference between then and the protests that rocked the country coming into 2018 was the 

massive proliferation of smartphones. As recently as 2014, only an estimated 2 million Iranians possessed 

one. Today, estimates suggest Iranians own 48 million. 

 

That explosive growth was spurred by the administration of President Hasan Rouhani, a cleric who is a 

relative moderate within Iran's system. His officials allowed more mobile phone service providers to offer 

3G and 4G internet, suddenly making sharing photos and images possible. Home internet connections 

became faster. The encrypted messaging platform Telegram spread like wildfire. Over 40 million Iranians 

are estimated to use it, for everything from benign conversations to commerce and political campaigning. 

 

In the recent unrest, protesters used Telegram's mass-messaging channels to share information and videos 

across 75 cities and towns where demonstrations erupted. Some showed people openly in the streets 

shouting, "Death to Khamenei!" It shocked many, especially as such cries could bring a death sentence. 

 

When the government temporarily blocked Telegram as well as Instagram, it helped smother the protests 

within days. Notably, however, Telegram's silencing quickly brought complaints from businesspeople who 

use its channels to promote and sell their goods. 

 

Even after the unrest, Rouhani argued it was futile trying to shut off an indispensable tool of modern life. 

 

"If you want cyberspace to be useful to the community, come forward with a solution using it to promote 

the culture instead of blocking it," he said, noting that past Iranian government tried to stop people from 

listening to the radio "but this prevention was useless." 

 

___ 

 

The danger — and potential — of the internet as a weapon came into focus for Iran when it faced the 
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world's first cyberweapon almost a decade ago. 

 

At the height of tensions between Tehran and the West over its nuclear program, thousands of centrifuges 

enriching uranium at Iran's underground Natanz facility suddenly began spinning themselves to death. 

They had been hit by the Stuxnet computer virus, widely believed to be an American and Israeli creation. 

 

Material leaked by Edward Snowden, the former National Security Agency contractor who exposed U.S. 

government surveillance programs in 2013, suggested Iran at the time was the country where American 

spies collected the most electronic data. 

 

Beginning in 2011, Iran worked to strike back. 

 

Among the most spectacular cyberattacks attributed to Iran is Shamoon, a virus that hit the state-run giant 

Saudi Arabian Oil Co. and Qatari natural gas producer RasGas, deleting hard drives and displaying a 

picture of a burning American flag on computer screens. Saudi Aramco ultimately shut down its network 

and destroyed over 30,000 computers. A later iteration of Shamoon in late 2016 caused even more 

damage. 

 

The U.S. blames Iranian hackers for a denial-of-service attack that overwhelmed six major American 

banks in 2012. U.S. prosecutors in 2016 accused hackers believed to be backed by Iran of attacking dozens 

of banks and a small dam near New York City. They also have been suspected of targeting the email and 

social media accounts of Obama administration officials. 

 

Analysts and security experts believe many of these hackers likely receive backing from Iran's 

Revolutionary Guard, a powerful paramilitary and economic force in the country answerable only to 

Khamenei himself. 

 

The Guard employs more direct means as well, like its wresting away of the passwords of Rezaian and his 

wife, recounted in a lawsuit he filed against the Guard and Iran in U.S. federal court. 

 

Similarly, it seized control of the Facebook and email accounts of Iranian-American dual national Siamak 

Namazi, who remains detained in Iran along with his octogenarian father Baquer. The Guard then 

pretended to be Namazi in correspondence with U.S. government officials and others, like New Yorker 

journalist Robin Wright, tricking them into opening a file that gave the hackers access to their computers. 

 

Cyberespionage is even used in Iran's internal rivalries, with attacks on members of the government, 

particularly officials in Rouhani's Foreign Ministry, including Zarif, according to a recent report by the 

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 

 

"The targeting of members of government — individuals that have already been vetted by the regime — 

reflects the importance of cybersurveillance as a tool of the hard-line security establishment to monitor 

potential rivals for power," the report said. 

 

Then Iran moved to target the internet itself. 

 

___ 

 

The idea of Iran setting up its own "halal," or "permissible," internet first came in 2011 in the wake of the 

2009 protests. It's evolved into what's known as the National Information Network. 

 

It is essentially a net neutrality supporter's nightmare: The network has some 500 government-approved 

national websites that stream content far faster than those based abroad, which are intentionally slowed, 

according to a recent report by the Campaign for Human Rights in Iran. Service providers offer cheaper 

packages to customers accessing only the NIN websites. Search results also are gamed within the network, 

allowing the government to censor what users find. 
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One of the principal designers of the network is the Iran Telecommunications Co., owned by proxies of the 

Guard. 

 

It resembles in a way China's "Great Firewall," which blocks access to thousands of websites, from 

Facebook to Twitter to some news outlets. Chinese internet users also find access to websites outside of 

the country slower. 

 

"Iran's National Information Network may lack the name cachet of the 'Great Firewall,' but its 

performance in strangling access to opposition content during the most recent protests proved that Iran is 

hard on China's heels in terms of controlling the flow of information," the private U.S. intelligence firm 

Stratfor wrote in a Jan. 17 analysis. 

 

Firuzeh Mahmoudi, the executive director of the San Francisco-based group United for Iran, said 

authorities have had success in getting businesses to operate on the NIN. The more they do so, he warned, 

"the easier it will be for them to shut down or throttle the real internet when they want to." 

 

Hard-liners have suggested removing Iran entirely from the internet and creating its own at home. 

 

"Cyberspace was the kindling in the fire of the battle," hard-line cleric Ayatollah Ahmad Khatami recently 

told worshippers at Friday prayers in Tehran. "When cyberspace was closed down, the sedition was 

stopped. The nation does not support a social network that has its key in the hands of the United States." 
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HEADLINE 01/27 ATM makers warn of ‘jackpotting’ hacks 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cyber-atms-usa/atm-makers-warn-of-jackpotting-hacks-on-u-s-

machines-idUSKBN1FG0WU  

GIST (Reuters) - Diebold Nixdorf Inc and NCR Corp, two of the world’s largest ATM makers, have warned that 

cyber criminals are targeting U.S. cash machines with tools that force them to spit out cash in hacking 

schemes known as “jackpotting.” 

 

The two ATM makers did not identify any victims or say how much money had been lost. Jackpotting has 

been rising worldwide in recent years, though it is unclear how much cash has been stolen because victims 

and police often do not disclose details. 

 

The attacks were reported earlier on Saturday by the security news website Krebs on Security, which said 

they had begun last year in Mexico. 

 

The companies confirmed to Reuters on Saturday they had sent out the alerts to clients. 

 

NCR said in a Friday alert that the cases were the first confirmed “jackpotting” losses in the United States. 

It said its equipment had not been targeted in the recent attacks, but that it was still a concern for the entire 

ATM industry. 

 

“This should be treated by all ATM deployers as a call to action to take appropriate steps to protect their 

ATMs against these forms of attack,” the alert said. 

 

Diebold Nixdorf said in a separate Friday alert that U.S. authorities had warned the company that hackers 

were targeting one of its ATM models, known as Opteva, which went out of production several years ago. 

 

A confidential U.S. Secret Service alert sent to banks said the hackers targeted stand-alone ATMs typically 

located in pharmacies, big box retailers and drive-thru ATMs, Krebs on Security reported. 

 

Diebold Nixdorf’s alert described steps that criminals had used to compromise ATMs. They include 

gaining physical access, replacing the hard drive and using an industrial endoscope to depress an internal 
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button required to reset the device. 

 

Reuters was unable to obtain a copy of the Secret Service report and an agency representative declined 

comment. Officials with the Federal Bureau of Investigation could not immediately be reached. 

 

Russian cyber security firm Group IB has reported that cyber criminals remotely attacked cash machines 

in more than a dozen countries across Europe in 2016. Similar attacks were also reported that year in 

Thailand and Taiwan. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Inside social media black market 

SOURCE https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/01/27/technology/social-media-bots.html  

GIST THE REAL JESSICA RYCHLY is a Minnesota teenager with a broad smile and wavy hair. She likes 

reading and the rapper Post Malone. When she goes on Facebook or Twitter, she sometimes muses about 

being bored or trades jokes with friends. Occasionally, like many teenagers, she posts a duck-face selfie. 

 

But on Twitter, there is a version of Jessica that none of her friends or family would recognize. While the 

two Jessicas share a name, photograph and whimsical bio — “I have issues” — the other Jessica promoted 

accounts hawking Canadian real estate investments, cryptocurrency and a radio station in Ghana. The fake 

Jessica followed or retweeted accounts using Arabic and Indonesian, languages the real Jessica does not 

speak. While she was a 17-year-old high school senior, her fake counterpart frequently promoted graphic 

pornography, retweeting accounts called Squirtamania and Porno Dan. 

 

All these accounts belong to customers of an obscure American company named Devumi that has 

collected millions of dollars in a shadowy global marketplace for social media fraud. Devumi sells Twitter 

followers and retweets to celebrities, businesses and anyone who wants to appear more popular or exert 

influence online. Drawing on an estimated stock of at least 3.5 million automated accounts, each sold 

many times over, the company has provided customers with more than 200 million Twitter followers, a 

New York Times investigation found. 

 

The accounts that most resemble real people, like Ms. Rychly, reveal a kind of large-scale social identity 

theft. At least 55,000 of the accounts use the names, profile pictures, hometowns and other personal details 

of real Twitter users, including minors, according to a Times data analysis. 

 

Jessica Rychly, whose social identity was stolen by a Twitter bot when she was in high school.  

“I don’t want my picture connected to the account, nor my name,” Ms. Rychly, now 19, said. “I can’t 

believe that someone would even pay for it. It is just horrible.” 

 

These accounts are counterfeit coins in the booming economy of online influence, reaching into virtually 

any industry where a mass audience — or the illusion of it — can be monetized. Fake accounts, deployed 

by governments, criminals and entrepreneurs, now infest social media networks. By some calculations, as 

many as 48 million of Twitter’s reported active users — nearly 15 percent — are automated accounts 

designed to simulate real people, though the company claims that number is far lower. 

 

In November, Facebook disclosed to investors that it had at least twice as many fake users as it previously 

estimated, indicating that up to 60 million automated accounts may roam the world’s largest social media 

platform. These fake accounts, known as bots, can help sway advertising audiences and reshape political 

debates. They can defraud businesses and ruin reputations. Yet their creation and sale fall into a legal gray 

zone. 

 

“The continued viability of fraudulent accounts and interactions on social media platforms — and the 

professionalization of these fraudulent services — is an indication that there’s still much work to do,” said 

Senator Mark Warner, the Virginia Democrat and ranking member of the Senate Intelligence Committee, 

which has been investigating the spread of fake accounts on Facebook, Twitter and other platforms. 
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Despite rising criticism of social media companies and growing scrutiny by elected officials, the trade in 

fake followers has remained largely opaque. While Twitter and other platforms prohibit buying followers, 

Devumi and dozens of other sites openly sell them. And social media companies, whose market value is 

closely tied to the number of people using their services, make their own rules about detecting and 

eliminating fake accounts. 

 

Devumi’s founder, German Calas, denied that his company sold fake followers and said he knew nothing 

about social identities stolen from real users. “The allegations are false, and we do not have knowledge of 

any such activity,” Mr. Calas said in an email exchange in November. 

 

The Times reviewed business and court records showing that Devumi has more than 200,000 customers, 

including reality television stars, professional athletes, comedians, TED speakers, pastors and models. In 

most cases, the records show, they purchased their own followers. In others, their employees, agents, 

public relations companies, family members or friends did the buying. For just pennies each — sometimes 

even less — Devumi offers Twitter followers, views on YouTube, plays on SoundCloud, the music-

hosting site, and endorsements on LinkedIn, the professional-networking site. 

 

The actor John Leguizamo has Devumi followers. So do Michael Dell, the computer billionaire, and Ray 

Lewis, the football commentator and former Ravens linebacker. Kathy Ireland, the onetime swimsuit 

model who today presides over a half-billion-dollar licensing empire, has hundreds of thousands of fake 

Devumi followers, as does Akbar Gbajabiamila, the host of the show “American Ninja Warrior.” Even a 

Twitter board member, Martha Lane Fox, has some. 

 

At a time when Facebook, Twitter and Google are grappling with an epidemic of political manipulation 

and fake news, Devumi’s fake followers also serve as phantom foot soldiers in political battles online. 

Devumi’s customers include both avid supporters and fervent critics of President Trump, and both liberal 

cable pundits and a reporter at the alt-right bastion Breitbart. Randy Bryce, an ironworker seeking to 

unseat Representative Paul Ryan of Wisconsin, purchased Devumi followers in 2015, when he was a 

blogger and labor activist. Louise Linton, the wife of the Treasury secretary, Steven Mnuchin, bought 

followers when she was trying to gain traction as an actress. 

 

Devumi’s products serve politicians and governments overseas, too. An editor at China’s state-run news 

agency, Xinhua, paid Devumi for hundreds of thousands of followers and retweets on Twitter, which the 

country’s government has banned but sees as a forum for issuing propaganda abroad. An adviser to 

Ecuador’s president, Lenín Moreno, bought tens of thousands of followers and retweets for Mr. Moreno’s 

campaign accounts during last year’s elections. 

 

Kristin Binns, a Twitter spokeswoman, said the company did not typically suspend users suspected of 

buying bots, in part because it is difficult for the business to know who is responsible for any given 

purchase. Twitter would not say whether a sample of fake accounts provided by The Times — each based 

on a real user — violated the company’s policies against impersonation. 

 

“We continue to fight hard to tackle any malicious automation on our platform as well as false or spam 

accounts,” Ms. Binns said. 

 

Unlike some social media companies, Twitter does not require accounts to be associated with a real 

person. It also permits more automated access to its platform than other companies, making it easier to set 

up and control large numbers of accounts. 

 

“Social media is a virtual world that is filled with half bots, half real people,” said Rami Essaid, the 

founder of Distil Networks, a cybersecurity company that specializes in eradicating bot networks. “You 

can’t take any tweet at face value. And not everything is what it seems.” 

 

Including, it turns out, Devumi itself. 
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Last year, three billion people logged on to social media networks like Facebook, WhatsApp and China’s 

Sina Weibo. The world’s collective yearning for connection has not only reshaped the Fortune 500 and 

upended the advertising industry but also created a new status marker: the number of people who follow, 

like or “friend” you. For some entertainers and entrepreneurs, this virtual status is a real-world currency. 

Follower counts on social networks help determine who will hire them, how much they are paid for 

bookings or endorsements, even how potential customers evaluate their businesses or products. 

 

High follower counts are also critical for so-called influencers, a budding market of amateur tastemakers 

and YouTube stars where advertisers now lavish billions of dollars a year on sponsorship deals. The more 

people influencers reach, the more money they make. According to data collected by Captiv8, a company 

that connects influencers to brands, an influencer with 100,000 followers might earn an average of $2,000 

for a promotional tweet, while an influencer with a million followers might earn $20,000. 

 

Genuine fame often translates into genuine social media influence, as fans follow and like their favorite 

movie stars, celebrity chefs and models. But shortcuts are also available: On sites like Social Envy and 

DIYLikes.com, it takes little more than a credit-card number to buy a huge following on almost any social 

media platform. Most of these sites offer what they describe as “active” or “organic” followers, never quite 

stating whether real people are behind them. Once purchased, the followers can be a powerful tool. 

 

“You see a higher follower count, or a higher retweet count, and you assume this person is important, or 

this tweet was well received,” said Rand Fishkin, the founder of Moz, a company that makes search engine 

optimization software. “As a result, you might be more likely to amplify it, to share it or to follow that 

person.” 

 

Twitter and Facebook can be similarly influenced. “Social platforms are trying to recommend stuff — and 

they say, ‘Is the stuff we are recommending popular?’” said Julian Tempelsman, the co-founder of Smyte, 

a security firm that helps companies combat online abuse, bots and fraud. “Follower counts are one of the 

factors social media platforms use.” 

 

Search on Google for how to buy more followers, and Devumi often turns up among the first results. 

Visitors are greeted by a polished website listing a Manhattan address, displaying testimonials from 

customers and a money-back guarantee. Best of all, Devumi claims, the company’s products are blessed 

by the platform for which they are selling followers. “We only use promotion techniques that are Twitter 

approved so your account is never at risk of getting suspended or penalized,” Devumi’s website promises. 

 

To better understand Devumi’s business, we became a customer. In April, The Times set up a test account 

on Twitter and paid Devumi $225 for 25,000 followers, or about a penny each. As advertised, the first 

10,000 or so looked like real people. They had pictures and full names, hometowns and often authentic-

seeming biographies. One account looked like that of Ms. Rychly, the young Minnesota woman. 

 

But on closer inspection, some of the details seemed off. The account names had extra letters or 

underscores, or easy-to-miss substitutions, like a lowercase “L” in place of an uppercase “I.” 

 

The next 15,000 followers from Devumi were more obviously suspect: no profile pictures, and jumbles of 

letters, numbers and word fragments instead of names. 

 

In August, a Times reporter emailed Mr. Calas, asking if he would answer questions about Devumi. Mr. 

Calas did not respond. Twitter forbids selling or buying followers or retweets, and Devumi promises 

customers absolute discretion. “Your info is always kept confidential,” the company’s website reads. “Our 

followers look like any other followers and are always delivered naturally. The only way anyone will 

know is if you tell them.” 

 

But company records reviewed by The Times revealed much of what Devumi and its customers prefer to 

conceal. 

 

Most of Devumi’s best-known buyers are selling products, services or themselves on social media. In 
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interviews, their explanations varied. They bought followers because they were curious about how it 

worked, or felt pressure to generate high follower counts for themselves or their customers. “Everyone 

does it,” said the actress Deirdre Lovejoy, a Devumi customer. 

 

While some said they believed Devumi was supplying real potential fans or customers, others 

acknowledged that they knew or suspected they were getting fake accounts. Several said they regretted 

their purchases. 

 

“It’s fraud,” said James Cracknell, a British rower and Olympic gold medalist who bought 50,000 

followers from Devumi. “People who judge by how many likes or how many followers, it’s not a healthy 

thing.” 

 

Ms. Ireland has over a million followers on Twitter, which she often uses to promote companies with 

whom she has endorsement deals. The Wisconsin-based American Family Insurance, for example, said 

that the former model was one of its most influential Twitter “brand ambassadors,” celebrities who are 

paid to help promote products. 

 

But in January last year, Ms. Ireland had only about 160,000 followers. The next month, an employee at 

the branding agency she owns, Sterling/Winters, spent about $2,000 for 300,000 more followers, 

according to Devumi records. The employee later made more purchases, he acknowledged in an interview. 

Much of Ms. Ireland’s Twitter following appears to consist of bots, a Times analysis found. 

 

A spokeswoman said that the employee had acted without Ms. Ireland’s authorization and had been 

suspended after The Times asked about the purchases. “I’m sure he thought he was fulfilling his duties, 

but it’s not something he should have done,” said the spokeswoman, Rona Menashe. 

 

Over two years, the Democratic public relations consultant and CNN contributor Hilary Rosen bought 

more than a half-million fake followers from Devumi. Ms. Rosen previously spent more than a decade as 

head of the Recording Industry Association of America. In an interview, she described the purchases as 

“an experiment I did several years ago to see how it worked.” She made more than a dozen purchases of 

followers from 2015 to 2017, according to company records. 

 

Other buyers said they had faced pressure from employers to generate social media followers. Marcus 

Holmlund, a young freelance writer, was at first thrilled when Wilhelmina, the international modeling 

agency, hired him to manage its social media efforts. But when Wilhelmina’s Twitter following didn’t 

grow fast enough, Mr. Holmlund said, a supervisor told him to buy followers or find another job. In 2015, 

despite misgivings, he began making monthly Devumi purchases out of his own pocket. 

 

“I felt stuck with the threat of being fired, or worse, never working in fashion again,” said Mr. Holmlund, 

who left in late 2015. “Since then, I tell anyone and everyone who ever asks that it’s a total scam — it 

won’t boost their engagement.” (A Wilhelmina spokeswoman declined to comment.) 

 

Several Devumi customers acknowledged that they bought bots because their careers had come to depend, 

in part, on the appearance of social media influence. “No one will take you seriously if you don’t have a 

noteworthy presence,” said Jason Schenker, an economist who specializes in economic forecasting and has 

purchased at least 260,000 followers. 

 

Not surprisingly, Devumi has sold millions of followers and retweets to entertainers on the lower and 

middle rungs of Hollywood, such as the actor Ryan Hurst, a star of the television series “Sons of 

Anarchy.” In 2016 and 2017, he bought a total of 750,000 followers, about three-quarters of his current 

count. It cost less than $4,000, according to company records. Mr. Hurst did not respond to multiple 

requests for comment. 

 

Devumi also sells bots to reality television stars, who can parlay fame into endorsement and appearance 

fees. Sonja Morgan, a cast member on the Bravo show “The Real Housewives of New York City,” uses 

her Devumi-boosted Twitter feed to promote her fashion line, a shopping app and a website that sells 
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personalized “video shout-outs.” One former “American Idol” contestant, Clay Aiken, even paid Devumi 

to spread a grievance: his customer service complaint against Volvo. Devumi bots retweeted his complaint 

5,000 times. 

 

Mr. Aiken and Ms. Morgan did not respond to requests for comment. 

 

More than a hundred self-described influencers — whose market value is even more directly linked to 

their follower counts on social media — have purchased Twitter followers from Devumi. Justin Blau, a 

popular Las Vegas-based D.J. who performs as 3LAU, acquired 50,000 followers and thousands of 

retweets. In an email, Mr. Blau said a former member of his management team bought them without his 

approval. 

 

At least five Devumi influencer customers are also contractors for HelloSociety, an influencer agency 

owned by The New York Times Company. (A Times spokeswoman said the company sought to verify that 

the audience of each contractor was legitimate and would not do business with anyone who violated that 

standard.) Lucas Peterson, a freelance journalist who writes a travel column for The Times, also bought 

followers from Devumi. 

 

Influencers need not be well known to rake in endorsement money. According to a recent profile in the 

British tabloid The Sun, two young siblings, Arabella and Jaadin Daho, earn a combined $100,000 a year 

as influencers, working with brands such as Amazon, Disney, Louis Vuitton and Nintendo. Arabella, who 

is 14, tweets under the name Amazing Arabella. 

 

But her Twitter account — and her brother’s — are boosted by thousands of retweets purchased by their 

mother and manager, Shadia Daho, according to Devumi records. Ms. Daho did not respond to repeated 

attempts to reach her by email and through a public relations firm. 

 

While Devumi sells millions of followers directly to celebrities and influencers, its customers also include 

marketing and public relations agencies, which buy followers for their own customers. Phil Pallen, a brand 

strategist based in Los Angeles, offers customers “growth & ad campaigns” on social media. At least a 

dozen times, company records show, Mr. Pallen has paid Devumi to deliver those results. Beginning in 

2014, for example, he purchased tens of thousands of followers for Lori Greiner, the inventor and “Shark 

Tank” co-host. 

 

Marketing consultants sometimes buy followers for themselves, too, in effect purchasing the evidence of 

their supposed expertise. In 2015, Jeetendr Sehdev, a former adjunct professor at the University of 

Southern California who calls himself “the world’s leading celebrity branding authority,” began buying 

hundreds of thousands of fake followers from Devumi. 

 

He did not respond to requests for comment. But in his recent best-selling book, “The Kim Kardashian 

Principle: Why Shameless Sells,” he had a different explanation for his rising follower count. “My social 

media following exploded,” Mr. Sehdev claimed, because he had discovered the true secret to celebrity 

influence: “Authenticity is the key.” 

 

Scattered around the web is an array of obscure websites where anonymous bot makers around the world 

connect with retailers like Devumi. While individual customers can buy from some of these bare-boned 

sites — Peakerr, CheapPanel and YTbot, among others — they are less user-friendly. Some, for example, 

do not accept credit cards, only cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. 

 

But each site sells followers, likes and shares in bulk, for a variety of social media platforms and in 

different languages. The accounts they sell may change hands repeatedly. The same account may even be 

available from more than one seller. 

 

Devumi, according to one former employee, sourced bots from different bot makers depending on price, 

quality and reliability. On Peakerr, for example, 1,000 high-quality, English-language bots with photos 

costs a little more than a dollar. Devumi charges $17 for the same quantity. 
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The price difference has allowed Mr. Calas to build a small fortune, according to company records. In just 

a few years, Devumi sold about 200 million Twitter followers to at least 39,000 customers, accounting for 

a third of more than $6 million in sales during that period. 

 

Last month, Mr. Calas asked for examples of bots The Times found that copied real users. After receiving 

the names of 10 accounts, Mr. Calas, who had agreed to an interview, asked for more time to analyze 

them. Then he stopped responding to emails. 

 

Ms. Binns, the Twitter spokeswoman, said the company did not proactively review accounts to see if they 

were impersonating other users. Instead, the company’s efforts are focused on identifying and suspending 

accounts that violate Twitter’s spam policies. In December, for example, the company identified an 

average of 6.4 million suspicious accounts each week, she said. 

 

All of the sample accounts provided by The Times violated Twitter’s anti-spam policies and were shut 

down, Ms. Binns said. “We take the action of suspending an account from the platform very seriously,” 

she said. “At the same time, we want to aggressively fight spam on the platform.” 

 

The company also suspended Devumi’s account on Saturday after the Times article was published online. 

 

Yet Twitter has not imposed seemingly simple safeguards that would help throttle bot manufacturers, such 

as requiring anyone signing up for a new account to pass an anti-spam test, as many commercial sites do. 

As a result, Twitter now hosts vast swaths of unused accounts, including what are probably dormant 

accounts controlled by bot makers. 

 

Former employees said the company’s security team for many years was more focused on abuse by real 

users, including racist and sexist content and orchestrated harassment campaigns. Only recently, they said, 

after revelations that Russia-aligned hackers had deployed networks of Twitter bots to spread divisive 

content and junk news, has Twitter turned more attention to weeding out fake accounts. 

 

Leslie Miley, an engineer who worked on security and user safety at Twitter before leaving in late 2015, 

said, “Twitter as a social network was designed with almost no accountability.” 

 

Some critics believe Twitter has a business incentive against weeding out bots too aggressively. Over the 

past two years, the company has struggled to generate the user growth seen by rivals like Facebook and 

Snapchat. And outside researchers have disputed the company’s estimates for how many of its active users 

are actually bots. 

 

“We’re working with completely unregulated, closed ecosystems that aren’t reporting on these things. 

They have a perverse incentive to let it happen,” said Mr. Essaid, the cybersecurity expert. “They want to 

police it to the extent it doesn’t seem obvious, but they make money off it.” 

 

In January, after almost two years of promoting hundreds of Devumi customers, the fake Jessica Rychly 

account was finally flagged by Twitter’s security algorithms. It was recently suspended. 

 

But the real Ms. Rychly may soon leave Twitter for good. 

 

“I am probably just going to delete my Twitter account,” she said. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 DHS cyber info-sharing tool reboot 

SOURCE http://www.defenseone.com/technology/2018/01/dhs-cyber-info-sharing-tool-get-reboot-

year/145517/?oref=d-channeltop  

GIST The Homeland Security Department plans to update its system for automatically sharing cybersecurity 
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threat information with companies, critical infrastructure providers and other federal agencies this coming 

summer or fall, a top official said Thursday. 

 

More than 200 organizations have signed up to automatically receive the indicators, but most of them 

aren’t using that information to automatically block malicious traffic into their networks, Jeanette Manfra, 

assistant secretary in Homeland Security’s Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, said. 

 

Generally, that’s because customer organizations say the indicators don’t include enough information for 

them to determine what’s truly relevant, Manfra told an audience at the industry group US Telecom’s 

cybersecurity policy forum. 

 

Homeland Security hopes to remedy that with the update, she said. 

 

“If you’re not automating the whole … process, it’s not really getting us to that next level of automated 

defense,” Manfra said. 

 

Homeland Security launched its automated indicator sharing program in March 2016, after it was 

authorized by Congress in a major 2015 cybersecurity bill. The list of indicator recipients includes all 

major federal agencies. 

 

The update will also include a capability for customers to provide automated feedback to Homeland 

Security about what they’re doing with the cyber threat indicators the department passes along and how 

useful they are, Manfra said. 

 

The automated indicator sharing update will come at roughly the same time as an update to the technical 

standards, known as STIX and TAXII, that define how the government and other organizations share 

cyber threat information, Manfra said. 

 

STIX stands for “Structured Threat Information eXpression” and TAXII stands for “Trusted Automated 

eXchange of Indicator Information.” 
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HEADLINE 01/27 World’s biggest digital currency theft 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-42845505  

GIST One of Japan's largest digital currency exchanges says it has lost some $534m (£380m) worth of virtual 

money in a hacking attack on its network. 

 

Coincheck suspended deposits and withdrawals for all crypto-currencies except Bitcoin as it assessed its 

losses in NEM, a lesser-known coin. 

 

If the theft is confirmed, it will be the largest involving digital currency. 

 

Another Tokyo exchange, MtGox, collapsed in 2014 after admitting that $400m had been stolen from its 

network. 

 

The stolen Coincheck money was said to be kept in a "hot wallet" - a part of the exchange connected to the 

internet. That contrasts with a cold wallet, where funds are stored securely offline. 

 

Coincheck says it has the digital address of where the money was sent and is going to do what it can to 

compensate investors. 

 

Coincheck was still examining how many customers had been affected and trying to establish whether the 

break-in had been launched from Japan or another country. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Davos: bitcoin is not currency 

SOURCE http://money.cnn.com/2018/01/26/technology/davos-bitcoin-currency-asset/index.html  

GIST Davos is clear on bitcoin: It's an interesting investment, but please don't call it a currency. 

 

Bitcoin's volatile ascent has transformed it from a tech industry curiosity to a major topic of discussion at 

this year's World Economic Forum. 

 

Yet the consensus in Davos, Switzerland, is that bitcoin will never be as useful as the dollar or yen in the 

real world. 

 

"The central banks have been nurturing the [financial] system for centuries... we've got a good thing going 

on," Nobel laureate Robert Shiller said at a debate about the cryptocurrency. 

 

Cecilia Skingsley, deputy governor of Sweden's central bank, said she had "no problem with people using 

[bitcoin] as an asset to invest in." 

 

"But it's too volatile to be used as currency," she added. 

 

Bitcoin prices, which peaked near $20,000 in December, have fallen sharply to under $11,000 after a 

series of exchange closures and talk of increased regulation raised concerns over the digital currency's 

future. 

 

The comments reflect growing anxiety over the real world applications for bitcoin, which is accepted at a 

smattering of retailers but has failed to find widespread acceptance. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Terror organization: Haqqani Network 

SOURCE http://www.timesnownews.com/international/article/kabul-ambulance-attack-bomb-blast-

afghanistan-haqqani-network-taliban-pakistan-us-india/192955  

GIST Afghanistan on Saturday blamed a devastating suicide bomb attack in Kabul that killed at least 95 people 

and wounded 158 others on the Taliban-affiliated Haqqani Network, former CIA assets now considered 

one of the most dangerous factions fighting US-led NATO forces in Afghanistan. 

 

Led by Sirajuddin Haqqani, who doubles as the Afghan Taliban's deputy leader, the extremist group has 

been blamed for spectacular attacks across Afghanistan since after the US invasion. 

 

Kabul ambulance bomb attack: 95 killed, 163 wounded; Afghanistan govt holds Haqqani network 

responsible 

 

Long suspected of links to Pakistan's shadowy military establishment, the network was described by US 

Admiral Mike Mullen in 2011 as a "veritable arm" of Pakistani intelligence. 

 

"When you hear US officials, including in private settings, talking about what worries them the most, they 

always talk about the Haqqanis," said analyst Michael Kugelman, of the Wilson Center in Washington. 

 

Who are they?  

 

The group was founded by Jalaluddin Haqqani, an Afghan mujahideen commander fighting the Soviet 

occupation of Afghanistan in the 1980s with the help of the US and Pakistan. 
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Jalaluddin gained notoriety for his organisation and bravery, garnering attention from the CIA and a 

personal visit from US congressman Charlie Wilson. 

 

A fluent Arabic speaker, Jalaluddin also fostered close ties with Arab jihadists including Osama Bin Laden 

who flocked to the region during the war. Later, Jalaluddin became a minister in the Taliban regime. 

 

Now designated a terrorist group by the US, the Haqqanis are known for their heavy use of suicide 

bombers. 

 

They were blamed for the truck bomb in the heart of Kabul in May that killed around 150 people -- though 

Sirajuddin later denied the accusation in a rare audio message. 

 

The network has also been accused of assassinating top Afghan officials and holding kidnapped 

Westerners for ransom. 

 

That includes recently released Canadian Joshua Boyle, his American wife Caitlan Coleman, and their 

three children -- all born in captivity -- as well as US soldier Bowe Bergdahl, who was released in 2014. 

 

Where are they now? 

 

Following the US invasion of Afghanistan, Taliban fighters flooded across the border into Pakistan, where 

they regrouped before launching an insurgency against the Americans. 

 

That included the Haqqanis, who coordinated attacks on NATO from across the border in their stronghold 

of Miran Shah, the biggest town in North Waziristan, one of Pakistan's semi-autonomous border tribal 

areas. 

 

The US has launched repeated drone attacks targeting the group while Pakistan's military has conducted 

successive clearing operations, though sceptical Afghan officials have noted they always seemed to miss 

the Haqqanis. 

 

Pakistan intensified a military operation in the area in 2014, however, and some militant sources say the 

pressure has forced many of the Haqqanis underground or over the border into their Afghan strongholds, 

claims that AFP could not confirm. 

 

Why are they linked to Pakistan? 

 

Pakistan sees its arch-nemesis to the east, India, as an existential threat, and has long sought influence over 

Kabul as a bulwark against Delhi. 

 

The Haqqanis have frequently been accused of targeting Indian installations in Afghanistan, spurring 

speculation they were overseen by Pakistani intelligence agencies. 

 

"For Pakistan, the calculus comes down to India," said Kugelman. 

 

"It views the Haqqanis and also more broadly the Afghan Taliban as a useful asset to help push back 

against the presence of India in Afghanistan." 

 

Politicians and retired military officials in Islamabad acknowledge privately that having open channels 

with the Haqqanis is vital. 

 

Some stressed the nature of the connection. "There's a difference between contact and supporting them or 

being part of them," Mehmood Shah, a retired brigadier who worked in Pakistan's tribal areas, told AFP. 

 

What does the US want Pakistan to do? 
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Washington has long pressured Pakistan to crack down on militant groups, with the Haqqanis a top 

priority. 

 

US President Donald Trump turned up the heat last summer when he accused Pakistan of playing a double 

game in Afghanistan and upbraided Islamabad for sheltering "agents of chaos". 

 

Islamabad has repeatedly denied the claims and accused Washington of ignoring the thousands of 

Pakistani lives lost in its struggle with militancy. 

 

The recovery of Boyle, Coleman, and their children came weeks later, with Pakistan using its role in 

securing their freedom to urge the US to trust it is doing its best. 

 

But -- Pakistan's desire for strategic depth aside -- a crackdown on the Haqqanis might not be easy in a 

tribal society where social relations matter, warned Pakistani political analyst Imtiaz Gul. 

 

"You can't simply pluck out somebody because they've gone politically incorrect," he said. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Study: ISIS media network  

SOURCE http://www.terrorism-info.org.il/en/isiss-media-network-era-fall-islamic-state/  

GIST This study analyzes ISIS’s media network in view of rise and the fall of the Islamic State and to an 

essential change in ISIS’s nature (the transition from the Islamic State to a terrorist organization).  

 

The loss of territories and resources, which accelerated in 2017, struck a hard blow to ISIS’s media 

network. At the same time, there have been signs of a recovery in recent months, at the beginning of the 

new era after the fall of the Islamic State. 

 

The signs of the blow dealt to ISIS’s media network include the hiatus in the activities of its media 

platforms or their irregular appearance; a significant reduction in the volume of publications produced; the 

inferior quality and reduced quantity of publications and the changes in their contents. The changes 

included shorter reports; a defensive tone; late reporting and late claims of responsibility; inaccuracies and 

exaggerations; problems with the translation of titles and headlines from Arabic to English and in the 

quality and quantity of videos and pictures. However, there was also an increase in the number of calls to 

ISIS operatives around to globe to carry out attacks and calls to operatives in Syria and Iraq to be patient 

and persevere in the struggle, in view of the difficulties facing ISIS. 

 

The height of ISIS’s media activities was in 2014 and 2015. During that era, which began when ISIS was 

established and split from al-Qaeda, the organization’s morale rose and its military and financial situation 

improved, peaking with the conquest of the city of Mosul in Iraq and the establishment of the Islamic State 

(June 2014). At that time ISIS established a media network that was of high quality, effective and 

centralized, operated by the Islamic State’s “Central Media Department.” It employed skilled 

professionals, some of whom came to Syria from Western countries. At the time they produced very high-

quality videos that resounded greatly around the globe. 

 

At its height, the media network went from local to global. Traditional channels were increased to include 

extensive media activity that sought to reach target audiences around the globe. They also used languages 

other than Arabic, primarily English. European languages were complemented with languages spoken by 

Muslims countries and communities, such as Turkish, Indonesian, the Turkic language spoken by 

the Uyghur minority in China and Pashto, spoken in Afghanistan. Extensive activity was also conducted 

on the social networks, particularly Twitter, used as a platform to disseminate ISIS media materials. At 

ISIS’s height its media products dealt with boasting about the Islamic State’s governance and its conduct 

as a living, functioning body that dealt with civilian life as well as fighting. It also encouraged operatives 

from around the globe to enlist in the ranks of the Islamic State and represented the “new Caliphate” as the 
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embodiment of pure, utopian Islam. 

 

In 2016 and 2017, as the Islamic State suffered blow after blow, there was a gradual, significant decline in 

the quantity and quality of ISIS’s publications. Some of the reasons were the following: the killing of 

some of its senior media figures; the general lack of financial resources, which influenced the resources 

allotted for its media; and the Islamic State’s loss of territory and population centers (especially the fall of 

al-Raqqa and Mosul, where the media network’s main centers were located). In addition, even at the 

height of its activity, ISIS was forced to deal with intensive activity conducted against it by the 

managements of Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, and with cyber attacks that toppled sites. 

 

Only towards the end of 2017, at the beginning of the post-Islamic State era, did ISIS’s media network 

begin showing significant signs of recovery. ISIS reconstructed most of its websites and its affiliated 

propaganda institutions, and began issuing more updated and better quality products. Its recovery is 

noticeable both in its central media outlets (which continue to be dominant) and in the local media 

materials disseminated by its provinces in Syria, Iraq, and abroad. It is evident in the provinces in Syria 

and Iraq where, after the fall of Islamic State, it again conducts guerrilla and terrorist activities. Most 

prominent are its media activities in the Sinai and Khorasan (Afghanistan/Pakistan) Provinces, in full 

adaption with its intensive attacks in those provinces. However, the extent and quality of ISIS’s current 

media have not yet returned to the status quo ante. 

 

Below are ISIS’s propaganda platforms operating today (updated to the middle of January 2018). Some of 

them officially belong to ISIS. Most of them do not but their contents are clearly affiliated with ISIS. 

 

• ISIS’s news agencies: the most important is the A’maq News Agency. Others include Moata, the 

provinces’ news network (WNN) and al-Qarar. 

 

• Institutions for the production and distribution of propaganda material: the most important 

institution is al-Hayat, the production wing of the Central Media Department. Others include al-

Furqan Media Foundation, al-Ajnad Foundation for Media Production and the Rimah Foundation. 

 

• ISIS-affiliated websites: the most important is Akhbar al-Muslimin. Another is al-Sawarim. 

• Internet magazines: ISIS’s main internet magazine is the weekly al-Nabā’. A less important one is 

al-Anfāl. 

 

• ISIS’s internet radio station: Radio al-Bayan. 

 

• Local media offices in the various provinces: In the past such offices were responsible for the 

dissemination of most of ISIS’s media material. At least some of them continue to operate. 

 

In addition, there are media platforms, some of them important, which ceased their operations. They 

include the Haqq website, the monthly magazine Rumiyah, the magazine Dabiq, the al-I’tisam Media 

Foundation and the al-Ansar site. Some of the platforms will return to operations as ISIS reconstructs its 

operational and propaganda capabilities. 

 

Even at the height of its power ISIS’s media network was forced to reduce and later completely end its 

presence on popular social networks such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube. That was mainly the result 

of activity taken against them by the networks’ managements. As a result ISIS and its supporters often use 

the encrypted Telegram application, which enables groups of ISIS operatives to communicate 

anonymously. That provides a certain solution for communication with ISIS operatives and provinces 

around the globe, but at the price of the difficulty of disseminating propaganda to a larger 

audience and spreading its messages through general discussions on the social networks. 

 

The materials produced by ISIS’s media network indicate that even after the fall of the Islamic State, ISIS 

remains, in its own eyes and those of its provinces, a global jihadist organization whose activity is not 

limited to Iraq and Syria (still its core states). ISIS regards its local and global media network as very 

important for the following reasons: it enables ISIS to remain relevant as one an important jihadist 
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organization; it enables ISIS to maintain ties with operatives and provinces abroad, to continue issuing 

information about its operational activity, to send ideological messages to its supporters and to Muslim 

communities around the globe and to wage a campaign of incitement whose objective is to motivate 

Muslim supporters to carry out local terrorist attacks (ISIS-inspired attacks). 

 

The threat of ISIS’s global terrorism did not end with the fall of the Islamic State, and it is possible that it 

will grow in the future. That is because ISIS is not currently staggering under the load of the routine 

management of the Islamic State, defending its borders and providing for the needs of the inhabitants. 

Moreover, now that the Islamic State has fallen, ISIS and its provinces will be motivated to prove they are 

still relevant. ISIS’s recovering media network is a vital branch in the structure of the provinces in Syria, 

Iraq and abroad. ISIS can use it to call on its supporters in the Muslim countries around the globe to carry 

out independent terrorist attacks. That incitement, to which ISIS gives an important place in its 

publications for foreign audiences, has proven itself as fruitful and fueled the ISIS-inspired attacks around 

the globe, especially in the West. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Turkey: 28 ISIS militants captured 

SOURCE https://www.dailysabah.com/investigations/2018/01/29/28-daesh-terrorists-nabbed-including-

interpol-red-notice-suspect-with-tl-15m-bounty-in-weeklong-ops  

GIST Turkey's Interior Ministry announced Monday that 28 Daesh terrorists were captured in operations 

between Jan. 22 and 29, including a suspect who was believed to be trained as a suicide bomber. 

 

A statement from the ministry said that one terrorist was captured dead, whereas 21 others were captured 

alive and six other surrendered to security forces. 

 

One of the suspected terrorists include Demet Yaşar, who was on the blue category of Turkey's terror 

blacklist with a 1.5 million Turkish lira ($398,000) bounty on her head. Yaşar, whose name was 

mentioned by Turkish media outlets as a suspected Daesh militant trained for suicide bombing, was also 

being sought by an Interpol red notice. 

 

Daesh has targeted Turkey for its active role in fighting the terrorist group, dismantling its funding and 

apprehending foreign fighters flow into battle zones in Syria and Iraq, retaliating through a string of 

attacks and bombings in the country in 2015 and 2016. The terrorist group was responsible for Turkey's 

deadliest attack killing 109 people and injuring more than 500 others when two Daesh suicide bombers 

detonated themselves at a peace rally on Oct. 10, 2015, in the capital Ankara. 

 

Yaşar's name was frequently cited within a terror cell after a Daesh suicide bombing that killed five people 

and injured 100 others during a rally of pro-PKK Peoples' Democratic Party (HDP) on June 5, 2015. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Group helps identify fleeing ISIS 

SOURCE http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/sound-and-picture-identifies-isis-fighters-1.4503905  

GIST As ISIS militants flee their falling strongholds, a Syrian human rights group is trying to track them and 

make sure they don't infiltrate other parts of the world.  

 

"We want to get justice," says Mohammad Kheder, 31, CEO of Sound and Picture, which works with the 

Free Syrian Army (FSA) to identify ISIS fighters. 

 

But human rights observers are concerned about whether suspected militants get due process. 

 

Kheder, who was a math teacher, lived under ISIS for a year after the militant group took control of his 

hometown al-Bukamal, near the Iraqi border, in 2014. Then he moved his family to Turkey, where they 
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spent a few months, before being granted asylum in Germany in 2016. 

 

Sitting at his home now, with a Syrian flag on the wall behind him, Kheder reminisces over what his city 

and many others looked like before ISIS took over. 

 

"They were very beautiful cities, very colourful cities. After that, ISIS came and stole those cities. They 

made it black," Kheder said via Skype. "We just want to give the justice to those people who suffered 

under ISIS control." 

 

Kheder founded Sound and Picture in January 2015 to document human rights abuses by ISIS and other 

extremist groups — information it provides to media and NGOs free of charge.  

 

Kheder's brother Aghiad was among the organization's first 24 members, who began operating on the 

ground in Raqqa and Deir ez-Zor, and in the countryside of Hasakah, Aleppo and Homs, covering almost 

half of the country in the east. The group has grown to a network of 75 and extended its coverage to ISIS-

controlled territories in Iraq.  

 

"We believe that if we want to fight against the radical ideology of ISIS, we have to fight it all over their 

territories," says Kheder. 

 

Using WhatsApp to ID militants 

Between June and October 2017, when the U.S.-backed forces drove ISIS out of Raqqa, many of the 

militants headed for Aleppo and across the border to Turkey. 

 

When the Turkish-backed FSA established roadside checkpoints in the area, guards set up a group chat 

with Sound and Picture using the WhatsApp messaging service. 

 

"They needed to know who is [an] ISIS member and who is just civilian," Kheder said. 

 

Every man who arrives at one of the checkpoints has his name and photo taken, which guards send to the 

WhatsApp group. 

 

"We have to be 100 per cent sure before saying anything," says Kheder. 

 

Kheder understands the implications of his organization's work and says great care is taken in making 

identifications, requiring input from multiple Sound and Picture members on the ground. 

 

"We don't take the information from one source," he explains. 

 

The group has built a database by collecting as much information as possible about each suspected ISIS 

member. And the intelligence gathering isn't limited to men. About 30 per cent of Sound and Picture's 

members are female and trained to collect information on women. 

 

Sound and Picture says it has identified hundreds of ISIS members trying to flee through FSA checkpoints 

— most of them are locals, but there are also nationals from Egypt, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and 

France. 

 

In June 2017 when a Montreal woman contacted Sound and Picture about her daughter, Kheder 

recognized the daughter's husband — a German ISIS fighter known by the nom de guerre Abu Salaheddin. 

 

"He was in al-Bukamal, and since I am originally from al-Bukamal, we could identify the neighbourhood 

he was in," explains Kheder. 

 

Abu Abd al-Rahman, a commander of the FSA group Ahrar al-Sharqiya, confirmed to CBC News, via 

WhatsApp, that his group arrests suspected ISIS fighters identified by "trusted sources."    
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Sound and Picture's involvement ends with the identification. Any suspected ISIS members are taken into 

custody — and that's where things get murky. The FSA is the only group Sound and Picture works with, 

but it isn't the only rebel group on the ground. 

 

Areas in Northern Syria are controlled by various FSA, Syrian Democratic Forces and Turkish-backed 

rebel groups, who are often in conflict with one another. No one group has jurisdiction. 

 

Because of the patchwork of jurisdictional control, it's unclear what happens to the detainees. 

 

Nadim Houry, director of the terrorism and counterterrorism program at Human Rights Watch (HRW), has 

visited a detention centre in a Kurdish-run part of Syria. While he declined to speak specifically about 

Sound and Picture, he says it's fine to use civilian tips to identify ISIS members, but he's concerned about 

due process. 

 

"The question is, will there be a local process to check this information, a chance for the person to defend 

themselves, cross-check it, make sure the information is accurate?" says Houry. 

 

"There is a huge need for justice and accountability in these areas," he says. "There have been a lot of 

abuses committed by all sorts of different parties. And there's a danger that in the absence of real justice 

mechanisms, we end up with various revenge mechanisms." 

 

Kheder is also cognizant about the pitfalls of this process. 

 

"Even ISIS members have to be dealt with in a civilized way," he says. "If we deal with former ISIS 

members in the same way that ISIS members dealt with civilians, then we are the same." 

 

Kheder says detainees in this part of the world aren't treated the way they are in Western countries, and he 

too worries about human rights abuses in detention centres. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Terror plotter seeks deportation not jail 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/cf624e392bcb4a65824eea887d4e1cd9/Man-accused-in-terror-plot-asked-for-

deportation-over-prison  

GIST COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A man accused of plotting an attack on a federal medical facility in Texas 

asked a judge in December to deport him instead of sending him to prison, saying he didn’t deserve to 

spend time behind bars, records show. 

 

Abdirahman Sheik Mohamud told federal Judge Michael Watson that he didn’t want to leave his family 

but called his proposal “completely fair and just.” 

 

“I truly don’t believe I deserve prison at all,” Mohamud said in the Dec. 12 letter, filed in the official court 

record on Thursday. 

 

He added: “So if the concern is risk assessment then deportation would set everyone’s hearts at ease.” 

 

 

Mohamud, who was born in Somalia and came to the U.S. at 2 years old, may eventually get his wish. 

 

After Mohamud was sentenced to 22 years in prison last week, the local Homeland Security Investigations 

office said it would seek to strip him of his citizenship and deport him to Somalia. 

 

At sentencing on Jan. 22, Mohamud told Watson that he knew what he’d done was wrong and that he’d 

fallen into the trap of radicalization while abroad. 
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Mohamud, 26, tried to fire his attorney in a second letter dated Dec. 15, saying they weren’t 

communicating well. A handwritten note on the letter says Mohamud’s request was withdrawn Jan. 9 in 

court. 

 

His attorney, veteran Columbus defense lawyer Sam Shamansky, declined to comment. 

 

Mohamud planned to fly to Texas and attack the Federal Medical Center Carswell in Fort Worth in an 

attempt to free Aafia Siddiqui, a Pakistani scientist convicted of shooting at two U.S. soldiers in 

Afghanistan, Watson said as he outlined the allegations against Mohamud. 

 

According to the government, Mohamud applied for a passport to travel abroad only a week after he 

became a U.S. citizen in 2014. 

 

He bought a ticket to Greece with a stop in Turkey, where he disembarked before going to Syria, 

prosecutors said in court documents. They said he never intended to go to Greece. 

 

Mohamud trained with al-Nusra Front, an extremist organization affiliated with al-Qaeda, prosecutors 

said. 

 

Mohamud was arrested in 2015 and pleaded guilty a few months later. The attacks were never carried out. 

 

Shamansky asked for leniency, saying Mohamud didn’t have his father around when he was growing up, 

was brainwashed while abroad “by professional head twisters” but later realized his error and abandoned 

his plot. 

 

Prosecutors noted Mohamud contacted others from jail after his arrest and told them not to say anything. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Report: Iran funds weapons, terrorism 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/28/iran-spends-billions-on-weapons-programs-terrorism-

while-ignoring-iranians-basic-needs-report-finds.html  

GIST Iran is spending billions of dollars on its weapons programs and supporting terrorism around the globe 

while it ignores the basic needs of its people, a new report asserts. 

 

The report, issued by the National Council of Resistance of Iran (NCRI), states that this month’s uprising 

against the regime was due to what it states are the “grueling high prices and economic strains on an array 

of social sectors.” 

 

It claims that this is a result of the regime putting its resources, “toward domestic suppression, 

warmongering and expansion of terrorism abroad,” which the report points out has led to poverty and 

deprivation among Iranians. 

 

The report is titled “Primary Causes of Poverty and Popular Uprisings in Iran.” It says the report is based 

on a “high-level assessment” which revealed that the annual minimum cost to Iranians of keeping the 

“clerical regime in power” is about $55 billion. 

 

The national council says on its website it is a “broad coalition of democratic Iranian organizations, 

groups, and personalities” that “was founded in 1981 in Tehran, Iran, on the initiative of Massoud Rajavi, 

the leader of the Iranian Resistance.” 

 

The report claims that half of those funds came from “money channeled to military and security-related 

activities and export of terrorism, funded by revenues obtained from institutions controlled by the supreme 

leader’s office and the IRGC.” The report indicates that the other half of the funds is from the official state 

budget and is earmarked for military- and security-related affairs and the export of terrorism. 
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The report also describes how during the height of this month’s anti-regime protests, shouted comments 

were made against  Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. 

 

The report states that over the years Khamenei has taken over the “bulk of Iran’s economy.” It claims the 

organizations and institutions, including the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), show that 

Khamenei-controlled-companies make up over 50 percent of Iran’s gross domestic product, or GDP. 

 

The report compares what it calls funding for “warmongering and suppression” against other state 

expenditures. 

 

It claims Iran’s total health care budget for 2018 is $16.3 billion, which is a third of its total war budget. 

 

The report also reveals that for the last six years the total spent on its Syrian activities is around $15-20 

billion a year. It describes how protesters shouted during the January protests, “Leave Syria, think about 

us,” and “Neither Gaza or Lebanon, I dedicate my life to Iran.” 

 

The report compares paltry welfare payments made to those living under absolute poverty with the larger 

sums of money paid to Afghan mercenaries bankrolled by Iran to fight in Syria. 

 

According to statements made by Afghan mercenaries during interviews with state-run media, each 

mercenary is paid between $600-700 a month. Doing the math, nearly 20,000 Afghan mercenaries cost the 

regime between $12-$14 million a month. Compare that to the nearly $70 monthly stipend Iranians living 

under the absolute poverty line receive, according to the report. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Military: troops won’t withdraw Manbij 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/29/politics/general-votel-syria-manbij-commitment-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)US troops will not withdraw from Manbij, a strategically important city in northern Syria, a leading 

US military figure told CNN Sunday. 

 

This means that US troops risk being caught up in Turkey's military push into northern Syria should 

Ankara follow through with a pledge to advance into the area. 

 

Gen. Joseph Votel, commander of the United States Central Command, said that withdrawing US forces 

from Manbij is "not something we are looking into." 

 

Manbij is a key flashpoint in northern Syria -- located northeast of Aleppo and around 40 kilometers (25 

miles) south of Jarabulus, which sits on the Syrian-Turkish border. 

 

Turkey launched a ground operation across the border into Syria a week ago in an attempt to drive US-

allied Kurdish militia from the area. The military incursion has raised tensions between Turkey and the 

United States, which supports and openly arms Kurdish militias fighting ISIS. 

 

The confirmation of US commitment to Manbij comes as parties involved in the conflict prepare to meet 

in Russia-hosted peace talks in the Black Sea resort of Sochi. 

 

The Syrian National Dialogue Congress will take place over Monday and Tuesday, and will be attended by 

up to 1,500 delegates from across the Syrian political landscape, Russian state media says. 

 

The UN's special envoy for Syria, Staffan de Mistura, will attend, the world body confirmed. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 ISIS claims Kabul military academy attack 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/gunbattle-occurring-afghan-military-academy-

52674189?   

GIST Militants attacked an Afghan army unit guarding a military academy in the capital of Kabul on Monday, 

killing at least five soldiers and wounding 10, officials said. Hours later, the Islamic State group claimed 

responsibility for the assault. 

 

The attack was the latest in a wave of relentless violence in Kabul this month unleashed by the Taliban and 

rival Islamic State militants that has killed scores and left hundreds wounded. 

 

Monday's attack started around 4 a.m., witnesses said, and fighting continued long after daybreak. 

 

A suicide bomber first struck the military unit responsible for providing security for the academy, 

followed by a gunbattle with the troops, said Dawlat Waziri, spokesman for the Afghan defense ministry. 

 

At least five insurgents were involved in the morning assault, according to Waziri. Two of the attackers 

were killed in the gunbattle, two detonated their suicide vests and one was arrested by the troops, he said. 

 

All roads leading to the military academy were blocked by police, which only allowed ambulances access 

to the site to transfer the wounded to hospitals. 

 

After the gunbattle ended, the security forces resumed control of the area. They also confiscated one 

suicide vest, an AK-47 and some ammunition, Waziri said. 

 

"The attack was against an army unit providing security for the academy and not the academy itself," he 

insisted. 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Reports: Yemen clashes continue in Aden 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/yemen-news-agency-12-killed-132-wounded-aden-

52676822?   

GIST Yemen's state-run news agency says 12 people have been killed and over 130 wounded in clashes between 

separatists and pro-government forces in the southern port city of Aden, where the government is based. 

 

The clashes in Aden erupted on Sunday, after a deadline issued by the separatists for the government to 

resign expired. The separatists are backed by the United Arab Emirates, a key partner in the Saudi-led 

coalition supporting Yemen's internationally recognized government in its war since 2015 against the 

country's Houthi rebels. 

 

Meanwhile, the international aid organization OXFAM says the violence forced it to shut down its offices 

in Aden and the city of Taiz. 

 

Coalition spokesman Col. Turki al-Malki said late Sunday the coalition's priority is to deliver humanitarian 

aid, declining to comment on the violence. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Turkey: will clean entire Syria border 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-turkey/erdogan-says-turkey-will-clean-

entire-syrian-border-idUSKBN1FH0MH  

GIST ANKARA/BEIRUT (Reuters) - President Tayyip Erdogan said on Sunday that Turkey will “clean” its 

entire border with Syria in a sign that the Turkish offensive on the Syrian Kurdish YPG group in northern 
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Syria’s Afrin region could be extended further. 

 

Since Turkey’s assault in Afrin began nine days ago, it has increased tensions between Ankara and the 

United States, which has supported the YPG in other parts of Syria in the fight against Islamic State. 

 

“Step by step, we will clean our entire border,” Erdogan said in a speech after the army said it had 

captured Jebel Bursaya, a hill that Turkish media had described as a critical position in recent days. 

 

Erdogan said last week that Turkey might conduct operations eastwards inside Syria all the way to Iraq to 

clear the YPG from its frontier. Syrian Kurdish officials have pledged to meet any wider Turkish assault 

with an “appropriate response”. 

 

More than a week into their offensive, however, Turkey and allied Syrian rebel groups have made only 

modest progress fighting into hilly terrain against entrenched foes. 

 

The U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces, an alliance of militias of which the YPG is the strongest, had 

said earlier on Sunday that there was intense fighting in the area. 

 

A war monitor, the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, said Turkey and its allied rebel groups had 

taken the hill, which overlooks the major Syrian town of Azaz, which they also hold. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Turkey: US agrees to stop arming YPG 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-syria-turkey/turkey-says-u-s-has-promised-to-

stop-arming-ypg-warns-washington-on-manbij-idUSKBN1FG0P4  

GIST ANKARA/BEIRUT (Reuters) - The United States has pledged to stop supplying weapons to a Kurdish 

militia in Syria, Turkey said on Saturday, calling on Washington to immediately remove its troops from a 

Syrian town of Manbij that Turkish forces plan to target. 

 

Turkey’s air and ground offensive in northwest Syria’s Afrin region against the Kurdish YPG militia has 

opened a new front in the seven-year, multi-sided Syrian civil war and strained ties with NATO ally 

Washington. 

 

Ankara views the YPG as terrorists and as an extension of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) 

and has been infuriated by U.S. support, including arms and training, for the militia. The Kurdish fighters 

have played a prominent role in U.S.-led efforts to combat the hardline Islamic State in Syria. 

 

Since the start of the eight-day-old incursion, dubbed “Operation Olive Branch” by Ankara, President 

Tayyip Erdogan has said Turkish forces would push east toward the town of Manbij, potentially putting 

them in confrontation with U.S. troops deployed there. 

 

U.S. National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster told Erdogan’s spokesman, Ibrahim Kalin, in a telephone 

call that the United States would no longer provide weapons to the YPG, the Turkish presidency said on 

Saturday. 

 

“It was emphasized that Turkey’s legitimate security concerns must be paid attention to. It was agreed that 

close coordination would be carried out in order to avoid misunderstandings,” it said. 

 

The agreement is likely to be seen by Ankara as a substantial diplomatic victory from the incursion, where 

Turkish troops and their Syrian rebel allies appear to have made modest advances, as heavy rain and poor 

weather have hampered air strikes and progress on the ground. 

 

Turkey’s foreign minister said the United States needed to follow up its promise with concrete action, 

including the immediate withdrawal of its troops from the vicinity of Manbij. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Musicians get ‘counterterrorism briefing’ 

SOURCE https://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/musicians-add-counterterrorism-briefing-to-pre-

grammy-schedule-w515827  

GIST In light of the recent attacks on concerts in Manchester, Las Vegas and Paris, this year's Grammy 

weekend will feature a new component: a counterterrorism briefing for musicians with State 

Department and European Union officials. 

 

The all-day training, held in a Times Square hotel suite on Saturday, will include briefings to a number 

of high-profile Grammy attendees, including Pink, Little Big Town, Chris Stapleton, Run the Jewels 

and Young Thug, among others. While venues typically provide standard security briefings ahead of 

each event, and the Recording Academy provides some guidance to its members, this off-site briefing 

is the first to provide non-event-specific best practices from US State Department and European Union 

officials directly to the musicians themselves. 

 

An official from the State Department's Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC) who asked to 

remain anonymous says that advice given to musicians and their teams on Saturday will include 

creating situational awareness, identifying vulnerable points and times of increased risk, avoiding time 

and place predictability and crafting a contingency plan. Two former State Department officials are 

among the group of experts that will address the group. 

 

"Behind arms, music and entertainment are the largest Western exports, and musicians and entertainers 

serve as ambassadors around the world. Attacks against them generate a lot of coverage, and send a 

powerful message. It makes sense that they would be targeted," Dr. Amir Bagherpour, an ISIS expert 

who served as the first Director of Analytics in the U.S. State Department under President Obama, tells 

Rolling Stone. Bagherpour is affiliated with Progress Humanity, the Washington, D.C., non-profit 

organization hosting the pre-Grammy briefing, and will be one of the briefing's expert trainers. 

 

"Since 9/11, there have been only three major attacks on concerts, one of which wasn't ISIS or so-

called 'Muslim terrorism' but a lone wolf shooter," Bagherpour said. "But it only takes one 9/11 to 

change how people respond to each other." 

 

Scott Ialacci, better known as DJ Skribble, is an actor and DJ who will be performing at the pre-

Grammy briefing. He says he isn't particularly engaged with his security protocols now, but recent 

events have made him want to learn more about how to protect himself.  

 

Ialacci will be attending the briefing to get insight that he can implement when he tours later in the 

spring. "I have been touring for over 30 years all over the world, so I have watched the evolution of 

security needs from being much more casual to now, needing to take concerns like terrorists at concerts 

into consideration," Ialacci says. "I'm coming to the briefing, DJ'ing there and inviting other touring 

artists I know to join because I feel we should all keep up-to-date with safety opportunities for the sake 

of ourselves, our crews and our fans." 

 

"We have great security teams who do their best," he adds. "But if we can get extra information, why 

not take it?" 

 

Marcel Altenburg, one of the world's leading crowd scientists and a former captain in the German 

military, tells Rolling Stone that it's not enough to simply look at a venue's immediate vicinity when 

preparing security protocols. Altenburg has consulted on dozens of arenas, sporting events, concerts 

and airports around the world, most famously in Washington, D.C., during the 2017 presidential 

inauguration. He preaches that the potential targets for a venue begin at attendees' front doors and 

follows them until they've gone to the event and returned home. 
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"We always ask, where does it begin to become apparent that this group of people is going to your 

event?" Altenburg says from his office at Manchester Metropolitan University. "Is it on the subway or 

a bus an hour away? Is it in an overflow parking lot? You have to think it all the way through. At what 

point will they be visible as a crowd and identified as connected to you?" 

 

It's a concern shared by James Barbour, spokesperson for the European Union delegation in the United 

States, who will be briefing musicians on steps the EU is taking to protect them and their performances. 

This type of briefing is new to Barbour, but he says it's similar to ones he might give any group 

concerned about their security in Europe. "Terrorism doesn't discriminate," he says. "It doesn't care if 

you're a musician or a group of doctors at a conference, or students, or circus clowns." 

 

During the pre-Grammy briefing, experts are expected to urge performers be cautious, but not allow 

fear to change the way they engage with their music, and their fans. 

 

"You're more likely to be hit by lightning - twice - than you are to be attacked at a concert," 

Bagherpour says. "It's not something in which the general public should be in constant fear of. But this 

is how terrorism works, by instilling hypervigilance." 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Iraq: coalition operation kills 6 police 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/27/middleeast/iraq-police-killed-coalition-operation/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Eight people were killed and 20 others were wounded in an Iraq military operation and US 

airstrikes Saturday, the town's injured mayor told CNN. 

 

Sharhabil al-Obaidi, the mayor of al-Baghdadi in Anbar province, said a bodyguard, a civilian and six 

police officers were killed after Iraqi military and special police forces raided a house. The bodyguard and 

civilian died during the raid. 

 

Iraq's Joint Operations Command said Iraqi forces were going after a terrorist leader. 

 

Iraqi local police officers and local tribesmen rushed to the scene, thinking the Iraqi troops who raided the 

house could be ISIS militants dressed as Iraqi troops, according to the mayor. ISIS militants are known to 

have carried out many attacks and ambushes on Iraqi security forces and civilians while posing as Iraqi 

troops. 

 

After the troops detained the suspect, and while they were searching the house, "the force was attacked by 

a hand grenade from one of the neighboring houses, prompting a quick response, and then the forces 

pulled back to their headquarters," the Joint Operations Command said. 

 

The joint command statement said Iraqi forces on the ground called in air support when they saw the 

police, believing them to be "a group of gunmen gathering without coordination with the assigned force." 

Obaidi said an airstrike hit the gathering, killing the six police officers and wounding 20 others, including 

security officers, the mayor and town's police chief. 

 

"We demand Iraqi government to investigate the attack and give an explanation on why such operation 

was conducted without informing local authorities," Obaidi said. 

 

"Those security officers who were killed in the airstrikes had fought ISIS militants before," al-Obaidi 

added. 

 

Col. Ryan Dillon, a US Army spokesman for the Combined Joint Task Force, said the incident is under 

investigation but US warplanes give support when requested and approved by the Iraqi military. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Turkey offensive into Syria Kurd enclave 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syria-opposition-group-boycott-sochi-conference-

52647327?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Fighting raged in northwestern Syria Saturday as Turkish troops and allied militiamen tried to advance 

their week-long offensive in a Kurdish-controlled enclave, Syrian opposition activists said. 

 

The bombardment could be heard a few miles away from Afrin in the Turkish-controlled town of Azaz, 

where Associated Press journalists were on a media trip organized by the Turkish government and 

escorted by Turkey-backed Syrian opposition fighters taking part in the offensive. 

 

Azaz is one of the fronts from where Turkish troops and allied Syrian fighters of the so-called Free Syrian 

Army have launched a push into Afrin to clear the area of a Syrian Kurdish militia which Ankara 

considers to be a national security threat. The militia known as the People's Protection Units, or YPG, has 

been a partner of the United States in the fight against the Islamic State group in Syria. 

 

Kurdish and other activists said Saturday's fighting concentrated around the Rajo area in Afrin, amid 

heavy shelling and airstrikes by the Turkish forces. The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human 

Rights, which monitors the Syria war through a network of activists on the ground, said Turkish 

helicopters were attacking the town of Rajo, struggling to make progress after a week of attacks. 

 

Turkey's official news agency said rockets fired from the Afrin region in Syria hit a house in the border 

province of Kilis, injuring two people. Another rocket fired was fired and struck the town of Reyhanli, in 

Hatay province, slightly injuring one child, the Anadolu news agency reported. 

 

The Turkish military said in a statement that two Turkish soldiers and two allied Syrian fighters were 

killed Saturday. It claimed 447 YPG militants were "neutralized" since Jan. 20. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Yemen govt. forces clash w/separatists 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/separatists-clash-government-forces-yemens-aden-

52660493?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Yemeni government forces clashed with separatists in the southern port city of Aden on Sunday. 

 

An Associated Press journalist heard heavy gunfire in the Khor Maksar district, while thick black smoke 

rose in the sky after an airstrike. 

 

Witnesses, speaking on condition of anonymity because they feared reprisal, said residents were fleeing 

the area. Schools and universities were shut down and students were told to stay home. 

 

President Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi's forces, which have been at war with Shiite rebels known as 

Houthis since March 2015, deployed across the city to prevent protests by southerners who want to bring 

down his government and separate from the Houthi-dominated north. 

 

The protests are being led by Aidarous al-Zubaidi, a former Aden governor backed by the United Arab 

Emirates. The UAE is a key member of the Saudi-led coalition allied with Hadi's government, but has had 

tense relations with the president. 

 

The UAE has trained and armed forces, known as the Security Belt, who do not answer to Hadi's 

government. 

 

On Saturday, the coalition issued a statement calling for "self-restraint" and described the protests as 

"popular demands to fix government flaws." 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Iraq officers: US mistakenly kills 7 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/27/iraqi-officers-say-us-plane-mistakenly-kills-7.html  

GIST BAGHDAD –  Two senior Iraqi army officers say a U.S. military plane has mistakenly fired at a gathering 

of tribal fighters and civilians west of Anbar, killing seven and wounding 11 others. 

 

The officers said Saturday the U.S. forces had thought the victims in the al-Baghdadi area were militants. 

 

An investigation is underway. 

 

The incident came after U.S.-backed Iraqi forces earlier Saturday arrested an Islamic State group operative 

at his home, the officers said. At the time of the raid, a man in a nearby house tossed a grenade at the 

troops who returned fire, injuring him and his wife. 

 

The officers spoke on condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to speak to media. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Mali: militants storm army camp; 31 dead 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/14-killed-jihadist-attack-army-camp-northern-mali-

52649376?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Islamic militants stormed an army camp in northern Mali early Saturday, killing at least 14 soldiers in the 

worst attack on security forces in the West African country in more than a year, the army said. 

 

Army spokesman Col. Diarran Kone confirmed the attack in the Timbuktu region and said the bodies of 

17 assailants remained at the scene. The base was again under the control of the Malian military, he said. 

 

Mali recently marked the five-year anniversary of a French military mission to oust Islamic extremists 

from power in the major towns of the north. That operation, however, merely dispersed the jihadists into 

the surrounding desert. 

 

In the years since they have launched frequent attacks on the Malian military as well as U.N. peacekeeping 

forces trying to stabilize the country. 

 

Last January, at least 54 people died in the eastern city of Gao in the bombing of a camp that housed 

hundreds of former fighters from armed groups. The former fighters, who were signatories to Mali's 2015 

peace agreement, had agreed to join forces with the military in battling extremist groups in Mali's north. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Psyche exam for ex-Afghan hostage  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-hostage-boyle-undergo-psychiatric-

assessment-52633087?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Former Afghanistan hostage Joshua Boyle will undergo a comprehensive psychiatric assessment. 

 

Boyle faces a string of charges, including sexual assault, following his release from captivity. Boyle and 

his wife Caitlan Coleman of Stewartstown, Pennsylvania, were taken hostage in 2012 by a Taliban-linked 

group and freed last year. 

 

His lawyer Lawrence Greenspon told an Ontario court Friday that an initial evaluation found his client fit 

to stand trial. But Greenspon added he would benefit from a fuller assessment at a mental health center. 
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Boyle's next court appearance is scheduled for March 26. 

 

He was arrested by Ottawa police late last month. 

 

The purported acts allegedly occurred between Oct. 14 and Dec. 30 after Boyle returned to Canada. A 

publication ban bars reporting information that could identify the alleged victims. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Taliban kill 100+ using ambulance bomb 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-afghanistan-raises-toll-kabul-attack-103-

52661420?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Latest on Afghanistan, where a suicide bombing in the capital on Saturday killed more than 100 

people (all times local): 

 

2:30 p.m. 

 

Afghanistan's interior minister says at least 103 people were killed in a suicide bombing carried out by the 

Taliban in Kabul on Saturday, updating an earlier toll. 

 

Wais Ahmad Barmak said Sunday that another 235 people were wounded in the attack. Barmak said 

police were among those killed and wounded. 

 

The attacker drove an ambulance filled with explosives and was able to race through a security checkpoint 

by saying he was transferring a patient to a hospital. The explosion damaged or destroyed dozens of shops 

and vehicles. 

 

——— 

 

11:30 a.m. 

 

An Afghan official has updated the number of wounded from Saturday's suicide bombing in Kabul to 191, 

saying the death toll from the Taliban attack remains at 95. 

 

The attacker drove an ambulance filled with explosives and was able to race through a security checkpoint 

by saying he was transferring a patient to a hospital. The explosion damaged or destroyed dozens of shops 

and vehicles. 

 

Wahid Majroh, a spokesman for the Public Health Ministry, gave the updated toll Sunday, after officials 

had earlier said 158 people were wounded. 

 

The Taliban claimed the attack, which dealt a major blow to the U.S.-backed Afghan government. Afghan 

security forces have struggled to combat the Taliban since the U.S. and NATO formally concluded their 

combat mission at the end of 2014. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Building along Viaduct targeted? 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/possible-bb-gun-shooter-targeting-building-along-

viaduct/690800362  

GIST A new building along the Alaskan Way Viaduct is apparently being targeted by someone with a B.B. gun 
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who has been shooting out the windows for the past three months. 

 

A risk management group tweeted Saturday, saying they are trying to identify whoever is using a B.B. gun 

to repeatedly damage the building. 

 

The company, Seattle Risk Management, also known as Intravaia tweeted that someone is “driving up and 

down the Alaskan Way Viaduct, using a BB gun to repeatedly shoot out building windows, which started 

in November, 2017 to present. Approximate amount of damage is well over $750,000.”  

 

The Seattle Police Department could not confirm a B.B. gun was causing the damage, but says it has 

responded multiple times to 450 Alaskan Way, most recently in January. It says each time the scenario is 

almost exactly the same. 

 

SPD says if someone is intentionally breaking the windows, the crime would be a felony.  
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HEADLINE 01/27 Mexico warms up to legalizing pot 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/world/mexico-americas/la-fg-mexico-marijuana-20180127-story.html  

GIST For decades, marijuana flowed in one direction across the U.S.-Mexico border: north. 

 

These days, drug enforcement agents regularly seize specialty strains of retail-quality cannabis grown in 

the United States being smuggled south. 

 

Widespread legalization in the U.S. is killing Mexico's marijuana business, and cartel leaders know it. 

They are increasingly abandoning the crop that was once was their bread and butter and looking elsewhere 

for profits, producing and exporting drugs including heroin and fentanyl and banking on extortion schemes 

and fuel theft. 

 

So when Mexico's tourism secretary this week boldly declared his hopes that Mexico will legalize 

marijuana for recreational use in an effort to reduce growing violence across the nation, some balked at the 

notion that marijuana was driving the bloodshed. 

 

"Avocados are a bigger industry than marijuana," said security expert Alejandro Hope. "And the number 

of homicides connected to marijuana are very small." 

 

"It is naive to believe that legalizing marijuana will reduce crime rates," tweeted Margarita Zavala, a 

presidential candidate. 

 

Still, that a Cabinet member was willing to advocate such a policy marks a dramatic shift from a time 

when Washington dictated a hard-line drug policy across Latin America. Mexican leaders have 

increasingly been taking more liberal stances on marijuana, in part to stay in step with other countries in 

the region and in part because they are at a loss about how to stem Mexico's rising violence, much of 

which is centered around the drug trade. 

 

The legalization debate comes amid Mexico's bloodiest wave of violence yet. There were more than 

29,000 homicide victims in 2017, more than in any year since the government began releasing homicide 

records two decades earlier. 

 

The drug trade generates between $6 billion and $8 billion a year for Mexico, according to the RAND 

Drug Policy Research Center, which estimates that 15% to 26% of that comes from marijuana. Advocates 

of legalization say it would allow law enforcement officers to focus on more important work. Few in 

Mexico have touted legalizing harder drugs. 

 

The tourism secretary, Enrique de la Madrid, told reporters at a tourism conference Thursday that he 
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thinks "it is absurd that we have not taken the step" toward legalization of cannabis. He said legalization 

should start first in Quintana Roo and Baja California Sur, states home to the resorts of Cancun and Los 

Cabos, both of which have seen a dramatic increase in homicides in recent years. 

 

"I am convinced that we must discuss it as part of the solution to violence and insecurity in Mexico," De la 

Madrid said later in a tweet, which also clarified that his views on the subject were his own, and not an 

official government position. 

 

But De la Madrid, a member of the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party, is one of a growing number of 

Mexican leaders who have called for pot legalization. 

 

In 2016, President Enrique Peña Nieto proposed a bill that would allow Mexicans to carry up to an ounce 

of marijuana, arguing that Mexico and the U.S. should not pursue divergent policies on the drug. 

 

The bill stalled in Congress, but lawmakers did approve another measure that allows the use of medical 

marijuana in some cases. 

 

Legalization has been the trend across the Americas. 

 

In the U.S., marijuana is legal in some form in a majority of states and will soon be permitted for 

recreational use in eight. Cannabis is already legally sold for recreational use in Uruguay and will be later 

this year in Canada. Several Latin American countries, including Chile, Brazil, Peru, Costa Rica and 

Colombia, have changed laws to make marijuana more available for either medical or recreational use. 

 

Full legalization faces an uphill battle in Mexico, where a majority of voters and the Catholic Church are 

opposed to the idea. A 2015 poll conducted by the newspaper El Universal found that two-thirds of 

Mexicans oppose decriminalizing cannabis, although 63% said they backed a debate on the issue. 

 

Amid talk of legalization, all signs suggest Mexico's marijuana market is on the decline. 

 

Seizures of marijuana by U.S. Customs and Border Patrol have been falling for a decade. Last year, 

861,231 pounds of marijuana were seized at U.S. ports of entry, down from 2.4 million pounds in 2013 

and 4.3 million pounds in 2009. 

 

Mexico has also been eradicating fewer marijuana fields over the last decade. In 2006, federal forces 

wiped out 74,531 acres of marijuana crops, according to the Mexican government. In 2016, a total of 

13,537 acres were destroyed. 

 

Increasingly, growers are moving on to other crops, such as poppies, which can be found flowering across 

violence-plagued states such as Michoacan and Guerrero. Drug traffickers are also switching to synthetic 

drugs such as fentanyl, which is easier to traffic than marijuana because it is much more potent, with just a 

few milligrams amounting to a fatal dose. 

 

In the coastal resort city of Ensenada, 85 miles south of San Diego, Mexican police recently seized a drug 

shipment that included 100 pounds of fentanyl, 914 pounds of crystal methamphetamine, 88 pounds of 

cocaine and 18 pounds of heroin. There was no marijuana in the shipment. 

 

"Cartels know their ability to compete in the U.S. marijuana market is diminishing," said John M. Walsh, 

director for drug policy at the think tank Washington Office on Latin America. "U.S. consumers have 

better options." 

 

Marijuana's profitability has been greatly reduced, with farmers receiving much less than they used to for 

cultivating the plant. At the same time, Mexico remains one of the world's top producers of the drug, 

Walsh said. 

 

He said he supports legalization in Mexico. Even if it wouldn't end Mexico's violence, it could put a dent 
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in it, he said. 

 

"The role that cannabis plays in terms of contributing to violence is fuzzy," Walsh said. "But illegal 

markets facilitate violence. Every little bit helps." 
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HEADLINE 01/29 Philippine police resume anti-drug ‘visits’ 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/29/philippine-police-admit-abuses-but-resume-anti-drug-

visits.html  

GIST MANILA, Philippines –  The Philippine police chief says his force will resume visits to the homes of drug 

suspects to encourage them to reform, despite his acknowledgement that corrupt police have abused the 

program. 

 

National Police Director-General Ronald dela Rosa said Monday that there will be stricter safeguards on 

the visits and he pledged that the president's overall anti-drug crackdown will be "less bloody." 

 

Dela Rosa said 352 police have been removed from their posts, nearly half of them for drug-related 

offenses, and 329 others were being investigated in a program to cleanse the force of misfits. 

 

President Rodrigo Duterte ordered the national police to desist from involvement in his crackdown on 

illegal drugs twice last year due to reported abuses by law enforcers. He later allowed them back in drug 

raids. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Treating contaminated drinking water costly 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/radium-water-contamination-how-to-treat-at-home/  

GIST A glass of water may seem harmless enough, but communities around the country are increasingly faced 

with a concerning reality: contaminants are turning up in their drinking water – and getting them out may 

be a lot harder than you think. A report by the non-profit Environmental Working Group (EWG) found 

that water supplied by at least some utilities in all 50 states contained a known carcinogen called radium, 

reports CBS News correspondent Anna Werner. 

 

In Brandon, South Dakota, resident Spencer Schenk and wife Laura worry about their public water supply 

that contains radium. 

 

"It's something that's really concerning to us, a known cancer-causing agent in our water," Schenk said. 

 

The radioactive substance can occur naturally, and it's been in the city's water for decades. It's also not 

uncommon across the country. An analysis by EWG found 170 million people exposed to radium from 

drinking water in 22,000 utilities nationwide.  

 

Brandon's radium level does not exceed federal guidelines, but many health experts say there is no "safe" 

level of that carcinogen. To get that level down to zero would mean expensive modifications to the city's 

water treatment system and city administrator Bryan Read said residents would have to decide to foot that 

bill.  

             

"We are striving to get the lowest radium levels we can at a reasonable cost. … You can probably get all 

the radium out of all the water if you're willing to spend enough money," Read said.    

  

Radium is just one of hundreds of contaminants found in drinking water systems nationwide like arsenic, 

cadmium, pesticides and metals including hexavalent chromium and lead.  
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The approach to treating them can vary from city-to-city, state-to-state. In Newburgh, New York, the state 

is building a brand new water treatment plant to remove a toxic chemical known as PFOS from the water 

supply. 

 

The price tag? $50 million. 

 

The pollution came from a nearby Air National Guard base. 

 

"It's a very big deal. New York state is leading the nation, frankly. We're one of the first states in the 

nation to actually regulate these contaminants," said Martin Brand, New York State Department of 

Environmental Conservation's deputy commissioner for remediation. 

 

But not all cities can afford a major overhaul of their treatment systems. So what's a consumer to do, if 

they want cleaner, safer water at home? 

 

"I think it can be really daunting for consumers to try to understand these issues with water," Rick Andrew 

said. He works for NSF International, a group that tests and certifies products including water filtration 

systems. Asked how much it would cost to treat the water at home, Andrew said it could be "a wide, wide 

range." 

 

A simple filtering water pitcher could be $30. A whole-house system could be a couple thousand dollars.  

 

It's also important to find out from your utility which contaminants are in your water and get the right 

system. 

 

"It's definitely not a 'one size fits all' thing when you start to get into water treatment. And so some 

technologies are good at one type of contaminant, but they not very effective on others. So often times, 

people end up with a multistage system," Andrew said. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Seattle now 6th costliest city in US 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/seattle-gets-more-expensive-now-6th-costliest-us-city/689883030  

GIST The cost of living in Seattle has visitors saying no thanks. 

 

“I couldn't imagine living up here with the cost of things up here. It's insane,” said Tom Hoffman, visiting 

from Vancouver, Washington. 

 

Seattle is now the sixth most expensive city to live in, jumping up three spots in quarter three of 2017, 

compared to quarter two. 

 

“Yeah, it’s expensive,” said Margaret Darcher, who works in South Lake Union. “That feels like it’s in 

line with what I experience.” 

 

The cost of living index has hundreds of organizations shop, and collect data every quarter across the US 

for the past 50 years. The first part of that sentence makes no sense. 

 

“It allows cities to see what does it really cost to live here. And I think it's beneficial to local stakeholders 

as they try to attract residents and businesses,” said Jennie Allison, program manager at the Center for 

Regional Competitiveness. 

 

One category where Seattle ranks most costly - is miscellaneous goods and services. That includes things 

like haircuts; Seattle is the most expensive place in America to get a cut, costing $31 dollars on average 

here, compared to  $28 in San Francisco, and $23 in Manhattan. The category does not include beauty 

salons, which have their own category. 
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Seattle is also the most expensive city to grab a burger - an average hamburger costs $6.26. Compare that 

to $3.49 for a burger in Phoenix. 

 

Seattle is also the most expensive city for dry cleaning, with an average bill of nearly $19. The bill 

averages to $8.43 in Jacksonville. 

 

Seattle ranks 14th most expensive in the country for housing, but a spokesperson for the survey results 

says housing price increases, actually played a big part in boosting Seattle's cost-of-living rank. 

 

“The housing really stands out,” Allison said. “Housing price alone accounts for 20 percent of the 

composite index.” 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Report: NKorea slush fund running out 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/26/kim-jong-uns-slush-fund-running-out-fuel-after-

numerous-missile-nuclear-tests-report-says.html  

GIST Kim Jong Un's trigger-happy antics have nearly depleted a critical slush fund the North Korean despot 

uses to run his isolated country -- and the Hermit Kingdom's participation in the upcoming Winter 

Olympics is merely a scheme to refill his coffers, according to a report. 

 

Two Chinese sources with ties to top North Korean government officials told Radio Free Asia that Kim 

has nearly exhausted his slush fund due to missile and nuclear weapon and tests, as well as vanity projects, 

such as the much-publicized Masikryong Ski Resort. 

 

“Due to Kim Jong Un’s extravagant spending, the slush fund from his father, Kim Jong Il, is running out,” 

one of the sources told the news agency. “It won’t be easy to control North Korea’s high-level executives, 

who are [cunning] like raccoons.” 

 

The source said he is “well-acquainted” with Office No. 39, a shadowy organization under the ruling 

North Korean Workers’ Party that generates up to a billion dollars annually for Kim and his cronies 

through illicit activities, including counterfeiting and drug production. 

 

Around 100,000 North Koreans working abroad also send back around $500 million in earnings annually, 

Radio Free Asia reported, citing a U.N. estimate. 

 

“I heard them worrying about insufficient funds in Office No. 39 a number of times,” the source added, 

noting that four of the six nuclear tests carried out by North Korea have been done under Kim’s watch. 

 

“We can speculate that he spent a lot of money from the number of missile [and nuclear weapons] tests he 

carried out,” the source said. “Most of the funding for nuclear weapon and missile development is coming 

from Kim Jong Un’s slush fund.” 

 

The other source told Radio Free Asia that North Korea’s participation in the Winter Olympics, scheduled 

to be held in Pyeongchang, South Korea, is a way to solicit charity while appearing to mend relations. 

 

“North Korea’s warm gestures toward South Korea have underlying intentions: to use the Pyongchang 

Winter Olympics that will be held there from Feb. 9 as a breakthrough for their financial difficulties,” the 

source said. 

 

But the source warned that “it won’t be easy for the South to help the Kim Jong Un regime [these days] 

because of international sanctions.” 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Turkey: new $11B Istanbul airport 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/airplane-mode/erdogan-flexes-political-muscle-new-11b-

airport-istanbul-n840886  

GIST LONDON — For centuries it has been at the crossroads of Europe and Asia. Now Istanbul is making a bid 

to be a global meeting place with a new $11 billion airport that aims to overtake Atlanta as the world’s 

busiest. 

 

Next month, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s jet will be the first to land at the airport — the 

latest in a string of high-profile public projects that he hopes will boost an economy weakened by 

terrorism and a failed coup in 2016 as the country faces a crucial election next year. 

 

Called simply New Istanbul Airport, the project follows the commission of a 250-mile toll freeway, the 

opening of a $1.2 billion rail-and-road bridge stretching 1.4 miles across the Bosporus and the $66.5 

million landmark Camlica mosque, the largest in Turkey. 

 

Also planned is a 27-mile canal running parallel to the Bosporus, which Erdogan calls his personal 

“dream.” If built, it will turn the European side of Istanbul into an island. 

 

Experts say Erdogan hopes to secure not just economic growth but also his position as Turkey’s most 

important leader since the modern republic's founder, Mustafa Kemal Ataturk. 

 

“He loves his big projects, and the airport is perhaps the grandest,” said Nigel Rendell, a London-based 

analyst with Medley Global Advisors. “It allows him to show he is delivering on his promises, right at the 

time he is trying to extend his powers.” 

 

The new hub is on the site of a former forest 22 miles northwest of the city. It will replace the existing 

chronically congested Ataturk Airport — the scene of a 2016 terrorist attack that killed 45 people — when 

it opens to the public in October. 

 

It will have the world’s largest single terminal building, covering 1.3 million square feet and capable of 

handling 90 million passengers a year. That number will rise to 150 million when more terminals are 

added, which could see it leapfrog Los Angeles International, Beijing and even Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson 

— which handled 104 million in 2016. 

 

Officials aim to strengthen Istanbul against rival Middle Eastern mega-hubs such as Dubai and Doha, and 

help Turkish Airlines — a partner in the Star Alliance alongside United Airlines — compete with the so-

called ME3 giants — Emirates, Qatar and Etihad — for long-haul connecting traffic. It may also attract 

new services from U.S. carriers, none of whom currently serve Istanbul. 

 

Designers hope the airport will prove a more popular place to layover than Dubai or Abu Dhabi. 

 

The duty free and shopping areas cover more than half a million square feet — bigger than 10 football 

fields — and there are 26 miles of baggage belts, capable of handing almost 30,000 bags an hour. 

 

Ministers believe the new airport will support 225,000 jobs and contribute about $19.5 billion to the 

economy — equivalent to 5 percent of the country’s gross national product. And if only one in 10 

passengers visits Turkey as a tourist, a further $7 billion will flow in. 

 

The airport itself might have a slow start; its distance from the city, almost at the Black Sea, means many 

passengers will have to rely on a new subway line for which construction began only last year. Airport 

officials did not respond to questions about whether it would be finished in time for the airport’s slated 

Oct. 18 opening. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Record number women eye politics 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/first-read/i-want-my-voice-heard-women-plot-runs-office-record-

n841131  

GIST WASHINGTON — In November 2016, Debbie Walsh was worried. 

 

Walsh, the director of the Center for American Women and Politics at Rutgers University, feared that 

attendance at the group’s upcoming campaign crash course for female political candidates was about to 

plummet. After all, the first female presidential nominee of a major party — a former First Lady, senator 

and secretary of state, to boot — had just been defeated by a man with no previous political experience 

and a well-documented record of demeaning comments about women. 

 

“After the election, I was concerned that no women would want to come. I thought maybe they’d just be 

too discouraged by the outcome,” she says. 

 

But by springtime, organizers of the nonpartisan "Ready to Run" program faced a different problem. They 

had to move the yearly summit to a larger venue due to exploding demand. New registrations for the 

program doubled over previous years, and similar events in states as far-flung as Utah and Oklahoma 

reported the same deluge. 

 

Now, a new flood of women — many of them Democrats who watched the election of Donald Trump with 

horror and disbelief — are raising their hands to run for office in 2018, signaling a potential reprise of a 

“Year of the Woman” that could make 1992’s election of two dozen new women to the U.S. House pale in 

comparison. 

 

They’re on track to break almost every record on the books. As of last week, 325 women were non-

incumbent candidates for the United States House, along with 72 female members seeking reelection, 

according to data compiled by Walsh’s organization. Thirty-eight women not currently serving in the 

United States Senate are aiming for the upper chamber, along with 12 incumbents running again. And 75 

women have set their sights on the nation’s governorships — plus four female incumbents fighting to keep 

their seats. 

 

In 2016, a high water mark for female candidates overall, there were 167 female major party nominees for 

the United States House and 16 for the Senate — well fewer than half the number of candidates vying for 

one of those spots now. 

 

Emily’s List, an organization dedicated to electing Democratic female candidates who support abortion 

rights, also saw an unprecedented number of inquiries from women seeking state or local office after the 

election. In the month after Election Day 2016, 1000 women contacted the group for guidance about 

running for office, more than the 920 who sought out the organization in the entire 2015-2016 campaign 

cycle. Now, organizers say, their ranks are 26,000 strong — and growing. 

 

One trend that extends to female candidates on both sides of the aisle is the rejection of what activists call 

outdated notions of a woman’s path to elected office. While many women once considered a long career in 

local government or an advanced degree to be prerequisites to run, the new crop of contenders features 

first-timers who range from military veterans to pediatricians to community business leaders. 

 

“We need a diversity of perspectives to get good policies, a diversity of professions, life experiences, race 

and geography,” says Shriock. “We’ve been waiting for this moment. We’ve encouraged teachers and 

nurses and scientists and businesswomen. We sometimes have to remind women that you don’t need a law 

degree to run for office.” 

 

In 1992, commentators declared the midterm elections “The Year of the Woman” when a record two 

dozen women won election to the House for the first time and the three women newly elected to the Senate 

tripled the number of female lawmakers in the upper chamber. 
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Jennifer Lawless, the director of the Women and Politics Institute at American University, sees strong 

parallels between that year’s female candidates — many of whom were galvanized by Anita Hill’s 1991 

grilling by an all-male Senate panel about her allegations of sexual harassment against Supreme Court 

nominee Clarence Thomas — and those motivated by the #metoo movement of today. 

 

Then and now, Lawless says, “there is this general call that women would be able to legislate in a way that 

was more honest and trustworthy because they are political outsiders, that there are these entrenched men 

who have generated a whole bunch of scandals and are behaving very badly.” 

 

“It’s a very explicit male-vs-female dynamic,” she adds. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 ICE contract: license plate database 

SOURCE https://www.theverge.com/2018/1/26/16932350/ice-immigration-customs-license-plate-recognition-

contract-vigilant-solutions  

GIST The Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency has officially gained agency-wide access to a 

nationwide license plate recognition database, according to a contract finalized earlier this month. The 

system gives the agency access to billions of license plate records and new powers of real-time location 

tracking, raising significant concerns from civil libertarians. 

 

The source of the data is not named in the contract, but an ICE representative said the data came from 

Vigilant Solutions, the leading network for license plate recognition data. “Like most other law 

enforcement agencies, ICE uses information obtained from license plate readers as one tool in support of 

its investigations,” spokesperson Dani Bennett said in a statement. “ICE is not seeking to build a license 

plate reader database, and will not collect nor contribute any data to a national public or private database 

through this contract.” 

 

Reached by The Verge, Vigilant declined to confirm any contract with ICE. “As policy, Vigilant Solutions 

is not at liberty to share any contractual details,” the company said in a statement. “This is a standard 

agreement between our company, our partners, and our clients.” 

 

While it collects few photos itself, Vigilant Solutions has amassed a database of more than 2 billion 

license plate photos by ingesting data from partners like vehicle repossession agencies and other private 

groups. Vigilant also partners with local law enforcement agencies, often collecting even more data from 

camera-equipped police cars. The result is a massive vehicle-tracking network generating as many as 100 

million sightings per month, each tagged with a date, time, and GPS coordinates of the sighting. 

 

ICE agents would be able to query that database in two ways. A historical search would turn up every 

place a given license plate has been spotted in the last five years, a detailed record of the target’s 

movements. That data could be used to find a given subject’s residence or even identify associates if a 

given car is regularly spotted in a specific parking lot. 

 

“Knowing the previous locations of a vehicle can help determine the whereabouts of subjects of criminal 

investigations or priority aliens to facilitate their interdiction and removal,” an official privacy assessment 

explains. “In some cases, when other leads have gone cold, the availability of commercial LPR data may 

be the only viable way to find a subject.” 

 

ICE agents can also receive instantaneous email alerts whenever a new record of a particular plate is found 

— a system known internally as a “hot list.” (The same alerts can also be funneled to the Vigilant’s iOS 

app.) According to the privacy assessment, as many as 2,500 license plates could be uploaded to the hot 

list in a single batch, although the assessment does not detail how often new batches can be added. With 

sightings flooding in from police dashcams and stationary readers on bridges and toll booths, it would be 

hard for anyone on the list to stay unnoticed for long. 
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Those powers are particularly troubling given ICE’s recent move to expand deportations beyond criminal 

offenders, fueling concerns of politically motivated enforcement. In California, state officials have braced 

for rumored deportation sweeps targeted at sanctuary cities. In New York, community leaders say they’ve 

been specifically targeted for deportation as a result of their activism. With automated license plate 

recognition, that targeting would only grow more powerful. 

 

For civil liberties groups, the implications go far beyond immigration. “There are people circulating in our 

society who are undocumented,” says senior policy analyst Jay Stanley, who studies license plate readers 

with the ACLU. “Are we as a society, out of our desire to find those people, willing to let our government 

create an infrastructure that will track all of us?” 

 

The new license plate reader contract comes after years of internal lobbying by the agency. ICE first tested 

Vigilant’s system in 2012, gauging how effective it was at locating undocumented immigrants. Two years 

later, the agency issued an open solicitation for the technology, sparking an outcry from civil liberties 

group. Homeland Security secretary Jeh Johnson canceled the solicitation shortly afterward, citing privacy 

concerns, although two field offices subsequently formed rogue contracts with Vigilant in apparent 

violation of Johnson’s policy. In 2015, Homeland Security issued another call for bids, although an ICE 

representative said no contract resulted from that solicitation. 

 

As a result, this new contract is the first agency-wide contract ICE has completed with the company, a fact 

that is reflected in accompanying documents. On December 27th, 2017, Homeland Security issued an 

updated privacy assessment of license plate reader technology, a move it explained was necessary because 

“ICE has now entered into a contract with a vendor.” 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Russia threat real or hysteria? 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/26/europe/russia-threat-real-or-hysteria-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The Russians are coming! Except they aren't. Though they already have a bit. And they might well 

be coming a bit more soon. 

 

This is how very bad things happen. 

 

The threat posed by Russia to Western interests is unlike anything seen since the 1990s. It has forces or 

proxies deployed in Syria, Ukraine and, don't forget, parts of what's still called Georgia. There is smoke, 

but there is also fire and daily there is a lot of fuel being added. 

 

Dutch state media revealed this week that Dutch cyber spies -- the Joint Sigint Cyber Unit (JSCU) -- were 

able to hack into the closed-circuit television of the building where a Russian hacking organization known 

as Cozy Bear worked, and observe them coming and going from offices where they hacked the 

Democratic National Committee in the US. The Dutch told the Americans, touching off the US 

investigations.  

 

According to the Dutch, the Americans then helpfully told the media they were tipped off by a Western 

intelligence agency, prompting the Russians to turn off the Cozy Bear CCTV hack. 

 

There was also a shrill warning from new UK Defense Secretary Gavin Williamson, who, amid a budget 

row and internal leadership posturing, chose Friday to unleash a barrage of concerns about "thousands and 

thousands and thousands" -- yes, that many -- deaths that Russia could cause in Britain, if it successfully 

hacked the electricity grid. 

 

Williamson told the Daily Telegraph: "Why would they [the Russians] keep photographing and looking at 

power stations, why are they looking at the interconnectors that bring so much electricity and so much 

energy into our country? They are looking at these things because they are saying, 'These are the ways we 

can hurt Britain.'" His officials have also alleged Russia may target the transatlantic cables that ferry the 
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internet to the UK. 

 

These new claims were met with the now-predictable Russian derision. Russian defense spokesman Igor 

Konashenkov said Williamson had "lost understanding of what is reasonable in his fierce fight for the 

banknotes in the military budget," and that his "phobia" belonged in "children's comic books" or an 

episode of "Monty Python's Flying Circus." 

 

Kremlin spokesman Dmitri Peskov dubbed the Dutch report "anti-Russian hysteria," saying "if the Dutch 

newspapers want to supply the coal to the furnace of anti-Russian hysteria which is currently takes place in 

America, well... let's say it's not the most noble thing to do." 

 

Russophobia is a familiar and disturbing theme. Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov recently called it 

"unprecedented." 

 

"We never saw this during the Cold War. Back then, there were some rules, some decorum... Now, all 

decorum has been cast aside," Lavrov told Russian daily Kommersant in an interview published on 

January 21. 

 

Some Russian state rhetoric is designed to paint a picture of an outside world that hysterically harnesses 

fear of a resurgent Russia, when really the country means no harm. It is designed to try and distance 

Russians from an outside world they can increasingly see, even if only through the slanted prism of 

Russian state media. 

 

The xenophobia, homophobia and sometimes outright racism that has grown in Russian society also stem 

from the idea of a people -- a narod -- under threat. Russophobia, that argument goes, happens because 

"they want us gone, but also because they fear us, as we refuse to lie down." I saw it in the eyes and anger 

of many ethnic Russians embattled in eastern Ukraine. They felt abandoned, scorned, left outside the rest 

of Ukraine, and had to turn to Russia to protect their Russianness. 

 

Some of Russia's urban elite has seen too much of the outside world to buy this reductive message. But its 

nationalists and beholden state employees embrace it, and much of rural Russia hasn't seen the glittering 

globe beyond. Life remains tough there, with even state figures accepting that just under 14% of Russians 

live below "the minimum cost of living," according to Tass. 

 

Into this narrative of "them and us" come these increasingly vociferous Western claims of the Russian 

threat. In the partisan fury of US or UK politics, it is hard to know at times whether Russia did ingeniously 

undermine the entire US electoral process and infiltrate Team Trump, or just ended up having clumsy 

hackers steal some emails, and allow some of its sympathizers to get too close to some of Trump's less 

savvy or wholesome staff. 

 

It is hard to know, with Russian-backed tanks still in Donetsk and jets in Syria, whether we are seeing an 

expansionist Moscow intent on soon probing the Baltic states or switching off the lights in London, or a 

nervous Russia that is just checking threats it sees in its near abroad. 

 

The most troubling point is that the distinction doesn't really matter. This perception of Russophobia (or a 

real Russian threat) is either what the Kremlin wants, to justify its more aggressive schemes, or it is what 

the Kremlin feels it has to respond to, as to not appear weak. 

 

Vladimir Putin has long surrounded himself not with tech-age visionaries, but with men who stem from 

the same age as him, a period he called the "greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the 20th century" -- the fall 

of the Soviet empire. He still feels it personally, wishes to see the shift in power partially redressed and 

must surely be bemused at how the US public has elected a president so capable of diminishing US 

influence the world over. 

 

The Kremlin takes things personally. It may seem disproportionate to the slight, but not when compared 

with the extraordinary suffering of the Soviet era and the brutal collapse of the 1990s. But by recognizing 
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Russia as the threat it increasingly shows itself to be, Western figures are also ensuring Moscow has little 

choice but to fulfill the prophecy. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Woman dies in Rainier Beach stabbing 

SOURCE https://patch.com/washington/seattle/woman-dies-after-stabbing-rainier-beach-police  

GIST SEATTLE, WA - A 34-year-old woman died after stabbing in a Rainier Beach parking lot Saturday night. 

The suspect, also a 34-year-old woman, was at the scene and has not yet been arrested. 

 

The stabbing happened around 11 p.m. Saturday just east of the Safeway along Rainier Avenue South. 

Police found the victim with several stab wounds and she was treated at the scene by Seattle fire medics. 

She died later that night at Harborview. 

 

Meanwhile, the suspect showed up at the scene and told police she was injured in an altercation with the 

victim. The two women know each other, according to Seattle police. 

 

Homicide detectives interviewed the suspect but have released her. Police are still investigating the 

incident and working with the King County prosecutor on whether to charge the suspect. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Mexico drug cartels push into Colombia 

SOURCE https://colombiareports.com/mexican-drug-cartels-rearming-demobilized-farc-guerrillas/  

GIST Mexico’s leading drug cartels are allegedly trying to recruit former FARC commanders to strengthen their 

control over Colombia’s drug trade, according to multiple reports. 

 

With the recruitment of former guerrilla chiefs, the drug trafficking organizations allegedly hope to 

strengthen their control over coca plantations and cocaine exports from Colombia. 

 

Mexican crime groups “are going to end up controlling the country’s criminal structures,” crime analyst 

Fernando Quijano, told Mexican news agency APRO. 

 

Colombia’s Prosecutor General and the country’s Ombudsman confirmed the expansion of Mexican 

activity in the drug trade, often in former FARC territory. 

 

Former mid-level FARC commanders who are “disappointed with the course of the implementation of the 

peace accords” with the guerrilla group “are now being armed by the cartels.” 

 

According to Quijano, the Colombian drug trade is increasingly controlled by three Mexican groups, the 

Sinaloa Cartel, Los Zetas and the Jalisco Nueva Generacion. 

 

According to Prosecutor General Nestor Humberto Martinez, cartels are buying up coca plantations and 

sending Mexican experts to optimize to “improve productivity of the plantations.” 

 

“The number of citizens from that country that participate in criminal activity is ever increasing, there are 

more than 100,” Martinez said. 

 

Authorities have reported activity of Mexican drug trafficking organizations in eight of Colombia’s 32 

provinces. Quijano and the country’s ombudsman added another three to that list. 

 

According to Ombudsman Carlos Negret, the Sinaloa Cartel is also financing and arming local crime 
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groups along important drug corridors in the north of the country. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Report: inmates held past release date 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/bc32cd2b476c453bbc37d2cd85415f8d/New-Mexico-holds-hundreds-of-inmates-

past-their-release-date  

GIST ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) — Joleen Valencia resisted the temptation to count her days to freedom, 

knowing that tracking the time only worsened the anxiety of serving a two-year drug-trafficking sentence 

inside a New Mexico prison. 

 

After her sentence started in the spring of 2015, she wanted nothing more than to return to her family’s 

home amid mesas on a reservation north of Albuquerque and stay clean after recovering from a heroin 

addiction. Especially after her mother died and granddaughter had been born. 

 

But rather than agonize, she kept busy, working daily dishwashing shifts to earn 10 cents an hour and 

eventually enough “good time” for a new parole date: July 13, 2016. 

 

“They would tell you, don’t count your days, because it’s going to make it hard,” said Valencia, 50. But 

she couldn’t resist as her parole date neared, making it all the more frustrating when the day came and 

went. 

 

For three more months, Valencia remained incarcerated, one of more than 1,000 inmates identified in New 

Mexico Corrections Department documents as serving what’s known as “in-house parole.” 

 

An expensive and long-running problem, it routinely has resulted in corrections officials holding inmates 

for all or part of their parole terms — often because they are unable to find or afford suitable housing 

outside prison. Sometimes, missing paperwork or administrative backlogs also can rob them of the 

freedom they’ve earned. 

 

___ 

 

This report is part of the CJ Project, an initiative to broaden the news coverage of criminal justice issues 

affecting New Mexico’s diverse communities, created by the Asian American Journalists Association with 

funding from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation. For more information: http://www.aaja.org/cj-project 

 

___ 

 

The problem of in-house parole isn’t unique to New Mexico. Numerous states have histories of holding 

inmates past their expected parole dates, with some responding to the issue with reforms. 

 

But in New Mexico, the problem persists despite efforts to address it. In an email, Mahesh Sita, a 

corrections spokesman, said reducing the number of release-eligible inmates — the department’s term for 

those on in-house parole — is a priority, despite figures showing a struggle to overcome the problem. 

 

A review of state data obtained through public records requests found there were 165 inmates on in-house 

parole at the start of the fiscal year beginning July 1, amounting to slightly more than the average monthly 

total since January 2014. 

 

Overall, an analysis of the data found the state spent an estimated $10.6 million to incarcerate the thousand 

inmates who found themselves in the most recent fiscal year on in-house parole — a status some on the list 

had for years. 

 

“Imagine someone sitting there all those years thinking about that date,” said Sheila Lewis, a defense 

attorney in Santa Fe and former director of the New Mexico Women’s Justice Project. 
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“I think it’s psychologically cruel to tell somebody that if you follow all the rules and you don’t lose any 

of your good time, you’ll be out in time for your son’s graduation from high school and they look forward 

to it,” she said. “And they miss it.” 

 

More than three years’ worth of state documents showed the primary driving factor of in-house parole has 

been a shortage of housing and resources for felons, who must arrange for a place to live as a condition of 

their release on parole. 

 

Their limited options include trying to pursue a coveted spot often paid for by a charity or the state at a 

residential treatment program. They can also apply for a bed at one of the state’s privately operated 

halfway houses, which frequently require security deposits or other payment up front. 

 

An average of three-dozen inmates approved for release by the parole board each month over a three-year 

period ending in mid-2017 remained incarcerated because they were awaiting a bed in a residential 

treatment program or halfway house. 

 

Women, who comprised just more than 10 percent of the prison population, faced tougher odds in winning 

a timely release, with officials holding them on in-house parole at two and a half times the rate of men in 

the recent fiscal year. 

 

Officials attributed this, in part, to a surge in women’s incarceration rates overall and fewer community-

based housing options for them as they prepare to re-enter society. 

 

But state documents and studies also show that other factors beyond housing have further complicated the 

problem, including administrative backlogs and incomplete parole files. 

 

In the most extreme cases, offenders can spend their entire parole term behind bars, going from prisons 

directly to neighborhoods without the services or supervision that experts say can help with transitioning 

back into society. 

 

The Corrections Department in the past has acknowledged this can pose a public safety problem. “Simply 

put, it is not in the interest of public safety,” the department said in a 2016 blog for lawmakers. 

 

Numerous inmates, like Valencia, saw their release dates come and go, often because prison caseworkers 

and parole officers, who are woefully understaffed, failed to prepare their parole plans for the parole board 

to review or fell behind in doing so. 

 

The parole board, which operates independently of the Corrections Department, reviews inmates’ appeals 

for release each month. 

 

“They get scratched from the docket when we’re missing paperwork,” said Joann Martinez, the parole 

board’s executive director. “If we don’t have that for the parole board, the case can’t move forward.” 

 

Long-lasting solutions have been elusive, though the state has invested in more housing for parolees. 

Recently, for example, the Corrections Department contracted with charities to add more beds for inmates 

in re-entry programs, adding 30 for women in Los Lunas, south of Albuquerque. 

 

The Corrections Department also seemed to become more diligent about penalizing private prison 

corporations, which records show housed roughly half of New Mexico’s 7,000 inmates last year. 

 

In July 2016, documents exchanged between CoreCivic and the state showed the multi-billion dollar 

corporation was fined $19,150 for keeping 15 women, including Valencia, inside the Northwestern New 

Mexico Correctional Facility beyond their release date. 

 

Valencia’s last day as a prisoner finally came Oct. 17, 2016. 
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She’s now serving her final months of parole in Albuquerque, while preparing to spend more time again 

with her family at San Felipe Pueblo once her parole ends. 

 

Valencia for years felt too ashamed of her addiction, and the depths she would go for it, to face her family 

and own children. Now, she hopes the chance to be more involved in their lives again will help her 

overcome the grief and frustration that’s lingered since prison and her time on in-house parole. 

 

“It’s messed me up but it’s still not going to take me down that road of destructive behavior,” she said. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Military rape conviction tossed; unfair jury 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/28/women-packed-court-gets-coast-guard-rape-

convictio/  

GIST The nation’s highest military court has thrown out the 2012 rape conviction of a Coast Guard enlisted man 

because admirals and prosecutors packed the seven-member jury with five women, four of whom held 

jobs as advocates for victims of sexual assault. 

 

In a 5-0 ruling that could change how the military conducts sex abuse trials, the U.S. Court of Appeals for 

the Armed Forces unleashed caustic criticism of all involved. 

 

From the Coast Guard commandant down to an appellate court to the original trial judge, the high court 

said all contributed to a “stain on the military justice system.” The military has been under intense pressure 

to wipe out sexual harassment and assault, the five civilian judges noted. 

 

The opinion, delivered by Judge Margaret A. Ryan, said the four admirals who played a role in assembling 

the officer and enlisted jury pool produced an illegal “gender-based court stacking.” She suggested that the 

admirals’ role amounted to unlawful command influence, which military law analysts see as the enemy of 

fair trials for service members. 

 

The court ruling said the trial judge “failed to conduct even a rudimentary investigation” into defense 

attorneys’ complaints of an unfair jury. 

 

It also said the Coast Guard Court of Criminal Appeals failed in its duty to protect against unlawful 

command influence as it “rationalized the error away as a benign effort to seek inclusiveness.” 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Police: largest fentanyl bust NJ history 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/28/men-had-enough-fentanyl-to-kill-entire-population-new-

york-city-new-jersey-combined-police-say.html  

GIST Two men arrested in the largest fentanyl bust in New Jersey history were sentenced to prison Friday, after 

authorities said they had enough lethal doses to kill the entire population of New Jersey and New York 

City combined. 

 

Jesus Carrillo-Pineda, a 31-year-old Philadelphia resident, received a 10-year sentence while Daniel 

Vasquez, a 28-year-old Somerton, Ariz., resident, received a six-year term, the New Jersey Attorney 

General's Office announced. 

 

The two men were among four charged after nearly 100 pounds of the synthetic opioid was seized by New 

Jersey State Police last June, which could have yielded more than 18 million lethal doses. 

 

“Many lives were undoubtedly saved as a result of this record-setting fentanyl seizure by the New Jersey 
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State Police,” New Jersey Attorney General  Gurbir Grewal said in a statement.  “The 100 pounds of 

fentanyl trafficked into our state by these drug dealers could have generated enough lethal doses to kill the 

entire populations of New Jersey and New York City combined.” 

 

The charges against one of the other suspects were dropped this week, according to the attorney general's 

office, while another man identified as 38-year-old Omar Zeus Rodriguez remains a fugitive. 

 

Fentanyl is one of the deadliest opioids, with a potency that is 50 times greater than heroin. A dose as 

small at 2 to 3 milligrams can be fatal, according to police. 

 

The previous state record for a fentanyl bust was 14 kilograms of fentanyl seized in Camden in March. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Mexico to send troops to stem violence 

SOURCE https://ca.news.yahoo.com/least-25-killed-mexico-over-bloody-weekend-191833147.html  

GIST MEXICO CITY (Reuters) - Mexican officials said on Sunday the government was set to unleash a new 

wave of troops to crack down on criminal groups in regions where a surge in violence led to more than 

25,000 murders last year. 

 

National Security Commissioner Renato Sales said federal police troops will work with local officials to 

round up known major criminals and bolster investigations. 

 

The aim was "to recover peace and calm for all Mexicans," he said. He did not provide details on the 

number of federal police to be deployed. 

 

More than 25,000 murders were recorded last year as rival drug gangs increasingly splintered into smaller, 

more blood-thirsty groups after more than a decade of a military-led campaign to battle the cartels. 

 

Violence is a central issue ahead of the presidential election in July. Mexican President Enrique Pena 

Nieto's ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party is trailing in third place in recent polls. 

 

Sales said federal police troops would be deployed in the states of Colima and Baja California Sur, the 

resort town of Cancun and the border city of Ciudad Juarez, among others. He said more details would be 

forthcoming within days. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Mexico: gunmen kill 9 watching TV 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mexico-gunmen-kill-home-monterrey-suburb-

52668854?   

GIST Gunmen burst into a home in northern Mexico and killed nine people who had gathered to watch a soccer 

game on TV, authorities said Sunday. 

 

An official with the prosecutor's office in Nuevo Leon state said at least 20 people were at the home 

Saturday night in San Nicolas de los Garza, a northern suburb of Monterrey. The official spoke on 

condition of anonymity due to safety concerns. 

 

Seven men died at the scene and two died later at different hospitals. The victims were listed as between 

26 and 58 years old. 

 

Prosecutors believe the motive was a dispute over local drug dealing. 

 

In the evening, Nuevo Leon Prosecutor Bernardo Gonzalez Garza announced that a 32-year-old suspect 
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armed with a handgun had been detained in the case. Gonzalez did not give further details on the arrest but 

said neighbors reported that the home was a point of sale for drugs. He added that there had been another 

killing there last year. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 ‘Serial stowaway’ arrested at airport 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/serial-stowaway-arrested-ohare-airport-ordered-stay/story?   

GIST A 66-year-old woman with a history of hopping aboard airplanes without paying was nabbed early Sunday 

for allegedly trespassing at Chicago's O'Hare Airport, police said.  

 

Marilyn Hartman, who is from Grayslake, Illinois, was arrested after being spotted near the Signature 

Private Plane section of O'Hare Airport. She appeared in court about 1:30 a.m. Sunday and was charged 

with for criminal trespassing and violating conditions of her bond -- terms that were set by a judge only 

days before. 

 

The latest episode for Hartman began when an airport employee, after spotting her in an unauthorized area 

of the airport, questioned her and then ordered her to leave. That's when the sexagenarian refused and 

made a run for it, according to the detail of the charges read aloud in court.  

 

Authorities later showed the employee a photo of Hartman and, according to the summary report, that 

employee "positively identified" her.  

 

Responding officers ultimately found Hartman about two miles away and placed her under arrest at the 

airport's lower level of Terminal 3.  

 

Hartman remained in custody after the presiding judge set bail at $50,000 and cited her for violating her 

original bail.  

 

She's due back in court on Thursday, according to the Cook County State Attorney's Office.  

 

It was the second time in three days that Hartman was accused of committing a crime at the airport. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Study: Arizona crime rate high w/illegals 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/26/illegals-commit-crimes-double-rate-native-

born-stu/  

GIST The crime rate among illegal immigrants in Arizona is twice that of other residents, Attorney General Jeff 

Sessions said Friday, citing a new report based on conviction data. 

 

The report, from the Crime Prevention Research Center, used a previously untapped set of data from 

Arizona that detailed criminal convictions and found that illegal immigrants between 15 and 35 are less 

than 3 percent of the state’s population, but nearly 8 percent of its prison population. 

 

And the crimes they were convicted of were, on the whole, more serious, said John R. Lott Jr., the report’s 

author and president of the research center. 

 

His findings also challenge the general narrative that immigrants commit fewer crimes. Those past studies 

usually don’t look at legal versus illegal populations, Mr. Lott said. 

 

Mr. Lott said the Arizona data is able to peek behind that curtain, and the differences between the 

populations were stark. 
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“There appears to be a huge difference between the two groups,” Mr. Lott said. “The type of person who 

goes through the process to legally immigrate in the United States appears to be very law-abiding versus 

even the U.S.-born population. The reverse is true for undocumented immigrants — they are committing 

crimes, and more serious crimes.” 

 

Among nearly 4,000 first- and second-degree murder convictions, undocumented immigrants accounted 

for nearly 13 percent — significantly higher than their percentage of the population. Legal immigrants, by 

contrast, were less than 1 percent of convicts. Native-born made up the rest. 

 

Undocumented immigrants also accounted for five times the rate of convictions for money laundering and 

kidnapping, and were three times more likely to be convicted of drive-by shootings. 

 

The data covered from 1985 to 2017. For his data purposes, Mr. Lott defined undocumented immigrants as 

those who weren’t U.S. citizens or green card holders, signaling permanent residency. 

 

He said the crime rates of the undocumented who were ages 18 to 35 was particularly important, given the 

ongoing debate over legalizing illegal immigrant “Dreamers.” He said the Arizona data showed that 

population had crime rates 250 percent higher than their share of the population would have predicted. 

 

The Washington Times had asked several experts to look at Mr. Lott’s research paper but some didn’t 

respond, while one said he was unable to get Mr. Lott’s data and had questions about Mr. Lott’s 

methodology. 

 

Mr. Lott said told The Times that the data belonged to Arizona and his agreement was that he wouldn’t 

give out the raw data without their approval. 

 

Mr. Sessions’ citation of the data Friday inserted the information directly into the ongoing immigration 

debate. 

 

“They’re more likely to be convicted of sexual assault, robbery, and driving under the influence. They’re 

more than twice as likely to be convicted of murder,” Mr. Sessions said in remarks prepared for a speech 

in Norfolk, Virginia. 

 

He continued: “Tens of thousands of crimes have been committed in this country that would never have 

happened if our immigration laws were enforced and respected like they ought to be.” 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Penn. car wash shooting: 5 killed 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/5-killed-in-shooting-at-car-wash-in-melcroft-pennsylvania/  

GIST MELCROFT, Pa. -- State police say at least five people were killed in a shooting at a Pennsylvania car 

wash. 

 

The shooting happened overnight at a car wash in the small town of Melcroft in Fayette County about 55 

miles southeast of Pittsburgh, CBS Pittsburgh reports. 

 

The victims were identified only as three men and two women. At least one other person was wounded 

and was taken to a hospital, but further details on that person's condition were not immediately released.  

 

Authorities were trying to determine if the shooter was among those found at the scene.  

 

A motive for the shooting remains under investigation. 
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HEADLINE 01/28 Colombia bombing kills 5 police 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/27/americas/colombia-police-station-bombing/index.html  

GIST (CNN)At least five Colombian police officers were killed and 42 others injured Saturday morning after a 

bomb was hurled at a station house in the northern coastal city of Barranquilla, police said. 

 

The attacker, riding on a motorcycle, threw an explosive device at the station in the San Jose neighborhood 

as officers were preparing to start the workday, according to Colombian police. 

 

The attorney general's office identified the attacker as Cristian Camilo Bellon Galindo, 31. Authorities said 

he was charged with five counts of aggravated homicide, and 42 counts of attempted homicide. Charges 

related to and terrorism and use of explosives will be filed, authorities said. 

 

Barranquilla Mayor Alejandro Char and metropolitan police Brig. Gen. Mariano de la Cruz Botero told 

reporters the attack appeared to be in retaliation for recent operations against local criminal organizations, 

according to the police department's official Twitter account. 

 

Police recovered a radio and notebook linked to the attack. 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Tacoma police investigate deadly shooting 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/01/27/tacoma-police-investigating-deadly-shooting/  

GIST TACOMA — Tacoma Police are investigating a shooting early Saturday morning that left a 15-year-old 

boy dead. 

 

Tacoma Police were dispatched to the area of 5100 South Oakes Street at approximately 1:15 a.m. Police 

officers were responding to reports of shots fired and a person down. 

 

When police arrived, they found an injured 15-year-old boy. Officers said they administered CPR, but he 

did not survive. 

 

The victim has not been identified. 

 

The shooting happened outside and the investigation is at the early stages. There is no suspect information 

at this time. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Mukilteo: police probe burglary string 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/police-investigate-string-of-burglaries-in-mukilteo  

GIST MUKILTEO, Wash. -- Mukilteo Police said a serial burglar could be targeting homes off the Mukilteo 

Speedway while people are not home. 

 

Detectives have been looking at these numbers since October, and they have noticed a trend of homes are 

being broken-into the same way and usually late afternoon when people aren't home. 

 

“There’s a more aggressive element and that’s why we wanted the community to be aware that this was 

going on so they can assist us in protecting themselves,” said Officer Myron Travis with the Mukilteo 

Police Department. 

 

Detectives identified a man seen in surveillance pictures as a person of interest. The man is described as in 

his late teens to mid 20s, 5 foot 7 inches to 5 foot 10 inches tall, thin build, and possibly wearing a 

backpack. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Ex-firefighter jailed in human trafficking 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/former-everett-firefighter-charged-with-human-

trafficking/689935318  

GIST A former Everett firefighter is jailed in Wyoming, charged with two counts each of human trafficking and 

sexual servitude of a minor. 

 

Prosecutors allege David Peter Vier, 63, drove two girls, ages 12 and 14, from Seattle to Wyoming and 

stopped along the way to demand sexual contact. 

 

On January 20, when Vier went to rent a motel room at Little America off Interstate 80, investigators say 

the girls escaped to call 911. 

 

Court papers indicate the girls said they were running away from their mother in Seattle to their 

grandmother in Kansas when they met Vier in Seattle. 

 

Wyoming investigators plan to search Vier's truck and his phone which they say contained "a vast amount 

of data pertaining to nonconsensual sexual acts." 

 

Court papers indicate the girls said they were running away from their mother in Seattle to their 

grandmother in Kansas, who planned to meet them halfway at Little America. 

 

"These were young girls, they were not somebody who were familiar with Vier, so I think the nature of 

this case points out the hallmark, the danger of sex trafficking," said Daniel Erramouspe, Sweetwater 

County Attorney. 

 

Court papers indicate Vier first met the girls in a Seattle-area parking lot, took them for sandwiches and 

pizza and, at an Idaho Walmart, bought them makeup. 

 

Court papers say in Oregon, Vier drove the girls to a heavily wooded area and demanded sexual contact. 

 

Vier was arrested in 2014 in Seattle for arranging to pay for sex with an undercover police officer posing 

as a 15 year old girl and later pleaded guilty. 

 

A spokesperson for the Washington Department of Corrections wrote "He was never in prison, but was 

under supervision for one count of Communication with Minor for Immoral Purposes from July 31, 2015, 

to January 22, 2017." 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Germany: sex harassment military jump 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2018/01/27/sexual-harassment-increases-german-

armed-forces-80-2017-reports-say/1071886001/  

GIST Germany's armed forces and its civil administration and procurement authorities, the Bundeswehr, 

reported 14 cases of rape or attempted rape in 2017, a near three-fold increase on the previous year when 

five cases were reported, according to a report published in the Saturday newspapers by the Funke media 

group in Germany. 

 

In 2016, there had been 128 initial reports of sexual offenses. In 2017, the number increased to 234. 

 

According to the Funke reporting, the increase in cases reported represented heightened sensitivity to the 

issue, an increase in suspicion, earlier reporting and the re-opening of some older cases.  
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Defense Minister Ursula von der Leyen said last year that she did not interpret the figures as meaning that 

the volume of sexual assaults had gone up, but rather that there had been an increase in reporting incidents 

that might previously have gone unreported. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Army to pay $4M to families in murders 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/army-pays-4-million-to-families-for-murders-committed-

by-wa-soldier/281-511846854  

GIST The federal government has agreed to pay $4 million to the families of a young couple killed in 2011 by a 

group of renegade U.S. Army soldiers, led by a private from Washington State. 

 

The payment includes $1.7 million to the mother of Michael Roark, of Marysville, who was killed outside 

of Fort Stewart in 2011. $2.3 million will be paid to the family of Roark’s 17-year-old girlfriend Tiffany 

York, who was killed alongside him in the woods outside the Georgia Army post. 

 

“We believe that (the settlement) is as close as we are going to get to an apology or admission of guilt for 

their failure to act on the information they knew,” said Roark’s mother, Tracy Jahr of Marysville. 

 

Jahr and York's family sued the government in federal court in Seattle claiming that the Army ignored 

numerous warning signs that the leader of a small, anti-government militia growing in its ranks was 

dangerous. 

 

The suit detailed records showing that the Army suspected PVT Isaac Aguigui, from Cashmere in central 

Washington, of murdering his wife in July of 2011 – months before Roark and York were executed. 

 

In spite of that suspicion, the Army allowed payment to Aguigui from a $500,000 insurance policy. 

Aguigui used that money to purchase tens of thousands of dollars of firearms in Washington State for his 

plot to attack government installations. 

 

“They didn’t just let this guy go free (after his wife’s death), they financed terrorism,” said the attorney for 

the victim’s family, Brian C. Brook of New Jersey. 

 

Brook says an Aguigui family member tipped the FBI to concerns that Aguigui was part of a group of anti-

government soldiers who were arming themselves to attack the government, which the group believed was 

no longer serving the American people. 

 

Aguigui had also confessed early in 2011 to a separate plot to murder a civilian drug dealer. Although he 

admitted to purchasing a shotgun for the deed, the Army never took significant action against him. 

 

“It’s hard to imagine that an institution that is built on a framework of discipline and order could ever 

allow someone like this to be in the armed forces so long,” said Brook. 

 

Aguigui led a secret militia called FEAR, Forever Enduring Always Ready, which consisted of about a 

dozen soldiers and their friends and family members. 

 

Roark was a private in the Army who was a friend of some FEAR members. He left the Army and was 

coming home to Marysville. 

 

Three days after his separation from the armed forces, Aguigui asked Roark to join him for some target 

shooting in the Georgia woods. Roark brought York with him. 

 

The young couple were shot in the back of their heads by FEAR members as they stepped out of their car. 

 

Several former soldiers are serving jail sentences. 
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Aguigui was convicted of the murders in the woods and, later, the July 2011 murder of his wife Deidre and 

unborn baby. 

 

The U.S. Army referred all questions to the United States Attorney’s Office in Seattle, which referred 

questions to Department of Justice headquarters in Washington DC. 

 

“Thank you for reaching out. The DOJ respectfully declines to comment,” spokesperson Kerri Kupec 

wrote in an emailed response to KING 5. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 London: record number acid attacks 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/26/europe/london-acid-attacks-2017-intl/index.html  

GIST London (CNN)There was a record number of acid attacks in London in 2017, police data shows, as 

perpetrators turn to household cleaning products as weapons. 

 

In response to a freedom of information request by CNN, data from the London Metropolitan Police 

showed a sharp rise in attacks, with 465 recorded in 2017, up from 395 the previous year and 255 in 2015. 

The attacks increased six-fold over six years. 

 

London has become the world capital for acid attacks on young men, and street gangs are increasingly 

using "face melters" against their targets. 

 

Several cases that left victims with life-changing injuries last year prompted debate in the UK Parliament, 

where MPs are mulling banning the sale of highly corrosive liquids to minors and overhauling laws around 

possession of acid. Police say easy-to-obtain products such as drain and oven cleaners are often used in 

attacks. 

 

UK Home Secretary Amber Rudd earlier called for a life sentence for serious acid attacks, arguing that 

such assaults often ruin victims' lives. 

 

Additional police data from the first 11 months of 2017 show that the attacks are predominantly a problem 

among young males. 

 

More than 75% of suspected attackers and around 60% of victims were between the ages of 10 and 29. In 

terms of gender, 71% of attackers and 72% of victims were also male. 

 

This is where London bucks the global trend. In many other parts of the world with high numbers of acid 

attacks, such as South Asia, the act is overwhelmingly carried out by men against women they know. 

 

While the new figures show a dramatic rise in London acid attacks in recent years, they also show that 

previous records had been exaggerated. 

 

Detective Superintendent Mike West, who leads the Met Police on acid attacks, explained that previous 

police data had included cases where someone possessed acid or threatened to use it as a weapon, but did 

not actually do so. 

 

He said that while acid was being used by street gangs, it was still on a relatively small scale. 

 

"We do see around 25% of offenses in the robbery category, and this tends to be with ammonia-based 

substances that, whilst (they) cause injury, are less likely to be life changing. Other drivers have been drug 

disputes and general disputes between parties," he said. 

 

The Met Police is creating a prevention and awareness campaign to be delivered in schools this year, in 
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partnership with other emergency services, West said. 

 

"We are training all of our officers to deal with first aid of victims and have placed treatment kits in all 

response cars across London." 
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HEADLINE 01/27 Brazil: gunmen shoots party; 18 dead 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/gunmen-brazil-kill-party-

52650772?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Police say gunmen barged into a party and shot dead "a large number of people" in northeastern Brazil. 

 

A police officer at the homicide division in the city of Fortaleza said by telephone that the killings took 

place early Saturday morning near the Arena Castelao soccer stadium that was used in the 2014 World 

Cup of soccer. 

 

He did not provide more details not confirm the number of dead and injured. Local press reports said 18 

people were killed and six injured. 

 

Repeated calls to the police press office went unanswered. 

 

The police officer spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to speak to the press. 
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HEADLINE 01/26 Weapons recovered w/student threat 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/police-recover-guns-machetes-room-teen-allegedly-

plotted/story?id=52632427&cid=clicksource_81_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Police recovered multiple guns and machetes from a Pennsylvania high school student’s bedroom 

Thursday night after a classmate allegedly overheard the student threatening a mass shooting, officials 

said. 

 

The alleged plot -- which was uncovered Thursday -- called for an attack to take place today, just days 

after high school shootings in Kentucky and Texas this week, officials said. 

 

The investigation began Thursday night when Pennsylvania State Police received a report that a teen on a 

school bus discussed killing four students he didn't like at Uniontown Area Senior High School, Fayette 

County District Attorney Richard Bower said at a news conference. 

 

The teen who reported the threat had overheard the conversation and recorded it, Bower said. 

 

State police responded to the 14-year-old suspect's home where they took statements from the student and 

parents, determining that the student was "threatening to come to school today with weapons with rifles 

and shoot four students," Bower said. 

 

Bower said, "He indicated that it would be extremely easy to sneak a gun into the school in his backpack. 

And he also indicated that he could use a sniper rifle from a distance, or use a shotgun for mass 

casualties." 

 

A search warrant was obtained and police found multiple weapons in the teen's bedroom: a semi-automatic 

rifle, a shotgun, two machetes, throwing knives, two lever-action rifles, a revolver, a cross bow, "and bulk 

ammunition for all of the weapons," Bower said. 

 

The teen was taken into custody Thursday night and remains in custody with juvenile authorities, Bower 
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said, adding that his parents are cooperating. He is being charged with terroristic threats, possession of a 

firearm by a minor and criminal attempt to commit catastrophe at the high school, Bower said. 

 

"A catastrophe" was likely "averted today," Bower said. "Thank God" the parent and child called, he 

added. 
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NjRat secures top spot as most active network malware in 2017

From ZDNet (01.23.2018) Charlie Osbourne

On Tuesday, security professionals from AlienVault posted the results of research into the top 10
malware threats that were recorded as active on networks in 2017, which includes a range of Trojans,
ransomware, and malware which is tailored for stealing financial data. Based on malware domains
observed most frequently by Cisco's Umbrella DNS, the malware families with the highest numbers of
individual samples and the malware most detected by the cybersecurity firm's customers, the njRat
Trojan has come out on top.

*NjRat: Particularly popular in the Middle East, this Remote Access Trojan (RAT) is a simple .NET
backdoor is a favorite with amateurs. The bulk of users are low-level criminals and is often delivered in
drive-by downloads or through phishing attacks. Variants of the Trojan often contain custom packets (.
PDF) for avoiding traditional antivirus solutions and once deployed, the malware is able to hijack
infected systems.
*Netwire: Netwire came out as the second most persistent threat on networks in 2017. This malware,
another Trojan, is primarily used to steal banking details such as credit card data. However, unlike other
kinds of malicious code which target Point-of-Sale (PoS) systems, Netwire attempts to steal credentials
through keylogging modules.
*Bancos: An old Windows Trojan, Bancos attempts to replace Windows host files to redirect victims
from pre-determined legitimate domains to malicious alternatives controlled by attackers.
*PhaseBot: First spotted in 2015, PhaseBot uses PowerShell to run components that are encoded
scripts it has hidden in the registry of a compromised system in order to conduct 'fileless' attacks.
*Pushdo: Pushdo is a so-called downloader Trojan used as a conduit to download and execute
additional payloads on infected systems. The malware is commonly found in mass-email phishing
campaigns.
*Asprox: Asprox finds its way onto a vulnerable system through phishing campaigns and drive-by
downloads. If a system is exploited, it is joined into a botnet for the purposes of harvesting login
credentials, enabling DDoS attacks, driving fake advertising traffic, and conducting SQL injections on
unsecured sites.
*Dunihi worm: This worm is commonly obfuscated and spreads through removable drives. Also known
as Houdini, the malware connects to a C&C server to receive commands from its operators.
*Ramnit: This prolific malware, connected to the theft of Facebook credentials in the past, the worm is
described as a "multi-component malware family which infects Windows executable as well as HTML
files" able to "steal sensitive information such as stored FTP credentials and browser cookies".
*Gh0stRat: Variants of the Gh0stRat Trojan are also commonly active, targeting victims in the
enterprise as well as core industrial players. The Trojan is used for surveillance, collecting system
information, encrypting the collected information and sending it to C&C servers.
*Locky: Locky, ransomware which keeps coming back time and time again, spreads through phishing
campaigns and drive-by downloads. When executed on a vulnerable system, the malware encrypts files
and demands a ransom payment in return for a decryption key.  Link

Zdnet[.]com/article/njrat-secures-top-spot-as-most-active-malware-on-networks-in-2017/

*Paradise Ransomware strikes again

From Acronis (01.22.2018)
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The Paradise ransomware that was active in September 2017 is back with a new round of attacks,
starting at the beginning of January 2018. Leveraging the Ransomware as a Service (RaaS) model, the
Paradise strain provides an unbreakable encryption scheme by using the RSA cipher for file encryption
– which is an unusual cipher choice. The ransomware’s executable file is archived and spread via spam
email as a zip attachment. To become infected, a user opens the attachment, unpacks it, and executes
the extracted application. The ‘DP_Main.exe’ ransomware file is a .NET compiled executable and
requires .NET Framework 3.5 to start on a user’s machine. The Paradise ransomware encrypts ALL
files on fixed, removable, and network drives. Paradise silently deletes Windows shadow copies, like
many other ransomware variants currently in the wild Paradise silently deletes Windows shadow
copies, like many other ransomware variants currently in the wild. The C2 server is geographically
located in St. Petersburg, Russia. There is no way to restore encrypted files other than to pay a
ransom.  Link

Acronis[.]com/en-us/blog/posts/paradise-ransomware-strikes-again

*Seagate Patches Flaws in Personal Cloud, GoFlex Products

From Security Week (01.23.2018) Eduard Kovacs

Seagate recently patched several vulnerabilities discovered by researchers in the company’s Personal
Cloud and GoFlex products, but some weaknesses impacting the latter remain unfixed. In late
September 2017, researcher Aditya K. Sood discovered vulnerabilities that can be exploited for cross-
site scripting (XSS) and man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks in Seagate’s GoFlex Home network-attached
storage (NAS) product. GoFlex users are provided a web service that allows them to remotely manage
the product and upload files to the cloud. The service can be accessed using the name of the device, a
username, and a password. An HTTP server present in the GoFlex firmware requires port forwarding
on the user’s router in order to connect to the web service. Sood discovered that the embedded server
still supports SSLv2 and SSLv3, and the seagateshare.com service supports SSLv3. SSLv2 and SSLv3
are obsolete protocols that are known to be vulnerable to MitM attacks, including via the methods
known as DROWN and POODLE. The expert has identified more than 50,000 Seagate devices –
hosted on unique IP addresses – that have SSLv2 and SSLv3 enabled. Sood also noticed that the
unique name (device_id) of each device is not difficult to find. During the tests he conducted, the expert
managed to collect more than 17,000 unique device IDs. While Seagate has fixed the XSS vulnerability,
the company told Sood it does not plan on addressing the issue related to the use of SSLv2 and
SSLv3.   Link

Securityweek[.]com/seagate-patches-flaws-personal-cloud-goflex-products

Dell Advising All Customers to Not Install Spectre BIOS Updates
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From Bleeping Computer (01.23.2018) Lawrence Abrams

The Spectre & Meltdown mess continues with Dell now recommending their customers do not install the
BIOS updates that resolve the Spectre (Variant 2) vulnerabilities. These updates have been causing
numerous problems for users including performance issues, boot issues, reboot issues, and general
system instability. Due to this, Dell EMC has updated their knowledge base article with the following
statement advising customers to not install the BIOS update and to potentially rollback to the previous
BIOS if their computers are exhibiting "unpredictable system behavior". In order to facilitate the rolling
back to a previous BIOS version, Dell has a table listing the Spectre fix BIOS versions that customers
should not use and the recommended BIOS versions that a customer should roll back to. This news
comes on the heels of LinusTorvalds' remarks on how he felt the Linux patches for Spectre are "utter
garbage".  Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/dell-advising-all-customers-to-not-install-spectre-bios-updates/

Insider Threat: Ex-IBM employee from China gets five years prison for stealing code

From Reuters (01.19.2018) Brendan Pierson

A former software engineer for IBM in China was sentenced to five years in prison after he pleaded
guilty to stealing proprietary source code from the company, prosecutors announced on Friday.
Jiaqiang Xu, 32, was sentenced on Thursday in White Plains, New York, according to a statement from
the office of U.S. Attorney Geoffrey Berman. Xu pleaded guilty in May 2017 to economic espionage and
theft of a trade secret. Xu worked as a systems software developer for International Business Machines
Corp from 2010 to 2014, according to a public LinkedIn profile. Xu was arrested in December 2015 after
meeting with an undercover officer at a White Plains hotel, where authorities said he was recorded
saying he used proprietary IBM code to make software to sell to customers, according to prosecutors.
Prosecutors said the proprietary computer code Xu stole was related to a clustered file system, which
facilitates faster computer performance. Link

Reuters[.]com/article/us-ibm-crime-china/ex-ibm-employee-from-china-gets-five-years-prison-for-
stealing-code-idUSKBN1F82P9

U.S. cloud-computing failure could cause up to $19 billion in losses

From Reuters (01.23.2018) Suzanne Barlyn
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A cyber problem that temporary shuts down a top U.S. cloud computing provider could trigger as much
as $19 billion in business losses, only a fraction of which would be insured, Lloyd’s of London said in a
report on Tuesday.  The report, co-written with modeling firm AIR Worldwide, examined potential losses
stemming from disruptions to business that depend on cloud computing in the event that cyber incidents
such as hacking, lightning strikes, bombing of data centers and human errors “completely disrupt” U.S.
cloud service to all of a provider’s customers.  An incident that takes one of the top-three cloud service
providers offline for three to six days would result in total losses of between $5.3 billion and $19 billion.
Insured losses would total between $1.1 billion and $3.5 billion, according to the Lloyd‘s-AIR report.
Cloud computing has grown rapidly in recent years as businesses move their operations to public
clouds, the big computer data centers that are displacing traditional customer-owned computer
systems.  The Lloyd’s report, based on scenarios involving the top 15 U.S. cloud providers, does not
identify those providers. Current estimates of the cloud environment indicate that Amazon holds 31.8
percent of the market, followed by Microsoft at 13.9 percent and Google with 6 percent. Studies suggest
that a cyber incident that knocks out even one of the smaller U.S. cloud providers for three to six days
could still cause between $300 million and $1.5 billion in losses.   Link

Reuters[.]com/article/us-cyber-cloud-disruption/u-s-cloud-computing-failure-could-spur-up-to-19-billion-
in-losses-lloyds-idUSKBN1FC1UC

Analyzing the TRITON industrial malware

From Midnight Blue Labs (01.16.2018)

TRITON is the first publicly known example of malware targeting industrial safety controllers, an
escalation with serious potential consequences compared to previous ICS-focussed incidents. It has
been deployed against at least one victim in the Middle East with no indications of victims outside of the
Middle East so far. TRITON is a framework for implanting Schneider Electric Triconex safety controllers
with a passive backdoor through which attackers can, at a later point in time, inject potentially
destructive payloads. Safety controllers are typically a kind of Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
designed to high standards with redundant modules and tend to have components that allow for safe
failure in case the main processor fails or power is lost. Traditionally, SIS connectivity is limited and
systems are segregated from the rest of the Operational Technology (OT) environment which would
limit the potential impact of safety controller security issues. But over the years, as part of a broader
trend in embedded systems in general, this isolation has made way for more and more connectivity and
systems integration. While this integration comes with benefits in terms of cost, usability and process
insights for business intelligence purposes, the flip side is that it exposes systems that were never
designed for secure connectivity in the first place to the wider OT and IT environments and by extension
to whatever the wider network itself is exposed to. The potential implications of a malicious SIS-
compromising attacker are serious and could range from shutting down a process to allowing for unsafe
states and manipulating other parts of the OT environment to create such a state which might result in
financial losses, damage to equipment, products and the environment or human safety and
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loss of life.  Link

Midnightbluelabs[.]com/blog/2018/1/16/analyzing-the-triton-industrial-malware

Operational Outages

Power outage at Hopkins Airport in Ohio might affect flights

From Cleveland (01.23.2018) Cliff Pinckard

Hopkins International Airport is reporting a partial power outage Tuesday morning that it says could
affect some flights. The airport did not say what caused the power outage, although thunderstorms did
move through the region overnight. As of 5:45 a.m., a Delta flight to Minneapolis and a United flight to
New York were listed as delayed, while a Southwest flight to Milwaukee was canceled, according to the
airport's website. There were no delays or cancellations on arriving flights. However, the airport is
urging travelers to check with airlines about the status of flights. Lights on streets and parking lots at the
airport were not working and some escalators and elevators were affected, the airport said.   Link

Cleveland[.]com/metro/index[.]ssf/2018/01/power_outage_at_hopkins_airpor[.]html

Aviation Tech

Lufthansa Technik equips Boeing 737 MAX with broadband antennas

From AeroBuzz (01.22.2018)

In view of the rapidly growing fleet of Boeing 737 MAX aircraft, Lufthansa Technik intends to build up its
maintenance and overhaul capacities for this model. It starts with the installation of broadband antennas
for the reception of Internet on board. Internet on board is an increasingly important factor in the choice
of airline passengers. Therefore, more and more airlines equip their aircraft with appropriate facilities to
meet the communication needs of their passengers. Lufthansa Technik has now received an order from
an unnamed customer to equip its brand-new Boeing 737 MAX standard-hull aircraft with equipment
that allows passengers to connect on board. From mid-2018, the company will now make the
modifications at its location in Budapest. For the conversion, the technicians in Hungary need five days
per aircraft. They install a broadband antenna on the back of the fuselage, put in the required cabling
and install the required equipment in the cabin. Then they play the software on the system, test it and
release the aircraft for flight operations. Following completion of the modification program, Lufthansa
Technik intends to set up complete overhaul capacities for the new Boeing 737 MAX at the
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Budapest location over the next few months. Thereafter, these skills should be transferred to other LH
technology locations.  Link

Aerobuzz[.]de/industrie-news/lh-technik-ruestet-boeing-737-max-mit-breitband-antennen-aus/

Legislation & Regulation News

Taiwan stymies new China flights amid route dispute

From Reuters (01.19.2018) Jeanny Kao

Taiwan’s Civil Aeronautics Administration has stalled applications for new flights from China Eastern
Airlines and Xiamen Airlines amid a row between Beijing and the self-ruled island over air routes, a
regulatory official said on Friday. Taiwan had not yet approved the applications to add flights during the
approaching Lunar New Year holiday because in recent weeks the airlines had used four disputed air
routes close to the island.  This month China opened several disputed air routes, including a
northbound M503 route in the Taiwan Strait, without informing Taiwan, contravening what the
democratic government in Taipei said was a 2015 deal to first discuss such flight paths.  Taiwan has
expressed concern the new routes are too close to existing routes that link it to airports on two groups
of Taiwan-controlled islands lying close to China, and are a threat to flight safety.  China has denied
safety could be affected, saying it had no need of Taiwan’s approval for new routes. China Eastern
Airlines had applied to add 106 flights while Xiamen Airlines, majority-owned by China Southern
Airlines, had applied for 70, the official said.  The Civil Aviation Administration of China condemned the
move, saying again there were no safety issues with the M503 route and warning Taiwan that it would
“bear the consequences” of its decision. But Taiwan’s Mainland Affairs Council said in a statement
there were real safety risks for flights to Taiwan’s offshore islands, calling for China to accept technical
talks on the issue.  Link

Reuters[.]com/article/us-china-taiwan-flights/taiwan-stymies-new-china-flights-amid-route-row-official-
says-idUSKBN1F80Q4

Physical Security News

Kurdish Protesters Initiate Huge, Violent Brawl at Hannover Airport in Germany

From The Express (01.22.2018) Chloe Kerr
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A huge fight involving almost 200 people broke out at Hannover Airport in Germany, police have
confirmed as officers used pepper spray to try to quell the violence after passengers clashed with
protesters. According to news site Haz, the fight broke out during a Kurdish demonstration over Turkish
military action in Syria. It is thought violence sparked in Terminal B when the protesters were confronted
by Turkish passengers. Dramatic footage shows brawlers punching each other and using flags as
weapons while other holidaymakers fled to safety. A tweet by Hannover police said: "According to initial
information, there is currently a major dispute at Hannover Airport. We are already on our way with
many forces!" Photos from the scene show police surrounding protests waving flags. NeuePress reports
the trouble started beside the Turkish Airlines check-in desk. A Kurdish demonstration was planned for
between 4 and 6pm this evening in the city center. Turkey launched a large-scale offensive against
Kurdish forces in northwestern Syria on Saturday.  Link

Express[.]co[.]uk/news/world/908254/fight-hannover-airport-police-latest-pictures-arrests-flight-delays

Police taser knife-wielding man at Atlanta Airport

From Fox 5 (01.22.2018) Morse Diggs

A man threatened a female worker with a knife at Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson Airport on Saturday
morning, according to a police report. When officers ordered the man to drop his knife, with a three-inch
blade, the man refused and turned aggressive toward them. The man's motive for the strange behavior
is not known. The woman said she encountered the suspect outside the women's restroom. The victim
said the man complained she was "blocking the entrance", according to the report. Officers successfully
led the man away from a busy area in the atrium, and again shouted orders regarding the knife. The
man refused and seconds later was struck by projectiles from two Tasers. Jackie Patterson, a former
officer who is now an attorney, praised the airport officers for showing restraint. He said deadly force
could have been used because the man allegedly moved toward one of the officers. The suspect is
Antonio Malcolm Broussard.  Link

fox5atlanta[.]com/news/police-man-threatened-female-worker-at-atlantas-airport

Miscellaneous News
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Seoul Incheon Airport’s new Terminal 2 Preps for Olympic Influx

From USA Today (01.22.2018) Harriet Baskas

South Korea’s Incheon International Airport (ICN) near Seoul officially opened its high-tech new
Terminal 2 on Thursday. The facility debut comes just in time to welcome visitors headed to the 2018
PyeongChang Winter Olympic Games, which begin February 9 and take place about 100 miles east of
Seoul. The five-story new terminal can serve about 18 million passengers a year. For now, it's being
used by just four airlines, all SkyTeam alliance members: South Korea’s flag carrier Korean Air, Delta
Air Lines, Air France and KLM Royal Dutch Airlines. More than 80 other airlines flying to and from
Incheon will continue to operate out of Terminal 1. Beyond a soaring glass ceiling and loads of natural
light, Incheon’s new Terminal 2 is filled with “smart” technology, original art, an observation deck with a
café and interactive activities, and many other welcoming amenities. Airlines in T2 offer passengers the
opportunity to use dozens of self-check-in machines. Korean Air, encourages passengers to make use
of its large bank of Smart bag-drop machines. Korean Air also offers its first and business class
passengers separate check-in lounges. A fleet of robots has been deployed inside the airport to help
passengers find their ways. Word has it the robots are even programmed to lead individual passengers
to their gates. Photovoltaic panels on the roof and natural greenery inside the terminal help keep the air
fresh and lower heating and ventilation costs.   Link

Usatoday[.]com/story/travel/flights/todayinthesky/2018/01/22/first-look-seoul-incheon-airports-new-
terminal-2-big-high-tech-art/1052965001/

Legazpi Airport temporarily shut down due to Mayon Volcano Eruption

From Inquirer.Net (01.22.2018) Frances Mangosing -

Legazpi Airport (LGP) in the Philippines has been temporarily shut down until further notice amid
threats from the restive Mayon volcano. “The Civil Aviation Authority of the Philippines said in its
advisory said that effective 2:21 p.m. Monday, operations of Legazpi Airport is temporary closed until
further advice. Affected flights are Cebu Pacific’s Manila-Legazpi and Mactan-Legazpi,” CAAP said in a
statement. CAAP also issued a notice to airmen (Notam) after Alert Level 4 in Mayon Volcano was
raised by the Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology. It also erupted at 10:35 a.m., sending
a volcanic ash cloud into the air. The Notam is effective from 12:06 p.m. on January 22 until 9 a.m. on
Jan. 23. CAAP also advised pilots flying near the area to exercise extreme caution, as ash from
volcanic eruption can be hazardous to the aircraft. Link

Newsinfo[.]inquirer[.]net/962579/legazpi-airport-mayon-volcano-threat-caap-albay-eruption
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IAG 'disappointed' after losing Niki to rival bidder

From Flight Global (01.23.2018)

British Airways parent IAG has confirmed that its bid for Austrian carrier Niki has not succeeded,
following a change of insolvency proceedings for the Air Berlin operation. Niki has been widely reported
as having been sold to Laudamotion, a company controlled by former Formula 1 racing driver and
aviation entrepreneur Niki Lauda. The reports cite the carrier's administrators. IAG had agreed to
acquire the assets of Niki for €20 million ($24 million) at the end of last year. But the insolvency
proceedings were re-opened in Austria in mid-January and led to a new sales process. While IAG
resubmitted its bid on 19 January, it says it has been advised that the bid "was unsuccessful". IAG says
it is "disappointed" that it will not be able to develop Niki and enable the carrier to "grow stronger" as
part of the airline group. It had intended to use a newly-created subsidiary of its Spanish budget
operation Vueling to acquire Niki, and provide additional liquidity to the airline.   Link

Flightglobal[.]com/news/articles/iag-disappointed-after-losing-niki-to-rival-bidder-445109/

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

Commercial In-Flight Incidents

*SkyWest 3019, CRJ7

·         January 23, 2018 at 12:00 AM EST

·         Enroute from Los Angeles, CA (Los Angeles International Airport) to Tucson, AZ (Tucson
International Airport)

·         Flight control indicator problem

·         Diverted to Phoenix, AZ (Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport); landed without incident at 12:
19 AM EST

*American 179, A321

·         January 22, 2018 at 1:27 PM EST

·         Enroute from New York, NY (John F. Kennedy International Airport) to San Francisco, CA (San
Francisco International Airport)
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·         Crew medical incident

·         Diverted to Chicago, IL (Chicago O'Hare International Airport); landed without incident at 1:56 PM
EST

*United 1164, B739

·         January 22, 2018 at 11:18 AM EST

·         Enroute from Denver, CO (Denver International Airport) to Fort Lauderdale, FL (Fort Lauderdale–
Hollywood International Airport)

·         Engine problem

·         Returned to Denver, CO; landed without incident at 11:31 AM EST

*American 1087, B738

·         January 22, 2018 at 10:38 AM EST

·         Enroute from Chicago, IL (Chicago O'Hare International Airport) to Los Cabos, Mexico (Los
Cabos International Airport)

·         Noise on takeoff

·         Returned to Chicago, IL; landed without incident

*American 1591, B738

·         January 22, 2018 at 10:14 AM EST

·         Enroute from San Juan, PR (Luis Muñoz Marín International Airport) to Dallas, TX (Dallas/Fort
Worth International Airport)

·         Crew medical incident

·         Diverted to Miami, FL (Miami International Airport); landed without incident at 11:24 AM EST

Ground Incidents

*Minneapolis, MN, Minneapolis–Saint Paul International Airport

·         January 22, 2018 at 8:06 PM EST

·         Delta 2003, MD90 from St. Louis, MO (St. Louis Lambert International Airport) and Delta 1960,
B712 from Philadelphia, PA (Philadelphia International Airport)

·         3 hours tarmac rule violated; snow and ice conditions

·         Aircrafts taxied to terminal; passengers deplaned

The Daily Aviation Memo is a daily update of foreign and domestic commercial aviation news compiled
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from open sources and commercially-available information. Information contained in this report is
provided for situational awareness only and does not represent the views of the Aviation ISAC. Please
send comments or distribution requests to a-isac.advisory@a-isac[.]com.

A-ISAC Intel Shop

Dblough@a-isac.com

Ralvillar@a-isac.com

phart@a-isac.com

rforczyk@a-isac.com

a-isac.ops@a-isac.com

Aviation Information Sharing and Analysis Center (A-ISAC)

www.a-isac.com
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HEADLINE 01/22 UN: 56 peacekeepers killed in 2017 

SOURCE http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-01/23/c_136916630.htm  

GIST UNITED NATIONS, Jan. 22 (Xinhua) -- The United Nations said Monday that 2017 saw the highest 

number of peacekeeper fatalities through violent acts in over two decades, with 56 peacekeepers killed. 

 

"Peacekeeping is a risky activity. A certain number of casualties may occur even if all necessary 

preventive measures are taken. But since 2013, casualties have spiked. One hundred and ninety-five 

personnel in United Nations peacekeeping missions have been killed by acts of violence, more than during 

any other 5-year period in history," according to "Improving Security of United Nations Peacekeepers: We 

need to change the way we are doing business," a report directed by the UN secretary-general. 

 

"These numbers go beyond a normal or acceptable level of risk, and they are likely to rise even higher. 

Something needs to change to reverse the trend," the report said. 

 

Since 1948, more than 3,500 personnel have lost their lives serving in UN peace operations with 943 due 

to acts of violence. During the past four years (2013 - 2017) a consistent increase in peacekeeper fatalities 

due to violent acts resulted in 195 deaths, the report said. 

 

In an effort to reverse this trend and improve the safety and security of UN peacekeepers, the secretary-

general in November 2017 appointed Lieutenant General (retired) Carlos Alberto dos Santos Cruz of 

Brazil to carry out an in-depth review of peacekeeping fatalities and injuries due to hostile acts. 

 

The report aims to identify why the UN has had so many casualties caused by acts of violence in recent 

years and what should be done to reduce these casualties. 

 

In the course of the review, the team visited UN peacekeeping operations in the Democratic Republic of 

the Congo, Central African Republic, Mali and South Sudan, accessed relevant internal UN data and 

conducted 160 interviews to inform their work. 

 

The report, which was submitted to the secretary-general, stated that with the influx of armed groups, 

extremists, organized crime, and other criminal elements and threats, the UN flag no longer offers 

"natural" protection to peacekeepers. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Winter storm howls thru Midwest 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/f0e1d8f15caa4cc08b36626670fd7ba6/Winter-storm-howls-through-Midwest  

GIST MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Heavy snow and strong winds pushed across the Midwest on Monday, 

prompting highway closings in Kansas and South Dakota, school cancellations in Minnesota and 

grounding of flights in Denver and Minneapolis. 

 

In Minnesota, Gov. Mark Dayton called out the National Guard to help stranded motorists, the Star 

Tribune reported. 

 

The National Weather Service said more than 10 inches (26 centimeters) of snow has already fallen on 

North Platte in western Nebraska. In southern Minnesota, the storm dumped 17 inches (43 centimeters) 

near Owatonna by late afternoon Monday. Dozens of school districts in Minnesota canceled classes. 

 

Weather service meteorologist Bill Borghoff in Minnesota says the storm started brewing Saturday night 

over Nebraska and spread to Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. He called it “a very classically developed 

winter storm,” with widespread heavy snow on its northern end. 
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Transportation officials lifted a no travel advisory for parts of southwest Minnesota, but advised motorists 

that blowing snow was still a problem. Winds were gusting up to 40 mph (64 kilometers), Borghoff said. 

 

“If you don’t have to travel, don’t travel,” Borghoff said. Statewide the Minnesota State Patrol reported 

nearly 200 crashes and nearly 300 spinouts as well as 30 jackknifed semis by late Monday afternoon. 

 

About a dozen flights were canceled or delayed at Denver International Airport on Monday, partly due to a 

storm hitting Minneapolis. Airlines are working to catch up a day after about 200 flights from Denver, 

about 15 percent of the day’s schedule, were canceled because of snow. Minneapolis-St. Paul International 

Airport reported more than 400 cancellations by Monday afternoon, with average delays of about six 

hours, Metropolitan Airports Commission spokesman Pat Hogan said. 

 

“It’s really a tough day at the airport,” Hogan said. 

 

The storm brought blizzard conditions to much of Nebraska and forced the Woodbury County Courthouse 

to close in Sioux City, Iowa. 

 

South Dakota transportation and public safety officials closed north and southbound lanes of Interstate 29 

from around Sioux Falls south to the Iowa border because heavy snow and strong winds made travel 

nearly impossible. 

 

The Department of Transportation said numerous vehicles, including jackknifed semis, are stuck along the 

interstate, which is closed from Tea south to Iowa. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Governor heads to attend WEF 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/876554/gov-inslee-heads-to-davos-switzerland/  

GIST OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) — Gov. Jay Inslee will travel to Switzerland this week to participate in the World 

Economic Forum’s Annual meeting. 

 

Inslee’s office said Monday that the governor is scheduled to speak on several panels at the meeting in 

Davos, including a climate change one hosted by former Vice President Al Gore. 

 

Inslee leaves the state Tuesday, with his first panel to take place Wednesday and a press conference 

scheduled for Thursday. Inslee returns to Washington Friday. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 What is the World Economic Forum? 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2018-01-22/what-is-the-world-economic-

forum-in-davos-and-why-does-it-matter  

GIST The 2018 World Economic Forum (WEF) officially kicks off in Davos, Switzerland, on Tuesday. 

 

The four-day annual meeting draws in a number of the world's power players – from key politicians and 

heads of state to private sector executives and philanthropists – to discuss economic and diplomatic issues 

in an elite gathering in the Swiss mountains. This year, the theme "Creating a Shared Future in a Fractured 

World" will run as a thread throughout speeches, panel discussions and seminars. 

 

Here's what you need to know about the event: 

 

What Is the WEF? 
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The forum began 47 years ago when founder Klaus Schwab first organized a small conference on 

management. The organization's scope broadened in the 1980s and today it draws some of the biggest 

names in the business sector, government, international organizations, civil society, academia, media and 

the arts to the small Swiss ski resort of Davos. The conference is meant to address political, economic and 

societal challenges, according to WEF.  

 

Sessions at the forum will confront a number of social, environmental and economic global issues with 

meetings focusing on topics such as reconnecting refugees, the Paris climate agreement and promoting 

free trade. 

 

Why Does It Matter? 

 

The meeting is taking aim at the debate around globalization at a time when domestic politics in the U.S. 

and across Europe are pushing back against what many perceive as a leading cause of inequality, wage 

stagnation and job loss in wealthy countries. As the WEF itself states, "the global context has changed 

dramatically." The meeting, organizers say, operates with a mission "to improve the state of the world." 

 

The forum includes more than 400 sessions focusing on international collaboration as a way to approach 

and solve crucial global challenges. The gathering is also seen as an exclusive networking opportunity. 

 

Who's Attending? 

 

More than 2,500 global decision-makers from more than 100 different countries will attend the 

conference. Representatives from the United Nations, as well as from major companies – such as Carlos 

Ghosn of Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi – will attend. 

 

France's Emmanuel Macron, Germany's Angela Merkel, the United Kingdom's Theresa May, Canada's 

Justin Trudeau, Israel's Benjamin Netanyahu, Zimbabwe's Emmerson Mnangagwa and India's Narendra 

Modi are expected to be among the world leaders participating in the meetings. 

 

U.S. President Donald Trump also is expected to attend the meeting in a break from recent presidential 

tradition – Trump's appearance would mark the first time a sitting president has attended the annual forum 

since Bill Clinton in 2000. Some are watching the U.S. president with particular interest as Trump's 

hallmark "America First" approach to foreign affairs has shaped his global leadership and reputation. 

Critics claim the stance is at odds with global cooperation. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Govt. shutdown over—for now 

SOURCE http://time.com/5113727/trump-bill-shutdown-ends/?xid=homepage  

GIST (WASHINGTON) — President Donald Trump signed a bill reopening the government late Monday, 

ending a 69-hour display of partisan dysfunction after Democrats reluctantly voted to temporarily pay for 

resumed operations. They relented in return for Republican assurances that the Senate will soon take up 

the plight of young immigrant “dreamers” and other contentious issues. 

 

The vote set the stage for hundreds of thousands of federal workers to return on Tuesday, cutting short 

what could have become a messy and costly impasse. The House approved the measure shortly thereafter, 

and President Donald Trump later signed it behind closed doors at the White House. 

 

But by relenting, the Democrats prompted a backlash from immigration activists and liberal base 

supporters who wanted them to fight longer and harder for legislation to protect from deportation the 

700,000 or so younger immigrants who were brought to the country as children and now are here illegally. 

 

Democrats climbed onboard after two days of negotiations that ended with new assurances from Senate 

Majority Leader Mitch McConnell that the Senate would consider immigration proposals in the coming 
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weeks. But there were deep divides in the Democratic caucus over strategy, as red-state lawmakers 

fighting for their survival broke with progressives looking to satisfy liberals’ and immigrants’ demands. 

 

Under the agreement, Democrats provided enough votes to pass the stopgap spending measure keeping the 

government open until Feb. 8. In return, McConnell agreed to resume negotiations over the future of the 

dreamers, border security, military spending and other budget debates. If those talks don’t yield a deal in 

the next three weeks, the Republican promised to allow the Senate to debate an immigration proposal — 

even if it’s one crafted by a bipartisan group and does not have the backing of the leadership and the White 

House, lawmakers said. McConnell had previously said he would bring a deal to a vote only if President 

Donald Trump supported it. 

 

Sixty votes were needed to end the Democrats’ filibuster, and the party’s senators provided 33 of the 81 

the measure got. Eighteen senators, including members of both parties, were opposed. Hours later the 

Senate passed the final bill by the same 81-18 vote, sending it to the House, which quickly voted its 

approval and sent the measure on to President Donald Trump. 

 

White House press secretary Sarah Sanders predicted that operations would return to normal by Tuesday 

morning. 

 

The plan is far from what many activists and Democrats hoped when they decided to use the budget 

deadline as leverage. It doesn’t tie the immigration vote to another piece of legislation, a tactic often used 

to build momentum. It also doesn’t address support for an immigration plan in the House, where 

opposition to extending the protections for the dreamers is far stronger. 

 

The short-term spending measure means both sides may wind up in a shutdown stalemate again in three 

weeks. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 US ill-equipped to handle China spying? 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/22/jerry-chun-shing-lees-arrest-sets-cia-fbi-

debate-o/  

GIST A ferocious debate has erupted within the CIA and FBI over the scope of China’s penetration of the 

American intelligence community in the wake of last week’s arrest of a Chinese-American former CIA 

case officer accused of spying for Beijing. 

 

The charging of Jerry Chun Shing Lee, 53, in federal court last week with possessing personal notebooks 

full of CIA asset names and phone numbers was hailed by many as a huge U.S. counterintelligence 

success against China. 

 

But high-level intelligence sources say media coverage of the case has been rife with unverified 

speculation about Mr. Lee and the extent of his role in a breach that might have betrayed as many as 20 

clandestine CIA informants in China back in 2010 and 2011. The informants were imprisoned and in some 

cases executed. 

 

Two sources who spoke with The Washington Times cast doubt on the whole narrative about the reported 

crackdown, as well as the extent of Mr. Lee’s involvement, suggesting instead that Chinese disinformation 

— and penetration into America’s spy agencies — may have played a role that is still not fully 

appreciated. 

 

“It would be a pity to scapegoat Jerry Lee and say, ‘Look, there was a big mole and we caught him and 

now the Chinese espionage problem is solved,’” said one of the sources, a former official with extensive 

intelligence experience in East Asia. “Some people are trying to do that with this case, which I think is 

dangerous.” 
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A second source with 20 years of counterintelligence experience said there was a “heated debate within the 

intelligence community over the extent of Chinese penetration and whether there are other moles,” and 

whether Jerry Lee was the major one. 

 

The Chinese state-owned Global Times newspaper fed into the mystery of the case, calling Mr. Lee’s 

arrest a witch hunt with grave and unjust consequences for other Americans of Chinese descent. 

 

“The U.S. seems to be mobilizing a mass movement to chase down Chinese ‘spies’ and ‘penetrators,’” the 

online news source said in an editorial last week. “If this continues, many Chinese will be wronged and the 

whole Chinese community will come under much pressure, tangible or not. This will undermine their 

human rights.” 

 

Uncertainty and secrecy over the Lee affair builds on a legacy of mistrust that reaches back generations. 

 

U.S. officials have engaged in an unknown number of China-related counterintelligence investigations 

during the years since the notorious case of Larry Wu-Tai Chin, a Chinese translator who sold classified 

documents to Beijing while working for the CIA for nearly 35 years from about 1950 through the mid-

1980s. Chin was convicted in 1986 but killed himself before sentencing. 

 

“The thing people need to remember is that the CIA and the FBI are and have been the No. 1 targets for 

the Chinese for a long time,” according to one of the sources, who said both agencies believe one of 

Beijing’s central goals is to “penetrate us so they can get the information needed to schwack their own 

guys who are working with us inside China.” 

 

Ill-equipped to counter China? 

 

U.S. authorities arrested after Mr. Lee after he arrived at John F. Kennedy International Airport in New 

York on Jan. 15. A naturalized U.S. citizen who worked as a CIA case officer from 1994 to 2007, Mr. Lee 

is also known by his Chinese name, Zhen Cheng Li. 

 

At the time of his arrest, Mr. Lee had been living in Hong Kong and for the past 20 months was a security 

specialist employed by the global auction house Christie’s. 

 

He was charged Tuesday in federal court in Virginia with violating the Espionage Act — the culmination 

of an FBI-led counterintelligence investigation that sources say began more than five years ago when the 

bureau discovered two small notebooks belonging to Mr. Lee that contained classified information. 

 

Court documents say the books were found in August 2012 when FBI counterspies carried out a covert 

search of a Honolulu hotel room where Mr. Lee was staying. An FBI affidavit specifically claims the 

books contained the “true names and phone numbers of assets and covert CIA employees, as well as the 

addresses of CIA facilities.” 

 

Mr. Lee faces a 10-year prison term if convicted, but some major questions remain unanswered. 

 

For instance, the FBI affidavit makes no specific mention of China. It also offers no information about 

where the CIA employees, assets and facilities listed in Mr. Lee’s notebooks were located. 

 

No reason was given why — if FBI counterintelligence found the notebooks in 2012 — it took more than 

five years for the agency to move on Mr. Lee. Was it because he was living in Hong Kong? Or was the 

agency simply sitting on the case in the hope that surveillance of Mr. Lee might lead to a bigger mole? 

 

Some argue that U.S. intelligence agencies are simply ill-equipped to counter Chinese espionage methods. 

 

“We don’t dedicate enough resources to counterintelligence against Chinese operations, influence 

operations, espionage against U.S. government secrets or economic espionage,” said Michael Pillsbury, a 

Mandarin-speaking analyst who has worked on China policy and intelligence issues for every U.S. 
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administration since Richard Nixon. 

 

“Whether it’s human intelligence or cyberactivity, we just don’t have anywhere near the resources 

necessary,” Mr. Pillsbury said in an interview, adding that Congress should require the White House to 

produce an annual report on the scope of Chinese spying so Capitol Hill can begin to address the lack of 

resources. 

 

‘A lot of unknowns’ 

 

The CIA and FBI declined requests for comment on the Lee case. Other former high-level intelligence 

officials, both with CIA experience in China, were not willing to discuss its implications even on an off-

the-record basis. 

 

But the two other sources who did speak on background said the case has exposed how limited 

Washington’s grasp is of China’s potential penetration into the intelligence community. 

 

“There are a lot of unknowns,” said one of the sources. “This stuff is very sensitive, and right now the veil 

of secrecy has been lifted a teeny, tiny bit.” 

 

It’s still not known when Mr. Lee started working for Beijing or if his alleged espionage overlapped with 

his CIA tenure. 

 

“If he actually started spying and giving Beijing intel back in the 2004-2006 time frame, when he was still 

at the agency, he would have had access to active data,” the source said. “The hunch is that this wasn’t the 

case — it’s that he started sharing intel after he left. The reason for this is that if he had been active back in 

2006, he wouldn’t have left the agency the way he did. Beijing would have made it worth his while to 

stay.” 

 

Another lingering question is why Mr. Lee would have kept such incriminating notebooks in his 

possession. 

 

“It could be that he’s just a doofus who messed up,” one source said. 

 

But it could also be that it took the FBI so long to pin a case on Mr. Lee because “he was so well-trained in 

countersurveillance techniques that his activity was not detected,” said the source. “A second possibility is 

he is not a spy for China but had some other reason for carrying classified data in his notebooks years after 

leaving CIA, where his 13 years’ experience could be the basis of appointment as a consultant to meet 

assets again.” 

 

“Some are asking, ‘Why did it take so long for the FBI to charge him?’” said the source. “The better 

question is, ‘Why did it take so long for such a little charge?’ If they had all this other stuff on him, why 

isn’t there any mention of it?” 

 

Mr. Lee has not been charged with spying for China, and so far the government has brought only a single 

charge of unlawful retention of national defense information. 

 

FBI Special Agent Kelly O’Brien’s affidavit in the arrest states that the government is withholding its full 

knowledge of Mr. Lee’s activities. Ms. O’Brien stated outright in the document that her statements were 

“intended to show merely that there is sufficient probable cause for the requested criminal complaint and 

warrant.” 

 

“It does not set forth all of my knowledge about this matter,” she wrote. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Seattle’s HR department: ‘toxic’ culture 
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SOURCE http://crosscut.com/2018/01/seattle-human-resources-department-toxic-workplace-anxiety-crying-

jenny-durkan/  

GIST This is the second article in a two-part series. 

 

Before the stroke, there were the migraines. Linda Leong had spent nearly 30 years working in the City of 

Seattle’s Human Resources Department as a compensation administrator, a job she loved. But the 

micromanaging, the reprimands, the yelling, the confusion and the fear of the past several years were 

building in layers, and so were her headaches. Co-workers started to notice her paling and not smiling as 

much. 

 

It happened one day in the office. As she was being scolded in a meeting with her bosses for working past 

her pre-approved hours, the tension that had built over months and years finally found the weak spot in her 

brain. Part way through the meeting, she began to hyperventilate, her whole body shaking, before she 

slumped in her chair. She recalls hearing what was happening around her, but couldn’t speak. 

 

Co-workers speak glowingly of Leong, 56. “She is the most dedicated employee anyone could ask for, an 

elegant, hardworking, knowledgeable woman,” one colleague told Crosscut. Her performance reviews 

were positive and, after so much time in the city, Leong believes she’d streamlined the process for 

updating compensation processes. 

  

But the way her supervisors lurked near her desk, occasionally slamming notepads down when frustrated, 

the way her work was being second guessed, and the confusion of new structures inside the department 

soured the job Leong says she loved to do. She blames it all for causing the stroke. 

 

The story of Leong’s health issues spread through the department, as had other stories of perceived 

mistreatment. For many, she was not an outlier, but in fact symbolic of what employees repeatedly 

described as a “toxic” work environment, one pushed to the breaking point as former Mayor Ed Murray 

and former director of the department Susan Coskey sought to reshape a decades old approach to HR in 

the City of Seattle. 

 

In accounts from more than 20 current and former Human Resources employees and city employees who 

work directly with the department, a picture emerges of an office wrought with discontent, frustration, 

anxiety and even fear. Talking with Crosscut, employees (most of whom requested anonymity) tell of a 

place where people are hired to do one thing but asked to do something entirely different; where staff feel 

their jobs are perpetually at risk; where expectations are unclear; and where criticizing the leadership team 

is intolerable. 

       

Turnover there in the last two years is rampant: In a department of roughly 100 employees, there have 

been 72 departures since 2014. In that period, according to public records provided to Crosscut, 18 people 

stayed for less than a year. After being introduced in an all-staff meeting and going desk to desk visiting 

workers, one high-profile leadership hire, brought on to coordinate the consolidation effort, stayed for only 

six weeks. 

 

Thanks to the office’s climate, employees recall crying on a daily basis and witnessing co-workers do the 

same. Multiple employees described heightened and sustained anxiety, with several taking medical leave, 

others receiving anxiety medication, still others seeing therapists for their stress. Two employees 

confirmed to Crosscut they perceived the environment as so “hostile” they’d taken their complaints to the 

city’s ethics department, which, they said, was sympathetic but hamstrung. 

 

At least one employee filed a complaint of age discrimination, an outstanding case which was found 

credible enough to warrant further investigation. In one HR unit, there were so many complaints that 

former Director Susan Coskey brought in a former investigator for the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, 

New York, to conduct interviews with employees on their way out. 

  

“HR is not there for employees; HR is there to protect the city,” said one former Seattle Department of 

Human Resources employee, who left after only a year due to the stress. “I would not trust HR to 
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investigate anyone. I would get a lawyer.” 

 

When Leong was diagnosed with a transient ischemic attack — a mini-stroke that wouldn’t have 

permanent repercussions but can often be a warning of a larger incident — she decided to retire, even if it 

was early. It “was the right decision to take care of my health,” she says. 

 

On her final day, Leong received an emailed reprimand for staying beyond her pre-approved hours the 

night before. And as she lingered into her final evening, cleaning her desk, management called security to 

escort her away. “That was a shock and gave me the message that I was an unwanted employee being fired 

for cause rather than a valued employee going into retirement,” she said. 

 

Although Coskey later issued an apology to Leong and gave her a hug, her unceremonious exit reinforced 

a building cache of evidence that there was nowhere worse in the City of Seattle to work than its own HR 

department. 

 

HR in the City of Seattle is a disparate system, in which many individual departments run their own 

offices. These run parallel to the city’s central Seattle Department of Human Resources, which does 

citywide administrative tasks and handles personnel issues for smaller departments. 

 

Mayor Jenny Durkan is dissatisfied with this structure amid concerns that the diffuse system leads to 

inconsistent implementation of policies, a lack of accountability for how employees are treated and such 

poor record-keeping that the mayor told Crosscut that she doesn’t even know how many people have filed 

accusations of sexual harassment and gender bias. 

 

“At any given time as the mayor if I said — ‘Do we have a problem with sexual harassment? How many 

complaints have been brought?’ — no one could answer that,” Durkan said. “They were settling things in 

darkness.” 

 

Durkan comes into office uniquely positioned to shape the direction of human resources in the City of 

Seattle. When she was inaugurated in November, the city was already in transition: Her predecessor, Ed 

Murray, began a process of transferring all HR authority out of individual departments and into the city’s 

centralized Department of Human Resource. The task is incomplete, delayed until 2019. 

 

Durkan says she supports continuing consolidation as a means to make the city’s policies and procedures 

more consistent. Frustrated by the lack of any unifying approach to HR, she’s already instructed all 

departments to give the centralized personnel department 30-days notice if they intend to settle a sexual 

harassment complaint. 

 

And as Crosscut reported Thursday, the idea of consolidating HR into one department is appealing to 

employees who have felt their harassment complaints have fallen on deaf ears. 

 

But considering complaints from employees in the central HR department, the new mayor may find herself 

caught between what is now a diffuse and opaque system, where employees receive inconsistent service 

and complaints are settled in secrecy, and a centralized personnel department with a frustrated workforce, 

unconvinced it is structured to handle HR adequately. 

 

The environment at the central HR department wasn’t always this way. Employees who’d been around 

since before 2010 describe an office that functioned with relative ease, if not the occasional struggles 

encountered by any large department. “We had a great unit when I began in the Workers’ Compensation 

Unit eight years ago,” one employee wrote in an exit survey. “I had people tell me they were jealous of 

how great of a team we had and that we were happily working.” 

 

But as consolidation began early in Mayor Murray’s tenure, there was a marked shift in how the 

department was run. Units were restructured, supervisors were laid off and new people put into place. 

 

The changes were ordered by Murray, but carried out by Coskey. She came to lead the department from a 
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long and successful career as an attorney, then as a personnel consultant. With the firm Seabold 

Consulting Group, she uncovered improper spending at the Port of Seattle. She also worked for Bright 

Spring Consulting, which has contracts with Amazon, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and 

Microsoft. 

 

Under her leadership, things became more strict. Written reprimands, once a rarity, were being “handed 

out like candy.” Employees recount witnessing colleagues being yelled at in public places by their 

superiors. 

 

The drive toward consolidation was so intense, employees began to fear ever disagreeing publicly. One 

member of the department’s leadership team described colleagues withholding criticism for fear of 

disagreeing with Coskey and the direction set out by the mercurial, sometimes overbearing Murray. 

 

“If management makes a decision, you go along,” said another employee. “If you speak up, you’re treated 

terribly.” 

 

Meanwhile, new employees described feeling shocked at how tense everyone was. “It’s all this nebulous, 

secret communication,” said another former employee. “If you send an email to someone above your 

manager, you’ll get yelled at. It feels really scary.” 

 

Frustrated workers describe doing months of research on a project, making a recommendation and then 

watching as the leadership team decided to go their own direction. “In nine months, I probably did four 

hours of work” that resulted in anything, said one employee who resigned after less than a year due to 

stress. 

 

Coskey declined to be interviewed on the record for this story. 

 

The tension within the department was evident in employees’ mental state and the pace of turnover. “I was 

told by my physician I needed to quit my job or that it would kill me because of the anxiety and stress that 

the environment was producing,” reads the exit interview of the employee whose unit had once functioned 

so well. “When I said I couldn’t yet is when I was placed on medication so that I could show up to work. . 

. .When I shared this with others, I found that 80% of my unit was also on medication for the same. When 

I spoke to others in the department but different units, the message was the same, they left or were on 

medication. Since leaving the City I have been able to stop taking medication.” 

 

“I can count on both hands the number of people who had to leave for work-related stress,” another former 

employee who worked closely with Coskey told Crosscut. “I took an extended vacation this summer and 

then said I’ll try to make it to the end of the year. I lasted three weeks. My anxiety started to get out of 

control. I started to have panic attacks away from work. I’m a social person, but I stopped going out.” 

 

There was an irony to the angst within the department: This was the personnel department, where the 

city’s mission for diversity and employee satisfaction was supposed to originate. But as leadership 

preached equity, four former and current employees of color in the department complained to Crosscut of 

being treated poorly. “They want diversity, but they don’t know how to deal with us,” said one woman, 

calling people of color the “bellwethers” for deeper issues. “They preach a gold standard, but they do the 

opposite.” 

 

Two employees told Crosscut they took their complaints to the city’s ethics department and said that 

others had as well. But employees were told that toxicity was not an ethics violation in and of itself. Head 

of the Seattle Ethics and Elections Department Wayne Barnett declined to comment. 

 

In one troubled unit, Coskey’s former employer, Seabold Group, was brought in to interview exiting 

employees. A former investigator for the U.S. Attorney’s Office in Brooklyn, Kris Cappel, started 

conducting hour long interviews, asking staff about their direct supervisors, work environment and even 

Coskey. “It felt like an hour therapy session. They wanted names, scenarios,” said one employee who was 

interviewed. “It was kind of questions that built on questions.” Cappel did not respond to a request for 
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comment. 

 

Durkan has been conducting outreach to city employees, including via a citywide email request for 

feedback. At least three HR employees have forwarded complaints, either sent to Crosscut as well or 

obtained through public records requests, directly to her office. 

 

Reads one message sent to Durkan: “Had we simply done what was originally envisioned and conducted a 

thorough internal review of policy/procedure through an equity lens and developed a system for close 

communication between department based HR and [the central Seattle Department of Human Resources] 

we would already be up and running and would have saved countless hours and dollars.” 

 

In an interview with Crosscut, Durkan said she was committed to the consolidation, convinced that the 

city’s current de-centralized system does not serve the city well enough. If there are workplace issues, she 

said, then those can be addressed. “How do we continue to move the consolidation of HR so we can 

continue to meet our goals while at the same time address those people that are unhappy in the workplace 

and figure out if there are things we need to change?” says Durkan. 

 

Shortly after Durkan became mayor, Coskey resigned. In a statement at the time, Durkan said Coskey had 

“served our City well for years.” Melissa Beatty became the acting director after her exit. 

 

In an internal email announcing her resignation, Coskey thanked her staff for the “efforts to promote 

excellence in HR and greater equity for all our employees through citywide programs and strategies, 

including HR Consolidation (which I know for some has required more than a small leap of faith!). In 

leaving, I have full confidence in the City HR leadership and teams who remain to continue moving the 

City forward, and I thank you in advance for supporting their ongoing efforts.” 

 

For now, it’s a wait-and-see period for many employees. 

 

Although Durkan ultimately supports the consolidation, she says she’s not so dogmatic about it that she 

wouldn’t pause and adjust as necessary. “It’s kind of like stepping in a river that’s flowing and the dam’s 

three quarters of the way built,” says Durkan of inheriting the process from her predecessor. “I’m not a 

person who’s going to reinvent the wheel if I don’t have to. I’m going to see what’s working, but not be 

afraid to change how we implement it if we need to.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 America first? Not for foreign tourists 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/america-first-not-for-foreign-tourists/  

GIST America and Turkey have something in common: They're the only two countries to suffer from a decline 

in long-haul travel since 2015.  

 

Top tourism destinations such as the U.K., Australia and Italy have all benefited from an increase in 

visitors during the last two years, but America and Turkey haven't shared in the expansion, according to 

data from the U.S. Travel Association.  

 

The sharp decline in foreign visitors to the U.S. has alarmed several industries that rely on tourism, 

ranging from hotels to retailers. So they're banding together to create a new coalition called Visit U.S. that 

aims to reverse the two-year trend. President Donald Trump's policies on immigration and his "America 

First" platform may be turning off foreign visitors, although the U.S. Travel Association pointed out that 

the decline began in 2015, well before Mr. Trump won the presidential election.  

 

"It would be erroneous to lay that that the president's feet, but that being said, rhetoric and messaging have 

a part of play in this," said Jonathan Grella, the trade group's executive vice president of public affairs. 

"Sadly, we're in the situation where travel is growing around the world, and America is in the company of 

Turkey in losing share, and they aren't typically our peer."  
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The decline in foreign visitors is having a significant impact on the U.S. economy, according to the Visit 

U.S. coalition. Global travel increased 7.9 percent from 2015 to 2017, while the American share of that 

market declined from 13.6 percent to 11.9 percent.  

 

If the U.S. had maintained its market share from 2015, America would have added $32.2 billion in 

additional spending and created 100,000 additional jobs, the group said.  

 

If the Trump administration's rhetoric isn't the only thing causing tourists to look outside of U.S. borders 

for vacation destinations, what else could be causing the problem? For one, the strong dollar, which makes 

the U.S. a less appetizing -- and pricier -- vacation spot for foreign travelers.  

 

America's aging infrastructure and the rise of low-cost airlines in Europe may also be playing into the 

decline. The U.S. doesn't have one airport among the top 20 world airports rated by the International 

Airport Review. Instead, airports in Asia and Europe grab the top rankings. Plus, several U.S. airports earn 

low ratings from passengers for travel experience, including New York's LaGuardia and JFK airports. 

 

"They're starved of infrastructure funding," Grella said of U.S. airports. "Europe continues to grow more 

connected and add more low-cost carriers and has more choice. Those things can affect demand."  

 

He added, "If you have the choice to go somewhere efficiently and cost efficiently, you might choose that 

over a less pleasant travel experience." 

 

The Visit U.S. coalition's goal is to encourage the Trump administration and lawmakers to enact policies 

that are more traveler-friendly, such as expanding the visa waiver system and adding messaging that 

reassures foreign travelers that they're wanted in the U.S.  

 

That might be a tough sell, at least on the face of it. President Trump's rhetoric, such as questioning why 

the U.S. is accepting people from "sh*thole" countries, as well as scaling back legal protections for 

immigrants from several nations, may signal to foreign travelers that border policies aren't as open as they 

once were.  

 

"With each limiting security announcement, we need to offset it with a deliberate welcoming message so 

America can help reclaim its market share," Grella noted. "Trump is a legendary brander and understands 

that America's brand matters." 

 

Still, the challenges to burnishing America's image outside its borders are very real. The Pew Research 

Center found that the nation's image has suffered in countries where people say their confidence in the 

U.S. president has declined. Favorability ratings for the U.S. declined across the globe, according to Pew, 

which found that this measure increased in just two countries: Russia and Vietnam. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 AAA: January gas prices hit 4yr high 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/finance/markets/gasoline-price-oil-crude/2018/01/22/id/838527/  

GIST Gas prices are having the most expensive start to the year since 2014, AAA said. 

 

To be sure, the AP reported that the average price of a gallon of regular-grade gasoline jumped 4 cents 

nationally over the past two weeks to $2.58. 

 

Industry analyst Trilby Lundberg of the Lundberg Survey said Sunday that the increase is due to higher 

crude oil costs. 

 

The current gas price is 22 cents above where it was a year ago. 
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Gas in San Francisco was the highest in the contiguous United States at an average of $3.26 a gallon. The 

lowest was in Tucson, Arizona, at $2.16 a gallon. 

 

The U.S. average diesel price is $2.99, up 5 cents from two weeks ago. 

 

"It has been anything but a normal January for prices at the pump," said Mark Jenkins, spokesman, AAA - 

The Auto Club Group. "Normally, demand slips and supplies build. However, this story so far this year 

has been a rally in oil prices. 

 

"Oil prices strung together three weeks of significant gains, raising the cost of producing gasoline," 

Jenkins continued. 

 

"As a result, gas prices for the month of January have been the most expensive in four years. Fortunately, 

prices at the pump plateaued late last week, after the momentum for oil stalled out. While gas prices will 

continue to be steered by the price of oil, they will soon face additional pressure from refinery 

maintenance season," he said. 

 

"During the next few months, refineries will reduce output as they conduct maintenance on their 

equipment and switch to summer-blend gasoline. This usually leads to tighter supplies and forces gas 

prices higher. However, there is still lingering hope that U.S. oil production will ramp-up sooner than later, 

which would boost inventories and push energy prices lower." 
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HEADLINE 01/22 China blames US for South China Sea 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/china-to-us-its-your-fault-we-are-in-the-south-china-

sea/2018/01/22/1bc25b72-ff3e-11e7-93f5-53a3a47824e8_story.html?hpid=hp_hp-cards_hp-card-

world%3Ahomepage%2Fcard&utm_term=.47f31e1d4dc5  

GIST BEIJING — Beijing has a message for the Trump administration: The more ships you send to the 

contested waters of the South China Sea, the more we will bolster our presence there.     

 

The warning, delivered in a People’s Daily commentary published Monday, came days after the USS 

Hopper sailed within 12 nautical miles of Scarborough Shoal, a reef China seized from Philippine control 

in 2012. “A U.S. ship wantonly provoking trouble is reckless,” it read. 

 

It is not the first time Beijing has tried to blame Washington for maritime tensions — it’s a bit of a 

recurring theme — but the ship’s operation and the blustery response may signal an ominous shift in U.S.-

China ties. 

 

In his first year in office, President Trump was focused getting China to rein in North Korea and said little 

about the South China Sea. But many analysts predicted that his administration would take a tougher line 

in 2018 — and that may now be underway. 

 

The United States called last week’s operations “routine and regular,” but from a Chinese perspective, the 

timing and the location are significant.  

 

This was the first so-called Freedom of Navigation Operation (FONOP) in months and the first such 

passage near Scarborough Shoal. It also took place on the eve of the release of the National Defense 

Strategy — a document replete with warnings about China. 

 

In the wake of the operation, China showed no sign of changing or softening its stance. Over the weekend, 

the Chinese Foreign Ministry said that Beijing was “strongly dissatisfied” with the Hopper’s passage and 

that China will take necessary measures to “firmly safeguard its sovereignty.” 

 

Monday’s editorial put it this way: “If the relevant party once more makes trouble out of nothing and 
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causes tensions, then it will only cause China to reach this conclusion: to earnestly protect peace in the 

South China Sea, China must strengthen and speed up the building of its abilities there.” 

 

Ian Storey, an expert on the South China Sea and a senior fellow at the ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute in 

Singapore, said the timing seemed calibrated to show China that the United States is ready to “do 

something a bit different.” 

 

“I was quite surprised when I read it had taken place at Scarborough Shoal,” he said. “I suppose this took 

China by surprise as well and it was designed to throw them off balance a bit.” 

 

China claims nearly all of the South China Sea, including Scarborough Shoal, a feature just off the coast of 

Luzon, not far from the former U.S. base at Subic Bay. 

 

In 2016, an international tribunal ruled that China’s expansive claims had no legal basis, a finding 

welcomed by much of the region, but largely ignored by Beijing. In the years since, China has pressed 

ahead with land reclamation and building in the area. 

 

A White House effort to shake up U.S. strategy in the South China Sea will test both U.S.-China and U.S.-

Philippine ties — especially because the Philippines, which used to control the shoal, appears to have lost 

interest in contesting it. 

 

The Philippines, a longtime U.S. ally, used to challenge Chinese claims to the South China Sea. Since 

coming to power in 2016, however, President Rodrigo Duterte has taken a softer line with Beijing.  

 

Responding to reports of the FONOP near Scarborough Shoal, Duterte’s spokesman, Harry Roque, told 

local media outlets that it was “America’s problem.” 

 

“We have reached a point where we have independent foreign relations, and a problem of America is no 

longer a problem of the Philippines,” he said.  

 

Jay L. Batongbacal, director of the University of the Philippines’ Institute for Maritime Affairs and Law of 

the Sea, said the Duterte government’s response could help China and hinder the United States by lending 

credence to Beijing’s claims.   

 

The Duterte administration “washing its hands of this incident and not saying anything about China’s 

assertion of sovereignty is a problem because it could be interpreted as acquiescence to China’s 

statement,” he said.  

 

“If I were China, I would use the Philippines’ silence as evidence against their claims.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 US: embassy in Jerusalem in 2019 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/01/22/Pence-says-US-will-open-Israeli-embassy-

in-Jerusalem-in-2019/3651516624527/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=1  

GIST Jan. 22 (UPI) -- The United States will transfer its Israeli embassy to Jerusalem and open a new facility 

next year, U.S. Vice President Mike Pence told Israeli lawmakers on Monday. 

 

Pence made the remarks in an address to the Knesset, Israel's Parliament. 

 

President Donald Trump announced the plan to relocate the embassy on Dec. 9, which prompted 

widespread condemnation in the Arab world for derailing any attempt at peace between Israelis and 

Palestinians. The Palestinian Authority, which is boycotting Pence's visit to the Middle East, also regards 

Jerusalem as its capital, should a two-state solution bring statehood to Palestine. 
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"In the weeks ahead our administration will advance its plan to open the U.S. embassy in Jerusalem, and 

that United States embassy will open before the end of next year," Pence said. He added that Trump had 

directed the State Department to "immediately begin preparations" for the transfer from Tel Aviv. 

 

The establishment of an embassy in Jerusalem will be the first by a foreign government in Israel. 

 

Pence's remarks were met with opposition by several Arab members of the Knesset. 

 

Knesset member Ayman Odeh of the Joint Arab List party called Pence "a dangerous man with a 

messianic mission that includes the destruction of the entire region." 

 

Monday's opposition followed demonstrations Sunday in the West Bank city of Bethlehem, where 

protesters burned a photograph of Pence. His planned visit to the West Bank was canceled because the 

Palestinian Authority pledged to boycott his visit. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 UN envoy views Calif. homelessness 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/jan/22/un-rapporteur-homeless-san-francisco-california  

GIST Leilani Farha was being given a walking tour in central San Francisco. Near a thronged artisanal grocery 

store and a food-truck park, she saw something under a freeway that gave her pause. 

 

A young homeless man sat on the ground. He wore two pairs of jeans and had a hood pulled over his long 

brown hair. Before him was a crockpot filled with burning paper, over which he was heating tortillas in a 

dirty skillet. As cars, cyclists and tech commuter buses rushed past, white smoke poured into the darkening 

air. 

 

“The last time I saw cooking on a sidewalk,” Farha said, “was in Mumbai.” 

 

Farha, 49, is a Canadian lawyer. She is also the United Nations special rapporteur on adequate housing, 

charged with probing deplorable living conditions and assessing compliance with international human 

rights law. Her latest project is a report on “informal settlements” – shanties, favelas, tent cities – which 

will be presented at the UN general assembly. 

 

In Mexico City, she spent time in a slum by a railway line. In Manila and Jakarta, she visited decrepit and 

makeshift houses. San Francisco has a median home value of $1.3m and would seem an incongruous next 

stop. Farha had come on an unofficial visit, at the invitation of academics and advocates. 

 

“The situation is unacceptable in light of the wealth of the country,” she said, adding that she was “deeply, 

deeply concerned” by the homelessness she saw. 

 

Poverty in the US is an established UN focus; last month, another rapporteur was dismayed by visits to 

Skid Row in Los Angeles and hookworm-afflicted deep south communities. 

 

In 2011, a UN representative visited Sacramento. After discovering that homeless people were defecating 

into plastic bags, the official wrote to the city’s mayor. Such circumstances, she said, could amount to 

“cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment”. 

 

Farha squatted by the man with the cooking fire. His name was Eric Hoch, and he was 30. 

 

The Minnesotan told her he had been homeless in San Francisco for two or three years. He complained of 

an old gunshot wound and said he did not understand the welfare system. He does not have a tent – he 

sleeps bundled in a blanket on the street. 

 

“I’m going to ask kind of personal questions,” Farha said. “What do you do if you have to go the 
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bathroom?” 

 

Hoch described how he timed his bowel movements to the opening hours of restrooms in surrounding 

businesses. 

 

“Did you know you have a right to housing?” she asked, referring to article 25 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights. How would he react if the government offered him somewhere to live with 

no strings attached? 

 

“That’d probably be something I’d hop, skip and jump to,” Hoch said. 

 

“That’s something your government is supposed to do,” Farha said. “I hate to tell you, you’re being ripped 

off.” 

 

Homelessness is on the rise in the US for the first time since the great recession. In San Francisco, about 

7,500 homeless people were counted last year, more than two-thirds suffering from health conditions 

including brain injuries and HIV/Aids. 

 

It would be easy to dismiss such extreme poverty as a product of human frailty. Ben Carson, secretary of 

housing and urban development, has described poverty as a “state of mind”. Farha takes a contrary view. 

 

“If I turned to San Francisco and there were 100 people who were homeless, I might say, ‘Hmm, this is 

probably about psychological disability, drug dependence, a history of sexual abuse in their childhood’ or 

something like that. I might be able to say that it is very individualized. 

 

“But when you’re seeing the numbers of people who are homeless here and in every other city, you just 

know it’s structural.” 

 

There is almost nowhere in the US that is affordable for those earning minimum wage. The country is 

short about 7.5m homes for extremely low-income renters. In San Francisco, the waitlist to get into a 

homeless shelter is more than 1,000 names long. 

 

“In international human rights law,” Farha said, “providing shelter to people who are homeless is the 

absolute minimum standard for any country, regardless of resources.” 

 

The next day, in Oakland, she saw one kind of stopgap. In the shadow of several freeways, the city had 

installed a scattering of sheds, housing about 35 people on a bare patch of gravel. The sheds do not come 

with electricity, plumbing or insulation. Each has one small window. 

 

Such “tiny homes” are increasingly used in western cities when permanent housing is unavailable. Experts 

fear they could pave the way for American shantytowns. 

 

The alternative was evident a mile or two away, in a string of shacks built from discarded materials. Farha 

picked her way through one, an immense, rickety warren of tarps and wood, the floor sodden and covered 

with broken glass. The inhabitant, Mavin Carter-Griffin, told Farha she sometimes felt she had created a 

Burning Man-style art project. Other times, it felt like a trap. 

 

“There’s this abject humiliation and embarrassment,” she said. “I’m astounded that my life is here.” 

 

Outside, there was a portable toilet serving dozens of people. It was overflowing, said a member of 

Farha’s team who used it. 

 

Farha was struck by the stories she heard of homeless people losing their few possessions in encampment 

sweeps, and laws that criminalize sitting on sidewalks or food sharing. “There’s a cruelty here that I don’t 

think I’ve seen,” she said. 
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Next she was heading to Los Angeles, where thousands live in conditions that do not meet standards set 

for refugee camps. 

 

“I’m slightly terrified to go to LA,” Farha said, “because everyone says LA is even worse.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Tacoma top city for small conventions 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/south-sound-news/tacoma-is-rated-the-top-small-city-for-

conventions/687873984  

GIST Want to hold a convention? According to MeetingSource.com, the number one city to choose is Tacoma -- 

as long as it's a small convention of one thousand people or less. 

 

“When you get those kinds of accolades and recognition, I like to say it gives you a seat at the table,” said 

Travel Tacoma President and CEO Bennish Brown. “People listen." 

 

The city made the top 10 for small conventions last year, coming in at number four. 

 

Now the City of Destiny tops the list of smaller convention venues. 

 

MeetingSource.com cites things like safety for visitors, walkability around downtown, mild weather and 

affordable hotel rooms. 

 

The ranking comes as Travel Tacoma reports 2017 as another record year for hotel occupancy with 

revenue soaring by more than 9 percent and topping $127 million over 2016. 

 

And then there is this: Sunset magazine recently listed Tacoma as one of the nation's best small towns in 

which to live. 

 

Brown says it all adds up to a promising new year for the South Sound. 

 

“Tacoma has found itself, and once you’ve found yourself, you know that you can be the best self you can 

be. I think that’s where we are with Tacoma,” Bennish said. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 King Co. homeless campaign numbers 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/king-county-homeless-campaign-releases-staggering-

numbers/281-510666941  

GIST King County and some area cities hosted their first discussion on ways to solve the regional problem of 

homelessness Monday. 

 

Last month, they announced the campaign called "One Table" -- a high-level workgroup from different 

jurisdictions. The roomful of people who met in South Seattle came from various disciplines, including 

housing, behavior health, and the criminal justice system.  

 

Monday's meeting covered the data on how bad the homeless issue is in the county, and some of the actual 

numbers were quite staggering.  

 

In the last five years, the number of people entering homelessness in the county has almost doubled, from 

16,502 in 2012, up to 29,462 in 2016.  

 

In the last two years, the number of people becoming homeless far exceeded the number people finding a 

way to get out of it. In 2017, for example, 25,372 entered homelessness, whereas 18,971 exited. 
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The increase in the number of people experiencing homelessness correlated with rising rents for a one 

bedroom studio apartment. In 2007, the average studio rental was $792.; In 2017, it was $1,370.  

 

Leaders of King County, Seattle, and Auburn addressed the questions about the possibility of new sales or 

property taxes to pay for the problem. 

 

"That is going be one of the main outcomes of this conversation," said King County Executive Dow 

Constantine. "What we need to do and what we're willing to do to get to that prevention side of the 

equation." 

 

But Auburn Mayor Nancy Backus said raising taxes should not be the first consideration. 

 

"We should not take taxes as the number one way of how we're going to solve this issue," said Backus. 

"We need to look at what are we currently doing that might not be working, how can we better utilize the 

resources we currently have." 

 

Dealing with mental health and drug use will undoubtedly be part of the price tag. Of the 8,080 households 

assessed in the county in the last year, 63 percent had mental health or substance abuse problems.  

 

Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan hopes for solutions to a regional problem. 

 

"It may even include having a joint agency that has the ability, the resources to tackle this rather than 

trying to do it in pockets," Durkan said. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Western Wash. firefighters need help w/tools 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/01/22/western-washington-firefighters-need-your-help-to-save-lives-

extrication-training-group-loses-practice-tools/  

GIST PUYALLUP, Wash. — A group who’s dedicated their lives to helping others, the Puyallup Extrication 

Team, needs the public’s help to continue their training program. 

 

Since 2000, the team has been training first responders in the art of extrication. This often includes training 

on how to use the ‘Jaws of Life’ to rescue people trapped as a result of car crashes. 

 

“We’ve taught thousands of firefighters over the course of 20 years,” said Jeff Pugh, president of the 

Puyallup Extrication Team. 

 

Until recently, the nonprofit group of volunteers used a donated ‘Jaws of Life’ tool set to conduct their 

training. However last year, the company loaning the tools decided they could no longer continue to lend 

the tools out, so they took them back. 

 
“Losing these tools that support that’s behind us is huge for us. We still would continue our efforts, but it’s 

not going to be what it could be. It should be. It has been,” said Pugh. 

 

That’s why the group has decided to take their fate into their own hands and purchase their own set of 

‘Jaws of Life’ tools to train with. They need about $30,000 to purchase the tools, and as of Monday night, 

they’re far from reaching their goal. 

 

The Puyallup Extrication Team trains fire department and firefighters both here locally, domestically and 

internationally. Often they’re providing training departments don’t or can’t offer. Their goal is to make 

first responders better and faster at extrication. 

 

A good example of the situation the Puyallup Extrication Team trains for happened last month when an 
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Amtrak train derailed on I-5 in DuPont. Three people were killed and dozens more injured. First 

responders used the ‘Jaws of Life’ to pry open the train cars and rescue survivors. Pugh said his group 

trained some of the agencies that responded to the derailment. 

 

The team’s ‘Jaws of Life’ training class in March is already sold out. Pugh said they hope to borrow tools 

to teach the class, but if they can’t, they’ll teach without. 

 

If you would like to help out, there are two ways to donate to the group: either go to their website, 

www.thepxteam.org or on their ‘Go Fund Me’ page www.gofundme.com/jaws-of-life-purchase. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Many homeowners property taxes to rise 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/01/22/many-homeowners-will-see-higher-property-taxes-to-pay-for-

education/  

GIST SNOHOMISH COUNTY, Wash. — The Legislature’s plan to fully fund public education is about to have 

a real impact on homeowners in Puget Sound. 

 

Last year, lawmakers made a deal to spend $2 billion more for education. 

 

This came after the state Supreme Court held legislators in contempt for not performing their paramount 

duty of fully funding public education. 

 

The ruling, known as the McCleary decision, came down in 2012. 

   

Lawmakers last year finally passed a plan that relies on property taxes. 

 

On Monday, Snohomish County released some of the first property assessments. 

 

If you live in a single family home valued at $400,000, you can expect to pay about $330 more per year 

for just the education portion. 

 

 When it comes to overall taxes, it will all depend on what neighborhood you live in. 

 

Take, for example, in Woodway, an average homeowner can expect to pay nearly $1,200 more per year 

while Lake Stevens and Edmonds will see about an $800 increase. 

 

Marysville will see property taxes jump nearly $400. 

 

Snohomish is coming in at about $550 and Lynnwood is about $770. 

 

Pierce County says an average single-family home valued at $321,000 can expect to pay about $330 more 

per year. 

 

If you think those hikes are big, King County is expected to be higher. 

 

“It will be a significant increase,” King County Property Assessor John Wilson said. 

 

Wilson says the Legislature’s deal is putting the heaviest burden on King County homeowners. 

 

“Massive tax shifts from King County taxpayers into the state coffers, to fund education to pay for 

elsewhere across the state,” Wilson said. 

 

Last year, some lawmakers predicted property taxes would fall in some parts of South King County but 

Wilson says that is just not true. 
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“I would love to live in the rich fantasy world they live; in mine, (they) show property taxes going up 

throughout the county,” Wilson said. 

 

Wilson is expecting angry calls, although his office didn’t make the rules. 

 

“We’ve warned our staff about that, some people are going to take it out on us,” Wilson said. 

 

The King County Assessor says they are still crunching the exact numbers. The notices are expected to go 

out late February. 

 

Homeowners will start paying higher bills starting in April. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Legislature appeals public records case 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/legislature-appeals-to-state-supreme-court-in-

public-records-case/  

GIST OLYMPIA — The Washington Legislature wants to take its public-records lawsuit straight to the top. 

 

Attorneys for the Legislature on Monday asked the state Supreme Court to weigh in on lawmakers’ long-

running exemption from Washington’s Public Records Act, according to state records. 

 

The appeal comes after a Thurston County judge Friday ruled that legislative leaders had violated 

Washington’s Public Records Act by declining requests for records. 

 

For decades, lawmakers and the Legislature’s administrative offices have claimed they are exempt from 

the state Public Records Act. 

 

That exemption has allowed lawmakers and legislative officials to withhold work calendars, emails and 

harassment complaints against elected officials, among other documents. 

 

Those are the types of documents that local governments, state agencies and the governor’s office 

routinely make public. 

 

In Friday’s ruling, Judge Chris Lanese wrote that, “The plain and unambiguous language of the Public 

Records Act applies to the offices of senators and representatives …” 

 

Lanese, however, ruled that Washington’s records act doesn’t apply to the Legislature’s administrative 

offices, such as those of the chief clerk of the House and secretary of the Senate. 

 

Before the state Supreme Court hears the case, its justices must first decide to accept it, according to 

Wendy Ferrell, a spokeswoman for the courts. 

 

The justices could instead transfer the case to an appeals court.  

 

That decision will likely take several months, Ferrell wrote in an email. 

 

In September, 10 news organizations, including The Seattle Times and The Associated Press, filed the 

legal challenge to the Legislature’s public-records exemption. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Deluge rain, snow in western Washington 
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SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/are-you-ready-here-comes-a-deluge-of-rain-snow-across-

western-washington/  

GIST Meteorologists are warning of slick roads and limited visibility Tuesday as a winter storm sweeps Western 

Washington, drenching the lowlands with rain and dumping up to 3 feet of snow on Mount Rainier. 

 

From Snohomish to Lewis counties, the National Weather Service issued a “winter storm watch” in the 

North Cascades, urging drivers to take precaution with oncoming snow and sleet beginning Tuesday 

morning. 

 

Elevations above 2,000 feet could accumulate 1 to 2 feet of snow, with Mount Rainier seeing more. 

 

Meanwhile, cities across the western lowlands will accumulate various amounts of rain, including up to 1 

inch possible across the Seattle area, said Johnny Burg, a meteorologist for the service. 

 

“It’s going to be wet tomorrow, and in the Cascades, it’s going to be a lot snow,” said Johnny Burg, a 

meteorologist for the service. “Travel will be affected.” 

 

Drivers in the mountains, such as Stevens Pass and Snoqualmie Pass, should prepare for difficult 

conditions by packing an emergency kit, including flashlights and a spare cellphone charger, among other 

essentials. Call 511 or check the Washington Department of Transportation’s website for the latest 

roadway conditions. 

 

Meteorologists expect the heaviest snow in the afternoon and evening, with Mount Rainier tallying the 

most. Paradise could receive some 3 feet by Wednesday morning, the winter-storm watch says. 

 

Also, strong winds between 20 to 35 mph, with gusts near 45, could challenge drivers and threaten power 

lines and trees in San Juan County and the Admiralty Inlet area Tuesday, according to the service. 

 

The storm’s moisture in Seattle Tuesday will kick off a series of wet and cloudy days, as the forecast calls 

for a chance of rain, at least in the form of showers, through Sunday. 

 

In addition to rain, meteorologists expect wind speeds between 7 to 9 mph on Tuesday and 13 to 15 mph, 

with gusts up to 21 mph, on Wednesday. 

 

High temperatures for the week will mostly be in the upper 40s, according to the service’s forecast. 

 

This weather comes after an unusually dry and sunny series of days last week, snapping records for 

warmth, including the highest temperature ever recorded by the service in January, 64 degrees. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 High gas prices ‘new normal’? 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Energy-News/2018/01/23/High-gas-prices-could-be-the-new-

normal/8021516704899/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=3  

GIST Jan. 23 (UPI) -- Abnormal trends for U.S. retail gasoline prices so far could point to higher prices for the 

year, but there may be short-term relief in store, analysts said. 

 

Motor club AAA reports a national average retail price of $2.54 per gallon for Tuesday, a slight increase 

from the previous day and about 10 cents per gallon, or 4 percent, higher than one month ago. 

 

Jeanette Casselano, a spokeswoman for AAA, said gas prices usually drop by as much as 20 cents during 

the first few weeks of January as holiday demand sloughs off, but this year the trend is reversed. 

 

"For consumers, the question is how high are gas prices going to go in 2018," she said in a statement. 
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Crude oil prices, a major factor in the price at the pump, continue to flirt with four-year highs because of 

lower production from members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and expectations of 

economically-driven demand pressure. The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis releases its estimate of 

fourth quarter gross domestic product on Friday. 

 

On Monday, the International Monetary Fund said global economic growth has been strengthening at least 

since 2016, but warned of complacency because of lop-sided growth and cyclical momentum. 

 

By market, the West Coast in the United States continues to be the most expensive in the country, with 

California taking the top mark with $3.19 per gallon, though that's skewed slight by a new fuels tax that 

went into effect last year. Nearby Washington, however, is close behind with $2.94 per gallon. 

 

Gas prices in the region or more or less stable and could move lower. The inventory for gasoline in the 

market is at a four-year high, federal data show. 

 

The Great Lakes market, meanwhile, is the most volatile, with Indiana and Michigan both posting declines 

in retail gasoline prices from last week of more than 10 cents. Compared with this time last year, however, 

those same states are paying 30 cents or more for a gallon of gas and are at the top of the list for yearly 

increases. 

 

Patrick DeHaan, a petroleum analyst at GasBuddy, said the region is vulnerable to a few refineries and a 

phenomenon he calls "price cycling," a situation where retail stations drop their prices to compete, but are 

forced to drive them up again to make money. 

 

"Great Lakes refinery issues continue to flare up with no warning and gas prices there may continue to be 

more volatile in coming weeks," he said in a statement. 

 

He said last week that there may be some relief in sight for gas prices as a while as refineries start making 

a summer blend of gasoline and sell off their winter stocks at a bargain, but that relief might last only 

through the middle of February. 

 

Federal data show the average retail price for a gallon of regular unleaded gasoline was $2.42 last year and 

should be about 15 cents per gallon higher for all of 2018. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 More people bring animals on planes 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/animalia/wp/2018/01/22/fur-and-fury-at-40000-feet-as-more-

people-bring-animals-on-planes/?utm_term=.8835021cb472  

GIST When Marlin Jackson arrived at his row on a Delta flight from Atlanta to San Diego in June, the middle 

seat was already occupied by a man with a sizable dog on his lap. Jackson squeezed by them to his 

window seat, and the Labrador mix lunged at his face. The attack lasted about 30 seconds, according to 

Jackson’s attorney, and left him with facial wounds that required 28 stitches and scars that are still visible 

today. 

 

The mauling, which Delta said was inflicted by a canine identified as an “emotional support” animal, was 

among the thousands of incidents that just pushed the nation’s largest airline to tighten rules for passengers 

flying with service or comfort animals. In announcing the changes Friday, Delta said it flew 250,000 

animals in those categories last year, up 150 percent from 2015, while “incidents” such as biting or 

defecating had nearly doubled since 2016. 

 

Delta emphasized safety concerns in detailing the increased documentation owners that will be required to 

provide about their animals. But its action also was spurred by a widespread perception among airlines and 

disability rights advocates that some fliers are fraudulently taking advantage of federal law to bring 

untrained pets of myriad species into crowded cabins. 
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Though the Americans With Disabilities Act defines service animals as trained dogs or miniature horses, 

airlines are bound by the more liberal Air Carrier Access Act of 1986, which allows free travel for “any 

animal” that is trained to assist a person with a disability or that provides emotional support. Airlines can 

require passengers with creatures in the second category to produce a letter from a physician or mental-

health professional, but the documents are easily forged or obtained from websites that provide cursory, 

questionnaire-style “exams.” 

 

The result, airline officials complain, has been a surge in poorly trained animals that has turned some 

flights into airborne menageries, with dogs blocking beverage carts, cats urinating on seats and ducks 

wandering the aisles. 

 

“It’s created a real issue on our planes,” said Taylor Garland, a spokeswoman for the Association of Flight 

Attendants, which applauded Delta’s changes. Garland said one union member was asked to administer 

oxygen to a dog that, according to its owner, was having anxiety midflight. Others have been bitten. “The 

aircraft cabin is a unique space, and … we need to recognize the limitations that exist when you’re flying 

in the air in a metal tube.” 

 

Other airlines have not released their own figures, and the Department of Transportation says it does not 

collect data on service and support animals on U.S. flights. But the agency’s reports on disability-related 

complaints show that those involving service animals nearly quadrupled between 2012 and 2016, when 

more than 2,300 were filed. Scrutiny of service animals is also sharpening on the ground: Nineteen states 

now have laws that criminalize passing off pets as service animals. 

 

Airlines have pushed for new federal rules to reduce fraud, and the transportation agency plans to begin 

taking comments on proposed regulations in July. 

 

But the outcry is not limited to airline officials. People with allergies to pet dander, who are also protected 

under federal disability laws, often think that their concerns are trumped by those of passengers with 

animals, said Sanaz Eftekhari of the Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America, which has started 

collecting stories from its members. And service-animal groups say that an increase in what are clearly 

pets on planes has led to heightened scrutiny of working animals — and even endangered some. 

 

Gillian Lindt, 86, is blind and flies regularly with her guide dog between Washington, France and her main 

residence in Florida. She said she always requests a window seat so Stella’s tail does not stretch into the 

aisle, and the 54-pound dog always wears a harness and sits quietly at her owner’s feet. 

 

On a recent flight, Lindt said, a woman sat next to her in the middle seat and plopped a small, barking dog 

onto the tray table. The woman said it was an emotional support animal and suggested that the two dogs 

could play together. Lindt was aghast. 

 

“I’m trying to explain that, unfortunately, my dog would love to play, but they’re trained not to, because 

this is work,” she said. The woman was moved across the aisle, and an apologetic flight attendant wiped 

down the tray; the little dog barked on and off through the flight. “My dog knows she must never, ever 

bark when she’s in a harness,” Lindt added. 

 

In 2016, the Transportation Department convened a panel of disability advocates and airline industry 

officials to propose new regulations on service animals, as well as on two disability-related issues relating 

to plane restrooms and in-flight entertainment. Several participants said they expected the animal topic to 

be the easiest to negotiate, but it was the only one on which the committee failed to reach consensus after 

nearly seven months. 

 

Published documents show disagreement on many details. The airlines were hoping to align practices with 

the ADA by limiting permitted species. Some disability advocates suggested defining emotional support 

animals as only dogs and cats; others wanted to allow rabbits and household birds. Service-animal 

organizations wanted the department to recognize “psychiatric service animals” — typically dogs, which 
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can be trained to perform tasks such as turning on lights for individuals with post-traumatic stress disorder 

— as working animals that don’t require a medical letter. 

 

Several participants backed tougher questioning at the time of ticket purchase to deter those trying to 

present pets as service or support animals — perhaps in part to avoid the travel charge of $100 or more 

they’d otherwise face. 

 

“I’m not sure how big an effect it would have, but it keeps the honest people honest,” said Jenine Stanley, 

the consumer relations coordinator for the Guide Dog Foundation for the Blind and America’s VetDogs, 

who co-chaired the committee and praised Delta’s revised rules. 

 

The National Alliance on Mental Illness wanted any requirements to apply across the board to both service 

and support animals, said Angela Kimball, its national director of advocacy and public policy, who called 

the negotiations “so politically fraught.” But the group did not want changes to create “undue burdens” 

that could prevent people with disabilities from traveling. Obtaining a letter from a mental-health 

professional can be expensive and time-consuming, Kimball noted. 

 

“Under current regulations, there’s a disparate response to emotional support animals … and we think that 

it’s essentially a form of discrimination against a set of disabilities that are not visible,” she said. “Any 

time you marginalize or create different conditions for a set of people, it’s very disconcerting and 

stigmatizing.” 

 

Delta’s new requirements, which take effect March 1, retain those distinctions. Passengers with trained 

service animals will need to submit a veterinary health form at least 48 hours before travel to the airline’s 

new “Service Animal Support Desk.” Customers with emotional-support animals or psychiatric service 

animals must do the same but also must provide a letter from a doctor or mental-health professional and a 

signed document saying the animal is trained to behave in public. (Delta also recently expanded its list of 

prohibited critters, including “farm poultry,” hedgehogs and anything with tusks.) 

 

The rise in emotional-support animals has coincided with growing publicity on the mental-health benefit 

of pets — an idea researchers say is poorly substantiated through studies but widely embraced by the 

public. Many owners say they, like service animal users, greatly depend on their emotional-support 

animals and face undue suspicion because of fakers. 

 

Douglas Kidd, executive director of the National Association of Airline Passengers, said that much of the 

blame for the problems lies with Congress, which wrote too broad a law, and air carriers that have 

overbooked flights, reduced legroom and poorly treated animals that fly in the cargo bay. He argued that 

airlines should designate more spacious rows for passengers with true service or support animals. 

 

“It’s certainly a difficult situation to navigate,” acknowledged J. Ross Massey, the lawyer Jackson hired 

soon after being mauled on that 2017 Delta flight. But in that instance, Massey said, the airline’s middle-

seat placement of a passenger traveling with a large dog was a “recipe for disaster.” The 44-year-old 

Jackson, a government employee who lives near Mobile, Ala., is now preparing for plastic surgery to 

correct some of the damage. He also is mulling legal action, according to Massey. 

 

“There are competing interests. Obviously, anybody with the need for a service animal should have one,” 

he said. “But the other 99 percent of people on the plane would also like to rest easy being able to know 

that … this animal is trained to go into such a stressful situation.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Flu season continues to worsen 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/flu-season-continues-to-worsen-1516661186  

GIST The number of people sick with the flu is continuing to climb, and transmission is now the most intense it 

has been since the 2009 pandemic, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention officials said Monday. 
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The federal agency continued to track and respond to the epidemic despite the government shutdown. Its 

flu laboratories were working Monday, and “we are continuing to look at data we have received from 

states so that public-health officials can know about their community and influenza,” CDC Director 

Brenda Fitzgerald said in an interview. 

 

CDC officials said earlier this month that they had hoped flu cases were peaking. But the percentage of 

outpatient visits for flu-like illnesses climbed in the week ending Jan. 13, according to the agency’s 

weekly update, released Friday. The level surpassed every season except 2009-2010, when a new strain of 

flu to which no one had immunity swept around the world. 

 

The influenza virus behind most infections this year, called H3N2, is notorious for causing bad flu 

seasons, and the flu is widespread in every state in the continental U.S. The District of Columbia is an 

exception. H3N2 usually hits the very young and elderly hard; this season, many people between the ages 

of 50 and 65 are also sick, for reasons that aren’t clear. “People in that age range should be very careful to 

protect themselves from being exposed,” Dr. Fitzgerald said. 

 

This season still isn’t as severe as 2014-2015, though, when more people were hospitalized from the flu, 

the CDC said. 

 

Dr. Fitzgerald said it is hard to know when the transmission will let up. “It appears that we are nearing the 

peak, but when the exact peak will be we certainly do not know.” 

 

Exactly why the flu has struck so intensely in the past few weeks isn’t known, said Daniel Jernigan, 

director of the CDC’s influenza division. “Everybody seems to be getting influenza at the same time this 

year,” he said. Gatherings during the holidays, the cold weather or characteristics of this year’s dominant 

virus are possible factors, he said. “There are just a lot of issues that are a little hard to explain at this 

point, but we’ll be looking at that as the season goes on,” he said. 

 

The flu can be hard to distinguish from other winter bugs and has to be confirmed by a test. Flu symptoms 

include sore throat, cough, fever and muscle aches, a key feature, said Dr. Jernigan. But some people have 

the flu without a fever, he said. 

 

Dr. Fitzgerald urged precautions such as a vaccine, frequent hand washing, covering mouths during 

coughing, using wipes to clean around an airplane seat, and other steps, calling them particularly important 

now because of how active this flu season is. 

 

“We want you to take action to protect yourself and to protect others from the flu,” she said. “For those 

who are thinking, ‘oh, I’ll just go to work anyway,’ remember that flu might make you miserable for a few 

days, but it could be deadly to someone else.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Texas grass fires prompt evacuations 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/major-grass-fires-north-texas-prompt-evacuations-parker-county-

flower-mound-willow-park/  

GIST FLOWER MOUND, Texas -- Crews are fighting a string of grass fires in North Texas that's now led to 

evacuations in some areas, CBS Dallas/Fort Worth reports. A major grass fire just east of Willow Park in 

Parker County has burned more than 200 acres and is growing. 

 

The wind has been gusting at 30 to 35 miles per hour and troopers shut down Interstate 20 eastbound just 

past 1187 at 2:15 p.m. There have been no reports of injuries. 

 

Several local schools were affected by the blaze. Walsh Elementary evacuated to Daniel Ninth Grade 

Campus and McCall Elementary evacuated to Aledo High School. 
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Parker County Judge Mark Riley signed a disaster declaration that will allow for more resources to fight 

the fire. Multiple departments are fighting the fire in the area of Fox Hunt Trail. 

 

Homes near Indian Camp Road and Ranch House Road are being evacuated according to Willow Park 

officials. The fire is moving east and is unpredictable. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Japan volcano eruption, avalanche kills 1 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/volcano-japan-mount-kusatsu-shirane-erupts-killing-solider-skiers-

avalanche/  

GIST TOKYO -- At least 16 people skiing on the slopes of a volcano in central Japan were injured by flying 

rocks during a surprise eruption and a subsequent avalanche Tuesday, and one person later died. 

 

Six skiers, including the man who died, were among 30 Japanese soldiers who were participating in ski 

training when they were buried by the avalanche about a half hour after the volcanic eruption, fire 

department and defense officials said. 

 

Only the crater had been off-limits because of low-level volcanic activity before Mount Kusatsu-Shirane 

erupted with rocks and ash around 10 a.m. The Japan Meteorological Agency has since banned access to 

the mountain, and a large swath of the snow-covered volcano was covered by dark gray ash later in the 

day. 

 

The agency also said the eruption and the avalanche could not be linked immediately. Snow conditions 

and seismic activity are some of the potential causes of an avalanche. 

 

Five of the civilian skiers suffered serious injuries such as broken bones, but none of the injuries were life-

threatening, said a regional fire department official, Hayato Tobe. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 China speaks out on US naval patrols 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-southchinasea-china/as-u-s-goes-quiet-on-close-naval-patrols-

china-speaks-out-idUSKBN1FC0JK  

GIST HONG KONG/BEIJING (Reuters) - While the Pentagon plays down patrols close to Chinese-controlled 

reefs and islands in the South China Sea, Beijing is sounding the alarm about them, seeking to justify what 

experts say will be an even greater presence in the disputed region. 

 

Chinese officials publicized the latest U.S. “freedom of navigation patrol”, protesting the deployment last 

week of the destroyer USS Hopper to within 12 nautical miles of Scarborough Shoal, an atoll west of the 

Philippines which Beijing disputes with Manila. 

 

It was the second time in recent months that confirmation of a patrol came from Beijing, not Washington, 

which had previously announced or leaked details. 

 

Bonnie Glaser, a security expert at Washington’s Center for Strategic and International Studies, said while 

the administration of U.S. President Donald Trump had a policy of keeping the patrols regular but low 

key, China was willing to publicly exploit them to further their military ends. 

 

“It is difficult to conclude otherwise,” she said. “Even as it pushes ahead with these (patrols), I don’t think 

the Trump administration has really come to terms with what it will tolerate from China in the South 

China Sea, and what it simply won’t accept, and Beijing seems to grasp this.” 
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In official statements, Chinese foreign ministry official Lu Kang said China would take “necessary 

measures to firmly safeguard its sovereignty” in the resource-rich sea. 

 

Some regional diplomats and security analysts believe that will involve increased Chinese deployments 

and the quicker militarization of China’s expanded facilities across the Spratlys archipelago. 

 

While U.S. officials did not target China in their comments, couching freedom-of-navigation patrols as a 

“routine” assertions of international law, Beijing was quick to cast Washington as the provocateur. 

 

The Communist Party’s official People’s Daily newspaper on Monday accused the U.S. of upsetting recent 

peace and co-operation and “wantonly provoking trouble”, saying China had must now strengthen its 

presence in the strategic waterway. 

 

In recent years, China has built up several reefs and islets into large-scale airstrips and bases as it seeks to 

assert and enforce its claims to much of the sea, through which some $3 trillion in trade passes annually. 

The Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia and Brunei, as well as Taiwan, hold rival claims. 

 

Chinese coastguard and People’s Liberation Army navy ships patrol vast swathes of the South China Sea, 

routinely shadowing U.S. and other international naval deployments, regional naval officers say. 

 

Zhang Baohui, a mainland security analyst at Hong Kong’s Lingnan University, told Reuters he believed 

Beijing was rattled by Trump’s sharpening Asia strategy and they might be tempted to react in the South 

China Sea, even after months of relative calm. 

 

“We can perhaps expect the Chinese to push ahead with militarization as retaliation,” he said. 

 

A new U.S. national defense strategy unveiled last week stressed the need to counter the rising 

authoritarian powers of China and Russia, outlining a need to better support allies and newer partners 

against coercion. 

 

While most analysts and regional envoys believe China remains keen to avoid an actual conflict with the 

significantly more powerful U.S. navy in the South China Sea, it is working to close the gap. 

 

The latest patrol was at least the fifth such patrol under the Trump administration and the first to 

Scarborough - one of the more contentious features in the region. 

 

Scarborough, once a U.S. bombing range, was blockaded by the Chinese in 2012, prompting the 

Philippines to launch its successful legal case in the Hague against China’s excessive territorial claims. 

 

China allowed Filipino fishermen back to Scarborough’s rich waters last year, but it remains a potential 

flashpoint as both sides claim sovereignty and China maintains a steady presence of ships nearby. 

 

While experts and regional envoys expect China to ramp up operations from the Spratlys, none expect it to 

build on Scarborough - something widely believed to be a red line that would provoke the United States, 

given its long-standing security treaty with the Philippines. 

 

Shi Yinhong, who heads the Center for American Studies at Beijing’s Renmin University, said China had 

“lived with” U.S. patrols for several years but the key facts on the ground remained in China’s favor and 

broader tensions had “improved remarkably”. 

 

“These islands, especially those with reclaimed land and military capability already deployed, they’re still 

in Chinese hands,” Shi, who has advised the Chinese government on diplomacy, told Reuters. 

 

“I don’t think Trump has the stomach and the guts to change this fundamental status quo.” 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Strong quake shakes Gulf of Alaska 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/tsunami-alert-issued-after-gulf-alaska-earthquake-n840111  

GIST A tsunami watch was issued for the coast from Washington to California as well as Hawaii early Tuesday 

after a preliminary-magnitude 8.2 earthquake struck the Gulf of Alaska. 

  

The quake struck at 4:31 a.m. ET about 330 miles south from the coast of Alaska at a depth of six miles, 

the USGS said. 

 

“Based on the preliminary earthquake parameters … widespread hazardous tsunami waves are possible,” 

the NWS Tsunami Warning Center said. “No areas covered by this message appear to be immediately 

threatened. However... the situation is still under investigation,” it said. 

 

The Anchorage Police Department said the city was not covered by the warning and was outside the 

danger zone. It urged residents not to call 911. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Vermont legalizes recreational pot 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/vermont-marijuana-legalized-recreational-

pot/2018/01/22/id/838745/  

GIST Vermont became the ninth U.S. state and third in the Northeast to legalize recreational marijuana use 

Monday when Republican Governor Phil Scott signed a bill passed by the legislature earlier this month. 

 

The law legalizes possession of up to 1 ounce of the drug, two mature plants and up to four immature 

plants by people 21 and older beginning July 1. It does not legalize trade in the drug. 

 

"Today, with mixed emotions, I have signed H. 511," Scott said in a statement, referring to the measure by 

its legislative number. 

 

He noted he had vetoed an earlier version of the bill that would have opened up sales of the drug, saying a 

state commission would have time for further study before allowing a retail trade in recreational pot. 

 

Neighboring Massachusetts, nearby Maine, and six other states have legalized marijuana use as a result of 

voter initiatives. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Philippines volcano spews lava; 56K flee 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/philippine-volcano-spews-fountains-lava-big-ash-

plumes-52535733?cid=clicksource_79_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST The Philippines' most active volcano spewed fountains of red-hot lava and massive ash plumes anew 

Tuesday in a dazzling but increasingly dangerous eruption that has sent 56,000 villagers fleeing to 

evacuation centers. 

 

Lava fountains gushed up 700 meters (2,300 feet) above Mount Mayon's crater and ash plumes rose up to 

3 kilometers (1.9 miles) at night and at least twice Tuesday, according to the Philippine Institute of 

Volcanology and Seismology. An explosive eruption at noon Monday was the most powerful since the 

volcano started acting up more than a week ago. 

 

"We couldn't sleep last night because of the loud rumblings. It sounded like an airplane that's about to 

land," Quintin Velardo, a 59-year-old farmer, told The Associated Press at an evacuation center in Legazpi 

city where he took his wife, children and grandchildren on Tuesday. 
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Despite the danger, he said he needed to return to his village, about 8 kilometers (5 miles) from the 

erupting volcano, to take his cow and water buffalo to safety. A few minutes later, the volcano belched a 

massive column of grayish ash that punched through white clouds into the blue sky. 

 

"There it goes again," Velardo said, his family huddled near him. 

 

Authorities warned a violent eruption may occur in hours or days, characterized by more rumblings and 

pyroclastic flows — superheated gas and volcanic debris that race down the slopes at high speeds, 

vaporizing everything in their path. 

 

After Monday's explosion, officials raised Mayon's alert level to four on a scale of five, and the danger 

zone was expanded to 8 kilometers (5 miles) from the crater, requiring thousands more residents to be 

evacuated, including at least 12,000 who returned to their homes last week as Mayon's rumblings 

temporarily eased and then scrambled back to the emergency shelters this week. 

 

At least 56,217 people were taking shelter in 46 evacuation camps Tuesday and army troops and police 

were helping move more villagers from their homes, officials said. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Strong quake shakes Indonesia’s Java 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/quake-shakes-indonesias-java-buildings-sway-

capital-52541241?   

GIST A moderately strong earthquake shook the Indonesian island of Java on Tuesday, damaging buildings near 

the epicenter and shaking office buildings in the country's capital. 

 

There were no immediate reports of injuries and no tsunami was generated. 

 

According to the U.S. Geological Survey, the magnitude 6.0 quake was centered off western Java at a 

depth of about 43 kilometers (27 miles). The epicenter was about 153 kilometers (95 miles) southwest of 

Jakarta, the capital. 

 

Zainal, who heads Banten province's search and rescue agency, said the quake damaged houses and other 

buildings in Lebak district, including a high school and hospital, and a mosque in Pandeglang district 

collapsed. 

 

Buildings in the capital swayed for 10 to 20 seconds and some ordered evacuations, sending streams of 

people into the streets. 

 

TVOne television showed workers and shoppers running out of a mall in central Jakarta in panic. 

 

Witnesses told TVOne that houses were damaged in coastal areas of West Java, where many people ran to 

higher ground, fearing a tsunami. 

 

Indonesia's Department of Meteorology, Climate and Geophysics said the quake didn't have the potential 

to generate a tsunami and no warning was issued. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Australia group: 40 refugees headed to US 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/australian-refugee-advocates-40-refugees-bound-us-

52542657?   

GIST Refugee advocates say a group of 40 refugees denied entry to Australia has left an immigration camp on 
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Papua New Guinea bound for resettlement in the United States. 

 

Refugee Action Coalition spokesman Ian Rintoul said the men left Manus Island on Tuesday on planes to 

Los Angeles and New York, and would likely be distributed to a number of U.S. cities. 

 

Australia's government did not immediately confirm the report. 

 

U.S. President Donald Trump has reluctantly decided to honor a deal struck by his predecessor, Barack 

Obama, to resettle up to 1,250 refugees. But Trump has described the deal as "dumb" and promised the 

refugees will be subject to "extreme vetting." 

 

Rintoul said a total of 67 refugees have now left for the U.S. under the deal. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Puerto Rico to sell power company 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/puerto-rico-governor-announces-privatization-state-owned-

power/story?id=52533378  

GIST Puerto Rico Gov. Ricardo Rossello has announced that the bankrupt island's utility company will be 

privatized.  

 

In a televised statement, Rosello said the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) was a heavy 

burden on the island's residents.  

 

PREPA "will stop existing as ineffectively as it does today," Rosello said.  

 

Portions of the energy authority will be sold off in the coming days, the governor said. 

 

Rossello said the current electrical grid is 28 years older than the industry average in the United States. He 

said that the move will get the island to a goal of more than 30 percent of renewable energy generation.  

 

Puerto Rico was plunged into darkness after Hurricane Maria slammed into the island on Sept. 20 as a 

Category 4 hurricane.  

 

Rosello called the move a "leap into the modernization of Puerto Rico." 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Study: pollution cooling environment 

SOURCE https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/cleaning-up-air-pollution-may-strengthen-global-

warming/  

GIST Pollution in the atmosphere is having an unexpected consequence, scientists say—it's helping to cool the 

climate, masking some of the global warming that's occurred so far. 

 

That means efforts worldwide to clean up the air may cause an increase in warming, as well as other 

climate effects, as this pollution disappears. 

 

New research is helping to quantify just how big that effect might be. A study published this month in the 

journal Geophysical Research Letters suggests that eliminating the human emission of aerosols—tiny, air-

polluting particles often released by industrial activities—could result in additional global warming of 

anywhere from half a degree to 1 degree Celsius. 

 

This would virtually ensure that the planet will warm beyond the most stringent climate targets outlined in 

the Paris climate agreement. World leaders have set an ambitious goal of keeping global temperatures 
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within 1.5 to 2 degrees Celsius of their preindustrial levels. But research suggests the world has already 

warmed by about 1 degree—meaning even another half a degree of warming could push the planet into 

dangerous territory. 

 

"Since we're trying to keep to a 1.5- or 2-degree target, then this is something we still need to keep in 

mind," said Bjørn Samset, a climate scientist at Norway's CICERO Center for International Climate 

Research and the study's lead author. 

 

The research also suggests that removing aerosols could have striking regional consequences by causing 

major changes in precipitation and other weather patterns in certain parts of the world. Aerosols don't 

linger in the atmosphere for very long, meaning they don't have time to spread around the world the way 

carbon dioxide and some other greenhouse gases do. Their effects tend to be strongest in the regions where 

they were emitted in the first place. 

 

This means the places where air pollution is most severe are likely to experience some of the greatest 

effects if that pollution were to disappear. East Asia, where aerosol emissions are some of the highest in 

the world, would be likely to experience a strong increase in precipitation and extreme weather events. To 

a certain extent, these effects might carry over to other parts of the Northern Hemisphere, which are 

connected to Asia via major atmospheric currents. 

 

"We also see that the impact that these aerosols have on temperature in Asia really transports northwards 

to the Arctic region, northern Europe, Norway, the northern U.S.," Samset noted. "That part of the world is 

also quite sensitive to the changes in aerosols in Asia." 

 

Scientists have long known that some types of pollution can actually help cool the climate. Certain 

aerosols—sulfate, for instance—can reflect sunlight away from the Earth or enhance sun-reflecting cloud 

cover. As nations around the world have begun to crack down on air pollution, scientists have grown 

interested in figuring out how much extra warming might be expected as they disappear. This is critical 

information for strategizing ways to meet global climate goals, like the 2-degree target. 

 

The new study relied on four global climate models, which the researchers used to simulate the effects of 

removing all human-caused emissions of the major aerosols, including sulfate and carbon-based particles 

like soot. The resulting global warming, they concluded, would be anywhere from 0.5 to 1.1 degrees 

Celsius. 

 

These results are in line with other studies that have investigated the cooling "mask" of aerosols. A 2016 

paper published in Nature Geoscience found that up to a half-degree Celsius of the warming that has been 

observed in the Arctic—the most rapidly warming region on the planet—since 1980 was caused by 

pollution reductions in Europe. Like the new study, those findings speak to both the considerable cooling 

effect aerosols have had on the climate and to the atmospheric linkages between different regions of the 

Northern Hemisphere. 

 

Other research has also supported the idea that aerosols have influenced global temperatures as a whole. 

Another 2016 paper, also published in Nature Geoscience, suggested that about a third of all the warming 

that occurred over land areas over the past 50 years was masked—temporarily covered up, in other 

words—by aerosol pollution. 

 

Collectively, the research indicates that greenhouse gas emissions have had an even greater effect on the 

climate so far than it appears—it's just that part of it has been obscured by the presence of air pollution. As 

the air gets cleaner, those masked effects will start to make themselves known. 
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intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has expressed "concern" about Turkey's offensive against 

Kurdish militia in northern Syria, urging restraint but stopping short of demanding an end to the operation. 

 

On a visit to London, Tillerson said that Turkey had a right to protect its citizens but urged "restraint" on 

both sides. 

 

The offensive has strained relations between Washington and Ankara, two NATO allies. Turkey's 

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan again blasted the United States for supporting what he called a "terrorist 

organization" on Monday. 

 

Turkey has been battling Kurdish unrest in the southeast of the country for years, and views the Syrian 

Kurds as indistinguishable. But the US and other Western powers see the Kurds in Syria as crucial allies in 

the effort to defeat ISIS in the region. 

 

Pentagon spokesman Marine Maj. Adrian Rankine-Galloway told CNN on Monday that senior US defense 

officials are in Ankara to discuss security matters, including the situation in northern Syria. 

"I can confirm that senior leaders from the Department of Defense are fully engaged in working with their 

Turkish counterparts to de-escalate tensions along the Turkish-Syrian border and to ensure that operations 

to defeat ISIS continue without interruption," said Rankine-Galloway, further urging restraint on all sides. 

 

Gen. Joseph Votel, the commander of US Central Command, was in Syria on Monday, along with US 

Agency for International Development Administrator Mark Green, on a previously planned trip, according 

to defense and USAID spokespeople. 

 

The special presidential envoy to the anti-ISIS coalition, Ambassador Brett McGurk, was also in the 

region in recent days. His spokeswoman, Michelle Barton, told CNN that McGurk was there "as part of his 

regularly scheduled trips to the region to consult with senior leaders on the campaign to defeat ISIS," and 

stopped in Iraq and Syria. 

 

Turkey began airstrikes against the Kurdish YPG on Saturday, followed by a ground incursion into 

northern Syria involving Turkish special forces and factions of the rebel Free Syrian Army. The Turkish 

operation is targeting the Kurdish-held enclave of Afrin, to which tens of thousands of Syrians have fled 

from other parts of the country. 

 

The Turkish offensive appeared to have expanded Monday, with elements of the Free Syrian Army 

opening a second front from the north-east towards the city of Afrin. The FSA forces said they had 

captured ten Kurdish fighters. According to Turkey's official news agency Anadolu, Turkish troops have 

taken the strategic Barsaya mountain. 

 

Turkish officials say the YPG has fired rockets at several Turkish border towns, an accusation denied by 

Kurdish commander Siban Hamo and other YPG officials. 

 

The YPG control a large part of northern Syria -- some 24% of all Syrian territory, including hundreds of 

kilometers along the Turkish border. Both the Obama and Trump administrations have provided the group 

with training and weapons as the chief US ally against ISIS in Syria. But Turkey regards the YPG as a 

terrorist organization closely allied to Kurdish separatists inside Turkey. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 FBI changes cybercrime data definitions 

SOURCE http://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2018/01/massive-reduction-fbi-cyber-crime-takedowns-was-
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result-definition-change/145392/  

GIST An apparent steep decline in FBI takedowns of cybercrime rings was the result of a change in how the 

bureau collects cybercrime statistics, a spokeswoman told Nextgov. 

 

The official tally of FBI cybercrime takedowns dropped from nearly 2,500 in fiscal year 2014, the first 

year reliable records were kept, to just 262 in fiscal year 2017, according to annual audits. 

 

Agents disrupted or dismantled 510 cyber crime operations in fiscal year 2015 and 259 operations in fiscal 

year 2016, according to the audits. 

 

That sharp reduction “was the result of the FBI changing the definitions of what constituted a disruption or 

dismantlement,” Spokeswoman Jillian Stickels said. 

 

“The change was made to ensure that investigative activity was consistently measured across all field 

offices,” Stickels said.   

 

The change, according to a person familiar with the methodology, was that some FBI field offices 

previously tallied disruptions and dismantlements based on the number of victims rather than the number 

of perpetrators. 

 

So, depending on which office was doing the counting, a major botnet takedown could count as dozens or 

hundreds of dismantlements -- based on the number of victim computers – or just one – based on the 

single botnet operator. 

 

A botnet is basically a large mass of computing power that’s been stolen, byte by byte, from hundreds or 

thousands of infected computers and other internet-connected devices around the world. Botnet operators 

sell that computing juice to the highest bidder who can use it to force adversaries or political opponents 

offline. 

 

Beginning in 2015, the FBI clarified its methodology so all field offices counted takedowns consistently, 

the person familiar with the matter said. 

 

The FBI previously declined to comment on the reduction in an earlier Nextgov story. 

 

The perpetrator-based measurement allows for more consistency but might also be less reflective of FBI 

cyber activities. 

 

The Avalanche botnet takedown in December, 2016, for example, involved blocking more than 800,000 

malicious internet domains, plus arrests in five countries and cooperating with law enforcement in 35 

additional countries, according to Justice Department figures. 

 

The botnet targeted more than 40 financial institutions and cost victims hundreds of millions of dollars, the 

Homeland Security Department said, but the takedown would only count as a single operation. 

 

The FBI missed its own target of 500 disruptions or dismantlements in fiscal years 2016 and 2017, 

according to the audit reports. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 UK official: major cyberattack inevitable 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jan/23/tuesday-briefing-major-cyber-attack-is-inevitable-

warns-security-chief  

GIST A major cyber-attack targeting Britain’s electoral system or infrastructure is inevitable in the next two 

years, according to the man charged with trying to protect us from the threat. Speaking to the Guardian, 

Ciaran Martin, head of the UK National Cyber Security Centre, said the US, France and other parts of 
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Europe had suffered so-called “category one” attacks and it was a question of “when, not if” Britain 

became the target.  

 

“We will be fortunate to come to the end of the decade without having to trigger a category one attack,” he 

said, adding that total protection was impossible. The country’s worst attack was the WannaCry 

ransomware attack in May last year that disrupted hospitals. But it was only classed as a category two 

attack, of which there have been 34 since the NCSC was set up in October 2016, Martin said. There have 

been 762 category three incidents, he said. 

 

His comments come as the chief of the general staff, General Sir Nick Carter, prepares to issue his own 

warning about the cyber-attack threat, in particular from Russia. As the debate about defence spending 

intensifies, Sir Nick will say Moscow now has unconventional military capabilities that the UK will 

struggle to match. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Evrial: info-stealing Trojan 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/evrial-info-stealing-trojan-steal-cryptocurrency/  

GIST It is just another with just another Cryptocurrency malware targeting unsuspecting users – This time, it 

modifies addresses to steal cryptocurrency payments. 

 

Evrial is the latest to join the bandwagon of information stealing Trojans that sprout every now and then 

and leave users grasping for enhanced privacy and security. This Trojan is now up for sale at criminal 

forums and is in high demand. 

 

Just like other information stealer Trojans, it also hijacks browser cookies and to extract stored credentials. 

But, what makes it more lethal is that Evrial is capable of monitoring the Windows clipboard and look for 

certain text. Once it detects that text, it modifies it into something else. It was identified that Evrial makes 

it possible to hijack cryptocurrency payments and track Steam trades by replacing authentic payment 

addresses and links with that of the attacker. 

 

Evrial has been discovered by MalwareHunterTeam and Guido Not CISSP security researchers. 

MalwareHunterTeam states that the Trojan is being sold on Russian criminal forums for 1,500 Rubles 

($27). To sell it, the seller advertised that when the product is purchased an attacker would gain access to a 

web panel to allow buyer build an executable while the web panel would track the clipboard modifications 

and let the attacker configure the most feasible replacement strings. Malware does this by connecting to a 

remote site to upload original string and downloading a string that is to be used as a replacement.  

 

According to Lawrence Abrams of Bleeping Computer, an intriguing feature of Evrial is that it only 

monitors clipboards for certain types of strings and changes them with the ones that the attacker sends, 

which lets the attacker reroute a cryptocurrency payment to another address owned and controlled by the 

attacker. To modify strings in such a way is a rare feat and hasn’t been noticed in other malware so far 

even in those that are capable of matching strings. What’s even more alarming is the fact that the Trojan is 

configured to detect strings corresponding to a variety of cryptocurrency including Bitcoin, Litecoin, 

Monero, WebMoney and Qiwi addresses. 

 

Moreover, Evrial also steals bitcoin wallets, stored passwords and all the files that are stored on the 

targeted desktop. It can also capture a screenshot of the active windows and then compiles all the 

information into a .zip file. The file is then uploaded to a web panel operated by the attacker. It identified 

the location of bitcoin’s wallet.dat through scanning for the registry key; if the key is found it can steal the 

wallet to access and steal bitcoins. 
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SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/uber-dismissive-about-flaw-that-lets-attackers-bypass-its-2fa/  

GIST Uber has no plans to fix a critical security flaw in its two-factor authentication (2FA) protocol reported by 

an IT security researcher. 

 

An Indian IT security researcher Karan Saini has discovered a critical security flaw in the two-factor 

authentication protocol used by the ride-hailing giant Uber to protect user accounts from hijacking and 

prevent their data from hackers. 

 

The flaw, on the other hand, allows attackers to bypass 2FA that could apparently lead them to perform a 

number of malicious acts including hacking a targeted account, change its username and password and 

book expensive rides etc. 

 

Simply put, 2FA is an extra layer of security that is known as “multi-factor authentication” that requires 

not only a password and username but also something that only that user has on them, i.e. a piece of 

information only they should know or have immediately to hand – such as a physical token or a code. 

 

Uber not serious about fixing the bug 

 

In Uber’s case, Siani reported his findings to Uber’s bug bounty program on HackerOne, who 

acknowledged that there is indeed a bug in its two-factor authentication but at the same time the company 

downplayed the severity of it and stated that his findings were informative but “this report contained 

useful information but did not warrant an immediate action or a fix.” 

 

Uber uses two-factor authentication in case of suspicious login activity and sends the second code to the 

user’s device in order to verify their identity. Uber has been testing the 2FA feature since 2015 however, 

Siani’s findings highlighted how a hacker can bypass 2FA security without even entering the correct code. 

 

According to a statement to ZDNet, Uber spokesperson Melanie Ensign said that the bug was not a bypass 

but could be caused by ongoing security testing the company is conducting on the app. 

   

“We’ve been testing different solutions since we received a lot of user complaints about requiring 2FA on 

[an Uber web address which we are redacting per our decision to not reveal specifics of the bug] when 

people are trying to report a lost or stolen phone and can’t receive a code on that device, Ensign told 

ZDNet. 

 

“We believe those tests are causing both the existence and inconsistency of this issue.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Fake cryptocurrency packs ransomware 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/fictional-spritecoin/  

GIST A new ransomware that only accepts Monero for payment has emerged, attempting to trick victims by 

masquerading as a password-protected storage mechanism for SpriteCoin. SpriteCoin doesn’t exist, 

however – it’s a fictional cryptocurrency. 

 

According to Fortinet FortiGuard Labs, the malware claims to be a wallet and asks the user to create their 

desired password. It doesn’t actually download blockchain, however; rather, it secretly encrypts the 

victim’s data files and then demands a ransom in Monero cryptocurrency. 

 

Adding insult to injury, if the ransom is paid, during the decryption phase another piece of malware is 

deployed with capabilities including certificate harvesting, image parsing and web camera activation. 

 

Fortinet researchers said that the initial file is a packed executable for simple evasion. It displays the 

typical ransom note telling targets that “your files are encrypted” and asks for a sum of 0.3 Monero – 

which is equivalent to about $105 at the time of writing. 
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“During our analysis, we have seen indicators that the sample appears to have an embedded SQLite 

engine,” explained Fortinet researchers in an analysis. “This leads us to believe it is using SQLite to store 

harvested credentials. The ransomware first looks to harvest Chrome credentials, and if it finds nothing it 

then moves on and tries to access the Firefox credential store. It then looks for specific files to encrypt. 

These files are then encrypted with an encrypted file extension (e.g.: resume.doc.encrypted).” 

 

The use of Monero, an open source cryptocurrency created in 2014, signals a shift away from the widely 

used and accepted standard Bitcoin in the ransomware space, they added. 

 

“Ransomware authors are aware of current trends and events, and appear to be taking advantage of all the 

hype surrounding the cryptocurrency craze,” they said. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Flaws in HASP system put ICS at risk 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/14-flaws-in-popular-software-ics/  

GIST A variety of serious vulnerabilities have been identified in popular license management software used in 

corporate and industrial control system (ICS) environments to activate software on PCs and servers. 

 

According to Kaspersky Lab ICS CERT researchers, 14 vulnerabilities in the Hardware Against Software 

Piracy (HASP) license management system mean that license management USB tokens can be used to 

open a hidden remote-access channel for cyber-attackers. 

 

The flaws include multiple denial-of-service (DoS) vulnerabilities and several remote code execution 

issues. These are automatically exploited not with user rights but with the most privileged system rights, 

providing attackers with an opportunity to execute any arbitrary code they wish. 

 

“The USB-tokens in question are widely used in different organizations to serve the purpose of convenient 

software license activation,” researchers explained in their analysis. “In normal use case scenarios, a 

company’s system administrator would need to approach the computer with the software that needs to be 

activated and insert the token. It will then confirm that the software of interest is legitimate (not pirated) 

and would activate it.” 

 

The problem is, upon installation, the software adds port 1947 of the computer to the list of exclusions of 

the Windows Firewall with no proper user notification, which makes it vulnerable to a remote attack. 

 

“An attacker would only need to scan the targeted network for open port 1947 in order to identify any 

remotely available computers,” the researchers said. “More importantly, the port remains open after the 

token has been detached, which is why even in a patched and protected corporate environment, an attacker 

would only need to install software using the HASP solution or attach the token to a PC once (even a 

locked one) in order to make it available for remote attacks.” 

 

The number of systems affected by the vulnerability is uncertain, but given the popularity of the software, 

it could affect hundreds of thousands of users worldwide. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Ransomware attacks hit healthcare firms 

SOURCE http://www.securityweek.com/samsam-ransomware-attacks-hit-healthcare-firms  

GIST Earlier this month, Hancock Health, headquartered in Greenfield, Indiana, was infected with the SamSam 

ransomware. This past weekend, Allscripts -- a major electronic health record (EHR) company 

headquartered in Chicago, IL -- confirmed that it had also been hit by Ransomware, which it described as 

a SamSam (also known as Samas) variant. 
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The methodologies employed in each attack are different. SamSam is not usually delivered by email 

phishing. It is more usually introduced after the target has already been breached. This method was 

described in the Symantec Internet Security Threat Report V22 : "In the case of SamSam 

(Ransom.SamSam) the attackers’ initial point of entry was a public-facing web server. They exploited an 

unpatched vulnerability to compromise the server and get a foothold on the victim’s network." 

 

This bears a strong similarity to what we know about the attack against Hancock Health, Greenfield, 

disclosed last week. The Greenfield Reporter wrote, "...the hacker gained access to the system by using the 

hospital’s remote-access portal, logging in with an outside vendor’s username and password. The attack 

was not the result of an employee opening a malware-infected email." 

 

On Jan. 15, Hancock released a statement saying, "At approximately 9:30 PM on Thursday, January 11, 

2018, an attack on the information systems of Hancock Health was initiated by an as-yet unidentified 

criminal group." 

 

One day later it announced that it had decided to pay the ransom. CEO, Steve Long, said, "Restoring from 

backup was considered, though we made the deliberate decision to pay the ransom to expedite our return 

to full operations.” Payment was made on Friday, January 12, and, "By Monday, January 15, 2018, critical 

systems were restored to normal production levels and the hospital was back online." 

 

Last Friday (Jan. 19) Long posted a more detailed description of the events. He confirmed that the 

malware was SamSam, and that it had been a supply chain attack via a provider of ICS equipment to the 

hospital. The attackers targeted Hancock's remote emergency IT backup facility and used the connections 

from there to gain access to the primary facility -- targeting files associated with the most critical 

information systems in the hospital. 

 

Long notes that when the hospital made the business decision to pay the ransom (set at 4 bitcoins, thought 

to be worth $55,000 at the time), the hospital believed that it could recover its files from backup, but that 

the time and cost involved made it more efficient to pay the ransom. Now he added, "Several days later it 

was learned that, though the electronic medical record backup files had not been touched, the core 

components of the backup files from all other systems had been purposefully and permanently corrupted 

by the hackers." 

 

Forensic firm Pondurance suggested that no patient data had been stolen, while the FBI confirmed that the 

SamSam group are more interested in receiving the ransom than in harvesting patient data. 

 

The more recent attack against Allscripts occurred late last week. Allscripts emailed its clients on Jan. 18: 

"...early on the morning of January 18, we became aware of a ransomware incident that has impacted our 

hosted Professional EHR service and our Electronic Prescription of Controlled Substances ("EPCS") 

service, which are hosted in our Raleigh and Charlotte, NC data centers. According to industry reports, we 

are one of dozens of companies impacted by this attack, which is a variant of the SamSam ransomware." 

 

Next day another email stated, "Material progress has been made to restore service as we now have access 

to data and services that were previously subject to the SamSam malware. We are in the process of 

cleaning impacted systems and services to ensure they will be operational once we are able to bring the 

services back online."  

 

There has been no mention of any ransom payment, and no public discussion of the attack from Allscripts. 

The information above comes from copies of the emails posted to Reddit. 

 

[Update] "On early Thursday morning, January 18, we discovered a ransomware attack had affected two 

of our data centers, which house a small subset of our products," an Allscripts spokesperson told 

SecurityWeek in an emailed statement. "The ransomware has since been identified as a new variant of the 

SamSam malware. Of the roughly 1,500 clients impacted, none were hospitals or large independent 

physician practices, and services to many already have been restored. In addition, we immediately notified 
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the FBI and have been providing information to assist with their investigation. Importantly, there is no 

evidence that any data was removed from our systems. We continue to work unceasingly to restore all 

services to our clients who are still experiencing outages." 

 

If the malware really is a variant of the SamSam ransomware, then it marks a divergence from its usual 

use. CSO Online reported Saturday, "The variant of SamSam that infected Allscripts was a new variant 

unrelated to the version of SamSam that infected systems at Hancock Health Hospital in Greenfield, 

Indiana and Adams Memorial Hospital in Decatur, Indiana... Allscripts said that all appearance this was 

commodity malware and that the company wasn’t directly targeted." 

 

The implication from 'material progress' having been made so quickly without any ransom payment 

suggests that restitution is coming from Allscripts' backups rather than from decryption keys. This further 

supports the description of the attack being a commodity malware attack rather than a targeted attack as 

with Hancock Health. In the targeted attack, the attackers destroyed backups before infecting files; in the 

Allscripts attack, backup files were left intact. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Russia: arrest for gas stealing malware 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/russian-authorities-bust-up-gas-stealing-malware-scam/article/738609/  

GIST Russian authorities Sunday arrested Denis Zayev in Stavropol, Russia, on charges stemming from a 

widespread scam that swindled gas station customers into paying for more gas than they actually pumped 

into their tank. 

 

Zayev allegedly designed malware used in a scam that netted hundreds of millions of rubles by skimming 

between 3-to-7 percent of every gallon sold into a separate tank as it was being pumped, according to 

Russian media outlet Rosbalt. 

 

The stolen gasoline was automatically sent to a separate onsite tank that had intentionally been left empty 

while the malware erased any information related to the rerouting of fuel. When the tank was full the 

employees would sell the gas off the books while the malware continued to erase any information 

pertaining to the boosted fuel.  

 

The scam was one of the largest of its kind and reportedly involved dozens of gas station employees who 

would split the spoils. Authorities said the malware was nearly impossible to detect by the companies that 

monitor the gasoline remotely and that the pumps displayed false data along with the cash registers and 

backend systems. 
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HEADLINE 01/21 Half Norway healthcare data stolen 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2018/01/healthcare-data-breach.html  

GIST Cybercriminals have stolen a massive trove of Norway's healthcare data in a recent data breach, which 

likely impacts more than half of the nation's population. 

 

 An unknown hacker or group of hackers managed to breach the systems of Health South-East Regional 

Health Authority (RHF) and reportedly stolen personal info and health records of some 2.9 million 

Norwegians out of the country's total 5.2 million inhabitants. 

 

 Health South-East RHA is a healthcare organisation that manages hospitals in Norway’s southeast region, 

including Østfold, Akershus, Oslo, Hedmark, Oppland, Buskerud, Vestfold, Telemark, Aust-Agder and 

Vest-Agder. 

 

 The healthcare organisation announced the data breach on Monday after it had been alerted by 
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HelseCERT, the Norwegian CERT department for its healthcare sector, about an "abnormal activity" 

against computer systems in the region.  

 

 HelseCERT also said the culprits behind the data breach are "advanced and professional" hackers, 

although it is still unknown as to whether they were managed to exfiltrate data successfully and if so, how 

many people may have been impacted. 

 

 So far there's also no evidence if the stolen data theft has had any consequences for or effects on patients' 

safety. However, the healthcare organisation assured that security "measures had been taken to limit the 

damage caused by the burglary." 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Intel: stop Spectre/Meltdown patches 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/intel-says-to-stop-applying-problematic-

spectre-meltdown-patch-/d/d-id/1330871  

GIST Intel is now advising its customers and partners to halt the installation of patches for its Broadwell and 

Haswell microprocessor systems in the wake of recent reports of reboot problems.  

 

Navin Shenoy, executive vice president and general manager of the Data Center Group at Intel, today said 

in a post that Intel soon will be issuing a fix for the patch. In the meantime, he says customers should 

refrain from applying the problematic patches. 

 

"We recommend that OEMs, cloud service providers, system manufacturers, software vendors and end 

users stop deployment of current versions, as they may introduce higher than expected reboots and other 

unpredictable system behavior," he said. 

 

Word that customers were experiencing higher system reboot problems began circulating earlier this 

month, and Intel issued an advisory  about the problem on Jan. 11. 

 

"We have now identified the root cause for Broadwell and Haswell platforms, and made good progress in 

developing a solution to address it. Over the weekend, we began rolling out an early version of the updated 

solution to industry partners for testing, and we will make a final release available once that testing has 

been completed," he said. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Satori malware targets more IoT devices 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/satori-botnet-malware-now-can-infect-even-

more-iot-devices/d/d-id/1330875  

GIST The authors of the Satori IoT malware family have dramatically increased their pool of bot recruits for 

attack botnets with a new version of the tool targeting systems running ARC processors. 

 

The latest Satori variant, the fourth since the malware first surfaced in Dec. 2017, appears to be the first 

aimed specifically at ARC chipsets, DDoS attack mitigation vendor Arbor Networks said in an advisory 

this week.    

 

ARC processors are 32-bit power-efficient CPUs that are used in a wide range of applications including 

automotive, industrial, and IoT. More than 1.5 billion embedded systems containing ARC cores ship every 

year, including electronic steering controls and infotainment systems in cars, as well as personal fitness 

bands and digital TV set tops, and smart thermostats. 

 

Like other Satori variants, the newest one also leverages the Mirai code base. Like Mirai, it is designed to 

propagate through credential scanning, meaning the malware can potentially infect any ARC device with 
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default and easily guessable telnet usernames and passwords. The previous Satori variant specifically 

targeted Huawei routers. 

 

It's hard to say which specific ARC-based devices the Satori authors are hoping to target because of the 

huge installed base of systems, says Peter Arzamendi, security researcher at NETSCOUT, Arbor's Security 

Engineering & Response Team.  

 

However, "botnets that target new and novel types of IoT devices is the new normal," he says. "With the 

proliferation of IoT and BYOD, enterprises will need to understand how to both defend these devices and 

be able to respond when they are compromised," Arzamendi says. 

 

Support for ARC processors allows Satori variants to target a wide range of systems including those based 

on Intel, ARM, MIPS, PPC, and SuperH processor architectures. All of the variants differ slightly in 

targeting and in capabilities. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Hawaii gov. claims couldn’t use Twitter 

SOURCE https://www.aol.com/article/news/2018/01/23/hawaiis-governor-said-he-couldnt-notify-the-public-of-

the-false-missile-alarm-because-he-forgot-his-twitter-password/23340862/  

GIST Hawaii Gov. David Ige said the panic that ensued during a false alarm warning of an imminent missile 

attack wasn't addressed sooner because he forgot his Twitter password and couldn't notify the public. 

 

During a press conference on Monday, Ige took some of the blame the mix-up that caused panic 

throughout Hawaii and made headlines worldwide, according to the Honolulu Star Advertiser. 

 

The missile defense notification system was accidentally triggered on January 13 after an employee 

mistakenly pushed the wrong button and sent mobile notifications to all in the vicinity, warning them of an 

imminent ballistic missile attack. 

 

The blunder caused mass panic around Hawaii, as people quickly took cover and prepared for impact. 

 

A second alert clarifying that there was no missile threat to Hawaii was not sent out until 38 minutes after 

the initial notice. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Phoenix man in terror case jailed 1yr 

SOURCE https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/phoenix/2018/01/22/phoenix-man-terror-case-sentenced-

1-year-prison-4-years-probation-derrick-thompson/1054083001/  

GIST A Phoenix man convicted of plotting a "lone wolf"-style terrorist attack was sentenced to one year in 

prison and four years' probation Monday in Maricopa County Superior Court. 

 

Derrick Thompson, 31, pleaded guilty this month to assisting a criminal syndicate and solicitation to 

commit misconduct involving weapons. 

 

Judge Pamela Gates gave Thompson 110 days of incarceration credit. As part of his probation terms, 

which will start once he is released from prison, he'll have to surrender his passport and won't be able to 

travel outside of Maricopa County without permission. 

 

Thompson also will be restricted from having contact with any affiliates of a known terror group or from 
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visiting any terrorism-backed websites, and will also have his computer monitored.  

 

His defense attorney Robert Ditsworth told Gates that Thompson had difficulty getting his life back 

together after he was released from prison in an unrelated case, and then he lost his father.  

 

"I think he was playing around on the internet being an idiot," Ditsworth said. 

 

Gates warned Thompson, who waived his right to make a statement prior to his sentencing, that he could 

be facing more than three years in prison if he didn't comply with his terms of probation. 

 

Thompson was arrested in December 2016 after a two-year FBI investigation. 

 

Prosecutors say in court records that Thompson was an "avowed jihadist" who voiced his support online 

for the Islamic State, more commonly known as ISIS, and the attacks that sympathizers have orchestrated 

in Western nations. 

 

Also, Thompson had searched online for assault rifles, scopes, ammunition, suppressors, handguns and 

crossbows, court documents say.  

 

A review of his Google account in October 2016 shows that he searched for the terms  “istishad 

(martyrdom) vs. suicide” on the same day he searched for “Midnight Mass” — a Christian tradition of 

celebrating Christmas in a church in the late-night hours of Christmas Eve or midnight on Christmas Day, 

court records show. 

 

The review, court documents say, also showed that there was an online search for “fatwa on killing 

civilians,” as well as a post to his Google Plus account that stated, “Right, we need to get down with this 

ISIS s--t.”  

 

FBI agents also tracked an online seller of a handgun with whom Thompson had contacted in January 

2016 through Backpage.com, court records say.  

 

Thompson was already prohibited from possessing firearms because of previous convictions of aggravated 

assault and armed robbery.  

 

While terrorism suspects are traditionally tried in federal courts, state prosecutors recently began taking 

some of the cases, based partly on Arizona statutes’ lower burden of proof. 

 

Federal prosecutors require an “overt act” to prove terrorism conspiracy, such as purchasing a weapon or 

explosive. Arizona law only requires evidence of intent, such as an agreement between one person and 

another person. 

 

Thompson’s case was one of the first amid an Arizona Attorney General’s Office push to prosecute 

would-be terrorism suspects. 

 

But unlike other previous cases brought by the state's Attorney General's Office, Thompson didn't 

explicitly face a terrorism charge under Arizona statutes. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Ohio man in terror plot sentenced 22yrs 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/ohio-man-who-trained-with-terrorists-

overseas-and-plotted-to-kill-us-troops-sentenced-to-22-years/2018/01/22/2d18ff42-ff8f-11e7-9d31-

d72cf78dbeee_story.html?utm_term=.b05f7d886fa1  

GIST A Columbus, Ohio, man who trained with terrorists overseas and plotted to kill American troops upon his 

return to the United States was sentenced Monday to 22 years in federal prison, a spokeswoman for the 
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U.S. attorney’s office said. 

 

Abdirahman Sheik Mohamud, 26, had pleaded guilty to providing material support to terrorists and giving 

a false statement involving international terrorism in August 2015. Court documents say Mohamud 

admitted traveling in early 2014 to Syria in an attempt to join his brother, a fighter with the al-Nusrah 

Front terrorist group, and give him $1,000 and a communication device. 

 

Mohamud made it to the country with the funds, court records show, and while there, he was trained by al-

Nusrah in weapons and tactics, including how to enter a structure and kill people inside. 

 

Mohamud’s brother, Abdifatah Aden, was killed in June 2014, and there is no evidence he and Mohamud 

ever met face-to-face, court documents filed by prosecutors say. Mohamud returned to the United States 

that same month and began to recruit others for a terrorist plot — possibly involving killing military 

personnel in Texas, the documents say. 

 

It is unclear how far along he got in his effort. In September, court documents filed by prosecutors say, 

Mohamud and three other men went to a central Ohio shooting range, where Mohamud taught two of them 

how to shoot a handgun. But Mohamud’s defense attorney wrote in court papers that by the end of 

November 2014, Mohamud had “completely abandoned” any plans for terrorism. 

 

The FBI arrested Mohamud in February 2015, and court documents say he lied to law enforcement about 

his time overseas. 

 

Prosecutors had asked that Mohamud be sentenced to 23 years in federal prison. Defense attorneys had not 

requested a specific penalty but noted that Mohamud was remorseful for what he had done. In court 

filings, Mohamud’s defense attorneys wrote that Mohamud was heavily influenced by his brother and fully 

radicalized when he traveled to Syria, though once home, he “realized the immoral and illegal nature of 

terrorist ideology.” 

 

“Mr. Mohamud already appreciates the seriousness of his conduct and feels nothing but remorse for his 

willingness to embrace a violent and dangerous ideology,” Mohamud’s defense attorneys wrote. “This 

self-awareness will ensure that Defendant never again poses a threat of danger to others, or to the United 

States.” 

 

Mohamud, who was born in Somalia and came to the United States just before his second birthday, is a 

naturalized citizen, though prosecutors wrote in court papers that obtaining that status was meant to further 

his and his brother’s terrorist plan. 

 

Prosecutors wrote that Mohamud, who had been a legal permanent resident since 1993, had begun the 

naturalization process only after communicating with at least one person linked to a terrorist organization, 

and he sent his brother a message pledging to join him as a fighter overseas in September 2013. That was 

months before he took his oath of allegiance to the United States at a naturalization ceremony in February 

2014. 

 

Prosecutors wrote that Mohamud had also posted a picture showing armed fighters of the Islamic State in 

March 2013. He wrote on his naturalization application that he had in no way been associated with a 

terrorist organization, nor had he advocated the overthrow of any government by force or violence. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 ISIS steps up campaign to inspire attacks 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/middle-east/we-are-in-your-home-after-losses-isis-steps-up-campaign-

to-inspire-attacks-1.508003  

GIST The man with the Islamic State scarf appears to be playing a kind of jihadist peekaboo. 
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In the photo, he hides his features behind the terrorist group's infamous logo but shows just enough 

background scenery so viewers can recognize his location: New York's Central Park, in wintertime. 

 

"We are in your home," reads the photo's simple caption, posted online a few days after Christmas and 

circulated widely on a prominent jihadist internet channel. 

 

Precisely when the photo was taken is not known, but the message is chillingly clear. It has been repeated 

in similar posts in recent weeks, all purporting to show Islamic State operatives casing landmarks in 

Western cities and urging followers to carry out attacks wherever they are. "It is time to harvest the heads," 

the narrator in one such video states. 

 

Such is the typical fare served up by the Islamic State's propaganda machine, which remains very much 

alive three months after the fall of the terrorist organization's capital in Raqqa, Syria. The self-proclaimed 

caliphate has been reduced to a handful of villages in the Syrian desert, but the "virtual caliphate" fights 

on, a diminished but still formidable presence focused on rallying the group's followers in the face of 

crushing military defeats, according to U.S. officials and independent analysts. 

 

The content has changed significantly since the loss of Raqqa, formerly home to the group's official media 

division and production facilities. Gone are the glossy Islamic State magazines and slick videos extolling 

the virtues of life under militant Islamist rule. In their place is a steady stream of incitements, nearly all of 

them aimed at offering encouragement and detailed instructions for carrying out terrorist attacks. 

 

Some are amateurish and appear to originate not from studios or official spokesmen, but from bloggers 

and other volunteers who often are only loosely affiliated with the Islamic State - the online equivalent of 

lone-wolf terrorists who act without official guidance or instruction. Terrorism analysts say the Islamic 

State is growing more dependent on such independent platforms, which are capable of distributing highly 

targeted appeals in scores of local languages and can't be easily silenced by military strikes. 

 

At the same time, there are signs of new life from the group's official mouthpiece. Last week, the Islamic 

State's Amaq News Agency issued its first English-language communiques since mid-September, just 

before the fall of Raqqa. The first weeks of 2018 have also seen a sharp rise in traffic on pro-Islamic State 

social media accounts compared with previous months, according to an analysis released Friday by the 

SITE Intelligence Group, a private firm that monitors jihadist content. 

 

"The Islamic State is now showing the first signs of a regrouping media operation," said SITE Executive 

Director Rita Katz. "The group suffered major setbacks by coalition and regime attacks but is now clearly 

taking major steps to reassemble its propaganda operation, which is among its most dangerous weapons." 

 

The newest propaganda campaign illustrates the difficulties faced by counterterrorism officials in seeking 

to stop militants from connecting with would-be terrorists in the United States and throughout the West. 

Even after destroying the Islamic State's sanctuary and successfully blocking - with help from private 

companies - hundreds of the group's social media accounts, the terrorists and their supporters continue to 

find ways to get their messages out, analysts say. 

 

"The depletion of ISIS on the battlefield has not yet translated into the degradation of ISIS in the online 

space," said Tara Maller, a former CIA military analyst and senior policy adviser for the Counter 

Extremism Project, a nonpartisan group that promotes policies to block extremist content online. "What 

we see is a continuing effort to engage online and an increased effort to inspire people to carry out lone-

wolf attacks." 

 

U.S. officials and analysts have been watching closely to see how the collapse of the caliphate would 

affect the group's propaganda machine, the driving force behind the Islamic State's rise to global 

prominence. Beginning in Syria in 2013, the group's leaders spent millions of dollars creating a nimble, 

technically savvy media operation with a heavy social media presence. 

 

Under Presidents Barack Obama and Trump, the Pentagon and CIA tried different measures to knock the 
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terrorists offline. U.S. fighter jets and drones bombed the Islamic State's production houses and stalked its 

spokesmen, while the State Department pressed YouTube and other social media companies to block the 

militants' Web channels and chat rooms. In response, the terrorists shifted tactics, migrating to different 

social media platforms and cultivating a global network of allies to amplify official messages and post 

their own pro-Islamic State content. 

 

Still, the fall of Raqqa in October resulted in a steep decline in the Islamic State's official media output. 

Rumiyah, the group's flagship online publication, appears to have ceased production entirely, while the 

number of routine posts and videos is down sharply. The analysis by SITE shows that Islamic State-

affiliated websites put out a total of 907 communiques, reports and videos between November and 

December of 2016. During the same period this past year, the group and its supporters managed only 211. 

 

An analysis published Jan. 7 by the national security blog Lawfare cites an overall drop in content of about 

90 percent from the Islamic State's high-water mark in 2015. 

 

"This is not just a media decline - it is a full-fledged collapse," the report's authors, counterterrorism 

researchers Charlie Winter and Jade Parker, write in the blog. 

 

But volunteers have stepped up to fill the gap, analysts say. The broader web of militant commentators and 

videographers - a network that was encouraged and facilitated by the Islamic State in its heyday - was 

designed to continue functioning even if the mother branch was completely shut down. 

 

While many of the individual cyberwarriors have been around for years, the Islamic State has become 

more reliant on them in issuing appeals for what Winter and Parker call "retributive terrorism" - acts of 

violence intended to avenge the group's losses while convincing followers and foes that it remains 

relevant. 

 

"Before its territorial decline, a successful terrorist operation was a tactical bonus. Now, it is a strategic 

necessity," the writers state. "The online sphere has been tailored to facilitate these attacks more efficiently 

than ever before. 

 

The posting of the "peekaboo" jihadist's selfie in New York was part of a remarkable incitement campaign 

that began in the weeks before Christmas and continued through early January. Several videos and 

photographs that appeared online during the period sought to convey the impression that Islamic State 

warriors were lurking everywhere. The images depict well-known landmarks such as Paris's Eiffel Tower, 

the Sydney Harbor Bridge in Australia and the Los Angeles skyline. 

 

The New York photo appears to have been taken outside New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art, on the 

edge of Central Park on the city's Upper East Side. It is unclear whether the photo is genuine or altered, 

but it depicts weather similar to that experienced by New Yorkers late last month, with pedestrians in 

heavy coats and hats trudging along sidewalks lightly covered with snow. 

 

A commentary accompanying one of the videos warns of coming terrorist attacks while offering tips to 

supporters on how to unleash mayhem during the Christmas holiday season, when urban streets would be 

packed with shoppers and revelers. 

 

"Make [explosive] devices and plant them in their celebrations," it says, "or set their homes and forests on 

fire, or run over the largest number of unbelievers with your vehicle, or stab them repeatedly with a knife." 

 

Other postings in recent weeks offered detailed technical advice. On the messaging application Telegram, 

Islamic State supporters published a "Knights of the Lone Jihad" series with how-to manuals on 

everything from bombmaking to the poisoning of food supplies. 

 

Experts who closely monitor jihadist channels say the overall impression is that of a vibrant propaganda 

machine that hasn't slowed appreciably or moderated its content. To ensure the broadest audience, the 

messages are typically translated into multiple languages, including English, Arabic, Russian, Urdu and 
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even Chinese. 

 

"When you look at the unofficial ISIS material out there - the stuff posted by ISIS supporters - that has not 

diminished," said Steven Stalinsky, executive director of the Middle East Media Research Institute, a 

Washington nonprofit. "There is so much content - so many accounts, so many new chats - and more 

popping up every day." 

 

For whatever reason, the holiday season appeals did not bear fruit, although there was at least one close 

call. In mid-December, federal officials arrested a 26-year-old California man for allegedly plotting a 

Christmas-week attack on San Francisco's famed Pier 39 commercial area. U.S. officials said the suspect, a 

former Marine, had expressed support for the Islamic State on social media. 

 

Both suspects in the two attacks in New York last year - Sayfullo Saipov, the Uzbek immigrant who ran 

over pedestrians with a truck in Lower Manhattan on Oct. 31, and Akayed Ullah, a Bangladeshi immigrant 

who exploded a crude bomb in a Times Square subway tunnel on Dec. 11 - also told authorities they were 

inspired by Islamic State videos. 

 

Each terrorism attempt - successful or not - serves as a reinforcer, generating waves of excitement among 

online jihadists while encouraging further use of the same tactics, said Stalinsky, who also is the author of 

"American Traitor," a biography of the al-Qaida propagandist Adam Gadahn. 

 

"Even if it's a small attack, it pumps blood into the cyber-body of ISIS," he said. "All it takes is one attack 

to produce a lot of energy for the online movement." 
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HEADLINE 01/22 ISIS looted gold, cash from Philippines 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-philippines-militants-islamicstate-ex/exclusive-looted-cash-gold-

helps-islamic-state-recruit-in-philippines-idUSKBN1FC0E2  

GIST MARAWI CITY, Philippines (Reuters) - Islamist insurgents looted cash, gold and jewellery worth tens of 

millions of dollars when they occupied a southern Philippines town last year, treasure one of their leaders 

has used to recruit around 250 fighters for fresh attacks. 

 

The military said Humam Abdul Najib escaped from Marawi City, which the militants had hoped to 

establish as a stronghold for Islamic State in Southeast Asia, before it was recaptured by the military in 

October after five months of ferocious battles and aerial bombardment. 

 

Since then, Najib, also known as Abu Dar, has used the booty looted from bank vaults, shops and homes in 

Marawi to win over boys and young men in the impoverished southern province of Lanao del Sur, military 

officers in the area said. Hardened mercenaries are also joining, lured by the promise of money. 

 

As a result, Islamic State followers remain a potent threat in Southeast Asia even though hundreds of 

militants were killed in the battle for Marawi, the officers said. 

 

“Definitely they haven’t abandoned their intent to create a caliphate in Southeast Asia,” Colonel Romeo 

Brawner, the deputy commander of Joint Task Force Marawi, told Reuters. 

 

“That’s the overall objective, but in the meantime while they are still trying to recover and build up again - 

fighters and weapons - our estimate is they are going to launch terrorist attacks.” 

 

On Saturday, militants wounded eight soldiers in two attacks in Lanao del Sur, Brawner said, the first such 

violence since the recapture of Marawi. 

 

In the early days of the occupation of Marawi last May, as black-clad fighters burned churches, released 

prisoners and cut the power supply, other militants targeted banks and the homes of wealthy citizens, 
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commandeering hostages to help with the plunder. 

 

“It was in the first week. They divided us into three groups with seven people each,” said J.R. Montesa, a 

Christian construction worker who was captured by the militants. 

 

Using explosives, the militants blew open the vaults of the city’s three main banks, Landbank, the 

Philippine National Bank and the Al Amanah Islamic Bank, Montesa told Reuters in a town near Marawi. 

They trucked away the booty, easily slipping out of Marawi because a security cordon was not fully in 

place. 

 

They also raided jewellery stores, pawnshops and businesses. 

 

Landbank and Al Amanah did not respond to requests for comment. Philippine National said recovering 

losses because of the Marawi fighting was a concern, but did not give details. 

 

The Islamic celebration of Ramadan was looming at the time the militants struck and banks, businesses 

and homes had more money than usual, said Marawi City police chief Ebra Moxsir. The Maranaos, the 

ethnic group that dominates the area around Marawi, are mostly Muslims. 

 

“There was a lot of money inside the battle area,” he told Reuters. “Maranaos keep millions of pesos in 

safety vaults in their homes. Gold, also. It is a tradition of the Maranao to give gifts of money (during 

Ramadan).” 

 

Montesa said vans they loaded with the spoils of the raids were “overflowing”, with money, gold and other 

valuables stuffed into every crevice of the vehicles. 

 

“They were saying it was a gift from Allah. They would say ‘Allahu Akbar’ (God is greatest) while we 

were stealing.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Fighting rages Turkey push in Syria 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/019bba5b3dc24881804d7cadd8984c34/Fighting-rages-amid-Turkish-push-in-

Kurdish-enclave-in-Syria  

GIST HASSA, Turkey (AP) — Intense fighting flared Monday as Turkish troops and their allies advanced on a 

Kurdish enclave in northwestern Syria, the third day of Ankara’s offensive to oust a U.S.-allied Kurdish 

militia from the area, according to the militia and a war monitoring group. 

 

Skirmishes between Turkish troops and Kurdish fighters also broke out farther east in Syria, threatening to 

widen the scope of the new front in the Syrian war that pits Turkey against Washington’s main ally in the 

region. 

 

The Turkish ground and air offensive on Afrin, codenamed “Operation Olive Branch,” began Saturday, 

raising tensions in the already-complicated Syrian conflict and threatening to further strain ties between 

Turkey and the U.S., both NATO allies. Turkey says it aims to create a 30-kilometer (20-mile) deep 

“secure zone” in Afrin, the Kurdish-controlled enclave on its border. 

 

The Turkish military announced late Monday its first fatality to the operation. It said a soldier was killed in 

cross-border raid. 

 

The U.N. Security Council was scheduled to convene later Monday to discuss the situation. 

 

A NATO statement said it has contacted Turkey over the offensive. NATO said Turkey has suffered from 

terrorism and has the right to self-defense but urged Ankara to do so in a “proportionate and measured 

way.” 
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NATO also said it has no presence in Syria but that as members of the anti-Islamic State coalition, “our 

focus is on the defeat” of the extremists. 

 

U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said Turkey has “legitimate security concerns” about Syria. Speaking to 

reporters traveling with him Sunday to Indonesia, he said diplomats are working on a solution to Turkey’s 

confrontation with the Syrian Kurdish fighters, known as the People’s Defense Units or YPG, who have 

been the key U.S. military ally in battling the Islamic State in Syria. Turkey considers the YPG a terrorist 

group because of its ties to its own Kurdish insurgency. 

 

Mattis said Ankara gave the U.S. military advance notice of its Afrin offensive. 

 

The U.S. has offered direct military and logistical support to a Kurdish-led group known as the Syrian 

Democratic Forces that spearheaded the fight against IS in Syria. With the near total defeat of IS in both 

Syria and Iraq, the U.S. said it would create a 30,000-strong border force of existing Kurdish and Arab 

SDF members to ensure there would be no IS comeback. 

 

That announcement has outraged Turkey, and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has tried to walk back the 

U.S. position, saying it was portrayed incorrectly. The U.S. focus in recent years has been on eastern 

Syria. The area west of the Euphrates River, including Afrin, has been more of a problem for the U.S. 

because Turkey had said it would not accept a Kurdish military presence there. 

 

The U.S. is discussing with Turkey and others the possibility of setting up a security zone on the Syria 

border to address Turkey’s concerns about a Kurdish enclave there, Tillerson said while traveling in 

Europe on Monday. Such a zone could help stabilize the situation and meet Turkey’s legitimate concerns 

over security, he said. 

 

The U.S. recognizes Turkey’s “legitimate right” to defend itself from terrorists, he said, but added that 

Washington wants Turkey to try to be precise in its Afrin operation and to limit it by showing restraint. 

 

But Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has promised to expand the operation, threatening to push 

farther east to the town of Manbij to the east, which the Kurdish fighters had liberated of Islamic State 

militants in 2016 and currently administer. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 NY man pleads guilty to terror support 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/c7f8a8cf69584132a440c652010708ad/New-York-man-pleads-guilty-to-trying-to-

support-terrorism  

GIST BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — A New York man who traveled to Turkey in an attempt to join the Islamic State 

group has pleaded guilty to attempting to provide material support to a terrorist organization. 

 

Arafat Nagi (NAH’-gee) entered the plea in federal court in Buffalo on Monday. The 47-year-old 

Lackawanna (lak-ah-WAH’-nah) man faces up to 15 years in prison when he’s sentenced in May. 

 

Prosecutors say Nagi traveled to Turkey in 2012 and 2014 with plans to meet members of the Islamic State 

group, first purchasing military combat items including body armor, a machete, night vision goggles and a 

black and white flag associated with the group. 

 

Authorities say he was planning his third trip to Turkey, with plans to continue to Syria to join the fighters, 

at the time of his arrest in 2015. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Envoy: Pakistan won’t be ‘scapegoat’ 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/22/aizaz-ahmad-chaudhry-pakistan-wont-be-

scapegoat-fo/  

GIST Pakistan’s top diplomat lashed out at the Trump administration’s decision to withhold millions in foreign 

aid and military assistance to Islamabad over its suspected support for extremist militants in the region, 

saying Pakistan refuses to be the White House’s “scapegoat” for its failing Afghan war policy. 

 

In his first public statements since the White House decision to sharply curtail bilateral security aid to the 

South Asian nation, Pakistani Ambassador to the U.S. Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry said Islamabad will not 

engage with Washington “in a transactional relationship” where diplomatic ties are defined by punitive 

actions driven by unsubstantiated rhetoric. 

 

“We will not wholeheartedly take the blame” for the worsening situation in Afghanistan, Mr. Chaudhry 

said during a speech at the Washington-based Center for Strategic and International Studies. Pakistan “is 

being scapegoated for the failures in Afghanistan,” he added. 

 

His comments come weeks after U.S. U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley announced plans to indefinitely 

suspend $225 million in foreign aid, accusing Islamabad of playing “a double game for years” with its 

selective support of certain Pakistani-based terror groups. 

 

State Department officials followed up a week later, announcing their plans to block all bilateral security 

aid to the country. 

 

The U.S. has given more than $30 billion in aid to Islamabad since 2001, much of it for military training 

and purchases of U.S.-made weaponry. The relationship has been tumultuous though, highlighted by the 

U.S. special forces mission in 2011 that killed al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden at a hideout deep inside 

Pakistan. 

 

President Trump’s new blueprint for the 17-year-old Afghan war, outlined last summer, had sharp words 

for Pakistan’s role in the conflict, demanding Islamabad crack down on terror groups inside its territory 

who were helping the Taliban insurgency. 

 

State Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert told reporters that Pakistan’s unwillingness to curb groups 

like Tehrik-i-Taliban, the Pakistani faction of the terror group, and the Haqqani Network forced the 

administration’s hand. 

 

Pakistan has repeatedly denied claims of its support for terror groups, citing its own robust 

counterterrorism operations in the volatile federal tribal areas along the Afghan-Pakistan border and the 

casualties its army has taken in anti-terror operations. 

 

On Monday, Mr. Chaudhry took an even more direct shot at American-led security and stability efforts in 

Afghanistan, saying it was the lack of order and stable government there that was the root cause of the 

crisis. 

 

“The tide of terrorism has been reversed” inside Pakistan, he said, adding stability in Afghanistan is the 

only way Islamabad can continue to capitalize on that progress. “Our gains will continue to be at risk … 

unless Afghanistan stabilizes.” 

 

Pakistan’s security forces “have been breathing down [the terror groups’] necks” and limiting territory for 

safe havens where extremist groups can operate inside the country. Meanwhile, the U.S.-backed central 

government in Kabul can only keep 60 percent of Afghanistan out of the Taliban’s hands, the Pakistani 

diplomat noted. 

 

Despite the harsh rhetoric, there are signs neither side is ready for a permanent break, particularly when 

Pakistan provides a key logistical route for U.S. forces and materiel into Afghanistan. 
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Central Command chief Gen. Joseph Votel and Gen. Qamar Javed Bajwa, head of Pakistan’s army, have 

remained in “continuous communication” in the weeks following the U.S. aid cut-off announcement. 

 

“We value mutual understanding of interests and concerns that we need to consider and might lead to a 

positive path forward,” command spokesman Col. John Thomas said earlier this month. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Boy: lived w/US family under ISIS rule 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ayham-elias-iraqi-boy-tells-cbs-news-isis-american-family-raqqa/  

GIST NEAR DOHUK, Iraq -- Ayham Elias is an 8-year-old Iraqi boy who made it back from territory held by 

the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) in November, more than three years after he was kidnapped by 

the extremists. But when the little boy arrived in a muddy refugee village near Dohuk in northern Iraq, his 

family immediately noticed a change; Ayham had somehow learned to speak fluent English. 

 

He says he lived under ISIS rule with an American family. He only knew they were American because the 

woman told him she was from the U.S. 

 

Ayham tells CBS News correspondent Holly Williams that he spent two years living with the American 

woman and her four children in Raqqa, which was then the ISIS self-declared capital city in Syria. 

 

Asked what the woman's name was, Ayham said he called her Umm Yusuf, but that her real name was 

Sam. 

 

Amazingly, an ISIS propaganda video released in August seems to confirm much of his story. It shows 

Ayham with a boy he identifies as Yusuf -- whom he says was the American family's oldest child. 

 

He says the family treated him with kindness. They were forced to make the video by an ISIS gunman, he 

tells CBS News. 

 

Ayham is a member of the Yazidi religious minority, which was ruthlessly targeted by ISIS as the 

militants rampaged across Iraq in 2014. Yazidi men were killed and women and children were kidnapped -

- the women later sold as sex slaves. 

 

Ayham tells CBS News he was separated from his mother -- who is still missing -- and beaten before he 

was handed over to the American woman named Sam. 

 

Her husband, a North African man, was killed by an airstrike, Ayham says, as the U.S. coalition 

pummelled Raqqa to eventually help regional forces retake the sprawling city. 

 

"All the night they're bombing our house," the young boy recalls. "All the night." 

 

Ayham fled ISIS territory with the American family, he says, but they became separated, and now he 

misses them. 

 

"I want to go next to this woman," he tells Willams. "Next to this family. American. American family." 

 

It's an extraordinary story, but the woman he knew as Sam remains a mystery. CBS News has not been 

able to confirm her identity, or her U.S. citizenship. We don't know how she ended up living under ISIS, 

or where she and her children are now. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 US: Russia to blame in chemical attack 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-russia-us-foments-syria-kurdish-separatism-

52517439?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST The Latest on the developments in Syria and Turkey's offensive on the Syrian Kurdish enclave of Afrin 

(all times local): 

 

4:45 p.m. 

 

The United States is accusing Russia of "costing innocent Syrian lives" amid new reports of a suspected 

chemical attack in Syria. 

 

Activists and rescue teams say the Syrian government launched an attack with suspected poisonous gas 

that affected nearly 20 civilians in a rebel-held suburb near Damascus. 

 

U.S. State Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert says Moscow's "unwillingness or inability to restrain 

the Assad regime is costing innocent Syrian lives." She says the United States has tried to hold responsible 

those using chemical weapons in attacks that "have killed far too many Syrians." 

 

Nauert is blaming Russia for thwarting efforts at the U.N. "to protect those civilian lives." She's calling on 

Russia to bring Syrian President Bashar Assad's government to the table for talks on a political resolution 

to the civil war. 

 

——— 

 

4:30 p.m. 

 

Syrian state TV says shelling from rebel-held areas has killed at least five civilians and wounded more 

than eight in the capital, Damascus. 

 

State television, citing a police statement, says Monday's shelling struck the Bab Touma and al-Shaghour 

neighborhoods. It blamed the shelling on rebels in the eastern Ghouta suburbs. 

 

Government forces have surrounded eastern Ghouta, the last rebel stronghold near the capital, and 

regularly target it with shelling and airstrikes. The UN says some 400,000 civilians are trapped in eastern 

Ghouta with little to no access to basic services or aid. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Yemen rebels fire rockets at military parade 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/yemen-rebels-fire-rockets-military-parade-killing-

52520767?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Yemeni security officials say Houthi rebels fired Katyusha rockets on a military parade near the central 

city of Taiz on Monday, killing at least seven people, including a local journalist, in an apparent 

assassination attempt on the interior minister and his deputy. 

 

The officials said three civilians and four soldiers were killed, while a Yemeni correspondent for satellite 

broadcaster Russia Today was wounded. They spoke on condition of anonymity because they weren't 

authorized to brief reporters. 

 

Yemen's war pits a Saudi-led coalition allied with the internationally recognized government against Shiite 

Houthi rebels, who are allied with Iran and control much of northern Yemen, including the capital, Sanaa. 

 

Overnight and into the morning, coalition airstrikes around the Houthi stronghold of Saada in the north 

killed at least seven people, including five children, the pro-Houthi Masirah channel reported. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 TSA issues emergency order on cargo 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/tsa-emergency-action-stricter-air-cargo-scrutiny-5-predominantly-

muslim-countries/  

GIST Growing concern about terrorists getting a bomb onto a plane headed for the United States prompted an 

emergency order requiring stricter scrutiny of air cargo by TSA Administrator David Pekoske.  Effective 

Monday morning, all cargo being loaded onto flights at last point of departure airports in five 

predominately Muslim countries — Egypt, Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates — 

will be subject to the new requirements.  

 

"These countries were chosen because of a demonstrated intent by terrorist groups to attack aviation from 

them," said a TSA official familiar with the order.  "This is all intel driven." 

 

Last year, these countries were among those subject to the so-called laptop ban that prohibited electronics 

larger than a cell phone to be carried on in the passenger cabin.  

 

"In close coordination with CBP, I directed specific carriers to implement strict security requirements 

based upon recent information that established a need to implement additional security measures for air 

cargo bound to the United States, on both passenger and cargo aircraft," Pekoske said in a statement to 

CBS News.  

 

Six airlines — EgyptAir, Royal Jordanian, Qatar, Saudi, Emirates and Etihad — serving the U.S. from 

seven airports are now required to comply with Air Cargo Advance Screening protocols.  Known as 

ACAS, it is typically a voluntary program, that provides the TSA and Customs and Border Protection with 

advanced information about all cargo those carriers plan to bring to the United States.  

 

The airports subject to the order include Cairo International Airport in Egypt, Queen Alia International 

Airport in Jordan, King Abdul-Aziz International Airport and King Khalid International Airport in Saudi 

Arabia, Doha International Airport in Qatar, as well as Dubai International Airport and Abu Dhabi 

International Airport in the U.A.E. 

 

All cargo loaded on an airplane already undergoes security screening. The new measures will give TSA 

and CBP specific additional information in advance of cargo being loaded onto a U.S.-bound flight. The 

carriers will be required to provide details like where a parcel was sent from, who sent it, where it's been 

since it was mailed, how it was sent, where its going, and its contents. That is a similar level of "total asset 

visibility" that comes with a package sent through FedEx or UPS.  

 

"Anomaly detection is the bottom line here," said a TSA official. "This helps us track those anomalies." 

 

Turkey is the only other country required to participate in ACAS, an order that followed a failed terror plot 

to blow up an Australian airliner over the summer. High-grade military explosives were sent by air cargo 

from Turkey as part of that plot.  

 

The emergency order, referred to by TSA officials as an emergency amendment, builds on continuing 

concern about a bomb concealed in a large personal electronic device like a laptop that may not be easily 

detectable by some screening equipment. Intelligence that ISIS had constructed such a device prompted 

the short lived laptop ban and resulted in a two phased increase of security at foreign airports with direct 

flights to the U.S.   

 

"We haven't necessarily seen anything 'brand new' in terms of a new threat but we are seeing things and 

want to stay ahead of the threat that we've seen over the past nine months or so. There's enough out there, 

enough threat streams, that give us enough concern that we need to move forward with this as quickly as 

possible," said a TSA official familiar with the current threat intelligence. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Official: Kabul attack death toll rises 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/afghan-official-death-toll-kabul-attack-rises-22-

52542656?   

GIST An Afghan official says that the death toll from the Taliban attack over the weekend on Kabul's 

Intercontinental Hotel has risen to 22, including 14 foreigners and eight Afghans. 

 

Najib Danish, spokesman for the interior ministry, said on Tuesday that after the deadly siege ended on 

Sunday, security forces also defused a vehicle full of explosives near the site of the attack. 

 

Earlier reports said that along with the 14 foreigners, four Afghans died in the attack, which ended after 

security forces said they had killed the last of six Taliban militants who stormed the hilltop hotel. 

 

Danish says an investigation is underway to find out how the attackers got into the building so easily. 

 

More than 150 people were rescued or managed to escape, including 41 foreigners. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Belgium reduces terror threat level 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/22/belgium-reduces-terror-threat-to-level-unseen-since-

2015.html  

GIST BRUSSELS –  Belgium is reducing its terror threat level from the second-highest mark for the first time in 

over two years. 

 

The country has lived under a threat level of at least three on a four-step scale since November 2015, when 

Islamic State extremists carried out multiple attacks in Paris that killed 130 people. 

 

A level three means a domestic terror attack is "possible and likely." 

 

The Coordination Unit for Threat Analysis lowered the security rating on Monday to level two, indicating 

there was "little likelihood" of an attack. 

 

The threat level briefly hit four in March 2016, when 32 people were killed at Brussels' international 

airport and in the subway system. 

 

Level three called for a beefed-up police presence, reinforced by armed soldiers, in major cities and around 

potential targets such as tourist attractions. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Turkey’s ‘Operation Olive Branch’ 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/22/ap-explains-turkeys-operation-olive-branch-in-

afrin.html  

GIST ISTANBUL –  Turkey has launched an air and ground campaign into Afrin, a Kurdish-controlled enclave 

in northwestern Syria. Codenamed "Operation Olive Branch," it's the latest chapter in a decades-long 

conflict between Turkey and Kurdish militants. Here's a look at why this is happening now and what's at 

stake: 

 

___ 

 

WHAT'S THE GOAL? 
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Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yildirim has said Turkey wants to create a 30-kilometer (20-mile) deep 

"secure zone" in Afrin. President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has said the military operation is essential for 

Turkey's security and Syria's territorial integrity. 

 

The Turkish operation aims to oust from Afrin a militia made up of an estimated 8,000 to 10,000 fighters 

affiliated with the People's Protection Units or YPG, a Syrian Kurdish group that has controlled territory in 

northern Syria and proven effective in fighting the Islamic State group. 

 

Turkey considers the YPG to be a terrorist organization and an extension of the outlawed Kurdistan 

Workers' Party or PKK, which has fought for Kurdish autonomy in Turkey. 

 

The PKK has waged an insurgency in Turkey since 1984 that has claimed some 40,000 lives. A peace 

process collapsed in 2015 and the conflict resumed, with devastating street battles and major bomb attacks 

in cities. 

 

The YPG and its political counterpart, the Democratic Union Party, or PYD, say they want regional 

autonomy within a federalized Syria. They control nearly 25 percent of Syrian territory dubbed Rojava 

that includes the three "cantons" of Afrin, Kobani and Jazira. 

 

The PKK, YPG and PYD consider as their guide the Kurdish Marxist-nationalist leader Abdullah Ocalan, 

who is imprisoned on a Turkish island for leading a separatist movement. 

 

While Turkey's Western allies, including the U.S., consider the PKK a terrorist group, Washington has 

offered direct military and logistical support for Syrian Kurdish militants, known as the Syrian Democratic 

Forces, to fight IS in Syria. This has infuriated Ankara and strained its relations with Washington even 

though the two are NATO allies. 

 

The YPG denies accusations of separatism and the YPG-dominated Syrian Democratic Forces said 

Monday the Turkish offensive "gives IS a space to breathe." 

 

___ 

 

WHY IS THIS HAPPENING NOW? 

 

Turkey has long warned it would not allow a "terror corridor" on its border with Syria and launched a 

cross-border operation with Syrian opposition forces into Jarablus in northern Syria in 2016. 

 

That operation cleared the Turkish border and nearly 2,000 square kilometers of the extremist IS but also 

aimed to prevent the YPG from linking the Afrin and Kobani cantons. 

 

Turkey is pushing to be a key player in the Syrian conflict on behalf of rebels in peace talks in Kazakhstan, 

where it has been negotiating with Russia and Iran, who represent the Syrian government. 

 

The parties have agreed on "de-escalation zones," which has allowed Turkey to send troops to rebel-held 

Idlib province in October as a monitor. But once again, Turkey's other goal has been to check the YPG's 

westward expansion, and Turkey amassed troops and armored vehicles between Idlib and Afrin. 

 

The latest development leading up to the Afrin operation was an announcement by the U.S. military earlier 

this month that it was going to create a 30,000-member border force with the Kurdish fighters to secure 

northern Syria. 

 

This has incensed Turkish leaders who claim that U.S. arms provided to the Syrian Kurds are and will be 

used against Turkey. 

 

Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has tried to walk back the U.S. position, saying it was misrepresented. 

The U.S. also is discussing with Turkey and others the possibility of setting up a security zone on the Syria 
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border to address Turkey's concerns about a Kurdish enclave there, Tillerson said Monday. The buffer 

zone Turkey has been pushing for since 2012 may be closer than ever, with one already established around 

Jarablus. 

 

___ 

 

WHAT'S AT STAKE? 

 

The Afrin operation poses considerable military and political risks for Turkey. Erdogan has slammed 

critics who describe the operation as an "invasion" and said Turkish troops would leave after fulfilling 

their mission. 

 

The Afrin district houses an estimated 800,000 civilians, including displaced people from earlier years of 

the Syrian war. Airstrikes could lead to another humanitarian crisis. 

 

If Turkey's campaign proves successful, it could continue on to Manbij, where U.S.-backed Kurdish 

militants are in control since pushing IS out. Turkey has long accused the U.S. of going back on a promise 

that the militants would withdraw from the town. 

 

The operation risks destabilizing a relatively peaceful area in Syria where civilians have found refuge and 

could further complicate the seven-year civil war. 

 

The U.S. has urged Turkey to exercise restraint and said it would maintain a military presence with the 

Kurds for the foreseeable future. This continued support angers Turkish leaders, who expressed dismay 

that the U.S. chose to work with Syrian Kurds rather than Turkey in the fight against IS. 

 

The European Union also warned Turkey that its offensive could undermine the Geneva peace talks. 

 

Russia has pulled back troops from Afrin but has recently firmed up its ties with the YPG, while Turkey 

has struck defense and trade deals with Russia, raising questions about its NATO membership. 

 

Syria's government in Damascus says it will shoot down any Turkish jets on raids in the country. The two 

governments have been at odds for years. 

 

The operation could also spread along the Turkish-Syrian border. Skirmishes in the east already have been 

reported. It risks intensifying the conflict within Turkey, further polarizing a divided nation where pro-

Kurdish lawmakers and many others have been arrested on alleged terror charges. 
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Suspicious, Unusual 
Top of page  

HEADLINE 01/22 Oregon seeks help w/stolen headstones 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/oregon-officials-ask-for-help-identifying-stolen-

headstones/  

GIST GRANTS PASS, Ore. — Got time on your hands? Want to help solve a local mystery? 

 

The public is being asked to help identify the few remaining grave markers that have yet to be identified 

from a criminal case this past year. Other memorials in the case have already been traced to local 

cemeteries. 

 

The markers were discovered in the house of Matthew Jason Millwood, 49, during an April 2017 Rogue 

Area Drug Enforcement Team search of his home on Southwest Isham Street in Grants Pass. 

 

In total, police seized 15 headstones or pieces of headstones, as well as drugs and guns. Millwood was 
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sentenced in December to just under two years in prison for crimes that included the unusual charge of 

“abuse of a memorial to the dead.” 

 

“I’ve never seen in my career someone who goes and steals headstones,” said newly retired Grants Pass 

police Detective Pete Jenista, who recently handed off the case to the Josephine County Historical Society. 

 

Millwood claimed in court records that he was a caretaker, but Jenista said he wouldn’t give any more 

details to police as to why he had taken the markers or where they all came from. 

 

Police were able to trace most of the grave markers to nearby cemeteries, including Pleasant Valley 

Cemetery near Hugo, Sloan Pioneer Cemetery near Wilderville, Rock Point Pioneer Cemetery in Gold Hill 

and Granite Hill Cemetery just west of Grants Pass. The origins of some remain harder to track, however. 

 

That’s where officials hope the public can help. 

 

“Normally we would have these maintained as evidence, but the District Attorney said to take photos and 

return them to see if we can’t get them back where they belong,” Jenista said. “If they aren’t restored to 

their proper places, the Josephine County Historical Society will be the stewards of that property.” 

 

The remaining markers have been turned over to the Historical Society in Grants Pass, which, so far, has 

been able to trace two of the remaining markers: brass placards belonging the Cameron Family that were 

taken from the Independent Order of Odd Fellows Cemetery, off Foothill Boulevard. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Oklahoma: 5 missing from rig explosion 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/7c1f0b321eb145c788402d1eecda3d99/Officials:-5-missing,-fire-out-after-

Oklahoma-rig-explosion  

GIST QUINTON, Okla. (AP) — Five people are missing after a fiery explosion ripped through an eastern 

Oklahoma drilling rig on Monday, sending plumes of black smoke into the air and leaving a derrick 

crumpled on the ground, emergency officials said. 

 

More than 20 employees were at the natural gas well site when the blast was reported around 8:45 a.m., 

Pittsburg County Sheriff Chris Morris said. Aerial footage showed several fires were still burning by 

midday on the rig and other equipment; the derrick, a towering metal structure above the well, collapsed 

onto the ground. 

 

Emergency crews were pulled away after other explosions at the site, where several tanks are also located, 

Pittsburg County Emergency Management Director Kevin Enloe said during an afternoon news 

conference. 

 

“Pretty much everything that is on location is on fire,” Enloe said. 

 

A statement Monday night from emergency management said the fire was out. 

 

The explosion occurred west of the town of Quinton, about 100 miles (161 kilometers) southeast of Tulsa. 

Enloe said firefighters were letting the blaze burn and weren’t putting water on it to keep from spreading 

possible hazardous materials at the site. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Air Force expands Spokane water testing  

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/876189/air-force-to-expand-testing-for-water-pollution-near-spokane/  

GIST AIRWAY HEIGHTS, Wash. (AP) — The U.S. Air Force is expanding the area they are testing for water 
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contamination in the Spokane suburb of Airway Heights. 

 

Last year, the city went without drinkable tap water for more than 20 days after officials said there were 

high levels of two different contaminants in the water and urged residents not to drink it. 

 

KREM-TV reports that the Air Force announced Friday it would expand the current sampling area to 

include more private well owners. 

  

Airway Heights is home to Fairchild Air Force Base. 

 

The water is contaminated with chemicals used by the Air Force in fire trucks from 1970-2016. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Report: NKorea ships head to Russia 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2018/01/22/Report-North-Korea-ships-blocked-in-

China-head-to-Russia/5871516630425/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_int&utm_medium=4  

GIST Jan. 22 (UPI) -- More North Korean ships are heading to Russia as sanctions take root and Chinese ports 

are under scrutiny for trade with Pyongyang. 

 

North Korea may be coping with the blacklisting of ships under international embargoes by sending more 

vessels to Russia than China in the second half of 2018, Voice of America reported Monday. 

 

According to data from the Port State Control Committee of the Asia Pacific, 55 ships of North Korean 

origin docked at Russian ports while 38 ships docked in China. 

 

The data set is from July to December 2017. 

 

In 2016, trends were moving in reverse, with 135 North Korean vessels receiving inspections in China 

between July and December 2016, while 55 vessels were registered as arrivals in Russia, according to the 

report. 

 

The number of North Korean vessels headed to China was already declining by March 2017, a possible 

sign China was implementing sanctions while North Koreans cut back on trade with its largest trading 

partner. 

 

China's commerce ministry has also stated it would not import North Korean coal, in compliance with 

United Nations Security Council sanctions Resolution 2321. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Metal spikes on roads in Kitsap Co. 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/its-a-little-disturbing-homemade-metal-spikes-found-strewn-

across-roads-in-kitsap-coun  

GIST POULSBO, Wash. -- A Poulsbo Fire engine was damaged by a metal spike in the road while responding 

to a call, but firefighters don't think it was an accident after they found out that more spikes were found in 

North Kitsap County. 

 

Poulsbo firefighters were driving to a fire in Bainbridge Island last week when they heard a clunk. It 

happened along Highway 305, about a half mile from the Agate Pass Bridge. 

 

Shortly after hearing the loud noise, the firefighters were canceled on the call and returned to their station. 

Within minutes of arriving they discovered the front tire was flat. 
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"Initially, when they came back they thought we had three large nails," said Poulsbo Fire Batt. Chief Chris 

Morrison. "Once a mechanic was able to remove the tire and get a closer look they found pieces of a spike 

and at least six holes in the tire. 

 

"It's a little disturbing to realize if somebody- we believe somebody maliciously did this because there 

were instances up in North Kitsap and Kingston where they found additional spikes," said Morrison. 

 

On Jan. 12, Kingston High School student Abby Rose posted on the North Kitsap Community Facebook 

page that she found spikes at the Kingston Cemetery. She says the metal pieces were buried in the gravel 

parking lot. 

 

"Some very rude person decided it would be a great idea to make homemade spikes to pop people's tires," 

Rose wrote in the message. "I picked up every one I could find buried in the gravel." 

 

Meanwhile, in Poulsbo, the engine was out of service for about an hour as the tire was replaced. The cost 

to make the repairs was $1,300. 

 

Morrison said even more concerning is knowing what could happen if more spikes are out there. 

 

"Potentially, this could have caused damage to our crew and to the citizens if our engine would have went 

into oncoming traffic," said Morrison. "Could have been devastating.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Arson at Seattle Discovery Park 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/fire-at-fort-lawton-auditorum-ruled-arson  

GIST SEATTLE - A fire in a vacant auditorium in Seattle' s Discovery Park Sunday night has been ruled an 

arson, according to Seattle Fire. 

 

The fire broke out just before 8:30 p.m. in the building located at 4510 Texas Way W., near W. 

Government Way & 36th Ave. W. in Fort Lawton. 

 

Investigators said the fire caused about $100,000 in damage.  

 

They said it's just the latest in a series of arsons in the Magnolia neighborhood. 

 

Nearly a dozen other fires since January of 2016 are also being investigated as arson, according to a 

neighborhood map provided by Seattle Fire.  

 

Most of those fires were set in recycle bins or shrubs and hedges and are still unsolved.  

 

It's not clear if the most recent fire at the auditorium is related to the other arsons. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 City pays homeless to pick up trash 

SOURCE http://www.khq.com/story/37324754/this-texas-city-is-paying-homeless-people-to-pick-up-trash  

GIST FORT WORTH, Texas - The city of Fort Worth is paying homeless people to pick up trash as part of a 

new program to clean up the city and turn lives around. 

 

One of the people who works in the program is 53-year-old Frank Crist. Crist makes $10 an hour to pick 

up litter in an area frequented by the homeless population. Crist told KXAS that he's thankful for the 

opportunity.  
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"It just makes you feel better keeping it cleaned up. It means a lot, with my record and stuff, I really had 

no other place that would hire me," Crist said. 

 

Crist served prison time for drugs and ended up on the street. He lives at the Presbyterian Night Shelter, 

which hired him as part of the Clean Slate program. The city pays for the program and the shelter runs it. 

 

"It is a win-win," said Presbyterian Night Shelter CEO Toby Owen. "We want a clean neighborhood that 

speaks hope, that speaks dignity to our homeless guests. And it also provides income for these individuals 

so they can move out and be successful without living in a homeless shelter." 

 

According to Owen, the Clean Slate program put 40 people to work last year and about 3,856 tons of trash 

was collected. Those working for Clean Slate work as janitors for businesses as well.  

 

KXAS reports that Crist is about to move into an apartment, after almost two years of living in the shelter. 

He says he'll continue to work at Clean Slate after he moves into his new place. 

 

The city spends about $48,000 a year on the program and the shelter is working with the city to expand it 

next year. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 NKorea ex-spy casts doubt w/Olympics 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/north-korea/north-korean-ex-spy-kim-hyon-hui-casts-doubt-kim-

n839746  

GIST DAEGU CITY, South Korea — She’s a killer with a soft voice and a sharp blue suit. And not just any 

killer. 

 

Kim Hyon-hui is a mass murderer, a former spy for North Korea who blew up a passenger jet in 1987 on 

orders from Kim Jong Un’s father. 

 

She says he wanted to sabotage the 1988 Seoul Summer Games. 

 

And with the Olympics returning to South Korea in just over two weeks in PyeongChang, she's warning 

the world not to trust Kim Jong Un. She sees dark motives behind his decision to send athletes to the 

Winter Olympics. 

 

According to Kim Hyun-hui, the regime hopes to try to separate South Korea from its ally, the United 

States, and eventually to reunify the Korean Peninsula under Communist rule. 

 

"North Korea is using the Olympics as a weapon," Kim Hyon-hui said. "It’s trying to escape the sanctions 

by holding hands with South Korea, trying to break free from international isolation." 

 

She described the joint Korean Olympic team as "a publicity stunt for Kim Jong Un." 

 

“I was brainwashed that giving my life carrying out a mission ordered by the Kim family is an honor.” 

 

The Korean War ended in an armistice rather than a peace treaty in 1953, meaning the neighbors officially 

remain at war. Friction has built over the past year, fueled by the North's nuclear and missile tests and 

apocalyptic rhetoric from Kim Jong Un and President Donald Trump. Kim has repeatedly threatened to 

destroy the South along with the U.S., while Trump has threatened Pyongyang with "fire and fury." 

 

Thousands of North Korean artillery pieces stand ready around 30 miles away from Seoul, a city of 10 

million people. 

 

Since taking office in May, South Korean President Moon Jae-in has made it clear he plans to re-engage 
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with North Korea — an approach at odds with the Trump administration’s hardline stance of sanctions and 

the threat of a pre-emptive strike. 

 

Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and National Security Adviser H.R. McMaster have both warned that 

North Korea must not be allowed “to drive a wedge” between the allies. 

 

'I was trained only to take orders like a robot' 

 

Kim Hyun-hui was a 19-year-old university student in North Korea’s capital, Pyongyang, when she was 

handpicked to be a spy. 

 

She trained for years before her first mission in 1987 — carry a bomb aboard a South Korean jet and blow 

it up. The aim was to persuade the world that South Korea was too dangerous to send Olympic athletes the 

following summer. 

 

She was 25 on Nov. 29, 1987, when she boarded Korea Air Flight 858 in Baghdad and loaded her bomb 

into the overhead bin of the Boeing jet, and took her seat in row seven alongside her supposed father, an 

older North Korean agent. 

 

They both got off at a stopover in Abu Dhabi before the plane continued to Seoul. It never made it, 

exploding over the Andaman Sea, killing all 115 on board, most of them South Koreans. 

 

“When I was given the mission, my role was to disrupt the Seoul Olympics,” she told NBC News. “North 

Korea thought that hosting the Olympics would permanently divide the Koreas ... and make South Korea 

more economically powerful than the North. So I was ordered to harm the ‘South Korean puppets’ by 

hitting the flight.” 

 

She has no doubt who was behind the mission: Kim Jong Un’s father, Kim Jong Il, who later became 

leader of the North. 

 

“My mission was personally signed by Kim Jong Il," she said. "At the time, he oversaw all matters relating 

to South Korea. Living in North Korea is like being in huge prison and being treated like slaves. You 

didn’t question an order. 

 

"I was brainwashed that giving my life carrying out a mission ordered by the Kim family is an honor. So I 

took the mission thinking that the bombing will bring revolution in Korea and will contribute to the 

reunification of the Koreas.” 

 

Kim Hyon-hui had no hesitation or doubts, but claims she experienced an unusual rush of feeling on the 

plane. 

 

“The moment I boarded the flight I was thinking, 'This is an enemy state,'" she recounted. "But then, 

placing the bomb, I was nervous, anxious, scared of being caught. I had a brief moment thinking that all 

the people in this plane will die, but I was frightened to even have such feelings. I wasn’t supposed to have 

such feelings. I was trained only to take orders like a robot. I tried to get rid of the feelings by thinking that 

for the sake of reunification these people had to be sacrificed. In North Korea, you can’t have these doubts, 

because if you do, it means your ideology has been corrupted and you’ll be executed or sent to a prison 

camp.” 

 

And then came the only moment in a 70-minute interview in which she betrayed any hint of emotion. 

 

Asked if she could still see the faces of the people she killed, Kim Hyon-hui replied, “Not really.” 

 

But her eyes filled and she blinked repeatedly. “Every year I try to visit the memorial to the victims to 

make an apology,” she said, “and to pray for their souls.” 
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She succeeded in blowing up the plane, but failed to escape. Kim Hyon-hui was intercepted by police in 

Bahrain who pulled a cyanide capsule in a cigarette from her mouth before she could kill herself, as her 

fellow spy did. 

 

After more than a week of interrogation she confessed and was sentenced to death in South Korea. 

 

But its president pardoned her, on the grounds that she had been brainwashed by Pyongyang, freeing her 

into a lifetime of protection. 

 

Even 30 years on, she is surrounded by a group of bodyguards and fears for her life. 

 

“I think I am on a list to be assassinated," said Kim Hyon-hui, who is now aged 54 and married to a South 

Korean. 

 

North Korea boycotted the 1988 Olympic Games, but it’s taking part in the PyeongChang Games, sending 

22 athletes and hundreds of supporters, officials, musicians and journalists. 

 

However, Kim Hyon-hui believes the country's eventual goal is to get rid of American troops from the 

Korean Peninsula and predicted "North Korea will start its provocations again" in the months following 

the Olympics. 

 

She added: "North Korea won’t give up its nuclear weapons. They’re its lifeline.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 NJ town bans non-residents off roads 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/jersey-town-bans-nonresidents-roads-rush-hour/story?   

GIST Next time you're traveling northbound on I-95 and your navigation app tells you to exit in Leonia, New 

Jersey, to skip traffic on the George Washington Bridge, you may find yourself $200 poorer. Effective 

Monday, the city of Leonia is shutting down local streets to nonresident drivers during rush hour.  

 

The influx of vehicles creates a major headache for residents, according to Leonia Mayor Judah Zeigler.  

 

“When there is a problem on the bridge or on one of the New York City highways, 12,000 vehicles utilize 

this same road during the same period," Zeigler told ABC News.  

 

Most of the main streets will stay open to drivers, according to the mayor. But the local streets are closed 

off to nonresidents during certain times.  

 

Leonia Police Chief Tom Rowe told ABC station WABC that Leonia had no choice.  

 

“Three years ago we had a pedestrian [who] was run over when there were 90-minute delays at the 

bridge," Rowe said. "On that day, there was wall-to-wall traffic. So, we must do this to keep our streets 

safe, pedestrians safe, keep our intersections open so that ambulances get to the hospital. It's unfortunate 

we have to do it, but we have to do it." 

 

As extreme as it may sound, the measure is legal, according to Zeigler.  

 

“There is a U.S. Supreme court decision from 1977 that gives municipalities the absolute right to legislate 

restrictions on roads that are under their control as long as those roads are open to all residents, and we, 

ours, are and as long as there is a public purpose,” Zeigler said.  

 

The Leonia Police Department, with its 18-member team, will do their best to enforce the ordinance.  

 

“Residents and employees of businesses or public entities in the Borough of Leonia have been issued 
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yellow hang tags for each vehicle," Zeigler said. "The police department will only be stopping people who 

don't have these hang tags -- no other standard is being used.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Report: NKorea desperate to feed army 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/22/north-korean-officials-ransacking-farmers-homes-to-

find-food-for-kims-hungry-army-report-says.html  

GIST North Korean officials desperate to feed Kim Jong Un’s hungry army are ransacking the homes of 

drought-stricken farmers to collect every last grain of food inside, according to a report that highlights 

rising tensions between the regime and the public. 

 

The raids come weeks after news surfaced that soldiers in Kim’s army are being given months off at a time 

to scrounge around fields to find food. 

 

"Officials carried out home searches in Paekam County to determine how much food some families had,” 

a North Korean source told Daily NK. “As an excuse to enter and demand bribes, they said to the 

residents, 'Are we just going to let our military starve while the Americans lick their lips and prepare to eat 

us alive?'” 

 

The Seoul-based website, which covers the Hermit Kingdom through a network of informants, published a 

photo last month purportedly showing North Korean soldiers rummaging through a corn field. 

 

Despite drought conditions and a poor harvest last year in parts of North Korea, government officials are 

still demanding farmers fulfill a mandatory quota for military provisions. 

 

“All individuals who weren't able to meet the demands have been receiving additional assignments since 

the very beginning of January," a source in South Hamgyong Province told Daily NK last week. 

 

Another source in a neighboring province also said “these demands are pushing people to their wits' end." 

 

Sources told the website residents are not surprised by the annual demands to offer food to the military, 

but the tactic of officials ransacking homes in some regions is a new development. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Canada’s addiction to road salt 

SOURCE http://nationalpost.com/news/canada/how-canadas-addiction-to-road-salt-is-ruining-everything  

GIST This winter, Calgary has expanded its use of beet juice as a de-icing alternative to road salt. While slightly 

more expensive than salt, the mixture is more efficient, less toxic and less corrosive.  

 

Nevertheless, despite a galaxy of relatively benign de-icing agents such as beet juice, this year cities across 

Canada will stubbornly continue to coat their roads with literal mountains of salt. Although salt remains 

the single cheapest way to keep snow and ice at bay, the economics make much less sense when 

considering the awesome scale of the damage wrought every year by the salt truck.  

 

Below is a repost of an article that first ran in January, 2017. Since it was originally published, road salt 

has dissolved hundreds of kilograms of automotive steel, chapped untold numbers of dog’s paws and done 

at least $5 billion damage to Canadian infrastructure.  

 

In 2015, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration pegged salt corrosion as the culprit in 

thousands of vehicle brake failures. That same year, Transport Canada issued a recall of 3,000 BMWs and 

Minis that had been parked at the Port of Halifax during the 2015 ice storm. But it wasn’t the ice that 

caused the recall; salt de-icing had damaged the vehicles so badly that they couldn’t steer properly. Way 
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back in 1975, Transport Canada estimated that de-icing salts were causing $200 in damage per car, per 

year — the equivalent of $854 in 2017. Corrosion-resistant coatings have improved in the interim, but 

even when one-quarter that amount is applied to the roughly 14 million registered vehicles in Ontario and 

Quebec, the result is an extra $3 billion in vehicle depreciation each year. 

 

Crews are already at work on a $4.2-billion replacement for Montreal’s Champlain Bridge. The original, 

built in 1962, was brought to the edge of collapse in only 50 years because of salt corrosion. Salt brine 

seeping into concrete dramatically speeds up the corrosion of rebar within — and is heavily responsible 

for the poor state of bridges and highway overpasses across central Canada. Salt was a key contributor to 

the deadly 2006 collapse of the De La Concorde bridge in Laval, killing six people. The heavy salt diet on 

Toronto’s Gardiner Expressway is also one of the main reasons the elevated highway is often raining 

chunks of concrete; as rebar corrodes, the concrete around it crumbles. Tellingly, a series of 1930s-era 

stone carvings around Toronto’s Air Canada Centre have been permanently ruined by salty runoff from the 

nearby expressway. 

 

After the Algo Centre Mall in Ontario’s Elliot Lake collapsed in 2012, killing two people, forensic 

analysts said the building’s steel supports looked like they had spent decades marinating in sea water. 

There were structural problems, to be sure, but the building was also hammered by 30 years of salty runoff 

from a rooftop parking garage. Road salt was also a contributing factor to lead contamination of drinking 

water in Flint, Mich. Water from the Flint River — made extra salty by road salt runoff — was eating into 

old pipes, dosing the population with lead. In 2011, well before the Flint disaster, Michigan’s Mackinac 

Center for Public Policy pegged the total damage done by road salt as high as $687 CDN per tonne. In 

Minnesota, damage estimates ranged between $1000 CDN and $5000 CDN per tonne. Canada uses at least 

seven million tonnes of salt per year, according to 2009 estimates by Environment Canada. Using the 

Mackinac Center estimate, that’s $4.8 billion in damage per year — $1 billion more than the $3.6 billion 

damage caused by the Fort McMurray wildfire. 

 

Dalhousie University estimated that it costs it an extra $15,000 in cleaning and maintenance each year just 

to repair all the damage salt does to floors and baseboards — with similar costs presumably accruing to 

most of Canada’s other universities, museums and public buildings. Salt severely corrodes leather, 

reducing the lifespan of Canadian shoes and requiring extra cleaning. And wading through salt is brutal on 

dogs’ paws: Every winter brings a new wave of chapped paw cases to Canadian vets. 

 

Hit a moose lately? There’s a chance that they wandered onto the road in order to lick up some road salt. 

Sodium is quite rare in nature, which is why moose — like humans — have pretty strong salt cravings. 

Much of Canada’s road salts also end up on forest floors, farm fields or water systems. In 2010, a report 

found that Frenchman’s Bay outside Pickering, Ont., was so polluted with road salt that it had been 

effectively cleared of fish. 

 

It’s generally too cold for road salt to be effective in the Prairies, so municipalities make do with sand, 

plowing and — in residential areas — simply having people drive on packed snow. But, the Prairies also 

regularly rack up Canada’s highest rates of highway deaths. Keeping roads ice-free is generally a good 

thing, but there are less-corrosive alternatives: calcium magnesium acetate, magnesium chloride and 

calcium chloride. But with salt costing only $50 per tonne, alternatives can cost between six to 18 times. 

It’s a lot of money for the already overstretched de-icing budgets of Canadian cities — but potentially a 

bargain when the total societal costs of salt are factored in. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Pentagon: Russia ‘doomsday torpedo’ 

SOURCE http://chicago.cbslocal.com/2018/01/22/russia-doomsday-torpedo-pentagon/  

GIST CBS Local — The Russian government is reportedly developing a city-killing torpedo, called Kanyon, 

that would allegedly leave a country’s coastline uninhabitable for decades. The terrifying news, which 

sounds more likely to come from a “James Bond” film, was actually leaked from the Pentagon’s report on 

nuclear weapons posturing. 
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The “doomsday torpedo” has been on the U.S. military’s radar for several years and was first revealed 

publicly by the Washington Free Beacon in 2015. Kanyon, an autonomous underwater vehicle carrying a 

lethal 100-megaton thermonuclear weapon, is reportedly being designed by the Russians to attack coastal 

areas, major cities, naval bases, and other sea ports. 

 

The massive nuclear payload of Kanyon would equal the explosion of 100 million tons of TNT and is 

twice as powerful as the most powerful thermonuclear weapon ever tested, according to Popular 

Mechanics. 

 

Perhaps even worse than the immediate devastation of a nuclear attack by this Russia robot sub, experts 

add that the radioactive fallout from such a powerful torpedo would leave the contaminated area off-limits 

to humans for the next 100 years. Russia’s alleged use of the radioactive isotope Cobalt-60 is to blame for 

the long recovery time. 

 

Jeffrey Lewis, an expert on nuclear policy, called Kanyon’s development “absurd.” In an interview with 

Business Insider, Lewis added that Russia’s willingness to create such a torpedo was “deeply, deeply, 

deeply immoral” and the U.S. has not even considered copying Kanyon’s design. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Seattle: hate crimes up 230% since 2012 

SOURCE http://www.capitolhilltimes.com/Content/News/News/Article/Hate-crimes-bias-incidents-up-230-

percent-in-Seattle-since-2012/26/337/5471  

GIST Reported hate crimes and incidents in Seattle have increased 230 percent since 2012, and the city is now 

focusing on a phased approach to improving accuracy in documenting and responding to future cases. 

 

The city auditor’s office has created a report that analyzes the past five years of data regarding hate crimes 

and incidents in Seattle at the request of City Councilmember Lisa Herbold, and a presentation will be 

provided  to the Civil Rights, Utilities, Economic Development, and Arts Committee at 9:30 a.m. Tuesday, 

Jan. 23. 

 

There were 150 crimes with bias elements reported in 2017, and 107 cases of malicious harassment. Non-

criminal bias incidents were at 116. This is a marked increase over the 2012 reports of 47 bias-related 

crimes, 31 cases of malicious harassment and 35 non-criminal bias incidents recorded in 2012. Bias-

related crimes jumped from 89 in 2016 to 150 in 2017. 

 

Race was the biggest factor in the 1,126 incidents reported between January 2012 and November 2017, 

followed by 722 incidents involving LGBTQ community members. Religion came in third at 286, 

followed by ethnicity at 118 incidents. 

 

The auditor’s office published its Phase One report reviewing hate crime prevention, response and 

reporting back in September, and from that has come up with nine recommendations for consideration 

addressing reporting, training, using data and city and regional coordination. 

 

The Seattle Police Department is creating a training plan that includes an e-learning module on hate 

crimes, and is incorporating hate crime scenarios into its annual training. SPD is also increasing its data 

analysis capacity to include hot spots where hate crimes are reported, time of day, and victimization and 

socio-demographic trends, according to a presentation to be provided to the committee on Tuesday. 

 

SPD will also be working with the Office for Civil Rights to coordinate reporting, and with Seattle Public 

Utilities in terms of hate graffiti data. 
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The U.S. Department of Justice Community Relations Service is expected to convene regional partners to 

discuss better ways to coordinate data collection and strategies. 

 

A Phase Two audit will include analysis of cases, a socio-demographic analysis by the University of 

Washington and a review of prevention efforts. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 RCMP: criminals getting more clever 

SOURCE https://www.columbiavalleypioneer.com/news/police-fear-fewer-fentanyl-imports-dont-signal-the-

end-of-the-overdose-crisis/  

GIST Despite fewer fentanyl seizures from shipments being flown and mailed to B.C. last year, police warn that 

the amount of the deadly opioid being smuggled in might not be decreasing. 

 

Insp. Rob Parker, who heads up RCMP E Division’s federal serious and organized crime unit, said 

Thursday that although imports tracked by the Canada Border Security Agency have decreased by 20 per 

cent in 2017, that doesn’t mean the opioid overdose is letting up 

 

According to figures obtained from the CBSA, 56 seizures resulted in 10,661 grams of fentanyl seized at 

by mail or at the airport in 2017. 

 

The previous year, 13,701 grams were seized over 55 seizures. 

 

Parker said that while the decreasing amounts look to be at odds with the opioid crisis that has gripped 

B.C. for close to two years, “obviously it would be counterintuitive to assume that they’re getting 

everything.” 

 

The CBSA statistics provided only measure what comes into the province at the Vancouver International 

Mail Centre and Vancouver International Airport cargo centre. 

 

Parker said drug dealers often bring in fentanyl via land and air borders. The fentanyl data provided by the 

CBSA only showed air and mail imports; however, seizures of general narcotics by land, sea, air and rail 

dropped by about half between 2016 and 2017. 

 

Parker told Black Press that from what he and his team have seen, it’s too early to assume fentanyl imports 

are slowing down. 

 

“Sadly, I think it’s still early days in the fentanyl opioid crisis,” he said, noting that a fewer seizures are as 

likely to be proof of more clever drug dealers as they are to show a real decrease in drugs going in. 

 

The latest statistics available show that in B.C. 1,208 people have died from opioid overdose-related 

deaths in the first 10 months of 2017. Of those, 83 per cent are linked to fentanyl. 

 

Overdose-related deaths have nearly doubled since the previous year: from January to October 2016, 683 

people died. In the first 10 months of 2015, 402 people died. 

 

The BC Coroners service has linked the increase in overdose deaths to the increase in fentanyl in B.C.’s 

communities, citing a 136 per cent increase in fentanyl-linked deaths in the first 10 months of 2017, 

compared to the first 10 months of 2016. 

 

Parker said fentanyl’s potency – 100 times stronger than morphine – makes it so alluring to drug dealers. 

Drug dealers are now mixing pure fentanyl or fentanyl analogues with buffering agents that can stretch 

mere grams of the deadly opioid into much more profitable quantities. 

 

“We’re seeing fentanyl purchased in a pure format being mixed with a buffering-type agent, extending the 
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quantity,” said Parker. “They’re turning a small amount of fentanyl into what’s being held out as larger 

amount of cocaine or heroin.” 

 

Police worry that the profitability of fentanyl is contributing to the gang-style shootings seen across the 

region. 

 

Four people have died in reported gang-related violence in the first three weeks of 2018. Three were 

targeted; a fourth, 15-year-old Alfred Wong, was hit by a stray bullet while driving by a shootout in 

Vancouver. 

 

“There’s obviously a connection to organized crime, trafficking and narcotics that we need to be 

concerned about.” 
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HEADLINE 01/22 MS-13 ‘more violent’ enforcers to US 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/22/ms-13-wants-to-send-younger-more-violent-offenders-to-us-

officials-say.html  

GIST Frustrated MS-13 gang leaders feeling the pressure from the Trump administration’s crackdown are 

looking to send “younger, more violent offenders” to the United States to take over the role of being 

enforcers, officials say. 

 

The revelations were made Thursday during a House Committee on Homeland Security meeting on 

fighting international criminal organizations, where officials discussed the arrests and imprisonment of 

MS-13 members and leadership over the last year. 

 

"They're very much interested in sending younger, more violent offenders up through their channels into 

this country in order to be enforcers for the gang," said Stephen Richardson, assistant director of the FBI's 

criminal investigative division, according to VOA News. 

 

Peter King, R-N.Y., the committee’s chairman, said his staff recently visited El Salvador and was told by 

law enforcement there that the gang -- which mostly operates out of prisons in the Central American 

country -- is "frustrated that MS-13 members in [the U.S.] are not violent enough.” 

 

"It's a horrifying thought," King was quoted as saying by VOA News. 

 

Justice Department figures say the gang has 40,000 members worldwide, with around 10,000 in the U.S. 

carrying out crimes ranging from extortion to gun trafficking. 

 

"We're looking at the information we're getting and doubling down our efforts against MS-13," Raymond 

Villaneuva, an assistant director for U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, told lawmakers in 

response to King’s comments. 

 

The gang, also responsible for dozens of gruesome deaths throughout the U.S., was designated a “priority” 

last year by the Justice Department’s Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force. Prosecutors are 

able to pursue any legal avenue to target MS-13, according to Attorney Gen. Jeff Sessions. 

 

U.S. officials and three Central American countries announced in September that more than 3,800 

members of MS-13 and the 18th Street gangs have been charged since March. 

 

Sessions also said in December the Justice Department convicted more than 1,000 gang members in the 

U.S. in 2017, VOA News reported. 

 

MS-13 is believed to be behind 25 killings on New York’s Long Island alone in the past two years. 
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Trump in July 2017 visited Brentwood, N.Y., a town that has experienced the gang's wrath, and pledged to 

push Congress for additional federal immigration agents to crack down on gang members who are in the 

country illegally. He also called MS-13 members “animals.” 

 

Many MS-13 recruits are middle- and high-school students, predominantly in immigrant communities, 

who are said to risk violent retribution if they leave. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Benton Co. charges 11 in fraud, theft 

SOURCE http://www.tri-cityherald.com/news/local/crime/article196069069.html  

GIST A 20-year-old Kennewick man who never worked a day for one of Eastern Washington’s largest apple and 

cherry producers admitted cashing in on nearly $102,000 in paychecks. 

 

Mario David Prado’s mother was friends with the ringleader, who created nine "phantom" employees to 

embezzle nearly $1 million from Zirkle Fruit Company in a years-long scheme. 

 

Prado’s name was put on the payroll list, along with his mother, father and sister. 

 

His mother, Esmeralda Prado, allegedly agreed to participate because she was having financial troubles in 

late 2013 and early 2014, according to court documents. 

 

The agreement with bookkeeper Norma Ruth Garza was that Esmeralda Prado and others had to give back 

half of the value of each paycheck, documents said. 

 

In all, 11 people have been charged with various crimes in Benton County Superior Court in connection 

with the scheme. 

 

Mario Prado is only the second to resolve his case. He recently pleaded guilty to first-degree theft and 

three counts of forgery. 

 

Sentencing is set for April 19. The standard range is four months to one year in county jail because of 

Prado’s lack of criminal history. 

 

Deputy Prosecutor Terry Bloor said in the plea statement that he will recommend 10 months. 

 

Garza, 52, was sentenced in November to five years and eight months in prison for charges of leading an 

organized crime and four counts of forgery. 

 

The full restitution she was ordered to pay is $864,647. 

 

The trials for six co-defendants — all family and friends — have been pushed into March and April. 

 

Meanwhile, Garza’s fellow bookkeeper and the bookkeeper’s husband and father all have yet to appear in 

court. Investigators say they can’t be found. 

 

Garza and Maria Teresa Galarza worked for the Selah-based company out of the Paterson branch office. 

 

It was only when both women were off on a payday that the manager of a Finley ranch noticed he had 

extra checks for non-employees, court documents said. 

 

Both women tried to avoid any suspicion by calling in that day and claiming there had been a mistake, but 

their unusual behavior brought attention and sparked an audit of the company’s payroll, documents said. 

 

The investigation dated back to April 2010 and reportedly totaled about $956,000 in fraudulent paychecks. 
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Records show that Prado had received 153 paychecks between May 2013 and November 2016. 

 

Galarza and her husband, Geronimo Marquez Galarza, both have no-bail warrants on charges of forgery 

and theft. 

 

Juan Antonio Ulloa, the father of Maria Galarza, is wanted on a $5,000 warrant, also for theft and forgery. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Unlikely slave masters in Britain 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-crime-modern-slavery/middle-aged-couples-and-

families-make-unlikely-slave-masters-in-britain-idUSKBN1FB2JE  

GIST LONDON (Thomson Reuters Foundation) - Many modern slavery crimes in Britain are committed by 

families and middle-aged couples leading seemingly respectable lives, experts said on Monday, 

confounding the general belief that crime gangs control slavery operations. 

 

At least 13,000 people across Britain are estimated to be victims of modern slavery - trapped in forced 

labor, sexual exploitation and domestic servitude - but police say the true figure is likely to be in the tens 

of thousands. 

 

Offenders include large human trafficking networks but also ostensibly ordinary people that do not fit the 

stereotype of violent criminals, said Nadia Wager, a reader in Forensic Psychology at England’s 

University of Huddersfield. 

 

A study she conducted in the Thames Valley in southeast England found most offenders in 2016 were 

aged 30 to 60 who exploited vulnerable family members or acquaintances in domestic work, sex work, 

forced labor and to commit drug related crimes. 

 

“The perception in the public mind is (of) big organized criminal gangs but that is not necessarily what we 

are finding,” she told the Thomson Reuters Foundation by phone. 

 

The same is true nationwide, said Jakub Sobik of Anti-Slavery International, a London-based charity. 

 

“A large numbers of perpetrators are individuals or small groups of people, including families, who take 

the opportunity of exploiting people who are vulnerable,” he said. 

 

Police in Britain are ramping up investigations into cases of slavery and trafficking, with more than 500 

live policing operations into the crimes ongoing, according to the National Crime Agency - dubbed 

Britain’s FBI. 

 

But investigations and media coverage have so far mainly focused on criminal networks, which risks 

skewing the general understanding of the crime, making it more difficult for members of the public to spot 

and report modern slavery, Sobik said. 

 

“There is definitely too much emphasis on organized criminal groups in comparison to individuals,” he 

said in an email. 

 

Slavery predominantly affects immigrants and vulnerable people, often working at car washes, nail bars 

and farms, according to the Gangmasters and Labour Abuse Authority (GLAA), Britain’s anti-slavery 

body. 

 

Potential signs include poor hygiene, injury and malnourishment, living in cramped or dirty 

accommodation, a suspicious manner and seeming under the influence or control of others, said the 

GLAA. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Pakistan women speak out on abuse 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/ee6e5fe6f40a4409a10dd9eaf6cc256d/After-girl's-killing,-Pakistani-women-

speak-out-on-abuse  

GIST KASUR, Pakistan (AP) — The brutal rape and killing of Zainab Ansari, a 7-year-old girl whose body was 

left in a garbage dump, has unleashed a wave of revulsion around Pakistan, revealing a string of child 

abductions and killings by a suspected serial predator and generating outrage at a culture of silence 

surrounding sexual abuse. 

 

Zainab’s death has even given birth to a nascent Pakistani version of #MeToo movement. 

 

A number of prominent Pakistani women have come forward with their own stories of sexual assault, 

saying they want to change traditions that consider abuse as a mark of shame for the victim. Those 

traditions, they say, help predators get away with abuse and encourage an already corrupt police force to 

ignore such crimes. 

 

Maheen Khan, a legendary Pakistani fashion designer, tweeted that she had been sexually abused as a 

child by an Islamic cleric who taught her the Quran. “I froze in fear day after day,” she tweeted. At 73, 

Khan has spoken publicly only once before of the abuse. 

 

“We are now saying enough is enough. We should have woken up long ago,” she said in a telephone 

interview from her home in the southern city of Karachi. “I am ashamed to say it has taken this one little 

girl’s death.” 

 

“What disturbs me the most is the silence when a little girl gets raped,” she said. “It has to do with the 

honor of family. Parents tell their daughters: ‘Don’t talk about it. Don’t tell anyone.’ Our silence is saying 

it is all right to sexually molest a child.” 

 

The horror of Zainab’s killing was brought home for Pakistanis by a photo of her that went viral on social 

media, showing the smiling girl in her favorite bright pink coat, with a pink barrette holding back her hair. 

TV channels aired the photo alongside pictures of her lifeless body abandoned on a heap of garbage in her 

home city of Kasur. 

 

Across Pakistan, thousands protested, condemning police inaction and blaming the government for failing 

to protect children. 

 

“Whenever anybody saw her picture on social media or on electronic media everybody started weeping,” 

said Waqas Abid, a lawyer in Kasur who heads an activist group called the Good Thinkers Organization. 

“Everybody was self-motivated to come out from his or her house and ask for justice for Zainab.” 

 

The Senate’s Standing Committee on the Interior, which oversees policing, launched an inquiry this week 

into the sexual assaults in Kasur, as well as into another recent attack in another part of the country — the 

rape and killing of a 4-year-old named Asma, whose body was left in a field near her home in Kyhber 

Pukhtunkhwa, in northwestern Pakistan. 

 

Kasur is a congested district of around 2.5 million people in eastern Pakistan, near the border with India. 

The city of Kasur is surrounded by brick kilns and tanneries and has hundreds of small factories making 

shoes and embroideries, all of which employ children — making them vulnerable to abuse. In 2015, an 

extensive child pornography ring was uncovered in the city; it had been flourishing for nearly a decade and 

involved nearly 250 children, some of whom were forced at gunpoint to have sex. 

 

It was only after the shock over Zainab that news emerged of other children abducted and raped in Kasur. 

Amid the uproar, police did testing on the victims and found the same DNA on eight of the children, all 
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but one of whom was killed. Police now say they are hunting for a serial rapist-killer. 

 

Among the eight victims was 5-year-old Ayesha. Her father, Mohammed Asif, said he pleaded with the 

police to find her after her abduction last year. 

 

“They had no interest. They were more interested in keeping it quiet,” he told The Associated Press. Her 

body, showing signs of rape and torture, was found two days after her disappearance. 

 

The sole survivor among the eight was a 6-year-old girl found by a homeless man rummaging through a 

garbage bin outside a vegetable market. She had been kidnapped for 15 hours, during which she was 

tortured. Cigarettes were put out on her feet and legs, and she suffered a serious head injury. Now at a 

hospital in the nearby city of Lahore, she can’t sit, hold up her head or speak, and her father Mohammad 

Ahsan, says all she does is cry. 

 

Ahsan said his daughter’s attack was ignored in the media until Zainab’s killing. 

 

Abid, the lawyer, said there have been at least 20 cases of children abducted, raped and killed over the past 

year in Kasur district. At his office, he showed the AP the police reports he has collected on 15 of the 

cases. 

 

There were 4,139 cases of child sexual abuse reported in Pakistan in 2016, according to Sahil, an 

organization documenting child abuse in the country. It collects its figures by tracking reports in Pakistani 

media. But most cases go unreported, said Sahil’s executive director, Munizae Bano. 

 

Zainab’s case, however, sparked a moment of openness. A number of well-known women hope that telling 

about their own experiences will prompt others to speak out. 

 

Actress and child activist Nadia Jamil said anger and frustration at the silence prompted her to tweet about 

sexual abuse she suffered as a child. 

 

“I just lost it when I went personal on social media, openly on social media,” she said. 

 

Frieha Altaf, an events manager, model and actress who tweeted about abuse she suffered as a 6-year-old, 

said Zainab’s death is a catalyst to challenge shame and fear that silence victims and their parents. 

 

“There is no stopping now,” she said. “For me, there is no stopping now.” 

 

But Abid cautioned that change isn’t necessarily unstoppable. Frank language about sexual assault will 

likely bring a backlash from religious conservatives and many parents who oppose discussing sexual 

issues and hold tight to traditions that ban mixing of the sexes, consider girls responsible for the family 

“honor” and even forgive killing a girl who marries for love. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Family man killed in ‘swatting’ sues 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/9291fee62fd34c23a961dc534a2b1437/Family-of-man-killed-after-'swatting'-call-

sues-Wichita  

GIST WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — The family of a Kansas man fatally shot by police at the door of his home after a 

hoax emergency call has sued the city of Wichita and the unidentified officers involved. 

 

The federal lawsuit filed in U.S. District Court of Kansas seeks unspecified damages related to the Dec. 28 

death of Andrew Finch in Wichita. The unarmed 28-year-old man was shot by police responding to a 

California man’s call with a fake story about a shooting and kidnapping at Finch’s Wichita home. 

 

The shooting drew national attention to a practice called “swatting,” in which a person makes up a false 
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report to get emergency responders to descend on an address. The hoax call reportedly was made after a 

dispute over a small wager online in a “Call of Duty” online video game tournament, according to 

Dexerto, a news service focused on gaming. 

 

“The family wants justice and reform — they want to make sure Andy’s legacy means something and 

maybe some other family won’t have to experience the tragedy they are experiencing because of a change 

in policy and procedures,” said civil rights attorney Andrew M. Stroth, who is representing the family. His 

Chicago law firm specializes in police shootings cases nationwide. 

 

Wichita police officers have been involved in at least 29 shootings between 2010 and 2015, resulting in at 

least 15 deaths, according the lawsuit. In most of these cases, the city has declined to release the names of 

the involved officers. 

 

“Two children — a 7-year-old boy and an almost 2-year-old girl — lost their father because of the 

unjustified and unconstitutional acts of the Wichita Police Department as well as the policies, practices 

and custom of the WPD,” Stroth said. 

 

Tyler Barriss, 25, of Los Angeles has been criminally charged with involuntary manslaughter, giving false 

alarm and interference with a law enforcement officer for allegedly placing the hoax call. Barriss is not 

named as a defendant in the Finch family’s civil lawsuit. 

 

“Wichita leadership is trying to put all the blame on the young man in California who placed the swatting 

call,” Stroth said. “But let’s be clear: the swatter did not shoot the bullet that killed Andy Finch. That was 

an officer working under the direction of the Wichita Police Department.” 

 

The lawsuit cites FBI crime statistics showing Wichita has a ratio of one shooting death for every 120 

officers — a number that is 11 times greater than the national ratio and 12 times greater than the ratio in 

Chicago. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Arrest threatening ‘mass CNN shooting’ 

SOURCE http://time.com/5113871/cnn-death-threats-fake-news-shooting/?xid=homepage  

GIST A Michigan man has been arrested for allegedly threatening to carry out a mass shooting at CNN’s Atlanta 

headquarters in a series of hostile phone calls earlier this month. 

 

The man threatened CNN operators in 22 separate phone calls on Jan. 9 and 10, in which he allegedly 

called the network “Fake News” and threatened CNN employees with violence, Atlanta CBS affiliate 

WGCL-TV reported. “I’m coming to gun you all down,” he reportedly said. 

 

“I’m smarter than you. More powerful than you. I have more guns than you. More manpower. Your cast is 

about to get gunned down in a matter of hours,” the man allegedly told a CNN operator, according to 

WGCL-TV. “I am coming to Georgia right now to go to the CNN headquarters to f—ing gun every single 

last one of you.” 

 

The FBI launched an investigation into the caller, who was identified by released federal court documents 

as Brandon Griesemer of Novi, Michigan, a suburb of Detroit, according to ABC15 Arizona. Local police 

had previously looked into threatening calls made from the same phone number to the Islamic Center of 

Ann Arbor, Michigan in Sept, ABC15 reports, helping a CNN-employed investigator trace the calls to a 

number associated with Griesemer’s parents. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Arrests for stealing $400K from hospital 
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SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/876892/mother-daughter-accused-of-stealing-400k-from-hospital/  

GIST ABERDEEN, Wash. (AP) — A 64-year-old woman and her 45-year-old daughter have been arrested on 

suspicion of stealing nearly $400,000 from a Washington state hospital. 

 

KOMO-TV reports that the arrests follow a nine-month investigation that began when administrators at 

Grays Harbor Community Hospital and Grays Harbor Physicians Services found a large amount of money 

missing from their accounts in April 2017. 

 

Police say they were able to identify the two suspects with help from a financial audit. 

 

Both the mother and daughter are former employees of the hospital. Police say the thefts started in 

September 2015 when the daughter started making direct deposits and depositing checks written to herself 

that she had access to through her payroll controller position. 

 

Aberdeen police detectives arrested the suspects on Friday. Both were released from jail pending charges. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Airline workers stole 343 computers? 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/22/airline-workers-in-alaska-charged-with-swiping-343-

computers.html  

GIST ANCHORAGE, Alaska –  A federal grand jury has indicted six former employees of an Alaska commuter 

airline on charges of stealing mail over two years, including 343 computers headed to schools in rural 

villages. 

 

The six ramp agents were employed by Ravn Air. U.S. Attorney Bryan Schroder said the six were charged 

with stealing Apple computers and other mail, conspiracy and possession of stolen mail. 

 

The value of the items stolen from March 2015 to April 2017 was $489,000. Besides computers, the men 

are suspected of stealing cellphones, cigarettes and chewing tobacco. 

 

The six include Congress Lepou, 29, Breadoflife "Presley" Faiupu, 36, Hubert Barte, 37, Paulo Maae, 24, 

Harold Velicaria, 35, and Rogelio "Roger" Daquis, 49. 

 

One suspect was arrested Friday and five others were arrested Monday. All but Maae were in custody 

Monday afternoon at the Anchorage jail, according to online corrections listings. The indictment did not 

list their attorneys. 

 

Ravn was authorized to pick up mail from the U.S. Postal Service Processing and Distribution Center in 

Anchorage and move it to Ravn facilities for placement on planes and delivery to villages, including the 

western Alaska communities of Saint Marys, Mountain Village, Stebbins, Unalakleet, Emmonak, Kotlik, 

Alakanuk, Aniak, Grayling, Kalskag and Koyuk. 

 

Lepou was a lead ramp agent and Faiupu was a ramp agent trainer. 

 

Prosecutors said Lepou and Faiupu used a Ravn truck to move items from the post office distribution 

center to the Ravn employee parking lot, where they were loaded into private vehicles. 

 

The four others paid for stolen items or found buyers for stolen items, prosecutors said. The computers 

included both desktop and laptop models. 

 

Some items were sold or given to family members or co-workers. 

 

Lepou in April was found with two stolen computers, 667 cartons of cigarettes stolen from the mail and 

305 cans of stolen chewing tobacco. He also had eight stolen prepay cellular phones worth $109,000, 
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prosecutors said. 
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HEADLINE 01/23 Guards disrupt French prison operations 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/guards-disrupt-french-prisons-seek-work-

conditions-52542217?   

GIST Guards are disrupting operations at dozens of prisons in France to demand better working conditions, in 

the second week of protests triggered by attacks on them. 

 

The Justice Ministry said Tuesday that protests were organized in at least 98 prisons across the country, 

with guards starting their working day late or blocking entrances. 

 

Unions representing protesting prison guards have called for a "total blockage" ahead of a new round of 

talks with the ministry scheduled Tuesday afternoon. 

 

Guards want better wages and enhanced security measures, in addition to the creation of jobs the 

government has already proposed. 

 

Attacks at about a half-dozen prisons have fueled the guards' protests since last week. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 CAR convicts former warlord 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/22/militia-leader-convicted-in-central-african-republic.html  

GIST BANGUI, Central African Republic –  Human rights groups in Central African Republic say a former 

warlord who fought in the anti-Balaka militia has been sentenced to life in prison, a first for this conflict-

wracked country. 

 

The International Federation for Human Rights said Monday that the conviction of Rodrigue Ngaibona, 

known as "General Andjilo," is the first of its kind since communal tensions erupted in 2013. A coalition 

of human rights group said Monday it was a "decisive first step." 

 

The anti-Balaka are an armed group that rose in opposition to the Muslim rebels who had overthrown the 

government in 2012. 

 

Ngaibona, who claimed innocence, was convicted of multiple murders between October 2014 and January 

2015. 

 

Scores of militants on both sides of the conflict have evaded justice by disappearing into the lawless 

countryside. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Pipeline protestor pleads guilty shooting 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/22/dakota-access-protester-pleads-guilty-in-shooting-

incident.html  

GIST BISMARCK, N.D. –  A Denver woman accused of shooting at law officers while being arrested for 

protesting the Dakota Access oil pipeline in North Dakota pleaded guilty Monday to two federal charges 

in a deal with prosecutors. 

 

The agreement means Red Fawn Fallis won't stand trial, where she could have faced up to life in prison if 

convicted. Instead, prosecutors will recommend a sentence of no more than seven years in prison. 
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Assistant U.S. Attorney Gary Delorme declined comment outside the courtroom on why the government 

chose not to take the case to trial. 

 

Fallis, 38, was accused of firing a handgun three times during her October 2016 arrest. No one was hurt. 

She pleaded guilty Monday to civil disorder and gun possession by a convicted felon. She has a 2003 

conviction in Colorado for being an accessory to a felony crime. Court records show she was accused of 

driving a car for a man who shot and wounded another man. 

 

Fallis cried while she entered her pleas. She did not discuss the protest shooting incident, only answering 

basic questions from U.S. District Judge Daniel Hovland about her background and understanding of the 

proceedings. 

 

Prosecutors at sentencing will drop a more serious count against Fallis — discharge of a firearm during a 

felony crime of violence. Sentencing wasn't immediately scheduled. 

 

About two dozen supporters of Fallis packed the courtroom but didn't comment after the hearing. The 

courthouse was under heavy security. The number of federal law and security officers outside the 

courtroom was double the norm, and people had to obtain passes to enter the courtroom. The courthouse 

was the site of protests several times when the demonstrations against the pipeline were at their height 

between August 2016 and February 2017. 

 

Fallis' arrest was among 761 that authorities made in southern North Dakota in that six-month span. At 

times thousands of pipeline opponents gathered in the region to protest the $3.8 billion project to move 

North Dakota oil to a shipping point in Illinois. Fallis is the only protester accused of firing a gun. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Greek police clash w/activists 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/greece-protest-squatted-building-arson-brings-tear-

gas-52532179?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Greek riot police have fired tear gas and stun grenades during clashes with activists protesting an arson fire 

at a building used by anarchist squatters in the northern city of Thessaloniki. 

 

No injuries were reported from the confrontation late Monday. Police said five people were detained as 

suspected rioters. 

 

The clashes broke out during a march through the city to protest the fire that gutted the building, which 

anarchist groups say was being used to house refugees. Right-wing extremists are suspected in the arson. 

 

The fire occurred on the sidelines of a large demonstration opposing efforts to resolve a long-standing 

name dispute between Greece and neighboring Macedonia. Greece has a region named Macedonia, where 

Thessaloniki, Greece's second-largest city, is located. 

 

Police are investigating the arson. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 Texas high school shooting; 1 injured 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/injured-shooting-texas-school/story?id=52522539  

GIST A 15-year-old girl was hospitalized after a shooting in a cafeteria at a Texas school this morning, local 

officials said. 

 

The suspect, a 16-year-old male student, fired several shots from a semi-automatic handgun shortly before 
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8 a.m. local time at Italy High School in Italy, Texas, located about 45 miles south of Dallas, the Ellis 

County Sheriff's Office said. 

 

The suspect was confronted by a staff member in the cafeteria, the sheriff's office said. He then fled and 

was apprehended by law enforcement. 

 

The victim was transported by air ambulance, the sheriff's office said. Her condition is unknown. 

 

No one else was injured, officials said, adding that all students have been accounted for. 

 

The handgun was recovered at the scene, officials said. 

 

The sheriff's office said students were moved to another campus and are in the process of being reunited 

with their families. 
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HEADLINE 01/22 FBI: flares, not IEDs, ignited at mall 

SOURCE https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/22/us/eagle-ridge-mall-florida-mall-ied/index.html  

GIST (CNN)The items that ignited early Sunday evening at a Florida mall are believed to be marine flares -- not 

pipe bombs, the FBI said Monday. 

 

Officers responded to a smoke alarm call at 5:22 p.m. at the Eagle Ridge Mall in Lake Wales, central 

Florida. They found smoke coming out of a service corridor next to the mall entrance of JCPenney and 

found what they initially said were two improvised explosive devices that detonated. 

 

"There is no indication of any explosion at the mall and no pipe bombs were found," the FBI said Monday. 

"There is no current indication of any terrorist connection to this incident." 

 

"It appears two items, believed to be marine flares, were ignited in a mall hallway, creating a large amount 

of smoke, and a backpack was located at the scene. Bomb technicians examined the contents of the 

backpack and determined it did not contain any incendiary or explosive devices," the FBI said. 

 

The mall also said initial reports of pipe bombs, IEDs, explosions or detonations and reports of dangerous 

materials found during searches at the facility were incorrect. 

 

"Yesterday afternoon around 5:30 p.m., two signal flares triggered a fire alarm in an unoccupied area of 

Eagle Ridge Mall. No one was injured," the mall said. 

 

Lake Wales Police Deputy Chief Troy Schulze said the devices appeared to be a type of flare, placed 

inside a PVC pipe and then wrapped in electrical tape. Both devices were in the same hallway, about 10 

yards from each other. 

 

"There is nothing at this time to indicate this act was terrorism," he said. "At this time, we are checking 

video surveillance cameras." 

 

Police were looking for a man they're describing as a person of interest. CNN reached out to Lake Wales 

police for comment on the FBI release. 

 

The FBI said it will continue work with state and local law enforcement to identify the person or persons 

responsible. 
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Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources/InFOCUS  
is a situational awareness report published daily by the Washington State Fusion 

Center. 
   

If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
  

  

DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
Source: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Mayor searches for next Seattle PD chief 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/noting-law-enforcement-tragedies-mayor-jenny-

durkan-kicks-off-seattle-police-chief-search/  

GIST Mayor Jenny Durkan cited local killings by police and of a law-enforcement officer as she opened the first 

meeting of a committee that will help her find Seattle’s next police chief. 

 

The city’s police department needs a leader “who can build trust externally and internally,” with both 

community members and rank-and-file officers, Durkan said Monday. 

 

The search for a new chief  comes after Kathleen O’Toole stepped down as police chief on Dec. 31. 

Carmen Best, a deputy chief under O’Toole who joined the Seattle Police Department in 1992, is serving 

as interim chief. 

 

“We have seen tragedies like Charleena Lyles and know very much the final thing that can happen when a 

police officer gets involved with citizens,” Durkan told the 25-member search committee, referring to the 

fatal shooting by officers last year of a Seattle mother inside her Magnuson Park apartment. 

 

“But we also saw the tragedy last night, the danger that police officers face,” the mayor added, referring to 

the fatal shooting late Sunday night of a Pierce County sheriff’s deputy who was responding to a report of 

a home invasion near Frederickson. 

 

“I want to acknowledge the deputy, Daniel McCartney, who was killed in Pierce County,” Durkan said. 

“He was a Navy veteran, a father of three and only 34 years old.” 

 

Seattle must equip its officers to “avoid tragedies like Pierce County suffered yesterday” and also know 

that interactions between officers and community members are critical, the mayor said. 

 

Durkan said she’s confident the committee will “come up with three names” of candidates for chief and 

believes Seattle is “a destination where people will want to be police chief,” due to the city’s relatively low 

crime rate, its booming economy and the department’s progress on reforms. 

 

After taking charge in 2014, O’Toole helped guide Seattle toward compliance with a federal consent 

decree requiring it to remedy a history of excessive force and biased policing. The city is awaiting a ruling 

by U.S. District Judge James Robart on whether to grant its request to find it in full and effective 

compliance with the consent decree. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 US apologizes to Japan for accidents 

SOURCE https://www.shephardmedia.com/news/defence-notes/us-apologises-japan-over-military-accidents/  

GIST The US has apologised to Japan following a recent series of accidents involving US military equipment, 
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the Japanese Ministry of Defence (MoD) said. 

 

US Secretary of Defense, James Mattis, apologised to Japanese counterpart Itsunori Onodera after a series 

of accidents including the emergency landing of an American military helicopter in Okinawa on 8 January. 

 

That came just two days after a similar incident on the southern Japanese island, where over half of the 

47,000 American troops in Japan are stationed. 

 

Itsunori Onodera, Japan’s Minister of Defence, said: ‘I told him about the issue, raising concrete examples 

of various accidents that happened in September, October, November, December last year and January this 

year in Okinawa.’ 

 

Onodera is expected to depart for Hawaii to meet the US commander in the Pacific, Harry Harris, to 

discuss the issue. 

 

There were no immediate reports of injuries or damage after the helicopter landed near a hotel in the 

village of Yomitan on 8 January. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Landslide near Yakima weeks away? 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/northwest/landslide-near-yakima-might-be-a-few-more-weeks-away/  

GIST YAKIMA — While authorities reiterated Sunday that no one can predict exactly when the Rattlesnake 

Ridge landslide will occur, they’ve pushed the estimated date to late January or early February. 

 

Meanwhile, Gov. Jay Inslee, who toured the site just south of here Sunday, said an independent geologist 

will join the team already monitoring the progress of the roughly 20-acre, 200-foot-deep mass of basalt 

that continues to slide down the south side of the ridge at about 1.5 feet a week, potentially threatening I-

82 and the Yakima River. 

 

“This is a significant risk that we have significant concerns about,” Inslee said. “We are continuing to 

determine whether there should be additional monitoring or additional analysis … and in the next several 

days we will probably be engaging a third-party independent consultant that would work for the state of 

Washington for the multiple agencies involved.” 

 

He hopes to fill that role within a week. 

 

“I don’t sense a gap in our analytical ability. We have multiple geologists looking at this … every day,” he 

said. “But we want to give the public more confidence that there is someone who is outside state agencies 

who is also not hired by the quarry owner so that we know that they’re totally independent.” 

 

During his visit, Inslee joined about 40 officials with local and state agencies and the Yakama Nation who 

heard from Dave Norman, state geologist for the Department of Natural Resources, in a closed briefing 

held at the Yakima Air Terminal. 

 

Authorities, who had previously estimated a slide could potentially occur in mid-January, extended the 

estimate to later in the month or early February. 

 

The hillside has been sliding since at least October when authorities began monitoring cracks that had 

opened atop the western slope of Rattlesnake Ridge. At that time, the landslide was moving at less than an 

inch per day. As of Friday, that had increased to 2.5 inches. 
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SOURCE https://www.muckrock.com/news/archives/2018/jan/08/fusion-centers-antifa/  

GIST Homeland Security-run fusion centers are often criticized for keeping tabs on activist groups, particularly 

those that are demonstrably non-violent. That criticism is reinforced by a series of public records requests 

sent by the author to each of the 70 plus fusion centers in the country, asking for any reports regarding 

both Antifa and other leftist-alligned groups, as well as “alt-right” and outright white supremacist 

organizations. 

 

Only a handful of fusion centers have so far actually provided records to MuckRock, and of those, 

produced reports overwhelmingly focused on the left. Take this email from the Nevada Threat Analysis 

Center, for example. 

 

(Click on source link to view embedded email) 

 

This shows that agency keeping detailed tabs on the proposed National Strike in protest against President 

Donald Trump’s Muslim Ban last year. Note the analyst comment blaming Antifa for “recent violence,” 

and the attention given to Palestine Legal. Despite being as non-violent as protests get, it’s quite clear that 

the agency was monitoring the event closely. 

 

In the ensuing pages, there are several questions about Antifa, people protesting ICE vans, anarchist 

groups, and several requests to monitor May Day. 

 

Most alarming is this email concerning the National Alliance Reform and Restoration Group, an 

inconspicuously named white supremacist group headquartered in Carson City. 

 

(Click on source link to view embedded email) 

 

For starters, it is shocking that the NTAC had not been paying attention to a white supremacist group 

operating within their state - but what’s really incredible is the dig at the Southern Poverty Law Center’s 

crediblity because of some of their donors, namely one George Soros. 

 

Kentucky Fusion Center, however, had no records regarding white supremacist groups, and instead 

released a single report on Antifa, which categorized the group’s activities as organized crime. This is 

despite the SPLC identifying 17 hate groups operating within the state. 

 

(Click on source link to view embedded email) 

 

This is despite the SPLC identifying 17 hate groups operating within the state. 

 

Are things better in Liberal bastion California? Not really. Continuing the trend, the Central California 

Intelligence Center was largely focused on the threat from “anarchist extremists” …with one CCIC report 

calling Antifa “the greatest threat to public safety,” despite the presence of actual Neo-Nazis at these 

events. 

 

(Click on source link to view embedded email) 

 

While another 17 fusion centers just outright rejected our request, and many others still haven’t responded, 

just from these three examples we can clearly see a pattern forming. Despite this being an era of rising 

hate crime, fusion centers spend a lot of time tracking activist groups and protesters, while not seeming to 

spend much time monitoring white supremacist groups. 

 

And as last year’s events in Portland, Oregon, Charlottesville, Virginia, and the University of Maryland 

have shown, downplaying that threat can have deadly consequences. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Suspect fatal shooting of deputy arrested 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/5e962af09c44400cb4cb87f9ce7bfc66/Suspect-apprehended-in-killing-of-

Washington-state-deputy  

GIST FREDERICKSON, Wash. (AP) — Authorities in Washington state have arrested a man believed to have 

been involved in the fatal shooting of a sheriff’s deputy. 

 

Pierce County Deputy Daniel McCartney, a 34-year-old Navy veteran and married father to three young 

boys, was shot during a foot chase late Sunday as he responded to a home invasion near the small 

community of Frederickson, 15 miles (24 kilometers) southeast of Tacoma, said sheriff’s spokesman Ed 

Troyer. 

 

One suspect in his mid-30s was found dead at the scene, and another got away, authorities said. On 

Monday, Troyer said 32-year-old Frank William Pawul had been taken into custody in the Shelton area on 

unrelated felony warrants. 

 

A state trooper in the area spotted Pawul, who gave a false name when approached, Troyer said. Once 

authorities learned his real name, Troyer said he was taken to jail on the warrants and further investigation 

tied him to the shooting. Two weapons also were found at the scene, Troyer said. 

 

Police had closed off roads in the area and conducted a manhunt among industrial sites as well as wooded 

areas. 

 

The suspect was expected to appear in court Tuesday on a first-degree murder charge, Troyer said. 

 

Pierce County Jail officials said Monday night that Pawul did not yet have an attorney. 

 

The deceased suspect’s name hasn’t been released. 

 

“There’s a sadness that will be felt and should be felt in the community,” said Pierce County Sheriff Paul 

Pastor. “He is a young deputy who signed up to watch over other people. He had an ethic in his heart for 

doing something for other people.” 

 

McCartney was hired at the sheriff’s department in 2014 after stints with police departments in the small 

Washington state cities of Aberdeen and Hoquiam. 

 

After the shooting, McCartney was taken to a Tacoma hospital, where he was pronounced dead. His 

family members and dozens of law enforcement officers gathered at the hospital to say goodbye, The 

News Tribune newspaper reported . 

 

More than a dozen officers and deputies saluted as McCartney’s body was carried from the hospital in a 

flag-draped coffin and loaded into a van. 

 

A memorial fund was set up to benefit his wife and children. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Salvadorans: El Salvador not ready 

SOURCE http://time.com/5094653/el-salvador-donald-trump-return/?xid=homepage  

GIST (SANTA TECLA, El Salvador) — Being deported to an El Salvador he hadn’t seen in more than three 

decades was a trauma Hugo Castro recalls clearly. 

 

The 51-year-old said Monday that his country must begin preparing now to receive the nearly 200,000 

Salvadorans who may have to return following the Trump administration’s decision to lift their temporary 

protected status next year. 
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“The main problem for deportees is that they’re made invisible. They’re rejected, there’s no work. They 

don’t help us,” said Castro, who was deported from the U.S. in 2015. 

 

The U.S. announcement brought fears that a major source of income for this poor Central American nation 

will be cut off and that families could be separated. But there was also a hint of optimism that Salvadorans 

with many years of experience in the U.S. could bring expertise and investment to spur the economy. 

 

Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen said Salvadorans who have stayed in the U.S. with 

temporary protected status — only a fraction of the estimated 2 million Salvadorans living there — would 

have to leave by Sept. 9, 2019, unless Congress came up with a solution allowing them to stay. 

 

The temporary protected status program has been offered to citizens from a number of countries fleeing 

natural disasters or other instability. The affected Salvadorans received the status after earthquakes in 2001 

killed more than 1,000 people. Thousands more who arrived in the United States in recent years fleeing 

gang violence were not eligible. 

 

Castro went to the United States as a teenager to study at a college in Atlanta. During his junior year his 

family back home lost nearly everything when the bank seized their coffee operation. Dropping out, he 

worked at a country club and a book store and became manager of a Mexican restaurant. Then a run-in 

with police led to more than two years in immigration detention as he unsuccessfully fought deportation 

after living in the U.S. for three decades. 

 

His first three months back in El Salvador were the worst, he said. He suffered from depression and didn’t 

want to leave his mother’s home. People told him a 49-year-old man should not depend on his mother to 

support him, so he started looking for work. 

 

“I went everywhere, to restaurants. I told them I had a lot of experience and that I spoke English, but they 

rejected me,” he said. 

 

Eight months after arriving, Castro finally found work at the Salvadoran Immigrant Institute. The non-

profit group recognized the value of Castro’s bilingualism and the experience he had gained through the 

deportation process and it put him to work helping other deportees reintegrate into society. 

 

Castro said programs like his are very limited and more needs to be done for returnees. 

 

“The government has to get ready, partner with businesses, with all of society, the nonprofits and create 

assistance programs,” he said. 

 

As an example, he noted that in 2016, the country received 52,000 deportees from the United States and 

Mexico. Meanwhile, a government program to give small cash grants to allow deportees to open their own 

businesses has only graduated 140 people, he said. 

 

The biggest worry among many Salvadorans is that their nation of 6.2 million people will see a big drop in 

the amount of cash sent home by countrymen working in the United States. Salvadorans transferred more 

than $4.5 billion from the U.S. in 2016, accounting for 17 percent of El Salvador’s economy, according to 

government figures. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 FEMA: Puerto Rico emergency mode 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/8/fema-head-puerto-rico-still-in-emergency-

response-/  

GIST SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico | Nearly four months after two hurricanes hit this island, the chief of the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency’s operations in Puerto Rico says he has never before had to continue 

emergency relief efforts like delivering food, water and temporary roofing so long after a natural disaster. 
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“So this far into a disaster in my experience, at least in the last 20 years, we never do that, we’re never — 

the food and water would have stopped weeks ago. But we can’t, and one of the driving factors for that is 

power,” Michael Byrne, an acting regional administrator for FEMA, told The Washington Times. 

 

Since Sept. 6, FEMA had been responding to a state of emergency on Puerto Rico in the aftermath of 

Hurricane Irma when Hurricane Maria made landfall on the U.S. territory on Sept. 20. About 1 million 

islanders had lost power during Irma, when Maria killed electricity for nearly the entire 3.5 million 

population. 

 

FEMA tasked the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers with overseeing the reconstruction of the entire electric 

grid, not an unprecedented event but unheard of after a natural disaster, officials said. 

 

Nearly 50,000 wooden, concrete or steel electrical poles need to be repaired or replaced, and about 65 

percent of the substations and power plants were destroyed. 

 

Officials hesitate to give a schedule for when they’ll finish the job but hope to achieve 95 percent 

connection levels by the end of February or the end of March. 

 

Mr. Byrne, a veteran New York City firefighter who joined FEMA in 1999, has helped manage disasters 

throughout the Northeast, from 9/11 to Hurricane Sandy. Yet he says he can’t help but be humbled by the 

scope of the help Puerto Rico requires. 

 

“Every time you think you’ve met the last challenge — I can’t have another curveball thrown at me, right, 

another curveball I hate talking like this because I hate making excuses,” he said. “We have to humble 

ourselves by the fact that the storm did so much damage that it requires these extraordinary levels of effort 

but I think we should be proud of some of the work that’s going on.” 

 

In addition to Puerto Rico, the FEMA region Mr. Byrnes oversees consists of the states of New York and 

New Jersey, the U.S. Virgin Islands and the Native American tribes in the region. He was appointed to the 

post last January. 

 

With regard to Puerto Rico, rebuilding its infrastructure to meet current U.S. standards and codes would be 

a major boon for the Caribbean island, whose roads, power system and other infrastructure elements had 

long been neglected before the storms. 

 

Mr. Byrne said that Puerto Rican Gov. Ricardo Rossello has asked FEMA to invoke at least three sections 

of the federal Stafford Act to allow the agency to not only rebuild what was damaged but do so in a 

smarter way. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Navy seeks course correction from 2017 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/8/navys-deadly-accidents-result-budget-issues-

cultur/  

GIST The Navy’s disastrous and deadly 2017, punctuated by a slew of accidents and fatal at-sea collisions 

ending with the deaths of nearly 20 American sailors, was the culmination of deep-seated issues within the 

sea service’s budget, operations and culture stretching back decades, issues that Navy leaders are only now 

attempting to address. 

 

And, despite the determination of the Trump White House and defense hawks on Capitol Hill to boost the 

troubled service’s budget and mission support, the service faces a battleship full of problems coming out 

of 2017 that will take more than one year to turn around. 

 

Seven U.S. sailors aboard the USS Fitzgerald were killed when the warship collided with Philippine-
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flagged shipping vessel near the Japanese coast in June. Two months later, the Arleigh Burke-class 

destroyer USS McCain collided with an oil tanker off the coast of Singapore, resulting in 10 sailors killed. 

 

Prior to the fatal collisions involving the McCain and Fitzgerald, the Ticonderoga-class guided-missile 

cruiser USS Lake Champlain collided with a South Korean fishing vessel off the country’s eastern coast 

last May, a month before the incident involving the Fitzgerald. 

 

As a result, Chief of Naval Operations Adm. John Richardson ordered a worldwide 48-hour stand down of 

all service operations. The order was issued to gain insight into the circumstances that led to three major, 

at-sea collisions in the Pacific within four months, and to see if systemic problems of command and 

operations left the Navy susceptible to similar catastrophes. 

 

“The Navy has recognized that we are in a boatload of trouble here. We cannot paper this over,” retired 

Navy Capt. Jerry Hendrix, now a senior fellow at the Washington-based Center for a New American 

Security. “Something had to give, and what you saw this past year is seeing it give.” 

 

Even the Naval Academy’s football team, which saw a record 14-game winning streak over Army broken 

in 2015, lost a second straight heartbreaker to its hated rival last month. 

 

Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman John McCain ripped into Navy leaders at a scathing Capitol 

Hill hearing in September, accusing the service of failing to heed critical reviews in 2010 and 2015 

warning that dwindling training and maintenance for overseas ships could put sailors in harms way. 

 

“Many of the issues we are discussing today have been known to Navy leaders for years. How do we 

explain that?” Mr. McCain, a onetime U.S. Navy pilot and Annapolis graduate, asked at one point. 

 

But from the wardrooms and bridges aboard American warships deployed worldwide, all the way to Navy 

headquarters in Washington, the tragedies in the Pacific that defined the last year for the sea service were 

predictable and possibly preventable, current and former service members say. 

 

Shortly after the stand-down order was issued last year, former head of capabilities for the Office of the 

Deputy Under Secretary of the NavyThomas Callender reached out to former colleagues still in uniform in 

the Pacific and elsewhere across the Navy to get a read on the situation. The majority of the officers and 

sailors he spoke to said the deadly four months in the Pacific that prompted the order were no surprise, he 

told The Washington Times. 

 

“There were warnings,” Mr. Callender, now a senior defense fellow at the conservative think tank Heritage 

Foundation, said. But those warnings went unnoticed or unheeded by senior Navy brass. The decision 

makers at headquarters in Washington “were so far removed from the waterfront, that they were not as 

aware of what the problem really was,” he said. 

 

“It was just a matter of time before we would see this happen, and that is the part that kind of scares me,” 

said Mr. Callender. 

 

Part of those problems stretch back to the steady reduction of the Navy’s fleet enacted by the Clinton 

White House in the 1990s, a result of the so-called “peace dividend we sort of conned ourselves into” 

during the Clinton era, Mr. Callender said. 

 

Subsequent administration’s continued to whittle down the Navy from its previous height of roughly 700 

ships, ultimately resulting in the nearly 270-ship fleet the sea service fields today, he added. 

 

During the post 9/11 era, Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama accelerated the Clinton-era cuts 

to U.S. sea power as budget focus inside the Pentagon shifted from maritime engagements to 

counterterrorism and asymmetric warfare. While the demands on the Navy did not diminish, the service’s 

overall combat strength did, said Capt. Hendrix. 
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On average, roughly 100 U.S. warships out of the entire fleet are engaged in active combat operations, he 

said. With a 700-ship Navy, service leaders could sustain having 100 ships out on combat missions at any 

one time. But with a fleet of barely 300 ships, “suddenly having 100 ships forward deployed, now you are 

starting to break into unsustainable levels” of deployments, he said. 

 

The Trump White House has indicated it is looking to remedy the Navy’s fleet shortfalls. Administration 

officials are expected to formalize the sea service’s 355-shipbuilding goal within the White House’s 

National Security Strategy. The highly anticipated strategy is on track for release later this month, 

Pentagon spokesman Col. Rob Manning told reporters Monday. 

 

The Trump administration’s defense budget blueprint for fiscal year 2019 — the first full-fledged defense 

budget drafted by the administration — is expected to include the 355-ship goal in the Navy’s proposed 

bottom line. The shipbuilding goals was included in the defense spending package for fiscal year 2018, 

signed into law by Mr. Trump in December. 

 

Shrinking ship numbers, in the face of increasing maritime threats to U.S. and allied navies across the 

globe, did spark the slow erosion of Navy capabilities resulting in last year’s calamities at sea. But an 

erosion of professionalism within the sea service, prodded by mounting operational demands on the fleet 

from senior commanders, also set the stage for 2017’s troubles. 

 

A pair of wide-ranging Navy reviews initiated in the wake of the Fitzgerald and McCain incidents, one 

focusing explicitly on the Pacific’s Seventh Fleet and another conducted service-wide, found severe 

failings in Navy crew preparedness and ability to carry out the most basic seagoing activities during 

service operations. 

 

Accidents involving American warships in the Pacific were the result in officers and crew members 

lacking basic seamanship skills, such as navigation and situational awareness, along with “failures to 

follow the international rules of the road” when traversing international waters, Adm. Richardson told 

reporters in November. 

 

This lack of basic seamanship skills, a result of minimal or insufficient training, represented another trade-

off Navy leaders were forced to make to field a smaller fleet against a growing threat scenario, Mr. 

Hendrix explained. Valuing efficiency over capabilities, Navy leaders attempted to “squeeze every dollar” 

into operations and growing the fleet, which left little time or funding for training, he said. 

 

The lack of adequate training led to Navy crews being ill-prepared to handle the rigors of an unrelenting 

operational tempo of a region like the Pacific. In the end “it was just a breakdown in culture and practices” 

of a sea service being forced to do more with less, Mr. Hendrix said. 

 

A Government Accountability Office independent review conducted after last year’s string of Navy 

disasters reported widespread readiness and safety problems with service ships deployed in the Pacific. For 

example, more than a third of training certifications for the Navy’s cruisers and destroyers based in Japan 

had expired in June. 

 

More generally, the GAO report in September found Navy ships based overseas faces degraded readiness 

level; reduced crew sizes and longer working shifts that have contributed to safety problems, and the 

inability to meet maintenance schedules. Of the 11 prior recommendations the watchdog agency had given 

the Navy, the GAO said, the service had to date “implemented only one.” 

 

The problems have been exacerbated by rising pressure to carry out the Navy’s missions in the Pacific, 

driven by recent threats from North Korea and Chinese aggression in the South China Sea, said Navy 

officials. 

 

“The world is much more dangerous now than it was 18 years ago,” at the peak of the Navy’s fleet size 

and strength, Mr. Callender noted. “More moles are popping up that the Navy is being asked to whack,” he 

added. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Seattle interim police chief: Carmen Best 

SOURCE http://crosscut.com/2018/01/meet-seattles-new-police-chief-carmen-best/  

GIST Carmen Best is the first African-American woman to lead the Seattle Police Department, a job she took 

over as of Jan. 1 when Chief Kathleen O’Toole’s departure became official. Best is chief on an interim 

basis for now but she has applied for the permanent job.  

 

Although Mayor Jenny Durkan has promised a national search to replace O’Toole, it’s hard to not see 

Best as a favorite nominee: a Tacoma native who has risen through the ranks in her 26-year career with the 

SPD; an officer who has built relationships with both the rank-and-file and with the community-at-large; 

and, as second-in-command for the past 3.5 years, the heir apparent to continuing on O’Toole’s path for 

the department. 

 

The mayor hopes to choose the permanent chief by this spring. In the meantime, Best inherits a 1,400-

officer department that remains under a shadow of a federal consent decree struck to reverse SPD’s pattern 

of excessive force. 

 

In her first week on the job, Best suggested the 40th floor Starbucks in the Columbia Center for an 

interview. But when she arrived, she looked around and suggested we “go upstairs” instead. 

  

Upstairs was the members-only (and pricey — $287-per-month) Columbia Tower Club. Inside, the bar is 

cavernous, with a staircase and spectacular views of the ferris wheel and ferries below. 

 

O’Toole — Best’s predecessor and mentor — happened to be sitting at the bar with her daughter and the 

SPD’s Chief Legal Officer Rebecca Boatright and for a moment I wonder if this scheduled interview is 

some sort of ambush. Apparently, it’s just a coincidence. Best greets O’Toole. The bartender greets the 

chief as “Ms. Best.” 

 

We sit in one of the booths — inset into a nook as if meant for private conversations — drink water and 

talk police culture, race and her goals for leading the 24th largest department in the country. 

 

This interview has been edited for length and clarity. 

 

What will you do that’s different than what Chief O’Toole has done? 
A lot of what I’m going to be doing is just carrying on what she came here in part to do, which is making 

sure we reform the organization in a way that’s real and meaningful. We want to stay on the trajectory, 

move forward and try to get there and have in place what we believe to be an iterative process so you’re 

not like, ‘Reform on Tuesday.’ That’s not how it works. 

 

When you talk about changing culture, one thing I’ve heard people talk about is this sort of 

insider/outsider dynamic. In the event you become the permanent chief, you’ve come up through the 

department. How do you change the culture of a place where you’ve sort of grown up in?  
I think it comes with its challenges, but I think it’s probably easier in some ways because I do know the 

culture. I’m not learning how we operate. I was here in 2011 when [the consent decree reform process] 

started and I know how the feeling was within the organization. We’ve gone through a lot of changes and I 

know we’ve improved and I know it’s better. I know that for a fact. The data shows that, but I also know 

that intuitively.  

 

Certainly, we’re not done. But we’ve done some great improvement and I’ve seen that because I actually 

know where we started. I actually remember when we had to just do the rubber stamp on use-of-force 

statements. 

 

How do you balance keeping the rank-and-file satisfied while also keeping people like Rev. Harriett 
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Walden [founder of Mothers for Police Accountability] who have an interest in accountability and 

reform happy? 
My goal is to do the right thing. Doing the right thing doesn’t always mean keeping everybody happy. I 

don’t walk in and say, ‘I hope everybody I talk to today is happy.’ What I do hope is that we have a 

mission, we have a vision, we’re trying to make sure that policies and procedures are followed, that 

training is appropriate, that officers recognize that behavior matters and that our interaction with the 

community matters. That the community knows that we’re here. 

 

We’re here to serve the community. That’s why we’re here, that’s why we exist. A lot of times you do the 

best you can and try to do the right thing and everybody’s unhappy, to be honest with you! [laughs] But 

I’m just trying to keep that in mind. Being a really true and honest broker and really true about what your 

goal and mission.  

 

And I actually find I’m in a good place to do that. I mean this sincerely. I’m at the end of my career. I’ve 

been in the department 26 years and I’m 52. So literally half of my life is in the SPD. You start reflecting 

on what happened here. What did I do? From when I came in, How have I changed? How have I grown? 

How have I helped the agency? How have I helped the community that I love? 

  

You’re the first African American woman to lead the Seattle Police Department. There’s a lot of 

discussion about law enforcement and race in this country. Have you talked about this with your 

two daughters?  
Of course. How can you live in the society we live in today and not have conversations about race?  

 

And specifically race in relation to law enforcement? 
Of course. People say we need more training on race when we’re talking about this, but we are highly 

conscious about race in this profession. I specifically am, but I think we all are. We recognize that there 

are quarters of the community that have a real, in some cases, fear, but definitely concern about how 

they’re being policed, what’s happening with them, what they’re seeing and it’s difficult for me, in some 

ways, only because we’re balancing what’s happening locally against the national stories and some of 

them are pretty horrendous. I get out there and say, ‘I’m as shocked and dismayed as you are.’ 

 

[My daughters] have grown up as two African-American women themselves, knowing a lot of officers and 

knowing that they’re just people with families doing their jobs. They have that perspective. But they also 

see that stuff that happens and some of it’s just wrong. We do have conversations about it. They know I’m 

not always going to defend something if I don’t think it’s right. And I’m not going to defend people who 

criticize if I don’t think their criticisms aren’t grounded in truth, either. 

 

What was your reaction when you heard about the Charleena Lyles shooting? 
Well, I was sad, because it was really tragic. I mean, I’ve been in this job a long time. There are really sad 

things that happen. I will tell you, I’m not blaming anybody. I think there was a whole set of really 

complex issues converged at a time and a moment that was very sad and very tragic. And I mean that 

sincerely. I don’t know if people even know but we met with members of her family after, very quietly, no 

media or anything like that, and it was heartbreaking in many ways. We also talked to the officers who 

were at the scene and they were pretty shook up too. Nobody walks away from that feeling anything but 

sad. It’s just a tragedy.  

 

At the same time, we’re also making sure the things that need to happen are happening internally, in terms 

of protocol and procedure. All those things need to occur, too. Making sure, Where’s the force 

investigation team? Are they here? Where are the officers? There. Where’s the guild member? There. 

Who’s talking to the family? All those things need to occur but in the midst of a very sad and tragic time.  

 

When the Force Review Board came back and said they found the Lyles shooting to be within 

policy, the backlash was, Well, if this is within policy, then there’s something wrong with the policy. 

How do you respond to that? 
I respond by saying we’re always going to look at every incident and try to learn what we can from it. And 

some of those lessons will involve the police department, some will involve the community, some will 
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involve other organizations. You can’t just nail this down to one little thing. There’s a whole lot of 

complexity.  

 

As a chief, what’s the relationship like with your police unions? The Seattle Police Officers Guild 

[the rank-and-file union], for example, filed an unfair labor practice complaint alleging the city 

acted improperly by passing police accountability legislation without first negotiating with the 

union. [The city and Seattle Police Officers Guild have been in contract negotiations for more than 

three years]. 

 

I have a healthy respect for unions. I’ve been in a union. At the same time, we have an organization to run. 

We have to push our agenda forward with our own folks. We actually agree on a lot of things when it 

comes to a philosophical, high-level: I want officers to have a decent paycheck, to support their family and 

to be able to be productive members of the conversation and to have rules and regulations that keep them 

in alignment with what we need to see going forward. I don’t think there’s a lot of disagreement on that.  

When it comes down to policies and those things, they’re going to have their perspective. I respect that. I 

don’t always agree with it, but we’re going to have to agree to disagree on some of those issues. But I 

don’t ever want to go swinging at the unions and I don’t want them swinging at us because, ultimately, I 

think, in a large way, we do want officers to serve the community. We do want them to have a good 

working environment. We do want people to feel comfortable talking to them. We just might be going 

about it differently. On certain things, it may be an outside party that helps us do that.  

 

Is there a tangible rift there between leadership and, say, rank-and-file, SPOG [Seattle Police 

Officers Guild]? 
I think rift is much too strong a word. There will be points where we won’t agree. There’s a lot of points 

where we do agree. That might sound like a very neutral answer, but that is the actual truth. 

 

What’s your biggest priority for this year? 
When I came in, I set out the five priorities I saw for the organization. First: Crime and disorder. Our 

fundamental priority is to minimize crime and disorder in this city.  

 

Then, excellence in service. In terms of public service, let’s make sure we do it better than anyone else. 

Also, honor and professionalism. Every time you come in uniform, you should feel a sense of I am doing 

something honorable. And if you’re a civilian employee, you should feel proud to associate with the police 

department. 

 

Also, business efficiency. I stole that from Chief O’Toole. How are we going to make sure we’re 

managing our overtime, our maintenance, our vehicles and our equipment and our training? This is 

taxpayer money so we have to really make sure we’re doing things that make sense.  

 

And the last was data-driven policies and practices. Just using technology the best way we can, to help us 

be more efficient, to do predictive policing, hot spots policing, to find out where repeat calls for service 

are. Why are we going to a certain place exorbitantly more than we are other places?  

 

What happens if you’re not appointed as chief? Will you remain in the SPD?  
You know, that’s hard to say. That’s up to the new chief. Some of it’s outside of my control. Somebody 

has to step up and take the lead and say, I want to be the one to make this a better place. And I think I’m 

well qualified to do it. I really do. I feel like I’ve worked really, really hard and I feel super connected to 

both officers and the community. I just wouldn’t be able to feel good about myself if I didn’t take this 

opportunity when it’s here. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 PCSO detective: becoming too often 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/862200/pierce-county-deputy-involved-shooting/  

GIST Pierce County Detective Ed Troyer says the fatal shooting of Deputy Daniel McCartney is an example of a 
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tragedy that is becoming too common.  

 

“We, unfortunately, are pretty good at doing police funerals because we’ve done a lot of them,” he said.  

 

Just over a year ago, Tacoma officer Reginald “Jake” Gutierrez was killed while responding to a domestic-

violence call that turned into an 11-hour standoff. Gutierrez, 45, was a father of three.  

 

According to the National Law Enforcement Officer Memorial Fund, 128 officers were killed in the line of 

duty in 2017. Forty-four of those were shot. That was a decrease from 2016, when 143 officers were 

killed, according to the Memorial Fund, a nonprofit that tracks officer deaths and researches trends in 

officer fatalities. Four law enforcement officers have been killed this year, according to the Memorial 

Fund.  

 

Deputy McCartney, 34, was with the Pierce County Sheriff’s Department for about three years. He worked 

for the Hoquiam Police Department for six years prior to that. He was a Navy veteran.  

 

Early Monday morning, law enforcement held a procession for McCartney.  

 

Law enforcement departments and individual officers from around the country sent their condolences in 

the hours following the fatal shooting of Deputy McCartney. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Next three years Seattle construction 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/862375/seattle-construction-maximum-constraint/  

GIST If you think it’s tough getting around Seattle now, you better get ready for the next three years. 

 

The city will be undergoing a major transformation as new towers are built, and Seattle construction 

blocks traffic while also eliminating parking. It’s going to impact more than just solo drivers.  

 

The Convention Center expansion begins in 2019. The downtown bus tunnel will close, sending all the 

buses onto surface streets. And the Seattle tunnel will open in about a year, possibly pushing thousands of 

cars a day onto surface streets.  

 

That’s on top of the construction already underway, including along the city’s waterfront and Seattle First 

Hill Streetcar project, which will eliminate two lanes of traffic on First Avenue between Stewart and 

Jackson. 

 

Seattle construction: Period of maximum constraint 

 

A city advisory group has dubbed the time period starting later this year through 2021 the “period of 

maximum constraint” due to all the work scheduled to take place. It sounds like the title of a Michael Bay 

action film, but it’s actually the state of harsh traffic conditions Seattle will endure. Even Mayor Jenny 

Durkan has warned that traffic will get worse. 

 

Because of all this work, according to materials from the advisory group, people in Seattle can expect to 

spend additional time traveling throughout the city. The group reports that cyclists, bus riders, and even 

pedestrians could see a negative impact on getting around the city, especially in the downtown core. For 

example, bus riders will spend 2,500 hours of total travel time each day. The afternoon commute will take 

3.5 minutes longer. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Spokane Tribe’s new casino opens 
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SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/862378/spokane-tribes-new-casino-opens-monday-evening/  

GIST SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) — After more than a decade of work, the Spokane Tribe of Indians will open its 

new casino in a Spokane suburb on Monday night. 

 

The Spokane Tribe Casino was first proposed in 2006, when the tribe asked the Bureau of Indian Affairs if 

land in Airway Heights was suitable for an off-reservation casino. 

 

The Spokesman-Review says the casino was ultimately approved by the agency and Gov. Jay Inslee. 

 

The Spokane Tribe hopes to do what neighboring tribes have done: Create a steady revenue stream to help 

fund tribal programs. 

 

The $40 million casino joins the Kalispel Tribe’s Northern Quest Casino, also in Airway Heights, and the 

Coeur d’Alene casino in Worley, Idaho, is serving the Spokane regional gambling market. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Seattle drafts employee hours tax 2.0 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/860957/employee-hours-tax-task-force/  

GIST Seattle’s last attempt at a business tax may have failed in 2017, but its successor is already being drafted at 

city hall.  

 

A new task force is developing Seattle’s employee hours tax 2.0. 

 

“As it was written last year, it was somewhat of a knee-jerk legislation,” said Ian Eisenberg. “I’m glad the 

city decided to take a breath and study it a little bit more and draft it a bit better.”  

 

Eisenberg owns and operates Seattle’s most successful pot shop — Uncle Ike’s. He is on the new 16-

member task force; one of three members with business ties. The group is expected to develop a report for 

the council by early March, identifying potential revenue sources — including an employee hours tax aka 

a head tax. The money will fund homelessness and housing programs. It has a goal of reaching between 

$25 million and $75 million in revenue. 

 

“The (previous) tax was sold to the public as a tax on the largest and most prosperous businesses in the 

city,” Eisenberg said. “I run a small business; a small, family business … and the idea that we are one of 

the largest businesses like Amazon or Microsoft was just ludicrous. I think it was a matter of it being put 

together so quickly; nobody at the city had time to really study who was being affected by the tax and 

what the ramifications were.” 

 

According to the task force’s documents, the city requests the executive office and council conduct a 

stakeholder engagement process: 

 

The outcome of the engagement process would be a broadly supported recommendation for an on-going 

revenue source that the City could collect beginning in 2019, with the understanding that such ongoing 

revenue would be used to address the affordability and homelessness crisis in Seattle and the displacement 

of low-income residents. 

 

Employee hours tax task force 

 

The previous tax attempt proposed a few ideas, such as charging employers 5 cents per hour, per 

employee, or as much $125 per employee. It would have affected about 1,100 Seattle companies that earn 

more than $10 million annually. 

 

After the first attempt at a head tax failed in 2017, the council passed a resolution promising to form the 

task force currently underway. Council chairs are Councilmembers Lorena Gonzalez and Lisa Herbold. 
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Community co-chairs are Tony To and Kirsten Harris-Talley. Harris-Talley was a temporary council 

member sitting in for Tim Burgess during the last budget cycle when the first head tax was rejected. 

 

“Mainly, it’s a lot of service organizations that would eventually get some of the money,” Eisenberg said 

of the task force. “There’s a construction company on it that builds a lot of affordable housing. They and 

myself are about the only business interests on the committee.” 

 

Three members of the task force, including Eisenberg, are listed as members of the business community. 

◾Councilmember M. Lorena González, Co-Chair 

◾Councilmember Lisa A. Herbold, Co-Chair 

◾Jennifer Adams, Lived Experience of Homelessness 

◾Andrew Coak, Labor Representative 

◾Lisa Daugaard, Subject Matter Expert 

◾Ian Eisenberg, Business Representative 

◾Samantha Grad, Labor Representative 

◾Kirsten Harris-Talley, Community Co-Chair 

◾Katie B. Wilson, Subject Matter Expert 

◾Brianna Little, Service Provider 

◾Daniel K. Malone, Housing/Service Provider 

◾Tom Mathews, Business Representative 

◾Fernando Mejia-Ledesma, Business Representative 

◾Courtney O’Toole, Lived Experience of Homelessness 

◾Tony To, Community Co-Chair 

◾Maiko Winkler-Chin, Housing Provider 

 

“I was a critic of the last administration, that they didn’t always have any small business input,” Eisenberg 

said. “The city asked who wanted to be on the committee and I applied. And I think I’m the only actual 

business person that would be affected by the tax, as opposed to recipients of the funds. It’s kind of hard to 

complain the city doesn’t want business input when no business persons apply to be on committees and 

panels, so I decided to step up and not just talk, but actually do something.” 

 

The task force will meet twice a month on Thursdays through the beginning of March. The first meeting 

on Jan. 4 was largely a meet-and-greet for members to set objectives and a timeline. 

 

“It was really just ground rules and schedules, so nothing really happened so far,” Eisenberg said. 

 

A current timeline for the task force has the group slated to finalize a report for the city council by March 

1. In the meantime, the group will discuss the potential employee hours tax; any burden created by new 

taxes and comparing them to businesses outside the city; alternative revenue sources; and spending 

priorities. 

 

Other taxes 

 

This is not the first time Seattle has considered or passed an employee hours tax. In 2007, a $25 per full-

time employee tax was passed to fund transportation projects. That tax produced: $4.7 million in 2008; 

and $5.6 million in 2009. The tax was repealed after 2.5 years. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 King Co. halts police shooting inquests 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/862473/police-shooting-inquests-on-hold/  

GIST All inquests into police shootings will be put on hold temporarily while the King County Inquest Review 

Committee finishes conducting its review of the inquest process, Executive Dow Constantine announced 
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on Monday. 

 

“In the interest of fairness to all those involved, we will pause all inquests as the Review Committee and 

community partners seek to better understand what works and what doesn’t, and recommend reforms,” 

Constantine said. 

 

Five inquests into deaths at the hands of police officers are currently pending in the following cases: Isaiah 

Obet, Damarius D. Butts, Eugene D. Nelson, Tommy Le, and Charleena Lyles. Those five inquests will be 

put on hold and no new requests will be accepted. 

 

Similarly, but in a separate decision, King County District Court Presiding Judge Donna Tucker stated that 

she will stop appointing District Court Judges to preside over inquests for the foreseeable future. 

 

“It is important and timely for the County to review this Executive process,” Judge Tucker said. 

 

An inquest is a process of investigating a police shooting to determine the facts of the incident. Inquests 

into King County law enforcement-related deaths have traditionally been conducted by District Court 

Judges and a six-member jury. The jurors are not tasked with determining liability on the part of any law 

enforcement personnel involved. Instead, they decide what factual issues exist in the case. 

 

The review committee, which was formed by Executive Constantine about a month ago, includes five 

members and will eventually appoint a sixth. One member of the committee is Rick Williams, whose 

brother John T. Williams was shot and killed by a Seattle Police officer in 2010. Other members include a 

King County Superior Court judge, a member of the state Supreme Court’s Minority & Justice 

Commission, and the former Director of Seattle’s Office of Professional Accountability. 

 

The committee will likely make recommendations on topics such as attorney’s fees for the family of the 

deceased, the role of inquest jurors, and alternative processes that might better serve the county and its 

residents. 

 

The committee’s final recommendations are expected in March. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Iran president pragmatic view on protests 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-rallies-rouhani/in-jab-at-rivals-rouhani-says-iran-protests-

about-more-than-economy-idUSKBN1EX0S9  

GIST LONDON (Reuters) - In a swipe at his hardline rivals, President Hassan Rouhani said on Monday young 

Iranian protesters were unhappy about far more than just the economy and they would no longer defer to 

the views and lifestyle of an aging revolutionary elite. 

 

The pragmatic cleric, who defeated anti-Western hardliners to win re-election last year, also called for the 

lifting of curbs on social media used by anti-government protesters in the most sustained challenge to 

conservative authorities since 2009. 

 

“It would be a misrepresentation (of events) and also an insult to Iranian people to say they only had 

economic demands,” Rouhani was quoted as saying by Tasnim news agency. 

 

“People had economic, political and social demands.” 

 

Rouhani, 69, suggested there was a generational element to the unrest, which appears to have been 

spearheaded by under-25s. 

 

“We cannot pick a lifestyle and tell two generations after us to live like that. It is impossible... The views 

of the young generation about life and the world is different than ours,” he said. 
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The Revolutionary Guards, Iran’s security backbone since the 1979 revolution that created the Islamic 

Republic, said on Sunday the security forces had put an end to a week of unrest fomented by what it called 

foreign enemies. 

 

The protests, which began over economic hardships suffered by the young and working class, spread to 

more than 80 cities and towns and has resulted in 22 deaths and more than 1,000 arrests, according to 

Iranian officials. 

 

Many of the protesters questioned Iran’s foreign policy in the Middle East, where it has intervened in 

Syria and Iraq in a battle for influence with rival Saudi Arabia. 

 

The country’s financial support for Palestinians and the Lebanese Shi‘ite group Hezbollah also angered 

Iranians, who want their government to focus on domestic economic problems instead. 

 

Rouhani won re-election last year by promising more jobs for Iran’s youth through more foreign 

investment, as well as more social justice, individual freedom and political tolerance - aims questioned by 

his main challenger in the contest. 

 

Echoing some of his campaign rhetoric, Rouhani said on Monday people should be allowed to criticize all 

Iranian officials, with no exception. 

 

Demonstrators initially vented their anger over high prices and alleged corruption, but the protests took on 

a rare political dimension, with a growing number of people calling on Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali 

Khamenei, 78, to step down. 

 

The Supreme Leader is commander-in-chief of the armed forces and appoints the heads of the judiciary. 

Key ministers are selected with his agreement and he has the ultimate say on Iran’s foreign policy. By 

comparison, the president has little power. 

 

“No one is innocent and people are allowed to criticize everyone,” said Rouhani. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Pentagon, diplomats role in arms sales 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trump-weapons/exclusive-trump-to-call-on-pentagon-

diplomats-to-play-bigger-role-on-arms-sales-idUSKBN1EX0WX  

GIST WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The Trump administration is nearing completion of a new “Buy American” 

plan that calls for U.S. military attaches and diplomats to help drum up billions of dollars more in business 

overseas for the American weapons industry, going beyond the assistance they currently provide, U.S. 

officials said. 

 

President Donald Trump as early as February is expected to announce a “whole of government” effort to 

ease export rules on purchases by foreign countries of U.S.-made military equipment, from fighter jets and 

drones to warships and artillery, according to people familiar with the plan. 

 

Trump is seeking to fulfill a 2016 election campaign promise to create jobs in the United States by selling 

more goods and services abroad to bring down the U.S. trade deficit from a six-year high of $50 billion. 

 

The administration is also under pressure from U.S. defense contractors facing growing competition from 

foreign rivals such as China and Russia. But any loosening of the restrictions on weapons sales would be 

in defiance of human rights and arms control advocates who said there was too great a risk of fueling 

violence in regions such as the Middle East and South Asia or arms being diverted to be used in terrorist 

attacks. 
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Besides greater use of a network of military and commercial attaches already stationed at U.S. embassies 

in foreign capitals, senior officials who spoke on condition of anonymity said another thrust of the plan 

will be to set in motion a realignment of the International Trafficking in Arms Regulations (ITAR). It is a 

central policy governing arms exports since 1976 and has not been fully revamped in more than three 

decades. 

 

This expanded government effort on behalf of American arms makers, together with looser restrictions on 

weapons exports and more favorable treatment of sales to non-NATO allies and partners, could bring 

additional billions of dollars in deals and more jobs, a senior U.S. official said, without providing 

specifics. 

 

The strategy of having the Pentagon and the U.S. State Department take a more active role in securing 

foreign arms deals could especially benefit major defense contractors such as Lockheed Martin and 

Boeing Co. 

 

“We want to see those guys, the commercial and military attaches, unfettered to be salesmen for this stuff, 

to be promoters,” said the senior administration official, who is close to the internal deliberations and 

spoke on condition of anonymity. 

 

A State Department official, asked to confirm details of the coming new policy, said the revamped 

approach “gives our partners a greater capacity to help share the burden of international security, benefits 

the defense industrial base and will provide more good jobs for American workers.” 
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HEADLINE 01/08 El Salvadorans lose protected status 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-administration-ends-special-protections-for-emigrants-from-

el-salvador/  

GIST WASHINGTON -- Officials say the Trump administration is ending special protections for emigrants 

from El Salvador, forcing nearly 200,000 to leave the country or face deportation. 

     

El Salvador is the fourth country whose citizens have lost Temporary Protected Status under President 

Donald Trump. They have by far been the largest beneficiaries of the program, which provides 

humanitarian relief for foreigners whose countries are hit with natural disasters or other strife. 

     

Two U.S. officials discussed the decision with The Associated Press on condition of anonymity because 

they were not authorized to speak publicly before the announcement. 

     

One official said Salvadorans will have until September 2019 to leave the United States or adjust their 

legal status. Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen faced a Monday deadline whether to grant an extension. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 World’s punctual airlines, airports 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/airlines-airports-best-on-time-performance/  

GIST Here's some essential reading material while you contend with long lines and drawn-out delays at the 

airport. A survey of the world's most punctual airlines and airports by the OAG Punctuality League, an air 

travel intelligence firm based in the U.K., listed the best ones in terms of on-time performance, which it 

defines as "flights that arrive or depart under 15 minutes of their scheduled times." 

 

The 2018 OAG Punctuality League survey is based on 57 million flight records complied in 2017. The 

good news: Despite all the complaints, several U.S. carriers made these lists, but in most instances, they 

didn't come in first. The top-ranked airline was little-known airBaltic, a Latvian state carrier with a stellar 

90 percent on-time record. U.S. carrier Hawaiian Airlines came in third at 87 percent.  
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Among airports, those in the Japanese cities of Osaka and Tokyo had the shortest waiting times for flights. 

 

OAG divided the data for both airports and airlines into five categories: mega (30 million-plus departing 

seats last year), major (20 million-30 million seats), large (10 million-20 million seats), medium (5 

million-10 million seats) and small (2.5 million-5 million seats). 

 

Within the mega airport category, the U.S. had four finishers: Atlanta's Hartsfield came in third, Denver 

took fourth, Dallas-Ft. Worth placed fifth and Chicago's O'Hare was seventh. 

 

Often-snowbound Minneapolis-St. Paul International came in a surprising first worldwide in the "major" 

airport category, with an on-time performance of 86 percent. Detroit's Metropolitan was fourth, Phoenix 

International placed fifth, Houston's George Bush Intercontinental took sixth, Charlotte's Douglas 

International came in eighth and Seattle-Tacoma's International was 10th. 

 

For "large" airports, Salt Lake City came in second. 

 

The OAG specified mega airlines as those operating globally. Top performers were Japan Airlines and All 

Nippon Airways. Not far behind was U.S.-based Delta Air Lines (DAL), which came in third with an 83 

percent performance. Alaska Airlines came in fifth, American Airlines (AAL) placed ninth and Southwest 

(LUV) tied for 10th place. 

 

The survey shows very clearly that Americans aren't the world's biggest travelers. Tracking the world's 

"busiest routes," New York's La Guardia to Toronto, Canada was the only one to place in the top 10, 

coming in sixth. In contrast, the most heavily traveled route was from Hong Kong in mainland China to 

Taipei, the capital of Taiwan. 

 

Although everyone complains about on-time performance, airlines have a very good track record for a 

more important aspect of flying: 2017 was the safest on record for commercial flights, with no reported 

fatalities. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Law agencies split selling seized guns 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ap-law-agencies-split-over-selling-seized-guns/  

GIST SEATTLE — Kyle Juhl made one last attempt to patch things up with his fiancee, then took back his ring, 

put a gun to his head and pulled the trigger as she and her mother ran from the apartment. The bullet went 

through a wall and narrowly missed a neighbor's head as she bent to pick up her little boy. 

 

The Smith & Wesson 9 mm that Juhl used to kill himself in Yakima in 2014 was familiar to law 

enforcement: The Washington State Patrol had seized it years earlier while investigating a crime and then 

arranged its sale back to the public. It eventually fell into Juhl's hands, illegally. 

 

It's fears of tragedies like that, or worse, that have created a split among law enforcement officials over the 

reselling of confiscated guns by police departments, a longtime practice allowed in most states. 

 

Juhl's gun was among nearly 6,000 firearms that were used in crimes and then sold by Washington law 

enforcement agencies since 2010, an Associated Press review found. More than a dozen of those weapons 

later turned up in new crime investigations inside the state, according to a yearlong AP analysis that used 

hundreds of public records to match up serial numbers. 

 

The guns were used to threaten people, seized at gang hangouts, discovered in drug houses, possessed 

illegally by convicted felons, hidden in a stolen car, and taken from a man who was committed because of 

erratic behavior. 
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While those dozen or so guns represent an extremely small percentage of the resold firearms, some police 

departments contend the law shouldn't be doing anything to put weapons back on the street. The AP did 

not look at how many of the resold guns figured in crimes committed out of state, so the actual number of 

misused weapons could be higher. 

 

"We didn't want to be the agency that sold the gun to somebody who uses it in another crime," said Capt. 

Jeff Schneider of the Yakima Police Department, which sold guns until about a decade ago but now melts 

them down. He added: "While there is almost an unlimited supply of firearms out there, we don't need to 

make the problem worse." 

 

Similarly, the International Association of Chiefs of Police says confiscated guns should be destroyed 

because putting them back in circulation "increases the availability of firearms which could be used again 

to kill or injure additional police officers and citizens." Also, federal agencies must destroy seized firearms 

unless they are needed as evidence or being used by the agency. 

 

On the other side of the debate, some law enforcement officials say the selling of guns raises money to 

purchase crime-fighting equipment, and if the practice were abandoned, people would just buy weapons 

somewhere else. In fact, a growing number of states from Arizona to North Carolina are passing laws 

prohibiting agencies from destroying guns. 

 

"These guns are going to be out there," said Sheriff Will Reichardt of Skagit County, Washington. "If I 

destroy them all, I'm just helping Remington or Winchester's bottom line." 

 

Phyllis Holcomb, a manager with the Kentucky State Police, which oversees Kentucky's gun sale program, 

said such transactions have helped equip officers with body armor and other gear. 

 

The debate is playing out in Washington state, where the State Patrol is pushing back against a state law 

that requires the agency to auction off or trade most guns. 

 

The State Patrol hasn't sold any weapons since 2014 and at one point accumulated more than 400 in the 

hope the Legislature would change the law and let the agency destroy them. Democratic Rep. Tana Senn 

of Bellevue is sponsoring such a bill. 

 

"I know many of the police chiefs in my district chose not to sell but rather to destroy, and in their own 

words, 'It's so we can sleep at night,'" Senn told a legislative committee. 

 

The National Rifle Association opposes the plan. 

 

"The police chiefs maybe could sleep better if they went out and apprehended the criminals behind the 

guns and didn't worry about destroying perfectly legal firearms that are no more easy to purchase than a 

brand-new firearm at a firearms dealer," NRA spokesman Tom Kwieciak said. 

 

Tragedies involving police-sold guns have happened throughout the U.S. 

 

In 2010, a mentally ill man ambushed and wounded two Pentagon police officers with a handgun sold by 

Memphis, Tennessee, police. Also that year, a Las Vegas court security officer was killed by a man with a 

shotgun sold by a Memphis-area sheriff's office. And in 2015, an unstable man walked into City Hall in 

New Hope, Minnesota, and wounded two officers with a shotgun sold by the Duluth Police Department. 

The department has since stopped selling guns and now destroys them. 

 

The weapons sold back to the public in Washington include Colt, Glock and Ruger pistols, 12-gauge 

shotguns, .22-caliber rifles and assault weapons such as AR-15 and SKS rifles. All such sales are handled 

through federally licensed firearms dealers, including auction houses, pawnshops and sporting goods 

stores. Before buyers can take their guns home, they must pass an FBI background check. 

 

On a recent Friday night, owner John West of Johnny's Auction House in Rochester, Washington, about 80 
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miles south of Seattle, launched into his rapid-fire bid-calling to a packed room, selling necklaces and 

coins. Before he offered up the first police-confiscated gun for sale, he had a warning. 

 

"Straight up," he told the crowd, "if you cannot possess a firearm and you can't pass a background check, 

just don't even bother bidding." 

 

There is no master list of guns sold by police, so compiling one for Washington state involved dozens of 

public-records requests to individual agencies. The federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 

Explosives keeps track of crime guns but refused to release information from its database, so the AP 

collected databases from individual agencies and compared them with the sold guns. 

 

One of the guns that ended up in a new police report was a .22-caliber handgun sold by Longview police 

in 2016. In 2017, a drunken Jesse Brown and a friend armed themselves with the gun and two other 

weapons, went to a house and threatened two young men they believed were selling drugs, police said. 

 

Longview Police Chief Jim Duscha said that while some resold guns may be used in new crimes, "if 

they're going to get a weapon, they're going to get a weapon." Selling guns generates money used for drug 

investigations, he said. 

 

The Seattle Police Department and the sheriff's office in surrounding King County don't sell crime-scene 

weapons; they hand them over to a foundry to be melted down at no cost to themselves. 

 

For years, the State Patrol traded confiscated firearms to dealers for other gear, and the dealers then would 

sell the guns to the public. In one exchange in 2013, the State Patrol traded in 159 weapons and got a 

credit of $27,420, which it then used to buy handguns for the force. 

 

The weapon Juhl used to kill himself was in a batch the State Patrol traded in 2012. It was purchased by a 

man in Yakima, who sold it to someone else, who then sold it on Craigslist. Juhl's girlfriend told police 

that's where he acquired it. 

 

Juhl, 24, was not legally permitted to own or possess a gun. He received a bad-conduct discharge from the 

Army after serving time in prison for using the drug ecstasy and going AWOL for about two months. An 

Army spokesman said Juhl's criminal history was sent to the FBI's Criminal Justice Information System, 

but the police detective who handled Juhl's suicide said he checked the FBI's database but didn't find Juhl's 

convictions. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 France: asylum applications spike 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/france-sees-sharp-spike-asylum-applications-2017-

52208525?   

GIST Official figures show that 100,412 persons applied for asylum in France in 2017, up 17 percent on the year 

before. 

 

Pascal Brice, director of the French Office for the Protection of Refugees (OFPRA), told CNEWS 

television Monday that the number seeking asylum was the highest level for "at least 40 years." 

 

The highest asylum requests came from Albania, Afghanistan and Haiti. 

 

Though France saw asylum requests spike further in 2017, Brice noted that Germany registered twice as 

many during the year. 

 

About 36 percent of applicants were granted refugee status, a slight decrease on the year before. 

 

The agency said a focus was placed on women victims of violence — over 6,000 girls and young women 
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received refugee status to protect them from a risk of genital mutilation. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 UN: 64 migrants drowned in sinking 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/raises-probable-death-toll-migrant-boat-sinking-64-

52208482?   

GIST As many as 64 migrants, including a mother whose 3-year-old child desperately clung to her, are feared 

dead after a traffickers' overcrowded rubber dinghy from Libya started sinking in the Mediterranean Sea, 

officials said Monday. 

 

The Italian coast guard rescued 86 people from the boat hours after it started sinking Saturday morning 

due to a puncture. Specially trained rescue divers leapt into the water to pull dozens to safety, including 

those who managed to stay aboard the half-submerged dinghy as well as others already flailing in the cool 

waters around it. The bodies of eight dead women were also recovered. 

 

Since trafficking dinghies are often crammed with far more than 100 migrants, fears quickly arose that 

dozens more could be missing in the sinking. U.N. officials said Monday that accounts from survivors 

bore out those fears. 

 

An Italian coast guard search that went through the night didn't find any more survivors or corpses. 

 

Flavio Di Giacomo of the International Organization for Migration (IOM) said in tweet Monday that 

survivors interviewed by the agency in Catania, Sicily, after they arrived on a rescue ship said 150 people 

had been aboard the dinghy when it set out from the coast of Libya. 

 

"Sixty-four migrants lost their life in the shipwreck (which) occurred last Saturday," Di Giacomo said, 

adding that "probably 56 missing migrants" were lost at sea. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Procession for slain PCSO deputy 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/crime/procession-tuesday-for-slain-pierce-county-deputy/281-

506087718  

GIST A Pierce County sheriff's deputy was killed after being shot responding to a robbery call Sunday near 

Spanaway. One suspect is expected in court Tuesday and another was killed at the scene. 

 

Deputy Daniel McCartney of Yelm was shot just after 11:30 p.m. while responding to a 911 call for an 

intruder reported in a house on 200th Street East in the Frederickson area, the sheriff's department said. 

McCartney was the first person to arrive on scene. He began to chase a suspect on foot and shots were 

fired at McCartney, striking him. 

 

McCartney was transported to St. Joseph Medical Center in Tacoma where he died. 

 

A procession to transport Deputy McCartney from the Pierce County Medical Examiner's Office in 

Tacoma to Mountain View Memorial in Lakewood. Initial indications are the procession will begin at 1:00 

p.m., but that could change. 

 

McCartney was a Navy veteran and served the department for three years. He leaves behind a wife and 

three young boys who are four, six, and nine years old. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Alabama winning TD play: Seattle 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/sports/college/seattle-was-name-of-alabamas-championship-winning-

td-play/281-506415805  

GIST The Alabama Crimson Tide won the College Football Playoff national championship on a play called 

"Seattle," capping an improbable comeback for the ages. 

 

Down 13-0 at halftime, Alabama head coach Nick Saban pulled veteran quarterback Jalen Hurts and 

inserted freshman Tua Tagovailoato start the second half.  

 

Alabama fought back to send the game to overtime at 20-20.  

 

After Georgia scored a field goal on its first OT possession. Alabama looked dead after Tagovailoato took 

a 16-yard sack on the first play. 

 

But on the very next snap, Tagovailoato found DeVonta Smith alone in the end zone for the 26-23 win. 

 

After the game, Saban was asked during the trophy presentation if he knew the play would be a 

touchdown. 

 

"I knew we were running Seattle, which is four streaks (four receivers running vertically)," Saban said. 

"And when I saw Smitty come open on the other side and Tua throw it, I said, 'This is it!"  
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HEADLINE 01/08 Snohomish Co. flu season: 8 dead 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/01/08/deadly-flu-season-kills-8-in-snohomish-county/  

GIST SEATTLE — Three more adults have died from the flu in Snohomish County, bringing the total to eight 

this flu season. At least 50 have been hospitalized. 

 

The winter season also means flu cases nationally and in Washington state surged between Thanksgiving 

and Christmas. 

 

Doctors say this year’s flu strain tends to be hardest on the elderly, especially people over the age of 65 

and those with weak immune systems, as well as children under the age of two. 

 

“You can go from having flu to pneumonia to being a very serious situation especially if you’ve had 

pneumonia before, so we certainly advise everyone to take the flu shot,” said Claire Petersky, executive 

director of the Wallingford Community Senior Center. 

 

The effectiveness of the flu shot changes every year, and this year doctors say it’s not quite as effective as 

in years past. However, the CDC is still urging anyone six months or older to get the flu shot. The CDC 

says when getting the flu shot, opt for the actual shot and not the nasal spray for the best benefits. 

 

“There is year to year added benefit of getting flu shot,” said Dr. Ari Gilmore with Pacific Medical 

Centers. 

 

Gilmore says every year the vaccine is reformulated so getting each new flu shot builds immunity over 

time to various strains. 

 

The flu shot is not intended to keep people from getting the flu, but rather help make symptoms less severe 

if you do get the flu. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Region shares memories, mourns loss 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2018/01/08/community-shares-memories-mourns-loss-of-pierce-county-deputy-

daniel-mccargney-killed-in-action/  

GIST YELM-- Daniel McCartney believed deeply in service. 

 

Love of country moved him to enlist in the U.S. Navy, where he served a tour to Afghanistan. 

 

Love of community compelled him to enter local law enforcement. 

 

The 34-year-old husband, father and Pierce County sheriff's deputy was shot and killed late Sunday night 

in Pierce County. The Sheriff's Department says he was responding to a report of an intruder. 

 

He leaves behind a wife and three young sons, ages 4,6, and nine-years-old. 

 

According to police, McCartney graduated from Loyalton (Calif.) High School before joining the U.S. 

Navy in 2002.  He served in the Navy as an Electronics Technician 2nd class and toward the end of his 

tour was deployed to Afghanistan with a security detail assigned to the US Army. 

 

McCartney started his career in law enforcement as a police officer with the Hoquiam Police Department 

on April 1, 2009. 

 

"Daniel started his career here and he will always be one of our family," Hoquiam Police Chief Jeff Myers 

said in a statement. "We sincerely mourn his loss and wish there was more we could do for his family and 

his fellow deputies who were out at the scene last night." 

 

McCartney and his family moved to Yelm, where he found a sense of community at the CrossFit gym 

owned by Annie Malone. 

 

“I don’t know how to process this or how to deal with it,” Malone said Monday, tearing up. “He was a 

great dad, great husband, loved his wife, and he loved his kids. It’s hard to believe” 

 

Nick Jakovac coached at the gym with McCartney. The two found solace working out together. 

 

He said McCartney set the example of how to serve, every day. 

 

“He means so much to this community," Jakovac said, his voice quivering with emotion. "And to the 

police officers he works side by side with, you know we take that for granted, they go out there every 

day." 

 

In Yelm, many are taking time to recognize the sacrifice McCartney made to keep their community safe. 

That includes the New Christian Center, where McCartney attended church services with his family. 

 

“The one thing I think about him is his calm demeanor and kindhearted way and it showed in his kids," 

says Mical Gaynor, the Children's Pastor at New Life Christian Center. "He will be missed.” 

 

Sheriff's spokesperson Det. Ed Troyer said anyone who would like to help McCartney's family can donate 

to the Deputy Daniel McCartney Legacy Fund at Tapco Credit Union, or by donating online through 

Crime Stoppers of Tacoma-Pierce County. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Milestone: 1M senior drivers on roads 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/data/a-new-milestone-1-million-senior-drivers-on-

washington-state-roads/  
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GIST There’s been such heavy focus on the wave of millennials flooding into our area, it’s easy to forget that 

it’s seniors who are the fastest-growing segment of Washington’s — and even Seattle’s — population. 

 

In 2015, the state hit a demographic milestone: The number of folks age 65-plus hit 1 million. 

 

And the number of them who drive? That just passed the same milestone, according to an analysis of 

records from the state Department of Licensing. 

 

As of December, there were 1,037,969 Washingtonians age 65-plus with active driver’s licenses. Their 

ranks increased by more than 46,000 over the course of last year, passing the 1 million mark in the 

process. 

 

There’s no mystery here. Aging baby boomers — that massive generation born between 1946 and 1964 — 

are swelling the ranks of our senior population. The oldest boomers are now in their early 70s. And, as 

with everyone else, nearly all of them get behind the wheel. 

 

That’s why, since the start of the decade, the number of senior drivers in Washington has surged by 41 

percent, which is more than three times faster than the overall rate of increase. 

 

Double-digit growth rates can be seen in every county in the state. In Clark, San Juan and Thurston 

counties, the number of senior drivers grew by more than 50 percent. Even in Columbia County — it’s the 

only county in Washington where the total driving population is shrinking — seniors with licenses still 

increased by 18 percent. 

 

Of the 5.8 million licensed drivers in Washington, nearly 1 in 5 now is age 65 or older. Jefferson County, 

where Port Townsend is located, tops the state for the share of drivers who are senior citizens, at 39 

percent. King County, though, is one of the state’s youngest counties. Drivers age 65-plus are just 14 

percent of the total here. 

 

Is the surge in older drivers a safety concern? 

 

Traffic-safety experts predicted years ago that the aging boomers would spike the number of fatal road 

collisions, but those fears haven’t materialized. That’s due in part to the improved safety technology of 

cars, which has helped reduce the number of deadly crashes. And boomers, as it turns out, are in better 

physical shape than past generations of seniors, which helps their driving abilities. 

 

Still, as fit as they are, they’re not as young as they used to be. With aging comes slower reflexes, a more 

limited range of motion, and often an increased use of prescription medications — all things that can have 

an impact on driving ability. 

 

Data show that once drivers are in their 70s, the rate of crashes per vehicle mile traveled starts to climb. 

And crashes are more often deadly for older drivers, simply because they are less likely to survive the 

impact than a younger person is. 

 

Unlike some other states, Washington does not have any safety initiatives in relation to senior drivers. But 

in her role as program manager for the Washington Traffic Safety Commission, Angie Ward is tasked with 

keeping a pulse on senior-driver issues, and she says at this point, the increase in senior drivers hasn’t been 

an issue. 

 

“Older drivers are pretty good about taking themselves off the road and minimizing their driving — not 

driving at night, not going longer distances,” Ward said. And she points out that the youngest drivers — 

those 16 to 25 — are responsible for nearly three times the number of fatalities on Washington roads as 

drivers age 70 and older. 

 

If boomers are like previous generations, their car travel will taper off as they enter their golden years. 

Then again, boomers are famous for defying expectations. They’ve already redefined middle age — “50 is 
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the new 40” — so it remains to be seen if they’ll slow down in their new phase of life. 

 

Washington drivers have no restrictions based on age alone. When drivers renew their licenses in person, 

they have to take a vision test and are asked some questions about their health. The Department of 

Licensing can require an individual’s driving skills to be re-evaluated based on certain factors, including 

physical or mental condition. In some circumstances, older drivers maybe have restrictions placed on their 

license, such as being permitted to drive only during daylight hours, or prohibited from freeway driving. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 MLK Jr birth site now national park 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2018/01/09/Trump-signs-bill-to-make-MLKs-birth-site-a-

national-park/2281515480399/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=4  

GIST Jan. 9 (UPI) -- President Donald Trump signed a bill Monday that will make Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s 

birthplace a national park. 

 

Trump signed the Martin Luther King, Jr. National Historical Park Act of 2017 aboard Air Force One, 

shortly after landing in Marietta, Ga. Alveda King, the civil rights icon's niece, was in attendance for a 

bill-signing ceremony. 

 

"Through his life and work, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. made America more just and free," White House 

deputy press secretary Hogan Gidley told reporters. "This important historical park tells his story, and this 

bill will help ensure that the park continues to tell Dr. King's story for generations to come." 

 

In addition to adding federal protections and increasing resources toward the site, the bill expands the area 

of the Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site in Atlanta to include the Prince Hall Masonic Temple, 

the former site of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, which trained teams civil rights 

organizers in the 1960s. 

 

The bill was introduced by Rep. John Lewis, D-Ga., in January, 2017 and easily passed both houses of 

Congress later in the year. 

 

According to the Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Lewis pushed for years to upgrade the status of the site. But 

in December, he said he would not attend the signing ceremony because he didn't want to share a stage 

with Trump. 
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HEADLINE 01/9 Despite weather, gas prices stable 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Energy-News/2018/01/09/US-gas-prices-stable-even-with-winter-weather-

strains/7261515496458/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=3  

GIST Jan. 9 (UPI) -- Severe winter weather put a strain on the U.S. energy grid, but low consumer demand for 

gasoline left the price at the pump stable, market reports found. 

 

More than a foot of snow fell on some major eastern U.S. metropolitan areas and temperatures dipped to 

sub-Arctic levels. Utility companies servicing states like New York and Massachusetts said they were 

braced for long-term outages, though much of the grid escaped with minor damage. 

 

For gasoline, Jeanette Casselano, a spokesperson for motor club AAA, said there wasn't much of a test for 

gasoline. 

 

"On the week, consumer demand for gasoline decreased," she said in a statement. "If this continues, gas 

prices will decrease in the weeks ahead." 
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AAA reports an average retail price nation-wide of $2.49 for a gallon of regular unleaded gasoline on 

Tuesday, an increase of less than a half percent from last week. Oil prices, meanwhile, are up almost 2 

percent from the start of the year and showing up as a factor at the pump. 

 

By region, the West Coast market is the most expensive in the country, with California taking top honors 

in the Lower 48 with $3.16 per gallon, though that price is inflated by a new tax that went into effect last 

year. Washington state, however, is close behind at $2.92 per gallon. Regional prices have been volatile, 

but more or less steady, with Tuesday's state average in California only less than 1 percent higher than a 

month ago. 

 

AAA said the high level of gasoline supplies in the region was keeping a lid on prices, and the pace at 

which refineries were working was "healthy." 

 

The same held for many eastern U.S. states despite the severe winter weather last week. By AAA's 

account, there were no major supply issues, though the regional market is running a 7 billion barrel deficit 

for gasoline supplies when compared with last year. The state average for Massachusetts of $2.59 per 

gallon is unchanged from this time in December. 

 

The Great Lakes market, however, is not so lucky. The price at the pump in Michigan dropped six cents 

last week, but at $2.63 is just out of the Top 10 when it comes to the most expensive gas in the country. 

Illinois and Michigan led the nation when it came to volatility over last month. 

 

Patrick DeHaan, a senior analyst at GasBuddy, said the Great Lakes states should see prices move even 

higher because of a retail practice dubbed price cycling. That's when gas stations drop prices to gain 

business, but as retail prices approach wholesale prices, stations need to push the price back up to make 

money. 

 

"In the weeks ahead, the national average is likely to begin trending lower as winter gasoline inventories 

surge and as refiners will soon offer discounts to move these fuels out of their systems to make way for the 

eventual transition to summer blends of gasoline," he said in a statement. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 DOJ: Operation Janus denaturalization 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/09/first-denaturalization-occurs-after-start-operation-janus-

doj-says.html  

GIST A native of India who arrived in the U.S. in 1991 without any travel documents or proof of identity had his 

naturalized citizenship revoked in part of Homeland Security's Operation Janus.  

 

The initiative identified about 315,000 cases where there were issues with fingerprint data at a central 

database. 

 

In some cases, the fingerprints were missing, which could indicate that some individuals "may have sought 

to circumvent criminal record and other background checks in the naturalization process," a Department of 

Justice statement read. 

 

The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services plans on refering 1,600 for prosecution. 

 

Baljinder Singh, who also goes by Davinder Singh, arrived at the San Francisco International Airport on 

Sept. 25, 1991, without proof of identity, the statement read. 

 

The 43-year-old eventually married a U.S. citizen and abandoned an earlier asylum application where he 

used a different name, the statement read. He has been living in Carteret, N.J. 

 

“The defendant exploited our immigration system and unlawfully secured the ultimate immigration benefit 
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of naturalization, which undermines both the nation’s security and our lawful immigration system,” Chad 

Readler, the acting assistant attorney general of the Justice Department’s Civil Division, court papers read. 

 

The government alleged that Singh illegally procured his citizenship because he was never lawfully 

admitted for permanent residence, court papers read. 

 

Singh has not opposed the judge’s motion and he has not responded to the complaint filed in September, 

court papers said. 

 

Singh’s immigration status was reverted last Friday to lawful permanent resident, which means he could 

be exposed to removal by Homeland Security. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Iran ayatollah: US, UK failed 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-protests-khamenei/u-s-and-britain-failed-to-cause-iran-

unrest-khamenei-idUSKBN1EY0Z8  

GIST BEIRUT (Reuters) - Supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said on Tuesday that Iran had foiled 

attempts by the United States and Britain to create unrest during a wave of protests, state media reported. 

 

“The enemy now repeatedly makes moves and they are defeated each time,” Khamenei said. “It’s because 

of the resistance, because of the strong populist and national dam.” 

 

Protests criticizing the economic and political situation spread to more than 80 cities since late December 

and at least 21 people died. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Japan rejects SKorea call for ‘help’ 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-korea-japan-comfortwomen/japan-rejects-south-korean-call-for-

extra-steps-over-comfort-women-idUSKBN1EY0F6  

GIST SEOUL (Reuters) - Japan said on Tuesday it can “by no means” accept South Korea’s call for more steps 

to help “comfort women”, a euphemism for girls and women forced to work in Japan’s wartime brothels, a 

divisive issue that Japan says was resolved with a 2015 deal. 

 

Japan and South Korea share a bitter history that includes Japan’s 1910-45 colonization but the U.S. allies 

are central to efforts to rein in North Korea’s nuclear and missile programs. 

 

A South Korean investigation appointed by the government concluded last month the dispute over the 

women could not be “fundamentally resolved” because the victims’ demand for legal compensation had 

not been met. 

 

Japan responded by saying any attempt by South Korea to revise the 2015 deal, struck by a conservative 

South Korean government, would make relations “unmanageable”. 

 

South Korea would not seek to renegotiate the 2015 agreement, even though it failed to meet victims’ 

needs and resolve the feud, Foreign Minister Kang Kyung-wha said on Tuesday. 

 

But she added that she hoped Japan would make further efforts to help the women “regain honor and 

dignity and heal wounds in their hearts”. 

 

Japan rejected any suggestion it take steps to augment the 2015 deal, under which Japan apologized to the 

victims and provided 1 billion yen ($8.8 million) to a fund to support them. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Puerto Rico police stage sickout 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/puerto-rico-crisis/puerto-rico-s-police-stage-sickout-over-

unpaid-overtime-n835111  

GIST SAN JUAN — Puerto Rico saw a spike in crime over the holidays, as thousands of police officers called 

out sick in protest of not being paid for countless hours of overtime worked in the aftermath of hurricanes 

Irma and Maria and in frustration over the island’s lingering economic crisis. 

 

Police stations in over half of Puerto Rico’s 78 municipalities were forced to close in recent days as the 

increase in absences reached alarming levels. 

 

The situation has grown so dire that Gustavo Gelpí Jr., the federal judge who oversees a reform agreement 

for the Puerto Rico Police Department, on Saturday ordered the department's high command and the 

island's Department of Public Security to meet with the U.S. Justice Department to come up with ways to 

end the "unprecedented massive absenteeism." 

 

He ordered them to submit possible solutions to the court by Friday, warning that because "public safety is 

a priority," there will be no extension of the deadline. 

 

Gelpí also urged all police officers to return to work. 

 

And on Monday, Puerto Rico's governor, Ricardo Rosselló, issued a statement that he had accepted the 

resignation of police commissioner Michelle Hernández de Fraley, the first woman to have held the job. 

 

While the governor named an interim commissioner, Lieut. Col. Henry Escalera, from within the 

department, he said that he would also be looking outside the island for a replacement — as they are doing 

with the candidate to head the island's beleaguered power authority. 

 

Related: Puerto Rico governor announces task force to examine hurricane-related deaths 

 

Though no reasons were given for the resignation, it comes amid the controversy over officer absenteeism 

and reports of clashes between Hernández de Fraley and the island's Public Safety Secretary Héctor 

Pesquera. 

 

The island has seen an increase in reports of murders, robbery and carjackings in the first week of 2018. 

Official statistics indicate that so far this year, there have been 25 murders, 15 more than reported in the 

same period of 2017, according to Puerto Rico's Police Department. 

 

Puerto Rico’s police force is the second largest in the U.S., with about 13,600 officers. On average, about 

550 to 600 officers call out sick each day across the island. But lately, the number has been in the 

thousands. 

 

On Jan. 1 alone, the department reported that 3,335 officers called in sick for the day's first shift. The 

number rose in the second shift to 3,501. It was unclear how many called out for the third and final shift. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Cherokee Nation to recognize MLK Day 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/nbcblk/cherokee-nation-finally-recognize-martin-luther-king-jr-

day-n835906  

GIST TAHLEQUAH, Okla. — The Cherokee Nation next week will mark Martin Luther King Jr. Day as an 

official holiday for the first time, months after a federal court ruled that descendants of black slaves, 

known as freedmen who were owned by members of the nation, have a right to tribal citizenship. 
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On Monday, Principal Chief Bill John Baker announced he recently signed an executive order declaring 

next Monday as a Cherokee Nation national holiday. Baker said the declaration was both a tribute to 

King's contributions and a call to play a part in continuing his work. 

 

 Cherokee Nation Principal Chief Bill John Baker, in 2011. Michael Wyke / Tulsa World Via AP File 

"He was a remarkable advocate for change for all people of color in America, including Indian Country," 

Baker said in a statement. 

 

In August, U.S. District Judge Thomas Hogan ruled on a long-standing dispute between Cherokee 

Freedmen and the second-largest tribe in the United States which claims more than 350,000 citizens. 

 

"The Cherokee Nation can continue to define itself as it sees fit," Hogan wrote, "but must do so equally 

and evenhandedly with respect to native Cherokees and the descendants of Cherokee Freedmen." 

 

Under the ruling that ended a dispute that began in 2003, Cherokee Freedmen would have all the rights 

that tribal citizens have, including the right to run for office, vote in elections and receive benefits, 

including access to tribal health care and housing. 

 

The principal chief noted in Monday's statement that King wrote about colonization and the injustices 

committed against indigenous peoples and asked Cherokee Nation citizens to dedicate a day of service to 

their communities. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Multi-billion dollar spy satellite destroyed 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/spacex-spy-satellite-crashes/2018/01/08/id/835909/  

GIST A U.S. spy satellite that was launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida, aboard a SpaceX rocket on Sunday 

failed to reach orbit and is assumed to be a total loss, two U.S. officials briefed on the mission said on 

Monday. 

 

The classified intelligence satellite, built by Northrop Grumman Corp, failed to separate from the second 

stage of the Falcon 9 rocket and is assumed to have broken up or plunged into the sea, said the two 

officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity. 

 

The satellite is assumed to be "a write-off," one of the officials said. 

 

The presumed loss of the satellite was first reported by the Wall Street Journal. 

 

Northrop Grumman built the multibillion-dollar satellite, code-named Zuma, and was responsible for 

choosing the SpaceX Falcon 9 launch vehicle, both officials said. 

 

An investigation is under way, but there is no initial indication of sabotage or other interference, they said. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Take this job and shiver it: chilly offices 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/job-shiver-chilly-offices-plague-workers-52226737  

GIST Two long-sleeved shirts, a sweater, a fleece jacket, two scarves and two pairs of socks. 

 

That has been Karen Ericson's go-to outfit in her office in Des Moines, Iowa, in recent weeks. 

 

"I am still shivering," the 39-year-old graphic designer said last week, estimating the temperature in the 

office was in the mid-60s while outside, the city hit 19 below zero at one point. "Living in the Midwest, 
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I'm well-trained to dress warmly and in layers, but this deep freeze has been difficult to endure, especially 

when I expect to be comfortable — or at least not shivering — inside." 

 

As much of the nation muddled through bitter weather in recent weeks, office dwellers found they still had 

to brave the cold even when indoors. Many relied on winter parkas, gloves, blankets and space heaters just 

to keep working. 

 

"Today I've got two sweaters, a scarf, ear coverings, gloves and a blanket over my lap," Rebecca Miller, a 

27-year-old academic adviser at Tennessee State University in Nashville, said last week as temperatures 

barely ticked above 50 degrees in her office while outside it was 20 degrees or lower in the daytime. "But 

I'm still having a hard time working. I'm shaking cold, and it's hard to focus. The gloves make it hard to 

type, and the bulky layers make it difficult to move around." 

 

Like thousands of other chilly Americans, she snapped selfies of herself at her desk in attire usually 

reserved for the ski slopes and shared them on social media. 

 

Office developments are built with centralized heating systems that make the buildings suitable for a range 

of uses over many years. The down side is that they provide little climate control to individual tenants — 

sometimes purposely, said Khee Poh Lam, architecture professor at Carnegie Mellon University in 

Pittsburgh. 

 

Thermostats are often tucked into hard-to-reach spaces like false ceilings and air ducts so office tenants 

can't mess with them, Lam said. Other buildings have dummy units out in the open that don't actually do 

anything except give desperate workers the illusion of control. 

 

Finding the right temperature to please everyone has been an elusive goal for office designers and builders, 

said Stefano Schiavon, architecture professor at the University of California, Berkeley, who co-wrote a 

2012 study that found roughly 40 percent of U.S. workers were satisfied with their office's temperature. 

Design standards call for an acceptability rate closer to 80 percent, he said. 

 

The challenge isn't just confined to the winter, of course. Chilly offices have long been the bane of women 

who complain air conditioning is cranked up in the summer to appease their male, suit-wearing 

counterparts. And there are certainly many offices with overzealous furnaces that prompt workers to crack 

open windows even on the coldest days. 

 

Optimal temperature for office work is 72 to 79 degrees — or nearly 10 degrees more than what many 

buildings typically set their thermostats, said Alan Hedge, a design professor at Cornell University in New 

York who has researched how temperature affects productivity. 

 

Schiavon suggested that companies, even those based in the draftiest old offices, can invest in safe, 

relatively inexpensive technology to keep workers warm and productive, like heated chairs, electric 

blankets and heated floor mats. 

 

"The bottom line is that central heating won't work for everyone, even if designed right," he said. "We're 

very different people and need some sort of personalization of our environment." 

 

Ericson, the Iowa resident, said the key to getting through the work day has been reminding herself the 

cold is only temporary. 

 

"Every day that passes," she said, "is a day closer to spring." 
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HEADLINE 01/08 This year’s flu season is bad 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Health/years-flu-season-bad-flu-shot-effective/story?id=52209578  
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GIST The flu has ramped up early this year and is rapidly spreading across the country, with widespread flu 

activity in 46 states, according to the latest data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.  

 

"This is a feature of this year’s flu -- not only did it start early, but it seemed to occur all over the country 

more or less simultaneously," Dr. William Schaffner, infectious disease specialist at Vanderbilt University, 

told ABC News. 

 

The flu has not yet reached “epidemic” proportions, according to last week’s CDC data, but it may happen 

soon. A flu epidemic occurs when the percentage of people who have died from the flu exceeds a 

threshold set by the CDC using data from prior years. Last week, the number of people who died from the 

flu this year was only 0.2 percent below that threshold.  

 

Doctor’s visits for flu-like illness are rising. This year’s numbers are almost identical to three years ago, in 

the 2014-2015 season -- both years surpassed what was seen last year, 2016-2017. 

 

Twenty-six states are reporting high flu activity, with some of the worst in Arkansas, where 14 percent of 

outpatient doctor visits were for influenza-like illness last week. Neighboring states of Mississippi and 

Texas also have high flu activity, with 12 percent of doctors’ visits related to flu-like symptoms.  

 

But when patients must be admitted to the hospital, flu can turn deadly. The number of patients in the 

hospital for flu-like illness nationally has doubled in the past two weeks and is higher than in recent years -

- about 35 percent up from the same time last year. Most of the people who are hospitalized for the flu are 

over the age of 65.  

 

The predominant flu strain this year is H3N2, a form of influenza A. This strain is included in this year’s 

flu vaccine, but information on how effective the vaccine has been is typically not available until the flu 

season is over.  

 

Vaccine effectiveness typically ranges from 40 to 60 percent in a good year. Preliminary estimates from 

last year show the vaccine was 40 percent effective in the U.S., similar to 2014-2015.  

 

Concerns have been raised about this year's vaccine after an editorial published in the New England 

Journal of Medicine last Thursday said it was only 10 percent effective against H3N2 in Australia.  

 

Schaffner cautions against using this statistic to predict how well the vaccine will work in the U.S., since 

this is not official CDC data, but warns it could be a bad sign.  

 

“We are being affected by the basically same virus and using basically the same vaccine,” he said.  

 

Additionally, years in which H3N2 is the predominant influenza strain tend to have higher death rates, 

with approximately 20,000 deaths in the 2012-2013 and 2014-2015 seasons when H3N2 predominated. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Puerto Rico police chief resigns 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/puerto-rico-police-chief-resigns-killings-absences-

spike-52221820?   

GIST Puerto Rico's first female police chief resigned Monday amid a spike in killings while thousands of 

officers continue to call in sick to protest the lack of overtime pay. 

 

The island's governor said retired military officer Michelle Hernandez was stepping down after one year of 

overseeing one of the largest police departments under U.S. jurisdiction. Officials did not provide further 

details, and Hernandez did not immediately return a call for comment through her spokeswoman. 

 

Puerto Rico had recorded 23 killings as of Sunday, compared with nine in the same period last year, police 
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spokesman Carlos Rivera told The Associated Press. This year's killings have occurred across the U.S. 

territory and include a triple homicide in recent days, he said. Two double homicides were reported later 

Monday, in the western coastal city of Mayaguez and the north coastal town of Rio Grande. 

 

More than 2,700 officers have been absent daily on average in recent weeks, compared with the usual 

average of about 600 daily absences. It is unclear whether that number has changed in recent days and 

whether any action has been taken against officers who have called in sick. The island's police department 

referred all questions to Karixia Ortiz, spokeswoman for Puerto Rico's Department of Public Safety. She 

told AP that the agency is investigating the absences and declined further comment. 

 

Carlos Morales, president of an association that represents the majority of the department's 13,000-plus 

officers, said that he and many others are not upset that Hernandez resigned. 

 

"She has not proven nor shown interest in how to work with Puerto Rico's police officers," he told AP. 

 

Morales said daily absences have dropped slightly to about 2,300. He said a judge overseeing a 10-year 

federally mandated reform of Puerto Rico's police department has requested information on the absences 

and why they are occurring. He said officers are pleased the judge has shown interest in the issue. 

 

Officers have been demanding millions of dollars owed for working overtime after hurricanes Irma and 

Maria, with some working seven days a week, 12 to 15 hours a day. 

 

A couple of weeks ago, Hernandez estimated the government owed officers an additional $35 million in 

overtime pay, but said the department was still tallying attendance sheets to determine the exact amount. 

More than $20 million has been paid so far as the island struggles to restructure a portion of its $73 billion 

public debt amid an 11-year recession. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 China: tanker still on fire; 31 missing 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/china-body-found-tanker-fire-sea-collision-

52227022?   

GIST Rescuers have found a body believed to be of a sailor from the Iranian oil tanker set ablaze after a collision 

in the East China Sea, China's Ministry of Transportation said Tuesday, as the search continued for 

another 31 missing from the same ship. 

 

The ministry said the body recovered Monday had yet to be identified but was wearing a protective suit 

designed to withstand cold seawater. There was no further word about the others missing since the 

Panamanian-registered Sanchi collided with a freighter late Saturday. 

 

Chinese media said the tanker was still on fire Tuesday and at risk of exploding. 

 

The tanker was carrying 136,000 metric tons (nearly 1 million barrels) of condensate, a type of gassy, 

ultra-light oil, when it collided with the Hong Kong-registered freighter CF Crystal. All 21 crew members 

of the Crystal, which was carrying grain from the United States to China, were rescued, the Chinese 

ministry said. The Crystal's crew members were all Chinese nationals. 

 

It wasn't immediately clear what caused the collision, which happened in open seas rather than a narrow 

channel where such accidents are more common. Ships of such size generally come with sophisticated 

radar and other technologies aimed at preventing collisions. 

 

The Sanchi was sailing from Iran to South Korea when the collision occurred 257 kilometers (160 miles) 

off the coast of Shanghai, China's Ministry of Transport said. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Death toll Madagascar cyclone rises 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/death-toll-madagascar-cyclone-25-dozen-missing-

52228966?   

GIST Madagascar's government says the death toll from a cyclone has risen to 25, with a dozen people missing. 

 

The office of the president says Cyclone Ava also displaced more than 17,000 people on the Indian Ocean 

island over the weekend. 

 

The government says the danger has passed and all cyclone alerts have been lifted. 

 

The island nation was hit hard by a cyclone in March that left at least 50 people dead and damaged the 

Sava region in the northeast, which produces about half of the world's vanilla. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 China welcomes Korea talks 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/latest-rare-talks-koreas-underway-border-52223554  

GIST The Latest on the border talks between North and South Korea (all times local): 

 

5:35 p.m. 

 

China says it welcomes moves by North and South Korea to improve relations after the sides held rare 

high-profile talks and called on the international community to lend its backing to such efforts. 

 

Foreign Ministry spokesman Lu Kang told reporters that Beijing was "pleased to see this high-level talk 

between the two sides." 

 

Lu said that "China welcomes and supports the positive moves taken by the two sides to improve relations, 

and we hope the talk will make a good start for the two sides to further improve ties, promote 

reconciliation and cooperation and alleviate tensions on the peninsula." 

 

China is North Korea's only major ally and has come under heavy pressure to use its leverage to steer 

Pyongyang back to negotiations on ending its nuclear programs. 

 

While Beijing argues its influence is limited, it has signed on to increasingly harsh United Nations 

sanctions against Kim Jong Un's regime, including bans on key exports of textiles, seafood and other 

products and sharp limits on supplies of oil and petroleum products 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Syria: Israel missiles target Damascus 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syria-israeli-missiles-target-damascus-military-

outposts-52228348?   

GIST Syria's military on Tuesday accused Israel of launching several missiles targeting military outposts near 

the capital, Damascus, claiming that the Syrian air force shot down one of the Israeli projectiles. 

 

In a statement, the army said the Syrian air defense confronted the early morning missile attacks that were 

launched from Lebanese airspace on the outposts in the area of Qutayfeh in the Damascus countryside on 

Tuesday. It said several missiles were first launched at 2:40 a.m., followed by two more missiles at 3:04 

a.m. and four at 4:14 a.m. 

 

The military said the Syrian air defense shot down one missile and the rest fell on one of the Syrian 
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military sites, causing material damage. 

 

The Israeli military declined to comment on the matter. 

 

Israel has carried out dozens of airstrikes inside Syria in the course of Syria's civil war, against what it says 

are suspected arms shipments believed to be bound for Lebanon's Hezbollah militant group, which is 

fighting alongside Syrian government forces. Tuesday's strike was the first this year. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 NKorea to send Olympic team 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/south-korea-accepts-olympic-team-north-countries-

hold/story?id=52223379&cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST Officials from North Korea accepted South Korea's offer and will send athletes to next month's Winter 

Olympics as the two sides began long-anticipated talks on Tuesday. North Korea agreed to send athletes, 

officials and reporters to the games, as well as its cheerleading group and taekwondo demonstration 

athletes. South Korea proposed the two countries march together in the Opening Ceremonies, a point 

which will be further debated Tuesday afternoon.  

 

In their opening statement, South Korea mentioned further denuclearization talks between the two 

countries, but the point was not acknowledged by North Korean officials in early discussions.  

 

"In addition, we proposed resuming temporary reunions of families separated by war and holding inter-

Korean Red Cross talks to discuss this," Chun Hae-sung, South Korean Vice Unification Minister, said 

after the morning talks. "Along with this, we also proposed holding inter-Korean military talks designed to 

reduce animosities in frontline areas."  

 

Negotiations were continuing on those proposals by the South.  

 

Five representatives from the highest levels of both governments -- including South Korean Unification 

Minister Cho Myoung-gyon and the North Korean chairman of the Committee for the Peaceful 

Reunification of the Country, Ri Son-gwon -- kicked off by meeting with a symbolic crossing by the 

northern delegation into the South-controlled building called House of Peace. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Military women gather in #MeToo protest 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/where-s-our-reckoning-military-women-gather-outside-pentagon-in-

metoo-protest-1.505745  

GIST ARLINGTON, Va. — The moment was the most traumatic in her life. The last thing Nichole Bowen-

Crawford wanted to do was fly across the country to stand in the bitter cold outside the nerve center of the 

nation's defense system and tell everyone who would listen about being assaulted by a fellow soldier and 

then silenced by her superiors. 

 

But she believed she had to speak up and encourage others like her to break their silence. 

 

On Monday — the morning after millions of viewers watched women in Hollywood declare at the Golden 

Globe awards that the time for sexual assault and harassment was up -- she summoned the courage to fight 

through post-traumatic stress and step back into the limelight. She joined a small cadre of military 

survivors who demanded accountability from Pentagon leadership that has failed to end sexual assault in 

the Armed Forces. 

 

Her hope, she said, is that the #MeToo movement that has penetrated Hollywood and the halls of Congress 

will take hold within the tight ranks of the male-dominated U.S. military, where a culture of sexual assault, 
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harassment and retaliation for those who come forward remains pervasive. 

 

"The truth is, I am really scared to be here, really scared to tell my story," she told a small crowd gathered 

at the Pentagon gates. 

 

"But standing up for the men and women who serve our country, who can't report sexual assault in a safe 

way is more important than my feelings," she said. "It's time there is a safe way to report sexual assault in 

the military so that men and women have the freedom to say "Me Too" instead of (maintaining) silence." 

 

Despite efforts to stem military sexual assault in recent years, the Pentagon estimates more than 6,100 

sexual assaults took place in fiscal year 2016, a figure similar to the two previous years and based only on 

data from those who've come forward to report. It also assesses that two-thirds of victims don't report, 

which means there were more than 18,300 sexual assaults for each of those years. 

 

The same report found that only about 4 percent of cases resulted in conviction. 

 

In the meantime, six out of every 10 who reported sexual assault faced retaliation, often in the form of 

stigma, accusations of personality disorder and being discharged with bad paper that would end careers 

and strip them of their veterans benefits and job prospects in the civilian world, said Lydia Watts, the CEO 

at Service Women's Action Network, or SWAN, which organized Monday's protest. 

 

"Where is the incentive to report?" Watts said to the several dozen people assembled. "Your career may be 

damaged, you are more likely than not to be retaliated against and then, even if a case is brought against 

your assailant, less than one in 20 cases will result in conviction and in the other 19 cases, the assailants 

will walk away unscathed. 

 

"Military men and women are asking themselves, 'Where's our #MeToo reckoning? When do we see 

military perpetrators of sexual violence held to account?" 

 

Bearing signs like "Denial is not a policy" and "Veterans demand reform," Monday's protestors demanded 

that the Pentagon take increased action to stop sexual assault by changing what several called a 

misogynistic military culture and taking military sexual assault cases out of the hands of commanders — a 

proposal that military leadership has blocked saying it undermines command authority. 

 

Inside the Pentagon, Army Col. Rob Manning said there was "zero tolerance" for sexual assault or 

harassment in the military. 

 

"Events like this morning's underscore the importance of the department's continued efforts to eliminate 

sexual harassment and assault in the military," he said. "The message is that no one should have to tolerate 

harassment as part of their military service. The Department of Defense continuously works to eliminate 

sexual harassment and assault from the military, and we encourage servicemembers to report all instances 

of sexual assault so we can provide support services and hold offenders accountable." 

 

Vocal advocates for victims say more needs to be done. Erin Kirk-Cuomo, a founder of the "Not In My 

Marine Corps" movement, said the only way to end the scourge is to change the culture and fully integrate 

men and women on equal footing in all of the services. 

 

"A lot of times the military seems to be the one to push progressive change in our society but let's be 

honest," she said. "It's considered the biggest boys club in the world, especially the Marine Corps." 

 

"Time's up, time's up!" said Monica Medina, an attorney and advisor to former Defense Secretary Leon 

Panetta, who helped draft protections for women in the military who were assaulted, including ensuring 

that victims have a lawyer and removing certain cases from the chain of command. 

 

"Sexual assault is finally recognized as the morale-killing scourge that it is," she said. "This is the moment. 

#MeToo is the movement. And the military needs to use this movement and moment to encourage victims 
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of sexual harassment to come forward." 

 

Medina served in the Army straight out of law school, being posted to the Army general counsel's program 

at the Pentagon. There, she encountered a powerful senior officer and had to face career retaliation after 

rebuffing his advances. 

 

It was then that she joined what she called "the #MeToo club." It was not club she wanted, she said, or 

"even one I admitted to until a couple of months ago." 

 

On Monday, she told her story publicly for the first time, calling for change. 

 

"I don’t think we can change it unless more women speak up," she said. 

 

"Eighty percent - 80 percent! - of women in the military report being sexually harassed during their 

career," Medina said. "Women in service to their nation deserve better." 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Koreas to hold talks; discuss Olympics 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-southkorea-talks/north-south-korea-to-hold-talks-

as-winter-olympics-helps-break-ice-idUSKBN1EX2CW  

GIST SEOUL (Reuters) - North and South Korea will hold their first formal talks for more than two years on 

Tuesday, brought together by sport to discuss how the North’s athletes can attend next month’s Winter 

Olympics in the South despite simmering fears of conflict. 

 

Regardless of its narrow, primarily sporting agenda, the meeting will be closely watched by world leaders 

eager for any sign of a reduction in tensions on the Korean peninsula amid rising fears over North Korea’s 

development of nuclear weapons and defiance of United Nations Security Council resolutions. 

 

“The talks will focus on North Korea’s participation in the Pyeongchang Winter Olympics and our 

preparations have centered around some requests made by the North for a peaceful Olympic Games,” 

Unification Ministry spokesman Baek Tae-hyun told a media conference on Monday. 

 

Some South Korean officials are hoping the two Koreas may even march under a single flag at a sports 

opening ceremony for the first time in more than a decade. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Judge halts botched expulsion Somalis 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/expulsion-somalis-botched-deportation-flight-halted-

52216556?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A Miami federal judge has further halted the expulsion of 92 Somalis suing the U.S. government for 

turning them into potential targets of an extremist group with a botched deportation flight. 

 

Judge Darrin Gayles said he will decide by Jan. 22 whether he can grant them a longer stay while they 

reopen their immigration cases to again fight deportation. 

 

The lawsuit says the Somalis sat shackled on an airplane for two days, some urinating on themselves. The 

December flight reached Senegal and returned to the U.S. because the relief crew was not rested. 

 

ACLU attorney Lee Gelernt said news of the botched flight has put the immigrants at risk, arguing 

Somalia-based Al-Shabab targets people returned from the U.S. A truck bombing blamed on the group 

killed 512 in October. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 More equipment, crews to Puerto Rico 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/equipment-crews-head-puerto-rico-power-boost-

52216505?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Federal officials said Monday that efforts to fully restore power to Puerto Rico in the wake of Hurricane 

Maria should get a boost with more work crews and more supplies arriving in the coming weeks. 

 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers said that it is getting its own barge to ship items and that materials it 

requested several months ago have been manufactured and are finally on their way to the U.S. territory. 

 

"We're doing everything we can to increase the (power company's) ability to do this as fast as possible for 

the people of Puerto Rico," said Col. John Lloyd, who is helping oversee power restoration efforts for the 

Corps of Engineers. 

 

He told The Associated Press that officials over the weekend also discovered some needed materials in a 

previously overlooked warehouse owned by Puerto Rico's Electric Power Authority. 

 

The lack of some of those hard-to-find pieces had delayed energizing certain lines, according to the Corps 

of Engineers, which said the material included transformers, splices and hundreds of a key small piece no 

longer in stock elsewhere. 

 

Puerto Rico's energy infrastructure is about 44 years old, compared with an average 18 years on the U.S. 

mainland, so a lot of parts damaged or destroyed by the hurricane are no longer available and have to be 

manufactured, Lloyd said. 

 

It is unclear why power company officials had not provided the equipment previously. The Corps of 

Engineers said that the company's transmission division controls that warehouse and that it lacked 

transparency in inventory and accountability. Power company spokesman Carlos Monroig did not return a 

message asking for comment. 

 

More than 40 percent of Puerto Rico's power customers remain in the dark nearly four months after the 

Category 4 storm hit the island, causing an estimated $95 billion in damage and killing dozens of people. 

Classes are resuming this week even though hundreds of public schools are still without power. Only 20 

percent of intersections with stoplights have been powered. 

 

Lloyd said crews are still assessing damage and his agency is still waiting for the shipment of hundreds of 

thousands of poles, transformers, fuses, towers, insulators, bolts and other pieces. 

 

Of nearly 31,000 poles ordered, almost 12,000 have arrived. Of more than 6,000 transformers ordered, 

only 412 have arrived, but more than 630 were expected this week. 

 

Lloyd said most of the island should have power by the end of February or early March, but estimated a 

complete restoration would take until May. 

 

"Four months is a long time for people to be without power," he said. "We try to do this as fast as we 

possibly can." 

 

An upcoming shipment of 1,250 miles of conductor wire and 6,000 poles made of wood, concrete and 

galvanized steel will coincide with the arrival of nearly 2,500 new workers over the next two weeks, 

officials said. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Calif. evacuations mudslides threat 
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SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/record-breaking-cold-waning-midwest-east-bracing-

snow/story?id=52206531&cid=clicksource_81_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Officials have ordered thousands of people who were affected by recent wildfires in Southern California to 

evacuate as an upcoming winter storm poses a threat for mudslides and flash floods. 

 

Mandatory evacuations were issued for about 7,000 people in mountainous areas affected by the Thomas, 

Whitter, Sherpa and Rey fires, according to the Santa Barbara County Office of Emergency Management. 

Another 23,000 people were under evacuation warnings, officials said. 

 

The storm is the West Coast's first significant winter storm of the season, and heavy rain and strong winds 

are expected in the area through Tuesday, bringing "strong potential" for flash flooding and mud in areas 

where wildfires recently burned through, according to Santa Barbara County officials. 

 

Flash flood watches are in effect from Los Angeles to Santa Barbara County, and a wind advisory is in 

effect for the San Francisco area, according to the National Weather Service. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Scam: ‘blessing loom’ on Facebook 

SOURCE http://www.fox19.com/story/37213059/have-you-seen-the-blessing-loom-on-facebook-experts-say-its-

a-scam  

GIST CHARLOTTE, NC (WBTV) - An internet scam making its way around Facebook is leaving some people 

with empty bank accounts. 

 

It’s called "The Blessing Loom" and it’s a new twist on an old scam, the pyramid scheme. 

 

The scheme requires participants to pay $100 into an online payment system like PayPal, Venmo or Cash 

App. The person is promised an $800 return on their $100 investment. 

 

The problem is participants have to recruit others to invest in order to get the money. But there's another 

danger to this scheme other than losing the initial $100 investment. 

 

When using an online payment system to invest, people are opening themselves up to the possibility of 

getting hacked. 

 

Mike Holland, who is the executive vice president of client relations for Fortalice - a cybersecurity 

company, said this is a classic cybercrime. 

 

"Cyber criminals use the internet to prey on unsuspecting people to try to convince them to give them their 

password or log in, their credentials and so under the guise of what is probably a Ponzi scheme or a quick 

cash scheme which is usually a farce, they're convincing people to give their login information which is 

never a good idea," Holland said.  

 

Holland said the best thing to do is avoid the “Blessing Loom” altogether. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Ransomware on healthcare spiked 89% 

SOURCE https://www.healthcare-informatics.com/news-item/cybersecurity/report-ransomware-attacks-

against-healthcare-orgs-increased-89-percent-2017  

GIST The number of reported major IT/hacking events attributed to ransomware by health care institutions 
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increased by 89 percent from 2016 to 2017, according to cyber defense firm Cryptonite’s 2017 Healthcare 

Cyber Research Report, which used data reported to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 

(HHS) Office for Civil Rights (OCR). 

 

The research conducted by Rockville, Md.-based Cryptonite looks at healthcare cyber attack activity last 

year and finds that 2017 was a very challenging year for healthcare institutions as these organizations 

remain under sustained attack by cyber attackers that continue to target their networks through the use of 

well understood vulnerabilities. According to the report, there were a total of 140 data breach events 

characterized and reported to HHS OCR as IT/hacking in 2017, representing an almost 24 percent increase 

over the 113 IT/hacking events reported in 2016. For an historical view, there were 57 reports for 

IT/hacking in 2015 and 35 reports in 2014. 

 

The number of reported major IT/hacking events attributed to ransomware by health care institutions 

increased by 89 percent from 2016 to 2017. This was an increase from 19 reported events in 2016 to a total 

of 36 events in 2017. In 2017 ransomware events represented a quarter of all events reported to HHS/OCR 

and attributed to IT/hacking. 

 

All six of the six largest IT/hacking healthcare events reported in 2017 were attributed to ransomware, 

according to the report. 

 

The research found that there were 3,442,748 records reported compromised in 2017, a substantial 

decrease from 13,425,263 reported compromised in 2016 as cyber attackers diversified their attacks 

against a broader mix of healthcare entities. 

 

“In past years, cyber criminals invested considerable time and effort in targeting the largest healthcare 

institutions as evidenced by the 2015 events impacting Anthem (78.8 million records), Premera Blue Cross 

(11 million records) and by the 2016 events impacting Banner Health (3.6 million records) and Newkirk 

Products (3.4 million records),” the report authors wrote. “This low hanging fruit has to some extent, been 

harvested and attackers are now increasingly turning their attention to the broader mix of health care 

entities.” 

  

What’s more, the report authors note that the emergence and refinement of advanced ransomware tools 

lowers both the cost and the time for cyber attackers to target smaller healthcare institutions – now they 

can cost effectively reach physician practices, surgical centers, diagnostic laboratories, MRI/CT scan 

centers and many other smaller yet critical healthcare institutions. And, the report authors predict that this 

is the beginning of a trend that will increase very substantially in 2018 and 2019. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 AMA: 83% doctors hit by cyberattack 

SOURCE https://www.beckersasc.com/asc-turnarounds-ideas-to-improve-performance/83-of-physicians-have-

experienced-a-cyberattack-5-survey-insights.html  

GIST According to a recent survey from the American Medical Association, 83 percent of physicians said 

they've experienced a cyberattack of some type. 

 

The AMA and management consulting firm Accenture surveyed 1,300 physicians about the prevalence of 

cyberattacks. 

 

Here's what they found: 

 

1. Fifty-five percent of respondents are worried about future cyberattacks. 

 

2. Seventy-four percent of respondents cited interruption to their clinical practice as a primary concern; 29 

percent said it took a full day to recover from an attack. 
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3. Approximately 53 percent of respondents cited patient safety among their primary concerns. 

 

4. When a cyberattack occurs, 56 percent of respondents alerted their health IT vendor, while 49 percent 

said they had an in-house security official to deal with the attack. Concerning preparation for an attack, 37 

percent obtained training on content from their health IT vendor and 87 percent of respondents believed 

their practice was HIPAA compliant. 

 

5. Concerning future technology adoption, 33 percent said they'd adopt telemedicine within a year, while 

28 percent said they'd adopt patient-generated health data within the next year. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 ATM at gas station serves up bitcoin 

SOURCE http://www.heraldnet.com/life/atm-at-lynnwood-gas-station-dispenses-bitcoin-digital-currency/  

GIST The Lynnwood 76 service station has all the essentials. Gas. Food. Bitcoin. 

 

What’s up with that? 

 

A Bitcoin ATM sits next to the lottery self-service kiosk in the convenience mart at the bustling 11-pump 

station at 19611 Alderwood Parkway. 

 

The ATM has been inside the 76 station for more than a year, but didn’t get much attention until the recent 

hoopla that made Bitcoin the Kardashian of currency. 

 

At first glimpse, the boxy white machine owned by national company Coinme looks like one of those 

Coinstars you dump your stash of pennies and quarters in and, cha-ching!, turn it into paper money backed 

by the U.S. Treasury. 

 

Looks are deceiving. This ATM deals in digital money, also called cryptocurrency, that has no tangible 

form and is used worldwide with no central regulating body or bank. Investors from America and Africa to 

North Korea and New Zealand have pumped billions of dollars, euros, yen, rubles and other real money 

into it. It’s not legal tender nor is it illegal. 

 

Bitcoin exists virtually, like a figment of your imagination. In reality, it is valueless bits of computer data. 

It’s stored in a digital wallet. There’s nothing to jingle in your pocket. Despite the name, it’s not even a 

“coin” in the old-fashioned sense. 

 

This newfangled currency is created through a process called “mining” on computers around the globe to 

form blockchains. That’s right, this currency worth billions is just a bunch of numbers generated by 

equations that only computers are smart enough to do. 

 

“It’s code,” said 76 gas station shopper Michael Gorta, visiting from California. 

 

Gorta had studied up on Bitcoin but not invested — yet. He noticed the Bitcoin ATM when he came in for 

scratch lottery tickets, which are funded by the state. 

 

“There is no physical backing,” he said of Bitcoin. “It’s only worth what someone will give you for it, at 

the moment.” 

 

For him, that was a green bill with George Washington. He fed the $1 bill in the ATM for Bitcoin, which 

was going for about $16,600. 

 

“For one dollar I own 0.0000546 Bitcoins,” Gorta said, laughing. That was really 90 cents worth: Coinme 

charges a 10 percent transaction fee.  
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You can buy up to eight decimal points of Bitcoin. It’s like buying pizza at Brooklyn Bros. It’s sold by the 

whole or by the slice, though in this case, fractional pieces. 

 

Most Bitcoin buyers go to the 76 gas station for petrol, not crypto. They use their phone or computer to 

wheel and deal in digital currencies. Unlike store hours or the stock market, trading is 24/7. 

 

The main way to buy Bitcoin is to use an app, such as online trading broker Coinbase (no relation to 

Coinme), which allows people to carry around their big wad of blockchains on their phone. 

 

Coinbase was the most downloaded app at Apple’s Apps Store a month ago, when a single Bitcoin, which 

started 2017 at less than $1,000, spiked to nearly $20,000 in mid-December. 

 

A Bitcoin has since hovered in the $13,000 to $16,000 range, which is still a good tease and a gamble. 

That’s what this is: gambling. Think of it as putting money in a slot machine. 

 

The Coinbase app also offers a few virtual cousins of Bitcoin, such as Ethereum and Litecoin, which cost 

less and also fluctuate wildly in price — a month ago, Ethereum was $450 and at this writing is about 

$1,100. There are many other virtual coins out there, gobbling up billions of dollars. The site 

CoinMarketCap.com lists 1,386 different coins. 

 

It costs real money to buy. And when you sell it, you get real money. Or you can shop with it. Bitcoin is 

accepted as payment by Expedia and Overstock as well as some stores, coffee shops, bars, car dealers, 

hairdressers, dentists and, it turns out, kidnappers. Last week, a Kiev crypto company executive was 

kidnapped by an armed gang then freed after paying the ransom demand of more than $1 million in 

Bitcoins. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 France investigates Apple 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/4e9a072707414c8cabfa8c582d773d5c/France-investigates-Apple-for-slowing-

down-old-iPhones  

GIST PARIS (AP) — French prosecutors have opened an investigation into Apple over revelations it secretly 

slowed down older versions of its handsets. 

 

The Paris prosecutor’s office said Tuesday a probe was opened last week and is led by the French body in 

charge of fraud control, which is part of the finance ministry. 

 

It follows a legal complaint filed in December by a French consumer rights group that aims to stop 

intentional obsolescence of goods by companies. 

 

In France it is illegal to intentionally shorten the lifespan of a product in order to encourage customers 

replace it. 

 

Apple apologized in December for secretly slowing down older iPhones, a move it said was necessary to 

avoid unexpected shutdowns related to battery fatigue. 

 

Lawsuits against the company have been filed in the U.S. and Israel. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Children’s smartphone addiction 

SOURCE https://www.thedailybeast.com/just-how-bad-is-kids-smartphone-addiction?ref=home  

GIST It's the easiest babysitting hack known to modern adults attempting to pacify a fussy baby: Take a 

smartphone, find a game or show, put it in the child’s hands, and—lo and behold! The kid is quiet, eyes 
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wide, and still. 

 

And that magic trick seems to extend to children who can crawl, tots who are just stringing together 

words, kids toddling into preschool, and—most obviously, at least when it comes to psychological 

research—tweens and teens hunched over their smartphones, oblivious to the world. 

 

That worries a group of Apple investors, who are calling on the company to investigate what effects this 

screen time has on children’s brains and development. In a letter co-signed by New York investment firm 

JANA Partners and Anne Sheehan, the director of corporate governance at the California State Teachers’ 

Retirement System (the largest public teacher’s pension fund in the country), the investors implore the 

tech giant to fund research into what their ubiquitous products might do to a child’s brain: 

 

The average American teenager who uses a smart phone receives her first phone at age 10 and spends 

over 4.5 hours a day on it (excluding texting and talking). 78% of teens check their phones at least hourly 

and 50% report feeling ‘addicted’ to their phones. It would defy common sense to argue that this level of 

usage, by children whose brains are still developing, is not having at least some impact, or that the maker 

of such a powerful product has no role to play in helping parents to ensure it is being used optimally. It is 

also no secret that social media sites and applications for which the iPhone and iPad are a primary 

gateway are usually designed to be as addictive and time-consuming as possible, as many of their original 

creators have publicly acknowledged. 

 

The letter is signed on behalf of investors whose shares amount to nearly $2 billion of Apple stock. 

Apple’s total valuation is about $900 billion. 

 

It’s a small proportion, but the letter is sparking conversation about what it means to be addicted to 

technology—particularly among the youngest users of smart technology. It cites research and science 

published within childhood psychology, including that of Jean Twenge, a professor of psychology at San 

Diego State University whose most recent book, iGen: Why Today’s Superconnected Kids Are Growing 

Up Less Rebellious, More Tolerant, Less Happy—and Completely Unprepared for Adulthood, tackles the 

effects of smartphones on teens. 

 

Twenge said she first spotted some odd trends in teenage mental health in 2011 and 2012, when 

smartphones were becoming more common among teens. “There was a doubling in the suicide rate and 

tripling in emergency room admissions of self-harm among young girls,” Twenge said. “And there was a 

20 percent increase in the clinical depression rate.” 

 

To Twenge, the link between screen time and mental health seemed apparent. And while she said her 

research doesn’t touch on addiction so much as the mental health of teens based on smartphone use, she 

said there’s undeniable proof that screen time has a negative effect on developing minds, based on 

research that was published in November in the journal Clinical Psychological Science. 

 

“I found that teens who spend five or more hours a day of screen time are 71 percent more likely to have 

risk factors” for mental health issues, such as depression, or thinking about suicide. That screen time is 

measured as that devoted to gaming, social media, or any other use of a device outside homework. And 

while Twenge’s research doesn’t indicate causation, it does show that screen time leads to unhappiness 

rather than the other way around. 

 

That’s because there are some very significant neurological events happening when we interact with our 

screen. Anna Lembke is an assistant professor of psychiatry and behavioral sciences at the Stanford 

University Medical Center, and she’s studied addiction extensively, both substance abuse and technology. 

She said the way we absorb the cool blue glow of a screen is akin to the electricity a drug user may feel. 

 

“Smartphone screens light up the same area of the brain as opioids and cannabis,” she told The Daily 

Beast. “The rewards pathways mediated by dopamine respond to screens in a very similar way to opioids.” 

 

What makes adolescents especially vulnerable to the addictive nature of smartphones is that they are in a 
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crucially pliable point of their mental and physical growth. “They’re incredibly socially sensitive,” 

Lembke said of adolescents, classed as those first experiencing puberty through those at the end of the 

teenage years. 

 

The need to fit in and the desire to be popular and gain social points mean that kids this age are especially 

vulnerable to falling for the “social media contagion effect,” the term Lembke uses to describe a child 

doing something just because a peer is doing it. And Lembke said that reasoning is simply logical in an 

adolescent’s brain. 

 

“Adolescent brains are more vulnerable to risk taking, so the emotion centers of the brain drive behavior 

more than the future planning centers of the brain,” she said—which is why teens are impulsive enough to 

take risks without recognizing future consequences. Their brains are pliable because adolescence is a time 

when neurons undergo pruning, fundamentally altering the shape and structure of the brain from one of a 

child’s into that of an adult’s. 

 

Online, that can be dangerous: It can lead to slut shaming when kids send and receive nude photos without 

thinking about ramifications, for example, or bullying on anonymous messaging apps like last summer’s 

sleeper hit Sarahah. Being turned on by peers can be devastating for a teen and in some extreme, tragic 

cases lead to suicide. Neuronal pruning can mean screens are used as a coping strategy, and tearing kids 

away from their screen can be difficult not only because it offers a sense of safety and information, but 

also because a kid may be addicted. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Android gaming apps tracking TV habits 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/android-gaming-apps-tracking-tv-viewing-habits/  

GIST There are more than 250 Android gaming apps on Google Play Store that are using your smartphone’s 

microphone to record what you watch on TV – This means instead of your conversation these apps are 

focused on listening what you are watching on TV. 

 

According to a report published by The New York Times, these gaming apps are using a software 

developed by a California based company called Alphonso that collects TV-viewing data including shows, 

ads, and movies for advertising firms. 

 

The software allows apps to use the microphone on a device to identify audio signals from TV 

advertisement, collect and share the data with companies for targeted advertising. However what may 

worry some is the fact that once the apps are running in the background the software could detect audio 

even when the phone is in a pocket. 

 

According to Alphonso’s CEO Ashish Chordia, the company also worked with Shazam (now owned by 

Apple) to collect music music-listening data as well as with movie studios to collect movie-viewing habits. 

At the same time, the company claims it does not record human speech and only gains access to devices’ 

microphones and locations if the user allows it. 

 

A look at Alphonso LinkedIn page the company claims that there are “hundreds of Fortune 500 brands and 

all major holding companies in the U.S. work with Alphonso to amplify their TV spend with digital and to 

reach targeted TV demographics across all screens.” 

 

“With automatic content recognition (ACR) technology embedded in tens of millions of smart TVs, TV 

chipsets, mobile apps, gaming consoles, streaming devices and OTT services, Alphonso understands what 

programming and advertising people are watching on TV,” explains Alphonso’s LinkedIn page. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 UK firms deluged w/cyberattacks 2017 
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SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/uk-firms-deluged-with-cyberattacks/  

GIST UK firms were hit by over 230,000 cyber-attacks each in 2017, with the majority targeting connected 

devices, according to new data from Beaming. 

 

The business ISP analyzed attacks on thousands of its customers in real-time and recorded on average 633 

attempts each day to penetrate their corporate networks, amounting to 231,028 attempts over the course of 

the year per firm. 

 

That’s up slightly on the 228,659 attacks per business spotted by the Hastings-based ISP in 2016. 

 

Some 70% of attacks targeted connected devices such as networked security cameras, according to the 

research. 

 

Internet of Things devices and endpoints are increasingly seen as a potential weakness in corporate 

security systems, exposing organizations to the risk of compromise. 

 

Managing director, Sonia Blizzard, explained that 2017 was the worst year yet for cyber threats targeting 

UK firms. 

 

“With most attacks targeting relatively simple devices connected to the Internet of Things it is possible 

many companies are already infected and don’t know about it,” she added. 

 

"Keeping anti-virus software up-to-date is a good first step, but it isn’t enough to combat the growing 

threat. Businesses need to review their network perimeter regularly, monitor corporate systems for unusual 

activity and restrict access to personal email and file sharing applications in the workplace." 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Lawsuits hit Intel over CPU vulnerabilities 

SOURCE http://www.securityweek.com/lawsuits-filed-against-intel-over-cpu-vulnerabilities  

GIST At least three class action lawsuits have been filed against Intel in the past days over the recently disclosed 

vulnerabilities that could allow malicious hackers to obtain potentially sensitive information from 

computers. 

 

The Meltdown and Spectre attack methods uncovered by several independent research teams work not 

only against Intel processors, but also against CPUs from AMD and ARM. Intel has been hit the hardest – 

even its stock went down after initial reports claimed only Intel processors were affected – but the 

company says media reports describing the design flaws are overblown. 

 

The lawsuits, all seeking class action status, have been filed in the Northern District of California, the 

Southern District of Indiana, and the District of Oregon, and they accuse Intel of violating state consumer 

protection laws. All complaints demand a jury trial. 

 

In California, Branstetter, Stranch & Jennings of Nashville and Doyle APC of San Diego filed a consumer 

fraud case, accusing Intel of misleading consumers about the performance and reliability of its processors 

by selling a product with “fatal” security flaws. 

 

The complaint filed in Indiana alleges that “Intel committed unfair and deceptive acts by representing that 

the Intel CPUs had performance, characteristics, or benefits which Intel knew or should reasonably have 

known they did not have.” 

 

The chip giant has also been accused of breaching warranties by selling defective CPUs that it’s not 

willing to repair or replace free of charge. The Indiana lawsuit also claims the company was negligent in 

the manufacture and design of its processors. 
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In Oregon, plaintiffs say they are entitled to restitution based on Intel’s “intentional and knowing failures 

to disclose material defects.” The complaint claims plaintiffs would have acquired a CPU from an Intel 

competitor had they known about the flaws and the fact that they will end up with a slower product. 

 

The Meltdown and Spectre attacks allow malicious applications to bypass memory isolation mechanisms 

and access potentially sensitive data, including passwords, photos, documents, emails, and data from 

instant messaging apps. The bugs that make these attacks possible are said to date back 20 years. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Western Digital storage devices backdoor 

SOURCE http://www.securityweek.com/hardcoded-backdoor-found-western-digital-storage-devices  

GIST Firmware updates released by Western Digital for its MyCloud family of devices address a series of 

security issues, including a hardcoded backdoor admin account. 

 

The vulnerabilities were found in WDMyCloud firmware prior to version 2.30.165 and are said to affect 

devices such as MyCloud, MyCloudMirror, My Cloud Gen 2, My Cloud PR2100, My Cloud PR4100, My 

Cloud EX2 Ultra, My Cloud EX2, My Cloud EX4, My Cloud EX2100, My Cloud EX4100, My Cloud 

DL2100, and My Cloud DL4100. 

 

Discovered by GulfTech security researcher James Bercegay, the security flaws could be exploited to 

achieve remote root code execution on the affected WD My Cloud personal cloud storage units (the device 

is currently the best-selling NAS (network attached storage) device on Amazon).  

 

One of the most important security issues the researcher found was an unrestricted file upload 

vulnerability created by the “misuse and misunderstanding of the PHP gethostbyaddr() function,” the 

researcher says. 

 

The vulnerable code in said file allows an attacker to define a remote auth server, which could be an 

attacker-controlled server. The result should fail if an invalid host is defined, but a series of bugs result in 

checks being skipped, eventually allowing an attacker to abuse the issue “to upload any file to the server 

that they want.” 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Facial recognition fooling glasses 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/researchers-develop-ai-fooling-glasses/article/735597/  

GIST Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill developed 

a technique to fool facial recognition algorithms including those used at Airports. 

 

Using seemingly inconspicuous glasses, a user can trick the algorithm into producing an inaccurate 

reading of a person's face prompting researchers to present their findings to the Transportation Security 

Administration and recommend the agency require people to remove glasses and jewelry to prevent the 

attack from being carried out, according to their study. 

 

Researchers developed five pairs of adversarial generative nets (AGN) eyeglasses that could be used by 90 

percent of the population to evade detection. Furthermore, researchers claim these attacks can be scaled 

up. 

 

The glasses are able to deceive the software by making the texture in the glasses as close to possible as 

real designs found online and then were subjected to user scrutiny to determine whether or not the glasses 

would raise alarm under normal wear. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 DHS report: botnets, automated threats 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/us-gov-outlines-steps-to-fight-botnets-

automated-threats/d/d-id/1330763  

GIST The US Departments of Commerce and Homeland Security have published a report focused on the 

challenges and steps toward fighting botnets and other automated, distributed threats, the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST) announced last week. 

 

Their report is a response to Executive Order 13800, Strengthening the Cybersecurity of Federal Networks 

and Critical Infrastructure. The EO directed the Secretaries of Commerce and Homeland Security to "lead 

an open and transparent process to identify and promote action by the appropriate stakeholders" in order to 

reduce automated and distributed cyberattacks. 

 

In a joint effort, the two departments drafted the opportunities and challenges in reducing the threat of 

automated attacks. Key themes of their report include acknowledging automated attacks are a global 

problem, effective tools exist but are not widely used, education and awareness is needed, and market 

incentives are misaligned. 

 

They also created a list of goals to reduce the threat. These include identifying a clear path toward a secure 

tech marketplace, promoting infrastructure innovation to adapt to evolving threats, and promoting network 

innovation to prevent and detect threats. 
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https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/white-paper/2018/01/05/enhancing-resilience-against-botnets--

report-to-the-president/draft  

 

HEADLINE 01/08 Fileless malware campaign at Olympics 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/vulnerabilities---threats/emailed-cyberattack-targets-2018-

pyeongchang-olympics/d/d-id/1330768  

GIST A fileless malware campaign was discovered targeting organizations associated with the upcoming 2018 

winter Olympics being held in Pyeongchang, South Korea, report analysts at McAfee Advanced Threat 

Research. An unknown nation-state attacker is likely responsible. 

 

The campaign's primary target was icehockey@pyeongchang2018.com with 337 South Korean 

organizations included on the BCC line. Most targets had some involvement in the Olympics, either in 

providing infrastructure or playing another supporting role. 

 

This attack arrived as a spearphishing email containing a malicious Word attachment with the original file 

name "Organized by Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and Pyeongchang Winter Olympics" (translated 

from Korean). Emails began on Dec. 22, 2017 with the most recent activity appearing on Dec. 28, when 

messages were sent from an IP address in Singapore. 

 

Emails were disguised to appear to be from South Korea's National Counter-Terrorism Center (NCTC). At 

the time, the NCTC was conducting physical anti-terror drills to prep for the Olympics, which suggests the 

email is legitimate and increases the odds people will open it. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Claim: NKorea crypto mining malware 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/new-cryptocurrency-mining-malware-has-links-to-

north-korea/d/d-id/1330773  

GIST A security vendor has found another clue that North Korea may be turning to illegal cryptocurrency 

mining as a way to bring cash into the nation's economy amid tightening international sanctions. 
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AlienVault on Monday said it had recently discovered malware that is designed to stealthily install a miner 

for Monero, a Bitcoin-like cryptocurrency, on end-user systems and to send any mined coins to the Kim Il 

Sung University (KSU) in Pyongyang. 

 

The malicious installer appears to have been created just before Christmas 2017 and is designed to install 

xmrig, an open source miner for Monero. 

 

The link to the university itself doesn't appear to be working, however, meaning the software cannot send 

any mined coins back to its authors. The malware itself appears pretty basic, and the inclusion of the KSU 

server in the code could simply be a false flag to trick security researchers. Even so, the malware is 

consistent with previous similar campaigns tied to North Korea, AlienVault said. 

 

"Cryptocurrencies could provide a financial lifeline to a country hit hard by sanctions," the vendor said. 

"Therefore it's not surprising that universities in North Korea have shown a clear interest in 

cryptocurrencies." 

 

Crypto mining is legitimate activity. Some, like Coinhive, even distribute miners to website operators so 

users can run it in their browsers in exchange for an ad-free experience. In recent years, though, 

cybercriminals have increasingly begun hijacking computers in order to mine cryptocurrency for illegal 

profit. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Meltdown, Spectre just the beginning 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/cloud/meltdown-spectre-likely-just-scratch-the-surface-of-

microprocessor-vulnerabilities/d/d-id/1330774  

GIST The dust has yet to settle on the recent revelation of critical vulnerabilities in microprocessors that most 

modern computers worldwide, but it's already troublingly clear that fixing the problem isn't simply a 

matter of applying the latest vendor security updates. 

 

Last week's disclosure by researchers from Google's Project Zero team and research teams from academia 

of the vulnerabilities in most Intel processors and in some AMD and ARM processors have left 

organizations scrambling to gather and track security updates available for their firmware, operating 

systems, and browsers. Given that operating system patches can incur significant performance hits – some 

experts are estimating up to 30% degradation for Linux and Windows platforms – there's a lot at stake in 

fixing the flaws. 

 

The so-called Meltdown and Spectre hardware vulnerabilities allow for so-called side-channel attacks: in 

the case of Meltdown, that means sensitive information in the kernel memory is at risk of being accessed 

nefariously, and for Spectre, a user application could read the kernel memory as well as that of another 

application. So an attacker could read sensitive system memory, which could contain passwords, 

encryption keys, and emails – information that could be used to help craft a local attack. 

 

Meltdown and Spectre are especially vexing because the attacks take advantage of the design of the 

hardware itself, the so-called "out-of-order execution" performance feature in most modern processors that 

runs operations out of order to streamline and speed up processing. The timing differences of the 

operations, for example, can leak sensitive information from the kernel, and an attacker could use that 

information to then attack the system via another exploit. 

  

The irony is that a feature meant to boost processor performance for now can only be fixed with software 

updates that can in some cases deplete performance. And experts say this pervasive security weakness not 

only has a long tail but is likely only the tip of the iceberg for hardware vulnerabilities yet to be unearthed. 

 

"I would be surprised if these particular issues were the only ones of this class of problems. Just digging a 

little bit, there appears to be a lot of space for" other microprocessor issues like this, says Dino Dai Zovi, a 
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veteran security researcher and co-founder and CTO at Capsule8. 

 

Patching is the only option to mitigate risk of a Meltdown or Spectre attack, but it's still not a perfect 

solution. Given that the basic design flaw lies in the microprocessor hardware, the software updates merely 

provide software mitigations for the attack. So there's still the chance the updates ultimately can be 

bypassed by an attacker, for example. 

 

The US-CERT reiterated those concerns late last week in its Vulnerability Guidance alert: "Due to the fact 

that the vulnerability exists in CPU architecture rather than in software, patching may not fully address 

these vulnerabilities in all cases," the US Department of Homeland Security post said of the flaws, CVE-

2017-5753, CVE-2017-5715, and CVE-2017-5754. 

 

The security updates and patches are mainly workarounds and mitigations: a real fix would require a 

hardware do-over in the microprocessors, experts say. "In general, we think you have to wait until the new 

generation of processors will be introduced," says Max Goryachy, security researcher at Positive 

Technologies, which late last year discovered a buffer overflow Intel's chip firmware can be abused to take 

control of a machine even when it's powered down. 

 

While future-generation chips may address the flaws, for existing systems it's all about patching. Yet, not 

all systems will get patched. 

 

"What worries me," says Chris Pierson, CEO of Binary Sun Cyber Risk Advisors, is that "the wholesale 

underlying infrastructure vulnerabilities are so deep-seeded that they will remain with us for years to 

come." 
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HEADLINE 01/08 What happens bitcoin when you die? 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/what-happens-to-your-digital-bitcoins-if-you-die/  

GIST What happens to your digital assets when you die? There's no single answer to that question. Digital assets 

cover a wide range of items, from Facebook and LinkedIn accounts to online bank accounts -- and 

cryptocurrencies like bitcoin. 

 

Bitcoin offers a unique challenge upon death. Since bitcoins only exist in virtual form and are encrypted 

by their very nature, they are extremely secure. Each bitcoin owner has a private password, or key, that 

allows secure access to the bitcoins stored in their digital wallet. Unfortunately, there is no method of 

retrieving this private key for a potential heir because there is no central authority that tracks the private 

keys. 

 

If you pass away without leaving anyone the private key, your bitcoins effectively become inaccessible to 

anyone. Similarly, if you leave your private key behind without a clear explanation of what it is and how 

to use it, your bitcoins are likely to stay lost. It's similar to a key to a safety deposit box without any 

indicator of where the box is located -- except that a bank will eventually clear out a safety deposit box to 

reclaim the space. 

 

Nobody would ever "clear out" old bitcoins to retain space if they could, because there's no incentive to do 

so. The genius of bitcoin is that the algorithm that creates them inherently limits the supply -- so when 

bitcoins are lost, the remaining supply in circulation become a bit more valuable through scarcity. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 AI in workplace sinking wages? 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ai-in-workplace-sinking-wages/  

GIST Artificial intelligence can mean everything from personal digital assistants like Amazon's (AMZN) Echo 
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to the program that checks you into a doctor's office, or even a nail salon, before you speak to a human. 

These features are becoming increasingly ubiquitous in U.S. cities as offices automate many functions. A 

recent report from consultant McKinsey & Co. predicted about half of all current work activities can be 

adapted and automated, today. 

 

Now, a new report of 10 major U.S. metropolitan areas from job search site Glassdoor showed the shift is 

underway as wages slip for jobs where "automation and AI are taking hold." 

 

The survey, released monthly, found pay for loan officers fell 6.1 percent in December compared with a 

year earlier, while office manager pay sank 1.1 percent and machine operators lost 1.9 percent as 

automation takes root even more widely in manufacturing. 

 

"In our pay data, when we look at jobs that are seeing weak pay growth, and sometimes the negative pay 

growth, it's clear that some of those professions have a weak labor market because some of those jobs are 

being done now by software," Glassdoor Chief Economist Andrew Chamberlain said in an interview. 

 

It's not so much that all of one job is being replaced, it's that portions of some traditional jobs are being 

automated, Chamberlain said. Electronic tablet check-in at all kinds of offices, for example, is replacing 

one function of the administrative assistant. More people now can apply for loans online, going through 

the bulk of the process before ever actually speaking to a human.  

 

"So far we really haven't seen large-scale displacement of people actually becoming fully unemployed 

because their job has been fully replaced by artificial intelligence," Chamberlain noted. 

 

It's that the jobs themselves are changing: New supervisory skills are needed to oversee humans and the 

software-driven tasks that now do some portion of their work, and workers who have those skills are in 

demand. A recent Gartner report predicted AI will create more jobs than it eliminates by 2020 and 

generate 2 million new net jobs in 2025.  

 

But for now, the transition may be cutting into wages as job descriptions and skills needed to do those jobs 

change. 

 

As many as one-third of U.S. workers may need to learn new skills and find new occupations by 2030, the 

McKinsey report estimated. Transitional remedies will be needed, and the authors cite measures being 

explored globally, such as basic universal income and extensive job training. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Claim: top online BA, grad programs 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation-now/2018/01/09/americas-top-online-bachelors-and-

graduate-programs-named-u-s-news/1014658001/  

GIST If you'd rather scroll a web page than stroll a campus quad, perhaps you should pick up your next 

bachelor's at Ohio State University. The university's main campus in Columbus topped U.S. News & 

World Report's 2018 Best Online Programs rankings for the first time. 

 

If you're thinking an online MBA, Temple University reigns again in the rankings for a fourth straight 

year. And engineering? Look to the Ivy League: Columbia University jumped two spots to take top 

honors. 

 

U.S. News analyzed nearly 1,500 programs for the rankings, looking at faculty credentials, technology and 

graduates' average debt among other factors to size up the top programs for bachelor's degrees as well as 

popular graduate degrees fields as varied as business, education, nursing and criminal justice.  

 

For the sixth year in a row, the University of Southern California sits atop the computer information 

technology rankings. Clemson University in South Carolina topped the list for education, while Chicago''s 
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St. Xavier took first in nursing. 

 

Sam Houston State University in Huntsville, Texas was named top criminal justice program. Villanova 

University topped the list for non-MBA business degrees. 

 

Only regionally accredited programs offered "primarily online" were considered, per U.S. News. 

 

See the top picks for U.S. News’ Best Online Programs Rankings below: 

 

Bachelor’s programs  

1. Ohio State University–Columbus 

2. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (Fla.) (tie) 

2. Temple University (Pa.) (tie) 

 

MBA 

1. Temple University (Pa.) 

2. Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.) (tie) 

2. Indiana University — Bloomington (tie) 

 

Business, non-MBA 

1. Villanova University (Pa.) 

2. Arizona State University (tie) 

2. Indiana University — Bloomington (tie) 

 

Computer Information Technology 

1. University of Southern California 

2. New York University (tie) 

2. Virginia Tech (tie) 

 

Education 

1. Clemson University (S.C.) 

2. Creighton University (Neb.) (tie) 

2. University of Florida (tie) 

 

Engineering 

1. Columbia University (N.Y.) 

2. University of California — Los Angeles (tie) 

2. University of Southern California (tie) 

 

Nursing 

1. St. Xavier University (Ill.) 

2. Ohio State University 

3. Medical University of South Carolina 

 

Criminal Justice 

1. Sam Houston State University (Texas) 

2. Boston University 

3. University of California — Irvine (tie) 

3. University of Nebraska — Omaha (tie) 
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Learn more about the rankings’ methodologies, and see the full rankings at U.S. News 

 

HEADLINE 01/08 Crypto website changes data 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-crypto-website-changes-its-data-and-100-billion-in-market-value-

vanishes-1515443100  
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GIST Prices for some of the most popular cryptocurrencies dropped sharply Monday. One apparent reason: an 

adjustment from a popular website on its digital-currency price quotes. 

 

A website called coinmarketcap.com on Monday removed data from some South Korean exchanges from 

its price quotes for a range of virtual currencies including bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripple’s XRP. The move 

followed a South Korean government crackdown on cryptocurrencies. 

 

The move by coinmarketcap caused some amount of chaos when prices across the board suddenly 

plunged. In mid-Monday trading, XRP had fallen 26% over the past 24 hours, Bitcoin Cash was down 

18%, and litecoin was down 12%. Of the top 40 cryptocurrencies, 31 were down, including bitcoin and 

Ethereum. 

 

A representative of the website confirmed the moves in an email to The Wall Street Journal, citing 

“extreme price discrepancy” among South Korean exchanges. The company added in a tweet Monday 

afternoon that it “excluded some Korean exchanges in price calculations due to the extreme divergence in 

prices from the rest of the world and limited arbitrage opportunity.” 

 

Coinmarketcap has become one of the most popular destinations for price quotes as the sector surged last 

year. According to Amazon’s web-ranking service, coinmarketcap is currently the 154th most popular 

website in the world, in the same ballpark as Chinese retail giant Alibaba.com . 

 

The website’s rejiggered prices led to a flip in market-value rankings on the site. Ethereum, with a $109 

billion total market valuation, moved into second place, the spot previously occupied by XRP, which fell 

to third place with a $97 billion market value. Bitcoin remained number one, with a $255 billion market 

value. 

 

More than $100 billion of the sector’s total market value was erased over the last 24 hours, according to 

the site. On Sunday, it stood at $835 billion. On Monday, it fell to as low as $683 billion, and lately was at 

$722 billion. 

 

Before Monday, for example, prices for XRP on coinmarketcap were quoted as high as $3.84 on Jan. 4. 

About 25% of XRP’s trading volume came from the Seoul-based online exchange Bithumb, according to 

coinmarketcap. 

 

On Monday, without the Korean-exchange data, the XRP price fell to about $2.50, and at one point on 

coinmarketcap.com, fell below $2.10. On Ripple’s website, the company quoted XRP at $2.41, with its 

source being a weighted average of prices on the U.K. exchange Bitstamp. 

 

In 2017, South Korea and Japan became major markets for bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, at the same 

time that China was clamping down on the sector. The flood of new money and enthusiasm in these 

countries led to price quotes that were higher, sometimes by hundreds of dollars, than on exchanges 

elsewhere. In Korea, this gap was nicknamed the “kimchi premium.” 

 

In Japan, authorities embraced the sector, implementing rules for proper trading of bitcoin and other 

cryptocurrencies. In South Korea, though, the government has been more concerned with the potential for 

criminal activity tied to cryptocurrencies, and even retail investor losses amid a global mania and what 

many fear is a bubble in the sector. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Philippines reaches out to Indonesia 

SOURCE https://www.shephardmedia.com/news/defence-notes/philippines-reaches-out-indonesia-isis-

regroups/  
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GIST As ISIS-inspired terror groups begin to recruit online in Southeast Asia, Philippine President Rodrigo 

Duterte has sought the help of Indonesia to implement an improved maritime security plan and to 

reintroduce Islamic values to Mindanao to counter the rise of extremism. 

 

Duterte arranged an exploratory meeting with Indonesian Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi in Davao after 

receiving reports that foreign and local terrorists continue to enter and exit the country despite tightened 

Indonesia-Philippine-Malaysia maritime patrols. 

 

Indonesia’s MoD earlier provided intelligence that around 1,200 ISIS-inspired militants are operating 

throughout the Philippines, while a think tank in Singapore reported that a hidden place in the southern 

Philippines is operating a training centre for new recruits. 

 

While Duterte’s administration employed newly acquired China-made rifles, Israeli-built artillery and 

military aircraft to end last year’s siege of Marawi, the government realised that military equipment needs 

to be augmented by Islamic values education. 

 

Foreign Affairs Minister Allan Peter Cayetano said Indonesia is one model for the kind of Islamic 

education that the Philippines and Southeast Asia can look at to counter the rise of extremism. 

 

Three extremist groups in the southern Philippines pledged allegiance to ISIS: the Abu Sayyaf Group, 

Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters (BIFF) and Maute militant group. 

 

These groups raided Marawi last year and declared jihad against Philippine security forces. The 

government sent 4,000 soldiers to contain the heavily armed extremists in the five-month battle. 

 

More than a hundred soldiers plus at least 800 terrorists died in the conflict that displaced 350,000 

civilians. The Philippines said it needs at least $1 billion to rehabilitate Marawi after the war. 

 

The Indonesia-Philippine meeting occurred after the Philippine government received new information that 

extremist groups are planning another siege in one of Mindanao’s four major cities. 

 

While military officers claimed a huge victory by killing ISIS leader for Southeast Asia Isnilon Hapilon, 

the Philippine defence department warned that ISIS ideology in the Philippines might linger. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Jordan: arrests in foiled ISIS attack plot 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-jordan-security-militants/jordan-says-arrests-17-in-foiled-

islamic-state-attack-plot-state-media-idUSKBN1EX11I  

GIST AMMAN (Reuters) - Jordan said on Monday it had foiled an Islamic State plot that included plans for a 

series of attacks last November on security installations, shopping malls and moderate religious figures, 

state media reported. 

 

State news agency Petra said the country’s intelligence department had arrested 17 members of a cell and 

confiscated weapons and explosives that the militant group had planned to use in several operations. 

 

“The members of the cell had planned to execute a number of terrorist attacks simultaneously to 

destabilise national security and sow chaos and terror among civilians,” the statement said. 

 

A security source said that members of the cell had been under surveillance from the start when they 

began to survey high profile civilian and military potential targets.  

 

Security forces have been extra vigilant in recent months with warnings that sympathisers of Islamic State 

could launch revenge attacks after the militants were driven out of most of the territory they once 

controlled in Syria and Iraq. 
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The detainees, who were all from the working class city of Zarqa east of the capital, were being 

interrogated before being put on trial in a military court, the authorities said without giving a date. 

 

The impoverished city of Zarqa, a traditional hotbed of fundamentalist jihadists, has seen dozens of youths 

influenced by hardline Islamist ideology joining radical groups in Iraq and Syria in recent years, according 

to security sources. 

 

The statement said the cell had planned to wage a series of bank robberies and car thefts to get financing, 

and manufactured homemade explosives from material bought from local markets. 

 

Militants from al Qaeda and other radical jihadist groups have long targeted the U.S.-allied kingdom and 

dozens of militants are currently serving long prison terms. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Afghan heroin trade: US-UK failure 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/jan/09/how-the-heroin-trade-explains-the-us-uk-failure-in-

afghanistan  

GIST After fighting the longest war in its history, the US stands at the brink of defeat in Afghanistan. How could 

this be possible? How could the world’s sole superpower have battled continuously for more than 16 years 

– deploying more than 100,000 troops at the conflict’s peak, sacrificing the lives of nearly 2,300 soldiers, 

spending more than $1tn (£740bn) on its military operations, lavishing a record $100bn more on “nation-

building”, helping fund and train an army of 350,000 Afghan allies – and still not be able to pacify one of 

the world’s most impoverished nations? So dismal is the prospect of stability in Afghanistan that, in 2016, 

the Obama White House cancelled a planned withdrawal of its forces, ordering more than 8,000 troops to 

remain in the country indefinitely. 

 

In the American failure lies a paradox: Washington’s massive military juggernaut has been stopped in its 

steel tracks by a small pink flower – the opium poppy. Throughout its three decades in Afghanistan, 

Washington’s military operations have succeeded only when they fit reasonably comfortably into central 

Asia’s illicit traffic in opium – and suffered when they failed to complement it. 

 

It was during the cold war that the US first intervened in Afghanistan, backing Muslim militants who were 

fighting to expel the Soviet Red Army. In December 1979, the Soviets occupied Kabul in order to shore up 

their failing client regime; Washington, still wounded by the fall of Saigon four years earlier, decided to 

give Moscow its “own Vietnam” by backing the Islamic resistance. For the next 10 years, the CIA would 

provide the mujahideen guerrillas with an estimated $3bn in arms. These funds, along with an expanding 

opium harvest, would sustain the Afghan resistance for the decade it would take to force a Soviet 

withdrawal. One reason the US strategy succeeded was that the surrogate war launched by the CIA did not 

disrupt the way its Afghan allies used the country’s swelling drug traffic to sustain their decade-long 

struggle. 

 

Despite almost continuous combat since the invasion of October 2001, pacification efforts have failed to 

curtail the Taliban insurgency, largely because the US simply could not control the swelling surplus from 

the country’s heroin trade. Its opium production surged from around 180 tonnes in 2001 to more than 

3,000 tonnes a year after the invasion, and to more than 8,000 by 2007. Every spring, the opium harvest 

fills the Taliban’s coffers once again, funding wages for a new crop of guerrilla fighters. 

 

At each stage in its tragic, tumultuous history over the past 40 years – the covert war of the 1980s, the civil 

war of the 90s and its post-2001 occupation – opium has played a central role in shaping the country’s 

destiny. In one of history’s bitter ironies, Afghanistan’s unique ecology converged with American military 

technology to transform this remote, landlocked nation into the world’s first true narco-state – a country 

where illicit drugs dominate the economy, define political choices and determine the fate of foreign 

interventions. 
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During the 1980s, the CIA’s secret war against the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan helped transform the 

Afghani-Pakistani borderlands into a launchpad for the global heroin trade. “In the tribal area,” the US 

state department reported in 1986, “there is no police force. There are no courts. There is no taxation. No 

weapon is illegal … Hashish and opium are often on display.” By then, the process of guerrilla 

mobilisation to fight the Soviet occupation was long under way. Instead of forming its own coalition of 

resistance leaders, the CIA had relied on Pakistan’s powerful Inter-Services Intelligence agency (ISI) and 

its Afghan clients, who soon became key players in the burgeoning cross-border opium traffic. 

 

The CIA looked the other way while Afghanistan’s opium production grew from about 100 tonnes 

annually in the 1970s to 2,000 tonnes by 1991. In 1979 and 1980, just as the CIA effort was beginning to 

ramp up, a network of heroin laboratories opened along the Afghan-Pakistan frontier. That region soon 

became the world’s largest heroin producer. By 1984, it supplied a staggering 60% of the US market and 

80% of the European. Inside Pakistan, the number of heroin addicts surged from near zero (yes, zero) in 

1979 to 5,000 in 1980, and 1.3 million by 1985 – a rate of addiction so high the UN termed it “particularly 

shocking”. 

 

According to a 1986 state department report, opium “is an ideal crop in a war-torn country since it requires 

little capital investment, is fast growing and is easily transported and traded”. Moreover, Afghanistan’s 

climate was well suited to growing poppies. As relentless warfare between CIA and Soviet surrogates took 

its toll, Afghan farmers began to turn to opium “in desperation”, since it produced “high profits” that could 

cover rising food prices. At the same time, the state department reported that resistance elements took up 

opium production and trafficking “to provide staples for [the] population under their control and to fund 

weapons purchases”. 

 

As the mujahideen guerrillas gained ground against the Soviet occupation and began to create liberated 

zones inside Afghanistan in the early 1980s, the resistance helped fund its operations by collecting taxes 

from peasants who grew the lucrative opium poppies, particularly in the fertile Helmand valley. Caravans 

carrying CIA arms into that region for the resistance often returned to Pakistan loaded down with opium – 

sometimes, reported the New York Times, “with the assent of Pakistani or American intelligence officers 

who supported the resistance”. 

 

Charles Cogan, a former director of the CIA’s Afghan operation, later spoke frankly about the agency’s 

choices. “Our main mission was to do as much damage as possible to the Soviets,” he told an interviewer 

in 1995. “We didn’t really have the resources or the time to devote to an investigation of the drug trade. I 

don’t think that we need to apologise for this … There was fallout in term of drugs, yes. But the main 

objective was accomplished. The Soviets left Afghanistan.” 

 

Over the longer term, the US intervention produced a black hole of geopolitical instability that would 

never again be sealed or healed. Afghanistan could not readily recover from the unprecedented devastation 

it suffered in the years of the first American intervention. As the Soviet-Afghan war wound down between 

1989 and 1992, the Washington-led alliance essentially abandoned the country, failing either to sponsor a 

peace settlement or finance reconstruction. 

 

While Washington turned away from Afghanistan to other foreign policy hotspots in Africa and the 

Persian Gulf, a vicious civil war broke out in a country that had already suffered, between 1979 and 1989, 

some 1.5 million dead, about 10% of the country’s population. During the years of civil strife among the 

many well-armed warlords the CIA had left primed to fight for power, Afghan farmers raised the only 

crop that ensured instant profits: the opium poppy. Having multiplied twentyfold during the covert-war era 

of the 1980s, the opium harvest would more than double again during the civil war of the 1990s. 

 

In this period of turmoil, opium’s ascent is best understood as a response to severe damage from two 

decades of destructive warfare. With the return of some three million refugees to a war-ravaged land, the 

opium fields were an employment godsend, requiring nine times as many labourers to cultivate as wheat, 

the country’s traditional staple. In addition, only opium merchants were capable of accumulating capital 

rapidly enough to be able to provide poor poppy farmers with much-needed cash advances, which often 
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provided more than half their annual income. That credit would prove critical to the survival of many 

impoverished villagers. 

 

In the civil war’s first phase, from 1992 to 1994, ruthless local warlords combined arms and opium in a 

countrywide struggle for power. Later, Pakistan threw its backing behind a newly arisen Pashtun force, the 

Taliban. After seizing Kabul in 1996 and taking control of much of the country, the Taliban regime 

encouraged local opium cultivation, offering government protection to the export trade and collecting 

much-needed taxes on both the opium harvested and the heroin manufactured. UN opium surveys showed 

that, during the Taliban’s first three years in power, Afghanistan’s opium crop accounted for 75% of world 

production. 

 

In July 2000, however, as a devastating drought entered its second year and hunger spread across 

Afghanistan, the Taliban government suddenly ordered a ban on all opium cultivation, in an apparent 

appeal for international acceptance. A subsequent UN crop survey of 10,030 villages found that this 

prohibition had reduced the harvest by 94%. 

 

Three months later, in September 2000, the Taliban sent a delegation to UN headquarters in New York to 

trade upon the country’s continuing drug prohibition in a bid for diplomatic recognition. Instead, the UN 

imposed new sanctions on the regime for protecting Osama bin Laden. The US, on the other hand, actually 

rewarded the Taliban with $43m in humanitarian aid, even as it seconded UN criticism over Bin Laden. 

Announcing this aid in May 2001, secretary of state Colin Powell praised “the ban on poppy cultivation, a 

decision by the Taliban that we welcome”, but still urged the regime to end “their support for terrorism; 

their violation of internationally recognised human rights standards, especially their treatment of women 

and girls”. 

 

After largely ignoring Afghanistan for a decade, Washington “rediscovered” the country in the aftermath 

of the 9/11 terrorist attacks. In October 2001, the US began bombing the country, and then, with the 

support of British forces, launched an invasion spearheaded by local warlords. The Taliban regime 

collapsed with a speed that surprised many government officials. In retrospect, it seems likely that its 

opium prohibition was a crucial factor. 

 

To an extent not generally appreciated, Afghanistan had, for two full decades, devoted a growing share of 

its resources – capital, land, water and labour – to the production of opium and heroin. By the time the 

Taliban banned cultivation, its agriculture had become little more than an opium monocrop. The drug trade 

accounted for most of its tax revenues, much of its export income, and a significant share of its 

employment. 

 

The Taliban’s sudden opium eradication proved to be an act of economic suicide that brought an already 

weakened society to the brink of collapse. A 2001 UN survey found that the ban had “resulted in a severe 

loss of income for an estimated 3.3 million people”, about 15% of the population. In this context, it 

became, according to the UN, “easier for western military forces to persuade rural elites and the population 

to rebel against the regime”. 

  

In little more than a month, the lethal US bombing campaign, combined with ground attacks by its warlord 

allies, smashed the Taliban’s weakened defenses. But the longer-term US strategy would plant the seeds, 

quite literally, for the Taliban’s surprising revival just four years later. 

 

While the American bombing campaign raged throughout October 2001, the CIA shipped $70m in cash 

into the country to mobilise its old cold war coalition of tribal warlords for the fight against the Taliban, an 

expenditure President George W Bush would later hail as one of history’s biggest “bargains”. To capture 

Kabul and other key cities, the CIA put its money behind the leaders of the Northern Alliance, an ethnic 

Tajik force that had fought the Soviets in the 1980s and then resisted the Taliban government in the 1990s. 

They, in turn, had long dominated the drug traffic in the area of north-east Afghanistan that they controlled 

during the Taliban years. The CIA also turned to a group of rising Pashtun warlords along the Pakistan 

border who had been active as drug smugglers in the south-eastern part of the country. As a result, when 

the Taliban collapsed, the groundwork had already been laid for the resumption of opium cultivation and 
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the drug trade on a major scale. 

 

Once Kabul and the provincial capitals were taken, the CIA quickly ceded operational control to allied 

military forces and civilian officials. In the years to come, those forces’ inept drug-suppression 

programmes would cede the heroin traffic’s growing profits first to the warlords and, in later years, largely 

to Taliban guerrillas. In a development without historical precedent, illicit drugs would be responsible for 

62% of the country’s 2003 gross domestic product (GDP). 

 

But for the first few years of the occupation, according to a 2007 New York Times report, defense 

secretary Donald Rumsfeld reportedly “dismissed growing signs that drug money was being funnelled to 

the Taliban”, while the CIA and the military “turned a blind eye to drug-related activities by prominent 

warlords”. 

 

In late 2004, after nearly two years of outsourcing opium control to its British allies and police training to 

the Germans, the White House was suddenly confronted with troubling CIA intelligence suggesting that 

the escalating drug trade was fuelling a revival of the Taliban. Backed by George W Bush, secretary of 

state Colin Powell then urged a forceful counter-narcotics strategy for parts of rural Afghanistan, including 

the same kind of aggressive aerial defoliation then being used against Colombia’s illicit coca crop. But the 

US ambassador to Afghanistan, Zalmay Khalilzad, resisted this approach, seconded by his local ally 

Ashraf Ghani, then the country’s finance minister (and, since 2014, its president), who warned that such an 

eradication program would mean “widespread impoverishment” in the country, without $20bn in foreign 

aid to create a “genuine alternative livelihood”. As a compromise, Washington came to rely on private 

contractors such as DynCorp to train Afghan teams to eradicate drugs. By 2005, however, that effort had, 

according to New York Times correspondent Carlotta Gall, already become “something of a joke”. 

 

By 2007, the UN’s Afghanistan Opium Survey found that the country’s then-record opium harvest of 

approxinamtely 8,200 tonnes provided 93% of the world’s illicit heroin supply. Significantly, the UN 

stated that Taliban guerrillas have “started to extract from the drug economy resources for arms, logistics, 

and militia pay”. In 2008, the rebels reportedly collected $425m in “taxes” levied on the opium traffic, and 

with every harvest they made enough funds to recruit a new crop of young fighters from the villages. Each 

of those prospective guerrillas could count on monthly payments of $300 – far above the wages they 

would have made as agricultural laborers. 

 

To contain the spreading insurgency, Washington decided to commit 40,000 more US combat troops to 

Afghanistan in mid-2008, raising allied forces to 70,000. Recognising the crucial role of opium revenues 

in Taliban recruitment, the allied command was also fielding specialist teams that used development aid to 

encourage drug-suppression efforts in poppy-rich provinces. It was a fortuitous moment. That record 

harvest in 2007 had created an opium surplus that depressed prices, while simultaneous food shortages 

made wheat a competitive crop. As farmers used foreign aid to plant food crops in key areas of Helmand 

and Nangarhar provinces, the country’s poppy cultivation slipped from a record 200,000 hectares (494,000 

acres) in 2007 to just 123,000 two years later – still sufficient, however, to sustain the Taliban. Meanwhile, 

inept and heavy-handed attempts to suppress the drug trade only ended up increasing opposition to the US 

and its allies. 

 

By 2009, the guerrillas were expanding so rapidly that the new Obama administration opted for a “surge” 

of US troop strength to 102,000 in a bid to cripple the Taliban. After months of rising deployments, 

President Obama’s big breakthrough strategy was officially launched in the darkness before dawn on 13 

February 2010, at Marja, a remote market town in Helmand province. As waves of helicopters descended 

on its outskirts spitting up clouds of dust, hundreds of marines sprinted through fields of sprouting opium 

poppies toward the village’s mud-walled compounds. Though their targets were the local Taliban 

guerrillas, the marines were in fact occupying one of the capitals of the global heroin trade. 

 

A week later, Gen Stanley McChrystal choppered into town with Karim Khalili, Afghanistan’s vice-

president. They were there for the media rollout of new-look counter-insurgency tactics that were, the 

general told reporters, certain to pacify villages such as Marja. The local opium traders, however, had 

other ideas. “If they come with tractors,” one Afghan widow announced to a chorus of supportive shouts 
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from her fellow farmers, “they will have to roll over me and kill me before they can kill my poppy”. 

Speaking by satellite telephone from the region’s opium fields, one US embassy official told me: “You 

can’t win this war without taking on drug production in Helmand province.” 

 

By attacking the guerrillas but failing to eradicate the opium harvest that funded new insurgents every 

spring, Obama’s surge soon faltered. Amid the rapid drawdown of allied forces to meet Obama’s 

politically determined deadline of December 2014 for “ending” all combat operations, a marked reduction 

in air operations allowed the Taliban to launch mass-formation offensives, which killed record numbers of 

Afghan army troops and police. 

 

At the time, John Sopko, the special inspector for Afghanistan, offered a telling explanation for the 

Taliban’s survival. Despite the expenditure of a staggering $7.6bn on “drug eradication” programs during 

the previous decade, he concluded that, “by every conceivable metric, we’ve failed. Production and 

cultivation are up, interdiction and eradication are down, financial support to the insurgency is up, and 

addiction and abuse are at unprecedented levels in Afghanistan”. 

 

As the 2014 opium crop was harvested, fresh UN figures suggested that production levels were 

approaching the country’s 2007 high. In May 2015, having watched this flood of drugs enter the global 

market as US counter-narcotics spending climbed to $8.4bn, Sopko tried to translate these developments 

into a comprehensible all-American image. “Afghanistan,” he said, “has roughly 500,000 acres, or about 

780 square miles, devoted to growing opium poppy. That’s equivalent to more than 400,000 US football 

fields – including the end zones”. 

 

During Afghanistan’s 2015 fighting season, the Taliban decisively seized the combat initiative, and opium 

seemed ever more deeply embedded in its operations. In October 2015, the UN released a map showing 

that the Taliban had “high” or “extreme” control in more than half the country’s rural districts. Within a 

month, the Taliban unleashed offensives countrywide that were aimed at seizing and holding territory. Not 

surprisingly, the strongest attacks came in the poppy heartland of Helmand province, where half the 

country’s opium crop was then grown. 

 

In 2016, 15 years after Afghanistan was “liberated”, and in a significant reversal of the Obama 

administration’s drawdown policies, Washington launched a mini-surge by “hundreds” of new US troops 

into Helmand province to deny insurgents the “economic prize” of the world’s most productive poppy 

fields. Despite support from US airpower and 700 special-operations troops, in February and March 2016 

embattled Afghan government forces retreated from two more districts, leaving the Taliban largely in 

control of 10 of the province’s 14 districts. 

 

With its forces demoralised and the Taliban fielding aggressive fighters equipped with night-vision and 

sophisticated weapons, US airstrikes became the Afghan government’s last, tenuous line of defence. And 

in a tacit admission of failure, the Obama administration ended its planned withdrawal in June 2016, 

allowing US forces to move beyond advising and rejoin actual combat, and announcing, a month later, that 

8,400 troops would remain there for the foreseeable future. 

 

In Helmand and other strategic provinces, the Afghan army seemed to be losing a war that was now driven 

– in ways that eluded most observers – by a battle for control of the country’s opium profits. In Helmand 

province, both Taliban rebels and provincial officials are locked in a struggle for control of the lucrative 

drug traffic. “Afghan government officials have become directly involved in the opium trade”, the New 

York Times reported in February 2016. In so doing, they expanded “their competition with the Taliban … 

into a struggle for control of the drug traffic”, while imposing “a tax on farmers practically identical to the 

one the Taliban uses”. In a process that implicated virtually the entire government, provincial officials then 

passed a portion of their illicit profits “up the chain, all the way to officials in Kabul … ensuring that the 

local authorities maintain support from higher-ups and keeping the opium growing”. 

 

Simultaneously, a UN security council investigation found that the Taliban had systematically tapped “into 

the supply chain at each stage of the narcotics trade” – collecting a 10% tax on opium cultivation in 

Helmand, fighting for control of heroin laboratories and acting as “the major guarantors for the trafficking 
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of raw opium and heroin out of Afghanistan”. No longer simply taxing the traffic, the Taliban was so 

deeply and directly involved that, according to the New York Times, it “has become difficult to 

distinguish the group from a dedicated drug cartel”. 

 

These dismal trends persisted throughout 2017, as the Afghan opium harvest nearly doubled to 9,000 

tonnes, well above the previous peak of 8,200 tonnes in 2007. Inside wartorn Helmand province, the 

poppy area increased by 79% to 144,000 hectares, representing 44% of the country’s total crop. In 

November, convinced that opium is providing 60% of the Taliban’s funds for wages and weapons, the US 

command – emboldened and expanded by Donald Trump’s decision to “win” the Afghan war – 

dispatched, for the first time ever, F-22 fighters and B-52 bombers to destroy 10 of the Taliban’s heroin 

laboratories in Helmand, a small share of the country’s 500 drug refineries. 

 

For the foreseeable future, opium will likely remain entangled in the rural economy, the Taliban 

insurgency, and government corruption whose sum is the Afghan conundrum. 

 

The failure of America’s intervention in Afghanistan offers broader insight into the limits to its global 

power. The persistence of both opium cultivation and the Taliban insurgency suggest the degree to which 

the policies that Washington has imposed upon Afghanistan since 2001 have reached a dead end. For most 

people worldwide, economic activity, the production and exchange of goods, is the prime point of contact 

with their government. When, however, a country’s most significant commodity is illegal, then political 

loyalties naturally shift to the economic networks that move that product safely and secretly from fields to 

foreign markets, providing protection, finance and employment at every stage. “The narcotics trade 

poisons the Afghan financial sector and fuels a growing illicit economy,” John Sopko explained in 2014. 

“This, in turn, undermines the Afghan state’s legitimacy by stoking corruption, nourishing criminal 

networks and providing significant financial support to the Taliban and other insurgent groups.” 

 

After 16 years of continuous warfare, Washington is faced with the same choice it had back in 2010, when 

Obama’s generals airlifted those marines into Marja. Just as it has been over the past decade and a half, the 

US can remain trapped in the same endless cycle. As snow melts from the mountain slopes and poppy 

plants rise from the soil every spring, there will be a new batch of teenage recruits from impoverished 

villages ready to fight for the rebel cause. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Plight of Rohingya spurs terror fears 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/8/fears-rohingya-muslims-could-be-radical-islam-

recr/  

GIST COX‘S BAZAR, Bangladesh — Mohammad Haroon, a community leader at the Balukhali Refugee Camp 

here, is a worried man. The 27-year-old has heard complaints of men visiting refugees’ tents in the dead of 

the night in search of young people. He is certain they are Rohingya insurgents on the lookout for recruits 

for their fight in neighboring Myanmar. 

 

The fierce clash between the government of overwhelmingly Buddhist Myanmar and the Muslim 

Rohingya minority has created the world’s most pressing humanitarian crisis, with hundreds of thousands 

forced to flee their homes. But the refugee camps here in Bangladesh also represent a fertile breeding 

ground and a new cause for Islamist militants looking to re-energize their struggle. 

 

“There are bad elements everywhere. Here, these bad elements are trying to take advantage of our current 

situation and exploit us into turning against each other,” said Mr. Haroon. “They want us to fight the 

military, the monks. What good can come out of more violence?” 

 

Mr. Haroon was referring to the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army, or ARSA, an insurgency movement 

that has organized attacks against Myanmar security forces. Ultra-nationalist Buddhist monks are among 

the most vocal critics of the Rohingya minority in the Southeast Asian country. 
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Since late August, an estimated 650,000 stateless Rohingyas have fled from Myanmar to neighboring 

Bangladesh to escape the military’s campaign of torching villages, rape and murder. The Trump 

administration the United Nations are among a wide range of groups condemning what they see as ethnic 

cleansing. 

 

Myanmar’s military leaders claim their crackdown is in response to ARSA’s deadly attacks. Earlier this 

month, for example, ARSA rebels attacked an army truck in Myanmar, wounding five troops, according to 

state-controlled media. 

 

ARSA fighters, in turn, have said they are simply trying to protect the approximately 1 million Muslim 

Rohingyas who have long lived in largely Buddhist Myanmar from discrimination. 

 

Descended from laborers imported from Bangladesh during British colonial rule in the 19th century, the 

Rohingyas are technically not Myanmar citizens. Most live in Rakhine, an impoverished province on 

Myanmar’s west coast. 

 

Across the sprawling, overcrowded refugee camps in southeastern Bangladesh’s Cox’s Bazar, the district 

bordering Myanmar, rumors swirl of more ARSA attacks in the offing. 

 

Independent observers have warned of ARSA’s efforts to target and recruit Rohingya youth, stoking fears 

of radicalization at the camps. 

 

Angshuman Choudhury, a New Delhi-based researcher at the Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies, 

believes Rohingyan refugees are extremely susceptible to exploitation. 

 

“The Rohingyas are a marginalized community that has been persecuted for decades,” Mr. Chaudhury 

said. “Their economically vulnerable state and their natural urge to vent out their anger to what happened 

makes them the perfect recruitment tool.” 

 

With Islamic State’s territorial base in Syria and Iraq nearly eliminated, terrorism analysts fear Islamist 

militants fleeing the Middle East could fasten on crises such as those in Myanmar as their next base of 

operations. Foreign fighters were much in evidence in recent brutal fighting between the government of 

the Philippines and radical Islamic terror groups in the country’s south. 

 

“The conditions in Rakhine are ripe for the influence of extremist stimuli, including the infiltration of 

Islamic State ideology, which may worsen the situation in Myanmar,” a study last fall by researchers at 

Singapore-based Nanyang Technological University concluded. It’s an ideal situation for the Islamic State 

and affiliates to collaborate with regional groups, they added. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Couple convicted of UK bomb plot 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/couple-met-dating-site-convicted-uk-bomb-plot-

52214491?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST A man and woman who met on a Muslim dating website were convicted Monday of plotting a bomb 

attack in Britain. 

 

Prosecutors say Munir Mohammed, an asylum-seeker from Sudan, and London pharmacist Rowaida El-

Hassan met on SingleMuslim.com and bonded over their shared extremist views. 

 

Both defendants denied the charges, but jurors at London's Central Criminal Court found them guilty of 

preparing terrorist acts. 

 

Prosecutors said Mohammed volunteered to carry out an attack during Facebook exchanges with a man he 

believed to be an Islamic State group commander. 
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Police said they found bomb-making instructions and two of the three components for the explosive TATP 

at Mohammed's home when he was arrested in December 2016. 

 

Prosecutors say Mohammed drew on El-Hassan's knowledge of chemicals during his preparations. 

 

She acknowledged an "emotional attachment" to Mohammed, but denied plotting an attack. 

 

Judge Michael Topolski said Mohammed, 36, had been "planning an explosion to kill and maim innocent 

people in the cause of Islamic State." The judge said El-Hassan, 33, was "ideologically motivated to 

provide him with support, motivation and assistance." 

 

They are set to be sentenced Feb. 22 and face a maximum sentence of life in prison. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Syria captures 14 villages from rebels 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/syrias-death-toll-idlib-car-bomb-rises-25-

52205911?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST Syrian government forces captured 14 villages on Monday as they advance on the largest rebel-held 

enclave in the country's north amid a wave of airstrikes. 

 

Syrian government forces and their allies have been on the offensive since late October in Hama and Idlib 

provinces, capturing nearly 100 villages from insurgent groups, including the al-Qaida-linked Levant 

Liberation Committee. The offensive intensified on Christmas Day after reinforcements were brought in 

from other parts of Syria. 

 

The main aim of the troops is to reach the rebel-held Abu Zuhour air base and secure the road linking the 

capital, Damascus, with the northern city of Aleppo, Syria's largest. Rebels captured Abu Zuhour in 2015 

after a three-year siege. 

 

The government-controlled Syrian Central Military Media said the newly captured villages, include Freija, 

Jahman, Dawoudiyeh and Jub al-Qasab, bring the troops closer to the air base. 

 

The SCMM and the opposition's Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights confirmed that 14 

villages have been captured over the past hours. 

 

The offensive in the southern parts of Idlib province comes amid intense airstrikes and shelling that have 

killed 21 people since Sunday, according to the Observatory. 

 

Clashes also erupted Monday near the Damascus suburb of Harasta, after government forces reached 

troops trapped for more than a week in a military base surrounded by insurgents. 

 

State media said the Syrian army broke through rebel lines Sunday to reach soldiers trapped at the 

Murakabat vehicle base near Harasta, in the eastern Ghouta suburbs. 

 

Rebels surrounded the base late last month, trapping an unknown number of soldiers inside. The rebels say 

they have taken numerous soldiers hostage. The Observatory says 159 rebels and government soldiers 

have been killed in fighting over the base since Dec. 29. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Germany indicts man for promoting ISIS 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/09/germany-indicts-syrian-on-charges-promoting-islamic-
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state.html  

GIST BERLIN –  Prosecutors in Germany have formally charged a 37-year-old Syrian man on allegations of 

promoting the Islamic State group, obtaining bomb-making instructions and other crimes. 

 

The man, who wasn't identified, is alleged to have posted videos on social media in 2016 urging support 

and soliciting new recruits for IS. 

 

In a statement Tuesday, Frankfurt prosecutors said police also found manuals for making rifle silencers, 

explosives and detonators at the man's home and office at the Technical University of Darmstadt. 

 

Prosecutor Alexander Badle said the man later tried to recruit a fellow inmate to carry out a bomb attack, 

claiming funds would be provided from the Gulf state of Qatar. 

 

After learning the inmate was a Christian, the suspect is alleged to have threatened to kill him if he spoke 

to police. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Pakistan frees radical anti-US cleric 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/pakistan-court-frees-anti-us-cleric-amid-spat-

52228045?   

GIST A Pakistani court has ordered the release of a radical anti-U.S. cleric who went to Afghanistan with 

thousands of volunteers to help the Taliban fight against Americans after the 2001 U.S.-led invasion, a 

defense lawyer said Tuesday. 

 

The development comes amid rising U.S.-Pakistani tensions following President Donald Trump's 

accusations that Pakistan was harboring militants and the withholding of American aid to Islamabad. 

 

Sufi Mohammad was set free on health grounds and the paperwork for his release was still being 

processed Tuesday, said defense lawyer Fida Gul. 

 

Mohammad, imprisoned since 2009, is also known as the father-in-law of Mullah Fazlullah, the leader of 

the Pakistani Taliban who is believed to be hiding in Afghanistan. 

 

Washington accuses Pakistan of turning a blind eye to militants. Pakistan denies the charge. Last week, 

Trump said that the United States had "foolishly" given Pakistan more than $33 billion in aid in the last 15 

years and had gotten nothing in return but "lies & deceit." 

 

Aizaz Ahmad Chaudhry, Pakistan's ambassador to Washington, accused the Trump administration of 

ignoring the sacrifices made by Pakistan in the war on terror. 

 

The claim is unfair, Chaudhry told The Associated Press over the weekend, before heading back to 

Washington. 

 

"We have been the victim of terrorist attacks and how can we tolerate the presence of militants on our 

soil," he said. 

 

Ties between Islamabad and Washington could be further strained by the release of Mohammad, who back 

in 2001 issued an edict, or fatwa, for holy war against U.S.-led forces in Afghanistan. 

 

Pakistan has banned the Tehrik Nifaz-e-Sharia Mohammed, or TNSM, pro-Taliban group. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Lawsuit: Ala. sheriffs profit off jail food 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/84c22c4967c744ecbc6b39d37fe02d33/Groups-sue,-aim-to-learn-if-sheriffs-

profit-from-jail-food  

GIST MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — Two advocacy groups say they have sued Alabama sheriffs seeking 

records about whether they have personally profited from jailhouse food programs. 

 

The Atlanta-based Southern Center for Human Rights and the Alabama Appleseed Center for Law and 

Justice announced the lawsuit Monday against 49 sheriffs they said did not comply with a public records 

request seeking information about the food programs. 

 

A state law says state sheriffs can “keep and retain” leftover food money and some sheriffs have kept the 

money as income. A federal judge in 2009 found that a sheriff — who got the nickname “Sheriff 

Corndog” for feeding corndogs two or more times a day— had inadequately fed inmates and ordered him 

jailed for a day in contempt of court. 

 

Aaron Littman, a staff attorney at the Southern Center for Human Rights, said the “archaic system is based 

on a dubious interpretation of state law.” The money is supposed to be used, he argued, for official 

purposes. 

 

“It also raises grave ethical concerns, invites public corruption, and creates a perverse incentive to spend as 

little as possible on feeding people who are in jail,” Littman said in a statement announcing the lawsuit. 

 

Bobby Timmons, the executive director of the Alabama Sheriffs’ Association, could not immediately be 

reached for comment. 

 

The groups said they asked sheriffs to provide information about the jail feeding program but received 

limited responses. The lawsuit, filed in Hale County Circuit Court, asks a judge to order the sheriffs to turn 

over the requested documents. 

 

Alabama Appleseed executive director Frank Knaack said the public has a right to know whether sheriffs 

“are meeting the basic human needs of incarcerated people in their care, or are instead filling their personal 

coffers.” 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Israel appoints first female sharia judge 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2018-01-08/israels-first-female-sharia-judge-

reflects-changes-for-israels-arab-community  

GIST JERUSALEM – After nearly a year on the job, Hana Mansour Khatib says she is already seeing the impact 

she can make as the first female judge in Israel's Islamic, or sharia court system. She says she has long 

witnessed many female plaintiffs remain quiet and instruct a lawyer or male relative to speak on their 

behalf in the Islamic courts, which handle marriage, divorce and other personal issues for Muslims here. 

 

"But now, I have noticed that when women see me as the judge, they have more confidence to talk and 

speak up," says Khatib, adding that she also asks the many relatives who often accompany a divorcing 

couple to court to leave the room "so the parties can talk honestly. I really encourage them to talk and I 

want to hear what they have to say, especially in these sensitive matters." 

 

In appointing Khatib, Israel joins a growing number of countries with Islamic courts with female judges. 

Her appointment also is significant here for the Jews and Christians, who, like Muslims, must marry and 

divorce through their respective religious authorities because civil marriage does not exist in Israel. Jewish 

and Christian legal authorities remain all male. 
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"The appointment of Khatib is wonderful proof that what is perceived as entrenched and immutable can in 

fact be changed," says Ruth Halperin-Kaddari, a law professor at Bar-Ilan University and vice president of 

the U.N. Committee on Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women. 

 

Khatib's judgeship comes at a time of rapid change for Israel's Arab minority, which makes up about 20 

percent of the country's population. Recent years have seen an increase in the number of Arab women 

going to work and earning academic degrees and certifications. There has been significant government 

investment, including a five-year 15 billion shekel ($4.3 million) plan, implemented in 2015, to improve 

education, employment opportunities and other infrastructure in Israel's Arab communities. 

 

The appointment of a female "qadi" – a magistrate or judge on a sharia court – may be even more 

significant in the long run than those other social changes, says Israeli parliamentarian Esawi Frej, a 

Muslim and a member of the left-wing Meretz political party. That's because Arab society remains deeply 

traditional, and what religious leaders say carries a lot of weight, explains Frej, who sat on the 

parliamentary committee that nominated Khatib. 

 

"There really is no such thing as a secular Muslim," he says. "So for real change in Muslim society, you 

need the religious establishment to support it. So it is significant that you have religious law saying it's OK 

for women to be a sharia court judge. That means that gender equality can improve in other parts of life, as 

well." 

 

Although appointing a female judge is still seen by many as controversial, Islamic law does not ban it, 

Abd Al-Hakim Samara, Israel's Sharia Court of Appeals president, said at last spring's swearing-in 

ceremony for Khatib and three new male judges. Khatib was appointed "out of a right, not out of 

kindness," Samara said at the ceremony. 

 

In recent years, female sharia judges have been appointed to other courts in the region, including in 

Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt and the Palestinian Authority. For centuries, judges have been only men due to 

cultural and social norms, experts say. 

 

The appointment of female qadis in Israel and elsewhere shows how Muslim feminists are finding 

empowerment through religion, and changing the social and cultural norms that have long held them back, 

says Engy Abdelkader, a Rutgers University professor of human rights law who has researched the history 

of female Islamic judges. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Seattle school bus driver strike? 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/862491/seattle-school-bus-strike-january-2018/  

GIST Seattle education officials are warning families that school bus service may be disrupted as soon as 

Tuesday. 

 

First Student, the company that runs buses for Seattle Public Schools, made a contract offer to its drivers’ 

union, but that offer was voted down on Saturday, Jan. 6. It has left the status of Seattle’s yellow school 

bus services in limbo. Normal bus service was expected Monday but according to the union’s website, a 

strike could be next. Now Seattle Public Schools is asking families to be prepared for a strike. 

 

The website for the Teamsters Union Local 174 states: 

 

At a meeting that filled nearly every seat in the Local 174 Union auditorium, First Student school bus 

drivers voted by a margin of 85 percent to reject the most recent offer made by their employer. Now that 

this offer has been rejected, a protracted strike by the group of over 400 drivers is all but imminent, 

barring a new, better offer from First Student. 
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The same union went on strike in November 2017. It lasted one day and left 12,000 students without 

transportation to classes. For that strike, the drivers’ union announced in advance that bus service would 

not be available to families. The strike was put on hold as contract negotiations continued. With the recent 

vote, the strike could be on once again. 

 

According to the Teamsters, drivers were unhappy with the proposal provided by First Student — it did 

not include a pension plan and it did not offer healthcare coverage to spouses and family members. 

 

Driver Alex Benge, a shop steward at First Student’s South Park location, is quoted on the union’s 

website: “This company is the Wal-Mart of school transportation, and we need to say it loud and clear: we 

are not okay with that. We cannot wait – we need to do this now.” 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Court: Miss. anti-LGBT law stands 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/supreme-court-allows-mississippi-anti-lgbt-law-stand-

n835721  

GIST WASHINGTON — The U.S. Supreme Court declined Monday to take up a legal battle over a Mississippi 

law that allows state employees and private businesses to deny services to LGBT people based on 

religious objections. 

 

Signed into law in 2016 in response to the Supreme Court's gay marriage ruling, it allows county clerks to 

avoid issuing marriage licenses to gay couples and protects businesses from lawsuits if they refuse to serve 

LGBT customers. 

 

The law was immediately challenged. But lower courts, without ruling on the merits of the law, said those 

suing could not show that they would be harmed by it. 

 

A new round of challenges is expected from residents who have been denied service, and the issue could 

come back to the Supreme Court's doorstep. 

 

Sponsors of the law said they wanted to protect those who believe that marriage can exist only between a 

man and a woman and that a person's gender is determined at birth. 

 

A conservative law firm that helped defend the law praised the Supreme Court for refusing to take up the 

challenge. 

 

"Good laws like Mississippi's protect freedom and harm no one," said Kevin Theriot of Alliance 

Defending Freedom. 

 

He said the law's only purpose was guaranteeing "that Mississippians don't live in fear of losing their 

careers or their businesses simply for affirming marriage as a husband-wife union." 

 

But gay rights groups promised to continue their efforts to get the law struck down. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Costliest disasters record shattered 

SOURCE http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/08/us/2017-costliest-disasters/index.html  

GIST (CNN)2017 was the costliest year ever for weather and climate disasters in the United States, the National 

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration announced Monday, totaling $306 billion. The previous 

record year, 2005, saw $215 billion in disasters. 

 

Highlighted by a string of hurricanes that pounded the southeastern US coast in August and September, as 
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well as devastating wildfires that torched large swaths of Northern and Southern California, 2017 saw 16 

weather events that each topped a billion dollars in damage. 

 

This ties 2011 for the most billion-dollar weather events to occur in a single year, but their extreme nature 

and the breadth of disaster types really set last year apart. 

 

"In 2017, we have seen the rare combination of high disaster frequency, disaster cost and diversity of 

weather and climate extreme events," said Adam Smith, lead researcher at NOAA's National Centers for 

Environmental Information. 

 

"The U.S. has endured billion-dollar impacts from six of the seven disaster categories we track," he said: 

drought, flood, freeze, severe storm, tropical cyclone, wildfire and winter storm. There hasn't been a year 

when all seven disaster categories have seen a billion-dollar disaster. 

 

2017 lacked only a billion-dollar winter storm -- though we almost certainly had one in the first week of 

2018 with the major nor'easter termed a "bomb cyclone." 

 

Hurricanes are the costliest weather events, responsible for about half of the total losses among all US 

billion-dollar disasters despite accounting for less than 20% of the total events since 1980. 

This certainly proved true in 2017, when the US and the Caribbean islands endured back-to-back-to-back 

devastating hurricanes -- all of them now ranking among the top five costliest disasters -- which were the 

main drivers behind the year becoming the costliest on record. 

 

But 2017 will also be remembered for the way years of drought combined with strong winds to create 

numerous historic firestorms in the Western states, namely California. 

 

"In addition to these hurricanes, the US had a historically damaging wildfire seasons with over 9.1 million 

acres burned and damages up to $18 billion," Smith said. 

 

NOAA groups all the western wildfires from the year into one billion-dollar weather disaster, even though 

2017 featured multiple massive fires that each would have caused at least $1 billion in damages. 

 

Six of the 20 most destructive fires in California history occurred this year. 

 

During the month of October, "over 15,000 homes, businesses and other structures across California" were 

destroyed, according to NOAA. 

 

"The combined destruction of the Tubbs, Atlas, Nuns and Redwood Valley wildfires represent the most 

costly wildfire event on record," NOAA said Monday, "also causing 44 deaths." 

 

Santa Ana winds returned to California in December, bringing another round of disastrous fires. 

 

The Thomas wildfire in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties grew uncontrolled for days, topping 280,000 

acres and becoming the largest single fire in California history. 

 

Disastrous wildfires burned over 9.8 million acres across multiple Western and Northwestern states during 

2017, well more than the 10-year average of 6.5 million acres, according to NOAA. 

 

Montana was also hit hard, with more than 1 million acres burned during the year. 

 

NOAA has been tracking billion-dollar disasters since 1980, and it has seen a clear upward trend in their 

number and severity. 

 

"US billion-dollar disasters are becoming more common," Smith said, but the reasons are numerous and 

complex. 
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The damage potential is much higher than in previous decades due to "increases in population and material 

wealth over the last several decades," he said. 

 

This is compounded by the fact that much of this population resides in densely populated cities in 

vulnerable areas like coasts and river floodplains and near large forests. 

 

But climate change is what concerns Smith the most. 

 

"Climate change is playing an increasing role, amplifying the frequency and intensity of certain types of 

extreme weather that lead to billion-dollar disasters," Smith said. 

 

2017 stands as a glaring example of this, with record inland floods and a wildfire season that dwarfs all 

others, two of the event types most affected by a warming climate. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Toxic chemicals at Air Force bases 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/air-force-base-epa-toxic-chemicals-pfc-cancer-low-birth-weight/  

GIST For 25 years, Dan Cruz delivered mail at the Peterson Air Force Base and drank the water. Then came 

cancer – thyroid, prostate, testicular – he said never before seen in his family. 

 

"I'm the only one that's been diagnosed with cancer not once, not twice, but three times. People on my 

route… cancer has come upon them and sometimes stage 4," Cruz told CBS News correspondent Barry 

Petersen.  

   

 The cause could be firefighting foam used since the 1970s at Air Force bases and airports across the 

country, something meant to save lives that may have harmed them instead. The foam contains highly 

fluorinated chemicals, known as PFCs. It is suspected of causing some cancers and underweight births.  

   

 Mica Ullum has lived near Peterson Air Force Base for a quarter century, in a town where the foam has 

contaminated the water. Sadie, one of three children born to Mica, was born premature, weighing a mere 

one pound six ounces. She spent 94 days in the neonatal intensive care unit. Mica's four other pregnancies 

ended in miscarriage or death.  

   

 "With what you know now, do you think any of this has to do with the effects, potential effects, of what's 

in the water?" Petersen asked. 

 

"Possibly, yeah," Ullum responded. 

 

"Why?" 

 

"Because if you continue to pump poison into your body, something has to respond," Ullum said.  

   

 Peterson is one of 190 Air Force bases where PFCs may have leached in the ground and surrounding 

areas. One study based on EPA's test results shows as many as six million people may be exposed 

nationwide to PFCs in their drinking water at higher levels than the EPA now deems safe. 

   

 But the more than 60,000 people in the communities near Peterson Air Force Base may be America's 

hardest-hit. The EPA said anything over 70-parts per trillion could be dangerous. Some water they tested 

here had over 1,300 parts per trillion. Additionally, according to a proposed class action lawsuit filed 

against the foam manufacturers, it has caused serious medical conditions in hundreds of residents.  

   

 One foam manufacturing company, 3M, said there is no merit in the health claims, adding they "sold these 

products with instructions regarding their safe use and disposal...acted responsibly at all times...and will 

vigorously defend this lawsuit."  
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 But the Air Force has responded, spending more than $4 million to provide bottled water and filtration 

systems. Air Force firefighters now train with water, and for real fires it uses a different fluorinated foam, 

still containing another type of PFCs, but believed to be safer.  

   

 But some of those who have studied the new foam say the Air Force may have traded one evil for another.  

   

 "Our chemical regulation system makes us all guinea pigs… because chemicals are assumed safe until 

proven guilty and they go out into the world… and we are exposed to them with no health information," 

said Arlene Blum, researcher at the University of California Berkeley.  

 

Mark Correll is deputy assistant secretary of the Air Force for environment safety and infrastructure.  

   

 "Is it possible that you've replaced this with something that could still have a long-term problem down the 

road?" Petersen asked him.  

   

 "I've got to rely on the Environmental Protection Agency and on the health agencies… to tell us whether 

or not that's going to be a problem in the future," Correll said. 

   

 But for now, "We're going to treat it as if it were any other hazardous material… so that we can prevent 

contamination in the ground water and in the soil by cleaning it up immediately," Correll said. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Sahara desert covered in 15in of snow 

SOURCE https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/901733/Sahara-Desert-snow-Ain-Sefra-Algeria-pictures-

photos  

GIST More than 15 inches (40cm) has blanketed sand dunes across the small town of Ain Sefra, Algeria. 

 

It is the second time snow has hit in nearly 40 years, with a dusting also recorded in December 2016. 

 

But this snowfall which hit yesterday, is much deeper than the fleeting shower little more than a year ago. 

 

Locals, who endure temperatures of 37C in summer, were stunned as dense snow settled on the town, 

known as ‘the gateway to the desert’. 

 

Photographer Karim Bouchetata, who captured the remarkable images, said: "We were really surprised 

when we woke up to see snow again. It stayed all day on Sunday and began melting at around 5pm." 

 

Last year’s flurry brought chaos across the town, with passengers stranded on buses after the roads became 

slippery and icy. Children made snowmen and even sledged on the sand dunes. 

 

Before that, snow was last seen in Ain Sefra on February 18, 1979, when the snow storm lasted just half an 

hour. 

 

The cold snap comes as Europe and the United States froze in bitter temperatures. 

 

The Sahara Desert covers most of Northern Africa and it has gone through shifts in temperature and 

moisture over the past few hundred thousand years. 

 

Although the Sahara is very dry today, it is expected to become green again in about 15,000 years. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Study: courthouses security inadequate 
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SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/new-study-shows-states-courthouses-dont-have-enough-security  

GIST SEATTLE - Metal detectors greet visitors at the three King County Courthouse entrances, but a study 

released Monday by the Washington State Superior Court Judge’s Association says that’s far from the 

norm. 

 

More than half of the state’s 39 counties don’t have security screening at their central courthouses. 

Courthouse personnel aren’t being trained to handle active shooters and other security-type trainings, the 

study said. 

 

“You have high emotion running on the issues that are presented here in superior courts and providing that 

safe environment is really something we want to see happen,” said King County Superior Court Judge 

Sean P. O’Donnell. “Other than adoptions and marriages usually the people are coming to court because 

they have a conflict.” 

 

In March, the state Supreme Court made it clear that courthouse security is a priority. In General Rule 36, 

the court said a “safe courthouse environment is fundamental to the administration of justice,” according 

to the judicial study. 

 

After that rule was adopted, O’Donnell began surveying colleagues statewide about their workplace 

security. 

 

Eric Johnson, Executive Director of the Washington State Association of Counties, said the people he 

works with at the county level across the state have long complained about the lack of security in 

courthouses. 

 

“We have so many counties that are struggling with their fiscal sustainability that they don’t have the 

resources necessary to do all the things that’s expected of them,” Johnson said. “We’ll be working with the 

state legislature to point out to them the necessity to make more investment into the trial court system.” 

 

Lisa Ayers and Lisa Olsen, who are both commissioners in Pacific County, said they’ve researched 

beefing up security in the historic South Bend courthouse but say the county just can’t afford it. 

 

“It always comes down to funding,” Ayers said. 

 

The worry for O’Donnell is that the state, and counties, won’t step up until too late. 

 

King County didn’t install metal detectors until after the murder of Susana Blackwell in 1995. She and two 

friends were killed by her estranged husband at the courthouse. 

 

The same for Grays Harbor County – they installed weapon screeners after a judge and a deputy were 

attacked by a knife-wielding man in 2012. 

 

“People get mad at the county it doesn’t matter what department you’re in, so it’s always on our minds,” 

Olsen said. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Shooting wounds Hamas official in Gaza 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/09/top-hamas-official-in-gaza-wounded-in-mysterious-

shooting.html  

GIST GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip –  The Hamas militant group says one of its senior officials is in critical 

condition after accidentally shooting himself while cleaning his weapon. 

 

Initial reports, some by Hamas' official media, said that Imad al-Alami had died of natural causes. But 

Hamas subsequently said he was badly wounded in a gun accident. 
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The 62-year-old al-Alami is a former member of Hamas' policy-making politburo and remains a top 

official. 

 

Israel exiled al-Alami from Gaza in 1994. He spent most of his time in Syria before returning in 2012, 

after Hamas abandoned its longtime base in Damascus. 

 

After the 2014 war between Hamas and Israel, al-Alami traveled to Turkey for treatment for what Hamas 

said was an injury during the war. There were no details on how he was injured and lost a leg. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 World’s busiest air routes 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-08/world-s-busiest-air-routes-tiny-island-beats-

london-new-york  

GIST The world’s busiest air route isn’t London to Paris or New York to Los Angeles, but the trip between 

Seoul and a tiny island off the coast of South Korea. 

 

Planes made 65,000 trips between the Korean capital and Jeju island -- a journey of little more than an 

hour -- in 2017, equivalent to 178 flights a day, according to data from OAG Aviation Worldwide Ltd. 

That’s almost double the 35,000 trips on the busiest North American route: Los Angeles to San Francisco. 

 

Asian cities dominated the list, cementing the region’s status as the world’s fastest-growing travel market. 

Among the 10 busiest routes in the world last year, Los Angeles-San Francisco was the only North 

American entry and there wasn’t a single European destination. The top European route in OAG’s 

rankings was Dublin-London Heathrow with about 14,500 flights. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 US govt. ‘secret’ airline is hiring 

SOURCE https://www.aol.com/article/finance/2018/01/08/the-secret-airline-run-by-the-us-government-is-

hiring-and-to-get-the-job-you-have-to-share-your-drinking-habits-sexual-behavior-and-mental-

health/23328024/  

GIST Forget secret agent. If you want one of the most exclusive, top-secret jobs about there, consider becoming 

a flight attendant. 

 

JANET airlines, the secret airline run by the US government, is hiring flight attendants to shuttle 

employees and contractors out of a private terminal at McCarran National Airport in Las Vegas to their 

jobs in places like Area 51. 

 

As Business Insider previously reported, while some joke JANET stands for "Just Another Non-Existent-

Terminal," it may actually mean "Joint Air Network for Employee Transportation." 

 

The JANET airlines hires will perform all the usual flight attendant tasks including providing food and 

drink service, giving pre-flight safety demonstrations and ensuring passenger safety throughout the flight, 

and providing assistance during emergencies. 

 

And like flight attendants working for other airlines, JANET flight attendants must have a high school 

degree or the equivalent diploma, pass flight attendant training, and comply with the airline's dress code 

and uniform guidelines, among other things. 

 

But JANET airline flight attendants bear the additional burden of qualifying for and maintaining a top 

secret government security clearance and associated work location access. 
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According to the US State Department's website, "top secret" is the highest level of security clearance, and 

having this clearance gives you access to classified national security information. 

 

Every application for security clearance is evaluated on an individual basis, and considerations include a 

number of deeply personal details including: 

 

• The person's allegiance to the United States 

• Foreign influence 

• Foreign preference 

• Sexual behavior 

• Personal conduct 

• Financial considerations 

• Alcohol consumption 

• Drug involvement 

• Emotional, mental, and personality disorders 

• Criminal conduct 

• Security violations 

• Outside activities 

• Misuse of information technology systems 
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If that sounds like the job for you, find the listing at AECom. 

 

HEADLINE 01/09 Iran lawmaker: 3,700 protest arrests 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/iran-lawmaker-3700-arrested-days-protest-unrest-

52229059?   

GIST An Iranian reformist lawmaker says some 3,700 people were arrested in the days of protests and unrest 

that roiled Iran over the past two weeks. 

 

The official news website of the Iranian parliament, icana.ir, quoted Mahmoud Sadeghi on Tuesday as 

saying that different security and intelligence forces detained the protesters, making it difficult to know the 

exact number of detainees. 

 

The number is far higher than the one initially offered by authorities. 

 

Iranian authorities have said that the protests — which at first vented anger at Iran's economic woes but 

later saw demonstrators calling for the overthrow of the government — are waning. 

 

The United States and Israel have expressed support for the protesters, but deny Iranian allegations of 

fomenting them. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Venezuela annual inflation: 2,616% 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-venezuela-economy-inflation/venezuela-2017-annual-inflation-at-

2616-percent-opposition-lawmakers-idUSKBN1EX23B  

GIST CARACAS (Reuters) - Prices in Venezuela, which is believed to have the world’s highest inflation, 

jumped 2,616 percent last year, the country’s opposition-led National Assembly said, as millions suffer 

from food and medicine shortages during a severe economic crisis. 

 

Opposition politicians, whose numbers are broadly in line with analysts’ estimates, on Monday put 

December’s inflation figure alone at 85 percent, well into hyperinflation territory for which the benchmark 

is usually 50 percent. 
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“Inflation in December alone is greater than accumulated inflation (over the whole year) for all of Latin 

America,” said lawmaker José Guerra. 

 

Venezuelan authorities did not respond to a request for comment. 

 

The country’s minimum wage went up 40 percent in January but still is worth just over $2 per month on 

the black market exchange, where the bolivar currency has weakened about 35 percent against the dollar in 

the last month alone. Hundreds of people mobbed some supermarkets on Saturday after authorities 

promised price cuts. 

 

The central bank has not published inflation or gross domestic product data for two years. However, the 

money supply expanded by more than 1,000 percent last year. 

 

President Nicolás Maduro says the problems stem from the “economic war” waged by Washington and the 

opposition against his government. Critics blame the government’s strict currency and price controls. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Arrests Italy, Germany anti-mafia ops 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-italy-germany-mafia/some-200-arrested-in-anti-mafia-operation-

in-italy-germany-police-idUSKBN1EY0JI  

GIST ROME (Reuters) - Some 200 members of one of Italy’s most infamous mafia groups were arrested in an 

operation in Italy and Germany, police said on Tuesday. 

 

A statement from the para-military Carabinieri police said the operation had dismantled a major clan of the 

‘Ndrangheta organized crime group, which is based in the southern Calabria region. 

 

Police said the operation was carried out jointly with police in Germany. 

 

They said the clans of the Farao and Marincola families had infiltrated businesses in both countries, 

particularly those involved in wine, food, garbage collection and funeral services. 

 

A number of public officials were suspected of corruption, the statement said, without specifying if they 

were in Italy or both countries. 

 

Some 50 million euros ($59.79 million) in assets was seized. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 San Francisco: car break-in every 17min. 

SOURCE http://www.ktvu.com/news/san-francisco-averages-1-car-break-in-every-17-minutes  

GIST SAN FRANCISCO (Tara Moriarty/KTVU) - Every 17 minutes a car is betting broken into in San 

Francisco. And in just the past year, the number of auto-break ins increased by nearly 25 percent. 

 

Today city supervisors are teaming up with SFPD Police Chief Bill Scott to roll out a new plan aimed at 

curbing property crime. 

 

"We are notoriously known as the City of Broken Glass," said Supervisor Norman Yee. 

 

It's a cringe worthy reputation for San Franciscans. There were about four car break-ins every hour in 

2017. 
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"It doesn't happen in other cities and it shouldn't be happening in San Francisco," said Supervisor Hillary 

Ronen. "Whatever we've been doing do far, is not working." 

 

That's why today Ronen and Yee announced a board resolution to team up with Chief Scott to crack down 

on the property crime epidemic by assigning each district station a plainclothes team to conduct its own 

operations. 

 

"We believe that this will compliment the foot patrols deployed in the citywide effort to arrest and 

prosecute organized crime rings," said Yee.  

 

Crime statistics show that in 2017, about 30,000 people had their cars broken into. If you compare that 

number to 2012, it's more than double the amount in 2012, when there were only around 13,000 break-ins. 

 

"In 70 percent of the cases, property was visible when cars were broken into," said Capt Robert Yick of 

Taraval Station. 

 

SFPD has been ramping up its Park Smart campaign which reminds folks not to leave valuables in their 

cars.  

 

Many in law enforcement have blamed the crime uptick on Proposition 47, which re-categorized some 

non-violent offenses as misdemeanors. They claim it made it easier for serial car burglars to re-offend with 

little or no penalty. That's why critics of Prop 47 say the courts, probation and the District Attorney's 

Office need to work more hand in hand with police." 

 

"We can't control what happens in the courts we can't control what happens at the District Attorney level 

but we can give them the best case that we can give them," said Chief Scott. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Judge delays ‘El Chapo’ hearing 

SOURCE http://www.nation.co.ke/news/world/El-Chapo-hearing-delayed/1068-4256446-wf2qdv/index.html  

GIST A New York judge has delayed for almost a month the hearing of Mexican drug kingpin Joaquin 'El 

Chapo' Guzman, one of the world's most notorious criminals. 

 

Guzman's attorney Eduardo Balarezo had wanted Judge Brian Cogan to push back the hearing to April. 

But Cogan of his own accord already delayed it from January 19 to February 15. 

 

Balarezo said he needs more time to address the 290,000 pages of documents and thousands of other 

documents in the case. 

 

The 60-year-old kingpin, accused of running one of the world's biggest drug empires, has been held in 

solitary confinement since being extradited on in January 2017. 

 

Guzman — who twice escaped from prison in Mexico — is accused of running the Sinaloa cartel, one of 

the world's biggest drug empires. 

 

He is facing 17 charges, and if convicted, he is likely to spend the rest of his life in a maximum security 

US prison. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Texas hotel shooting: family of 4 killed 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/762018b075e6490cbfa6fadeaaf69905/The-Latest:-Police:-Family-of-4-died-in-

Texas-hotel-shooting  
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GIST GALVESTON, Texas (AP) — The Latest on the shooting deaths of four family members at an upscale 

beachfront hotel in Galveston, Texas (all times local): 

 

5:15 p.m. 

 

Police say the four people who were shot to death in a Southeast Texas beachfront hotel were family 

members. 

 

Investigators are looking at the shootings early Monday at the San Luis Resort in Galveston as possibly 

being a triple killing followed by a suicide in which the mother was the shooter. Galveston police Capt. 

Josh Schirard says the victims were a 37-year-old woman, a 39-year-old man and two boys ages 10 and 5. 

They were from Baytown about 35 miles north of Galveston. 

 

Schirard says the family checked in Sunday evening at the upscale hotel. 

 

Police were summoned to the 250-room hotel on the Gulf of Mexico after a guest in a nearby room on the 

eighth floor called police about 4:30 a.m. Monday and reported popping sounds. Officers entered the 

locked room and found the man and two boys in bed with apparent gunshot wounds and the woman on the 

floor, also with a gunshot wound. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Transit imposter takes deal in latest case 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/f99e6447a443419b8257083cab0fb8c4/Transit-impostor-takes-deal-in-latest-bus-

stealing-escapade  

GIST NEW YORK (AP) — A man who has been arrested 30 times for impersonating a transit worker, stealing 

buses and trains and driving their routes has taken a plea deal that’s sending him to a mental health 

facility, not prison, for his latest escapade. 

 

Darius McCollum had been charged with criminal impersonation and grand larceny in his most recent 

arrest, a 2015 case in which he was caught behind the wheel of a Greyhound bus. 

 

On Monday, he said he was not criminally responsible by reason of mental disease or defect. He will be 

evaluated by psychiatrists, who will determine whether he is dangerously mentally ill, mentally ill or not 

mentally ill. If he is deemed dangerous, he will be confined in a secure facility for at least six months. If 

not, he could be sent to a clinic, where he would be able to see his mother. 

 

“I commandeered a bus,” McCollum said in court, admitting he posed as a U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security officer twice — both times the Greyhound workers believed him. 

 

McCollum, 52, has been diagnosed with an autism spectrum disorder, which often includes repetitive 

behaviors and a difficulty with impulse control. He is obsessed with buses and trains. He befriended 

engineers and pilots and first started hanging around the subway system as a child. 

 

He has memorized every subway line and every stop and can recite them on request. He knows 

mechanical details about how the subway trains and buses work, and he often knows how to fix problems. 

 

McCollum often would dress up as a transit worker just to be around trains. He wanted to work for the 

Metropolitan Transportation Authority, but transit officials have long said they would not hire someone 

who had stolen a train, as he did at age 15 from Penn Station to the World Trade Center. 

 

Doctors who evaluated McCollum in his most recent case found he lacked the ability to understand the 

problem with his behavior. 

 

“The plea is in the best interest of justice, your honor,” Assistant District Attorney Christopher Myco said. 
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Despite McCollum’s many convictions over the years, he’d never been sent to a mental health facility for 

treatment. His lawyer Sally Butler said this will be his first opportunity to really get help. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Police: university researcher shot officer 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/10a4aafe664a4b46add3ba67ee13aa99/Police:-University-research-associate-

shot-Kansas-officer  

GIST TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) — A research associate in Kansas State University’s mechanical and nuclear 

engineering department has been charged with shooting and wounding a police officer. 

 

Riley County prosecutor Barry Wilkerson says 38-year-old Mark Harrison was charged Monday with 

three counts of attempted capital murder in the shooting Friday in Manhattan, Kansas. Harrison made a 

brief first appearance Monday and is being held in Riley County on $6 million bond. 

 

Harrison’s attorney, Barry Clark, did not immediately return a phone call seeking comment after the 

hearing. 

 

Riley County police said in a news release that Sgt. Pat Tiede was released from the hospital and is 

recovering at home. Tiede was wounded Friday afternoon while responding to a report of a domestic 

situation. Harrison surrendered after barricading himself inside a home for two hours. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Guns sold by police at crime scenes 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/163c0a50c84347b69e9c71d4266b1d9e/A-look-at-guns-sold-by-police-that-ended-

up-at-crime-scenes  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — A yearlong Associated Press analysis found more than a dozen firearms sold by law 

enforcement agencies in Washington state since 2010 later became evidence in new criminal 

investigations. 

 

Identifying guns sold by law enforcement and matching them to new crimes required extensive research 

and dozens of public records requests to individual agencies. 

 

Using those records, the AP created a database of almost 6,000 firearms sold by law enforcement since 

2010. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives declined to release tracking information 

on guns associated with crimes, so the AP collected that information from individual agencies and 

compared it with its own database to find firearms with matching make, model, caliber and serial numbers. 

 

Below are details about guns sold by law enforcement that were later picked up at crime scenes: 

 

BABY SHOT IN CAR SEAT 

 

The Washington State Patrol traded a batch of crime guns with a firearms dealer in June 2010. The batch 

included a Lorcin L380 semi-automatic pistol. In April 2015, a gang member shot at a car carrying a 

couple and their year-old daughter. One of the bullets hit the child in the head and killed her. While 

searching a home frequented by the suspected shooter and many other gang members, the Kent Police 

Department found a Lorcin L380 semi-automatic pistol — the gun sold by the State Patrol. 

 

TEXT THREATS 

 

The Pierce County Sheriff’s Office in April 2014 sold a list of guns at auction that included a Mossberg 

12-gauge shotgun. In October 2016, Jaylen Bolar sent text messages to his mother, threatening to kill her 
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and others. Angela Almo contacted a behavioral health center instead of the police because she knew her 

son had firearms, including a Mossberg 12-gauge shotgun and she feared he’d be killed in a standoff with 

authorities. 

 

When the Tacoma police became involved, he denied it, but his aunt confirmed that she, too, had received 

threats. Robin Olson showed an officer her phone, which contained a message from Bolar asking his uncle 

to kill him because he was tired of living. 

 

Bolar also threatened to kill a woman who used to be his boss. He was taken into custody, and a search of 

his home found two firearms in his bedroom. One was the Mossberg shotgun sold by the sheriff’s office. 

 

JUVENILES IN STOLEN CAR 

 

The Aberdeen Police Department sold a Lorcin Model L380 pistol in February 2011. In May 2016, the 

Kent Police Department located a stolen vehicle parked at the Benson Village Apartments and found a gun 

under the seat — the Lorcin Model L380 pistol sold by Aberdeen police. The three juveniles who stole the 

car were convicted felons. 

 

DRUNKEN FELON 

 

The Kitsap County Sheriff’s Office sold a Hi Point 9mm pistol in March 2014. In October 2015, the 

Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office responded to a 911 call from a woman who said she heard what she 

thought was a gunshot and went outside to find her daughter’s intoxicated boyfriend passed out on the 

front porch. When deputies arrived, they found a handgun, the Hi Point 9 mm pistol, on the ground next to 

the man. It was the gun sold by the Kitsap sheriff’s office. A search found that the man was a convicted 

felon who wasn’t permitted to have a gun. The deputy put the man in handcuffs and called for medical 

help. 

 

PROHIBITED FROM HAVING GUN 

 

The Washington State Patrol traded a Lorcin L380 semi-automatic pistol with a firearms dealer in June 

2010. In May 2015, the Kent Police Department was investigating a 911 call and encountered four people 

outside the house. One of the men was prohibited from having a gun, but they found he was carrying a 

handgun, the Lorcin L380 semi-automatic pistol sold by the State Patrol. The gun had been reported 

stolen, and he was arrested. 

 

A sales clerk hands a pistol, being sold on behalf of the Aberdeen police, to a customer before an auction. 

(AP Photo/Elaine Thompson) 

 

DRUG HOUSE ASSAULT 

 

The Aberdeen Police Department traded a JC Higgins .22-caliber rifle with a firearms dealer in February 

2011. In April 2015, the Yakima Police Department responded to a domestic violence assault involving a 

JC Higgins .22-caliber rifle with the same serial number. The dispute involved an elderly man who had 

handled his wife roughly and threatened her sister. The man was charged, and police took his firearm. In 

October 2015, Kent police searched a suspected drug house and arrested several people wanted on felony 

warrants. They found a .22 caliber rifle — the JC Higgins rifle sold by the Aberdeen police. 

 

FACEBOOK POSTS ABOUT KILLING 

 

The Thurston County Narcotics Task Force sold a Smith & Wesson pistol in August 2012. In October 

2013, the Tacoma Police went to the University of Washington, Tacoma to investigate a report of a student 

who was posting photos of a gun on Facebook and said he had “vivid, colorful dreams of shooting and 

killing lots of people last night.” Police found in his backpack a Smith and Wesson pistol, the one sold by 

the narcotics task force. 
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COCAINE PARTY FAVORS 

 

The Bonney Lake Police Department in March 2011 traded a Davis Industries .380-caliber handgun with a 

firearms dealer who sold it to the public. In February 2012, Kent police stopped a man for an expired 

registration and discovered baggies of cocaine in his car. He said they were party favors. They also found 

his concealed handgun, the firearm sold by the police. 

 

THREATS TO KILL 

 

Longview Police Department sold a Davis Industries.22 caliber pistol in August 2016. The Thurston 

County Sheriff’s Office responded to a 911 call in April 2017 from a man who said his father headed to a 

house with a gun and planned to threaten the occupants. Jesse Brown threatened to kill the men who lived 

there and was arrested. Officers confiscated his Davis Industries .22 caliber pistol — the one sold by 

Longview police — and 15 other firearms. 

 

DRUNKEN FATHER 

 

The Thurston County Sheriff’s Office sold a Mossberg, Model 590, 12-gauge shotgun in December 2014. 

In March 2016, the Tacoma police responded to a call by a 12-year-old girl who said she and her sister 

fled their home because their father was drunk and was threatening to shoot his girlfriend and threatening 

to beat up one of the girls because he couldn’t find his gun. The police later found a Mossberg, Model 590, 

12-gauge shotgun — the gun sold by the Sheriff’s Office — in the bathtub. 

 

MAN’S SUICIDE 

 

The Washington State Patrol traded a batch of guns to a firearms vendor in June 2010 that included a 

Smith and Wesson .9mm handgun. In September 2014, the Yakima Police Department responded to a 

report of a suicidal man with a gun. They arrived to find 24-year-old Kyle Juhl with a gunshot wound to 

the head. He used a Smith and Wesson .9mm handgun, the one sold by the State Patrol. 

 

MENTAL HEALTH EMERGENCY 

 

The Thurston County Narcotics Task Force sold a Springfield Armory .40-caliber pistol in December 

2013. In February 2014, the Seattle Police Department helped take firearms from a man who was having a 

mental health emergency and was at the Involuntary Treatment Act court. One of the guns was the 

Springfield Armory .40-caliber pistol sold by the task force. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Ex-frat members jailed in hazing death 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/523de15e0a1c48098d2359210e20850b/4-ex-fraternity-members-get-jail-in-

pledge's-hazing-death  

GIST STROUDSBURG, Pa. (AP) — Four New York City men were given jail sentences Monday in the death 

of an 18-year-old fraternity pledge during a 2013 hazing ritual in Pennsylvania, with a judge saying she 

believes they succumbed to “brainwashing” and “indoctrination” that is rampant at fraternities around the 

nation. 

 

Baruch College freshman Chun “Michael” Deng was blindfolded, forced to wear a heavy backpack and 

then repeatedly tackled as part of the fraternity’s Crossing Over initiation ceremony. He was knocked 

unconscious and later died at a hospital. 

 

Police charged 37 people with crimes ranging from aggravated assault to hazing to third-degree murder. 

 

“Not one person out of 37 picked up a telephone and called an ambulance. I cannot wrap my head around 

it,” Monroe County President Judge Margherita Patti-Worthington said. “So there’s something greater 
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going on here, and I think it’s probably really prevalent. We see across the country these issues in 

fraternities.” 

 

The four defendants sentenced Monday, Kenny Kwan, Charles Lai, Raymond Lam and Sheldon Wong, 

pleaded guilty to voluntary manslaughter, hindering apprehension and other charges. 

 

Kwan got 12 to 24 months in county jail. Lam and Wong were sentenced to 10 to 24 months each. Lai, 

who spent 342 days in jail after he was unable to make bail, was sentenced to time served. 

 

All four defendants apologized, a few of them tearfully. 

 

Earlier Monday, the Pi Delta Psi fraternity was banned from Pennsylvania for 10 years and was ordered to 

pay a fine of more than $110,000 for its role in Deng’s death. 

 

The judge and a prosecutor slammed Pi Delta Psi for calling itself a victim of rogue fraternity members, 

saying the fraternity tolerated and even encouraged hazing for years. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Federal judge dismisses Bundy case 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/08/charges-against-rancher-cliven-bundy-three-others-are-

dismissed.html  

GIST A federal judge dismissed all charges against rancher Cliven Bundy, his two sons and another man on 

Monday. 

 

U.S. District Judge Gloria Navarro cited "flagrant prosecutorial misconduct" in her decision to dismiss all 

charges against the Nevada rancher and three others. 

 

Navarro on Dec. 20 declared a mistrial in the high-profile Bundy case. It was only the latest, stunning 

development in the saga of the Nevada rancher, and served as a repudiation of the federal government. 

Navarro accused prosecutors of willfully withholding evidence from Bundy’s lawyers, in violation of the 

federal Brady rule. 

 

The Brady rule, named after the landmark 1963 Supreme Court case known as Brady v. Maryland, holds 

that failure to disclose such evidence violates a defendant’s right to due process. 

 

“In this case the failures to comply with Brady were exquisite, extraordinary,” said Fox News legal analyst 

Judge Andrew Napolitano. “The judge exercised tremendous patience.”  

 

The 71-year-old Bundy’s battle with the federal government eventually led to what became known as the 

Bundy standoff of 2014. But it began long before that. 

 

In the early 1990s, the U.S. government limited grazing rights on federal lands in order to protect the 

desert tortoise habitat.  In 1993, Bundy, in protest, refused to renew his permit for cattle grazing, and 

continued grazing his livestock on these public lands.  He didn’t recognize the authority of the Bureau of 

Land Management (BLM) over the sovereign state of Nevada. 

 

The federal courts sided with the BLM, and Bundy didn’t seem to have a legal leg to stand on. 

Nevertheless, the rancher and the government continued this dispute for 20 years, and Bundy ended up 

owing over $1 million in fees and fines. 

 

Things came to a head in 2014, when officials planned to capture and impound cattle trespassing on 

government land.  Protesters, many armed, tried to block the authorities, which led to a standoff.  For a 

time, they even shut down a portion of I-15, the main interstate highway running through Southern 

Nevada. 
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Tensions escalated until officials, fearing for the general safety, announced they would return Bundy’s 

cattle and suspend the roundup. 

 

Afterward, Bundy continued to graze his cattle and not pay fees.  He and his fellow protesters were heroes 

to some, but criminals to the federal government.  Bundy, along with others seen as leaders of the standoff, 

including sons Ammon and Ryan, were charged with numerous felonies, including conspiracy, assault on 

a federal officer and using a firearm in a violent crime. They faced many years in prison. 

 

The Bundy case finally began in late October, 2017. But just two months later, it ended with Navarro 

angry, the feds humiliated and Bundy – at least to his supporters – vindicated. 

 

In fact, Navarro had suspended the trial earlier and warned of a mistrial when prosecutors released 

information after a discovery deadline.  Overall, the government was late in handing over more than 3,300 

pages of documents. Further, some defense requests for information that ultimately came to light had been 

ridiculed by prosecutors as “fantastical” and a “fishing expedition.” 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Feds: $22M cocaine hidden in furniture 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/philadelphia-22-million-in-cocaine-seized-hidden-in-furniture/  

GIST PHILADELPHIA -- Federal customs officials in Philadelphia say they recently discovered more than 700 

pounds of cocaine hidden inside bedroom furniture and kitchen cabinets that were shipped from Puerto 

Rico, making it the area's largest illicit drug bust in a decade. 

 

The drugs, which had a street value of about $22 million, were seized in November by Customs and 

Border Protection (CBP) officers from the Area Port of Philadelphia. 

 

The drugs were found hidden inside false walls of the furniture. More than 250 bricks of a white powdery 

substance that field tested positive for cocaine were concealed in the compartments. 

 

"Customs and Border Protection knows that transnational drug trafficking organizations will take 

advantage of natural disasters, and in this case an island struggling to recovering from a crippling 

hurricane, to smuggle dangerous drugs to our nation's mainland," Joseph Martella of CBP said in a 

statement. "CBP officers remain ever vigilant to interdict narcotics loads, and we are pleased to have 

stopped this deadly poison shipment before it could hurt our communities." 

 

The furniture was searched after officers detected something unusual about one of the shipping containers. 

An investigation is ongoing. 
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HEADLINE 01/09 Singapore: 17 arrests in Shell oil heist 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/world/asia/as-singapore-oil-theft/2018/01/09/id/835921/  

GIST SINGAPORE (AP) — Singapore police have arrested 17 men suspected of involvement in stealing oil 

from the largest Shell refinery in the world. 

 

Police said Tuesday that they also seized $2.3 million and an oil tanker in connection with the theft, which 

was first reported in August. 

 

Singapore media reported that that nine of the men were charged with criminal breach of trust and could 

face up to 15 years in jail if convicted. Two Vietnamese were accused in court of receiving stolen goods 

and could face up to five years in jail, local media said. 
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Shell has not said how much oil was taken. It said in a statement that those detained included "a limited 

number of Shell employees." 

 

A police statement said the 17 men, aged 30-63, were detained Sunday. It said police are seeking to freeze 

the suspects' bank accounts. 

 

The oil came from Shell's Bukom industrial site, located on an island southwest of Singapore. It is the 

company's largest petrochemical production and export center in the Asia-Pacific. 

 

Theft of oil and of oil tankers has been a chronic problem in piracy-prone Southeast Asia for years. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Somaliland passes first law against rape 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-42604496  

GIST For the first time in its history, the self-declared republic of Somaliland has passed a law against rape. 

 

In the past, a victim's family could force them to marry their rapist to avoid being shamed. 

 

Rapists now stand to face at least 30 years in prison. 

 

Somaliland declared itself independent from Somalia in 1991 but is not internationally recognised as a 

country. There is still no law against rape in Somalia. 

 

Somaliland's speaker of parliament, Bashe Mohamed Farah, told the BBC that rape cases have risen and 

he hoped the new law would help stop that trend. 

 

"Nowadays we have seen even people carrying out gang rapes," he said. 

 

"The main emphasis of the new act is to completely stop rape." 

 

The new law has come in after years of lobbying by children and women's rights advocates. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Teen admits London acid attacks 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-london-42611019  

GIST A 17-year-old boy has pleaded guilty to carrying out acid attacks on six moped riders to steal their bikes. 

 

Derryck John, from Croydon, appeared at Wood Green Crown Court and admitted targeting the riders in 

the north and east of London on 13 July. 

 

He sprayed the riders in the face with a noxious liquid and stole two mopeds before trying to take another 

four. 

 

Earlier reporting restrictions preventing John from being identified because of his age were lifted. 

 

Police said one attack had left a rider with "life-changing injuries". 

 

John had been due to stand trial after he initially denied six counts of throwing a corrosive liquid with 

intent to "disable, burn, maim, disfigure or cause grievous bodily harm", two counts of robbery and four 

counts of attempted robbery. 

 

Judge Noel Lucas QC told Wood Green Crown Court there was an "overwhelming, huge public interest" 
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in identifying the teenager despite his age after he pleaded guilty to the total of 12 counts. 

 

John was arrested at about 03:00 on 14 July, the court heard. 

 

Another unidentified person is listed on the indictment as also having been involved in the attacks. 
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HEADLINE 01/08 Man arrested for stabbing L.A. sheriff 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/08/man-accused-stabbing-los-angeles-sheriffs-detective.html  

GIST SANTA CLARITA, Calif. –  A man was arrested Monday after he walked up to a Los Angeles County 

sheriff's detective outside a fast food restaurant, asked him if he was a law enforcement officer and then 

stabbed him in the chest, investigators said. 

 

The detective was walking out of a Jack in the Box restaurant in the Canyon Country neighborhood of 

Santa Clarita around 10 a.m. when he was approached by a man who asked him if he was a sheriff's 

deputy, said Capt. Darren Harris, a sheriff's department spokesman. When the detective said yes, the man 

immediately stabbed him in the chest and then ran off, he said. 

 

The 26-year veteran detective, who investigates sex crimes, was able to make his way back to his car and 

called for help, Harris said. 

 

After a two-hour manhunt, deputies found Donald Chinchilla, 21, hiding in the backyard of a home a few 

blocks from the restaurant. 

 

He was arrested on suspicion of attempted murder, Harris said. A telephone number for Chinchilla could 

not immediately be located in public records. 

 

The detective, who was not identified, was taken to a hospital and is expected to survive, authorities said. 
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Center. 
   

If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
  

  

DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 

use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 
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have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
Source: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml 
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HEADLINE 01/02 New King Co. Sheriff sworn in 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/new-sheriff-in-town-mitzi-johanknecht-sworn-in-as-king-county-

sheriff  

GIST SEATTLE - Looking out at a crowd of deputies dressed in their dress uniforms, Mitzi Johanknecht recited 

the deputies’ oath. 

 

Tuesday was supposed to be Johanknecht’s day – her swearing in as King County’s newest sheriff, her day 

to move into her corner office and the day she wears her new uniform for the first time – instead, she said 

she wanted to share the limelight. 

 

“As a leader it takes a huge team and I think you saw a portion of the 1,100 employees present today stand 

up and recommit to you as the community, to the other elected in the room to work cooperatively,” 

Johanknecht said, standing at a podium in the the largest courtroom in the King County Courthouse. 

 

During the swearing in ceremony she asked deputies the rank of major and higher to join her in the front 

of the courtroom. She asked other deputies and employees to stand as well. 

 

“I want everyone to take this oath with us,” Johanknecht said. 

 

Presiding Superior Court Judge Laura Inveen swore Johanknecht in as Sheriff. Johanknecht’s wife, 

Maureen Warren, pinned on her badge. 

 

“My wife is the kindest person I have ever met in my life. I mean really kind, really compassionate and 

she’s a fabulous listener,” Warren said. 

 

Johanknecht, a more than 30-year veteran of the sheriff’s office, won a bitterly contested election against 

incumbent John Urquhart. The campaigns made allegations against the other; Johanknecht said she never 

spoke to Urquhart after the election. 

 

Although Urquhart was not at Tuesday’s swearing in ceremony, Johanknecht thanked him in her remarks 

to the crowd. 

 

“I want to take a moment to thank Sheriff Urquhart to his five years of service and his commitment to the 

Sheriff’s Office,” Johanknecht said. “I didn’t want the day to pass without acknowledging that.” 

 

Johanknecht said that among her first orders of business is to meet with community members to see how 

she and her deputies can serve. She said she also wants to get deputies trained in using less-lethal forms of 

force. 

 

“They have the pepper spray, they have the Taser, they have their firearm but what is in-between there, 

one of the tools, is what’s called less-lethal shotgun and that fires a beanbag round, or sponge round,” 

Johanknecht said. “We can work toward avoiding lethal force and have those options.” 

 

While Johanknecht was sworn in Seattle police Deputy Chief Carmen Best was sworn in by Mayor Jenny 

Durkan as Seattle’s interim chief of police just a few miles away. 

 

King County Executive Dow Constantine said he hopes Johanknecht will bring stability to the sheriff’s 

office. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 SPOG files 2nd unfair labor complaint 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/seattle-police-guild-files-2nd-unfair-labor-

complaint-related-to-reforms/  

GIST The Seattle Police Officers’ Guild (SPOG) has accused the city of “acting in bad faith” when the council 

passed sweeping accountability legislation this past spring that changes who and how the city investigates 

allegations of police misconduct — issues the union says should be negotiated. 

 

It is the second complaint filed by SPOG with the Public Employees Relations Commission (PERC) in 

Olympia involving officer accountability. Seattle is urging a federal judge to find it in compliance with 

court-ordered police reforms contained in a 2012 consent decree between the city and the Department of 

Justice stemming from allegations of excessive use of force and biased policing. 

 

SPOG’s first complaint, filed last summer, challenged an executive order issued by former Mayor Ed 

Murray directing the police department to begin equipping patrol officers with body cameras. It remains 

pending before the three-member commission, an independent state agency charged with resolving 

disputes involving the state’s approximately 350,000 public employees. 

 

The most recent complaint, filed this past week, focuses on changes made to the officer-disciplinary 

procedures at the core of groundbreaking accountability legislation passed by the Seattle City Council in 

May. 

 

Based on the complaint, the guild seems particularly chafed at the establishment of a powerful civilian 

inspector general who, beyond overseeing disciplinary matters, would also review internal workings 

throughout the department. In a six-page complaint, the guild outlines more than 40 changes to the current 

internal investigation and disciplinary mechanisms it believes should be the subject of collective 

bargaining. 

 

SPOG President Kevin Stuckey said that the guild is “on board” with most of the reforms, but that the city 

is trying to make an end-run around the collective-bargaining process. The department’s rank-and-file 

officers have been working without a formal contract since 2014. 

 

“We’ve said all along, ‘Let’s sit down like grown-ups,’” Stuckey said Tuesday. “We don’t want to be a 

stumbling block to reforms. But you have to play by the rules.” 

 

Ian Warner, counsel for Mayor Jenny Durkan, said the office was reviewing the complaint and declined to 

comment further. A message seeking comment from Councilwoman M. Lorena González, who was a key 

sponsor of the accountability legislation, was not immediately returned Tuesday. 

 

Another area of concern for SPOG in the legislation outlined in the six-page PERC complaint is the use of 

civilian investigators replacing sworn officers in a newly formed Office of Police Accountability, which 

would be under civilian control. 

 

The city — and, in particular, the federal judge overseeing implementation of the consent degree — has 

said police reforms will not be “held hostage” by the guild as it tries to win wages and concessions for its 

officers in exchange for supporting the reforms.  

 

Stuckey said those concerns are ironic in light of the recent tentative contract with the Seattle Police 

Management Association (SPMA), which represents 74 SPD captains and lieutenants. They have agreed to 

support the accountability legislation in exchange for raises — retroactive to January 2014 — amounting 

to as much as $17,000 a year and a new contract next year. 

 

In exchange, the SPMA agreed to drop its own unfair-labor practicers complaint against the city. 
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The city has maintained that some of the changes do not need SPOG’s approval, and has said it would sit 

down to negotiate those areas covered by the contract. 

 

“Right now, we just disagree with what is mandatory for bargaining,” Stuckey said. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Disaster declared over Calif. wildfire 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/ded4e6ec9c364c009b78c367abbf6495/President-declares-disaster-over-deadly-

California-wildfire  

GIST VENTURA, Calif. (AP) — President Donald Trump on Tuesday declared a major disaster in California 

over a wildfire that destroyed more than 1,000 buildings as fierce winds whipped it through Ventura and 

Santa Barbara counties last month. 

 

The declaration makes federal funding available to state and local governments and some nonprofit 

organizations for emergency work in those counties and statewide for work to reduce hazards related to 

the fire, according to a White House statement. 

 

The Thomas fire that began on Dec. 4 is the largest recorded in the state. It was 92 percent contained on 

Tuesday. Firefighters were still putting out hot spots and smoldering areas. 

 

The fire covered more than 440 square miles (1,140 sq. kilometers), killed two people, destroyed entire 

neighborhoods, threatened coastal foothill communities, ravaged wilderness areas and cast a pall of smoke 

that shuttered businesses in downtown Santa Barbara. 

 

Firefighting costs alone have approached $200 million. 

 

The disaster declaration means the federal government may cover 75 percent of those costs and the costs 

of recovering from the blaze, such as removing vast amounts of debris in fire-denuded areas that could be 

hit with flash floods and debris flows if winter rains arrive. 

 

After a flight over the devastated area on Tuesday, Department of Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen 

M. Nielsen said the president’s declaration will help with rebuilding from the fire, which burned more than 

700 homes along with other buildings. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Tsunami of store closures about to hit 

SOURCE https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/companies/a-tsunami-of-store-closures-is-about-to-hit-the-us-—-

and-its-expected-to-eclipse-the-retail-carnage-of-2017/ar-BBHJnok?li=BBnb7Kz&ocid=HPCDHP  

GIST Retailers are bracing for a fresh wave of store closures in 2018 that's expected to eclipse the rash of 

closures that rocked the industry last year. 

 

"Landlords are panicking," said Larry Perkins, CEO and founder of the advisory firm SierraConstellation 

Partners. "The last year was pretty apocalyptic from a retail standpoint, and the macro issues haven't 

changed. There will continue to be a high degree of bankruptcies and store closures." 

 

2017 was a record year for both store closures and retail bankruptcies. 

 

Dozens of retailers including Macy's, Sears, and JCPenney shuttered an estimated total of 9,000 stores — 

far exceeding recessionary levels — and 50 chains filed for bankruptcy over the course of the year. 

 

But there's still a glut of retail space in the US, and the fallout is far from over. 
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The number of store closures in the US is expected to jump at least 33% to more than 12,000 in 2018, and 

another 25 major retailers could file for bankruptcy next year, according to estimates by the commercial 

real estate firm Cushman & Wakefield. 

 

Nearly two dozen major chains including Walgreens, Gap, and Gymboree have already announced plans 

to close more than 3,600 stores next year. 

 

Many more announcements on closures and bankruptcies are expected in the coming months. 

 

The start of the year is a popular time to announce store closures and bankruptcies because retailers are 

typically flush with cash after the busy holiday season — and closing stores and filing for bankruptcy are 

costly. 

 

Among the companies most likely to file for bankruptcy within the next year are Sears, The Bon-Ton 

Stores, Bebe Stores, Destination Maternity Corp., and Stein Mart, according to S&P Global Market 

Intelligence. 

Last year's record-high store closures, combined with an even higher rate of closures in 2018, will push 

hundreds of low-performing shopping malls to the brink of death. 

 

The commercial real estate firm CoStar has estimated that nearly a quarter of malls in the US, or roughly 

310 of the nation's 1,300 shopping malls, are at high risk of losing an anchor tenant. 

 

Anchor tenants are retailers — like Macy's and JCPenney — that occupy the large, multistory buildings at 

mall entrances. 

 

The loss of even one anchor tenant can trigger a decades-long downward spiral for mall owners. 

 

That's because the malls don't only lose the income and shopper traffic from that store's business. The 

closure often triggers co-tenancy clauses that allow the remaining mall tenants to exercise their right to 

terminate their leases or renegotiate the terms, typically with a period of lower rents, until another retailer 

moves into the vacant anchor space. 

 

That's good news for retailers looking to grow their physical assets — it means they are more likely to 

score low rent and favorable lease terms. 

 

But it's terrible news for retail landlords, some of whom are now trying to stop the bleeding by suing the 

companies that are closing stores. 

 

Simon Property Group, one of the biggest mall operators in the country, sued Starbucks this year after the 

coffee chain said it that it planned to close all 379 stores in its Teavana chain, 77 of which are located in 

Simon Property Group malls. 

 

The mall owner demanded that Starbucks keep running the tea shops located in its malls, arguing in part 

that their closure would reduce traffic to surrounding stores. 

 

A judge ruled in Simon Property Group's favor in December and ordered Starbucks to keep operating the 

Teavana stores in question. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 DuPont curve long known as obstacle 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/article192557089.html  

GIST The curve where Amtrak Cascades 501 derailed Dec. 18, killing three people, was identified years ago as 

an obstacle to Washington state’s dream of creating high-speed rail. 
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The corridor between Lakewood and Nisqually “includes unsuitable sharp curvature,” said the state’s 

long-range plan, written in 2006. “A new connection, largely on structure because of differences in 

elevation, with a speed limit of one hundred mph will be required.” 

 

Yet the curve remains, a symbol of unsteady political support in the United States for rapid-rail 

infrastructure. 

 

Even with $800 million in Obama administration stimulus money, Washington state didn’t rebuild it. 

   

The state decided instead to spread that cash among 20 projects, mostly to make its 79-mph corridor 

through Western Washington more reliable. Those projects include landslide prevention in Mukilteo, new 

Port of Vancouver, Washington, freight tracks to clear shipments out of the way of Amtrak Cascades, and 

renovating historic King Street Station in Seattle. 

 

To straighten the DuPont curve and adjoining trestle over Interstate 5 would have driven the total cost to at 

least $412 million for the 14.5-mile passenger-rail corridor that opened this month from the Tacoma Dome 

to Lakewood and DuPont. That’s more than double the $181 million actual cost to rebuild the century-old 

segment with the 30-mph curve left in place. 

 

Amtrak Cascades 501 was going 78 mph in a 30-mph area when the lead locomotive jumped off the tracks 

to the right, where the rails curve toward an I-5 overcrossing. The engineer, who was accompanied by 

another crew member, didn’t slow the train, for reasons yet to be determined. 

 

Washington’s incremental projects are a far cry from true high-speed rail, defined in the United States as 

reaching a 110- to 150-mph top speed in regional corridors — achieved only on two Amtrak lines in the 

Northeast, while construction is just beginning in California on a 200-mph system. 

 

Worldwide there are more than 50 corridors 150 mph or quicker, including the famous TGV in France. 

Japanese Shinkasen trains cruise at 200 mph, and last month, China Railway opened a 155-mph line. 

 

In the past decade, Congress named the Northwest one of five U.S. high-speed rail regions, and 

Washington state wrote its $6.5 billion master plan. But even then, the DuPont curve appeared only in a 

technical appendix. And the straightening was proposed for performance, not to clear an urgent hazard. 

 

Gov. Jay Inslee has discussed going beyond that plan, to consider a bullet train, averaging 220 to 250 mph, 

between Vancouver, B.C., Seattle and Portland. A state-funded $300,000 study describes a $24 billion to 

$42 billion construction cost, but it says enough people would ride to break even on operations. 

 

No promise made  

 

A Wall Street Journal story Dec. 22 said the DuPont curve was to be removed “in the original plans.” It 

portrays the site as an example of neglected areas around the country, some designed around the Civil War 

era, that afflict rail service today. 

 

The Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), which owns and subsidizes Amtrak 

Cascades, replied on its blog that the 2006 document is merely intended to describe a series of building 

blocks, to be added gradually, on a limitless budget. 

 

“It is common for railroads to have areas of reduced speeds due to curves or other factors, as found along 

the entire Cascades route,” according to the post. 

 

WSDOT said in a statement to The Seattle Times on Thursday, Dec. 28, that the new route “is safe for 

passenger rail operation.” 

 

“It received all necessary approvals for the design, construction and upgrades that were necessary to open 
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for operation. Multiple tests occurred over the last year to ensure tracks and signals functioned properly, 

equipment was certified to operate on the corridor, and train crews were familiar with the new route. All 

tests were completed successfully.” 

 

Amtrak hasn’t answered news-media questions about the quality of crew training, an issue the National 

Transportation Safety Board will examine. 

 

The 2006 plan envisioned trains cruising up to 110 mph from Blaine to Marysville, slowing through the 

Puget Sound urban core, then again reaching 110 mph in most places from Lakewood to the Oregon 

border. 

 

Some funds became available through the $831-billion American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 

2009, known as “economic stimulus” money. Washington won $800-million for rail, trailing only 

California and Illinois. 

 

The state’s stimulus contracts, released through a public-records request, show the state made no promises 

to change the curve, nor did it promise to create a 100-mph corridor. 

 

Former WSDOT Secretary Paula Hammond said she doesn’t recall anyone discussing the DuPont curve 

during her leadership, from 2007-13. 

 

Bruce Agnew, director of the Cascadia Center think tank, recalls the state “talking about very tough 

negotiations in 2008 and 2009,” over where to spend stimulus funds, involving BNSF Railway and the 

Federal Railroad Administration. 

 

Officials weren’t going to spend money to straighten the curve if that drained money for the new Tacoma-

Lakewood bypass.  

 

“This is their centerpiece,” Agnew said. 

 

WSDOT rail director Ron Pate has declined interview requests since the crash. Spokeswoman Barbara 

LaBoe says the state determined it could leave the slow curve while still meeting its contractual 

commitment to the federal government to provide six daily round trips for Cascades by 2017, and an 88 

percent on-time performance, with available stimulus funds. 

 

The state kept that commitment until Cascades 501 derailed. Trains have since reverted to the waterfront 

route out of “sensitivity” to crash victims, rail customers and the public, LaBoe said. Trains will enter the 

new route once an automatic braking system, called positive train control, is ready, sometime in 2018. 

 

The new route through Lakewood is designed to save 10 minutes compared with the former alignment 

along the Tacoma Narrows. Passengers also would be delayed less often by freight trains. 

 

$230 million  

 

If the 2006 estimates were right, straightening the curve would have required roughly $230-million. That’s 

comparable to Sound Transit’s cost per mile of elevated light rail, or half the cost of WSDOT’s two-lane I-

5 widening plan at Joint Base Lewis-McChord. 

 

But the trains still couldn’t exceed 79 mph, when continuing north through communities such as 

Lakewood, without a host of additional improvements. 

 

Lloyd Flem, executive director of the rail supporters group All Aboard Washington, lost two friends in the 

crash. But he said last week keeping the curve was the correct, fiscally conservative move. “I’ll roll 

through a curve at 30 mph to save the taxpayers $200-million,” he said. 

 

WSDOT anticipates it will straighten the track in some big future phase, allowing an increase to eight 
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round-trip Cascades trains daily reaching 110 mph, LaBoe said. 

 

“I don’t think we have a year put on it. A lot of it depends on funding availability,” she said. 

 

President Donald Trump tweeted about the Cascades 501 crash as a reason to improve U.S. infrastructure, 

but his recent budget proposals reduce transit funds, calling those a strictly local concern. His 

administration Friday declared it won’t carry out an Obama-era agreement to fund half of a new Hudson 

River train tunnel. No subsidies are forthcoming for new high-speed rail. 

 

If Washington state ever aims for triple-digit speeds, said Agnew, of Cascadia Center, another tight 

crossing would need to be rebuilt, over I-5 between Marysville and the Tulalip Indian Reservation. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Growing protests rattle Iran govt., public  

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/streets-tehran-iranians-feel-protesters-pain-

52097822  

GIST As Iranians take to the streets in the biggest demonstrations in nearly a decade, residents of the 

increasingly tense capital say they sympathize with the demonstrators' economic grievances and anger at 

official corruption. 

 

The Associated Press spoke to Iranians in Tehran on Tuesday, the sixth day of protests that have seen at 

least 21 people killed and hundreds arrested. The protests, which have erupted in several cities, are the 

largest since those that followed the disputed 2009 presidential election. 

 

Residents cast nervous looks at the growing street presence of police and Basij, a volunteer force that 

played a key role in the government crackdown that ended the demonstrations nine years ago. But many 

residents said soaring unemployment and rising prices had driven people to the point of desperation. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Southern Calif. faces mudslide danger 

SOURCE http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/02/us/california-thomas-fire-mudslide-threat/index.html  

GIST Ventura, California (CNN)The frightening hiss and crackle of the massive Thomas Fire in Southern 

California has been replaced by the loud droning of heavy equipment below the burn area. 

 

Public work crews in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties are frantically clearing out every debris basin 

and storm drain possible, because the fire has left behind another threat -- mudslides. 

 

"The Thomas Fire burned all of our front country range here," said Tom Fayram, Santa Barbara's deputy 

director of public works. 

 

"All these hills normally have a protective cover of chaparral. That's all gone. Almost 100% gone," he 

said. 

 

What's left is black-gray hillside that officials and residents alike fear will become ashy waves of 

floodwater with the first rain of a so far bone-dry season. 

 

Ventura County officials predict any rain will pour twice the usual amount of water into flood channels 

because of the burned hills. 

 

Work crews are cutting down dead or doomed trees and bulldozers are scooping up debris near a cement-

ringed storm drain large enough for a human to walk through. 
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They are taking no chances in flood channels, hauling away anything that could block the drain and cause 

pooling, then flooding all around. 

 

While such cleanup occurs before every rainy season, the scale of the Thomas Fire has cranked up the 

intensity. 

 

"Generally we are dealing with hundreds of acres (burned), not in the thousands or hundred thousands," 

said Jeff Pratt, director of public works in Ventura County. 

 

"This is an order of magnitude or two greater than anything we've ever dealt with." 

 

The Thomas Fire is the largest wildfire in state history, having burned around 282,000 acres since it began 

December 4. It was 92% contained Monday; officials don't expect full containment until later this month. 

 

Both Santa Barbara and Ventura counties have experienced fire and then flood after rains before. 

 

The National Weather Service office in Oxnard predicts lower than average rainfall for Santa Barbara and 

Ventura Counties for the next three months. 

 

But forecasters say it takes only one storm with a lot of rain in a short amount of time to mush up fire-

stricken hillsides and start a slide. 

 

"A typical threshold would be about a half an inch of rain," Robbie Monroe of the National Weather 

Service Oxnard office told CNN. 

 

"About a half an inch per hour can start to produce issues, mudslides " 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Iran leader blames protests on ‘enemies’ 

SOURCE http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/02/middleeast/iran-protests/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei blamed Iran's "enemies" on Tuesday for stirring 

up unrest in the country, as the death toll from days of anti-government protests climbed to 21. 

 

In his first remarks since the demonstrations erupted last Thursday, Khamenei accused the nation's 

enemies of "joining forces" and blamed them for the protests that have turned violent. 

 

"The enemy is waiting for an opportunity, for a flaw, through which they can enter. Look at these events 

over the last few days. All those who are against the Islamic Republic -- those who have money, those who 

have the politics, those who have the weapons, those who have the intelligence -- they have all joined 

forces in order to create problems for the Islamic Republic and the Islamic Revolution," he said, without 

naming any particular country. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Another NYC bldg. blaze; 16 injured 

SOURCE https://nypost.com/2018/01/02/six-alarm-blaze-in-the-bronx-injures-at-least-a-dozen/  

GIST Sixteen people were injured early Tuesday in a seven-alarm blaze that swept through a four-story 

apartment building in The Bronx, officials said. 

 

The fire erupted about 5:30 a.m. in a first-floor furniture store at 1547 Commonwealth Ave. in the Van 

Nest section, the FDNY said. 

 

The blaze quickly spread to the upper floors, leaving one person seriously injured while 15 others suffered 
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non-life threatening injuries, officials said. 

 

Firefighters broke windows to get residents out of the building as the fire continued to rage in the upper 

floors. 

 

One woman ran down the hall banging on doors to alert her neighbors, according to WABC. 

 

Another resident escaped with her two children and their dog. She was getting ready for work when she 

smelled smoke. 

 

“I woke up my husband, my kids and said listen there’s a fire in the building,” she told WABC. “By the 

time we opened the door in the hallway, there was black smoke.” 

 

The displaced residents were placed on an MTA bus so they could keep warm while firefighters continued 

battling the blaze. 

 

This fire comes just days after 12 people were killed at 2363 Prospect Ave. in The Bronx – the city’s 

deadliest fire in more than a quarter-century. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Snohomish Co: 5 flu-related deaths 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/snohomish-county-reports-five-flu-related-deaths/281-

504300072  

GIST Five people living in Snohomish County have died from flu-related illnesses. 

 

The Snohomish County Health District reports the deaths all occurred during December, and each person 

had underlying health conditions.  

 

Ages of the five victims range from the 40s to 90s.  

 

The five people lived across the county; one in Bothell, one in Everett, one in Edmonds and two in 

unincorporated Snohomish County.  

 

“We are seeing an increase in hospitalizations and flu cases reported by clinics, but it’s not too late to get 

your flu shots,” said Dr. Mark Beatty, health officer for the Snohomish Health District. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Judge orders release Iraq immigrants 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-immigration-ruling/u-s-judge-orders-government-to-release-

iraqis-or-grant-bond-hearings-idUSKBN1ES01D  

GIST WASHINGTON (Reuters) - A U.S. judge ordered the government on Tuesday to either release Iraqi 

immigrants it arrested last year or grant them bond hearings, in the latest judicial curb on the Trump 

administration’s efforts to tighten U.S. immigration. 

 

Last year the federal government detained hundreds of Iraqi immigrants who had been ordered deported 

years ago due to criminal convictions. Iraq until recently had refused to take them back, but struck a deal 

with the United States in March to repatriate its citizens, sparking the immigration sweeps. 

 

The Iraqis and civil rights groups representing them sued the federal government. U.S. District Judge 

Mark Goldsmith, in Detroit, had previously halted the deportation of the Iraqis, many of whom are 

Christian, who argued they would face persecution if they were sent back to Iraq. 
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In his ruling on Tuesday, Goldsmith said that any of the Iraqis held for six months or longer must either be 

released or granted a bond hearing before an immigration judge within 30 days. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Palestinians condemn aid halt as blackmail 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-palestinians-aid-reaction/palestinians-condemn-trump-aid-

halt-threat-mixed-reaction-in-israel-idUSKBN1ES0IM  

GIST RAMALLAH, West Bank (Reuters) - Palestinians condemned as blackmail on Wednesday U.S. President 

Donald Trump’s threat to withhold future aid payments over what he called the Palestinians’ 

unwillingness to talk peace with Israel. 

 

Trump drew praise from a cabinet minister in Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s right-wing 

government but a warning from a former Israeli peace negotiator of the dangers in cutting off financial 

assistance to the Palestinians. 

 

On Twitter on Tuesday, Trump said that Washington gives Palestinians “HUNDRED OF MILLIONS OF 

DOLLARS a year and get no appreciation or respect. They don’t even want to negotiate a long overdue 

peace treaty with Israel ... with the Palestinians no longer willing to talk peace, why should we make any 

of these massive future payments to them?” 

 

Hanan Ashrawi, a member of the Palestine Liberation Organization’s executive committee, said in 

response: “We will not be blackmailed.” 

 

Palestinian anger at Trump is already high over his Dec. 6 recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, a 

declaration that also generated outrage across the Arab world and concern among Washington’s Western 

allies. 

 

Commenting on Trump’s tweets, Nabil Abu Rdainah, a spokesman for Palestinian President Mahmoud 

Abbas, said: “Jerusalem is not for sale, neither for gold nor for silver.” 

 

Abu Rdainah said the Palestinians were not opposed to returning to peace talks that collapsed in 2014, but 

only on the basis of establishing a state of their own along the lines that existed before Israel captured the 

West Bank, East Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip in the 1967 war. 

 

“If the United States is keen about peace and about its interests it must abide by that,” he said. 

 

Israel, which withdrew troops and settlers from the Gaza Strip in 2005, has called the pre-1967 war West 

Bank boundaries indefensible and has pledged to hold on to all of Jerusalem forever. 

 

A report prepared for the U.S. Congress in December 2016 by the U.S. Congressional Research Service 

said annual U.S. economic support to the West Bank and Gaza Strip has averaged around $400 million 

since fiscal 2008. 

 

Much of the money has gone toward U.S. Agency for International Development-administered project 

assistance and the rest toward budget support for the Palestinian Authority (PA), which administers limited 

self-rule in the Palestinian territories under interim peace agreements. 
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HEADLINE 01/01 Commercial air travel 2017 safest ever 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/airplane-mode/commercial-air-travel-2017-was-safest-ever-

travel-group-says-n833866  

GIST WASHINGTON — Airlines recorded zero accident deaths in commercial passenger jets last year, 
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according to a Dutch consulting firm and an aviation safety group that tracks crashes, making 2017 the 

safest year on record for commercial air travel. 

 

Dutch aviation consulting firm To70 and the Aviation Safety Network both reported Monday there were 

no commercial passenger jet fatalities in 2017. "2017 was the safest year for aviation ever," said Adrian 

Young of To70. 

 

To70 estimated that the fatal accident rate for large commercial passenger flights is 0.06 per million 

flights, or one fatal accident for every 16 million flights. 

 

The Aviation Safety Network also reported there were no commercial passenger jet deaths in 2017, but 10 

fatal airliner accidents resulting in 44 fatalities onboard and 35 persons on the ground, including cargo 

planes and commercial passenger turbo prop aircraft. 

 

That figure includes 12 people killed on Sunday when a Nature Air Cessna 208B Grand Caravan aircraft 

crashed minutes after takeoff into a mountainous area off the beach town of Punta Islita, Costa Rica. 

 

In comparison, there were 16 accidents and 303 deaths in 2016 among airliners. 

 

The Aviation Safety Network said 2017 was "the safest year ever, both by the number of fatal accidents as 

well as in terms of fatalities." 

 

Over the last two decades aviation deaths around the world have been steadily falling. As recently as 2005, 

there were 1,015 deaths aboard commercial passenger flights worldwide, the Aviation Safety Network 

said. 

 

The United States last recorded a fatal airline passenger jet crash in February 2009, when Colgan Air 

Flight 3407 crashed short of the runway in Clarence Center, New York, killing 49 onboard and one person 

on the ground. 

 

In 2016, 412 people were killed in the United States in aviation accidents - nearly all in general aviation 

accidents and none on commercial passenger airlines. 

 

The last fatal passenger jet airliner accident worldwide took place in November 2016 near Medellin, 

Colombia and the last commercial passenger aircraft crash to kill more than 100 people occurred in 

October 2015 in Egypt. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 GAO: Feds overpaid unemployment $1.6B 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/gao-labor-unemployment/2018/01/02/id/834715/  

GIST The federal government overpaid for unemployment insurance benefits by more than $1.6 billon in 2016, 

according to a new report. 

 

The Washington Free Beacon cited a Government Accountability Office (GAO) audit that found there was 

a significant overpayment amount on the books during fiscal year 2016, which ended June 30, 2016. 

 

The audit discovered that the payments were sent to people who had been given formal warnings for not 

fulfilling the requirements to receive benefits, a list that includes looking for and applying for jobs and 

visiting job fairs. 

 

A Department of Labor "analysis further shows that if formal warning cases had been included in DOL's 

calculation of the overpayment rates for fiscal year 2016, the nationwide overpayment rate would have 

increased by about 5 percentage points, from an estimated 11.1 percent to an estimated 16.3 percent," the 

GAO report reads. 
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A chart included in the report shows that several states' overpayment rates could be higher than 20 percent 

when factoring in cases in which a formal notice was issued. 

 

Topping the list is Nevada (54.22 percent), followed by Pennsylvania (50.88) and Colorado (46.8). 

 

As of November, the nationwide unemployment rate was 4.1 percent. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 US to celebrate Jerusalem decision 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/un-jerusalem-ambassador-unga/2018/01/02/id/834779/  

GIST America will make good on its vow to remember nations that did not rebuke the Trump administration for 

recognizing Jerusalem as Israel's capital, U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. Nikki Haley said Tuesday. 

 

The United States will hold a reception for the countries that refused to condemn America for reversing 

decades of its policy in the region, she announced. 

 

"As I said in December, we won't forget the Jerusalem vote," Haley said at a news conference, The Hill 

reported. 

 

"To that end, [Wednesday] night, we are having a reception for the countries who chose not to oppose the 

U.S. position [on Jerusalem]." 

 

The U.N. General Assembly voted overwhelmingly last month to condemn the Trump administration's 

announcement recognizing Jerusalem as Israel’s capital — despite pressure from Haley and President 

Donald Trump. 

 

U.S. allies voting in favor of the resolution were the United Kingdom, France, and Germany. Others, like 

Canada, Australia, and Mexico, abstained, The Hill noted. 

 

The nine countries to vote against the resolution were the United States, Israel, Honduras, Guatemala, 

Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Nauru, Palau, and Togo. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Record dry fuels Calif. drought fears 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/record-dry-raises-fears-droughts-return-california-

52110699?   

GIST It's been almost a year since Los Angeles residents felt any real rain, and precious little snow is in the 

Sierras, but water managers say it's too early for fears that California is sliding back into drought as 

abruptly as the state fell out of it. 

 

Water officials carry out the first of their regular ritual winter snow measurements before news cameras on 

Wednesday. Plunging rods into snowpacks to measure the snow depth, water managers use the event to 

acquaint Californians with the state of the water supply. It's a crucial question in a semi-arid state with the 

U.S.'s biggest state economy, agricultural industry and population. In a normal year, nearly two-thirds of 

Californians' water supply starts as snow in the Sierras. 

 

Southern California wildfires that grew to the biggest in state history in December — normally the rainy 

season in California — already have made clear the bottom line: The state is far drier than normal so far 

this winter. 

 

"We're back in the old waiting game," said Doug Carlson, a spokesman for the state Department of Water 
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Resources. 

 

Near-record rainfall last year unleashed widespread flooding and snapped a historic five-year drought. The 

wet 2017 allowed Gov. Jerry Brown in April to lift a drought emergency declaration that had brought 

mandatory water conservation orders for cities and towns, and water cutbacks for many rural users. 

 

This year, meteorologists point to a strengthening La Nina weather pattern in the Pacific, which typically 

brings drier weather. A stubborn ridge of high pressure in the Pacific — the same bad guy during the 

state's drought — is blocking storms from reaching Southern California in particular. 

 

People in California's southwest last felt any significant rain in February, the National Weather Service 

noted this week. Los Angeles is marking a record dry spell, with rainfall just 9 percent of normal for the 

past 10 months, the weather service said. 

 

Snowpack in the Sierras, which supplies a steady flow of water in good years as the snow melts, stood 

Tuesday at one-fourth of normal for this point in the year. 

 

It's not time to despair, yet, Carlson said. 

 

Last year's copious rains have left reservoirs with plenty of water. And it's early in the winter rainy season 

yet — California normally receives half its rain between December and February. 

 

"Our message to the public as we begin to do our first snow survey...is it's still very early in the season," 

Carlson said. "Anything could happen." 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Pro-govt. rallies appear in Iran 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/pro-government-rallies-iran-days-protest-unrest-

52109990?   

GIST Iranian state media on Wednesday aired pro-government demonstrations in cities across the country after a 

week of protests and unrest over the nation's poor economy — a move apparently seeking to calm nerves 

amid clashes that have killed 21 people. 

 

The protests, the largest seen in Iran since its disputed 2009 presidential election, began Dec. 28 in the city 

of Mashhad, Iran's second-largest, over the weak economy and a jump in food prices. They have since 

expanded to cities and towns in nearly every province. Hundreds have been arrested, and a prominent 

judge warned that some could face the death penalty. 

 

The English-language broadcaster Press TV broadcast Wednesday's pro-government rallies live, saying 

they were to "protest the violence that has taken place over the last few nights in cities." 

 

Demonstrators waved Iranians flags and signs supporting Iran's clerically overseen government. 

 

According to state TV, the demonstrations took place in at least 10 cities, including Ahvaz, the capital of 

the oil-rich province of Khuzestan, the Kurdish town of Kermanshah in the country's west and Qom, the 

religions capital of Shiite Islam in Iran. 

 

The rallies come after Iran's Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei on Tuesday blamed days of protests 

across the country on meddling by "enemies of Iran." 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Feds urge railroad anti-crash system  
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SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-railroads-safety/u-s-urges-railroads-to-quickly-install-anti-

crash-safety-system-idUSKBN1ER1O7  

GIST WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao urged the nation’s railroads and 

transit agencies to take all possible measures to meet deadlines to install a safety system called positive 

train control (PTC) to prevent crashes. 

 

Letters dated Dec. 27, which were made public on Tuesday, said Chao wanted railroads to “greatly 

accelerate” efforts to meet congressional deadlines. A deadly Amtrak crash last month near Seattle that 

killed three occurred on a section of track that did not have the PTC system operating. 

 

The system is designed to prevent derailments caused by excessive speed. Investigators have said several 

deadly U.S. train crashes in recent years could have been prevented if the system was in place. 

 

In 2008, Congress mandated the implementation of PTC nationwide by the end of 2015, then extended 

that deadline until the end of 2018 when its installation became more complex than anticipated. The 

government can extend the deadline to 2020 to complete some aspects of the system. 

 

The National Transportation Safety Board said last month the Amtrak train that derailed onto a highway 

near Seattle was going 78 miles per hour (125.5 km per hour) in a 30-mph zone. 

 

The letters went to the chief executives of railroads, including Amtrak, BNSF Railway Co, Canadian 

National Railway (CNR.TO), CSX Corp (CSX.O), Norfolk Southern Corp (NSC.N), Union Pacific Corp 

(UNP.N) and transit systems in Chicago, Boston, New York, Boston, Newark, Seattle and Los Angeles. 

 

Amtrak said last month it was “imperative that the rail industry urgently work together to get PTC 

activated on the national network as soon as possible - and certainly by the December 2018 federal 

deadline, if not before.” 

 

The Transportation Department said 12 of 41 railroads covered by the requirements report having installed 

less than 50 percent of the hardware required for their PTC systems as of Sept. 30. The government said 

the systems are in operation on 45 percent of route miles owned by freight railroads and just 24 percent of 

passenger railroads 

 

Chao’s letter said the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) leadership plans to work with railroads “to 

help create an increased level of urgency to underscore the imperative of meeting existing timeline 

expectations for rolling out this critical rail-safety technology.” 
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HEADLINE 01/01 US warns NKorea on new missile test 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-missiles/u-s-warns-north-korea-against-new-missile-

test-plays-down-talks-idUSKBN1ER041  

GIST UNITED NATIONS/SEOUL (Reuters) - The U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, Nikki Haley, 

warned North Korea on Tuesday against staging another missile test and said Washington would not take 

any talks between North and South Korea seriously if they did not do something to get Pyongyang to give 

up its nuclear weapons. 

 

Haley told reporters the United States was hearing reports that North Korea might be preparing to fire 

another missile. 

 

“I hope that doesn’t happen. But if it does, we must bring even tougher measures to bear against the North 

Korean regime,” Haley said. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Wall St. starts year on strong note 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-stocks/wall-street-starts-year-on-strong-note-nasdaq-ends-

above-7000-idUSKBN1ER0Y9?il=0  

GIST NEW YORK (Reuters) - U.S. stocks rose on Tuesday in the first session of the new year, pushing the 

Nasdaq to close above 7,000 for the first time, as investors were optimistic that 2018 will bring more gains 

for the market. 

 

The S&P 500 also ended at a record high. Technology drove the day’s gains, but consumer discretionary, 

healthcare, energy and materials sectors were also up more than 1 percent each. 

 

Apple (AAPL.O), Facebook (FB.O), Alphabet (GOOGL.O) and Microsoft (MSFT.O) pulled the 

technology index .SPLRCT up 1.4 percent, following a 37-percent surge in 2017 that made it the best-

performing S&P sector. 

 

Major stock indexes had closed out 2017 with their best performances since 2013. Many investors say the 

rally could continue this year with help from the recently approved U.S. tax overhaul that is anticipated to 

boost profits as well as the economy. 

 

“We’re off to the races once again,” said Stephen Massocca, senior vice president at Wedbush Securities 

in San Francisco. 

 

“I don’t expect the kind of moves we saw last year. But as long as monetary policy stays the way it is ... 

my view is stocks are going to have a decent year. And fiscal policy has become stimulative, as well, 

given the tax bill.” 

 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average .DJI rose 104.79 points, or 0.42 percent, to 24,824.01, the S&P 500 

.SPX gained 22.18 points, or 0.83 percent, to 2,695.79 and the Nasdaq Composite .IXIC added 103.51 

points, or 1.5 percent, to 7,006.90. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Israel: African migrants must leave 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-42541515  

GIST The Israeli government has issued a notice for thousands of African migrants to leave the country or face 

imprisonment. 

 

The migrants will be given up to $3,500 (£2,600) for leaving within the next 90 days. 

 

They will be given the option of going to their home country or third countries. 

 

If they do not leave, the Israeli authorities have threatened that they will start jailing them from April. 

 

The UN refugee agency said the controversial plan violated international and Israeli laws. 

 

The Israeli government says their return will be humane and "voluntary". The order exempts children, 

elderly people, and victims of slavery and human trafficking. 

 

A spokesperson for Israel's Population and Immigration Authority told the BBC there were currently 

38,000 "infiltrators" in Israel, of whom just 1,420 were being held in detention facilities. 

 

Israel uses the term "infiltrators" to describe people who did not enter the country through an official 

border crossing. 

 

Many of the migrants - who are mostly from Eritrea and Sudan - say they came to Israel to seek asylum 
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after fleeing persecution and conflict, but the authorities regard them as economic migrants. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 US scorns Iran protest accusations 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-42548108  

GIST The US has branded as "complete nonsense" Iran's accusation that its enemies have been behind a wave of 

violent protests sweeping the country. 

 

Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei had made the accusation in his first comments on the 

protests. 

 

US envoy to the UN Nikki Haley said the protests were "spontaneous", adding that the US planned to call 

an emergency UN meeting on the situation. 

 

The unrest began last Thursday and has seen 22 people killed. 

 

The demonstrations, which started in the city of Mashhad, were initially against price rises and corruption, 

but then began to express wider anti-government sentiment. 

 

Meanwhile, Iranian President Hassan Rouhani spoke with French counterpart Emmanuel Macron on 

Tuesday. Mr Macron called for "restraint" and it was decided that a visit by France's foreign minister due 

this week should be postponed. 

 

In a post on his official website, Iran's supreme leader had said: "In recent days, enemies of Iran used 

different tools including cash, weapons, politics and intelligence services to create troubles for the Islamic 

Republic." 

 

Analysts say the ayatollah's reference to "enemies" is a swipe at Israel, the US and regional rival Saudi 

Arabia. 

 

Ms Haley said the accusation was "ridiculous". 

 

She added: "The people of Iran are crying out for freedom, All freedom-loving people must stand with 

their cause." 
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HEADLINE 01/02 US strategy to support Iran protesters 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/01/02/state-department-to-launch-social-media-strategy-to-

back-iranian-protesters.html  

GIST The Trump administration ramped up its support of Iranian regime change on Tuesday, announcing it will 

use Facebook and Twitter to communicate directly with the pro-democracy protesters who have taken to 

the streets to demand freedom from Tehran's hard-line rule. 

 

The move came after the Iranian government shut off access to Instagram as well as Telegram, a popular, 

encrypted messaging app used by activists to organize demonstrations. As it did in 2009, when Iran was 

rocked by protests after a disputed election, Tehran acted swiftly to crack down on protests and cut off 

their preferred means of communication – social media. 

 

Unlike the Obama administration, which stood largely silent amid those protests, the Trump administration 

is openly supporting pro-democracy demonstrations. 

 

“We must not be silent," U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley said on Tuesday. "The 
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people of Iran are crying out for freedom. All freedom-loving people must stand with their cause.” 

 

The United States will post messages in Farsi on Facebook and Twitter, according to Under Secretary for 

Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs Steve Goldstein. While the effort may not facilitate communication 

among protesters – something Tehran is keen to stop – it will allow the U.S. to unilaterally show it backs 

the protests. 

 

"We support a freedom of the press," the State Department said in a tweet. "When a nation clamps down 

on social media, we ask the question — what are you afraid of? We support the people of #Iran, and we 

support their voices being heard." 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Calif. pot supporters: tax too high 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/california-pot-advocates-say-tax-rates-too-high-legal-recreational-

marijuana/  

GIST OAKLAND -- Marijuana dispensaries across California experienced long lines on the first day of legal 

recreational pot sales. But advocates warned the legal industry won't survive without big changes, CBS SF 

Bay Area reports. 

 

"I'm very happy about – thrilled really – to see the legalization of cannabis in California," said Steve 

DeAngelo, co-founder and CEO of Harborside in Oakland. "At the same time, I'm terrified about what's 

going to happen with these taxes." 

 

Harborside has been a medical marijuana dispensary for more than a decade, and is now selling 

recreational marijuana at a much higher price.  

 

"In our shop here, the tax rate has gone from 15 percent all the way up to almost 35 percent for adult 

consumers," DeAngelo said. 

 

Here's how that math works for Harborside. There is the regular state sales tax of 6 percent, and the regular 

Alameda County sales tax of 3.25 percent. Then there is a 15 percent state tax on marijuana, and a 10 

percent Oakland tax on recreational marijuana. 

 

Total taxes: 34.25 percent. 

 

"That is a huge hit. And it's going to mean that a significant number of people, less affluent consumers, are 

going to turn to the lower prices of the underground market," DeAngelo said. 

 

Some customers are willing to pay a premium for quality product, such as Geno Escalante, who was 

among those in line on Monday. 

 

DeAngelo said the black market may be lower cost, but Harborside offers hundreds of products not 

available on the black market and they also offer consumer protection. 

 

"All of our medicine is tested in a laboratory," DeAngelo said. "It's evaluated both for safety, for things 

like pesticides and pathogenic molds, and it's also evaluated for potency." 

 

Still, all this protection isn't cheap. In addition to taxes, marijuana regulations drive up the cost. 

 

"We have to pay rent, we have to have security systems, we have to pay licensing fees, we have to have 

insurance, we have to buy equipment," DeAngelo said. 

 

It adds up. And not everyone can pay the higher prices. People who are disabled or on fixed incomes may 

turn to the black market. 
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"They can barely afford cannabis now, much less with a 35 or 40 percent tax increase," DeAngelo said. 

 

When people aren't buying from a regulated business, the state is getting zero taxes. 

 

Colorado, Washington state and Oregon each legalized marijuana at one tax rate and then had to lower the 

rate to keep people in the legitimate market. DeAngelo believes California will have to do the same. 

 

"I don't think that the current tax rate for cannabis in California is sustainable," he said. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 FEMA extends housing aid Puerto Rico 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/fema-extends-transitional-shelter-assistance-housing-program-for-

puerto-rico-hurricane-maria/  

GIST The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is extending it's Transitional Shelter Assistance 

(TSA) program Puerto Ricans who are still unable to return to their homes three months after Hurricane 

Maria. 

 

The program provides short-term shelter for people displaced from declared disaster areas, and provides 

help to people unable to return to their homes after an evacuation. The 66-day extension means the 

program will continue to provide assistance to residents from Jan. 14 to March 20, according to a memo 

from FEMA dated Dec. 29. The Puerto Rican government requested the extension because many residents 

who are unable to return to damaged homes. 

 

More than 10,000 Puerto Ricans are receiving assistance under the program, CBS News correspondent 

David Begnaud reports.   

 

Meanwhile, Puerto Rico still struggles with basic needs. More than 30 percent of customers still lack 

electricity three months after the storm. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has said that power won't be 

restored for the entire island until May. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 NKorea resumes missile activity 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/north-korea-resumes-missile-activity-south-olympics-talks/  

GIST SEOUL, South Korea -- North Korea appears to be in the early stages of a launch cycle for another 

intercontinental ballistic missile test, CBS News national security correspondent David Martin reports. 

Meanwhile, South Korea on Tuesday offered high-level talks with its rival to find ways to cooperate on 

next month's Winter Olympics in the South. 

 

The missile activity is at the same location just north of Pyongyang where an ICBM test occurred in 

November, Martin reports. If there is a test, it would likely take place later this week or next. 

 

Seoul's quick Olympics proposal follows a rare rapprochement overture from the North a day earlier. The 

North offered the possibility of better ties after a year that saw a nuclear standoff increase fear of war on 

the Korean Peninsula. 

 

In a closely watched New Year's address, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un said Monday that he was 

willing to send a delegation to the Olympics, though he also repeated fiery nuclear threats against the 

United States. Analysts say Kim may be trying to drive a wedge between Seoul and its ally Washington in 

a bid to reduce international isolation and sanctions against North Korea. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Pakistan lambasts Trump tweet 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/donald-trump-pakistan-tweet-protests-karachi-us-ambassador-

summoned-islamabad/  

GIST President Trump's New Year's Day lambasting of Pakistan on Twitter has drawn an angry response on the 

streets and an official summoning of the U.S. ambassador in Islamabad to demand an explanation. 

 

The president began the second year of his presidency with confrontational tweets targeting Pakistan and 

Iran. He slammed Islamabad on Monday for "lies & deceit," saying the country had played U.S. leaders 

for "fools," by not doing enough to control Islamic militants. 

 

"The United States has foolishly given Pakistan more than 33 billion dollars in aid over the last 15 years, 

and they have given us nothing but lies & deceit, thinking of our leaders as fools. They give safe haven to 

the terrorists we hunt in Afghanistan, with little help. No more!" 

 

It was not immediately clear why the president decided to comment on Pakistan, or whether it could signal 

a shift in U.S. policy regarding the Asian nation. As recently as October, President Trump voiced 

optimism over relations with Pakistan, saying the U.S. was being "respected again" following Pakistan's 

compliance with a rescue operation that saw an American woman and her family released after years of 

captivity with a group linked to the Taliban. 

 

Later on Monday, U.S. Ambassador David Hale was summoned to the Pakistani Foreign Office to explain 

Mr. Trump's tweet, according to Pakistani media reports. 

 

A spokesperson for the embassy confirmed to the Reuters news agency that the meeting had taken place, 

but provided no details of the discussion. 

 

On the streets of Karachi, meanwhile, scores of protesters hit the streets to voice their anger at Mr. 

Trump's rhetoric. The demonstration, organized by an umbrella group of religious-political parties, saw 

angry protesters burn an image of the U.S. leader and U.S. flags, as they chanted anti-American slogans. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Miami: 2017 hottest year on record  

SOURCE http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/environment/article192568899.html  

GIST Miami’s yearlong sizzling temperatures were enough to beat a chilly end to 2017, tying the record for the 

hottest year on the books. 

 

The National Weather Service reported Tuesday that December officially ended with an average monthly 

temperature of 79.2 degrees in Miami. That’s high enough to end the year in a tie with 2015, when an El 

Niño helped amplify the steamy tropics and produce a warm, soggy winter that felt more like spring. 

 

The announcement came after a brief mix-up in how records are calculated. 

 

On Monday, the Service’s Miami office said temperatures had narrowly missed tying 2015. But that 

number was based on a daily average. Year-end records use monthly averages to avoid inconsistency 

created in leap years when the number of days are greater. 

 

“The confusion came if you do it daily,” said Service meteorologist Larry Kelly. “But that’s not the 

official record.” 

 

The correction was made after University of Miami senior research scientist Brian McNoldy, who has 

been tracking the escalating temperatures, noted the error. 

 

“In most instances this isn't a big deal, but in this case it made the difference of 0.1 degrees, and more 
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importantly the difference between being tied for first and being in second place,” Christopher Fisher, the 

Service’s Miami Observation Program Leader, said in an email. 

 

Overall, 2017 will be remembered for its extremes, the agency said in its year-end wrap-up. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 ‘Winter hurricane’ to hit East coast 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang/wp/2018/01/02/monster-storm-to-blast-

east-coast-before-polar-vortex-uncorks-tremendous-cold-late-this-week/?utm_term=.4ec49db7ebf8  

GIST Unforgiving cold has punished the eastern third of the United States for the past 10 days. But the most 

severe winter weather will assault the area late this week. 

 

First, a very large and powerful storm will hammer coastal locations from Georgia to Maine with ice and 

snow. By Thursday, the exploding storm will, in many ways, resemble a winter hurricane, battering 

easternmost New England with potentially damaging winds in addition to blinding snow. 

 

Forecasters are expecting the storm to become a so-called “bomb cyclone” because its pressure is 

predicted to fall so fast, an indicator of explosive strengthening. The storm could rank as the most intense 

over the waters east of New England in decades at this time of year. 

 

In the storm’s wake, the mother lode of numbing cold will crash south — likely the last but most bitter in 

brutal blasts since Christmas Eve. 

 

The responsible storm is forecast to begin taking shape off the coast of Florida Wednesday, unloading 

hazardous snow and ice in highly unusual locations not accustomed to such weather. The National 

Weather Service has already posted winter storm watches from Lake City, Fla. to Norfolk 

 

It is then expected to explosively intensify, buffeting the Mid-Atlantic beaches and eastern New England, 

where winter storm watches have also been issued. 

 

The National Weather Service office serving northeast Florida and southeast Georgia cautions that a nasty 

mix of light freezing rain, light sleet and light snow is expected to develop Wednesday “with significant 

icing possible.” 

 

In Charleston, one to three inches of snow and sleet is forecast Wednesday, where the Weather Service 

warns to “plan on difficult travel conditions.” 

 

From Norfolk to the Maryland and Delaware beaches, including much of the southern half of the 

Delmarva Peninsula, 3 to 6 inches of heavy snow are predicted from Wednesday evening to Thursday 

afternoon. 

 

Farther inland in the Mid-Atlantic, near Interstate 95, the storm’s exact track will be highly consequential. 

Current computer models suggest most, if not at all, snowfall will occur east of Washington and Baltimore 

on Wednesday night into early Thursday. But small shifts to the west could bring some snow to these 

cities. 

 

To the north, Philadelphia and New York have a better chance for a coating of snow, but  — unless the 

storm edges closer to the coast — the more significant snow should remain to their east from Atlantic City 

to eastern Long Island, where at least four to six inches could fall late Wednesday to late Thursday. 

 

By the time the storm reaches the ocean waters east of Long Island and eastern New England on Thursday, 

it will be explosively intensifying. The storm’s central pressure will have fallen 55 millibars in just 24 

hours — an astonishing rate of intensification. 
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“Some computer models are projecting a minimum central air pressure of below 950 millibars at its peak, 

which would be nearly unheard of for this part of the world outside of a hurricane,” wrote Mashable’s 

Andrew Freedman. “For comparison, Hurricane Sandy had a minimum central pressure of about 946 

millibars when it made its left hook into New Jersey in 2012.” 

 

Winds will crank in response to this pressure drop, howling to at least 30 to 50 mph along the coast. Winds 

will be considerably stronger over the ocean — exceeding hurricane force — where enormous waves will 

form. 

 

In Boston, the Weather Service is predicting not only four to seven inches of snow but also winds strong 

enough to bring down branches. Throughout eastern Massachusetts and eastern Maine, the combination of 

wind and snow could create blizzard conditions, especially if the storm wobbles west. 

 

“Our biggest concern is the potential for damaging wind gusts especially near the southeast New England 

coast,” the Weather Service tweeted. “Power outage risk followed by arctic air Fri/Sat a big concern!” 

 

The storm’s enormous circulation will help draw several lobes of the polar vortex, the zone of frigid air 

encircling the North Pole, over the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast by Friday and Saturday. Wicked cold air 

sourced from Siberia, the North Pole and Greenland will all converge on the region. 

 

Temperatures are forecast to be 20 to 40 degrees below normal, the coldest of the winter so far. 

 

Most locations in the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast are predicted to set records for cold temperatures on 

Friday with highs in the single digits and teens. 

 

On Saturday morning, subzero cold is forecast over almost all of New England, with single digits in the 

Mid-Atlantic. 

 

Finally, after one of the most intense cold spells of such duration on record in parts of New England — 

including Boston, temperatures are forecast to gradually thaw by early next week. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 DOE to close Hanford tank permanently 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/857889/energy-department-to-permanently-close-damaged-hanford-tank/  

GIST RICHLAND, Wash. (AP) — The Energy Department says it will permanently close a damaged 

radioactive waste storage tank on the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. 

 

The department says that Tank AY-102 has widespread damage and should not be repaired. 

 

The Tri-City Herald reports that this is the oldest of the double-walled underground tanks at Hanford. 

 

The Energy Department in 2012 revealed that waste from the inner shell of the tank was slowly leaking 

into the space between its inner and outer shells. No waste is known to have breached the outer shell to 

reach the environment. 

 

The decision means that Hanford will have 27 newer double-walled tanks to hold waste emptied from 149 

leak-prone single-walled tanks. 

 

The waste is left from World War II and Cold War production of plutonium for the nation’s nuclear 

weapons program. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Canada: Native American hunting rights 
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SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/857925/court-recognizes-native-american-hunting-rights-in-canada/  

GIST COLVILLE, Wash. (AP) — The Supreme Court of British Columbia has upheld a Washington state man’s 

right to hunt in the province by recognizing the traditional hunting grounds of his ancestors. 

 

The Northwest News Network reports the court last week ruled in favor of Richard Desautel, a member of 

the Colville Confederated Tribes and a descendant of the Sinixt people. 

 

Desautel had crossed into Canada to shoot and kill an elk in 2010, and Canadian authorities had charged 

him with hunting without a license. 

 

Desautel claimed the hunt was legal because it was on the traditional hunting grounds. 

 

Authorities argued the hunting rights ended when the Sinixt were declared extinct in Canada. 

 

A lower court sided with Desautel in march 2017, acquitting him of the charges after a nearly yearlong 

trial. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Olympia, SeaTac 9th wettest year 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/857864/olympia-sea-tac-had-9th-wettest-year-in-recorded-history/  

GIST Seattlites may have lived through four unusually wet years, but they were nothing when compared to what 

other areas of Western Washington went through this year. 

 

Olympia and Sea-Tac Airport both had their ninth wettest years in recorded history, according to the 

National Weather Service. 

 

A total of 47.87 inches of rain was recorded at Sea-Tac. The normal total is about 37.5 inches per year. 

 

In Olympia, a total of 61.44 inches of rain was recorded in 2017. The normal, according to the Weather 

Service, is 50 inches. 

 

Over in Forks, according to The Seattle Times, approximately 120 inches of rain fell. 

 

As for Seattle, the Weather Service says that for the first time in more than 120 years, Seattle had four 

years in a row with at least 44 inches of rain for a combined total of 186.38 inches. 

 

“It could be said that 2017 was wet for most places,” the Weather Service stated. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Egypt top imam: Islam forbids bitcoin 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/bitcoin-top-imam-declares-cryptocurrency-forbidden-islam-and-calls-

ban-768075  

GIST Egypt’s top imam has endorsed a ban on trading in bitcoin, declaring the cryptocurrency “forbidden” 

under Islam. 

 

Sheikh Shawki Allam, the Grand Mufti, issued a formal fatwa on Monday stating that trading in the digital 

currency is “forbidden in Sharia, as it causes harm to individuals, groups and institutions.” 

 

The imam argued that bitcoin carries risks of “fraudulence, lack of knowledge, and cheating,” Egyptian 
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daily Ahram reported. Allam likened the trading of the cryptocurrency to gambling, which he said is also 

forbidden under Islam “due to its direct responsibility in financial ruin for individuals.” 

 

The Grand Mufti said the cryptocurrency was risky as it is not regulated by any centralised authority. He 

also said that both the “currency’s risk as well as its high profit potential undermines Egypt’s ability to 

maintain and stabilize its own currency.” 

 

The imam added that his fatwa was issued following consultations with a number of economic experts. 

 

An adviser to the Grand Mufti, Magdy Ashour, told Egypt Today that the virtual currency is “used directly 

to fund terrorists.”   

 

“It has no set rules, which is considered as a contract annulment in Islam, that is why it is forbidden,” he 

said. 

 

Egypt's Dar al-Ifta, an institute and government body founded to represent Islam, has repeatedly warned 

against the digital currency, arguing that its lack of regulation creates opportunities for extremists to 

receive funding. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Big hack attack financial firms 

SOURCE https://www.fa-mag.com/news/the-big-hack-attack-36292.html  

GIST Cyber criminals have become increasingly sophisticated, and all financial services firms are ripe targets 

for frauds. In 2016, the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center received almost 300,000 complaints for 

almost $1.3 billion in losses. According to the IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Index, the financial 

services sector was attacked more than any other industry that year. The most pervasive scams involve 

phishing, ransomware, malware and denial-of-service attacks. 

 

Diane Pearson of Legend Financial Advisors in Pittsburgh, says her IT person once told her that someone 

was trying to break through the firm’s firewall every night. Pearson knows of somebody at another firm 

who lost her job after succumbing to a phishing e-mail, wiring $50,000 from a client to a fraudster. 

 

The scams don’t have to be terribly sophisticated. The biggest vulnerabilities of financial companies, say 

security experts, are perhaps not surprisingly their employees. Naïve staffers are most at risk of opening 

phishing e-mails that allow fraudsters to download malicious software into their machines, taking over 

their computers and breaking into networks. 

 

The biggest risk is that a hacker will capture an employee’s credentials and then log in externally to third-

party vendors, says Benjamin Gordon, the manager of advisory services at Rook Security in Carmel, Ind. 

“Employees just aren’t educated enough on security, to be perfectly blunt. It doesn’t matter what 

technology you have in place, what IT team you have in place. If somebody clicks on a malicious link, it’s 

a problem.” 

 

Rook performs such attacks, (known by their nickname as “pen tests”) for major corporations, including 

financial institutions, in a variety of packages that include basic vulnerability and software testing as well 

as more novel physical site breaches. 

 

Gordon and Nat Shere, Rook’s senior information security consultant, say that even before a pen test is 

done, they would recommend that smaller firms do vulnerability scanning with software that costs a 

couple of thousand dollars a year for a license. “Going further is the pen test itself,” says Shere. “We 

would perform reconnaissance over the environment and look for credentials that had already been 

compromised through other attacks.” The pen test is meant to prove that a suspected vulnerability could 

actually be exploited. 
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After that, the fun cloak and dagger stuff begins in which the hackers (with permissions from business 

owners) don costumes and try to fool staff by slipping into the physical locations themselves. Says Shere, 

“We have posed as a maintenance crew, as fire extinguisher inspection agents, insurance agents, FedEx 

employees. And that gets somewhat involved … having costumes related to those personas. Creating e-

mails, creating fake IDs.” The first thing they do during a physical attack is recon, some of which is fairly 

unsophisticated—walking around buildings inconspicuously to get a sense of what the entry points are, 

finding out whether there are badge readers or cameras. The Rook team might loiter around the back of a 

building to see if they can sneak in when somebody leaves a door open. 

 

A lot of times the owners will set flags throughout the building, Gordon says, challenging Rook to break 

through different levels of security or into certain areas, like the server room. 

 

Recently, says Shere, the firm was contracted to go into a client’s large data center in Texas. “We dressed 

up as though we were from the fire department. We had some clipboards; we had some very official 

looking outfits. And we came in and said we are here to inspect the fire extinguishers to make sure they 

are still up to code.” The person at the front desk called the manager. “We had a fake printed-out e-mail 

from a supervisor who was not there at the time saying it was OK. 

 

“The manager ended up giving us a full access key to the entire building so that we could go floor to floor 

inspecting all the fire extinguishers. So we did that, wandering around on our own and basically taking 

pictures of all the various network and computer hardware.” 

 

Other times, Rook finds out stuff about its clients on the internet. After finding out that an employee of 

one firm had just gotten a performance review, “we sent e-mails to around 50 to 75 of their employees 

with an attached document that said, ‘Here’s the results of your performance review.’ And we had nearly 

60% to 70% of them download and try to execute this malicious file that gave us access to their 

computers.” 

 

The firm also does phone attacks—posing as help desk or HR staffers—asking employees to reset their 

passwords. “It’s amazing what you can find on the internet,” Gordon says, “in terms of what a company is 

doing and who works there, and we can tailor our attack plans based off that information.” Hackers can 

find out who works in HR on LinkedIn, and send fake e-mails to staffers spoofing real human resource 

names. 

 

Many hackers work by cross-checking all the stuff available on the internet, especially on the dark web. 

Greg Fulk, a COO at Valeo Financial Advisors in Indianapolis, asked Rook to test one of its custom 

applications. 

 

“They will try to guess usernames and passwords,” Fulk says, “and anytime these great big public 

websites are hacked something like Yahoo, they are going to try to find somebody in the Yahoo hack of 

2013 who has the same credentials as one of my employees.” That employee likely uses the same 

password at work that he or she uses to shop for Christmas presents at Home Depot or Amazon, he says. 

Rook was able to find those employee credentials on the dark web and try them on Valeo’s site. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Tech giants try to stop attacks 

SOURCE http://host.madison.com/business/investment/markets-and-stocks/microsoft-and-facebook-join-

forces-to-stop-cyberattack-on-the/article_cfb8d1c9-71ed-5258-81e1-8d739591b452.html  

GIST In May 2017, the computer virus known as WannaCry spread across the globe like wildfire, infecting 

hundreds of thousands of computers. Using a type of infection known as ransomware, the virus locked and 

encrypted files on the affected computers so they could not be accessed. Messages demanded that users 

pay $300 in digital currency in order to have their computers unlocked. The unknown perpetrators stated 

that if the ransom wasn't paid within days, the required payment would double, and after a week, the files 

on the infected computer would be wiped clean. 
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Before the attack was stopped, more than 300,000 computers in 150 countries were affected. The attack 

caused disruptions in hospitals, public transportation, banks, and telecom providers. 

 

In mid-December, the Trump administration blamed North Korea for the attack, and the U.S. Department 

of Homeland Security revealed that tech giants Facebook, Inc. (NASDAQ: FB) and Microsoft Corporation 

(NASDAQ: MSFT) had disabled a number of new cyberthreats in recent weeks. 

 

These would-be competitors joined forces to shut down an ongoing cyber attack. Image source: Getty 

Images. 

 

Strange bedfellows 

The two companies that might normally be considered competitors in the tech arena collaborated with 

"others in the security community," though the other players weren't identified. 

 

In a White House news conference, homeland security advisor Tom Bossert said that "Facebook took 

down accounts that stopped the operational execution of ongoing cyberattacks and Microsoft acted to 

patch existing attacks, not just the WannaCry attack initially." Bossert chose not to elaborate on the nature 

of the other attacks. 

 

Both companies confirmed their role in the action. Facebook said that it deleted accounts linked with the 

hackers "to make it harder for them to conduct their activities." The hacking collective, known as the 

Lazarus Group, had a number of fake personal profiles that it used to target unsuspecting users. Facebook 

also notified individuals who had contact with the suspect accounts. In a statement, the company said: 

 

Facebook has a long-standing commitment to security, and we continue to invest in efforts to protect 

people from cyber threats and keep our platform safe. We will continue to work closely with companies to 

investigate and counteract these types of threats to our collective security. 

 

Microsoft president and chief legal officer Brad Smith issued a blog post saying that the company "among 

other steps, last week helped disrupt the malware this group relies on, cleaned customers' infected 

computers, disabled accounts being used to pursue cyberattacks and strengthened Windows defenses to 

prevent reinfection." 

 

Smith also said that the company "welcomed the opportunity" to cooperate with Facebook and others on 

the threat. 

 

The risk from cybercrime has risen to the level of a worldwide epidemic in recent years, with some saying 

that it represents the greatest single threat to every company worldwide. The cost of cyberattacks could 

rise to $6 trillion annually by 2021, according to the Official 2017 Annual Cybercrime Report by 

Cybersecurity Ventures. 

 

While the collaboration between Microsoft and Facebook was successful at disabling a number of recent 

security threats, investors should be aware that this will be an ongoing battle and one that will likely cut 

into future profitability for the tech giants. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Kidnapped exec released for $1M bitcoin 

SOURCE https://www.pymnts.com/blockchain/bitcoin/2018/crypto-exec-lerner-kidnapped-for-ransom-

cyberattack/  

GIST A cryptocurrency executive who was kidnapped by an armed gang near his office in Kiev earlier this week 

was freed on Thursday after paying the ransom demand of more than $1 million in bitcoins. 

 

According to Financial Times, Pavel Lerner, who runs the U.K.-registered cryptocurrency exchange 
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EXMO, was kidnapped in a crime that an adviser to the Ukrainian interior minister described as “bitcoin 

kidnapping and extortion.” 

 

Witnesses reported seeing Lerner, a Russian citizen, being placed into a black Mercedes-Benz by people 

wearing dark clothes and balaclavas. 

 

“He was kidnapped by an armed gang for the purpose of extorting bitcoins,” said Anton Gerashchenko. 

“We have operative information that he paid more than $1M worth of bitcoins.” Lerner was “then released 

in a state of shock … He got very lucky that he remained alive,” added Gerashchenko. 

 

Ukraine’s national police force is now investigating the incident. 

 

EXMO, which is registered in the U.K. with Companies House but also has operations in Ukraine, also 

reported via Twitter that it had been a victim of a cyberattack, which resulted in its website being down 

temporarily. 

 

The company was quick to assure customers that their funds were safe, explaining that Lerner’s job didn’t 

“assume access either to storages or any personal data of users.” While Lerner’s LinkedIn profile says he 

is the CEO of EXMO, the company reportedly told the BBC he is its analytics manager. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Not sci-fi but real wars in space 

SOURCE http://spacenews.com/sorry-sci-fi-fans-real-wars-in-space-not-the-stuff-of-hollywood/  

GIST WASHINGTON — The public’s idea of a war in space is almost entirely a product of Hollywood fantasy: 

Interstellar empires battling to conquer the cosmos, spaceships going head to head in pitched dogfights 

 

The reality of how nations will fight in space is much duller and blander. And some of the key players in 

these conflicts will be hackers and lawyers. 

 

Savvy space warriors like Russia’s military already are giving us a taste of the future. They are jamming 

GPS navigation signals, electronically disrupting satellite communications links and sensors in space. Not 

quite star wars. 

 

This form of electronic warfare in space is serious enough, however, that the U.S. military is now moving 

to defend its satellites and other space assets. There is in fact a real conversation under way about war in 

space, albeit one of cyber and electromagnetic attacks, not spaceships shooting at each other. 

 

“There are legal and practical limits on armed conflict in space,” said Brian Weeden, director of program 

planning at the Secure World Foundation in Washington, D.C. 

 

“Most people experience space through Hollywood movies, TV shows and science-fiction books,’ he said 

during an online discussion last month hosted by the American Bar Association. In almost all cases the 

depictions of warfare and combat in space are fictional. “They take extreme liberties and show outright 

ignorance of the laws of physics, orbital mechanics, conservation of energy and other things in order to 

make stories more dramatic and exciting.” 

 

Weeden mentioned “The Expanse” as a rare case of a TV show that depicts spare warfare pretty close to 

accurately, but he insisted that the gap between fiction and reality with regard to space war is stark. 

 

Space indeed has turned into an important battlefront, and for good reasons. It is critical to nearly all 

aspects of national security and military power, including intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, 

communications, precision timing and navigation, attack warning and targeting of potential threats. The 

issue for the United States is to figure out how to thwart attacks within the boundaries of current treaties 

and legal frameworks, Weeden said. “Counterspace is now part of conventional warfare because space 
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itself is part of conventional warfare.” 

 

Non‐kinetic attacks like jamming and interference are occurring more often. They are cheaper and easier 

to pull off than full-on kinetic destruction of satellites that would require a high-power laser or a ballistic 

missile. 

 

As the Pentagon maps out strategies and tactics to defend its satellites, military lawyers are actively 

investigating how international law applies to outer space. 

 

“Any operation in outer space must comply with the same law that is applicable to other domains, like sea, 

air and ground warfare,” said Michael Hoversten, chief of space, cyber, international, and operations law 

at Air Force Space Command headquarters at Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado. 

 

As with other uses of military force, actions in space are restricted by international rules. If U.S. satellites 

were attacked, there is no ambiguity, he said. “The right to use force in self defense applies.” 

 

The preeminent statute of international space law is the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, but some of the 

language is becoming harder to interpret in today’s environment, Hoversten said. “The treaty states that 

the Moon and other celestial bodies must be used exclusively for peaceful purposes” but it does not 

specifically say that outer space is exclusively a haven for peaceful purposes. The phrase “peaceful 

purposes” has been interpreted as “no military use” and also as “nonaggressive military use consistent with 

international law and the UN charter.” 

 

The reality is that many countries use space for military purposes, he said. And most are reluctant to sign 

on to new treaties that might restrict their ability to exploit space in national security or economic 

activities. 

 

The majority view is that military use is permissible, provided that it’s nonaggressive and consistent with 

international law and UN charter, Hoversten said. There is no consensus, however, about the meaning of 

“militarization” and “weaponization” of space, and different states use these terms differently. Outer space 

has been militarized for decades, but that is not the same as weaponization. “There is a common 

misconception that weapons of all kinds are illegal in outer space. That is not the case.” The only specific 

prohibition is against so-called weapons of mass destruction — nuclear, biological, chemical and 

radiological. 

 

Electronic arms like lasers or jammers, or even conventional kinetic weapons can lawfully be placed in 

orbit, he said. Some countries, notably China and Russia, for the past decade have championed efforts to 

prohibit all kinds of space weapons. The United States has opposed bans primarily because of difficulties 

in defining what a weapon is, Hoversten explained. Theoretically any satellite that is capable of 

maneuvering can be used as a weapon. U.S. officials also have argued that an arms control treaty for space 

weapons would be unverifiable. 

 

Also a topic of debate is how the U.S. military would justify the use of countermeasures. So far it remains 

a fuzzy issue, said Maj. Ross Brown, chief of space, international and operations law at 14th Air Force 

headquarters at Vandenberg Air Force Base, California. 

 

“Below an armed attack, the most applicable response is a countermeasure,” he said. But the devil is in the 

details. “Countermeasures must be proportional. Must not be forceful. They must be constrained. Must be 

reversible,” Brown said. “It’s a ‘mushy’ requirement.” 

 

Another concern is that the response must be “proportionate to the injury being suffered,” he said. “That is 

difficult to measure.” Disruptions to satellite links can cause material damage but also “strategic harm” if 

the military is cut off from access to information. 

 

As the Pentagon and others sound alarms about cyber threats to space, the reality is that very little is 

known about the frequency of attacks or even the scope of the danger. 
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“Public data on cyber attacks on any satellites, military or commercial, is extremely scarce,” said Weeden. 

“Militaries, governments, space agencies, companies are pretty reluctant to talk publicly about cyber 

attacks, whether successful or unsuccessful.” 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Teenage girl faces jail for nude selfie 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/teen-girl-facing-up-to-10-years-for-sending-selfie/  

GIST As unnerving and concerning as it sounds, the fact is that teen sexting has become a grave issue not only 

for the parents but also for law enforcement authorities as they often find it difficult to deal with the 

situation in case something goes wrong.  

 

According to a recent survey from Cyberbullying Research Center around 12% of teens between 12 and 

17 years age sent their sexually explicit photo to someone in their lifetime and 4% of them have done so in 

the past month. The latest incident involving a teenage girl being charged with the creation of child 

pornography is a clear proof that sexting is a dangerous act that can lend kids and teens into great trouble. 

 

Minnesota selfie case 

 

In Minnesota, a fourteen-year-old girl is being charged for sexting, which falls under the category of 

sexual crimes. Reportedly, the teenage girl sent an explicit selfie of hers to a boy at her school, which 

prosecutors claim is a violation of Minnesota’s child pornography statute. Sexting is a broad term that 

refers to various behaviors from exchanging/sending sexually explicit text messages to suggestive videos 

and pictures. 

 

It is worth noting that under the statute, distribution of sexually explicit photographs of underage subjects 

is banned. However, in this scenario, the girl, who is being referred to as Jane Doe, sent her own picture to 

a boy whom she knew very well, yet, the accused is facing charges in Minnesota juvenile courts. 

 

ACLU to the rescue 

 

This is simply ridiculous, claims a legal brief filed [PDF] by the ACLU of Minnesota; it is absurd that a 

teen is being charged for taking an explicit selfie because it is akin to the state charging a victim for nudity 

as it is exactly what the law says. 

 

According to the legal brief from ACLU, the accused sent an explicit selfie to a classmate via phone-based 

messaging application Snapchat and the recipient took a screenshot of the message and shared it with other 

schoolmates without the consent of the girl. Faribault, Minnesota police was alerted by a classmate and 

this is how the whole matter came to the limelight. 

 

The ACLU is worried because officials are charging the accused for “felony sex offense of knowingly 

disseminating pornographic work involving a minor to another person,” a crime for which an adult would 

get up to seven to ten years jail time if convicted. Though the circumstances are different since this 

particular case involves a teen girl, therefore the sentence might not be as harsh but it is concerning for the 

ACLU that the girl would be placed on a sex offender registry if found guilty. This would indeed be 

devastating for the accused of getting a job or a house will not be easy for her in the future. 

 

Jane Doe claims that she is being victimized by the state. “I’m not a criminal for taking a selfie. Sexting is 

common among teens at my school, and we shouldn’t face charges for doing it. I don’t want anyone else to 

go through what I’m going through,” the accused stated. 

  

As per the Minnesota statute 617,247, the purpose of child pornography law is to “protect minors from the 

physical and psychological damage caused by their being used in pornographic work depicting sexual 

conduct which involves minors.” But, in this case, whether the law is applicable or not that is the whole 
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issue. Apparently, the state is applying the law in a wrong manner since the image in question was sent by 

the girl with consent to a boy she liked. 

 

The case currently is being heard in Rice County juvenile court. Since the case involves a teenager, 

therefore, critical details of the case haven’t been made public such as the accused’s name and whether the 

accused took a photo or a video and if the boy has also been charged or not. What we do know is that the 

girl went to a school in Southern Minnesota. 

 

First Amendment 

 

It is also claimed by the ACLU that sexting is protected by the First Amendment because virtual child 

pornography was allowed while exploitation of actual children was prohibited by law, which means 

charging a teen for explicit selfies is itself in violation of the First Amendment, noted ArsTechnica. 

Moreover, it was illogical to file a case and accuse a teenager on grounds that the girl coerced herself into 

the creation of pornographic content because it will create another issue of limiting the expressive rights of 

teens. 

 

The ACLU wrote in its legal brief: sending an explicit selfie to a peer “to indicate romantic or sexual 

interest, the same compelling risk of physical and psychological injury does not exist. Thus, the statute 

infringes upon constitutionally-protected speech.” But going by the understanding of Minnesota officials, 

this is a case of child pornography and the teen girl could easily be classified as a child pornographer. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 DHS: DMARC adoption surges ahead 

SOURCE https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/dmarc-adoption-surges-ahead-mandate/  

GIST Federal domain adoption of the DMARC email security scheme in the US increased 38% in 30 days, with 

151 more domains now protected.   

 

According to an analysis on its adoption by Agari, adoption is up from 34% of domains implementing 

DMARC on November 18 to 47% on December 18. This shows rapid adoption of the critical email 

authentication standard ahead of a January 15 deadline for the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 

directive to do so. DHS announced Binding Operating Directive (BOD) 18-01 in October, which mandates 

that all federal domains implement DMARC, TLS and HTTPS to prevent domain name spoofing and to 

secure email communication. 

 

“DMARC has proven to be an effective solution to secure our federal domains, but more work is needed to 

protect all federal domains. The time to act is now; deadlines to comply with [the operational directive] are 

imminent,” said Jeanette Manfra, assistant secretary for the Office of Cybersecurity and Communications, 

DHS. “Cybersecurity is a critical component of our homeland security policy, but it is also a shared 

responsibility. It is crucial for US citizens to trust that an email from a government agency is legitimate.” 

 

Agari research also shows the effectiveness of the DMARC security control across federal agencies. Of 

the billions of emails sent across the more than 400 federal government domains secured by Agari, 96% of 

the emails are protected by the strongest DMARC policy (p=reject), including those in the US Senate, 

Veterans Affairs, Health and Human Services and the US Post Office. All of these have seen attempted 

fraud send rates decrease to less than 2% in December, Agari said. 

 

Federal departments and agencies have 90 days to implement DMARC at its lowest setting (monitoring, 

P=none) and one year to implement DMARC at its highest setting (P=reject), which prevents unauthorized 

mail from being sent. 

 

About half (53%) still have not deployed DMARC, just ahead of the first DHS deadline. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Necurs botnet fueled year-end attacks 

SOURCE http://www.securityweek.com/necurs-botnet-fuels-massive-year-end-ransomware-attacks  

GIST The Necurs botnet started 2017 with a four-month vacation, but ended the year sending tens of millions of 

spam emails daily as part of massive ransomware distribution campaigns. 

 

Considered the largest spam botnet at the moment, Necurs was the main driver behind the ascension of the 

Locky ransomware (which in turn is associated with the Dridex banking Trojan) in 2016. As Necurs took a 

long vacation in the beginning of 2017, Locky was silent as well, but both resumed activity in April. 

 

Over the course of 2017, however, the botnet was involved in the distribution of the Jaff, GlobeImposter, 

and Scarab ransomware families, as well as in 'pump-and-dump' schemes. 

 

Over a 10-day period between December 19 and December 29, 2017, Necurs was once again involved in 

the distribution of ransomware, in addition to sending typical holiday-themed scam emails, data collected 

by AppRiver reveals. 

 

The messages, AppRiver says, were distributing the Locky and GlobeImposter ransomware families and 

revealed the attackers’ preference to use malicious .vbs (Visual Basic Script) or .js (JavaScript) files 

located inside a .7z archive. 

 

Consisting of between 5 and 6 million infected hosts and keeping around 1 or 2 million of them active at 

any given time, Necurs provides operators with remote access to the infected machines and can be used for 

various malicious activities, including malware downloads. 

 

Starting on Dec. 19, the botnet was observed sending tens of millions of spam emails daily to distribute 

ransomware. It started at nearly 46 million emails on the first day (peaking at over 4.6 million messages 

per hour) and continued with over 47 million messages on Dec. 20 (peaking at 5.7 million per hour). 

 

While the initial spam featured mainly .vbs files inside the .7z archive, .js files started appearing as well on 

the second day, and the traffic switched to .js files on Dec. 21-22, when it also started to taper off, at 36 

million and 29 million messages per day, respectively. The botnet remained quiet from Dec. 23-25 and 

recommenced activity for only a couple of hours on Dec. 26. 

 

“Hard to say why, however, I would hypothesize the operators may have been testing or monitoring the 

rate of infections and realized many workers are on vacation,” AppRiver’s David Pickett notes. 

 

On Dec. 28-29, however, the botnet was highly active. It peaked at 6.5 million messages early morning on 

Dec. 28, but wasn’t active for long. On the next day, Necurs was observed sending nearly 59 million 

ransomware messages. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Trackmageddon: GPS tracking service flaws 

SOURCE http://www.securityweek.com/many-gps-tracking-services-expose-user-location-other-data  

GIST Researchers discovered that many online services designed for managing location tracking devices are 

affected by vulnerabilities that expose potentially sensitive information. 

 

Fitness, child, pet and vehicle trackers, and other devices that include GPS and GSM tracking capabilities 

are typically managed via specialized online services. 

 

Security experts Vangelis Stykas and Michael Gruhn found that over 100 such services have flaws that can 

be exploited by malicious actors to gain access to device and personal data. The security holes, dubbed 

Trackmageddon, can expose information such as current location, location history, device model and type, 

serial number, and phone number. 
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Some services used by devices that have photo and audio recording capabilities also expose images and 

audio files. In some cases, it’s also possible to send commands to devices in order to activate or deactivate 

certain features, such as geofence alerts. 

 

Attackers can gain access to information by exploiting default credentials (e.g. 123456), and insecure 

direct object reference (IDOR) flaws, which allow an authenticated user to access other users’ accounts 

simply by changing the value of a parameter in the URL. The services also expose information through 

directory listings, log files, source code, WSDL files, and publicly exposed API endpoints that allow 

unauthenticated access. 

 

Stykas and Gruhn have notified a vast majority of the affected vendors in November and December. Nine 

services have confirmed patching the flaws or promised to implement fixes soon, and over a dozen 

websites appear to have addressed the vulnerabilities without informing the researchers. However, the rest 

of the tracking services remain vulnerable. 

 

There are roughly 100 impacted domains, but some of them appear to be operated by the same company. 

Researchers have identified 36 unique IPs hosting these domains and 41 databases that they share. They 

estimate that these services expose data associated with over 6.3 million devices and more than 360 device 

models. 

 

The vulnerable software appears to come from China-based ThinkRace, but in many cases the company 

does not have control over the servers hosting the tracking services.  

 

Gruhn and Stykas pointed out that vulnerabilities in ThinkRace products – possibly including some of the 

issues disclosed now – were first discovered in 2015 by a New Zealand-based expert while analyzing car 

tracking and immobilisation devices that relied on ThinkRace software. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Malware botnet code posted to Pastebin 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/malware-behind-satori-botnet-posted-to-pastebin/article/733823/  

GIST The code that exploits a flaw in Huawei a router that enables these devices to be turned into botnets to 

push Satori and Brickerbot has been publicly posted on Pastebin.  

 

NewSky Security reported that the malware that takes advantage of CVE-2017–17215 that takes 

advantage of Huawei HG532 router was found available and could lead to many more botnet attacks as 

cybercriminals take advantage of this free gift.  

 

“When an IoT exploit becomes freely available, it hardly takes much time for threat actors to up their 

arsenal and implement the exploit as one of the attack vectors in their botnet code,” NewSky researchers 

wrote, noting this is what happened when the Netgear exploit NbotLoader code was leaked and then 

integrated into the botnet Qbot. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Ukraine ‘training ground’ Russia hackers 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/ukraine-a-training-ground-for-russian-hacking-attacks-on-

west/article/734267/  

GIST Ukraine has become a “training ground” for Russian hackers wishing to perpetrate cyber-attacks on the 

west, a Kyiv security expert has claimed. 

 

Oleksii Yasinsky, forensic analyst at Kyiv cyber security firm ISSP, claimed that Russian hackers are 

using Ukraine to "hone technologies, mastery and attack techniques" for bigger targets – such as Europe 
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and the US.  

 

According to Yasinsky: "It will be a quiet attack.” He added: "Whoever controls cyber-space will control 

the world." 

 

It comes after National Cyber Security Centre chief, Ciaran Martin confirmed in November that the 

Kremlin had ordered a cyber-assault on the UK's major power companies in a bid to disrupt international 

order. 

 

In June last year, more than 300 Ukrainian companies were victims of the global cyber-attack dubbed 

NotPetya, thought to be state sponsored. The country also suffered power cuts in December 2015 and 

2016, attributed to a hacker group called ‘Sandworm', which is thought by some to have meddled in the 

US elections.  

 

Russia denies any wrongdoing, but last month during a visit to Moscow, International Secretary Boris 

Johnson warned the country not to target the UK. 

 

“We know Russia are up to no good in terms of their cyber-capability and I'm afraid it will only get 

worse,” Jamal Elmellas, CTO at Auriga Consulting told SC UK. “It's now part of a conventional war tool 

chest where they will soften targets in preparation for a physical attack.” 

 

Elmellas said Russia is carrying out covert attacks on foreign nations to spread fake news and steal state 

secrets. However, he added that an attack on UK critical infrastructure in the near future is unlikely 

because “they don't have the capability to hide their footprints”.  

 

“They can be identified by the tools they utilise: there are signatures which give them away.” 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Non-malware attacks favored in 2017 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/cybercriminals-favored-non-malware-attacks-in-2017-

report/article/734266/  

GIST Non-malware-based cyberattacks were behind the majority of cyber incidents reported in 2017, despite 

proliferation of malware available to both the professional and amateur hacker. 

 

However, non-malware attacks were only part of the story in 2017 as Carbon Black also reported that 

ransomware attack are inflicting significantly higher costs and the number of attacks skyrocketed during 

the course of the year. 

 

Non-malware, or file-less, attacks using PowerShell and Windows Management Instrumentation tools, 

normally utilized by IT staffers along with exploiting exploit in-memory access and running applications, 

like web browsers and Office applications, were used in 52 percent of all attacks, according to a Carbon 

Black report. The number of non-malware based attacks increased, on average, of 6.8 percent per month 

during 2017 with 64 percent of security researchers surveyed by Carbon Black noting an uptick in this 

style of attack. 

 

Carbon Black also found that many security workers were not confident in the legacy tools they had on 

hand to defeat non-malware attacks with two-thirds indicating they had no confidence that traditional anti-

virus software would protect their firm. 

 

Despite all the problems non-malware attacks caused, malware was able to inflict a tremendous amount of 

damage and cost on businesses and individuals during 2017. 

 

The company said ransomware alone cost business about $5 billion in paid ransoms in 2017, up from $850 

million in 2016 and just $24 million in 2015. Tech companies, governments and those in the legal 
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profession were the biggest losers and Carbon Black noted that Spora was used in about 20 percent of all 

attacks followed by CryptXXX/Exxroute, Locky, Cerber, and Genasom. 

 

In addition to the financial cost of malware increasing, attacks also came at a fast and furious rate last year. 

Carbon Black reported that the number of attacks hitting individual computers protected by its software 

went from 0.7 per month earlier in the year to more than three times per month as the year closed out. 
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HEADLINE 01/01 Claim: security flaw in major browsers 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2018/01/browser-password-managers.html  

GIST Security researchers have uncovered how marketing companies have started exploiting an 11-year-old bug 

in browsers' built-in password managers, which allow them to secretly steal your email address for 

targeted advertising across different browsers and devices. 

 

 The major concern is that the same loophole could allow malicious actors to steal your saved usernames 

and passwords from browsers without requiring your interaction. 

 

 Every modern browser—Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera or Microsoft Edge—today comes with 

a built-in easy-to-use password manager tool that allows you to save your login information for automatic 

form-filling. 

 

 These browser-based password managers are designed for convenience, as they automatically detect login 

form on a webpage and fill-in the saved credentials accordingly. 

 

 However, a team of researchers from Princeton's Center for Information Technology Policy has 

discovered that at least two marketing companies, AdThink and OnAudience, are actively exploiting such 

built-in password managers to track visitors of around 1,110 of the Alexa top 1 million sites across the 

Internet.  

 

 Third-party tracking scripts found by researchers on these websites inject invisible login forms in the 

background of the webpage, tricking browser-based password managers into auto-filling the form using 

the saved user's information. 

 

"Login form auto filling in general doesn't require user interaction; all of the major browsers will autofill 

the username (often an email address) immediately, regardless of the visibility of the form," the 

researchers say. 

 

"Chrome doesn't autofill the password field until the user clicks or touches anywhere on the page. Other 

browsers we tested don't require user interaction to autofill password fields."  

 

 Since these scripts are primarily designed for user-tracking, they detect the username and send it to third-

party servers after hashing with MD5, SHA1 and SHA256 algorithms, which could then be used as a 

persistent ID for a specific user to track him/her from page to page. 

 

"Email addresses are unique and persistent, and thus the hash of an email address is an excellent tracking 

identifier," the researchers said. "A user's email address will almost never change—clearing cookies, using 

private browsing mode, or switching devices won't prevent tracking." 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Researcher: critical flaw in phpMyAdmin 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2018/01/phpmyadmin-hack.html  

GIST A critical security vulnerability has been reported in phpMyAdmin—one of the most popular applications 
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for managing the MySQL database—which could allow remote attackers to perform dangerous database 

operations just by tricking administrators into clicking a link. 

 

 Discovered by an Indian security researcher, Ashutosh Barot, the vulnerability is a cross-site request 

forgery (CSRF) attack and affects phpMyAdmin versions 4.7.x (prior to 4.7.7). 

 

 Cross-site request forgery vulnerability, also known as XSRF, is an attack wherein an attacker tricks an 

authenticated user into executing an unwanted action.  

 

 According to an advisory released by phpMyAdmin, "by deceiving a user to click on a crafted URL, it is 

possible to perform harmful database operations such as deleting records, dropping/truncating tables, etc." 

 

 phpMyAdmin is a free and open source administration tool for MySQL and MariaDB and is widely used 

to manage the database for websites created with WordPress, Joomla, and many other content 

management platforms. 

 

 Moreover, a lot of hosting providers use phpMyAdmin to offer their customers a convenient way to 

organize their databases. 

 

Barot reported the vulnerability to phpMyAdmin developers, who confirmed his finding and released 

phpMyAdmin 4.7.7 to address this issue. So administrators are highly recommended to update their 

installations as soon as possible. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Trail of clues to DC camera hackers 

SOURCE http://www.darkreading.com/attacks-breaches/hackers-who-disabled-police-cameras-prior-to-

trump-inauguration-left-trail-of-clues/d/d-id/1330735  

GIST Two Romanian nationals who were arrested recently for allegedly breaking into computers controlling 

police surveillance cameras in Washington, DC just ahead of President Trump's inauguration last year 

appear to have left a trail of evidence that led authorities directly to them. 

 

Romanian police last month arrested Mihai Isvanca, 25 and Eveline Cismaru, 28 at Bucharest's Otopeni 

airport apparently as the pair was about to leave the country. They are currently waiting to be extradited to 

the US on wire fraud and other computer crime-related charges. Isvanca and Cismaru face up to 20 years 

in federal prison if convicted on all counts. 

 

Documents related to their arrest released last week describe the pair as breaking into 123 computers 

associated with surveillance cameras used by DC's Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) and using the 

compromised systems to distribute ransomware. 

 

The intrusions occurred sometime between January 9 and January 12, 2017. It resulted in several critical 

police surveillance cameras becoming disabled just prior to Trump's inauguration. The incident triggered 

the highest priority response by US law enforcement because of its potential impact on security plans for 

the event. 

 

An affidavit in support of the criminal compliant against Isvanca and Cismaru shows that the MPD called 

in the US Secret Service to investigate the break-in on January 12, 2017. Secret Service agents from the 

Washington Field Office discovered that 123 of the MPDs 187 outdoor surveillance cameras had been 

illegally accessed and were being used to distribute spam emails containing the Cerber and Dharma 

ransomware samples. One of the infected systems contained a text file with over 179,600 email addresses 

belonging to targets of the ransomware scheme. 

 

Somewhat curiously considering their choice of target, Isvanca and Cismaru did not appear to have been 

particularly careful about concealing their tracks. A forensic analysis of three of the MPD's infected 
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computers yielded a lot of information on the identity of the alleged perpetrators and their direct 

involvement in the malicious activity. 

 

One of the infected devices showed that the attackers had accessed multiple fraudulently established email 

accounts while the computer was under their control. The email accounts were used to share IP addresses, 

usernames, passwords, and other details on the compromised surveillance camera computers. They were 

also used to download ransomware samples on the compromised MPD systems and to send and receive 

thousands of stolen credit card numbers. 

 

Investigators were able to link at least two of the email addresses directly to Isvanca and Cismaru. Google 

records, for instance, showed that both Isvanca and Cismaru had used their actual Gmail address as 

recovery email addresses for some of the accounts associated with the malicious activity. Investigators 

also discovered that the IP addresses from which the malicious email accounts were established belonged 

separately to Isvanca and Cismaru. 

 

Other evidence showed that the file containing the over 179,600, target email addresses for the 

ransomware campaign had been downloaded to the MPD computer directly from Cismaru's system. 

Numerous, barely concealed email exchanges also showed the two had collaborated on the plot. 

 

The arrests of Cismaru and Isvanca follow the detainment of two other individuals—a British man and 

Swedish woman—in London last year for the attacks on the MPD computers. However, the affidavit 

released last week shows that the two individuals were not connected to the attack. They were detained 

based on information pertaining to a tracking number for Hermes, a European packing shipping company 

that was found on one of the hacked computers.  

 

Investigation of the tracking number showed it to be associated with a delivery address in London 

belonging to the two individuals who were detained. But a forensic analysis of computers seized from their 

residence showed them to have no link to the MPD attack. Instead, the tracking number was associated 

with a purchase the two individuals had made through Amazon from a company that was registered in 

Cismaru's name. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Colorado gunman alarming online trail 

SOURCE http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/01/us/colorado-shooting-suspect-military-record/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Just weeks before a barricaded man shot and killed a sheriff's deputy in a Colorado apartment, he 

apparently was writing alarming messages in email and on social media that included threats to police 

officers, officials have said. 

 

Matthew Riehl, a 37-year-old former Army reservist, shot four sheriff's deputies who responded to a 

complaint at his apartment in the Denver suburb of Highlands Ranch on Sunday morning, killing one, 

police say. Riehl was killed during a subsequent shootout with a police tactical team -- a clash that also left 

a SWAT officer injured, authorities say. 

 

The slain deputy was Zackari Parrish, a 29-year-old father of two. Two civilians outside the apartment also 

were shot and injured during the incidents, police say. 

 

Police haven't revealed suspected motives for Sunday's shootings, but several law enforcement agencies 

had been aware weeks beforehand that Riehl was accused of writing harassing or suspicious messages 

online, officials said this week. 

 

That includes "harassing posts" that Riehl put on his social media sites in November about a traffic stop in 

the Denver suburb of Lone Tree, just a few miles east of his apartment in Highlands Ranch, said Lone 

Tree spokeswoman Denisse Coffman. 
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Shortly after those posts, Riehl allegedly sent harassing emails to Lone Tree police officers, Coffman said. 

"At that point, the Lone Tree Police Department immediately contacted the Douglas County Sheriff's 

Office to investigate, given that a Lone Tree police officer was being targeted by the suspect's harassing 

communication," Coffman said. 

 

Coffman said she couldn't reveal any other information about the case because the investigation wasn't 

finished. But these apparently weren't the only messages that recently were brought to the attention of 

authorities. 

 

In late 2017, the University of Wyoming -- where Riehl was a 2010 law school graduate -- alerted students 

and faculty to what it called his suspicious behavior. 

 

According to a letter sent to faculty and staff in November, Riehl posted "rambling, nonsensical messages 

on his Facebook page" that mentioned the school. Campus police and the Laramie Police Department were 

both alerted to the posts. The faculty was asked to alert authorities if Riehl was spotted on campus. 

 

Chad Baldwin, associate vice president for communications and marketing at the university, told CNN the 

posts were "outrageous, vulgar and alarming." Baldwin said the university heightened security on campus, 

but there were no reported sightings of Riehl in the area. 

 

Douglas County Sheriff Tony Spurlock told reporters Sunday that Riehl had previous contacts with law 

enforcement "throughout the metro area," but had no criminal history. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Experts describe: planet of the apps 

SOURCE https://www.sundaypost.com/fp/planet-of-the-apps-experts-warn-of-a-tech-take-over-as-robots-

with-artificial-intelligence-seize-control/  

GIST Thousands of us unwrapped voice-activated electronic devices on Christmas Day. 

 

Amazon’s Alexa service, Apple’s Home Pod and Google’s Home speakers were among the best-sellers. 

 

Recognising the human voice, the gadgets can play music, search the web, shop online, check the weather 

and even switch on the lights or control the central heating. 

 

But while we are getting to grips with our new interactive electronics, a report last week sounded alarm 

bells over the implications of rapidly improving artificial intelligence. 

 

The study, from the Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR) warns of thousands of jobs being lost to 

robots – with those on lowest wages likely to be hardest hit. 

 

Around 44% of jobs accounting for about £290 million in wages risk being automated in the coming 

decades – mostly in low-paid sectors such as call centres, offices and factories. 

 

Mathew Lawrence, a senior researcher at the IPPR, said: “Managed badly, the benefits of automation 

could be narrowly concentrated, benefiting those who own capital. Inequality would spiral.” 

 

Now the think tank is calling on governments to examine ways of spreading the benefits of automation 

throughout society. 

 

IPPR research fellow Carys Roberts said: “To avoid inequality rising, the Government should look at ways 

to spread capital ownership and make sure everyone benefits from increased automation.” 

 

Unite, Britain’s biggest union, said coping with advances in technology was nothing new for workers in 

the manufacturing sector in particular – but stressed the Government needs to invest in retraining people as 
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automation increases. 

 

They said: “We have seen in previous industrial revolutions, in the likes of the steel and other heavy 

industries, that whole communities can be left behind by new technology and this cannot happen again.” 

 

Scottish Engineering chief executive Bryan Buchan has a much more positive view of what robots will 

bring to the workplace. 

 

He said: “The evidence is that automation doesn’t cost jobs but it changes jobs. These things are quite 

advanced in terms of robotics and they don’t need guards around them so humans can work alongside 

them. 

 

“They are using ‘cobots’ on the Mini assembly lines now at Oxford. Fundamentally the ‘cobot’ does the 

horrible, repetitive jobs that humans don’t like doing.” 

 

The UK is one of the best prepared countries in the world to benefit from artificial intelligence, rather than 

lose out.  

This month, the AI Readiness Index – by the Oxford Insights Team – put the UK in top place out of the 

world’s 35 most advanced countries – beating the US into second spot. But not all human jobs are under 

immediate threat from robots. Plumbers, electricians and nurses will stay in employment the longest, 

according to artificial intelligence expert and author Martin Ford. 

 

“One area that is safe for people is the kind of job that requires a lot of dexterity, hand-eye coordination 

and flexibility,” he said. But will the robots we are creating one day enslave us? 

 

It is a question that increasingly troubles many scientists and tech entrepreneurs. 

 

Oxford professor Michael Woolridge has warned MPs artificial intelligence could go ‘rogue’. 

 

He said the machines might become so complex that the engineers who create them will no longer 

understand them or be able to predict how they function. 

 

If that sounds far-fetched, consider this: A few weeks ago a robot called AlphaZero taught itself how to 

play chess in four hours – then it beat a grandmaster with moves never seen in the game’s history. 

 

The robot was given the rules and instructed to learn how to win by playing against itself. In doing so it 

amassed centuries of chess knowledge and tactics then went on to surpass all previous human ingenuity in 

the game. 

 

Back in our homes, the computers have already begun their quiet revolution. 

 

Videos have appeared on the internet showing voice activated devices from different manufacturers 

starting to talk to each other. 

 

Amazon’s Alexa – the voice of its Echo system – asks Apple’s Siri a question. Siri answers and then asks 

Google’s Home, which answers before addressing Alexa. 

 

And so it goes on in a continuous babbling loop, with little or no human input required. 

 

It’s all a bit of fun… isn’t it? 

 

How rise of the machines has changed our working lives forever 

 

Just as horses were gradually made obsolete by the car, humans’ jobs have also been affected by changing 

technology throughout modern history. 
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The Industrial Revolution of the 1700s saw hand production methods replaced by machines and heralded 

the rise of the factory system. 

 

In recent times, it is the internet which has had the biggest impact on jobs – leading to a sharp decline in 

retail positions as increasing numbers of people shopped online. 

 

Self-service tills at supermarkets and department stores have also led to a rapid decline in the numbers of 

shop workers. 

 

Another job we have seen begin to disappear is the bank teller. The arrival of ATM machines in the 1970s 

signalled the start of the decline. Banks in Scotland have closed more than 140 branches this year at the 

cost of hundreds of jobs as more people head online to bank. 

 

Other jobs that have largely fallen by the wayside in recent times due to automation and artificial 

intelligence include petrol pump operators, car park attendants and telephone switchboard operators, plus 

postal service mail sorters and sewing machine operators. Scientists, including Stephen Hawking, have 

argued that it may only be a matter of time before artificial intelligence turns on mankind. 

 

Hawking has said he believes development of full artificial intelligence could “spell the end of the human 

race”. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Germany new online hate speech rules 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/germany-begins-enforcing-new-online-hate-speech-rules/  

GIST Social media companies may have been dreading the fireworks marking the start of the new year. On Jan. 

1, Germany began enforcing strict rules that could fine companies such as Facebook, Twitter and 

YouTube up to 50 million euros ($60 million) if they don't remove posts containing hate speech within 24 

hours of receiving a complaint. 

 

The new hate speech rules, passed last June, require companies to maintain an "effective and transparent 

procedure for dealing with complaints" that users can access readily at anytime. Upon receiving a 

complaint, social media companies have to remove or block "obviously illegal content" within 24 hours, 

although they have up to a week when dealing with "complex cases." 

 

Social media companies haven't been viewed too favorably in many countries due to the massive volume 

of hate content on their platforms. To fight that, Facebook in June said it removes 66,000 posts every 

week, saying it wants to do better but admitting the task is not easy. Last month, Twitter escalated its fight 

against hate, enforcing an updated policy that bans users from promoting violence and hate in their 

usernames and bios, and threatening to remove accounts if users tweeted hate speech, symbols and images. 

 

German isn't the only country that wants social media companies to do more about hate speech. While the 

European Union acknowledged Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Microsoft for being better at the job, it 

said it managed to block twice the volume of hate content at a faster rate than those companies did in the 

beginning of the year. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 US blogger sorry for suicide forest video 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/american-blogger-logan-paul-apologizes-youtube-

video-52092786  

GIST American blogger Logan Paul apologized Tuesday after getting slammed for a video he shared on 

YouTube that appeared to show a body hanging in a Japanese forest known as a suicide spot. 
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Paul, who has millions of Twitter followers and YouTube subscribers, posted an apology on his Twitter 

site , saying, "Where do I begin. Let's start with this. I'm sorry." 

 

Although the video has been taken down, segments were still online. Critics, who have also gone online, 

say what was offensive was Paul's giggling and joking about the body. 

 

The video, posted Sunday, shows Paul going on a trek with friends in the Aokigahara forest, near Mount 

Fuji. He seems aware that the site is sometimes chosen for suicides, but is surprised to come across what 

appears to be a body hanging from a tree. 

 

He said he had wanted to raise awareness about suicide and possibly save lives, and denied his goal was to 

drive clicks. 

 

"I thought I could make a positive ripple on the internet, not cause a monsoon of negativity," he said in his 

Twitter post. 

 

Paul posted a more sanguine video on YouTube on Monday, showing him romping through a Tokyo park, 

talking about his apparel brand, visiting gadget stores and running around city streets wearing a Pokemon 

outfit. 

 

He briefly mentioned the encounter with a body at the start of the video, saying, "That was weird." 

 

Japan has a relatively high rate of suicides, with more than 21,000 a year, according to government data. 

Its per capita suicide rate is among the highest in the world. 

 

Many blame the high suicide rate on the value placed on conformity, excelling and hard work in the 

country. 

 

Suicide also does not suffer the religious stigma here it does in other cultures. Ritual suicide, known as 

seppuku or hara-kiri, has long been portrayed in movies and theater as an honorable way to take 

responsibility. 

 

The Mount Fuji forest has been known for suicides for decades because people can easily get lost there, 

and know they won't be found for a long time. 

 

Although Japan has many suicide-prevention groups, the culture of shame has family members of 

convicted criminals, people who have racked up massive debt and youngsters bullied at school often 

turning to suicide. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Drug addict, criminal to ISIS member 

SOURCE http://www.malaysiandigest.com/frontpage/29-4-tile/715903-drug-addict-criminal-and-now-is-

member-singaporean-man-videotapes-himself-killing-3-men.html  

GIST Back in September 2017, Megat Shahdan Abdul Samad first came under media frenzy when the 39-year-

old challenged Britain’s Prince Harry to fight jihadists. 

 

However, the Singaporean member of the Islamic State (IS), who is based in Syria, in now back in the 

spotlight after appearing in another propaganda video, that is believed to have been distributed by the 

militant group on December 29 (Friday). 

 

As reported by the Straits Times, the eight-minute long video depicted Megat Shahdan, or notoriously 

known by his moniker ‘Abu Uqayl,’ executing three men via firearm at point blank – towards the end of 
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the harrowing video, with Abu Uqayl commanding IS followers to “slay the enemies of Allah wherever 

you can find them.” 

 

Since the video garnered massive attention on social media, the Islamic Religious Council of Singapore 

(MUIS) has condemned the propaganda video, and deemed it as a “desperate attack” by IS fighters to 

drive a wedge between Muslims and non-Muslims. 

 

“The IS' message blatantly disregards the sanctity of human life that Islam strives to preserve and protect”, 

said MUIS on Monday(January 1), as quoted by Channel News Asia, and urged Muslims to not share the 

sensitive material. 

 

“Such videos prey on the minds of the weak, or those who do not have proper religious guidance. We must 

continue to stand together and stop the spread of ISIS’ dangerous propaganda,” and advised individuals 

who are swayed by such videos to seek counsel from a credible religious preacher. 

 

The Straits Times reported that this is the first incident whereby a Singaporean citizen participated in an 

execution for the IS, as senior analyst from the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies (RSIS) 

shared his view that Abu Uqayl may be a man in a leadership position. 

 

While the Singaporean Home Affairs stated that they are “no following updates,” since the video’s release, 

Dr Kumar Ramakrishna of RSIS opined that the video is at risk of spreading extreme ideology in 

Singapore. 

 

“Singaporeans may think we are educated, but even people in our particular day and age, given exposure 

to extremist ideology, can be influenced to such an extent... where they can so dehumanise other people 

not seen to be part of their circle that they can just murder them in cold blood,” he said. 

 

“It shows why extremist ideology is so dangerous and has to continue to be countered,” he added. 

 

According to reports, Shahdan left Singapore for the Middle East in 2014, which some have believed to be 

the starting point as to when he was radicalised – prompting the Ministry of Home Affairs to keep a close 

tab on his activities. 

 

Prior his radicalisation, Shahdan had been a member of a secret society with a history of drug and criminal 

convictions. 
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HEADLINE 01/01 From ‘normal teen’ to ISIS sympathizer 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/us/clues-to-how-a-young-man-went-from-classic-teenage-boy-to-

accused-isis-sympathizer-1.504895  

GIST A skeletal portrait of the Sterling, Va., man federal authorities have accused of obstructing a terrorism 

investigation began to come into focus on Monday — that of a directionless youth who converted to Islam 

at the end of high school, married a significantly older Muslim woman, had a child who died as an infant, 

and became increasingly religious until an arrest Friday that allegedly included him destroying a computer 

thumb drive that authorities suspect may have contained evidence of terrorism-related activity. 

 

In the months before that arrest, court filings allege Sean Andrew Duncan, 21, who will appear in federal 

court on Tuesday, acted in a manner that was "indicative of an individual planning and researching how to 

conduct an attack," including research into materials relating to the Islamic State, terrorist attacks, 

weapons, surveillance tactics and body armor. 

 

Now, family members are struggling to reconcile the man they had believed Duncan to be with the one 

federal agents say he had become. 
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"Sean is a very good kid. And that's all I can really say at this point. I'm floored," said his mother, Laurie 

Duncan, a real estate agent in Ocean City, Md. "Sean is a very honest and sincere child, and that's all I can 

say, is that he's a child. He's 21." 

  

Sean Duncan, who could not be reached for comment, grew up in eastern Baltimore County and, at first, 

was a "classic teenage boy," recalled Zach, who is engaged to Duncan's sister and requested that The 

Washington Post withhold his last name for fear of career repercussions. 

 

As a boy, Duncan liked video games more than sports, didn't seem to have much ambition, and had trouble 

in school, Zach said. So much so that Duncan transferred from Patapsco High School to Patterson High 

School, where Zach said he befriended a few Muslim students and became interested in Islam. 

  

"I accepted Islam during my last year of high school by the grace of Allah," as Duncan later described his 

"journey to Islam" in an online post he published to raise money for studying Koranic Arabic at Fawakih, 

an Islamic educational institute in Herndon, Va. 

 

"It was the summer before my 12th grade that I began looking into Islam, specifically how to pray the 

salah." He said he was struck by the "beauty" and "cleanliness" of the daily prayer and started listening to 

the Arabic recitation of the Koran, which, although he didn't understand Arabic, "penetrated my heart," 

causing him to fall "in love with the words of Allah." 

 

He called the next chapter "Trouble on the Homefront." 

 

"It was very hard for me to practice my Islam for at least the first 6-12 months," he wrote. "There is still 

some friction even until this day." 

 

Some of the friction, Zach said, involved his relationship with a woman he met in his new social network, 

Zakiya Sadeq, now 36, who would become his wife. "She was in her 30s, and we were trying to figure out 

why this woman who is also studying medicine, how did she find this 18-year-old boy who doesn't have a 

job or money, and why is she interested in him?" 

 

Duncan told the family he was going to marry Sadeq, who, according to her LinkedIn profile, obtained a 

medical degree at the International Islamic University Malaysia in Kuala Lumpur. "We were all like, 

'What the hell are you doing?' " Zach said. 

 

Through her attorney, Sadeq declined to comment. 

 

The couple married, but in January 2016, according to court records, Duncan was also allegedly 

communicating with another woman whom the filing called an "unnamed co-conspirator." Duncan asked 

the woman to go to Syria with him and become his second wife, the filing said she told investigators. She 

"asked Duncan if his current wife would be OK with [her] coming with them to Syria," it said. "Duncan 

stated that his wife would have to be OK with it. [She] did not agree to go." 

 

The next month, the FBI received a tip from one of Duncan's relatives saying he "may have been 

radicalized, and voiced his approval of Westerners being beheaded in the Middle East," according to court 

documents. 

 

That year, Duncan, who had taken to wearing a religious robe and cap, and Sadeq moved to Pittsburgh, 

where Sadeq's LinkedIn profile says she worked as a doctor with the University of Pittsburgh Medical 

Center. They moved into a small apartment complex, as Duncan continued what was described in a 

Facebook post in September 2016 as his "journey to understand the Koran: the reason I became curious 

about Islam." He said he had just completed a Koranic Arabic course and planned to "teach this amazing 

language." 

 

By the time of that posting, Sadeq was already pregnant with their child. 
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"They brought the baby down here," said the daughter of a neighbor who declined to give her name, 

calling Sadeq "very nice." 

 

"They weren't trouble or had any problems, but the baby died, and the next thing you know, they were 

gone." 

 

On June 6 last year, 4-month-old Muhammad Duncan died of sudden unexplained infant death, according 

to the Allegheny County Medical Examiner's Office. 

 

Soon after, they returned to the Washington region, where some family members on both sides are having 

difficulty comprehending the allegations against Duncan. "He seemed normal," said Sadeq's cousin, 

Roxana Muzzammel. "He seemed fine. They're both very simple people." 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Ex-DC cop guilty of terror support 

SOURCE https://kaplanherald.com/2018/01/02/nazi-jihadist-d-c-cop-convicted-of-aiding-isis/  

GIST A former D.C. Metro Transit Police officer who converted to Islam and embraced neo-Nazi ideology was 

found guilty Monday of attempting to provide material support to ISIS and two counts of obstruction of 

justice. 

 

Nicholas Young, 36, could face up to 60 years in prison when he is sentenced in February, reported the 

Investigative Project on Terrorism. 

 

He is the first American law enforcement officer to be convicted in a terrorism case. 

 

A federal prosecutor previously told jurors in Young’s terrorist trial he “was attracted to Nazis and Islamic 

terrorists at the same time,” noting “both hate Jews.” 

 

Young, 38, a resident of Fairfax, Virginia, gave misleading statements to federal agents when interviewed 

about the whereabouts of a close associate who Young believed had traveled to Syria to join ISIS, 

according to a court filing. 

 

Young also tried to give gift-card codes to his associate to help ISIS recruit new members. 

 

, Young was hired by the Washington Metropolitan Transportation Authority in 2003 and drew the 

attention of investigators in September 2010 when FBI agents interviewed him in connection with the 

arrest of an acquaintance, 

 

Chesser was sentenced in 2011 to 25 years in prison for communicating threats against the writers of the 

“South Park” television show and for attempting to provide material support to the Somali terrorist group 

Al-Shabaab, IPT reported. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Report: domestic terrorism policy gaps 

SOURCE https://www.splcenter.org/hatewatch/2018/01/02/congressional-report-highlights-gaps-us-domestic-

terrorism-policy  

GIST Since the 9/11 terrorist attacks against the World Trade Center, Shanksville, and the Pentagon in 2001, 

U.S. counterterrorism policies have overwhelmingly focused on international terrorist threats emanating 

from jihadist terrorists, such as al-Qaeda, the Islamic State (IS) and their affiliates. 

 

While this national security strategy was justified in the years immediately following such a horrific, 

mass-casualty producing attack against America, it now appears narrow-minded and limited given the 
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resurgence of other violent forms of domestic terrorism perpetrated by violent antigovernment and hate-

oriented extremists. 

 

A new Congressional report distributed in August highlights the growing threat from domestic terrorists, 

described as “people who commit crimes within the homeland and draw inspiration from U.S.-based 

extremist ideologies and movements.” The report, published by the Congressional Research Service 

(CRS), highlights several gaps in U.S. policy related to identifying, analyzing and assessing domestic 

terrorist threats. It notes that domestic terrorists “have not received as much attention from federal law 

enforcement as their violent jihadist counterparts,” which has not always been the case. For example, in 

1999, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the lead federal agency responsible for investigating acts 

of domestic terrorism, stated that “during the past 30 years, the vast majority — but not all — of the 

deadly terrorist attacks occurring in the United States have been perpetrated by domestic extremists.” 

 

According to the CRS report, it’s clear that domestic terrorism is not a top federal counterterrorism 

priority. Nevertheless, domestic terrorist threats feature prominently among state and local law 

enforcement concerns. Furthermore, several recent studies have shown that domestic terrorism is often 

overlooked and rivals that of jihadist terrorism. 

 

According to studies from New American Foundation, Combatting Terrorism Center at West Point, the 

SPLC and others, domestic terrorists have been responsible for orchestrating many deadly terrorist 

incidents in the U.S. since 9/11. Some have concluded that domestic non-Islamic terrorism poses a greater 

threat in the U.S. than jihadist terrorism based on the number of attacks since 9/11. 

 

A 2016 Center for Investigative Reporting study concluded there were nearly twice as many domestic 

terrorist attacks and plots as jihadist-inspired incidents between 2008 and 2016. According to CIR 

investigative reporters, nearly half (48 percent) of the jihadist incidents were FBI sting operations (which 

inflated the number of incidents). This was more than four times the rate for domestic non-Islamic 

extremists. This disparity, according to counterterror experts, is indicative of the lopsided nature of U.S. 

government counterterrorism and investigative resources. Statistics provided in the CIR study indicates 

that far fewer resources (e.g. analysts, agents, informants, operatives, etc.) are allocated to analyze, assess, 

investigate, and prosecute domestic non-Islamic terrorists. A similar allegation was also made during a 

Congressional hearing on hate crimes held in the immediate aftermath of the Sikh Temple shooting in 

August 2012. 

 

Likewise, a 2014 University of Maryland national survey of state and local law enforcement officers found 

that sovereign citizens was the “top concern” for terrorist threats in the homeland. Jihadist-inspired 

terrorism ranked second, but was also closely followed by militia/antigovernment and white supremacist 

threats. A second survey conducted by Duke University’s Triangle Center on Terrorism and Homeland 

Security in 2015 produced similar results with antigovernment extremism being the top law enforcement 

concern. 

 

The CRS report raises several key issues related to improving U.S. domestic terrorism policy. They 

include: (1) federal agencies employ varying terminology and definitions to describe domestic terrorist 

threats;  (2) the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the FBI do not officially designate domestic terrorist 

organizations; (3) few, if any, domestic terrorists are charged or prosecuted under federal or state terrorism 

statutes; (4) domestic terrorists, for the most part, do not use traditional terrorist tactics such as bombings, 

large-scale attacks, airplane hijackings, or political assassinations; (5) foreign-inspired homegrown violent 

jihadists get more media attention than acts of domestic terrorism; and, (6) domestic extremist ideology 

often uses the cover of constitutionally protected activity. These constitutional rights pose unique 

challenges to law enforcement when monitoring extremist groups and individuals, assessing potential 

threats and interdicting violent acts. 

 

Existing official definitions of “domestic terrorism” (e.g. those used by federal agencies or codified into 

law) are too broad and confusing. These definitions need to be consolidated, more clearly worded, and 

narrowly focused on what constitutes domestic terrorism. Ambiguity in the investigative process regarding 

when criminal activity becomes domestic terrorism may also need clarification. Furthermore, federal 
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agencies appear to use the terms “terrorist” and “extremist” interchangeably when referring to domestic 

terrorism. This practice confuses the issue and blurs the line between peaceful, law-abiding activity and 

illegal acts and violence. 

 

The report raises the lack of an official domestic terrorist group list as another problem. U.S. 

counterterrorism policy abroad is driven by such a list — the U.S. Department of State’s list of foreign 

designated terrorist organizations. The State Department list gives lawmakers a clear, succinct, and vetted 

catalog of terrorist groups. The lack of a similar domestic terrorist group list confuses policy makers and 

complicates their understanding of domestic terrorism. In turn, this negatively impacts their ability to 

develop domestic counterterrorism policies. 

 

The group list issue is further problematic due to the fact that domestic terrorists don’t operate like foreign 

terrorist groups. In contrast, domestic terrorists have adopted the tactics of leadless resistance, lone wolves 

and small cells. For this reason, domestic terrorists may be better categorized according to the extremist 

ideological concepts that underpin their threats, inspire radicalization, and mobilize individuals toward 

violence or criminal activity. For example, the DOJ, the FBI, and the Department of Homeland Security 

(DHS) have already identified domestic terrorist threats in their public statements, Congressional 

testimony and official reports. According to these statements, domestic terrorist threats have included 

animal rights extremists, eco-terrorists, anarchists, anti-government extremists (such as ‘sovereign 

citizens’ and unauthorized militias), black nationalists, white supremacists and violent anti-abortion 

extremists. 

 

The DOJ, FBI, and DHS, however, must balance their respective authorities while safeguarding 

extremists’ rights to freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, and other constitutionally protected 

activity. Unfortunately, domestic extremists are well aware of their civil and privacy rights and often 

exploit these rights to provide cover for illegal activity, further radicalization, and mobilization towards 

violence. The CRS report draws attention to this dilemma stating, “domestic terrorists operate in a 

decentralized fashion, terrorist lone actors (lone wolves) or isolated small groups (cells) generally operate 

autonomously and in secret, all the while drawing ideological sustenance — not direction — from 

propagandists operating in the free market of ideas.” 

 

Another persistent issue relates to the disparity in federal and state prosecution and sentencing of jihadist 

terrorists in the U.S. versus domestic terrorists. Outside of eco-terrorist cases, there have been virtually no 

violent domestic extremists charged or prosecuted under federal or state terrorism statutes which offer 

penalty enhancements for suspects engaging in domestic terrorist plotting or terrorist-related activity. Most 

domestic terrorists are charged under existing firearms, arson, and explosives laws, rather than a terrorism 

statute. 

 

A 2016 Reuters analysis of more than 100 federal cases since 2014 further illustrated that domestic 

terrorist suspects collectively face less severe charges than those affiliated with the Islamic State who were 

arrested in the U.S. Between 2014 and 2016, 27 defendants were charged in the U.S. for plotting or 

inciting terrorist attacks. They carried a median prison sentence of 53 years. Over the same time period, 27 

U.S.-based antigovernment or hate-motivated extremists were charged with similar activity. They carried a 

medium prison sentence of 20 years. 

 

The Reuters study indicates that federal agents and U.S. Attorney’s Offices are encouraged to “open 

investigations into Americans who support groups on the State Department’s list of foreign designated 

terrorist organizations.” Reuters further reported that, “the maximum penalty for supporting a foreign 

terrorist organization has been raised from 10 years to 20 years in prison since 2001.” 

 

Although most judges sentenced jihadist terrorists below the maximum, domestic terrorists enjoy greater 

constitutional protections and have rarely been charged or prosecuted with terrorism statutes. Embracing 

domestic extremism, no matter how radical the rhetoric becomes, is not a crime. According to current and 

former federal prosecutors, it is also very difficult “to convince a jury that someone who is not affiliated 

with a foreign group can be guilty of terrorism.” 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Al-Shabab kills 5 police in Kenya 

SOURCE https://www.yenisafak.com/en/world/al-shabaab-kills-five-police-officers-in-northern-kenya-

2931828  

GIST Somali-based al-Shabaab militants killed five police officers Tuesday and burnt a police vehicle in the 

town of El-Wak close to the Kenya-Somali border. 

 

“We lost five security officers in the attack while on patrol on Elwak-Kotulo road. A team responding to 

the attack was also attacked and their lorry burnt.” Mandera South Deputy County Commissioner Daniel 

Bundotich told local media. 

 

Bundotich said three of the slain officers were police reservists while the other two were administrative 

officers. 

 

The militants had “waylaid the unsuspecting patrol team. It was an ambush”, said a police officer with 

knowledge of the attack who spoke to Anadolu Agency on condition of anonymity due to restrictions on 

speaking to the media. 

 

The attack comes less than a week after the militants attacked and burnt two police stations in Garissa 

county in northern Kenya. 

 

In previous years, the Somali-based al-Qaeda-affiliated al-Shabaab stepped up terror attacks in Kenya in 

retaliation for Kenya’s military presence in Somalia. The group’s bloodiest attack took place on April 2, 

2015, when they killed 147 students of Garissa University. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Reports: ISIS executioner captured 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/02/dreaded-sadistic-isis-executioner-reportedly-captured-

in-iraq-could-be-executed-himself.html  

GIST A white-bearded ISIS militant who presided over the killings of dozens of gay men and others who ran 

afoul of the so-called "caliphate" was captured in the Iraqi city of Mosul last week, according to reports. 

 

Abu Omer was arrested after locals in Mosul tipped security forces off to his hideout in the city, the Iran-

based AhlulBayt News Agency (ANBA) reported, citing Iraqi media outlets. 

 

Abu Omer was a prominent presence in several sick videos of ISIS executions, in which homosexuals 

were thrown off buildings and others beheaded and stoned to death for minor offenses such as blasphemy. 

 

In one video, apparently from March 2015, a man who appears to be Omer reads off a list of charges 

against three men before they are publicly beheaded. 

 

Another photo appears to show Omer inspecting a pile of rocks before a public stoning. Now, this most 

feared ISIS executioner could be executed himself. 

 

According to a Human Rights Watch report released last month, approximately 20,000 people are being 

held across Iraq on suspicion of ties to ISIS. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Egypt renews state of emergency 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/d2ac250be47e4422a5dbb1f6f5d2f124/Egypt-hangs-4-convicted-militants,-
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renews-state-of-emergency  

GIST CAIRO (AP) — Egypt on Tuesday executed four alleged Islamic militants following their conviction by a 

military tribunal in the killing of three military academy students in a 2015 bomb attack. 

 

Authorities also renewed a nationwide state of emergency first imposed after deadly bombings targeted 

two churches in April. A decree issued by Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi, Egypt’s general-turned-president, 

extended the state of emergency for three months. 

 

Egypt has struggled to combat an Islamic State-led insurgency based in the northern Sinai Peninsula that 

has carried out attacks across the country, mainly targeting security forces and the country’s Christian 

minority. 

 

The 2015 attack took place outside a stadium in the Nile Delta city of Kafr el-Sheikh as the military cadets 

were waiting for a bus to take them to the academy. 

 

Tuesday’s executions by hanging at a prison in the Mediterranean port city of Alexandria bring to 19 the 

number of convicted militants executed over the past week. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Military aggressive Afghanistan strategy 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/2/top-commander-us-forces-go-offensive-

afghanistan/  

GIST American forces in Afghanistan will pursue a more aggressive battle plan for the 16-year conflict in the 

coming year, with U.S. troops more engaged in the fight against the Taliban and other extremist groups for 

the first time since President Obama officially ended combat operations four years ago. 

 

U.S. Central Command chief Gen. Joseph Votel outlined details of the American battle plan in 

Afghanistan on Tuesday, a battle plan which will depend heavily on the new influx of U.S. troops into the 

country approved by President Trump late last year. The near-term goal for the roughly 3,900 U.S. 

servicemembers heading into Afghanistan will be to give Afghan security forces a significant advantage in 

this year’s upcoming fighting season, Gen. Votel said. 

 

American and NATO commanders intend to “focus on offensive operations and … look for a major effort 

to gain the initiative very quickly as we enter into the fighting season,” the general said in an interview 

with The Associated Press. 

 

Afghan security forces, with ramped-up assistance from the U.S. and NATO-led coalition, must “keep the 

pressure on all the time and work to gain the upper hand as quickly as we can. So that as we get into this 

next fighting season we can build on the initiative,” Gen. Votel said. 

 

Past U.S.-Afghan military offensives have failed to end the long conflict with the Taliban and other 

Islamist groups, and Mr. Trump’s new approach risks a new spike in U.S. casualties in what is already the 

longest conflict in U.S. history. 

 

Officials at coalition headquarters in Kabul on Tuesday confirmed an American soldier was killed and four 

were wounded in eastern Afghanistan’s violent Nangarhar province on New Year’s Day. The U.S. 

casualty is the first official American death in Afghanistan of 2018. 

 

Gen. Votel’s more aggressive posture echoes comments from Gen. John Nicholson, the top American 

commander in the country, who predicted Afghan and allied forces would be able to reclaim 80 percent of 

the country from Taliban control over the next two years. 

 

“Currently, [Kabul] controls about two-thirds of the population … so we would like to see that increase to 

at least 80 percent,” he told reporters at the Pentagon in November. 
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The two-year goal coincides with a slew of nationwide parliamentary and district-level elections, 

culminating in Afghanistan’s 2019 presidential elections. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Service member killed in Afghanistan 

SOURCE http://www.cnn.com/2018/01/02/politics/afghanistan-service-member/index.html  

GIST (CNN)A US service member was killed on Monday in the Achin District of Afghanistan's Nangarhar 

Province, the US military said. 

 

The service member's name is not being immediately disclosed pending notification of next of kin. 

Four other service members were wounded during the combat engagement. Two service members are in 

stable condition and being treated at a medical facility, the military said. 

 

"We are deeply saddened by the loss of one of our own," Gen. John Nicholson, the commander of US 

forces in Afghanistan, said in the statement. "At this very difficult time our heartfelt sympathies go out to 

the families and friends of our fallen and wounded brothers." 
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HEADLINE 01/02 ISIS fanatic takes selfie on NY street 

SOURCE https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/5251015/isis-lone-wolf-fanatic-chilling-selfie-new-york/  

GIST A BRAZEN Islamic State fanatic taunted US security services by posing on a snowy New York street in 

an ISIS-branded scarf. 

 

The disturbing selfie comes after the terror group's media channels ramped up their threats to the Big 

Apple over the festive period. 

 

The chilling image shows the would-be terrorist posing on a street in New York with people going about 

their business in the background. 

 

The masked monster seems unconcerned about the possibility of US security forces being able to trace his 

movements across the city from security cameras and putting a name to his face. 

 

The disturbing selfie comes as the supporters of the terror group released another poster urging attacks in 

churches with knives. 

 

The propaganda piece shows a masked fighter brandishing a bloodied knife with the words: “It’s cheaper 

than a chainsaw.” 

 

Last year Islamic State propaganda chiefs also released a snap of a fanatic holding a phone bearing an ISIS 

flag in the shadow of New York’s One World Trade Center building. 

 

The skyscraper is the main building of the rebuilt World Trade Center complex which was destroyed in the 

9/11 terror attacks in 2001. 

 

It stands at 1,792 feet to its tip and is the tallest building in the Western Hemisphere. 

 

The terror group has warned the US that fighters are ready to strike in the country – with the iconic 

building a potential target. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 NYPD investigates ‘ISIS selfies’ in NYC 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/03/nypd-investigating-isis-selfies-outside-nyc-museum-

report.html  

GIST Authorities in New York are reportedly investigating photographs of a possible ISIS supporter taking 

selfies outside the Metropolitan Museum of Art and in view of One World Trade Center. 

 

The chilling images, that began circulating on social media over the weekend, shows an individual posing 

while wearing an ISIS-branded scarf over his face. 

 

The picture was captioned with “We are in your own Backyard,” according to The New York Daily News. 

 

“The NYPD is aware of the photograph. As with all terror related threats, the NYPD is looking into the 

incident. At this time there are no credible threats related to New York City,” an NYPD spokesman told 

the newspaper on Tuesday. 

 

Another photograph subject to the investigation is a snap of a person holding a phone with an ISIS flag in 

the shadows of the One World Trade Center building. The image was reportedly taken in a similar spot 

where, weeks later, the Manhattan truck attacker killed eight people. 

 

Eric Feinberg, the co-founder of GIPEC, a cyber-intelligence company that tracks terrorism-related 

hashtags, told the Daily News that imagery like that are aimed at spreading fear and possibly inspiring so-

called lone wolf attacks. 

 

But he warned that it remains unclear whether the pictures are authentic, adding that they may have been 

doctored. “Maybe it’s Photoshopped, maybe it’s not. It should be taken seriously,” he said. 

 

The attempts to induce fear and inspire lone jihadists have increased since ISIS’ retreat in Iraq and Syria, 

where the group lost most of its territory and fighters to the U.S.-led military campaign. Increasingly, the 

group tends to focus on inciting terror attacks in Europe and the U.S. rather than recruiting militants to the 

“Caliphate.” 

 

Last month, a Bangladeshi man, Akayed Ullah, reportedly inspired by the terror group attempted to 

commit a bomb attack inside New York’s Port Authority bus terminal during rush hour. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Suicide bombing Nigeria mosque kills 10 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/03/suicide-bombing-in-mosque-in-northern-nigeria-kills-

10.html  

GIST MAIDUGURI, Nigeria –  Residents say a suicide bomber entered a mosque in a northern Nigerian town 

and detonated his explosives, killing at least 10 people during early morning prayers. 

 

Bukar Jibril, a youth volunteer in Gamboru Ngala town, says nine bodies were found immediately after the 

blast and two other people died later, including the bomber. 

 

Two other residents confirmed Wednesday's attack in Borno state. 

 

The Borno state government on Tuesday tightened a curfew and increased security checks around its 

capital, Maiduguri, after a resurgence of violence in the city where Islamic extremist group Boko Haram 

was formed. 

 

Boko Haram's eight-year insurgency has killed tens of thousands of people. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Military: airstrike hit explosives truck 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/03/us-airstrike-in-somalia-destroys-vehicle-carrying-

explosives.html  

GIST MOGADISHU, Somalia –  The U.S. military says it has carried out an airstrike in Somalia that killed two 

al-Shabab extremists and destroyed a vehicle carrying explosives, "preventing it from being used against 

the people in Mogadishu." 

 

The U.S. Africa Command statement says the airstrike occurred early Tuesday about 50 kilometers (31 

miles) west of the capital. It says no civilians were killed. 

 

Mogadishu is frequently targeted by the al-Qaida-linked al-Shabab. The extremist group was blamed for 

the October truck bombing that killed 512 people in the capital. 

 

The U.S. military carried out more than 30 drone strikes last year against al-Shabab and fighters linked to 

the Islamic State group after the Trump administration approved expanded operations in the Horn of 

Africa nation. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Al-Shabab publicly executes 5 ‘spies’ 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/al-shabab-extremists-execute-alleged-spies-somalia-

52110341?   

GIST The Somalia-based al-Shabab extremist group says it has executed five men accused of spying for the 

Kenyan, Ethiopian and Somali governments. 

 

Al-Shabab announced the killings on its Andalus radio station, saying they were carried out in a public 

square in Kuntuwarey town in Lower Shabelle region late Tuesday. 

 

Witnesses say the men were tied to poles and shot dead by masked gunmen after a self-proclaimed judge 

read out their verdict in front of a crowd at the execution ground. 

 

Al-Shabab, al-Qaida's East African affiliate, has fought for years to impose a strict version of Islam in the 

Horn of Africa nation. 

 

Despite losing territory in recent years, the group continues to carry out lethal attacks in many parts of the 

country, especially Mogadishu. An October bombing there killed 512 people. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 NYC to install 1,500 protective barriers 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/new-york-city-install-hundreds-barriers-protect-pedestrians-

vehicle-attacks/  

GIST NEW YORK -- Hundreds of new protective barriers will be permanently installed in Times Square and 

other locations around New York in an effort to block vehicles from hitting pedestrians after deadly 

attacks last year on crowds. The city is spending $50 million on protective measures including the 

installation of 1,500 metal barriers, or bollards, in key locations around the city, Mayor Bill de Blasio said 

Tuesday. 

 

Known around the world for the New Year's Eve ball drop, Times Square is crowded most days with 

tourists, costumed characters, sightseeing bus hawkers and office workers. 

 

In May, a man said by police to be high on drugs drove through crowds for more than three blocks, killing 
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an 18-year-old tourist from Michigan. The vehicle was eventually stopped by one of the squat metal 

barriers. Temporary concrete blocks were put up along the Seventh Avenue sidewalk while city officials 

weighed a long-term solution and considered banning vehicle traffic from the area all together. 

 

Then, on Halloween, a man who claimed to be inspired by ISIS drove down a busy bicycle path near the 

World Trade Center, authorities said. He killed eight people before he wrecked his rented truck and was 

shot and wounded by police. Barriers have also been placed there to keep cars out of the bike path. 

 

"In 2017, New Yorkers witnessed the horrible capacity of people willing to do us harm, whether it was in 

our subways, on our bike paths or in Times Square," de Blasio, a Democrat, said. "We know we have to do 

even more to keep people safe and that's why we conducted a review on how best to secure our streets and 

public spaces, and we formulated a plan of action." 

 

The rollout will begin in March. Meanwhile, the temporary blocks already set up will remain in place. 

"People have to be able to get around but they have to be safe at the same time," de Blasio said. 

 

City officials didn't specify what other locations will be fortified, beyond the bike path and Times Square, 

but said there would be barriers set up in all five boroughs. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 ‘Bomb cyclone’ forming off East coast 

SOURCE http://time.com/5085306/bomb-cyclone-east-coast-weather-cold-winter/?xid=homepage  

GIST As record cold temperatures paralyze much of the country, a “bomb cyclone” forming off the East Coast is 

threatening to douse the area from Northern Florida to New England in ice and snow. The weather event 

has the potential to make 2018 one of the worst winters in the U.S. yet, and it’s only the first week of 

January. 

 

A bomb cyclone, scientifically known as an explosive cyclogenesis, typically brews over the water where 

drops in barometric pressure can make it an extra forceful weather event. Making matters worse, 

forecasters say the storm could trap the bone-chilling cold currently putting the middle of the U.S. in a 

deep freeze over the Atlantic coastline later this week. The extreme cold has already been blamed for nine 

deaths across the U.S. 

 

Meteorologists are calling the event Winter Storm Grayson, and they say it could bring snow to the 

Southeast on Wednesday, as well as possible blizzard conditions to the Northeast Wednesday night and 

Thursday. After the wet winter weather passes, the cold air would make the east coast even more 

miserable. Boston, for instance, could see its coldest week in 100 years. 

 

But if the snow and the cold don’t get you, the wind will, says the National Weather Service. Windchill 

advisories are currently in effect across the mid-Atlantic, with warnings in place for Ohio, Kentucky, 

Tennessee, and Pennsylvania. Pittsburgh and State College, Penn. may even experience -20 degree 

weather Tuesday evening — and that’s before the big storm hits. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Washington, Idaho top relocating states 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/business/article192627979.html  

GIST Washington is a move-to destination, and Atlas Van Lines offers its 2017 migration data as proof. 

 

The mover’s latest migration study shows the state was one of the top destinations for people relocating 

last year, second only to Idaho. 
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Atlas said more people came here than moved away, with 63 percent of its Washington moves coming into 

the state. Oregon was eighth in inbound moves. 

 

Washington was eighth in top destinations for international household moves in 2017, according Atlas 

moving data. (Texas was No. 1, followed by California). 

 

As for the larger Western region, the moving company said in a new release that for the second 

consecutive year, “Western states boasted the state with the highest percentage of inbound moves across 

the United States.” 

 

“This region housed the three inbound leaders for 2017: Idaho, Washington and Nevada. In addition, 

Nevada moved from balanced to inbound and Hawaii from balanced to outbound.” 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Claim: strong quakes to ravage Earth 

SOURCE http://www.mirror.co.uk/science/powerful-earthquakes-ravage-earth-2018-11785189  

GIST The world is entering a period of higher seismic activity this year that will bring more earthquakes with it, 

scientists have predicted. 

 

While that's undoubtedly bad news for those living within affected areas, the ability to accurately predict 

when and where earthquakes will occur is growing all the time. 

 

This prediction comes from the fact that the Earth is currently experiencing a periodic slowdown of its 

rotation. 

 

Historically, these slowdowns have coincided with peak times for earthquakes and seismic activity. 

 

"So far we have only had about six severe earthquakes [in 2017]. We could easily have 20-a-year starting 

in 2018,” said Dr Roger Bilham from the University of Colorado. 

 

Bilham, together with Rebecca Bendick from the University of Montana studied earthquakes occurring 

since 1900 that measured over 7 on the Richter Scale. They found periods of five years where the Earth's 

rotation slowed and these were followed by periods when seismic activity was heavier than usual. 

 

“It is straightforward,” said Bilham. “The Earth is offering us a five-year heads-up on future earthquakes.” 

 

These fluctuations are usually very small, sometimes slowing a day by no more than a millisecond. But 

according to their research it has an effect. How and why is not yet known but it's supposed that it could 

have something to do with behavioural changes in the the Earth's core. 

 

Although it's impossible to predict where the earthquakes will happen, the pair's research showed that 

historically they occur around the equator in the Earth's tropical regions. 

 

Some geologists have disagreed with the findings. 

 

"It appears to be a conference presentation and very preliminary rather than peer reviewed research, so 

there is no detail for us to examine," said GNS Science communications manager John Callan. 

 

"It is true there have been periods of elevated rates of large earthquakes in the past 100 years. However, if 

you go looking for correlations with other natural phenomenon, you will almost certainly find some 

interesting matches." 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Major crack in ridge near Yakima 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/drone-video-shows-crack-in-ridge-near-yakima/281-

504348953  

GIST Dramatic drone video of Rattlesnake Ridge shows a deep crack in the southside of the slope. DNR, 

WSDOT and Emergency Management are monitoring the hillside as it continues to move south.  

 

Rattlesnake Ridge sits in Yakima County, next to Interstate 82.  

 

The Yakima County Office of Emergency Management says there is "no definitive answer as to if or when 

significant movement of the slide will occur or how far the slide will travel."  

 

 

A Level 3 evacuation notice was placed on homes along Thorp Road south of the Quarry.  

 

Emergency Management has closed a section of Thorp Road due to potential rock slides. The road is 

closed between Birchfield Road and Gangl Road. 

 

The crack was discovered back in October. Since then, the crack has continued to grow in size.  

 

Two separate earthquakes were recorded in the area Friday evening by USGS. But these events do not 

appear to have impacted the ridge, according to KNDU-TV. 

 

Interstate 82 remains open, for now. WSDOT is continuing to monitor the roadway and will close it if 

conditions become unsafe. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Ethiopia to release all political prisoners 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/03/ethiopia-to-release-all-political-prisoners-close-

camp.html  

GIST ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia –  In a surprise move, Ethiopia's leader on Wednesday announced plans to drop 

charges against political prisoners and close a notorious prison camp in what he called an effort to "widen 

the democratic space for all." 

 

Prime Minster Hailemariam Desalegn's comments came after anti-government protests engulfed much of 

the restive Oromia and Amhara regions in recent months, bringing many businesses, universities and 

transport networks to a standstill. The protests spread into other parts of the East African country, leading 

to a months-long state of emergency that has since been lifted. 

 

"Political prisoners that are facing prosecutions and are already under arrest will be released," 

Hailemariam said. "And the notorious prison cell that was traditionally called Maekelawi will be closed 

down and turned into a museum." 

 

It was not immediately clear how many political prisoners were being held across the country, a close U.S. 

security ally. 

 

Rights groups and opposition groups in Ethiopia had been calling for the release of political prisoners, 

saying they were arrested on trumped-up charges and were being punished for their points of view. 

Ethiopia's government has long been accused of arresting critical journalists and opposition leaders. 

 

Some of the prominent politicians currently in custody include opposition leaders Bekele Gerba and 

Merara Gudina. A number of journalists also remain in detention. 
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The months of protests demanding wider freedoms led to hundreds of reported deaths and tens of 

thousands of arrests while disrupting one of Africa's fastest growing economies. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Koreas reopen key communication channel 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/seoul-nkorea-reopen-cross-border-communications-

52108459  

GIST North Korean leader Kim Jong Un reopened a key cross-border communication channel with South Korea 

for the first time in nearly two years Wednesday as the rivals explored the possibility of sitting down and 

talking after months of acrimony and fears of war. 

 

The sudden signs of easing animosity, however, came as President Donald Trump threatened Kim with 

nuclear war in response to his threat earlier this week. 

 

In his New Year's address Monday, Kim said he was willing to send a delegation to next month's Winter 

Olympics in South Korea. But he also said he has a "nuclear button" on his desk and that all U.S. territory 

is within striking distance of his nuclear weapons, comments Trump latched onto Tuesday when he 

boasted of a bigger and more powerful "nuclear button" than Kim's. 

 

The two leaders exchanged crude insults last year, as the North received new U.N. sanctions over its sixth 

and most powerful nuclear test explosion and a series of intercontinental ballistic missile launches. 

 

The recent softening of contact between the rival Koreas may show a shared interest in improved ties, but 

there's no guarantee tensions will ease. There have been repeated attempts in recent years by the rivals to 

talk, but even when they do meet, the efforts often end in recriminations and stalemate. 

 

Kim's latest announcement, which was read by a senior Pyongyang official on state TV, followed a South 

Korean offer on Tuesday of high-level talks with North Korea to find ways to cooperate on next month's 

Winter Olympics in the South and discuss other inter-Korean issues. 

 

Ri Son Gwon, chairman of the state-run Committee for the Peaceful Reunification, cited Kim as 

welcoming South Korea's overture and ordering officials to reopen a communication channel at the border 

village of Panmunjom. Ri also quoted Kim as ordering officials to promptly take substantial measures with 

South Korea out of a "sincere stand and honest attitude," according to the North's state TV and news 

agency. 

 

South Korea quickly welcomed Kim's decision and later confirmed that the two Koreas began preliminary 

contacts on the channel. During their 20-minute communication, liaison officials of the two Koreas 

exchanged their names and examined their communication lines to make sure they were working, 

according to Seoul's Unification Ministry. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Baked Alaska: unusually warm 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/weather/2018/01/02/baked-alaska-usas-northernmost-state-has-

been-unusually-warm/996303001/  

GIST If you want to escape the cold, should you head to ... Alaska?  

 

While most of the lower 48 states continue to endure a hideous deep freeze, Alaska has had an unusually 

warm start to winter. 

 

In fact, several locations in northern and central Alaska — such as Utqiaġvik (Barrow), Bettles, Kotzebue 

and McGrath — all had their warmest December on record, according to climatologist Brian 
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Brettschneider. Fairbanks had its 2nd-warmest December. Over the first three weeks of the month, the city 

was a whopping 20 degrees above average. 

 

And midday Tuesday, at 48 degrees, Anchorage's Merrill Field Airport was warmer than almost the entire 

Lower 48 states, including cities such as Jacksonville, Houston, Atlanta and New Orleans.  

 

Anchorage had its fifth-warmest December: an average temperature more than 7 degrees above average. 

 

It's cold outside, but that doesn't mean climate change isn't real 

 

The exceedingly warm weather in Alaska was related to a large area of high pressure in upper levels of the 

atmosphere, which dominated much of western North America for most of December, according to 

weather.com.  

 

"When the jet stream bows to the north and high pressure builds underneath in the upper atmosphere, 

warmer-than-average temperatures typically occur under it or near the periphery," weather.com 

meteorologist Chris Dolce said. 

 

Alaska wasn't just warm in December: Utqiaġvik (Barrow) had its second-warmest year on record. In fact, 

the tiny city on the state's north coast warmed so fast in 2017, the weather data from the city were 

automatically flagged as unreal and removed from the climate database, the Capital Weather Gang said.  

 

Is the warmth related to climate change? 

 

"The state has seen a growing trend of milder temperatures overall through the last few decades," Dolce 

said, noting that the last three years rank among the top four warmest years on record in the state. 

 

Specifically, Utqiaġvik, as one of a precious few long-term observing sites in the American Arctic, is often 

referenced as an embodiment of rapid Arctic changes, said Deke Arndt, the head of NOAA’s Climate 

Monitoring Branch. 

 

"In the context of a changing climate, the Arctic is changing more rapidly than the rest of the planet," he 

said. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 New research global warming, drought 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Science_News/2018/01/02/Global-warming-could-leave-25-percent-of-the-

planet-in-permanent-drought/4681514907695/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ls&utm_medium=5  

GIST Jan. 2 (UPI) -- New research suggests roughly a quarter of the globe could be left in permanent drought if 

efforts to curb global warming fail to meet the targets set by the Paris agreement. 

 

Scientists compiled the predictions of 27 global climate models to determine which regions of planet Earth 

are most likely to experience significant aridification by the end of the century. 

 

Their analysis -- published this week in the journal Nature -- showed between 20 and 30 percent of the 

globe will be significantly drier than the aridity ranges established by historical year-to-year variations in 

precipitation. 

 

"Aridification is a serious threat because it can critically impact areas such as agriculture, water quality, 

and biodiversity," study author Chang-Eui Park, a researcher at the the Southern University of Science and 

Technology in Shenzhen, China, said in a news release. "It can also lead to more droughts and wildfires -- 

similar to those seen raging across California." 

 

Researchers looked at likely rates of aridification for different levels of global warming, including a 1.5 
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and 2 degrees Celsius rise in the average global temperature. The goal of the Paris agreement is to limit 

global warming to a 2 degree Celsius increase above Earth's pre-industrial average. 

 

"Another way of thinking of the emergence of aridification is a shift to continuous moderate drought 

conditions, on top of which future year-to-year variability can cause more severe drought," said Park, who 

also works at the University of East Anglia in Norwich, England. "For instance, in such a scenario 15 

percent of semi-arid regions would actually experience conditions similar to 'arid' climates today." 

 

The latest research shows limiting global warming to a 1.5 degrees rise would prevent much of the 

predictive aridification. Drought rates are already increasing across much of the globe, as Earth has 

already experienced a 1 degree Celsius rise in global average temperature. 

 

"The areas of the world which would most benefit from keeping warming below 1.5 degree Celsius are 

parts of Southeast Asia, Southern Europe, Southern Africa, Central America and Southern Australia -- 

where more than 20 percent of the world's population live today," said Tim Osborn, a professor at UEA. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Report: NKorea soldiers forage for food 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2018/01/02/hungry-north-korean-soldiers-are-being-given-leave-to-

find-food-report-says.html  

GIST Soldiers in North Korea’s army are being given months off at a time to scrounge around fields to find 

food, according to a new report that describes the dire state of the reclusive country’s food rations. 

 

A photo purportedly showing North Korean soldiers rummaging through a corn field was published 

recently on Daily NK, a Seoul-based website that covers the North through a network of informants. 

 

"The officers know better than anyone that they must feed their soldiers in order to maintain morale, and 

that rations of cornmeal with very few calories only serve to instill disillusionment among them,” a source 

from the northern Ryanggang Province told the website. 

 

Other sources said many residents have been “expressing pity about the situation” and officers in 

Ryanggang Province have been "giving soldiers 2 to 3 months leave to gather food.” 

 

The website says a poor harvest, a drought and international sanctions have left the government with 

reduced food rations. 

 

“Even though the price of rice hasn't changed much in the markets, people are especially worried that the 

effects of international sanctions will continue to mount and soon cause even more problems,” a source 

told Daily NK. 

 

Two North Korean soldiers have defected to South Korea in the last two months, with one of the soldiers 

found to have an enormous number of parasitic worms in his stomach. The worms, one of which was 11 

inches, pointed to the hygiene and food problems that are commonplace in the Hermit Kingdom. 

 

The BBC reported parasites can get into humans through contaminated food or “being bitten by an insect 

or by the parasite entering through the skin.” 

 

The impoverished farmers of North Korea reportedly use human waste as fertilizer for its crops, the BBC 

reported. It's possible the feces is contaminating vegetables grown in the soil. 

 

"North Korea is a very poor country and like any other poor country it has serious health problems," 

Andrei Lankov of Kookmin University told the BBC. 

 

Lankov warned the health conditions in North Korea could be a problem for decades in South Korea if the 
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two countries ever reunified. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 VA: Co. gunman escaped mental ward 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/3817f4a79e1c4b99877384428618962f/VA-document:-Gunman-who-killed-

deputy-had-fled-mental-ward  

GIST DENVER (AP) — The gunman who killed a Colorado sheriff’s deputy escaped from the mental health 

ward of a VA hospital in Wyoming in 2014 but was located and returned, according to a Veterans Affairs 

document obtained by The Associated Press Tuesday. 

 

The document was provided to the AP by a congressional aide on condition of anonymity because the aide 

was not authorized to release it. The document was first reported by The Denver Post. 

 

The gunman, Matthew Riehl, fatally shot Douglas County Deputy Zackari Parrish and wounded four other 

officers on Sunday, Colorado authorities said. Riehl was killed by a SWAT team. 

 

The VA document said Riehl was hospitalized at the veterans medical center in Sheridan, Wyoming, in 

April 2014 after a psychotic episode. The document said he escaped but was found and brought back. 

 

The VA issued a statement saying it “cannot ordinarily discuss the specific care of any veteran without a 

privacy release.” A spokeswoman for the Sheridan VA hospital did not respond to an after-hours phone 

message and email. 

 

In addition to Riehl’s hospitalization in Sheridan, the VA document said he had an “urgent contact for 

mental health” with another VA facility in July 2015. It did not describe the nature of the contact or say 

where that facility was, but it was in the department’s Eastern Colorado Health Care System, which 

includes a hospital in Denver and nine clinics in other cities. 

 

The document said Riehl was on multiple medications in 2015 stemming from an earlier hospitalization, 

but it did not say what those medications were or why they had been prescribed. 

 

The document identified Riehl as an Army veteran who was honorably discharged. It said his records did 

not list any military service-related psychiatric disorders. 

 

Colorado authorities said Riehl served in Iraq. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 DOJ: crackdown on citizenship fraud 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/2/us-naturalized-citizen-fraud-target-justice-

depart/  

GIST Iyman Faris is set to be released from prison in 2020 after serving 17 years behind bars for terrorism-

related charges stemming from a plot to destroy the Brooklyn Bridge. By the time he gets out, American 

authorities hope, he will no longer be able to call the U.S. his home. 

 

The Justice Department has filed a lawsuit to try to strip the Pakistan-born Faris of his citizenship, which 

he obtained in 1999, saying it’s an affront to allow him to continue to be an American citizen. 

 

It’s just the type of case authorities say they expect to pursue more frequently under President Trump and 

Attorney General Jeff Sessions. 
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“The attorney general and the administration are focused on enforcing all immigration laws, especially 

when it comes to this pinnacle level of citizenship,” said one Justice Department official, who spoke on the 

condition of anonymity. 

 

Native-born citizens cannot have their citizenship revoked, but those who became naturalized can lose 

citizenship, and all the rights that come with it, if they are found to have unlawfully or fraudulently 

obtained naturalization. 

 

The Justice Department can seek to strip a person of citizenship either through a criminal case, by 

obtaining a conviction of naturalization fraud, or by filing a civil suit claiming the person procured 

naturalization illegally or procured it by through willful misrepresentation during the naturalization 

process. 

 

Faris pleaded guilty to providing material support and resources to al Qaeda in 2003. He admitted he 

researched methods to sever cables on the Brooklyn Bridge and had met with Osama bin Laden at an al 

Qaeda training camp in Afghanistan. 

 

Authorities sought to revoke his citizenship on grounds that he entered the U.S. using another person’s 

passport, willfully misrepresented the circumstances under which he came to the United States, and cited 

his support for al Qaeda as evidence he was engaged in terrorist activities that would have made him 

ineligible for admission to the U.S. had those facts been known at the time. 

 

“We are doing our best to hold these people accountable,” the department official said. “When these 

people get through, it weakens the integrity of citizenship.” 

 

The Justice Department stepped up the number of criminal charges brought in an effort to revoke 

citizenship in fiscal 2017, with 57 cases filed compared with 46 cases in fiscal 2016 and 44 cases in 2015. 

 

At least another 25 civil denaturalization cases were also filed by the Civil Division’s Office of 

Immigration Litigation in 2017, according to an estimate provided by another Justice Department official. 

 

Among those who had their citizenship stripped last year was Araceli Martinez, who was convicted of 

impersonating a U.S. immigration officer. She lied about the crime when she applied for citizenship. In 

November, the Justice Department filed denaturalization cases against five people who lied about a history 

of sexual abuse of minors during the citizenship process. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Border Patrol can’t stop drug drones 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2018/jan/2/drones-fly-drugs-us-no-border-patrol-detection-

tec/  

GIST Border Patrol agents are increasingly worried about the threat from drug-cartel-flown drones, after agents 

spotted 13 drones suspected of carrying drugs across one section of the U.S.-Mexico border in just one 

four-day period in November. 

 

Cartels are aware that the U.S. lacks the ability to detect the drones, much less to interdict them, making 

them a choice method for smuggling high-dollar hard drugs into the country, agents said. 

 

They said the fact that they even spotted the 13 drones was serendipitous and only hints at the scope of the 

real problem. 

 

“We’re seeing an uptick. We flat-out just don’t have the technology to detect these,” said Brandon Judd, 

an agent and president of the National Border Patrol Council. “The number is just astronomical.” 
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Security analysts say the problems from drones are tough to oversell. The Islamic State has harnessed 

drones as delivery vehicles for improvised explosive devices, and top U.S. officials fear those same tactics 

could be used in the U.S. 

 

Last year, one security blog reported that an intercepted Mexican cartel truck had both a drone and potato 

bombs, which are crude explosives packed with shrapnel. 

 

Other uses could include tracking the Border Patrol to direct drug loads around them, or even using the 

drones as defensive shields to make it too dangerous for air support to assist on Border Patrol operations. 

 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection, the agency that oversees the Border Patrol, was unable to point to a 

policy for handling the dangers posed by unmanned aerial vehicles. 

 

“While I can’t provide specifics, I can tell you that U.S. Customs and Border Protection is charged with 

protecting our nation and will mitigate threats from any direction or any mode they may come,” said Dan 

Hetlage, a spokesperson for the agency. 

 

Agents said there isn’t any policy and they are left to deal with the problem as best they can. 

 

Agents say cartels all along the border are using drones, though the San Diego sector has been among the 

most active in detailing the traffic it is seeing. 

 

In August, an agent managed to spot a drone flying across the border and tracked it to its landing. They 

arrested a 25-year-old American citizen who admitted he was the pickup person. 

 

Police seized 13 pounds of methamphetamine, worth an estimated $46,000, and also seized the drone, a 

Matrice 600 Pro, which sells for about $5,000, can take off with a 13-pound load and can fly at 40 mph. 

 

The man arrested with the drone and drugs said he was paid $1,000 per pickup and had made a series of 

deliveries before he was caught. 

 

Some local law enforcement officials have questioned why agents aren’t permitted to shoot down drones 

they see crossing the border. They call it the equivalent of an attack. 

 

Agents say the logistics of firing on a drone would be complicated, particularly in more populated areas. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Seattle unsolved civil rights assassination 

SOURCE http://crosscut.com/2018/01/seattles-own-civil-rights-assassination-still-a-cold-case/  

GIST Young Jean Soliz didn’t notice the dead man crumpled in the doorway of his Richmond Highlands home 

that snowy night in 1969. She and her mother were hurriedly responding to a call they’d just received from 

the man’s frantic wife. 

 

“Ed’s been shot!” neighbor Bettye Pratt said in the call, which she made after phoning the sheriff for help. 

When they arrived, a deputy was already standing guard under the carport of the modest Shoreline 

neighborhood home. He told them to go around to another door, where a distraught Bettye gave them the 

bad news. 

 

Her 38-year-old husband, Edwin Pratt, a black-community leader and director of the Urban League of 

Metropolitan Seattle, was dead, ambushed in his driveway by two assassins who disappeared into the 

darkness. 

 

“I didn’t see his body out there so we were shocked,” Soliz recalled recently between sips of coffee at a 

Tacoma Starbucks. Once the Pratts’ neighbor, babysitter and a member of a group that helped the Pratts 
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start an interracial church in north Seattle, Soliz, who is white, is finishing up a book on the murder — the 

Northwest’s major unsolved civil rights assassination. 

 

Officially unsolved, that is. The murder case is almost a half-century old — the 49th anniversary is 

approaching this month — and investigators have determined who did it and why. As I learned while 

reporting on the case for a 2011 Seattle Weekly article, three white men carried out a racially motivated hit 

on a black civic leader. (Some of the details in this story came from records and other sources I 

interviewed then and appeared in the Weekly story.) 

 

Pratt urged Seattle’s people of color to rail against inequities in hiring, education and housing, including 

redlining, a banking practice that constricted approval of new home mortgages in ethnic neighborhoods. 

 

To some, the civil rights leader was a troublemaker. But who wanted him dead, and was willing to pay for 

the favor? All these years and thousands of hours of investigations later, cold-case probers are still seeking 

the final puzzle piece. 

 

Soliz, however, thinks she’s close to an answer. If she’d known then at age 22 what she knows now as a 

70-year-old Olympia writer, researcher and former state official — once heading up the huge state 

Department of Social and Health Services — Soliz says, “I probably wouldn’t have been so stunned” that 

deadly night. 

   

Pratt’s murder came at the end of a decade of deadly violence against community and national leaders — 

most notably, the 1963 assassination of John F. Kennedy and the 1968 shootings of presidential candidate 

Bobby Kennedy and Nobel Peace Prize winner Martin Luther King Jr. Like them, but on a regional stage, 

Pratt became a marked man for challenging racial and political norms. 

 

Recalling another assassination, the 1963 shooting of Mississippi civil rights leader Medgar Evers by a 

member of the Klu Klux Klan, Bettye would later tell investigators that an anonymous caller warned her in 

1964, “If Ed doesn’t shut up, he’ll end up like Medgar.” He did. Both black leaders were murdered by 

white racists armed with rifles, waiting for them in their driveways — in Seattle and Jackson, Miss., 2,500 

miles and six years apart. 

 

Like Evers’ death — which President Trump recently brought up during an awkward speech at the new 

Civil Rights Museum in Jackson, calling the work by Evers and other rights crusaders “big stuff…very big 

stuff” — Pratt’s murder reverberated across the U.S., and drew a crowd to his funeral at St. Mark’s 

Cathedral on Capitol Hill. Whitney Young, national Urban League director, told attendees, “I sense some 

shame that this could happen here,” a racial murder in a mostly white but reputedly tolerant northern city. 

  

An arts center and a park in Seattle were named for Pratt. Shoreline, which did not incorporate until 1995, 

moved on. But, through an online petition drive started by a Shoreline third grader, about 1,900 signatories 

are today urging the school district to name one of its buildings after Pratt. The student, who gives her 

name as just Sarah, said she only recently heard about Pratt and hopes to honor him because “he was an 

important person and he had a huge impact on others.” 

 

Pratt was aware that his trailblazing agenda — including a hard push for integrating neighborhoods and an 

end to police harassment — was creating enemies. Mustachioed, well-built, with a friendly demeanor, he 

attracted wide, biracial support among moderates. But his rhetoric also united others, black and white, in 

opposition. 

 

Pratt’s white secretary told police many of his detractors were African-Americans and the more militant 

ones vowed to “eliminate” him. “Uncle Tom” was one of the milder phrases Pratt was accustomed to 

hearing. 

 

He refused to react to the danger, and investigators had to ask whether he had added to it: Pratt was having 

a secret affair with the secretary, investigators learned, and had recently asked Bettye, his wife of 13 years, 

for a divorce. Her response? She threatened to kill Ed if he left her. 
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“I was babysitting for Bettye the night she found them together,” says Soliz, who is devoting most her 

time now to probing the murder. “Bettye went looking for Ed and found him with his girlfriend at the 

movies. She came home in tears, and was a wreck.” 

 

Ed Pratt persisted nonetheless, and planned to meet the secretary for dinner at her apartment on the night 

of Jan. 26, 1969. But due to an unusual heavy Seattle snowfall that Sunday, he canceled. 

 

Pratt relaxed in his living room chair at their home in the 17900 block of First Avenue NE. He watched 

TV while Bettye put their 5-year-old daughter Miriam to bed. They were Southerners who’d grown up 

poor in the 1930s and met in the 1950s while attending Atlanta University, where he received a masters 

degree. They moved to Seattle after their marriage when he became the Seattle Urban League’s 

community-relations director, moving up to executive director in 1961. He liked the work, disturbing the 

dust of racial contentment. 

 

Startled by the sound of snowballs suddenly hitting the side wall of their rambler, Ed Pratt went to the 

door, opened it warily and asked, “Who’s there?” 

 

A shotgun blast ignited the scene and sent a slug tearing into Pratt’s mouth, glancing off bone and severing 

his spine before lodging in his neck. He collapsed in the doorway as Bettye, who’d been watching from a 

bedroom window, saw the muzzle flash and shouted, “They’ve got a rifle!” Most likely, an autopsy later 

indicated, her husband was already dead. 

 

Neighbors told police they spotted two young men hop into what some guessed was a 1968 Buick Skylark, 

driven by a third man. “They looked like kids,” said a witness. “It was the way they ran — their gait.” And 

their race? Some insisted they were white, others though they were black. 

 

Seattle, which considered itself a melting pot of progress and civility, was witnessing what it might be like 

to deal with a Southern-style racial assassination. National leaders sent condolences. President Richard 

Nixon dubbed Pratt the Martin Luther King Jr. of the North. 

 

Investigators had little to go on, however. The scant evidence included a 12-gauge slug taken from Pratt’s 

body, tire tracks and footprints in the snow. “The snow was frozen but scuffed up and broken” from all the 

foot traffic, Jean Soliz remembers. She can’t imagine how investigators obtained any usable or untainted 

evidence from the trampled crime scene. 

 

Despite Nixon’s comment comparing Pratt to King, my research for the Weekly showed that his 

administration may have preferred not to have the killing blamed on whites. U.S. Attorney General John 

Mitchell said in a teletype message to FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover: “It has come to my attention that 

certain black groups are circulating a story to the effect that the death of Pratt was caused by White racists. 

Does your bureau have any information to the contrary, and, if so, is there any way it might be publicized 

through local police or otherwise?” 

 

Despite a $10,000 reward (about $70,000 in today’s dollars), no one was ever arrested or charged with the 

crime. But after the case went cold for 25 years, it warmed up in 1995 when the Seattle Post-Intelligencer 

broke new ground, citing witnesses who said two white men had committed the crime and had been 

overheard bragging about it. 

 

The two were Tommy Kirk, 21, a violent street thug, and his accomplice, Texas Barton Gray, 49, an 

armed drug dealer. A third person, unidentified, drove the getaway car, the P-I reported. 

 

Investigators told me they believed the information to be accurate. But Kirk and Gray were the 

messengers. Who, detectives still wondered, ordered the delivery, and how much did it cost? In 2011, after 

obtaining the Mitchell-Hoover papers and then plowing through stacks of the county’s cold case files, I 

came up with some additional answers. 
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Based on documents and interviews with detectives and two witnesses who were with the three-man hit 

team after the murder, I was able to confirm that Kirk, described as a psychopathic, trigger-happy drug 

dealer, fired the shot that killed Pratt, while Gray, a longtime drug dealer and gun peddler, was his lookout. 

 

Detectives and the witnesses had now identified the third man as Michael Lee Jordan, then 22, a small-

time criminal who drove the getaway car. As I wrote then, all were white, all were dead, and all may have 

shared as much as $25,000 to kill Pratt, investigators indicated. 

 

Cold-case detectives suspected a black contractor named Henry Roney was most likely the man who paid 

for the shooting. Known for his dislike of Pratt and their ongoing spat over how to reform construction 

hiring practices, Roney was questioned only days after Pratt’s death. He was considered a leading suspect 

because “No one had a greater motive,” a detective told me. “When you look at the evidence, it’s very 

compelling.” 

 

But Roney, who died two decades back, had denied any role in the shooting, and his ex-attorney told me 

Roney was wrongly accused. Author Soliz says she doesn’t believe Roney was the money man either. 

 

Her research points to a “group” of sponsors willing to pay for the hit. “I can’t tell you yet all I’ve 

learned,” she said, “but it will be in the book.” 

 

There’s also the possibility Pratt was killed by someone who was simply a racist and would gladly do it for 

free — someone like Kirk. Danella Jordan, the widow of getaway driver Michael Jordan, told me she was 

with her husband, Kirk, and Gray just hours after the Pratt shooting, and there had been no talk of a 

behind-the-scenes sponsor. 

 

Jordan instead fingered Kirk as the idea man. He was a loose cannon and racist, she said, and the shooting 

was a “monumental hate crime” committed essentially by one man. Kirk never mentioned the name 

Roney, she recalls, but he did mention Ed Pratt. 

 

“Tommy had heard about Pratt,” said Jordan, who now lives in another state. Pratt “was all over the news, 

and [Tommy] stated he was going to shoot ‘that rich n—,’ or words to that effect. I honestly don’t recall 

money being the motivation.” 

 

Her husband apparently bought that theory too, based on a statement he gave the FBI in 1995, when the 

agency briefly reopened its probe following the P-I story. Interviewed in his Walla Walla prison cell where 

he was doing time for robbery, Jordan said Kirk killed Pratt for “being a black dude in a white 

neighborhood.” 

 

Jordan never flashed any extra cash during that period, said his widow — they lived off drug sales money 

at the time. But then, he “was wildly in love with a Texas whore, running from the Texas Rangers,” the 

widow said. “If he had big bucks, perhaps it was her he spent it on.” 

 

A witness at the Jordan home following that night’s shooting recalled seeing the three suspects enter 

carrying a shotgun. “Tommy Kirk kind of ah, scared my ass, you know,” the witness told a detective in an 

interview. “I had enough sense to know that if you screwed with Kirk, he was a psychopath, man.” He 

proved it that night, the witness said. “God, I have never seen anybody do this in my life, but Tommy Kirk 

started shooting dope, and it was like, it was, believe me, it was, I, I have never got this, ’cause he had, he 

had like a jug of this [drug], and…he’d just ‘Bam!’ till it was gone. I mean, he did enough dope that would 

of killed like all three of us, you know?” 

 

Four months later, Kirk was murdered on Capitol Hill by co-conspirator Gray, sometimes his rival in drug 

dealing, over money and a woman. Gray died in 1991 of a heart attack following his conviction for 

manslaughter. Mike Jordan died in 2006 at age 58. 
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HEADLINE 01/01 Baltimore: new year, 2 new murders 

SOURCE http://baltimore.cbslocal.com/2018/01/01/nyd-shooting/  

GIST BALTIMORE (WJZ) — Baltimore just recorded its first two murders of the year after struggling with a 

per capita record number of killings last year. 

 

Baltimore Police say the first shooting happened in the 2000 block of Eagle St. on New Year’s Day at 3:40 

p.m. — not even 16 hours into the new year. 

 

Officers found a man who had been shot in the neck. The victim was taken to a local hospital, where he 

was initially in critical condition, but later died. 

 

The second shooting occurred just hours later, around 5:45 p.m., in a parking lot in the 5100 block of 

Goodnow Rd. 

 

Officers found two men sitting in a white Infiniti suffering from gunshot wounds. Police say a 30-year-old 

was in the driver seat suffering from wounds to the head and torso. He was pronounced dead a short time 

later at an area hospital, authorities say. 

 

The passenger, a 36-year-old was found suffering from a gunshot wound to the hip.  That victim was taken 

to an area hospital with a non-life threatening injury. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Arrest in fatal Lynnwood shooting 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/crime/man-arrested-in-fatal-lynnwood-shooting/  

GIST A 19-year-old Everett man has been arrested on investigation of second-degree murder in connection with 

the fatal shooting of a 22-year-old Lynnwood man over the weekend, according to the Snohomish County 

Sheriff’s Office. 

 

The Saturday night shooting — which is believed to have been sparked by a disagreement over a borrowed 

2006 Honda Pilot that had not been returned on time — took place at an apartment complex in the 16100 

block of Ash Way in Lynnwood, according to the sheriff’s office. 

 

Police detectives initially believed that there were three suspects in the shooting, but witness interviews 

and other leads established that there were only two occupants in the car — the suspect and a female driver 

— when the shooting occurred, police said. 

 

Authorities now believe the suspect was in the passenger seat when he fired a single shot through the 

closed window, striking and killing the victim. 

 

The driver and suspect fled the scene and abandoned the vehicle at a gas station at the corner of Rucker 

and 41st Avenue in Everett, a location where the suspect admitted to being, police said. 

 

The victim, who has not been officially identified by the Snohomish Medical Examiner’s Office, was part 

of a group of people who had arrived at the apartment complex in Lynnwood about 9 p.m. Saturday 

looking for the borrowed car. At some point, the car arrived, and there was some sort of altercation when 

the suspect fired the shot, police said. The suspect fired one shot, striking the victim, who was standing 

nearby, police said. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 Calif. deputy dies after brutal attack 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/03/california-sheriffs-deputy-dies-after-brutal-attack-following-

traffic-collision-police-say.html  
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GIST A California sheriff’s deputy died Tuesday after succumbing to injuries from an off-duty traffic collision 

and a violent beating, authorities said. 

 

Lawrence Falce, 70, a deputy in San Bernardino County, was off-duty Sunday when he was involved in a 

minor crash on a highway in the city, the Sheriff’s Employees’ Benefits Association said in a statement. 

Falce contacted the other driver in the car, but was brutally attacked and was left severely injured, the 

statement said. 

 

Authorities said Falce never regained consciousness after the attack, according to KTLA. 

 

San Bernardino police said a suspect was in custody in Falce’s death, but they were not going to identify 

the person due to the ongoing criminal investigation. 

 

Falce, a 36-year veteran of the force and an Army veteran, began his career with the San Bernardino 

County Sheriff’s Department in 1981 as a deputy sheriff. He worked patrol at Central Station for 32 years. 
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HEADLINE 01/03 ‘Swatting’ suspect false bomb reports 2016 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/suspect-kansas-swatting-death-served-time-false-bomb-

reports-n834201  

GIST LOS ANGELES — The man accused of making a hoax 911 call that led to a fatal police shooting in 

Kansas last week previously made as many as 20 similar calls and was sentenced in 2016 for making false 

bomb reports involving two Los Angeles-area schools and a television station, authorities said Tuesday. 

 

Tyler Raj Barriss, 25, was scheduled to appear in a Los Angeles courtroom Wednesday on a request to 

extradite him to Kansas, where police in Wichita shot and killed Andrew Finch, 28, on Thursday as they 

responded to the hoax call. He was being held without bail on an arrest warrant from Sedgwick County, 

Kansas. 

 

Police said Finch was an innocent victim of a harassment tactic called "swatting," in which someone 

deceives authorities into sending SWAT officers or other emergency services rushing to another person's 

address. 

 

Multiple law enforcement sources told NBC News that Barriss made the false report after he got into a 

dispute in connection with online gaming. He gave authorities the address where he believed that person 

lived, but it was an address for Finch, who wasn't involved in the dispute, the sources said. 

 

As long ago as 2015, California authorities pursued Barriss for similar activities. The Los Angeles County 

District Attorney's Office handled two previous cases that year of bomb threats involving Barriss, a 

spokesman for the agency told NBC News on Tuesday. 

 

The cases involved four separate threats — two against KABC-TV and one each against an elementary 

school in Los Angeles and a middle school in Granada Hills, near Los Angeles, the spokesman said. 

 

The cases were consolidated, and Barriss pleaded no contest in May 2016 to felony counts of making a 

false report of a bomb to an agency or business and maliciously reporting a false bombing. He was 

sentenced to 32 months in the Los Angeles County Jail, the district attorney's office said; under California 

law, non-violent offenders customarily are released after serving half of their sentences. 

 

No information was immediately available on whether he was on probation or whether he was being 

monitored. 

 

The FBI's Los Angeles field office separately confirmed Tuesday night that it worked with Los Angeles-

area police on a series of threats Barriss allegedly made in or around 2015. It said it deferred to California 
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authorities to pursue prosecution. 

 

A spokesman for police in Glendale, north of Los Angeles, told NBC News that Barriss is believed to have 

made about 20 threat-related calls around the country during the time of that investigation. Some of the 

calls went to universities and news organizations, Sgt. Dan Suttles said. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Canada: ex-Taliban hostage jailed 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/taliban-hostage-joshua-boyle-jailed-arrest-assault-

charges/story?id=52103756  

GIST Former Taliban hostage Joshua Boyle was charged Monday in Canada with 15 criminal offenses including 

multiple allegations of assault since he arrived home with his American wife and three children in October 

following five years of captivity in Pakistan.  

 

Boyle, 34, appeared in a hearing in Ottawa's criminal court on New Year's Day, court records show. He 

was denied immediate release and his next hearing will be Wednesday, according to a family member.  

 

Boyle’s American wife, Caitlan Coleman Boyle, said in a statement, "I can’t speak about the specific 

charges, but I can say that ultimately it is the strain and trauma he was forced to endure for so many years 

and the effects that that had on his mental state that is most culpable for this.  

 

“Obviously, he is responsible for his own actions,” she wrote in the statement, “but it is with compassion 

and forgiveness that I say I hope help and healing can be found for him. As to the rest of us, myself and 

the children, we are healthy and holding up as well as we can.” 

 

The 15 charges filed Monday by the Ottawa Police Service include multiple allegations of assault, 

including physical and sexual assault of a woman, physical assault of a child and unlawful confinement, 

between October and December and misleading police over the weekend "to divert suspicion from 

himself."  

 

The Canadian court issued an order prohibiting the publication of information that identifies the alleged 

victims in Canada. As a general policy, ABC News does not name victims in cases of alleged sexual 

assault.  

 

Joshua Boyle's defense lawyer, Eric Granger, in a statement to ABC News said his client "is presumed 

innocent." 

 

Joshua Boyle was known in Canada for his activism even before becoming a hostage of the Haqqani 

Network. He was previously married to one of Canada's most outspoken pro-jihadi women, Zaynab Khadr, 

whose two brothers were imprisoned at the Guantanamo Bay detention camp, but were later released.  

 

U.S. intelligence officials long expressed doubts to ABC News about Joshua Boyle's motives in traveling 

to Afghanistan in 2012. Joshua Boyle told ABC News last month that those doubts were unfounded and 

referred to his Haqqani captors as "criminal miscreants."  

 

American officials put aside their skepticism of Joshua Boyle in offering the family assistance in leaving 

Pakistan and since they settled in Ottawa, including offers of psychological counseling to adjust from 

captivity, they have told ABC News. 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Chicago: Shotspotters tech effective 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/02/violence-scarred-chicago-saw-crime-drop-as-high-tech-
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program-rolled-out.html  

GIST Asiaha Butler, 42, remembers when her Chicago neighborhood of Englewood was plagued by almost non-

stop gun violence. 

 

“In a two- to three-week span, there was shootings over and over again,” Butler said. “Someone lost their 

life just a block away, actually down the street, and I was actually sitting on my porch and witnessed it.” 

 

But now the neighborhood, which historically has been one of Chicago’s most violent, is experiencing 

something that had eluded police and activists for years: Crime is dropping – and sharply. 

 

Englewood is one of a handful of neighborhoods taking part in a new program that uses cameras and 

detection radars on utility poles to cut crime. The Shotspotters technology instantly alerts police to the 

sound of gunshots and pinpoints its location, rapidly reducing response times and potentially catching 

suspects on video. 

 

Chicago police say the technology is effective – and it wants to expand the program to other parts of the 

city. The system is also used in several major cities, including New York. 

 

The technology comes as the violence-scarred city is experiencing a drop in major crime. Chicago had 650 

murders in 2017, a noteworthy drop from 2016 when 771 people were killed — an average of two per 

day— according to police data. Shootings also dropped, from 3,550 incidents in 2016 to 2,785 incidents 

last year, police said. 

 

In Englewood, the neighborhood has seen the greatest reduction in shootings, with a 43 percent decline in 

2017, according to police. 

 

“I am proud of the progress our officers made in reducing gun violence all across the city in 2017, but 

none of us are satisfied," said Chicago Police Superintendent Eddie Johnson. "In 2018, we are going to 

work to build on the progress we made last year – to reduce gun violence, to save lives and to find justice 

for victims." 

 

In addition to the new technology, in 2017 Mayor Rahm Emanuel and Superintendent Johnson added 

1,100 new officers to the police force and successfully lobbied to pass the Neighborhoods Reform Act— a 

new state law that aims to crack down on repeat gun offenders by providing guidelines for judges to 

sentence those offenders at the higher end of the existing sentencing range, while expanding diversion 

programs for first-time nonviolent offenders. 

 

“As this new law goes into effect, the police department is fully committed to partnering with prosecutors 

to make sure that repeat gun offenders are held fully accountable for the crimes they commit on our 

streets,” Johnson said in a press release. 

 

But ShotSpotter has also proven effective, police officials say, and officials plan to expand the technology 

to six more districts in 2018. 

 

“I have seen and just witnessed shots fired and immediately cops are right there,” said Butler, a 

community activist, “so definitely that technology has been helpful.” 
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HEADLINE 01/02 Co. gunman livestreamed ‘ambush’ 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/01/02/colorado-gunman-livestreamed-ambush-style-shooting-that-

killed-deputy-report-says.html  

GIST A Colorado man who gunned down a deputy and wounded six other people in an “ambush-style” attack on 

New Year’s Eve livestreamed the shootout on Periscope, where he was heard yelling, “I warned you,” 

before firing more than 100 rounds at them, a report said. 
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Matthew Riehl, 37, an Army veteran who briefly served in Iraq, recorded a 911 call and posted a live 

video on the streaming service Periscope at his apartment in Highlands Ranch as he shot and killed 

Douglas County Sheriff’s Deputy Zackari Parrish during the attack, FOX31 Denver reported. Three other 

deputies, a police officer and two civilians were wounded in the shooting. 

 

“Go away. Don’t come in. I’ve warned you,” Riehl is heard saying in the audio-only recording. 

 

Riehl then ordered the deputies to identify themselves before several shots were fired. 

 

“Get the [expletive] out of here. Get out, leave me alone,” he was heard saying as a smoke alarm blared in 

the background. “Why are you here without a warrant?” 

 

The gunman then shouted: “Go away, go. Leave me alone. Go, get out,” before gunfire resumed. 

 

“They broke my door, they broke my door, they broke my door,” he yelled, according to FOX31. 

 

“Why? Why? Leave me alone,” he repeatedly said until the audio ended with the sound of the smoke 

alarm. 

 

Riehl was found dead in his bedroom. 

 

Earlier, authorities had responded to a complaint of a verbal disturbance involving two men at an 

apartment building in Highlands Ranch, 16 miles south of Denver. A caller said Riehl was acting bizarre 

and might have been having a mental breakdown, but responding deputies found no evidence of a crime 

and left. 

 

When deputies were called back to the scene, Riehl’s roommate, who had left, gave them a key and 

granted them permission to enter the apartment, according to FOX31. 

 

Colorado authorities had been warned about Riehl’s volatile mental state before the shooting, but never 

held him for a mental health evaluation. His anger against law enforcement officials apparently stemmed 

from a traffic infraction that happened in November, which followed with a Dec. 13 YouTube video where 

he calls Douglas County Sheriff Tony Spurlock a “clown” and a deputy a pimp. 

 

“You know who’s going flub big time next election? Spurlock,” Riehl said in the video called “Fire 

Sheriff Spurlock.” 
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materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 
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HEADLINE 12/29 Calif. law enforcement readies for pot 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/8be50fb920124e73be4284037bbf6a11/California-law-enforcement-readies-for-

new-marijuana-laws  

GIST SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Licensed businesses around California can begin legally growing and selling 

marijuana for recreational use Monday, and a hodgepodge of enforcement agencies will be trying to make 

sure they adhere to a slew of new pot laws. 

 

Since no single agency has overarching responsibility, supporters and opponents of legalization worry how 

well the laws will be followed. 

 

Three state agencies will issue a combined 19 types of permits to growers, retailers, manufacturers and 

distributors. Each agency has enforcement officers tasked with cracking down on unlicensed operators. 

 

In addition, other state agencies such as Fish and Wildlife and the Narcotic Enforcement Bureau said they 

will rely on marijuana task forces already in place to continue eradicating illegal growers and sellers. 

 

The newly created state Bureau of Cannabis Control, which licenses retail outlets, said it has hired several 

officers to help crack down on unlicensed shops and plans to hire more in the coming months. But much 

of the work of arresting illegal operators will still rely on sheriffs and police departments. 

 

“We are a pretty small operation,” bureau spokesman Alex Traverso said. 

 

He said about eight enforcement officers will be in place Jan. 1, though bureau chief Lori Ajax said 

enforcement won’t be a priority in the first months of the new year as the agency focuses on getting 

retailers licensed. 

 

The bureau has issued fewer than 200 temporary business licenses so far. That’s a fraction of what 

ultimately will be distributed once Los Angeles, San Francisco and other major local governments start 

issuing their own licenses, which are required to get a state permit. 

 

A small number of retail shops from Berkeley to San Diego say the will open New Year’s Day. 

 

While an increasing number of states have legalized marijuana in one form or another, all uses of the drug 

remain illegal under federal law. U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions has said federal authorities still are 

contemplating how they will enforce pot laws in California. 

 

State laws include that consumers be at least 21, that businesses not be within 600 feet (183 meters) of 

schools and must close by 10 p.m. They’re also required to have 24-hour video surveillance. 

 

Counties and cities have similar requirements with a few twists. Oakland city officials, citing disparate 

marijuana arrest records, have given applicants convicted of pot-related felonies preference in obtaining 

permits in certain neighborhoods. 

 

Several counties and cities used existing medical marijuana laws to adopt recreational use rules by striking 

the word “medical” from the ordinances, keeping in place existing local tax rates. 

 

Marijuana businesses also will be required to pay state taxes. Some of the tax revenue is earmarked for 

enforcement, but sheriffs in several counties say they’re already pouring resources into marijuana 

enforcement. 

 

Siskiyou County leaders recently declared a state of emergency and called on the governor to assist the 
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sheriff with eradicating an influx of illegal farms. The county banned commercial cultivation, but that 

hasn’t stopped a migration of marijuana farmers snapping up cheap land in remote Northern California. 

 

“We are overwhelmed,” Sheriff Jon Lopey said. 

 

Mendocino County Sheriff Tom Allman has similar concerns in a county that has legalized marijuana in 

the heart of the fabled pot growing region called the Emerald Triangle. 

 

“Please do not continue to say that marijuana is a totally harmless herb that God put on this Earth, and we 

don’t know why we’re fighting over it,” he told county supervisors, who he said were overlooking the 

criminal aspects of growing marijuana. 

 

In Los Angeles County, sheriff’s officials are preparing to see a possible increase in marijuana dispensary 

robberies and drivers who are high behind the wheel. 

 

Sheriff Jim McDonnell said he believes legalization will be “eye-opening for a lot of people.” 

 

“The public’s perception is that weed is innocuous, that this is something they did 40 years ago and it is no 

big deal,” he said. “Well, today’s marijuana is not yesterday’s marijuana. The active ingredient, THC, is so 

much higher today than back 40 years ago.” 

 

In some cases, the farmers are planting on government lands hidden deep in forests patrolled by state 

wildlife wardens. So-called guerrilla farms illegally set up on public property or remote private property 

without the owners’ knowledge have troubled rural law enforcement officials and federal authorities for 

years. 

 

California’s Fish and Wildlife Department created a marijuana enforcement team three years ago to stem 

illegal gardens in the state’s forests. The agency also created Watershed Enforcement Teams to crack 

down on marijuana farmers who illegally divert streams, used banned pesticides or otherwise harm the 

environment. 

 

Fish and Game Capt. Paul Foy said the department has no plans to change its enforcement strategy after 

Jan. 1 and will continue to concentrate on environmental crimes and illegal farms on public lands. 

 

An estimated 1,000 illegal farms controlled by organized crime operate on public property in California, 

he said. 

 

“We’re going to keep on keeping on with enforcement,” Foy said. “We stay busy.” 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Van crashes into Seattle pedestrians 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/855579/vehicle-drives-into-building-in-near-westlake-center/  

GIST A van crashed into a building near Westlake Center just before noon on Thursday, according to police. 

 

The Seattle Police Department reports the crash occurred at Fifth Avenue and Pine Street around noon. 

The van drove onto the sidewalk where it crashed into the front of a Gap store. Five people were taken to 

local hospitals, including the driver. 

  

“What we’ve determined so far … is that the Shuttle Express driver experienced some type of medical 

condition, then lost consciousness, the van then drove over to the sidewalk where it struck four 

pedestrians,” said Marc Garth Green with the Seattle Police Department.  

 

“(Video of the crash) shows the van did not accelerate; there is nothing obvious to make this an intentional 

or deliberate act,” he said. “It just idles and then rolls through and strikes pedestrians.” 
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Harborview Medical Center reports receiving five patients; one is in critical condition. One person was 

taken to the hospital after being struck by falling glass. 

 

“Initial indications,” according to police, show that the driver of the van suffered from a medical condition 

prior to the crash and lost control of the vehicle. One other person was in the van at the time. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Wash. REAL ID grace period Oct 2018 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/855660/washington-real-id-deadline-october-2018/  

GIST Washington state travelers are getting another grace period to use their IDs at airports despite being out of 

compliance with federal regulations. 

 

Washington residents can use their state-issued IDs to travel through airports until October 2018, Business 

Insider reports. The previous deadline set by the Transportation Security Administration was Jan. 22, 

2018.  

 

“Washington state residents who are trying to do a domestic flight using their Washington state driver’s 

license have just gotten a reprieve,” said travel expert Steve Danishek. “Washington state was out of 

compliance with the federal REAL ID law. They were given until January 22, 2018 to get either an 

enhanced driver’s license or a passport to board domestic flights.” 

 

But that deadline has been pushed back. It’s not the first time TSA has delayed the deadline for states to 

come into compliance with the REAL ID Act. It was initially passed in 2005, but the deadline for states to 

come into compliance has been adjusted ever since. While Washington’s driver licenses meet state 

standards, they fail to meet the federal requirements. That means, eventually, travelers will not been able 

to use a Washington ID to travel through airports. They will have to use a passport. 

 

Most recently, states were given until October 2017 to come into compliance with the REAL ID law, but 

that was delayed until the Jan. 22, 2018 due date — which has now, in turn, also been pushed back to 

October 2018. 

 

“This is a surprise because Washington state had been out of compliance for years along with several other 

states … so we anticipated that the deadline would apply,” Danishek said. “This was a little bit 

unexpected. It’s going to apply to all 50 states, not just the ones out of compliance.” 

 

Washington is among nine states that are not in compliance with the REAL ID Act, including: Kentucky, 

Maine, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 More women sought for wildfire fighters 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/more-women-called-upon-to-join-dedicated-washingtons-wildfire-

fighters/670421863  

GIST Washington Department of Natural Resources Public Lands commissioner wants more women to join the 

frontlines of wildfire fights. 

 

Commissioner Hilary Franz, who was elected into office last year, turned to Facebook to say that women 

are under-represented on the state’s fireline and in wildfire leadership. Women make up only 14.5 percent 

of the state's wildfire fighting force, according to DNR. 

 

“I want every woman out there who wants to keep their state safe to sign up for these great wildfire 

fighting opportunities,” she wrote on her page. 
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In a video attached with a message, she thanks the thousands of firefighters who have strenuously and 

bravely worked protected Washington’s landscapes. 

 

The DNR responded to over 600 wildfires this year amid dry weather and wind over the summer and fall – 

keeping 96 percent of fires under10 acres. 

 

““What we don’t see is enough woman to join this powerful [job of] firefighting ,” Franz said. “There’s no 

reason we can’t make this number higher. I am encouraging all women interested in protecting our 

communities and keeping our landscapes green to join … We are not only fighting fire but we are fighting 

the glass ceiling.” 
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People interested in applying can learn more about the qualifications needed here. 

 

HEADLINE 12/29 Flood watch in effect for western Wash. 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/flood-watch-in-effect-for-western-wa-winter-storm-

warning-in-cascades/281-503104417  

GIST As a big chill ends in the North Sound, Western Washington is transitioning to warmer and wetter 

weather. 

 

We got a break from heavy rain overnight Thursday, but it crept back in on Friday. Things begin to get 

interesting Friday as warmer air mixes into the region, and snow that fell in parts of Western Washington 

is melting fast. 

 

Snow levels drastically jump up to 5,000 feet with highs in Puget Sound climbing to 50 degrees or 

warmer. This will cause problems with rapid runoff in our streams, rivers, and tributaries. A Flood Watch 

has been issued from Friday afternoon to Saturday afternoon for the entire Western Washington region 

because of this. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Oregon raises tobacco age to 21 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2017/12/28/oregon-raises-tobacco-age-to-21-on-new-years-day/  

GIST Soon you’ll need to be 21 years old in order to buy tobacco products in Oregon. The age increase will take 

effect Jan 1. 

 

The law will require anyone buying tobacco or vape products to be 21 years old or older. It also creates 

stiff penalties for vendors who sell to minors. 

 

Fines for store clerks and managers start at $50 and $250, but can reach $500 and $1,000 after multiple 

offenses. 

 

The move is thought to be a major victory for health advocates and a big blow to Big Tobacco. 

 

According to the Oregon Health Authority, tobacco-related diseases are the number one cause of 

preventable death in Oregon. Saying tobacco causes more than 7,000 deaths a year in the state. 

 

In the New Year, Oregon is joining a handful of other states (California, Hawaii, Maine and New Jersey) 

that have increased the tobacco age limit. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 First responders mental health struggles 

SOURCE http://q13fox.com/2017/12/28/first-responders-face-mental-health-struggles-after-responding-to-

traumatic-events/  

GIST First Responders, like those who came to the rescue following the deadly train accident in DuPont, often 

times face mental health challenges. 

 

The University of Phoenix surveyed 2,000 firefighters, police officers, paramedics and nurses about their 

mental health. They found that the majority — 85 percent — of these first responders have experienced 

symptoms. 

 

“There are real consequences that could cause-effect what happened because of your job and reaching out 

for help,” said Samantha Dutton, Ph.D., Social Sciences Program Director at the University of Phoenix. 

 

Given what they do on a daily basis, it’s not surprising that 84 percent of these first responders say they’ve 

experienced traumatic events while on the job.  

 

“Shock and fear and adrenaline rushing, those are all pretty normal,” said Dutton. “It’s when you have 

abnormal things that show up later such as not sleeping, not eating, not handing out with friend, if you’re 

drinking too much.” 

 

Seeking help 

 

Only 34 percent have had a formal diagnosis of a mental health disorder, like depression or post-traumatic 

stress disorder. Researchers say it shows that mental health services offered by organizations are not being 

fully utilized by these workers.  

 

“If you had a broken leg, would you not go to the hospital?” asked Dutton. “If there’s no conversation 

about what it’s like to have an issue or have symptoms of PTSD or depression or if there’s not an open 

conversation about that, you don’t know the difference between a broken leg and a paper cut because they 

both hurt.” 

 

The survey found that 75 percent of the people who received a formal diagnosis of PTSD have received 

treatment. 

 

Twenty-seven percent of people were diagnosed with depression and of those, 47 percent say their 

depression was caused by incidents they dealt with at work. 

 

According to Dutton, these issues are treatable. “PTSD is treatable. Depression is treatable. It’s getting 

over the stigma of asking for the treatment, getting better, and then getting back in the game.” 

 

And while a majority have access to help, many aren’t taking advantage of it. 

 

Sixty-nine percent of those asked say mental health services are seldom or never used. 

 

Why is that? 

 

First responders say there remains a stigma to people who admit to having mental health problems. 

 

They say supervisors have treated them differently when they bring up mental health conditions. Almost 

one-in-four say there are negative repercussions for people looking to get help at work. 

 

Starting the conversation 

 

Dutton believes there needs to be more of a national conversation about mental health, not just for first 

responders. She says there’s not a person in the United States who isn’t touched in some way by mental 

health issues, whether it’s their own or a family member.  
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For first responders, she suggests that superiors discuss mental health with those who serve under them by 

telling their own stories. Dutton says showing that it’s ok to talk about it, more people will feel 

comfortable about opening up. 

 

While she served in the military, Dutton says one leader opened up, and it helped. 

 

“I wouldn’t keep people out of my door. There were people in my office lined up. Once they realize their 

leader did this, it was all great. They wanted to get the help too,” said Dutton. 

 

If you or a loved one is dealing with depression or other mental health issues, reach out to your insurance 

company to find out what kind of services are available to you. 

 

Dutton says often times, simply being aware of the problem is the first step in the recovery process. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Census: 1 person every 18sec. in 2018 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2017/12/28/US-population-to-add-one-person-every-18-seconds-

in-2018/3771514499378/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=lh&utm_medium=3  

GIST Dec. 28 (UPI) -- The U.S. Census Bureau predicts the U.S. population will grow by one person every 18 

seconds as of the start of next year. 

 

The Census Bureau found the United States is expected to experience one birth every 8 seconds, a death 

every 10 seconds and add one person through net international migration every 29 seconds in 2018. 

 

It also predicted the U.S. population will reach 326,971,407 -- about 4.4 percent of the global total -- on 

Jan. 1, 2018, an increase of 2,314,238 from the first day of 2017. 

 

The bureau predicted the global population will reach 7,444,443,881 on Jan. 1, an increase of 78,521,283 

from New Year's Day 2017. 

 

About 4.3 births and 1.8 deaths are expected every second worldwide during January of next year. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 Israel: Gaza militants fire rockets 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/12/29/military-says-gaza-gunmen-fire-rockets-at-israel.html  

GIST JERUSALEM –  Israel says militants in the Gaza Strip have fired several rockets at the Jewish state with 

two intercepted by its air defense system and another damaging a building. 

 

The military said its Iron Dome missile defense system downed two rockets Friday. Police said another 

exploded near a building causing damage but no injuries. 

 

Israel holds Hamas, the Islamic militant group that rules Gaza, responsible for all attacks emanating from 

the territory regardless of who fires the rockets. Israel typically responds to each attack. 

 

There has been an increase in Gaza rocket fire since President Donald Trump's announcement Dec. 6 

recognizing Jerusalem as Israel's capital. 

 

Palestinians have been clashing with Israeli forces in the West Bank and along the Gaza border in weekly 

protests over the decision. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 Taiwan president seeks stronger defense 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/12/29/taiwan-president-pledges-stronger-defense-to-china-

pressure.html  

GIST TAOYUAN CITY, Taiwan –  Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen has pledged to step up defense spending 

to defend the self-ruled island's sovereignty in the face of China's growing military assertiveness in the 

region. 

 

Speaking at a military research center, Tsai said Friday that Beijing's "attempt to expand militarily in the 

region is more and more obvious" and Taiwan "needs to stand up for its sovereignty." 

 

China and Taiwan split in 1949 after Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalists fled the mainland following a civil 

war. The communist Beijing government insists the two sides must unite, but surveys show most 

Taiwanese oppose that. 

 

Beijing has rattled neighboring governments including Taiwan, Japan and South Korea by sending 

military aircraft close to their airspace. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Universities face #MeToo movement 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/12/28/academia-faces-metoo-movement-over-sexual-

harrassment.html  

GIST WASHINGTON –  When Celeste Kidd was a graduate student of neuroscience at the University of 

Rochester she says a professor supervising her made her life unbearable by stalking her, making 

demeaning comments about her weight and talking about sex. 

 

Ten years on and now a professor of neuroscience at the university, Kidd is taking legal action. She has 

filed a federal lawsuit against the school alleging that it mishandled its sexual harassment investigation 

into the professor's actions and then retaliated against her and her colleagues for reporting the misconduct. 

 

"We are trying to bring transparency to a system that is corrupt," Kidd told The Associated Press. 

 

Academia — like Hollywood, the media and Congress — is facing its own #MeToo movement over 

allegations of sexual misconduct. Brett Sokolow, who heads an association of sexual harassment 

investigators on campuses, estimates that the number of reported complaints has risen by about 10 percent 

since the accusations against Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein surfaced in early October, spurring 

more women to speak out against harassment in various fields. The increase is mostly from women 

complaining of harassment by faculty members who are their superiors. 

 

But the Trump administration has viewed the issue of sexual harassment on campus in a different light. 

Education Secretary Betsy DeVos has scrapped Obama-era regulations on investigating sexual assault, 

arguing that they were skewed in favor of the accuser. New instructions allow universities to require 

higher standards of evidence when handling such complaints. 

 

A forthcoming study of nearly 300 such cases in the Utah Law Review found that one in 10 female 

graduate students at major research universities reports being sexually harassed by a faculty member. And 

in more than half of those cases, the alleged perpetrator is a repeat offender, according to the study. 

 

"Often schools might turn a blind eye toward sexual harassment that they know about or have heard about 

because a professor is bringing in a big grant or is adding to the stature of the university," said Neena 

Chaudhry, senior counsel at the National Women's Law Center. 

 

The Education Department did not respond to a request for comment. 
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Activists say young women pursuing graduate studies are especially vulnerable to sexual misconduct 

because they depend heavily on their academic adviser to complete their degrees, pursue research in their 

field of study and get recommendations for future jobs. Reporting misconduct could endanger an academic 

career. And besides damaging the women's mental health and well-being, sexual harassment can chase 

some of them out of academia altogether. 

 

"Often professors who are advising graduate students are the students' gateway to their degree attainment 

and their career prospects," said Anne Hedgepeth with the American Association of University Women. 

"That's an immense amount of power that professors hold. It's also an immense amount of risk that 

students take when coming forward when future prospects are on the line." 

 

That sums up what happened to Kidd, according to the lawsuit. 

 

Kidd says Florian Jaeger, a distinguished linguistics professor at the New York university's cognitive 

sciences department who was one of her academic advisers in 2007, pressured her to rent a room in his 

apartment for a year. She says he then constantly intruded in her private life, demoralized her and talked to 

her about oral sex and other sexually explicit topics. 

 

"I begged him to stop and to just advise me professionally and he said that was impossible, that wasn't his 

mentorship style," Kidd said in a phone interview. "There were many moments where I went to sleep in 

the lab and I wondered what I had done to deserve the hell I was living in every day." 

 

When Kidd protested, Jaeger made it understood that he could derail her career. 

 

"He had a lot of control over my work life, he had the ears of everybody in the field," she recalled. "He 

reminded me constantly that they know him, that he was a big shot and that I was no one." 

 

In the end, Kidd moved out of Jaeger's apartment and abandoned language research so that she wouldn't 

have to be supervised by Jaeger. She now studies attention and general learning. 

 

Last year, two professors at the department, in whom Kidd eventually confided, filed a sexual harassment 

complaint. The university investigated but found the allegations unsubstantiated. The professors say the 

university then began a retaliation campaign against them. In August, Kidd together with group of faculty 

members filed a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, a federal agency in 

charge of workplace discrimination issues. In December, Kidd and her colleagues filed a federal lawsuit. 

 

The university responded by placing Jaeger, now a tenured professor, on administrative leave and 

commissioning an independent investigation. Results are expected in early January. 

 

University President Joel Seligman said in a statement that the school is committed to creating a safe and 

respectful environment, but vowed to "vigorously defend" himself and the university provost against some 

personal claims made against them in the suit. 

 

Jaeger did not respond to an email seeking comment. But shortly after the case was made public this fall, 

he emailed his students to say that while some of the online comments about him were painful to read, "I 

am glad that there is now generally so much support for people who speak up against discrimination." 

Jaeger added that he has always tried to make his lab "an exciting, sa(f)e and supportive place to pursue 

science" and that he has received letters of support from former students. 

 

As universities face pressure to rethink their sexual misconduct policies, activists suggest various possible 

remedies: spelling out what interaction is appropriate between faculty and students; more transparency in 

reporting and investigating complaints; more women in senior leadership positions in academia; and 

making a student's career less dependent on just one professor. 

 

"There is really no excuse for not addressing this," Chaudhry at the National Women's Law Center said. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 China seizes opportunity in Iran 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2017/12/29/u-s-sanction-iran-china-seizes-

opportunity/989571001/  

GIST Mostafa Kishavarzi looks over the 10,000 watches crammed into his tiny store wedged between dozens of 

similar retailers in the jewelry section of the Tehran Bazaar. 

 

Every watch in his store — and most of those sold by his competitors — come from one place, and it’s not 

Iran. It’s China. 

 

Kishavarzi sells everything from knock-off Rolexes to nothing-fancy, off-brand watches. He flies to 

Shenzhen, China, several times a year to buy the timepieces and makes a tidy profit selling them back in 

Tehran.  

 

“My watches are perfect for middle- and low-income people,” he said proudly. “Even the batteries are 

guaranteed for a year.” 

 

Watches are just a tiny part of an explosion in trade between the two countries: China has become Iran’s 

largest trading partner.  

 

The Chinese government has also extended huge loans to Iran, most recently a $10 billion line of credit for 

Chinese companies to build infrastructure projects such as dams, power generation facilities and 

transportation projects. Meanwhile, the Trump administration continues to block U.S. investment and most 

trade with Iran. Analysts in Iran say the U.S. pressures European businesses to do the same. 

 

“The more the U.S. puts pressure on Iran, the closer Iran will get to China,” said Foad Izadi, an assistant 

professor in the Department of North American Studies at the University of Tehran. 

 

Izadi said China remained a reliable trading partner even during the height of U.S. sanctions earlier this 

decade. After implementing the nuclear accord in 2015, Iran signed numerous memoranda of 

understandings with companies in Italy, Germany and France. But facing the possibility of new U.S. 

sanctions, few of them followed through with sales or investments.  

 

The European plane manufacturer Airbus, for example, agreed to sell 100 planes to Iran but has delivered 

only three so far.  

 

China, on the other hand, has accelerated its investments, with infrastructure projects and sales of 

moderately priced cars, cell phones and clothing. 

 

The Chinese “are interested in buying and selling stuff,” said Izadi. “They are not interested in regime 

change. They are not interested in putting political pressure on governments that have an independent 

foreign policy.” 

 

In 2016 Chinese President Xi Jinping and Iranian President Hassan Rouhani announced plans to increase 

bilateral trade to $600 billion over the next decade. That's an ambitious goal, to say the least. 

 

China exported $7.95 billion worth of goods to Iran over the last eight months, a 22% increase over the 

same period last year, according to Iranian customs statistics provided by the Tehran Chamber of 

Commerce. Iran’s exports to China, excluding oil, were valued at $5.7 billion, a 13.5% increase during the 

same period. 

 

China sees Iran as an important component of its "One Belt, One Road" program, connecting China to 

Europe via Asia. The project costs an estimated $1.7 trillion per year to build ports, highways, rail lines 
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and other infrastructure in the region. China is also constructing a 2,000-mile long railroad to connect the 

western Chinese city of Urumqi with the northern Iranian city of Mashhad, cutting through four former 

Soviet republics. 

 

Politically, China seeks allies against what it perceives as U.S. hegemony in the Middle East. Izadi said 

China doesn’t want to depend on oil produced in Saudi Arabia, the Gulf States and other U.S. allies. 

 

“As long as there is a defiant Iran in the Middle East, the United States cannot fully concentrate on East 

Asia where China’s core interests are located,” Izadi and Esfandiar Khodaee wrote in a scholarly journal.  

 

But those common interests go only so far.  

 

While China continued to buy Iranian oil during the sanctions era, it kept the money from those sales in 

special accounts in China as prescribed by U.N. sanctions. After sanctions were lifted, however, China 

didn’t release the $22 billion it accumulated. It only allows the funds to be used to finance Chinese 

infrastructure projects in Iran.  

 

“They were ruthless,” political analyst Saeed Laylaz said. “They tried to cheat us. But at least they sold 

things to us.” 

 

China faces another problem with Iran. Many ordinary people complain about the shoddy quality of 

Chinese goods such as the watches in the Bazaar jewelry stores.  

 

“We know there are different quality goods in China,” said Bazaar shopper Fereshteh, who declined to 

give her last name. “But the poor quality ones end up coming to Iran. They don't last for long and break 

down quickly compared to products from other places.” 

 

Izadi notes that the shoddy quality of some imports are as much the fault of Iranian traders as Chinese 

manufacturers. The traders buy cheap goods to make a bigger profit. 

 

Even those consumers who want to “buy Iranian” face difficult choices. 

 

Nasibeh Tavakoli, another Bazaar shopper, said she supports buying her own country’s products rather 

than Chinese goods. But like consumers the world over, that’s not so easy anymore. Asked if she actually 

buys Iranian, she replied sheepishly, “Sometimes I don’t know if it’s Iranian or Chinese. I end up buying 

very few Iranian goods.” 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Reports: US, Israel secret deal on Iran 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/nuclear-weapons-agreement-foreign-policy-

tehran/2017/12/28/id/834185/  

GIST The U.S. and Israel signed a secret agreement earlier this month to work to counter Iran's activities in the 

Mideast, including covert and diplomatic actions to block Tehran's path to nuclear weapons, according to 

news reports Thursday. 

 

The accord was signed Dec. 12 after two days of secret meetings in Washington between National 

Security Adviser H.R. McMaster and his Israeli counterpart, Meir Ben-Shabbat, Axios and The Times of 

Israel reported. 

 

A U.S. official told Axios the document goal's was to translate President Donald Trump's speech on Iran in 

October into U.S.-Israeli strategic goals on Tehran and to set up a joint working plan. 

 

Trump decertified the Iran nuclear deal in his Oct. 13 speech at the White House. 
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Israeli officials told both news organizations "the U.S. and Israel see eye to eye the different developments 

in the region and especially those that are connected to Iran. 

 

"We reached at understandings regarding the strategy and the policy needed to counter Iran. 

 

"Our understandings deal with the overall strategy but also with concrete goals, way of action and the 

means which need to be used to get obtain those goals." 

 

The agreement creates working groups that would address various issues concerning Tehran, including: 

 

• Using covert and diplomatic action to block Iran's path to nuclear weapons, including further 

monitoring and verifying whether Iran is not violating the deal and taking more diplomatic steps to 

put more pressure on Tehran. 

• Countering Iranian activity in the region, especially its entrenchment efforts in Syria and its 

support for Hezbollah and other terrorist groups. 

• Countering Iran's development of ballistic missiles and its "precision project" that seeks to build 

precision-guided missiles in Syria and Lebanon for Hezbollah to be used against Israel in any 

future conflict. 

• Developing U.S.-Israeli preparation efforts to counter various escalation scenarios in the region 

concerning Iran, Syria, Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas in Gaza. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 Mumbai restaurant blaze kills 15 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/fire-engulfs-mumbai-building-killing-15-people-

52035756?   

GIST Flames shot into the nighttime sky early Friday as a fire engulfed an upscale rooftop restaurant in the 

Indian city of Mumbai, killing 15 people and sending others fleeing for their lives, fire officials said. 

 

The 1 a.m. fire spread quickly from the restaurant through the four-story building, said Mumbai fire 

service official Balkrishna Kadam. Eight fire engines battled the blaze for more than five hours, he said. 

 

Video showed a blazing fire atop a building, and then a roof-like shelter collapsing. A bamboo ceiling 

burned quickly and collapsed as people tried to escape, the TimesNow TV news channel said. 

 

The building is located in Kamala Mills, a sprawling former textile compound that has been redeveloped 

with upscale restaurants and offices and has become a popular nightspot in Mumbai, India's financial and 

entertainment capital. 

 

More than 50 people were brought to KEM hospital, of whom 12 were treated for non-life-threatening 

injuries, said Avinash Supe, a doctor at the hospital. 

 

Supe said the deaths were caused by both burns and suffocation. 

 

Fire officials said 14 of the victims had been identified, and there was one unidentified body. The dead 

included 11 women, they said. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 NYC: massive apartment fire kills 12 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/15-injured-massive-apartment-fire-york-

city/story?id=52035689&cid=clicksource_4380645_1_hero_headlines_bsq_hed  

GIST At least 12 people, including a 1-year-old, have died in a massive apartment fire in New York City, Mayor 

Bill de Blasio announced Thursday night.  
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Calling the blaze "one of the worst loss-of-life fires in many, many years," de Blasio said another four 

people were critically injured and "fighting for their lives."  

 

Speaking at a press conference at the fire scene, de Blasio said at least 12 people were rescued from the 

building at 2363 Prospect Ave. in the Belmont neighborhood of the Bronx.  

 

"The search of the building continues so we know that even though it's horrible to report 12 are dead 

already, we may lose others as well," de Blasio said.  

 

The deaths ranged in age from 1 year old to "over 50," authorities said. 

 

Fire Commissioner Daniel Nigro said the fire broke out on the first floor of the five-story building and 

spread upstairs. He said it was "way too early to tell the cause."  

 

"As of now, this tragedy is without question historic in its magnitude," Nigro said. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Arctic freeze hits Midwest, Northeast 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-weather/land-of-the-freeze-arctic-wave-hits-u-s-midwest-

northeast-idUSKBN1EM1PV  

GIST NEW YORK (Reuters) - Most of the U.S. Northeast and Midwest grappled with a post-Christmas deep 

freeze on Thursday, with temperatures expected to plunge as low as minus 20 degrees F (minus 29 C) in 

North Dakota as forecasters warned that the harsh winter weather could usher in the New Year. 

 

Tioga, about 200 miles (322 km) north of Bismarck, took honors as the coldest spot in the continental 

United States, according to National Weather Service (NWS) spokesman Bob Oravec. The mercury dived 

to minus 15 F early on Thursday afternoon. 

 

“By tomorrow morning, low temperatures will probably be 15 to 20 degrees below zero in the northern 

and northwestern areas of North Dakota, maybe even in north Minnesota,” Oravec said. 

 

On Wednesday, International Falls, Minnesota, about 300 miles north of Minneapolis, lived up to its 

reputation as the “Icebox of the Nation.” The low temperature there dropped to 37 degrees F below zero, 

breaking the old record for the day of 32 degrees below, set in 1924. Temperatures moderated to minus 2 F 

on Thursday. 

 

Mayor Bob Anderson told Reuters that a local paper mill had to reduce operations because of the cold. But 

he said mail was still being delivered, and the town’s roughly 6,000 weather-hardened residents were 

taking the cold in stride. 

 

For most of the region encompassing New England, northern Pennsylvania and New York, the NWS 

issued wind chill advisories or warnings. Temperatures in the region ranged from highs in the teens and 

20s F to lows in the single digits or below zero. 

 

For upstate New York, east of Lake Ontario, the NWS warned of “dangerously” cold wind chills of minus 

5 F to minus 30 F through Friday. In northern Vermont, conditions are even more brutal, with wind chills 

threatening to bottom out at minus 40 F. 

 

On Twitter, the hashtag #ItsSoCold was the No. 1 trending topic in the United States on Thursday as social 

media users expressed their frustration with Old Man Winter. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Newly elected Liberian president 

SOURCE http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-42507405  

GIST Former footballer George Weah is set to become Liberia's president at the second attempt. 

 

With most ballots from Tuesday's run-off vote counted, Mr Weah is well ahead of opponent Joseph 

Boakai. 

 

He will succeed Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, Africa's first elected female president, in Liberia's first democratic 

handover in decades. 

 

Mrs Sirleaf defeated Mr Weah in the presidential election run-off in 2005, after the end of a brutal civil 

war. 

 

As news of Mr Weah's victory emerged on Thursday, his supporters began celebrating in the capital 

Monrovia. 

 

The former football star's campaign - under the Coalition for Democratic Change banner - appealed to the 

youth vote, while incumbent Vice President Mr Boakai was seen as old and out of touch. 

 

But Mr Weah's election is not without controversy, as his running mate is Jewel Taylor, former wife of the 

warlord and ex-President Charles Taylor, who is serving a jail sentence in the UK for war crimes. 

 

Mr Weah, 51, won the first round of the presidential election in October with 38.4% of the vote, compared 

with the 28.8% won by second-placed Mr Boakai, 73. The failure of any candidate to secure an outright 

majority forced the run-off. 

 

The National Elections Commission (NEC) said on Thursday that with 98.1% of the run-off vote counted, 

Mr Weah had won 61.5% of the vote while Mr Boakai was far behind with 38.5%. 

 

Mr Weah played for a string of football clubs, including AC Milan, Chelsea and Paris St-Germain, and is 

the only African footballer to have won both Fifa World Player of the Year and the Ballon D'Or. 

 

He entered politics after his retirement from the game in 2002 and is currently a senator in Liberia's 

parliament. 

 

Liberia, founded by freed US slaves in the 19th Century, has not had a smooth transfer of power from one 

elected president to another since 1944. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Impact of southern Calif. wildfires 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/12/28/southern-california-wildfires-trigger-mass-destruction-

hurting-families-economy.html  

GIST After nearly a month of battling the so-called "Thomas Fire," fire personnel have nearly reached full 

containment.  

 

As of Thursday morning, the wind-whipped fire, which is the biggest blaze in California's history since 

detailed record-keeping began in 1932, was 89 percent contained.  

 

The massive blaze started on Dec. 4 about 60 miles northwest of downtown Los Angeles and caused at 

least 50,000 people to evacuate, destroyed 1,063 structures and scorched roughly 281,620 acres. 

 

The Thomas Fire has very little active heat at this time and no forward progress of the fire is expected, the 

Los Padres National Forest, which is now tracking the fire, said in a statement. 
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Vistors are now welcome back to Santa Barbara, Ventura and surrounding areas -- just days after 

authorities lifted all evacuation orders in Santa Barbara County and portions of Ventura County on Dec. 

21. 

 

The cause of the fire is currently unknown.  

 

One firefighter died while trying to combat the fire in Southern California, authorities said on Dec. 14. 

Cory Iverson, 32, was an engineer based in San Diego. He left behind a pregnant wife and a 2-year-old 

daughter. 

 

Iverson, who died of burns and smoke inhalation, had been with the California Department of Forestry and 

Fire Protection since 2009. 

 

Iverson's wildfire-related death was not the first.  

 

Authorities confirmed the death of a 70-year-old woman on Dec. 8. Virginia Pesola was reportedly killed 

in a car crash along an evacuation route on Dec. 6. Her death was the first connected to the six wildfires 

that were in the region. 

 

In addition, one unnamed firefighter has reportedly been injured and three other people were burned, the 

Los Angeles Times reported. 

 

In light of the Thomas Fire and others, here’s what you need to know about California wildfires. 

 

How do the fires start? 
 

While wildfires in Northern California are often caused by lightning storms, about 99 percent of wildfires 

in Southern California are caused by humans, David Peterson, a senior research biologist with the U.S. 

Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Research Station, told Fox News. 

 

While throwing a cigarette butt out of a window is usually not enough to spark a fire, Peterson said, other 

simple tasks -- like mowing the lawn or parking a car on dry grass -- can. 

 

For instance, if a rock hits a lawn mower’s metal blades, that’s usually enough friction to create a spark 

that can ultimately start a fire, Scott McLean, an information officer at the California Department of 

Forestry and Fire Protection, or Cal Fire, told Fox News. And the heat from a car’s catalytic converter, a 

device that’s located underneath that controls its exhaust emissions, can reach up to 1,200 degrees 

Fahrenheit -- enough heat to create a fire if the car is parked over dry, flammable grass. 

 

“It only takes one spark to start a fire,” McLean said. 

 

Another common source of wildfires are utility wires, Peterson said. On a windy day, these wires can be 

knocked over, land on dry vegetation and ultimately ignite a fire. 

 

Wildfires are a “perfectly natural, normal phenomenon,” Peterson said. But as urban areas continue to 

expand into wildland areas, the risk of wildfires will also continue to grow. 

 

“We cannot stop them. We can maybe do things to reduce their severity, like removing as much dead 

vegetation that we can, but they will continue to occur,” he added. 

 

How are wildfires stopped? 

 

All wildfires can bring mass destruction. But the way each fire is stopped varies, McLean said. 

 

In other words, “the different vegetation and different scenarios up and down the state” impact how each 

fire is handled. 
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"You don’t just throw resources at a wildfire,” he said. “It’s like a battle -- you have to think what will be 

the most effective." 

 

Cal Fire usually depends on a mix of bulldozers, fire engines, inmate crews, and helicopters or airplanes, 

which disperse things like fire retardant, to stop wildfires. 

 

Using containment lines, or large areas where a bulldozer cuts away vegetation to the point where only dirt 

remains, is very common, he said. But this isn’t always an accessible option. 

 

“‘What would increase the fire’s speed, what would slow it down?'" he asked. “Helicopter and airplanes 

are ineffective with winds over 30 miles an hour, and bulldozers can’t always get in there.” 

 

Strong wind gusts also cause problems when putting out or controlling wildfires, he said. Regional 

atmospheric patterns that develop in the fall create dry, hot wind gusts that can sometimes reach 80 miles 

per hour. These winds can create so-called “spot fires” -- which is when an ember from the main wildfire 

gets blown into a nearby bush or field, ultimately creating a second fire. 

 

“It’s like a blowtorch,” he said. 

 

Indeed, “the thing that’s really challenging here is the embers, which can float one or two miles and jump 

across fire breaks,” Peterson said. “That’s why residential areas are so vulnerable.”   

 

“There is so much energy and so much intensity that we cannot stop them with conventional means,” 

Peterson said. “In these fires, we have to allow them to burn until there’s a period of high humidity and 

rain that helps reduce the temperature of fire enough to control it.” 

 

But rain can also create muddy conditions for bulldozers and fire crews which impacts how they can 

combat the blaze. 

 

Peterson said that firefighters work to “steer” the fire, pushing it toward the ocean, highway or a steep, 

rocky area where there is less vegetation. This usually helps to stop or slow down the wildfire. They also 

use aerial and satellite photos to “work with the landscape” and keep an eye on which direction the wind is 

coming from, he said. 

 

As for the Thomas Fire, however, McLean said resident safety comes first -- hence the evacuation that first 

took place last week. He said Cal Fire is expecting more resources to come to the Ventura County area, 

adding that “several strategies and tactics are in place” to stop or control it. 

 

“It’s a case by case basis, and it’s extremely fluid,” he said. 

 

Why have California’s wildfires been so destructive recently? 

 

McLean explained that California has faced a significant drought over the past five years, which created a 

lot of dead vegetation across the state. Like other mediterranean climates, wintertime brings rain, which 

fills up water reserves and helps new vegetation grow. California also had a record amount of rainfall in 

the spring of 2017. But the summer’s heat dried out that new growth, and, combined with the autumn 

winds, means “a lot of fuel was created for wildfires,” he said. 

 

“These wildfires in Southern California are unlike anywhere else in the West,” Peterson said. And this 

year in particular, that’s primarily because of the Santa Ana winds. 

 

Indeed, “the fires that occur in Southern California in the fall and winter are unique,” Peterson said. 

 

While most of the wind cycles across the U.S. blow off of the Pacific Ocean and move east, the Santa Ana 

winds blow off the desert in Arizona and move west toward California. These hot, dry winds, which can 
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reach 50 miles per hour or more, along with warm weather and dead vegetation, is the perfect concoction 

for severe wildfires. 

 

“This [the Santa Ana winds] usually happens to some extent every year, but, like all natural phenomena, 

happens more severely some years than others,” he said. One of the more severe years has been 2017. 

 

Between the winds and the lightning storms, close to 10 million acres in the West have burned in 2017 

alone, Peterson said. 

 

McLean said there are millions of dead trees in California -- but those primarily serve as potential fuel for 

wildfires to blaze across the northern part of the state. In Southern California, on the other hand, smaller 

fuels -- like chaparral, which is a shrub-like plant with fine stems and leaves -- propel the wildfires.  

 

“We’re not dealing much with forest in Southern California, we’re dealing more with chaparral -- and that 

gets even hotter than a forest fire,” Peterson said. 

 

“There’s a long road ahead of us. The fires we’ve dealt with recently -- like the Thomas Fire -- are all 

indicators of what we’re having to deal with in California for the next few years,” McLean added.  

 

“Rains are not a cure all with one winter -- it will take several years of winters to get moisture back into 

plants and reservoirs.” 

 

What is the impact on wine, entertainment and wildlife? 

 

Wildfires could also impact the state’s wine industry from an economic standpoint, wine experts 

previously told Fox News. The California wine industry generates $57.6 billion in annual economic 

activity in the state and $114 billion in the country, according to statistics from the Wine Institute, a 

California-based public policy organization. 

 

About 325,000 Californians are employed by the wine industry in California. The industry also contributes 

$17.2 billion in wages annually in the state. 

 

Additionally, it generates $7.2 billion in tourism expenditures in California. 

 

One of the biggest revenue generators in the West are “recreational activities on public lands,” Peterson 

said -- such as hiking, skiing or sightseeing. 

 

“Businesses shut down, and smaller communities who depend on tourism are greatly impacted,” Peterson 

said. 

 

As for wildlife, most animals can either fly or run away from the wildfires, while others can burrow 

underground. Peterson said that wildfires are actually a good thing for deer, elk, Bark Beetles and some 

types of vegetation. But for other animals -- like the Spotted Owl and the Lynx, for example -- wildfires 

are harmful, often destroying their habitats.   

 

“There’s always going to be winners and losers in wildfires,” Peterson said. 

 

Additionally, the smoke from wildfires is hard on people who have respiratory problems. Elderly people 

and children are typically impacted by the smoke.  

 

Peterson recalled a time that there was so much smoke in the air from a wildfire it was difficult to talk. 

 

As for the entertainment industry, the Hollywood Reporter reported that HBO suspended its second season 

of “Westworld” due to a 200-acre brush fire that broke out near where the show was filming. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Expert: U-turn in flights not uncommon 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/airplane-mode/chrissy-teigen-s-tokyo-bound-flight-turning-

back-more-common-n833226  

GIST Supermodel Chrissy Teigen captivated her Twitter followers when she live-tweeted about her "flight to 

nowhere" — caused when a rogue passenger was discovered on board her Tokyo-bound airplane Tuesday 

morning. The incident led the All Nippon Airways crew to turn the jetliner back to Los Angeles four hours 

into the flight. 

 

While airline officials apologized for the turnaround and said it was investigating how the "unauthorized" 

passenger was even permitted aboard, aviation experts say it's actually not uncommon for an aircraft to 

turn around mid-flight. 

 

In fact, it happens everyday, multiple times a day, said Ian Petchenik, a spokesman for Flightradar24, a 

real-time flight-tracking service. 

 

"This time of year we track about 150,000 flights a day. In any 24-hour period, about two dozen will not 

arrive for a number a reasons," Petchenik said. 

 

The most common reason for a diverted or returned flight, Petchenik said, is weather — especially in 

winter. But other reasons can range from medical to mechanical, and yes, even a stray passenger. 

 

Petchenik said in the hours after All Nippon Airways Flight NH175 went viral on social media, he was 

repeatedly asked why the plane didn't just land at a closer airport, such as in Anchorage, Alaska, instead of 

returning to Los Angeles. 

 

"If it's practical, airlines prefer to land where they have ground staff and can accommodate the passenger," 

he said, adding that other airports "might not have proper staff to receive the plane, to refuel the plane, 

things like that." 

 

He said an airline would rather know the airport can "re-accommodate the passenger and the aircraft" 

before making the unscheduled landing. 

 

Although it is still not known how the stray passenger ended up on the flight, Henry Willis, a senior policy 

researcher at RAND Corporation with a knowledge of aviation security, said keeping airports secure is a 

team effort. 

 

"Security isn't just the TSA. It's all parties," Willis said, adding that everyone from airlines to passengers 

play a role in keeping airports safe. 

 

He said it is likely a review will be done so the airline can assess how it can prevent future mix-ups. As to 

what led to this one, Willis said it's hard to tell. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 More cities light up Chinese lanterns 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/chinese-lantern-light-festivals-catching-across-

country-n832266  

GIST TULSA, Okla. — Medium-sized cities across the U.S. have begun hosting lantern light festivals in recent 

years in an effort to boost tourism and share a bit of Chinese culture. 

 

While similar festivals have taken place in large U.S. cities like San Francisco and New York for decades, 

events are currently underway in a variety of smaller municipalities, including Tulsa, Oklahoma; Cary, 

North Carolina; and Columbus, Ohio. 
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“It’s very colorful. It’s something you don’t see at other places,” Lyman Collins, cultural arts manager for 

the Town of Cary in North Carolina, said. “Maybe you do in far away other places, but not around here. 

There’s nothing like it.” 

 

The city of Cary has hosted a lantern festival for the past three years and has signed an agreement with the 

China-based Tianyu Arts & Culture company, to host it for the next four years, Collins said. 

 

Last year, the city of 162,000 saw 90,000 people attend the event, a 75 percent increase over the previous 

year, he said. 

 

“It’s been successful,” Collins said. “It’s a program that people seem to want to attend. They enjoy it. And 

it allows us to use the amphitheater at a time we would otherwise not be using it.” 

 

The festival has also been credited with creating the first budget surplus for the local Koka Booth 

Amphitheater. 

 

Huiyuan Liu, event manager for Tianyu Arts & Culture, said the company focuses on selling a cultural 

experience to visitors of the festivals. In addition to the Cary festival, the company has organized events in 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Spokane, Washington; and Columbus, Ohio; among other cities. 

 

She said that venues often want to host the lantern festivals to help bring in additional visitors. For 

example, Tianyu Arts & Culture partnered with the botanical gardens in Milwaukee in an effort to increase 

attendance to the gardens and bring extra revenue to the park. 

 

“They did a really good job in advertising and the lanterns looked beautiful,” she said. “So, eventually, lots 

of people showed up, and I think 80 to 90 percent of them had never been to the botanical gardens before.” 

 

Traditionally, the lantern light festival marks the end of the Lunar New Year period and the return of 

spring, and is seen by many as an important celebration. 

 

In Tulsa, more than 5,000 people have visited the city’s inaugural Lantern Light Festival, put on by the 

Pinnacle Production Group, said Ryan Howell, events coordinator at the River Parks Authority, which is 

hosting the event. 

 

“The festival producer… has been touring the nation in several other locations and we thought it would be 

something unique for Tulsa to enjoy,” Howell said. “The way they construct these lanterns and the sheer 

size of them is quite a spectacle, so we thought it might be something that the citizens of Tulsa would 

enjoy.” 

 

Advertising for the show has stretched into Kansas and Missouri, drawing visitors across state lines, 

Howell noted. 

 

Local food concessions and local acrobats are also used during the performances, which run through Jan. 

14. 

 

“It’s a really fun show,” he said. “It’s a touring show, and I think a lot of people don’t realize that these are 

custom works of art so they’re not like mass produced inflatable bubbles. These are individually crafted 

works of art.” 

 

In fact, each lantern is designed by hand, said Sanjay Syal, president of Pinnacle Production Group. 

 

Though the company hosts such festivals all year, they tend to be most popular around Christmas time, he 

said. 

 

Hosting such an enormous event isn’t cheap. It costs about $1.5 million to $2 million to put a festival on, 
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Syal said. Many communities look at it as a tourism draw. 

 

“It’s a once in a life-time opportunity. It’s like Disney coming to you,” he said. “The photos and videos 

look impressive, but when you’re standing next to a 400-foot dragon, it looks even more impressive." 
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HEADLINE 12/28 US, Turkey announce end visa crisis 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/us-embassy-announces-end-visa-crisis-turkey-

52025923?cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST The U.S. Embassy in Turkey announced Thursday that it is resuming normal visa services for Turkish 

citizens, saying Turkish authorities fulfilled assurances that no local staff would be detained or arrested for 

performing their duties. Turkey reciprocated by restoring full visa services to Americans. 

 

The United States had halted most visa services for Turkish citizens following the October arrest of a 

Turkish citizen employed at the U.S. Consulate in Istanbul. Turkey had retaliated by halting visa services 

in the U.S. for Americans traveling to Turkey. 

 

The diplomatic conflict aggravated tensions between the United States and Turkey, NATO allies that have 

seen their ties deteriorate since a coup attempt last year that the Turkish government blames on a Muslim 

cleric who lives in the U.S. 

 

After receiving assurances its locally employed staff members would not be arrested for performing duties 

such as communicating with Turkish officials, U.S. diplomatic missions in Turkey began processing visas 

on a "limited" basis in November. 

 

The embassy said Thursday it was satisfied enough that Turkish authorities had kept their promise to 

restore the full range of visa services. It added that Turkey also followed through on assurances that 

Washington would be informed in advance if authorities intended to detain other staff members in the 

future. 

 

"The Department of State is confident that the security posture has improved sufficiently to allow the full 

resumption of visa services in Turkey," the U.S. Embassy said in a statement. 

 

Turkey welcomed the U.S. announcement, but denied giving the U.S. any reassurances about any ongoing 

legal case. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Report: more credit cards, more debt 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/business/consumer/americans-have-more-credit-cards-more-debt-says-

cfpb-n833086  

GIST The credit card market is alive and well – and growing, according to a new report from the Consumer 

Financial Protection Bureau released on Wednesday. The biennial report to Congress found that the total 

number of credit card accounts, the total credit available to cardholders, and the average amount of card 

debt have all increased over the past two years. 

 

During that same period, the delinquency rate (paying late or not at all) – which had fallen to historic lows 

following the financial crisis of 2007-2009 – has “modestly increased,” the CFPB analysis showed. 

 

“Even though the increase in delinquencies is slight, it is a troubling sign,” Bruce McClary, vice president 

of communications at the National Foundation for Credit Counseling, told NBC News. “There's nothing 

wrong with using a credit card, which can be a useful financial tool, as long as you make payments on 

time and avoid going deep into debt.” 
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The credit card industry spends billions of dollars each year to attract new customers and that investment 

is paying off. 

 

“The market has grown in size, in the number of its offerings and participants, and in the scope and 

features of its products,” the CFPB report noted. Some of the major findings: 

 

• Credit card companies extended more than $4 trillion in credit lines – used or unused – as of mid-

2017. That’s up from the end of the great recession, but below the high of $4.4 trillion in mid-

2008. 

• Consumers opened about 110 million new credit card accounts in 2016. That’s roughly 50 percent 

higher than 2010 and higher than any single year since 2007. New account volume has not yet 

return to the pre-recession level. 

• Although the number of cards in people’s wallets has increased in recent years, the average 

cardholder has fewer credit cards than before the recession. About 169 million Americans had at 

least one card as of mid-2017. Cardholders with prime credit scores now have, on average, more 

than four cards. Prior to the recession, they had more than five. 

 

"Card issuers have loosened up on approvals and credit lines as the economy has recovered, but things still 

remain below the Wild Wild West, pre-recession levels,” said Greg McBride, chief financial analyst at 

Bankrate.com. 

 

Average credit card debt increased 9 percent since 2015. The average balance for cardholders with low 

credit scores rose at a faster rate, the CFPB reported. Those with deep subprime scores – indicating a 

really bad credit history – saw a 26 percent increase in their average credit card debt these past two years. 

 

The average American household that’s carrying credit card debt has a balance of $15,654, according to a 

recent report from the financial website NerdWallet. That unpaid debt becomes increasingly costly as 

interest rates rise. 

 

The national average APR hit 16.21 percent last week, according to the latest report from creditcards.com. 

That’s the highest average APR the website has recorded since it began tracking rates in mid-2007. Credit 

card interest rates are expected to go even higher in 2018, as the Federal Reserve continues to boost 

interest rates. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Criminal charges in flight U-turn? 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/ana-flights-mid-air-turn-result-criminal-

charges/story?id=52024185  

GIST The FBI is weighing criminal charges against two brothers who got on a Tokyo-bound flight together in 

Los Angeles allegedly using a single boarding pass, forcing the plane to turn around mid-flight.  

 

Law enforcement sources with knowledge of the situation told ABC News that two brothers went through 

security at Los Angeles International Airport on Tuesday with legitimate tickets, but were booked on 

separate flights to Tokyo. One had a ticket on an All Nippon Airways flight and the other was booked on a 

United Airlines plane.  

 

The brothers, who have nearly identical names, were able to board the ANA flight together by apparently 

using a duplicate boarding pass, the sources said. It's unclear how the brother with a United Airlines ticket 

found a seat on the plane. Their identities have not been revealed.  

 

The flight crew didn't become aware of the situation until roughly four hours into the flight. The airline 

then decided to turn around mid-air and head back to Los Angeles.  
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When the flight landed, the brothers were interviewed by authorities and released. There is no indication 

anyone was in danger.  

 

"During the flight, the cabin crew became aware that one of the passengers boarded the incorrect flight and 

notified the pilot," ANA said in a statement. "As part of the airline’s security procedure, the pilot in 

command decided to return to the originating airport, where the passenger was disembarked."  

 

"ANA is researching the situation currently to determine how the passenger boarded the flight," the airline 

added. 

 

FBI agents told ABC News on Wednesday night that they aren't in a position to arrest anyone or press 

charges yet, but the investigation is ongoing. If investigators determine there was intent to board the 

incorrect flight, one of the brothers could be accused of being a stowaway, which is a federal crime and 

punishable up to five years in prison.  

 

Meanwhile, the airline could face hefty fines from the U.S. Customs and Border Protection for allowing 

the passenger on board and failing to make an accurate headcount. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Question arises on flight’s U-turn LAX 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/ana-flight-175-u-turn-lax-former-airline-captain-questions-safety/  

GIST The FBI is investigating how a passenger with the wrong ticket boarded a flight from Los Angeles to 

Tokyo. All Nippon Airways (ANA) Flight 175 returned to LAX about four hours after takeoff Tuesday 

after the crew discovered an unauthorized passenger in what was supposed to be a vacant seat, reports 

CBS News correspondent Don Dahler.  

 

ANA says there is no mandatory regulation that forced its plane to turn around, and the airline defended 

the decision. But one aviation expert we spoke to said the U-turn was not necessary – and may have put 

the people on board at even greater risk. 

 

Denny Kelly, a former airline captain, said the plane should have landed at the nearest airport and solved 

the issue as soon as possible. 

 

"To spend four hours flying back to Los Angeles with the guy on the airplane you don't really know what's 

going on, that's not the safest way to go," Kelly said. "It messed a bunch of things up and didn't hurt 

anybody. But it could've." 

 

The airline says the unauthorized passenger was an American in his 20s. According to the Transportation 

Security Administration, the passenger was ticketed for a different flight, on United Airlines. He was 

traveling with his brother, who was ticketed for the ANA flight. Both flights were scheduled to depart 

around the same time. 

 

The decision to bring Flight 175 back cost fliers an entire day of travel. 

 

ANA told CBS News the decision was made "in consideration of safety." ANA also tweeted an apology, 

saying, "We failed to deliver the customer service we strive for. … We welcome ongoing feedback to 

understand how we can work to make this right." 

 

The FBI said it has not filed charges against the unauthorized passenger. 
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SOURCE http://www.cnn.com/2017/12/28/asia/russia-us-japan-anti-missile-defense-intl/index.html  

GIST (CNN)Russia has accused the United States of violating an arms control treaty by agreeing to supply anti-

missile systems to Japan. 

 

Russian Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Maria Zakharova said the deal with Japan was part of a bigger 

plan by the US for a "global anti-missile system." 

 

Japan's cabinet approved a plan last week to buy two US-built Aegis Ashore missile defense systems, state 

broadcaster NHK reported, as the country faces increasing hostility from neighboring North Korea. 

 

Russia has raised concerns over several US-built defense systems, claiming they also have the ability to 

launch missiles. 

 

Zakharova claimed they were in breach of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, an arms 

control agreement between Moscow and Washington that has been in force for 30 years. 

 

"We need to bear in mind that all these systems have universal missile launchers that can use all types of 

missiles. It means another violation of the INF treaty and we see that Japan is an accomplice in this 

matter," she said. 

 

The US rejected the accusation. "The United States is in full compliance with the INF Treaty. Russian 

claims to the contrary are false and meant to deflect attention from Russia's own very clear violations," a 

spokesman for the US State Department told CNN. 

 

"Third parties will not deter us from taking appropriate defensive measures in the face of growing security 

challenges," the spokesman added. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 DHS: First Responder apps w/flaws 

SOURCE https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/dhs-18-of-33-first-responder-apps-affected-by-

security-flaws/  

GIST A Department of Homeland Security (DHS) pilot program uncovered several privacy and security-related 

issues in Android and iOS applications used by first responders on the scene of natural disasters and other 

emergency situations. 

 

The pilot program consisted of carrying out security audits for 33 first responder apps developed by 20 app 

developers. 

 

Three US government agencies worked together with experts from Kryptowire to review the apps. 

Auditors say they identified both privacy and security issues in the apps they tested. 

 

32 of 33 apps affected by privacy issues 

 

For example, 32 of the 33 apps featured various privacy issues, such as the app gaining access to 

permissions it did not need or used, such as the ability to send SMS messages, access the phone camera, 

and the device's contacts list. 

 

Experts also found critical security issues in 18 apps, which they say were vulnerable to MitM (Man-in-

the-Middle) attacks, mishandled SSL certificates, or used hardcoded credentials. 

 

The audit took three months, and investigators said they notified all app developers. At the time of a DHS 
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press release, published last week, 14 apps developed by ten developers received fixes for the reported 

issues. 

 

Fixes took approximately one hour per app 

 

"Most developers who fixed their app’s vulnerability(ies) reported investing approximately one hour on 

remediation," said the DHS in a statement. "Remediation steps included removing old or unused code, 

enabling built-in security provided by the operating system, and ensuring the functionality requested is 

necessary for operations." 

 

According to the DHS, the pilot program was important because even if very few people use these apps, 

they are critical and need to function as designed at a time of crisis. 
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More information is available on the program's homepage. The test pilot was named "Securing Mobile 

Applications for First Responders." A 22-page PDF with the security audit's results is available here. 

 

HEADLINE 12/28 New cybersecurity threats unwrapped 

SOURCE http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/new-cybersecurity-threats-unwrapped-hidden-cobra-public-

safety-apps-western-digital-my-cloud  

GIST December saw another round of cyber threats emerge that highlight healthcare’s need to better 

communicate. That means hospitals sharing threat information with each other, researchers alerting tech 

vendors when they uncover vulnerabilities, and getting the word out to consumers. 

 

“We still take a lot of things for granted,” said Lee Kim, Director of Privacy and Security at HIMSS. “We 

still need to bridge the vendor-consumer divide.”    

 

That’s Kim’s takeaway after compiling this month’s HIMSS Healthcare and Cross-Sector Cybersecurity 

Report. 

 

Western Digital My Cloud is one example. Mitre’s Common Vulnerability and Exposures pointed to a 

hole through which hackers can get root-level privileges in the personal storage device — and do so 

without authenticating. 

 

On the international scene, meanwhile, the U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team, working in 

conjunction with the FBI and the Department of Homeland Security, pinpointed seven malicious 

executable variants that North Korea’s government uses. CERT explained that Hidden Cobra is the name 

it and other U.S. agencies use for North Korea’s malicious cyber activity, while Bankshot refers to the 

Trojan malware  North Korea deploys. 

 

“FBI has high confidence that Hidden Cobra actors are using malware variants in conjunction with proxy 

servers to maintain a presence on victim networks and to further network exploitation,” U.S. CERT said. 

 

To that end, CERT recommends that hospitals and other enterprises employ some of the basic infosec 

blocking and tackling to safeguard against North Korean threats, including keeping operating systems and 

antivirus software current, restricting users from downloading unwanted apps, enforcing password 

policies, being careful about opening and scanning attachments, installing personal firewalls and keeping 

pace with the latest threats. 

 

Another federal agency, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, posted its Supply Chain Disaster 

Preparedness Manual recently, aimed specifically at healthcare supply chain and emergency managers. 

 

And then there’s the Securing Mobile Applications for First Responders report from Homeland Security, 

which revealed that 32 of 33 tested public safety applications have security holes that could let nefarious 

actors slip in to access a smartphone’s camera, contacts, audio recording, SMS message and hard-coded 

credentials – the most personal stuff, in other words. 
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“I just don’t think many people understand what it means for an attacker to be able to eavesdrop on a 

connection or get control over a device or gain root or administrator privileges on a machine,” Kim said. 

“If I am a researcher and I discover a vulnerability, is it fair to disclose it if the vendor fails to act on it? 

How many ordinary users are aware of the exploitable dangers and how their systems may be affected?” 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Hacks increasingly target student data 

SOURCE http://www.govtech.com/security/Cyberattacks-Increasingly-Target-Student-Data.html  

GIST (TNS) — Three sets of eyes are trained on a bank of glowing screens that wraps around the room. 

 

Data flashes. Charts fill a large panel. 

 

The systems engineers sit in front of smaller, desktop computer monitors. They scan information as it 

pours in and check for problems. 

 

The network operations center, which opened a couple of years ago in a former school turned technology 

hub, is the front line of the DeKalb County school district’s defense against hackers, cyberthreats, and data 

theft. 

 

“We get close to about 3,000 attacks a day, and so we are able to see it and constantly make adjustments,” 

said chief information officer Gary Brantley, who likened the onslaught to a barrage of missiles. “The 

biggest focus is, we are trying to protect kids. We are trying to protect student information.” 

 

As school districts ditch chalkboards and paper files for computers and data systems with valuable details 

about employees and students — from personal identification to grades, attendance records, parents’ 

names, and contacts — cyber criminals have targeted them. 

 

Online scammers steal paychecks, swipe data, and even have demanded ransom after taking over district’s 

networks. 

 

In recent months, three metro Atlanta school districts reported email phishing attacks. Thieves nabbed 

nearly $130,000 from Atlanta Public Schools and Fulton County Schools by fooling dozens of employees 

with fake emails that allowed hackers to gain access to their online information and reroute direct deposits. 

 

A third district, Clayton County Public Schools, said attackers tried unsuccessfully to reroute paychecks 

from 28 unsuspecting workers. 

 

In October, the U.S. Department of Education warned schools of extortion attempts in at least three states. 

Cyberattackers threatened to release student information and, in some cases, threatened violence unless the 

district paid up. Some schools have. 

 

There have been at least 283 cybersecurity incidents at K-12 public schools since 2016, according to a 

tally by education technology consultant Doug Levin. He thinks his count underreports the scope of the 

security troubles. 

 

“These are new threats facing schools. They are harming individuals. They are disrupting school schedules 

and class time and they are costing schools and taxpayers a lot of money, and we are going to need an 

effective and sort of comprehensive response to it,” said Levin, president of Virginia-based EdTech 

Strategies. 

 

Data breaches are so expected that a policy guide the National School Boards Association released this 

year called them “inevitable.” 
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In the days after the Atlanta attack, the district warned that confidential data for all its roughly 6,000 

employees may have been exposed. Bill Caritj, chief accountability and information officer, now says 

further forensic analysis found no evidence of a widespread problem. 

 

Fulton and APS both repaid employees after their paychecks were stolen. Fulton officials plan to ask the 

school board for about $250,000 to beef up protections, while APS spent $150,000 on a forensic 

investigation and will pay a company $32,653 a year for three years to educate and train staff and students. 

 

Both districts also called in law enforcement. 

 

Districts throughout the metro area said they routinely review and update security systems to try to thwart 

cybercrime. They pay millions of dollars to secure networks, upgrade firewalls and purchase anti-virus 

protections. 

 

For example: Gwinnett County Public Schools will spend nearly $1 million over a three-year contract for 

software to prevent attacks that aim to disrupt legitimate access to the system. The state’s largest district 

also spent roughly $2.8 million this year on other security measures, including encryption tools, as it 

implemented a data policy plan over the past 18 months. 

 

After the phishing attacks, both Fulton and Atlanta schools limited access to payroll systems. They also 

are adding authentication steps needed to log in — such as requiring users to retrieve codes sent to their 

cellphones. 

 

Gwinnett also plans to add that feature, superintendent J. Alvin Wilbanks said. And instead of allowing 

schools to manage their own websites, the district is centralizing that work. 

 

A big part of the security effort is focused on education. Wilbanks said he’s training himself to look 

closely before opening emails. 

 

“I don’t know that I did that six months ago. I didn’t have to worry about it too much six months ago,” he 

said. “One person being derelict can cause some real issues.” 

 

Local districts are laying traps for employees by sending out managed phishing emails to see if they click 

on a link or provide sensitive information. 

 

In Fulton schools, the emails are made to look as real as possible by including school images and official-

looking salutations. Employees who fall for the ruse are enrolled in a training session, said Derrick 

Johnson, director of information technology and security. 

 

DeKalb’s watchful computer experts will shut down access to its network, including email, in a particular 

region if there’s a high volume of suspicious traffic coming from a certain country. 

 

Privacy and security advocates are pushing for stricter reporting requirements for school districts and 

vendors. 

 

The federal education department encourages but does not require school districts to report data breaches. 

States take a patchwork approach to notification mandates, though more attention has been paid to the 

topic recently. 

 

In Georgia, school districts are to notify residents whose unencrypted personal information was acquired 

without authorization, but districts don’t have to report incidents to the state education department. 

 

A privacy act that became law in 2016 requires notification by the Georgia Department of Education if 

student data that it collects is breached. The department informs specific members of its administration as 

well as the superintendent of the affected school district and the attorney general. 
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This month, the Missouri state auditor backed a bill to require schools to alert parents of data breaches. 

The announcement highlighted the market for stolen children’s identities, thefts that might go undetected 

for years because few people monitor kids’ credit reports. 

 

“The way the laws are written, the ways that they are actually working on the ground, it’s not consistent. 

It’s very muddy. We really need federal guidance on this so everyone is playing by the same rules,” said 

Rachael Stickland, a Colorado mother and co-chairman of the Parent Coalition for Student Privacy. 

 

FBI investigators said there’s nothing particularly unique about school districts as a target for 

cybercriminals. Hackers look for vulnerabilities, said Michael F.D. Anaya, a supervisory special agent on 

a cyber squad in the Atlanta field office. 

 

Some in the education field fear school systems are susceptible to online threats because many don’t have 

the money or dedicated security experts to fight back. 

 

In extreme cases, hackers have terrorized communities, leading to temporary school closures. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Elections remain unprotected? 

SOURCE https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/12/russia-disinformation-election-trump-

putin-hack-cyber-europe/549260/  

GIST Two weeks before the inauguration of President Donald Trump, the U.S. intelligence community released 

a declassified version of its report on Russia’s interference in the 2016 election. It detailed the activities of  

a network of hackers who infiltrated voting systems and stole documents from the Democratic National 

Committee and Hillary Clinton’s presidential campaign. It also issued a stark warning: “Moscow will 

apply lessons learned from its Putin-ordered campaign aimed at the U.S. presidential election to future 

influence efforts worldwide, including against U.S. allies and their election processes.” Since then, current 

and former officials, including former Pentagon official Michael Vickers and former CIA deputy director 

Michael Morell have said that the Russians will interfere in U.S. elections again, in potentially new and 

sophisticated ways. 

 

How disinformation will be deployed in 2018 and beyond is unclear. What is clear, however, is that the 

Kremlin believes its efforts to sow chaos in the American political process, which it has continued to hone 

in Europe, have worked and are poised for a return. 

 

So far, Washington’s response to all this has been muted. Facing a criminal probe into possible ties 

between his campaign and the Kremlin, Trump has tried to discredit the case that Russian election 

interference poses an ongoing national-security risk. Earlier this month, The Washington Post reported that 

the president has held no cabinet-level meetings on Russian interference. And while other parts of the U.S. 

government have taken a strong line against Moscow, continuing to support Kiev and codifying sanctions 

against Moscow for its intervention in Ukraine, the White House has explored ways to undo those 

sanctions. There is little to deter the Kremlin from deploying its arsenal of cyber and psychological 

warfare to wage another campaign in the United States, setting the stage for a protracted, ever-evolving 

conflict just as another election approaches. 

 

Russian and American officials have discussed how to stabilize the situation. According to BuzzFeed 

News, Moscow has floated proposals to normalize relations and impose a mutual ban on foreign political 

interference. But the deals were shot down by U.S. officials, reportedly over Washington’s long-growing 

mistrust of Moscow. Following decades of failed rapprochement between the United States and Russia, 

relations between them hit a new low after Russia’s annexation of Crimea and outbreak of war in Ukraine 

in 2014. Things deteriorated further with Russia’s intervention in Syria and 2016 election meddling. “It’s 

highly unlikely that you’ll get a breakthrough in relations and even if you did, I wouldn’t assume that 

interference would stop,” Angela Stent, a former U.S. national intelligence officer on Russia and a 

professor at Georgetown University, told me. “Right now, the only real answer is better defenses.” 
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What Putin Really Wants 

 

Devising those defenses is no simple task. Fact-checking measures adopted by major tech and social-

media companies are unlikely to stop Russia from seeking out new vulnerabilities in Western democracies. 

Despite the fact that the United States possesses what experts call the most advanced cyber capabilities in 

the world, former senior officials have said that the country was ill-prepared for Russia’s election 

meddling. Political hesitancy from the White House, they say, will prevent the implementation of 

necessary measures. Michael Hayden, the former director of the CIA and the NSA, said in December that 

preparation for another attack would be impossible without “a coordinated response” across all levels of 

government, especially the White House. 

 

Michael Sulmeyer, a former senior cyber policy official in the U.S. Defense Department, told me that the 

2018 midterm election will present the Kremlin with an opportunity to assess how or whether the United 

States has stiffened its defenses. Russia “may not need to become more sophisticated” in order to intervene 

again, given the relatively simple techniques (like a phishing email) it has already used. Aggressive ad hoc 

attacks, from targeted hacks to diverse disinformation campaigns, formed the core of Russian intervention 

efforts. “They were able to push on so many different unlocked doors at the same time in order to achieve 

their goal,” Sulmeyer said. 

 

Andrei Soldatov, a Russian journalist and expert on the Kremlin’s cybertools, told me that Russia’s 

emboldened leaders could expand their ambitions. “My biggest concern is that in the near future we’re 

going to get a combination of attacks,” Soldatov said, “say, an attack on critical infrastructure combined 

with a massive disinformation campaign, aimed to define the public's perception of the attack.” 

 

While such an attack would mark a major escalation for Russia, it would not be unprecedented. Attacks on 

at least a dozen electric facilities in America—including one nuclear plant—have been traced back to a 

Russian-linked group. Russia is also thought to be behind an increasing number of cyberattacks against 

private corporations and government agencies in Ukraine. Similarly, Moscow waged a massive 

disinformation and propaganda campaign alongside its annexation of Crimea in 2014. 

 

None of these attacks, however, constitute a definitive Russian disinformation playbook. Instead, they 

suggest an opportunist, ever-changing array of weapons. “This is a new generation of warfare that is 

continuous and ongoing,” Elina Lange-Ionatamishvili, a senior expert at the NATO Strategic 

Communications Centre of Excellence in Riga, told me. “The goal is to confuse, distract, and blur the lines 

between war and peace.” 

 

In recent years, Kremlin-linked cyber and disinformation campaigns of varying ambition have hit several 

European countries. In Germany, Russian state news spread a fake story about the rape of an underage girl 

by migrants during the height of Europe’s refugee crisis in 2016 that led to dozens of protests across the 

country. Similarly, Russian-backed broadcasters targeted Germany’s Russian emigrant community 

allegedly to bolster support for the country’s right-wing Alternative for Germany party in its bid to enter 

parliament for the first time. In France, Russian-linked hackers were believed to have stolen and leaked 

emails from French President Emmanuel Macron’s campaign. Moscow also recently launched a French 

version of RT, the public broadcaster formerly known as Russia Today. Spanish investigators found that 

both private and state-led Russian-based groups disseminated information on social media to try to sway 

public opinion ahead of Catalonia’s independence referendum in October. 

 

Many experts said that such campaigns are attempts to discern what sort of tactics can work in different 

countries. But they also said that none of the attacks have had the same impact as interference around the 

U.S. election. “Disinformation only really works if you have other problems,” Harvard’s Jed Willard, who 

has consulted the Finnish and Swedish governments on how to counter disinformation, told me. Through 

their Facebook groups, ads, and other targeted social-media posts centered around race relations, 

immigration, and income equality, the Russian campaigns reflected an uncanny understanding of 

America’s deepest political and social fault lines, in an effort to feed the public’s already declining trust in 

government institutions and the media. Surveys have also shown that false election stories from hyper-
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partisan blogs and news sites outperformed real stories, and that most Americans tended to believe them. 

“The battlefield that we’re playing on here is the human mind,” Willard said, “and the human mind is not 

built to have an instinctive appreciation for truth.” 

 

The Baltic countries were an early frontline in Russia’s new information war against the West. In 2007, 

Estonia suffered a series of debilitating cyberattacks that took down critical pieces of the government, 

banking, and media infrastructure in what is regarded as the Kremlin’s first major use of its 21st-century 

war capabilities. Similarly, neighboring Finland and Sweden have been hit with fake stories about the war 

in Ukraine, the abuse of ethnic Russians, and threats from the Kremlin over pursuing NATO membership. 

“We always need to be learning from each other,” Linas Linkevicius, Lithuania’s foreign minister, told 

me. “The shift comes from experience.” 

 

In response, regional governments are developing defensive countermeasures. That includes temporary 

solutions like exposing propaganda and disinformation and raising awareness among the public and 

policymakers about their origins, along with longer-term initiatives, like investing in media-literacy 

education to help people distinguish fake stories from real ones. In October, Germany passed a law to 

combat the spread of hate speech and fake news on the internet. The following month, the European Union 

allocated one million euros toward its special anti-disinformation unit. “It seems that the Kremlin feeds on 

being demonized,” Maria Belovas, the director of communications for the Estonian foreign ministry, told 

me. That’s why, she said, investing in “a population that can recognize what a fake story is and [is able] to 

understand the wider context of why it is taking place” is a smart step. 

 

But such countermeasures are unlikely to change the core geopolitical dynamics shaping the Kremlin’s 

behavior. “The problem is that in Europe we don’t have enough political will to respond effectively,” 

Jakub Janda, deputy director of the Prague-based think tank European Values. Janda, who has advised the 

Czech government on dealing with Russia, argued that without tougher and more targeted sanctions 

against Russian leadership, the Kremlin has “no reason to stop” interfering in Europe or elsewhere.   

 

Looking ahead to America’s 2018 midterm elections, state and federal lawmakers face a rapidly closing 

window to better secure their voting systems. U.S. intelligence officials found that Russian hackers 

targeted 21 states during the 2016 election, although they did not interfere with the voting machinery 

itself. While there is no central U.S. electronic database to hack and election systems vary from state to 

state, the vulnerabilities still exist: At a cybersecurity conference this summer, 30 voting machines of 

various types were hacked by attendees; those types of machines are in use across the United States. 

 

Still, some progress has been made. Virginia phased out the more vulnerable paperless touchscreen voting 

machines prior to its gubernatorial race in November. Lawmakers are also scrambling to push a bipartisan 

bill through Congress that would improve and modernize the nation’s voting machines. But with polls set 

to open in Texas and Illinois in nearly three months for the country’s first 2018 primaries, time is running 

out. 

 

“On the security side, there are some improvements that can happen without the [Trump] administration,” 

Sulmeyer, the former cyber official, said. “But without a greater counterweight or cost for Russia, none of 

this is going to stop.” 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Attacks hit Colorado medical group 

SOURCE http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/colorado-medical-group-hit-two-cyberattacks-single-week  

GIST Hackers hit Colorado-based Longs Peak Family Practice with ransomware on Nov. 5 and once again with 

a second cyberattack on Nov. 10. 

 

The Longmont provider discovered the first “suspicious activity” on its network and determined a hacker 

was in the system. After launching an investigation, its team was unable to secure the network before the 

hacker executed malicious ransomware code onto the system. 
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Officials said certain files were encrypted by the virus, but they were able to rebuild and restore system 

files from a separate, secure backup. 

 

Then the investigation found a second hack into the network within a week -- separate from the 

ransomware incident. Investigators promptly hired a forensic computer firm to help with the investigation 

and restoration, which concluded on Dec. 5. 

 

Investigators found unauthorized access into its system on three separate occasions. 

 

“We didn’t find evidence of any patient files being opened on the computers,” officials said in a statement. 

“Because some of the software installed by the hackers could have been used to download computer files 

and some files were encrypted, we can’t be sure health information wasn’t compromised.” 

 

The potentially compromised files contained patient identification numbers, Social Security numbers, 

dates of birth, addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, insurance information, driver’s licenses, dates 

of services, clinical data and copies of provider notes. No financial data was contained in the files. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Laws on data hacks, companies murky 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/dec/28/laws-regarding-data-hacks-companies-remain-

murky/  

GIST Data hacks are happening at an alarming rate to some of the world’s largest companies, but consumers 

whose personal information is being stolen are struggling to hold those companies accountable. 

 

The problem, legal analysts say, is victims have a rough time connecting any one hack to a problem with 

their own credit or finances — without that direct link, judges have been tossing efforts to get companies 

to do more than provide credit monitoring. 

 

“The ordinary consumer really has very little recourse,” said Paul Rosenzweig, a law professor at George 

Washington University. “I would advise the ordinary consumer to seek changes in the law.” 

 

With hacks expected to grow in number and severity, it’s an issue voters, lawmakers and businesses are 

likely to confront. Among the questions legal analysts are debating is what constitutes negligence on a 

company’s part, how far liability extends and what sorts of incentives can be put in place to make sure 

companies are willing to report hacks. 

 

After Equifax suffered its breach earlier this year affecting more than 143 million people, it waited more 

than 40 days to notify customers. 

 

Uber, meanwhile, waited more than a year after its hack of information on roughly 57 million customers 

before it alerted them to the theft. 

 

The company also paid its hackers $100,000 to destroy the data, which has sparked several investigations 

into the transportation platform. 

 

Those breaches set off a round of bills introduced in Congress trying to get at the problem. 

 

Mr. Rosenzweig said laws could require companies pay liquidated damages, so instead of customers 

proving exact cause and effect of suffering economic loss after a hack, they could collect a set amount of 

money from the company breached such as $1,000. 

 

“Until companies are required to be liable for the harms they cause directly and indirectly from their lack 

of cyber security of their systems, we are going to continue to systematically underinvest in cyber security 
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as a country — that’s true of Uber,” he said. 

 

One bill offered by Sen. Bill Nelson, Florida Democrat, would require companies to notify customers of 

an attack within 30 days, and if anyone concealed the hack, he or she would face up to five years in prison. 

 

Sen. Patrick Leahy, Vermont Democrat, also introduced a bill requiring notification standards and 

safeguard practices, mandating companies take preventative steps to avoid cyber breaches. 

 

Hacks go beyond the private sector. 

 

The IRS in 2015 saw hackers access financial transcripts of tens of thousands of taxpayers. The federal 

Office of Personnel Management also revealed in 2015 that it had suffered a devastating breach with the 

most sensitive information from 22 million personnel files stolen. 

 

Labor unions for federal employees sued the OPM, arguing the agency had ignored repeated warnings to 

update its systems. A federal judge earlier this year ruled that while the OPM behavior was “troubling,” 

the federal employees weren’t able to show they’d actually faced a financial loss due to the government’s 

actions. 

 

Peter Swire, a law professor at Georgia Institute of Technology, said banks have been more successful 

than individuals in collecting damages after cyber breaches. Banks are able to show how much they’ve had 

to pay out to cover fraudulent purchases. 

 

After Target’s 2013 data breach, the retailer struck a deal with banks and credit unions, paying them $40 

million to settle fraud claims from 40 million credit card numbers that were hacked. 

 

“The banks have actually done the best,” said Mr. Swire. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 EA servers down; impacting games 

SOURCE https://www.hackread.com/ea-servers-down-battlefield-battlefront-star-wars-fifa-affected/  

GIST You are not alone, (Electronic Arts) EA servers are down for many and impacting gaming services 

including Battlefield 1, Battlefront 2, Star Wars and FIFA 18. 

 

It is unclear whether EA is suffering cyber attacks or a technical glitch has caused the outage but in the 

holiday season gaming platforms are known for suffering service interruption due to a high number of 

online activity by gamers. 

 

According to DownDetector, a service that keeps track of online platforms facing connectivity issues, the 

outage is affecting service all over Europe, the United States, Canada, Brazil, Australia, and some parts of 

the Middle East. 

 

EA, on the other hand, has acknowledged the issue and said that “We are aware of Origin login issues 

affecting some players and are currently investigating. Thank you.” 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Cyberattack disrupts NY state hospital 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/cyberattack-forces-new-york-state-hospital-to-run-on-downtime-

procedures/article/733482/  

GIST A cyberattack disrupted computer systems at Jones Memorial Hospital (JMH) in Wellsville, N.Y. on 

Thursday, the Buffalo-area health care facility has announced on its website. 
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While the hospital did not state the nature of the incident, the circumstances sound similar to previous 

ransomware attacks against health care providers. According to the hospital, patient financial or medical 

information did not appear to be compromised, but a “limited number of our information services” were 

rendered inoperable. 

 

In response, the hospital enacted computer downtime procedures, including manually entering patients' 

information into their medical charts. “We are asking patients using JMH services or clinics to bring their 

complete medications list and any available medical history with them to any visits,” the hospital noted. 

 

JMH said its IT staffer was working with the University of Rochester, Noyes Health and St. James Mercy 

Hospital to restore its systems. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 NJ State Police paid $850K on stingrays 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/850000-spent-on-harris-corp-stingrays-by-new-jersey-state-

police/article/733485/  

GIST Information obtained via right-to-know request revealed The New Jersey State Police spent at least 

$850,000 on stingray devices from Harris Corp.  

 

Authorities didn't respond to NBC10's request to discuss the use of the technology described in more than 

100 pages of invoices and other heavily redacted documents detailing the devices purchased. Jeanne 

LoCicero, deputy legal director ACLU of New Jersey, asked for the same documents that NBC10 sought 

and received the same response from the department upon further inquiry. 

 

"The response to our OPRA request is really disappointing because it shed virtually no information on 

how Stingray technology is being used and New Jerseyans deserve to know," LoCicero said. "This is 

really invasive and sweeping search tools that were developed for the military and now they're being used 

in New Jersey and public needs to know more." 

 

New Jersey State Police department's lack of transparency on the device is not uncommon from what has 

been seen with other law enforcement agencies at both the local and federal level when similar requests 

have been made. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 CryptoMix ransomware variant 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/cryptomix-ransomware-variant-carries-new-tastylock-

extension/article/733651/  

GIST Cybercriminals have given CryptoMix ransomware a few minor twists, including adding a new extension 

name to the encrypted files. 

 

Bleeping Computer's founder Lawrence Abrams did a quick overview of the changes, which was 

uncovered by cybersecurity researcher Michael Gillespie. The main difference is the addition of the 

.tastylock extension to all encrypted files. The email address used to contact the attacker for payment 

information has also changed and is now t_tasty@aol.com. 

 

Abrams noted that the basic encryption method used by this variant are the same as CryptoMix and the 

ransom not remained a text document named _HELP_INSTRUCTION.TXT. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Botnet launches massive holiday campaign 
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SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/necurs-botnet-launched-massive-holiday-campaign/article/733650/  

GIST The Necurs botnet continued to launch massive global ransomware attacks through the Holiday Season 

with researchers stopping as many as 47 million emails per day. 

 

Threat actors behind the attacks continue to distribute Lock and GlobeImposter ransomware preferring to 

use either a malicious .vbs  (visual basic script) or .js (javascript) file located inside a .7z (seven-zip 

archive) to pull down the ransomware payload, according to a Dec. 26 blog post.  

 

The seven-zip archive keeps file sizes small to evade detection from basic email filters that don't scan 

inside archives. Between Dec. 19 and Dec. 22 AppRiver researchers spotted a large influx in attacks that at 

its peak, blocked a maximum sustained traffic of 5,704,052 malicious emails sent by the for-rent botnet.  

 

On Dec. 19, all of the 45,976,814 malicious emails stopped were .7z archives that contained malicious 

.vbs and on the next day, of the 47,309,380 messages stopped, 32,730,828 were the .vbs file, and the 

remaining 14,578,552 were javascript files. 

 

“On Dec. 21 and 22, the traffic switched back over to the .js files and began to taper off,” researchers said. 

“We saw 36,290,981 and 29,602,971 messages blocked respectively, for those two days, before the botnet 

went quiet from Dec. 23-25. Today (Dec. 26), Necurs re-awoke from its slumber for a couple hours then 

went quiet again.” 

 

AppRiver researcher David Pickett hypothesizes the threat actors may have been testing or monitoring the 

rate of infections before realizing many of their potential targets were on vacation. 

 

Last month, Necurs pushed out a total of 12 million malicious emails in one morning helping move it from 

tenth to eight place for the month's Most Wanted Malware list. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Jailed hacker: poison pill in DNC hack 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/jailed-russian-says-he-left-poison-pill-in-kremlin-directed-dnc-

hack/article/733653/  

GIST An imprisoned Russian who claimed the Kremlin ordered him to hack the Democratic National 

Committee (DNC) computers now says he has the evidence to prove it, asserting that he left behind a 

“poison pill” in case Russian intelligence betrayed him.  

 

Konstantin Kozlovsky, who's jailed for his part in a caper that used the Lurk virus to steal more than $50 

million from bank accounts in Russia, told the country's RAIN television network that Russian intelligence 

agency FSB was behind the DNC hacking effort. 

  

After he was arrested for the banking heist, Kozlovsky confessed to the DNC hack, in December posting a 

transcript of his confession in court along with an audio recording. 

  

The self-professed hacker claims to have left a data signature in the DNC hack that included his passport 

number and his visa number from a trip to St. Martin.  

 

Kozlovsky has also confessed to hacking into a probe of the missile downing of Malaysia Airlines Flight 

17 near the Russian/Ukrainian border. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 CEO cryptocurrency exchange kidnapped 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2017/12/crypto-exchange-kidnap.html  

GIST Pavel Lerner, a prominent Russian blockchain expert and known managing director of one of the major 
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crypto-exchanges EXMO, has allegedly been kidnapped by "unknown" criminals in the Ukranian capital 

of Kiev. 

 

 According to Ukraine-based web publication Strana, Lerner, 40-year-old citizen of Russia, was kidnapped 

on December 26 when he was leaving his office in the center of town (located on the Stepan Bandera 

Avenue).  

 

 Unknown kidnappers in dark clothes and balaclavas dragged Lerner in their black Mercedes-Benz Vito 

brand (state number AA 2063 MT) car and drove away in an unknown direction. 

 

 The information comes from an anonymous source in Ukrainian law enforcement agencies, though 

multiple investigations are currently underway to find out why and by whom Lerner was kidnapped. 

 

 Lerner is a recognized IT specialist in Ukraine who led a number of startups related to blockchain 

technology development and mining operations. 

 

 Lerner is also the managing director of EXMO, a major UK-based cryptocurrency exchange founded in 

2013 and well-known with Russians for accepting ruble payments. 

 

 Law enforcers in Kiev have begun an investigation and are currently conducting search operation, 

working out all possible leads in the case which is described as the kidnapping. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 US charges 2 in hacking police CCTV 

SOURCE https://thehackernews.com/2017/12/police-camera-hacking.html  

GIST Remember how some cybercriminals shut down most of Washington D.C. police's security cameras for 

four days ahead of President Donald Trump's inauguration earlier this year? 

 

 Just a few days after the incident, British authorities arrested two people in the United Kingdom, 

identified as a British man and a Swedish woman, both 50-year-old, on request of U.S. officials. 

 

 But now US federal court affidavit has revealed that two Romanian nationals were behind the attack that 

hacked into 70% of the computers that control Washington DC Metropolitan Police Department's 

surveillance camera network in January this year, CNN reports. 

 

 The two suspects—Mihai Alexandru Isvanca, 25, and Eveline Cismaru, 28—were arrested in Bucharest 

on December 15 on charges of conspiracy to commit wire fraud and various forms of computer fraud.  

 

 According to the criminal complaint unsealed in Washington, the pair hacked 123 of the Metropolitan 

Police Department's 187 outdoor surveillance cameras used to monitor public areas in D.C. by infecting 

computers with ransomware in an effort to extort money. 

 

 Ransomware is an infamous piece of malicious software that has been known for locking up computer 

files and then demanding a ransom (usually in Bitcoins) to help victims unlock their files. 

 

 The cyber attack occurred just days before the inauguration of President Donald Trump and lasted for 

almost four days, eventually leaving the CCTV cameras out of recording anything between 12 and 15 

January 2017. 

 

 Instead of fulfilling ransom demands, the DC police department took the storage devices offline, removed 

the infection and rebooted the systems across the city, ensuring that the surveillance camera system was 

secure and fully operational. 

 

However, it is still unclear whether the pair arrested was solely behind the attack or were part of a more 
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comprehensive cybercriminal network. 

 

 While Isvanca remains in custody in Romania, Cismaru is under house arrest pending further legal 

proceedings, according to the Justice Department. 

 

 If extradited and convicted, the Romanian defendants could face a maximum of 20 years in prison. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 India: cryptocurrencies as Ponzi scheme 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-india-cryptocurrencies/india-likens-cryptocurrencies-to-ponzi-

scheme-cautions-investors-idUSKBN1EN0FB  

GIST NEW DELHI (Reuters) - India’s finance ministry on Friday cautioned investors about the risks of trading 

in cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin, saying digital currency investments are like “Ponzi schemes.” 

 

Cryptocurrencies are not legal tender and have no regulatory permission or protection in the country, the 

finance ministry said in a statement, but stopped short of announcing an outright ban or imposing any 

curbs. 

 

Investors and other participants dealing with such digital currencies are doing so “entirely at their risk and 

should best avoid participating therein,” the statement said. 

 

“There is a real and heightened risk of investment bubble of the type seen in Ponzi schemes”, with 

investors risking a sudden and prolonged crash, the statement said. 

 

A Ponzi scheme is a swindle offering unusually high returns, with early investors paid off with money 

from later investors. 

 

The ministry also cautioned that encrypted transactions in cryptocurrency were likely being used for 

illegal activities such as “terror-funding, smuggling, drug trafficking and other money laundering acts.” 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Apple apologizes slowing older iPhones 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/apple-slowing-iphones-cuts-battery-price-50-

52034050?   

GIST Apple apologized for secretly slowing down older iPhones, a move it said was necessary to avoid 

unexpected shutdowns related to battery fatigue. 

 

Many customers had interpreted the move as a way to for Apple to juice demand for newer iPhone models, 

their suspicions fueled by the fact that the company didn't initially disclose the slowdowns or its reasons 

for them. 

 

Apple also said it will cut the price of a battery replacement by $50 to $29 through next year. New 

batteries had previously cost $79 for those who didn't purchase the Apple Care maintenance plan. 

 

"We apologize," the company said on its website . "We have never — and would never — do anything to 

intentionally shorten the life of any Apple product, or degrade the user experience to drive customer 

upgrades." 

 

The replacement plan begins in late January for anyone with an iPhone 6 or later that requires a new 

battery. 

 

Apple said it will also issue an update to its operating system early next year to give users a better 
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understanding of the health of their battery, so they can see if its condition is affecting performance. 

 

Hostile customer reaction was swift after a report this month uncovered the intentional slowdown in speed 

tests. Only then did Apple acknowledge that the slowdown was due to a fix it rolled out last year. Shares 

dropped 2.5 percent Tuesday — also dinged by analysts predicting lower-than-expected demand for the 

iPhone X — and only partially recovered by Thursday. 

 

At least five groups seeking class action status, involving consumers in Texas, Illinois, California and New 

York, have also sued the company in the wake of the slowdown revelation. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Experts: terror attacks likely to rise 

SOURCE https://www.cnbc.com/2017/12/28/terror-isis-and-al-qaeda-likely-to-carry-out-more-attacks-in-

2018.html  

GIST The "caliphate" may be in ruins, but that doesn't mean ISIS is gone forever. 

 

Terror attacks are likely to increase in 2018, as the destruction of the Islamic State's physical stronghold in 

Iraq and Syria will strengthen its will to strike out abroad, experts say. 

 

"ISIS will want to show that they are still in the fight, and their followers remain as fanatical as ever," said 

Lewis-Sage Passant, a former British Army intelligence officer and founder of travel security company 

HowSafeIsMyTrip. "The number of attacks globally will likely increase as the group switches focus from 

the war in the Middle East to international terrorism." 

 

Adam Deen, executive director of counter-extremism think tank Quilliam, makes a similar argument. 

 

"We're going to see without a doubt more attacks in the West," he told UK newspaper the Independent in 

October. Deen said ISIS is now more focused on revenge, and warned against the false sense of victory 

that many expressed after the death of Osama Bin Laden. 

 

Propaganda will continue online and elsewhere, despite the destruction of its main source in the former 

ISIS "capital" of Raqqa, Syria. 

 

"Threats in the West will persist in the form of people who are still inspired by the propaganda that has 

been disseminated by ISIS," Anthony Richards, an assistant professor in Terrorism Studies at the 

University of East London, told CNBC. 

 

"I think in the longer term, the defeat of ISIS and the propaganda defeat that goes with that will actually 

reduce the threat in the UK and Europe, but ... In the shorter term, we'll still see more terrorist attacks." 

 

Some foresee more frequent attacks, accompanied by a decrease in lethality, including a rising number of 

knife and vehicle attacks. 

 

"The loss of ISIS' central coordination and revenue-generating capabilities means that they will be less 

able to mount well-funded operations such as the Paris attacks," Sage-Passant said, "But they want to show 

that they are still in the fight." 

 

An estimated 25,000 foreign fighters from more than 100 countries left their homes to fight in Syria. A 

report by the Soufan Center in October put the current figure for returned fighters at 5,600 from 33 

countries, and revealed that on average 20 to 30 percent of those from Europe are already back. In the 

U.K., Sweden and Denmark, a whopping 50 percent have returned. Almost 20,000 names have been 

shared with Interpol. 
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For the U.S., the figure is far smaller: The Soufan Center reported 129 Americans made it to the 

battlefields of Syria or Iraq, and only seven of them have returned as of October. Seventy-seven out of 135 

people charged with ISIS-linked terrorism offenses have been convicted as of August. 

 

That presents a tremendous challenge for domestic authorities. However, many warn that blanket bans on 

movement or entry, such as U.S. President Donald Trump's travel ban on six majority-Muslim countries, 

aren't likely to effectively stem the threat. 

 

"The underlying ideology that drives the violence of groups like ISIS is not a physical entity that can be 

stopped by territorial borders," Mubaraz Ahmed, analyst at the Tony Blair Institute for Global Change, 

told CNBC. 

 

Domestic networks and individuals are what matters, he argued — after all, ISIS attacks in Europe have 

been carried out almost exclusively by citizens or residents of those countries. 

 

Even if the ISIS threat ultimately recedes, al-Qaeda is very capable of filling that void in terms of a major 

terrorist threat, warned Richards at the University of East London. "We shouldn't just be looking at ISIS. 

al-Qaeda, for example, is still very much in existence and could change its focus back to attacks on the 

West." 

 

In recent months, Osama bin Laden's son Hamza has released a series of messages upping his calls for 

attacks on Westerners and Western interests, particularly following Trump's naming of Jerusalem as 

Israel's capital. The organization is likely to use the younger Bin Laden to spearhead a comeback as it sees 

opportunity in ISIS's military defeats. 

 

"There can be no misunderstanding or complacency," Ahmed urged. "Al-Qaeda remains active and 

ideologically engaged in activities against the West. An over-concentration on ISIS, rather than jihadi 

terrorism as a whole, risks creating blind spots for the group to exploit." 

 

MI5, the U.K.'s domestic counterintelligence agency, revealed in October that it was overseeing 500 live 

operations and had 20,000 people on its counterterrorism radar. Between January and October 2017, seven 

terror plots in the U.K. had been foiled. 

 

The numbers paint a sobering picture for the year ahead, despite military victories in the Middle East, as 

governments grapple with how to tackle the evolving terror threat. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 UK charges 2 in Christmas terror plot 

SOURCE http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/terrorist-attack-uk-christmas-men-charged-plot-

a8132471.html  

GIST Two men have been charged with terrorism offences by police who had been investigating a suspected 

Christmas terror plot. 

 

Farhad Salah, 22, from Sheffield, and Andi Sami Star, 31, from Chesterfield, were among four men 

arrested in Derbyshire and South Yorkshire on 19 December. 

 

They have been charged with engaging in the preparation of an act of terrorism, West Yorkshire Police 

said. 

 

The pair are to appear by video-link before London's Westminster Magistrates' Court on Friday. 

 

West Yorkshire Police said a 36-year-old man from Burngreave in Sheffield remains in custody, while a 

41-year-old from Meersbrook in Sheffield was released on Saturday. 
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The police were originally given until Christmas Day to decide whether to charge the four men, but a court 

approved an extension of that deadline until 1 January.  

 

The arrests followed an investigation led by Counter Terrorism Policing North East, which was backed by 

Derbyshire Constabulary and South Yorkshire Police. 

 

During the arrests, an army bomb disposal unit carried out a controlled explosion to "safely dispose of 

material" found at one of the properties. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Iraq quickly sends ISIS to the gallows 

SOURCE https://www.stripes.com/news/middle-east/iraq-s-rapid-fire-trials-send-alleged-isis-members-to-the-

gallows-1.504465  

GIST BAGHDAD — The two Turkish men shuffled into the courtroom, their closely cropped hair, clean shaven 

faces and chubby waistlines hardly the look of fearsome fighters of the Islamic State. 

 

Appearing in court for the first time since being arrested in August on charges of belonging to that group, 

they professed their innocence, telling the judge they were simply plumbers who migrated to Iraq from 

Turkey looking for work. 

 

After an 18-minute trial, they were sentenced to death by hanging. 

 

The men are among hundreds of foreigners detained in Iraq on terrorism charges after the toppling of the 

Islamic State's self-declared caliphate. The defendants - men, women and children hailing from Asia, 

Europe and Africa - are coursing their way through Iraq's criminal justice system, receiving harsh 

sentences in rapid-fire trials. 

 

The trials and capital sentences are presenting foreign governments with a moral and political dilemma. 

Do they object to the Iraqi trials and claim their citizens, who could threaten their home countries and 

radicalize others if repatriated? Or should Iraqi courts be allowed to determine the defendants' fate in trials 

that human rights groups and the United Nations say are deeply flawed? 

 

The issue has taken on a new urgency as major combat against the Islamic State ended this month. Iraq has 

fast-tracked executions under the year-old orders of Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi, aiming to "give 

comfort to the families" of Islamic State's victims. 

 

Iraq's justice ministry has disclosed 194 terrorism-related executions since 2016, including at least 27 

foreigners from other Arab countries, according to a review of ministry news releases. 

 

Last week, the ministry said it had executed another 38 prisoners on terrorism-related charges, but it did 

not specify their nationalities, prompting a rebuke by the United Nations human rights office. At least one 

of those executed had Swedish citizenship, researchers into human rights and terrorism said. 

 

Up to 6,000 more are on death row and their nationalities have not been disclosed, according to the United 

Nations. Many more suspected militants are in custody, including at least four Europeans. 

 

European countries have given little indication that they want to claim their citizens. 

 

In a statement, Turkey's foreign ministry said it is aware of their citizens being detained in Iraq for 

allegedly joining the Islamic State. "We are in touch with the Iraqi authorities in terms of finding out their 

whereabouts and ensuring their repatriation," the statement said. 

 

The United Nations said last month that Iraq does not have jurisdiction to try Islamic State atrocities and 
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that Iraqi investigators, prosecutors and judges do not have the capability to ensure due process. It urged 

Iraq to turn to the International Criminal Court for such cases, especially ones dealing with the attempted 

genocide of minority groups like the Yazidis whose reintegration into Iraqi society largely depends on the 

accurate prosecution of crimes committed against them. 

 

Iraq's massive dragnet is ensnaring scores of innocent people, while rushed investigations and trials are 

failing to distinguish between Iraqis who embraced the Islamic State and others who cooperated with the 

group out of fear or coercion, human rights groups and the United Nations said. 

 

The lack of due process could imperil national reconciliation by enshrining a cycle of revenge in Iraq's 

courts, these groups said. This dynamic raises the possibility of continued sectarian conflict between 

Shiites that dominate the government and legal system and Sunnis who account for nearly all those 

accused of terrorism. 

 

But Abdulsattar Bayraqdar, a senior Iraqi federal judge, bristled at the criticism, saying his country's 

judges and lawyers have sacrificed their lives to guarantee fair trials and hold terrorists accountable. He 

said since 2003, at least 60 judges and more than 160 investigators and court employees have been killed 

in terrorist attacks stemming from their work. 

 

As for foreigners affiliated with the Islamic State, Bayraqdar said crimes committed by extremists on 

Iraq's soil must be prosecuted in Iraq, and it is under no legal obligation to hand over suspects or convicts 

to other countries. 

 

Iraq's anti-terrorism law gives judges wide berth in deciding cases. Prosecutors must show that a defendant 

joined or supported a terrorist group but are not required to prove a specific charge of murder. 

 

In a report released earlier this month, Human Rights Watch said prosecutors and judges were doing little 

to distinguish between fighters and others who did menial jobs for the Islamic State, like cooks. 

 

But Bayraqdar, the senior judge, defended the legal process, saying every member of the militant group 

contributed to a cohesive unit that terrorized Iraqi citizens. He added that a terrorism trial is not a simple 

formality. In November, he said, trials resulted in 449 convictions and 1,490 acquittals. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 Pakistan warns US on ‘unilateral’ moves 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/pakistan-warns-trump-against-unilateral-moves-defeat-taliban-al-qaeda-

country-763685  

GIST Pakistan has warned the United States and President Donald Trump against taking unilateral military 

action in the country against extremist groups, after warnings from top officials in the president's 

administration and the American leader himself. 

 

Vice President Mike Pence said in a speech during a trip to Afghanistan earlier this month that Trump had 

issued a warning to Pakistan and cautioned that there was much for the country to lose if it aided extremist 

groups in any way. 

 

"As the president said, so I say now: Pakistan has much to gain from partnering with the US, and Pakistan 

has much to lose by continuing to harbor criminals and terrorists," Pence said. 

 

The U.S.-Pakistan has been fraught since it came to light that former Al-Qaeda leader and mastermind of 

the 9/11 attacks Osama bin Laden was in hiding at a safe house in the Pakistani city of Abbottabad before 

the infamous U.S. special forces operation to kill him in 2011. But Islamabad rejected the accusation that 

it could have been aiding extremist groups and was not doing enough to help Washington. 

 

"We have sacrificed a lot. We have paid a huge price both in blood and treasure. We have done enough 
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and we cannot do any more for anyone," Pakistani military spokesman Major-General Asif Ghafoor said 

Friday, according to Al-Jazeera. 

 

"Had we not supported [the U.S.], Al-Qaeda would not have been defeated," he continued. 

 

The country is battling an insurgency by the Pakistani Taliban, Al-Qaeda and a growing ISIS presence in 

the border regions with Afghanistan. The military has launched several major operations against these 

militant groups for several years. 

 

ISIS has continued to gain ground in Afghanistan and Pakistan has made efforts to halt the militant group's 

spread to its territory. The jihadi group has created an affiliate for the Afghanistan-Pakistan border region 

known as Khorasan Province, a historical name for the region. 

 

ISIS has conducted several attacks inside Pakistani territory, including suicide bombings against religious 

minorities the group considers to be heretical. The deadliest was the August 2016 suicide bombing that 

killed at least 70 people in the southwestern city of Quetta. 

 

While it has been conducting operations against militant groups, the Trump administration has been eager 

to press Pakistan to do more. U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson warned Islamabad in an opinion piece 

in the New York Times published on Wednesday. 

 

"We are prepared to partner with Pakistan to defeat terrorist organizations seeking safe havens, but 

Pakistan must demonstrate its desire to partner with us," he wrote. 

 

Despite the warnings, Trump praised Pakistan in October for working closely with U.S. authorities. 

"Starting to develop a much better relationship with Pakistan and its leaders. I want to thank them for their 

cooperation on many fronts," he wrote in a tweet. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 ‘American’ ISIS: carry out mass shootings 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/american-isis-fighter-tells-jihadis-use-us-gun-laws-carry-out-mass-

shootings-761115  

GIST The Islamic State militant group (ISIS) on Wednesday published a propaganda video that showed a one-

legged fighter, purportedly American, ordering Muslims living in the United States to use the country’s 

flexible gun laws to carry out mass-casualty attacks. 

 

In the release “A Message to the Crusading Trump,” the bearded jihadi, identified as “Abu Salih al-

Amriki,” is shown in military khaki fatigues and with a prosthetic leg. 

 

“Take advantage of the fact that you can easily obtain a rifle or a pistol in America,” the fighter says. 

“Spray the kuffar [infidels] with bullets so that their fear of the Muslims rises, and they continue to reveal 

their hatred towards Islam.” 

 

He also called upon fellow disabled fighters to take up arms against the U.S. “Brothers with limbs or no 

limbs, I challenge you to a race toward gates of Jannah [paradise],” he says. 

 

Amriki then turns to President Donald Trump, calling him a “dog of Rome” and accusing him of entering 

“into the White House on the back of your crusader rhetoric, which the fake media has pressured you to 

tone down.” 

 

“Your war against Islam has only made your homeland more vulnerable,” the fighter continued in his 

message to Trump. 

 

Images of the video were published and shared by cyber-monitoring company Jihadoscope on Twitter. 
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The Department of Homeland Security said it was “aware” of the online threats to American nationals. 

 

Individuals inspired by ISIS and its radical ideology have committed several attacks on U.S. soil in recent 

years, including a mass stabbing at a Minnesota mall that injured more than half a dozen people, a deadly 

shooting at an LGBT nightclub in Orlando, Florida, that killed at least 49 people and an attack by two gun-

toting attackers in San Bernardino, California, that killed 14 people. 

 

Last week, the outgoing director of the National Counterterrorism Center warned that the U.S. remains 

“dangerously” vulnerable to mass-casualty attacks by extremists because of the easy access to weapons in 

the country. 

 

“We find ourselves in a more dangerous situation because our population of violent extremists has no 

difficulty gaining access to weapons that are quite lethal,” Nicholas Rasmussen said, according to The 

Washington Post. “I wish that weren’t so.” 

 

He appeared to criticize the policies of the Trump administration in creating a “mutual suspicion” with 

Muslims in the U.S. that had made counterterrorism efforts “more difficult” to be effective. 

 

“If you’re increasing the amount of suspicion and distress on these communities, it places more challenges 

in our way,” he told CNN. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 ISIS by the numbers in 2017 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2017-12-27/isis-by-the-numbers-in-2017  

GIST President Donald Trump and his top advisers have said in recent weeks that the Islamic State group in Iraq 

and Syria has been all but defeated, following through on a campaign promise that he would significantly 

escalate the U.S.-led war against the extremist group. 

 

"Thanks to the leadership of this commander in chief and the courage of our armed forces, ISIS is on the 

run, their capital has fallen, and their so-called caliphate has crumbled across Syria and Iraq," Vice 

President Mike Pence said Dec. 20 during a ceremony marking the passage of a tax reform bill through 

Congress, using an alternative name for the extremist group. 

 

The war against the terror network, however, is far from over, even in Iraq and Syria, where it first 

declared its so-called caliphate and from where its fighters and leaders are now spreading to other faraway 

regions of the globe, from Southeast Asia to Africa to not far from U.S. shores. 

 

Brett McGurk, the special envoy to the coalition fighting the Islamic State group in Iraq and Syria, told 

reporters at the State Department just before Christmas that the U.S. had made significant progress against 

the extremist network in 2017, but there is still work to do. 

 

"Nobody who works on these problems would tell you we're popping champagne corks or anything," said 

McGurk, who began his position during the Obama administration and has continued under Trump. "This 

is not over, there is a long way to go." 

 

Defeating the Islamic State group in Syria will require months more of fighting, McGurk says. 

 

As defense and intelligence officials continue to find and kill members of the extremist network and 

combat its success in remotely attracting followers worldwide, here are some numbers on where the 

Islamic State group still operates and maintains power. 

 

Iraq and Syria 
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For the campaign to defeat the Islamic State group Trump inherited a U.S.-led coalition that had already 

begun clearing out Mosul in Iraq and was beginning to surround Raqqa in Syria – both key cities in the 

extremist group's messaging. 

 

In January, about 35,000 Islamic State group fighters were in Iraq and Syria controlling more than 17,000 

square miles – an area roughly the size of Pennsylvania. Now, between 1,000 and 3,000 extremists are 

occupying less than 2,000 square miles, according to officials at the U.S. military headquarters in Baghdad 

overseeing the war. 

 

Most of the remaining fighters are in the rural desert areas around Dayr Az Zawr in Syria to the southeast 

of Raqqa, and Iraq's Anbar province, officials say. 

 

Almost 8 million people lived under Islamic State group rule during its height. Five million have been 

liberated in the past year with 2.7 million Iraqis returning to their homes, McGurk said Thursday. 

 

The air coalition, comprised largely of U.S. bombers, fighter jets, helicopters and drones and supported by 

artillery on the ground, conducted 11,400 airstrikes since Jan. 1. 

 

That conflict has not been without its costs. The Associated Press reported this week that as many as 

11,000 civilians died in the campaign to retake Mosul, roughly 10 times higher than previous assessments. 

 

Yemen 

 

The Islamic State group presence in the war-torn Arabian Peninsula nation, while small, has doubled in 

size this year, part of a larger trend of fighters and leaders fleeing the onslaught in Iraq and Syria. 

 

"As ISIS is getting handed a defeat in other areas, they tend to try to push into areas of ungoverned 

spaces," says Army Lt. Col. Earl Brown, a spokesman for U.S. Central Command. "Those areas in the 

Arabian Peninsula, most notably in Yemen, have been some of those spots." 

 

There are between 300 and 500 Islamic State group fighters in the area, mostly in Yemen but not limited 

to there. They're exploiting areas that are traditionally ungoverned or where governance has collapsed as a 

result of the ongoing war between Houthi rebels backed by Iran and forces loyal to the government 

currently in exile in Saudi Arabia. 

 

The Islamic State group has also successfully recruited fighters formally loyal to al-Qaida in the Arabian 

Peninsula who have grown disaffected with a group that, while still among the most dangerous in the 

world, has suffered intense losses in leadership amid an ongoing U.S.-led commando and air campaign. 

Three AQAP leaders were killed in airstrikes on Nov. 2 and Nov. 20, according to Central Command, 

which oversees operations in the region. 

 

Defense officials say the quiet U.S. mission to root out Islamic State group and al-Qaida fighters in Yemen 

exists in coordination with the exiled government. 

 

Africa 

 

The death of four American soldiers on a special operations patrol in Niger in October drew widespread 

attention to the intensifying covert war against extremists throughout the African continent, almost four 

times larger than the continental U.S. 

 

The Islamic State group first expand its presence into Africa in Somalia in 2015 and conducted its first 

suicide attack in Bosasso in May. U.S. Africa Command estimates there are fewer than 250 fighters there, 

though they are able to conduct small-scale operations in the northern reaches of the country. A shadowy 

American targeting cell exists in Somalia to help coordinate counterterror operations outside of the capital, 

Mogadishu. 
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Islamic State group operatives entered the continent en masse in 2016 in Libya, where as many as 8,000 

fought to establish a foothold in the coastal city of Sirte to serve as a lifeboat amid steady losses in Iraq 

and Syria. A U.S.-led mission of airstrikes and special operations forces helped win back the city earlier 

this year, but not without scattering some of those fighters to other corners of the fractionated and war-torn 

country. 

 

Now roughly 500 Islamic State group fighters are in Libya, though that assessment fluctuates, officials 

with Africa Command say. The group's presence there continues to be a focus of U.S. attention as it still 

poses a threat in planning attacks against Europe and Western interests in North Africa, officials say. 

 

In 2015, the Islamic State group scored a propaganda win when Boko Haram, the Nigerian hard-line 

extremist group, declared itself an affiliate branch. The group fractured in 2016 when some fighters split to 

join the Islamic State group instead of remaining loyal to their own leaders. 

 

This new branch, dubbed ISIS-West Africa, poses a more significant threat than Boko Haram, Africa 

Command officials say, due to its increased capability to plan and launch attacks. It was responsible for 

the attack on the convoy in Niger in July that killed at least 70 people. 

 

The Islamic State group continues to operate in the Greater Sahara region, largely at the border of Niger 

and Mali, though that comprises a relatively smaller number of troops. 

 

The Pacific Rim 

 

Navy Adm. Harry Harris, chief of U.S. Pacific Command, said in October that it has witnessed terrorism 

and attacks inspired by the Islamic State group in Malaysia, Bangladesh and the Philippines. 

 

"As we succeed in degrading ISIS in Iraq, Syria and Libya, radicalized, weaponized and displaced 

terrorists will seek new footholds in the Indo-Asia-Pacific," Harris said in a speech in Singapore at the 

time. 

 

In 2016, the commander of the Islamic extremist group Abu Sayyaf based in the southern Philippine 

region of Mindanao, Isnilon Hapilon, was named the Islamic State group emir for Southeast Asia. 

Philippine forces, currently leading operations against the extremist network there, killed him in October 

during a campaign to retake the city of Marawi, though Harris said the leader's following represented an 

ongoing threat to the region. 

 

"It's important to understand Hapilon's rise in 2016, when in just a matter of months he started uniting 

elements of several violent extremist organizations – building a coalition under the ISIS black flag," Harris 

said. "Today, Marawi is a wake-up call and a rallying cry for every nation in the Indo-Asia-Pacific. 

Foreign fighters are passing their ideology, resources and methods to local, home-grown, next-generation 

radicals. So we must stop ISIS at the front end and not at the back end when the threat can become even 

more dangerous." 

 

When asked for specific numbers of ISIS fighters or operatives in the region, U.S. Pacific Command 

declined to comment. 

 

"We do not comment on intelligence matters for security reasons," says Navy Cmdr. Dave Benham, a 

spokesman for the command. 

 

The Caribbean 

 

Then-Marine Gen. John Kelly, when he was still commander of U.S. Southern Command, first observed in 

March 2015 that people from Caribbean countries like Suriname, Venezuela, Jamaica, and Trinidad and 

Tobago had traveled to Syria or Iraq to join the Islamic State group, where "they get good at killing and 

pick up some job skills," like working with explosives. As many as 100 had returned to their homelands, 

which were largely devoid of intelligence or law enforcement infrastructure to hunt them down on their 
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own. 

 

In January 2016, Kelly, now White House chief of staff, observed that the Islamic State group's presence 

in the region was on the rise at a time when the Islamic State group was encouraging its followers to stay 

away from Iraq and Syria and plot attacks at home instead. 

 

"It seems like the Islamic extremists and terrorists have shifted a lot of their message," Kelly told reporters 

at the time. "'Why don't you just stay at home and do a San Bernardino or do Boston or do Fort Hood?'" 

 

Southern Command did not immediately respond to requests for comment on the current status of the 

Islamic State group in the Caribbean. Reports persist, however, that local Muslims find inspiration in the 

Islamic State group and that it continues to target tourists in the region, prompting warnings from those 

governments. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 Uganda charges 45 Rwandans w/terrorism 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/12/29/uganda-charges-45-rwandan-nationals-with-terrorism-

report.html  

GIST KAMPALA, Uganda –  A government-controlled newspaper in Uganda says 45 Rwandan nationals have 

been charged with terrorism and establishing a terror organization. 

 

The New Vision reported Friday that the suspects were charged Thursday in a remote town in western 

Uganda. The report gives few details about the charges. 

 

Ugandan police and a judiciary spokesman did not respond to requests for comment. 

 

The charges come amid apparent diplomatic tensions between Uganda and neighboring Rwanda after two 

senior Ugandan policemen were accused of illegally handing over two wanted refugees to Rwanda. 

 

One of the refugees was a former bodyguard to Rwandan President Paul Kagame and is now serving a life 

term. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 Attack on south Cairo church; 3 killed 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-egypt-security/at-least-three-killed-in-attack-on-church-south-

of-cairo-security-sources-idUSKBN1EN0SX  

GIST CAIRO (Reuters) - An attack on a church south of Cairo killed at least three people on Friday and an 

attacker was shot dead by security forces, security sources said. 

 

The incident took place in the Helwan district on the capital’s southern outskirts and involved more than 

one attacker, according to the state-run news agency MENA. 

 

Local media cited the Interior Ministry as saying two policemen had been killed in the attack on the Mar 

Mina church. 

 

It was not clear if the three reported dead included the attacker, or how many attackers were involved. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 NYPD: no known New Year’s threat 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/nypd-new-years-eve-times-square-
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security/2017/12/28/id/834174/  

GIST New York City's Times Square's massive New Year's Eve party will have "a stronger police presence" 

than seen in recent years to protect against any terrorist attempt, police commissioner James O'Neil said 

Thursday. 

 

The New York City Police Department head said no credible threat aimed at Times Square had been 

received, but that security was a prime issue. 

 

"You'll see a stronger police presence out there that . . . seen in recent years," he said. 

 

Manhattan has been the target of two recent terror attacks — one that killed eight bicyclists on Halloween 

just blocks from the 9/11 terror strike, and a pipe bomb explosion in a subway walkway near the Times 

Square station in which the would-be suicide bomber and three others were injured. 

 

For the New Year's Eve celebration, the NYPD, as it has done previously, will close some parking garages 

around the area, and, according to Fox News — mindful of the horrific Las Vegas shooting from a hotel 

window — there will be armed officers stationed at every single hotel surrounding Times Square. 

 

Those entering the area of the celebration will be checked twice, one upon arrival, and a second time once 

they are moved behind a penned-in area, Fox News reported. 

 

"People should expect to see an increase in security this New Year's because of an ongoing threat we've 

seen from ISIS," former Director of the National Counterterrorism Center Matt Olsen told Christian 

Broadcasting Network. 

 

"Really over the past few years they've sought to encourage their followers to carry out low-level attacks 

whereever they can, particularly targeting people where they gather in crowds," he explained. 

 

According to CBN, one computer software tool the NYPD will be using is called Video Synopsis, which 

allows police to monitor real time hours of video in minutes, and can search for specific items as well. 

 

Concrete barriers and sand trucks also will be stationed on the perimeter to prevent any vehicles from 

entering Times Square, Fox News noted. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 Turkey nabs ISIS suspects ahead NYE 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/turkey-detains-29-suspected-militants-ahead-years-

52039286?   

GIST Turkish police detained 29 suspected Islamic State group militants in the capital, Ankara, on Friday, some 

of whom allegedly were preparing to carry out attacks during New Year's celebrations, the state-run news 

agency reported. 

 

Some 500 police officers took part in simultaneous raids to detain the suspects, many of them foreign 

nationals, Anadolu Agency reported. Police had warrants to detain 17 other suspects. 

 

Materials seized by police during the raids indicated that some of the suspects had staked out locations and 

made preparations for possible attacks on New Year's Eve, the report said. 

 

There was no immediate information on the foreigners' nationalities. 

 

Turkey has suffered a series of deadly attacks blamed on IS militants, including a New Year's attack at an 

Istanbul nightclub by a gunman that killed 39 people. 

 

The country is stepping up security measures ahead of this weekend's celebrations, including canceling 
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several large-scale New Year's Eve street parties in Istanbul. Turkey's police chief said 275,000 police 

officers would be on duty. 
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HEADLINE 12/29 China Uighurs grapple w/extremism 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ap-exclusive-chinas-uighurs-grapple-pull-

extremism-52038551?   

GIST As Uighurs flee a stifling Chinese security crackdown in droves, they often end up caught in a tug-of-war 

between militant Uighur members of Syria-based Islamic groups and moderate leaders of the Uighur 

diaspora who plead with them to reject calls of jihad. 

 

Extensive Associated Press interviews detail the daily battle some Uighur activists are fighting against the 

radicalization of their people, members of a Muslim ethnic minority who live in western China under 

heavy surveillance and the constant fear of arrest. 

 

The war in Syria has thrust this ethnic minority from China into the center of the global jihadi movement. 

Several thousand Uighur men, women and children are estimated to have crossed the border from Turkey 

to join the Turkistan Islamic Party (TIP), an ethnic Uighur militia allied with al-Qaida on the front lines of 

the fighting. 

 

"We are losing the deradicalization battle," said Seyit Tumturk, a moderate Uighur activist, said in a recent 

interview in Kayseri. "Why? Because we cannot convince our people that hope and human rights exists in 

the world." 

 

The spread of extremism has alarmed many exiled Uighur leaders, who condemn violence and say it will 

lead their people's ruin. But they face a young generation who see no future under one of the world's most 

powerful authoritarian governments and feel ignored by the rest of the world. 

 

The Uighurs are wrestling over age-old questions: Do we seek freedom with peace or violence? Is our path 

forward secular or Islamist? Who will help us face the might of the People's Republic of China? 

 

Even in the relative sanctuary of Turkey, Uighurs say they are isolated economically and engulfed by 

murky political currents. 

 

While Turkey has welcomed Uighur refugees, the bureaucracy churns against them after they arrive. 

Uighurs are considered stateless under Turkish law, unlike refugees from Syria or Iraq, and often unable to 

receive work permits, health insurance, or schooling for their children. 

 

Men work — if they're lucky — in local furniture factories and restaurants for about 1000 to 1,500 Turkish 

lira a month (roughly $300 to $440), far less than what a Turk would legally make and barely enough to 

survive. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 London beefs up NYE security 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/12/28/london-to-beef-up-its-police-presence-on-new-years-

eve.html  

GIST LONDON –  London plans to beef up its police presence and closed down some roads for New Year's Eve 

after a year marked by repeated extremist attacks. 

 

The Metropolitan Police said Thursday there's no specific threat to the city's massive celebration, which is 

focused on a fireworks display over the River Thames, but says the public should be vigilant. 
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Superintendent Nick Aldworth says both overt and covert protection methods will be used and revelers 

should expect to see armed police and vehicle barriers. Aldworth says police are asking the public to be 

patient on New Year's Eve because there will be many checkpoints in place. 

 

Police say tickets for London's fireworks display have all been sold out and that those without a ticket 

should consider watching the event on television. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 UN decries Saudi-led strikes in Yemen 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/saudi-led-airstrikes-yemen-kill-109-people-10-

52026696?  

GIST The U.N. humanitarian coordinator for Yemen says Saudi-led airstrikes have killed 109 civilians over the 

past 10 days. 

 

Jamie McGoldrick said Thursday that those killed include at least 54 in airstrikes on a market in the 

western province of Taiz, and 14 people from the same family in an airstrike on a farm in the coastal 

Hodeida province. 

 

He says such incidents "prove complete disregard for human life that all parties, including the Saudi-led 

coalition, continue to show in this absurd war." 

 

The coalition, backing an internationally recognized government, has been at war with Iran-allied Shiite 

rebels, known as Houthis, since March 2015. The stalemated war has killed more than 10,000 people, 

displaced 3 million, damaged critical infrastructure and pushed the country to the brink of famine. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Egypt: bomb hits military convoy Sinai 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/roadside-bomb-kills-senior-army-officer-egypts-

sinai-52028261?  

GIST A roadside bomb planted by Islamic militants in Egypt's Sinai Peninsula hit a military vehicle on 

Thursday, killing six people, including a senior army officer, security and hospital officials said. 

 

They said the bomb struck a military convoy that was patrolling an area just outside the town of Bir al-

Abd in northern Sinai, killing a colonel who was the town's military commander, a second officer and four 

soldiers. 

 

Three more soldiers were wounded in the attack, they said. 

 

Bir al-Abd was the scene of the deadliest terrorist attack against civilians in Egypt's modern history, when 

militants killed 311 worshippers in a mosque on Nov. 24. 

 

Egyptian President Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi has since vowed to use "brute force" to crush the long-running 

insurgency in northern Sinai and given the military and police three months to restore "security and 

stability" there. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Defected NKorea nuke scientist kills self 
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after-being-forced-to-return/ar-BBHsowz?li=BBnb7Kz&ocid=HPCDHP  

GIST A North Korean nuclear scientist who defected to China committed suicide after being forced to return 

back, Radio Free Asia reported Thursday. The defector was a researcher at the physics center in the State 

Academy of Sciences in Pyongyang, the report said. 

 

The scientist was identified as Hyun Cheoi Huh, though RFA clarified it was unclear whether that was his 

real name. The man reportedly took a leave of absence from his job at the academy before defecting. 

 

He was sent back to North Korea Nov. 17, RFA reported. 

 

“He killed himself only a few hours after he was placed in solitary confinement at the State Security 

Department in Sinuiju city,” a source told RFA, speaking on the condition of anonymity. “He died before 

he could be questioned about the reasons for his escape, and what his route had been.” 

 

The man took poison inside the security cell where he was set to be questioned. It remained unclear how 

he smuggled the poison inside. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Showdown in Moscow looms 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/dec/28/showdown-between-alexei-navalny-vladimir-

putin-in-/  

GIST The Kremlin has done everything in its power to control Russia’s upcoming presidential election in 2018. 

 

The main opposition candidate, anti-corruption crusader Alexei Navalny, has been recently banned by the 

election commission due to an embezzlement conviction that his supporters say was politically motivated. 

They argue that the charges were felony in nature precisely to prevent Mr. Navalny from running, per 

Russian election law. 

 

His offices have also been raided and he’s been detained multiple times for holding “illegal” rallies across 

Russia in different cities. 

 

Add to that a recent attack by sausage-throwing bandits in the airport upon returning to Moscow — in 

addition to having a green chemical liquid thrown in his face, which caused him to travel abroad to Spain 

for surgery on his left eye. 

 

And yet, Mr. Navalny keeps pushing. 

 

In his most recent affront to Moscow, upon being denied permission to compete against Russian President 

Vladimir Putin in March’s polls, Mr. Navalny has called for an election boycott. 

 

“I assure you, a huge amount of people will not go to this election, would actively boycott this election,” 

he said. “Going to the polls right now is to vote for lies and corruption … We refuse to call the 

reappointment of Putin an election.” 

 

This did not sit well with the Kremlin. Now there are reports that a criminal investigation has been opened 

against Mr. Navalny for his boycott comments. 

 

To take things up another notch, the 41-year-old Moscow native also called for nationwide rallies in over 

85 cities across the Russian Federation to protest what he calls an illegal election contest. This infuriated 

those in power in Russia. 

 

If there is one thing the Russian leadership despises, and fears, it is civil unrest. The “color revolutions” of 

recent decades in Ukraine and elsewhere, along with the “Arab Spring,” have shown Moscow in real time 

what can happen when a political movement spirals beyond control. 
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Most likely, the theatrics coming out of the Russian side of the Syrian theater, the declarations that the 

Islamic State is defeated, and Russia is removing troops (although they also just announced a permanent 

presence in the Mediterranean and the air base at Khmeimim), are meant for the domestic population to 

hear just before the election. 

 

The Russian people have seen their standards of living decline, and social services cut in favor of military 

spending over the last several years. 

 

In short, the trappings exist right now for a good old-fashioned spate of civil disobedience. 

 

The Kremlin knows this. They thought they had all the T’s crossed and the I’s dotted. Then along comes 

Mr. Navalny calling for massive demonstrations across Russia a mere few weeks before the nation goes to 

vote. 

 

If Mr. Putin pushes back too hard against Mr. Navalny, he could be outed as too authoritarian and his 

carefully crafted PR campaign and image could be tarnished. If he goes to soft, and let’s Mr. Navalny keep 

going, Russia could be in for some serious political unrest. 

 

We have a showdown at the Moscow corral. 

 

My bet is on Mr. Putin. I think he will shut Mr. Navalny down by any means necessary. There is simply 

too much on the line for the government he has built over the last few decades. 

 

Mr. Putin is also counting on the Russian people, who are in no mood for a revolution, as they have seen 

how that can work out. The Bolsheviks destroyed Russia for a hundred years, with no idea what to put in 

its place. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Radioactive vehicles found at Hanford 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/855716/more-radioactively-contaminated-vehicles-found-at-hanford/  

GIST RICHLAND, Wash. (AP) — The number of vehicles with specks of radioactive material has increased to 

19 as checks continue at Hanford’s Plutonium Finishing Plant continue. 

 

The Tri-City Herald reports as of Wednesday afternoon, 12 additional government or contractor vehicles 

had been found with radioactive contamination, with 55 vehicles still to be surveyed. 

 

The dozen contaminated government and contractor vehicles are in addition to seven worker vehicles 

found to have specks of contamination since demolition was completed Dec. 15 on the most contaminated 

section of the plant. No contamination was found at the homes of those workers. 

 

Post-demolition surveying found specks of radioactive material, some too small to see, had spread outside 

the demolition zone. 

 

Additional layers of fixative are being applied to areas where contamination has been found to keep it 

from becoming airborne. 

 

Hanford for decades made plutonium for nuclear weapons. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Claim: sea level rise not climate change 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/855616/cliff-mass-sea-level-rise-climate-change/  
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GIST University of Washington Meteorologist Cliff Mass has run up against others warning about the effects of 

climate change. His most recent blog post will only continue that contention. 

 

To be clear, Mass firmly promotes that the climate is changing and that human influence is a primary 

cause. He doesn’t agree on many points that others argue, however. For example, when many in Seattle 

said that climate change killed a tree, Mass was quick to point out that science doesn’t back that assertion. 

When some people pinned summer weather on climate change, Mass said otherwise.  

 

In a recent blog post, Mass addresses sea level rise – another concern posed by climate change. He writes 

that the sea level rise measured in Seattle (with records going back to 1900) has been steady for more than 

100 years – about 2.03 mm each year. But he points out: 

 

“The interesting thing is that the upward trend has been going on for a long time, well before the impacts 

of human emissions of greenhouse gases were significant. (The radiative impacts of increasingly CO2 

became large in the 1970s and later). And rate of rise has been quite steady, with no hint of a recent 

acceleration. In fact, there has been minimal rise during the past 20 years.” 

 

Other communities, such as San Diego or Key West, have seen similar rises in sea level, but at different 

rates. This is because the water level is not the only factor at play. Mass points out that the land is not 

remaining at the same elevation. The ground is sinking in many regions. In the Olympic Mountains, Mass 

writes, the land is being pushed up. Measurements around the Olympics shows the sea level decreasing. 

 

Mass concludes that the sea level rise over the past 100 years is primarily due to the end of a small ice age 

(between 1500 and the 1800s). The meteorologist, however, is not doubting that the sea level will be 

impacted by human-influenced climate change in the years to come. 

 

“On the other hand, our climate models suggest an accelerated rise of sea level rise due to greenhouse gas 

warming during this century … Extrapolating the current, steady upward trend implies about a .6 ft rise. If 

we include the impacts of greenhouse gas warming, there would be more. A National Academy of 

Sciences report did such an analysis suggesting a 4-56 inch increase by 2100, with a mean change of 30 

inches (2.5 ft). But whether such model-driven estimates are reliable is uncertain: I suspect it will be on 

the high side considering the slow rise of the past few decades.” 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Taiwan recalls passports w/US image 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Odd_News/2017/12/28/Taiwan-recalls-passports-featuring-image-of-US-

airport/6371514495305/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=lh&utm_medium=6  

GIST Dec. 28 (UPI) -- Taiwan's foreign ministry is recalling hundreds of passports mistakenly printed with an 

image of Washington, D.C.,'s Dulles International Airport. 

 

Internet users spotted the misprint featuring an image of the Dulles airport instead of Taipei's Taoyuan 

International Airport, prompting the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on Wednesday to announce plans to recall 

285 passports that have already been issued. 

 

More than 200,000 of the misprinted passports have been printed and will be returned to the printing 

company. 

 

Central Engraving and Printing Plant, the contract printer responsible for producing the passports said it 

will bear the cost of reprinting the passports. The first print cost about $2.67 million. 

 

Those who received the misprinted passports will be issued first-generation e-passports from the country's 

remaining stock. 

 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs initially denied the error stating the passports featured "100 percent 
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Taiwanese scenery." 

 

The ministry later admitted the mistake, and Agnes Chen, Taiwain's head of the Bureau of Consular 

Affairs, stepped down and took responsibility for the error. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Iran: thousands protest high prices 

SOURCE https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2017/12/28/Thousands-protest-high-prices-in-Irans-

Mashhad/2761514490243/?utm_source=fp&utm_campaign=ts_tn_int&utm_medium=5  

GIST Dec. 28 (UPI) -- Several thousand residents protested high prices and denounced President Hassan 

Rouhani across Iran, including the nation's second-largest city, Mashhad, on Thursday. 

 

In the northern Iranian city, protesters shouted "Death to Rouhani" and "Death to the dictator" and "If you 

stop one case of embezzlement, our problem will be solved." 

 

They also held banners opposing Iran's interference in the Arab region, including troops and funds sent to 

assist Syria's government. They chanted, "Forget about Syria, think about us." 

 

Besides protests in city of about 3 million, demonstrations took place in cities that included Neyshabur, 

Kashmar, Birjand, Shahrood and Noshahr. And last week demonstrations took place in Isfahan against 

high unemployment. 

 

The National Council of Resistance of Iran said forces were stationed in Mashhad but protesters pushed 

them away. The security forces then opened fire and launched tear gas at demonstrators. The protesters 

resisted, returning tear gas to the forces. 

 

Mashhad Gov. Mohammad Norouzian said it was an "illegal" protest but security forces handled the 

situation "with great tolerance," according to Iran's state-run IRNA news agency. 

 

Norouzian said a number of people who intended to destroy public property were arrested. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Teen jailed 4yrs without a trial 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/tyler-haire-mental-health-issues-jail-bbc-propublica/  

GIST Tyler Haire was a 16-year-old with a history of mental health issues when he was arrested in 2012 for 

allegedly stabbing his father's girlfriend with a 10-inch butcher knife. According to a joint investigation by 

BBC News and ProPublica, Haire remained in a Mississippi jail for nearly four years without getting a 

mental health evaluation or going to trial, and he has yet to receive treatment for his well-documented 

mental illness behind bars. 

 

Following the attack, the report says Tyler Haire called 911 and waited for responders to arrive. 

Paramedics transported the injured woman to a hospital where she underwent surgery for a knife wound 

that cut her colon in half. Haire claims he doesn't remember most of what happened on the morning he was 

taken into custody.  

 

"I remember calling the cops and standing outside, so I didn't have to look at what I did. The only part I 

remember is me going to get water after looking for some Kool-Aid that I was left by my mother," he told 

the BBC and ProPublica. "After that, it's blurry."  

 

Haire was subsequently booked into Calhoun County Jail, where he was charged with aggravated assault 

as an adult. The sheriff said he put the teen in a solitary confinement cell for his own protection. 
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According to District Attorney Ben Creekmore, Haire was ordered to have a mental evaluation in 

Mississippi State Hospital's forensic unit at the beginning of his case. But the BBC and ProPublica report 

the evaluation never happened. 

 

His mother, Bridgett, says her son had at least 10 mental health diagnoses during his childhood — 

including generalized anxiety disorder, impulse control disorder, major depression with homicidal 

ideations, major depressive disorder with psychotic tendencies, and bipolar disorder. 

 

But during his time behind bars, he never received mental health treatment, despite hearing voices in his 

head that made him "miserable to the brink of suicide," Haire said.  

 

Nearly four years after his arrest, Haire was finally evaluated by a psychologist in August 2016 and was 

found to be legally competent. However, the psychologist noted, "At the time of the alleged crime, 

consistent with his history, he probably had a diminished capacity to conform his conduct to the 

requirements of the law just as he has never had the skills to live adaptively without support." 

 

He was then taken to the state psychiatric hospital in Whitfield, and after 32 days he was returned to the 

sheriff's custody. 

 

Haire took a plea bargain and was sentenced to seven years in jail, with credit for time served. He's 

expected to be released in 2018. A state corrections official told the BBC and ProPublica that county 

facilities like the one Haire is in do not provide substantial mental health care.  

 

Haire told the reporters he still hears voices in his head but has gotten better at ignoring them.  

 

According to the investigation, the state of Mississippi is being sued by the Department of Justice for 

inmates' lack of access to mental health care. Currently, more than 100 "legally innocent inmates" are 

awaiting pretrial mental health evaluations; three of them have been waiting more than 1,000 days. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Claim: Calif. port truckers ‘impaired’ 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/pages/interactives/news/rigged-asleep-at-the-wheel/  

GIST Every day, port trucking companies around Los Angeles put hundreds of impaired drivers on the road, 

pushing them to work with little or no sleep in violation of federal safety regulations, a USA TODAY 

Network investigation found. 

 

They dispatch truckers for shifts that last up to 20 hours a day, six days a week, sometimes with tragic 

results. 

 

In August 2013, a Container Intermodal Transport trucker, who said in depositions that he often broke 

fatigue laws, barreled into stopped traffic at 55 mph, killing a teenager and injuring seven others. 

 

Seven months later, a Pacific 9 Transportation driver had just finished his 45th hour on the clock in three 

days when he ran over and killed a woman crossing the street. 

 

A Gold Point Transportation truck was moving containers for 15 hours one day in May 2013 when it 

crashed in Long Beach, injuring four people. 

 

The trucking industry has always had drivers who work reckless amounts of overtime. 

 

But the USA TODAY Network investigation shows for the first time that fatigued truckers are a near-

constant threat on the roads around America’s busiest ports. 

 

To identify port trucking companies that put their drivers and the public at risk, reporters retraced the 
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movement of thousands of Los Angeles-area trucks over four years using time stamps generated each time 

a driver passes through a port gate. 

 

Reporters then calculated how long each truck had operated and compared the results to federal crash data 

from 2013 to 2016. 

 

The analysis found that, on average, trucks serving the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach operated 

without the required break 470 times a day. 

 

Those trucks were involved in at least 189 crashes within a day of an extended period on the clock. 

Federal records do not indicate who was at fault. 

 

With some exceptions, federal rules say commercial truckers must take a 10-hour break every 14 hours. 

 

The data alone don’t prove that a trucker was driving impaired. But regulators and experts said the 

analysis provides strong evidence of a problem they know to be pervasive but difficult to quantify. 

 

"There's enough there to warrant further investigation," said Collin Mooney, executive director of the 

Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance, an association of industry regulators dedicated to improving safety. 

 

As the USA TODAY Network first reported in June, California port truckers have been forced to work 

long days against their will. 

 

Over the past decade, many companies pushed drivers into debt by requiring them to buy trucks through 

company-sponsored lease-to-own programs. 

 

Drivers found themselves trapped in jobs that paid them pennies per hour after expenses. If they 

complained or refused to work past the legal limit, they could be fired and lose their truck along with 

thousands they paid toward its purchase. 

 

Trucking company executives contacted by USA TODAY Network denied allowing their drivers to 

violate fatigue rules. Some noted that two drivers sometimes share one truck, a practice that could account 

for long stints of activity. 

 

“We believe your analysis of driver gate data is perhaps a bit misplaced,” said Kevin Dukesherer, 

president of Progressive Transportation Services. 

 

Dukesherer did not say how many of his trucks were driven by multiple drivers or address specific 

instances of overtime driving revealed in the data. 

 

Drivers say sharing a truck is rare because many companies prohibit it. Far more common, they say, are 

truckers who feel compelled to work long hours. 

 

Jose Juan Rodriguez, who drove for Morgan Southern for five years, said he sometimes worked 16-hour 

shifts for days at a time, a claim the company denied. He kept a bucket of ice water by his seat to splash on 

his face when he felt himself nodding off. 

 

More than once, he said, he found himself hallucinating, a side effect of extreme sleep deprivation. 

 

“There are some days when you can’t think right anymore,” he said. “You can’t tell if you’re driving or 

not. You just have to continue working.” 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Climate change push immigration? 
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SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/weather/2017/12/28/how-climate-change-could-drive-immigration-

united-states-mexico/948358001/  

GIST The number of people moving from Mexico to the United States has dropped sharply over the past decade. 

But researchers say a new force could drive more people across the U.S.-Mexico border in the coming 

decades: climate change. 

 

As global temperatures continue to climb, dry regions across the world have become more susceptible to 

drought. That includes northern Mexico, where increasingly intense dry spells are expected to reduce crop 

yields in rural, agriculture-dependent areas, potentially giving people more reason to seek better 

opportunities in the United States.  

 

Researchers who study the link between global warming and migration say many factors contribute to a 

person or family's decision to move to another country, with climate change often playing a supporting 

role. But several studies have singled out climate change as a potentially significant driver of future U.S.-

Mexico migration. 

 

"It's never any one thing that causes people to move," said Michael Oppenheimer, a Princeton University 

climate scientist who's researched climate-driven migration. "But we have a lot of evidence from many 

different countries that relatively modest variations in the climate, that could be short-term or long-term, 

do cause people to move." 

 

It's hard to say how many people could be pushed across the U.S.-Mexico border by climate change, in 

part because there's been relatively little research on the subject so far. 

 

A 2010 study co-authored by Oppenheimer found that up to 6.7 million people could come to the United 

States from Mexico as a result of global warming by 2080. A study last year from researchers at the 

University of California Davis projected just 41,000 additional immigrants over the next 50 years as a 

result of climate change. 

 

What those studies and others have in common is a finding that high temperatures and reduced rainfall — 

conditions that are becoming more common with climate change — have contributed to past waves of 

migration from Mexico to the United States. 

 

"More hot days in rural Mexico, predicted by the major climate models, will increase migration out of 

rural Mexico, including to the U.S.," Ed Taylor, a development economist at UC Davis and co-author of 

the 2016 migration study, said. 

 

Susan Martin, an emeritus professor at Georgetown University and expert in international migration, also 

believes any climate-driven migration from Mexico to the United States will be relatively small. She said 

the Mexican government has improved its social safety net significantly over the past decade, giving 

agricultural areas greater insurance against the risk of climate-fueled crop losses. She said the United 

States may be more likely to see a big increase in climate-driven migration from Central America, where 

more extreme weather is adding to the instability created by violence and poverty. 

 

"It's not that climate change won’t create problems for people in Mexico, particularly in those semi-arid 

zones which will become more arid," Martin said. "It's just that they have more options, and moving to the 

U.S. is a less attractive one, given all of those changes in Mexico." 
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HEADLINE 12/29 SKorea holds ship w/NKorea oil 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/korea-inspects-hong-kong-ship-korean-oil-

52039710?   

GIST South Korea said Friday that it was holding a Hong Kong-flagged ship and its crew members for allegedly 

violating U.N. sanctions by transferring oil to a North Korean vessel in October. 
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The Lighthouse Winmore is believed to have transferred about 600 tons of refined petroleum products to 

the North Korean ship, the Sam Jong 2, in international waters on Oct. 19, after leaving the South Korean 

port of Yeosu, a South Korean Foreign Ministry official said. 

 

South Korean customs authorities boarded the ship and interviewed crew members after they returned to 

Yeosu on Nov. 24. South Korea formally seized the ship after the U.N. Security Council on Dec. 22 

imposed new sanctions on North Korea that allow member states to seize, inspect and freeze vessels that 

are suspected of transferring banned goods to or from North Korea, the official said. He spoke on 

condition of anonymity, citing office rules. 

 

The ship's 25 crew members — 23 of them Chinese nationals and two from Myanmar — are being held at 

Yeosu but will be allowed to leave South Korea after authorities are finished investigating them, the 

official said. South Korea plans to report the results of its inspection to the U.N. Security Council's 

sanctions committee. 

 

The ship, which also transferred oil to three other non-North Korean ships, was chartered by Taiwan's 

Billions Bunker Group and stopped at South Korea to load up about 14,000 tons of Japanese oil products. 

It claimed its destination as Taiwan when leaving Yeosu on Oct. 11, the official said. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Turkey: blast targeted police station 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/reports-explosion-hits-police-station-southern-

turkey-52028582?   

GIST An explosion apparently targeted a police station Thursday in the southern Turkish city of Adana but no 

one was hurt, Turkey's state-run news agency reported. 

 

The blast occurred at 7:10 p.m. on a street close to the police station in the city's Seyhan district. It 

shattered nearby windows and was heard in other parts of the city, the private Dogan news agency 

reported. 

 

Police believe the blast was caused by a "sound bomb" designed to make a loud noise but not cause any 

casualties, the state-run Anadolu Agency reported. Police teams were investigating the site and a search 

was launched for a suspect. 

 

"We believe it was a home-made bomb, like a sound bomb," Anadolu quoted Adana Police Chief Selami 

Yildiz as saying. "We are continuing our inspections." 

 

The Dogan news agency said the bomb was placed beneath an electrical pole by a person wearing a mask. 

 

Turkey has suffered a wave of deadly attacks carried out by Kurdish rebels or Islamic State militants in 

recent years that have killed hundreds of people. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Brazil arrests Mexico drug kingpin 

SOURCE https://sofrep.com/96967/brazil-arrests-mexican-drug-kingpin-beach-resort/  

GIST The police in Brazil have arrested the head of a Mexican drug cartel, which is a serious blow to one of the 

more powerful drug gangs challenging the Sinaloa Cartel for control of the Mexican drug trade. Brazilian 

federal prosecutors announced the arrest on Wednesday. 
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According to the arrest warrant, police detained Jose Gonzalez Valencia, 42, a leader of the Jalisco New 

Generation Cartel (CJNG), with the intention of fulfilling a U.S. extradition request. 

 

Once a little-known gang, the CJNG has grown in recent years to challenge the Sinaloa Cartel of captured 

kingpin Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman for primacy of the drug trade in Mexico. 

 

Gonzalez Valencia was arrested at a beach resort near the coastal city of Fortaleza and brought to the 

headquarters of the federal police for the state of Ceará, Brazilian prosecutors said in a statement. 

 

Gonzalez Valencia had been living in neighboring Bolivia for two years after fleeing Mexico and he had 

entered Brazil as a tourist using a Bolivian passport, the statement added. 

 

Valencia will be immediately extradited to the United States that had a warrant out for him. Valencia is the 

brother of Abigael Gonzalez Valencia, a CJNG leader captured in February 2015. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Yakima: police shot 3 suspects in 24hrs 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/855688/yakima-police-officers-shoot-3-men-in-24-hours/  

GIST YAKIMA, Wash. (AP) — Authorities say Yakima police officers shot three suspects in a 24-hour period. 

 

The Yakima Herald-Republic reports Yakima police Capt. Jeff Schneider at a Wednesday news 

conference called the shooting statistic unprecedented in the department. 

 

On Wednesday police shot and wounded Gabriel Anthony Zavala who had allegedly fired at officers and 

rammed a pickup into a police vehicle. Police say Zavala was shot at least twice and flown to a Seattle 

hospital.  

 

Police say Yakima officers shot and killed two men on Tuesday in separate standoff situations. 

 

Police say Officer Booker Ward shot Adrian Escobar during a standoff at a home after he allegedly fired 

shots at officers. 

 

Officers Shane Stevie and Patrick Shad fatally shot Juan Miguel Garcia following a five-hour standoff at 

an apartment complex. Police haven’t said exactly what led to that shooting. 

 

The shootings are under investigation. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Thieves hit Habitat for Humanity home 

SOURCE http://www.thenewstribune.com/news/local/crime/article192052824.html  

GIST Just weeks before move-in day, a worker made a gut-punching discovery at a Habitat for Humanity home 

in Pacific. 

 

Someone ripped off the window screen, broke into the home and made off with a brand-new washer and 

dryer unit. 

 

It happened the day after Christmas. 

 

“That was discouraging someone would do that around the holidays and impact our veteran family so that 

saddened us all,” said Gail Luxenberg, the CEO of Habitat Seattle King County. 

 

The nonprofit housing group helps families in need help attain the American dream, and these homes in 
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Pacific are part of their veterans’ build. 

 

“This is a very special community for us,” Luxenberg added. “We build all over King County, and this 

community is dedicated to veterans.” 

 

The family that is slated to move in is a single mother and her two children. News of this crime is a little 

more personal because, like other habitat homes, this family has put in 250 hours of sweat equity, building 

this home from the ground up.  

 

“It hurts when you hear the news,” Luxenberg explained. “Our family puts in their sweat equity. They 

worked long and hard to get into home. They hold a mortgage. They have a lot invested in this.” 

 

Unfortunately, the camera at the window doesn’t work. 

 

And it clearly didn’t deter the thieves. 

 

While police do their job trying to catch the criminals, Luxenberg says she is as determined as ever. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 London: woman injured in acid attack 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/12/28/woman-suffers-life-changing-injuries-after-acid-attack-

in-london-police-say.html  

GIST A British woman suffered life-changing burns to her leg and face Wednesday when she was sprayed with 

acid while walking in east London, police said. 

 

The 26-year-old woman was walking on Marsh Wall near South Quay DLR station around 7 p.m. when an 

unidentified attacker threw a noxious substance on her. She ran to nearby Westferry Road where police 

were alerted. 

 

The woman was taken to a local hospital. She did not see the attacker, police said. 

 

No arrests have been made and law enforcement is reviewing CCTV images. 

 

The noxious substance that was sprayed at the woman was confirmed to be a strong acid solution. 

 

Acid attacks have been on the rise in London in recent months. 

 

The number of reported attacks using corrosive liquids rose from 261 in 2015 to 454 in 2016, London 

police said. Some appeared to be related to gang activity or the theft of cars and motorbikes. 

 

In September, six people were injured when a group of men sprayed acid at shoppers at the Westfield 

Stratford Shopping Centre in east London. A 15-year-old boy was arrested in the incident. 

 

The spike in attacks has prompted some lawmakers to call for restrictions on the sale and carrying of 

corrosive liquids such as sulfuric acid. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Pa. official: no terror link in shooting 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/prosecutor-terror-links-found-immigrant-shooting-

52029208  

GIST A prosecutor says investigators haven't connected an Egyptian immigrant who shot a Pennsylvania state 

trooper and fired at other police with any organized terror group or terrorist activity. 
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Dauphin County District Attorney Ed Marsico said Thursday friends and relatives of Ahmed Aminamin 

El-Mofty describe him as depressed, and he's believed to have acted alone during the Friday shooting. 

 

Police shot and killed the 51-year-old naturalized U.S. citizen about a mile from where the shooting began 

near Pennsylvania's State Capitol building. 

 

Marsico says the divorced El-Mofty was said to be depressed over lack of contact with his family and had 

money problems. He's unsure what motivated El-Mofty. 

 

The trooper was treated for what Marsico called a slight wound. 

 

The prosecutor's preliminary finding suggests police were justified in shooting El-Mofty. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Poachers target endangered fish meat 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/mexican-traffickers-now-shipping-endangered-fish-

meat-52029441?   

GIST Poachers in Mexico have long smuggled the swim bladders of the totoaba, an endangered fish prized in 

China. 

 

But federal police said Thursday they've now found a shipment of 104 frozen totoaba fish fillets at the 

Tijuana airport. That suggests smugglers are seeking to take advantage of the whole fish. 

 

Fishing for totoaba is prohibited in Mexico's Gulf of California, but the high prices paid for dried swim 

bladders have made that hard to enforce. Poachers in the past simply discarded the fish carcasses after 

extracting the bladders. 

 

Nets set for totoaba frequently catch the highly endangered vaquita marina, the world's smallest porpoise. 

Fewer than 30 vaquitas are thought to remain. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Sex assaults on commercial flights 

SOURCE http://www.cnn.com/2017/12/27/politics/women-sexual-assaults-harassment-commercial-

flights/index.html  

GIST Washington (CNN)Katie Campos settled into her seat for a short flight from Newark to Buffalo last week. 

Within minutes, she said, an intoxicated male passenger sitting next to her began groping and harassing 

both Campos and a second female passenger seated in the same row, grabbing Campos repeatedly despite 

her demands for him to stop it. 

 

"He grabbed my upper thigh, like in the crotch area, and he grabbed it pretty forcefully," Campos told 

CNN, adding that the man only stopped touching her after she got out of her seat and ran to the back of the 

plane, where she told a flight attendant what was happening. 

 

Campos is one of four women CNN interviewed who said they've been sexually assaulted or harassed 

during a commercial flight. These women are a small fraction of a typically overlooked group enduring 

inappropriate behavior during an American reckoning with harassment and misconduct that spans across 

many industries like entertainment, sports, news media and politics. 

 

A police report filed said that the male passenger told the other female passenger seated in Campos' row 

that he would like to kiss her. When the woman declined, he began stroking her leg. The passenger 

reported the man's behavior to a flight attendant. 
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When Campos reported what the man had done to members of the United Airlines crew, she said she 

didn't feel like she was taken seriously until she said she refused to retake her seat next to him. 

 

"I felt like no one, no one that was supposed to be in charge could handle the situation," she told CNN. "I 

kept on feeling, and I continue now as I'm like filing these reports, to feel like I'm the one who is doing 

something wrong, and I'm not being protected." 

 

Ultimately, Campos was reseated -- but directly behind the man who was harassing her. United Airlines 

told CNN that's because there were few empty seats on the plane. The man, Campos said, didn't stop 

touching her even after she moved. 

 

"This man continued," she said. "This man should have been restrained so he couldn't continue to do this. 

And just continuing to touch and stare just made me feel completely helpless and horrible. It was 

terrifying." 

 

A United Airlines spokesperson told CNN that the airline has "zero tolerance for this type of behavior." 

"Our pilot requested that local law enforcement meet the aircraft on arrival," the spokesperson said. 

 

Members of the Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority Police Department met the plane at the gate 

and escorted the man off the plane, according to the police report. Cell phone video obtained by CNN 

shows police boarding the flight and removing the man. He has been charged with disorderly conduct. 

 

Campos said the flight crew didn't appear prepared to handle the situation and wondered what could have 

happened if the relatively short flight had gone on for longer. 

 

"At the end of the day, they didn't protect my safety or those around me," Campos said. 

 

It's difficult to determine just how frequently assaults happen on commercial flights because no federal 

regulatory agency tracks that data nationwide. But FBI investigations into midair sexual assaults have 

increased by 66% from fiscal year 2014 to 2017. The bureau said it opened 63 investigations into sexual 

assault on aircraft during the current fiscal year, compared with 57 in 2016, 40 in 2015 and 38 in 2014.   

 

The FBI said it isn't clear what is behind the increase. 

 

Even so, those are just the cases that the FBI investigates, and those figures don't account for incidents 

reported that the FBI never hears about, or those that are never reported at all like so many cases of sexual 

harassment overall. 

 

The Association of Flight Attendants-CWA, one of the world's largest flight attendant unions, last year 

surveyed nearly 2,000 flight attendants about their experiences with midair sexual assaults. Among those 

who responded, one out of five said they received a report of passenger on passenger sexual assault while 

working a flight. But, according to the survey, law enforcement was contacted or met the plane less than 

half of the time. Three of the four women interviewed by CNN about their assault or harassment said there 

were no apparent attempts to contact law enforcement. 

 

Typically, the AFA said, intervention comes from flight attendants, but many say their employers haven't 

told them what to do if someone says they've been harassed or assaulted in flight. 

 

Sara Nelson, a United Airlines flight attendant who is president of the union, told CNN, "In my 22 years as 

a flight attendant, I have never taken part in a conversation -- in training or otherwise -- about how to 

handle sexual harassment or sexual assault." 

 

While policies exist, Nelson says that if they're not elevated in airlines' training, flight attendants are at a 

loss of what to do when confronting inappropriate -- and sometimes criminal -- behavior. 
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"They don't necessarily know exactly what to do and how to respond when they discover it," she said. 

 

Allison Dvaladze said she didn't believe the Delta Air Lines crew knew how to best help her when a man 

allegedly groped her during a flight. Dvaladze said that as she was dozing off during an April 2016 flight 

from Seattle to Amsterdam, she felt a hand grabbing her." 

 

I felt a hand in my crotch, and realized that the man next to me was holding, was grabbing my crotch," 

Dvaladze told CNN. "I slapped his hand right away, yelled 'no,' without even thinking." 

 

The man reached for her again, Dvaladze said, and she again hit him away. After the man reached toward 

her again, despite her attempts to stop him, she said she unbuckled her seat belt, and ran to the back of the 

plane where she asked to speak with members of the flight crew. 

 

"I believe they were doing everything they could, in their mind, to comfort me, but it was clear there was 

not a clear procedure for what they should do," she said. "They asked me what I wanted them to do, and at 

that moment I really just couldn't think about anything except for wanting to get off the plane." 

 

That wasn't an option in midair. Ultimately, Dvaladze was given a new seat away from the male passenger 

who had groped her. Dvaladze said she assumed that the crew would file a report based on her experience 

and she followed up with the airline's customer service department herself about a week after her flight, 

according to emails reviewed by CNN. 

 

The airline's customer service department responded to her email about a month later, emails show. A 

representative apologized for her flight experience, saying "I know it's not fair when one person's behavior 

affects another person." 

 

As a "goodwill gesture," the airline also offered Dvaladze 10,000 frequent flyer miles. 

 

"If somebody reports a crime to an airline, it should be flagged. It should not be treated as if it's lost 

luggage," Dvaladze told CNN. 

 

A spokesperson for Delta Air Lines told CNN that the airline continues to be "disheartened by the events 

Ms. Dvaladze described." 

 

The spokesperson said that Delta crew members are "trained to have situational awareness in the cabin at 

all times and are prepared to handle a range of situations and always prioritize customer safety." 

 

CNN reached out to each of the major US airlines, as well as Airlines for America, the industry trade 

group that represents them. Each responded with a statement with a similar theme: The safety and security 

of passengers is the priority. Each airline also said that flight attendants are trained to handle incidents like 

these, but none of the airlines detailed their policies or guidelines. 

 

Alison McAfee, a spokesperson for Airlines for America, said that member airlines "take these matters 

seriously and do not tolerate harassment in any form." 

 

"Employees receive extensive customer service training to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all our 

passengers and crew," McAfee said in a statement. "Airlines strive to make sure every passenger has a safe 

and pleasant travel experience and that disruptive or inappropriate behavior is dealt with as promptly as 

possible." 

 

McAfee also said that carriers have "well-defined processes and procedures in place" for reporting 

criminal activity to the Federal Aviation Administration and the appropriate law enforcement authorities. 

 

Each of the women CNN spoke to who said they were sexually harassed or assaulted during a commercial 

flight said the flight crews did little or nothing to help. Ayanna Hart was a passenger on a Delta Air Lines 

flight. She said an intoxicated man repeatedly grabbed her during a flight earlier this year and said a flight 
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crew member was dismissive of her concerns. 

 

The last time the male passenger grabbed her, Hart said the flight attendant told the man, "oh, no 

touching." When another passenger called the flight attendant over to express concerns about the man, the 

flight attendant was of little help. 

 

"The flight attendant said, 'Oh, don't worry about him. He flies with us all the time. He's Delta Platinum,'" 

Hart said, a reference to the top tier of Delta's frequent flyer program. 

 

Now, Hart is suing Delta for failing to intervene and continuing to serve the man alcohol. 

 

The airline wouldn't comment on the case, citing pending litigation, but said it takes these incidents 

"seriously" and "with law enforcement, investigates them." 

 

The Association of Flight Attendants-CWA has called on airlines to do more not just to train crew 

members on how to handle sexual assault and harassment that has happened to passengers in the air, but 

also to do more to protect the crew members themselves. 

 

"Not only are we not equipped with good, clear policies about how to do that and training about how to do 

that, you're asking people who are experiencing sexual harassment every single day to now be the 

enforcers and it just doesn't make a lot of sense," said Nelson, the head of the AFA. 

 

The situation is equally senseless for passengers who have experienced harassment and who say they are 

left with little comfort. 

 

Campos, the United Airlines passenger who said she endured repeated groping and unwanted touching at 

the hands of a man seated next to her, said she felt that even the people who were supposed to ensure her 

safety on board the late-night flight were unable to do so. 

 

"It felt very much like the only reason this came to an end at all is that the flight landed. And we were at a 

gate, and the lights came on," she told CNN. 
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Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources/InFOCUS  
is a situational awareness report published daily by the Washington State Fusion 
Center. 
   

If you no longer wish to receive this report, please submit an email to intake@wsfc.wa.gov  and 

enter UNSUBSCRIBE InFOCUS in the Subject line.  
  

  

DISCLAIMER - the articles highlighted within InFOCUS is for informational purposes only 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Washington State Fusion Center, the City of 

Seattle, the Seattle Police Department or the Washington State Patrol and have been included 

only for ease of reference and academic purposes. 

  

FAIR USE Notice - All rights to these copyrighted items are reserved. Articles and 

graphics have been placed within for educational and discussion purposes only, in compliance 

with 'Fair Use' criteria established in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. The principle of 

'Fair Use' was established as law by Section 107 of The Copyright Act of 1976. 'Fair Use' legally 

eliminates the need to obtain permission or pay royalties for the use of previously copyrighted 

materials if the purposes of display include 'criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, 

scholarship, and research.' Section 107 establishes four criteria for determining whether the 
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use of a work in any particular case qualifies as a 'fair use'. A work used does not necessarily 

have to satisfy all four criteria to qualify as an instance of 'fair use'. Rather, 'fair use' is 

determined by the overall extent to which the cited work does or does not substantially satisfy 

the criteria in their totality. If you wish to use copyrighted material for purposes of your own 

that go beyond 'fair use,' you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.  

 

For more information go to: <http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml>  
THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL. COPYING AND DISSEMINATION IS 

PROHIBITED WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
Source: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml 
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From:                 Larm, Doug <doug.larm@seattle.gov> on
                         behalf of Larm, Doug <Doug.Larm@seattle.gov>
                         <doug.larm@seattle.gov>
To:                     jeremy.sroka@iowa.gov
                         <jeremy.sroka@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             2017_12_28 Information From Online Communities and Unclassified Sources
(InFOCUS)

InFOCUS

Thursday

28 December 2017

Editor’s Note: InFOCUS will not be published Monday, 1 Jan 2018; will return on Tuesday, 2 January
2018—Happy New Year!

Welcome to InFOCUS!

What is InFOCUS?  It is the Washington State Fusion Center’s daily “Information From Online
Communities and Unclassified Sources” publication outlining open-source headlines and stories.

We aren’t attempting to replace online news reporting services.  Rather, we understand that all of you
have busy work schedules, so, InFOCUS is our situational awareness service that we provide to you on
a daily basis exposing you to headlines that spark our interest or have an impact within our community,
our region and our state.  We highlight the headline and we ‘gist’ the stories for you.  Should you desire
to read the entire story, you are just a click away from the reporting source.  Typically what took a
dedicated open-source reader on average of 2-4 hours a day, InFOCUS can deliver to you situational
awareness of major headlines requiring no more than 15 minutes total reading time—15 minutes to
maintain daily situational awareness of events that are happening across the world, our nation and
within our region.

InFOCUS consists of a headline matrix focused on five topical areas: events/opportunities, cyber
awareness, terror conditions, suspicious activities and criminal extremism against an international,
national and regional/local backdrop.  Our intent is to provide an easy-to-read, easy-to-select (hypertext
link) stories that may contribute to your situational awareness of our topical areas without requiring you
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to conduct an exhaustive search or needing a library of links.  We daily screen terabytes of major data-
streams to filter headlines and open-source stories that enable all of us, as a community, to have a
common basis of situational awareness for community interaction.

While the Fusion Center initiated InFOCUS from a law enforcement perspective, we are open to the
community for suggestions in improving our service.  Our goal is to ensure the immediacy of awareness
for all public safety organizations (whether law enforcement, emergency management, fire,
health/medical or other first responders, public/private security, utilities, critical infrastructure resources
and services) on open-source headlines that may influence our day-to-day interaction.  We firmly
believe if we as a community are aware then our ability to respond is enhanced.

InFOCUS strives to serve as an important tool to enhance communication, collaboration and
cooperation through your email inbox on a daily basis!

Editor
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International National Regional and Local 

Events, 
Opportunities  
Go to articles 

12/28 China tests hypersonic ballistic missile 
12/28 Deported Ethiopians claim Saudi abuses 
12/28 China criticizes US, German embassies 
12/27 UN: children faced shocking violence 
12/27 Ukraine, separatist rebels swap prisoners 
12/27 Russia: US meddling in Kremlin election 
12/27 Study: rising humidity endangers lives 
12/27 Russia: market bombing injures 10 
12/27 Uganda: 100 rebels killed in Congo 

12/28 Does the help help the homeless? 
12/28 Real estate ‘climate gentrification’? 
12/28 Bitter cold takes hold northern states 
12/28 China: US should cut opioid demand 
12/28 Getting harder to fund for infrastructure 
12/27 FEMA sells disaster trailers despite need 
12/27 Thousands Puerto Rico cops call in sick 
12/27 Social Security beneficiaries hit record 
12/27 Shocking scale of homelessness in L.A. 
12/27 San Diego border crossings w/backlog 
12/27 America’s little regulated body trade 
12/27 IG: DOJ mishandled sex harassment 
12/27 DHS increases worldwide presence 
12/26 Disney resorts add new security policy 
   

12/27 WSDOT explains train speed limits 
12/27 Chaos: 911 calls on derailment released 
12/27 Seattle crises part of national problem 
12/27 New year: new wage, sick leave rules 
12/27 New Year’s at the Space Needle 

Cyber 
Awareness 
Go to articles 

12/28 Bitcoin takes a tumble 
12/28 Biggest DDoS attack in history? 
12/28 Fear: bitcoin use in terror financing 
12/27 Irish zoo scammed; $600,000 stolen 
12/27 SKorea school for hackers hitting back 
12/27 Artificial Intelligence fueling cyber race 

12/28 Healthcare cybersecurity spending rises 
12/27 Bizarre treason cases in Russia hacking 
12/27 Library Congress reins in Twitter archive 
12/27 Jailed hacker: proof Russia hacked DNC 
12/27 Alaska key position in kingpin takedown 
12/27 Bad passwords déjà vu all over again 
12/27 Healthcare cybersecurity action plan 
12/27 Xero invoice as bait in email scam 
   

12/27 Trio net neutrality challenges from Wash. 

Terror 
Conditions 
Go to articles 

12/28 Vietnam jails 15 in failed airport bomb plot 
12/28 AQ seeks attacks for ‘victory in Kashmir’ 
12/28 After ISIS defeat, massive bill to rebuild 
12/28 Coalition: ISIS flees toward Damascus 
12/28 ISIS claims deadly blast Afghan center 
12/28 Kabul cultural center attack; 35 killed 
12/28 Putin after attack: ‘liquidate bandits’ 
12/28 Putin: market bombing terror attack 
12/27 Car bomb targets Afghan air base 
12/27 Libya: Sirte begins to rebuild 
12/27 Forbes’ ‘richest terror groups’ 
  

12/28 More nimble, more dangerous ‘ISIS 3.0’ 
12/27 Wounded ‘American’ ISIS fighter video 
12/27 Unprecedented NYE security Times Sq. 
12/27 DHS: Las Vegas highest NYE threat level 

 

Suspicious, 
Unusual 
Go to articles 

12/27 NKorea defectors w/radiation exposure? 
12/27 SKorea: Japan sex slavery deal ‘flawed’ 
12/27 NKorea missiles by Soviet design? 
12/27 Excessive video gaming disorder 

12/27 Active-shooter training simulation 
12/27 Study: retiring early could kill you 
12/27 Sheriff: deputies gunfire killed 6yr-old 
12/27 Claim: farmers’ markets cultivate racism 
12/26 Mystery illness linked to heavy pot use 
  

12/27 Report: tech workers hired sex workers 
12/27 Seattle streetcar tracks deadly to cyclists 

Crime, 
Criminals 
Go to articles 

12/27 Greece anarchists claim court bombing 
12/27 Anarchists claim poisoned groceries 
12/27 Montreal: more dying in blazes 

12/28 Officers killed hits near 50yr-low 
12/28 BP: agent was shot from Mexico side 
12/27 FBI investigates threatening letters 
12/27 Overpass deaths: danger from above 
12/27 NY police: ‘act of savagery’ in killings 
12/27 Calif. border checkpoints pot crackdown 
12/27 FBI declines to head murdered cop probe 
12/27 Chicago murder rate declines; still high 
12/27 Baltimore sets record killings per capita 
12/27 NYC murder rate on pace 1950s level 

12/27 Thieves target mailboxes in Clallam Co. 
12/27 Man stabbed in downtown Seattle 
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Event Calendar  
Top of page   

Date Event Location/Time Other Information 

9-13 Apr LEIU/IALEIA Training Marriott Hotel, 700 West Convention http://www.ialeia.org/2018_conference.php  
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Events, Opportunities 
Top of page  

HEADLINE 12/27 FEMA sells disaster trailers despite need 

SOURCE http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2017/dec/27/fema-sells-disaster-trailers-cheaply-despite-victi/  

GIST FORT WORTH, Texas – The federal government typically spends up to $150,000 apiece – not counting 

utilities, maintenance or labor – on the trailers it leases to disaster victims, then auctions them at cut-rate 

prices after 18 months of use or the first sign of minor damage, the Associated Press has learned. 

 

Officials have continued the practice even amid a temporary housing shortage in Texas, where almost 

8,000 applicants are still awaiting federal support nearly four months after Hurricane Harvey landed in the 

Gulf Coast. 

 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency briefly halted trailer sales following Harvey but resumed 

them in November, online records show. Since then, at least 115 units manufactured this year have been 

sold for pennies on the dollar, and many of the online auctions have listed such things as dirty mattresses, 

missing furniture, pet odors or loose trim as the lone damage. 

 

“I don’t care what shape it’s in, it beats sleeping on a dirt floor,” said Christy Combs, who moved with her 

husband, four children and five dogs into a tent after their rented apartment in Aransas Pass, Texas, was 

left uninhabitable by floodwater. 

 

FEMA has no written policy or regulation requiring disposal of used trailers, but an official confirmed to 

AP that it’s a longstanding internal policy and that seldom are the housing units given to another family in 

need after the initial 18-month stint. 

 

“Because of the challenges associated with damaged units, and the costs of life-cycle maintenance, and 

because we are required to maintain a ready reserve for disasters, FEMA, by practice, doesn’t return used 

units to our reserve inventory,” said Jenny Burke, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security, which oversees FEMA. 

 

Burke was unable to explain why FEMA leases new units for only 18 months before consigning them to 

the General Services Administration’s online auction. 

 

The agency’s experience after Hurricane Katrina in 2005 could provide one explanation for a strict policy 

governing what kind of housing can go to storm victims. Some 144,000 FEMA trailers became symbols of 

the troubled federal response after some victims who lived in them for years won millions of dollars from 

lawsuits claiming the units leached high levels of cancer-causing formaldehyde. 

 

FEMA spokesman Bob Howard stressed the units being used now are much higher quality than those and 

don’t have formaldehyde problems, meeting U.S. Housing and Urban Development standards for mobile 

homes. 

 

Harvey survivors in Texas have received 859 trailers so far, but another some 7,900 applicants are in need 

of some type of temporary housing assistance, whether rent, home repairs or trailers, Howard said. 

 

FEMA’s policy of selling off its used trailers left the agency with a standing inventory of only 1,700 units 

as an unusually-active hurricane season battered southeast Texas, Florida, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin 

Islands this year. 

 

Federal records show that FEMA has awarded about $278 million in competitive-bid contracts to trailer 
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manufacturers even as it has continued to sell off used units. One record showed an expected delivery date 

of February 2018. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 China: US should cut opioid demand 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/bd16cfe466ea4e77855dfd24ce69d11d/China:-US-should-curb-demand-for-

opioids,-not-blame-China  

GIST BEIJING (AP) — The United States should look within to cut down demand for opioids which are fueling 

its deadly drug crisis rather than stressing unsubstantiated claims that China is the major source of these 

chemicals, a top Chinese drug enforcement official said Thursday. 

 

China and the U.S. have worked to build a close working relationship to fight global flows of illicit 

synthetic drugs, but their collaboration remains fraught. 

 

Yu Haibin of the China National Narcotics Control Commission told reporters there was little evidence 

showing China was the source of much of the chemicals used in the production of the powerful opioid 

fentanyl. President Donald Trump in November blamed a “flood of cheap and deadly” fentanyl made in 

China for the deadliest drug epidemic in U.S. history. 

 

“China doesn’t deny that shipments to the U.S. happen, but there isn’t the proof to show how much — 

whether it’s 20 percent or 80 percent,” said Yu, adding that U.S. authorities have only sent him 

information about six shipments from China in the past year. 

 

He urged the U.S. to share more data and police intelligence with Chinese authorities and said rampant 

over-prescription of pain medication and lax cultural attitudes toward drugs had fueled massive demand 

for opioids in the U.S. 

 

Insufficient drug education and the trend in some states of legalizing marijuana have hurt drug 

enforcement efforts, he said. 

 

“As many states decriminalize marijuana, the public’s attitudes and trends of thinking toward drugs will 

also have a bad effect” on the fight against hard drugs, Yu said. 

 

Chinese officials have been eager to tout their collaboration with American counterparts on drug 

enforcement as a bright spot in the occasionally rocky relationship. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Thousands Puerto Rico cops call in sick 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/361de7ce896c4da6a4f3c8c76d023c78/Thousands-of-Puerto-Rico-police-owed-

overtime-call-in-sick  

GIST SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) — Thousands of police officers are calling in sick every day in Puerto 

Rico, partly to press demands for unpaid overtime pay for hurricane recovery efforts as concerns grow 

over people’s safety in a U.S. territory struggling to restore power. 

 

The increase in absences recently prompted Puerto Rico Police Chief Michelle Hernandez to recommend 

that U.S. National Guard soldiers help fill the temporary vacancies. 

 

“We have had an inordinate amount of absences that we haven’t seen in years prior,” she told The 

Associated Press, adding that while there has been a drop in major crimes this year, she is concerned that 

trend could reverse. 

 

However, the administration of Gov. Ricardo Rossello on Wednesday rejected the idea of using the 
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National Guard. 

 

Normally, an average of 550 police officers are absent every day across Puerto Rico, which has one of the 

largest police departments under U.S. jurisdiction with more than 13,000 officers overall. But recently, 

more than 2,700 officers on average have been absent daily. 

 

Public Affairs Secretary Ramon Rosario said the government has already made nearly $15 million in 

overtime payments since Hurricane Maria hit more than three months ago and $6.4 million more will be 

distributed Saturday. 

 

“There are a lot of police officers who are not showing up,” he said. “We are trying to address all demands 

to encourage these police officers to return to their jobs.” 

 

Hernandez estimated the government owes officers an additional $35 million in overtime pay, but said the 

department is still tallying attendance sheets to determine the exact amount. 

 

Authorities said part of the problem is that Puerto Rico’s government has to wait for the U.S. Federal 

Emergency Management Agency to reimburse it for overtime police pay and that it is a slow process. 

 

The police chief said officers also are upset about other changes amid Puerto Rico’s economic crisis, 

including smaller pensions and an end of payments for unused sick days. “They feel in a way cheated in 

the past 15 years in terms of benefits,” Hernandez said. 

 

The island is struggling to recover from the Category 4 storm that hit amid an 11-year-old recession, 

killing dozens of people and causing up to an estimated $95 billion in damage. 

 

Police officers worked seven days a week for 12 to 15 hours a day in September and October, said 

lobbying groups for the island’s police officers, who are not allowed to unionize. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Chaos: 911 calls on derailment released 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/8605b06a848b41d389b6e6709f77c766/911-calls-show-chaos-of-Washington-

state-train-derailment  

GIST SEATTLE (AP) — Whimpering in pain, bleeding from head injuries and dazed by the enormity of the 

crash, victims in the Amtrak train derailment south of Seattle begged 911 dispatchers for help and said 

“tons of people” had been hurt. 

 

Dozens of emergency recordings released Wednesday by South Sound 911 Dispatch provided a vivid 

account of what happened during the deadly Dec. 18 crash. 

 

“My abdomen hurts really bad. I don’t feel good,” said a crying woman identified as Angela who was 

bleeding from her head and wailed in panic each time she couldn’t find an answer to a dispatcher’s 

questions. “I don’t know how old I am off the top of my head. I’m sorry!” 

 

Angela was in Car 5 with her 14-year-old son as the passenger train barreled through a curve at 78 mph 

(126 kph) in a 30 mph zone, derailing along both sides of the tracks and toppling some cars onto Interstate 

5 below. 

 

Angela begged for help and ordered her bleeding son to lie still because he had neck and back pain. He 

took a hit to his face. They got slammed into a table. She couldn’t find her shoes. 

 

“Everybody’s getting off but I’m afraid to move my son,” Angela said, adding that “tons of people are 

hurt!” 
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Authorities say it could take more than a year to understand how the inaugural run of the train carrying 85 

passengers and crew members ended in disaster along a new 15-mile (24-kilometer) bypass route. 

 

Friends Jim Hamre, 61, and Zack Willhoite, 35, died of brain and skull injuries. Benjamin Gran, 40, died 

of multiple traumatic injuries. 

 

Another 911 caller said there were bodies everywhere. A dispatcher said there were at least 12 bodies on 

the tracks. 

 

One man called seeking information about his wife after learning she hit her head while on the train. He 

said he was driving to the scene, but the dispatcher urged him to avoid the area so he didn’t get stuck on 

the road. 

 

The man replied: “I’m not going to be able to not (go). He added: “I apologize for being a bit of a mess 

and in a panic.” 

 

On the ground, a woman identified as Aura MacArthur said she was driving south on Interstate 5 and 

thought her car had been hit by a mudslide. 

 

“A huge cloud of mud and dirt came and hit my car and spun me around,” she said, cold and crying in her 

glass-strewn SUV. 

 

“I am the only car besides a semi that made it through the train derailment. I was right at the front when it 

came,” she said, at times gasping for air and weeping. 

 

“My chest is sore but my airbag’s deployed ... I can’t go anywhere,” she said. 

 

She said it was dark and no cars could pass because the road was blocked by the wreckage. 

 

“I hope everybody’s OK,” she said. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Bitter cold takes hold northern states 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/8b7a28cb545e40a6b1ff993d8cb462f3/Bundle-up:-Bitter-cold-weather-takes-

hold-of-northern-US  

GIST ERIE, Pa. (AP) — Bitter cold weather has taken hold of much of the northern United States and is 

expected to stay put for days to come as two Minnesota cities already have set record low temperatures 

and a city in Pennsylvania continues to dig out from a record snowfall. 

 

Forecasters warned of hypothermia and frostbite from arctic air settling in over the central U.S. and 

spreading east. 

 

The National Weather Service reported International Falls, Minnesota, the self-proclaimed Icebox of the 

Nation, plunged to 37 degrees below zero, breaking the old record of 32 below set in 1924. Hibbing, 

Minnesota, bottomed out at 28 below, breaking the old record of 27 below set in 1964. 

 

Wind chill advisories or warnings were in effect for much of New England, northern Pennsylvania and 

New York. Those places and states in the northern Plains and Great Lakes were projected to see highs in 

the teens or single digits and lows below zero for the rest of the week and into the new year. 

 

The National Weather Service said wind chills in many areas Thursday could make temperatures feel 

below zero. 

 

People in Erie, Pennsylvania, continued to dig out from a storm that brought 34 inches of snow on 
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Christmas Day, smashing the daily snowfall record for the Great Lakes city of 8 inches, and 26.5 more 

inches on Tuesday. More than 65 inches total fell on the city in just a few days. 

 

Strong westerly winds over Lake Erie picked up moisture, developed into snow and converged with 

opposing winds, dumping snow in a band along the shore from Ohio to New York, said Zach Sefcovic, a 

National Weather Service meteorologist in Cleveland. 

 

In New York, communities near Lake Ontario’s eastern end, including Redfield and Boylston, also saw 

around 5 feet of snow this week. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Does the help help the homeless? 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/fe7fd4aab59640aa86011043f7ff6703/Food,-showers,-tents:-Does-the-help-help-

the-homeless?  

GIST ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Mohammed Aly does not see any reason why he shouldn’t try to ease the lives 

of Orange County’s homeless. But the authorities — and many of his neighbors — disagree. 

 

Aly, a 28-year-old lawyer and activist, has been arrested three times as he campaigned on behalf of street 

people. Recently, he was denied permission to install portable toilets on a dried-up riverbed, site of an 

encampment of roughly 400 homeless. 

 

“Put yourself in their position: Would you want a toilet, or would you not want a toilet?” he asked. “It is a 

question of basic empathy.” 

 

But his detractors — engaged in a dispute that rages up and down America’s West Coast, as the region 

struggles to cope with a rising tide of homelessness — say Aly and other do-gooders are doing more harm 

than good. However well-meaning, critics say, those who provide the homeless with tents and tarps, 

showers and toilets, hot meals and pet food, are enabling them to remain unsheltered. 

  

And not coincidentally, they note, nuisances of homelessness like trash and unsanitary conditions fester 

and aberrant behavior continues. 

 

In California, the San Diego County community of El Cajon passed a measure that curtails feeding the 

homeless, citing health concerns. In Los Angeles, city officials have closed and re-opened restrooms for 

those on Skid Row amid similar controversies. 

 

The issue is hotly debated across Orange County, a cluster of suburbs and small cities known more for surf 

culture and Disneyland than its legions of poor. 

 

In the tony seaside enclave of Dana Point, neighbors fear a nightly meal is drawing homeless to a popular 

state beach where teens play beach volleyball and families picnic and surf. 

 

On the dusty riverbed 30 miles (48 kilometers) north, a van furnished with shower stalls parks alongside 

the homeless encampment; those living in the string of tattered tents add their names to a list of dozens 

waiting to bathe. While the mobile unit aims to help those living on the trash-strewn strip, neighbors worry 

the 2-mile-long (3-kilometer-long) encampment is becoming more entrenched in an area where they once 

jogged and biked. 

 

“If the ultimate goal is to get them under a roof, why on Earth are you giving all the advantages you would 

have under a roof on the riverbed?” asked Shaun Dove, a 46-year-old soon-to-be retired policeman from 

Anaheim, who lives less than a mile from the riverbed in a palm-tree lined neighborhood of three-bedroom 

homes. 

 

“There’s no doubt that giving them stuff there prevents them from a desire to move.” 
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___ 

 

The number of homeless living in Orange County has climbed 8 percent over the last two years. In the 

United States, homelessness rose slightly in the last year to nearly 554,000, pushed up largely by increases 

on the West Coast, federal data shows. The increase is driven by soaring housing costs, though a drug 

addiction crisis and need for mental health services are also factors. 

 

Advocates say the homeless population has become more visible as police have cracked down on rules 

barring camping, driving people from parks and bus benches to a few centralized locations, such as the 

flood control channel along the Santa Ana River in Anaheim. 

 

Everybody knows that the only solution is more housing; there aren’t enough beds available in a county 

where the median home price hovers near $700,000. Until there are, many well-meaning residents want to 

try to alleviate what they feel is a humanitarian crisis by bringing food and other assistance to the 

homeless. 

 

In a small community like Dana Point, there is no shelter. The nightly meals began more than two decades 

ago at local churches but were moved to Doheny State Beach after a late night stabbing between two 

homeless residents. 

 

The picturesque city on bluffs overlooking the Pacific Ocean is known for its million dollar homes and 

scenic harbor. But homeless have long been drawn to Dana Point and other beach communities which 

offer public access and wide open spaces — and the beauty and sunshine that lure so many people to 

California’s shores. 

 

In the late afternoon, volunteers arrive at the beach parking lot with folding tables and trays of chicken or 

beef or fish and fruit. They often also hand out a sack lunch for the next day to several dozen homeless, 

day laborers and poor who line up to eat after bowing their heads in a brief prayer. 

 

The homeless say as much as they appreciate it, the food isn’t keeping them on the streets. 

 

Gholamreza Haghighi, 59, said he has been sleeping in the nearby brush for more than two decades — 

well before meals were served there — and has nowhere else to go. Jose Luis Gonzalez, 60, said he has 

been living in his motor home since splitting with his wife and sometimes stops by the suppers to see 

friends and have a meal. Another homeless man who refused to give his name said he heads there simply 

to eat. 

 

“I come here because it’s a Band-Aid,” the 55-year-old said. “It doesn’t help me tomorrow. It doesn’t. But 

it helps me today.” 

 

Volunteers say the homeless are drawn to the beaches because of the open space and access to water and 

restrooms — not the meals. They feel that feeding people can build trust and lead the homeless to 

additional services, including housing. 

 

“We understand that some residents and business owners in Dana Point are experiencing problems with 

the homeless. We are adamant, though, and disagree with the fact that we are contributing to the problem,” 

said Chris Phillips, who helps lead the volunteer network known as Welcome INN. 

 

Tell that to Brian Brandt, a 55-year-old lawyer. He jogs at the state beach and takes his six children there 

to surf but these days he doesn’t let them go on their own. He said he’s seen volatile outbursts among the 

homeless and frequent police calls and wishes volunteers would stop offering meals at a place meant for 

community recreation. 

 

“I don’t want to be seen as a bad guy — ’OK, look at this heartless dude,’” he said. “I don’t feel safe. I 

don’t feel like my kids are safe.” 
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Robert Marbut, a consultant to communities on homelessness, believes it’s misguided to provide housing 

or other services without heavy incentives for recipients to be in treatment programs for mental health 

problems, addiction or other issues. 

 

“Anytime you give out services without treatment,” Marbut said, “that’s enabling, period. ... You’ve got to 

serve the food in a place where mental health is being provided.” 

 

But Marbut insists that camping bans or crackdowns don’t work. And in fact, the encampment at the 

riverbed began when police in a host of cities refused to let the homeless sleep in parks or on bus benches. 

They headed to the trail along the flood channel, which is county property and cuts through several cities. 

 

In recent years, the number of tents on the trail along the dried out riverbed has soared. Tents and tarps are 

surrounded by cardboard boxes and litter. Some of the people who live there travel up and down the trail 

on bikes, toting blankets or cans for recycling. 

  

People say they ended up there for different reasons. For some, it was drug addiction. Others lost their jobs 

and couldn’t make rent. 

 

Aly, the homeless advocate, said for those living there basic sanitation is key. His latest plan is to station a 

trailer he fitted with portable toilets and shower stalls on a street near the encampment but Anaheim city 

officials have raised health and safety concerns. 

 

Many neighbors want help moved off the trail entirely. They said nearby neighborhoods have suffered as 

the encampment has grown. Hypodermic needles have been found among pine needles in a park next to an 

elementary school. Shopping carts rattle as they’re pushed down otherwise quiet streets. 

 

Some homeowners said their neighbors’ mail has gone missing, and potted plants from outside their 

homes. Some moved to Anaheim years ago when the city was smaller and more suburban to escape the 

bustle and traffic of Los Angeles. Now, they find themselves grappling with some of the same big city 

problems. 

 

City officials said they want to move people off the riverbed and that any aid should be part of a broader 

effort to help people find a way out: “The goal shouldn’t be to make it slightly more comfortable there to 

live that way but rather, how can we get those folks to a better place?” said city spokesman Mike Lyster. 

 

Unfortunately, those better places are limited. Orange County has shelter beds but they largely fill up. And 

many homeless said they don’t like the shelter’s curfew or rules barring pets and prefer their privacy, even 

outdoors. From 2015 to earlier this year, the number of people staying in Orange County shelters went 

down slightly, but the number living on the streets jumped by 17 percent, federal data shows. 

 

County authorities say they want to clear the riverbed and are trying to connect the men and women living 

there with the assistance they need to get back on their feet. Last summer, the county started providing 

showers along with case management services, hoping they can help those who want to find a way out. 

 

Larry Ford, a 53-year-old U.S. army veteran, said he is grateful for any help. But like those at the beach in 

Dana Point, he insists food and showers don’t tether him to the tents surrounded by plastic bottles and 

toppled furniture. 

 

“Look at this,” he said, pointing to heaps of garbage by his feet. “What is this enabling here? 

 

“This is devastation.” 
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HEADLINE 12/28 China tests hypersonic ballistic missile 

SOURCE https://thediplomat.com/2017/12/introducing-the-df-17-chinas-newly-tested-ballistic-missile-armed-

with-a-hypersonic-glide-vehicle/  

GIST China carried out the first flight-tests of a new kind of ballistic missile with a hypersonic glide vehicle 

(HGV) in November, The Diplomat has learned. 

 

According to a U.S. government source who described recent intelligence assessments on the People’s 

Liberation Army Rocket Force (PLARF) on the condition of anonymity, China recently conducted two 

tests of a new missile known as the DF-17. 

 

The first test took place on November 1 and the second test took place on November 15. The November 1 

test was the first Chinese ballistic missile test to take place after the conclusion of the first plenum of the 

Communist Party of China’s 19th Party Congress in October. 

 

During the November 1 test flight, which took place from the Jiuquan Space Launcher Center in Inner 

Mongolia, the missile’s payload flew to a range of approximately 1,400 kilometers with the HGV flying at 

a depressed altitude of around 60 kilometers following the completion of the DF-17’s ballistic and reentry 

phases. 

 

HGVs begin powered flight after separating from their ballistic missile boosters, which follow a standard 

ballistic trajectory to give the payload vehicle sufficient altitude. 

 

Parts of the U.S. intelligence community assess that the DF-17 is a medium-range system, with a range 

capability between 1,800 and 2,500 kilometers. The missile is expected to be capable of delivering both 

nuclear and conventional payloads and may be capable of being configured to deliver a maneuverable 

reentry vehicle instead of an HGV. 

 

Most of the missile’s flight time during the November 1 flight test was powered by the HGV during the 

glide phase, the source said. The missile successfully made impact at a site in Xinjiang Province, outside 

Qiemo, “within meters” of the intended target, the source added. The duration of the HGV’s powered 

flight was nearly 11 minutes during that test. 

 

The HGV payload that China tested in November was specifically designed for the DF-17, the source told 

The Diplomat, while noting that parts of the U.S. intelligence community assess that the DF-17 is heavily 

based on the PLARF’s DF-16B short-range ballistic missile, which is already deployed. 

 

“The missile is explicitly designed for operational HGV implementation and not as a test bed,” the source 

said, describing U.S. intelligence assessments of the DF-17. This was “the first HGV test in the world 

using a system intended to be fielded operationally,” the source added. 

 

The DF-17, per current U.S. intelligence assessments, is expected to reach initial operating capability 

around 2020. 

 

“Although hypersonic glide vehicles and missiles flying non-ballistic trajectories were first proposed as far 

back as World War II, technological advances are only now making these systems practicable,” Vice 

Admiral James Syring, director of the U.S. Missile Defense Agency, remarked in June, during a testimony 

before the U.S. House Armed Services Committee. 

 

Outside these missiles, China has conducted seven known tests of experimental hypersonic glide vehicles. 

These tests took place between 2014 and 2016. 
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SOURCE http://time.com/5080963/unicef-children-conflict-violence/?xid=homepage  

GIST Children have been subject to a widespread and “shocking” scale of violence this year, the U.N.’s children 

fund said, as conflicts around the world have increasingly targeted and victimized the most vulnerable. 

 

As violence spread across the Middle East, Africa, Myanmar, and eastern Ukraine, children have found 

themselves on the front lines, used as human shields or recruited as fighters by armed or extremist groups. 

They have been subject to sexual violence, forced marriage, abduction, and enslavement, UNICEF said in 

a press release. Even after fighting has stopped, UNICEF said, children often continue to suffer from 

malnutrition and trauma, and lack access to adequate medical facilities, which are often destroyed in war. 

 

“Children are being targeted and exposed to attacks and brutal violence in their homes, schools and 

playgrounds,” said Manuel Fontaine, UNICEF Director of Emergency Programmes. “As these attacks 

continue year after year, we cannot become numb. Such brutality cannot be the new normal.” 

 

The report singled out several conflict hotspots in 2017, including western Africa, where Boko Haram 

forced 135 children into suicide bombings, a fivefold increase over last year. In Iraq and Syria, children 

have reportedly been used as human shields, maimed and killed, or trapped in besieged areas under intense 

bombardment as fighting between Syrian rebel forces and forces loyal to to President Bashar al-Assad 

entered its sixth year. 

 

In civil-war wracked Yemen, fighting and a Saudi Arabia-imposed blockade has created a humanitarian 

catastrophe, with 5,000 children confirmed dead or injured and 1.8 million children suffering from 

malnutrition. A cholera epidemic is believed to have surpassed one million cases, with the outbreak killing 

more than 2,000 people. 

 

Children account for more than half of the 655,000 Rohingya refugees who have fled violence in western 

Myanmar since August 2017. In sprawling refugee camps in Bangladesh, they are particularly vulnerable 

to malnutrition and disease, including a diphtheria outbreak that has already claimed 22 lives, according to 

the U.K.’s Department for International Development. 

 

The report also highlighted concerns about child recruitment and abduction in Somalia and Central 

African Republic, while in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 850,000 children have been displaced 

by fighting. In eastern Ukraine, 220,000 children are endangered by landmines and other unexploded 

ordinances along a 310 mile de facto border that is “becoming one of the most mine-contaminated places 

on earth.” 

 

UNICEF called on all parties involved in conflict to “abide by their obligations under international law” 

and “immediately end violations against children and the targeting of civilian infrastructure, including 

schools and hospitals.” 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Russia: US meddling in election 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/dec/27/russia-accuses-us-election-interference-

condemning/  

GIST Russia’s Foreign Ministry has accused the United States of meddling in next year’s Kremlin race after the 

State Department condemned election officials for disqualifying Alexei Navalny, a prominent opposition 

politician who planned to challenge incumbent President Vladimir Putin in 2018. 

 

The Russian Central Election Commission barred Mr. Navalny from running for president this week, 

prompting the U.S. State Department to issue a statement Tuesday evening expressing concerns with 

Moscow’s “ongoing crackdown against independent voices, from journalists to civil society activists and 

opposition politicians.” 

 

“These actions indicate the Russian government has failed to protect space in Russia for the exercise of 
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human rights and fundamental freedoms,” the State Department said in the statement, Business Insider 

first reported. “More broadly, we urge the government of Russia to hold genuine elections that are 

transparent, fair and free and that guarantee the free expression of the will of the people, consistent with its 

international human rights obligations.” 

 

The spokeswoman for Russia’s Foreign Ministry cited the State Department’s statement in a Facebook 

post Tuesday evening accusing the U.S. of meddling in next March’s election. 

 

“This State Department statement, which I’m sure will be repeated, is a direct interference in our electoral 

process and internal affairs,” wrote spokeswoman Maria Zakharova, as translated by The Moscow Times. 

 

Ms. Zakharova also mentioned recent measures requiring certain Russian media outlets to register in the 

U.S. as foreign agents, accusing the U.S of harassing foreign reporters and “investing huge amounts of 

money into ‘countering Russian propaganda,’ which is how they label anyone who they disagree with,” 

The Times translated. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 WSDOT explains train speed limits 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/855029/wsdot-train-derailment-speed-limits/  

GIST The Washington State Department of Transportation is responding to questions left in the wake of a fatal 

train derailment near DuPont earlier this month, stating that speed limit signs are posted before the site of 

the incident. 

 

“With the recent derailment of an Amtrak Cascades train, we wanted to talk a bit about the Point Defiance 

Bypass and our agency’s work to develop it for Amtrak Cascades passenger train service …. we want to 

answer questions that have arisen about the tracks where the train derailed.” WSDOT states in a recent 

blog post. 

 

The official cause of the train derailment has not been announced. The National Transportation Safety 

Board is conducting an investigation into the incident and is not expected to come to a conclusion for up to 

a year. But WSDOT’s post makes a point of addressing the speed limits leading up to the site where a 

sharp curve in the tracks is located south of DuPont. 

 

The train that derailed was reportedly traveling in excess of 80 mph; the speed limit for the curve is 30 

mph. 

 

“The bypass tracks have a reduced speed limit before the curve where the derailment took place to inform 

engineers to decrease their speed to negotiate the curve. The maximum speed limit decreases from 79 mph 

to 30, with signs posted two miles before the speed zone and just before the speed zone approaching the 

curve. Amtrak is responsible for ensuring all engineers on this specific set of tracks are qualified. It is 

common for railroads to have areas of reduced speeds due to curves or other factors, as found along the 

entire Cascades route. 

 

Trains successfully ran the bypass track numerous times in the past few months during track testing, 

locomotive testing and engineer qualification on the tracks, and the ceremonial train ride with passengers 

on Dec. 15 during the new station dedication.” 

 

The Point Defiance Bypass is a new railroad route along I-5 around DuPont. The train derailment 

happened during the inaugural run of the new service between Seattle and Portland on Dec. 18.  The tracks 

are meant to take passenger service off of the previous route that runs along the shore of Puget Sound 

south of Tacoma. Sound Transit owns the stretch of tracks and recently completed upgrades and other 

work on the route. 

 

WSDOT’s post also explains that planning for the bypass began more than 10 years ago. It also states that 
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the bypass meets all Federal Railroad Administration requirements 
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HEADLINE 12/27 New Year’s at the Needle 

SOURCE http://www.king5.com/article/news/local/ring-in-2018-with-new-years-at-the-needle/281-502828048  

GIST Celebrate the arrival of 2018 with a dazzling fireworks show in downtown Seattle. The iconic Space 

Needle transforms into a 650-foot launch pad for a stunning display set to a unique soundtrack curated by 

KEXP.  

 

HOW TO WATCH  
The team at KING 5 Evening hosts the pre-party from the shadow of the Space Needle, starting at 11:35 

p.m. Watch live on KING 5, stream on king5.com or the KING 5 app, or watch on the KING 5 Facebook 

page. Fireworks start at the stroke of midnight and dance for 10 minutes to music hand-picked by the 

talented DJs at KEXP. Stay tuned after the fireworks as KING 5 Evening celebrates with the crowd and 

shares photos from around the Northwest.  

 

SHARE YOUR VIEW  
Be part of the show by sharing your photos with KING 5. Use the hashtag #NYESeattle on Instagram and 

Twitter, or post your photos to the KING 5 Facebook page. Join the Facebook event and be sure to invite 

your friends!  

 

FORECAST  
After a snowy Christmas, we're looking DRY for New Year's Eve! But bundle up - it will be a chilly night 

in downtown Seattle with temperatures dipping to 38 degrees. Check the latest KING 5 Weather forecast 

as we get closer to the countdown.  

 

WATCHING IN PERSON  
The Seattle Center is free to visit, although private celebrations will be held nearby. Visit here for details 

about watching the fireworks in person.  

 

WHAT ABOUT THE SPACE NEEDLE CONSTRUCTION?  
The Space Needle is sporting a new look these days as construction continues on a new restaurant. But 

don't worry, the annual fireworks are a GO and seem to get more and more impressive each year.  

The fireworks are sponsored by T-Mobile and you'll see the Space Needle illuminated in T-Mobile's 

distinctive magenta brand color for the 33rd annual celebration. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 New year: new wage, sick leave rules 

SOURCE https://www.seattletimes.com/business/2018-brings-changes-in-washingtons-minimum-wage-sick-

leave-rules/  

GIST Another year is on its way in, and that means another minimum-wage increase for workers across 

Washington state. This time, Jan. 1 also brings paid sick leave to nearly all employed Washingtonians. 

 

The changes to workplace wages in 2018 will be mostly incremental. Washington state’s minimum-wage 

increases from $11 to $11.50 per hour. Young workers — 14 or 15 years old — can be paid at a lower 

rate, $9.78 per hour. (Those younger teens are restricted in how many hours they can work, which is 

generally 16 hours per week during the school year and 40 hours a week when school is out.) 

 

Across the state, just 1.4 percent of full-time-equivalent jobs earned Washington’s minimum wage of 

$9.47 in 2016, a drop from 2.1 percent in 2015, according to the state Employment Security Department. 

The decrease is largely due to Seattle’s rising minimum wage, which lifted many people to higher 

earnings. 
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Implementing paid sick leave will be the bigger challenge to employers, after an initiative approved by 

voters in 2016 takes effect on the first of the year. It calls for most full-time, part-time and temporary 

employees to accrue paid sick leave. 

 

The state paid sick-leave law ensures that employees earn at least an hour of paid time off for every 40 

hours worked. That time can be used when the worker or a family member is ill, when an office or school 

has been closed for any health-related reason or as provided under the domestic-violence leave law. 

 

For some employers, especially small businesses, offering paid sick leave is a whole new world, said Tim 

Church, public-affairs manager for the state Department of Labor and Industries. 

 

The department has been holding training sessions and offering templates to get businesses on the right 

track. It also spent about $250,000 on a media campaign to make businesses aware of the law. 

 

The state will start enforcing the new law next year, but Church said its primary goal is to make sure 

employers know what to do. The state first will work with companies to get them in compliance. Only if 

businesses don’t get in line will it impose financial penalties. 

 

A few Washington cities already have a paid sick-leave law, among them Seattle and Tacoma. Both cities’ 

laws are similar to the new state act, and Seattle changed its law slightly this year to match the state’s law, 

which was more generous. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Study: rising humidity endangers lives 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/global-warming-climate-change-humidity-danger/  

GIST You may have heard the expression: It's not the heat, it's the humidity. Researchers seem to agree, and are 

now warning that humidity is likely to increase the threat to human health from climate change-related 

temperature hikes in certain parts of the world. 

 

Those areas include the southeastern United States, the Amazon, western and central Africa, southern 

areas of the Mideast and Arabian peninsula, northern India and eastern China, the study authors said. 

 

At times, the combination of heat and high humidity in these regions could make it impossible for people 

to work or, in some cases, even survive, the researchers suggested. Along with harming health, these 

conditions could cause economic damage. 

 

"The conditions we're talking about basically never occur now -- people in most places have never 

experienced them," lead author Ethan Coffel, a graduate student at Columbia University's Earth 

Observatory, said in a university news release. 

 

"But they're projected to occur close to the end of the century," Coffel added. 

 

Using global climate models, the researchers mapped current and projected future "wet bulb" 

temperatures, which reflect the combined effects of heat and humidity.  

 

Lab experiments have shown a wet-bulb reading of 89.6 degrees Fahrenheit is the threshold beyond which 

many people would have trouble carrying out normal activities outside. This level is rarely reached 

anywhere today, the study authors said. But the investigators project that by the 2070s or 2080s, the mark 

could be reached one or two days a year in the U.S. southeast, and three to five days in parts of South 

America, Africa, India and China. 

 

According to background information in the report: "Human health impacts depend on both temperature 

and humidity. The human body is efficient at shedding heat through evaporative cooling [sweating], even 
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in high air temperatures, if moisture levels are low. 

 

"However, in hot and humid conditions, the efficiency of evaporative cooling slows and the body may 

become unable to maintain a stable core temperature," the study authors wrote. This can cause heat stress, 

which can lead to heat stroke, heat exhaustion, heat cramps or heat rashes. 

 

Study co-author Alex deSherbinin, of Columbia's Center for International Earth Science Information 

Network, added that "it's not just about the heat, or the number of people. It's about how many people are 

poor, how many are old, who has to go outside to work, who has air conditioning."  

 

The study was published Dec. 22 in the journal Environmental Research Letters. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Getting harder to fund for infrastructure 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/gop-tax-overaul-makes-it-harder-to-pay-for-infrastructure-in-u-s/  

GIST President Donald Trump promised during the presidential campaign and after his election to lead an 

upgrade in our nation's infrastructure, announcing in February 2017, for instance, that he would ask 

Congress to approve programs designed to stimulate $1 trillion in infrastructure investment across the 

country.  

 

At least up to this point, the President's promises with respect to infrastructure remain 

unfulfilled. Furthermore, the recently passed tax bill that he signed last week may create some challenges 

for the municipal bond market and the infrastructure sector. 

 

The facts 

Bridges, schools, police stations, sewer systems, levees and airports, as well as other forms of 

infrastructure, are essential for economic activity in America and elsewhere. But public investment in 

the United States has fallen sharply since the 1980s, and with this declining investment our infrastructure 

has aged and deteriorated in important ways (see here). The American Society of Civil Engineers recently 

gave U.S. infrastructure a grade of D+, and estimated that it would take $3.6 trillion in spending to bring 

our infrastructure to a state of "good repair." 

 

The municipal bond market has been an important source of financing for infrastructure 

investment (see this Econofact memo). Proceeds from bond issuance paid for about 32 percent of 

infrastructure investment in 2015, with the rest of the funding for infrastructure coming directly from a 

mix of sources that includes the federal government, state and local governments, and dedicated fees. The 

recently passed tax bill will pose some immediate challenges for the municipal bond market and for 

issuers of municipal bonds, and also raises the potential for longer-term challenges. In general, the demand 

for municipal bonds is partly driven by the tax-exemption of their interest, which means that issuers of 

municipal bonds can pay lower yields than can issuers of otherwise equivalent taxable bonds. The tax-

exempt status of municipal bonds has been preserved in the new tax legislation. But the fact that marginal 

tax rates have fallen both for individuals and especially for corporations will mean that the relative yield 

on municipal bonds will have to rise in order for the bonds to remain competitive as an investment choice, 

making financing more expensive for infrastructure projects. 

 

One direct effect of the tax legislation on the municipal market is the elimination of the tax 

deduction for "advance refunding" municipal bonds. 

 Many municipal bonds are "callable" – a "call" provision means that the issuer of a bond can purchase the 

bond back from investors before the bond's maturity at a pre-specified price. For example, a bond may 

have a 30-year maturity but be callable after 10 years, meaning that the issuer would have the right to buy 

the bond back and retire it after 10 years. This provision allows issuers to take advantage of falling interest 

rate levels. Current tax rules allow a municipal issuer to "advance refund" (one time) an issue that is not 

yet callable. The loss of the advance refunding provision raises the potential cost of issuing municipal 

bonds by limiting the ability to refinance debt in response to decreasing interest rates. Veteran municipal 
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analyst George Friedlander of the Court Street Group has recently suggested that with the new limits on 

advance refunding, issuers and underwriters will have an incentive to develop more costly, exotic and 

opaque structures involving derivatives that accomplish the same objective while complying with the new 

law (see this article in The Bond Buyer).  But even with these potential responses to the new tax 

legislation, the new limitations on advance refunding will, on net, raise the cost of tax-exempt financing 

for infrastructure projects. 

 

The deliberations regarding the tax bill raised uncertainty regarding the tax-exempt status 

of Private Activity Bonds (PABs) going into the future. PABs are tax-exempt bonds issued to finance 

the construction of private-sector facilities that have a significant public purpose. The PAB market is a 

particularly important tool for financing low-income housing. The House version of the tax bill proposed 

total elimination of PABs, and even though PABs have survived in the new tax law signed by President 

Trump, there have already been signals from Congressional Republicans that the question of tax 

exemption for PABs may be revisited very soon. The total Private Activity Bond issuance volume was 

over $35 billion in 2016, a bit less than 10 percent of the total municipal market, so the loss of this 

financing channel would be an important change in the overall market and a particular shock to important 

subsectors of the market such as housing. 

 

The impact of the tax law on state and local finances could also affect infrastructure spending. State 

and local expenditures account for roughly three quarters of total spending on infrastructure. But state and 

local governments will likely face an important new headwind in raising revenues under the new law: The 

new tax law will cap federal tax deductions for state and local taxes (the SALT deduction) at $10,000. The 

curtailment of this tax deduction will make it more expensive for individuals who itemize their deductions 

for their state and local taxes and will thus hurt the taxing capacity of cities and states. This development 

will reduce somewhat the resources that are available for cities and states to fund new infrastructure 

investments. The impact of this change in the SALT deduction will be particularly important in higher-tax 

areas such as New York and California. 

 

A medium-to-longer term impact of the new tax law will come through its impact on our federal 

fiscal position. The overwhelming balance of opinion among economists outside the administration is that 

the new tax bill will significantly increase the federal debt. If one begins with the presumption that this 

debt must be repaid, then the resources will eventually have to come from somewhere. The need to raise 

additional funds means that the tax exemption for important municipal bond market sectors remains very 

credibly threatened in the future. This drain in resources to repay the federal debt does not augur well for 

future investment in infrastructure and for our ability to close our existing infrastructure gap. 

 

What this means 

Infrastructure is essential for economic activity and growth, but our nation has accumulated an 

infrastructure "debt." President Trump's campaign promises to stimulate investment in infrastructure 

remain unrealized, and the new tax law will create some challenges for that market. And the move away 

from federal fiscal balance means that the municipal tax exemption may come under threat in later rounds 

of budget balancing. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Real estate ‘climate gentrification’ 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/climate-gentrification-home-values-rising-sea-level/  

GIST Homes at higher elevations in Miami are gaining value at a faster clip than those closer to sea level. It's an 

accelerating trend, and it has residents and real estate agents -- in Miami and other coastal communities -- 

asking whether "climate gentrification" has arrived. 

 

The term, which only recently entered the lexicon, describes the role of climate change in recalibrating 

land values, a phenomenon that ultimately could displace low-income and minority residents in a similar 

fashion as urban gentrification. As sea levels rise and flooding persists, the thinking goes in the case of 

Miami, waterfront property will lose some of its luster and higher-situated neighborhoods like Little Haiti 
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and Little Havana will become more attractive. 

 

The professor who was first to publish research using the phrase "climate gentrification" isn't convinced 

that's the main culprit in Miami. At least not yet. Jesse M. Keenan, a researcher on urban development and 

climate adaptation at Harvard's Graduate School of Design, tracked the rate of price appreciation since 

1971 for more than 250,000 residential properties in Miami-Dade County, and compared those figures to 

elevation. Keenan found that properties at high elevations have long appreciated faster in Miami, mostly 

because of nonclimate factors. 

 

However, since 2000, the correlation between elevation and price appreciation has grown stronger, which 

Keenan, in an interview with CBS MoneyWatch, suggested may be "early signaling" of preference for 

properties at higher elevations and a reaction to persistent nuisance flooding in lower areas. 

 

His prediction: Over the next 10 years, climate change will become a more significant factor in the real 

estate market for many cities. He expects a "slow burn" toward a tipping point -- similar to the foreclosure 

crisis -- when all of a sudden values drop precipitously for high-risk properties. 

 

"This is real," Keenan said. "There are actual people spending lots of money thinking about how to make 

money from climate change. We have to come to terms with this sooner than later." 
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HEADLINE 12/28 China criticizes US, German embassies 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/china-criticizes-us-german-embassies-interference-

52022810?   

GIST The Chinese government has criticized the U.S. and German embassies in Beijing for expressing 

disappointment about the prosecution of a Chinese rights activist and a lawyer. 

 

Foreign Ministry spokeswoman Hua Chunying told reporters Thursday that a joint statement issued by the 

embassies about the cases amounted to interference in China's internal affairs. 

 

The embassies had urged China to release Wu Gan, a prominent activist who was given an eight-year 

prison sentence on Tuesday for subversion, and to allow a rights lawyer to resume his work without 

restrictions. 

 

Hua called the remarks "irresponsible" and said China firmly opposes such statements. 

 

Wu was among the first activists and lawyers caught up in an intense crackdown by authorities that began 

in 2015. His secretive one-day trial was held in August. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Deported Ethiopians claim Saudi abuses 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ethiopians-deported-en-masse-saudi-arabia-allege-

abuses-52022409?   

GIST Undocumented Ethiopian migrants who are being forcibly deported from Saudi Arabia by the thousands in 

a new crackdown say they were mistreated by authorities while detained. 

 

In interviews with The Associated Press upon their arrival home, the returnees described beatings, theft 

and stays in dirty prison camps. Their accounts brought to light one of the world's busiest and most 

dangerous migrant routes but one that remains overlooked amid the larger rush toward Europe. 

 

Saudi Arabia, like other rich Gulf nations, is a magnet for hundreds of thousands of people from 

impoverished East African nations like Ethiopia and Somalia. They pay traffickers for rides in boats across 
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the narrow waters to Yemen, where they make their way by land through a war zone. 

 

In August, traffickers heaved scores of migrants into the sea off Yemen, leaving more than 50 to drown. In 

March, more than 30 Somali migrants, including children, were killed — apparently in a helicopter 

gunship attack by a Saudi-led coalition at war in Yemen. 

 

More than 111,500 migrants landed on Yemen's shores last year, up from around 100,000 the year before, 

according to the Regional Mixed Migration Secretariat. Those who make it to Saudi Arabia often find 

employment as domestic workers and farm workers, sending money to support families back home. 

 

Saudi Arabia's latest wave of deportations began Nov. 11 after several months of warnings by the 

government. Saudi authorities say the kingdom has detained around 250,000 people violating its residency 

laws in the crackdown, with approximately 50,000 already forcibly flown out of the country. 

 

Of those who entered the country illegally, 72 percent were from Yemen and 26 percent were Ethiopians. 

 

Those arriving home in Ethiopia described the process as jarring and unfair. The six who spoke to the AP 

at the airport in the capital, Addis Ababa, said they were robbed of their possessions by "Saudi police 

officers" who shared their money between them. Some of the returnees said they saw compatriots being 

shot and wounded when they tried to escape police roundups. 

 

"The prison cell I was put into was so dirty that some of us were severely sick. It was like a toilet," said 

Sadiq Ahmed, a former teacher who went to Saudi Arabia five years ago and was detained for 11 days 

before his deportation. "As if this was not enough, we were robbed of our belongings. I came here with 

nothing. I know lots of people who went insane because of this torment." 

 

Human Rights Watch researcher Adam Coogle said that in interviews with dozens of Yemeni migrants in 

a previous Saudi crackdown in 2014, many "described serious abuses during the process of detention and 

deportation, including attacks by security forces." The rights group has not documented the current 

campaign, he said. 

 

Saudi authorities did not respond to requests for comment. 

 

Ethiopia's government says more than 14,000 of its citizens have been deported since mid-November and 

70,000 have returned voluntarily, but the International Organization Migration says the number that has 

left forcibly or voluntarily since the amnesty period ended in June has reached 96,000. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Seattle crises part of national problem 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/seattles-crises-are-part-of-a-national-problem/669640269  

GIST Seattle’s homelessness and housing crises are part of a much larger and concerning problem of American 

poverty, according to a United Nations expert’s recent report. 

 

“I think the United States has an incomparable record,” Philip Alston told KIRO Radio’s Dave Ross. “It’s 

one of the world’s richest countries, by far, but it’s also a country with very high poverty rates — 40 

million — and half of those people are living in extreme poverty and therefore dire circumstances. We 

have the highest child poverty rates in the United States. It has the lowest levels of social well-being across 

a range of indicators.” 

 

“The big difference with the United States is that when I go to other countries, they say, ‘We just don’t 

have the money. We can’t afford to provide basic services to the poorest in our community,’” he said. 

“The United States, on the other hand, clearly does have the money. It just mobilized one-and-a-half 

trillion dollars in the tax reform to assist the super-rich. It could have diverted a small amount of those 

resources to helping the super-poor.” 
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Alston is the United Nation’s special rapporteur on extreme poverty. He recently toured the country, 

documenting the current state of American poverty. What he found: unsanitary conditions; that poverty 

disproportionately affects people of color and women; that it affects large numbers of white people; and 

that America’s trumpet call for human rights is often not heard within its own borders. 

 

“It is pretty shocking to see, in the midst of a very rich developed country, pockets that remind one very 

much of living in a third world country,” he said. 

 

It didn’t matter if he was on Skid Row in Los Angeles or a poor community in Alabama, America’s 

inequality problem spared no region. It’s something that Western Washington is quite familiar with — 

tents lining sidewalks and underneath roadways; an opioid crisis leaving used syringes scattered on the 

ground; people unable to afford or obtain affordable housing; and a homeless service system that is unable 

to keep up with demand. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 DHS increases worldwide presence  

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/us-homeland-security-rises-worldwide/2017/12/27/id/833939/  

GIST The Department of Homeland Security is increasing its presence around the world, with an estimated 

2,000 employees, including Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents to Transportation Security 

Administration officials, are deployed in more than 70 countries, according to The New York Times. 

 

"Many threats to the homeland begin overseas, and that's where we need to be," said James Nealon, 

assistant secretary for international engagement. 

 

Some in European countries have criticized the increase, while other allies say that a longer United States 

reach is helpful in ramping up security, the Times reported. 

 

A member of Germany's Left Party said U.S. customs officers are extending a travel ban to the U.S. by 

interviewing travelers in Germany before they are allowed to board planes to the United States. 

 

Costs of the operations also are an issue, with costs of stationing an Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement agent overseas is around four times more costly than a domestic posting, according to the 

Times.  

 

The work of the officers has made an impact against extremists, drug smugglers, wildlife traffickers, and 

Nigerian scammers in Kenya and South Africa. 

 

Homeland is pushing to bring in more ICE special agents and analysts for offices in Honduras, Guatemala, 

and El Salvador to combat drug trafficking, the Times noted.  

 

"You have to be on the ground and have the relationships with local law enforcement… you can't just 

parachute in," said Steve R. Martin, the special agent in charge in Pretoria, about the agency's role in 

arresting a drug smuggling kingpin. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 IG: DOJ mishandled sex harassment 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/sexual-misconduct/justice-department-mishandled-sex-

harassment-cases-says-report-n832811  

GIST WASHINGTON — The Justice Department is readying its response to a May Inspector General report 

that found "potential systemic" issues in the way the agency deals with sexual harassment complaints, 

including 19 "substantiated" allegations made between fiscal years 2012 and 2016, a spokesman told NBC 
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News on Wednesday.  

 

The department's response follows a Washington Post report that highlighted the Inspector General's 

findings and highlighted several additional examples of misconduct that came to light after a Freedom of 

Information Act (FOIA) request, including a finding that a chief deputy in the U.S. Marshals Service had 

sex with nine women in his office. 

 

Justice Department spokesman Ian Prior said Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein convened a 

working group to look at the issues outlined in the report and the group would soon be issuing 

"recommendations for action."  

 

Prior pointed out that the examples highlighted by the Inspector General occurred during the Obama 

administration, and not under current Attorney General Jeff Sessions' leadership.  

 

"The Department was very disappointed with the issues that occurred in the Obama administration and 

strives for a workplace free of harassment and other misconduct for all of its 115,000 employees," Prior 

said.  

 

The report covers the fiscal years 2012 through 2016.  

 

The majority of Justice Department employees are non-political and remain in place even as 

administrations change. The report detailed abuse by attorneys in the Civil Division, and employees in the 

offices of U.S. Attorneys, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the U.S. Marshals Service and the Bureau 

of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives. 

 

Inspector General Michael Horowitz wrote in a June 1 memorandum to Rosenstein that an FBI 

supervisory management and program analyst subjected subordinates to approximately three years of 

sexual harassment, despite the analyst undergoing four counselling sessions and signing a pledge to refrain 

from such conduct.  

 

According to the full Inspector General report, an employee of the Civil Division was accused of 

inappropriate comments and touching. The allegations were substantiated and the employee was 

reprimanded, but only transferred within the Civil Division.  

 

Horowitz notes that Civil Division employees said it was difficult to remove an employee, even after cases 

of serious sexual harassment.  

 

Transfers can be used to "avoid imposing a more severe disciplinary action and may create a risk that the 

same type of misconduct will occur in the new environment, placing other Department employees at risk 

unnecessarily," the memorandum from Horowitz said. 

 

In some cases, employees with pending investigations into alleged sexual harassment were given 

performance bonuses, according to the memorandum. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Russia: market bombing injures 10 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/russia-explosion-injures-st-petersburg-supermarket-

52011847?  

GIST At least 10 people were injured Wednesday by an explosion at a supermarket in St. Petersburg, Russia's 

second-largest city and the site of a deadly subway bombing this year. 

 

The Investigative Committee, the nation's top investigative agency, said a device containing 200 grams (7 

ounces) of explosives went off at a storage area for customers' bags. It said the device was rigged with 

shrapnel to cause more damage. 
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No one has claimed responsibility for the explosion at a branch of the Perekrestok supermarket chain in 

the city's northwest Kalininsky district. 

 

Alexander Klaus, the chief of the local branch of the Investigative Committee, said 10 people were 

hospitalized with injuries. 

 

A criminal investigation has been launched. 

 

Russian President Vladimir Putin telephoned U.S. President Donald Trump earlier this month to thank him 

for a CIA tip that helped thwart a series of bombings in St. Petersburg, Putin's home town. 

 

The Federal Security Service, or FSB, said seven suspects linked to the Islamic State group were arrested 

in connection to the alleged plot. The Kremlin said the arrested suspects had planned to bomb St. 

Petersburg's Kazan Cathedral and other crowded sites. 

 

In April, a suicide bombing in the St. Petersburg's subway left 16 people dead and wounded more than 50. 

Russian authorities identified the bomber who blew himself up on a subway line as Akbardzhon 

Dzhalilov, a 22-year old Kyrgyz-born Russian national. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Uganda: 100 rebels killed in Congo 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/uganda-forces-killed-100-rebels-congo-52009557?   

GIST Uganda's military says its forces have killed over 100 rebels in eastern Congo accused of carrying out the 

attack that left 15 U.N. peacekeepers dead earlier this month. 

 

The military said in a statement Wednesday that several other Allied Democratic Forces rebels were 

wounded in air and artillery raids. 

 

The military says the operation has been carried out from Ugandan territory and no Ugandan forces are on 

the ground in Congo. 

 

The Dec. 7 attack on a U.N. base that killed peacekeepers from Tanzania was the deadliest single assault 

on a peacekeeping mission in almost 25 years. 

 

The ADF originated in Uganda as a rebel force against the government and carried out deadly bombings in 

the 1990s. A military campaign forced them to relocate to eastern Congo. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Ukraine, separatist rebels swap prisoners 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/ukrainian-govt-separatists-hold-prisoner-exchange-

52007849?cid=clicksource_76_4_article%20roll_articleroll_hed  

GIST Ukrainian authorities and Russian-backed separatist rebels conducted a massive prisoner exchange 

Wednesday, the largest such trade of captives since the start of the conflict and a sign of visible progress in 

the implementation of a 2015 peace deal. 

 

Separatists from the self-proclaimed separatist republics in Luhansk and Donetsk regions handed over 74 

prisoners, and Ukrainian authorities delivered 233. 

 

Larisa Sargan, a spokeswoman for the country's prosecutor general's office, said on Facebook that one of 

the 74 prisoners released by the separatists said she would stay in Donetsk. 
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The prisoners, some of whom had been held for more than a year, were exchanged in the town of Horlivka 

and the village of Zaitseve with their belongings. 

 

The exchange was supervised by observers from the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, 

a trans-Atlantic security and rights group that has deployed monitors to eastern Ukraine. 

 

The OSCE welcomed the swap and urged the two sides to build on the momentum from it. 

 

Ukraine was supposed to release 306 people, but dozens chose to stay in Ukraine or had been freed earlier, 

said Viktor Medvedchuk, who monitored the exchange on the Ukrainian side. 

 

Many of the captives are not combatants; some were activists and bloggers who were charged with spying 

or treason. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 America’s little regulated body trade 

SOURCE https://ca.news.yahoo.com/special-report-business-where-human-bodies-were-butchered-

131025725.html  

GIST PHOENIX (Reuters) - Sam Kazemi stood over the old man’s corpse. Nearby lay pliers, a scalpel and a 

motorized saw designed to cut drywall and pipe. 

 

On a busy day, Kazemi might harvest body parts from five or six people who had donated their bodies to 

science. On this day in November 2013, the corpse before Kazemi typified the donors who gave their 

remains to his employer, Biological Resource Center. 

 

The man was a retired factory worker with a ninth-grade education. He had lived with his wife in a mobile 

home in Mohave Valley, Arizona, and had died six days earlier, aged 75. His name was Conrad Patrick. 

 

But after he died and his body was donated, Patrick became a commodity, known by the company’s 

initials and a number: BRC13112103. 

 

Reuters reviewed thousands of internal BRC records and confidential law enforcement documents 

containing profiles of Patrick and 2,280 other donors. The documents include invoices and inventories for 

thousands of body parts harvested from those people. They show how their bodies were dissected, which 

body parts were sent where, and why buyers obtained them. 

 

Kazemi helped cut up and package Patrick into seven pieces. BRC shipped Patrick’s left foot to a 

Chicago-area orthopedic lab. His left shoulder was sent to a Las Vegas company that holds surgical 

seminars. His head and his spine went to a project run by the U.S. Army. And Patrick’s “external 

reproductive organs” were sent to a local university. His right foot and left knee were placed in the 

company’s freezers, where they became part of BRC’s million-dollar inventory of flesh and bone. 

 

For more than a year, Reuters has examined America’s body trade, a little-known and virtually 

unregulated industry. These businesses, which call themselves non-transplant tissue banks, are also known 

as body brokers. 

 

The operations can resemble meat-packing plants. At BRC, body parts from heads to fingernails were 

harvested and sold. On Saturday mornings, Kazemi taught college students how to dismember cadavers in 

the company lab. He also starred in a grisly training video, demonstrating how to carve out a man’s spine 

using a motorized saw. 

 

The documents obtained by Reuters – along with dozens of interviews with investigators, former BRC 

workers and families of donors – offer an unparalleled look at how one of America’s major body brokers 

operated. 
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The records, never before made public, also reveal how little the government or the donors themselves 

understood what was happening at the company, and show in graphic detail how a cadaver becomes a 

commodity. 

 

Sales invoices detail many of those transactions. 

 

For $607, BRC sold the liver of a public school janitor to a medical-device company. The torso of a retired 

bank manager, bought by a Swiss research institute, fetched $3,191. A large Midwestern healthcare system 

paid $65 for two femoral arteries, one from a church minister. And the lower legs of a union activist were 

purchased by a Minnesota product-development company for $350 each. 

 

For raw material, the industry relies in large part on people too poor to afford a funeral, offering to cremate 

a portion of each donated body for free. 

 

A Reuters analysis of BRC donor files from May 3, 2011 through January 20, 2014 confirmed how 

important the disadvantaged were to business. The vast majority of BRC donors came from neighborhoods 

where the median household income fell below the state average. Four out of five donors didn’t graduate 

from college, about twice the ratio of the country as a whole. 

 

Before brokers accept a body, they typically present the donor or next of kin with a consent form. These 

agreements are often written in technical language that many donors and relatives say they find hard to 

understand. The documents give brokers the right to dismember the dead, then sell or rent body parts to 

medical researchers and educators, often for hundreds or thousands of dollars. At BRC, a whole body sold 

for $5,893, records show. 

 

Since 2004, when a federal health panel unsuccessfully called on the U.S. government to regulate the 

industry, Reuters found that more than 2,357 body parts obtained by brokers from at least 1,638 people 

have ended up misused, abused or desecrated. 

 

Documents reviewed for this article indicate that those figures are vastly understated. The extent of BRC’s 

operation surprised even investigators who raided the Phoenix-based company in 2014. 

 

There, agents discovered 10 tons of frozen human remains – 1,755 total body parts that included 281 

heads, 241 shoulders, 337 legs and 97 spines. 

 

Applying a state forfeiture law, authorities hauled away the contents of BRC’s freezers, filling 142 body 

bags. One bag held parts from at least 36 different people. 

 

The seizure was so large that officials struggled to properly handle the body parts. When plans to cremate 

the remains stalled, officials brought three walk-in freezers to a military base and stacked the body bags 

inside, one atop another. Parts from 851 different people remained in those freezers for almost three years 

before they were cremated. 

 

The raid on BRC was part of a broader federal probe into the suspected practices of one of its clients, 

Arthur Rathburn. A Detroit body broker, Rathburn has pleaded not guilty to charges of defrauding 

customers. During a 2013 search of Rathburn’s warehouse, federal agents found rotting body parts along 

with four preserved fetuses, confidential photographs reviewed by Reuters show. It is not clear how 

Rathburn acquired the fetuses or what he planned to do with them. He was indicted for allegedly selling 

diseased body parts without warning buyers. His trial is set for January. 

 

After the BRC raid, the company went out of business. Its founder and former owner, Stephen Gore, later 

pleaded guilty to fraud – not for selling body parts but for misleading customers by shipping them 

contaminated specimens. His punishment: probation. He is expected to testify at the Rathburn trial. 

 

As Reuters reported last year, BRC also sold body parts to U.S. Army contractors for military 
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experiments. A Pentagon spokeswoman said BRC provided the body parts “under false pretenses,” 

misleading the Army that consent had been secured for donors to be used in destructive tests. 

 

Among the parts BRC sold for the Army experiments were the heads and spines of Conrad Patrick and 

Leon Small, a 71-year-old retiree who had once managed a furniture factory. 

 

On the consent forms Patrick and Small signed, each man checked a box stating that he did not wish to be 

used in military or destructive tests, records show. 

 

But just days after Patrick and Small died, a BRC employee called their widows and persuaded them to 

amend the forms so their husbands could be used by the military, according to recordings of the calls 

reviewed by Reuters. The widows said the calls came during a traumatic time. 

 

“I didn’t understand what they were talking about,” Dona Patrick said. “But I said ‘OK.’” 

 

Bodies or parts from at least 20 BRC donors were used without their consent in Army experiments, 

Reuters found. Parts from Small and Patrick, however, were not. The military halted testing when it 

learned of the raid at BRC. 

 

The shoulders of both men were sent to a for-profit surgical training company in Nevada. 

 

The widows, Karen Small and Dona Patrick, are among two dozen next of kin who said they were 

surprised to learn that BRC profited from a relative’s donated body. 

 

“They prey on people that have no money, that are poor, that have no insurance – like us,” Patrick said. 

 

Family members of some donors said BRC employees led them to believe body donation was regulated by 

federal and state authorities, and that selling body parts is illegal. Based on those pitches, the relatives said 

they believed the remains wouldn’t be sold. In truth, there are virtually no regulations on the body trade. 

 

“It’s a horrible thing,” Small said. “Sick.” 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Social Security beneficiaries hit record 

SOURCE https://www.cnsnews.com/commentary/terence-p-jeffrey/social-security-beneficiaries-hit-record-

61859250  

GIST The number of Social Security beneficiaries hit a record 61,859,250 in November, according to data 

released by the Social Security Administration. 

 

At the same time, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, with unemployment at the lowest rate since 

2000 (4.1 percent), there were 126,827,000 full-time workers in the United States (including government 

workers). Yet that equaled only 2.05 full-time workers for each person receiving Social Security benefits. 

 

Even when all 153,918,000 people who had jobs in November are considered (counting both full- and 

part-time workers), the ratio of workers to Social Security beneficiaries was about 2.49 to 1. 

 

The record 61,859,250 Social Security beneficiaries in November, included 45,439,781 retired workers 

and their dependents; 5,992,862 survivors of deceased workers; and 10,426,607 disabled workers and their 

dependents. 

 

The Social Security program has two primary elements: Old Age and Survivors Insurance and Disability 

Insurance. Each of these are supposed to be supported by a "payroll tax" imposed on a worker's earnings. 

 

The payroll tax for the OASI is 10.03 percent and is split so that one half is deducted from a worker's 
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paycheck and the other half is paid to the government by the employer. The payroll tax for DI is 2.37 

percent and, like the OASI tax, is split between a deduction from a worker's paycheck and a payment made 

directly by the employer. 

 

In total, the worker and employer must pay the government 12.4 percent in taxes (on the first $127,200 a 

worker makes) for the combined OASDI tax. Self-employed Americans pay the entire 12.4 percent 

directly. 

 

But this is no longer enough, says the Social Security board of trustees, which includes the commissioner 

of Social Security and the secretaries of the Treasury, Labor and Health and Human Services. 

 

In the past, when Social Security ran surpluses, the federal government loaned the surplus to itself so it 

could spend it immediately on other government programs. 

 

In their 2017 report, the Social Security board of trustees puts it this way: "The Department of the 

Treasury invests trust fund reserves in interest-bearing securities issued by the U.S. Government." 

 

Without the "interest" the government pays itself back on the money it has already spent from previous 

Social Security surpluses, the Social Security program would not have enough money now to pay all the 

current benefits it owes. 

 

"The 2016 excess of total income over cost for the year was $35 billion," said the trustees' report. But 

"total income" — as the report calls it — includes the interest the government pays itself. 

 

"However, when interest income is excluded," the report admitted, "Social Security's cost is projected to 

exceed its non-interest income throughout the projection period, as it has since 2010. For 2016, cost for the 

year exceeded non-interest income by $53 billion. For 2017, total income for the program is projected to 

exceed cost for the year by $59 billion, and non-interest income is projected to be $27 billion less than 

program cost for the year." 

 

The trustees' report estimated that the Social Security program faces a $12.5 trillion shortfall over 75 

years. 

 

"Through the end of 2091, the combined funds have a present-value unfunded obligation of $12.5 trillion," 

said the report. 

 

"If actions are deferred for several years, the changes necessary to maintain Social Security solvency 

become concentrated on fewer years and fewer generations," it said. 

 

The report politely recommended that Congress raise taxes, cut benefits, take money from elsewhere, or 

use a combination of these means, to pay for Social Security. 

 

Going into the Christmas weekend, the federal debt was $20,492,874,492,282.58. 

 

That equaled approximately $133,142 in debt for each of 153,918,000 people who had a full- or part-time 

job in the United States in November. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Shocking scale homelessness in L.A. 

SOURCE http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5214593/Christmas-Day-2017-Downtown-Los-Angeles.html  

GIST Rubbish bags piled up by the pavements and littered across streets. Tents erected in clusters where people 

have camped down for the night. 

 

Dozens of directionless residents congregating by the roadside and wandering into the road. 
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This is what Christmas Day looked like for thousands of homeless people in the dark and dingy underbelly 

of Downtown Los Angeles this year. 

 

The shocking footage - captured using a car dash camera - shows the brutal reality of life on the street for 

some 20,000 people in the notorious Skid Row district. 

 

Shot on 5th Street, 6th Street and San Pedro Street,  it is a stark glimpse into the day-to-day existence of 

some of the country's poorest citizens - including women and children. 

 

This area of LA's central business zone is considered to be one of the most dangerous places to live in the 

city. 

 

In Skid Row - one of the notorious homeless hotspots in the area - nine toilets are shared by some 2,000 

people, according to a June report titled 'No Place to Go'. 

 

A lucky few will find food and somewhere warm to sleep at shelters and rescue missions. But many are 

left to navigate the industrial sprawl and smoke alone. 

 

The three-minute clip was originally published on Instagram by LA street artist Plastic Jesus then on 

LiveLeak by Nick Stern in the 'Citizen Journalism' video category. 

 

It had only been live for 10 hours when it was viewed nearly 40,000 times. 

 

In one frame of the viral footage, a man can be seen pushing a wheelchair in the middle of the road. 

Another wheelchair-bound man reclines listlessly on a street corner while women file their thin-looking 

children through the crowds.  

 

Makeshift canopies - often simply sheets erected on poles - are packed in tightly beside one another in 

endless rows. 

 

The rising cost of rent and housing in California is also forcing middle class residents into alternative 

accommodation. 

 

Workers end up living in their cars by the roadside and hundreds of people - including nurses and chefs - 

sleep in parking lots in affluent areas like Santa Barbara. 

 

For example, nursing assistant Marva Ericson has been sleeping in her Kia for the past three months. She 

showers at her local YMCA then gets dressed in her hospital scrubs for work.  

 

The problem is so widespread that a Safe Parking Program was introduced in the area 12 years ago. It 

allows clients to stay overnight in the parking lots of churches, not-for-profits and government offices. In 

Santa Barbara alone, there are 23 parking lots currently used for the program. 

 

Though ranked as one of the wealthiest nations, the US is home to some of the poorest communities in the 

world. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 San Diego border crossings backlog 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-border-crossing-20171227-story.html  

GIST So many people fleeing persecution in their home countries have asked for help in San Ysidro in recent 

weeks that federal officials have not been able to process all of them, leaving some stranded and running 

out of money while they wait in Tijuana. 
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U.S. border officials are trying to work through the backlog, but they can go only as fast as migrants can 

be processed and moved from temporary holding cells to immigration detention. 

 

An official with U.S. Customs and Border Protection said the agency remains committed to meeting the 

care and safety needs of people in custody, and is working actively with partners, including Immigration 

and Customs Enforcement, to resolve the backup. 

 

“There are potentially a number of reasons causing the San Diego area ports of entry to reach capacity; we 

do not have a definitive reason to offer at this time,” the official added. 

 

Because of the backlog, close to 100 migrants lined up last week in the plaza outside the walkway that 

leads to PedWest, the pedestrian border crossing that opened earlier this year, Tijuana media outlets 

reported. Migrants slept in line, afraid of losing their places and having to wait longer for CBP to process 

them. 

 

Then, Mexican officials told them they couldn’t stay in the plaza. 

 

On Monday of last week, about 25 migrants were jailed overnight for waiting in the plaza outside the port, 

according to several Eritrean migrants. 

 

When someone arrives at a port without documents for entry, CBP officials interview that person, take 

photographs and fingerprints and check law enforcement databases for records. If the person reports being 

afraid to go back to his or her home country, CBP is required by law to transfer that migrant to other 

federal agencies for a potential asylum case. 

 

Most of the asylum process happens once the person has been transferred to Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement custody, and back-ups in that transfer system can leave CBP with limited space in its 

temporary holding cells at the border. Large groups of migrants arriving at once can also clog the system. 

 

In the fall of 2016, San Diego’s ports were overwhelmed by thousands of Haitian migrants. In partnership 

with Mexican officials, CBP established a ticketing system that scheduled appointments for migrants to be 

processed. As of November, the most recent data available from CBP, arrivals hadn’t reached the levels of 

the wave of arriving Haitians. 

 

In October 2016, more than 6,000 people came to San Diego’s ports of entry asking to come in despite not 

having documents permitting entry to the U.S. That number included asylum seekers — CBP does not 

distinguish between those seeking asylum and other “inadmissibles” in its data collection. (In addition to 

asylum seekers, inadmissibles are those looking for better economic opportunities or anyone else who has 

asked to enter the U.S. at a port without the proper documents.) 

 

In November 2017, the number of people deemed inadmissible was 2,824, more than double the low of 

1,313 reached in March of this year. 

 

Under current policy, asylum seekers are detained by ICE until they get results from credible fear 

interviews, which determine the likelihood that they will win their cases in immigration court. 

 

If asylum seekers don’t pass the interviews, they are sent back to their home countries. If they do pass, 

many stay in detention for the remainder of their cases, which can take a year or more to finish. Some are 

released from detention on parole or by paying bond while they wait to tell their stories to immigration 

judges. 

 

Asylum seekers, like refugees, must prove that they’ve been persecuted or fear persecution because of 

their race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership in a particular social group. 

 

Some of the migrants from African countries expressed frustration that they were the ones left outside 

after Mexican officials intervened. 
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“We are human beings,” said another man from Eritrea. “They don’t respect. I’m feeling racism here, a big 

discrimination here. We don’t want to be here in Mexico. Our target, our way is U.S.A.” 

 

When Tijuana media first reported the line of migrants, many of those interviewed were Mexican asylum 

seekers fleeing gang violence in other parts of the country. By Friday, most of them did not appear outside 

the port. 

 

An official from Mexico’s immigration agency told a Mexican media outlet that his agency had asked 

CBP to find a way to take in more people because of concerns about how migrant children waiting in line 

could be affected when temperatures drop overnight. 

 

The group of Eritreans and Cameroonians outside El Chaparral on Friday said many of those who didn’t 

make it into the U.S. had traveled on to Mexicali or even Texas to try at other ports. 
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HEADLINE 12/26 Disney resorts add new security policy 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/travel/2017/12/26/disney-resorts-add-new-security-policy-removes-do-not-

disturb-signs-from-rooms.html  

GIST Disney has started updating the security policies at several of its resorts in Walt Disney World. 

 

Guests staying at one of the three monorail hotels – the Grand Floridian, Polynesian and Contemporary 

resorts – near the Magic Kingdom have already experienced the tighter security policies, which include the 

removal of the “Do Not Disturb” door sign. The markers have been swapped out for “Room Occupied” 

signs that will alert maintenance and staff that guests are currently in their rooms, but will not stop Disney 

staff from coming in. 

 

The sign accompanies another new policy that requires Disney employees to enter each hotel room at least 

once a day to ensure “the safety and security of guests and property,” Walt Disney World News Today 

reports. 

 

Under the old rules, employees would pass by rooms marked with the “Do Not Disturb” sign. However, 

now Disney says “the hotel and its staff reserve the right to enter your room for any purpose including, but 

not limited to, performing maintenance and repairs or checking on the safety and security of guests and 

property.” 

 

Though guests will no longer have the option to keep staff out, the company assures that its guests will be 

given notice prior to entering the room by knocking and announcing that they are coming in, WDWNT 

reports. 

 

Some have reportedly hypothesized that the tightened security measures are a response to the Las Vegas 

shooting at Mandalay Bay that claimed the lives of 58 people earlier this year. According to WDWNT, the 

monorail resorts have similar vantage points into crowded areas. However, Disney officials have not made 

any statement as to why they are introducing the new policies. 

 

The changes are expected to roll out to other Walt Disney World Resort Hotels in the coming weeks, but 

some Disney guests are already balking at them 
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SOURCE https://business.inquirer.net/243182/fears-bitcoin-use-terror-financing  

GIST The global bitcoin craze has attracted almost everyone, from mom-and-pop traders to giant investment 

banks. 

 

Promoters of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies tout them as being safe and secure, and without oversight 

from financial regulators. But there is some concern that these very advantages could be exploited by 

terrorists to transfer funds from one place to another. 

  

Financial intelligence experts from the region say this is already happening, with several suspicious 

financial transactions detected recently. 

 

Some of these experts gathered in Malaysia last month for the Third Counter-Terrorism Financing 

Summit. The security experts from 35 countries unanimously agreed that the first step to disrupting 

militant operations is by cutting off their funds. 

 

A new alliance between Australia and South-east Asia has also been formed to directly target and disrupt 

the funding lifeline of terrorist groups by denying them access to the international financial system and 

other sources of funds. Sources told The Straits Times that the high degree of anonymity offered by digital 

currencies makes them a possible preferred avenue for militants in South-east Asia. 

 

“The number might not be big but we know it’s picking up. Their ultimate goal is to make sure that these 

funds get where they’re supposed to be,” said one source. 

 

“Small or big, it can help move any terrorism planning to the next level – launching attacks.” 

 

While the surge in the value of bitcoins and similar cryptocurrencies has garnered widespread media 

attention, security experts say the terrorists use digital currency not to make money, but for ease of moving 

funds between borders without the regular banking scrutiny. 

 

For operational reasons, officials declined to reveal the locations and frequency of such transactions. But 

the identity of some of these financial movements on the Web has been determined, said a second source. 

 

“Special equipment and database are already in place to help analyse these patterns. Identity is key to 

uncovering terrorism activities. We can monitor and trace the origin of the fund but to know who’s behind 

it is very tricky,” he said. 

 

“We have all these equipment in place, but it’s still very hard to ‘crawl’ in the dark Web market,” the 

source added. 

 

Malaysian criminologist P. Sundramoorthy said the consequences of militants or sympathisers switching 

to the use of cryptocurrency would be devastating as terror groups could be expected to execute attacks 

after receiving the funds. 

 

“Given that cryptocurrency offers a high degree of anonymity and is popular and user-friendly, measures 

to control it must be put in place as soon as possible. They will always find a way to exploit such channels. 

We can’t eliminate the use but we need to limit it.” 

 

Still, some experts say the issue might have been played up. 

 

In a recent study by the Royal United Services Institute (Rusi), the British intelligence think-tank 

suggested that there is little link between cryptocurrency and terrorism. It said the claims that bitcoin is 

funding terrorism are greatly exaggerated. 

 

Mr David Carlisle, an independent consultant with Rusi, said in a March 2 commentary: “Treating 

cryptocurrencies as an exceptional threat creates the misleading impression that more conventional 

financial products are not already equally, or more, vulnerable to terrorist exploitation.” 
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A regional security source acknowledged that most militants are indeed still channelling funds via 

conventional banking and money remittance services. 

 

Still, it has been noticed that digitial currency has also been used as a means of transfer. 

 

“We still see most of them funding their operations by taking personal loans, selling their belongings and 

so on. But to say the possibility of these militants turning to the dark Web is little or unlikely, that’s 

dangerous as we’re already seeing suspicious movements which we believe are terrorism fundings,” he 

said. “They will always try to find new ways to exploit technology to materialise their sick agenda.” 

 

The danger of terrorist financing can be gleaned by the capture of Marawi in the southern Philippines by 

militants that ended in October after a five-month siege. 

 

The Associated Press reported last month that Philippine military chief Eduardo Ano said at least US$1.5 

million (S$2 million) was sent by terrorist group Islamic State in Iraq and Syria to finance militants 

planning the Marawi attack. 

 

As Malaysia begins to impose controls over the growing use of digital currencies, Bank Negara Malaysia 

(BNM), its central bank, has required that conversions of cryptocurrencies into cash must be reported 

under the strict transactions under anti-money laundering laws. 

 

Deputy Home Minister Nur Jazlan Mohamed said: “BNM has announced measures that would regulate the 

use of cryptocurrencies in Malaysia, especially the conversion of cryptocurrencies into cash and other 

equivalents. This measure will help the police and other enforcement agencies to manage terrorism 

financing.” 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Bizarre treason cases Russia hacking 

SOURCE http://www.newsweek.com/bizarre-treason-cases-tied-russian-election-hacking-759011  

GIST Four Russian hackers have been rotting away in a notorious prison for more than a year—and they are 

either traitors to their country for telling U.S. intelligence agencies about Russian meddling in last year's 

U.S. election or just pawns in a bizarre power game by President Vladimir Putin. 

 

Almost nothing about the cases against Sergei Mikhailov, Dmitry Dokuchaev, Ruslan Stoyanov and 

Georgy Fomchenkov is known, except that all four are being held on charges of treason. Their lawyers 

won't talk about details of the cases, and even the legal papers haven't been made public. Newsweek spoke 

to one of the men's lawyers, and he wouldn't even confirm the name of his client, let alone whether he 

pleaded guilty or not guilty. 

 

The trials are at the core of the Russian election-hacking scandal, which has roiled American politics since 

even before Election Day last year. But the cases also may reveal Putin's darkest political instincts. The 

Russian media, which are largely controlled by the Kremlin, say the men are spies. Others say they are 

pawns. 

 

Then again, in Putin's Russia, they may be both at the same time. 

 

This much is known: Mikhailov and Dokuchaev were officers in Russia’s Federal Security Service, the 

notorious FSB. Fomchenkov is a cyberexpert who also worked for the security agency. And Stoyanov is a 

cyberexpert at Kaspersky Lab, a software company that the U.S. government believes allows Russian 

intelligence access to customers' computers and, according to Bloomberg, has been working closely with 

Russian agents. 

 

Such pedigree puts the four men at the heart of Russia's meddling in the 2016 presidential election, which 
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the U.S. intelligence community believes was orchestrated at the highest levels. 

 

So why are they in prison? 

 

The arrests came around the same time that the U.S. intelligence community reported on Russian 

meddling, specifically on how Democratic National Committee emails were stolen by hackers and 

published by WikiLeaks during the presidential campaign. No individual hackers were ever identified. 

 

Then, in January, the arrests of the four men were made public in Russia, prompting rumors that they were 

connected to the hacking. But if Putin was behind the hacking, why would he imprison the hackers? 

 

A possible answer came this month, when a Russian media outlet, The Bell, reported that the four men 

may have confirmed Russia's role in the hacking to U.S. intelligence. 

 

Citing two sources, the website reported that "the men passed the information about last year’s Russian 

attacks on the Democratic National Committee." But that Bell report doesn't necessarily ring true. 

 

Experts familiar with Russian intelligence practices are skeptical of the claims that the men had worked 

with U.S. intelligence, given Russia’s past history of privately handling potential spies and not using the 

courts, even ones veiled in secrecy. 

 

“In my experience, over years and years they rarely catch spies and deal with them in that sort of open 

legal way,” said John Sipher, a former CIA operative who ran the agency’s Russia program for several 

years. 

 

And, worse for Putin, putting spies on trial and leaking details to the press makes it more difficult to 

recruit future hackers, which the Russian government reportedly does through handlers. 

 

But then again, putting spies on trial and leaking details to the press allows Putin to flaunt his power. 

 

“He definitely wants his population to realize that he’s important on the world stage, that he’s powerful, 

and that he can control what happens in the United States,” Sipher said. “They could be trying to deflect 

from something that obviously is more covert and more real, whereas this stuff is already out there.” 

 

Russia has never directly confirmed its role in the hacking campaign, but at times it has sought to subtly 

take credit. Putin told reporters in June that maybe “patriotically minded” private Russians hacked the U.S. 

political system, a seemingly tongue-in-cheek denial. 

 

So which is it: Putin cracking down on treason or pretending to be disciplining rogue hackers? Another 

clue came from a different case this month when an accused hacker, Konstantin Kozlovsky, said that 

Dokuchaev had expressly ordered him to steal emails from the Democratic National Committee for the 

Kremlin. 

 

But even that claim may be part of a larger game being played by Putin. The allegation by Kozlovsky 

came from an apparent audio recording and handwritten note that popped up on his Facebook page nine 

months after Dokuchaev was arrested—a posting that suggests tampering because Kozlovsky is being held 

in a high-security prison, where detainees typically don’t have access to the internet. 

 

Some believe the Facebook posts are actually misinformation from the Kremlin. But then again, they may 

just be information: The U.S. intelligence community has never said how it was so certain about Russian 

hacking, but most experts assume that federal agencies had sources inside Russian intelligence who 

confirmed key details of the hacking campaign. 

 

All four of the men have ties to Russia’s hacking underworld, a hybrid community of government 

employees and contractors viewed by cyberexperts as one of the best in the world. 
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Mikhailov was a key figure running the FSB’s cyberoperations through its Center for Information 

Security. The FSB has been tied to Russian hacking group Cozy Bear, one of the attackers behind the 

political hacking that yielded the Hillary Clinton campaign’s emails released by WikiLeaks. 

 

Dokuchaev is on the FBI’s most wanted list, accused of having been involved in a hack of Yahoo’s 

systems that compromised the accounts of millions of users. 

 

Russian hackers are generally recruited by government handlers after they are caught engaging in financial 

crime, according to cybersecurity experts. The handlers can then use the hackers, without directly 

employing them, while maintaining some plausible deniability for Russia’s government. 

 

“It really makes it challenging for the U.S. intelligence community to understand the scope and size of 

their cyberforce,” said Jeff Moulton who runs Louisiana State University’s Transformational Technology 

and Cyber Research Center. “It gives them expertise that they probably don’t have. The criminal element 

is always more sophisticated.” 

 

All four of the men and their lawyers were required to sign special security agreements preventing them 

from discussing the cases, including the specific nature of the charges that keep them at Lefortovo Prison, 

which was infamous as a torture facility for FSB's predecessor, the KGB. 

 

Ivan Pavlov, a lawyer for one of the four men, told Newsweek that he could not even reveal his client's 

identity, adding that the “strict conditions” of the court bar him from talking about the case at all. But he 

did tell Newsweek that his client “has a hope that everything will be resolved without any public noise.” 

 

That resolution, and the amount of noise it makes, will likely be decided by one man, Vladimir Putin. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Healthcare cybersecurity action plan 

SOURCE https://healthitsecurity.com/news/crafting-a-strong-healthcare-cybersecurity-action-plan  

GIST December 27, 2017 - Following recent research showing that 83 percent of physicians report they have 

experienced a cybersecurity attack, AHIMA released a healthcare cybersecurity action plan to assist 

entities in preparing for potential threats. 

 

Implementing an information governance program will be critical, AHIMA stressed. A holistic approach 

to data security can greatly assist organizations of all sizes work toward keeping sensitive information 

secure. 

 

Smaller healthcare organizations, such as rural hospitals or single-physician practices can find it much 

more difficult to maintain HIPAA compliance, said AHIMA IG Advisors Senior Director Kathy Downing, 

MA, RHIA. 

 

“Often times, those smaller organizations can’t necessarily hire full-time staff to manage privacy and 

security,” Downing told HealthITSecurity.com. 

 

Those smaller entities are also working to transfer over to electronic health records and are likely finding it 

challenging to implement the necessary cybersecurity tools. Larger organizations cannot always prevent 

hacks either, which shows how much more difficult it could be for the small facilities, she said. 

 

AHIMA was pleased though when the HHS Cybersecurity Task Force report released earlier in 2017 

noted the need for information governance programs within the industry. 

 

“Attackers coming in aren’t necessarily coming straight to an attack on the electronic health record,” 

Downing explained. “They’re often getting in through other systems. The Banner Health hack, for 

example, came in through the credit card machines in the cafeteria.” 
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“There’s just a lot more that needs to be done,” she continued. “It’s not just an IT issue.  It’s very much a 

people, process, and technology issue; all three.” 

 

Information governance is a broader view of information, Downing pointed out. Contrarily, HIPAA 

regulation is focused on PHI, clinical information, or electronic health information. Information 

governance requires an entity to look at all of the organization’s information assets. This includes where 

all information is stored and even employee information. 

 

“Information governance for healthcare includes all of our information users,” she stated. “A physician 

practice may be using a business associate to do billing or collections. Information governance is going to 

say that those vendors in the healthcare space need to also have a robust information governance solution 

program. It’s bigger than just the physician practice. It’s all of us and we’re all interoperable. We’re all 

sending information from here to there.”  

 

“That is the ultimate goal related to patient engagement and reducing costs in healthcare,” Downing added. 

“But with that, we need a more broad information governance view.” 

 

RISK ASSESSMENTS AND INFORMATION GOVERNANCE 

 

A proper risk assessment is an essential step for creating a robust approach to cybersecurity, Downing 

said. Having the right information inventory and knowing where that information flows is the first part of 

performing a risk assessment, she added. 

 

“The risk assessment piece under HIPAA doesn’t mean just your HER,” Downing explained. “You’ve got 

other systems that are interconnected where that information is and unless you really understand where it 

is and where it’s flowing, you can’t do an accurate risk assessment.” 

 

“Information governance would go even further to say, it’s not just about electronic health information,” 

she continued. “It’s about the paper and where the paper’s stored.” 

 

Healthcare data breaches can happen because a physician stores medical records in a shed with just a 

simple lock on the door, Downing pointed out. Other times a data breach occurs because patient records 

are improperly disposed of in a dumpster. 

 

Paper records are an important part of an organization’s overall information governance program, she 

stressed. Record retention on the whole – including paper and electronic – needs to be a key focus area. 

 

“We cannot keep everything forever in the big data world that we’re in now with the electronic health 

records,” Downing said. “It’s not like it was before, where you take your records from 1930 and you store 

them offsite with a vendor and you just set them there and forget about them.”  

 

“Now, you’ve got these electronic records,” she continued. “You have to back them up.  You have to have 

a disaster recovery plan. You have to have a business continuity plan. You have to decide who has access. 

It’s a much bigger issue.” 

 

Legacy systems can also create data security concerns with regard to record retention, Downing added. 

 

“Systems that are outdated, out of their support framework, or the vendor is out of business or no longer 

supports it, organizations still have patient information in it. They need to maintain that.” 

 

Cyber criminals will find outdated systems or unpatched software. Smaller practices in particular need to 

start understanding potential dangers with record retention and start destroying. This includes emails and 

even employee records not just – clinical records.  All of those pieces could put an entity at risk, Downing 

warned. 
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ENSURING PROPER USER ACCESS MEASURES 

 

Insider threats are also potential cybersecurity threats of which healthcare organizations must be mindful. 

 

“The threats are real and they’re coming constantly,” Downing said. “The hackers may send out one 

million emails just to have one innocent person think they’re resetting their password. That employee goes 

in and puts their user ID and password in. Then, the bells and whistles go off on the hacker end because 

the hackers are in once they have that.” 

 

Staff members who have administrative privileges must be especially careful, she added. Employees who 

are able to access sensitive data, log in to more systems, and even set up log in privileges for other 

employees could inadvertently give hackers access to more information. 

 

Covered entities must also ensure that employees only have access to information that they need for their 

specific job function. When staff members leave their position or leave the organization entirely, their 

credentials will also need to be updated. 

 

“Access creep,” is a challenge for healthcare organizations, Downing explained. This is when users may 

have changed jobs and they kept their old access. Then the users got their new access. All this access 

keeps increasing, she said. 

 

“The other kind of access creep is where you bring in a new system and you set everybody up with all this 

access,” she continued. “The organization may not really know how its work flow is going to be. Then, it 

goes live and two years later, people have access to things they don’t need access to. It could be setting up 

master code tables or even user access modifications.” 

 

Privacy officers, security officers, compliance officers, and leaders across all of healthcare need to ensure 

that each individual only has access to information that is absolutely necessary. With the exception of one-

off situations, such as when one staff member is on vacation and someone needs to cover certain tasks, 

organizations must remain vigilant. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Artificial Intelligence fueling cyber race 

SOURCE https://www.thestar.com/business/2017/12/27/artificial-intelligence-is-fuelling-new-cybersecurity-

race-say-experts.html  

GIST MONTREAL—Technological advances in artificial intelligence are fuelling a new race between hackers 

and those toiling to protect cybersecurity networks. 

 

Cybersecurity is always a race between offence and defence but new tools are giving companies that 

employ them a leg up on those trying to steal their data. 

 

Whereas past responses to cybercrimes often looked for known hacking methods long after they occurred, 

AI techniques using machine learning scan huge volumes of data to detect patterns of abnormal behaviour 

that are imperceptible to humans. 

 

Experts expect machines will become so sophisticated that they’ll develop answers to questions that 

humans won’t clearly understand. 

 

David Decary-Hetu, assistant professor of criminology at the University of Montreal, says defenders have 

an edge right now in using artificial intelligence. 

 

“But who knows what’s going to happen in a few years from now,” he said in an interview. 

 

“The main issue is that if you’re defending a system you have to be good 100 per cent of the time, but 
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when you’re attacking the system you only have to be successful once to get in.” 

 

Decary-Hetu said a growing list of corporate and government officials who say infiltrations are their top 

worry, including Bank of Canada governor Stephen Poloz, have a very good reason to fear. 

 

The Bank of Canada warned in its semi-annual review released this month that the high degree of 

interconnectedness among Canadian financial institutions means any successful cyberattack could spread 

widely throughout the financial system. 

 

Reports suggest cybercrime costs the Canadian economy between $3 billion and $5 billion a year, 

including ransom paid to foreign criminals. 

 

Hacks of Sony Pictures, Uber, Ashley Madison, Yahoo and multinational retailers have sparked unsettling 

headlines about security of personal information. 

 

One of the latest to face scrutiny is global credit-reporting firm Equifax. Hackers accessed the personal 

information, including names, social insurance and credit card numbers, as well as usernames, passwords 

and secret question/secret answer data of 19,000 Canadians and 145.5 million Americans. 

 

Current detection systems tend to only recognize improper activity based on past events, often long after 

the damage is done. 

 

An example of this is Equifax, which discovered the breach in July, months after hackers first infiltrated 

the system. It only notified the public in early September. 

 

Niranjan Mayya, founder and CEO of Toronto-based Rank Software, said it takes on average 143 days for 

a breach to be detected. 

 

The challenge is growing as the number of connected devices in the world continues to soar. 

 

“Clearly the old style techniques of looking at cybersecurity threats and having people go through each 

threat aren’t working anymore, so automated means of detecting threats has become more and more 

important,” he said. 

 

David Masson, Canadian manager for U.K.-based Darktrace, said artificial intelligence will help to keep 

up with threats by quickly identifying and stopping attacks by picking up on subtle markers that identify 

bad behaviour. 

 

He said his company’s systems map a customer’s entire network, including every user and device, to 

discern even the slightest deviations as they emerge. 

 

Masson said AI is needed to keep up with threats by automating defence responses to growing machine-

on-machine attacks launched by sophisticated hackers. 

 

“You’re kind of looking at a cyber arms race,” he said in an interview. 

 

“If you want to keep up with this threat and put the advantage back in the hands of the defenders you’re 

gonna have to use AI.” 

 

Ontario-based utilities company Energy+ Inc. said installed Darktrace technology alerted it to a user going 

to a malware site in Russia and uploading undisclosed sensitive data to a third-party cloud provider that its 

existing security was unable to catch. 

 

Some observers temper the current exuberance about AI, saying it’s not a silver bullet and these are 

nascent days for the technology. 
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Receptiviti CEO Jonathan Kreindler says the hype around artificial intelligence has accelerated and has 

almost become a branding exercise for some companies that aren’t even offering truly leading edge 

technology. 

 

“The term AI is now being applied to any sort of algorithmic reasoning unfortunately,” said Kreindler. 

 

His firm uses AI to scour writings for unconscious use of language to understand the psychological state of 

company insiders who are responsible for 80 per cent of cybersecurity issues. 

 

Canada’s largest IT company, CGI Group, said artificial intelligence is a growing field of interest for 

customers, although the average client is in the fairly early stages of considering AI adoption in 

cybersecurity. 

 

CGI cybersecurity expert Andrew Rogoyski said that still puts them one step ahead of most hackers, who 

are typically interested in stealing data using the cheapest tools possible. 

 

Rogoyski added that he expects a strengthening of defensive mechanisms might force hackers to also 

adopt innovative techniques such as AI. 

 

“There’s a race, it’s been going on for 20 years plus and the race just keeps evolving. We keep 

leapfrogging each other,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Healthcare cybersecurity spending rising 

SOURCE https://www.govinfosecurity.com/interviews/healthcare-cybersecurity-spending-rising-i-3818  

GIST A new research report shows a majority of large healthcare provider organizations plan to boost 2018 

spending for cybersecurity resources, including technology and staff, in an effort to keep up with the 

evolving threat landscape, says Ira "Gus" Hunt of Accenture Federal Services. 

 

The new report analyzing the plans of major U.S. healthcare systems was prepared by Pittsburgh-based 

Center for Connected Medicine in partnership with the Health Management Academy, to which Hunt 

provides support. 

 

Investments in cybersecurity talent and technology are "critically important," says Hunt, the former chief 

technology officer at the Central Intelligence Agency. 

 

"You've got to invest in technology on a continuum in order to keep pace with the cyber threats ... which 

are probably the fastest moving technology space out there," he says in an interview with Information 

Security Media Group. "Without some form of continuous investment to ensure that the technologies we 

bring to bear to protect ourselves are commensurate with the threats ... we're going to keep falling more 

and more behind." 

 

Investing in security staffing is vital as well, he notes. "With the right staff, right skills, and right 

knowledge, you can deal with almost any problem that happens - even the unexpected big surprises ... that 

come at you out of the blue," he notes. 

 

An ongoing hurdle, however, is the ongoing shortage of cybersecurity skills in the U.S. and elsewhere, 

Hunt says. 

 

With those challenges in mind, "it's imperative [that organizations] invest in automation and orchestration 

to ease the burden of day-to-day security work and allow healthcare organizations to focus their people on 

higher-level work ... to get ahead of the threats." 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Alaska key position in kingpin takedown 

SOURCE https://kaplanherald.com/2017/12/27/alaska-brokers-play-key-position-in-taking-down-a-russian-

cybercrime-kingpin/  

GIST Alaska federal law enforcement agents and prosecutors played a central role in a newly announced U.S. 

Justice Department effort to take down the Kelihos botnet, a global network of infected computers under 

the control of a Russian cybercriminal. 

 

The Kelihos botnet has been a source of criminal activity targeting computer users worldwide since at 

least 2010, according to the U.S. Justice Department. At times, 100,000 simultaneously infected devices 

were used to carry out spam attacks, including password thefts and installing ransomware on target 

devices, the department said. 

 

The man suspected of running the criminal enterprise, a Russian national named Peter Yuryvich Levashov, 

was arrested in Spain over the weekend. 

 

A criminal case against Levashov by DOJ remains under seal, but on Monday the department announced a 

civil complaint intended to block spam from the botnet. 

 

The U.S. Attorney‘s office in Alaska filed the civil complaint, which was the result of investigative work 

by Anchorage FBI cybercrime agents. 

 

A civil court order signed by an Alaska judge allowed the FBI to neutralize the botnet by cutting off 

communication between the infected computers and the operator. The FBI‘s New Haven, Connecticut 

office was also involved in the effort to dismantle the botnet. 

 

Why the FBI‘s Anchorage office? 

 

The office had the staff available and the technical expertise to do it, said Bill Walton, a supervisory 

special agent with the agency. 

 

Federal prosecutors also had jurisdiction in Alaska because the Kelihos malware infected the computers of 

hundreds of thousands of people around the globe, including some in Alaska. 

 

“If you‘ve ever opened your email and received 7 million spam emails, you‘ve gotten Kelihos spam,” 

Walton said. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Biggest DDoS attack in history? 

SOURCE http://en.brinkwire.com/51258/biggest-ddos-attack-in-history-hammers-spamhaus/  

GIST Anti-spam organisation Spamhaus has recovered from possibly the largest DDoS attack in history. 

 

A massive 300Gbps was thrown against Spamhaus’ website but the anti-spam organisation was able to 

recover from the attack and get its core services back up and running. CloudFlare, the content delivery 

firm hired by Spamhaus last week to guard against an earlier run of DDoS attacks, was also hit, forcing it 

into taking the highly unusual step of dropping London as a hub in its network – as a Twitter update by 

CloudFlare on Monday explained. 

  

Spamhaus supplies lists of IP addresses for servers and computers on the net linked to the distribution of 

spam. The blacklists supplied by the not-for-profit organisation are used by ISPs, large corporations and 

spam filtering vendors to block the worst sources of junk mail before other spam filtering measures are 

brought into play. 

 

Spammers, of course, hate this practice so it’s no big surprise that Spamhaus gets threatened, sued, and 
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DDoSed regularly. Those affected by what they regard as incorrect listings also object about Spamhaus’ 

alleged vigilante tactics. 

 

The latest run of attacks began on 18 March with a 10Gbps packet flood that saturated Spamhaus’ 

connection to the rest of the Internet and knocked its site offline. Spamhaus’s blocklists are distributed via 

DNS and widely mirrored in order to ensure that it is resilient to attacks. The website, however, was 

unreachable and the blacklists weren’t getting updated. 

 

The largest source of attack traffic against Spamhaus came from DNS reflection, launched through Open 

DNS resolvers rather than directly via compromised networks. Spamhaus turned to CloudFlare for help 

and the content delivery firm was able to mitigate attacks that reached a peak of 75Gbps, as explained in a 

blog post here. 

 

Things remained calm for a few days before kicking off again with even greater intensity – prompting 

claims that collateral damage was being sustained by other services, sources including the New York 

Times claimed. 

 

Spamhaus’ site remains available at the time of writing on Wednesday. Steve Linford, chief executive for 

Spamhaus, told the BBC that the scale of the attack was unprecedented. 

 

“We’ve been under this cyber-attack for well over a week.But we’re up – they haven’t been able to knock 

us down. Our engineers are doing an immense job in keeping it up – this sort of attack would take down 

pretty much anything else,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 SKorea school for hackers hitting back 

SOURCE https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/dec/28/best-of-the-best-the-south-korean-school-for-

hackers-hitting-back-against-the-north  

GIST At the fortified border between South and North Korea, students on a computer hacking course are 

instructed to peer northwards across a strip of empty land toward the enemy state. 

 

“Our country is divided and we are at war, but you can’t see that division in cyberspace,” said Kim Jin-

seok. “So we take them to see it in person.” 

 

Kim manages a program called Best of the Best, the goal of which is to train the next generation of so-

called white-hat hackers, netizens with elite cybersecurity skills who are able and willing to defend South 

Korea against malicious hacking attacks, many of which are believed to come from North Korea. 

 

Such skills are in high demand in South Korea. The country is officially at war with the North and while 

the two sides only rarely exchange bombs or bullets, they are locked in a round-the-clock battle in 

cyberspace. As North Korea builds its nuclear and missile strength, it is also advancing its ability to launch 

disruptive attacks online. 

 

With the North’s economy increasingly strangled by international sanctions, the country has almost no tax 

base and an expensive nuclear weapons program, meaning it has to seek alternative, often illegal, ways of 

generating income. North Korean hackers were linked to the theft of $81m from Bangladesh’s central 

bank in March 2016, and in December the US Trump administration identified North Korea as the culprit 

behind the WannaCry cyber-attack, which in May caused millions in losses. North Korea has denied 

involvement. 

 

North Korean hackers have been linked to leaks of credit card information and illegal ATM withdrawals in 

South Korea. “There are thousands of cyber-attacks in South Korea every day and most of them never get 

reported on the news,” Kim said. “Information security is the basis of economic development.” 
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The government-funded counter-hacker training program was conceived in 2010 when North Korean 

hackers were switching gears from only targeting South Korean government entities to attacking private 

sector bodies. Of late, researchers have linked North Korean hackers to attacks on cryptocurrency 

exchanges. 

 

South Koreans live each day amid the threat of North Korean attack, cyber or otherwise and in a country 

with among the highest internet and smartphone penetration in the world, they have no choice but to take 

the threat of hacking increasingly seriously. 

 

A turning point in the cyberwar was an incident in 2013 when three television networks and two banks had 

their networks frozen while some ATMs and online banking portals went out of order. 

 

“That was when we all realized how vulnerable we are,” said Lee Dong-geun, of the Korean internet and 

security agency, which an organization that works with the South Korean government to help private 

sector entities deal with cyber-attacks. 

 

Graduates of the Best of the Best scheme are competing against hackers from a well-established North 

Korean training program. Martyn Williams, editor of North Korea Tech, compares the North’s scheme to 

the ways some countries train athletes for the Olympics. “The lack of computers and widespread internet 

access means hackers in North Korea do not organically learn their skills in their spare time at home. 

Instead, hackers rise to prominence through a series of government-led initiatives that begin at junior 

school and progress to university and beyond,” said Williams. 

 

Best of the Best’s space in Seoul’s Gangnam district is a place where war training, competitive spirit and 

youthful exuberance come together. Covering the walls of the hallways are plaques from hacker 

competition victories around the world and photos of graduating classes. A large common area looks like a 

tech startup space, with leather couches and a ping pong table. Behind a nearby door is the cyberwarfare 

room, which is filled with clusters of tables covered in computer monitors; on the walls are lurid, blinking 

screens that relay real time data of online activity and any signs of threats. 

 

Participants range in age from high school to their mid-twenties, an age when most South Koreans are 

preparing to do battle in the country’s fiercely competitive job market. But the program is a chance to 

learn from industry experts and build elite IT skills, and a graduation certificate from the program is well-

regarded by employers. 

 

But at the Gangnam centre, North Korea is the elephant in the room: a topic on everyone’s mind but 

almost never spoken of. Kim says it is difficult to establish conclusively that North Korean hackers are 

behind the attacks on the South, so there is no public blaming. Most attacks are carried out by computers 

with servers located in China, Kim said. 

 

Analysts say North Korean cyber-attacks are a modern manifestation of the regime’s traditional tactics. 

“Asymmetric warfare goes back to the early days of North Korea, coming from the leaders’ history as 

guerrilla fighters,” said Andrew Salmon, a Seoul-based military historian and author of To the Last Round, 

a book on Britain’s role in the Korean war. 

 

“For a weak country fighting a strong country, cyber-attacks are cost-effective, largely deniable and carry 

a low risk of retaliation,” Salmon said. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Jailed hacker: proof Russia hacked DNC 

SOURCE http://amp.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-

world/national/article191857354.html?__twitter_impression=true  

GIST WASHINGTON - A jailed Russian who says he hacked into the Democratic National Committee 

computers on the Kremlin’s orders to steal emails released during the 2016 U.S. presidential election 
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campaign now claims he left behind a data signature to prove his assertion. 

 

In an interview with Russia’s RAIN television channel made public Wednesday, Konstantin Kozlovsky 

provided further details about what he said was a hacking operation led by the Russian intelligence agency 

known by its initials FSB. Among them, Kozlovsky said he worked with the FSB to develop computer 

viruses that were first tested on large, unsuspecting Russian companies, such as the oil giant Rosneft, later 

turning them loose on multinational corporations. 

 

Kozlovsky first came to public attention in early December when word spread about his confession last 

Aug. 15 in a Russian courtroom that he was the person who hacked into DNC computers on behalf of 

Russian intelligence. The Russian was jailed earlier this year, alleged to have been part of a hacking group 

there that stole more than $50 million from Russian bank accounts through what’s called the Lurk 

computer virus. 

 

The alleged hacker posted to his Facebook page in December a transcript and an audio recording of his 

confession during a pre-trial court hearing. He also confessed online to having hacked investigators 

looking into the crash of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17, brought down in July 2014 by a missile near the 

disputed Ukrainian border with Russia. 

 

In written answers from jail made public Wednesday by RAIN TV, a Moscow-based independent TV 

station that has repeatedly run afoul of the Kremlin, Kozlovsky said he feared his minders might turn on 

him and planted a “poison pill” during the DNC hack. He placed a string of numbers that are his Russian 

passport number and the number of his visa to visit the Caribbean island of St. Martin in a hidden .dat file, 

which is a generic data file. 

 

That allegation is difficult to prove, partly because of the limited universe of people who have seen the 

details of the hack. The DNC initially did not share information with the FBI, instead hiring a tech firm 

called CrowdStrike, run by a former FBI cyber leader. That company has said it discovered the Russian 

hand in the hacking, but had no immediate comment on the claim by Kozlovsky that he planted an 

identifier. 

 

The newest allegations are potentially significant. If the FSB did in fact direct Kozlovsky, then it debunks 

Russian President Vladimir Putin’s assertion that his government had nothing to do with hacking that all 

major U.S. intelligence agencies put at his feet. It also calls into question the view of a hack that was 

conducted as a closely held, organized FSB campaign directed from central offices. Kozlovsky says he 

worked largely from home, with limited knowledge of others and that the political hack was just part of 

larger relationship with the FSB’s top cyber officials on viruses directed at other countries and the private 

sector. 

 

“Based on my experience and understanding of professional intelligence operations, the blending of 

criminal activity with sanctioned intelligence operations is an old page out of the Russian intelligence-

services playbook,” said Leo Taddeo, chief information security officer for Cyxtera Technologies and a 

former head of cyber operations in the FBI’s New York office. “What the defendant (in Russia) is 

describing would not be inconsistent with past Russian intelligence operations.” 

 

Kozlovsky’s claims include an assertion that for the past seven years he was under the control of Major 

Gen. Dmitry Dokuchayev, who he said gave him orders to breach the DNC servers to interfere in the U.S. 

election process. A federal court in San Francisco in February issued an arrest warrant for Dokuchayev for 

his alleged role in a hack of Yahoo accounts. A month later the FBI put the former hacker-turned-spy on a 

Wanted poster for his alleged role in directing hackers. He was arrested in Russia in late 2016 on treason 

charges in a high-profile incident that included the arrest of another FSB cyber leader. 

 

The jailed Kozlovsky told RAIN TV that he had a relationship with Dokuchayev that preceeded the 

latter’s rise to a prominent post in the FSB. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Library Congress reins in Twitter archive 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/dec/27/library-congress-reins-twitter-archives-project/  

GIST The Library of Congress is ending its practice of archiving every single public Twitter post after 

accumulating billions of tweets covering the platform’s first dozen years of existence. 

 

“As the twelfth year of Twitter draws to a close, the Library has decided to change its collection strategy 

for receipt of tweets on December 31, 2017,” the institution announced Tuesday. “After this time, the 

Library will continue to acquire tweets but will do so on a very selective basis.” 

 

Twitter gave the Library of Congress an archive in 2010 containing every public tweet since its launch 

four years earlier, as well as access to subsequent tweets posted publicly by the platform’s millions of 

monthly users. 

 

Twitter has changed substantially since it first partnered with the country’s oldest cultural institution, 

however, and the Library of Congress said it no longer sees a need for archiving each and every one of the 

throngs of public tweets posted daily. 

 

“The Library continuously reviews its ongoing acquisitions, whether subscriptions to newspapers or the 

receipt of tweets via a gift. As a result of the review, the Library has determined that its initial Twitter 

collection will consist of a twelve-year snapshot of the beginning of one of social media’s most important 

and transformative communication tools,” it said in a white paper explaining the decision. 

 

The Library of Congress will continue to archive certain tweets after Jan. 1, but will focus on posts that are 

“thematic and event-based,” including tweets concerning political elections, public policy matters or other 

issues of nation interest, it said in a statement. 

 

Twitter has gone from processing about 5,000 tweets a day in 2007, to more than 50 million tweets daily 

when it partnered with the Library of Congress in 2010. The platform hosted about 500 million daily 

tweets in 2013, at which point the Library of Congress had already amassed an archive of roughly 170 

billion tweets and counting. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Xero invoice as bait in email scam 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/email-scam-using-xero-invoice-as-bait-detected/article/733183/  

GIST A large email scam centered on a fake Xero invoice was detected by the firm Mailguard, the second such 

campaign using the popular cloud-based accounting software this month. 

 

The target receives an email with a Word document attached that is labeled as an invoice that contains 

malicious macros. The fake invoice is well crafted and contains the target's name along with an email 

address that appears to be from Xero, but is actually domain recently registered in China.  

 

Once opened the document does not try to illicit any type of payment from the victim, but contains a note 

informing the person that money will be deducted from their account in accordance with their supposed 

contract with Xero. Xero is a commonly used software platform so the cybercriminals social engineering 

plan is banking on either the target having used the software at some point, or is at least familiar enough 

with it to become curious enough to open the attachment. 

 

Mailguard did not say what type of malware is being dropped by the macro, but did say that a macro can 

be used to install anything from a trojan to ransomware. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Irish zoo scammed; $600,000 stolen 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/irish-zoo-scammed-nearly-600000-stolen/article/733191/  

GIST Most humans have a soft spot for animals. Cybercriminals are another breed obviously, as evidenced by 

the Dublin Zoo's computer system getting breached so that payments due it were electronically redirected 

to a criminal's account.  

 

Ireland's Economic Crime Bureau of its national police force, known as Gardaí, is investigating who 

intercepted various invoices totaling the Euro equivalent of approximately $600,000 due to the zoo, which 

told the Irish Examiner last week none of its consumer records were compromised in the breach. 

 

The zoo alerted the authorities as soon as the discrepancies were discovered, and financial institutions 

helped recover a portion of the funds. 

 

The national police used the unfortunate incident as a wakeup call for all businesses. 

 

“Gardaí would like to advise all businesses, both large and small, that under no circumstance should you 

agree to change a bank account number for a supplier based on a phone call, email or other means without 

verifying such change with someone that is known to you in the supplier's company,” the Gardaí added. 

 

The Dublin Zoo was founded in 1831 and today its 400-plus animals, many endangered species from all 

over the world, attracts more than 1 million visitors a year. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Bad passwords déjà vu all over again 

SOURCE https://www.scmagazine.com/bad-passwords-still-common-at-the-close-of-2017/article/733387/  

GIST The worst password of 2016 remains the number one worst password of 2017 as “123456” tops the list of 

the most commonly chosen passwords spotted in data leaks. 

 

SplashData researchers found several version of the “1234” sequence passwords were among the top 30 

most used passwords from an examination of more than five million passwords leaked by hackers in 2017, 

according to a recent report. 

 

Other bad passwords that haven't gone out of mass use included “qwerty,” “letmein,” “admin,” 

“welcome,” and “login.” 

 

“Attackers will use the leaked terms, but they'll also create common variations on these words using 

simple algorithms.” KnowBe4 CEO Stu Sjouwerman said in a Dec. 26 blog post. “This means that by 

adding "1" or any other character combinations at the start or end of basic terms, users aren't improving the 

security of their password." 

 

Researchers said that while more than five million passwords were leaked, the findings still give good 

insight into the poor decisions users are making when securing their online accounts. 

 

To help combat poor password use, website admins should ensure they offer two-factor authentications to 

prevent account compromise in the event that their credentials fall into the wrong hands and users should 

opt into using the option whenever available. In addition researchers called for more sites to block the use 

of simple and easy to use passwords or at least warn users they may be using potentially weak passwords.    

 

“Passwords like these are not only easily guessable, they're already in the password-cracking databases of 

any hacker worth his or her salt, alongside millions of other popular choices and dictionary words,” 

independent researcher Graham Cluley said in an ESET blog post. “If you, or someone you know, is using 

any of the passwords above online then you need to take a long hard look at yourself in the mirror.” 

 

Other passwords found among the top 100 worst passwords were an extensive collection of sports terms 
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such as football,  baseball,  soccer,  hockey,  Lakers,  jordan23,  golfer,  Rangers,  Yankees, car brands 

including Mercedes,  Corvette,  Ferrari,  Harley, and various expressions such as iloveyou,  letmein,  

whatever, and blahblah. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Trio net neutrality challenges from Wash. 

SOURCE http://mynorthwest.com/855007/neutrality-challenges-coming/  

GIST Two weeks after the FCC voted to repeal regulations on net neutrality, a trio of challenges are coming 

from Washington state. 

 

First, Senator Maria Cantwell plans to introduce a congressional resolution to undo the new rules. She 

already has 15 co-signers in the Senate. 

 

Second, the State of Washington is working to regulate internet providers under the state utilities 

commission to ensure they don’t throttle or block any content. 

 

Finally, Representative Drew Hansen is putting the final touches on a bill that would make it illegal for 

internet providers to block or prioritize content. 

 

Even if the measures move ahead there could be pushback from the FCC and possibly a court challenge. 

When they repealed net neutrality, FCC Commissioner Michael O’Rielly stated he wouldn’t stand for a 

“hodgepodge of state rules” on the issue. 

 

Net Neutrality regulations are designed to prevent service providers from showing favor to websites and 

apps. It is the principle that providers treat all web traffic equal.  

 

In 2015, the FCC approved rules that ensured service providers wouldn’t manipulate web traffic and gave 

the commission the power to go after companies for questionable business practices that weren’t explicitly 

banned, The Associated Press reports. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Bitcoin takes a tumble 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-12-28/bitcoin-drops-as-south-korea-says-exchange-

closures-are-possible  

GIST Bitcoin resumed its tumble on Thursday after South Korea said it was eyeing options including a potential 

shutdown of at least some cryptocurrency exchanges to stamp out a frenzy of speculation. 

 

South Korea has been ground zero for a global surge in interest in bitcoin and other digital currencies as 

prices surged this year, prompting the nation’s prime minister to worry over the impact on Korean youth. 

While there’s no immediate indication Asia’s No. 4 economy will shutter exchanges that have accounted 

by some measures for more than a fifth of global trading, the news is a warning as regulators the world 

over express concerns about private digital currencies. 

 

Bitcoin fell as much as 9 percent to as low as $13,828 in Asia trading, erasing modest gains after the South 

Korean release, composite Bloomberg pricing shows. The cryptocurrency had retraced some of its losses 

by 10:13 a.m. in London, trading down 4.5 percent to $14,505. That puts the drop from a record high 

reached last week at about 26 percent. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Forbes’ ‘richest terror groups’ 

SOURCE https://worldisraelnews.com/hezbollah-hamas-rank-top-forbes-richest-terror-groups-list/  

GIST One of the more far-reaching consequences of former President Barack Obama’s nuclear deal with Iran is 

on display in Forbes Israel’s latest ranking of the richest terrorist groups in the world, as in 2017 Iran-

backed Hezbollah leaped to the top of list with a whopping $1.1 billion in revenue. 

 

That is not to say that all their income stems from Iran. Terrorist organizations in general also fund their 

purchase of arms, training and salary payments to their members from such criminal activities as drug 

smuggling, money laundering, kickbacks, kidnappings, ‘protection’, etc., just as organized crime does. 

 

But the nuclear deal, it should be recalled, allowed for the release of billions of dollars into Iran’s state 

coffers from the lifting of internationally imposed sanctions, and the unfreezing of its assets abroad.  

 

This, in turn, allowed the world’s largest sponsor of terrorism to open the spigots to its proxies, and the 

results can clearly be seen by comparing this year’s “Top Ten” list with the previous one, made in 2014.  

 

Lebanese group Hezbollah, which has been fighting in Syria for years for Iranian ally Bashar al-Assad, 

was then ranked fourth, with $500 million – only half of what it has today. 

 

Hamas has $700 million 

 

The Gaza Strip’s Hamas, meanwhile, is now in third place, having actually dropped a rung from 2014. 

(The Taliban now occupy second place, with a revenue of $800 million). Forbes lists them as currently 

receiving about $700 million a year, vs. a billion dollars three years ago. They have two well-known state 

sponsors, Qatar and, again, Iran. But in the decade since it took over Gaza, Hamas also became expert in 

extracting money from its own citizens. 

 

According to Forbes’ 2014 report, Hamas makes most of its money from a sophisticated tax system aimed 

at, among other things, pocketing large portions of the international aid that flows into Gaza. It also runs 

hundreds of businesses, controls several banks, and has levies on all consumer goods entering the Gaza 

Strip. All in all, the report says, about 15% of Gaza’s economy ends up in this organization’s pocket. 

 

ISIS drops to 5th place 

 

There is a steep drop-off from the top three richest terror organizations to the bottom seven. Al-Qaeda and 

its affiliates are listed next with only $300 million. The Islamic State used to be the richest terror 

organization the world has ever known, with an annual turnover of around $2 billion in 2014, but its defeat 

in Iraq and subsequent relinquishment of territory have dropped it to fifth place with a drastic reduction to 

$200 million. 

  

It should be noted that since this Radical Islamist group is Sunni, they are the enemies of Shiite Iran, so 

their funding had to come from independent sources – a major part of which came from black-market sales 

from the oil and gas fields they had taken over and have since lost. Now, says the report, their main 

sources of cash are donations and ransom money from kidnappings. 

 

The two non-Muslim organizations that made this year’s list are the PKK (#6), which mainly fights in 

Turkey for Kurdish independence, and the REAL IRA (#10), which still aims to bring about a united 

Ireland by force, with a mere $50 million in income. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 More nimble, more dangerous ‘ISIS 3.0’ 

SOURCE https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/12/the-next-generation-of-terror  

GIST In a video that has now been deleted from YouTube, a camera pans across a desert skyline before alighting 
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upon a young man in the familiar regalia of the modern jihadist: fatigue pants and army boots, an ammo 

belt across his chest and an AK-47 at his side. “March forth with your weapons and defend the fronts in 

Syria and Iraq,” he says, his timbre and disposition suggesting some amount of media training. “With only 

a few of our soldiers in we are having an outsized impact,” he adds, looking directly into the camera. His 

extremist group’s logo flashes across the screen: “What Are You Waiting For?” 

 

It’s a call that many angry young men have answered in recent years by making the journey to Syria to 

take up arms against all sorts of enemies: Bashar al-Assad, the United States, the Russians. It is also one 

that has become more technologically sophisticated. The clip of the young mujahideen, which was 

uploaded in early November, wasn’t a traditional recruitment video, but an extremist version of a 

Kickstarter campaign, with the goal of signing up new fighters over the anonymous Telegram app. The 

group behind it wasn’t al-Qaeda or ISIS, but an umbrella group called the Levant Liberation Committee, 

known in Arabic as Tahrir Al-Sham, that was created as the result of a merger between the Qaeda-

affiliated al-Nusra Front and other militant groups in Syria. The group’s fighters are younger and less 

religious; not tied to a geographic caliphate, like ISIS; and less interested in governance. They are, in other 

words, more nimble—and more dangerous. Call them ISIS 3.0. 

 

As a diplomat and scholar who has studied violent extremism , I’ve seen firsthand how the spread of 

Tahrir Al-Sham’s message has alarmed Western intelligence agencies, how critical Internet technology has 

become to terrorist groups, and how vulnerable our infrastructure is to cyber attacks. With a limited 

number of dedicated actors, Tahrir could take down local, regional, or even national power grids. They 

could disrupt cellphone, GPS, and satellite communications. In a worst case scenario, they could hack into 

government computers and publish all types of classified military and intelligence information, 

endangering Western agents and assets. Our postal and package delivery systems depend on SatLocaters 

that, if compromised, could bring America’s sprawling logistics network to a standstill. On their hidden 

Telegram channel, Tahrir militants have bragged about adapting drones to deliver explosives or biological 

agents, and once posted an encrypted video of their efforts. 

 

Whether or not the group has staying power, they already know how to shape and deploy information to 

their advantage. Recently, after an initial crowdsourcing campaign had run for only six hours, Tahrir 

claimed to have recruited over a dozen young followers, including five from Germany. These were played 

up in subsequent postings directed at potential new recruits. This crowdsourcing approach, via Telegram’s 

end-to-end encryption channels, is difficult to detect, let alone censor. Their Dark Web social networks, 

unlike ISIS’s territorial holdings, cannot be seen by satellites or destroyed with bombs. Tahrir leaders 

operate on the principle, “The narrower the audience, the bigger the impact.” 

 

This still-emerging digital battlefield is the least understood component of our ever-changing, 16-year war 

on terror. Like any start-up, Tahrir militants have learned from ISIS’s successes and failures on the 

battlefield, using multiple platforms to amplify their impact. While ISIS sent messages using a broadcast 

model, Tahrir has experimented with platforms like Sarahah (“Honesty” in Arabic), which allows users to 

send messages anonymously to one person. The app provides a honeypot approach for Tahrir, in which 

they can A/B test different messages to see what sticks. While governments are still trying to censor ISIS 

on Twitter, Tahrir is experimenting with an app that reaches more than sixteen million young people and is 

the top download in over twenty-five countries, including Egypt, Jordan and Lebanon. Tahrir can fail, 

quickly measure what resonates, and retool their pitch before the activity is detected by officials. Again, 

speed gives them the advantage. 

 

The group has also learned from Moscow’s 2016 campaign to meddle in the U.S. presidential election, by 

making tactics like disinformation and high-traffic bots an integral part of their marketing strategy. 

Research suggests that Tahrir surrogates have configured AI bots which can be run on thousands or even 

millions of user accounts at very low cost. They operate 24/7 and respond to events almost immediately, 

allowing Tahrir to consistently punch far above their weight. Social media giants like YouTube and 

Facebook can’t keep up: By the time they take down pro-Tahrir accounts, the content has already been 

linked or distributed through encrypted platforms like Telegram or Riot. These bots are programmed to 

react to certain events and create content at machine speed, shaping the narrative almost immediately. This 

is critical in an information environment where the first story to circulate may be the only one that people 
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see or recall. 

 

ISIS broke the mold with its social media savvy. But they also fell prey to old-line, establishment thinking 

by emphasizing land assets that could easily be targeted and destroyed. Establishing a caliphate was their 

measure of success, but ironically it set them up for failure. Subsequent groups, like Tahrir, are beginning 

to realize that winning the physical war is much less important than winning online. 

 

Just as Tahrir has wielded outsized power by leveraging social media, so too does the U.S. need to think 

smaller and faster, and to be more disruptive. We need to ditch our unwieldy bureaucracy and use the very 

same tools the terrorists are using: social media, slick advertising campaigns, and colorful narratives. If 

one percent of social media users are content creators, nine percent are content curators, and 90 percent are 

consumers, we need to find ways to get the consumer off the sidelines. Using the best digital tools, we can 

ensure that the right stories reach the right audiences. 

 

We, too, can learn from Silicon Valley in adopting faster learning cycles. There is an evolving 

understanding among diplomats and policy engineers of how radicalism spreads and gains traction within 

different communities. By identifying how ideas go viral, and how they can be countered, we can disrupt 

the feedback loops that Tahrir enjoys. For example, a defector’s tale of disillusionment can shatter the 

image of unity and sacrifice for an alleged noble cause. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 AQ seeks attacks for ‘victory in Kashmir’ 

SOURCE http://www.greaterkashmir.com/news/india/al-qaeda-threatens-attacks-in-delhi-mumbai-for-

victory-in-kashmir/270363.html  

GIST Global militant network Al Qaeda has said that targeting Indian cities and sidelining Pakistan and its army 

were key to jihadi success in Jammu and Kashmir. 

 

In a video interview with Al Qaeda's mouthpiece, released on jihadi online networks, Usama Mehmood, 

spokesman Al Qaeda in Indian Sub-continent, said there could be no easy solution to the Kashmir issue 

which needs "blood and sweat" of Muslims. 

 

Mehmood, in the 42-minute video recorded in Urdu, said it was necessary for "the jihadi movement to 

strengthen and expand its activities in the region and target Indian interests. 

 

"India has protected itself by deploying 600,000 troops in a small place like Kashmir. We will target it and 

its interests in Kolkata, Bangalore and New Delhi, it will come to its senses, its atrocities will be controlled 

and its grip on Kashmir will weaken by the will of Allah," said the group's second-in-command in the sub-

continent. 

 

This is the first detailed Al Qaeda talk on its activities in Kashmir since July 27 this year when the group 

announced it was establishing an affiliate in Jammu and Kashmir called Ansar Ghazwat-ul-Hind, headed 

by the 23-year-old former Kashmir commander of the pro-Pakistan Hizbul Mujahideen, Zakir Musa. 

 

The Al Qaeda announcement was promptly rejected by militant groups like Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e-

Mohammad and Hizbul Mujahideen. Even the Hurriyat Conference dismissed it, saying the Kashmir issue 

was political and had nothing to do with global Islamist jihad even as the longstanding militant outfits also 

espouse an Islamist outlook for Kashmir. 

 

Mehmood called on all Muslims in the sub-continental region, including from India, to "stand behind the 

Kashmiri people and perform their duties for jihad in Kashmir". 

 

"It is imperative to wage jihad against India. It can only happen when jihadi activities are strengthened in 

the entire region. 
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"We should help our Kashmiri brothers first, defend our jihad from apostatic forces like Pakistan Army 

and its policies and then expand the jihadi activities," he said, terming the Pakistan Army "an obstacle in 

the path of victory, an enemy of the sharia and a slave of global infidels". 

 

"It fights only for its salary, personal aggrandisement and plots of land. It is the same army that spills the 

blood of the mujahideen for American dollars." 
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HEADLINE 12/27 DHS: Las Vegas highest NYE threat level 

SOURCE http://news3lv.com/news/local/dhs-las-vegas-strip-has-highest-nye-terror-threat-level-in-nation  

GIST LAS VEGAS (KSNV) — As people across the country welcome 2018, the eyes of the federal government 

will have extra focus on the Las Vegas Strip. 

 

This year, the Department of Homeland Security has increased the Special Event Assessment Rating, for 

the four miles of the Strip, to a Level 1. 

 

A SEAR rating of 1 indicates the possibility of terrorism or criminal activity, according to DHS. 

 

“SEAR 1 would indicate that there's a known threat or a possible threat to the Las Vegas community. 

That's not exactly true,” said Sheriff Joe Lombardo, during a morning press conference at the Las Vegas 

Metropolitan Police Department. 

 

The federal government is also deploying government helicopters for surveillance, intelligence officers 

who specialize in scouring social media for emerging threats, and emergency supplies in the event of an 

attack. 

 

“The federal government has seen fit to bring us additional medical supplies such as tourniquets and 

bandages, and they will be staged throughout the celebration areas,” said Lombardo. 

 

The Department of Homeland Security increased the Las Vegas Strip threat level to the highest possible 

rating two weeks after the Route 91 concert attack. 

 

For Dec. 31, 2017, “America’s Party” on the Strip is the only SEAR 1 rated New Year’s Eve event in the 

nation. 

The Tournament of Roses Parade and Rose Bowl also have a SEAR 1 rating on New Year’s Day. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Vietnam jails 15 in foiled airport plot 

SOURCE http://sea-globe.com/vietnam-bomb-airport/  

GIST Fifteen people were handed jail terms ranging from five to 16 years over their role in a failed attempt to 

detonate a bomb at Vietnam’s busiest airport in the southern city of Ho Chi Minh City, local media 

reported on Wednesday. 

 

The defendants were charged with “terrorism opposing the people’s administration,” reported Vietnamese 

newspaper Phap Luat. 

 

Dang Hoang Thien, accused of making petrol bombs, was jailed for 16 years. Other defendants were given 

jail terms from five to 14 years, reported Reuters. 

 

According to Phap Luat, the group’s plan to detonate bombs at the Tan Son Nhat airport was initially 

thwarted after passengers on a nearby plane saw suspicious boxes that police later confirmed contained 

petrol explosives. 
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There has been no motive provided for the group’s attempted attack, but in a verdict read after the two-day 

trial, the state-controlled newspaper, Thanh Nien, reported that the court had found the accused to have 

links to foreign networks that had funded another failed terrorist attack within the country earlier in the 

year. 

 

“Via social networks, the defendants cooperated with an overseas reactionary organisation…which 

financed the purchase of weapons and petrol bombs for terrorism,” the newspaper reported, citing the 

verdict. 

 

People convicted of terrorism in Vietnam can face the death penalty and independent media in the one-

party state is banned while freedom of expression is tightly controlled by the government. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 After ISIS defeat, massive bill to rebuild 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/daf97af61a044eecb9c5f2a7b283ed00/After-Islamic-State's-defeat,-a-massive-

bill-to-rebuild-Iraq  

GIST MOSUL, Iraq (AP) — For nearly 2½ miles along the western bank of the Tigris River, hardly a single 

building is intact. The warren of narrow streets of Mosul’s Old City is a crumpled landscape of broken 

concrete and metal. Every acre is weighed down by more than 3,000 tons of rubble, much of it laced with 

explosives and unexploded ordnance. 

 

It will take years to haul away the wreckage, and this is just one corner of the destruction. The Iraqi 

military and U.S.-led coalition succeeded in uprooting the Islamic State group across the country, but the 

destruction is nearly incalculable. 

 

Three years of war devastated much of northern and western Iraq. Baghdad estimates $100 billion is 

needed nationwide to rebuild. Local leaders in Mosul, the biggest city held by IS, say that amount is 

needed to rehabilitate their city alone. 

 

So far no one is offering to foot the bill. The Trump administration has told the Iraqis it won’t pay for a 

massive reconstruction drive. Iraq hopes Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries will step up, and Iran may 

also take a role. The U.N. is repairing some infrastructure in nearly two dozen towns and cities around 

Iraq, but funding for it is a fraction of what will be needed. As a result, much of the rebuilding that has 

happened has come from individuals using personal savings to salvage homes and shops as best they can. 

 

Nearly every city or town in former IS territory needs repair to one degree or another. The longer it takes, 

the longer many of those who fled IS or the fighting remain uprooted. While 2.7 million Iraqis have 

returned to lands seized back from the militants, more than 3 million others cannot and they languish in 

camps. Worst hit is Mosul; the U.N. estimates 40,000 homes there need to be rebuilt or restored, and some 

600,000 residents have been unable to return to the city, once home to around 2 million people. 

 

Corruption and bitter sectarian divisions make things even harder. The areas with the worst destruction are 

largely Sunni, while the Baghdad government is Shiite-dominated. The fear is that if Sunni populations 

feel they’ve been abandoned and left to fend for themselves in shattered cities, the resentment will feed the 

next generation of militants. 

 

“The responsibility to pay for reconstruction falls with the international community,” said Abdulsattar al-

Habu, the director of Mosul municipality and reconstruction adviser to Nineveh province, where the city is 

located. 

 

If Mosul is not rebuilt, he said, “it will result in the rebirth of terrorism.” 

 

Mosul’s Old City paid the price for the Islamic State group’s last stand. 
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Streets are now knee-deep in rubble from destroyed homes. The few high buildings of six or seven stories 

have been blasted hollow, reduced to concrete frames. Shopping centers and office buildings are pancaked 

slabs. Almost all that is left of the 850-year-old al-Nuri mosque, blown up by IS fighters as they fled, is the 

stump of its famed minaret. 

 

At the southern end of the district, the arcades of stone-arched storefronts in the historic bazaars that once 

sold spices, cloth and household goods are charred and gutted. Eaves that once shaded shoppers look like 

they were hurled into the air to land as mangled metal scattered across the cityscape. At the northern end 

just outside the Old City, some buildings have been blown to splinters and piles of dirt in a large medical 

compound that housed the College of Medicine and the Jomhouriya Hospital. 

 

All five bridges crossing the Tigris have been disabled by airstrikes, forcing all traffic onto a single-lane 

temporary span linking east and west. 

 

Mosul the same size in New York City would run from the 9/11 Memorial nearly to 18th Street and cover 

nearly a quarter of Manhattan south of Central Park. 

 

There were effectively two battles for Mosul. The first, from October to February, freed the city’s east, 

which survived largely intact. The second pulverized the west side. There, IS dug in and the Iraqis and 

U.S.-led coalition upped their firepower, culminating in house-to-house fighting in the Old City. The city, 

which IS overran in the summer of 2014, was declared liberated in July found at least 9,000 civilians died 

in the assault to retake Mosul, most in the west. 

 

The Old City shows the densest destruction, but nearly every neighborhood of western Mosul has blocks 

of blasted houses, industrial areas, government buildings and infrastructure. 

 

It’s been more than a generation since the last comparable fight to seize a city. Military experts compare 

the assaults on Mosul and IS-held Raqqa in Syria to the devastating 1968 battle for the Vietnamese city of 

Hue. 

 

Some look even further back. “All I can think of is Dresden, or pictures I’ve seen of World War II,” said 

Stephen Wood, a senior analyst at the satellite imagery firm DigitalGlobe. 

 

Along the Old City’s gutted roads, a handful of people are beginning to rebuild. Amar Ismail Brahim sold 

his wife’s gold to repaint his cafe. He didn’t bother asking for government aid. 

 

Brahim ultimately blames the Islamic State group for the destruction, but he believes the obligation of 

reconstruction lies with the United States and other Western countries. 

 

“We fought Daesh on behalf of the whole world,” he said, using the Arabic acronym for the group. “Now 

is the time for them to stand with Mosul.” 

 

The main engine for rebuilding has been the known as UNDP, which focuses on rehabilitating 

infrastructure, including roads, water and electricity systems and schools, as well as some homes. 

 

Its daily project notices are ambitious. To clear debris from Mosul’s riverbank neighborhood of al-Madain, 

a single contractor must have three heavy-duty shovels, six mini dump trucks, six tractor-trailers, two 

excavators and 2 tons of black trash bags. The timeframe: 45 days. Workers must be locals and must earn 

no less than $20 a day. 

 

But funding is far lower than what Iraq says it needs. So far, stabilization has received some $392 million 

in contributions. The United States has given the lion’s share, some $115 million. Germany is the second 

biggest donor at $64 million. The United Arab Emirates and Kuwait are also contributing, but no other 

Gulf nations are among the list of donors. 
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Overall, Washington has contributed $265 million to reconstruction since 2014, on top of $1.7 billion in 

humanitarian assistance in Iraq. That is a fraction of the $14.3 billion that the U.S. spent in fighting the 

Islamic State group in Iraq and Syria. 

 

And it’s far less than what Iraqis hoped. Baghdad at first expected American money would flow in after 

the defeat of IS, said a senior U.S. official in Washington who regularly meets with Iraqi leadership. But 

Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has said the United States is no longer in the business of “nation-

building.” 

 

“We just tell them, no, it’s not going to happen,” the U.S. official said. “We have to be up front with 

them.” 

 

The official said many in Washington believe past efforts in Iraq didn’t yield adequate returns and there is 

little appetite for large international reconstruction projects. After the 2003 toppling of Saddam Hussein, 

the U.S. pumped $60 billion over nine years into Iraqi reconstruction. Critics say the money did little to 

prevent political disarray and the rise of militants in Iraq. About $8 billion dollars of it was wasted through 

corruption and mismanagement, according to the U.S. special inspector general for Iraq reconstruction. 

 

Douglas Silliman, the U.S. ambassador to Iraq, blamed the destruction of Iraqi cities squarely on IS 

fighters. 

 

“Had they not been here, had they not conducted a completely brutal and inhumane campaign against the 

Iraqi people, this destruction would not have happened,” he said. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Putin: market bombing terrorist attack 

SOURCE https://www.usnews.com/news/world/articles/2017-12-28/putin-calls-st-petersburg-explosion-

terrorist-attack  

GIST MOSCOW (AP) — The explosion at a supermarket in Russia's second-largest city was a terrorist attack, 

President Vladimir Putin said Thursday, adding that another attack had been thwarted. 

 

At least 13 people were injured Wednesday evening when an improvised explosive device went off at a 

storage area for customers' bags at the supermarket in St. Petersburg. Investigators said the device 

contained 200 grams (7 ounces) of explosives and was rigged with shrapnel to cause more damage. 

 

No one has claimed responsibility for the attack. 

 

Putin made his comment Thursday at an awards ceremony at the Kremlin for troops who took part in 

Russia's Syria campaign but did not offer any details. He also said another terrorist attack had been 

thwarted in St. Petersburg but did not elaborate. 

 

Putin has portrayed Russia's operation in Syria as a pre-emptive strike against terrorism at home. He said 

the threat of attacks at home would have been much worse if Russia had not intervened in Syria. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Kabul cultural center attack; 35 dead 

SOURCE http://time.com/5081004/afghanistan-kabul-attack-bombing/?xid=homepage  

GIST (KABUL) — Authorities say an attack on a Shiite Muslim cultural center in the Afghan capital Kabul has 

left at least 35 people dead and 20 wounded. 

 

Interior Ministry spokesman Najib Danish says an unknown number of suicide attackers set off an 

explosion outside the center before storming it. They then set off explosive devices in the basement of the 
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building where scores of people had gathered to mark the December 1979 invasion of Afghanistan by the 

former Soviet Union, he said. 

 

The center is located in the Shiite-dominated Dasht-e-Barchi neighborhood in the west of the capital. 

 

No one immediately claimed responsibility for the attack but the Islamic State group affiliate in 

Afghanistan has claimed several brutal attacks on Shiites in recent months in Kabul. 

 

Afghan president Ashraf Ghani has called the attack on a Shiite Muslim cultural center in Kabul a “crime 

against humanity.” 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Libya: Sirte begins to rebuild 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/dec/27/sirte-libya-starts-rebuilding-from-war-isis/  

GIST SIRTE, Libya — Mahmoud Emsameen eases off the gas as he rolls toward the rubble and wrecked 

vehicles that sit near what had been a checkpoint on the road into this war-ravaged city’s downtown 

manned by Islamic State militants. 

 

A year has gone by since the six-month-long, American-led air campaign pounded the jihadis out of Sirte, 

a city nestled on the Mediterranean that was once known as a favorite hideaway of Libyan dictator 

Moammar Gadhafi. 

 

While the violence has subsided, Sirte’s broad avenues and narrow alleyways lay in ruins. Posters hanging 

almost everywhere warn about the danger of unexploded ordnance beneath the rubble. 

 

But there are flashes of hope. Children dart in and out of gutted buildings, and Mr. Emsameen, a native of 

the city who has worked with those displaced by years of conflict, said residents are coming back and 

looking toward the future. 

 

“It shows that people want to revive Sirte, even if it means that families have to live in half-destroyed 

buildings,” said Mr. Emsameen, who fled the city when Islamic State took over in early 2015. He 

estimated that 70 percent of those who fled have returned to pick up the pieces and rebuild. 

 

Sirte is famous in Libya as the birthplace and hometown of Gadhafi and was the backdrop of several 

dramatic battles of the Libyan revolution. 

 

Gadhafi, who ruled Libya for 42 years, was killed in 2011 in the city that reared him. 

 

Sirte was battered badly by those battles, and reconstruction was slow going during the years that 

immediately followed. Without a unified government to provide assistance, residents took to the task 

themselves, clearing away rubble and using their fingers to fill bullet holes with cement. 

 

Amid the chaos from 2011 to 2014, prolonged sparring among militias in Tripoli and an elected parliament 

in Tobruk left Sirte, which is situated along a vast stretch of coastline between those cities, vulnerable to 

attacks by jihadis. 

 

In May 2015, the city fell to the Islamic State, whose operatives quickly set about imposing their extreme 

interpretation of Islam on residents. The severity of what Islamic State did to the city is underscored by 

what the terrorist group left behind when its fighters fled a year ago. 

 

Walking through Sirte’s streets, many shops remain tagged with the black logo of Islamic State — proof 

that the shops’ owners had paid their Islamic taxes. But where fear once reigned supreme, many say they 

are embracing their regained freedom. 
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Ahmed Akhdhar, a businessman, relishes in the fact that he can now sell articles of clothing other than the 

black robes once mandated by Islamic State. “Look how colorful the showcase is,” he said with pride, 

pointing at ornately decorated dresses in the shop’s window display. 

 

Such clothes were forbidden under the jihadis. Nevertheless, customers were scarce on a recent day 

because residents are strapped for cash in Sirte, as is the case across Libya. 

 

While the reopening of a few oil fields has put the nation’s gross domestic product back into the black for 

the first time in four years, inflation stands at about 30 percent, severely diminishing Libyans’ purchasing 

power, according to the World Bank. 

 

Abdallah Bouiazia, 21, is one retailer who has benefited from the nominal uptick in prosperity. His fish 

market along Sirte’s coastal road is one of the few city buildings not in ruins. Mr. Bouiazia said he once 

took up arms against Islamic State when they ruled the city, and he still keeps a Kalashnikov in his shop 

just in case the violence returns. 

 

Battles against Islamic State followers continue to rage just 150 miles south of Sirte, and authorities say 

the terrorist group still has cells nearby. 

 

In Tripoli, about 280 miles west of Sirte, Libya’s U.N.-backed Government of National Accord is also 

remains fragile. Its authority has been challenged by a rival administration in the east run by military 

strongman Khalifa Haftar. 

 

With that as a backdrop, various militias are still battling in parts of the country. On Dec. 17, the mayor of 

Misrata — a city between Sirte and Tripoli — was abducted and killed by unknown assailants, according 

to reports. 

 

But such developments haven’t stopped merchants in Sirte from seeing a silver lining. “My brothers and I 

are the only fishmongers in Sirte,” said Mr. Bouiazia. “Clients come all the way from Misrata to buy our 

sea bream.” 

 

Students in Sirte are also beginning to see futures for themselves. During Islamic State’s rule, most of the 

city’s 12,000 students and professors fled to universities elsewhere in Libya. 

 

But feelings of pride for the city run deep. Many who managed to graduate from other institutions during 

the occupation had their diplomas stamped with Sirte’s local seal. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 ISIS claims deadly blast at Afghan center 

SOURCE https://www.reuters.com/article/us-afghanistan-blast/islamic-state-claims-blasts-at-afghan-shiite-

center-news-agency-that-kill-dozens-idUSKBN1EM0F5  

GIST KABUL (Reuters) - Islamic State claimed responsibility for a suicide attack on a Shi‘ite cultural center 

and news agency on Thursday in the Afghan capital that killed dozens of people attending a conference. 

 

Ismail Kawosi, a spokesman for the ministry of public health, said 41 people had been killed and 48 

wounded in the latest in a series of attacks on media organizations in Kabul. 

 

The attack, which involved at least three explosions, occurred during a morning panel discussion on the 

anniversary of the Soviet invasion of Sunni-majority Afghanistan at the Tabian Social and Cultural Centre, 

with many of those attending students, witnesses said. 

 

It was also the latest in a series of attacks on Shi‘ite targets by Islamic State, which claimed responsibility 

in an online statement. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Putin after attack: ‘liquidate bandits’ 

SOURCE https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-12-28/putin-orders-agents-to-liquidate-bandits-

after-terror-attack  

GIST Russian President Vladimir Putin vowed a crackdown after a supermarket bomb injured 10 people in St. 

Petersburg, the latest in a series of attacks linked to Islamic extremists that have targeted his home city. 

 

Putin said Thursday that he’d ordered the head of the Federal Security Service, in case of a threat to 

officers’ lives, “to act decisively, not to take any prisoners, to liquidate bandits on the spot,” in remarks at 

a televised ceremony with veterans of Russia’s military campaign in Syria. 

 

The device that blew up late Wednesday in Russia’s second-largest city contained an explosive force 

equivalent to 200 grams of TNT, the National Anti-Terrorist Committee said in a website statement. A 

man of non-Slavic appearance, who was recorded on security cameras, left the bomb in a backpack inside 

a locker in a Perekrestok supermarket before fleeing the scene, the Fontanka news service reported. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Coalition: ISIS flees toward Damascus 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/isis-fighters-flee-west-damascus-us-led-

coalition/story?id=52014579&cid=clicksource_76_2_hero_headlines_headlines_hed  

GIST With the collapse of the ISIS caliphate in 2017, what's left of the terrorist group in Iraq and Syria is on the 

run, with some fighters moving west toward Damascus into Syrian regime-controlled territory and away 

from where the U.S.-led coalition will work to defeat them.  

 

A two-star British general in the coalition's war against ISIS confirmed the "movement of limited numbers 

of ISIS militants westwards," but said the U.S.-led coalition won't pursue them because the area is 

operated by the regime.  

 

"The coalition will remain committed to the mission in Syria until ISIS no longer poses a threat and a 

[United Nations]-backed peace process is implemented to ensure lasting stability in the country," British 

Army Major Gen. Felix Gedney, deputy commander of strategy and support for the coalition, told 

reporters during a Pentagon briefing on Wednesday.  

 

But he later clarified the coalition would only defeat ISIS "in areas controlled by partner forces," leaving 

the Syrian regime and their Russian backers to oust the ISIS fighters that have moved west.  

 

Gedney, as well as U.S. military leadership, have long expressed doubt in the regime's desire and ability to 

fight ISIS.  

 

"They seem to be moving with impunity through regime-held territory, showing that the regime is clearly 

either unwilling or unable to defeat [ISIS] within their borders," Gedney said Wednesday.  

 

The coalition dealt a significant blow to ISIS in 2017, liberating 60,000 square kilometers of land once 

claimed by the terrorist group, which ruled large swaths of Iraq and Syria since 2014. The coalition 

estimates only about 1,000 ISIS fighters remain in that area. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Wounded ‘American’ ISIS fighter video 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/world/2017/12/27/wounded-american-isis-fighters-new-video-takes-swipe-

at-trump-and-us.html  
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GIST He calls himself “Abu Salia from America,” and on Wednesday morning the ISIS fighter -- wounded and 

walking with crutches --released a video on YouTube, via the besieged terror group’s propaganda channel, 

issuing a direct threat to President Trump and the American people. 

 

“To Trump, the ‘fake media’ has already pressured you to tone down, but your hatred and fangs for Islam 

is already revealed,” Abu Salih cautions in English with what seems to be an American accent. “But you 

don’t liberate cities, you obliterate them with your airstrikes because you are too frightened to fight us on 

the ground.” 

 

The release of the video comes on the heels of the U.S-led coalition’s announcement that ISIS -- the 

Islamic State -- has been decimated from Iraq and Syria, reduced to less than a thousand fighters scattered 

in the border areas. 

 

Abu Salih goes on to challenge and bait in the video, calling on “brothers with limbs or no limbs” to “get a 

knife” or “take advantage of the fact you can easily get a rifle or pistol” in the U.S., and “answer the call, 

rise and strike." 

 

“Your war against Islam has only made your homeland more vulnerable,” he continues in his message to 

Trump. 

 

The slickly produced propaganda video, entitled "Inside the Khilafah #6: A Message to the Crusading 

Trump,” is part of a series the militant group started in the summer. It produced four videos before 

stopping for several months, and resumed around two weeks ago, just after Iraq’s president officially 

declared that ISIS had been defeated in the country. 

 

The video ends with ISIS jingle, featuring lyrics about "soldiers of Allah." 

 

The video remained on You Tube for around a half-hour on Wednesday -- it got a few hundred views in 

that time -- before being removed for “inappropriate content.” 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Car bomb targets Afghan air base 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/taliban-car-bomb-targets-afghan-army-base-

wounding-52007462?  

GIST An Afghan official says a car bomb has gone off near a military base in the southern city of Lashkar Gah, 

wounding 15 people. 

 

Omar Zwak, spokesman for the provincial governor, said all but one of those wounded in Wednesday's 

attack were soldiers. He says the attack targeted a military convoy leaving the base. 

 

The Taliban claimed responsibility for the attack, which they said was carried out by a suicide bomber. 

 

Lashkar Gah is the capital of Helmand province, where the Taliban have a strong presence and carry out 

near-daily attacks. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Unprecedented NYE security Times Sq. 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/unprecedented-security-precautions-expected-times-square-years-

eve/story?id=52010389  

GIST More than a million people are expected to ring in the new year in New York City's Times Square, making 

the crowded tourist site an inherent target, experts say. 
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The security precautions that will be taken by the New York Police Department to protect the revelers are 

expected to be unprecedented. Typical security measures, like using sand trucks and blocker vehicles on 

nearby cross streets and a mix of plainclothes and uniformed officers, will be deployed as always, but 

other steps, such as increasing security at nearby parking garages and closer surveillance of large rental 

trucks, are also being put in place, city officials said, according to local ABC station WABC. 

 

Police officials are expected to make more detailed disclosures about their plans on Thursday. 

 

John Cohen, a former counterterrorism coordinator for the Department of Homeland Security and current 

ABC News contributor, said that it is "not surprising at all" that security is being increased this year "based 

on how the threat facing the country has evolved." 

 

"It's very possible that our traditional intelligence techniques for detecting threats are not well suited to 

uncover potential attacks," Cohen said, adding that it means that more precautions are necessary. 

 

"In the current threat environment, the public plays a major role in both helping to detect potential attacks 

and being prepared in the event they find themselves at a location where an attack is unfolding," Cohen 

said. 

 

Matt Olsen, a former director at the National Counterterrorism Center and current ABC News contributor, 

told "Good Morning America" that increased security is a must. 

 

"People should expect to see an increase in security this New Year's because of an ongoing threat we've 

seen from ISIS. Really over the past few years, they've sought to encourage their followers to carry out 

low-level attacks wherever they can, particularly targeting people where they gather in crowds," Olsen 

said. 

 

A joint assessment report for New York's New Year's celebration was released on Dec. 21 culling the 

findings from multiple agencies, and it concluded that there was "no information to indicate a specific, 

credible threat" toward the Times Square celebration, but officials and the public should be cautious 

nonetheless. 

 

The report stated that the FBI, DHS, NYSP, PAPD, NYPD and FDNY "remain concerned about 

international terrorists and domestic extremists potentially targeting the event." 

 

New York is not the only city that has law enforcement officials concerned about keeping celebrants safe. 

A similar threat assessment report was released by the Southern Nevada Counterterrorism Center and the 

Office of Intelligence and Analysis evaluating the potential threats facing partygoers in Las Vegas on New 

Year's. 

 

The report states that since many of the festive events in Sin City "are being held on congested sidewalks 

and in high-rise buildings, presenting logistical challenges that make it difficult to secure the event from 

overhead threats." In October, 58 people were killed in Vegas when a man opened fire on a crowd of 

concertgoers from the 32nd floor of a hotel. 

 

The report specifically cited that shooting, adding that "the risk of copycat attacks by terrorists and 

unaffiliated lone offenders is of particular concern to the SNCTC, as it highlighted a vulnerability 

associated with large crowds in open spaces." 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Sheriff: deputies gunfire killed 6yr-old 

SOURCE https://apnews.com/02efcaad12a74ba4a0326de9728c8ba6/Sheriff:-Deputies-threatened-before-
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gunfire-that-killed-boy  

GIST SCHERTZ, Texas (AP) — A Texas sheriff says a wanted felon told deputies that she was armed and 

would shoot them before they killed her in a spray of gunfire that also left a 6-year-old boy dead. 

 

Bexar County Sheriff Javier Salazar told the San Antonio Express-News that Amanda Jones, 30, forced 

her way into a mobile home where the boy, Kameron Prescott, lived on Dec. 21 and then was confronted 

outside by four deputies. 

 

A person inside the home in Schertz, northeast of San Antonio, also reported hearing Jones say she would 

shoot the deputies, Salazar said. 

 

“Someone from inside the trailer that (Jones) forced her way into ... said that she had an object in her hand. 

They believed it could have been a weapon,” the sheriff said Tuesday. “And when she exited the house, 

the witness heard the suspect proclaim to whoever was outside — we now know that was the deputies — 

‘I have a gun, I’m going to shoot you.’” 

 

Jones was found with a dark, metal tube after she was shot, but no gun. However, Salazar said deputies 

had seen Jones with a gun earlier as they chased her. 

 

All four deputies have been placed on administrative leave. The sheriff’s office is investigating. Bexar 

County District Attorney Nico LaHood’s office said it will “analyze the initial work” of the investigation 

and “evaluate all additional evidence as it is gathered.” 

 

The probe is in its early stages, Salazar said. 

 

LaHood’s office said in a statement that it is “important to carefully review all of the facts and 

circumstances surrounding the officers’ use of force and not form any premature conclusions before the 

investigation is finalized.” It said if the deputies’ actions “rise to the level” of a criminal offense, the office 

will take the appropriate steps. 

 

Kameron was inside the mobile home when he was struck by a bullet as deputies fired on Jones. The boy 

died at a hospital. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 NKorea missiles by Soviet design? 

SOURCE https://www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/world/national-security/documents-shed-light-on-north-

koreas-startling-gains-in-sea-based-missile-technology/2017/12/27/dd82878a-e749-11e7-ab50-

621fe0588340_story.html?tid=ss_tw&utm_term=.89d1f3f543f3&__twitter_impression=true  

GIST A few months after the collapse of the Soviet Union, a group of American investors and Russian scientists 

struck a deal to begin marketing one of the crown jewels of Moscow's strategic arsenal: an entire family of 

missiles designed for launch from submarines. 

 

Up for sale were powerful missiles called "Calm" and "Ripple," built to lob heavy warheads into space 

from a barge or a submarine tube, and a new model called "Surf" that could be rolled off the side of a ship 

and fired straight out of the water. The idea of the joint venture, as one of its U.S. partners wrote in early 

1993, was to link American satellite companies to a top Russian weapons laboratory to "convert 

potentially threatening submarine missiles into peaceful space boosters." 

 

The Americans quickly ran aground on a series of legal and bureaucratic barriers, but the Russians forged 

ahead with a new partner willing to pay cash for Soviet military technology: North Korea. More than two 

decades later, some of the Soviet designs are reappearing, one after another, in surprisingly sophisticated 

missiles that have turned up on North Korean launchpads over the past two years. Now, newly uncovered 

documents offer fresh clues about the possible origins of those technical advances, some of which seemed 

to outside observers to have come from nowhere. 
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"The question that has long been raised is: Did North Korea get this technology from a [Russian] fire 

sale?" said David Wright, a missiles expert at the Union of Concerned Scientists. "Did they get plans years 

ago and are just now at the point where they can build these things?" 

 

North Korea is known to have relied on Russian parts and designs for its older missiles, including the Scud 

derivatives that had dominated its stockpile since the 1980s. The newly uncovered documents include 

technical drawings for much more advanced missiles — designs that include features seen in some of the 

newest missiles in North Korea's expanding arsenal. 

 

The documents from the Makeyev Rocket Design Bureau include marketing brochures for an array of top-

of-the-line Soviet missiles that were able to deliver nuclear warheads to U.S. cities. Initially designed for 

the Soviet navy's nuclear submarines, some of the models offered for sale could be launched from a large 

boat, a submerged barge, or a capsule dropped into the ocean, negating the need for a modern submarine 

fleet. 

 

"The missile could be floated and ignited without any need for a launch platform," recalled Kyle Gillman, 

the former executive vice president of the U.S.-Russian joint venture known as Sea Launch Investors. 

Gillman, who negotiated the business agreement with Russia's Makeyev scientists, reviewed and 

authenticated the documents obtained by The Washington Post. 

 

The evidence that the designs eventually ended up in North Korea is partly circumstantial. In summer 

1993, with the U.S.-Russian project flagging, more than 60 Russian missile scientists and family members 

from the Makeyev facility were arrested at Moscow's Sheremetyevo International Airport as they prepared 

to travel to Pyongyang to work as consultants. U.S., Russian and South Korean intelligence officials later 

concluded that some of the scientists eventually succeeded in traveling to North Korea to offer blueprints 

and technical advice for the country's missiles program. 

 

But U.S. analysts see more persuasive evidence in the actual missiles that North Korea has put on display 

over the past two years. In the most striking case, the Hwasong-10, or Musudan, a single-stage missile 

successfully tested by North Korea in June 2016, appears to use the same engine and many design features 

as the Soviet Union's R-27 Zyb, a submarine-launched ballistic missile designed by Makeyev scientists 

and advertised in one of the brochures obtained by The Post. 

 

 

The fact that it has taken Pyongyang so long to exploit the Russian designs is perplexing, but North Korea 

had long lacked the sophisticated materials, engineering expertise and computer-driven machine tools for 

the kinds of advanced missiles it has recently tested, weapons experts say. With an industrial base 

enhanced by years of slow, patient acquisition efforts, North Korea is only now in a position to capitalize 

on technology it had been sitting on for years or even decades, analysts say. 

 

"North Korea was just recently able to acquire machine tools that were state-of-the-art in the 1990s, 

meaning they are still damn good machine tools," Wright said. "Once you have the plans, and are able to 

get your hands on the materials and the right kinds of tools, you have a real leg up." 
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HEADLINE 12/27 SKorea: Japan sex slavery deal ‘flawed’ 

SOURCE http://time.com/5080894/south-korea-japan-sex-slaves/?xid=homepage  

GIST (SEOUL, South Korea) — South Korean President Moon Jae-in said Thursday the country’s 2015 

agreement with Japan to settle a decades-long impasse over Korean women forced into wartime sexual 

slavery was seriously flawed. 

 

Moon’s statement in which he vows unspecified follow-up measures to meet the victims’ demands 

potentially throws the future of the deal in doubt, two years after both countries declared it as “final and 
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irreversible.” 

 

The statement came a day after a state-appointed panel concluded that Seoul’s previous conservative 

government failed to properly communicate with the victims before reaching the deal. 

 

The panel also said parts of the deal were not made public, including Japanese demands that the South 

Korean government avoid using the term “sexual slavery” and provide a specific plan to remove a bronze 

statue representing sex slaves in front of its Seoul embassy. South Korea in response said it would 

formerly refer to the victims as “victims of Japanese military comfort stations” but didn’t make a clear 

promise to remove the statue, according to the panel. 

 

“It has been confirmed that the 2015 comfort women negotiation between South Korea had serious flaws, 

both in process and content,” Moon said in a statement read out by his spokesman. 

 

“Despite the burden of the past agreement being a formal promise between governments that was ratified 

by the leaders of both countries, I, as president and with the Korean people, once again firmly state that 

this agreement does not resolve the issue over comfort women.” 

 

Under the deal, Japan agreed to provide cash payment for the dwindling number of surviving victims, 

while South Korea said it will try to resolve Japanese grievance over the statue in front of the embassy. 

 

The deal came under heavy criticism in South Korea where many thought the government settled for far 

too less. Japan has been angry that South Korea hasn’t taken specific steps to remove the statue and similar 

monuments in other places in the country, insisting there has been a clear understanding to do so. 

 

The Foreign Ministry said government officials will hold extensive discussions with victims and experts 

before deciding whether to pursue changes to the deal. Japanese officials have said a renegotiation is 

unacceptable. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Claim: farmers’ markets cultivate racism 

SOURCE https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/dec/27/farmers-markets-called-racist-habits-of-white-

peop/  

GIST Two professors from San Diego State University claim in a new book that farmers’ markets in urban areas 

are weed-like “white spaces” responsible for oppression. 

 

Pascale Joassart-Marcelli and Fernando J Bosco are part of an anthology released this month titled “Just 

Green Enough.” The work, published by Routledge, claims there is a correlation between the “whiteness 

of farmers’ markets” and gentrification. 

 

“Farmers’ markets are often white spaces where the food consumption habits of white people are 

normalized,” the SDSU professors write, the education watchdog Campus Reform reported Wednesday. 

 

The geology professors claim that 44 percent of San Diego’s farmers’ markets cater to “households from 

higher socio-economic backgrounds,” which raises property values and “[displaces] low-income residents 

and people of color.” 

 

“The most insidious part of this gentrification process is that alternative food initiatives work against the 

community activists and residents who first mobilized to fight environmental injustices and provide these 

amenities but have significantly less political and economic clout than developers and real estate 

professionals,” the academics write. 

 

The men claim that negative externalities of “white habitus” formed at farmers’ markets can be managed 

through “inclusive steps that balance new initiatives and neighborhood stability to make cities ‘just green 
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enough.’” 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Seattle streetcar tracks deadly to cyclists 

SOURCE http://www.seattlepi.com/local/transportation/article/Lawsuit-Seattle-streetcar-tracks-deadly-to-

12457978.php  

GIST Desiree McCloud was cycling from Capitol Hill to Alki Beach on May 13, 2016 on streets with designated 

bike lanes when her front wheel plunged into a First Hill Streetcar track on Yesler Way, catapulting her 

forward and inflicting critical head injuries. 

 

The 27-year-old behavioral neuroscientist died 11 days later. 

 

On the one-year anniversary of her death, her younger brother, Cody McCloud, filed a claim against 

Sound Transit and the city of Seattle alleging both failed to protect cyclists from the deadly obstacle. 

 

That day, Suzanne Greenberg was headed to her next gig as a freelance sign language interpreter when she 

became caught in the streetcar track on the same block. Her bike tilted to the left, throwing her onto the 

street. She suffered a torn rotator cuff, torn bicep and other injuries to her forearm. 

 

Greenberg and Cody McCloud joined in a lawsuit against the city last week, claiming Seattle has installed 

a "death trap" for cyclists in its streets and doesn't adequately ensure bicycle safety on the same roads it 

encourages cyclists to ride. 

 

The stretch of Yesler Way near 13th and 14th Avenues South where Desiree McCloud and Greenberg 

were injured contains a bicycle lane designated by painted white lines. No physical barrier exists between 

the lane and parked cars, moving traffic or the streetcar track, which shares the road with motorists. 

 

The existence of that lane did not protect Desiree McCloud and Greenberg from other hazards, they argue. 

 

In Desiree McCloud's case, she was traveling with a group of friends who intentionally set their route 

along areas that were designated for bike travel, her brother contends. She reportedly entered a traffic lane 

to pass around another cyclist in the bike lane when her 1-inch-wide wheel wedged in the slightly wider 

streetcar track. 

 

Greenberg was also using the bike lane, but a Metro bus stopped in front of her, taking up both the 

shoulder and bike lane. As Greenberg applied her brakes, she faced three options: smash into the back of 

the bus, veer onto the sidewalk and risk hurting pedestrians or pass on the left, as allowed by law. 

 

She decided to pass, but at that intersection, the First Hill Streetcar tracks curve from 14th Avenue to East 

Yesler Way -- something she hadn't seen while she pedaled behind the bus. That's how her wheel dipped 

into the track. 

 

The First Hill Streetcar line, paid for in part by Sound Transit with $132.8 million in voter-approved 

money, as well as federal dollars, opened to public use in January 2016. The city designed and built the 

line, with several delays along the way. Both Seattle and Sound Transit approved the design of the transit 

line, streetcar track, pavement markings and both protected and unprotected bike paths, according to the 

lawsuit. 

 

Seattle and Sound Transit considered a plan in June 2010 to continue the Broadway cycle track on Yesler, 

the lawsuit alleges, but that never happened. They even installed a removable rubber insert in the tracks at 

Eighth Avenue South and South Dearborn Street to prevent incidents such as McCloud's. 

 

That rubber insert was the least the city could have done to offset the danger the streetcar tracks pose on 

Yesler, attorney Phil Arnold contends. 
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Greenberg filed her initial claim against the city in June, about a month after Cody McCloud's May claim. 

 

Neither had heard back from the city about their concerns. 

 

A few months after Desiree McCloud's death, Cody McCloud said he met with Seattle Department of 

Transportation officials who promised to address the streetcar safety hazards, but didn't specify what they 

would do. 

 

Spokespeople for SDOT declined to comment Wednesday on that claim. 

 

Therefore, the city's subsequent silence on the matter was "not at all surprising," Cody McCloud said 

Wednesday. 

 

And this wasn't the only time Greenberg had fallen victim to the dangers of surface street train tracks. Four 

years earlier, she was trying to cross the South Lake Union Trolley tracks, but failed to cross them at a 90 

degree angle and fell there, too. 

 

In the wake of her more recent crash, Greenberg, a Vashon Island resident who commutes to Seattle, 

missed some work and was forced to sign with one hand while her other arm rested in a sling. 

 

She's back at work now and intends to return to bicycle commuting in the spring. Her commute hasn't been 

as convenient in recent months, relying on public transportation, she says. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Study: retiring early could kill you 

SOURCE https://www.newsmax.com/finance/personal-finance/retiring-early-kill-you/2017/12/27/id/833881/  

GIST We already know you’re better off financially the later you begin claiming Social Security. 

 

Now it seems there’s another reason to hold off on collecting those checks: If you retire early you’re more 

likely to die early as well. 

 

A new study from Maria Fitzpatrick at Cornell University and Timothy Moore at the University of 

Melbourne shows a striking correlation between Social Security claims for early takers and a jump in 

mortality. 

 

About a third of all Americans retire and start claiming Social Security benefits in their first month of 

eligibility when they turn 62. Fitzpatrick and Moore find this “may have an immediate, negative impact” 

on health. 

 

The effect is biggest on men in this scenario, who see an increase in mortality risk of about 20 percent. 

 

The authors found no rise in mortality among those for whom 62 was not the eligibility threshold for 

collecting Social Security. 

 

Moreover, demographic groups with the highest rate of retirement at 62 had the highest mortality rate 

increases at that age. 

 

The paper notes that the phenomenon may be linked partly to existing health problems that force some to 

stop working early. 

 

Mortality rates for Americans as a whole, and especially for children, were down in 2013-2015 from 15 

years prior. But death rates went in the opposite direction for rural, working-age people after more than a 

century of decline, according to a report from the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
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Abuse of prescription medications, especially opioids, and related heroine-overdose deaths played a large 

role in the increase. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Report: tech workers hired sex workers 

SOURCE http://www.kiro7.com/news/local/report-amazon-microsoft-workers-caught-hiring-sex-workers-

using-company-email/669779121  

GIST A new report this week finds local tech employees were caught hiring trafficked sex workers and used 

their company emails to do it. 

 

Newsweek found 67 of the emails were sent from Microsoft, 63 from Amazon and dozens more came 

from other big tech companies in Seattle. 

 

The emails were sent using work accounts to satisfy a request from local pimps to prove they were not law 

enforcement, according to the report. 

 

Newsweek said it obtained a cache of emails sent to brothels and pimps through a public records request to 

the King County Prosecutor's Office.  

 

In the Seattle area, Backpage.com has ads from apparent brothels that even note that their location is near 

Microsoft. 

 

Newsweek says some studies suggest that the male-dominated tech sector has more consumers of 

prostitution than other fields. 

 

A study commissioned by the Department of Justice found Seattle has the fastest-growing sex industry in 

the United States, which correlates with the surge in high-paying jobs. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Active-shooter training simulation 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/12/27/army-and-homeland-security-prepping-teachers-for-

gunman-at-door.html  

GIST The U.S. Army and the Department of Homeland Security have created a computer-based simulator that 

trains teachers on how best to react in an active-shooter situation. 

 

The $5.6 million program – it's called the Enhanced Dynamic Geo-Social Environment, or EDGE – is 

similar to those used by the Army, in which a virtual environment helps train soldiers in combat tactics 

and scenarios. 

 

The program is expanding to schools to allow teachers and other school personnel to train for active 

shooters alongside first responders. Homeland Security officials said the school version should be ready 

for launch by spring. 

 

"With teachers, they did not self-select into a role where they expect to have bullets flying near them," said 

Tamara Griffith, a chief engineer for the project. "Unfortunately, it's becoming a reality. We want to teach 

teachers how to respond as first responders." 

 

Bob Walker, the project manager, said the program was designed to put a teacher in a situation similar to 

an active-shooter scenario. 

 

Each teacher will get seven options on how to keep students safe, and some in the program might not 
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respond or be too afraid to react. That, in itself, becomes another problem to be solved. 

 

"Once you hear the children, the screaming, it makes it very, very real," Walker said. 

 

The program can have the shooter be either an adult or a child. 

 

"We have to worry about both children and adults being suspects," he said. 

 

The designers of the program listened to real dispatch tapes from school shootings and talked to a mother 

of a child killed in the 2012 mass shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut. 

That shooting left 20 children and six educators dead after gunman Adam Lanza opened fire in the school 

 

"It gives you chills when you think about what's happening on those tapes," Griffith said. "It tore us apart 

to listen to her and what she went through." 

 

The goal of EDGE was to serve one purpose: to train educators to save lives when an armed attacker busts 

through a school door, weapons at the ready. 

 

School safety advocates say safety training gets pushed to the back burner until a tragedy happens. 

Amanda Klinger, director of operations for the nonprofit Educator's School Safety Network, said this new 

program could help change that. 

 

"I hope that people will sort of see this simulation as a really cool and engaging way," she said, "to think 

about school safety." 

 

John Verrico, a spokesman for the Department of Homeland Security told Fox News the program was free 

for administrators and teachers to download and the program was implemented partly due to concerns of 

active shooter situations at schools.  

 

"These active shooting scenarios are what we wanted to focus on first," Verrico told Fox News.  

 

Verrico could not elaborate if the program would be mandatory for educators but said it was a good way 

for teachers to train with police if these situations were to occur.   

 

Everytown reported there have been 271 school shootings in the U.S. since 2013. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 NKorea defectors w/radiation exposure? 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/north-korean-defectors-show-signs-of-radiation-exposure/  

GIST Four North Korean defectors have shown symptoms linked to radiation exposure, according to the Yonhap 

News Agency, citing the South Korean government. However, scientists were unable to determine 

whether the defectors' symptoms were the direct cause of nuclear tests. 

 

The defectors are among 30 former residents of from Kilju county in North Korea, the location of a known 

nuclear test site. South Korean officials began testing defectors from that area for signs of radiation 

exposure in October, one month after North Korea claimed to detonate a hydrogen bomb.  

 

U.S. officials said that explosion was almost 10 times larger than the blast from the bomb dropped over 

Hiroshima during World War II. The October blast registered as a magnitude 6.3 earthquake, and satellite 

images showed several landslides around the test area, prompting fears of radiation exposure.  

 

However, the four individuals who exhibited symptoms of exposure defected before the most recent test. 

A researcher at the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, which conducted the exams, told reporters 

that the defectors were exposed to radiation between 2009 and 2013, Reuters reported.  
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North Korea has conducted six nuclear tests at the Punggye-ri test site in Kilju county since 2006.  

 

While the South Korean researchers noted changes to chromosomes in four of the defectors, they say that 

could have been caused by other factors aside from nuclear tests, including smoking. 

 

More data is needed to determine the cause of the symptoms, including information about the defectors' 

lifestyles prior to leaving North Korea. 

 

The South Korean government plans to conduct future radiation testing and is advising North Korean 

defectors to get regular check-ups.   
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HEADLINE 12/27 Excessive video gaming disorder 

SOURCE https://www.cbsnews.com/news/excessive-video-gaming-to-be-recognized-as-mental-health-disorder/  

GIST The World Health Organization is poised to classify "gaming disorder" as a mental health problem in its 

2018 update of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD). 

 

"How serious is the problem? It's an epidemic," licensed marriage and family therapist Paula-Jo Husack 

told CBS San Francisco. 

 

She says the designation is long overdue and that addiction to video games is a hidden but widespread 

problem. 

 

Gaming disorder could be diagnosed if a person's video game habit "is of sufficient severity to result in 

significant impairment in personal, family, social, educational, occupational or other important areas of 

functioning," according a tentative draft of WHO's 11th update to the ICD.  

 

Husack said common symptoms for children and adults include social isolation, trouble transitioning from 

one thought to another, reduction in empathy, loss of appetite and loss of sensory perception. 

 

The WHO said those symptoms generally need to persist for at least a year before doctors diagnose a case 

of gaming disorder, but added that a diagnosis could be made sooner if symptoms are severe. 

 

Gamer Joshua Parrish told the station that taking anything to an extreme can create problems. 

 

"Alcohol could be consumed that way, casinos, gambling," he said. "Anything could be taken to that 

extreme." 

 

Robert Figone plays in video game tournaments. He says video gaming can be a healthy form of 

entertainment. 

 

"I join tournaments for competitive video games," he said. "It's mentally stimulating, but doesn't hold me 

back from my workout everyday." 

 

WHO officials have not made a final decision on whether gaming disorder will indeed be included as part 

of the 2018 ICD. 

 

The latest update of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), which guides 

psychiatric diagnoses in the U.S., does not go so far. Its latest update, published in 2013, lists Internet 

Gaming Disorder as a condition warranting more clinical research and experience before it might be 

considered for inclusion as a formal disorder. 
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HEADLINE 12/26 Mystery illness linked to heavy pot use 

SOURCE http://www.kunc.org/post/rare-and-mysterious-vomiting-illness-linked-heavy-marijuana-use  

GIST For 17 years, Chalfonte LeNee Queen suffered periodic episodes of violent retching and abdominal pain 

that would knock her off her feet for days, sometimes leaving her writhing on the floor in pain. 

 

"I've screamed out for death," says Queen, 48, who lives in San Diego. "I've cried out for my mom, who's 

been dead for 20 years, mentally not realizing she can't come to me." 

 

Queen lost a modeling job after being mistaken for an alcoholic. She racked up tens of thousands of 

dollars in medical bills, and her nausea interrupted her sex life. Toward the end of her illness, the 5-foot-9-

inch woman weighed just 109 pounds. 

 

Throughout the nearly two decades of pain, vomiting and mental fog, Queen visited the hospital about 

three times a year, but doctors never got to the bottom of what was ailing her. By 2016, she thought she 

was dying, that she "must have some sort of cancer or something they can't detect," Queen recalls. 

 

But she didn't have cancer. She had an obscure syndrome called cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome, a 

condition only recently acknowledged by the medical community. It affects a small population — namely, 

a subset of marijuana users who smoke multiple times a day for months, years or even decades. 

 

There's no hard data on the prevalence of the illness. But in California and Colorado, which have loosened 

marijuana laws in recent years, some emergency physicians say they're seeing it more often. One study in 

Colorado suggests there may be a link. 

 

Dr. Aimee Moulin, an emergency room physician at UC-Davis Medical Center in Sacramento, says she 

has seen a rise in the number of cases since California voters legalized recreational marijuana last 

November. She expects to see another increase after commercial sales are permitted starting in January. 

 

Doctors say it's difficult to treat the condition. There is no cure other than to quit using marijuana, and 

many patients are skeptical that cannabis is making them sick, so they keep using it and their vomiting 

episodes continue. 

 

Doctors can do little to relieve the symptoms, since traditional anti-nausea medications often don't work 

and there are no pills to prevent the onset of an episode. Patients may need intravenous hydration and 

hospital stays until the symptoms subside. 

 

"That's really frustrating as an emergency physician," says Moulin. "I really like to make people feel 

better." 

 

Diagnosing the syndrome can also be frustrating and expensive. There is no blood test to link the stomach 

ailment with marijuana use, so physicians often order pricey CT scans and lab tests to rule out other 

medical problems. 

 

Cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome was first documented in Australia in 2004. Physicians have 

historically misdiagnosed it as the more generic cyclic vomiting syndrome, which has no identifiable cause 

or, as in Queen's case, acute intermittent porphyria (AIP). 

 

"Five years ago, this wasn't something that [doctors] had on their radar," says Dr. Kennon Heard, an 

emergency physician at the University of Colorado in Aurora who co-authored the Colorado study 

showing a possible tie between the liberalization of marijuana and a surge of the vomiting illness. "We're 

at least making the diagnosis more now." 
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Crime, Criminals 
Top of page 

HEADLINE 12/27 Man stabbed in downtown Seattle 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/man-stabbed-in-downtown-seattle-12-28-2017  

GIST SEATTLE - Police are investigating after a man was stabbed in downtown Seattle Wednesday night. 

 

It happened just after 6:00 p.m. near 3rd Avenue & Yesler Way, in the Pioneer Square neighborhood. 

 

According to Seattle Fire, the victim was taken to Harborview Medical Center in serious condition with 

several stab wounds. 

 

No word yet on what led up to the stabbing or any suspects. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Anarchists claim poisoned groceries 

SOURCE http://www.latimes.com/food/sns-dailymeal-1864622-eat-greek-anarchists-poison-athens-groceries-

hydrochloric-acid-122717-20171227-story.html  

GIST Anarchists in Greece, who call themselves "Green-Black Commando," are claiming to have poisoned 

popular grocery items around Athens including Coca Cola, Coca Cola Light, Yfantis luncheon meat, and 

Delta milk, according to Vice Munchies. In a statement posted to blog Indymedia titled "Green Nemesis 

Act 3," the group says it injected each of these items with hydrochloric acid and were set to return the 

items to supermarket shelves in the days before Christmas. 

 

Hydrochloric acid is a colorless, toxic, and corrosive liquid that has the potential to irreversibly damage 

respiratory organs, skin, and intestines and cause vomiting, diarrhea, lesions, according to the 

Environmental Protection Agency. 

 

According to anarchistnews.org, a site dedicated to news and concern of anarchist activity, a rough 

translation of Green Nemesis Act 3 reads: "In the days leading up to Christmas thousands of people leave 

their sofas to do their essential shopping for the Christmas table filling their empty existences with 

consumerist waste packaged with beautiful and glittering wrappings." 

 

It continues: "All this takes place as millions of living creatures are slaughtered in order to reach the tables 

of the living dead, drained to the last drop of blood to satisfy their taste needs. We realize that this occurs 

all throughout the year, however during Christmas this phenomenon is accelerated." 

 

At this time, it is unknown whether or not these items were actually returned to store shelves or if anyone 

has experienced any ill effects. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Montreal: more dying in blazes 

SOURCE https://www.mtlblog.com/news/more-montrealers-are-dying-in-blazing-fires-than-ever-before  

GIST As of December 25th, 14 Montrealers have been killed by a fire-related incident in 2017, with the total 

number of deaths steadily increasing over the last several years.  

 

According to information provided by the SPVM to La Presse, 11 fire-related deaths were accidental in 

nature, two were attributed to suicide, and another was a homicide, for a total of 14 deaths in 2017.  

 

Four of these incidents can be linked back to smoke detecting devices, said an SPVM officer. Two cases 

involved smoke detectors that did not have working batteries.  
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Fire-relate deaths in Montreal have actually been increasing in the last three years. In 2016, 11 fire-related 

deaths were reported. 2015 and 2014 saw 9 deaths.  

 

In total, 820 cases were opened by fire investigators in 2017, a major uptick since 2016, when 572 were 

reported. Around 500 of the 2017 fire investigations are said to be criminal or suspicious in nature.  

 

More individuals are being arrested in connection to fires, with 108 arrested since November 30 2017. 99 

were apprehended in the same span in 2016, but the SPVM says the increase is probably because people 

with mental health issues are now being counted among those arrested.  

 

Molotov cocktails were a cause of major fires in Montreal this year, with a total of 27 hurled at buildings 

in the city. 12 of these incidents are said to be in connection to organized crime.  

 

The most common motives for arson in Montreal 2017, according to police, are vandalism, getting rid of a 

marijuana grow-op, disputes between two individuals, and homeless people starting fires in order to warm 

themselves. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Thieves target mailboxes in Clallam Co. 

SOURCE http://komonews.com/news/local/thieves-target-dozens-of-mailboxes-in-clallam-county  

GIST SEQUIM, Wash. - Clallam County Sheriff's deputies are investigating after a string of mail thefts in 

neighborhoods around Sequim and East of Port Angeles.  

 

Deputies said they responded to at least eight reports of opened or damaged rural route mailboxes 

overnight Tuesday into Wednesday. In some cases, deputies said thieves pried open locked mailboxes. 

 

They said at least 40 mailboxes were accessed in the areas of Old Blyn Highway, East Sequim Bay Road, 

Heron Road, Raintree Lane, Palo Alto Road, Cascade View Drive, Michaels Lane and Deer Park Road. 

 

Deputies found mail still inside some of the mailboxes and they believe the thieves were likely selective - 

looking for cash, small gifts and gift cards. 

 

Right now deputies have few leads and no suspects. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 BP: agent was shot from Mexico side 

SOURCE http://www.foxnews.com/us/2017/12/28/border-patrol-agent-wounded-from-bullet-shot-from-

mexican-side-agency-says.html  

GIST A U.S. Border Patrol agent was wounded after being struck by a bullet fired from Mexico, authorities said 

Wednesday. 

 

The agent, whose name was not released, was shot from the Mexican side of the Rio Grande River near 

Brownsville where he was assigned to patrol it by boat, according to the Brownsville Herald. 

 

U.S. Customs and Border Protection spokesperson Marcelino Medina said in the agent suffered a non-

lethal injury from a caliber weapon after an assault from the Mexican side. 

 

“On Tuesday, December 26, 2017, a Border Patrol Agent assigned to the Riverine Unit sustained a non-

life threatening injury from a small caliber weapon resulting from an assault originating from the Mexican 

Riverbank,” Medina said. “The agent suffered a grazing wound to the back of his head as a result of the 

incident and has been medically evaluated and released. 
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The case is now under investigation with the participation of the FBI. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 NYC murder rate on pace 1950s level 

SOURCE https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-york-city-murder-rate-on-pace-to-drop-to-1950s-levels-

1514420267  

GIST New York City is on track to close the year with the fewest murders since Elvis Presley appeared on “The 

Ed Sullivan Show.” 

 

The New York Police Department has recorded 286 murders as of Wednesday, putting the city on pace to 

finish the year with fewer than 300 murders for the first time since the 1950s. Murders in 2017 are down 

from 329 at the same point last year and 2,262 in 1990—the highest recorded amount of murders by the 

NYPD. 

 

Officials have credited the decline to the department’s data-driven approach of targeting the worst 

offenders in the city, centered on the crime-tracking system known as CompStat, as well as improved 

community relations and better utilization of technology. The NYPD also has the most officers of any 

department in the U.S., with 36,000 members. 

 

“I’ve been going to CompStat since 1996 and to have a year like we had last year in 2016 was pretty 

amazing,” NYPD Commissioner James O’Neill said at a crime-statistics briefing earlier this month. “What 

we’re doing this year—continuing that trend and making those decreases go even deeper—is really 

nothing short of amazing.” 

 

Overall major crime, which includes murders, rape, robbery, felony assaults, burglary, grand larceny and 

grand larceny of vehicles, so far this year is on pace to finish under 100,000—also the lowest since the 

1950s, according to crime data updated on Sunday. Police have recorded 94,806 major felonies so far this 

year—a little more than half of the roughly 184,000 in 2000. 

 

While rape is down 1% for the year, misdemeanor sex crimes are up by 9.3% to 3,585 compared with last 

year. 

 

The drop in crime coincides with dips in arrests and the number of people incarcerated in the city jails. 

The city on Wednesday announced that it is on track for a monthly jail population below 9,000 for the first 

time in three decades. There were 73,855 adult arrests in Manhattan in 2016, the fewest since 2007. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Chicago murder rate declines; still high 

SOURCE https://www.yahoo.com/news/chicago-murder-rate-declines-still-alarmingly-high-011829733.html  

GIST Chicago experienced a near 20-year record number of murders last year, prompting President Donald 

Trump to regularly single out the city for criticism. 

 

"What the hell is going on in Chicago?" Trump asked during a speech this month. "For the second year in 

a row, a person was shot in Chicago every three hours." 

 

The good news is that violence actually declined in Chicago in 2017. 

 

The bad news is that it remains alarmingly high. 

 

As of mid-December, there had been 635 murders in Chicago -- a 15 percent drop from the previous year, 

according to the Chicago Police Department. 
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The total number of shootings incidents was down 21 percent to 2,719. 

 

Still, murders remain at levels unseen since the 1990s, when the crack cocaine epidemic ravaged 

communities across the United States and fueled a spike in crime. 

 

As the city's gun violence spiraled seemingly out of control last year, it raised alarms among officials and 

residents alike, and brought about a number of initiatives to help stem the tide. 

 

City officials have credited the reduction in murders and shootings this year to a push to hire 1,100 

additional police officers and a focus on new crime-fighting technologies. 

 

"Communities that were once under a cloud of gun violence are beginning to see signs of optimism and 

hope," police chief Eddie Johnson said this month. 

 

The city has relied on more data crunching to help predict violence and deployed more high-tech devices 

that help detect gunshots and alert police even before residents can make an emergency call. 

 

Still, in pure numbers, Chicago remains the source of the most shootings and murders in the nation. 

 

As the third most populous US city, its crime numbers would naturally be higher. In fact, cities such as St 

Louis, Baltimore and Detroit have a higher murder rate (the number of people killed per 100,000 

residents). 

 

But Chicago's problems cannot be explained away by its size alone. 

 

If you were to add up the murders in both of America's largest cities -- Los Angeles and New York -- the 

total still would be about half the number in Chicago. 

 

Officials and academics say they cannot point to any one factor as a definitive cause of the rise in murders. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Baltimore sets record killings per capita 

SOURCE http://www.baltimoresun.com/news/maryland/crime/bs-md-ci-per-capita-homicides-20171227-

story.html  

GIST With two fatal shootings Tuesday night, the recent reclassification of a decades-old shooting as a killing 

and another homicide Wednesday evening, Baltimore has hit 343 homicides in 2017, and a new record for 

killings per capita. 

 

The homicide rate for 2017 is now 55.8 killings per 100,000 people. The previous record was 55.35 per 

100,000 in 2015. The city suffered 344 homicides that year, but had thousands more residents. 

 

The most homicides to occur in a year was 353 in 1993, but the city had some 100,000 more residents 

then. 
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HEADLINE 12/28 Officers killed hits near 50yr-low 

SOURCE https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/12/28/number-officers-killed-2017-hits-nearly-50-year-

low/984477001/  

GIST The night five Dallas officers were gunned down marked one of the deadliest days for law enforcement. 

As a whole, 2016 saw more deaths than in the five previous years, but something changed this year: 

Killings dropped. 
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As of today, 128 officers have died in the line of duty, 44 of them shot and killed. That's down from 2016, 

when 135 officers died, 64 of them gunned down, according to data released by the National Law 

Enforcement Officers Memorial Fund.  

 

Deaths in 2017 have hit a nearly 58-year low. The only other year with fewer deaths since 1959 was in 

2013, when 116 officers were killed.  

 

"I think this is one of those good-news, bad-news situations," said Craig Floyd, president and chief 

executive of the fund. "On one hand, you had 128 officers who made the ultimate sacrifice, showing the 

cost of public safety, but for the first time since 2013, the number of deaths has actually declined." 

 

Reasons for the drop could range from advanced safety gear such as bulletproof vests, better training, 

better relationships and reduced violence in communities — or just 2017 being an outlier.  

 

"It's definitely a good sign but if it's a trend, we'll have to see," said Geoffrey P. Alpert, a professor at the 

University of South Carolina and a researcher on high-risk police activities. "I think we're starting to see 

the impact of all this new training and equipment, and a shift because of the overall concern for officer 

safety."  

 

While shootings played a big role, the largest number of deaths were the result of traffic crashes. Forty-

seven officers were killed in crashes this year, down 15% from 2016. A number of factors — including the 

"move-over law" and enhanced policies that limit vehicle pursuits and speeding — could be behind the 

drop. 

 

Texas, as it has in other years, had the highest number of law enforcement officers killed on the job, 

followed by Florida and New York, both with nine deaths. 

 

Fourteen Texas officers have died in 2017, including earlier this month with the death of San Marcos 

Police Officer Kenneth Copeland, who was fatally shot while serving an arrest warrant.  

 

San Marcos Police Chief Chase Stapp said the killing was similar to an ambush, which in 2016 was behind 

a jarring 21 deaths. Eight deaths in 2017 were the result of ambushes. This year, the largest number of 

fatal shootings happened when officers were responding to domestic disturbances. 

 

Randy Sutton, a spokesman for the Blue Lives Matter group, said there are likely multiple reasons behind 

the drop in killings, including a change in how officers approach arrests because of the controversial high-

profile shootings over the years. He said officers don't put themselves in dangerous situations as often.  

 

"There's a saying in law enforcement: You can't get in trouble for the car stop you don't make," he said. 

"They don't want to be the next Ferguson, the next officer burned on the stake." 

 

The numbers of people killed by officers actually jumped from 963 in 2016 to 971 this year, according to 

data compiled by The Washington Post. But the number of high-profile shootings that led to protests and 

riots was far lower than previous years, Floyd said. 

 

"I'm hoping this is a sign that officers have restored some of that trust, especially in communities where 

that relationship has been torn," he said, adding that body-worn cameras have helped departments become 

more transparent and stop violence before it begins after controversial incidents.  

 

Floyd said there have also been significant improvements over the years with de-escalation training and 

improved safety equipment provided to officers. 

 

But some of those advancements could show why this year's data could be an outlier, according to Justin 

Nix, a criminal justice professor at the University of South Carolina.  

 

There's no way of knowing the number of times officers nearly died or were shot at but survived because 
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they a bullet hit their tactical vest instead of them, he said. "Random chance" sometimes plays a role in 

these incidents, he said.  

 

"Every year, 100 to 150 officers die in the line of duty. It's a relatively small number when you consider 

the half a million officers nationwide, so it's going to bounce around," Nix said. "This decrease is 

definitely a good thing, but there's no way of knowing whether it might go up again next year." 
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HEADLINE 12/27 FBI declines to head murdered cop probe 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/fbi-declines-lead-investigation-unsolved-murder-veteran-

baltimore/story?   

GIST The FBI has declined to lead an investigation into the murder of a veteran Baltimore detective who was 

killed one day before he was due to testify in a federal police corruption trial, Baltimore Police 

Commissioner Kevin Davis said in a press conference Wednesday afternoon.  

 

On Nov. 15, homicide Det. Sean Suiter, an 18-year veteran of the Baltimore Police Department, was killed 

last month while conducting a follow-up to a homicide investigation, police said. While on the scene, 

Suiter approached a man who he saw was engaging in suspicious activity, and the man shot Suiter in the 

head shortly after with Suiter's own gun, police said.  

 

Suiter was scheduled to testify the next day in federal court regarding an ongoing corruption investigation 

of eight police officers being led by the FBI, which is what led Davis to request that the FBI assume a lead 

in the murder investigation into Suiter’s death, he said.  

 

Yesterday, Davis received a letter from FBI Assistant Director Stephen Richardson, explaining that since 

"no information has been developed to indicate Det. Suiter’s death was directly connected to an FBI 

investigation," the investigation into his murder should remain with the Baltimore Police Department.  

 

The FBI emphasized its "current commitment" to assist the police department, which will include 

providing FBI analytical, forensic and investigative support as well as $25,000 toward a reward "for 

information leading to the arrest of anyone who may have been involved in this matter," the letter states, 

according to Davis, who added that the total reward stands at $215,000. 

 

The case will remain with the Baltimore Police Department, Davis said. He described his decision to ask 

the FBI to take the lead in the investigation as a "unusual step" taken out of an abundance of caution, given 

that Suiter was due to testify in the federal corruption trial the next day. 

 

The FBI's decision to not lead the murder investigation reiterates in "black and white" that Suiter's death 

had nothing to do with the pending corruption investigation into the department, Davis said. In addition, 

there is "zero evidence" to suggest that Suiter committed suicide, Davis said. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 NY police: ‘act of savagery’ in killings 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/young-boy-girl-killed-act-savagery-upstate-york/story?id=52012275  

GIST A 5-year-old girl and an 11-year-old boy were among four people found dead in upstate New York in what 

police are treating as a quadruple homicide, described by the police chief as "savagery."  

 

The two children and two adult female victims, ages 22 and 36, were found early Tuesday afternoon in a 

basement apartment in Troy, New York, about 8 miles outside of Albany, Troy Police Chief John Tedesco 

said at a news conference today.  

 

The victims all appeared to have lived in the apartment, police said. The women were in a relationship, 
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and the girl and the boy were the children of one of the women, police said. 

 

Tedesco said the killings aren't believed to be a random act, adding police do not believe there is any 

imminent danger to the public.  

 

Tedesco is urging anyone with information to contact the police. 

 

Tedesco did not release the causes of death. The autopsies are being performed today, he said.  

 

"The emotions of a police officer are something you repress because there is a job to be done," Tedesco 

said, adding that no one involved in this case will ever forget it. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 FBI investigates threatening letters 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnewyork.com/investigations/FBI-Search-in-Jersey-City-Related-to-Threatening-

Letters-Sources-466835513.html  

GIST FBI agents and local police searched a home in Jersey City Wednesday in an investigation into numerous 

threatening letters, including one claiming there might be an attack on Rockefeller Plaza, law enforcement 

sources said. 

 

Other threatening notes were also sent to several NJ locations, officials said. 

 

Investigators said no arrest was made, but they believe they know who wrote the letters. Agents and police 

seized computers and other materials from the home along Oakland Avenue during a search that lasted 

several hours. 

 

Investigators said there was no active threat or plot. The investigation into the writings is not believed to 

be linked to any terror- or ISIS-inspired postings. 

 

Rather, the person who wrote the letters may be angry or emotionally disturbed, two sources familiar with 

the case said. 

 

An FBI spokeswoman declined to comment except to confirm agents were on "official business" at the 

Oakland Avenue home. 

 

A spokesman for the US attorney referred calls to the FBI. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Calif. border checkpoints pot crackdown 

SOURCE https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/legal-pot/pot-becomes-legal-california-2018-border-

checkpoints-will-still-crackdown-n832876  

GIST PINE VALLEY, Calif. — California legalizes marijuana for recreational use Monday, but that won't stop 

federal agents from seizing the drug — even in tiny amounts — on busy freeways and backcountry 

highways.  

 

Marijuana possession still will be prohibited at eight Border Patrol checkpoints in California, a reminder 

that state and federal laws collide when it comes to pot. The U.S. government classifies marijuana as a 

controlled substance, like heroin and LSD.  

 

"Prior to Jan. 1, it's going to be the same after Jan. 1, because nothing changed on our end," said Ryan 

Yamasaki, an assistant chief of the Border Patrol's San Diego sector. "If you're a federal law enforcement 

agency, you uphold federal laws." 
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The checkpoints, located up to 100 miles from Mexico, are considered a final line of defense against 

immigrants who elude agents at the border. They also have been a trap for U.S. citizens carrying drugs, 

even tiny bags of marijuana.  

 

About 40 percent of pot seizures at Border Patrol checkpoints from fiscal years 2013 to 2016 were an 

ounce (28 grams) or less from U.S. citizens, according to a Government Accountability Office report last 

month. California's new law allows anyone 21 and over to carry up to an ounce.  

 

The Border Patrol operates 34 permanent checkpoints along the Mexican border and an additional 103 

"tactical" stops, typically cones and signs that appear for brief periods. 

 

Ronald Vitiello, acting deputy commissioner of parent agency Customs and Border Protection, called drug 

seizures an "ancillary effect" of enforcing immigration laws. Motorists typically are released after being 

photographed and fingerprinted. They generally aren't charged with a crime because prosecutors consider 

them low priority.  

 

The clash between state and federal marijuana laws played out on a smaller scale near the Canadian border 

in Washington after that state legalized marijuana in 2014. California is a far busier route for illegal 

crossings with many more agents. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Greece anarchists claim court bombing 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/greek-left-group-claims-responsibility-court-

bombing-52011840  

GIST A small far-left group in Greece has claimed responsibility for a Dec. 22 bombing at an Athens courthouse 

that caused extensive damage but no injuries. 

 

The Popular Fighters Group said in a post on a far-left website Wednesday that it attacked the Athens 

Court of Appeal to protest what it said was bias by Greek judges that favored the rich and powerful in 

several high-profile court cases. 

 

The group also complained that Greek courts failed to uphold legal challenges against painful income cuts 

and tax hikes implemented under the country's bailout program. 

 

The group previously claimed responsibility for shots fired at the German ambassador's residence in 

Athens four years ago and bombings targeting a Greek industry federation in late 2015 and outside a bank 

in April. No injuries resulted from those incidents. 
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HEADLINE 12/27 Overpass deaths: danger from above 

SOURCE http://abcnews.go.com/US/overpass-death-highlights-dangers-motorists-

pedestrians/story?id=52009795  

GIST Four teenagers appeared in court this morning on murder charges for allegedly hurling a sandbag over an 

overpass, killing a 22-year-old man in a car below. 

 

This isn't the first incidence of a thrown item killing or injuring innocent people. 

 

Here's a look at some other occurrences that involved items ranging from a sandbag, a rock, a shopping 

cart and even a frozen turkey: 

 

December 2017 
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Four teenagers are in custody after Toledo, Ohio, police say they threw a construction sandbag from an 

overpass on Dec. 19, hitting a passenger in a car on the interstate below. 

 

The victim, 22-year-old Marquise Byrd, of Warren, Michigan, died three days later. 

 

Three teenagers are 14 years old, police said. The other teen is 13. 

 

They were charged with murder and vehicular vandalism, the Lucas County Prosecutor’s Office said. The 

teens appeared in court this morning, where they denied the murder charge, the prosecutor's office said. 

 

October 2017 
Five teenage boys in Michigan are facing charges including second-degree murder for allegedly throwing 

a rock at a van that went through the windshield and killed a passenger in October. 

 

On Oct. 18, the victim, Kenneth White, and his friend were driving on the interstate when the driver said a 

large rock came through their van. The rock, according to the driver, struck White, 32, in the face and then 

ricocheted from his face to his chest, officials said. 

 

The teens -- who were charged as adults with second-degree murder -- were also charged with conspiracy 

to commit murder and malicious destruction of property. They all pleaded not guilty, ABC affiliate WJRT 

in Flint reported in October. 

 

They could face life in prison if convicted, officials said. 

 

WJRT reported in October that White's fiance, Amiee Cagle, said she hoped the teen who allegedly threw 

the rock is sentenced to life in prison. 

 

Cagle added that she will try to forgive the teens, WJRT reported. 

 

"I know that's what Kenneth would have wanted," she said. "It's going to take time, a lot of time." 

 

October 2011 

On Oct. 30, 2011, a New York City woman was seriously injured when a shopping cart fell four stories 

onto her at an East Harlem shopping center, according to The Associated Press. 

 

The victim, Marion Hedges, was at the mall at the time buying Halloween candy for underprivileged 

children. She suffered a serious brain injury. 

 

Two teenagers pleaded guilty in the assault. 

 

One teen was sentenced to six to 18 months at a center for at-risk students, while the other teen was 

ordered to spend six months in a therapeutic group home, The New York Post reported. 

 

In 2012, Hedges said she forgave the teens. 

 

As of 2015, Hedges was still suffering from memory loss, double vision and impaired motor skills, the 

Post reported. 

 

Her husband, Michael Hedges, told the Post, "This has destroyed our lives in every possible way.” 

 

November 2004 

On Nov. 13, 2004, a 44-year-old woman was in her car on Long Island when she was struck in the head by 

a 20-pound frozen turkey, the New York Post reported. 

 

Victoria Ruvolo spent two weeks in an induced coma. Her esophagus was caved in, both cheeks and her 

jaw were shattered, the socket of one eye was fractured and she suffered brain damage. 
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Then-18-year-old Ryan Cushing pleaded guilty and was sent to jail for six months. He could have faced up 

to 25 years in prison if convicted, but Ruvolo asked the judge to show mercy, ABC News reported in 

2005. 

 

Ruvolo said at the time of a lengthy prison sentence, "I don't think that would have done him, myself or 

society any good." 

 

Ruvolo said when Cushing pleaded guilty, "He came over to me and his eyes started swelling up and he 

was starting to apologize. ... And then he took me in his arms and the only thing I could do was comfort 

him. I needed that hug from him as much as he needed it from me." 
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From:                 Google Alerts
                         <googlealerts-noreply@google.com> on behalf of Google Alerts
                         <googlealerts-noreply@google.com>
                         <googlealerts-noreply@google.com>
To:                     mark.shearer@iowa.gov
                         <mark.shearer@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Google Alert - terrorism

terrorism
As-it-happens update ⋅ December 23, 2017

NEWS

FBI: California man planned ISIS-inspired Christmas terror attack on San Francisco's Pier 39
KABC-TV
... a medical history of asthma, according to the FBI. ABC7 News in San Francisco contacted officials at
Pier 39 to ask for a response. They say they did not know about this plot. ABC News contributed to this
report. Report a Typo. Related Topics: terror attackterror threatterrorismFBIarrestCalifornia. Email.
Modesto Man Plotted Christmas Day Terror Attack on San Francisco's Pier 39: FBI Affidavit - KTLA
FBI: Man planned ISIS-inspired Christmas Day terror attack in San Francisco - CBS News
San Francisco: Man arrested over 'Christmas terror plan' - BBC News
Full Coverage
   Flag as irrelevant

Environmental terrorism deadlier than Boko Haram, says MOSOP
Guardian (blog)
The Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP) has said environmental terrorism in the
Niger Delta was deadlier than Boko Haram insurgency for which government plans to expend $1 billon.
MOSOP, therefore, asked the Federal Government to immediately put in place remedial ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Bitcoin Price Increase is Being Impacted by Terrorism? Former CIA Official
Ethereum World News (blog)
Current Director at the Foundation for the Defense of Democracies and former CIA Official – Yaya
Fanusie, believes that the BTC price rally is being effected and is attracting extremist groups attention
like Syria (ISIS) and Al Queda. Even that the funding in these particular cases are still modest at best
[for ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Colorado Sovereigns Charged With "Paper Terrorism" Going Down One by One
Westword
In March, eight individuals were arrested along Colorado's Front Range for threatening and harassing
elected officials using a tactic that the FBI calls “paper terrorism.” This tactic included sending Colorado
officials — such as judges, county administrators and district attorneys — unofficial versions of ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Obama's Collusion With Hezbollah Narco-Terrorists
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FrontPage Magazine
The administration seemed incapable of dealing with radical Islamic terrorism. Indeed, Obama and the
oleaginous sycophants that worked for him could not even bring themselves to utter that phrase. ISIS
was on the march, democracy was on the run in Venezuela, and North Korea continued to detain ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Foreign Secretary expresses concern over Pence's comments on Pakistan
Geo News, Pakistan
ISLAMABAD: Foreign Secretary Tehmina Janjua on Friday expressed deep concern over US Vice
President Mike Pence's comments regarding Pakistan and its role in the war against terrorism during
his unannounced visit to Afghanistan. Addressing the Senate's Standing Committee on External Affairs,
...
   Flag as irrelevant

Britain designates 2 militant groups in Egypt as 'terrorist'
Fox News
The British Embassy in Egypt says in a statement Friday that Britain has added the Hasm movement
and Liwaa el-Thawra group to its list of terrorist organizations after reviewing attacks claimed by both
groups and finding they meet the criteria. It also said the move will boost its "capacity to disrupt the ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Chesterfield terror suspect named as chip shop owner
Derbyshire Times
A Chesterfield man arrested on suspicion of terrorism offences earlier this week has been named in the
national media as Hazhar Star. Also known as Andy, the 31-year-old is believed to be the owner of the
Mermaid Traditional Fish Bar on Sheffield Road, which has been cordoned off by police since ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Destabilization plots as real as terrorism, says Sara Duterte
Philippine Canadian Inquirer
Davao City Mayor Sara Duterte-Carpio said that the destabilization plot against her father, President
Rodrigo Duterte is a threat that is tantamount to terrorism, adding that the information of the said plot is
reliable as it came from trusted sources. According to her, “The threat of destabilization is as real as ...
   Flag as irrelevant

The Latest: Melbourne Police Say No Sign Of Terrorist Link
In Homeland Security
Police said in news conference late Thursday that there was no evidence or intelligence to indicate that
the incident was connected to terrorism, but they believe the act was deliberate. They said counter-
terror officials would remain involved in the investigation to be sure there was no connection.
   Flag as irrelevant

See more results | Edit this alert
You have received this email because you have subscribed to Google Alerts.
Unsubscribe | View all your alerts
 Receive this alert as RSS feed

Send Feedback
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From:                 Aerospace & Defense Law360
                         <news-q@law360.com> on behalf of Aerospace & Defense Law360
                         <news-q@law360.com> <news-q@law360.com>
To:                     john.benson@iowa.gov
                         <john.benson@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Top Gov’t Contracts Policy Developments Of 2017

2017 introduced several major policy changes that will affect federal contractors’ operations for years to
come, from the implementation of a stringent defense cybersecurity rule and the repeal of a deeply
unpopular rule on labor violations to provisions of the sprawling Pentagon budget bill. Here, Law360
runs down some of the year's most consequential moves for government contractors.
 AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
.
Get 20% off all Law360 Job Board postings.
.
Enter LAW2017 at checkout to reach the best legal talent at our best rates ever.

  _____

Thursday, December 21, 2017
  _____

TOP NEWS

  _____

Analysis

Top Gov’t Contracts Policy Developments Of 2017

2017 introduced several major policy changes that will affect federal contractors’ operations for years to
come, from the implementation of a stringent defense cybersecurity rule and the repeal of a deeply
unpopular rule on labor violations to provisions of the sprawling Pentagon budget bill. Here, Law360
runs down some of the year's most consequential moves for government contractors. Read more »

Lockheed, Northrop Shed F-35 FCA Case At 5th Circ.

The Fifth Circuit refused in a published opinion Tuesday to revive a False Claims Act suit alleging
Lockheed Martin Corp. and Northrop Grumman Systems Corp. concealed the F-35 fighter aircraft's true
cost, finding the whistleblower lacked direct knowledge of the alleged, and publicly disclosed, scheme.
Read more »

Deutsche Bahn, German Army Sue Truck Makers Over Cartel

Rail giant Deutsche Bahn AG on Wednesday sued Volvo, Daimler and several other manufacturers
accused of operating a long-running truck cartel, lodging a complaint on behalf of more than three
dozen truck buyers and the German army, and seeking damages over vehicle sales worth more than
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€2 billion. Read more »

Commerce Dept. Finalizes 300% Tariffs On Bombardier Jets

When Bombardier Inc. starts exporting its C-Series commercial jets to the United States, they’ll face
tariffs totaling nearly 300 percent after the U.S. Department of Commerce announced final
determinations Wednesday concluding the company is underpricing its aircraft and is illegally
subsidized by the Canadian government. Read more »

ENFORCEMENT

  _____

Exporters Sentenced For Selling Aviation Parts To Syria

A Florida federal judge on Wednesday sentenced two Florida residents to two years in prison and
another to one year in prison for conspiring to violate U.S. sanctions against Syria by illegally exporting
aviation equipment with civilian and military applications to a government-owned airline. Read more »

Jury In Case Against Turkish Banker Eyes Zarrab Flowcharts

A Manhattan jury weighed charges against Mehmet Hakan Atilla, a Turkish banker accused of helping
Iran dodge billions of dollars of U.S. economic sanctions, for just over four hours Wednesday, asking for
sketches purporting to detail illegal activity that were drawn by trader-turned-cooperator Reza Zarrab.
Read more »

LITIGATION

  _____

Honeywell Strikes $26M NY Lake Pollution Deal

Aerospace and automotive conglomerate Honeywell and a New York county reached a deal worth $26
million Wednesday to resolve the federal government’s and state’s claims that their release of mercury,
polychlorinated biphenyls and other toxic substances destroyed natural resources at Onondaga Lake.
Read more »

DEALS & CONTRACTS

  _____

State Dept. Approves $200M F-16 Support Deal For Poland

The U.S. Department of State approved a proposed $200 million foreign arms sale that lets the
Pentagon and contractors continue to service Poland’s fleet of F-16 fighter jets, according to a
statement on Tuesday from the Pentagon’s Defense Security Cooperation Agency. Read more »

Army Extends Lockheed Deal For Apache Sensor Upkeep

Lockheed Martin Corp. secured on Tuesday a $65 million extension of an Army contract to service
Apache attack helicopter target acquisition and night vision systems, according to the Defense Logistics
Agency. Read more »
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EXPERT ANALYSIS

  _____

A Review Of US Economic Sanctions In 2017

The past 12 months have been an extraordinarily active period and, given recent international
developments, the pace of change for U.S. sanctions policy is unlikely to slow in the foreseeable future,
say Ama Adams, Brendan Hanifin and Emerson Siegle of Ropes & Gray LLP. Read more »

Hearing The Need For More Women’s Voices In The Courtroom

For many female attorneys, the results revealed in the New York State Bar Association’s recently
adopted report on female litigators in the courtroom were not encouraging but not terribly surprising.
Each stakeholder in the litigation process — judges, law firms and corporate clients — should contribute
toward increasing female voices in the courtroom, says Carrie Cohen of Morrison & Foerster LLP. Read
more »

LEGAL INDUSTRY
  _____

Analysis

Legal Industry 2017 Year In Review

The legal industry, rocked by gender bias suits and buoyed by #appellatetwitter, saw a roller coaster of
a year. Here’s a look at the good, bad and Trump-driven of 2017. Read more »

Analysis

Tax Bill Like ‘Manna From Heaven’ For Work-Hungry Firms

While the Republicans’ tax bill heads to President Donald Trump’s desk after receiving final approval by
Congress, tax attorneys already are salivating over the work the legislation promises to deliver. Read
more »

Analysis

Trump's First Year Saw Slew Of Judicial Confirmations

With 12 appellate judges and a U.S. Supreme Court justice, President Donald Trump has already made
an impact on the federal courts in his first year, even as allies push for more judges to be confirmed
more quickly and Trump's detractors cry foul. Read more »

Trump Taps 10 For Bench In Latest Round Of Nominations

President Donald Trump announced a wave of federal judicial nominations on Wednesday, tapping a
New Mexico energy law partner for the Tenth Circuit, a Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP intellectual
property partner for the District of Delaware, and eight more attorneys for federal district judgeships in
Pennsylvania, Florida and other states. Read more »

IP Firm Hits LegalZoom, State Bars With $60M Antitrust Suit

A law firm specializing in trademark registration filed a $60 million antitrust lawsuit in California federal
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court Tuesday, accusing federal and state regulators of complicity in allowing LegalZoom.com and its
founders to use false advertising and offer customers unauthorized legal services. Read more »

Womble Bond Taking On 24 Attys From Calif. IP Boutique

Womble Bond Dickinson (US) LLP is picking up 24 members of an intellectual property boutique in
California, adding another notch to its belt in a series of combinations following the November merger of
North Carolina-based Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice LLP and British firm Bond Dickinson LLP.
Read more »

Law360's Weekly Verdict: Legal Lions & Lambs

The year’s final legal lions list has been compiled, and sole practitioner John R. Sommer ended up on
top of it for his work taking down the Lanham Act’s ban on “scandalous and immoral” trademarks, while
2017’s final legal lambs list is headed up by Kane Russell Coleman & Logan PC, which was on the
losing end of a $98 million fraud verdict in Texas this week. Read more »

Legal Tech Download: Dentons' Leadership Change-Up

The world of legal technology is quickly evolving, with new products coming to market in rapid
succession. Here, Law360 takes a look at seven major recent developments. Read more »
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From:                 Aerospace & Defense Law360
                         <news-q@law360.com> on behalf of Aerospace & Defense Law360
                         <news-q@law360.com> <news-q@law360.com>
To:                     dennis.harper@iowa.gov
                         <dennis.harper@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Top Gov’t Contracts Policy Developments Of 2017

2017 introduced several major policy changes that will affect federal contractors’ operations for years to
come, from the implementation of a stringent defense cybersecurity rule and the repeal of a deeply
unpopular rule on labor violations to provisions of the sprawling Pentagon budget bill. Here, Law360
runs down some of the year's most consequential moves for government contractors.
 AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
.
Get 20% off all Law360 Job Board postings.
.
Enter LAW2017 at checkout to reach the best legal talent at our best rates ever.

  _____

Thursday, December 21, 2017
  _____

TOP NEWS

  _____

Analysis

Top Gov’t Contracts Policy Developments Of 2017

2017 introduced several major policy changes that will affect federal contractors’ operations for years to
come, from the implementation of a stringent defense cybersecurity rule and the repeal of a deeply
unpopular rule on labor violations to provisions of the sprawling Pentagon budget bill. Here, Law360
runs down some of the year's most consequential moves for government contractors. Read more »

Lockheed, Northrop Shed F-35 FCA Case At 5th Circ.

The Fifth Circuit refused in a published opinion Tuesday to revive a False Claims Act suit alleging
Lockheed Martin Corp. and Northrop Grumman Systems Corp. concealed the F-35 fighter aircraft's true
cost, finding the whistleblower lacked direct knowledge of the alleged, and publicly disclosed, scheme.
Read more »

Deutsche Bahn, German Army Sue Truck Makers Over Cartel

Rail giant Deutsche Bahn AG on Wednesday sued Volvo, Daimler and several other manufacturers
accused of operating a long-running truck cartel, lodging a complaint on behalf of more than three
dozen truck buyers and the German army, and seeking damages over vehicle sales worth more than
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€2 billion. Read more »

Commerce Dept. Finalizes 300% Tariffs On Bombardier Jets

When Bombardier Inc. starts exporting its C-Series commercial jets to the United States, they’ll face
tariffs totaling nearly 300 percent after the U.S. Department of Commerce announced final
determinations Wednesday concluding the company is underpricing its aircraft and is illegally
subsidized by the Canadian government. Read more »

ENFORCEMENT

  _____

Exporters Sentenced For Selling Aviation Parts To Syria

A Florida federal judge on Wednesday sentenced two Florida residents to two years in prison and
another to one year in prison for conspiring to violate U.S. sanctions against Syria by illegally exporting
aviation equipment with civilian and military applications to a government-owned airline. Read more »

Jury In Case Against Turkish Banker Eyes Zarrab Flowcharts

A Manhattan jury weighed charges against Mehmet Hakan Atilla, a Turkish banker accused of helping
Iran dodge billions of dollars of U.S. economic sanctions, for just over four hours Wednesday, asking for
sketches purporting to detail illegal activity that were drawn by trader-turned-cooperator Reza Zarrab.
Read more »

LITIGATION

  _____

Honeywell Strikes $26M NY Lake Pollution Deal

Aerospace and automotive conglomerate Honeywell and a New York county reached a deal worth $26
million Wednesday to resolve the federal government’s and state’s claims that their release of mercury,
polychlorinated biphenyls and other toxic substances destroyed natural resources at Onondaga Lake.
Read more »

DEALS & CONTRACTS

  _____

State Dept. Approves $200M F-16 Support Deal For Poland

The U.S. Department of State approved a proposed $200 million foreign arms sale that lets the
Pentagon and contractors continue to service Poland’s fleet of F-16 fighter jets, according to a
statement on Tuesday from the Pentagon’s Defense Security Cooperation Agency. Read more »

Army Extends Lockheed Deal For Apache Sensor Upkeep

Lockheed Martin Corp. secured on Tuesday a $65 million extension of an Army contract to service
Apache attack helicopter target acquisition and night vision systems, according to the Defense Logistics
Agency. Read more »
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EXPERT ANALYSIS

  _____

A Review Of US Economic Sanctions In 2017

The past 12 months have been an extraordinarily active period and, given recent international
developments, the pace of change for U.S. sanctions policy is unlikely to slow in the foreseeable future,
say Ama Adams, Brendan Hanifin and Emerson Siegle of Ropes & Gray LLP. Read more »

Hearing The Need For More Women’s Voices In The Courtroom

For many female attorneys, the results revealed in the New York State Bar Association’s recently
adopted report on female litigators in the courtroom were not encouraging but not terribly surprising.
Each stakeholder in the litigation process — judges, law firms and corporate clients — should contribute
toward increasing female voices in the courtroom, says Carrie Cohen of Morrison & Foerster LLP. Read
more »

LEGAL INDUSTRY
  _____

Analysis

Legal Industry 2017 Year In Review

The legal industry, rocked by gender bias suits and buoyed by #appellatetwitter, saw a roller coaster of
a year. Here’s a look at the good, bad and Trump-driven of 2017. Read more »

Analysis

Tax Bill Like ‘Manna From Heaven’ For Work-Hungry Firms

While the Republicans’ tax bill heads to President Donald Trump’s desk after receiving final approval by
Congress, tax attorneys already are salivating over the work the legislation promises to deliver. Read
more »

Analysis

Trump's First Year Saw Slew Of Judicial Confirmations

With 12 appellate judges and a U.S. Supreme Court justice, President Donald Trump has already made
an impact on the federal courts in his first year, even as allies push for more judges to be confirmed
more quickly and Trump's detractors cry foul. Read more »

Trump Taps 10 For Bench In Latest Round Of Nominations

President Donald Trump announced a wave of federal judicial nominations on Wednesday, tapping a
New Mexico energy law partner for the Tenth Circuit, a Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP intellectual
property partner for the District of Delaware, and eight more attorneys for federal district judgeships in
Pennsylvania, Florida and other states. Read more »

IP Firm Hits LegalZoom, State Bars With $60M Antitrust Suit

A law firm specializing in trademark registration filed a $60 million antitrust lawsuit in California federal
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court Tuesday, accusing federal and state regulators of complicity in allowing LegalZoom.com and its
founders to use false advertising and offer customers unauthorized legal services. Read more »

Womble Bond Taking On 24 Attys From Calif. IP Boutique

Womble Bond Dickinson (US) LLP is picking up 24 members of an intellectual property boutique in
California, adding another notch to its belt in a series of combinations following the November merger of
North Carolina-based Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice LLP and British firm Bond Dickinson LLP.
Read more »

Law360's Weekly Verdict: Legal Lions & Lambs

The year’s final legal lions list has been compiled, and sole practitioner John R. Sommer ended up on
top of it for his work taking down the Lanham Act’s ban on “scandalous and immoral” trademarks, while
2017’s final legal lambs list is headed up by Kane Russell Coleman & Logan PC, which was on the
losing end of a $98 million fraud verdict in Texas this week. Read more »

Legal Tech Download: Dentons' Leadership Change-Up

The world of legal technology is quickly evolving, with new products coming to market in rapid
succession. Here, Law360 takes a look at seven major recent developments. Read more »
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Cato Institute
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Ryan LLC

The Boeing Company
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UTC Aerospace Systems

Uber Technologies Inc.
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ZTE Corp.
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Cravath Swaine
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DLA Piper
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Eagan Avenatti

Fish & Richardson
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Gibson Dunn
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Jones Day

K&L Gates

Kane Russell

Kasowitz Benson

Kennedys CMK

King & Spalding

Kirkland & Ellis

Labaton Sucharow

Landskroner Grieco

LegalForce RAPC Worldwide

Lindquist & Vennum
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Locke Lord
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Perkins Coie

Proskauer Rose

Quinn Emanuel

Robbins Geller

Rogers Joseph

Ropes & Gray

Ruprecht Hart

Saul Ewing

Seyfarth Shaw

Sidley Austin

Siprut PC

Skadden
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TLT LLP
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Bureau of Industry and Security

Defense Contract Audit Agency

Defense Contract Management Agency
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Defense Logistics Agency

Defense Security Cooperation Agency

Department of Commerce

Economic Development Administration

European Commission

Executive Office of the President

Federal Acquisition Regulatory Council

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Fish and Wildlife Service

Government Accountability Office

Internal Revenue Service

International Trade Commission

NATO

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

Office of Foreign Assets Control

Securities and Exchange Commission

U.S. Air Force

U.S. Customs and Border Protection

U.S. Department of Defense

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

U.S. Department of Justice

U.S. Department of State

U.S. Department of the Interior

U.S. Department of the Treasury

U.S. General Services Administration

U.S. Navy

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

U.S. Supreme Court
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World Trade Organization

  _____
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Dentons

Akin Gump

Crowell & Moring
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Herrick Feinstein
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Baker Botts
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Dinsmore & Shohl
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Freshfields
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Gibson Dunn

Gordon & Rees
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Jenner & Block
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Labaton Sucharow

Landskroner Grieco

LegalForce RAPC Worldwide

Lindquist & Vennum

Liner LLP

Littler Mendelson

Locke Lord

McCarter & English

McGuireWoods

Milbank Tweed

Morris Nichols

Morrison & Foerster

Morvillo Abramowitz

Motley Rice

Niro Law Ltd.

Norton Rose Fulbright

Orrick Herrington

Patterson Thuente

Paul Weiss

Perkins Coie

Proskauer Rose

Quinn Emanuel

Robbins Geller

Rogers Joseph

Ruprecht Hart
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Siprut PC

Skadden

Slater & Gordon

Steptoe & Johnson LLP

Susman Godfrey

TLT LLP

Taft Stettinius

Thomas Combs

Troutman Sanders

Whitfield Bryson

Williams & Connolly

WilmerHale

Winston & Strawn

Womble Bond Dickinson

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
U.S. Department of Justice

U.S. Supreme Court

Department of Commerce
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Internal Revenue Service
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U.S. Department of Defense

U.S. Department of State

Bureau of Industry and Security

Defense Contract Audit Agency

Defense Contract Management Agency
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Defense Security Cooperation Agency

Economic Development Administration

European Commission

Federal Acquisition Regulatory Council
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U.S. Air Force

U.S. Customs and Border Protection
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U.S. Department of the Interior

U.S. Department of the Treasury

U.S. General Services Administration

U.S. Navy

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

World Trade Organization
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From:                 Aerospace & Defense Law360
                         <news-q@law360.com> on behalf of Aerospace & Defense Law360
                         <news-q@law360.com> <news-q@law360.com>
To:                     aimee.bartlett@iowa.gov
                         <aimee.bartlett@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Top Gov’t Contracts Policy Developments Of 2017

2017 introduced several major policy changes that will affect federal contractors’ operations for years to
come, from the implementation of a stringent defense cybersecurity rule and the repeal of a deeply
unpopular rule on labor violations to provisions of the sprawling Pentagon budget bill. Here, Law360
runs down some of the year's most consequential moves for government contractors.
 AEROSPACE & DEFENSE
.
Get 20% off all Law360 Job Board postings.
.
Enter LAW2017 at checkout to reach the best legal talent at our best rates ever.

  _____

Thursday, December 21, 2017
  _____

TOP NEWS

  _____

Analysis

Top Gov’t Contracts Policy Developments Of 2017

2017 introduced several major policy changes that will affect federal contractors’ operations for years to
come, from the implementation of a stringent defense cybersecurity rule and the repeal of a deeply
unpopular rule on labor violations to provisions of the sprawling Pentagon budget bill. Here, Law360
runs down some of the year's most consequential moves for government contractors. Read more »

Lockheed, Northrop Shed F-35 FCA Case At 5th Circ.

The Fifth Circuit refused in a published opinion Tuesday to revive a False Claims Act suit alleging
Lockheed Martin Corp. and Northrop Grumman Systems Corp. concealed the F-35 fighter aircraft's true
cost, finding the whistleblower lacked direct knowledge of the alleged, and publicly disclosed, scheme.
Read more »

Deutsche Bahn, German Army Sue Truck Makers Over Cartel

Rail giant Deutsche Bahn AG on Wednesday sued Volvo, Daimler and several other manufacturers
accused of operating a long-running truck cartel, lodging a complaint on behalf of more than three
dozen truck buyers and the German army, and seeking damages over vehicle sales worth more than
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€2 billion. Read more »

Commerce Dept. Finalizes 300% Tariffs On Bombardier Jets

When Bombardier Inc. starts exporting its C-Series commercial jets to the United States, they’ll face
tariffs totaling nearly 300 percent after the U.S. Department of Commerce announced final
determinations Wednesday concluding the company is underpricing its aircraft and is illegally
subsidized by the Canadian government. Read more »

ENFORCEMENT

  _____

Exporters Sentenced For Selling Aviation Parts To Syria

A Florida federal judge on Wednesday sentenced two Florida residents to two years in prison and
another to one year in prison for conspiring to violate U.S. sanctions against Syria by illegally exporting
aviation equipment with civilian and military applications to a government-owned airline. Read more »

Jury In Case Against Turkish Banker Eyes Zarrab Flowcharts

A Manhattan jury weighed charges against Mehmet Hakan Atilla, a Turkish banker accused of helping
Iran dodge billions of dollars of U.S. economic sanctions, for just over four hours Wednesday, asking for
sketches purporting to detail illegal activity that were drawn by trader-turned-cooperator Reza Zarrab.
Read more »

LITIGATION

  _____

Honeywell Strikes $26M NY Lake Pollution Deal

Aerospace and automotive conglomerate Honeywell and a New York county reached a deal worth $26
million Wednesday to resolve the federal government’s and state’s claims that their release of mercury,
polychlorinated biphenyls and other toxic substances destroyed natural resources at Onondaga Lake.
Read more »

DEALS & CONTRACTS

  _____

State Dept. Approves $200M F-16 Support Deal For Poland

The U.S. Department of State approved a proposed $200 million foreign arms sale that lets the
Pentagon and contractors continue to service Poland’s fleet of F-16 fighter jets, according to a
statement on Tuesday from the Pentagon’s Defense Security Cooperation Agency. Read more »

Army Extends Lockheed Deal For Apache Sensor Upkeep

Lockheed Martin Corp. secured on Tuesday a $65 million extension of an Army contract to service
Apache attack helicopter target acquisition and night vision systems, according to the Defense Logistics
Agency. Read more »
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EXPERT ANALYSIS

  _____

A Review Of US Economic Sanctions In 2017

The past 12 months have been an extraordinarily active period and, given recent international
developments, the pace of change for U.S. sanctions policy is unlikely to slow in the foreseeable future,
say Ama Adams, Brendan Hanifin and Emerson Siegle of Ropes & Gray LLP. Read more »

Hearing The Need For More Women’s Voices In The Courtroom

For many female attorneys, the results revealed in the New York State Bar Association’s recently
adopted report on female litigators in the courtroom were not encouraging but not terribly surprising.
Each stakeholder in the litigation process — judges, law firms and corporate clients — should contribute
toward increasing female voices in the courtroom, says Carrie Cohen of Morrison & Foerster LLP. Read
more »

LEGAL INDUSTRY
  _____

Analysis

Legal Industry 2017 Year In Review

The legal industry, rocked by gender bias suits and buoyed by #appellatetwitter, saw a roller coaster of
a year. Here’s a look at the good, bad and Trump-driven of 2017. Read more »

Analysis

Tax Bill Like ‘Manna From Heaven’ For Work-Hungry Firms

While the Republicans’ tax bill heads to President Donald Trump’s desk after receiving final approval by
Congress, tax attorneys already are salivating over the work the legislation promises to deliver. Read
more »

Analysis

Trump's First Year Saw Slew Of Judicial Confirmations

With 12 appellate judges and a U.S. Supreme Court justice, President Donald Trump has already made
an impact on the federal courts in his first year, even as allies push for more judges to be confirmed
more quickly and Trump's detractors cry foul. Read more »

Trump Taps 10 For Bench In Latest Round Of Nominations

President Donald Trump announced a wave of federal judicial nominations on Wednesday, tapping a
New Mexico energy law partner for the Tenth Circuit, a Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP intellectual
property partner for the District of Delaware, and eight more attorneys for federal district judgeships in
Pennsylvania, Florida and other states. Read more »

IP Firm Hits LegalZoom, State Bars With $60M Antitrust Suit

A law firm specializing in trademark registration filed a $60 million antitrust lawsuit in California federal
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court Tuesday, accusing federal and state regulators of complicity in allowing LegalZoom.com and its
founders to use false advertising and offer customers unauthorized legal services. Read more »

Womble Bond Taking On 24 Attys From Calif. IP Boutique

Womble Bond Dickinson (US) LLP is picking up 24 members of an intellectual property boutique in
California, adding another notch to its belt in a series of combinations following the November merger of
North Carolina-based Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice LLP and British firm Bond Dickinson LLP.
Read more »

Law360's Weekly Verdict: Legal Lions & Lambs

The year’s final legal lions list has been compiled, and sole practitioner John R. Sommer ended up on
top of it for his work taking down the Lanham Act’s ban on “scandalous and immoral” trademarks, while
2017’s final legal lambs list is headed up by Kane Russell Coleman & Logan PC, which was on the
losing end of a $98 million fraud verdict in Texas this week. Read more »

Legal Tech Download: Dentons' Leadership Change-Up

The world of legal technology is quickly evolving, with new products coming to market in rapid
succession. Here, Law360 takes a look at seven major recent developments. Read more »
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Perkins Coie

Proskauer Rose

Quinn Emanuel
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World Trade Organization

  _____
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CBS Corporation

CITGO Petroleum Corp.

CNH Industrial NV

CPI Corporation

Cable News Network Inc.

Cato Institute

DAF Trucks NV

Daimler AG

Delta Air Lines Inc.

Deutsche Bahn AG

Embraer SA

Exelis
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FCA US LLC

Facebook

Harris Corporation

Honeywell International Inc.

JPMorgan Chase & Co.

Jimmy John's Franchise LLC

Johnson & Johnson

LegalZoom.com Inc.

Lex Mundi Ltd

MAN SE

MetLife Inc.

Microsoft Corporation

New York State Bar Association

New York Times Co.

Nordstrom Inc.

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co.

PepsiCo Inc.

Perrigo Co. PLC

Raytheon Company

Ryan LLC

Trump Organization Inc.

Twitter Inc.

UTC Aerospace Systems

Uber Technologies Inc.

Wells Fargo & Co.

ZTE Corp.

Zeughauser Group LLC

LAW FIRMS
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Dentons

Akin Gump

Crowell & Moring

Drinker Biddle

Fish & Richardson

Herrick Feinstein

McDermott Will

Morgan Lewis

Ropes & Gray

Allen & Overy

Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer

Baker Botts

Ballard Spahr

Berwin Leighton Paisner

Blakely Sokoloff

Boies Schiller

Bradley Arant

Brafman & Associates

Bryan Cave

Butler Snow LLP

Cadwalader Wickersham

Caplin & Drysdale

Cleary Gottlieb

Clifford Chance

Clyde & Co

Constangy Brooks

Cravath Swaine

DLA Piper
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Davis Polk

Debevoise & Plimpton

Dewey & LeBoeuf

Dinsmore & Shohl

Eagan Avenatti

Fleming Ruvoldt

Foley & Lardner

Freshfields

Gardere Wynne Sewell

Gibson Dunn

Gordon & Rees

Goulston & Storrs

Greenberg Traurig

Greg Coleman Law

Groom Law Group

Hausfeld

Hogan Lovells

Hunton & Williams

Husch Blackwell

Jackson Lewis

Jenner & Block

Jones Day

K&L Gates

Kane Russell

Kasowitz Benson

Kennedys CMK

King & Spalding

Kirkland & Ellis
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Labaton Sucharow

Landskroner Grieco

LegalForce RAPC Worldwide

Lindquist & Vennum

Liner LLP

Littler Mendelson

Locke Lord

McCarter & English

McGuireWoods

Milbank Tweed

Morris Nichols

Morrison & Foerster

Morvillo Abramowitz

Motley Rice

Niro Law Ltd.

Norton Rose Fulbright

Orrick Herrington

Patterson Thuente

Paul Weiss

Perkins Coie

Proskauer Rose

Quinn Emanuel

Robbins Geller

Rogers Joseph

Ruprecht Hart

Saul Ewing

Seyfarth Shaw

Sidley Austin
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Siprut PC

Skadden

Slater & Gordon

Steptoe & Johnson LLP

Susman Godfrey

TLT LLP

Taft Stettinius

Thomas Combs

Troutman Sanders

Whitfield Bryson

Williams & Connolly

WilmerHale

Winston & Strawn

Womble Bond Dickinson

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
U.S. Department of Justice

U.S. Supreme Court

Department of Commerce

Executive Office of the President

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Internal Revenue Service

Office of Foreign Assets Control

U.S. Department of Defense

U.S. Department of State

Bureau of Industry and Security

Defense Contract Audit Agency

Defense Contract Management Agency

Defense Logistics Agency
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Defense Security Cooperation Agency

Economic Development Administration

European Commission

Federal Acquisition Regulatory Council

Fish and Wildlife Service

Government Accountability Office

International Trade Commission

NATO

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation

Securities and Exchange Commission

U.S. Air Force

U.S. Customs and Border Protection

U.S. Department of Homeland Security

U.S. Department of the Interior

U.S. Department of the Treasury

U.S. General Services Administration

U.S. Navy

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

World Trade Organization
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*Barclays Bank Insider Sentenced for Role in Dridex Plot

Aviation Tech

*NASA X-Plane Battery Passes Tests

Legislation & Regulation News

*President Trump may stop Boeing and Airbus jetliner sales to Iran
*Top U.S. official calls for clarity on post-Brexit aviation safety

Physical Security News

*Nigerian Airport Security Team Investigates How Bandits Attacked And Burgled Taxiing Jet At Lagos
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*More New Orleans airport travelers bringing guns in their carry-on

Miscellaneous News

*French Aerospace Firm Thales Acquires SIM Maker Gemalto
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U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

   Indicates Actionable Intelligence

FEATURES

Cyber Security News

*Remote LD_PRELOAD Exploitation against GoAhead servers

From Elttam (12.18.2017)

A blog post by Elttam researchers details CVE-2017-17562, a vulnerability which can be exploited to
gain reliable remote code execution in all versions of the GoAhead web server < 3.6.5. The vulnerability
is a result of Initializing the environment of forked CGI scripts using untrusted HTTP request
parameters, and will affect all users who have CGI support enabled with dynamically linked
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executables. This behavior, when combined with the glibc dynamic linker, can be abused for remote
code execution using special variables such as LD_PRELOAD (commonly used to perform function
hooking). GoAhead’s marketing page says that it’s “the world’s most popular, tiny embedded web
server” and is used by such companies as IBM, HP, Oracle, Boeing, D-link, and Motorola. Elttam did a
search on shodan, and found over 735,000 devices using it on the internet today. The exploitation of
this issue serves as an interesting case study, and could be applied to other types of software with the
same insecure construct. Link

Elttam[].com[.]au/blog/goahead/

*"Zealot" Campaign Uses NSA Exploits to Mine Monero on Windows and Linux Servers

From Bleeping Computer (12.16.2017) Catalin Cimpanu

An aggressive and sophisticated malware campaign is currently underway, targeting Linux and
Windows servers with an assortment of exploits with the goal of installing malware that mines the
Monero cryptocurrency. The campaign was detected by security researchers from F5 Networks, who
named it Zealot, after zealot.zip, one of the files dropped on targeted servers. According to security
researchers for F5 Networks, the attackers are scanning the Internet for particular servers and using
two exploits, one for Apache Struts (CVE-2017-5638) and one for the DotNetNuke ASP.NET CMS
(CVE-2017-9822), to get a foothold on unpatched machines. For this campaign, the Struts flaw included
payloads for targeting both Linux and Windows machines at the same time.In the case attackers
infected a Windows machine, attackers also deployed EternalBlue and EternalSynergy, two NSA
exploits leaked by the Shadow Brokers earlier this year, which attackers use to move laterally in the
victim's local network and infect even more systems. At a later point, they would use PowerShell to
download and install the final-stage malware, which, for this campaign, was a Monero miner.On Linux,
attackers would use Python scripts that appear to be taken from the EmpireProject post-exploitation
framework, and would also install the same Monero miner. Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/-zealot-campaign-uses-nsa-exploits-to-mine-monero-on-
windows-and-linux-servers/

*New GnatSpy Mobile Malware Family Discovered

From Trend Micro (12.18.2017) Ecular Xu

Earlier this year researchers first disclosed a targeted attack campaign targeting various sectors in the
Middle East. This threat actor was called Two-tailed Scorpion/APT-C-23. Later on, a mobile component
called VAMP was found, with a new variant (dubbed FrozenCell) discovered in October. VAMP targeted
various types of data from the phones of victims: images, text messages, contacts, and call history,
among others. Dozens of command-and-control (C&C) domains and samples were found, which were
soon disabled or detected. Recently, Trend Micro researchers came across a new mobile malware
family which they called GnatSpy. We believe that this is a new variant of VAMP, indicating that the
threat actors behind APT-C-23 are still active and continuously improving their product. Some C&C
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domains from VAMP were reused in newer GnatSpy variants, indicating that these attacks are
connected. Researchers do not know for sure how these files were distributed to users. It is possible
that threat actors sent them directly for users to download and install on their devices. They had names
like “Android Setting” or “Facebook Update” to make users believe they were legitimate. Nor have
significant numbers of these apps been detected in the wild, indicating their use is probably limited to
specific targeted groups or individuals. The capabilities of GnatSpy are similar to early versions of
VAMP. However, there have been some changes in its behavior that highlight the increasing
sophistication of this particular threat actor. The structure of the new GnatSpy variants is very different
from previous variants. More receivers and services have been added, making this malware more
capable and modular. Link

Blog[.]trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/new-gnatspy-mobile-malware-family-discovered/

*Google Researcher Finds Critical Flaw in Keeper Password Manager

From Security Week (12.18.217) Eduard Kovacs

Google Project Zero researcher Tavis Ormandy recently discovered that the Keeper password manager
had been affected by a critical flaw similar to one he identified just over one year ago in the same
application. Ormandy found the security hole after noticing that Keeper is now installed by default in
Windows 10. He remembered a vulnerability he reported last year and managed to reproduce the same
attack with only a few minor modifications. The vulnerability affects the Keeper browser extensions,
which, unless users opt out, are installed alongside the Keeper desktop application. The security hole
allows attackers to steal passwords stored by the app if they can convince an authenticated user to
access a specially crafted website. Keeper released a patch within 24 hours of being notified by
Ormandy. The fix has been rolled out with version 11.4.4 and it has already been delivered to Edge,
Chrome and Firefox users via the browsers’ automatic extension update process.  Link

Securityweek[.]com/google-researcher-finds-critical-flaw-keeper-password-manager

*Loapi Android Malware Can Cause Cell Phones to Overheat

From Bleeping Computer (12.16.2017)

A malware strain known as Loapi will damage phones if users don't remove it from their devices. Left to
its own means, this modular threat will download a Monero cryptocurrency miner that will overheat and
overwork the phone's components, which will make the battery bulge, deform the phone's cover, or
even worse. Discovered by Kaspersky Labs, researchers say Loapi appears to have evolved from
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Podec, a malware strain spotted in 2015. Back then, crooks were using Podec to bypass Advice of
Charge (AoC) and CAPTCHAs to subscribe victims to premium-rate SMS services. The new Loapi
malware is much more advanced compared to the simplistic Podec strain. Kaspersky experts call it a
"jack of all trades," as Loapi has a highly advanced modular structure and components for all sorts of
nasty operations.  Loapi is currently advertised on third-party app stores, masquerading as a mobile
antivirus. The malware uses the classic trick of pestering users with an endless stream of popups until
the user does what the malware wants. This is how Loapi obtains device administrator rights and how
Loapi forces users to uninstall real antivirus apps from their phones. Loapi-infected apps will also close
the Settings window whenever it detects that a user is trying to deactivate its administrator account.
Users will have to boot their device in Safe Mode in order to remove Loapi.  Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/android-malware-will-destroy-your-phone-no-ifs-and-buts-about-
it/

*Two Critical 0-Day Remote Exploits for vBulletin Forum Disclosed Publicly

From The Hacker News (12.17.2017) Swati Khandelwal

Security researchers have discovered and disclosed details of two unpatched critical vulnerabilities in a
popular internet forum software—vBulletin—one of which could allow a remote attacker to execute
malicious code on the latest version of vBulletin application server. vBulletin is a widely used proprietary
Internet forum software package based on PHP and MySQL database server. It powers more than
100,000 websites on the Internet, including Fortune 500 and Alexa Top 1 million companies websites
and forums. The vulnerabilities were discovered by a security researcher from Italy-based security firm
TRUEL IT and an unknown independent security researcher, who disclosed the details of the
vulnerabilities by Beyond Security's SecuriTeam Secure Disclosure program. The vulnerabilities affect
version 5 of the vBulletin forum software and are currently unpatched. Beyond Security claims, it tried to
contact vBulletin since November 21, 2017, but received no response from the company. The first
vulnerability discovered in vBulletin is a file inclusion issue that leads to remote code execution,
allowing a remote attacker to include any file from the vBulletin server and execute arbitrary PHP code.
An unauthenticated attacker can trigger the file inclusion vulnerability by sending a GET request to
index.php with the routestring= parameter in the request, eventually allowing the attacker to "create a
crafted request to Vbulletin server installed on Windows OS and include any file on the web server."
The second vulnerability discovered in the vBulletin forum software version 5 has been assigned CVE-
2017-17672 and described as a deserialization issue that an unauthenticated attacker can exploit to
delete arbitrary files and even execute malicious code "under certain circumstances."  Link

Thehackernews[.]com/2017/12/vbulletin-forum-hacking[.]html

Automated Hunting of Software Update Supply Chain Attacks

From Digital Forensics SANS (12.16.2017) Adam Kramer

Software that automatically updates itself presents an attack surface, which can be leveraged en masse
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through the compromise of the vendor's infrastructure. This has been seen multiple times during 2017,
with high profile examples including NotPetya and CCleaner. Most large organizations have built robust
perimeter defenses for incoming and outgoing traffic, but this threat vector is slightly different and far
more difficult to detect. Update packages are often deployed in compressed, encrypted or proprietary
formats and would not easily be subject to an antivirus scan or sandbox analysis during transit. This
leaves us with a large number of trusted processes within our infrastructure that could turn on us at any
time and download something evil, which could potentially be undetectable by endpoint antivirus
software. It would be almost impossible to detect all potential malicious code changes, as they could be
as simple as changing a single assembly instruction from JNZ to JZ to allow for unauthorized access or
privilege escalation to occur. However, this doesn't prevent some additional proportionate due diligence
on the update package being pulled down and installed. In a large network there is going to be a lot of
noise and you may want to select the top 50 auto updating processes that are most widely utilised
across the estate and focus on them. Link

digital-forensics[.]sans[.]org/blog/2017/12/16/automated-hunting-of-software-update-supply-chain-
attacks

Barclays Bank Insider Sentenced for Role in Dridex Plot

From Info Security (12.15.2017) Phil Muncaster

A former Barclays Bank employee has been sentenced to six years and four months behind bars for
helping cyber-criminals launder millions of pounds of stolen funds. Jinal Pethad, 29, from London, set
up 105 fake bank accounts using false identity documents in a bid to trick the bank’s security
processes, the National Crime Agency claimed. He pleaded guilty this week to conspiring to launder
money between 2014 and 2016 on behalf of Pavel Gincota and Ion Turcan. The two, who were jailed in
October, wanted to get rid of £2.5m stolen in scams using the infamous Dridex banking trojan. Pethad
was soon tracked down during the investigation into their activities and after officers raided his
Edgeware home they apparently recovered over £4000 in cash, seven luxury watches and three mobile
phones which had been used to communicate with Gincota. “Jinal Pethad abused his position of trust at
the bank to knowingly set up sham accounts for Gincota and Turcan, providing a vital service which
enabled them to launder millions,” said Mark Cains of the NCA’s National Cybercrime Unit. Link

infosecurity-magazine[.]com/news/barclays-bank-insider-sentenced/

Aviation Tech

NASA X-Plane Battery Passes Tests

From AV Web (12.14.2017) May Grady

NASA says its engineers reached a major milestone this week, successfully testing the battery system
that will power the all-electric X-plane expected to take flight next year. “This was an extremely critical
milestone for the overall project,” said Tom Rigney, project manager for the X-57 Maxwell. “Without a
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safe battery system, we wouldn’t be able to execute our objectives. This test truly ensures a safe
environment for the pilot and the test program.” The testing validated that the battery system can safely
power the X-57 for an entire flight profile. The team is working toward a flight duration of at least 45
minutes to an hour. “We exposed the battery to the conditions of an X-57 flight, based on current
expected flight profiles, to make sure the capacity and thermal conditions stayed within safe limits,” said
NASA Glenn’s Dionne Hernandez-Lugo, battery development lead for the project. “We were able to see
how the battery behaves throughout the flight, as well as the overall capacity. The battery passed.” The
test also confirmed the battery design’s ability to isolate potential overheating issues to single battery
cells, preventing unsafe conditions from spreading to the rest of the battery system. The X-57 project
aims to demonstrate a significant increase in efficiency at high-speed cruise compared to aircraft
propelled by traditional systems, NASA says. The technology would result in lower operating costs, as
well as lower carbon emissions. Link

Avweb[.]com/avwebflash/news/NASA-X-Plane-Battery-Passes-Tests-230049-1[.]html

Legislation & Regulation News

President Trump may stop Boeing and Airbus jetliner sales to Iran

From The Hill (12.15.2017) Max Greenwood

The Trump administration is weighing a strategy that could stop Boeing and Airbus from selling
hundreds of passenger planes to Iranian airlines. The Wall Street Journal reported Friday that while
options have not yet been presented to President Trump, they are expected to include prohibiting the
sales, imposing restrictions that could stop any aircraft deliveries or slowing down the approval process.
Boeing and Airbus have agreed to sell nearly 300 planes to Iranian airlines. Those sales were allowed
under the 2015 Iran nuclear deal, pending approval from the Treasury Department's Office of Foreign
Assets Control. The nuclear deal bars Iran from developing nuclear weapons in exchange for sanctions
relief. Trump disavowed the nuclear deal in October, though he did not withdraw from the agreement.
He must decide by mid-January whether to extend sanctions relief for Iran. He is expected to once
again say that Tehran is not complying with the deal. Boeing and General Electric are two major U.S.
companies to pursue business opportunities with Iran. The administration is concerned that the
airplanes could be used by Iran to send weapons and military personnel to Syria, according to the
Journal. In a statement to the newspaper, a White House spokesman said that the administration would
not grant licenses for the sales unless Iran can offer assurances that the aircraft would be used only for
commercial aviation. Link

Thehill[.]com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/365202-trump-may-stop-boeing-and-airbus-jetliner-sales-to
-iran
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Top U.S. official calls for clarity on post-Brexit aviation safety

From Reuters (12.13.2017) Julia Fioretti

The United States is urgently calling for clarity on which aviation safety regime the British aerospace
industry will operate under after the country leaves the European Union, to avoid increased certification
costs for airlines and manufacturers.

The head of the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is in London and Brussels for talks with
both sides on whether Britain can retain a role in the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) and said
the FAA needed clarity on that by early next year. “The UK’s status (within EASA) does evaporate upon
exit from the EU so the question becomes ‘what is going to replace it?'” Michael Huerta told reporters
before meeting with the EU executive, the European Commission.  If Britain quits EASA its own aviation
regulator, the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), will need to assume EASA’s role in supervising
manufacturers, raising questions about whether it has the capacity to do that.  “If there is now no EASA
regulatory oversight over the United Kingdom’s manufacturers we have no way of relying on EASA’s
oversight and certification so therefore we would need to make our own findings, manufacturer by
manufacturer. And that is highly disruptive, highly costly for manufacturers to ensure that they can
comply with FAA standards for manufacturing,” Huerta said.  The United Kingdom has said it expects to
remain part of EASA, although that raises thorny questions about the jurisdiction of the EU’s top court,
which London does not want to submit to.  An official from the UK’s CAA said on Monday that the
agency was not planning for a new independent aviation safety system in the UK.  Link

Reuters[.]com/article/us-britain-eu-faa/top-u-s-official-calls-for-clarity-on-post-brexit-aviation-safety-
idUSKBN1E72HS

Physical Security News

Nigerian Airport Security Team Investigates How Bandits Attacked And Burgled Taxiing Jet At Lagos
Airport

From Sahara Reporters (12.17.2017)

Less than 24 hours after SaharaReporters broke the news of how airport bandits of attacked and
burgled Vistajet aircraft that was taxiing to apron after landing, the management of the Federal Airports
Authority of Nigeria (FAAN) has set up an investigation team to unravel the cause of the incident. FAAN
said that it has set up a combined team of Aviation Security (AVSEC) Department, Airport Police
Command and other relevant security agencies to immediately get to the root cause of the incident. A
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statement by Henrietta Yakubu, the spokesman of the agency said that the investigative team would
immediately commence an investigation into the incident, which took place while the aircraft, a Vistajet
with the registration number 9H-VFA was taxiing to the hangar of Evergreen Apple Nigeria (EAN) Ltd.
SaharaReporters can confirm that the incident actually occurred on the night of Tuesday, December 12,
2017, when the jet with the registration number 9H-VFA operated by EAN was taxiing to the apron from
the runway. Information gathered by SaharaReporters had revealed that the jet was taxiing on the
18Right of the runway before the incident. A source close to EAN had confided in our correspondent
that one of a crewmember of the jet discovered that the rear door of the aircraft was opened while
taxing to the hangar of EAN.  Link

Saharareporters[.]com/2017/12/17/vistajet-robbery-nigerian-airport-security-team-investigate-how-
bandits-attacked-and

More New Orleans airport travelers bringing guns in their carry-on

From NOLA (12.15.2017) Jennifer Larino

This year could be another record-breaking year for firearms found in carry-on bags of passengers
trying to board flights in Louisiana, led by guns seized at New Orleans' Louis Armstrong International
Airport. So far this year, the Transportation Security Administration has intercepted 83 guns at airport
security lines across Louisiana, including 56 in New Orleans. "We are pretty certain we're going to
unfortunately set a record," said Sari Koshetz, spokeswoman for the Transportation Security
Administration. "It's not the kind of record we want to set."  Koshetz and Billy Booth, a TSA expert on
improvised explosive devices, stood inside a small room at the airport Friday morning in front of a table
with a sampling of the roughly two-tons of illegal items intercepted at New Orleans airport security lines
this year. There were dozens of knives, ranging from pocket-size to long hunting knives, as well as
bats, self-defense keychains, bullet casings, batons, flares, two bottles of lighter fluid, two replica
handguns and, the highlight of the display, two replica hand grenades. Koshetz urged people ahead of
the holiday travel season to know what is in their bag and to closely review TSA guidelines before,
during and after packing. She noted many of the guns intercepted in New Orleans security lines are
loaded, a "disturbing and dangerous" reality for fellow travelers. Link

Nola[.]com/travel/index.ssf/2017/12/airport_checkpoint_firearms_ne[.]html

Miscellaneous News

French Aerospace Firm Thales Acquires SIM Maker Gemalto

From Tech Crunch (12.17.2017) Natasha Lomas
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Digital security solutions provider Gemalto has agreed to a €51 per share acquisition offer from French
aerospace and defense group Thales — in a deal worth around $5.43BN. Gemalto is a major producer
of SIM cards and NFC for mobile phones but also provides secure transaction solutions to banks,
including EMV chip cards, payment terminals and user authentication systems for online banking, such
as one-time token generating hardware devices for 2FA. It also sells identity and access control
solutions to the public sector, including biometric authentication technologies for government-issued ID
documents such as passports. Another branch of its business is in enterprise security, including
encryption and cloud security services. It also plays in the Internet of Things space — offering
connectivity, security and monetization services. The Thales Group, which focuses on aerospace,
defense, space and transportation, also operates a security division offering solutions in areas such as
critical information system operations, airport security systems and cryptology and security
architectures for big data. This is where it’s intending Gemalto to slot in. Link

Techcrunch[.]com/2017/12/17/thales-agrees-to-buy-gemalto-in-digital-security-deal-worth-5-43bn/

Timeline: How the Atlanta airport outage unfolded

From USA Today (12.18.2017) Tim Darnell

Monday, Dec. 18

6:30 a.m. -- Although a dense fog advisory is in effect, an airport spokesperson said it has not hindered
departures.

1:10 a.m. -- 11Alive's Bill Liss reports that lines are now moving through security and Delta is checking
folks in.

12:56 am -- First flight takes off from Atlanta airport after blackout.

Sunday, Dec. 17

11:56 p.m. -- Mayor Kasim Reed says all power has been restored to the airport.

11:19 p.m. -- Power has been restored in the atrium and Concourses T, A and B.

9:37 p.m. -- Delta has canceled 300 flights on Monday as a result of Sunday's airport blackout.

8:59 p.m. -- During a live press conference, Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed says there is no evidence to
suggest the fire that caused the airport blackout was the result of criminal activity.

8:30 p.m. -- Delta says it has canceled 900 flights as a result of the airport blackout. It is continuing to
deplane passengers.

7:42 p.m. -- Delta has canceled all flights into and out of Atlanta.
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7:34 p.m. -- City officials say power at Concourse F is back on.

7:33 -- Atlanta fire rescue says all flights at the airport have been cancelled.

6:50 p.m. -- Gov. Nathan Deal is sending two teams comprised of 24 Georgia state troopers to assist at
the airport.

6:47 p.m. -- Terminal A has emergency lights and someone just said Terminal B emergency lights just
came on."

6:35 p.m. -- Georgia Power expects power to be restored to Atlanta airport by midnight.

6:29 p.m. -- A Delta executive has told 11Alive that the airport is being evacuated.

5:12 p.m. - -Delta says it is deplaning aircraft that have not been able to depart due to the power
outage.

4 p.m. -- Airport officials say they are still working to restore power at the airport. The ground stop
continues, and there is no timetable for when flights will be allowed to resume. The exact cause of the
power outage is still under investigation. Many inbound flights to Atlanta are being diverted.

3:53 p.m. -- Southwest Airline has canceled all flights into and out of Atlanta for the rest of the day.

3:37 p.m. -- According to the U.S. Customs and Border southeastern division, all international flights
heading into Atlanta are being diverted to other airports.

3:22 p.m. -- The FAA has extended the ground stop to at least 4 p.m., and says between 80 to 100 jets
are parked on the taxiways, waiting for gates.

3:15 p.m. -- Major airlines are canceling flights at Atlanta's Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport in the
aftermath of a major power outage Sunday afternoon.

12:55p.m. – Outage begins at Atlanta's Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport.

Link

Usatoday[.]com/story/travel/flights/todayinthesky/2017/12/18/timeline-how-atlanta-airport-blackout-
unfolded/960429001/

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

Commercial In-Flight Incidents

*American 1359, A319

o   December 17, 2017 at 10:58 PM EST
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o   Enroute from Miami, FL (Miami International Airport) to Toronto, Canada (Toronto Pearson
International Airport)

o   Level 1 disturbance

o   Returned to Miami, FL; landed without incident at 11:12 PM EST

o   Passenger interviewed and detained on December 18, 2017 at 12:27 AM EST

o   Flight rescheduled to depart on December 18, 2017 at 9:15 AM EST

*American 439, A321

o   December 17, 2017 at 4:15 PM EST

o   Enroute from Los Angeles, CA (Los Angeles International Airport) to Philadelphia, PA (Philadelphia
International Airport)

o   Intake valve problem

o   Returned to Los Angeles, CA; landed without incident at 4:35 PM EST

*Republic 4595, E75S

o   December 17, 2017 at 7:37 AM EST

o   Enroute from Miami, FL (Miami International Airport) to Austin, TX (Austin-Bergstrom International
Airport)

o   Pressurization problem; overweight landing

o   Returned to Miami, FL; landed without incident

*Delta 1440, B712

o   December 16, 2017 at 7:33 PM EST

o   Enroute from Kansas City, MO (Kansas City International Airport) to Detroit, MI (Detroit Metropolitan
Wayne County Airport)

o   Passenger disturbance

o   Continued to Detroit, MI; landed without incident

o   Passenger escorted off aircraft; no longer allowed to fly on Delta Airlines at 9:52 PM EST

Ground Incidents

*Atlanta, GA, Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport

o   December 17, 2017 at 1:26 PM EST

o   Power outage affecting all terminals; passenger screening suspended
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o   First tier ground stop implemented; Cargo, General Aviation and Air Traffic Control Tower not
impacted

o   All passengers deplaned from aircraft that were waiting for available gates; all terminals evacuated

o   Power outage was due to a fire in a power vault between concourses E and F

o   711 arrivals, 579 departures flights were cancelled

o   Power restored to all terminals at 11:49 PM EST; ground stop cancelled on December 18, 2017 at
12:35 AM EST

o   TSA screening resumed on December 18, 2017 at 3:00 AM EST; flights resumed at 6:00 AM EST

The Daily Aviation Memo is a daily update of foreign and domestic commercial aviation news compiled
from open sources and commercially-available information. Information contained in this report is
provided for situational awareness only and does not represent the views of the Aviation ISAC. Please
send comments or distribution requests to a-isac.advisory@a-isac[.]com.

A-ISAC Intel Shop

Dblough@a-isac.com

Ralvillar@a-isac.com

phart@a-isac.com

rforczyk@a-isac.com

a-isac.ops@a-isac.com

Aviation Information Sharing and Analysis Center (A-ISAC)

www.a-isac.com
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From:                 Stratfor Worldview <noreply@stratfor.com>
                         on behalf of Stratfor Worldview <noreply@stratfor.com>
                         <noreply@stratfor.com>
To:                     brian.lewis@iowa.gov
                         <brian.lewis@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Daily Brief: Nov. 6, 2017

View This Email in Your Browser

The Daily Brief

Essential Reading

The Weekly Rundown: Trump's Asia Tour and New Catalan Troubles — A review of the world's most
pressing geopolitical events and insight into what the coming week will bring.

Geopolitical Calendar: Week of Nov. 6, 2017 — Stay informed about the most significant meetings and
events planned for the week ahead.

Beyond Catalonia, Taking Stock of Europe's Separatist Movements — The European Union is wary of
the impact that the Catalan independence movement will have on the territorial integrity of its member
states. But the crisis in the region by no means offers an easy roadmap for others to follow.

The 100th Anniversary of the Russian Revolution: A Visual Anthology — Deciding how best to
commemorate the events that shook the country and the world a century ago has proved challenging
for the Kremlin.

How Blockchain Works and Why It Matters — The interest in blockchain technology shows no signs of
dying down. In this audiovisual guide, we explain what blockchain is and how it functions.

Russia Cleans Up Its Banks on Borrowed Time — As the Kremlin takes on more financial burdens, it
will have to pick and choose which banks to save.

Lebanon: Prime Minister's Resignation Places Strain on Beirut's Delicate Politics — The Sunni leader's
decision to step down complicates the government's sectarian balance and highlights the regional
rivalry between Saudi Arabia and Iran.

Asia-Pacific: What Trump Has Planned for the Region — The leader has begun the longest official trip a
sitting U.S. president has made in more than two decades to a region in transition.

Nigeria: The Return of the Niger Delta Avengers — After five months of silence, the Nigerian militant
group has released a statement promising to resume its attacks on oil and natural gas infrastructure in
the Niger Delta.

Syria, Iraq: The Race to the Border Enters Its Final Stretch — As the Islamic State withdraws from its
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former strongholds in Syria and Iraq, other powers rush to assert control over the vacated areas.

Global Perspectives

Riding the Waves of Military Innovation — Stratfor contributor Tolga Ozyurtcu notes that surfing, one of
the newest sports to enter into the Olympics, has a reputation for representing peaceful communion
with nature. But if war was ever good for anything, it was surfing.

Iraqi Kurdistan: The Next Thirsty Nation? — Stratfor contributor Ambika Vishwanath says that water
flows freely in the autonomous region now, but without proper planning for a future separate from
Baghdad, Arbil's dream of building a functional state may prove elusive.

The U.S. and Kurdistan: Revise and Rebuild After Kirkuk — Ranj Alaaldin from Stratfor partner
Brookings Doha Center writes that now that the fight to reclaim the disputed territory from the Islamic
State is over, the United States and Iraqi Kurdistan will need to reassess their relationship to move
forward.

Stratfor Graphic

Stratfor Voices

Blockchain, Bitcoin and Digital Ledger Technology - Stratfor senior analysts delve into the world of
digital ledger technology in this episode of the podcast to better understand what bitcoin and blockchain
mean for the future. Stratfor Senior Science and Technology Analyst Rebecca Keller helps explain what
blockchain technology really is and how it’s connected to the already well-known bitcoin. Then senior
analysts Matthew Bey and Mark Fleming-Williams join the conversation to examine just how individuals
and organizations are using this technology now and what potential applications it still promises going
forward.

Forums

Contribute to the conversation. Share your thoughts in our forum section to engage with our analysts,
editors and fellow Stratfor Worldview subscribers.

The al Qaeda-linked Ansar al-Islam has claimed responsibility for the Oct. 20 ambush in Western Egypt
that killed at least 55 Egyptian security force members. The attack showed a level of sophistication
beyond that shown by the Hasam Movement and the Islamic State-affiliated Wilayat Sinai, the other
major militant groups active in the area. The level of sophistication is not surprising, however, for Ansar
al-Islam, which has ties to former Egyptian Special Forces officer Hisham Ashmawy. Ansar al-Islam is a
relatively new group, but the re-emergence of al Qaeda, which has kept a low profile in the country
lately is concerning. How will the re-emergence of al Qaeda in Egypt change the complex militant
landscape there? What does it mean for Egyptian stability?

News You May Have Missed
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For even more news, visit Stratfor's Situation Reports page.

*Yemen: 35 Dead After Hostage Crisis Ends
*Belgium: Judge Conditionally Releases Former Catalan Leader
*Italy: Exit Polls Give Slight Edge To Center Right In Sicily
*U.S.: More Than 20 Reported Dead In Texas Church Shooting
*Saudi Arabia: Prince Mansour Bin Muqrin Dies In Helicopter Crash
*U.S.: Multiple Deaths Reported From Texas Shooting
*Congo: Long-Delayed Presidential Election Set For December 2018
*Bahrain: Government Orders Its Citizens To Leave Lebanon
*Lebanon: President Reportedly Won't Accept Prime Minister's Resignation Until He Returns
*Russia: Police Detain Hundreds In Moscow Amid Fears Of Anti-Government Protests

Get the most out of your subscription today by downloading the Stratfor mobile app for iPhone and
Android devices. You can now use the app to share your favorite Worldview insights with your social
networks, easily change text size on articles, set preferences for offline reading, view videos on the
news feed, and more.

Follow us on Twitter for updates throughout the day. Send any questions or comments to
responses@stratfor.com.

Do you still have questions about your Worldview membership? Please refer to this guide as a
resource.

*
*
*
*
*

GET THE MOBILE APP App Store | Google Play

Copyright ©2017. All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is:
P.O. Box 92529, Austin, TX 78709-2529, USA

You are receiving this email because you signed up for The Daily Brief. You can change these settings
in the Email Notifications section of your account.

Unsubscribe brian.lewis@iowa.gov from this list.
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                         <nationalcouncilofisacs@natlisacs.org> on behalf of National
                         Council of ISACs <nationalcouncilofisacs@natlisacs.org>
                         <nationalcouncilofisacs@natlisacs.org>
To:                     a-isac.advisory@a-isac.com
                         <a-isac.advisory@a-isac.com>
Cc:

Subject:             Fw: TLP WHITE - Daily Aviation Memo, October 18, 2017

TLP WHITE
Sent: Wednesday, October 18, 2017 12:42 PM

TLP WHITE

Sources may use TLP: WHITE when information carries minimal or no foreseeable risk of misuse, in
accordance with applicable rules and procedures for public release.

Aviation-ISAC Daily Aviation Memo

18 October 2017

Cyber Security News

*Chinese Malware Resurfaces After a Decade’s Absence to Target Aerospace Sector
*New Malicious Macro Evasion Tactics Exposed in URSNIF Spam Mail
*Necurs Downloader Updated with New Capabilities
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*Ransomware Attack Locks Down a U.S. city for four days
*Google Chrome can now spot even brand new phishing pages
*88% of Java Apps Vulnerable to Attacks from Known Security Defects
*RSA Unveils New GDPR Compliance Offerings
*Microsoft denies that BoundHook vulnerability is actually a vulnerability

Aviation Tech

*XTI Aircraft Company Accepts More Orders for TriFan 600 Vertical Takeoff Airplane

Legislation & Regulation News

*EASA advises against using Kobe Steel products
*FAA Awards First Waiver Allowing Drone Flights Over Crowds

Physical Security News

*TSA chief promises new vision for airport security checkpoints
*Trump administration working with Chad to lift travel restrictions

Miscellaneous News

*Air Berlin pilots suspended after fly-by stunt at Dusseldorf Airport
*Delta determined to proceed with the CSeries order and refuse to pay 300% tariff

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

   Indicates Actionable Intelligence

FEATURES

Cyber Security News

*Chinese Malware Resurfaces After a Decade’s Absence to Target Aerospace Sector

From Bleeping Computer (10.18.2017) Catalin Cimpanu

A remote access trojan (RAT) known as Hacker's Door has resurfaced in active infections after being
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seen the last time in 2004-2005. According to experts at Cylance, who spotted the recent Hacker's Door
infections, the malware "was signed with a stolen certificate, known to be used by the Winnti APT
group," meaning the new version is used in nation-state cyber-espionage or economic espionage
campaigns. Furthermore, this is not the old Hacker's Door RAT. Researchers say the malware has
been updated to work on 64-bit architectures and can run on newer Windows versions such as
Windows 7 and Windows 8.1. Researchers tracked down the new Hacker's Door malware to a Chinese
blog where its author had been offering this new version for download since at least June 2015. It is not
uncommon for APT groups to use your run-of-the-mill malware, this being a good technique to hide
APT operations among the large number of mundane malware detections. Recent Winnti attacks with
Hacker's Door malware have targeted aerospace entities. Winnti is also famous for
developing/deploying several other malware families, such as PlugX, HDRoot, Tengo, the eponymous
Winnti malware, and Skeleton Key, just to name a few. Other security firms also track the Winnti group
under the name of Blackfly or G0044. Link

Bleepingcomputer[.com/news/security/malware-resurfaces-after-a-decade-in-chinese-cyberespionage-
campaign/

*New Malicious Macro Evasion Tactics Exposed in URSNIF Spam Mail

From Trend Micro (10.18.2017)

Malicious macros are commonly used to deliver malware payloads to victims, usually by coercing
victims into enabling the macro sent via spam email. The macro then executes a PowerShell script to
download ransomware or some other malware. Just this September EMOTET, an older banking
malware, leveraged this method in a campaign that saw it spreading to new industries and regions.
Because of the effectiveness of this method, attackers continue to use it and improve it. Threats
leveraging malicious macros are constantly changing to evade security measures that detect and block
them. Recently, in spam email distributing URSNIF, a malware famous for adopting new tools, we saw
simple checks that the malware uses to evade sandbox detections. Macros that use AutoClose can run
malicious PowerShell script after closing the document, evading sandbox detections that analyze the
macro itself. This method is becoming a common feature in many malicious macros because it is easy
to implement. After coercing the victim to enable macros, the macro waits for the would-be victim to
close the document and only then will PowerShell execute. Sandbox detections might miss the
malicious behavior since the malicious routines will only run after the document is closed. Most of the
samples analyzed have one thing in common—they run PowerShell script that downloads and executes
another malware. For the samples we analyzed, the malware downloaded is a variant of the URSNIF
malware. However, these are not unique to one malware; it is possible that others may be downloaded.
As malware and their delivery methods continue to evolve, security must be updated as well.   Link

Blog[.]trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/new-malicious-macro-evasion-tactics-exposed-
ursnif-spam-mail/

*Necurs Downloader Updated with New Capabilities

From Bleeping Computer (10.18.2017) Catalin Cimpanu
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Malware families evolve on a daily basis, but some updates catch your eye more than others. Necurs
has just gone through one of these "interesting" updates, according to US security firm Symantec.In the
world of security research, the Necurs malware strain is a "downloader" or "loader," and just like similar
downloaders, it only has three major functions: (1) gain boot persistence on an infected PC, (2) collect
telemetry on infected hosts, and (3) download and install a second-stage payload. The Necurs malware
is distributed via spam sent by Necurs bots or hacked web servers.  Recently, researchers from
Symantec observed two major additions to the Necurs downloader. The first is the addition of a
Powershell script that takes a screengrab of the infected user's screen, and after waiting a few seconds,
it uploads the image to a remote server. The second function is a built-in error reporting function that
watches the Necurs downloader for errors, records problems, and sends the info back to Necurs
operators. Other malware families also come with these types of features, but they have never been
seen in downloaders. According to Symantec, the reasons for the screenshot behavior may be that
Necurs operators are looking for more clues about the computers they infect, besides the telemetry
data they collect shortly after infection. This info could allow them to detect when they infect more
valuable environments, like the ones running professional office-related software, which usually mean
computers on corporate networks. Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/necurs-malware-will-now-take-a-screenshot-of-your-screen-
report-runtime-errors/

Ransomware Attack Locks Down a U.S. city for four days

From The Hacker News (10.16.2017)

Unitrends—an American company specialized in backup and business continuity solutions—recently
disclosed a real cyber-attack incident with one of their customers and described the required steps they
took to recover functionality following a CryptoLocker attack against a US city.  Issaquah is a small city
of 30,434 people in Washington state. The city’s networks were protected by a five-person team and
their back-up system had not been upgraded in a decade.  Unitrends analysts said that, “we believe the
ransomware attack originated from a "drive-by" where a single city employee visited and opened a .pdf
file that had been compromised on a grant coordination site run by a non-profit. This ransomware
appeared to disable our anti-virus systems, and is known to remove all traces once finished. This virus
ran only in PC memory and did not turn up on any other devices in our system. It only attacked
Microsoft Office, image, .pdf, and text files in folders on the user’s PC and file shares to which the user
had to write access. It stopped encrypting files once the PC was restarted in safe mode. The lack of
propagation could have been a result of either the virus being designed to reside solely in memory to
prevent triggering alarms or because our anti-virus software intercepted it at other devices as it
attempted to propagate.
The physical server that hosted the file also hosted five critical virtual application servers. After careful
analysis, it was determined these were not compromised. We immediately moved these virtual
machines onto a different host. This was done prior to kicking off the server restore to reduce processor
and NIC load on the file server host. When we began the file server restore process it quickly became
apparent it would take a long time… four days as it turned out. A quick analysis revealed we had no
other options to restore the file server. The backup.exe device did work and never failed or stopped
during the restore process. It seems the scale of the restore was too big for the device capacity and it
had to chunk the workout, making the process very long.”   Link
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Thehackernews[.]com/2017/10/drive-by-download-ransomware[.]html

Google Chrome can now spot even brand new phishing pages

From ZD Net (10.18.2017) Liam Tung

Google is stepping up defenses against phishing through a new predictive feature coming to Chrome
and its Advanced Protection Program for high-risk Gmail users.  Google has updated its Safe Browsing
technology to warn users when they visit a new phishing page that hasn't existed long enough to be
detected by Safe Browsing as a known phishing site.  The new predictive phishing protection for
Chrome is designed to prevent users from typing their credentials in a phishing site that was "created
and used for attacks moments later". According to Google, Safe Browsing's historical data allow it to
make predictions about risks in real-time.  Predictive phishing protection will initially only protect the
Google account password, however it will eventually be used to protect all passwords saved in
Chrome's password manager. It will also be available to other apps and browsers that user Safe
Browsing, including Safari, Firefox and Snapchat. Google has also rolled out the Advanced Protection
Program, which is available to any Gmail users who face a high risk of being targeted online. Once a
Gmail account is enrolled in the program, signing in requires using a physical Security Key which
means the user needs to first buy a USB Secure Key for access on a PC and a Bluetooth-enabled
Security Key for accessing Gmail on a mobile device. The keys cost around $20 each.  Link

Zdnet[.]com/article/google-chrome-can-now-spot-brand-new-phishing-pages/

88% of Java Apps Vulnerable to Attacks from Known Security Defects

From Info Security (10.18.2017) Michael Hill

A new report from CA Veracode has exposed the pervasive risks companies face from vulnerable open
source components. In its 2017 State of Software Security Report the firm reviewed application security
testing data from scans of its base of 1400 customers, discovering that 88% of Java applications
contain at least one vulnerable component, making them susceptible to widespread attacks. A cause of
the problem, in part, is that fewer than 28% of companies carry out regular analysis to see which
components are built into their applications, Veracode claimed. There have been plenty of examples of
high-profile Java app breaches caused by vulnerabilities in open source or commercial components in
the last year, one such being the ‘Struts-Shock’ flaw affecting the Apache Struts 2 web application
framework. As evidenced in the report, the most severe flaws require significant time to fix (only 22% of
very high severity flaws were patched in 30 days or less), with most attackers leveraging vulnerabilities
within days of discovery. “Veracode researchers said that they’ve seen quite a few breaches as a result
of vulnerable components and unless companies start taking this threat more seriously, and using tools
to monitor component usage, the problem will intensify.  Link

infosecurity-magazine[.]com/news/java-apps-vulnerable-attacks/
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RSA Unveils New GDPR Compliance Offerings

From Security Week (10.17.2017) Kevin Townsend

Europe's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is just another information security compliance
regulation requiring that organizations protect personal data from being stolen by hackers.  The
emphasis on data protection has changed: it is traditionally designed to protect data from criminals; but
this regulation is designed to protect data for the user. It is against the background of GDPR being as
much about data governance as it is about information security that RSA has today beefed up its Archer
governance suite specifically to aid compliance with the governance side of GDPRArcher, combined
with RSA NetWitness and the RSA Data Risk and Security Practice can aid GDPR compliance. On risk
assessment, RSA suggests that Archer's components will help accelerate the identification of the
linkage between risks and internal controls, potentially reduce the GDPR compliance gaps and improve
risk mitigation strategies. On breach response, GDPR requires that regulators are notified of a breach
generally within 72 hours of the company becoming aware of the breach. Here, RSA says its
NetWitness product will scan the entire network infrastructure looking for indications of a compromise.
RSA offers its SecurID suite and Data Risk and Security Practice service to cover the mainstream
governance side of GDPR. Compliance is no longer a destination, but a continuing state, it suggests.
While under earlier European laws, companies needed only worry about compliance if they were
breached, with GDPR they can be found non-compliant in data governance areas at any time.  Link

Securityweek[.]com/rsa-unveils-new-gdpr-compliance-offerings

Microsoft denies that BoundHook vulnerability is actually a vulnerability

From Beta News (10.18.2017) Mark Wycislik-Wilson

Security researchers at CyberArk are reporting about a new technique that could be used to take
control of Windows 10 devices. Known as BoundHook, the technique takes advantage of the BOUND
hooking technique in Intel MPX (Memory Protection Extensions). But while CyberArk says that it will
"bring new capabilities to both software security vendors and malware writers," Microsoft is downplaying
the issue, suggesting there is nothing to worry about. CyberArk acknowledges that the "technique can
be used in a post-exploitation scenario in which the attacker has control over the asset." That said, it's
not something that should necessarily be ignored. "Since malicious kernel code (rootkits) often seeks to
establish persistence in unfriendly territory, stealth technology plays a fundamental role." Over on the
CyberArk website, there is some detail about how the technique works. The concern is that the method
may well not be detected by antivirus and anti-malware software. Microsoft has previously dismissed a
similar vulnerability (GhostHook) that was also reported by CyberArk, saying: Microsoft replied: “The
technique described in this marketing report does not represent a security vulnerability and requires a
machine to already be compromised to potentially work. We encourage customers to always keep their
systems updated for the best protection.” Link

Betanews[.]com/2017/10/18/microsoft-dismisses-boundhook-exploit/
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Aviation Tech

XTI Aircraft Company Accepts More Orders for TriFan 600 Vertical Takeoff Airplane

From Aviation Pros (10.18.2017)

Colorado-based XTI Aircraft Company (XTI) announced today it received several additional orders for
its TriFan 600 vertical takeoff aircraft. XTI officially launched its prototype program at this year's NBAA
trade show in Las Vegas. The TriFan 600 is a major breakthrough in aviation and air travel.  The six-
seat TriFan 600 will have the speed, range and comfort of a luxury business aircraft and the ability to
take off and land vertically, like a helicopter.  It will travel at 345 miles an hour, with a range of up to
1,200 miles.  Using three ducted fans, the TriFan lifts off vertically. Its two wing fans then rotate forward
for a seamless transition to cruise speed and its initial climb.  It will reach 30,000 feet in just ten minutes
and cruise to the destination as a highly efficient business aircraft. On June 19, at this year's Paris Air
Show, XTI announced its first orders for the TriFan 600 under the company's pre-sales program.
"Vertical takeoff combined with long-range, the speed and comfort of a business aircraft, and our
quieter and cleaner state-of-the-art hybrid-electric propulsion system." Link

Aviationpros[.]com/news/12375153/xti-aircraft-company-accepts-more-orders-for-trifan-600-vertical-
takeoff-airplane

Legislation & Regulation News

EASA advises against using Kobe Steel products

From Reuters (10.18.2017) Ritsuko Shimizu

Europe’s aviation regulator has advised aircraft manufacturers to stop using parts supplied by Kobe
Steel until their safety can be verified, following product data manipulation by the Japanese company.
The move by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) is another headache for Kobe Steel, which
has shocked aircraft, auto, train and other industries with its revelations that it has been shipping some
products to customers with falsified data on strength and durability.  The U.S. Justice Department is
also see eking information from Kobe Steel and has requested documentation on products the
company has sold to U.S. buyers, Kobe Steel said earlier. The Japan Civil Aviation Bureau is
investigating the issue and gathering information from Japanese manufacturers and Kobe Steel, a
spokesman told Reuters on Wednesday.  “Where alternative suppliers are available, it is recommended
to suspend use of Kobe Steel products until the legitimacy of the affected parts can be determined,”
EASA said in a Safety Information Bulletin (SIB) dated Oct. 17. The admissions that Kobe Steel’s
supply chains have been tainted, affecting about 500 companies across the world, has sent its shares
into freefall. The tampering went back more than 10 years, a source told Reuters earlier this week. The
world’s two largest planemakers, Airbus and Boeing, have already said they are conducting a review.
Link
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Reuters[.]com/article/us-kobe-steel-scandal-easa/europes-aviation-agency-advises-against-using-kobe-
steel-products-idUSKBN1CN0XO

FAA Awards First Waiver Allowing Drone Flights Over Crowds

From Bloomberg (10.18.2017) Allan Levin

CNN received a waiver allowing routine drone flights above crowds, a milestone for the industry seeking
greater use of the remote-controlled devices for everything from insurance inspections to covering
news.  The approval is the first time the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration has granted a waiver for
unlimited flights over people, the news network said in an emailed statement. The standards used in the
application can be applied to other applicants, potentially opening vast new uses by the media and
other industries for so-called unmanned aerial systems, or UAS. The FAA currently prohibits drone
flights overhead, although its regulations allow for waivers if applicants can show there’s no risk of
injury. Limited waivers have been issued to filmmakers and others for flights over contained areas after
those on the ground consented. The small device that was approved, a Snap drone, has internal rotors
and is designed to break apart in the event of a crash to prevent injuries. Time Warner Inc.’s CNN and
Vantage Robotics, the company that built it, say they spent two years designing and testing the drone.
The Snap drone weighs 1.37 pounds (0.62 kilograms), and its four rotors are encased to reduce the
chances of injury. It’s designed to break into harmless smaller pieces if it crashes, according to the
company’s website. It can be snapped back together and reused after a crash, according to the
company.  Link

Bloomberg[.]com/news/articles/2017-10-18/cnn-awarded-first-faa-waiver-allowing-drone-flights-over-
crowds

Physical Security News

TSA chief promises new vision for airport security checkpoints

From The Hill (10.17.2017) Melanie Zanona

The new head of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has promised to unveil a new vision
for airport security checkpoints in the coming months, with the goal of improving safety at the public
spaces outside of screening areas. Speaking at a Washington conference on Tuesday, TSA
Administrator David Pekoske said incidents like the deadly bombing outside the Brussels airport, the
fatal mass shooting at an outdoor concert in Las Vegas and a lone shooter at the Fort Lauderdale
airport are all a “stark reminder” of the need for extra vigilance and tighter security in public spaces.
Since stepping into the role this August, Pekoske has asked the agency to work with the airline and
airport industry, technology partners and academia to start coming up with innovative ideas for the
“airport security area of the future.” That could include rebuilding airports or changing screening
processes, Pekoske said. “If we get some infrastructure investment dollars to be able to change the
layout at some airports or even build new terminals, can we get an airport security system that’s not a
checkpoint, per say, but has security in a continuum?” Pekoske said. “The need to refresh the
technology at the checkpoints is critical. I will use whatever influence I have as administrator to push
that.” Pekoske also said that the TSA is continuing efforts started by former Homeland Security
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Secretary John Kelly to raise the global baseline for aviation security. The new standards are being
required in stages, with the first round nearly complete and the agency now focused on the next stage.
Link

Thehill[.]com/policy/transportation/355822-tsa-chief-promises-new-vision-for-airport-security-
checkpoints

Trump administration working with Chad to lift travel restrictions

From The Hill (10.17.2017) Melanie Zanona

The Trump administration is working with Chad to lift the travel restrictions that the U.S. recently placed
on the African country — a new policy that was supposed to take effect Wednesday but has been put
on hold by a federal judge. The State Department said in a statement Tuesday afternoon that it plans to
help Chad improve its vetting capabilities so that it can be removed from President Trump's list of travel-
ban nations. The agency also said that Chad, a key counterterrorism ally, has “shown a clear
willingness to work closely with us on these issues.”“National Security Advisor Lieutenant General H. R.
McMaster spoke to Chad President Idriss Deby Itno to underscore the importance of the bilateral
relationship and Chad’s effort as a key partner in countering terrorism,” the State Department said. The
statement came not long after a federal district court in Hawaii temporarily blocked the majority of
Trump’s latest travel ban from taking effect.  Trump’s order, which was set to take effect on Wednesday
at 12:01 a.m., indefinitely banned entry into the U.S. by nationals of Iran, Libya, Syria, Yemen, Somalia,
Chad and North Korea, as well as certain government officials from Venezuela.  Senior administration
officials have emphasized that the travel restrictions are supposed to be conditional. If countries
improve their information-sharing practices, the restrictions can be lifted, while new nations could also
be added to the ban in the future.   Link

Thehill[.]com/policy/transportation/355898-trump-administration-working-with-chad-to-lift-travel-
restrictions

Miscellaneous News

Air Berlin pilots suspended after fly-by stunt at Dusseldorf Airport

From Reuters (10.18.2017)

The pilots of an Air Berlin flight that performed a fly-past during the insolvent carrier’s last long-haul
flight to its hub in Dusseldorf have been suspended, the airline said on Wednesday. When coming into
land from Miami on Monday morning, the A330 jet flew low across the runway, then pulled up and
banked sharply to the left before landing on its second approach.  Pilots are trained in such “go-around”
procedures for aborted landings, but the maneuver was unusual and the German aviation authorities
are investigating.  “In aviation, safety always comes first. We are taking the incident very seriously,” an
Air Berlin spokesman said. The Air Berlin pilot had requested permission from the tower to make a left
turn should a go-around be necessary.  “We wanted to make a mark, a dignified and emotional
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goodbye,” the Air Berlin pilot was quoted as saying by German broadcaster ZDF. His identity was not
given.  Another pilot for a different carrier told Reuters that a go-around should be performed only for
operational or safety reasons. “Electing to do one if it is known not to be required adds an unnecessary
risk,” he said.  Several videos of the incident can be viewed online. In one, control tower staff can be
heard exclaiming as the plane flies past, with one person saying: “We are all in awe.”  The Air Berlin
spokesman said the videos raised questions that had to be answered as part of the investigation. Link

Uk[.]reuters.com/article/uk-air-berlin-lufthansa-flypast/air-berlin-pilots-suspended-after-farewell-fly-by-
idUKKBN1CN21B

Delta determined to proceed with the CSeries order and refuse to pay 300% tariff

From News in Flight (10.18.2017)

Delta says that the act of AirBus took over major stake in Canadian plane-maker Bombardier, will not
prevent it from purchasing C series jets from Bombardier, and it will neither pay the 300% tax levied by
US on the product. There was an allegation forwarded by Boeing, sometime back, against Bombardier
that it was selling its planes below the cost quoting that is against the international Trade Regulations.
Since Bombardier ignored the issue, US levied 300% tax on the bombardier product. This has pushed
Bombardier to join with the maker of world’s largest planes, Airbus, which happened last week. Delta
Airlines which also is a major customer of Boeing expressed that they are going in for Bombardier not
for the price but for the product of C series jet for which Boeing doesn’t have a match. Delta Air Lines
has already ordered 75 CS100 aircraft for a value of $5.6 billion with options for an additional 50. Link

Newsinflight[.]com/2017/10/18/delta-determined-to-proceed-with-purchasing-bombardier-and-refuse-to-
pay-300-tariff/

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

Commercial In-Flight Incidents

*Priester 138, Cessna C680

o   October 17, 2017 at 8:55 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Tampa, FL (Tampa International Airport) to Chicago, IL (Chicago Executive Airport)

o   Hydraulic problem

o   Diverted to Milwaukee, WI (General Mitchell International Airport); landed without incident at 9:04
PM EDT

*Jetstream International 5548, CRJX

o   October 17, 2017 at 5:31 PM EDT
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o   Enroute from Washington, DC (Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport) to Windsor Locks, CT
(Bradley International Airport)

o   Flap problem

o   Diverted to Dulles, VA (Washington Dulles International Airport); landed without incident at 5:41 PM
EDT

*Endeavor 3645, CRJ9

o   October 17, 2017 at 2:50 PM EDT

o   Enroute from New York, NY (LaGuardia Airport) to Indianapolis, IN (Indianapolis International
Airport)

o   Smoke in cockpit

o   Returned to New York, NY; landed without incident at 3:04 PM EDT

*JetBlue 951, A320

o   October 17, 2017 at 12:42 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Boston, MA (Logan International Airport) to Orlando, FL (Orlando International Airport)

o   Gear indicator problem

o   Returned to Boston, MA; landed without incident at 12:51 PM EDT

*American 2411, A321

o   October 17, 2017 at 12:00 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Las Vegas, NV (McCarran International Airport) to Miami, FL (Miami International
Airport)

o   Gear problem; overweight landing

o   Returned to Las Vegas, NV; landed without incident at 12:06 PM EDT

The Daily Aviation Memo is a daily update of foreign and domestic commercial aviation news compiled
from open sources and commercially-available information. Information contained in this report is
provided for situational awareness only and does not represent the views of the Aviation ISAC. Please
send comments or distribution requests to a-isac.advisory@a-isac[.]com.

A-ISAC Intel Shop

Dblough@a-isac.com

Ralvillar@a-isac.com
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phart@a-isac.com

rforczyk@a-isac.com

a-isac.ops@a-isac.com

Aviation Information Sharing and Analysis Center (A-ISAC)

www.a-isac.com
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From:                 promed-bounces@promedmail.org
                         <promed-bounces@promedmail.org> on behalf of
                         promed-request@promedmail.org <promed-request@promedmail.org>
To:                     promed@promedmail.org
                         <promed@promedmail.org>
Cc:

Subject:             ProMED Digest, Vol 64, Issue 54

Today's Topics:

   1. PRO/AH/EDR> Anthrax - Namibia (06): (Bwabwata Natl Park)
      anthraxconfirmed (promed@promedmail.org)
   2. PRO/AH/EDR> Poliomyelitis update (30): global (Afghanistan,
      Pakistan, Syria) (promed@promedmail.org)
   3. PRO/AH/EDR> Avian influenza (146): Italy, north, poultry,
      wild,HPAI H5N8, spread (promed@promedmail.org)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Message: 1
Date: Thu, 12 Oct 2017 23:13:07 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/AH/EDR> Anthrax - Namibia (06): (Bwabwata Natl Park)
anthraxconfirmed
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org,
promed-ahead-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<0100015f12dce72e-0de3eeb8-2718-4cbd-b372-b7a2e67fa11f-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

ANTHRAX - NAMIBIA (06): (BWABWATA NATIONAL PARK) ANTHRAX CONFIRMED
******************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

[1]
Date: Thu 12 Oct 2017
Source: The Namibian [edited]
<https://www.namibian.com.na/60321/read/Anthrax-confirmed-as-cause-of-hippo-deaths>

Date:                 Thu Oct 12 2017 19:25:14 CDT
Attachments:

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5419
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The ministry of environment yesterday [Wed 11 Oct 2017] confirmed that
anthrax was the cause of the recent deaths of 110 hippos and 20
buffalos at Kavango West's Bwabwata National Park. The ministry's
spokesperson, Romeo Muyunda, yesterday said in a statement that the
ministry and the veterinary services department of the ministry of
agriculture were working together for solutions to contain the
outbreak. Senior officials from the directorate of veterinary services
as well as from the directorate of parks and wildlife in the ministry
of environment are expected to visit the area to familiarise
themselves with the situation on the ground.

Muyunda also told The Namibian that he was not sure whether the
Botswana government was working with its Namibian counterparts to
contain the situation after a few hippos were also found dead in that
country. Some international media, including New China, yesterday [Wed
11 Oct 2017] reported that senior officials from the ministry of
environment, wildlife and tourism in Botswana have joined hands with
their Namibian counterparts to investigate the matter. Muyunda said
the ministry has already started burning the carcasses and burying the
ashes.

In the meantime, the ministry is likewise cautioning the public
against touching the carcasses or consuming the meat as this might be
catastrophic.

"The ministry is also aware of concerns regarding the safety of
tourists intending to visit the park. In this regard, we would like to
assure our visitors that there is no health hazard to people as a
result of the situation," he noted. He added that the areas in which
these mortalities are taking place is not open to tourists, but an
exclusive area for management only, warning tourists from coming close
to the affected area. The ministry thus does not foresee the situation
threatening the existence of other wildlife species. Anthrax is a
fatal bacterial disease known to kill game, cattle as well as humans.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

******
[2]
Date: Wed 11 Oct 2017
Source: Reuters [edited]
<http://ewn.co.za/2017/10/12/botswana-finds-anthrax-outbreak-after-spate-of-hippo-deaths>

Anthrax has been detected in dead hippos floating in the Okavango
River, officials in Botswana said on [Wed 10 Oct 2017], after more
than 100 of the animals were suspected to have been killed by the
disease in neighboring Namibia.

Botswana's Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources Conservation and
Tourism advised people not to touch the dead hippos and to report any
sightings of hippo carcasses.
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The Okavango Delta is a major tourist attraction in southern Africa,
supporting a diverse range of wildlife.

Namibian media reported on [Mon 9 Oct 2017] that more than 100 hippos
had died in the remote Bwabwata National Park, in the northeastern
part of the country, with anthrax the suspected cause.

The Okavango River flows through Namibia before entering Botswana.
Tourism is important for the economies of both countries.

[Byline: Alexander Winning; Editing by Alison Williams]

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[I must apologize. The Namibian Ministry of Environment has shown more
initiative than I had expected and had burnt those initial test
carcasses. Burning hippo carcasses is no mean feat, especially when in
a national park one has minimal facilities. I am truly impressed. It
is hard work. And they have a further 125 carcasses to dispose of.
Shoot!

A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map can be accessed at:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/163>. - Mod.MHJ

 ]

[See Also:
Anthrax - Namibia (05): (Bwabwata Natl Park) ongoing
http://promedmail.org/post/20171011.5373955
Anthrax - Namibia (04): (Bwabwata Natl Park) hippo. carcasses reach
Botswana http://promedmail.org/post/20171010.5371583
Anthrax - Namibia (03): (Bwabwata Natl Park) buffaloes, susp
http://promedmail.org/post/20171010.5371467
Anthrax - Namibia (02): (Bwabwata Natl Park) hippopotami
http://promedmail.org/post/20171009.5369267
Anthrax - Namibia: (KU) lion
http://promedmail.org/post/20170209.4827012
2013
----
Anthrax - Namibia (04): (CA) elephant
http://promedmail.org/post/20130727.1848274
2008
----
Anthrax, elephants - Namibia (Caprivi)
http://promedmail.org/post/20080907.2788
2006
----
Anthrax, livestock, wildlife - Namibia (Caprivi) (03)
http://promedmail.org/post/20061211.3498
Anthrax, livestock, wildlife - Namibia (Caprivi)(02)
http://promedmail.org/post/20061113.3255
Anthrax, livestock, wildlife - Namibia (Caprivi)
http://promedmail.org/post/20061023.3041
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Anthrax, wildlife - Namibia (Caprivi)
http://promedmail.org/post/20060615.1663
2005
----
Anthrax, wildlife - Namibia (Eastern Caprivi)
http://promedmail.org/post/20050708.1939
2004
----
Anthrax, human - Namibia (Caprivi)(02)
http://promedmail.org/post/20041031.2943
Anthrax, human - Namibia (Caprivi)
http://promedmail.org/post/20041021.2850
Anthrax, elephants - Namibia (Caprivi) (02)
http://promedmail.org/post/20041006.2744
Anthrax, elephants - Namibia (Caprivi): susp.
http://promedmail.org/post/20040917.2581]
.................................................dk/mhj/ec/dk

------------------------------

Message: 2
Date: Thu, 12 Oct 2017 23:15:38 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/AH/EDR> Poliomyelitis update (30): global (Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Syria)
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org,
promed-ahead-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<0100015f12df3262-3cccd45a-01ab-4888-89b6-f33724595d24-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

POLIOMYELITIS UPDATE (30): GLOBAL (AFGHANISTAN, PAKISTAN, SYRIA)
****************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Thu 12 Oct 2017
Source: Polio Eradication Initiative [edited]
<http://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/this-week/>

Poliovirus Weekly Update 11-Oct-2017, World Health Organization
---------------------------------------------------------------
New wild poliovirus cases reported this week: 0
Total number of wild poliovirus cases in 2017: 11
Total number of wild poliovirus cases in 2016: 37

New cVDPV cases reported this week: 1
Total number of cVDPV cases in 2017: 57
Total number of cVDPV cases in 2016: 5
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Headlines
 - New on <www.polioeradication.org> : Next Steps in Poliovirus
Containment: National authorities for containment encouraged to
initiate 1st steps in containment certification process
(<http://polioeradication.org/news-post/next-steps-in-poliovirus-containment-october-2017/>),
and, 10 Interventions Bringing Afghanistan Closer to Ending Polio
(<http://polioeradication.org/news-post/10-interventions-bringing-afghanistan-closer-to-ending-polio/>).
 - Summary of newly-reported viruses this week [week of Sun 8 Oct
2017]: Syria: one new circulating vaccine derived poliovirus 2
(cVDPV2) case reported, from Mayadeen district, Deir Ez-Zor
governorate. Two new cVDPV2 positives from healthy children, both from
Mayadeen district. Afghanistan: 2 new wild poliovirus one (WPV1)
positive environmental samples reported in Nangarhar province.
Pakistan: 3 new wild poliovirus one (WPV1) positive environmental
samples reported in Sindh province.

Afghanistan
 - Up to 2 new wild poliovirus one (WPV1) positive environmental
samples were reported in the past week [week of Sun 1 Oct 2017]. One
sample was collected on [Sat 23 Sep 2017] from Jalalabad district,
Nangarhar province, and the other on [Sun 24 Sep 2017] from Behsud
district, also located in Nangarhar province.
 - The total number of WPV1 cases for 2017 is currently 6. The most
recent case in the country had onset of paralysis on [Mon 10 Jul
2017], from Zabul province, neighbouring Kandahar province and
Pakistan.
 - An advance notification of a WPV1 case, received from Batikot
district in Nangarhar Province (paralysis onset on 15-Sep-2017), is
likely to raise the case count to 7 in the coming days.

Pakistan
 - Up to 3 new wild poliovirus type one (WPV1) positive environmental
samples were reported in the last week [week of Sun 1 Oct 2017]. The
samples are from Sindh province, 2 from Sukkur district, and one from
Karachi district.
 - No new wild poliovirus type one (WPV1) cases were reported in the
past week [week of Sun 1 Oct 2017]. The total number of WPV1 cases for
2017 remains 5.
 - A vaccination campaign is underway, targeting more than 3.5 million
children aged less than 5 years in 29 selected districts of 4
provinces and Federally Administered Tribal Areas, in response to the
most recent polio case (Lakki Marwat, KP) and positive environmental
samples.
 - A bOPV-IPV Campaign is being implemented in selected areas of
Rawalpindi and Islamabad targeting about 0.2 million children, to
boost the immunity among high risk populations.

Nigeria
 - No new cases of wild poliovirus type one (WPV1) were reported in
the past week [week of Sun 1 Oct 2017]. The total number of WPV1 cases
for 2016 remains 4 and no cases have been reported in 2017. The most
recent case had onset of paralysis on [21 Aug 2016] in Monguno Local
Government Area, Borno.
 - Nigeria continues to implement an emergency response to the
detected WPV1 strain and circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2
(cVDPV2) strains affecting the country (last detected in 2016).
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 - Detection of polio cases in Nigeria underscores the risk posed by
low-level undetected transmission and the urgent need to strengthen
subnational surveillance.
 - Subnational immunisation days took place last week [week of Sun 1
Oct 2017], providing protection to over 50 percent of children under
the age of 5 nationwide.

Lake Chad Basin
 - The detection of wild poliovirus type one (WPV1) (Borno state,
Nigeria in 2016) and circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2
(cVDPV2) (Borno and Sokoto states in 2016) continue to pose a risk to
the neighbouring countries of the Lake Chad basin.
 - Emergency outbreak response efforts continue across the Lake Chad
basin, together with activities to fill subnational surveillance gaps
across the region.
 - These activities include efforts to vaccinate children at markets,
in internally displaced persons camps, and at international borders.
 - Synchronised immunisation activities took place last week [week of
Sun 1 Oct 2017], using bOPV to vaccinate children aged 0 to 5 years in
all countries in the Lake Chad Basin.
 - A large livestock vaccination campaign targeting international
nomads is planned for the end of November [2017].
 - The 2nd Outbreak Response Assessment (OBRA) in CAR and Nigeria is
scheduled for [29 Oct 2017 - 10 Nov 2017].

Central Africa
 - No new cases of type 2 circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus
(cVDPV2) were reported this week [week of Sun 8 Oct 2017] in the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DR Congo).
 - The total number of cVDPV2 cases this year is 9, in 2 separate
outbreaks: in Haut Lomami province (7 cases, with onset of paralysis
of the most recent case on [27 Jul 2017]); and in Maniema province (2
cases with onset of paralysis on [26 Mar 2017 and 18 Apr 2017], with
an additional isolate detected in a healthy individual with sample
collection on 2 May [2017]).
 - Outbreak response continues to take place, including use of
monovalent oral polio vaccine type 2 (mOPV2) in line with
internationally-agreed outbreak response protocols.
 - The next immunisation activities are scheduled for the end of
October [2017], using bOPV vaccine to immunise over 10 million
children.
 - Surveillance and immunization activities are being strengthened in
neighbouring countries.

Middle East
 - In Syria, one new type 2 circulating vaccine-derived polio (cVDPV2)
case has been reported this week [week of Sun 8 Oct 2017]. The case
was reported in Mayadeen district, Deir Ez-Zor governorate, and had
onset on [Sat 19 Aug 2017]. At the time of infection, the child was
19-months-old, and no history of polio vaccination.
 - The bulk of all cases continue to be from Mayadeen, the epicentre
of this outbreak.
 - This increases the current number of cases in this outbreak to 48.
Onset of paralysis of these cases is between [3 Mar 2017 and 19 Aug
2017].
 - A total of 2 new cVDPV2 positives from healthy children have also
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been recorded, both from Mayadeen district, Deir Ez-Zor governorate.
 - The 2nd immunization round for Raqqa commenced [Sat 7 Oct 2017].
mOPV2 is being administered to children 0-59 months of age, and IPV to
children aged between 2-23 months. Aqua tabs are being provided to
families together with vaccination. Initial reports indicate that
vaccination has started in all 3 districts of Raqqa (Tell Abyad, Raqqa
and Thawra).
 - A total of 36 000 caregivers and influencers were reached via
face-to-face communication activities in the lead-up to the round. Up
to 40 000 campaign date announcements were disseminated, with
megaphones used in camps and remote locations. A local radio station
has regularly aired campaign announcements.

Officially reported wild poliovirus cases as of 10 Oct 2017
Total global cases in 2017: 11 (compared with 27 for the same period
in 2016)
 - Total in endemic countries in 2017: 11 (compared with 27 for the
same period in 2016)
 - Total in non-endemic countries in 2017: 0 (compared with 0 for the
same period in 2016)

 - Afghanistan: 6 cases in 2017 (compared with 8 for the same period
in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 10-Jul-17
 - Pakistan: 5 cases in 2017 (compared with 15 for the same period in
2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 21-Aug-17
 - Nigeria: 0 case in 2017 (compared with 4 for the same period in
2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 21-Aug-16

Total global cases in 2016: 37
 - Total in endemic countries: 37
 - Total in non-endemic countries: 0

Officially reported cVDPV cases as of 10 Oct 2017
Total global cases in 2017: 57 (compared with 3 for the same period in
2016)
 - Syrian Arab Republic: 48 cases in 2017 (compared with 0 for the
same period in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case:
19-Aug-17
 - Democratic Republic of the Congo: 9 cases in 2017 (compared with 0
for the same period in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case:
27-Jul-17
 - Pakistan: 0 case in 2017 (compared with 0 for the same period in
2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 17-Dec-16
 - Nigeria: 0 case in 2017 (compared with 0 for the same period in
2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 28-Oct-16
 - Lao People's Democratic Republic: 0 case in 2017 (compared with 3
for the same period in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case:
11-Jan-16

Total global cases in 2016: 5
 - Total in endemic countries: 2
 - Total in non-endemic countries: 3

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
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<promed@promedmail.org>

[Take away messages from the above report(s):
 - WPV1 is still circulating in Afghanistan and Pakistan. The
isolation of the WPV1 in environmental samples confirms this. In the
most recent isolations in Afghanistan, there is also an early report
of a new WPV1 associated case in Nangarhar province, but from a
different district (Batikot) than the where the environmental isolates
were from (Jalalabad and Besud). Of note is that the 3 districts
(Batikot, Jalalabad and Besud) are contiguous with one another.
Nangarhar province borders with Pakistan
(<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nangarhar_Province#/media/File:Map_Nangarhar_Province.svg>).

In contrast, the positive environmental samples in Pakistan are coming
from Sindh province (Sukkur and Karachi districts).
(<http://www.mappk.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Sindh-Province-Complete-Map-District-Wise.
jpg>).
The most recent case of WPV1 paralytic disease in Sindh had onset of
paralysis on [Fri 11 Aug 2017] and was in Karachi. Of note is that in
recent updates, there have been other positive environmental samples
for WPV1 in Sindh province, involving multiple different districts.
(see Poliomyelitis update (26): global (Syria, DR Congo)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170922.5334914, Poliomyelitis update
(27): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan), Syria
http://promedmail.org/post/20170928.5347795).

 - The cVDPV2 is still circulating in Syria, predominantly in
Mayadeen, Deir Ez-Zor governorate where one new case was confirmed,
and 2 asymptomatic children also had cVDPV infections.

A map showing the global distribution of all WPV1 associated cases and
cVDPV associated cases can be found at
<http://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/>.

HealthMap/ProMED maps can be found at:
Pakistan: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/140>.
Afghanistan: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/137>
Syria: <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/86>. - Mod.MPP]

[See Also:
Poliomyelitis update (29): Syria (DY), WHO EMRO meeting, exp.
nanopatch http://promedmail.org/post/20171011.5374006
Poliomyelitis update (28): Syria (DY), global
http://promedmail.org/post/20171005.5363489
Poliomyelitis update (27): global (Pakistan, Afghanistan), Syria
http://promedmail.org/post/20170928.5347795
Poliomyelitis update (26): global (Syria, DR Congo)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170922.5334914
Poliomyelitis update (25): Syria (DY)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170920.5329647
Poliomyelitis update (24): Pakistan (KR) global
http://promedmail.org/post/20170906.5298853
Poliomyelitis update (23): global (Syria, Pakistan, DR Congo) WPV1,
cVDPV2 http://promedmail.org/post/20170831.5287768
Poliomyelitis update (22): Syria, Afghanistan, Somalia, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20170818.5257641
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Poliomyelitis update (21): Syria (DY), Congo DR, cVDPV, global
Poliomyelitis update (20): global (Syria, Afghanistan)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170720.5193070
Poliomyelitis update (19): Afghanistan (KD)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170716.5179107
Poliomyelitis update (18): global (Pakistan, Syria)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170713.5172112
Poliomyelitis update (17): Syria (DY, RA), cVDPV update
http://promedmail.org/post/20170712.5169962
Poliomyelitis update (16): Pakistan (BA), global
http://promedmail.org/post/20170706.5155739
Poliomyelitis update (15): Syria (RA) new case, Pakistan, violence
http://promedmail.org/post/20170705.5153696
Poliomyelitis update (14): Syria (DY), new cases, cVDPV, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20170629.5139997
Poliomyelitis update (13): Syria (DY, RA), global
http://promedmail.org/post/20170622.5124548
Poliomyelitis update (12): Syria (DY, RA), susp. cases
http://promedmail.org/post/20170621.5122019
Poliomyelitis update (11): Afghanistan, WPV, global update
http://promedmail.org/post/20170615.5108445
Poliomyelitis update (10): Syria (DY), Congo DR, cVDPV, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20170613.5103235
Poliomyelitis update (09): Syria (DY), conf. cVDPV
http://promedmail.org/post/20170608.5093275
Poliomyelitis update (08): global (Congo DR cVDPV)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170526.5064449
Poliomyelitis update (07): Mozambique, Congo DR, VDPV, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170525.5060299
Poliomyelitis update (06): Syria (DY), cVDPV susp
http://promedmail.org/post/20170512.5032401
Poliomyelitis update (05): Syria (DY) susp, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170506.5015784
Poliomyelitis update (04): fractional IPV
http://promedmail.org/post/20170430.5003843
Poliomyelitis update (03): Pakistan (GB, IS, PB), environmental
samples, global http://promedmail.org/post/20170316.4905775
Poliomyelitis update (02): Pakistan (GB) WPV1
http://promedmail.org/post/20170314.4901037
Poliomyelitis (01): Pakistan (GB), global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170314.4898724
2016
----
Poliomyelitis update (21): IPV shortage, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20161231.4733243
Poliomyelitis update (01): India, VDPV, wild type-free
http://promedmail.org/post/20160115.3939297
2014
----
Poliomyelitis - update (03): Lebanon ex Syria, susp, global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20140312.2328674
2013
----
Poliomyelitis update (28): Syria, global, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20131128.2078961
Poliomyelitis update (26): Syria, WHO
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http://promedmail.org/post/20131115.2050618
Poliomyelitis update (25): Syria (DZ) conf, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20131030.2027954
Poliomyelitis update (24): Syria susp, Cameroon, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20131024.2019404
Poliomyelitis update (23): Syria susp., global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20131020.2010654
Poliomyelitis update (19): Somalia, Israel, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20130817.1884992]
.................................................mpp/ec/dk

------------------------------

Message: 3
Date: Fri, 13 Oct 2017 00:24:51 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/AH/EDR> Avian influenza (146): Italy, north, poultry,
wild,HPAI H5N8, spread
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org,
promed-ahead-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<0100015f131e91bf-9ed2b1bb-759a-43ca-b861-85b853fe758a-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

AVIAN INFLUENZA (146): ITALY, NORTH, POULTRY, WILD, HPAI H5N8, SPREAD
*********************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Wed 11 Oct 2017 9:25 AM
Source: Reuters [edited]
<http://www.reuters.com/article/us-birdflu-italy/italy-culls-birds-after-five-h5n8-avian-flu-outbreaks-in-
october-idUSKBN1CG1QU>

Italy has had 5 outbreaks of highly pathogenic H5N8 avian flu in farms
in the central and northern parts of the country since the start of
the month [October 2017] . About 880 000 chickens, ducks and turkeys
will be culled, officials said on [Wed[11 Oct 2017].
The biggest outbreak of the H5N8 virus, which led to the death or
killing of millions of birds in an outbreak in western Europe last
winter, was at a large egg producing farm in the province of Ferrara.

The latest outbreak was confirmed on [Fri 6 Oct 2017] and about 853
000 hens are due to be culled by [Tue 17 Oct 2017], the IZSV
zoological institute said.

Another outbreak involved 14 000 turkeys in the province of Brescia,
which are due to be culled by [Fri 13 Oct 2017].

A 3rd outbreak involved 12 400 broiler chickens at a smaller farm in
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the province of Vicenza and 2 others were among a small number of
hens, ducks, broilers and turkeys on family farms.

In those 3 cases, all the birds have been culled.

[Byline: Philip Pullella]

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail Rapporteur Mary Marshall

[The current H5N8 event in Northern Italy started, according to OIE's
data, in wild birds on 3 Jan 2017 and in commercial poultry on 20 Jan
2017.

The cases in the 2 realms have been reported in 2 separate threads.

1. Outbreak summary - wild birds (as of 2 Oct 2017; affected provinces
- Lombardia, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Piemonte):
Total outbreaks = 8 (Submitted)
Species/ Susceptible/ Cases/ Deaths/ Killed and disposed of/
Slaughtered
Common Shelduck/-/ 1/ 1/ 0/ 0
Eurasian Wigeon/-/ 1/ 1/ 0/ 0
Whooper Swan/-/ 2/ 2/ 0/ 0
Grey Heron/-/ 1/ 1/ 0/ 0
Mallard/-/ 10/ 10/ 0/ 0
Mute Swan/-/2/ 2/ 0/ 0
(Detailed report and map at
<http://www.oie.int/wahis_2/temp/reports/en_fup_0000024952_20171004_185147.pdf>.

2. Outbreak summary - commercial poultry (as of 2 Oct 2017; affected
provinces - Veneto, Emilia-Romagna, Lombardia, Piemonte,
Friuli-Venezia Giulia).

Total outbreaks = 41 (Submitted in 27 reports)
Species/ Susceptible/ Cases/ Deaths/ Killed and disposed of/
Slaughtered
Birds/ 1 295 846/ 887 439/ 34 908/ 684 028/ 0
(Detailed report and map at
http://www.oie.int/wahis_2/temp/reports/en_fup_0000024919_20171002_182225.pdf)/

H5 clade 2.3.4.4 of the H5N8 subtype was 1st detected in domestic
poultry in China in 2010; by 2014, this virus had caused multiple
outbreaks among domestic ducks, chickens, geese, and wild birds in
South Korea and subsequent outbreaks in Japan, China, Europe
(including Italy), and North America. During these outbreaks, 2
distinct clusters of HPAI A(H5N8) viruses were identified: group A
viruses were detected in China in early 2014 and later in South Korea,
Japan, Taiwan, Canada, the United States, and Europe; group B viruses
were detected only in China in 2013 and South Korea in 2014.
Co-circulation of group A viruses with low pathogenicity avian
influenza (LPAI) viruses led to new reassortants, including H5N1,
H5N2, and H5N8.

In late May 2016, a novel reassortant group B HPAI A(H5N8) clade
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2.3.4.4 virus was detected in a wild bird in UVs-Nuur Lake in the
Republic of Tyva, Siberia. As of March 2017, the virus had spread
across most European countries (Italy included) , the Middle East, and
Africa. (Further details in ref 1).

References
1. El-Shesheny R, Barman S, Feeroz MM, Hasan MK, Jones-Engel L, Franks
J, Turner J, Seiler P, Walker D, Friedman K, Kercher L, Begum S,
Akhtar S, Datta AK, Krauss S, Kayali G, McKenzie P, Webby RJ & Webster
RG. Genesis of Influenza A(H5N8) Viruses. Emerg Infect Dis. 2017
Aug;23(8):1368-1371.
doi: 10.3201/eid2308.170143. (Early publication 15 Aug 2017). - Mod.AS

A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map can be accessed at:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/75>.]

[See Also:
Avian influenza (30): Italy (VN) poultry, HPAI H5N8, OIE
http://promedmail.org/post/20170124.4787128
2016
----
Avian influenza (74): Russia (TU) HPAI H5N8 2.3.4.4., wild bird, intl
alert, FAO http://promedmail.org/post/20160920.4501532
2014
----
Avian influenza (106): Italy (VN) poultry, HPAI H5N8, OIE
http://promedmail.org/post/20141216.3036371
Avian influenza (05): South Korea (CB) HPAI H5N8, duck
http://promedmail.org/post/20140119.2183768]
.................................................arn/ec/dk

------------------------------

*##########################################################*
************************************************************
ProMED-mail makes every effort to  verify  the reports  that
are  posted,  but  the  accuracy  and  completeness  of  the
information,   and  of  any  statements  or  opinions  based
thereon, are not guaranteed. The reader assumes all risks in
using information posted or archived by  ProMED-mail.   ISID
and  its  associated  service  providers  shall not be  held
responsible for errors or omissions or  held liable for  any
damages incurred as a result of use or reliance upon  posted
or archived material.
************************************************************
Donate to ProMED-mail. Details available at:
<http://www.isid.org/donate/>
************************************************************
Visit ProMED-mail's web site at <http://www.promedmail.org>.
Send all items for posting to: promed@promedmail.org (NOT to
an individual moderator).  If you do not give your full name
name and affiliation,  it may not be posted.  You may unsub-
scribe at  <http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php>.
For  assistance  from   a   human   being, send mail to:
<postmaster@promedmail.org>.
############################################################
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From:                 National Council of ISACs
                         <nationalcouncilofisacs@natlisacs.org> on behalf of National
                         Council of ISACs <nationalcouncilofisacs@natlisacs.org>
                         <nationalcouncilofisacs@natlisacs.org>
To:                     a-isac.advisory@a-isac.com
                         <a-isac.advisory@a-isac.com>
Cc:

Subject:             Fw: TLP WHITE - Daily Aviation Memo, September 26, 2017

TLP WHITE
Sent: Tuesday, September 26, 2017 11:23 AM

TLP WHITE

Sources may use TLP: WHITE when information carries minimal or no foreseeable risk of misuse, in
accordance with applicable rules and procedures for public release.

Aviation-ISAC Daily Aviation Memo

26 September 2017

Cyber Security News

*Munich Airport will open new cyber center in January 2018
*Retefe malware enhanced by addition of EternalBlue exploit
*First Android Malware Discovered Using Dirty COW Exploit
*Three out of four DDoS attacks target multiple vectors
*Oracle Releases Patches for Exploited Apache Struts Flaw
*Splunk brings machine learning updates to flagship suites
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*New dime-sized YubiKey adds more mobility to authentication keys
*Cloudflare Announces Unmetered DDoS Mitigation, Geo Key Manager

Aviation Tech

*Bio-inspired retina allows drones to almost see in the dark with no motion blur

Legislation & Regulation News

*New U.S. travel restrictions for 6 countries announced
*House Democrats sink bill with FAA extension, five days before deadline

Physical Security News

*FAA-Issued Pilot Licenses still vulnerable to identity theft
*Honeywell Digital Video Manager Connects Organizations to Smarter Security and Surveillance

Miscellaneous News

·         United Airlines B737 Narrowly Avoids Collision with Glider

*Gogo Vision Touch IFE to launch on Delta’s CSeries in 2018

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

FEATURES

Cyber Security News

Munich Airport will open new cyber center in January 2018

From Travel Daily News (09.25.2017) Angelos Restanis
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The number of attacks on the IT systems of companies and public-sector organizations in Germany has
rapidly increased in recent years, parallel to the rise of digitization. Munich Airport also faces all kinds of
cyber attacks on a daily basis. Now a new center of competence is being set up at the Bavarian hub. It
will bring together IT experts from the airport operating company (FMG) and specialists from high-profile
tech companies to test defensive strategies and look for new solutions in the fight against cyber-
criminals. To set up and operate the “Information Security Hub”, FMG secured the support of three
renowned IT security companies. ERNW Insight, HvS-Consulting and IT-CUBE Systems have been
successfully developing solutions and advising clients on improved IT security for many years.  The
new competence center at Munich Airport will provide a platform for cross-company cooperation. It will
offer business, public-sector organizations and other institutions opportunities for training and
continuing education while working together to put next-generation IT security technologies and
processes through their paces. A professional testing and training environment is essential for success.
It also offers security solution manufacturers the opportunity to try out new products and services under
realistic conditions and jointly develop efficient and pragmatic approaches to fighting cyber-crime and
promoting current trends. The primary target group for the services of the Information Security Hub are
airports, airlines and other partners from the aviation industry, which, as critical infrastructure, must
meet the new standards for the transport and traffic sector. The center is also open to other companies
and organizations from all kinds of areas, however. That includes companies from the mobility and
industrial sectors, for example, as well as any companies and institutions that manage complex
infrastructures and facilities. The “Information Security Hub” will open on January 31, 2018 on the
occasion of a two-day Aviation Information Security Congress. Link

Traveldailynews[.]com/post/new-center-to-fight-cyber-crime-opens-at-munich-airport

Retefe malware enhanced by addition of EternalBlue exploit

From ZDNet (09.25.2017) Danny Palmer

A trojan banking malware campaign has returned and now it's leveraging EternalBlue -- the leaked NSA
surveillance exploit -- to target Swiss financial institutions. Allegedly developed by the NSA but revealed
to the world by a hacking group, the EternalBlue Windows security flaw exploits a version of Windows'
Server Message Block (SMB) networking protocol to spread itself across an infected network using
worm-like capabilities. It was by using the EternalBlue exploit that May's WannaCry ransomware attack
was able to spread so quickly. The tool was soon adopted by cybercriminal groups looking to make
their malware more powerful -- and now it's being used to steal credentials and cash from Swiss banks
by the group behind the Retefe malware. Retefe is typically delivered via phishing emails containing
malicious Microsoft Office documents containing embedded Package Shell Objects -- although some
contain malicious macros instead. If the user runs the file, a PowerShell command will run the malicious
payload and install the code. Now researchers at Proofpoint have discovered that the payload contains
the configuration for EternalBlue, with code taken from a publicly available proof-of-concept for the
exploit posted in a dump on GitHub. The tool is now used to download the PowerShell script which
installs Retefe. While the addition of EternalBlue, malware can spread across networks. This particular
installation of the exploit lacks the module responsible for infinitely spreading the malware as WannaCry
did. However, researchers note that the attackers behind Retefe could be merely experimenting with
EternalBlue for now -- and that they could roll out the leaked exploit in full force in future.  Link
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Zdnet[.]com/article/this-malware-just-got-more-powerful-by-adding-the-wannacry-trick-to-its-arsenal/

First Android Malware Discovered Using Dirty COW Exploit

From Bleeping Computer (09.26.2017) Catalin Cimpanu

ZNIU is the name of the first in-the-wild Android malware that uses the Dirty COW vulnerability to infect
users. Dirty COW is a privilege escalation vulnerability in the Linux kernel that came to light last year, in
October 2016. The vulnerability allows an attacker to elevate the privilege of attack code to "root" level
and carry out malicious operations. The Dirty COW bug existed in the Linux kernel code for nine years,
since 2007. At the time of its discovery, Dirty COW was a zero-day and researchers said attackers used
it against Linux servers. A patch was released immediately. Yesterday, security researchers from Trend
Micro published a report detailing a new malware family named ZNIU that uses Dirty COW to root
devices and plant a backdoor. Researchers say attackers use this backdoor to collect information on
infected devices. The second stage of the attack happens only if the user is located in China. Attackers
use the full control the backdoor grants them over the device to subscribe the user to premium SMS
numbers that benefit a local company. Trend Micro says it discovered more than 1,200 malicious apps
that carry ZNIU available via various online websites. ZNIU made victims across 40 countries, but most
were located in China and India. Link

Bleepingcomputer[.]com/news/security/first-android-malware-discovered-using-dirty-cow-exploit/

Three out of four DDoS attacks target multiple vectors

From Help Net Security (09.26.2017)

Three out of every four DDoS attacks employed blended, multi-vector approaches in the second quarter
of 2017, according to Nexusguard. The quarterly report, which measured more than 8,300 attacks,
demonstrated that hackers continued to rely on volumetric attacks to overwhelm system resources. For
example, UDP-based attacks increased by 15 percent this quarter, targeting hijacked devices
connected to the IoT, and overtaking SYN, HTTP Flood and other popular volumetric attacks in
popularity. With the average attack rating 4.63 Gbps in size, enterprises that do not yet have access to
high-capacity DDoS mitigation were most likely to suffer interruption from attacks. IoT networks
continued to be targeted by DDoS attacks during Q2, including a new botnet, Persirai, which attacked
more than 1,000 different models of IP cameras. Nexusguard gathers the DDoS attack data through
botnet scanning, honeypots, ISPs and traffic moving between attackers and their targets that is
unbiased by any single set of customers or industries. With UDP attacks growing in favor, the company
recommends enterprises protect their DNS servers and employ Anycast routing technology to distribute
the footprint of these DDoS attacks. As DDoS extortionist gangs became increasingly active in several
European countries, Switzerland made its first-ever appearance in the top three DDoS attacker
countries.  Link
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Helpnetsecurity[.]com/2017/09/26/ddos-attacks-target-multiple-vectors/

Oracle Releases Patches for Exploited Apache Struts Flaw

From Security Week (09.25.2017) Eduard Kovacs

Oracle has released patches for many of its products to address several vulnerabilities in the Apache
Struts 2 framework, including one that has been exploited in the wild for the past few weeks. The
actively exploited flaw is CVE-2017-9805, for which proof-of-concept (PoC) code was published within
hours after a patch was released by Apache Struts developers on September 5. Several security firms
reported seeing attacks shortly after. The vulnerability, caused due to the way Struts deserializes
untrusted data, allows remote code execution and it affects applications that use the REST plugin with
the XStream handler for XML payloads. There is a long list of Oracle products that use Apache Struts
and which are exposed to attacks due to flaws in the open-source development framework. The list
includes Oracle’s MySQL Enterprise Monitor, Communications Policy Management, FLEXCUBE
Private Banking, Retail XBRi, Siebel, WebLogic Server, and various Financial Services and Insurance
products. Link

Securityweek[.]com/oracle-releases-patches-exploited-apache-struts-flaw

Splunk brings machine learning updates to flagship suites

From ZDNet (09.26.2017) Natalie Gagliordi

Splunk on Tuesday outlined the latest versions of its flagship analytic suites with a focus on machine
learning advances. The company updated Splunk Enterprise, Splunk IT Service Intelligence (ITSI),
Splunk Enterprise Security (ES) and Splunk User Behavior Analytics (UBA) for both cloud and on-
premises deployments. Splunk's algorithms are focused on investigations for security incidents, alerting,
predictive tools for operations and maintenance and business optimization for demand, inventory and
analysis of historical data. Splunk says the machine learning advancements rely on these algorithms to
help customers better monitor, investigate and build intelligence with their data. Key updates include
Splunk Enterprise cloud 7.0, which aims to boost performance and scale with faster metrics to speed up
monitoring and alerting as well as optimizations to core search technology. The latest version of Splunk
ITSI builds in more machine learning for advanced anomaly detection, adaptive thresholds and event
correlation. The new version of Splunk UBA integrates with custom machine learning models and also
includes greater privacy controls with identity masking for PII information.  Link

Zdnet[.]com/article/splunk-brings-machine-learning-updates-to-flagship-suites/

New dime-sized YubiKey adds more mobility to authentication keys
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From Cyberscoop (09.25.2017) Patrick Howell O’Neill

YubiKeys are getting smaller as they grow more and more popular. The cybersecurity hardware that
acts as a secure key to machines and accounts now comes in a dime-sized package. The YubiKey 4C
Nano launched Monday for $60. The 4C Nano is meant for mobility. It’s tiny, measuring in at 12mm x
10.1mm x 7mm, meant to meet demand for an even smaller tool than the keychain-sized keys Yubico
has offered for a decade. It’s designed for use in USB-C ports on computers like the HP Spectre, Dell
XPS 15, Apple Macbook Pro and newer Chromebooks. Experts praise tools like the YubiKey because
they are the most secure form of multifactor authentication. In order to prevent unauthorized access to
computers and accounts, best practices often tout that people need multiple factors of authentication to
prove their identity. But while text messages or even apps can be phished, a hardware key is the most
effective defense against hacker’s biggest attack vector. They’re easy to use with most major
commercial offerings. Everything from your Google account to Windows computer can be protected.
Link

Cyberscoop[.]com/yubico-yubikey-usb-c-u2f-2fa/

Cloudflare Announces Unmetered DDoS Mitigation, Geo Key Manager

From Security Week (09.26.2017) Eduard Kovacs

Web performance and security solutions provider Cloudflare announced this week that all customers
will benefit from unmetered mitigation against distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, and they will
be able to choose where they want their private SSL keys stored. DDoS protection providers typically
ask their customers to pay more and even terminate them if they are hit by a massive attack that may
cause disruptions to other customers’ services. Cloudflare, which claims to have the ability to handle
more than 15 terabits per second of DDoS traffic, believes it can now protect a website against attacks
of any size while ensuring that other customers are not impacted in any way. That is why the company
has decided that it will not terminate customers or jack up their bill regardless of the size of the attack or
the plan they use. Customers that use a paid plan will, of course, have more benefits, but when it
comes to volumetric DDoS mitigation, even users of the Free plan will benefit from unlimited and
unmetered protection. Cloudflare also announced that customers will be able to specify where to store
their private SSL keys via a new service called Geo Key Manager. The company has data centers in
more than 55 countries and some of its customers might not be comfortable knowing that the keys to
their kingdom are stored on servers physically located in a certain country.  Link
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Securityweek[.]com/cloudflare-announces-unmetered-ddos-mitigation-geo-key-manager

Aviation Tech

Bio-inspired retina allows drones to almost see in the dark with no motion blur

From ZDNet (09.26.2017) Greg Nichols

A group of researchers from the University of Zurich and NCCR Robotics is giving drones a new way to
see. Their innovation is an eye-inspired camera that can easily cope with high-speed motion and even
see in near-dark conditions--crucial functionality as drones become more autonomous and applications
for drones more widespread. Autonomous and semi-autonomous drones need to know their precise
position and orientation in space at all times to fly safely. Commercial drones use GPS, but that can be
unreliable in cities. Autonomous drones that rely on computer vision are restricted to flying below
speeds that cause motion blur, which renders vision algorithms useless. To solve these problems, the
Swiss team invented a so-called event-based camera. Event cameras are bio-inspired vision sensors
that output pixel-level brightness changes instead of standard intensity frames. Crucially, the camera's
retina doesn't require full light capture to generate a clear image. The UZH researchers designed
software to efficiently process the output from these cameras. So far they've successfully used the
software to enable autonomous flight at higher speeds and in lower light than currently possible with
commercial drones--at least in limited tests.  A spokesman from NCCR said that drones equipped with
such a system could assist search and rescue teams in scenarios where conventional drones would be
of no use--for example on missions at dusk or dawn or when there is too little light for normal cameras
to work. Because they don't require laser sensors, drones using these cameras could soon be relatively
cheap, opening up new possibilities for commercial and professional drone use. Link

Zdnet[.]com/article/bio-inspired-retina-allows-drones-to-almost-see-in-the-dark-with-no-motion-blur/

Legislation & Regulation News

New U.S. travel restrictions for 6 countries announced

From Reuters (09.25.2017) Andrew Chung

The Supreme Court signaled on Monday it may dismiss a challenge to President Donald Trump’s
controversial travel ban after the White House announced tailored restrictions on eight countries that
legal experts said stand a better chance at holding up in court.  That ban expired on Sunday. The
president replaced it with a proclamation that indefinitely restricts travel from Iran, Libya, Syria, Yemen,
Somalia, Chad and North Korea. Certain government officials from Venezuela will also be barred. The
new ban, Trump’s third, could affect tens of thousands of potential immigrants and visitors. The Sunday
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proclamation, which he said is needed to screen out terrorist or public safety threats, could be less
vulnerable to legal attack, scholars and other experts said, because it is the result of a months-long
analysis of foreign vetting procedures by U.S. officials. The new ban is set to go into effect on Oct. 18,
but it already applies to five of the six countries covered by the March 6 ban, according to a U.S. State
Department cable issued on Sunday and obtained by Reuters.  Sudan was dropped from the list of
banned countries after the Sudanese government provided information required under the new criteria
set out by the Trump administration earlier this year, a White House official said on Monday.  Link

Reuters[.]com/article/us-usa-immigration-trump-legal/trump-travel-ban-on-more-solid-ground-as-top-
court-cancels-hearing-idUSKCN1C01O5

House Democrats sink bill with FAA extension, five days before deadline

From The Hill (09.25.2017) Christina Marcos

Legislation to reauthorize Federal Aviation Administration programs and provide tax relief for victims of
recent hurricanes failed on the House floor Monday after Democrats rejected it. The package was
considered under a fast-track process requiring a two-thirds majority for passage, known as suspension
of the rules. House GOP leaders will likely return it to the floor later this week under a procedure that
needs only a simple majority. A total of 26 Democrats, mostly centrists or members from hurricane-
affected states, refrained from endorsing their leaders' strategy and joined all but eight Republicans in
supporting the bill.  Democratic leaders urged their rank-and-file to oppose the package because they
thought the tax provisions didn’t go far enough and wanted to offer the DREAM Act to let young
undocumented immigrants stay in the U.S. as an amendment. The package includes a six-month
extension of aviation programs, which are set to expire if Congress doesn’t act by Sept. 30.  Link

Thehill[.]com/blogs/floor-action/house/352356-house-democrats-sink-bill-with-faa-extension-hurricane-
tax-relief

Physical Security News

FAA-Issued Pilot Licenses still vulnerable to identity theft

From Boston Globe (09.25.2017) Kelly Carr
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The FAA was warned in 2009 that people with terrorist ties were licensed to fly and repair aircraft. Eight
years later, it is, incredibly, still the case. Nader Ali Sabouri Haghighi’s own pilot certificate, it turned out,
had been revoked years earlier for providing false information, but the Federal Aviation Administration
conveniently mailed him a new one. Haghighi had called the FAA hot line claiming to be a professional
pilot named Daniel George who had lost his license. He then recited George’s license number and
other personal details that he’d obtained from their business dealings. Without asking further questions,
the FAA agent sent Haghighi a license with George’s name on it. Almost a decade after Haghighi’s
brazen identify theft, the FAA still does not include pilot photos on its licenses, and the agency does not
fully vet pilot information before issuing them credentials. Last year, a leading congressional overseer of
the FAA, then-Representative John Mica, called US pilot licenses “a joke” and said that a day pass to
Disney World in his native Florida contains more sophisticated security measures. FAA officials defend
their licensing practices, noting that pilots are also required to carry a government-issued ID such as a
driver’s license to prove their identity. The pilot certificate, they say, is more an indicator of the pilot’s
level of training than a security tool, and commercial airports and airlines generally issue their own IDs
for access to tarmacs, planes, and other secure areas. But the flawed airman licenses are part of a
troubling pattern of lax oversight of more than 1 million FAA-approved airmen — including pilots,
mechanics, flight attendants, and other aviation personnel — that has made the agency vulnerable to
fraud, and the public vulnerable to those who mean to do harm, a Spotlight Team review has found.
Link

Bostonglobe[.]com/spotlight/secrets-in-the-sky/series/part-two/

Honeywell Digital Video Manager Connects Organizations to Smarter Security and Surveillance

From Aviation Pros (09.25.2017)

Honeywell announced an enhanced version of Honeywell Digital Video Manager (DVM) that offers
smarter security and surveillance capabilities for today’s increasingly complex building environments.
The new release, DVM R620, enables organizations to more easily secure large-scale security
operations with features that improve operator efficiency and situational awareness for faster incident
identification and resolution, and power more accurate and reliable security operations. DVM R620 is
well suited for a range of facilities, including complex security installations with stringent requirements—
such as airports, correctional facilities, hospitals, higher education campuses and smart cities. It
features an enhanced user interface and includes major updates to how operators can capture, access
and manage live and recorded video, reliably and efficiently. Based on a highly available distributed
architecture, the system features edge recording playback and backfill capabilities, capturing video
footage on camera memory cards, and then backfilling the footage to the system’s main server. These
features make the system more resilient in response to interruptions ranging from routine system
maintenance, to network or server failures and cybersecurity issues, and ensure cameras more
consistently and reliably capture video footage, wherever they are located.  Link

Aviationpros[.]com/press_release/12370279/honeywell-digital-video-manager-connects-organizations-to
-smarter-security-and-surveillance
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Miscellaneous News

United Airlines B737 Narrowly Avoids Collision with Glider

From The Points Guy (09.25.2017) Alberto Riva

A United Airlines Boeing 737 on approach to Chicago O’Hare on Monday afternoon narrowly avoided a
midair collision with what its crew said was a small aircraft, according to a The Points Guy reader who
was on the flight. While about to complete flight UA246 from Vancouver (YVR) to Chicago O’Hare
(ORD), the plane made a sudden evasive turn that had passengers “shrieking.” After safely landing at O
’Hare, one of the pilots on UA246 came on the intercom to say it was a “split second decision” to save
the plane. According to flight tracking site Flightradar24, UA246 landed at 3:02pm, ahead of its
scheduled time of 3:14. A United Airlines spokesperson emailed a statement confirming the near-
collision, and saying that everybody was indeed OK: United flight 246 from Vancouver to O’Hare landed
safely and all passengers deplaned normally after the pilots deviated from the aircraft’s flight path
because they spotted a glider.  Link

Thepointsguy[.]com/2017/09/united-737-avoids-midair-collision-ohare/

Gogo Vision Touch IFE to launch on Delta’s CSeries in 2018

From The Boarding Area (09.25.2017) Seth Miller

In-seat entertainment screens are not dead; they just need a bit of disruption. That’s the message
Gogo, Delta and Bombardier are sending with the launch of Gogo Vision Touch, the new wireless IFE
solution that will fly on Delta’s CSeries aircraft beginning with deliveries in 2018. The service combines
Gogo’s wireless network infrastructure and content serving with commercial-grade tablets installed in
the seat-back to deliver a solution the companies believe is lighter, cheaper, easier to upgrade and
easier to support. Gogo Vision Touch uses existing server infrastructure technology on board while
adding additional components to maintain an isolated network. The dedicated Wi-Fi infrastructure
improves the reliability, redundancy and security of the system while also avoiding interference with the
regular connectivity and streaming media solution. Streaming content means spending more in
bandwidth, but the idea is to offset that increased cost by reducing the airline-paid content licensing
fees paid to studios. The content costs shift to NetFlix or Amazon Prime – and really to the passenger
and their subscriptions – from the airline. And rather than delivering the content the airline simply
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delivers the pipe. One technical challenge that remains for the new Gogo Vision Touch solution is
regulatory certification for the use of commercial tablets in the seats rather than traditional IFE screens
that are designed to withstand various safety certifications, including the 16G HIC test. Details are
limited right now but that burden is being shouldered by Bombardier and its suppliers, not by Gogo.
Link

Blog[.]wandr[.]me/2017/09/gogo-vision-touch-delta-cseries-entertainment-ife/

U.S. Department of Transportation Crisis Management Center Daily Report

Commercial In-Flight Incidents

*Mesa 5743, CRJ9

o   September 25, 2017 at 9:17 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Dayton, OH (Dayton International Airport) to Dallas, TX (Dallas/Fort Worth
International Airport)

o   Pressurization problem

o   Diverted to Little Rock, AR (Clinton National Airport); landed without incident at 9:29 PM EDT

*Southwest 601, B737

o   September 25, 2017 at 9:06 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Denver, CO (Denver International Airport) to Boston, MA (Logan International Airport)

o   Blown tire

o   Returned to Denver, CO; landed without incident at 11:20 PM EDT

o   Aircraft towed to gate with passengers on board

*United 246, B739

o   September 25, 2017 at 6:48 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Vancouver, Canada (Vancouver International Airport) to Chicago, IL (Chicago O'Hare
International Airport)

o   Near mid-air collision; observed a glider at 7,000 feet in vicinity of Beloit, WI (Beloit Airport)

o   Aircraft climbed to avoid glider; 400 feet deviation made; no contact or damages reported

o   Continued to Chicago, IL

o   0 fatalities; 0 injuries
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*Jetstream 5174, CRJ2

o   September 25, 2017 at 3:54 PM EDT

o   Enroute from Nashville, TN (Nashville International Airport) to Louisville, KY (Louisville International
Airport)

o   Engine problem

o   Diverted to Covington, KY (Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport); landed without
incident

Ground Incidents

*Fresno, CA, Fresno Yosemite International Airport

o   September 25, 2017 at 3:42 PM EDT

o   Allegiant 514, MD83, scheduled from Las Vegas, NV (McCarran International Airport)

o   Hydraulic failure and smoke in cockpit after exiting runway

o   Passengers deplaned aircraft on taxiway

o   0 fatalities; 0 injuries

Upcoming A-ISAC Events

A-ISAC Fall Summit, November 8-10, 2017, Miami, Florida.

Link              www[.]a-isac[.]com/

The Daily Aviation Memo is a daily update of foreign and domestic commercial aviation news compiled
from open sources and commercially-available information. Information contained in this report is
provided for situational awareness only and does not represent the views of the Aviation ISAC. Please
send comments or distribution requests to a-isac.advisory@a-isac[.]com.

A-ISAC Intel Shop

Dblough@a-isac.com

Ralvillar@a-isac.com

phart@a-isac.com
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rforczyk@a-isac.com

a-isac.ops@a-isac.com

Aviation Information Sharing and Analysis Center (A-ISAC)

www.a-isac.com
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From:                 The Washington Post
                         <email@washingtonpost.com> on behalf of The Washington Post
                         <email@washingtonpost.com> <email@washingtonpost.com>
To:                     jessica.turba@iowa.gov
                         <jessica.turba@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             The Post Most: Trump’s die-hard supporters are fuming after an apparent about-face
on ‘dreamers’

The fanged, faceless sea creature that washed ashore during Harvey has been identified; Sean Spicer
basically admitted that he was willing to lie for Trump; North Korea’s latest nuclear test was so powerful
it reshaped the mountain above it

Democracy Dies in Darkness

Most popular right now

Most Read

Trump’s die-hard supporters are fuming after an apparent about-face on ‘dreamers’
“Put a fork in Trump. He is done.”
By Robert Costa  •  Read more »
The fanged, faceless sea creature that washed ashore during Harvey has been identified
One biologist believes the mysterious sea creature is fangtooth snake-eel, or Aplatophis chauliodus.
By Lindsey Bever  •   Read more »

The Fix • Analysis
Sean Spicer basically admitted that he was willing to lie for Trump
"Look, your job as press secretary is to represent the president's voice,” Spicer told Jimmy Kimmel.
By Callum Borchers  •   Read more »

North Korea’s latest nuclear test was so powerful it reshaped the mountain above it
New radar images show North Korea's Sept. 3 nuclear test was powerful enough to have changed the
topography of the mountain above the tunnel where the test likely took place.
By Michelle Ye Hee Lee  •   Read more »

As the White House calls for her firing, ESPN’s Jemele Hill addresses the ‘elephant in the room’
The “SportsCenter” host says she was just expressing her “personal beliefs” in calling President Trump
a white supremacist, but the debate is already raging.
By Cindy Boren  •   Read more »

ADVERTISEMENT

Date:                 Thu Sep 14 2017 11:24:04 CDT
Attachments:

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5073
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Mnuchin eclipses earlier backlash with pricey request: European honeymoon by military jet
A Treasury spokesman said Mnuchin, a member of the National Security Council, wanted access to
secure communications as he traveled abroad.
By Alex Horton  •   Read more »

Jimmy Kimmel mocks Sean Spicer to his face about that inauguration crowd size incident
The former White House press secretary also discussed Trump's Twitter habit, the term 'fake news' and
Anthony Scaramucci.
By Emily Yahr  •   Read more »

‘Leave the light on — for ICE’: Motel 6 employees reported guests to immigration officials
Following a report in the Phoenix New Times, Motel 6 said the practice was “implemented at the local
level without the knowledge of senior management."
By Samantha Schmidt  •   Read more »

Kushner’s White House role ‘crushed’ efforts to woo investors for NYC tower
A Fifth Avenue office building is more than quarter empty and losing money, and a $1.2 billion loan is
due in 2019.
By Michael Kranish  •   Read more »

The Plum Line • Opinion
Trump’s latest tweetstorm signals major concessions may lie ahead
No wonder the immigration hard-liners are screaming bloody murder about it.
By Greg Sargent  •   Read more »

Also Popular in Politics
   The Fix • Analysis
The White House’s non-denial denials on its DACA deal with Democrats
A close parsing of the White House's non-denial denials.
By Aaron Blake  •  Read more »

*‘A new strategy’ for Trump? Democrats cautious but encouraged by fresh outreach.

*Analysis | If Trump has backed off his border wall, it’s a new day in Washington

*Analysis | You asked if anyone wants to deport ‘dreamers,’ President Trump: Yes. Your base.

*White House: ESPN’s Jemele Hill should be fired for calling Trump a ‘white supremacist’

Also Popular in Opinions
   How miserable it must be to be a progressive
A novel about Brooklyn is a glimpse of how arduous life is for the incontinently conscientious.
By George F. Will  •  Read more »

*The Democrats have become socialists

*Ken Burns “The Vietnam War” PBS documentary tries to unite America under Trump

*The fishing wars are coming
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*Trump’s voter-fraud propagandist cooks up extremely fuzzy math

Also Popular in Local
   Boyfriend arrested in slaying of missing pregnant Maryland teacher, police say
Laura Elizabeth Wallen, 31, was a social studies teacher at Wilde Lake High School
By Dan Morse  •  Read more »

*Slain pregnant high school teacher remembered for giving students hugs

*Here’s the story behind that Delta Flight 431 and its race with Irma

*A downside to D.C.’s population growth? The growing number of rats.

*Perspective | What’s one of America’s most dangerous jobs? It’s not what you think.

ADVERTISEMENT

Also Popular in Sports
   Fans ejected from Fenway Park after hanging ‘Racism is as American as baseball’ banner
One of the fans involved reportedly said they were inspired by the Black Lives Matter movement.
By Des Bieler  •  Read more »

*White House: ESPN should fire Jemele Hill over Trump ‘white supremacist’ tweet

*Analysis | NFL Week 2 Power Rankings and ATS Picks: Broncos upset Cowboys, Packers and Lions
win again

*Perspective | It’s easy to blame the line when things go south for the Redskins’ offense

*Koda Glover is out for the season, clarifying the Nationals’ bullpen picture

Also Popular in National
   Homeless man asked woman to move Porsche so he could sleep. Then she shot him, police say.
Katie Quackenbush, an aspiring singer and songwriter in Nashville, was charged with attempted murder
in connection to the Aug. 26 shooting.
By Samantha Schmidt  •  Read more »

*Spokane area high schooler killed as he tried to save others from school gunman

*Eight dead after South Florida nursing home’s air conditioning fails following Hurricane Irma

*Berkeley prepares for Ben Shapiro speech with pepper spray, concrete barriers and lots of police

*8-year-old biracial boy was hung from rope by N.H. teenagers because of his race, family says

Also Popular in World

*Russia fires cruise missiles at IS stronghold in east Syria
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*After Irma, a once-lush gem in the U.S. Virgin Islands reduced to battered wasteland

*Russia kicks off war games with Belarus as U.S., NATO watch anxiously

*U.S. moves to ban Kaspersky software in federal agencies amid concerns of Russian espionage

*There is no electricity, and won’t be for months. ‘So what?’ U.S. Virgin Islands residents say.

Also Popular in Business

*Customs agents seized a lawful gun owner’s truck over five bullets. Now he’s suing to get it back.

*Analysis | Is bitcoin another tulip craze or a legitimate investment?

*New York’s buildings emit most of its greenhouse gases. The mayor has a plan to change that.

*A 29-year-old is the new CFO of the company behind Jell-O and Oscar Mayer weiners

*U.S. middle-class incomes reached highest-ever level in 2016, Census Bureau says

Also Popular in Technology

*I called Equifax with a simple question. This is what happened.

*The FTC is investigating the Equifax breach. Here’s why that’s a big deal.

*Analysis | What happens if a cop forces you to unlock your iPhone X with your face?

*Perspective | First impressions of the iPhone X: What I noticed about the screen, facial recognition and
augmented reality

*The three big questions Equifax hasn’t answered

Also Popular in Lifestyle

*Perspective | Carolyn Hax: Hubby wants to go on a week-long hike with a woman he met online

*Analysis | Martin Shkreli wanted to be an Internet supervillain. This time it cost him.

*Scalding Starbucks tea disfigured a woman and killed her dog, lawsuit says

*I used every pumpkin spice product I could find for a week. Now my armpits smell like nutmeg.

*Are robo-calls driving you crazy? Here’s how to block and beat them.

Also Popular in Entertainment

*Review | Yes, America, PBS’s ‘The Vietnam War’ is required viewing — all 18 hours of it

*Art Garfunkel opens up, and what spills out is a fascinating mess
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*‘South Park’ spoofs white nationalists, digital assistants — and Kendrick Lamar

*This is the cover the New Yorker planned to use if Hillary Clinton had won

*Review | Fall TV 2017: Return of ‘The Crown,’ ‘Stranger Things,’ ‘Curb Your Enthusiasm’ and more

  Share The Post Most:    Twitter     Facebook
Trouble reading? Click here to view in your browser.
You received this email because you signed up for The Post Most or because it is included in your
subscription. For additional free newsletters or to manage your newsletters, click here.
We respect your privacy. If you believe that this email has been sent to you in error or you no longer
wish to receive email from The Washington Post, click here. Contact us for help.
©2017 The Washington Post, 1301 K St NW, Washington DC 20071
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From:                 promed-bounces@promedmail.org
                         <promed-bounces@promedmail.org> on behalf of
                         promed-request@promedmail.org <promed-request@promedmail.org>
To:                     promed@promedmail.org
                         <promed@promedmail.org>
Cc:

Subject:             ProMED Digest, Vol 62, Issue 57

Today's Topics:

   1. PRO/EDR> Herpes simplex type 1, neonatal - USA:
      (IA)encephalitis, oraltransmission, fatal [EXTERNAL]
      (promed@promedmail.org)
   2. PRO/EDR> Hepatitis A - USA (21): (MI) RFI [EXTERNAL]
      (promed@promedmail.org)
   3. PRO/AH/EDR> Novel coronavirus - China: shrew [EXTERNAL]
      (promed@promedmail.org)
   4. PRO/AH/EDR> Brucellosis - Algeria: (EO) [EXTERNAL]
      (promed@promedmail.org)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Message: 1
Date: Thu, 17 Aug 2017 18:56:24 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/EDR> Herpes simplex type 1, neonatal - USA:
(IA)encephalitis, oraltransmission, fatal [EXTERNAL]
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<0100015df18dbcd2-d5b52eb7-9e59-4d2a-ba88-8f2348cb3caa-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

HERPES SIMPLEX TYPE 1, NEONATAL - USA: (IOWA) ENCEPHALITIS, ORAL
TRANSMISSION, FATAL
************************************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Tue 15 Aug 2017
Source: Contagion Live [edited]
<http://www.contagionlive.com/news/iowa-infant-dies-of-viral-meningitis-associated-with-herpes-

Date:                 Thu Aug 17 2017 14:18:01 CDT
Attachments:

Bcc:
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infection>

Following the recent death of an Iowa infant who suffered
complications after becoming infected with the herpes simplex virus
type 1 (HSV-1) likely due to a kiss, health experts are reminding the
public that the virus can spread easily to babies.

Oral herpes is a highly contagious virus that is spread via
oral-to-oral contact, such as kissing. The WHO estimates that 3.7
billion individuals around the world have an HSV-1 infection, with the
Americas having the lowest prevalence of the virus. HSV-1 is typically
acquired during childhood and never goes away, though the infection is
typically asymptomatic with most individuals unaware that they even
have it. Visible symptoms of oral herpes appear as open sores or
ulcers in and around the mouth, or sores on the lips known as cold
sores. Less common is herpes simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2), a sexually
transmitted infection affecting an estimated 417 million individuals
worldwide. In rare cases, a woman infected with genital HSV-1 can pass
the virus on to her baby during vaginal delivery, and less commonly, a
baby can contract the virus through other forms of contact.

In recent news, a baby girl born in Iowa on 1 Jul 2017, died less than
3 weeks later of viral meningitis, an infection of the fluid
surrounding the brain and spinal cord; the infection was caused by
HSV-1. The baby's parents and doctors say she became infected with the
virus when she was less than a week old after being kissed by someone
with HSV-1 who had a cold sore. The baby soon stopped eating and was
unresponsive when her parents tried to wake her up. The parents took
the infant to Blank Children's Hospital in Des Moines, where doctors
diagnosed the baby with meningitis from an HSV-1 infection, and the
baby was transferred to University of Iowa Children's Hospital.
Neither of the parents tested positive for the virus, and said the
infant likely picked up the infection from a visitor. The baby's
mother announced the infant's death in a Facebook post on 18 Jul
2017.

"The majority of neonatal HSV occurs as a result of perinatal
transmission, where an infant acquires HSV via the maternal genital
tract," says pediatric infectious disease specialist and Contagion?
editorial advisory board member Kengo Inagaki, MD, of the University
of Mississippi. Perinatal transmission accounts for about 85 percent
of infant HSV cases, he notes. "It is believed that about 10 percent
of neonatal HSV is acquired postnatally, from someone shedding HSV
from the mouth who then kisses the baby, from exposure to HSV from a
breast lesion, et cetera."

Dr Inagaki explains that the symptoms of HSV infection in neonates and
young infants can vary. Herpes can result in skin, eye, or mouth (SEM)
infections in some babies, and in more serious cases, it leads to
central nervous system (CNS) disease, such as meningitis and
disseminated disease.

"SEM disease is the most common, and can progress to CNS or
disseminated disease, and needs to be treated," says Dr Inagaki,
noting that eye infections can lead to vision loss. "CNS disease can
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present with seizures, poor feeding, lethargy, and fever. It can
result in permanent neurodevelopmental complications, although not all
patients have sequelae. Disseminated disease can involve multiple
organs, including CNS, liver, and lungs." If left untreated, mortality
due to CNS infection or disseminated disease can be high.

While doctors can take certain steps to prevent HSV transmission from
mother to infant during birth, the American Academy of Pediatrics
notes that parents, family members, or friends with cold sores must
take extra precautions and avoid kissing infants, particularly with
babies under 6 months of age who have weak immune systems. Dr Inagaki
notes that if there are HSV lesions on the breast, a mother should
avoid breastfeeding from that breast. An infant who has been infected
with HSV may have a low grade fever and one or more small skin
blisters, and symptoms can appear within 2 to 12 days of exposure to
the virus. Parents are urged to call their pediatrician if such
symptoms occur.
.
[Byline: Einav Keet]

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail from HealthMap Alerts
<promed@promedmail.org>

[This case underscores the importance of minimizing the exposure of
neonates to herpes simplex virus by not allowing close contact with
individuals who have overt perioral lesions from HSV, that is, cold
sores or fever blisters. Although HSV-1 can be present in oral
secretions without overt lesions, the amount of virus is less so the
risk of transmission is smaller. - Mod.LL

A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map can be accessed at:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/218>.]

[See Also:
Herpes simplex type 1, genital - USA (03): (NYC) circumcision,
editorial http://promedmail.org/post/20170426.4994573
Herpes simplex type 1, genital - USA (02): (NYC) circumcision, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170403.4942917
Herpes simplex type 1, genital - USA: (NYC) circumcision
http://promedmail.org/post/20170312.4895712
2016
----
Ocular herpes: VR headsets, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20161029.4592839
2015
----
Herpes simplex virus - Mexico (CH) children, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20150302.3200640
2014
----
Herpes simplex type 1, genital - USA: (NYC) circumcision
http://promedmail.org/post/20141230.3060476]
.................................................sb/ll/mj/ml
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------------------------------

Message: 2
Date: Thu, 17 Aug 2017 18:58:41 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/EDR> Hepatitis A - USA (21): (MI) RFI [EXTERNAL]
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<0100015df18fd2dc-18976e9f-fade-4e8b-a4f4-1fd9107cdf9c-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

HEPATITIS A - USA (21): (MICHIGAN) REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
**********************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Wed 16 Aug 2017 4:01 EDT
Source: Oakland Press [edited]
<http://www.theoaklandpress.com/health/20170816/oakland-county-health-division-reports-hepatitis-a-
outbreak-63-cases-over-past-year>

The Oakland County Health Division says 63 cases of hepatitis A have
been confirmed over the past year, that's 58 more than the previous
year [2016]. This includes 8 more cases of hepatitis A that have been
confirmed in the Farmington Hills area over the past week.

The health division has not identified a source but are urging
residents to get vaccinated to reduce the risk of contracting the
disease.

"We contribute this increase in confirmed cases to illicit drug use in
the community," said Pamela Hackert, medical director for the county's
health division. "When 8 cases are in more of a localized community
that is a high number."

Although a source has not been found, the health division is
investigating potential common factors such as contaminated food, sick
individuals, travel, and healthcare exposure.

Since [26 Jun 2017], there have been 13 confirmed cases in the county.
>>From [1 Aug 2015 through 31 Jul 2016] there were only 5 confirmed
cases in the county.

There have been 247 confirmed cases statewide in 2017 compared to 132
in 2016.

Leigh-Anne Stafford, health officer for the county's health division,
said it's important to practice proper hygiene to reduce the risk.

"The health division urges all residents, food handlers, and
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healthcare providers to get the Hepatitis A vaccine and to wash hands
thoroughly," said Leigh-Anne Stafford, health officer for the county's
health division. "Food workers and health care workers are encouraged
to stay home from work, seek medical attention, and report their
illness to their employer."

Hepatitis A is an infection of the liver caused by a virus and is
vaccine-preventable.

Dr Pamela Hackert, medical director for county's health division, said
the virus is shed in feces and is most commonly spread from person to
person by contaminated hands.

Symptoms may appear from 2 to 6 weeks after exposure, with the average
time being about one month.

[Byline: Mark Cavitt]

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[Previous postings reported an increased number of cases of hepatitis
A from the eastern side of Michigan's lower peninsula in Macomb,
Oakland, and Wayne counties, and the city of Detroit. The outbreak
appears to have been going on for some time and ProMED would
appreciate additional information regarding risk factors of the cohort
including MSM, travel, homelessness and illicit drug use.

One previous post (Hepatitis A - USA (12): (MI) fatal, RFI archive no.
http://promedmail.org/post/20170707.5158430) from 7 Jul 2017 reported
a case fatality rate of 4.5 percent, higher than the parallel larger
outbreak in San Diego, California which does not appear based on
genetic studies to be related to the Michigan cluster. Whether there
have been additional fatalities is not clearly reported. - Mod.LL

The state of Michigan can be located on the HealthMap/ProMED-mail
interactive map at <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/1933>. A county map
can be seen at
<http://geology.com/county-map/michigan-county-map.gif>. -
Sr.Tech.Ed.MJ]

[See Also:
Hepatitis A - USA (20): (CA) fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20170817.5256184
Hepatitis A - USA (19): (CA) fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20170815.5252338
Hepatitis A - USA (18): (CA) fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20170809.5238557
Hepatitis A - USA (17): (CA) fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20170802.5222462
Hepatitis A - USA (16): (CO)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170730.5215580
Hepatitis A - USA (15): (CA) fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20170726.5205912
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Hepatitis A - USA (14): (CO) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170725.5201341
Hepatitis A - USA (13): (CA) fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20170713.5173051
Hepatitis A - USA (12): (MI) fatal, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170707.5158430
Hepatitis A - USA (11): (CA)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170629.5139711
Hepatitis A - USA (10): (CA) additional counties, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170615.5107437
Hepatitis A - USA (09): (CA) 2nd county, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170614.5105051
Hepatitis A - USA (08): (CA) fatal, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170613.5102106
Hepatitis A - USA (07): (CA) fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20170606.5087079
Hepatitis A - USA (06): (CO) MSM
http://promedmail.org/post/20170512.5031179
Hepatitis A - USA (05): (CA) fatal
http://promedmail.org/post/20170511.5028824
Hepatitis A - USA (04): (CA) fatal, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170506.5017836
Hepatitis A - USA (03): (OR) food workers
http://promedmail.org/post/20170410.4959609
Hepatitis A - USA (02): (CA) fatalities
http://promedmail.org/post/20170408.4956398
Hepatitis A - USA: (MI) increased incidence
http://promedmail.org/post/20170324.4923927
2016
----
Hepatitis A - USA (19): (MI) prepared food
http://promedmail.org/post/20161022.4578285
Hepatitis A - USA (18): (HI) frozen scallops
http://promedmail.org/post/20160930.4527512
Hepatitis A - USA (17): (HI) frozen scallops
http://promedmail.org/post/20160915.4490624
Hepatitis A - USA (16): fruit smoothies, strawberries ex Egypt
http://promedmail.org/post/20160915.4490623
Hepatitis A - USA (15): comment
http://promedmail.org/post/20160910.4477503
Hepatitis A - USA (14): fruit smoothies, strawberries ex Egypt
http://promedmail.org/post/20160909.4477372
Hepatitis A - USA (13): fruit smoothies, strawberries ex Egypt
http://promedmail.org/post/20160903.4461205
Hepatitis A - USA (12): (HI) frozen scallops
http://promedmail.org/post/20160903.4463425
Hepatitis A - USA (11): (MI) raw sewage contact
http://promedmail.org/post/20160827.4445808
Hepatitis A - USA (10): (VA) fruit smoothies, imported strawberries
http://promedmail.org/post/20160822.4431203
Hepatitis A - USA (09): (HI) frozen scallops
http://promedmail.org/post/20160817.4422480
Hepatitis A - USA (08): (HI)
http://promedmail.org/post/20160810.4405316
Hepatitis A - USA (07): (HI)
http://promedmail.org/post/20160729.4376124
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Hepatitis A - USA (06): (HI)
http://promedmail.org/post/20160721.4360060
Hepatitis A - USA (05): (HI)
http://promedmail.org/post/20160713.4342961
Hepatitis A - USA (04): (HI) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20160707.4330783
Hepatitis A - USA (03): (HI)
http://promedmail.org/post/20160703.4323888
Hepatitis A - USA (02): (PR) hospital workers
http://promedmail.org/post/20160630.4314683]
.................................................ll/mj/ml

------------------------------

Message: 3
Date: Thu, 17 Aug 2017 19:13:48 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/AH/EDR> Novel coronavirus - China: shrew [EXTERNAL]
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org,
promed-ahead-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<0100015df19dace5-97535912-eba6-4675-8d67-a9f6dddf39c9-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

NOVEL CORONAVIRUS - CHINA: SHREW
********************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Wed 16 Aug 2017
Source: Journal of Virology [edited]
<http://jvi.asm.org/content/91/17/e00764-17.abstract>

[ref: Wang W, Lin XD, Liao Y, et al. Discovery of a highly divergent
coronavirus in the Asian house shrew from China illuminates the origin
of the alphacoronaviruses. J Virol. 2017. pii: JVI.00764-17. abstract
available at <http://jvi.asm.org/content/91/17/e00764-17.abstract>]
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Abstract
---------
Although shrews are one of the largest groups of mammals, little is
known about their role in the evolution and transmission of viral
pathogens, including coronaviruses (CoVs). We captured 266 Asian house
shrews (_Suncus murinus_) in Jiangxi and Zhejiang Provinces, China,
during 2013 to 2015. CoV RNA was detected in 24 Asian house shrews,
with an overall prevalence of 9.02 percent. Complete viral genome
sequences were successfully recovered from the RNA-positive samples.
The newly discovered shrew CoV fell into 4 lineages reflecting their
geographic origins, indicative of largely allopatric evolution.
Notably, these viruses were most closely related to alphacoronaviruses
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but sufficiently divergent that they should be considered a novel
member of the genus _Alphacoronavirus_, which we denote W?nch?ng
shrew virus (WESV). Phylogenetic analysis revealed that WESV was a
highly divergent member of the alphacoronaviruses and, more
dramatically, that the S gene of WESV fell in a cluster that was
genetically distinct from that of known coronaviruses. The divergent
position of WESV suggests that coronaviruses have a long association
with Asian house shrews. In addition, the genome of WESV contains a
distinct NS7 gene that exhibits no sequence similarity to genes of any
known viruses. Together, these data suggest that shrews are natural
reservoirs for coronaviruses and may have played an important and
long-term role in CoV evolution.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail from HealthMap Alerts
<promed@promedmail.org>

[Coronavirus (subfamily Coronavirinae) are of importance because they
comprise several human and animal pathogens. The origin of
alphacoronaviruses had been linked to bats. These data suggest that
shrews might have played a role, too. - Mod.PM

A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map can be accessed at:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/155>.]

[See Also:
Equine coronavirus - USA: (CA)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170312.4895190
Coronavirus - China: (HK) OC43 outbreak
http://promedmail.org/post/20170309.4890569
2016
---
Human coronavirus: neurologic disease
http://promedmail.org/post/20161005.4538532
2015
---
SARS-like coronavirus - China: bats, pandemic potential
http://promedmail.org/post/20151117.3798112
Porcine epidemic diarrhea & Delta coronavirus - North America: update
http://promedmail.org/post/20151017.3722396
2014
---
SARS-like coronavirus - China: (YN) antigenically related to SARS-CoV
http://promedmail.org/post/20140701.2580209
2013
---
SARS-like coronavirus - China: (YN) horseshoe bats
http://promedmail.org/post/20131031.2032131
Novel coronavirus - Eastern Mediterranean (29): MERS-CoV, ICTV
nomenclature http://promedmail.org/post/20130516.1717833
Novel coronavirus - Eastern Mediterranean (28): Saudi Arabia, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20130516.1716274
Novel coronavirus - Eastern Mediterranean (27): Saudi Arabia, WHO, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20130515.1715334]
.................................................sb/pmb/mj/ml
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------------------------------

Message: 4
Date: Thu, 17 Aug 2017 19:16:13 +0000
From: promed@promedmail.org
Subject: PRO/AH/EDR> Brucellosis - Algeria: (EO) [EXTERNAL]
To: promed-post@promedmail.org, promed-edr-post@promedmail.org,
promed-ahead-post@promedmail.org
Message-ID:
<0100015df19fe332-42bf688b-09db-4649-89bb-b959efa19347-000000@email.amazonses.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8

BRUCELLOSIS - ALGERIA: (EL-OUED)
********************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

Date: Mon 14 Aug 2017 15:53
Source: APS [machine transl., edited]
<http://www.aps.dz/sante-science-technologie/61720-el-oued-70-cas-de-brucellose-enregistres-durant-
le-1er-semestre-2017>

No less than 70 cases of human brucellosis have been recorded during
the 1st half of 2017 in the province of El-Oued. Of the total number
of cases recorded, 60 percent were diagnosed in 4 communes
(El-M'ghair, Reguiba, Oum-Toyour and Still) considered as foci of this
disease, due to high amount of livestock, goats and cattle in
particular, said the APS doctor at the prevention department Kamel
Dif.

The highest number of cases of brucellosis is generally recorded
during the spring period (March, April and May), characterized by high
consumption of raw milk, especially in pastoral areas . An extensive
awareness program on the fight against this disease was launched in
2017 by the health sector targeting breeders, as well as producers and
consumers of raw milk, according to this official. The aim of this
awareness-raising action is to anchor the culture of prevention among
consumers of raw milk, he said.

Brucellosis vaccination partners are also being led by the
Agricultural Services Directorate (DSA) to protect livestock against
this zoonosis.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[This infection, a bacterial zoonosis, is classified among the
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category B biowarfare agents. Natural transmission to humans occurs
after occupational exposure or through ingestion of contaminated food
products. Although brucellosis has become a rare entity in the United
States and many industrialized nations because of animal vaccination
programs, this condition remains a significant health problem in many
developing countries.

Each species of _Brucella_ has a specific animal reservoir in which
chronic disease is present. The bacilli tend to localize in the
reproductive organs of the animals, causing sterility and abortions,
and are shed in large numbers in the animal's urine, milk, and
placental fluid. This localization allows for efficient spread to
farmers, veterinarians, slaughterhouse workers, and consumers.

Among the 4 species known to cause disease in humans, _Brucella
melitensis_ (from goats, sheep, or camels) may be the most virulent,
producing the most severe and acute cases of brucellosis with
disabling complications. A prolonged course of illness, which may be
associated with suppurative destructive lesions, is associated with
_B. suis_ (from feral or commercially raised pigs) infection. _B.
abortus_ (from cattle, buffalo, and camels) is associated with
mild-to-moderate sporadic disease that is rarely associated with
complications.

In the Maghreb and the Middle East, human brucellosis is usually
contracted through consumption of raw goat / ewe's milk or local
artisanal cheese made from the raw milk and _Brucella melitensis_ is
responsible for the great majority of the reported cases, with a
marked predominance of its biovar 3, as in other Mediterranean
countries.

El Oued Province lies in the Sahara desert in northeast Algeria. The
mostly uninhabited southern half of the province is covered by the
Grand Erg Oriental, a vast region of uninterrupted sand dunes. -
Mod.LL

A HealthMap/ProMED-mail map can be accessed at:
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/44784>.]

[See Also:
Brucellosis, human - Spain: (AN) abattoir personnel, ovine source
http://promedmail.org/post/20170723.5198745
Brucellosis - Israel: camel milk, unpasteurized, melitensis, human,
update http://promedmail.org/post/20170512.5031180
2016
----
Brucellosis - Israel (07): camel milk, unpasteurized, human infection
http://promedmail.org/post/20161120.4642467
Brucellosis - Israel (05): camel milk, unpasteurized, human infection
http://promedmail.org/post/20160908.4475736
Brucellosis - Israel (04): camel milk, human infection, comment
http://promedmail.org/post/20160819.4427272
Brucellosis - Israel (03): camel milk, human infection confirmed,
spread http://promedmail.org/post/20160817.4423219
Brucellosis - Israel (02): camel milk, human infection susp, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20160814.4416170
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Brucellosis - Israel: camel milk, multiple contaminants, recalls, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20160814.4414452
Brucellosis - Algeria, Egypt: human, animal
http://promedmail.org/post/20160423.4178843
Brucellosis - Israel: (HD) melitensis, bovine, human, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20160302.4061936
2015
----
Brucellosis - Algeria: (GR)
http://promedmail.org/post/20151209.3850744
Brucellosis - Israel (05): (HD) melitensis, bovine, spread
http://promedmail.org/post/20151204.3840328
Brucellosis, human, livestock - Algeria (06): (Bouira) new cases,
hazard http://promedmail.org/post/20151108.3774210
Brucellosis - Israel (04): (HD) melitensis, bovine, official update,
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20151103.3762268
Brucellosis - Israel (03): (HD) melitensis, bovine, testing, comment,
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20151102.3760110
Brucellosis - Israel (02): (HD) melitensis, bovine, human, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20151031.3757610
Brucellosis, human, livestock - Algeria (05): (Bouira) new cases, drug
shortage http://promedmail.org/post/20151012.3709614
Brucellosis, human, livestock - Algeria (04): (Bouira) veterinarians,
RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20150930.3681333
Brucellosis, human, livestock - Algeria (03): (Laghouat) human,
increase, RFI http://promedmail.org/post/20150826.3603275
Brucellosis, human, livestock - Algeria (02): (Bouira)
http://promedmail.org/post/20150809.3567371
Brucellosis - Israel: claim of brucellosis epidemic in people
http://promedmail.org/post/20150801.3549829
Typhoid fever, brucellosis - Syria: (Damascus) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20150730.3547296
Brucellosis, human, livestock - Algeria: (Ghardaia)
http://promedmail.org/post/20150613.3435181
2014
----
Brucellosis, human, caprine, ovine, camel - Israel: spread
http://promedmail.org/post/20140622.2558324
Brucellosis, human - Israel: (HZ) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20140607.2525983
Brucellosis, human, livestock - Israel: (HZ) RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20140513.2467609]
.................................................ab/ll/ec/ml

------------------------------

*##########################################################*
************************************************************
ProMED-mail makes every effort to  verify  the reports  that
are  posted,  but  the  accuracy  and  completeness  of  the
information,   and  of  any  statements  or  opinions  based
thereon, are not guaranteed. The reader assumes all risks in
using information posted or archived by  ProMED-mail.   ISID
and  its  associated  service  providers  shall not be  held
responsible for errors or omissions or  held liable for  any
damages incurred as a result of use or reliance upon  posted
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or archived material.
************************************************************
Donate to ProMED-mail. Details available at:
<http://www.isid.org/donate/>
************************************************************
Visit ProMED-mail's web site at <http://www.promedmail.org>.
Send all items for posting to: promed@promedmail.org (NOT to
an individual moderator).  If you do not give your full name
name and affiliation,  it may not be posted.  You may unsub-
scribe at  <http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php>.
For  assistance  from   a   human   being, send mail to:
<postmaster@promedmail.org>.
############################################################
############################################################

List-Unsubscribe: http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php

End of ProMED Digest, Vol 62, Issue 57
**************************************
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From:                 Jamie McIntyre <wex@pub.mediadc.com> on
                         behalf of Jamie McIntyre <wex@pub.mediadc.com>
                         <wex@pub.mediadc.com>
To:                     mark.schouten@iowa.gov
                         <mark.schouten@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Daily on Defense, presented by Northrop Grumman: Mattis wages war on waste ...
More defense company Q2 earnings this week ... McCain returns to Capitol Hill

Defense Secretary Jim Mattis is making the war on waste his own.
Washington Examiner’s Daily On Defense Newsletter View this as website

Share:
ADVERTISEMENT

  _____

A Message from Northrop Grumman:

Northrop Grumman has been the industry leader on the U.S. Air Force’s Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile system since its inception. As a trusted partner/technical integrator, we’ve mastered the
complexities of its flight, launch, and command & control systems. Our capabilities and engineering
expertise make us a clear choice to deliver the next generation ICBM system. That’s why we’re a leader
in strategic deterrence. We know the nation’s most critical systems—inside and out. Learn more.
  _____

MATTIS’ WAR ON WASTE: Defense Secretary Jim Mattis is making the war on waste his own. Faced
with a report last month from one of the Pentagon’s watchdogs that the U.S. may have wasted upwards
of $28 million by supplying the Afghan army with custom woodland camouflage uniforms in a country
where forests cover only 2.1 percent of the total land area, Mattis issued a blunt call to action to some
of his deputies. The report, from the Special Inspector General For Afghanistan Reconstruction, said
former Afghan Defense Minister Abdul Rahim Wardak "ran across" the proprietary pattern on a website
in 2007 and "liked what he saw." Mattis reviewed the report and decidedly did not like what he saw,
calling it “an example of a complacent mode of thinking.”

“The report is an indication of a frame of mind — an attitude that can affect any of us at the Pentagon or
across the Department of Defense — showing how those of us entrusted with supporting and equipping
troops on the battlefield, if we let down our guard, can lose focus on ensuring their safety and lethality
against the enemy,” Mattis wrote in a July 21 memo. “Cavalier or casually acquiescent decisions to
spend taxpayer dollars in an ineffective and wasteful manner are not to recur,” Mattis said, and he
made clear he didn’t want anyone making excuses or defending the wasteful spending. “Rather than
minimize this report or excuse wasteful decisions, I expect all DoD organizations to use this error as a
catalyst to bring to light wasteful practices — and take aggressive steps to end waste in our
Department.”

Date:                 Tue Jul 25 2017 06:15:08 CDT
Attachments:

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5092
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The House Armed Services Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations hears testimony at 2 p.m.
from both the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction John Sopko and Michael
Roark, assistant inspector general, Office of the DOD Inspector General.

McCAIN’S BACK: Also on Capitol Hill today, John McCain, the influential chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, is back at his desk, despite his disheartening diagnosis of an aggressive
form of brain cancer. McCain’s office made the announcement yesterday and the senator himself
tweeted, “Look forward to returning to Senate tomorrow to continue work on health care reform,
defense bill & #RussiaSanctions…”

McCain is expected to provide a critical vote on a “motion to proceed” to allow the debate on health
care to move forward today, but his office said the widely respected senator is also anxious to weigh in
on the National Defense Authorization Act, and new sanctions on Russia, Iran and North Korea.

WAVERING ON SANCTIONS: President Trump's team won't say yet if he will sign or veto legislation
imposing new sanctions on Russia, which is poised for congressional passage after a weekend
breakthrough in negotiations, Joel Gehrke writes. "He's going to study that legislation and see what the
final product looks like," White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders told reporters on Air
Force One. That’s a change from what Sanders said Sunday on ABC’s “This Week.” Sanders told host
George Stephanopoulos the administration is happy with changes made to the bill, and said, “We
support where the legislation is now.” Stay tuned.

RUSSIA ARMING THE TALIBAN: As the Trump administration weighs cooperating more closely with
Moscow to bring peace to Syria, there is fresh evidence that Russia is arming America’s enemies in
Afghanistan. CNN says it has obtained two videos that to back up vague allegations made by senior
Pentagon officials in the spring suggesting Russia was supplying small arms to the Taliban. CNN says
the two videos show sniper rifles, Kalashnikov variants and heavy machine guns that weapons experts
say are stripped of any means of identifying their origin.

Good Tuesday morning and welcome to Jamie McIntyre’s Daily on Defense, compiled by Washington
Examiner National Security Senior Writer Jamie McIntyre (@jamiejmcintyre), National Security Writer
Travis J. Tritten (@travis_tritten) and Senior Editor David Brown (@dave_brown24). Email us here for
tips, suggestions, calendar items and anything else. If a friend sent this to you and you’d like to sign up,
click here. If signing up doesn’t work, shoot us an email and we’ll add you to our list. And be sure to
follow us on Twitter @dailyondefense.

HAPPENING TODAY: Trump is scheduled to have a joint news conference at the White House at 3 p.
m. after his meeting with Lebanese Prime Minister Saad Hariri. The two leaders are expected to discuss
issues ranging from “the fight against terrorism, the economy, and refugees,” according to a White
House statement.

EARNINGS NEWS THIS WEEK: Last week Lockheed Martin was the first major defense contractor to
report its second quarter earnings. This week everyone else reports in. United Technologies releases it
Q2 earnings this morning. Tomorrow we’ll hear from Boeing, Northrop Grumman and General
Dynamics. Raytheon wraps up the week with its report on Thursday.

DEFENSE FIRMS AT THE TOP: Defense News is out with its annual Top 100 list of worldwide defense
companies for the year. For stateside firms, Lockheed, Boeing and Raytheon maintained their spots
high on the list. Northrop Grumman and General Dynamics switched places this year, with Northrop
now in the upper spot. You can see the list here.

ADVERTISEMENT
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AUMF HEARINGS: The House Foreign Affairs Committee will hear testimony from former attorney
general Michael Mukasey and others on the U.S. authorizations for the use of military force. The so-
called AUMFs provide the legal framework that has allowed the Trump administration and two
preceding administrations to strike terrorists around the world. The Senate Foreign Relations
Committee will hold a top secret hearing with Mattis and Secretary of State Rex Tillerson to discuss war
authorizations next week.

Debate over the authorizations, passed by Congress in the aftermath of 9/11 and during the runup of
the Iraq invasion of 2003, have been heating up on the Hill. Anti-war progressive Rep. Barbara Lee
scored a surprising victory last month when a House committee, including some Republicans, voted to
add her repeal of the 2001 AUMF into an appropriations bill, which would have required the first vote on
war authorizations in 15 years. But the measure was later quietly stripped from the bill by the House
Rules Committee.

RYAN ASKED ME TO DO IT: Democrats who were angered by the removal of Lee’s amendment in the
annual defense appropriations bill asked for an explanation and got one Monday night. Rep. Tom Cole,
a senior Republican on the Rules Committee, said House Speaker Paul Ryan personally asked him to
remove the AUMF repeal-and-replace language and he consented. “He said, look, jurisdictionally this
can't happen and he made another point which I agree with, which is the administration ought to
participate in this exercise," Cole said during a hearing on sending the appropriations bill to the House
floor.

WRONG BUTTON: Human error led to a failed Navy ballistic missile intercept test, Defense News
reported Monday. A U.S. Missile Defense Agency investigation found a sailor on the destroyer John
Paul Jones, the Navy's ballistic missile defense test ship, pressed the wrong button into the combat
system, causing the missile to self-destruct before reaching its target.

The sailor, a tactical datalink controller, accidentally identified the incoming ballistic missile target as a
"friendly in the system," causing the missile to combust. The test, which occurred on June 22, was the
fourth test of the missile defense system, which is known as SM-3 Block IIA.

RETURN OF MALIKI: Russia and Iraq will "build up [their] cooperation and partnership" on military and
economic issues in an effort to expand Soviet-era partnerships between the two countries, Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov declared Monday, Joel Gehrke writes.

"We will continue to develop and build up this cooperation and partnership, the foundations of which we
laid during the second half of the 20th century," Lavrov said Monday during a meeting with Iraqi Vice
President Nouri al-Maliki.

Lavrov identified counterterrorism efforts as the top priority for the relationship, but the statement was
laden with clues that the Russians hope to supplant the United States as a top power broker in the
country.

TRUMP TROLLS SESSIONS: Trump called out Attorney General Jeff Sessions for the second day in a
row on Tuesday, questioning why he hasn't investigated "crimes" by Hillary Clinton. Trump also
accused the acting head of the FBI of not probing Clinton because she donated money to McCabe's
wife's campaign.

"Ukrainian efforts to sabotage Trump campaign - 'quietly working to boost Clinton.' So where is the
investigation A.G. @seanhannity," the president tweeted Tuesday morning.

Less than 10 minutes later, Trump added: "Attorney General Jeff Sessions has taken a VERY weak
position on Hillary Clinton crimes (where are E-mails & DNC server) & Intel leakers!"

WHAT, ME COLLUDE? Senior White House adviser Jared Kushner is back behind closed doors before
a House committee today, where he will again deny any improper contacts with Russians during the
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2016 campaign. Yesterday, the president’s son-in-law and senior adviser spent more than two hours
briefing Senate investigators on four meetings with Russian officials during and after the campaign.

“Let me be very clear: I did not collude with Russia, nor do I know of anyone else in the campaign who
did so. I had no improper contacts. I have not relied on Russian funds for my businesses, and I have
been fully transparent in providing all requested information,” Kushner said in brief remarks delivered at
the White House after the closed-door questioning. In an 11-page statement released before his
unsworn testimony, Kushner detailed the four meetings in question, but said he was never close to the
Russians, and insisted he had done nothing illegal or improper.

Kushner has been criticized for failing to disclose his meetings with Russian officials on his initial
disclosure form. But Kushner said that information was left off unintentionally due to a
"miscommunication" that prevented information on any of his foreign meetings from being listed, not just
those meetings with Russia.

TRUMP JOKES THIS MORNING: “Jared Kushner did very well yesterday in proving he did not collude
with the Russians. Witch Hunt. Next up, 11 year old Barron Trump!” Hey, aren’t we supposed to leave
the younger kids out of this?

“EXCEPTION, NOT THE NORM” The Pentagon says Sunday’s incident in which a hot-dogging
Chinese pilot forced a U.S. EP-3 surveillance plane to take evasive action was “the exception, not the
norm.” The U.S. spy plane was flying in international airspace over the East China Sea, when a
Chinese J-10 fighter jet flew under it, and then abruptly pulled up in front of the American plane,
triggering its automatic collision avoidance system. “There are intercepts that occur in international
airspace regularly, and the vast majority of them are conducted in a safe manner,” said Navy Capt. Jeff
Davis, a Pentagon spokesman.

HEY, A NEW NICKNAME: Trump criticized the top Democrat on the House Intelligence Committee,
calling him "sleazy" for discussing the investigation into Russian meddling on television. "Sleazy Adam
Schiff, the totally biased Congressman looking into ‘Russia,' spends all of his time on television pushing
the Dem loss excuse!" Trump tweeted.

Schiff responded: "With respect Mr. President, the problem is how often you watch TV, and that your
comments and actions are beneath the dignity of the office.”

THE RUNDOWN

CNN: U.S. sees more signs North Korea is preparing another missile test

The Diplomat: North Korea May Test A Second Intercontinental Ballistic Missile Any Day Now

Wall Street Journal: Beijing Bolsters Defenses Along Its 880-Mile Frontier And Realigns Forces In
Surrounding Regions

UPI: Lockheed Martin expects F-35 software development to finish by end of 2017

Politico: The fast-approaching defense budget 'train wreck'

Defense Tech: New videos offer peek into secretive NASA test flights

New York Times: Border games: Russia’s creeping occupation

Foreign Policy: New UAE documentary claims Qatar complicit in 9/11 attacks

AP: Trump blasts newspaper’s reporting on US-Syria policy
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Wall Street Journal: China prepares for a crisis along North Korea border

Reuters: U.S. judge halts deportation of more than 1,400 Iraqi nationals

Defense One: The dangerous politicization of the U.S. military

USA Today: Congressional compromise on sanctions repudiates Russia and curbs Trump

USNI News: Newly commissioned carrier Ford’s leap-ahead technology approach may be a thing of the
past

Daily Beast: Russian election hacking pits U.S. spy against spy

Calendar

TUESDAY | JULY 25

10 a.m. Rayburn 2172. Authorization for the Use of Military Force and current terrorist threats with
former Attorney General Michael Mukasey. foreignaffairs.house.gov

10 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Future of vertical lift and forging a new paradigm with David
Dowling of Northrop Grumman; Keith Flail with Bell Helicopter; Richard Koucheravy with Sikorsky; Dave
Schreck of Rockwell Collins Government Systems; H. Eric "Delta" Burke of Harris Corporation; and Col.
Robert Freeland with the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and
Logistics. csis.org

12 p.m. 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE. Lessons from Rome: Civic virtue and the empire’s decline with
Hugh Liebert, associate professor at the United States Military Academy. heritage.org

2 p.m. Rayburn 2212. Evaluating DOD equipment and uniform procurement in Iraq and Afghanistan
with John Sopko, special inspector general for Afghanistan reconstruction, and Michael Roark, assistant
inspector general, Office of the DOD Inspector General, Armedservices.house.gov

2 p.m. Capitol H-313. Hearing on the 2018 defense appropriation act. rules.house.gov

2 p.m. Rayburn 2172. Held for ransom: The families of Iran’s hostages speak out. foreignaffairs.house.
gov

2:30 p.m. Dirksen 419. Assessing the maximum pressure and engagement policy toward North Korea
with State Department acting Assistant Secretary Susan A. Thornton. foreign.senate.gov

2:30 p.m. Russell 222. Options and considerations for achieving a 355-ship Navy from naval analysts.
armed-services.senate.gov

WEDNESDAY | JULY 26

7:30 a.m. 300 First St. SE. Capitol Hill breakfast series with Gen. David Goldfein, Air Force chief of
staff. afa.org

9 a.m. 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE. What a North Korean ballistic missile threat means for the U.S.
missile defense system with Sen. Dan Sullivan. heritage.org

10 a.m. Rayburn 2172. U.S. cyber diplomacy with Christopher Painter, coordinator for cyber issues at
the State Department. foreignaffairs.house.gov
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2 p.m. Rayburn 2172. Assessing the U.S.-Qatar relationship. foreignaffairs.house.gov

2 p.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. History of U.S. alliances in the Asia-Pacific region. csis.org

4:30 p.m. 800 17th St. NW. 2017 Women In Defense HORIZONS Scholarship celebration. ndia.org

THURSDAY | JULY 27

9:30 a.m. 1152 15th St. NW. Economic levers of U.S. policy toward North Korea. cnas.org

10 a.m. 1300 Pennsylvania Ave. NW. Hostilities in the Himalayas? Assessing the India-China border
standoff. wilsoncenter.org

10 a.m. Rayburn 2118. Continued oversight of the transfer of excess military equipment to civilian law
enforcement agencies. armedservices.house.gov

12:30 p.m. 529 14th St. NW. Luncheon with Army Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Milley. press.org

2 p.m. Rayburn 2154. Subcommittee hearing on combating homegrown terrorism. oversight.house.gov

2:15 p.m. Rayburn 2172. Hearing on a bill to prohibit travel-related transactions to, from, and within
North Korea by persons subject to the jurisdiction of the United States. foreignaffairs.house.gov

2:30 p.m. Rayburn 2172. U.S. interests in the Asia-Pacific region, a Fiscal Year 2018 budget hearing.
foreignaffairs.house.gov

FRIDAY | JULY 28

12 p.m. 1030 15th St. NW. The ramifications of Rouhani's reelection. atlanticcouncil.org

2:30 p.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Retired military leaders from Japan and the U.S. discuss the
results of the Military Statesmen Forum. csis.org

MONDAY | JULY 31

10 a.m. 1775 Massachusetts Ave. NW. NATO at a crossroads and the next steps for the trans-Atlantic
alliance. brookings.edu

12 p.m. 5000 Seminary Rd. iFest 2017 with a keynote by Major Gen. Thomas Deale, vice director of Air
Force Joint Force Development. ndia.org

TUESDAY | AUGUST 1

10 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. The U.S. Coast Guard’s priorities for the future with the
commandant, Adm. Paul Zukunft. csis.org

6:30 p.m. 1700 Army Navy Dr. Reception and welcome dinner for Air Force Secretary Heather Wilson.
afa.org

ADVERTISEMENT
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QUOTE OF THE DAY
“As the Scout law says, a scout is trustworthy, loyal – we could use some more loyalty I will tell that you
that.”
- President Trump, addressing the 2017 Boy Scout Jamboree in Beaver, West Virginia.
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Subject:             Daily on Defense, presented by Northrop Grumman: Jared Kushner speaks to Senate
Intelligence Committee today ... Decision time for Trump on Russia sanctions ... Taliban claims
responsibility for Kabul bomb attack

Congress is poised this week to force President Trump's hand, as well as handcuff him in the future, by
passing a sweeping Russian sanctions bill that would not only punish Moscow for meddling in the U.S.
elections, but would sharply limit the president’s ability to grant sanctions relief down the road. The bill
passed the Senate by a near unanimous 98-2 vote, and is expected to pass easily in the House
tomorrow. That will puts Trump in a tight spot. If he vetoes the bill, he risks feeding the perception that’s
he too eager to please Russian President Vladimir Putin. If he signs it, he’ll be allowing Congress to
limit his flexibility in dealing with Russia as he tries to forge a new relationship with Putin.
Washington Examiner’s Daily On Defense Newsletter View this as website

Share:
ADVERTISEMENT

  _____

A Message from Northrop Grumman:

Northrop Grumman has been the industry leader on the U.S. Air Force’s Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile system since its inception. As a trusted partner/technical integrator, we’ve mastered the
complexities of its flight, launch, and command & control systems. Our capabilities and engineering
expertise make us a clear choice to deliver the next generation ICBM system. That’s why we’re a leader
in strategic deterrence. We know the nation’s most critical systems—inside and out. Learn more.
  _____

RUSSIA SANCTIONS: Congress is poised this week to force President Trump's hand, as well as
handcuff him in the future, by passing a sweeping Russian sanctions bill that would not only punish
Moscow for meddling in the U.S. elections, but would sharply limit the president’s ability to grant
sanctions relief down the road. The bill passed the Senate by a near unanimous 98-2 vote, and is
expected to pass easily in the House tomorrow. That will puts Trump in a tight spot. If he vetoes the bill,
he risks feeding the perception that’s he too eager to please Russian President Vladimir Putin. If he
signs it, he’ll be allowing Congress to limit his flexibility in dealing with Russia as he tries to forge a new
relationship with Putin.

MIXED MESSAGE: While White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders signaled Trump will
sign the sanctions bill in her appearance on ABC yesterday, her boss White House communications
director Anthony Scaramucci said on CNN that the president hasn’t yet decided. “He hasn't made the
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decision yet to sign that bill one way or the other,” Scaramucci said. But he also said Trump remains
unconvinced Russia interfered in the election, despite the consensus of the U.S. intelligence
community. “If, in fact, he makes a decision that it's 100 percent true, he is going to be super tough on
Russia. But let him — let him — let him do it at his own time and pace.”

Sanders was on a different page entirely, telling ABC that now that the bill focused on Russia's
annexation of Crimea, Trump was ready to sign the sanctions into law. “The original piece of legislation
was poorly written but we were able to work with the House and Senate. And the administration is
happy with the ability to do that and make those changes that were necessary,” Sanders said. “We
support where the legislation is now, and will continue to work with the House and Senate to put those
tough sanctions in place on Russia until the situation in Ukraine is fully resolved.”

NOT JUST RUSSIA: The House votes tomorrow on the sanctions, which now includes Iran and North
Korea as well as Russia. "North Korea, Iran and Russia have in different ways all threatened their
neighbors and actively sought to undermine American interests," said House Majority Leader Kevin
McCarthy and House Foreign Affairs Chairman Ed Royce said in a statement. "The bill the House will
vote on next week will now exclusively focus on these nations and hold them accountable for their
dangerous actions."

IRAN DEFIANT ON SANCTIONS: Iran says it will launch a new missile production line despite new U.S
.-imposed sanctions over its ballistic missile program. Iranian Defense Minister Hossein Dehghan told
people attending a ceremony Saturday that the Sayyad 3 missile will be able to travel up to 74 miles at
an altitude of 16 miles, according to Iranian state media. The missile could be used to target fighter
planes, helicopters, and cruise missiles, according to a Reuters report of the remarks. Dehghan cited a
$110 billion weapons deal between the U.S. and Saudi Arabia as Iran's reason for developing new
missile technologies.

‘STAR WARS’ REDUX: North Korean leader Kim Jong Un’s successful test of an intercontinental
ballistic missile, theoretically capable of hitting Alaska, has Congress again looking to space for the high
ground in defending the U.S. Both the House and Senate want the Pentagon to pursue what Sen. Dan
Sullivan calls the “unblinking eye,” an array of orbiting satellite sensors that could collect high-quality
launch data on future ballistic missiles from North Korea. But the House is poised to go further,
resurrecting a vision of space defenses first envisioned by former President Ronald Reagan.

Rep. Trent Franks sponsored the legislation in the House version of the National Defense Authorization
Act calling for research and prototyping of the controversial space-based missile interceptors. Franks
called it a “true paradigm shift” and the “biggest step since Reagan” in preventing a nuclear strike. The
bill puts $30 million into creating a “test bed” to try out hardware in space that could shoot down
incoming North Korean ballistic missiles, similar to the United State’s existing ground-based
interceptors at Fort Greely in Alaska, and Vandenberg Air Force Base in California.

KABUL ATTACK: The Taliban claimed responsibility for a suicide car bombing in the Afghan capital of
Kabul. The bomber drove a car packed with explosives into a bus carrying government employees in an
upscale neighborhood during morning rush hour. Afghan officials said 24 people were killed and 42
wounded.

Good Monday morning and welcome to Jamie McIntyre’s Daily on Defense, compiled by Washington
Examiner National Security Senior Writer Jamie McIntyre (@jamiejmcintyre), National Security Writer
Travis J. Tritten (@travis_tritten) and Senior Editor David Brown (@dave_brown24). Email us here for
tips, suggestions, calendar items and anything else. If a friend sent this to you and you’d like to sign up,
click here. If signing up doesn’t work, shoot us an email and we’ll add you to our list. And be sure to
follow us on Twitter @dailyondefense.

HAPPENING TODAY: President Trump’s son-in-law Jared Kushner is scheduled to meet with Senate
Intelligence Committee staff behind closed doors today to answer questions about contact between the
Trump campaign and Russian officials. In December, Kushner met with a leading Russian diplomat,
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and also attended a June 2016 meeting with Trump’s son, Donald Trump Jr., and his former campaign
manager, Paul Manafort, and a Russian lawyer who Trump Jr. believed had damaging information on
Hillary Clinton. Kushner’s attorney said his client’s appearance before Congress is voluntary and he is
cooperating fully.

The Washington Post said it has obtained an 11-page prepared statement Kushner will submit for the
record, which he details four meetings with Russian officials, but denies any improper contacts or
collusion.

Tomorrow Kushner will talk privately to members of the House Intelligence Committee, and on CBS
yesterday Rep. Adam Schiff, the top Democrat on the panel, said they have a lot of unanswered
questions. “We want to know whether those meetings took place, whether other meetings took place.
We have a lot of ground to cover. His counsel has said they will only make him available for two hours,”
Schiff said. “So, we expect this is just going to be the first interview.”

ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICIZING THE MILITARY? At Saturday's commissioning of the USS Gerald R. Ford, the president
ad libbed into his remarks a call for political action. After promising the crowd in Norfolk, Virginia, that
the military would get the additional funding he has promised, he asked predominantly military audience
to “call that congressman and call that senator and make sure you get it.” After a burst of applause he
added, “And by the way, you can also call those senators to make sure you get healthcare.”

Setting aside that members of the military already have healthcare, that rubbed some people,
particularly Democrats, the wrong way, accusing Trump of urging members of the military to take sides
on a highly partisan political issue.

“I condemn President Trump’s remarks. We need to be one-hundred percent clear that it is utterly
beyond the pale for the commander in chief to publicly tell members of the armed services that they
should lobby Congress on his behalf,” said Rep. Adam Smith, ranking members on House Armed
Services Committee. “Doing so puts them in an untenable position and disrespects their longstanding
professional practices as well as their duty to remain apolitical. President Trump has done this before,
and he cannot be allowed to keep doing it.”

DON’T BLAME US: The New York Times is crying foul after a Trump tweet blaming the newspaper for
compromising a mission to capture or kill Islamic State leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. Early Saturday
morning Trump tweeted, “The Failing New York Times foiled U.S. attempt to kill the single most wanted
terrorist,Al-Baghdadi. Their sick agenda over National Security.” The tweet followed a report on one of
the president’s favorite shows “Fox and Friends,” which was headlined: "NYT Foils U.S. Attempt To
Take Out Al-Baghdadi."

That in turn was based on an interview Fox News' Catherine Herridge conducted with U.S. Special
Operations Commander Gen. Raymond Thomas at Aspen Security Forum in Colorado. Asked if the U.
S. was ever close to getting Baghdadi, Thomas said. “There were points in time when we were
particularly close to him. Unfortunately, there were some — some leaks about what we were up to at
that — at that time, you know, when — when we went out after Abu Sayyaf, the oil minister, who was
very close to him, one of his personal confidants. He didn't live, but his wife did, and she gave us a
treasure trove of information about where she had just been with Baghdadi in Raqqa, you know, days, if
not, you know — within days prior, and so that was a very good lead. Unfortunately, it was leaked in a
prominent national newspaper about a week later, and that — that lead went dead.’

The Times is pushing back on the account, and asking for an apology from Fox News. “A review of the
record shows that information made public in a Pentagon news release more than three weeks before
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the Times article, and extensively covered at the time by numerous news media outlets,” the Times
reported.

On Friday Defense Secretary Jim Mattis said so far as he knows Baghdadi is still alive, despite
numerous reports recently saying he died. Mattis said he has seen no evidence that Baghdadi is dead,
although Russia claimed in June it killed him during an airstrike in Syria a month earlier. The Pentagon
has said the group's "caliph," who last appeared publicly in 2014 in Mosul, does not appear to be
involved in command-and-control operations over Islamic State forces fighting in Iraq and Syria. "I think
Baghdadi's alive," Mattis said. "I think that he is alive, and I'll believe otherwise when we know we've
killed him."

MATTIS ON THAT PUTIN DINNER MEETING: In speaking with reporters, Mattis scoffed at all the fuss
over Trump's dinner meeting with Putin at the G-20 summit in Hamburg, Germany. I've been to
hundreds of these dinners, ladies and gentlemen, and you just walk around talking because you don't
want to be bored sitting there just eating your pâté de foie gras,” Mattis said in another semi-regular
Friday session with the Pentagon press corps. "People do get up and go see their wife at dinner, and if
they're sitting next to the other country that just had a two-hour talk or whatever it was, of course they
are going to talk," Mattis said. "If you watched me at dinner, you'd find me talking to some ne'er-do-
wells, just the way I do business," Mattis said. "You talk to people who agree, but mostly you try to talk
to people who disagree with you when you're in a social setting because that's when you can probably
get into more than superficial things."

“I'm not trying to make fun of you guys in the press.” Mattis said. “My God, he talked to Putin. Give me a
break.”

NOT THE BEST TIME: At the Aspen forum Saturday National Security Agency Director Mike Rogers
expressed minimum high enthusiasm for the idea of a joint U.S.-Russia cybersecurity unit. It seemed
like the idea was dead when Trump tweeted after his Putin meeting, "The fact that President Putin and I
discussed a Cyber Security unit doesn't mean I think it can happen. It can't." But a Russian presidential
envoy said this week that Moscow and Washington were still talking about creating a joint cybersecurity
working group. “I'm not a policy guy here,” Rogers said, according to Reuters. “I would argue now is
probably not the best time to be doing this.”

NICE TRY: It turns out that an intrepid student journalist in Washington State is not the only one who
gave Secretary Mattis’ private number a shot. You may recall Mattis’ cellphone number was scrawled
on a sticky note that showed in photograph published in the Washington Post. High School student
Teddy Fischer used the number to score an exclusive interview with Mattis, and Friday Mattis revealed
that Michael Gordon of the New York Times has also texted his private phone. Mattis said he saw the
message but didn’t read it, and seemed to indicate his old phone had been “impounded.”

“I just noticed you sent me a text message like a week ago,” Mattis said. “Oh, wow. OK. You can still
answer it,” Gordon replied. “I don't even know what it is about.” To which Mattis said, “I don't either.”

Hey. It was worth a shot.

THE RUNDOWN

Washington Post: How ISIS nearly stumbled on the ingredients for a ‘dirty bomb’

Reuters: As U.S. weighs Afghan strategy, hopes set on fledgling Air Force

New York Times: Terror suspect brought to U.S. for trial, breaking from Trump rhetoric

USA Today: Does Trump really have 'complete power to pardon?'

Stars and Stripes: Taliban capture two more districts as summertime fighting continues
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Defense News: Senators sending lofty Space Corps hopes down to Earth

CNN: Scaramucci: Trump still doesn't accept intelligence conclusion on Russia

Defense One: Trump’s special ops pick says terror drones might soon reach the U.S. from Africa. How
worried should we be?

AP: Turkish leader wades into Qatar dispute with Gulf tour

New York Times: U.S. Army sergeant is charged with trying to aid Islamic State

DoD Buzz: Quadcopter that swims and flies could be used for Navy special ops

Wall Street Journal: Countering China proves tall order for Japan and India

Calendar

WEEK AHEAD

MONDAY | JULY 24

2 p.m. 1152 15th St. NW. Release of the report “Higher, Heavier, Farther, and Now Undetectable?
Bombers: Long-Range Force Projection in the 21st Century” with Jerry Hendrix. cnas.org

TUESDAY | JULY 25

10 a.m. Rayburn 2172. Authorization for the Use of Military Force and current terrorist threats with
former Attorney General Michael Mukasey. foreignaffairs.house.gov

10 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Future of vertical lift and forging a new paradigm with David
Dowling of Northrop Grumman; Keith Flail with Bell Helicopter; Richard Koucheravy with Sikorsky; Dave
Schreck of Rockwell Collins Government Systems; H. Eric "Delta" Burke of Harris Corporation; and Col.
Robert Freeland with the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and
Logistics. csis.org

12 p.m. 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE. Lessons from Rome: Civic virtue and the empire’s decline with
Hugh Liebert, associate professor at the United States Military Academy. heritage.org

2 p.m. Rayburn 2212. Evaluating DOD equipment and uniform procurement in Iraq and Afghanistan
with John Sopko, special inspector general for Afghanistan reconstruction. armedservices.house.gov

2 p.m. Rayburn 2172. Held for ransom: The families of Iran’s hostages speak out. foreignaffairs.house.
gov

2:30 p.m. Dirksen 419. Assessing the maximum pressure and engagement policy toward North Korea
with State Department acting Assistant Secretary Susan A. Thornton. foreign.senate.gov

2:30 p.m. Russell 222. Options and considerations for achieving a 355-ship Navy from naval analysts.
armed-services.senate.gov

WEDNESDAY | JULY 26

9 a.m. 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE. What a North Korean ballistic missile threat means for the U.S.
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missile defense system with Sen. Dan Sullivan. heritage.org

10 a.m. Rayburn 2172. U.S. cyber diplomacy with Christopher Painter, coordinator for cyber issues at
the State Department. foreignaffairs.house.gov

2 p.m. Rayburn 2172. Assessing the U.S.-Qatar relationship. foreignaffairs.house.gov

2 p.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. History of U.S. alliances in the Asia-Pacific region. csis.org

4:30 p.m. 800 17th St. NW. 2017 Women In Defense HORIZONS Scholarship celebration. ndia.org

THURSDAY | JULY 27

9:30 a.m. 1152 15th St. NW. Economic levers of U.S. policy toward North Korea. cnas.org

10 a.m. 1300 Pennsylvania Ave. NW. Hostilities in the Himalayas? Assessing the India-China border
standoff. wilsoncenter.org

12:30 p.m. 529 14th St. NW. Luncheon with Army Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Milley. press.org

2 p.m. Rayburn 2154. Subcommittee hearing on combating homegrown terrorism. oversight.house.gov

2:15 p.m. Rayburn 2172. Hearing on a bill to prohibit travel-related transactions to, from, and within
North Korea by persons subject to the jurisdiction of the United States. foreignaffairs.house.gov

2:30 p.m. Rayburn 2172. U.S. interests in the Asia-Pacific region, a Fiscal Year 2018 budget hearing.
foreignaffairs.house.gov

FRIDAY | JULY 28

12 p.m. 1030 15th St. NW. The ramifications of Rouhani's reelection. atlanticcouncil.org

2:30 p.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Retired military leaders from Japan and the U.S. discuss the
results of the Military Statesmen Forum. csis.org

MONDAY | JULY 31

10 a.m. 1775 Massachusetts Ave. NW. NATO at a crossroads and the next steps for the trans-Atlantic
alliance. brookings.edu

12 p.m. 5000 Seminary Rd. iFest 2017 with a keynote by Major Gen. Thomas Deale, vice director of Air
Force Joint Force Development. ndia.org

ADVERTISEMENT

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"We love reading the news. We love reading those kinds of stories. I'm amazed sometimes when I'm
having a fight with somebody I haven't talked to in two weeks. I'm having a fight with them. It's good.
You know, it keeps us smiling."
-  Defense Secretary Jim Mattis on how he gets a chuckle out of inaccurate media reports.

Access the Daily on Defense archives here
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From:                 Jamie McIntyre <wex@pub.mediadc.com> on
                         behalf of Jamie McIntyre <wex@pub.mediadc.com>
                         <wex@pub.mediadc.com>
To:                     mark.schouten@iowa.gov
                         <mark.schouten@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Daily on Defense, presented by Northrop Grumman: Trump says 'ISIS is falling fast,
very fast' ... USS Gerald R. Ford to be christened tomorrow ... New panel of experts to review US
national defense policy

No decisions were made at the Pentagon yesterday, as President Trump brought his national security
team to sit down with his top civilian and military leaders in the joint chiefs’ secure briefing room known
as “the Tank.” The two-hour session was “a walk around the world to talk about where we have
challenges and where we have opportunities,” said Dana White, chief Pentagon spokesperson. “What
are our levers of influence, economically, politically, militarily and diplomatically.”
Washington Examiner’s Daily On Defense Newsletter View this as website

Share:
ADVERTISEMENT

  _____

A Message from Northrop Grumman:

Northrop Grumman has been the industry leader on the U.S. Air Force’s Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile system since its inception. As a trusted partner/technical integrator, we’ve mastered the
complexities of its flight, launch, and command & control systems. Our capabilities and engineering
expertise make us a clear choice to deliver the next generation ICBM system. That’s why we’re a leader
in strategic deterrence. We know the nation’s most critical systems—inside and out. Learn more.
  _____

THE PRESIDENT’S 'TANK' SESSION: No decisions were made at the Pentagon yesterday, as
President Trump brought his national security team to sit down with his top civilian and military leaders
in the joint chiefs’ secure briefing room known as “the Tank.” The two-hour session was “a walk around
the world to talk about where we have challenges and where we have opportunities,” said Dana White,
chief Pentagon spokesperson. “What are our levers of influence, economically, politically, militarily and
diplomatically.”

White said the meeting was scheduled a while back and was never intended to be a decision meeting,
and while all the world hot spots were touched on, this was also not a briefing on the new Afghanistan
strategy, which is still a work in progress. “It’s still being worked on,” White said. “The Afghan strategy is
party of a broader strategy,” she said and Defense Secretary Jim Mattis only has one piece of it. “There
no decision. It’s still a point of discussion,” White said.

Trump made no formal public remarks during his Pentagon visit, but he did answer a shouted question

Date:                 Fri Jul 21 2017 06:16:12 CDT
Attachments:

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5089
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on his arrival. Asked if the U.S. would be sending more troops to Afghanistan, Trump said, "We'll see,”
adding, “and we're doing very well against ISIS. ISIS is falling fast, very fast,” according to a pool report.

MATTIS UPBEAT AFTER HILL BRIEFS: Mattis, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and Joint Chiefs
Chairman Gen. Joseph Dunford, who were all in the Pentagon meeting with Trump in the morning, were
up on Capitol Hill in the afternoon, where they spent over an hour updating House members behind
closed doors on the campaign to defeat the Islamic State. It was the second meeting with lawmakers
after their briefing to the Senate the day before. "I have no doubt we have the support of Congress and
that was loud and clear," Mattis said when leaving the meeting on Capitol Hill.

Afterward Republican Rep. Trent Franks told reporters, “We’ve had more progress in the battle to
defeat ISIS in the last eight months than we’ve had in the last eight years.” He attributed the shift to
Trump’s leadership. It should be noted the U.S. war against ISIS began in August of 2014, three years
and President Trump has been in office six months, as of yesterday.

House Democrats, on the other hand were less effusive. Rep. Adam Schiff, the top Democrat on the
House Intelligence Committee, said the administration has yet to fill in the missing pieces of its strategy
for political peace in Iraq and Syria. “What I was struck by more than anything else was how very similar
much of the strategy is to the prior administration,” said Schiff who argued that much of what Mattis,
Tillerson and Dunford presented, beyond president’s delegation of more military authority, was a
continuation of President Obama’s strategy.

BRING IN THE EXPERTS: Welcome the newly minted Commission on National Defense Strategy.
Leaders on the House and Senate armed services committees, including Sen. John McCain and Rep.
Mac Thornberry, have announced a panel of Washington experts to review the U.S. national defense
policy and come back with some recommendations for President Trump, Defense Secretary Jim Mattis
and Congress. The commission was authorized by lawmakers last year and among its charges will be
to look at U.S. enemies abroad, the size and composition of the military, and how defense money is
spent. Here’s each lawmaker’s panel picks:

McCain:

Jon Kyl, former Republican senator from Arizona.

Retired Gen. Jack Keane, chairman of the board at the Institute for the Study of War and former vice
chief of staff for the Army.

Thomas Mahnken, CEO of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments.

Sen. Jack Reed, ranking Democrat on Senate Armed Services:

Christine Fox, a senior adviser at Johns Hopkins University’s applied physics laboratory and previous
acting deputy secretary of defense.

Michael Morell, former deputy director of the CIA.

Ambassador Anne Patterson, former assistant secretary for Near Eastern Affairs at the State
Department.

Thornberry:

Ambassador Eric Edelman, a diplomat to Turkey and former undersecretary of defense for policy at the
Pentagon.

Andrew Krepinevich, Jr., president emeritus of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments.
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Roger Zakheim, former general counsel of the House Armed Services Committee.

Rep. Adam Smith, ranking Democrat on House Armed Services:

Retired Adm. Gary Roughead, former chief of naval operations.

Kathleen Hicks, senior vice president of the Center for Strategic and International Studies.

Mike McCord, former Pentagon comptroller.

Good Friday morning and welcome to Jamie McIntyre’s Daily on Defense, compiled by Washington
Examiner National Security Senior Writer Jamie McIntyre (@jamiejmcintyre), National Security Writer
Travis J. Tritten (@travis_tritten) and Senior Editor David Brown (@dave_brown24). Email us here for
tips, suggestions, calendar items and anything else. If a friend sent this to you and you’d like to sign up,
click here. If signing up doesn’t work, shoot us an email and we’ll add you to our list. And be sure to
follow us on Twitter @dailyondefense.

HAPPENING TODAY:  The Naval Future Force Science and Technology Expo kicks off this morning
with a keynote address by Chief of Naval Operations Adm. John Richardson at 7.30 a.m the Walter
Washington Convention Center. Other speakers include Walter Jones, executive director, Office of
Naval Research at 8 a.m.; Marine Lt. Gen. Robert Walsh, commanding general, Marine Corps Combat
Development Command, at 8:15 a.m.; and Joint Chiefs Vice Chairman Gen. Paul Selva at 10:30 a.m.

FORD CHRISTENING: After years of delay and cost overruns, the U.S. Navy is adding a powerful new
warship to its fleet, the USS Gerald R. Ford, a first-of-class ship, and first new U.S. aircraft carrier
design in 40 years. President Trump will be the guest of honor tomorrow at the official christening of the
USS Ford, the Navy's newest nuclear-powered aircraft carrier named in honor of the nation's 38th
president. The price tag for the next-generation ship is $13 billion, including cost overruns of $2.3
billion, but its all electric high-tech catapult allows it to launch a wider array of planes. The Navy admits
the ship is costly, but when you consider it will be in service for 50 years, it’s worth it. “That’s not to say
we are not cognizant of the cost, not aware of the cost, we are always trying to drive down the cost,
trying to increase the learning curve so that subsequent ships costs less,” said Rear Adm. DeWolfe
Miller. “Ford, being a new design with a lot of new technology, is an expensive ship, but that return on
investment is well worth that price,” Miller said in a Navy podcast.

ADVERTISEMENT

STILL FEISTY FROM HIS BED REST: Sen. John McCain may be on bedrest following his diagnosis of
an aggressive form of brain cancer, but that doesn't mean he’s taking Trump’s latest olive branch to
Moscow lying down. Yesterday, McCain fired off a press release from his home in Arizona accusing
Trump of "playing right into the hands" of Russian President Vladimir Putin, after reading reports that
the president ended a covert CIA program aiding Syrian rebel groups. "Making any concessions to
Russia, absent a broader strategy for Syria, is irresponsible and short-sighted,” McCain said in his
statement issued just hours after news broke that the 80-year-old senator has a type of brain tumor
known as a glioblastoma.

MCCAIN AND THE NDAA: McCain’s medical challenge prompted an outpouring of concern and well-
wishes in Washington but it also raised questions about how his absence and health might affect the
National Defense Authorization Act. As Armed Services chairman, McCain is the leader on the must-
pass annual policy bill, which means overseeing the amendment process, defending it on the Senate
floor and negotiating a final NDAA deal with the House. McCain was considering chemotherapy or
radiation treatment but tweeted Thursday, “I'll be back soon, so stand-by!” So, we asked two experts
what might lie ahead for the NDAA.
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Mackenzie Eaglen, a resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, said time is dwindling for the
Senate to bring the NDAA bill to a floor vote and McCain’s absence and health are likely to push
consideration into September or later. In the meantime, the Senate Armed Services staff has the bulk of
the legislation completed in the committee-passed version and can continue working toward
negotiations for a final bill with the House. Still, McCain is likely to remain involved as well. “My
indications from staff is that Sen. McCain will work through treatment,” she said. “He can absolutely still
lead the committee.”

Andrew Hunter, a senior fellow at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, said the Senate will
need to decide whether McCain or another senator will shepherd the policy bill to a vote. “The Senate
floor passage of the NDAA that is an incredibly intense and grueling exercise,” Hunter said. Much of the
work on amendments can be done by staff but McCain or another lawmaker will be needed to make
hard calls, such as telling other senators ‘no.’ “The question then is, how much is he present and able to
kind of steer that process,” Hunter said.

MORE NOMINEES MOVING: The Senate Armed Services Committee has approved the nomination of
Charles “Cully” Stimson to be general counsel of the Department of the Navy, the Navy's top lawyer.
While serving at the Pentagon in a position that placed him in charge of military detainees in 2007,
Stimson made controversial remarks expressing his dismay about U.S. law firms representing
detainees in Guantanamo Bay, which led to Stimson's resignation. The committee also approved 3,879
military nominations in the Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps, including Air Force Gen. Paul.
Selva to be re-appointed as vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Other nominees approved by the
committee included David Trachtenberg to be principal deputy undersecretary of Defense for Policy,
Owen West to be assistant secretary of Defense for Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict and
Ryan McCarthy to be undersecretary of the Army.

MORE PENTAGON PICKS: Trump has made two more key Pentagon nominations, picking a member
of his presidential transition team Robert Wilkie, along with Anthony Kurta, to oversee military personnel
and readiness. If confirmed by the Senate, Wilkie would serve as undersecretary and Kurta would be
his deputy overseeing and advising Mattis on training, personnel policy and the military's readiness to
fight wars. They have extensive Washington national security experience both in the Defense
Department and on Capitol Hill. Wilkie, a senior adviser to Sen. Thom Tillis, worked on defense issues
during Trump's transition, was assistant secretary of defense for legislative affairs, and a national
security adviser to President George W. Bush. Kurta, who served 32 years in the Navy, had previously
filled in as personnel and readiness undersecretary and was a deputy assistant secretary.

TRUMP’S MAN IN KABUL: President Trump has nominated John Bass to be U.S. ambassador to
Afghanistan. Bass is currently the U.S. ambassador to Turkey and is a former ambassador to Georgia.
Former President Barack Obama nominated Bass to both positions. If confirmed by the Senate, Bass
will be transferred to his new job in Afghanistan during a critical time. The Trump administration is
currently weighing whether to increase American troop levels to bolster an existing U.S. force of 8,400
in Afghanistan to help Afghan forces battle the Taliban.

PARDON ME, MR PRESIDENT: Amid reports that Trump is asking lawyers about his pardon powers,
such as this one in the Washington Post, Sen. Mark Warner, top Democrat on the intelligence
committee is crying fowl. “Russia's interference in the 2016 elections was an attack on our democracy.
Both the Senate Intelligence Committee and Special Counsel Mueller are currently investigating
whether any coordination occurred between Russia and individuals associated with the Trump
campaign,” Warner said in a statement. “The possibility that the President is considering pardons at this
early stage in these ongoing investigations is extremely disturbing. Pardoning any individuals who may
have been involved would be crossing a fundamental line."

Quoting “people familiar with the effort,” the Post reports “Trump has asked his advisers about his
power to pardon aides, family members and even himself in connection with the probe,” and said “a
second person” said Trump’s lawyers “have been discussing the president’s pardoning powers among
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themselves.”

Eric Holder, who was Obama’s attorney general, charged in a tweet that Trump may be trying to hinder
special prosecutor Robert Mueller's probe into Russian meddling in the 2016 election, and warned the
president against trying to “constrain” the investigation. “If he tries to do so this creates issues of
constitutional and criminal dimension,” Holder tweeted.

THE RUNDOWN

AP: Seoul calls for Pyongyang to respond to overture for talks

Washington Post: Hawaii rolling out civil defense plan for North Korean missile attack

Wall Street Journal: Beyond Syria and Iraq, faraway ISIS 'provinces' fight on

Daily Beast: As Syria rebels learn from media the CIA cut them off, Al Qaeda goes on the offensive

Reuters: U.S. general says allies worry Russian war game may be 'Trojan horse'

New York Times: Saudi official who was thought to be under house arrest receives a promotion

War on the Rocks: Secretary Mattis’ “guardian angel” and how Marine Corps aviation can get back on
target

UPI: BAE starts construction of first Type 26 frigate

Foreign Policy: This is not a eulogy for John McCain

USA Today: Mosul: Corpses, booby traps and snipers are everywhere in devastated city

Defense Tech: WATCH: Russia’s Su-35 wows crowds at MAKS and beyond

Military Times: Afghan pilots to start training on Black Hawks in early October

Defense One: Is that really you typing? New Pentagon tech will know

Stars and Stripes: USS Milius deployment to Japan delayed amid ‘incredible’ workload in Asia-Pacific

USNI News: Navy issues new MQ-25A Stingray draft RFP to industry ahead of final RFP in the fall

Calendar

WEEK AHEAD

FRIDAY | JULY 21

8:30 a.m. 1030 15th St. NW. Venezuela on the edge and the time for new international action.
atlanticcouncil.org

9:30 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Examining the geopolitical impact of the 4th Estate. Csis.org

12:30 p.m. Pentagon Briefing Room. Army Col. Pat Work, commander, 2nd Brigade Combat Team,
82nd Airborne Division and Task Force Falcon, Combined Joint Task Force - Operation Inherent
Resolve briefs the media live from Iraq. Live streamed at www.defense.gov/live
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MONDAY | JULY 24

2 p.m. 1152 15th St. NW. Release of the report Higher, Heavier, Farther, and Now Undetectable?
Bombers: Long-Range Force Projection in the 21st Century with Jerry Hendrix. cnas.org

TUESDAY | JULY 25

10 a.m. Rayburn 2172. Authorization for the Use of Military Force and current terrorist threats with
former Attorney General Michael Mukasey. foreignaffairs.house.gov

10 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Future of vertical lift and forging a new paradigm with David
Dowling of Northrop Grumman; Keith Flail with Bell Helicopter; Richard Koucheravy with Sikorsky; Dave
Schreck of Rockwell Collins Government Systems; H. Eric "Delta" Burke of Harris Corporation; and Col.
Robert Freeland with the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and
Logistics. csis.org

12 p.m. 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE. Lessons from Rome: Civic virtue and the empire’s decline with
Hugh Liebert, associate professor at the United States Military Academy. heritage.org

2 p.m. Rayburn 2212. Evaluating DOD equipment and uniform procurement in Iraq and Afghanistan
with John Sopko, special inspector general for Afghanistan reconstruction. armedservices.house.gov

2 p.m. Rayburn 2172. Held for ransom: The families of Iran’s hostages speak out. foreignaffairs.house.
gov

2:30 p.m. Dirksen 419. Assessing the maximum pressure and engagement policy toward North Korea
with State Department acting Assistant Secretary Susan A. Thornton. foreign.senate.gov

2:30 p.m. Russell 222. Options and considerations for achieving a 355-ship Navy from naval analysts.
armed-services.senate.gov

WEDNESDAY | JULY 26

9 a.m. 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE. What a North Korean ballistic missile threat means for the U.S.
missile defense system with Sen. Dan Sullivan. heritage.org

10 a.m. Rayburn 2172. U.S. cyber diplomacy with Christopher Painter, coordinator for cyber issues at
the State Department. foreignaffairs.house.gov

2 p.m. Rayburn 2172. Assessing the U.S.-Qatar relationship. foreignaffairs.house.gov

2 p.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. History of U.S. alliances in the Asia-Pacific region. csis.org

4:30 p.m. 800 17th St. NW. 2017 Women In Defense HORIZONS Scholarship celebration. ndia.org

THURSDAY | JULY 27

9:30 a.m. 1152 15th St. NW. Economic levers of U.S. policy toward North Korea. cnas.org

10 a.m. 1300 Pennsylvania Ave. NW. Hostilities in the Himalayas? Assessing the India-China border
standoff. wilsoncenter.org

12:30 p.m. 529 14th St. NW. Luncheon with Army Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Milley. press.org

FRIDAY | JULY 28
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12 p.m. 1030 15th St. NW. The ramifications of Rouhani's reelection. atlanticcouncil.org

2:30 p.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Retired military leaders from Japan and the U.S. discuss the
results of the Military Statesmen Forum. csis.org

ADVERTISEMENT

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"I greatly appreciate the outpouring of support - unfortunately for my sparring partners in Congress, I'll
be back soon, so stand-by!"
- Sen. John McCain, in his first tweet since receiving his brain cancer diagnosis.

Access the Daily on Defense archives here
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From:                 Lewis, Brian <brian.lewis@iowa.gov> on
                         behalf of Lewis, Brian <brian.lewis@iowa.gov>
                         <brian.lewis@iowa.gov>
To:                     DPD-Alerts <dpd-alerts@iowa.gov>;
                         Willoughby Joseph [DPS] <willough@dps.state.ia.us>; Matthew Van
                         Gundy <vangundy@dps.state.ia.us>; Jon Paoli
                         <jonathan.paoli@iowa.gov>; Sroka Jeremy <jeremy.sroka@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Fwd: NMCIWG: Daily Computer Threat News (Thu)

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: AQ_NMCIWG <AQNMCIWG@fbi.gov>
Date: Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 11:18 AM
Subject: NMCIWG: Daily Computer Threat News (Thu)
To:

Today's articles:

********* U.S. ends controversial laptop ban on Middle East carriers

********* Security and education in the wake of WannaCry, Petya

********* iOS 10.3.3 now available to download on iPhone and iPad

********* New malware takes over your smartphone camera by posing as a popular app

********* Windows 10 no longer supported? How to tell if your PC is eligible for latest version

********* China clamping down on use of VPNs to evade Great Firewall

V/R,

Scott Daughtry, GG-13

Counterintelligence Special Agent

DTRA-J29A

Commercial Phone: 505-846-2219

Date:                 Thu Jul 20 2017 13:13:02 CDT
Attachments:     20170720.pdf

Bcc:                    Schouten Mark <mark.schouten@iowa.gov>;
                         Michael Chesmore <michael.chesmore@iowa.gov>; lewis, Pete
                         <vampire@mac.com>

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5197
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DSN Phone: 246-2219

(U) scott.d.daughtry.civ@mail.mil

(S) scott.d.daughtry.civ@mail.-smil.mil

--

            Brian R. Lewis

Iowa Homeland Security Emergency

        Management Department

         ISO, DOI/Fusion Center

O:515-725-3202  C:515-360-1661

          brian.lewis@iowa.gov

          lewis@dps.state.ia.us

          blewis2@atix.riss.net

    "Cave Quid Dicis, Quando Et Cui"

*NOTICE* This email message (including any file attachments transmitted with it) is for the sole use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and legally privileged information. Any
unauthorized use or disclosure of this email by an unintended recipient is prohibited. If you have
received this e-mail in error please notify the sender by return e-mail and destroy all copies of the
original message. No representation is made that this email or any attachments are free of viruses.
Virus scanning is recommended and is the responsibility of the recipient
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This Issue’s News Articles: 
 U.S. ends controversial laptop ban on Middle East carriers  
 Security and education in the wake of WannaCry, Petya  
 iOS 10.3.3 now available to download on iPhone and iPad  
 New malware takes over your smartphone camera by posing as a popular 

app  
 Windows 10 no longer supported? How to tell if your PC is eligible for latest 

version  
 China clamping down on use of VPNs to evade Great Firewall  

 
 
U.S. ends controversial laptop ban on Middle East carriers  
Reuters, 20 Jul 2017: The United States has ended a four month ban on passengers 
carrying laptops onboard U.S. bound flights from certain airports in the Middle East 
and North Africa, bringing to an end one of the controversial travel restrictions 
imposed by President Donald Trump's administration. Riyadh's King Khalid 
International Airport was the last of 10 airports to be exempted from the ban, the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) confirmed in a tweet late on 
Wednesday local time. Middle East carriers have blamed Trump's travel restrictions, 
which include banning citizens of some Muslim majority countries from visiting the 
United States, for a downturn in demand on U.S routes. In March, the United States 
banned large electronics in cabins on flights from 10 airports in the Middle East and 
North Africa over concerns that explosives could be concealed in the devices taken 
onboard aircraft. The ban has been lifted on the nine airlines affected -- Emirates 
[EMIRA.UL], Etihad Airways, Qatar Airways, Turkish Airlines , Saudi Arabian Airlines, 
Royal Jordanian , Kuwait Airways [KA.UL], EgyptAir [EGY.UL] and Royal Air Maroc 
[RAM.UL] -- which are the only carriers to fly direct to the United States from the 
region. A ban on citizens of six Muslim-majority countries -- Iran, Libya, Somalia, 
Sudan, Syria, and Yemen, -- remains in place though has been limited after several 
U.S. court hearings challenged the restrictions. "The aviation industry has been 
trying to come together with a united message to governments and stakeholders 
about regulation and supporting the industry," said Will Horton, senior analyst at 
Australian aviation consultancy CAPA. Leading industry group the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) criticized the laptop ban as ineffective, as security 
experts argued that militants could travel to the United States via Europe or 
elsewhere where the restrictions didn't apply. The restrictions were imposed as 
major U.S. carriers American Airlines Group , Delta Air Lines and United Airlines 
resumed their campaign against the Gulf carriers Emirates, Etihad and Qatar 
Airways by pressuring the new U.S. administration to renegotiate its open skies 
agreements with the United ArabEmirates and Qatar. However, U.S. and Middle 
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NMCIWG CYBER SHIELD   

East officials said the campaign and the travel restrictions were not related. U.S. officials lifted the ban after 
visiting the 10 airports in Egypt, Morocco, Jordan, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar and 
Turkey over the past three weeks to confirm new security measures announced last month were being 
implemented. On Thursday, the U.S. issued a revised directive to airlines around the world in response to 
requests that it clarify aviation security measures scheduled to start taking effect this week. The new 
requirements include enhanced passenger screening at foreign airports, increased security protocols around 
aircraft and in passenger areas and expanded canine screening. They affect 325,000 airline passengers on 
about 2,000 commercial flights arriving daily in the United States, on 180 airlines from 280 airports in 105 
countries. Airlines that fail to meet the new security requirements could face in-cabin electronics restrictions. 
The United Kingdom continues to enforce a similar in-cabin ban on electronics ban on flights from some 
Middle Eastern airports. Those restrictions apply to flights from Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia and 
Saudi Arabia.  
 
Security and education in the wake of WannaCry, Petya  
CSO Online, 19 Jul 2017: Attacks occur for a variety of reasons, and in the wake of the most widespread 
ransomware attacks, WannaCry and Petya, many organizations are re-evaluating their security practices to 
figure out what went wrong. While those who were hit are still trying to understand where their security gaps 
are, others enterprises that rely on legacy systems and can't be patched are looking for ways to prevent being 
the next victim. No, the vulnerabilities attackers leverage are not new. They prey on systems that have not 
been updated, said Carson Sweet, CTO of CloudPassage. There is no one-fits-all fix, but Sweet offered some 
sound advice on a variety of both long- and short-term solutions. What might have helped protect companies 
from these worm-like ransomware attacks? The important thing to remember is that WannaCry and Petya 
were, in actuality, easily preventable. Victims of these attacks were only victims because they failed to 
conduct basic software patching. Enterprises searching for a way to protect themselves should know there are 
several tools on the market that use automation to patch software vulnerabilities in real time. Automation is 
one way to close the gap, but we also need to train developers, at the very earliest stage of their education, to 
bake security into all new code. It’s no longer enough to tack cybersecurity onto projects as an afterthought 
anymore. Having readily available data backups is the best way to maintain business continuity in the face of 
an attack. Keeping good, fresh data backups allows enterprises to rebuild systems quickly and inexpensively. In 
the face of a ransomware attack, there’s no longer a need to pay the ransom because the enterprise already 
has a recent backup of all the data it needs. When we look at the bigger picture and the future of 
cybersecurity, the issue of education is critical. A recent Cisco report estimates there are 1 million unfilled 
cybersecurity positions globally. Here in the U.S., that number is about 100,000. It’s a crisis that directly hurts 
the ability of companies and governments to curb hacking because there simply isn’t enough available talent 
to fill those jobs. Cybersecurity training has not been a priority for the American education system. 
Universities are inadvertently contributing to the lack of cybersecurity readiness in the U.S. by failing to teach 
students how to implement security thinking and awareness into all new code design, development and 
testing. As recently as 2016, only one of the top 121 computer and science information science schools in the 
country required at least three cybersecurity classes before graduation. At a minimum, cybersecurity training 
must be a graduation requirement for all computer science programs. To keep up with the ever-increasing 
challenges of hackers, though, there is no choice for but to prioritize cybersecurity education for our future.  
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iOS 10.3.3 now available to download on iPhone and iPad  
BGR News, 19 Jul 2017: With just a couple of months remaining before the inevitable release of the iPhone 8, 
Apple rolled out iOS 10.3.3 for the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch on Wednesday. While the update itself is little 
more than a collection of bug fixes and security improvements, there’s a chance that this could be the last 
major iOS 10 update with iOS 11 deep in development and set to release to the public in September. On the 
whole, iOS 10.3 wasn’t a major upgrade for the mobile operating system. In fact, the most substantial upgrade 
was invisible, as Apple replaced the HFS+ file system with the new Apple File System (APFS). Other additions 
include the Find My AirPods feature, a new Podcasts widget and updated app transition animations that you 
may or may not have even noticed. Lately, Apple fans have been far more interested in the latest iOS 11 beta 
releases than they have in any potential updates for iOS 10.3. Now that the public beta is available, anyone 
with a compatible iOS device can download and test the next version of Apple’s mobile OS before it rolls out 
this fall.  
 
New malware takes over your smartphone camera by posing as a popular app  
The Sun, 19 Jul 2017: A terrifying new virus that can stealthily film and record smartphone owners is spreading 
across the world – and you might already be infected. The malware is called GhostCtrl and often disguises 
itself as popular apps like WhatsApp and Pokemon Go. Victims who download the fake apps — which look 
exactly like the real deal — inadvertently install a backdoor to their phone. This grants hackers access to their 
camera, web browser history and searches and lets them intercept text messages. They can also 
surreptitiously record voice or audio and upload it to their computer servers. “The data GhostCtrl steals is 
extensive, compared to other Android info-stealers,” cyber security researchers Trend Micro explained in a 
blogpost. A version of GhostCtrl was used in a large-scale attack which recently targeted Israeli hospitals. The 
digital assault used a “worm” called RETADUP to steal information from desktop PCs, but it appears that 
hackers have used similar code to create an Android bug that could spread worldwide. “We can only expect it 
to further evolve,” Trend Micro warned. More than 200,000 victims in 150 countries were recently infected by 
malware known as WannaCry in May. If an app on the Google Play store doesn’t have a star rating or several 
reviews, be very wary of it.  
 
Windows 10 no longer supported? How to tell if your PC is eligible for latest version  
ZD Net, 19 Jul 2017: If you own a PC or tablet that's powered by an Intel Clover Trail processor, you're part of 
an exclusive and unlucky fraternity. For now, at least, Microsoft has cut off Windows 10 support early for your 
device. If Microsoft doesn't deliver a patch within the next six to nine months, those PCs could be cut off from 
security fixes. Any Clover Trail-based device currently running the Windows 10 Anniversary Update, version 
1607, will be blocked from upgrading to the latest version: Creators Update, version 1703. And under 
Microsoft's new support calendar, that means you'll stop getting security and reliability updates for version 
1607 sometime in the first quarter of 2018. I've asked Microsoft for more details on why this problem is 
occurring and whether owners of affected devices can expect a software patch to resolve the incompatibility. 
Earlier today a spokesperson declined to provide any details, saying only, "We are aware of this and 
investigating the matter." Ben Bajarin of Creative Strategies, who tracks PC and tablet sales closely, estimates 
that the number of affected devices is probably more than 10 million. So how can you tell whether your PC is 
one of them? Start by looking in Settings > System > About. If the processor is identified as an Intel Atom 
Z2520, Z2560, Z2580, or Z2760, your device is blocked from the Windows 10 Creators Update. If you see a 
different processor, including later Atom variants such as the Z3700 or x5-Z8500, you should be in the clear. 
But even on a PC running a fully supported processor, you are potentially at risk of being blocked for other 
issues, including serious incompatibilities associated with specific devices or installed programs. To check for 
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potential problems before you spend hours attempting to update to the latest Windows 10 release, there's a 
simple option: Run the Setup program with a pair of switches that instruct it to perform a compatibility check 
and return the results. For this compatibility test, you need installation media for the Windows 10 version you 
want to test. If you've already downloaded the Creators Update, you can use that media; just make sure it 
matches the architecture - 32-bit or 64-bit - of the system you plan to test. If you don't have the latest 
Windows 10 installer files, use the Media Creation Tool to download a fresh copy, as I describe in my FAQ: 
How to install, reinstall, upgrade and activate Windows 10. Double-click the ISO file to mount it as a virtual 
drive with its own drive letter, or insert a USB flash drive containing the installation files. Make a note of the 
drive letter. Next, open a command prompt window (the easiest way is to type cmd.exe in the Run box and 
then press Ctrl+Shift+Enter to run it as an administrator. At the command prompt, type the following 
command, substituting the drive letter where your installer files are located in place of d:. [d:\Setup /Compat 
ScanOnly]. Press Enter and follow the setup screens just as if you were performing an upgrade. When you get 
to the final screen, click Install. The program should end at that point rather than beginning the upgrade. 
When it does, it writes some information to a file called BlueBox.log, which you'll find in the 
C:\Windows\Logs\MoSetup folder. Double-click that file to open it in Notepad and then scroll to the bottom 
and look for the final error code. If you see 0xC1900210, you're good to go. That means there are no blocking 
compatibility issues. If you see another error code, you'll need to find out what it means. Here are four 
common errors, decoded: (a) Compatibility issues found (hard block): 0xC1900208; (b) Migration choice (auto 
upgrade) not available (probably the wrong SKU or architecture) 0xC1900204; (c) Does not meet system 
requirements for Windows 10: 0xC1900200; (d) Insufficient free disk space: 0xC190020E. 
 
China clamping down on use of VPNs to evade Great Firewall  
The Associated Press, 19 Jul 2017: China is tightening control over foreign companies’ internet use in a move 
some worry might disrupt their operations or jeopardize trade secrets as part of a crackdown on technology 
that allows web surfers to evade Beijing’s online censorship. In a letter to corporate customers seen by The 
Associated Press, the biggest Chinese internet service provider says virtual private networks, which create 
encrypted links between computers and can be used to see sites blocked by Beijing’s web filters, will be 
permitted only to connect to a company’s headquarters abroad. The letter from state-owned China Telecom 
Ltd. says VPN users are barred from linking to other sites outside China, a change that might block access to 
news, social media or business services that are obscured by its “Great Firewall.” The letter repeats an 
announcement from January that only VPNs approved by Chinese authorities are allowed. That has prompted 
fears of possible loss of trade secrets or information about customers or employees among companies that 
question the reliability of Chinese encryption services and whether authorities might read messages. 
Regulators announced a crackdown in January to stamp out use of VPNs to circumvent web censorship. 
Authorities have tried to reassure companies they won’t be affected, but if the rules in the China Telecom 
letter are enforced, they could hamper activity ranging from gathering information for business deals to 
employees working on business trips. The crackdown reflects President Xi Jinping’s vision of “internet 
sovereignty,” or Beijing’s absolute right to control what people can do and see online. Control over 
information is especially sensitive ahead of a party congress late this year at which Xi is due to be appointed to 
a second five-year term as leader. The ruling Communist Party controls internet traffic across China’s borders 
and tries to keep its public from seeing thousands of websites abroad including Google and social media such 
as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, as well as news outlets and human rights groups. This week, the Beijing 
municipal internet regulator announced it ordered website operators including Baidu Inc. and Tencent 
Holdings Ltd. to remove material that was “distorting the history of China and the Party” and “promoting 
abnormal values” or had other problems. Also this week, a letter issued by the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in Beijing 
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to guests that circulated on social media says the hotel can no longer provide VPN service “due to legal issues” 
as of last Friday. In June, the Hong Kong-based operator of a popular service, Green VPN, announced Chinese 
regulators had ordered it to close. Beijing has repeatedly pressured foreign companies to hand over 
technology, encryption know-how and other trade secrets in exchange for access to its huge and growing 
market. Companies cite internet controls as among the biggest obstacles to doing business in China. In a 
survey by the American Chamber of Commerce in China last year, 79 percent of companies that responded 
said web filters hurt them by blocking access to information and business tools. The China Telcom’s letter, 
which bears no date, says VPNs are for “internal office use only” and only can connect to a company’s 
headquarters abroad, not to any other websites. That would block users from seeing business news or other 
information sources that are shielded by the filters. Companies are required to provide the identities of every 
employee who uses a VPN, according to the letter. Lester Ross, a lawyer in Beijing for the firm WilmerHale, 
said he had not heard of the China Telecom letter. But he said the conditions in it described to him by a 
reporter would be disruptive if enforced. Without VPNs to bypass web filters, “then it is just impossible to do 
business under the constraints that apply officially,” said Ross. “You’re either making it unenforceable or they 
are damaging business to an extraordinary extent.” A Western diplomat who asked not to be identified further 
due to the sensitivity of the issue said companies have told his government they worry the controls might lead 
to weaker data security and trade secrets being leaked to Chinese competitors. The diplomat said some are 
hesitant to invest more in China due to that. China Telecom and the Ministry of Industry and Information 
Technology, which announced the January crackdown, did not respond to requests for information about the 
letter. Authorities have never disclosed whether they read communications sent over Chinese VPN providers. 
“Despite the fact that people get used to the system, protection of confidentiality is always a concern,” said 
Ross. “They’ve never guaranteed privacy of communications.” Beijing has announced restrictions on VPN use 
over the past decade but did little to enforce them, possibly to avoid disrupting business or access to 
information for scientists and academics. The VPN crackdown coincides with a Cybersecurity Law that took 
effect on June 1 and tightens control over data. It limits use of foreign security technology and requires 
companies to store information about Chinese citizens within this country. On Tuesday, users of Facebook’s 
WhatsApp messaging service, which normally operates freely in China, were no longer able to send images 
without using a VPN. That coincided with official efforts to suppress mention of Liu Xiaobo, the imprisoned 
Nobel Peace laureate who died last week and whom social media users have commemorated by exchanging 
images of him. Already, companies increasingly limit VPN access to employees such as media managers “with 
a critical business need” to see a banned website, according to Jake Parker, vice president of China operations 
for the U.S.-China Business Council. Companies can avoid the need for a VPN by leasing a circuit from China 
Telecom or other state-owned providers that connects directly to their headquarters abroad. Prices start at 
more than $1,000 per month. The information ministry tried to reassure commercial users in a statement 
reported last week in a Shanghai newspaper, The Paper. “Foreign trade enterprises and multinational 
companies that need a cross-border line for their own office use can lease one from an authorized telecoms 
enterprise,” said the statement. It said the January notice “will not affect normal operations.”  
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This Issue’s News Articles: 
 U.S. ends controversial laptop ban on Middle East carriers  
 Security and education in the wake of WannaCry, Petya  
 iOS 10.3.3 now available to download on iPhone and iPad  
 New malware takes over your smartphone camera by posing as a popular 

app  
 Windows 10 no longer supported? How to tell if your PC is eligible for latest 

version  
 China clamping down on use of VPNs to evade Great Firewall  

 
 
U.S. ends controversial laptop ban on Middle East carriers  
Reuters, 20 Jul 2017: The United States has ended a four month ban on passengers 
carrying laptops onboard U.S. bound flights from certain airports in the Middle East 
and North Africa, bringing to an end one of the controversial travel restrictions 
imposed by President Donald Trump's administration. Riyadh's King Khalid 
International Airport was the last of 10 airports to be exempted from the ban, the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) confirmed in a tweet late on 
Wednesday local time. Middle East carriers have blamed Trump's travel restrictions, 
which include banning citizens of some Muslim majority countries from visiting the 
United States, for a downturn in demand on U.S routes. In March, the United States 
banned large electronics in cabins on flights from 10 airports in the Middle East and 
North Africa over concerns that explosives could be concealed in the devices taken 
onboard aircraft. The ban has been lifted on the nine airlines affected -- Emirates 
[EMIRA.UL], Etihad Airways, Qatar Airways, Turkish Airlines , Saudi Arabian Airlines, 
Royal Jordanian , Kuwait Airways [KA.UL], EgyptAir [EGY.UL] and Royal Air Maroc 
[RAM.UL] -- which are the only carriers to fly direct to the United States from the 
region. A ban on citizens of six Muslim-majority countries -- Iran, Libya, Somalia, 
Sudan, Syria, and Yemen, -- remains in place though has been limited after several 
U.S. court hearings challenged the restrictions. "The aviation industry has been 
trying to come together with a united message to governments and stakeholders 
about regulation and supporting the industry," said Will Horton, senior analyst at 
Australian aviation consultancy CAPA. Leading industry group the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) criticized the laptop ban as ineffective, as security 
experts argued that militants could travel to the United States via Europe or 
elsewhere where the restrictions didn't apply. The restrictions were imposed as 
major U.S. carriers American Airlines Group , Delta Air Lines and United Airlines 
resumed their campaign against the Gulf carriers Emirates, Etihad and Qatar 
Airways by pressuring the new U.S. administration to renegotiate its open skies 
agreements with the United ArabEmirates and Qatar. However, U.S. and Middle 
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East officials said the campaign and the travel restrictions were not related. U.S. officials lifted the ban after 
visiting the 10 airports in Egypt, Morocco, Jordan, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar and 
Turkey over the past three weeks to confirm new security measures announced last month were being 
implemented. On Thursday, the U.S. issued a revised directive to airlines around the world in response to 
requests that it clarify aviation security measures scheduled to start taking effect this week. The new 
requirements include enhanced passenger screening at foreign airports, increased security protocols around 
aircraft and in passenger areas and expanded canine screening. They affect 325,000 airline passengers on 
about 2,000 commercial flights arriving daily in the United States, on 180 airlines from 280 airports in 105 
countries. Airlines that fail to meet the new security requirements could face in-cabin electronics restrictions. 
The United Kingdom continues to enforce a similar in-cabin ban on electronics ban on flights from some 
Middle Eastern airports. Those restrictions apply to flights from Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia and 
Saudi Arabia.  
 
Security and education in the wake of WannaCry, Petya  
CSO Online, 19 Jul 2017: Attacks occur for a variety of reasons, and in the wake of the most widespread 
ransomware attacks, WannaCry and Petya, many organizations are re-evaluating their security practices to 
figure out what went wrong. While those who were hit are still trying to understand where their security gaps 
are, others enterprises that rely on legacy systems and can't be patched are looking for ways to prevent being 
the next victim. No, the vulnerabilities attackers leverage are not new. They prey on systems that have not 
been updated, said Carson Sweet, CTO of CloudPassage. There is no one-fits-all fix, but Sweet offered some 
sound advice on a variety of both long- and short-term solutions. What might have helped protect companies 
from these worm-like ransomware attacks? The important thing to remember is that WannaCry and Petya 
were, in actuality, easily preventable. Victims of these attacks were only victims because they failed to 
conduct basic software patching. Enterprises searching for a way to protect themselves should know there are 
several tools on the market that use automation to patch software vulnerabilities in real time. Automation is 
one way to close the gap, but we also need to train developers, at the very earliest stage of their education, to 
bake security into all new code. It’s no longer enough to tack cybersecurity onto projects as an afterthought 
anymore. Having readily available data backups is the best way to maintain business continuity in the face of 
an attack. Keeping good, fresh data backups allows enterprises to rebuild systems quickly and inexpensively. In 
the face of a ransomware attack, there’s no longer a need to pay the ransom because the enterprise already 
has a recent backup of all the data it needs. When we look at the bigger picture and the future of 
cybersecurity, the issue of education is critical. A recent Cisco report estimates there are 1 million unfilled 
cybersecurity positions globally. Here in the U.S., that number is about 100,000. It’s a crisis that directly hurts 
the ability of companies and governments to curb hacking because there simply isn’t enough available talent 
to fill those jobs. Cybersecurity training has not been a priority for the American education system. 
Universities are inadvertently contributing to the lack of cybersecurity readiness in the U.S. by failing to teach 
students how to implement security thinking and awareness into all new code design, development and 
testing. As recently as 2016, only one of the top 121 computer and science information science schools in the 
country required at least three cybersecurity classes before graduation. At a minimum, cybersecurity training 
must be a graduation requirement for all computer science programs. To keep up with the ever-increasing 
challenges of hackers, though, there is no choice for but to prioritize cybersecurity education for our future.  
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iOS 10.3.3 now available to download on iPhone and iPad  
BGR News, 19 Jul 2017: With just a couple of months remaining before the inevitable release of the iPhone 8, 
Apple rolled out iOS 10.3.3 for the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch on Wednesday. While the update itself is little 
more than a collection of bug fixes and security improvements, there’s a chance that this could be the last 
major iOS 10 update with iOS 11 deep in development and set to release to the public in September. On the 
whole, iOS 10.3 wasn’t a major upgrade for the mobile operating system. In fact, the most substantial upgrade 
was invisible, as Apple replaced the HFS+ file system with the new Apple File System (APFS). Other additions 
include the Find My AirPods feature, a new Podcasts widget and updated app transition animations that you 
may or may not have even noticed. Lately, Apple fans have been far more interested in the latest iOS 11 beta 
releases than they have in any potential updates for iOS 10.3. Now that the public beta is available, anyone 
with a compatible iOS device can download and test the next version of Apple’s mobile OS before it rolls out 
this fall.  
 
New malware takes over your smartphone camera by posing as a popular app  
The Sun, 19 Jul 2017: A terrifying new virus that can stealthily film and record smartphone owners is spreading 
across the world – and you might already be infected. The malware is called GhostCtrl and often disguises 
itself as popular apps like WhatsApp and Pokemon Go. Victims who download the fake apps — which look 
exactly like the real deal — inadvertently install a backdoor to their phone. This grants hackers access to their 
camera, web browser history and searches and lets them intercept text messages. They can also 
surreptitiously record voice or audio and upload it to their computer servers. “The data GhostCtrl steals is 
extensive, compared to other Android info-stealers,” cyber security researchers Trend Micro explained in a 
blogpost. A version of GhostCtrl was used in a large-scale attack which recently targeted Israeli hospitals. The 
digital assault used a “worm” called RETADUP to steal information from desktop PCs, but it appears that 
hackers have used similar code to create an Android bug that could spread worldwide. “We can only expect it 
to further evolve,” Trend Micro warned. More than 200,000 victims in 150 countries were recently infected by 
malware known as WannaCry in May. If an app on the Google Play store doesn’t have a star rating or several 
reviews, be very wary of it.  
 
Windows 10 no longer supported? How to tell if your PC is eligible for latest version  
ZD Net, 19 Jul 2017: If you own a PC or tablet that's powered by an Intel Clover Trail processor, you're part of 
an exclusive and unlucky fraternity. For now, at least, Microsoft has cut off Windows 10 support early for your 
device. If Microsoft doesn't deliver a patch within the next six to nine months, those PCs could be cut off from 
security fixes. Any Clover Trail-based device currently running the Windows 10 Anniversary Update, version 
1607, will be blocked from upgrading to the latest version: Creators Update, version 1703. And under 
Microsoft's new support calendar, that means you'll stop getting security and reliability updates for version 
1607 sometime in the first quarter of 2018. I've asked Microsoft for more details on why this problem is 
occurring and whether owners of affected devices can expect a software patch to resolve the incompatibility. 
Earlier today a spokesperson declined to provide any details, saying only, "We are aware of this and 
investigating the matter." Ben Bajarin of Creative Strategies, who tracks PC and tablet sales closely, estimates 
that the number of affected devices is probably more than 10 million. So how can you tell whether your PC is 
one of them? Start by looking in Settings > System > About. If the processor is identified as an Intel Atom 
Z2520, Z2560, Z2580, or Z2760, your device is blocked from the Windows 10 Creators Update. If you see a 
different processor, including later Atom variants such as the Z3700 or x5-Z8500, you should be in the clear. 
But even on a PC running a fully supported processor, you are potentially at risk of being blocked for other 
issues, including serious incompatibilities associated with specific devices or installed programs. To check for 
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potential problems before you spend hours attempting to update to the latest Windows 10 release, there's a 
simple option: Run the Setup program with a pair of switches that instruct it to perform a compatibility check 
and return the results. For this compatibility test, you need installation media for the Windows 10 version you 
want to test. If you've already downloaded the Creators Update, you can use that media; just make sure it 
matches the architecture - 32-bit or 64-bit - of the system you plan to test. If you don't have the latest 
Windows 10 installer files, use the Media Creation Tool to download a fresh copy, as I describe in my FAQ: 
How to install, reinstall, upgrade and activate Windows 10. Double-click the ISO file to mount it as a virtual 
drive with its own drive letter, or insert a USB flash drive containing the installation files. Make a note of the 
drive letter. Next, open a command prompt window (the easiest way is to type cmd.exe in the Run box and 
then press Ctrl+Shift+Enter to run it as an administrator. At the command prompt, type the following 
command, substituting the drive letter where your installer files are located in place of d:. [d:\Setup /Compat 
ScanOnly]. Press Enter and follow the setup screens just as if you were performing an upgrade. When you get 
to the final screen, click Install. The program should end at that point rather than beginning the upgrade. 
When it does, it writes some information to a file called BlueBox.log, which you'll find in the 
C:\Windows\Logs\MoSetup folder. Double-click that file to open it in Notepad and then scroll to the bottom 
and look for the final error code. If you see 0xC1900210, you're good to go. That means there are no blocking 
compatibility issues. If you see another error code, you'll need to find out what it means. Here are four 
common errors, decoded: (a) Compatibility issues found (hard block): 0xC1900208; (b) Migration choice (auto 
upgrade) not available (probably the wrong SKU or architecture) 0xC1900204; (c) Does not meet system 
requirements for Windows 10: 0xC1900200; (d) Insufficient free disk space: 0xC190020E. 
 
China clamping down on use of VPNs to evade Great Firewall  
The Associated Press, 19 Jul 2017: China is tightening control over foreign companies’ internet use in a move 
some worry might disrupt their operations or jeopardize trade secrets as part of a crackdown on technology 
that allows web surfers to evade Beijing’s online censorship. In a letter to corporate customers seen by The 
Associated Press, the biggest Chinese internet service provider says virtual private networks, which create 
encrypted links between computers and can be used to see sites blocked by Beijing’s web filters, will be 
permitted only to connect to a company’s headquarters abroad. The letter from state-owned China Telecom 
Ltd. says VPN users are barred from linking to other sites outside China, a change that might block access to 
news, social media or business services that are obscured by its “Great Firewall.” The letter repeats an 
announcement from January that only VPNs approved by Chinese authorities are allowed. That has prompted 
fears of possible loss of trade secrets or information about customers or employees among companies that 
question the reliability of Chinese encryption services and whether authorities might read messages. 
Regulators announced a crackdown in January to stamp out use of VPNs to circumvent web censorship. 
Authorities have tried to reassure companies they won’t be affected, but if the rules in the China Telecom 
letter are enforced, they could hamper activity ranging from gathering information for business deals to 
employees working on business trips. The crackdown reflects President Xi Jinping’s vision of “internet 
sovereignty,” or Beijing’s absolute right to control what people can do and see online. Control over 
information is especially sensitive ahead of a party congress late this year at which Xi is due to be appointed to 
a second five-year term as leader. The ruling Communist Party controls internet traffic across China’s borders 
and tries to keep its public from seeing thousands of websites abroad including Google and social media such 
as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, as well as news outlets and human rights groups. This week, the Beijing 
municipal internet regulator announced it ordered website operators including Baidu Inc. and Tencent 
Holdings Ltd. to remove material that was “distorting the history of China and the Party” and “promoting 
abnormal values” or had other problems. Also this week, a letter issued by the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in Beijing 
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to guests that circulated on social media says the hotel can no longer provide VPN service “due to legal issues” 
as of last Friday. In June, the Hong Kong-based operator of a popular service, Green VPN, announced Chinese 
regulators had ordered it to close. Beijing has repeatedly pressured foreign companies to hand over 
technology, encryption know-how and other trade secrets in exchange for access to its huge and growing 
market. Companies cite internet controls as among the biggest obstacles to doing business in China. In a 
survey by the American Chamber of Commerce in China last year, 79 percent of companies that responded 
said web filters hurt them by blocking access to information and business tools. The China Telcom’s letter, 
which bears no date, says VPNs are for “internal office use only” and only can connect to a company’s 
headquarters abroad, not to any other websites. That would block users from seeing business news or other 
information sources that are shielded by the filters. Companies are required to provide the identities of every 
employee who uses a VPN, according to the letter. Lester Ross, a lawyer in Beijing for the firm WilmerHale, 
said he had not heard of the China Telecom letter. But he said the conditions in it described to him by a 
reporter would be disruptive if enforced. Without VPNs to bypass web filters, “then it is just impossible to do 
business under the constraints that apply officially,” said Ross. “You’re either making it unenforceable or they 
are damaging business to an extraordinary extent.” A Western diplomat who asked not to be identified further 
due to the sensitivity of the issue said companies have told his government they worry the controls might lead 
to weaker data security and trade secrets being leaked to Chinese competitors. The diplomat said some are 
hesitant to invest more in China due to that. China Telecom and the Ministry of Industry and Information 
Technology, which announced the January crackdown, did not respond to requests for information about the 
letter. Authorities have never disclosed whether they read communications sent over Chinese VPN providers. 
“Despite the fact that people get used to the system, protection of confidentiality is always a concern,” said 
Ross. “They’ve never guaranteed privacy of communications.” Beijing has announced restrictions on VPN use 
over the past decade but did little to enforce them, possibly to avoid disrupting business or access to 
information for scientists and academics. The VPN crackdown coincides with a Cybersecurity Law that took 
effect on June 1 and tightens control over data. It limits use of foreign security technology and requires 
companies to store information about Chinese citizens within this country. On Tuesday, users of Facebook’s 
WhatsApp messaging service, which normally operates freely in China, were no longer able to send images 
without using a VPN. That coincided with official efforts to suppress mention of Liu Xiaobo, the imprisoned 
Nobel Peace laureate who died last week and whom social media users have commemorated by exchanging 
images of him. Already, companies increasingly limit VPN access to employees such as media managers “with 
a critical business need” to see a banned website, according to Jake Parker, vice president of China operations 
for the U.S.-China Business Council. Companies can avoid the need for a VPN by leasing a circuit from China 
Telecom or other state-owned providers that connects directly to their headquarters abroad. Prices start at 
more than $1,000 per month. The information ministry tried to reassure commercial users in a statement 
reported last week in a Shanghai newspaper, The Paper. “Foreign trade enterprises and multinational 
companies that need a cross-border line for their own office use can lease one from an authorized telecoms 
enterprise,” said the statement. It said the January notice “will not affect normal operations.”  
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This Issue’s News Articles: 
 U.S. ends controversial laptop ban on Middle East carriers  
 Security and education in the wake of WannaCry, Petya  
 iOS 10.3.3 now available to download on iPhone and iPad  
 New malware takes over your smartphone camera by posing as a popular 

app  
 Windows 10 no longer supported? How to tell if your PC is eligible for latest 

version  
 China clamping down on use of VPNs to evade Great Firewall  

 
 
U.S. ends controversial laptop ban on Middle East carriers  
Reuters, 20 Jul 2017: The United States has ended a four month ban on passengers 
carrying laptops onboard U.S. bound flights from certain airports in the Middle East 
and North Africa, bringing to an end one of the controversial travel restrictions 
imposed by President Donald Trump's administration. Riyadh's King Khalid 
International Airport was the last of 10 airports to be exempted from the ban, the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) confirmed in a tweet late on 
Wednesday local time. Middle East carriers have blamed Trump's travel restrictions, 
which include banning citizens of some Muslim majority countries from visiting the 
United States, for a downturn in demand on U.S routes. In March, the United States 
banned large electronics in cabins on flights from 10 airports in the Middle East and 
North Africa over concerns that explosives could be concealed in the devices taken 
onboard aircraft. The ban has been lifted on the nine airlines affected -- Emirates 
[EMIRA.UL], Etihad Airways, Qatar Airways, Turkish Airlines , Saudi Arabian Airlines, 
Royal Jordanian , Kuwait Airways [KA.UL], EgyptAir [EGY.UL] and Royal Air Maroc 
[RAM.UL] -- which are the only carriers to fly direct to the United States from the 
region. A ban on citizens of six Muslim-majority countries -- Iran, Libya, Somalia, 
Sudan, Syria, and Yemen, -- remains in place though has been limited after several 
U.S. court hearings challenged the restrictions. "The aviation industry has been 
trying to come together with a united message to governments and stakeholders 
about regulation and supporting the industry," said Will Horton, senior analyst at 
Australian aviation consultancy CAPA. Leading industry group the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) criticized the laptop ban as ineffective, as security 
experts argued that militants could travel to the United States via Europe or 
elsewhere where the restrictions didn't apply. The restrictions were imposed as 
major U.S. carriers American Airlines Group , Delta Air Lines and United Airlines 
resumed their campaign against the Gulf carriers Emirates, Etihad and Qatar 
Airways by pressuring the new U.S. administration to renegotiate its open skies 
agreements with the United ArabEmirates and Qatar. However, U.S. and Middle 
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East officials said the campaign and the travel restrictions were not related. U.S. officials lifted the ban after 
visiting the 10 airports in Egypt, Morocco, Jordan, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar and 
Turkey over the past three weeks to confirm new security measures announced last month were being 
implemented. On Thursday, the U.S. issued a revised directive to airlines around the world in response to 
requests that it clarify aviation security measures scheduled to start taking effect this week. The new 
requirements include enhanced passenger screening at foreign airports, increased security protocols around 
aircraft and in passenger areas and expanded canine screening. They affect 325,000 airline passengers on 
about 2,000 commercial flights arriving daily in the United States, on 180 airlines from 280 airports in 105 
countries. Airlines that fail to meet the new security requirements could face in-cabin electronics restrictions. 
The United Kingdom continues to enforce a similar in-cabin ban on electronics ban on flights from some 
Middle Eastern airports. Those restrictions apply to flights from Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia and 
Saudi Arabia.  
 
Security and education in the wake of WannaCry, Petya  
CSO Online, 19 Jul 2017: Attacks occur for a variety of reasons, and in the wake of the most widespread 
ransomware attacks, WannaCry and Petya, many organizations are re-evaluating their security practices to 
figure out what went wrong. While those who were hit are still trying to understand where their security gaps 
are, others enterprises that rely on legacy systems and can't be patched are looking for ways to prevent being 
the next victim. No, the vulnerabilities attackers leverage are not new. They prey on systems that have not 
been updated, said Carson Sweet, CTO of CloudPassage. There is no one-fits-all fix, but Sweet offered some 
sound advice on a variety of both long- and short-term solutions. What might have helped protect companies 
from these worm-like ransomware attacks? The important thing to remember is that WannaCry and Petya 
were, in actuality, easily preventable. Victims of these attacks were only victims because they failed to 
conduct basic software patching. Enterprises searching for a way to protect themselves should know there are 
several tools on the market that use automation to patch software vulnerabilities in real time. Automation is 
one way to close the gap, but we also need to train developers, at the very earliest stage of their education, to 
bake security into all new code. It’s no longer enough to tack cybersecurity onto projects as an afterthought 
anymore. Having readily available data backups is the best way to maintain business continuity in the face of 
an attack. Keeping good, fresh data backups allows enterprises to rebuild systems quickly and inexpensively. In 
the face of a ransomware attack, there’s no longer a need to pay the ransom because the enterprise already 
has a recent backup of all the data it needs. When we look at the bigger picture and the future of 
cybersecurity, the issue of education is critical. A recent Cisco report estimates there are 1 million unfilled 
cybersecurity positions globally. Here in the U.S., that number is about 100,000. It’s a crisis that directly hurts 
the ability of companies and governments to curb hacking because there simply isn’t enough available talent 
to fill those jobs. Cybersecurity training has not been a priority for the American education system. 
Universities are inadvertently contributing to the lack of cybersecurity readiness in the U.S. by failing to teach 
students how to implement security thinking and awareness into all new code design, development and 
testing. As recently as 2016, only one of the top 121 computer and science information science schools in the 
country required at least three cybersecurity classes before graduation. At a minimum, cybersecurity training 
must be a graduation requirement for all computer science programs. To keep up with the ever-increasing 
challenges of hackers, though, there is no choice for but to prioritize cybersecurity education for our future.  
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iOS 10.3.3 now available to download on iPhone and iPad  
BGR News, 19 Jul 2017: With just a couple of months remaining before the inevitable release of the iPhone 8, 
Apple rolled out iOS 10.3.3 for the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch on Wednesday. While the update itself is little 
more than a collection of bug fixes and security improvements, there’s a chance that this could be the last 
major iOS 10 update with iOS 11 deep in development and set to release to the public in September. On the 
whole, iOS 10.3 wasn’t a major upgrade for the mobile operating system. In fact, the most substantial upgrade 
was invisible, as Apple replaced the HFS+ file system with the new Apple File System (APFS). Other additions 
include the Find My AirPods feature, a new Podcasts widget and updated app transition animations that you 
may or may not have even noticed. Lately, Apple fans have been far more interested in the latest iOS 11 beta 
releases than they have in any potential updates for iOS 10.3. Now that the public beta is available, anyone 
with a compatible iOS device can download and test the next version of Apple’s mobile OS before it rolls out 
this fall.  
 
New malware takes over your smartphone camera by posing as a popular app  
The Sun, 19 Jul 2017: A terrifying new virus that can stealthily film and record smartphone owners is spreading 
across the world – and you might already be infected. The malware is called GhostCtrl and often disguises 
itself as popular apps like WhatsApp and Pokemon Go. Victims who download the fake apps — which look 
exactly like the real deal — inadvertently install a backdoor to their phone. This grants hackers access to their 
camera, web browser history and searches and lets them intercept text messages. They can also 
surreptitiously record voice or audio and upload it to their computer servers. “The data GhostCtrl steals is 
extensive, compared to other Android info-stealers,” cyber security researchers Trend Micro explained in a 
blogpost. A version of GhostCtrl was used in a large-scale attack which recently targeted Israeli hospitals. The 
digital assault used a “worm” called RETADUP to steal information from desktop PCs, but it appears that 
hackers have used similar code to create an Android bug that could spread worldwide. “We can only expect it 
to further evolve,” Trend Micro warned. More than 200,000 victims in 150 countries were recently infected by 
malware known as WannaCry in May. If an app on the Google Play store doesn’t have a star rating or several 
reviews, be very wary of it.  
 
Windows 10 no longer supported? How to tell if your PC is eligible for latest version  
ZD Net, 19 Jul 2017: If you own a PC or tablet that's powered by an Intel Clover Trail processor, you're part of 
an exclusive and unlucky fraternity. For now, at least, Microsoft has cut off Windows 10 support early for your 
device. If Microsoft doesn't deliver a patch within the next six to nine months, those PCs could be cut off from 
security fixes. Any Clover Trail-based device currently running the Windows 10 Anniversary Update, version 
1607, will be blocked from upgrading to the latest version: Creators Update, version 1703. And under 
Microsoft's new support calendar, that means you'll stop getting security and reliability updates for version 
1607 sometime in the first quarter of 2018. I've asked Microsoft for more details on why this problem is 
occurring and whether owners of affected devices can expect a software patch to resolve the incompatibility. 
Earlier today a spokesperson declined to provide any details, saying only, "We are aware of this and 
investigating the matter." Ben Bajarin of Creative Strategies, who tracks PC and tablet sales closely, estimates 
that the number of affected devices is probably more than 10 million. So how can you tell whether your PC is 
one of them? Start by looking in Settings > System > About. If the processor is identified as an Intel Atom 
Z2520, Z2560, Z2580, or Z2760, your device is blocked from the Windows 10 Creators Update. If you see a 
different processor, including later Atom variants such as the Z3700 or x5-Z8500, you should be in the clear. 
But even on a PC running a fully supported processor, you are potentially at risk of being blocked for other 
issues, including serious incompatibilities associated with specific devices or installed programs. To check for 
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potential problems before you spend hours attempting to update to the latest Windows 10 release, there's a 
simple option: Run the Setup program with a pair of switches that instruct it to perform a compatibility check 
and return the results. For this compatibility test, you need installation media for the Windows 10 version you 
want to test. If you've already downloaded the Creators Update, you can use that media; just make sure it 
matches the architecture - 32-bit or 64-bit - of the system you plan to test. If you don't have the latest 
Windows 10 installer files, use the Media Creation Tool to download a fresh copy, as I describe in my FAQ: 
How to install, reinstall, upgrade and activate Windows 10. Double-click the ISO file to mount it as a virtual 
drive with its own drive letter, or insert a USB flash drive containing the installation files. Make a note of the 
drive letter. Next, open a command prompt window (the easiest way is to type cmd.exe in the Run box and 
then press Ctrl+Shift+Enter to run it as an administrator. At the command prompt, type the following 
command, substituting the drive letter where your installer files are located in place of d:. [d:\Setup /Compat 
ScanOnly]. Press Enter and follow the setup screens just as if you were performing an upgrade. When you get 
to the final screen, click Install. The program should end at that point rather than beginning the upgrade. 
When it does, it writes some information to a file called BlueBox.log, which you'll find in the 
C:\Windows\Logs\MoSetup folder. Double-click that file to open it in Notepad and then scroll to the bottom 
and look for the final error code. If you see 0xC1900210, you're good to go. That means there are no blocking 
compatibility issues. If you see another error code, you'll need to find out what it means. Here are four 
common errors, decoded: (a) Compatibility issues found (hard block): 0xC1900208; (b) Migration choice (auto 
upgrade) not available (probably the wrong SKU or architecture) 0xC1900204; (c) Does not meet system 
requirements for Windows 10: 0xC1900200; (d) Insufficient free disk space: 0xC190020E. 
 
China clamping down on use of VPNs to evade Great Firewall  
The Associated Press, 19 Jul 2017: China is tightening control over foreign companies’ internet use in a move 
some worry might disrupt their operations or jeopardize trade secrets as part of a crackdown on technology 
that allows web surfers to evade Beijing’s online censorship. In a letter to corporate customers seen by The 
Associated Press, the biggest Chinese internet service provider says virtual private networks, which create 
encrypted links between computers and can be used to see sites blocked by Beijing’s web filters, will be 
permitted only to connect to a company’s headquarters abroad. The letter from state-owned China Telecom 
Ltd. says VPN users are barred from linking to other sites outside China, a change that might block access to 
news, social media or business services that are obscured by its “Great Firewall.” The letter repeats an 
announcement from January that only VPNs approved by Chinese authorities are allowed. That has prompted 
fears of possible loss of trade secrets or information about customers or employees among companies that 
question the reliability of Chinese encryption services and whether authorities might read messages. 
Regulators announced a crackdown in January to stamp out use of VPNs to circumvent web censorship. 
Authorities have tried to reassure companies they won’t be affected, but if the rules in the China Telecom 
letter are enforced, they could hamper activity ranging from gathering information for business deals to 
employees working on business trips. The crackdown reflects President Xi Jinping’s vision of “internet 
sovereignty,” or Beijing’s absolute right to control what people can do and see online. Control over 
information is especially sensitive ahead of a party congress late this year at which Xi is due to be appointed to 
a second five-year term as leader. The ruling Communist Party controls internet traffic across China’s borders 
and tries to keep its public from seeing thousands of websites abroad including Google and social media such 
as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, as well as news outlets and human rights groups. This week, the Beijing 
municipal internet regulator announced it ordered website operators including Baidu Inc. and Tencent 
Holdings Ltd. to remove material that was “distorting the history of China and the Party” and “promoting 
abnormal values” or had other problems. Also this week, a letter issued by the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in Beijing 
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to guests that circulated on social media says the hotel can no longer provide VPN service “due to legal issues” 
as of last Friday. In June, the Hong Kong-based operator of a popular service, Green VPN, announced Chinese 
regulators had ordered it to close. Beijing has repeatedly pressured foreign companies to hand over 
technology, encryption know-how and other trade secrets in exchange for access to its huge and growing 
market. Companies cite internet controls as among the biggest obstacles to doing business in China. In a 
survey by the American Chamber of Commerce in China last year, 79 percent of companies that responded 
said web filters hurt them by blocking access to information and business tools. The China Telcom’s letter, 
which bears no date, says VPNs are for “internal office use only” and only can connect to a company’s 
headquarters abroad, not to any other websites. That would block users from seeing business news or other 
information sources that are shielded by the filters. Companies are required to provide the identities of every 
employee who uses a VPN, according to the letter. Lester Ross, a lawyer in Beijing for the firm WilmerHale, 
said he had not heard of the China Telecom letter. But he said the conditions in it described to him by a 
reporter would be disruptive if enforced. Without VPNs to bypass web filters, “then it is just impossible to do 
business under the constraints that apply officially,” said Ross. “You’re either making it unenforceable or they 
are damaging business to an extraordinary extent.” A Western diplomat who asked not to be identified further 
due to the sensitivity of the issue said companies have told his government they worry the controls might lead 
to weaker data security and trade secrets being leaked to Chinese competitors. The diplomat said some are 
hesitant to invest more in China due to that. China Telecom and the Ministry of Industry and Information 
Technology, which announced the January crackdown, did not respond to requests for information about the 
letter. Authorities have never disclosed whether they read communications sent over Chinese VPN providers. 
“Despite the fact that people get used to the system, protection of confidentiality is always a concern,” said 
Ross. “They’ve never guaranteed privacy of communications.” Beijing has announced restrictions on VPN use 
over the past decade but did little to enforce them, possibly to avoid disrupting business or access to 
information for scientists and academics. The VPN crackdown coincides with a Cybersecurity Law that took 
effect on June 1 and tightens control over data. It limits use of foreign security technology and requires 
companies to store information about Chinese citizens within this country. On Tuesday, users of Facebook’s 
WhatsApp messaging service, which normally operates freely in China, were no longer able to send images 
without using a VPN. That coincided with official efforts to suppress mention of Liu Xiaobo, the imprisoned 
Nobel Peace laureate who died last week and whom social media users have commemorated by exchanging 
images of him. Already, companies increasingly limit VPN access to employees such as media managers “with 
a critical business need” to see a banned website, according to Jake Parker, vice president of China operations 
for the U.S.-China Business Council. Companies can avoid the need for a VPN by leasing a circuit from China 
Telecom or other state-owned providers that connects directly to their headquarters abroad. Prices start at 
more than $1,000 per month. The information ministry tried to reassure commercial users in a statement 
reported last week in a Shanghai newspaper, The Paper. “Foreign trade enterprises and multinational 
companies that need a cross-border line for their own office use can lease one from an authorized telecoms 
enterprise,” said the statement. It said the January notice “will not affect normal operations.”  
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This Issue’s News Articles: 
 U.S. ends controversial laptop ban on Middle East carriers  
 Security and education in the wake of WannaCry, Petya  
 iOS 10.3.3 now available to download on iPhone and iPad  
 New malware takes over your smartphone camera by posing as a popular 

app  
 Windows 10 no longer supported? How to tell if your PC is eligible for latest 

version  
 China clamping down on use of VPNs to evade Great Firewall  

 
 
U.S. ends controversial laptop ban on Middle East carriers  
Reuters, 20 Jul 2017: The United States has ended a four month ban on passengers 
carrying laptops onboard U.S. bound flights from certain airports in the Middle East 
and North Africa, bringing to an end one of the controversial travel restrictions 
imposed by President Donald Trump's administration. Riyadh's King Khalid 
International Airport was the last of 10 airports to be exempted from the ban, the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) confirmed in a tweet late on 
Wednesday local time. Middle East carriers have blamed Trump's travel restrictions, 
which include banning citizens of some Muslim majority countries from visiting the 
United States, for a downturn in demand on U.S routes. In March, the United States 
banned large electronics in cabins on flights from 10 airports in the Middle East and 
North Africa over concerns that explosives could be concealed in the devices taken 
onboard aircraft. The ban has been lifted on the nine airlines affected -- Emirates 
[EMIRA.UL], Etihad Airways, Qatar Airways, Turkish Airlines , Saudi Arabian Airlines, 
Royal Jordanian , Kuwait Airways [KA.UL], EgyptAir [EGY.UL] and Royal Air Maroc 
[RAM.UL] -- which are the only carriers to fly direct to the United States from the 
region. A ban on citizens of six Muslim-majority countries -- Iran, Libya, Somalia, 
Sudan, Syria, and Yemen, -- remains in place though has been limited after several 
U.S. court hearings challenged the restrictions. "The aviation industry has been 
trying to come together with a united message to governments and stakeholders 
about regulation and supporting the industry," said Will Horton, senior analyst at 
Australian aviation consultancy CAPA. Leading industry group the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) criticized the laptop ban as ineffective, as security 
experts argued that militants could travel to the United States via Europe or 
elsewhere where the restrictions didn't apply. The restrictions were imposed as 
major U.S. carriers American Airlines Group , Delta Air Lines and United Airlines 
resumed their campaign against the Gulf carriers Emirates, Etihad and Qatar 
Airways by pressuring the new U.S. administration to renegotiate its open skies 
agreements with the United ArabEmirates and Qatar. However, U.S. and Middle 
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East officials said the campaign and the travel restrictions were not related. U.S. officials lifted the ban after 
visiting the 10 airports in Egypt, Morocco, Jordan, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar and 
Turkey over the past three weeks to confirm new security measures announced last month were being 
implemented. On Thursday, the U.S. issued a revised directive to airlines around the world in response to 
requests that it clarify aviation security measures scheduled to start taking effect this week. The new 
requirements include enhanced passenger screening at foreign airports, increased security protocols around 
aircraft and in passenger areas and expanded canine screening. They affect 325,000 airline passengers on 
about 2,000 commercial flights arriving daily in the United States, on 180 airlines from 280 airports in 105 
countries. Airlines that fail to meet the new security requirements could face in-cabin electronics restrictions. 
The United Kingdom continues to enforce a similar in-cabin ban on electronics ban on flights from some 
Middle Eastern airports. Those restrictions apply to flights from Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia and 
Saudi Arabia.  
 
Security and education in the wake of WannaCry, Petya  
CSO Online, 19 Jul 2017: Attacks occur for a variety of reasons, and in the wake of the most widespread 
ransomware attacks, WannaCry and Petya, many organizations are re-evaluating their security practices to 
figure out what went wrong. While those who were hit are still trying to understand where their security gaps 
are, others enterprises that rely on legacy systems and can't be patched are looking for ways to prevent being 
the next victim. No, the vulnerabilities attackers leverage are not new. They prey on systems that have not 
been updated, said Carson Sweet, CTO of CloudPassage. There is no one-fits-all fix, but Sweet offered some 
sound advice on a variety of both long- and short-term solutions. What might have helped protect companies 
from these worm-like ransomware attacks? The important thing to remember is that WannaCry and Petya 
were, in actuality, easily preventable. Victims of these attacks were only victims because they failed to 
conduct basic software patching. Enterprises searching for a way to protect themselves should know there are 
several tools on the market that use automation to patch software vulnerabilities in real time. Automation is 
one way to close the gap, but we also need to train developers, at the very earliest stage of their education, to 
bake security into all new code. It’s no longer enough to tack cybersecurity onto projects as an afterthought 
anymore. Having readily available data backups is the best way to maintain business continuity in the face of 
an attack. Keeping good, fresh data backups allows enterprises to rebuild systems quickly and inexpensively. In 
the face of a ransomware attack, there’s no longer a need to pay the ransom because the enterprise already 
has a recent backup of all the data it needs. When we look at the bigger picture and the future of 
cybersecurity, the issue of education is critical. A recent Cisco report estimates there are 1 million unfilled 
cybersecurity positions globally. Here in the U.S., that number is about 100,000. It’s a crisis that directly hurts 
the ability of companies and governments to curb hacking because there simply isn’t enough available talent 
to fill those jobs. Cybersecurity training has not been a priority for the American education system. 
Universities are inadvertently contributing to the lack of cybersecurity readiness in the U.S. by failing to teach 
students how to implement security thinking and awareness into all new code design, development and 
testing. As recently as 2016, only one of the top 121 computer and science information science schools in the 
country required at least three cybersecurity classes before graduation. At a minimum, cybersecurity training 
must be a graduation requirement for all computer science programs. To keep up with the ever-increasing 
challenges of hackers, though, there is no choice for but to prioritize cybersecurity education for our future.  
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iOS 10.3.3 now available to download on iPhone and iPad  
BGR News, 19 Jul 2017: With just a couple of months remaining before the inevitable release of the iPhone 8, 
Apple rolled out iOS 10.3.3 for the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch on Wednesday. While the update itself is little 
more than a collection of bug fixes and security improvements, there’s a chance that this could be the last 
major iOS 10 update with iOS 11 deep in development and set to release to the public in September. On the 
whole, iOS 10.3 wasn’t a major upgrade for the mobile operating system. In fact, the most substantial upgrade 
was invisible, as Apple replaced the HFS+ file system with the new Apple File System (APFS). Other additions 
include the Find My AirPods feature, a new Podcasts widget and updated app transition animations that you 
may or may not have even noticed. Lately, Apple fans have been far more interested in the latest iOS 11 beta 
releases than they have in any potential updates for iOS 10.3. Now that the public beta is available, anyone 
with a compatible iOS device can download and test the next version of Apple’s mobile OS before it rolls out 
this fall.  
 
New malware takes over your smartphone camera by posing as a popular app  
The Sun, 19 Jul 2017: A terrifying new virus that can stealthily film and record smartphone owners is spreading 
across the world – and you might already be infected. The malware is called GhostCtrl and often disguises 
itself as popular apps like WhatsApp and Pokemon Go. Victims who download the fake apps — which look 
exactly like the real deal — inadvertently install a backdoor to their phone. This grants hackers access to their 
camera, web browser history and searches and lets them intercept text messages. They can also 
surreptitiously record voice or audio and upload it to their computer servers. “The data GhostCtrl steals is 
extensive, compared to other Android info-stealers,” cyber security researchers Trend Micro explained in a 
blogpost. A version of GhostCtrl was used in a large-scale attack which recently targeted Israeli hospitals. The 
digital assault used a “worm” called RETADUP to steal information from desktop PCs, but it appears that 
hackers have used similar code to create an Android bug that could spread worldwide. “We can only expect it 
to further evolve,” Trend Micro warned. More than 200,000 victims in 150 countries were recently infected by 
malware known as WannaCry in May. If an app on the Google Play store doesn’t have a star rating or several 
reviews, be very wary of it.  
 
Windows 10 no longer supported? How to tell if your PC is eligible for latest version  
ZD Net, 19 Jul 2017: If you own a PC or tablet that's powered by an Intel Clover Trail processor, you're part of 
an exclusive and unlucky fraternity. For now, at least, Microsoft has cut off Windows 10 support early for your 
device. If Microsoft doesn't deliver a patch within the next six to nine months, those PCs could be cut off from 
security fixes. Any Clover Trail-based device currently running the Windows 10 Anniversary Update, version 
1607, will be blocked from upgrading to the latest version: Creators Update, version 1703. And under 
Microsoft's new support calendar, that means you'll stop getting security and reliability updates for version 
1607 sometime in the first quarter of 2018. I've asked Microsoft for more details on why this problem is 
occurring and whether owners of affected devices can expect a software patch to resolve the incompatibility. 
Earlier today a spokesperson declined to provide any details, saying only, "We are aware of this and 
investigating the matter." Ben Bajarin of Creative Strategies, who tracks PC and tablet sales closely, estimates 
that the number of affected devices is probably more than 10 million. So how can you tell whether your PC is 
one of them? Start by looking in Settings > System > About. If the processor is identified as an Intel Atom 
Z2520, Z2560, Z2580, or Z2760, your device is blocked from the Windows 10 Creators Update. If you see a 
different processor, including later Atom variants such as the Z3700 or x5-Z8500, you should be in the clear. 
But even on a PC running a fully supported processor, you are potentially at risk of being blocked for other 
issues, including serious incompatibilities associated with specific devices or installed programs. To check for 
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potential problems before you spend hours attempting to update to the latest Windows 10 release, there's a 
simple option: Run the Setup program with a pair of switches that instruct it to perform a compatibility check 
and return the results. For this compatibility test, you need installation media for the Windows 10 version you 
want to test. If you've already downloaded the Creators Update, you can use that media; just make sure it 
matches the architecture - 32-bit or 64-bit - of the system you plan to test. If you don't have the latest 
Windows 10 installer files, use the Media Creation Tool to download a fresh copy, as I describe in my FAQ: 
How to install, reinstall, upgrade and activate Windows 10. Double-click the ISO file to mount it as a virtual 
drive with its own drive letter, or insert a USB flash drive containing the installation files. Make a note of the 
drive letter. Next, open a command prompt window (the easiest way is to type cmd.exe in the Run box and 
then press Ctrl+Shift+Enter to run it as an administrator. At the command prompt, type the following 
command, substituting the drive letter where your installer files are located in place of d:. [d:\Setup /Compat 
ScanOnly]. Press Enter and follow the setup screens just as if you were performing an upgrade. When you get 
to the final screen, click Install. The program should end at that point rather than beginning the upgrade. 
When it does, it writes some information to a file called BlueBox.log, which you'll find in the 
C:\Windows\Logs\MoSetup folder. Double-click that file to open it in Notepad and then scroll to the bottom 
and look for the final error code. If you see 0xC1900210, you're good to go. That means there are no blocking 
compatibility issues. If you see another error code, you'll need to find out what it means. Here are four 
common errors, decoded: (a) Compatibility issues found (hard block): 0xC1900208; (b) Migration choice (auto 
upgrade) not available (probably the wrong SKU or architecture) 0xC1900204; (c) Does not meet system 
requirements for Windows 10: 0xC1900200; (d) Insufficient free disk space: 0xC190020E. 
 
China clamping down on use of VPNs to evade Great Firewall  
The Associated Press, 19 Jul 2017: China is tightening control over foreign companies’ internet use in a move 
some worry might disrupt their operations or jeopardize trade secrets as part of a crackdown on technology 
that allows web surfers to evade Beijing’s online censorship. In a letter to corporate customers seen by The 
Associated Press, the biggest Chinese internet service provider says virtual private networks, which create 
encrypted links between computers and can be used to see sites blocked by Beijing’s web filters, will be 
permitted only to connect to a company’s headquarters abroad. The letter from state-owned China Telecom 
Ltd. says VPN users are barred from linking to other sites outside China, a change that might block access to 
news, social media or business services that are obscured by its “Great Firewall.” The letter repeats an 
announcement from January that only VPNs approved by Chinese authorities are allowed. That has prompted 
fears of possible loss of trade secrets or information about customers or employees among companies that 
question the reliability of Chinese encryption services and whether authorities might read messages. 
Regulators announced a crackdown in January to stamp out use of VPNs to circumvent web censorship. 
Authorities have tried to reassure companies they won’t be affected, but if the rules in the China Telecom 
letter are enforced, they could hamper activity ranging from gathering information for business deals to 
employees working on business trips. The crackdown reflects President Xi Jinping’s vision of “internet 
sovereignty,” or Beijing’s absolute right to control what people can do and see online. Control over 
information is especially sensitive ahead of a party congress late this year at which Xi is due to be appointed to 
a second five-year term as leader. The ruling Communist Party controls internet traffic across China’s borders 
and tries to keep its public from seeing thousands of websites abroad including Google and social media such 
as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, as well as news outlets and human rights groups. This week, the Beijing 
municipal internet regulator announced it ordered website operators including Baidu Inc. and Tencent 
Holdings Ltd. to remove material that was “distorting the history of China and the Party” and “promoting 
abnormal values” or had other problems. Also this week, a letter issued by the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in Beijing 
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to guests that circulated on social media says the hotel can no longer provide VPN service “due to legal issues” 
as of last Friday. In June, the Hong Kong-based operator of a popular service, Green VPN, announced Chinese 
regulators had ordered it to close. Beijing has repeatedly pressured foreign companies to hand over 
technology, encryption know-how and other trade secrets in exchange for access to its huge and growing 
market. Companies cite internet controls as among the biggest obstacles to doing business in China. In a 
survey by the American Chamber of Commerce in China last year, 79 percent of companies that responded 
said web filters hurt them by blocking access to information and business tools. The China Telcom’s letter, 
which bears no date, says VPNs are for “internal office use only” and only can connect to a company’s 
headquarters abroad, not to any other websites. That would block users from seeing business news or other 
information sources that are shielded by the filters. Companies are required to provide the identities of every 
employee who uses a VPN, according to the letter. Lester Ross, a lawyer in Beijing for the firm WilmerHale, 
said he had not heard of the China Telecom letter. But he said the conditions in it described to him by a 
reporter would be disruptive if enforced. Without VPNs to bypass web filters, “then it is just impossible to do 
business under the constraints that apply officially,” said Ross. “You’re either making it unenforceable or they 
are damaging business to an extraordinary extent.” A Western diplomat who asked not to be identified further 
due to the sensitivity of the issue said companies have told his government they worry the controls might lead 
to weaker data security and trade secrets being leaked to Chinese competitors. The diplomat said some are 
hesitant to invest more in China due to that. China Telecom and the Ministry of Industry and Information 
Technology, which announced the January crackdown, did not respond to requests for information about the 
letter. Authorities have never disclosed whether they read communications sent over Chinese VPN providers. 
“Despite the fact that people get used to the system, protection of confidentiality is always a concern,” said 
Ross. “They’ve never guaranteed privacy of communications.” Beijing has announced restrictions on VPN use 
over the past decade but did little to enforce them, possibly to avoid disrupting business or access to 
information for scientists and academics. The VPN crackdown coincides with a Cybersecurity Law that took 
effect on June 1 and tightens control over data. It limits use of foreign security technology and requires 
companies to store information about Chinese citizens within this country. On Tuesday, users of Facebook’s 
WhatsApp messaging service, which normally operates freely in China, were no longer able to send images 
without using a VPN. That coincided with official efforts to suppress mention of Liu Xiaobo, the imprisoned 
Nobel Peace laureate who died last week and whom social media users have commemorated by exchanging 
images of him. Already, companies increasingly limit VPN access to employees such as media managers “with 
a critical business need” to see a banned website, according to Jake Parker, vice president of China operations 
for the U.S.-China Business Council. Companies can avoid the need for a VPN by leasing a circuit from China 
Telecom or other state-owned providers that connects directly to their headquarters abroad. Prices start at 
more than $1,000 per month. The information ministry tried to reassure commercial users in a statement 
reported last week in a Shanghai newspaper, The Paper. “Foreign trade enterprises and multinational 
companies that need a cross-border line for their own office use can lease one from an authorized telecoms 
enterprise,” said the statement. It said the January notice “will not affect normal operations.”  
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There is no more influential member of the Senate when it comes to national security policy than
Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman John McCain, whose office confirmed last night that the
80-year-old senator has brain cancer.
Washington Examiner’s Daily On Defense Newsletter View this as website

Share:
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  _____

A Message from Northrop Grumman:

Northrop Grumman has been the industry leader on the U.S. Air Force’s Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile system since its inception. As a trusted partner/technical integrator, we’ve mastered the
complexities of its flight, launch, and command & control systems. Our capabilities and engineering
expertise make us a clear choice to deliver the next generation ICBM system. That’s why we’re a leader
in strategic deterrence. We know the nation’s most critical systems—inside and out. Learn more.
  _____

MCCAIN’S DIAGNOSIS: There is no more influential member of the Senate when it comes to national
security policy than Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman John McCain, whose office confirmed
last night that the 80-year-old senator has brain cancer. Examination of tissue removed last week
during a procedure to remove a blood clot over his left eye revealed a type of brain tumor known as a
glioblastoma. McCain, who is said to be in “good spirits” is reviewing treatment options with his medical
team from the Mayo Clinic in Arizona, which could include a combination of chemotherapy and
radiation. “The Senator’s doctors say he is recovering from his surgery ‘amazingly well’ and his
underlying health is excellent,” said a statement released last night. “Further consultations with Senator
McCain's Mayo Clinic care team will indicate when he will return to the United States Senate.”

The news shocked McCain’s colleagues on both sides of the aisle in Congress and prompted an
outpouring of well-wishes, none more poignant than from his best friend Sen. Lindsey Graham, who
talked to McCain by phone last night. “Pray,” said Graham. “I don’t know, God knows how this ends, not
me. But I do know this: this disease has never had a more worthy opponent.”

WHAT IT MEANS: While he continues his recovery at his home in Arizona, McCain’s absence will be
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felt in ways large and small. Aside from the obvious, the loss of a Republican vote in a chamber that
has little margin for error in any partisan vote, McCain also is a fierce advocate for congressional
oversight. Last week, frustrated over the delay in receiving a new Afghanistan strategy from the Trump
administration, he threatened to insert his own into the National Defense Authorization Act. The House
passed the NDAA last week, which means McCain is being sidelined just as the upper chamber
prepares to debate and vote on its version of the bill. McCain is also a key player in the confirmation
process for Pentagon nominees, and has warned the White House about filling so many top DoD spots
with executives from the top five defense contractors.

INDUSTRY EXECS PILE UP: Meanwhile President Trump's Army secretary nominee is the latest in a
growing list of defense industry executives nominated or confirmed for top Pentagon positions, exactly
what McCain was warning against. The White House plans to nominate Mark Esper, vice president of
government relations at Raytheon, as the top civilian overseeing the Army. The administration is
banking on Esper’s experience as an active-duty Army officer, and key legislative aide on Capitol Hill to
offset his potential conflicts of interest stemming from his current job as a top lobbyist for Raytheon. A
source close to the White House noted Esper's nomination could create a "very interesting" situation
given that his position would require him to sit on the Defense Acquisition Board, an advisory panel
within the Pentagon that collectively decides what systems to purchase. Esper would be forced to
recuse himself from any contracts with Raytheon.

TRUMP’S TANK SESSION: Trump, who gave a wide-ranging interview to the New York Times
yesterday, does not plan to make any public statements when his visits the Pentagon this morning,
according to Pentagon officials. The plan is for Trump to be greeted at the River entrance this morning,
be escorted up the steps, take a left and walk about 25 paces to the secure briefing room used by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff known as “the Tank.” The meeting is scheduled to run for an hour an half, and we
are told the topic is a general update on progress in the fight against the Islamic State. This is not
planned as a briefing on the new Afghanistan strategy that Defense Secretary Jim Mattis promised to
deliver to the White House and Congress by “mid-July,” according to a Pentagon official, who noted that
the president can bring up any subject he wants.

THE ANNIHILATION OF ISIS: The Senate got its own classified briefing yesterday afternoon on ISIS
from Mattis, Secretary of State Rex Tillerson and Joint Chiefs Chairman Gen. Joseph Dunford. Most
senators were tight-lipped about what happened in the secure briefing area in the Senate basement,
which coincidentally is also dubbed “the Tank,” but they said the officials delivered an update on current
operations and not the long-awaited overarching Trump strategy to defeat the terror group.

Sen. Bob Corker, chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, was among the few who stepped in
front of the cameras and recorders of staked-out reporters to talk up the ISIS update. "There is just a lot
more clarity, a lot more focus on annihilation," he said. "Anybody that listened to that hearing
understands they're all about killing every ISIS member they can get ahold of." Corker batted away a
question about what exactly has changed from the Obama administration strategy. "Comparisons are
odious," he said. Much of the previous administration’s strategy remains firmly in place, though as ISIS
has lost ground, Mattis has employed a tactic of surrounding concentrations of ISIS forces, blocking
escape routes and eliminating every fighter who doesn’t surrender.

Good Thursday morning and welcome to Jamie McIntyre’s Daily on Defense, compiled by Washington
Examiner National Security Senior Writer Jamie McIntyre (@jamiejmcintyre), National Security Writer
Travis J. Tritten (@travis_tritten) and Senior Editor David Brown (@dave_brown24). Email us here for
tips, suggestions, calendar items and anything else. If a friend sent this to you and you’d like to sign up,
click here. If signing up doesn’t work, shoot us an email and we’ll add you to our list. And be sure to
follow us on Twitter @dailyondefense.

DON’T TAKE THAT MEETING MR. PRESIDENT: National security adviser Lt. Gen H.R. McMaster
reportedly advised Trump against sitting down with Russian President Vladimir Putin at the G-20
Summit in Hamburg, Germany, this month, according to The Associated Press. The AP says McMaster
expressed his disapproval of the meeting to foreign officials during the lead-up to the summit, and also
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told the officials that he disagreed as well with Trump's decision to host Russian diplomats in an Oval
Office meeting in May. McMaster is said to be worried Trump is not speaking out forcefully enough
about Russian aggression in Europe, especially in light of Moscow's meddling in the U.S. election.

"PLEASANTRIES" WITH PUTIN: In that interview with the New York Times, Trump again pushed back
against the idea there was anything nefarious about his after-dinner chat with Putin at the spouses
dinner in Hamburg. “The meal was going, and toward dessert I went down just to say hello to Melania,
(who was seated next to Putin) and while I was there I said hello to Putin,” Trump explained. “Really,
pleasantries more than anything else. It was not a long conversation, but it was, you know, could be 15
minutes. Just talked about — things. Actually, it was very interesting, we talked about adoption.”

The Kremlin’s top spokesman called the whole fuss “absurd,” according to Reuters. “The use of a term
like 'undercover' or 'secret meeting' raises eyebrows,” Dmitry Peskov told state TV. "They had a
bilateral meeting that had been officially agreed through diplomatic canals, then they repeatedly
exchanged views and remarks on the sidelines. There were no undercover or secret meetings and to
assert that there were is absolutely absurd," Peskov was quoted as saying by Russian news agencies.

OBAMA’S WEAKNESS: In that Times interview, Trump went on at length blaming the big foreign policy
challenges he faces on what he sees as the failure of President Obama to act decisively. “Crimea was
gone during the Obama administration, and he gave, he allowed it to get away,” Trump said. “You
know, he can talk tough all he wants, in the meantime he talked tough to North Korea. And he didn’t
actually. He didn’t talk tough to North Korea. You know, we have a big problem with North Korea. Big.
Big, big,” Trump told the Times. “You look at all of the things, you look at the line in the sand. The red
line in the sand in Syria. He didn’t do the shot. I did the shot.”

ADVERTISEMENT

THE INFAMOUS DOSSIER: “Totally made-up stuff,” is how Trump described to so-called dossier of
Russian kompromat that FBI Director James Comey showed Trump shortly after his election. “This is
really made-up junk,” Trump said. “I didn’t think about anything. I just thought about, man, this is such a
phony deal.” The dossier contained unconfirmed and unverifiable “compromising material” supposedly
gathered during Trump’s time in Moscow. “I went there for one day for the Miss Universe contest, I
turned around, I went back,” Trump said. “It was so disgraceful. It was so disgraceful.” Under
questioning, Trump said he thought in hindsight that Comey showed him the report to hold it over his
head as a form of leverage. “In my opinion, he shared it so that I would think he had it out there.” “As
leverage?” the Times asked. “Yeah, I think so. In retrospect. In retrospect,” Trump replied.

“NOT A SMART GUY” The other big headline out the interview was Trump's trashing of his own
attorney general, who he called “not a smart guy” for being “tricked” during his confirmation hearing into
answering a question he was not asked about meeting with Russians. That led to Jeff Sessions having
to correct the record, and then recusing himself from the Russia investigation. Trump, who felt
blindsided, was furious. “Sessions should have never recused himself,” Trump said, “and if he was
going to recuse himself, he should have told me before he took the job, and I would have picked
somebody else.” Trump said Sessions gave him no inkling of what he was going to do. “Zero. So Jeff
Sessions takes the job, gets into the job, recuses himself,” Trump said, “which, frankly, I think is very
unfair to the president.”

REBEL PROGRAM SHUT DOWN: In a nod toward Moscow, Trump is ending a CIA program to covertly
arm rebels in Syria, according to a new report. U.S. support for rebels fighting against Syrian President
Bashar Assad was a bipartisan, if controversial, plank of American policy in the country as recently as
last fall. Obama began the shipments in 2013 and a GOP-led Congress eased restrictions on the
program in 2016. But Russia and Turkey, a NATO ally, have accused the United States of backing
terrorist groups.
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"Officials said the phasing out of the secret program reflects Trump's interest in finding ways to work
with Russia, which saw the anti-Assad program as an assault on its interests," according to the
Washington Post, which first reported the move. "The shuttering of the program is also an
acknowledgment of Washington's limited leverage and desire to remove Assad from power."

HOUSE GETS SPACE BRIEF: Just as Chairman Mac Thornberry said last week, the House Armed
Services Committee has continued to push forward with its effort to reorganize the military’s space
operations and create a new Space Corps. Thornberry held a classified hearing Tuesday and all
members were invited to a closed briefing Wednesday by the Government Accountability Office on
current problems with space operations. “The GAO report cited numerous failed or failing acquisition
programs, with billions of dollars of cost overruns because the current acquisition system is so
complicated that no one is in charge,” Rep. Mike Rogers and Rep. Jim Cooper said in a release.

The two lawmakers, who are spearheading space reforms, said “the time for study is over: We must
now act.” They also panned the Air Force for the claim by Secretary Heather Wilson and others that the
Space Corps ordered in the House’s National Defense Authorization Act would create unneeded
bureaucracy. Sixty Pentagon offices now deal with space operations, and it would become 61 if the Air
Force goes ahead with plans to create a new deputy chief of staff position, which Rogers and Cooper
claim is a “proposal designed to stop the Space Corps.”

AUMF LANGUAGE STRIPPED: House leadership has removed language from a defense spending bill
that would have repealed the authorization to use military force against terrorists that Congress passed
after the 9/11 attacks, drawing anger from the Democratic lawmaker who was able to include that
repeal language in the bill in late June.

"This is underhanded & undemocratic," Rep. Barbara Lee tweeted late Tuesday evening. "The people
deserve a debate!" Lee authored an amendment to the spending bill that would repeal the authorization
of military force that passed in 2001 and give Congress eight months to debate and pass a successor
bill. With the support of a group of Republicans who broke with party leaders, her amendment was
included in the bill, which seemed to set the stage for a debate about how much authority Trump ought
to have to make war.

But the provision was jettisoned by the time it got to the Rules Committee, which is the last stop for
legislation before it reaches the House floor. "[House Speaker Paul] Ryan should be ashamed of
himself for forcing Republicans to strip out my bipartisan AUMF [amendment] in the dead of night," Lee
tweeted. "What is he afraid of?"

WITH ALLIES LIKE THESE: Turkish state-run media, Anadolu, published an article highlighting 10 U.S.
military points in northern Syria. According to the Daily Beast, the maps include specific locations of
eight military posts and two air bases near the Turkish border as well as troop counts for both U.S. and
French forces.

The article lists three points in Haseke, two points in Münbic and three spots north of Raqqa. The U.S.
first established air bases in the region during October 2015, but added supplemental sites in both
March and April of 2016. The article suggested this was a retaliatory action by Turkey for weapons
ending up in the hands of the Syrian Worker's People's Protection Units (YPG), which is assisting the U.
S.-led coalition in the fight against ISIS.

THE RUNDOWN

Washington Post: 'Tougher than a $2 steak': Washington reacts to John McCain's tumor diagnosis

Defense News: Textron, Sierra Nevada prep for OA-X experiment at U.S. Air Force base

Reuters: After Mosul, Islamic State digs in for guerrilla warfare
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Roll Call: Barbara Lee to take AUMF repeal to Foreign Affairs

CNN: US Intelligence Shows North Korean Preparations For A Possible Missile Test

AP: Less than 1 aircraft carrier? The cost of N. Korea’s nukes

War on the Rocks: The best thing America built In Iraq: Iraq’s counter-terrorism service and the long
war against militancy

New York Times: Qatar Criticizes Move By Antagonists

Wall Street Journal: Saudi Royal Drama Was Sealed With a Kiss

Military Times: U.S. armored vehicles seen pouring into Syria

Defense Tech: Officials say little about F-35 helmet glitch in night landing video

USNI News: Office of Naval Research set to upgrade the 200-year-old signal lamp for modern stealth
communication

Washington Post: The Pentagon has tried to get Silicon Valley on its side for years. Now it’s part of the
air war against ISIS.

The Times of London: First crisis for French president Macron as army chief General Pierre de Villiers
quits over cuts

Foreign Policy: Is Russia really with Assad in Syria?

Calendar

THURSDAY | JULY 20

9:30 a.m. Dirksen 419. Kay Bailey Hutchison to be the permanent U.S. representative on the NATO
council. foreign.senate.gov

10:30 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. The dangers of the looming constituent assembly in
Venezuela and why the international community must act. csis.org

FRIDAY | JULY 21

8:30 a.m. 1030 15th St. NW. Venezuela on the edge and the time for new international action.
atlanticcouncil.org

9:30 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Examining the geopolitical impact of the 4th Estate. csis.org

MONDAY | JULY 24

2 p.m. 1152 15th St. NW. Release of the report Higher, Heavier, Farther, and Now Undetectable?
Bombers: Long-Range Force Projection in the 21st Century with Jerry Hendrix. cnas.org

TUESDAY | JULY 25

10 a.m. Rayburn 2172. Authorization for the Use of Military Force and current terrorist threats with
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former Attorney General Michael Mukasey. foreignaffairs.house.gov

10 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Future of vertical lift and forging a new paradigm with David
Dowling of Northrop Grumman; Keith Flail with Bell Helicopter; Richard Koucheravy with Sikorsky; Dave
Schreck of Rockwell Collins Government Systems; H. Eric "Delta" Burke of Harris Corporation; and Col.
Robert Freeland with the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and
Logistics. csis.org

12 p.m. 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE. Lessons from Rome: Civic virtue and the empire’s decline with
Hugh Liebert, associate professor at the United States Military Academy. heritage.org

2 p.m. Rayburn 2212. Evaluating DOD equipment and uniform procurement in Iraq and Afghanistan
with John Sopko, special inspector general for Afghanistan reconstruction. armedservices.house.gov

2 p.m. Rayburn 2172. Held for ransom: The families of Iran’s hostages speak out. foreignaffairs.house.
gov

2:30 p.m. Russell 222. Options and considerations for achieving a 355-ship Navy from naval analysts.
armed-services.senate.gov

WEDNESDAY | JULY 26

9 a.m. 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE. What a North Korean ballistic missile threat means for the U.S.
missile defense system with Sen. Dan Sullivan. heritage.org

2 p.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. History of U.S. alliances in the Asia-Pacific region. csis.org

4:30 p.m. 800 17th St. NW. 2017 Women In Defense HORIZONS Scholarship celebration. ndia.org

THURSDAY | JULY 27

9:30 a.m. 1152 15th St. NW. Economic levers of U.S. policy toward North Korea. cnas.org

12:30 p.m. 529 14th St. NW. Luncheon with Army Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Milley. press.org

ADVERTISEMENT

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“God knows how this ends, not me. But I do know this: this disease has never had a more worthy
opponent.”
- Sen. Lindsey Graham, close personal friend of Sen. John McCain, who has been diagnosed with an
aggressive type of brain cancer.
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President Trump’s pick to be deputy defense secretary, Boeing vice president Pat Shanahan, is set for
a final confirmation vote in the Senate today.
Washington Examiner’s Daily On Defense Newsletter View this as website

Share:
ADVERTISEMENT

  _____

A Message from Northrop Grumman:

Northrop Grumman has been the industry leader on the U.S. Air Force’s Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile system since its inception. As a trusted partner/technical integrator, we’ve mastered the
complexities of its flight, launch, and command & control systems. Our capabilities and engineering
expertise make us a clear choice to deliver the next generation ICBM system. That’s why we’re a leader
in strategic deterrence. We know the nation’s most critical systems—inside and out. Learn more.
  _____

SHANAHAN CONFIRMATION VOTE: President Trump’s pick to be deputy defense secretary, Boeing
vice president Pat Shanahan, is set for a final confirmation vote in the Senate today. The chamber
voted to end debate and move forward Monday evening after a partisan scuffle over the slow pace of
approving nominees. After a rocky trip through the Senate, Shanahan, who was passed to the floor by
the Senate Armed Services Committee on June 28, could soon be the Defense Department’s No. 2
under Defense Secretary Jim Mattis as the department attempts to shore up depleted forces and
prepare for a buildup next year. During Shanahan’s Armed Services hearing, Sen. John McCain
berated him for vague answers on arming the Ukrainians and threatened to hold up the nomination,
relenting after Shanahan filed amended answers to his written committee testimony.

MORE NOMINEES IN SENATE: Despite McCain’s medical absence due to a blood clot, his Armed
Services Committee is pushing ahead today on five Trump administration defense nominees with senior
Republican member Sen. James Inhofe holding the gavel. First up this morning, Gen. Paul Selva will
face the committee for his re-appointment to vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. McCain has
made filling Pentagon positions a top priority this month and Armed Services is slated for a rare
afternoon hearing on four nominees:
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*Matthew Donovan to be Air Force undersecretary.
*Lucian Niemeyer to be assistant secretary of defense for energy, installations and environment.
*Ellen Lord to be defense undersecretary for acquisition, technology and logistics.
*John H. Gibson II to be deputy chief management officer of the Defense Department.

FROM HERE TO 355 SHIPS: Senate Armed Services will also hold the first of two hearings this
afternoon aimed at charting a course for the Navy to reach its goal of a 355-ship fleet. Trump’s election
and promises of an historic military buildup have sparked a lot of talk about President Ronald Reagan’s
buildup in the 1980s. The committee will follow that theme with testimony from former Reagan
administration officials, including former Navy Secretary John Lehman, who advocated for a 600-ship
fleet. Next week’s hearings will include naval analysts.

Good Tuesday morning and welcome to Jamie McIntyre’s Daily on Defense, compiled by Washington
Examiner National Security Senior Writer Jamie McIntyre (@jamiejmcintyre), National Security Writer
Travis J. Tritten (@travis_tritten) and Senior Editor David Brown (@dave_brown24). Email us here for
tips, suggestions, calendar items and anything else. If a friend sent this to you and you’d like to sign up,
click here. If signing up doesn’t work, shoot us an email and we’ll add you to our list. And be sure to
follow us on Twitter @dailyondefense.

LOCKHEED EARNINGS TODAY: Lockheed Martin will announce its second quarter results today at
11. Lockheed is the prime contractor for the F-35 and the Freedom-class littoral combat ship program,
and is also in the running for the Ground-Based Strategic Deterrent, the Long-Range Standoff missile
and the T-X aircraft trainer replacement program. The rest of the big five (General Dynamics, Boeing,
Raytheon and Northrop Grumman) are releasing second quarter results next week.

ADVERTISEMENT

IRAN DEAL UPHELD, FOR NOW: The Trump Administration is holding its nose and grudgingly
certifying that Iran is in compliance with the international nuclear agreement that Trump pledged to
dismantle just last year when he was running for office, Joel Gehrke and Sarah Westwood write. The
certification by Secretary of State Rex Tillerson comes despite the finding that Iran “is unquestionably in
default of the spirit” of the 2016 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, or JCPOA, and goes against the
advice of many Republican senators who cited Iran’s recent violations and broader aggression in the
region. A declaration of non-compliance would set the stage for expedited Iran sanctions and a likely
fatal disruption of the agreement.

But the White House also took a major step away from the past administration by promising to impose
new sanctions against Iran for other questionable activities, such as its ongoing ballistic missile testing.
"We [will be] putting on new sanctions to hold Iran accountable for its misbehavior in the region on a
bunch of fronts, related to ... things like missiles, and fast boat provocations and that sort of thing; illicit
procurement networks and that sort of thing," a senior administration official told reporters.

TWO MORE NOMINEES NAMED: The White House announced yesterday that it plans to nominate
two more people for Pentagon posts. Retired Vice Adm. Joseph Kernan, a Navy SEAL who is now
senior vice president for SAP National Security Services, would be undersecretary of defense for
intelligence. Retired Marine Col. Guy Roberts, president of GBR Consulting, would be assistant defense
secretary for nuclear, chemical and biological defense programs.

DEFEATING ISIS WITHOUT PUTIN: Wisconsin Republican Rep. Mike Gallagher argues in an opinion
piece this morning in the Washington Examiner that the U.S. should resist the temptation of trying to
defeat the Islamic State “on the cheap” by partnering with Russia in Syria. Gallagher argues Russia
remains an adversary that works against U.S. interests in the Middle East, and around the world. “This
is why it was a surprise when Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said the other week that American and
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Russian objectives in Syria were ‘exactly the same,’ ” Gallagher writes. “Why haven't we learned from
the mistakes of the last administration?” Read more here.

IT WAS RUSSIA’S FAULT: Tillerson's team issued a pointed reminder on Monday that Russia bears
responsibility for the deaths of 298 civilians killed when an airliner was downed over Ukraine in 2014,
Joel Gehrke writes.

Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17 was shot down on July 17, 2014, as Ukrainian forces clashed with a
separatist movement supported by Russian special forces in the eastern part of the country. Putin has
denied responsibility for the incident, but Dutch investigators concluded that the plane was downed by a
surface-to-air missile launched from "Russian-led forces in eastern Ukraine [who] fired the surface-to-air
BUK missile — brought into sovereign Ukrainian territory from Russia — that took down flight MH17,"
State Department spokeswoman Heather Nauert said Monday.

BAGHDADI DEAD OR ALIVE, DOES IT MATTER? Amid the latest conflicting reports that Islamic State
leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi is not dead, but alive and in hiding near Raqqa, the Pentagon says it
doesn’t make much difference. “We don’t know one way or another if he’s alive or dead,” said Navy
Capt. Jeff Davis, a Pentagon spokesman. “Militarily speaking he’s already largely irrelevant because he’
s not involved in any day-to-day decision making, or command and control that we can see.” The Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights claimed last week it had “confirmed information” that Baghdadi had been
killed, but this week Syrian Kurds fighting near Raqqa said they think he’s still alive. “We certainly agree
he’s better off dead than alive,” Davis said.

THE FIGHT FOR RAQQA: While the U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces are making steady
progress against the ISIS fighters in Raqqa, the attackers are taking heavy casualties as they advance
into the old city section of the Islamic State’s self-declared capital. “We knew going in that Raqqa was
going to be very hard,” Davis said, noting that ISIS has had more than two years to prepare for the
assault. And he denied that the offensive had stalled in the face of fierce resistance from ISIS. “There is
not a consistent degree of progress in any military campaign, it’s a stop and go effort by its very nature,”
Davis said.

CIVCAS PUSHBACK: The Pentagon continues to push back on the long-running dispute with outside
advocacy groups who allege the U.S. military’s system for tracking civilian casualties vastly
undercounts the number of innocents who have died as a result of coalition airstrikes in Iraq and Syria.
The latest claim comes from Airwars, an independent transparency group, which says by collating both
government and open source reporting it believes the number deaths has jumped dramatically since
Trump took office, and now has reached the point at which a dozen or more civilians die each day. At
the Pentagon, Davis disputed that, insisting the U.S. military carefully reviews every claim, and holds
itself to a very high standard.

"I would encourage all to take with a grain of salt when they see these reports, that profess to have a
knowledge of civilian casualties," Davis said. "I think there are well-meaning people and organizations
and reporters who will look at reports that they see on social media, and ascribe truth to them, without
taking the time to cross reference where we have struck."

VISAS FOR GRANDMA AND GRANDPA: The Trump administration reportedly will allow grandparents
of U.S. citizens from the six Muslim-majority countries named in Trump's travel ban to obtain visas and
enter the United States. The State Department has issued new guidance after a federal judge in Hawaii
ruled against the Trump administration late last week. The Justice Department is appealing the ruling,
but in the meantime the definition of "close family" allowed to enter the U.S. under the temporary travel
ban will include not just grandparents, but also grandchildren, brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law, aunts and
uncles, nephews and nieces, and first cousins.

MATTIS’ PENTAGON PEREGRINATIONS: Mattis has both delighted and confounded Pentagon
reporters lately by just showing up at random times in the press area and conducting short impromptu
on-the-record interactions with whatever reporters happen to be around. Asked for an explanation of
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why Mattis seemingly eschews the traditional briefing room news conference, where journalists know to
show up and the secretary’s pronouncements are on camera, the Pentagon said essentially that Mattis
is a low profile kinda guy.

“The secretary is someone who likes to communicate in small groups and not have a large public
posture,” Davis said. “He often finds himself wandering around the building, as we’ve seen, twice on
Friday as a matter of fact, and he’s always ready to come in here and say, ‘Hi.’ ” Asked if we might see
Mattis behind the lectern in the briefing room any time soon, Davis said “I have nothing to announce
right at the moment.”

THE RUNDOWN

Wall Street Journal: Unable to buy U.S. military drones, allies place orders with China

CNN: Exclusive: CNN witnesses US Navy's drone-killing laser

Washington Post: Foreign-born recruits, promised citizenship by the Pentagon, flee the country to avoid
deportation

USA Today: U.S. missile defense plans to zap North Korean threats

New York Times: South Korea proposes military talks with North at their border

Military Times: Senator wants answers on Army contracting issues

Defense News: Gulfstream mounts pro-bizjet blitz ahead of major Air Force competitions

USNI News: Cotton talks tough on Russian non-compliance to INF treaty

Stars and Stripes: US-backed Afghans reclaim key district in Helmand province from Taliban

War on the Rocks: The path to prototype warfare

UPI: Korean Aerospace offices raided in anti-corruption probe

Military Times: Pentagon: Al-Udeid Air Base still open, but U.S. prepared in case Qatar rift escalates

Calendar

TUESDAY | JULY 18

7 a.m. 2425 Wilson Blvd., Arlington Lt. Gen. James Dickinson, commanding general, Army Space and
Missile Defense Command, and Army Forces Strategic Command, provides remarks at an Association
of the U.S. Army Institute of Land Warfare Breakfast.

9 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Seventh Annual CSIS South China Sea Conference: Renewing
American leadership in the Asia-Pacific with Sen. Cory Gardner. csis.org

9:30 a.m. Dirksen G-50. Nomination of Gen. Paul Selva to be re-appointed to vice chairman of the Joint
Chiefs Of Staff. armed-services.senate.gov

10:30 a.m. 1030 15th St. NW. Central Asia and U.S. foreign policy at a great power crossroads.
atlanticcouncil.org
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2:30 p.m. Dirksen G-50. Nominations of Matthew Donovan to be Air Force undersecretary; Lucian
Niemeyer to be assistant secretary of defense for energy, installations and environment; Ellen Lord to
be defense under secretary for acquisition, technology, and logistics; and John H. Gibson II to be
deputy chief management officer of the Defense Department. armed-services.senate.gov

4 p.m. Russell 222. Options and considerations for achieving a 355-ship Navy from former Reagan
administration officials including John Lehman, former Navy secretary. armed-services.senate.gov

WEDNESDAY | JULY 19

1800 Jefferson Davis Hwy. Special topic breakfast series with Joel Szabat, executive director of the U.
S. Maritime Administration.

9 a.m. 1775 Massachusetts Ave. NW. A 21st century Truman Doctrine? U.S. foreign policy discussion
with Sen. Tim Kaine. brookings.edu

9 a.m. Hart 216. Nomination of Susan Gordon to be principal deputy director of national intelligence at
the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, and Robert P. Storch to be inspector general of the
National Security Agency. intelligence.senate.gov

12:15 p.m. 1211 Connecticut Ave. NW. South Asia’s evolving strategic doctrines. stimson.org

2 p.m. Rayburn 2200. Subcommittee markup of the Counterterrorism Screening and Assistance Act of
2017. foreignaffairs.house.gov

2:15 p.m. Rayburn 2200. Saudi Arabia’s troubling educational curriculum. foreignaffairs.house.gov

3:30 p.m. 1030 15th St. NW. Russia sanctions revisited panel discussion with retired ambassadors
Daniel Fried and Richard Morningstar. atlanticcouncil.org

4:15 p.m. Dirksen 419. The collapse of the rule of law in Venezuela and what the United States and the
international community can do to restore democracy. foreign.senate.gov

THURSDAY | JULY 20

9:30 a.m. Dirksen 419. Kay Bailey Hutchison to be the permanent U.S. representative on the NATO
council. foreign.senate.gov

10:30 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. The dangers of the looming constituent assembly in
Venezuela and why the international community must act. csis.org

FRIDAY | JULY 21

8:30 a.m. 1030 15th St. NW. Venezuela on the edge and the time for new international action.
atlanticcouncil.org

9:30 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Examining the geopolitical impact of the 4th Estate. csis.org

MONDAY | JULY 24

2 p.m. 1152 15th St. NW. Release of the report “Higher, Heavier, Farther, and Now Undetectable?
Bombers: Long-Range Force Projection in the 21st Century” with Jerry Hendrix. cnas.org

TUESDAY | JULY 25

10 a.m. 1616 Rhode Island Ave. NW. Future of vertical lift and forging a new paradigm with David
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Dowling of Northrop Grumman; Keith Flail with Bell Helicopter; Richard Koucheravy with Sikorsky; Dave
Schreck of Rockwell Collins Government Systems; H. Eric "Delta" Burke of Harris Corporation; and Col.
Robert Freeland with the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and
Logistics. csis.org

12 p.m. 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE. Lessons from Rome: Civic virtue and the empire’s decline with
Hugh Liebert, associate professor at the United States Military Academy. heritage.org

2:30 p.m. Russell 222. Options and considerations for achieving a 355-ship Navy from naval analysts.
armed-services.senate.gov

ADVERTISEMENT

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“The secretary is someone who likes to communicate in small groups and not have a large public
posture. He often finds himself wandering around the building.”
- Pentagon spokesman Navy Capt. Jeff Davis, on Defense Secretary Jim Mattis’ penchant for holding
impromptu off-camera engagements with small groups of Pentagon reporters.

Access the Daily on Defense archives here
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From:                 CNN's Reliable Sources
                         <reliablesources@turner.com> on behalf of CNN's Reliable
                         Sources <reliablesources@turner.com>
                         <reliablesources@turner.com>
To:                     lynda.wessel@iowa.gov
                         <lynda.wessel@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Trump antagonizes the press; shocking ProPublica story; Sun Valley "Javanka"
scuttlebutt; Emmy analysis; podcast with Nate Silver

By Dylan Byers and the CNNMoney Media team. View this email in your browser!
 Share
 Tweet this
Future of Media: By 2025, more than 20% of new cars will be fully or semi-autonomous, according to a
new Business Insider Intelligence report. That means that in stop-and-go traffic, drivers will be able to
"turn away from the road and make use of a car’s built-in infotainment system to look at news, select
music, or even watch streaming video."

"As drivers slowly transform into passengers," BI says, "the car will continue to emerge as a new
platform for media consumption and engagement."
And on that note, welcome to Reliable Sources, this is Dylan Byers in for Brian Stelter...

The talk of Sun Valley

So NBC's Tom Brokaw moderated a panel at the Allen & Co. conference on Thursday morning called
"America Divided" -- about, ya know, our polarized politics -- and guess who was sitting near the front,
per an attendee?

Jared Kushner and Ivanka Trump.

Kushner and Trump's presence at the annual big-wig retreat is still the talk of Sun Valley: "Every year
has its own 'new' celebs," one regular attendee tells me -- Travis Kalanick when Uber was having its
breakout moment, Brian Chesky when Airbnb was having its breakout moment, etc. "It feels the same
around Jared and Ivanka."

As we noted in yesterday's newsletter, much of the Sun Valley crowd is pretty anti-Trump. But the
couple is hardly lacking for friends. The New York Post reports that they were spotted walking into
today's session with billionaire GOP backer Ken Langone and his wife Elaine.

Meanwhile, sources at the White House remain annoyed by the absence... and the general sense that
Jared & Ivanka aren't pulling their weight.

Consolidation, consolidation, consolidation

CNBC: CEOs in Sun Valley "expect a new wave of media consolidation, with AT&T's acquisition of
Time Warner shedding a spotlight on distribution companies' need for content to differentiate their
services.... Plus there's pressure from streaming companies and cord cutting on traditional business
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models..."

But: No deals yet.

However: CBS chief Les Moonves once again expressed interest in buying CNN, if it were ever for sale:
"CNN is a very worthy news organization," he told CNBC. "It's something that could enhance CBS. But I
don't think that's on the table right now. If it came up later on, it would be something we would look at."

Strange timing on that, given this....

CBS News, BBC join forces

CBS News and BBC News have announced a new editorial and newsgathering partnership.

The deal will bolster both organizations' coverage, CBS News president David Rhodes told me. CBS
gets access to BBC's global footprint. BBC gets a new inroad into America and the biggest story on
earth: the Trump presidency.

"We couldn't pass up an opportunity like this," Rhodes told me. "When you think about the BBC's size
and how comprehensive their news report is, that's why it's great for us, that's why this one is so
exciting."

"It's hard to cover the world in a comprehensive way," he said. "You take a big story like Syria,
sometimes they're in a better place, sometimes we're in a better place. This makes everybody
stronger."

The BBC deal replaces CBS's previous partnership with Sky, which is likely to be acquired by 21st
Century Fox pending regulatory approval in the UK. The two organizations will begin sharing content
immediately, and -- good news -- the companies say there will be no layoffs at either company as a
result of the deal.

Bad news for ABC?

An emailer calls it "a massive blow" to ABC's foreign newsgathering because "ABC is so incredibly
reliant on the BBC overseas for video, editorial and logistical. ABC (and CBS) has such a tiny footprint
overseas that so often the first call on a big story is to the BBC to figure out what they're doing."

An ABC source takes issue with that: "It's very disappointing after a long and productive partnership...
[But] there are plenty of opportunities for new and innovative cooperative global newsgathering
arrangements." One of those opportunities is, of course, Sky...

Trump still antagonizing media

As if anti-media rhetoric and off-camera briefings weren't enough, the Trump White House found new
ways to antagonize journalists on Thursday, straining a relationship that already feels like it's at
breaking point:

1. Cherry-picked quotes: On Trump's request, the White House released excerpts from an off-the-
record conversation he had with journalists on his plane trip to Paris. But they didn't release all of it. And
when reporters asked that two other excerpts from the conversation be included, the White House did
not do so.

"If the president speaks to reporters off the record, and then puts parts of it on the record, we're
essentially giving him quote approval," USA Today's Gregory Korte tweeted. "Even if 99% is on-the-
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record, I'd want to hear a pretty good argument about why the 1% can't also be on the record.”

Tom Kludt wrote about the off/on-the-record issue here...

2. Denying reporters a chance to ask questions: In a break with protocol, Trump called on a non-
American journalist during his press conference with the French President. This meant only one
American journalist got to ask Trump a question.

These joint press conferences traditionally include two questions from journalists of the host nation (in
this case, France) and two questions from journalists of the visiting nation (in this case, the United
States). Jonathan Lemire, a White House reporter for the Associated Press, said it seemed like "a clear
violation of protocol for this question not to go to an American journalist." Here's my full story...

Four months without a press conference

WashPost's Erik Wemple: "Trump has gone four months without a formal solo news conference, while
dispersing thoughts about the 'fake news' media being the 'enemy' of the people; his aides have
crippled the White House press briefing by banning cameras and prohibiting real-time audio; he and his
people continue attempting to discredit the news media, yet love to cite it when the news is good..."

The Big Picture:

The Trump White House probably isn't going to wake up one day and decide it's time to be nicer to the
media, or give it more access. Perhaps the more important question is: How will this White House's
behavior affect future administrations?

Barring some surprise, the next president won't be in office til 2021 or 2025. After four/eight years of off-
camera briefings and months-long stretches without a solo press conference, is the next president
really going to feel the need to do anything differently? "Treatment of the media" is hardly at the top of
voters' list of concerns.

Alternatively, you can see a scenario in which a candidate runs in part on the promise of greater
transparency -- "Make America Accountable Again" -- or, simply, restoring an air of civility to our politics
and our media...

Maddow viewer emailed Trump's lawyer, and the lawyer responded with "threats and profanity"

Brian Stelter emails from vacation: This ProPublica story is jaw-dropping. The headline: "Trump Lawyer
Marc Kasowitz Threatens Stranger in Emails: ‘Watch Your Back, Bitch.'"

What happened? Someone watching cable news emailed Kasowitz. Justin Elliott explains: "After
hearing Rachel Maddow discuss our recent story about Kasowitz, a man emailed the attorney urging
him to resign. Kasowitz responded with threats and profanity." Read all about it here...

 -- Fun/weird fact: Kasowitz is also representing AMC in the "massive lawsuit" filed by fired "Walking
Dead" creator Frank Darabont... THR has a brand-new, remarkable piece about the suit here...

Trump's new lineman

The White House's Sebastian Gorka "has emerged as one of President Trump's favorite cable news
defenders," Axios' Jonathan Swan reports:

"In the more establishment-aligned parts of the White House, Sebastian Gorka is a figure of ridicule,
with some staff believing he's an embarrassment when he represents the administration on TV... But to
Trump's nationalist base, and the one person who matters inside the White House, he's become a rock
star in recent days. Gorka's stock has soared as President Trump has watched him on various cable
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channels fighting with the hosts and accusing them of being part of the 'fake news industrial complex.'"

For the record, part one
 -- HuffPost says it's going in search of Middle America... via a 7-week, 23-city bus tour... (Politico)

 -- CNN's mobile app is under siege from Trump supporters... (Digiday)

-- No, Billy Bush is not hosting a new show for Fox TV stations... (GossipCop)

This week's Reliable Sources podcast

Do Trump’s tweets bring out the worst in him AND the news media?

FiveThirtyEight EIC Nate Silver talked with Brian about whether the president’s media bashing gives
him “the appearance of doing something” as he faces “uphill’’ battles over health care and Russian
meddling. Silver and Stelter also discussed how Americans are in a “permanent campaign mode."
Listen via iTunes or other podcasting services... and subscribe via iTunes here...

Are the Mercers funding Milo?

New evidence obtained by BuzzFeed suggests the Mercers, the billionaire right-wing donor family, may
have funded Milo Yiannopoulos after he resigned from Breitbart News in the wake of a controversial
video.

"Leaked documents, including a promissory note and emails, as well as conversations with several
people familiar with the matter, strongly imply that the Mercers funded Yiannopoulos following his
resignation," BuzzFeed's Joseph Bernstein reports. "Together, they suggest that the financiers of the
new conservative politics aren’t simply interested in protecting their money, but in winning a brutal new
culture war waged largely online." The Mercers are also big backers of Breitbart News...

New Time cover: "Red Handed"

"This is one Time magazine cover President Trump might not want to frame," CNNMoney's Jill Disis
writes. "The cover story, written by Time editor-at-large David Von Drehle, explores what kind of
damage the email story might cause for Trump Jr. and his father's presidency."

>> Von Drehle on "CNN Tonight:" "We know that President Trump, in particular, has a thing about Time
covers." But "I don't think this one" is going to end up on the walls of his golf clubs...
...and from The Washington Post: a collection of "every Russia story Trump said was fake news or a
'witch hunt."

"Over the past year -- regardless of intelligence reports that found Russians attempting to influence the
U.S. election — Donald Trump’s rhetoric has remained consistent. He dismisses any allegation of
Russian interference in the election as a 'hoax' or 'fake news' -- often blaming the Democrats for making
it all up.... This video... explores the consistency of Trump’s rhetoric, despite the evolution of the
charges about the Kremlin’s role in the 2016 election."

"Very angry -- at the media"

Brian Stelter emails: Robert Leonard, the Iowa radio news director who appeared on last Sunday's
"Reliable Sources," sent along this message (reality check?) about solid Trump support:
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"I just thought you might want to know conservative friends here in Iowa are very angry -- at the media.
They think the Trump/Russia deal is a coup attempt by the media, and don't think there is anything to
the Russia/ Trump, Jr. emails. They don't understand why the media is trying to oust our duly elected
president. They think there is a double standard -- why isn't anyone investigating the Clinton
campaign/Russia connections? They are standing firm behind Trump..."

For the record, part two
 -- Local news staff in Denver are worried about the Sinclair/Tribune deal... (The Denver Post)

 -- Reporters need better tools for communicating with sources... (Slate)

 -- Several prominent NPR journos tweeted this on Thursday: "NPR management is in the midst of
contract negotiations with NPR journalists and morale is in the dumps." They promoted this web site
about the contract talks... ("We Make NPR")

Historic Pulitzer appointment

Via NYT "Dana Canedy, a former senior editor at The New York Times, will be the next administrator of
journalism’s most prestigious award... Ms. Canedy — who was part of a Times team that won the 2001
Pulitzer for national reporting for a series about race in America — will help steer the awards process,
working with the Pulitzer board on matters like jury selection. She is the first woman and the first African
-American to hold the position."

The entertainment desk

Here are this year's Emmy nominations

HBO dominates with 111 nominations, Netflix gets 91.... 'Saturday Night Live' and 'Westworld' net 22
nominations each.... New shows top drama
When: Sept. 17; Where: Los Angeles. On: CBS. Host: Stephen Colbert.

Here are the top takeaways from CNN Entertainment and around the web... and see the full list of
nominees here.

Brian Lowry: The Big Picture

"There was practically something for everyone: HBO maintained its perennial lead as the most-
nominated network (despite new players like Hulu yapping at its heels), Netflix crept up on its shoulder
and NBC proved broadcasters can still play in this game, thanks largely to 'This is Us' -- the first best
drama candidate on a major network since 2011 -- and 'Saturday Night Live,' which rode Donald
Trump's coattails into the cultural zeitgeist. ...

"That said, the nominations produced some noteworthy oversights, and perhaps inevitable sins of
omission. And while Emmy voters... impressively embraced the new, in places they exhibited a
continued habit of voting in part based on reputation."

Lisa Respers France: Freshman blitz

"It was all about the freshman class in the drama category: Five newbies, including 'This Is Us,'
'Westworld,' 'The Handmaid's Tale,' 'The Crown' and 'Stranger Things' will compete with 'Better Call
Saul' and 'House of Cards.'"

Where's "Game of Thrones," you ask? Not eligible due to the later start date. Season 7 premieres
Sunday -- as if you didn't already know. ... Bonus: Brian Lowry calls 'Thrones' the perfect pay-TV
warrior.
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Frank Pallotta: The anti-Trump bump

"President Trump's biggest critics in late night received television's biggest acclaim... CBS' 'The Late
Show with Stephen Colbert,' HBO's 'Last Week Tonight with John Oliver,' and TBS' 'Full Frontal with
Samantha Bee' all received nominations for Outstanding Variety Talk Series.

"'Saturday Night Live,' arguably President Trump's biggest critic in late night, earned 22 Emmy
nominations."

Bill Carter tells Frank: "It's seems pretty clear that to impress with comedy this season you had to have
a point of view about what we used to call 'current affairs' and we now call the Trump Administration."

Sandra Gonzalez: Hidden gems

"The 65-page list of nominations is a lot to digest, so I did some of the leg work. From a nomination for
Barb (Shannon Purser) from 'Stranger Things' to Snoop Dogg and Martha Stewart's big moment, here
are the hidden gems of Emmy nominations."

Bonus: Sandra talked to "Handmaid's Tale" executive producer Bruce Miller, who said he thinks the
show, which received an impressive 13 nominations, is just the start of what will be more great
television about women.

NYT's John Koblin: "Year of the actress"

Koblin writes: "This may be the year of the actress at the Emmys... Last month, when the Television
Critics Association announced the nominees for its acting categories — one for drama, one for comedy,
neither separated by gender — 11 of the 14 nominees were women....

"The limited series and TV movie best-actress category will be a showdown between four Oscar
winners from two shows: HBO’s 'Big Little Lies' (Nicole Kidman, Reese Witherspoon) and FX’s 'Feud:
Bette and Joan' (Susan Sarandon, Jessica Lange). The other nominees were Carrie Coon for FX’s
'Fargo,' her first Emmy nomination, and Felicity Huffman for 'American Crime.'"

THR's Scott Feinberg: What got snubbed

Feinberg writes: "In this era of Peak TV, when nobody can possibly see everything (or even come close
to doing so), Thursday's noms make it crystal-clear that the roughly 20,000 members of the TV
Academy are far more susceptible to buzz from PR efforts than raves from critics.

"How else can one explain the egregious snubs of FX's 'The Americans' and Amazon's 'Transparent' in
favor of two tired shows, the aforementioned 'House of Cards' and ABC's 'Modern Family,' in the drama
and comedy series categories, respectively, as well as almost across-the-board neglect of the
acclaimed final season of HBO's 'The Leftovers' and 'Insecure', FX's 'Legion' and Starz's 'American
Gods?'"

CNN nominations

More from Lisa Respers France: "We will shamelessly self-promote that CNN earned four nominations
including for W. Kamau Bell as host of "United Shades Of America" and CNN's travel series "Anthony
Bourdain Parts Unknown."

Yes, yes, we will.

What do you think?
What do you like about this newsletter? What do you dislike? Email us... we're at reliablesources@cnn.
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From:                 Google Alerts
                         <googlealerts-noreply@google.com> on behalf of Google Alerts
                         <googlealerts-noreply@google.com>
                         <googlealerts-noreply@google.com>
To:                     mark.shearer@iowa.gov
                         <mark.shearer@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Google Alert - terrorism

terrorism
As-it-happens update ⋅ July 9, 2017

NEWS
Jokowi Urges Trump To Anticipate Terrorism Outside Iraq and Syria
Tempo.co
Jokowi is convinced that the US keeps on combating against terrorism without turning hostile toward
Islam. Such an attitude, Jokowi continued, is in ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Egypt welcomes 'eradication' of terrorism, extremism in Libya's Benghazi
Ahram Online
Egypt welcomed Saturday a “purge of terrorist and extremist organisations” from Libya's Benghazi after
Libyan National Army (LNA) chief Khalifa ...
   Flag as irrelevant

TATP: explosive of choice for 'Neo JMB'
The Daily Star
The deadly explosive triacetone triperoxide or TATP, used by terrorists in Paris, Brussels and London
attacks, has of late become “Neo JMB” militants' ...
   Flag as irrelevant

Chief of Air Staff Assures Nigerians Of Continuous Fight Against Terrorism
CHANNELS TELEVISION
Niger Delta, Air Marshall, Militancy The Chief of Air Staff, Air Marshall Sadique Abubakar has called on
Nigerians not to be swayed by recent suicide ...
   Flag as irrelevant

See more results | Edit this alert
You have received this email because you have subscribed to Google Alerts.
Unsubscribe | View all your alerts
 Receive this alert as RSS feed

Send Feedback
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From:                 The Washington Post
                         <email@e.washingtonpost.com> on behalf of The Washington Post
                         <email@e.washingtonpost.com> <email@e.washingtonpost.com>
To:                     jessica.turba@iowa.gov
                         <jessica.turba@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             The Daily 202: Europe trip shows how the Trump Doctrine is situational and always in
flux

Teleprompter Trump vs. Twitter Trump | Sponsored by American Wind Action

If you're having trouble reading this, click here.

  Share on Twitter   Share on Facebook

Europe trip shows how the Trump Doctrine is situational and always in flux

Donald Trump clenches his fist yesterday in front of the Warsaw Uprising Monument on Krasinski
Square. (Saul Loeb/AFP/Getty Images)

   BY JAMES HOHMANN
with Breanne Deppisch and Joanie Greve

THE BIG IDEA: Just seven weeks ago, in Saudi Arabia, President Trump assiduously avoided using the
term “radical Islamic terrorism.” Not long ago, he vociferously attacked Barack Obama for not uttering
those very words. But pragmatists in the administration, such as National Security Adviser H.R.
McMaster, warned the commander-in-chief that this rhetoric is counterproductive.

The term made a comeback in Poland on Thursday. “We are fighting hard against radical Islamic
terrorism, and we will prevail,” Trump said in Warsaw.

Comparing the president’s two major foreign policy speeches reveals the extent to which the Trump
Doctrine is forever in flux and offers a window into the internal maneuvering to define it.

“This is not a battle between different faiths, different sects, or different civilizations,” Trump told Arab
leaders in Riyadh. “This is a battle between barbaric criminals who seek to obliterate human life and
decent people.”

In Warsaw, though, Trump referred 10 separate times to a clash of civilizations. “The fundamental
question of our time is whether the West has the will to survive,” he told a crowd that included people
who had been bused in by the ruling party to cheer for him. “Do we have the confidence in our values to
defend them at any cost? Do we have enough respect for our citizens to protect our borders? Do we
have the desire and the courage to preserve our civilization in the face of those who would subvert and
destroy it?” The president concluded by confidently declaring that “the West will never, ever be broken”:
“Our values will prevail, our people will thrive and our civilization will triumph.”
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Compare that to his message in Riyadh: “America will not seek to impose our way of life on others, but
to outstretch our hands in the spirit of cooperation and trust. … We are not here to lecture. We are not
here to tell other people how to live, what to do, who to be, or how to worship.”

Trump has often used the phrase ‘radical Islamic terrorism.’ But not in Saudi Arabia.

-- Trump has also changed his tune on NATO since the last trip. In May, he caught McMaster and
Defense Secretary Jim Mattis off guard by nixing language from a carefully prepared speech that
reaffirmed the United States commitment to mutual defense obligations under Article 5 of the NATO
charter. Ahead of the speech at the alliance’s headquarters in Brussels, senior administration officials
told reporters that Trump would deliver the lines. His decision to cut them was seen as a win for White
House Chief Strategist Stephen Bannon and senior adviser Stephen Miller.

Yesterday, the president delivered the line that these aides had wanted him to say in May: “The United
States has demonstrated not merely with words but with its actions that we stand firmly behind Article
5.”

-- Boiling it down, McMaster got what he wanted from Trump on NATO this time but not on “radical
Islamic terrorism.” And vice versa for Bannon and Miller.

This reflects the messiness of the ongoing war for the soul of Trumpism that rages on inside the
administration, pitting the nationalists against the globalists. Neither faction is likely to ever decisively
win out over the other. Trump, who puts a premium on keeping his options open, seems determined to
never let himself get defined as one or the other for very long. Just as we saw throughout his campaign,
he enjoys not just being unpredictable and improvisational but having competing power centers
underneath him. Because he lacks many core convictions, he’s ideologically flexible.

That means that proximity to power matters far more in this White House than normal ones. Fairly or
not, Trump has earned a reputation for doing whatever the last person he talks with suggests when
trying to make up his mind. That makes facetime especially valuable.

H.R. McMaster arrives in the Rose Garden last Friday to watch a joint statement by Donald Trump and
Moon Jae-in, South Korea's president. (Andrew Harrer/Bloomberg)

-- Trump’s top aides are divided on a host of big questions, including whether to consider scaling back
sanctions on Russia. Mattis and McMaster have hawkish views while Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
has seemed more open to it. Two fresh news stories reflect other battle lines:

The military’s ability to determine troop levels in Afghanistan has secretly been curtailed. The Wall
Street Journal’s Dion Nissenbaum reports: “A few days after (Trump) gave his Pentagon chief the
unilateral authority last month to send thousands of American troops to Afghanistan at his own
discretion, the White House sent classified guidance that effectively limits the number of forces. The
memo, sent by (McMaster) to a small group of administration officials, said that the president would let
(Mattis) send no more than 3,900 troops to Afghanistan without coming back to confer with the White
House. … The conflicting messages reflect divisions that have surfaced in the Trump administration as
it tries to develop a comprehensive new strategy for Afghanistan.”

Tera Dahl, deputy chief of staff at the National Security Council and a former columnist for Breitbart, is
leaving the White House. BuzzFeed’s John Hudson reports: “Dahl entered the White House with strong
ties to members of the nationalist wing … including Bannon, whose website she wrote for, and NSC
aide Sebastian Gorka, whose wife worked with Dahl at the Council on Global Security, a now-defunct
counterterrorism think tank that warned about the dangers of Islam. During her time at the White House,
Dahl became a key ally of Keith Kellogg, the NSC's chief of staff who maintains a strong
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personal relationship with the president. White House aides said tensions between Kellogg and
McMaster have created an uncomfortable working environment at the NSC … One source said (Dahl)
is likely to be nominated to a position at the US Agency for International Development.”

Trump chats with French President Emmanuel Macron before a family photo at the G-20 summit this
morning. (Carlos Barria/Reuters)

-- All of this contributes to the mixed messages that Trump sometimes sends. Consider his posture on
Russia:

In his scripted speech, which went through the traditional vetting process of the national security
apparatus, Trump was firm: “We urge Russia to cease its destabilizing activities in the Ukraine and
elsewhere and its support for hostile regimes, including Syria and Iran, and instead join the community
of responsible nations in our fight against common enemies and defense of civilization itself.”

In his unscripted press conference, however, Trump refused to endorse the assessment of the U.S.
intelligence community that Russia interfered in last year’s election. “Nobody really knows for sure,” he
insisted, noting that the same agencies also thought Iraq had weapons of mass destruction. “They were
wrong and it led to a mess,” he said.

-- When presidential pronouncements appear to be all over the place, they pack less of a punch. That’s
why everyone pays so much attention to Trump’s Twitter feed. It is the clearest window into what he
truly thinks. Ahead of his meeting with Vladimir Putin on the sidelines of the G-20 meeting in Hamburg,
the president posted a stream of tweets this morning that were clearly not written by staff:

Trumps asks ‘whether the West has the will to survive’

TWELVE TAKES ON TRUMP’S WARSAW SPEECH:

*Post columnist Eugene Robinson: “Viewing the fight against terrorism as some kind of civilizational
Armageddon is wrong. Trump seems to view himself as the West’s defender against 1.6 billion Muslims,
almost all of whom want only to live in peace. We need a capable president, not a crusader in chief.”
*The Post’s Editorial Board: “Trump wants us to defend ‘our values.’ Which ones?”
*Walter Shapiro for The Guardian: “Trump's warning about 'western civilisation' evokes holy war. About
all that was missing from Trump’s Warsaw war cry was a rousing chorus of ‘Onward Christian
Soldiers.’”
*Bloomberg’s Marc Champion: “Trump Just Redefined Western Values Around Faith, Not Democracy.”
*The Atlantic’s Peter Beinart: “When the president says being Western is the essence of America’s
identity, he’s in part defining America in opposition to some of its own people.”
*WorldViews’s Ishaan Tharoor: “Trump appealed to the blood-and-soil nationalism and Christian
triumphalism that has defined his political brand and that of the far right in Europe. … The most glaring
omission in Trump's speech — though no longer surprising — was of any discussion of democracy or
human rights.”
*The Wall Street Journal Editorial Board calls it “Trump’s defining speech”: “Six months into his first
term of office, Mr. Trump finally offered the core of what could become a governing philosophy. It is a
determined and affirmative defense of the Western tradition.”
*Politico’s Annie Karni: “Trump hands a victory to Polish nationalists. Historians and observers say the
president's decision to break with tradition by skipping a trip to Warsaw's Holocaust memorial plays into
the ruling party's message.”
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*The Associated Press’s Ken Thomas: “Trump’s Poland visit a study in breaking norms.”
*The libertarian Reason Magazine’s Matt Welch: “The president's Warsaw speech takes a paranoid
view of internal threats while downplaying the central role that international exchange has played in the
rise of the West.”
*Breitbart’s story about the speech, meanwhile, compares Trump to “another Western leader of
indomitable resolve: Winston Churchill.”
*Conservative columnist Charles Krauthammer said it was Trump’s best speech and called it
Reaganesque on Fox News.

Welcome to the Daily 202, PowerPost's morning newsletter.
Sign up to receive the newsletter.

WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING:

Russian President Vladimir Putin arrives for the opening day of the G-20 summit in Hamburg. (Lukas
Barth/European Pressphoto Agency)

-- Russia has ramped up its intelligence-gathering efforts inside the United States, according to current
and former U.S. intelligence officials, who believe Moscow feels “emboldened” by the lack of retaliation
for interfering in last year's election. CNN’s Pamela Brown, Shimon Prokupecz and Evan Perez report:
“Since the November election, US intelligence and law enforcement agencies have detected an
increase in suspected Russian intelligence officers entering the US under the guise of other business …
Russia is believed to now have nearly 150 suspected intelligence operatives in the US, these sources
said. [Officials] say the Russians are replenishing their ranks after the US in December expelled 35
Russian diplomats suspected of spying … Fueling law enforcement officials' concern is that the
Russians are targeting people in the US who can provide access to classified information ... In some
cases, Russian spies have tried to gain employment at places with sensitive information as part of their
intelligence-gathering efforts, the sources say. But that hasn't stopped the State Department from
issuing the temporary duty visas — also known as TDY — to the suspected Russian intelligence
officers.”

-- Hackers are targeting the computer networks of companies operating nuclear facilities in the United
States and other countries, according to a new joint report from the DHS and the FBI, which was given
an urgent “amber alert” classification. The New York Times’ Nicole Perlroth reports: “Among the
companies targeted was the Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation, which operates a nuclear
power plant near Burlington, Kan. … The report did not indicate whether the cyberattacks were an
attempt at espionage — such as stealing industrial secrets — or part of a plan to cause destruction.
There is no indication that hackers had been able to jump from their victims’ computers into the control
systems of the facilities, nor is it clear how many facilities had been successfully targeted. … The
hackers appeared determined to map out computers networks for future attacks ... But investigators
have not been able to analyze the malicious ‘payload’ of the hackers’ code, which would offer more
detail into what they were after. In most cases, the attacks targeted people — industrial control
engineers who have direct access to systems that, if damaged, could lead to an explosion, fire or a spill
of dangerous material.”

-- A federal judge ruled that grandparents are not exempt from the Trump administration’s amended
travel ban following the Supreme Court’s decision on the order. Matt Zapotosky reports: “U.S. District
Judge Derrick K. Watson wrote that he would not ‘usurp the prerogative of the Supreme Court,’ and if
those suing over the ban wanted relief, they should take their claims there. … Neal Katyal, a lawyer for
those challenging the ban, noted on Twitter the ruling offered no decision on the ‘merits of dispute,’ but
simply said it was the Supreme Court’s place to decide. … The matter is likely bound for higher courts.”
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Scalise readmitted to intensive care

-- House Majority Whip Steve Scalise underwent another surgery to manage an infection in his wounds,
his medical team said last night. The Louisiana Republican “remains in serious condition” one day after
being readmitted to the ICU. His doctors declined to give additional details but said Scalise “tolerated
the procedure well.” (Clarence Williams)

*A man was arrested for threatening a staffer at Sen. Jeff Flake's office in Tucson. Referencing last
month’s shooting at the Republican congressional baseball practice where Scalise was wounded, the
suspect reportedly said: “You know how liberals are going to solve the Republican problem? They are
going to get better aim. That last guy tried, but he needed better aim.” (Tucson News Now)
*A federal judge ordered a Pennsylvania man accused of bringing a military-style rifle to the Trump
International Hotel in May to undergo a psychiatric examination. (Spencer S. Hsu)
*A Connecticut man admitted to spray-painting an elementary school with anti-Trump graffiti in an
attempt to frame Democrats. Steven Marks told police that he wrote the at-times profane messages out
of “anger towards liberals and they are breaking major laws everyday and being disrespectful towards
our government.” (Hartford Courant)

Protesters gather for the Women’s March on Washington on Jan. 21. (Amanda Voisard For The
Washington Post)

GET SMART FAST:

1.A Post poll found that around one in three Washingtonians has marched in protest against Trump at
least once since January, including more than half of white residents. High-income residents are among
the most likely Trump protesters this year. (Paul Schwartzman and Emily Guskin)
2.Trump is slated to appoint Georgia Public Health Commissioner Brenda Fitzgerald as CDC director.
Fitzgerald, 70, an obstetrician-gynecologist who has led that state's public health department since
2011, will succeed Tom Frieden. “Within CDC, Fitzgerald's actions will be watched closely to discern
whether she will allow politics to overrule science," Lena H. Sun reports. “She condemned graphic
antiabortion ads aired by her GOP opponent in her first bid for elected office, saying the government
had no business dictating abortion policy.”
3.A new CDC report found the number of opioid prescriptions written by health-care providers has
dropped for the very first time since the start of the modern drug crisis, falling more than 13 percent
between 2012 and 2015. Still, researchers are expressing tempered optimism about the results, noting
that prescription rates still triple levels from the late '90s and quadruple the numbers of some European
countries. (Lenny Bernstein)
4.Hobby Lobby’s $3 million fine for smuggling Iraqi artifacts is casting a shadow over the Museum of the
Bible. Hobby Lobby President Steve Green chairs the board of the museum, which is set to open near
the Mall in November. (Julie Zauzmer and Sarah Pulliam Bailey)
5.Research by Scottish scientists indicates that Mars’s surface is covered with a “toxic cocktail” of
chemicals capable of destroying living organisms. In related news, Mike Pence pledged yesterday that
the United States would send astronauts to Mars. (The Guardian/CNN)
6.Overriding the Republican governor’s veto, Illinois lawmakers passed their first budget in two years.
The state had fallen $15 billion behind on bills and its credit rating teetered on the brink of junk status.
(Chicago Tribune)
7.Prosecutors and defense attorneys delivered closing arguments yesterday in Joe Arpaio’s trial for
contempt. The former Phoenix-area sheriff is accused of purposely flouting a court injunction on
conducting immigration-enforcement operations. A judge will now decide. (The Arizona Republic)
8.Fox Business Network host Charles Payne has been suspended due to sexual harassment
allegations. A political analyst for the network claims that she was coerced into a sexual relationship
with him. Corporate is investigating. (LA Times)
9.A New York hospital offered to admit Charlie Gard. New York Presbyterian Hospital and Columbia
University Irving Medical Center said that they could accommodate the terminally ill child if safe
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transportation methods from Britain could be secured. (Lindsey Bever and Alex Horton)
10.The Paris prosecutor’s office has opened an investigation into a Vegas trip that French President
Emmanuel Macron took as economy minister last year. The prosecutor is investigating possible
“favoritism” for the trip that Macron used to boost French tech startups. (AP)
11.A Delta Airlines flight from Seattle to Beijing was forced to turn back after a passenger attacked a
flight attendant. The passenger was subdued, and a Delta spokesperson said that there was no
indication the incident represented a national security threat. (Travis M. Andrews)
12.The family of a former NFL player accused of killing his mother blames football for making him
violent. De’von Hall’s uncle said of his increasingly erratic behavior over the years, “He turned into
something that became vicious, and that was the sport he was in. The more vicious, the more
accolades you get.” (Des Bieler)
13.Microsoft began its latest round of layoffs. The company said that thousands of jobs will be cut,
mostly in the sales department, but it declined to confirm reports that put the exact figure around 3,000
jobs. (Hayley Tsukayama)
14.QVC and Home Shopping Network have agreed to a merger. The parent firm of QVC will buy the
remaining 62 percent of HSN that it does not already own. (Sintia Radu)

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell laughs during a ribbon-cutting ceremony yesterday for Exit 30
on Interstate 65 in Bowling Green, Ky. (Austin Anthony/Daily News via AP)

HEALTH-CARE LATEST:

-- Mitch McConnell suggested that he would work with Senate Democrats to shore up ACA insurance
markets if a repeal bill does not pass. Juliet Eilperin and Amy Goldstein report: “The remarks, made at a
Rotary Club lunch in Glasgow, Ky., represent a significant shift for the veteran legislator. While he had
raised the idea last week that Republicans may have to turn to Democrats if they cannot pass their own
bill, his words mark the first time he has explicitly raised the prospect of shoring up the ACA. …
McConnell on Thursday acknowledged how difficult it is proving to craft an alternative that can satisfy
the GOP’s conservative and centrist camps … His suggestion that he and his colleagues might instead
try to bolster the insurance exchanges created under the ACA is at odds with Republican talking points
that they are beyond repair.”

-- The timetable for a possible vote on a new Senate health-care bill is getting pushed back again:
McConnell now hopes for a vote in two weeks. Politico’s Burgess Everett and Josh Dawsey report:
“There is unlikely to be a consensus new draft of the bill next week until there's tentative buy-in from the
vast majority of the 52-member caucus.”

-- The same day that McConnell opened the door to bipartisan collaboration, Ted Cruz expressed
support for “repeal, then replace.” (Everyone, including the Texas senator, knows there are not the
votes to do this.) Sean Sullivan reports: “[Cruz] said Thursday that he agrees with President Trump: If
Republican senators are unable to pass a bill to repeal and replace key parts of the Affordable Care
Act, the Senate should vote on a narrower bill to simply repeal the law and work on a replacement later
… Cruz said such a repeal should be delayed ‘either a year or two years’ to give lawmakers time to
work on a replacement … Cruz, who has advocated for a ‘clean repeal’ in the past, said he still believes
the Senate can pass some version of the sweeping bill to repeal and replace the ACA … ‘I believe we
can get to yes,” said Cruz. ‘I don’t know if we will.’”

-- In his first town hall since coming out against McConnell’s original health-care bill, Sen. Jerry Moran
(R-Kan.) clarified that he would “not necessarily” vote against the final proposal. David Weigel reports:
“Moran, the only Republican senator holding unscreened town halls on health care this week, revealed
just how much his party is struggling to pass a bill — and even how to talk about it … Moran announced
the Palco event with a full week’s notice, and Kansas’s pro-ACA groups mobilized to fill it … The result
was a polite but heated round of questions that Moran occasionally chose not to answer … He did not
describe the task facing Republicans as repeal; it was ‘repair, replace, whatever language people are
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using.’ Pressed by activists and voters, Moran said that he did not want to cut back Medicaid.”

-- Sen. Mike Lee (R-Utah) has become more adamant about the inclusion of an amendment, crafted by
Cruz, that would expand insurance options by allowing plans to skirt certain ACA requirements. Lee’s
spokesperson said: “The entire bill is unacceptable without the Consumer Freedom Option.” (Axios’
Caitlin Owens)

-- Amid the squabbling, Sen. Patrick Toomey offered a simple reason for why Republicans have
struggled so significantly to reach a consensus on health care: no one thought Trump would win. Paul
Kane has a really smart column: “‘Look, I didn’t expect Donald Trump to win. I think most of my
colleagues didn’t, so we didn’t expect to be in this situation,’ the Pennsylvania Republican said … Every
important Republican leader expected Democrat Hillary Clinton to win, and that left Republicans
confused and paralyzed about how to proceed when she didn’t. That in turn led to a rushed initial
decision, made in consultation with House Speaker Paul D. Ryan (R-Wis.) and ... McConnell during the
presidential transition, to push for a full repeal of the 2010 health law and then set up a two- to three-
year window in which Republicans would pass bills to replace it. We all know how that has gone so far.”

-- The Ohio House decided not to override Gov. John Kasich’s veto of a bill that would have frozen
expanded Medicaid enrollment. The bill, if enacted, would have paused the state’s expanded enrollment
beginning in July 2018, which Kasich estimated would cost 500,000 low-income residents their
insurance within 18 months. (The Columbus Dispatch)

-- As the GOP legislation remains in limbo, Democrats are wrestling with a more radical idea: universal
coverage. Weigel reports: “Democrats, who are largely using the week-long recess to rally opposition to
the Republicans’ deeply unpopular attempt to repeal parts of the Affordable Care Act, are now facing a
political challenge of their own: increasing pressure from their liberal base to embrace universal,
government-funded health-care coverage … Republicans have noticed — and have begun to attack.
Facing a widespread voter backlash over the House and Senate repeal bills, they’re trying to make
universal coverage a political anchor for Democrats by asking whether they can seriously defend
trillions of dollars in new taxes and spending.”

A souvenir kiosk in Moscow depicts Putin holding a baby-faced Trump. (Mladen Antonov/Getty Images)

MORE ON THE BEAR IN THE WOODS:

-- There might not be an American note-taker when Trump and Putin hold their first bilateral meeting
today on the sidelines of the G-20 summit. Axios’ Jonathan Swan says there will likely only be six
people in the room: the two leaders, Rex Tillerson, Russian foreign minister Sergey Lavrov, and
translators.

-- This means Fiona Hill, a strong Putin critic and senior National Security Council official for Russia,
would not be in the meeting. “It would be very unusual for someone in Hill’s position not to participate in
such a meeting,” Elizabeth Saunders and Joshua Tucker write on Monkey Cage. (They outline several
key items that could — or should — be touched upon during the session.)

-- Congressional Democrats demanded Trump confront Putin on the subject of Russian meddling in U.
S. elections, saying in a letter yesterday that failure to do so would be a “severe dereliction” of the
duties of the presidency. Lawmakers stressed that it is “critical that you set the agenda from the start
and make absolutely clear that Russian interference in our democracy will in no way be tolerated.
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President Putin must understand this can never happen again.” (Karoun Demirjian)

-- “Whatever the outcome of the encounter on Friday … the Kremlin is betting that Mr. Putin can stage-
manage the event so that he comes out looking like the stronger party,” the New York Times’ Neil
MacFarquhar reports. “If nothing much emerges from the meeting, analysts said, the Kremlin can
repeat the standard Russian line that Mr. Trump is weak, hamstrung by domestic politics. But if Mr.
Trump agrees to work with Mr. Putin …  he will also look weak while Mr. Putin can claim that he
reconstructed the relationship. ‘It is a win-win situation for Putin,’ said [political analyst] Andrei V.
Kolesnikov.”

-- Fred Kaplan warns on Slate that the risk in today’s meeting is that Putin has a goal and a policy, while
Trump doesn’t but seems eager to come home with something: “That’s when diplomacy can be most
risky. Risk sometimes pays off, but only if the leader taking the risk knows the dimension of the risk—
the range of possible costs and benefits—and even more, knows where he’d like the conversation and
the subsequent actions to go. Trump hasn’t thought this through.”

-- “You can regard the relationship of Putin and [Trump] as purely odd and possibly corrupt, or you can
see in it and in them a classic tale of affections strangled and at times set free,” writes Times columnist
Frank Bruni. “It’s irrepressible, international — part ‘Clueless,’ part ‘Casablanca.’ They have gone
through all the usual phases of courtship. They have plumbed all the customary emotions. At least
Trump has. To be brutally honest and risk bruising his quivering heart, this has been a lopsided affair,
unless you count Putin’s meddling in the 2016 election as the purest possible expression of ardor and
fidelity, which I suppose you can. … Now, at long last, they come face to face, and while it’s uncertain
what Trump will say, it’s clear what Trump has done: fashioned himself in the swaggering, blustering
image of his beloved. It’s ‘Grease.’ And it’s gross.”

-- The meeting will be a “testosterone-fueled face-off” between two leaders who have staked their
appeal on projecting masculinity, the Times’ Susan Chira explains. Putin — much like Trump — tapped
into a long-held Russian preoccupation with being perceived as strong, said Soviet history expert
William Taubman. “When they get drunk, Russians will often say, ‘You respect me, don’t you?’” he
added.

“Meetings between world leaders have often been seen through the lens of masculinity, [and] that holds
particularly true for encounters between Russian and American leaders,” Susan explains. Before John
F. Kennedy’s first meeting with [Nikita] Khrushchev, [he was warned]: ‘Your job, Mr. President, is to
make sure Khrushchev believes you are a man who will fight’ ... But Kennedy was rattled by their
encounter; Khrushchev dismissed him as such a weakling that he went on to miscalculate Kennedy’s
resolve in the Cuban missile crisis … Even with the long history of swagger, this Russian-American
meeting stands out. ‘It’s as old as American politics and yet it feels new in this iteration,’ said [professor
Michael Kimmel].  ‘To me, that’s the metaphor, the WWE. It’s two hyper-idealized versions of
masculinity getting into the ring.’”

Police, protesters clash at site of G-20 summit

MASKED PROTESTERS, RIOT POLICE CLASH IN HAMBURG:

-- German police in riot gear clashed Thursday with thousands of anti-capitalist protesters in Hamburg,
using water cannons and pepper spray to drive away activists who massed near the site of the G-20
summit – some of whom wore face masks and chanted “Welcome to hell.” Isaac Stanley-Becker
reports: “The skirmish followed an hour-long standoff adjacent to Hamburg’s harbor, where protesters
were attempting to move from a public square toward the downtown conference center … When police
attempted to separate a group of 'black bloc' activists from the roughly 12,000 people who had
assembled to protest inequality and economic greed, authorities met a hail of rocks and bottles. As
police rushed the group, some of the protesters fled. But a phalanx of [activists] held their ground.
Armored vehicles spewing powerful volleys of water rolled toward the protesters. Smoke bombs
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detonated in the crowd.” Authorities said they made some arrests — though they did not have a final
tally — and said 15 officers were injured in the skirmish. They expect an estimated 100,000 protesters
to converge in the city — and have deployed 20,000 officers in the largest police operation in Hamburg’
s history. In some parts of the city, a no-fly zone is in effect.

-- White House officials reportedly waited too long to book Trump’s accommodations for the summit,
which was scheduled in early 2016. BuzzFeed reports that by the time his aides began calling for
reservations, every luxury hotel in the surrounding area was booked — forcing Hamburg to open its
Senate guesthouse to the U.S. president. (If you think this story sounds familiar, you’re not wrong — in
February, Tillerson suffered a similar housing hiccup before a G-20 session with foreign ministers, and
was forced to stay in a sanitarium.)

One of Trump’s most persistent ethics critics just resigned

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST WATCH:

-- Federal ethics chief Walter Shaub Jr., an outspoken Trump critic who has frequently sparred with the
new administration, announced Thursday that he is resigning from his position as the director of the
Office of Government Ethics. Rosalind S. Helderman and Matea Gold report: “[Shaub] made no
reference to those clashes in a resignation letter ... Instead, he praised the work of federal ethics
officials, pointedly noting their commitment to ‘protecting the principle that public service is a public
trust, requiring employees to place loyalty to the Constitution, the laws, and ethical principles above
private gain.’ In an interview, Shaub said he was not leaving under pressure, adding that no one in the
White House or the administration pushed him to leave. But the ethics chief said he felt that he had
reached the limit of what he could achieve in this administration, within the current ethics framework. ‘It’
s clear that there isn’t more I could accomplish,’ he said.” Shaub's term was scheduled to end in six
months. He is slated to take a new job as senior director of ethics at the Campaign Legal Center, where
he said he hopes to find bipartisan solutions to strengthening government ethics programs at both
federal and state levels.

Education Secretary Betsy DeVos tours an elementary school in Prince William County. (Sarah L.
Voisin/The Washington Post)

TRUMP'S AGENDA:

-- Attorneys general for 19 states are filing a lawsuit against Education Secretary Betsy DeVos for
delaying an overhaul of rules to erase the debt of student borrowers who have been defrauded by
colleges. Danielle Douglas-Gabriel reports: “The complaint, filed in U.S. District Court on Thursday,
accuses the Education Department … of violating federal law by halting updates to a regulation known
as the borrower defense to repayment. The rule, which dates to the 1990s, wipes away federal loans for
students whose colleges used illegal or deceptive tactics to get them to borrow money to attend. The
Obama administration revised it last year to simplify the claims process and shift more of the cost of
discharging loans onto schools. Before the changes could take effect July 1, DeVos suspended them
last month and said she would convene a new rulemaking committee to rewrite the borrower defense
regulation … Proponents of the revised rule were livid that DeVos made a unilateral decision without
soliciting or receiving input from stakeholders or the public.”

-- “The Interior Department, intent on boosting oil and gas production on federal lands, issued an order
on Thursday designed to speed up the permitting process for drilling,” Dino Gradoni and Juliet Eilperin
report. “Zinke said the aim of his order is to untangle the bureaucratic knot so the [Bureau of Land
Management] can review permit applications within 30 days, as mandated by statute. He also ordered
oil and gas lease sales be held in each state every quarter … Still, Zinke cautioned Thursday that
working out the kinks of such a speedy approval system would take time. ‘This is not going to be done
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overnight,’ he told reporters on a call. Environmental groups criticized the move as yet another
unnecessary handout to oil and gas companies, which already have considerable access to federal
lands.”

-- “The United States and other major economies are nearing a compromise on climate change, one of
the thorniest issues facing world leaders at the G-20 summit in Germany,” Politico’s Andrew Restuccia
reports. “After days of preliminary talks, G-20 negotiators are increasingly hopeful they can settle on a
joint communique in which the United States underscores its intent to withdraw from the Paris climate
agreement while the other nations emphasize their support for the pact, according to a senior diplomat
involved in the discussions.”

-- Some sanctuary cities have “boldly asserted” that they will not comply with the DOJ’s request that
local authorities provide federal agents with information on residents’ immigration status. Maria
Sacchetti reports: “Attorney General Jeff Sessions had given 10 state and local governments until June
30 to prove that they share information with federal immigration officials — or risk losing some
Department of Justice grant money this year. Federal law bars localities from creating policies that
restrict the sharing of immigration-related information. But some local officials say the law does not
require them to collect details such as a person’s immigration status … Sessions said the department is
reviewing the jurisdictions’ letters. ‘It is not enough to assert compliance, the jurisdictions must actually
be in compliance,’ he said in the statement.”

-- The Trump administration told a federal judge that it plans to store information collected by the voter
fraud panel on White House computers monitored by one of the vice president’s staffers. Spencer S.
Hsu reports: “The executive order in May creating the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election
Integrity stated that the panel would be funded and staffed through the General Services Administration
— a federal agency subject to privacy requirements. But that arrangement has shifted, according to
[Kansas Secretary of State Kris] Kobach’s [court] filing. ‘At this time, there are no plans for the General
Services Administration to collect or store any voter registration or other elections-related data for the
Commission,’ Kobach said in response to questions from the court.”

-- ProPublica, “Election Experts See Flaws in Trump Voter Commission’s Plan to Smoke Out Fraud,” by
Jessica Huseman: “[Vice President's Pence’s] office has confirmed the White House commission on
voter fraud intends to run the state voter rolls it has requested against federal databases to check for
potential fraudulent registration. Experts say the plan is certain to produce thousands of false positives
that could distort the understanding of the potential for fraud … ‘This just demonstrates remarkable
naivety on how this voter data can be used,’ said David Becker, [of the] Center for Election Innovation &
Research. ‘There’s absolutely no way that incomplete data from some states … can be used to
determine anything.’ While [a Pence spokesman] would not say specifically which databases the rolls
would be run against, [a recent report said] the commission may seek to check the names against the
federal government’s database of non-citizens. A 2012 attempt by Florida to do that resulted in many
legitimate voters being falsely flagged because they had the same names as people in the federal
database. Gov. Rick Scott scrapped the effort and eventually apologized. Comparing names nationwide
could result in far more false positives.”

-- Politico, “CNN parent’s $85B deal at little risk from Trump,” by Steven Overly and Margaret Harding
McGill: “Trump has only limited tools for venting his often-expressed fury at CNN, even as his
administration weighs whether to approve AT&T's bid to purchase the network's parent company, Time
Warner. … Bannon has pushed the idea of blocking the merger … But ... many industry observers say
Trump's Justice Department has no obvious antitrust arguments for blocking AT&T's $85 billion deal.”

-- National security officials fear that the Trump administration is placing new restrictions on who can
access sensitive information to smoke out leakers. Politico’s Ali Watkins and Josh Dawsey report:
“Officials at various national security agencies also say they are becoming more concerned that the
administration is carefully tracking what they’re doing and who they’re talking to — then plotting to use
them as a scapegoat or accuse them of leaks. One U.S. official voiced concern over even talking to
their superiors about a benign call from a reporter. The agency this official works for had started limiting
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staff’s access to information, they said, and it would make it far easier to figure out who was talking to
people in the media. There was suspicion, the official said, that the agency was even tracking what they
printed, to keep tabs on what information they were accessing.”

-- A left-leaning nonprofit in Indiana is suing to learn details of then-President-elect Trump’s deal with
furnace and air-conditioning manufacturer Carrier. Danielle Paquette reports: “[Kerwin] Olson, director
of the Citizens Action Coalition, … filed a public records request in December for communications
between President Trump’s team and former Indiana governor Mike Pence’s office regarding Carrier …
But six months have passed, and state officials still haven't given the group any emails, letters or
minutes of their meetings. So now, Olson said, CAC is suing Pence’s successor, Indiana Gov. Eric
Holcomb (R), for what he described as an effort to keep residents in the dark.”

Sen. Claire McCaskill (D-Mo.) speaks at a recent hearing. (Alex Brandon/AP)

MIDTERM WATCH:

-- The Atlantic, “Will the 'Trump 10' Pay a Price in 2018?” by Ronald Brownstein: “Apparently, no one
has informed Bob Casey and Claire McCaskill that they should be running scared. Casey and McCaskill
are among the 10 Democratic senators facing reelection next year in states that [Trump] carried in
2016, often by commanding margins. After that performance, many in both parties assumed they would
be the Senate Democrats most vulnerable to White House pressure. [But] instead of being tugged
toward Trump, both Casey and McCaskill have been propelled toward resolute resistance of his
agenda. In that, they are the rule, not the exception, for the Trump 10. It’s also framing what could be
the pivotal question in next year’s Senate midterm elections: Will these Democrats pay a price for
consistently opposing Trump in states that voted for him only last year?”

-- Republicans are struggling to recruit good candidates. Politico’s Kevin Robillard and Burgess Everett
report: “Rep. Ann Wagner’s decision not to challenge (McCaskill) … is the latest in a string of thanks-
but-no-thanks moves from candidates Washington Republicans thought were locks to run for Senate
next year. [The] red-tinged Senate map means there are few races where Republicans believe they
need a single exceptional, heaven-and-earth-moving recruit to win in 2018 … Yet top Republican
strategists privately admit they are intensely focused on two people: Missouri Attorney General Josh
Hawley, as an alternative challenger to McCaskill whom many Republicans now insist they prefer, and
Florida Gov. Rick Scott … If those two men pass, Republicans concede their 2018 recruiting class
could quickly go from solid to disappointing.”

-- “Democratic Rep. Jacky Rosen announced today she is officially running for U.S. Senate, culminating
weeks of deliberations that — once again — began with a phone call from Nevada’s political godfather
Harry Reid.” The Nevada Independent’s Megan Messerly reports: “[Rosen] will not seek re-election to
her seat in Nevada’s 3rd Congressional District but will instead pursue a bid against Republican Sen.
Dean Heller, considered the most vulnerable Republican in the Senate … Rosen, 59, said that Reid
reached out to her at the end of May and asked her to consider running for Senate … Rosen said that
Heller was the reason she decided to run for Senate instead of seeking a second term, criticizing his
votes to repeal the Affordable Care Act, allow states to cut off funding to Planned Parenthood and
confirm Betsy DeVos as Education Secretary.”

Sen. Kamala Harris (D-Calif.) heads from her Capitol office to a lunch with other senators. (Chip
Somodevilla/Getty Images)

THE FUTURE OF THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY:

-- The New York Times, “Senator Kamala Harris’s Voice Is Amplified by Interruptions,” by Matt
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Flegenheimer: “The casting call came early — the first of many unwelcome interruptions for Kamala
Harris since November — consuming the Los Angeles nightclub where she was supposed to be
celebrating an uncomplicated Senate victory. With the polls closed in nearly every other corner of the
country, the giant TV above the dance floor left little doubt: [Trump] was almost certainly going to be
president. A vacancy — standard-bearer of the Democratic Party, or at least one of them — had come
open four to eight years ahead of schedule. And people had questions. ‘Literally everyone was
essentially turning to her and asking … ‘What does this mean? What do we do?’ [recalled her campaign
manager, Juan Rodriguez]. The sensation has perhaps grown familiar for Ms. Harris. Less than eight
months later, California’s very junior senator has emerged as the latest iteration of a bipartisan
archetype: the Great Freshman Hope, a telegenic object of daydreaming projection — justified or not —
for a party adrift and removed from executive power.”

-- Sen. Elizabeth Warren (Mass.), fresh off a trip to Afghanistan, questioned the Pentagon’s broader
strategy in the region, saying that she is “not there on a troop increase.” Ed’O’Keefe reports: Warren
“warned that the Trump administration is creating a “diplomatic vacuum” in Afghanistan by leaving key
State Department posts unfilled at a time when a ‘whole-of-government strategy’ is needed to end the
16-year-old conflict. … ‘No one on the ground believes there is a military-only solution in Afghanistan.
No one,’ she said … ‘The Trump administration needs to define what winning in Afghanistan is and how
we get to that,’ the senator added.”

-- Politico Magazine, “Andrew Cuomo Could Beat Trump … If He Can Win Over the Left First,” by David
Freedlander: “Cuomo is a big-name politician who has long seemed an extremely unlikely national
candidate — until now, when suddenly he’s seeming like a very likely one … Suddenly it seems that
Americans are willing to pull the lever for a muscular, messy, rough-edged leader shouting for the
common man, and suddenly the governor of New York is starting to show up on a lot of people’s lists …
But if he runs, he’s got one big roadblock in his way first: The energy in the Democratic Party right now
comes from a newly energized left. And the energized left, not to put too fine a point on it, hates Andrew
Cuomo.”

-- Mark Penn, who managed Hillary Clinton’s failed campaign for the 2008 Democratic nomination,
wrote a buzzy New York Times op-ed with Andrew Stein yesterday calling on Democrats to go “Back to
the Center”: “The path back to power for the Democratic Party today, as it was in the 1990s, is
unquestionably to move to the center and reject the siren calls of the left, whose policies and ideas
have weakened the party … The last few years of the Obama administration and the 2016 primary
season once again created a rush to the left. Identity politics, class warfare and big government all
made comebacks. Candidates inspired by Senator Bernie Sanders, Senator Elizabeth Warren and a
host of well-funded groups have embraced sharply leftist ideas. But the results at the voting booth have
been anything but positive.”

-- The piece inspired furious pushback from the left:

*For HuffPost, Daniel Marans wrote a piece entitled “It’s 2017. Democrats Should Really Just Stop
Taking Mark Penn’s Advice”: “Taking advice from Penn about how to win elections is a little like turning
to Phil Jackson for wisdom on how to win an NBA title. It was a decent idea in 1996, now, not so much.”
*Former Bernie Sanders campaign operative Symone Sanders said on Twitter: “There are so many
things wrong with this op-ed. First of all, the party never really left the center. That is part of the
problem.”
*Sen. Brian Schatz (D-Hawaii) quipped in a tweet: “Hey, what does Mark Penn think the Democrats
should do? Just kidding that guy is always wrong.”

-- The Fix's Philip Bump notes that the Democratic Party looks quite different now than it did in 1995,
when Bill Clinton’s embrace of the center proved successful: “The Democratic Party that nominated
Hillary Clinton is not the Democratic Party that nominated John Kerry in 2004. At that time, former
Vermont governor Howard Dean’s embrace of single-payer health care was unusual and only 40
percent of Democrats supported same-sex marriage. Those things changed.”
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A TV screen displays pictures of Kim Jong Un and Kim Jong Nam. (Ahn Young-joon/AP)

WAPO HIGHLIGHTS:

-- “The message behind the murder: North Korea’s assassination sheds light on chemical weapons
arsenal,” by Joby Warrick: “In a case with a thousand plot twists, there has been but one constant in the
murder investigation of [Kim Jong Un’s half brother], Kim Jong Nam: Nothing is ever what it seems. The
victim himself … was traveling under false papers when he died and had to be identified using DNA.
The two women accused of killing him turned out to be hired dupes, paid a few dollars to perform what
they thought was a reality-TV stunt. Stranger still was the murder weapon, liquid VX, a toxin so powerful
that a few drops rubbed onto the skin killed the victim in minutes, yet it failed to harm the two women
who applied the poison with their bare hands. [For prosecutors], some of the mysteries behind [Nam’s
death] will likely never be resolved. [But] in carrying out history’s first state-sponsored VX assassination
in a country 3,000 miles from its borders, North Korea has demonstrated a new willingness to use its
formidable arsenal of deadly toxins and poisons to kill or intimidate enemies on foreign soil.”

-- “North Korea: The Rubicon is crossed,” column by Charles Krauthammer: “Across 25 years and five
administrations, we have kicked the North Korean can down the road. We are now out of road … How
many times must we be taught that Beijing does not share our view of denuclearizing North Korea? It
prefers a divided peninsula, i.e., sustaining its client state as a guarantee against a unified Korea
(possibly nuclear) allied with the West and sitting on its border. Nukes assure regime survival. That’s
why the Kims have so single-mindedly pursued them … What are our choices? Trump has threatened
that if China doesn’t help we’ll have to go it alone. If so, the choice is binary: acquiescence or war.”

Airmen working in the Joint Space Operations Center at Vandenberg Air Force Base in California.

-- “The watchers: Airmen who surveil the Islamic State never get to look away,” by Greg Jaffe: “While
her partner stares at the video feed from an armed Air Force drone [in western Iraq], Courtney, [29], is
sitting in a chilly cubicle, where purplish-pink overhead lights, designed to make the video stand out,
give the room a feeling of perpetual dusk. It’s the start of another shift at this base outside Hampton,
Va. … For more than three years, this has been Courtney’s war — 10 hours a day, four days a week,
thousands upon thousands of hours of live video footage from Iraq and Syria. It is an existence
characterized by long stretches of boredom and grim flashes of action as she helps guide pilots’
decisions on when to shoot and watches the last seconds of another person’s life. In some instances,
the demands of urban combat … have meant taking shots even when analysts determine civilians are
present. ‘Our suicide and suicidal ideation rates were way higher than the Air Force average; they were
even higher than for those people who had deployed,’ said [one commander]. Air Force officials are just
beginning to grapple with the long-term effects of this life. [But] for now, they mostly have questions …”

SOCIAL MEDIA SPEED READ:

After Trump attacked the press during his news conference with the Polish president:

From the president of the Council on Foreign Relations:

Trump also blamed Obama for Russia's interference in last year's election:
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The White House chose to emphasize the praise Trump received in Poland:

Trump and Merkel met again:

Members of the press were treated to a surprising musical selection before Trump's speech:

A Democratic House member offered the president some "killer graphics" before his Putin meeting:

Russia refused to formally condemn North Korea's missile launch in a U.N. resolution:

Arizona Sen. Jeff Flake responded to threats made at his state office:

Sen. Marco Rubio stated his disapproval of single-payer health care:

Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker responded to a Wired story mocking his Instagram account:

From a New York Times reporter:

George W. Bush celebrated his 71st birthday:

GOOD READS FROM ELSEWHERE:

-- The New Yorker, “The U.S. Media’s Murky Coverage of Putin and Trump,” by Joshua Yaffa: “The
Russian media is under nearly omnipresent pressure from numerous entities: political operatives in the
Kremlin … media owners [who neuter coverage], and financial constraints … The result is that the
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space for independent, muckraking journalism has shrunk further. Yet, even given these many
constraints, Russia is nevertheless home to a coterie of talented and self-motivated journalists, who
produce work that is courageous and illuminating. I spoke to more than a half-dozen of them, all of
whom found themselves in some way bemused, frustrated, or disappointed in the way that the U.S.
press has covered Putin and Russia … On the whole, said [journalist] Mikhail Zygar[:] … ‘Putin seem to
look much smarter than he is, as if he operates from some master plan.’ The truth, Zygar told me, ‘is
that there is no plan—it’s chaos.’”

HOT ON THE LEFT:

“Maine’s governor suggests he lies to journalists ‘so they’ll write these stupid stories,’” from Amber
Phillips: “It looks like Maine's governor just admitted to doing something that the Russians are being
investigated for: making up news to confuse reporters. And then he took it a step further by wishing
news never existed. ‘I just love to sit in my office and make up ways so they’ll write these stupid stories
because they are just so stupid, it’s awful,’ Gov. Paul LePage (R) told local radio WGAN-AM on
Thursday … If that wasn't shocking enough, he also said this: ‘The sooner the print press goes away,
the better society will be.’”

  HOT ON THE RIGHT:

“Muslim activist Linda Sarsour’s reference to ‘jihad’ draws conservative wrath,” from Samantha
Schmidt: “A lead organizer of the Woman’s March on Washington and one of the most high-profile
Muslim activists in the country gave an impassioned speech last weekend that at first gained little
attention ... In her speech, Sarsour told a story from Islamic scripture about a man who once asked
Muhammad, the founder of Islam, ‘What is the best form of jihad, or struggle? And our beloved prophet
… said to him, 'A word of truth in front of a tyrant ruler or leader, that is the best form of jihad.'' …
Sarsour [later] said she was advocating solely for peaceful, nonviolent dissent. But conservative media
outlets accused the activist of urging Muslims to wage a holy war against the Trump administration.”

DAYBOOK:

Trump’s marquee event in Germany today, his meeting with Vladimir Putin, will take place at 3:45 p.m.
local time. The rest of his day is filled with G-20 summit events, including a meeting with the Mexican
president and a concert at Elbphilharmonie hall.

QUOTE OF THE DAY:

Visiting a coal plant yesterday in West Virginia, Energy Secretary Rick Perry offered an "alternative"
interpretation of the most basic law of economics. "Here’s a little economics lesson: supply and
demand," he said. "You put the supply out there and the demand will follow."

NEWS YOU CAN USE IF YOU LIVE IN D.C.:

-- Showers are possible in D.C. today, but they shouldn’t stick around too long. The Capital Weather
Gang forecasts: “Clouds are on the decrease, and we could see decent amounts of sun during the
afternoon as high temperatures top out in the upper 80s to lower 90s. It’s perhaps the muggiest day of
this forecast. We profusely sweat one last day (for now).”

-- After a three-hour rain delay that did not include much actual rain, the Nationals lost to the Braves 5-
2. Chelsea Janes reports: “[The Washington Nationals, Atlanta Braves, fans and assorted media]
waited through what was officially called a rain delay, a misnomer of biblical proportions for what could
best be described as an antediluvian rain delay  — one endured long before any signs of flooding, or
even heavy rain. It did drizzle for a few minutes, though.”
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-- William C. Morva was executed by the state of Virginia last night, after Gov. Terry McAuliffe denied
last-minute requests for clemency. Ann E. Marimow reports: “McAuliffe, who is personally opposed to
the death penalty, said he would not stop the execution because he is convinced Morva received a fair
trial. The governor also dismissed claims Morva was experiencing delusions at the time of the [2006
murders of a sheriff’s deputy and an unarmed hospital security guard].”

-- Peter Hermann writes on the tragic story Malachi Yisrael, who became a construction engineer after
years of convictions. Yisrael was shot and killed this week at the age of 43.

-- Maryland Gov. Larry Hogan appointed 10 new members to the state’s medical marijuana regulating
agency. Ovetta Wiggins reports: “The commission has been criticized by state lawmakers, businesses
and medical marijuana advocates for struggling to get the medical marijuana program off the ground
and for potential missteps in awarding licenses to grow the drug.”

-- “A generic-drug trade group is suing Maryland over a price-gouging law that is set to go into effect in
October,” Ovetta Wiggins reports. “Maryland is the first state to give its attorney general the power to
take legal action against drug companies that dramatically increase the price of off-patent or generic
drugs.”

-- “Two Democrats vying for their party’s nomination to challenge Rep. Barbara Comstock (R-Va.) in
2018 have raised a combined $700,000 this quarter, their campaigns said, an early indication that the
race could be among the nation’s most expensive,” Jenna Portnoy reports.

VIDEOS OF THE DAY:

Jennifer Sclafani, a linguist at Georgetown University, has studied Trump for two years and says he’s a
“unique” politician because he doesn’t speak like one:

This linguist studied the way Trump speaks for two years. Here’s what she found.

Ahead of the president's meeting with Putin, MSNBC reviewed Trump's contradictory statements about
his relationship with the Russian leader:

Even during his press conference with the Polish president yesterday, Trump still took time to beat up
on the "fake news" media:

Trump rails on CNN, MSNBC and 'fake news' in Poland

He also thanked Polish Americans for their support in last year's election:

Trump boasts support from Polish Americans

And he described the Nazi occupation as "tough":

Trump on Nazi occupation in Poland: 'That was tough'

Introducing her husband in Poland, the first lady said, “People should be able to live their lives without
fear”:
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Melania Trump: 'People should be able to live their lives without fear'

Awkward: the Polish first lady (briefly) passed over a handshake with Trump:

Polish first lady passes over Trump's handshake

And that is only the latest in a series of uncomfortable interactions between Trump and foreign leaders:

Trump's awkward greetings with foreign leaders

The Post team explains "Kate's Law," a bill seeking to more harshly punish undocumented immigrants
who reenter the country:

What is 'Kate's Law?'

Taiwan's giant panda celebrated her fourth birthday -- with a cake and everything:

Taiwan's giant panda turns 4

A Milwaukee police officer jumped into a lagoon to rescue a dog:

Milwaukee police officer jumps into lagoon to rescue dog

And, because it's Friday, The Post offers an explanation on the Rob Kardashian-Blac Chyna saga:

The Rob Kardashian-Blac Chyna saga, explained
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*North Korea carried out yet another ballistic missile test July 3 (mid-morning July 4, local time) the
South Korean defense ministry said, Reuters reported.
*The interior ministers of Germany, France and Italy met in Paris on July 2 to discuss the influx of
migrants arriving by boat from Africa, Reuters reported July 3.
*The Kurdistan Regional Government said Iran will restore the flow of water into the Little Zab river in
Kurdistan, Kurdistan24 reported July 3.
*French President Emmanuel Macron has pledged to lift a state of emergency later this year that has
been in place since the 2015 Paris terrorist attacks, The Washington Post reported July 3.
*Israeli Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman warned Hezbollah against manufacturing rockets for Iran
at installations inside Lebanon, Naharnet reported July 3.
*Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan hosted talks with Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu in
Istanbul on July 2, amid simmering hostilities along the Syrian border between Turkish troops and
Kurdish militias, Naharnet reported July 3.
*China criticized the United States for sailing close to a disputed island in the South China Sea, BBC
reported July 3.
*The Syrian military temporarily suspended combat operations in southern Syria ahead of peace talks
with rebels, AP reported June 3.
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Zoonotic spillovers
Clinical laboratory values
[3] Non-Government Organizations
Role in W African Ebola outbreak
[4] Vaccines
rVSV (delta)G-ZEBOV-GP
Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-BN-Filo

******
[1] News
21 Jun 2017 Democratic Republic of Congo: Tombura reopens border with
Congo as Ebola rates decrease
<https://radiotamazuj.org/en/news/article/tombura-reopens-border-with-congo-as-ebola-rates-
decrease>
[Tombura State has officially reopened its border with neighboring
Democratic Republic of Congo [DRC] after several weeks of closure due
to reports of [Ebola virus disease (EVD)] infections in DRC, a local
official said.

Speaking to Radio Tamazuj on [Tue 20 Jun 2017], Deputy Governor of
Tombura State, Lino Utu said the border is now open to allow free
movement of people and goods.

Utu explained that the state government decided to reopen the common
border after the situation had returned to normal in Congo. However,
he said precautionary measures, which include surveillance and
screening of people crossing into South Sudan, are still in place.]

22 Jun 2017 DR Congo: WHO confirms death of 4th patient in DR Congo
<http://www.pulse.com.gh/health/ebola-who-confirms-death-of-4th-patient-in-dr-congo-id6720175.html>
[A 4th person has died in an [Ebola virus disease (EVD)] outbreak in
the Democratic Republic of Congo, a spokesman from the World Health
Organization (WHO) said on Mon 22 May. Since the WHO declared the
outbreak on 12 May in north-eastern Bas-Uele province, 37 suspected
cases are being monitored, WHO's Eugene Kabambi said.

Of these suspected cases, 2 were confirmed in the laboratory and 3
were regarded as probable [EVD] cases, Kabambi said. Community health
agents are monitoring 400 people who may have come into contact with
those killed by the [viral disease]. "People who were in contact with
the 1st case reported on [22 April 2017] came out unscathed after the
21 days of observation," Kabambi said.

The Democratic Republic of the Congo has suffered 7 previous outbreaks
of [EVD] since the [viral disease] was discovered in the country in
1976. The last outbreak, in 2014, left 49 people dead.

West Africa was worst affected during 2014 [outbreak], with the
hemorrhagic fever claiming more than 11 000 lives, most of those in
Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone.]
[This case does not appear to represent further spread of the virus,
but rather one of the cases being monitored. - Mod.LK]

25 Jun 2017 Liberia: MOH issues alert as strange disease emerges in
Liberia
<http://www.graphic.com.gh/news/general-news/moh-issues-alert-as-strange-disease-emerges-in-
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liberia.html>
[The Ministry of Health (MOH) has directed all agencies under its
jurisdiction to increase surveillance at all health facilities
following an emergence of what it described as a "strange" disease in
Liberia.

A memo issued to all concerned agencies of the ministry said the
Ministry of the Interior had advised the MOH to increase disease
surveillance at all levels of the national health system to prevent
the spread of the strange disease.

The Interior Ministry has underscored the need to promote infection
prevention and control mechanism at health facilities as part of
preparations to prevent the spread of the unknown disease to Ghana
through the borders and the airport.

The disease, yet to be identified, according to the Ghana Immigration
Service, has claimed 11 lives in Liberia while at least 9 more people
have been infected by the disease.

"The symptoms reported by the victims mainly are headache, weakness,
diarrhea, vomiting, mental confusion, abdominal pain and fever," the
Ministry of the Interior has said. ...more]

[Such non-specific symptoms could be caused by many etiologic agents.
Any further information a ProMED reader may have is welcome. -
Mod.LK]

******
[2] Research
21 Jun 2017: Scientists locate where the most deadly 'missing viruses'
are hiding
<http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/scientists-locate-where-most-deadly-missing-viruses-are-hiding-1627284#>
[Citation. Olival K.J., Hosseini C.Z-T, et al. (21 Jun 2017). Host and
viral traits predict zoonotic spillover from mammals. Nature 2017.
doi:10.1038/nature22975

Abstract. The majority of human emerging infectious diseases are
zoonotic, with viruses that originate in wild mammals of particular
concern (for example, HIV, Ebola and SARS). Understanding patterns of
viral diversity in wildlife and determinants of successful
cross-species transmission, or spillover, are therefore key goals for
pandemic surveillance programs. However, few analytical tools exist to
identify which host species are likely to harbour the next human
virus, or which viruses can cross species boundaries. Here we conduct
a comprehensive analysis of mammalian host-virus relationships and
show that both the total number of viruses that infect a given species
and the proportion likely to be zoonotic are predictable. After
controlling for research effort, the proportion of zoonotic viruses
per species is predicted by phylogenetic relatedness to humans, host
taxonomy and human population within a species range--which may
reflect human-wildlife contact. We demonstrate that bats harbour a
significantly higher proportion of zoonotic viruses than all other
mammalian orders. We also identify the taxa and geographic regions
with the largest estimated number of 'missing viruses' and 'missing
zoonoses' and therefore of highest value for future surveillance. We
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then show that phylogenetic host breadth and other viral traits are
significant predictors of zoonotic potential, providing a novel
framework to assess if a newly discovered mammalian virus could infect
people.]
[See full article and references in the Nature publication referred to
above. - Mod.LK]

July 2017. Clinical Laboratory Values as Early Indicators of Ebola
Virus Infection in Nonhuman Primates
<https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/23/8/17-0029_article>
[Citation. Reisler R.B., Donofrio M.J., Warren T.K., et al. Clinical
Laboratory Values as Early Indicators of Ebola Virus Infection in
Nonhuman Primates. Emerg Inf Dis. 23(8)--August 2017
<https://doi.org/10.3201/eid2308.170029>

Abstract. The Ebola virus (EBOV) outbreak in West Africa during
2013-2016 demonstrated the need to improve Ebola virus disease (EVD)
diagnostics and standards of care. This retrospective study compared
laboratory values and clinical features of 3 nonhuman primate models
of lethal EVD to assess associations with improved survival time. In
addition, the study identified laboratory values useful as predictors
of survival, surrogates for EBOV viral loads, and triggers for
initiation of therapeutic interventions in these nonhuman primate
models. Furthermore, the data support that, in nonhuman primates, the
Makona strain of EBOV may be less virulent than the Kikwit strain of
EBOV. The applicability of these findings as potential diagnostic and
management tools for EVD in humans warrants further investigation.]

******
[3] Non-governmental organization
17 Jun 2017. Non-government organizations and the fight Against Ebola:
Identifying the types of aid most provided by non-Government
organizations during the 2013-2015 Ebola crisis
<https://dspace.allegheny.edu/handle/10456/42901>
[Citation. Cook B.  (17 Jun 2017). Non-government organizations and
the fight against Ebola: Identifying the types of aid most provided by
non-government organizations during the 2013-2015 Ebola crisis.
Alleghany College. <https://dspace.allegheny.edu/handle/10456/42901>

Abstract. The purpose of this project is to identify what was the most
given type of aid by non-government organizations (NGOs) was in
response to the 2013-2015 [Ebola virus disease (EVD)] outbreak in the
countries of Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea. The types of aid were
split into 20 separate categories. Data was collected on 67 NGOs who
were listed on The Center for International Disaster Information's
website. The actual data was retrieved from the websites and affiliate
sites of the NGOs being examined. The format of the data was usually
self-reported, and was in other varying formats depending on the
organizations. The data was then put into a spreadsheet on Microsoft
Excel for analysis. It was determined at the end of the study that
providing community education to communities who were at risk of
coming into contact with the virus, or who already had been affected
by the virus, was the most frequently given type of aid by NGOs.
Several other areas of aid that had large contributions of aid were
training healthcare workers and providing personal protective
equipment. Several patterns were also found within the community
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education data regarding how the community education was provided or
supplemented. It was found that many NGOs also made use of pamphlets
and radio messages to educate populations about the virus. ]

******
[4] Vaccines
19 Jun 2017: Ebola vaccine developed in Canada shows promising
results
<https://www.eurekalert.org/pub_releases/2017-06/cmaj-evd061317.php>
[A phase 1 randomized controlled trial has found an Ebola virus
disease (EVD) vaccine, developed in Canada, was well-tolerated with no
safety concerns, and high antibodies were present in participants 6
months after immunization. The study, led by Canadian researchers, is
published in CMAJ (Canadian Medical Association Journal):
Citation. ElSherif M.S., Brown C., MacKinnon-Cameron M., et al. (19
Jun 2017) Assessing the safety and immunogenicity of recombinant
vesicular stomatitis virus Ebola vaccine in healthy adults: a
randomized clinical trial. CMAJ June 19, 2017. 189(24) doi:
10.1503/cmaj.170074

Abstract.
--Background. The 2013-2016 Ebola virus [disease] outbreak in West
Africa was the most widespread in history. In response, a live
attenuated recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus (rVSV) vaccine
expressing Zaire Ebolavirus glycoprotein (rVSV?"G-ZEBOV-GP) was
evaluated in humans.

--Methods. In a phase 1, randomized, dose-ranging, observer-blind,
placebo-controlled trial, healthy adults aged 18-65 years were
randomized into 4 groups of 10 to receive one of 3 vaccine doses or
placebo. Follow-up visits spanned 180 days post-vaccination for safety
monitoring, immunogenicity testing and any rVSV virus shedding.

--Results. Forty participants were injected with rVSV-deltaG-ZEBOV-GP
vaccine (n = 30) or saline placebo (n = 10). No serious adverse events
related to the vaccine or participant withdrawals were reported.
Solicited adverse events during the 14-day follow-up period were mild
to moderate and self-limited, with the exception of injection-site
pain and headache. Viremia following vaccination was transient and no
longer detectable after study day 3, with no virus shedding in saliva
or urine. All vaccinated participants developed serum immunoglobulin G
(IgG), as measured by Ebola virus envelope glycoprotein-based
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Immunogenicity was
comparable across all dose groups, and sustained IgG titers were
detectable through to the last visit, at study day 180.
--Interpretation. In this phase 1 study, there were no safety concerns
after a single dose of rVSV-deltaG-ZEBOV-GP vaccine. IgG ELISA showed
persistent high titers at 180 days postimmunization. There was a
period of reactogenicity, but in general, the vaccine was well
tolerated. This study provides evidence of the safety and
immunogenicity of rVSV-deltaG-ZEBOV-GP vaccine and importance of its
further investigation.]

14 Mar 2017 Ebola vaccine has been shown to induce a durable immune
response 1 year after vaccination
<http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/128465_en.html?WT.mc_id=RSS-Feed?WT.rss_f=news&WT.
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rss_a=128465&WT.rss_ev=a>
[A prime-boost Ebola vaccine regime has induced a persistent antibody
response of at least one year in 100 percent of the healthy
volunteers. Partners behind the development of the vaccine include the
EU's Innovative Medicines Initiative.

Citation. Winslow R.L., Milligan I.D., Voysey M., et al. (14 Mar 2017)
Immune Responses to Novel Adenovirus Type 26 and Modified Vaccinia
Virus Ankara-Vectored Ebola Vaccines at 1 Year. JAMA.
2017;317(10):1075-1077. doi:10.1001/jama.2016.20644

Abstract. The Ebola virus vaccine strategies evaluated by the World
Health Organization in response to the 2014-2016 outbreak in West
Africa included a heterologous primary and booster vaccination
schedule of the adenovirus type 26 vector vaccine encoding Ebola virus
glycoprotein (Ad26.ZEBOV) and the modified vaccinia virus Ankara
vector vaccine, encoding glycoproteins from Ebola, Sudan, Marburg, and
Tai Forest viruses nucleoprotein (MVA-BN-Filo). This schedule has been
shown to induce immune responses that persist for 8 months after
primary immunization, with 100 percent of vaccine recipients retaining
Ebola virus glycoprotein-specific antibodies.]

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>
[compiled by: Celeste Whitlow <whitlow.celeste@gmail.com>]

[[A map of the affected area can be seen at
<https://www.independent.co.ug/ebola-in-drc/> and a
HealthMap/ProMED-mail map of the DRC at
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/194>.

Maps of the 3 countries affected by the 2014 Ebola outbreak in W.
Africa can be accessed at:
Liberia <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/54>
Guinea <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/45>
Sierra Leone <http://healthmap.org/promed/p/46>. - Mod.LK]
]

[See Also:
Ebola update (29): news, vaccine, research, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20170618.5113468
Ebola update (28): DR Congo, Uganda, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20170607.5090956
Ebola update (27): news, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170605.5083820
Ebola update (26): news, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20170529.5068444
Ebola update (25): news, research, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170524.5057906
Ebola update (24): news, research, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170521.5050743
Ebola update (23): DRC, news, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170519.5047049
Ebola update (21): Congo DR, News, Research, Vaccine
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Ebola update (20): Congo DR, news, vaccine, update
http://promedmail.org/post/20170515.5037761
Ebola update (19): Congo DR, Nigeria preparedness
http://promedmail.org/post/20170514.5035550
Ebola update (18): Congo DR, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170513.5034029
Ebola update (17): Congo DR, vaccine, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20170512.5031411
Ebola update (16): news, research, vaccines, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20170428.5000661
Ebola update (15): news, research, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170416.4974553
Ebola update (14): news, research, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170410.4959931
Ebola update (13): news, treatment, research, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20170402.4943034
Ebola update (12): news, research, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170326.4927435
Ebola update (11): news, vaccine, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20170312.4896304
Ebola update (10): news, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20170305.4881172
Ebola update (09): news, research, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20170226.4866142
Ebola update (08): news, research, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170219.4850524
Ebola update (07): research, economy
http://promedmail.org/post/20170213.4836546
Ebola update (06): research, treatment, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20170206.4819835
Ebola update (05): news, vaccine, funding, documentary films
http://promedmail.org/post/20170129.4801064
Ebola update (04): research
http://promedmail.org/post/20170123.4786222
Ebola update (03): news, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20170115.4767977
Ebola update (02): news, research, vaccine, comment
http://promedmail.org/post/20170108.4750411
Ebola update (01): News, research, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20170103.4738060
2016
----
Ebola update (72): vaccine, research, NGO, media
http://promedmail.org/post/20161226.4724859
Ebola update (71): research, economy
http://promedmail.org/post/20161218.4706276
Ebola update (70): news, research, economy, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20161211.4690740
Ebola update (69): news, NGO, research, economy, funding, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20161204.4675615
Ebola update (68): news, economy
http://promedmail.org/post/20161127.4657148
Ebola update (67): news, research, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20161120.4642402
Ebola update (66): news, research, funding, economy
http://promedmail.org/post/20161115.4629793
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Ebola update (65): news, research, commentary, economy, funding,
vaccine http://promedmail.org/post/20161106.4609611
Ebola update (64): news, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20161030.4595759
Ebola update (63): news, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20161023.4579436
Ebola update (62): news, research, treatment, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20161017.4564066
Ebola update (61): news, funding, economy
http://promedmail.org/post/20161009.4547627
Ebola update (60): news, research, economy
http://promedmail.org/post/20161002.4531285
Ebola update (59): news, research, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20160925.4514591
Ebola update (58): news, research, funding, vaccine
http://promedmail.org/post/20160918.4497393
Ebola update (57): news, research, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20160911.4481043
Ebola update (56): news, vaccine, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20160904.4465145
Ebola update (55): research, funding
http://promedmail.org/post/20160828.4446844
Ebola update (54): rapid test recall, nurse, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20160821.4431433
Ebola update (53): Guinea, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20160814.4415032
Ebola update (52): funding, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20160808.4400521
Ebola update (51): funding, research, miscellaneous
http://promedmail.org/post/20160731.4383179
Ebola update (50): Liberia, Sierra Leone, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20160724.4366266
Ebola update (49): Sierra Leone, research, history
http://promedmail.org/post/20160717.4350351
Ebola update (48): CDC, research, funding, economy
http://promedmail.org/post/20160710.4336146
Ebola update (47): Liberia, US preparedness, funding, research
http://promedmail.org/post/20160703.4323924]
.................................................lk/ec/ml
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POLIOMYELITIS UPDATE (14): SYRIA (DEIR AL ZOUR), NEW CASES,
CIRCULATING VACCINE DERIVED POLIOVIRUS, GLOBAL
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**********************************************************************************************************
A ProMED-mail post
<http://www.promedmail.org>
ProMED-mail is a program of the
International Society for Infectious Diseases
<http://www.isid.org>

In this update:
[1] Global update, Syria, new cases - GPEI/WHO
[2] VDPV impact - media report
[3] AFP private sector reporting challenges - Kuwait, media report

******
[1] Global update, Syria, new cases - GPEI
Date: Thu 29 Jun 2017
Source: Global Polio Eradication Initiative
<http://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/this-week/>

Poliovirus Weekly Update 28-Jun-2017

New wild poliovirus cases reported this week: 0
Total number of wild poliovirus cases in 2017: 6
Total number of wild poliovirus cases in 2016: 37

New cVDPV cases reported this week: 5
Total number of cVDPV cases in 2017: 26
Total number of cVDPV cases in 2016: 5

Headlines
- WHO Director-General Dr Margaret Chan retirement :  GPEI offers
sincere thanks for her ten-year leadership, which brought the world to
the threshold of being polio-free.
- Containment update:  progress towards containment of poliovirus type
2 published .
- "Coffee with Polio Experts":  a short video-chat with Dr Ousmane
Diop, Coordinator of the Global Polio Laboratory Network, on the
increasingly important role of environmental surveillance to help
track down every last poliovirus strain.
- Summary of newly-reported viruses this week:  Syria - 5 new
circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) isolated from
acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) cases.  Pakistan - 1 new wild poliovirus
type 1 (WPV1) positive environmental sample.

Afghanistan
- No new wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) cases were reported in the past
week.  The total number of WPV1 cases for 2017 remains four.  The most
recent WPV1 case had onset of paralysis on [16 Apr 2017] from Nawzad
district, Hilmand province.
- With most of Afghanistan polio-free, efforts are focused on
continuing to strengthen operations, in close coordination with
Pakistan, to address remaining low-level transmission in the common
reservoir area of the Quetta-Kandahar corridor.
-  Afghanistan is carrying out a programme review focusing on the
implementation of the National Emergency Action Plan and making
necessary adjustments for the second half of 2017.
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- Polio eradication teams from East and South East Afghanistan and
neighbouring FATA and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in Pakistan met in Kabul on
24-25 May [2017] to review the current coordination mechanisms and
agree on additional measures to further improve implementation in the
WPV common reservoirs. Core teams from the National Emergency
Operation Centres Afghanistan and Pakistan also met to discuss next
steps on further improving the vaccination strategies for high risk
mobile populations.

Pakistan
- No new wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) cases were reported in the past
week. The total number of WPV1 cases for 2017 remains two.  The most
recent case had onset of paralysis on [13 Feb 2017], from Diamir
district, Gilgit Baltistan.
- One new WPV1 positive environmental sample was reported in the past
week, from Karachi Gadap, Sindh, collected on [5 Jun 2017].
- The year 2016 saw the lowest ever annual number of polio cases in
the country but poliovirus continues to be isolated through
environmental surveillance over a significant geographical range.
Efforts are ongoing through implementation of the national emergency
action plan to address remaining gaps in coverage and surveillance, in
close coordination with neighbouring Afghanistan.
- The National Polio Management Team met on [8-9 Jun 2017] to review
implementation of the National Emergency Action Plan during the low
transmission season, and to agree on essential adjustments to the plan
for the second half of 2017.

Nigeria
- No new cases of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) were reported in the
past week.  The total number of WPV1 cases for 2016 remains 4 and no
cases have been reported in 2017.  The most recent case had onset of
paralysis on [21 Aug 2016] in Monguno Local Government Area (LGA),
Borno.
- Nigeria continues to implement emergency response to the detected
WPV1 strain and circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2)
strains affecting the country.
- The response is part of a broader regional outbreak response,
coordinated with neighbouring countries, in particular the Lake Chad
sub-region, including northern Cameroon, parts of Central African
Republic, Chad and southern Niger.
- Detection of the polio cases in Nigeria underscores the risk posed
by low-level undetected transmission and the urgent need to strengthen
subnational surveillance.

Lake Chad Basin
- The detection of wild poliovirus type 1 (WPV1) and circulating
vaccine-derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2) in Nigeria poses a risk to
the neighbouring countries of the Lake Chad basin and hence an
outbreak response plan is being implemented as part of the response to
the Nigeria outbreak.
- Emergency outbreak response efforts continue across the Lake Chad
basin, together with activities to fill subnational surveillance gaps
across the region.

Central Africa
- No new cases were reported in the past week.  The Democratic
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Republic of the Congo (DR Congo) is affected by 2 separate outbreaks
of circulating vaccine derived poliovirus type 2 (cVDPV2), in Haut
Lomami province (2 cases, with onset of paralysis on [8 Mar 2017 and
20 Feb 2017]); and in Maniema province (2 cases with onset of
paralysis on [26 Mar 2017 and 18 Apr 2017], with an additional isolate
detected in a healthy individual with sample collection on 2 May
[2017]).
- Outbreak response plans are currently being finalised, with
supplementary immunization activities using monovalent oral polio
vaccine type 2 (mOPV2) in line with internationally-agreed outbreak
response protocols.
- The 1st mOPV2 campaign is being implemented this week ([27-29 Jun
2017]) targeting more than 750 000 children under the age of 5 years
in the 2 affected provinces.
- Surveillance and immunization activities are being strengthened in
neighbouring countries.
- DR Congo is also affected by an Ebola outbreak, in Bas Uele province
in the north of the country.  Coordination among both outbreak
response teams will be necessary and teams are already working on
this.

Syrian Arab Republic
- In Syria, 5 new cases of circulating vaccine-derived poliovirus type
2 (cVDPV2) were reported in the past week, bringing the total of
cVDPV2 cases to 22.  All cases had onset of paralysis between [3 Mar
2017 and 25 May 2017].  21 of the cases are from Mayadeen district,
Deir-Al-Zour governorate, and 1 case is from Raqua district, Raqua
governorate.
- Confirmation of these latest cases is not unexpected at this time
and does not change the operational situation, as outbreak response
plans are being finalized, in line with internationally-agreed
outbreak response protocols.  Although access to Deir-Al-Zour is
compromised due to insecurity, the Governorate has been partially
reached by several vaccination campaigns against polio and other
vaccine-preventable diseases since the beginning of 2016. Most
recently, 2 campaigns have been conducted in March and April 2017
using the bivalent oral polio vaccine ([bOPV]). However, only limited
coverage was possible through these campaigns.

Officially reported wild poliovirus cases as of 20 Jun 2017
Total global cases in 2017: 6 (compared with 18 for the same period in
2016)
Total in endemic countries in 2017: 6 (compared with 18 for the same
period in 2016)
Total in non-endemic countries in 2017: 0 (compared with 0 for the
same period in 2016)
     - Afghanistan: 4 cases in 2017 (compared with 6 for the same
period in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 16-Apr-17
     - Pakistan: 2 cases in 2017 (compared with 12 for the same period
in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 13-Feb-17
     - Nigeria: 0 case in 2017 (compared with 0 for the same period in
2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 21-Aug-16
- Total global cases in 2016: 37
? Total in endemic countries: 37
? Total in non-endemic countries: 0
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Officially reported cVDPV cases as of 20 Jun 2017
Total global cases in 2017: 26 (compared with 3 for the same period in
2016)
     - Syrian Arab Republic: 22 cases in 2017 (compared with 0 for the
same period in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case:
25-May-17
     - Democratic Republic of the Congo: 4 cases in 2017 (compared
with 0 for the same period in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent
case: 18-Apr-17
     - Pakistan: 0 case in 2017 (compared with 0 for the same period
in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 17-Dec-16
     - Nigeria: 0 case in 2017 (compared with 0 f or the same period
in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent case: 28-Oct-16
     - Lao People's Democratic Republic: 0 case in 2017 (compared with
3 for the same period in 2016), onset of paralysis of most recent
case: 11-Jan-16

- Total global cases in 2016: 5
     - Total in endemic countries: 2
     - Total in non-endemic countries: 3

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[With the addition of these 5 newly confirmed cases of cVDPV
associated polio in Syria, the tally is now up to 26 total cVDPV cases
during 2017 -- 22 in Syria and 4 in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo.  All 5 of the newly confirmed cases were from Deir Al Zour
suggesting transmission is still somewhat localized in the province.
As a reminder, in the previous update (see Poliomyelitis update (13):
Syria (DY, RA), global http://promedmail.org/post/20170622.5124548)
there was mention of a total of 65 acute flaccid paralysis (SFP) cases
that had been detected in Deir al Zour since the beginning of 2017. Of
those 65, 22 had tested negative, 5 were pending final laboratory
results (?the 5 newly confirmed cases), 22 were en route to a
laboratory for analysis.  Presumably those latter 22 are still
undergoing testing, and we should expect additional cases to be
confirmed in the coming period.  Unfortunately, the affected area in
Syria is an area with civil unrest, with difficult access to provide
both outbreak focused as well as routine focused immunization
activities.

The identification of WPV1 in an environmental sample in Karachi
(Sindh province) Pakistan is also cause for concern.  Of note is that
this sample was taken from the same location as the previous week's
environmental sample that was also positive for WPV1, suggesting there
is ongoing circulation of the WPV1 in the country, and in Sindh
province specifically.

A map showing the locations of both WPV1 and cVDPV2 cases worldwide
can be found at: <http://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/>.

For a map of Syria showing provinces, see
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<http://www.emapsworld.com/images/syria-provinces-map.gif>. Deir Al
Zour is referred to as Dayr az Zawr in this map.

The HealthMap/ProMED map of Syria can be found at
<http://healthmap.org/promed/p/86>. - Mod.MPP]

******
[2] VDPV impact - media report
Date: Wed 28 Jun 2017
Source: NPR [Naational Public Radio]
<http://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2017/06/28/534403083/mutant-strains-of-polio-vaccine-now
-cause-more-paralysis-than-wild-polio>

Mutant Strains Of Polio Vaccine Now Cause More Paralysis Than Wild
Polio
--------------------------
For the 1st time, the number of children paralyzed by mutant strains
of the polio vaccine are greater than the number of children paralyzed
by polio itself.

So far in 2017, there have been only 6 cases of "wild" polio reported
anywhere in the world. By "wild," public health officials mean the
disease caused by polio virus found naturally in the environment.

By contrast, there have been 21 cases of vaccine-derived polio this
year [note in the above GPEI update, the tally is now up to 26 with
the addition of the 5 newly confirmed cases in Syria. - Mod.MPP].
These cases look remarkably similar to regular polio. But laboratory
tests show they're caused by remnants of the oral polio vaccine that
have gotten loose in the environment, mutated and regained their
ability to paralyze unvaccinated children

"It's actually an interesting conundrum. The very tool you are using
for [polio] eradication is causing the problem," says Raul Andino, a
professor of microbiology at the University of California at San
Francisco.

The oral polio vaccine used throughout most of the developing world
contains a form of the virus that has been weakened in the laboratory.
But it's still a live virus. (This is a different vaccine than the
injectable one used in the U.S. and most developed countries. The
injectable vaccine is far more expensive and does not contain live
forms of the virus.)

Andino studies how viruses mutate. In a study published in March
[2017], he and his colleagues found that the laboratory-weakened virus
used in the oral polio vaccine can very rapidly regain its strength if
it starts spreading on its own. After a child is vaccinated with live
polio virus, the virus replicates inside the child's intestine and
eventually is excreted. In places with poor sanitation, fecal matter
can enter the drinking water supply and the virus is able to start
spreading from person to person.

"We discovered there's only a few [mutations] that have to happen and
they happen rather quickly in the 1st month or 2 post-vaccination,"
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Andino says. "As the virus starts circulating in the community, it
acquires further mutations that make it basically indistinguishable
from the wild-type virus. It's polio in terms of virulence and in
terms of how the virus spreads."

In June [2017], the World Health Organization reported 15 cases of
children paralyzed in Syria by vaccine-derived forms of polio. These
cases come on top of 2 other vaccine-derived polio cases earlier this
year in Syria and 4 in the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

"In Syria, there may be more cases coming up," says Michel Zaffran,
the director of polio eradication at the World Health Organization. He
says lab work is still being done on about a dozen more cases of
paralysis to confirm whether they're polio or something else.

The cases in Syria are all in the east of the country near the border
with Iraq.

It has become fairly common each year for there to be 1 or 2 small
outbreaks of vaccine-derived polio. These outbreaks tend to happen in
conflict zones where health care systems have collapsed.

"These outbreaks are occurring only in very rare cases and only in
places where children are not immunized," says Zaffran. The regular
polio vaccine protects children from vaccine-derived strains of the
virus just as it protects them from regular polio. Vaccine-derived
outbreaks, he says, "occur where there are large pockets of
unimmunized children, pockets sufficiently large to allow for the
circulation of the virus."

WHO is staging a massive response to the Syrian outbreak. WHO plans to
work with local health officials and aid groups to vaccinate a quarter
of a million children in early July [2017]. The goal is to reach every
child younger than 5 in the area with 2 doses of 2 different types of
polio vaccine, spaced 1 to 2 weeks apart. This would be a logistical
challenge in most parts of the world, never mind in war-torn Syria.

"The access in these areas is a bit limited because of the presence of
ISIS," Zaffran says in what seems like an understatement. Eastern
Syria is home right now to Syrians who've fled from Raqqa (the ISIS
capital in Syria), other parts of the country and even Iraq. "Also
there's a risk that the fighting might actually move to this area."

Zaffran is confident that the rogue vaccine-derived virus circulating
in eastern Syria right now can be wiped out with a massive blast of
more vaccine.

"We knew that we were going to have such outbreaks. We've had them in
the past. We continue to have them now. We know how to find them, and
we know how to interrupt them. We have the tools to do that," Zaffran
says. "So it's hiccup ... a very regrettable hiccup for the poor
children that have been paralyzed, of course. But with regards to the
whole initiative, you know it's not something that is unexpected."

WHO is attempting to phase out the use of live oral polio vaccine to
eliminate the risk that the active virus in the vaccine could mutate
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into a form that can harm unvaccinated children.

But for now, the live vaccine continues to be the workhorse of the
global polio eradication campaign for a couple of reasons. 1st it's
cheap, costing only about 10 cents a dose versus USD $3 a dose for the
injectable, killed vaccine. 2nd, it can be given as drops into a
child's mouth, which makes it far easier to administer than the
inactivated or "killed" vaccine, which has to be injected. 3rd, there
simply isn't enough killed vaccine on the market to vaccinate every
child on the planet, and vaccine manufacturers don't have the capacity
to produce the quantities that would be needed if such a switch
happened immediately.

And finally, the live vaccine stops transmission of the polio virus
entirely in a community if sufficient numbers of people are
vaccinated. The killed vaccine doesn't fully block the virus from
spreading because a person who is immunized can still carry and spread
the polio virus. And this is an important difference between these 2
types of vaccines when the goal is to exterminate the polio virus.

"The fact is this [the live oral polio vaccine] is the only tool that
we have that can eradicate the disease," says Zaffran.

That eradication effort has been incredibly successful. In 1988, when
the campaign began, there were 350 000 cases of polio around the world
each year compared with the 6 so far this year [2017].

Zaffran credits the oral polio vaccine with getting the world
incredibly close to wiping out a terrible disease.

"Four regions of the world have totally eradicated the disease with
the use of the oral polio vaccine," he notes. "Of course we need to
recognize that there have been a few cases of children paralyzed
because of the vaccine virus, which is regrettable. But, you know,
from a public health perspective, the benefits far outweigh the
risk."

[Byline: Jason Beaubien]

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[In formulating vaccination policies, a risk benefit analysis is a key
process.  In the case of polio vaccination, a critical question a
country faces is "what is the risk of disease from the wild
poliovirus" vs "what is the risk of disease from the vaccine virus".
In the case of the WPV, the risk of paralysis among unvaccinated
individuals averages 1 case per every 200 infected individuals.  In
the case of the vaccine virus, the risk of paralysis among those
receiving the vaccine is approximately 1 case per every 2.7 million
doses of vaccine administered.  In the case of cVDPV there have been a
total of 865 cases reported to WHO since 2000 with more than 10
billion doses administered during the period 2005 to 2015 - hence a
very very low risk.  Wherever there is persistent circulation of the
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WPV (wild poliovirus), the risk of infection with the WPV is high,
especially if there are pockets of susceptibles for the virus to
circulate through.  In contrast, in countries where there has not been
circulation of the WPV in years, when there is the appearance of
vaccine associated disease as the only form of polio identified in the
country, that balance of risk and benefit has shifted.  That being
said, with the 2016 identification of WPV associated disease in
Nigeria, in an area that had suboptimal vaccination coverages due to
civil unrest, served as a reminder that the WPV could be circulating
"under the radarscope" of the public health infrastructure, only to
surface when there is access to the area or population at risk.
Hence, the risk benefit analysis doesn't necessarily have a clearly
definable risk identification.

In response to the observation above that "It's actually an
interesting conundrum. The very tool you are using for [polio]
eradication is causing the problem," countries that have been
polio-free were migrating to the use of the inactivated poliovirus
vaccine (IPV) through the years, and the end game strategy for polio
eradication includes the complete shift to IPV worldwide.  As type 2
VDPV is the most labile virus, with 723 out of 865 (83.6 percent)
cVDPV polio cases associated with type 2 cVDPV, as of April 2016, the
trivalent oral poliovirus vaccine was replaced with a bivalent
poliovirus vaccine, omitting the type 2 vaccine virus, with the intent
 being to eliminate OPV2 virus from the environment.  Unfortunately
the virus was already circulating in Syria pre-dating this vaccine
switch. (see
<http://polioeradication.org/polio-today/polio-now/this-week/circulating-vaccine-derived-poliovirus/>
for tables showing the cVDPV isolates since 2000 and
<http://www.who.int/immunization/diseases/poliomyelitis/endgame_objective2/en/>
for a description of the endgame strategy.

The advantages of the OPV include the ease in administration (drops
are administered into the mouth), thereby permitting less technical
training than needed to administer an injection, the observation that
a recently vaccinated individual excretes the vaccine virus into the
environment and thereby "vaccinates" others in the process (the
conundrum), and produces local immunity in the intestines blocking
continuation of circulation of WPV if the individual is exposed to it.
 This latter advantage was seen in Israel in 2013.  Israel had been
using exclusively IPV since 2005.  In 2013, there were multiple
isolates of WPV1 from environmental samples tested moving
chronologically from the south of the country to the north.  While the
WPV was identified from weekly samples, during a 5-6 month period in
2013, there were no cases of paralytic poliomyelitis identified in the
country in general and in the geographic areas surrounding were the
positive environmental samples were taken from.  Hence, while the
vaccine protected the vaccinated individuals (Israel had reported a 94
percent vaccination coverage at that time), it did not completely
interrupt transmission of the WPV. (see prior ProMED-mail posts listed
below).

We are not far away from the switch in use of the trivalent OPV
(containing vaccine viruses type 1, 2 and 3), to the elimination of
the type 2 vaccine virus from the vaccine administered in the majority
of countries around the world... the switchover date was in April
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2016, a bit more than a year ago.  As there are other geographic areas
with suboptimal vaccination coverages, it would not be too much of a
surprise to identify other (hopefully small) foci with cVDPV
associated polio cases in the coming period. - Mod.MPP]

******
[3] AFP private sector reporting challenges - Kuwait
Date: Wed 28 Jun 2017
Source:  Arab Times - Kuwait
<http://www.arabtimesonline.com/news/ministry-blames-private-health-sector-failure-report-detection-
cases-acute-flaccid-paralysis/>

Ministry blames private health sector of failure to report detection
of cases - 'Acute flaccid paralysis'
--------------------
Ministry of Health has blamed private health sector for failure to
report detection of cases of acute flaccid paralysis to the Department
of Public Health on time, reports Al-Jarida daily quoting a health
source.

According to the report released by the Department of Public Health at
the Ministry of Health, the situation coincides with a warning from
the World Health Organization against resurface of polio in Syria and
newly detected cases of polio in Der Al-Zour, Syria through the same
stock of oral vaccine. It blames private health sector for defying the
ministerial decision that ordered prompt report of acute flaccid
paralysis detected. It indicated failure to report the cases has
negative implication on integrity and position of Kuwait by continuing
to declare to the World Health Organization that the country is free
from polio.

It recommended the ministry should contact the private health sector
to urge them give precise information about cases detected to enable
the ministry record it appropriately. This is one of the standard
conditions and procedures required to declare the country polio free,
it stated.

--
Communicated by:
ProMED-mail
<promed@promedmail.org>

[This last article was included as a reminder of both concerns of
countries near to Syria as well as a reminder of the challenges the
public health infrastructure in receiving timely reports from the
private sector.  An unfortunate but common situation experienced by
many countries. - Mod.MPP

]

[See Also:
Poliomyelitis update (13): Syria (DY, RA), global
http://promedmail.org/post/20170622.5124548
Poliomyelitis update (12): Syria (DY, RA), susp. cases
http://promedmail.org/post/20170621.5122019
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Poliomyelitis update (11): Afghanistan, WPV, global update
http://promedmail.org/post/20170615.5108445
Poliomyelitis update (10): Syria (DY), Congo DR, cVDPV, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20170613.5103235
Poliomyelitis update (09): Syria (DY), conf. cVDPV
http://promedmail.org/post/20170608.5093275
Poliomyelitis update (08): global (Congo DR cVDPV)
http://promedmail.org/post/20170526.5064449
Poliomyelitis update (07): Mozambique, Congo DR, VDPV, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170525.5060299
Poliomyelitis update (06): Syria (DY), cVDPV susp
http://promedmail.org/post/20170512.5032401
Poliomyelitis update (05): Syria (DY) susp, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170506.5015784
Poliomyelitis update (04): fractional IPV
http://promedmail.org/post/20170430.5003843
Poliomyelitis update (03): Pakistan (GB, IS, PB), environmental
samples, global http://promedmail.org/post/20170316.4905775
Poliomyelitis update (02): Pakistan (GB) WPV1
http://promedmail.org/post/20170314.4901037
Poliomyelitis (01): Pakistan (GB), global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20170314.4898724
2016
----
Poliomyelitis update (21): IPV shortage, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20161231.4733243
Poliomyelitis update (01): India, VDPV, wild type-free
http://promedmail.org/post/20160115.3939297
2014
----
Poliomyelitis - update (03): Lebanon ex Syria, susp, global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20140312.2328674
2013
----
Poliomyelitis update (28): Syria, global, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20131128.2078961
Poliomyelitis update (26): Syria, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20131115.2050618
Poliomyelitis update (25): Syria (DZ) conf, WHO
http://promedmail.org/post/20131030.2027954
Poliomyelitis update (24): Syria susp, Cameroon, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20131024.2019404
Poliomyelitis update (23): Syria susp., global, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20131020.2010654
Poliomyelitis update (19): Somalia, Israel, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20130817.1884992
Poliomyelitis update (18): Israel
http://promedmail.org/post/20130807.1869032
Poliomyelitis update (16): Israel, Somalia, Global
http://promedmail.org/post/20130801.1854632
Poliomyelitis update (14): Israel, environmental samples, global
http://promedmail.org/post/20130715.1826123
Poliomyelitis update (12): Kenya, Somalia, RFI, Israel environ.
samples http://promedmail.org/post/20130614.1772461
Poliomyelitis update (10): Israel, positive environmental samples, MOH
http://promedmail.org/post/20130605.1756289
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Poliomyelitis update (09): Israel, positive environmental samples, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20130604.1754766
Poliomyelitis update (08): Israel, environmental isolates, WHO, RFI
http://promedmail.org/post/20130603.1753099]
.................................................mpp/ml

------------------------------

*##########################################################*
************************************************************
ProMED-mail makes every effort to  verify  the reports  that
are  posted,  but  the  accuracy  and  completeness  of  the
information,   and  of  any  statements  or  opinions  based
thereon, are not guaranteed. The reader assumes all risks in
using information posted or archived by  ProMED-mail.   ISID
and  its  associated  service  providers  shall not be  held
responsible for errors or omissions or  held liable for  any
damages incurred as a result of use or reliance upon  posted
or archived material.
************************************************************
Donate to ProMED-mail. Details available at:
<http://www.isid.org/donate/>
************************************************************
Visit ProMED-mail's web site at <http://www.promedmail.org>.
Send all items for posting to: promed@promedmail.org (NOT to
an individual moderator).  If you do not give your full name
name and affiliation,  it may not be posted.  You may unsub-
scribe at  <http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php>.
For  assistance  from   a   human   being, send mail to:
<postmaster@promedmail.org>.
############################################################
############################################################

List-Unsubscribe: http://ww4.isid.org/promedmail/subscribe.php

End of ProMED Digest, Vol 60, Issue 103
***************************************
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From:                 The Washington Post
                         <email@e.washingtonpost.com> on behalf of The Washington Post
                         <email@e.washingtonpost.com> <email@e.washingtonpost.com>
To:                     jessica.turba@iowa.gov
                         <jessica.turba@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             The Daily 202: Thwarted in Washington, the Koch network racks up conservative
victories in the states

Reducing union power, promoting private education, changing sentencing laws – often under the radar

If you're having trouble reading this, click here.

  Share on Twitter   Share on Facebook

Thwarted in Washington, the Koch network racks up conservative victories in the states

Charles Koch speaks during an interview on the sidelines of the 2015 Koch network seminar. (Patrick T.
Fallon For The Washington Post)

   BY JAMES HOHMANN
with Breanne Deppisch and Joanie Greve

THE BIG IDEA:

COLORADO SPRINGS—The wealthy donors who finance the Koch network are frustrated that national
Republicans are not doing more to capitalize on having unified control of the federal government. But at
their summer seminar here in the Rocky Mountains, which wrapped up last night, many were ecstatic—
even giddy—about significant conservative gains that have been made this year in state capitals across
the country.

Republicans now control the governorship and legislature in 25 states, compared to only six states for
Democrats. Last November, the GOP seized all the levers of lawmaking in four new states – Iowa,
Kentucky, Missouri and New Hampshire – making it much easier to pass far-reaching legislation.

The network, led by the billionaire brothers Charles and David Koch, has spent hundreds of millions of
dollars on low-profile races and building out grassroots operations in 36 states over the past decade.

In 2017 alone, several of these states have reduced union power, scaled back regulations, cut taxes,
blocked Medicaid expansion, promoted alternatives to public education, loosened criminal sentencing
laws and eased requirements to get occupational licenses.

Because President Trump is such an all-consuming story, most of these moves received scant national
attention. But the 400 donors who descended on the Broadmoor resort over the past few days have
been paying close attention and are keenly interested in the outcome of these state-level fights.

Date:                 Tue Jun 27 2017 06:43:22 CDT
Attachments:

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5057
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“Even in the past six months we’ve seen a lot of success: We have two new right-to-work states, school
choice wins in five states, and a dozen states have reduced spending or taxes,” Roger Pattison, director
of member relations for the Koch network, said at a dinner on Saturday night. “I could go on and on.”

“We’re coming off the most successful legislative session that this network has ever had, and it’s a
result of your investments,” added Luke Hilgemann, chief executive of Americans for Prosperity, which
is part of the constellation of Koch-funded groups.

Gov. Matt Bevin (R-Ky.) signs Senate Bill 11, also known as the Leeper Act, at the Paducah Area
Chamber of Commerce earlier this month. The legislation lifts the state's 33-year-old moratorium on
nuclear power plant construction. (Ryan Hermens/The Paducah Sun via AP)

The two introduced a panel with three Republican governors: Eric Greitens of Missouri, Matt Bevin of
Kentucky and Greg Abbott of Texas. Each outlined sweeping changes that have been possible in their
states because of unified GOP control and urged donors to keep the spigots open.

“You have to invest in governors because we’re getting things done,” said Greitens, who took office in
January after eight years of a Democratic governor.

Bevin pointed out that Sen. Cory Gardner (R-Colo.), the chairman of the National Republican Senatorial
Committee, was sitting in the audience. “It’s probably frustrating to him to bang his head against the
wall, as it is for others, but the inability to get certain things done … at the national level ultimately
requires that we have things happening from the bottom up,” the governor told the crowd. “Your
investment at this level … can make a powerful, powerful difference. … This network’s ability to put
boots on the ground is transformative for states like Kentucky.”

Making the case that recent GOP grains are fragile, Abbott noted that Texas is one of just four states in
which Hillary Clinton in 2016 outperformed Barack Obama in 2012. He expressed concern that Clinton
carried Harris County, which includes Houston and some of its surrounding suburbs, even though he
had won it in 2014. If Democrats win the Lone Star State, he said, they will have a long-term lock on the
White House. “A lot of people really take Texas for granted,” said Abbott, who is up for reelection next
year.

Koch network officials reiterated plans to spend between $300 million to $400 million on policy and
politics in the 2018 cycle and said it will probably be in the higher end of that range. A lot of that will go
toward state efforts.

Since most state legislatures are part-time and have now adjourned for the year, the network is already
sketching out ambitious plans to hit the ground running in early 2018.

Tim Phillips, the president of AFP, noted that more progress has been made to limit the power of
organized labor, which he describes as “worker freedom,” “in the last five years than in the previous five
decades.” Bevin and Greitens have both signed right-to-work laws this year, which ban labor unions
from collecting mandatory dues from employees they represent in collective bargaining. Six states have
now enacted such legislation since 2012, including longtime union strongholds like Wisconsin and
Michigan. “Did you think that would have been possible five years ago?” Phillips said.

Phillips revealed at a strategy session that the network’s next targets include Ohio, Minnesota and New
Hampshire. “I know Washington tends to suck most of the oxygen out of the room … but the untold
story is the dramatic policy advancements … at the state level,” he said. “At the state level, we’re
seeing a once-in-a-generation renaissance.”
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Gov. Doug Ducey (R-Ariz.) addresses the crowd after being inaugurated in Phoenix in 2015. (Ross D.
Franklin/AP)

Doug Ducey, the former chief executive of Cold Stone Creamery, was a member of the Koch network
before he got elected governor of Arizona in 2014. He still attends the seminars. Yesterday he said that
a panel during the January conclave in California helped inspire his education agenda for the most
recent session. He brought one of the speakers he had heard to Phoenix to meet with state legislators
and business leaders. He just signed a bill that makes every school-aged child in his state eligible for an
Educational Savings Account, which gives parents flexibility to spend public money on expenses like
private school tuition or tutors. Ducey said “healthy competition” from charter schools and other
alternatives is making public education better. “I needed the power of the network,” he told donors.

Stacy Hock, a philanthropist in Austin and a major donor to the Koch network, helped launch a group
last year called Texans for Education Opportunity that is pursuing similar objectives. Abbott, the Texas
governor, has called a special session to focus on education, and her group is gearing up. Hock urged
other Koch donors to reach out to her if they want to create similar advocacy operations in their home
states.

“The value of this network cannot be overstated,” she said during a panel on Monday. “Individuals trying
to affect policy change at the state level is daunting, but the ability to stand on the shoulders of the giant
that is this network to make yourself more impactful and strategic changes the game. It might have
taken decades to build such a sophisticated operation, but we had a tremendous impact in just our first
session of operation. … Education policy is a dogfight. The entrenched interests are deeply embedded
and very protective of their castle.”

Mark Holden, general counsel of Koch Industries, works in his office in Wichita, Kansas, in 2015. He is
the point man for criminal justice reform efforts by the Koch network. (Nikki Kahn/The Washington Post)

Finally, the network is pressing states to overhaul their criminal justice systems. Koch groups worked
with the Obama administration and a broad coalition last year on a major federal bill to reduce
mandatory minimum sentences, among other changes. Jeff Sessions, as a senator from Alabama, was
one of the strongest opponents of that effort. Now the attorney general, he recently issued strict new
charging guidelines, including for drug crimes. With the pathway to change blocked off for now in
Washington, the network is redoubling its efforts in state capitols.

During this legislative session, Koch World was closely involved with law-and-order discussions in
Louisiana, Michigan, Kentucky, Arizona, Iowa, Illinois, Pennsylvania and Ohio. Next year officials hope
to work in several other states, including Missouri and Florida.

“The states are leading the way … That’s where 90 percent of the action is,” said Mark Holden, the
general counsel of Koch Industries and chairman of Freedom Partners, a funding arm of the network, in
an interview. “Whether the states know it or not, whether the federal government knows it or not, we’re
going back to what federalism is all about. The best way to solve an issue is to be proximate to it.”

Welcome to the Daily 202, PowerPost's morning newsletter.
Sign up to receive the newsletter.

WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING:

What's in the CBO report on the Senate health-care plan

-- The Congressional Budget Office score of the Senate health-care bill that was published last night
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and estimated the legislation would leave an additional 22 million Americans without insurance by the
end of the coming decade, has threatened the bill’s likelihood of passage. Amy Goldstein and Kelsey
Snell report: “By late Monday, several senators and aides appeared nervous and unsure about the path
forward. They hedged on the timing of that procedural vote and suggested the workweek could stretch
beyond Friday. … Sens. Susan Collins (Maine), Rand Paul (Ky.) and Ron Johnson (Wis.) signaled that
they would vote against starting debate Tuesday on the bill in its current form. A fourth senator, Dean
Heller (R-Nev.), had expressed his opposition last week.”

Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) arrives at the Capitol. (Andrew Harnik/AP)

-- Mitch McConnell continues to offer amendments to the bill in an attempt to appease reluctant
Republicans and get the legislation over the finish line. Juliet Eilperin and Sean Sullivan report on the
horse-trading: “Senate leaders worked Monday to modify their plan to overhaul the Affordable Care Act,
adding a provision that would penalize consumers for not keeping their plans, by imposing a six-month
waiting provision before they could re-enroll. The change, intended to satisfy insurers and minimize the
number of Americans who may drop their plans if the bill becomes law, received measured praise from
some industry officials but sharp criticism from patient advocates...

"Other measures, which were part of the original bill but are now facing intense scrutiny, have also
raised questions … One provision that spells out how the Medicaid program could be converted to a
block grant, for example, would allow states to spend any leftover money on an item ‘that is not related
to health care,’ as long as they meet ‘quality standards’ set by the Department of Health and Human
Services. … Separately, the leaders included language that aims to mollify Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-
Alaska), who has questioned the bill’s impact on people in her state who gained insurance under the
ACA’s expansion of Medicaid. … The bill calls for a transfer of Medicaid funds from states that provide
more-generous benefits, such as New York and California, to those that do not. But it says the
requirement to transfer funds ‘shall not apply to any state that has a population density of less than 15
individuals per square mile.’ That would affect just five states: Alaska, Montana, North Dakota, South
Dakota and Wyoming.” (To track the bill’s prospects, The Fix has an up-to-date whip count of
Republicans who have stated opposition or hesitation.)

Syrian President Bashar al-Assad attends a meeting in Damascus. (EPA)

-- The White House said it has found potential evidence that Syria’s government is preparing for
another chemical attack, publicly warning Bashar al-Assad that his regime will pay a “heavy” price if it
employs such methods against its citizens again. Abby Phillip and Dan Lamothe report: In a statement
last night, Sean Spicer said the United States has identified potential preparations for another attack
that would result in the “murder of civilians, including innocent children.” Spicer said the regime’s
activities are “similar” to preparations made before chemical attack in April, which prompted the United
States to launch airstrikes against Syrian forces.

“The U.S. military maintains a variety of weapons in the region that could be used in the event of
another strike, including manned and unmanned aircraft in several Middle Eastern countries,” our
colleagues write. “But the most likely scenario is probably a strike using naval assets, which can be
launched with fewer diplomatic issues than using bases in allied countries such as Turkey or the
[UAE].”

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley said the Assad regime and its allies will be
“squarely blamed” if such an attack occurred: “Any further attacks done to the people of Syria will be
blamed on Assad, but also on Russia & Iran who support him killing his own people,” she wrote in a
tweet.
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Was the Pentagon out of the loop? Five U.S. defense officials reached by BuzzFeed News last night
said they were unaware the White House was planning to release its statement: “Usually such
statements are coordinated across the national security agencies and departments before they are
released. [James Mattis] departed earlier Monday evening for a three-day trip to Germany and Belgium,
and Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman Joseph Dunford was in Afghanistan.”

U.S. soldiers train with Polish troops. (Kacper Pempel/Reuters)

-- A Defense Department memo shows that the Pentagon is considering a plan to cancel enlistment
contracts for 1,000 foreign-born recruits without legal immigration status, knowingly exposing them to
deportation. Alex Horton reports: “The undated action memo, prepared for [Mattis] describes potential
security threats of immigrants recruited in a program designed to award fast-tracked citizenship in
exchange for urgently needed medical and language skills. Officials have assigned threat level tiers to
the nearly 10,000 Military Accessions Vital to National Interest program recruits, [which was launched
by the Defense Department] in 2009. Since the program’s start, more than 10,400 troops, most of them
with service in the Army, have filled medical billets and language specialties … [identified] by the
Pentagon as vital to the success of military operations, but in short supply among U.S.-born troops. Last
year, officials heightened security screenings specifically for MAVNI recruits … [but] the overtasked
vetting process and heightened security risk led officials to recommend canceling enlistment contracts
for all 1,800 awaiting orders for basic training, and halting the program altogether.”

-- The E.U. announced a record $2.7 billion fine against Google for its search result practices. Michael
Birnbaum reports: “The European Union’s antitrust chief … [said] that the powerful company illegally
steered users toward its comparison shopping website … The fine is the largest the European Union
has ever levied against a company for abusing its dominant position, and marked the latest
confrontation over business practices between E.U. regulators and American tech giants …  And as
President Trump advocates a fierce America-first policy of trade protectionism, the ruling also raised
questions of how his administration would respond to the broadside hit against one of the richest
companies in the United States.”

-- Separately, Google announced that it will stop reading your emails. The company’s practice of
scanning Gmail messages for better targeted advertisements has caused controversy for years. (Brian
Fung)

Ben Ray Luján and Nancy Pelosi during a recent news conference at the Capitol. (Alex Wong/Getty)

GET SMART FAST:

1.The House Ethics Committee announced that it is reviewing charges against two Democratic
lawmakers and one senior aide, agreeing to hear allegations against Rep. John Conyers Jr., the
ranking Democrat on the Judiciary Committee, Rep. Ben Ray Luján, chairman of the DCCC, and
Michael Collins, who serves as chief of staff to Rep. John Lewis. The allegations were forwarded by the
independent Office of Congressional Ethics based on a “substantial reason to believe” a breach had
occurred. The Ethics Committee did not detail the allegations, but a report on each case will be made
public in August. (Mike DeBonis)
2.The opioid epidemic could kill as many as 650,000 Americans over the next decade, according to a
panel of public health experts. If that worst-case scenario occurred, the epidemic would have killed
more Americans in ten years than HIV/AIDS has since that epidemic began. (STAT)
3.The family of Philando Castile reached a nearly $3 million settlement with the Minnesota city where
he was fatally shot during a routine traffic stop last year. The officer who shot Castile was acquitted two
weeks ago. (Mark Berman)
4.A Mississippi historical marker for Emmett Till was vandalized. It marks the second time in less than a
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year that the sign has been defaced. (Peter Holley)
5.Brazil’s attorney general formally accused President Michel Temer of corruption, making him the
country’s first sitting president to ever face criminal charges, and delivering a potential blow to political
stability in Latin America's largest country. (AP)
6.Russia’s Federal Security Service said terrorists used the encrypted messenger app Telegram to plan
a deadly attack at a St. Petersburg train station earlier this year. The government is targeting anonymity
on the Russian segment of the Internet and lawmakers are advancing a ban on the use of virtual private
networks that mask IP addresses. (Andrew Roth)
7.Britain said it will begin testing the safety of exterior cladding on hundreds of schools, hospitals, and
other buildings across the country, widening an existing fire-safety effort after tests on more than 70
public housing towers produced a 100 percent failure rate. The results point to a vast fire-safety
problem after London’s 24-story Grenfell Tower was destroyed in a catastrophic blaze. (Griff Witte and
Karla Adam)
8.The Turkish bodyguards who were served with criminal charges for allegedly attacking protesters
outside the ambassador’s residence in D.C. “won’t set foot on German soil in the foreseeable future,” a
spokesman for the German Foreign Ministry announced. The move bars the offenders from attending
an upcoming G-20 summit in Hamburg. Germany, home to the second-largest Turkish population in the
world, is preparing to accommodate a big wave of protesters outside the summit. (Isaac Stanley-
Becker)
9.Dozens of activists formally filed a petition to try recalling the California judge who handed down the
lenient prison sentence of former Stanford swimmer Brock Turner for sexual assault. (Nicole Lewis)
10.Amtrak named a former Delta executive, Richard Anderson, as its new president and chief
executive. The current chief executive took over the railroad just last September. (Lori Aratani)
11.A Spanish judge has ordered the body of Salvador Dalí exhumed for DNA extraction, siding with a
fortune-telling mother of four who believes she could be the daughter of the eccentric artist and, thus,
entitled to a share of his massive wealth. (Max Bearak)
12.The Obama family took a river rafting trip while vacationing in Indonesia. (NBC News)
13.Alec Baldwin will reprise his Trump impersonation for the next season of "SNL." The president must
be thrilled. (CNN)

Protesters march during a demonstration against Trump's travel ban in Seattle. (AP/Ted S. Warren)

THE SUPREME COURT PREPARES FOR A CONTENTIOUS FALL TERM:

-- The Supreme Court agreed to review a series of lower-court rulings blocking Trump's contentious
travel ban — allowing a scaled-back version of his executive order to move forward until justices can
review merits of the case in the fall. Robert Barnes and Matt Zapotosky report: “The court’s unsigned
order delivered a compromise neither side had asked for: It said the ban may not be enforced against
those with a ‘bona fide’ connection to this country, such as family members here or an awaiting job or
place in an American university. But the justices indicated that lower courts had gone too far in
completely freezing Trump’s order[:] ‘The government’s interest in enforcing (the executive order) and
the executive’s authority to do so, are undoubtedly at their peak when there is no tie between the
foreign national and the United States,’ the court wrote...

“In the opinion, the court said it will consider the merits of the case [when] it reconvenes in October. In
the meantime, the court nudged the Trump administration to get on with what it said would be a
temporary pause to review vetting procedures. ‘We fully expect that the relief we grant today will permit
the executive to conclude its internal work and provide adequate notice to foreign governments’ within
90 days, the court said. That means by the time the court takes the case up in the fall, circumstances
could be quite different. Depending on the results of the review, Trump could push to extend the
measure, or even make it permanent. And the court told lawyers to address whether the court’s
consideration of the case might be moot by fall.”

Trump called the court’s decision a “clear victory for our national security.” “As President, I cannot allow
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people into our country who want to do us harm. I want people who can love the United States and all
of its citizens, and who will be hardworking and productive,” he said. He added that he was “particularly
gratified that the Supreme Court’s decision was 9-0.”

Supreme Court allows limited travel ban to move forward

OTHER IMPORTANT SCOTUS NEWS:

-- Justice Anthony Kennedy did NOT announce his retirement.

-- The high court ended its term with a major First Amendment decision, ruling that efforts at separating
church and state go too far when they deny religious institutions access to government grants meant for
a secular purpose. Barnes reports: “In siding with a Missouri church that had been denied money to
resurface its playground, the court ruled 7-2 that excluding churches from state programs for which
other charitable groups are eligible is a violation of the Constitution’s protection of the free exercise of
religion. ‘The consequence is, in all likelihood, a few extra scraped knees,’ wrote Chief Justice John G.
Roberts Jr. ‘But the exclusion of Trinity Lutheran from a public benefit for which it is otherwise qualified,
solely because it is a church, is odious to our Constitution all the same.’ Trinity Lutheran Church in
Columbia, Mo., brought the case because it was excluded from a state program that reimburses the
cost of rubberizing the surface of playgrounds. The court’s ruling in Trinity Lutheran v. Comer was a
narrow one, but experts said it is sure to bring more challenges from religious groups in other areas.”

-- The Supreme Court agreed to consider whether a Denver baker unlawfully discriminated against a
gay couple by refusing to sell them a wedding cake. Barnes reports: “Lower courts had ruled that [store
owner Jack Phillips] had violated Colorado’s public accommodations law, which prohibits refusing
service to customers based on factors such as race, sex, marital status or sexual orientation. The court
granted the case after weeks of considering it. In 2014, the justices declined to revisit a New Mexico
Supreme Court decision that found that a photographer violated a state civil rights law when she
declined to photograph a lesbian couple’s commitment ceremony. Since then, the high court has found
that marriage is a fundamental right that states may not prohibit to gay couples. The justices also
reversed the Arkansas Supreme Court and said the state must list same-sex parents on birth
certificates in the state. To refuse, the court said, is to deny married same-sex couples the full
‘constellation of benefits’ that government has linked to marriage. Justices Clarence Thomas and
[Samuel Alito] joined [Neil Gorsuch’s] dissent, which said the law regarding such issues is not yet
settled and stable.”

The court will decide this case as support for same-sex marriage has reached an all-time high in the U.
S. The Pew Research Center reports: “By a margin of nearly two-to-one (62% to 32%), more Americans
now say they favor allowing gays and lesbians to marry than say they are opposed … The latest
national survey by Pew Research Center … finds striking increases in support for same-sex marriage
among some demographic and partisan groups that, until recently, had broadly opposed it, including …
Republicans. For the first time, a majority of Republicans and Republican-leaning independents do not
oppose allowing gays and lesbians to marry legally.”

-- The court declined to hear a cross-border shooting case involving the death of an unarmed Mexican
teenager who was fatally shot by a U.S. Border Patrol agent, vacating and remanding the case back to
a federal appeals court for reconsideration. Ann E. Marimow and Barnes report: “The narrow ruling
came in an unsigned order, accompanied by dissents from three justices, suggesting a conflicted court
when it comes to questions of how the country polices the daily churn along the border. In putting off a
decision, the high court acknowledged a ‘disturbing incident resulting in a heartbreaking loss of life’ but
said it would be ‘imprudent’ to decide whether the 15-year-old’s family has a right to sue in the United
States before a federal appeals court reviews a separate Supreme Court opinion issued last week.”

-- The court also announced that it would schedule two immigration-related cases for re-argument,
signaling that the justices were deadlocked. Both cases were argued before Gorsuch was confirmed in
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April.

-- Bigger picture: The flurry of activity showcased just how conservative Gorsuch will be on the court.
Reuters’ Lawrence Hurley and Andrew Chung report: “Gorsuch showed his inclination to rule from a
spot occupied by fellow conservative Clarence Thomas. At a minimum, he is so far living up to Trump's
claim that he would be a conservative in the mold of the man he replaced, Justice Antonin Scalia. …
Liberal groups and Democratic senators had vociferously opposed Gorsuch's appointment, with the
evidence so far suggesting their depiction of him as a dogged conservative was largely correct. ‘Justice
Gorsuch has shown himself to be the conservative ideologue many predicted he would be and not the
moderating check on the executive branch as others suggested he would be,’ said Michele Jawando, a
lawyer with the liberal Center for American Progress. ... Conservatives are delighted. Their hope that
Gorsuch, 49, would be a solid vote on the right, would appear to be well founded.”

Former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page speaks at a news agency in Moscow. (Pavel
Golovkin/AP)

THERE'S A BEAR IN THE WOODS:

-- The FBI has questioned former Trump campaign adviser Carter Page “at length” about his contacts
with Russia and interactions with Trump’s presidential campaign. Devlin Barrett reports: “Over a series
of five meetings in March, totaling about 10 hours of questioning, Page repeatedly denied wrongdoing
when asked about allegations that he may have acted as a kind of go-between for Russia and the
Trump campaign … The interviews with the FBI are the most extensive known questioning of a
potential suspect in the probe of possible Russian connections to associates of President Trump."

Page confirmed the interviews Monday, calling them “extensive discussions,” but declined to say if he
has spoken to investigators since then. He said the FBI agents “acknowledged that I’m a loyal American
veteran but indicated that their management was concerned that I did not believe the conclusions” of a
U.S. intelligence report describing Moscow’s interference in the U.S. election. As he has for months,
Page maintained the accusations against him are “lies” spread by Clinton and Obama supporters and
aimed at weakening Trump.

-- Jared Kushner has retained the services of defense attorney Abbe Lowell, bringing onboard the
storied white-collar defense lawyer to advise him in the ongoing Russia investigation, which includes
scrutiny of his business dealings. Abby Phillip and Philip Rucker report: “Lowell, a lawyer at
Chadbourne & Parke, has defended a number of high-profile clients and was chief counsel to House
Democrats during impeachment proceedings against [Bill Clinton]. He has also represented Sen.
Robert Menendez against corruption charges. ‘When Bob Mueller left WilmerHale to become special
counsel and three of our colleagues joined him, we asked Mr. Kushner to get independent legal advice
on whether to continue with us as his counsel,’ said Kushner's attorney Jamie Gorelick. ‘He engaged
Abbe Lowell to advise him and then decided to add Mr. Lowell to the team representing him.’ [On
Sunday, The Post reported] that one of the deals that might be scrutinized … is a $285 million loan
Kushner's real estate company finalized one month before Election Day.”

-- Officials at the Office of the Director of National Intelligence are blocking a Freedom of Information
request for a redacted version of a critical report that former President Obama received in January on
Russian election interference. Politico’s Josh Gerstein reports: “Then-Director of National Intelligence
James Clapper made public an unclassified version of that report, but the Electronic Privacy Information
Center brought a Freedom of Information Act lawsuit demanding a copy of the classified report given to
Obama at the same time. EPIC said the unclassified version omitted ‘critical technical evidence’ that
could help the public assess U.S. intelligence agencies' claims that Russia did make efforts to affect the
outcome of the 2016 race. However, a top official in the Office of the Director of National Intelligence,
Daniel Coats, said in a court declaration filed Monday that releasing the original report with classified
information blacked out would be a field day for foreign intelligence operatives, including the very
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Russians the report accuses of undertaking the interference.”

-- One of Michael Flynn’s consulting clients, Ekim Alptekin, has come under scrutiny for his ties to the
embattled former national security adviser, but Alptekin’s business partner has gone largely unnoticed.
Politico’s Isaac Arnsdorf reports: “The man, Dmitri “David” Zaikin, is not registered as a foreign lobbyist
and has no apparent connection to Turkey. What he does have … is a long track record of partnering
with powerful Russian businesspeople and government officials, mostly involving energy and mining
deals. More recently, Zaikin has done political work in Eastern Europe, advising parties in Albania and
Macedonia that have drifted toward the Kremlin. Zaikin also has business connections to Trump.
Working at a real estate agency in Toronto in the 2000s, Zaikin brokered sales in one of the city’s new
high-rises: the Trump International Hotel and Tower … Zaikin has not been accused of any wrongdoing.
Alptekin and Zaikin have denied knowing each other, and say Zaikin had nothing to do with Flynn’s
lobbying deal.”

-- One of Trump’s lawyers, Jay Sekulow, has been accused of steering millions of dollars away from his
Christian non-profit and towards his family, The Guardian’s Jon Swaine reports: “Documents obtained
by the Guardian show Sekulow [in June 2009] approved plans to push poor and jobless people to
donate money to his Christian nonprofit, which since 2000 has steered more than $60m to Sekulow, his
family and their businesses. Telemarketers for the nonprofit, Christian Advocates Serving Evangelism
(Case), were instructed in contracts signed by Sekulow to urge people who pleaded poverty or said
they were out of work to dig deep for a ‘sacrificial gift’. ‘I can certainly understand how that would make
it difficult for you to share a gift like that right now,’ they told retirees who said they were on fixed
incomes and had ‘no extra money’ – before asking if they could spare ‘even $20 within the next three
weeks’.”

MORE ON HEALTH CARE:

-- Key takeaways from the CBO report:

*“Two-thirds of the drop in health coverage a decade from now would fall on low-income people who
rely on Medicaid.” Philip Bump writes that, contrary to statements from the bill’s defenders over the
weekend, the CBO report definitively confirms that the Senate bill would constitute major Medicaid cuts.
*“The sharpest spike in insurance premiums would fall on middle-aged and somewhat older
Americans.”
*“Its analysis of the Senate measure’s impact on federal spending — $321 billion saved over a decade
— compared with $119 billion for the House’s version.”
*“The Senate bill would mean that an estimated 15 million fewer Americans would have coverage next
year … At the end of the decade, the 22 million increase in the ranks of the uninsured would include 15
million low-income Americans who would otherwise be on Medicaid and 7 million with private
insurance.”

-- If the CBO’s estimates prove accurate and the legislation passes, what would it mean for the average
American?

*For elderly, low-income Americans, insurance premiums would rise by 280 percent over the next
decade. Amber Phillips reports: “In a report filled with brutal numbers for Republicans, this may be the
most brutal.”
*“A 21-year-old making $56,800 would pay 1.8 percent more of his income under Obamacare than
under the Senate bill, but someone who was 64 would pay 24.1 percent more of her income.” Philip
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Bump reports: “As an American ages, their health care would cost them more and more money.”
*For low-income Americans, “it would be so financially burdensome with high deductibles that many
people would choose not to sign up.” Carolyn Y. Johnson reports: “Here's how CBO described the
conundrum for someone who makes $11,400 a year in 2026: they'd benefit from tax credits and pay
only $300 a year in premiums for their insurance. But their deductible would be more than half their
annual income. Buying a more generous plan -- with a deductible that is a third of that person's income
-- would cost $1,700 a year.”
*For wealthy Americans, “the two main areas in which they’d see reduced taxes are on the Additional
Medicare Tax (which applies to individuals who make $200,000 or more in income) and a tax on
investment income,” Philip Bump reports.
*“For those who could afford to get covered, their insurance would be less comprehensive.” Kim Soffen
reports: “The CBO expects the federal government will cover 70 percent of someone’s health-care
costs, on average, compared with 87 percent under Obamacare and 65 percent under an early version
of House Republicans' health-care bill.” Combining all of the above factors, the bill becomes quite
“difficult for [Senate Republicans] to sell … back home.”

Senate Democrats blast GOP health-care bill following CBO forecast

-- After the CBO released its estimates, Senate Democrats came out in force to denounce the bill, even
taking their fight to the Capitol steps. David Weigel reports: “Sen. Cory Booker (D-N.J.) gathered
colleagues on the steps outside the Senate, where they talked for hours into a Facebook feed as
activists filed in and out to watch the debate. The tone alternated between grim stories of people who
would lose access to Medicaid, and in-jokes between the senators.”

-- Sen. Bernie Sanders has recently taken his argument against a health-care overhaul on the road,
packing an Ohio concert hall with over 2,000 people on Sunday. Weigel was there: “The Columbus
rally, the largest of three that Sanders staged over the weekend in Rust Belt states that Trump won in
2016, was part of an aggressive, last-ditch push to stop the Senate bill … Teeing up the week’s votes
this way makes a point — they are unlikely to be able to tack their rhetoric into the legislation itself. But
it also reveals the limitations of what Democrats, who have taken to Twitter to oppose the bill and plan
to offer amendments to alter it, can do to stop a bill in the Republican-controlled chamber.”

HOW IT’S PLAYING:

-- The Post’s Editorial Board calls the CBO’s conclusion “damning”: “The current system is not perfect,
but it is also not collapsing," the board writes. "Though the CBO acknowledged that ‘premiums have
been rising under current law,’ it projected ‘sufficient demand for insurance by enough people, including
people with low health care expenditures, for the market to be stable in most areas.’ The Senate bill’s
system, meanwhile, would struggle to serve people in sparsely populated and other difficult-to-cover
areas, just as the Affordable Care Act has. Obamacare requires fixes, not a destabilizing ‘rescue.’ The
Senate bill contains provisions to shore up the existing system before transitioning to the shoddier one.
It should just pass the fixes and move on.”

-- Liberal columnist Eugene Robinson writes that Republicans could pay a high political price for
advancing the bill: “The fact is that the party that tries to make substantial changes in health-care policy
owns the issue and gets blamed for everything that goes wrong … Republicans worry about having
spent seven years promising to ‘repeal and replace’ the ACA and then failing to follow through. But if
they do take the leap, Democrats competing in the 2018 midterms will be able to turn that slogan
around with a clarion call to ‘repeal and replace’ the American Health Care Act.”

-- Post columnist Catherine Rampell writes that the bill defies Republicans’ bedrock principles on fixing
the system: “Republicans have long bellyached that rising insured rates are misleading. Their
argument: Having insurance coverage is meaningless if your deductible is so enormous that you can’t
afford to see the doctor! It’s a fair point. But the Senate bill does nothing to improve access to care. In
fact, it places care further out of reach. It does this not only by causing people to lose insurance
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coverage and raising after-tax premium prices, but also by making ‘insurance coverage’ an even less
useful gauge of whether a person can afford to see a doctor … When all’s said and done, there’s just
one major Republican health-care principle this bill remains loyal to: tax cuts for the rich.”

-- Jennifer Rubin writes on the conservative Right Turn blog: “This is not a bill about providing cheaper,
better health care to the masses. It’s not about helping older or rural Americans. It’s about taking
hundreds of billions of dollars out of Medicaid and giving the money to rich people in the form of tax
cuts. The CBO report makes clear what a total disgrace the bill really is.”

-- Partisan attacks on the CBO have been largely overblown, Max Ehrenfreund argues on Wonkblog:
“Republicans are correct that the CBO's forecasts for Obamacare did prove inaccurate in some
important respects, as well as that, on several occasions, the agency revised its initial projections. But
outside the spin room, health-care experts on both sides of the aisle say that the CBO is reliably
nonpartisan … The CBO's [Obamacare] forecasts overstated both the costs and the benefits of the
Democratic changes, as the measure appears likely to have a lower price tag than CBO anticipated but
has also insured fewer people than proponents hoped.”

Jon Ossoff: A Rubber Stamp

OFF TO THE RACES:

-- The top GOP House super PAC intends to double-down on its “tried-and-true tactics” for the 2018
midterms — namely tying all Democratic candidates to Nancy Pelosi. Mike DeBonis reports: “The
Congressional Leadership Fund, which has ties to House Speaker Paul D. Ryan (R-Wis.), plans to
spend $100 million before next year’s midterm elections, and Executive Director Corry Bliss said in a
memo released Tuesday that he sees no reason to abandon a strategy that has paid dividends for six
years — most recently in Georgia’s 6th congressional district, where CLF advertising featuring Pelosi (D
-Calif.) and her San Francisco district helped define and defeat Democratic candidate Jon Ossoff in this
month’s special election there … In 11 districts Democrats have identified as 2018 targets, Pelosi’s
favorability is at least 10 points underwater … It is not unusual for a congressional leader to be widely
unpopular. What is unusual is the relentlessness and effectiveness of the GOP’s targeting of Pelosi.”

-- In an op-ed for The Washington Post, Ossoff offers lessons for fellow Democrats heading into 2018.
He writes: “Grass-roots politics, linking small-dollar fundraising to massive local volunteer organization,
showed that it can rival the power of a right-wing machine comprising super PACs backed by
entrenched interests and mega-donors. These outside groups were forced to spend nearly $20 million
defending a seat gerrymandered never to be competitive …  We ran an economy-first campaign
centered on local prosperity and opportunity … We paired this economic platform with an unwavering
support for a woman’s right to choose, Americans with preexisting conditions, criminal-justice reform,
Medicare and Medicaid, voting rights, immigration reform, lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender rights,
anti-corruption efforts and U.S. leadership to fight climate change … I remained committed to civility
and optimism throughout the campaign, and I remain committed to civility and optimism now.”

-- Virginia Rep. Barbara Comstock, included on the DCCC’s list of vulnerable Republicans, received two
more Democratic challengers. Jenna Portnoy reports: “Democrats think they have a chance to flip the
Northern Virginia seat, which has been in Republican hands since 1980, after the area backed
Democrat Hillary Clinton in the 2016 presidential election. Comstock supporters say the
congresswoman’s ability to outperform GOP presidential candidate Donald Trump by 16 points to win a
second term cemented her dominance in the district.”

-- An early 2018 indicator? When asked about the Senate health-care bill, Virginia gubernatorial
candidate Ed Gillespie, the Republican running in the most closely watched race of 2017, dodges the
question. Inside NoVa's Alex Koma reports: “[Gillespie] repeatedly stressed that he’s waiting to form an
opinion on the bill until his policy team can examine it, and he remains adamant that Barack Obama’s
signature healthcare law was a ‘disaster for Virginia’ and needs to be repealed. Gillespie also argued
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that he’s more focused on ‘enacting policies in Richmond’ than he is on the goings-on of Congress,
which he believes provides a stark contrast with his Democratic opponent, Lt. Gov. Ralph Northam …
Yet, should Republicans succeed in passing some repeal of the ACA, the state’s next governor will
need to consider the impact of the law’s coverage cuts and premium hikes on both older and poorer
Virginians.”

Trump greets Modi at White House

THE NEW WORLD ORDER:

-- While meeting with Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Trump declared them to both be “believers”
in public accountability — then refused to take reporters’ questions. David Nakamura reports: “The
White House declined to offer details about whose decision it was — the Americans’ or the Indians’ —
to bar questions … There was no mention of fault lines between the White House and New Delhi on the
Paris climate accord, which Trump announced this month the United States would withdraw from but
which India and China have supported. Nor did Modi mention immigration issues amid speculation that
the Trump administration could cut H-1B visas for high-tech workers, visas that have benefited India …
Critics [of Trump and Modi], including civil liberties groups, have highlighted other similarities among
two leaders who have sought, at times, to restrict media coverage and the flow of information.”

-- Senate Foreign Relations Committee Chairman Bob Corker threatened yesterday to withhold consent
from a U.S. arms sale to Persian Gulf countries until they resolve their dispute with Qatar. Karen
DeYoung reports: “While congratulating President Trump on signing a joint statement of unity last
month with the Gulf Cooperation Council, [Corker] said in a letter to Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
that recent conflicts among GCC members ‘only serve to hurt efforts to fight ISIS and counter Iran’ …
‘For these reasons, before we provide any further clearances … on sales of lethal military equipment …
we need a better understanding of the path to resolve the current dispute and reunify the GCC.’ It was
unclear what power Corker has to stop what the administration has said were $110 billion worth of arms
deals signed with the Saudis during President Trump’s trip there last month. Laws governing such sales
require congressional notification but not formal consent.”

-- The embargo on Qatar is also disrupting a usually little-noticed market: helium. Ana Swanson reports:
“The ultralight gas is widely used in medical imaging, technology manufacturing and nuclear reactors.
And the blockade of Qatar, the source of nearly one-third of the world’s helium supply, could soon
cause destabilizing shortages and skyrocketing prices in this essential global market. In 2015, Qatar
supplied 27.2 percent of the global supply.”

-- The fight against ISIS will likely get only more complicated once it moves beyond Raqqa, Defense
Secretary Jim Mattis said yesterday. Thomas Gibbons-Neff reports: “Speaking to reporters on his way
to Germany Monday to meet with European allies, Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis spoke broadly about
the U.S. military’s future operations against the Islamic State in the Euphrates River Valley, adding that
it will take “more precision” to stave off any incidents between the disparate forces operating there. ‘You
have to play this thing very carefully,’ Mattis said. ‘The closer we get, the more complex it gets.’ Mattis
also acknowledged that the U.S. would continue to supply Kurdish forces in the north with weapons
despite objections by U.S. ally Turkey. ‘When they don’t need them anymore  we’ll replace them with
what they do need,’ he said.”

-- The U.S. intends to add China to its list of the worst offenders in human trafficking and forced labor.
Reuters’ Matt Spetalnick reports: “The reprimand of China, Washington's main rival in the Asia-Pacific
region, would come despite Trump's budding relationship with Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping and the U
.S. president’s efforts to coax Beijing into helping to rein in North Korea’s nuclear and missile programs.
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson has decided to drop China to ‘Tier 3,’ the lowest grade, putting it
alongside Iran, North Korea and Syria among others.”
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-- A new poll suggests that the Trump presidency is already damaging America’s reputation abroad.
Isaac Stanley-Becker and Scott Clement report: “The international survey by the Pew Research Center
found that favorable ratings of the United States have decreased from 64 percent of people across all
countries surveyed at the end of Barack Obama’s presidency to 49 percent this spring. The new figures
are similar to those toward the end of the George W. Bush administration … It is perhaps unsurprising
that a man who campaigned on a pledge to put American interests first would generate backlash in
other parts of the world … What is surprising, said Frank G. Wisner, a former diplomat who served
under Democrats and Republicans, is the degree to which Trump has scorned principles the United
States has not only long espoused but also helped to define in the previous century.”

One notable exception: “Russia is a bright spot for Trump. As beleaguered as the president is at home,
a majority of Russians say they have confidence in him.”

Security guards walk past the entrance to CNN headquarters in Atlanta. (David Goldman/AP)

THE FOURTH ESTATE:

-- Three CNN journalists resigned after the retraction of a story that connected former Trump transition
official Anthony Scaramucci with a Russian investment fund, following an internal investigation that
found some “standard editorial processes” weren’t properly followed before the story's publication. The
story in question cited just one anonymous source — departing from typical editorial procedure for such
material, which CNN’s Brian Stelter says often includes multiple levels of review from fact checkers and
lawyers, among others. “We pulled it down not because we disproved it,” a CNN source told The Post’s
Erik Wemple, adding that there was “enough concern” on some factual points that “given the breach in
process, we decided to pull it down.”

-- Donald Trump Jr. accelerated the controversy by demanding in a statement that CNN chief executive
Jeff Zucker hold “an on-camera press briefing about CNN’s fake news scandal before the White House
does any more of them.”

-- “The event is a cataclysm accentuated by the peculiar bind in which the 24-7 network has found
itself,” Wemple writes. “CNN tops [Trump’s] list of objectionable news outlets, one that he famously
claimed in a January transition press conference was ‘fake news,’ even though the reporting he was
referring to — about high-level intelligence briefings — was 100 percent correct. Trump fans
everywhere have taken up the fight, hammering the network every time it equivocates or otherwise over
-reports the Russia-Trump line of inquiry. That context explains the speed and severity of CNN’s
personnel moves … An organization of nearly 4,000 news professionals; an organization that has spent
huge sums recruiting ever-greater reportorial muscle; an organization that promises both sides a fair
shake … it just cannot abide getting shamed by Sputnik and Breitbart.”

-- The president himself weighed in on the CNN retraction early this morning:

-- Sean Spicer again received harsh criticism from journalists for refusing to allow TV cameras into
yesterday’s briefing. Reuters’ Roberta Rampton and Steve Holland report: “‘Why are the cameras off,
Sean? Why did you turn them off?’ shouted CNN correspondent Jim Acosta. Other reporters chimed in.
‘You are a taxpayer-funded spokesman for the United States government - can you at least give us an
explanation for why the cameras are off?’ Acosta asked. Spicer answered questions for audio only
about President Donald Trump's healthcare overhaul bill, a Supreme Court ruling on Trump's travel
ban, and Trump's tweets about investigations into Russian meddling in the 2016 presidential election.

-- Despite the substantial rollback of press access, members of the media haven’t staged much of a
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protest yet. Paul Farhi writes: “Despite the administration’s unusual and increasing opacity, the reaction
from reporters has been relatively muted. A few have noted it on Twitter, but none has taken up two
suggestions offered by President Trump’s critics: Defy the camera ban and broadcast the briefings
anyway, or boycott them. There are signs, however, that reporters may be gradually finding their
backbones.”

American University student government president Taylor Dumpson speaks during a news conference
on Capitol Hill in May. (Susan Walsh/AP)

WAPO HIGHLIGHTS:

-- “After bananas and nooses on campus, here’s how a student body president copes,” by Sarah
Larimer: “[Taylor] Dumpson is the student government president at American University, which was
jolted by a racial incident on May 1 when bananas were found hanging from strings fashioned in the
shape of nooses on three locations on the Northwest Washington campus. The university termed the
incident a hate crime. In the aftermath, Dumpson was thrust into a very public spotlight, dealing with
news conferences, town halls and meetings. She became the latest student leader to confront tensions
over racially charged incidents on campuses across the country … For the 21-year-old Dumpson, from
Salisbury, Md., the entire matter has been deeply personal. The bananas were marked with the letters
of a sorority with predominantly African American membership. Dumpson is a member of that sorority,
Alpha Kappa Alpha (AKA). What’s more, the fruit was found on her first full day in office.”

-- “A ‘very credible’ new study on Seattle’s $15 minimum wage has bad news for liberals,” by Max
Ehrenfreund: “When Seattle officials voted three years ago to incrementally boost the city's minimum
wage up to $15 an hour, they'd hoped to improve the lives of low-income workers. Yet according to a
major new study that could force economists to reassess past research on the issue, the hike has had
the opposite effect. The city is gradually increasing the hourly minimum to $15 over several years.
Already, though, some employers have not been able to afford the increased minimums. They've cut
their payrolls, putting off new hiring, reducing hours or letting their workers go, the study found. The
costs to low-wage workers in Seattle outweighed the benefits by a ratio of three to one … [and] on the
whole, the study estimates, the average low-wage worker in the city lost $125 a month because of the
hike in the minimum. The paper's conclusions contradict years of research … [which in contrast] have
found that the benefits of increases for low-wage workers exceed the costs … often by a factor of four
or five to one.”

SOCIAL MEDIA SPEED READ:

Liberal Plum Line blogger Greg Sargent argues that the two tweets above about Russian hacking leave
Trump badly exposed. He writes: “In a few tweets last week, Trump blasted the Obama administration
for failing to act on what it had learned about Russia’s meddling efforts. But now Trump is explicitly
offering a rationale for this, i.e., that Obama didn’t think Trump was going to win, and so didn’t bother
doing anything about it, because it might have ‘rocked the boat,’ whatever that is supposed to mean.
This line of argument leaves Trump deeply exposed, however. It represents an acknowledgment that
the intelligence community had, in fact, concluded that Russia interfered with the purpose of helping
Trump win. And it also exposes Trump to questions about what his administration (and Republicans)
are prepared to do about expected Russian efforts to meddle in the next election.”

Trump weighed in on McConnell’s fight for 50 votes on health care:
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He also tweeted out a story from Fox News:

But the timing of the Fox News tweets was odd:

Democratic senators continued to slam the Senate health-care bill after the CBO released its score, as
Republican senators stayed mostly quiet:

From Hillary Clinton’s former spokesperson:

From the president of the AFL-CIO:

The former governor of Maryland responded to Kellyanne Conway’s suggestion that those who lose
their Medicaid coverage could find jobs:

A pro-Trump super PAC began going after wavering senators’ staffers. From a Republican strategist:

One Republican senator struggled to explain the bill his caucus was proposing:

Trump kept the media at arm’s length during his Modi meeting:

A top Democratic electio lawyer commented on Kushner hiring Abbe Lowell:

A pro-Trump group launched an offensive against the special counsel’s Russia investigation:

The editor of Commentary magazine responded to the outrage over CNN’s retracted Russia story:
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Sen. Jeff Flake lost his father yesterday:

Rep. Steve Scalise congratulated the newest Republican members of Congress:

West Virginia experienced some aerial confusion over health-care ads:

Joe Biden took on an honorary summer job:

And the Harry Potter series celebrated its 20th birthday:

Lynne Patton at the Republican National Convention in Cleveland.  (J. Scott Applewhite/AP)

GOOD READS FROM ELSEWHERE:

-- The New York Times, “‘Give Me a Chance,’ Trump Associate-Turned-Housing-Official Says,” by
Yamiche Alcindor: “After The Daily News reported two weeks ago that [Lynne] Patton, a longtime
Trump family associate who worked on the president’s campaign and helped plan his son Eric’s
wedding, would be [appointed for a federal housing role], housing advocates and elected officials
criticized the appointment. Most said Ms. Patton was not qualified for the job … [and] Representative
Grace Meng, Democrat of New York even wrote a letter to the president demanding Ms. Patton’s
immediate removal. But on Monday, Ms. Patton will begin her job in her new office in Manhattan. ‘The
misdirected discontent with my boss has prevented people from seeing the obvious fact that I am, more
than anyone, best suited to serve as this liaison because, after all, I have a direct line to both the
secretary and the president of the United States,’ she said. ‘I’m not going to hesitate to use them, either
…’

"While some see her appointment as a symbol of nepotism, Ms. Patton sees it as giving residents of
New York and New Jersey an advocate with unprecedented access to those in charge. While critics see
her background as lacking, she sees herself as a representation of the president’s promise to shake
things up … And while many have cast her as an unqualified wedding planner, she sees the label as a
result of a rumor …”

-- The New Yorker, “The National Enquirer's Fervor for Trump,” by Jeffrey Toobin: “‘[David Pecker]
thought Donald walked on water,’ [one former] employee said. ‘Donald treated David like a little puppy.
Donald liked being flattered, and David thought Donald was the king. One employee said that Trump
was also a frequent source for Enquirer stories. ‘[If] Donald didn’t want a story to run, it wouldn’t run,
[that employee said]. ‘You can put that in stone.’ Indeed, early in the 2016 campaign Pecker simply
turned over the pages of the Enquirer to Trump, allowing the candidate to write columns under his own
byline … Pecker is now considering expanding his business: he may bid to take over the financially
strapped magazines of Time, Inc., [and] based on his stewardship of his own publications, Pecker
would almost certainly direct those magazines, and the journalists who work for them, to advance the
interests of the President and to damage those of his opponents—which makes the story of the
Enquirer and its chief executive a little more important and a little less funny …”
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-- Wall Street Journal, “China's All-Seeing Surveillance State Is Reading Its Citizens' Faces,” by Josh
Chin and Liza Lin: “Facial-recognition technology, once a specter of dystopian science fiction, is
becoming a feature of daily life in China, where authorities are using it on streets, in subway stations, at
airports and at border crossings in a vast experiment in social engineering. Their goal: to influence
behavior and identify lawbreakers. [Gan Liping], 31 years old, had been caught on camera crossing
illegally here once before, allowing the system to match her two images. Text displayed on the
crosswalk screens identified her as a repeat offender … ‘I won’t ever run a red light again,’ she said.”

-- New York Magazine, “Just Wait: Watergate didn’t become Watergate overnight, either,” by Frank
Rich: “Unlike Nixon, who had to contend with Democratic majorities in the House and Senate, Trump
has the shield of a Republican Congress … [a distinction that is] alone is enough to make anti-
Trumpers abandon all hope. I’m here to say don’t do so just yet. There’s a handy antidote to despair: a
thorough wallow in Watergate, the actual story as it unfolded, not the expedited highlight reel that most
Americans know from a textbook précis or cultural artifacts like the film version of All the President’s
Men. If you look through a sharp Nixonian lens at Trump’s trajectory in office to date, short as it has
been, you will discover more of an overlap than you might expect …”

-- Politico Magazine, “‘It’s the End of Small Talk in Washington,’” by Daniel Lipman and John F. Harris:
“Team Trump is showing few signs so far of hungering for the sort of social intercourse with permanent
Washington that usually accompanies a new administration. And many longtime capital denizens in
interviews describe themselves as put off by what they see as Trump’s personal vulgarity, and
disturbed on some more fundamental level by the tornado of ethical controversies swirling around him.
‘I think you are going to need a very strong blender to mix the Washington community with the Trump
crowd, and I don’t think it’s going to end up being a smoothie,’ says Sally Quinn, widow of the legendary
Washington Post editor Ben Bradlee. ‘A friend of mine said, ‘It’s the end of small talk in Washington.’”

HOT ON THE LEFT

“E.P.A. Official Pressured Scientist on Congressional Testimony, Emails Show,” from The New York
Times: “Deborah Swackhamer, an environmental chemist who leads the E.P.A.’s Board of Scientific
Counselors, was to testify on May 23 before the House Science Committee on the role of states in
environmental policy when Ryan Jackson, the E.P.A.’s chief of staff, asked her to stick to the agency’s
‘talking points’ on the dismissals of several members of the scientific board. ‘I was stunned that he was
pushing me to ‘correct’ something in my testimony,’ said Dr. Swackhamer, a retired University of
Minnesota professor. ‘I was factual, and he was not. I felt bullied.’ ”

  HOT ON THE RIGHT

“Professor who said ‘clueless white male’ Otto Warmbier got ‘what he deserved’ won’t be rehired,” from
Derek Hawkins: “Katherine Dettwyler, who taught in the anthropology department as recently as spring
semester, ‘will not be rehired to teach at the University [of Delaware] in the future,’ the university said …
Warmbier died of unknown causes on June 19 … Days later, in a now-deleted post from her Facebook
account, Dettwyler wrote that Warmbier was ‘typical of the mindset of a lot of the young, white, rich,
clueless males who come into my classes’ … ‘Is it wrong of me to think that Otto Warmbier got exactly
what he deserved?’ she wrote.”

DAYBOOK:

President Trump will have two calls today with international leaders: French President Emmanuel
Macron and Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar. He will also meet with his national security adviser in the
morning.

Vice President Pence is giving the keynote speech at U.S.-India Business Council’s leadership summit
before heading over to Capitol Hill to meet with Republican senators.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY:

“Modi and I are world leaders in social media.” -- Trump during his photo opp with Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. While the president has 32.9 million followers on his personal account, Modi has 31
million.

NEWS YOU CAN USE IF YOU LIVE IN D.C.:

-- D.C. residents will enjoy a fairly mild day given that it’s the start of summer in the District. The Capital
Weather Gang forecasts: “Temperatures are fantastic for late June as afternoon levels peak in the
upper 70s to low 80s.  Very low humidity and light breezes blow from the west at 5 to 10 mph.  A slight
chance of a brief afternoon shower or even thundershower exists, but most areas should stay dry
today.”

-- The Nationals lost to the Cubs 5-4. (Steve Hendrix has a nice feature on those lucky few local singers
who get to perform the national anthem at Nats Park.)

-- “The number of homicides, robberies and assaults have dropped significantly in the District over the
past six months,” Peter Hermann reports: “Violent crime is down 26 percent from the same period in
2016, led by a 33 percent decline in robberies. Homicides are down 15 percent, from 61 at this time in
2016 to 52 so far this year. Violent crime went down 10 percent in 2016 compared with 2015.”

-- A federal judge declined to lift a hold on construction of Maryland’s Purple Line amid ongoing
litigation, Katherine Shaver reports.

-- Democratic state Sen. C. Anthony Muse announced that he would run to succeed outgoing Prince
George’s County Executive Rushern L. Baker. Arelis R. Hernández reports: “‘I want our students to do
well, but I want to know our students are actually doing well,’ Muse, 59, said outside Crossland High
School, a reference to recent allegations that county school officials tampered with student grades to
artificially boost graduation rates.”

-- A pet Russian tortoise that was lost near the Japanese ambassador’s property has been safely found.
Dana Hedgpeth reports that Maui the tortoise is now resting comfortably with his family.

VIDEOS OF THE DAY:

Stephen Colbert returned from a trip to Russia, where his “hard-core fans” (intelligence officers)
followed him everywhere:

Stephen Returns From Russia With An Apology For Trump

Seth Meyers went over highlights from Steve Mnuchin’s wedding:

VP Pence Officiates Wedding, World's Ugliest Dog - Monologue

Sen. Mazie Hirono (D-Hawaii) discussed her recent diagnosis of kidney cancer, as well as her
gratefulness for health insurance, on the Senate floor:

Hirono says she has kidney cancer, adds health care is ‘a right’
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Cory Booker staged a sit-in over health-care on the Capitol steps:

Cory Booker stages sit-in over health-care bill

Glenn Kessler fact-checks some Republicans’ claims about increases in premiums under Obamacare:

Fact Check: The GOP's spin on Obamacare premiums

The Post dissects the history of Trump’s travel ban tweets:

The many trials and tweets of Trump's travel ban

More global leaders criticized Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Paris climate deal:

World leaders criticize Trump's choice to exit Paris climate deal

Finally, a humpback whale got a little too close to a boat off the coast of New Jersey last week:

Giant whale gets very close to a New Jersey boat
You are receiving this email because you signed up for the The Daily 202 newsletter or were registered
on washingtonpost.com. For additional free newsletters or to manage your newsletters, click here.
We respect your privacy. If you believe that this email has been sent to you in error, or you no longer
wish to receive email from The Washington Post, click here. Contact us  for help.
©2017 The Washington Post  |  1301 K St NW, Washington DC 20071
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From:                 Yisroel Stefansky <ys@asti-edu.org> on
                         behalf of Yisroel Stefansky <ys@asti-edu.org> <ys@asti-edu.org>
To:                     steve.warren@iowa.gov
                         <steve.warren@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             ASTI Upcoming Educational Training in Israel

Steve,

I hope this email finds you well. Attached you will find several attachments related to Advanced Security
Training Institute’s (ASTI) Counter-Terrorism: Detection, Prevention, and Response (CTDPR) training
course. These attachments may help to answer questions you may have about the upcoming October
2017 trip or others scheduled for the future.

The first attachment is a summary of the lessons, site visits, and activities completed during the May
2017 CTDPR course. While not every iteration of the course is the same, this document will provide you
with an understanding of the material that is covered during the session. The second attachment is a
draft agenda for the October 2017 CTDPR course. The final attachment is a YouTube video created by
one of the participants from the May course with image and video highlights from the course.

The dates for the next CTDPR course are 13-21 October. Participants will stay in Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem, Israel. The rate is $9,450 per person and includes airfare, lodging, most meals and
expenses, and the training curriculum. Please note that funds from the State Homeland Security
Program, Urban Area Security Initiative, and Emergency Management Performance Grant can all be
used to fund training through ASTI. ASTI courses also correlate closely with the FEMA Core
Capabilities that serve as the basis for many of the DHS grant programs.

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions that you might have about course curriculum,
funding or approval mechanisms, or travel/logistics. Also, please feel free to forward this information to
other responders that may be interested in immersive counter-terrorism training.

I am available to travel to IA to meet with response agencies interested in the ASTI training courses.
Chairman of House Homeland Security is hoping to attend the October course with members of the
emergency response community.

Date:                 Wed Jun 14 2017 11:11:20 CDT
Attachments:     ASTI CT Course May 2017 Notes.docx
                          CTPDR Agenda Oct 2017.docx
                          Letter of Support (1).doc

Bcc:

Document ID: 0.7.1175.5370
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Regards,

Yisroel Stefansky

Founder

Advanced Security Training institute

ys@asti-edu.org

917-803-0694

www.asti-edu.org

 https://youtu.be/h1dEelor6S8
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Counter-Terrorism Detection, Prevention, and Response and 
Recovery Immersion Course
May 2017

This document contains an overview of and detailed notes from the lectures, immersive site 
visits, and activities experienced by participants in the May 2017 Counter-Terrorism Detection, 
Prevention, and Response course. The intent of the course was to convey the tactics and 
strategies developed and used in Israel to address terror incidents, allowing participants to 
adapt their new skills for use in their home jurisdictions. 

Day 1:

Lecture: The History of Israel
Avi
This session provided information on key points in the history of that land and region that exists 
as the state of Israel. This information provided context for participants to understand historic 
conflicts, rulers, and battles that shaped the political and security situation as it exists today. 
The lecturer paid specific attention to the 1947 United Nations (UN) Partition Plan, declaration 
of Israeli independence, 1948 Arab-Israeli War, 1967 Six-Day War, and current day contested 
territories. Notes:

King David – first to occupy Jerusalem. Made peace with enemies by marrying their 
wives (including the Queen of Sheba). King Solomon was the son of David.
Israel has developed desalination technology that it is sharing with Arab countries, 
providing peace through water.
32 latitude – below is desert, above is green
Ottomans controlled land until the first World War
1947 UN Partition Plan gave Arabs land in the mountains, Jewish communities in the 
valleys, and Jerusalem as an internationally-protected area

Jews agreed to this plan, Arabs said noo
May 14, 1948 – Israel declared independence; 5 Arab armies attacked
July 1948 – Israeli army counterattacked
Israel smaller than New Jersey

ASTI CT Course May 2017 Notes.docx for Printed Item: 189 ( Attachment 1 of 3)
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Ben Gurion – first Prime Minister of Israel
Dream to make the desert greeno
Special irrigation systemso

1967 – 6 Days War fought against Syria, Egypt, and Jordan from 6/5/67-6/11/67
Jordan River is part of Africa Rift (tectonic plates)
Provide aid to neighbors during disasters
Contested territories: Gaza, West Bank, Golan Heights
Ben Gurion Airport – 8km from West Bank
“Land of Milk & Honey” – the only things that you can get from an animal without killing 
it
Israel as “the start-up nation”

Lecture: Terrorist Explosive Devices & Tactics
Chief Superintendent Michael Cardash

This session provided information on terroristic and criminal use of improvised explosive 
devices (IED) in Israel. The lecturer described the components of and IED and types of explosive 
material commonly used in IEDs. A segment of this lecture focused on person-borne improvised 
explosive device (PBIED). These suicide bombers use bags, vests, belts, pants or other innocent 
looking objects to transport explosive devices for detonation. The lecturer also discussed the 
importance of public awareness and intelligence/information sharing. Notes:

Last 4-5 years – few explosive attacks in Israel
Iron Dome System – built with the US to intercept rockets
Terroristic and criminal use of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs); criminal use means 
that it is specifically directed at a person
Components of IEDs

Explosive material (XMAT)o
Detonator (initiator)o
Firing system (trigger)o
Optional additionso

Camouflage
Fragmentation

Types of XMAT commonly use in IEDs
TATP – with or without plasticizerso
Urea nitrate (with plasticizers)o
TNT – mostly from old ammunitiono
Nitroglycerine-basedo
Ammonium nitrate based (fertilizers)o
Nitro glycol (EGDN)o

Times Square VBIED used 220lbs of urea, not urea nitrate
Ball bearings – best type of fragmentation

Used to enhance the distanceo
Cell phone – most common radio detonator

ASTI CT Course May 2017 Notes.docx for Printed Item: 189 ( Attachment 1 of 3)
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DTMF – dual tone multi functional
Added onto phone to set off toneo
Don’t need to wait for call to go througho

Public awareness is key
Israel teaches awareness from kindergarten: “what is a suspicious object?”, o
“what is a suspicious person?”
10th graders get presentation from bomb techo
training in militaryo

Suicide bomber = person-based IED = PBIED
Response - first consideration – look for secondary device
Considerations for PBIED

Overcome security measureso
Control the explosion and ensure success of the incidento
Portability of the explosive deviceo
Substitute for firing systemo
Packaging – use bags, vests, belts, pants, and innocent looking objectso

** Importance of intelligence and information sharing
Sources: Israeli Defense Forces (IDF), Mossad, Israeli Security Agency (ISA), policeo

Public resilience – get back to normal ASAP

Lecture: Cyber, Terror, & the Social Networks: The Dark Side of Technology
Dr. Harel Menashri
This session addressed the main trends in terrorist online activity, including the use of social 
media networks and hidden or dark networks. Terrorist organizations use file distribution 
applications, visible and hidden websites (e.g., blogs, forums), social networks, and 
communication applications (e.g. WhatsApp) for the purposes of propaganda, training, 
recruiting, funding, executing cyber attacks, intelligence gathering, etc. The lecturer also 
discussed ISIS trends and activities on the web. Notes:

Two main trends in terrorist online activity: grasping of popular social media networks 
and the dark web
Unparalleled tools for reaching out to as wide an audience as possible (e.g., mainstream 
social media networks)
ISIS has developed a multi-divisional media empire – target specific groups in local 
languages
Internet (only part of cyberspace) composed of: public networks, hidden networks, deep 
web
Terrorist activity on the internet: propaganda, training, recruiting, funding, cyber 
attacks, intelligence gathering, and more
Laws don’t allow you to break into the network of someone who breaks into yours
Network discussion centers used for distributing files, websites (e.g., blogs, forums), 
social networks, communications applications
Cachedview.com shows deleted and removed

ASTI CT Course May 2017 Notes.docx for Printed Item: 189 ( Attachment 1 of 3)
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Terrorist organizations use encryption software, multiple accounts, social networks 
(including visible and hidden networks); Tor
ISIS trends:

Propaganda focused on “distant enemy” encouraging lone wolves and cyber o
attacks
Call to arms in social mediao
Encouraging activities of terrorist organizations against critical infrastructureo
Use Android more than IOSo
Opera browser and Toro
Use hushmail software to encrypt emailo
Cyberghost VPN allows IP address switchingo
Locker app deletes files after several incorrect password attemptso
Fake GPS apps hide locationo
Fake social media accountso

Lessons:
Do not take phone into the field or into meetings (change the culture)o
Everything is a computer and can be hackedo
Concerns about hacking of pacemakers, hearing aids, security cameras, o
automobiles, toys, appliances -> internet of things

Lecture: Crisis Media Management: Counter Terror Approach
Gil Kleiman

This session focused on the ability to use the media as a multiplier as part of response 
operations. The lecturer stressed the importance of understanding the sensitive issues in your 
community to gather intelligence, as well as the need to feed the media with information 
during a response.

Terror is not new, but tactics of terror change
Object of terror is to turn you into a drowning man
Media as a multiplier
“The Kardashian Syndrome” – know which topics are sensitive to your community, what 
will turn heads
What you don’t put out there, someone else will
Never lie – say what you have to say
1 spokesman – unity of message
Book by Author: Terrorist Suicide Bombings: Attack Interdiction, Mitigation, and 
Response. The link to electronically review the book is: 
https://books.google.com/books?id=4a3MBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA266&lpg=PA266&dq=Terr
orist+suicide+bombers+Kleiman&source=bl&ots=eI8nOL1kUY&sig=6txgZc59Nu1ssKaUlP
dR8evxJF8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjP7YSSkvvTAhUIs1QKHXZYDfMQ6AEINTAD#v=o
nepage&q=Terrorist%20suicide%20bombers%20Kleiman&f=false

Day 2:
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In-Transit Lectures on Security Topics 
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh
While in transit to various site visits, two veteran Israeli Security Agency members provided a 
series of lectures throughout the day on numerous topics related to Israel, the security 
situation, and terrorist incidents. Notes:

Demographics
8 million Israeli citizens: 75% Jewish; 21% Israeli Arabs; 4% Other (e.g., Christians, o
Arabs, Druze)
4.2 million Palestinians: 1.9M in West Bank; 1.7M in Gaza, E. Jerusalem Arabs o
(Israeli residents)

Until 1948, 1.2M Arabs/600K Jews; after 1948, 300K Arabs/600K Jews
500K Arabs went to refugee camps -> now 5 million in refugee campso

UN Decision 181 (November 29, 1947)
David Ben Gurion accepted division of Israel into Jewish State and Arab State o
with Jerusalem as international territory
Jewish State 68% deserto
Arabs would not accept any independent Israeli stateo

6 Day War – 1967
New reality – Jewish state controlled Gaza, West Bank, Sinai Penninsulao

New forms of terrorist organizations emerged
Oslo Agreement 

West Bank divided into 3 partso
A – exclusively administered by Palestinian Authority
B – administered by both Palestinian Authority and Israel
C – security and public affairs administered by Israel

1993 Agreement – Hamas said noo
10 years – birth of suicide bombers – change in paradigm

Israeli citizens afraid of buses, restaurants
Israeli develops expertise in dealing with terrorist cells

Islamic Fanatical Radical Movement Point of View:
Jerusalem belongs to Allaho
Allah chose Islam to rule the worldo
Chosen people: Jews, Christians, Muslims, but Jews and Christians fello
Jews can live here, but not be independent rulerso
Muslim Brotherhood says that Muslims must be the leaders in the Holy Lando
Mohammed – last propheto

Gaza Strip – 2 governments: 1 Hamas and 1 PLO; over 1.7M people
2006 decision to remove 16 Jewish settlements from Gaza (8K people)o
Hamas started shooting rockets all over Israelo

Obstacles to peace: 1) Jerusalem, 2) refugees, 3) Israeli settlements in West Bank
After 1967 (6 Day War), green light given to settle into the West Bank (500K people)
Hamas is a political movement, Islamic jihad is a military movement

ASTI CT Course May 2017 Notes.docx for Printed Item: 189 ( Attachment 1 of 3)
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Border countries: Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Egypt – no current problems except for 
Hezbollah

Syria: ceasefire since 1967, few problems remaining regarding the Golan Heightso
Jordan: ceasefire since 1967, peace agreement 1994o
Egypt: ceasefire since 1973, peace agreement 1979o

Ashdod – Philistine city; 3000 years old
Largest port city in Israelo
High population of Russian Jewso

First Intifada – began December 1987 - violent uprising against Israeli “occupation’; 
many riots and shootings
Second Intifada – began October 2000 – more violent
War with Gaza every 2-3 years, last was August 2014
Kibbutz – communal living generally according to Communist principles
More than 12 empires have conquered the Holy Land – all empire expansion has to go 
through Israel
50% unemployment rate in Gaza
Egypt has mostly closed their gate with Gaza

Was open until 3 years agoo
Previous leader of Egypt was Muslim Brotherhood – kept the gate openo

Desert defined as less than 200mm of rain/year
Rocket attacks from Gaza

If in vehicle, stop car, get behind anything, cover heado
Every bus top has bomb sheltero

Many tunnels from Gaza – get into Israel and behind military
Jerusalem

King Solomon built first temple: “Gods house among people”o
Most important Holy City for Jewso
David Ben Gurion: “no state of Israel without Jerusalem, but there is Jerusalem o
without Israel”
East Jerusalem belonged to Jordan until 1967o

1/3 of population of Jerusalem

Site Visit: Magen David Adom (MDA) in Israel – Tactics and Procedures
Director of International Relations
MDA is the Israeli emergency medical services (EMS) agency. Participants traveled to Ashdod to 
visit an MDA dispatch center. The lecturer provides information on operations and logistics 
required to coordinate the activities of the more than 15,000 volunteers and 2000 paid staff 
across the country. MDA is also the only supplier of blood services in Israel. Participants were 
able to view dispatch technology and operations as they occurred. Notes:

MDA: Red Shield of David -> National EMS organization and national blood services 
organization
British mandate over Middle East after WW2
Established according to Red Cross guidelines
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National, public, statutory, volunteer organization
More than 15K volunteers, less than 2K employees

Volunteers are trained the same as employeeso
Active every hour, every day, all over the country
Train all IDF paramedics
Not funded by government, but supervised by Ministries of Health and Finance
Charge for services provided

Those treated can claim back costs from health organizationso
Costs covered if person is hospitalized or suffers from known medical problemso
72% of budget comes from billed costso

Government provides funds for preparedness from multiple hazards (e.g., earthquakes, 
rockets)

No major earthquakes since 1927o
Israel sits on 2 fault lineso

Volunteers are crucial in every community -> active, involved, well-trained
Call volume: 2500 calls per day (emergency and non-emergency)

2 ALS helicopterso
Vehicles: 1000+ ambulances plus minibikeso
Tel Aviv region: 300-400 calls/day for 1.5 million peopleo
Not a lot of misuse of the systemo
Provide backup to the national school system for non-emergency callso

There are private ambulance companies; a few provide ALS
9 regional dispatching centers

Dispatchers are all EMTs or paramedicso
Can provide medical guidance over the phoneo
National dispatch system – call will go to first available dispatchero

Trying to keep time to answer call to less than 4 seconds
No central 911 system in Israel

Dial 100 for police serviceso
Dial 101 for MDAo
Dial 102 for fire serviceso

Created an understanding that all disciplines need to work together 
Direct communication from one dispatching center to another o
In areas of potential violence, MDA may request backup from law enforcemento
Some awareness training of fire department operationso
A lot of training with fire departmento
GPS navigational system shows unit numbers of units from other departmentso

Law enforcement is in command of every incident
Law enforcement can shut down all communications amplifying sites near an incident
Responders have primary access to cellular bandwidth
Smart phone app (My MDA) – geolocates caller

Personal informationo
Known allergieso
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Recent medical historyo
Family info (calling in for self or other family member?)o
Can activate phone camera to provide video from sceneo
Can communicate via texto
Shows “uber” view of vehicles arrivingo
60K userso

Volunteers – group of highly trained EMTs and paramedics that keep supplies with them 
or bring them home

MDA team app – shows location of all team memberso
If first ambulance will arrive in more than 5 minutes, system will also scan o
volunteer first responders in the area

Provided with same call information
Can respond and click “navigate” -> uses Waze to guide to call

Can fill out medical form – becomes part of the medical recordo
Only supplier of blood services in Israel

Collect at least 1000 units every dayo
Need to have enough inventoryo
High holidays means lower supplyo
Targeted communications with donorso

Hospitals notify dispatchers when at capacity; close communication
Ministry of Health monitors hospital capacity closelyo

Site tour: Ashdod dispatch center 
In bomb sheltero
Air filtering system to protect against chem/bioo
Automatic dispatch of mutual aido
Average response time 7-8 minuteso
8-hour shiftso

Site Visit: Port of Ashdod – Protection of Transportation Assets
Participants traveled to the Port of Ashdod for a discussion of terror threats to transportation 
assets. Participants viewed multiple security components including biometric and automated 
gate systems, a smart fence, camera surveillance systems, the use of defender-class boats for 
patrol of the port from the water, biometric screening of crew members, and the use of drones. 
Notes:

Operations always connected to preventing terror
Need for separation of operations – like a military base
Profile employees for different categories of clearance
Video summarizing security measures

Advanced gate system using biometrics for accesso
Smart fenceo
Camera surveillance system and included analyticso
Defender-class boats patrolo
Biometric screening of crew memberso
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Database contains information on 70% of seamen in the world
Droneso

Example of terror threat: “trojan horse” shipping container with false wall -> killed 10
Guiding authorities:

Interior Emergency Authorityo
ISA Information Securityo
ISAo
Israeli Policeo
Israeli Navyo

Site tour: Port security operations 

Site Visit: Rutenberg Power Station – Protection of Critical Infrastructure
The Rutenberg Power Station is located in Ashkelon, less than 5 km from Gaza. The power 
station is the target of repeated rocket and terror attacks. Numerous tunnels from Gaza have 
also been found in the vicinity of Rutenberg. Participants learned about the security 
components being used to prevent and mitigate attacks on the power station. Notes:

5 power stations located in Israel – Rutenberg is the largest
Located 5km from Gaza
Israel cannot get electricity from anywhere else in the world
Have to depend on themselves
Issues:

Rocketso
Concrete wall protects major systems
Iron Dome
Reliance on coal (LNG expensive)
Poles hardened

Tunnelso
Found in vicinity – one 3km long

Terroristso
Combat trained security guards
Patrol vehicles
Guard towers
Surveillance – cameras, radar
Patrol boats (2)
Navy patrol of pier

Collaboration between fire, police, IDF, Red Cross
Site tour: power station

Site Visit: City of Sderot
Sderot is the city located closest to Gaza and is targeted in many rocket attacks. Participants 
viewed stockpiles of exploded rockets launched from Gaza into Sderot, as well as shelters 
available throughout the city to protect civilians. These shelters include playground equipment 
that serve as bomb shelters in schools and parks.
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Lecture: The State of Relations between Israel and its Neighbors
Rami Savir
This session provided information on the relationships with Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and Egypt, 
nomadic Bedouin tribes within Israel, Gaza, the West Bank area of Judea and Sumeria, and the 
division within Jerusalem. Notes:

Understanding the mindset of Israel is key
Israel formed as a state for Jewish people
Mixed population: Jews, Israeli Arabs, Palestinians, E. Jerusalem
1.7 billion Muslims in the world
Most Muslims not terrorists, but most/many terrorists are Muslim
Lebanon

Not a real country - clans of Christians, Muslimso
Hezbollah runs the stateo
Theoretically should have no problems with Lebanono

Syria
Sunni Muslimso
Govt holding power thanks to support of Lebanon and Russiao

Jordan
Left over from British Mandateo
70-80% Palestinianso
Minority Bedouins are rulingo
Peace treaty with Israel but don’t know if it will holdo

Egypt
Peace treaty since 1977o
Good relations with regime, but not with peopleo
Bedouins living in Sinai Deserto

Gaza
Trying to find ways to defeat/pass the fence (e.g., rockets, tunnels)o
For a while, didn’t see foreigners as a significant threato

Requires profiling of behavior
You can’t check everyone
Pure random checks are a waste of time

Judea/Sumeria
Judea is south of Jerusalem in West Banko
Sumeria is north of Jerusalem in West Banko

Use of walls to separate territory used/controlled by Palestinians when people are so 
close they can shoot each other with rifles

Suicide attacks went down more than 90% after wall builto
Wood and concrete fenceo

Tunnels
Tunnels into Israel are attack tunnelso
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Tunnels into Egypt are smuggling tunnelso
Jerusalem – Old City (less than 1mile x 1 mile)

Jewish Quartero
Muslim Quartero
Armenian Quartero
Christian Quartero

Lecture: The Muslim Mindset
Rami Savir
This session provided an assessment of behaviors and motivations of Muslim Arabs in the 
Middle East from the prospective of former Israeli Security Agency members. Notes:

A man is always preferable to a woman
The man decideso
A woman as a source is less beneficialo
Women do not participate in discussionso

A mother is always preferable to a wife
The function of a wife is to have kidso

Marriage for practical reasons is always preferable to marriage for love
Marriage to first cousins is idealo
Woman moves to home/family of husbando
Woman takes husbands nameo
Dynasty of family is very importanto

A cousin is always preferable to a stranger
Importance of families and clanso

Family obligation supersedes loyalty to a country
The Army is preferable to civilian institutions

Force is importanto
Perception of strength is importanto

Ethnic and religious affiliations are more important than a national identity
Rulers are more important than the law

Leadership is to benefit your familyo
Luck is more important than discipline and planning
Affinity and charisma are more important than the sense of obligation

People will follow someone to the worst decision they every madeo
Poetry is more important than prose
An embrace precedes acquaintance
Embarrassment precedes guilt

Do not want to be embarrassedo
Suspicion precedes trust
Shouting precedes dialogue
Past and future are more important than the present
Manipulation precedes listening
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Control and power are more important than the solution
Negotiation occurs prior to, during, and following an agreement
Honor above all 

Most important issue in the mindset of Arabso

Day 3:

In-Transit Lectures on Security Topics 
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh
While in transit to various site visits, two veteran Israeli Security Agency members provided a 
series of lectures throughout the day on numerous topics related to Israel, the security 
situation, and terrorist incidents. Notes:

Old Jerusalem
37K population inside wallso

65% Muslim
4 Quarters: Christian, Armenian, Jewish, Muslimo
Walls built in 1536 by the Ottomans to protect Jerusalem from Christian o
Crusaders
7 gates built originallyo

View of note: pillars built around light train station to prevent terror incidents caused by 
crashing vehicles into stations
View of note: Ammunition Hill from 1967 battle with Jordan
View of note: Mount of Olives, Mount of Scopos, Mount Zion
View of note: Bedouins villages - 280K population total
West Bank divided by Oslo Agreement:

A: Exclusive responsibility of Palestinianso
B: Security responsibility of Israel, public services responsibility of Palestinianso
C: Exclusive responsibility of Israelo

12 tribes of Israel – descendants from Jacob
Exiled into and enslaved in Egypt for 400 yearso
Moses led them through the desert for 40 yearso
Came through Jericho (Jordan Valley)o
Moses died on the east side of the Jordan River; did not enter into Holy Lando

Israel will not give up Jordan Valley as any part of a peace agreement – Jordan Valley is a 
buffer
June 16, 1946 – 11 bridges connecting Israel blown up to protest limits on amount of 
Holocaust Jews allowed into Israel
7 fruits that represent the “land of milk and honey”: date, olive, fig, grape, 
pomegranate, wheat, barley
Muslim calendar goes by the moon – 354 days
Jewish calendar – dates for holidays based on what is in the Bible

Ramadan – holiest Muslim holiday
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Fast for 30 dayso
Greater chance of terror attacks because people feel more devouto

Muslims pray 5 times per day – intelligence effort to see who goes to the mosque for 
the early prayers – most devout
Muslim Brotherhood – Dawah – call to build schools and mosques
Sea of Galilee – was main source of water for Israel
Dam at south end of the Sea / Jordan River
First desalination plant opened last year to provide water from the Mediterranean Sea
Syrians tried to stop water from flowing into Israel – 1964
First suicide bomber attack in 1991 after 400 Hamas leaders exported to Lebanon; came 
back with lots of knowledge about suicide bombing
Life of Jesus:

Raised in Nazareth for 30 yearso
Lived at Sea of Galilee for 3 yearso

Recruited disciples
Performed miracles

Traveled along Jordan Rivero
In Jerusalem only one week before being crucifiedo

Rule over land that is now Israel:
For 300 years after Jesus died, there was harassment of Christians – Romans did o
not allow Christianity
325 AD, Constantine the Great (Roman Emporer) – allowed Christianityo
638 AD Empire of Islamo
Defeated 1099 by Crusaderso
Defeated in 1187 by Muslimso
Defeated 1516 by Ottomanso
Ottomans ruled til the end of WW1o

View of note: Bet She-An. In 1997, a Jordanian soldier killed 7 girls in Bet She-An; King 
Hussein of Jorden went to Bet She-An to give his condolences to the families
History of Islam:

7th Century AD – Islam became the 3rd monotheistic religiono
Established by Muhammad (name means “Praise God’)o

570 AD – born in Mecca
610 AD – entered a cave in Mecca and had a vision from the Angel 
Gapriel

Wrote first verses of Koran in cave
Started to preach 610-622 AD
622 AD chased from Mecca to Medina
622 AD – died and buried in Medina
No successor – 2 competing camps

Al Sahaba (sp?) – friends of Muhammad
Fatimah – daughter of Muhammad, married to 4th caliph

Fought to continue Islamo
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Mother of Al-Hasan and Al-Husayno
680 AD – battle for the future of Islam between Fatimah and sons vs. 
friends of Muhammad – Battle of Karbala

Al Husayn killed in battle – followers became Shia
Day of Ashura (Shia holiday) marks the death of Al Husayn at 
Battle of Karbala

ISIS – Sunni, Al Qaeda – Sunni
ISIS established after 9/11 and US involvement in Iraq
65% of Iraq controlled by ISIS
Syria – Bashar al-Assad not Sunni or Shia
ISIS, other Sunni groups, free rebels all fighting al-Assad
2014 – Jabhat al-Nusra kidnapped 45 United Nations peacekeepers in Golan Heights; 
Israeli forces opened the gate and allowed UN personnel into Israel
Druze

Fatimid Caliphate (Shia) – 11th centuryo
Ruled in Egypt and Israel
King kidnapped, ad Dazari thought king was 1st imam

Ad Dazari ran away and established new religion (Druze)
Druze not Arab, not Muslimo
1.5 milliono
Don’t need nation or government, only want territoryo
Very little known about Druze religiono
Being killed in Syriao
Druze in Israel demanding that Israeli government intervene in Syrian conflict to o
help Druze in Syria
Stopped ambulance and stoned wounded Syrian soldier to deatho

Site Visit: Jordan River Baptism Site
Participants traveled to the Jorder River Baptism Site. This historic religious site is located on 
the border with Jordan, sharing baptism facilities. The span of the Jordan River at this site is less 
than 20 feet, posing unique security challenges. Notes:

One of 2 baptism sites – the other is at the Sea of Galilee
White dove symbolizes the baptism of Jesus

Jesus baptized by John the Baptist in Jordan Rivero
Voice of God: “This is the son of God that I was talking about”o
Christians view baptism as a cleaning of the soul and the bodyo

Currently good relationship with Jordan
Peutinger Map 

Discovered in the 4th century ADo
Shows network of roads from Roman Empireo
Indicates that site of baptism of Jesus close to Jordan River baptism siteo

No control of borders all the way to Turkey
Until 2007, 250km border with Egypt was completely open
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Fence built in 2007, significantly reducing smuggling problemso
Current war between ISIS and Tarabin (Bedouin tribe)

Trying to keep Bedouins from smugglingo

Site Visit: Triangle Border
This border is the boundary between Israel, Syria, & Jordan. Lecturers provided information on 
the impact of the war in Syria on Israel, the expansion of ISIS into Syria and Jordan. Lecturers 
provided information on the security situation in the Golan Heights, and implications for Jewish 
settlements in the area. Notes:

Golan Heights: 950m above sea level
Sykes-Picot Agreement – 1916 – division of area

Golan Heights, Lebanon, Syria to be French territoryo
Israeil, part of Jordan, part of Iraq, Egypt to be English territoryo

1945-46 – Syria became independent
ISIS concentrating opposite Golan Heights, but focusing on battles to the east and north 
right now
Jordan Valley = 65 miles

Border between 2 tectonic plateso
Major earthquakes every 100-110 yearso

Site Visit: French Hospital/Syrian Officer Academy
Participants toured the site of a former French hospital used as a Syrian Officer Academy before 
the Six Day War. The building ruins look down into the Syrian countryside. Notes:

Eli Cohen – Israeli intelligence agent
Established cover identity 1960-61 in Argentinao
Settled in Syria 1961-65, transmitted information on Syrian military and o
fortifications
Caught January 1965, tried, and executedo

Site Visit: Valley of Tears
The Valley of Tears is battle site from Yom Kippur War where significantly outnumbered Israeli 
forces held off attackers until reinforcements could arrive after 4 days. Participants were able to 
explore a maintained Israeli Defense Force (IDF) bunker. The visit highlighted the difficulties in 
defending territory given the proximity of countries that have been actively hostile to Israel. 
Lecturers also provided a review of international/UN participation in the security situation. 
Notes:

Until 1967, Syria controlled Golan Heights and bombed the kibbutz
Yom Kippur War – surprise attack from Syrian in Golan Heights; 3-point attack
History:

1947 Independenceo
1956 Sinai Waro
1967 Six Day Waro

10/6/73 – Attack on Yom Kippur – holiest day for Jewish religion
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Israeli army kept minimal forces in Golan Heightso
Ignored intelligence about possible waro
No recruitment of reserves until 10/5/73o

Valley of Tears – one of three attack columns
1 battalion in Valleyo
600 Syrian tanks vs. 35-40 Israeli tankso
For 4 days, Israeli tank battalion held off Syrianso
Bitter battle – officers motivated soldiers to stayo
Reserves arrived after 4 days and turned battleo
Israeli forces pushed into Syriao

Pushed to within 40km from Damascus
Pushed to within 101km from Cairo

1974 – ceasefire between Israel and Syria

Site Visit: The Dead Sea
Participants were able to visit and swim in the Dead Sea, learning about the security challenges 
of protecting this site visited by travelers from within Israel and throughout the world. Notes:

Every year 1m lost from the Dead Sea
Dead Sea 34% salt in water (ocean .4% salt)

Day 4:

Site Visit: Knesset
The Knesset is the legislature of Israel. A guided tour provided information on the structure and 
composition of the Knesset. Participants subsequently attended private meetings with 3 
members of Israeli parliament (Yehuda Glick, Amir Ohana, and Tzipi Hotovely. The Knesset 
members provided their unique perspectives on the security situation in Israel and answered 
questions from ASTI participants. Notes:

“to come together/to congregate”
120 members

17 not Jewisho
33 women (25%)o

Parliamentary Democracy
Vote for 1 party, not individual memberso
Each party posts list of 120 potential o
Seated by percentage of voteo
Minimum of 3.25% to get representation in Knesseto

President gives political power to Knesset
Knesset has to form governmento
At least 61 members must support governmento

Declaration of independence
14 May 1948 at 4:00pm (Friday)o
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5/15 – end of British Mandate, Shabbat (Saturday)o
Concerns about civil war if there was a leadership voido
Document o

“Rock of Israel” = God
No other reference to God

Signed while blank
Bold paragraph in middle contains 3 justifications for independent Jewish 
state:

Historical connection with land
1917 Balfour Declaration / 1947 UN Partition Plan
Holocaust

Describes type of government
3 addresses to UN, to Jewish people, to Arabs
Call to peace

No constitutiono
Plenary Hall used for voting

Lively debates, most recognizable roomo
Many other discussion roomso

Bills – 2 types
Government-originated: written by minister or vice-minister, requires 3 voteso
Private: written by any member of Knesset; requires 4 voteso

Official symbol – candelabrum
Separation of powers: legislative, government, judicial
PM is also a member of parliament
Speaker is member of parliament, but runs/manages the debate
10 seconds to vote; board shows voting results
Disciplinary action – can force members of party to vote in a specific way
Judicial oversees legislative oversees government oversees judicial
“ascend the podium” = give testimony
Viewing space for press, honored guests, public
Chegal Hall – 3 tapestries, 12 floor mosaics, 1 wall mosaic

Tapestries: present (colorful – different waves of immigration), past (exodus o
from Egypt, Moses, King David), future (Isaiah)

Knesset Member Meeting: Yehuda Glick
Jerusalemofpeace.com

Likud party – 30 seats in this Knesset
Formerly served in Ministry of Absorption
Six Day war – greatest victory of Jewish people

2 million Jews surrounded by 200 million Arab Muslims (supported by USSR)o
Yom Kippur War – lesson in humility

Lesson: if we put down our arms, we won’t existo
Greatest danger – those who think God is exclusive and want to convert others

12 million Muslims killed by radical Muslimso
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Settlements not an obstacle to peace, but are bringing peace by living together 
peacefully
Importance of not being afraid of terrorism
Demand from ourselves the highest standards
Jerusalem mentioned more than 600 times in the Bible
Nations that want to remain relevant will recognize Jerusalem as capitol
Israel offers highest level of human rights for all citizens
Temple Mount as world center for human rights
Promote Jerusalem Covenant

Knesset Member Meeting: Amir Ohana
12 years in IDF and ISA
Member of 5 committees
21 Arab states combined are 1000 times larger than Israel
1.4 billion Muslims in the world - yet still the minority that needs to be protected
It is the existence of the state of Israel and of the Jewish people in their homeland that 
Muslims find objectionable
100 years of terror
PLO founded in 1964 – before settlers

What is Palestine? “From the river to the sea, Palestine will be free”o
Continue to support terror in many wayso

Influential Muslim leadership sees Jews as occupiers like British and Ottomans before 
them
This is the birthplace of Jewish religion
2000 years of exile – “tomorrow in Jerusalem”
Israeli/Arab conflict will not be solved in DC – must be solved by Israelis and Arabs
Cannot overstate friendship/brotherhood with U.S.

Share enemies, enemies of the free worldo
Knesset Member Meeting: Tzipi Hotovely

Deputy Foreign Minister
Time for us to rethink
Issues with Iran and Syria
Challenges of Jerusalem
Children’s intifada

12-15 year old took kitchen knives to streetso
Means it is part of education system and social media

Schools named after mass murderers
Great future for you and your families as terrorists
Congress sponsoring and funding families of terrorists
Winning of 6 Day War gave all religions freedom to practice their religion in Jerusalem
Israelis expecting movement of US embassy to Jerusalem
Clear that YouTube, Facebook have the ability to remove content related to terrorism, 
recruitment

Arguments of free speecho
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Already some restrictions on pornography, etc.o
Request to remove content combining certain wordso
Still disappointed with accessibility of this informationo

Site Visit: Israeli National Security Council
Eitan Ben-David
Participants visited the office of the Prime Minister and attended a private meeting with Israel's 
National Security Director, Etan Ben David (sp?). Mr. David provided information on the 
challenges of terrorism in Israel, Hezbollah and Hamas, counter-tunnel challenges, and the 
importance of learning from terror attacks in other countries. Participants were able to ask 
questions of Mr. David related to counter-terrorism policies. Notes:

We are trying to do our best in this region
Trying to improve ourselves every dayo
Our agenda is to alert and readyo

Most of surrounding countries are enemy
Countries by law, no diplomatic relationso
Peace treaties with Jordan and Egypt, but good relationships primarily with o
government
People of Egypt and Jordan not happy with presence of Israelo

Borders: Gaza (59km); Egypt (208km); Lebanon (79km); Syria (92km); Jordan (309km); 
Saudi Arabia (X); Mediterranean Sea (196km)
Asleep with 1 eye open; need to be strong in the neighborhood
A lot of budget dedicated to security issues
When it comes to security, people of Israel are very united
Last conventional war: 1982 with Lebanon
In last 2 decades, most operations are against terror organizations
Hezbollah in Lebanon, Hamas in Gaza

Hiding with civilians inside villages and citieso
President of Lebanon said: “Hezbollah is Lebanon and Lebanon is Hezbollah”o

Israelis want to live peacefully in region
Sharon gave back Gaza

After less than one year, Palestinian Authority lost to Hamas and were kicked outo
Now terrorist organization controls land on Israeli bordero

They will always find a way to attack you with innovative methods
Iron Dome – most rockets not allowed to hit
Gaza using 35-40% of aid for military purposes
Building tunnels

Karem Shalom crossing border: 1000 trucks per day into Gaza with supplies and o
humanitarian goods
No good technology to detect every tunnelo
Israel investing a lot of money into technology placed deep into border to detect o
tunneling activity

Gas reserves in Mediterranean Sea
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You have to send a message that you are not going to put up with terror incidents
More than 100K come into Israel to work every morning (60% legally, 40% illegally)
Rely on security clearances, fence, punitive measures against terrorist families, powerful 
intelligence assets, training, security awareness, community engagement
Learn from the attacks of others – Israel studies what is going on in other places in the 
world including details, modus operandi

Israel is a lab for terror attackso
Need to understand the organization, mindseto

Who they are, what is their cause?
What kind of measures will hurt them?
What will contain them?

Lecture/Site Visit: Military Court of Judea and Sumeria
Lt Colonel Menachem Lieberman
Participants received a presentation on the military court and the prosecution of suspects of 
those accused of security or criminal offenses in the West Bank. The site visit included in-court 
viewing of proceedings against a man charged with using social media as part of a terrorist 
organization. Notes:

West Bank under military sovereignty
Questions on whether Geneva Convention applies
Judiciary

Local Palestinian courtso
Military courtso
Juvenile military courtso
Military court of appealso
High Court of Justice: “Bagatz” (In Israel)o

Those accused of criminal or security offenses in West Bank get real trial, rights of any 
defended

Acquittal rate as high as Israeli courtso
Same evidentiary laws as in Israelo

No jury system in Israel
Cases: terror, criminal, disturbance of public order, traffic, border offenses, and review 
of administrative decisions
24.5% of defendants have membership in a terrorist organization
Terror organizations find it easy to influence minors
Encourage and pay minors to perform terrorist acts

Redeem “immoral behavior”o
“Hate indoctrination”o

Administrative detention
Preventative, not punitiveo
Usually 6 monthso

Constant presence of human rights NGOs, visits of diplomats and foreign delegations
All defendants have lawyers; public defenders from Palestinian Authority available
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Site tour: in-session court proceedings 

Lecture: IED Trends
Chief Superintendent Michael Cardash

This lecture focused on ISIS and AQ IED trends exclusive of PBIEDs (addressed previously). The 
presenter discussed sources for explosive material, including unexploded ordnance (UXO) and 
the process necessary to create a homemade explosive materials as detailed in widely-
distributed publications and internet-based videos. Participants also learned about 
camouflaging IEDs and anticipated upcoming threats and trends (including vehicle borne IEDs 
(VBIED), drones as a delivery mechanism. Notes:

Sources for explosives
Unexploded ordnance (UXO)o

PTAB 2.5 bomblets
Converted to an IED: remove fuse, remove tail assembly, add XMAT, 
insert det cord, close
Since Russian intervention in Syria, more modern munitions

UXO AO 2.5RT sub-munition
Homemade explosiveso

Ammonium nitrate fertilizer
Ammonium nitrate + aluminum powder
TATP, nitrocellulose, EGDN, other
Christmas Eve 2014 AQAP magazine published article on how to make 
XMAT

Potassium chlorate (?) with booster
Plastic bottle casing
Nigella sativa (black cumin)

More energetic than carbono
Increased detonation energy by 30%o

TATP – classic 2-stage detonationo
International Terror

Richard Reid – shoe bombero
UK 21.7 attempt (2005) Londono
Delta Airlines attempt – Christmas Dayo
Paris attacks: 13 November 2015o

1.2kg wet TATP and 700-1000 nuts
Germany Ansbach: 24 July 2016o

Suicide bomber outside wine bar
2kg urea + AN and 200g TATP

Brussels, Belgium: 22 March 2016o
3rd device 25kg TATP
Produced 100-125 kg of TATP

Upcoming threat: TATP VBIEDo
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Turkish airport bombing
Camouflaged IEDs

Building blocks (ISIS)o
Rock camouflage (Houthis)o
Sandals (ISIS)o
Laptop IEDs (Al Shabaab)o

Flight restrictions 
AQAP raid – tech to build device
Inside laptop battery; still functions

ISIS use of vehicle-borne IED (VBIED) – New trend
Large armored VBIED driven by suicide bombero
Now in Iraq and Syria on a defensive positiono

4 x 4 or SUVs (prefer Kia)
Light armored SUVs

Route to Karbala – 8 VBIEDs
Month of Ramadan
Electronic detonators with electronic plugs
Plastic bags and containers packed with explosives

ISIS use of UAVs – New trend
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) multirotor drone/quadcoptero
Used for surveillance to dateo
Quadcopter payloads – future threat?o
Hezbollah – Aug 2016 – weaponized quadcopter with AT/AP MZD2 bombletso
ISIS fixed wing bomber – Jan 2017 - PR filmo
ISIS quadcopter bombings – Jan 2017o

3D printed components
Tail hook on bomblets
40mm warhead – M430 or M383

Iraqi forces weaponized UAVs with shuttlecock bombletso
Chemical – new trendo

Fixed wing UAV with chlorine canister
Mosul April 2017

French and Dutch using eagles to counter UAVso

Review
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh

Cannot copy our methods in your communities – better to see why we do it and adapt 
our methods
Always expect a 2nd attack; things may happen in stages
Sunday - lectures

Dangers of cyber and IOT; consider your cyber protectiono
Consider communicationo

Used best by ISIS
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Significant recruitment tool
Pay attention – see what the intentions are
Can use media to show your own message
Incitement on social media

Monday – MDA, Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gaza
US may not have those kind of threatso
All of this can be applied to police worko
Community relations is also a part of responseo

Tuesday – West Bank, Golan Heights, Syria, Jordan
Message that if you are strong enough and crazy enough, it helps to detero

Wednesday – Parliament, PM Office, Courts
Right wing side of perspectiveo
Solution is a matter of perspectiveo
Demonstration of incitement via social networkso

Lecture: Social Networks as a Source of Inspiration
Rami Savir
This session focused on the importance of monitoring content of social media networks to 
identify sites/videos/forums, etc. being used to inspire hatred against the Jewish population 
and potential suicide bombers. Participants watched 2 videos made for children that encourage 
violence against Jewish persons. The lecturer also provided Facebook posts showing the 
progression of radical ideology by a young man that killed a 13 year-old Jewish girl. Notes:

Video: PAL network
Video: Hamas children’s network
Case of Muhammad Tarayrah

Killed 13-year old girlo
Review of social media postso

“Death is a right and I demand my right”
Desire to become a Shaheed

Social media – riots and disorder predictable via SM
No such thing as a lone wolf – need inspiration – often found in social media

Day 5:

Site Visit: Hadassah Hospital
Julie Bebinskry 
Participants visited Hadassah Hospital to review the readiness and capabilities for mass casualty 
readiness, including trauma-specific emergency room spaces and intensive care units, plans for 
surge of facilities and staff, preparedness drills, and the need for trans-cultural nursing. The visit 
included a presentation by Dr. Asaf Kedar Terrorism Related to Mass Casualty Events in Israel. 
Dr. Kedar discussed the increase in vehicle assaults and knife attacks in recent year. Notes:

Everything in ER can be quarantined
Capacity for 110 beds
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MDA notifies ER with patient details
Trauma ER – rooms strictly for trauma

X-ray boomso
Lights also cameras – everything filmedo

Not accessible to lawyers
Each room has capacity for 2 patientso
Ultrasound machines in roomo
Call volume / day – approx. 10o

Rambam Hospital – only Level 1 hospital in north part of country
Anticipate military woundso
Complete hospital underneath the ground – used if necessary in time of waro

Hadassah Hospital – geared towards terror victims
Conduct drills for hospital evacuation onto grounds
During mass casualty, patients leave for CT and don’t return to ER, move to other care
No diverts, always accept trauma patients
Burn care – big issue – resources lacking
Big bottleneck – imagery, CT scans
ATLS – Advanced Trauma Life Support
No problems with drop times from ambulances
Another bottleneck in ICU, but all nurses ICU trained
Nursing school in hospital
Different ICUs distributed throughout hospital: trauma, peds, cario, etc.
Effort to keep families together during mass casualty incidents
Visiting dignitary room – bulletproof, self-contained
Simulation/training room can be converted for more beds
System for surge capacity

Drill 3x per year for all former ER nurses in hospitalo
Focus on new threatso
2017 – pediatric drillo

No translation problems
Workers reflect population of the city
No follow-up care available in Palestinian Authority (PA)
PA has Ministry of Health and own medical system
Air transports 1x per month

Short distances in Israelo
Air pad fits criteria for military hospitalso

Mass decon area with Geiger counter outside in ambulance bay
Mother and child pavilion

Obstetrics, labor and delivery, pediatric ICU, oncology, surgeryo
Cultural competence: trans-cultural nursing, ethnomedo
Can be used for surge in a mass casualtyo
Access to utilities in ceilingo
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Family areas have kitchens and showers
Pediatric ICU has parent sleeping rooms
Hospitals in East Jerusalem run by Palestinian Authority Ministry of Health

Dr, Yorum Weiss
Former Director of surgical ICU
A lot of experience here with trauma
Seeing a decline of trauma patients

Used to have many multi-casualty eventso
Importance of drills to maintain skillso

MCE factors:
Volume of patientso
Medical characteristics of event (e.g., injury types – crush)o
Prehospital sceneo
Hospital-related variableso

Terrorism Related to MCE in Israel
Dr. Kedar Assaf

West Bank divided into Sumaria (North) and Judea (South)
1/10/15 Drive-by shooting
2392 attacks in 10 weeks (2015)

Increase in vehicular assaultso
Most attacks in West Bank (74%)o

Terrorists today
Age of terrorists: 16-20: 37%, 21-25: 34%; minors 10%o
Gender of terrorists: 89% maleo

Some females – suicide by cop
Lone terrorist is characterized by radicals who embark on individual terrorist o
missions without any logistical support or conventional means of attack

Example: tractor into crowded street
Patients spread out so hospitals not overwhelmed
Significant increase in vehicular assault
Continuous dialogue with dispatch centers

Can connect to CCTV cameras to see what is happening in the fieldo
EMTs sending photos from smart phoneso
Israel uses WhatsApp to send datao

Knife attacks – Intifada of the Knife
More force in those hit intentionallyo
Attackers being taught efficient stab sites and how to avoid police/military o
protective vests -> “Intelligent stabbing”
Use of foley catheter into path of knife tracko
Whatever you can do to apply direct pressureo
Goal of MDA is to get to the closest, proper medical facilityo

Site Visit: Check Point between Israel and West Bank
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Participants visited a check point in Jerusalem where inhabitants from the West Bank cross into 
Jerusalem. Part of the visit included a tour of a main control center where Israeli border forces 
review an extensive surveillance camera outputs at all times. During the tour, participants saw 
an incident where two youths touched the fence and caused a sensor hit. The border forces 
maintained surveillance on the two. Notes:

North part of Jerusalem: PA and Israel come together
Behind wall is refugee camp – Kalandia

½ Israelis who choose to live behind the wall, ½ Palestinianso
Hard to tell the intentions of people going through the check point
Next month is Ramadan - .5 million people going through the check point during holiday
Site tour: Control Center

Incident ongoing – 2 boys/young men touched fence causing sensor hito
Concerns about people infiltrating into Jewish communities and murdering o
people
5 platoons of 70 people eacho
Want to allow people freedom to come into work and to prayo
Don’t know the intentions of people coming overo
Concerns about attacks on border forceso
Border guards work together well with police, IDF -> importance of sharing o
information and intelligence
Incident description: small village Sho-afat  – rocks thrown at police and MDA – o
attacks on the people there to help others
A lot of cooperation that people don’t know abouto
Incidents of bombs in ambulances – fake sicko
All facets of Israeli population in Border Guardo
Command board – shows location of all vehicleso
Software reads license plate of every car coming into Israelo

Information immediately provided to Border Guard
Site tour: Surveillance Center

24/7 camera surveillanceo
Women better than men at surveillance
4 hour shifts
Looking for abnormalities, behavior, proximity to fence
Become very familiar with specific area
Land/terrain divided in a very specific way
Contact directly with units in field

Similar units/centers all over the countryo

Site Visit/Lecture: Special Patrol Unit/Yasam Jerusalem
The tactics and procedures of the Special Patrol Unit are similar to SWAT teams in the United 
States. The Special Patrol Unit is divided into motorcycle units and team-based squadrons. Unit 
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members demonstrated non-lethal and lethal weapons and capabilities. A unit member also 
provided a briefing on motives of a terrorist, operational parameters, suspicious signs and 
behaviors. Notes:

Deal with extraordinary incidents – anything with violence
2 types of units:

Motorcycle unitso
Anywhere in the city in 3-7 minutes
Driver + rider; rider has M-4
Elite of unit
Helmet has Bluetooth for comms transmission
7 bikes every shift spread throughout city
2 shifts plus missions
At night use 4-wheeled vehicles because of reduction in traffic

Team-based squadronso
Use Chevy Savana – holds 9 officers (but can hold up to 15-16)
Modular vests
Riot suit is fireproof
Cannot use baton unless at highest threat level, and then only to outer 
thigh
Non-lethal: rubber rounds

Not allowed to fire center mass
Can only aim below knee or below waist

Water cannon
Used for 3rd highest level of riots
Has self-defense system – tear gas deployed from sides
Disperses water, water with blue paint, water with stink, and 
water with tear gas

Police can come in later to arrest people painted in blueo
Nozzle on front for trash fires
Working time of 4 min at full blast
Can refill from any fire hydrant

Arsenal
Importance of surgical means vs. mass means
Non-lethal:

Sponge roundso
OCo
Paintball gun with paint, salt, OCo

Night-vision, night-sight for M4 and M22

M4 – fires .556
.22 Ruger (between lethal and non-lethal
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For those that present danger, but not “clear and present” o
danger

Unit formed in the 90’s – needed to form professionally-trained operational units
Most professional in police forceo

4 squadrons: 2 team-based, motorcycle, mounted
Teams of 5 officers or pairs of riderso

Focus on:
Terror – arrests, identifying suspects, response to extreme eventso
Crime – specific events, proactive actionso
Public order – demonstrations and protestso
Sensitive missions (Temple Mount, VIP protection, public security patrols)o

Threats: suicide attacks, kidnapping, knife attacks, cars as weapons, shootings
Concerns about combined attack and multiple attacks (e.g., secondary attacks on o
responders)
Profile: all ages, family status, gender, education level, and economic statuso
Locations: friction points where Arab population comes into contact with Jewish o
population
Any time of dayo
Motives:o

Revenge
Environmental causes

Incitement
Desire to be famous
Copycat

Religious reasons
Personal

Suicidal
Clear name

Operational parameters
Position personnel/units in sensitive places (e.g., crowds, commercial areas, o
schools, central areas, hot spots)
Roadblocks to check suspicious personso
Learn and traino

Suspicious signs and behavior
Presence in area not supposed to beo
Purse or backpacko
Nervous behavioro
Mumbling/prayingo
Try to get close to security personnelo

Operational behavior:
Keep a safe distanceo
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Other officers looking for suspectso
Keep guard up at all timeo

Video: shooter in parking lot (2016)
Video: incident at Temple Mount – shooting from fortified door 7; no firearms allowed 
on Temple Mount

Lecture: Islam in the United States
Mordechai Kedar
This session focused on known radical Islamic groups in the United States. The lecturer 
discussed challenges for law enforcement, including the need to listen to people in their own 
language, in order to assess the level of support for radical Islamic organization. Notes:

Lecturer: 50 years experience in Arab culture (25 in IDF, 25 in academia)
“Alive and Killing: Tribalism in the Arab World”
Tribalism – most important element in the Arabic societies
Islam – extends to other countries
Suggested article: “Sharia and Violence in American Mosques” 
http://www.meforum.org/2931/american-mosques
Found documents:

“40 Hadith on Jihad” against infidels (Americans)o
“Racist, Fascist, Criminal Police: Manual for How to Resist Police Investigations”o

Video: lying in Islam – prevention, protection of religion
“The Life of Muhammad” page 367o

Until they prove that this is wrong, they should be held to this – plan for North America
Images of billboards – www.whyislam.com
Biggest challenge for law enforcement is how to find out what is true and what is not

Listen to what people are saying in their own languageo
Big difference between Arabic dialectso

Pyramid for of degree of support by Muslims for terrorist activity:
Tip is terroristso
Below – those that supply weaponso
Below that – those that donate moneyo
Below that – sympathizerso
Below that – “understanderers”o

“War is deception”
Different definition of the word “jihad”

Fight against sin – internal or external?o
Wording of the Qu’ran vs. the Holy Qu’ran

Site Visit: Jerusalem Fire Department
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Participants visited a fire station in Jerusalem. Firefighters discussed the need for different 
cultures to work together to identify and mitigate threats within the city. Participants were able 
to explore ladder trucks and a CBRNE apparatus. Notes:

4 stations – one in Old City (Arab)
225 firefighters in whole city
3 shifts, 24 hours per day; career staff; 24 hours on/ 48 hours off
Mutual aid from all over Israel
Big problems because of many religions – need to treat everyone the same
Call 102 to get fire response
Site tour of multiple apparatus

Lecture: Israeli Security Agencies
Rami Savir
This session provided a description of the agencies that work together for intelligence collection 
activities within Israel, focusing on the Israel Security Agency. Participants learned about the 
separate expertise required for field officers and interrogators. The presentation included 
discussion of identifying, developing, and running sources. Notes:

Video clips:
Boy caught smuggling XMATo
Multiple operationso
Hospital fugitive extractiono

Suggested documentary: The Green Prince: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z8z4Fi7oz4&t=50s
Shinbet/Israeli Security Agency

Responsible for internal security: terrorism, subversion, espionage, diplomatic o
protection, international protection, cyber
Field officers – 3 years trainingo

1 year language training
Case officers in charge of geographic area; alone/independento
Purpose is to thwart attacks, not collectors of intelligenceo
Interrogatorso

Separate from case handlers
Operate as a team
Rely heavily on confessions
Mock prisons
Cannot use source information during interrogation

Recruiting and handling difficult taskso
Need to be proactive 
Walk-ins rarely valuable
Start by deciding who you want to be your source
Motives: money, ideology, personal issues, extortion, reduction of 
charges
Collect information and try to use it later
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If the case officers doesn’t find the hidden motive, then the recruitment 
will not succeed
If he doesn’t have a motive, he will never be a source
The betrayal process starts when he says yes

Once he betrays his culture/brothers, he will one day betray the 
case officer

Running a source – most difficult tasko
Information is immediately critical
Continuing threat to source
Always about checking the reliability of the source

What info did he give you?
What did he not give you?

Flow of meeting:
Importance of small talk at beginning and end
Headlines first – you have your priorities and he has his

Get most important stuff at the beginningo
You are in charge – you dictate the pace

Don’t want to stop the flow of information for technical o
info/details

You ask questions based on info needs
Small talk
Payment of money 

Same amount every time, not based on value of o
information
The moment he understands the value of certain o
information, he will begin to lie or color his remarks
Imagination becomes facto
Source opinions, estimates are important, but are not factso

Reports – facts and case officer analysis/remarks
Sometimes you need to task a source with a specific mission

Validate mission outcomes
Identify gaps in outcome – what he reported versus what actually 
happened

Activity check – every couple of months
Sit down and review activity of source
Done by another case officer
Check for conflicts between what source told you and what 
actually happened

Reliability a key issue
Difference between source covering a target from the outside (example: 
barber) and a source covering a target from the inside

If you cannot recruit someone inside the target, you may be able 
to recruit from outside and get them inside
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Try not to recruit the head of a cell
Want sources that can come to you, but that can’t always happen
Need to know language and culture – culture adds context
Need to be proactive

Be ready to supply the things that they need as part of illegal 
activities (e.g., source, storage guy, smuggler)
Proactive prevention of terrorist organizations
Do not rely on luck or chance – make it!

Lessons learned and experience
Day 6:

In-Transit Lectures on Security Topics 
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh
While in transit to various site visits, two veteran Israeli Security Agency members provided a 
series of lectures throughout the day on numerous topics related to Israel, the security 
situation, and terrorist incidents. Notes:

Hebron
1929 – all Jews killed or expelled by Muslimso
Important city for many religionso

Tombs of the Patriarchs (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob)
Massacre before peace agreements
Jewish settlements

Jewish settlements
Anything that came under control of Jews after 1967o
Settlers feel safe inside of their community but not outsideo
Suggested reading: “The Israeli Solution: A One-State Plan for Peace in the o
Middle East” https://www.amazon.com/Israeli-Solution-One-State-Peace-
Middle/dp/0385348061
View of interest: Kiryat Arbao

Activity: Caliber 3
Participants visited Caliber 3, a special academy for counterterrorism and security training. 
Participants viewed an active shooter response demonstration and joined in analysis of security 
operations during the demonstration and viewed active shooter response demonstration. 
Following the demonstration, completed the Basic Combat Shooting course and learned 
procedures for response operations. As part of the course, participants worked individually and 
in teams to neutralize threats in a training setting. Notes:

Founded 12 years ago
Sharon Gat – colonel in Israeli special forces
Special academy for counter-terrorism and security training
IDF, Israeli police, ISA, law enforcement from all over the world, civilians, government 
departments -> all train here
Instructors served at least 15 years with IDF, ISA, and/or Israeli police
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“Brave heart and brave Jewish soul”

Site Visit: City of Hebron
Hebron is located in an Arab-controlled area of the West Bank. There are protected Jewish 
settlements in the city that is 97% Arab and 3% Jewish, creating significant security issues. 
Hebron contains archeological sites that are important to the Jewish faith, as well as the Tomb 
of the Fathers which has significance for Christians, Jews, and Muslims. Notes:

Population: 220K
Biggest city in Judea
Heart of radical Islam
800 Jews
4 neighborhoods
1917 Mandate for Palestine
TIPH – Temporary International Presence in Hebron
A lot of rock throwing, attempted stabbings
Site tour: Tel Rumeida

4500 year old ruins: stairs/wallo
4 room houseo
Land purchased in 1807o

Site tour: Tomb of the Fathers/Patriarchs
Built during reign of King Herodo
1267 – declared to be a mosqueo

Anyone not Muslim could not go in
Jews in Hebron in order to maintain access to the Tomb of the Fathers

1 million people per year visit Tomb of the Fatherso
Abraham paid 400 silver shekels for a cave and a field in Hebrono

Discovered to be cave of Adam and Eve
Purchased after Sarah died

Holy Arc – Torah Scrolls – contract for Hebrono
Site called “entrance to the garden of Eden”o
Rooms with memorials – actual tombs in caves underneath buildingo
Today building is split in 2 parts: one part for Muslim use, one part for everyone o
else

Site Visit: Old City of Jerusalem and Western Wall
Participants visited religious sites in the Old City of Jerusalem to understand security issues 
related to Dome of the Rock and terrorist incidents in Old City of Jerusalem. These sites have 
been frequent targets of terrorist attacks. Notes:

Dome of the Rock / Temple Mount
First Holy Temple of the Jews destroyed in the 5th centuryo
After 50 years of diaspora, Jews returned and built second Holy Temple in same o
place
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Destroyed by Romans in 70AD
Qu’ran Chapter 17 – journey of Muhammado

“exited mosque” and brought back prayers
Became 3rd holiest monument for Islam

Jesus only in Jerusalem for last week of lifeo
Palm Sunday – first day he entered Jerusalem from Mt of Olives
Thursday afternoon – arrested, interrogated
Friday – delivered to Romans, died, buried
Sunday – Mary sees empty tomb

40 days after resurection, Jesus went to heaven from Mt Oliveo
Church of the Holy Sepulchre 

Via della Rosao
Gethsemane Church o

where Peter denied Jesus three times 
where Judas gave up Jesus 
where Jesus was arrested

Crusader styleo
Built in 11th century AD on the remains of the Byzantine churcho

Mercy Gate / Golden Gate
Persians sacked Church of the Holy Sepulchreo
Golden cross returned with cross and entered through this gateo
Jews believe that the Messiah will return through this gateo
Muslims built cemetery in front of gateo

Room of the Last Supper
14th century dispute between Franciscans and Jews regarding the roomo
Grave of King David right below roomo
Became a mosque in 14th century ADo
Messiah will come from the family of King Davido

Western Wall
2 tablets in Arc of the Covenanto

Put in holiest room in the temple
Temple destroyed in 70AD
132-135 AD – Jews rebelled against Romans

Roman emperor killed more than 650K Jews
Law restricted Jews from Jerusalem
Changed name from Judea to Palestine

All others expelledo
2000 year diaspora

1700 (approx.) rabbi and students built synagogue – then destroyed
1800s – built synagogue on same place, destroyed 1948
1980s – rebuilt synagogue third time

Western Wall is all that is left from the 2nd templeo
10 gates to the Temple Mount only open to Muslimso
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Jews, Christians, others must use small gateo
10K people at the Western Wall every Friday eveningo
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Counter-Terrorism: Prevention, Detection, and Response and Recovery Course
Draft Agenda
October 2017

This agenda details the schedule for each day of the October 2017 Counter-Terrorism: 
Prevention Detection, and Response Course. Please note that this agenda represents the likely 
curriculum schedule, but may continue to be refined until the course begins. 

12 October 2017 (Thurs) Depart local airports for TLV

13 October 2017 (Fri) Arrival in Tel Aviv
17:50 Arrive at Ben Gurion Airport, Tel Aviv, Israel 
18:30 Transport to hotel
19:00 Check In
19:30 Dinner at hotel

14 October 2017 (Sat) Cultural Day
Saturday is Shabbat in Israel – a day of rest. Participants are to use this day to acclimatize to 
the time change. The course curriculum starts early on Sunday morning and participants need 
to be alert. Breakfast and dinner buffets are included in the lodging rate. Participants are on 
their own for lunch. There are many restaurants within walking distance of the hotel.

15 October 2017 (Sun)
07:30 Breakfast at hotel
08:00 – 09:30 Lecture: Israel History , Geography, & Security Environment
09:45 – 12:30 Lecture: Terrorist Explosive Devices and Tactics
12:30 – 13:30 Lunch provided in meeting room
13:30 – 14:30 Lecture: Intelligence Orientation
14:30 – 15:30 Lecture: Cyber, Terror, and Social Networks
15:45 – 16:30 Lecture: Crisis Media Management: Counter-Terror Approach
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The series of lectures presented on Sunday provide background and contextual information 
critical to understanding the threat environment in Israel.
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16 October 2017 (Mon)
07:00 Breakfast at hotel and check out
07:45 Bus Departs
07:45 – 09:00 En-route lectures on security topics
09:00 – 10:30 Site Visit: Magen David Adom (MDA) Tactics and Procedures

Topic: Pre-hospital emergency medical services
10:30 – 12:00 Site Visit: Port of Ashdod

Topic: Protection of transportation assets
12:00 – 13:30 Site Visit: Rutenberg Power Station

Topic: Protection of critical infrastructure
13:30 – 14:00 Lunch provided 
13:30 – 15:30 Site Visit: Gaza Border/City of Sderot

Topic: Protection of communities/civilians
15:45 – 16:30 Travel to Jerusalem; hotel check in
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum for Monday focuses primarily on protection of communities and critical 
infrastructure from terrorist threats. Many of the site visits for the day center on assets 
located in near proximity to Gaza, an origin point for military and terrorist attacks. 

17 October 2017 (Tues)
06:30 Breakfast at hotel 
07:00 Bus Departs
07:00 – 10:00 En-route lectures on security topics
10:00 – 12:00 Site Visit: West Bank / Golan Heights

Participants will visit a number of sites related to the security 
situation in Israel and proximity to Syria and Jordan

12:00 – 12:30 Lunch provided
12:30 – 16:30 Site Visit: Golan Heights (continued)

Topic: Protection of critical infrastructure
16:30 – 17:30 Site Visit: Dead Sea

Topic: Security of tourist areas
17:30 – 19:00 En-route lectures on security topics
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum on Tuesday focuses primarily on the security situation in Israel, including 
shared borders with states that have previously attacked Israel. The security situation is 
complicated by Israeli settlements located in the West Bank. Participants will view sites from 
terrorist and military attacks to better understand concepts and techniques for combatting 
these incidents. 
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18 October 2017 (Wed)
07:30 Breakfast at hotel 
08:00 Bus Departs
08:00 – 08:30 En-route lectures on security topics
08:30 – 11:00 Site Visit: Knesset

Topic: Discussions with members of Israeli Parliament on the 
security situation in Israel and terrorist threats

11:00 – 12:30 Site Visit: Israeli National Security Council
Topic: Discussions with members of Israeli Security Council on 
the security situation in Israel and terrorist threats

12:30 – 13:00 Lunch provided
13:00 – 15:00 Site Visit: Military Court

Topic: Prosecution of terrorist suspects
15:00 – 18:00 Site Visit: Old City of Jerusalem and Western Wall

Topic: Security of religious and cultural sites
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum on Wednesday focuses on governmental attempts to address Israel’s terrorist 
threat by examining efforts by the legislative, governmental, and judicial branches.

19 October 2017 (Thurs)
08:00 Breakfast at hotel 
08:30 Bus Departs
08:30 – 09:00 En-route lectures on security topics
09:00 – 11:00 Site Visit: Hadassah Hospital

Topic: Mass casualty readiness and response
11:00 – 12:00 Site Visit: West Bank Border Checkpoint

Topic: Surveillance tactics and techniques
12:00 – 13:00 Lunch provided
13:00 – 14:30 Site Visit: Special Patrol Unit

Topic: Specialized law enforcement tactics and techniques
14:30 – 15:30 Site Visit: Jerusalem Fire Department

Topic: Specialized response assets
15:30 – 16:30 Lecture: Extremist Islam in the United States
16:30 – 17:30 Lecture: Social Networks as a Source of Terrorist Inspiration
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum on Thursday focuses on Israeli emergency response tactics and procedures for 
terrorist and mass casualty incidents. 
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20 October 2017 (Fri)
08:00 Breakfast at hotel 
08:30 Bus Departs
08:30 – 09:30 En-route lectures on security topics
09:30 – 12:30 Activity: Active Shooter Drill and Training
12:30 – 13:00 Lunch provided
13:00 – 15:00 Site Visit: Hebron

Topic: Security in high tension areas
16:00 – 18:00 Site Visit: Jerusalem Market

Participants will tour the historic Jerusalem Market, site of 
numerous past terrorist incidents

19:30 Shabbat Dinner
20:30 Depart hotel for TLV
23:30 Depart TLV
The curriculum on Friday focuses on application of knowledge and skills learned during the 
week.

21 October 2017 (Sat) Return to home jurisdictions
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Letter of Support

In May of 2017, the Austin Regional Intelligence Center (ARIC) sent six students to Israel to take part in the 
Advanced Security Training Institute’s Counter-Terrorism Immersion Training. Our delegation consisted of 
representatives from various disciplines and assignments from within our Police and Fire Departments. 

We received training directly from security and intelligence experts on the topics of:

Proactive Intelligence Gathering 
Critical Infrastructure Protection 
Active Shooter Response 
Target Hardening
Bomb Prevention and Response
Community Engagement for Preventing and Responding to Terrorism Events
Case Studies and Lessons Learned from Terrorism Events

After months of research, we chose Advanced Security Training Institute (ASTI) to facilitate this training 
because they are the leader in this field. The training program developed for this purpose, the “Counter-
Terrorism Detection, Prevention, and Response Immersion Course,” is a six day program encompassing 
historical perspective, policy development, tactical and strategic preparations, and critical infrastructure 
protection strategies. 

From the moment when we stepped off the plane until we departed Israel, we were greeted and escorted by 
professional representatives of ASTI. Our safety and comfort was a priority for their team. ASTI had 
representatives on hand to answer every question we had along the way.  Security and intelligence specialists 
accompanied us on our travels and were able to provide historical, geographic, and ideological context 
throughout the trip. They acted as a liaison between us and the local community as we travelled throughout the 
country. Although the trip was not a personal or religious vacation, the ASTI staff still took time when they 
could to explain the religious and historical background of each site we visited and travelled through. 

Israel’s long history of dealing with threats, conflict, trauma, and casualties over the course of their history has 
resulted in the development and implementation of several of procedures and entities;
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A National heightened sense of awareness that occurs at all levels within their society beginning with  
education in their schools 
An Intelligence Process that affords them the ability to quickly address potential threats or issues on 
multiple levels
Extensive Security Protocols at key Critical Infrastructures 
An established integrated response by the Military and Emergency Services Responders  
Hospitals staffed and equipped around the clock to deal with mass casualties
Regional EMS Technicians deployed with “Take-Home” emergency vehicles to respond in the event of 
Mass Casualties 
The implementation of a country wide phone app which allows for video exchange and quicker 
uploading of patient information for people needing an EMS response
Military Courts to preside over cases involving subjects suspected of Terrorist Activity

Over the last ten years, numerous U.S. Homeland Security Officials have travelled to Israel for this training. 
Among those who have participated in this training are First Responders (Police, Fire and EMS), Bomb Squad 
Technicians and Managers, Strategic Homeland Security Management Personnel, Incident Commanders, Policy 
Makers etc. In order to bring back valuable feedback about the program for other agencies considering whether 
or not to participate, many of these prior participants have documented their experience. ARIC utilized those 
reviews and testimonials to justify and support our decision to participate. Now, after having participated in the 
training ourselves, we are happy to add our name to the list of agencies supporting this training. 

Due to our overwhelmingly positive experience and valuable lessons learned throughout this training, we 
remain available to discuss our experience with anyone who is considering participating.  We may be contacted 
at the information below. 

Lieutenant Matt Greer Lieutenant Courtney Renfro
Austin Police Department Austin Police Department
Austin Regional Intelligence Center-Director EOD-Bomb Squad
matthew.greer@austintexas.gov counrtney.renfro@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-4402 (512) 974-9223

Lieutenant Oliver Tate Lieutenant Jason Staniszewski
Austin Police Department Austin Police Department
Counter Assault Strike Team Homicide/Robbery
oliver.tate@austintexas.gov jason.staniszewski@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-8648 (512) 974-5473

Lieutenant Jeff Greenwalt Lieutenant Jeff Kennedy
Austin Police Department Austin Fire Department
Austin Regional Intelligence Center HazMat/Liaison to ARIC
jeff.greenwalt@austintexas.gov jeffrey.kennedy@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-5610 (512) 974-0325
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From:                 Yisroel Stefansky <ys@asti-edu.org> on
                         behalf of Yisroel Stefansky <ys@asti-edu.org> <ys@asti-edu.org>
To:                     joyce.flinn@iowa.gov
                         <joyce.flinn@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Fwd: ASTI Upcoming Educational Training in Israel

Joyce,

I hope this email finds you well. Attached you will find several attachments related to Advanced Security
Training Institute’s (ASTI) Counter-Terrorism: Detection, Prevention, and Response (CTDPR) training
course. These attachments may help to answer questions you may have about the upcoming October
2017 trip or others scheduled for the future.

The first attachment is a summary of the lessons, site visits, and activities completed during the May
2017 CTDPR course. While not every iteration of the course is the same, this document will provide you
with an understanding of the material that is covered during the session. The second attachment is a
draft agenda for the October 2017 CTDPR course. The final attachment is a YouTube video created by
one of the participants from the May course with image and video highlights from the course.

The dates for the next CTDPR course are 13-21 October. Participants will stay in Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem, Israel. The rate is $9,450 per person and includes airfare, lodging, most meals and
expenses, and the training curriculum. Please note that funds from the State Homeland Security
Program, Urban Area Security Initiative, and Emergency Management Performance Grant can all be
used to fund training through ASTI. ASTI courses also correlate closely with the FEMA Core
Capabilities that serve as the basis for many of the DHS grant programs.

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions that you might have about course curriculum,
funding or approval mechanisms, or travel/logistics. Also, please feel free to forward this information to
other responders that may be interested in immersive counter-terrorism training.

I am available to travel to IA to meet with response agencies interested in the ASTI training courses.
Chairman of House Homeland Security is hoping to attend the October course with members of the

Date:                 Wed Jun 14 2017 11:09:50 CDT
Attachments:     ASTI CT Course May 2017 Notes.docx
                          CTPDR Agenda Oct 2017.docx
                          Letter of Support (1).doc

Bcc:
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emergency response community.

Regards,

Yisroel Stefansky

Founder

Advanced Security Training institute

ys@asti-edu.org

917-803-0694

www.asti-edu.org

 https://youtu.be/h1dEelor6S8
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Counter-Terrorism Detection, Prevention, and Response and 
Recovery Immersion Course
May 2017

This document contains an overview of and detailed notes from the lectures, immersive site 
visits, and activities experienced by participants in the May 2017 Counter-Terrorism Detection, 
Prevention, and Response course. The intent of the course was to convey the tactics and 
strategies developed and used in Israel to address terror incidents, allowing participants to 
adapt their new skills for use in their home jurisdictions. 

Day 1:

Lecture: The History of Israel
Avi
This session provided information on key points in the history of that land and region that exists 
as the state of Israel. This information provided context for participants to understand historic 
conflicts, rulers, and battles that shaped the political and security situation as it exists today. 
The lecturer paid specific attention to the 1947 United Nations (UN) Partition Plan, declaration 
of Israeli independence, 1948 Arab-Israeli War, 1967 Six-Day War, and current day contested 
territories. Notes:

King David – first to occupy Jerusalem. Made peace with enemies by marrying their 
wives (including the Queen of Sheba). King Solomon was the son of David.
Israel has developed desalination technology that it is sharing with Arab countries, 
providing peace through water.
32 latitude – below is desert, above is green
Ottomans controlled land until the first World War
1947 UN Partition Plan gave Arabs land in the mountains, Jewish communities in the 
valleys, and Jerusalem as an internationally-protected area

Jews agreed to this plan, Arabs said noo
May 14, 1948 – Israel declared independence; 5 Arab armies attacked
July 1948 – Israeli army counterattacked
Israel smaller than New Jersey
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Ben Gurion – first Prime Minister of Israel
Dream to make the desert greeno
Special irrigation systemso

1967 – 6 Days War fought against Syria, Egypt, and Jordan from 6/5/67-6/11/67
Jordan River is part of Africa Rift (tectonic plates)
Provide aid to neighbors during disasters
Contested territories: Gaza, West Bank, Golan Heights
Ben Gurion Airport – 8km from West Bank
“Land of Milk & Honey” – the only things that you can get from an animal without killing 
it
Israel as “the start-up nation”

Lecture: Terrorist Explosive Devices & Tactics
Chief Superintendent Michael Cardash

This session provided information on terroristic and criminal use of improvised explosive 
devices (IED) in Israel. The lecturer described the components of and IED and types of explosive 
material commonly used in IEDs. A segment of this lecture focused on person-borne improvised 
explosive device (PBIED). These suicide bombers use bags, vests, belts, pants or other innocent 
looking objects to transport explosive devices for detonation. The lecturer also discussed the 
importance of public awareness and intelligence/information sharing. Notes:

Last 4-5 years – few explosive attacks in Israel
Iron Dome System – built with the US to intercept rockets
Terroristic and criminal use of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs); criminal use means 
that it is specifically directed at a person
Components of IEDs

Explosive material (XMAT)o
Detonator (initiator)o
Firing system (trigger)o
Optional additionso

Camouflage
Fragmentation

Types of XMAT commonly use in IEDs
TATP – with or without plasticizerso
Urea nitrate (with plasticizers)o
TNT – mostly from old ammunitiono
Nitroglycerine-basedo
Ammonium nitrate based (fertilizers)o
Nitro glycol (EGDN)o

Times Square VBIED used 220lbs of urea, not urea nitrate
Ball bearings – best type of fragmentation

Used to enhance the distanceo
Cell phone – most common radio detonator
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DTMF – dual tone multi functional
Added onto phone to set off toneo
Don’t need to wait for call to go througho

Public awareness is key
Israel teaches awareness from kindergarten: “what is a suspicious object?”, o
“what is a suspicious person?”
10th graders get presentation from bomb techo
training in militaryo

Suicide bomber = person-based IED = PBIED
Response - first consideration – look for secondary device
Considerations for PBIED

Overcome security measureso
Control the explosion and ensure success of the incidento
Portability of the explosive deviceo
Substitute for firing systemo
Packaging – use bags, vests, belts, pants, and innocent looking objectso

** Importance of intelligence and information sharing
Sources: Israeli Defense Forces (IDF), Mossad, Israeli Security Agency (ISA), policeo

Public resilience – get back to normal ASAP

Lecture: Cyber, Terror, & the Social Networks: The Dark Side of Technology
Dr. Harel Menashri
This session addressed the main trends in terrorist online activity, including the use of social 
media networks and hidden or dark networks. Terrorist organizations use file distribution 
applications, visible and hidden websites (e.g., blogs, forums), social networks, and 
communication applications (e.g. WhatsApp) for the purposes of propaganda, training, 
recruiting, funding, executing cyber attacks, intelligence gathering, etc. The lecturer also 
discussed ISIS trends and activities on the web. Notes:

Two main trends in terrorist online activity: grasping of popular social media networks 
and the dark web
Unparalleled tools for reaching out to as wide an audience as possible (e.g., mainstream 
social media networks)
ISIS has developed a multi-divisional media empire – target specific groups in local 
languages
Internet (only part of cyberspace) composed of: public networks, hidden networks, deep 
web
Terrorist activity on the internet: propaganda, training, recruiting, funding, cyber 
attacks, intelligence gathering, and more
Laws don’t allow you to break into the network of someone who breaks into yours
Network discussion centers used for distributing files, websites (e.g., blogs, forums), 
social networks, communications applications
Cachedview.com shows deleted and removed
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Terrorist organizations use encryption software, multiple accounts, social networks 
(including visible and hidden networks); Tor
ISIS trends:

Propaganda focused on “distant enemy” encouraging lone wolves and cyber o
attacks
Call to arms in social mediao
Encouraging activities of terrorist organizations against critical infrastructureo
Use Android more than IOSo
Opera browser and Toro
Use hushmail software to encrypt emailo
Cyberghost VPN allows IP address switchingo
Locker app deletes files after several incorrect password attemptso
Fake GPS apps hide locationo
Fake social media accountso

Lessons:
Do not take phone into the field or into meetings (change the culture)o
Everything is a computer and can be hackedo
Concerns about hacking of pacemakers, hearing aids, security cameras, o
automobiles, toys, appliances -> internet of things

Lecture: Crisis Media Management: Counter Terror Approach
Gil Kleiman

This session focused on the ability to use the media as a multiplier as part of response 
operations. The lecturer stressed the importance of understanding the sensitive issues in your 
community to gather intelligence, as well as the need to feed the media with information 
during a response.

Terror is not new, but tactics of terror change
Object of terror is to turn you into a drowning man
Media as a multiplier
“The Kardashian Syndrome” – know which topics are sensitive to your community, what 
will turn heads
What you don’t put out there, someone else will
Never lie – say what you have to say
1 spokesman – unity of message
Book by Author: Terrorist Suicide Bombings: Attack Interdiction, Mitigation, and 
Response. The link to electronically review the book is: 
https://books.google.com/books?id=4a3MBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA266&lpg=PA266&dq=Terr
orist+suicide+bombers+Kleiman&source=bl&ots=eI8nOL1kUY&sig=6txgZc59Nu1ssKaUlP
dR8evxJF8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjP7YSSkvvTAhUIs1QKHXZYDfMQ6AEINTAD#v=o
nepage&q=Terrorist%20suicide%20bombers%20Kleiman&f=false

Day 2:
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In-Transit Lectures on Security Topics 
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh
While in transit to various site visits, two veteran Israeli Security Agency members provided a 
series of lectures throughout the day on numerous topics related to Israel, the security 
situation, and terrorist incidents. Notes:

Demographics
8 million Israeli citizens: 75% Jewish; 21% Israeli Arabs; 4% Other (e.g., Christians, o
Arabs, Druze)
4.2 million Palestinians: 1.9M in West Bank; 1.7M in Gaza, E. Jerusalem Arabs o
(Israeli residents)

Until 1948, 1.2M Arabs/600K Jews; after 1948, 300K Arabs/600K Jews
500K Arabs went to refugee camps -> now 5 million in refugee campso

UN Decision 181 (November 29, 1947)
David Ben Gurion accepted division of Israel into Jewish State and Arab State o
with Jerusalem as international territory
Jewish State 68% deserto
Arabs would not accept any independent Israeli stateo

6 Day War – 1967
New reality – Jewish state controlled Gaza, West Bank, Sinai Penninsulao

New forms of terrorist organizations emerged
Oslo Agreement 

West Bank divided into 3 partso
A – exclusively administered by Palestinian Authority
B – administered by both Palestinian Authority and Israel
C – security and public affairs administered by Israel

1993 Agreement – Hamas said noo
10 years – birth of suicide bombers – change in paradigm

Israeli citizens afraid of buses, restaurants
Israeli develops expertise in dealing with terrorist cells

Islamic Fanatical Radical Movement Point of View:
Jerusalem belongs to Allaho
Allah chose Islam to rule the worldo
Chosen people: Jews, Christians, Muslims, but Jews and Christians fello
Jews can live here, but not be independent rulerso
Muslim Brotherhood says that Muslims must be the leaders in the Holy Lando
Mohammed – last propheto

Gaza Strip – 2 governments: 1 Hamas and 1 PLO; over 1.7M people
2006 decision to remove 16 Jewish settlements from Gaza (8K people)o
Hamas started shooting rockets all over Israelo

Obstacles to peace: 1) Jerusalem, 2) refugees, 3) Israeli settlements in West Bank
After 1967 (6 Day War), green light given to settle into the West Bank (500K people)
Hamas is a political movement, Islamic jihad is a military movement
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Border countries: Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Egypt – no current problems except for 
Hezbollah

Syria: ceasefire since 1967, few problems remaining regarding the Golan Heightso
Jordan: ceasefire since 1967, peace agreement 1994o
Egypt: ceasefire since 1973, peace agreement 1979o

Ashdod – Philistine city; 3000 years old
Largest port city in Israelo
High population of Russian Jewso

First Intifada – began December 1987 - violent uprising against Israeli “occupation’; 
many riots and shootings
Second Intifada – began October 2000 – more violent
War with Gaza every 2-3 years, last was August 2014
Kibbutz – communal living generally according to Communist principles
More than 12 empires have conquered the Holy Land – all empire expansion has to go 
through Israel
50% unemployment rate in Gaza
Egypt has mostly closed their gate with Gaza

Was open until 3 years agoo
Previous leader of Egypt was Muslim Brotherhood – kept the gate openo

Desert defined as less than 200mm of rain/year
Rocket attacks from Gaza

If in vehicle, stop car, get behind anything, cover heado
Every bus top has bomb sheltero

Many tunnels from Gaza – get into Israel and behind military
Jerusalem

King Solomon built first temple: “Gods house among people”o
Most important Holy City for Jewso
David Ben Gurion: “no state of Israel without Jerusalem, but there is Jerusalem o
without Israel”
East Jerusalem belonged to Jordan until 1967o

1/3 of population of Jerusalem

Site Visit: Magen David Adom (MDA) in Israel – Tactics and Procedures
Director of International Relations
MDA is the Israeli emergency medical services (EMS) agency. Participants traveled to Ashdod to 
visit an MDA dispatch center. The lecturer provides information on operations and logistics 
required to coordinate the activities of the more than 15,000 volunteers and 2000 paid staff 
across the country. MDA is also the only supplier of blood services in Israel. Participants were 
able to view dispatch technology and operations as they occurred. Notes:

MDA: Red Shield of David -> National EMS organization and national blood services 
organization
British mandate over Middle East after WW2
Established according to Red Cross guidelines
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National, public, statutory, volunteer organization
More than 15K volunteers, less than 2K employees

Volunteers are trained the same as employeeso
Active every hour, every day, all over the country
Train all IDF paramedics
Not funded by government, but supervised by Ministries of Health and Finance
Charge for services provided

Those treated can claim back costs from health organizationso
Costs covered if person is hospitalized or suffers from known medical problemso
72% of budget comes from billed costso

Government provides funds for preparedness from multiple hazards (e.g., earthquakes, 
rockets)

No major earthquakes since 1927o
Israel sits on 2 fault lineso

Volunteers are crucial in every community -> active, involved, well-trained
Call volume: 2500 calls per day (emergency and non-emergency)

2 ALS helicopterso
Vehicles: 1000+ ambulances plus minibikeso
Tel Aviv region: 300-400 calls/day for 1.5 million peopleo
Not a lot of misuse of the systemo
Provide backup to the national school system for non-emergency callso

There are private ambulance companies; a few provide ALS
9 regional dispatching centers

Dispatchers are all EMTs or paramedicso
Can provide medical guidance over the phoneo
National dispatch system – call will go to first available dispatchero

Trying to keep time to answer call to less than 4 seconds
No central 911 system in Israel

Dial 100 for police serviceso
Dial 101 for MDAo
Dial 102 for fire serviceso

Created an understanding that all disciplines need to work together 
Direct communication from one dispatching center to another o
In areas of potential violence, MDA may request backup from law enforcemento
Some awareness training of fire department operationso
A lot of training with fire departmento
GPS navigational system shows unit numbers of units from other departmentso

Law enforcement is in command of every incident
Law enforcement can shut down all communications amplifying sites near an incident
Responders have primary access to cellular bandwidth
Smart phone app (My MDA) – geolocates caller

Personal informationo
Known allergieso
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Recent medical historyo
Family info (calling in for self or other family member?)o
Can activate phone camera to provide video from sceneo
Can communicate via texto
Shows “uber” view of vehicles arrivingo
60K userso

Volunteers – group of highly trained EMTs and paramedics that keep supplies with them 
or bring them home

MDA team app – shows location of all team memberso
If first ambulance will arrive in more than 5 minutes, system will also scan o
volunteer first responders in the area

Provided with same call information
Can respond and click “navigate” -> uses Waze to guide to call

Can fill out medical form – becomes part of the medical recordo
Only supplier of blood services in Israel

Collect at least 1000 units every dayo
Need to have enough inventoryo
High holidays means lower supplyo
Targeted communications with donorso

Hospitals notify dispatchers when at capacity; close communication
Ministry of Health monitors hospital capacity closelyo

Site tour: Ashdod dispatch center 
In bomb sheltero
Air filtering system to protect against chem/bioo
Automatic dispatch of mutual aido
Average response time 7-8 minuteso
8-hour shiftso

Site Visit: Port of Ashdod – Protection of Transportation Assets
Participants traveled to the Port of Ashdod for a discussion of terror threats to transportation 
assets. Participants viewed multiple security components including biometric and automated 
gate systems, a smart fence, camera surveillance systems, the use of defender-class boats for 
patrol of the port from the water, biometric screening of crew members, and the use of drones. 
Notes:

Operations always connected to preventing terror
Need for separation of operations – like a military base
Profile employees for different categories of clearance
Video summarizing security measures

Advanced gate system using biometrics for accesso
Smart fenceo
Camera surveillance system and included analyticso
Defender-class boats patrolo
Biometric screening of crew memberso
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Database contains information on 70% of seamen in the world
Droneso

Example of terror threat: “trojan horse” shipping container with false wall -> killed 10
Guiding authorities:

Interior Emergency Authorityo
ISA Information Securityo
ISAo
Israeli Policeo
Israeli Navyo

Site tour: Port security operations 

Site Visit: Rutenberg Power Station – Protection of Critical Infrastructure
The Rutenberg Power Station is located in Ashkelon, less than 5 km from Gaza. The power 
station is the target of repeated rocket and terror attacks. Numerous tunnels from Gaza have 
also been found in the vicinity of Rutenberg. Participants learned about the security 
components being used to prevent and mitigate attacks on the power station. Notes:

5 power stations located in Israel – Rutenberg is the largest
Located 5km from Gaza
Israel cannot get electricity from anywhere else in the world
Have to depend on themselves
Issues:

Rocketso
Concrete wall protects major systems
Iron Dome
Reliance on coal (LNG expensive)
Poles hardened

Tunnelso
Found in vicinity – one 3km long

Terroristso
Combat trained security guards
Patrol vehicles
Guard towers
Surveillance – cameras, radar
Patrol boats (2)
Navy patrol of pier

Collaboration between fire, police, IDF, Red Cross
Site tour: power station

Site Visit: City of Sderot
Sderot is the city located closest to Gaza and is targeted in many rocket attacks. Participants 
viewed stockpiles of exploded rockets launched from Gaza into Sderot, as well as shelters 
available throughout the city to protect civilians. These shelters include playground equipment 
that serve as bomb shelters in schools and parks.
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Lecture: The State of Relations between Israel and its Neighbors
Rami Savir
This session provided information on the relationships with Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and Egypt, 
nomadic Bedouin tribes within Israel, Gaza, the West Bank area of Judea and Sumeria, and the 
division within Jerusalem. Notes:

Understanding the mindset of Israel is key
Israel formed as a state for Jewish people
Mixed population: Jews, Israeli Arabs, Palestinians, E. Jerusalem
1.7 billion Muslims in the world
Most Muslims not terrorists, but most/many terrorists are Muslim
Lebanon

Not a real country - clans of Christians, Muslimso
Hezbollah runs the stateo
Theoretically should have no problems with Lebanono

Syria
Sunni Muslimso
Govt holding power thanks to support of Lebanon and Russiao

Jordan
Left over from British Mandateo
70-80% Palestinianso
Minority Bedouins are rulingo
Peace treaty with Israel but don’t know if it will holdo

Egypt
Peace treaty since 1977o
Good relations with regime, but not with peopleo
Bedouins living in Sinai Deserto

Gaza
Trying to find ways to defeat/pass the fence (e.g., rockets, tunnels)o
For a while, didn’t see foreigners as a significant threato

Requires profiling of behavior
You can’t check everyone
Pure random checks are a waste of time

Judea/Sumeria
Judea is south of Jerusalem in West Banko
Sumeria is north of Jerusalem in West Banko

Use of walls to separate territory used/controlled by Palestinians when people are so 
close they can shoot each other with rifles

Suicide attacks went down more than 90% after wall builto
Wood and concrete fenceo

Tunnels
Tunnels into Israel are attack tunnelso
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Tunnels into Egypt are smuggling tunnelso
Jerusalem – Old City (less than 1mile x 1 mile)

Jewish Quartero
Muslim Quartero
Armenian Quartero
Christian Quartero

Lecture: The Muslim Mindset
Rami Savir
This session provided an assessment of behaviors and motivations of Muslim Arabs in the 
Middle East from the prospective of former Israeli Security Agency members. Notes:

A man is always preferable to a woman
The man decideso
A woman as a source is less beneficialo
Women do not participate in discussionso

A mother is always preferable to a wife
The function of a wife is to have kidso

Marriage for practical reasons is always preferable to marriage for love
Marriage to first cousins is idealo
Woman moves to home/family of husbando
Woman takes husbands nameo
Dynasty of family is very importanto

A cousin is always preferable to a stranger
Importance of families and clanso

Family obligation supersedes loyalty to a country
The Army is preferable to civilian institutions

Force is importanto
Perception of strength is importanto

Ethnic and religious affiliations are more important than a national identity
Rulers are more important than the law

Leadership is to benefit your familyo
Luck is more important than discipline and planning
Affinity and charisma are more important than the sense of obligation

People will follow someone to the worst decision they every madeo
Poetry is more important than prose
An embrace precedes acquaintance
Embarrassment precedes guilt

Do not want to be embarrassedo
Suspicion precedes trust
Shouting precedes dialogue
Past and future are more important than the present
Manipulation precedes listening
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Control and power are more important than the solution
Negotiation occurs prior to, during, and following an agreement
Honor above all 

Most important issue in the mindset of Arabso

Day 3:

In-Transit Lectures on Security Topics 
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh
While in transit to various site visits, two veteran Israeli Security Agency members provided a 
series of lectures throughout the day on numerous topics related to Israel, the security 
situation, and terrorist incidents. Notes:

Old Jerusalem
37K population inside wallso

65% Muslim
4 Quarters: Christian, Armenian, Jewish, Muslimo
Walls built in 1536 by the Ottomans to protect Jerusalem from Christian o
Crusaders
7 gates built originallyo

View of note: pillars built around light train station to prevent terror incidents caused by 
crashing vehicles into stations
View of note: Ammunition Hill from 1967 battle with Jordan
View of note: Mount of Olives, Mount of Scopos, Mount Zion
View of note: Bedouins villages - 280K population total
West Bank divided by Oslo Agreement:

A: Exclusive responsibility of Palestinianso
B: Security responsibility of Israel, public services responsibility of Palestinianso
C: Exclusive responsibility of Israelo

12 tribes of Israel – descendants from Jacob
Exiled into and enslaved in Egypt for 400 yearso
Moses led them through the desert for 40 yearso
Came through Jericho (Jordan Valley)o
Moses died on the east side of the Jordan River; did not enter into Holy Lando

Israel will not give up Jordan Valley as any part of a peace agreement – Jordan Valley is a 
buffer
June 16, 1946 – 11 bridges connecting Israel blown up to protest limits on amount of 
Holocaust Jews allowed into Israel
7 fruits that represent the “land of milk and honey”: date, olive, fig, grape, 
pomegranate, wheat, barley
Muslim calendar goes by the moon – 354 days
Jewish calendar – dates for holidays based on what is in the Bible

Ramadan – holiest Muslim holiday
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Fast for 30 dayso
Greater chance of terror attacks because people feel more devouto

Muslims pray 5 times per day – intelligence effort to see who goes to the mosque for 
the early prayers – most devout
Muslim Brotherhood – Dawah – call to build schools and mosques
Sea of Galilee – was main source of water for Israel
Dam at south end of the Sea / Jordan River
First desalination plant opened last year to provide water from the Mediterranean Sea
Syrians tried to stop water from flowing into Israel – 1964
First suicide bomber attack in 1991 after 400 Hamas leaders exported to Lebanon; came 
back with lots of knowledge about suicide bombing
Life of Jesus:

Raised in Nazareth for 30 yearso
Lived at Sea of Galilee for 3 yearso

Recruited disciples
Performed miracles

Traveled along Jordan Rivero
In Jerusalem only one week before being crucifiedo

Rule over land that is now Israel:
For 300 years after Jesus died, there was harassment of Christians – Romans did o
not allow Christianity
325 AD, Constantine the Great (Roman Emporer) – allowed Christianityo
638 AD Empire of Islamo
Defeated 1099 by Crusaderso
Defeated in 1187 by Muslimso
Defeated 1516 by Ottomanso
Ottomans ruled til the end of WW1o

View of note: Bet She-An. In 1997, a Jordanian soldier killed 7 girls in Bet She-An; King 
Hussein of Jorden went to Bet She-An to give his condolences to the families
History of Islam:

7th Century AD – Islam became the 3rd monotheistic religiono
Established by Muhammad (name means “Praise God’)o

570 AD – born in Mecca
610 AD – entered a cave in Mecca and had a vision from the Angel 
Gapriel

Wrote first verses of Koran in cave
Started to preach 610-622 AD
622 AD chased from Mecca to Medina
622 AD – died and buried in Medina
No successor – 2 competing camps

Al Sahaba (sp?) – friends of Muhammad
Fatimah – daughter of Muhammad, married to 4th caliph

Fought to continue Islamo
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Mother of Al-Hasan and Al-Husayno
680 AD – battle for the future of Islam between Fatimah and sons vs. 
friends of Muhammad – Battle of Karbala

Al Husayn killed in battle – followers became Shia
Day of Ashura (Shia holiday) marks the death of Al Husayn at 
Battle of Karbala

ISIS – Sunni, Al Qaeda – Sunni
ISIS established after 9/11 and US involvement in Iraq
65% of Iraq controlled by ISIS
Syria – Bashar al-Assad not Sunni or Shia
ISIS, other Sunni groups, free rebels all fighting al-Assad
2014 – Jabhat al-Nusra kidnapped 45 United Nations peacekeepers in Golan Heights; 
Israeli forces opened the gate and allowed UN personnel into Israel
Druze

Fatimid Caliphate (Shia) – 11th centuryo
Ruled in Egypt and Israel
King kidnapped, ad Dazari thought king was 1st imam

Ad Dazari ran away and established new religion (Druze)
Druze not Arab, not Muslimo
1.5 milliono
Don’t need nation or government, only want territoryo
Very little known about Druze religiono
Being killed in Syriao
Druze in Israel demanding that Israeli government intervene in Syrian conflict to o
help Druze in Syria
Stopped ambulance and stoned wounded Syrian soldier to deatho

Site Visit: Jordan River Baptism Site
Participants traveled to the Jorder River Baptism Site. This historic religious site is located on 
the border with Jordan, sharing baptism facilities. The span of the Jordan River at this site is less 
than 20 feet, posing unique security challenges. Notes:

One of 2 baptism sites – the other is at the Sea of Galilee
White dove symbolizes the baptism of Jesus

Jesus baptized by John the Baptist in Jordan Rivero
Voice of God: “This is the son of God that I was talking about”o
Christians view baptism as a cleaning of the soul and the bodyo

Currently good relationship with Jordan
Peutinger Map 

Discovered in the 4th century ADo
Shows network of roads from Roman Empireo
Indicates that site of baptism of Jesus close to Jordan River baptism siteo

No control of borders all the way to Turkey
Until 2007, 250km border with Egypt was completely open
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Fence built in 2007, significantly reducing smuggling problemso
Current war between ISIS and Tarabin (Bedouin tribe)

Trying to keep Bedouins from smugglingo

Site Visit: Triangle Border
This border is the boundary between Israel, Syria, & Jordan. Lecturers provided information on 
the impact of the war in Syria on Israel, the expansion of ISIS into Syria and Jordan. Lecturers 
provided information on the security situation in the Golan Heights, and implications for Jewish 
settlements in the area. Notes:

Golan Heights: 950m above sea level
Sykes-Picot Agreement – 1916 – division of area

Golan Heights, Lebanon, Syria to be French territoryo
Israeil, part of Jordan, part of Iraq, Egypt to be English territoryo

1945-46 – Syria became independent
ISIS concentrating opposite Golan Heights, but focusing on battles to the east and north 
right now
Jordan Valley = 65 miles

Border between 2 tectonic plateso
Major earthquakes every 100-110 yearso

Site Visit: French Hospital/Syrian Officer Academy
Participants toured the site of a former French hospital used as a Syrian Officer Academy before 
the Six Day War. The building ruins look down into the Syrian countryside. Notes:

Eli Cohen – Israeli intelligence agent
Established cover identity 1960-61 in Argentinao
Settled in Syria 1961-65, transmitted information on Syrian military and o
fortifications
Caught January 1965, tried, and executedo

Site Visit: Valley of Tears
The Valley of Tears is battle site from Yom Kippur War where significantly outnumbered Israeli 
forces held off attackers until reinforcements could arrive after 4 days. Participants were able to 
explore a maintained Israeli Defense Force (IDF) bunker. The visit highlighted the difficulties in 
defending territory given the proximity of countries that have been actively hostile to Israel. 
Lecturers also provided a review of international/UN participation in the security situation. 
Notes:

Until 1967, Syria controlled Golan Heights and bombed the kibbutz
Yom Kippur War – surprise attack from Syrian in Golan Heights; 3-point attack
History:

1947 Independenceo
1956 Sinai Waro
1967 Six Day Waro

10/6/73 – Attack on Yom Kippur – holiest day for Jewish religion
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Israeli army kept minimal forces in Golan Heightso
Ignored intelligence about possible waro
No recruitment of reserves until 10/5/73o

Valley of Tears – one of three attack columns
1 battalion in Valleyo
600 Syrian tanks vs. 35-40 Israeli tankso
For 4 days, Israeli tank battalion held off Syrianso
Bitter battle – officers motivated soldiers to stayo
Reserves arrived after 4 days and turned battleo
Israeli forces pushed into Syriao

Pushed to within 40km from Damascus
Pushed to within 101km from Cairo

1974 – ceasefire between Israel and Syria

Site Visit: The Dead Sea
Participants were able to visit and swim in the Dead Sea, learning about the security challenges 
of protecting this site visited by travelers from within Israel and throughout the world. Notes:

Every year 1m lost from the Dead Sea
Dead Sea 34% salt in water (ocean .4% salt)

Day 4:

Site Visit: Knesset
The Knesset is the legislature of Israel. A guided tour provided information on the structure and 
composition of the Knesset. Participants subsequently attended private meetings with 3 
members of Israeli parliament (Yehuda Glick, Amir Ohana, and Tzipi Hotovely. The Knesset 
members provided their unique perspectives on the security situation in Israel and answered 
questions from ASTI participants. Notes:

“to come together/to congregate”
120 members

17 not Jewisho
33 women (25%)o

Parliamentary Democracy
Vote for 1 party, not individual memberso
Each party posts list of 120 potential o
Seated by percentage of voteo
Minimum of 3.25% to get representation in Knesseto

President gives political power to Knesset
Knesset has to form governmento
At least 61 members must support governmento

Declaration of independence
14 May 1948 at 4:00pm (Friday)o
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5/15 – end of British Mandate, Shabbat (Saturday)o
Concerns about civil war if there was a leadership voido
Document o

“Rock of Israel” = God
No other reference to God

Signed while blank
Bold paragraph in middle contains 3 justifications for independent Jewish 
state:

Historical connection with land
1917 Balfour Declaration / 1947 UN Partition Plan
Holocaust

Describes type of government
3 addresses to UN, to Jewish people, to Arabs
Call to peace

No constitutiono
Plenary Hall used for voting

Lively debates, most recognizable roomo
Many other discussion roomso

Bills – 2 types
Government-originated: written by minister or vice-minister, requires 3 voteso
Private: written by any member of Knesset; requires 4 voteso

Official symbol – candelabrum
Separation of powers: legislative, government, judicial
PM is also a member of parliament
Speaker is member of parliament, but runs/manages the debate
10 seconds to vote; board shows voting results
Disciplinary action – can force members of party to vote in a specific way
Judicial oversees legislative oversees government oversees judicial
“ascend the podium” = give testimony
Viewing space for press, honored guests, public
Chegal Hall – 3 tapestries, 12 floor mosaics, 1 wall mosaic

Tapestries: present (colorful – different waves of immigration), past (exodus o
from Egypt, Moses, King David), future (Isaiah)

Knesset Member Meeting: Yehuda Glick
Jerusalemofpeace.com

Likud party – 30 seats in this Knesset
Formerly served in Ministry of Absorption
Six Day war – greatest victory of Jewish people

2 million Jews surrounded by 200 million Arab Muslims (supported by USSR)o
Yom Kippur War – lesson in humility

Lesson: if we put down our arms, we won’t existo
Greatest danger – those who think God is exclusive and want to convert others

12 million Muslims killed by radical Muslimso
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Settlements not an obstacle to peace, but are bringing peace by living together 
peacefully
Importance of not being afraid of terrorism
Demand from ourselves the highest standards
Jerusalem mentioned more than 600 times in the Bible
Nations that want to remain relevant will recognize Jerusalem as capitol
Israel offers highest level of human rights for all citizens
Temple Mount as world center for human rights
Promote Jerusalem Covenant

Knesset Member Meeting: Amir Ohana
12 years in IDF and ISA
Member of 5 committees
21 Arab states combined are 1000 times larger than Israel
1.4 billion Muslims in the world - yet still the minority that needs to be protected
It is the existence of the state of Israel and of the Jewish people in their homeland that 
Muslims find objectionable
100 years of terror
PLO founded in 1964 – before settlers

What is Palestine? “From the river to the sea, Palestine will be free”o
Continue to support terror in many wayso

Influential Muslim leadership sees Jews as occupiers like British and Ottomans before 
them
This is the birthplace of Jewish religion
2000 years of exile – “tomorrow in Jerusalem”
Israeli/Arab conflict will not be solved in DC – must be solved by Israelis and Arabs
Cannot overstate friendship/brotherhood with U.S.

Share enemies, enemies of the free worldo
Knesset Member Meeting: Tzipi Hotovely

Deputy Foreign Minister
Time for us to rethink
Issues with Iran and Syria
Challenges of Jerusalem
Children’s intifada

12-15 year old took kitchen knives to streetso
Means it is part of education system and social media

Schools named after mass murderers
Great future for you and your families as terrorists
Congress sponsoring and funding families of terrorists
Winning of 6 Day War gave all religions freedom to practice their religion in Jerusalem
Israelis expecting movement of US embassy to Jerusalem
Clear that YouTube, Facebook have the ability to remove content related to terrorism, 
recruitment

Arguments of free speecho
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Already some restrictions on pornography, etc.o
Request to remove content combining certain wordso
Still disappointed with accessibility of this informationo

Site Visit: Israeli National Security Council
Eitan Ben-David
Participants visited the office of the Prime Minister and attended a private meeting with Israel's 
National Security Director, Etan Ben David (sp?). Mr. David provided information on the 
challenges of terrorism in Israel, Hezbollah and Hamas, counter-tunnel challenges, and the 
importance of learning from terror attacks in other countries. Participants were able to ask 
questions of Mr. David related to counter-terrorism policies. Notes:

We are trying to do our best in this region
Trying to improve ourselves every dayo
Our agenda is to alert and readyo

Most of surrounding countries are enemy
Countries by law, no diplomatic relationso
Peace treaties with Jordan and Egypt, but good relationships primarily with o
government
People of Egypt and Jordan not happy with presence of Israelo

Borders: Gaza (59km); Egypt (208km); Lebanon (79km); Syria (92km); Jordan (309km); 
Saudi Arabia (X); Mediterranean Sea (196km)
Asleep with 1 eye open; need to be strong in the neighborhood
A lot of budget dedicated to security issues
When it comes to security, people of Israel are very united
Last conventional war: 1982 with Lebanon
In last 2 decades, most operations are against terror organizations
Hezbollah in Lebanon, Hamas in Gaza

Hiding with civilians inside villages and citieso
President of Lebanon said: “Hezbollah is Lebanon and Lebanon is Hezbollah”o

Israelis want to live peacefully in region
Sharon gave back Gaza

After less than one year, Palestinian Authority lost to Hamas and were kicked outo
Now terrorist organization controls land on Israeli bordero

They will always find a way to attack you with innovative methods
Iron Dome – most rockets not allowed to hit
Gaza using 35-40% of aid for military purposes
Building tunnels

Karem Shalom crossing border: 1000 trucks per day into Gaza with supplies and o
humanitarian goods
No good technology to detect every tunnelo
Israel investing a lot of money into technology placed deep into border to detect o
tunneling activity

Gas reserves in Mediterranean Sea
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You have to send a message that you are not going to put up with terror incidents
More than 100K come into Israel to work every morning (60% legally, 40% illegally)
Rely on security clearances, fence, punitive measures against terrorist families, powerful 
intelligence assets, training, security awareness, community engagement
Learn from the attacks of others – Israel studies what is going on in other places in the 
world including details, modus operandi

Israel is a lab for terror attackso
Need to understand the organization, mindseto

Who they are, what is their cause?
What kind of measures will hurt them?
What will contain them?

Lecture/Site Visit: Military Court of Judea and Sumeria
Lt Colonel Menachem Lieberman
Participants received a presentation on the military court and the prosecution of suspects of 
those accused of security or criminal offenses in the West Bank. The site visit included in-court 
viewing of proceedings against a man charged with using social media as part of a terrorist 
organization. Notes:

West Bank under military sovereignty
Questions on whether Geneva Convention applies
Judiciary

Local Palestinian courtso
Military courtso
Juvenile military courtso
Military court of appealso
High Court of Justice: “Bagatz” (In Israel)o

Those accused of criminal or security offenses in West Bank get real trial, rights of any 
defended

Acquittal rate as high as Israeli courtso
Same evidentiary laws as in Israelo

No jury system in Israel
Cases: terror, criminal, disturbance of public order, traffic, border offenses, and review 
of administrative decisions
24.5% of defendants have membership in a terrorist organization
Terror organizations find it easy to influence minors
Encourage and pay minors to perform terrorist acts

Redeem “immoral behavior”o
“Hate indoctrination”o

Administrative detention
Preventative, not punitiveo
Usually 6 monthso

Constant presence of human rights NGOs, visits of diplomats and foreign delegations
All defendants have lawyers; public defenders from Palestinian Authority available
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Site tour: in-session court proceedings 

Lecture: IED Trends
Chief Superintendent Michael Cardash

This lecture focused on ISIS and AQ IED trends exclusive of PBIEDs (addressed previously). The 
presenter discussed sources for explosive material, including unexploded ordnance (UXO) and 
the process necessary to create a homemade explosive materials as detailed in widely-
distributed publications and internet-based videos. Participants also learned about 
camouflaging IEDs and anticipated upcoming threats and trends (including vehicle borne IEDs 
(VBIED), drones as a delivery mechanism. Notes:

Sources for explosives
Unexploded ordnance (UXO)o

PTAB 2.5 bomblets
Converted to an IED: remove fuse, remove tail assembly, add XMAT, 
insert det cord, close
Since Russian intervention in Syria, more modern munitions

UXO AO 2.5RT sub-munition
Homemade explosiveso

Ammonium nitrate fertilizer
Ammonium nitrate + aluminum powder
TATP, nitrocellulose, EGDN, other
Christmas Eve 2014 AQAP magazine published article on how to make 
XMAT

Potassium chlorate (?) with booster
Plastic bottle casing
Nigella sativa (black cumin)

More energetic than carbono
Increased detonation energy by 30%o

TATP – classic 2-stage detonationo
International Terror

Richard Reid – shoe bombero
UK 21.7 attempt (2005) Londono
Delta Airlines attempt – Christmas Dayo
Paris attacks: 13 November 2015o

1.2kg wet TATP and 700-1000 nuts
Germany Ansbach: 24 July 2016o

Suicide bomber outside wine bar
2kg urea + AN and 200g TATP

Brussels, Belgium: 22 March 2016o
3rd device 25kg TATP
Produced 100-125 kg of TATP

Upcoming threat: TATP VBIEDo
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Turkish airport bombing
Camouflaged IEDs

Building blocks (ISIS)o
Rock camouflage (Houthis)o
Sandals (ISIS)o
Laptop IEDs (Al Shabaab)o

Flight restrictions 
AQAP raid – tech to build device
Inside laptop battery; still functions

ISIS use of vehicle-borne IED (VBIED) – New trend
Large armored VBIED driven by suicide bombero
Now in Iraq and Syria on a defensive positiono

4 x 4 or SUVs (prefer Kia)
Light armored SUVs

Route to Karbala – 8 VBIEDs
Month of Ramadan
Electronic detonators with electronic plugs
Plastic bags and containers packed with explosives

ISIS use of UAVs – New trend
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) multirotor drone/quadcoptero
Used for surveillance to dateo
Quadcopter payloads – future threat?o
Hezbollah – Aug 2016 – weaponized quadcopter with AT/AP MZD2 bombletso
ISIS fixed wing bomber – Jan 2017 - PR filmo
ISIS quadcopter bombings – Jan 2017o

3D printed components
Tail hook on bomblets
40mm warhead – M430 or M383

Iraqi forces weaponized UAVs with shuttlecock bombletso
Chemical – new trendo

Fixed wing UAV with chlorine canister
Mosul April 2017

French and Dutch using eagles to counter UAVso

Review
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh

Cannot copy our methods in your communities – better to see why we do it and adapt 
our methods
Always expect a 2nd attack; things may happen in stages
Sunday - lectures

Dangers of cyber and IOT; consider your cyber protectiono
Consider communicationo

Used best by ISIS
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Significant recruitment tool
Pay attention – see what the intentions are
Can use media to show your own message
Incitement on social media

Monday – MDA, Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gaza
US may not have those kind of threatso
All of this can be applied to police worko
Community relations is also a part of responseo

Tuesday – West Bank, Golan Heights, Syria, Jordan
Message that if you are strong enough and crazy enough, it helps to detero

Wednesday – Parliament, PM Office, Courts
Right wing side of perspectiveo
Solution is a matter of perspectiveo
Demonstration of incitement via social networkso

Lecture: Social Networks as a Source of Inspiration
Rami Savir
This session focused on the importance of monitoring content of social media networks to 
identify sites/videos/forums, etc. being used to inspire hatred against the Jewish population 
and potential suicide bombers. Participants watched 2 videos made for children that encourage 
violence against Jewish persons. The lecturer also provided Facebook posts showing the 
progression of radical ideology by a young man that killed a 13 year-old Jewish girl. Notes:

Video: PAL network
Video: Hamas children’s network
Case of Muhammad Tarayrah

Killed 13-year old girlo
Review of social media postso

“Death is a right and I demand my right”
Desire to become a Shaheed

Social media – riots and disorder predictable via SM
No such thing as a lone wolf – need inspiration – often found in social media

Day 5:

Site Visit: Hadassah Hospital
Julie Bebinskry 
Participants visited Hadassah Hospital to review the readiness and capabilities for mass casualty 
readiness, including trauma-specific emergency room spaces and intensive care units, plans for 
surge of facilities and staff, preparedness drills, and the need for trans-cultural nursing. The visit 
included a presentation by Dr. Asaf Kedar Terrorism Related to Mass Casualty Events in Israel. 
Dr. Kedar discussed the increase in vehicle assaults and knife attacks in recent year. Notes:

Everything in ER can be quarantined
Capacity for 110 beds
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MDA notifies ER with patient details
Trauma ER – rooms strictly for trauma

X-ray boomso
Lights also cameras – everything filmedo

Not accessible to lawyers
Each room has capacity for 2 patientso
Ultrasound machines in roomo
Call volume / day – approx. 10o

Rambam Hospital – only Level 1 hospital in north part of country
Anticipate military woundso
Complete hospital underneath the ground – used if necessary in time of waro

Hadassah Hospital – geared towards terror victims
Conduct drills for hospital evacuation onto grounds
During mass casualty, patients leave for CT and don’t return to ER, move to other care
No diverts, always accept trauma patients
Burn care – big issue – resources lacking
Big bottleneck – imagery, CT scans
ATLS – Advanced Trauma Life Support
No problems with drop times from ambulances
Another bottleneck in ICU, but all nurses ICU trained
Nursing school in hospital
Different ICUs distributed throughout hospital: trauma, peds, cario, etc.
Effort to keep families together during mass casualty incidents
Visiting dignitary room – bulletproof, self-contained
Simulation/training room can be converted for more beds
System for surge capacity

Drill 3x per year for all former ER nurses in hospitalo
Focus on new threatso
2017 – pediatric drillo

No translation problems
Workers reflect population of the city
No follow-up care available in Palestinian Authority (PA)
PA has Ministry of Health and own medical system
Air transports 1x per month

Short distances in Israelo
Air pad fits criteria for military hospitalso

Mass decon area with Geiger counter outside in ambulance bay
Mother and child pavilion

Obstetrics, labor and delivery, pediatric ICU, oncology, surgeryo
Cultural competence: trans-cultural nursing, ethnomedo
Can be used for surge in a mass casualtyo
Access to utilities in ceilingo
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Family areas have kitchens and showers
Pediatric ICU has parent sleeping rooms
Hospitals in East Jerusalem run by Palestinian Authority Ministry of Health

Dr, Yorum Weiss
Former Director of surgical ICU
A lot of experience here with trauma
Seeing a decline of trauma patients

Used to have many multi-casualty eventso
Importance of drills to maintain skillso

MCE factors:
Volume of patientso
Medical characteristics of event (e.g., injury types – crush)o
Prehospital sceneo
Hospital-related variableso

Terrorism Related to MCE in Israel
Dr. Kedar Assaf

West Bank divided into Sumaria (North) and Judea (South)
1/10/15 Drive-by shooting
2392 attacks in 10 weeks (2015)

Increase in vehicular assaultso
Most attacks in West Bank (74%)o

Terrorists today
Age of terrorists: 16-20: 37%, 21-25: 34%; minors 10%o
Gender of terrorists: 89% maleo

Some females – suicide by cop
Lone terrorist is characterized by radicals who embark on individual terrorist o
missions without any logistical support or conventional means of attack

Example: tractor into crowded street
Patients spread out so hospitals not overwhelmed
Significant increase in vehicular assault
Continuous dialogue with dispatch centers

Can connect to CCTV cameras to see what is happening in the fieldo
EMTs sending photos from smart phoneso
Israel uses WhatsApp to send datao

Knife attacks – Intifada of the Knife
More force in those hit intentionallyo
Attackers being taught efficient stab sites and how to avoid police/military o
protective vests -> “Intelligent stabbing”
Use of foley catheter into path of knife tracko
Whatever you can do to apply direct pressureo
Goal of MDA is to get to the closest, proper medical facilityo

Site Visit: Check Point between Israel and West Bank
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Participants visited a check point in Jerusalem where inhabitants from the West Bank cross into 
Jerusalem. Part of the visit included a tour of a main control center where Israeli border forces 
review an extensive surveillance camera outputs at all times. During the tour, participants saw 
an incident where two youths touched the fence and caused a sensor hit. The border forces 
maintained surveillance on the two. Notes:

North part of Jerusalem: PA and Israel come together
Behind wall is refugee camp – Kalandia

½ Israelis who choose to live behind the wall, ½ Palestinianso
Hard to tell the intentions of people going through the check point
Next month is Ramadan - .5 million people going through the check point during holiday
Site tour: Control Center

Incident ongoing – 2 boys/young men touched fence causing sensor hito
Concerns about people infiltrating into Jewish communities and murdering o
people
5 platoons of 70 people eacho
Want to allow people freedom to come into work and to prayo
Don’t know the intentions of people coming overo
Concerns about attacks on border forceso
Border guards work together well with police, IDF -> importance of sharing o
information and intelligence
Incident description: small village Sho-afat  – rocks thrown at police and MDA – o
attacks on the people there to help others
A lot of cooperation that people don’t know abouto
Incidents of bombs in ambulances – fake sicko
All facets of Israeli population in Border Guardo
Command board – shows location of all vehicleso
Software reads license plate of every car coming into Israelo

Information immediately provided to Border Guard
Site tour: Surveillance Center

24/7 camera surveillanceo
Women better than men at surveillance
4 hour shifts
Looking for abnormalities, behavior, proximity to fence
Become very familiar with specific area
Land/terrain divided in a very specific way
Contact directly with units in field

Similar units/centers all over the countryo

Site Visit/Lecture: Special Patrol Unit/Yasam Jerusalem
The tactics and procedures of the Special Patrol Unit are similar to SWAT teams in the United 
States. The Special Patrol Unit is divided into motorcycle units and team-based squadrons. Unit 
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members demonstrated non-lethal and lethal weapons and capabilities. A unit member also 
provided a briefing on motives of a terrorist, operational parameters, suspicious signs and 
behaviors. Notes:

Deal with extraordinary incidents – anything with violence
2 types of units:

Motorcycle unitso
Anywhere in the city in 3-7 minutes
Driver + rider; rider has M-4
Elite of unit
Helmet has Bluetooth for comms transmission
7 bikes every shift spread throughout city
2 shifts plus missions
At night use 4-wheeled vehicles because of reduction in traffic

Team-based squadronso
Use Chevy Savana – holds 9 officers (but can hold up to 15-16)
Modular vests
Riot suit is fireproof
Cannot use baton unless at highest threat level, and then only to outer 
thigh
Non-lethal: rubber rounds

Not allowed to fire center mass
Can only aim below knee or below waist

Water cannon
Used for 3rd highest level of riots
Has self-defense system – tear gas deployed from sides
Disperses water, water with blue paint, water with stink, and 
water with tear gas

Police can come in later to arrest people painted in blueo
Nozzle on front for trash fires
Working time of 4 min at full blast
Can refill from any fire hydrant

Arsenal
Importance of surgical means vs. mass means
Non-lethal:

Sponge roundso
OCo
Paintball gun with paint, salt, OCo

Night-vision, night-sight for M4 and M22

M4 – fires .556
.22 Ruger (between lethal and non-lethal
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For those that present danger, but not “clear and present” o
danger

Unit formed in the 90’s – needed to form professionally-trained operational units
Most professional in police forceo

4 squadrons: 2 team-based, motorcycle, mounted
Teams of 5 officers or pairs of riderso

Focus on:
Terror – arrests, identifying suspects, response to extreme eventso
Crime – specific events, proactive actionso
Public order – demonstrations and protestso
Sensitive missions (Temple Mount, VIP protection, public security patrols)o

Threats: suicide attacks, kidnapping, knife attacks, cars as weapons, shootings
Concerns about combined attack and multiple attacks (e.g., secondary attacks on o
responders)
Profile: all ages, family status, gender, education level, and economic statuso
Locations: friction points where Arab population comes into contact with Jewish o
population
Any time of dayo
Motives:o

Revenge
Environmental causes

Incitement
Desire to be famous
Copycat

Religious reasons
Personal

Suicidal
Clear name

Operational parameters
Position personnel/units in sensitive places (e.g., crowds, commercial areas, o
schools, central areas, hot spots)
Roadblocks to check suspicious personso
Learn and traino

Suspicious signs and behavior
Presence in area not supposed to beo
Purse or backpacko
Nervous behavioro
Mumbling/prayingo
Try to get close to security personnelo

Operational behavior:
Keep a safe distanceo
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Other officers looking for suspectso
Keep guard up at all timeo

Video: shooter in parking lot (2016)
Video: incident at Temple Mount – shooting from fortified door 7; no firearms allowed 
on Temple Mount

Lecture: Islam in the United States
Mordechai Kedar
This session focused on known radical Islamic groups in the United States. The lecturer 
discussed challenges for law enforcement, including the need to listen to people in their own 
language, in order to assess the level of support for radical Islamic organization. Notes:

Lecturer: 50 years experience in Arab culture (25 in IDF, 25 in academia)
“Alive and Killing: Tribalism in the Arab World”
Tribalism – most important element in the Arabic societies
Islam – extends to other countries
Suggested article: “Sharia and Violence in American Mosques” 
http://www.meforum.org/2931/american-mosques
Found documents:

“40 Hadith on Jihad” against infidels (Americans)o
“Racist, Fascist, Criminal Police: Manual for How to Resist Police Investigations”o

Video: lying in Islam – prevention, protection of religion
“The Life of Muhammad” page 367o

Until they prove that this is wrong, they should be held to this – plan for North America
Images of billboards – www.whyislam.com
Biggest challenge for law enforcement is how to find out what is true and what is not

Listen to what people are saying in their own languageo
Big difference between Arabic dialectso

Pyramid for of degree of support by Muslims for terrorist activity:
Tip is terroristso
Below – those that supply weaponso
Below that – those that donate moneyo
Below that – sympathizerso
Below that – “understanderers”o

“War is deception”
Different definition of the word “jihad”

Fight against sin – internal or external?o
Wording of the Qu’ran vs. the Holy Qu’ran

Site Visit: Jerusalem Fire Department
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Participants visited a fire station in Jerusalem. Firefighters discussed the need for different 
cultures to work together to identify and mitigate threats within the city. Participants were able 
to explore ladder trucks and a CBRNE apparatus. Notes:

4 stations – one in Old City (Arab)
225 firefighters in whole city
3 shifts, 24 hours per day; career staff; 24 hours on/ 48 hours off
Mutual aid from all over Israel
Big problems because of many religions – need to treat everyone the same
Call 102 to get fire response
Site tour of multiple apparatus

Lecture: Israeli Security Agencies
Rami Savir
This session provided a description of the agencies that work together for intelligence collection 
activities within Israel, focusing on the Israel Security Agency. Participants learned about the 
separate expertise required for field officers and interrogators. The presentation included 
discussion of identifying, developing, and running sources. Notes:

Video clips:
Boy caught smuggling XMATo
Multiple operationso
Hospital fugitive extractiono

Suggested documentary: The Green Prince: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z8z4Fi7oz4&t=50s
Shinbet/Israeli Security Agency

Responsible for internal security: terrorism, subversion, espionage, diplomatic o
protection, international protection, cyber
Field officers – 3 years trainingo

1 year language training
Case officers in charge of geographic area; alone/independento
Purpose is to thwart attacks, not collectors of intelligenceo
Interrogatorso

Separate from case handlers
Operate as a team
Rely heavily on confessions
Mock prisons
Cannot use source information during interrogation

Recruiting and handling difficult taskso
Need to be proactive 
Walk-ins rarely valuable
Start by deciding who you want to be your source
Motives: money, ideology, personal issues, extortion, reduction of 
charges
Collect information and try to use it later
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If the case officers doesn’t find the hidden motive, then the recruitment 
will not succeed
If he doesn’t have a motive, he will never be a source
The betrayal process starts when he says yes

Once he betrays his culture/brothers, he will one day betray the 
case officer

Running a source – most difficult tasko
Information is immediately critical
Continuing threat to source
Always about checking the reliability of the source

What info did he give you?
What did he not give you?

Flow of meeting:
Importance of small talk at beginning and end
Headlines first – you have your priorities and he has his

Get most important stuff at the beginningo
You are in charge – you dictate the pace

Don’t want to stop the flow of information for technical o
info/details

You ask questions based on info needs
Small talk
Payment of money 

Same amount every time, not based on value of o
information
The moment he understands the value of certain o
information, he will begin to lie or color his remarks
Imagination becomes facto
Source opinions, estimates are important, but are not factso

Reports – facts and case officer analysis/remarks
Sometimes you need to task a source with a specific mission

Validate mission outcomes
Identify gaps in outcome – what he reported versus what actually 
happened

Activity check – every couple of months
Sit down and review activity of source
Done by another case officer
Check for conflicts between what source told you and what 
actually happened

Reliability a key issue
Difference between source covering a target from the outside (example: 
barber) and a source covering a target from the inside

If you cannot recruit someone inside the target, you may be able 
to recruit from outside and get them inside
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Try not to recruit the head of a cell
Want sources that can come to you, but that can’t always happen
Need to know language and culture – culture adds context
Need to be proactive

Be ready to supply the things that they need as part of illegal 
activities (e.g., source, storage guy, smuggler)
Proactive prevention of terrorist organizations
Do not rely on luck or chance – make it!

Lessons learned and experience
Day 6:

In-Transit Lectures on Security Topics 
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh
While in transit to various site visits, two veteran Israeli Security Agency members provided a 
series of lectures throughout the day on numerous topics related to Israel, the security 
situation, and terrorist incidents. Notes:

Hebron
1929 – all Jews killed or expelled by Muslimso
Important city for many religionso

Tombs of the Patriarchs (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob)
Massacre before peace agreements
Jewish settlements

Jewish settlements
Anything that came under control of Jews after 1967o
Settlers feel safe inside of their community but not outsideo
Suggested reading: “The Israeli Solution: A One-State Plan for Peace in the o
Middle East” https://www.amazon.com/Israeli-Solution-One-State-Peace-
Middle/dp/0385348061
View of interest: Kiryat Arbao

Activity: Caliber 3
Participants visited Caliber 3, a special academy for counterterrorism and security training. 
Participants viewed an active shooter response demonstration and joined in analysis of security 
operations during the demonstration and viewed active shooter response demonstration. 
Following the demonstration, completed the Basic Combat Shooting course and learned 
procedures for response operations. As part of the course, participants worked individually and 
in teams to neutralize threats in a training setting. Notes:

Founded 12 years ago
Sharon Gat – colonel in Israeli special forces
Special academy for counter-terrorism and security training
IDF, Israeli police, ISA, law enforcement from all over the world, civilians, government 
departments -> all train here
Instructors served at least 15 years with IDF, ISA, and/or Israeli police
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“Brave heart and brave Jewish soul”

Site Visit: City of Hebron
Hebron is located in an Arab-controlled area of the West Bank. There are protected Jewish 
settlements in the city that is 97% Arab and 3% Jewish, creating significant security issues. 
Hebron contains archeological sites that are important to the Jewish faith, as well as the Tomb 
of the Fathers which has significance for Christians, Jews, and Muslims. Notes:

Population: 220K
Biggest city in Judea
Heart of radical Islam
800 Jews
4 neighborhoods
1917 Mandate for Palestine
TIPH – Temporary International Presence in Hebron
A lot of rock throwing, attempted stabbings
Site tour: Tel Rumeida

4500 year old ruins: stairs/wallo
4 room houseo
Land purchased in 1807o

Site tour: Tomb of the Fathers/Patriarchs
Built during reign of King Herodo
1267 – declared to be a mosqueo

Anyone not Muslim could not go in
Jews in Hebron in order to maintain access to the Tomb of the Fathers

1 million people per year visit Tomb of the Fatherso
Abraham paid 400 silver shekels for a cave and a field in Hebrono

Discovered to be cave of Adam and Eve
Purchased after Sarah died

Holy Arc – Torah Scrolls – contract for Hebrono
Site called “entrance to the garden of Eden”o
Rooms with memorials – actual tombs in caves underneath buildingo
Today building is split in 2 parts: one part for Muslim use, one part for everyone o
else

Site Visit: Old City of Jerusalem and Western Wall
Participants visited religious sites in the Old City of Jerusalem to understand security issues 
related to Dome of the Rock and terrorist incidents in Old City of Jerusalem. These sites have 
been frequent targets of terrorist attacks. Notes:

Dome of the Rock / Temple Mount
First Holy Temple of the Jews destroyed in the 5th centuryo
After 50 years of diaspora, Jews returned and built second Holy Temple in same o
place
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Destroyed by Romans in 70AD
Qu’ran Chapter 17 – journey of Muhammado

“exited mosque” and brought back prayers
Became 3rd holiest monument for Islam

Jesus only in Jerusalem for last week of lifeo
Palm Sunday – first day he entered Jerusalem from Mt of Olives
Thursday afternoon – arrested, interrogated
Friday – delivered to Romans, died, buried
Sunday – Mary sees empty tomb

40 days after resurection, Jesus went to heaven from Mt Oliveo
Church of the Holy Sepulchre 

Via della Rosao
Gethsemane Church o

where Peter denied Jesus three times 
where Judas gave up Jesus 
where Jesus was arrested

Crusader styleo
Built in 11th century AD on the remains of the Byzantine churcho

Mercy Gate / Golden Gate
Persians sacked Church of the Holy Sepulchreo
Golden cross returned with cross and entered through this gateo
Jews believe that the Messiah will return through this gateo
Muslims built cemetery in front of gateo

Room of the Last Supper
14th century dispute between Franciscans and Jews regarding the roomo
Grave of King David right below roomo
Became a mosque in 14th century ADo
Messiah will come from the family of King Davido

Western Wall
2 tablets in Arc of the Covenanto

Put in holiest room in the temple
Temple destroyed in 70AD
132-135 AD – Jews rebelled against Romans

Roman emperor killed more than 650K Jews
Law restricted Jews from Jerusalem
Changed name from Judea to Palestine

All others expelledo
2000 year diaspora

1700 (approx.) rabbi and students built synagogue – then destroyed
1800s – built synagogue on same place, destroyed 1948
1980s – rebuilt synagogue third time

Western Wall is all that is left from the 2nd templeo
10 gates to the Temple Mount only open to Muslimso
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Jews, Christians, others must use small gateo
10K people at the Western Wall every Friday eveningo
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Counter-Terrorism: Prevention, Detection, and Response and Recovery Course
Draft Agenda
October 2017

This agenda details the schedule for each day of the October 2017 Counter-Terrorism: 
Prevention Detection, and Response Course. Please note that this agenda represents the likely 
curriculum schedule, but may continue to be refined until the course begins. 

12 October 2017 (Thurs) Depart local airports for TLV

13 October 2017 (Fri) Arrival in Tel Aviv
17:50 Arrive at Ben Gurion Airport, Tel Aviv, Israel 
18:30 Transport to hotel
19:00 Check In
19:30 Dinner at hotel

14 October 2017 (Sat) Cultural Day
Saturday is Shabbat in Israel – a day of rest. Participants are to use this day to acclimatize to 
the time change. The course curriculum starts early on Sunday morning and participants need 
to be alert. Breakfast and dinner buffets are included in the lodging rate. Participants are on 
their own for lunch. There are many restaurants within walking distance of the hotel.

15 October 2017 (Sun)
07:30 Breakfast at hotel
08:00 – 09:30 Lecture: Israel History , Geography, & Security Environment
09:45 – 12:30 Lecture: Terrorist Explosive Devices and Tactics
12:30 – 13:30 Lunch provided in meeting room
13:30 – 14:30 Lecture: Intelligence Orientation
14:30 – 15:30 Lecture: Cyber, Terror, and Social Networks
15:45 – 16:30 Lecture: Crisis Media Management: Counter-Terror Approach
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The series of lectures presented on Sunday provide background and contextual information 
critical to understanding the threat environment in Israel.
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16 October 2017 (Mon)
07:00 Breakfast at hotel and check out
07:45 Bus Departs
07:45 – 09:00 En-route lectures on security topics
09:00 – 10:30 Site Visit: Magen David Adom (MDA) Tactics and Procedures

Topic: Pre-hospital emergency medical services
10:30 – 12:00 Site Visit: Port of Ashdod

Topic: Protection of transportation assets
12:00 – 13:30 Site Visit: Rutenberg Power Station

Topic: Protection of critical infrastructure
13:30 – 14:00 Lunch provided 
13:30 – 15:30 Site Visit: Gaza Border/City of Sderot

Topic: Protection of communities/civilians
15:45 – 16:30 Travel to Jerusalem; hotel check in
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum for Monday focuses primarily on protection of communities and critical 
infrastructure from terrorist threats. Many of the site visits for the day center on assets 
located in near proximity to Gaza, an origin point for military and terrorist attacks. 

17 October 2017 (Tues)
06:30 Breakfast at hotel 
07:00 Bus Departs
07:00 – 10:00 En-route lectures on security topics
10:00 – 12:00 Site Visit: West Bank / Golan Heights

Participants will visit a number of sites related to the security 
situation in Israel and proximity to Syria and Jordan

12:00 – 12:30 Lunch provided
12:30 – 16:30 Site Visit: Golan Heights (continued)

Topic: Protection of critical infrastructure
16:30 – 17:30 Site Visit: Dead Sea

Topic: Security of tourist areas
17:30 – 19:00 En-route lectures on security topics
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum on Tuesday focuses primarily on the security situation in Israel, including 
shared borders with states that have previously attacked Israel. The security situation is 
complicated by Israeli settlements located in the West Bank. Participants will view sites from 
terrorist and military attacks to better understand concepts and techniques for combatting 
these incidents. 
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18 October 2017 (Wed)
07:30 Breakfast at hotel 
08:00 Bus Departs
08:00 – 08:30 En-route lectures on security topics
08:30 – 11:00 Site Visit: Knesset

Topic: Discussions with members of Israeli Parliament on the 
security situation in Israel and terrorist threats

11:00 – 12:30 Site Visit: Israeli National Security Council
Topic: Discussions with members of Israeli Security Council on 
the security situation in Israel and terrorist threats

12:30 – 13:00 Lunch provided
13:00 – 15:00 Site Visit: Military Court

Topic: Prosecution of terrorist suspects
15:00 – 18:00 Site Visit: Old City of Jerusalem and Western Wall

Topic: Security of religious and cultural sites
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum on Wednesday focuses on governmental attempts to address Israel’s terrorist 
threat by examining efforts by the legislative, governmental, and judicial branches.

19 October 2017 (Thurs)
08:00 Breakfast at hotel 
08:30 Bus Departs
08:30 – 09:00 En-route lectures on security topics
09:00 – 11:00 Site Visit: Hadassah Hospital

Topic: Mass casualty readiness and response
11:00 – 12:00 Site Visit: West Bank Border Checkpoint

Topic: Surveillance tactics and techniques
12:00 – 13:00 Lunch provided
13:00 – 14:30 Site Visit: Special Patrol Unit

Topic: Specialized law enforcement tactics and techniques
14:30 – 15:30 Site Visit: Jerusalem Fire Department

Topic: Specialized response assets
15:30 – 16:30 Lecture: Extremist Islam in the United States
16:30 – 17:30 Lecture: Social Networks as a Source of Terrorist Inspiration
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum on Thursday focuses on Israeli emergency response tactics and procedures for 
terrorist and mass casualty incidents. 
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20 October 2017 (Fri)
08:00 Breakfast at hotel 
08:30 Bus Departs
08:30 – 09:30 En-route lectures on security topics
09:30 – 12:30 Activity: Active Shooter Drill and Training
12:30 – 13:00 Lunch provided
13:00 – 15:00 Site Visit: Hebron

Topic: Security in high tension areas
16:00 – 18:00 Site Visit: Jerusalem Market

Participants will tour the historic Jerusalem Market, site of 
numerous past terrorist incidents

19:30 Shabbat Dinner
20:30 Depart hotel for TLV
23:30 Depart TLV
The curriculum on Friday focuses on application of knowledge and skills learned during the 
week.

21 October 2017 (Sat) Return to home jurisdictions
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Letter of Support

In May of 2017, the Austin Regional Intelligence Center (ARIC) sent six students to Israel to take part in the 
Advanced Security Training Institute’s Counter-Terrorism Immersion Training. Our delegation consisted of 
representatives from various disciplines and assignments from within our Police and Fire Departments. 

We received training directly from security and intelligence experts on the topics of:

Proactive Intelligence Gathering 
Critical Infrastructure Protection 
Active Shooter Response 
Target Hardening
Bomb Prevention and Response
Community Engagement for Preventing and Responding to Terrorism Events
Case Studies and Lessons Learned from Terrorism Events

After months of research, we chose Advanced Security Training Institute (ASTI) to facilitate this training 
because they are the leader in this field. The training program developed for this purpose, the “Counter-
Terrorism Detection, Prevention, and Response Immersion Course,” is a six day program encompassing 
historical perspective, policy development, tactical and strategic preparations, and critical infrastructure 
protection strategies. 

From the moment when we stepped off the plane until we departed Israel, we were greeted and escorted by 
professional representatives of ASTI. Our safety and comfort was a priority for their team. ASTI had 
representatives on hand to answer every question we had along the way.  Security and intelligence specialists 
accompanied us on our travels and were able to provide historical, geographic, and ideological context 
throughout the trip. They acted as a liaison between us and the local community as we travelled throughout the 
country. Although the trip was not a personal or religious vacation, the ASTI staff still took time when they 
could to explain the religious and historical background of each site we visited and travelled through. 

Israel’s long history of dealing with threats, conflict, trauma, and casualties over the course of their history has 
resulted in the development and implementation of several of procedures and entities;
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A National heightened sense of awareness that occurs at all levels within their society beginning with  
education in their schools 
An Intelligence Process that affords them the ability to quickly address potential threats or issues on 
multiple levels
Extensive Security Protocols at key Critical Infrastructures 
An established integrated response by the Military and Emergency Services Responders  
Hospitals staffed and equipped around the clock to deal with mass casualties
Regional EMS Technicians deployed with “Take-Home” emergency vehicles to respond in the event of 
Mass Casualties 
The implementation of a country wide phone app which allows for video exchange and quicker 
uploading of patient information for people needing an EMS response
Military Courts to preside over cases involving subjects suspected of Terrorist Activity

Over the last ten years, numerous U.S. Homeland Security Officials have travelled to Israel for this training. 
Among those who have participated in this training are First Responders (Police, Fire and EMS), Bomb Squad 
Technicians and Managers, Strategic Homeland Security Management Personnel, Incident Commanders, Policy 
Makers etc. In order to bring back valuable feedback about the program for other agencies considering whether 
or not to participate, many of these prior participants have documented their experience. ARIC utilized those 
reviews and testimonials to justify and support our decision to participate. Now, after having participated in the 
training ourselves, we are happy to add our name to the list of agencies supporting this training. 

Due to our overwhelmingly positive experience and valuable lessons learned throughout this training, we 
remain available to discuss our experience with anyone who is considering participating.  We may be contacted 
at the information below. 

Lieutenant Matt Greer Lieutenant Courtney Renfro
Austin Police Department Austin Police Department
Austin Regional Intelligence Center-Director EOD-Bomb Squad
matthew.greer@austintexas.gov counrtney.renfro@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-4402 (512) 974-9223

Lieutenant Oliver Tate Lieutenant Jason Staniszewski
Austin Police Department Austin Police Department
Counter Assault Strike Team Homicide/Robbery
oliver.tate@austintexas.gov jason.staniszewski@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-8648 (512) 974-5473

Lieutenant Jeff Greenwalt Lieutenant Jeff Kennedy
Austin Police Department Austin Fire Department
Austin Regional Intelligence Center HazMat/Liaison to ARIC
jeff.greenwalt@austintexas.gov jeffrey.kennedy@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-5610 (512) 974-0325
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From:                 Yisroel Stefansky <ys@asti-edu.org> on
                         behalf of Yisroel Stefansky <ys@asti-edu.org> <ys@asti-edu.org>
To:                     mark.schouten@iowa.gov
                         <mark.schouten@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Fwd: ASTI Upcoming Educational Training in Israel

Mark,

I hope this email finds you well. Attached you will find several attachments related to Advanced Security
Training Institute’s (ASTI) Counter-Terrorism: Detection, Prevention, and Response (CTDPR) training
course. These attachments may help to answer questions you may have about the upcoming October
2017 trip or others scheduled for the future.

The first attachment is a summary of the lessons, site visits, and activities completed during the May
2017 CTDPR course. While not every iteration of the course is the same, this document will provide you
with an understanding of the material that is covered during the session. The second attachment is a
draft agenda for the October 2017 CTDPR course. The final attachment is a YouTube video created by
one of the participants from the May course with image and video highlights from the course.

The dates for the next CTDPR course are 13-21 October. Participants will stay in Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem, Israel. The rate is $9,450 per person and includes airfare, lodging, most meals and
expenses, and the training curriculum. Please note that funds from the State Homeland Security
Program, Urban Area Security Initiative, and Emergency Management Performance Grant can all be
used to fund training through ASTI. ASTI courses also correlate closely with the FEMA Core
Capabilities that serve as the basis for many of the DHS grant programs.

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions that you might have about course curriculum,
funding or approval mechanisms, or travel/logistics. Also, please feel free to forward this information to
other responders that may be interested in immersive counter-terrorism training.

I am available to travel to IA to meet with response agencies interested in the ASTI training courses.
Chairman of House Homeland Security is hoping to attend the October course with members of the

Date:                 Wed Jun 14 2017 11:08:03 CDT
Attachments:     ASTI CT Course May 2017 Notes.docx
                          CTPDR Agenda Oct 2017.docx
                          Letter of Support (1).doc

Bcc:
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emergency response community.

Regards,

Yisroel Stefansky

Founder

Advanced Security Training institute

ys@asti-edu.org

917-803-0694

www.asti-edu.org

 https://youtu.be/h1dEelor6S8
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Counter-Terrorism Detection, Prevention, and Response and 
Recovery Immersion Course
May 2017

This document contains an overview of and detailed notes from the lectures, immersive site 
visits, and activities experienced by participants in the May 2017 Counter-Terrorism Detection, 
Prevention, and Response course. The intent of the course was to convey the tactics and 
strategies developed and used in Israel to address terror incidents, allowing participants to 
adapt their new skills for use in their home jurisdictions. 

Day 1:

Lecture: The History of Israel
Avi
This session provided information on key points in the history of that land and region that exists 
as the state of Israel. This information provided context for participants to understand historic 
conflicts, rulers, and battles that shaped the political and security situation as it exists today. 
The lecturer paid specific attention to the 1947 United Nations (UN) Partition Plan, declaration 
of Israeli independence, 1948 Arab-Israeli War, 1967 Six-Day War, and current day contested 
territories. Notes:

King David – first to occupy Jerusalem. Made peace with enemies by marrying their 
wives (including the Queen of Sheba). King Solomon was the son of David.
Israel has developed desalination technology that it is sharing with Arab countries, 
providing peace through water.
32 latitude – below is desert, above is green
Ottomans controlled land until the first World War
1947 UN Partition Plan gave Arabs land in the mountains, Jewish communities in the 
valleys, and Jerusalem as an internationally-protected area

Jews agreed to this plan, Arabs said noo
May 14, 1948 – Israel declared independence; 5 Arab armies attacked
July 1948 – Israeli army counterattacked
Israel smaller than New Jersey
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Ben Gurion – first Prime Minister of Israel
Dream to make the desert greeno
Special irrigation systemso

1967 – 6 Days War fought against Syria, Egypt, and Jordan from 6/5/67-6/11/67
Jordan River is part of Africa Rift (tectonic plates)
Provide aid to neighbors during disasters
Contested territories: Gaza, West Bank, Golan Heights
Ben Gurion Airport – 8km from West Bank
“Land of Milk & Honey” – the only things that you can get from an animal without killing 
it
Israel as “the start-up nation”

Lecture: Terrorist Explosive Devices & Tactics
Chief Superintendent Michael Cardash

This session provided information on terroristic and criminal use of improvised explosive 
devices (IED) in Israel. The lecturer described the components of and IED and types of explosive 
material commonly used in IEDs. A segment of this lecture focused on person-borne improvised 
explosive device (PBIED). These suicide bombers use bags, vests, belts, pants or other innocent 
looking objects to transport explosive devices for detonation. The lecturer also discussed the 
importance of public awareness and intelligence/information sharing. Notes:

Last 4-5 years – few explosive attacks in Israel
Iron Dome System – built with the US to intercept rockets
Terroristic and criminal use of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs); criminal use means 
that it is specifically directed at a person
Components of IEDs

Explosive material (XMAT)o
Detonator (initiator)o
Firing system (trigger)o
Optional additionso

Camouflage
Fragmentation

Types of XMAT commonly use in IEDs
TATP – with or without plasticizerso
Urea nitrate (with plasticizers)o
TNT – mostly from old ammunitiono
Nitroglycerine-basedo
Ammonium nitrate based (fertilizers)o
Nitro glycol (EGDN)o

Times Square VBIED used 220lbs of urea, not urea nitrate
Ball bearings – best type of fragmentation

Used to enhance the distanceo
Cell phone – most common radio detonator
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DTMF – dual tone multi functional
Added onto phone to set off toneo
Don’t need to wait for call to go througho

Public awareness is key
Israel teaches awareness from kindergarten: “what is a suspicious object?”, o
“what is a suspicious person?”
10th graders get presentation from bomb techo
training in militaryo

Suicide bomber = person-based IED = PBIED
Response - first consideration – look for secondary device
Considerations for PBIED

Overcome security measureso
Control the explosion and ensure success of the incidento
Portability of the explosive deviceo
Substitute for firing systemo
Packaging – use bags, vests, belts, pants, and innocent looking objectso

** Importance of intelligence and information sharing
Sources: Israeli Defense Forces (IDF), Mossad, Israeli Security Agency (ISA), policeo

Public resilience – get back to normal ASAP

Lecture: Cyber, Terror, & the Social Networks: The Dark Side of Technology
Dr. Harel Menashri
This session addressed the main trends in terrorist online activity, including the use of social 
media networks and hidden or dark networks. Terrorist organizations use file distribution 
applications, visible and hidden websites (e.g., blogs, forums), social networks, and 
communication applications (e.g. WhatsApp) for the purposes of propaganda, training, 
recruiting, funding, executing cyber attacks, intelligence gathering, etc. The lecturer also 
discussed ISIS trends and activities on the web. Notes:

Two main trends in terrorist online activity: grasping of popular social media networks 
and the dark web
Unparalleled tools for reaching out to as wide an audience as possible (e.g., mainstream 
social media networks)
ISIS has developed a multi-divisional media empire – target specific groups in local 
languages
Internet (only part of cyberspace) composed of: public networks, hidden networks, deep 
web
Terrorist activity on the internet: propaganda, training, recruiting, funding, cyber 
attacks, intelligence gathering, and more
Laws don’t allow you to break into the network of someone who breaks into yours
Network discussion centers used for distributing files, websites (e.g., blogs, forums), 
social networks, communications applications
Cachedview.com shows deleted and removed
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Terrorist organizations use encryption software, multiple accounts, social networks 
(including visible and hidden networks); Tor
ISIS trends:

Propaganda focused on “distant enemy” encouraging lone wolves and cyber o
attacks
Call to arms in social mediao
Encouraging activities of terrorist organizations against critical infrastructureo
Use Android more than IOSo
Opera browser and Toro
Use hushmail software to encrypt emailo
Cyberghost VPN allows IP address switchingo
Locker app deletes files after several incorrect password attemptso
Fake GPS apps hide locationo
Fake social media accountso

Lessons:
Do not take phone into the field or into meetings (change the culture)o
Everything is a computer and can be hackedo
Concerns about hacking of pacemakers, hearing aids, security cameras, o
automobiles, toys, appliances -> internet of things

Lecture: Crisis Media Management: Counter Terror Approach
Gil Kleiman

This session focused on the ability to use the media as a multiplier as part of response 
operations. The lecturer stressed the importance of understanding the sensitive issues in your 
community to gather intelligence, as well as the need to feed the media with information 
during a response.

Terror is not new, but tactics of terror change
Object of terror is to turn you into a drowning man
Media as a multiplier
“The Kardashian Syndrome” – know which topics are sensitive to your community, what 
will turn heads
What you don’t put out there, someone else will
Never lie – say what you have to say
1 spokesman – unity of message
Book by Author: Terrorist Suicide Bombings: Attack Interdiction, Mitigation, and 
Response. The link to electronically review the book is: 
https://books.google.com/books?id=4a3MBQAAQBAJ&pg=PA266&lpg=PA266&dq=Terr
orist+suicide+bombers+Kleiman&source=bl&ots=eI8nOL1kUY&sig=6txgZc59Nu1ssKaUlP
dR8evxJF8&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjP7YSSkvvTAhUIs1QKHXZYDfMQ6AEINTAD#v=o
nepage&q=Terrorist%20suicide%20bombers%20Kleiman&f=false

Day 2:
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In-Transit Lectures on Security Topics 
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh
While in transit to various site visits, two veteran Israeli Security Agency members provided a 
series of lectures throughout the day on numerous topics related to Israel, the security 
situation, and terrorist incidents. Notes:

Demographics
8 million Israeli citizens: 75% Jewish; 21% Israeli Arabs; 4% Other (e.g., Christians, o
Arabs, Druze)
4.2 million Palestinians: 1.9M in West Bank; 1.7M in Gaza, E. Jerusalem Arabs o
(Israeli residents)

Until 1948, 1.2M Arabs/600K Jews; after 1948, 300K Arabs/600K Jews
500K Arabs went to refugee camps -> now 5 million in refugee campso

UN Decision 181 (November 29, 1947)
David Ben Gurion accepted division of Israel into Jewish State and Arab State o
with Jerusalem as international territory
Jewish State 68% deserto
Arabs would not accept any independent Israeli stateo

6 Day War – 1967
New reality – Jewish state controlled Gaza, West Bank, Sinai Penninsulao

New forms of terrorist organizations emerged
Oslo Agreement 

West Bank divided into 3 partso
A – exclusively administered by Palestinian Authority
B – administered by both Palestinian Authority and Israel
C – security and public affairs administered by Israel

1993 Agreement – Hamas said noo
10 years – birth of suicide bombers – change in paradigm

Israeli citizens afraid of buses, restaurants
Israeli develops expertise in dealing with terrorist cells

Islamic Fanatical Radical Movement Point of View:
Jerusalem belongs to Allaho
Allah chose Islam to rule the worldo
Chosen people: Jews, Christians, Muslims, but Jews and Christians fello
Jews can live here, but not be independent rulerso
Muslim Brotherhood says that Muslims must be the leaders in the Holy Lando
Mohammed – last propheto

Gaza Strip – 2 governments: 1 Hamas and 1 PLO; over 1.7M people
2006 decision to remove 16 Jewish settlements from Gaza (8K people)o
Hamas started shooting rockets all over Israelo

Obstacles to peace: 1) Jerusalem, 2) refugees, 3) Israeli settlements in West Bank
After 1967 (6 Day War), green light given to settle into the West Bank (500K people)
Hamas is a political movement, Islamic jihad is a military movement
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Border countries: Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, Egypt – no current problems except for 
Hezbollah

Syria: ceasefire since 1967, few problems remaining regarding the Golan Heightso
Jordan: ceasefire since 1967, peace agreement 1994o
Egypt: ceasefire since 1973, peace agreement 1979o

Ashdod – Philistine city; 3000 years old
Largest port city in Israelo
High population of Russian Jewso

First Intifada – began December 1987 - violent uprising against Israeli “occupation’; 
many riots and shootings
Second Intifada – began October 2000 – more violent
War with Gaza every 2-3 years, last was August 2014
Kibbutz – communal living generally according to Communist principles
More than 12 empires have conquered the Holy Land – all empire expansion has to go 
through Israel
50% unemployment rate in Gaza
Egypt has mostly closed their gate with Gaza

Was open until 3 years agoo
Previous leader of Egypt was Muslim Brotherhood – kept the gate openo

Desert defined as less than 200mm of rain/year
Rocket attacks from Gaza

If in vehicle, stop car, get behind anything, cover heado
Every bus top has bomb sheltero

Many tunnels from Gaza – get into Israel and behind military
Jerusalem

King Solomon built first temple: “Gods house among people”o
Most important Holy City for Jewso
David Ben Gurion: “no state of Israel without Jerusalem, but there is Jerusalem o
without Israel”
East Jerusalem belonged to Jordan until 1967o

1/3 of population of Jerusalem

Site Visit: Magen David Adom (MDA) in Israel – Tactics and Procedures
Director of International Relations
MDA is the Israeli emergency medical services (EMS) agency. Participants traveled to Ashdod to 
visit an MDA dispatch center. The lecturer provides information on operations and logistics 
required to coordinate the activities of the more than 15,000 volunteers and 2000 paid staff 
across the country. MDA is also the only supplier of blood services in Israel. Participants were 
able to view dispatch technology and operations as they occurred. Notes:

MDA: Red Shield of David -> National EMS organization and national blood services 
organization
British mandate over Middle East after WW2
Established according to Red Cross guidelines
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National, public, statutory, volunteer organization
More than 15K volunteers, less than 2K employees

Volunteers are trained the same as employeeso
Active every hour, every day, all over the country
Train all IDF paramedics
Not funded by government, but supervised by Ministries of Health and Finance
Charge for services provided

Those treated can claim back costs from health organizationso
Costs covered if person is hospitalized or suffers from known medical problemso
72% of budget comes from billed costso

Government provides funds for preparedness from multiple hazards (e.g., earthquakes, 
rockets)

No major earthquakes since 1927o
Israel sits on 2 fault lineso

Volunteers are crucial in every community -> active, involved, well-trained
Call volume: 2500 calls per day (emergency and non-emergency)

2 ALS helicopterso
Vehicles: 1000+ ambulances plus minibikeso
Tel Aviv region: 300-400 calls/day for 1.5 million peopleo
Not a lot of misuse of the systemo
Provide backup to the national school system for non-emergency callso

There are private ambulance companies; a few provide ALS
9 regional dispatching centers

Dispatchers are all EMTs or paramedicso
Can provide medical guidance over the phoneo
National dispatch system – call will go to first available dispatchero

Trying to keep time to answer call to less than 4 seconds
No central 911 system in Israel

Dial 100 for police serviceso
Dial 101 for MDAo
Dial 102 for fire serviceso

Created an understanding that all disciplines need to work together 
Direct communication from one dispatching center to another o
In areas of potential violence, MDA may request backup from law enforcemento
Some awareness training of fire department operationso
A lot of training with fire departmento
GPS navigational system shows unit numbers of units from other departmentso

Law enforcement is in command of every incident
Law enforcement can shut down all communications amplifying sites near an incident
Responders have primary access to cellular bandwidth
Smart phone app (My MDA) – geolocates caller

Personal informationo
Known allergieso
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Recent medical historyo
Family info (calling in for self or other family member?)o
Can activate phone camera to provide video from sceneo
Can communicate via texto
Shows “uber” view of vehicles arrivingo
60K userso

Volunteers – group of highly trained EMTs and paramedics that keep supplies with them 
or bring them home

MDA team app – shows location of all team memberso
If first ambulance will arrive in more than 5 minutes, system will also scan o
volunteer first responders in the area

Provided with same call information
Can respond and click “navigate” -> uses Waze to guide to call

Can fill out medical form – becomes part of the medical recordo
Only supplier of blood services in Israel

Collect at least 1000 units every dayo
Need to have enough inventoryo
High holidays means lower supplyo
Targeted communications with donorso

Hospitals notify dispatchers when at capacity; close communication
Ministry of Health monitors hospital capacity closelyo

Site tour: Ashdod dispatch center 
In bomb sheltero
Air filtering system to protect against chem/bioo
Automatic dispatch of mutual aido
Average response time 7-8 minuteso
8-hour shiftso

Site Visit: Port of Ashdod – Protection of Transportation Assets
Participants traveled to the Port of Ashdod for a discussion of terror threats to transportation 
assets. Participants viewed multiple security components including biometric and automated 
gate systems, a smart fence, camera surveillance systems, the use of defender-class boats for 
patrol of the port from the water, biometric screening of crew members, and the use of drones. 
Notes:

Operations always connected to preventing terror
Need for separation of operations – like a military base
Profile employees for different categories of clearance
Video summarizing security measures

Advanced gate system using biometrics for accesso
Smart fenceo
Camera surveillance system and included analyticso
Defender-class boats patrolo
Biometric screening of crew memberso
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Database contains information on 70% of seamen in the world
Droneso

Example of terror threat: “trojan horse” shipping container with false wall -> killed 10
Guiding authorities:

Interior Emergency Authorityo
ISA Information Securityo
ISAo
Israeli Policeo
Israeli Navyo

Site tour: Port security operations 

Site Visit: Rutenberg Power Station – Protection of Critical Infrastructure
The Rutenberg Power Station is located in Ashkelon, less than 5 km from Gaza. The power 
station is the target of repeated rocket and terror attacks. Numerous tunnels from Gaza have 
also been found in the vicinity of Rutenberg. Participants learned about the security 
components being used to prevent and mitigate attacks on the power station. Notes:

5 power stations located in Israel – Rutenberg is the largest
Located 5km from Gaza
Israel cannot get electricity from anywhere else in the world
Have to depend on themselves
Issues:

Rocketso
Concrete wall protects major systems
Iron Dome
Reliance on coal (LNG expensive)
Poles hardened

Tunnelso
Found in vicinity – one 3km long

Terroristso
Combat trained security guards
Patrol vehicles
Guard towers
Surveillance – cameras, radar
Patrol boats (2)
Navy patrol of pier

Collaboration between fire, police, IDF, Red Cross
Site tour: power station

Site Visit: City of Sderot
Sderot is the city located closest to Gaza and is targeted in many rocket attacks. Participants 
viewed stockpiles of exploded rockets launched from Gaza into Sderot, as well as shelters 
available throughout the city to protect civilians. These shelters include playground equipment 
that serve as bomb shelters in schools and parks.
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Lecture: The State of Relations between Israel and its Neighbors
Rami Savir
This session provided information on the relationships with Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and Egypt, 
nomadic Bedouin tribes within Israel, Gaza, the West Bank area of Judea and Sumeria, and the 
division within Jerusalem. Notes:

Understanding the mindset of Israel is key
Israel formed as a state for Jewish people
Mixed population: Jews, Israeli Arabs, Palestinians, E. Jerusalem
1.7 billion Muslims in the world
Most Muslims not terrorists, but most/many terrorists are Muslim
Lebanon

Not a real country - clans of Christians, Muslimso
Hezbollah runs the stateo
Theoretically should have no problems with Lebanono

Syria
Sunni Muslimso
Govt holding power thanks to support of Lebanon and Russiao

Jordan
Left over from British Mandateo
70-80% Palestinianso
Minority Bedouins are rulingo
Peace treaty with Israel but don’t know if it will holdo

Egypt
Peace treaty since 1977o
Good relations with regime, but not with peopleo
Bedouins living in Sinai Deserto

Gaza
Trying to find ways to defeat/pass the fence (e.g., rockets, tunnels)o
For a while, didn’t see foreigners as a significant threato

Requires profiling of behavior
You can’t check everyone
Pure random checks are a waste of time

Judea/Sumeria
Judea is south of Jerusalem in West Banko
Sumeria is north of Jerusalem in West Banko

Use of walls to separate territory used/controlled by Palestinians when people are so 
close they can shoot each other with rifles

Suicide attacks went down more than 90% after wall builto
Wood and concrete fenceo

Tunnels
Tunnels into Israel are attack tunnelso
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Tunnels into Egypt are smuggling tunnelso
Jerusalem – Old City (less than 1mile x 1 mile)

Jewish Quartero
Muslim Quartero
Armenian Quartero
Christian Quartero

Lecture: The Muslim Mindset
Rami Savir
This session provided an assessment of behaviors and motivations of Muslim Arabs in the 
Middle East from the prospective of former Israeli Security Agency members. Notes:

A man is always preferable to a woman
The man decideso
A woman as a source is less beneficialo
Women do not participate in discussionso

A mother is always preferable to a wife
The function of a wife is to have kidso

Marriage for practical reasons is always preferable to marriage for love
Marriage to first cousins is idealo
Woman moves to home/family of husbando
Woman takes husbands nameo
Dynasty of family is very importanto

A cousin is always preferable to a stranger
Importance of families and clanso

Family obligation supersedes loyalty to a country
The Army is preferable to civilian institutions

Force is importanto
Perception of strength is importanto

Ethnic and religious affiliations are more important than a national identity
Rulers are more important than the law

Leadership is to benefit your familyo
Luck is more important than discipline and planning
Affinity and charisma are more important than the sense of obligation

People will follow someone to the worst decision they every madeo
Poetry is more important than prose
An embrace precedes acquaintance
Embarrassment precedes guilt

Do not want to be embarrassedo
Suspicion precedes trust
Shouting precedes dialogue
Past and future are more important than the present
Manipulation precedes listening
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Control and power are more important than the solution
Negotiation occurs prior to, during, and following an agreement
Honor above all 

Most important issue in the mindset of Arabso

Day 3:

In-Transit Lectures on Security Topics 
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh
While in transit to various site visits, two veteran Israeli Security Agency members provided a 
series of lectures throughout the day on numerous topics related to Israel, the security 
situation, and terrorist incidents. Notes:

Old Jerusalem
37K population inside wallso

65% Muslim
4 Quarters: Christian, Armenian, Jewish, Muslimo
Walls built in 1536 by the Ottomans to protect Jerusalem from Christian o
Crusaders
7 gates built originallyo

View of note: pillars built around light train station to prevent terror incidents caused by 
crashing vehicles into stations
View of note: Ammunition Hill from 1967 battle with Jordan
View of note: Mount of Olives, Mount of Scopos, Mount Zion
View of note: Bedouins villages - 280K population total
West Bank divided by Oslo Agreement:

A: Exclusive responsibility of Palestinianso
B: Security responsibility of Israel, public services responsibility of Palestinianso
C: Exclusive responsibility of Israelo

12 tribes of Israel – descendants from Jacob
Exiled into and enslaved in Egypt for 400 yearso
Moses led them through the desert for 40 yearso
Came through Jericho (Jordan Valley)o
Moses died on the east side of the Jordan River; did not enter into Holy Lando

Israel will not give up Jordan Valley as any part of a peace agreement – Jordan Valley is a 
buffer
June 16, 1946 – 11 bridges connecting Israel blown up to protest limits on amount of 
Holocaust Jews allowed into Israel
7 fruits that represent the “land of milk and honey”: date, olive, fig, grape, 
pomegranate, wheat, barley
Muslim calendar goes by the moon – 354 days
Jewish calendar – dates for holidays based on what is in the Bible

Ramadan – holiest Muslim holiday
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Fast for 30 dayso
Greater chance of terror attacks because people feel more devouto

Muslims pray 5 times per day – intelligence effort to see who goes to the mosque for 
the early prayers – most devout
Muslim Brotherhood – Dawah – call to build schools and mosques
Sea of Galilee – was main source of water for Israel
Dam at south end of the Sea / Jordan River
First desalination plant opened last year to provide water from the Mediterranean Sea
Syrians tried to stop water from flowing into Israel – 1964
First suicide bomber attack in 1991 after 400 Hamas leaders exported to Lebanon; came 
back with lots of knowledge about suicide bombing
Life of Jesus:

Raised in Nazareth for 30 yearso
Lived at Sea of Galilee for 3 yearso

Recruited disciples
Performed miracles

Traveled along Jordan Rivero
In Jerusalem only one week before being crucifiedo

Rule over land that is now Israel:
For 300 years after Jesus died, there was harassment of Christians – Romans did o
not allow Christianity
325 AD, Constantine the Great (Roman Emporer) – allowed Christianityo
638 AD Empire of Islamo
Defeated 1099 by Crusaderso
Defeated in 1187 by Muslimso
Defeated 1516 by Ottomanso
Ottomans ruled til the end of WW1o

View of note: Bet She-An. In 1997, a Jordanian soldier killed 7 girls in Bet She-An; King 
Hussein of Jorden went to Bet She-An to give his condolences to the families
History of Islam:

7th Century AD – Islam became the 3rd monotheistic religiono
Established by Muhammad (name means “Praise God’)o

570 AD – born in Mecca
610 AD – entered a cave in Mecca and had a vision from the Angel 
Gapriel

Wrote first verses of Koran in cave
Started to preach 610-622 AD
622 AD chased from Mecca to Medina
622 AD – died and buried in Medina
No successor – 2 competing camps

Al Sahaba (sp?) – friends of Muhammad
Fatimah – daughter of Muhammad, married to 4th caliph

Fought to continue Islamo
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Mother of Al-Hasan and Al-Husayno
680 AD – battle for the future of Islam between Fatimah and sons vs. 
friends of Muhammad – Battle of Karbala

Al Husayn killed in battle – followers became Shia
Day of Ashura (Shia holiday) marks the death of Al Husayn at 
Battle of Karbala

ISIS – Sunni, Al Qaeda – Sunni
ISIS established after 9/11 and US involvement in Iraq
65% of Iraq controlled by ISIS
Syria – Bashar al-Assad not Sunni or Shia
ISIS, other Sunni groups, free rebels all fighting al-Assad
2014 – Jabhat al-Nusra kidnapped 45 United Nations peacekeepers in Golan Heights; 
Israeli forces opened the gate and allowed UN personnel into Israel
Druze

Fatimid Caliphate (Shia) – 11th centuryo
Ruled in Egypt and Israel
King kidnapped, ad Dazari thought king was 1st imam

Ad Dazari ran away and established new religion (Druze)
Druze not Arab, not Muslimo
1.5 milliono
Don’t need nation or government, only want territoryo
Very little known about Druze religiono
Being killed in Syriao
Druze in Israel demanding that Israeli government intervene in Syrian conflict to o
help Druze in Syria
Stopped ambulance and stoned wounded Syrian soldier to deatho

Site Visit: Jordan River Baptism Site
Participants traveled to the Jorder River Baptism Site. This historic religious site is located on 
the border with Jordan, sharing baptism facilities. The span of the Jordan River at this site is less 
than 20 feet, posing unique security challenges. Notes:

One of 2 baptism sites – the other is at the Sea of Galilee
White dove symbolizes the baptism of Jesus

Jesus baptized by John the Baptist in Jordan Rivero
Voice of God: “This is the son of God that I was talking about”o
Christians view baptism as a cleaning of the soul and the bodyo

Currently good relationship with Jordan
Peutinger Map 

Discovered in the 4th century ADo
Shows network of roads from Roman Empireo
Indicates that site of baptism of Jesus close to Jordan River baptism siteo

No control of borders all the way to Turkey
Until 2007, 250km border with Egypt was completely open
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Fence built in 2007, significantly reducing smuggling problemso
Current war between ISIS and Tarabin (Bedouin tribe)

Trying to keep Bedouins from smugglingo

Site Visit: Triangle Border
This border is the boundary between Israel, Syria, & Jordan. Lecturers provided information on 
the impact of the war in Syria on Israel, the expansion of ISIS into Syria and Jordan. Lecturers 
provided information on the security situation in the Golan Heights, and implications for Jewish 
settlements in the area. Notes:

Golan Heights: 950m above sea level
Sykes-Picot Agreement – 1916 – division of area

Golan Heights, Lebanon, Syria to be French territoryo
Israeil, part of Jordan, part of Iraq, Egypt to be English territoryo

1945-46 – Syria became independent
ISIS concentrating opposite Golan Heights, but focusing on battles to the east and north 
right now
Jordan Valley = 65 miles

Border between 2 tectonic plateso
Major earthquakes every 100-110 yearso

Site Visit: French Hospital/Syrian Officer Academy
Participants toured the site of a former French hospital used as a Syrian Officer Academy before 
the Six Day War. The building ruins look down into the Syrian countryside. Notes:

Eli Cohen – Israeli intelligence agent
Established cover identity 1960-61 in Argentinao
Settled in Syria 1961-65, transmitted information on Syrian military and o
fortifications
Caught January 1965, tried, and executedo

Site Visit: Valley of Tears
The Valley of Tears is battle site from Yom Kippur War where significantly outnumbered Israeli 
forces held off attackers until reinforcements could arrive after 4 days. Participants were able to 
explore a maintained Israeli Defense Force (IDF) bunker. The visit highlighted the difficulties in 
defending territory given the proximity of countries that have been actively hostile to Israel. 
Lecturers also provided a review of international/UN participation in the security situation. 
Notes:

Until 1967, Syria controlled Golan Heights and bombed the kibbutz
Yom Kippur War – surprise attack from Syrian in Golan Heights; 3-point attack
History:

1947 Independenceo
1956 Sinai Waro
1967 Six Day Waro

10/6/73 – Attack on Yom Kippur – holiest day for Jewish religion
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Israeli army kept minimal forces in Golan Heightso
Ignored intelligence about possible waro
No recruitment of reserves until 10/5/73o

Valley of Tears – one of three attack columns
1 battalion in Valleyo
600 Syrian tanks vs. 35-40 Israeli tankso
For 4 days, Israeli tank battalion held off Syrianso
Bitter battle – officers motivated soldiers to stayo
Reserves arrived after 4 days and turned battleo
Israeli forces pushed into Syriao

Pushed to within 40km from Damascus
Pushed to within 101km from Cairo

1974 – ceasefire between Israel and Syria

Site Visit: The Dead Sea
Participants were able to visit and swim in the Dead Sea, learning about the security challenges 
of protecting this site visited by travelers from within Israel and throughout the world. Notes:

Every year 1m lost from the Dead Sea
Dead Sea 34% salt in water (ocean .4% salt)

Day 4:

Site Visit: Knesset
The Knesset is the legislature of Israel. A guided tour provided information on the structure and 
composition of the Knesset. Participants subsequently attended private meetings with 3 
members of Israeli parliament (Yehuda Glick, Amir Ohana, and Tzipi Hotovely. The Knesset 
members provided their unique perspectives on the security situation in Israel and answered 
questions from ASTI participants. Notes:

“to come together/to congregate”
120 members

17 not Jewisho
33 women (25%)o

Parliamentary Democracy
Vote for 1 party, not individual memberso
Each party posts list of 120 potential o
Seated by percentage of voteo
Minimum of 3.25% to get representation in Knesseto

President gives political power to Knesset
Knesset has to form governmento
At least 61 members must support governmento

Declaration of independence
14 May 1948 at 4:00pm (Friday)o
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5/15 – end of British Mandate, Shabbat (Saturday)o
Concerns about civil war if there was a leadership voido
Document o

“Rock of Israel” = God
No other reference to God

Signed while blank
Bold paragraph in middle contains 3 justifications for independent Jewish 
state:

Historical connection with land
1917 Balfour Declaration / 1947 UN Partition Plan
Holocaust

Describes type of government
3 addresses to UN, to Jewish people, to Arabs
Call to peace

No constitutiono
Plenary Hall used for voting

Lively debates, most recognizable roomo
Many other discussion roomso

Bills – 2 types
Government-originated: written by minister or vice-minister, requires 3 voteso
Private: written by any member of Knesset; requires 4 voteso

Official symbol – candelabrum
Separation of powers: legislative, government, judicial
PM is also a member of parliament
Speaker is member of parliament, but runs/manages the debate
10 seconds to vote; board shows voting results
Disciplinary action – can force members of party to vote in a specific way
Judicial oversees legislative oversees government oversees judicial
“ascend the podium” = give testimony
Viewing space for press, honored guests, public
Chegal Hall – 3 tapestries, 12 floor mosaics, 1 wall mosaic

Tapestries: present (colorful – different waves of immigration), past (exodus o
from Egypt, Moses, King David), future (Isaiah)

Knesset Member Meeting: Yehuda Glick
Jerusalemofpeace.com

Likud party – 30 seats in this Knesset
Formerly served in Ministry of Absorption
Six Day war – greatest victory of Jewish people

2 million Jews surrounded by 200 million Arab Muslims (supported by USSR)o
Yom Kippur War – lesson in humility

Lesson: if we put down our arms, we won’t existo
Greatest danger – those who think God is exclusive and want to convert others

12 million Muslims killed by radical Muslimso
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Settlements not an obstacle to peace, but are bringing peace by living together 
peacefully
Importance of not being afraid of terrorism
Demand from ourselves the highest standards
Jerusalem mentioned more than 600 times in the Bible
Nations that want to remain relevant will recognize Jerusalem as capitol
Israel offers highest level of human rights for all citizens
Temple Mount as world center for human rights
Promote Jerusalem Covenant

Knesset Member Meeting: Amir Ohana
12 years in IDF and ISA
Member of 5 committees
21 Arab states combined are 1000 times larger than Israel
1.4 billion Muslims in the world - yet still the minority that needs to be protected
It is the existence of the state of Israel and of the Jewish people in their homeland that 
Muslims find objectionable
100 years of terror
PLO founded in 1964 – before settlers

What is Palestine? “From the river to the sea, Palestine will be free”o
Continue to support terror in many wayso

Influential Muslim leadership sees Jews as occupiers like British and Ottomans before 
them
This is the birthplace of Jewish religion
2000 years of exile – “tomorrow in Jerusalem”
Israeli/Arab conflict will not be solved in DC – must be solved by Israelis and Arabs
Cannot overstate friendship/brotherhood with U.S.

Share enemies, enemies of the free worldo
Knesset Member Meeting: Tzipi Hotovely

Deputy Foreign Minister
Time for us to rethink
Issues with Iran and Syria
Challenges of Jerusalem
Children’s intifada

12-15 year old took kitchen knives to streetso
Means it is part of education system and social media

Schools named after mass murderers
Great future for you and your families as terrorists
Congress sponsoring and funding families of terrorists
Winning of 6 Day War gave all religions freedom to practice their religion in Jerusalem
Israelis expecting movement of US embassy to Jerusalem
Clear that YouTube, Facebook have the ability to remove content related to terrorism, 
recruitment

Arguments of free speecho
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Already some restrictions on pornography, etc.o
Request to remove content combining certain wordso
Still disappointed with accessibility of this informationo

Site Visit: Israeli National Security Council
Eitan Ben-David
Participants visited the office of the Prime Minister and attended a private meeting with Israel's 
National Security Director, Etan Ben David (sp?). Mr. David provided information on the 
challenges of terrorism in Israel, Hezbollah and Hamas, counter-tunnel challenges, and the 
importance of learning from terror attacks in other countries. Participants were able to ask 
questions of Mr. David related to counter-terrorism policies. Notes:

We are trying to do our best in this region
Trying to improve ourselves every dayo
Our agenda is to alert and readyo

Most of surrounding countries are enemy
Countries by law, no diplomatic relationso
Peace treaties with Jordan and Egypt, but good relationships primarily with o
government
People of Egypt and Jordan not happy with presence of Israelo

Borders: Gaza (59km); Egypt (208km); Lebanon (79km); Syria (92km); Jordan (309km); 
Saudi Arabia (X); Mediterranean Sea (196km)
Asleep with 1 eye open; need to be strong in the neighborhood
A lot of budget dedicated to security issues
When it comes to security, people of Israel are very united
Last conventional war: 1982 with Lebanon
In last 2 decades, most operations are against terror organizations
Hezbollah in Lebanon, Hamas in Gaza

Hiding with civilians inside villages and citieso
President of Lebanon said: “Hezbollah is Lebanon and Lebanon is Hezbollah”o

Israelis want to live peacefully in region
Sharon gave back Gaza

After less than one year, Palestinian Authority lost to Hamas and were kicked outo
Now terrorist organization controls land on Israeli bordero

They will always find a way to attack you with innovative methods
Iron Dome – most rockets not allowed to hit
Gaza using 35-40% of aid for military purposes
Building tunnels

Karem Shalom crossing border: 1000 trucks per day into Gaza with supplies and o
humanitarian goods
No good technology to detect every tunnelo
Israel investing a lot of money into technology placed deep into border to detect o
tunneling activity

Gas reserves in Mediterranean Sea
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You have to send a message that you are not going to put up with terror incidents
More than 100K come into Israel to work every morning (60% legally, 40% illegally)
Rely on security clearances, fence, punitive measures against terrorist families, powerful 
intelligence assets, training, security awareness, community engagement
Learn from the attacks of others – Israel studies what is going on in other places in the 
world including details, modus operandi

Israel is a lab for terror attackso
Need to understand the organization, mindseto

Who they are, what is their cause?
What kind of measures will hurt them?
What will contain them?

Lecture/Site Visit: Military Court of Judea and Sumeria
Lt Colonel Menachem Lieberman
Participants received a presentation on the military court and the prosecution of suspects of 
those accused of security or criminal offenses in the West Bank. The site visit included in-court 
viewing of proceedings against a man charged with using social media as part of a terrorist 
organization. Notes:

West Bank under military sovereignty
Questions on whether Geneva Convention applies
Judiciary

Local Palestinian courtso
Military courtso
Juvenile military courtso
Military court of appealso
High Court of Justice: “Bagatz” (In Israel)o

Those accused of criminal or security offenses in West Bank get real trial, rights of any 
defended

Acquittal rate as high as Israeli courtso
Same evidentiary laws as in Israelo

No jury system in Israel
Cases: terror, criminal, disturbance of public order, traffic, border offenses, and review 
of administrative decisions
24.5% of defendants have membership in a terrorist organization
Terror organizations find it easy to influence minors
Encourage and pay minors to perform terrorist acts

Redeem “immoral behavior”o
“Hate indoctrination”o

Administrative detention
Preventative, not punitiveo
Usually 6 monthso

Constant presence of human rights NGOs, visits of diplomats and foreign delegations
All defendants have lawyers; public defenders from Palestinian Authority available
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Site tour: in-session court proceedings 

Lecture: IED Trends
Chief Superintendent Michael Cardash

This lecture focused on ISIS and AQ IED trends exclusive of PBIEDs (addressed previously). The 
presenter discussed sources for explosive material, including unexploded ordnance (UXO) and 
the process necessary to create a homemade explosive materials as detailed in widely-
distributed publications and internet-based videos. Participants also learned about 
camouflaging IEDs and anticipated upcoming threats and trends (including vehicle borne IEDs 
(VBIED), drones as a delivery mechanism. Notes:

Sources for explosives
Unexploded ordnance (UXO)o

PTAB 2.5 bomblets
Converted to an IED: remove fuse, remove tail assembly, add XMAT, 
insert det cord, close
Since Russian intervention in Syria, more modern munitions

UXO AO 2.5RT sub-munition
Homemade explosiveso

Ammonium nitrate fertilizer
Ammonium nitrate + aluminum powder
TATP, nitrocellulose, EGDN, other
Christmas Eve 2014 AQAP magazine published article on how to make 
XMAT

Potassium chlorate (?) with booster
Plastic bottle casing
Nigella sativa (black cumin)

More energetic than carbono
Increased detonation energy by 30%o

TATP – classic 2-stage detonationo
International Terror

Richard Reid – shoe bombero
UK 21.7 attempt (2005) Londono
Delta Airlines attempt – Christmas Dayo
Paris attacks: 13 November 2015o

1.2kg wet TATP and 700-1000 nuts
Germany Ansbach: 24 July 2016o

Suicide bomber outside wine bar
2kg urea + AN and 200g TATP

Brussels, Belgium: 22 March 2016o
3rd device 25kg TATP
Produced 100-125 kg of TATP

Upcoming threat: TATP VBIEDo
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Turkish airport bombing
Camouflaged IEDs

Building blocks (ISIS)o
Rock camouflage (Houthis)o
Sandals (ISIS)o
Laptop IEDs (Al Shabaab)o

Flight restrictions 
AQAP raid – tech to build device
Inside laptop battery; still functions

ISIS use of vehicle-borne IED (VBIED) – New trend
Large armored VBIED driven by suicide bombero
Now in Iraq and Syria on a defensive positiono

4 x 4 or SUVs (prefer Kia)
Light armored SUVs

Route to Karbala – 8 VBIEDs
Month of Ramadan
Electronic detonators with electronic plugs
Plastic bags and containers packed with explosives

ISIS use of UAVs – New trend
Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) multirotor drone/quadcoptero
Used for surveillance to dateo
Quadcopter payloads – future threat?o
Hezbollah – Aug 2016 – weaponized quadcopter with AT/AP MZD2 bombletso
ISIS fixed wing bomber – Jan 2017 - PR filmo
ISIS quadcopter bombings – Jan 2017o

3D printed components
Tail hook on bomblets
40mm warhead – M430 or M383

Iraqi forces weaponized UAVs with shuttlecock bombletso
Chemical – new trendo

Fixed wing UAV with chlorine canister
Mosul April 2017

French and Dutch using eagles to counter UAVso

Review
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh

Cannot copy our methods in your communities – better to see why we do it and adapt 
our methods
Always expect a 2nd attack; things may happen in stages
Sunday - lectures

Dangers of cyber and IOT; consider your cyber protectiono
Consider communicationo

Used best by ISIS
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Significant recruitment tool
Pay attention – see what the intentions are
Can use media to show your own message
Incitement on social media

Monday – MDA, Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gaza
US may not have those kind of threatso
All of this can be applied to police worko
Community relations is also a part of responseo

Tuesday – West Bank, Golan Heights, Syria, Jordan
Message that if you are strong enough and crazy enough, it helps to detero

Wednesday – Parliament, PM Office, Courts
Right wing side of perspectiveo
Solution is a matter of perspectiveo
Demonstration of incitement via social networkso

Lecture: Social Networks as a Source of Inspiration
Rami Savir
This session focused on the importance of monitoring content of social media networks to 
identify sites/videos/forums, etc. being used to inspire hatred against the Jewish population 
and potential suicide bombers. Participants watched 2 videos made for children that encourage 
violence against Jewish persons. The lecturer also provided Facebook posts showing the 
progression of radical ideology by a young man that killed a 13 year-old Jewish girl. Notes:

Video: PAL network
Video: Hamas children’s network
Case of Muhammad Tarayrah

Killed 13-year old girlo
Review of social media postso

“Death is a right and I demand my right”
Desire to become a Shaheed

Social media – riots and disorder predictable via SM
No such thing as a lone wolf – need inspiration – often found in social media

Day 5:

Site Visit: Hadassah Hospital
Julie Bebinskry 
Participants visited Hadassah Hospital to review the readiness and capabilities for mass casualty 
readiness, including trauma-specific emergency room spaces and intensive care units, plans for 
surge of facilities and staff, preparedness drills, and the need for trans-cultural nursing. The visit 
included a presentation by Dr. Asaf Kedar Terrorism Related to Mass Casualty Events in Israel. 
Dr. Kedar discussed the increase in vehicle assaults and knife attacks in recent year. Notes:

Everything in ER can be quarantined
Capacity for 110 beds
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MDA notifies ER with patient details
Trauma ER – rooms strictly for trauma

X-ray boomso
Lights also cameras – everything filmedo

Not accessible to lawyers
Each room has capacity for 2 patientso
Ultrasound machines in roomo
Call volume / day – approx. 10o

Rambam Hospital – only Level 1 hospital in north part of country
Anticipate military woundso
Complete hospital underneath the ground – used if necessary in time of waro

Hadassah Hospital – geared towards terror victims
Conduct drills for hospital evacuation onto grounds
During mass casualty, patients leave for CT and don’t return to ER, move to other care
No diverts, always accept trauma patients
Burn care – big issue – resources lacking
Big bottleneck – imagery, CT scans
ATLS – Advanced Trauma Life Support
No problems with drop times from ambulances
Another bottleneck in ICU, but all nurses ICU trained
Nursing school in hospital
Different ICUs distributed throughout hospital: trauma, peds, cario, etc.
Effort to keep families together during mass casualty incidents
Visiting dignitary room – bulletproof, self-contained
Simulation/training room can be converted for more beds
System for surge capacity

Drill 3x per year for all former ER nurses in hospitalo
Focus on new threatso
2017 – pediatric drillo

No translation problems
Workers reflect population of the city
No follow-up care available in Palestinian Authority (PA)
PA has Ministry of Health and own medical system
Air transports 1x per month

Short distances in Israelo
Air pad fits criteria for military hospitalso

Mass decon area with Geiger counter outside in ambulance bay
Mother and child pavilion

Obstetrics, labor and delivery, pediatric ICU, oncology, surgeryo
Cultural competence: trans-cultural nursing, ethnomedo
Can be used for surge in a mass casualtyo
Access to utilities in ceilingo
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Family areas have kitchens and showers
Pediatric ICU has parent sleeping rooms
Hospitals in East Jerusalem run by Palestinian Authority Ministry of Health

Dr, Yorum Weiss
Former Director of surgical ICU
A lot of experience here with trauma
Seeing a decline of trauma patients

Used to have many multi-casualty eventso
Importance of drills to maintain skillso

MCE factors:
Volume of patientso
Medical characteristics of event (e.g., injury types – crush)o
Prehospital sceneo
Hospital-related variableso

Terrorism Related to MCE in Israel
Dr. Kedar Assaf

West Bank divided into Sumaria (North) and Judea (South)
1/10/15 Drive-by shooting
2392 attacks in 10 weeks (2015)

Increase in vehicular assaultso
Most attacks in West Bank (74%)o

Terrorists today
Age of terrorists: 16-20: 37%, 21-25: 34%; minors 10%o
Gender of terrorists: 89% maleo

Some females – suicide by cop
Lone terrorist is characterized by radicals who embark on individual terrorist o
missions without any logistical support or conventional means of attack

Example: tractor into crowded street
Patients spread out so hospitals not overwhelmed
Significant increase in vehicular assault
Continuous dialogue with dispatch centers

Can connect to CCTV cameras to see what is happening in the fieldo
EMTs sending photos from smart phoneso
Israel uses WhatsApp to send datao

Knife attacks – Intifada of the Knife
More force in those hit intentionallyo
Attackers being taught efficient stab sites and how to avoid police/military o
protective vests -> “Intelligent stabbing”
Use of foley catheter into path of knife tracko
Whatever you can do to apply direct pressureo
Goal of MDA is to get to the closest, proper medical facilityo

Site Visit: Check Point between Israel and West Bank
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Participants visited a check point in Jerusalem where inhabitants from the West Bank cross into 
Jerusalem. Part of the visit included a tour of a main control center where Israeli border forces 
review an extensive surveillance camera outputs at all times. During the tour, participants saw 
an incident where two youths touched the fence and caused a sensor hit. The border forces 
maintained surveillance on the two. Notes:

North part of Jerusalem: PA and Israel come together
Behind wall is refugee camp – Kalandia

½ Israelis who choose to live behind the wall, ½ Palestinianso
Hard to tell the intentions of people going through the check point
Next month is Ramadan - .5 million people going through the check point during holiday
Site tour: Control Center

Incident ongoing – 2 boys/young men touched fence causing sensor hito
Concerns about people infiltrating into Jewish communities and murdering o
people
5 platoons of 70 people eacho
Want to allow people freedom to come into work and to prayo
Don’t know the intentions of people coming overo
Concerns about attacks on border forceso
Border guards work together well with police, IDF -> importance of sharing o
information and intelligence
Incident description: small village Sho-afat  – rocks thrown at police and MDA – o
attacks on the people there to help others
A lot of cooperation that people don’t know abouto
Incidents of bombs in ambulances – fake sicko
All facets of Israeli population in Border Guardo
Command board – shows location of all vehicleso
Software reads license plate of every car coming into Israelo

Information immediately provided to Border Guard
Site tour: Surveillance Center

24/7 camera surveillanceo
Women better than men at surveillance
4 hour shifts
Looking for abnormalities, behavior, proximity to fence
Become very familiar with specific area
Land/terrain divided in a very specific way
Contact directly with units in field

Similar units/centers all over the countryo

Site Visit/Lecture: Special Patrol Unit/Yasam Jerusalem
The tactics and procedures of the Special Patrol Unit are similar to SWAT teams in the United 
States. The Special Patrol Unit is divided into motorcycle units and team-based squadrons. Unit 
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members demonstrated non-lethal and lethal weapons and capabilities. A unit member also 
provided a briefing on motives of a terrorist, operational parameters, suspicious signs and 
behaviors. Notes:

Deal with extraordinary incidents – anything with violence
2 types of units:

Motorcycle unitso
Anywhere in the city in 3-7 minutes
Driver + rider; rider has M-4
Elite of unit
Helmet has Bluetooth for comms transmission
7 bikes every shift spread throughout city
2 shifts plus missions
At night use 4-wheeled vehicles because of reduction in traffic

Team-based squadronso
Use Chevy Savana – holds 9 officers (but can hold up to 15-16)
Modular vests
Riot suit is fireproof
Cannot use baton unless at highest threat level, and then only to outer 
thigh
Non-lethal: rubber rounds

Not allowed to fire center mass
Can only aim below knee or below waist

Water cannon
Used for 3rd highest level of riots
Has self-defense system – tear gas deployed from sides
Disperses water, water with blue paint, water with stink, and 
water with tear gas

Police can come in later to arrest people painted in blueo
Nozzle on front for trash fires
Working time of 4 min at full blast
Can refill from any fire hydrant

Arsenal
Importance of surgical means vs. mass means
Non-lethal:

Sponge roundso
OCo
Paintball gun with paint, salt, OCo

Night-vision, night-sight for M4 and M22

M4 – fires .556
.22 Ruger (between lethal and non-lethal
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For those that present danger, but not “clear and present” o
danger

Unit formed in the 90’s – needed to form professionally-trained operational units
Most professional in police forceo

4 squadrons: 2 team-based, motorcycle, mounted
Teams of 5 officers or pairs of riderso

Focus on:
Terror – arrests, identifying suspects, response to extreme eventso
Crime – specific events, proactive actionso
Public order – demonstrations and protestso
Sensitive missions (Temple Mount, VIP protection, public security patrols)o

Threats: suicide attacks, kidnapping, knife attacks, cars as weapons, shootings
Concerns about combined attack and multiple attacks (e.g., secondary attacks on o
responders)
Profile: all ages, family status, gender, education level, and economic statuso
Locations: friction points where Arab population comes into contact with Jewish o
population
Any time of dayo
Motives:o

Revenge
Environmental causes

Incitement
Desire to be famous
Copycat

Religious reasons
Personal

Suicidal
Clear name

Operational parameters
Position personnel/units in sensitive places (e.g., crowds, commercial areas, o
schools, central areas, hot spots)
Roadblocks to check suspicious personso
Learn and traino

Suspicious signs and behavior
Presence in area not supposed to beo
Purse or backpacko
Nervous behavioro
Mumbling/prayingo
Try to get close to security personnelo

Operational behavior:
Keep a safe distanceo
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Other officers looking for suspectso
Keep guard up at all timeo

Video: shooter in parking lot (2016)
Video: incident at Temple Mount – shooting from fortified door 7; no firearms allowed 
on Temple Mount

Lecture: Islam in the United States
Mordechai Kedar
This session focused on known radical Islamic groups in the United States. The lecturer 
discussed challenges for law enforcement, including the need to listen to people in their own 
language, in order to assess the level of support for radical Islamic organization. Notes:

Lecturer: 50 years experience in Arab culture (25 in IDF, 25 in academia)
“Alive and Killing: Tribalism in the Arab World”
Tribalism – most important element in the Arabic societies
Islam – extends to other countries
Suggested article: “Sharia and Violence in American Mosques” 
http://www.meforum.org/2931/american-mosques
Found documents:

“40 Hadith on Jihad” against infidels (Americans)o
“Racist, Fascist, Criminal Police: Manual for How to Resist Police Investigations”o

Video: lying in Islam – prevention, protection of religion
“The Life of Muhammad” page 367o

Until they prove that this is wrong, they should be held to this – plan for North America
Images of billboards – www.whyislam.com
Biggest challenge for law enforcement is how to find out what is true and what is not

Listen to what people are saying in their own languageo
Big difference between Arabic dialectso

Pyramid for of degree of support by Muslims for terrorist activity:
Tip is terroristso
Below – those that supply weaponso
Below that – those that donate moneyo
Below that – sympathizerso
Below that – “understanderers”o

“War is deception”
Different definition of the word “jihad”

Fight against sin – internal or external?o
Wording of the Qu’ran vs. the Holy Qu’ran

Site Visit: Jerusalem Fire Department
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Participants visited a fire station in Jerusalem. Firefighters discussed the need for different 
cultures to work together to identify and mitigate threats within the city. Participants were able 
to explore ladder trucks and a CBRNE apparatus. Notes:

4 stations – one in Old City (Arab)
225 firefighters in whole city
3 shifts, 24 hours per day; career staff; 24 hours on/ 48 hours off
Mutual aid from all over Israel
Big problems because of many religions – need to treat everyone the same
Call 102 to get fire response
Site tour of multiple apparatus

Lecture: Israeli Security Agencies
Rami Savir
This session provided a description of the agencies that work together for intelligence collection 
activities within Israel, focusing on the Israel Security Agency. Participants learned about the 
separate expertise required for field officers and interrogators. The presentation included 
discussion of identifying, developing, and running sources. Notes:

Video clips:
Boy caught smuggling XMATo
Multiple operationso
Hospital fugitive extractiono

Suggested documentary: The Green Prince: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5z8z4Fi7oz4&t=50s
Shinbet/Israeli Security Agency

Responsible for internal security: terrorism, subversion, espionage, diplomatic o
protection, international protection, cyber
Field officers – 3 years trainingo

1 year language training
Case officers in charge of geographic area; alone/independento
Purpose is to thwart attacks, not collectors of intelligenceo
Interrogatorso

Separate from case handlers
Operate as a team
Rely heavily on confessions
Mock prisons
Cannot use source information during interrogation

Recruiting and handling difficult taskso
Need to be proactive 
Walk-ins rarely valuable
Start by deciding who you want to be your source
Motives: money, ideology, personal issues, extortion, reduction of 
charges
Collect information and try to use it later
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If the case officers doesn’t find the hidden motive, then the recruitment 
will not succeed
If he doesn’t have a motive, he will never be a source
The betrayal process starts when he says yes

Once he betrays his culture/brothers, he will one day betray the 
case officer

Running a source – most difficult tasko
Information is immediately critical
Continuing threat to source
Always about checking the reliability of the source

What info did he give you?
What did he not give you?

Flow of meeting:
Importance of small talk at beginning and end
Headlines first – you have your priorities and he has his

Get most important stuff at the beginningo
You are in charge – you dictate the pace

Don’t want to stop the flow of information for technical o
info/details

You ask questions based on info needs
Small talk
Payment of money 

Same amount every time, not based on value of o
information
The moment he understands the value of certain o
information, he will begin to lie or color his remarks
Imagination becomes facto
Source opinions, estimates are important, but are not factso

Reports – facts and case officer analysis/remarks
Sometimes you need to task a source with a specific mission

Validate mission outcomes
Identify gaps in outcome – what he reported versus what actually 
happened

Activity check – every couple of months
Sit down and review activity of source
Done by another case officer
Check for conflicts between what source told you and what 
actually happened

Reliability a key issue
Difference between source covering a target from the outside (example: 
barber) and a source covering a target from the inside

If you cannot recruit someone inside the target, you may be able 
to recruit from outside and get them inside
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Try not to recruit the head of a cell
Want sources that can come to you, but that can’t always happen
Need to know language and culture – culture adds context
Need to be proactive

Be ready to supply the things that they need as part of illegal 
activities (e.g., source, storage guy, smuggler)
Proactive prevention of terrorist organizations
Do not rely on luck or chance – make it!

Lessons learned and experience
Day 6:

In-Transit Lectures on Security Topics 
Rami Savir and Rami Shemesh
While in transit to various site visits, two veteran Israeli Security Agency members provided a 
series of lectures throughout the day on numerous topics related to Israel, the security 
situation, and terrorist incidents. Notes:

Hebron
1929 – all Jews killed or expelled by Muslimso
Important city for many religionso

Tombs of the Patriarchs (Abraham, Isaac, Jacob)
Massacre before peace agreements
Jewish settlements

Jewish settlements
Anything that came under control of Jews after 1967o
Settlers feel safe inside of their community but not outsideo
Suggested reading: “The Israeli Solution: A One-State Plan for Peace in the o
Middle East” https://www.amazon.com/Israeli-Solution-One-State-Peace-
Middle/dp/0385348061
View of interest: Kiryat Arbao

Activity: Caliber 3
Participants visited Caliber 3, a special academy for counterterrorism and security training. 
Participants viewed an active shooter response demonstration and joined in analysis of security 
operations during the demonstration and viewed active shooter response demonstration. 
Following the demonstration, completed the Basic Combat Shooting course and learned 
procedures for response operations. As part of the course, participants worked individually and 
in teams to neutralize threats in a training setting. Notes:

Founded 12 years ago
Sharon Gat – colonel in Israeli special forces
Special academy for counter-terrorism and security training
IDF, Israeli police, ISA, law enforcement from all over the world, civilians, government 
departments -> all train here
Instructors served at least 15 years with IDF, ISA, and/or Israeli police
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“Brave heart and brave Jewish soul”

Site Visit: City of Hebron
Hebron is located in an Arab-controlled area of the West Bank. There are protected Jewish 
settlements in the city that is 97% Arab and 3% Jewish, creating significant security issues. 
Hebron contains archeological sites that are important to the Jewish faith, as well as the Tomb 
of the Fathers which has significance for Christians, Jews, and Muslims. Notes:

Population: 220K
Biggest city in Judea
Heart of radical Islam
800 Jews
4 neighborhoods
1917 Mandate for Palestine
TIPH – Temporary International Presence in Hebron
A lot of rock throwing, attempted stabbings
Site tour: Tel Rumeida

4500 year old ruins: stairs/wallo
4 room houseo
Land purchased in 1807o

Site tour: Tomb of the Fathers/Patriarchs
Built during reign of King Herodo
1267 – declared to be a mosqueo

Anyone not Muslim could not go in
Jews in Hebron in order to maintain access to the Tomb of the Fathers

1 million people per year visit Tomb of the Fatherso
Abraham paid 400 silver shekels for a cave and a field in Hebrono

Discovered to be cave of Adam and Eve
Purchased after Sarah died

Holy Arc – Torah Scrolls – contract for Hebrono
Site called “entrance to the garden of Eden”o
Rooms with memorials – actual tombs in caves underneath buildingo
Today building is split in 2 parts: one part for Muslim use, one part for everyone o
else

Site Visit: Old City of Jerusalem and Western Wall
Participants visited religious sites in the Old City of Jerusalem to understand security issues 
related to Dome of the Rock and terrorist incidents in Old City of Jerusalem. These sites have 
been frequent targets of terrorist attacks. Notes:

Dome of the Rock / Temple Mount
First Holy Temple of the Jews destroyed in the 5th centuryo
After 50 years of diaspora, Jews returned and built second Holy Temple in same o
place
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Destroyed by Romans in 70AD
Qu’ran Chapter 17 – journey of Muhammado

“exited mosque” and brought back prayers
Became 3rd holiest monument for Islam

Jesus only in Jerusalem for last week of lifeo
Palm Sunday – first day he entered Jerusalem from Mt of Olives
Thursday afternoon – arrested, interrogated
Friday – delivered to Romans, died, buried
Sunday – Mary sees empty tomb

40 days after resurection, Jesus went to heaven from Mt Oliveo
Church of the Holy Sepulchre 

Via della Rosao
Gethsemane Church o

where Peter denied Jesus three times 
where Judas gave up Jesus 
where Jesus was arrested

Crusader styleo
Built in 11th century AD on the remains of the Byzantine churcho

Mercy Gate / Golden Gate
Persians sacked Church of the Holy Sepulchreo
Golden cross returned with cross and entered through this gateo
Jews believe that the Messiah will return through this gateo
Muslims built cemetery in front of gateo

Room of the Last Supper
14th century dispute between Franciscans and Jews regarding the roomo
Grave of King David right below roomo
Became a mosque in 14th century ADo
Messiah will come from the family of King Davido

Western Wall
2 tablets in Arc of the Covenanto

Put in holiest room in the temple
Temple destroyed in 70AD
132-135 AD – Jews rebelled against Romans

Roman emperor killed more than 650K Jews
Law restricted Jews from Jerusalem
Changed name from Judea to Palestine

All others expelledo
2000 year diaspora

1700 (approx.) rabbi and students built synagogue – then destroyed
1800s – built synagogue on same place, destroyed 1948
1980s – rebuilt synagogue third time

Western Wall is all that is left from the 2nd templeo
10 gates to the Temple Mount only open to Muslimso
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Jews, Christians, others must use small gateo
10K people at the Western Wall every Friday eveningo
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Counter-Terrorism: Prevention, Detection, and Response and Recovery Course
Draft Agenda
October 2017

This agenda details the schedule for each day of the October 2017 Counter-Terrorism: 
Prevention Detection, and Response Course. Please note that this agenda represents the likely 
curriculum schedule, but may continue to be refined until the course begins. 

12 October 2017 (Thurs) Depart local airports for TLV

13 October 2017 (Fri) Arrival in Tel Aviv
17:50 Arrive at Ben Gurion Airport, Tel Aviv, Israel 
18:30 Transport to hotel
19:00 Check In
19:30 Dinner at hotel

14 October 2017 (Sat) Cultural Day
Saturday is Shabbat in Israel – a day of rest. Participants are to use this day to acclimatize to 
the time change. The course curriculum starts early on Sunday morning and participants need 
to be alert. Breakfast and dinner buffets are included in the lodging rate. Participants are on 
their own for lunch. There are many restaurants within walking distance of the hotel.

15 October 2017 (Sun)
07:30 Breakfast at hotel
08:00 – 09:30 Lecture: Israel History , Geography, & Security Environment
09:45 – 12:30 Lecture: Terrorist Explosive Devices and Tactics
12:30 – 13:30 Lunch provided in meeting room
13:30 – 14:30 Lecture: Intelligence Orientation
14:30 – 15:30 Lecture: Cyber, Terror, and Social Networks
15:45 – 16:30 Lecture: Crisis Media Management: Counter-Terror Approach
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The series of lectures presented on Sunday provide background and contextual information 
critical to understanding the threat environment in Israel.
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16 October 2017 (Mon)
07:00 Breakfast at hotel and check out
07:45 Bus Departs
07:45 – 09:00 En-route lectures on security topics
09:00 – 10:30 Site Visit: Magen David Adom (MDA) Tactics and Procedures

Topic: Pre-hospital emergency medical services
10:30 – 12:00 Site Visit: Port of Ashdod

Topic: Protection of transportation assets
12:00 – 13:30 Site Visit: Rutenberg Power Station

Topic: Protection of critical infrastructure
13:30 – 14:00 Lunch provided 
13:30 – 15:30 Site Visit: Gaza Border/City of Sderot

Topic: Protection of communities/civilians
15:45 – 16:30 Travel to Jerusalem; hotel check in
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum for Monday focuses primarily on protection of communities and critical 
infrastructure from terrorist threats. Many of the site visits for the day center on assets 
located in near proximity to Gaza, an origin point for military and terrorist attacks. 

17 October 2017 (Tues)
06:30 Breakfast at hotel 
07:00 Bus Departs
07:00 – 10:00 En-route lectures on security topics
10:00 – 12:00 Site Visit: West Bank / Golan Heights

Participants will visit a number of sites related to the security 
situation in Israel and proximity to Syria and Jordan

12:00 – 12:30 Lunch provided
12:30 – 16:30 Site Visit: Golan Heights (continued)

Topic: Protection of critical infrastructure
16:30 – 17:30 Site Visit: Dead Sea

Topic: Security of tourist areas
17:30 – 19:00 En-route lectures on security topics
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum on Tuesday focuses primarily on the security situation in Israel, including 
shared borders with states that have previously attacked Israel. The security situation is 
complicated by Israeli settlements located in the West Bank. Participants will view sites from 
terrorist and military attacks to better understand concepts and techniques for combatting 
these incidents. 
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18 October 2017 (Wed)
07:30 Breakfast at hotel 
08:00 Bus Departs
08:00 – 08:30 En-route lectures on security topics
08:30 – 11:00 Site Visit: Knesset

Topic: Discussions with members of Israeli Parliament on the 
security situation in Israel and terrorist threats

11:00 – 12:30 Site Visit: Israeli National Security Council
Topic: Discussions with members of Israeli Security Council on 
the security situation in Israel and terrorist threats

12:30 – 13:00 Lunch provided
13:00 – 15:00 Site Visit: Military Court

Topic: Prosecution of terrorist suspects
15:00 – 18:00 Site Visit: Old City of Jerusalem and Western Wall

Topic: Security of religious and cultural sites
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum on Wednesday focuses on governmental attempts to address Israel’s terrorist 
threat by examining efforts by the legislative, governmental, and judicial branches.

19 October 2017 (Thurs)
08:00 Breakfast at hotel 
08:30 Bus Departs
08:30 – 09:00 En-route lectures on security topics
09:00 – 11:00 Site Visit: Hadassah Hospital

Topic: Mass casualty readiness and response
11:00 – 12:00 Site Visit: West Bank Border Checkpoint

Topic: Surveillance tactics and techniques
12:00 – 13:00 Lunch provided
13:00 – 14:30 Site Visit: Special Patrol Unit

Topic: Specialized law enforcement tactics and techniques
14:30 – 15:30 Site Visit: Jerusalem Fire Department

Topic: Specialized response assets
15:30 – 16:30 Lecture: Extremist Islam in the United States
16:30 – 17:30 Lecture: Social Networks as a Source of Terrorist Inspiration
19:30 Dinner at hotel
The curriculum on Thursday focuses on Israeli emergency response tactics and procedures for 
terrorist and mass casualty incidents. 
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20 October 2017 (Fri)
08:00 Breakfast at hotel 
08:30 Bus Departs
08:30 – 09:30 En-route lectures on security topics
09:30 – 12:30 Activity: Active Shooter Drill and Training
12:30 – 13:00 Lunch provided
13:00 – 15:00 Site Visit: Hebron

Topic: Security in high tension areas
16:00 – 18:00 Site Visit: Jerusalem Market

Participants will tour the historic Jerusalem Market, site of 
numerous past terrorist incidents

19:30 Shabbat Dinner
20:30 Depart hotel for TLV
23:30 Depart TLV
The curriculum on Friday focuses on application of knowledge and skills learned during the 
week.

21 October 2017 (Sat) Return to home jurisdictions
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Letter of Support

In May of 2017, the Austin Regional Intelligence Center (ARIC) sent six students to Israel to take part in the 
Advanced Security Training Institute’s Counter-Terrorism Immersion Training. Our delegation consisted of 
representatives from various disciplines and assignments from within our Police and Fire Departments. 

We received training directly from security and intelligence experts on the topics of:

Proactive Intelligence Gathering 
Critical Infrastructure Protection 
Active Shooter Response 
Target Hardening
Bomb Prevention and Response
Community Engagement for Preventing and Responding to Terrorism Events
Case Studies and Lessons Learned from Terrorism Events

After months of research, we chose Advanced Security Training Institute (ASTI) to facilitate this training 
because they are the leader in this field. The training program developed for this purpose, the “Counter-
Terrorism Detection, Prevention, and Response Immersion Course,” is a six day program encompassing 
historical perspective, policy development, tactical and strategic preparations, and critical infrastructure 
protection strategies. 

From the moment when we stepped off the plane until we departed Israel, we were greeted and escorted by 
professional representatives of ASTI. Our safety and comfort was a priority for their team. ASTI had 
representatives on hand to answer every question we had along the way.  Security and intelligence specialists 
accompanied us on our travels and were able to provide historical, geographic, and ideological context 
throughout the trip. They acted as a liaison between us and the local community as we travelled throughout the 
country. Although the trip was not a personal or religious vacation, the ASTI staff still took time when they 
could to explain the religious and historical background of each site we visited and travelled through. 

Israel’s long history of dealing with threats, conflict, trauma, and casualties over the course of their history has 
resulted in the development and implementation of several of procedures and entities;
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A National heightened sense of awareness that occurs at all levels within their society beginning with  
education in their schools 
An Intelligence Process that affords them the ability to quickly address potential threats or issues on 
multiple levels
Extensive Security Protocols at key Critical Infrastructures 
An established integrated response by the Military and Emergency Services Responders  
Hospitals staffed and equipped around the clock to deal with mass casualties
Regional EMS Technicians deployed with “Take-Home” emergency vehicles to respond in the event of 
Mass Casualties 
The implementation of a country wide phone app which allows for video exchange and quicker 
uploading of patient information for people needing an EMS response
Military Courts to preside over cases involving subjects suspected of Terrorist Activity

Over the last ten years, numerous U.S. Homeland Security Officials have travelled to Israel for this training. 
Among those who have participated in this training are First Responders (Police, Fire and EMS), Bomb Squad 
Technicians and Managers, Strategic Homeland Security Management Personnel, Incident Commanders, Policy 
Makers etc. In order to bring back valuable feedback about the program for other agencies considering whether 
or not to participate, many of these prior participants have documented their experience. ARIC utilized those 
reviews and testimonials to justify and support our decision to participate. Now, after having participated in the 
training ourselves, we are happy to add our name to the list of agencies supporting this training. 

Due to our overwhelmingly positive experience and valuable lessons learned throughout this training, we 
remain available to discuss our experience with anyone who is considering participating.  We may be contacted 
at the information below. 

Lieutenant Matt Greer Lieutenant Courtney Renfro
Austin Police Department Austin Police Department
Austin Regional Intelligence Center-Director EOD-Bomb Squad
matthew.greer@austintexas.gov counrtney.renfro@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-4402 (512) 974-9223

Lieutenant Oliver Tate Lieutenant Jason Staniszewski
Austin Police Department Austin Police Department
Counter Assault Strike Team Homicide/Robbery
oliver.tate@austintexas.gov jason.staniszewski@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-8648 (512) 974-5473

Lieutenant Jeff Greenwalt Lieutenant Jeff Kennedy
Austin Police Department Austin Fire Department
Austin Regional Intelligence Center HazMat/Liaison to ARIC
jeff.greenwalt@austintexas.gov jeffrey.kennedy@austintexas.gov
(512) 974-5610 (512) 974-0325
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From:                 Gerard Baker, WSJ
                         <access@interactive.wsj.com> on behalf of Gerard Baker, WSJ
                         <access@interactive.wsj.com> <access@interactive.wsj.com>
To:                     brian.lewis@iowa.gov
                         <brian.lewis@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             The 10-Point: My Guide to the Day's Top News

View this email in a web browser.

The 10-Point.
Gerard Baker
Editor in Chief
The Wall Street Journal

Good morning,

It’s a big day for news and we have it all covered live, from James Comey’s testimony to the U.K.
general election. Follow our reports and analysis all day on WSJ.com.

All Eyes on Comey
Former FBI Director James Comey is set to testify in front of the Senate Intelligence Committee today
at 10 a.m. ET. Our live analysis can be found here. In prepared testimony recounting his conversations
with President Trump before his abrupt firing last month, Mr. Comey describes a president determined
to clear his own name as several investigations looked into whether Trump associates had colluded
with Russia. And indeed Mr. Comey confirmed that he had told the president on three occasions that he
was not being investigated—as Mr. Trump had claimed when he fired Mr. Comey. Mr. Trump asked him
to “lift the cloud” cast over the administration by the investigation of possible Russian interference in last
year’s U.S. election, according to the testimony, and Mr. Comey felt the president was seeking to
establish “a patronage relationship.” In Mr. Comey’s narrative—rebutted by the White House—a vexed
FBI director pushes back against a president seeking to exert control over him and his agency. We offer
a viewer’s guide to one of the most-anticipated congressional hearings in years.

Paid Program

Sponsored by GE

The Space Age of 3D Printing Has Arrived in Niskayuna, NY
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In New York alone, GE employs more than 7,800 people, maintains 10 manufacturing facilities, and
works with over 740 suppliers.

Learn More →

Foreign Targets
Suspected Islamic State gunmen struck Iran on Wednesday, killing 13 people and targeting two
symbolic pillars of the regime: the parliament complex and the shrine of the Iranian revolution’s
founding father, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. The attacks are the first that Islamic State, a Sunni
extremist group, has claimed in predominantly Shiite Iran; the two main branches of Islam have battled
in other Middle Eastern countries for decades. If confirmed as the work of Islamic State, the attacks
would serve as the latest evidence of the group’s ability to direct operations away from its home bases
in Syria and Iraq, where it is under mounting military pressure.

How Siri Lost Her Mojo
Apple is playing catch-up in a product category it invented. Siri gained popularity for its ability to follow
voice commands to handle simple tasks such as calendar appointments and text messaging, and had
no real competitors for years. But nimble challengers developed more-sophisticated voice-powered
products for the digital home, while Siri remained largely an iPhone feature, its capabilities advancing
incrementally. On Monday, Apple announced HomePod, a Siri-powered home speaker—a market it will
enter as a distant third, at best. Some former executives, close observers and even devoted customers
say Apple’s innovative power appears to be waning. But Apple’s supporters say it often has followed
rivals into categories—and still managed to assume a commanding position.

May’s June Gamble
Voters in Britain go to the polls today to choose a new Parliament. Prime Minister Theresa May is
hoping her roll of the dice on an early election in pursuit of a big mandate for her Brexit negotiations will
pay off. We will have live coverage of the results beginning Thursday evening U.K. time.

Small Rewards
The decline in airline amenities that has vexed consumers in the back of the plane is now hitting elite
frequent fliers, too. Some of the big carriers’ best customers complain that perks have been whittled
away. Delta used to give top-tier frequent fliers free club membership, but now offers that as a choice in
a bundle of options. United once paid Global Entry fees for top customers, but stopped in 2015. And the
most important benefit—an upgrade—has grown much rarer as airlines sell more first- and business-
class seats. Frequent fliers say they understand airlines’ desire to sell premium seats rather than give
them away, but upgrades used to be considered a necessary investment in loyalty.

TODAY'S VIDEO

Family Tree

Fossils unearthed in Morocco, the latest in a series of recent discoveries about human origins, are
providing evidence that our species has been on Earth much longer than previously thought.

TOP STORIES

U.S.

Trump Taps Former Assistant Attorney General as New FBI Chief

Millions of Young People Shut Out of the Housing Market
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WORLD

North Korea Fires Several Ground-to-Ship Missiles

Weak Spending Takes Some Pizazz From Japan’s Growth Streak
BUSINESS

Two SIM Cards and Better Selfies: How China’s Smartphones Are Taking On Apple

Boeing Chief Says Overseas Plants Won’t Hit U.S. Jobs
MARKETS

U.S. Oil Exports Double, Reshaping Vast Global Markets

The Rising Stakes for Tesla in China

NUMBER OF THE DAY
€1

The price—about $1.13—that Banco Santander paid for Spanish rival Banco Popular Español in an
overnight auction after the European Central Bank determined Banco Popular was near collapse.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

 This is the place they can come and tell the stories they want.

Maverick Carter on Uninterrupted, the media startup he founded with Cleveland NBA star LeBron
James, which offers a way for athletes to communicate directly with the public. Its offerings include full-
length documentaries, web series and a growing podcast network.

TODAY'S QUESTION

Going back to our story above, what are your thoughts on Mr. Comey’s testimony? Send your
comments, which we may edit before publication, to 10point@wsj.com. Please include your name and
location.

—Compiled by Margaret Rawson

READER RESPONSE

Responding to yesterday’s question on Anthem’s decision to pull out of the health-insurance exchange
in Ohio next year, Kristy McCray of Ohio wrote: “Anthem’s choice to leave the Affordable Care Act
exchange reifies that insurance companies are profit-driven businesses whose only concern is the
bottom dollar, not patient health. Access to health insurance does not equate to receiving medical care,
yet another reason to use direct primary care and pay cash for medical needs.” Tom Manning of New
York said: “The insurance business requires stability and predictability. Providing insurance to lower-
income households requires subsidy. With the Trump administration and the Republican Congress
doing everything possible to undermine all of these factors, it is no wonder that insurers are pulling out.”
And Harry Fisher of Connecticut weighed in: “Corporate America works full time and makes decisions
on behalf of shareholders within the framework of the law. By dithering and working part time, Congress
proves again that it is not qualified to manage the economy or any industry. It should repeal Obamacare
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in its entirety and leave the rest up to the states.”

This daily briefing is named “The 10-Point” after the nickname conferred by the editors of The Wall
Street Journal on the lead column of the legendary “What’s News” digest of top stories. Technically, “10
-point” referred to the size of the typeface. The type is smaller now but the name lives on.

Sign up here to receive “Brexit Beyond: Europe in Flux,” a daily email update on the unfolding Brexit
process and its global implications for business and finance.

Unsubscribe Email Settings Contact Us Privacy Policy Cookie Policy

SIGN UP FOR THIS NEWSLETTER

SUBSCRIBE FOR FULL ACCESS TO WSJ.COM

You are currently subscribed as brian.lewis@iowa.gov. For further assistance, please contact Customer
Service at support@wsj.com
Copyright 2017 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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From:                 Good Morning from CNN <5things@cnn.com>
                         on behalf of Good Morning from CNN <5things@cnn.com>
                         <5things@cnn.com>
To:                     lynda.wessel@iowa.gov
                         <lynda.wessel@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             Buckle up 

Tuesday, May 16, 2017
View this email in your browser

Hope your coffee is extra strong, because there is a LOT to get through this morning. Here are the 5
things you need to know to Get Up to Speed and Out the Door.

By AJ Willingham.

1. White House

President Donald Trump shared highly classified information last week with the Russian foreign minister
and Russian ambassador to the US in a White House meeting, The Washington Post first reported
Monday. Two former officials knowledgeable of the situation confirmed to CNN that the main points of
the Post story are accurate: The President shared classified information with the Russian foreign
minister.

Trump administration reps have denounced the story. Dina Powell, the White House deputy national
security adviser for strategy who was at the meeting, called it "false."

By the way, the President is legally allowed to declassify information by sharing it, if that's what he
thinks is best. The big concern here is that, by knowing bits and pieces of classified intelligence, the
Russians could put together the bigger picture, namely who the US worked with to get the info and how
they got it. Political concerns also are bouncing around inside the Beltway, with Republicans in
Congress worried this latest crisis will sideline their agenda.

2. Syria

The Syrian government has built a large crematorium near a notorious military prison in an effort to hide
mass atrocities carried out there, the State Department said. Newly declassified photos and information
show the regime may be killing as many as 50 detainees a day, then getting rid of the bodies. The claim
represents yet another horrifying facet of the Syrian civil war, and the State Department is calling upon
Russia to help end the devastation.

3. Cyberattack

Businesses around the world are recovering from a massive cyberattack that crippled computer
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networks over the weekend and on Monday, but there are still more questions than answers, namely:
Who was responsible for the attack? Was it North Korea?

Yes, it apparently could be North Korea. Security researchers found similarities between the malware
code used in this attack and malware used by a notorious hacking group with ties to North Korea.
Meanwhile, police are saying you should NOT pay the ransom the hackers demand if your computer is
infected. That just proves to the hackers their plan is working, and you may not get all of your
information back anyway.

4. Mexico

He reported extensively on drug trafficking and how it destroys communities. Now he's dead. Mexican
journalist Javier Valdez Cárdenas was shot in Sinaloa, the home base of the savage cartel run by
kingpin Joaquín "El Chapo" Guzman. He is the fifth journalist to be killed in Mexico this year. Valdez
never let up on telling the stories of what drugs were doing to his country. Despite the risk, his paper
was one of the only ones that kept covering El Chapo, even when the world thought he was dead.
Valdez once told CNN his staff lived in fear -- but would never back down from its coverage.

5. al Qaeda

What do you do when your terrorist organization starts losing its global appeal? You try to refresh your
image. That's what it looks like al Qaeda is doing with a new propaganda video featuring Osama bin
Laden's son, Hamza bin Laden. The younger bin Laden is thought to be in his 20s, and in the video he
calls for attacks on several groups including Jews, Westerners and Russians. Experts say Hamza bin
Laden's profile is rising within the organization, and he is probably trying to emulate his dad with his
messages and way of speaking.
 Tweet
 Forward

Breakfast Browse

People are talking about these. Read up. Join in.
Millionaire to millennials: Stop buying avocado toast if you want a house
It's a house or 30,000 avocado toasts, kid. There's NO OTHER OPTION.
Air Force lifting weight requirements for F-35 pilots
Fun fact: Even the previous 136-pound cutoff is 10 pounds heavier than the maximum weight of a
jockey at the Kentucky Derby.
Celebrities offer advice to college graduates
"Become rich and famous, and if that doesn't work, write email newsletters."
'This is Us' cast surprises fans with sob-worthy video
Isn't everything on that show sob-worthy?
Delta testing a face-scanning kiosk for baggage check
If it saves us from having to talk to an actual person, then bring it on.
 Share
 Tweet
 Forward

20,000
The number of jobs Ford reportedly will cut worldwide due to declining industry sales and the
company's move to invest in long-term priorities.
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And finally ...

Everything can get pretty heavy sometimes, so turn up the volume and watch this horse play with a
rubber chicken.
Yes, I know, it's the second horse video this week. Sue me. (Click to view)

View all of CNN's newsletters »

CNN Five Things shows up in your inbox every weekday at 6 a.m. ET. Like what you see? Don't like
what you see? Let us know. We're all about self improvement. Did a friend forward you this newsletter?
Sign yourself up!

Copyright © 2017 Cable News Network, LP, LLLP. A Time Warner Company. All Rights Reserved.

You are receiving this email because you subscribed to CNN newsletters.

Our mailing address is:

Cable News Network, LP, LLLP. A Time Warner Company. All Rights Reserved.
One CNN Center
Atlanta, GA 30303

Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences

Talk about a wake-up call
The snooze button is way too overused. What'll get you out of bed is a slap in the face ... by an alarm
clock.
Read more stories on CNN.com »
CNN Five Things shows up in your inbox every weekday at 6 a.m. ET. Like what you see? Don't like
what you see? Let us know. We're all about self improvement. Did a friend forward you this newsletter?
Sign yourself up!

Copyright © 2017 Cable News Network, LP, LLLP. A Time Warner Company. All Rights Reserved., All
rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because you subscribed to CNN newsletters.

Our mailing address is:

Cable News Network, LP, LLLP. A Time Warner Company. All Rights Reserved.
One CNN Center
Atlanta, GA 30303

Add us to your address book
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From:                 The Washington Post
                         <email@e.washingtonpost.com> on behalf of The Washington Post
                         <email@e.washingtonpost.com> <email@e.washingtonpost.com>
To:                     jessica.turba@iowa.gov
                         <jessica.turba@iowa.gov>
Cc:

Subject:             The Daily 202: French presidential election becomes Trump vs. Obama proxy war

The globalists are favored to strike back against the nationalists this weekend

If you're having trouble reading this, click here.

  Share on Twitter   Share on Facebook

French presidential election becomes Trump vs. Obama proxy war

Obama endorses Macron
   BY JAMES HOHMANN
with Breanne Deppisch

THE BIG IDEA: Barack Obama’s decision to record a commercial for French presidential frontrunner
Emmanuel Macron reflects the global significance of Sunday’s election. It also puts him, very publicly,
on the opposite side of Donald Trump.

Just as the former president spoke out against Brexit before last year’s referendum in the U.K., he sees
this closing ad as a necessary defense of globalization and the international order that he believes
would be further in jeopardy if Marine Le Pen wins. The populist leader of the far-right National Front
party wants to pull out of the euro currency and majorly restrict immigration.

“The French election is very important to the future of France and the values that we care so much
about,” Obama says to camera. “Because the success of France matters to the entire world. …
(Macron) has stood up for liberal values. He put forward a vision for the important role that France plays
in Europe and around the world, and he is committed to a better future for the French people. He
appeals to people’s hopes and not their fears. … Because of how important this election is, I also want
you to know that I am supporting Emmanuel Macron to lead you forward. En Marche! Vive la France!”

En Marche, which translates to “Onward,” is the name of the new party founded by Macron last year, an
independent coalition that blends fiscal conservatism and social liberalism.

Graffiti in Paris depicts Marine Le Pen and Donald Trump. Those words translate to "Pride and
Prejudice." (Joel Saget/AFP)

-- President Trump, meanwhile, has repeatedly signaled his support for Le Pen. "She's the strongest on
borders, and she's the strongest on what's been going on in France,” the president told the Associated
Press recently. “Whoever is the toughest on radical Islamic terrorism, and whoever is the toughest at
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the borders, will do well in the election."

Days before the first round of the election, a small-time criminal apparently inspired by the Islamic State
shot police officers on Paris’s renowned Champs-Élysées boulevard. Le Pen responded with a speech
calling on the French government to immediately reinstate border checks and expel foreigners being
monitored by the intelligence services. That same day, Trump weighed in on Twitter:

White House chief of staff Reince Priebus denied that these comments constituted an endorsement. “I
think he may have some opinions, as far as who he thinks might win,” Reince said on Meet the Press.
“But he certainly doesn't have a preference, other than a right-of-center person who believes in the free
market.”

But soon after Reince said that, Donald Trump Jr. retweeted a message of support for Le Pen from
Nigel Farage, a British political who led the charge for Brexit and campaigned for his dad.

White House chief strategist Stephen K. Bannon, when he ran Breitbart, also praised Le Pen. In
November, he reportedly reached out to the Le Pen family in hopes of “working together.” Marion
Maréchal-Le Pen, the niece of the candidate, replied on Twitter that she was enthusiastic about it:

Marine Le Pen herself visited Trump Tower shortly before the inauguration in January, though she did
not meet with the president-elect or his staff.

There is obvious ideological kinship between the two, even if they have never met. (Just as there is
between Obama and Macron.) Trump, who has described himself as “Mr. Brexit,” has agreed with Le
Pen that Europe would be better off without the European Union. She’s also is very positive toward
Russia, even traveling to the Kremlin last month to meet with Vladimir Putin.

Le Pen said last year she’d vote for Trump if she could. She was the first foreign politician to
congratulate him after his upset victory. “The French referendum in 2005, the Greek one in 2015, the
recent electoral successes of patriots in different European countries, the massive vote by the British in
favor of Brexit and now Donald Trump — all are democratic choices that bury the old order and
steppingstones to building tomorrow’s world,” Le Pen said at a rally immediately after our election.

Petitions calling on Obama to run for French president in the streets of Paris. (Elly Park)

-- Obama’s direct intervention is highly unusual. Historically, it would have been unthinkable for a
current or former American president to weigh in so directly. It also probably would have been
unwelcome inside France.

-- The president’s intervention into the French election is even more remarkable because of how
reticent he has been to speak out forcefully against Trump back home, even as his successor accuses
him of wiretapping and works to eviscerate his legacy, from health care to the environment, trade and
Wall Street reform.

Many progressives pine for Obama to record video messages like the one he made for Macron to
register his objections to Trump’s agenda, whether against the travel ban or for the Affordable Care Act.

People close to Obama, who this week unveiled plans for his presidential library in the South Side of
Chicago, explain that he’s not doing so for several reasons:
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1.He’s trying to extend Trump the same courtesy George W. Bush showed him after leaving office.
2.Bracketing Trump too aggressively would make it easier for the president to use him as a foil. The
Republican grassroots continues to despise Obama, so he plays into Trump’s hands by helping him
coalesce conservative support if he swings too hard.
3.A former president’s stature tends to grow with the passage of time. Speaking up too often in an
explicitly partisan manner may dilute the potency of his words down the road. Why not save his powder
for closer to 2018 and 2020?
4.Obama wants a new generation of Democratic leaders to emerge, which is harder if he stays in the
spotlight.

Macron and Le Pen faceoff for French presidency

-- Macron has a nearly 20-point lead over LePen in the final polls, but he’s struggling to consolidate
support from his left in the runoff. Many who supported more progressive candidates aren’t enthusiastic
about voting for a longtime investment banker who calls himself a “radical centrist” (the same phrase
Mark Warner used to get elected in Virginia!) and spends his time talking up the transnational
institutions they view skeptically. Parisian elites are fearful that a lot of these people will just stay home.

There were 11 candidates on the ballot in the election’s first round two weeks ago. Macron got 24
percent and Le Pen pulled 21 percent. A far-left, Bernie Sanders-like candidate who won almost 20
percent, Jean-Luc Mélenchon, has refused to endorse Macron. Two-thirds of Mélenchon’s supporters
said in one poll this week that they won’t vote for Macron.

This is a jarring contrast to 2002: Fifteen years ago, Le Pen’s father, Jean-Marie, shocked the political
world by making it into the runoff. All the mainstream political figures rallied together behind Jacques
Chirac in a very effective Stop Le Pen movement that called itself a “Republican Front.” Literally,
millions protested in the streets.

That sense of urgency is totally lacking in the streets right now. “For years, the right and left just divided
the Republic with their disputes, and now there is little left,” Hamid Djodi, 57, told a Post reporter during
a May Day protest in Paris earlier this week. “In 2002, we believed it, this idea of a ‘Republican Front.’
But now we don’t believe it anymore — all you have is a capitalist running against a fascist.”

You’d think that the fascist vs. capitalist frame might motivate someone to vote. Especially someone
whose parents came of age during World War II. Alas, the lesser of two evils argument doesn’t work for
everyone...

-- One of the reasons that there is not a “Republican Front” this time, a la 2002, is that Le Pen has
worked very hard to sandpaper the rough edges of her father’s image. (He once dismissed the
Holocaust as a mere “detail of history.”) She has successfully made inroads with millennials (desperate
for jobs) and women (eager to shatter a glass ceiling). The party has fared better in several elections
now under her watch, and the National Front’s base is larger than it ever was under her dad:

-- That’s where Obama comes in. “He enjoys a striking popularity in America’s ‘sister republic,’” reports
James McAuley, our man in Paris. “Earlier this year, a group of voters dissatisfied with the names on
the French ballot — mostly with Le Pen — began posting campaign posters with Obama’s face and the
slogan ‘Oui on peut!’ (‘Yes we can!’) throughout Paris. Although their ‘campaign’ began as a joke, it
ultimately morphed into an online petition to persuade Obama to run for the French presidency. In the
end, the petition received nearly 50,000 signatures.” (Trump is not particularly popular in France. Even
Le Pen distanced herself from him after his missile strikes on Syria, accusing him of acting like “the
world’s policeman.”)

While Obama didn’t formally endorse until yesterday, he telephoned Macron three days before the first
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round to offer advice, wishing him “good luck” and urging him not to take anything for granted. “Because
you never know, it might be that last day of campaigning that makes all the difference,” he said. Macron’
s campaign posted a one-minute video of the men talking over speaker phone:

-- Macron’s appeal has been compared to Obama’s in 2008. He’s tried to run as a sort of post-partisan
candidate. He’s benefited from angry voters rejecting both of France’s major political parties: the
Republicans and the Socialists (even though he was a cabinet minister to the current Socialist president
until they had a falling out). “Since the current voting system was introduced in 1965, at least one of
these two wings of mainstream French politics has been in the runoff; usually both were,” Adam Taylor
explains in a good primer on the race. “This is partly because of some unique circumstances in 2017.
Republican (Francois) Fillon was seriously tarnished by corruption allegations, while the record
unpopularity of outgoing Socialist President François Hollande was a big factor in (Benoit) Hamon's slim
odds.”

-- The geographic divide is another important storyline to watch: Macron excels in the big urban cores
(Paris, Bordeaux, Lyon). Le Pen, like Trump, is working to run up the score in rural areas (including the
south and northeast), where deindustrialization has allowed her National Front to pour gasoline on the
fire of xenophobia and nativism. Check out this map of first-round results. Places Macron won are
purple. Places Le Pen won are dark blue:

-- While Macron embraces Obama, Le Pen is relentlessly trying to link her opponent with Angela Merkel
in the closing days before Sunday. During their final debate Wednesday night, Le Pen said that a
woman is going to run France no matter who wins on Sunday. It will either be her – or the German
chancellor. “We do not want the migrants of Madame Merkel,” she said at a rally, accenting the
foreignness of the chancellor’s name to loud applause. “Don’t you think Madame Merkel is toxic for
Europe?” she added in a radio interview. “She let 1.5 million migrants in. Isn’t that toxic? She imposes
austerity on all the nations of Europe. Isn’t that toxic?”

“In France, Le Pen’s attacks have lent an anti-German bent to her National Front’s Euroskepticism,
exposing the historical rifts that have led some in France to chafe against the rise of German influence
under Merkel,” Anthony Faiola and James McAuley report in a new piece this morning. “At the same
time, Le Pen supporters increasingly see Merkel as the essence of the globalized, multicultural society
that they are seeking to reject. ‘We cannot accept the threat of Madame Merkel to our country, to our
national identity,’ said Davy Rodriguez, 23, a deputy of a National Front youth organization in Paris and
a student at Sciences Po in the capital, one of France’s elite universities. ‘They’re putting migrants all
over the countryside. We have to take back our sovereignty.’”

Trump, Merkel meet in Oval Office

-- Germany could be the next proxy war: While Trump has been highly critical of Merkel and awkwardly
declined to shake her hand when she visited the White House in March, Obama has suggested that he
plans to endorse her as she seeks a fourth term this summer. “If I were here, if I were German, and I
had a vote, I’d support her," Obama said during his November visit to Berlin. "I don't know if that helps
or hurts!”

Welcome to the Daily 202, PowerPost's morning newsletter.
Sign up to receive the newsletter.

WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING:
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-- The Justice Department has launched a criminal investigation into Uber’s use of a secret software,
“Greyball,” to evade authorities in areas where its app was banned or restricted. The investigation
comes as the latest blow to the embattled company, which has faced a slew of recent high-level
departures, as well as a trade-secrets lawsuit taking aim at its development of self-driving cars.
(Elizabeth Dwoskin and Craig Timberg)

Referee Monty McCutchen holds back Washington Wizards forward Kelly Oubre Jr. as he goes after
Boston Celtics center Kelly Olynyk. Oubre was ejected. (Jonathan Newton/The Washington Post)

-- The Wizards won a particularly mean-spirited playoff game in Washington last night. “Washington
spent the first two games of these Eastern Conference semifinals building leads and losing them,
coming home in a 2-0 hole to the top-seeded Celtics. In Thursday’s Game 3, they set a physical tone
early, built another big lead and maintained the edge en route to a 116-89 win,” Candace Bucker
reports. “After Washington opened a 39-17 lead, tempers stopped the free-flowing action. Early in the
second quarter, reserve forward Kelly Oubre Jr. was ejected for steamrolling Celtics 7-foot center Kelly
Olynyk. By the fourth quarter, with Washington ahead by 26 points, the game descended into a hail of
technical fouls. In the aftermath, both benches were standing, coaches were barking at officials, and the
backup point guards, Brandon Jennings and Boston’s Terry Rozier, were sent to the locker rooms. In
all, eight technical fouls dotted a game with no shortage of shoving and smack-talking.”

See the Oubre moment:

GET SMART FAST:

1.The Senate voted 79-18 to approve the $1.1 trillion spending bill that funds the government through
September. So there won't be a shutdown tonight. (Kelsey Snell)
2.Former New England Patriots star Aaron Hernandez cited Bible passage John 3:16 in ink on his
forehead and in blood on the wall of his prison cell before he hanged himself. (AP)
3.Pittsburgh police are investigating a woman’s report that she was raped at PPG Paints Arena during
Wednesday’s Penguins-Capitals playoff game. She said that the incident happened in a women’s
restroom between periods of the game. The woman said she screamed for a half-hour but no one came
to her assistance. (Des Bieler)
4.Curt Schilling accused Orioles outfielder Adam Jones of lying after he said he was called the “n-word”
by a Red Sox fan at Fenway Park, pointing to what he claimed was a “lack of evidence” from others in
the stands. (Des Bieler)
5.Russia, Iran and Turkey have agreed to create “de-escalation zones” in Syria – renewing diplomatic
efforts to bring warring parties to heel in the country’s six-year conflict. It is unclear how the deal differs
from previous failed cease-fires, in which Assad’s regime has continued to strike rebel-held areas. The
State Department expressed concern about the effort, including the involvement of Iran as a so-called
“guarantor.” (Louisa Loveluck and Karen DeYoung)
6.Texas Gov. Greg Abbott (R) is poised to sign a sweeping bill that would outlaw so-called “sanctuary
cities” and other localities in the state – imposing costly fines, and even jail time, on officials who refuse
to cooperate with ICE agents. If passed, the legislation would be the country’s most significant
crackdown so far on sanctuary cities. (Maria Sacchetti)
7.A new lawsuit accuses Wells Fargo employees of “targeting” undocumented immigrants on the street
and persuading them to open bank accounts at their local branches – scouring locations such as
construction sites and factories for potential recruits, and even offering them money to open an account.
It’s the latest in a string of alarming allegations that have engulfed the San Francisco-based banking
giant, whose employees say they were forced to resort to questionable tactics to meet the company’s
unrealistic sales quotas. (Kristine Phillips)
8.The head of U.S. Special Operations, testifying before the Senate Armed Services Committee, said
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sending additional U.S. troops to Afghanistan would be a “welcome boost” for his men and could lessen
the need for them to conduct dangerous missions alongside local forces. Deploying additional troops is
a possibility being considered by the Trump administration. (Missy Ryan)
9.Afghan warlord Gulbuddin Hekmatyar returned to Kabul after spending two decades in exile, pleading
for peace and unity in a town where his ruthless fighting once earned him the nickname “Butcher of
Kabul.” Hekmatyar’s return comes just eight months after he signed a controversial peace deal with the
government, which allows him immunity for past crimes and the chance to lead his party, the Hizb-e-
Islami, back into Afghan politics. (Pamela Constable)
10.A California father says he and his family were booted from a Delta flight after they declined to give
up a seat they had purchased for their son. In video footage, officials can be heard requesting they fly
with the two-year-old on their laps – against FAA recommendations – and threatening the parents with
jail time when they refuse to comply. (Lindsey Bever)
11.A new study from George Mason University found that black applicants for Fairfax County teaching
positions were far less likely than white candidates to get job offers in a recent year – even though they
had, on average, more advanced degrees and classroom experience. The study asserts that racial bias
in hiring may be contributing to a persistent lack of black teachers in public education – a problem long
pinned on a lack of qualified applicants and interest. (T. Rees Shapiro and Moriah Balingit)
12.Three students who were reportedly threatened and beaten at a Pittsburgh high school have filed a
lawsuit against the school district and local police department, saying surveillance footage documents
an atmosphere where both administrators and cops are “assaulting children.” In one video, the school’s
principal can be seen holding a student’s head to the ground while he is shocked with a stun gun.
(Lindsey Bever)
13.A longtime Brooklyn principal is suing the Department of Education after she was accused of
Communist organizing – saying the allegation, which “hearkens back to another era” – was made in
retaliation for her outspokenness about race and segregation in New York City schools. (New York
Times)
14.Owners of a Colorado wildlife sanctuary said a series of recent floods placed their beloved wild
animals in danger. But after being denied a permit request to relocate their facility, owners took drastic
action – deciding, inexplicably, to kill each one. Their abrupt decision has horrified local officials and
wildlife experts, who had offered to help relocate the animals. (Peter Holley)
15.Hillary Clinton is preparing to launch her own political group as soon as next week. It will fund
organizations working on the resistance to Trump’s agenda. She's spent recent weeks in Washington,
New York City, and Chappaqua, N.Y., meeting with donors and potential groups to invest in, and
recruiting individuals for the group’s board of directors. It will be called Onward Together. (Politico)

Trump locks eyes with Paul Ryan in the Rose Garden after the House pushed through the health care
bill. (Jabin Botsford/The Washington Post)

GOP HEALTH BILL ADVANCES:

-- The House voted 217-213 to pass its latest health-care bill, delivering a significant, if incomplete,
political victory for Trump, even as it failed to meet his promise of “insurance for everybody." Ed
O'Keefe, Paige Winfield Cunningham and Amy Goldstein report: In the end, the bill slid by with just four
votes to spare. All 193 Democrats voted in opposition, as did 20 Republicans -- primarily moderates
who thought the legislation rolls back health-care benefits too much. "The latest bill’s changes allow
states to opt out of many of the ACA’s key provisions, such as its protection of people with preexisting
conditions," our colleagues write. "And to regain moderates’ support it lost with that change, an
additional $8 billion was allocated to helping sick people afford their premiums — a figure even the
conservative American Enterprise Institute says is not nearly enough." (Check out a full list of how each
lawmaker voted.)
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-- THE TICK TOCK: “The rescue effort that pulled the Republicans back from the brink of failure on
health care began quietly, with two House members who are not exactly household names trying to find
common ground on a little-noticed issue," Karen Tumulty and Robert Costa report. “[They were Reps.
Tom MacArthur and Mark Meadow, and] the question at hand was giving states more flexibility by
allowing them to come up with their own ways of achieving cost savings and providing coverage.
MacArthur — a goateed former insurance executive who once worked on claims with [Trump’s] late
father — decided to take a stab at it. While staying at the beach with his family over the House’s two-
week Easter recess last month, ‘I took pen to paper,’ MacArthur recalled. ‘I presented it to the speaker
and talked about it with Mark Meadows, and it got life. It moved.’ That amendment allowing states to opt
out of some central provisions of the Affordable Care Act was the first breakthrough in the resurrection
of the GOP health-care bill — a far different process from the top-down one that led to the failure of the
Republicans’ first attempt to bring a bill to the floor in mid-March...

“The first and second incarnations of the health legislation represent a steep, six-week learning curve
on the part of the Republicans who now control Washington. [Trump, for his part], had assumed that the
force of his personality was his best asset in pushing the bill through. He summoned House members to
the White House for negotiating sessions that were more theatrical than substantive; threatened
Meadows that if he didn’t support it, ‘I’m coming after you’; and laid down an empty ultimatum that he
would walk away. … If his first big legislative victory has taught Trump anything, it may be that the art of
the deal in Washington requires subtlety, patience and — most uncharacteristic for him — a willingness
to step back and play a supporting role.”

 Rep. Tom MacArthur (R-NJ) speaks outside the House chamber. (Eric Thayer/Getty)

-- BUT, BUT BUT: Few Republican lawmakers truly like this bill – viewing it instead as a necessary step
to demonstrate some sort of momentum and ability to govern with a new GOP majority. “Rather than
embrace policy cobbled together to replace the 2010 Affordable Care Act, many Republicans simply
decided the best move was to approve a flawed bill — and ram it through a flawed process — so that
the Senate would get a chance to fix the House’s mistakes, setting up a major negotiation later," Paul
Kane writes in his column. "House Republicans did so knowing that their votes will be portrayed by their
Democratic opponents as ruthlessly denying millions of people health insurance … Inside the
leadership team of [Ryan], there was a gripping fear of what failure would mean for its future overseeing
a chamber seemingly incapable of moving important legislation. Ryan had already pulled his American
Health Care Act from the floor once … [and] the initial game plan was to simply give up on repealing
Obamacare and move on to a broad rewriting of the tax code. But inside the White House, [Trump’s]
advisers became increasingly concerned about how little they had to show in terms of early victories.
They helped nudge the hard-line House Freedom Caucus and some members of the moderate
Tuesday Group back to the bargaining table. The consequence of failure — for a second time in six
weeks, after the humiliating first retreat — became a compelling reason to vote ‘yes.’ The question is
whether this short-term victory was worth the long-term squeeze.”

“This bill is highly imperfect, imperfect, okay? There’s no doubt about that,” said Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart,
who came onboard in the final 24 hours. “Is this bill good? No, I don’t like it. So my decision was, how
do I stay involved?”

-- Now, the measure will head to the Senate to face a whole new set of obstacles. On Thursday,
Republican leaders there sent an unmistakable message: When it comes to health care, we’re going to
do our own thing. “I think there will be essentially a Senate bill,” Sen. Roy Blunt (R-Mo.), the fourth-
ranking Senate Republican, told our colleagues. HuffPost’s Michael McAuliff reports that at least a half-
dozen GOP senators have already expressed opposition to the tack the House was taking. It remains
unclear how closely the Senate measure will resemble the one narrowly passed in the House, or
whether Republican senators will resolve their own stark differences.
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-- Trump expressed confidence that it will pass the Senate – calling Obamacare “essentially dead.”
"This is a great plan. I actually think it will get even better. This is a repeal and replace of Obamacare.
Make no mistake about it," Trump told reporters.

-- Despite the new set of obstacles ahead, Trump and the House GOP had reason to celebrate. Ashley
Parker reports on the scene at the White House: “They gathered on a chilly, overcast afternoon in the
Rose Garden, busing over House members from the Capitol so everyone could preen and crow. And
crow they did. A Marine quartet sat playing on the lawn — the same tableau as the day last month
when Neil M. Gorsuch became a Supreme Court justice. Lawmakers snapped photos and clapped each
other on the shoulder. [Sean Spicer] even raced back from his Navy Reserve duty at the Pentagon to
savor the moment. And Trump — who earlier in the process expressed surprise at just how complicated
health-care could be — also seemed momentarily in awe of the day. ‘How am I doing?’ he asked,
before answering his own question and posing another. ‘I’m president! Hey, I’m president! Do you
believe it, right?’”

'You have better health care than we do', Trump to Australia's Turnbull

-- Trump met with Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull in New York last night, arriving late for a
truncated meeting with the foreign leader after he extended his stay in Washington to celebrate the
passage of the health bill. It was the first time the two leaders were slated to meet in person after an
infamous and frosty phone call that threw a curveball into their relationship earlier this year. Abby Phillip
reports:

Appearing alongside the prime minister for the first time, Trump made a series of conflicting statements
about their earlier call – jovially dismissing reports of the tense exchange as “fake news” in one
moment, before acknowledging later that the exchange was indeed “testy." “We get along great. We
have a fantastic relationship, I love Australia, I always have," Trump, seated next to Turnbull, told
reporters after their one-on-one meeting. "We had a great telephone call. You guys exaggerated that
call. That was a big exaggeration. We're not babies." Hours later, after Trump took to the stage to
deliver remarks at the gala, he opened with a little confession. "Now that the record is straight … We
had a very nice phone call. A little testy. It got a little bit testy, but that’s okay.’”

-- Hours after his party advanced a health-care bill that some estimate would leave millions uninsured,
Trump lavished praised on Australia’s government-funded universal health-care system: “We have a
failing health care — I shouldn't say this to our great gentleman and my friend from Australia, because
you have better health care than we do,” Trump said.

-- The left jumped all over this:

House Democrats sing 'goodbye' to Republicans as health-care bill passes

Three smart takes:

-- The eleven states with the highest percentages of people with preexisting conditions all voted for
Trump in 2016, CNN’s Chris Cillizza notes. “What those numbers mean is that many of the people most
in favor of repealing and replacing Obamacare are also the people most likely to be directly affected --
and not in a good way -- if the new GOP bill becomes law. It's not immediately clear what the political
ramifications of that reality would be. On one hand, Republicans have a cushion in most of these states,
politically speaking, and so may be able to withstand some degree of fallout even if the GOP plan
doesn't work out as planned. On the other, people tend to pay more attention -- and be more unhappy --
when a change made by Congress directly impacts something they have relied on. And, if the House
GOP's change on pre-existing conditions means that people in the 11 states above can't get any sort of
coverage, there could be a political price to pay.”
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-- Fourteen of the 23 Republicans representing districts that voted for Clinton last November ended up
supporting the legislation. The Atlantic’s Ronald Brownstein and Leah Askarinam say “that decision will
elevate almost all of them on the target list for Democrats aching to recapture the House majority next
year”: “All seven of the California Republicans in districts Clinton carried voted for the bill; elsewhere,
the Clinton-district Republicans split more closely, with nine opposing the legislation and seven
supporting it. Looking at a broader list of legislators in competitive seats, the highly controversial plan
drew support from fully 46 of the 61 House Republicans in districts that voted either for Clinton in 2016
or for Obama in his 2012 or 2008 elections. … Only 15 of the Republicans from those districts voted
‘no.’”

-- “The Republican health care overhaul might never become law, but it has already changed the life of
one American: Reince Priebus, who knew it was his best and perhaps last hope of becoming an
empowered White House chief of staff,” the New York Times’ Glenn Thrush and Maggie Haberman
report: “It is unlikely that Mr. Priebus — roundly regarded as a steady party leader but one of the least
powerful White House chiefs of staff ever — would have been fired had the second repeal-and-replace
plan not passed the House on Thursday. But he viewed it as a personal make-or-break moment …
[and] responded by texting, calling and buttonholing Republicans, especially Mr. Ryan — badgering him
for weeks to bring some version of the bill to the floor …”

“Mr. Priebus’s push for a quick vote chafed some members of the White House staff. Several people on
Mr. Trump’s team who were trying to lower expectations were annoyed to find out that Mr. Priebus was
openly talking about forcing a vote this week. At times, Mr. Trump himself seemed a little puzzled by his
aide’s vehemence, telling legislators, including Mr. Ryan, that while he wanted a win, he did not
necessarily need a vote immediately. “Even with a win, Mr. Priebus remains, at best, the third most
powerful player in a top-heavy White House dominated by bigger personalities, a would-be gatekeeper
desperately in search of a gate. In recent days, Mr. Priebus cut back on his stalking-butler tendency to
hover over the president, realizing his antsy boss had grown resentful of his constant companionship.
‘What are you doing in here? Don’t you have health care to take care of?’ Mr. Trump asked Mr. Priebus
at one recent meeting around his desk.”

Protesters hold signs as they rally on Capitol Hill to oppose the health-care bill. (Oliver Contreras/For
The Washington Post)

-- Other consequences of the House bill:

*Planned Parenthood will be defunded for one year: “The women’s health provider stands to lose about
30 percent of its funding under a provision [in the bill] to block it from getting Medicaid reimbursements
for one year, unless its hundreds of clinics stop offering abortions.” (Paige Winfield Cunningham)
*Those who obtain health insurance through their employers — about half the country — could be at
risk of losing protections that limit out-of-pocket costs for catastrophic illnesses: “The provision … lets
states obtain waivers from certain [ACA] insurance regulations. Insurers in states that obtain the
waivers could be freed from a regulation mandating that they cover 10 particular types of health
services, among them maternity care, prescription drugs, mental health treatment and hospitalization.
… Under the House bill, large employers could choose the benefit requirements from any state—
including those that are allowed to lower their benchmarks under a waiver, health analysts said. By
choosing a waiver state, employers looking to lower their costs could impose lifetime limits and
eliminate the out-of-pocket cost cap from their plans under the GOP legislation.” (Wall Street Journal)
*Democrats warn that the bill could increase costs for up to seven million veterans who are eligible to
receive health care from the VA system: “An estimated 7 million veterans who qualify for such care do
not receive it for a range of reasons: They may live too far away from a VA center, their incomes may
be too high for them to be placed in a high-priority group for VA access, or they may have health issues
unrelated to their service … By taking away the credits that Obamacare offered for those seeking
insurance on their own, the GOP proposal effectively means a tax hike.” (HuffPost)
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-- This is far from the health-care bill that Trump promised. For perspective, Philip Bump compared how
it stacks up to promises made by Trump during an interview in January:

*Trump promised insurance for everybody: “The AHCA would probably result in 24 million more
uninsured people by 2026.”
*Trump promised “lower numbers” and lower deductibles: “The AHCA would probably have higher
deductibles. The CBO anticipates that they will be higher under the AHCA than they would have been if
the ACA were kept."
*Trump promised that insurance plans would be “much better”: “The AHCA would probably reduce the
quality of insurance plans, thanks to late amendments that would allow states to get waivers so that
insurers could separate coverage items out of the default package."
*Trump promised that the plan would take “care of preexisting conditions.” “The AHCA would probably
increase costs for a substantial number of people who have preexisting conditions."

-- Meanwhile, the largest insurer in the Mid-Atlantic region, CareFirst Blue Cross Blue Shield, warned
Thursday that Affordable Care Act marketplaces were in the “early stages of a death spiral,” and
requested a rate hike of more than 50 percent in Maryland next year, a 35 percent increase in northern
Virginia and a 29 percent increase in D.C. (Carolyn Y. Johnson)

-- Want more smart insights on the politics and policy of health care? THE HEALTH 202, anchored by
Paige Winfield Cunningham, launches Tuesday. Sign up here:

TRUMP'S AGENDA:

-- The president will make his first foreign trip later this month, he announced, traveling to Saudi Arabia,
Israel and the Vatican as part of an effort to unite Islam, Judaism and Christianity in the cause of
fighting “intolerance and radical extremism.” Karen DeYoung reports: “The nine-day trip, during which
officials said Trump will meet with Pope Francis, will end with previously announced meetings with
NATO leaders in Brussels and the Group of Seven world economic powers in Sicily. His trip, he said,
‘will begin with a truly historic gathering in Saudi Arabia with leaders from all across the Muslim world,’
where ‘we will begin to construct a new foundation of cooperation and support with our Muslim allies to
combat extremism, terrorism and violence.’ In an apparent reference to his willingness to deal with
authoritarian governments without pressuring them on human rights, Trump said, ‘Our task is not to
dictate to others how to live but to build a coalition of friends and partners who share the goal of fighting
terrorism and bringing safety, opportunity and stability to the Middle East.’”

-- The Trump administration is moving to further toughen the vetting of foreigners, proposing new
authority to allow State Department screeners to ask visa applicants more intrusive questions. The Wall
Street Journal’s Laura Meckler reports: “Under the proposed rule … [visa applicants flagged] for
additional screening would be asked for significantly more personal information. Specifically, applicants
could be asked for 15 years of addresses, employment history and travel history, including sources of
funding for their travel; names and birth dates for all siblings, children and current and former spouses
or domestic partners; social media handles used during the past five years and phone numbers and
email addresses used over the past five years. The State Department estimated these requests would
go to about 65,000 people a year. … The proposed rule, which is now open for public comment, asks
for the [OMB] to approve the proposal on an emergency basis by May 18.”

-- Trump signed an executive order aimed at making it easier for churches to participate in politics – an
order that was cheered by some conservative Christians, but lamented by others as falling short of their
original expectations. John Wagner and Sarah Pulliam Bailey report: “The order … removes the
financial threat faced by tax-exempt churches from the IRS when pastors speak out on behalf of
political candidates. But some experts said it amounts to a mostly symbolic gesture with little likelihood
of changing how the agency polices the issue. Trump’s order … also directs his administration to
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consider developing regulations related to religious objectors to an Obama administration mandate,
scaled back by the courts, that required contraception services as part of health plans. ... The sweep
was considerably narrower than a leaked February draft, however, which included a provision that could
have allowed federal contractors to discriminate against LGBT employees or single mothers on the
basis of faith.”

-- Cindy McCain, the wife of John McCain, is being eyed by the Trump administration to fill a “prominent
role” at the State Department. The AP’s Josh Lederman reports: “Although it wasn't clear what position
she would fill, one possibility under discussion is McCain serving as an ambassador-at-large in
Washington, focusing on a specific issue such as human trafficking ... McCain, a philanthropist and
global humanitarian activist, has been a vocal advocate for victims of human trafficking for several
years."

Michael Flynn at the White House in February. (Jabin Botsford/The Washington Post)

-- “The mystery behind a Flynn associate’s quiet work for the Trump campaign,” by Matea Gold: “Jon
Iadonisi, a friend and business associate of [Michael Flynn], had two under-the-radar projects underway
in the fall of 2016. One of his companies was helping Flynn with an investigative effort for an ally of the
Turkish government — details of which Flynn revealed only after he was forced to step down from his
White House post. At the same time, Iadonisi was also doing work for the Trump campaign … The
project Iadonisi was engaged in for Trump’s campaign focused on social media, [a source said]. What
that work consisted of — and why his company was not disclosed as a vendor in campaign finance
reports — remains a mystery. However, [FEC] reports show that the Trump campaign paid $200,000 on
Dec. 5 for ‘data management services’ to Colt Ventures, a Dallas-based venture-capital firm that is an
investor in VizSense, a social-media company co-founded by Iadonisi. “It is common for political
vendors to hire subcontractors whose work is not publicly reported. However, campaign committees
cannot seek to avoid disclosure by paying an entity that does not have a legitimate relationship with the
ultimate recipient, said [campaign-finance lawyer] Daniel Petalas … ‘A venture-capital company is
certainly a strange entity for a campaign to be making an expenditure to, and I would want to look
further to assess whether it was it an appropriate recipient,’ he said.”

Corey Lewandowski arrives at Trump Tower. (Drew Angerer/Getty)

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST WATCH:

-- Former Trump campaign manager Corey Lewandowski is leaving the lobbying and consulting firm he
co-founded in January amid a spate of negative publicity, saying he’s concerned he “lost control” over
the firm. Bloomberg’s Jennifer Jacobs  and Ben Brody report: “Lewandowski said Thursday that his
partner, Barry Bennett, and others … have used his name without his authorization and sought
business with foreign clients that he doesn’t want. ‘The most important thing is my reputation, and I’ve
worked really hard in the face of adversity to try to be successful,’ Lewandowski said. … His remarks
came after a liberal ethics group alleged that he might have engaged in unregistered lobbying and
selling access to the Oval Office -- allegations he denies. Politico reported on April 28 that an affiliate of
Avenue Strategies called Washington East West Political Strategies had been soliciting business in
Eastern Europe and elsewhere by offering access to Trump, [Mike Pence] and other top administration
officials. Lewandowski said Thursday that he hadn’t authorized the creation of Washington East West,
nor been informed about it. He said he’s willing to dissolve the partnership to distance himself from
negative publicity and what he called conjecture that he’s not following the rules. ‘I know I have a giant
target on my back. People want to see me fail,’ he said."

How Trump talks about history
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-- “Trump says he’s a big fan of history. But he doesn’t seem to trust historians,” by Amy B Wang: “One
telling example of Trump's cavalier botching of history came when the History Channel invited him to
appear — as an expert — in a 2012 episode of ‘The Men Who Built America,’ a series on the Industrial
Revolution. Though he was on the screen only briefly, Trump delivered his contribution to the segment
with confidence. ‘Andrew Carnegie was somebody that I think in terms of because I do buildings,’
Trump said on the show. ‘And he really came up with the mass production of steel. He was the first and
the biggest by far, by a factor of 30 times. And what he built was unbelievable and just got bigger and
bigger and bigger.’ Even in those few lines, there were factual issues. It was Sir Henry Bessemer who
invented the first process to mass-produced steel — known as the ‘Bessemer process’ — in England in
the 1800s. Carnegie adapted the process for his business needs and, in the process, became the
richest man in America.”

-- The American Association for Public Opinion Research convened a 13-member committee to study,
in detail, what pollsters missed during the 2016 election. Dan Balz outlines their findings: “The report’s
two main findings about polling underscore that it was a treacherous year for pollsters, and therefore
predictions. The AAPOR committee concludes that the national polls ‘were generally correct and
accurate by historical standards,’ and that they were more accurate than in 2012. The polls, on
average, pointed to a Clinton victory in the popular vote by about three percentage points. Her eventual
advantage was well within the margin of error of the national polls. But where elections are decided, in
state-by-state contests, things were not so rosy for pollsters. State polls were historically bad — the
report calls it the largest error in state polling of elections starting in 2000 — and the key failure was the
underestimation of Trump’s support. This was particularly true in the Upper Midwest, where the election
was decided. The AAPOR team also found flaws among those organizations that produce poll
aggregates and projections of results and pointed to these predictions as one reason so many people
were surprised by the outcome of the election.”

SOCIAL MEDIA SPEED READ:

Online, the rhetoric got very, very, very heated after the health-care bill's passage. Here's a taste:

Before the vote:

Ouch:

Yikes:
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The Democrats trolled Republicans in their own delegations:

A keeper:

And the reverse:

This is something people care about:

Time for the Senate:

Melania does something FLOTUS-y:

And at the White House:

GOOD READS FROM ELSEWHERE:

-- “After seven days of testimony from dozens of witnesses, and forensic accounting of years of bank
records and financial statements, former U.S. Rep. Corrine Brown is gambling that she can beat 22
federal fraud and tax charges through sheer force of personality alone.” The Florida Times-Union’s Nate
Monroe Christopher Hong and Steve Patterson report: “Brown’s decision to take the stand in her own
defense — which is the core of her strategy to beat the charges — offered some characteristically
surreal moments from the pugnacious and often theatrical former lawmaker. She opined on which
clothing stores offer the best deals (Neiman Marcus is ‘Needless ‘Markup’) [and] the advantage of
shopping at Dollar Tree … [Her testimony] also included new explanations about why it appears she
was wrapped up in the fraudulent activity surrounding One Door for Education, where the government
says hundreds of thousands of dollars raised under the guise of charity was spent instead on luxurious
parties … or simply [deposited directly into her personal] account. Brown testified, for example, that a
former aide made regular deposits into her bank account because the aide owed her money — not
because Brown had conspired to find a secret source of cash."

HOT ON THE LEFT:

"Alaska Dispatch News reporter slapped by Wasilla lawmaker,” from Alaska Dispatch News: “An Alaska
Dispatch News reporter told Juneau police he was slapped Tuesday inside the Alaska Capitol by a
state senator during an encounter regarding a recent story. ADN political reporter Nathaniel Herz said
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the exchange between him and freshman Sen. David Wilson, R-Wasilla, occurred Tuesday afternoon in
the main stairwell of the Capitol … [after] the ADN published a story by Herz Sunday regarding Wilson's
Senate Bill 90, which would end a state program that distributes grants to Mat-Su social-service groups.
The story mentioned Wilson's employer prior to his election, Palmer-based nonprofit Alaska Family
Services, wouldn't be among those potentially hurt by the cuts. … [After the encounter], Herz filed a
report with the Juneau Police Department. ‘I was not enthusiastic about taking this to the police,’ Herz
said. ‘But I also felt like I couldn't accept this kind of behavior from a public official.’ Asked Wednesday
about the incident, Herz said he was not injured by the slap, but ‘it was not a love tap.’”

  HOT ON THE RIGHT:

“Hero' stopped mass murder by crazed bar patron who was armed to the teeth, police say,” from the
Dallas Morning News: “A concealed carry holder is being heralded as a hero by Arlington police for
preventing mass murder by killing an ‘incoherent’ gunman at a sports bar [after he killed the manager]
… Police later identified the gunman as 48-year-old James Jones … [and later found him carrying two
loaded guns and two knives]. ‘We do believe he had the capacity to do much greater harm,’ Cook said.
When Jones entered the business, some witnesses told police, he started yelling incoherently [before
fatally shooting the manager] … That's when a customer fired his gun at Jones. ‘After he was struck
once, the suspect started shooting at the front door,’ Cook [said] … More than a dozen customers and a
handful of employees were in the sports bar at the time of the shooting. Cook said the customer, who
was dining with his wife, ‘prevented further loss of life.’ ‘We're treating the good guy as sort of a hero,’
he said.”

DAYBOOK:

Trump and Pence have no public events scheduled. The president will spend this weekend at his golf
club in New Jersey.

Congress is going back on recess.

QUOTE OF THE DAY:

Rep. Chris Collins (R-N.Y.) admitted on CNN that he didn’t read the health care bill before voting for it:
“'I will fully admit, Wolf, I did not. … I have to rely on my staff. And I can probably tell you that I read
every word, and I wouldn't be telling you the truth, nor would any other member. We rely on our staff
and we rely on our committees. I'm comfortable that I understand this bill in its entirety, Wolf, without
poring through every word. I'm being quite honest. That's the way it is.”

NEWS YOU CAN USE IF YOU LIVE IN D.C.:

-- Rainy, humid, and the possibility of some powerful storms this afternoon. The Capital Weather Gang
forecasts: “Rain, showers, thunderstorms may dominate our weather through early afternoon. Rain that
fell most of last night should taper this morning. We may even see some sunnier times in the midday.
Muggy high temperatures should still get into the mid-to-upper 70s. Any storms later in the day may
tend to be isolated, but they could be powerful with large hail, damaging wind, and a tornado all
possible.”

-- Sidwell Friends School has dismissed a veteran music teacher after learning of an allegation of
inappropriate contact with student in previous job. The teacher will not be returning. (Valerie Strauss
and Michael Alison Chandler)

-- The Nationals beat the Diamondbacks 4-2 yesterday, but Bryce Harper came out of the game in the
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seventh inning because of groin pain that resulted from a diving catch. “We took him out for
precautionary reasons and we just have to see,” said Dusty Baker. “He’s day-to-day.” After the game,
Harper said he “felt good.” He explained he initially felt discomfort when he made a diving catch in the
third inning, a few minutes before he walked and scored in the bottom of the frame. “I’ve got to stop
diving, trying to catch fly balls too much,” Harper joked. (Jorge Castillo)

-- Speaking of Bryce, he recently filmed a “promposal” for the son of former MLB star Steve Garvey:

VIDEOS OF THE DAY:

Seth Meyers took "a closer look" at the health care vote last night:

House Republicans Pass Trumpcare: A Closer Look

(Emily Yahr has a good write-up of all the Trumpcare jokes on the comedy shows last night.)

Tom Perriello, a Democratic candidate for Virginia governor, cuts a health-care focused ad that depicts
an ambulance being crushed:

Ambulance

Pundits react:

A two-minute summary of yesterday's news:

Here’s what happened in Washington on Thursday, in two minutes

Heart-warming story of the day:

You are receiving this email because you signed up for the The Daily 202 newsletter or were registered
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